
Sec. 102 F£DERAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ACT

this Act. It is further the policy o£ the Congress to support and
research relating to the prevention, reduction, and elimination
pollution~" and to provide Federal technical services and financialFEDERAL WATER POLLUTION (~ONTROL ACT aid to State and interstate agencies and municipalities in connec-

(33 U.S.C. 1251 et aeq.) tion with the prevention, reduction, and elimination of pollution.
(c) It is further the policy of" Congress that the President, act-

ing through the Secretary el" State and such national and inter-AN ACT To prmddo f~" wirer po~ul~:m control activities in the Public He-IrK 8erv-
f¢~ of" th~ Federal Security ~ and in th~ Fedlral Work~ A~ency. lad for national organizations as he determines appropriate, shall takeot~r purpose, such action as may be necessary to insure that to the fullest extent

Be it enacted by the Senate and Hous� of Representatives of the possible all foreign countries shall take meaningful actio~ for the
United ~tatea of America in Congress msembled, prevention, reduction, and elimination of pollution in their waters

and in international waters and for the achievement of goals re-~ I--RESEARCH AND RELATED PROGRAMS garding the elimination of discharge of pollutant~ and the improve-
DEG’~t.ARATIOIq OF GOAL8 AIqD POLIG’~ meat of water quality to at least the same extent as the United

States does under its laws.
S~o 101. (a) The objective of this Act is to restore and main- (d) Except as otherwise expressly prey/dad in this Act, the Ad-

rain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation’s ministrator of the Environmental Protw~tion Agency (hereinafter in
waters. In order to achim~ this objective it is hereby declared that, this A~t called "Administrator") shall administer this Act.
consistent with the provisions of this Act-- (e) Public participation in the development, revision, and an-

(I) it is the national goal that the discharge of pollutants forcement of any regulation, standard, effluent limitation, plan, or
into the navigebla waters be eliminated by 1986; program established by the Administrator or any State under this

(2) it is the national goal that wherever attainable, an in- Act shall be provided for, encouraged, and assisted by the Adminis-
terim goal of water quality which provides for the protection trator and the States. The Administrator, in cooperation with the
and propagation of fish, shellfish, and wildlife and provides for States, shall develop and publish regulations specifying minimumrecreation in and on the water be achieved by July 1, 1983; guidelines for public participation in such processes.

(3) it is the national policy that the discharge of toxic pol- (f) It is the national policy that to the maximum ext~nt poe-
lutanta in toxle amounts be prohibited; sible the procedures utilized for implementing this Act shall an-

(4) it is the nat/onal policy that Federal financial assist- courage the drastic minimization of paperwork and interagency de-
ance be provided to construct publicly owned waste treatment ciaion procedures, and the best use of available manpower and
works; funds, so as to prevent needless duplication and unnecessary

(5) it is the national policy that areswide treatment man- delays at all levels ofgevernment.
agementplanning processes be developed and implemented to (g) It is the policy of Congress that the authority of each State
assure adequate control of sources of pollutants in each State; to allocate quantities of water within its jurisdiction shall not be

(6) it is the national policy that a major research and des- superseded, abrogated or otherwise impaired by this Act. It is the
onstration effort be made to develop technology necessary to further policy of Congress that nothing in rids Act shall be con-
eliminate the’ discharge of pollutants into the navigable waters, strued to supersede or abrogate rights to quantities of water which
waters of the contiguous zone and the oceans; and have been established by any State. Federal agencies shall co-oper-

(7) it is the national policy that programs for the control ate with State and lecal~ agencies to develop comprehensive solu-
of nonpoint sources of pollution be de,eloped and implemented tions to prevent, reduce and eliminate pollution in concert with
in an expeditious maser so as to enable the gs~ds _of this Act programs for managing water resources.
to be met through the control of both point and nonpoint
sourcesof pollution.                  ¯
(b) It is the policy of the Congress to recognize, preserve, and COMPJUmENSrW FRO~RAMS roe WAT~R rOLLtrr~oN

protect the primary responsibilities a.nd rights of States to preye_ at,
i~siuco, andeliminate pollution, to plan the development and use SEC. 102. (a) The Administrator shall, after careful invsetiga-
(including restoration, preser~.ation, and enhancement) of land and tion, and in cooperation with other Federal agencies, State water
water resources, and to consult with the Administrator in the exer- pollution control agencies, interstate agencies, and the municipali-
cise of his authority under this Act. It is the policy of Congress that ties and indnstrie~ involved, prepare or develop comprehensive pro-
the States manage the construction grant program under this Act grams for l~reventing, reducing, or eliminating the pollution of the
and implement the permit programs under sections 402 and 404 of navigable waters and ground waters and improving the sanitary

condition-of surface and underground waters, in the development
of such comprehensive program8 due regm, d shall be Oven to the
improvements which are necessary to conserve such waters for the
protection and propagation of fish and aquatic life and wildlife,
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reational purposes, and the withdrawal o£ such waters for public (2) Each planning agency receivinff a Krant under this sub-
water supply, agric0lttu~10 industrial, and other purposes. For the ,s~t_.i_on ohalI..d~v.o.lop ,.�o .mp.rshensive pollution control plan [or thepurpose of this section, the Administrator is authorized to make vase or poruon meree~wmcn--
joint investigations with any such agencies of the condition o£ any (A) is consistent with any applicabls water quality stand-
waters in any Si~to or States, and of the die, harass of any sewage, a,rd.s: effluent .and other limitations, and thermal discharKe reg-
industrial waste, or ittbotance which may "adversely affect such umu, o..n.s established pur~_nant to current law wit~n the basin;
waters, x~ recommends such treatment works as will provide the

(bXl) In the survey or planning of any reservoir by the Corps most e/T~tive and economical moans of collection, storage,
of Engineers, ~ureau o/. Reclamation, or other Federal agency, con- treatment, and elim_ingtlon .of. pollutants and rocommsnds
sider¯ties shah be given to inclusion of storage /’or regulation o/’ means m encourage both mum~pel and industrial usa o/. such
stresmfiow, except that any such storage and water releas~ shall works; ¯
not be provided am a substitute /’or adequate treatment or other (C) recommends maintenance and improvement of water
methods arcs¯trolling waste at the source, quality within the basin or portion thereof and recommends

(2) The need for and the value of storage /’or regulation o/’ methods of adequately l~uancing tho~ facilities as may be nec-
stre~nllow (other than/‘or water quality) including but not limited emry to imp|ernest the plan~ and "
to navigation, salt water inl~mion, rocrsation, esthetic, and fish (D) as appropriate, [s day¯loped in cooperation wi~h, and
and wildH/’e, shall be dotormined by the Corps o/" Engineers, Bu- !s toss,tent with any comprehensive plan prepared by the
rean of Reclamation, or other Faderal agencies. W, ater_Re~, ur~.s Council, any are¯wide w~te managemen~

(3) The n~d for, tha value o£, and the i~pact o/’~ storage for ~.ns a, evel,O_l~, ptu~. uant to so~on 208 of this Act, and any
~ta~e pan aevemp~ pursuant to section 303(e} of this Act.water quality control shall be determined b~ tha Administrator, (3} For the purposes of this subsets¯ the term "basin"

and his views on them matters shall be ~t/’orth in any report or dudes, but is not limited ~o, rivers and their tributaries, streams,presentation to Congr~a proposing authorization or construction o/’ coastal waters, sounds, estuaries, bays, lakes, and portions thereof,
any reservoir including such storage.

~
as well as the lands drained thereby.

(4) The value o/’such storage shall be taken inte account in de- (d) [Repealed by section 2021(a) o/’ Public Law I04-6~
terminin~ the economic valse of the entire project o/’ which it is a Star. 726}.]
part, and caste ohm] be allocated to the purpose of regulation of {33 u~.c.streamilow in a manner which will insure that all project purposes,

¯ share equitable in tlm b~ueflta o/’ multiple-purpose construction. INTI~P.~rAT~ COOl, RATION A~ql~ U~I~OP~4 LAWS
(5) COSta o/’ regulation of streamflow features incorporated in

any Federal r~sorvoir or other impoundment under the provisions .; ~.c. ,103:,(a)...Th.o A~.l.mi.ni... strator slmll encourage cooperative
o/’ this Act shall be dstonnined and ths beneficiaries identified and ac.u.wues~ ny..m.o z~a~ mr rue. prevention, reduction, and elimi-

nat¯on o~ pollus~on, ¯¯courage the enactment of improved and, so
/’astute¯if the benofiteshall bemrenonreimbursable.widasPreed or national in scope, the caste of such far, as..pract/~ble, .uni.£.orm .~tai~ laws relating to ~ha prevention,

(6) No license ~rantod by the Federal Power Commission for a

~.o~_cuoo.n_,._a_n~" eli..m|nstion o.,/. poIlu~on; .and. e.nceurage compacts be-

hydrmloctric power project shall include storage for rosulation o/’ ,,,~,,u,o~.~tos mr m.o p.~,von_uon ar~ control o~ pollution.
_ ~n~ me conmon~ o! .t~e ~ots~,rose is hereby given to two or morestreamilow/’or the purpo~ o/’ water quality control unless the Ad- ~tatea to n_agotiato and enter into agreements or compacts, not in

ministrator shall recemmsud its inclusion and such reservoir star- ~von~i~ wi.’th .any l~.w .or t~a..ty o/’~s United States,/’or (I) cooper-a-s enor~ an~ mu~uas aasmv~nco For the prevention and control o/’ago capacity shall not exceed such proportion of the total storage
required for the water quality control plan aa th~ drainage area o/’

~Ilu.tion a.n~._.th~., e_~i’_.o_.r~,,m.ont of their rospec~i.’.’vo laws relatingsuch reservoir bears to the dralna~ area o/’ the river basin or ha-
~, .m~_a_ t~# t~e,e~,us~m..~, t .of such.agonies: joint or othor-sin~ involved in such water quality control plan.

(cX1) The Administrator shall, at the reqnest of the Governor m ~: u .umy may.~..m ae~ra, ble ~or making el[active such
~ o£ a State, or a majority of the Governors when more than one , en~ a~. ,a. ~mlm~ts. l~io sue~ i~,reement or compact shall be [~ind-mg or omx~amry upon any 3tats a party thereto unless and untilo State is involved make a Krant to pay not to exceed 50 per cesium ii~ has I~en appreved by the Congroa.
o of the administrative expesmea of a planning agency for ¯ period (33 U~.~. 1~53)co not to exceed three years, which period shall begin alter the date
to of enactment of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amend- it~qF.ARCtl, II~V~T|4~tA’~IO~IS. TRA/~I/q(I. AIqD
4~ manta of 1972, if such agency provides for adequate representation

of appropriate State, interstate, local, or (when appropriate) inter- SP, c. 104. (a) The Administrator shall establish national pro.

national interestwin the ira¯in or. portion thereof involved and ia ca-
gr .an~ for the prevention, reduction, and elimination of peHution
an¯: am part of such programs ahall--

pab~- of developing an efl’eetiw~ �omprehensive water quality con- (1) in ¯operation with other Federal, State, and local
U ,n for a basin or portion theroof, apcenciea, conduct and pro¯at¯ tim mordinat/on and
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tion o4 rescarch, investigations, experiments, training, dem-
onstrations, surveys, and studie~ relating to the_cau..ses., effects,

and 3709 of the Revised Statutes (31 U.S.C. 529; 41 U.S.C. 5),
referred to in paragraph (1) of subsection (a);

extent, prevention, reduction, and elimination of pollution; (5) establish and maintain research fellowships at public
(2) encourage, cooperate with, and render technical se..r~.-

ices to pollution control agencies and other appropriate~u~iic
or nonprofit private educational institutions or research organi-

or private agencies, institutions, and organizations, anaindi-
zations;

viduals, including the general public, in the conduct of activi- (6) collect and disseminate, in cooperation with other Fed-

ties referred to in paragraph (1)of this subsect.ion; ....
eral departments and agencies, and with other public or pri-

(3) conduct, in cooperation with State water polmuon con-
vats agencies, institutions, and organizations having related

trol agencies and other interested agencies, organizations and
responsibilities, basic data on chemical, physical, and biological

persons, public investigations concerning the pollution of any effects of varying water quality and other information p.ertain-
navigable waters, and report on the results of such investiga-

ing to pollution and the prevention, reduction, and elimination
thereof; and

tion~) establish advisory committees composed of recognized_ (7) develop effective and practical processes, methods, and
prototype devices for the prevention, reduction, and eLimi-

experts in various aspects of pollution and representatives o!
the public to assist in the examination and evaluation of re-

nation of pollution.

search progress and preposals and to avoid duplication of re- (c) In canting out the provisions of subsection (a) of this sec-
tion the Administrator shall conduct research on, and survey the

search;(5) in cooperation with the States, and their political sub- results of other ~cientific studies on, the harmful effects on the

divisions, and other Federal agencies establish, equip," and health or welfare of persons caused by pollutants. In order to avoid

maintain a water quality surveillance system for the.purpose,
duplication of effort, the Administrator shall, to the extent prac-

of monitoring the quality of the navigable waters and ~o, una
ticable, conduct such research in cooperation with and through the

waters and the contiguous zone and the oceans and the Admin-
facilities of the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.

istrator shall, to the extent practicable, conduct such surveil-
(d) In carrying out the provisions of this section the Adminis-

lance by utilizing the resources of the National Aeronautics
trator shall develop and demonstrate under varied conditions (in-

and Space Administration, the National Oceanic and Atmos-
cluding conducting such basic and applied research, studies, and

pheric Administration, the Ge~. logic.a!. S.urv.e,y, and .the C.oa~
experiments as may be necessary):

Guard, and shall report on such quality in ~ne repor~ reqmre
(1) Practicable means of treating municipal ~ewage, and

other waterborne wastes to implement the requirements of see-
under subsection {a) of section 516; and tion 201 of this Act;

(6) initiate and promote the coordination and acceleration (2) Improved methods and procedures to identify and
of research deed~nedto develop .t~e most effective prscticab!e measure the effects of pollutamts, including those pollutants
tools and techmqnss for measu.n.ng the e~. )al and eco, n.o.mlc created by new technological developments; and
costs and benefits of avtivities which are suoject to regu~auons_ (3) Methods and procedures for evaluating the effects on
under this Act; and shall transmit a report on the results o[ water quality of augmented streamflows to control pollutionsuch research to the Congress not later than Janua~ 1, 1974.
(b) In carrying out the provisions of subsection (a) o this sec-

not susceptible to other means of prevention, reduction, ~or

tion the Administrator is authorized to--
elimination.

(1) collect and make available, threugh publications and
(el The Administrator shall establish, equip, and maintain field

other appropriate means, the results of and other information,
laboratory and research facilities, including, but not limited to, one
to be located in the northeastern area of the United States, one in

including appropriate recommendations by him in ~n..n.ection the Middle Atlantic area, one in the southeastern area, one in the
therewith, pertainingto such research and other activme~ re- midwestern area, one in the southwestern area, one in the Pacific
ferred to in paragraph_ (1) of subsection (_a); .    ., Northwest, and one in the State of Alaska, for the conduct of re-

(2) cooperate with other Federal depar~menm anu ag.en-
cies, State water pollution control agencies, interstate agencies,

search, investigations, experiments, field demonstrations and stud-

other public and private agencies, institutions, organizations,
ies, and training relating to the prevention, reduction and elimi-
nation of pollution. Insofar as practicable, each such facility shall

industries involved, and individuals, in the preparation and be located near institutions of higher learning in which graduate
conduct of such research and other activities referred to in training in such research might be carried out. in conjunction with

the development of criteria under section 403 of this Act, the Ad-
ministrator shall construct the facilities authorized for the National

paragraph _(1) of sub--_on .(a);    -             .
(3) make grants to State water pollution control agencies,

interstate agencies, other public or nonprofit private agencies~
institutions, organ!_zations, and individuals, for purposes stated

MeWine" Water Quality Laboratory established under this sub-
section.

in paragraph (i) of_sub~ecttan (a) of this section; . "~ .... (f) The Administrator shall conduct research and technical de-
(4) contract with public or private agemfi_’es, m~.utuu.o~ns.~, velopment work, and make studies, with respect to the quality of

organizations, and fnd~ddns~, without regard to se~ctlons ~ the waters of the Great Lakes, including an analysis o£ the present
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and pro’.~eS~d future water quality o/. the Great Lakes under vary- this field, together with estimates of future needs, recommenda-ing conditions of waste treatment and disposal, an evaluation oftions on improvin.~ training programs, and such other ".reformationthe water quality nsed~ of those to be served by such waters, an and recommendations, including legislative xecommendations, asevaluation of municipal, industrial, and vessel waste treatment andhe deems appropriate.disposal practices with respect to such waters, and a study of alter- (h) The Administrator is authorized to enter into contracts,note mean~ of solving pollution problems (including additionalwith, or.make ~rr.ants to, public or private agencies and organize-waste treatment measures) with respect to such waters, tions and indiwdtuds for {A) the purpose of developing and dem-
(gX1) For the purpose of providing an adequate supply o£onstrating new or improved methods for the.prevention, removal,trained personnel to operate and maintain existing and ~uturereduction, and elimination of _pollution in lakes, including the undo-

treatment works and related activities, and for the p.ur~ose of on- sirable effects of nutrients and vegetation, and (B) the construction
hancing substantially the proficiency of those engaged m such ac-o/. publicly owned research facilities for such .p~ .u~ose~. .tivities, the Administrator shall finance pilot programs, in coopers. (i) The Administrator, in cooperation wir~ the ~ecremry os u~e
tion with State and interstate agencies, municipalities, educationaldepartment in which the Coast Guard is operating, shall~-
irmtitutions, and other organizations and indiwduals, of’manpower (1) engage in such research, studies, experiment, anddevelopment ~nd training and retraining of per~ns in, on entering demonstrations as he deems appropriate, relative to the rs-into, the field of operation and maintenance ofe treatment works moral o/" oil from any waters end to the prevention, control,and related activities. Such program and any funds expended l’or and elimination of’oil and hazardous substances pollution;such a program ehai| supplement, not supplant, other manpower (2) publish from time to time the results of" such activities;
and training programs andfunds available/.or the purposes o/" this andparagraph. The Administrator is authorized, under such terms and (3) from time to time, develop and publish in the Federal
conditions as ha deems appropriate, to enter into agreements with Register specifications and other technical information on the
one or more States, acting Jointly or severally, or with other public various chemical compounds used in the control of off and haz-
er private agencies or inmtitutioua/’or the development and imple- ardmm substances spill~.
montation of such a program. In carrying out this subsection, the Administrator may enter in~

(2) The Administrator is authorized to enter into agreements contracts with, or make grants to, public or private agencies and
with public and private agencies and institutions, and individualsorganizations and individuals.
to develop and maintain an effective system for forecasting the sup-
ply of, and demand/’or, various prQf.easianal and other occupational

(j) The Secretary o/’ the department in which.the Coast Guard
is operating shall engage in such research, studies, experiments,

categories needed for theprevention, reduction, and elimination o1"and demonstrations as he deems appropriate relative to equipment
pollution in each region, State, or area of the United States and,which is to be installed on board a vessel and is designed to
from time to time, to publish the results of such forecasts.

(3) In furtherance o/’ the purposes of ~ A~t, the Adminis-
calve, retain, treat, or discharge human body wastes and the
wastes from toilets and other recoptacies intended to receive or re.

trator is authorized to--. taln body wastes with particular emphasis on equipment to be in-
(A) make grants to public o_r private agencies and inatitu- stalled on small recreational ve~els. The Secretary of the depart.

tions and to individuals/’or training projects, andprovide forsent in which the Coast Guard is operating shall report to Con-
the conduct of training by contract with public or private agen- grea~ the reanlts of such research, studies, experiments, and dem-
cies and institutions and with individuals without regard to onstratians prior to the effective date o/’ any regulations established
s~tious 3648 and 3709 o/’the l~vised Statutes; under section 312 of this Act. In carrying out this subsection the

(B) establish and maintain research fellowships in the En- Secretary of the department in which the Coast Guard is operating
viromnental Protection Agency with. such stipends and. allow, may enter into contracts with, or make grants to, public or private
ances, including traveling and subsistence expenses, as he mayorganizations and individuals.
deem necessary to proctu~ the ~esistanca of the most promis- (k) In carrying out the provisions o/’ this section relating to the
ing research/’eliows; and conduct by the Administrator of demonstration projects and the de-

(C) provide, in addition to the program established under vslopment of" field laboratories and reseach facilities, the Adminis-
p..at~’aph (1) of this subsection, training in technical matters, trator may acquire land and interests therein by purchase, with ap-
rela __ti_ng to the causes, prevention, reduction, and elimination propriated or donated/.undo, by donation, or by exchange /’or ac-
of pollution/.or personnel o/’ public agencies and other persons quired or public lands under his jurisdiction which he classifies as
with suitable qualifications, suitable for disposition. The values of the properties so exchanged
(4) The Administrator shall submit, through the President, a either shall be approximately equal, or if they are not approxi-

report to the Congr~_as not later than December 31,1973, summa- mately equal, the values shall be equalized by. the payment of cash
-rizing the actions token under ~ subsection and the effectivenessto .the grantor or to the Administrator as the circumstances re-
o/’ such actions, and setting £orth the number o£ perseus trained,qmro. "
the occupational categort~ for which training wu provided, the el- (IX1) The Adminbtcator shall, after consultation with appro-
feetiveneas of ~tber Federal. 8tats, and local training programs in priate local, State. and Federal agm~c/es, publi� and private orgmd-
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rations, and interested individuals, as soon as practicable but notrepresentative estuaries and eetuarine zones; and identify the prob-
ater than January 1, 1973, develop and issue to the States for thelems and areas where further research and study are required.

pur~o, ,se, of .c~yi,. " .n~ ou.t .tl~.s .Act .the latest scientific knowledge (3) The Administrator shall submit to Congress, from time to
avsuame in inaicaung the kind and exten[ of effects on health andtime, reports of the studies authorized by this subsection but at
welfare which may Im expected from the presence of pesticides inleast one such report during any six-year period. Copies of each
the water in vm, ying quantities. He shall revise and add to suchsuch report shall be made available to all interested parties, public
information whenever necessary to reflect developing scientificand private.

(4) For the purpose of this subsection, the term "estuarineknowledge. "
_ (2) The President shall, in consultation with appropriate local~zones~ means an environmental system consisting of an estuaryState, and Federal agencies, public and private organizations, andand those transitional areas which are consistently influenced orinterested individub]s, conduct studies and investigations of math-affected by water from an estuary such as, but not limited to;’-saltode to control the release of pesticides into the environment whichmarshes, coastal and intertidal areas, bays, harbors, lagoons,study shall include examination of the persistency of pesticides ininshore waters, and channels, and the term "estuarf means all orthe water environment and alternative thereto. The President shall

Dart of the mouth of a river or stream or other body of water hay-submit reports, from time to time, on such investigations to Con-
grass together with his recommendations for any necessary legisla-mg unimpaired natural connection with open.sea and within which

the sea w~ter is measurably diluted with fresh water derived fromties.
(m)(1) The Administrator shall, in an effort to prevent degrada-land drainage.

(oXl) The Administrator shall conduct research and investiga-tion of the environment from the disposal of waste oil, conduct a
tions on devices, systems, incentives, pricing policy, and otherstudy of (A) the generation of used engine, machine, cooling, and

similar waste oil, including quantities generated, the nature andmethods of reducing the total flow of sewage, including, but not
quality of such oil, present collecting methods and disposal prac-limited to, unnecessary water consumption in order to reduce the
tices, and alternate uses of such oil; (B) the long-term, chronic his-requirements for, and the costs of, sewage and waste treatment
logical effects of the disposal of such waste oil; and (C) the poten-services. Such research and investigations shall be directed to de-
tial market for such oils, including the economic and legal factorsvelop devices, systems, policies, and methods capable of achieving
relating to the sale of products made from such oils, the level ofthe maximum reduction of unnecessary water consumption.
subsidy, if any~ needed to encourage the purchase by public and (2) The Administrator shall report the preliminary results of
private nonprofit agencies of products from such oil, and the prac-such studies and investigations to the Congress within one year
ticability of Federal procurement, on a priority basis, of productsafter the date of enactment of the Federal Water Pollution Control
made from such oil. In conducting such study, the AdministratorAct Amendments of 1972, and annually therea/ter in the report
shall consult with affected industries and other persons, quired under subsection (a) of section 516. Such report shall in-

(2) The Administrator shall report the preliminary results ofclude recommendations for any legislation that may be required to
such study to Congress within six months after the date of enact-provide for the adoption and use of devices, systems, policies, or
ment of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments ofother methods of reducing water consumption and reducing the
1972, and shall submit a final report to Congress within 18 monthstotal flow of sewage. Such report shall include an estimate of the
after such date of enactment, benefits to be derived from adoption and use of such devices, sys-

(nXl) The Administrator shall, in cooperation with the Sac- terns, policies, or other methods and also shall reflect estimates of
retary of the Army, the Secretary of Al~i.culture, the Water Re-any increase in private, ~blic, or other cost that would be occa-
sources Council, and with other al?propnate Federal, State, inter-sioned thereby.
state, or local public bodies and private organizations, institutions, (p) In carrying out the provisions of subsection (a) of this sac-
and individuals, conduct and promote, encourage contributions to, tion the Administrator shall, in cooperation with the Secretary of
continuing comprehensiv~ studies of the effects of pollution, includ- Agriculture, other Federal agencies, and the States, carry out a
ing sedimentation, in the estuaries and estuarine zones of the Unit-comprehensive study and research pro{,,.ram to determine new and

~X~ ed States on fish and wildlife, on sport and commercial fishing, onimproved methods and the better application of existing methods
o re~:reation, on water supply and water power, and on other bane-of preventing, reducing, and eliminating pollution from agriculture,
o flcial p~s. Such studies shall also consider the effect of demo-including the legal, economic, and other implications of the use of
co graphic trends, the exploitation of mineral resources and fossilsuch methods.
co fuels, land and industrial development, navigation, flood and ere- (qX1) The Administrator shall conduct a comprehensive pro-
-,4 sion control, and other uses .of estuaries and estuarine zones upongram of research and investigation and pilot project implements-

the pollution of the watere therein. ties into new and improved methods of preventing, reducing, stor-
(2) In conducting such studies, the Administrator shall assam-- ing, collecting, treating, or otherwise eliminating pollution from

hie, coordinate, and organize all existing pertinent information onsewage in rural and other areas where collection of sewage in con-
the Nation’s estuaries and estuarin9 zones; carry out a program ofventional, community-wide sewage collection systems is imprac-
investiptious and ~ to supplement existing information intical, unaconomleal, or otherwise infeasible, or where soil conditions
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or other factors preclude the use of septic tank and drainage field eat available technology, economic i’easibility including cost.effec-
systems, tiveness analysis, and (2) the total impact on the environment, con-

(2) The Administrator shall conduct a comprehensive program sidering not only water quality but also air quality, land use, and
of research and investigation and pilot project implementation into effective utilization and conservation of fresh water and other nstu-
new and improved methods for the collection and treatment of sew- ral resources. Such studies shall consider methods of minimizing
age and other liqnid wastes combined with the treatment and dis- adverse effects and maximizing beneficial effects of thermal dis-po~al of solid wastes, charges. The results of the~e studies shall be reported by the Ad-

(3) The Administrator shall establish, either within the Envi- ministrator as soon as practicable, but not later than 270 days
romnental Protection Agency, o_r throul~h .contract .wi.’th ,an, appro- after enactment of this subsection, and stall be made available topriato public or private non-profit orgamzau.on, _a nauonat c~ea~, ng- the public and the States, and considered as they become availablehouse which shall (A) receive reports and information resulting by the Administrator in carrying out section 316 of this Act and byfrom research, demonstratiorm, and other projects funded under
this Act related to paragraph (1) of this subsection and to sub.- the State in proposing the~rmal water quality standards.
section (eX2) of section 105; (B) coordinate and disseminate such _ (u) There is authorized to be appropriated (1) not to exceed
reports and information for use by Federal and State agenciss~ mu- $100,000,000 per fiscal year for the fiscal year angling June 30,
nicipaiities, institutions, and persons in developing new_ and i.m- 1973, the fiscal year ending June 30, 1974, and the fiscal year end-
proved methods purauant to th~_’s subsection; and (C) provid.e for the ing June 30, 1976, not to exceed $14,039,0(X) for the fiscal year
collection and dissemination of reports and information relevant to ending September 30, 1980, not to exceed $20,697,000 for the fiscal
this subsection from other Federal and S~ate agonies, institutions, year ending September 30, 1981, not to exceed $22,770,000 for the
universities, and persons, fiscal year ending September 30, 1982, such sums as may be n~c-

(4) SMALL FLOWS CLEAalNOHOUSF..--Notwithstanding section essary for fiscal years 1983 through 1985, and not to exceed
205(d) of tide Act, from amounts that are set aside for a fiscal $22,770,000 per fiscal year for each of the fiscal years 1986 through
year under section 205(i) of this Act and are not obligated by 1990, for carrying out the provisions of ~ sec’tion, other than sub-
the end of the 24-month period of availability for such amounts sections (gX 1) and (2), (p), (r), and (t), except that such authorize-
under section 205(d), the Administrator shall make available tions are not for any research, development, or demonstration ac-
$1,000,000 or such unobligated amount, whichever is less, ~ tivity pursuant to such provisions; (2) not to exceed $7,600,000 for
support a national clearinghouse within the Environmental fiscal years 1973, 1974, and 1975, $2,000,000 for fiscal year 1977,
Protection Agency to collect and disseminate information on $3,000,000 for fiscal year 1978, $3,000,000 for fiscal year 1979,
small flows of sewage and innovative or alternative wastewater $3,000,000 for fiscal year 1980, $3,000,000 for fiscal year 1981,
treatment processes and techniques, consistent with pars.graph. $3,000,000 for fiscal year 1982, such sums as may be necessary for
(3). This paragraph shall apply with respect to a.mounts .se~ fiscal years 1983 through 1985, and $3,000,000 per fiscal year for
aside under section 205(i) for which the 24-month perioa o each of the fiscal years 1986 through 1990, for carrying out the pro-
availability referred to in the preceding sentence ends on or visions of subsection (gX1); (3) not to exceed $2,500,000/’or fiscal
after September 30, 1986.
(r) The Administrator is authorized to make grants to colleg~

years 1973, 1974, and 1975, $1,000,000 for fiscal year 1977,
.$1,500,000 for fiscal year 1978, $1,500,000 for fiscal year 1979,

and universities to conduct basic research into the structure an .$1,500,000 l’or fiscal year 1980, $1,500,000 for fiscal year 1981,
function of fresh water aquatic stoat, stems, and to imp.rove u~.der- $1,500,000 for fiscal year 1982, such sums as may be necessary for
standing o/" the ecological character~tice neces..s~ry, to .the .m~n~- fiscal years 1983 through 1985, and $1,500,000 per fiscal year £or
hence of the chemical, physical, and biological integrity st trash- each of the fiscal years 1986 through 1990, for carrying out the pro-water aquatic ecosystems. _ visions of subsection (~[X2); (4) not to exceed $I0,000,000 for each

(s) The Administrator is authorized to make gran~ to .one .or
more institutions of" higher education (regionally located and to be

of the fiscal years ending June 30, 1973, Jtme 30, 1974, and June
30, 1975, for carrying out the provisions o1" subsection (p); (5) notdesignated as "River Study Centers")for the purpose of cond~uc.ting to exceed $15,000,000 per fiscal year for the fiscal years ending

and reporting on interdisciplinary studies on the nature .st nv.er June 30, 1973, June 30, 1974, andJune 30, 1975, t’or carrying out
ttonship’S~’stems’ betweeninCludingriverhydr°l°gy’uses andbi°i°gY’hmd uses,ec°l°gy’andec°n°mics’the effects theof devel-rela" the provisions of subsection (r); and (6) not to exceed $10,000,000

opmant within river basins on river systems and on the value of" per fiscal year for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1973, June 30,
water resources and water related activities. No such grant in any 1974, and June 30, 1975, for carrying out the provisions o1" sub-

~Xi fiscal year shall exceed $1,000,000. section (t).
0 (t) The Administrator shall, in cooperation with State _and Fed- ($3 U.S.C. 12~4)
o eral agencies and public and private organizations, conduct con;co tinuing comprehensive studies of the effects _and me~o~s, o~f con.tro!

GRANTS l~Oa R~IEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

t~ Of thereto1 _ ~_disc~Kq~_ In enmluating ~ternativo m~.,~ ox ,con SEc. 105. (a) The Administrator is authorized to conduct in the
co the otlldJo8 ~h811 ~d~r (1) 8tt~h d~ttm ms ~ro 8V8118DIO on trio ~ : EnVironmental Prot~-tton Aa~ncy. and to mak~ m~nt~ to any
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State, municipality, or intermuniclpal or interstate agency/‘or the from agriculture, and (B) disseminate, in cooperation with the Sec-
purpo~ of assisting in the development of-- retary of Agriculture, such information obtained under this _sub-

(1) any project which will demonstrate a new or improved section, section 104(p), and section 304 as will encourage and an-
method of preventing, roducing~ and eliminating the discharge able the adoption of such methods in the agricultural industry. .
into any waters of pollutants from sewers which carry storm (2) The Administrator is authorized, (A) in consultation with
water or both storm water and poliutants; or other interested Federal agencies, to make grants for demonstra-

(2) any project which will demonstrate advanced waste tion projects with respect to new and improved methods of prevent-
treatment and water purification methods (including the tern- ing, reducing, storing, collecting, treating, or otherwise eliminating
porary use of new or improved chemical additives which pro- pollution from sewage in rural and other areas where collection of
vide substantial immediate improvement to existing treatment sewage in conventional, community-wide sewage collection e),stems
processes), or new or improved methods oriel,it treatment sys- is impractical, uneconomical, or otherwise infeasible, or where soil
terns for municipal and industrial wastes; conditions or other /’actors preclude the use of septic tank and

and to include in such grants such amounts as are necessary for drainage field systems, and (B) in cooperation with other interested
the purpose o£ reports, plans, and specifications in connectionFederal and State agencies, to disseminate such in/‘ormation she
therewith, tained under this subsection as will encourage and enable the

(b) The Administrator is authorized to make gr-nts to any adoption o/" new and improved methods developed pursuant to this
State or States or interstate agency to demonstrate, in fiver basins subsection.
or portions thereof, advanced treatment and environmental an- (f) Federal grants under subsection (a) of this section shall be
hancement techniques to control pollution from all sources, within subject to the following limitations:
such basins or portions thereof, including nonpeint sources, to-\ (1) No grant shall be made for any project unless such
gather with in stream water quality improvement techniques, project shall have been approved by the appropriate State
¯ (c) In order to carry out the purposes of section 301 of this Act, water pollution control agency or agencies and by the Adminis-
the Administrator is authorized to (1) conduct in the Environ- trator;

project in an amountmental Protection Agency, (2) make grants to persons, and (3) (2) No grant shall be made for any
enter into contracts with persons, for research and demonstration exceeding 75 per centum of cost thereof as determined by the
projects for prevention of pollution of" any waters by industry in- Administrator; and
eluding, but not limited to, the prevention, reduction, and elimi- (3) No grant shall be made for any project unless the Ad-
nation of tim di~:harEe o/" pollutante. No grant shall be made for ministrator determines that such project wi|! serve as a useful
any project under this subsection unless the Administrator deter- demonstration /’or the purpose set forth in clause (1) or (2) of
mines that such project will develop or demonstrate a new or ira- ~

subsection (a).
proved method of treating industrial wastes or otherwise prevent (g) Federal grants under subsections (c) and (d) of this section
pollution by industry, which method ahall haw industrywide appli- shall not exceed 75 per centum of the co.st of the project.
cation. (h) For the purpose of this section there is authorized to be ap-

propriated $75,000,000 per fiscal year /’or the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1973, the fiscal year ending June 30, 1974, and the fiscal

(d) In carrying out the ]~rovisiona of this section, the Adminis-
trator shall conduct, on a priority basis, an accelerated effort to de-
velop, r~flne, and achi~v~ practical application o/‘: . year ending June 30, 1975, and from such appropriations at least

(1) waste manage~ ment methods applicable to point and 10 per centum of the funds actually appropriated in each fiscal
nonpoint sources o£ pollutants to eliminate the discharge of year shall be available only for the purposes o£ subsection (e).
pollutants, including, but not limited to, elimination of runoff (i) The Administrator is authorized to make grants to a mu-
of _pollutants and the effects o/" pollutants from inplace or accu- nicipality to assist in the costs o/‘ operating and maintaining a
mtilatod source; project which received a ~rant under this section, section 104, or

(2) advanced waste treatment methods applicable to point section 113 of this Act pr~or to the date o/‘ enactment of this sub°
and nonpoint sources, including inplace or accumulated sources section so as to reduce the operation and maintenance costs borneo£ pollutante, and methods for reclaiming and recycling water by the recipients of services from such project to costs comparable~ and confining pollutants so they will not migrate to cause to those for projects assisted under title II o/‘ this_ Act.

o water or other environmental pollution; and (j) The Administrator is authorized to make a grant to any
o " (3) improved methods and procedures to identify and grantee who received an increased grant pursuant to sectionco measure the effects of pollutaats on the chemical, physical, ando 202(aX2) o/’ this Act Such grant may pay up to 100 per centum o/’
to biological integrity of water, including those pollutants created the ~osts’of technical evaluation o/’ the operation of the treatmentto by new tee!mo~ |0gical developmente, works, costs of training o/‘ persons (other than employees o/’ the

(e)(1) The Administrator is authorized to (A) make, in consulta- grantee), and costs of disseminating technical information on the
tion with the Secretary of Agricultm~, grants to persons /’or re- operation of the treatment works.
search and d~m~nstratton proj~ts with _r~q~_ t to new and im-
pro of pr v tl  rsdud , and oliai tl  pollution u .c. ¯
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GRANTS FOR POLLUTION CONTROL PROGRAMS (A) a summary report of the current status of the
State.pollution control program, includin_g the criteria usedSEC. 106. (a) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated by the State in determining priority of treatment worgs;the following sums, to remain available until expended, to carry andout the purposes of this section-- (B) such additional information, data, and reports as(1) $60,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1973; the Administrator may require.and (2) No federally assumed enforcement as defined in section(2) $75,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1974, 309(aX2) is in effect with respect to such State or interstateand the fiscal year ending June 30, 197{i, $100,000,000 per fis- agency.cal year for the fiscal years 1977, 1978, 1979, and 1980,

$75,000,000 per fiscal year for the fiscal years 1981 and 1982, . (3) Such State (or interstate agency) submits within onehundred and twenty days after the date of enactment of this
such sums as may be necessary for fiscal years 1983 through section and before July 1 of each year thereafter for the Ad-1985, and $75,000,000 per fiscal year for each of the fiscal ministrator’s approval of its program for the prevention, reduc-years 1986 through 1990; tion, and elimination of pollution in accordance with purposesfor grants to States and to interstate agencies to assist them in ad- and provisions of this A..ct in such form and content as the Ad-ministering programs for the prevention, reduction, and elimi- ministrator may prescribe.nation of pollution, including enforcement directly or through up- (g) Any sums allotted under subsection (b) in any fiscal yearprop.riate Stato law enforcement officers or agencies, which arenot paid shall be reallotted by the Administrator in ac-(b) From the sums appropriated in any fiscal year, the Admin- cordance with regulations promulgated by him.istrator shall make allotments to the several States and interstate

agencies in accordance with regulations promulgated by him on the (3s U.B.C.
basis of the extent of the pollution problem in the respective States. MINE WATER POLLUTION CONTROL DEMONSTRATIONS

(c) The Administrator is authorized to pay to each State and
interstate agency each fiscal year either.-- SEC. 107. (a) The Administrator in cooperation with the A_ppa-

(1) the allotment of such State or agency for such fiscal lachian Regional Commission and other Federal agencies is author-
year under subsection (b), or ized to conduct, to make grants for, or to contract for, projects to

(2) the reasonable costa as determined by the Adminis- demonstrate comprehensive approaches to the elimination or con-
trator of developing and carrying out a pollution program by trol of acid or other mine water pollution resulting from active or
such State or agency during such fiscal year, abandoned mining operations and other environmental pollution el-

whichever amount is the lesser, fecting water quality within all or part of a wa~rshed o.r ~ve, r,
(d) No grant shall be made under this section to any State or basin, including siltation from surface mining. Such projects sna~i

interstate agency for any fiscal year when the expenditure of non- demonstrate the engineering and economic feasibility and pra.ctical-
Federal funds by such State or interstate agency during such fiscal ity of various abatement techniques which will contribute substsn-
year for the recurrent expenses of carrying out its pollution control tiaily to effective and practical methods of acid or other mine water
program are less than the expenditure by such State or interstate pollution elimination or control, and other pollution affectin.g water
agency of non-Federal funds for such recurrent program expenses quality, including techniques that demonstrate the engineenng and
during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1971. economic feasibility and practicality of using sewage sludge mate-

(e) Beginning in fiscal year 1974 the Administrator shall not rials and other municipal wastes to diminish or prevent pollution
make any grant under this section to any State which has not pro- affecting water quality from acid, sedimentation, or other pollut-
vided or is not carrying out as a part of its pro~,q’am-- ants and in such projects to restore affected lands to usefulness for

(1) the establishment and operation of appropriate devices, forestry, agriculturs_, re .c.r~.ation, or.other .ben.e.ficial p.url~, ass;
methods, systems, and procedures necessary to monitor, and to (b) Prior to undertaking ~.y (lemoustrstlon projec~ unuer tins
compile and analyze data on (including classification according section in the Appalachian region (as defined in section 403 of the
to eutrophic condition), the quality of navigable waters and to Appalachian Regional Development Act of 1965, as amended), the
the extent practicable, ground waters including biological mon- Appalachian Regional Commission shall determine that such dem-
itoring; and provision for annually updating such data and in- onstration project is consistent with the objectives of the Appalach-
cluding it in the report required under section 305 of this Act; ian Regional Development Act of 1965, as amended.

(2) authority comparable to that in section 504 of this Act (c) The Administrator, in selecting watersheds for the purposes
and adequate �ontingency plans to implement such. authority, of this section, shall be satisfied that the project area will not be
(f) Grants shall be made under this section on condition that-- aff~ted adversely by the influx of acid or other mine water poilu-

(I) Such Sta~ (or interstate agency) filed with the Admin- tion from nearby source.
istrator with~ o~ htmdrsd and twenty days after the-date of (d) Fedtq’al-participation in such projects shall be subject to the
~’tm~mt of this se~tan: ,.~::, conditions--.........

.̄.: .~.;~-
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(1) that the State ehall acquire any land or interests there- vanced was~ treatment technology and land disposal systems in-
in necessary for such project; and - . . , . eluding aerated treatment-spray irrigation technology and will also

(2) that the State shall provide legal ana practica, protec- include provisions for the disposal of solid wastes, including sludge.
tion to the project area to insure against any activities which Such program should include measures to control point sources of
will cause future acid or other mine water pollution, pollutmn, area sources of pollution, including acid-mine drainage,
(e) There is authorized to be appropriated $30,000,000 to carry urban runoff and rural runoff, and in place sources of pollution, ~n-

out the provisions of this section, which sum ehall be available cluding bottom loads, sludge banks, and polluted harbor dredgings.
until expended. (e) There is authorized to be appropriated $5,000,000 to carry
(33 u..q.c. 1257) out the-provisions of subsection (d) of this section, which eu~-shali

POLLtYrloN CONTROL IN GREAT LAKES
be available until expended.
(33 U.S.C. 1258)

SEC. 108. (a) The Administrator, in cooperation with other Fed-
eral departments, agencies, and instrumentalities is authorized to 11UdNINC GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
enter into sgresmente with any State, political subdivision, inter- SEC. 109. (a) The Administrator is authorized to make grants
state agency, or other public agency, or combination thereof, to
carry out one or more projects to demonstrate new methods and

to or contracts with institutions of higher education, or combina-
tions of such institutions, to assist them in planning, developing,

techniques and to develop preliminary pi.sn~ .for the.eli .min, atio~n.,or strengthening, improving, or carrying out programs or projects for
control of pollution, within all or any part m m_e wa~e.rsnea.s mtne, the preparation of undergraduate students to enter an occupation
Great Lakes. Such projects shall _demo_nstrate t~.e ~en~,ne.en.ng an~which involves the design, operation, and maintenance of treat-
economic feasibility and practicality of removal, m p~.~m.,umts~an, ment works~ and other facilities whose purpose is wster quality
prevention of any polluting matter from en,termg ~,.nt? .tn,e .~reat control. Such grants or contracts may include payment of all or
Lakes in the future and other reduction ana rem_eatal tecn.mqu~s.
which will contribute substantially to effective and practical met -

part of the cost of programs or projects such as--       _
(A) planning for the development or expansion ofprograms

ads of pollution prevention, reduction, or.eli.min.at.i.o,n. ....... or projects for training persons in the operation and mainte-
(b) Federal participation in ~_ucn.prejects s.na.l~ ~. s.u~ject to the nance of treatment works;

condition th¯t the State, political subdivision, ~nterstate al~ency: or (B) training and retraining of faculty members;
other public agency, or combination thereof, shall pay not less th.an (C) conduct of short-term or regular session institutes for
25 per centum of the actual pm.)e~.t .coste,.wh~ch p.a.ymen.t .may .be study by persons engaged in, or preparing to engage in, the
in any form, including, but not ii_msted to,,land or.interests .me~n preparation of students preparing to enter an occupation in-
that is needed for the project, .and..por~..ns~. p.re~e.rt.y o.r services the volving the operation and maintenance of treatment works;
value of which shah be determined by me Aamsmetrator. (D) carrying out innovative and experimental programs of(c) There is authorized to be appropriated $20:00’0,0~0" to c,a.rr~

cooperative education involving alternate periods of full-time or
out the provisions of subsections (a) and (b) of thin section, wmcn part.time academic study at the institution and periods of full-
,urn shall be available until expended. . . time or part-time employment involving the operation and

(dXl) In recognition of the asrioua conditions which exist m maintenance of treatment works; and
Lake Erie, the Secretary of.the Army, acting through, the. Chief .of (E) research into, and development of, methods of training
Engineers, is dirseted to demgn and develop a demonstra.uon w.as~, students or faculty, including the preparation of teaching mate-
water management progrm~_ for the rehabilitation ana enwro - rials and the planning of curriculmn.
mental relmhi" of Lake _Erie. Prior to the initia..ti.on..of deta/l.ed~ engi- (bX1) The Administrator may pay 100 per centum of any addi-
nesting and de~i_ gn, the. p .r~-rm~., a,ong .wttn me s ,p~t_~!c _ ~r~_- tional cost of construction of treatment works required for a facility
ommendations of the Chtef of Engineers ano reco_mme.na.au, one sotto train and upgrade waste treatment works operation and mainte-
its fimmcing, sh~_tl be submitt~_d_. ~ the Conl~ress. for .s.tatu~ry.,ap- nance personnel and for the costs of other State treatment works
provai. This authority is in addition to, an.a..not tn ueu .,m, ~n,~ operator training programs, including mobile training units, class-
waste water studies aimed at eliminating po~mtion emanaung [ro room rental, specialized instructors, and instructional material.
select sources around Lake Erie. (2) The Administrator shall make no more than one grant for

(2)This program is to bedevelo .p~d in.co.o, pora.ti.on .with .the E.n- such additional conetruction in any State (to serve a group of
virenmental Protection Agency, other =n~erastea aepartmen~,States, where, in his judgm_ent, efficient training programs require
agencies, and instrumentalities of the Federa.l Government;. and. multi-’Stat~ programs), and shall make such grant after consults-
the States and their political subdivisions. This program shal! set tion with and approval by the State or States on the basis of (A)
forth alternative systems for managing waste water on..,a regional the suitability of such facility for training operation and mainte-
basis and shall provide local and State governments w~tn.a ra~. ge~nance personnel for treatment works throughout such State or
of choice as to the type of system to be nse.d .f.or.th.e t.rea.tm.,ent o,[States; and (B) a commitment by the State agency or agencies to
waste water. These alternative systems shall m~luae ~otn as-carry out at such facility ¯ ure~am of tralnin~ avvroved by the Ad-
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ministrator. In any case where a grant is made to serve two or competitive or excepted service, of students enrolled in programs
more States, the Administrator is authorized to make an additional set forth in applications approved under paragraph (1).
grant for a supplemental facility in each such State. (33 u.s.c. 1260)(3) The Administrator may make such grant out st" the sums
allocated to a State under ~ion 205 of this Act, except that in ^WA/tD OF SCHOLAI~HIPS
no event shall the Federal cost of any such training facilities ex-
ceed eft00,000. SEc. 111. (1) The Admintltrator is authorized to award schol-

arships in accordance with the provisions of this section for under-(4) The Administrator may exempt a grant under this section graduate study by persons who plan to enter an occupation involv-from any requirement under section 204(aX3) of this Act. Any ing the operation and maintenance of treatment works. Such schol-grantee who received a grant under this section prior to enactment arships shall be awarded for such periods as the Administratorof the Clean Water Act of 1977 shall be eligible to have its grant may determine but not to exceed four academic years.increased by funds made available under suchAct. (2) The Administrator shall allocate scholarships under this
{aS U.S.C. 1259) section among institutions of higher education with programs ap-

APPLICATION FOR TRAINING GRANT OR CONTRACT; ALLOCATION OF proved under the provisions of this section for the use of individ-
uals accepted into such programs, in such manner and accordance

GRANTS OR CONTRAC~rS to such plan as will insofar as practicable--
SEc. 110. (1) A grant or contract authorized by section 109 may (A) provide an equitable distribution of such scholarships

be made only upon application to the Administrator at such time throughout the United States; and
or times and containing such information as he may prescribe, ex- (B) attract recent graduates of secondary schools to enter
cept that no such application shall be approved unless it-- an occupation involving the operation and maintenance of

(A) sets forth-programs, activities, research, or develop- treatment works.
sent for which a grant is authorized under section 109 and de- (3) The Administrator shall approve a pr%,ram of any institu-
scribes the relation to any program met forth by the applicant tion of higher education for thepurposes of this section only upon
in an application, if any, submitted pursuant to section 111; application by the institution andonly upon his finding-

(B) provides such fiscal control and fund accounting proce- (A) that such program has as a principal objective the edu-
cation and training of persons in the operation and mainte-dttres as may be necessary to assure proper disbursement of

and accounting for Federal funds paid to the applicant under hence of treatment works;
this section; and (B) that such program is in effect and of high quality, or

(C) provides for making such reports, in such form and can be readily put into effect and may reasonably be expected
containing such information, as the Administrator may require to be of high quality;

(C) that the application describes the relation of such pro-W carry out his functions under this section, and for keeping
such records and for affording such access thereto as the Ad- gram to any program, activity, research, or development set

forth by the applicant in an application, if any, submitted pur-ministrator may find necessary to assure the correctness and
verification of such reports, suant to section 110 of this Act; and

(D) that the application contains satisfactory assurances(2) The Administrator shall allocate grants or contracts under that (i) the institution will recommend to the Administrator forsection 109 in such manner as will most nearly provide an equi- the award of scholarships under this section, for study in suchtable distribution of the grants or contracts throughout the United program, only persons who have demonstrated to the satisfac-
States among institutions of higher education which show promise tion of the institution a serious intent, upon completing the
of being able to use funds effectively for the purpose of this section, program, to enter an occupation involving the operation and

(3XA) Payments under this section may be used in accordance maintenance of treatment works, and (ii) the institution willwith regulations of the Administrator, and subject to the terms and make reasonable continuing efforts to encourage recipients of
conditions set forth in an application approved under paragraph scholarships under this section, enrolled in such program, to
(!), to paypart of the compensation of students employed in con- enter occupations involving the operation and maintenance of
nection with the operation and maintenance of treatment works, treatment works upon completing the program.
other than a~ an employee in connection with the operation and (4XA) The Administrator shall pay to persons awarded scholar-
maintenance of treatment works or as an employee in any branch ships under this section such stipends (including such allowances

~ of the Government of the United States, as part of a program for for subsistence and other expenses for such persons and their de- .
o which agrant ham been approved pursuant to this section, pendents) as he may determine to be consistent with prevailing
0 (B) Departments and agenc/es of the United States are encottr- practices under comparable federally supportedprograms.
co aged, to the extent consistent with efficient Administration, to (B) Ti~e Administrator shall (in addition to the stipends paid
o enter into arrangements with institutions of higher education for to persons under paragraph (I)) pay to the institution of higher
~ the full-time, part-tlme, or temporary employment, whether in the education at which such person is pursuing ]do coupe of study

,~.." .:." ?
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spch mount as he may determine to be consi.stent with prevailing those native villages of Alaska without such facilities. Such project
practices under comparable federally suppo.rted_progra .ms.._ . . shall include provisions for community safe water supply systems,

(5) A person awarded a schol.arship under the p.r?v~,s!on.s, .of th~s toilets, batldng and laundry facilities, sewage disposal facilities,
section shall continue to receive the pa]/m.en.ts prov3aea in_tree, ee.c- and other similar facilities,, and educational and informational
tion only during such periods as the Ad.m, ims.trato,r ~n..ds th.at h.e ,re cilities and programs relating to health and hygiene. Such dem-
maintaining satisfactory proficiency ano aevotin~ Iu~l t~me to stuay onstration projects shall be for the further purpose of developing
or research in the fieldin which such scholarship was awarded in preliminary plans for providing such safe water and such elimi-
an institution of higher education, and is not engaging in gainful nation or control of pollution for all native villages in such State.
employment other than employment approved by the Administrator (b) In carrying out this section the Administrator shall ,cooper-
by or pursuant to regulation, ate with the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare~ for the

(6) The Administrator shall by regulation provide that any per- purpose of utilizing such of the personnel and facilities of that De-
son awarded a scholarship under this section shall agree in writing partment as may be appropriate.
.to enter and remain in an occupation involving the design, oper-
ation, or maintenance of treatment works for such period after

(c) The Administrator shall report to Congress not later than

comp|etion of his imurse of studies as the Administrator determines
July 1, 1973, the results of the demonstration projects authorized
by this section together with his recommendations, including and

appropriate, necessary legislation, relating to the establishment of a statewide
(33 ~.S.C. 1261) program.

DEFINITIONS AND AU’rHORIZATIONS (d) There is authorized to be appropriated not to exceed
$2,000,000 to carry out this section. In addition, there is authorized

SEC. 112. (a) As used in sections 109 through 112 of this Act--- to be appropriated to carryout this section not to exceed $200,000
{I) The term "institution of" higher education" m_eans an for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1978, and $220,000 for the

educational institution described in the first sentence or section fiscal year ending September 30, 1979.
1201 of the Higher Education Act of 1965 (other than an insti- (e) The Administrator is authorized to coordinate with the See-
tution of any agency of the United States) which is accredited retary of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, the
by a nationally reco~’.’zed accr_edit.ing agency or.association ap: Secretary o/" the Department of Housing and Urban Development,
proved by the Administrator for this purpose. ~-or purposes oi - the Secretary of the Department of the Interior, the Secretary of
this subsection, the Administrator shall publish a list of ha- the Department of Agriculture, and the heads of any other depart.
tionally rtq~ognized, accre.d.it.i.ng ag.e, nci.e.s or a.sso.c.!ations ,.w.hic~
he determines to be reliable aUthOrity as to me quanty o

merits or agencies he may deem appropriate to conduct a joint
study with representatives of the State of Alaska and the appro-

training offered., priate Native organizations (as defined in Public Law 92-203) to
(2) The term ~academic year" means an academic year or

its e~lvalent, as determined by the Administrator.
develop a comprehensive program for achieving adequate sanita-

_ (b) ’~he Administrator shall annually report his activities
ties services in Alaska villages. This study shall be coordinated

under sections 109 through 112 of this Act, including recommends- with the programs and projects authorized by sections 104(q) and
105(e12) of this Act. The Administrator shall submit a report of the

tions for needed revisions in the provisions thereof.
(e) There are authorized to be appropn_’a__t_e~_i_ $_25,00_0_,00.0__p.er fie:

results of the study, together with appropriate supporting data and

cal year for ~ years endin.g.Ju~e 3.0, 1973, J..une~o,. 1~/.4, a.n~
such recommendations as he deems desirable, to the Committee on

June 30, 1975, $6,000,000/’or me lmca~ y.e.ar enumg ~.epte~m~l~e~r,,~ov,
Environment and Public Works of the Senate and to the Committee

1977, $7,000~000 for the fiscal year e_ndlng_Septe.mver,o~, ~o..,
on Public Works and Transportation of the House of Represents-

$7,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September ~u, ~=~:~,tives not later than December 31, 1979. The Administrator shall

$7,000,000 /’or the fiscal year end!ng Septem.ber 3~0~, .I~9~8.0,
also submit recommended administrative actions, procedures, and

~;7,000,000 for the fiscal year .endmg Sep.tem_ue_r _o_~,_ ~:~o~.,any proposed legislation necessary to implement the recommends-

*7,000,000 for the fiscal y_ear_end~ng Sep.~_m~b~..r 30,. l~.~zj, eucn, tions of the study no later than June 30, 1980.

sums as may be necessary for fl~a~y.e.ars.l~ mrou.g~^~x~.,vo, an~ (D The Administrator is authorized to provide technical, finan-
$7,000,000 per fiscal year/’or each of the neca~ years x~t~t~ tnroug cial and management assistance for operation and maintenance of

the demonstration projects constructed under this section, until1990, to carry out sections 109 through 112 of this Act.
such time as the recommendations of subsection (e) are imple-{3s U.S.C. 1262~ mented.

ALABKA VILLAGE DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS (~) Fdr the purpose of this section, the term "village" shall

SEC. 113. (a) The Administrator is authorized to enter into
mean an incorporated or unincorporated community with a popu-

agrsemente with the State of Alaska to carry out one or more iation of ten to six hundred people living within a two-mile radius.

Faro’.]e.ets to demonstrate methods to provide for central community The term "sanitation services" shall mean water supply, sewage
~lities for safe water and elimination or ~ontrol of pollution in disposal, solid waste disposal and other services necessary to main-
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tain generally accepted standards of personal hygiene and public
health, such pollutants by any other method including, but not Limited to,
($S U.8.C. 126~) incineration or a chemical desU-uctlon process.

(b) The Administrator is authorized to make grants to the
LAKE TAHOE STUDY State of New York to carry out this section from funds allotted to

SEc. 114. (a) The Administrator, in consultation with the such State under section 205(a) of this Act, except that the amount

oT~ahoe~R~.gio.nal PI .arming Agency, the Secretary of Agriculture,
.o.f any such grant shed] be equal to 75 per centum of the cost of

er ~ederal agencies, representatives of State anc~ local govern-me project and such ~ra~. t shall be made on condition that non-
manta, and members of" the public, shall conduct a thorough and Federal sources provide the remainder of the cost of such project.
complete study on the adequacy of" and need for extending Federal The authority of this section shall be available until September 30,
oversight and control in order to preserve the fragile ecology o£ 1983. Funds allotted to the State of New York under section 205(a)
Lake Tahoe. shall be available under this subsection only to the ,e~xtent that

(b) Such study shall include an examination of the inter- funds are not available, as determined by the Administrator, to the
relationships and respensibilities of the various agencies o£ the State of Hew York for the work authorized by this section under
Federal Government and State and local governments with a viewsection 115 or 311 of this Act or a comprehensive hazardous sub-
to estabLishi.ng the ne.ceseity for redefinition of legal and other at- ~n..ce re.sp.onse and clean up fund, Any funds used under the an-.~r~nge.men,ts. between these.various governments, and making spa-nancy o! this subsection shall be deducted from any estimate of
cmc /egismtive recom_mendations to Congress. Such study shall the needs o£ the Sta’.e of New York prepared under section 616(b)
consider the effect of various actions in terms o£ their environ- of this Act. The Administrator may not obLigate or expend more
mental impact on the Tahoe Basin, treated as an ecosystem, than $20,000,00.0 to carry out this section.

.(c) The Administrator shall report on such study to Congress (33 U.S.C. 12~)not later than one year as’tar the date of enactment of this sub-
section. 8EC. !1"/. CHESAPEAKE BAY.

(d) There is authorized to be appropriated to carry out this sec- (a) OFFICE.--The Administrator shall continue the Chesapeake
t.ion not to exceed $500,000. Bay Program and shall establish and maintain the Environmental
(s3 u.s.c. 12~) Protection Agency an office, division, or branch of Chesapeake Bay

Programs to--
IN-PLaCE TOXIC POLLtrrANTS (1) collect and make available, through publications and

SEC. 115. The Administrator is directed to identify the location other appropriate means, information pertaining to the envi-
of in-place pollutants with emphasis on toxic pollutants in harbors ronmental quaLity of the Chesapeake Bay (hereinafter in this
a~nd navigable waterways and is authorized, acting through the subsection referred to as the "Bar);
~ecretary of the Army, to make contracts for the removal and ap- (2) coordinate Federal and State efforts to improve the
prepriate disposal of such materials from critical port and harbor water quality of the Bay;
areas. There is authorized to be appropriated $15,060,000 to carry (3) determine the impact of sediment deposition in the Bay
out the provisious of this section, which sum shall be available and identify the sources, rates, routes, anddistribution pat-
until expended, terns of such sediment deposition; and ¯
(33 u.s.c. 1~65) (4) determine the impact of natural and man-induced envi-

ronmental changes on the living resources of the Bay and the
HUDSON RIVER PCB RECLAMATION DEMONSTRATION PROJECT relationships among such changes with particular emphasis
SEC. 116. (a) The Administrater is authorized to enter into con-~ placed on the impact of Dollutsnt Ioadings of nutrients, chlo.

tracts and other agreements with the State of New York to carry rine, acid precipitation, dissolved oxygen, and toxic pollutants,
out a project to demonstrate methods/’or the selective removal of including organic chemicals and heavy metals, and with special
polychlorinated biphenyls contaminating bottom sediments of the attention given to the impact of such changes on striped bass.
Hudson River, treating such sediments as required, burying such (b) II~’ERST^TE DEVELOPMENT PLAN GRAN~rS.m
sediments in secure landfills, and installing monitoring systems for (1) AUTHORITY.~The Administrator shall, at the request of
such landfills. Such demonstration project shall be for the purpose the Governor of a State affected by the interstate management

plan developed pursuant to the Chesapeake Bay Programof determining the feasibiLity of indefinite storage in secure land-
fills of toxic substances and of uscertaining the improvement of the (hereinafter in this section referred to as the ~plan"), make a
_rate of recovery_of a toxic contaminated national waterway. No pol- grant for the purpose of implementing the management mecha-
lutante removed pursuant to rids paragraph shall be placed in any nisms contained in the plan if such Stats has, within 1 year
landfill unless the Administrator first determines that disposal of ~ after the date of the enactment of this section, approved and
the pollutants in such landfill would provide a higher standard of committed to implement all or substantially all aspects of the
nretection of the public health, safety, and welfar~ than disposal of plan. Such grants shall be made subject to such terms and con-

.~ :~:.:.. d/tions as the Adminktrator cous/dar~ appropflate.
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(2) SUBMISSION OF PROI’OSAL.--A State or combination of 1978, as amended by the Water Quality Agreement o/"States may elect to avail itself" of" the benefits o£ this subsection 1987 and any other agreements and amendments, with
by submitting to the Administrator a comprehensive proposal particular emphasis on goals related to toxic pollutants;
to implement management mechmdsms contained in the plan and
which shall include (A) a description of proposed abatement ac- (C) the Environmental Protection Agency should take
tions which the State or combination of’States commits to take the lead in the effort to meet those goals, working with
within a specified time period to reduce pollution in the Bay other Federal a~encies and State and local authorities.and to meet applicable .water quality standards, and (B) the as- (2) PURPO.qE.--It is the pttrpoee of this section to achieve
timated cost ot" the abatement actions pro~0sed to be taken the goals embodied in the Great Lakes Water Quality ~Agree-
during the next fiscal year. If the Admimstrator finds that ment of 1978, as amended by the Water Quality Agreement of
such proposal is consistent with the national policies set/.orth 1987 and any other agreements and amendments, through ira-
in section 101(a) of this Act and will contribute to the achieve- proved or~ganization and definition of" mission on the part o/. themeat of the national goals set forth in such section, the Admin- Agency, xunding of State grants /’or pollution control in the
istrator shall approve such proposal and shall finance the costs Great Lakes area, and improved accountability for implemen-
of implementing segments of such proposal, tation of such agreement.

(3) FEDERAL SHARE.---Grants under this subsection shall (3) DEFINITIOiqS.--For purposes of this section, the term--not exceed 50 percent of the costs of implementing the manage- (A) "Agencf’ means the Environmental Protection
meat mechanisms contained i.n the plan in any fiscal year and Agency;
shall be made on condition that non-Federal sources provide (B) "Great Lakes" means Lake Ontario, Lake Erie,the remainder of the cost of implementing the management Lake Huron (including Lake St. Clair), Lake Michigan,mechanisms contained in the plan during such fiscal year. and Lake Superior, and the connecting channels (Saint

(4) ADMINISTRATIVE cosTs.mAdministrative costs in the Mary’s River, Saint Clair River, Detroit River, Niagaraform o/. salaries, overhead, or indirect costs /.or services pro-
River, and Saint Lawrence River to the Canadian Border);aided and charged against programs or projects supported by

(C) "Great Lakes System" means all the streams, riv-funds made available under this subsection shall not exceed in era, lakes, and other bodies of" water within the drainage
any one fiscal year 10 percent of the annual Federal grant basin of the Great Lakes;made to a State under this subsection. (D) "Program Office" means the Great Lakes National(c) REpolrrs.--Any State or combination of States that receives Program Office established by this section;a grant under subsection (b) shall, within 18 months after the date

(E) "Research Office" means the Great Lakes Researchof receipt of such grant and biennially thereafter, report to the Ad- Office established by subsection (d);ministrator on the progress made in implementing the interstate
manage...ment. I~lan ~eveloped pursuant to the Chesapeake Bay Pro- (F) "area of concern" means a geographic area located

within the Great Lakes, in which beneficial uses are ira-gram. The ^amimstrator shall transmit each such report along
paired and which has been officially designated as suchwith the comments of" the Administrator on such report to Con-
under Annex 2 of the Great Lakes Water Quality Agree.grass,
ment;

(d) AUTHORIZATION OP APPROPRIATIOIq-q.mThere are hereb~ au- (G) "Great Lakes States" means the States o/. Illinois,thorized to be appropriated the following sums, to remain available
Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, New York, Ohio, Penn-until expended, to can7 out the purposes of" tiffs section:
sylvania, and Wisconsin;(I) $3,000,000 per fiscal year for each of the fiscal years

(H) "Great Lakes Water Quality Atonement"1987, 1988, 1989, and 1990, to carry out subsection (a); and ..........
(2) $10,000,000 per fiscal year for each of the fiscal years the b11ateral agreement, between the If~i~d States and

1987, 1988, 1989, and 1990, /’or grants to States under sub- Canada which was signed in 1978 and amended by the
section (b). Protocol of" 1987;

(33 U~q.c. I~7) (I) "Lakewide Management Plan~ means a written doc-
:ZI nment which embodies a systematic and comprehensive
o SEe. lie. OP.JtAT ~ ecosystem approach to restoring and protecting the bene-
oo (a) FINDINGS, Pt~tPOS~, AND DE?INITIONS.m ficial uses o/" the open waters o/. each of" the Great Lakes,
co (I) FINDIN(~.s.--The Congress finds that-- in accordance with article VI and Annex 2 of the Great
--~ (A) the Great Lakes are a valuable national resource, Lakes Water Quality Agreement; and
m° continuously serving, the people of" the United States and ’~ ¯ (J) "Remedial Action Plan" means a written document

other natio.ns as an xmportant source o/./.ood, fresh water, which embodies a systematic and comprehensive eco.
- recreation, bbauty, and enjoyment; system approach to restoring and protecting the beneficial

(B) the United States should seek to attain the goals uses of" areas o/" concern, in accordance with article VI and
embodied in the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement of Annex 2 o£ the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement.
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(b) GREAT LAKES N^TIOI~AL PRO~P.~.M OFFICE.--The Great (C) Within two years after such Great Lakes guidance
Lakes National Program Office (previously established by the Ad- is published, the Great Lakes States shall adopt water
~i~etrg~r) is hereby established within the Agency. The Program quality standards, antidegradation policies, and implemen-
umce shall be headed by a Director who, by reason o£ management tation procedures for waters within the Great Lakes Sys-
experience and technical expertise relating to the Great Lakes, is tom which are consistent with such guidance. If a Great
lfighly qualified to direct the development of programs and plans Lakes State fails to adopt much standards, policies, and
on a variety of Great Lakes issues. The Great Lakes NationalPro- procedures, the Administrator shall promulgate them notgram Office shall be located in a Great Lakes State. later than the end of such two-year period. 3Nhen review-

(c) GItEAT LAKES MAN^GKMb-~IT.m ing any Great Lakes State’s water quality plan, the agency
shall consider the extent to which the State has complied
with the Great Lakes guidance issued pursuant to this sec-

(I) FvNc~O~qs.wThe Program’Office shall-
(A) in cooperation with appropriate Federai, State,

tribal, and international agencies, and in accordance with tion.
section 101(e) o£ this Act, develop and implement specific (3) I~MEDIAL A~rlOtq PLA~S.--
action plans to carry out the responsibilities of the United (A) For each area of concern for which the United
States under the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement of States has agreed to dra/X a Remedial Action Plan, the
1978, as amended by the Water Quality Agreement of Program Office shall ensure that the Great Lakes State in
1987 and any other agreements and amendments,;z which such area of concern is located---

(B) establish a Great Lakes system-wide surveillance (i) submits a Remedial Action Plan to the Program
network to monitor the water quality of the Great Lakes, OITtce by June 30, 1991;
with specific emphasis on the monitoring of to~dc pollut- (ii) submits such Remedial Action Plan to the
ants; International Joint Commission by January I, 1992;

(C) serve as the liaison with, and provide information and
to, the Canadian members of the International Joint Com- (iii) includes such Remedial Action Plans within
mission and the Canadian counterpart to the Agency; the State’s water quality plan by January 1, 1993.

(D) coordinate actions of the Agency (including actions (B} For each area of concern for which Canada has
by headq~uarters and regional offices thereof) aimed at ira- agreed to draft a Remedial Action Plan, the Program O£-
proving Great Lakes water quality; and rice shall, pursuant to subparagraph (cXIXC) of this sec-

(E) coordinate actions of the Agency with the actions tion, work with Canada to assure the submission of such
of other Federal agencies and State and local authorities, Remedial Action Plans to the International Joint Commis-
so as to ensure the input of those agencies and authorities sion by June 30, 1991, and to finalize such Remedial Ac-
in developing water quality strategies and obtain the sup- tion Plans by January 1, 1993.
port of those agencies and authorities in achieving the oh- (C) For any area of concern designated as such subse-
jectives of ouch agreement, quent to the ,enactment of this Act, the Program Office
(2) GREAT LAKES WATI~R QUALITY OtJIDANCE.-- shall (i) if the United States has agreed to draft the Reme-

(A) By June 30, 1991, the Administrator, after con- dial Action Plan, ensure that the Great Lakes State in
aultation with the Program Office, shall publish in the which such area of concern is located submits such Plan to
Federal l~....gister for public notice and comment proposed the Program Office within two years of the area’s designa-
water quality guidance for th~ Great Lakes System. Such tion, submits it to the International Joint Commission no
guidance shall conform with the objectives and provisions later than six months alter submitting it to the Program
of the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement, shall be no Office, and includes such Plan in the State’s water quality
less restrictive than the provisions of-this Act and national plan no later than one year after submitting it to the Com-
water 9uality c_n_’teria and guidance, Shall specify humeri- mission; and (ii) i£ Canada has agreed to draft the Rome-
cal limlts on pollutants in ambient Great Lakes waters to dial Action Plan, work with Canada, pursuant to subpara-
protect human health, aquatic life, and wildlife, and shall graph (cXIXC) of this section, to ensure the submission oi"
provide gUi_’dance to the Great Lakes States on minimum such Plan to the International Joint Commission within
water quality standards, antidegradation policies, and ira- two years o£ the area’s designation and the finalization of
plementation procedures for the Great Lakes System. such Plan no later than eighteen months after submitting

(B) By June 30, 1992, the Administrator, in consulta, it to such Commission.
tion with the Program Office, shall publish in the Federal (D) The Program Office shall compile formal comments
Regis~r, pursuant to this section and the Administrator’s on individual Remedial Action Plans made by the Inter-
authority under this ehaptor, final water quality guidance ,~ational Joint Commissionpursuant to section 4(d) of
for the Great Lakes System. Annex 2 of the Great Lakes Water Quality ~Agree__ meat and,

- upon requmt bya member of the public, shali make such
.s..rJ. 10~m...~e l~t comment, available for ln,peetion and copyi~. The ~" -

,:
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gram Office shall also make available, upon request, for- (iii) by December 31, 1992, complete fttll or pilotreal comments made by the Environmental Protection scale demonstration evrojects on site at each location ofAgency on individual Remedial Action Plans.
promising technolobnes to remedy contaminated sedi-(4) LAKEWIDE MANAGEMENT PL.~Ns.mThe Administrator, in monte; andconsultation with the Program Office shallm

(A) by January I, 1992, publish in the Federal Reg- (iv) by December 31, 1993, issue a final report to
Congress on its findings.later a proposed Lakewide Management Plan for Lake

Michigan and solicit public comments; . (C) .The Administrator, after providing for public re-
. (B) by January I, 1993, submit a proposed Lakewide Few .an.a.c.om.ment, shall publish information concerning
Management Plan for Lake Michigan to the International me puDfic health and environmental consequences pf con-
Joint Commission/’or review; and tammants in Great Lakes sediment. Information ptiblished

pursuant to this subparagraph shall include specific nu-(C) by January 1, 1994, publish in the Federal Reg. mericai limits to protect health, aquatic life, and wildlifelater a final Lakewide Management Plan for Lake Michi- from the bioaccumulation of toxins. The Administratorgan and begin implementation, shall, at a minimum, ~ublish in_formation °pursuant to thisNothing]n this subparagraph shall preclude the simultaneous de- subpara .~.aph within z years of the date of the enactmentvelopment of Lakewide Management Plans /’or the other Great~ of this t~tle.Lakes. (8) ADMINISTRATOR’S RESPONSIBILITY.wThe Administrator(~) SPILLS OP OIL AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS.~The Pro- sh..a.ll .ensure ,that the .P~ogram Office enters into agreementsgram Office, in consultation with the Coast Guard, shall iden- w~tn the vanons orgamzational elements o/’ the Agency in-tify areas within the Great Lakes which are likely to experi- valved in Great Lakes activities and the appropriate Stateence numerous or voluminous spills o/’ oil or other hazardous agencies specifically delineating--materials from land based /’ecillties, vessels, or other sources
and, in consultation with the Great Lakes States, shall identify (A) the duties and responsibilities o/’ each such ele-

meat in the Agency with respect to the Great Lakes;weaknesses in Federal and State programs and systems to pre- (B) the time periods/’or carrying out such duties andvent and respond to such spills. This information shall be in- responsibilities; andeluded on at least a biennial basis in the report required by (C) the resources to be committed to such duties andthis section, responsibilities.(6) 5-YEAR PLAN AND PRO~3RAM.~The Program Office shall (9) BUDOET ITEM.~The Administrator shall, in the Agen-develop, in consultation with the States, a five.year plan and cy’s annual budget submission to Congress, include a funaing
program for reducing the amount o/’ nutrients introduced into request for the Program Office as a sap.state budget line item.the Great Lakes. Such program shall incorporate any manage- (10) COMPREHENSIVE REPOlrr.--W~thin 90 days a/~r the
ment program for reducing nutrient runoff from nonpoint end of each fiscal year, the Administrator shall submit to Con-
sources e~tablished under section 319 of this Act and shall in- grass a comprehensive report whichw
elude a program for monitoring nutrient runoff into, and ambi-

¯ r(A’) desert:boa tl~.e achievements in the preceding fiscal.ent levels in, ths Great Lakes. y a m implementing the Great Lakes Water Quality(7) 5-Y~_.~t STUDY AND DEMONSTRATION PROJECI"S.---(A) The          . Agreement of 1978 and shows by categories (including ju-
dicial enforcement, research, State cooperative efforts, andProgram Office shall carry out a five-year study and dee-

onstration projects relating to tha control and removal of toxic general administration) the amounts expended on Great
pollutants an the Great LAkes, with emphasis on the removal Lakes water quality initiatives in such preceding fiscal
of toxic pollutants from bottom sediments. In selecting lees- year;tions for conducting demonstration projects under thie para-
graph, priority consideration shall be g~ven to projects at the c-’ _(B) d.es.crib~.s the.pro .g..re. ss made in such preceding fle-a year m Implemenung me system of surveillance o~ thefollowing locations: Saginaw Bay, Michigan; Sheboygan Har- water quality in the Great Lakes System, including the
bor, Wisconsin; Grand Calumet River, Indiana; Ashtabula monitoring of groundwater ahd sediment, with particular
River, Ohio; and Buffalo River, New York. " reference to toxic pollutants;

(B) The Program Office shall-- (C) describes the long-term prospects for improving~ (i) by December 31, 1990, complete chemical, the condition ofthe Great Lakes; and
natedPhysical’sedimentsand biologiCa]at the IocationsaSSessmentsSelected°f thefor theC°ntami’study (D) provides a comprehensive assessment o/’ the

~ planned efforts to be pursued in the succeeding fiscal yearand demonstration /’or implementing the Great Lakes Water Quality Agree-(ii) by Decom~°rJects;1990,31, announce                   the tech-
meat of 1978, which assessment shail~nologies that will be demonstrated at each location (i) show by categories (including judicial eni’orce-and the numerical stamdard of protection intended to ment, research, State cooperative efforts, and ~eneral

b~ ach/~ved at each location; administration) the amount anticipated to ~e ex-
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~ended on Great Lakes water quality initiatives in the be limited to, data relating to water quality, fisheries, and
scal ~.ear to which the assessment relates; and biota.

(il) include a report of current programs adminis- (6) MONITORINO.--The Research Office shall conduct,
tered by other Federal agencies which make available through the Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory,
resources to the Great Lakes water quality manage- the National Sea Grant College program, other Federal-labora-
merit efforts, tories, and the private sector, appropriate research and mon-

(11) CON’F~T~ DISPOSAL FAC]LrriES.--(A) The Adminie- itoring activities which address priority issues and current
needs relating to the Great Lakes./ trator, in consultation with the Assistant Secretary. of the

Army for Civil Works, shall develop and implement, within one (7) LOCATtON.--The Research Office shall be located in a
year of the date of enactment of this paragraph, management Great Lakes State.
plans for every Great Lakes confined d~,s.posal £a~cility.., ._ (e) RF..SP.,kR~H A~ID MANAGEMENT ~.OORDINATION.--

(B)-The plan shall provide for monitoring olsucn ~acilitiss, (1) JOIN? PL^N.--Before October I of each year, the Pro-
including--- gram Office and the Research Office shall prepare a,joint re-

(i) water quality at the site and in the area of the site; search plan for the fiscal year which begins in the following
(ii) sediment quality at the site and in the area of the calendar year.

site; (2) CoN’r~NTS OF PLAN.--Each plan prepared under pars-
shall--(iii) the diversity, productivity, and stability of .aquatic graph (1)A)(

dedicatedorganisms at the site and in the area el" the sits; and identify all proposedrese~u~ch activi-
(iv) such other conditions as the Administrator deems ties conducted under the Great Lakes Water Quality

appropriate. Agreement of 1978;
"    (C~’The plan shall identify the anticipated use and man- (B) include the Agency’s assessment of priorities /’or
agement o/" the site over the following twenty-year period in- research needed to fuL/’fll the terms o£ such Agreement;
eluding the expected termination of dumpin~ at the site, the and
anticipated need for site management, inc|udmg pollution con- (C) identify all proposed research that may be used to
trol, following the termination of the use of the site. develop a comprehensive environmental data bane for the

(D) The plan shall identify a schedule for review and revi- Great Lakes system and establish priorities for develop-
sion of the plan which shall not be less frequent than five ment of such data base.
years alter adoption of the plan and every five years there- (3) HEALTH R~EARCH l~rowr.--(A) Not later than Sep-
after, tember 30, 1994, the Program Office, in consultation with the

. (d) GI~..~T LAK~ I~S~CH.-- Research Office, the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease
(1) ESTA~LISHMEI~rr OH RESEARCH OF~’ICE.--There is estab- Registry, and Great Lakes States shall submit to the Congress

fished within the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis- a report assessing the adverse effects of water pollutants in the
tration the Great Lakes Research Office. Great Lakes System on the health of persons in Great Lakes

{2) IvE~rrlFlC^~1ON OH ISSt~S.mThe Research Office shall States and the health~ of fish, shellfish, and wildlife in the
identi~ issues relating to the Great Lakes resources on which Great Lakes System. In conducting research in support of this
research is needed. The Research Office shall submit a report report, the Administrator may, where appropriate, provide/’or
to Congress on such issues before the end of each fiscal year research to be conducted under cooperative agreements with
which shall identify any changes in the Great Lakes system Great Lakes States.
with respect to such issues. (B) There is authorized to be appropriated to the Adminis-

(3) li~vEz~rroaY:--The Research Office shall identify and in- trator to carry out this section not to exceed $3,000,000 /’or
ventory, Federal, State, university, and tribal environmental each of fiscal years 1992, 1993, and 1994.
research programs (and, to the extent feasible, those of private (/) [NTERAGI~NC¥ COOPI~RATION.mThe head of each department,
organizations and other nations) relating to the Great Lakesagency, or other instrumentality of the Federal Government which
system, and shall update that inventory every four years, is engaged in, is concerned with, or has authority over programs

(4) R~t~CH ~XCHANQE.mThe Research Office shall es- . relating to research, monitoring, and planning to maintain,-en-
tablish a Great Lakes rese _arch exchange for the purpose.of,f.a- hance, preserve, or rehabilitate the environmental quality and nat-
cilitatin~ the rapid identification, acqnisition, retrieval, sis-ural resources of the Great Lakes, including the Chief of Engineers

~0 seminal/on, and use of information concerning ~eear_ch-. o/’ the Army, the Chief of the Soil Conservation Service, the Com-
o projects which are ongoing or completed and which affect the mandant st’ the Coast Guard, the Director of the Fish and Wildlife
o Great Lakes system. Service, and the Administrator of the National Oceanic and Alines-
co (5) RI~SEA~CH PltOOaAM.--The Research Office shall de- pheric Administration, shall submit an annual report to the Ad-
~ velop, in cooperation with the .Coordination .0~ .ce, .a co~m-mini~trator with respect to the activities of that agency or office af-
co prehensive environmental re, carom progr~n, an~ aa.~a ~.as~. ~o.rletting compliance with the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement

the Great Lalum system. The data ba~ shall lncluae, 9ut no~of 1978.
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(g) P~ELATIONaHIP TO EXISTING FEDERAL AND STATE LAWS AND (G) water quality requirements to sustain fish, shell-
II~rER~ATIONA~ TRi~T~zs.--Nothing in this section shall be con- fi.sh, and wildlife populations, and the use of indicator spe-
strued to affect the jurisdiction, powers, br prerogatives of any de- c~es to assess environmental quality,
psrtment, agency, or officer of the Federal Government or of any (H) State water quality programs, for their adequacy
State government, or of any tribe, nor any powers, jurisdiction, or pursuant to implementation of the Comprehensive Con-
prerogatives of any international body. created by treaty with au- servation and Management Plan, and
thority relating to the Great Lakes. (I) options for long-term financing of wastewater treat-

(h) AUTHORIZATIONS OF GREAT LAKES APPROPRIATIONS.--There meet projects and water pollution control programs.
are authorized to be appropriated to the Administrator to carry out (3) coordinate the grant, research and planning prob~rams
this section not to exceed $11,000,000 per fiscal year for the fiscal authorized under this section;
years 1987, 1988, 1989, and 1990, and $25,000,000 for fiscal year (4) coordinate activities and implementation responsibil-
1991. Of the amounts appropriated each fiscal year-- ities with other Federal agencies which have jurisdiction over

(1} 40 percent shal/be used by the Great Lakes National Long Island Sound and with national and regional marine
Program Office on demonstration projects on the feasibility of monitoring and research programs established pursuant to the
controlling and removing toxic pollutants; Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act;

(2) 7 percent shall be used by the Great Lakes National             (5) provide administrative and technical support to the
Program Offic~ for the. program of nutrient monitoring; and            conference;

(3) 30 percent or $~300,000, whichever is the lesser, shall (6) collect and make available to the public publications,
be transferred to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad- and other forms of information the conference determines to be
ministration for use by the Great Lakes Research Office. appropriate, relating to the environmental quality of Long

(33 U.S.G. 124~) land Sound;

SEC. 119. LONG ISLAND SOUND.---(a) The Administrator shall (7) not more than two years aRer the date of the issuance

continue the Management Conference of the Long Island Sound
of the final Comprehensive Conservation and Management

Study (hereinafter referred to as the "Conference") as established Plan for Long Island Sound under section 320 of this Act, end

pursuant to section 320 of this Act, and shall establish an office biennially thereafter, issue a report to the Congress which--

(hereinafter referred to as the "Ofce") to be located on or near
(A) summarizes the progress made by the States in

Long Island Sound. implementing the Comprehensive Conservation and Man-

(b) ADMINIffrP~TION AND STAIqrlNO O!~ OzFlc~-.~The Office agement Plan;

shall be headed by a Director, who shall be detailed by the Admin- (B) summarizes any modifications to the Comprehen.
siva Conservation and Management Plan in the twelve-Istrator, following consultation with the Administrators of EPA re-

~ions I and II, from among the employees of the Agency who are month period immediately preceding such report; and
sn civil service. The Administrator shall delegate to the Director (C) incorporates specific recommendations concerning

such authority and detail such additional_staff as ma.~’ be necessary
the implementation of the Comprehensive Conservation

to carry out the duties of the Director under this sectmn, and Management Plan; and
(8) convene conferences and meetings for legislators from(c) DirtiEs o1~ TI~ Ol~lCE.~The Office shall assist the Man- State governments and political subdivisions thereof for thesgement Conference of the Long Island Sound Study in cart,ring

out its goals. Specifically, the Ofc¢ shall--    - purpose of making recommendations for coordinating legisla.
(1) assist and support the implementation of the Cam- tire efforts to facilitate the environmental restoration of Long

prehensive Conservation and Management Plan for Long Is- Island Sound and the implementation of the Comprehensive
land Sound developed pursuant to section 320 of this Act; Conservation and Management Plan.

(2} conduct or commission studies deemed necessary for (d) Glt~rrs.--(1) The Administrator is authorized to make
strengthened implementation of the Comprehensive Conserve-grants for projects and studiep which will help implement the Long
tion and Management Plan including, but not limited to-- Island Sound Comprehensive Conserv.ation and Management Plan.

~ (A) population growth and the adequacy of wastewaterSpecial emphasis shall be given to implementation, research and
O treatment facilities, planning, enforcement, and citizen involvement and education.
O (B) the tree of biological methods for nutrient removal (2) State, interstate, and regional water pollution control agen-

co in sewage treatment plants, cies, and other public or nonprofit private agencies, institutions,
--~ (C) contaminated sediments, and dredging activities, and organizations held to be eligible for grants pursuant to this
o -- (D) nonpoint source pollution abatement and land usesubsection.

activities in the Long Island Sound watershed, (3) Citizen involvement and citizen education grants under this
(E) wetland protection and restoration, subsection shall not exceed 95 per centum of the costa of such
(F) atmospheric deposition of acidic and other pollut-work. All other grants under this subsection shall not exceed 50

ants into Long Island Sound, per centum of the research, studies, or work. All ~ants shall be
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made on the condition that the non-Federal share of such costs are and conducted jointly with the Lake Champlain Research Censor-
provided from non-Federal sources, tium.

(e) AtrrHORtZATIONS.--(1) There is authorized to be appro- (e) POLLUTION PREVENTION, CONTROL, AND RESTORATION
priated to the Administrator for the implementation of this section, Pt.~N.~(1) Not later than three years after the date of the enact-
other than subsection (d), such sums as may be necessary for each ment of this section, the Management Conference shall publish a
of the fiscal years 1991 through 2001. pollution prevention, control, and restoration plan (hereafter in this

section referred to as the "Plan~) for Lake Champlain.(2) There is authorized to be appropriated to the Administrator
for the implementation of sub~ection (d) not to exceed $3,000,000 (2) The Plan developed pursuant to this section shall--

(A) identify corrective actions and compliance schedulesfor each of the fiscal years 1991 through 2001. addressing point and nonpoint sources of pollution necessary to~-~s v.s.C. 1269) restore and maintain the- chemical, physical, and biological in-
LAKE CHAMPLAIN MAN^GEMENT CONFERENCE tegrity of water quality, a balanced, indigenous population of

shellfish, fish and wildlife, recreational, and economic activities
SEC. 120. (a) ESTABLiSHMI~NT.--Thers is established a Lake in and on the lake;

Champlain Management Conference to develop a comprehensive (B) incorporate environmental management concepts and
~ollution prevention, control, and restoration plan for Lake Cham- programs established in State and Federal plans and programs
plain. The Administrator shall convene the management conference in effect at the time of the development of such plan;
within ninety days of the date of enactment of this section. (C) clarify the duties of Federal and State agencies in pal-
,. (b) MEMBERSHIP.--The Members of the Management Con- lution prevention and control activities, and to the extent al-

ference shall be comprised of-- lowable by law, suggest a timetable for adoption by the appro-
(1) the Governors of the States of Vermont and New York; priate Federal and State agencies to accomplish such duties
(2) each interested Federal agency, not to exceed a total of within a reasonable period of time;

five members; (D) describe the methods and schedules for funding of pro-
(3) the Vermont and New York Chairpersons of the Vet- grams, activities, andprojects identified in the Plan, including

mont, New York, Quebec Citizens Advisory Committee for the the use of Federal funds and other sources of funds; and
Environmental Management of Lake Champlain; (E) include a strategy for pollution prevention and control

(4) four representatives of the State legislature of Ver- that includes the promotion of pollution prevention and man-
most; agement practices to reduce the amount of pollution generated

(5) four representatives of the State legislature of New in the Lake Champlain basin.
York; ’ (3) The Administrator, in cooperation with the Management

(6) six persons representing local governments having ju- Con/.erence, shall provide for public review and comment on the
risdiction over any land or water within the Lako Champlain draft Plan. At a minimum, the Management Conference shall con-
basin, as determined appropriate by the Governors; and duct one public meeting tohear comments on the dralt plan in the

(7) eight persons representing affected industries, non- State of New York andone such meeting in the State of Vermont.
governmental organizations, public and private educational in- (4) Not less than one hundred and twenty days after the publi-
etitutions, and the general public, as determined appropriatecation of the Plan required pursuant to this section, the Adminis-
by the trigovernmental Citizens Advisory Committee for the trstor shall approve such plan if the plan meets the requirements
Environmental Management of Lake Champlain, hut not to be of this section and the Governors of the States of New York and
current members of the Citizens Advisory Committee. Vermont concur.
(C) TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMrI’rEE.--(1) The Management (5) Upon approval of the plan, such plan shall be deemed to

Conference shall, not later than one hundred and twenty days after be an approvedmanagement program for the purposes of section
the date of enactment of this section, appoint a Technical Advisory 319(h) of this Act and such plan shall be deemed to be an approved
Committee. comprehensive conservation and management plan pursuant to sac-

(2) Such Technical Advisory Committee shall consist of officials ties 320 of this Act.
;;0 of: appropriate departments and agencies of the Federal Govern- (f) GRANT ASSlSTANCE.---(I) The Administrator may, in con-
o ment; the State governments of New York and Vermont; and gay- sultation with the Management Conference, make grants to State,
o interstate, and regional water pollution control agencies, and publico ernments of political subdivisions of such States; and public and
co private research institutions, or nonprofit agencies, institutions, and organizations.
-~- (d) RESEARCH PROGRAM.--(1) ~ The Management Conference (2) Grants under this subsection shall be made for assisting re-
o shall establish a multi-disciplinary environmental research pro- search, surveys, studies, and modeling and technical and support-

gram for Lake Champlain. Such research program shall be planned ing w~rk necessary/’or the development of the Plan and for retain-
i_ng expert consultants in support of litigation undertaken by the
~tate of New York and the State o~" Vermont to compel cleanup or
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obtain cleanup damage costs from persona responsible for pollution (1) the recycling of potential sewage pollutants through the
of Lake Champlain. prroduction of agriculture, silviculture, or aquaculture products,

(3) The amount of grants to any person under this subsection or any combination thereof;
for a fiscal year shall not exceed 75 per centum of the costs of such (2) the confined and contained disposal of pollutants not
research, survey, study and work and shall be made available on recycled;
the condition that non-Federal share of such costs are provided (3) the reclamation of wastewater; and
from non-Federal sources. (4) the ultimate disposal of sludge in a manner that will

(4) The Administrator may establish such requirements for the not result in environmental hazards.
administration of grants as he determines to be appropriate. (e) The Administrator shall encourage waste treatment man-

(g) DEFINrrloN.mFor the purposes of this section, the term agement which results in integrating facilities for sewage treat-
"Lake Champlain drainage basin" means all or part of Clinton, ment and recycling with facilities to treat, dispose of, or utilize

Franklin, Warren, Essex, and Washington counties in the State of other industrial and municipal wastes, includingbut not limited to

New York and all or part of Franklin, Grand Isle, Chittenden, solid waste and Waste heat and thermal discharges. Such inte-

Addison, Rutland, Lamoille, Orange, Washington, Orleans. and (~rated facilities shall be designed and operated to produce revenues
in excess of capital and operation and maintenance costs and such

Caledonia counties in Vermont, that contain all of the streams, riv- revenues shall be used by the designated regional management
era, lakes, and other bodies of water, including wetlands, that drain agency to aid in financing other environmental improvement pro-
into Lake Champlain.

(h) STATUTORY INTI~RPRET^TION.mNothing in this section shall
grams.

(f) The Administrator shall encourage waste treatment /nan-
be construed so as to affect the jurisdiction or powers of-- agement which combines %pen spacen and recreational consider-

(1) any department or agency of the Federal Government ations with such management.
or any State government; or (gX1) The Administrator is authorized to make grants to any

(2) any international organization or entity related to Lake State, municipality, or intermunicipal or interstate agency for the
Champlain created by treaty or memorandum to which the construction of publicly owned treatment works. On and after acts-
United States is a signatory, ber 1, 1984, grants under this title shall be made only for projects
(i) AUTHORIZ-~TION.mThere are authorized to be appropriated for secondary treatment or more stringent treatment, or any cost

to the Environmental Protection Agency to carry out this section effective alternative thereto, new interceptors and appurtenances,
$2,000,000 for each of fiscal years 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, andand infiltration-in-flow correction. Notwithstanding the preceding
1995. sentences, the Administrator may make grants on and after Octo-

ber 1, 1984, for (A) any project within the definition set forth in(as V.S.C. 12~o)
section 212(2) of this Act, other than for a project referred to in the

TITLE If--GRANTS FOR CONSTRUCTION OF TREATMENT preceding sentence, and (B) any purpose for which a grant may be
WORKS made under sections ~ 319 (h) and (i) of this Act (including any in-

novative and alternative apl~reaches for the control of nonpoint
PURPOSE sources of pollution), except that not more than 20 per centum (as

SEC. 201. (a) It is the purpose of this title to require and to as- determined by the Governor of the State) of the amount allotted to

sist the development and implementation of waste treatment man- a State under section 205 of this Act for any fiscal year shall be

agement plans and practices which will achieve the goals of this obligated in such State under authority of tlds sentence.
(2) The Administrator shall not make grants from funds au-

Act. thorised/’or any fiscal year beginning after June 30, 1974, to any(b) Waste treatment management plans and practices shall State, municipality, or intermunicipal or interstate agency for the
provide for the application of the best practicable waste tre.a.tment erection, building, acquisition, alteration, remodeling, improve-
technology before any discharge into receiving waters, including re- ment, or extension of treatment works unless the grant applicant
claiming and recycling of water, and confineddispoeal of pollutants has satisfactorily demonstrated to the Administrator that--
so they will not migrate to cause water or other environmental pot- (A) alternative waste management techniques have been
lution and shall provide for consideration o/’ advanced waste treat- etudied~and evaluated and the works proposed/’or grant assist-
ment techniques, ance will provide for the application of the best practicable

(c) To the extent practicable, waste treatment management_ waste treatment technology over the life of the works consist-
shall be on an areawide basis and provide control or treatment oF ant with the purposes of this title; and
all point and nonpoint sources of pollution, including in place or ac-

~
(B) as appropriate, the works proposed for grant assistance

cumulated pollution sources. . will take into account and allow to the extent practicable the
(d) The Administrator shall encourage waste treatment man- application of technology at a later date which will provide for

agement which results in the construction of revenue producing fa-
cilities providing for-- , so In w~. r~-~ty .h~da b. "..~o.’.
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the reclaiming or recycling of water or otherwise eliminate the inclddes a system of charges to assure that each recipient of
discharge of pollutants, waste treatment services under such a grant will pay its pro-
(3) The Administrator shall not approve any grant after July portionate share of the cost of operation and maintenance (in-

I, 1973, /’or treatme~it works under this section unless the appli- cluding replacement); and
cant shows to the satisfaction of the Administrator that each sewer (3) the total cost and environmental impact of providing
collection syetam discharging into such treatment works is not sub- waste treatment services to such residences or commercial as-
ject to excessive in/~Itration, tablishments will be less than the cost of providing a system

(4) The Administrator is authorized to make .grants to appli- of collection and central treatment of such wastes.
cants for treatment works grants under this section for such sewer (1) The Administrator shall encourage waste treatment man-
system evaluation studies as may be necessary to carry out the re- agement methods, processes, and techniques which will reduce
quirements of paragraph (3) of this subsection. Such grants shall total energy requirements.
be made in accordance with rules and regulations promulgated by (j) The Administrator is authorized to make a grant-/’or any
the Administrator. Initial rules and regulations shall be promul- treatment works .utiliz.ing processes and techniques meeting, thegated under this paragraph not later than 120 days a/let the date guidelines promulgated under section 304(dX3) of this Act, If the
of enactment of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amend. Administrator determines it is in the public interest and if in the
manta of 19"/2. c.ost effectiveness study made of the construction grant application

(5) The Administrator shall not make grants from funds au- tot the pur~sse of evaluating alternative treatment works, the life
thorized/’or any fiscal year beginning after September 30, 19"/8, to cycle cost of the treatment works for which the grant is to be made
any State, municipality, or intermtmicipal or interstate agency/’or does not exceed the life cycle cost of the most effective alternative
the erection, building, acquisition, alteration, remodeling, improve- by more than 15 per centum.
ment, or e~xtsnsion of treatment works unless the grant applicant (k) No grant made after November 15, 1981, for a publiclyhas satisfactorily demonstrated to the Administrator that innova- owned treatment works, other than /’or facility planning and the
tire and alternative wastewater treatment processes and tech-
niques which provide for the reclaiming and reuse of water, other- preparation of construction plans and specifications, shall be used

wise eliminate the discharge of pollutants, and utilize recycling
to treat, store, or convey the fiow of any industrial user into such

techniques, land treatment, new or improved methods of waste treatment works in excess of a flow per day equivalent to

treatment management for municipal and industrial waste (dis- thousand gallons per day of sanitary waste. This subsection
not apply to any project proposed by a grantee which is carryingcharged into municipal systems) and the confined disposal of pol- out an approved project to prepare construction plans and specifica-lutants, so that pollutants will not migrate to cause water or other

environmental pollution, have been fully studied and evaluated by tions _~or a facility to treat wastewatsr, which received its grant ap-

the applicant takinginto account section 201(d) of this Act and tak- proval before May 15, 1980. This subsection shall not be in effect
ing into account and allowing to the extent practicable the more el- after November 15, 1981.
ficient use of energy and resources. (1)(1) After the date of enactment of this subsection, Federal

(6) The Administrator shall not make grants from funds~ au- grants shall not be made for the purpose of providing assistance
thorized for any fiscal year beginning aider September 30, 19"/8, to solely for facility ]plans, or plans, specifications, and estimates for
any State, municipality, or intermunicipal or interstate agency for any proposed project for the construction of treatment works. In

the erection, buiIding~ acqttisition, alteration, remodeling, improve- the event that the proposed project receives a grant under this sec-

ment, or extension of treatment works unless the grant applicant tion for construction, the Administrator shall make an allowance in
has satisfactorily demonstrated to the Administrator that the appli- such grant for non-Federal funds expended during the facility plan-

ning and advanced engineering and design phase at the prevailingcant has analyzed the potential recreation and open space opportu-
nities in the planning of the proposed treatment works. Federal share under Section 202(a)of this Act, based on the vet-

(h) A grant may be made under this section to construct a pri- contage o/’ total project costs which the Administrator determ|nes
rarely owned treatment works serving one or more prin.cipal real- is the general experlence for such projects.
dances or small commercial establishments constructed prior to, (2XA) Each State shall use a portion of the funds allotted to

and inhabited on the date of enactment of this subsection where such State each fiscal year, but not to exceed I0 per centum of such

the Administrator finds that-- funds, to advance to ~>otential grant applicants under this title the
(I) a public body otherwise eligible for a grant under sub- costs of/’acility plannlng or the preparation of plans, specifications,

section (g) of this section has applied on behalf of a number of and estimates.
such units and certified that public ownership of such works (B) Such an advance shall be limited to the allowance for such
is not/’easlble; costs which the Administrator establishes under paragraph (I) of

(2) such public bed~, has entered in~ an agreement with this subqect/on, and shall be provided only to a potential grant ap-
the Administrator which guara~ niece that such treatment plic~nt ~hich is a small community and which in the judgment o£
works will be properly oporah~i and maintained and will com- the .S~te wo~d otherwise be unable to preparo a requsst for a
ply with all othor roquir~nonts of ae~-tion 204 o/. this Act and gran~ for construction costs under this section.
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(C) In the event a grant for construction costs is made under (3) sets forth with specificity the manner in which the up-
this section for a project for which an advance has been made plicant intends to finance such future expansion and recon-

struction.
under this paragraph, the Administ.r.a.~r s.hall,reduce the
of such grant by the allowance establishes unuer paragraph ~i~ oh (p) TIME LIMIT ON RESOLVING CERTAIN DIsPtYl~S.mln any case

this subsection. In the event no such grant is made, the State is in which a dispute arises with respect to the awardin~ o_f a.contra.ct
authorized to seek repayment of such advance on such terms and for construction of treatment works by a grantee o! ftm~Is unaer

this title and a party to such dispute files an appeal with the Ad-
conditions as it may determine.

(mXl) Notwithstanding any other provisions of this title, the
ministrator under this title for resolution o/‘ such dispute, the Ad-

Administrator is authorized to make a grant from any funds other-
ministrator shall make a final decision on such appeal within 90

wise allotted to the State of California under section 205 of this Act
days of the filing of such appeal.

to the project (and in the amount) specified in Order WQG 81-1 i33 U.8.c. 1281)

of the California State Water Resources Control Board. FEDERAL SHARE
(2) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, the Ad-

ministrator shall make a grant from any funds otherwise allotted SEC. 202. (aXl) The amount of any grant/’or treatment works
made under this Act from funds authorized for any fiscal year be-

to the State of California to the city of Eureka,.Califo .r~ia, in.con- ginning alter June 30, 1971, and ending be/ore October I, 1984,nection with project numbered C-06-2772, for the purchase o! one
hundred and thirty-nine acres of property as environmental mitiga-

shall be 75 per centum of the cost o/‘ construction thereof (as ap-

tion for siting of the proposed tr~.atment p.l.ant,
proved by the Administrator), and for any fiscal year beginning on

(3) Notwithstanding any other provzslon of this Act, the Ad-
or after October I, 1984, shall be 55 per centum of the cost of con-

ministrator shall make a grant/’rom any funds otherwise allotted
struction thereof (as approved by the Administrator), unless modi-

to the State of California to the city of San Diego, California, in
fled to a lower percentage rate uniform throughout a State by the

connection with that city’s aquaculture sewage process (total re- Governor of that State with the concurrence of the Administrator.

seurces recovery system) as an innovative and alternative waste
Within ninety days after the enactment of this sentence the Admin-
istrator, shall issue guidelines/‘or concurrence in any_ such modi-

treatment process, fication, which shall provide /’or the consideration or the unobli-
(nXl) On and after October I, 1984, upon the request of the

Governor of an affected State, the Administrator is authorized to
gated balance of sums allocated to the State under section 205 of

use funds available to such State under section 205 to address
this Act, the need for assistance under this title in such State, and

water quality problems due to the impacts of discharges from com-
the availability o/‘ State grant assistance to replace the Federal

blned ~torm water and sanitary sewer overflows, which are not oth-
share reduced by such modification. The payment of any such re-
duced Federal s~are shall not constitute an obligation on the part

erwise eligible under this subsection, where correction of such dis- of the United States or a claim on the part o/‘ any State or grantee
charges is a major priority for such State. to reimbursement for the portion of the Federal share reduced in

(2) Beginning fiscal year 1983, the Ads. !.m.’.stra.tor..shal] ~hav, e any such State. Any grant (other than /‘or reimbursement) made
available $200,000,000 per fiscal year in addition to those tunas prior to the date of enactment of the Federal Water Pollution Con-
authorized in section 20"/of this Act to be utilized to address water trol Act Amendments of 1972 from any funds authorized for any
quality problems of marine bays and estuaries subject to lower lee- fiscal year beginning after June 30, 19"/I, shall, upon the reque.st
els of water quality due to the impacts o_f disch~arges f.r~. m co.mbi.ned o/‘ the applicant, be increased to the applicable percentage under
storm water and sanitary_.~..wer ov.er~!.o.ws Ir.om ..a~lac~ent~_usr~ this section. Notwithstanding the first sentence of this paragraph,
complexes, not otl~.erwi~ alibnble .u~. ae.r r,~..~s s.u~secu, o.n..~ucn ~ _ in any case where a primary, secondary, or advan.co~d w.a~s~ tr..eat-
may be treed as deeme~l appropriate ny the Aamimstrator as pro- merit/’acility or its related interceptors or a project [or imHtratlon-
vided in paragraphs (I) and (2) of this subsection, upon the request in-flow correction has received a grant/‘or erection, building, acqui-
of and demonstration of water quality benefits by the Governor of sition, alteration, remodeling, improvement, extension, or correc-
an affected State. tion be/ore October I, 1984, all segments and phases of such facil-

(o) The Administrator shall encourage and assist applicants/‘or ity, interceptors, and project for infiltration-in-flow correction shall
grant assistance under this title to develop and file with the Ad- be eligible for grants at 75 per centum of the cost of construction
ministrator a capital financing plan which, at a minimum-- thereof for any grant made pursuant to a State obligation which

(1) projects the l’uture requirements for waste treatment obligation occurred be/ore October 1, 1990. Notwithstanding the
services within the applicant’s jurisdiction for a period of no first ~entonce of this paragraph, in the case of a project for which

less than ten years;
an application for a grant under this title has been made to the Ado

(2) projects the nature, ex~nt, ti.’min.g, an.d cos,~ .of ru..t,u, re
ministrator before October 1, 1984, and which project is under judi-

expansion and reconstruction of treatment worxs wmcn wm De cial injunction on such date prohibiting its construction, such

nece~mry to satisfy the applicant’s p.rojected future require-
project shall be efigible for gr~m. ts at 75 percent of the cost of con-

ment~ for waste treatment services; ana
atruction thereof. Notwithstanding the first ~entence of this pars-
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graph: in t~_e .c~s.e of,the, Wyoming Valley Sanitary Authority or acquisition of which wa~ n~t commenced prior to July 1, 1971,
project mandated by jumcial order under a proceeding begun prior shall, upon the request of the applicant, be increased to the appli-
to October 1, 1984, and a project for wastewater treatment for AI. cable percentage under subsection (a) of this ~ection for grants for
teens, PennsylvaniaL such projects shall be eligible for grants at 75 treatment works from funds/’or fiscal years beginning after June
percent of the cost of construction thereof.

(2) The amount of any grant made after September 30, 1978, 30, 197.1,...with respect to the cost of such aetna/erection, building,
or acqmmtion. Such increased amount shall be paid from any func[~and before October I, 1981, for any eligible treatment works or sig- allocated to the State in which the treatment works is located with-nificant portion thereof" utilizing innovative or alternative out regard to the fiscal year for which such funds were authorized.wastewater treatment processes and techniques referred ~o in sec- Such increased amount shall be paid for such project onlytion 201(gX5) shall be 85 per centum of the cost of construction (I) a sewage collection system that is a part of the samethereof, unless modified by the Governor of the State with the con- total waste treatment system as the ~reatment works for whichcurrence of the Administrator to a percentage rate no Ie88 than 15 such grant w~s approved is under construction or is t~ be con-per centum greater than the modified uniform percentage rate in structed for use in conjunction with such treatment works, andwhich the Administrator has concurred pursuant to paragraph (I) if the cost of such sewage collection system exceeds the costof this subsection. The amount of any grant made after September such treatment works, and’ 30, 1981, /’or any eligible treatment works or unit processes and (2) the State water pollution control agency or other appro-techinques ~hereof utilizing innovative or alternative wastewater priate State authority certifies that the quantity of" availabletreatment processes and techniques referred to in section 201(gX5) ground water will be insufficient, inadequate, or unsuitable forshall be a percentage of the coot of. construction thereof equal to 20

~lercentum greater than thepercentage in effect under paragraph publ.ic use, including the ecological preservation and roe-
) of this subsection for suchworks or unit processes and tech- reatzonal use of" surface water bodies, unless effluents f.rom

publicly-owned treatment works after adequate treatment areniques, but in no event greater than 85 per centum of the cost of
construction thereof. No grant shall be made under this paragraph rot.urn, ed. ~ the .g~ound water consistent with acceptable tech-
/’or construction of a treatment works in any Stats unless the pro- nolog~cal stanaaras.
portion of. the State contribution to the non-Federal share of. con- (c) Notwithstanding any other provision o£ law, sums allotted
struction costs for all treatment works in such State receiving a to the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico under section 205 of" this Act

for fiscal ~ear 1981 shah remain available for obligation for the fla-grant under this paragraph is the same as or greater than the pro- cal ~.ear lot which authorized and for the period of" the next suc-portion o£ the State contribution (if any) to the non-Federal share
o£ construction costs for all treatment works receiving grants in ceed.!n.g, twent~y-£our months. Such sums and any unobligated funds
ouch State under paragraph (1)of tlffs subsection, av.mm.me~ ~.Puerto Rico from allotments for fiscal years ending

(3) In addition to any grant made pursuant to paragraph (2) pn.o.r to t~ctover I, 1981, shall be available for obligation by the Ad-
of. rids subsection, the Administrator is authorized to make a grant .m, zru~st..ra~r of. the Environm.e.ntal Pr~.tection Agency only to fund
to fund all of the costs of the modification or replacement of any ~ne toz~o..wm.~ systems: Aguadfila, Areclbo, Mayaguez, Carolina, and
facilities constructed with a grant made pursuant to paragraph (2) ~amuy ~atillo. These funds may be used by the Commonwealth of

l~uerto Rico to fund the non-Federal share of the costs o£ suchif the Administrator finds that such facilities have not met design projects. To the extent that these funds are used to pay the non-
Federal share, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico shall repay to the

performance specifications unless such failure io attributable to
negligence on the part of any person and- if.such failure has signi.f!- .
cantly increased capital or operating and maintenance expendi- E..n..vtronmental Protection Agency such amounts on terms and con-
tures. In addition, the Administrator is authorized to make a grant ’ .di.t|ons.deve]oped and approved by the Administrator in consults-
to fund all of the costs of the modification or replacement of biodisc tion vnth the Governor of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
equipment (rotating biological contractors) in any publicly owned .Agre. ement on such terms and conditions including the payment of
treatment works ffthe Administrhtor finds that such equipment !nterest, ~ be. de.to .r~.ined by_the Secre_tary of the Treasury, sh~l
has failed to meet design performance specifications, unless such ~e reacneu pr~or to me use of these fund~ for the Commonwealth
failure is attributable to negligence on the part of. any person, and non-Federalshare. No Federal funds awarded under this provision

shall be used to replace local governments funds previonsly ex-22o J’~’maintenanceSuch failureexpenditures.has significantly increased capital or operating and pended on these projects.
o (4) For the purpo~, s of this section, the term "eligible treat- (33 U..q.C. 1~82)
co ment works" means those treatment works in each State which
~ meet the requiromants of section 201(gX5) of this Act and which PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS, E~rrll~T~q, ~ND
~ can be fully funded from funds available for such purpose in such , ~K.c. ~03. (a)(1) Each applicant for a grant shah submit to the~mmzmstrator for. Ida approval, plans, specifications, and estimates8tat~l~) The amount of the grant for any. project _approved by the ~or each proposed project for the coastructian of treatment works

Admin/strator a/tot Janum7 I, 1971, and before J~ly I, 1971, for fo.r which a grant is applied for under section 201(gXl) from f~md, s
th~ ~nstruction of treatment works, the actual erection, build/ng

i~i.::~.~!~ allotted to the State under section 205 and which otbetwise
¯
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the requirements of this Act. The Administrator shall act upon storage, waste treatment, or for similar purposes without addi-
s~ch plans, specifications, and estimates as soon as practicable tional construction.
after the same have been submitted, and his approval of any such (e) At the request of a grantee under this title, the Adminis.
plans, specifications, and estimates shall be deemed a contractual tanager.is, au.t.horize~i, to,provide technical and legal assistance in theobligation of the United States for the payment of its proportional amlmstrauon aria amercement of any contract in connection with
contribution to such project, treatment works assisted under this title, and to intervene any

(2) AGREEMENT ON ELKIIBLE COSTS.~ civil action involving the enforcement of such a contract.
(A) LIMITATION ON MODIFICATIONS.~Before taking (/)DESIGN/J~UILDPROJECTS.~

final action on any plans, specifications, and estimates ~. (1) AGREEMENT.---Consistent with State law, an applicant
submitted under this subsection after the 60th day follow- who proposes to construct waste water treatment worl~ may
ing the date of the enactment of the Water Quality Act of an.tar !.ate an a.~..eement with the Administrator under this
1987, the Administrator shall enter into a written agree- suosectmn providing for the preparation of construction plans
meat with the applicant which establishes and specifies and specifications and the erection of such treatment works, in
which items of the proposed project are eligible for Federal lieu o~proceeding under the other provisions of this section.
payments under this section. The Administrator may not ..(2) LIMIT^TIO.N ON _PSOJE~.mAgreements under this sub-
later modify such eligibility determinations unless they are section shall be hmited to projects under an approved facility

found to have been made in violation of applicable Federal plan which projects are-

(A) treatment works that have an estimated total coststatutes and regulations, of $8,000,000 or less; and(B) LIMrrATION ON EFFECT.--Eligibility determinations (B) any of the following types of waste water treat-under this paragraph shall not preclude the Administrator sent systems: aerated lagoons, trickling filters, stabiliza-
from auditing a project pursuant to section 501 of this Act, tion ponds, land application systems, sand filters, and sub.
or other authority, or from withholding or recovering Fed- surface disposal systems.
eral funds for costs which are found to be unreasonable, (3) REQWIRED TEP~S.--An agreement entered into under
unsupported by adequate documentation, or otherwise un- this subsection shallm
allowable under applicable Federal costs principles, or

~. (A), set .fo.rth an am.oust agreed to as the maximumwhich are incurred on a project which fails to meet the de- ~-eaeraJ contribution to the project, based upon a competi-
sign specifications or effluent limitations contained in the tively bid document of bamc design data and applicable
grant agreement and permit pursuant to section 402 of standard construction specifications and a determination
this Act for such project, of the federally eligible costs of the project at the applica-

(3) In the case of a treatment works that has an estimated ble Federal share under section 202 of this Act;
total cost of ~8,000,000 of less (as determined by the Adminis- ¯ (.B.) setfo..rth .dates for the start and completion of con-
trator), and the population of the applicant municipality is twenty- strucuon oi me rxeatment works by the applicant and a
five thousand or less (according to the most recent United States schedule of payments of the Federal contribution to the
census), upon completion of an approved facility plan, a single project;
grant ma~ be awarded for the combined Federal share of the cost (C) contain assurances by the applicant that (i) engi-
of prepanng congauction plans and specifications, and the building nearing and management assistance will be provided to
and erection of the treatment works. manage the project; (ii) the proposed treatment works will

(b) The Administrator shall, from time to time as the work pro- be an operable unit and will meet all the requirements of
greeees, make payments to the recipient of a grant for costs of con- this title; and (iii) not later than I year after the date spec-
struction incurred on a project. These payments shall at n.o ti.me ified as the date of completion of construction of the treat-
exceed the Federal share of the co~t of construction incurred to the meat works, the treatment work~ will be operating so as
date of the voucher covering such payment plus the Federal share to meet the requirements of any applicable permit for such
of the value of the materials which have been stockpiled in the vi- treatment works under section 402 of this Act;
cinity of such construction in �o~formity to plans and specifications (D) require the applicant to obtain a bond from the
for the project, contra.ctor m an amount determined necessary by the Ad-

(c) Alter completion of a project and approval of the final minis~rator to protect the Federal interest in the project;
voucher by the Administrator, he shall pay out of the appropriate and
sums the unpaid balance of the Federal share payable on account ~.(E) contain such other terms and conditions as are
of, ~hch project. ’~necessary to assure compliance with this t/fie (except as

~ (d) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to require, or to au- provided in paragraph (4) of this subsection).
thorize the Administrator to.require, that grants under this Act for (4) LIMITATION ON APPLlC^TlON.---~ubsections (a), (b), and
construction of treatment works be made only for projects which (c) of this section she/] not apply to ~rants made pursuant to
are operable units ns~ble for sewage collection, transportation, this subsection.
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(5) RESERVATION TO ASSDT, E COMPLL~NCE.--The Adminis- priority list develo~d p~u~t ~ set,on 303(e~3~H) may ~
tra~r sh~! ~se~e a ~on of ~e ~t ~ ass~e contract m~fied by such S~ in a~ce ~ ~a~o~ p~mul-
~mpliance ~fil fln~ p~j~t approval as defined by the Ad- ga~d by ~e A~i~s~Wr ~ ~ve ~gher priority for ~an~
mimstra~r. If ~e ~o~t a~ ~ under para~aph (3~A) for ~e F~e~! sh~ of ~e ~st of p~p~ng ~t~cfion
exc~ds ~e ~st of d~i~ng ~d ~nst~cting ~e t~atment dra~ngs ~d s~fi~fio~ for ~y ~a~nt wor~ ufi~zing
wor~, ~e Admi~s~a~r a~ll ~allot ~e amo~t of ~e ex~ss p~sseo and ~h~qu~ m~fing ~e ~deHnesp~m~ga~d
~ the Sts~ in w~ su~ ~a~ent works a~ l~a~d for ~e under s~on 304(d~3) of ~ ~t for ~ for ~e ~mbined
fi~al year in w~ su~ aunt is ~mple~d. Federal sha~ o£ ~e ~.st of ~p~ng cons~etion dra~n~

(6) LIM~ATION ON OB~GATIONS.~The Administra~r shall and specifics~ons ~d ~v bm]~ and e~c~on of ~y treat-
not obligate mo~ ~an 20 ~nt o£ ~e amount allo~d W a ment works mee~ng ~e ~remen~ o£ ~e next ~ ~e last
Sts~ for a fie~l ye~ under s~on 205 of this Act For ~ sen~nce of section ~03(a) o£ t~s ~t which utilizes p~eses
pumuant ~ ~is subs.~on, and ~ch~ques m~fing ~e ~de~es pmm~ga~d ~der sac-

(7) ~w~cE.--The Admi~straWr shall decline an al- tion 304(d~3) of ~s A~z

lowance for facilities planing for pmjec~ const~c~d under (4) ~at ~e appHc~t proposing ~ const~ct such wor~
~is subsection in acco~an~ ~ s~fion 201(l). a~ees W pay ~e non-F~eral cos~ of such wor~ ~d has

(8) LIM~ATION ON FEDE~ ~lB~ONS.--ln no event made adequa~ pm~sio~ satis£ac~ ~ ~ Admi~stra~r ~or
shall ~e Feder~ contribution for ~e cost of prepa~ng ~n- assuring pm~r and effident o~rafion, lnclu~ng ~e employ-
st~ction pl~s ~d s~fi~fio~ and ~e b~lding andes- ment of ~ained management ~d-o~rafio~ ~onnel, and

~e m~n~n~ce of such wor~ in ac~rdan~ ~ a pl~’ o£ op-tion of ~atment wor~p~u~t ~ ~is subs~tion ex~ed ~e station approv~ by ~e s~ wa~r ~lluflon ~n~ol agencyamount a~d u~n ~der p~a~aph (3). .
(9) ~co~aY A~[ON.--In ~y ca~ in which the ~cipient or, ~ appmpfia~, ~e in~ ~ency, a~r ~tmcfion

thereof;of a ~t made p~u~t ~ ~s sub~tion d~s not compl~ (5) ~at ~e size and ~pacity of such wor~ rela~ directly~th ~e ~s of ~e a~ment ended in~ under p~a~aph to the needs ~ be se~ed by such wor~, including s~cient(3), ~e Admi~sWa~r k au~ofi~d ~ ~e such action as may rese~e capacity. The ~o~t of ~e capacitypro~ded sh~l
~ n~ess~ ~ ~ver ~e amour of ~e Federal cont~bufion be approved by ~e Admi~stra~r on the basis ofa comp~son
~ ~e project, of the cost of const~ctin~ such re~es as ap~ of ~e wor~(10) ~IoN oF ~ BENEFI~.~A recipient o~ a
~t made pumu~t ~ ~s subsec~on shall not ~ eH~ble for ~ be funded and ~e ~fi~pa~d ~t of pro~ exp~ded ca-

pacity at a da~ when such capa~ty ~!1 ~ req~d, ~r ~-any o~er ~an~ ~der ~s fire for ~e s~e proj~t, mg in~ a~ount, in a~o~ ~ ~ations pmm~ga~d
U.S.c. t~) by the Administra~r, effo~ ~ ~du~ ~tal flow of ~wage and

unne~ssa~ wa~r ~pUon. ~e ~o~t of rese~e capac-LIMITATIONS ~ COND~ONS ity eli~ble for a ~ant ~der ~ title ~hall ~ de~ined by
SEc. 204. (a) ~fo~ app~ng ~an~ for ~y project for ~nz the Administra~r ~ng in~ a~t ~e p~jec~d ~pulation.

t~atment wor~ ~der ~fion 201(gX1) ~e Admi~st~r sh~l and ashland mmme~ial ~d ind~tfi~ es~bliahmen~ ~th-
de~in~ in ~e jurisdiction of ~e appH~nt ~ ~ se~ed by such treat-

(I) ~at ~y ~ ~a~de was~ t~atmen~ m~na~e- ment works as identified in an app~ved facilities plan, an
ment plan ~der ~efion 208 of ~is Act (A) is ~t~g trap}e- area~de plan under s~flon 208, or an applicable mu~cipai
men~ for such ~a ~d ~e pm~ treatment wor~ a~ m- maser plan of development. For ~e p~se of ~is p~a~aph,
cluded ~ such pl~, or (B) is being developed for such a~a and section 208, and any ~su~ pl~, PmJ~d ~pulation shall be
re~nable p~ is ~ing made ~wa~ i~ implem~n~tio~ de~in~ on ~e b~is of ~e la~st i~o~ation syllable
~d ~e p~ ~a~ent wor~ ~ll ~ included m such from ~e U~ 8~s ~p~ent of Comme~e or from ~e
pl~; S~s as the Admi~stra~r, by ~ation, de~ines app~-

(2) ~at (A) ~e S~ in w~ch ~e pmj~t is ~ ~ l~a~d priam. Be~ng Oc~r 1, 1984, no ~an~ shall ~ made
(i) is implemenfi~ ~y ~q~d plan ~der ~cfion 303(e) of under ~is rifle ~ ~ct ~t ~on of any t~atment
~is Act ~d ~e p~oeed ~a~ent wor~ a~ in ~o~ity wor~ p~ding ~e capacity ~ excess of e~sfing needs
~ su~ pl~, or (i~) is developing su~ a plan and ~e p~ (including e~s~ng needs of ~siden~, comme~ial, induet~a],
~ ~tment ~r~ ~II ~ m ~o~iW ~ su~ pl~, and o~er u~) on ~e da~ of apples] o£ a ~ant ~or ~e e~-
and (B) such S~ ~ in ~mplia~ ~ ~on 305(b) orris ~on, b~Iding, ~siflon, ~ra~on, ~m~vling, imp~ve-

mvnt, or ex~ion of s p~ject for ~ndaw t~atment or more
~t;(3) ~at su~ wo~ ha~ ~ ~fi~ by ~e app~pda~ s~ngent ~a~ent or ~w ~pW~ ~d spp~n~s,
S~ ~a~r ~lu~n ~! ~ ~ ~n~ed ~ priority ~ver e~pt ~t In no event s~ ~se~e ~pacity of a fadEty ~d
m~ch o~er wor~’in ~ S~ m a~~ ~m ~y ~ppu~-
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its related interceptors to which this subsection applies b’e in trator determines that such system was adopted after public notice
excess of existing needs on October 1, 1990. In any case in and hearing.
which an applicant proposes to provide reserve capacity great- (2) The Administrator shall, within one hundred and eighty
er than that eligible for Federal financial ass_istance under this days after the date of enactment of the Federal Water Pollution
title, the incremental costs of the additional reserve capacity Control Act Amendments of 1972, and after consultation with ap-
shall be paid by the applicant; propriate State, interstate, municipal and intermunicipal agencies,

(6) that no specification for bids in connection with such issue guidelines applicable to payment of waste treatment costs by
works shall be written in such a manner as to contain propri- industrial and nonindustrial receipts of waste treatment services
etary, exclusionary, or discriminatory requirements other than which shall establish (A) classes of users of such services, inc~nding
those based upon performance, unless such requirements are categories of industrial users; (B) criteria against which to deter-
necessary to test or demonstrate a specific thing or to provide mine the adequacy of charges imposed on classes and categories of
for necessary interchangeability of ~.arts and equip .meat. When
in the judgment of the grantee, ~t is impractical or uneco-

users reflecting all factors that influence the cost of waste treat-

heroical to make a clear and accurate desc~])tion of the tech-
meat, including strength, volume, and delivery flow rate charac~er-

nical requirements, a "brand name or equal description may
istice of waste; and (C) model systems and rates of user charges .

be used as a means to define the performance or other salient
typical of various treatment works serving municipaJ-industrial

requirements of a procurement, and in doing so the grantee
communities.

need not establish the existence of any source other than the
(3) Approval by the Administrator of a grant to an interstate

agency established by interstate compact for any treatment works
brand or’~ource so named, shall satisfy any other requirement that such works be authorized
(bX1) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, the Ad-

ministrator shall not approve any grant for any treatment works
by Act of Congress.

under section 201(gX1) alter March l, 1973, unless he shall first
(4) A system of charges which meets the requirement of clause

have determined that the applicant (A) has adopted or will adopt
(A) of paragraph (1) of this subsection may be based on something

a system of cha.r~e.s to assure that each recipient of waste treat-
other than metering the sewage or water supply flow of residential

meat services within the applicant’s jurisdiction, as determined by
recipients of waste treatment services, including ad valorem taxes.
If the system of charges is based on something other than meteringthe Administrator, will pay its proportionate share (except as oth-

erwise provided in this paragraph) of the costs of operation and
the Administrator shall require (A) the applicant to establish a aye-

maintenance (including replacement) of any waste treatm..e.nt, ser~,-
tern by which the necessary funds will be available for the proper

ices provided by the applicant; and (B) has legal, ins[i[u[ionm,
operation and maintenance of the treatment works; and (B) the ap-

managerial, and financial capability to insure adequate construc- plicant to establish a procedure under which the residential user

ties, operation, and maintenance of treatment works throughout will be notified as to that portion of his total payment which will
be allocated to the costs of the waste treatment service~.the atmlicant’e jurisdiction, as determined by the Administrator. In.

any c’a~e wher~ an applicant which, as of the date of enactment of (c) The next to the lest sentence of paragraph (5) of subsection
this sentence, uses a system ~f dedication ed valorem taxes and the (a) of this section shall not apply in any case where a primary, sac-

Administrator determines that the applicant has a system of ondary, or advanced waste treatment facility or its related inter-

charges which results in the distribution of operation and mainte- captors has received a grant/’or erection, building, acquisition,
nance costs for treatment works within the applicant’s jurisdiction, teration, remodeling, improvement, or extension before October 1,

to each user class, in proportion to the contribution to the total cost
1984, and all segments and phases of such facility and ’interceptors

of operation and maintenance of such works by each user class
shall be funded baaed on a 20-year reserve capacity in the case of

(taking into account total waste water loading of such works, the such facility and a 20-year reserve capacity in the case of such
constituent elements of the waste, and other appropriate factors), interceptors, except that, if a grant for such interceptors has been

and such applicant is otherwise i_n co.mplian~ce with. clause.(A.),o.f approved prior to the date of enactment of the Municipal
this paragraph with respect to each industrial user, then such seat- Wastewater Treatment Construction Grant Amendments of 1981,
cation ad valorsm tax system shall be deemed to be the user chargesuch interceptors shall be funded based on the approved reserve ca-
system meeting the requirements of clause (A) el" this paragraph pacity not to exceed 40 years.

for the residential user class and such small non.residential user (dX1) A grant for the construction of treatment works under
classes as defined by the Administrator. In defining small non-reel- this title shall provide that the engineer or engineering firm super-
dential u~ers, the Administrator shall consider the volume of vising construction or providing architect enginee~ring services dur.
wastes discharged into the treatment works by such users and the ing const~ruction shall continue its relationship to the grant appli-
constituent elements of such wastes as well as such other factors cant for a period of one year after the completion of construction
as he deems appropriate. A system of user charges which imposes and initial operation of such treatment works. During such period
a lower charge for low-income residential users (as defined by the such engineer or engineering firm shall supervise operation of the
Administrator) shall be deemed to be a user charge system meeting treatment works, train operating personnel, and prepare curricula
the requirements st" clause (A) of this paragraph if the Adminis- and training material for operating personnel. Costs associated
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with the implementation of this paragraph shall be eligible for Fed- be immediately reallotted by the Administrator, in accordance with
eral assistance in accordance with this rifle, regulations promulgated by him, generally on the basis of the ratio

(2) On the date one year after the completion of construction used in making the last allotment of sums under this section. Such
and initial operation of such treatment works, the owner and oper- reallotted sums shall be added to the last allotments made to the
ator of such treatment works shall certify to the Administrator States. Any sum made available to a State by reallotment under
whether or not such treatment works meet the design specifics- this subsection shall be in addition to any funds otherwise allotted
tions and effluent limitations contained in the grant agreement and to such State for grants under this title during any fiscal year.
permit pursuant to section 402 of the Act for such works. If the (2) Any sums which have been obligated under section 203 and
owner and operator of such treatment works cannot certify that which are released by the payment of the final voucher for the
such treatment works meet such design specifications and effluent project shall be immediately credited to the State to which such
limitations, any failure to meet such ddsign specifications and efflu- sums were last allotted. Such released sums shall be added to the
ant limitations shall be corrected in a timely manner, to allow such amounts last allotted to such State and shall be immediately avail-
affirmative certification, at other than Federal expense, able for obligation in the same manner and to the same extent as

(3) Nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit a such last allotment.
grantee under this title from requiring more assurances, guaran- (cX1) Sums authorized to be appropriated pursuant to section
tees, or indemnity or other contractual requirements from any 207 for the fiscal years during the period beginning October 1,
party to a contract pertaining to a project assisted under this title, 1977, and ending September 30, 1981, shall be allotted for each
than those provided under this subsection, such year by the Administrator not later than the tenth day which

° begins after the date of enactment of the Clean Water Act of 1977.{33 U.S.C. 1284,) Not-withstanding any other provision of law, sums authorized for
XLLO~/E~rr the fiscal years ending September 30, 1978, September 30, 1979,

September 30, 1980, and September 30, 1981, shall be allotted in
SEC. 206. (a) Sums authorized to be appropriated pursuant to accordance with table 3 of Committee Print Numbered 95-30 of the

section 207 for each fiscal year beginning after June 30, 1972, be- Committee on Public Works and Transportation of the House of
fore September 30, 1977, shall be allottedby the Administrator not Representatives.
later than the January 1st immediately preceding the beginning of" (2) Sums authorized to be appropriated pursuant to section 207
the fiscal year for which authorized, except that the allotment for for the fiscal years 1982, 1983, 1984, and 1985 shall be allotted for
fiscal year 1973 shall be made not later than 30 days after the date each such year by the Administrator not later than the tenth day
of enactment of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amend- which begins after the date of enactment of the Municipal
manta of 1972. Such sums shall be allotted among the States by Wastewater Treatment Construction Grant Amendments of 1981.
the Administrator in accordance with regulations promulgated by Notwithstanding any other provision of law, sums authorized for
him, in the ratio that the estimated cost of" constructing all needed the fiscal year ending September 30, 1982, shall be allotted in ac-
publicly owned treatment works in each State bears to the esti- cordance with table 3 of Committee Print Numbered 95-30 o£ the
mated cost of construction o/" all needed publicly owned treatment Committee on Public Works and Transportation of the House of
works in all of the States. For the fiscal yearn ending June 30, Representatives. Sums authorized for the fiscal.years ending Sep-
1973, and June 30, 1974, such ratio shall be determined on the tember 30, 1983, September 30, 1984, September 30, 1985, and
basis of table Ill of House Public Works Committee Print No. 92- September 30, 1986, shall be allotted in accordance with the
50. For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975, such ratio shall be following table:
determined one-half on the basin of table I of House Public Works
Committee Print Numbered 93-28 and one-half on the basis of
table II of such print, except that no State shall, receive an allot-
ment less than that which it received for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1972, as set forth in tabl~ Ill of such print. Allotments
for fiscal years which he,gin after the fiscal year ending June 30,
1975 shal/be made only m accordance with a revised cost estimate
made and submitted to Congress in accordance with section 516(b)

;XI of this Act and only after such revised cost estimate shall have
o been approved by law specifically enacted hereaiter.
o (bXl) Any stuns allotted to a State under subsection (a) shall
co be avdilshle for obligation under section 203 on and after the date
~ of such allotment. S~Ch sums shall continue available for obligation
o0 in such State for ¯ period of one year a/tar the close of the. risc!! : ’

year for which such sums are authorized. Any amounts so allotted
which are not obligated by the end of such one-year period shall
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~h,o~ ~, date of the enactment of this paragraph. Sums authorized for
Steres: such fiscal years shall be allotted in accordance with the

Alabama .....................................................................................................011398 following table:
AJa~ka .........................................................................................................036101
Arizona .......................................................................................................006865
Arksnoaa ....................................................................................................006668 AJab~m~ .....................................................................................................011309
California ...................................................................................................072901 Alsska .........................................................................................................006053
Colorado .....................................................................................................0~8154 Arimrm .......................................................................................................006831
Connect|cut ................................................................................................01248? Arkanlss ....................................................................................................006~16
Delaware ....................................................................................................004965 (~aliJ’ornia ...................................................................................................
Dlstrfct of Columbla ..................................................................................0~4965 Colorado .....................................................................................................00809@

.03440? Connecticut .012390Florida ...................................................................................................................................................................................................... ..017234 Delaware ....................................................................................................004965Georgia .......................................................................................................00?895 Di.trict of Columbia .004965Hawail .........................................................................................................................................................................................004965 Florida .034139Ideho ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................046101 Georgia .......................................................................................................01"7100Ill|hole .........................................................................................................024566 Hawaii .007833Indlana .......................................................................................................013796 Idaho ...........................................................................................................0049~5

Ksn~aa ........................................................................................................012973 Indiana " .024374Kentucky ............................................................................................~’ ..... .011205 Iowa ............................................................................................................013688Louisiana ....................................................................................................00??88 K~nsas ........................................................................................................009129Msino ..........................................................................................................024&53 Kentucky ....................................................................................................012872Maryland ...................................................................................................
Ma~achu~tts ............................................................................................034608

.0438~9 Malne ..........................................................................................................00"/829Michizan .....................................................................................................018735 Maryland ....................................................................................................024461Minnasot~ ...................................................................................................009184 Massaehu~tt~ ............................................................................................034338Mi~i~Ippi .................................................................................................028257 Mlchlpn .....................................................................................................04348?Missotwi ......................................................................................................004~65 Mimmsota ...................................................................................................018589Montana .....................................................................................................005214 Mlsslselppl .................................................................................................009112Nebca~ka ....................................................................................................004965 Missouri ......................................................................................................028037Nevada .......................................................................................................0 I0186               Montana                                                     .004965New Ham~him .............................................................................................................................................................................................041654 Nabraska ....................................................................................................0051"/3New Jersey .................................................................................................004965 N~vada .......................................................................................................004965Naw Mt~�o ................................................................................................11309? N~w Hamlmhi~ .010107New Yock ..........................................................................................................................................................................................
North Ca~|In~ ...........................................................................................018396 New Js~y .................................................................................................041329

.004965 New M~zlco ........................................ .........................................................0049.65North Dakota ............................................................................................05?383 blow York ...................................................................................................I 11632Ohio ............................................................................................................008235 North Carolina ...........................................................................................018253Oklahoma ...................................................................................................011515 North Dakot~ .............................................................................................004965

.006?60 Oklahoma ...................................................................................................008171Rh~l. Island ..............................................................................................010442 OreEon ........................................................................................................011426~]o~th Carolina ...........................................................................................004965 Dennsylvan/a ..............................................................................................040062~]outh Dakm .............................................................................................01480"7 Rhoda l~land ..............................................................................................006791Tonnes~ ...................................................................................................038?26 South Caro)in~ ...........................................................................................010361’r~xas ..........................................................................................................006371 South Dakota .............................................................................................004965Utah ...........................................................................................................004965 Tannasses ...................................................................................................014692Varmont ......................................................................................................020861 Taxas .........................................................................................................046226Virginia .....................................................................................................01’/726 Utah .006329Ws~h/n~on ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
W~t Virginia .............................................................................................015890 Vermont ......................................................................................................004966

.027557 V|rginia ......................................................................................................020698Wis4amsl~ ...................................................................................................004965 Washington ................................................................................................Wyoming ....................................................................................................000915 Weet Virginia .............................................................................................015766
~

~moa .........................................................................................................000662 Wisconsin ................................................../ ................................................0T/3,12
(:~ Not~Jx~’nGuam .............MarJanaJ:’ ......................................................................................... ....................................................................................000425 Wyoming ....................................................................................................004965
~D .013295 Amerl¢.an ~amos ........................................................................................000908O Puerto R/m .................................................................................................001305 Guam ..........................................................................................................000657O0 Pacil’~ Tnmt T~dtoH~ ............................................................................000531 N~rthern Murlanas ....................................................................................000422,,~ Virgin Island~ ..........................................................................................
~ Ptmrto Rieo .................................................................................................013191
tO l~n~t~ Storm t~tale ...........................................................................999996 P~ifl¢ Trust Terdt~de~ ............................................................................001295

,So |n o�44ual. Pt~be~y she,d be "1~6". Vtrgtn ielands ............................................................................................000527

(~) FISCAL YF,~S l~8"7-1~o.--Sums authorized ~b~e, a~p~p~ro~- (d) Sum8 allotted to the States for a fiscal year shall remain
printed pursusnt to ~ectio_n_ 207.four the .fiscal .year8 ~.~|~, ~vailable for ob|igation for the fiscal year for which authorized and
1989, and 1990 8 ~hall be allottea mr e~cn SUCh year ~y me ~ - for the period of the next ~ucceeding twelve months. The amount
ministrator not later than the 10th d~y which begins after the of any allotment not obligated by the end of such twenty-four-
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month period shall be immediately reallotted by the Administrator
on the basis of the ~ame ratio as applicable to sums allotted for the not in lieu of any other ftmds which may be authorized to carry out
then current fiscal year, except that none of the funds reallotted by this subsection.

the Administrator for fiscal year 1978 and for fiscal years there-
(2) The Administrator is authorized to grant to any State from

after shall be allotted to any State which failed to obligate any of amounts reserved to such State under this subsection, the reason-

the funds being reailotted. Any sum made available to a State by
able costs of administering any aspects of sections 201, 203, 204,

reallotment under this subsection shall be in addition to any funds
and 212 of this Act the responsibility for administration of which

o~erwise allotted to such State for grants under this title during
the Administrato.r has delegated to such State. The Administrator
may increase such grant to take into account the reasonable costs

shy fiscal year. of administering an approved program under section 402 or 404,
(e) For the fiscal years 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, administering a statewide waste treatment management planning

1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, and 1990, no State shall re- program under section 208(b){4), and managing waste treatment
ceive less than one-half of 1 per centum of the total allotment construction grants for small communities.
under subsection (c) of this section, except that in the case of (h) The Administrator shall set aside from funds authorized for
Guam, Virgin Islands, American Samoa, and the Trust Territories each fiscal year beginning on or after October 1, 1978, a total (as
not more than thirty-three one-hundredths of 1 per centum in the determined by the Governor o£ the State) of not less than 4 percent
~ggregate shall be allotted to all four for these jurisdictions. For nor more than 7V2 percent of the sums allotted to any State with
the purpose of carrying out this subsection there are authorized to a rural population of 25 ~per centum or more of the total population
be appropriated, subject to such amounts as are provided in appro- of such State, as determmed by the Bureau of the Census. The Ad-
priation Acts, not to exceed $75,000,000 for each fiscal years 1978, ministrator may set aside no more than 7~’2 percent of the sums

1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989,
allotted to any other State for which the Governor requests such

and 1990. If for any fiscal year the amount appropriated under au-
action. Such sums shall be available only for alternatives to con-

thority of this subsection is less than the amount necessary to v.entional ~ewage treatment works for municipalities having a pop-
carry out this subsection, the amount each State receives under ulation st" three thousand five hundred or less, or for the highly dis-

this subsection for such year shall be the same ratio for the amount
parsed sections of larger municipalities, a~ defined by the Adminis-
trator.such State would have received under this subsection in such y.ear (i) SET-ASIDE FOR |NNOVATIVE AND /~,LTERNATIVE PROJE~rs.~

if the amount necessary to carry it out had been appropriated as Not less than Vs of I percent of funds allotted to a State for each
the amount appropriated for such year bears to the amount nsc- of the fiscalyears endln" g September 30, 1979, through September
esssry to carry out this subsection for such year. 30, 1990, under subsection (c) of this section shah be expended only

(D Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, sums
made available between January 1, 1975, and March 1, 1975, by

for increasing the Federal shsr~ of grants for construction of treat-
ment works utilizing innovative processes and techniques pursuantthe Administrator for obligation shall be available for obligation to section 202(aX2) of this Act. Including the expenditures author-

until September 30, 1978. ized by the preceding sentence, a total of 2 percent of the funds al-
(gX1) The Administrator is authorized to reserve each fiscal lotted to a Stats for each of the fiscal years ending September 30~

year not to exceed 2 per centum of the amount authorized under 1979, and September 30, 1980, and 3 percent of the funds allotted
section 207 of this title for purposes of the allotment made to each to a State for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1981, under
State under this section on or after October 1, 1977, except in the subsection (c) of this section shall be expended only/’or increasing
case of any fiscal year beginning on or after October 1, 1981, and grants for construction of treatment works pursuant to section
ending before October 1, 1994, in which case the percentage au- 202(aX2) of this A~t. Including the expenditures authorized by the
thorized to be reserved shall not exceed 4 per centum,t or $400,000 first sentence of this subsection, a total (as determined by the Gay-
whichever amount is the greater. Sums eo reserved shall be avail- ernor o(: the State) of not less than 4 percent nor more than
able for making grants to such State under paragraph (2) of this percent el" the funds allotted to such State under subsection (c) of
subsection for the same period as sums are available from such al- this section for each of the fiscal years ending September 30, 1982,
lotment under subsection (d) of this section, and any such grant through September 30, 1990, shall be exp~.nded _only/’or increasing
shall be available for obligation only during such period. Any grant the Federal share of grants for construction of treatment works
made from sums reserved under this subsection which has not been pursuant to section 202(aX2) of this Act.

the end of the period for which available shah beobligated by (jX1) The Administrator shall reserve each fiscal year not to
added to the amount last allotted to such State under this section exceed I per centum of the sums allotted and available for oblij~a-
and shall be immediately available for obligation in the same man- tion to each State under this section for each fiscal year beginning
her and to the same extent as such last allotment. Sums author- on or after October 1, 1981, or $I00,000, whichever amount is the
iz~d to be r~ervvd by this paragraph shah be in addition to and greater..

(2) Such sums shall be used by the Administrator to make
,I’.L ~-117 ~JdmJ th~ ~ with. pmied at th~ m~ ped~dr she,d be ¯ wmm..           grants to the States to llca~iTYt~utto~water quafity.management plan-
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(A) identifying most cost effective and locally acceptable fa- addition to and not in lieu of any other amounts authorized to be

cility_ and non-point measures to meet and maintain water allotted to such State under this Act.
quality standards; . (1) M~,RINE F.~T~AI~y RESI~I~VATION.--

(B) developing an implementation plan to obtain State and (1) RESERVATION OF FUNDS.~local financial and regulatory commitments to implement
messures developedtmdersubparagraph(A); (A) GENERAL RULE.--I~Tior to making allotments

among the States under subsection (c) of this section, the(C) determining-the nature, extent, and causes of water Administrator shall reserve funds from sums appropriatedquality problems in various areas of the State and interstate pursuant to section 207 for each fiscal year beginni,’ng afterregion, and reporting on these annually; and September 30, 1986.(D) determining those publicly owned treatment works . (B) FISCAL YEARS 1987 AND 1988.~For each of fiscalwhich should be constructed with assistance under this title, in
years 1987 and 1988 the reservation shall be 1 percent ofwhich areas and in what sq~luence, taking into account the rel- the sums appropriated pursuant to section 207 for such fie-ative degree of effluent r~duction attained, the relative con- cal year.tributions to water quality of other point or nonpoint sources.

and the consideration of" alternatives to such construction, and (C) FISCAL YEA/~ 1989 AND -z99o.--For each of fiscal
implementing section 303(e) of this Act. years 1989 and 1990 the reservation shall be 1 V2 percent
(_3) In carrying out plsnning with grants made under pars- of the funds appropriated pursuant to section 207 .for such

graph (2) of this subsection, a State shall develop jointly with local, fiscal year.
regional, and interstate entities, a plan for carrying out the pro- (2) Us~. OF FUNDS.--Of the sums reserved under rids sub.
gram and give funding priority to such entities and designated or section, two-thirds shall be available to address water quality
undesignated public comprehensive planning organizations to carry problems of marine bays and estuaries subject to lower levels
out the purposes of this subsection. In giving such priority, the of water quality due to the impacts of discharges from com-
State shall allocate at least 40 percent of the amount granted to bined storm water and sanitary sewer overflows from adjacent
such State/’or a fiscal year under paragraph (2) of this subsectio.n urban complexes, and one-third shall be available for the ira-
to regional public comprehensive planning organizations in such plementation of section 320 of this Act, relating to the national
State and appropflate interstate organizations/’or the development estuary [~rogram.
and implementation of the plan described in this paragraph. In any (3) t~mOD OF AVAiLABILITY.---Sums reserved under this
fiscal year for which the Governor, in consultation with such orga- subsection shall be subject to the period of availability for obli-
nizations and with the approval of the Administrator, determines gation established by subsection (d) o£ this section.
that allocation of at least 40 percent of such amount to such orga- (4) TREATMENT OF CERTAIN BODY OF WATER.~For purposes
nizations will not result in significant participation by such organi- of this section and section 201(n), Newark Bay, New Jersey,
zationa in water quality management planning and not signifi- and the portion of the Passaic River up to Litt|e Falls, in the
cantly assist in development and implementation of the plan de- vicinity o£ Beatties Dam, shall be treated as a marine bay and
scribed in this paragraph and achievmg the goals of this Act, the estuary.
allocation to such organizatioh may be less than 40 percent of such (m) DISCRETIONARY DEPOSITS INTO STATE WATER POLLUTION
amount. CONTROL REVOLVING I~3NDS.~

(4) All activities undertaken under this subsection chall be in (I) FROM CONSTRUCT~O~I ce,~rr ALLO~E~rrs.--In addition
ccordination with other related previsions of this Act. to any amounts deposited in a water pollution control revolving

(5) NONPOINT SOUlt~ Ite~aV^TION.mln addition to the fund established by a State under tit|e VI, upon request of the
sums reserved under paragraph (I), the Administrator shall re- Governor of such State, the Administrator shall make available
serve each fiscal year for each State 1 percent of the sums al- .to the State for de.posit, as capitalization grants, in such fund
lotted and available/’or obligation to such State under this sac- In any fiscal year beginning after September 30, 1986, such
ties for each fiscal year beginning on or after October 1, 1986, portion of the amounts allotted to such State under this section

~0 or $100,000, whichever is greater, for the purpose of carrying for such fiscal year as the Governor considers appropriate; ex-
o out section 319 of this Act. Sums so reserved in a State in any cept that (A) in fiscal year 1987 such deposit may not exceed
0 fiscal year /’or which such State does not request the use of GO percent of the amounts allotted to such State under this
sos such sums, to the extent such sums exceed $100,000, may be section for such fiecalyear, and (B) in fiscal year 1988, such
-~ used by such State for other purposes under this title, deposit may not exceed75 percent of the amounts allotted to
I~..~ (k) The Administrator shall allot to the State of New York from such State under this section for this ! fiscal year.

sums authorized to be appropriated for the fiscal year ending Sap- (2) NOTICK REQUIREMENT.--The Governor of a State may
tember 30, 1982, an amount necessary to pay the entire cost of’con- make a requedt under paragraph (I) /’or a deposit into the
raying sewage from the Convention Center of the City of New York water pollutio’n control revolving fund of such State--
to the Newtown sewage treatment plant, Brooklyn-Queens area ....
New York. The amount allotted under this subsection shall be in ,so ~ o,.~. r~m~r ,~.~d b,
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(A) in fiscal year 1987 only if no later than 90. days bears to the total unpaid balance of reimbursement due all such
after the date of the enactment of this subsection, and approved projects on the date o£ enactment of such appropriation.

(B) in each fiscal year thereafter only ff 90 days before The Administrator shall allocate to each qualified l~roject under
the first day of such fiscal year, subsection (b) of this section each fiscal year for which funds are

the State provides notice of its intent to make such deposit, appropriated under subsection (e) of this section an amount which
(3) EXCEPTION.--Sums reserved under section 205(j) of this bears the same ratio to the unpaid balance of the reimbursement

Act shall not be available/’or obligation under this subsection, due such project as the total of such funds for such year bears to
(33 U.S.C. 1285) the total unpaid balance of reimbursement due all such approved

projects on the date of enactment of such appropriation.
REIMBURSEMENT AND ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION (e) There is authorized to be appropriated to carry out sub-

SEC. 206. (a) Any publicly owned treatment works in a State section (a) o£ this section not to exceed $2,600,000,000 and., to carry
on which construction was initiated after June 30, 1966, but before out subsection (b) of this section, not to exceed $750,000,000. The

¯July 1, 1973, which was approved by the appropriate State water authorizations contained in this subsection shall be the sole source
pollution control agency and which the Administrator finds meets of funds for reimbursements authorized by this section.
the reqniremente of section 8 of this Act in effect at the time of the (/)(1) In any case where a substantial portion of the funds al-
initiation of construction shall be reimbursed a total amount equal lotted to a State for the current fiscal year under this title have
to the difference between the amount of Federal financial assist- been obligated under section 201(g), or will be so obligated in a
.once, if any, received under such section 8 for such project and 50 timely manner (as determined by the Administrator), and there is
per centum of the cost of such project, or 55 per centum of the construction of any treatment work project without the aid o/" Fed-
project cost where the Administrator also determines that such eral funds and in accordance with all procedures and all require.
treatment works was constructed in conformity with a comprehen- ments applicable to treatment works projects, except those prece-
sive metropolitan treatment plan as described in section 8(/) of the durss and requirements which limit construction of projects to
Federal Water Pollution Control Act as in effect immediately prior those constructed with the aid of previously allotted Federal funds,
to the date of enactment of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act the Administrator, upon his approval of an application made under
Amendments of 1972. Nothing in this subsection shall result in any this subsection therefore, is authorized to pay the Federal share o£
such works receiving Federal grants from all sources in excess of the cost of construction of such project when additional funds are

allotted to the State under this title if prior to the construction of80 per centum of the cost of such project.
(b) Any publicly owned treatment wet.ks constructed with or el- the project the Administrator approves plans, specifications, and

igible for Federal financial assistance under this Act in a State be- estimates therefor in the same manner as other treatment works
tween June 30, 1956, and June 30, 1966, which was approved by projects. The Administrator may not approve an application under
the State water pollution control agency and which the Adminis- this subsection unless an authorization is in effect for the first fis-
trator finds meets the requirements of section 8 of this Act prior cal year in the period for which the application requests payment
to the date of enactment of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act and such requested payment for that fiscal year does not exceed
Amendments of 1972 but which was constructed without assistance the State’s expected allotment from such authorization. The Ad-
under such section 8 or which received such assistance in an ministrator shall not be required to make such requested payment
amount less than 30 per centum of the cost of such project shall for any fiscal year--
qualify for payments and reimbursement of State or local funds (A) to the extent that such payment would exceed such
used/’or such project from sums allocated to such State under this State’s allotment of the amount appropriated /’or such fiscal
section in an amount which shall not exceed the difference between year; and
the amount of such assistance, if any, received for such project and (B) unless such payment is for a project which, on the
30 per centum of the cost of suel~ project, basis of an approved funding priority list of such State, is eligi-

(c) No publicly owned treatment works shall receive any pay- ble to receive such payment based on the allotment and appro-
ment or reimbursement under subsection (a) or (b) of this section priation for such fiscal year. "

:XI unless an application for such assistance is filed with the Adminis- To the extent that. s’i~fficient funds are not appropriated to pay the
o trater within the one year period which begins on the date of enact- full Federal share with respect to a project for which obligations
o ment of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of under the provisions of this subsection have been made, the Ad-
co 1972. Any .application filed within such one year period may be re- ministrator shall reduce the Federal share to such amount less
~o vised from time to time, as may be necessary. ~ than 75 per centum as such appropriations doprevide.
to (d) The Administrator shall allocate to each quaiifie.d_ proje,ct _, (2)11n determining the allotment for any fiscal year under this

under subsection (a) of this e~/on each fiscal year for which fuses title, any treatment works project constructed in accordance with
are appropriated under Subsection (e) of this section an. a~.n. oust this section and without the aid of Federal funds shall not be con-

" -’oh bears the same ratio to the unpaid balance of the retmouree- sidered completed until an application under the provisions of this
~, due such project u tim total of ouch funds for such yew .:::..~.::;,...~’ sube~4~on with respect to such project has been approp "’, the
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Administrator, or the availability of funds from which this project of developingeffective areawide waste treatment management
is eligible for reimbursement has expired, whichever first occurs, plans for such area.
~s3 U.S.C. 128S) (3) With respect to any area which, pursuant to the guide-

lines published under paragraph (I) of this subsection, is IO-
^trrHoRIZATION cated in two or more States, the Governors of the respective

SEC~ 207. There is authorized to be appropriated to carry out States shall consult and cooperate in carrying out the provi-
this title, other than sections 206(e), 208 and 209, for the fiscal siena of paragraph (2), with a view toward designating the
year ending June 30, 1973, not to exceed $5,000,000,000, for the boundaries of the interstate area having common water quality

control problems and /’or which areawide waste treatmentfiscal year ending June 30, 1974, not to exceed $6,00.0,000,0’00, and.
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975, not to exceed management plans would be most effective, and toward des-
$7,0~0,000,000, and, subject to such amounts as are provided in ap- ignating, within one hundred and eighty days ai~er publication

of guidelines issued pursuant to paragraph (I) of this sub-. propriation Acts for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1977,
$1,000,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1978, section, of a single representative organization capable of de-
$4,500,000,000 and/’or the fiscal years ending September 30, 1979, veloping effective areawide waste treatment management

September 30, 1980, not to exceed ~5,000,00.0,000; for the fiscal plans for such area.

year ending September 30, 1981, not to exceed $2,548,837,000; and (4) If a Governor does not act, either by designating or de-
termining not to make a designation under paragraph (2) offor the fiscal years ending September 30, 1982, September 30:

1983, September 30, 1984, and September 30, 1985, not to exceed this subsection, within the time required by such paragraph, or

$2,400,000,060 per fiscal year; and/’or each of the fi~al years end- if, in the case of an interstate area, the Governors of the States

ing September 30, 1986, September 30, 1987, and September 30, involved do not designate a planning organization within the

1988, not to exceed $2,400,000,00.0; and for each of the fiscal years time required by paragraph (3) of this subsection, the chief

ending September 30, 1989, and September 30, 1990, not to exceed elected officials of local governments within an area may by

$1,200,000,000. agreement designate (A) the boundaries for such an area, and
(B) a single representative organization including elected

(as U.S.C. lZST) cials- from such local govermnents, or their designees, capable
ARF..AWIDE WAST~ TREATMENT MANAGEMENT Of developing an -,reawide waste treatment management plan

/’or such area.
SEC. 208. (a) For the purpose of encouraginff and facilitating (5) Existing regional agencies may be designated under

the development and implementation of areawide waste treatment paragraphs (2), (3), and (4) of this subsection.
management plans--- (6) The State shall act as a planning agency for all per-

(1) The Administrator, within ninety days after the da~ of tions of such State which are not designated under paragraphs
enactment of this Act and after consultation with appropna.te (2), (3), or (4) of this subsection.
Federal, State, and local authorities, shall by regulation pub- (7) Designations under this subsection shall be subject to
lish guidelines for the identification of those areas which, as a the approval of the Administrator.
result of urban-industrial concentrations or other factors, have (bXIXA) Not later than one year after the date of designation
substantial water quality control problems, of any organization under subsection (a) of this section such organi-

(2) The Governor o/‘ each State, within sixty days after zation shall have in operation a continuing areawide waste treat-
publication of the guidelines issued pursuant to paragraph (1) meat management planning process consistent with section 201 of
of this subsection, shell identify each area within the S.tate this Act. Plans prepared in accordance with this process shall con-
which, as a result of urban-industriai concentrations or other tain alternatives for waste treatment management, and be applica-
factors, has substantial water quality control problems. Not hie to all wastes generated within the area involved. The initial
later than one hundred and twenty days following such identi- plan prepared in accordance with such process shall be certified by
fication and after consultation with appropriate elected and the Governor and submitted to the Administrator not later than
other officials of local governments hav~ng jurisdiction in such two years after the planning process is in operation.

~}~OsO areas, the Governor shall designate (A) the boundaries of each (B) For any agency designated after 1975 under subsection (a)
_~ such area, and (B) a single representative organiza.tion, includ- of this section andfor all portions of a State/’or which the State
to ing elected officials from local governments or their designees, is required to act as the planning agency in accordance with sub-
r,o capable of developing effective areawide waste treatment man- section (aX6), the initial plan prepared in accordance with such

agement plans i~or such an area. The Governor may in the prv~cess’shall be certified by the Governor and submitted to the Ad-
same manner at any later time identify any additional area (or ministrator not later than three years after the receipt of the initial
modify an existing area) for which he determines areawide grant award authorized under subsection (f)of this section.
waste treatment management to be appropriate, designate the (2) Any plan prepared under such process shall include, but
boundaries of such area, and designate an orKanization capable not be limited W--
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(A) the identification o/. treatment works necessary to meet extent feasible where such procedures and methods are other-
the anticipated municipal and industrial waste treatmen.t wise a part of the waste treatment management plan;
needs of the area over a twenty-year period, annually updated (J) a process to control the disposition of all residual waste -
(including an analysis of alternative waste treatment systems), generated in such area which could affect water quality; and
including any requirements for the acquisition of land for (K) a process to control the disposal of pollutants on ]and
treatment purposes; the necessary waste water collection and or in subsurface excavations within such area to protect
urban s~orm water runoff aysten~; and a program to provide ground and surface water quality.
the necessary financial arrangements for the development of (3) Areawide waste treatment management plans shah be car-
such treatment works, and an identification of open space and tiffed annually by the Governor or his designee (or Governors or
recreation opportunities that can be expected to result from ira- their designeee, where more than one State is involved) as being
proved water quality, including consideration of potential use consistent with applicable basin plans and such areawide waste
of lands associated with treatment works and increased access treatment management plans shah be submitted to the Admiuis-
to water-based recreation; trator for his approval.

(B) the establishment of construction priorities for such (4XA) Whenever the Governor of any State determines (and no-
treatment works and time schedules for the initiation and corn- titles the Administrator) that consistency with a ststewide regu-
pletion of all treatment works; latory program under section 303 so requires, the requirements of

((~) the establishment of a regulatory program te~ clauses (F) through (K) of paragraph (2) of this subsection shall be
(i) implement the waste treatment management re- developed and submitted by the Governor to the Administrator for

qulrements of section 201(c), approval for application to a class or category of activity through-
(ii) regulate the location, modification, and constrnc- out such State.

tion of any facilities within such area which may result in (B) Any program submitted under subparagraph-(A) of this
any discharge in such area, and paragraph wl~ich, in whole or in part, is to control the discharge

(iii) assure that any industrial or commercial waste or other placement of dredged or fill material into the navigable
discharged into any treatment works in such area meet ap- waters shall include the following:

~DliCable pretreatment requirements; (i) A consultation process which includes the State agency
) the identification of those agencies necessary to con- with primary jurisdiction over fish and wildlife resources.

struct, operate, and maintain all facilities required by the plan (ii) A process to identify and manage the discharge or
and otherwise to carry out the plan; other placement of dredged or fill materialwhich adversely af-

(E) the identification or the measures necessary to carry facts navigable waters, which shall complement and be coordi-
out the plan (including financing), the period of time necessary hated with a State program under section 404 conducted pur.
to carry out the plan, the costs of carrying out the plan within suant to this Act.
such time, and the economic, social, and environmental impact (iil) A process to assure that any activity conducted pursu-
er carrying out the plan within such time; ant to a best manage_ment practice will comply with the guide-

(F) a process to (i) identify, if appropriate, agriculturally lines established under section 404(bXl), and sections 307 and
and silviculturally related nonpoint sources of pollution, includ- 403 of this Act.
ing return flows from irrigated agriculture, and their cumu- (iv) A process to assure that any activity conducted pursu-
lative effects, runoff from manure disposal areas, and from ant to a best management practice can be terminated or modi-
land used for livestock and crop production, and (ii) set forth fled for cause including, but not limited to, the following:
procedures and methods (including land use requirements) to (I) violation of any condition of the best management
control to the extent feasible such sources; practice;

(G) a process of (i) identify, if appropriate, mine-related (If) change in any activity that requires either a tern-
sources of pollution including new, current, and abandoned porary or permanent reduction or elimination of the dis-
surface and underground mine runoff, and (ii) set forth proce- charge pursuant to the best management practice.
dures and methods (including land use requirements) to con- (v) A process to assure continued coordination with Fed-
trol to the extent/.easible such sources; eral and Federal-State water-related planning and reviewing

(H) a process to (i) identify construction activity related processes, including the National Wetlands Inventory.
~ sources of pollution, and (ii) set forth procodurcs and methods (C) If the Governor of a State obtains approvai from the Ad-
o (including land use requirements) to control to the extent lea- ministrater o/. a statewide regulatory program which meets the re.
o sible such sources; quirements of subparagraph (B) of this ~aragraph and if such State
co (I) a process to (i) identify, if appropriate, salt water intru- is administering a permit program under section 404 of this Act,
~ sion into rivers, lakes, and astuanes resulting from reduction no ~ ~pereg._n shall be required to obtain an individual permit pureu-
~ of fresh water flow from any cause, includin~ irrigation, oh- anti’to s~ch .section, or to_comply with a gensral permit issued pur-

strnctian, ground water extraction, and diverslon, and (ii) set ’" suant to such section, with respect to any appropriate sctivity with-
forth procedures and methods to control such intrusion to the, in such State/’or wldch a best management practice has been ap-
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proved by the Administrator under the program approved by the not make any grant for construction of a publicy owned treatment
Administrator ptu~uan.t, to .t~,s ]~aragraph. ¯ . ^ works under section 201(gXl) within such area except to such des-

(DXi) Whenever the .,~amanistrator ae~ermines at~er public ignated agency and for works in conformity with such plan.
hearing that a State ie not admini~terlng a program _approved (e) No permit under section 402 of this Act shall be issued for
under this section in accordance with the requirements of this sec- any point source which is in conflict with a plan approved pursuant
ties, the Administrator shall so notify the State, and if appropriate to subsection (b) of this section.
corrective action is not taken within a reasonable time, not to ex- (f)(1) The Administrator shall make grants to any agency des-
coed ninety days, the Administrator shall withdraw approval of ignated under subsection (a) of this section for payment o/. the rea-
such program. The Administrator shall not withdraw approval o.f sonable costs o/. developing and operating a continuing areawide
any such program unless he shall first have notified the State, and waste treatment management planning process under subsection
made vublic. In writing, the rensons for such withdrawal. (b) of this section.

(ii) In the ease siva State with a program submitted and ap- (2) For the two-year period beginning on the date of the first
proved under this paragraph, the Administrator shall withdraw ap- grant is made under paragraph (1) of this subsection to an agency,
proval o/. such program under this subparagraph only /’or a sub.. i/. such first grant is made be/ore October 1, 1977, the amount
stantial /.ailttre of the State to administer its program in accord- each such grant to such agency shall be 100 per contum of the costs
ance with the requirements o/" this paragraph, o£ developing and operating a continuing areawide waste treatment

(cX1) The ~overnor of each State, in consultation with the management planmng process under subsection (b) of this section,
planning agency designated _under subsection (a) of this section, at and thereafter the amount granted to such agency shall not exceed
the time a plan is submitted to the Administrator, shall designate 75 per centum 04" such costs in each succeeding one-year period. In
one or more waste treatment managem.ent agencies (which may be the case o/" a.n~, other grant made to an agency under such pars-an existing or newly created local, .re, anal or State agency or po- graph (1) of this subsection, the amount o/. such grant shall nottential subdivision) for each area designated under subsection (a) coed 75 per centum o/. the costs of developing and operating a con-of this section and submit such designations to the Administrator. tinuing areawide waste treatment management planning process in

(2) The Administrator shall accept any such designation, us- any year.less, within 120 days of such designation,_he finds that the des- (3) Eacli applicant/’or a grant under this subsection shall sub.ignated management agency (or agencies) does not have adequatemit to the Administrator/’or his approval each proposal for whichauthority-
{A) to carry out appropriate portions o/. an areawide waste a grant is applied for under this subsection. The Administrator

treatment management plan developed under subsection (b) of.shall ac.t upon such proposal as soon as practicable a/tar it has
been submitted, and his approval of that proposal shall be deemedthis section;

(B) to manage effectively waste treatment works and relat- a contractual obligation of the United States. for the payment of its
ed facilities serving such area in �ont’ormance with any plan re- c.o,nt,ribution to s.u .c~. p~ .i~. sal_., subject to such _ares .unts as are pro-
qulred by subsection (b) o/" this section; _ . .

vmea in appropriation ~c~s. tnere is authorized to be appropriated
(C) directly or by contract, to design and construct, new to carry out this subsection not to exceed $50,000,000/’or the fiscal

works, and to operate and maintain new and existing works a~
year ending June 30, 1973, not to exceed $100;000,000 for the fiscal

required by any plan developed pursuant to subsection (b) o[ year ending June 30, 1974, not to exceed $150,000,000 per fiscal

this section;
year for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1975, September 30, 1977,
September 30, 1978, September 30, 1979, and September 30, 1980,(D) to accept and utilize grants, or other/’unds/’rom any not ~ e.xce~.d $I00,000,000 per fiscal year for the fiscal years end-~ourze, for waste treatment management purposes; ing ~eptember 30, 1981, and September 30, 1982, and such sums(E) to raise revenues, including the assessment of waste as may be necossar~ for fiscal years 1983 through 1990.treatment charge.s;                       .                          (g) The Admimstrator is authorized, upon request of the Gov-

(F) to incur short- and long-term indebtedness; _
(G) to a~ure in implementation of an areawide waste ernor or the designated planning agency, and without reimburse-

treatment management plan that each participating commu- ment, to consult with, and provide technical assistance to, any
agency designated under subsection (a) of this section in the devef-nity p~sys its ~repertionate share of treatment costs;

(H) to refuse to receive any wastes from any municipality opment of areawide waste treatment management plans under sub-
or subdivision thereof, which does not comply with any provi, section Co) of this section.
sione of an approved plan under this section applicable to such (hXl) The Secretary of the Army, acting through the Chief o£
area; and Engineers, in cooperation with the Administrator is authorized and

(I) to accept/’or treatment industrial wastes. _ . dire~tod,.,upen request~ of the Governor or the designated planning
(d) After a waste treatment man_agement agency having the organization, to consult with, and provide technical assistance to,

authority required by subsection (e) has been des~gnate.d underany agency designed I under subsection (a) of this section in devel-
such sulmection/’or an area and a plan/’or such area .has ~een.ap.:
proved under sub,orion {b) of this ssetion, the Admimstrator shall ,s. ,, .~. ~ .~,~d b. "d--,~’.
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aping and operating a continuing areawide waste treatment man- (iii) upon transfer o/" his right end interest in the farm,
agement planning process under subsection (b)o~" this section, ranch, or other land during the contract period to forfeit all

(2) There is authorized to be appropriated to the Secretary of rights to further~aymente or grants under the contract and re-
the Army, to can’y out this subsection, not to exceed $50,000,000 ~und to the United States all payments or grants received
per fiscal year for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1973, and June thereunder, with interest, unless the transferee of any such
30, 1974. land agrees with the Secretary to assume all obligations of the

(i)(1) The Secretary of the Interior, acting through the Director contract;
of the United States Fish and Wildlife Sos’rice, shall, upon request (iv) not to adopt any practice specified by the Secretary on
of" the Governor of a State, and witthout reimbursement, provide the advice of" the Administrator in the contract as a practice
technical assistance to such State in developing a statewide pro- which would tend to defeat the purposes of the contract;
gram for submission to the Administrator under subsection (v) to such additional provisions as the Secretary deter-
(b)(4XB) of. this section and in implementing such program after its mines are desirable and includes in the contract to effectuate
approval, the purposes of. the program or to facilitate the practical ad-

(2) There is authorized to be appropriated to the Secretary of" ministration of. the program.
the Interior $6,000,000 to complete the National Wetlands laves- (2) In return for such agreement by the landowner or operator
tory of‘ the United States, by December 31, 1981, and to provide in-the Secretary shall agree to provide technical assistance and share

the cost of‘ carrying out those conservation practices and measuresformation from such Inventory to States as it becomes available to
assist such States in the development and operation of. programs set forth in the contract for which he determines that cost sharim~
under this Act. is appropriate and in the public interest and which are approves

(jX I) The Secretary of Agriculture, with the concurrence of the for cost sharing by the agency designated to implement the plan
Administrator, and acting through the Soil Conservation Service aeveloped under subsection (b)of this section. The portion of such
and such other agencies of. the Department of" Agriculture as the cost (in_cludinl~ labor) to be shared shall be that part which the Sec-
Secretary may designate, is authorized and directed to establishrotary determmes is necessary and appropriate to e/Tectuate the in-
and administer a program to enter into contracts, subject to such stallation of" the water uality management practices and measures
amounts as are provided in advance by appropriation acts, of‘ not under the contract, buqt not to exceed 50 per cesium of" the total
less than five years nor more than ten years with owners and spot- cost of the measures set forth in the contract; except the Secretary
ators having control of" rural land for the purpose of" instalLing and may increase the matching cost share where he determines that (I)
maintaining measures incorporating beet management practices tothe main benefits to be derived from the measures are related to
control nonpoint source pollution for improved water quality in improving of Fsite water quality, and (2) the matcldngshare re.
those States or areas for which the Administrator has approved a quirement would place a burden on the landowner w-hich would
plan under subsection (b) of this section where the practices to probably prevent him from participating in the program.
which the contracts apply are certified by the.management agency (3) The Secretary may terminate any contract with a land-
designated under subsection (c)(1) of" this section to be consistent . owner or operator by mutual agreement with the owner or operator
with such plans and will reatdt in improved water quality. Such if" the Secretary determines that such termination would be in the
contracts may be entered into during the period ending not later’ public interest, and may agree to such modification of contracts
than September 31, 1988. Under iuch contracts the landowners orpreviously entered into as he may determine to be desirable to
operator shall agree-- carry out the.~urposes of the program or facilitate the practical ad-

(i) to effectuate a plan approved by a soil conservation dis- ministration mereof" or to accomplish equitable treatment with
trict, where one exists, under this section for his. farm, ranch, spect to other conservation, land use, or water quality programs.
or other land substantially in accordance with the schedule (4) In providing assi~tanca under this subsection the Secretary
outlined therein unless any requirement thereof, is waived or will give priority to those areas and sources that have the most sig-
modified by the Secretary; nificant effect upon water quality. Additional investigations or

(ii) to forfeit all rights to £urtherpayments or grants under plans may be made, where necessary, to supplement approved
the contract and refund to the United States all payments and water quality management plans, in order to determine priorities.
grants received thereunder, with interest, upon his violation of (5) The Secretary shall, where .practicable, enter into agree-

landthe contractif the Secretary,at any stagealterduringconslderingthe timetheherecommendationshas control of theof servatianments withagencies,Soil conservatiOnor State waterdistrictS’qualityStateagenciesS°i] andto administerWater con-
the soil conservation district, where one exists, and the Admin- all or part of the program established in this subsection under reg-
istrator, determines that ouch violation is of. such a nature as ~ula~,ons de, vel.ol~,dby,the ,Secreta~. Such.agr_e.e._. meats shalI provide
to warrant termination of the contrast, or to make refunds or sor u~.~e au.o~mzsszon o~ SUCh reporr~ as the S~.-retary deems nec-
accept such payment adjustments as the Secretary may deemessary, ana lot payment by the United States of" such portion of" the
appropriate ~f lie determines that the violation by the owner or coats incurred in the admtnistrat/on of" the program as the Sec-
operator does not wmwant termination of the contract; retary may deem appropriate.
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(6) The contracts under this eubaection shall be entered into
SEWAGE COLLECTION SYSTEMS

only in areas where the management agency designated under sub- SEC. 211. (a) No grant shall be made for a sewage collection
section (cX1) of this section assures an adequate level of participa- system under this title unless such grant (1) is for replacement or

tion by owners and operators having control of..rural,.l~.n.d.in ,~uch
m~jor rehabilitation of an existing collection system and is nec-

areas. Within such areas the local soil conservauon atstnct, wnere essary to the total integrity and performance of the waste treat-

one exists, together with the Secretary of. .A~ ,cu!tu~, will deter:
sent works serving such cbmmunity, or (2) is for a new collection

’mine the priority of assistance among inmvidum Jane owners ana system in an existing community with sufficient existing or

operators to assure that the most ~itical water quality problems p]anned caps.city adequately to treat such collected sew/ige and is

are addressed, consistent with section 201 of this Act.

(7) The Secretary, in consultation with t~.e.Ad.m, inist,.ra~r and
(b) If the Administrator uses population density as a test for

subject to section 304(k) of this Act, shall, not later man veptemoer
determining the eligibility of a collector sewer for assistance it

30, 1978, promulgate regulations for carrying out this subsection
shall be only for the purpose of evaluating alternatives and deter-

and for support and cooperatio~ .wi.th. oth,er F.e.dersl and non-Fed-
mining the needs for such system in relation to ground or surface
water quality impact.                _

eral agencies for implementation of thls sunsecuon.
(8) This program shall not be used to authorize or finance

(c) No grant shall be made under this title from runes autnor-

projscte that would otherwise be eligible for assistance under the
ized for any fiscal year during the period beginning October I,
1977, and ending September 30, 1990, for treatment works for con-

terms of Public Law 83-566. trol of pollutant discharges from separate storm sewer systems.
(9) There are hereby authorized to be_appro~pria.tsd to the.9~7~c-

retary of Agriculture $200,00~).,_0~0____fo~r__l.isca,.I y.ear .t~..],
(33U.8.C. 1291)

$400,000,000 for fiscal year 1980, $100.,O0O,.O~JO lot nscat year t~o , DEFINITIONS
$100,000,000 for fiscal year 1982, aria SUCh sums as may t~e nec-

for fi, l years 19.S3 .though. 1 to out, ,!s, suib  -12. in this
section. The program authorized unaer tms sunsec[mn sna~! oe                (I) The term "construction" means any one or more of the fol-
addition to, and not in substitution of, other programs in such area lowing: preliminary planning to determine the feasibility of treat-

authorized by this or any other public law. ment works, engineering, architectural, legal, fiscal, or economic in-
vestif~atione or studies, surveys, designs, plans, working drawings,

(33 U~.C. l~ss) specifications, procedures, field testing of innovative or alternative
BASIN P’LANNINO waste water treatment processes and techniques meeting guide-

lines promulgated under section 304(dX3) of this Act, or other nec-
SEC. 209. (a) The President, ectin.l~ t.h.r~ugh the Water ,Re,~ essary actions, erection, building, acquisition, alteration, remodel-

sources Council, shall, as soon as pracucao,e,_ pre~. ,a~e a. t~.ve:,t> ing, improvement, or extension of treatment works, or the inspec-
plan under the Water Resource Planning Act .fo.r .ate o.as.t .ns m..~ne tion or supervision of any of the foregoing items.
United States. All such plans shall be co.mp~etea not.. mter~ t~ae~ (2XA) The term "treatment works" means any devices and aye-
January 1, 1980, except that priority in the preparation o/s terns used in the storage, treatment, recycling, and reclamation of
plans shall be given to these basins and portions .t~_.e~_o.f whi.c.h..are~ municipal sewage or industrial wastes .ofa liquid nature to imple-
within those areas designated ..us.tier paragraphs (~), t~#, ana ~ st sent section 201 of this act, or necessary to recycle or reuse water
subsection (a) of section 208 of this Act. at the most economical cost over the estimated life of the works,

(b) The President, acting through the Water Resources Council, including intercepting sewers, outfall sewers, sewage collection aye-
shall report annually to Conkq~ms o.n progr.e, as. b.e...in.g me.de !.n.~c~a_r~_~ terns, pumping, power, and other equipment, and their appur-
ing out this section. The first sues report "snau oe sunmlt~eu not tenances; extensions, improvements, remodeling, additions, and el-
later than January 31, 1973.. . . . .... terations thereof; elements essential to provide a reliable recycled

(e) There is authorized to be appropriated to carry out tms sec- supply such as stend.b~v treatment units and clear well facilities;
tion not to exceed $200,000,000. and any works, including site acquisition of the land that will be

an integral part of the treatment process (including land use for(&1 U.S.C. t~9) the storage of treated wastewater in land treatment systems prior
ANICU~L SUItV~’ to land application) or is used for ultimate disposal of residues re-

sult~ng from such treatment.
S~-~. 210. The Administrator shall annually make a su~.ey .to

determine the efficiency of the operation and maintenance oI treat- ’(B) In addition to the definition contained in subparagraph (A)

ment works constructed with _grants ma.d.e und.er this .Act, as ~e:
of this paragraph~’treatment works" means any other method or
system for preventing, abating, reducing, storing, treating, seperat-

pared to the efficiency pl~umed at the time. the ~ra, n.t w..aa maa= ing, or dispesing of municipal waste, including storm water runo~
q’he reeulte of such annual survey shall be incmoea m me report or industrial waste, ineludlng waste in combined storm water and
required under section 516(a) of this Act. ssnm,~, , ...... ,---- , ..........
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which includes wholly or in part such methods or systems shall, in would apply to such repayment. Such-commitment may include,
accordance with guidelines published by the Administrator pursu- but not be limited to, any funds received by such grantee from the
ant to subparagraph (C) of this ~paragraph, con_tain adeq.,ua~.~data~ amo~unte appropriated under section 206 of this Act.
and analysis demonstrating-such proposal to be, over u~e ute st (33 U.S.C._1293)
such works, the most cost efficient alternative to comply with sec-
tions 301 or 302 of tlds Act, or the requirements of section 201 of PUBLIC INFORMATION
this Act.

(C) For the purposes of subparagraph (B) of this paragraph,
SEC. 214. The Administrator shall develop and operate within

one year of the date of enactment of this section, a continuing pro-
the Administrator shall, within one hundred and eighty days. after gram of public ird’ormation and education on recycling and reuse of
the date of enactment of this title, publish and thereafter rewse no wastewater (including sludge), the use of land treatment, and
less often than annually, guidelines/’or the.evaluation of m.e.th_.ods; methods for the reduction of wastewater volume.
including cost-effective analysis, described m subparagraph t~; ol (as U.S.C. t2~.)rids ara aph.                       .    . .                                                                        ,,-

~) ~ term "replacement" as used in .thls title means.those REQU|REMENTS FOR AMERICAN MATERIALS
expenditures for obtaining and installing e.qmpment, accesso.nes, or
appurtenances during the use.f.ul life. oft~he treatm.ent w,o.r.~s nec,-

SEC. 215. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no grant
for which application is made a/let February I, 1978, shall beessary to maintain the capacity .a~a penormance lot wmcn SUCh

works are designed and constructed, made under this title for any treatment works unless only such un-
manufactured articles, materials, and supplies as have been mined

(33 U.8.C. 1292) or produced in the United States, and only such manufactured artl-

LOAN GUARANTEES FOR CONSTRUCTION OF TREATMENT WOlt~ cles, materials, and supplies as have been manufactured in the
United States, substantially all from articles, materials, or supplies

SEC. 213. (a) Subject to the conditions of this section and to " mined, produced, or manufactured, as the case may be, in the Unit-
such terms and conditions as the Administrator determines to be ed States will be used in such treatment works. This section shall
necessary to carry out the purposes of this title, the Administrator not apply in any case where the Administrator determines, based
is authorized to guarantee, and to make commitments to guaran- upon those factors the Administrator deems relevant, including the
tee, the principal and interest (including interest accruing between available resources of the agency, it to be inconsistent with the
the date of dei’ault and the date of the payment in full of the_gua.r- public interest (including multilateral government procurement
anise) of any loan, obligation, or participation therein of a.ny_ Sta~, agreements) or the cost to be unreasonable, or if articles, materials,
municipality, or intermunicipal or interstate agency issued directly or supplies of the class or kind to be used or tile articles, materials,
and exclusively to the Federal Financing Bank to finance that part or supplies from which they are manufactured are not mined, pro-
of the cost of any grant-eligible project for the construction of pub- duced, or manufactured, as the case may be, in the United States
licly owned treatment works not paid for with Federal financial as- in sufficient and reasonably available commercial quantifies and of
sistance under this title (other than this section), which project the a satisfactory quality.
Administrator has determined to be eligible for such financial as- (33 U.S.C. 1295}
sistance under this title, includin$, but not limited to, projects eligi-
ble for reimbursement under section 206 of this title.

DETERMINATION OF PRIORITY

(b) No guarantee, or commitment to make a guarantee, may be SEC. 216. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, the
made pursuant to this section-- determination of the priority to be given each category of projects

(I) unless the Administrator certifies that the issuing body for construction of publicly owned treatment works within each
is unable to obtain on reasonable terms sufficient credit to fi- State shall be made solely b~ that State, except that if the Admin-
nance its actual needs without such guarantee; and istrator, aRer a public heanng, determines that a specific project

(2) unless the Administrator determines that there is a will not result in compliance with the enforceable requirements of
reasonable assurance or repayment of the loan, obligation, or this Act, such project shall be removed from the State’s priority list
participation therein, and such State shall submit a re.vised priority list. These categories

A determination of whether financing is available at reasonable shall include, but not be limited to (A) secondary treatment, (B)
rates shall be made by the Secretary of the Treasury with relat!on- more stringent treatment, (C) infiltration-in-flow correction, (D)
ship to the current average yield on outstanding marketable obhga- major sewer system rehabilitation, (E) new collector sewers and ap-
tions of municipalities of comparable maturity, purtenances, (F) new interceptors and appurtenances, and (G} cot-

(c) The Administrator is authorized to charge reasonable fees rection of combined sewer overflows. Not less than 25per centum
of funds allocated to a State in any fiscal year under this title forfor the investigation of an application/’or a guarantee and for the

issuance of a commitment to make a .gu.arante.~.. .... construction of publicly owned_treatment works in such State shall
(d) The Administrator, in dotermuung.wl~etner there ~ area- be obligated for tho~ types of projects referred to in clauses (D),

sonablo assuram~ of repayment, may reqmre a commitment which (E), (F), and (G) of this section, ff such projects ave on such State’s
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~riority list for that year and are otherwise eligible for funding in requirements of this Act, including, but not limited to, consider-
at fiscal year. It is the policy of Congress that projects for ation of construction costs, operation, maintenance, and replace-

wastewater treatment and management undertaken with Federal meat costa.
financial assistance under this Act by any State, municipality, or (c) In furtherance of the policy set forth in subsection (a) of this
intermunicipal or interstate agency shall be projects which, in the section, the Administrator shall require value engineering review
estimation of the State, are designed to achieve optimum water in connection with any treatment works, prior to approval of any
quality management, consistent with the public health and water ~rant for the erection, building, acquisition, alteration, remodeling,
quality goals and requirements of the Act. improvement, or extension of such treatment works, in any case in
(33 U.S.C. 1296) which the cost of such erection, building, acquisition, alter.a, tion, re-

modeling, improvement, or extension is projected to be in excess of
CO~I’-EF’FF-.G’~IV~NF-.B~ GUIDELINES $10,000,000. For purposes of this subsection, the term "value engi-

.SEc. 217. Any guidelines for cost-effectiveness analysis pub- nearing review" means a specialized cost control technique which

’lished by the Administrator under this title shall provide for the uses a systematic and creative approach to identify and to focus on
identification and selection of co~t effective alternatives to comply unnecessarily high cost in a project in order to arrive at a cost say-

with the objective and goal~ of this Act and sections 201(b), 201(d), ing without sacrificing the reliability or efficiency of the project.

201(gX2XA), and 301(bX2XB)of this Act. (d) This section applies to projects for waste treatment and
management for which no treatment works including a facilities

(33 u.s.C. 12~7} plan for such project have received Federal financial assistance for
COST EFIW.tYrIVF.NF..~ the preparation of construction plans and specifications under this

Act before the date of enactment of this section.
Szc. 218. (a) It is the policy of Congress that a project for

waste treatment and management undertaken with Federal finan- (33 U.S.C. 1298)

cial assistance under this Act by any State, municipality, or inter- S~ATI£ CERTIFICATION OF PROJECTS
municipal or interstate agency shall be considered as an overall
waste treatment system for waste treatment and management, and SEC. 219. Whenever the Governor of a State which has been

shall be that ~tem which constitutes the most economical and
delegated sufficient authority to administer the construction grant

comt-effe~ive combination of devices and systems used in the stor. program under this title in that State certifies to the Administrator

age, treatment, recycling, and reclamation o_f municipal sewage or that a grant application meets applicable requirements of Federal
industrial wastes of a liquid nature to implement section 201 of and State law for assistance under this title, the Administrator
this Act, or necessary to recycle or reuse water at the most eco- shall approve or disapprove such application within 45 days of the

nomical cost over the estimated life of the works, including inter- date of receipt of such application. If the Administrator does not

cepting sewers, outfall sewers, sewage collection systems, pumping approve or disapprove such application within 45 days of receipt,

power, and other equipment, and their appurtenances;_ exten_sio.n,
the application shall be deemed approved. If the Administrator dis-

tmprovements, remedeling, additions, and alterations thereof; ale- approves such application the Administrator shall state in writing
the reasons for such disapproval. Any grant approved or deemedmeats e~ential to provide a reliable recycled supply such as stand- approved under this section shall be subject to amounts providedby treatment units and clear well facilities; and any works, includ- in appropriation Acts.

ing site acquisition of the land that will be an integral part of the
treatment process (including land use for the storage of treated (33 U.s.c. 1299)
wastewater in land treatment ~y~tems prior to land application) or
which is used for ultimate disposal of residues resulting from such TITLE Ill--STANDARDS AND ENFORCEMENT
treatment; water efficiency measures and devices; and any other EFFLIJEN’I’ LIMITATIONS
method or ~tem for preventing, abating, reducing, storing, treat-
ing, separating, or disposing of municipal waste, including .storn]. SEC. 301. (a) Except as in compliance with this section and sac-
water runoff, or industrial waste, including waste in combinect tions 302, 306,307, 318, 402, and 404 of this Act, the discharge of
storm water and sanitary sewer systems; to meet the requirements any pollutant by any person shall be unlawful.
of this Act. (b) In order to carry out the objective of this Act there shall

be achieved--(b) In accordance with the policy set forth in subsection (a) of
this section, before the Administrator approves any grant to any (1XA) not later than July 1, 1977, effluent limitations for
State, municipality, or tntermuuicipal or interstate agency for the point sources, other than publicly owned treatment works,
erection, building,, acquisition, alteration, remodelin.g, impr?v~; which shall require the application of the beat practicable con-
mentq or extension of any treatment works the Admtmstrat~r sn.a 1 trol technology currently available as defined by YJw._.Adminis-
determine that the facilities plan of which such.treatment works trator pursuant to section 304(b) of this Act, or (ii) in the case
are a part constitutes the mo~t economical and cost-effective com- of a discharge into a publicly owned treatment works which
binstion of treatment worlm over the life of the project to meet the meets the requirements of subparagraph (B) of this paragraph,
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which shall require compliance with any applicable gated under section 304(b), and in no case later than March
pretreatment requirements and any requirements unoer sac- 31, 1989;
tion 307 of this Act; and (El as expeditiously as practicable but in no case later

(B) for publicly owned treatment works in existence on than three years after the date such limitations are promul-
July I, 1977, or approved pursuant to section 203 of this Act gated under section 304(b), and in no case later than March
prior to June 30, 1974 {for which construction must be corn- 31, 1989, compliance with effluent limitations for categories
plated within four years of approval), effluent limitations based and classes of point sources, other than publicly owned treat-
upon secondary treatment as defined by the Admiuistrator meat works, which in the case of pollutants identified pursuant

to section 304(aX4) of this Act shall require application of the
pursuant to section 304(dX1) of this Act; or,

best conventional pollutant control technology as determined in. (C) not later than July I, 1977, any more stringent limits-
accordance with regulations issued by the Administrator pur-tion, including those necessary to meet water quality stand-
suant to section 304(bX4)of this Act; andards, treatment standards, or schedule of compliance, estab-

lished pursuant to any State law or regulations, (under author- (F) for all pollutants (other than those subject to subpara-
ity preserved by section 510) or any other Federal law or regu- graphs (C), (D), or (El of this paragraph) compliance with efflu-

ent limitations in accordance with subparagraph {A) of thislotion, or required to implement any applicable water quality paragraph as expeditiously as practicable but in no case laterstandard established pursuant to this Act. than 3 years after the date such limitations are established,
(2XA) for pollutants idsntified in subparagraphs (C), (D), and in no case later than March 31, 1989.

and (F) of this paragraph, effluent limitations for categories (3XA) for effluent limitations under paragraph (IXAXi) ofand classes of point sources, other than publicly owned treat- .this su.bsec.tio_n promu.lgated after January I, 1982, and requir-
meat works, which (i) shall require application of the best mga level of control substantially greater or based on fun-
available technology economically achievable for such category damentally different control technology than under permits for
or class, which will result in reasonable further progress to- an industrial category issued before such date, compliance as
ward the national goal of eliminating the discharge of all pol- expeditiously as practicable but in no case later than three
lutanta, as determined in accordance with regulations issued years after the date such limitations are promulgated under
by the Administrator pursuant to section 304(bX2) of this Act, section 304(b), and in no case later than March 31, 1989; and
which such effluent limitations shall require the elimination of (B) for any effluent limitation in accordance with pars-
discharges of all pollutants if the Administrator finds, on the graph (1)(AXi), (2XA)(i), or (2)(El of this subsection established
basis of information available to him (including information de- only on the basis of section 402(aXl) in a permit issued after
veloped pursuant to section 315), that such elimination is tech- enactment of the Water Quality Act of 1987, compliance as ex-
nologically and economically achievable for category or class of peditiously as practicable but in no case later than three years
point sources as determined in accordance with regulations is- after the date such limitations are established, and in no case
sued by the Administrator pursuant to section 304(b)(2) of this later than March 31, 1989.
Act, or (ii) in the case of the introduction of a pollutant into {c) The Administrator may modify the requirements of sub-
a publicly owned treatment works which meets the require- section (bX2XA) of this section with respect to any point source for
meats of subparagraph (B) of this paragraph, shall require which a permit application is filed after July 1, 1977, upon a show-
compliance with any applicable pretreatment requirements and i~n~ by the owner or operator of such point source satisfactory to the
any other requirement under section 307 of this Act; Aaministrator that such modified requirement~ (1) will represent

[(B) subparagraph (B) repealed by section 21(b) of P.L. 97- the maximum use of technology within the economic capability of
117.] the owner or operator; and (2) will result in reasonable further

(C) with respect to all toxic pollutants referred to in table progress toward the elimination of the discharge of pollutants.
I of Committee Print Numbered 95-30 of the Committee on (d) Any effluent limitation required by paragraph (2) of sub-
Public Works and Transportation of the House of Representa- section (b) of this section shall be reviewed at least every five years
tires compliance with effluent limitations in accordance with and,, if appropriate, .revised pursuant to the procedure established
subparagraph (A) of this paragraph as expeditiously as prec- unaer SUCh paragraph.
ticable but in no case later than three years after the date such (el Effluent limitations established pursuant to this section or
limitations are promulgated under section 304(b), and in no section 302 of this Act shall be applied to all point sources of dis-
case later than March 31, 1989; charge of pollutants in accordance with the provisions of this Act.

(D) for all toxic pollutants listed under paragraph (1) of (f) Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Act it shall be
subsection (a) of section 307 of this Act which are not referred unlawful to discharge any radiological, chemical, or biological war-
to in subparagraph (C) of this paragraph compliance with efllu- fare agent, any high-levelradioactive waste, or any medical waste,
eat limitation in accordance with subparagraph (A) of this into the navigable waters.

paragraph as expeditiously as practicable, but in no case later ,(g) MODIFICATIONS FOR CERTAIN NONCONVENTIONAL POLLUT-
ihan~three ye.ars a/te~ the date ~uch limitations are promul-
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(1) GIU~II~RAL ^tiTllOltiT~.mThe Administrator, with the {ii) Toxic CRITERIA D~-TERMINATION.--The Admin-
concurrence of the State, may modify the requirements of sub- istrator shall determine whether or not the pollutant
section (bX2XA} of this section with respect to the discharge meets the criteria for listing as a toxic pollutant under
from any point source of ammonia, chlorine, color, iron, and section 307(a)oft his Act.
total phenol~ (4AAP) (when determined by the Administrator (iii) LISTING AS TOXIC POLLUTANTomII" the Admin-
to be a pollutant covered by subsection (bX2XF)} and any other istrator determines that the pollutant meets the cri-
pollutant which the Administrator lists under paragraph (4) of teria for listing as a toxic pollutant under section
this subsection. 307(a), the Administrator shall list the pollutant as a

(2) R~UIR~MENTS FOR GRAN’rlNG MODIFICATIONS.--A toxic pollutant under section 307(a).
modification under this subsection shall be granted only upon (iv) NONCONVENTIONAL CRITERUt DET.I~RMINA-
a showing by the owner or operator of a point source satisfac- TION.mlf the Administrator determines, that’ ~he psi-
tory to the Administrator that-- lutant does not meet the criteria for lising as a toxic

pollutant under such section and determines that ads-(A) such modified requirements will result at a mini-
mum in compliance with the requirements of subsection quate test methods and sufficient data are available to

make the determinations required by paragraph (2) of(bX 1XA) or (C) of this section, whichever is applicable; this subsection with respect to the pollutant, the Ad-(B) such modified requirements will not result in any ministrator shall add the pollutant to the list of pollut-
additional requirements on any other point or nonpoint ants specified in paragraph (1) of this subsection for
source; and which modifications are authorized under this sub-

(C) such modification will not interfere with the at- section.
tainment or maintenance of that water quality which shall (C) REQUIREMENTS FOR F.ILING OF PETITIONS.~A peti-
asauro protection of public water supplies, and the protec- tion for lising of a pollutant under this paragraph--
tion and propagation of a balanced population of shellfish, (i) must be filed not later than 270 days after the
fish, and wildlife, and allow recreational activities, in and date of promulgation of an applicable effluent guide-
on the water and such modification will not result in the line under section 304;
di~.harge of pollutants in quantities which may reasonably (ii) may be filed before promulgation of such
be anticipated to pose an unacceptable risk to human guideline; and
health or the environment because of bioaccumulation, (iii) may be filed with an application for a modi-
persistency in the environment, acute toxicity, chronic tox- fication under paragraph (1) with respect to the dis-
icity (including carcinogenicity, mutagenicityor charge of such pollutant.
terateganicity), or synergistic propensities. (D) DEADLINE FOR APPROVAl. OF PRTI’rION.mA decision
(3) LIMITATION ON AUTHORITY TO APPLY FOR SUBSECTION (c) to add a pollutant to the list of pollutants for which modi-

MODIFICATION.m|f an owner or Olperator of a point source ap- fications under this subsection are authorized must be
plies for a modification under this subsection with respect to made within 270 days slyer the date of promulgation of an
the discharge of any pollutant, such owner or operator shall be applicable effluent guideline under section 304.
eligible to apply for modification under subsection (c) of this (E) BURDEN OF’ PROOF.--The burden of proof for rusk-
section with re~pect to such pollutant only during the same ing the determinations under subparagraph (B) shall be on
time-period as he is eligible to apply for a modification under the petitioner.
this subsection. (5) REMOVAL OF FOLLLrI’ANTS.~The Administrator may re-

(d) PROCI~Dtllt~ FOR LlffrlNG ADDITIONAL POLLLrrANT<J.- move any pollutan~t from the list of pollutants for which modi-
(A) GRNRRAL AtiTllORr~.--Upon petition of any per- fications are authorized under this subsection if the Adminis-

son, the Administrator may add any pollutant to the list trator determines that adequate test methods and sufficient
of pollutants for which modification under this section is data are no longer available for determining whether or not
authorized (except for pollutants identified pursuant to modifications may be granted with respect to such pollutant
section 304(aX4) of this Act, toxic pollutants subject to sac- under paragraph (2) of this subsection.
tion 307(a) of this Act, and the thermal component of dis- (h) The Administrator, with the concurrence of the State, may
char~gse) in accordance with the provisions of this para- issue a permit under section 402 which modifies the requirements
grapn, of subsection (bX1XB) of this section with respect to the discharge

(B) R~UIRKMENI~3 FOR LISTINO.m of any pollutant from a publicly owned treatment works into ms-
* (i) SUFI~ICIKI~r INFORMATION.w~he person peti- ririe wa~ters, if the applicant demonstrates to the satisfaction of the

- tioning for listing of an additional pollutant under this Administrator that--
subsection shall submit to the Administrator sufficient (1) there is an applicable water quality standard specific to
information to make the determinations required by the pollutant for which the modification is requested, which
this subparagraph, has been identified under section 304(a)(6) of this Act;
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(2XA) Where a poin~ source (other than a publicly owned treat-           quires point source to meet all rec’uirements under section 307 (a)
ment works) will not achieve the requirements of subsections and (b) during the period of such ti’me modification.
(bXIXA) and (bX1XC)of this section and-- (j)(l) Any application filed under this section for a modification(i) if a permit issued prior to July 1, 1977, to such point of the provisions of--source is based upon a discharge into a publicly owned treat-

(A) subsection (bXIXB) under subsection (h) of this sectionmeat works; or shall be filed not later that ! the 365th day which begins after(ii) if such point source (other than a publicly owned treat-
the date of enactment of the Municipal Wastewater Treatmentmeat works) had before July 1, 1977, a contract (enforceable
Construction Grant Amendments of 1981, except that a pub-against such I~oint source) to discharge into a publicly owned
licl~ owned treatment works which prior to December 31, 1982,treatment works; or
has a contractual arrangement to use a portion of the capacity(iii) if either an application made before July 1, 1977, for

a construction grant under thi~ Act for a publicly owned treat- of an ocean outfall operated by another publicly owned treat-
ment works, or engineering or architectural plans or working ment works which has applied for or received modification
drawings made before July 1, 1977, for a publicly owned treat- under subsection (h), may apply for a modification of sub.
ment works, show that such point source was to discharge into section (h) in its own right not later than 30 days aRer the

date of the enactment of the Water Quality Act of 1987, andsuch publicly owned treatment works,
and such publicly owned treatment works is presently unable to ac- except as provided in paragraph (5);
cept such discharge without construction, and in the case of a dis- (B) subsection (bX2XA) as it applies to pollutants identified
charge to an existing publicly owned treatment works, such treat- in subsection (bX2XF) shall be filed not later than 270 days
meat works has an extension pursuant to paragraph (1) of this after the date of promulgation of an applicable effluent guide-
subsection, the owner or operator of such point source may request line under section 304 or not later than 270 days after the date
the Administrator (or if appropriate the State) to issue or modify of enactment of the Clean Water Act of 1977, whichever is
such a permit pursuant to such section 402 to extend such time for later.
compliance. Any such request shall be filed with the Administrator (2) Subject toparagraph (3) of this section, any application for
(or if appropriate the State) within 180 days after the date of en- a modification filedunder subsection (g) of this section shall not op-
actment of this subsection or the filing of a request by the appro- crate to stay any requirement under this Act, unless in the judg-
priate publicly owned treatment works under paragraph (1) of this meat of the Administrator such a stay or the modification sought
subsection, whichever is later. If the Administrator (or if appro- will not result in the discharge of pollutants in quantities which
priate the State) finds that the owner or operator of such point may reasonably be anticipated to pose an unacceptable risk to
source has acted in good faith, he may grant such request and human health or the environment because of bioaccumulation, vet-
issue or modify such a permit, which shall contain a schedule of" .sistency.in the environment, acute toxicity, chronic toxicity (inc|ud-
compliance for the point source to achieve the requirements of sub- mg carcmogenicity, mutagenicity or teratogenicity), or synergistic
sections (bXIXA) and (C) of this section and shall contain such propensities, and that there is a substantiallikelihood that the ap-
other terms and conditions, including pretreatment and interim el- plicant will succeed on the merits of such application. In the case
fluent limitations and water conservation requirements applicable of an application filed under subsection (g) of this section, the Ad-
to that point source, as the Administrator determines are necessary ministrator may condition any stay granted under this paragraph
to c~Brr~ out the provisions of this Act. on requiring the’filing of a bond or other appropriate security to

No time modification granted by the Administrator (or if assure timely compliance with the requirements from which a
modification is sought. ~appropriate the State) pursuant to par.agraph (2XA) of this sub-

section shall extend beyond the earliest date practicable for compli- (3) COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS UNDER SUBSECTION (g).--
once or beyond the date of any extension granted to the appro- (A) ]~FFECT OF FILING.--An application for a modifica.
priate publicly owned treatment works pursuant to paragraph (1) tion under subsection (g) and a petition for listing of a psi-
of this subsection, but in no event shallit extend beyondJuly 1, lutant as a pollutant t’or which modifications are author-
1988, and no such time modification shall be granted unless (i) the ized under such subsection shall not stay the requirement
publicly owned treatment works will be in operation and available that the person seeking such modification or listing comply
to the point source before July 1, 1988, and will meet the require- with effluent limitations under this Act for all pollutants
meats to subsections (bX1) (B) and (C) of this section after receiv- not the subject of such application or petition.
ins the discharge from that point source; and (ii) the point source (B) EFFr.CT OF VlS~FaOVAL.--Disapproval of an appli.
and the publicly owned tree .t!nent works have entered into an e.n- cation for a modification under subsection (g) shall not
I’orceable contract requiring the point source to discharge into the stay the requirement that the person seeking such modi-
publicly owned trea_tment works, the owner or operato_r of such fication comply with all applicable effluent limitations
point source to pay the costs required under section 204 of this Act, under this Act.
and th~ publicly owned treatment works to accept the discharge
from the point source; and (iii) the permit for such point source re- ,So ~n is.. Pro~sb,~ .~o~ b. "~n’.
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(4) DEADLINE PeR 8UBSEG’rlON (gl DECISION.--An applica- cantly lower costs than the systems which have been determined
tion for a modification with respect to a pollutant filed under by the Administrator to b.e economically achievable, the Adminis-
subsection (g) must be approved or disapproved, not later than trator (or the State with an approved program under section 402,
365 days after the date of such filing;, ex.cept that in any case in consultation with the Administrator) may establish a date for
in which a jp..e~ titles for listing such pollutant as a pollutant for compliance .under subsection (bX2).(A) or (bX2)(E) of this section no
which modifications are authorized under such subsection is later than two years after the date for compliance with such efflu-
approved, such application must be approved or disapproved eat limitation which would otherwise be applicable under such sub-
not later than 36fi days after the date of approval of such peti- section, if it is also determined that such innovative system has the
tion. potential for industrywide application.

(5) EXTENSION OF APPLI~..ATION DEADLINE.~ (]) Other than as provided in subsection (n) of this section, the
(A) IN Ol~l~lA~--In the 180-day period beginning on Administrator may not modify any requirement of this section as

~ the date of the enactment of this paragr.ap.h, the city of it applies to any specific pollutant which is on the toxic l~llutant
San Diego, California, may apply for a modification pursu- list under section 307(a)(1)of this Act.
ant to subsection (h) of the requirements of subsection (m)(1) The Administrator, with the concurrence of the State,
(bXIXB) with respect to biological oxygen demand and may issue a permit under section 402 which modifies the require-
total suspended setids in the effluent discharged into ms- meats of subsections (b)(1)~A) and (bX2XE) of this section, and
rine waters, section 403, with respect to effluent limitations to the extent such

(B) APPLIC~ATION.--A~I application under this pars- limitations relate to biochemical oxygen demand and pH from dis-
graph shall include a commitment by the applica.nt to ira- charges by an industrial discharger in such State into deep waters
plainest a waste water reclamation program that, at a of the territorial seas, if the applicant demonstrates and the Ad-
minimum, will-- ministrator finds that-

(i) achieve a system capacity of 45,000,000 gallons (A) the facility for which modification is sought is covered
of reclaimed waste water per day by January 1, 2010; at the time of the enactment of this subsection by National
and Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit number

(ii) result in a reduction in the quantity of sue- CA0005894 or CA0005282;
ape. nded solids discharged by the applicant into th.e. ma- (B) the energy and environmental costs of meeting such re-

nv environment during the period of the mod~fica- quirements of subsections (bXIXA) and (bX2XE) and section
ties. 403 exceed by an unreasonable amount the benefits to be ob-
(C) ADDrrlOt~AL col~Drrlol~s.~The Administrator ma.y tained, including the objectives of this Act;

not grant a modification pursuant to an application su.b- (C) the applicant has established a system for monitoring
mitted under this paragraph unless the Administrator de- the impact of such discharges on a representative sample of
termines that such modification will result in removal of aquatic biota;
not less than 58 percent of the biological oxygen demand_ (D) such modified requirements will not result in any addi-
(on an annual average) and not less than 80 percent o[ ttonal requirements on any other point or nonpoint source;
total suspended solids (on a monthly average) in the dis- (El there will be no new or substantially increased dis-
charge to which the al~plication applies, charges from the point source of the pollutant to which the

(D) PItI~A.~MINARY DE(~ISION .DEADLINE.--The Adminis- modification applies above that volume of discharge specified
trator shall announce a preliminary decision on an applica- in the permit;
ties submitted under thls paragraph not later than I year (F) the discharge is into waters where there is strong tidal
after the data the application is submitted, movement and other hydrological and geological characteristics

(k) In the ease of any facility subject to a permit under section which are necessary to allow compliance with this subsection
402 which proposes to comply with the requirements of subsection and section 101(aX2) of this Act;
(bX2XA) or (b)~2XE)of this section by replacing existing prodnctio.n (G) the applicant accepts as a condition to the permit a
capacity with an innovativeproduction preces_s which will resu!t.~n contractural obligation to use funds in the amount required
an effluent reduction significantly greater than that required by (but not less than $250,000 per year for ten years) for research
the limitation otherwise applicable to ouch facility and moves to- and development ~f water pollution control technology, includ-
ward the national goal of eliminating the discharge of all pollut- ing but not limited to closed c~cle technology;
ante, or with the installation of an innovative control technique (H) the facts and circumstances present a unique situation
that has a substantial likelihood for enabling the facility to comply which, if relief is granted, will not establish a precedent or the
with the a_pplicabl~_ effluent limitation by achieving a significantly relaxation of the requirements of this Act applicable to simi.
ffreater effluent reduction than that required by the app.].ic~.ble .ef- . ~ latin, situated discharges; and
~uent limitation and mo~s toward the national goal of ehnunating (I) no owner or operator of a facility comparable to that of
th~ dischar~ of all pollutants, or_by achieving the ..r~q.ui.red .red.u~c- the applicant situated in the United States has demonstrated
ties with an innovativ~ system that has the potenuai ~or mgmn- that it would be put at a competitive disadvantage to the appli-
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cant (or the parent company or any subsidiary thereof) as a re- (C) the alternative :~quirement is no less stringent
suit of the issuance of a permit under this subsection, than justified by the fundamental difference; and

(2) The effluent limitations established under a permit issued (D) the alternative requirement will not result in a

under paragraph (1) shall be sufficient to implement the applicable non-water quality environmental impact which is mark-

State water quality standards, to assure the protection of public
edly more adverse than the impact considered by the Ad-

water supplies ~nd protection and propagation of a balanced, indig- ministrator in establishing such national affluent limits-

ensue population of shellfish, fish, fauna, wildlife, and other squat-
ties guideline or categorical pretreatment standard.

ic organisms, and to allow recreational activities in and on the
(2) TIME LIMIT FOR APPLICATION.q.~An application for an

water. In setting such limitations, the Administrator shall take
alternative requirement which modifies the requirements of an

into account any seasonal variations and the need for an adequate
effluent limitation or pretreatment standard under this sub-
section must be submitted to the Administrator within 180

margin of safety, considering the lack of essential knowledge con-
cernmg the relationship between effluent limitations and water

days after the date on which such limitation or standard is es-¯
tablished or revised, as the case may be.

quality and the lack of essential knowledge of the effects of dis- (3) TIME LIMIT FOR DECISION.~The Administrator shall ap-
charges on beneficial uses of the receiving waters, prove or deny by final agency action an application submitted

(3) A permit under this subsection may be i.seued for .a~period under this subsection within 180 days attar the date such ap-
not to exceed five years, and such a permit may be renewea ~or one plication is filed with the Administrator:
additional period not to exceed five years upon a dem.onstratio.n by (4) SUBMISSION OF INFORMATION.~TNe Administrator may
the applicant and a finding by the Administrator at the time o[ ap- allow an applicant under this subsection to submit information
plication for any such renewal that the provisions of this subsection and supporting data until the earlier of the date the applica-
are met. ties is approved or denied or the last day that the Adminis-

(4) The Administrator may terminate a permit issued under trator has to approve or deny such application.
this subsection if the Administrator determines that there has been (5) TREATMENT OP PENDING APPLICATIONS.--For the pur-
a decline in ambient water quality of the receiving waters during poses of this subsection, an application for an alternative re-
the period of the permit even if a direct cause and effect relation- quirement based on fundamentally different factors which is
ship cannot be shown: Presided, That if the effluent from a source pending on the date of the enactment of this subsection shall
with a permit issued under this subsection is contributing to a de- be treated as having been submitted to the Administrator on
cline in ambient water quality of the receiving waters, the Admin- the 180th day following such date of enactment. The applicant
istrator shall terminate such permit, may amend the application to take into account the provisions

(n) FUNDAMENTALLY DIFFERENT F^CTORS.-- of this subsection. ’
(I) GENERAL RULE.~The Administrator, with the (6) EFFECT OF SUBMISSION OF APPLICAIqON.--An applica-

concttrrance el" the State, may establish an alternative require- tion for an alternative requirement under this subsection shall
meat under subsection (bX2) or section 307(b)/’or a facility that not stay the applicant’s obligation to comply with the ei~uent

modifies the requirements of national effluent limitation guide- limitation guideline or categorical pretreatment standard

lines or categorical pretreatment standards that would other-_
which is the subject of the application.

wise be ap.plicable to such/’acility, if the owner or operator of (7) EFFECT OF DEHIAL.wlf an application for an alternative
such facility demonstrates to the satisfaction of" the Adminie- requirement which modifies the requirements of an effluent

trator that,-- limitation or pretreatment standard under this subsection is

(A) the facility is fundamentally different with respect denied by the Administrator, the applicant must comply with

to the factors (other than cost) specified in section 304(b) such limitation or standard as established or revised, as the
or 304(g) and considered by the Administrator in establish- case may be.

ing such national effluent limitation guidelines or categor- (8) REPORTS.--By January 1,1997, and January 1 of every

icai pretreatmant standards;
odd-numbered year thereafter, the Administrator shall submit

(B) the application-- to the Committee on Environment and Public Works of the
(i) is based solely on information and supporting Senate and the Committee on Transportation and lnfrastruc-

data submitted to the Administrator during the rule ture of Representatives a report on the status of applications
making for establishment of the applicable national el- /’or alternative requirements which modify the requirements o/"

effluent limitations under section 301 or 304 of this Act or any
fluent limitation guidelines or categorical
pretreatment standard sp_e_cifically raising the [actors

national categorical pretreatment standard under section

that are/’undamentally dtfferent/’or such facility; or 307(b) of this Act filed before, on, or after such date of enact-

(ii) is .based on information and suppo.rting da.ta
ment.
(O) APPLICATION FEES.~The Administrator shall prescribe andreferred to in clause (i) and information and s.upport-

lag data the applicant did not have a reasonable op-
collect from each applicant fees reflecting the reasonable admirds-

po-rttmlty to submit during such rulemaking; trative costs incurred in reviewing and processing applications t’or
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modifications submitted to the Administrator pursuant to sub-
eration, including the application of such Act to suspended sol-

sections (c), (g), (i), (k), (m), and (n) of section 301, section 304(d)(4),
ida.

and section 316(a) of this Act. All amounts collected by the Admin- (33 u.s.c. 1311)

istrator under this subsection shall be deposited into a special fund WATER QUALITY RELATED EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS
of the Treasury entitled "Water Permits and Related Services"
which shall thereafter be available for appropriation to carry out SEC. 302. (a) Whenever, in the judgment of the Administrator

activities of the Environmental Protection Agency for which such or as identified under section 304(i), discharges of pollutants from
a point source or group of point sources, with the application of el-

fees werecellected, fluent limitations requiredunder section 301(b)(2) of this Act,
(p) MODIFIED PERMIT t~Oa COAL REMINING OPERATIONS.- would interfere with the attainment or maintenance of that water

(1) IN GENERAI~---Subjeet to paragraphs (2) through (4) of quality in a specific portion of the navigable waters which ~hall
this subsection, the Administrator, or the State in any case sure protection of public health, public water supplies, agricultural
which the State has an approved permit program under section and industrial uses, and the protection and propagation of a bal-
402(b), may issue ¯ permit under section 402 which modifies anced population of shellfish, fish and wildlife, and allow rec-
the requirements of subsection (bX2XA) of this section with re- reational activities in and on the water, effluent limitations (includ-
spect to the pH level of any pre-existing discharge, and with ing alternative effluent control strategies) for such point source or
respect to pre-existing discharges of iron and manganese from sources shall be established which can reasonably be expected to
the retained area of any coal retaining operation or with re: contribute to the attainment or maintenance of such water quality.
spe~t to the pH level or level of iron or manganese in any pre- (b) MODIFICATIONS OF EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS.--
existing discharge affected by the retaining oper.a, ti,o,n..Such (1) NOTICE AND HEARING.--Prior to establishment of any
modified requirements shah apply the best avmmme tecn- effluent limitation pursuant to subsection (a) of this section,
nology economically achievable on a case-by-case basis, using the Administrator shall publish such proposed limitation and
best professional judgment, to set specific numerical effluent within 90 days of such publication hold a public hearing.
limitations in each permit. (2) PERMITS.--

(2) LIMITATIONS.--The Administrator or the State may (A) No REASONABLE RELATIONSIIIP.mThe Adminis-

only issue a permit pursuant to paragraph _(1! ft..the, applic.a.nt
trator, with the concurrence of the State, may issue a per-

demonstrate~ to the satisfaction of the Admimstrator or the mit which modifies the effluent limitations required by

State, as the case may be, that the coal retaining operation will subsection (a) of this section for pollutants other than toxic

result in the potential for improved water quality from the re- pollutants if the applicant demonstrates at such hearing

mining operation but in no event shall such a permit allow the
that (whether or not technology or other alternative con-
trol strategies are available) there is no reasonable rela-

pH level of any discharge, and i.n no event shall such,a.~pe ,nnit tionship between the economic and social costs and the
allow the discharges of iron an¯ manganese, m exceeu me ~ev- benefits to be obtained (including attainment of the objec-
sis being discharged from the remined area before the coal re- tive of this Act) from achieving such limitation.
mining operation begins. No discharge from, or affected by, the (B) REASONABLE PROGRESS.--The Administrator, with
remining operation shall exceed State water quality standards the concurrence of the State, may issue a permit which
established under section 303 of this Act. modifies the effluent limitations required by subsection (a)

(3) D~.l,INrrlONS.mFor purposes of this subsection-- of this section for toxic pollutants for a single period not
(A) ~,OAL REMININO OI~RATION.~The term "coal re- to exceed 5 years if the applicant demonstrates to the sat-

mining operation" means a coal mining operation which isfaction of the Administrator that such modified require-
begins after the date of the enactment of this subsection meats (i) will represent the maximum degree of control;;0 at a site on which coal mining was conducted before the within the economic capability of the owner and operator

O effective date of the Surface Mining Control and Racisms- of the source, and (ii) will result in reasonable further
o tion Act of 1977. progress beyond the requirements of section 301(b)(2) to-
¯ -~ (B) REMINED AREA.raThe term "romined area" means ward the requirements of subsection (a) of this section.
�~o only that area of any coal retaining operation on whi.ch (c) The establishment of effluent limitations under this sectionm

coal mining was conducted before th.e. effective .d..a~te~ of the shall not operate to delay the application of any effluent limitation
Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of l:~-~,, establishedunder section 301 of this Act.

(C) PRE-EXlSTINO DISCHARGE.raThe term "pre-existing (33 U.S.C: 1312)
discharge" means any discharge at the time of permit ap-
plleation under this subsection. WATER QUALITY STANDARDS AND IMPLEMENTATION PLANS
(4) Apt~CAmLrrA, o~" s~tlp MINING LAWS.mNothing in this SEC. 303. (aX I) In order to carry out the purpose of this Act,

subsection shall affect the application of the Surface Mining any water quality standard applicable to interstate waters which
Control and Reclamation A~t of 1977 to any coal remining op-
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was adopted by any State and submitted to, and approved by, or promulgate such standards pursuant to subsection (b) of this see-
is awaiting approval by, the Administrator pursuant to this Act as ti°n’(bX~)in’effect immediately prior to the date el. enactment of the Federal l~roposed regu]ationsThe Administratorsetting l.orthShall waterPr°mptlyqualitypreparestandardsand publiShfor aWater Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, shall remain in State in accordance with the applicable requirements of this Act as
effect unless the Administrator determined that such standard is in effect immediately prior to the date el. enactment of the Federalnot consistent with the applicable requirements of this Act as in el’- Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972,l.ect immediately prior to the date of enactment of the Federal (A) the State fails to submit water quality standards with-
Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972. lie the Adminis- in the times prescribed in subsection (a) of this section,
trator makes such a determination he shall, within three months a water quality standard submitted by such Stateal~er the date ol. enactment of the Federal Water Pollution Control unde(rB)subeection (a, of this section is determined by the Ad-
Act Amendments el’ 1972, notify the State and specify the changes ministrator not to be consistent with the applicable ~equire-
needed to meet such requirements. If such changes are not adopted ments of subsection (a) of this section.
by the State within ninety days after the date o£ such notification, (2) The Administrator shall promulgate any water quality
the Administrator shall promulgate such changes in accordance standard published in a proposed regulation not later than one
with subsection (b) of this section, hundred and ninety days alter the date he publishes any such pro-

(2) Any State which, before the date o/" enactment ot" the Fed- posed standard, unless prior to such promulgation, such State has
eral Water Pollution Control ACt Amendments ot" 1972, has adopt- adopted a water quality standard which the Administrator deter-
ed, pursuant to its own law, water quality standards applicable to mines to be in accordance with subsection (a) ot" this section.
intrastate waters shall submit such standards to the Administrator (cXl) The Governor el. a State or tl~e State water pollution con-
within thirty days after the date of enactment of the Federal Water trol agency el" such State shall from time to time (but at least once
Pollution Control ACt Amendments o£ 1972. Each such standard each three year period beginning with the date o£ enactment of the
shall remain in effect, in the same manner and to the same extent Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972) hold
as any other water quality standard established under this Act us- public hearings for the purpose of reviewing applicable water aual-
less the Administrator determines that such standard is inconsist- ity standards and, as appropriate, modifying and adopting stand-
ant with the applicable requirements of this Act as in effect imme- ards. Results of such review shall be made available to the Admin-
diately prior to the date o/" enactment el. the Federal Water Poilu- istrator.
ties Control Act Amendments of 1972. Ite the Administrator makes (2XA) Whenever the State revises or adopts a new standard,
such a determination he shall not later than the one hundred and such revised or new standard shall be submitted to the Adminis-
twentieth day after the date el’ submission el’ such standards, notify trator. Such revised or new water quality standard shall consist
the State and specify the changes needed to meet such require- the designated uses of the navigable waters involved and the water
ments. If such changes are not adopted by the State within ninety quality criteria l.or such waters based upon such uses. Such stand-
days after such notification, the Administrator shall promulgate ards shall be such as to protect the public health or welfare, an-
such changes in accordance with subsection (b) of this section, hance the quality of water and serve the purposes of this Act. Such

(3XA) Any State which prior to the date of enactment of the standards shall be established taking into consideration their use
Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 has not and value for public water supplies, propagation of fish and wild-
adopted pursuant to its own laws water quality standards applica- life, recreational purposes, and agricultural, industrial, and other
hie to intrastate waters shall, not later than one hundred and purposes, and also taking into consideration their use and value for
eighty days alter the date of enactment o£ the Federal Water Poilu- navigation.
ties Control Act Amendments of 1972, adopt and submit such (B) Whenever a State reviews water qnalit~, standards pursu.
standards to the Administrator. ant to paragraph (1) of this subsection, or revises or adopts new

(B) If the Administrator determines that any such standards standards pursuant to this paragraph, such State shall adopt cri-
are consistent with the applicable requirements of this Act as in el- teria for all toxic pollutants listed pursuant to section 307(aX1) of

fect immediately prior to the date of enactment of the Federal this Act for which criteria have been published under section
304(a), the discharge or presence of which in the affected watersWater Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, he shall approve

euch standards, could reasonably be expected to interfere with those designated
(C) If the Administrator determines that any such standards uses adopted by the State, as necessary to support such designated

uses. Such criteria shall be specific numerical criteria for such toxicare not consis~nt with the applicable requirements of this Act as
in effect immediately prior to the date of enactment of the Federal pollutants. Where such numerical criteria are not available, when-

ever a State reviews water quality standards pursuant to pars-Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, he shall, not graph (1.), or revises or adopts new standards pursuant to thislater than the ninetieth day a/~r the date of submission el’ such
stan~da_rds, notify the State and specify the changes to meet s.uch

paragrap~h, such State shall adopt criteria based on biological mon-
ro---’~ments. I/’ such changes.are not adopted by the State within itoring or assessment methods consistent with information pub-
r day8 aftor tho date oi" imtiflcation, tho Administrator shall

;~ii:.:.i:i:~.:
fished pursuant to section 304(aX8). Nothing in this section shall

,
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construed to limit or delay the use of effluent limitations or indigenous population of shellfish, fish and wildlife. Such estimates
other permit conditions based on or involving biolo~cal m.o.ni.toring shai| take into account the normal v~ater temperatures, flow rates,
or assessment methods or previously adoptednumencal c_nte.na. _ seasonal variations, existing sources of heat input, and the dissipa-

(3) If the Administrator, within sixty days after the date of tire capacity of the identified waters or parts thereof. Such esti-
submission of the revised or new standard, determines that such mates shall include a calculation of the maximum heat input that
standard meets the requirements of this Act, such standard shall can be made into each such part and shall include a margin of safe-
thereafter be the water quality standard for the .applicable waters ty which takes into account any lack of knowledge concerning the
of that State. If the Administrator determines that any such re- development of thermal water quality criteria for such protection
vised or new standard is not consistent with the applicable require- and propagation in the identified waters or parts thereof.
meets of this Act, he shall not later than the ninetieth day after (2) Each State shall submit to the Administrator from time to
the date of submission of~uch standard notify the State andspeci- time, with the first such submission not later than one hundred
fy the changes to meet such requirements. If such changes are not and eighty days after the date of publication of the first idetitifica-
adopted by the State within ninety d.ay.s after, th.e da, te ,of notifica: ties of pollutants under section 304(a)(2XD), for his approval the
tion, the Administrator shall promulgate such stanaara pursuant waters identified and the loads established under paragraphs

(1)(A), (1)(B), (1XC), and (1)(D) of this subsection. The Adminis-~o paragraph (4) of this subsection.
(4) The Administrator shall premptly prepare and publish pro- trator shall either approve or disapprove such identification and

posed regulations setting forth a revised or new water quality load not later than thirty days after the date of submission. If the
standard for the navigable waters involved~ Administrator approves such identification and load, such State

(A) if a revised or new water quality standard su_bmitte,d shall incorporate them into its current plan under subsection (el of
by such S.tate under_ par..agrap.h (3) o.f .Otis su.b.sec,tion for. s.uc~ this section. If the Administrator disapproves such identification
waters is determined by the ,q, oministrator not to t)e conststen and load, he shall not later than thirty days after the date of such
with the applicable requirements oft his Act, or disapproval identify such waters in such State and establish such

(B) in any case where the Administrator determines that loads for such waters as he determines necessary to implement the
a revised or new standard is necessary to meet the require- water quality standards applicable to such waters and upon such
meets oft his Act. identification and establishment the State shall incorporate them

The Administrator shall promulgate .any revised or new sta.n.d,ard into its current plan under subsection (el of this section.
under this paragraph not later than.me.sty days aiter,he.l~ubhsne, s (3) For the specific purpose of developing information, each
such prepaid_ standards, unlas~ peer to SUCh .p.rommg.auo.n, s.u.c.n State shall identify all waters within its boundaries which it has
Stats has adopted a revised or n.ew water 9uahty .s..tan,d.ard. w. htcl~ not identified under paragraph (1XA) and (1XB) of this subsection
the Administrator determines to be in accordance vats tms ~c~. " and estimate for such waters the total maximum daily load with

(dXIXA) Each Stats shall identify those waters within its seasonal variations and margins of safety, for those pollutants
boundaries for which the effluent limitations required by section which the Administrator identifies under section 304(aX2) as suit-
301(bXIXA) and section 301CoXIXB) are not stringent enough to able for such calculation and for thermal discharges, at a level that
implement any water quality standard applicable to such wa~rs, would assure protection and propagation of a balanced indigenous
The Stats shall establish aprlority, .ra~. ng for such water, takm, g population of fish, shellfish and wildlife.
into account the asverity of the pollution and the uses to be maae (4) LIMITATIONS ON REVISION OF CERTAIN EFFLUENT LIMITA-
of such waters. - TIONS.m

(B) Each State shall identify those waters or par~., thereof (A) STANDARD NOT AI"rAINED.--For waters identified
within its boundaries for which controls o.n thermal dtscha.rl~as under paragraph (IXA) where the applicable water quality
under section 301 are not stringent enough to_ a.e.sure _p~,c~t~o,n standard has not yet been attained, any effluent limitation
~nd propagation of a balanced indigenous population of sneunsn, based on a total maximum daily load or other waste load
fish, and wildlife, allocation established under this section may be revised

(C) Each State shall establish for the we_tars ide.n.,tifi.e,d in par..a- only if (i) the cumulative effect of nil such revised effluent
graph (1XA) of this subsection, and in accord..ance vn..r~n .tee. pno, n.t~, limitations based on such total maximum daily load or
ranking, the total mmdm_um d~ly load.., for.~tn.o.s~..j~o, ttutan.~, ,wm~cn waste load allocation will assure the attainment of such
the Administrator identifies unaer secuon ~u~a~tz~ as smtame tot water quality standard, or (ii) the designated use which is
such calculation. Such load shall be established at a level necessary not being attained is removed in accordance with regula-
te implement the applicable water quality standards with seasonal tions established under this section.

variatious and a margin of safety w.hich_ .ta~.es into a~c~ount. ,a.ny (B) STANDARD AT’rAINED.~For waters identified under
lack of knowledge concerning the relationship between emuent nm- paragraph (1XA) where the quality of such waters equals
itations and water quality. . :. br exceeds levels necessary to protect the designated use

(D) Each State shall e~aaato_ for the~ wate.re identi.’/~.ed t.n pars; for such waters or otherwise required by applicable water

graph (IXD) of this sub~s~on.the total maglm.,um ~datly. m. erma,~
quality standard, any effluent limitation based on a .total

food requin~ to aestu~, prote,Ydon and propagation st a ~atancea, maximum daily load or other waste load allocation estab-
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fished under this section, or any water quality standard (h) For the purposes of this Act the term "water quality stand-
established under this section, or any other permitting ardsn includes thermal water quality standards.
standard may be revised only if such revision is subject to (33 U,S.C. 1313)
and consistent with the antidegradation policy established
under this section. INFORMATION AND .GUIDELINES

(e)(1) Each State shall have a continuing planning process ap- Sv-o. 304. (aX1) The Administrator, after consultation with
proved under paragraph (2) of this subsection which is consistent propriate Federal and State agencies and other interested persons,
with this Act. shall develop and publish, within one year after the date of enact-

(2) Each State shall submit not later than 120 days aRer the ment of this title (and from time to time thereafter revise) criteria
date of the enactment of the Water Pollution Control Amendments for water quality accurately reflecting the latest scientific knowl-
of 1972 to the Administrator for his approval a proposed continuing edge (A) on the kind and extent of all identifiable effects on health
plamdng process which is consistent with this Act. Not later than and welfare including, but not limited to, plankton, fish, ~thellfish,
thirty days after the date Of submission of such a process the Ad- wildlife, plant life, shorelines, beaches, esthetics, and recreation
ministrator shall either approve or disapprove such process. The which may be expected from the presence of pollutants in any body
~Administrator shall from time to time review each State’s approved of water, including ground water; (B) on the concentration and dis-
planning process for the purpose of insuring that such planning persal of pollutants, or their byproducts, through biological, phys-
process is at all times consistent with this Act. The Administrator ical, and chemical processes; and (C) on the effects of pollutants on
shall not approve any State permit program under title IV of this biological community diversity, productivity, and stability, includ-
Act" for any State which does not have an approved continuing ing information on the factors affecting rates of eutrophication and
planning process under this section, rates of organic arid inorganic sedimentation for varying types of

(3) The Administrator shall approve any continuing planning receiving waters.
process submitted to him under this section which will result in (2) The Administrator, after consultation with appropriate Fed-
plans for all navigable waters within such State, which include, but eral and State agencies and other interested persons, shall develop
are not limited to, the following: and publish, within one year after the date of enactment of this

(A) effluent limitations and schedules of compliance at title (and from time to time thereafter revise) information (A) on
least as stringent as those required by section 301(bX1)0 sac- the factors necessary to restore and maintain the chemical, phys-
tion 301(bX2), section 306, and section 307, and at least as ical, and biological integrity of all navigable waters, ground waters,
stringent as any requirements contained in any applicable waters of the contiguous zone, and the oceans; (B) on the factors
water quality standard in effect under authority of this section; necessary for the protection and propagation of shellfish, fish, and

(B) the incorporation of all elements of any applicable wildlife for classes and categories of receiving waters and to allow
areawide waste management plans under section 208, and ap- recreational activities in andon the water; and (C) on the measure-
plieable basin plans under section 209 of this Act; ment and classification of water quality; and (D) for the purpose of

(C) total maximum daily load for pollutants in accordance section 303, on and the identification of pollutants suitable for
with subsection (d) of this section; maximum daily load measurement correlated with the achievement

(D) procedures for revision; . of water quality objectives.
(E) adequate authority for intergovernmental cooperation; (3) Such criteria and information and revisions thereof shall be
(F) adequate implementation, including schedules of com- issued to the States and shall bepublished in the Federal Register

pfiance, for revised or new water quality standards, under sub- and otherwise made available to the public.
section (c)of this section; (4) The Administrator shall, within 90 days after the date of

(G) controls over the disposition of all residual waste from enactment of the Clean Water Act of 1977 and from time to time
any water treatment processing; thereaRer, publish and revise as appropriate information identify-

(H) an inventory and ranking, in order of priority, of needs ing conventional pollutants, including but not limited to, pollutants
for construction of waste treatment works required to meet the classified as biological oxygen demanding, suspended solids, fecal

~ applicable requirements of sections 301 and_302. _ coliform, and pH. The thermal component of any discharge shall
o (f) Nothing in this section shall be construed to affect any effiu- not be identified as a conventional pollutant under this paragraph.
o (5XA) The Administrator, to the extent practicable before con-O e~t fimitaUon, or schedule of oompfiance required by any State to
co ~e implemented prior to the dates set forth in sections 301(bX1) sideration of any request under section 301(g) of this Act and with-
-~ in six months after the date of enactment of the Clean Water Actw and 301(bX2) nor to p.roclude any State from requiring compliance
co with any effluent limitation or schedule of compliance at dates ear- of 1977, shall develop andpublish information on the factors nec-

fier than such dates,
essary for the protection o£ public water supplies, and the protec.

(g) Water quality standards relating to heat shall be Consistent tion and propagation of a balanced population of shellfish, fish and

~,~’~ -~ requirements of section 316 ofthis Act. wildlife, and toallow recreational activities, in and on the water.
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¯ (B) The Administrator, to the extent practicable before consid:
trol techniques, process changes, non-water quality environ-

erstion of any application under section 301(h) of this Act a.no
mental impact (including energy requirements), and such other

within six months after the date of enactment of Clean Water Act
factors as the Administrator deems appropriate;

(2XA) identify, in terms of amounts of constituents and
of 1977t shall develop andpublish information on the factors nec-
essary for the protection o/public water supplies, and. the j?s~et~l- chemical, physical, and biological characteristics of pollutants,

tion and propagation of a balanced indigenous popmation olsne - the degree of effluent reduction attainable through the applica-

fish, fish and wildlife, and to allow recreational activities, in and tion of the best control measures and practices achievable in-

on the water, cluding treatment techniques, process and procedure innova-
(6) The Administrator shall~ within three months after enact- tions, operating methods, and other alternatives for classes

meat of the Clean Water Act of 1977 and annually thereafter, for and categories of point sources (other than publicly,_ owned
purposes of section 301(h).of this Act publish,.a.nd .revi, se ,a.s apj~ro: treatment works); and
priata information identifying each water qua,sty stan~ar.a In.eH.ec.~ (B) specify factors to be taken into account in determining
under this Act of State law, the specific poi!utants associated w.tth the best measures and practices available to comply with sub-
such water quality standard, and the particular waters to which section (bX2) of section 301 of this Act to be applicable to any
such water quality standard applies, point source (other than publicly owned treatment works) with-

(7) GUIDANCE 1D s’rATES.mThe Administrator, after con- in such categories of classes. Factors relating to the assessment
sultation with appropriate State agencies arid on ~e b..a.sie o,f of best available technology shall take into account the age of
criteria and information published under pars .l~a~vns ~.z~.ana_ equipment and facilities involved, the process employed, the
(2) of this subsection, shall develop and publish, wi_thm...9 engineering aspects of the application of various types of con-
months a/tar the date of the enactment of.the Wa~r t~u, all.ty trol techniques, process changes, the cost of achieving such el-
Act of 1987, guidance to the States on performing me iaenu- fluent reduction, non-water quality environmental impact (in-
ficatien requii~�l by section 304(IX1) of this Act. ciuding energy requirements), and such other factors as the

(8) INFORMATION ON WATER QUALITY CRITERIA.--The Ad- Administrator deems appropriate;
ministrator, after consultation with appropriate State agencies (3) identify control measures and practices available to
and within 2 years after the date of the enactmen.t of the eliminate the discharge of pollutants from categories and class-
Water Quality Act of 1987, shall develop and publis.h mfor~,..a- es of point sources, taking into account the cost of achieving
ties on methods for establishing and measuring water quauty such elimination of the discharge of pollutants; and
criteria for toxic pollutants on other bases than pollutant-by- (4XA) identify, in terms of amounts of constituents and
pollutant criteria, including biological monitoring and assess- chemical, physical, and biological characteristics of pollutants,
meat methods, the degree of effluent reduction attainable through the applica-
(b) For the purposes of adopting or revising effl.uen.t limi~tions ties o/~ the best conventional pollutant control technology (in-

under this Act the Administrator shall, after consultation vats ap- cluding measures and practices) for classes and categories of
point sources (other than publicly owned treatment works);propriato Federal and State agencies and other interested persons,

publish within ons year of enactment of this title, regulations, pro- and
viding guidelines ibr effluent limitations, and, at least annually (B) specify factors to be taken into account in determining
therea/ter, revise, if appropriate, such regulations. Such regula- the best conventional pollutant control technology measures
tions shall-- and practices to comply with section 301(bX2XE) of this Act to

be applicable to any point source (other than publicly owned(IXA) identify, in terms of amounts of constituents and
chemical, physical, and .biological chara_c.ten.’stico .of.pullut~,.nts, treatment works) within such categories or classes. Factors re-
the degree of effluent reduction attainable through the appuca- lating to the assessment of best conventional pollutant control
tion of the best practicable control tec.hnology cur~. n,tly a.v, aii- technology (including measures and practices) shall include
able for classes and categories to ~omt sources (other than consideration of the reasonableness of the relationship between
publicly owned treatment works); an ¯ ¯ the costs of attaining a reduction in effluents and the effluent

(B) _sp~ffy factors to be taken into a.ccount.in .d.ete.rmlm.ng. reduction benefits derived, and the comparison of the cost and
the control measures and practices to be appficam.e .to l~.,l.nt level of reduction of such pollutants from the discharge from
sources (other than publicly owned .tre.atment .works) eaten, publicly owned treatment works to the cost and level of reduc-
such catogo.~.es_of d .a~es..Fa .c.tore relatin.l~ to the, ,a,sse.ssmenc tion of such pollutants from a class or category of industrial
of best practical control technolo.g~ cu_.r~.n~..av, al~.ao.~e ,to,,co.m- sources, and shall take into account the age of equipment and
ply with subsection (bXl) of secuon ~ut ,o,/.t.,.,.~.ts Ac~ s.nan, in- ~ facilities involved, the process employed, the engineering as-
dude consideration of the total cost of apphcahon o.f tech,n.mog~, pects of the application of various types of control techniques,
in relation to the effluent reduction benefits to be acmevea process changes, non-water quality environmental impact (in-
from such applicatim}, and shall also take into account the age ciuding energy requirements), and such other factors as the
of equipment and facilities involved, theprecees employed, the
engiimering aspects of the application of various types of con-

Administrator deems appropriate.
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(c) The Administrator, a/tar consultation, with appropriate shall be included as a requirement for the purposes of section 301,
Federal and State agdncies and other interested persons, shall 302, 307, or 403, as the case ~ay be, in any permit issued to a
issue to the States and appropriate water pollution control agencies point source pursuant to section 402 of this Act.
within 270 days attar enactment of this title (and from time to time (0 The Administrator, after consultation with appropriate Fed-
thereaiter) information on the processes, procedures, or operating eral and State agencies and other interested persons, shall issue to
methods which result in the elimination or reduction of the dis- appropriate Federal agencies, the States, water pollution control
charge of pollutants to implement standards of performance under agencies, and agencies designated under section 208 of fide Act,
section 306 of this Act. Such information shall include technical within one year after the effective date of this subsection (and from
and other data, including costs, as are available on alternative time to time thereafter) information including (1) guidelines for
methods of elimination or reduction of the discharge of pollutants, identifying and evaluating the nature and extent o/" nonpoint
Such information, and revisions thereof, shall by published in the sources of pollutants, and (2) processes, procedures, and methods to
Federal Register and otherwise shall be made available to the pub- control pollution resulting from-

(A) agricultural and silvicultural activities, including run-lic. (dX1) The Administrator, a/tar consultation with appropriate
off from fields and crop and forest lands;

Federal and State agencies and other interested persons, shallpub- (B) mining activities, including runoff and siltation from
lish witldn sixty days alter enactment of this title (and from time new, currently operating, and abandoned surface and under-
to time thersai~er) information, in terms of amounts of constituents ground mines;
and chemical, physical, and biological characteristics of pollutants, (C) all construction activity, including runoff from the
on the degree of effluent reduction attainable through the applica- cilities resulting from such construction;
tion of secondary treatment. (D) the disposal of pollutants in wells or in subsurface ex-

(2) The Administrator, a/tar consultation with appropriate Fed- cavations;
ersl and State agencies and other interested persons, shailpublish (El salt water intrusion resulting from reductions of fresh
within nine months a/tar the date of enactment of this title (and water flow from any cause, including extraction of ground
from time to time therealter) information on alternative waste water, irrigation, obstruction, and diversion; and
treatment management techniques and systems available to imple- (F) changes in the movement, flow, or circulation of any
meat section 201 of this Act. navigable waters or ground waters, including changes caused

by the construction of dams, levees, channels, causeways, or(3) The Administrator, alter consultation with appropriate Fed-
eral and State agencies and.other interested persons, shall promul- flow diversion facilities.
gate witin one hundred and eighty days after the date of enactment Such information sad revisions thereof shall be published in the
of this subsection guidelines for identifying and evaluating innova- Federal Register and otherwise made available to the public.
tire and alternative wutewater treatment process and techniques (gX1) For the purpose of assisting States in carrying out pro-
referred to in section 201(gXS) of fide Act. grams under section 402 of this Act, the Administrator shall pub-

(4) For the purposes of this subsection, such biological tree.t- lish, within one hundred and twenty days after the date of enact-
ment facilities as oxidation ponds, lagoons, and ditches and trick- meat of this title, and review at least annually thereafter and, if
ling filters shall be deemed the equivalent of secondary treatment, appropriate, revise guidelines for pretreatment of pollutants which
The Administrator shall provide guidance under paragraph (1) of he determines are not susceptible to treatment by publicly owned
this subsection on design criteria for such facilities, takinginto ac- treatment works. Guidelines under this subsection shall be estab-
count pollutant remova~ efl}ciencies and, consistent with the objec- lished to control and prevent the discharge into the navigable we-
tire of the Act, sssuringthat water quality will not be adversely tars, the contiguous zone, or the ocean (either directly or through
affected by de~ming such facilities as the equivalent of secondary publicly owned treatment works) of any pollutant which interferes
treatment, with, passes through, or otherwise is incompatible with such works.

(el The Administrator, miter consultation with appropriate Fed- (2) When publishing guidelines under this subsection, the Ad-
eral and State agencies and other interested persons, may publish ministrator shall designate the category or categories of treatment
regulations, supplemental to any effluent limitations specified works to which the guidelines shall apply.
under subsections (b) and (el of this section for a class or category (h) The Administrator shall, within one hundred and eighty
of point sources, for any specific pollutant which the Administrator days from the date of enactment of this title, promulgate guidelines
is charged with a duty to regulate as a toxic or hazardous pollutant establishing test procedures for the analysis of pollutants that shall
under section 307(aX1) or 311 of this Act, to control plant site run- include the factors which must be provided in any certification put-
off, spillage or leaks, sludge or waste disposal,_ and drainage from suant to section 401 of this Act or permit application pursuant to
raw material stora~.e, which the Administrator determines are asso- section 402 of this Act.
ctated with or ancillary to the industrial manufacturing or treat.- (i) The Administrator shall (1) within sixty days after the ea-
rnest process within such class or category of point sources .s~.d actmerit of this title promulgate guidelines for the purpose of estab-
may contribute significant amounts of such pollutants, to navigable lishing uniform application forms and other minimum require-
." "’q’e. Any applicable control~ establiched under ~ eubeaction ments for the acquisition of information from owners and operators
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of point-sources of discharge subject to any State program under section 303(cX2)(B) o/" this Act, due to toxic pollutants, or
section 402 of this Act, and (2) within sixty days from the date of (ii) that water quality which shall assure protection of pub-
enactment of this title promulgate guidelines establishing the mini- lic health, public water supplies, agricultural and indus-
mum procedural and other elements of any State program under trial uses, and the protection and propagation of a hal-
section 402 oft]de Act which shall include: anced population of shellfish, fish and wildlife, and allow

(A) monitoring requirements; recreational activities in and on the water;
(B) reporting requirements (including procedures to make (B) a list of all navigable waters in such State for

information available to the public); which the State does not expect the applicable standard
(C) enforcement provisions; and under section 303 of this Act will be achieved after the re-
(D) funding~ personnel qualifications, and manpower re- quirements of sections 301(b), 306, and 307(b) are met, due

quirements (including a requirement that no board or body entirely or substantially to discharges from point.’sources
which approves permit applications or portions thereof shah of any toxic pollutants listed pursuant to section
include, as a member, any person who receives, or has during . (C)/‘or each segment st" the navigable waters included
the previous two years received, a significant portion of his in- on such lists, a determination of the specific point sources
come directly or indirectly from permit holders or applicants discharging any such toxic pollutant which is believed to
for a permit), o be preventing or impairing such water quality and the
~j) LAKE RES’rORATION GUIDANCE MANU~,L.--The Administrator amount of each toxic pollutant discharged by each such

shall, within 1 year a~er the date of the enactment o£ the Water source; sad
Quality Act of 1987 and biennially thereafter, publish and dissemi- (D)/’or each such segment, an individual control strat-
natea lake restoration guidance manual describing methods, proce- egy which the State determines will produce a reduction in
dures, and processes to guide State and local efforts to improve, re- the discharge o/’ toxic pollutants/’ram point sources identi-
store, and enhance water quality in the Nation’s publicly owned fled by the State under this paragraph through the estab-

lishment o/’ effluent limitations under section 402 el" this
lake~x1)~ The Administrator shall enter into agreements with the Act and water quality standards under section 303(c)~2)(B)
Secretary of Agriculture, the Secretary of the Army, and the Sac- o/’ this Act, which reduction is sufficient, in combination
retary of the Interior, and the heads of such other departments, with existing controls on point and nonpoint sources oFpol-
agencies, and instrumentalities of the United States as the Admin- lution, to achieve the applicable water quality standardas
istrator determines, to provide for the maximum utilization of other soon as possible, but not later than 3 years after the date
Federal laws and programs t’or the purpose o£ achieving and main- of the establishment of such strategy.
taining water quality through appropriate implementation of plane (2) APPROVAL OR I>18~rrROVAL.--Not later than 120 days
approved under section 208 of this Act and nonpoint source poilu- after the last day of the 2-year period re/erred to in paragraph
lion management programs approved under section 319 of this Act. (1), the Administrator shall approve or disapprove the control

(2) The Administrator is authorized to trans/’er to the Secretary strategies submitted under paragraph (1) by any State.
of Agriculture, the Secretary of the Army, and the Secretary of the (3) ADMINISTRATOR’S ACTION.--lf a State fails to submit
Interior and the heads of such other departments, agencies, and in- control strategies in accordance with paragraph (1) or the Ad.
strumentalities of the United States as the Administrator deter- ministrator does not approve the control strategies submitted
mines, any funds appropriated under paragraph (3) of this sub- by such State in accordance with paragraph (1), then, not later
section to supplement funds otherwise appropriated to programs than 1 year after the last day of the period referred to in pars-
authorized pursuant to any agreement underparagraph (1). graph (2), the Administrator, in cooperation with such State

(3) There is authorized., to be appropriated to carry out the pro- anda/~ter notice and opportunity for public comment, shall im-
visions of this subsection, $100,000,000 per fiscal year for the fiscal plement the requirements of paragraph (1) in suc.h State. In
years 1979 through 1983 and ouch sums as may be necessary for the implementation of such requirements, the Administrator
fiscal years I984 through 1990. shall, at a minimum, consider for listing under this subsection

(!) INDMDUAL CONTI~OL Sa’RAI~_~IE8 FOR TOXIC POLLtrrANTS.~ any navigable’waters for which any person submits a petition
(1) $1’^1~ LIS1" O~’ N^VIOAI~LE ~W^TEItS AND DI~ELOrMI~rr to the Administrator for listing not later than 120 days after

OF STRA~’~I~.--Not later than 2 years a/~r the date of the such last day.
enactment of this subsection, each State shall submit to the (m) SCHEDULE FOR REVIE~V OF GUIDELINES.--
Administrator for review, approval, and implementation under (1) Ptx~eLICal’lON.~Within 12 months after the date of the
this sutx~’~dou-- enactment of the Water Quality Act ot" 1987, and biennially

(A) a Hat of those waters within the State which alter ,therea/~er, the Administrator shall publish in the Federal Rag-
the application of effluent limitations required under sac- later a plan which shsllw
ties 301(bX2) of this Act cannot reasonably be anticipated (A) establish a schedule for the annual review and re-
to att~ or maintain (i) water quality standards for such vision of promulgated effluent guidelines, in accordance
waters reviewed, revised, or adopted in accordance with with subsection (b)o/’this section;
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(B) identify categories of sources discharging toxic or
nonconventional pollutants for which guidelines under sub- balanced population of shellfish, fish, and wildlife, and allow

section (bX2) of this section and section 306 have not pro. recreational activities in and on the water;
(C) an analysis of the extent to which the elimination ofviously been published; and

the discharge of pollutants and a level of water quality which(C) establish a schedule for promulgation of effluent provides for the protection and propagation of a balanced popu-guidelines for categories identified in subparagraph (B), lation of shellfish, fish, and wildlife and allows recreationalunder which promulgation of such guidelines shall be no tivities in and on the water, have been or will be achieved bylater than 4 years after such date of enactment for cat- the requirements of this Act, together with recommendations
egories identified in the first published plan or 3 years as to additional action necessary to achieve such objectives andafter the publication of the plan .for categories identified in for what waters such additional action is necessary;
later published plans. (D) an estimate of (i) the environmental impact, (ii) the
(2) PUBLIC REVIEW.raThe Administrator shall provide for economic and social costs necessary to achieve the ablative of‘

public review and comment on the plan prior to final publics- this Act in such State, (iii) the economic and social bei~efits of"
tion. such achievement, and (iv) an estimate of" the date of such

(33 U.S.c, 1314) achievement; and
(E) a description of" the nature and extent of" nonpoint

WATER QUALITY INVENTORY sources of" pollutants, and recommendations as to the programs
SEC. 305. (a) The Administrator, in cooperation with the States which must be undertaken to control each category of" such

sources, including an estimate of the costs of. implementingand with the assistance of appropriate Federal agencies, shall pre-
pare a report to be submitted to the Congress on or before such programs.
January I, 1974, which shall-- (2) The Administrator shall transmit such State reports, to-

gerber with an analysis thereof, to Congress on or before October(I) describe the specific quality, during 1973, with
appropriate supplemental descriptions as shall be required to I, 1975, and October I, 1976, and biennially thereafter.
take into account seasonal, tidal, and other variations, of" all (33 U.sc. 1315)
navigable waters and the waters of the contiguous zone; NATIONAL STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE(2) include an inventory of all point sources of discharge
(based on a qualitative and quantitative analysis of discharges) SEc. 306. (a) For purposes of this sectio,n:
of pollutants, into all navigable waters and the waters of the (I) The term "standard of performance means a standard for
contiguous zone; and the control of the discharge of pollutants which reflects the greatest

(3) identify specifically those navigable waters, the quality degree of effluent reduction which the Administrator determines to
of which~ be achievable through application of the best available dora-

(A) is adequate to provide for the protection and prop- onstrated control technology, processes, operating methods, or
agation of a balanced population of shellfish, fish, and other alternatives, including, where practicable, a standard permit-
wildlife and allow recreational activities in and on the ring no discharge of pollutants.
water; (2) The term "new source" means any source, the construction

(B) can reasonab|y be expected to attain such level by of" which is commenced after the publication of" proposed regulations
1977 or 1983; and prescribinga standard of performance under this section which will

(C) can reasonably be expected to attain such level by be applicable to such sources, if" such standard is thereafter pro-
mulgated in accordance with this section.any later date.

(bX1) Each State chalI prepare and submit to the Adminis- (3) The term "source" means any building, structure, facility,
trator by April I, 1975, and ehallbring up to date by April I, 1976, or installation from which ther~ is or may be the discharge of" pol-
and biennially thereafter, a report which shall include-- lutants.

(A) a description of the water quality of all navigable wa- (4) The term "owner or operator~ means any person who owns,
ters in such State during the preceding year, with appropriate leases, operates, controls, or supervises a source.
supplemental descriptions as shall be required to take into ac- (5) The term "construction~ means any placement, assembly, or

count seasonal, tidal, and other variations, correlated with the installation of facilities or equipment (including contractual obliga-

quality of water required by the objective of this Act (as identi- tions to purchase such facilities Or equipment) at the premises
where such equipment will be used, including preparation work atfled by the Administrator pursuant to criteria published under

¯ ection 304(a) of thie Act) and the water quality described in such premises.
(bXIXA) The Administrator shall, within ninety days otter the

subparagraph (B) of this paragraph; date o£ en~octment of. this title publish (and t’rom time to time there-(B) an analyai~ of the extent to which all navigable waters after shall revise) a list of categories of" sources, which shall, at the
of such State provide for the protection and propagation of" a minimum, include:
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pulp and paper mills; trator finds that the procedure and the law of any State require the
paperboard, builders paper and board mills; application and enforcement of standards of performance to at least
meat product and rendering processing; the same extent as required by this section, such State is author-
dairy product processing;, ized to apply and enforce such standards of performance (except
grain mills; with respect to new sources owned or operated by the United
canned and preserved fruits and vegetables processing; States).
canned and preserved soafoo.d pro~ssing; (d) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, any pointsugar processing; source the construction of which is commenced after the date of an-textile mills; actment of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments
cement manufacturing;, of 1972 and which is so constructed as to meet all applicable stand-
feedlote; ards of performance shall not be subject to any more stringent
electroplatin~, standard of performance during a ten-year period beginning on theorganic chemicals manufacturing; date of completion of such construction or during the period of de-
inorganic chemicals manufacturing; preciation or amortization of such facility for the purposes of sec-plastic and synthetic materials manufacturing; tion 167 or 169 (or both) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,
soap, and detergent manufacturing whichever period ends first.fertilizer manufacturing; (e) After the effective date of standards of performance promul-
~n.otroleum refining;, gated under this section, it shall be unlawful for any owner or oper-

n and steel manufacturing; star of any new source to operate such source in violation of anynonferrous metals manufacturing; standard of performance applicable to such source.phosphate manufacturing;,
steam electric powerplants; {33 u.s.c. 1318)
ferroalloy manufacturing;
leather tanning and finishing; . TOXJC AND PRETILEATMENT EFFLUENT STANDARDS
glass and asbestos manufacturing; SEC. 307. (aX1) On and after the date of enactment of the
rubber processing;, and Clean Water Act of 1977, the list of toxic pollutants or combination
timborproduete processing, of pollutants subject to this Act shai/consist of those toxic

(B) As man as practicable, but in no case more than one year, polllutants listed in table 1 of Committee Print Numbered 95-30
after a category of sources is included in a list under subparagraph of the Committee on Public Works and Transportation of the House
(A) of this paragraph, the Administrator shall propose and publish of Representatives, and the Administrator shall publish, not later
regulations establishing Federal standards of performance for new than the thirtieth day after the date of enactment of the Clean

Water Act of 1977, that list. From time to time thereafter, the Ad-so.urges, within such ca .te~or~.. T~.e Administrator sh.ail afford, inter-
sates persons an oppertmuty tar written comment on SUCh pro- ministrator may revise such list and the Administrator is author-
posed ~.egulations. After considering such cerements, he shall pro- ized to add to or remove from such list any pollutant. The Adminis-
mulgato, within one hundred and twenty days after publication of trator in publishing any revised list, including the addition or re-
¯ uch proposed regulations, such standards with such adjustmentsmoval of any pollutant from such list, shall take into account the
as he deems appropriate. The Administrator shall, from time to toxicity of the pollutant, its persistence, degradability, the usual or
time, as technlogy and alternatives change, revise such standards potential presence of the affected organisms in any waters, the is-
following the procedure required by this subsection for promulge- portance of the affected organisms, and the nature and extent of
tion of such standards. Standards of performance, or revisions the effect of the toxic pollutant on such organisms. A determination
thereof, shall become effective upon promulgation. In establishing of the Administrator under this paragraph shall be final except
or revising Federal standards of performance for new _sources under that if, on judicial review, such determination was based on arbi-
this section, the Administrator shall take into consideration the trary and capricious action of the Administrator, the Administrator

shall make a redetermination.cost of achieving such effluent reduction, and any non-water qual-
it)" environm.en.tal impast and ene.r~..req .ui,rementa. .. _ (2) Each toxic pollutant listed in accordance with paragraph (1)(2) The ~mministrator may msungmsn among classes, type.s, of this subsection shall be subject to effluent limitations resulting
and sizes within estegaries of new sources for the purpose of estab- from the application of the best available technology economically
fishing such standards and shall consider the type of process era- achieveable for the applicable category or class of point sources ea-
played (including whether batch or continuous), tabliehed in accordance with section 301(bX2XA) and 304(bX2) of

(3) The provisions of this section shall apply to any new source thik Act. The Administrator, in his discretion, may publish in the
owned or opemtod by tim United States. Federal Register a proposed effluent standard (which may include

(c) Each Stats may develop.and submit to the Administrator a a prohibition) establishing requirements for a toxic pollutant
proud_ uro tmdor State law for applying and enforcing standards of which, if an effluent limitation is applicable to a class or category
~rformanm for new murco~ loeatod in much State. If the Adminis- of point sources, shall be applicable to such category or class only
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if such standard imposes more stringent requirements. Such pub- Administrator may establish the effective date of the effluent
iished effluent standard (or prohibition) shall take into account the standard (or prohibition) for such category at the earliest date upon
toxici.t~f of the pollutant, its persistence, degradability, the us.ual or which compliance can be feasibly attained by sources within such
potential presence of the affected organisms in any waters, the ira- category, but in no event more than three years after the date of
portance of the affected organisms and the nature and extent of the such promulgation.
effect of the toxic pollutant on such organisms, and the extent to (7) Prior to publishing any regulations pursuant to this section
which effective control is being or may be achieved under other rag- the Administrator shall, to the maximum extent practicable withinulatory authoriW. The Administrator shall allow a period of not the time provided, consult with appropriate advisory committees,
l~ss than sixty days following publication of any iuch proposed el- States, independent experts, and Federal departments and ages-
fluent standart~ (or prohibition)for written comment by interested cies.persons on such proposed standard. In addition, if within thirty (bX1) The Administrator shall, within one hundred and eightydays of publication of any such prepesed effluent standard (or pro- days after the date of enactment of this title and from tim~ to time
hibition) an~, interested person so requests, the Administrator shall thereafter, publish proposed regulations establishing pretreatment
hold a pubhc heating in connection therewith. Such a public hear- standards for introduction of pollutants into treatment works (as
ing shall provide an opportunity for oral and written presentations, defined in section 212 of this Act) which are publicly owned for
~uch cross-examination as the Administrator determines is appro- those pollutants which are determined not to be susceptible to
priate on disputed issues of material fact, and the transcription ele treatment by such treatment works or which would interfere with
a verbatim record which shall be available to the public. A/~er con- the operation of such treatment works. Not later than ninety days
sideration of such comments and any information and material pre- after such publication, and after opportunity for public hearing, the
sented at any public hearing held on such proposed standard or Administrator shailpromulgate such pretreatment standards.
prohibition, the Administrator shall promulgate such standards (or Pretreatment standards under this subsection shall specify a time
prohibition) with such modifications as the Administrator finds are for compliance not to exceed three years from the date of promulga-
justified. Such promulgation by the Administrator shall be made tion and shall be established to prevent the discharge of any pollut-
within two hundred and seventy days after publication of proposed ant through treatment works (as defined in section 212 of this Act)
standard (or prohibition). Such standard (or prohibition) shall be which are publicly owned, which pollutant interfere with, passes
final except that if, on judicial review, such standard was not based - through, or otherwise is incompatible with such works. If, in the
on substantial evidence, the Administrator shall promulgate a re- case of any toxic pollutant under subsection (a) of this section in-
vised standard. Effluent limitations shall be established |n accord- troduced by a source into a publicly owned treatment works, the
ance with sections 301(bX2XA) and 304(bX2) for every toxic pollut- treatment by such works removes all or any part of such toxic psi-
ant referred to in table 1 of Committee Print Numbered 95-30 of lutant and the discharge from such works does not violate that el-
the Committee on Public Works and Transportation of the House fluent limitation or standard which would be applicable to such
of Representatives as soon .as practicable after the date of enact- toxic pollutant if it were discharged by such source other than
ment of the Clean Water Act of 1977, but no later than July 1, through a publicly owned treatment works, and does not prevent
1980. Such effluent limitations or effluent standards (or prohibi- sludge use or disposal by such works in accordance with section
tions) shall be established for every other toxic pollutant listed 405 of this Act, then the pretreatment requirements for the sources
under paragraph (1) of this subsection as soon as practicable after actually discharging such toxic pollutant into such publicly owned
it is so listed, treatment works may be revised by the owner or operator of such

(3) Each such effluent standard (or prohibition) shall be re- works to reflect the removal of such toxic pollutant by such works.
viewed and, if appropriate, revised at least every three years. (2) The Administrator shall, from time to time, as control tech-

(4) Any effluent standard promulgated .under this section, shall nology, processes, operating methods, or other alternative change,
be at that level which the Administrator determines provides an revise such standards following the procedures established by this
ample margin of asfe.ty, subsection for promulgation of such standards.

(5) When proposing or promulgating any effluent standard (or (3) When proposing or promulgating any pretreatment stand-
prohibition) under this section, the Administrator shall designate ard under this section, the Administrator shall designate the cat-

~ the category or categories of sources to which the effluent standard egory or categories of sources to which such standard shall apply.

so (or prohibition) shall apply. Any disposal of dredged material may (4) Nothingin this subsection shall affect any pretreatment rs-
be included in such a category of sources after consultation with quirement established by any State or local law not in conflict with

¢~- the Secretary of the Army. . any pretreatment standard established under this _subsection.
~ - (6) Any effluent standard (or prohibition) established pursuant (c) In order to ensure that any source introducing pollutants

to this section shall take effect on such date or dates as specified into a publicly owned treatment- works, which source would be a
in the order promulgating such standard, but in no case, more than new source subject to section 306 if it were to discharge pollutants,
one year fro_m the da~ of su~..p.romulgation..If th.~. Ad.m!nis.trator will not cause a violation of the effluent limitations established for
determines that �ompstamm wmun., one year srom me_aat~ o! p.ro- any such treatment works, the Administrator shall promulgate
w’"~tion i~ t~dmol~ically in/’~asibla for ¯ category of sources, the pretreatment standards for the category of such sources simulta-
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neously with the promulgation of standards of performance under
section 306 for the equivalent category of new sources. Such (B) the Administrator or his authorized representative (in-
pretreatment standards shall prevent the discharge of cluding an authorized contractor acting as a representative o1"llut-any
ant into such treatment works, which pollutant may interfereP°with, the Administrator), upon ~)resentation of his credentials--

(i) shall have a right of entry to, upon, or through anypass through, or othe~vise be incompatible with such works,
premises in which an effluent source is located or in which(d) Attar the effectiva date of any effluent standard or prohibi-
any records required to be maintained under clause (A) oftion or pretreatment standard promulgated under this section, it
this subsection are located, and

aS,h_al_l__b~_ ___unlaw~.ul for, .m~.y o ~wnsr or operator of any source to oper- (ii) may at reasonable times have access to and copyte any source m vzolatzon ol any such effluent standard or prohibi-
any records, inspect any monitoring equipment or .method

tion or pretreatment standard,                                                     required under clause (A), and sample any effluents which(e) COMPLIANCE DATE EXTENSION FOR INNOVATIVE
the owner or operator of such source is required to samplePRETREATMENT SYSTEMS.rain the case of any existing facility that
under such clause.proposes to comply with the pretreatment standards of subsection

(b) Any records, reports, or information obtained under this(b) of this section by applying an innovative system that meets the section (1) shall, in the case of effluent data, be related to any ap-requirements of section 301(k) of this Act, the owner or operator of ~licable effluent limitations, toxic, pretreatment, or new source per-the publicly owned treatment works receiving the treated effluent tormance standards, and (2) shall be available to the public, except
from such £acility may extend the date for compliance with the ap- that upon a showing satisfactory to the Administrator by any per-
plicsble pretreatment standard established under this section for a son. that records, reports, or information, or particular part thereo£
period not to exceed 2 years-- (other than effluent data), to which the Administrator has access

(1) if the Administrator determines that the innovative under this section, if made public would divulge methods or prec-
system has the potential/’or industxywide application, and esses entitled to protection as trade secrets of such person, the Ad-

(2) if the Administrator (or the State in consultation with ministrator shall consider such record, report, or ~nformation, or
the Administrator, in any case in which the State has a particular portion thereof confidential in accordance with the pur-

poses o£ section 1905 of title 18 of the United States Code. Any au-pretreatment program approved by the Administrator)--
thorized representative of the Administrator (including an author-(A) determines that the proposed extension will not
ized contractor acting as a representative o1" the Administrator)

tioncauseoftheit~ permitPubliClYunder°Wnedsectiontreatment402 orW°rksof section to be 405in viola-or to who knowingly or willfully publishes, divulges, discloses, or makes
known in any manner or to any extent not authorized by law anycontribute to such a violation, and information which is required to be considered confidential under(B) concurs with the proposed extension, this subsection shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned

(33 u.8.c. 1317) not more than 1 year, or both. Nothing in this subsection shall pro-
INB~ONB, MONITORING, AND ENTRY hibit the Administrator or an authorized representative of the Ad-

ministrator (including an~, authorized contractor acting as a rep-
resentative of the Admimstrator) from disclosing records, reports,SEC. i3r0.8..(a) .Wh.enever ~r~q~_red to carry out the objective o/"
or information to other officers, employees, or authorized represent-this Act, ncmuing nut not limited to (1) developing or assisting in
atives of the United States concerned with carrying out this Act orthe development of any effluent limitatio’n, or other limitation, pro-

hibition, or effluent standard, pretreatment standard, or standard when relevant in any proceeding under this Act.
(c) Each State may develop and submit to the Administratorof performance under this Act; (2) determining whether any person

procedures under State~ law for inspection, monitoring, and entryis in violation of any such effluent limitation, or other limitation,
with respect to point sources located in such State. If the Adminis-prohibition or effluent standard, pretrvatment standard, or stand,
trator finds that the procedures and the law of any State relatingard of performance; (3) any requirement established under this sac.
to inspection, monitoring, and entry are applicable to at least thetion; or (4) carrying out sections 305, 311, 402, 404 (relating to

State permit programs), 405, and 604 ofthls Act-- same extent as those required by this section, such State is author-
ized to apply and enforce its procedures for inspection, monitoring,(A) the Administrator shall require the owner or operator and ent.ry with respect to point sources located in such State (ex-

.o.f..any ~point s~. urca to (i) establish and maintain such records, cept with respect to point sources owned or operated by the United
tnj m~u~e such reports, Off) install, use, and maintain such States).
mo.~tori.n~.equip.ment or methods (including where appro- (d) Accrues BY CososEss.--Notwlthstanding any limitationpna~e, o~ologicai monitoring methods), (iv) sample such c.ontained~in this section or any other provision o/law, all in£orma-effluents (in accordance with such methods, at such locations, tmn reported to or o.therwise obtained by the Administrator (or any
at such intervals, and in such. manner as the Administrator representative of the Administrator) under this Act shall be made
shall prescribe), and (v) provide ~uch other ini’ormation as he available, upon written request of any duly authorized committee
may reasonably require; and o£ Congress, to such committee.

(33 U.S.c. 1318}
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FEDi~It~ ENFORCEMENT the violation, and shall specify a time for compliance not to exceed
thirty days in the case of a violation st" an interim complianceSEC. 309. (a)(1) Whenever, on the basis of any information
schedule or operation and maintenance requirement and not to ex-available to bird, the Administrator finds that any person is in vie-
ceed a time the Administrator determines to be reasonable in thelation of any condition or limitation which implement~ section 301,
case of a violation of a final deadline, taking into account the seri-302, 306, 307, 308, 318, or 405 of this Act in a permit issued by
ousness of the violation and any good faith efforts to comply witha State under an approved permit program under section 402 or
applicable requirements.404 of this Act, he shall proceed underhis authority in paragraph

(B) The Administrator may, if he determines (i) that any per-.(3) of this su.bse_c_ tion or he shall notify the person in alleged viola-
son who is a violator of, or any person who is otherwise not in cam-ties ana such State of such finding. If beyond the thirtieth day
pliance with, the time requirements under this Act or in any per-after the Administrator’s notification the State has not commenced
sit issued under this Act, has acted in good faith, and has madeappropriate enforcement action, the Administrator shall issue an

order requirin~such person to comply with such condition or limi- a commitment (in the form of contracts or other securities) of nec-
ta~i,o.n or s.h.allDring a civil action in accordance with subsection (b) essary resources to achieve compliance by the earliest possible date
el uns secuon, after July 1, 1977, but not later than April 1, 1979; (ii) that any

extension under this provision will not result in the imposition of(2) Whenever, on the basis of information available to him, the
any additional controls on any other point or nonpoint source; (iii)Administrator finds that violations of permit conditions or limits-
that an application for a permit under section 402 of this Act wastions as set/’orth in paragraph (1) of this subsection are so wide-
filed for such person prior to December 31, 1974; and (iv) that thespread that such violations appear to result from a failure of the
facilities necessary for compliance with such requirements areState to enforce such permit conditions or limitations effectively, he
under construction, grant an extension of the date re/erred to inshall so notify the State. If the Administrator finds such failure ex-
section 301(bXIXA) to a date which will achieve compliance at the~ends beyond the thirtieth day a/tar such notice, he .shall give pub.
earliest time possible but not later than April 1, 1979.ic..notice of such finding. During the peried beginning with such

(6) Whenever, on the basis of information available to hi,n, thepublic notice and ending when such State satisfies the Adminis-
Administrator finds (A) that any person is in violation of section’trator that it will enforce such conditions and limitations (hereafter
301(b)(1) (A) or (C) of this Act, (B) that such person cannot meetreferred to in this section as the period of "federally assumed an-
the requirements for a time extension under section 301(iX2) offorcement"), except where an extension has been granted under

paragraph (SXB) of this subsection, the Administrator shall enforce this Act, and (C) that the most expeditious and appropriate means
o/" compliance with this Act by such person is to discharge into aany permit condition or limitation with respect to any person--
publicly owned treatment works, thenp upon request of such person,(A) by issuing an order to comply with such condition or

limitation, or the Administrator may issue an order requiring such person to
(B) by brivging a civil action under subsection (b) of this comply with this Act at the earliest date practicable, but not later

section, than July 1, 1983, by discharging into a publicly owned treatment
(3) Whenever on the basis of any ini’ormation available to him works if such works concur with such order. Such order shall in-

the Administrator finds that any person is in violation of section dude a schedule of compliance.
301, 302, 306, 307, 308, 318, or 405 of this Act, or is in violation (b) The Administrator is authorized to commence a civil action
of any permit condition or limitation implementing any of such sac- for appropriate relief, including a permanent or temporary injunc-
tions in a permit issued under section 402 of thzs Act b~ him or ties, for any violation for which he is authorized to issue a compli-
by a State or in a permit issued under section 404 of thzs Act by ance order under subsection (a) of this section. Any °action under
a State, he shall issue an order requiring such person to comply this subsection may be brought in the district court of the United
with such section or requirement, or he shall brzng a civil action States for the district in which the defendant is located or resides
in accordance with subsection (b) of this section, or is doing business, and such court shall have jurisdiction to re-

(4) A copy of any order issued under this subsection shall be strain such violation and to require compliance. Notice of the cam-
sent immediately by the Administrator to the State in which the mencement of such action shall be given immediately to the appro-
violation occurs andother" affected States. In any case in which an priate State.
order under this subsection (or notice to a violator under paragraph (c) CRIMINAL PENALT|F~.~
(1) of this subsection) is issued to a corporation, a copy of such (1) NEGLIGENT V1OLATIONS.~Any person who--
order (or notice) shall be served on any appropriate corporate offi- (A) negligently violates section 301, 302, 306, 307, 308,
cars. An order issued under this subsection relatinl~ to a violation 311(b)(3), 318, or 405 of this Act, or any permit condition
of section 308 of this Act shall not take effect until the person to or limitation implementing any el" such sections in a per-
whom it is issued has had an opportunity to confer with the Ad- sit issued under section 402 of this Act by the Adminis-
ministrator concerning the alleged violation, treater or by a State, or any requirement imposed in a

(6XA) Any order issued under this subsection shall be by per- ’~ pretreatment program approved under section 402(aX3) or
serial service, shall state with reasonable specificity the nature of 402(b)(8) of-this Act or in a permit issued under section
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404 of tide Act by the Secretary of the Army or by a State; time that he thereby places another person in imminent
or danger of death or serious bodily injury, shall, upon convic-

(B) negligently introduces into a sewer system or into tion, be subject to a fine of not more than $250.000 or im-
a publicly owned treatment works any pollutant or hazard- prisonment of not more than 15 years, or both. A person
ous substance widch such person knew or reasonably which is an organization shall, upon conviction of violating

this subparagraph, be subject to a fine of not more than~hould have known could cause personal injury or property
amage or, other than in compliance with all applicable $1,000,000. If a conviction of a person is for a violation

Federal, S.tate, or local _r_eqttirements or permits, which committed after a first conviction of such person under
causes such treatment works to violate any effluent limita- this paragraph, the maximum punishment shal! be dou-
tion or condition in any permit issued to the treatment bled with respect to both fine and imprisonment."
works under section 402 of this Act by the Administrator (B) ADDITIONAL PROVISIONs.--For the purpose of sub-
or a State; paragraph (A) of this paragraph--

shall be punished by a fine of not less than $2,500 nor more (i) in determining whether a defendant who is an
than $25,000 per day of violation, or b~ imprisonment for not individual knew that his conduct placed another per-
more than 1 year, or by both. If a conv~ction of a person is for son in imminent danger of death or serious bodily in-
n violation committed after a first conviction of such person jury-- (I) the per~n is responsible only for actual
under this paragraph, punishment shall be by a fine of not
more than $50,000 per day of violation, or by imprisonment of awareness or actual belief that he possessed; and
not more than 9_ years, or by both. (II) knowledge possessed by a person other

(2) KNOWINO VIOLATIONS.--.~y person who--- than the defendant but not by the defendant him-
(A) knowingly violates section 301, 302, 306, 307, 308, self may not be attributed to the defendant;

except that in proving the defendant’s possession of.311(bX3), 318, or 405 of this Act, or any permit condition
or limitation implementing rely of such sections in a per- actual knowledge, circumstantial evidence may be
mit issued under section 402 of thin Act by the Adminis- used, including evidence that the defendant took

firmative steps to shield himself from relevant infor-trator or by a State, or ~ny requirement imposed in a
pr~trestment program approved under section 402(aX3) or mation;
402(bX8) of this Act or in a permit issued under section (ii) it is an affirmative defense to prosecution that
404 of this Act by the Secretary of the Army or by a State; the conduct charged was consented to by the person

~endangered and that the danger and conduct chargedor were reasonably foreseeable hazards of-(B} knowingly introduce~ into a sewer system or into
a publicly owned treatment works any pollutant or hazard- (I) an occupation, a business, or a profession;
ous substance which such person knew or reasonably ~ or (II) medical treatment or medical or scientific
should have known could cause personal injury or property
damage or, other than in compliance with all applicable experimentation conducted by professionally ap-
Federal, State, or local _requirements or permits, which proved methods and such other person had been
causes such treatment works to violate any effluent limita- made aware of the risks involved prior to giving

consent;tion or condition in ¯ permit issued to the treatment works
under section 402 of this Act by the Administrator or a and such defense may be established under this sub-
State; paragraph by a preponderance ot" the evidence;

shall be punished by a fine of not less that $5,000 nor more (iii) the term "organization" means a legal entity,
than $50,000 per day oir violation, or by imprisenment for not other than a government, established or organized for

any purpose, and such term includes a corporation,more than 3 yaar~, or by both. If a conviction of a person is
company, association, firm, partnership, joint stockfor a violation committed alter a first conviction of such person ......

~ under this paragraph, punishment shall be by a fine o£ not company, foundation, mst~tutlon, trust, society, umon,
more than. $100,000 per day of violation, or imprisonment of or an.~ other association of persons; and

~:~ not more than 6 years, or by both. (~v) the term "serious bodily injurf means bodily
o~. (3) KNOWlNO ENDANO~-NT.-- injury which involves a substantial risk of death, un-

~ _ (A) G~$~r.AL lttn~.---Any person who knowingly vio-
consciousness, extreme physical pain, protracted and

lares section 301, 302, 306, 307, 308, 311(bX3), 318, or 405 : . obvious disfigurement, or protracted loss or impair-
of this Act, or any permit condition or limitation imple- meat of the function of a bodily member, organ, or
meriting any of such Sectiorm in a permit issued under see- mental faculty.
tion 402 of this Act by the Administrator or by a State, or (4) FALSE STATEMENTS.--Any person who knowingly makes
in ¯ permit issued under section 404 of this Act by the Sac- any false material statement, representation, or certification in
retary of the Army or by a State, and who knows at that any application, record, report, plan, or other document filed or
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required to be maintained under this Act or who knowin~gly fal- (e) Whenever a municipality is a party to a civil action brought
sifies, tampers with, or renders inaccurate an), monitoring de- by the United States under this section, the State in which such
vice or method required to be maintained under this Act, shall municipality is located shall be joined as a party. Such State shall
upon conviction, be punished by a fine of not more than be liab|e for payment of any judgment, or any expenses incurred
$10,000, or by imprisonment for not more than 2 years, or by as a result of complying with any judgment~ entered against the
both. If a conviction of. a person is for a violation committed municipality in such action to the. extent that the laws of that
after a first conviction of such person under this paragraph, State prevent the municipality from raising revenues needed to
punishment shall be by a fine of’ not_more than $20,000 per comply with such judgment~
day of violation, or by imprisonment of not more than 4 years, (f) Whenever, on the basis of an information available to him,
or b~5~othTl~T~gsT the Administrator finds that an owner or operator or any source is

oF SINGLE OPEKA, TIONAL UPSET.mFor pur- introducing a pollutant into a treatment works in vio!_ati0.n of sub-
poses of’this subsection, a single operational upset which leads section (d) of’ section 307, the Administrator may notify the owner
to simultaneous violations of more than one pollutant param- or operator of such treatment works and the State ofs.u~h viola-
eter shall be treated ~s a single violation, tion. If the owner or operator of the treatment works does’ not

(6) RESPONSIBLE ~RPORATE OFFICER AS "rElt.qON".--For mence appropriate enforcement action within 30 days of" the date
the purpose of this subsection, the term ~person" means, in ad- of such notification, the Administrator may commence a civil actionfor appropriate relief, including but not limited to, a permanent or
dition to the definition contained in section 502(5) of this Act, temporary injunction, against.the owner or. o.peretor of su.ch ,t.reat-any responsible corporate officer, meat works. In any such civil action the Administrator snail join(7) ~U8 SUBSTANCE DEFINED.~For the purpose of the owner or operator of such source as a party_~ the.action:Suchthis subsection, the term ~hazardous substance" means (A) any action shall be brought in the district court of the United Statessubstance designated pursuant to section 311(bX2XA) of this in the district in which the treatment works is located. Such courtAct, (B) any element, compound, mixture, solution, or sub- shall have jurisdiction to restrain such violation and to require thestance designated pursuant to section 102 of the Comprehen-
sive EnvironmentalResponse, Compensation, and Liability Act owner or operator of the treatment works and the owner or opera-
of 1980, (C) any- hazardous waste having the characteristics tot of the source to take such action as may be necessary to comeinto compliance with this Act. Notice of commencement of" any such
identified under or listed pursuant to section 3001 of the Solid action shall be given to the State. Nothing in this subsection shallWaste Disposal Act (but not including any waste the regulation he construed to limit or prohibit any other authority the Adminis-of which under the Solid Waste Disposal Act has been sue- trator may have under this Act.
pended by Act of Congress), (D) any toxic pollutant listed (g) ADMINISTRATI~q~ I~N~.LTIES.--under section 307(a) of this Act, and (E) any imminently haz- (1) VtOL~TiONS.~Whenever on the basis of any informa-ardous chemical substance or mixture with respect to which tion available--the Administrator has taken action pursuant to section 7 o£ the (A) the Administrator finds that any person has rio-
Toxic Substances Control Act. lated section 301, 302, 306, 307, 308, 318, or 405 of this
(d) Any person who violates section 301, 302, 306, 307, 308, Act, or has violated any permit condition or limitation i.m-311(bX3), 318 or 405 of.this Act, or any permit condition or limits- plementing any of" such sections, in a permit issued under

tion implementing any of such sections in a permit issued under section 402 of this Act by the Administrator or by a State,
section 402 of this Act by the Administrator, or by a State, or in or in a permit issued under section 404 by a State, or
a permit issued under section 404 of. this Act by a State,,s or any (B) the Secretary of" the Army (hereinafter in this sub-
requirement imposed in a pretreatment program approved under section referred to as the "Secretary") finds that any .per-
section 402(aX3) or 402(bX8) of this Act, and any person who rio. son has violated any permit condition or limitation m a
lates any order issued by the Administrator under subsection (a) of permit issued, under section 404 of this Act by the Sac-
this section, shall be subject to a civil penalty not to exceed $25,000 retary,
per day for each violation. In determining the amount of. a civil the Administrator or Secretary, as the case may be, may, after
penalty the court shall consider the seriousness of the violation or consultation with the State in which the violation occurs, as-
violations, the economic benefit (if" any) resulting from the viola- seas a class I civil penalty or a class II civil penalty under this
tion, any history of. such violations, any good-faith efforts to comply subsection.~ with the applicable requirements, the economic impact of the pen- (2) CLASSES OF PENALTIES.--

�:~ alty on the violator, and such other matters as justice may require. (A) CLASS l.--The amount of a class I civil p~enalty
o For purposes of. this sub_section, a single operational upset which under paragraph (1) may ~not exceed $10,000 per violation,
-x leads to simultaneous violations of more than one pollutant param- except that the maximum amount o/" any class I civil pen-~
~ eter shall be treated ~ a single violation. ~-, airy under this subparagraph, shall .no,t, excee_d $25,0,~...B.e-co ~ fore issuing an order s~essmg a c~vi_s penalty unaer

s̄~ Lq t~w. ~ I’.L too-4, ~ ~t~s~t~, tot St~. ~s. subparagraph, the Administrator or the Secretary, as the
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case may be, shall give to the person to be assessed such ante of the order, the Administrator or Secretary shall im-
penalty written notice of the Administrator’s or Secretary’s mediately set aside such order and provide a hearing in ac-
proposal to issus such order and the opportunity to re- cordance with paragraph (2XA) in the case of a class 1 civil
quest, within 30 days of the date the notice is received by penalty and paragraph (2XB) in the case of a class II civil
such person, a hearing on the proposed order. Such hear- penalty. If the Administrator or Secretary denies a hearing
ing shall not be subject to section 554 or 556 of title 5, under this subparagraph, the Administrator or Secretary
United States Code, but shall provide a reasonable oppor- shall provide to the petitioner, and publish in the Federal
tunity to be heard and to represent evidence. Register, notice of and the reasons for such denial.

(B) CLASS ll.wThe mmottut of a class II civil penalty (5) FINALITY OF ORDER.wAn order issued under this sub-under paragraph (1) may not exceed $10,000 per day for section shall become final 30 days after its issuance un.ress a
each day during which the violation continues; except that petition for judicial review is filed under paragraph (8) or athe maximum amount of any clus II civil penalty under

hearing is requested under paragraph (4)(C). if such a he,ari,ngthis subparagraph shall not exceed $125,000. Except as is denied, such order shall become final 30 days after SUChotherwise provided in this subsection, a class II civil pen-
alty shall be assessed and collected in the same manner, nial.
and subject to the same provisions, as in the case of civil (6) EFFECT OF ORDER.--
penalties assessed and collected after notice and oppor- (A) LIMITATION ON ACTIONS tINDER OTHER SECTIONS.~
tunity for a hearing on the record in accordance with sec- Action taken by the Administrator or the Secretary, as the

Lion 554 of title 5, United States Code. The Administrator case may be, under this subsection shall not affect or" limit
the Administrator’s or Secretary’s authority to enforce any

and the Secretary ma~v issue rules for discovery procedures
for hearings under this subparagraph, provision of this Act; except that any violation--
(3) DEI~RMININO AMOUNT.mln determining the amount of (i) with respect to which the Administrator or the

any penalty assessed under this subsection, the Administrator Secretary has commenced and is diligently prosecuting
or the Secretary, as the caes may be, shall take into account an action under this subsection,

(ii) with respect to which a State has commencedthe nature, cirt’umstances, extent and gravity of the violation,
or violations, and, with respect to the violator, ability to pay, and is diligently prosecuting an action under a State
any prior history of such violations, the degree of culpability, law comparable to this subsection, or
economic benefit or savings (if any) resulting from the viola. (iii) for which the Administrator, the Secretary, or
tion, and such other matters S~ justice may require. For put- the State has issued.a final order not subject to fur-
poses of’this subsection, a mingle opetztional upset which leads ther judicial review and the violator has paid a pen-
to simultaneous violations of more than one pollutant param- alty assessed under this subsection, or such com-
eter shall be treated u a eingle violation, parable State law, as the case may be,

(4) RIOHTS O1~ INTI~R~’F~D P~I~qoNs.-- shallnot be the subject of a civil penalty action under sub-
(A) PUBLIC N(Yrict~.--Before issuing an order assessing section (d) of this section or section 311(b) or section 505

a civil penalty under this subsection the Administrator or of this Act.
Secretary, as the r~mo may be, shall provide public notice (B) APPLICABILITY OF LIMITATION WITH RESPECT TO
Of and reasonable opportunity to comment on the proposed CITIZEN SUITs.--The limitations contained in subparagraph
issuance of such order. " (A) on civil penalty actions under section 505 of this Act

(B) ~NTATION OF EVIDENCE.mA~y pelion who shall not appl~ with respect to any violation for which--
comments on ¯ propo~d assessment o[" a penalty under (i) a clvil’action under section 505(aXl) of this Act
this subsection shall be given notice o/" an)" hearing held has been filed prior to commencement of an action
under this subsection and of the order assessing such pen- under this subsection, or
alty. In any heari~ held under this subsection, such per- (ii) notice o/" an alleged violation of section
son shall have a reasonable opportunity to be heard and 505(aX1) of this Act has been given in accordance with
to present evidence, section 505(bXIXA) prior to commencement o£ an ac-

((~) RIGH’r~ OF INTEREfft~D PERSONS TO A HEARING.~ tion under this subsection and an action under section
li" no hearing is held under paragraph (2) before issuance 505(aXl) with respect to such alleged violation is filed
oi" an order assessing a penalty under this subsection, any before the 120th day aRer the date on which such no-
person who commented on the proposed assessment may .                    rice is given.
petition, within 30 days after the issuance of such order, ’~ (7) EFFECT OF ACTION ON COMPLIANCE.ruNS action by the
the Administrator or Secretary, as the case may be, to met Administrator or the Secretary under this subsection shall af-
aside such order and to provide a hearing on the penalty, fact any_ _person’s obligation to comply, with any section of this
If the evidenco presented by the petitioner in support of Act or with the terms and conditions of any permit issued pur-
the petition is material and was not considered in the issu- suant to section 402 or 404 of this Act.
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(8) JUDICIAL REVlEW.NAny person against whom a civil issued pursuant to this parajraph and served upon any person,
penalty is assessed under this subsection or who commented the district court of the United States for any district in which
on the proposed assessment of such penalty in accordance with such person is found, resides, or transacts business, upon ap-
paragraph (4) may obtain review of such assessment-- plication by the United States and after notice to such person,° (A) in the case of assessment of a class I civil penalty, shall have jurisdiction to issue an order reqttiring such person

in the United States District Court for the District of Co~ to appear and give testimony before the administrative law
lumbia or in the district in which the violation is alleged judge or to appear and produce documents before the adminiso
to have occurred, or trative law judge, or both, and any failure to obey such order

(B) in the case ofasesesment of a class II civil penalty, of the court may be punished by such court as a contempt
in United States Court of Appeals for the District of Co- thereof.
lumbia Circuit or for any other circuit in which such per- (11) PROTECTION OF EXISTING PROCEDURES.--Nothing
son resides or transacts business, this subsection shall change the procedures existing on the day

bn~o filing a notice of appeal in such court within the 30-day pc- before the date of the enactment of the Water Quality Act of
.d beginning on the date the civil penalty order is iseuedand 1987 under other subsections of this section for issuance and

by simultaneously sending a copy of such notice by certified enforcement of orders by the Administrator.mail to the Administrator or the Secretary, as the case may be,
and the Attorney General. The Administrator or the Secretary (33 u.s.c. 1319)
shall promptly file in such court a certified copy of the record INTERNATIONAL POLLUTION ABATEMENT
on which the order was issued. Such court shall not set aside
or remand such order unless there is not substantial evidence SEC. 310. (a) Whenever the Administrator, upon receipts of re-
in the record, taken as a whole, to support the finding of a via- ports, surveys, or studies from any duly constituted international
lation or unless the Administrator’s or Secretary’s assessment agency, has reason to believe that pollution is occurring which an-
of the penalty constitutes an abuse of discretion and shall not dangers the health or welfare of persons in a foreign country, and
impose additional civil penalties for the same violation unless the Secretary of State requests him to abate such pollution, he
the Administrator’s or Secretary’s assessment of the penalty shall give formal notification thereof to the State water pollution
constitutes an abuse of discretion, control agency oF the State or States in which such discharge or

(9) COLLECTION.--If any person fails to pay an assessment discharges originate and to the appropriate interstate agency, if
of a civil penalty-- any. He shall also promptly call such s hearing, if he believes that

(A) after the order making the assessment has become such pollution is occurring in sufficient quantity to warrant such
final, or action, and if such foreign country has given the United States

(B) after a court in an action brought under paragraph sentially the same rights with respect to the prevention and control
(8) has entered a final judgment in favor of the Adminis- of pollution occurring in that country as is given that country by
trator or the Secretary, as the case may be, this subsection. The Administrator, through the Secretary of State,

the Administrator or the Secretary shall request the Attorney shall invite the foreign country which may be adversely affected by
General to bring a civil action in an appropriate district court the pollution to attend and participate in the hearing, and the rap-
to recover the amount assessed (plus interest at currently pre- resentative of such country shall, for the purpose of the hearing
vailing rates from the date of the final order or the date of the and any further proceeding resulting from such heating, have all
final judgment, as the case may be). In such an action, the va- the fights of a Statswater pollution control agency. Nothing in this
lidity, amount, and appropriateness of such penalty shall not subsection shall be construed to modify, amend, repeal, or other-
be subject to review. Any person who fails to pay on a timely wise affect the provisions of the 1909 Boundary Waters Treaty be-
basis the amount of an assessment of a civil penalty as de- tween Canada and the United States or the Water Utilization
scribed in the first sentence of this paragraph shall be required Treaty of 1944 between Mexico and the United States (59 Star.
to pay, in addition to such amount and interest, attorneys fees 1219), relative to the control and abatement of pollution in waters
and costs for collection proceedings and a quarterly nonpay- covered by those treaties.
ment penalty for each quarter during which such failure to pay (b) The calling of a hearing under this section shall not be can-
persists. Such nonpayment penalty shall be in an amount strued by the courts, the Administrator, or any person as limiting,
equal to 20 percent ot" the aggregate amount of such person’s modifying, or otherwise affecting the functions and responsibilities
penalties ~nd nonpayment penalties which are unpaid as of the of the Administrator under this section to establish and enforce
beginning of such quarter, water quality requirements under this Act.

(10) SUBPOEHxS.wThe Administrator or Secretary, as the (c) The Administrator shall publish in the Federal Register a
case may be, may issue subpoenu for the attendance and teeti- notice of a public hearing before a hearing board of five or more
many of witnesses and the production of relevant papers, persons appointed by the Administrator. A "majority of the mem-
books, or documents in connection with hearings under this be~s of’the board and the chairman who shall be designated by the
subse~ion. In case of contumacy or refusal to obey a subpoena Administrator shall not be officers or employees of Federal, State,
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or local governments. On the basis of the evidence presented at nova all relevant issues, but shall receive in evidence the record of
s~,ch hearing, the board shall within sixty days after completion of the proceedings before the conference or hearing board. The court
the hearing make findings of fact as to whether or not such po|]u- she]]have jurisdiction to enter such judgment and orders enforcing
~ion..is oc.c..urring and shall thereupon by_ decision, incorporating its such judgment as it deems appropriate or to remand such proceed-nndings merein, make such recommendations to abate the poilu- ings to the Administrator for such further action as it may direct.
ties as may be appropriate and shall transmit such decision and {33 U.S.C. 1320)the record of the hesrmgs to the Administrator. All such decisions
shall be public. Upon receipt of such decision, the Administrator OiL AND HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE LL~BILYI’Y
shall promptly implement the board’s decision in accordance with
the provisions of this Act. SEC. 311. (a) For the pu _rpo~e of this section, the term--.°

(d) In connection with any hearin!g called under this sub- (1) "oil" means oil of any kind or in any form, including,
section, the board is authorized to reqmre any persons whose al- but not limited to, petroleum, fuel oil, sludge, oil refuse, and
I.eged a~tivities result in discharges causing or contributing to psi- oil mixed with wastes other than dredged spoil;
lution to file with it in such forms as it may prescribe, a report (2) "discharge" includes, but is not limited to, any spilling,
based on existing data, furnishing such information ss may reason- leaking, pumping, pouring, emitting, emptying or dumping, but
sbly be required ms to the character, kind, snd quantity of such dis- excludes (A) discharges in compliance with a permit under sec-

tion 402 of this Act, (B) discharges resulting from cir-charges and the use of fscilities or other means to prevent or re-
duce such discharges by the person filing such s report. Such re- cumstances identified and reviewed and made a part o£ the
PO~ shall be made under oath or otherwise, as the board may pre- public record with respect to s permit issued or modified under
ecrme, and shall be filed with the beard within such reasonable pe- section 402 of this Act, and subject to a condition in ouch per-
riod as it may prescribe, unless additional time is granted by it. sit, and (C) continuous or anticipated intermittent discharges
Upon a .showing.satisfactory to the board by thepereon filingsuch from a point source, identified in a permit or permit applica-
report that such report or portion thereof (other than effluent tion under section 402 of this Act, which are caused by events
data), to which tha Adminsitrator has access under this section, if occurring within the scope of relevant operating or treatment
made public would divulge trade secrets or secret processes of such systems;
person, the board shall consider such report or portion thereof con- (3) ~vessel" means every description of watercraft or other
fidentisl for the purpese~ of section 1905 of title 18 of the United artificial contrivance used, or capable of being used, as a
States Code. If any person required to file any report under this means of transportation on water other than a public vessel;
paragraph shall fail to do so within the time fixed by the board for (4) "public vessel" means a vessel owned or bareboat-char-
filing the same, and such failure shall continue/’or thirty days slyer tared and operated by the United States, or by a State or polit-
notice of such default, such person shall forfeit to the United States ical subdivision thereof, or by a foreign nation, except when
the sum of $1,000 for each and every day of the continuance of such vessel is engaged in commerce;
such failure, which forfeiture oh,ill be payable into the Treasury of (5) "United States" means the States, the District of Co-
the United States, and shall be recoverable in a civil suit in the lumbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Commonwealth
name of the United States in the district court of the United States of the Northern Mariana Islands, Guam, American Samoa, the
where such person has his princi~pal office or in any district in Virgin Islands, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands;
which he does business. The Admmistrator may upon application (6) "owner or operator" means (A) in the case of a vessel,
therefor remit or mitigate any /’orfeitttre provided for under this any person owning, operating, or chartering by demise, such
subsection, vessel, and (B) in the ease o~ an onshore facility, and an off-

(e) Board members, other than officers or employees of Federal, shore facility, any person owning or operating such onshore fa-
State, or local governments, shall be for each day (including travel- cility or offshore facility, and (C) in the case of any abandoned
time) during which thw/are performing board business, entitled to offshore facility, the person who owned or operated such facil-
receive compensation at a rate fixed by the Administrator but not ity immediately prior to such abandonment;
in excess of the maximum rate of pay/’or grade GS-18, as provided (7) "person" includes an individual, firm, corporation, asso-
in the General Schedule under section 5332 of title 5 o/’ the United elation, and a partnership;
States Code, and shall, notwithstanding the limitations of sections (8) "remove" or "removal" refers to containment and re-
5703 and 5704 of title 5 of the United States Code, be fully reim- moral of the oil or hazardous substances from the water and
bureed for travel, subsistence, and related expenses, shorelines or the taking of such- other actions as may be nec-

(i) When any such recommendation adopted by the Adminis- essary to minimize or mitigate damage to the public health or
trater involves the institution of enforcement proceedings against Welfare, including, but not limited to, fish, shellfish, wildlife,
any person to obtain the abatement of pollution ~ubject to such rec. and public and private property, shorelines, and beaches;
ommandation* the Administrator shall institute such proceedings if (9) "contiguous_ zoner means the entire zone established or
he believes that the evidonc6 warrants such proceedings. The dis- to be established by the United States under article 24 o£ the
trios court of the United States shall consider and determine de Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone;
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(10) "onshore facility" means any facility (including, but which may affect natural resources belonging to, appertaining to,
not limited to, motor vehicles and rolling stock) of any kind 1o- or under the exclusive management authority of the United States
cated in, on, or under, any land within the United States other (including resources under the Fishery Conservation and Manage-
than submerged land; ment Act ol" 1976).

(11) "offshore facility" means an~, facility of any kind 1o- (2XA) The Administrator shall develop, promulgate, and revisesated in, on, or under, any of the navigable waters of the Unit- as may be appropriate, regulations designating aehazardous sub-
ed S~tos, and any facility of any kind which is subject to the stances, other than oil as defined in this section, such elements andjurisdiction of the United States and is located in, on, or under compounds which, when discharged in any quantity into or upon
any other waters, other than a vessel or a public vessel; the navigable waters of the United States or adjoining shorelines

(12) "act of God" meats art act occasioned by an unantici- or the waters of the contiguous zone or in connection with activities
pated grave natural disaster; ° under the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act or the Deepwater

(13) "barrel" mean~ 42 United States gallons at 60 degrees Port Act of 1974, or which may affect natural resources belonging
Fahrenheit; to, appertaining to, or under the exclusive management authority

(14.) "hazardous substance" means any substance des- of the United States (including resources under the Fishery Con-iguated pursuant to subsection (b)(2) of this section; servation and Management Act of" 1976), present an imminent and
(15) "inland oil barge" means a non-self-propelled vessel substantial danger to the public health or welfare, including, but

carrying oil in bulk as cargo and certificated to operate only in not limited to, fish, shellfish, wildlife, shorelines, and beaches.the inland waters of the United States, while operating in such (B) The Administrator shall within 18 months after the date
waters; of. enactment of this paragraph, conduct a study and report to the

(16) ~inland waters of the United States" means those wa- Congreq’s on methods.mechanisms, and procedures to crea.te incen-
tars of the United Statam lying in~ide the baseline from which tives to,achieve a higher standard st’ears in all aspects of the man-
the territorial sea is measured and those water outside such agamas1 and movement of hazardous substances on the part of
baseline which are a part of the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway; owners, operators, or persons in charge of onshore facilities, off-

(17) "otherwise" subject to the jurisdiction of the United shore facilities, or vessels. The Administrator shall include in suchStates" means subject to the jurisdiction of the United States study (1) limits of liability, (2) liability for third party damages, (3)
by virtue of United States citizenship, United States vessel penalties and fees, (4) spill prevention plans. (5)current practices
documentation or ntu~bering, or as provided for by inter- in the insurance and banking industries, and (6) whether thepen-
national agreement to which the United States is a party; alty enacted in subclause (bb) of clause (iii) of subparagraph (B) of

(18) "Area Committee" sears an Area Committee estal~ subsection (bX2) of section 311 of Public Law 92-500 should be en-
lished under subsection (j); acted.

(19) "Area Contingency plann means an Area Contingency (3) The discharge of oil or hazardous substances (i) into or
Plan prepared under subsection (j); upon the navigable waters of. the United States, adjoining shore-
_ (20) "Coast Guard District Response Group" means a lines, or into or upon the waters of the contiguous zone, or (ii) in
Coast Guard District Response Group established under sub- connection with activities under the Outer Continental Shelf Lands
section (j); Act or the Deepwater Port Act of 1974, or which may affect natural

(21) "Federal On-Scene Coordinator" means a Federal On- resources belonging to, appertaining to, or under the exclusive
Scene Coordinator designated in the National Contingency management authority of the United States (including resources

; under the Fishery Conservation and Management Act oie 1976), inPlan(22) "National Contingency Plann means the National Con- such quantities as may be harmful as determined by the President
tingency Plan prepared and published under subsection (d); under paragraph (4) of this subsection, is pro_hi.biter, except (A) in

(23) ~ational Response Unit" means the National Re- the case of such discharges into the waters oF the contiguous zone
sponse Unit established under subsection (j); and or which may affect natural resources belonging to, appertaining

(24) ~wor~t ease diecharga~ means-- to, or under the exclusive management authority of the United
(A) in the case of a vessel, a discharge in adverse States (inCluding resources under the Fishery Conservation and

weather conditions of its entire cargo; and Management Act of 1976), where permitted under the Protocol of.
(B) in the case of an offshore facility or onshore facil- 1978 Relating to the International Convention for the Prevention

ity, the largest foreseeable discharge in adverse weather of Pollution\from Ships, 1973, artd (B) where permitted in quan-
conditions, tildes and a~ times and locations or under such circumstances or

(bX1) The Congress hereby declares that it is the policy of the conditions as\the President may, by regulation, determine not to be
United States that there should be no discharges of oil or hazard- harmful. Any\regulations issued under this subsection shall be con-
ous substances into or upon the navigable waters of the United - sistent with ~d~ritime safety and with marine and navigation laws
States, adjoining shoreLines, or into or u.~.n the waters of the con- and regulations and applicable water quality standards.
tiguous zone, or in connection with acti~ntise under the Outer Con- ~ (4) The President shall by regulation determine for the pur-
tinentml Shell" Lmad~ Azt or the Deepwater Port Act of 1974, or poses of this section those quantities of oil and any hazardous sub-
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stances the discharge of which may be harmful to the public health per day for each day during which the violation contin-
or welfare or the environment of the United States, including but .ues; except that the maximum amount of any class II
not limited to fish, shellfish, wildlife, and public and private prop- civil penalty under this subparagraph shall not exceed
erty, shorelines, and beaches. $125,000. Except as otherwise provided in this sub-

(5) Any person in charge of a vessel or of an onshore facility section, a class II civil penalty shall be assessed and
or an offshore facility shal|~ as soon as ha has knowledge of any collected in the same manner, and subject to the same
discharge of oil or a hazardous substance from such vessel or f.aci]- provisions, as in the case of civil penalties assessed
ity in violation of paragraph (3) of tlds subsection, immediately no- and collected after notice and opportunity for a hear-tily the appropriate agency of the United States Government ot" ing on the record in accordance with section 554 ofsuch discharb, e. The Federal agency shall immediately notify the title 5, United States Code. The Administrator andappropriate State agency of. any State which is, or may reasonably
be expected to be, affected by the discharge of oil or a hazardous Secretary may issue rules for discovery procedures for

substance. Any such person (A) in charge of. a vessel from which hearings under this paragraph.
oil or a hazardous substance is discharged in violation of pragraph (C) RIGHTS OF INTERESTED PERSONS.--
(3Xi) of this subsection, or (B) in charge of a vessel from which oil (i) PUSLIC I~OTICZ.--Before issuing an order as-
or a hazardous substance is discharged in violation of paragraph sessing a class II civil penalty under this paragraph
(3Xii) of this subsection and who is otherwise subject to thejuris- the Administrator or Secretary, as the case may be,
diction of the United States at the time of the discharge, or (C) in shall provide public notice of and reasonable oppor-

char~ of an onshore facility or an offshore facility, who fails to no- tunity to comment on the proposed issuance of such
tify Immediately such agency of such discharge shall, upon convic- order.
tion, be fined in accordance with title 18, United States Code, or (ii) PRESENTATION OF EVIDENCE.~Any person who
imprisoned for not more than 5 years, or both. Notification received comments on a proposed assessment of a class II civil
pursuant to this paragraph shall not be used against any such nat- penalty under this paragraph shall be given notice of
ural person in any criminal case, except a prosecution for perjury any hearing held under this paragraph and of the
or for giving a false statement, order assessing such penalty. In any hearing held

(6) ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES.-- under this paragraph, such person shall have a tea-
(A) VIOLATIONS.mAny owner, operator, or person in sortable opportunity to be heard and to present evi-

charge of any vessel, onshore facility, or offshore facility-- dance.
(i) from which oil or a hazardous substance is dis- (iii) RIGHTS OF INTERESteD PERSONS TO A HEAR°

charged in violation of’paragraph (3), or ll~G.--If no hearing is held under subparagraph (B) be-
(ii) who fails or refuses to comply with any regula- fore issuance of an order assessing a class II civil pen-

tion issued under subsection (j) to which that owner, alty under this paragraph, any person who commented
operator, or perison in charge is subject, on the proposed assessment may petition, within 30

may be assessed a class I or class II civil penalty by the days after the issuance of such order, the Adminis-
Secretary of the department in which the Coast Guard is trator or Secretary, as the case may be, to set aside
operating or the Admisflstrator. such order and to provide a hearing on the penalty. If

(B) CLASSES OF PF.NALTII~S.-- the evidence presented by the petitioner in support of
the petition is material and was not considered in the(i) CLASS L--The amount of a class I civil penalty

under subparagraph (A) may not exceed $I0,000 per issuance of" the order, the Administrator or Secretary
violation, except that the maximum amount of any shall immediately set aside such order and provide a
class I civil penalty under this subparagraph shall not hearin~ in accordance with subparagraph (B)(ii). If the
ex~l $25,000. Before assessing a civi| penalty under Admimstrator or Secretary denies a hearing under
this clause, the Administrator or Secretary, as the this clause, the Administrator or Secretary shall pro-
case may be, shall Live to the person to be assessed vide to the petitioner, and publish in the Federal Rag-
such penalty written notice of. the Administrator’s or ister, notice of and the reasons for such denial.
Secretary’s proposal to assess the penalty and the op- (D) F~tqALI~ oF Ol~Dg~t.--An order assessing a class II
portunity to request, within 30 days of the date the civil penalty under this paragraph shall become final 30
notice is received by such person, a heating on the days after its issuance unless a petition for judicial review
prop0sedpenalty. Such hearing shall not be subject to is filed under subparagraph (G) or a hearing is requested
section 554 or 556 of title 5, United States Code, but ., -. under subparagraph (CXiii). If such°a hearing is denied,
shall provide a reasonable opportunity to be heard and ’ such order shall become final 30 days a/~er such denial.
to present evidenm. (E) Et’lq~’r o!~ olm~-R.~Action taken by the Adminis-

(fi) CLASS IL--The amount of a class II civil pen- trator or Secretary, as the case may be, under this pars-
alty under subparagraph (A) may not exceed $10,000 graph chall not affect or limit the Administrator’s or Sec-
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retary’s authority to enforce any provision of this Act; ex- rently prevailing rates fiom the date of the final order orcept that any violation-- the date of the final judgment, as the case may be). In(i) with respect to which the Administrator or Sec-
retary has commenced and is diligently prosecuting an such an action, the validity, amount, and appropriateness
action to assess a class lI civil penalty under this of such penalty shall not be subject to review. Any person
pars ph, or - who fails to pay on a timely basis the amount of an assess-

~for which the Administrator or Secretary has ment of a civil penalty as described in the first sentence
issued a final order assessing a class II civil penalty of this subparagraph shall be required to pay, in addition
not subject to further judicia! review and the violator to such amount and interest, attorneys fees and costs for
has paid a penalty assessed under this paragraph, collection proceedings and a quarterly nonpayment penalty

shall not be the subject of a civil penalty action under sac- for each quarter during which such failure to pay persists.
ties 309(d), 309(g), or 505 of this Act or under paragraph Such nonpayment penalty shall be in an amount equal to

20 percent of the aggregate amount of such person’s pen-(7). (F) EFFECT OF ACTION ON COMPLIANCE.~No action by
aities and nonpayment penalties which are unpaid as of

the Administrator or Secretary under this paragraph shall the beginning of such quarter. ""
affect any person’s obligation to comply with any section of (I) SuI~POENAs.--The Administrator or Secretary, as
this Act. the case .may be, may issue subpoenas for the attendance

and testimony of witnesses and the production of relevant(G) JUDICIAL REVlEW.--Any person against whom a
civil penalty is assessed under this paragraph or who corn- papers, books, or documents in .connection with hearings
masted on the proposed assessment of such penalty in ac- under this paragraph. In case of contumacy or refusal to
cordance with subparagraph (C) mayobtain review of such obey a subpoena issued pursuant to this subparagraph and
assessment-- served upon any person, the district court of the United

(i) in the case of assessment of a class I civil States for any district in which such person is found, re-
alty, in the United States District Court for the ~ei~: sides, or transacts business, upon application by the Unit-
trict of Columbia or in the district in which the viola- ed States and after notice to such person, shall have juris-
ties is alleged to have occurred, or diction to issue an order requiring such person to appear

(ii) in the case of assessment of a class II civil and give testimony before the administrative law judge or
penalty, in United States Court of Appeals for the Dis- to appear and produce documents before the administre-
trier of Columbia Circuit or for any other circuit in tire law judge, or both, and any failure to obey such order
which such person resides or transacts business, of the court may be punished by such court as a contempt

by filing a notice of appeal in such court within the 30-day thereof.
period beginning on the date the civil, penalty order is is- (7) CML PENALTY ACTION.-
sued andby simultaneously sending a copy of such notice (A) DISCHARGE, GENERALLY.~.~d~y person who is the
by certified mail to the Administrator or Secretary, as the owner, operator, or person in charge of any vessel, onshore

facility, or offshore facility from which oil or a hazardouscase may be, and the Attorney General. The Administrator
or Secretary shall promptly file in such court a certified substance is discharged in violation of paragraph (3), shall
copy of the record on which the order was issued. Such be subject to a civil penalty in an amount up to $25,000
court shall not set a~ide or remand such order unless there per day of violation or an amount up to $1,000 per barrel
is not substantial evidence in the record, taken as a whole, of oil or unit of reportable quantity of hazardous sub-
to support the finding of a violation or unless the Adminis- stances discharged.
trator’s or Secretary’s assessment of the penalty con- (B) FAILURE TO REMOVE OR COMPLY.--Any person de-
statutes an abuse of discretion and shall not impose addi- scribed in subparagraph (A) who, without sufficient
tional civil penaltie~ for the same violation unless the Ad- cause--
ministrator’s or Secretary’s assessment of the penalty con- (i) fails to properly carry out removal of the dis-

~U stitutes an abuse of discretion, charge under an order of the President pursuant to
o (H) COLLgCl~ON.--If any person fails to pay an assess- subsection (c); or�:~ ment of a civil penalty-- (ii) fails to comply with an order pursuant to sub-
Co (i) after the assessment has become final, or section (eXI)(B);-" (ii) after a court in an action brought under sub- shall be subject to a ~ivil penalty in an amount up to
4~ paragraph (G) has entered a final judgment in favor of $25,000 per day of violation or an amount up to 3 times

the Administrator or Secretary, as the case may be, the costs incurred by the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund as
the Administrator or Secretary shall request the Attorney a result of such failure.
General to bring a civil action in an appropriate district ~

(C) FAILURE TO_ COMPLY WITH REGULATION.--,AI~.~ per-court to recover the amount assessed (plus interest at cur- son who fails or reFusas to comply with any regulation is-
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sued under subsection (j) shall be subject to a civil penalty is operating or the Administrator, shall with respect to such vesselin an amount up to $25,000 per day of violation, refuse or revoke-(D) GROSS NEGLIGENCE.~In any case in which a viola- (A) the clearance required by section 4197 of the Revised
ties of paragraph (3) was the result of gross negligence or Statutes of the United States (46 U.S.C. App. 91);
willful misconduct of a person described in subparagraph (B) a i~ermit to proceed under section 4367 of the Revised
(A), the person shall be subject to a civil penalty of not less Statutes of the United States (46 U.S.C. App. 313); and
than $100,00,0, and not more than" $3,000 per barrel of oil (C) a permit to depart required under section 443 of the
or unit of reportable quantity of hazardous substance dis- TariffAct of 1930 (19 U.S,C. 1443);
charged, as applicable. Clearance or a permit refused or revoked under this

(E) J~JRI-~Di~-~TION.~A~ action to impose a civil penalty paragraph may be granted upon t~e filing of a bond or oth~r surety
under this paragraph may be brought in the district court satisfactory to the Secretary of the department in which the Coast
of the United States for the district in which the defendant Guard is operating or the Administrator.
is located, resides, or is doing business, and such court (c) FEDERAL REMOVAL A~rHORITY.--
shall have juri~iiction to assess such penalty. (1) G~.NER~L REMOWJ~ REQUIREMENT.---(A) T~e President

(F) LIMrrATION.--A person is not liable for a civil pen- shall, in accordance with the National Contingency Plan and
alty under this paragraph for a discharge if the person has any appropriate Area Contingency Plan, ensure effective and
been assessed a civil penalty under paragraph (6) for the immediate removal of a discharge, and mitigation or preven-
discharge, tion of a substantial threat of a discharge, of oil or a hazardous
(8) DETERMINATION OF ~OUNT.~In determining the substance-

(i) into or on the navigable waters;amount of a civil penalty under paragraphs (6) and (7), the Ad- (ii) on the adjoining shorelines to the navigable wa-ministrator, Secretary, or the court, as the case may be, shall
consider the seriousness of the violation or violations, the ace- tars;

(iii) into or on the waters of the exclusive economicheroic benefit to the violator, if any, resulting from the viola- zone; or
ties, the degree of culpability involved, any other penalty for (iv) that may affect natural resources belonging to, ap-
the same incident, any history of prior violations, the nature, pertaining to, or under the exclusive management author-
extent, and degree of success of any efforts of the violator to ity of theUnited States.
minimize or mitigate the effect~ of the discharge, the economic (B) In carrying out this paragraph, the President may--
impact of the penalty on the violator, and any other matters (i) remove or arrange for the removal of a discharge,
as justice may require, and mitigate or prevent a substantial threat of a dis-

(9) MrrlG^1"iOl~ oi~ DAMAGI~.~In addition to establishing a charge, at any time;
penalty for the discharge of oil or a hazardous substance, the (ii) direct or monitor all Federal, State, and private ac-
Administrator or the Secretary of the department in which the tions to remove a discharge; and
Coast Guard is operating may act to mitigate the damage to (iii) remove and, if necessary, destroy a vessel dis-
the public health or welfare caused by such discharge. The cost charging, or threatening to discharge, by whatever means
of such mitigation shall be deemed a cost incurred under sub- are available.
section (c) of this section for the removal of such substance by (2) DtSCH+.R~Z POStNG SUBST~rL~L THRE^~ TO PUBLtC
the United Staten Government. HEALTH OR WEL~ARI~.---(A) If a discharge, or a substantial

(I0) Rr~3ovzlW OF R~MOV~t, Cos1~.--Any cesta of removal threat of a discharge, of oil or a hazardous substance from a
incurred in ~onnection with a discharge excluded by subsection vessel, offshore facility, or onshore facility is of such a size or
(a)(2XC) of this section shall I~ r~coverable from the owner or character as to be a substantial threat to the public health or
operator of the source of the discharge in an action brought welfare of the United States (including but not limited to fish,
under section 309(b) of this Act. shellfish, wildlife, other natural resources, and the public and

(11) LIMrr^TlON.---Civil penalties shall not be assessed private beaches and shorelines of the United States), the Presi-
under both this section and section 309 for the same discharge, dent shall direct all Federal, S~ate, and private actions to re-

move the discharge or to mitigate or prevent the threat of the(12)~ WITHHOLDINCI CLF.~,R~qCE.~If any owner~ operator, or
person in ehar~ of a vessel is liable for a civil penalty u_nder this

discharge.
(B) In carrying out this paragraph, the President may,subsection, or ~f reasonable cause exists to believe that the owner,

operator, or person in charge may be subject to a civil penalty without regard to any other provision of law governing con-
~ tracting procedures or employment of personnel by the Federalunder this subsection, the Secretary of the Treasury, upon the re-

quest of the Secretary of the department in which the Coast Guard
Government-

(i) remove or arrange for the removal of the discharge,
or mitigate or prevent the substantial threat of the dis-

.tmt.n,-~m .~ In l.w. charge; and
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(ii) remove and, if necessary, destroy a vessel discharg- (A) Assignment of duties and responsibilities among

ing, or. threatening to discharge, by whatever means are Federal departments and agencies in coordination with
available. State and local agencies and port authorities including,
(3) A~TIONB IN AO~.ORDANCE WITH NATIONAL CONTINGENCY but not limited to, water pollution control and conservation

PLAN.---(A) Each Federal agency, State, owner or operator, or and trusteeship of natural resources (including conserva-
other person participating in efforts under this subsection chall " tion of fish and wildlife).
act in accordance with the National Contingency Plan or as di- (B) Identification, procurement, maintenance, and

of equipment and supplies.rected by the President.
storage)) Establishment or designation of Coast Guard(B) An owner or operator.participating in efforts under this

subsection shall act in accordance with the National Contin- strike teams, consisting of--
gency Plan and the applicable response plan required under (i) personnel who shall be trained, prepared, andsubsection (j), or as directed by the President, except that the
owner or operator may deviate from the applicable response available to provide necessary services to carry out the

National Contingency Plan;plan if the President or the Federal On-Scene Coordinator de- (ii) adequate oil and hazardous substance poilu-termines that deviation from the response plan would provide tion control equipment and material; andfor a more expeditious or effective response to the spill or miti-
gation of its environmental effects. (iii) a detailed oil and hazardous substance poilu-

(4) EXEMPTION FROM LIABILITY.---(A) A person is not liable tion and prevention plan, including measures to pro-
for removal costs or damages which result from actions taken tact fisheries and wildlife.
or omitted to be taken in the course of. rendering care, assist- (D) A system of surveillance and notice designed to
ance, or advice consistent with the National Contingency Plan safeguard against as well as ensure earliest possible n~tice
or as otherwise directed by the President. of discharges of oil and hazardous substances and immi-

(B) Subparagraph (A)does not apply-- neat threats of such discharges to the appropriate State
(i) to a responsible party; and Federal agencies.
(ii) to a response under the Comprehensive Environ- (E) Establishment of a national center to provide co-

mental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 ordination and direction for operations in carrying out the
(42 U.S.C. 9601 et seq.); Plan.

(iii) with respect to personal injury or wrongful death; (F) Procedures and techniques to be employed in idea-
or tifying, containing, dispersing, and removing oil and haz-

(iv) if the person is grossly negligent or engages in ardous substances.
willful misconduct. (G) A schedule, pre.pared in cooperation with the
(C) A responsible party is liable for any removal costs and States, identifying--

damages that another person is relieved of under subpara- (i) dispersants, other chemicals, and other spill
graph (A). mitigating devices and substances, if any, that may be

(5) OBL~O^TZON ^ND LL~BZLITY OF OWNER OR OPEP.^TOR NOT usedin carrying out the Plan,
AFFECTED.--Nothing in this subsection affects-- (ii) the waters in which such dispersants, other

(A) the obligation of an owner or operator to respond chemicals, and other spill mitigating devices and sub-
immediately to a discharge, or the threat of a discharge, stances may be used, and
ofoii; or (iii) the quantities of such dispersant, other chemi-

(B) the liability of a responsible party under the Oil cals, or other spill mitigating device or substance
Pollution Act of 19~J0. which can be used safely in such waters,
(6) RESPONSIBLE PARTY DEFINED.--For purposes of this which schedtfle shall provide in the case of any dispersant,

subsection, the term "responsible party" has the meaning given chemical, spill mitigating device or substance, or waters
that term under section 1001 of the Oil Pollution Act of 1990. not specifically identified in such schedule that the Presi-
(d) NATIONAL CONTINGENCY PLAN.~ dent, or his delegate, may, on s case-by-case basis, identify

(1) PREPARATION BY PRESIDENT.--The President shall pre- the dispersants, other chemicals, and other spill mitigating
pare and publish a National Contingency Plan for removal of devices and substances which may be used, the waters in
oil and hazardous substances pursuant to this section, which they may be used, and the quantities which can be

(2) CoI~r~NTS.--Tbe National Contingency Plan shall pro- used safely in such waters.
vide for efficient, coordinated, and effective action to minimize (H) A system whereby the State or States affected by
damage from oil and hazardous substance discharges, includ- a discharge of oil or hazardous substance may act where
ing containmant~ dispersal, and removal of oil and hazardous ~ . necessary to remove such discharge and such State or
substances, and shall include, but not be limited to, the follow- States may be reimbursed in accordance with the Oil Pol-
ing: iution Act of" 1990, in the case of" any discharge of oil from

,, ~ "...]..:,
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a vessel or facility, for tho reasonable costs incurred for (A) require the Attorney General to secure any relief
that removal, from the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund. from any person, including the owner or operator of the

(I). Establishment of criteria and procedures to ensure vessel or facility, as may be necessary to abate such
immediate and effective Federal identification of, and re- endangerment; or

(B) after notice to the affected State, take any othersponse to, a discharge, or the threat of a discharge, that
results in a substantial threat to the public health or wel- action under this section, including issuing administrative
~fare of the United States, as .required under subsection orders, that may be necessary to protect the public health
(cX2). and welfare.

(J) Establishment of procedures and standards for re- (2) JURISDICTION OF DISTRICT couwrs.mThe district courts
moving a worst case discharge of oil, and for mitigating or of the United States shall have jurisdiction to grant ,~ny relief

under this subsection that the public interest and the equitiespreventing a substantial threat of such a discharge.
(K) Designation of the Federal official who shall be the of the case may require.

Federal On-Scene Coordinator for each area for which an (f)(1) Except where an owner or operator canprove that a dis-
Area Contingency Plan is required to be prepared under charge was caused solely by (A) an act of God, (B) an act of war,
subsection (j). (C) negligence on the part of the United States Government, or (D)

(L) Establishment of procedures for the coordination of an act or omission of s third party without regard to whether any
activities of~ such act or omission was or was not negligent, or any combination

(i) Coast Guard strike teams established under of the foregoing clauses, such owner or operator o/" any vessel from
subparagraph (C); which oil or a hazardous substance is discharged in violation of

(ii) Federal On-Scene Coordinators designated subsection (bX3) of this section shall, notwithstanding any other
provision of law, be liable to the United States Government for theunder subparagraph (K);

(iii) District Response Groups established under actual costs incurred under subsection (c) for the removal of such
subsection {j); and oil or substance by the United States Government in an amount

(iv) Area Committees established under subsection not to exceed, in the case of an inland oil barge $125 per gross ton
")(i). of such barge, or $125,000, whichever is greater, and in the case

) A fish and wildlife response plan, developed in of any other vessel, $150 per gross ton of such vessel (or, for a yes-
consultation with the United States Fish and Wildlife eel carrying oil or hazardous substances as cargo, $250,000), which-
Service, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis- ever is greater, except that where the United States can show that
tration, and other interested parties (including State fish such discharge was the result of willful negligence or willful sis-
and wildlife conservation officials), for the immediate and conduct within the privity and knowledge of the owner, such owner
effective protection, rescue, and rehabilitation oft and the or operator shall be liable to the UnitedStates Government for the
minimization of risk of damage to, fish and wildlife re- full amount of such costs. Such costs shall constitute a maritime
sources and their habitbt that are harmed or that may be lien on such vessel which may be recovered in an action in ram in

the district court of the United States for any district within whichjeopardized by a discharge.
(3) P.EVISIONS AHD" AMENDMEIq’rS.~Whe President may, any vessel may be found. The United States may also bring an ac-

from time to time, as the President deems advisable, revise or ties against the owner or operator of such vessel in any court of
otherwise amend tha National Contingency Plan. competent jurisdiction to recover such costs.

(4) A~TIONS IN AC~’~ORDANCE WITH NATIONAL CONTINGENCY (2) Except where an owner or operator of an onshore facility
PLAN.--Alter publication of the National Contingency Plan, the can prove that a discharge was caused solely by (A) an act of God,
removal of oil and hazardous substances and actions to mini- (B) an act of war, (C)" negligence on the part of the United States

Government, or (D) an act or omission of a third party without re-size dare_age from oil and hazardous substance discharges
e.hall, to the greatest extent possible, be in accordance with the gard to whether any such act or omission was or was not negligent,
National Contingency Plan. or any combination of the foregoing clauses, such owner or operator

~1 (e) CML EN~OitC~.MI~NT.w of any such facility from which oil or a hazardous substance is dis-
o (l) ORDERS PROTECTING PUBLIC HEALTH.sin addition to charged in violation of subsection (bX3) of this section shall be lia-
o any action taken by a State or local government, when the ble to the United States Government for the actual costs incurred
~o President determines that there may be an imminent and sub- under subsection (c).for the removal of such oil or substance by the
"~ stantial threat to the public health or welfare of the United United States Government in an amount not to exceed $50,000,000,
-4 States, including fish, shellfish, and wildlife, public and private except that where the United States can show that such discharge

property, shorelines, beaches, habitat, and other living and wbs the result of willful negligence or willful misconduct within the
nonliving natural reaourcas under the jurisdiction or control of privity and knowledge of the owner, such owner or operator shall
the United States, because of an actual or threatened dis- be liable to the United States Government for the full amount of
charge of oil or a hazardous substance from a vessel or facility such costs. The United States may bring an action against the
in violation of aub~eetion (b), the President may-- owner or operator of such facility in any court of competent juris-
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diction to ~ecover such coets. The Administrator is authorized, by ity, from which oil or a hazardous substance is discharged in viola-
regulation, after consultation with the Secretary of Commerce andtion of subsection (bX3) of this section, proves that such discharge
the Small Business Administration, to establish reasonable and eq- of~il or hazardous substance was caused solely by an act or omts-
uitabJe classifications, of those onshore facilities having a total sion of a third party, or was caused solely by such an act or orals-
fixed storage capacity of 1,000 barrels or less which he determines sion in combination with an act of God, an act of war, or negligence
because of size, type, and location do not present a substantial risk on the part of the United States Government, such third party
of the discharge of oil or hazardous substance in violation of sub- shall, not withstanding any other provision of law, be liable to the
section (bX3) of this section, and apply with respect to such classi- United States Government for the actual costs incurred under sub-
fications differing limits of liability which may be less than the section (c) for removal of such oil or substance by the United States
amount contained in this paragraph. Government, except where such third party can prove that such

(3) Except where an owner or operator of an onshore facility discharge was caused solely by (A) an act of God, (B) an act of war,
can prove that a discharge was caused solely by (A) an act of God, (C) negligence on the part of the United States Government, or (D)
(~B) an act of war, (C) negligence on the part of the United States an act or omission of another party without regard to whether such
Government, or (D) an act or omission of a third party without re- an act or omission was or was not negligent, or any combination
gard to whether any such act or omission was or was not negligent, of the foregoing clauses. If such third party was the owner or spar-
or any combination of the foregoing clauses, such owner or operator star of a vessel which caused the discharge of oil or a hazardous
of any such facility from which oil or a hazardous substance is dis- substance in violation of subsection (bX3) of this section, the iiabil-
charged in violation of subsection (bX3) of this section shall, not- ity of such third party under this subsection shall not exceed, in
withstanding any otherprovision of law, be liable to the United the case of an inland oil barge $125 per gross ton of such barge,
States Government for the actual costs incurred under subsection $125,000, whichever is greater, and in the case of any other vessel,
(c) ~’or the removal of such oil or substance by the United States $150 per gross ton of such vessel (or, for a vessel carrying oil or
Government in an amount not to exceed $50,000,000, except thathazardous substances as cargo, $250,000), whichever is greater. In
where the United States can show that such discha.r~e was the re- any other case the liability o~ such third party shall not exceed the
suit of willful negligence or willful misconduct withzn the privity limitation which would have been applicable to the owner or opera-
and knowledge of the owner, such owner or operator shall be liable tar of the vessel or the onshore or offshore facility from which the
to the United States Government for the full amount of such costs. discharge actually occurred if such owner or operator were liable.
The United States may bring an action against the owner or opera- If the United States can show that the discharge of oil or a hazard-
tar of such facility in any court of competent jurisdiction to recover ous substance in violation of subsection (bX3) of this section was
such costs, the result of willful negligence or willful misconduct within the

(4) The costs of removal of oil or a hazardous substance for privity and knowledge of such third party, such third party shall
which the owner or operator of a vessel or onshore or offshore facil- be liable to the United States Government for the full amount of
ity is liable under subsection (D of this section shall include any such removal costs. The United States may bring an action against
costs or expenses incurred by the Federal Government or any State the third party in any court of competent jurisdiction to recover

such removal costs.~overnment in the restoration or replacement of natural resources
amaged or destroyed as a result of a discharge of oil or a hazard- (h) The liabilities established by this section shall in no way

ous substance in violation of subsection (b) of this section, affect any rights which (1) the owner or operator of a vessel or of
(5) The President, or the authorized representative of any an onshore facility or an offshore facility may have against any

State, shall act on behalf of the public as trustee of the natural re- third party whose acts may in any way have caused or contributed
sources to recover for the costs of replacing or restoring such re- to such discharge, or (2) The z United States Government may have
sources. Sums recovered shall be used to restore, rehabilitate, or against any third party whose actions may in any way have caused

or contributed to the discharge of oil or hazardous substance.acquire the equivalent of such natural resources by the appropriate
agencies of the Federal Government, or the State government. (i) In any case where an owner or operator of a vessel or an

(g) Where the owner or operator of a vessel (other than an in- onshore facility or an offshore facility from which oil or a hazard-
land oil barge) carrying oil or hazardous substances as cargo or an sue substance is discharged in violation of subsection (bX3) of this
onshore or offshore facility which handles or stores oil or hazardous section acts to remove such oil or substance in accordance with rag-
substances in bulk, from which oil or a hazardous substance is dis- ulations promulgated pursuant to this section, such owner or oper-

ator shall be entitled to recover the reasonable costs incurred incharged in violation of subsection (b) of this section, alleges that
such discharge was caused ~olely by an act or omission of a third such removal upon establishing, in a suit which may be brought
party, such owner or operator shall pay to the United States Gov- against the United States Government in the United States Claims
ernment the actual costs incurred under subsection (c) for removal Court, that such discharge was caused solely by (A) an act of God,
of such oil or substance and shall be entitled by subrogation to all (B) an act of wart(C) negligence on the part of the United States
rights of the United States Government to recover su~ costs from Government, or (D) an act or omission of a third party without re-
such third party under this subseetlon. In any case where an owner
~or operator of a v~s~l, of an onshor~ facility, or of an offshore facil-

;.
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gard to whether ouch act or omission was or was not negligent, or sting shall establish" in each Coast Guard district a Coast
of a~) combination of the foregoing clauses. Guard District Response Group.

NATIONAL RESPONSE SYSTEM.m (B) Each Coast Guard District Response Group shall con-
(l) IN GENEltAL.---4~onsistsnt with the National Contin- sist

gency Plan required by subsection (cX2) of this section, as soon " (i) the Coast Guard personnel and equipment, includ-
as practicable after the effective date of this section, and from ing firefighting equipment, of each port within the district;
time to time thereafter, the President shall issue regulations (ii) additional propositioned equipment; and
consistent with maritime safety and with marine and naviga- (iii) a district response advisory staff.
tion laws (A) establishing methods and procedures for removal (C) Coast Guard district response groups---
of discharged oil and hazardous substances, (B) establishing (i) shall provide technical assistance, equipment, and
criteria for the dsvelopment and implementation of local and other resources when required by a Federal On:~cene Co-
regional oil and hazardous substance removal contingency ordinator;
plans, (C) establishing procedures, methods, and equipment (ii) shall maintain all Coast Guard response equip-
and other requirements for equipment to prevent discharges of meat within its district;
oil and hazardous substances from vessels and from onshore (iii) may provide technical assistance in the prepara-

tion of Area Contingency Plans required under paragraphfacilities and offshore facilities, and to contain such discharges,
and (D) governing the inspection of vessels carrying cargoes of (4); and
oil and hazardous substances and the inspection of such car- (iv) shall review each of those plans that affect its area
goes in order to reduce the likelihood of discharges of oil from of geographic responsibility.
vessels in violation of this section. (4) ARE~ COMMt~’r~Es AND kSZ~(2) NATIONAL l~aPOtlSl~ taCIT.raThe Secretary of the de- There is established for each area designated by the President
partment in which the Coast Guard is operating_shall establish an Area Committee comprised of members appointed by the
a National Response Unit at Elizabeth City, North Carolina. President from qualified personnel of Federal, State, and local
The Secretary, acting through the National Response Unit-

(A) shall compile and maintain a comprehensive corn- agencies.

purer list of spill removal resources, personnel, and equip- (B) Each Area Committee, under the direction of the Fed-

meat that is available worldwide and within the areas des- oral On-Scene Coordinator for it~ area, shall-(i) prepare for its area the Area Contingency Plan re-
igrmted by the President pursuant to paragraph (4), and of quired under subparagraph (C);
information regarding previous spills, including data from. (ii) work with State and local officials to enhance theunivereltles, research institutions, State governments, and contingency planning of those officials and to assure
other nations, as appropriate, which shall be disseminated

preplanning of joint response efforts, in.cluding ,app.ropfi,.atess appropriate to response groups and area committees,
and Which shall be available to Federal and State agencies procedures for mechanical recovery, dispersa,, shoreune

and the public; cleanup, protection of sensitive e.nviro.n_me.n~! area.s, a..n,d
(B) Shall provide technical assistance, equipment, and protection, rescue, and rehabilitatmn o! Iisnenes ass wnw

other resources r~iuested by a Federal On-Scene Coordi- life; and
(iii) work with State and local officials to expedite de-

(C) shall coordinate use of private and public person-
cisions for the use of dispersants and other mitigating sub-

nel and equipment to remove a Worst ca~e discharge, and stances and devices.
to mitigate or prevent a substantial threat of such a dis- (C) Each Area Committee shall prepare and submit to the

President for approval an Area Contingency Plan for its area.
charge, from a vessel, offshore facility, or onshore facility
operating in or near an area designated by the President The Area Contingency Plan shall--
pursuant to paragraph (4); .

(i) when implemented in conjunction with the. Natio.n.al
(D) may provide technical assistance in the prepara- Contingency Plan, be adequate to remove a worst case sis-

charge, and to mitigate or prevent a substantial threat of
tion of Area Contingency Plans required under paragraph
(4); such a discharge, i~rom a vessel, offshore facility, or on-

(E) shall administer Coast Guard strike teams estab- shore facility operating in or near the area;
(ii) describe the area covered by the plan, includingliohed under the National Contingency Plan;

(F) shall maintain on file aliArea Contingency Plans the areas of special economic or environmental importance
app ~royed by the President under this subseetion~ and. ~ " that might be damaged by a discharge;

(G) shall review eseh of those plans that affects its re- (iii) describe in detail the responsibilities of an owner
sponaibllities u~ler this subsection. ¯ or operator and of Federal, State, and local agencies in re-
(S) C0.,~’!" GU.,UtD Vtm~UC1’ ltZSPONS~ OltOtWS.--(A) The moving a discharge, and in mitigating or preventing a sub-

Set,tory of the department in which the Coast Guard is spar- stantial threat of a discharge;
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(iv) llst the equipment "(including firafighting equip- sonnel and equipment tiecessacy to remove to the maxi.
merit), dimpersants or other mitigating substances and de- mum extent practicable a worst case discharge (including
vices, and personnel available to an owner or operator and a discharge resulting from fire or explosion), and to miti-
Federal, State, and local agencies, to ensure an effective gate or prevent a substantial threat of such a discha.rl~e;
and immediate removal of a discharge, and to ensure miti- (iv) describe the training, equipment testing, periodic
gation or prevention of a substantial threat of a discharge; unannounced drills, and response actions of persons on the

(v) compile a list of local scientis.ts~ both inside and vessel or at the facility, to be carried out under the plan
outside Federal Government service, with expertise in the to ensure the safety of the vessel or facility and to mitigate
environmental effects of spills of the types of oil typically or prevent the discharge, or the substantial threat of a dis-
transported in the area, who may be contacted to provide charge;
information or, where appropriate, participate in meetings (v) be updated periodically; and
of the scientific support team convened in response to a (vi) be resubmitted for approval of each significant
spill, and describe the procedures to be followed for obtain- change.
ing an expedited decision regarding the use of dispersants; (D) With respect to any response plan submi~ied under

(vi) describe in detail how the plan is integrated into this paragraph for an onshore facility that, because of its Ioca-other Area Contingency Plans and vessel, offshore facility, tion, could reasonably .be expected to cause significant and sub-and onshore facility response .plans approved under this stantial harm to the environment by discharging into or on thesube~tion, and into operating procedures of the National navigable waters or adjoining shorelines or the exclusive eco-Response Unit; .nomtc zone, and with respect to each response plan submitted(vii) include any other information the President re- under this paragraph for a tank vessel or offshore facility, thequires; and President shall--
(viii) be updated periodically by the Area Committee. (i) promptly review such response plan;(D) The President shall-- (ii) require amendments to any plan that does not(i) review and approve Area Contingency Plane under meet the requirements of this paragraph;this paragraph; and
(ii) periodically review Area Contingency Plans so ap- (iii) approve any plan that meets the requirements of

proved, this paragraph; and

(5) T~K VES~EL AND I~ACILITY RESPONSE PLANS.---(A) The (iv) review each plan periodically thereafter.
President shall issue regulations which require an owner or op- (E) t A tank vessel, offshore facility, or onshore facility re-
erator of a tank vessel or facility described in subparagraph (B) quired to prepare a response plan under this subsection may
to prepare and submit to the President a plan for responding, not handle, store, or transport oil unless--
to the maximum extent practicable, to a worst case discharge, (i) in the case of a tank vessel, offshore facility, or on-
and to a substantial threat of such a discharge, of oil or a haz- shore facility for which a response plan is reviewed by the
ardous substance. President under subparagraph (D), the plan has been ap-

(B) The tank vessels and facilities referred to in subpara- proved by the President; and
graph (A)are the following: (ii) the vessel or facility is operating in compliance

(i) A tank vessel, a~ defined under section 2101 of title with the plan.
46, United Statoa Code. . (F) Notwithstanding subparagraph (E), the President may

(ii) An offshore facility, authorize a tank vessel, offshore facility, or onshore facility to
(iii) An onshore facility that, because of its location, operate without a response plan approved under this pars-

could reasonably be expected to cause substantial harm to graph, until not later than 2 years after the date of" the sub-
the environment by discharging into or on the navigable mission to the President of a plan for the tank vessel or facil-
waters, adjoining shorelines, or the exclusive economic ity, if the owner or operator certifies that the owner or opera-
zone. tot has ensured by contract or other means approved by the
(C) A re~ponse plan required under this paragraph shall-- President the availability of private personnel and equipment

(i) be consistent with the requirements of the National necessary to respond, to the maximum extent practicable, to a
Contingency Plan and Area Contingency Plans; worst case discharge or a substantial threat of such a dis-

(ii) identify the qualified individual having full author- charge.
ity to implement, removal actions, and require immediate (G) The owner or operator of a tank vessel, offshore facil-
communications between that individual and the appro- ity, or onshore facility may not claim as a defense to liability
priate Federal official and the persons providing personnel under title I of the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 that the owner
and equipment pursuant to clause (iii); ,(iii) identify, and ensure by contract or other means _,"s,b_p.arqr,p.~ (E) oration 3110){6) ~ ta~ ~ff~’t 38 menth* (Au~mt 18, 1~3) ~approved by the President the availability of, private per- e t~ o[um .Im~tnmnt.efPttb|k L~w 1Ol.~0. See P.L. 101-~0, ~e. 4202(b}(4}~C}, 104 Star.
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or operator was acting in accordance wiLh an approved re- (2) FOR FAClLITI£S.--sponse plan. (A) RECORDKEEPING.--W~enever required to carry out(H) The Secretary shall maintain, in the Vessel Identifica- the purposes of this section, the Administrator or the Sec-tion System established under chapter 125 of title 46, United retary of the Department in which the Coast Guard is op-States Code° ths dates of approval and review of a response crating shall require the owner or operator of a facility toplan under this paragraph for each tank vessel that is a vessel which this section applies to establish and maintain stzchof the United States. records, make such reports, install, use, and maintain such

(6) EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS AND INSPECTION.--Not later monitoring equipment and methods, and provide suchthan 2 year~ aRer the date of enactment of this section, the
other information as the Administrator or Secretary, asPresident shall require-- the case may be, may require to carry out the objectives(A) periodic inspection of containment booms, skim- of this section. .,-mere, vessels, and other m~or equipment used to remove

discharges; and (B) ENTRY AND INSPECTION.--Whenever required to

(B) vessels operating on navigable waters and carrying carry out the purposes of this section, the Administrator or
the Secretary of the Department in which the Coast Guardoil or a hazardous substance in bulk as cargo to carry ap- is operating or an authorized representative of the Admin-propriate removal equipment that employs the best tech.
istrator or Secretary, upon presentation of appropriate cre-nology economically feasible and that is compatible with dentia]s, may--the safe operation of the vessel.

(7) AREA DRILLS.--The President shall periodically conduct (i) enter and inspect any facility to which this sec-
drills of removal capability, without prior notice, in areas for tion applies, including any facility at which any
which Area Contingency Plans are required under this sub- records are required to be maintained under subpara-
section and under relevant tank vessel and facility response graph (A); and

plans. The drills may include participation by Federal, State, (ii) at reasonable times, have access to and copy

and local agencies, the owners and operators of vessels and fa- any records, take samples, and inspect any monitoring
cilities in the area, and private industry. The President may equipment or methods required under subparagraph

(A).publish annual reports on these drills, including assessments
of the effectiveness of the plans and a list of amendments (C) ARRESTS AND EXECUTION OF WARRA~TS.mAnyone
made to improve plans, authorized by the Administrator or the Secretary of the de-

(8) UNITED STATIr8 GOVERNMENT NOT LIABLE.--The United pertinent in which the Coast Guard is operating to enforce
States Government is not liable for any damages arising from the provisions of this section with respect to any facility
its actions or omissions relating to any response plan required may--

(i) with or without a warrant, arrest any personby this section,
who violates the provisions of this section or any regu-{Subsection (k) was repeaI~d by sec. 2002(b)(2) of P.L. 101-380.} lation issued thereunder in the presence or view of the

(I) The President is authorized to delegate the administration person so authorized; and
of this section to the heads of those Federaldepartments, agencies, (ii) execute any warrant or process issued by an
and instrumentalities which he determines ~to be appropriate. Each o~cer or court of competent jurisdiction.
such department, agency, and instrumentality, in order to avoid (D) PUBLIC ACCESS.--Any records, reports, or informs-
duplication of effort, shall, whenever appropn’ath, utilize the per- tion obtained under this paragraph shall be subject to the
sonnel, services, and facilities of other Federal departments, agen- same public access and disclosure requirements which are
~es, and instrumentalities, applicable to records, reports, and information obtained

(m) ADMINISTRATi%~ PROVIS|ONB.~ pursuant to section 308.
~ (1) FOR VF.SSELS.~Anyone authorized by the President to (n) The several district cdurta of the United States are invested
oo enforce the provisions of this section with respect to any vessel with jurisdiction for any actions, other than actions pursuant to
o may, except as to public vessels-- subsection (iX1), arising under this section. In the case of Guam
-~C0 (A) beard and inspect any vessel upon the navigable and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, such actions may be
o~ waters of the United States or the waters of the contiguous brought in the district court of Guam, and in the case of the Virgin
--~ zone, Islands such actions may be brought in the district court of the Vir-

(B) with or without a warrant, arrest any person who gin Islands. In the case of American Samoa and the Trust Territory
in the presence or view of the authorized person violates df th~ Pacific Islands, such actions may be brought in the District
the provisions of this section or any regulation issued Court of the United States for the District of Hawaii and such
thereunder, and court shall have jurisdiction of such actions. In the case of the

(C} exe~-uto any warrant or other process issued by an Canal Zone, such actions may be brought in the United States Dis-
officer or court of competent Jurisdiction. trict Court for the District of the Cans/Zone.
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(o)(1) Nothing in tlde section shall affect or modify in any way Guam, American Samoa, the Canal Zone, and the Trust Terri-
the obligations of any owner or operator of any vessel, or of any tory of the Pacific Islands;
owner or operator of any onshore facility or offshore facility to any (5) "marine sanitation device" includes any equipment for
person or agency under any provision of law for damages to any installation on board a vessel which is designed to receive, re-
publicly owned or privately owned property resulting from a dis- tain, treat, or discharge sewage, and any process to treat such
charge of any oil or hazardous substance or from the removal of sewage;
any such oil or hazardous substance. (6) "sewage" means human body wastes and the wastes

(2) Nothing in this section shall be construed as preempting from toilets and other receptacles intended to receive or retain
any State or political subdivision thereof from imposing any re- body wastes except that, with respect to commercial vessels on
quirement or liability with respect to the discharge of oil or hazard- the Great Lakes, such term shall include graywater;
ous substance into any waters within such State, or with respect (7) "manufacture" means any person engaged in the manu-
to any removal aclivites related to such discharge, facturing, assembling, or importation of marine sanitation de-

(3) Nothing in this section shall be construed as affecting or vices or of vessels subject to standards and ~egulations promul-
modifying any other exisUng authority of any Federal department, gated under this section; .’"
agency, or instrumentality, relative to onshore or offshore facilities (8) "person" means an individual, partnership, firm, cor-
under this Act or any other provision of law, or to affect any State poration, association, or agency of the United States, but does
or local law not in conflict with this section, not include an individual on board a public vessel;

{Subsection (p) was repealed by sac. 2002(b)(4) of Public ~Law                  (9) "discharge" includes, but is not limited to, any spilling,
101-380, 104 Stat. 507.|                                                        leaking, pumping, pouring, emitting, emptying or dumping;

(q) The President is authorized to establish, with repect to any (10) "commercial vessels" means those vessels used in the
class or category of onshore or offshore facilities, a maximum limit business of transporting property for compensation or hire, or
of liability under subsections (f)(2) and (3) of this section of less in transporting property in the business of the owner, lessee,
than $50,000,0000, but not less than, $8,000,000. or operator of the vessel;

(r) Nothing in this section shall be construed to impose, or au- (11) "graywater" means galley, bath, and shower water;
thorize the imposition of any limitation on liability under the Outer (12) "discharge incidental to the normal operation of a yes-
Continental Shelf Lands Act or the Deepwater Port Act of 1974. ser’--

(s) The Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund established under section {A) means a discharge, including--
9509 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1988 (26 U.S.C. 9509) shall (i) graywater, bilge water, cooling water, weather
be available to carry out subsections (b), (c), (d), (j), and (I) as those deck runoff, ballast water, oil water separator effluent,
subsections apply to discharges, and substantial threats of dis- and any other pollutant discharge from the operation
charges, of oil. Any amounts received by the United States under of a marine propulsion system, shipboard maneuver-
this section shall be deposited in the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund. ing system, crew habitability system, or installed

major equipment, such as an aircraft carrier elevator
(33 U.S.C. 1321) or a catapult, or from a protective, preservative, or ab-

MARINE S~NITATION DEVICES " sorptive application to the hull of the vessel; and
(ii) a discharge in connection with the testing,

SEC. 312. (a) For the purpose of this section, the term-- maintenance, and repair of a system described in
(1) "new vessel" includes every description of watercraft or clause (i) whenever the vessel is waterborne; and

other artificial contrivance used, or capable of being used, as (B) does not include--
a means of transportation on the navigable waters, the con- (i) a discharge of rubbish, trash, garbage, or other
struction of which is initiated after promulgation of standards such material discharged overboard;
and regulations under this section; (ii) an air emission resulting from the operation of

(2) "existing vessel" includes every description of a vessel propulsion system, motor driven equipment,
watercraft or other artificial contrivance used, or capable of or incinerator; or
being used, as a means of transportation on the navigable wa- (iii) a discharge that is not covered by part 122.3
tars, the construction of which is initiated before promulgation of title 40, Code of Federal Regulations (as in effect on
of standards and regulations under this section; the date of the enactment of subsection (n));

(3) "public vessel" means a vessel owned or bareboat char- (13) ~marine pollution control device" means any equip-
tared and operated by the United States, by a State or political ment or management practice, for installation or use on board
subdivision thereof, or by a foreign nation, except when such a vessel of the Armed Forces, that is--
vessel is engaged in commerce; (A) designed to receive, retain, treat, control, or dis-

(4) ~Unitod States~ includes the States, the District of Co- : ~" charge a discharge incidental to the normal operation of a
lumbia0 the Commonwealth of l~uerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, vessel; and
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(B) determined by the Administrator and the Sac- tion 304(d) of this Act. Such standards and regulations shall take
retary of Defense to be the most effective equipment or" effect for existing vessels after such time as the Administrator de-
management practice to reduce the environmental impact~ tea-mines to be reasonable for the upgrading of marine sanitation
of the discharge consistent with the considerations set devices to attain such standard.
forth in subsection (nX2XB); and (2) The Secretary of the department in which the Coast Guard
(14) ~veasel of the Armed Forces" means-- is operating with regard to his regulatory authority established by

(A) any vessel owned or operated by the Department this section, after consultation with the Administrator, may distin-
of Defense, other than a time or voyage chartered vessel; guish among classes, types, and sizes of vessels as well as between

new and existing vessels, and may waive applicability of standardsand (B) any vessel owned or operated by the Department
and regulations as necessary or appropriate for such classes~ types,

of Transportation that is designated by the Secretary of and sizes of vessels (including existing vessels equipped with ms-
the department in which the Coast Guard is operating as fine sanitation devices on the date of promulgation eL~ the initial
a vessel equivalent to a vessel described in subparagraph standards required by this section), and, upon application, for indi-
(A). vidual vessels.

(bXl) As soon as possible, after the enactment of this section (d) The provisions of this section and the standards and regula-
and subject to the provisions of section 104~j) of this Act, the Ad- tions promulgated hereunder apply to vessels owned and operated
ministrator, after consultation with the Secretary of the depart- by the United States unless the Secretary of Defense finds thatmeat in which the Coast Guard is operating, attar giving appro- compliance would not be in the interest of national security. With
priate consideration to the economic costs involved, and within the respect to vessels owned and operated by the Department of De-
limits of available technology, shall promulgate Federal standards lense, regulations under the last sentence of subsection (bXl) of
of performance for marine sanitation devices (hereinafter in this this section and certifications under subsection (g)~2) of this section
section referred to as "standards") which shall be designed to pre- shall be promulgated and issued by the Secretary of Defense.vent the discharge of untreated or inadequately treated sewage (e) Before the standards and regulations under this section areinto or upon the navigable waters from new vessels and existing promulgated, the Administrator and the Secretary of the depart-vessels, except vessels not equipped with installed toilet facilities, ment in which the Coast Guard is operating shall consult with theSuch standards and standards established under subsection Secretary of State; the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel-(cX1XB) of this section shall be consistent with maritime safety and
the marine and navigation laws and regulations and shall be co- fare; the Secretary of Defense; the Secretary of the Treasury; the
ordinated with the regulations issued under this subsection by the Secretary of Commerce; other interested Federal agencies; and the

States and industries interested; and otherwise comply with the re-Secretary of the department in which the Coast Guard is operating.
The Secretary of the department in which the Coast Guard is spar- quirements of section 553 of title 5 of the United States Code.

sting shall promulgate regulations, which are consistent with (/’}(1)(A) Except as provided in subparagraph (B), after the
standards promulgated under this subsection and subsection (c) of fective date of the initial standards and regulations promulgated

this section and with maritime safety and the mm’ins and naviga- under this section, no State or political subdivision thereof shall

ties laws and regulations governing the design, construction, in- adopt or enforce any statute or regulation of such State or political
stallation, and operation of any marine sanitation device on board subdivision with respect to the design, manufacture, or installation

such vessels, or use of any marine sanitation device on any vessel subject to the
previsions of this section.(2) Any existing vessel equipped with a marine sanitation de-

vice on the date of promulgation of initial standards and regula- (B) A State may adopt and enforce a statute or regulation with
tions under this section, which device is in compliance with such respect to the design, manufacture, or installation or use of any
initial standards and regulations, shall be deemed in compliance marine sanitation device on a houseboat, if such statute or regula-
with this section until such time as the device is replaced or is lion is more stringent than the standards and regulations promul-
found not to be in compliance with such initial standards and regu- gated under this section. For purposes of thisparagraph, the term
lations. "houseboat" means a vessel which, for a periodof time determined

(cXIXA) Initial standards and regulations under this section by the State in which the vessel is located, is used primarily as a
shall become effective for new vessels two years after promul ation; residence and is not used primarily as a means of transportation.

(2) If, after promulgation of the initial standards and regula-and for existing vessels five years after promulgation. Rev~slons of
standards and regulations shall be effective upon promulgation, un- tions and prior to their effective date, a vessel is equipped with a
less another effectiv~ date is specified, except that no revision shall matins ]~anitation device in compliance with such standards and
take effect before the effective date of the standard or regulation regulations and the installation and operation of such device is in
being revised, accordance with such standards and regulations, such standards

{B) The Administrator shall, with respect to commercial vessels and regulations shall, for the purposes of paragraph (1) of this sub-
on the Great Lakes, establish standards which require at a mini- section, become effective with respect to such vessel on the date of
mum the e~ulvalent of secondary treatment as defined under sac- such compliance.
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(3) After the effective date of the initial standards and regula- Coast Guard is operating, permit such officer or employee at rea-tions promulgated under this section, if any State determines that sonable times to have access to and copy such records. All informs-
the protection and enhancement of the quality, of some or all of the tion reported to or otherwise obtained by the Administrator or thewaters within such State require greater envzronmental protection, Secretary of the department in which the Coast Guard is operatingsuch State may completely prohibit the discharge from all vessels or their representatives pursuant to this subsection which containsof any sewage, whether treated or not, into such waters, except or relates to a trade secret or other matter referred in section 1905that no such prohibition shall apply until the Administrator deter-
mines that adequate facilities for the safe and sanitary removal of title 18 of the United States Code shall be considered confiden-
and treatment of sewage from all vessels are reasonably available tial for the purpose of that section, except that such info.rn~.ation
for such water to which such prohibition would apply. Upon appli- may be disclosed to other off, cars or employees concerned with car-

cation of the State, the Administrator shall make such determine- tying oizt this section. This paragraph shall not apply in the case
of the construction of a cease/by an mdividua! for his own use.tion within 90 days of the date of such application. (h) After the effective date of standards and regulations pro-

(4XA) If the Administrator determines upon application by a mulgated under this section, it shall be unlawful-- "’-
State that the protection and enhancement of the quality of speci- (1) for the manufacturer of any vessel subject to suchfled waters within such State requires such a prohibition, he shall standards and regulations to manufacture for sale, to sell or
by regulation completely prohibit the discharge from a vessel of offer for sale, or to distribute for sale or resale any such vesselany sewage (whether treated or not) into such waters.

(.B) Upon application bye State, the Administrator shall, by
unless it is equipped with a marine sanitation device which is
in all material respects substantially the same as the appro-regulation, establish a drinking water intake zone in any waters priate test device certified pursuant to this section;within such State and prohibit the discharge of sewage from yes- for any person, prior to the sale or delivery of a vesseleels within that zone. subj(e2c~ to such standards and regulations to the ultimate pur-

(g)(1) No manufacturer of a marine sanitation device shall sell, chaser, wrongfully to remove or render inoperative any car-
offer for sale, or introduce or deliver for introduction in interstate tiffed marine sanitation device or element of design of such de-commerce, or import into the United States for sale or resale any vice installed in such vessel;marine sanitation device manufactured after the effective date of (3) for any person to fail or refuse to permit access to or
the standards and regulations promulgated under this section un- copying of records or to fail to make reports or provide infer-less such device is in all material respects substantially the same mation required under this section; and
as a test device certified under this subsection. (4) for a vessel subject to such standards and regulations

(2) Upon application of the manufacturer, the Secretary of the to operate on the navigable waters of the United States,’if such
department in which the Coast Guard is operating shall so certify vessel is not equippedwith an operable marine sanitation de-
s marine sanitation device if he determines, in accordance with the vice certified pursuant to this section.
provisions of this paragraph, that it meets the appropriate stand- (i) The district courts of the United States shall have jurisdic-
ards and regulations promulgated under this section. The Secretary tions to restrain violations of subsection (gX1) of this section and
of the department in which the Coast Guard is operating shall test subsections (hXl) through (3) of this section. Actions to restrain
or require such testing of the device in accordance with procedures such violations shall be brought by, and in, the name of the United
set forth by the Administrator as to standards of performance and States. In case of contumacy or refusal to obey a subpena served
for such other purposes as may be appropriate. If the Secretary of upon any person under this subsection, the district court of. the
the department in which the Coast Guard is operating determines United States for any district in which such person is found or re-
that the device is satisfactory from the standpoint of safety and sides or transacts business, upon application hy the United Statesany other requirements of maritime law or regulation, and after and after notice to such person, shall have jurisdiction to issue an
consideration of the design, installation, operation, material, or order requiring such .person to appear and give testimony or to
other appropriate factors, he shall certify the device. Any device pear and produce documents, and any failure to obey such order of
manufactured by such manufacturer which is in all material re- the court may he punished by such court as a contempt thereof.
epects substantially the same as the certified test device shall be (j) Any person who violates subsectio..n.(g~l): ,clause (1) or (2)
deemed to be in conformity with the appropriate standards and of subsection (h), or subsection (nXS) shall be fiavle to a civil pen-
regulations established under this section, alty of not more than $5,000 for each violation. Any person who

(3) Every manufacturer shall establish and maintain such violates clause (4) of subsection (h) of this section or any regulation
records, make such reports, and provide such information as the issued pursuant to this section shall be liable to a civil penalty of
Administrator or the Secretary of the department in which the not more than $2,000 for each violation. Each violation shall be a
Coast Guard is operating may reasonably require to enable him to separate offense. The Secretary of the department in which thedetermine whether such manufacturer has acted or is acting in Coast~ Guard is operating may assess and compromise any suchcompliance with this section and regulations issued thereunder and penalty. No penalty shall be assessed until the person charged
shall, upon request of an oflicer~r employee duly designated by the shall have been given notice and an opportunity for a hearing on
Administrator or the Secretary of the department in which the such charge. In determining the amount of the penalty,, or the
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amount agreed upon in compromise, the gravity of the violation, (B) CONSIDERATION.~.--In making a determination
and the demonstrated good faith of the person charged in attempt- under subparagraph (A), the Administrator and the Sac-ing to achieve rapid compliance, after notification oF a violation, retary oF Defense shall take into consideration--shall be considered by saldSecretary. (i) the nature of the discharge;(k) The provisions of this section shall be enforced by the Sac- (ii) the environmental effects of the discharge;retary of the department in which the Coast Guard is operating (rid the practicability of using the marine poilu-and he may utilize by agreement, with or without reimbursement, ties control device;law enforcement officers or other personnel and facilities of the Ad- (iv) the effect that installation or use of the ma-ministrator, other Federal agencies, or the States to carry out the rise pollution control device would have on the oper-
provisions of this section. The provisions of this section may also sties or operational capability of the vessel;be enforced by a State. (v) applicable United States law;

(!) Anyone authorized by the Secretary of the department in (vi) applicable international standards; andwhich the Coast Guard is operating to enforce the provisions of this (vii) the economic costs of the installation and usesection may, except as to public vessels, (1) board and inspect any of the marine pollution control device.vessel upon the navigable waters of the United States and (2) exe- (3) PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR ~INE POLLUTION CON-
CUte any warrant or other process ihsued by an officer or court of TROL DEVICES.-
competent jurisdiction. (A) IN GENERAL.--For each discharge for which a(m) In the case of Guam- and the Trust Territory of the Pacific rise pollution control device is determined to be required
Islands, actions arising under this section may be brought in the under paragraph (2), the Administrator and the Secretary
district court of Guam, and in the case of the Virgin Islands such of Defense, in consultation with the Secretary of the de-
actions may be brought in the district court of the Virgin Islands. partment in which the Coast Guard is operating, the Sac-
In the case of American Samoa and the Trust Territory of the Pa- retary of State, the Secretary of Commerce, other inter-
cific Islands, such actions may be brought in the District Court of sated Federal agencies, and interested States, shall jointly
the United States for the District of Hawaii and such court shall promulgate Federal standards of performance for each ms-
have jurisdiction of such actions. In the case of the Canal Zone, fine pollution control device required with respect to the
such actions may be brought in the District Court for the District discharge. Notwithstanding subsection (a)(1) of section 553
of the Canal Zone. of title 5, United States Code, the Administrator and the

(n) UNIFORM NATIONAL DI~HAROE STANDARDS FOR VESSELS Secretary of Defense shall promulgate the standards in ac-
oF THE ARMED FORCES.~ cordance with such section.

(1) APPLICABILITY.mThi~ subteen shall apply to vessels (B) CONSIDERATJONS.--In promulgating standards
of the Armed Forces and discharges, other than sewage, inci- under this paragraph, the Administrator and the Secretary
dental to the normal operation of a vessel of the Armed Forces, of DeFense shall take into consideration the matters set
unless the Secretary of Defense finds that compliance with this forth in paragraph (2liB).
subsection would not be in the national security interests of (C) CLASSES, TYPES, ANI) S~ZES OF VESSELS.--The
the United States. standards promulgated under this paragraph may--

(2) DETERMINATION OP DISCHARGES REQUIRED TO BE CON- (i) distinguish among classes, types, and sizes of
TROLLED BY MARINE POLLtrrlON CONTROL DEVICES.~ vessels;

(A) IN QENERA~--The Administrator and the Sac- (ii) distinguish between new and existing vessels;
retary of Defense, after consultation with the Secretary of and
the department in which the Coast Gtmrd is operating, the (iii)previde for a waiver of the applicability of the
Secretary of Commerce, and interested States, shall jointly standards as necessary or appropriate to a particular
detormins the discharges incidental to the normal oper- class, type, age, or size of vessel.
sties of a vessel of the Armed Forces for which it is rea- (4) REGULATIONS FOR USE OF MARINE POLLtrrION CONTROl,sortable and practicable to requL-e use of a marine poilu- DEVlCES.--The Secretary of Defense, after consultation with
ties control device to mitigate adverse impacts on the ms- the Administrator and the Secretary of the department in
rise environment. Notwithstanding subsection (aX1)of sac- which the Coast Guard is operating, shall promulgate such
ties 553 of title 5, United States Code, the Administrator regulations governing the design, construction, installation,
and tha Secretary of Defense shall promulgate the deter- . and use of marine pollution contr~l devices on board vessels
minations in accordance with such section. The Secretary ~ the Armed Forces as are necessary to achieve the standards
of Defense shall require the use of a marine pollution con- promulgated under paragraph (3).
trol device on beard a vessel of the Armed Forces in any (5) D~ADL~ES; EFFECTIVE DATE.--
case in which it is determined that the use of such a device (A) DETE~ATJOSS.~The Administrator and the...... ~-~ .,,,l ,~’le~hle. Secretary of Defense shall--
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(i) make the initial determinations under pars- except as provided in paragraph (7), neither a State nor egraph (2) not later than 2 years after the date of the
political subdivision of a State may adopt or enforce anyenactment of this subsection; and statute or regulation of the State or political subdivision(ii) every 5 years-- ~ with respect to the discharge or the design, construction,

(I) review the determinations; and installation, or use of any marine pollution control device(II) if necessary, revise the determinations reqtdred to control discharges from a vessel of the Armedbased on significant new information. Forces.(B) STANDARDS.--The Administrator and the Secretary (B) FEDERAL LAWS.--This subsection shall not affectof Defense shall-- the application of section 311 to discharges incidental to
(i) promulgate standards 0f performance for a ms- the normal operation of a vessel.rine pollution control device under paragraph (3) not

later than 2 years after the date oF a determination (7) ESTAbLiSHMENT OF STATE NO-DiSCHARGE ZONES.--

under paragraph (2) that the marine pollution control (A) STATE PROHIBITION.--

device is required; and (i) IN GENERAL.--After the effective date of--
(1) a determination under paragraph (2) that(ii) every 5 years-- it is not reasonable and practicable to require use

(I) review the standards; and of a marine pollution control device regardifig a(II) if necessary, revise the standards, consist- particular discharge incidental to the normal oper-
eat with paragraph (3XB) and based on significant atlas of a vessel of the Armed Forces; or
new information. (ll) regulations promulgated by the Secretary

(C) REGULATIONS.--Tbe Secretary of Defense shall of Defense under paragraph (4);
promulgate regulations with respect to a marine pollution if a State determines that the protection and enhance-control device under paragraph (4) as soon as practicable meat of the quality of some or all of the waters withinafter the Administrator and the Secretary of Defense pro- the State require greater environmental protection,
mulgate standards with respect to the device under pars- the State may prohibit 1 or more discharges incidentalgraph (3), but not later than 1 year after the Adminis- to the normal operation of a vessel, whether treated or
trator and the Secretary of Defense promulgate the stand- not treated, into the waters. No prohibition shall apply
ards. The regulations promulgated by the Secretary of De- until the Administrator makes the determinations de-
fense under paragraph (4) shall become effective upon pro- scribed in subclauses (ll) and (lid of subparagraph
mul~[ation unless another effective date is specified in the (BXi).regulations. (ii) DOCUMENTATION.--To the extent that a prohi-

(D) PETITION FOR REVlEW.~The Governor of any State bition under this paragraph would apply to vessels of
may submit a petition requesting that the Secretary of De- the Armed Forces and not to other types of vessels,
lense and the Administrator review a determination under the State shall document the technical or environ-
paragr.aph (2) or a standard under paragraph (3), if there mental basis for the distinction.~s significant new information, not considered previously, (B) PROHIBITION BY TIlE ADMINISTRATOR.--that could reasonably result in a change to the particular (i) I~ (~ENERAL.--UPOn application of a State, the
determination or standard after consideration of the mat. Administrator shall by regulation prohibit the dis-
ters set forth in paragraph (2XB). The petition shall be ac- charge from a vessel of I or more discharges incidental
companied by the scientific and technical information on to the normal operation of a vessel, whether treated or
which the petition is based. The Administrator and the not treated, into the waters covered by the application
Secretary of Defense shall grant or deny the petition not if the Administrator determines that--
later than 2 years after the date of receipt ele the petition. (1) the protection and enhancement of the
(6) EFFECT ON OTHER LAWS.-- quality of the specified waters within the State re-

(A) PROHIBITION ON REGULATION BY STATES OR POLITI- quire a prohibition of the discharge into the wa-
CAt SUBDMSION8 OF STATES.--Beginning on the effective ters;
date of~ (lI) adequate facilities for the safe and sani-

(i) a determination under paragraph (2) that it is tary removal of the discharge~.~ncidentsl to the
not reasonable and practicable to require use of a ms- normal operation of a vessel a~e reasonably avail-
rine pollution control device regarding a particular dis- able for the waters to which th~ prohibition wouldcharge incidental to the normal operation of a vessel apply; and
of the ,~L,"mod Forces; or ~ (lid the prohibition will not have the effect of

(ii) regulations promulgated by the Secretary o£ discriminating against a vessel of the Armed
Defense under paragraph (4); Forces by reason of the ownership or operation by

~̄.~,.~.? ’
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the Federal Government, or the military funcLion,
of the vessel,                                                ing the control and abatement of water pollution in the same man-

ner, and to the same extent as any nongovernmental entity includ-(ii) APPROVAL OR DISAPPROVAL.--The Adminis- ing the payment of reasonable service charges. The preceding sen-trator shall approve or disapprove an application sub- tence shall apply (A) to any requirement whether substantive ormitted under clause (i) not later than 90 days after the procedural (including any recordkeeping or reporting requirement,date on which the application is submitted to the Ad- any requirement respecting permits and any other requirement,minlstrator. Notwithstanding clause (i){ll), the Admin- whatsoever), (B) to the exercise of any Federal, State, or local ad-
istrator shall not disapprove an application for the ministrative authority, and (C) to any process and sanction, wheth-sole reason that there are not adequate facilities to re- er enforced in Federal, State, or local courts or in any other man-move any discharge incidental to the normal operation ner. This subsection shall apply notwithstanding any imm’unity ofof a vessel from vessels of the Armed Forces. such agencies, officers, agents, or employees under any law or rule
(C) APPLICABILITY TO FOREIGN FLAGGED VESSELS.--A of law. Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent any

prohibition under this paragraph-- department, agency, or instrumentality of the Federal Government,
(i) shall not impose any design, construction, man- or any officer, agent, or employee thereof in the performance of his

nlng, or equipment standard on a foreign flagged see- official duties, from removing to the appropriate Federal district
sel engaged in innocent passage unless the prohibition court any proceeding to which the department, agency, or instru-
implements a generally accepted international rule or mentality or officer, agent, or employee thereof is subject pursuant
standard: and to this section, and any such pro~eeding~may be removed in accord-(ii) t~at relates to the prevention, reduction, and ance with 28 U.S.C. 1441 et seq. No omcer, agent, or employee of
control of pollution shall not apply to a foreign flagged the United States shall be personally liable for any civi/penalty
vessel engaged in transit passage unless the prohibi- arising from the performance of his official duties, for which he is
tion implements an applicable international regulation not otherwise liable, and the United States shall be liable only for
regarding the discharge of oil, oily waste, or any other those civil penalties arising under Federal law or imposed by a
noxious substance into the waters. State or local court to enforce an order or the process of such court.

(8) PROHIBITION RELATING TO VESSELS OF THE ARMED The President may exempt any effluent source of any department,
FOSCES.--ARer the effective date of the regulations promul- agency, or instrumentality in the executive branch from compliance

gated by the Secretary of Defense under paragraph (4), it shall with any such a requirement if he determines it to be in the para-
s unlawful for any vessel of the Armed Forces subject to the mount interest of the United States to do so; except that no exemp-

regulations to-- tion may be granted from the requirements of section 306 or 307
(A) operate in the navigable waters of the United of this Act. No such exemptions shall be granted due to lack of ap-

States or the waters of the contiguous zone, if the vessel propriation unless the President shall have specifically requested
is not equipped with any required marine pollution control such appropriation as a part of the budgetary process and the Con-
device meeting standards established under this sub- grass shall have failed to make available such requested appropria-
section; or tion. Any exemption shall be for a period not in excess of one year,

(B) discharge overboard any discharge incidental to but additional exemptions may be,granted for periods of not to ex-
the normal operation of a vessel in waters with respect to ceed one year upon the Presidents making a new determination.
which a prohibition on the discharge has been estal~lished The President shall report each January to the Congress all exemp-
under paragraph (7). tions from the requirements of this section granted during the pre-
(9) ENFORCEMENT.--This subsection shall be enforceable, ceding calendar year, together with his reason for granting such ex-

as provided in subsections (j) and (k), against any agency of the emption. In addition to any such exemption of a particular effluent
United States responsible for vessels of the Armed Forces not- source, the President may, if he determines it to be in the pars-
withstanding any immunity asserted by the agency, mount interest of the United States to do so, issue regulations ex-

(33 u.s.C. 1322) erupting from compliance with the requirements of this section any
weaponry, equipment, aircraft, vessels, vehicles, or other classes or

FEDERAL FACILITIES POLLOTION CONTROL categories of property, and access to such property, which are
owned or operated by the Armed Forces of the United States (in-SEC. 313. (a) Each department, agency, or instrumentality of cluding the Coast Guard) or by the National Guard of any State

the executive, legislative, and judicial branches of the Federal Gov- and which are uniquely military in nature. The President shall re-
ernment (1) hav~ng j~ction over any property or facility, or (2) con’eide~ the need for such regulations at three-year intervals.
engaged in any activity resulting, or which may result, in the dis- (b)~l) The Administrator shall coordinate with the head of eachcharge or runoff of pollutants, and each officer, agent, or employee department, agency, or instrumentality of the Federal Government
thereof in the performance of his official duties, shall be subject to, having jurisdiction over any property or facility utilizing federallyand comply with, all Federal, State, interstate, and local require- ownedwastewater facilities to develop a program of cooperation for
meats, administrative authority, and process and sanctions respect- utilizing wastewater control systems utilizing those innovative
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treatment processes and techniques for which guidelines have been port required under section 305(b)(1) of this Act, beginning
promulgated under section 304(dX3). Such program shall include with the report required under such section by April 1, 1988.an inventory of property and facilities which could utilize such (3) REPORT OF ADMINISTRATOR.--Not later than 180 days
processes and techniques, after receipt from the States of the biennial information re-

(2) Construction shall not be initiated for facilities for treat- qulred under paragraph (1), the Administrator shall submit to
ment of wastewater at any Federal property or facility after Sop- the Committee on Public Works and Transportation of the
tember 30, 1979, if alternative methods for wastewater treatment House of Representatives and the Committee on Environmentat such property or facility utilizing innovative treatment processes °

and Public Works of the Senate a report on the status of waterand techniques, including but not limited to methods utilizing recy- quality in lakes in the United States, including the effective-cle and reuse techniques and land treatment are not utilized, us- seas of the methods and procedures described in paragraphless the life cycle cost of the alternative treatment works exceeds (1)(D).
the, life cycle cost of the most .....cost effective alternative by more (4) ELIGIBILITY REQtIIREMENT.--Beginning aRer,~April 1,than 15 per centum. The Admlmstrator may wmve the app|icatzon 1988, a State must have submitted the information requiredof this paragraph in any case where the Administrator determines under paragraph (1) in order to receive grant assistance underit to be in the public interest, or that compliance with this pars-

this section.graph would interfere with the orderly compliance with the condi- (b) The Administrator shall provide financial assistance totions of a permit issued pursuant to section 402 of this Act. States in order to carry out methods and procedures approved by
{a3 U.S.C. 132,1) him under subsection (a) of this section. The Administrator shall

provide financial assistance to States to prepare the identificationCLEA~ L~J~S and classification surveys required in subsection (aXl) of this sec-
SEC. 314. (a) ESTABLISHMENT AND SCOPE OF PROGRAM.-- tion.

(1) STATE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS.mEach State on a bien- (c)(1) The amount granted to any State for any fiscal year
sial basis shall prepare and submit to the Administrator for under subsection (b) of this section shall not exceed 70 per centum
his approval-- of the funds expended by such State in such year for carrying out

(A) an identification and classification according to eu- approved methods and procedures under subsection (a) of this sec-
trophic condition of all publicly owned lakes in such State; tion.

(B) a description of procedures, processes, and moth- (2) There is authorized to be appropriated $50,000,000 for the
ode (including land use requirements), to control sources of fiscal year ending June 30, 1973; $100,000,000 for the fiscal year
pollution of such lakes; 1974; $150,000,000 for the fiscal year 1975, $50,000,000 for fiscal

(C) a description of methods and procedures, in con- year 1977, $60,000,000 for fiscal year 1978, $60,000,000 for fiscal
junction with appropriate Federal agencies, to restore the year 1979, $60,000,000 for fiscal year 1980, $30,000,000 for fiscal
quality of such lakes; year 1981, $30,000,000 for fiscal year 1982, such sums as may be
_ (D) methods and procedures to mitigate the harmful necessary for fiscal years 1983 through 1985, and $30,000,000 per

effects of high acidity, including innovative methods of fiscal year for each of the fiscalyears 198(i through 1990 for grants
neutralizing and restoring buffering capacity of lakes and to States under subsection (b) of this section which such sums shall
methods ofremovin~ from lakes toxic metals and other remain available until expended. The Administrator shall provide
toxic substances mobilized by high acidity; for an equitable distribution of such sums to the States with ap-

(E) a list and description of those publicily owned proved methods and procedures under subsection (a) of this section.
lakes in such State for which uses are known to be ira- (d) DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM.--
paired, including those lakes which are known not to meet (1) GEr4ERAL. REQUIREMENTS.--The Administrator is au-
applicable water quality standards or which require imple- thorized and directed to establish and conduct at locations
mentation of control programs to maintain compliance throughout the Nation a lake water quality demonstration pro-
with applicable standards and those lakes in which water gram. The program shall, at a minimum--
quality has deteriorated as a result of high acidity that (A) develop cost effective technologies for the control of
may reasonably be due to acid deposition; and pollutants to preserve or enhance lake water quality while

(F) an assessment of the status and trends of water optimizing multiple lakes uses; .’
quality in lakes in such State, including but not limited to, (B) control nonpoint sources of pollution which are
the nature and extent of pollution loading from point and contributing to the degradation of water quality in lakes;
nonpoint sources and the extent to which the use of lakes (C) evaluate the feasibility of implementing regional
is impaired as a result of such pollution, particularly with ~.. consolidated pollution control strategies;
respect to toxic pollution. : (D) demonstrate environmentally preferred techniques
(2) St~MISSiON AS pAlrr oF s0~bxl) REI~ORT.mTho informs- for the removal and disposal of contaminated lake eedi-

"~n required under parmgraph (1) eh~li bo included in the re- ment8;

~,.;;:~..’, ¯
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(El dewlop improved methods for the removal of silt, NATIONAL STUDY COMMISSION
stumps, aquatic growth, and other obstructions which ira- Sz¢. 315. (a) There is established a National Study
pair the quality of lakes; sion, which shall make a full and complete investigation and study(F) construct and evaluate silt traps and other devices
or equipment to prevent or abate the deposit of sediment of all of the technological aspects of achieving, and all aspects of

in ls~es; and
the total economic, social, and environmental effects of achieving or

(G) demonstrate the costs and benefits of utilizing not achieving, the effluent limitations and goals set forth for 1983
in section 301(b)(2) of this Act.dredged material from lakes in the reclamation of de-

spoiled land. ¯ (b) Such Commission shall be composed of fifteen members, in-
(2)    GEOGRAPHICAL SEQUIREMENTS.nDemonstration cluding five members of the Senate, who are members of the Public

Works committee, appointed by the President of the Senate, fiveprojects authorized by this subsection shall be undertaken to
reflect a variety of geographical and environmental conditions, members of the House, who are members of the Public Works com-
As a priority, the Administrator shall undertake demonstration mittee, appointed by the Speaker of the House, and five members

~irojects st Lake Champlain, New York and Vermont: Lake of the public appointed by the President. The Chairman of such
ouston, Texas; Beaver Lake, Arkansas; Greenwood-La~e and Commission shall be elected from among its members.

Belcher Creek, New Jersey; Deal Lake, New Jersey; A]cyon (c) In the conduct of such study, the Commission is authorized
Lake, New Jersey; Gorton°s Pond, Rhode Island; Lake Wash- to contract with the National Academy of Sciences and the Na-
ington, Rhode Island; Lake Bomoseen, Vermont; Sauk Lake, tional Academy of Engineering (acting through the National Re-
Minr nesota; and Lake Worth, Texas. search Council), the National Institute of Ecology, Brookings lnsti-

(3) REPolrrs.--By January 1, 1997, and January 1 of every tution, and other nongovernmental entities, for the investigation of
odd-numbered year thereafter, the Administrator shall report matters within their competence.
to the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure of the (d) The heads of the departments, agencies and instrumental-
House of Representatives and the Committee on Environment ities of the executive branch of the Federal Government shall co-
and Public Works of the Senate on work undertaken pursuant operate with the Commission in carrying out the requirements of
to this subsection. Upon completion of the program authorized this section, and shall furnish to the Commission such information
by this subsection, the Administrator shall submit to such corn- as the Commission deems necessary to carry out this section.
mittees a final report on the results of such program, along (el A report shall be submitted to the Congress of the results
with recommendations for further measures to improve the of such investigation and study, together with recommendations,
water quality of the Nation’s lakes, not later than three years after the date of enactment of this title.

(4) ALrrHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.n (~ The members of the Commission who are not officers or em-
(A) IN GENERAL.--There is authorized to be appro- ployees of the United States, while attending conferences or meet-~ated to carry out this subsection not to exceed ings of the Commission or while otherwise serving at the request

0,000,000 for fiscal years beginning after September 30, of the Chairman shall be entitled to receive compensation at a rate
1986, to remain available until expended, not in excess of the maximum rate of pay for grade GS-18, as pro-

(B) SPECIAL ALrrHORIZATIONS.w vided in the General Schedule under section 5332 of title V of the(i) AMOUNT.qThere is authorized to be appro- United States Code, including traveltime and while away frompriated to carry out subsection (b) with respect to sub-
section (aXIXD) not to exceed $15,000,000 for fiscal their homes or regular places of business they may be allowed tray-
years beginning s/let September 30, 1986, to remain el expenses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence as authorized
available until expended, by law (5 U.S.C. 73b-2) for persons in the Government service em-

(ii) DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS.--The Administrator ployed intermittently.
(g) In addition to authority to appoint personnel subject to the:~0 shall provide for an equitable distribution of sums ap-

o propnated pursuant to this subparagraph among provisions of title 5, United States Code, governing appointments
o in the competitive service, and to pay such personnel in accordanceo States carrying out approved methods and procedures.
co Such distribution sha]lbe based on the relative needs with the provisions of chapter 51 and subchapter Ill of chapter 53
-~ of such title relating to classification and General Schedule pay
co of each such State for the mitigation of the harmful el-
to fecte on lakes and other surface waters of high acidity rates, the Commission shall have authority to enter into contracts

that may reasonably be due to acid deposition or acid with private or public organizations who shall furnish the Commis-
mine drainage, ston with such administrative and technical personnel as may be

(ill) GRANTS AS ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE.--The necessary to carry out the purpose of this section. Personnel fur-
nished by such organizations under this subsection are not, andamount of any grant to a State under this subpara-

graph shall be in addition to, and not in lieu of, any shall not be considered to be, Federal employees for any purposes,
other Federal financial assistance, but in the performance of their duties shall be guided by the stand-

I~ 1t~ ~ srds which apply to employees of the legislative branches under
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rules 41 and 43 of the Senate and House of Representatives, re- shall be reported to the Congress not later than two years after en-
spectively, actment of this title, together with recommendations of the Admin-

(h) There is authorized to be appropriated, for use in carrying istrator for financing the program~ for preventing, controlling and
out this section, not to exceed $17,2~0,000. abating pollution for the fiscal years beginning ailer fiscal year
(33 U.S.C. 1325) 1976, including any necessary legislation.

(b) There is authorized to be appropriated for use in carrying
THERMAL DISCHARGES out this section, not to exceed $1,000,000.

SEC. 316. (a) With respect to any point source otherwise sub- (33 U.S.c. 1327)
ject to the provisions ol" section 301 or section 306 of this Act,
whenever the owner or operator of any such source, after oppor- A{~UACULTURE
tunity for public hearing, can demonstrate to the satisfaction of the SEC. 318. (a) The Administrator is authorized, after public
Adm1"nistrator (or, if appropriate, the State) that any effluent limi- hearings, to permit the discharge of a specific pollutant or pollut-
ration proposed for the control of the thermal component of any dis- ants under controlled conditions associated with an approved aqua-charge from such source will require effluent limitations more culture project under Federal or State supervision pursustht to sac-stringent than necessary to assure the projection and propagation tion 402 of this Act.of a balanced, indigenous population of shellfish, fish, andwildlife (b) The Administrator shall by regula,tion establish any proce-in and on the body of water into which the discharge is to be made, dures and ~t. idelines which the Administrator deems necessary tothe Administrator (or, if appropriate, the State) may impose an el- carry out this section. Such regulations shall require the applica-fluent limitation under such sections for such plant, with respect tion to such discharge of each criterion, factor, procedure, and re-to the thermal component of such discharge (taking into account
the interaction of such thermal component with other pollutants), qulrement applicable to a permit issued under section 402 of this

title, as the Administrator determines necessary to carry out thethat will assure the projection and propagation of a balanced, in- objective of this Act.digenous population of shellfish, fish, an~ wildlife in and on that
(c) Each State desiring to administer its own permit programbody of water,

within its jurisdiction i’or discharge of a specific pollutant or pollut-(b) Any standard established pursuant to section 301 or section ants under controlled conditions associated with an approved aqua-306 of this Act and applicable to a point source shall require that culture project may do so if upon submission of such program thethe location, design, constr~ction, and capacity of cooling water in- Administrator determines such program is adequate to carry outtake structures reflect the best technology available for minimizing the objective of this Act.adverse environmental impact.
(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, any point (33 U.s.c. 1328)

source of a discharge having a thermal component, the modification 8EC. 319. NONPOINT SOURCE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS.
of which point source is commenced after the date of enactment of (a) STATE ,A~SSESSMENT REPORTS.--
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 and (1) CONTENT~.--The Governor of each State shall, ai~ter no-
which, as modified, meets effluent limitations established under tics and opportunity for public comment, prepare and submitsection 301 or, if more stringent, effluent limitations established to the Administrator for approval, a report which--
under section 303 and which effluent limitations will assure protec- (A) identifies those navigable waters within the State
tion and propagation of a balanced, indigenous population oJ’shell- which, without additional action to control nonpoint
fish, fish, and wildlife in or on the water into which the discharge sources of pollution, cannot reasonably be expected to at-
is. made., shall not be subiect to any more strin~ent~    .effluent limits- rain or maintain applicable water quality standards or the
tlon w~t~ respect to the t~ermal component of its discharge during goals and requirements of this Act;
a ten year period beginning on the date of completion of such modi- (B) identifies those categories and subcategories of
fication or during the period of depreciation or amortization of such nonpoint sources or, where appropriate, particular
facility for the purpose of" section 167 or 169 (or beth) of the Inter- nonpoint sources which add significant pollution to each
hal Revenue Code of 1954, whichever period ends first, portion of the ]navigable waters identified under subpara-

:;0
(33 U.S.C. 1326) graph (A) in amounts which contribute to such portion not

~ FINANCING STUDY meeting such water quality standards or such goals and
0 requirements;
so SEC. 317. (a) The Administrator shall continue to investigate (C) describes the process, including intergovernmental
-~ and study the feasibility of alternate methods of financing the cost coordination and public participation, for identifying b~.st
--4 of preventing, controlling and abating pollution as directed in the management practices and measures to control each ~-

Water Quality Improvement Act of 1970 (Public Law 91-224), in- egory and subcate~ory of nonpoint sources and, wher- ap-
cluding, but not limited to, the feasibility ofastablishing a pollution ~ ~. propriate, particular nonpoint sources identified under
abatement trust fund. The results of such investigation and study subparagraph (B) and to reduce, to the maximum c..~ent
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practicable, the level of pollution reettlting from such cat- provide adequate authority to implement such manage-
ego]y, subcategory, or source; and ment program or, if there is not such adequate authority,

(D) ideni~ies and describes State and local programs a list of such additional authorities as will be necessar’~, to
/’or controlling pollution added from nonpoint sources to, implement such management program. A schedule ~nd
and improving the quality of, each such portion of the nay- commitment by the State or States to seek such additional
igable waters, including but not limited to those programs authorities as expeditiously as practicable.
which are receiving Federal assistance under subsections (El Sources of Federaland other assistance and fund-
(h) and (i). ing (other than assistance provided under subsections (h)
(2) INFORMATION USED IN PREPARATION.--In developing the and (i)) which will be available in each of such fiscal years

_report required by this section, the State (A) may rely upon in- for supporting implementation of such practices and mess-formation developed pursuant to sections 208, 303(e), 304(0, urea and the purposes for which such assistance will be305(b), and 314, and other information as appropriate, and (B) used in each of such fiscal years.may utilize appropriate elements of the waste treatment man-
(F) An identification of Federal financial assistanceagement plans developed pursuant to sections 208(b) and 303, programs and Federal development projects for which the.to the extent such elements are consistent with and fulfill the State will review individual assistance applications or de-requirements of this section,

velopment projects for their effect on water quality pursu-(b) STATE MA~AUEM.~NT PROgRAmS.-
ant to the procedures set forth in Executive Order 12372{I) II~ GENERAI.--The Governor of each State, for that as in effect on September 17, 1983, to determine whetherState or in combination with adjacent States, shall, aRer notice

and opportunity for public comment, prepare and submit to the ,such as.si.sta.nce .a.ppli.cations or development projects would
Admires" trator for approval a management program which such ~e consmtent wltn the program prepared under this sub-
State p_ro .po.ses_to implement in the first four fiscal years begin- section; for the purposes of this subparagraph, identifica-

tion shall not be limited to the assistance programs or de-nine after the date of submission of such management program
velopment projects subject to Executive Order 12372 but/’or controlling pollution added from nonpoint sources to the
may include any programs listed in the most recent Cats-navigable waters within the State and improving the quality of

such waters, log of Federal Domestic Assistance which may have an
(,2)~S .P~CWl. C COh’l~NTS.--Each management program pro- f’ect on the purposes and objectives of the State’s nonpoint

possa [or Implementation under this subsection shall include source pollution management program.
~ach of the fol]owillg*. (3) UTILIZATION OF LOCAL AND PRIVATE EXPERTS.--In devel-

(A) An identification of the best management practices opine and im]~lementing a management program under this
and measures which will be undertaken to reduce pollut- subsection, a State shall, to the maximum extent practicable,
ant loadings resulting from each category, subeategory, or involve local public and private agencies and organizations
particular nonpoint source designated under paragraph which have expertise in control of nonpoint sources of POllu-
(IXB), taking into account the impact of the practice on tion.
ground water quality. (4) DEVELOPMENT ON WATERSHED BASIS.--A State shall, "to

(B) An identification of programs (including, as appro- the maximum extent practicable, develop and implement a
priate, nom~gulatory or regulatory programs for enforce- management program under this subsection on a watershed.
ment: technical assistance, financial assistance, education, by-watershed basis within such State.
traimng, technology transfer, and demonstration projects) (c) ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS.--
.~. achieve implementation of the best management prac- (1) COOPERATION REQUIREMENT.--Any report required by
tices .by the ca.teg?ries, subeategories, and particular subsection (a) and any management program and report re-
nonpoint sources aesignated under subparagraph (A). quired by subsection (b) shall be developed in cooperation with

~U
. (C) A schedule containing annual milestones for (i) uti- local, substate regional, and interstate entities which are ac-

o lization of the program implementation methods identified tively planning for the implementation of nonpoint source pol-
o in subparagraph (B), and (ii) implementation of the best lution controls and have either been certified by the Adminis-
Co

.m, anage.ment, practi.ces identified in subparagraph (A) by trator in accordance with section 208, have worked jointly with
-~ the ca ,r~,go.nes, .subcategories, or. particular nonpoint the Stats on water quality management planning under section
"~ sources oesq~natm under paragraph (1XB). Such schedule 205(j), or have been designated by the Stats legislative body or

shall provide for utilization of the best management prac- .: Governor as water quality management planning agencies for
ticea at the earliest practicable date. their geographic areas.

(D) A certification of the attorney general of the State (2) TIME PERIOD FOR SUBMISSION OF’ REPOR’I~ AND MANAGE-
or States (or the chief attorney of any Stats water poilu- MENT PRO~I~AMs.mEach report and management program shall
.t~on control agency which has independent legal counsel) be submitted to the Administrator during the 18-month period
that the laws of the State or States, as the case may be, beginning on the date of the enactment o~this section.
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(d) APPROVAL OR DISAPPROVAl, OF P~PORTS AND MANA~EI~IENT State, request the Administrator to provide, and the Administrator
PROGRAMS.-- shall provide, technical assistance to such agency or organization

(1) DEADLINE.---Subject to paragraph {2), not later than in developing for such area a management program which is de-
180 days alter the date of submission to the Administrator of scribed in subsection (b) and can be approved pursuant to sub-
any report or management program under this section (other section (d). After development of such management program, such
than subsectiorm (h), (i), and (k)), the Administrator shall el- agency or organization shall submit such management program to
ther approvs or disapprove such report or management pro- the Administrator for approval. If the Administrator approves such
gram, as the case may be. The Administrator may approve a management program, such agency or organization shall be eligible
portion of a management program under this subsection. If the to receive financial assistance under subsection (h) for implements-
Administrator does not disapprove a report, management pro- tion of such management program as if such agency or organization
gram, or portion of a management program In such 180-day pc- were a State for which a report submitted under subsection (a) and
riod, such report, management program, or portion shall be a management program submitted under subsection (b) were ap-
deemed approved for purposes of this section, proved under this section. Such financial assistance sh,all be sub-

(2) PROCEDURE FOR DISAPPROVAL.~If, aRer notice and op- ject to the same terms and conditions as assistance p~:ovided to a
portunity for public comment and consultation with appro- State under subsection (h).
prints Federal and State agencies and other interested per- (f) TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR STATE.~Upon request of a
sons, the Administrator determines that-- State, the Administrator may provide technical assistance to such

(A) the proposed management program or any portion State in developing a management program approved under sub-
thereof does not meet the requirements of subsection (bX2) section (b) for those portions of the navigable waters requested by
of this section or is not likely to satisfy, in whole or in such State.
part, the goals and requirements of this Act; (g) INTERSTATE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE.~

(B) adequate authority does not exist, or adequate re- (1) CONVENIN(~ OF CONFERENCE; NOTIFICATION; PURPOSE.--
sources are not available, to implement such program or If any portion of the navigable waters in any State which is
portion; implementing a management program approved under this

(C) the schedule for implementing such program or section is not meeting applicable water quality standards or
portion is not sut~ciently expeditious; or the goals and requirements of this Act as a result, in whole or

(D) the practices and measures proposed in such pro-. in part, of pollution from nonpoint sources in another State,
gram or portion are not adequate to reduce the level of psi- such State may petition the Administrator to convene, and the
lution in navigable waters in the Stats resulting from ; Administrator shall convene, a management conference of all
nonpoint sources and to improve the quality of navigable States which contribute significant pollution resulting from
waters in the State; nonp.oint sources to such portion. If, on the basis of information

the Administrator shall within 6 months of the receipt of the available, the Administrator determines that a State is not
proposed program notify the State of any revisions or modifica- meeting applicable water quality standards or the goals and
tions necessary to obtain approval. The State shall thereupon requirements of this Act as a result, in whole or in part, of sig-
have an additional 3 months to submit its revised management nificant pollution from nonpoint sources in another State, the
program and the Administrator shall approve or disapprove Administrator shall notify such States. The Administrator may
suchrevised program within three months of receipt, convene a management conference under this paragraph not

(3) FAILURE OF STATE TO 8UBMIT RZFORT.--If a Governor of later than 180 days after giving such notification, whether or
a State does not submit the report required by subsection (a) not the State which is not meeting such standards requests
within the period specified by subsection (cX2), the Adminis- such conference. The purpose of such conference shall be to de-
trator shall, within 30 months aRer the date of the enactment velop an agreement among such States to reduce the level of
of this section, prepare a report for such State which makes pollution in such portion resulting from nonpoint sources and
the identifications .required by paragraphs (1XA) and (1XB) of to improve the water quality of such portion. Nothing in such
subsection (a). Upon completion of the requirement of the pre- agreement shall supersede or abrogate rights to quantities of
ceding sentence and after notice and opportunity for comment, water which have been established by interstate water corn-
the Administrator shall report to Congress on his actions pur- pacts, Supreme Court decrees, or State water laws. This sub-
suant to this section, section shall not apply to any pollution which is subject to the
(e) LOCAL ]V[ANAGEMENT PROGRAMS; TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.-- Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Act. The requirement

If a State fails to submit a management program under subsection that the Administrator convene a management confi.rence
(b) or the Administrator does not approve such a management pro- shall not be subject to the provisions of section 505 of this Act.
gram, a local public agency or organization which has expertise in, (2) STATE I~AOEMENT PROGRAM REQUIRZMENT.--To the
and authority to, control water pollution resulting from non/mint extent that the States reach agreement through such con-
~ourzes in _any area of such State which the Administrator deter- ~ faience, the management programs of the States wh.~,:h are
mines is of sUfficient geographic size may, with approval of such parties to such agreements and which contribute significant
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rnOllution to the navigable waters or portions thereof not meet- ance, education, and training to protect ground wa~r qual-
g applicable water quality standards or goals and require- ity from nonpoint sources of pollution.

menta of this Act will be revised to reflect such agreement. (6) AVAILABILITY FOR OBLIGATION.--The funds granted to
Such management programs shall be. consistent wit~ Federal each State pursuant to this subsection in a fiscal year shall
and State law. main available for obligation by such State for the fisccl year
(h) GRANT PROGRAM.-- for which appropriated. The amount of any such funds not obli-

(I) GRAN’PS FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF MANAGEMENT PRO- gated by the end of such fiscal year shall be available to the
GRAMS.--Upon application of a Stat~ for which a report submit- Administrator for granting to other States under this sub-
ted under subsection {a) and a management program submit- section in the next fiscal year.
ted under subsection (b) is approved under this section, the Ad- (7) LIMITATION ON USE OF FUnDS.--States may use funds
miniatrator shall make grants, subject to such terms and con- from grants made pursuant to this section for finencial assist-
ditions as the Administrator considers appropriate, under this ance to persons only to the extent that such assistance is relnt-
subsection to such State for the purpose of assisting the State ed to the costs of demonstration projects.
in implementing such management program. Funds reserved (8) SATISFACTORY PROGRESS.--No grant may be made
pursuant to section 205(jX5) of this Act may be used to develop under this subsection in any fiscal year to a State which in the
and implement such management program, preceding fiscal year received a grant under this subsection un-

(2) APPLICATION.q.~An application for a grant under this less the Administrator determined that such State made satis-
subsection in any fiscal year shall be in such form and shall factory progress in such preceding fiscal year in meeting the
contain such other information as the Administrator may re- schedule specified by such State under subsection (b}(2).
quire, including an identification and description of the beat (9) MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT.--No grant may be made to
management practices and measures which the State proposes a State under this subsection in any fiscal year unless such
to assist, encourage, or require in such year with the Federal State enters into such agreements with the Administrator as
assistance to be provided under the grant: the Administrator may require to ensure that such State will

(3) FEDIrRAL 8HARE.--The Federal share of the cost of each maintain its aggregate expenditures from all other sources for
management program implemented with Federal assistance programs for controlling pollution added to the navigable we.
under this subsection in any fiscal year shall not exceed 60 ters in such State from nonpoint sources and improving the
percent of the coat incurred by the State in implementing such quality of such waters at or above the average level of such ex-
management program and shall be made on condition that the penditurea in its two fiscal years preceding the date of enact-
non-Federal share is provided from non-Federal sources, ment of this subsection.

(4) LIMITATION ON ORANT AMOUNTS.--Notwithatanding any (10) REQ~JES’P FOR INFORMATIOIq.--The Administrator may
other provision of this subsection, not more than 15 percent of request such information, data, and reports as he considers
the amount appropriated to carry out this subsection may be necessary to make the determination of continuing eligibility
used to make ~rants to any one State, including any grants to for grants under this section.
any local public agency or organization with authority to con- (II) REFORTINO AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS.--Each State
trol pollutlon from nonpolnt sources in any area of such State. shall report to the Administrator on an annual basis concern-

({~) PRIORrrY FOR EFFECTIVE MECHANISMS.mFor each fiscal ing (A) its progress in meeting the schedule of milestones sub-
year beginning after September 30,. 1987, the Administrator mitted pursuant to subsection (bX2~(C) of this section, and (B)
may give priority in making grants under this subsection, and to the extent that appropriate information is available, reduc-
shall give consideration in determining the Federal share of tions in nonpoint source pollutant loading and improvements
any such grant, to States which have implemented or are pro- in water qua|ity for those navigable waters or watersheds
posing to implement managementprograms which will-- within the State which were identified pursuant to subsection

(A) control particularly difficult or serious nonpoint (a)(1)(A) of this section resulting from implementation of the
source pollution problems, including, but not limited to, management program.
problems resulting from mining activities; (12) LIMITATION ON ADMINISTRAT~/E cos’rs.--For purposes

(B) implement innovative methods or practices for con- of this subsection, administrative costs in the form of salaries,
trolling nonpoint sou,rc~s of pollution, including regulatory overhead, or indirect costs for services provided and charged
programs where the Administrator deems appropriate; . against activities and programs carried out with a grant under

(C) control interstate nonpoint source pollution prob- this subsection shall not exceed in any fiscal year 10 percent
lema; or of the amount of the grant in such year, except that costs of

(D) carry out I~. und water quality protection activities implementingenforcement and regulatory activities, education,
which the Admimstrator determines are part of a com- : ~" training, technical assistance, demonstration projects, and
prehensive nonpoint source pollution control program, in- technology transfer programs shall not be subject to this limi-
cluding research, planning, ground water assessments, tation.
demonstration programs, enforcement, technical assist- (i) GRANTS FOR PROTECTING GROUNDWATER QUALITY.--
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(I) ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS AND ACTF/ITIEs.--Upon applica- (I) COLLECTION OF INFORMATION.--The Administrator shall col-tion of a State for which a report submitted under subsection lect and make available, through publications and other appro-
(a) and a plan submitted under subsection (b) is approved priate means, information pertaining to management practices andunder this section, the Administrator shall make grants under implementation methods, including, but not limited to, (1) informs-this subsection to such State for the purpose of assisting such tion concerning the costs and relative efficiencies of best manage-State in carrying out groundwater qualityprotection activities
which the Administrator determines will advance the State to- ment practices for reducing nonpoint source pollution; and (2)
ward implementation of a comprehensive nonpoint source pal- available data concerning the relationship between water quality
lution control program. Such activities shall include, but not be and implementation of varions management practices to control
limited to, research, planning, groundwater assessment, dem- nonpoint sources of pollution.
onstration programs, enforcement, technical assistance, edu- (m) REPORTS OF ADMINISTRATOR.--
cation and training to protect the quality of groundwater and (I) ANNUAL REPOIrrS.--Not later than January I, 1988,
to prevent contamination of groundwater from nonpoint and.each January 1 thereafter, the Administrator s,~ll trans-
sources of pollution, mit to the Committee on Public Works and Tranaportatiou of

(2) APPLICATIONS.--An application for a grant under this the House of Representatives and the Committee on Environ-
subsection shall be in such form and shall contain such infer- ment and Public Works of the Senate, a report for the preced-
marion as the Administrator may require, ing fiscal year on the activities and programs implemented

(3) FEDERAL SHARE; MAXIMUM AMOUNT.--The Federal under this section and the progress made in reducing pollution
share of the cost of assisting a State in carrying out ground- in the navigable waters resulting from nonpoint sources and
water protection activities in any ~iscal year under this sub- improving the quality of such waters.
section shall be 50 percent of the costs incurred by the State (2) FINAL REPORT.--Not later than January 1, .1990, the
in carrying out such activities, except that the maximum Administrator shall transmit to Congress a final report on the
amount of Federal assistance which any State may receive activities carried out under this section. Such report, at a mini-
under this subsection in any fiscal year shall not exceed mum, shall--
$150,000. (A) describe the management programs being imple-

(4) REPORT.--The Administrator shall include in each re- mented by the States by types and amount of affected nay-
port transmitted under subsection (m) a report on the activites igable waters, categories and subcategories of nonpointand programs implemented under this subsection during the sources, and types of best management practices being ira-preceding fiscal year. plemented;(j) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.--There is authorized to

be appropriated to carry out subsections (h) and (i) not to exceed (B) describe the experiences of the States in adhering

$70,000,000 for fiscal year 1988, $100,000,000 per fiscal year for to schedule and implementing best management practices;
each of fiscal years 1989 and 1990, and $130,000,000 for fiscal year (C) describe the amount and purpose of grants award-
1991; except that for each of such fiscal years not to exceed ed pursuant to subsections (h)and (i) ofthis section;
$7,500,000 may be made available to carry out subsection (i). Sums (D) identify, to the extent that information is avail-
appropriated pursuant to this subsection shall remain available able, the progress made in reducing pollutant loads and
until expended, improving water quality in the navigable waters;

(k) CONSISTENCY OF OTHER PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS WITH (E) indicate what further actions need to be taken to
MANAGEMEbrr PROGRAMS.--The Administrator shall transmit to the attain and maintain in those navigable waters (i) applica-
Ofl~ce of Management and Budget and the appropriate Federal de- hie water quality standards, and (ii) the goals and require-
partments and agencies a list of those assistance programs and de- ments of this Act;
veiopment projects identified by each State under subsection (F) include recommendations of the Administrator con-
(b)(2XF) for which individual assistance applications and projects cerning future programs (including enforcement programs)
will be reviewed pursuant to the procedures set forth in Executive for controlling pollution from nonpoint sources; and
Order 12372 as in effect on September 17, 1983. Beginning not (G) identify the activities and programs of depart-
later than sixty days aRer receiving notification by the Adminis- merits, agencies, and instrumentalities o1" the United
trator, each Federal department and agency shall modify existing States which are inconsistent with the management pro-
regulations to allow States to review individual development grams submitted by the States and recommend modifica-
projects and assistance applications under the identified Federal tions so that such activities and programs are consistent
assistance programs and shall accommodate, according to the re- with and assist the States in implementation of such man-
quirements and definitions of Executive Order 12372, as in effect agement programs. "
on September 17,1983, the concerns of the State regarding the ~ (r~) SET ASIDE FOR ADMINISTRATIVE PERSO~qNEL.--Not less than
consistency of such applications or prelate with the State nonpoint 5 percent of the funds appropriated pursuant to subsection (j) for
sounm pollution management program, any fiscal year shall be available to the Administrator to maintain
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personnel levels at the Environmental Protection Agency at levels (l) assess trends in water quality, natural resources, and
which are adequate to.carry out this section in such year. uses of the estuary;

(2) collect, characterize, and assess data on toxics, nutri-
(33 U.8.C. 1329) ents, and natural resources within the estuarine zone to idcn-
SEE. eS0. NATIONAL ~8~t/ARY PROGRAM. tify the causes of environmental problems;

(a) ~AGEMENT CONFERENCE.-- (3) develop the relationship between the inplace loads and
(1) NOMINATION OF E.~I’UARIE.q.~The Governor of any State point and nonpeint loadings of pollutants to the estuarine zone

may nominate to the Administrator an estuary lying in whole and the potential uses of the zone, water quality, and natural
or in part within the State as an estuary of national signifi- resources;
cance and request a management conference to develop a cam- (4) develop a comprehensive conservation and management
prehensive management plan for the estuary. The nomination plan that recommends priority corrective actions and compli-
shall document the need for the cortference, the likelihood o1" ance schedules addressing point and nonpoint sources of poilu-
success, and information relating to the factors in paragraph ties to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and his-
(2). logical integrity of the estuary, including restoration and main-

(2) CONVENING el~ CoNlr~RENCE.~ tenance el" water quality, a balanced indigenous population
(A) IN {~ENERAL.--In any case where the Administrator shellfish, fish and wildlife, and recreational activities in the

determines, on his own initiative or upon nomination of a teary, and assure that the designated uses of the estuary are
protected;State under paragraph (1), that the attainment or mainte- (5) develop plans for the coordinated imp]ementation of thenance of that water quality in an estuary which assures plan by the States as well as Federal and local agencies par-protection of public water supplies and the protection and ticipating in the conference; "

propagation of a balanced, indigenous population of shell- (6) monitor the effectiveness of actions taken pursuant to
fish, fish, and wildlife and allows recreational activities, in the plan; and
and on the water, requires the control of point and (7) review all Federal financial assistance programs and
nonpoint sources of pollution to supplement existing con- Federal development projects in accordance with the require-
trels of pollution in more than one State, the Adminis- manta of Executive Order 12372, as in effect on September 17,
trator shall select such estuary and convene a manage- 1983, to determine whether such assistance program or project
ment conference, would be consistent with and further the purposes and objec-

(B) PeloRrrv CONSIDE~tON.--The Administrator tives of theplan prepared under this section.
shall give priority consideration under this section to Long For purposes of paragraph (7), such programs and projects shall
IslandSound, New York and Connecticut; Narragansett not be limited to the assistance programs and development projects
Bay, Rhode Island; Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts; Massa- subject to Executive Order 12372, but may include any programs
chusetts Bay, Massachusetts (including Cape Cod Bay and listed in the most recent Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance
Boston Harbor); 1 Puget Sound, Washington; New York- which may have an effect on the purposes and objectives of the
New Jersey Harbor, New York and New Jersey; Delaware plan developed under this section.
Bay, Delaware and New Jersey; Delaware Inland Bays, (c) MEMBERS OF COr~FEREr~CE.--The members of a manage-
Delaware; Albermarle Sound, North Carolina; Sarasota ment conference convened under this section shall include, at a
Bay, Florida; San Francisco Bay, California; Santa Monica minimum, the Administrator and representatives
Bay, California; Galveston Bay, Texas;s Barataria- (1) each State and foreign nation located in whole or in
Terrebonne Bay estuary complex, Louisiana; Indian River part in the estuarine zone of the estuary for which the con-
Lagoon, Florida; and Peconic Bay, New York. ference is convened;
(3) BOUNDARY Dl~l’trt~ I~XCEI~ION.--In any cane in which (2) international, interstate, or regional agencies or enti-

a boundary between two States passes through an estuary and ties having jurisdiction over all or a significant part of the as-
such boundary is disputed and is the subject of an action in tuary;
any court, the Administrator shall not convene a management (3) each interested Federal agency, as determined appro-
conference with respect to such estuary before a final adjudica- priate by the Administrator;
ties has been made of such dispute. (4) local governments having jurisdiction over any land or
(b) PURPOe~:~ OF C.,ONI~ILENCE.--The purposes of any manal~e- water within the estuarine zone, as determined appropriate by

sent conference convened with respect to an estuary under this the Administrator; and
subsection shall be to-- ~ ’ (5) affected industries, public and private educational insti-

tutions, and the general public, as determined appropriate by
,e~, r.~. 10o-~ s~ r.t~ am-~s Ir~,~ t~ s,~ Xs,,s~hus, tu S,y phrs~ stt~ Be1- the Administrator.

(d) T~TTILIZATION OF EXISTING D^T^.--In developing a conservs-s~.~srbo~s,ts~t~ ~t~tbs Lsui~na. lv~r~da, l~.w york b.~. ~ "Os~. ties and management plan under this section, the management
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conference shall survey and utilize existing reports, data, and stud- The Administrator shall provide up to $5,000,000 per fiscal year of
leo relating to the estuary that have been developed by or made the sums authorized to be appropriated under this subsection to
available to Federal, interstate, State, and local agencies, the Administrator of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-(e) PERIOD OF CONFERENC~-.mA management conference con-ministration to carry out st~bsection (j).
vened under this section shall be convened for a period not to ex- (j) RESEARCH.-- ~
ceed 5 years. Such conference may be extended by the Adminis- (1) PROGRAMS.--in order to determine the need to convenetrator, and if terminated after the initial period, may be races- a management conference under this section or at the requestvaned by the Administrator at any time thereafter, as may be nec-

of such a management conference, the Administrator shall co-ass (a~ to meet the requirements of this section,
ordinate and implement, through the National Marine Poilu-APPROVAL AND IMPLEMENTATION OF PLANS.~ tion Program Office and the National Marine Fisheries Service(1) API~ROVAL.~Not later than 120 days after the comple-

tion of a conservation and management plan and after provid- of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, as
ing for public review and comment, the Administrator shall ap- appropriate, for one or more estuarine zones--
prove such plan if the plan meets the requirements of this sac- (A) a long-term program of trend assessment .monitor-
tion and the affected Governor or Governors concur, ing measuring variations in pollutant concentrations, ms-

(2) IMPLEMENTATION.--Upon approval of a conservation rise ecology, and other physical or biological environ-
and management plan under this section, such plan shall be mental paramenters which may affect estuarine zones, to
implemented. Funds authorized to be appropriated under titles provide the Administrator the capacity to determine the
II and VI and s~-’ction 319.of this Act may be used in accord- potential and actual effects of alternative management
ance with the applicable requirements of this Act to assist strategies and measures;
States with the implementation of such plan. (B) a program of ecosystem assessment assisting in
(g) GRAN’rs.~ the development of (i) baseline studies which determine

(1) RECIPIENTS.~The Administrator is authorized to make the state of estuarine zones and the effects of natural and
grants to State, interstate, and regional water pollution control anthropogenic changes, and (ii) predictive models capable
agencies and entities, State coastal zone management agencies, of translating information on specific discharges or general
interstate agencies, other public or nonprofit private agencies, pollutant Ioadings within estuarine zones into a set of
institutions, organizations, and individuals, probable effects on such zones;

(2) PURPOSES.--Grants under this subsection shall be (C) a comprehensive water quality sampling program
made topay for assisting research, surveys, studies, and rood- for the continuous monitoring of nutrients, chlorine, acid
sling andother technical work necessary for the development precipitation dissolved oxygen, and potentially toxic pollut-
er a conservation and management plan under this section, ants (including organic chemicals and metals) in estuarine

(3) FEDERAL SHARE.--The amount of grants to any person zones, aRer consultation with interested State, local, inter-
(including a State, interstate, or regional agency or entity) state, or international agencies and review and analysis of
under this subsection for a fiscal year shall not exceed 75 per- all environmental sampling data presently collected from
cent of the costs of such research, survey, studies, and work estuarine zones; and
and shall be made on condition that the non-Federal share of (D) a program of research to identify the movements
such costs are provided from non-Federal sources, of nutrients, sediments and pollutants through estuarine
(h) GRANT REPOI~TINo.--Any person (including a State, inter- zones and the impact of nutrients, sediments, and pollut-

state, or regional agency or entity) that receives a grant under sub- ants on water quality, the ecosystem, and designated or
section (g) shall report to the Administrator not later than 18 potential uses of the estuarine zones.
months after receipt of such grants and biennially there after on (2) RE~olrrs.--The Administrator, in cooperation with the
the progress being made under this section. Administrator of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-

(i) AtrrlIORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.--There are authorized ministration, shall submit to the Congress no less often than
to be appropriated to the Administrator not to exceed $12,000,000 biennially a comprehensive report on the activities authorized

:~ per fiscal year for each of fmcal years 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, and under this subsection including--
o 1991 for~ (A) a listing of priority monitoring and research needs;
o (1) expenses related to the administration of management (B) an assessment of the state and health of the Na-
so conferences under this section, not to exceed 10 percent of the tion’s estuarine zones, to the extent evaluated under this
"~ amount appropriated under this subsection; subsection;
o~ (2) making grants under subsection (g); and (C) a discussion of pollution problems and trends in

(3) monitoring the implementation of a conservation and pollutant concentrations with a direct or indirect effect on
management plan by the management conference or by the Ad- ~ water quality, the ecosystem, and designated or potential
ministrator, in any ease in which the conference has been tar- uses of each estuarine zone, to the extent evaluated under
minated, this subsection; and
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(D) an evaluation of pollution abatement activities and notification, such other State determines that such discharge will
management measures so far implemented to determine affect the quality of its waters so as to violate any water quality
the degree of improvement toward the objectives expressed requirement in such State, and within such sixty-day period noti-
in subsection (bX4) of this section, ties the Administrator and the licensing or permitting agency in

(k) Di~FINITIoN.q.--For purposes of this section, the terms "estu- writing of its objection to the issuance of such license or permit and
arf and "estuarine zone" have the meanings such terms have in requests a public hearing on such objection, the licensing or permit-
section 104(nX4) of this Act~ except that the term "estuarine zone" tin~ agency shall hold such a hearing. The Administrator shall at
shall also include associated aquatic ecosystems and those portions SUCh hearing submit his evaluation and recommendations with re-
of tributaries draining into the estuary up to the historic height of spect to any such objection to the licensing or permitting agency.
migration ofanadromoua fish or the historic head of tidal influence, Such agency, based upon the recommendations of such State, the
whichever is higher. Administrator, and upon any additional evidence, if any,’ ’presented
(33 U.S.C. 1330) to the agency at the heating, shall condition such license or permit

in such manner as may be necessary to insure compliance With ap-
TITLE IV~PERMITS AND LICENSES plicable water quality requirements. If the imposition of conditions

cannot insure such compliance such agency shall not issue such li-
CERTIFICATION cease or permit.

SEC. 401. (aX1) Any applicant for a Federal license or permit (3) The certification obtained pursuant to paragraph (1) of this
to conduct any activity including, but not limited to, tha cormtruc- subsection with respect to the construction of any facility shall ful-
tion or operation of facilities, which may result in any discharge fill the requirements of this subsection with respect to certification
into the navigable waters, shallprovide the licensing or permitting in connection with any other Federal license or permit required for
agency a certification from the State in which the discharge origi- the operation of such facility unless, after notice to the certifying

State, agency, or Administrator, as the case may be, which shall benates .or will originate, or, if.app.rop.ria.te! from the inters.tats water
pollution control agency hav~ng jurmdiction over the navigable wa- given by the Federal agency to whom application is made for such
tars at the point where the dischargs originates or will originate, operating license or permit, the State, or if appropriate, the inter-
that any such discharge will comply with the applicable provisions state agency or the Administrator, notifies such agency within sixty
of sections 301, 302, 303, 306, and307 of this Act. In the case of days after receip~ of such notice that there is nolonger reasonable
any such activity for which there is not an applicable effluent limi- assurance that there will be compliance with the applicable provi-
tation or other limitation under sections 301(b) and 302, and there siena of sections 301, 302, 303, 306, and 307 of this Act because of
is not an applicable standard under sections 306 and 307, the State changes since the construction license or permit certification was

issued in (A) the construction or operation of the facility, (B) theshall so certify, except that may such certification shall not be
deemed to satisfy section 511(c) of this Act. Such State or inter, characteristics of the waters into which such discharge is made, (C)
state agency shall establish procedures forpublic notice in the case the water quality criteria applicable to such waters or (D) applica-
of all applications for certification by it and, to the extent it deems ble effluent limitations or other requirements. This paragraph shall
appropriate, procedures for public hearings in connection with spa- be inapplicable in any case where the applicant for such operating
cific applications. In any case where a State or interstate agency license or permit has failed to provide the certifying State, or, if ap-
has no authority to give such a certification, such certification shall propriate, the interstate agency or the Administrator, with notice
be from the Administrator. If the State. interstate agency, or Ad- of any proposed changes in the construction or operation of the
ministrator, as the case may be, fails or refuses to act on a request cility with respect to which a construction license or permit has
for certification, within a reasonable period of time (which shall not been granted, which changes may result in violation of section 301,
exceed one year) aRer receipt of such request, the certification re- 302, 303, 306, or 307 of this Act.
qulromenta of this mab~ction shall be waived with respect to such (4) Prior to the initial operation of any federally licensed or
Federal application. No licen~m or permit shall be granted until the ]~ermitted facility or activity which may result in any discharge
certification required by this section has been obtained or has been mto the navigable waters and with respect to which a certification

~ waived as provided in the preceding sentence. No license or permit has been obtained pursuant to paragraph (I) of this subsection,
o shall be granted if certification has been denied by the State, inter- which facility or activity is not subject to a Federal operating li-

e state agency, or the Administrator, as the case may be. cense or permit, the licensee or permittee shall provide an oppor-
co (2) Upon receipt of such application and certitication the licens- tunity for such certifying State, or, if appropriate, the interstate

~ ing or permitting agency shall immediately notify the Adminis- agency or the Administrator to review the manner in which the fa-

~4 trator of such application and certification. Whenever such a dis- cility or activity shall be operated or conducted for the purposes of
charge may affect, as determined by the Administrator, the quality hssu~ing that applicable effluent limitations or other limitations or
of the waters of any other State, the Administrator within thirty other applicable water quality requirements will not be v~olated.
days of the data of notice of application for such Federal license or Upon notification by the certifying State, or if appropriate, the

permit shall so notify anch other State, the licensing or permitting interstate agency or the Administrator that the operation of any
agency, and the applicant. If, within ~[xty days a/tar recetpt of such such federally licensed or permitted facility or activity will violate
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applicable effluent limitations or other limitations or other water forth in such certification, and shall become a condition on any
quality requirements such Federal agency may, after public hear- Federal license or pendit subject to the provisions of this section.
ing, suspend such license or permit. If such license or permit is (33 U.S.C. 1341)
suspended, it shall remain suspended until notification is received
from the certifying State, agency, or Administrator, as the case NATIONAL POLLUTAIN~ DISCi[AR~E ELIMINATION SYSTEM
may be, that there is reasonable assurance that such facility or ac- S~C. 402. (aXl) Except as provided in sections 318 and 404 oftivity will not violate the applicable provisions of section 301, 302, this Act, the Administrator may, after opportunity for public hear-303, 306, or 307 of this Act. ing, issue a permit for the discharge of any pollutant, or combine-(5) Any Federal license or permit with respect to which a cer- tion of pollutants, notwithstanding section 301(a), upon conditiontification has been obtained underparagraph (1) of this subsection that such discharge will meet either (A) all applicable requirements
may be suspended or revoked by the Federal agency issuing such under sections 301,302, 306, 307, 308, and 403 of this Act, or (B)license or permit upon the entering of a judgment under this Act prior to the taking of necessary implementing actions relating to all
that such facility or activity has been operated in violation of the such requirements, such conditions as the Administrator deter-
applicable provisions of section 301, 302, 303, 306, or 307 of this mines are necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act.
Act. (2) The Administrator shall prescribe, conditions for such per-

(6) Except with respect to a permit issued under section 402 mits to assure compliance with the requirements of paragraph (1)
of this Act, in any case where actual construction of a facility has of this subsection, including conditions on data and information col-
been lawfully commenced prior to April 3, 1970, no certification lection, reporting, and such other requirements as he deems appro-
shall be required under this subsection for a license or permit is- priate.
sued after April 3, 1970, to operate such facility, except that any (3) The permit program of the Administrator under paragraph
such license or permit issued without certifiration shall tsrminate (1) of this subsection, and permits issued thereunder, shall be sub-
April 3, 1973, unless prior to such termination date the person hay- ject to the same terms, conditions, and requirements as apply to a
ing such license or permit submits to the Federal agency which is- State permit program and permits issued thereunder under sub-
sued such license or permit a certification and otherwise meets the section (b) of this section.
requirements of this section. (4) All permits for discharges into the navigable waters issued

(b) Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit the au- pursuant to section 13 of the Act of March 3, 1899, shall be deemed
thority of any department or agency pursuant to any other provi- to be permits issued under this title, and permits issued under this
sion of law to require compliance with any applicable water quality title shall be deemed to be permits issued under section 13 of the
requirements. The Administrator shall, upon the request of any Act of March 3, 1899, and shall continue in force and effect for
Federal department or agency, or Stats or interstate agency, or ap- their term unless revoked, modified, or suspended in accordance
plicant, provide, for the purpose of this section, any relevant infer- with the provisions of this Act.
marion on applicable effluent limitations, or other limitations, (5) No permit for a discharge into the navigable waters shall
standards, regulations, or requirements, or water quality criteria, be issued under section 13 of the Act of March 3, 1899, after the
and shall, when requested.by any such department or agency or date of enactment of this title. Each application for a permit under
State or interstate agency, or applicant, comment on any methods section 13 of the Act of March 3, 1899, pending on the date of on-
to comply with such limitations, standards, regulations, require- actment of this Act shall be deemed to be an application for a per-
meats, or criteria, mit under this section. The Administrator shall authorize a State,

(c) In order to implement the provisions-of this section, the which he determines has the capability of administering a permit
Secretary of the Army, acting throught the Chief of Engineers, is program which will carry out the objective of this Act, to issue per-
authorized, if he deems it to be in the public interest, to permit the mits for discharges into the navigable waters within the jurisdic-
use of spoil disposal areas under his jurisdiction by Federal li- tion of such State. The Administrator may exercise the authority
censes or permitteea, and to make an appropriate charge for suchgranted him by the preceding sentence only during the period
use. Moneys received from such licensees or pennittees shall be de- which begins on the date of enactment of this Act and ends either
posited in the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts, on the ninetieth day after the date of the first promulgation of

(d) Any certification provided under this section shall set forth guidelines required by section 304(hX2) of this Act, or the date of
any effluent limitations and other limitations, and monitoring re- approval by the Administrator of a permit program for such State

under subsection (b) of this section, whichever date first occurs,quirements necessary to assure that any applicant for a Federal li-
cense or permit will comply with any applicable effluent limitations and np such authorization to a State shall extend beyond the last
and other limitations, under section 301 or 302 of this Act, stand, d~y of such period. Each such permit shall be subject to such condi-
ard of performance.under section 306 of this Act, or prohibition, el- tions as the Administrator determines are necessary to carry out
f’,,~.nt standard, or pretreatment standard under section 307 of this the provisions of this Act. No such permit shall issue if the Admin-

and with any other appropriate requirement of State law set..~:;’.~. ¯istrator objects to such issuance.
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(b) At any time after the promulgation of the guidelines re- (8) To insure that any permit for a discharge from a publicly
quired by subsection (hX2) of section 304 of this Act, the Governor owned treatment works includes conditions to require the identi-
of each State desiring to administer its own permit program for fication in terms of character and volume of pollutants of any sig-
discharges into navigable waters within its jurisdiction may submit nificant source introducing pollutants subject to pretreatment
to the Administrator a full and complete discription of the program standards under section 307(b) of this Act into such works and a
it proposes to establish and admimster under State law or under program to assure compliance with such pretreatment standards by
an interstate compact. In addition, such State shall submit a state- eachsuch source, in addition to adequate notice to the permitting
meat from ths attorney general (or the attorney for those State agency of (A) new introductions into such works of pollutants from
water pollution control agencies which have independent legal any source which would be a new source as defined in s~tion 306
counsel), or from the chief legal officer in the case of an interstate if such source were discharging pollutants, (B) new introductions of
agency, that the laws of such State, or the interstate compact, as pollutants into such works from a source which would be subject
the case may be, provide adequate authority to carry out the de- to section 301 if it were discharging such pollutants, or (C) a sub-
scribed program. The Administrator shall approve each such sub- stantial change in volume or character of pollutants being intro-
mitted program unless he determines that adequate authority does duced into such works by a source introducing pollutants into such
not exist: works at the time of issuance of the permit. Such notice shall in-

(l) To issue permits which-- clude information on the quality and quantity of effluent to be in-
(A) apply, and insure compliance with, any applicable re- traduced into such treatment works and any anticipated impact of

quirements of sections 301, 302, 306, 307, and 403; such change in the quantity or quality of effluent to be discharged
(B) are for fixed terms not exceeding five years; and from such publicly owned treatment works; and
(C) can be terminated or modified for cause including, but (9) To insure that any industrial user of any publicly ownednot limited to, the following: treatment works will comply with sections 204(b), 307, and 308.

(i) violation of any condition of the permit; (cXl) Not later than ninety days after the date on which a(ii) obtaining a permit by misrepresentation, or failure State has submitted a program (or revision thereoD pursuant toto disclose htlly all relevant facts; subsection (b) of this section, the Administrator shall suspend the(iii) change in any condition that requires either a issuance of permits under subsection (a) of this section as to thosetemporary or permanent reduction or elimination of the discharges subject to such program unless he determines that thepermitted discharge; State permit program does not meet the requirements of subsection(D) control the disposal of pollutants into wells;
(2XA) To issue permits which apply, and insure compliance (b) of this section or does not conform to the guidelines issued

under section 304(iX2) of this Act. If the Administrator se deter-with, all applicable requirements of section 308 of this Act, or
(B) To inspect, monitor, enter, and require reports to at least mines, he shall notify the State or any revisons or modifications

the same extent as required in section 308 of this Act; necessary to conform to such requirements or guidelines.
(2) Any State permit program under this section shall at all(3) To immre that the public, and any other State the waters times be in accordance with this section and guidelines promul-of which may be affected, receive notice of each application for a gated pursuant to section 304(hX2) of this Act.permit and to provide an opportunity for public hearing before a

ruling on each such application; (3) Whenever the Administrator determines after public hear-
ing that a State is not administering a program approved under(4) To insure that the Administrator receives notice of each ap-
this section in accordance with requirements of this section, heplication (including a copy thereof) for a permit;    .

(6) To insure that any State (other than the permitting State), shall so notify the State and, if appropriate corrective action is not
whose waters may be affected by the issuance of a permit may sub- taken within a reasonable time, not to exceed ninety days, the Ad-

mit written recommendationz to the permitting State (and the Ad- ministrator shall withdraw approval of such program. The Admin-
ministrator) with respect to any permit application and, if any part ietrator shall not withdraw approval of any such program unless he
of such written recommendations are not accepted by the permit- shall first have notified the State, and made public, in writing, the

reasons for such withdrawal.ting State, that the permitting State will notify such affected State
(and the Administrator) in writing of its failure to so accept such (4) LIMITATIONS ON PARTIAL PERMIT PROGRAM RETURNS AND

WITHDRAWALS.wA State may return to the Administrator ad-recommendations together with its reasons for so doing;
(6) To insure that no permit will be issued irwin the judgment ministration, and the Administrator may withdraw under

of the Secretary of the Army acting through the Chief of Engineers, paragraph (3) of this subsection approval,
after consultation with the Secretary of the department in which ’~ " (A) a State partial permit program approved under
the Coast Guard is operating, anchorage and navigation ot" any of subsection (n)(3) only if the entire permit program being
the navigable waters would be sulmtant|ally impaired thereby; administered by the State department or agency at the

(7) To abate violations of the permit or the permit program, in- time is returnedor withdrawn; and
chiding civil and criminal penalties and other ways and means of (B) a State partial permit program approved under
,n¢,,~m~t- subsection (nX4) only if an entire phased component of the
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~ermit program being administered by the State at the ant to section :~O9(a) of this Act that a State with an approved pro-
me is returned or withdrawn, gram has not commenced appropriate enforcement action with re-

(dX1) Each State shall transmit to the Administrator a copy of spect to such permit, may proceed in a court of competent jurisdic-each permit application received by such State and provide notice tlon to restrict or prohibit the introduction of any pollutant into
to the Administrator of every action related to the consideration of such treatment works by a source not utilizing such treatmentsuch permit application, including each permit proposed to be is- works prior to the finding that such condition was violated.
sued by such State. (i) Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit the au-

(2) No permit shall issue (A) if the Administrator within ninety thority of the Administrator to take action pursuant to section 309
days of the date of his notification under subsection (bXh) of this of this Act.section objects in wri~ng to the issuance of such permit, or (B) if (j) A copy of each permit application and each permit issuedthe Administrator within ninety days of the date of transmittal of under this section shall be available to the public. Such permit ap-the proposed permit by the State objects in writing to the issuance plication or permit, or portion thereof, shall further be av .ajlable on
of such permit as being outside the guidelines andrequirements of request for the purpose of reproduction.this Act. Whenever the Administrator objects to the issuance of a (k) Compliance with a permit issued pursuant to this section
permit under this paragraph such written objection shall contain a shall be deemed compliance, for purposes of sections 309 and 505,
statement of the reasons for such objection and the effluent limits- with sections 301,302, 306, 307, and 403, except any standard irestions and conditions which such permit would include if it were posed under section 307 for a toxic pollutant injurious to human
sued by the Administrator. health. Until December 31, 1974, in any case where a permit for

(3) The Administrator may, as to any permit application, waive discharge has been ap.plied for pursuant to this section, but finalparagraph (2)of this subaection, administrative dispomtion of such application has not been made,
(4) In any case where, after the date of enactment of this pars- such discharge shall not be a violation of (1) section 301, 306, or

graph, the Administrator, pursuant to paragraph (2) of this sub- 402 of this Act, or (2) section 13 of the Act of March 3, 1899, unless
section, objects to the issuance of a permit, on request of the State, the Administrator or other plaintiff" proves that final administra-
a public hearing shall be held by the Administrator on such objec- tire disposition of such application has not been made because of
tion. If the State does not resubmit such permit revised to meet the failure of the applicant to furnish information reasonably re-
such objection within 30 days after completion of the hearing, or, quired or requested in order to process the application For the
if no hearing is requested within 90 days after the date of such oh- 180-day period beginning on the date of enactment of the Federal
jection, the Administrator may issue the permit pursuant to sub- Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, in the case of
section (a) of this section for such source in accordance with the any point source discharging any pollutant or combination of psi-
guidelines and requirements of this Act. lutant-q immediately prior to such date of enactment which source

(e) In accordance with guidelines promulgated pursuant to sub- is not subject to section 13 of the Act of March 3, 1899, the dis-
section (hX2) of section 304 of this Act, the Administrator is au- charge by such source shall not be a violation of this Act if such
thorized to waive the requirements of subsection (d) of this section a source applies for a permit for discharge pursuant to this section
at the time he approves a program pursuant to subsection (b) of within such 180-day period.
this section for any category (including any class, type, or ~size (I) LIMITATION ON PERMIT REQUIREMENT.--
within such category) of point sources within the State submitting {1) AGRICULTURAL RETURN FLOWS.--The Administrator
such program, shall not require a permit under this section for discharges

(/’) The Administrator shall promulgate regulations establish- composed entirely of return flows from irrigated agriculture,
ing categories of point sources which he determines shall not be nor shall the Administrator directly or indirectly, require any
subject to the requirements of subsection (d) of this section in any State to require such a permit.
State with aprogram approved pursuant to subsection (b) of this (2) STORMWATER RUNOFF FROM OIL, GAS, AND MINING OPER-
section. The Administrator ma~, distinguish among classes, types, ATIONS.--The Administrator shall not require a permit under
and sizes within any category of point sources, this section, nor shall the Administrator directly or indirectly

(g) Any permit issued under this section for the discharge of require any State to require a permit, for discharges of
pollutants into the navigable waters from a vessel or other floating stormwater runoff from mining operations or oil and gas explo-
cratt shall be subject to any applicable regulations promulgated by ration, production, processing, or treatment operations or
the Secretary of the Department in which the Coast Guardis oper- transmission facilities, composed entirely of flows which are
atin~, establishing specifications for safe transportation, handhng, from conveyances or systemB of conveyances {including but not
earrtage, storage, and stowage of pollutants, limited to pipes, conduits, ditches, and channels) ur~-d for col-

(h) In the event any condition of a permit for discharges from lecting and conveying precipitatio.n runoff and which are n.ot
a treatment works (as defined in section 212 of this Act) which is ~ contaminated by contact with, or do not come into contact with,
publicly owned is violated, a State with a program approved under any overburden, raw material, intermediate products, finished
subsection (b) of this section or the Administrator, where no State product, byproduct, or waste products located on the site of
pr~m~un i~ approved or where tho Administrator determines pursu- such operatlone.
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(m) ADDITIONAL PRETRF..ATMENT OF CONVENTIONAL POLLUT- (1) GENERAL PROHIBITI(~N.mln the case of effluent limits-
ANTS NOT REQUIRED.--To the extent a treatment works (as defined tions established on the basis of subsection (aX IXB) of this sac-
in section 212 of this Act) which is publicly owned is not meeting lion, a permit may not be renewed, reissued, or modified on
the requirements of a permit issued under this section for such the basis of effluent guidelines promulgated under section
treatment works as a r~ult of inadequate design or operation of 304(b) subsequent to the original issuance of such permit, to
such treatment works, the Administrator, in issuing a permit contain effluent limitations which are less stringent than the
under this section, sha~l not requir~ pretreatment by a person in- comparable effluent limitations in the previous permit. In the
traducing conventional pollutants identified pursuant to a section case of effluent limitations established on the basis of section
304(aX4) of this Act into such treatment works other than 301(bX1)(C) or section 303(d) or (e), a permit may not be re-
pretreatment required to assure compliance with pretreatment hewed, reissued, or modified to contain effluent limitations
standards under subsection (bXe) of this section and section which are less stringent than the comparable effluent iimita-
307(bX1) of this Act. Nothing in this subsection shall affect the Ad- tions in the previous permit except in compliance with section.
ministrator’s authority under sections 307 and 309 of this Act, af- 303(d)(4).
fact State and local authority under sections 307(bX4) and 510 of (2) EXCEPTIONS.--A permit with reel~ect to which pars-
this Act, relieve such treatment work~ of its obligations to meet re- graph (1) applies may be renewed, reissueu, or modified to con-
quirements established under this Act, or otherwise preclude such lain a less stringent effluent limitation applicable to a pollut-
works from pursuing whatever feasible options are available to ant if--
meet its responsibility to comply with its permit under this section. (A) material and substantial alterations or additions to

(n) PAR’rtAL Pzm~IT PsooP.~a.-- the permitted facility occurred after permit issuance which
(1) STATE SUBMISSION.--The Governor of a State may sub- justify the application of a less stringent effluent limita-

mit under subsection (b) of this section a permit program for tion;
a portion of the discharges into the navigable waters in such (BXi) information is available which was not available
State. at the time of permit issuance (other than revised regula-

(2) MINIMtrM COVERAGE.--A partial permit program under tions, guidance, or test methods) and which would have
this subsection shall cover, at a minimum, administration of a justified the application of a less stringent effluent limits-
major category of the discharges into the navigable waters of tion at the time of permit issuance; or
the State or a major component of the permit program required (ii) the Administrator determines that technical mis-
by subsection (b). takes or mistaken interpretations of law were made in is-

(3) APPROVAL OF bC~JOR CATEGORY PARTIAL PERMIT PRO- suing the permit under subsection (aXIXB);
GRAMS.~The Administrator may approve a partial permit pro- (C) a less stringent effluent limitation is necessary be-
gram coveting administration era major category of discharges cause of events over which the permittee has no control
under this subsection if~ and for which there is no reasonably available remedy;

(A) such program represents a completepermit pro- (D) the permittee has received a permit modification
gram and covers all of the discharges under the jurisdic, under section 301(c), 301(g), 301(h), 301(i), 301(k), 301(n),
tion of a department or agency of the State; and or 316(a);or

(B) the Administrator determines that the partial pro- (E) the permittee has installed the treatment facilities

~e represents a significant and identifiable part of the
required to meet the effluent limitations in the previous

program required by subsection (b). permit and has properly operated and maintained the fa-
(4) APPROVAL OF MAJOR COMPONENT PARTIAL PERMIT PRO- cilities but has nevertheless been unable to achieve the

ORA~ls.~The Administrator may approve under this subsection previous effluent limitations, in which case the limitations
a partial and phased permit program coveting administration in the reviewed, reissued, or modified permit may reflect
of a major component (including discharge categories) of a the level of pollutant control actually achieved (but shall
State permit program required by subsection (b) if-- not be less stringent than required by effluent guidelines

(A) the Administrator determines that the partial pro- in effect at the time of permit renewal, reissuance, or
~m represents a significant and identifiable part of the modification).
State program required by subsection (b); and Subparagraph (B) shall not apply to any revised waste load el-

(B) the State submits, and the Administrator ap- locations or any alternative grounds for translating water quai-
proves, a plan for the State to assume administration by ity standards into effluent limitations, except where the cumu-
phases of the remainder of the State program required by : lative effect of such revised allocations results in a decrease in
subsection (b) by a specified date not more than 5 years the amount of pollutants discharged into the concerned waters,
after submission of the partial program under this sub- and such revised allocations are not the result of a discharger
secUon and agrees to make all reasonable efforts to as- eliminating or substantially reducing its discharge of pollut-
sums such administration by such date. ants due to complying with the requirements of this Act or for

IA~ A,~-,-~A,~mat.mm~.-- reasons otherwise unrelated to water quality.
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(3) LIMITATIONS.~|n no event may apermit with respect (2)~C). Applications for permits for such discharges shall beto which paragraph (I) applies be renewed, reissued, or modi.

filed no later titan 3 years after such date of enactment.fled to contain an effluent limitation which is less stringent Not later than 4 year after such date of enactment the Ad-than requi~d by effluent guidelines in effect at the time the
ministrator or the State, as the case may be, shall issuepermit is renewed, reissued, or modified. In no event may such
or deny each such permit. Any such permit shall providea permit to discharge into waters be renewed, reissued, or

modified to contain a less stringent effluent limitation if the for compliance as expeditiously as practicable, but in no
implementation of such limitation would result in a violation event later than 3 years after the date of issuance of such
of a water quality standard under section 303 applicable to permit.
such waters. (B) OTHER MUNICIPAL DISCHARGES.--Not later than 4
(p) MUNICIPAL AND INDUSTRIAL STORMW^TER DIe,CHARGES.-- years after the date of the enactment of this subsection,

(I) GRNEIt~L RULE.mPrior to October I, 1994, the Adminis. the Administrator shall establish regulation~’°setting forth
tra.tor or the State (in the case of a permit j~rogram alpproved the permit application requirements for stormwater dis-
under section 402 of this Act) shall not reqmre a permit under charges described in paragraph (2XD). Applications for
this ._s~c. fi_on for discharges composed entirely of stormwater, permits for such discharges shall be filed no later than 5

(z) I~XCEPTlONS.--Paragraph (1) shall not apply with re- years after such date of enactment. Not later than 6 years
spect to the following stormwater discharges: after such date of enactment, the Administrator or the

(A) A discharge with respect to which a permit has State, as the case may be, shall issue or deny each such
been issued under this section before the date of the enact- permit. Any such permit shall provide for compliance as
meat of this subsection, expeditiously as practicable, but in no event later than 3(B) A discharge associated with industrial activity, years after the date of issuance of such permit.

(C) A discharge from a municipal separate storm (5) STUDIES.--The Administrator, in consultation with thesewer system serving a population of 250,000 or more. States, shall conduct a study for the purposes of-(D) A discharge from a municipal separate storm (A) identifying those stormwater discharges or classessewer system serving a population of 100,000 or more but of stormwater discharges for which permits are not re-less than 250,000. quired pursuant to paragraphs (1) and (2) of this sub-(E) A discharge for which the Administrator or the
section;State, as the case may be, determines that the stormwater

discharge contributes to a violation of a water quality (B) determining, to the maximum extent practicable,
standard or is a significant contributor of pollutants to wa- the nature and extent of pollutants in such discharges; and
ter~ of the United States. (C) establishing procedures and methods to control
(3) PERMIT REQUIREMEN’I~.~ stormwater discharges to the extent nece~ary to mitigate

(A) INDUSTRIAL DlSCHARGES.--Permits for discharges impacts on water quality.
associated with industrial activity shall meet all applicable Not later than October 1, 1988, the Administrator shall submit
provisions of this section and section 301. to Congress a report on the results of the study described in

(B) MUNICIPAL DISCHARGF..--Permits for discharges subparagraphs (A) and (B}. Not later than October !, 1989, the
from municipal storm sewers-- Administrator shall submit to Congress a report on the results

(i) may be issued on a system- or jurisdiction-wide of the study described in subparagraph (C).

(6) REOULATIONS.--Not later than October 1, 1993, the Ad-bssi?ii) shall include a requirement to effectively pro- ministrator, in consultation with State and local officials, shall
hibit non-stormwater discharges into the storm sew- issue regulations (based on the results ot" the studies conducted

and under paragraph (5)) which designate stormwater discharges,era; (iii)"shall require controls to reduce the discharge
other than those discharges described in paragraph (2), to be

of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable, in- regulated to protect water quality and shall establish a corn-
eluding management practices, control techniques and prehensive program to regulate such designated sources. The
system, design and engineering methods, and such program shall, at a minimum, (A) establish priorities, (B) es-
other provision- aa the Administrator or the State de- tablish requirements for State stormwater management pro-
termines appropriate for the control of such pollutants, grams, and (C) establish expeditious deadlines. The program

(4) PERMIT AI~LICATION REQUtREMEwrs.~ may include performance standards, guidelines, guidance, and
(A) INDUWrRIAL AND LARGE MUNICIPAL DISCHARGES.~ : ~" management practices and treatment requirements, as appro-Not later than 2 years after the date of the enactment of

priate.this subsection, the Administrator shall establish regula-
{33 v.s.c. 1342}tiorm setting forth the permit application requirements for

stormwater disc.harem d~l in paragraphs (2XB) an~’,.,.,.....:.~
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OCF.AN DISCHARGE CRITERIA ritoriai seas, the contiguous zone, and the ocean under section
SEC. 403. (a) No permit under section 402 of this Act for a dis- 403(c), and (2) in any case where such guidelines under clause (1)

charge into the territorial sea, the waters of the cantle.sue zone, alone would prohibit the specification of a sit% through the applica-
or the oceans shall be issued, after promulgation of {~mdelines as- ties additionally of the economic impact of the site on navigation
tabliehed under subsection (c) of this section, except m compliance and anchorage.
with such guidelines. Prior to the promulgation of such guidelines, (c) The Administrator is authorized to prohibit the specification
a permit may be issued under such section 402 if the Administrator (including the withdrawal of specification) of any defined area as
determines it to be in the public interest, a disposal site, and he is authorized to deny or restrict the use of

(b) The requirements of subsection (d) of section 402 of this Act any defined area for specification (including the withdrawal of apse-
may not be waived in the case of permits for discharges into the ification) as a disposal site, whenever he determines, after notice
territorial sea. and opportunity for public hearings, that the discharge of such ma-

(cX1) The Administrator shall, within one hundred and eighty terials into such area will have an unacceptable adverse effect on
days after enactment of this Act (and from time to time thereafter), municipal water supplies, shellfish beds and fishery areas (includ-
promulgate guidelines for determining the degradation of the we- ing spawning and breeding areas), wildlife, or recreational areas.
tars of the territorial seas, the contiguous zone, and the oceans, Before making such determination, the Administrator shall consult
which shall include: with the Secretary. The Administrator shall set forth in writing

(A) the effect of disposal of pollutants on human health or and make public his findings and his reasons for making any deter-
welfare, including but not limited to plankton, fish, shellfish, ruination under this subsection.
wildlife, shorelines, and beaches; (d) The term "Secretarf as used in this section means the Sac-

(B) the effect of disposal of pollutants on marine life in- retary of the Army, acting through the Chief of Engineers.
eluding the transfer, concentration, and dispersal of pollutants (eXl) In carrying out his functions relating to the discharge of

or their byproducts through biological, physical, and chemical dredged or fill material under this section, the Secretary may, after
processes; changes in manna ecosystem diversity, productivity, notice and opportunity for public hearing, issue general permits on
and stability; and species and community population changes; a State, regional, or nationwide basis for any category of activities

(C) the effect of disposal, of pollutants on esthetic, recre- involving discharges of dredged or fill material if the Secretary de-

atlas, and economic values; termines that the activities in such category are similar in nature,
will cause only minimal adverse environmental effects when per-(D) the persistence and permanence of the effects of dis-

posal of pollutants; formed separately, and will have only minimal cumulative adverse
(E) the effect of the disposal at varying rates, of particular effect on the environment. Any general permit issued under this

volumes and concentrations of pollutants; subsection shall (A) be based on the guidelines described in sub-

(F) other possible locations and methods of disposal or re- section (bX1) of this secUon, and (B) set forth the requirements and

cycling of pollutants including land-based alternatives; and standards which shall apply to any activity authorized by such gas-

(G) the effect on alternate uses of the oceans, suchoas rain- eral permit.
(2) No general permit issued under this subsection shall be for

a period of more than five years after the date of its issuance anderal exploitation and scientific study.
(2) In any event where insufficient information exists on any

proposed discharge to make a reasonable judgment on any of the such general permit may be revoked or modified by the Secretary

guidelines established pursuant to this subsection no permit shall if, after opportunity for public hearing, the Secretary determines
that the activities authorized by such general permit have an ad-be issued under section 402 of thio Act. verse impact on the environment or such activities are more appro-

(33 U~q.C. |343) priately authorized by individual permits.
PERMITS FOR DREDGI~D OR FILL MATERIAL (f)(l) Except as provided in paragraph (2) of this subsection,

the discharge of dredge or fill material--
~0 (A) from normal farming,, silviculture, and ranching activi-SEC. 404. (a) The Secretary may issue permits, after notice and
o opportunity for public hearings for the discharge of dredged or fill ties such as plowing, seeding, cultivating, minor drainage, har-
e material into the navigable waters at specified disposal sites. Not vesting for the production of food, fiber, and forest products, or
Co later than the fifteenth day after the date an applicant submits all upland soil and water conservation practices;
~ the information, required, to complete an application, for a              permit (B) for the purpose of maintenance, including emergency
Co under thin subsection, the Secretary shall pubhsh the notice re- reconstruction of recently damaged parts, of currently service-O~

quired by this subsection. ’~ able structures such as dikes, dams, levees, groins, riprap,
(b) Subject to eutmection (c) of this section, each such disposal breakwaters, causeways, and bridge abutments or approaches,

site shall be specified for each such permit by the Secretary (I) and transportation structures;
through the application of guidelines developed by the Admlnis- (C) for the purpose of construction or maintenance of farm
trator, in conjunction with the Se~-etary which guidelines shall be or stock ponds or irrigation ditches, or the maintenance of
based upon criteria comparable to the criteria applicable to the tar- drainage ditches;
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(D) for the purpose of construction of temporar~ sedi- meats with respect to such program and statement to the Adrninis-
mentation basins on a construction site which does not include trator in writing.
placement of fill material into the navigable waters; (hXl) Not Inter than the one-hundred-twentieth day after the

date of the receipt by the Administrator of a program and state-(E) for the purpose of construction or maintenance of farm
ment submitted b~, any State under paragraph (1) of this sub-roads or forest road-, or temporary roads for movin~ mining

.equipment, where such road- are constructed and mmntaine~ section, the Adminmtrator shall determine, taking into account any
In accordance with best management practices, to assure that .commen~ submitted by the Secretary and the Secretary of the In-
flow and circulation patterns and chemical and biological char- ~erior, ac[ing through the Director of the United States Fish and
acte,ris~c.a., of the n.a.vigable waters are not impaire~ that the Wildlife Service, pursuant to subsection (g) of this section, whether

such State has the following authority with respect to the issuancereach m the navigable waters is not reduced, and that any ad-
of permits pursuant to such program:verse effect on the aquatic environment will be otherwise mini-

mized; (A)To issue permits which-
_ (F) resulting from any activity with respect to which a (i) apply, and assure compliance with, an’~ applicable

requirements of this section, including, but not limited to,State h.as an al~proved program under section 208(bX4) which
the guidelines established under subsection (bXl) of thismeets the reqmrements o/. subparagraphs (B) and (C) of such

section, section, and sections 307 and 403 of this Act;
is not prohibited by or otherwise subject to regulation under this (ii) are/’or fixed terms not exceeding five years; and
section or section 301(a) or 402 o/’ this Act (except for effluent (iii) can be terminated or modified ~’or cause including,
standards or prohibitions under section 307). but not limited to, the/.allowing:

(2) An~_disch_arge of dredl~ed or fill material into the navigable (I) violation of any condition of the permit;¯ " (li) obtaining a permit by misrepresentation, orwaters snc~dental to any actiwty having as its purpose bringing an
failure to disclose fully all relevant facts;area of the navigable waters into a use to which it was not pre-

viously subject, where the flow or circulation of navigable waters (I!I) change in any condition that re~. uires either
may be impaired or the reach of such waters be reduced, shall be a temporary or permanent reduction or ehrnination
required to have a permit under this section, the permitted discharge.

(~XI) The Governor of any State desiring to administer its own (B) To issue permits which apply, and assure compliance
ind~i~dual and_genera.! permit program tear the discharge of dredged with, all applicable requirements o~" section 308 of this Act, or
or nil material into the navigable waters (other than those waters to inspect, monitor, enter, and requrie reports to at least the
which are presently used, or are susceptible to use in their natural same extent as required in section 308 of this Act.

~n~ed~iti.’o.n or b~ reasonable improvement as a means to transport
(C) To assure that the public, and any other State the wa-

ters of which ma~y be affected, receive notice of each applicationrstau~ or mreign commerce shoreward to their ordinary high
~or a permit andto provide an opportunity for public hearingwater mark, including all waters which are subject to the ebb and
before a ruling on each such application.flow of the tide shoreward to their mean high water mark, or mean

higher ldgh water mark on the west coast, including wetlands ac~a- (D) To assure that the Administrator receives notice of
each application (including a copy thereof) for a permit.cent thereto), within its jurisdiction may submit to the Adminis.

(E) To assure that any State (other than the permittingtrator a full and.complete description of the program it proposes to
State), whose waters may be affected by the issuance of a per-establish and admimster under State law or under an interstate
mit may submit written recommendation to the permittingcompact. In addition, such State shall submit a statement from the
State (and the Administrator) with respect to any permit appli-attorney general (or the attorney for those State agencies which
cation and, if any part of such written recommendations arehave independent legal counsel), or ~rom the chief legal officer in
not accepted by the permitting State, that the permitting Statethe case of an interstate agency, that the laws of such State, or the
will notify such affected State (and the Admimstrator) in writ.interstate compact, as the case may be, provide adequate authority

to carry out .the described program, ing of its Failure to so accept such recommendations together
with its reasons for so doing.(2) Not later than the tenth day after the date of the receipt                   (F) To assure that no permit will be issued if, in the judg-

~XI of the p.rogram, and statement submitted by any Stats under para-
s graph (1) of this subsection, the Administrator shall provide copies
o of such program and statement to the Secretary and the Secretary the aepartmen[ ~n winch the Coast Guard is operating, anchor-
s age and navigation of any of the navigable waters would beco o.f..the l,n~.~o,.r:~ac~ting through the Director of the United States

substantially ~mpaired thereby.~ ,Plan an{] Wll~ille
co (3) Not later than the ninetieth day after the date of the re-

gram, including civil and criminal penalties and other ways4~ (G) To abate violations of the permit or the permit pro-
ceipt by the Administrator of the pro&q~n and statement submitted
by .m~.cv State, under_p.araj~rap.h (1)of this subsection, the Secretary and means of enforcement.

,a~n~,m~,~.~ht.~Tv. ta~.. ,ofth~_Intenor, acting through the Director of the (H) To assure continued coordination with Federal and
t, ~a ~mm~ rlsa and Wildlife Service, shall submit any corn- Federal-State water-related planning and review processes.

,.;.y, ,t",-,
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(2) If, with respect to a State program submitted under sub- Administrator makes the determination described in clause (1) of
section (gX1) of this section, the Adminiqtrator determines that this subsection and such State again has an approved program.
such Stat~-- (j) Each State which ia administering apermit program pursu-

(A) has the authority set forth in paragraph (1) of this sub- ant to this section shall transmit to the Administr.ator (1) a copy
section, the Administrator shall approve the program and so of each permit application received by such State and provide no-
notify (i) such State, and (ii) tho Secretary, who upon subso- tics to the Administrator of every action related to the consider-
quent notification from such State that it is administering such atlas of such permit application, including each permit proposed to
program, shall suspend the issuance of .p..e. rmits under sub- be issued by such State, and (2) a copy of each proposed general
section (a) and (o) of this section for activities with respect to permit which such State intends to issue. Not later than the tenth
which a permit may be issued pursuant to such State program; day after the date of the receipt of such permit applicat(on or such_
or proposed general permit, the Administrator shall provide copies o|

(B) does not have the authority set forth in paragraph (I) such permit application or such proposed general permit to the Sac-
of this subsection, the Administrator shall so notify such State, retary and the Secretary of the Interior, acting through the Direc-
which notification shall also describe the revisions or modifica- tar of the United States Fish and Wildlife Service. If the Adminis-tions necessary so that such State may resubmit such program trator intends to provide written comments to such State with re-
for a determination by the Administrator under this sub- spect to such permit application or such proposed general permit,section, he shall so notify such State not later than the thirtieth day after
(3) If the Administrator fails to make a determination with re- the date of the receipt of such application or such proposed general

st~e~, t to an~v pro ..~gf.~.un. submitted by a State under subsection (gX1) permit and provide such written comments to such State, after con-
of this section w~thin one-hundred-twenty days after the date of the sideration of any comments made in writing with respect to suchreceipt of such program, such program shall be deemed approved application or such proposed general permit by the Secretary andpursuant to paragraph (2XA) of this subsection and the Adminis- the Secretary of the Interior, acting through the Director of thetrator shall so notify such State and the Secretary who, upon sub-
sequent notification from such State that it is administering such United States Fish and Wildlife Service, not later than the nine-tieth day after the date of such receipt, if such State is so notified

~arogram, shah suspend the issuance of permits under subsection by the Administrator, it shall not issue the proposed permit until) and (e) of this section for activities with respect to which a per-
mit may be issued by such State. after the receipt of such comments from the Administrator, or after

(4) After the Secretary receives notification from the Adminis- such ninetieth day, whichever first occurs. Such State shall not
issue such proposed permit after such ninetieth day if it has re-trator under paragraph (2) or (3) of this subsection that a State

permit p.rogram _has been approvvd, the Secretary shall transfer ceived such written comments in which the Administrator objects
any applications for permits pending before the Secretary for activi- (A) to the issuance of such proposed permit and such proposed per-
ties with respect to which a _permit may be issued pursuant to ~euch mit is one that has been submitted to the Administrator pursuant
State program to such State for appropriate action, to subsection (hXIXE), or (B) to the issuance of such proposed per-

(5) Upon notification from a ~tate with a permit program ap- mit as being outside the requirements of this section, including, but
proved under this subsection that such State intends to administer not limited to, the guidelines developed under subsection (bXl) of

this section unless it modifies such proposed permit in accordance
~hnd_enforce the terms and conditions of a general permit issed by

¯ Secretary under subsection (e) of this section with respect to ac- with such comments. Whenever the Administrator objects to the

ti .vities in such State to which such general permit applies, the Sac- suance of a permit under the preceding sentence such written ob-
jection shall contain a statement of the reasons for such objectionrerary shall suspend the administration and enforcement of such
and the conditions which such permit would include if it were is-general permit with respect to such activities.

(i) Whenever the Administrator determines after public hear- sued by the Administrator. In any case where the Administrator
ing that a State is not administering a program approved under objects to the issuance of a permit, on request of the State, a public
section (hX2XA) of this section, in accordance with th~s section, in- hearing shall be held by the Administrator on such objection. If the
chiding, but not limited to, the guidelines established under sub- State does not resubmit such permit revised to meet such objection

within 30 days after completion of the hearing or, if no hearinj~ issection (bXl) of this section, the Administrator shall so notify the
State, and, if appropriate corrective action is not taken within a requested within 90 days stYeS" the date of such objection, the ~ec-
reasonable time, not to exceed ninety days after the date of the re- retary may issue the permit pursuant to subsection (a) or (e) of this
ceipt of such notification, the Administrator shall (I) withdraw ap- section, as the case may be, for such source in accordance with the
proval of such program until the Administrator determines such ~ guidelines and requirements of this Act.
corrective action has been taken, and (2) notify the Secretary that (k) In accordance with guidelines promulgated pursuant to
the Secretary shall resume the program for the issuance of permits subsection (iX2) of section 304 of this Act, the Administrator is
under subsections (a) and (e) of this section for activities with re- thorized to waive the requirements of subsection (j) of this section
spect to which the State was issninl~ permits and that such author- at the time of the approval of a program pursuant to subsection
its’ of the Secretary shall continue In effect until such time as the (h)(2XA) of this section for any category (including any class, type,
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or size within such category) of discharge within the State submit- tion of such project and prior to either authorization of such project
ting such program, or an appropriation of funds for each construction.

(!) The Administrator shall promulgate regulations establishing (s){1) Whenever on the basis of any information available to
categories o£ discharges which he determines shall not be subject him the Secretary finds that any person is in violation of any con-
to the requirements of subsection (j) of this section in any State dition or limitation set forth in a permit issued by the Secretary
with a program approved pursuant to subsection (hX2XA) of this under this section, the Secretary shall issue an order requiring
section. The Administrator may distinguish among classes, types, such persons to comply with such condition or limitation, or the
and sizes within any category of discharges. Secretary shall bring a civil action in accordance with paragraph

(m) Not later than the ninetieth day after the date on which (3) of this subsection.
the Secretary notifies the Secretary of the Interior, acting through (2) A copy of any order issued under this subsection shall be
the Director of the United States Fish and Wildlife Service that (1) sent immediately by the Secretary to the State in which the viola-
an application for a permit under subsection (a) of this section has lion occurs and other affected States. Any order issued under this
been received by the Secretary, or (2) the Secretary proposes to subsection shall be by personal service and shall state with reason-
issue a general permit under subsection (e) of this section, the See- able specificity the nature of the violation, specify a time for com-
retary of the Interior, acting through the Director of the United pliance, not to exceed thirty days, which the Secretary determinesStates Fish and Wildlife Service, shall submit any comments with ~s reasonable, taking into account the seriousness of the violation
respect to such application or such proposed general permit in writ- and any good faith efforts to comply with applicable requirements.
ing to the Secretary. In any case in which an order under this subsection is issued to

(n) Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit the au- a corporation, a copy of such order shall be served on any appro-
thority of the Administrator to take action pursuant to section 309 priate corporate ollicers.
of this Act. (3) The Secretary is authorized to commence a civil action for

(o) A copy of each permit~ application and each permit issued appropriate relief, including a permanent or temporary injunction
for any violation for which he ia authorized to issue a compliance
order under paragraph (1) of this subsection. Any action under this

under this section shall be available to the public. Such permit ap-
plication or portion thereof, shall further be available on request
for the purpose of reproduction. paragraph may be brought in the district court of the United States

(p) Compliance with a permit issued pursuant to this section, for the district in which the defendant is located or resides or is
including any activity carried out pursuant to a general permit is- doing business, and such court shall have jurisdiction to restrain
sued under this ~ection, shall be deemed compliance, for purposes such violation and to require compliance. Notice of the commence-
of sections 309 and 505, with sections 301, 307° and 403. ment of such acton i shall be given immediately to the appropriate

(q) Not later than the one-hundred-eightieth day after the date State.
of enactment of this subsection, the Secretary shall enter into (4) Any person who violates any condition or limitation in a
agreements with the Administrator, the Secretaries of the Depart- permit issued by the Secretary under this section, and any perean
manta of Agriculture, Commerce, Interior, and Transportation, and who violates any order issued by the Secretary under paragraph (1)
the heads of other appropriate Federal agencies to minimize, to the of this subsection, shall be subject to a civil penalty not to exceed
maximum extent practicable, duplication, needless paperwork, and $25,000 per day for each violation. In determining the amount of
delays in the issuance of permits under this section. Such agree- a civil penalty the court shall consider the seriousness of the viola-
manta shall be developed to assure that, to the maximum extent lion or violations, the economic benefit (if any) re~ulting from the
practicable, a decision with respect to an application for a permit violaltion, any history of such violations, any good-faith efforts to
under subsection (a) of this section will be made not later than the comply with the applicable requirements, the economic impact of
ninetieth day after the date the notice ot" such application is pub- the penalty on the violator, and such other matters as justice may
lished under subsection (a) of this section, require.

(r) The discharge of dredged or fill material as part of the con- (t) Nothing in the section shall preclude or deny the fight of
struction of a Federal project specifically authorized by Congress, any State or interstate agency to control the discharge of dredged
whether prior to or on or alter the date of enactment of this sub- or fill material in any portion of the navigable waters within the
section, is not prohibited by or otherwise subject to regulation jurisdiction of such State, including any activity of any Federal
under this section, or a State program approved under this section, agency, and each such agency shall comply with such State or
or section 301(a) or 402 of the Act (except for effluent standards or interstate requirements both substantive and procedural to control
prohibitions under section 307), if information on the effects of such the discharge of dredged or fill material to the same extent that
discharge, including consideration of the guidelines developed any person is subject to such requirements. This section shall not
under subsection (bX1) of this section, ia included in an environ- be construed as affecting or impairing the authority of the Sac-
mental impact statement for such project pursuant to the National retary to maintain navigation.
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 and such environmental impact {3& u.s.c. 1344)
statement has been submitted to Congress before the actual dis-
charge of dredged or fill material in connection with the construc-
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DlgPOK&L OF SEWAGE SLUDGE Administrator nhall promulgate the regulations re-
quired by subparagraph (AXi).

SEC. 405. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act (B) OtHERS.-
or of any other law, in the case where the disposal of sewage sludge (i) PROPOSED REGUI~TIONS.--Not later than July
resulting from the operation of a treatment works as defined in sac- 31, 1987, the Administrator shall identify those toxic
tion 212 of this Act (including the removal of in-place sewage pollutants not identified under subparagraph (A}(i)
sludge from one location and its deposit at another location) would which may be present in sewage sludge in concentra-
result in any pollutant from such sewage sludge entering the navi- tions which may adversely affect public health or the
gable waters, such disposal is prohibited except in accordance with environment, and propose regulations speqffying
a permit issued by the Administrator under section 402 of this Act. ceptable management practices for sewage ~ludge con-

(b) The Administrator shall issue regulations governing the is- taming each such toxic pollutant and establishing nu-
merical limitations for each pollutant for each suchsuance of permits for the disposal of sewage sludge subject to sub-

section (a) of this section and section 402 of this Act. Such regula- use identified under paragraph (IXA).
(ii) FINAL REGULATIONS.--Hot later than June 15,tions shall require the application to such disposal of each cri-

terion, factor, procedure, and requirement applicable to a permit is- 1988, the Administrator shall promulate the regula-
sued under section 402 of this title, tions required by subparagraph (BXi).

(c) Each State desiring to administer its own permit program (C) Rzv|gw.--From time to time, but not less often
for disposal of sewage sludge subject to subsection (a) of this sac- than every 2 years, the Administrator shall review the reg-
tion within its jurisdiction may do so in accordance with section ulationspromulgated under this paragraph for the purpose
402 of this Act. of identifying additional toxic pollutants and promulgating

(d) REOULATIONS.-- regulations for such pollutants consistent with the require-
(1) REOULATIONS.--The Administrator, after consultation manta of this paragraph.

with appropriate Federal and State agencies and other inter- (D) MINIMUM STANDARDS; COMPLIANCE D^TE.--The
ested persons, shall develop and publish, within one year after management practices and numerical criteria established
the date of enactment of this sub~ection and from time to time under subparagraphs (A), (B), and (C) shall be adequate to
thereafter, regulations poreviding guidelines for the disposal of protect public health and the environment from any rea-
sludge and the utilization of sludge for various purposes. Such sonably anticipated adverse effects of each pollutant. Such
regulations shall-- regulations shall require compliance as expeditiously as

(A) identify uses for sludge, including disposal; practicable but in no case later than 12 months after their
(B) specify factors to he taken into account in deter- publication, unless such regulations require the construc-

mining the measures and practices applicable to each such tion of new pollution control facilities, in which case the
use or disposal (including publication of information on regulations shall require compliance as expeditiously as
costa); practicable but in no case later than two years from the

(C! identify concentrations of pollutants which inter- date of their publication.
fere with each such use or disposal. (3) ALTI~RN^q’~qr STANDARDs.--For purposes of this sub-

The Administrator is authorized to revise any regulation is- section, if, in the judgment of the Administrator, it is not lea-
sued under this subsection. ~ible to prescribe or enforce a numerical limitation For a pollut-

(2) IDENTIFICATION AND RF.GULATION OF TOXIC POLLlYr- ant identified under paragraph (2), the Administrator may in-
AN’re.- stead promulgate~ a design, equipment, management practice,

(A) ON IL~,qi8 OF AVAILABLE INFORMATION.-- or operational standard, or combination thereof, which in the
(i) PROPOSED R~IULA’rloNs.--Not later than No- Administrator’s judgment is adequate to protect public health

vember 30, 1986, the Administrator shall identify and the environment from any reasonably anticipated adverse
those toxic pollutants which, on the basis of available effects of such pollutant. In the event the Administrator pro-

~ information on their toxicity, persistence, concentra- muigates a design or equipment standard under this sub-
0 tion, mobility, or potential I’or exposure, may be section, the Administrator shall include as part of such stand-
0 present in sewage sludge in concentrations which may ard such requirements as will assure the proper operation and
o0 adversely affect public health or the environment, and maintenance ot" any such element of design or equipment.
-x propose regulations specifying acceptable management (4) CONDITIONS ON PERMITs.--Prior to the promulgation of
so practices for sewage sludge containing each such toxic ~: the regulations required by paragraph (2), the Administrator

pollutant and establishing numerical limitations for shall impose conditions in permits issued to publicly owned
each suchpollutant for each use identified under pars- treatment works under section 402 of this Act or take such
graph (1XA). other measures as the Administrator deems appropriate to pro-

(ii) FINAL REOULATIONS.--Not later than August tact public health and the environment from any adverse el-
31, 1987, and at~er opportunity for public hearing, the facts which may occur from toxic pollutants in sewage sludge.
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(8) LIMITATION ON Sq’^TtrroRY CONSTitUCTiOX.--Nothing in disseminate information pertaining to the safe and beneficial
this section is intended to waive more stringent requirements use of sewage sludge.
established by t/fin Act or any other law. (2) AUTIIORIZATION OF Apt~OPRIATtO~4~.--For the purposes

{e) ~kNNER OF SLUDGE DIBPOSAL.~The determination of the of carrying out the scientific studies, demonstration projects,and public information and education projects authorized in
this section, there is authorized to be appropriated for fiscalmanner of disposal or use of sludge is a local determination, except

that it shall be unlawful for any person to dispose of sludge from
a publicly owned treatment works or any other treatment works years beginning after September 30, 1986, not to exceed
treating domestic sewage for any use for which regulations have ~;5,000,000.
been established pursuant to subsection (d) of this section, except {as u.s.c.
in accordance with such regulations.

(f) IMPLEMENTATION OF REGULATIONS.--
TITLE V--GENERAL PROVISIONS

(I) THROUGH SECTION 402 PEILMITS.--Any permit issued ADMINISTRATION
under section 402 of this Act to ¯ publicly owned treatment
works or any other treatment works treating domestic sewage SEC. 501. (a) The Administrator is authorized to prescribe such
shall include requirements for the use and disposal of sludge regulations as are necessary to carry out his functions under this
that implement the regulations established pursuant to sub- Act.
section (d) of this section, unless such requirements have been (b) The Administrator, with the consent of the head of any
included in a permit issued under the appropriate provisions other agency of the United States. may utilize such officers and
of subtitle C of the Solid Waste Disposal Act, part C’of the Safe employees of such agency _as. ma]~ .~e found necessary to assist in
Drinking Water Act, the Marine Protection, Research, and carrying out the purposes of this Act.
Sanctuaries Act of 1972, or the Clean Air Act, or under State (c) Each rectpient of financial assistance under this Act shall
permit programs approved by the Administrator, where the keep such records as the Administrator sh.al.l, pre..s..cyi.’be: including
Administrator determines that such programs assure compli- records which fully disclose the amount and dmpomtion Dy SUCh re-
ance with any applicable requirements of this section. Not cipient of the proceeds of such assistance, the total cost of the
later than December 15, 1986, the Administrator shall promui- project or undertakin~ in connection with which s_uch, assistance.is
gate procedures for approval of State programs pursuant to

~ given or used, and t[~e amount of that port~on of the cost ol the
this paragraph, project or undertaking supplied by other sources, and such other

(2) THROUGH OTHER PERMITS.nln the case of a treatment records as will facilitate an effective audit.
works described in paragraph (1) that is not subject to section (d) The Administrator and the Comptroller General of the
402 of this Act and to which none of the other above listed per- United States, or any of their duly authorized representatives,
mit programs nor approved State permit authority apply, the shall have access, for the purpose of audit and examination, to any
Administrator may issue a permit to such treatment works books, documents, papers, and records of the recipients that are
solely to impose requirements for the use and disposal of pertinent to the I~. ants received under this Act. For the purpose of
sludge that implement the regulations established pursuant to carryin~ out audits and examinations with respect to recipi.en~
subsection (d) of this section. The Administrator shall include Federsl- assistsnce under this Act, the Administrator is autl~onzed
in the permit appropriate requirements to assure compliance to enter into noncompetitive procurement �~.ntr.acts with indepen_d_-
with the regulations established pursuant to subsection (d) of eat State audit organizations, consistent with chapter 75 of title 3 l,

this section. The Administrator shall establish procedures for United States Code. Such contracts may only be entered into to theextent and in such amounts as may be provided in advance in ¯p-
issuing permits pursuant to this paragraph.
(g) STUVlES AND PROOBC~S.~ proprieties Acts.

(1) GRANT PROGRAM; INFOIU~ATION GATHERING.--The Ad- (eXl) It is the purpose of this s.ub..s~, tio_n to_aut_ho.ri.’~ a~.p.ro-
ministrator is authorized to conduct or initiate scientific stud- gram which will provide official recognition by .the ,.U.m ,t~! ~t,a.te.s~overnment to those industrial organizations and pofitica~ sut~mv~-

sions of States which during the preceding year demonstrated anies, demonstration projects, and public information and edu-
:~U cation projects which are designed to promote the safe andO outstanding technological achievement or an innovative process,
o beneficml management or use of sewage sludge for such pur-
e poses as aiding the restoration of abandoned mine sites, condi-

method, or device in their waste treatment and pollution abate-
co ment programs. The Administrator shall, in consultation with thetioning soil for parks and recreation areas, agricultural and-~ appropriate State water pollution control agencies, establish regu-
Co horticultural uses, and other beneficial purposes. For the put-
Co poses of carrying_out this eu .be.~.ti. "on, the Ad.ministrator .m, ay

lations under which such recognition may be applied for and grant-

make grants to State water pollution control agencies, omer
ed, except that no applicant shall be eligible for an award under
this subsection if such applicant is not in total compliance with all

~ublic or nonprofit agencies, institutions, organizations, and in.-
ividuals. In soaper¯ties with other Federal departments and.

applicable water quality requirements under this Act, or otherwise

agencies, other public and private agencies, instituti.o.ns, and.
does not have a satisfactory record with respect to envi~nmental

organlzat/ons, the Administrator is authorized to �olloct an~" ¯ qtmlity.
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(2) The Administrator shall award a certificate or plaque of that such injection or disposal will not result in the degradation of
suitable design to each industrial organization or political eubdivi- ground or surface water resources.
eion which qualifies for such recognition under regulations eetsb- (7) The term "navigable waters" means the waters of the Unit-
liehed under this subsection, ed States, including the territorial seas.

(3) The President of the United States, the Governor of the ap- (8) The term "territorial seas" means the belt of the seas meas-
propriate State, the Speaker of the House of Representatives, and ured from the line ot~ ordinary low water along that portion of the
the President pro tempers of the Senate shall be notified of the coast which is in direct contact with the open sea and the line
award by the Administrator and the awarding of such recognition marking the seaward limit of inland waters, and extending sea-
shall be published in the Federal Register. ward a distance of three miles ....

(0 IJpon the request of a State water pollution control agency, (9) The term "contiguous zone" means the entire zone estab-
personnel of the Environmental Protection Agency may be detailed iished or to be established by the United States under article 24
to such agency for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this of the Convention of the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone.
Act. (10) The term "ocean" means any portion o1" the high seas be.
(33 U.SC. 1361) yond the contiguous zone.

(11) The term "effluent limitation" means any restriction estab-
GENERAL DEFINITIONS lished by a State or the Administrator on quantities, rates, and

SEC. 502. Except as otherwise specifically provided, when ussd concentrations ot" chemical, physical, biological, and other constitu-
in this Act: eats which are discharged from point sources into navigable wa-

ters, the waters of the contiguous zone, or the ocean, including(1) The term "State water pollution control agencf’ means the schedules of compliance.State agency designated by the Governor having responsibility for (12) The term "discharge of a pollutant" and the term "dis-enforcing State laws relating to the abatement of pollution, charge of pollutants~ each means (A) any addition of any pollutant(2) The term "interstate agencf’ means an agency of two or
to navigable waters from an~" point source, (B) any addition of anymore States established by or pursuant to an agreement or corn- pollutant to the waters of the contiguous zone or the ocean frompact approved by the Congress, or any other agency of two or more any point source other than a vessel or other floating craft.States, having substantial powers or duties pertaining to the con- (13) The term "toxic pollutant" means those pollutants, or com-trol of pollution as determined and approved by the Adminstrator. binations of pollutants, including disease-causing agents, which

(3) The term "State" means a State, the District of Columbia, after discharge and upon exposure, ingestion, inhalation or assimi-
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, lotion into any organism, either directly from the environment or
American Samoa, the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Is- indirectly by ingestion through food chains, will, on the basis of in-
lands, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Inlands. formation available to the Administrator, cause death, disease, be-

(4) The term "municipalitf’ means a city, town, borough, coun- havioral abnormalities, cancer, genetic mutations, physiological
ty, parish, district, association, or other public body created by or malfunctions (including malfunctions in reproduction) or physical
pursuant to State law and having jurisdiction over disposal of sew- deformations, in such organisms or their offspring.
age, industrial wastes, or other wastes, or an Indian tribe or an au- (14) The term "point sourcen means any discernible, confined
thorized Indian tribal organization, or a designated and approved and discrete conveyance, including but not limited to any pipe,
management agency under section 208 of this Act. ditch, channel,- tunnel, conduit, well, discrete fissure, container,

(5) The term "persenn means an individual, corporation, Hart- rolling stock, concentrated animal feeding operation, or vessel or
nership, association, State, municipality, commission, or political other floating cralt, from which pollutants are or may be dis-

~U subdivision era Stats,’or any interstate body. charged. This term does not include agricultural stormwater dis-
O (6) The term "pollutant~ means dredged spoil, solid waste, in- charges and return flows from irrigated agriculture.
0 cinerator residue, sewage, garbage, sewage sludge, munitions, (15) The term ’~iological monitoring" shall mean the deter-
coO chemical wastes, biological materials, radioactive materials, heat, mination of the effects on aquatic life, including accumulation of
-~ wrecked or discarded equipment, rock, sand, cellar dirt and indus- pollutants in tissue, in receiving waters due to the discharge of psi-co trial, municipal, and agricultural waste discharged into water. This lutants (A) by techniques and procedures, including sampling of or-tO

term does not mean (A) "sewage from vessels or a discharge inci- ganisms representative of appropriate levels of the food chain ap-
dental to the normal operation of a vessel of the Armed Forces" propriate to the volume andthe physical, chemical, and biological
within the meaning of section 312 of this Act; or (B) water, gas, or ~haracteristics of the effluent, and (B) at appropriate frequencies
other material which is injected into a well to facilitate production and locations,
of oil or gas, or water derived in association with oil or gas produc- (16) The term "discharge" when used without qualification in-
tion and disposed of in a well, ff the well used either to facilitate cludss a discharge of a pollutant, and a discharge of pollutants.
production or for disposal purpose is approved by authority of the (17) The term "schedule of compliance" means a schedule of re-
....... ~0_L .L ..... ~ :- ~ .....~ ~..~ ~ ....s. ~ot..I.t.....~... medial measures including an enforceable sequence of actions or
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operations leading to compliance with an effluent limitation, other per diem in lieu of subsistence, as authorized by law (5 U.S.C. ?3b-
limitation, pro}fibs" ’t.ion, or standard. 2) for persons in the Government service employed intermittently.

(18) The term ~industrial user" means those industries identi- (h) The Board shall advise, consult with, and make rec-
fled in the Standard Industrial Classification Manual, Bureau of ommendations to the Administrator on matters of policy relating to
the Budget, 1967, as amended and supplemented, under the cat-the activities and functions of the Administrator under this Act.
egory "Division D--Manufacturing" and such other classes of sig- (c) Such clerical and technical assistance as may be necessary
nilicant waste producers as, by regulation, the Administrator to discharge the duties of the Board shall be provided from the per-
deems appropriate, sonnei of the Environmental Protection Agency.

(19) The term ~pollution" means the man-made or man-induced {33 u.sc. 13~}alteration of the chemical, phy|ical, biological, and radiological in-
tegrity of water. EMERGENCY POWERS

(20) The term Umedical waste" means isolation wastes; infec- SEC. 504. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision of ~;his Act,tious agents; human blood and blood products; pathological wastes;
the Administrator upon receipt of evidence that a polluti6n sourcesharps; body parts; contaminated bedding; surgical wastes and po- or combination of sources is presenting an imminent and substan-tentially contaminated laboratory wastes; dialysis wastes; and such tidal endangerment to the health of persons or to the welfare of per-additional medical items as the Administrator shall prescribe by sons where such endangerment is to the livelihood of such persons,regulation, such as inability to market shellfish, may. bring suit on behalf of

~3.1 U.S.C. 13~2} the United States in the appropriate district court to immediately
restrain any person causing or contributing to the el!aged pollutio.nWATER POLLUTION CONTROL ADVISORY BOARD
to Stop the discharge of pollutants causing or contributing to such

SEC. 503. (aX1) There is hereby established in the Environ- pollution or to take such other action as may be necessary.
mental Protection Agency a Water Pollution Control Advisory [Subsection (b) repealed by §304(a) of P.L. 96-510, Dec. 11,
Board, composed of the Administrator or his designee, who shall be 1980, 94 Stat. 2809]Chairman, and nine members appointed by the President, none of .~
whom shall be Federal officers or employees. The appointed mem- (33 u.s.c. 1364)
bets, having due regard for the purposes of this Act, shall be ee- CITIZEN surr~
lected from ~mong representatives of various State, interstate, and
local governmental agencies, of public or private interests contrib- SEc. 505. (a) Except as provided in subsection (b) of this sec-
uring to, affected by, or concerned with pollution, and of other pub- ties and section 309(gX6), any citizen may commence a civil action

on his own behalf--lic and private agencies, organizations, or groups demonstrating an
active interest in the field of pollution prevention and control, as (1) against any person (including (i) the United States, and
well as other individuahs who are expert in this field. (ii) any other governmental instrumentality or agency to the

(2)(A) Each member appointed by the President shall hold of- extent permitted by the eleventh amendment to the Constitu-

rice for a term of three years, except that (i) any member appointed tion) w[w is alleged to be in violation of (A) an effluent stand-
to fill a vacancy occurring prior to the expiration of the term for ard or limitation under this Act or (B) an order issued by the
which his predecessor was appointed shall be appointed for the re- Administrator or a State with respect to such a standard or
mainder of such term, and (il) the terms of off’Ice of the members limitation, or

(2) against the Administrator where there is alleged a fail-first taking office after June 30, 1956, shall expire as follows: three
at the end alone year after such date, three at the end of two years ure of the Administrator to perform any act or duty under this
after such date, and three at the end of three years after such date, Act which is not discretionary with the Administrator.
as designated by the President at the time of appointment, and (iii) The district courts shall have ~urisdiction, without regard to the
the term of any member under the preceding provisions shall be amount in controversy or the citizenship of the parties, to enforce
extended until the date on which his euecessor’s appointment is el- -such an effluent standard or limitation, or such an order, or to
fective. None of the members appointed by the President shall be order the Administrator to perform such act or duty, as the case
eli~i.’ble for reappointment within one year after the end of his pre~ may be, and to apply any appropriate civil penalties under section
ceding term. 309(d) of this Act.

([I) The members of the Board who are not officers or employ- (b) No action may be commenced-
(l) under subsection (aX1) of this section--see of the United Statce, while attending couference~ or meetings (A) prior to sixty days after the plaintiff has given no-of the Board or while otherwiso sorving at the request of the Ad-

ministrator, shall be entitled to receive compensation at a rate to rice of the alleged violation (i) to the Administrator. (ii) to
be fixed by the Administrator, but not exceeding $100 per diem, in- ! ~" the State in which the alleged violation occurs, and (iii) to
cluding traveitime, and while away from their homes or regular any alleged violator of the standard, limitation, or order,
places of bu~ine~ they may be allowed travel expenses, including ~ or
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(B) if the Administrator or State has commenced and applicable by reason of section 313 oF this Act); or (7) a regulaLion
is diligently prosecuting a civil or criminal action in a under section 405(d) ol" this Act,.I
court of the United States, or a State to require compliance (g) For the purposes of this section the term "citizen" means
with the standard, limitation, or order, but in any such ac- a person or persons having an interest which is or may be ad-
tion in a court of the United States any citizen may inter- vereely affected.
vene as a matter of right. (h) A Governor of a State may commence a civil action under
(2) under subsection (aX2) of this section prior to sixty subsection (a), without regard to the limitations of subsection (b) of

days after the plaintiff has given notice of such action to the this section, against the Administrator where there is alleged a
Administrator, failure of the Administrator to enforce an effluent standard or limi-

except that such action may be brought immediately after such no- tation under this Act the violation of which is occurring. 4n another
tification in the case of an action under this section respecting a State and is causing an adverse effect on the public health or wel-
violation of sections 306 and 307(a) of this Act. Notice under this fare in his State, or is causing a violation of any water quality re-
subsection shall be given in such manner as the Administrator quirement in his State.
shall prescribe by regulation. (33 u.s.c. 1365)

(cXl) Any action respecting a violation by a discharge source APPEARANCE
of an effluent standard or limitation or an order respecting such
standard or limitation may be brought under this section only in SEC. 506. The Administrator shall request the Attorney Gen-
the judicial district in which such source is located, eral to appear and represent the United States in any civil or

(2) In such action under this section, the Administrator, if not criminal action instituted under this Act to which the Adminis-
a party, may intervene as a matter of right, trator is a party. Unless the Attorney General notifies the Adminis-

(3) PROTECTION OF INTE~ OF UNITED ST^TES.--When- trator within a reasonable time, that he will appear in a civil ac-
ever any action is brought under this section in a court of the ties, attorneys who are officers or employees of the Environmental

United States, the plaintiff shall serve a copy of the complaint Protection Agency shall appear snd represent the United States in
such action.on the Attorney General and the Administrator. No consent

judgment shall be entered in an action in which the United (33 u.sc~ 1366)
States is not a party prior to 45 days following the receipt of EMPLOYEE
s copy of the proposed consent judgment by the Attorney Gen-
eral and the Administrator. SEC. 507. (a) No person shall fire, or in any other way discrimi-
(d) The court, in issuing any final order in any action brought nata against, or cause to be fired or discriminated against, any era-

pursuant to this section, may award costa of litigation (including ployee or any authorized representative or employees by reason of
reasonable attorney and expert witness fees) to any prevailing or the fact that such employee or representative has filed, instituted,
substantially prevailing party, whenever the court determines such or caused to be filed or instituted any proceeding under this Act,
award is appropriate. The court may, if a temporary restraining or has testified or is about to testify in any proceeding resulting
order or preliminary injunction is sought, require the filing of a from the administration or enforcement of the provisions of this

Act.bond or equivalent a~mrity in accordance with the Federal Rules (b) Any employee or a representative of employees who believes
of Civil Procedure. that he has been fired or otherwise discriminated against by any

(e) Nothing in this section shall restrict any right which any person in violation of subsection (a) of this section may, within thir-
rson~aw~to (or class of persons) may have under any statute or common ty days after such alleged violation occurs, apply to the Secretary

seek enforcement of any effluent standard or limitation or of Labor for a review of such firing or alleged discrimination. A
to seek any other relief (including relief against the Administrator copy" of the application shall be sent to such person who shall be

~ or a State agency), the respondent. Upon receipt of such application, the Secretary of
0 (/’) For purposes of this section, the term "effluent standard or Labor shall cause such investigation to be made as he deems ap-
e limitation under this Act" means (1) effective July 1, 1973, an tan- propriate. Such investigation shall provide an opportunity for a
co lawful act under subsection (a) of section 301 of this Act; (2) an el- public hearing at the request o£ any party to such review to enable
to fluent limitation or other limitation under section 301 or 302 of the parties to present information relating to such alleged viola-
_a this Act; (3) standard or performance under section 306 of this Act; tion. The parties shall be given written notice of the time and place

(4) prohibition, effluent standard or pretreatment standards under ,of the hearingat least five days prior to the hearing. Any such
section 307 of this Act; (5) certification under section 401 of this ’hearing shall be of record and shall be subject to section 554 of title
ACt; (6) a permit or condition thereof issued under section 402 of 5 of the United States Code. Upon receiving the report of such in-
this Act, which is in effect under this Act (including a requirement vestigation, the Secretary of Labor shall make findings of fact. If

’~o in law. ~ P.L. 100-4, *oc~ 406(dX2), lot Sbat 73.
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he finds that such violation did occur, ha shall issue a decision, in- I~ZDZ~.,,L
corporating an order therein and his findings, requiring the party
committing such violation to take such affirmative action to abate Szc. 508. (a) No Federal agency may enter into any contract
the violation as the Secretary of Labor deems appropriate, includ- with any person, who has been convicted of any offense under sec-
ing, but not limited to, the reldring or reinstatement of the era- tion 309(c) of this Act, for the procurement of goods, materials, and
ployee or representative of employees to his former position with services if such contract is to be performed at any facility at which
compensation. If he finds that there was no such violation, he shall the violation which gave rise to such conviction occurred, and if

such facility is owned, leased, or supervised by such person. Theissue an order denying the application. Such order issued by the
Secretary of Labor under this subparagraph shall be subject to ju. prohibition in the preceding sentence shall continue until the Ad-
dicial review in the same manner as orders and decisions of the ministrator certifies that the condition giving rise to such convic-
Administrator are subject to judicial review under this Act. tion has been corrected.

(c) Whenever an order is issued under this section to abate (b) The Administrator shall establish procedures to provide all
Federal agencies with the notification necessary for the ,purposes ofsuch violation, at the request of the applicant, a sum equal to the

aggregate mount of all costs and expenses (including the otter- subsection (a)of this section.
ney’s fees), as determined by the Secretary of Labor, to have been (c) In order to implement the purposes and policy of this Act
reasonably incurred by the applicant for, or in connection with, the to protect and enhance the quality of the Nation’s water, the Presi-

dent sh_all~not more than one hundred and eighty days after enact-institution and prosecution of such proceedings, shall be assessed ment of this Act, cause to be issued an order (1) requiring each
against the person committing such violation. Federal agency authorized to enter into contracts and each Federal

(d) This section shall have no application to any employee who,
acting without direction from his employer (or his agent) delib-

agency which is empowered to extend Federal assistance by way of
grant, loan, or contract to effectuate the purpose and policy of thiserately violates any prohibition of effluent limitation or other limi- Act in such contracting or assistance activities, and (2) setting forth

tation under section 301 or 302 of this Act, standards of perform- procedures, sanctions, penalties, and such other provisions, as the
once under section 306 of this Act, effluent standard, prohibition or President determines necessary to carry out such requirement.
pretreatment standard under section 307 of this Act, or any other (d) The President may exempt any contract, loan, or ~rant
prohibition or limitation established under this Act. from all or part of the provisions of this section where he deter-

(e) The Administrator shall conduct continuing evaluations of mines such exemption is necessary in the paramount interest of
potential loss or shifts of employment which may result from the the United States and he shall notify the Congress of such exemp-
issuance of any effluent limitation or order under this Act, includ- ties.
ing, where appropriate, investigating threatened plant closures or (e) The President shall annually report to the Congress on
reductions in employment allegedly resulting from such limitation measures taken in compliance with the purpose and intent of this
or order. Any employee who is discharged or laid off, threatened section, including, but not limited to, the progress and problems
with discharge or lay-off, or otherwise discriminated a~.ainst by any sociated with such compliance.
person because of the alleged results of any effluent limitation or (f)(1) No certification by a contractor, and no contract clause,
order issued under this Act, or any representative of such era- may be required in the case of a contract for the acquisition of com-
ployee, may request the Administrator to conduct a full investiga- mercial items in order to implement a prohibition or requirement
ties of the matter. The Administrato~ shall thereupon investigate of this section or a prohibition or requirement issued in the imple-
the matter and, at the request of any party, shall hold public hear- mentation of this section.
ings on not less than five days notice, and shall at such hearings (2) In paragraph (I), the term "commercial item" has the
require the parties, including the employer involved, to present in- meaning given such term in section 4(12) of the Ofl~ce of Federal
formation relating to the actual or potential effect of such limits- Procurement Policy Act (41 U.S.C. 403(12)).
ties or order on employment and on any alleged discharge, lay-off, (33 U.S.C.
or other discrimination and the detailed reasons or justification
therefor. Any such hearing shall be of record and shall be subject ADMINI~rRATIVE PROCEDURE AND JUDICIAL REVIEW
to section 554 of title 5 of the United States Code. Upon receiving SEC. 509. (aXl) For purposes of obtaining information under
the report of such investigation, the Administrator shall make find- section 305 of this Act, or carrying out section 507(e) of this Act,

~13 ings of fact as to the effect of such effluent limitation or order on the Administrator may issue subpenas for the attenda,.nce and testi-s employment and on the alleged discharge, lay-off, or discrimination mony of witnesses and the production of relevant papers, books,o and shall make such recommendations as he deems appropriate.o . and documents, and be’may ’administer oaths. Except for effluent
co Such report, fmdinp, and recommendations shall be available to data, upon a showing satisfactory to the Administrator that such"~ the public. Nothing in Ufis subsection shall be construed to requireeO pap~.ra, books, documents, or information or particular part thereof,
to or authorize the Administrator to modify or withdraw any effluent ’if mbde public, would divulge trade secrets or secret proceeds, the

limitaUon or order issued under this Act. Administrator shall consider such record, report, or informs~.’:-~n or
"’" U.S.C. l~eT) particular portion thereof confidential in accordance with the put-

. "~:~!",..,.
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poses of section 1905 of title 18 of the United States Code, except
that such paper, book, document, or information may be disclosed additional evidence, and shows to ~the satisfaction of the court t~at
te other officers, employees, or authorized representatives of the such additional evidence is material and that there were reason-
United States concerned with carrying out this Act, or when rel- able grounds for the failure to adduce such evidence in tbeproceed-
evant in any proceeding under this Act. Witnesses summoned shall ing before the Administrator, the court may order such additional
be paid the same fees and mileage that are paid witnesses in the evidence (and evidence in rebuttal thereof) to be taken before the
courts of the United States. In case of contumacy or refusal to obey Administrator, in such manner and upon such terms and condi-
a subpena served upon any person under this subsection, the dis- tions as the court may deem proper. The Administrator may modify
trict court of the United States for any district in which such per- his findings as to the facts, or make new findings, by reason of the

additional evidence so taken and he shall fde such modified or newson is found or resides or transacts business, upon application by
the United States and alter notice to such person, shall havejuris- findings, and his recommendation, if any, for the modification or
diction to issue an order requiring such person to appear and give ~tting aside of his original determination with the return of such
testimony before the Administrator, to appear and produce papers, additional evidence.
books, and documents before the Administrator, or both, and any (33 u.s.C. 1369)
failure to obey such order of the court may be punished by such STATE AUTItORITYcourt as a contempt thereof.

(2) The district cour~ of the United States are authorized, SEC. 510. Except as expressly provided in this Act, nothing in
upon application by the Administrator, to issue subpenas for at- this Act shall (1) preclude or deny the right of any State or political
tendance and testimony of witnesses and the production of relevant subdivision thereof or interstate agency to adopt or enforce (A) any
papers, books, and documents, for purposes of obtaining informs- standard or limitation respecting discharges of pollutants, or (B)
tion under sections 304 (b) and (c) of this Act. Any papers, books, any requirement respecting control or abatement of pollution; ex-
documents, or other information or part thereof, obtained by reason cept that if an effluent limitation, or other limitation, effluent
of such a subpena shall be subject to the same requirements as are standard, prohibition, pretreatment standard, or standard of per-
provided in paragraph (1)of this subsection, formance is in effect under this Act, such State or political subdivi-

(bX1) Review of the Administrator’s action (A) in promulgating sion or interstate agency may not adopt or enforce any effluent lira-
any standard of performance under section 306, (B) in making any itation, or other limitation, effluent standard, prohibition,
determination pursuant to section 306(bXIXC), (C) in promulgating pretreatment standard, or standard of performance which is less
any effluent standard, prohibition, or pretreatment standard under stringent than the effluent limitation, or other limitation, effluent
section 307, (D) in making any determination as to a State permit standard prohibition, pretreatment standard, or standard of per-
program submitted under section 402(b), (E) in approving or pro- formance under this Act; or (2) be construed as impairing or in any
mulgating any effluent limitation or other limitation under sections manner affecting any right or jurisdiction of the States with re-
301, 302, 306, or 405, (F) in issuing or denying any permit under spect to the waters (including boundary waters) of such States.
section 402, and (G) in promulgating any individual control strat- (33 u.s.C. 1370)
egy under ~ection 304(1), may be had by any interested person in
the Circuit Court of Appeals of the United States for the Federal OTHER AFFECTED AUTHORITY
judicial district in which such person resides or transacts business
which is diroctly affected by such action upon application by such SEc. 511. (a) This Act shall not be construed as (1) limiting the

authority or functions of any officer or agency of the United States
person. Any such application shall be made within 120 days from
the date of such determination, approval, promulgation, issuance or

under any other law or regulation not inconsistent with this Act;

denial, or after such date only if such application is based solely (2) affecting or impairing the authority of the Secretary of the
Army (A) to maintain navigation or (B) under the Act of March 3,

on grounds which arose alter such 120th day. 1899 (30 Stat. 1112); except that any permit issued under section(2) Action of the Administrator with respect to which review
could have been obtained under para~aph (1) of this subsection

404 of this Act shall be conclusive as to the effect on water quality
of any discharge resulting from any activity subject to section 10

shall not be subject to judicial revzew in any civil or criminal pro- of the Act of March 3, 1899, or (3) affecting or impairing the provi-ceeding for enforcement. sions of any treaty of the United States.(3) AWARD OF FEES.rain any judicial proceeding under this (b) Discharges of pollutants into the navigable waters subjectsubsection, the court may award costs of litigation (including to the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1910 (36 Stat. 593; 33 U.S.C. 421)reasonable attorney and expert witness fees) to any prevailing ~and"the Supervisory Harbors, Act of 1888 (25 Star. 209; 33 U.S.C.
or substantially prevailing party whenever it determines that 441-451b) shall be regulated pursuant to this Act, and not subject
such award is appropriate.
(c) In any judicial proceeding brought under subsection (b) of to such Act of 1910 and the Act of 1888 except as to effect on navi-

gation and anchorage.this ~ection in which review is ecught of a determination under this (cXl) Except for the provision of Federal financial assistance
Act r~quired to be made on the record after notice and opportunity

for the purpo.se of ass!sting the construction of publicly owned
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issuance of a permit under m~,Jon 402 of this Act for the discharge
~ PUBLIC HEALTH AGENCY COORDINATION

of any pollutant by a new source as defined in section 306 of this SEe. 514. The permitting agency under section 402 shall assist
Act, no action of the Administrator taken pursuant ~o this Act shall the applicant for a permit under such section in coordinating the
be deemed a m~jor Federal action significantly affecting the quality requirementa of this Act with those of the appropriate public health
of the human environment within the meaning of the National En- agencies.
vironmental Policy Act of 1969 (83 Stat. 852); and (as u.s.c, t37~)

(2) Nothing in the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
(83 star. 852) shall be deemed to-- EFFLUENT STANDARDS AIqD WATER QUAL|TY INFORMATION ADVISORY

(A) authorize any Federal agency authorized to license or
permit the conduct of any. activity which may result in the dis- SEC. 515. (aXl) There is established on Effluent Standards and
charge of a pollutant into the navigable waters to review any Water Quality Information Advisory Committee, which shall be
effluent limitation or other requirement established pursuant composed of a Chairman and eight members who shall be ap-
to this Act or the adequacy of any certification under section pointed by the Administrator within sixty days after the date of en-
401 of ths Act; or actment of this Act.

(B) authorize any such agency to impose, as a condition (2) All member~ of the Committee shall be selected from the
precedent to the issuance of any license or permit, any effluent scientific community, qualified by education, training, and experi-
limitation other than any such limitation established pursuant ence to provide assess, and evaluate scientific and technical infor-
to this Act. marion on effluent standards and limitations.
(d) Notwithstanding this Act or any other provisions ol" law, the (3) "Members of the Committee shall serve for a. term of four

years, and may be reappointed.Administrator (1) shall not require any State to consider in the de- (bX1) No later than one hundred and eighty days prior to thevelopment of the ranking in order of priority of needs for the con- date on which the Administrator is required to publish any pro-struction of treatment works (as defined in title I! of this Act), any posed regulations required by section 304(b) of this Act, any pro-water pollution control agreement which may have been entered posed standard of performance t’or new sources required by section
into between the United States and any other nation, and (2) shall 306 of this Act, or any proposed toxic effluent standard required by
not consider any such agreement in the approval of any such prior- section 307 of this Act, he shall transmit to the Committee a notice
ity ranking, of intent to propose such regulations. The Chairman of the Com-
(~ U.8.C. 1371) mitres within ten days after receipt of such notice may publish

notice of a public hearing by the Committee, to be held within thir-SEPAP, ABILITY ty days.
SEC. 512. If any prevision of this ACt, or the application of any (2) No later than one hundred and twenty days ailer receipt

provision of this Act to any person or circumstance, is held invalid, of such notice, the Committee shall transmit to the Administrator
the application of such provision to other persons or circumstances, such scientific and technical information as is in its possession,

and the remainder oft, his Act shall not be affected thereby, eluding that presented at any public hearing, related to the subject
matter contained in such notice.|~3 Ug.C. 12~I not~) (3) Information so transmitted to the Administrator shall con-

lABOR STANDARDS stitute a part of the administrative record and comments on any
"proposed regulations or standards as information to be considered

S~. 613. The Administrator shall take such action am may be withother comments and information in making any final deter-
necessary to insure that all ]abaters and mechanics employed by minations.
eontractor~ or subcontractors on treatment works for which grants (4) In ~.reparing information for transmittal, the Committee
are. made under this Act shall be paid wages at rates not less than shall avail itself of the technical and scientific services of any Fed-
those prevailing for ~he same type of work on similar construction eral agency, including the United States Geological Survey and any
in the immediate locality, am determied by the Secretry of Labor, national environmental laboratories which may be established.
in accordance with the Act of March 3, 1931, as amended, known (cXl) The Committee shall appoint and prescribe the duties of
as the Davis-Bacon Act (46 Stat~ 1494; 40 U.S.C., sac. 276a through a Secretary, and such legal counsel as it deems necessary. The

Committee shall appoint such other employees as it deems nec-276a-6). The Set’retary of Labor shall have, with respect to the
labor standards specified in this subasction, the authority and fuse- essary to exercise and fulfill its powers and responsibilities. The

compensation of all employees appointed by the Committee shall betiorm set forth in Reorganization Plan Numbered 14 of 1950 (15
F.R. Z176) and section 2 of the A~t of~June 13, 1934, as amended .,, fixed in accordance with chapter fil and subchapter III of chapter

(48 Stat. 948; 40 U.S.(~. 276¢). 53 of title V of the United States Code.
(2) Members of the Committee shall be entitled to recei~ com-

~.~ U.~C. IS~l pensation at a rate to be fixed by the President but not in excess
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of the maximum rate of pay grade /’or GS-18, as provided in the
shall submit such detailed estimate and st:oh comprehensive s~dy

General Schedule under section 5332 of title V of the United States
of such cost to the Congress no later than February 10 of each odd-
numbered year. Whenever the Administrator, pursuant to this sub-Code. section, requests and receives an estimate of cost from a State, he

(d) Five members of the Committee shall constitute a quorum,
and official actions of the Committee shall .be taken only on the af-

shall furnish copies of such estimate together with such detailed

firmative vote of at least five members. A special panel composed
estimate to Congress.

of one or more members upon order of the Committee shall conduct
(2) Notwithstanding the second sentence of paragraph (1) of

any hearing authorized by this section and submit the transcript
this subsection, the Administrator shall make a preliminary de-

of such hearing to the entire Committee for its action thereon. " tailed estimate called for by subparagraph (B) of such paragraph

(e) The Committee is authorized to make such rules as are nec-
and shall submit such preliminary detailed estimate to the Con-

essary for the orderly transaction of its business,
gross no later than September 3, 1974. The Administrat~i, shall re-
quire each State to prepare an estimate of cost for such State, and

(33 U.SC. 1374) shall utilize the survey form EPA-I, O.M.B. No. 158-R0017, pre-
REPOIrrS TO CONGP.ESS pared for the 1973 detailed estimate, except that such estimate

shall include all costs of compliance with section 201(gX2XA) of this
SEc. 516. (a) Within ninety da~,s following the convening of Act and water quality standards established pursuant to section

each session of Congress, the Administrator shall submit to the 303 of this Act, and all costs of treatment works as defined in sec-
Congress a report, in addition to any other report .r.e~uired by this tion 212(2), including all eligible costs of constructing sewage col-
Act, on measures taken toward implementing the objective of this lection systems and correcting excessive infiltration or inflow and
Act, including, but not limited to, (1) the progress anu problems as: all eligible costs of correcting combined storm and sanitary sewer
sociated with developing comprehensive plans under section 102 o, problems and treating storm water flows. The survey form shall be
this Act, areawide plans under section 208 of this Act, basin plans distributed by the Administrator to each State no later than Janu-
under section 209 of this Act, and plans under section 3.03(e) .of this ary 31, 1974.
Act; (2) a summary of actions taken and results achieved an the (c) The Administrator shall submit to the Congress by October
field of water pollution control research, experiments, studies, and 1, 1978, a report on the status of combined sewer overflows in mu-
related matters by the Administrator and other Federal agencies nicipal treatment works operations. The report shall include (1)the
and by other persons and agencies under Fede.ral..~ra.nts ,or c, on- status of any projects funded under this Act to address combined
tracts; (3) the pro~,n~..ss., and problems associated vnth.the .aevemp- sewer overflows, (2) a listing by State of combined sewer overflow
ment of effluent hmitations and recommended control techniques; needs identified in the 1977 State priority listings, (3) an estimate
(4) the status of State programs, including a detailed summary of for each applicable municipality of the number of years necessary,
the progress obtained as compared to that planned under the State assuming an annual authorization and appropriation for the con-
program plans for development sad enforcement of water quality struction grants program of $5,000,000,000 to correct combined
requirements; (5) the identification and status of enforcement ac- sewer overflow problems, (4) an analysis using representative mu-
tions pending or completed under such Act during the preceding nicipalities faced with major combined sewer overflow needs, of the
year, (6) the status of State, interstate, and local pollution control annual discharges of pollutants from overflows in comparisonto
programs established purs~u_ant to, and assi.ste.d by: this.Act; (7! a treated affluent discharges, (5) an analysis of the technological al-
summary of the results of the s.ur~..e.y .r~l.tUr~,.d to be taken,u~..aer ternatives available to municipalities to correct major combined
section 210 of this Act; (8) his activities tnclumng recommenaauons sewer overflow problems, and (6) any recommendations of the Ad-
under sections 109 through III of this Act; and (9) all reports and ministrator for legislation to address the problem of combined
recommendations made by the Water Pollution Control Advisory sewer overflows, including whether a separate authorization and
Board. grant program should be established by the Congress to address

(bXl) The Administrator, in cooperation wi.’th the. Stat.e..s,. in- combined sewer overflows.
cluding water pollution control agencies and other water pollution (d) The Administrator, in cooperation with the States, includ-
contro/planning agencies, shall make (A) a detailed estimate of the . ing water pollution control agencies, and other water pollution con-
cost of carrying out the provisions of this Act; (B) a detailed esti- trol planning agencies, and water supply and water resources ages-
mate, biennially revised, of the cost of construction of all needed cies of the States and the United States shall submit to Congress,
publicly owned treatment works in, all of the .States. and.of the, co.st within two years of the date of enactment of this section, a report
of construction of all needed publicly, owned trea_~ment wor.~, in with recommendations for legislation on a program to require co-
each of the States; (C) a comprehensive study of the economic ~m- ordination between water supply and wastewater control plans as
pact on affected units of government o/" the cost of installation of a condition to grants for construction ol" treatment works under this
treatment facilities; and (D) a comprehensive analysis of the ha- Act. No such report shall be submitted except after opportunity/’or
tional requirements for and the cost of treating m _uni.’cipal, indus- public hearings on such proposed report.
trial, and other effluent to attain the water.quallt_~, obj.e~.ti.ve.s .as .so- (e) STATE REVOLVING FUND REPORT.--
tsblished by this Act or applicable State law. "the AOnmus~rator
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(I) IN CZNERAL.--Not later than February I0, 1990, the SEC. 51e. INDL~NTRmES.
Administrator shall submit to Congress a report on the finan- (a) POLtCY.--Nothing in this section shall be construed to affect
cial status and operations of water pollution control revolving the application of section 101(g) of this Act, and all of the provi-
funds establishedby the States under the title VI of this Act. siena of this section shall be carried out in accordance with thepro-
The Administrator shall prepare such report in cooperation visions of such section I01(g). Indian tribes shall be treated as
with the States, including water pollution control agencies and States for purposes of such section 101(g).
other water pollution control planning and financing agencies. (b) ASSESSMENT OF SEWAGE TREATMENT NEEDS; REPORT.--The

(2) CobrrENTS.--The report under tlde subsection ~hall also Administrator, in cooperation with the Director of the Indian
include the following: Health Service, shall assess the need for sewage treatment works

(A) an inventory of the facilities that are in significant to serve Indian tribes, the degree to which such needs will be met
noncompliance with the enforceable requirements of this through funds allotte~ to States under section 205 of this Act and

Act;
priority lists under section 216 of this Act, and any obstacles which

(B) an estimate of the cost of construction necessary to prevent such needs from being met. Not later than one year after

bring such facilities into compliance with such require- the date of the enactment of this section, the Administrator shall
submit a report to Congress on the assessment under this sub-manta; section, along with recommendations specifying (1) how the Admin-

(C) arl assessment of the availability of sources of istrator intends to provide assistance to Indian tribes to develop
funds for financing such needed construction, including an waste treatment management plans and to construct treatment
estimate of the amount of funds available for prodding works under this Act, and (2) methods by which the participation
sistance for such construction through September 30, 1999, in and administration of programs under this Act by Indian tribes
from the water pollution control revolving funds estab- can be maximized.
lish~d by the States under title VI of this Act; (c) RESZRVATION O~" Ft~NDS.--The Administrator shall reserve

(D) an assessment of the operations, loan portfolio, each fiscal year beginning after September 30, 1986, before allot-
and loan conditions of such revolving funds; manta to the States under section 205(e), one-half of one percent

(E) an assessment of the effect on user charges of the of the sums appropriated under section 207. Sums reserved under
assistance provided by such revolving funds compared to this subsection shall be available only for grants for the develoment
the assistance provided with funds appropriated pursuant of waste treatment management plans and for the construction of
to section 207 of this Act; and sewage treatment works to serve Indian tribes, as defined in sub-

(F) an assessment of the efficiency of the operation section (h) and former Indian reservations in Oklahoma (as deter-
and maintenance of treatment works constructed with as- mined by the Secretary of the Interior) and Alaska Native Villages
sistance provided by such revolving funds compared to the as defined in Public Law 92-203.
efficiency of the operation and maintenance of treatment (d) COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS.--In order to ensure the consist-
works constructed with assistance provided under section ent implementation of the requirements of this Act, an Indian tribe

201 of this Act. and the State or States in which the lands of such tribe are located
may enter into a cooperative agreement, subject to the review and

(33 LI.S.C. 1375) approval of the Administrator, to jointly plan and administer the
GENERAL AUTHORIZATION requirements of this Act.

(e) TREATMENT AS STATES.--The Administrator is authorized to
SEC. 517. Them are authorized to be appropriated to carry out treat an Indian tribe as a State for purposes of title II and sections

this Act, other than ~ections 104, 105, I06(a), 107, 108, 112, 113, 104, 106, 303, 305, 308, 309, 314, 319, 401, 402, and 404 of this
114, 115, 206, 207, 208 (f) and (h), 209, 304, 311 (c), (d), (i), (I), andAct to the degree necessary to carry out the objectives of this sac-
(k), 314, 315, and 317, $250,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June ties, but only
30, 1973, $300,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1974, (1) the Indian tribe has a governing body carrying out sub-
$350,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975, $100,000,000 stantial governmental duties and powers;

for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1977, $150,000,000 for the (2) the functions to be exercised by the Indian tribe pertain
fiscal year ending September 30, 1978, $150,000,000 for the fiscal to the management and protection of water resources which

are held by an Indian tribe, held by the United States in trustyear ending September 30, 1979, $150,000,000 for the fiscal year
ending September 30, 1980, $150,000,000 for the fiscal year ending

for Indians, held by a member of an Indian tribe if such prop-
erty interest is subject to a trust restriction on alienation, orSeptember 30, 1981, $161,000,000 for the fiscal year ending Sep-

tember 30, 1982, such sums aa may. be necessary for fiscal years otherwise within the borders.of an Indian reservation; and
(3) the Indian tribe is reasonably expected to be capable,1983 through 1985, and $135,000,000 per fiscal year for each of the -in the Administrator’s judgment, of carr~.’.ng out the fr~v,.tionsfiscal years 1986 through 1990. ~

to be exercised in a manner consistent w~th the terms and pur-
l33 O.9.C. 13TtD poses of this Act and of all applicable regulations.
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(2) "indian tribe" means any Indian tribe, band, group,t orSuch treatment as a State may include the direct provision of community recognized by the Secretary of the Interior and’ ex-funds reserved under subsection (e) to the’governing bodies of In- ercising governmental authority over a Federal Indian reserva-
dian tribes, and the determination of priorities by Indian tribe~, tion.where not determined by the Administrator in cooperation with the
Director of the Indian Health Service. The Administrator, in co- {3s u.s.c_ 1377}
operation with the Director of the lndian’Health Service, is author- SHOWr TITLE
ized to make grants under title ll°of this Act in an amount not to
exceed 100 percent of the cost of a project. Not later than 18 SEc. 519. T~is Act may be cited as the "Federal ~Weter Poilu-
months after the date of the enactment of this section, the Admin- tion Control Act (commonly referred to as the Clean Water Act).
istrator shall, in consultation with Indian tribes, promulgate final (33 U.S.C. 1251 note)
regulations width specify how Indian tribes shah be treated as
States for purposes of ~ Act. The Administrator shall, in promul- TITLE VI--STATE WATER POLLUTION CONTROL
gating such regulations, consult affected States sharing common REVOLVING FUNDS
water bodies and provide a mechanism for the resolution of any us- "
reasonable consequences that may arise as a result of differing 8Ec. ~Ol. GRANTS TO STATES FOR ESTABLISH)4ENT OF REVOLVING
water quality standards that may be set by States and Indian FUNDS.
tribes located on common bodies o£ water. Such mechanism shall (a) GENERAL AtrrHOSll~.---Subject to the provisions of this
provide for explicit consideration of relevant factors including, but title, the Administrator shall make capitalization grants to each
not limited to, the effects of differing water quality permit require- State for the purpose of establishing a water pollution control re-

meats on upstream and downstream dischargers, economic im- volving fund l’orproviding assistance (1) for construction of treat-

pacts, and present and historical uses sad quality o£ the waters me~t works (as defined in section 212 o£ this Act) which are pub-

subject to such standards. Such m~haniem should provide for the iicly owned, (2) for implementing a management program under

avoidance of such unreasonable consequences in a manner consist- section 319, and (3) for developing and implementing a conserva.
ent with the objective of this Act. tion and management plan under section 320.

(/) GRANI~ FOR NONPOINT SOURCE PRO~RAb/s.--The Adminiso (b) SCllEDULE OF GRANT PAY~I~NTS.--The Administrator and
trstor shall make grants to an Indian tribe under section 319 of each State shall jointly establish a schedule of payments under

this Act as though such tribe was a State. Not mars than one-third which the Administrator will pay to the State the amount of each
grant to be made to the State under this title. Such schedule shallof one penmnt of the amount appropriated for any fiscal year under

section 319 may be used to make grants under this subsection. In be ba~ed on the State’s intended use plan under section 606(c) of

addition to the requirements of section 319, an Indian tribe shall this Act, except that--
(1) such payments shall be made in quarterly installments,be required to meet the requirements of paragraphs (1), (2), and (3)

of subse~on (d) i of Uds section in order to receive such a ~rant. and
(g) ALASKA NATIV~ ORGANiZATIONS.~No provision of this Act (2) such payments shall be made as expeditiously as pos-

shallbe construed to-- sible, but in no event later than the earlier of-

(l) grant, enlarge, or diminish, or in any way affect the (A) 8 quarters after the date such funds were obligated

scope of the governmental authority, if any, of any Alaska Na- by the State, or ~

tivo organization, including any le~derally-recognized tribe, tra- (B) 12 quarters after the date such funds were allotted

ditional Alaska Native council, or Native council organized to the State.’

pursuant to the Act of June 18, 1934 (48 Star. 987), over lands {3B u.s.c, lZel)
or persons in Alaska; sEc. ~o2. CAPITALIZATION GRANT AGREEMENTS.

(2) create or validate any assertion by such organization or (a} GENERAL RULE.--To receive a capitalization grant with
any form of governmental authority over land~ or persons in funds made available under this title and section 205(m) of this
Alaska; or Act, a State shall enter into an agreement with the Administrator

(3) in any way affect an~. assertion that Indian country, as which shall include but not be limited to the specifications set forth
defined in section 1151 of title 18, United States Code, exists in subsection (b) of this section.
or does not exist in Alaska. (b) SPECIFIC REQUIREMEI~Ts.--The Administrator shall enter
(h) DE~NIT~ONS.--For purposes oft his section, the term-- into an agreement under this section with a State only after the

(1) ~Federal Indian reservation" means all land within the State has established to the satisfaction of the Administrator
limits of any Indian reservation under the jurisdiction of the that--
United States Government, notwithstanding the issuance of (1) the State will accept grant payments with funds to be
any patent, and including rights-of-way running through the made available under this title and section 205(m) of this Act
reservation; and in accordance with a payment schedule established jointly by

the Administrator under m~ctinn fiOl/h) n~" thi~ Act and wil|~l,~-
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posit all such payments in the water pollution control revolving sEc. 6o.1. WATER POLLtrrlON CONTROL REVOLVING LOAN FUNDS. ’
fund established by the State in accordance with this tiUe; (a) R~QU.~MENT~ FOR OBLIGATION OF GRANT Ft~Ds.--Before

(2) the State will deposit in the fund from State moneys a State may receive a capitalization grant with funds made avail-
an amount equal to at least 20 percent of the total amount of able under this title and section 205(m) of this Act. the State shall
all capitalization grants which will be made to the State with first establish a water pollution control revolving fund which co¯-
funds to ~e made available under this title and section 205(m) plies with the requirements of this section.
of" this Act on or before the data on which each quarterly grant (b) ADMINI~TO~--Each State water pollution control revolv-

payment will be made to the State under this title; ing fund shall be administered by an instrumentality of the State
with such ~owers and limitations as may be required to operate(3) the State will enter into binding commitments to pro- such fund tn accordance with the requirements and objectives ofvide assistance in accordance with the requirements of this this Act.title in an amount equal to 120 portent of the amount of each (c) I~oJEcI"s ELI(:IBL~: FOR AsSlST~,~CE.--The ~ounts ofsuch grant payment within I year after the receipt of such funds available to each State water pollution control revolving fund

grant payment; shall be used only for providing financial assistance (1) to any mu-
(4) all funds in the fund will’be expended in an expeditious nicipality, intermurdcipal, interstate, or State agency for construc-

and timely manner; tion of publicly owned treatment works (as defined in section 212
(5) allfunds in the f‘und as a result of capitallzation grants of this Act), (2) for the implementation of a management program

under this tiUe and section 205(m) of this Act will first be used established under section 319 of" this Act, and (3) for development
to assure maintenance of progress, as determined by the Gov- and implementation of a conservation and management plan under
ernor of the State, toward compliance with enforceable dead- section 320 of this Act. The fund shall be established, maintained,
lines, goals, and requirements of this Act, including the munic- and credited with repayments, and the fund balance shall be avail-
|pal compliance deadline; able in perpetuity for providing such financial assistance. 2

(6) treatment works eligible under section 603(cX1)oft his (d) Ty~.~ oF A.~|STANCE.~Except as otherwise limited by
Act which will be constructed in whole or in part before fiscal State law, a water pollution control revolving fund of a State under
year 1995 with funds directly made available by capitalization this section may be used only--
grants under this tiffs and section 205(m) of this Act will meet (1) to make loans, on the condition that,--
the requirements of, or otherwise be treated (as determined by (A) such loans are made at or below market interest
the Governor of the State) under sections 201(b), 201(gXl), rates, including interest free loans, at terms not to exceed
201(g){2), 201(gX3), 201(gX5), 201(gX6), 201(nXl), 201(o), 20years;

204~aX1), 204(a)(2), 204(bXl), 204(dX2), 211, 218, 511(cX1), and (B) annual principal and interest payment~ will com-
mence not later than 1 year after completion of any project513 of‘ rids Act in the same manner ~s treatment works con-

strutted with assistance under rifle 11 of this Act; and all loans will be fully amortized not later than 20

(7) in addition to complying with the requirements of this
years after project completion;

title, the State will commit or expend each quarterly grant (C) the recipient of a loan will establish a dedicated

payment whi©h it will receive under this title in accordance
source of revenue for repayment of loans; and

with laws and procedures applicable to the commitment or ex- .s~ .~u~ so~e ~ru~ M.,~. ~m. S.or.~h ..~ S.n~tua~e. ~t or ~
penditure of revenues of the State; tdt~) for ~6d|tion8| amounla that ~ to be deposit~l into ¯ State’s fund sod treatment

(8) in carrying out the requirements of section 606 of this
Act. the State will rue accounting, audit, ahd fiscal procedures ~ .0o~ otto. o~.. v.~ ,.~ ~t .~ t~ ~r.L to0-~,~ ~ ..

conforming to gener~ly accepted government accounting sEc.(;~rstm~ vs~-~oa O~n~r~Lop|~srA~ w~.r~t~r~m~.w~oLLtrnO~s.~sr~M~co~m)L ~VVOLV~N~ vtn~v
standards; (¯) G~N£1t,~ P~UllttKMK’Nl".~N~withatandiP4 ~e lU~W~lenu of title VI ¢d the Federal Water

(9) the State will require u a condition of making a loan po,.uon c.nu~ ~.~t...~ .f u.. s.-t., o~ N.. Vor~ .rid N.. J.r..~ .h., ~.~
the amount of ¯ ~’snt pa~tment made to such State~ under such .titJe fwr esr.h o~ the fiscalor providing other assistance, as described in section 603(d) of t~o .nd ttet end tO ~.t o~ th. St¯’. ~o.u~uo..~,.~d .,th .~h t~.t;U this Act, from the fund that the recipient of such assistance ,..th. ~month _~..ad beV.ni.~ ~ ~ ~to ~ ~,~ o~.~ t~t ~.~..t r~ ...~,.~ |o...

0 ¯no providing ~ner mist¯nee -- aeecrlo~ in mctma 603(d) e~" th~ F~d~t-t water Po|iut~o,o will maintain project accounts in accordance with generally ~C- Control A~t to Jny 8vvernment*l entity in such State whkh hJJa entered into ¯ compliance
�:~ cepted government accounting standards; and .t~eme.t e~ enf~cement e~’mment trader rectum 104B ef the M~rine ~.
-~ (I0) the State will make annual reports to the Adminis- ..d S.~t..m~ ~t .~ t~ ro~ l~..~f~ ~.~.~..~ ~.p~.~-.~.~ ~r...~t ~o ..~ .~.
to trator on the actual use of funds in accordance with section (b) t~urr~e~.--Ir, ~t*r th. t..t da~ ,~ U~ ~mmt~ ~.r~d be~.~na on |beO0 of" ¯ ~’rmn~ laymen| bF the Btoto o(" Ne~ Y¯A ~,r Ne~ Jerm7 unde~ tit.is V1 of the FedeJ~J Water606(d) of this AcL J~l.uon~o.u~ A~t J~r e~h ef Ii.ad ~m !~50 and t~t. t0 percent ,~ the ,u~ount

Eq~ht p~yment and the 8ts~’t ~trlbuU~. s~octoted with *-.*h ~t payment h&8 not been
(33 U~q.C. 1382)                                                                             used for pt~ff*dlng .~mi~t~n~ deec~..’bed tn subsection (¯) ~- ¯ r~tult o( inaufl’)cient

foe lush ~Mbtance from per~e~ ¯ligihle trm’ ~ amt-tartr~, the I0 peectmt lim|tal~ .<, f~th
in aub~�lkm (¯) shall nol be app/kable with aped to eur.h grant p~ymd~t and tmocias,~t

~... ;-:.~..
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(D) the fund will be credited with all payments of prin- lotted by the Administrator in accordance with section 20~c) of
cipal and interest on all loans; this Act.
(2) to buy or refinance the debt obligati@n of municipalities (b) RESERVATION OF FUNDS FOR PLsd~lNo.wEach State shall

and intermunicipal and inter~tato agencies within the State at reserve each fiscal year 1 percent of the sums allotted to ouch State
or below market rates, where such debt obligatiorm were in- under this section for such fiscal year, or $10’0,000, whichever
curred after March 7, 198~; amount is greater, to carry out planning under sections 205(j) and

tions(3)wheregUarantee°to or              purchase insurance for, local obliga- 303(e) of this Act.
such action wou]d improve credit market access or (c) ALLOTMENT ~ERIOD.~

reduce interest rates; (1) PERIOD OF AVAILABILITY FOR GRANT AWAI~.D.---Sums al-
(4) ss a source of revenue or ~’curity for the payment of lotted to a State under this section /’or a fiscal year shall be

principal and interest on revenue or general obligation bonds available for obligation by the State during the fiscal year for
issued by the State ff theproceeda st’ the sale sir ouch bonds which sums are authorized and during the following fiscal
will be deposited in the fund; year.

(5) to provide loan guarantees for similar revolving funds                  (2) REALLOTMENT O~’ UNOBLIGATED FUNDS.--The amount
established by municipalities or intermunicipal agencies;                     any allotment not obligated by the State by the last day of the

(6) to earn interest on fund accounts; and 2-year period of availability established by paragraph (1) shall
(7) for the rv~mmble costs of administering the fund and be immediately reallotted by the Administrator oh the basis of

conducting activities under this rifle, except that such amounts the same ratio as is applicable to sums allotted under title I[
shall not exceed 4 percent of all grant awards to such fund of this Act for the second fiscal year of such 2-year period.
under this title. None of the funds reallotted by the Administrator shall be real-
(e) LII~rrATION TO PRE~NT DOUBLE BENEFrrs.--If a State lotted to any State which has not obligated all sums allotted

makes, from its water pollution revolving fund, a loan which will to such State in the first fiscal year of such 2-year period.
finance the cost of facility planning and the preparation of plans, ~33 u.s.C. 1384}
specifications, and estimates for con~trucrion of publicl~ owned 8Ec. ~ CORRECTIVE ACTION.
treatment works, the State shall ensure that if the ret~pient of (a) NOTIFICATION OF NONCOMPLIANCE.--If the Administrator
such loan receives a grant under section 201(g) of ~ Act for con- determines that a State has not complied with its agreement with
struction of such treatment works and an allowance under section the Administrator under section 602 of this Act or any other re-
201(IX1) of this Act for non-federal funds expended for such plan- quirement of this title, the Administrator shall notify the State of
u>m ex~emo, sucnauowance."ni "V~eand" Pr~" Pa~ra~°’n"s’uch recipient will promptly repay such loan such noncompliance and the necessary corrective action.

¯ (b) WITHHOLDING OF Px~rrs.--If a State does not take cor-
(~) ~ONSlSTENL’~Y WITH PLANNING R~UIREMENTS.mA State rective action within 60 days after the date a State receives notifi-

may provide financial s~sistance from its water po.llution control cation of such action under subsection (a), the Administrator shall
revolving fund only with respect to a project wldch is consistent withhold additional payments to the State until the Administrator
wi.th plans, if any, developed under sections 205(j), 208, 303(e), 319, is satisfied that the State has taken the necessary corrective action.
and 320 ofthla Act. (c) REALLOTMENI’ OF WtTiIIIELD PAY~ENTS.--If the Adminis-

(~g). PRIORITY LIST REQUIREMENT.--Tho State may provide fi- trator is not satisfied that adequate corrective actions have been
nsncml _assistance from its w_ater pollution control revolving fund taken by the State within 12 months after the State is notified of
only with respect to a project for construction of a treatment works such actions under ’subsection (a), the payments withheld from the
described in subsection (c)~1) ff such project is on the State’s prior- State by the Administrator under subsection (b) shall be made
ity list under section 216 of this Act. Such assistance may be pro- available for reallotment in accordance with the most recent for-
sided regardless of the rank of such project on such list. mula for allotment of funds under this title.

(h) ELIGIBILrrY OF NoN-FEDER,~ SHARE OF CONSTRUCTION {33 U.S.C. 1386)Gs#,~rr Pi~o~Ec~s.--A State water pollt~tion control revolving fund
~ may provide assistance (other than under subsection (dX1) of this BEc. ~ AUDITS, REPORT~ AND FISCAL CONTROLS; INTENDED USE
O PLAN.

sec_tion) to a municipality or intermunicilml or interstate agency (a) FINAL CONTROL ~V AUDtTINO PEOCEDURF~.--Each State0 with respect to the non-Federal share of the costs of a treatmentO electing to establish a water pollution control revolving fund underco wbrks project for which such municipality or agency is receiving
-~ sia.t.~mce from the Administrator under any other authority only if .,this .tit]s shall establish fiscal controls and accounting procedures
tO such assistance is necessary to allow such project to proceed. Sufficient to assure proper accounting during appropriate account-
<O ing periods for--

~2 U.s.C. 13~1} (1) payments received by the fund;
8E¢, ~o4. ~ OF ~ (2) disbursements made by the fund; and

(a} FoRMtr~,.---Suma authoriz~ to be appropriated to                         (3} fund balances at the beginning add end of the account-
out ~ section for each of fiscal yvar~ 1989 and 1990 droll I~an~-            ing period.
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Co) /L’~rUAL FEDF.ItAL skuDrr~.oTha Administrator shall, at 8~-c. ~o7. AUTHORIZATION atr KPPROPI~,IATIONS.
least on an annual basis, conduct or require each State to have There is authorized to be appropriated to carry out the pur-
independently conducted reviews and audits as may be deemed poses of this title the following sums:
necessary or appropriate by the Administrator to carry out the oh- (1) $1,200,000,000 per fiscal year for each of fiscal year
jectives of ~ section. Audits of the use of funds deposited in the 1989 and 1990;
water pollution revolving l~md established by such State shall be (2) $2,400,000,000 for fiscal year 1991;
conducted in accordance with the auditing procedur~ of the Gen- (3) $1,800,000,000 for fiscal year 1992;
eral Accounting Office, including chapter 75 of title 31, United (4) $1,200,000,000 for fiscal year 1993; and
States Code. (5) $600,000,04)0 for fiscal year 1994.

(c) INT~tD USE PLAN.--A/~er providing for public comment (33 v.s.c. 1~s7} .,-
and review, each State shall annually prepare a plan identifying
the intended uses of the amounts available to its water pollution
control revolving fund. Such intended use plan shall include, but
n̄ot be limited to--

(l) a list of those projects for construction of publicly
owned treatment works on the State’s priority list developed

~ur~uant to section 216 of this Act and a list of activities eligi-le for aasistanco under sections 319 and 320 of this Act;
(2) a description of the short- and long-term goals and ob.

jectives of its water pollution control revolving fund;
(3) ini’ormation on the activities to be supported, including

a description of project categories, discharge requirements
under titles !II and IV of this Act, terms of financial assist-
anco, and communities served;

(4) assurances and specific proposals for meeting the re-
quirements of paragraphs (3), (4}, (5), and (6) of section 602(b)
of this Act; and

(5) the criteria and method established for the distribution
of funds.
(d) ANNVA~ Rm~m’.--Beginning the first fiscal year after the

receipt of paymante under this title, the State shall provide an .an-
nual report to the Administrator describing how the Stats has met
the goals and objectives for the previous fiscal year as identified in
the plan prepared for the previous fiscal year pursuant to sub-
section (c), including identification of loan recipients, loan amounts,
and loan terms and similar details on other forms of financial as-
sistanee provided from the water pollution control revolving fund.

(e) A~mJAX, F~D~-RA~ Ov~tslo~rr l~v~v.--The Administrator
shall conduct ~n annual oversight roview of each State plan pre-
pared under subsection (c), each State report prepared under sub-
section {d), and other such materials as are considered necessary
and appropriate in carrying out the purposes of this title. After rea;
sonabl~ notice by the Administrator to the State or the r~cipient
a loan from a water pollution control revolving fund, the State or
loan recipient shall maim available to the Administrator ouch
records as the Administrator reasonably roquirns to review and de-
termine compliamm with this title.

(I) APPIJCABILITY O~’ Trr~ II PsovlslOl4S.--Except to the ex- ~ ~ .
tent provided in this title, the provisions of title II shall not apply
to grmnto under this title.



Environmental Protection Agency § 122.26

any warm or cold water aquatic animal ~ § 122.26 Storm water discharges (appli-
production facility as a concentrated |cable to State NPDES programs, see .
aquatic anim~l production" facility ~§123.25). _ _ " :
upon determining that it is a signifi- (a) Permit requirement. (l) Pl:i~r to Oc-
tane contributor of pollution to waterstober 1, 1994. discharges composed en-
of the United States. In making thistirely of storm water" shall ~ot be re-
designation the Director shall considerquired to obtain a NPDES permit ex-
the following factors: cept:

(i) The location and quality of the re- (i) A discharge with respect to which
relying waters of the United States: a permit has been issued prior to Feb-

(ii) The holding, feeding, and produc-ruary 4, 1987;
tion capacities of the facility: (ii) A discharge associated with in-

(iii) The quantity and nature of thedustrial activity (see §122.26(a)(4)):
pollutants reaching waters of the (iii) A discharge from a large munici-
United States; and pal separate storm sewer system:

(iv) Other relevant factors. (iv) A discharge from a medium mu-
(2) A permit application shall not benicipal separate storm sewer system:

required from a concentrated aquatic(v) A discharge which the Director.
animal production facility designatedor in States with approved NPDES pro-
under this paragraph until the Directorgrams, either the Director or the EPA
has conducted on-site inspection of theRegional Administrator. de~ermines to
f~cility and has determined that the fa-contribute to a violation of" a water
cilit\’ should and could be regulatedquality standard or is a significant "
under the permit program, contributor of pollutants to waters of

the United States. This designation
§ 122.25 Aquaculture projects (applica-may include a discharge from any con-

ble to State NPDES programs, seevevance or system of conve\’ances used
§ 123.25). for collecting and conve.x’ing storm .,,.-’;.-..~

(a) Permit requirement. Dischargeswater runoff or a system of" discharges "’~’::~’~
into aquaculture projects, as defined infrom municipal separate storm sewers.
this section, are subject to the NPDESexcept for those discharges from con-
permit program through section 318 ofvevances which do not require a pe,-mit
CWA. and in accordance with 40 CFRunder paragraph (a)(2) of this section
part 125. subpart B. or agricultural storm water ,’t, noff

(b) Definitions. (1) Aquaculture projectwhich is exempted from the definition
means a defined managed water areaot’point source at §122.2.
which uses discharges of pollutantsThe Director may designate discharges
into that designated area for tt~e main-from munic!pal separate storm sewers
tenance or production of harvestableon a s\,stem-wide or .jm’isdiction-wide
freshwater, estuarine, or marine plantsbasis. [n making this determination
or animals, the Directo," may consider the follow-

(2) Designated project area means the ing factors:
portions of the waters of the United (A) The h~cation of the discharge
States within which the permittee orwith respect to waters of" the United
permit applicant plans to confine theStates as defined at 40C1~R 122.2.
cultivated species, using a method or(B) The size ~fthe discha,’~e:
plan or operation (including. but not (C) The quantity and nature of the
limited to, physical confinement)p<~llutants discharged to \v~,ter~ of ti~e
which, on the basis of reliable sci-United States: and
entific evidence, is expected to ensure(D) Othe," relevant factors.
tha~ specific individual organisms com-
prising an aquaculture crop will e~o.v    (2) The Director may not require a
increased growth attributable to the permit fbr discharges of storm water

runof[" from ,nining operations or oil
discharge of pollutants, and be hat-and gas explo,’ation, production, proc-vested within a defined geographic

essino~ or treatment operations or ~"
area. "
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transmission facilities.~ ccmposed en-(1) The re~oional authorit\- together
tirely of f]ows which are from conve~’-with co-applicants shah ha\,~ authority
antes or systems of conveyances (i~-over a storm water management pro-
cluding but not limited to pipes, con-gram that is in existence, or shall be in
duits, ditches, and channels) used forexistence at the time part I of the ap-
collecting and conveying precipitationplication is due;
runoff and which are not contaminated (2) The permit applicant or co-appli-
by contact with or that has not comecants shall establish their ability to
into contact with. any overburden, rawmake a timely submission of part I and
material, intermediate products, fin-part 2 of the ~’]]unicipal application:
ished product, byproduct or waste (3) Each of the operators of municipal
products located on the site of such op-separate storm sewers within the svs-
erations, terns described in paragraphs (b)(4)

(3) Large and medium municipal sepa- (ii), and (iii) or (b)(7) (i). (ii). and (ii~) of
z~te storm sewer systems. (i) Permitsthis section, that are under the put-
must be obtained for all dischargesview of the designated regional author-
from large and medium municipal sep-ity. shall comply with the application
arate storm sewer systems, requirements of paragraph (d) of this

section.(ii) The Director may either issue one
system-wide permit covering all dis-(iv) One permit application may be
charges from municipal separate stormsubmitted for all or a portion of all

sewers within a large or medium mu-municipal separate storm sewers with-

nicipal storm sewer system or issuein adjacent or interconnected large or

distinct permits for appropriate cat-medium municipal separate storm

egories of discharges within a large orsewer systems. The Director may issue

medium municipal separate stormone system-wide permit covering all.

sewer s\,stem including, but not lim-or a portion of all municipal separate
" storm sewers in adjacent or inter-ited to: all discharges owned or oper-

ated b\’ the same municipality: locatedconnected large or medium municipal

." within the same .jurisdiction: all dis-separate storm sewer systems.

charges within a system that discharge[v) Permits for all or a portion of all
discharges from large or medium mu-

to the same watershed: dischargesnicipal sepa~"ate storm sewer systemswithin a system that are similar in ha-that are issued on a system-wide, juris-ture: or for individual discharges fromdiction-wide, watershed or other basis
municipal separate storm sewers with-may specify different conditions relat-
iz~ O~e system, ing to different discharges covered by

(iii) The operator of a discharge fromthe permit, including different man-
a municipal separate storm sewera,~ement programs for different drain-
which is part of a large or medium mu-age areas which contribute storm
nicipal separate storm sewer systemwater to the system.
n~ust either: (vi) Co-pern~ittees need only comply

(A) Participate in a permit applica-with permit conditions relating to dis-
tion (to be a permittee.or a co-permit-char~es from the municipal separate
tee) with one or more other operatorsstorm sewers for which the~" are opera-
of discharges from the large or mediumtors.
municipal storm sewer system which(4) Discharges through laz~e and me-
covers all. or a portion of all. dis- dium municipal separate storm sewer sys-
charges from the municipal separateterns. In addition to meeting the re-
storm sewer system: quirements of paragraph (c) of this sec-

(B) Submit a distinct permit applica-tion. an operator of a storm water dis-
tion which only covers discharges fromcharge associated with industrial ac-
the municipal separate storm sewerstivity which discharges through a large
for which the operator is responsible:or medium municipal separate storm
or sewer system shall submit, to the oper-

(C) A regional authorit\’ may be re-ator of the municipal separate storm
sponsible for submitting a permit ap-sewer system receiving the discharge
plication under the following guide-no later than May 15, 1991. or 180 days
lines: prior to commencing such discharge:
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the name of the facility: a contact per- procedures of §122.2! and are not sub-
son and phone ;number; the location of ject to the provisions of this section.
the discharge; a description, including (8) Whether a discharge from a mu-
Standard Industrial Classification.nicipal separate storm sewer is or is
which best reflects the principal prod-not subject to regulation tinder this
ucts or services provided by each facil-section shall have no bearing on wheth-
ity: and any existing NPDES permiter the owner or operator of the dis-
number, charge is eligible for funding under

(5) Other municipal separate storm sew-title II, title Ill or title VI of the Clean
ers. The Director may issue permits forWater Act. See 40 CFR part 35, subpart
municipal separate storm sewers thatI, appendix A(b)H.2j.
are designated under paragraph (9) On and after October I, 1994. dis-
(a)(1)(v) of this section on a system-chargers .composed entirely of storm
wide basis, jurisdiction-wide basis, wa-water, that are not otherwise already
tershed basis or other appropriaterequired by paragraph (a)(l) of this sec-
basis, or may issue permits for individ-tion to obtain a permit, shall be re-
ual discharges, quired to apply for and obtain a permit

(6) Non-municipal separate storm sew-according to the application require-
ers. For storm water discharges associ-ments in paragraph (g) of this section.
ated with industrial activity from The Director may not require a permit
point sources which discharge throughfor discharges of storm water as pro-
a non-municipal or non-publicly ownedvided in paragraph (a)(2) of this section
separate storm sewer system, the Di-or agricultural storm water runoff
rector, in his discretion, may issue: awhich is exempted from the definition
single NPDES permit, with each dis-of point source at §§122.2 and 122.3.
charger a co-permittee to a permit(b) Definitions. (1) Co-permittee means
issued to the operator of the portion ofa permittee to a NPDES permit that is
the s.vstem that discharges into watersonly responsible for permit conditions
ot: the United States; or, individual per-relating to the discharge for which it is
mits to each discharger of storm wateroperator.
associated ~vith industrial activity (2) Illicit discharge means any dis-
through the non-municipal conveyancecharge to a municipal separate storm
system, sewer that is not composed entirely of

(i) All storm water discharges associ-storm water except discharges pursu-
ated with industrial activity that dis-ant to a NPDES permit (other than the
charge through a storm water dis-NPDES permit for discharges from the
charge system that is not a municipalmunicipal separate storm sewer) and
separate storm sewer must be covereddischarges resulting from fire fighting
by an individual permit, or a permitactivities.
issued to the operator of the portion of(3) incorporated place means the Dis-
the system that discharges to waters oftrict of Columbia, or a city. town,
the United States, with each dis-township, or village that is incor-
charger to the non-municipal convey-porated under the laws of the State in
ance a co-permittee to that permit, which it is located.

(ii) Where there is more than one op-(4) Large municipal separate storm
erator of a single system of such con-sewer system means a[I municipal sepa-
veyances, all operators of storm water rate storm sewers that are either:
discharges associated with industrial (i) Located in an incorporated place
activity must submit applications, with a population of 250,000 or more as

(iii) Any permit covering more thandetermined by the latest Decennial
one operator shall identify the effluentCensus by the Bureau of Census (appen-
limitations, or other permit condi-dix F)" or
tions, i~ any, that apply to each opera-(ii) Located in the counties listed in
tor. appendix H. except municipal separate

(7) Combined sewer systems. Convey-storm sewers that are located in the in-
ances that discharge storm water run-corporated places, townships or towns
off combined with municipal sewagewithin such counties; or
are point sources that must obtain(iii) Owned or operated by a munici-
NPDES permits in accordance with thepaiity other than those described in
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paragraph (b)(4) (i) or (ii) of this sec-(7) .~[edium municipal separate storm
tion and that .~re designated by the Di-sewer system means all municipal sepa-
rector as part’of the large or mediumrate storm sewers that are eitl~er:
municipal separate storm sewer system(i) Located in an incorporated place
due to the interrelationship betweenwith a population of 100.000 o,’ more but
the discharges of the designated stormless than 250,000, as determined by tile
sewer and the discharges from munici- latest Decennial Census b\’ the Bureau
pal separate storm sewers describedof Census (appendix G): or
under paragraph (b)(~) (i) or (ii) of this(ii) Located in tile counties listed in
section. [n making this determination appendix I, except municipal separate
the Director may consider the follow-storm sewers that are located
ing factors: corporated places, townships or towns

(A) Physical interconnections be-within such counties; or
tween the municipal separate storm(iii) Owned or operated b\" a munici-
sewers: pality other than those ciescribed in

(B) The location of discharges fromparagraph (b)(4) (i) or (ii) of this sec~
the designated municipal separatetion and that are designated b\" the Di-
storm sewer relative to dischargesrector as part of the large o~: medium
from municipal separate storm sewersmunicipal separate storm sewer system
described in paragraph (b) (4) (i) of thisdue to the interrelationship between
section; the discharges of the designated storm

(C) Tile quantity and nature of pol-sewer and the discharges from munici-
lutants discharged to waters of thepal separate storm sewers described
United States; under paragraph (b)(4) (i) or (ii) or" this

(D) The nature of tile receiving wa-section. In making this deter’ruination
ters; and the Director may consider the follow- --

(E) Other relevant factors; or ing factors:
(ix’) The Director may. upon petition. (A) Physical interconnections be-

designate as a large municipal separatetween the municipal separate storm
... storm sewer system, municipal sepa-sewers;

rate storm sewers located within the(B) Tile locat£on of discharges from
boundaries of a region defined by athe designated municipal separate
storm water management regional au-storm sewer relative to discharges
thority based on a jurisdictional, wa-from municipal separate storm sewers
tershed, or other appropriate basis thatdescribed in paragraph (b)(7}(i) of this
includes one or more of the systems de-section;
scribed in paragraph (b)(4) (i), (ii). (iii)(C) The quantity and natm’e of pol-
of this section, tutants discharged to waters of the

(5) Alajor municipal separate storm United States:
sewer outfall(or "ma.jor outfall") means (D) The nature of the receivino~
a municipal separate storm sewer out-ters: or
fall tllat discharges from a sing|e pipe(E) Other relevant factors: or
with an inside diameter of 36 inches oi"(iv) The Di~’ector may, upon petition.
more or its equivalent (discharge fromdesignate as a medium municipal sepa-
a single conveyance other than circularrate storm sewer system, municipal
pipe which is associated with a drain-separate storm sewers located within
age area of more than 50 acres); or fox-tile boundaries of a region defined by a
municipal separate storm sewers thatstorm water ,na6agement regional at,-
receive storm water from lands zonedthorit.~’ based on a jurisdictional, wa-
for industrial activity (based on com-tershed, or other appropriate basis that
prehensive zoning plans or the equiva-includes one or more of the systems de-
lent), an outfall that discharges from ascribed in paragraphs (b)(7) (i). (ii). (iii)
single pipe with an inside diameter ofof this section.
lZ inches oi- more or from its equiva-(8) A~[unicipal separate storm sewer
lent (discharge from other than a cir-means a conveyance or system of con-
cular pipe associated with a drainagevey’ances (inc|uding roads with drain-
area of 2 acres or more), age systems, municipal streets, catch

(6) A.iajor outfal] means a major mu-basins, curbs, gutters, ditches, man-
nicipal separate storm sewer outfall, made channels, oi" storm drains):
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(i) Owned or operated by a State,(13) Storm water means storm water
tit3’, town. b~orough, county, parish,runoff, snow melt runoff, and surface
district, association, or other publicrunoff and drainage.
body (created by or pursuant to State04) Storm water discharge associated
law) having_jurisdiction over disposalwith industrial activity means the dis-
of sewage, industrial wastes, stormcharge from any conveyance which is
water, or other wastes, including spe-used for collecting and conveying
cial districts under State law such as astorm water and which is directly re-
sewer district, flood control district orlated to manufacturing,, processing or

raw materials storage areas at an in-drainage district, or similar entity, or
an indian tribe or an authorized indiandustrial plant. The term does not in-

t~ibal organization, or a designated andclude discharges from facilities or ac-

approved management agency undertivities excluded from the NPDIES p.ro-

section 208 of the CWA that dischargesgram under 40 CFR part 122. For the

to waters of the United States;
categories of industries identified in
paragraphs (b)(14) (i) through (x) of this

(ii) Designed or used for collecting orsection, the term includes, but is not
conveying storm water: limited to, storm water discharges

(iii) Which is not a combined sewer;from industrial plant yards: immediate
and access roads and rail lines used or tray-

(iv) Which is not part of a Publiclyeled by carriers of raw materials, man-
Owned Treatment Works (POTW) as de-ufactured products, waste material, or
fined at 40 CFR 122,2. by-products used or created by the fa-

(9) Outfall means a point source as de-cility: material handling sites; refuse
fined by 40 CFR 122.2 at the point wheresites: sites used for the application or
a municipal separate storm sewer dis-disposal of process waste waters (as de-
charges to waters of the United Statesfined at 40 CFR part 401); sites used for
and does not include open conveyancesthe storage and maintenance of mate-
connecting two municipal separaterial handling equipment: sites used for ...,~,
storm sewers, or pipes, tunnels or otherresidual treatment, storage, or dis-
conveyances which connect segmentsposal: shipping and receiving areas: ’4:~::’.~:’

of the same stream or other waters ofmanufacturing buildings: storage areas
the United States and are used to con-(including tank farms) for raw mate-
vey waters of the United States. rials, and intermediate and finished

(10) Overburden means any materiat products: and areas where industrial

of an\’ nature, consolidated or uncon-activity has taken place in the past

soIidated, that overlies a mineral de-and significant materials remain and

posit, excluding topsoil or similar nat-are exposed to storm water. For the

urally-occurring surface materials thatcategories of" industries identified in

are not disturbed by mining oper-paragraph (b) (14) (xi) of this section, the
term includes only storm water dis-

ations. charges from all t~e areas (except ac-
(1’1) Runoff coefficient means the frac-cess roads and rail lines) that are listedtion of to’tal rainfall that will appearin the previous sentence ~vhere mate-

at a conveyance as runoff, rial handling equipment or activities,
(!2) Significant materials includes, butraw materials, intermediate products,

is not limited to: raw materials; fuels:final products, waste materials, by-
materials such as solvents, detergents,products, or industrial machinery are
and plastic pellets: ftnished materialsexposed to storm water. For the put-
such as metallic products: raw mate-poses of this paragraph, material han-
rials used in food processing or produc-dling activities include the storage,
lion: hazardous substances designatedloading and unloading, transportation,
under section 101(14) of CERCLA; anyor conveyance of any raw material, in-
chemicat the facility is required to re-termediate product, finished product,
port pursuant to section 313 of title [[[by-product or" waste product. The term
of SARA: fertilizers: pesticides: andexcludes areas located on plant lands
waste products such as ashes, slag andseparate from the plant’s industrial ac-
sludge that have the potential to be re-tivities, such as office buildings and ac-
leased with storm water discharges, companying parking lots as long as the
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drainage from the excluded areas is notimal activities are undertaken for the
mixed with storm water drained fromsole purpose of maintaining a mining
the above desc.ribed areas. [ndustrialclaim):
facilities (including industrial facili- (iv) Hazardous waste treatment, stor-
ties that are Federally, State, or mu-age, or disposal facilities, including
nicipally owned or operated that meet those that are operating under interim
the description of the facilities listedstatus or a permit under subtitle C of
in this paragraph (b) (14) (i)-(xi) of thisRCRA:
section) include those facilities des- (v) Landfills, land application sites.
ignated under the provisions of para-and open dumps that receive or have
~raph (a)(1)(v) of this section. Thereceived any industrial wastes (waste
following categories of facilities arethat is received from any of the faciti-
considered to be engaging in "in-ties described under this subsection)
dustrial activity" for purposes of thisincluding those that are sub~ject to reg-
subsection: ulation under subtitle D of RCRA:

(i) Facilities sub.ject to storm water(vi) Facilities involved in the recy-
effluent limitations guidelines, newcling of materials, including metal
source perfbrmance standards, or toxicscrapyards, battery reclaimers, salvage
pollutant effluent standards under 40yards, and automobile ~junkyards, in-
CFR subchapter N (except facilitiescluding but limited to those classified
with toxic pollutant effluent standardsas Standard Industrial Classification
which are exempted under category (xi)5015 and 5093:
in paragraph (b)(14) of this section): (vii) Steam electric power generating

(ii) Facilities classified as Standardfacilities, including coal handling sites:
Industrial Classifications 24 (except(viii) Transportation facilities classi-
2434), 26 (except 265 and 267), 28 (exceptfled as Standard Industrial Classifica-
283), 29, 3!1. 32 (except 323), 33, 3441, 373;tions 40. 41, 42 (except 4221-25). 43. 44.

(iii) Facilities classified as Standard45. and 5171 which have vehicle mainte-
Industrial Classifications 10 through 14 nance shops, equipment cleaning oper-

o :... (mineral industry) including active orations, or airport deicing operations.
::"-" inactive mining operations (except for Only those portions of the facility that

m’eas of coal mining operations noare either involved in vehicle mainte-
longer meeting the definition of a rec-nance (including vehicle rehahilitation.
lamation area under 40 CFR 434.11(!)mechanical repairs, painting, fueling,
because the performance bond issued toand lubrication), equipment cleaning
the facilit\" by the appropriate SMCRAoperations, airport deicing operations.
authorit\,’ha~ been released, or exceptor ~vhich are otherwise identified under
fbr areas of non-coal mining operationsparagraphs (b)(14) (i)-(\,ii) or (ix)-(xi) of
which have been released from applica-this section are associated with indus-
ble State or Federal reclamation re-trial activity:
quirements after December 17, !990)(ix) Treatment works treating do-
and oil and gas exploration, produc-mestic sewage or any other sewage
tion, processing, or treatment oper-sludge or wastewater treatment device
ations, or transmission facilities thator system, used in the storage treat-
discharge storm water contaminatedment. recycling, and reclamation of
by contact with or that has come intomunicipal or domestic sewage, includ-
contact with, any overburden, rawing land dedicated to the disposal of
material, intermediate products, sewage sludge that are located within
finished products, byproducts or wastethe confines of" the facility, with a de-
products located on the site of suchsign Flow of 1.0 mgd or more. or" re-
operations; (inactive ~nining operationsquired    to have    an    "approved
are mining sites that are not being ac-pretreatmentprogram under 40 CFR
ti\,ely mined, but whicl~ have an identi-part 403. Notincluded are farm lands,
liable owner!operator: inactive miningdomestic garctens or lands used for
sites do not include sites where miningsludge management where sludge is
claims are being maintained prior tobeneficially reused and which are not
disturbances associated with the ex-physically located in the confines of
traction, beneficiation, or processing ofthe facility, or areas that are in corn-
mined materials, nor sites where rain-pliance with section 405 of the CWA:
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(x) Construction activity including (A) A site map showing topography
clearing, grading and excavation ac-(or indicating the outline of drainage
tivities excepg.: operations that resultareas served b\" the outfall(s) covered
in the disturbance of less than fivein the applicat{on if a topographic map
acres of total land area which are notis unavailable) of the facilit\" includ-
part of a larger common plan of devel-ing: each of its drainage and discharge
opment or sale; structures: the drainage area of each

(xi) Facilities under Standard Indus-storm water outfall; paved areas and
trial Classifications 20, 21, 22, 23, 2434.buildings within the drainage area of
25. 265, 267, 27. 283. 285. 30, 31 (excepteach storm \vater outfall, each past or
311), 323. 34 (except 3441). 35, 36. 37 (ex-present area used for outdoor storage
cept 373). 38. 39. 4221-25. (and which areor disposal of significant ,naterials.
not otherwise included within cat- each existing structural control meas-
egories (ii)-(x)): ure to reduce pollutants in storm water

(15) Uncontrolled sanitary landfill runoff, materials loading and access
means a landill or open durr~p, whetherareas, areas where pesticides, herbi-
in operation or closed, that does notcides, soil conditioners and fertilizers
meet the requirements for runon orare applied, each of its hazardous waste
~’unoff controls established pursuant totreatment, storage or disposal facili-
subtitle D of the Solid Waste Disposalties (including each area not required
Act. to have a RCRA permit which is used

(c} Application requirements for stormfor accumulating hazardous waste
uater discharges associated with indus-under" 40 CFR 262.34): each well where
t~dal activit3’--(l) Individual application, fluids from the facility are iqiected un- r
Discharge,-s of storm water associatedderground: springs, and other surface
with industrial activity are required towater bodies which receive storm water--
apply’ for" an individual permit, applydischarges from the facility:
for" a permit through a group applica- (B} An estimate of the area of imper-
tion, or seek coverage under a promul-vious surfaces (including pa\’ed areas
gated storm water general permit. Fa-and building roofs) and the ro.tal area .~:i~.~i~.
cilities that are required to obtain andrained by each outfall (within a mile "~-.~.~..’-~
individual permit, or any discharge ofradius of the facility) and a narrative
storm water which the Director is eval-description of the following: Signifi-
uating for designation (see 40 CFR cant materials that in the three years
124.52(c)) under paragraph (a)(1)(v) ofprior to the submittal of this applica-
this section and is not a municipal sep-tion have been treated, stored or dis-
arate storm sewer, and which is notposed in a manner to allow exposure to
part of a group application describedstorm water: method of treatment.
under paraggaph (c)(2) of this section,storage or disposal of such materials;
shall submit an NPDES application inmaterials management practices era-
accordance with the requirements ofployed, in the three years prior to the
§122.21 as modified and supplementedsubmittal of this application, to mini-
by the provisions of the remainder ofmize contact by these materials with
t[~is paragraph. Applicants for dis-storm water runoff: materials loading
charges composed entirely of stormand access areas: the location, manner
water shall submit Form I and Formand frequency’ in which pesticides, her-
2F. Applicants for discharges composedbicides, soil conditioners and f’ertilizers
of storm water and non-storm waterare applied: the location and a descrip-
shall submit Form l. Form 2C. andtion of existing structural and non-
Form 2F. Applicants for new sources orstructural control measures to reduce
new discharges (as defined in ~22.2 ofpollutants in storm water runoff: and a
this part) composed of storm water anddescription of" the treatment the storm
non-storm water shall submit Form I,water receives, including the ultimate
Form 2D, and Form 2F. disposal of any solid or fluid wastes

(i) Except as provided in .~122.26(c)(1)other" than b\" discharge;
(ii)-(iv), the operator of a storm water(C) A cerl~ification that all outfalls
discharge associated with industrialthat should contain storm water dis-
activity sub.ject to this section shallcharges associated with industrial ac-
provide: tivit\’ have been tested or evaluated for
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the presence of non-storm water dis-(G) Operators of new sources or new
charges which are not covered by adischarges (as defined in §122.2 of this
NPDES perm.~t: tests for such non-part) which are composed in part or en-
storm water "discharges may includetirely of storm water must include es-
smoke tests, fluorometric dye tests,timates for the pollutants or param-
analysis of accurate schematics, aseters listed in paragraph (c) (1) (i) (E) of
weI1 as other appropriate tests. Thethis section instead of actual sampling
certification shall include a descriptiondata, along with the source of each es-
of the method used, the date of anytimate. Operators of new sources or
testing, and the on-site drainage pointsnew discharges composed in part or en-
that were directly observed during atirely of storm water must provide
test: quantitative data for the parameters

(D) Existing information regardinglisted in paragraph (c) (l) (i) (E) of this
significant leaks or spills of toxic orsection within two years after con~-
hazardous pollutants at the facilitymencement of discharge, unless such
that have taken place within the threedata has already been reported t, nder
vears prior to the submittal of this ap-the monitoring requirements of the

~lication: NPDES permit for the dischar~oe. Oper-
ators of a new source or new discharge(E) Quantitative data based on sam-

pies collected during storm events andwhich is composed entirel\." of storm

collected in accordance with §122.2l ofwater are exempt from t-he require-

this part from all outfaIls containing aments of §122.21 (k) (3) (ii). (k)(3)(iii).

storm water discharge associated withand (k)(5).

industrial activity for the following pa- (ii) The operator of an existing or

rameters: new storm water discharge that i~ as-

(1) Any pollutant limited in an efflu-
sociated with industrial ac~i\,it\" solely

ent guideline to which the facility is
under paragraph (b)(14)(x) of t’his sec-
tion, is exempt from the requirements

subject: of §122.21(g) and paragraph (c)(1)(i) of
(2) An}’ pollutant listed in the facili-this section. Such operator shall pro-

,... ty’s NPDES permit for its processvide a narrative description of:
-.’ wastewater (if the facility is operating (A) The location (including a map)

under an existing NPDES permit): and the nature of the construction ac-
(3) Oil and grease, pH. BODS. COD.ti\’itv:

TSS, total phosphorus, total Kjeldahl (B)" The total area of the site and the
nitrogen, and nitrate plus nitrite nitro-area o|" the site that is expected to un-
gem dergo excavation during the life of" the

(4) Any information on the dischargepermit:
required" under paragraph §122.21(g)(7) (C) Proposed measures, including
(iii) and (iv) of this part; best management practices, to control

(5) Flow measurements or estimatespollutants in storm water discharges
of the flow rate, and the total amountduring construction, including a brief
of discharge for the storm event(s)description of applicable State and
sampled, and the method of flow meas-local erosion and sediment control re-
urement or estimation; and quirements:

(6) The date and duration (in hours)(D) Proposed measures to control pol-
of the storm event(s) sampled, rainfalllutants in storm water discharges that
measurements or estimates of thewill occur after construction oper-
storm event (in inches) which gen-ations have been completed, including
erated the sampled runoff and the du-a brief" description of applicable State
ration between the storm event sam-or local erosion and sediment cont~)l
pied and the end of the previous meas-requirements:
urable (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall)(E) An estimate of the runoff coeffi-
storm event (in hours); cient of the site and the increase in ira-

(F) Operators of a discharge which ispervious area after the construction
composed entirely of storm water areaddressed in the permit application is
exempt from the requirements of completed, the nature of fill material
§ 122.21 (g)(2), (g)(3), (g)(4}, (g)(5),and existing data describing tire soil or
(g)(7)(i). (g)(7)(ii), and (g)(7)(v); and the quality of the discharge: and
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(F) The name of the receiving water,the Office o£ Water Enforcement and
(iii) The operator of an existing orPermits. U.S. EPA. 40! M Street. SW..

new discharge: composed entirely ofWashington. DC 20460 (EN-336) for ap-
storm water fr6m an oil or gas explo-proval. Once a part l application is ap-
ration, production, processing, orproved, group applicants are to submit
treatment operation, or transmissionPart 2 of the group application to the
facility is not required to submit a per-Office of Water Enforcement and Per-
mit application in accordance withmils. A group application shall consist
paragraph (c)(1)(i) of this section, un-of:
less the facility: (i) Part l. Part I of a group applica-

(A) Has had a discharge of stormlion shall:
water resulting in the discharge of a(A) identify the participants in the
reportable quantity, for which notifica-group application by name and loca-
tion is or was required pursuant to 40lion. Facilities participatin~ in tile
CFR 117.21 or ~0 CFR 302.6 at anytimegroup application shall be listed in
since November 16. 1987: or nine subdivisions, based on the facility

(B) Has had a discharge of stormlocation relative to the nine precipita-
water resulting in the discharge of ation zones indicated in appendix E to
reportable quantity for which notifica-this part.
lion is or was required pursuant to 40
CFR 110.6 at any time since November(B) Include a narrative description

summarizing the industrial activities16. 1987: or of participants of the group application
(C) Contributes to a \’iolation of aand explaining why the participants, aswater quality standard, a whole, are sufficiently similar to be a(iv) The operator of an existing orcovered by a ~eneral permit:new discharge composed entirely of

storm water from a mining operation is(C) Include a list of significant mate-

not required to submit a permit appti-rials stored exposed to precipitation by

cation unless the discharge has comeparticipants in the group application

into contact with. any overburden, rawand materials managem’ent practices
material, intermediate products, fin-employed to diminish contact by these

ished product, byproduct or wastematerials with precipitation and storm
water runoff:products located on the site of such op-

erations. (D) For ,~.roups of more than 1.000
(v) Applicants shall provide such members, identi~, at least 100 dischar~-

other information the Director may ers participating in the group applica-
reasonabl_~, require under §122.2I(g)(i3i lion from which quantitative data will
of this part to del:ermine whether to be submitted. For groups of I00 or more
issue a permit and may require any fa- members, identify,, a minimum of ten
cility subject to paragraph (c)(1)(ii) of percent of the dischargers participat-
this section to comply with paragraph in~ in the ~roup application from
(c)(1)(i) of this section, which quantitative data will be sub-

(2) Group application for discharges as- mitred. For ~roups of between 21 and 99
sociated with industrial activity’. [n lieu members identify a mininlum of ten
of individual applications or notice of dischargers participating in the group
intent to be covered by a general per- application from which quantitative
mit for storm water di’scharL~es associ- data will be submitted.
ated with industrial activity, a group to 20 members, identify a minimun~ of
application may be filed by an entity 50 percent of the dischargers partici-
representing a group of applicants (ex- paling in the ~roup application from
cept facilities that have existing indi- which quantitative data will be sub-
vidual NPDES permits for storm mitred. For ~roups with more than 10
water) that are part of the same sub-members, either a minimum of two dis-
category (see40 CFRsubchapter N, partchargers from each precipitation zone
405 to 471) or. where such grouping isindicated in appendix E of this part in
inapplicable, are sufficiently similar aswhich ten or more members of the
to be appropriate for general permitgroup are located, or one discharger
coverage under §122.28 of this part. Tile from each precipitation zone indicated
part 1 application shall be submitted to in appendix E of this part in which nine
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or fewer members of the group are lo-(ii) Legal authority. A description of
cared, must be identified to submitexistinoo legal authority to control dis-
quantitative da.ta, For ooroups of 4 to 10charges to the municipal separate
members, at [dast one facility in eachstorm sewer system. When existing
precipitation zone indicated in appen-legal authority is not sufficient to
dix E of this part in which members ofmeet the criteria provided in paragraph
the group are located must be identifed(d)(2)(i) of this section, the description
ro submit quantitative data. A descrip-shall list additional authorities as will
tion of whv the facilities selected tobe necessary to meet the criteria and
perf’orm sa~pling and analysis are rep-shall include a schedule and commit-
resentative of the group as a whole inment to seek such additional authorit\
terms of the information provided inthat will be needed to meet the cri-
paragraphs (c)(l)(i)(B) and (c) (1) (i) (C) ofteria.
this section, shall accompany this sec-(iii) Source identification. (A) A de-
tion. Different factors impacting the
nature of the storm water dischgrges,scription of the historic use of ordi-

such as the processes used and materialnances, guidance or other controls

management, shall be represented, towhich limited the discharge of non-

the extent feasible, in a manner rough-storm water discharges to any Publicly

Iv equivalent to their proportion in theOwned Treatment Works serving the

group, same area as the municipal separate

(ii) Part 2. Part 2 of a group applica-storm sewer system.
tion shall contain quantitative data (B) A USCS 7.5 minute topographic
(NPDES Form ZF), as modified by para-map (or equivalent topographic map
graph (c)(l) of this section, so thatwith a scale between l’I0.000 and
when part 1 and part 2 of the group ap-1:24.000 if cost effective) extending one
plication are taken together, a com-mile beyond the service boundaries of
plete NPDES application (Form 1,the municipal storm sewer s\’stem coy-
Form 2C, and Form 2F) can be evalu-ered by the permit application. The fol-
ated for each discharger identified inlowin~ information shall be provided:

¯ ..: ... paragraph (c)(2) (i)(D) of this section. (I) The location of known municipal
(d) Application requirements for lar,~estorm sewer system outfalls discharg-

and medium municipal separate storminto to waters of the United States:
sewer discharges, The operator of a dis-(2) A description of the land use ac-
charge from a large or medium munici-tivities (e.g. divisions indicating unde-
pal separate storm sewer or a munici-veloped, residential, commercial, agri-
pal separate storm sewer that is des-cultural and industrial uses) accom-
ignated by the Director under para-panied with estimates of population
graph (a) (1) (v) of this section, may sub-densities and projected growth for a
mita jurisdiction-wide or s\,stem-wideten \’ear period within the drainage
permit application. Where more thanarea serv’e.d by the separate storm
one public entity owns or operates asewer. For each land use type. an esti-
municipal separate storm sewer withinmate of" an average runoff coefficient
a geographic area (including a(!jacentshall be provided:
or interconnected municipal separate(3) The loc~tion and a description ofstorm sewer systems), such operators

the activities of" the facilit\, of eachmay be a coapplicant to the same
plication. Permit applications for dis-currentl\’ operating or closed munici-

charges from large and medium munic-pal landfill or other treatment, storage

ipal storm sewers or municipal stormor disposal facility for municipal

sewers designated under paragraphwaste:

(a)(l)(v) of this section shall include: (~) The location and the permit hUm-
(1) Part I. Part I of the applicationbet of any known discharge to the mu-

shall consist of; nicipal storm sewer that has been
(i) General information. The appli- issued a NPDES permit;

cants’ name, address, telephone num-(a’) The location of major structural
her of contact person, ownership statuscontrols for storm water discharge (re-
and status as a State or local govern-tention basins, detention basins, m~jor
ment entity, infiltration devices, etc.)" and
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(6) The identification of publicly’methods to control the discharge of
owned parks, recreational areas,and pollutants from municipal separate
other open lands, storm sewers into such lakes: and a de-

(iv) Discharg~. characteriza’tJon. (A) scription of methods and procedures to
Monthly mean rain and snow fallesti- restore the quality of such lakes):
mates (or summary of weather bureau(3 Areas of concern of the Great
data) and the monthly average numberLakes identified by the International
of storm events. Joint Commission;

(B) Existing quantitative data de- (6) Designated estuaries under the
scribing the volume and quality of dis-National Estuary Program under sec-
charges from the municipal stormtion 320 of the CWA;
sewer, includin8 a description of the (7) Recognized by the applicant as
outfalls sampled, sampling procedureshighly valued or sensitive waters;
and analytical methods used. (~) Defined by the State or U.S. Fish

(C) A list of water bodies that receiveand Wildlife ~ervices’s National Wet-
discharges from the municipal separatelands inventory as wetlands: and
storm sewer system, including down- (9) Found to have pollutants in bot-
stream segments, lakes and estuaries,tom sediments, fish tissue or biosurvey
where pollutants from the system dis-data.
charges may accumulate and cause(D) Field screening. Results of a field
water degradation and a brief descrip-screening analysis for illicit connec-
tion o~" known water quality impacts, tions and illegal dumpin~ for either se-
At a minimum, the description of im-lected field screening points or major
pacts shall include a description ofoutfalls covered in the permit applica-
whether the water bodies receivingtion. At a minimum, a screening analy-
such discharges have been: sis shall include a narrative descrip-

(I) Assessed and reported in sectiontion, for either each field screening
305(b) reports submitted by the State,point or ma.ior outfall, of visual obser-
the basis for the assessment (evaluatedrations made during dry weather peri-
or monitored), a summary of des-ods. If any flnw is observed, two grab
ignated use support and attainment of sa~nples shall be collected during a 24
Clean Water Act (CWA) goals (fishablehour period ~\ith a ~ninimum period of " :’~;:’~
and swimmable waters), and causes offour hours between samples. For all
nonsupport of designated uses’, such samples, a narrative description

(Z) Listed under section 30~(1)(l)(A)(i).of the color, odor. turbidity, the pres-
section 304(l)(1)(A)(ii), or sectionence of an oil ~heen or surface scum as
30~(1)(l)(B) of the CWA that is not ex-well as any o~her relevant observations
pected to meet water quality standardsre~ardin~ the potential presence of
or water quality ~oals; non-storm water discharges or illegal

(3) Listed in State Nonpoint Sourcedumping4 shall be provided. In addition,
Assessments required by’ section 319(a)a narrative description of the results of
of the CWA that, without additionala field anal\’s~s using suitable methods
action to control nonpoint sources ofto esti~nate pH. total chlorine, .total
pollution, cannot reasonably be ex-copper, total phenol, and detergents (or
pected to attain or maintain watersurfactants) .~hall be pr6vided along"
quality standards due to storm sewers,with a (tes~’~iption of the flow rate.
construction, highway maintenanceWhere the f~eld analysis does not in-
and runoff from municipal landfills andvolve a~at\’tical methods approved
municipal sludge adding significantm~de~ 40 CF’R part 136, the applicant
pollution (or contributing to a viola°5h,~ll provide ~ description of" the meth-
tion of water quality standards); ~d used includi~ the name of the man-

(49 Identified and classified accordingufacturer of the test method along
to eutrophic condition of publiclywitl~ the rm~ge and accuracy of the
owned lakes listed in State reports re-test. Field screening points shall be ei-
quired under section 314(a) of the CWAtl~er ma..jo~ ~urfalls or otl~er outfall
(include the following: A description ofpoints (m any other point of access
those publicly owned lakes for which~uch as manholes) randomly located
uses are known to be impaired: a de-tluoughout the storm sewer system by
scription of procedures, processes andplacing a grid over a drainage system
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map and identi~,ing those ceils of theable. shall field" screen no more than
grid which co~ntain a segment of the500 or 250 m~jor outfalls respectively"
storm sewer system or major outfall.(or alI major outfaIIs in the system, if
The field screening points shall be es-less): in such circumstances, the appli-
tablished using the following guide-cant shall establish a grid system con-
lines and criteria: sisting of north-south and east-west

(I) A grid system consisting of per-lines spaced 1/, mile apart as an overlay
pendicular north-south and east-westto the boundaries of the municipal
lines spaced ~/~ mile apart shall bestorm sewer system, thereby creating a
overlayed on a map of the municipalseries of ceils: the applicant will then
storm sewer system, creating a seriesselect major outfalls in as many ceils
of cells: as possible until at least ~00 m~jor out-

(2) All ceils that contain a segment offalls (large municipalities! or 250-major
the storm sewer system shall be identi-outfalls (medium municipalities) are
lied: one field screening point shall beselected: a field screening analysis
selected in each cell; major outfallsshall be undertaken at these major
may be used as field screening points;outfalls.

(~) Field screening points should be(E) Characterization plan. Information
located downstream of any sources ofand a proposed program to meet the re-
suspected illegal or illicit activity; quirements of paragraph (d)(2)(iii) of

(4) Field screening points shall be lo-this section. Such description shall in-
cared to the degree practicable at theclude: the location of outfalls or field
farthest manhole or other accessible screening points appropriate for rep-
location downstream in the system,resentative data collection under para-
within each cell: however, safety ofgraph (d)(2)(iii)(A) of this section, a de-
personnel and accessibility of the loca-scription of why the outfall or field
tion should be considered in makingscreening point is representative, the
this determination; seasons during which sampling is in-

(5) Hydrological conditions; totaltended, a description of the sampling
- ’:. drainage area of the site; populationequipment. The proposed location of

density of the site: traffic density: ageoutfalls or field screening points for
of the structures or buildings in thesuch sampling should reflect water
area: history of the area: and land usequality concerns (see paragraph
types; (d) (1) (iv) (C) of this section) to the ex-

(~ For medium municipal separatetent practicable.
storm sewer systems, no more than 250 (v) ,~4anagement programs. (A) A de-
cells need to have identified field scription of the existing management
screening points: in large municipalprograms to control pollutants from
separate storm sewer systems, no morethe municipal separate storm sewer
than 500 cells need to have identifiedsystem. The description shall provide
field screening points: cells establishedinformation on existing structural and
’by the grid that contain no stormsource controls, including operation
sewer segments will be eliminated fromand maintenance measures for struc-
consideration: if fewer than 280 ceils inrural controls, that are currently being
medium municipal sewers are created,implemented. Such controls may in-
and fewer than 500 in large systems areclude, but are not limited to: Proce-
created by the overlay on the munici-dures to control pollution resulting
pal sewer map, then all those cellsfrom construction activities: floodplain
which contain a segment of the sewermanagement controls: wetland protec-
system shall be subject to field screen-tion measures: best management prac-
ing (unless access to the separaterices for new subdivisions: and emer-
storm sewer system is impossible); and gency spill response programs. The de-

(/) Large or medium municipal sepa-scription may address controls estab-
rate storm sewer systems which arelished under State law as well as local
unable to utilize the procedures de-requirements.
scribed in paragraphs (d) (1) (iv) (D) (~ (B) A description of the existing pro-
through (6) of this section, because agram to identify illicit connections to
sufficiently detailed map of the sepa-the municipal storm sewer system. The
rate storm sewer systems is unavail-description should include inspection
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procedures and methods for detectingan inventory, organized b\’ watershed
and preventing illicit discharges, andof the name and address, and a descrip-
describe areas", where this program haslion (such as SiC codes) which best re-
been implemented, flects the principal products or services

(vi) Fiscal resources, (A)A descriptionprovided by each facility which may
of the financial resources currentlydischarge, to the municipal separate
available to the municipality to corn-storm sewer, storm water associated
plete part 2 of the permit application,with industrial activity:
A description of the municipality’s (iii) Characterization data. When
budget for e×isting storm water pro-"quantitative data" for a pollutant are
grams, including an overview of therequired under paragraph
municipality’s financial’resources and(d) (a) (iii) (A) (3) of this paragraph, the
budRet, including overall indebtednessapplicant must collect a sample of el-
and assets, and sources of funds forfluent in accordance with 40 CP~R
storm water programs, I22.2I(g)(7) and analyze it for the pol-,

(2) Part 2. Part 2 of the application lutant in accordance with anal~:tical
shall consist of: methods approved under 40 CFF~ part

(i) Adequate legal authorit.y. A dem-136. When no analytical method is ap-
onstration that the applicant can oper-proved the applicant may use any suit-
ate pursuant to legal authority estab-able method but must provide a de-
lished by statute, ordinance or series ofscription of the method. The applicant
contracts which authorizes or enablesmust provide information characteriz-
the applicant at a minimum to: ing the quality and quantity of dis-

(A) Control through ordinance, per-charges covered in the permit applica-
mit. contract, order or similar means,lion. including:
the contribution of pollutants to the (A) Quantitative data from represent-municipal storm sewer by storm water

alive outfalls designated by the Direc-discharges associated with industrialtor (based on information received inactivity and the quality of storm waterpart ! of the app|ication, tile Director            :.....~.~..~
discharged from sites of industrial ac-shall designate between five and ten ~.~tivity:

(B) Prohibit through ordinance, orderoutfalls or field screeninoo points as
representative of the commercial, resioor similar means, illicit discharges to
dential and industrial land use activi-the municipal separate storm sewer:

(C) Control through ordinance, orderties of the drainage area contributing

or similar means the dischar,ge to ato the s.vstem or. where there are less

municipal separate storm sewer of"than live outfaIls covered in the appli-

spills, dumping or disposal of materialscation, the Director shall designate

other than storm water; outfalls) developed as follows:

(D) Control through interagenc.v (1) For each outfall or field screening
agreements among coapplicants thepoint desig’nated under this subpara-
contribution of pollutants from one~raph. samples shall be collected of
portion of the municipal system to an-storm water discharges h’om three
other portion of tile municipal s\’stem:storm events occurring at least one

(E) Require compliance with condi-mo~th apart in accordance with the re-
lions in ordinances, permits, contractsquirements at §122.21(g)(7) (the Direc-
or orders; and tur may allow exemptions to sampling

(F) Carr_y out all inspection, surveil-three .~torm events when climatic con-
lance and monitoring procedures nec-ditions create good cause for such ex-
essarv to determine compliance anderuptions):
nonc~)mpliance with permit conditions (:~) A narrative description shall be
including the prohibition on illicit dis-provided of" the date and duration of
charges to themunicipal separate ~l~e storm event(s) sampled, rainfall es-
storm sewer, timates of" the storm event which gen-

(ii) Source identification. The location er~ted the sampled discharge and the
of any major outfall tl~at discharges toduration between the storm event sam-
waters of the United States tlmt waspied and tile end of the previous meas-
not reported under    paragraphurable (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) :..:
(d)(1)(iii)(B)(1) of this section. Providestorm event: ..
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(3) For samples collected and de-paragraph (d)(2)(iii)(Ai of this section:
scribed under paragraphs (d) {2) (iii)and
(A)(I) and (A)~ of this section, quan- (D) A proposed monitoring program
titative data shall be provided for: thefor representative data collection for
organic pollutants listed in Table [I:the term of the permit that describes
the pollutants listed in Table III (toxicthe location of outfalls or field screen-
metals, cyanide, and total phenols) ofing points to be sampled (or the Iota-
appendix D of 40 CFR part 122, and fortion of instream stations), why the lo-
the following pollutants: cation is representative, the frequency
Total suspended solids (TSS) of sampling, parameters to be sampled,
Total dissolved solids (TDS) and a description of sampling equip-
COD merit.
BOD~ (iv) Proposed management program..AOil and grease
Fecal coliform proposed management program covers
Fecal streptococcus the duration of the permit. It shall in-
pH clude a comprehensive planning proc-’
"Focal Kjeldahl nitrogen ess which involves public participation
Nitrate plus nitrite and where necessary inter~overn-
Dissolved phosphorus mental coordination, to reduce the dis-Total ammonia plus orsanic nitrogen
"F~tal phosphorus charge of pollutants to the maximum

extent practicable using management
(4) Additional limited quantitativepractices, control techniques and sys-

data required by the Director for deter-tern, design and engineering methods,
mining permit conditions (the Director and such other provisions which are ap-
ma>" require that quantitative data propriate. The program shall also in-
shall be provided for additional param-clude a description of staff and equip-
eters, and may establish sampling con-ment available to implement the pro-
ditions such as the location, season ofgram. Separate proposed programs mavsample collection, form of precipita-be submitted by each coapplicant. Pro-
tion (snow melt, rainfall)and other pa-posed programs may impose controlsrameters necessary to insure represent- -
ativeness):

on a systemwide basis, a watershed

(B) Estimates of the annual pollutantbasis, a jurisdiction basis, or on indi-

load ot~ the cumulative discharges tovidual outfalls. Proposed programs will

waters of the United States from allbe considered by the Director when de-

identified municipal outfalls and theveloping permit conditions to reduce

event mean concentration of the cumu-pollutants in discharses to the maxi-

lative discharges to waters of themum extent practicable. Proposed

United States from all identified mu-management programs shall describe

nicipal outfalls during a storm eventpriorities for implemer~ting controls.

(as described under §I~2.21(c)(7)) forSuch programs shall be based on:

BOD~, COD, TSS, dissolved solids, total(A) A description of structural and
nitrogen," total ammonia plus organicsource control measures to reduce pol-
nitrogen, total phosphorus, dissolvedlutants from runoff from commercial
phosphorus, cadmium, copper, lead.and residential areas that are dis-
and zinc. Estimates shall be accom-charged from the municipal storm
panied by a description of the proce-sewer system that are to be imple-
dures for estimating constituent loadsmented durin~o the life of the permit,
and concenKrations, including anyaccompanied with an estimate of the
modelling, data analysis, and calcula-expected reduction of pollutant loads
tion methods: and a proposed schedule for implement-

(C) A proposed schedule to provide es-in~ such controls. At a minimum, the
timates For each major outfall identi-description shall include:
fled in either paragraph (d)(2)(ii) or(I) A description of maintenance ac-
(d)(1)(iii)(B)(1) of this section of thetivities and a maintenance schedule for
seasonal pollutant load and of thestructural controls to reduce pollut-
event mean concentration of a rep-ants (including floatables) in dis-
resentative storm for any constituentcharges from municipal separate storm
detected in any sample required undersewers:
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(2) A description of planning proce- (B) A description of a program, in-
dures including a comprehensive mas-cluding a schedule, to detect and re-
ter plan to dL~velop, implement and en-move (or require the discharger to the
force controls to reduce the dischargemunicipal separate storm sewer to ob-
of pollutants from municipal separatetain a separate NPDES permit for) il-
storm sewers which receive dischargeslicit discharges and improper disposal
from areas of new development and sig-into the storm sewer. Tile proposed
nificant redevelopment. Such planprogram shall include:
shall address controls to reduce pollut- (I) A description of a program, in-
ants in discharges from municipal sep-cluding inspections, to implement and
arate storm sewers after constructionenforce an ordinance, orders or similar
is completed. (Controls to reduce pol-means to prevent illicit discharges to
lutants in discharges from municipaltile municipal separate storm sewer
separate storm sewers containing con-system: this program description shall
struction site runoff are addressed inaddress all types of illicit discharges.
paragraph (d) (2) (iv) (D) of this section; however the following category of non~

storm water discharges or flows shall(3) A description of practices for op-
erating and maintaining public streets,be addressed where such discharges are
roads and highways and procedures foridentified by the municipality as

sources of pollutants to waters of thereducing the impact on receiving wa-
ters of discharges from municipal United States: water line flushing,

storm sewer systems, including pollut-landscape irrigation, diverted stream
flows, rising ground waters,ants discharged as a result of deicing
uncontaminated ground water infiltra-activities:
tion (as defined at 40 CFR 35.2005(20)) to(4) A description of procedures to as-
separate storm sewers,sure that flood management projects
uncontaminated pumped ground water,assess tile impacts on the water qualitydischarges from potable water sources,

of receiving water bodies and that ex-foundation drains, air conditioning
istin~ structural flood control devicescondensation, irrigation water, springs,
have been evaluated to determine ifwater from crawl space pumps, footing
retrofitting the device to provide addi-drains, lawn watering, individual resi-tional pollutant removal from stormdential car washing, flows from
water is feasible; riparian habitats and wetlands,

(03 A description of a program todechiorinated swimmingpool dis-
monitor pollutants in runoff from oper-charges, and street washwater (pro-
ating or closed municipal landfills orgram descriptions shall address dis-
other treatment, storage or disposal fa-charges or flows from fire fighting only
cilities for municipal waste, whichwhere such discharges or flows are
shall identify priorities and proceduresidentified as significant sources of pol-
for inspections and establishing andlutants to waters of the United States);
implementing control measures for(~ A description of procedures to
such discharges (this program can beconduct on-going field screening activi-
coordinated with tl3e program devel-ties during tile life of tile permit, in-
oped under paragraph (d) (2) (iv) (C) ofcluding areas or locations tl~at will be
this section); and evaluated by such field screens:

(6) A description of a program to re-(3) A description of procedures to be
duce to the maximum extent prac-followed to investigate portions of the
ticable, pollutants in discharges fromseparate storm sewer system that,
municipal separate storm sewers asso-based on the results of the field screen,
ciated with the application of pes-or other appropriate information, indi-
ticides, herbicides and fertilizer whichcare a reasonable potential of contain-
will include, as appropriate, controlsing illicit discharges or other sources
such as educational activities, permits,of non-storm water (such procedures
certifications and other measures formay include: sampling procedures for
commercial applicators and distribu-constituents such as fecal coliform,
tots, and controls for application infecal streptococcus, surfactants
public right-of-ways and at municipal(MBAS). residti’al chlorine, fluorides
facilities, and potassium; testing with
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fluorometric dyes: or conducting indischarges required under 40 CFR
storm sewer i.nspections where safety122.21(g)(7) (iii)and (iv).
and other considerations allow. Such(D) A description of a program to ira-
description shall include the locationplement and maintain structural and
of storm sewers that have been identi- non-structural best management prac-
fled for such evaluation): rices to reduce pollutants in storm

(4) A description of procedures to pre-water runoff from construction sites to
vent, contain, and respond to spillsthe municipal storm sewer system.
that mav discharge into the municipalwhich shall include:
separate storm sewer; (1) A description of procedures for

(5) A description of a program to pro-site planning which incorporate consid-
mote, publicize, and facilitate publiceration of potential water quality ira-
reporting of the presence of illicit dis-pacts:
charges or water quality impacts asso-(2) A description of requirements for
ciated with discharges from municipalnonstructural and structural best man-
separate storm sewers; agement practices;

(~) A description of educational ac- (~) A description of procedures for
tivities, public information activities, identifying priorities for inspecting
and other appropriate activities to fa- sites and enforcing control measures
cilitate the proper management and which consider the nature of the con-
disposal of used oil and toxic materials; struction activity, topography, and the
and characteristics of soils and receiving

(7) A description of controls to limit water quality; and
infiltration of seepage from municipal (4) A description of appropriate edu-
sanitar\" sewers to municipal separatecational and training measures for con-
storm sewer systems where necessary:struction site operators.

(C) A description of a program to(v) Assessment of controls. Estimated
monitor and control pollutants inreductions in loadings of pollutants

... storm water discharges to municipalfrom discharges of municipal storm¯ " systems from municipal landfills, haz-sewer constituents from municipal
ardous waste treatment, disposal andstorm sewer systems expected as the
recovery facilities, industrial facilitiesresult of the municipal storm water
that are subject to section 313 of titlequality management program. The as-
[[[ of the Superfund Amendments andsessment shall also identi~, known im-
Reauthorization Act of i986 (SARA).pacts of storm water controls on
and industrial facilities that the mu-ground water.
nicipal permit applicant determines(vi) Fiscal analvsis. For each fiscal
are contributing a substantial pollut-year to be covere~t by the permit, a fis-
ant loading to the municipal stormcal analysis of the necessary capital
sewer system. The program shall: and operation and maintenance ex-

(I) identify priorities and procedurespenditures necessary to accomplish the
for inspections and establishingand activities of the programs under para-
implementing controlmeasures for graphs (d)(2) (iii) and (iv) of this sec-
such discharges: tion. Such analysis shall include a de-

(2) Describe a monitoring programscription of the source of funds that
for storm water discharges associatedare proposed to meet the necessary ex-
with the industrial facilities identifiedpenditures, including legal restrictions
in paragraph (d)(2)(iv)(C) of this sec-on the use of such funds.
tion, to be implemented during the(vii) Where more than one legal en-
term of the permit, including the sub-tit\, submits an application, the appli-
mission of quantitative data on the fol-ca~ion shall contain a description of
lowing constituents: anypollutants the roles and responsibilities of each
limited in effluent guidelines legal entity and procedures to ensure
subcategories, where applicable; anyeffective coordination.
pollutant listed in an existing NPDES (viii) Where requirements under
permit for a facility: oil and grease, paragraph     (d) (1) (iv) (Ft.) ,     (d)(2)(ii),
COD, pH, BOD~,TSS, total phosphorus,(d)(2)(iii)(B) and (d)(2)(iv) of this sec-
total K.jeldahlnitrogen, nitrate plus ni- tion are not practicable or are not ap-
trite nitrogen,and an\" information on plicable, the Director may exclude any
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operator of a discharge from a munici- ated by a municipality with a popu-
pal separate storm sewer which is des- lation of less than I00,000 other than an
ignated under paragraph (a)([)(v),airport, powerplant, or uncontrolled
(b)(4)(ii) or (b)(7)(ii) of this sectionsanitary landfill, permit applications
from such requirements. The Directorrequirements are reserved.
shall not exclude the operator of a dis-(ii) Based on information in the part
charge from a municipal separatei application, the Director will approve
storm sewer identified in appendix F,or deny the members in the group ap-
G, H or I of part 122, from any of the plicati6n within 60 days after receiving
permit application requirements underpart i of the group application.
this paragraph except where authorized(iii) Part 2. (A) Except as provided in
under this section, paragraph (e) (2) (iii) (B) of this section,

(e) Application deadlines under para- part 2 of the application shall ,be
grap/~ (a)(l). Any operator of a point submittted to the Director. Office of
source required to obtain a PermitWastewater Enforcement and Compli-
under paragraph (a)(l) of this sectionance by October 1, 1992:
that does not have an effective NPDES(B) Any municipality with a popu-
permit covering its storm water out-[ation of less than 250,000 shall not be
fails shall submit an application in ac-required to submit a part i application
cordance with the following deadlines:before May 17. 1993.

(l) [tzdividual applications. (i) Except (C) For any storm water discharge
as provided in paragraph (e)(l)(ii) ofassociated with industrial activity
this section, for any storm water dis-from a facility that is owned or oper-
charge associated with industrial ac-ated by a municipality with a popu-
tivity identified in paragraphs (b)(14)lation of less than 100,000 other than an
(i) through (xi) of this section, that isairport, powerplant, or uncontrolled
not part of a group application as de-sanitary landfill, permit applications
scribed in paragraph (c)(2) of this sec-requirements are reserved.
lion or which is not authorized by a (iv) Rejected facilities. (A) Except as
storm ~vater general permit, a permit provided in paragraph (e) (2) (iv) (B) of
application made pursuant to para-this section, facilities that are rejected
graph (C) of this section shaI,l be sub-as members of the group shall submit
mitred to the Director by October i,an individual" application (or obtain
1992’, coverage under an applicable general

(ii) For any storm water dischargepermit) no later than 12 months after
associated with industrial activitythe date of receipt of the notice of
from a facility that is owned or oper-jection or October 1. 1992, whichever
ated b\" a municipality with a popu-comes first.
lation ~" less than 100,000 other than an(B) Facilities that are owned or oper-
airport, powerplant, or uncontroI.ledated by a municipality and that are re-
sanitar.v landfill, permit applicationjected as members of part l group
requirements are contained "in para-plication shall submit an individual ap-
graph (g)of this section, plication no later than 180 days after

(2) For any group application submit-the date of receipt of the notice of re*
ted in accordance with paragraph (c)(2)jection or October 1, 1992, whichever is
of" this section: later.

(i) Part 1. (A) Except as provided in (v) A facility listed under paragraph
paragraph (e)(2)(i)(B) of this section,(b)(i4) (i)-(xi) of this section may add
part I of the application shall be sub-on to a group application submitted in
mitted to the Director, Office of Waste-accordance with paragraph (e)(2)(i) of
water Enforcement and Compliance bythis section at the discretion of the Of-
September 30, 1991’ fice of Water Enforcement and Per-

(B) Any municipality with a popu-mils, and only upon a showing of good
lation of less than 250,000 shall not because by the ~’acility and the ~roup ap-
required to submit a part i applicationplicant; the request for the addition of
before May 18. 1992. the facility shall be made no later than

(C) For any storm water dischargeFebruary 18. 1992: the addition of the
associated with industrial activityfacility shall not cause the percentage
from a facility that is owned or oper-of the facilities that are required to
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submit quantitative data to be less~vith permits for storm ~vater dis-
than I0°,o, unless there are over i00 fa- charges associated with industrial
cilities in th4: group that are submit-tivity which expire on or after May 18,
ring quantitative data; approval to be-!992 shall submit a new application in
come part of group application must be accordance with the requirements of 40
obtained from the group or the trade CFR 122.21 and 40 CFR 122.26(c) (Form
association representing the individual I, Form 2F. and other applicable
facilities. Forms) 180 days before the expiration

(3) For any discharge from a large of such permits.
municipal separate storm sewer sys- (7) The Director shall issue or deny
tern: permits for discharges composed en-

(i) Part 1 of the application shall betirelv of storm water under this sec-
submitted to the Director by Novembertion in accordance with the following
18. 1991’ schedule:

(ii) Based on information received in(i)(A) Except as provided in para-
the part 1 application the Director willgraph (e) (7) (i) (B) of this section, the Di-
approve or deny a sampling plan underrector shall issue or deny permits for
paragraph (d) (1) (iv) (E) of this sectionstorm water discharges associated with
within 90 days after receiving the partindustrial activity no later than Octo-
I application: bet i. 1993, or. for new sources or exist-

(iii) Part 2 of tl~e application shall being sources which fail to submit a com-
submitted to the Director by Novemberplete permit application by October I,
16. 1992. !992. one year after receipt of a com-

(~) For any discharge from a medium plete permit application;
municipal separate storm sewer sys- (B) For an\’ municipalits.’ with a pop-rein: ulation of l~ss than 250,000 which sub-

(i) Part 1 of the application shall bemits a timely Part [ group applicationsubmitted to the Director by May 18.under paragraph (e) (2) (i) (B) of this sec-1992.
" ":-’ (iil Based on information received intion. the Director shall issue or deny

"" ~ " the part i application the Director willpermits for storm water discharges

approve or deny a sampling plan undersociated with industrial activity no

paragraph (d) (1) (iv) (E) of this sectionlater than May 17, 1994. or. for any such

within 90 days after receiving the partmunicipality which fails to submit a

I application, complete Part II group permit applica-

(iii) Part 2 of the application shall betion by May 17, 1993, one year after re-

submitted to the Director bv May 17.ceipt of a complete permit application;

1993, (ii) The Director shall issue or deny
(5) A permit application shall be sub- permits for large municipal separate

mitred to the Director within ~0 days storm sewer s~,stems no later than No-
of notice, unless permission for a later vember 16, 1993, or. for new sources or
date is granted by the Director (see40 existing sources which fail to submit a
CFR 124,52(c)). for: complete permit application by No-

(i) A storm water discharge ~vhich vember 16, 1992. one year after receipt
the Director, or in States with ap- of a complete permit application;
proved NPDES programs, either the Di- (iii) The Director shall issue or deny
rector or the EPA Regional Adminis- permits for medium municipal separate
trator, determines that the discharge storm sewer systems no later than May
contributes to a violation of a water i7, i994, or, for new sources or existing
’quality standard or is a significant sources which fail to submit a corn-
contributor of pollutants to waters of plete permit application b.~; May 17,,
the United States (see paragraph 1993. one year after receipt of a corn-
(a) (1) (v) of this section): plete permit application.

(ii) A storm water discharge subject ([~ Petitions. (1) Any operator of a mu-
to paragraph (c) (l) (v) of this section, nicipal separate storm sewer system

(6) Facilities with existing NPDESmay petition the Director to require a
permits for storm water discharges as-separate NPDES permit (or a permit
sociated with industrial activity shallissued under an approved NPDES State
maintain existing permits. Facilitiesprogram) fox’ any discharp~e into the
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municipal separate storm sewer svs-sion for a later date is granted by the "
tern, Director (see 40 CFR 124.52(c)): or

(2) An.v perso.n may petition the Di- (ii) All other dischargers shall apply
rector to require a NPDES permit for ato the Director no later than August
discharge which is composed entirely2001.
of storm water which contributes to a(2) Application requirements. The oper-
violation of a water quality standardator shall submit an application in ac-
or is a significant contributor of pol- cordance with the following require-
lutants to waters of the United States.ments, unless otherwise modified by

(3) The owner or operator of a munic-the Director:
ipal separate storm sewer system may(i) individual application for non-mu-
petition the Director to reduce thenicipa] discharges. The requirements
Census estimates of the populationcontained in paragraph (c)(1) of this
served by such separate system to ac-section.
count for storm water discharged to (ii) Application requirements for munic-
combined sewers as defined by 40 CFRipal separate storm sewer discharges.The
35.2005(b)([l) that is treated in a pub-requirements contained in paragraph
licl\- owned treatment works. In mu-(d) of this section.
nic~palities in which combined sewers(iii) Notice of intent to be covered b~v a
are operated, the Census estimates of~eneral permit issued b~v the Director.The
population nqav be reduced propor-requirements contained in ~0 CFR
tional to the l~raction, based on esti-122.28(b)(2).
mated lengths, of the length of com-[55 ErR 48063. Nosy. 16. [990, as amended at. 56bined sewers over the sum of the length FR 12100, Mar. ~l, 1991; 56 FR 56554. Nov. 5.
of’ combined sewers and municipal sep-1991:57 FR 11412, Apr. 2. 1992:57 FR 60447,
arate storm sewers where an applicantDec, 18, 1992:60 FR 17956, Apr. 7, 1995; 60
has submitted the NPDES permit num-19464. Apr. 18. 1995:60 FR 40235. Aug. 7. 1995/
bet, associated with each discharge
point and a map indicating areas § 1~2.~7 Silvicultural activities (appli-

...~:..~,~served by combined sewers and the lo- cable to State NPDES programs, see
cation o~ any combined sewer overflow § 123.:~5).
discharge point. (a) Permit requirement. Silvicultural

bl) An\’ person may petition the Di-point sources, as defined in this sec-
rector f~r the designation of a large ortion. as point sources subject to the
medium municipal separate stormNPDES permit proBram.
sewer svstem as defined by paragraphs(b) De[initions. (1) Silvictlltural point
(b) (.t) (ix;) or (b)(7)(iv) of thi~ section, source means any discernible, confined

(5) The Director shall make a final and discrete conveyance related to
determination on any petition receivedrock crushing, gravel washing, log
under this section within 90 days aftersorting, or log storage facilities which
receiving the petition, are operated in connection with sil-

(~) Application requirements for dis-vicultural activities and from which
cl~arges composed entirely o£ storm waterpollutants are discharged into waters
under Clean Water Act "section 402(p)(6).of the United States. The term does
Any operator of a point source requirednot include non-point source silvicul-
to obtain a permit under paragraphrural activities such as nursery oper-
(n)(9) of this section shall submit anations, site preparation, reforestation
application in accordance with the fol- and subsequent cultural treatment.
lowing requirements, thinning, prescribed burning, pest and

(1) Application deadlines. The operatorfire control, harvesting operations, sur-
shall submit an application in accord-face drainage, or road construction and
ance with the following deadlines: maintenance from which there is natu-

(i) A discharger which the Directorral rt, noff. However, some of these ac-
determines to contribute to a violationtivities (such as stream crossing for
of a water quality standard or is a sig-roads) may involve point source dis-
nificant contributor of pollutants tocharges of dredged or fill material
waters of the United States shall applywhich may require a CWA section 404
for a permit to the Director within 180permit (See 33 CFR 209.120 and part
days of receipt o~ notice, unless petrols-233). ""’ "
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(2) Rock crushing and gra~,e] wasJ~Jn~ "treatment works treatin~ domestic
facilities means facilities which process sewage" all:
crushed and I~¥oken stone, gravel, and (A) Involve the same or substantially
riprap (See 40 CFR part 436, subpart B. similar types of operations:
including the effluent limitations (B) Discharge the same types of
guidelines), wastes or engage in the same types of

(3) Lo~ sortin& and log storage facilitiessludge use or disposal practices:
means facilities whose discharges re-(C) Require the same effluent limita-
suit from the holding of unprocessedtions, operating conditions, or stand-
wood, for example, logs or roundwoodards for sewage sludge use or disposal;
with bark or after removal of bark held(D) Require the same or similar mon-
i.n self-contained bodies of water (millitoring: and
ponds or log ponds) or stored on land(E) In the opinion of the Director, arewhere water is applied intentionally on
the logs (wet decking). (See 40 CFR

more appropriately controlled under a

part 429, subpart I, including the efflu-
generai permit than under individuaI

ent limitations guidelines), permits.
(b) Administration. (1) [n general. Gen-

§ 122.28 Oeneralpermits (applicable to eral permits may be issued, modified.
State NPDES programs, see revoked and reissued, or terminated in
§123.25). accordance with applicable require-

ments of part 124 or corresponding
(a) Coverage. The Director may issueState regulations. Special procedures

a ~eneral permit in accordance withfor issuance are found at .~23.~4 for
the following: States and § 124.58 for EPA.

(!) ,~rea. The general permit shall be (2) Authorization to discharge, or au-
written to cover a categor.v of dis-thorization to engage in slu~e use and
char~es or sludge use or disposal prac-disposal practices. (i) Except as provided
rices or facilities described in the per-in paragraphs (b)(2)(v) and (b)(2)(vi) of

.- mit under paragraph (a)(2)(ii) of thisthis section, dischargers (or treatment"".."’::!:’ section, except those covered b), indi-
works treating domestic sewage) seek-vidual permits, within a geographicing coverage under a general permitarea, The area shall correspond to ex-shall submit to the Director a writtenisting geographic or political bound-notice of intent to be covered by the

aries, such as:
(i) Designated planning areas undergeneral permit. A discharger (or treat-

ment works treating domestic sewage)sections 208 and 303 of CWA; who fails to submit a notice of intent
(ii) Sewer districts or sewer authori-in accordance with the terms of the

ties’, permit is nor authorized to discharge,
(iii) City, county, or State political(or in the case of sludge disposal per-

boundaries: mit, ro engage in a sludge use or dis-
(iv) State highway systems: posal practice), under the terms of the
(v) Standard metropolitan statistical general permit unless the general per-

areas as defined by the Office of Man- mit. in accordance with paragraph
agement and Budget; (b)(2)(v) of this section, contains a pro-

(vi) Urbanized areas as designated b.~" vision that a notice of intent is not re-
the Bureau of the Census according to quired or the Director notifies a dis-
criteria in 30 FR 15202 (May I, 1974): or charger (or treatment works treating

(vii) Any other appropriate division domestic sewage) that it is covered by
or combination of boundaries, a general permit in accordance with

(2) Sources. The general permit mayparagraph (b)(2)(vi) of this section. A
be written to regulate, within the area complete and timely, notice of intent
described in paragraph (a)(1) of this (NOI). to be covered in accordance with
section, either: general permit requirements, fulfills

(i) Storm water point sources: or the requirements for permit applica-
(ii) A category of point sources other tions for purposes of §§i22.6, i22.2! and

than storm water point sources, or a I22.26.
categor.v of "treatment works treating (ii) The contents of the notice of in-
domestic sewage," if the sources or tent shall be specified in the general
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permit and shall require the submis-other means of identifying discharges
sion of information necessary for ade-covered by the permit; and the esti-
quate prograrr~.implementation, incIud-mated number of discharges to be cov-
ing at a minimum, the legal name andered by the permit. The Director shall
address of the owner or operator, theprovide in the public notice of the gen-
facility name and address, type of t~a-eral permit the reasons for not requir-
cilitv or discharges, and the receivinging a notice of intent.
stre~im(s). General permits for storm(vi) The Director may notify a dis-
water discharges associated with indus-charger (or treatment works treating
trial activity from inactive mining, in-domestic sewage) that it is covered by
active oil ahd gas operations, or inac-a general permit, even if the discharger
ti\’e landfills occurring on Federal(or treatment works treating domestic
lands where an operator cannot besewage) has not submitted a notice of
identified may contain alternative no-intent to be covered. A discharger (or
tire of intent requirements. All noticestreatment works treating domestic
ot" intent shall be signed in accordancesewage) so notified may request an in-’
with § 122.22. dividual permit under paragraph

(iii) General permits shall specify the(b) (3) (iii) of this section.
deadlines for submitting notices of in- (3) Requiring an individual permit. (i)
tent to be covered and the date(s) whenThe Director may require any dis-
a discharger is authorized to dischargecharger authorized by a general permit
under the permit: to apply for and obtain an individual

l iv) General permits shall specifyNPDES permit, Any interested person
whether a discharger (or treatmentmay petition the Director to take ac-
works treating domestic sewage) thatlion under this paragraph, Cases where
has submitted a complete and timelyan individual NPDES permit may be
notice of intent to be covered in ac-required include the following:
cordance with the general permit and(A) The discharger or "’treatment
that is eligible for coverage under theworks treating domestic sewage" is not

~!-..:.~:~permit, is authorized to discharge. (orin complia’nce with the conditions of ~/:-...:::~:’:
in the case of a sludge disposal permit,the general NPDES permit;
to engage in a sludge use or disposal(B) A change has occurred in the
practice), in accordance with the per-availability of demonstrated tech-
mit either upon receipt of the notice ofnology or practices for the control or
intent by the Director. after a waitingabatement of pollutants applicable to
period specified in the general permit,the point source or treatment works
on a date specified in the general per-treating domestic sewage:
mi~. or upon receipt of notification of (C) Effluent limitation guidelines are
inclusion by the Director. Coveragepromulgated for point sources covered
ma\" be terminated or revoked in ac-by the general NPDES permit:
cor~iance with paragraph (b)(3) of this(D) A Water Quality Management
section, plan containin~ requirements applica-

(v) Discharges other than dischargesble to such point sources is approved;
~’rom publicly owned treatment works, (E) Circumstances have changed
combined sewer overflows, primary in-since the time of the request to be cov-
dustrial facilities, and storm water dis-ered so that the discharger is no longer
char~es associated with industrial ac-appropriately controlled under the gen-
~ivity, may, at the discretion of the Di-eral permit, or either a temporary or
rector, be authorized to dischargepermanent reduction or elimination of
under a general permit without sub-the authorized discharge is neces.sary;
mitring a notice of intent where the(F) Standards for sewage sludge use
Director finds that a notice of intentor disposal have been promulgated for
requirement would be inappropriate. Inthe sludge use and disposal practice
making such a finding, the Directorcovered by the general NPDES permit;
shall consider: the type of discharge;or
the expected nature of the discharge:~,G) The disci]arge(s) is a significant
~he potential for toxic and conven-contributor of pollutants. In making
tional pollutants in the discharges: thethis determination, the Director may
expected volume of the discharges:consider the following factors: "..:.,
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(1) The location of the discharge withUpon revocation of the individual per-
res,pect to waters of the United States:mit, the general permit shall apply to

(2) The size :of the discharge; the source.
(3) The quantity and nature of the(c) Offshore oil and gas facilities(Not

pollutants discharged to waters of theapplicable to State programs). (1) The
United States: and Regional Administrator shall, except

(4) Other relevant factors: as provided below, issue general per-
(ii) For EPA issued general permits mits covering discharges from offshore

onl.v, the Regional Administrator mayoil and gas exploration and production
require any owner or operator author-facilities within the Region’s jurisdic-
ized by a general permit to apply for anlion. Where the offshore area includes
individual NPDES permit as providedareas, such as areas of biological con-
in paragraph {b)(3)(i) of this section,cern. for ~vhich separate permit condi-
only if the owner or operator has beentions are required, the Regional Ad-
notified in ~vriting that a permit appli-ministrator may issue separate general
cation is required. This notice shall in-permits, individual permits, or both.
clude a brief statement of the reasonsThe reason for separate general per-
for this decision, an application form, amils or individual permits shall be set
statement setting a time for the ownerforth in the appropriate fact sheets or
or operator to file the application, and statements of basis. Any statement of
a statement that on the effective datebasis or fact sheet for a draft permit
of the individual NPDES permit theshall include the Regional Administra-
general permit as it applies to the indi-toffs tentative determination as to
vidual permittee shall automaticallywhether the permit applies to "new
terminate. The Director may grant a~l-sources," "new dischargers." or exist-
ditional time upon request of the appli-ing sources and the reasons for this de-
cant. termination, and the Regional Admin-

(iii) Any owner or operator author-istrator’s proposals as to areas of bio-
~.: ized by a general permit may requestlogical concern subject either to sepa-

¯ ~..’: to be excluded from the coverage of therate individual or general permits. For
¯ " general permit by applying for an indi-Federally leased lands, the general per-

viduaI permit. The owner or operatormit area should generally be no less ex-
shall submit an application undertensive than. the lease sale area defined
§ 122,21, with reasons supporting the re-by the Department of the Interior.
quest, to the Director no later than 90(2) Any interested person, including
days after the publication by EPA ofany prospective permittee, may peti-
the general permit in the [~DERALlion the Regional Administrator to
REGISTER or the publication by a Stateissue a general permit. Unless the Re-
in accordance with applicable Stategional Administrator determines under
law. The request shall be processedparagraph (c)(l)of this section that no
under part 124 or applicable State pro-general permit is appropriate, he shall
cedures. The request shall be grantedpromptly provide a project decision
by issuing of any individual permit ifschedule covering the issuance of the
the reasons cited by the owner or oper-general permit or permits for any lease
ator are adequate to support the re-sale area for which the Department of
quest, the Interior has published a draft envi-

(iv) When an individual NPDES per-ronmental impact statement. The
mit is issued to an owner or operatorprqject decision schedule shall meet
otherwise subject to a general NPDESthe requirements of §124.3(g), and shall
permit, the applicability of the generalinclude a schedule providing for the
permit to the individual NPDES per-issuance of the final general permit or
mittee is automatically terminated onpermits not later than the date of the
the effective date of the individual per-final notice of sale projected by the De-
mit. partment of the Interior or six months

(v) A source excluded from a generalafter the date of the request, whichever
permit solely because it already has anis later. The Regional Administrator
individual permit may,request that themay, at his discretion, issue a project
individual permit be revoked, and thatdecision schedule for offshore oil and
it be covered by the general permit,gas facilities in the territorial seas.
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(3) Nothing in this paragraph (c) shallsuch factors as the extent to which the
affect the aut.,hority o£ the Regionalnew facility is integrated with the ex-
Administrator to require an individualisting plant: and the extent to which
permit under §122.28(b)(3)(i) (A) the new facility is engaged in the same
through (G). general type of activity as the existing

(Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C. 125let seq,). Safesource..

Drinking Water Act (42 U.S.C. 300let seq.), (2) A source meeting ~l~e require-
Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 7401 et seq.). Re-meats of paragraphs (b)(1) (i). (ii). or
source Conservation and Recovery Act (42(iii) of this section is a new source only
U.S.C. 6901 et seq)) if a new source performance standard is

148 FR 14153, Apr. 1. 1983. a,s amended at 48independently applicable to it. If there
I~R 39619. Sept. I. 1983:49 FR 38048. Sept. 26,is no such independent[,v applicable
1984; 50 FR 69~0, Feb. 19, 1985:54 FR 18782.standard, the source is a new dis-
Mav 2, 1989; 55 FR ~80?2, Nov. 16. 1990; 57 FRcharger, See § I22.2.
114i2 and fill3, Apr. 2. 19921 (3) Construction on a site at which an.

existing source is located results in a
§12~.29 New sources andnew dis- modification subject to §122.62 rather

chargers, than a new source (or a new discharger)
(a) Definitions. (1) New source and newif the construction does not create a

discharger are defined in §122.2. [Seenew building, structure, facility, or in-
Note 2.1 stallation meeting the criteria of para-

(~) Source means any building, strut-graph (b)(1) (ii) or (iii) of this section
ture, facility, or installation from but otherwise alters, replaces, or adds
which there is or may be a discharge ofto existing process or production equip-
pollutants, meat.

(3) E,\’istin~ source means an), source(4) Construction of a new source as
which is not a new source or a new dis-defined under §l~Z.2 has commenced if
charger the owner or operator has:

(4) Site is defined in § 122.2: (i) Begun. or caused to begin as part .;..’:::~.-’.÷,
(5) Facilities or equipmentmeans build- of a continuous on-site construction

ings, structures, process or productionprogram:
equipment or maghinery which form a(A) Anv placement, assembly, or in-
permanent part of the new source andstallation of facilities or equipment: or
which will be used in its operation, if(B) Significant site preparation work
these facilities or equipment are ofincluding clearing, excavation or re-
such value as to represent a substan-mo\’al of existing buildings, structures,
tial commitment to construct. [t ex-or facilities which is necessary for the
cludes facilities or equipment used inplacement, assembly, or installation of
connection with feasibility, engineer-new s~urce facilities or equipment: or
ing. and design studies regarding the(ii) Entered into a binding contrac-
source or water pollution treatment fortual obligation for the purchase of la-
the source, cilities m’ equipment ~vhich are in-

(b) Criteria for new source determina-tended to be used in its operation with
tion. (!) Except as otherwise provided a reasonable time. Options to purchase
in an applicable new source perform-or contracts which can be terminated
ance standard, a source is a "newor modif’ied without substantial loss.
source" if it meets the definition ofand contract.~ for feasibility engineer-
"new source" in§i22.2, and ing. and design studies do not con-

(i) It is constructed at a site at whichstitute a contractual obligation under
no other source is located: or the !)aragraph.

(ii) [t totally replaces the process or (c) Requirement for an em’ironntental
production equipment that causes theimpact statement. (l) The issuance of an
discharge of pollutants at an existingNPDES permit to new source:
source: or (i) By EPA may be ama, ior Federal

(iii) its processes are substantiallyaction significantly affecting the qual-
independent of an existing source atit)" of the human environment within
the same site. [n determining whetherthe meaning of" the National Environ-
these processes are substantially inde-mental Policv Act of 1969 (NEPA), 33
pendent, the Director shall considerU.S.C. 4321 et ~eq. and is sub, ject to the "
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environmental review provisions of lion 301(b)(2) of’CWA for tile soonest
NEPA as set out in 40 CFR part 6. sub-ending of the following periods:
part F. EPA ~,,ill determine whether an(i) Ten years from the date that con-
Environmental Impact Statementstruction is completed:
(EIS) is required under §122.21(k)(spe-(ii) Ten years from the date the
cial provisions for applications fromsource begir~s to discharge process or
new sources) and 40 CFR part 6, subpartother nonconstruction related waste-
F: water: or

(ii) By an NPDES approved State is(iii) The period of depreciation or
not a Federal action and therefore doesamortization of the facility for the pur-
not require EPA to conduct an environ-poses of section 167 or 16~ (or both) of
mental review, the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

(2) An EIS prepared under this para-(2) The protection from more strin-
graph shall include a recbmmendationgent standards of performance afforded
either to issue or deny the permit, by paragraph (d)(1) of this section does

(i) [f the recommendation is to denynot apply to:

the permit, the final EIS shall contain(i) Additional or more stringent per-

the reasons for the recommendationmit conditions which are not tech-

and list those measures, if any, whichnology based: for example, conditions

the applicant could take to cause thebased on water quality standards, or
toxic effluent standards or prohibitions

recommendation to be changed; under section 307(a) of CWA: or
(ii) If the recommendation is to issue(ii) Additional permit conditions in

the permit, the final EIS shall rec-accordance with §125.3 controllingommend the actions, if any, which thetoxic pollutants or hazardous sub-
permittee should take to prevent orstances which are not controlled by
minimizeany adverse environmentalnew source performance standards.impacts: This includes permit conditions con-

(3) The Regional Administrator, totrolling pollutants other than those
..: .. the extent allowed by law, shall issue,identified as toxic pollutants or haz-

.’~..: condition (other than imposing effluentardous substances when control of
limitations), or deny the new sourcethese pollutants has been specifically
NPDES permit following a completeidentified as the method to control the
evaluation of any significant beneficialtoxic pollutants or hazardous sub-
and adverse impacts of the proposed ac-stances.
lion and a review of the recommenda-(3) When an NPDES permit issued to
lions contained in the EIS or finding ofa source with a "protection period"
no significant impact, under paragraph (d)(1) of this section

(d) Effect of compliance with new will expire on or after the expiration of
source performance standards. (The pro-the protection period, that permit shall
visions of this paragraph do not applyrequire the owner or operator of the

- to exis.ting sources which modify theirsource to comply with the require-
pollution control facilities or constructments of section 301 and any other then
new pollution control facilities andapplicable requirements of CWA imme-
achieve performance standards, butdiatety upon the expiration of the pro-
which are neither new sources or newtection period. No additional period for
dischargers or otherwise do not meetachieving compliance with these re-
tile requirements of this paragraph.) quirements may be allo~ved except

(1) Except as provided in paragraphwhen necessary to achieve compliance
(d)(2) of this section, any new dis-with requirements promulgated less
charger, the construction of whichthan 3 years before the expiration of
commenced after October 18. 1972, orthe protection period.
new source which meets the applicable(4) The owner or operator of a new
promulgated new source performancesource, a new discharger which com-
standards before the commencement ofmenced discharge after August 13. 1979,
discharge, may not be subject to anyor a recommencing discharger shall in-
more stringent new source performancestall and have in operating condition,
standards or to any more stringentand shall "start-up" all pollution con-
technology-based standards under sec-trol equipment required to meet the
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conditions of its permits before begin- 301. 302. 306, 307, 308, 318 or 405 of the
ning to discharge. Within the shortestAct. or any permit condition or limita-
feasible time �not to exceed 90 days),tion implementing any suct~ sections in
the owner or operator must meet alla permit issued under section 402. or
permit conditions, The requirements ofany requirement imposed in a
this paragraph do not apply if thepretreatment program approved under
owner or operator is issued a permitsections 402(a)(3)or 402(b)(8)of the Act,
containing a complianceschedule is subject to a civil penalty not to ex-
under §122,47(a)(2). ceed $25,000 per day for each violation.

(5) Alter the effective date of newTile Clean Water Act provides that any
source performance standards, it shallperson who neo~ligentl~vviolates sections
be. unlawful for any owner or operator301, 302. 306, 307. 308, 318. or 405 of the
of any new source to operate the sourceAct, or any condition or limitation im-
in violation of those standards applica-plementing any of such sections in a
ble to the source, permit issued under section 402 of the
[48 FR 14153. Apt, I. 1983, as amended at 49Act, or any requirement imposed in a
[~R 38048. Sept. 26. 1984; 50 ER 45!4. Jan. 31,pretreatment program approved under
1985; 50 FR 6941. Feb. 19. 1985J section 402(a)(3) or 402(b)(8) of the Act,

is subject to criminal penalties of $2,500
Subpart C--Permit Conditions to $25.000 per day of violation, or im-

prisonment of not more than ! year, or
§ 1~2.~1 Conditions applicable to allboth. [n the case of a second or subse-

permits (applicable to State pro-quent conviction for a negligent viola-
grams, see §1~3.25). tion. a person shall be subject to crimi-

The following conditions apply to allnal penalties of not more than $50,000
NPDES permits. Additional conditionsper day of violation, or by imprison-
applicable to NPDES permits are inmeat of not more than 2 years, or both.
§122.42. All conditions applicable toAny person who knowing].y violates
NPDES permits shall be incorporatedsuch sections, or such conditions or
into the permits either" expressly or bylimitations is subject to criminal pen- :,: .,.:~
reference. If incorporated by re~erence,alties of $5,000 to $50,000 per day of rio- ’:~,"~’~-"~
a specific citation to these regulationslation, or imprisonment for not more
(or the corresponding approved Statethan 3 years, or both. [n tile case of a
regulations) must be ~iven in the per-second or subsequent conviction for a
mit. knowin~ violation, a person shall be

(a) Duty to. compIj/. The permitteesub.iect to criminal penalties of not
must comply with all conditions of thismore than $100.000 per day of violation,
permit. Any permit noncompliance or imprisonment of not more than 6
constitutes a vio|ation of the Clean\’ears. or both. Any person who know-
Water Act and is ~rounds for enforce-in~l.v violates section 301, 302, 303. 306.
meat action: for permit termination.307. 308, 318 or 405 of the Act, or any
revocation and reissuance, or modifica-permit condition or limitation imple-
tion; or denial of a permit renewal ap-menting any of such sections in "a per-
plication, mit issued under section 402 of the Act,

(l) The permittee shall comply withand who knows at that time that he
effluent standards or prohibitions es-thereby places another person in immi-
tablished under section 307(a) of theneat d’anger of death or serious bodily
Clean Water Act for toxic pollutantsi~jury, shall, upon conviction, be sub-
and with standards for" sewaBe sludge,iect to a fine of not more than $250,000
use or disposal established under sec-or" imprisonment of not more than 15
tion 405(d) of the CWA within the time\’ears. or both. In the case of a second
provided in the re~oulations that estab-or subsequent conviction for a knowin~
fish these standards or prohibitions or"endangerment violation, a person shall
standards for sewage sludge use or" dis-be subject to a fine of not more than
posal, even if the permit has not yet$500,000 or by imprisonment of not
been modified to incorporate the re-more than 30 years, or both. An organi-
quirement, zation,    as    defined    in    section

(2) The Clean Water Act provides309(c)(3)(B)(iii) of the CWA, shall, upon :.’:..
that any person who violates sectionconviction of violatin~ the imminent : ...:
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danger provision, be subject to a fine of(f} Permit actions. This permit may be
not more than $i.000,000 and can bemodified, revoked and reissued, or ter-
fined up to $21~300,000 for second or sub-minated for cause. The filing of a re-
sequent convictions, quest by the permittee for a permit

(3) Any person may be assessed an ad-modification, revocation and
ministrative penalty by the Adminis-reissuance, or termination, or a notifi-
trator for violating section 301, 302, 306,cation of planned changes or antici-
307. 308, 318 or 405 of this Act. or anypaled noncompliance does not slav anv
permit condition or limitation imple-permit condition.
n~enting any of such se’ctions in a per-(g) Property rights. This permit does
mit issued under section 402 of thisnot convey any property rights of any
Act. Administrative penalties for Classsort. or any exclusive privilege.
[ violations are not to exceed $10.000(h) Duty to provide information. The
per violation, with the maximum permittee shall furnish to the Director.
amount of any Class I penalty assessedwithin a reasonable time, anv informa-
not to exceed $25,000. Penalties fortion which the Director may request to
Class [[ violations are not to exceeddetermine whether cause exists for

$10,000 per day for each day duringmodifying, revoking and reissuing, or
which the violation continues, with theterminating this permit or to deter-

maximum amount of any Class II pen-mine compliance with this permit. The
ally not to exceed $125.000. permittee shall also furnish to the Di-

(b) Duty to reapply. If the permitteerector upon request, copies of records

wishes to continue an activity regu-required to be kept by this permit.
(i) Inspection and entry. The permit-lated by this permit after the expira-

tee shall allow the Director. or an au-tion date of this permit, the pe~-mitteethorized representative (including anmust apply for and obtain a new per-authorized contractor actin~ as a rep-mit. resentative of the Administrator). upon
(c) Need to halt or reduce activity not apresentation of credentials and other

., defense. It shall not be a defense for adocuments as may be required by law.
,.: permittee in an enforcement actionto:

that it would have been necessary to    (1) Enter upon the permittee’s prem-
halt or reduce the permitted activity
in order to maintain compliance witi~

ises where a regulated facility or activ-
it}." is located or conducted, or where

the conditions of this permit, records must be kept under the condi-
(d) Duty to mitigate. The permittee lions of this permit:

shall take all reasonable steps to mini-(2) Have access to and copy. at rea-
mize or prevent an}" discharge orsonable times, any records that must
sludooe use or disposal in violation ofbe kept under the conditions of this
tl~is permit which has a reasonablepermit:
likelihood of adversely affeetin~ (3) Inspect at reasonable times an\"
human health or the environment, facilities, equipment (includin~ mon-

(e) Proper operation and maintenance,itoring and control equipment), prac-
The permittee shall at all times prop-rices, or operations re,~ulated or re-
erly operate and maintain all facilitiesquired under this permit: and
and systems of treatment and control(4) Sample or monitor at reasonable
(and related appurtenances) which aretimes, for the purposes of assurin~ per-
installed or used by the permittee tomit compliance or as otherwise author-
achieve compliance with the conditionsized by the Clean Water Act, any sub-
of this permit. Proper operation andstances or parameters at any location.
maintenance also includes adequate0) Monitoring and records. (I) Samples
laboratory controls and appropriateand measurements taken for the put-
quality assurance procedures. This pro-pose of’monitorin~ shall be representa-
vision requires the operation of back-tire of the monitored activity.
up or auxiliary facilities or similar svs-(2) Except for records of monitoring
terns which are installed by a permit-information required by this permit re-
tee only when the operation is nec-lated to the permittee’s sewage sludge
essarv to achieve compliance with theuse and disposal activities, which shall
condi’tions of the permit, be retained for a period of" at least five
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years (or longer as required by 40 CFRunder this permit, including monitor-
part 503), the permittee shall retaining reports or reports of compliance or
records of all~.monitoring information,non-compliance shall, upon conviction. "
inciudin8 all calibration and mainte-be punished b.~’ a fine of not more than
nance records and all original strip$I0,000 per violation, or b.v imprison-
chart recordings for continuous mon-ment for not more than 6 months per
itorin8 instrumentation, copies of allviolation, or by both.
reports required by this permit, and(1) Reporting requirements. (1)Planned
records of all data used to complete thechanges. The permittee shall give no-
application for this permit, for a periodrice to the Director as soon as possible
of at least 3 years from the date of theof any planned physical alterations or
sample, measurement, report or appli-additions to the permitted facility. No-
cation. This period may be extended byrice is required only when: "
request of tile Director at any time. -

(3) Records of monitoring informa-(i) The alteration or addition to a

tion shall include: permitted facility may meet one of the

(i) The date, exact place, and time ofcriteria for determining whether a fa-

sampling or measurements: cility is a new source in ~122.29(b)" or

(ii) The individual(s) who performed (ii) The alteration or addition could
the sampling or measurements; significantly change the nature or in-

(ill) The date(s) analyses were per-crease the quantity of pollutants dis-
formed; charged. This notification applies to

(iv) The individual(s) who performedpollutants which are subject neither to
tile analyses; effluent limitations in the permit, nor

(v) The analytical techniques or to notification requirements under
methods used: and § 122.42(a)(I).

(vi) The results of such analyses. (iii) The alteration or addition re-
(~) Monitoring results must be con- suits in a significant change in the per-

ducted according to test procedures ap-mittee’s sludge use or disposal prac-
proved under 40 CFR part 136 or, in therices, and such alteration, addition, or "~.~
case ol: sludge use or disposal, approvedchange may .justify the application of -."-~-~ "
under 40 CFR part i36 unless otherwisepermit conditions that are different
specified in 40 CFR part 503, unlessfrom or absent in the existing permit,
other test procedures have been speci-including notification of additional use
Fled in the permit, or disposal sites not reported during

(5) The Clean Water Act providesthe permit application process or not
that any person who falsifies, tampersreported pursuant to an approved land
with, or knowin8ly renders inaccurateapplication plan:
any monitoring device or method re-(2) Anticipated noncompliance. Thequired to be maintained under this per-permittee shall give advance notice to
mit shall, upon conviction, be punishedthe Director of any planned changes inby a Fine of not more than $10,000, or bythe permitted facility or activityimprisohment for not more than 2

which may result in noncomplianceyears, or both. if a conviction of a per-
with permit requirements.son is for a violation committed after a

first conviction of such person under (3) Tz’ans£ers. This permit is not

this paragraph, punishment is a fine oftransferable to any person except after

not more than $20,000 per day of viola-notice to the Director. The Director

tion. or by imprisonment of not moremay require modification or revocation

than 4 years, or both. and reissuance of the permit to change
(k) Si~nator~v requirement. (1) All ap-the name of the permittee and incor-

plications, reports, or information sub-porate such other requirements as may
mitred to the Director shall be signedbe necessary under the Clean Water
and certified. (See § 122.22) Act. (See §122.61" in some cases, modi- ’

(2) The CWA provides that any personfication or revocation and reissuance is
who knowingly makes any false state-mandatory.)
ment, representation, or certification (4) ,~[onitoring reports. Monitoring re-
in any record or other document sub- suits shall be reported at tile intervals .. :"..
mitted or required to be maintainedspecified elsewhere in this permit.
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(i) Monitoring results must be re- (C) Violation of a maximum dail\"
ported on a Discharge Monitoring I~e-discharooe limitation for an\’ of the poi-
port (DMF~)or. forms provided or speci-lutants listed by the Director in the
fled by the Director I~or reportin~ re-permit to be reported within 2~ hours.
sults ~f monitorin~ of sludg~e use or dis-(See §
posal practices. (iii) The Director may waive the

(ii) If the permittee monitors anywritten report on a case-by-case basis
pollutant more frequently than re-for reports under paragrapt’~ (i)(6)(ii) of
quired by the permit using test proce-this section if" the oral report has been
dures approved under 40 CFR part 136received within 24 hours.
or, in the case of sludge use or disposal,(7) Other noncompliance. The permit-
approved under 40 CFR part 136 unlesstee shall report all instances of" non-
otherwise specified in ~0 CFR part 503,compliance not reported under para-
or as specified in the permit, the re-~raphs (1)(4). (5), and (6)of this section,
suits of this monitoring shall be in-at the time monitoring reports are sub-
cluded in the calculation and reportingmitred, The reports shall contain the
of the data submitted in the DMR orinlbrmation listed in paragraph (1)(6) of
sludge reportin~ form specified by thethis section.
Director. (8) Other infbrmation. Where tile per-

(iii) Calculations for all limitationsmittee becomes aware that it failed to
which require a\,eragin~ of measure-submit an~,," relevant facts i~ a permitments shall utilize an arithmetic meanapplicatior~, or submitted incorrect in-
unless otherwise specified b\’ tile Direc-formation
tot in the permit. any report to the Director. it shaI!(5) Compliance schedules. Reports ofpromptly submit such facts or informa-
compliance or noncompliance with, ortion. "

anYfin.al progreSSrequirementsreportScontainedOn, interimin an}’and(m) Bypass--(1) Definitions. (i) Bypass
compliance schedule of this permitmeans the intentional di\ersion of

..... shall be submitted no later than 14waste streams from any portion of a
:’ cla\’s fo|lowing each schedule date. treatment facility,

(’6) Twenty-£our hour reportir~. (i) The (ii) Severe propert.v damaoaemeans sub-
permittee shall report any noncompli-stantiaI physical damage to property,
ance which may endanger health or thedamage to tile treatment facilities
en\’ironment, An\’ information shall bewhich causes them to become inoper-
provided orall\.’ within 24 hours fromable. or substantial and permanent toss
the time the l~ermittee becames awareof natural resources which can reason-
of the circumstances. A written sub-ably be expected to occur in the ab-
mission st~all also be provided \vithin 5sence of a b.vpass. Severe property
days of the time the permittee becomesdamage does not mean economic loss
aware of the circumstances. The writ-caused by dela\’s in production.
ten submission shall contain a descrip-(2) B.vpass not exceedinR limitations.
tion of the noncompliance and itsThe permittee may allow any bypass to
cause; the period of noncompliance, in-occur which does not cause effluent
cluding exact dates and times, and if’limitations to be exceeded, but only if
the noncompliance has not been cot-it also is for essential maintenance to
rected, the anticipated time it is ex-assure efficient operation. These by-
pected to continue; and steps taken orpasses are not subject to the provisions
planned to reduce, eliminate, and pre-of paragraphs (m)(3) and (m)(4) of this
vent reoccurrence of the nol~compli-section.
ance. (3) ~\~otice--(i) Anticipated b.vpass. [f

(ii) The following shall be included asthe permi~tee knows in advance of ti~e
information which must be reportedneed for a bypass, it shall submit prior
within 24 hours under this paragraph, notice, if possible at least ten days be-

(A) Any unanticipated bypass whichfore the date of the bypass.
exceeds anv effluent limitation in the(ii) Unanticipated bypass. Tile permit-
permit. (See §122,41(g), tee shall submit notice of an unantici-

(B) Any upset which exceeds any ef-pared bypass as required in paragraph
fluent limitation in the permit, (1)(6) of this section (24-hour notice).
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(4) Prohibition of b.vpass. (i) Bypass isneous operating logs, or other relevant
prohibited, and the Director may takeevidence that: :.
enforcement ~ction against a permit-(i) An upset occurred and that the
tee for bypass, unless: permittee can identify the cause(s) of~

(A) B.vpass was unavoidable to pre-the upset:
vent loss of life, personal injury, or se- (ii) The permitted facility’ was at the
vere property damage; time bein~ properly operated: and

(B) There were no feasible alter-(iii) The permittee submitted notice
~atives to the bypass, such as the useof the upset as required in paragraph
~f" auxiliar\’ treatment facilities, reten-(l) (6) (ii) (B) of this section (24 hour no-
tion ol" untreated wastes, or mainte-rice).
nance durin~ normal periods of equip-(iv) The permittee complied with any
ment downtime, This condition is notremedial measures required under
satisfied if adequate back-up equip-paragraph (d) of this section.
ment should have been installed in the(4) Burden of proof. [n any enforce-
exez’cise of reasonable engineeringment proceeding the permittee seeking
.judgment to prevent a bypass which oc-to establish the occurrence of an upset
cuffed durin~ normal periods of equip-has the burden of proof.
ment downtime or preventive mainte-
nance: and (Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C. 1251et seq.). Safe

DrinkinB Water Act (42 U.S.C. 300let seq.),(C) The permittee submitted noticesClean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 1401 et seq.). Re-
as required tuader paragraph (m)(3) ofsource Conservation and Recover,v Act
~his section. U.S.C, 6901 et seq))

(ii) The Director may approve an an-
ticipated bypass, after considering itsI~8 FR 14153. Apr. I. 1983. as amended at 48

FR 39~20. Sept. 1. 1983; 49 FR 38049, Sept. 26,
adverse effects, if the Director deter-1984:50 FR 451~. Jan, 31, 1985:50 tvR 6940, Feb.
mines that it will meet the three con-19, 1985:54 FR 255. Jan. 4. 1989:54 FR 18783.
ditions listed above in paragraphMay 2, 1989]
(m)(4)(i) of this section.

(n) Upset--(l) Definition. Upset means§ 122.42 Additional conditions appli-
an exceptional incident in which there cable to specified categories of
is unintentional and temporary non- NPDES permits (applicable to State
compliance with technologs" based per- NPDES programs, see §123,~5),

mit effluent limitations because of fac-Tire following conditions, in addition
rots be\’ond the reasonable control ofto those set forth in g22.41, apply to
the pe~tmittee. An upset does not in-all NPDES permits within the cat-
elude noncompliance to the extentegories specified below:
caused bs’ operational error, improp-(a) Existing manufacturing, commercial.
erlv designed treatment facilities, in-mitring, and sih’icultural d.ischar~ers. [n
adequate treatment facilities, lack. ofaddition to the reporting requirements
preventi\’e maintenance, or careless orunder §122.41(1). all existing manufac-
improper operation, turing, commercial, mining, a.nd sil-

(2) Effect of an upset. An upset con-vicultural dischargers must notify the
~titutes an affirmative defense to anDirector as soon as they know or have
action brought for noncompliance withreason to believe:
such. technology based permit effquent (1) That any activity has occurred or
limitations if’the requirements of’para-will occur" which would result in the
p~raph (n)(3) of this section are met. Nodischarge, on a ~routine or frequent
determination made durin~ adminis-basis, of an\" toxic pollutant which is
trative review of’ claims that non-not limited in the permit, if’ that dis-
compliance was caused by upset, andcharge will exceed the higi]est of the
before an action for noncompliance, isfollowin~ "notification levels":
final administrative action sub.ject to (i) One hundred micrograms per liter
,judicial review. (100 ,u g/l);

(3) Conditions ~ecessarv for a dem- (ii) Two hundred micrograms per
~tlstration of upset, A permittee wholiter’ (200 ~ ~/l) for acrolein and acrylo-
wishes ~o establish the affirmative de-nitrile: five hundred micrograms per
iense of’ upset shall demonstrate,liter" (500 ~ g!!) for 2,4-dinitropl~enol and "
rhrou~oh properly si~ned, contempora-for 2-methyl-~.6-dinitrophenol: and one
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milligram per literl ra!!l) for anti- agement program that are established
runny; as permit conditions:

(iii) Five (5)ttimes the maximum con-(2) Proposed changes to the storm
centration value reported for that pol-water management programs that are
lutant in the permit application in ac-established as permit condition. Such
cordance ~vith ~122.21(~)(7); or proposed changes shall be consistent

(iv) The level established by the Di-with ~122.26(d)(2)(iii) of this part: and
rector in accordance with ~I22.44(~. (3) Revisions. i~ necessary, to the as-(2) That any activity has occurred or
will occur w~ich would result in anysessment of controls and the fiscal

discharge, on a non-routine or infr~-analysis reported in the permit appli-

quent basis, of a toxic pollutant whichcation under ~I22.26(d)(2)(iv) and

is not limited in the permit, if that dis-(d)(2)(v) of this part;

charge will exceed the highest of the(4) A summary" of data, including
following "notification levels"" monitoring data. that is a(’cumu[ated

(i) Five hundred micrograms per literthroughout ~he reporting 3ear:
(500 g g/l): (5) Annual expenditures and budget

(ii) One milligram per liter (1 rag/l)for year following each annual report"
fbr antimony: (6) A summary describin~ the number

(iii) Ten (I0) times the maximum and nature of enforcement ac~ion~, in-
concentration value reported for thatspections, and public education pro-
pollutant in the permit application in~rams:
accordance with ~ 122.21(~) (7) (7) Identification of wa~er (luali~’ ira-

(iv) The level established by the Di-provements or degradation:
rector in accordance with ~122.44(fl. (d) Storm water dischac~es, The initial

(b) Public~vow~ed treatment works.All permits for discharges composed en-
POTWs must provide adequate notice~irelv of storm water issued pursuant
to the Director of the fbllowing:

(1) Any ne~v introduction of pollut-
to 5f22.26(e)(7) of this part shall require

" -" ants into the POTW from an indirectcompliance with the conditions of ~l~e

"" d~scharger which would be subject topermit as expeditiously as practicable.
section 301 or 306 of CWA if it were di-but in no event later than three year’s

rectlv discharging those pollutants: after the date of issuance of the per-
and mit,

(2) Any substantial change in the vol-1~8 ["N I~153. Apr. 1. 1983. as mnended at 49
ume or character of i~ollutants being l"N 38049. ~ept. 26 1984:50 ["N ,15l,l, .l~u~. 31,
introduced into that POTW by a source1985. 55 [.’R 48073 Nov. 16, 199~}: 57 l.’R 60448,
introducing pollutants into the POTWDec. IS. 1992]
at the time of issuance of the permit.

(3) For purposes of this paragraph,~122.43 Establishing permit conditions
adequate notice shall include informa- (applicable to State programs, see
tion on (i) the quality and quantity of ~123.25),
effluent introduced into the POTW, and (a) [n addition to condition~ i’equired
(ii) any anticipated impact of the in all permits (~122.41 and 122.42), the
change on the quantity or quality of el-Director shall establish conditions, as
fluent to be discharged from the required on a case-by-case basis, to
POTW. provide fbz" and assure compliance ~xith

(c) h,lunicoal separate storm sewer svs-~ll applicable requirements ol’ CWA andterns. The operator of a large or me-regulations. These shall include condi-dium municipal separate storm sewer
tic~s under ~122.46 (durario~ ~f’ per-system or a municipal separate storm

sewer that has been designated by themits), 122.47(z~) (schedules ~1" cmnpli-

Director under ~122.26(a)(1)(v) of thisante). 122.48 (monitoring), zu~d fbr EPA

part must submit an annual report b~’permits only !22.47(b) {z~lternates

the anniversary of the date of theschedule of compliance)and [22,,19 (con-

issuance of the permit for such system,siderations under Federal law).
The report shall include: (b)(1) For a State issued permit, an

(1) The status of in~plementing theapplicable requirement is a State star-
components of the storm water man-utorv or regulatory requirement which
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takes effect prior to final administra-(b)(1) Other effluent limitations and
rive disposition of a permit. For a per-standards under sections 301. 302, 303,
mit issued by. EPA. an app.licable re-307. 318 and 405 of CWA. [f an~" applica-
quirement is a statutor\’ or regulatoryb[e toxic effluent standard or prohibi-
requirement (including" anv interimtion (including any schedule of" compli-
final regulation) which takes effectance specified in such effluent standard
prior to the issuance of the permit (ex-or prohibition) is promulgated under
cept as provided in §[24.86(c) forsection 307(a) of CWA for a toxic pollut-
NPDES permits being processed underant and that standard or prohibition is
subpart E or F of part 12~). Sectionmore stringent than any limitation on
124.1~ (reopening of comment period)the pollutant in the permit, the Direc-
provides a means ~or reopening EPAtot shall institute proceedings under
permit proceedings at the discretion ofthese regulations to modify or revoke
the Director where new requirementsand reissue the permit to conform to
become effective durin~ the permittin8the toxic effluent standard or prohibi-.
process and are of sufficient magnitude
to make additonal proceedings desir-tion. See also §122.11(a).

able. l~or State and EPA administered(2) Standards fbr sewage sludg, e use or

programs, an applicable requirement isdisposal under section 405(d) of the CWA

also any requirement whi.ch takes el-unless those standards have been in-
cluded in a permit issued under tile ap-f’ect prior to the modification or rev-

ocation and reissuance o£ a permit, topropriate provisions of subtitle C of the

the extent allowed in §122.62. Solid Waste Disposal Act. Part C of

(2) New or reissued permits, and toSafe Drinkin~ Water Act, tile Marine
the extent allowed under §122.62 modi-Protection. Research. and Sanctuaries
~ied or revoked and reissued permits,Act of 1972. or the Clean Air Act. or
shatl incoroporate each of the applicableunder State permit programs appro\’ed
requirements referenced in §§122.~4 andby the Administrator. When there are

(c) incorporation. All permit condi- sludge use or disposal, the permit may
tions shall be incorporated either ex-include requirements developed on a
pressly or b.v reference. [f incorporatedcase-by-case basis to protect public
by reference, a specific citation to thehealth and the environment from any
applicable regulations or requirementsadverse effects which may occur from
must be ~i\’en in the permit, toxic pollutants in sewage sludge. If"

any applicable standard for sewage
§122.44 Establishing limitations, sludge use o," disposal is promulgated

standards, and other permit condi-
tions (applicable to State NPDESunder section ,t05(d) of the CWA and

programs, see §123.25). that standard is more stringent than

[n addition to tile conditions estab-
any limitation on the pollutant or
practice in the permit, the Director

lished under §122.43(a), each NPDESma\" initiate proceedings under" thesepermit shall include conditions meet- ’
ing the following requirements whenregulations to modify or revoke and re-

issue the permit to conform to theapplicable.
(a) Technolog.v-based effluent limita- standard for sewage sludge use or dis-

tions and standards based on effluentposal.

[imitations and standards promulgated (c) Reopener clause: for any discharger

under section 301 of CWA or new sourcewithin a primary industry category

performance standards promulgated(see appendix A), requirements under

tinder section 306 of CWA, on case-by-section 307(a)(2) of CWA as follows:
case effluent limitations determined(i) On or before June 30. 1981: (i) [f ap-
under section 402(a)(l) of CWA. or on aplicable standards or limitations have
combination of the two. in accordancenot vet been promulgated, the permit
with §125.3. For new sources or new dis-shall" include a condition stating that.
chargers, these technology based limi-if’ an applicable standard or limitation
rations and standards are subject tois promulgated under sections 301(b)(2) ....
tile provisions of ~122.29(d) (protection (C) and (D), 304(b)(2). and 307(a)(2) and
period), that effluent standard or limitation is ,
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more stringent than any effluent limi-tion to or more stringent than promui-
ration in the permit or controls a pol-gated effluent limitations guidelines or
lutant not limited in the permit, thestandards under sections 301. 304. 306.
permit shall be promptly modified or307, 318 and 405 of CWA necessary to:
revoked and reissued to conform to(1) Achieve water quality standards
that effluent standard or limitation, established under section 303 of the

(ii) If applicable standards or limita-CWA, including State narrative cri-
tions have been promulgated or ap-teria for water" quality.proved, the permit shall include those
standards or limitations. (if EPA ap- (i) Limitations must control all pol-

proves existing effluent limitations orlutants or pollutant parameters (either-

decides not to develop new" effluentconventional, nonconventional, or
limitations, it witl publish a notice intoxic pollutants) which the Director
the FEDERAL I~EGISTER that the limita-determines are or may be discharged at
tions are "approved" for the purpose ofa level which will cause, have the tea-
this regulation.) sortable potential to cause, or contrib-

(2) On or after the statutory deadlineute to an excursion above any State
set forth in section 301(b)(2) (A), (C),water quality standard, includin~
and (E) of CWA. any permit issuedState narrative criteria for water qual-
shall include effluent limitations toity.
meet the requirements of section (ii) When determining whether a dis-
301(b)(2) (A). (C), (D), (E), (F), whethercharge causes, has the reasonable po-
or not applicable effluent limitationstential to cause, or contributes to an
guidelines have been promulgated orin-stream excursion above a narrative
approved. These permits need not in-or numeric criteria within a State ’
corporate the clause required by para-water qualit.v standard, the permitting
graph (c)(1) of this section.

(3) The Director shall promptly rood-
authority shall use procedures which
account for existing controls on point

ify or revoke and reissue any permitand nonpoint sources of pollution, the...,".-::~, containing the clause required under
-~-: paragraph (c)(i) of this section to in-variability of the pollutant or pollut-

corporate an applicable effluent stand-ant parameter in the effluent, the sen-

ard or limitation under sections sitivit\" of the species to toxicity test-

301(b)(2) (C) and (D), 304(b)(2) andin,~ (when evaluating whole effluent
307(a)(2) which is promul~ated or ap-toxicit.v), and where appropriate, the
proved after the permit is issued if thatdilution of tl~e effluent in the receiving
effluent standard or limitation is morewater.
stringent than any effluent limitation (iii) When the permitting authority
in the permit, or controls a pollutantdetermines, usin~ the procedures in
not limited in the permit, paragraph (d)(l)(ii) of this section, that

(~) For any permit issued to a treat-a discharge causes, has the reasonable
ment works treatin~ domestic sewagepotential to cause, or contributes to an
(including"sludge-only facilities"), the in-stream excursion above the’allow-
Director shall include a reopener able ambient concentration of a State
clause to incorporate any applicablenumeric crite~’ia within a State water

.,.standard for sewage sludge use or dis-qualit.v standt~rd for an individual pol-
posal promulgated under section 405(d)lutant, the permit must contain efflu-
of the CWA. The Director may prompt-ent limits for that pollutant.
1>" modify or revoke and reissue any(i\’) When the permitting authority ’
permit containing the reopener clause
required t)y this paragraph if the stand-determines, using the procedures in

ard for sewage sludge use or disposal isparao~raph (d)(l)(ii) of this section, that

more stringent than any requirementsa discharge causes, has the reasonable

for sludge use or disposal in the permit,potential to cause, or contributes to an

or controls a pollutant or practice notin-stream excursion above the numeric’

limited in the permit, criterion for- whole effluent toxicity,
(d) Water qualit.v standards and Statethe permit must contain effluent lira-

requirements: any requirements in addi-its for whole effluent toxicity.
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(v) Except as provided in this sub-(C) Establish effluent limitations on
paragraph, when the permitting au-an indicator parameter for the pollut-
thority determines, using the proce-ant of concern, provided:
dures in paragraph (d)(l)(ii)of this sec- (1) The permit identifies which pol-
tion. toxicity testing data, or other in-lutants are intended to be controlled
fbrmation, that a discharge causes, hasby the use of the effluent limitation:
the reasonable potential to cause, or(Z) The fact sheet required by g24.56
contributes to an in-stream excursion sets forth the basis for the l~mit, in-
above a narrative criterion within ancluding a finding that compliance with
applicable State water quality stand-the effluent limit on the indicator pa-
ard. the permit must contain effluentrameter will result in controls on the
limits for whole effluent toxicity. Lira-pollutant of concern which are suffi-
its on whole effluent toxicity are notcient to attain and maintain applicable
necessary where the permitting au-water quality standards;
tl~ority ~lemonstrates in the fact sheet (~ The permit requires all effluent

or statement of basis of the NPDESand ambient monitoring necessary to
show that during the term of the per-permit, using the procedures in para-

~oraph (d)(l)(ii) of this section, thatmit the limit on the indicator param-

chemical-specific limits for the efflu-eter continues to attain and maintain
ent are sufficient to attain and main-applicable water quality standards: and

tain applicable numeric and narrative(#) The permit contains a reopener

State water quatit_v standards, clause allowing the permitting author-

(vi) Where a State has not estab-ity to modif\, or revoke and reissue the

lished a water quality criterion for a
permit if tt~e limits on the indicator

specific chemical pollutant that isparameter no longer attain and main-
rain applicable water quality stand-present in an effluent at a concentra-
ards.tion that causes, has the reasonable po-(vii) When developing water quality-

tential to cause, or contributes to anbased effluent limits under this para-excursion above a narrative criteriongraph the permitting authority shall
within an applicable State water qual- -ensure that:
it\" standard, the permitting authority (A) The level of water quality to be
must establish effluent limits usingachieved by limits on point.sources es-
one or more of the following options: tablished under this paragraph is de-

(A) Establish effluent limits using arived f’rom, and complies with all appli-
calculated numeric water quality cri-cable water quality standards: and
tevion for the pollutant which the per- (B) Effluent limits developed to pro-
mitring authorit\" demonstrates willtect a narrative water quality cri-
attain and maintain applicable nar-teflon, a numeric water quality cri-
rative water quality criteria and willterion, or both. are consistent ~vith the
fuII.v protect the designated use. Suchassumptions and requirements of any
a criterion may be derived using a pro-available wasteload allocation for the
posed State criterion, or an explicitdischarge prepared by the State and
State policy or regulation interpretingapproved by EPA pursuant to 40 CFF~
its narrative water quality criterion,130.7.
supplemented with other relevant in-(2) Attain or maintain a specified
formation which may include: EPA’swater quality through water quality
Water Qualit.v Standards Handbook.related effluent limits established
October 1983, risk assessment data, exounder section 302 of CWA;
posure data, information about the pol- (3) Conform to the conditions to a
lutant f’rom the Food and Drug Admin-State certification under sectibn 401 of
istration, and current EPA criteriathe CWA that meets the requirements
documents: or of" §124.53 when EPA is the permittinB

(B) Establish effluent limits on aauthority’. If a State certification is
case-by-case basis, usin~ EPA’s waterstayed by a court of competent juris-
quality criteria, published under sec-diction or an appropriate State board
tion 30~(a) of the CWA, supplementedor a~ency, EPA shall notify the State
where necessary by other relevant in-that the A~enc.v will deem certifi- ’:
formation: or cation waived unless a finally effective
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State certification is received withintreatment requirements app[’op~’iate to
sixty days from the date of the notice,the permittee under § 125.3(c): or
if the State does not forward a finally(2) The requirement that the limita-
effective certification within the sixtytions control the pollutants meetin~o
day period, EPA shall include condO-the criteria of paragraph (e)(1) of this
tions in the permit that may be nec-section will be satisfied by:
essary to meet EPA’s obligation under(i) Limitations on those pollutants:
section 301(b) (1) (C) of the CWA: or

(4) Conform to applicable water qual-(ii) Limitations on other" pollutants
ity requirements under section ~0i(a)(2)which, in the.iudgment of the Director.
of CWA when the discharge affects awill provide treatment of tile polIut-
State other than the certif~,in~ State:ants under paragraph (e)(1) of this sec-

(5) incorporate any more stringenttion to the levels required by
[imitations. treatment standards, or (f) Notification level. A "’notification
schedule of compliance requirementslevel" which exceeds the notification
established under Federal or State |awlevel of §122.’42(a) (1) (i), (ii) or (iii). upon
or regulations in accordance with sec-a petition from the permittee or on the
tion 301(b) (1) (C) of CWA; Director’s initiative. This new notifica-

(6) Ensure consistenc~" with the re-tion level may not exceed the level
quirements of a Water (~uality Manage-which can be achieved b\ the tech-
ment plan approved by EPA under sec-no|o[gy-based treatment requirements
tion 208(b) of CWA: appropriate to the permittee under

(7) incorporate section 403(c) criteria§ 125.3(c)under part 125. subpart M. for ocean
(g) TwenO,°-fbur hour repor~in,~.PolIut-discharges;

(8) incorporate alternative effluent
ants for which the permittee must re-
port violations of maximum daily dis-limitations or standards where war-charge limitations         underranted by "fundamentally different

factors," under 40 CFR part 125. sub-§122.41(1)(6)(ii)(C) (24-hour reporting)
shall be listed in the permit. This list":".:.... part D;~:".:" shall include any toxic pollutant or--," (9) Incorporate an\’ other appropriatehazardous substance, or an\’ pollutant

requirements, conditions, or limita-specifically identified as th~ method to
tions (other than effluent limitations)control a toxic pollutant or hazardousinto a new source permit to the extentsubstance.
allowed by the National Environmental
Policy Act. 42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq, and(h) Durations for permits, as set forth

section 511 of the CWA, when EPA isin §122.46.

the permit issuing authorit\’. (See (i) ,.\[onitorin~ requirement~, In addi-

§ 122.29(c)). tion to §122.48. the following monitor-

(e) Technolog.v-based controls tbr to.\’k"in~4 requirements:

pollutants. Limitations established (1) To assure compliance with permit
under paragraphs (a). (b). or’ (d) of thislimitations, requirements to monitor:

section, to control pollutants meeting (i) The mass (or other measu.rement
the criteria |isted in paragraph (e)(l) of"specified in the permit) for ezwh pollut-
this section. Limitations will be estab-ant limited in the permit:
lished in accordance with paragraph(ii) Tile volume of effluent discharged
(e)(2) of this section. An explanation offi’om each outfall:
the development of these limitation,~ (iii) Other measurements as appro-
shall be included in the f~ct sheetpriate including pollutants in internal
under §124.56(b)(1)(i). waste streams under §122.45(.i): pollut-

(1) Limitations must control all toxicants in intake water for ~et limita-
pollutants which tile Director deter-tions under §122.45(f); frequency, rate
mines (based on information reportedof" discharge, e~c., for noncontinuous
in a permit application under discharges under §122.45(e); pollutants
§122.21(g)(7) or (10) or in a notificationsub.ject to notification requirements
under §122,42(a)(1) or on other informa- under §I22.,!2(a): and pollutants in sew-
tion) are or may be discharged at aage sludge or other monitoring as spec-
level greater than the level which cm~ified in 40 CFR part 503: or as deter-
be achieved by ~he technolog.v-basedmined to be necessary on a case-by-
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case basis pursuant to section 405(d)(4)compliance wi~h the plan and the per- . ¯ .
of tl~e CWA, mit. and identifying an\" incidents of

(ix’) Accordh.~g to test procedures ap-non-compliance:
provect under 40 CFR part 136 for the(iii) Such report and certification be
analyses of pollutants having approvedsigned in accordance with §122.22: and
methods under that part, and accord-(ix,) Permits for storm water dis-
ing to a test procedure specified in thecharges associated with industrial
permit for pollutants with no approvedtivity from inactive mining operations
methods, may, where annual inspections are im-

(2) Except as provided in parasraphspracticable, require certification once
(i)(4) and (i)(5) of this section, require-every, three years by a Registered Pro-
n~ents r~ report monitorin~ resultsfessional Engineer that the facility is
~,hnll be established on a case-by-casein compliance with the permit, or al-
bt~sis with a frequenc.v dependent onternative requirements.
the nature and effect of the discharge,(5) Permits which do not require tile
but in no case less than once a year.submittal of monitorin~ result reports
[:or sewage sludge use or disposal prac-at least annually shall require that the
rices, requirements to monitor and re-permittee report all instances of non-
port results shall be established on acompliance    not    reported    under
case-b\’-case basis with a frequency de-§122.~i(1) (i), (~). (5). and (6) at least an-
pende~t on the nature and effect of thenuallv.
~ewa~e sludge use or disposal practice;(j) Pretreatment laro~ram for POTHZs.
mininlall\" this shall be as specified inRequirements for POTWs to:
40 CFR part 503 (where applicable), but(1) [denti~’, in terms of character andin no case less than once a year.

volume of pollutants, any significant(3) Requirements to report monitor-indirect discharp~ers into the POTWing results for storm water dischargessub.jecr to pretreatment standardsassociated with industrial activity
which are sub.ject to an effluent limit~- part under .103. section 307(b) of CWA and 40 CFR
tion ~uideline shall be established on a
case-by-case basis with a frequency" de-(2) Submit t~ local program when re- ~":".~

pende~’~t on the nature and effect of thequired b\ and in accordance with 40

discharge, bur in no case less than onceCFR part 403 ro assure compliance with

~ \’ear, pretreatment standards to the extent

’(4) [~equirements to report monitor-aptHic~d)te tn~der section 307(b). The

ing results for storm water dischar~oeslocal program shall be incorporated

associated with industrial activit\into the permit as described in 40 CFR

(other than those addressed in para-parr 403, The program shall require all

grapt~ (i)(3)of this section)st~all be es-indirec~ discl~ar~ers to the POTW to

tablished on a case-by-case basis with acomply" with the reportin8 require-

frequency dependent on tile nature andments of 40 CFR part 403.

effect of tile discharge. At a minimum.(3) For POTWs which are "sludl~e-
a permit for such a discharge must re-only facilities," a requirement "to de-

quire: velop a pretreatment program under 40

(iO*The discharger to conduct an an-CFR part 403 when the Director deter-
mines that a pretreatment prop~ram isnual inspection of" the facilit\" site to

identify areas contributin~ to a stormnecessar\’ to assure compliance with
Section 405(d) of" the CWA.water discharge associated with indus-

(k)~~agement~to con-trial activity and evaluate whether
n~easures to reduce pollutant loadingstrol ~:n--tftr~T0--~]e ~of pollut-
identified in a storm water pollutionants when:
prevention plan are adequate and prop-(1) Authorized under section 304(e) of
e~’l\" implemented in accordance withCWA f’or the control of toxic pollutants
th~ terms of the permit or whether ad-and hazardous substances from ancil-
ditional control measures are needed:lar3, industrial activities;

(ii) The discharger to maintain for a(2) Numeric effluent limitations are
period of three vears a record summa-infeasible, or
rizin~ the result’s of the inspection and(3) Tile practices are reasonably nec- ~,~"
a certif’ication that the facilit\’ is inessarx’ to achieve effluent limitations
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and standards or to cart\’ out the put-(E) The permittee has installed the
poses and intent of CWA, treatment facilities required to meet

(1) Reissued t~.rmits. (1) Except as pro-the effluent limitations in the previous
vided in paragraph (1)(2) of this sectionpermit and has properl,v operated and
when a permit is renewed or reissued,maintained the facilities but has nev-
interim effluent limitations, standardsertheless been unable to achieve the
or conditions must be at least as strin-previous effluent limitations, in which
gent as the final effluent limitations,case the limitations in the reviewed,
standards, or conditions in the pre-reissued, or modified permit may re-
vious permit (unless the circumstancesflect the level of pollutant control ac-
on which the previous permit wastually achieved (but shall not be less
based have materially and substan-stringent than required b\’ effluent
tially changed since the time the per-guidelines in effect at the time cff per-
mit was issued and would constitutemit renewal, reissuance, or modifica-
cause for permit modification or rev-lion).
ocation and reissuance under§122,62.) (ii) Limitations. In no event ma\’ a

(~) [n the case of effluent limitationspermit with respect to which para-
established on the basis of Sectiongraph (1)(2) of this section applies be
402(a)(1)(B) of the CWA. a permit ma~,"renewed, reissued, or modified ro con-
not be renewed, reissued, or modifiedlain an effluent limitation which is
on the basis of effluent guidelines pro-less stringent than required b\’ eff]uent
mulgated under section 304(b) subse-guidelines in effect at the time the per-
quent to the original issuance of suchmit is renewed, re,~ssued, or modified.
permit, to contain effluent limitations[n no event may such a permit to dis-
which are tess stringent than the com-charge into waters be renewed, issued.
parable effluent limitations in the pre-or modified to contain a les~ stringent
vious permit, effluent limitation if the implementa-

(i) Exceptions--A permit with respect lion of such limitation would result in
to which paragraph (t)(2) of this sectiona violation of a water quality standard

... ,.:. applies may be rene~ved, reissued, orunder section 303 applicable to such
-~,, modified to contain a less stringent el-waters,

fluent limitation applicable to a pol- (m) Privately owned treatment ~orks.
lutant, if~ For a privatel~, owned treatment

(A) Material and substantial alter-works, any conditions expressly appli-
ations or additions to the permitted fa-cable to an\’ user. as a limited co-per-
cility occurred after permit issuancemittee, tha’t may be necessar\" in the
which,justin’ the application of a lesspermit issued to the treatment work,~
stringent effluent limitation: to e~sure compliance witt~ applicable

(B)(I) Information is available whichrequirements under this part. Alter-
was not available at the time of permit natively, the Director ma\’ issue sepa-
issuance (other than revised re~ula-rate permits to the treatment works
lions, guidance, or test methods) andand to its users, or may require a sepa-
which would have justified the applica-rate permit application from any user,
lion of a less stringent effluent limita-The Director’s decision to issue a per-
tion at the time of permit issuance: ormit ~ith no conditions applicable to

(2) The Administrator determinesany user. to impose conditions on one
that technical mistakes or mistakenor n~ore users, to issue separate per-
interpretations of law were made inmils. or to require separate applica-
issuing the permit under section tions, and the basis for that decision.
402(a)(1)(b): shall be stated in the fact sheet for the

(C) A less stringenteffluent limita- draft permit f’m" the treatment ~vnrks.
lion is necessary because of events over(n) Grants. An\’ conditions imposed in
which the permittee has no control andgrants made b.~" the Administrator to
for which there is no reasonabI\" avail-POTWs under sections 201 and 204 of
able remedy: CWA which are reasonably necessary

(D) The permittee has received a per-for the achievement of effluent limita-
mit modification under section 30l(c),lions under section 301 of CWA.
30l(g). 301(h), 301(i). 301(k). 301(n). or(n) Sewa~oe sludge. Requirements
316(a); or under section 405 of CWA ~on\,erning the
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disposal of sewage sludge from publiclycapacity but rather upon a reasonable
owned treatment works or any othermeasure of actual production of the fa-
treatment works treating domesticcility. For new sources or new dis-
sewage for ar~y use for which regula-chargers, actual production shall be es-
tions have been established, in accord-timated using projected production.
ante with any applicable regulations. The time period of the measure of pro-

(p) Coast Guard. When a permit is duction shall correspond to the time
issued to a facility that may operate atperiod of the calculated permit limita-
certain times as a means of transpor-tions; for example, monthly production
ration over water, a condition that theshall be used to calcuI’ate average
discharge shall comply with any appli-monthly discharge limitations.
cable regulations promulgated by the(ii)(Ai(l) The Director may include a
Secretary oF the department in whichcondition establishing alternate permit
tl~e Coast Guard is operating, that es-limitations, standards, or prohibitions
tablish specifications for safe transpor-based upon anticipated increased (not
ration, handlinp~, carriage, and storaseto exceed maximum production capa-
of" pollutants, bility) or decreased production levels.

(q) ~Vavi~ation. Any conditions that (21 For the automotive manufacturin~
the Secretary" of the Army considersindustry only. the Regional Adminis-
necessary to ensure that navigationtrator shall, and the State Director
and ancl~ora~e will not be substantiallymay establish a condition under pard-
impaired, in accordance with §124.58. graph (b) (2) (ii) (A) (1) of this section if

(r) Great Lakes. When a permit isthe applicant satisfactorily dem-
issued to a ~acilit,v that discharges intoonstrates to the Director at the time
the Great Lakes System (as defined inthe application is submitted that its
40 CFR I32.21. conditions promulgatedactual production, as indicated in para-
b,v the State. Tribe. or EPA pursuantgraph (b)(2)(i) of this section, is sub-
to 40 CFR part 132. stantiallv below maximum production
f,t8 FR 14153. Apt, 1, 1983, as amended at 49capabilit’y and that there is a reason-
[.’P, 31842. ,Au~4. 8, 1984:49 FR 38049. Sept. 26. able potential for an increase above ac-
1!184:50 [,’R 6940. Feb, 19, 1985 50 FR 791-7. Feb. tual production during the duration of
27. 1985. 34 [;R 256. Jan, 4. 1989:5.1 [.’R 18783, the permit,
.kla\ .~, 1989:34 I=.’R 23895. June 2. 1989:57 FR (B) if" the Dit’ector establishes permit
I1413, Apr, 2, 1992:57 FR 33049 July 24. 1992.
60 F:R 15386, Mar. 23, 19951 conditions under paragraph (b) (Z) (ii) (A)

of this section:
§ 122.45. Calculating NPDES permit(I) The permit shall require the per-

conditions (applicable to Statemirtee to notify the Director at least
NPDES programs, see §123.25). two business d~ys prior to a month in

(a) Outfalls and discharge points. All which the permittee expects to operate
permit effluent limitations, standardsat a level t~igher than the lowest pro-
and prohibitions shall be estahlishedduction level identified in the permit.
for each outfall or discharge point ofThe notice shall specify the antici-
the permitted facilit.v, except as other-pared level and the period during"which
wise provided under §122.44(k) (BMPsthe permittee expects to operate at the
where limitations are infeasible) andalternate level. If the notice covers
paragraph (i) of this section (limita-more than one month, the notice shall
rions on internal waste stream~, specit~, the reasons for the anticipated

(b) Production-based limitations. (1) [n production level increase. New notice
the case of" POTWs, permit effluentof discharge at alternate levels is re-
limitations, standards., or prohibitionsquired to cover a period or production
shall be calculated based on designlevel not covered by prior notice or, if
f~ow. during two consecutive months other-

(2)(i) Except in the case of POTWs orwise covered by a notice, the produc-
as provided in paragraph (b)(2)(ii) of"tion level at the permitted facility
this section, calculation of an\’ permitdoes not in fact meet the higher level
limitations, standards, or proi~ibitionsdesignated in the notice.
which are based on production (or(2) The permittee shall comply with
other measure of operation) shall bethe limitations, standards, or prohibi- ,,.~:
based not upon the deM~ned productiontions that correspond to the lowest :..,.

693
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 2402, 401 M Street SW., Washington DG 1. M~micipal Separate Stoz’m Sewers
AGENCY - 20460. A reasonable fee may be charged 2. Effective Prohibition on Non-Storm

,.. for copying, Water Discharges

40 CFR Parts 122, 123, and 124 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CON’r&cT: 3..Site-Specific Ston~ Wate~ Quality
For further information on the role ManaRement ~ ~l~ ~Systems[FRL-3834-7] contact: Thomas J, Seaton0 Kevin Webs, 4. La~e and Medium Mmddp=l Ste~a" -

RIN 2040-/LA79 or Michael Mitchell Office of Wate~ Sewer Systems
Enforcement and Permits (,~N-336}, a. Overview of proposed option=

National Pollutant Discharge United States Environmental Protection comments
Elimination System Permit Application Agency, 401 M Street SW., Washington, b. l~efirdtion of large and medium
Regulations for Storm Water DC 20460, (202) 475-9518. mu~icipol separate storm sewer system

c. Response to commentsDischarges SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: H. Permit Application Requirements [or
AGENGY: Environmental Protection I. Background and Water Quality Concerns Large and Medium Municipal Systems
Agency (EPAI, IS. Water Quality Act of 1987 1. Implementing the Permit Program
ACTION: Final rule. IlL Remand of 1984 Regulations 2. Structm’e of Permit Applicatmn

IV. Codification Rule and Case-by-Case a. Part I Application
SUMMARY: Today’s Anal rule begins to DesiRnations b. ~ 2 Application
implement section 402(p} of the Clean~. V. Consent Decree of October 20, 1989 3. M~or Ouffalls
Water Act (CWA} (added by section 405 Vl. Today’s Final Rule and Response to 4. Field Screenin8 Program

Comments 5. Source Identificationof the Water Quality Act of 1987 A. Overview 8. Characterization of Discharges{WQA]}, which requires the B. Definition of Storm Water a. Screening Analysis for illicit Discharges
Environmental Protection Agency {F_,PA} C. Responsibility for Storm Water b. Representative Data
to establish regulations setting forth Discharges Associated with Industrial c. Loading and Concentration Estimates
National Pollutant Discharge Activity into Municipal Sops, rate Storm’ 7. Storm Water Quality Management Plans
Elimination System (NPDES} permit Sewe~ a, Measures to Reduce Pollutants in Runoff
application requirements fo~. storm D. ~e[iminary Permitting S~rategy t~or fi:om Commercial and Residentia! Areas
water discharges associated with Storm Water Discharges Associated wit~ b. Measures for Illicit Discharges and
industrial activity: discharges from a Industrial Activity Improper Disposal
municipal separate storm sewer system 1. Tier l--Baseline Permitting c. Measures to Reduce Pollutants in Storm

2. Tier 2uWatershed Permitting Water Discharges Associated withsewing a population of 250,000 or more; 3. Tier 3--[~dustw Specific Permitting Industrial Activity Ttm~ugh Mu~icipol
and discharges from municipal separate 4. Tier ~--Fa~dlity Specific Permitting Systems
storm sewer systems serving a 5. Relationship of Strategy to Permit d. Measm’es to Reduce pollutants in Runoff
population of IOO,OBO or more, but less Application Requirements from Construction Sitel
than 250,000, a. htdividual Permit Application Municipal Systems

Today’s rule also clarifies the Requirements 8..~J=essmant of Controls
requirements of section 401 of the WQA~ b. Group Application ,                     L Am~uai Report=
which amended CWA section 402(I}(2) c. Case.by-Case Requirements "~./q~.=lication Deadlines
to provide that NPDES permits shall not F_. Storm Water Discharge Samphire.8 "~q]. ~omic Impact

F. Storm Water Discharges As~ated VIII. Paperwork Reduction Actbe required for discharges of storm wit~ I~du~t~al Activity ,, - -. IX. Regulatow Flexibility Actwater ~moff from mining operations or 1. Permit Applicability ¯
oil and gas exploration, production, a. Storm Water Discharges Associated w~th ~JINq.EMF.NT~Y INFORMATION=
processing, or t~eatment operations or Industrial Activity to Water~ of the
transmission facilities, composed United States |. gac~gxolmd and Water
entirely of flows which are from b. Storm Wate~ Discharges Thtoul~
conveyances (includin8 but not limited Municipal Separate Storm Sewer~ The 19"72 amendm~nt~ to the Federal
to pipes, conduits, ditches, and �. Storm Water Di~:harges Throu~ Non- Water Pollution Conlzol A~ {re~erred to
channels} used for collecting and Municipal Storm Sewer~

2. Scope of "Associated with Indus~a] ~. . _ as t~e Clean Water Act m" CWA},conveying precipitation runoff and Activity" prohibit the discharge 0f any poLlu.t~t
which are not contaminated by contact 3. h~d~vidual Application Requirement= to navigable waters from ¯ ~int
with, or do not come Lnto contact with, 4. Group Applications ’ tmless the discern’go i~ authorized
any overburden, raw material a. Facilities Covered NPD~.,,S per~JL ~J]’ort~ to improve
intermediate product, finished produch b. _Scope of G,.mup App.lication . - ". ~iuality unde~ t~e NPDES p~’og~m.

c. L;toup Application ~equirement= traditionally and ndmadlv ~octmedbyproduct, or waste product located on
5. Group Application: Applicability f~ ’~: z.~tz~ z~ut~zZ~’; in ~e= ot "the site of such operations. "I~s rule sets

NPDES States .... " " -"" ~-~ ~ ’ ~    " ....forth NPDES permit applicatto~ . ~---.....I; ......=~.~..~,,--t P,,,~.,..’ .~’~ lm:~e, ss waste.w~.te~.l~
requirements addressing storm water ~’, Pemdt Applicability and Application= fo~ .~u~.C~ .~u~.lew,aRe. -~,m. [~’ogra~, _.
discharges associated with tndtmtzial OiL G~s and Mi~mg Operation= - . , " .:~p~sm oevelope~i zo~l.~umiler o~-~,activity and storm water discharRes ~. Gas and Oil O~eration~ .- : ~.. L= :~~rea~onl. At the o~set <}[ t~.e p~.m
from large and medium municipal b. Use of Reportable Quantities t0" ~..~,;..~,~?g’R,, m .a~. ,Iom’cel..@f im[ml’h’~! ~
separate storm sewer systems. Determine l~ i Storm Wat.e.r Di~;~:_-.~.’,.waatewater
I~AI"ES: This final rule becomes effective from =a Oil or Gas O~erat.ton.~ ~..~o. t Idequate|y
December 17, 1990. in accords.ace wi~ Contaminated
40 CFR 23,?., ~is rule shall be (~onsidered c. M~ln80pe~tions
final for purposes of judicial review on Coa=t~uction Activities :November 30, l~:JO, at I p.m. eastern ,, Permit applicttio~
daylight time. The public record is b,/u~d~i~tive burde~
located at EPA Headquarterl, EPA G, Mu~=!
Public Information Reference Unit, room System=
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developed for these discharges, it combined sewer overflow~s, and natural conducted separately at the local level
became evident that more diffuse and other sources, then combine but centrally reviewed, coordinated, and
sources (occurring over a wide area) of impacts to arrive at estimates of the guided.
water pollution, sudt es ~lgricalturel and relative percentage of State waters One focus of the NURP was to
ur~n runoff were al~o mu~or causes of affected by eacl~ source. In t~s manner, characterize the
water qualit~ problems, Some diffuse the relative importance of the various discharges ~rom separate storm:
sources of water pollution, such as sources of pollution that are causing use which drain
agricultural storm water discharges and impairmenta was assessed ar~l weighted and light industrial (industrial
irrigation return flows, ere atatutorily national averages were calculated. ~ites. The majority of
exempted from the NPUES pro¯ram. Based o~ 37 States that provided in the study were analyzed for ei~

Since enactment of the 1972 information on sources of po~ution, conventional pollutants and three.
amendments to the CWA. considering industrial process wastewaters were metals. Data collected under the NY31~
the rise of economic activity and cited as the cause of nonsupport for 7.5% indicated that on an annual loading
p~;pulation, sig’~ificant progress in el" Hears and streams, 10% of lakes, and basis, suspended solids in discharges
controlling water pollution has been 6% of estuaries. Municipal sewage was from separate storm sewers draining
made, particularly with regard to the cause of nonsupport for 13,% of rivers runoff f~om residential, commercial and
inth~strial process wasteweter and and streams, 5% lakes, 48% estuaries, light industrial areas are around a~
municipal sewage. Expenditures by 41% of the Great Lake shoreline, and order of magnitude greater than so~id=
EP,X,, the States, and local governments 11% of coastal waters. The Assessment discharges ~’om municipal secondar~
to construct and upgrade sewage concluded that pollution from diffuse sewage treatment plants. In addition,
treatment facilities have substantially sources, such as runoff ~rom agricultural the study indicated that annual ioadings
increased the population served by u~ban areas, construction sites, land of chemical oxygen demand {COD} are
higher levels of treatment. Backlogs of disposal and resoerce extraction, is comparable in magnitude to effluent
expired permits for industrial process cited by the States as ",.he leading cause from secondary sewage treatment
wastewater discharges have been of water quality impairmenL These plants. When aaal],’zin8 annual loadings
reduced. Continued improvements are sources appear to be increasingly associated with urban runoft’, it is
expected for these discharges as the important contributors of use important to recogrd~J~ that rlla::harge=
NI)DES program continues to place iznpairment as discharges of industrial of urban runoff are highly inte~lttenL
increasing emphasis on water quality- process wastewaters and murdcipal and that the short-term loadin~l
based pollution controls, especially for sewage plants come under increased associated with individua| eye.swill
toxic pollutants, control and as intensified data be high and may have shocldoadin8Although assessments of water collection effort~ provide additional effects on receiving water, such as low
quality are difficult t~ perform and information. Some examples of diffuse dissolved oxygen levels. NURP d~a
verify, several national assessments ofSOtLmeS cited a.~ causin8 use impairmentalso showed that fecal coliform counts
water quality are available. For the are: for river~ a~d atreara~, 9% from in urban nmoff are typically in the tram’
purpose of these assessments, u.d~an separate storm sewer~ fi’om = to htmds~da of thow=ande per 100 ml.of"
runoff was considered to ~e a diffuse construction and :t3% f/~an resottrce runoff during warm weather com/ilie~."
source or nonpoint suume pollution, extractiou; ~ lakes. 2&~ r~om separate altl~ ~i~ e~J8 ~edr~l~t f4~l~

From a l~al atandpoint, however, most. sto~m ~ewera and 26~-fm= land= colif~msF~o~ be the most., ¯ .,. -
urban runolT is dischar~ thro~1~ d~sposaJ; ~ l~e G~’eat Lakes ~hm-eJin~. aplx’~e It~tl’calo~ e~m~~’..
conveyances such as ~eparate storm. I0~ ~ separate alarm sewers. 34% identi~ Imtentia[ health
sewers or other c~nve~ances which are ~om m=oume extraction, and 82S fnxn stone w~ter mn6ff. Altho~ NOI~’.~..
point sources under the ~NA. 11sese land dislx~al; for estua~es.. 2sara f~m= not.ovalaa~’o,la~l
discharges are subject to the NPDES separate =tnr.m sewer= and 22~ f~om studies hairs
pn~,rem. The "National Water (~u~j’. la~1 disposal; ~ for coasta.[ a~’eas.
Iovente~!, 19~8 Report to Congress" - from separate storm sewers and 29~ of oil
provides a general assessment o~ water from land disposal hydrocarben levels in
quality based on bie~mial reports The States conducted a
submitted by the States under =eotlo~.r’ comprehensive study of (Li~use Ixdlutinn to
30S(b| of the CWA. [~ prelmdn~ ff~;. :.." souses under the spenser=hip of~he " ’
sectin~ 30S(b} Report~ Ibe ~atealw~e .... Assor.iotioa of State and Interstate the)’
asked to indicate the:~c~t e~ the -~ Water PoUutlon Control/~tmLs~strato~s. and~
States’ waters that we~ assessed, ==-- [.~.S[WI~.~| and EPP.. The at~ organic.. = . "~

well ae the fractlen-ortlm~ate~’ waters resulted ~ th~ report ’*Amet~t’= (~ean . A pot’ffon 0~’t~e NURP
that were ~lly suppmq!~.~. :,- ;,, ~ Wmtm~--The Sta~’ Nonpo4mtSom~
suppo~in~, or not m~rti~ de~i~t~l~ Asses=aunt, lg~ whk~ imdic=te~d., tl~t .:
use~ 11m Report indicates that ortl~.. . ~a St=tea reported urbun nmoff as ¯
rim lake~ and e=tuades4hat wes~;.~ ::! .ma~cmme of bane~ial use .: : . ;, ..
a~sessed b~,S~t.es (~spt’ox~tS~0m~-. ~ imp~.i=~es~t, in addiUon, ~ Slate~. , ; -.:...
F~tk of ~eam milm. Sme-thlrd ~,~ ~, .re~rt~d .~m ..m~,. ,on,at.re. ,nm..,o!~.~.a~ ,: ~.,acre= and one~hai~ o£estua~ waf~,~r,-. major.cause of use Lmpainmunt,.-..; e. ,’.

uses .fo~ whkh dm~ a/~deslS~m~e~." P~’~° the nature of urban nmo=q’ ~ ~.: .....
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TA8~ A-1.-- PR~OR~ PO~UT~NTS ~-    In ~me municipalities, illicit the CWA. ~ction ~2(p](1) p~des
TECTED IN AT L~ST 10% OF ~RP ~ec~ions of sanita~, commercial and that ~A or ~D~ States ~t .

in,usUal discha~es to sto~ sewer require a ~it for ~a~ sto~ wat~SAMP~S ’~ systems have had a si~ficant impact discha~es ~ ~t~ ~ 1~[In ~cen~] on the water quality of ~ceivi~ water, lot sto~ wa~r di~ ~l~

~ Although ~e ~ study did not section ~p~2~.
~ emphasize the identification of illicit five ty~s ~ ~t~ wat~ ~~

co.actions to sto~ sewe~ {o~er ~ which are mquimd t~ ob~ a ~
~a~ ~ ~s: ~ to assuR that monitoring site~ used ~ pdor to Octo~r 1, 1~ ,

~ ........................................~ 13 the study we~ ~ree ~m s~ita~ - ~ - ~A-di~-~th ~p~t to which
At~ .......................................... 52 sewage contamination), the study a pe~it has ~en issued prior to
Cadm~ ........................................~ ~s concluded that illicit connections can Feb~aw 4. 1987;
c~o~m ...................................... ss result in high bacte~al coun~ and {B) A discha~e associated wi~
~ ........................................’, ~ dangers to public health. The study also indust~al activity:cya~ .......................................~ 23 noted that removing s~h discharges {C) A discha~e from a m~icipalLead ..............................................~ 94
NCkel .............................................~ 43 presented opport~ities for ~amatic separate sto~ sewer system sewing a
~len~m ........................................ ~ I~ improvements in ~e quality of urban population of ~.~ or
z,nc ..............................................~ 94 sto~ water discha~es. {D) A dische~e from a municipalP~c~: ~

~
Studies have shown ~at illicit separate sto~ sewer system se~ing aAlpha-~xac~xa~ ....

A~o~Ifan .......................... ~ 19 connections to sto~ sewe~ can create ~pulation of 1~.~ or morn. but less
c~da~e ................ ~z severn, wide-spread contamination than 2~,~ or
~ .........................................~ ~s problems. For example, the Hu~n River

(E} A discha~e for which ~eHa~t~ a~ ~ Pollution Abatement ~ogram inspected

~.e~,s a~ ~e~,s: ~ ~ businesses, homes and other may be. datelines ~at ~e sto~ water
~ ............................................~ ~4 buildings located in Washtenaw County, dirhams ~n~but~ toa violationP~. ~n~n~ .................... ~ ~ Michigan and identified 14~ of the water quality standard or is a si~ifi~nt~. 4-n~ro ...............................i ~0 buildings as having improper sto~ contributor of ~llutan~ to ~ waters of~ata esters: ~ ~ain co~ections. Illicit discha~es

Po~�~ ~a~ ~a~. ~ were detected at a higher rate of ~ for ~ction ~p}{4)(A} requires~e~ ....................................... ~0 automobile ~lated businesses, including promulgate final r~a~s g~em~F~a~ ............................ ~S sauce stations, automobiledealemhips.
P~tme~ ................................ ~ sto~ water pe~it appli~fion
~e~e ......... 15 car washes, body shops and light

indus~al facilities. While ~me of the
requi~menm for sto~ water
asso~ated wi~ ~d~al asfi~ andproblems discovered in ~s study were

The NURP data also showed a ~e msult of improper pl~bing or ill~al di~ha~es ~m l~ m~cipal

significant number of these samples co~ections, a majofi~ war approved separate ~to~ ~ewer syete~

exceeded various EPA freshwat~ water co.actions at the time they were built, sew~ a ~a~ o~ ~,~ ~ m~
quality cdtefia. ~tensive const~ction activities may "no later ~an ~o ye~" afar

~e ~RP study provides insight on Rsult’ ~ severe localized impacts on of enac~t (J.e. no la~ ~
what can be considered backwood water quality because of high ~t loa~ Feb~a~ 4, I~}.
levels of pollutants for ~ban ~off. as of pollutants, primarily sediments, alto mq~ ~A to ~ate
the study focused pHmafily on Con~cffon sites can also generate ~la60~ 8~e~ ~ wat~ -
monRodng ~noff from residen~al, other pollutants such as phosph~s and pe~it ~li~fl~n ~ment~ for

commercial and li~t indus~al areas, ni~o~n from fertilizer, pesticides, dis~a~ ~ medi~ m~l
However. ~ concluded that the pe~le~ pm~cts, const~c~on se~mte ¢t~ ~w~-l~e~
quality of urban ~noff can be adve~ely ~e~Is and solid wastes. ~ese se~ a~~ ~I~.~ or
impacted by several sources of matefia~ can be tox{c to aquatic but less ~an ~.~ ~o ~t~
pollutants that were not directly o~a~sms and decade water for ye~" a~ e~c~ent {i.e. no]~ ..
evaluated in the study and are generally ~ and water-contact mc~ation. ~an Febm~ ~ ~} ....
not reflected in the NU~ data~. ~nt loading~ rates ~om ~ ad~o~ ~c~o~}{4}
including illicit co.actions, c~e~cfloB sit~ am ~ically I0 to ~ ~at pe~t appli~ f~
construction site ~off. ind~al site times ~at of a~cult~al lands, with di~ha~ a~lat~:~ ~."

Other studies have sho~ ~t ~y- a~cuit~ lands, and ~i~lly I.~ to m~ici~ ~te eto~ ~e~
storm sewe~ contain illicit ~es ~ times ~at of foRst lan~. Even a "sh~- ~ ~ld ~ ]a~. ~ ~
of non-sto~ water ~d ~at ~ sma~ mo~t of cons~c~ may have after ~ ~m.of ~c~t ~ ~
amounts of wastes, pa~.~ed a ~nt nega~ve impact on water ~ {~..~ la~.~ F~ ~~"
oils, are improperly disposed ~o~ qus~ ~ ~l~ed areas. ~era shod ¯
sewe~. Removal of ~ese dbc~es ~d~ of ~, cons~ction sites ~n ¯,
present oppo~unlties for ~a~c . ~ ~n~bute ~m sed~ent to s~m
improvements ~ ~e qua~t~of~o~ . . ~was-pre~slydepo~ted~er" ~:~"

contain tox~ and.~nvenlfon~" . ..
pollutants when mat~al ~nagem~t ~ WQA conmin~ ~e pmvisi~ ¯
prac~ces a~low ex~s~ to sm~ w~er. w~ ~Hy a~ sto~ ~
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including technology and water quality waste product located on the site of Director, as the case may be, to
based standards. However,-the new Actsuch operations, designate storm water discharges for ¯

~ makes.significant chan~¢a, to the permit Section 503 of the WQA amends, permit on a            case-by-case basis at 40
standards for discharge| from municipalsection 502114) of the CWA to exclude CFR 122.26(a)[1)(v}, .    ¯ . ¯¯
storm.sewers. Section 402(p)(3)(B) agricultural storm water discharges fromCase by Case Designations .
provides that permits for such the definition of point source.

Section 402(p](2)(E) of the C~VAdischarges: liT. Remand of 1984 Regulations
authorizes case-by-case designations

(i} May be issued on a system- or
jurisdiction-wide basis: On December 4, 1987, the United .storm w__ater.discharges for immediate

(ii} Shall include a requirement to States Court of Appeals for the-Distil- -permitting if the Administrator or the
effectively prohibit non-storm water of Columbia Circuit vacated 40 CFR State Director determines that the storm
d~scha~es into the storm sewers: and 122.26, (as promu]gate~t on September water discharge contributes to a

(~ii) Shall require controls to reduce the 26, 1984, 49 FR 37~J8, September 26, violation of a water quality standard or
discha~e of pollutants to the maximum 1984}, and remanded the regulations to is a significant contributor of pollutants
extent p~acticsble, including management EPA for further rulemaking (NRDC v. to waters of the United States.
practices, control techniques and system, EPA, No. 80-1~07}. EPA had requested In determining that a storm water
design and engineering methods, and such the remand because of significant discharge contributes to a violation of aother provisions as the Administrator or the changes made by the storm water water quality standard or is a significantState determines appropriate for the control provisions of the WQA. The effect of the contributor of pollutants to waters of theof such pollutants, decision was to invalidate the storm United States for the purpose of a

These changes are discussed in morewater discharge regulations then found designation under section
detail later in today’s rule. at § 122.26, the legislative history for the provision

The EPA, in consultation with the Storm water discharges which had provides that "EPA or the State should
States, is required to conduct two been issued an NPDES permit prior to use any available water quality or
studies on storm water discharges that February 4, 1987, were not affected by sampling data to determine whether the
are in the class of discharges for which the Court remand or the February 12, latter two criteria [contributes to a
F_.PA and NPDES States cannot require 1988, rule implementing the court orderviolation of a water quality standard or
permits prior to October 1, 1992, The (53 FR 4157). (See section 402[p}[2}(A} ofis a significant contributor of pollt~tants
first study will identify those storm the CWA.} Similarly, the remand did notto waters of the United States) are met.
water discharges or classes of storm affect the authority of EPA or an NPDESand should require additional sampling
water discharges for which permits are State to require a permit for any storm as necessary to determine whether or
not required prior to October 1, 1992, water discharge [except an agriculturalnot these criteria are met." Conference
and determine, to the maximum extentstorm water discharge} designated Report. Cong, Rec. $16443 [daily ed.

~ practicable, the nature and extent of under section 402(p}[2)(E) of the C’WA. October 16, 19~3}. In accordance with
pollutants in such discharges. The The notice of the remand clarified that this legislative history, today’s rule
second study is for the purpose of such designated discharges meet the promulgates permit application
establishing procedures and methods toregulatory dermition of point source requireme~nts for certain storn~ water
control storm water discharges to the found at 40 CFR 122.2 and that EPA ordischarges, including discharges
extent necessary to mitigate impacts onan NPDES State can rely on the designated on a case-by-case basis. EPA
water quality. Based on the two studies statutory authority and require the filing will consider a number of factors when
the EPA, in consultation with State and of an application (Form I and Form 2C}dete~ whether a storm water
local officials, is required to issue for an NPDES permit with respect to discharge is a significant contributor of"
regulations no later than October 1, such discharges on a case-by-case basis,pollution to the waters of the-United
1992, which designate additional storm IV. Codification Rule and Case-by-CaseStates. These factors include: the
water discharges to be regulated to Designations location of ~ discharge with.respect to
protect water quality and establish a " waters of the United States: the size Of
comprehensive program to regulate suchCod/rivets’on Rule the discha~,,e: the quantity’ end nature of
designated sources. This pro~am must, On January 4, 1969, (54 FR 2,55), EPAthe pollutants reaching wate.rs of the. ’
at a minimum, (A) EstabHsh.priori//e~ -published a final role which codi~ed United States; a~Y any otherr~le~a~t

~ (B} establish requirements for State . numerous provisions of the WQA into factors. Today’s rule inco~.rates ~hese ’
storm water mane _~gm~m. t programs,~a~.EPA regulations. The codification rule factors.at 40 ~ 122.28(a](1]~v~;
[C) establish exped/tio~ deadlines. Theincluded several provisions dealin~ with Under’today’s rule, case.S-case

¯ program may.i~, ~.ude-p~...o~mance .~ storm water discharges. The codification designations are made under
standards, g~. ~del ..u~ ~.’.~d,, .~nce, an.d.. rule promulgated the language found at’procedures fom~l at 40 ~R
man.ageme~.~ pracuo~.ffi~tr~Une~:: ,. .e~’~on 402(p} [1) and [z} of the amendedprocodum, a~ 40..C~’R ~Z~.~...~.~.,
requtremems, as approp.rikte, .-., .-_.- .:~., . Clean Water Act at 40 CFR 122.26(a}{1}.whenever th~ D//actor

.s, ec.ti.o,n ~.~_~1)(,2) ,o,f th.e C~.A-t~ pi, ovide.~. . ~’om~lgate.d ~e, l,angunge .of,Sectiod ~" .Di~_. ot~~~
.. mat me .,-.~-snall not l~lUa’e a.-pen~l~.: +~ of thn WQA which exemptea¯. writm~

~ mining operatio~ Orofl- ~ ~S.~. ,:: .: the-de~nition o~ point source at 40"CI~RIn

tre~,.~...,~..:ope~ti~S~o~..,l~m~ msi’~:~., adda~sin8 uncontaminated =,tonn watt.’a

" . ::¯ . ’ :. ~ . - - . .::¯
- ¯

~.
¯.. ¯ :..: ....L".- i
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additional time for submitting a permit practicable, and where necessary water activity and discharges ~rem a municipal
application. For example, due to the quality-based controls, and must include separate storm sewer serviz~ a
complexities associated with a requirement to effectively prohibit population of 100J~} or
designation of a municipal separate non-stor~ water d~schargea into the This rttlemak~ wa~ de~,loped a~ter’,
storm sewer system for a system- or storm sewers. Furthermore, EPA in careful con~idetatio~.o~,ff~
iurisdiction-wide permit, the Director consultation with State and [o~l comments, c, Oml~isin8 o~at ~
may provide the applicant with officials must develop a comprehensive that were received from a variet~ of
additional time to submit relevant program to designate and resulate ~dt~ industries, trade association&
information or may require that storm water discharges to protect water municipalities, State and Federal
information be submitted in several quality. Agencies. environmenta~ b~toup~, a~d .
phases. This real regulation establishes private citizens, These comments were
V. Consent Decree of October ZO, 1989 requirements for the storm water permit received during a 9a-day comment

application process, It also sets forth the period which extended from December
On April 20. 1989. EPA was served required components of municipal storm 7. 1968, to March 7, 198~ EPA re~eived

notice of intent to sue by Kathy water quality management plans, as several requests for an extensio~ of the
williams et ~zl. because of the Agency’s well as a preliminar~ permitting strategy comment period from 30-days up to 90-
failure to promu!gate final storm for industrial activities. In implementin~ day~. Many arguments were advanced
regulations on February 4. 1989. these regulations, EPA and the States for an extension including: the extent
pursuant to Section 402{p}{4} of the will strive to achieve environmental and complexity of the proposal, the
CWA. A suit was filed by the same results in a cost effective manner by existence of other concurrent EPA
party on July 20, 1989. alleging the same placing high priority on pollution proposals, and the need fat
cause of action, to wit: the Agency’s prevention activities, and by targeting evaluations of the proposal SPA
failure to promulgate regulations under activities based on reducing risk [ram considered these comments as they
section 402{p}{4) of the CTVA. On particularly harmful pollutants andtar were received, but declined to extend
October 20. 1989. EPA entered into a from discharges to high v~iue waters, the comment period beyond 90 days.
consent decree wdth Kathy Williams et EPA and the States will also work with The standard comment p~iod on
o/. wherein the Federal District Court, app|icanta to avoid cross media proposals normally range fz’om
District of Oregon. Southern Division. transfers of storm water contaminants, days. in light of the statutory deadline
decreed that the Agency promulgate especially through infection to shallow February 4, 1989, additional time for
final re~mlations for storm water wells in the Class V Underground comment period beyond what was
discharges identi~ed in sections Injectian Control Program. ah’eady a substantially lengthened,
402{p}{2} {BI and {C} of the CWA no In addition, EPA race.ires that comment period would ha.~e been
later than July 20, 1990. Kathy [4~[/liams problems a~seciated with storm water, inappropriate. The number and extent of
et eL. v. Wi//iom K. Re[I/y, combined sewer overflows [CSOs) and the comments received on this proposal
.4dale’strafer, e~ el,, No. 89--6265.-E {D- int"|ttration and inflow {l&I} are all inter- indicated that Interested parties had
Ore.} In |uly 1990, the consent degree related even though they are treated substantially adequate time to m~-iew
was amended to provide for a somewhat diffe.rently under the law. and comment on the regulatloa.
promulgation date of October 31. EPA believes that it is importaat to Furthermore. the public was invited to
Today’s rule is promulgated in begin [inking these programs and attend ~ix pubes meetings in
compliance wdth the terms of the activities and, because of the potential Washington DC, Chicag~ Dallas,
consent decree as amended, cost to |oral 8avernments, to investigateOakland, |acksonviLle, and Bosta~ to
VI. Today’s Final Rule and Response tothe use of innovative, non-tradltlonal present questioa.t and comments, EPA is
Comments approaches to zeduc.ing or preventin~ convinced that sul~tanti~ and adequate

contamination of storm water, public participation was sought and
A. Ot, ervfew The application process for received by tbe Agep~y.

Section 405 of the WQA alters the developing municipal storm water Ntunm’ous tam, enters ~’~ also
regulatory approach to control management plans provides an ideal requested that the rule
pollutants in storm water discharges by opportunity between steps’l and 2 far du~ to therextant ~ t~ ~
adopting a phased and tiered appmac.h, cormldar~g the full range of nttmbe~ of optima ~d i~uus
The new provision phases in permit non.adrenal, preventive approaches, which the ~ re~ms~cl
application requirements, pexmit inc~din~ municipalftles, public EPA ha~ decided &gein=t a mpr~aeaL
issuance deadlines and compliance with awareness[education programs, use ofThe l~cember ~’= 19~ ~ of" .
permit conditions for different ~egetatlon and[or land conservanmJ prepaid rulemakin~wa~ extmmel~ ".
categories of storm water disc.har~es, practices, alternative pavin8 materials, detailed and thoawul~
The approach is tiered in thai storm =~eatlve ways to eliminate ]/M and issue~ in =u~h a ma=m~ ~t~
water discharges associated wRh Illegal hook-ups, and poteuffals for public clear opportm~tie= t~ ,~mm~..t.
industrial activity must comply w~th water reuse. EPA ha,= ahead)" The comments that we~
sections 301 and 40Z of theCW& ammunce,4 ffs p~ans to presen~ an awardextensive, an~l manic ia-ovk~J~ ~hli~=
(requiring control o[ the discharge of for the best creative, cos~ effective., information aml ideas
pollutants that utilize the Best Available approaches to stm’m water and CSO~incorpera. [.e~ Into the~ _~ :,~:o.=~.~

Te’chnolo~y {BCT] and where necessary,applicaffon requirenmnts for ~a=se~.el" apprise, ta
waterquali~-basedconlzols],but storm wa!e~ df~sdtargeu that we.re "0
permits for discharges from moni’cJpal specl~e~tl~ idealized In aeolian’ ’...,.
separe~e storm sewer systen~ mu~t ¯ ~40Z{p)(Z~ 1’tmse prio~ ~orm ware== ~ v.no~_ma~ =ttlm

of pol~tants.t.o,.ffm maximum extent. , di.s~. ~s(.~[at.e~ with [ndtm .t~’~.i,,
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procedural requirements of the must be covered by an NPDES permit system, even though such components
Administrative Procedures Act {APA). {this can be in the same permit or with may be considered non-storm water
EPA believes that while the number of multiple permits). Permit application discharges, unless such discharge!
issues raised by the proposal was requirements for these "combination" specifically identified on a case-b~ ..~.:.
exten.sive, the number of detailed discharges are discussed later in today’sbasis as needing to be addr~-
comments indicates that the public wasnotice. However, operators
able to understand the issues in order to Today’s rule also addresses permit .water discharges need to obtain
comment adequately. Thus. a reproposalapplication requirements for dischargespermits for these discharges unde~
is unnecessary, from municipal separate storm sewer present framework of the CWA (ra~her~ :

B. Definition of Storm Water systems serving a population of lO0,OOO than the municipal operator of the
or more. Under today’s rule, appropriatemunicipa~ separate storm sewer system).

The December 7, 1988. notice municipal owners or operators of these (Note that section 516 of the Water
requested comment on defining storm systems must obtain NPDES permits for Quality Act of 1987 requires EPA to
water as storm water runoff, surface discharges from these systems. These conduct a study of de minimis
runoff, street wash waters related to
street cleaning or maintenance, permits are to establish controls to the discharges of pollutants to waters of the

maximum extent practicable [MEP), United States and to determine the most
infiltration (other than infiltration effectively prohibit non-storm water effective and appropriate methods of
contaminated by seepage from sanitary
sewers or by other discharges} and

discharges to the municipal separate regulating any such discharges.}

drainage related to storm events or
storm sewer system and, where EPA received numerous comments on

snow melt. This definition is consistent
necessary, contain applicable water the proposed regulatory definition of

with the regulatory definition of"storm quality-based controls. Where nan- storm water, many of which proposed

sewer" at 40 CFR 35.2005(b}[47] which is
storm water discharges or storm water exclusions or additions to the definition.

used in the context of ~ants for
discharges associated with industrial , Several commenters suggested that the

construction of treatment works. This activity discharge through a municipal definition should include or not include

definition aids in distinguishing separate separate storm sewer system {including detention and retention reservoir

storm water sewers from sanitary systems ser~ a population of 100,00~ releases, water line flushing, fire

sewers, combined sewers, process or more as well as other systems}, which hydrant flusl’dng, runoff from fire

discharge outfalls and non-storm water, ultimately discharges to a waters of the fighting, swimming pool drainage and

non-process discharge outfalls. United States. such discharges through a discharge, landscape irrigation, diyeried

The definition of "storm water" has municipal storm sewer need to be stream flows, uncontaminated pumped

an important bearing on the NPDES covered by an NPDES permit that is ground water, rising ground waters,

permitting scheme under the CWA, The independent of the permit issued for discharges from potable water sources,

following discusses the interrelationship discharges from the municipal separate uncontaminated waters from cooling

of NPDES permitting requirements for storm sewer system. Today’s rule towers, foundation drains, non-contact

storm water discharges addressed by defines the term "illicit discharge" to cooling water (such as HVAC or
this rule and NPDES permitting describe any discharge through a hea~ng, ventilation and air conditioning.
requirements for other non-storm water municipal separate storm sewer that.is condensation water that PO’INVs require.
discharges which may be discharged vianot composed entirely of storm water to be discharged to separate storm

the storm sewer as a storm water and that is not covered by an NPDES sewers rather than sa.edtary sewers], :’
discharge. Today’s rule addresses permit. Such illicit discharges are not irrigation water, springs, roo~ drains. .....
permit application requirements for authorized under the CWA. Section water from crawl space pumPs~ footh~.,
storm water discharges associated with, 402(p}(3}{B} of the CWA requires that drains, lawn watering, individual car

industrial activity and for discharges permits for discharges from municipal washing, flows from riparian habitat~"
fTom municipal separate storm sewer separate storm sewers require the and wetlam:is. Most ot" these comments :.’.
systems serving a population of I00,000 municipality to "effectively prohibit" were made with regardto the r~onceru

or more. Storm water discharges non-storm water discharges from the that these w~re commonl~ ocmm’tn~
associated with industrial activity are tomunicipal separate storm sewer. As discharges which did not pose
be covered by permits which contain discussed in more detail below, today’ssignLqcant..envir~ .mnental p,t~.blems,|t~.:d
technology-based controls based on" rule begins to implement the "effective was aI~o noted tha~, unless.~ege floW.s. (-
BAT/BCT considerations or water prohibition" by requiring municipal " are classified as storm Wa.{er, permits
quality-based controls," if necessary. A operators of municipal separate storm would be required, f~r these dischsr~s,.~
permit for storm water discharges from sewer systems serving a population ofIn response to the comments
an industrial facility my also cover 100,000 or more to submit a description requested EPA to derm¢ the
other non-storm water .d~charges.f~rom.of a program to detect and control water" broad]y ta include.s
the faciJity. Today’s ndb establishes certain non-storm water discharges to classes pf di, Sc~_arg.es. whi~.~a~.~ ,n~. ~
individual ~orm I add l~,orm ~ and :"~their muhicipal system. Ultimately, such any way related to ~
group application requirements for ~ non-~torm water discharges through a" EPA bel~eve&~tr[r~l~_~
storm water discharges asso~lat~l witli" ’municipal separate storm sewer must. an appropriate
industrial activity, In addition, EPA ~r ’’~either be removed from the system or apprepdata r~,t.t~ation .. ~ttp~/~_.~e ~

alteroa~Iva appH~st/on or noth~Ir.aSoi~-~ .sewer).’ For reasons discussed In. more.typ’icslly �ont~ ~~

covered.by t~e ~eneral permitO,]. Wber~will not b~ Imld respenslble for ’:. .... tha~ ~.~’..r~’~,te~ ~ ~~

ator~,, water discharge, bo~ t!lmcbbrgea. ’their munidtpal separate storm ’server ....’ intend’for sech~b~ ~ lo b~ i]~ed I.e.
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provide a moratorium from permitting separate storm sewer system serving a combined flow enters w~ters of the
other non-storm water discharges,, population of 1OO,0OO or more are United States o¢ a municil~l
Consequently, the final def’miti0n of covered by this regulation. Flows which storm sewer.
storm water has not bee~ exported are channeled into basins and which do Some cmmnenters ex~ ~o=cern
from what was proposed. However, as not discharge into water~ of the United about includi~ a~,t ~watm~ ~
discussed in more detail later in today’sStates are not addressed by today’s rule.storm water. Orm ~)mme~r m~t,~°
notice, municipal operators of municipal Several commenters requested tha! inc~hm~ing street wash ~ i~ the
separate storm sewer systems will the term illicit connection he replaced d~inition of storm wnt~ shmdd no! be
generally not be held responsible for with a term that does not connote illegal construed to eliminate theneed for
"effectively prohibiting" limited classes discharges or activity, because many management practices relating to
of these discharges through their discharges of non-storm water to construction activities where sediment
municipal separate storm sewer muni~paI separate storm sewer systems may simply wash into storm dreins~ EPA
systems, occurred prior to the establishment of agrees with these points and the

The proposed rule included the NPDES program and in accordance concerns that storm sewers may rece~:e
infiltration in the definition of storm with local or State requirements at the material that pose environmental
water. In this context one commenter time of the connection. EPA disagrees problems if street wash waters are
suggested that the term infiltration be that there should be a change in this included in the definition. Accordingly.
defined. L, ff~Itration is defined at 40 C_.h"R terminology,. The fact that these such discharges are no longer in the
35.2005{h]{20} as water other than connections were at one time legal does definition as proposed, and must be
wastewater that enters a sewer systemnot confer such status now. The CWA addressed by municipal management
(including sewer service connections prqhibits the point source discharge of programs as part of the prohibition on
and foundation drains] from the groundnon-storm water not subiect to an non-storm water discharges through
through such means as defective pipes,NFDES permit through municipal municipal separate storm sewer
pipe ioints, connections or manholes, separate storm sewers to waters of the systems.
Infiltration does not include, and is United States. Thus, classifying such Several commenters requested that
distinguished from, irfflow. A~other discha.,’ges as illicit properly identifies the terms discharge and point source, ~n
commenter urged that ground water such discharges as being illegal, the context of permits [or storm wa~er
infiltration not be classified as storm A commenter wanted clarification of discharge, be clarified. Several
water because the chemical the terms "other discharges" and commenters stated that the EPA should
characteristics and contaminants of "drainage" that are used in the clarify/that storm water discharge does
ground water will differ from surface definition of "storm water." As noted not include "sheet flow" offofan
storm water because of a longer contact above, today’s rule clarifies that industrial facility. EPA interprets this as
period with materials in the soil and infiltration is not consid~ed storm request for clarification on the status
because ground water quality will not water. Thus the portion of the def’mRion the terms "point source" and
reflect current practices at the site. In of storm water that refers to "other "discharge" under these regulations. In
today’s rule, the definition of storm discharges" has also been removed, response, this rulemakin~ only c~vers
water excludes infiltration since However, the term drainage has been storm water discharges .from [mint
pollutants in these flows wil~ depend on retained. "Drainage" does not take on sources. A point source i~ darned at 40
a large number o[ factors, including any mean~g other than the flow of CF’R 122.2. as "any disc.ernihla, c~
interactions with soil and past land use runoff into a conveyance, as the word is and discrete conve~’am:~, ~In~ d~ hut
practices at a given site. Further commonly understoud, not limited to, an~ p~pe, di~ c..Imnnel,
infiltration flows can be contaminated One commenter stated that irrigation tunnel, conduit, weU,.dishreta [ls~tre,
by sources that are not related to flows combined with storm water container, rolling ~tock, r, mtr.~ntrated
precipitation events, such as seepage discharges should be excluded from anima/feedin~ operation, land~ll~.
from sanitary sewers. Aceordingly the consideration in the stm’m water lear.hate coll~-c.~ion ~¥-W.m,~e.ssel or ..
final regulatory language does no{. program. The Agen~F would note that other floatin~ trail from, wh~[~.
include infiltration in the def’mitfon of irrigation return fl~ws are excluded from pollutants are or- ma~ ha
storm water. Such flows may he subject regulation under the NPDES program. This term daea not inc, bad~ ro~a~a
to appropriate permit c.onditions in Sectiov 402~I]~:I} states that the from irrigated a~"i~.t~
industrial permits. As discussed in more Admihistrator or the State shall not storm water rare." EP~k .~_ ~ :~vi." .tt~
detail below, municipal management require permits for discharges composed one cammenter thatthi~,d~is:
programs must address in~ilh’~tion entirely of return flows from irrigated adequate for ~:what
where identified as a source olr agriculture. The legislative history of the storm water are cavere~, b~ ~’~-. ~ ,~ ¯
pollutants to waters of the United 1977 C/ann Water Act, which enacted rulemaking. EPA note~th~t,this.~:. ;.
States. . :: this kmguage, states that the word dot"tuition v, mtdd

One commenter questioned the status "antirellf was intended to limit the separate stonn.~er~. I~
of discharges from detentlon and exception t~ only those i~w~ which d~comprehenlive .d~t~a. @[ ~. :~
retention basins used to collect storm not contain addiUonal clischarges from som-,.e, F..PA ~eed .c.!,a~2~..’. :.;: ¯
water. This regulation covers d~scharges activities unrelated to crop production. "tim( ~
of storm water associated wfth Con~’ession~l Record VoL 123 (197~’J,.
industrial activity and discharges from pg. 43~0, Senate Report No. 9S-3Y0~       does
municipal separate storm sewer ~3stemsAccord~ugIF, a storm water diac.ha~ -the ~tm~ o~ t~
serving a population of’100,000 or more component, from an industriaI facility. ~.me~s
into waters of the United S~[ates. for example, included in aur~’~e~n[" ¯, ~ ~’~
Therefore. discharses from basins that discharges umg be regulated pursuant t~
are part of s conveyance system f’o~ a ~u NPDE,~ permit ~ithe~ at tbe poi~ st. -.    . ¯
storm water d~sr..ha~e assa~sted~,,,dthwhich the storm water ~ow euters m" .~- :-.
industrial activffy or part o£ a munic~paI jo~ns ’the [reisatiou flow, oe Where tim ’~. ¯ .¯ " ’ ¯ - .-’ o ’.:..,~..... , :.L~
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municipal separate storm sewer systems pollution control very. similar to that put permit separately industrial discharges
primarily responsible for applying.for directly on the industrial source through through municipal sewers. The CWA
and obtaining an NPDES permit . its own NPDES permit. This was to be prohibits the discharge of a pollutant
covering system discharges as w~ll as accomplished by requiring municipal except pursunnt to an NPDES ~ennit,
storm water discharges {including stormpermitees, to the maximum extent Section 502.(12}(A) of tha CWA.dm,~mu.
water discharges associated with practicable, to require industrial the "discharge of a pollutant" as "~a~ ¯
industrial activity) through the system, facilities in the municipality to develop addition of any pollutant
Under the proposed approach, operators and implement storm water controls waters from any point source, ~ ~
of storm water discharges associated based on a consideration of the same or is no qualification in the statutory
with industrial activity which discharge similar factors as those used to make language regarding the source of the
through a large or medium municipal BAT/BCT determinations. (See 40 CFR pollutants being discharged. Thus,
separate storm sewer system would 125.3 {d}{2} and {d}{3}}. pollutants from a remote location which
generally not be required to obtain The great majority of commenters on are discharged through a point source
permit coverage for their discharge the December 7. 1988, notice addressed conveyance controlled by a different
{unless designated as a significant this aspect of the proposal. Based on entity {such as a municipal storm sewer}
contributor of pollution pursuant to consideration of the comments received are nonetheless discharges for which a
section 402(p}{2}{E}} provided the on the notice, EPA has decided that it is permit is required.
municipality was notified of: The name, appropriate to revise the approach in its EPA’s regulatory definition of the term
location and type of facility and a proposed rule to require direct permit "discharge" reflects this broad
certification that the discharge has been coverage for all storm water discharges construction. EPA defines the term to
tested {if feasible} for non-storm water associated with industrial activity, include
[including the results of any testing}. Theincluding those that discharge through additions of pollutants into waters of thenotification procedure also required themunicipal separate storm sewers. In United Ststes from: surface runoff which isoperator of the storm water discharge response to this decision, EPA has collected or channelled by man; discharges
associated with industrial activity to continued to analyze the appropriate through pipes, #ewers. or other ~onveyances
determine that: The discharge is manner to respond to the large numberowned by a ~ate, municipality, or other
composed entirely of storm water, the of storm water discharges subject to thisperson which doe$ not lead to a trea~nent
discharge does not contain hazardous rulemaking. The development of EPA’a worAs: and dis~am’ges through pipe~.
substances in excess of reporting policy regarding permitting these or other conveyances, leading into privately
quantities: and the facility is in discharges is discussed in more detail in owned treatment works. _
compliance with applicable provisions the section VLD of today’s preamble.
of the NPDES permit issued to the EPA notes that the status of 40 CFR § 122.2 [1989} {emphasis added}.

municipality for storm water, discharges associated with industrial The only exception to this general rule is
the one contemplated by section 307{b}In the proposal, EPA also requested activity which pass through a municipal

comments on whether a decision on separate storm sewer system under of the CWA, i.e., the introduction of

regulatory requirements for storm watersection 402(p) raises difficult legal and pollutants into publicly-owned
treatment works. EPA treats these asdischarges associated with industrial policy questions. EPA believes that "indirect discharges," subject not toactivity through other municipal treating these discharges under permits

separate storm sewer systems {generally separate from those issued to the
NPDES requirements, but to

those serving a population of less than municipality will most fully address
pretreatment standards under section

10o,0o0) should be postponed until both the legal and policy concerns 307(b).

completion of two studies of storm raised in public comment. In light of its construction of the term
water discharges required under sectionCertain commenters supported EPA’s discharge. EPA has consistently
402[p)(5) of the CWA. proposal. Some connnentere claimed maintained that a person who sends

EPA favored these approaches that EPA lacked any authority to permit pollutants from a remote location

because they appeared to reduce the industrial discharges which were not through a point sol~.’ca into a water of
the U.S. may l~e held liable for thapotential administrative burden discharged immediately to waters of the
unpermitted discharge of that p011uhmLassociated with preparing and U.S. Other commenters agreed with ¯

processing the thousands of permit EPA’s statements in the proposal that itsThus. EPA asserts the autho~it~ ~.
applications associated with the approach would result in ~ more require a perntit either from the operator

rulemaking and provide EPA additional manageable administrative burden for of the point sm~c~ conveyance,.[srt .~h.. ~s

flexibility in developing permitting EPA and the NPDES states. However, a municipal storm sewer or ¯ privately-.

requirements for storm water discharges numerous comments also were received owned treatment w0rlm}, or from

associated with industrial activity. EPA which provided various arguments in person causing poilu{ants t6 be

also expressed its belief, based upon ansupport of revising the proposed in .that conveyance and dis~.d:..~;..
~ ~e.point ~analysis of ordinances controlling approach, These comments addressed ’
De~ision o[tbe G~e~. ~.u~..~o~<construction site runoff in place in several areas including the definition of
F~A) ~o. ~3 (’,.q~re.l~.an~.~ ~. W..~ ,~..~. ,~certain cities, that municipalities discharge under the CWA, the Development,Co."]~ ~ .u}~...$1~ _~ .9~.generally possessed legal authority requirements and associated statutory (opera’~r of priv’ateIl} ~’.d~, ~.~- ,_.~Otsufficient to control contributions of time frames of sect/on 402(p}, as well" aswork and dischargers.’tq it’.~.:~ ,~.: ,.~.indus~al storm water pollutants to theirthe resource and enforcement    . subject to NPDES p~,..rmi_’i~ r~.q~separate storm sewers to the degree constraints of municipalities, EPA is."
See al~o, 40 CFR f~..~ ~necessary to implement the proposed persuaded by these comments and has ¯ .:, .... ¯ ~.~ ~-~. ~. .. . ~ ,,

t~le. EPA commented that municipal modified its approach accordingly. The ~ ~.~. ~’~.~.~;.ve~,~;,~# ~:~.:
controls on industrlal sources key comments on th~s issue am ....

~.. wstwmst~t, .~tS~m~~implemented to comply with an NPDES discussed below. ¯ ’ ’" ~ d~:b,~..~~, .~_..~~.~.~;~permit issued to the municipality would EPA disagrees with commenters who~q~- .,~#~.l~~m~ ~’:,~:
li~ely result in ~ level of storm water sug/~ested that EPA lacks authority |o c~o~ s~ ~.~i ~a~,’~’ 9)O.~i,;~’~’~’~’~’~’~’~’~’~ ~
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reso~ce~ and enforcement. Some sto~ water practices. EPA had large and medium municipalities a~
municipalities stated that the bu~s o~ assumed that since several cities responsible for mdu~n8 pollutants
this ~sponsibility would be t~ ~at ~8ulate ~ns~ction site activities, that discha~es f~m mu~cip~ ~p~ate
with regard to souse identifi~ti~n and they could Rgulate o~er indus~al sto~ sewe~ to the m~imum extent
general administ~tion of the p~am. operations ~ a si~lac manner. Several pr~cti~a~l~. B~use stoiCiSm= .. ,
These commenters claimed ~ey la~edcommente~ s~est~ othe~ise. In ~n~us~a~ ~acilities may ~ ~ ~.
the necessaw technical and m~latowlight of ~ese concerns, ~A a~es with~n~butor of pollutants ~o m~’~
expertise to regulate such sou~e~ certain co~ente~ that m~icipal separate sto~ sewer ~ysl~
Commente~ also noted that additional consols on ~dus~al fa~lities, ~ lieu ofmunicipaliti~ aR obligat~ to
resources to control these sources wouldfederal con~l, mi~t not comply wi~ controls for sto~ water dizcha~es
be difficult to obtain given the section ~2(p}(3){A~ for those facilities.~ associated with industrial activity
restrictions on local taxation in many This calls into question whether EPA’s through t~ir system in their
stales and the fact that EPA will not be proposed appro~h would have water management p~gram. {See
providing funding to local governments reasonably implemented Congressionalsection VI.H.7. of today’s preamble.) ~e
to implement their storm water intent to address industrial storm water CWA provides that pewits for "
programs, early and st~ngently in the permitting municipal separate sto~ sewers shall

Municipalities also expressed process, require municipalities to reduce
concerns regarding enforcement of EPA also agmes wi~ those pollutants to the maxim~ extent
EPA’s proposed approach. Some commente~ who a~ued that municipal practicable. Pewits issued to
municipalities remarked that they did controls on indus~al sto~ water municipalities for discha~es from
not have appropriate legal authority to sources were not directly analogous to municipal sep~ate sto~ sewers will
address these discha~es. Several the p~trea~ent p~ram under section reflect te~s. specified consols, and
commente~ also stated that requiring 307{b}. as EPA su~ested in the pm~ms that achieve ~at goal, As with
municipalities to be responsible for preamble to the proposal. ~e authority all NPD~ pe~i~, responsibility and
addressi~ sto~ water discharges of cities to con~o] the type and volume liability is dete~ined by ~e
associated with industrial activity of indust~al pollutants into a ~ is discha~er’s compliance with the terms
through their m~icipal system would generally unquestioned under the laws of the pe~it. A municipality’s
result in unequal ~eatment of industries of most states, since sewage and responsibility for indust~al sto~ watt,
nationwide because of different indust~al waste treatment is a sewice discha~ed t~ough their system
municipal requirements and provided by the municipality. Thus. ~A governed by ~e te~s of ~e
enforcement procedures. ~veral has grater confidence that cities can issued. If an ~dus~al so~ discha~s’
municipal entities expressed concern and will adopt effective presentment sto~ water ~m~ a m~idpal
wi~ ~ga~ to their responsibility and programs. By contrast, many c~ties are separate sto~ sewer ~ violation of
liability for pollutants discharged to limited in the types of cont~ls they ~n requ~ments ~co~orated ~to a ~t
¯eir m~icipal sto~ sewer system, andimpose on flows into sto~ sewe~: for ~e indus~al facility’s ~s~e,
further as~ed that it was ~fair to cities a~ mo~ often limited to ~at ~dus~al operator of.~e dilate
require m~cip~ities to bear the ~II R~lations on quanti~ of indust~l may ~ subject to ~ enfo~ement
cost of con~o~ing su~ pollutan~. Otherflows to pRvent fl~di~ the system. ~. ins~tut~ b~ ~e D~ctor of ~e ~D~
m~icipalities su~ested t~t overall t~, the p~atment p~am a~ows forproem.
m~icipal sto~ water con~ol wo~d befederal e~o~ent of lo~l To~y’s ~e also ~q~l oPera~.0fprevalent m~imments. ~o~mentimparted, s~nce m~icipali~es wo~d sto~ water ~a~ a~al~ wi~
spend a dispmportio~te amount of against di~t discha~e~ (in~u~

dis~a~ ~8h muni~pal sto~ ~d~ ac~vi~ ~ la~e ~ .
resources twing to con~ol indus~ial sewe~} is possible only when ~e medium m~ci~l sy~ems to ~vide
discha~s ~u~ their sewe~, ra~erm~icipal mqui~ments are contained ~m~icipal en~es of ~e name, I~
¯ an a~ressing o~er sto~ wa~r

an ~ ~it. and t~e of fa~li~. ~at is d~4o
problems. In a related ve~, certain ~o~ today’s ~le wi~ Rqu~ ~e muni~pal syst~. ~is
~mmenters su~ested ~at, where ~dus~ ~s~es t~ m~cipal w~ pin,de m~~ ~
indus~al sto~ water was a s~fi~nts~ sewe~ to ~ ~v~d by sep~teof ~o~a~on ~,w~ ~~t ¯ .~’
p~blem ~ a municipal sewer, ~A’s .
proposed approach would ham~r ~ ~A s~ ~eves ~at m~pal plans ~ de~ ~

. o~to~ of la~ and medi~ ~is ~ment ~ ~ ad~~. :
enfo~ement at the federal/s~te level, m~ici~ systems have an important mq~men~ ~a~ed ~ ~e.~
since all enforcement meas~ ~d berole ~ sO~ identifi~tion and ~e fa~ty’s ~ ~ ~ ~+
directed o~y at ~e muni~ty~m~erdevelopm~t of pollutant con~ls for notifi~fion p~ss

deve~pment o~,~ ~d~~~-. ~..than at the most direct so~ o~,~t ~d~es ~at disease sto~ water . , .p~blem .... . ~ m~cipal ~p~ate sto~ ~ewer P~’~ ~.: ..’: :,, ¯ ¯ ~.~. ¯ ,’~.,~,~," ~-~,’In response to all of ~eie ~ s~tem is a~pdate. Under ~e CWA ~ ~
EPA has deeded to.mq~ lto~ ws~er ~ ~u~ ~n~ i
discha~es ass~ated ~ ~dus~al st~
activity whi~ disease ~u~ ~ ~t~ ~.t ~, ~.1 ~u~ m~ by

~u~:~�~,
mu~i~ separate sto~ sewe~ to ~....w.t~ ~ ~ ~ to ~T ~ ~v~ ~ a. "
obtaim separate ~al or general m~d~i ~t at ~ ~ Isv.] ~ p~ s
~D~ ~tm ~A;~ie~s ~at ~. ~ ~- ~ ~xd~ ~- ~ ~! m~m~t
change ~11 adequately adzes a~ of ~W~ ~ to ~ .~b~ ~ ~ " ~Heves ~t

~e Agen~ was pa~c~a~y .~ ~A’s ~ ~ ~r. ~s w~ d~ ~ ~.
influen~ ~ co~,~at many fac~ ~taM~ ~ ~ ~~

~der ~ate law to ad~ ~dus~al. ~ ~ ~ , ~ . r :
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Congress to control industrial as well as,that are designed to reduce the Section~ ~2(p) (I) and (3) o~ the ~A
large and medium municipa~ sto~ discha~e o~ pollutants to municipal provide that discha~es f~m m~i~ipul
water discharges as ex~itiously and separate sto~ sewers, while other separate sto~ ~wer sy~ie~
effectively as possible. This app~a~ municipalities have developed a varietypop,alton of ~ss th~ ~
will also address the concerns of of t~hniques to con~ol pollutants in ~qui~ed to ob~in a
municipalities that they lack sufficient sto~ water. Alternatively, where ~cto~r 1, 1~ ~e~
authority and resources to control all appropriate, municipal pe~ittees may case-by~se basis ~ ~fion
industrial contributions to their sto~ develop end-of-pipe controls to con~ol ~2[p)[2)[E). However, ss ~;~,...~
sewers and will be liable for discha~espollutants in these discha~es such as above, sto~ water ~s~a~es
outside o~ their control, regional wet detention ponds or ass~iated ~th indust~al activity

The permit application requirements diverting flow to publicly o~ed through such municipal systems are not
£or large and medium municipal treatment works. Finally. municipal excluded. ~us, under today’s ~, all
separate storm sewer systems, applicants may bring individual storm sto~ water discharges associated with
d~scussed in more detail later in today’swater discharges, which cabot be industrial activity that discha~e through
preamble, address the responsibilities ofadequately controlled by the municipal municipa~ separate sto~ sewer systems
the municipal operators of these systemspe~ittees or general permit coverage,are required to obtain NPDES permit
to identify and control pollutants in to the attention of the permitting coverage, including those which
storm water discharges associated witha~thority. Then. at the Director’s discha~e through systems serving
industrial activity. Pe~it applications discretion, approp~ate additional populations less than 1~,~. ~A
for large and medium municipal controls can be required in the pe~it believes ~qui~ng pewits will add~ss
separate storm sewer sys~ms are to for the facility generating the targeted the legal concerns raised by commenters
identi~y the location o~ facilities which storm wate~ discha~e, rega~in8 these souses. In addition, it
discharge storm water associated with One commenter su~ested that will allow £or cont,[ of these si~ificant
industrial activity to the municipal municipa[ operators o~ municipal souses o~ pollution while ~
system (see section VI.H.7. of the separate sto~ sewers should have continues to s~dy under section
preamble). In addition, municipal control over all storm water diacha~es ~2(p](6) whether to ~qui~ the
applicants will provide a description of from a facility that discharges bo~ development of munici~l sto~ water
a proposed management program to through the municipal system and to management plans in ~ese
reduce~ to the maximum extent waters o~ the United States. In response,municipalities. If these municipalities do
practicable, pollutants from sto~ water under this regulato~ and statuto~ ultimately obtain NPD~ pe~
discharges associated with industrial scheme, industries that discha~e sto~~eir m~icipaI separate sto~ ~wer
activity which discharge to the water directly into the waters of the systems, early pe~itti~ of the
municipal system (see section VI.H.7.c United States. t~ough m~icipal indus~al con~butions may aid ~e
of this preamble). EPA notes that each separate sto~ sewer systems, or bo~ cities in ~eir sto~ water management
municipal program will be tailored to are requi~d to obtain pe~it coverage effort.
the conditions in that city. Differe~es in for their discha~es. However, ~ ~e December 7, 1~ p~posaL
regional weather patterns, hy~ology, municipalities are not precluded ~om ~A ~zed ~at sm~ wat~ ..water quality standards, and sto~ exercisi~ con~o[ over su~ fac~ities ~scha~es ass~iated ~ ~d~a[,
sewer systems themselves dictate that throu~ their o~ m~cipal au~o~es,ac~ ~m F~al facilities ~ ¯storm water management prac~ces will It is important to note ~at ~A ~s m~ici~l separate sto~ sewer sFst~s
va~ to some degree in each established effluent ~ideline li~ta~o~may pose ~que legal ~d
municipality. Accordingly, similar for sto~ water discha~es for ~e a~inis~tive si~afions. ~A ~ived:
industrial sto~ water discha~es may subcatego~es of ~dus~al dis~a~e~n~e~us co~en~ on ~s issu~be treated differently in te~s of the (Cement Manufac~ (~ C~ p~ most of ~ese commits ~mi~ ~m.
requirements imposed by the 411), Fee~ots [~ C~ pa~ 412), cites and ~.~e rodents ’~.municipality, depending on ~e Fer~lizer Manufac~ (~ C~ p~ Rfle~ a ~eneBl ~ncem ~
municipal program. Nonetheless, any 418], Pe~lem Refi~ (~ C~ pa~ to a m~dpali~’s a~ ~ ~n~! ....
individual or general pe~it issued to 419), Phosphate Man~ac~ [~ ~F~e~l’sto~ water ~a~
the indudtdal facility must ~mply ~ pa~ 4~), Steam Elec~c (~ C~ p~t m~ci~l s~te s~’Rw~
section ~2[p)[3)[A) of ~e CW~ 4~), ~al Mi~ [~ C~ pall 4~}, Ore systems. M~t m~cip~ s~ ~at

~A intends to pro~de assistance andM~ and D~ssin8 [~ ~ ~ ~) ~ey do not hav~ ~e ~! su~.
guidance to m~idps[lfl~ and and Asphalt [~ ~ p~ ~1)). ~st of ad~u~ely e~o~ s~t p~l~.~pe~itting authod~s for developi~ the e~sti~ facilities in ~ese sto~ wa~r ~s~ ~m,Fed~
sto~ water management ~a~ ~atsubcatego~es a~ady have indi~dualfadli~ and ~at ~ese
achieve permit R~en~. ~A;"

pe~it~ for ~eir sto~ water ~scha~es..~ ~ m
intends to issue a ~idan~ do~nt Under today’s ~e. facili~es ~ ¯ ¯ , wa~
ad~ssin8 munidpal ~it ..... exist~ ~D~ ~ts for st~ wat~ ~t ~y have no
app~ns in the near te~~ ~ "~ discha~es t~ a m~pa[ st~ :

Con~ls developed ~ ~a~en~’"Rw~ will be ~u~ed to ma~ ~ese es~b~h ~on ~
plans f~ ~i~l’~stem ~lts maype~ ~d apply for ~ ~ .... - ~me ~
take a.vade~of fo~¢~ ~. : : ."’ : ~’~e~ ~ 1~c}, wh~e~s~
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municipality pointed out that Federal intends to use this flexibility in development of subsequent permitting
facilitzes witl’dn city limits are exempteddesigning a workable and reasonable activities:
from their Erosion and Sediment Control permittin8 system. In accordance with ¯ Applicable requirements of
Act and that permits for these faci~ties these considerations, EPA intends to municipal s~orm wat~ manng~ment
should be requirecL publish in the near future a discussion of programs establ~bed i~ pemai~

Under today:s rule, Federal facilities its preliminary permitting strateg~ for discharges from munidlm| ~-::
Which discharge storm water associatedimplementing the NPDES storm water storm ~wer systems will be
with industrial activity through program, directly against non-complyin~
municipal separate storm sewer systems The preliminary strategy is intended _ .. in~l ~ciliti~s_tha! generate the
will be required to obtain NPDES permitto establish a framework for developingdischarges:
coverage under Federal or State law. permitting priorities, and includes a four * The public will be given an
EPA believes this will cure the legal tier set of priorities for issuing permits toopportunity to comment on permitting
authority problems at the local level be implemented over time: ’ activities:
raised by the commenters. EPA notes ¯ Tier l--baseline permitting: One or ¯ The baseline permits will provide a
that this requirement is consistent with more general permits will be developedbasis for bringing selected enforcement
section 313(a) of the CWA. to initially cover the ma|ority of storm aGtions by eliminating many issueswater discharges associated with
D. Pre/iminory Permitting Strvtegy for industrial activity: which might otherwise arise in an

Storm Water Discha~es Associated * Tier ll--watershed permitti~8: enforcement proceeding; and
With Industrial Activity Facilities within watersheds shown to ¯ Finally, the baseline permits will

be adversely impacted by storm water provide a focus for public comment on
Many of the comments recai~:ed on discharges associated with industrial the development of subsequent phases

the December 7, 1988, proposal focusedactivity will be targeted for permitting, of the permitting strategy for storm
on the difficulties that EPA Regions and * Tier Ill--industry specific water discharges, including the
authorized NPDES States. with their permitting: Specific industry categories development of priorities for State storm
finite resources~ will have in will be targeted for individual or water management programs developed
implementing an effective permitting industry-specific permits: and under section 402(p){6} of the CWA.
program for the large number of storm ¯ Tier [V--foci/ity specific Initially, the coverage of the baseline
water discharges associated with permitting: A variety of factors will be permits will be broad, but the coverage
industrial activity. Many commenters used to target specific facilities for is intended to sb.rink as other permits
noted that problems with implementing individual permits, are issued for storm water discharges
permit programs are caused not only by associated with industrial acUvifies
the large number of industrial facilities Tier I---Baseline Permitting pursuant to Tier II through IV activities.
subject to the program, but by the EPA intends to issue general permits 2. Tier rr--Watershed Permittingdifficulties associated with identifying that initially cover the majority of storm
appropriate technologies for controlling water discharges associated with Facilities within watersheds shown to
storm water at various sites and the industrial activity in States without be adversely impacted by storm water"
differences in the nature and extent of authorized NPDES programs. These discharges associated with industri~l
storm water discharges from different permits will also serve as models for activity will be targeted for individual
types ot" industrial facilities. States with authorized NPDES and general permitting. TI’ils pax:ass can

EPA recognizes these concerns: and programs, be initiated by identifying recei~ng
based on a considers tion of comments The consolidation of many sources waters {or segments of receiving waters)
from authorized NPDES States, under one permit will greatly reduce the where storm water discharges
municipalities, industrial facilities and other~rise overwhelming administrative associated with industrial acthdty have
environmental group~ on the permitting burden associated with permitting storm been identified as a ~ouree of use
framework and permit application water discharges associated with impairment or are suspected to be
requirements for storm water discha~es inchmt~al activity. This approach has a contributing to use ImpalrmenL
associated with indus~al activity, EPA number of additional advantages,
is in the process of developing a inclucling: " 3. Tier III--indu~ry specifi~ . .Pe~dttin~

preliminary strategy for permitfin~ ~tonn * Requirements will be" established Specific industry categories will be.
water discharges associated ~ for discharges covered by the permit; targeted for individtml or indust~- ¯.
indus~al activity, in develop~ tiffs ¯ Facillties whose discharges are specific general permits. These permits
strategy, EPA recognizes that the CWA covered by the permit will have an will allow permitting authorities to’~oc~s

provides flexibility in the mmm~ in opportunity for substanUal compliance argentina and.manures o~
which NPDES permits are lined.¯ EPAwith th~ CWA; categories d p~r cm~xn

¯ The public, including municipal industry cat~8orlea wlm~.tm~l~d.
"The co~rt~ in NRD~ v. rmi~, ~ l’~q~pp. ~ opm’atora of municipal separate storm requirements ~ra apw’o~mat~

{D.~.C. ~S} ~d. ~ ~. C~. Sm ~ ,~ ~seWerS which may receive storm waterwork with tbe States to ¢mmx~aff~d-’"
(DC Cir, 1$77}. Imve ,.dmowJed~d the disch/u~e$ associated with industrial development of model
sdmini~st~, burd.n p~ o~ t~ ~ b~ aC~dty, Will have access under section
requirlng iadividuai permfls foe ¯ Im~ number d ~}~1~, o[ the CWA to monitorin8 data ",tonn water ~’mr~.~ ~n... ~ ~ and cartaia other information developed torecosnized EPA’s ~ ~o ~,~ ~
administrative d~’ir.~. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ by ~h4 pm’mitte~ in
Smmml smnn~ts m b~p mans~ ~ wmtdmd.lffi ~ ¯ ]~PAWill h~ve the op~ertunityto
th~ type of perm.q �oudi~ms that sm ~bl~b~
~ mqu/mmm~ ~r ~ ~ . " storm water discharges ~rom priorit~
pmc~ce,. ¯ ~. - .. industries,.thereby supportingthe.
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4. Tier IV--Facility Specific Permitting to be excluded f~m the coverage o~ the requirements. ~ additio~ NOI
~dividual pewits will ~ approp~ate general pe~it by applying for a pe~it requi~ments should ~ developed

~or some sto~ water dilates in {see ~ C~ l~{b){2}{iii} for ~A conj~c~on wi~ ~it
addison to those identified ~der Tier IIissued general pewits); and whe~ ~eestablish~ mpor~ ~m~
and III activities. ~dual pewits Director ~s an o~er ~ operator d~8 ~e te~ of ~ ~t ....
should be issued whe~ wa~anted by: au~o~ by a general pe~t to apply NOI m~ments ~ ~
the pollution potential of ~edischa~e: for an ~di~dual pe~it ($ee ~ C~ can es~bHsh a m~m
the need for individual con~o[ 122.~(b}{2}{ii} for ~A issued general ~ ~ed to estab~h a
mechanisms: and in cases whe~ pewits), of the humor of perigees ~v~
reduced administrative burdens exist, b. Group app~at~ons. Today’s ~le ~e general ~ ~e nat~ of
For example, individual ~DES pewits also promulgates requirements for ~up operations at the faciliW genera~
for facilities with process discha~es applications for sto~ water discha~es discha~e, their identity ~d lo~tio~
should be expanded du~ng the no~al associated wi~ industrial activity. ~e NO[ can be used as an ini~al
process of pe~it reissuance to cover These applications provide participants screening tool to dateline discha~es
storm water discha~es ~rom the facility, of groups with sufficiently similar sto~ where individual pewits are

water ~scha~es an alternative approp~ate. Also. ~e NOI can be used
5. Relationship of Strate~ to Pe~it mechanism for applyi~ for pe~it to idenOfy classes of ~scha~s
Application~ ~equirements coverage" approp~ate for more specific general

The preliminaw long-te~ permitting The ~oup applicaOon requirements pewits, as well as provide information
s~ate~ desc~bed above identifies are prima~ly intended to pin,de needed to noti~ such ~scha~e~ of ~e
several pe~it schemes ~at ~A info~ation for develop~g indust~ issuance of a mo~ specific general
anticipates will be used in ad~essmg specific general pewits. {Group pe~ In addition. ~e NOI can provide
storm water discharges associated withapplications can also be used to issue for ~e identifica0on of the pe~ttee
~ndust~al activity. One issue ~at arisesindividual pewits in autho~zed ~D~ provide a basis ~or e~orcement and
with this strategy is dete~ining ~e States wi~out general pe~it au~o~Wcompliance man[to,rig s~ategies.
approp~ate info~ation needed to or where othe~ise appropriate}. ~ wiD ~er ad~ess ~is issue ~ ~e
develop and issue pe~ts for ~ese such, ~oup application ~quirements context of specific general pewits it
discha~s. The NPDES regulato~ co.elate well with the Tier Ill plans to issue ~ ~e near ~t~.-
scheme provides three ma}or options for pe~itti~ activities identified ~ ~e Today’s ~e requires ~at ~dual
obtaining pe~it coverage for storm long-te~ pe~it~g S~ate~. pe~it applicatio~ for sto~ w~r
water discha~es associated wi~ c. Case-by-case requirement. ~ ~ ~scha~es associated ~ ~dus~al
indus~al activiW: {1} ~vidual pe~t 122.21{a} excludes pecans covered by acti~ be submitted ~ one ye~
applications; {2} ~up applications: and general pe~t$ ~om mquiremem$ to ~om ~e date of publi~fion of
{3} case-by-case requi~ments develop~ submit ~dual pe~t appH~fions, notice. ~A is conside~ iss~
for general pe~it coverage, F~er, ~e general pe~t ~afions general pe~ts for ~e majo~W of =to~

a. Individualpermit application at ~ ~ 1~ do not ad~s~ ~e water ~a~es ass~ated ~:    "
requirements. Today’s notice issue of how a potenfi~ pd~tt~ is to ~dus~al ac~ ~ ~ose S~=
establishes req~emen~ for ~vidual apply to be co~d ~der a ~neml te~toHes ~at do not have au~o~ed
per~t applicatio~ for sto~ water peril Ra&er. con~fions for S~te’~ pm~= ~ ~
discha~es associated ~ indus~al no.cation of ~t~t {NO~ to ~ ~ ~ ~ O~ ~ ~, ~’~
acti~ty. ~ese appli~on mqui~ments cove~d by ~e ~neral pe~t am ~s~ of ~bia, ~ " -
are applicable for aH sto~ water established in ~e pe~ on a cas~by- ~onweal~~ of ~ ~,
&schwas associated ~ ~dus~al ~se basis, and operate ~ H~ of ~t ~e~c~ ~oa, ~e ~w~
acti~ty, except where ~e o~ator of appH~on mqu~ments. R~men~ ~e Norm M~ ~d~.~ ~ ~..~
¯ e disease ~ participa~ ~ a ~up for sub~t~ NOIs to ~ covered ~ a ~tT~t~’of ~e ~� I~}
application or a general ~t ~ ~suedgeneral ~t ~ ~e ~m ~ ~fom ~ ~te to ~ble ~"~’ ~’-
to cover ~e ~scha~e and ~e @nemlappli~fions {~s wo~d ~ Fo~ 1 ~ ~s~e~ of =to~ wa~ to
pe~it pro~des alternative me~ to Fo~ ~ for most ~sch~es com~dwhaler ~ey
obta~ pe~it coverage. ~o~afion ~en~ly of sto~ water ~a~ ~d~ a
~vidual app~o~ ~ ~tend~ to beasso~ated ~ ~d~ a~}, ~ ~y alternative qo~ff~~-
used ~ devel~ ~e =it~=~c, ~ no nofi~. ~A ~en~ ~at ~e ~men~
con~ons 8ener~y a~a~ ~ NOI mq~en~ es~b~ed ~ a ~t ~ 1
indi~dual pe~ . ", ~ general ~t for sto~ wat~.    , appH~on

~vidu~ pe~t ap~flons am ~sch~ associat~ ~ ~d~- or ~e~er ~W mu~ ~ ~
expected ~ play ~t role ~:aHacfi~W be co~ens~ate ~e ....~du~
~e~ of ~e S~at~, ev~ whem~l~ of ~e ~t ~ter ~ . ’
pewits ~e us~ ~O~r ~ establis~ ~e pe~t ~d ~e ~t~=befo~ ~e ~to~
pe~ may pin.de f~ ~ca~ pm~a~ ~e b~e~e ~ne~ pe~t~
req~ments ~at operate ~,~ ~ ~edes~bed ~ ~ l is ~tended ~ ~ Store ~a~=
req~ to sub~t ~ p~[ ~ development of ~n~: for s~., ~ ~er ~ ~
app~Uo~ ~ ~u~t. : water ~e= ~ ~: "., ":
app~fio~ ~y ~ n~bd ~der ~ ~s~ ac~ ~at ~ ~ =~    K
seve~ ~n~s. ~ by ~ ~ ms~a of ~e~ .... ;~:~-" ~ ~t~~~

¯ e sub~sion of ~ ~t ~n b~ of ~i~ ~d m~ "

¯ e ~ ~ ~e’o~or o~ia~ ~e~’by ~e
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cor, centrations of such discharges will adequately characterize such portion of the dischar~ from selected
vary with time during an event. This_ discharges, outfalls or                                                    sampling points may be a
variability raises two technical ~ EPA requested comment on the condition to permit~ i~ued to
problems: how best to chara~eri~e the feasibili’ty of the proposed modification municipalities. With regard tb
discharge associated with a single stormof sampling procedures at | 122.ffl[g}[7} for the colle~tion of sample ai~u~r~.~’ .
event; and how best to characterize theand the ability to character~z~ pollutantsflow-weighted composite ~m~le~
variability between discharges of in storm water d|~,harges w~th an § 122.21{g][7) provide~ that
different events that may be caused by average concentration from the first applicants may collect flow-umi~ed
seasonal changes and changes in portion of the discharge compared to composite samples u~ing different
material management practices, for collecting and separately analyzing fourprotocol~ with respect to the time
example, grab samples. It was proposed that an duration between the collection of

Prior to today’s rulemaking. 40 CFR event composite sample be collected, assample aliquots, subject to the approval
12~’.21{g){7} required that applicants for well as a grab sample collected duringof the Director or Regional
NPDES permits submit quantitative datathe first 20 minutes of runoff. Comments Administrator. In other words, the

were solicited as to whether or not this period may be extended from 15 minutesbased on one grab sample taken every
hour of the discharge for the first four sampling method would provide better to 20 or 25 minutes between sample
hours of discharge. EPA has modified definition of the storm load for runoff aliquots, or decreased from 15 to 10 or 5
this requirement such that, instead of characted.zation than would the minutes.

collecting and analyzing four grab requirement to collect and separately Other comments raised ism~es that

samples individually, applicants for analyze four grab samples, apply both to the impact of runoff
permits addressing storm water Many commenters questioned the characterization and the first discharge

discharges associated with industrial ability to obtain a 20 minute sample in representation. These primarily

activity will provide data as indicators the absence of automatic samplers, pertained to resriorm that have well

of two sets of conditions: data collected Some believed that pollutants measured defined wet and dry seasons. Comments

during the first 30 minutes of discharge by such a sample can be accounted for questioned whether or not it is fair to

and flow-weighted average storm event in the event composite sample. Others assume that the initial storm or two of a

concentrations. Lane and medium argued that this is an unwarranted wet season, which will have very high

municipalities will provide data on flow- sampling effort if municipal storm water pollutant concentrations, are actually

weighted average storm event management plans are to he geared to representative of the rtmoff

concentrations only. achieving annual po|~utant load concentrations for the araa. ~:
reductions. Many commenters advised In response, EPA believesData describing pollutants in a grab that problems accessing sampling important to represent the ~ port ofsample taken during the first few stations and mobilizing samplin~ crews, the discharge either s~parately or as aminutes of the discharge can often be particularly after working hottrs, made part of the event composite samples.used as a screen for non-storm water sampling during the first 20 minutes This loading i~ made up wims~IIy of thedischarges to separate storm sewers impraotical. These comments were mass of ~mattached fir~ particulates andbecause such pollutants may be flushed made particularly with respect to . readily solnble sudace load thatout of the system during the initial municipalities, where the geographical accumulates betw~m s~m, ms. This loadportion of the discharge. In addition, areas could encompass several hundred washes off el the basin’s, di~y

data from the first few minutes of a square miles. Several alternative~ wer~ connected paved surfaces when thedischarge are useful because much of suggested including: the collection o~ a runoff velocities reach the level required
the traditional structural technology sample in the first hour, and for entrainment of the Imr~Iculate load
used to centre[ storm water discharges, representative grab sampling in the next into tlm surface flow. I! should [mno~
including detention and retentinn thre~ hours, one per hour: or perform that for very fine porticalaIe~devices, may only provide controls for time proportioned sampling for up to solub~.m, th~ can e~ ver~r~
the first portion of the discharge, with four hours, the storm b4~ins add nme.h sonata’ tlm~relatively little or no control for the Because of the Iogisticel problems the ~ak flow. The lirat few minnte~ of
remainder of the discharge. Data f~mm associated with collecting samples dischm’~ represents a ~h~k
the first portion of the discharge will during the first few minute~ of di~’~harge receiv’m~ warm’, in {erm~ of     "~ ’give an indication of the potential from mtmi~pal systems, EPA will on]y ~once~lmtie~ of po~ufim~, be~m~’fe~ ¯
usefulness of these techniques to reduce require ~uch sampling from industrial many c~m~tltuents the hig~esl ’ ¯
pollutants in storm water di~arges, facilitie~ Mm~icipal systems will be coru~n~a~ of the mnmt ~
Also, such discharges may be primarily spread out aver many square miles with during this initial period. D~e tothe, ¯ "
responsible for pollutant shoc~ to the sampling locations potentially several need to F~Xil~Ir quanflfyth~
ecosystem in receiving waters, miles from public works departments or not n~s~mr~ to r~pr~m~! the

Studies such aa NURP have ~hown other responsible government agencies,d~:harge’from the upt~r r~,c~m:~f~i~r~
that flow-weighted average Re~ such locations in order to outfaIP~ tn’bufary stag. ~n rmmff
concentrations of storm water ~ obtei~ samples du~ng the first few chara~eri~aflo~ besh~, tim ~
discharges are useful for estimating minutes of a storm event may prove is the! the |andu~ in the [mm~-f~’
pollutant loads.and for evaluating impo~ible. For essentially the ~ame homogenmm~ ~,~em4y’~O., am/
certain concentration-based water reason,~, the requirement has b~ert first ~ fi, om ~ie k~vm,
quality impacts. The use of flow- modified to encompass the first 30 -. =
weighted composite ~tmples are also minutes of the di~berge, Im~ead �~ 20~    represe~taff~ ol~ the~
consistent with commons raised by ~ for industrial di~herg~, 1~s ¯
various indtmWy repreRntativea dm’Ing rule also eJarlfi~ that th~sample should
pr~viou~ Agoncy ru/enmk~ that. be telm, n durin,~ the ~ ~0 minu~e~ m~ ~
continuotm monitoring ofdiscbarg~ ., soamthereaflara~ pra~[cab/e,
from storm events is nece~sar~ ~o approp~ate, e-harecteri~atkm of thle~ .~ : ¯
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discharge from the remote por:~qns of of flow weighted composite samples willcon~usion with rega~ to sampling
the base.n- It will not be represen; ~tive ofdirectly yield an event mean pr~lures, lab analysis procedures.
the discberge because it will also concen~atiou. Mathematical integration . and the purpose of the program.
contnin l~te~ washoff from the lower of the cha~e in con~:ent~atinna and In resporme.today~s regulatio~
reaches of the bnsin, resulting in a low mass flux of the discharge for discrete esteblL~h certain mininmm requ~me~t,
estimation of the ~ discharge land o~sample data can px~duce an event meanMoni~:ipaHfle~med ind’ustrl~s.m~,
most constituent. ~Convereely. larger concentration. This pro~dux-e was usedfrom the~e requlreman~ to tl~-~_e~-:
suspended pa~culates that normally during the NURP program, that their lmplementatkm is at least u
are not present in first dischat,~e due to EPA wishes to emphasize that the s~ngeut ns outlined in today’s rule.
inadequate velocities will appear in thisreason for sampling the’ type of storm EP^ views today’s rule a~ a means ~o-
later sampling scenario because of the event identified in § 122.~I[g)(7} is to provide assurance ..’- ,, the quali~ of
influence of higher runoff rates in the provide information that represents the data collected: ~ this e~d. it is
lower basin. Many commonly used local conditions that will be used to important that the : -’n level of
management practi~es are designed create sound storm water managementsampLing requirer ’ defined.
based on theh" ability to t~eat a volume plans. Based on the method to be used

¯ of water def’med by the f’u-st discharge to generate system-w~ide estimates of In response to ~.: ~sal that the

phenomenon. It is important to pollutant loads, either method, discrete first discharge be ¯ : in

characterize the first discharge load or event average concentrations, may be"representative" ~ -npling.

because most management practices preferable to the other. If simulation several comment~ their

effectively treat on~y, or primarily, this models will be used to generate loadingconcenm known ~ .~ po~ble

load. estimates, analysis of die.ate samplesequipment necess :seat this

It should be noted that first discha~e will be more~valuable so that calibrationreo~ement. Sea ~ ~mentera am
runoff is sometimes contaminated by of water quality and hydrolog~ may be co: ’emed that i~ o get a ~’u~t
non-storm water related pollutants, in performed, On the other hand, simple d~ ~rge sample, xatic sampling
many urban catchments, contaminants estimation methods based on event e~ ..,nant will I~ red. Concerns
that result from illicit connections a~d average or event mean concentrations re d to the ne~ his equipment
illegal dumping may be stored in the may not justify the additional cost of s~ :ed in the c: tt~ ~’equently~
system until "flushed" during the initial discrete sample analysis, rr xdvised the ..quipment is
storm period. This does not negate the EPA believes that the first discharge e’ siw: and t~ ¯ d~ mand on
need for information on the loading should be rept’esented in the ,~ :ns. ,-quipr ill :~e too large for
characteristic first discharge load, but permit application from industrial , ~r:.. ,~ ~v :tu-era
does indicate that the first phase field facilities and. if appropriate, perrrdttin~ -~: "°~ ’ ~r be ~
screen results for illicit connections authorities may require the same in the am,:, ~., ~i~.~alned that not
should be used to help define those discharge characterize|ion Component of rew.~ ~e ~t is available
ouffalls where this problem might exist,permits issued to municipalities. The is a ~t~ m in many

Several methods can be used to first discharge load should also be
develop an event average concentration,represented as part of an event ¯ n~ ~,, or requiring the
Either automatic or manual sampling composite sample. This requh’ement will .,ton ~1~, ment to
technique~ ~an be treed that ~ample theassist industries in the development of .:pllr~ m, n~s. A ....
entire hydrograph, or at least the first effective storm water management ., ~it~ : t~ _~ n the io~
four houra of it, that will result in plans. .aJ~ be .re ......-.:: to have
several discrete samples and associated F.PA requested comments on the a = m, e ~ ,~: ~t~ is

¯

flow rates that represent the vm’ioes appropriateness of the proposed rules .o ~ -etlou o~
flow regimes of an event, The~e and of proposed amendments to the ,t ¯
procedures have the potential Jar rules regarding discharge sampling. .r ~ .~’~n
providing either an event ave~ag~ Comments were received which ..~ th~ ",~. goa~
concentration, an event mean ¯ addressed the appropriateness o~ , ~.t. ~.0 "~ -’xent is
concentration, or �li~c~te deflniflo~ of imposing uniform national guidelines. ,cease. o." . sample
the washoff process. Autonmlic Several commenters are conc~x-ned that¯ have ~e. ¯ ~ttended
sampling procedures are also available uniform national guidelines may not be; stanzas., p. ¯ peal’armed,
that collect a single composite sample, appropriate due to the geographic :sen ~ma: r] ~mmt will
eithe/" on ¯ time-proportioned or llow variations in metenrolngy, topogx’aph¥,’ be requi~.. ¯
proportioned ~ ~ and pollutant sources. While some EPA rea~ - at eq~.: .When disc.rain Hmj~m ~u~-collected,assert that a uniform guideline will availabllit ~ ~’~m~ ",~. :’’~
an event average �onlpoalte ~mnple canprovide consistency of the sample " I-Iowe#er ~ ~’" ¯ ~’"be produced by the;mmmal composite ofresults, others prefer a pro~p’am based reco~dls , mu~",~    -~ "
the discrete samples.hi equal ~lumes,on:x~i~naI or State guidelines that more~elative to th~ bilit~ ~; .~,~x~".
Laboratory analysis oftim~" , specifically address thek ~ituation. ff automatic ": g m~ipm~t is ~).,~
p.roportioned composite ~uples wiH Several commente~ addressing avaHab~ m;~" ~n~li~ is ~m .:~ .,’.r~,~
directly yield the event a~er~ge. -. ¯ industrial permit application * ¯ an,~o,~te ~ ~ivs, ;-* ~ o ~"~" ;~’?’~
concentratioa, Mathema.ttcal IveraSing.. reqmre    s, prmerreo max . eo~n 1 .... . ~.... -. -, .. r "" ~...:.~.
of discrete sampI& anally, is r~lta ~ ~ operator be allowed to ~et a~ lndl~iduml " ~ ~oem warns,

....... RO~,008254 .
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with industrial activity are required to system-wide or area permits for their schemes such as area or general
apply for an NPDES permit. Permits are system’s discharges. These permits ere permits, is appropriate for discharges
to be applied for in one of three, ways expected to require that controls be from non-municipal sewers, as long as
depending on the type of facility: placed on storm water discharges each storm water discharge thro~h the
Through the individual permit associated with industrial activity whichsystem is associated with
application process: through the group discharge through the municipal system,activity and thus currently eubj~ctto
application process: or through a notice It is anticipated that general or NTDES permit coverage,
of intent to be covered by general individual permits covering indus~ial One State agency commented that in
permit, storm water dischargers to these the interest of uniformity, all industries

Storm water discharges associated municipal separate storm sewer systemsthat discharge to non-municipal
with the industrial activities identified will require industries to comply with conveyances should be required tounder § 17.2.26{b){14} of today’s rule may the terms of the permit issued to the conform to the application requirements.avail themselves of general permits that municipality, as well other terms One industry stated that the rules mustEPA intends to propose and promulgatespecific to the permittee.
in the near future. The general permit c. Storm water discha~es through

provide a way for the last discharger
before the waters of the U.S. to requirewill be available to be promulgated in non-municipal alarm sewers. Under

each non-NPDES State. following Statetoday’s rulemaking all operators of permits for facilities discharging into the
certification, and as a model for use by storm water discharges associated withupper portions of the system. EPA
NPDES States with general permit industrial activity that discharge into a agrees with these comments. Today’s
authority. It is envisioned that these privately or Federally owned storm rule provides that each discharger may
general permits will provide baseline water conveyance {a storm water be covered under individual permits, as
storm water management practices. For conveyance that is not a municipal co-permittees to a single permit, or by
certain categories of industries, specific separate storm sewer) will be required general permit rather than holding the
management practices will be to be covered by an NPDES permit {e.g. last discharger to the waters of the
prescribed in addition to the baseline an individual permit, general permit, or United States solely responsible.
management practices. As information as a co-permittee to a permit issued to In response to one commenter, the
on specific r, ~es of industrial activities the operator of the portion of the system term "non-municipar’ has been clarified
is developec. ~ther, more industry- that directly discharges to waters of the to explain that the term refers to non-
specific gener ~l permits will be United States}. This is a departure from publicly owned or Federally-owned
developed, the "either/or" approach that EPA storm sewer systems.

Today’s r~ie. requires facilities with requested comments on in the December Some commenter~ supporting the
existing NPDE’.-. oermtts for storm water 7, 1988, notice. The "either[or" approach approach as proposed, noted that
discharges to apply for individual would have allowed either the system industrial storm water dischargers into .
permits under the individual permit discharges to be covered by a permit such systems can take advantage of the
application requirements found at issued to the owner/operator of the group application process. EPA agrees
t22.26(c} 180 days before "-.:it current system segment that discharged to that in appropriate circumstances, such
permit expires. Facilities " ,, eligible for waters of the United States, or by an as when industrial facili~es discharging~
coverage unde- a generc ,trait are individual permit issued to each storm water to the same system are
required to file mindi,, ,i or group contributor to the non-municipal sufficiently similar, group applications
permit applica::on in a~ .~ance with conveyance, can be used for discharges to non-.
today’s rule. The genera. :rrn:,’s to be EPA requested comments on the municipal conveyances. However, EPA
proposed and ~ romulga~ :,,’~,, ndicate advantages and disadvantages of believes that it would be inappropriate
wha,’ ~,-Iities .~re eli,, ’~ or coverage retaining the "either[or" approach for to approve group applications for tho~
oy the general perr~.a’, non-municipal storm sewers. An facilities whose only similari~ i~ thatb. Storm water dis, ¯ ~.,es throogh abundance of comment was received by they discharge ~to.nn water into thbmunicipal storm sew, .As discussed EPA on this particular part of the same private conveyance system. ’I’ne ,above, many operate ,~" storm water program. A number of industrial , efficacy of the group applicationdischarges associate~: ¯ ~th industrial commenters and a smaller number at" procedures is predicated on the.. .activity are not requi:~ d to apply for an municipalities favored retaining the similarity of operations and other .individual permit or ~articipate in a "either/or" approach as proposed, whilefactors. The fact that ~everal ~ndimtrl~:group application under § 122.26(c) of most municipal entities, one indus,, discharge storm water to the’~metoday’s rule if covered by a general and one trade association favored municipal sewer system.atone may not’permit. Under the December 7..ll~& requiring permits for each discharger, make these discharges mdffcie~.tl~ " ~’ ..proposal, dischargers thraugh ]arge and Two commentate stated that private
medium municipal separate storm sewerowner~ of conveyances may not have similar for group application-approv, aI.*
systems were not required, as a general the legal authority to implement controls One comme~ter sung ~estedfltat.~..A. ~’~
rule, to apply for an individual l/arreSt oron discharges through their system andhas not established any des ~dlh~es~
as a group applicant. Today’s rule is a would not want to be held responsible submission of permit app.~Ich~
departure from that proposal. Today’s for such controls. EPA agrees that this isstorm water
rule requires all dischargers through a potential problem. Therefore, today’sindustrial actl~i~ ~’~’. ~:~ ~’-~’~
municipal separate storm sewer systemsrule will require permit coverage for municipal ~pamta ~torm~e~er
to apply for an individual permit, apply," each storm water discharge associatedsystems, EPA wants ~0
as part of a group applicatior~ or seek with industrial activity .......Indu~.tri~
coverage under a promulgated genera]~ One commenter supported the... ." .- priv~aly
permit for storm water d~schsrges concept of requiring all the fa~tLrttus tl~,t
associated with industrial activity, discharge to a hint-municipal’. ......¯ ..~t~ apl~ ~

Municipal operators of large and ¯ conveyance to be �o-permittees. EpA. frame
medium municipal separate storm sewera~’eus that this type of pennitti~ .. ~ ¯ ¯(or.
systems are re~ansible for obtainS8.,scheme,, alou~.with, othec pemd~.. -" =’..~ ’......
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One commenter a~atmi that the 2. Scope of "Associated with Industrial generally classified under the OWu:e of
op~r.ato¢ oi the conveyance, that acceptsActivity" Management end Budget Standard
disch~rge~ into I~ sy~te.m has control The S-eptember26. 1984. final " Industrial Clarifications (SIC}-~
and police power o~r.th-o~e that " " regulation. ,-~vided those discharges thatwhele~le., retail ser~s~ or ~~
discharge into th~ ,piton by ~irtue of met the reg~atory d.ei~mition of storm ac "~ti~ities.. ¯ ¯ " ¯ ,’ ,
the al~ity to rested dlochar8~ ~lo the water point IotLrce Jmto two ~ot~p~. "~e ~ comnt~ttePI
system. This commem4er s~ed that term Group I storm water discharges all
these facilities ~ho~d be the entity was defined In an at~emp~ to identify
required to obtain the pe~nit in all those storm water discharges Which had~eg~dation. Another commentm:
cases. Assumin~ that this statement is a hi~r potential to contribute r~m~mT~ie~ded that all the’~acflige~
tr~e in all respects, the larger problem issignificantly to environmental impacts, in the December 7.19aa~ pr~po~al"
~ha t one’s theoretical ability to restrict Group ! included those disc.barges that incAuding th~e listed in paragraphs {xi}
discharges is not necessarily tied to thecontained storm Water ~Lra~ed from anthrough (xvi} on page 4943~ of the
reality of enforcing those restrictions or industrial plant or plant associated December 7, 19~S. proposal, should be
even detecting problem discharges whenareas. Other storm water discharges included. EPA disagrees sim:e the inten!
they exist, in a similar vein one {such as those from parkLng lots and of Congres~ was to estabL~h a pha.~d.
commenter urged that a private operatoradministrative buildings} located on and timed approach to ~torm water
will not be in any worse a position than lands used for industrial activity were permit~, and that only, those faciLities
s municipal entity to determine who is classified as Group II discharges. The havin~ di~u:harges assoc.iated with
the source of pollution up-stream. EPA re~ations def’med the term "plant industt~a| acti~ty should be included
agrees that from a hydroh~gical associated areas" by listing several initially. The studies to be conducted
standpoint this may be true. However. examples of areas that would be pursuant to section 40~p}{5} will
from the standpoint of detection assoc:iated with industrial activities, examine sourr~s of pollulants
resources, police powers, enforcement However, the result~ definition led to associated with commercial, re~ail, and
remedies, and other facets of municipalconfusion among the regulated other light’business activity. If
power that may be brought to bear uponcommunity regarding the distinctions appropriate, additional reg~at{ons
problem dischargers, private systems between the Group I and Group H addressing these ~u’ces can be
are in a tar more precarious position classifications, developed under ~,cfio~ 402(p]{~| of rite
with respect to controlling discharges in amencL~g the CWA in 19~7. CWA. As further discussed below. EPA
from other private sources. Congress did not explicitly adopt EPA’s believes that the facllilie~ idenli~.d in

In light of the comments received, regulatory c.laMi~cation of Group I and paragraphs (xi} thr~ (xvl} are more
EPA has decided that the either/or Group II disc~es. Rather. Coagr~ properly ckara~eri~ed as cm~mm, c~| or
approach as proposed is inappropriate, require| EPA to address "storm water retail facillfie~, rather than induhisl
Operators of non-municipal systems w~ll di~.ha~es associated with industrial faciliti~ ’,
generally be in a poorer position to gainactivity" in th~ [Lrst round of storm Today’s rule clarifies the reg~t~ ".
knowledge of pollutan~ in storm wate~ water permitting, in ~ of the adoption definition ef’aeso~a~ed with
discharges and to impose mm@o|s o~ of the term "a~sociated with imitt~rial 0 a~ivity" by adoptin~ the ~
storm water di~.harges from other activiW" in th~ CWA, and the ongoing in the le~slalive hish~j, sad
facilities than will municipal system con.C’~ion sum’ounding the previoo~, sapplementi~ i~ with a desc.riptima
operator~, in additiot~., beat managememregulatory deftaiti~, EPA he~ variot~ ~3pes of arena that ~,e ~
practices and other ~ite-specific c(mtrols¯ eliminated the regulatory ~ "Group !related m un industrial proceu~{~..~ ¯
are often mo~t appropriate for red~ storm w~ter di~.ha~e" and "G~oup LI industzi~ ~ yard~, imme~esece~
pollutant~ in storm wate~ di~.tmrges ~ sto¢~ water di~harge" pursuant to the roads ~md ~ ~ drain~e’po~-
associated with industrial activity and December ?, 198~. Court ~mmad and ha~mated~]-lm~l[i~ dte~, ~T~e~,~ed~f~,.
can often only be effecti~4y add~t~ed not ~vived it. ~ additio~ fm:l~y’s rmti~ethe applic~l, om or ~
in ¯ rel~atory scheme that holde eachpromulgato~ a de/’mJtion of the tm~ water& ~t~ ~ fm.I]~. ,~W~ .a~d,’
industrial faciLity operator dlre~dy "stoma water discharge ussoc~alml withmakd~ of’ma~ed~lh~., :;: ’~
responsible. The either/or approach as inch~triai activit~"at § 122.26(b){14~ ~d
proposed i~ not mmduciv~ to . ~. cA~ themmpaoftbetevm. . . presentl~m, ha, vebeeatmed’i~lm~t
establishingthsset’dpe~o~pracflces̄ " in de~z’i~:~ the ~cope of the term . forresidu~’l~atl~’nt~le~l~~.~,~

under a permit. ~ ~ non- sever~ members of ~ exl~ained.,incmlm|~Id snme o~
municipal eperah~s st"dorm water in the ]esislative history that the term~
conve~unces, w~nk~ z~e~,e sto~n water applied ifr a ~’,]1~1-~ w’as "d~ ~ enl~ ~~
ru~zoff from induslz’i~ ~adl~4te~, may uot related to ma~afact~ pro~ or
be generating storm watm. discha~es raw materiala storage area~ at an - .....s~ water ~d/~ t~
a~,:iated with ~ acflvity, industrial plsat-" {VoL I~ ~
themselves and. ther~fm,~, ~hoy woald HIO~. I-fl093~ {daffy ed, Octob~" IS,
otherwis~ not need to ob~aln a peta!! 1986J; VoL L.~$ Con~, Rec. [417~ (daily ¯
prior to October I. Ig8~ unless .., . ¯ .: ....ed. ]anusry 8. 19~’l). Several ...... commea~
specificaBy designat~l asde~ set, on .." ~ cited this lan~m~e/~ --,.~
4O~p}{~-XE}. Amordingly, EPA dila/~ses arguing fora mo~e expar~v~ o~’~
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industrial activity" to include storm Industrial categories in produce basic chemical products by’
water discharges from facilities § 122.26(b}(14}{xi} all tend to engage in predominantly chemical processes. SIC
identified in today’s rule at 40 C .k:~R- production activities in the manner 29 describes faciliti~ that are engn~:l
1z2.z1{b}{14}(xi} (facilities classified as described in the paragraph above, in the petroleum industry. Unde~ SIC .....
Standard Industrial Classifications 20, Facilities under SIC 20 process food’s 311, facilities are eRgag~in t~mh~....
21, 22, 23, 2434, 25, 265, 287, 27, 2.~3, 2.85,including meats, dairy food, ~ruit, and currying, and finishing bides and:skins.
30, 31 {except 311}, 323, 34 {except 3441},flour, Facilities c]assifled under SIC 21 Such processes use chemicals ~ucJ~ a~
35, 36, 37 {except 373}, 38, 39, 4221-25}make cigarettes, cigars, chewing tobaccosulfuric acid and sodiumdichromate,
onJy if: and related products. Under SIC 22. and detergents, and a variety of raw and
areas where material handling equipment orfacilities produce yarn, etc., and/or dye intermediate materials. SIC 32
activities, raw materials, intermediate and finish fabrics. Facilities under SIC manufacture glass, clay, stone and
products, final products, waste materials, by-23 are in the business of producing concrete products form raw materials In
products, or indus~al machinery st these clothing by cutting and sewing the form quarried and mined stone, clay,
facilities are exppsed to storm water. Such purchased woven or knitted textile and sand. SIC 33 identifies facilities that
areas include: material handling sites: refuseproducts. Facilities under SIC 2434 andsmelt, refine ferrous and nonferroussites: sites used t’or the application or 25 are establishments engaged in metals from ore, pig or scrap, and
disposal of process waste waters {as definedfurniture making. SIC 265 and 267 manufacturing related products. SICst 40 CFR 401): sites used for the storage endaddress facilities that manufacture 3441 identifies facilities manufacturingmaintenance of" material handling equipment:paper board products. Facilities under fabricated structural metal. Facilitiessites used for residual treatment: storage or SIC 27 perform services such as under SIC 373 engage in ship buildingd~sposal: shipping and receiving areas:
manufacturing buildings; material storage bookbinding, plate making, and printing,and repairing. The permit application
areas for raw materials, and intermediate Facilities under SIC 283 manufacture requirements for storm water discharges
and fimshed products: and areas where pharmaceuticals and facilities under 285from facilities in these categories are
industrial activity has taken place in the pastmanufacture paints, varnishes, lacquers,unchanged from the proposal.
and significant materials remain and are enamels, and allied products. Under SIC Today’s rule clarifies that theexposed to storm water. 30 establishments manufacture productsrequirement to apply for a permit

The critical distinction between the from plastics and rubber. Those applies to storm water discharges from
facilities identified at 40 CFR facilities under SIC 31 {except 311}, 323, plant areas that are no longer used for
122.26{b~{14}{xi} and the facilities 34 {except 3441}, 35, 3~, and 3~ {except industrial activities {ff significant
identified at 40 CI~R 122.28{b){14}{i}-{x} 373} mannfacture industrial and materials remain and am exposed tocommercial metal products, machinery.is that the former are not classified as storm water} as well as areaa that are
having "storm water discharges equipment, computers, electrical currently being used for industrial
associated with industrial activity" equipment, and transportation activities. EI~A would also clarify thatequipment, and glass products made ofunless certain materials or activities are all discharges from theee areus including
exposed to storm water. S~orm water purchased glass. Facilities under SIC 3~ those that discharge through municipal
discharges from the latter set of manufacture scientific and electrical separate storm sewers are addressed by
facilities are considered to be instruments and optical equipment, this rulemaking.Those under SIC 39 manufacture a"associated with industrial activity" variety of items such as ~ewelry, One commenter questioned the use of
regardless of the actual exposure of

silverware, musical instruments, dolls, the word "or" instead of the word
these same materials or activities to to describe ~torm water "which i~
storm water, toys, and athletic goods. SIC 422"I-2.5 are located at an industrial plant ’or’

EPA believes this distinction is warehousing and storage activities.
In contrast, the facilities identified by directly related to manufacturing.

appropriate because, when considered SIC 24 {except and 2434}, 2~ {except 265 processing, or raw material storage
as a class, most of the activity at the and 287}, 28 {except 283 and 28S], 29, areas at an industrial plant" The
facilities in § 122.2S{b}{14}{xi} is 311, 32 {except 323}, 33, 3441, 37~ when comment expressed the concern that
undertaken in buildings; emissions h’om taken as a group, are expected to have discharges f~’om are~m not located at an
stacks will be minimal or non-existent~ one or many of the following activities, industrial plant would be subject to
the use of unhoused manufacturing and processe~ occurring on-site: storing raw permitting by thia language and
heavy industrial equipment will be materials, intermediate products, final questioned whether thia waa EPA’a - ¯
minimal; outside material storage, products, by-products, waste products, intent. EPA agrees that this i~ a    . ¯
disposal or handling generally will not or chemicals outside: smelting; refmin~, potential aouroe of conf~mion and has
be a part of the manufacturing process; producing slgnitic.ant emissions from modified this language to rei~’t the
and generating significant du~t or- stacks or air exhaust systems: loading or conjunctive in~tead o! the alternative. .
particulates would be atypical, b.~ such, unloading chemical or hazardous This change has been made to provide
these industries are more akin ~r aub~tances~ the use of unhoused consistan~j, in the rule whereby ~om~
comparable to businesses, sue.h a~ retail, manufactm’ing and heavy industrial areas at industri~l p~aat~ ~ue-b aa : ? :_ ..
commercial, or service indus~ce, which equipmen~ and generating significant adminlstratlva parking l~t~_which do not
Congress did not contemplate re.dating d~st or particulates. Accordingly, these have storm wa~er di~charge~ ~ - ..~. : ....
before October 1, 1992, and storm water are classes of facilities which can be commingled w~th di~h~a from :

.discharges from these facilities are not viewed ~ generating storm water manufactm’ing areas, m’ernot inc..furled.
"associated with industrial activity." discharges associated with Industriul under this rulmnakin/L ~ ,. ~ ~:
Thus, these industries will be required activity requiring a permit. Two conun,~,~ters.wanted
to obtain a l~ennlt under today’srule EstabLishments identified under SIC 34 of the term "or process water.~-tn t~~.~. Y.~-’
only when the manufacturing processes(except Z434) are engaged in oporatin~ definition of dischor~ asssmiat~d., -~p~ise:,~v
undertaken at such facilities would sawmills, planing mills and other mills industrial activit~ at
result in storm water contact with. engaged in producing lumber and. woodrulemaking
indus~al materials associated with thebasic materials. SIC 26 facilities are term "pro~esa wastew~.-i’
facility, paper mills. Under SIC 28, f~cilities deflned.at 40 Clq( pm’t 4eL..
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One commenter took isst~e with the or operated by the facility, but which {including haul roads) to refer to roads
decision to include drainage ponds, are municipal storm sewers on which are exclusively or primarily
refuse sites, sites for residual treatment,easements granted to a municipality fordedicated for use by the industrial
storage, or disposal, as areas associatedthe conveyance of storm water. EPA facility. EPA does ~ot expect
with industrial activity, because it was agrees that if the industry does not submit permit applications for = "’::,
the commenter’s view that such areas operate the point source then that dmcharges" from pubhc" acces~-~’ roa~--~,~ " ’"
are unconnected with industrial activity,facility is not required to obtain a permitsuch as state, county, or federal ~,.~
EPA disagrees with this comment. If for that discharge. A point source is a such as highways or BLM roads
refuse and other sites are used in conveyance that discharges pollutants happen to be used by the facility. Also~ ~’’
conjunction with manufacturing or the into the waters of the United States. If a some access roads are used to transport
by-products of manufacturing they are facility does not operate that point bulk samples of raw materials or
clearly associated with industrial source, then it would be the products {such as prospecting samples
activity, As noted above. Congress responsibility of the municipality to from potential mines) in small-scale
intended to include discharges directly cover it under a permit issued to them. prior to industrial production. EPA does
related to manufacturing and processingHowever. if contaminated storm water not intend to require permit applications
at industrial plants. EPA is convinced associated with industrial activity were for access roads to operations which are
that wastes, refuse, and residuals are introduced into that conveyance by that not yet industrial activities.
the direct result or consequence of facility, the facility would be subject to EPA does agree with comments made
manufacturing and processing and, permit application requirements as is all by several industries that undeveloped
when located or stored at the plant that industrial storm water discharged areas, or areas that do not encompass
produces them, are directly related to through municipal sewers, those described above, should generally
manufacturing and processing at that EPA disagrees with several comments not be addressed in the permit
plant. Storm water drainage from such that road drainage or railroad drainage application, or a storm water permit, as
areas, especially those areas exposed to within a facility should not be covered long as the storm water discharge from
the elements to.to, rainfall} has a high by the definition. Access roads and rail these areas is segregated from the storm
potential for containing pollutants from lines [even those not used for loading water discharge associated with the
materials that were used in the and unloading) are areas that are likelyindustrial activity at the facility..
manufacturing process at that facility, to accumulate extraneous material from Numerous commenters stated that
One commenter supported the inclusion raw materials, intermediate products maintenance facilities, if covered,
of these areas since many toxins and finished products that are used or should not be included in the dei~hition,
degrade very slowly and the mere transported within, or to and from, the EPA disagrees with this comment.
passage of time will not eliminate their facility. These areas will also be Maintenance facilities will invariably
effects. EPA agrees and finalizes this repositories for pollutants such as oil have points of access and egress, and
part of the definition as proposed. One and grease from machinery or vehicles frequently will have outside areas
commenter requested clarification of the using these areas. As such they are where parts are stored or disposed
term "residual" as used in this context, related to the industrial activity at Such areas are locations where oil . ""
Residual can generally be defined to facilities. However, the language grease, solvents and other materla[~ ’
include material that is remaining describing these areas of industrial associated with maintenance activities:.
subsequent to completion of an activity has been clarified to include will accumulate, In response to one ¯
industrial process. One commenter those access roads and rail lines that cornmenter, such areas are only .. ".~" .~.
noted that the current owner of a facilityare "used or traveled by carriers of rawregulated in the context of those
may not know what areas or sites at a materials, manufactured products, wastefacilities enumerated in the definition
facility were used in this manner in the material or by-products used or created § 122.2fl(b}{14), and not similar areas ~’~
past. F_,PA has clarified the definition of by the facility." For the same reasons retail or commercial facitiffes. ""
discharge associated with industrial haul roads (roads dedicated to Another 4:on~nenter requested that ~-’
activity to include areas where transportation of industrial products at "storage areas" be more clearly dellned~
industrial activity has taken place in thefacilities) and similar extensions are EPA disagrees that thi~ term need~ ~ ~.’
past and significant materials remain required to be addressed in permit further clarification in the context of
and are exposed to storm water. The applications. Two industries stated that section
Agency believes that the current ownerhaul roads and similar extensions to one comment~
will be in a position to establish these should be covered by permits by rule. facilities
facts. , EPA is not considering the use of a: existence to store product# and~"

One commenter ~nggested includingpermit by rule mechanism under this materfals created or used by the
material shipping and’recelving arens~ regulation, however this issue will be Accord~aglythey are
waste storage and processing areas, addressed in the section 402{p}{S} manufacturing processes." ......... :
manufacturing buildings, storage areas- ¯ reports to Congress and in general
for raw materials, supplies, . permits to be proposed and promulgatedcommenter
intermediates, and finished products, . in the near future. EPA would note" should eml~
and material handling facilities as however that facilities with similar that are not totally
additional areas "’associated with’ operations and storm water e.oncereS required to’submit
industrial activity." EPA~ a~rees that this- that desire to limit administrative -- EPA-dees
wouldadd clarificatio~to the definition, burdens a~sociated with permif interpretation since ~
and has incorporated these areas into applicatinns~nd obtaining permits may
the definition at § t22.26(h}(14).~ ’ ¯ want to-avail themselves of the grciup ~
One commenter stated that th~ appl~e.at~on and/or general permits.. - ~ -

language "point ~oun:e located at’an In’response to comments; EPA wotdd""
indusOtal plant’.would im:lude ouffaHs° also ~ to clarify that t[ intends th~ ." b
loc.ated-at th_~e facility tha~ a~e not owned, language "irdmedi~tte access road~"’ " ¯ -
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comment asserting that small outside receiving waters. The Administrator or using such a c.~ifimtio~ w~dd allow
storage areas of FLr~hed products at NPDES State ha= the autimrity trader targeting for special aetificetio~ and
industrial faciLities should be ex .dpded section 402.~J~2J(EJ of ~e ame.J~ed educ.a~io~al mailing. ~
trader the debnjtlon of associated wi~ CWA to requ~’e a ~’n~t ~ to manicipal~es a=d thm~ltte
industrial activity. EPA hellene= that October 1, 1g~1, by de.~lpmtin8 ~m~ au~t’~e~ <=~me~ed ~
such a~eas are areas associa.~ with water diachargns =u~ a= ~ ~ a~ ~ emigmled t~ld¢~l~. =
industrial activity which Congress parking lots that are ~ so~md ha=L~ ~. de~eem~li~ ~k/~k...
intended to be regulated under the contribu~o~ of l~gUtan~’r.m~’ib~a indu=trie=m.e~ve~d. . ¯ o.
CWA. A~ noted above, the le~s~ative to a water qv~i~y ~andord vi~ati, m. One m~i~poiity q~timmd
history refers to storage areas, without EPA will addre~ storm water cla~M’~atkms ~ be es=il~ed to
reference to whether they are covered or discharges from [am~ used for particular ~trie=. ~ hate
uncovered, or of a certain sLze. industrial activity which do not meet thedescriptions of the tFpe of inth~trial

The same language; in the legislative regulatory definition of "associated with activity that i= e~,a~.ed in bF facilities.
history cited shove, was careful to stateindus~al activity" in the section Industries will ~eed to a~sess for
that the term "associated with industrial402[p)[5} study to determine the themseJves whether they ~re covered by
activity" does not include storm water appropriate marmer to regulate sucha Listed SIC and submit ,m appik:afi~m
"’discharges associated with parking lots discharges, accerdingJy. Another ~omm~n~er
and adrmnistrative and employee Several commentate requested questioned if Federal faciLit~ that
buildings." To accommodate legi=.lative ciari~cation that the definition does not not have an S/C ~ ideatificafi~m
intenL segregated storm water include sheet flow or disbarred storm required to file a permit
discharges from these areas will not bewater from upstream adjacent facilitiesFedaral ~acilities wi~ be required to
required to obtain a permit prior to that enters the land or coming/as with submit a permit =pp~cation ff tbe~ are
October 1. 1992. Many con~nenters discha~e from a facility submitti&g a engaged in an imt~trial ~:tivity that is
stated that this was an appropriate permit appLication. EPA wishes to deecrihed trader § 122..2~bX1~1}. T~e
method in which to limit the scope of clari~y that operators of facilities are dermiti~ of industrial a~tivity
"associated with industrial activity." generally responsible for it= di~.ha~ge ininc~’porate= ianff~ge that requires
However. ifa storm water discharge its entirety regardless of the initial Federal fa~lities to ~imdt penni!
from a parking lot at au industrial source of discharge. However. where anapplications in such cimum=ttm~s.
facility is mi~ed with a storm water upstream source can be identified and la~.ua#e ha= been fmthar da~-.d to
discharge "associated with industrial permitted, the liability of a do~include State and reunites| fa~ilti~.
activity." the combined discharge is faciLity for other storm wa!er entering E~A reqne=ted comment= wn
subject to permit application that faciLity may be miabaJzed. Fdc, gil~es scope of the defmiti~a [tFpes of factories
requirements t’or storm water discharges in such circumstance,= may be r~qu~’ed addressed~ as we~ == I~e ,-~,
associated with indus~al activity. EPA to develop manageme,~t prac~ces or regulation. EPA idenl~ied the
disagrees with some commentate who other ore.on,run-off controls, which types o~ ~m~lim l= the pmpesed
urged that of~e buildings and se ~regates or otherwise prevent= et~t.=ideregulatim~ ,,~ ttmse fa=ilitie= ttmt ~ould
administrative parking lots should be r~:..offfromcmniaglingwithR=at~nn be required t= obta~ pe~s far =~’m
covered ii" they are located at the plant water ~schar~e. Some c.~mmmnters water dim:i=zrb~ asse~iated ~
site. EPA agrees with one con~aenter expre.ssed com:ern ab~mt other industrial

from these areas would be oversteppingfaciLity’s p~emises h~m ~aJ~alL ~ eO~m~/irm’totio~ ~
Congressional intent unless such are coarsens w~ made in re/erem:e to souse perform=~cez~im, ds,
commingled with storm water nmoff with = lzi&h or low p/-L ~a~, poL~taffl=~tz~d~dzrmder~ "~
discharges from the plant site. Several applicam has reagan to believe t~t CF!I sabd~.rNi’em:ept ~:~l~e~
commentate requested that language bepollutants in it= ~torm water di=w, har~e with ~xi~polt~m~t
incorporated into the rule which are fxom such ~trce=. ~ that ueed~ wldch ore ~t~
establishes that storm water dischargesto be addressed in the permit ¯ (~/~fthi~ ~zra~apg,t O~e
from parking lots and admini~’ative applica~on and bronght to the attention (a mm~:i~llby| ague4 ~th ~ tlmtr ....
areas not be included in the detroit/on ofof the permitting aath~’iW, wh~h Qm = these imtustr~ =tmuldke =ddre~t
associated with industrial activity. EPA draft approp=iate permit c.o~liti~m~ to this mle~ald~. No oth~mmt=".~r..~;.
agrees and has retained ~g~tage u=mi reflect the.=e cir~u=star~e~ were t’eo~ived o~ this Imtl~m~.
in the proposal w~ich addresses t]~ EPA ~’eque~ed ¢eauee~t~ oe agrees with this comment =inca tbe~ ~,~
distinction. ¯ clarfflda8 t~e type= of f~ties that fac.J~ti~e= ~re ~ tirol (Images=/=as= ~

Starm water discharge= from pa~uginvolve i~hmtriai a~tivities ~d req~’~l EPA t~
lots and administrative bni ~Id~l~@]~Ig generate atorm w=er. F.,PA prei’erred ~.under .th~ CI~A ~
with other discharges from Indtm~ial basin8 the cJat’ification, i~ pa~L e~ t~ wa~ ~ "~d!sdm~li~, ~ il~[=tt~=~,~’~.~.
lands that do not meet the regttla~m~ use of Standord Ind~zia| Clt~c~ti~z these categorie= Im-,~.zz~’~[~-’
definition of"asso~ated with indtmtrial [SIC} codes, which ha~e been ~l~e~d identi£red b3~ EPA ~
activity" and that are seSzeSated ~-om in comment~ to pder storm walm"
such dik=horges may be requL,-ed to rulemakings becau~ tbey =re camm~llt ~ the coun~F..~ ~uoh, Ike~£m31t~’,
obtain an NPDKS permit prior to used and aocep~d and wotdd pr~vid~ ’,,
October L 19~.. under certain definitions of fa~.itifies ~avaived in .. -..==.~.-=-~ ~.=-; ="
conditions. For example, la~e parkingindu~rial a¢4ivity. Set,’at ~mmeme~ .... whi~
facilities, doe to t]=eir impervious natm’esuplm~d the =e by ~A~d S4~d~’d.~.
may generate large ammmts dz~anaffIndust.,’i~ Cb~=.ifie.ation= fur the a~..~?=..’
which may c~ntain ~ant ammmtare~ ide~Rrugt by KPA a= a ~e~a~ .
of eli and.t~ease and bear3 meta~ used amt u~ler=teod f=~f . ; .i~-:~
which way.have ad :v~.~ h~sc~ oa classifi¢~ioa./~, was ~ m~ed tl~t:;.. ~i;
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facilities pursuant to section 4o2(1). EPA quality concerns should be ignored. [f pollutants are discharged into waters of
,,#--    disagrees with this commen-L F_,PA is notconstant ownership was a condition the United States. Section 122.27(b](I}

prohibited from req ~u~fing~ermit precedent to applying for and obtaining also excludes certain sources. The..
applications from industries with storm a permit, few if any facilities would be definition of discharge associated Wit~"
water discharge associated with subject to this rulemaking, indultrlal activity doe~ not
industrial activity. EPA1s prohibited One State estimated that the proposedactivities or facilities that m,e
only from requiring a permit for oll and definition would lead to permits for exempt from-permitting under-Nl~}~.~i~’~."~
gas exploration, production, processin8.18,000 facilities in its State, EPA does not intend to
or treatment operations, or transmissionConsequently this commenter of 40 CTR 122.27 in this rulemaking,
facilities that discharge storm water thatrecommended that the facilities under Accordingly, the definitiun’of "storm
is not contaminated by contact with or SIC 20-39 shoed be limited to those water discharge a,s, sociated with ..
has not come into contact with, any facilities that have to report under industrial activity’ does not include
overburden, raw material, intermediatesection 313 of title III, Superfund sources that may be included under SIC
products, finished products, byproducts Amendments and Reauthorization Act. 24, but which are excluded under 40
or waste products located on the site of However, as noted by another CI~ 122.27. Further,.EPA intends to
such operations such discharges. I~ commenter, limiting permit requirementsexamine the scope of the NPDES
keeping with this requirement, EPA is to these facilities would be contrary to silvicultural regulations at 40 CFR 122.27
requiring permit applications from oil Congressional intent. While use of as it relates to storm water discharges in
and gas exploration, production, chemicals at a facility may be a sourcethe course of two studies of storm water
processing, or treatment operations, or of pollution in storm water discharges,discharges required under section ’
transmission facilities that fall into a other every day activities at an 402(p}(5} of the CWA.
class of dischargers as described in industrial site and associated pollutantsIn response to one comment, EPA
§ 122.26(c){iii}. such as oil and grease, also contribute tointends that the list of applicable SICs

(/i} Facilities classified ~ $~a~dard the discharge of pollutants that are to bewill define and identify what industrial
[vd~#trial Clo#sificatio~ 24 {except addressed by the CWA and these facilities are required to apply. Facilities
2434}, 25 {except 265 ond 267}, 28 (exceptregulations. While the numbe~ of permitthat warehouse finished products under
2~3 and 265), 29, 311, 32 (except 322}° 33, applications may number in the the same code at a different faciii~ from
34li, 373 and (x/). Facilities classified thousands, EPA intends for group the site of manufacturing are not
a~ Standard Industrial Classifications applications and general permits to be required to file a permit application,
20, 21, 22, 23, 2434, 25, 265, 287, 27, 283, employed to reduce the administrative unless otherwise covered by
285. 30, 31 (except 311}, 323. 34 {except burdens as greatly as possible, rulemakin& " .r
3441}, 35, 36, 37 (except 373], 3& 39, Two commenters felt the permit (iii) Facilities classified-us
422!-25. One large municipality and oneapplications should be limited to all l~dustrial Class~icatio~s lO t~rou~h 14
industry agreed with EPA that facilities entities under SIC 20-39. EPA disagrees[minero! ~.J~dust~) irwluding octJ’ve.or
covered by these SICs should be that all the industrial activities that needinactive mining bpera~ions {exceptfof-
covered by this rulemaking. Many to be addressed fall within these SICs, ore~s of ¢o~1 turning operations ~o~ .
commentate, however, took exception toDischarges from facilities under ]ongetmeetmg the defimt~bn.ofo
including all or some of these industrles~paragraphs (i] thxough (xi]" sucl~ as rec/ama~iot~area under40 CFR
However as noted elsewhere these I~s, transportation fae.,flities, and~ because tlie~ez~o".z~d~ce
facilities are appropriate for permit hazardous waste facilities~ are of an " thefac.i]ity I~y t~e #ppropz~’ate.SM~T~
applications, industrial nature and clearly were" ¯ outhoz~ty has been ~’].e~se~l~.ocaJi’~p~

One commenter stated that within intended to be addressed before for area~a ’ofnb~z-c.oal ~fd~z~ opera.~..r,s.
certain SICs industries, such as textile October I, 1992. whichTzave been releasedfro~ "
manufacturers use few chemicals and r TWO commenters stated that. SIC 241 opplJcabl~z 5tat~ o~Fedeeal~z~’~J, am~t~bn
that there is little chance of imllutants in. should be excluded in that logging [s a
their storm water discharge. EPA agrees ~ transitory operation which may occur on ond’bi! and’~S expToration,
that some industries in this category are a site for only 2-3 weeks once in a 20-30 processiz~, or tte~tme.nt opez~.o?~..c~r.;
less likely than others to have storm year period. [t was perceived that transmission fa~i!~’es that..d..~
water discharges that pose sisnificant ./delayJ in obtaining permits for such storm~wo;te~contamirmted I "
risks to receiving water quality,~. ¯ - operations could create problemkin.with or~J~at~
However, there are many other harvest schedule and mill demancL "I~is
activities that are tmderiakan at these    commenter stated that runoff from such inte~’me~bt~

¯ facilities that may result in polluted., operations should be controlled by
storm water, Further, the GWA..Is clearBMPs in effect for such industxies and
in its mandate to reqube pm’mit.’ -- -..-.that such a permit would not be Several �
applications for discharge~aMocd~ted" practical and would be cost prohibitive.
with, industrial activity. Excluding,lny of"~ EPA asrees with the commenter that : pern~i{ ai~i~.~fion~ o~y f~
the facilities under these categories, :~ this provision needs claxification. The     manufac~ ~ctor of the,
except where the facility manufacturin~ " existin8 regulations at 40 CFR ~ .. indus~’y (or tho~’ actiVitie’~ |
plant more closely resembles’a ..... " currently define the ~cope of the NPDESdesignate~l .~
commercial or retail outlet would .~.~ program with regard to silvicultural ~
contrary to Consreasioaal intent.. . activities. 40 CFR 127..~(b){1) deflhes ...-’~ ’thai

One State questidned the inc/tmion .of ....the term "silvicultural poin.t.~ource:’ t@
facilities identified in SIC r.od~s 20~3~ ~mean any d~screte conveyanc~ re.ted "~.-.-.
because of their tern ,p,o’_mry and.tran~i.ent#to rock crushing, gravel walh~." lo~.,.: ~.!~ that I

R0008260
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will not dic~te what ty~ of waste is business of stori~ and ~y~[i~ sou~. s~al nucl~r and by-~t
e~po~ to ~e elements. - mate~als asso~iat~ with or on~ usedmate~als w~ a~,r~ula~ ~d~

One ~enter ~u~ ~at ~e in industrial ~tivity, The~ activities Atomic ~e~.A~ ~A ~~.

delivered to the land~di f~ ~spo~l ~dretail, and ~e as~mbl~ ~k~ u~ne~ ~ ex~ A ~[

de~i~d ~der ] 1~.~b)(14) of ~is s~ap ~d waste mte~als, wh~ ~A. di~ ~ no~xmpt
regulation, views as ind~aI activity. F~th~ {~i//} T~tion f~Ylities

{~//F~cilities i~vo/~ed/~ ~e bei~ a publicly owned facility does not cl~ssifi~ ~s S~o~
~),c/in3 o~ materia/s, i~/udi~ me~]confer non-indus~al ~a ~s. Cl~s~ifi~t~ns 40. 41.42scrapyards, bat~ mclaimem, salvag~ (vii) Steam elect~c powet genemting
ya~n. and automobile ju.~yards. [ncilities. including coal haadl~ng si~, 25], ~, ~, 45, and 5171 which ho~
mcluding but l~ited to those classified ond onsi~ and of[site ancilla~ vehic/e maintenance shops, materi~/

as Standa~ Industrial Classi[i~tion transformer s~mge areas. Most of ~e hand/in~ facilities, ~uipment clea~in~

501~ and ~. One commenter comments were ~ai~t req~i~ pe~t ~mtions og ai~ deicin$ o~mtions.
su~ested ~at ~e recycling of materials application= for onsite and offs[te Only those ~ions o[ the ~oci/it~
such as paper, glass, plastics, etc., ancilla~ tra~forme~ facilities. One am either invo/v~ in vehicle
should ~ot be classified as an indus~tal commenter stated that ~ese maintenan~ (including vehicle
activity. EPA disagrees that such trans~o~ers did not leak in storage and rehabilitation, m~hanicalmpaim.
facilities should be excluded on that if ~ere we~ leakage problems in painti~, ~e/in~. and/ubrication].
basis. These ~acilities may be handling trans[o~ers, such leeks were equipment cleaning operations,
considered industrial, as a~ faculties subject to Federal and S~te spill clean- wh~h am ~enti~ in another
that manufactu~ such pr~ absent up procedures. The same commenter sub~ off~/iti~ unde~ EPA
recycling, su~ested that if EPA requi~d definition of sto~ water discha~es

Other facilities exhibit ~aits that applications from such facilities that it ~ss~ioted with industrial ~ctivity.
indicate ind~t~al acti~. ~ junkyards, exclude those that have regu]ar commenter ~quested c]a~fica~
the condition of mate~ats and junked inspection, management practice~in te~s "vehicle maintenance." Vehicle
vehicles and the acfi~ties oc~ng on pla~, or those that store ~ main~nance ~fe~ to the ~habi~a~
the yard ~equent]y ~sult in si~ifi~nt transfo~ers at any one ~e. mechanical ~pai~g, painting,
losses of fluids, w~ch are so~es of ~A ~es that su~ facilities shou~ and ]ubH~flng of ins~menm~fl~
toxic metals, oil and ~e and not be covered by today’s m~e. As one tmnspo~aH~ located at ~e des~b~"
polych[o~nated aromatic hydmca~ns,c~menter noted, the Toxic ~bstancesf~iH~es. ~A ~ dealing to ~
Weathe~ng of plated and non-plated Cont~l Act ~CA] add~sses deflation into ~e ~lation howev~
metal sudaces may ~=ult in pollutan~ associated ~th ~nsfo~ems~ce "vehicl~main~nance" shoed
con~butions of to~c metals to st~ that may ~ter ~cei~ng ~ter ~ghcause ~usion as a de~6~
water. Clearly such fa~lities ~n~t ~ sto~ water dls~a~es. ~A has One commuter ~n~d ~i~oad
classified as comme~ial or ~taiL examined ~ia~ons und~ ~CA andwhere r~[ ca~ ~ set as~de’fo~

One municipaliW felt ~t =sig~cant a8~ ~t ~laflon of sto~ water ~pairs exdu~d ~om regulation.
re,cling" should ~ defin~ or clsdfi~,discha~es from &~ fa~lifi~ shoed ~spons¢ if ~e activity ~volve=~
EPA a~ees that the pm~s~ langus~be ~e sub~t of ~ s~di~ bei~ the a~ve acfl~ties ~en a pe~t
is ambiguous. [t has ~n cla~ to p~o~ ~d~ s~tion ~2~)(5}. ~pli~t~n is req~d. Train
requi~ ~it a~licafio~ ~ rather than r~la~ons ~tabli~ ~ where mpai~ ~ u~er~
facilities involved in ~e ~di~ of today’s role. Under ~CA. ~ns~e~associated w[~ indu~l acfl~y.
mate~als, including metal s~py~ am ~ui~d to ~ stood ~ s ms~ yard~ ~per~y ha~ Ir~ w~
batte~ ~claimers. ~Ivs~ y~s. ~ that ~vents ~in water ~m ~achi~ and of ~e~elv~. ~n be ~sifl~automobile jura,s. ~udi~ hut the stY’ ~Bs or ~B items. ~ ~R hea~ ~d~ ~pmenL Tr~

[ndust~al’Classifi=~on ~5 a~ ~ ka~er stora~ to ~ morn a~n to fu~e~ lubd~t~ ~d ~

motor vehicles a~ ~ a ~eW ~ or ~ at some ~int in ~e ~t~. ga~e statio~ are not ~n~.~

°£ °’er mteria~ ~;~ ~Hev~ and ~e~ the~ is ~ °n8°~these SIC c~es d~ ~ ~ ms~factu~ng or oth~ indus~al P~ ~ ~

One m~cipa~ s~ ~t . -. ~e ~nter stat~ ~at ~

N~ would be dupli=fi~ ~ ~ am loosened ~ t~t all steam el~ as ~ . ~ ~"
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by this regulation. It should be noted rulemaking: the regulations cover only Federal and State permitting authorities.
~hat SIC classifies gas stations a3 retail, permits for use or disposal of sludge. EPA has selected facilities identified ¯

(ix) POTW lands used[or la~d Also, the regulations proposed on under 40 CFR par~ ~ {i.e. those wit~ ¯
application treatment technology/ February 4, 1989. cover primarily the design flow of 1.0 mgd or m0re or thole
sludge disposal, handling or processing technical standards for the composition required to have an approved .......
areas, and chemical handling and of sewage sludge which is to be used or pretreetment procure) since the~e ;
storage areas. One commenter wanted disposed. They do not include detailed facilities will have largest cmttrib~tion
more clarification of the term POTW permitting requirements for discharges of industrial process discharges. Sludge
lands. Another commenter requested of storm water from lands where sludge from such facilities will contain higher
clarification of the terms sludge has been applied to the land. To that concentrations of heavy metal and
disposal, sludge handling areas, and extent. EPA is not persuaded by these organic pollutants.
sludge processing areas. One State commenters that POTWs and POTVW One commenter stated that sludge
recommended that a broader term than lands should be excluded from these disposal is a public activity that should
POTW should be used. EPA notes that storm water permit application be addressed in a public facility’s storm
on May 2. 1989. it promulgated NPDES requirements, water management program under a
Sewag~ Sludge Permit Regulations; State Two commenters noted that some municipal storm water management
Sludge Management Program States already regulate sludge use or program. EPA disagrees. Industrial
Requirements at 40 CFR part 501. This disposal activities substantially and that facilities, whether publicly owned or
regulation identified those facilities that EPA should refrain from further not. are requited to apply for and obtain
are subject to section 405(f} of the CWA regulation. EPA disagrees that this is a permits when they are desiguated as
as "treatment works treating domestic basis for excluding facilities from industrial activity.
s~wage." Federal requirements. Notwithstanding Another comment stated that a permit

[n response to the above comments, regulations in existence under State law, should not be required for facilities that
EPA has decided to use this language to EPA is required by the CWA to collect all runoffon site and treat it at
define what facilities are required to promulgate regulations for permit the same POTW. EPA believes that a
apply for a storm water permit. Under application for storm water associated permit application should be required
this rulemaking "treatment works with industrial activity. Under the from such facilities. However. the above
treating domestic sewage." or any other NPDES program, States are able to practice can be incorporated as a permit
sewage sludge or wastewater treatment promulgate more rigorous requirements, condition for such a facility. One
device or system used in the storage However a minimum level of control is commenter stated storm water from
treatment, recycling, and reclamation of required under Federal law. One sludge and chemical handling areas can
municipal or domestic sewage, includingcommenter also indicated that a State’sbe routed through the headworks of the
land dedicated to the disposal of sewagesludge land application sites must POTW. The agency agrees that this may
sludge, with a design flow of 1.0 mgd or follow a well defined plan to ensure be an appropriate management practice
more, or facilities required to have an :~ere is no sludge related runoff, for PO’r’ws as long as ,~ther NPDES
approved pretreatment program under ",;otwithstanding that a State may regulatory requirements are fulrdled
40 CFR part 403, will be required to requira storm water controls for sludge with regard to POTWs~
apply for a storm water permit, land applications, as noted above, EPA (x] Coasttuction activities, including
However, permit applications will not is required to promulgate regulations clearin~ gradin# and excavation
be required to address land where requiring permit applications from uctivities except operations that t~u/I
.~ludge is beneficially reused such as appropriate facilities. EPA views in the d/sturbance of less thm~five acre
farm lands and home gardens or lands facilities such as waste treatment plants total land area w]u’cJ~ are not p~t of a.
used for sludge management that are not that engage in on-site sludge larger commo~ plo~ o~developmer~or
physically located within the confines composting, storage of ckemicals such sale. EPA addresses whether these
(offsite facility} of the facility or where as ferric chloride, alum, polymers, and. facilities should b~ covered by today’.a. ’
sludge is beneficially reused in chlorine, and which may experience rule in section VIaV.& ......
compliance with section 405 of the spills and bubbleovera are suitable ~ The December.7,1968, propose/~l=o
Clean Water Act {proposed rules were candidates for storm water permits, requested comments on includi~ the
published on February 6, 1989, at 54 FR Facilities using such materials are not . following other cet~ories oI~
5746). EPA believes that such activity is characteristic of commercial or retail . in the definition efindustrial ~ctivitl=~..
not "industrial" since it is agricultural or activities. Use and storage of chemic, sls {xii} Automotive rspair-s~op~ d~
domestic application (non-fnd~strial} and the production of material such as -as Standard Indush’~l Classiflcafl~ ~’$t,~
unconnected to the facility ~endrating sludge, with attendant heavy metals and. or 753; (x/fir} Gasulins service ~tations’..:"
the material, organics, is activity that is industrial ixt classified el Stmldard

F.PA received many commen~l on the nature. The size and scope of~ctivities-; 5541; {x/v) Lands otlmr titan PO’P,M-~:~
.~ecessity and appropriateness of~ at the facility will determine the extent lends (offsite facilities) ~med~or
requiring permit applications for storm to which such activities are undertakenmana~ement~ (xv) Lumbar’and bui[dh~.
water discharges from POTW lands. It and such materials used and producedmaterials tatar facilities ~ed,~-.::~
was anticipated by numerous at the facility. Accordingly, EPA ¯ Standard Industrial-Glasa/flcation
commenters that the above cited sludge believes l/miring the facilities covered (xvi} Landfilll, land
regulations would adequately address under this category to those of 1.0 mgd ,:.and open dumps flt~d~ ~et ~
storm water discharges from lands and those covered under the industrial= ~indust~a] wares
where sludge is applied. However, the pretrestment pr~ram is approprtate.~ =.."regulatlon= under sa~dili~lY~f ~
sewage sludge regulations do not To the extent that permit appJi~n~ ~-{xvit)~a,~llfles d ,=sltfled
directly.address NI~DES permit are already requited to employ _~a~ " ~ .~:
requirements for storm water discharges management, practices regard/~’or~.:i~ eX. ~t. t-mt~~’~14:~.~.~from POTW lands and related’areas to water, these ma~ be incot~pgrated ~ ~";.~’ ~~
the extent ~equ~e~ d by today’s permits ~ permit’conditions tssu~[~.’~~:’~
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EPA received numerous comments on and type of material that may polluteperm~ applicatio~s from certain
whether to require permi~ applicetin~s storm water discharges ~rom these facilities because of the ~afura of the{r
for these particular faCilitie~ The facilitie~ Therefore EPA has not industrial activity and because 0£ ....~

Decembe~ 7,1g~8. pt’opoeal reflected exc/uded facilities f~mu permitting on e xistfl1~ instifuflons] h~..dian~sm~fibt. 0~,-~
EPA’s intent not to requize pet.mits for sm:h s basi~. This ~ame commenter issuin~ and tmi~,i~g NP~I~i~.~,
these facfli/ie~, but rather to addr~ stated that the pt-opo~.d ru~es should Furthermore. some
these facilities in the two studie~ not address facilities with multiple gene~l permitting
requ~d by CWA ~,ctions 40~p|(5| a~dfunction (industria! m~! retail}. EPA locate~ln ~ ~a~e~ ~ be requtee~-~"

(6). After reviewing the conunents oa di~agree~ If a facility engnge~ i~ acti~tyto ~mlt individual applic~llo~ m" ~"’ ....
this issue, EPA believes that the~e that is defined in paragraphs (i| throughparticipate in a group application.
facilities ~ould be addre~ed under (×i} above~ it is required to apply for a following response to comments "
~hese section-, of the CWA. Most o~ permit regardless of the fact that it also received on these requirements pe~t~i~
these faci|ities are c.iassified as light has a re~ai| element. Such facilities needto these facilities.
commeccial and retail business only submit a permit application for the Unde~ the September 26,
estab|ishments, agricultural facilities industrial portion of the facility (as long regulation opereto~ of Croup I storm’
where residential or domestic waste is as storm water from the non-industriaE water discharges were required to
received, or land use activities where portion is segregated, as discu~ed submit NPDES Form t and Form ZC
there is no mantJacmring, it should be above}, This commenter also felt that permit app|ication~. In response to
noted that although EPA is not requiringmora studies needed to be undertaken toregulation comments received on that
the facilities identified as categories (x~i}determine the best way to regulate ruts, EPA proposed new permit
to {xviii}. in the December 7. 1988, industries, EPA agrees ~at stot’m waterapplication requirements (March ?. 1985.
proposal to apply for a permit problems need further study and for that(50 FR 93~2| and August 12. 1985, (50 FR
application under this rulemaLing, such reason EPA h~s devoted substantial 32548)| which would have decreased the
facilities may he designated under manpower and resources to complete analytical sampling requirements of the
section 402~p)(21[E) of the CWA. comprehensive studies under section Form ~ and prodded pr~:ed~res for ¯

Three commenter~ recommended that402(p}(5], while also addressing , group applications. Passage of the
EPA clarify the t non-exempt industrial sources that need immediatein 1987 gave the EPA addition! time
Department of Energy and Department attention under this rulemakin~, consider the appropriate permit
of Defense facilities should be covered One commenter requested that EPA application requirement~ for ktonn
by the storm water regulation. The give examples of storm water disch~eswater dis~arges. On Decemb~" ~, 1~8,
regulation clearly states that Federal from each o~ the fac£lities tha~ have application requh’ements were peopo~d
Facilities that are engaged in indus~albeen designated for submitting permit and rm~. ernns comments were received:applic~tion~. Ab~ncy beiieves thatactivity (i.e. those activities in Based upon these �omment~, -
§ 122.26(~o}(14}(i)-_{xi}} are ~quired to is unnecessary and impractical since modifivatiorts and refinemen~hav~’"
submit permit applications. Those every fac~ity, regardless ot" the type d been made to h~ industria! storm’wa~-
applying for permits covering Federal industry, will have different te~ain, permit application;- , " ~
facilities should consult the Standard hydrology, weather patterns.

indus~al Classifications for further management practices and co~tro~ that~theS°me permltc°mmerfler~applicationek~’essed~req~~,:the vi~;
clarification, techniques. However. EPA intends to are too bm’densome~, require too.mid. -~issue guidance on l’d~n8 pe, rmitOne commenter q~estioned how EPAapplications lot storm water discharge~paperwo~ are of dubiens i~ttlity~: ,~ ’::
intended to regulate municipal facilitiesfrom industrial facilitie~ which detail~ focu$ too I~rea~by on theco~l~ctt0fi~d~’~’~
engaged in industrial activities, how an industry goes about filing ah quantital~,e data. EPA dtsilgree~, ~:~.’,
Municipal facilities that are engaged in indust~al permit and deali~8 with stormcompadso~to prior approa~eS to~
the type of industrial activity described water discharges, pennitling ~totm water dieting,el.
above and which dlschm’ue into wate~ Today’s rulemakin8 for storm water other,, exi~n~ petmitti~ programs; ~’~ ¯
of the United States or municipal dischar~.~s associated with industriul has streamlined the p~e. rmi~ appli, ca~’,~.,,~
separate storm sewe~ system~ are activity at | l~..2~c](t|(i| includes proce~. Hmited the
required to apply for permits, The~ special conditions for storm water requ~rement~ si~requtred. ~t~r~atfve:
facilities will be covered t~ the ~me " discharl~s originating from ~ ¯ infm’niatton ~at ~l~rb~
manner as othe~ im:hmlHal facilities. Theoperations, oil or gas operation~ date/mine
fact that they are mm~Icipal]y owned (§ 122.26(c}(1|(iii|~, and from the to tie ~
does not in any way’em~de them frnm’~ construction operations listed above
needing permit apptk:agom~ under tiffs (§ 12~.20~c}(1}(ii}|. These requirements quaniifative~ormalJob
rulemakin$. .... are discussed in more detail in section

One commenter 9n~..~a..d exemptingVLF.7 end section Vl.F.g of today’s, disagrees with &e
tho~e facilitie~ that hate k~ai annual notice. ’ cemmenterethart
sales ~ than five million ~ oer
occupy less than five a~ o~ land; 3. lndividun| Appiicatkm Requirements
Aaother c.ommeater thousht tlmt ~11 ’ Today’s ride establishe~ individual: ....~ comment
mino~permittee~ should be ~xemp¢ EP,qand ~oup permit applicatin~ " " - ’ ’
believe~ that th~qualityof~n.m mte~’requirements fo~ storm water dt~ha~
and the exte~ t~ which ~ - - escalated with industrial" activity. "
impa~ ~-cuiving wate~ i~ ~ .......Tbe~ reqairement~ dill add~e~ ""’"
necessarily ~lated to the ~ d the :. ~ ,. ’ faciliti~.lxeduded ~ �ovei, ng~ mid~"
facilJt~m’thedoLLsr’~lueofi~s. ’ ¯ - the’gener~lpm’ndtstobept,’opo~lmi,~-’~
bu~inose,.What ~- In~~.tlL~,’. ~," . p~onm~ztad lZ~ I~A in I~.ne~r ~atZ~T.~

¯takeu a.t~a~Hele~,tocm, b thd~qat~flt’p,:’,"-. " in,~k~t~ required.in~T~u~;".’¯~.i
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quantitative data {sampling data} in discharge during a storm event in Formused indicator of potential oxy~en

Form 2C towards collection of less. - 21: and quantitative data describing the demand. COD is considered a more

quantitative data supplemented by" discharge during non-storm events in inclusive indicator of oxygen demand,

additional information needed for Form 2C. Non-quantitative information especially where metals intederb with ....

evaluation of the nature of the storm reported in the Form 2C will not have to the BODe test The pH ~ provide th@

water discharges, be reported again in the Form 2F. permittin~ authority with importan~

The permit application requirements Under today’s rule, Form 2~ for storm information on the potential availability

proposed for storm water discharges water discharges associated with of metals to the receiving flora, fauna

reduce the amount of quantitative data industrial activity would no~ require the and sediment. Total K|eldehl nitrogen,
required in the permit application and submittal of all of the quantitative nitrate plus nitrite nitrogen and total
exempt discharges which contain information required in Form 2C. but phosphorus are measures of nutrients
entirely storm water (i.e. contain no would require that quantitative data be which can impact water quality.
other discharge that, without the storm submitted for. Because this data is useful in developing
water component, would require an * Any pollutant limited in an effluent appropriate permit c~nditious, EPA
NPDES permit}, from certain reporting guideline for an industrial applicant’s disagrees with the argument made by
requirements of Form 2C. The proposed subcategory; one commenter that quantitative data
modifications also would exempt ¯ Any pollutant listed in the facility’s requirements should be a permit
applicants for discharges which contain NPDES permit for its process condition and not part of the application
entirely storm water from several non- wastewater, process.
quantitative information collection * Oil and grease, TSS, COD, pH, In the proposed rule, the Agency used
provisions curredtly required in the BOI~J, total phosphorus, total Kieldahl total nitrogen as a parameter. This has
Form 2C. The proposed modifications nitrogen: nitrate plus nitrite nitrogen: been changed to total Kjeldahl nitrogen
would rely more on descriptive and and ~trate plus nitrite ni~’ogen for
information for assessing impacts of the * Any information on the discharge clarity.
storm water discharge. One commenter required under 40 CFR 122.Zl(g}(7) {iii} Today’s rule defines sampling at
proposed that information that the and {iv]. industrial sites in terms of sampling for
applicant has submitted for other In order to characterize the those parameters that have effluent
permits be incorporated by reference discharge(s} sampled, applicants need to limits in existing NPDES permits, as well
into the storm water permit application, submit information regarding the storm as for any other conventional or
EPA disagrees that incorporation by event{s} that generated the sampled nonconventional parameter that might
reference is appropriate. The permitting discharge, including the date{s} the be expected to be found at the outfall.
authority will need to have this sample was taken, flow measurements Comments on the appropriateness o[ the
information readily available for or estimates of the duration of the storm defined parameters were ~olicited by
evaluating permit application and permit event{s) sampled, rainfall measurements the proposal. Numerous commentersconditions. Furthermore, EPA feels that or estimates from the storm event{s) maintained that either the parameter list
the applicant is in the best position to which generated the sampIed runoff, be made industry specific, or that
provide the information and verify its and the duration between the storm pollutant categories not detected in the
accuracy. However, if the applicant hasevent sampled and the end of the initial screen be exempted from ~urther
such information and it accurately previous storm event. Information testing. Some suggested that. only
reflects current circumstances, then the regarding the storm event{s) sampled is conventional pollutant~ Inorganic.s, and
applicant can rely on the information for necessary to evaluate whether the metals be sampled unless reason for
meeting the information requirements of discharge{s} sampled was generally others is found.the application. Another commenter representative of other discharges
suggested that EPA should only require expected to occur during storm events In terms of specific water quality

the information in § 122.26(c)(1} (A) and and to characterize the amount and ’ parameters, it was r~commended that
(B} {i.e., the requirement for a nature of runoff discharges from the site.surfactants not be tdsted for unle=~ foam
topographic map indicating drainage One commenter stated that the is visible. One commenter also- .

areas and estimate of impervious areas quantitative information should be suggested that fecal coliform samplin~

and material management practices}. As limited to those pollutants that are inappropriate for industrial permdta"

explained in greater detail below, EPA expected to be known to the applicant, applications. One commente~ i~avored,:,..

is convinced that some quantitative dataEPA believes this would be testing for TOG instead of VOC.~In.,,

and the other narrative requirements areinappropriate since there will be no wayresponse, VOC has been eliminated
necessary for developing appropriate of determining initially whether these from the list of parameters bec, mmeit~: ¯
permit conditions, pollutants are present despite the dill not yield specific u~able dat~..VO~

Form 2F addressing permit expectations of the applicant. Once the is not spectfidally,_r~_uired in ~ny ~,’- ~ ~
applications for storm water dischargesdata is provided, permits can be draftedsamplin$ in today, s rule, exr,~p ..t;whem,

associated with industrial activity ta which address specific pollutants. This priority pollutant scans ar~ requi~’-

included in today’s final rule, A rulemaking requires that the applicant Some recommended that pi, ocedtu~"
complete permit application for test for oil and g~’ease, COD. pl-L BOD5. be modified to facilitate quickm’..le=~:~-" "
discharges composed entirely of storm TSS, total Kjelduhi nitrogen, nitrate plus expensive lab analys~. Cop. c~ wa~r.
water, will be comprised of Form 2F and nitrite nitrogen and total phosphorus,al~o raised thatindastrg’isfl~ht.lJew--’~:’~:.-"
Form 1. Operators of discharges which Oil and grease and TSS are a commonreqnired to celle~:t it~ ~’vn’~’~wll~ da~’"

are composed of both storm water and component of storm water and can haveff there is no nea~y otmem, stk~.s~tlk~
non-storm water will submit, where serious impacts on receiving wa~ers. Some
required, a Form 1, an entire Form 2C {orOxygen demand {COD end BOD~].will ’should not alIow
Form 2D) and Form ZF when applyi~, L,t help the permitting authority evaluate:- either biol~lt~l
this case, the applicant will provide tl~ oxygen depletion potential of the ~’ "samplin~ du~tb the

quan.fitative d.ata describing the discharge. BODe is the mo~t commo.nly.

R0008265
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In response. EPA believes that the to sample other pollutants based on a When collecting data for permit
sampling requirements fo~-industry in consideration of site-specific factors, applications, applicants may make use .
today’s rule are reasonable and not These parameters account for pollutantsof 40 CFR 122,21{8)(7). which provides
burdensome. These requirements associated with materials used for that "when an applicant has two m,, ~Y,
address parameters that have effluent production and maintenance, finished more outfail~ with subjtan~sll~,:
limits in existing NPDES permits, as wellproducts, waste products and non- identical effluents, the Dir~tO¢~
as for any other conventional or process materials such as fertilizers andallow the applicant to te~t e~ly
nonconventional parameter that might pesticides that may be present at a. outfall and report that the
be expected to be found at the facility. Applicants must sample for any data also applies to the substantiallF.-::~,,~
applicants outfall. Under this procedure pollutant limited in an effluent guideline identical outfalls." Where the facility
both industry-specific and site-specific applicable to the facility or limited in the has availed itself of this provision, an o
contaminants are already identified in facility’s NPDES permit. These explanation of why the untested ou~ali~
the existing permit. Whether all these pollutants will generally be associated are "substantially identical" to tested
parameters need to be made a part of with the facility’s manufacturing processoutfalls must be provided in the
any discharge characterization plans, or wastes, Other process and non- application. Where the amount of flow
’under the terms of the permit, will be a process related pollutants, will be associated with the outfalls with
case-by-case determination for the addressed by complying with the substantially identical effluent differs,
permitting authority. EPA maintains that requirements of 40 CFR 122.21(g)(7} (iii) measurements or estim~ates of the total
the test for surfactants (if in effluent and [iv]. flow of each of the outfatls must be
guidelines or in the facility’s NPDES Section 122.21{g}{7)(iii} requires provided. Several commenters stated
permit for process water} is justifiable applicants to indicate whether they that the time and expense associated
even when a foam is not obvious at the know or have reason to believe that any with sampling and analysis would be
outfall. The presence of detergents in pollutant listed in Table IV saved if the applicant was able to pick
storm water may be indicated by foam, {conventional and nonconventional substantially identical outfalls without
but the absence of foam does not pollutants} of appendix D to 40 CFR part prior approval of the permitting
indicate that detergents are not present. 122 is discharged. If such a pollutant is authority. EPA disagrees that this would

EPA requested comments on fecal either directly limited or indirectly be an appropriate devolution of
coliform as a parameter. Fecal coliform limited by the terms of the applicant’s authority to the permit applicant; The
was included on the list as an indicator existing NPDES permit through. permitting authority needs to ensure that

of the presence of sanilary sewage. In limitations on an indicator parameter, these outfalls have been grouped--
large concentrations, fecal coliform maythe applicant must report quantitative according to appropriate criteria (for
be an effective indicator of sanitary data. For pollutants that are not. example do the outfalls serve similar
sewage as opposed to other animal contained in an effluent limitations drainage areas at the facility}.
wastes. EPA believes that sanitary crossguideline, the applicant must either Furthermore, EPA is not requiring that
connections will also be found at report quantitative data or describe the the permit applicant engage in sampling -
industrial facilities. Furthermore, the reasons the pollutant is expected to be to demonstrate that the outfalls are
test for ~ecal coliform is an inexpensive discharged. With regard to pollutants indeed substaritially identical, bee.ause. "
test and its inclusion or exclusion listed in Table II {organic pollutants] or that would of course defeat the perpose:
should make little impact financially on Table Ill (metals, cyanide and total of § 122.21{8)(7}. The procedure for .....
the individual application costs, phenol] of appendix D, the applicant establishing identical ouffalls is-not that
Sampling for volatile organic carbon must indicate whether they know or onerous and provides a means for .,
shall be accomplished when required, as have reason to believe such pollutants industry to save substantially on time.-.
it is an appropriate indicator of are discharged from each outfall and. ifand resources for sampling.
industrial solvents and organic’wastes,they are discharged in amounts greater EPA proposed and requested    ¯ ~~

In response to comments, F.PA than I0 parts per billion (ppb}, the comment on a requirement that the" ":
acknowledges that there are certain applicant must report quantitative data. facility me[st sample a storm event t]mt
pollutants that are capable of leaving An applicant qualifying as a small . is typical/’or the area in ternm of . ’ ¯
residues in automatic sampling devices business under 40 CFR 122.21{g}{8}, (e.,g.. duration and severity The storm event-
that will potentially contaminate coa) mines with a probable total annual must be greater, than 0.1 inches and
subsequent samples. In these cases, production of less than 100,0~O tons per be atlenst 96,hours from the
such as for biological monitoring, if such year or, for all other applicants, gross measur.able {greater then 0~I inch
a problem is perceived.to exist and it is total annual sales averaging less than rainfall} storm event. In ~enera!....
expected that the contaminant will. $100.0oo per year {in second quarter variance o~ the parameter~ I
render the subsequent samples 1980 dollars}}, is not required to analyze duration ox� the .event and the total..
unusable, manual grab. samples may be,for pollutants listed in Table LI of rainfal! of the’eveh|}-sh0uld
needed. This would include grab appendix D (the organic toxic 50 percent frgm the.parametem
samples for pH, temperature, cyanide, pollutants}, averagerahdall even~ in
total phenols, residual chlorine, oil and Section 122.21{g){7}{iv} reqttires .
grease, fecal coliform, and.fecal . applicants to indicate whether, they: snow melt ~vents under
streptococcus. EPA is not disallowing know or have reason to believethet any Commentersstated that: median-o~.’
the use of automatic sampling bec,~usepollutant in Table V of appendiz, l~ to..40 average rainfall is
of possible contamination, as this type CFR part 122 (certain hazardous .. approach~ the. minimum ¢i~
of sampling may be the best method forsubstances} is discharged. For every..
obtaining the necess,ary s,.amples f~o .m~apollutant expected to be discksrged, the the allowable 5ff~ varjatio~is

’ applicant must briefly.desdribe the ¯ . ques~onable~ the:totalselected:st0rm events. , , " ......
In ~ddition to the ~:onv~nfion~[.~":~. " reasons the pollutant is expert.ted, to.be - . ~

pgilutants listed ab’o~el, t~is’fina| ~I~: - discharged and report any ~xi~tin~;.-.:., :~-~ b~ viewed
requj.~s_,applw.ants,.when appropa~,te: .~ quantitative date it has for the.l~f!l, uten~, "m~.unsit~
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opposed to monitoring of snowmelt Numerous comments were received disposal facility; each weh where fluids
events. The reasons cited include regarding the requirement to submit a from the facility are iniected .

~ equipment problems and.the topographic map and site drainage map. underground; and those wells, sp ,rings"
unreasunahleness of expecting this Many of these comments offered other surface water bodies, and
sampling, because ot~temperatures andalternatives to EPA’s proposal. Two water wells listed in the map area in~.,~.~
the time required for personnel to be commenters suggested.that a simple public records or otherwise
waiting for events, A few comments sketch uf the site would be. sufficient, the applicant within une-quader..m~...o~
addressed the issues of snow pack Two commenters stated that one or thethe ~cility property boundary~
depth, ambient temperature, and solar other should be adequate, One FR 15304, April 8, 1982.} However, as.... -~
radiation levels, and that the snow packcommenter believed that the drainage indicated by the comments the
may filter suspended solids or refreeze map was a good idea~ but that the information provided under
such that final melting is topographic map should be optionaL § 122,21(f’}{7] is generally not sufficie~
uncharacteristically over-polluted Several commenters submitted that a by itself for evaluating the nature of
relative to normal conditions. Another topographic map was sufficient and that storm water discharges associated with

commenter contended that it is only SPCC plans or SARA submittals industrial activity.

impossible to manage the melting should supplement that. Another As stated in comments, a drainage
process and therefore unreasonable to ccmmenter argued that information map can provide more important site
expect controls to be implemented relating to the location of the nearest specific information for evaluating the
relative to snowmelt. In essence, it is surface water or drinking wells would nature of the storm water discharge in

contended that there is no first be sufficient. Other commenters comparison to existing requirements.
discharge unless the snow pack depth is believed that a drainage map alone which require a larger map with only
low and melts quickly, would indicate all relevant site specific, generalinformation. The volume of

information. Numerous commenters storm water discharge and tne
A few commenters favor monitoring expressed concern that the drainage pollutants associated with it will depend

snowmelt, for precisely the same reason area map would be too detailed and that on the configuration and activities
that most oppose it: that the runoff from one which depicts the general direction occurring at the industrial site. One
snowmelt is the most polluted runoff of flow should be sufficient, cornmenter suggested that it would be
generated in some areas on an annual Clarification was requested on whether appropriate to submit an aerial ,.~
basis. Where this is the case, sampling the final rule would require the location photograph of the site with all the
snowmelt should be undertaken in order of any drinking water wells. One topographic and drainage information
tO accurately assess impacts to receiving commenter stated that a U.S,G.S. 7.5 superimposed on the photograph. EPA
streams. EPA is confident that in areas quadrangle map will not illustrate agrees that this nmy be an appropriate,
where automated sampling cannot be drainage systems in all cases, and thatmethod Of providing this information...

~ relied upon. grab sampling can probablytherefore the requirement should be . EPA is not ~quiring a specific format for
be performed because the nature of the optional, submit ".t~S this information, ~
snowmelt process tends to make the Several commenters agree~i with EPA is also requiri~ thai a narrative
timin~ of samples less of a problem EPA’s proposal. One commenter description be submitted to ~ccompsn~ -
when compared to typical rainfall maintained that drainage maps should the drainage map. The narrative will .
events. EPA disagrees that managementbe required from developments ~terprovide a description 9f on-site features.:
practices, either at industrial facilities or than three acres and from-all’ individual including~exisfing str~_ctures {btsildix~ :
with regard to municipalities, cannot applicants: Several commenters agreed’ which’cover materials undothar . .- ....
address snowmelt, Some areas may with EPA’s proposal that both maps - " material co~ers; dikes; diversion
need to reassess their salt application should be provided, with arrows etc,} and ru)nos~truotural cqntrols ..
procedures, In addition retention and indicating site draInage and enteri~ (employee training, visual tnspactim~ ..-.
detention devices may address ’ " and leaving points, It was advised that. preventive niainteneno~ and ....
snowmelt, as well as erosion controls atdrainage maps are useful In locating housekeepidgmeasdme} tlmt
construction sites. Thus, obtaining sources of storm water contamination.,prevent oi" nfinimiz~.the pote~ntia_t._. ~ :.’
samples of snowmelt is appropriate.to and it is useful to identify areas and release of to~i~: and i~azardbtm:
allow development of such permit activities which require source controls pollutants; a
conditions, or remedial action, One commen~er, matedsis that

Today’s rule also modifies the Form recommended that the mapshould" past hav~-be~n treated, s~-ed
2C requirements by a,v~mpting extend far enough offsite to demonstrate"disposed outside~
applicants from the requh’mnants at ’ how the privately owned system
§ 122.21(g)(2) (line drawings}, {S}(4} connects to the publicly owned system, narrativ~ ~ also include:,
(intermittent flows}, {g}(7} {l}, {h’),. and (v) After considering the merits of all the.of activities a~. materlsi~ load!n~
{various sampling requirements to comments and the reasons supporting" union ".di~. ma~ tim ][oestion~mmmer.~.~
characterize discharges) if the dischargeEPA’s proposal, EPA is convinced that a"and fi’equency in which pasfl~ide~,.
covered by the application is composedtopographic map and a site drainage" berhicides, soil conditinnm smt. ~’.
entirely of storm water, Parmit - map are necessary components of the
applications for discharges containing industrial             application. Existing permit. t̄he ~
storm water associated with industrial application regulations at 40 CFR. ,. which’are
activity would require applicants to 1~Y.Zl(f)(7} require all permit apidican~.
provide other non-quantitative. . ~: ¯ to submit as part of Fqrm ! a ¯ :    .. unchanged.from the
information which will aid pa .trait .....: : topographi~ map extendi~ one~mile:,.~.:..
writer~ to identify which storm ware:, b̄eyond the property boundaries,of thd~ .~

~ aischargee are ass~iate~l’wttho ’i~,.i~’~sourr~ depicting: the facility
¯ industrial a,~’tivity and to e.haracte.rl~-,.~intake and,dischas~ structure; ~c.h:

the, natu~,, of the discharge, o ,~,, . :!~.--~,hazardous waste.tins, tment,
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site-specie operations, thereby makingassure the permit writer, based upon kisthat the group upplicaU~z
a waiver unnecessar~ ~ or herperson4fl knowledge, that¯he ¯ legitimate

potential reduction in~’dem 5~ misrepresemtdtioo.EPA lrite.nds-I~.., did~’emc~ betw~lm~~’ ~.~~
applicants, F_.PA belie~e~ that because itxterl~mt~ thi~,requ~-ment In the aam~ appllCitimr pmm:edum
the storm wmer discharge testing mamm~-for storm water applical~.n~ ~sindil~ual pmmi~
requirements have ¯4ready been oaher ap~s., applicatton~ i! flint l~,
streamlined, a waiver would not in requirements~~
practice provide significant reductions 4. Group Applications

will be in,,- ffcm’tain peocedua’~ ~m-
in burden for either applicants or permit Today’s Enal rule provides some followed. EZrA Ls convinced ~hat mm’ked.
issuing authoriUes. Requirements to industries with the option of improvements in the proceam of ~provide and verify data demonstrating participating in a 6q’oup application, in permits will be achieved .when the~e
that a waiver is appropriate for a storm lieu of submitting individual permits,procedures are followed. Where the
water discharge may prove to be more There are several reasons for the groupstorm water discharge fi’om a parflcal~.
of a burden to the applicant and the applica~on. First. the g~oup applicationfacility is identified as posing a spec~i
permitting authorities. Establishing such procedure provides adequate environmental risk. it can be ~toa waiver procedure would be information for issuing permits for submit individual applicatim~ ~d
administratively complex and time- certain classes of storm water therefore separate quantitative data.lf
consuming for both F.OA and the discharges associated with tndus~aJ sbouJd also be noted that submittal o~aapplicants, without any iustifiable activity, Secmxd. numerous commemers~roup uppLicaUon does not exempt a
benefit. Therefore. this rulemaking doessupported the concept of the group facility From submitLLng quantitativenot include a waiver provision, application as a way to reduce the costsdata on its storm water discharge duei~In response to one commenter. EPA and administrative burdens associated
wishes to emphasize that if a facility ha¯ with storm water permit applications,the term of ~e pea’mS¯.

zero storm water discha~e because it iaThLrd. group applica~to~s ~ rnduce the The ~ role revues and
eLi¯charging to a detention pond only, a burden on the regulated community by some of the requirements nl~ the group
pe.-mit application is not required. Only requL,-ing the submissio~ of qunntitat~ve application approach set forth in tl~
those discharges to the waters of the data ~om o~ly selected members of theDecember p’. I9~0 prepomml,
United State~ or municipal systeml needgroup. Fourth. the Stoup application commentem requesl~cl that F.PA ~ld ¯
s~bmit notifications, individuaJ or group pro<:e~a will reduce the bordem on the provisioo which woo/d allow a
permit application~, o{ notices of intent permit ~ authority by that become~ subject to the regelatioo~
where applicable. However. ff the consolidatin8 inform¯¯inn 5~- rm4ewtngto "add ~m" to a g~oup appLicatto~ ~
de¯an{ion pond over{Iowa or the permit applicatinna a~L for developing that group applicatio~ 5am already
discharger anticipates that it may general permits suited I~ certain submitted. Ohm commenter indited

that some trade asmciatioas amoverflow, then a permit application industri~ group¯. Whm’e 8enet’al pea-milsprohibited from emsasi~ in an a~Wdy,.’~should be submitted, a~e not appropriate or cannot be i~med,whi~’, wo~d not m~ to ~U it.Two commenters agreed with EPA’s a group applicaUon c~ be u~ed to membere, and that an "add on" ’ , ..proposed ~luiremem to have ¯ develop model individual permits, which
prm4sio., w~ noeaed in d~ event,tombdescription of past aod prceent materialcan sLgnff’-acm|ld¥ reduce tim burden o~

man¯semen¯ practices and contm~ prepari~ individual pafmite, a prohibition was invoked. ~,
EPA believes that ~ ts important As notz~d above in today’s preamble, commetztm- noted that wtmx~ a
information directly relating to the EPA lntett~ to promnlglte ¯ gelmral .pa~rl~ lira. ~-~m~ ~ ~
quality of storm water that can be permit that will cove~ man~, tylm~ of consiats of ~eml th~ttsand memhat~:,..:...

requirement it retained in today ¯ ruht. ~eligible for such permits will generally -etmu~, that~.~l, mcilitie~ eustz~., .~.
However, aa with othe~ historical be required to seek coverage ~jv . ,n~...o~.o~ ~ 8rot~ ~ ~ ,.
information requirement~ EPA ia submittal o~ ¯ notice of intent. Faci~itie~ioentifle~ and ]lMad oa me
liraS¯in8 pas.t.,py ,a~ti. ce~ t~ ,thg~e that~ .that er.e. inelisible for cover¯Be undeT, the,w~., ..~ t20 ,d~t~ y, d~, ,,dlin~..f~, .~
o.ccurrect w~miu mree ~veara of th~ dat~general paxmit will be t~iuired to mzbafitsuomsttm8 part m
¯ at the appLicatkmamB~mitte& On¯ an individtud pm-mit app]lcetton ce iiPA .be!~ev~2thtt a greep
~m~z, ,ente.r.argned, ,tl3!.t .past .practtom submit ¯ Stoup applicalion- Tlm.~’o~. p a,h ..m~... l~,ve, a limited ~ t~. ~ ,m~l,,,~
saotuu not oe coa~ldamd un/e~ there i~application proceas promuJsated today mcmues ,to me Stoup arrm,
evideacethatpaatpmcl~ke~cau~e - will aerve aa an important, componeuttobeea~atmdttedand, timta4m~mi~,-,j~k~

¯ F~.A ¯.uric¯pate¯ that the in¯or¯maim¯~torm water" permit¯in8 ¯tratesy . . ..m_ ~p2~__2~=flvq ma
subnatted .by tim applicant will ~ ¯tutti.di~:zm~d above. The 8mmral permit, add oa :t~ lmLIrm~Ir~-~. ¯

a, ppm, prLa,te pe~,.t com~umm e~z t~e :ne~.,, ,.~lzare th.~. i...~.t forth what types, olwaDm~q~mmz .t~,..lm ~ ~ ,~,,tg~,

ue~}~o.oe~ ~l:~’dinsI, F. . ,,. facilifial m el~ible for .covet’age... flldll~,., ~ .~e~’.: .t~ ~

cmmmauon on t~ .cmdiJ]~ttmx,. .~..,¯ppLica.tkm procedure a~. m~.¯bdlcatioa ~,

"~ ~ ....,~um. _~m~.~.. ,t/~.L~:~!Xttel~!...~l~:qf..~l]~;....,~: s’e~Ik .ti~shou]d’vde~mqub~..4~.,,~.

¯ . .~ -.-. ". ...... " " " ,- .~.=.’-~;.:    R0008270
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required to submit quantitative data} information it would be impossible to needed to avoid problems from such
within 2 months of receiving part I of determine if all the facilities are departure or to account for new
the group application. Further, during sufficiently similar. EPA disagrees that additions to the group. Certainly thi~
the permit application process industries will be dissuaded from using issue goes directly to the fadll~. .... ~. ~-’~~
permitting authorities will be developing the group application process because selection proce~ which !s a
permit conditions for an identified and the advantages of the process are component of.the group
pre-determined group of facilities, undermined. Although commenters facilities need to be carefully selected ¯
Allowing potentially significant numbers perceived many burdens associated and reviewed by the group to prevent.
of permit applicants to suddenly iniect with individual permit applications, by such difficulties.
themselves into a group application far the most significant burden Several comments indicateda
could unnecessarily hamper or disrupt .identified by the comments is the confusion over what facilities are
the timely development of general and requirement for obtaining and eligible to take advantage of the group
model permits. [n addition, if a facility submitting quantitative data. The group application procedure. Any industry or
were "added on" the number of facilities application significantly reduces this facility that is required to submit a
having to submit quantitative data may burden by requiring only10% of the storm water permit application under
drop below 10%. Thus the facility facilities to submit quantitative data if these regulations is eligible to
desiring to "add on" may be put in the the number in the group is over 100. If participate in a group application.
position of having to submit the the number in the group is over 1000, However, whether a facility can obtam
quantitative data themselves, which then only 100 of the facilities need a storm water permit under a group
would clearly defeat the purpose of submit quantitative information. If group application procedure will depend upon
being a part of the group application, applicants develop cost sharing whether that facility is a member of the

Nevertheless. EPA has added a procedures to reduce the financial and same effluent guideline subcategory, or
provision to 122.26{e} which enables administrative burdens of submitting is sufficiently similar to other members
facilities to add on to a group quantitative data, it is evident that of the group to be appropriate for a
application at the discretion of the utilizing the group application could general permit or individual permit
EPA’s Office of Water Enforcement and save industries as much as 90% on the issued pursuant to the group application.
Permits. and upon a showing of good most economically burdensome aspect Accordingly. group applications are not
cause by the group applicant. For the of the application, limited to national trade associational.
reasons noted above, EPA anticipates Several commenters perceived that The agency believes that the language in
this provision will be invoked only in the group application procedure’did not § 122.28(c){2} adequately addresses
limited cases where good cause is offer them significant savings because these concerns. The process does not ’
shown. Facilities not properly identified under the proposal their particular prohibit a particular company with
in the group application, and which industry would only be required to test multiple facilities from filing a group
cannot meet the good cause test will be for COD, BODS, pH. TSS, oil and grease, application as long as those facilities are
required to submit individual permit nitrogen, and phosphorous. These sufficiently similar.
applications. EPA will advise such commentate stated that sampling for One commenter expressed concern
facilities within 30 days of receiving the these pollutants is not particularly that a single company would not be able
request as to whether the facility may expensive. EPA believes that even if a to take advantage of the group
add on. group is required only to submit minimal application benefits unless the companx"

However, the "add on" facility must quantitative data on particular had more than ten facilities. Under such
meet the following requirements: The pollutants, substantial savings can circumstances the company would ha,~e ....
application for the additional facility is accrue to a particular industry if the to become integrated with a larger group.
made within 15 months of the final rule; group has many members. This is of facilities owned by other companies
and the addition of the facility does not particularly true when the number of in order to take ~dventage of the "
reduce the percentage of the facilities outfalls to be sampled, the information benefits afforded by the group ¯
that are required to submit quantitative on storm events, and flow application procedure. In response, th@"
data to below 10~ unless there are over measurements are factored into the costAgency is providing for a group ’ ~"

100 facilities that are submitting analysis. An additional benefit for " application of between four
quantitative data. Approval to become member~ of the group as well as for, membere" ho~vever at.l~mt
part of a group application is obtained permit issuing agencies is that the facilities must sub’It data. on~ "~ .::.:~,~>...
from the group or the trade association process of developing a permit, commenter-stated tha~ the ndmbei,
and is certified by a representative of including drafting and responding to facilities required tosubinit
the group: approval for adding on to a public comments on the permit, is data should be deterinizied on a"
group is obtained from the Offlce of consolidated by the group application case basis.
Water Enforcement and Permits. ’ process. Accordingly, it is less resourcefor

Several commentate stated that the intensive for the group to work with be easiest {o imple~t for
application requirements for groups arepermit issuance authorities to develop industry and EPA,
so burdensome that the advantages ofwell founded permit conditions, adequate .
the process are undermined. These One commenter raised a concern data are obtained ~
concerns are addressed in greater detailabout the situation where one of the
below. Among the requirements which facilities that is designated for
commentate objected are the submitting quantitative data drops out. ~ conditious 1
requirements to list eve~ group of the ~’oup. If this happened, the~n~ . ~. can be
member’s company by name and . anothdr facility wouldhave to submi~t.
address. EPA is convinced that s quantlthilve data. In response, I~PA
condition precedent to approving~ ~’~" notes that one approach,would be.fo~~,’ "
group application’is at least id.entlfyi~g,’. "the grpl~p to have’one or, two mor~ -’:;:’i’.~ ~
the, member, old,the: group. Witliout such .... facilities submit., qua’n’titative, data t~l~".", .~...~ ,,
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summaries of the group application will with summaries of the applications program, engaged in the collection of
be distributed to authorized NpDES thereby reducing the burden on the quantitative data. and possess
States. EPA w~shes to emphasize that States.’Furtherraore. the procedure familiarity and experience with -. ¯ .
NPDES States are not bound by draft encourages a potentially large number of submitting storm water permit: ~ .;.::~"
model permits developed by EPA. States: facilities to be covered by a general applications. The Agenc3r:se~
may adopt model permits for use in their permit, which will clearly reduce the to institutinffan entirel)i.na’W~’~-.~~
particular area. making ad,ustments for administrative burden of issuing application process for facih~4ed-=t~.=-I .:.~
local water qual=ty standards and other individual permits, have ~torm water permit=
regional characteristics. Where general The final rule establishes a regulatory individually. It makes little sense for
permit coverage is believed to be procedure whereby a representative these industries to be involved with
inappropriate, facilities may be required entity, such as a trade association, may submitting another permit application
to apply for individual permits. One submit a group application to the Office before their current permit expires.
commenter objected to the group of Water Enforcement and Permits As noted above, once a general permit
applicahon procedure because it is not (OWEP) at EPA headquarters, in which has been issued to a group of
consistent with existing Federal quantitative data from certain dischargers, a new facility may request
permitting procedures, which will lead representative members of a group of that they be covered by the general
to confusmn in the regulated community, industrial facilities is supplied, permit. The permitting authority can
"]’he agency disagrees with this Information received in’the group then examine the request in light of the
assessment. The group application is a application will be used by EPA general permit applicability
departure from established NPDES headquazters to develop models for requirements and determine whether the
program procedures. However, the individual permits or general permits, facility is suitable or not.
comments, when v~ewed in their These model permits are not issued
entirety, reflect widespread support permits, but rather they will be used by b. Scope of Group Applicotions.

from the regulated community for a EPA Regions and the NPDES States to Numerous comments were received on
~roup application procedure. Further, issue individual or general permits for how facilities should be evaluated as

the comments reflect that those affectedparticipating facilities in the State. In members of a group application. Several
commenters stated that effluentby this rulemaking understand the developing such permits, the Region or

components of the group application andNPDES State will, where necessary, limitation guideline subcategories are

the procedures under which permits will adapt the model permits to take into not relevant to pollutants found in sto_rm

be obtained pursuant to the group account the hydrological conditions andwater, but rather to the facility’s

application, receiving water quality in their area. everyday activities, and therefore

One commenter expressed concern One commenter expressed the view that similarity should be baaed on each
regarding how BAT limits for groups of having this procedure managed by E, PAfacility’s discharge or the similarity of

similar industries will be developed, headquarters would cause delays and itpollutant~ expected to be found in a

Technology based limits will be ~bould be delegated to the States and facility’s discharge. Other commenter~.

de~eloped based on the information .’.egions, EPA disagrees that delay will felt that similarity of operations at

received from the group applicants. If ensue using this procedure. Furthermore.facilities should be the cfiteri.a. Others°
the group applicants possess simiIar consistency in development of model,believed that an examination af the

characteristics in terms of their and general permits can be achieved iffacility’s impact on storm water quality

discharge, BAT/BCT limitations and application review is coordinated at " commentersSh°uld be thesuggestedapplied criteria.that EPA. pr0videOthercontrols will be developed accordingly EPA headquarters.
for those members of the group, If the o. Facilib’es Covered. Under this rule more guidance as to how broadly groups

can be defined and that a failm’e to do sodischarge characteristics are not similarthe group application is= submitted for would discournge facilities from I~Oing tothen applying industries are not only the facilities specifically listed in the trouble and eb-pense of entering Intoappropriate for the group, the application and not necessarily for the group applica(ion protege. SomeOne commenter has suggested that an entire industry. The facilities in the commentere were concerned that.,the proposed group application is too group application selected to do
complex with regard to the part 1A, part sampling must be representative of the facilities would be rejected~a a g~Up

lB, and part Z group application group, not necessarily of the indust~, because of variations in procel .sel..,a~, ~ ¯

requirements and that EPA should Facilities that are sufficiently similar ’

process wastewate~ char~, ct~eH~’=~e~.~..~,:~.,.."

repropose these provision=. As to thole covered in a general permit. EPA does not agree thareflluent~:~=,!.~T.
discussed below, EPA has simplified the~ (issued pursuant to a group application) limitation guideline subcategode=~’~,
industrial group application, that commence discharging after the inappropriate, as a method lot -. :,.: -:’:,~.
requirements by eliminath18 Lira part 1B general permit has been issued, must
application, Thus, repropo~[ i= refer to the provisions of that general’
unnecessary, permit to determine if they are eligible Classifications. breakinl~

One commenter criticized the.group for coverage. Facilities that have ’ into
application concept as not achieving already been issued an individual effluent
any type of reduction in administrative permit for storm water discharges will ’ ;
burden for NPDES States. EPA disagreesnot be eligible for participation in a , ¯ ° botlga
with this assessment. If industries take group application. Several commentary: ~
advantage of the group application believed that this restriction is -.:;~i:’: "= :i~ ¯ imrttc~hir ~
procedure. EPA will have a~ opportunity- inequitable since they have expei~enca~
to review information describing a,large the administrative burden, of aui~uitti~L~=
number of discharge~ in an orsa ’m~d ,= permit application.
manner. EPA wi. "lI pedotm mu.ch of th~’~ Industries. that have a]reed~
initial review and analysis of the grtmp.,permit for storm
.appllcation, an.d.provide NPDES States ’ developed ¯ ~t0rm wate~

.~.:.;..’:
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affects storm water quality would not the procedure, which is adequate for thedrained by each mstfati and a narrative
provide applicants with suffitient issuance of general permits, is description of significant materials; ~ ¯
guidance as to the appropriateness of inadequate fo¢ the development of a certiF~:atioa that all outfafls thit a/mold ~’-’
individual industries foe group group appficatioa. EPA believes that thecontain storm water dim:has~ ~o "-.: ~.;
appllcatioas and wmdd not provide activittns inside a factl/(y wii/geaerally associated With
information needed to dra~ft appropriate correspond to aclivitie~ oatside o~ the been tested foe
model permit conditions for potentially plant tharare exlmsed to atot, m events,stor~ water di~harg~
different types of industries, industrial including s~sck emilio., material ’ infoematin~ mgaiding sil~tcaflt
processes, and material management storage, and waste products, or spills 0£ toxic or
practJce~. Furthermost, if facilities are able to at the facility:. (E) a narrativ~

However. EPA recognizes that the demonstrate their alarm water dischargeof industrial activities at the facility timt
subcategory designations may not has similar characteristics, that is one are different from or that are in add$tioa
always be available or an effective element in the analysis needed for to the activities described under part
methodology for grouping~aRplicants, establishing that the group is 1A: and [F) a llst of all constituents that
Also, there are situations WiPers appropriate. EPA disagrees that the are addressed in a NPDES permit
processes that are subject to different criteria are too vague. If facilities am to the facility for any ofnon-~orm water
subcateRortes are combined. EPA agreesconcerned that general permit criteria isdischarge. Part 2 of a group application
that the group application option should ir~sufficient guidance, then subcategoriesrequl~d quantitative data from 10
be flexible enough to allow groups to beunder 40 CFR subchapter N should be percent of the facilities identified.
created where subeategories are too used. EPA believes that the program will Some commente~s felt that spill
rigid or otherwise inappropriate ~or function best if flexibihty for creating histories, drainage maps, materiel
developing group applications or where 8~oups is maintained, management practices, and informattosi
£acilities are integrated or overlap into If a NPDES approved State feels that aon si~ni~cant materials stored outside
other subc~tegerie& For these reasons,tighter grouping of applicants is are too burdensome or meaningless foe
this rulemakiag does not limit the appropriate individual permit evaluating similarity of discharges
submission to EPA subcategeries alone,applications can be requests[ from among group applicants. Several
but rather allows groups to be formed those permit applicants. One commentercommenters stated that such
where facilities are similar enough to beindicated that it was not clear whether ’requirements where the group
appropriate for general permit coverage,the group application ptx~cedure could consist of several thousand [adllti.~ea

In determ~n8 whether a group i~ be used for al! NPDES requirements, were impractical and would not hssist
appropriate for general permit coverage.EPA would clarify that the group EPA in developing modei’permit~. Ms, n.v
EP& intends that the group applicant application is designed only to cover commenters insisted that the
use the factors set forth in 40 CFR sterm water dim:barges from the requirement-’~ imposed in part tB wo~ld
~22.28(a){2|(ii}, the current regulations industria! facilitie~ identified in effectively discourage use of the ~group =,
goverain8 general permits, as a guide. If§ 122.Lq~b](tq}. application procodur~ EPA agrees m
facilities all involve the same of similar As noted above. EPA wishes to clat’ifylarge part with these commen~ Af~.r
types of operation& discharge the samethat fa~lities with existin8 indtvlduat reevaluath!8 the .corn ~ ,lZ~entso~
types of wastes, have the same effluentNPDES permits fo~ storm water are.not. and the e~_tire r~tiona~e, f~. instituli~limitation and same o~ similar eligible to participate in the g~oup .the ~8~, ~ ap. plicati0n proc.~lu~’EPA’
monitorin8 requiren~nts, Where application process. From an ,naa decided to exc, i~e ~ ~t lA, a~]
applicable, they would probably be , administrative standpoint EPA’is’~ot " "
appropriate for a group’ application. To , prepared to create an entirely diff.ereut" : ""
that extent, facilities that attempt to, mechanism for permittin~ indnstr~es
form 8roul~ where the constituent which already have such pe~nnits. " . . ~ ¯ ~ "~, .~.~

dlss~mdar may run the ~ o~ not .beln8The group appllcafloa, as pro/ms~l.~ - the ter~..oft~_~ ,..p~t~. ~L In ~ .~.a~......
acc~..pte.d, for purposes of.a 8r~p. - . included the followin8 requirements, in.. " EPA.~:w~. ~...~bllsh.whicb
applicatio.n. . . three separate p.ar~. Psrt tA o! a~sm~p submi~t "m~.’. id .u~.~. ,.piTI.

some commenters exp~ed ~.vie&.. application included: [A) !de~a.~ ~.oa. ~ .~. whei~.~ m.0~ite ~
thatcategoriesform~dnsinSgeaarar.¯

of the participants in the greup . .. ~ apprgp~..~. ! ~.
permit factors are too b,~a~ doe.thattheapplicatim~byuameandlocatim~B):a- U.nder! !
laaguage is too vag~.~.c.~, tet’¯¯ narrative de.~cription aummarizi~.the" . EPA.wi]l:
expressed the view t~.~ t tim atanda~l isindustrial activities of pm’ti~pm~;_ ".{C} a "to the typ
too subjective and that Imm~"t ~vr~.’tm~ " " list of sisni~.ant matari~s stored :.. ’ ~. "" i ensase~, l
Will be evaluaflus the’s~i~il¯rit~ .of .’ .. outsidebypartiaipant~and0~.]o:~, .::o bythe.f~discharsetoosubje~limly, w~le’o.t~e~.: ide.ntificationo[10parceai~[ths. ~. ~" "g~n~ta~i"

con~on, ter~ felt that/he criteris ..shmd~.~.dischargers participatin8 in ~ ~’~p .
be’broad and flexible. O/her . " ¯ application for submittins.q~t~flvb .. ~P~ac~o~.
commenters stated that ~ &i~l. ~ .. ~~" .~ data. A proposed part IB 9~ ~e Sr~" ..:
8uid~e~..md~stesoey or 8ene/~.’pet.mit ..application included the foit0..wi~ ": -..
coverage ~ac,/m’s am nat relal~ to.a_t~n~. " inI~ormation from each partle~ I t.! ! s
waterdisdlm~bec, ausam.u~h..~o~li~. ... group appl’w.,ation: ~ As/ten! ..:.
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per~:entage of the facilities. Thus, EPA isprecipitation in Seattle, Washington. submittal of group applications
confident that model permits and located in Zone 7, approaches the meanquantitative data therein,
general permits can be developed fromannual storm intensity of .024 inches/ The second and third~
the information to be s’ubmitted under hour with a mean annual storm duration part I of the Stoup
part I and part 2. of 20 honrs for that Zone. In contrust, the epplimmt to dem:~i~ kl~.’~~

One commenter felt that more precipitation in Atlanta. Coorgis, activity (processes]
guidance on what makes a facility located in Zone 3 approaches the meanmaterials used by fl~e grou.~-~
representative for sampling as part of aannual storm intensity of.102 inches/’ significant materlal~ ]isto~t~e a~pllcsn~
group is needed. In response, the hour and a mean storm duration of 6.2 is to discuss the materials msn~ement
Agency believes the rule as currently hours for that Zone. Atlanta, receives onpractices employed by members of the
drafted provides adequate notice, the average four times more group. For example, the applicant should

Another commenter asked how much precipitation per hour with storms identify whether such materials are
sampling needed to be done and how . lasting one-third as long. As a result ofcommonly covered, contained, or
much monitoring will transpire over the these differences, if identical facilities enclosed, and whether storm water
life of the permit for members of a within a group application were situatedrunoff from materials storage areas is
groul~. This will vary from permit to in each of these areas, their storm watercollected in settling ponds prior to
permit and will be determined in permitdischarges would likely exhibit differentdischarge or diverted away from such
proceedings. This rulemaking only pollutant characteristics. Accordingly,areas to minimize the likelihood of
covers the quantitative data that is to be data should be submitted from facilities contamination. Also, the approximate
submitted in the context of the group in each zone. percentage of facilities in the group with
permit application. . One commenter felt that the EPA no practices in place to minimize

One commenter indicated that should abandon or modify its rainfall materials stored outside is to be
because of the amount of diversity in the zone concept, because storm water identified.
operations of a particular industry, quality will depend more on what EPA considers that the processes andobtaining a sample that could be materials are used at the facility than materials used at a particular facilityconsidered representative would be rainfall. EPA disagrees. Because storm may have a bearing on the quality of the
extremely difficult¯ EPA recognizes that water loading rates may differ storm water. Thus, if there are differentobtaining representative quantitative significantly as a result of re~onal processes and materials used bydata through the group application precipitation differences, it is necessary members of the group, the application
process will prove to be difficult: that for each precipitation zone must identify those iracilitJes utilizing the
h’~wever, EPA has sought to minimize containing representatives o[ a group different processes and matexiels, withti~ese perceived problems. Under the application, the group must provide an explanation as to why these facilitiesgroup application concept, industries samples from some of those should still be considered similar.must be sufficiently similar to qualify, representatives. In comments to
Industries which have significantly previous rulemakings it was argued that One commenter felt that a facility

different operations from the rest of the the amount o~ rainfall will affect the should be able to describe in itspermit
group that affects the quality of their degree of impact a storm water application the pns~ibility of individual
storm water discharge may be required discharge may have on the receiving materials entering receiving waters. EPA
to obtain an incLividual permit. Use of stream, supports the applicant adding site
the nine precipitation zones will enable One commenter stated that the specific information which will assist
the data in the permit application to be precipitation zones illustrated in the permit writer maldns an informed
more easily analyzed and patterns appendix E of the proposed rulemaking decision about the nature of’the facility,
observed on the basis of hydrology and do not adequately reflect regional the quality of its storm water discharge,
other regional factors. How EPA will differences in precipitation and that in and appropriate pemflt conditions..
evaluate the representativeness of the some cases the zones cut through cites The fourth element of part I of the
sample is discussed below, wher~ there are concentrations of group applicati0~ is.a commitment

Several commenters asked why the Industries without differences in their submit quanOtative data from ~n"
precipitation zone of group members is precipitation patterns. The rainfall zone percent of the fpcilities l~stsd, EPA
relevant to the application. The need to map is a general guide to determining proposed that tharo must [m a mi~0m
identi~y precipitation zones arises what areas of the country need to be’ of ten and a maximum of-one
because the amount of rainfall is likely addressed when determining facilities within ~ ~’o~l~.tha| ~’~’"
to have a significant impa~t on the representative rainfall events and data. Comments r~dle~ed~oni~ ".:~:
quality of the receiving water, quantitative data. When dealing with dissatisfaction witli th~
According to an EPA study ¯ rainfall on a national scale, it is near Some commenters asse~ted~thai.t~n~

{Methodology for Analysis of Detention impossible to make generalized percent ws~ too Id~J~~-m~m~..
Basins for Control of Urban Runoff statements with a great deal of woul~
Quality: Office of Water, Nonpoint accuracy. In the case of rainfall zones, whil~
Source Branch, Sept. 1986} the l:~nited rainfall patterns may be similar for percenta~
States can be divided into nine ~neral facilities in close proximity to each the group
precipitation zones. These zones am other but none the less in different¯ # ocharacterized by differences Ln rainfall zones. In response, EPA has
precipitation volume, precipitation ’ created these zones to reflect rogionaI~
intensity, precipitation duration, and’ reini:all patterns as accurately el: ~
precipitation intervals. Industrial .... possible. Because of the vsriabl~ nahire
facilities that seek general permits via of rainfall such circumstances sm-Sttre
the group application option may show to arise.’ However, in order ~o ob~sht a
signiflcantl]~ different loadin~ rates ss ¯ degree of representa0ve~ase EPA ik ¯
result of these regional l~ecip|tatio~ convinced that the use of th~se roi~fs~;; ~,
differ.encaa. A~ an example, zones as described is appropriate;for t~

. ".~:~.." :,,~.~ ......~.~ R0008275
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with affected groups as was done in the representation of these different factors, where an individual permit is deemed
1985 storm water proposal, Other to the extent feasible, is to be roughly appropriate, the model permit can serve
comrnenters pointed out-that an equivalent to their proportion in the as the basis for issuing an indivldua|
anomalous situation could arise where ~ group, permit. ¯ i
the group was small and fa~ilitie~ were EPA wishes to emphasize that the The ~up application i#’~n
scattered throughout the precipitation pt~vision that ten percent of the    . permit application ~t~t [[~"
zones. For exampia, if a group consistedfacilities need to submit quantitative . and, as ~dch, would be
of 2o members where a minimum of ten data only applies to the permif normal permitting procedures,
facilities had to submit samples, and application process. The general or the ~atory provisions appli~
two or more members were in each individual permit itself may require permit issuance. Incomplete
precipitation zone: a total of 18 facilitiesquantitative data from each facility, otherwise inadequate submis~ions"i~
(90% of the group} would have to submit SubmittalofPart 2 ofthe-G~’oup would be handled in the same menn~ ’,~"
quantitative data. EPA believes that Application. As with part I. part 2 of the as any other inadequate permit
there must be a sufficient number of Group Application would be submitted application. The permit issuing authority "
facilities submitting data for any to the Office of Water Enforcement and would retain the right to require
patterns and trends to be detectable. Permits, in Washington, DC. If the submission of Form I, Form 2C and
However, in light of these comments information is incomplete, or simply is Form 2F from any individual discharger
EPA has decided to modify the languagefound to be an inadequate basis for it designates.
in § 122,26{c] to allow I discharger in establishing model permit limits. EPA Some commenters offered other
each precipitation zone to submit has the authority under section 308 of procedures for developing a group
quantitative data where 10 or fewer of the Clean Water Act to require that application procedure: however, these
the group members are.located in a more information be submitted, which were frequently entirely different
particular precipitation zone. EPA ’ may include sampling from facilities thatapproaches or so novel that a
believes, however, that one hundred were part of the group application but reproposal would he required. One -
facilities would in most cases be did not provide data with the initial commenter suggested that those
sufficient to characterize the nature of submission. If the group application is industries that are identified as being
the runoff and thus 100 should remain used by a Region or NPDES State to likely to pollute should be required to.
the maximum. If the data are issue a general permit, the general submit quantitative data. Numerous
insufficient. EPA has the authority to permit should specify procedures for commenters contended that a generi~ - :
request more sampling under section 308 additional coverage under the permit, approach for meeting the required
of the CWA. If a part 2 is unacceptable or information requirements foe groug ; ¯ :

One commenter suggested that the ten insufficient, EPA has the option to applications would allow EPA to.. ~,.: .. , .~
facility cutoff was unreasonable, and request additional information or to develop adequate general permit~. EPP~.
that instead of cutting off the group at require that the facilities that does not view these approaches aa ....

.:~ten, allow a smaller number in the groupparticipated in the group application appropriate.
and allow the facilities to sample ten submit complete individual applications ’
percent of their outfalls instead. E,r’A {e.g. facilities that have submitted Form 5. Group Application: Applicabilityiz~".
agrees, in part, and will allow groups ofI with the group application may be NPDES St"ates
between four and ten to submit a grouprequired to submit Form ~F, or ~cilities Many
application. However, the ten percent which have submitted complete Form ~ about how the group application
rule would not be effective in such and Form 2F information in the group procedm’e wilI work within, the
cases. Therefore, at least half the application generally would n~ have to framework of an NPDES
facilities in a group of four’to te~will besubmit additional informaffon}. Therelation$I~ip between ..~A.~
required to provide quantitative data Once the group applic.ation~ are. States that ate authorized
from at least one outfall, with each reviewed and accepted,.~PA will u~ the NI~DF~
precipita tidn zone represented by at the information to establi~h.dr~fl permitimpleme~io~ of the
least one facility, terms and conditions foe medals foe = pro~am,.’t~ a.c-nmplicated.

For any group application, in addition individual and general permits. NPDESrulemaki~. Approved
to selecting a sufficient number of approved States and F2A re$ional 38 State= and one territor~
facilities from each precipitation zone, ¯ offices will continue to be the permit- ..
facilities selected to do the samplia~ i~suing authority for storm water. ¯
should be representative of the group asdischarges. The NPDES approved States
a whole in terms ~’flmze cheracterisfice accepting the ~roup application ¯ ,~-
identifying the gz~p whJ’qh were approach and the EPA’,Regionsmay...then,
described in the .n~.t~v.e, l:e., nu~n. bar take the model permits and. _.a~laj~t ~em
and range of fac~lt[~ typ~ of ~ for their parti~lar ar~a, m~ki~ : "~
processes used, and an~.other relevantsdjus~nents for local water q~Hl~. . quantitative data in
factors. If there is some~arlatlon in the standards and other localized ......
processes used by th~ grouR.~.40 .l~-r~n’- characteristics, and make, ~ ~’~f:.. ~.°~ "
of ~e ~roug of food proce~s~.~..a~: ;: determinations a~ t~ .the n~for ~t ’

""ind.~, " ,vi~.md st .o~n’water

’ -inapltropda.te.
prolm~ed b..y file
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upon approval of the pro~am by ~A. au~oHty fn order ~o facflfta~e ~e ga[heH~ plan~ ~e commen~er f~er
may then issue gene~l pewits. W~in positing process, asserted ~at ~y decisions by ~A on.
the context o~ the ~DES provis~dns of One commenter advised that the ~[es the content of sp~i~c ~oup
the CW& if States do not have genial should state t~t a NPD~ appmv~ applica~o~ wouM ~ ~~.~
pe~i,,i~ authority, then gener, I State may ac~p~ a ~up appli~fion orth~ ,ub[ect to ~,
~its are not available in ~ose require addi~onal ~o~afion. ~A hasA~is~five ~ed~
States. decided not to expH~tly ~tate ~ ~ ~ ~A ~ ~& ~e

~ res~e to one commenL ~A ~]e. However, ~ cogent does ~isethe ~up app~on viola~
does not have au&o~ty to issue generalsome points ~at need to ~ ad~ss~ Fede~l Adv~w ~it~e Act
or individual pewits to facilities ~ Because the ~p appHca~ op~on is{FA~). FA~ 8ove~ only ~oR
NPD~ app~ved states. Today’s ~le a modification of existi~ ~ pe~it~oups ~at are estab[~hed o~ "u~i~d"

application re~iRments, ~e State is by ~ agency ~or ~e p~ose ofprovides a means for affected industriesf~e to adopt this option, but is not obtainin8 "advice" orto be covered by general pewits required to. if the State chooses to adopt"recommendations." ~e ~oupdeveloped via the group application the g~up application and it does not app[i~tio~ option does ~ot so[icltprocedure as well as from general have general pe~it authoHW, the ~oup involve any "ad~ce" orpewits developed independently of the application can be used ~o issue "re~endations." It s~ply allowsgroup application process. Acco~ingiy. indi~dual pewits. If an approved submission of data by ce~ain me~e~~oday’s ~[e anticipates that most NPDES State choose~ to not issue of a group in accord~ce wi~ specificNPDES States will seek general pe~it pe~i~s based on the ~up spplicstion, r~ato~ ~mHa for dete~i~ whi~~suance autho~ty to implement ~e facililies that discha~e sto~ water facilities are "mpresenta~ve" of a ~oup.storm water program in ~e most associated ~th indust~al acti~ that As su~, ~e ~oup application is merelyefficient and economical way. Without am located in that Sta~e must submit a sub~ss~on ~ ac~rdance and ~general pe~it issuance au~onty indi~dual applications to the State compliance wi~ specie mgulato~NPDES States wil[ be required to issue pe~itting autho~t~. ~fom submitting a requ~emen~ and d~s not conta~individual pewits cove~ng s~o~ water g~up application, facili~es should dis~efiona~ ~c~bed"ad~’"discha~es to potentially thousands of asce~ain ~m the State ~i~in8 or "reco~endafio~" as to w~chmdust~al facilities, autho~ty whether ~at State intends to facilities am representative of a ~up.
One commenter recommended that issue pewits based upon a group Th~ ~e dete~ination of whi~

States with approved NPDES p~msapplication approved by ~A for the facilities should submit testi~ data inshould be involved in dete~ining what pu~ose of develop~8 8~eral ~its. a~ordan~ ~ ~gulato~ ~te~a
indust~es a~ ~presentative ~or For fa~lities ~at disease sto~ waterlittle ~ffe~nt ~m m~y o~er
submitting quantitative data. ~A ass~ated ~th ~dus~al acti~W which
reco~izes that States ~ll have an are named ~ a ~oup appli~fion, the re~lato~ ~q~men~ whe~

appoint must sub~t
interest in this deracination and may Director may ~ui~ an indi~d~l

accord~ wi~ ce~ ~t~a. F~possess ~sight as to ~e fa~ to sub~t an
approp~ateness of using some ~acili~es.applica~on where he or she dete~in~ex~ple. ~der ~ ~

However. EPA may be managing ~at gen~ pe~t c~era$e w~d ~ouffa~ m~t be ~st~ ~cept whom

hund~ds of group applications ~d ~ap~pdate for ~e p~lar [a~liW.
two or morn have
idenficM" effiu~ts.

approving or disapp~ng ~em as ~e co--enter s~ssed ~at ~A quanfi~five da~ f~ ceH~ ~Hu~n~
expeditiously as possible. EPA believes,sh~ s~a~e ~e pm~ for
that involving the States in this al~ady Stales d~i~ to ob~ ~ ~t are to be provided where ~e a~H~t

~ows or "has ma~on to behave"
adminis~atively complex and time coverag~ ~A h~. over ~e last ye~.
consuming unde~aking would be s~ea~ ~is ~d~ and pollu~ are ~s~ ~ of&~

counte~roductive. ~ any event. ~en~ag~ S~t~ to ~e adv~t~ ofprovisio~ ~ow ~ ap~t

approved States are not bound by ~e
States ~ider obt~ general ~tjud~en~ but su~ ~c~-~ :" =~,~" ~ , ~r

dete~ina~ns of ~A as to the au~o~W ~ a me~s to effi~enfly ~uec~c~s~bed by m~eto~
approp~ateness of ~oups or the
issuance of p~its based on m~e[ ~ S~tes ~d ~nmct ~ Office:these f~c~ffe~ to sub~t
pewits or in~vidu~ pewits. However of Water ~or~ent ~d Pe~ts at apph~flo~. ~ ~e
States ~11 be enco~aged to u~ ~el~A ~adqua~e~ as soon as ~e.~ "re~ndaflons" br
per~ts ~at are developed by ~A. ~A ~v~ve~ ~A e~o ~les ~I~R ~ .....
will endeavor to desi~ ge~ ~d 6. Group A~[ica~on: ~eduml questionable w~er,
model pewits ~at a~ effective w~ C~s ~up appli~fio~,
also adaptable to the conce~ of One ~ter cl~ed ~t ~e
different States, Again, States am ~ble pmp~ ~ appH~tion ~ss ~ or ~at su~ ~u~
to develop morn st~gent standa~ pmc~ vio~t~ federal ~w. ~ .~ ~ ~s a
where they deem it to be appmpda~; ~co--enter ~a~ed ~at ~A w~ advi~
There a~ c~enfly seventeen S~tbs a~ i~ ~ibiHty by ~ow~ ~e~om,
that have au~odW to i~ue general ~ a ~a~e,~c~on to des~ a da~
pewits: ~as, Colorado, ~o[~ toRch.plan ~ Hen of ~mple~.~

S,s~es to dev~op general pe~i~ i~to des~ ~eir O~’st0~ ~a~ ~ta ,"

R0008277
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impermissible delegation of the informally via specific requests pursuantcontaminated storm water dlscharges
Administrator’s function ie violation of to section 308 of the CWA. In fact, fi’om oil, gas and mining operetion~.
the CWA regarding data, gathering. The~eneral permit and effluent limitations Storm water discharges that
Administrator has the broadest guideline development proceed along contaminated by’ ~ontact ,w!_~.’~iM°t "~"~
discretion in determining what these lines. It would make little sense ifoverburden,- re@ matL, H~, ~ ~
information is need~l for permit the latter informal data gathering products, l~Ished prodtt "_~;~ ~
development as well as the manner in process were somehow illegal simply waste product~ located O~~ ~
which such information will be because it is set forth ina rule that such.opera~ons’wi]]’not~e ~ ~
collected. The CWA does not require allows appli nts some relief u on obtain a storm water
every discharger required to obtain a certain showings. In this respect, several The regulated dlscharge assoc~a~e~~ ; °,~ ~,,,
permit to file an application. Nor does of EPA’s existing regulations similarly with industrial activity is the dlscha~ :e
the CWA require that the Administrator allow an applicant to be relieved from from any conveyance used for colIectin~
obtain data on which a permit is to be certain data submission requirements and conveying storm water located at
b~sed through a formal application upon appropriate demonstrations. For an industrial plant or directly related to
process (see 40 CFR 12~.21). For yearsexample, testing for certain pollutants manufacturing, processing or raw
"applications" have not been required and or certain outfalls may be waived materials storage areas at an industrial
f~m dischargers ~overed by general under certain circumstances. Most plant. Industrial plants include facilities
permits. EPA currently obtains much importantly, the operative action of classified as Standard Industrial
information beyond that provided in concem’t that impacts on the public is Classifications (SIC) 10 through 14 (the
applications pursuant to section 308 of individual or general permit issuance minin8 industry), including oil and gas
the CWA. This is especially true with based upon data obtained. As exploration, production, processing, and"
respect to general permit and effluent previously stated, ample opportunity fortreatment operations, as well as
limitations guidelines development. Thepublic participation is provided in the transmission facili~es. See 40 CFR
Stoup application option is simply permit issuance proceeding. 122.~6(b)(14)(iii). This also includes
another means of data gathering. The 7. Permit Applicability and Applications plant areas that are no longer used for
Administrator may always collect morefor Oil and (;as and Mining Operations such activities, as well as areas that are
data should he determine it necessary currently being used for industri~al
upon review of a groups’ data Oil. gas and mining facilities are processes.
submission. And, he may obtain such among those industrial sites that are

likely to discharge storm water runoff      ,n. O{! nnd Gas Opemt/ons. Inadditional data by whatever means determining whether storm w~e]; , "’ :.’
permissible under the Statute that he that is contaminated by process wastes,discharges from oil and gas facilities" are"           ’toxic pollutants, hazardous substances."contaminated". the legislative Msto.ry’deems appropriate. Thus. it can hardly
be said that by this initial data gatheringor oil and ~rease. Such contamination

can include disturbed soils and process reilects that the EPA should consider      :.
effort the Administrator has delegated wastes containin8 heavy metals or whether oil, grease, or hazardous " ~ "~ <.~
his data gathering responsibilities. In suspended or dissolved solids, salts, materiels awe present in storm wate~
addition, since ~roups are required to surfactants, or solvents used or runoff from’the
select "representative" facilities, etc., inproduced in oil and sag operations.accordance with specific regulatory Because they have the potential for under ~eotio~
requirements established hy the Act or~serious Water quality impacts, CongressAdministrator and because EPA will recognized, throughout the developmentEnviron~ent~ Re~mnse~: ’
scrutinize part 1 of the group of the storm water provisions of the C°mpemti°n"
applications and either accept or rejectWater Quality Act of 1987, the need to (CERCLA). [V.ol~ 13~ ~on~
the group as appropriate for a 8roup control storm water discharges from oil,(daily ed. Octobe~l~
application, no impermissible delegationgas, and mining operations, as well as Report~ ~"
h~s occurred. EPA will make an those associated with other indus~al Man~
independent determination of the activities. EPA rexardh~
acceptability of a group application In. ’ However, Congress also reco~’dzed ’
view of the information required to be that there are numerous situations in therequiring
submitted by the group applicant, other minin8 and oil and gas industries wherean t
information available to EPA (such as storm water is channeled around plantsgas facilittes-t~
information on inducts’tad subcate~ofles and operations through a series of"
obtained in developh~ effluent ~ ’ ditches and other structural devices inlimitations guidelines as well as order to prevent pollution of the storm below. -
individual storm watsrapplicotinns̄ water by harmful contaminants. From
received as a resulto/.tsday’s rule} ,and".the standpoint of resource drain on bothcentered bn
any further information EPA may.. EPA as the permitting agency a~id . storm
request to supplemen/part I pursuant to ~.potential permit applicants, the facr~ityts
section 308 of the CWA, Moreover, any conclusion was that operators that us~ ~ subject to the
concerns that a general permit ms,.be ,good management practices~and make.
based upon biased data can be deslt~ " expenditures to prevent coutamina .tl~.."with in the public permit issuanco~ .,:~ ".must not be bordened with the

Finally. EPA a~sodo~ ~mt~i~,.e°tb~ ~,= s~’~on 402(1)(2| creates a sta~or~’:, "..~",~ use
the group appllcation~optio~viOl~tes t~e,exemption from storm water ~rmi~-’~
Administrative Procedures Act. Again- -requirements for uncontimdnated

data 8athedn8 d~vice,EP/t~tuld~,~t"To implement
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basis for ~e~ ~e sub~tt~ of [SP~} Ply. Under SPCC. facilities water conta~nati~ ~A n~
pe~it app~ for sto~ wat~ that am ~ely to ~ha~e off into nether ~e ~ta~te ~r ~e ~Iaflve
disch~es f~m oil and gas f~ifies. Aswate~ of &e U~t~ ~tes are ~q~dhisto~ pmvi~ ~ ~
des~bed ~ ~e proposal off ~d gas to m~a~ a ~C pl~ ~ ~ ev~t question. F~~, ~A ~ ~.
operatio~ ~t have be~ mq~d to ~e fa~ ~ a spill of 1~ gaHo~ or~ the co~a~ w~~.’~’~ ~

water route would be req~ ~ sub~trequi~d t~ ~b~t i~ ~ pl~ ~ ~e mo~ valid~ of ~ ~
a pe~t app~om ~ other wor~, any~ency. ~e ~e~ avers p~ ~ent ~n~n ~
fac~ty requ~ed to provide notation by ~e co~ent~ for s~ wat~ p~d ~sL ~ ~ ~ ~afls~
of ~e release of an RQ of oil or a pe~i~ for off and gas o~fio~ ~ o~ ~ f~ pmfe~ one test to
hazardous substance ~ sto~ water in six repo~able sheens or ~s~ el o~er. How~er. ~A d~ ~
the past wo~d be ~quired to apply for a ha~rdous subst~ces {o~ ~ oil} in tho~ ~mment~ ~at s~est
sto~ water pe~t under ~e c~ent excess of section 311 or section I~ single relea~ ~ ~e ~st~t p~t may
~le. In addition, any faciliW required to re~rtable quantities ~a a sto~ wat~ not ac~rately mfl~t ~nt ~n~fions
provide notification r~ard~ a release point so~ route over ~y ~-s~ and ~e ~ent potenti~ for
occurring from ~e effective date of month pe~od. It was sub, ted that ff conta~a~on.
today’s rule fo~ard wo~d be required this t~shold is rea~ed. ~ operator ~A has ~erefom ~end~
to apply for a sto~ water peril would ~en file a pe~t app~cafion {or ~e to pin, de ~at o~y off and gas

Commenters mainta~ed ~at ~e ~ jo~ a ~up appleton) ~sed upon ~e fa~Hfi~ whi~ have ~d a m~ase of
o~ histo~cal discha~es to req~m pe~t presumption that its ~nt sto~ water RQ of o~ or haz~o~ su~s
applications is inconsistent ~th ~e discha~es am cont~nated, sto~ water ~ ~e ~s~ ~ ye~ will
language and ~tent of section 402{I}{~} ~ ~sponse to ~ese ~ents. the be ~quired to sub~t a
of the CW~ and relevant legisla~ve Agency believes ~at past releases ~at applica~o~ ~A ~Hev~ ~at ~t~
histo~, both of which focus on present are repo~able quaa~ties ~n ~ a valid ~e pe~it ~ to events of
contamination. Requ~ storm water ~dicator of ~e pot~tial for present t~ ye~ will ad~ ~e~’
pewits based solely on ~e occ~ence contamination of discha~es. ~e conce~ ~a~ ~e u~ of "s~e
of past contaminated discha~es, even legisla~ve histo~ as ~t~ a~ve histo~" ~ dete~g whe~
where no present contamina~on is supports this conclusion. ~A wo~d app~on is ~. ~A not~ ~at
evident, wo~d go beyond ~e statuto~ note ~at the existence of a RQ release ~e t~ year ~ff ~
requirement ~at ~A not issue a pe~t would sere only as a ~e~g ~e ~ment f~ ~dus~
absent a ~md~g present con~minafion, mechanism for a pe~it applica~on, to m~si~fi~t le~s or $p~ ~t
Co--enters also noted that ~e Under ~e proposed ~[e. ~den~ of f~H~ ~ ~e~ s~ water pe~t
proposal did not take ~to accost ~e past contam~ation would merely appH~fio~. ~ ~ ~
fact ~at past problems lead~ to su~ require su~ission ofa pe~it l~.~cH1~i~}.
releases may have been co~ed. ~d applica~ ~d would n~ be used as ¯ Co~ntem sss~ ~at ~A
that requi~g an ~D~ pe~t may no conclusive e~d~ce of ~nt ~e ~s ~t ~ve ~m
longer be necess~. ~e reset of su~ a conta~afion. ~e detonation as to basis for ~n~ ~t a st~ wat~
req~remenL co~ente~ ~ed. whe~er a ~t wo~d ~ a~lly ~s~e ~ ~~t~
would be an excessive n~ber of r~uimd ~e to ~ent cont~ated req~ ~t ~H~flo~
~ecessa~ pe~it applicatio~ be~ ~scha~e w~Id be made by ~e Co~entem ~ ~t"
submitted, at si~ificant cost and pe~it~g au~ofity afi~ re~ ~e " ~ I~{v}{IH~}~} ~ pm~ ~pH~
mi~mal benefit to bo~ reg~ated pe~t epp~cation. ~e fact of a past RQ ~at ~e ~s eu~ ~
facilities and re,latin8 authoHties, release does not necessa~ ~ply a ~t ~ ~~. ~ ~

Commenters also ~cated ~at us~ con~usive ~n~ of c~ta~ation, may coll~t ~ d¢~ ~
¯ e release of repo~able qu~fi~es of o~y ~at su~ci~t poten~al for appropriate m~e s~e
oil. grease or h~dous substances as a conta~nation e~sts to wa~ant a o~ to eb~ ~e~on ~at.e
pe~it ~er wo~d iden~ ~s~es pe~t app~cation or the collec~on of is ~ U~. ~ m~
of an isolated nat~e, ra&~ ~ ~e ~er ~her i~o~a~on. Today’~ ~ to~ [~ de~ m~ ~r
continuous ~s~a~es. w~ =ho~d ~ d~ not ~ange the proposed appma~ apron i~. Ho~. ~~"
the focus of ~e ~D~ pe~t ~o~ ~ ~s respect. ~. ~A does not to ~u~l~ ~ ~~
under section ~ Su~ ~ ap~ beli~e ~at t~ay’s ~e exceeds ~ available m ~~.’~A
commente~ maintained, is inco~istent authority of ~cflon ~2(I](2]. au~oHW to ob~ ~fl~ r-."
wi~ existing re~la~ons ~der =action ~A ~eves ~at ~em is no leg~ neces~ to det~ ~
311 of ~e ~ and wo~ m~t ~ ~p~ent to us~ past RQ ~h~ p~t i= mq~ ~~
pe~t applications ~om fa~ ~t a~ a ~ez for requ~ a sto~ wat~ ~e Clean Wa~ ~ ~ ~e
are morn approp~ateiy re~ ~r pe~t appl~om ~A notes ~at. ~ I~ o~ ~e ~ ~ ~ .... e~:~:’"’
sec~on 311. mentioned above, ev~ ~ose C~i~ ~t~

Despite ~ese cfificis~ man~ co--enters who objected to ~e ~e l~ ~. ~

conta~ate& ~ o~er to m~ate ~em ~ a ~o~er ~od of ~ ~.. as ~t
~der section ~l~Z~ I{ w~ t~ pe~t ap~fion is ~qu~

.... ¯ .-     R0008279
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sheen may be a relatively small amount,material, intermediate product, finishedwater runoff from mining operations

Others viewed the test as a quick, easy,product, by product or waste product at come into contact with any overburden~

practical method that has been ~ffective
the site of such operations. The use of raw material, intermediate product,
RQs is solely a mechanism for finished product byproduct, or was~,in the past.

In relying on the reportins" identifying the facilities most likely to product located on the.s.e.
requirements associated with releases inneed a storm water permit consistent the RQ test for oil and S.a.s o~..~)
excess of RQs for oil or hazardous with the legislative histor~ of section EPA intends to use the c~ntact
substances to trigger the submittal of 402(1)(2). solely as a permit appli~tion trl~er~’i~
permit applications for oil and gas c. Mini~ Operations. The December The determination of whether a ~
operations, the Agency believes that the 7,1988 proposal would establish operation’s runoff is contaminated will
use of the reporting requirements for oil background levels as the standard used be made "in the context of the permit
will be particularly useful. The Agency to define when a storm water discharge issuance proceedings.
believes that the release of oil to a storm from a mining operation is If the owner or operator determines
water discharge in amounts that cause contaminated¯ When a storm water that no storm water runoff comes into
an oil sheen is a good indicator of the discharge from a mining site was found contact with overburden, raw material,
potential for water quality impacts from to contain pollutants at levels that intermediate product, finished product,
storm water releases from oil and gas exceed background levels, the owner or byproduct, or waste products, then there
operations. In addition, given the operator of the site was required to is no obligation to file a permit
extremely high number of such submit a permit application for that application. This framework is
operations {the Agency estimates that operation. The proposal was founded consistent with the statutory provisions
there are over 750.000 oil wells alone in upon language in the legislative history of section 402{I}{~-} and is intended to
the United States), relying on the oil stating that the determination of encourage each mining site to adopt the
sheen test to determine if storm water whether storm water is contaminated by best possible management controls to
discharges from such sites are contact with overburden, raw material, prevent such contact.
"contaminated" will be a far easier test intermediate product, finished product, Several commenters stated that EPA’s
for operators to determine whether to " byproduct, or waste products "shall take use of total pollutant loadings for
file a storm water permit application into consideration whether these determining permit applicability is nat
than a test based on sampling. The materials are present in such conamtent w~th the general framewot~
detection of a sheen does not require stormwater runoff.., above natural of the NPDES program. Their concemI=
sophisticated instrumentation since a background levels". [Voi. 132 Cong. Rec. that such evaluation criteria depart from""
sheen is easily perceived by visual H10574 (daily ed. Oct, 15, 1986] how the N’PDES program has been
observation. EPA agrees with those Conference Report]. administered in the past, based on
comments calling the oil sheen test an Comments received on this concentration limits. In addition,
~ppropriate measure for triggering a component of the rule suggested that commenters requested that EPA clarify
storm water permit application¯ In background levels of pollutants would that information on mass loading will be
adopting this approach, EPA recognizes,be very difficult to calculate due to the used for determining the need for a
as pointed out by many commenters thatcomplex topography frequently permit only. Since the analysis of
an oil sheen can be created with a encountered in alpine mining regions, natural background levels as a basis for
relatively small amount of oil. ~or example, if a mine is located in a a permit application has been dropped

One cornmenter suggested that mountain valley surrounded on all sides from this rulemaking, these i~sues are
contamination must be caused by by hills, the site will have innumerable moot.
contact with on-site material before slopes feeding flow towards it. Under Commentere noted that the
being subject to permit application such circumstances, determining how rule did not specify what impact this
~equirements. The Agency agrees with the background level is set would prove rulemaking has on the storm wets=, ~.,:
:his comment, Those facilities that Eaveimpractical. Commenters indicated thatexemptions in 40 .C~ 440~1.31. Th~ .
~ad releases in excess of reportable it is very difficult to measure or commenters recom~nanded’ho[ ch~
~uantities will generally have determine background levels at sites any of these provisions. Some ¯ "~,, .i,
:ontamination from contact with on-sitewhere mining has occurred for commenters indicated th t nunl~
’naterial as described in the CWA, Thus,prolonged periods. In many instances, -"facilities that have NI~DES p~.~rmi~’~
.~se of the RQ test is an appropriate data on original background levels maltshould not be s~bje~t to additl.0~ :~"
~rigger. As discussed above, not be available due to long-term site permittln~ under the storm water~. ~ ~:
determination of whether contaminationactivity. As a result, any background - EPA does:not Intehd that t6da3"~ ~ -
s present to warrant ~ssuan~ of a level established will vary based on thehave any effeo[ on the condi~IO~,I =/
permit will be made in the ~ontext of thetype and level of previous activity. In exemp~ons hx’40.CFR 440.13i~ ~ ~;~.;~
permit proceeding. ~. addition, mining sites typically have facility has sn overflow o~ ~s~ .~

One commenter believed’that the usebackground levels that are naturally discharge of
of RQs is inappropriate because "the distinct from the surrounding areas. Thisto stormwatar runoff, the
statute intended to exempt only oil end is due to the geologic characteristics exemption= re 40 C1~440,13I
~as runoff that is not contaminated at that makes them valuable as mining available .....: " ~’" ..... ~
all." The Agency wishes to clarify that sites’to begin with. This also makes it Seve~ ~o~n~r~[e eport=ble quantities are being used to. dim t to establish a=urate
determine what facilities need to file background levels. . , of the p~pose~ stol~."~.af~.~-t~~~=~
permit applications and to describe ~ Because of these concerns EPA’l~ks "defined~nd ~~~.~

should be Oe~what is meant by the term .....dec~ded to drop the use of beckgro~,tmd’’ " ’ ~’"
"contaminated." Tim Director may levels as a measure for determini~’" :" ~" "’:~’"" =’ ~ ""

storm water runoff.contaminated by’ ~ ’ A~ontin~y, a permit spplicatibn ~I]P-’-’"
contact with any overburden, raw ~. be ~’when discharges of storm ~" ~ wat~~

~: ~2~:~:’’~ R0008281
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overhen/en has been clarified to meaninadvertently identified the wrong construction activities oa the sites o~r the

¯
~

any material of any nature overlying a universe of coal mining areas. The final industrial facilities identified in the ..
mineral deposit that is removed to gain rule language has been revised to clari~other subse~ions of rite deFmitin~of
ac~esa to that de.p~, i~, ex~-/udlng topsoilthat arous which have been reclaimed "as~o~ated with im:ttmt~[
or similar natural|y-ovum’ring sudace under SMCRA fond thus arvno longer

should be ind~ ud~L~
;.,., :

materials tlmt era not disturbed by subie~t to 40 CFR part 43~ subpm’t P.J are EPA. believ~ tlmt ~e~ wa~
mining operations. Thi~ definition is not sublec~ to tmtay’s rule. Todafs rule era appcop~at~ for ~
patterned after the overbtu~den thus is consts~mt with the coal mi~ing indus~ for several ~
definition in SMCRA. and is designed to effluent guideline in it~ ~,ea~ment of Constrt~-ttm~ avtN, ity st ~l~t~
exclude ~ndisturbed lands from permit areas reclaimed under Sk~RA. intensity is comparable’to othe~
coverage as industrial activity. [n response to comment~. EPA hns that is traditionally viewed as indus{~’i~
However, the definition provided in this also expanded this concept to exclude such as natural resource extractio~ "
regulation may be revised at a later from coverage as industrial activiW non-Construction that disturbs large
date. to achieve consistency with the coal mines which are released from laud will invo|ve the use of haa~y
promulgahon of RCRA Subtitle D miningsimilar State or Federal reclamation equipment such as bulldozers, cranes,
waste regulations in the future, requirements on or after the effective and dump tracks. Construction activity-

Numerous commenters raised issues date of this rule. EPA believes it is frequently employs dynamite and/or
pertaining to the inclusion of inactive appropriate, however, to require permit other equipment to eliminate trees.
mining areas as subiect to the coverage for contaminated runoff from bedrock, t~ckwork, and to fi~ or
stormwater rule. Some commenters inactive non-coal mines which may haveland. Such activities also engag~ in the
indicated that including inactive mine been subject to reclamation regulafion~installation of haul roads, drainage ¯
o~erations in the rule would create an but which have been released from systems, and holding ponds that are
unreasonable hardship on the industry, those requiroments prior to today’s role.Wpical d the industrial activity
EPA has included inactive mining areasEPA does not have sufficient evidence identified in § ~14~i-x). EPA
in today’s rule because some mining to suggest that each State’s previotm cannot reasonably place such activity in
sites represent a significant source of reclamation rules and/or Federal the same category as light commercial
contaminated stormwater runoff. EPA requirementa, if applicable, were or retail business.
has ~arified that inactive mining sites necessarily effective in con~oiIing Further, the runoff generated ~hile-
arc those that are no longer being f~ture storm water contamination, construction activities are occu~mg
actively mined, but which have an 8. Application Requirements [or potential for serious water qual~ ....
identifiable owner/operator. The rule Constractinn Activities impacts and reflects an activity.that
a~o clarffie~ that active and in~ctive As discussed above, EPA has industrial ~n nature. Wher~
mining sites do not include sites where included storm water di~harg~ from activities are intensive, the localized

~. mining clain~ are being maintained activities involving construction impact~ of water qu~ity’may be
~. prior to disturbances a~ociated with operations that result in the di~-ban~ebecause of high unit load~ of

the extraction, beneficiation, or of five acres total land in the regulatory prima~y sediments. Cons~’uctinn
processing of mined material~ no¢ si~definition of storm wa~" di~ha~es can a~o generate’other pollut~mte
where minimal activitie~ required for asso~atod with indtmtrial activity. ’ a~ ph~phoru~ nitrogen and
the sole purpose of maintaining the Th~ is a departure ~ the In’Opo~ed from ~.tKizex, pa~icld~ petroleont
mining claim era undertaken. The rule which requL..vd permit application= producta, ~mmtn~ion Cbemi~.a~
Agency would clarify that ~ on fo¢ discharges f~rom activities immlvin~ solid wa~,~ These materl~lscam
land where there has been pa~t cons~’t~tioa operations that result in thetoxic to..aqtmti~ ozganim~ sad
extraction, beneficiation, or processing disturbance of less than one ac~e total water fu~ ddnki~
of minin~ materials, but there is land area and {which are not part of a recreation. Sediment
currently no active mining are larger common plan of development or consh~cti0u~ ~ are ~
considered inactive sites. How~vvr, in sale:, or operatimm tlmt m~ foe sing~
such cases the exclusion ~ family residential projects, ~above for um:ontaminated di~harges duplexes, triplexes, or qusdrupiexes, agricultural lands;
will still app[yo

EPA’s definition of active ami [nactbm
that result in the disturban~ of le~.
than five acre total land ama~ ~ congestion ~it~

mining operations a~o ~xe.lud~ ~ which ate not part of a ~ .mmmmnnegative
areas which have bsma ~imed undo"plan of development or sale}. Tlm localiged areas.
SMCRA or, for ~ ~ rea~m~ for this change are noted below,time, cons~ruofion sites can
operations, under similar applicabl~ Many commentate rapm~onti~ morn
State or Fedm’al law~.. I~.A be[lev~ m~alities, States, and indnatr~ . pmvioudsrdel~mit~i ~

have under~me reclam~fl~m imrmmnt toexcavation m:tivities not be i~l~k~d in EI~ is tom,mind
such l~w~ lmve c~mduded" all bldu~rialthe definition of storm wa~er dim:harge~,impact-Of mmsLnidtio~
activity in sur.,h a way as to minimL~ associated with industrial activity. It , am d~m:~j~.
contacl with overlm~en, m{n~ produ~wee ~nggestod that EPA delay/ndudin~..

cov.e .rage und~ ~4~(pl(ZlOr~ -. ~ ~tem felt thatNlq~S ~mlm
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Accordingly EPA is compelled to as runoffJ of the site and the increase in of projects 180 days before they are

address these source under these
impervious area after the construction scheduled to begin.

regulations and thereby regula~~ these addressed in the permit application is Numerous cmmmenters expressed
sources under a nationally ~m~istent completed, a description of the nature ofconcern over who should tm responsive
program with an appropriate level of

fill material and existing data describingfor applying for the permit. TW~ ~" ¯
erdorcement and oversi8hI.- the soil or the quality of the discharge, commenters felt the’ own~ ~’-’,~~

Techniques to prevent or control Permit application requirements for responsible so that constmcito~[~. ~’~?
pollutants in storm water discharges construction activities do not include thedocuments can include the stm’mws~
from construction are well developed submission of quantitative data. EPA management requirements and~O ~void
and understood. A primary control believes that the changing nature of ......z.onf~sinn among.multiple
technique is good site planning. A construction activities at a site to b~e subcontractors. One commenter thought
combination of nonstructural and covered by the permit application that either the owner/developer, or
structural best management practices .requirements generally would not be general contractor should be
are typically used on construction sites, adequately described b!i quantitative responsible, Another commenter
Relatively inexpensive nonstructural data. The comments received by EPA suggested that the designer should
vegetative controls, such as seeding and support this determination. One State obtain the permit which would allow all
mulching, are effective control commented that a program they necessary erosion controls tO be part of
techniques. In some cases, more instituted has been based on the project plan. Several commanters
expensive structural controls may be quantitative data for the past 10 years requested that the responsibility simply
necessary, such as detention basins or and has proven to be very awkward, be more clearly def’med.
diversions. The most efficient controls even unworkable. In response to these comments, EPA
result when a comprehensive storm Twenty commenters responded to the would clarify that the operator will
water management system is in place, issue of appropriate construction site generally be responsible for submittingAnother reason that EPA has decided to application deadlines including: Three the permit application. Under existingaddress this class of discharges is that it towns { <100.000 population); one regulations at § 122.21{b}, when ais part of the Agency’s recent emphasis medium municipality: one large facility is owned by one person buton pollution prevention. Studies such as municipality; one agency associated operated by another, then it is the dutyNURP ’ndicate that it is much more cost with a large municipality: three agencies of the operator to apply for the permit.-sffe, ’ ~. to develop measures to prevent associated counties: three agencies Due to the temporary nature ofor re~:_ce pollutants in storm water associated with States: two industries; construction activities, EPA believesduring new ~levelopment than it is to five industrial associations; and one that the operator is the most appropriatecorrect there problems later on. Many of private organization representing
these prevention and control practices, industry. The commenters primarily person to be responsible for both short
which can take the form of grading focused on actual deadlines and and Ion8 term best management
patterns as well as other controls, permitting authority response time. practices included on the site. EPA
generally remain in place after the Applicants for permits to discharge considers the term "operator" to include
c~nstruction activities are completed, storm water into the waters of the a general contractor, who would

a. Permit Application Requi~ments. United States from a construction site generally be familiar enott~h with the
Ir~ today’s mlemaking, EPA has set forth would normally be required to submit site to prepare the application or to
distinct permit application requirementspermits in the same time frame as newensure that the site wo~d be in
for these construction activities, at sources and new discharges. This ¯ compliance with the permit
§ 122,26(C}(I}(ii}, to be used where rulemaking requires permit applications requirements. General contractors, in
general permits to be developed and from such sources to be submitted atmany cases, will often be on site
promulgated by EPA are inapplicable, least 180 days prior to the date on whichcoordinating the operation amahs his/
Such facilities will be required to the discharge is to conunence. Four her staff and any subcontractors.
provide a map indicating the site’s commenters agreed with the application Furthermore, the operator/~jeneral
location and the name of the receiving deadline of 180 days prior to contractor would,be muchmore fmniliar
water and a narrative description of: commencement of discharge. Three with construction site operations than
¯The nature of the construction commenters felt it would be difficult to the owner and should be invotvedin the

activity; ¯ apply 180 days prior to when the site plannin8 from its initial sta~es. The
¯ The total area of the.site and the discharge was to begin. Three application requ~emente in today’s ntls

area of the site that is expected to commenters recommended shortening are des/gnarl to provide tle~ibllil~ in
undergo excavation during the life of the the time period to 90 days. Numerousdeveloping controls to reduce im .]~tm~ls
permit: ’ " other commenters were concerned over in storm water discharges ft~m :     ¯

¯ Proposed measures, Including best delays during the permitting authority’s construction sites. A significant ~speet
management practices, to control review of the permit application. The to this is the role of State and lo~Lt,:~.:
pollutants in storm water discharges commenters requested that a maximumauthorities in control of comih’ucff~
during construction, incled~ a. response time be set in the regulation, storm water dischargk~ Sixff-th~
description of applicable Federal. Suggested maximum response times commenterz addre~ed~the’queM!~m
requirements and State or local erosionwere 90 and 30 days. what the role of State and Iocal:~. ~..:-:"~"
and sediment control requirements; In response to these comments. EPA authorities shmfld be~Mo~to/~th~:~~’~,

¯ Proposed measures to control has changed the application deadline forcommenters supported.l~zl
pollutants in storm water discharges construction permits from’at least 180 control of constructidizdl~bm~ ~z~.m~.~ ..~ .’~
that will occur after construction days prior to discharge to at least 90 that qualifledStatepk|~mz#
operations have been completed, day.~ prior to the date when consm~Ctionsatisfy lrsdarsLz~quimmon~’~
including a description of applicable. ¯ is to commence. This change reflects"
State or local requirements, and. EPA’s rscognttion of thenature of- .. -

¯ ’An estimate of the runoff coefficientconstruction operations in that that ~
{~[raction o[tot, d rainfall that wig appeardevelopere/builders my not be aware
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discharges.either under exis~ng rurmff. EPA agrees that more research ’ inappropriate b~.ause stone ¯
programs or thorn require~by tbeir and studies can be undertaken to coa~truc~m can be intensive and-.
municipal pem~L i~AA~’ees with thesedeve;op methodolo~ie~ for morn ,    . expensive, botmx~lt~
comments s, fax as dk~barges througheffective storm water control.s.mxl will ovm’ s4llm’t ~ ~l~
municipal storm s~m.are ~onsemed. ’continue to lookat these concerns.     .. perking
EPAIs requiring munlcipalities flint are pursuant to section 40~p](5) sh~dies_ .. basi~ th~
required to submit municipal permit However, EPA is convinced that enoughmoved, Le.~cub~ y .at, ds. ~~
applications under this ~l~ulation to infommfiaa. I~mok~, ~md prove~ this approach ~
describe their program [or conlrollin8 BMP’s a~e. available to addre~ theseus--~e~m~,al o~oi[ WiO ~~
storm water dir, charges from diacharge~ in this regulation, nece~rily relate to
construction activitie~ into their Specific BMPs suggested by the surface disturbed and exposed te the
separate storm sewers. It is envisioned commenter$ includ~ wheel washing: elements. Another commemer sugge~ed
that municipaii~es will have primary locked exit roadways, street cleaning that where there i~ single family
responsibility over these discharge~ methods which exclude sheet washing; detached housing construction that
through NPDES municipal storm water clearing and grading codes; construction should trigger appiication~ as well as
permits. However. F_.PA also plans to standards; riparian corridors; solid~ the proposed acreage iimiL This wo~ld
cover such discharges under general retention be.sins; soil erosion harriers; not be appropriate since EPA is
permits to be promulgated in the near selected excavation: adequate collection attemptin~ to focus only on those
[uture, system~; vegetate disturbed areas; construction activitie~ that resemble

In response to several comments that proper application of fertilizers; proper industrial activity. After considering
the cegulation should provide flexibility equipment storage; use of straw bales these am/sindlar comments EPA hal
for qualified State programs to ~etisfy and f’dter fabrics: and use of diversion~ limited the definition of ;’storm water
Federal requirements, the application to reduce effective length of slope~. EPA discharge .usse<~ated with induslriel
requirements recognize that many States is continuLng to evaluate these activity" by exempting from the
have implemented erusiun and sediment suggestions lot developing appropriate definition those construction ope~atio~z
control programs. The permit pert’nit conditions ~or construction that result in the diatm’bance of less
application req’.~ires a brief description activity, than five ac~es of total land ars~whi~li,
of these programs. This is intended to b. Administrative Burdens. ~my are not pert o~ a larger comm~a ~lan
ensue consistency between NPDES commenters representing municipalities,development or sele. In consideHagh~
permit requirements and other State States, and indush-y commented on theapp~o, priate s~x~pe of the defmitio~
controls. Permit applicants will be in the administrative burdens o[’ individually storm water di~ha~ge associa~ wi~
best position to paa~ on this site-specificpermitting each construction site indu~tria! a~ivity as it relates to ¯ "
information to the permittin$ authority, dhw_.harging to waters of the United constn~t~on actit, itins, EPA
States or Federal NPDES authorities willStates. The extensive ase o[ general that a wide ~aHety o{ [$ctors ca@, ~
have the ability to exercise authority permits [or storm water di~.harges ftumthe water quality impe~ts a~
over these di~..harges as will other Stateconstruction activities that are subject with ~ons~.’uc/ion
and local authorities responsible [or to NPDES requirements ts ant~,ipeted.to,the quali~ o[receivi~
construction. EPA envisions NPDES minimi,w administrative delays of the m~a di#torbed,
permitting efforts will he conrdinat~ associa/ed with permit i.s~uance. Many -seasenal r~i~.ps[~’~,/~
with any existing prngram~ . ’ commen{en strongly endorsed aree d~sterbe~ and

The proposed rule requested extensive use of general permits. In con~u©tie~ a~i~,itie~
comments on appropriate measux~ to additiun the Agency will provide a~ win be co~idered b$ the
reduce pollutants in construction sit~ . .much sssistance as possible for.
r-anoff. Numerous commenters dev~loping appropriate permit not.~l.. ~ .bov~,.EPA view~ snr, h
representing municipalitie~ State~, am~ conditions. ,
industr~ responded. ,Some r.oa~a~a~zl. - ¯ Man.£ conmmnters responded to the.    define ina
recommended specific best managen~nt . u~ro£acreage limits in detenninir~ , ..
practices (BM~s} wherea| ol,tler~. which coz~tru~tiozz sit .e~ ~ required ~o ~
suggested ways in which the measm, e~ = - submit a permit application, ~-
should be incorporat~Hato the program,: sesm, al cities, counties and Slaze~. Some,
One commenter suggesl~d, tlmt EPA . . comraentera generaily.su~ported th~.
establish design and [z~s~m’nmnc~ , of a~z acre limit. Many commenter~ ,.- ..
standards for approW~te, BMl~. O,e suggested increasing the acma~e.limit,- ...
State commenter ~ed . . - " Several suggested tmin~-a fi~e acre limit. . ¯
requixin8 a eched~le .~’:s~queace [o¢~t~e , for both residential aad nonmzidenti~l --,
of BMPs. A municip~ll~ m;~ge~ted, ,, ~’-., development. Otherz suggested~re~.,, ~..
developin8 8uidanc~ 0~ mm~on Contr~ ~. acre~z as the cutoff. "£wo cmmr,~ntem - .. mmdted.ln,tlm
at construction sites a~.~...~ concurred with the proposed limlt~m.
the guidance to educ~te.contmcto~l~:, acre[Eve acres ~nd one~ommezzt~r ~ ,,~, =
constru,~tion worker~ i= .prope~ es’~, ozx ~ .|ngge|ted.loweri~ the re~ideati~l ~
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other commercial development becauseUnited States. The location of the EPA requested comments on whether
uther commercial development is more construction activity or the ultimate legal classifications such ¯s "stor~ ~.~
likely to occur in more densely land use at the site does not factor into sewers that are norpriva|~
developed areas. Also, it was reasonedthe analysis, district orjvi’nt district sew~s~’~.~~
that other commercial development G. Municipal Separate Stonzz S~.wer provide a cleare~ delinttiim’,~f

separate stint’as sewer than an’~t~ ~~provides a more complete opportunity to Systemsdevelop controls that remain in place operator crRm’io~ eRmetagy’fdr ~ ....
after the construction activity is 1. Municipal Separate Storm Sewere purpose of determini~ responsibility;
completed, since continued maintenance Today’s rule defines "municipal under the NPDES program.
after the permit has expired, is more separate storm sewer" at § 122.28{b}[8) commenters agreed that the owner/=
feasible, to include any conveyance or system of operator concept, and the additional ’

However. SPA has decided to depart conveyances that is owned or operated language noted above, is sufficient for
from the proposal and use an by a State or local government entity this purpose. EPA also requested
tmqualified five acre area in today’s and is designed for collecting and comments on to what extent the owner/
final rule. This limit has been selected, conveying storm water which is not partoperator concept should apply to
in part, because of administrative of a Publicly Owned Treatment Works municipal governments with land-use
concerns. EPA recognizes that State and(POTW} as defined at 40 CFR 122.2. It isauthority over lands which contribute
local sediment and erosion controls mayimportant to note that today’s permit storm water runoff to the municipal
address construction activities application requirements for dischargesstorm sewer system, and how the
disturbing less five acres for residential from municipal separate storm sewer responsibility should be clarified. In
development; the five acre limit in systems servin8 a population of 100,000response to comments on thie point.
today’s rule is not intended to supersedeor more do not apply to discharges fromEPA has addressed these concerns in
more stringent State or local sediment combined sewers (systems designed asthe context of clarifying what municipal
and erosion controls. In light of the both a sanitary sewer and a storm entities are respons~le for applying for
comments, EPA is convinced that the sewer]. For purposes of calculating a permit covering storm water
acreage limit is appropriate for whether a municipal separate storm discharges from municipal systems in -
identifying sites that are amount to sewer system meets the large or mediumsection VI.H. below.
industrial activity. Several comments population criteria, a municipality may° One commenter expressed a desire for
suggested higher acreage limits without petition to have the population served clarification as to whether conveyances
giving a supporting rationale except by a combined sewer deducted from the that were once used for the conveyance
administrative concerns, Several total population. Section 122.26(t’} of of storm water, but are no lonBer used in
commenters agreed that the five acre today’s rule describes this procedure, that manner, are covered by the
limit is suitable, but again without EPA requested comments on whetherdefinition. EPA emphasizes that this
specifying why they agreed. EPA is different language for the definition of ndmnakin~ only addresses conveyances
convinced, however, that the acreage ~nunicipal separate storm sewer would that ¯m part of a ~elmrate stmrm sewer
limits as finalized in today’s rule reflect clarify responsibility under the NPDES system that dischargea~storm water into
an earth disturbance and/or removal permit system. Comments were ¯leo-- waters ofthe United States.
effort that is industrial in magnitude, requested on whether the definition One commenter stated that ifEPA
Disturbances on large tracts of land will needed to be clarified by explicitly intends to regulate roadside colleetlbn
employ more heavy machinery and stating that municipal streets and roadssystems then EPA must repropose since
industrial equipment for removing with drainage systems {curb and gutter, these were not considered by the public.
vegetation and bedrock, ditches, etc.} are part of the municipal EPA disagrees with thin comment since

For construction facilities that are not storm sewer system, and that the one of the options spectfically, eddi’essedincluded in the definition of storm waterowners or operators of such roads are the inclusion of ryadsids draifiage
discharge associated with industrial responsible for such discharges, systems snd.road~ in the definitio~bt’~ "
activity, EPA will consider the ’ Numerous comments were received bymunicipal separate storm ~i~--r
appropriate procedures and methods to EPA on this issue, Some commenters In addition, the
reduce pollutants in construction site questioned whether road culverts and issue in comments on the
runoff under the’studies authorized by road ditches were municipal separate would note
section 402{p}{5} of the CWA. EPA will storm sewers, while others specifically specifically
also consider under sect’Jan 402~)(5} recommended that further claHfyln8 "" these conveyance=." ""
appropriate procedures and methods language should be added sO that 2. EffectiVe ~;~ro]u’bitiol~on_F~-Stp~n=during post-construction for maintainin8 owners and operators of roads and ’ ¯ Water Di~w.harg =e~ .. ~’.~ ¯ " "structural controls developed pursuant streets understand that they are covered: -.. ¯
to NPDES permits issued for stem by thfs regulation. In light of’thesd "
water discharges associated witk comments, EPA has clarified the[ CWA requires
industrial activity from construction municipal streets, catch basins; curbs, , disc~arM= R, oin
sites, gutters, ditches, man-made ch¯nnels~ Orshall include ¯

Numerous commenters requested storm drains that discharge into the ~ .
clarification as to whether permits for waters o~ the Uaited States are :.:,
storm water discharges from - municipal separate storm sewers..O~ ’~
constru~tian a~tivities at an industrial comme~te~ asked if "other waste~’J
facility are required. EPA is.req~drin8 tlm proposed definition of munidl~’.~.
permits for all storm water ~iischarges ~eparete storm sewer (40 CFR
from construction activities where, the -(b)(8}{i])’lmdeded storm
land disturbed meets the requirements,resp~mse, EPA has¯ estttb~ished l~t § ~22.26(b}~4~x) ~ ....to

~. which discharge into water.of. ~ o the ~ addresses such s"
¯ . . .;. , ~- ~ .;.’ -
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an "effective prohibition" would require releases, water line flushing, fire foundation drains, air conditioning
separate NPDES permits for non-stormhydrant flushing, nmoff from fire condensation, irrigation water, sprin~s,
water discharges to m.u~nicipal storm fighting, swimming pool drainaqe and water from crawl space l~mpe, fooling
sewers. In many case~ in the past. discharge, landscape irrigation, diverteddrains, lawn waterin~ ind~dual~i .~. ~..

;. applicants for NIK)ES permits for stream flows, uncontaminated pumped residential car was "~h~u~.
process wastewaters and other non- ground water, rising ground water; riparian habitats and
storm water discharges have been discharges from potable water sources,declflm’tuated*swimm~~
granted approval to discharge into uncontaminated waters from cooling discharges� and stmetwash ~~
municipal separate storm sewers, towers, foundation drains, non-contact Program des~dptiuns shall
provided that the permit conditions for cooling water (such as heating, discharges from fire fighting’only ~"
the discharge are met at the point whereventilation, air conditioning {HVAC) such discharges or flows are identified’:’ .’
the discharge enters into the separate water that PO’IWVs require to be as significant sources of pollutants to:
storm sewer. Permits for such dischargesdischarged to separate storm sewers waters of the United States."
must meet applicable technology-basedrather than sanitary sewers}, irrigation However, the Director may include
and water-quality based requirements of water, springs, roofdrains, water frompermit conditions that either require
Sections 402 and 301 of the CWA. If thecrawl space pumps, footing drains, lawnmunicipalities to prohibit or otherwise
permit for a’non-storm water dischargewatering, individual car washing, flows control any of these types of discharges
to a municipal separate storm sewer from riparian habitats and wetlands, where appropriate. In the case of fire
contains water-quality based Most of these comments were made fighting it is not the intention of these
limitations, then such limitations should with regard to the concern that these rules to prohibit in any circumstances
generally be based on meeting were commonly occurring discharges the protection of life and public or
applicable water quality standards at which did not pose significant private property through the use oi"
the boundary of a State established environmental problems, water or other fire retardants that flow
mixing zone {for States with mixing EPA disagrees that the above into separate storm sewers. However,
zones} located in the receiving waters ofdescribed flows will not pose, in every there may be instances where specified
the United States. case, significant environmental management practices are appropriate

All options will be considered when problems, At the same time, it is where these flows do occur {c.on~’ulled ¯
an applicant applies for a NPDES permitunlikely Congress intended to require blazes are one example).
for a non-storm water discharge to a municipalities to effectively prohibit Conveyances which confinuo.e to ’
municipal separate storm sewer, in individual car washing or discharges accept other "non-storm water"
some cases, permits will be denied for resulting from efforts to extinguish a discharges {e.g. discharges without a~, ¯
discharges to storm sewers that are building fire and other seemingly NPDES permit) with the exceptions"
causing water quality problems in innocent flows that are characteristic ofnoted above do not meet the det~ii~i~
receiving waters. However, not all human existence in urban environmentsof municipal=separate storm sewer and
discharges present such problems: and and which discharge to municipal are not subject to section 402{pX3J~..’. f
in these cases EPA or State permit separate storm sewers. It should be the L’YWA unless the non-storm-wa~i"writers may allow such discharges to noted that the legislative history is discharges are
municipal separate storm sewers withinessentially silent on th~ point, permits. Instead
appropriate permit limits. Accordingly, EPA i~ clarifTin~ tha~ continue

Today’s rule has two permit section ~02(p}{3)(B} of the L-"~VA [which
application requirements that are requires permits for municipal separateseparate Nl~ permits ~
designed to begin implementation.of thestorm sewers to ’effectively’ prohibi! sections-301 and 40~ ~
effective prohibition- The first non-storm water discl~h’~es} does not example,
requirement discussed in VLI-I.6.a., require permit~ for municipalities to convey
below, addresses a screening analysis prohibit certain discharges or flow~ of sewage ~u,~ not separate ~ l
which is intended to provide sufficient nonstorm water to waters o/the United and.mudt
information to develop priorities for a States through municipal leparate storm
program to detect and remove illicit sewers in all cases. Ac ~ra~lingly, 122.2I as well
discharges. The second provision, § 122.26(d)(2}(ivJ{B}(1} states tha~ the criteria-for combir,_~d sew~" "~
discussed in VLH.7.b., requires proposed management pro~am k]~l[~ .
municipal applicants to develop a include: "A description of a progranh

Mana~entrecommended sits-sp~.ifi¢ managementincluding inspections, to implet~mntami.
plan to detect and:remove illicit enforce an ordinance, orders oe sLmila~. .    - ," : : :: ~. :
discharges {or enmu’v they are covered means to prevent ill/dr dischar~e~- to’the
by an NPDES paint)and to-c~mt~xfl municipal separate storm sewe~ ~.~s~. m̄~te# that
improper dispes~l h> muni~p~l.separatethe program desc.~’iption shall addm~" ,
storm sawer systenm., ,,, ,~ the following categories ofnon~t~rm

Several commenters suggested that water discharges or flows only what. .
either the definition of"aten~watez"’

such disc~._arges are lden~d.,~,~-. t~..~" .~, ~,
vgtent

should include sonm addI ,~ ~das~eamuniclpafity as sources
’ of nonp~c, ipitetion ~,~m" flat:." ’ - water~ d the Unit~l~Wste~ll~s -"

responsible ~oe." ~ffz~ve]~ j~rolfl~ stream
som~,~laaaes ofmmC~m~wat~ ,;r ,. uncontaminated

. ,. , - , ~,:~:,.~.., ~:i,,"’° . ..... ~.’
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separate storm sewers solely through activities, the presence of Lllicit requirements and issue permits fro’
traditional end-of-pipe treatment ~.nd connections, and the ratio of the storm discharge= frena three c~la~e= oi" .
intended for SPA and NPDES State= towater discharge to raceivin8 water flow.municipal separate storm ~ .....":~
develop pemdt requirements tha~ wereIn ermctin~ sectinn 405 of tbe WQA. sy st em~. The CW~:a~qnh.esJ:~t ~
much broader in nature tha~ ~ re~e~ed tlmt permit permit~ tm i~ued ~
requirements which are traditionally requiremant~ for mun~ipal separatelar~ mtmi~pal’~parat~
found in NPDES permits for industrial storm ~wer sl~tenm ~ld be system~ (s~t~m~’t~ = p~md~
process discharges or POTWs. The developed in a flexible rammer, to allowof mum than ~ b~ no ~.~m¯
legislative l~story indicetes, municipal site-specific permit conditions to r~flect February 4, 1~I. Permits for di~lmr~
storm sewer system "permits will not the wide range of impacts flint can be ~rom medium municipal ~pera~ storm
necessarily be like industrial discharge associated with these discharges. The sewer systems [systenm serving s
permits. Often, an end-of-the-pipe legislative history accompanying the population of mor~ than 100,~0, but less
treatment technology is not appropriate provision explained that "[p|ermits for than 2.~.0~0) must be issued by
for th=s type of discharge." [Vol. 132 discharges from municipat separate February 4, 1992. After October 1, 1992,
Cong. Rec. $t~25 (daily ed. Oct. 16, stormwater systems ° " " must include the requirements of sections 301 and 402
1986JJ. , a requirement to effectively prohibit of the CWA are restored tbr all other

A shift towards comprehensive storm nonostormwater discharges into storm discharges from municipal separate
water quality management programs tosewers and controls to reduce the storm ~ewers.
reduce the discharge of pollutants from discharge of pollutants to the maximum The priorities established in the Act
municipal separate storm sewer systemsextent practicable, ° " ° These are based on the size of the population
is appropriate for a number of reasons, controls may be different in different served by the system. Municipal
First. discharges from municipal storm permits. All types of controls listed in operator~ of these systems are generally
sewers are highly intermittent, and aresubsection [~p){3}{C)] are not required.to thought to be more capable of initiating
usually characterized by very high flowsbe incorporated into each permit" [Vol. storm water programs and discharges
occurring over relatively short time 132 Cong. Rec. HI0576 (dally ed. Octoberfrom municipal separate storm sewers
inter~als. For this reason, municipal 15, 1986] Conference Report]. Consistentserving larger populations are fl’~ought to
storm sewer systems are usually with the intent of Congress, this rule sets present a higher potential for
designed with an extremely high number out permit application requirements that contributing to adverse water quality
of outfalls within a given municipality to are sufficiently flexible to allow the impacts. NURP ~nd other studies have
reduce potential flooding. Traditional development of site-specific permit verified that the event mean
end-of-pipe controls are limited by the conditions, concentration o~ pollutants in urban
materials management problems that Several commenters agreed with this runoff from residential and commercial
arise with high volume, intermittent approach. Orm municipality areas remains relatively constant frvm
flows occurring at a large number of recommended that there be as much one area to another, indicatin~ that
outfails. Second, the nature and extent flexibility as possible so that the pollutant loads from urban runoff
of pollutants in discharges from permitting authority can work with each strongly depend on the total ere~ and
municipal systems will depend on the municipality in developing meaningful .irnperviousness of developed .l~nd,
activities occurring on the lands which long-term goals with plans for improving which in turn is related to Ix~ul=flon.
contribute runoff to the system, storm water quality. This corn.reenter ¯

noted that too many specific regulations    The term "municipal separate stormMunicipal separate storm sewers tend to that apply nationwide do not take into sewer system" b= not defined by the Act.
discharge runoff drained h’om lands consideration the climatic and By not defining the term,
used for a wide variety of activities, intemled to provide EPA disczetimz togovernmental differences within theGiven the material management States. EPA agrees that as much define the ~m ofmunic, ipal

consistent with the ~b~i~Ve= of " " .problems associated with end-of-pipe
flexibiliW as possible should be          developing site,~m~:iitecontrols, management program~ that areinvorpor~ted into the program. However,progr~m~ in ~ permit. EPAdirected at pollutant sources are often flexibility should not be built into themore practical than relying solely ~m pr~ram to such an extent that all considered two key i~mms in.d~g

end-of-pipe controls, municipalities do not face essentially the ~pe of municipal ~te
In past rulemakings, much o[ the the came responsibilities and sewer zlmtem: (I] Wtmt i~~ rea~emflde

criticism of the concept of subjecting commitment for achieving the ~oals of definition of tlm term ~"llmle~,~
discharges from municipal separate the CWA. EPA believes that ~ese final how to d~termine tlm number
storm sewers to the NPDES permit mgelati<ms beild in ~ub~tantial "~wed~’ by a ~m ~wer
program focused on the perception that flexibility.in designing programs that found th~ two i~ue= ~ be-.; : ,’." ,~
the rigid regulatory program agplled to ’meet lmrticule~ needs, without intertwin~L ~t ~d~
industrial proce~ wa ter~ and @f~n~ de~ t~ ~ ~ ~y~ ~oWed~-~,

abandoning a nationally ~esistent .
for ~.~lsmmr~ertaint~lmfrom publicly owned t~eatment werka,    stra~m~ designed to m’eate storm water deterinin$ the populatkm

was not appropriate for the st~4pe~contr~ pr~rams. . ¯
nature of the sources which are . .....:. syatm=....., ...... ~.. ¯ - ...’::~.~
responsible for the discha~e of ". ....., 4. E~ ~I Medium Municipal St.orm= In I~
pollutants ~rom municipal, storm ~ere. Se~.ez
" The water quality impaet~ of . , . ~.."

disctmxt~ f~om municipal separate. ~ G’W~¢,,ds~m~ established ¯ ......r= ~. sewer =
storm sewer, sy.stems depend ozl = Wid~ if1"amework~or EPA to implement a.
range of factors ~z~luding: The,;,-,a.;q;~,,permit
magnitude and duration of ralnfal[- ";’.~. storm sm=ml~ mad ~stabtt~Mn~plmsed~:
events, ilm tinm peried betwee~ ~evenls,desdllmes fro" its Im~dementati~,~.’I’I~ .;:.

isimpe~.iotmmrainfalLlamla~ =’T’.’."EPAtodeve~eppem~applfoat[on.."~;~’:5
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concerns, and have not evaluated waterdefine municipal systems on a development of the program on a
quality impacts of system discharges or geographic basis. Under Options 4. 5, 6.watershed basis, and incorporate
developed measures to reduce 7 and 8 all municipal separate storm elements of existin8 programs and
pollutants in such discharges; sewers within the specified geographic ~rameworka and reglonal diffem~cel in

¯ The advantages of developing area would be part of the municipal - climate, geography, semi
system-wide storm water management system, regardless of which municipalinstitutlons;’lr(3| !rmiite( ) pe "
programs for municipal systems; entity owns or operates the storm sewer,legal authority and control

¯ The geographic basis necessary forEPA did not propose to define the scope use: (4) discharge~ from
planning of comprehensive managementof a municipal separate storm sewer identified as a significant
programs to reduce pollutants in system in engineering terms because ofrunoff and pollutants, should be .z:-’~.’.d:
discharges from municipal separate practical problems determining the included in the program and combined’~."~ :.~.
storm sewers to the maximum extent boundaries of and the populations in some manner with one or more of the’
practicable: served by "systems" defined in such a other options: {5) the definition should

¯ The geographic basis necessary to manner. In addition an engineering address how the inclusion of "
provide flexibility to target controls on approach based on physical interrelated discharges into the
areas where water quality impacts interconnections of storm sewer pipes municipal separate storm sewer system
associated with discharges from by itself does not provide a rational are timed, decided upon, dealt with, etc~:
municipal systems are the greatest and basis for developing a storm water ~6) any approach must address the
to provide an opportunity to develop program to improve water quality where maior sources of pollutants: {7)
cost effective controls: a large number of individual storm development of co-permittee

¯ The need to establish a reasonable water catchments are found within a management plans must be coordinated
number of permits for municipal.systems municipality, or developed on a regional basis and in
during the initial phases of program In the December 7. 1988, proposal, the same time frame---fragmented or
development that will provide an EPA favored those options that relied balkanized programs must be avoided:
adequate basis for a storm water quality primarily on the municipal entity which {8} municipalities should be regulated as .
management program for over 13.000 owns or operates or otherwise has equitably as possible: {9} flood contro~
municipalities after the October 1, 1992 jurisdiction over storm sewers. These districts should be addressed as a
general prohibition on storm water options were preferred because it was system or part of a system; {10’~,,the
permits expires: and anticipated that the administrative definition must conform to the ~egal

* Congressional intent to allow the complexities of developing the permit requirements of the Clean Water Act;      ¯ ¯
development of iurisdiction-wide, programs would be reduced by and {11} the definition should limit the...., "
comprehensive storm water decreasing the number of affected number of co-permittees as mtw, h a~- ..
management programs with priorities municipal entities. However. most possible.
given to the most heavily populated commenters were not satisfied that such b. Definition of~vge andmedium ..areas of the country, an approach would reduce municipal separate storm sewer ~F~

a. Overview o~P~oposed Options ~md administrative burdens or complexities.A combination of.the options outline~d
Comments. The December 7, 1988, The diversity of arguments and

the 1988 proposal would address mo~:.~.....~jproposal requested comment on seven rationales offered in comments these concerns, whileoptions for defining large and medium iustifTing the selection of particular realistic and environmentally ben~fl~i~r~ :’~municipal separate storm sewer system, option, or combinations thereof, were storm wader p~’ogtam,With the addition of a watershed-based generally a f~mction of geographic, has adopted the tallowingapproach suggested by certain climatic, and institutional differences
commenters, eight options or around the country. As such, there was large and medium municipal’se~:~.~.-~

storm sewer systems. Lsrga.anct xnedtm~: ~
approaches were addressed by the over little substantive agreement with how     separate storm sewer system ar~ ... -,~F~’:-
200 commenters on this issue: Option this program should be implemented as
1--systems owned or operated by far as defining large and medium municipal ~eparate
incorporated places augmented by municipal separate storm sewer (i) ~ located
integrated discharges; Option 2-- systems. Of all the options, Option ~ place.with a population
systems owned or operated by generally received the most favorable more
incorporated places augmented with comment. However. the overwhelming by the l~test Deeeanial
significant other municipal discharge~ majority of comments su~ested Bureau
Option 3---systems owned or operated ¯different options or other alternatives, G of pm’t
by counties; Option 4..--systems owned Having reviewed the comments at ~. baaed

and operated by States or State length, EPA is convinced that the {if) Are located
departments of transpoHattom Optio~ definition of municipal separate storm areas
5--systems within the,botLfidaries of an sewers should possess elements of areas by latestdeCenaiai
incorporated place: Option 8--systems several of the options enumerated aboveCensus estimates
within the boundaries o.f counties: and a mechanism that enables States or¯ population of’such e
Option 7---systems in census designated ’EPA Regions to define a system that 10@,000; at’tar th~
urbanized areas: and Option ~’--systemsbest suits their various political end
defined by watershed boundaries. geosraphical conditions,

Generally, these options can be ~- " ~ Tke following comments were the ’°
classified into two’categories; Theflrst . most pervasive, and represent thee"
category of option~, 09tlor~ I, :l and 3~ ",’ issue- and concerns o~ ~eatest ¯
define municipal systems in t~’~s, ef tkd. impedance to the public: (1) The : ’
municipal entity which owns or oporat~l’ hpproach choseninitially mustbe--~ ,~’. -.
storm sewers within municipal ::-’.’.~ ".,realistic and achievable . ¯ :~-. ~.’ ~
boundaries.of the~-eqnisita populatie~,~administratively: (2} the definiffOn-must-~’~

The second category of 0ptions would,’. ’:~be @,exible enough to eccommodat~ :,~ :-~,

R0008288
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operated by a municipality other than incorporated places); paragraph fii} municipality ~,-ommended that all Ihe
those described in paragraph {i) or {ii) originates from Option 6 (boundaries of systems of conveyances within the .
that are designated by the Director, as counties) and Option 7 {m’banized incorporated city boundarie~ be i~mmd-’a
part of the large or medium mu~icipa! areas}: paragraph (iii| originates from permit. In re~t’mg Opt|e~ I ~g’~ ~’~

¯ separate storm sewer syate|~due to the Options I and 5;, and psrag~ph {iv) is an
interralatio ,nship between the’d~ch~rges oui~rowth of comments om all opt/ram,

discharges (rom municipal separate systems/State highways) and Option 8 contiguotm ~oenenv~ronn~ff-t~h
storm sewers described under (water=heals}. different ~vners and ope~tor~ ~i~
paragraphs (i} or (it}. In making this This definition crates a system b~ .... -Sta~:o~veyed ~imilar concern~,’U~ ¯
determination the Director may consider virtue of the fact that storm sewers a geographical approach, as des~’bed’~t
the following factors: within defined geographical and paragraph 0} of the final definition, w~

(A) Physical interconnections political areas, and the owner/operators best address all of these concerns.
between ~he municipal separate storm of separate storm sewers in those areas,
sewers: are addressed or required to obtain One commenter criticized proposed

{B} The location of discharges from permits. Although within these systems. Option I as bein~ contrary to the ~egal

the designated municipal separate storm different segments and discharges of r~quirements of the WQA, and a further

sewer relative to discharges ~rom storm water conveyances may be example of EPA’s contInuing attempt to
municipal separate storm sewers owned or operated by different public minimize the scope or" a national storm
described in subparagraph {i); entities. EPA is convinced by comments water program. It was noted that the

(C) The quantity and nature o[’ that discharges from such conveyances legislative history regarding
pollutants discharged to waters of the are interrelated to such an extent that requirements for large and medium
United States; municipal separate storm sewer systems

{D] The nature of the receiving water~;
all of these conveyances may be
properly considered a "system." These in section 402{p} of the CWA generally

or comments are identified and discussed does not reference incorporated cities or
(E} Other relevant factors, in greater detail below, towns. As a result, ~e commenter
{iv} The Director may. upon petition, c. Response to comment~. Many recommended that the term "municipal"

designate as a system, any municipal commenters urged that the approach in municipal separate storm sewer
separate storm sewers located within taken must be administratively system refer to separate storm sewer=
the boundaries of a region defined by a achievable. Option 5 of the proposal operated by municipal entities meeting
storm water management regional {boundaries of incorporated places), the definition of "municipality" in
authority based on a iurisdictional, which can be equated to paragraphs {i} section 502 of the CWA and that the
watershed; or uther appropriate basis and {iii} above, was identified by scope.of the term "municil~l separate
that includes one or more of the systems several commenters as the most storm sewer system’" be defined as
described in paragraphs {i). {it). and Off). workable of all the options. Many broadly as possible. This approachUnder today’s rule at § 122.21~a)(3){iii} commenters stated that Option I would result in defining large and
the regional authority shall be (systems owned or operated by medium municipal separate storm sewerresponsible for submitting a permit incorporated places} was inappropriate systems to include all murdcipa!application under the following because of special districts and other separate storm sewers within the 410 -guidelines: The regional authority owners of systems within the counties with a pop .u]ation o£ 100,000 ortogether with co-applicants shall have incorporated area; and although EPA more: EPA has adopted ~he commenter’sauthority over a storm water proposed a designation provision for recommendation to extend the scopemanagement program that is in interrelated discharges in Option 1, the’program to the extent that today’sexistence, or shall be in existence at the cornmenters advised that it would be r~le covers all mtmic.ipal separate stormtime part 1 of the application is due: the imlx~sible to identify these systems, sewers within certain areas rather thanpermit applicant or co-applicants shall account ~or their discharges, and

only those ope.rah.~i by an irmorpo~atedestablish their ability to make a timely exclude or include them in a timely place. EPA di~g~ees J~owever l~tt itsubmission of part 1 and part 2 of the manner if Option 1 was selected (Option
fnunicipal application; each of the, 1 only addresses those systems owned must define the term "system

"operators of municipal separate Storm or operated by the incorporated place), include sewer= witldn any
systems described in paragraphs The final rule would obviate these boundary o/" su£~,ient
I22,26(b}{4} (i}, (it}, and (iii| and (?}(i}, concen~ since all the publicly owned reference to see/ion 50~.(4], By
(ii), and (iii). that are under the purview sewers within the boundarie~ of the providinl~ expli=,it.defizdtio~,
of the designated regional mu~locily, municipality will be required to be 402(p){3)(B} o[ the C1~iv~= ~..=.-, .~
shall comply with the application" covered by a permit, discretion,to define how.nnmid~,
requirements of § 122.26(d]~,,., ¯ -. Other conunenters noted that cities separate storm ==wear

As noted above, the [inalized~ :...,: -. sometimes have storm water deffmed. ~ l= no indic, ali~n
definition of large and medium = conveyances owned or operated by language of tim Gq~llA;elr
municipal separate storm sewer systemnumerous entities. One municipality history that.
is combination of the approaches a~s commented that these probJems could scope of"municipa|itsj¢
proposed. (In the following d~sculsion be more easily resolved usin8 a unified"municipatsepa/’atslai/ls lewd_
"paxagrapk (i|" refers to §| 122.28    ~.permit/district wide approach, ~hiciw
(b){4){i} and {b){7}{i}; "paragraph (ii}~’,.:. the tinct ~’4me.h outlined alive ca~ si~e
refers to §| 1~.26{b){4}(ii| ~ {b}~7~ii}; ; accomplish. One county stated tha~,..
"paragraph {iii)’: ~f~ra to | § 12,?..28~ ~.~:Opti~m I Of the l~’opo=al would
(b}(4)(iii~ and (b}{7}{iii}; and."lmr~.-, a permanent rm~Ikanizatien of ....:-~
(iv}"refemtoJ§12~,:Z~(b]{4}~ivlom~! .: atormwaterprogranmandthata.
(bJ(7){iv)~. Parasrapb {i} odginatea ~rom,re=ienal ap .lm~ach foc~sin= oa the entire
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municipal separate storm sewer system towns and townships} within the county, Paragraphs (i} and (iJ) above writ belp,.~
servin8 over 100.000 people, as municipal separate storm sewers that resolve the problems asso~sted wi~lt.

Several commente~$ crusaded that are located in the small incorporated., pe~mittees not having adequml~ |a~l~i.l~.
EPA sh~ould be flexib~aimugh to allow places, townskips or tow~ith~ th~se cordmls, t~hl~
the permitting aathodt~ broad discretion counUes are not automatica~ included’ iml;~ ~lro~
to estab~Lsh system wide peradt=, with as part of the system, ~ ~ :; ~    o ..... of the
flood control dislz~ct= ~t:Uor counties EPA has focused o~ t]~ ..... ;- . mentics~d bit
acting ss co-permittees with the vario~ unincorporated areas because pem=i| ~ the
incorporated cities within the district applications ~’an~ot be requJxed ~ 8ovemments.
boundaries. Commenters expressed systems tha~ serve a pottier/on ~e=s (ii}. all pubJ/~y
concern that Option I would not allow than 100,000, unless designa~d. EPA sewers within the
for such flexibility, received the comment that ff the sewezs boundaries wi~ be defined as part

Arguments that were advanced by in incorporated places within such manic/pal system. In many cases, a
commenters in support of proposed counties were include~ as part of tke nt.u~ber of municipa~ operato~ Of
Option ’1 are equally applicable to system fo~ that county, there wou~ be storm sewem will be responsible
paragraph {i}, above. Like proposed the potential for systems ~erving a discharges ~xom these sy~.em~. Since a
’Option 1, the approach outlined above population less than 100,000 to be number of co-permittees may be
targets major cities. However, it also has improperly subject to pPJ~t . addressed in the permits for these
the advantage of addressing municipal requirements. EPA al~es with t~e discharges, problems as~ciate~ with
separate storm sewer systems whic~ comment, except that ~A reserves the the ability to control pollutant= that
may be inten’elated to those owned by authority to designate =ewe~ in small contributed from inten’elate~
the city, a benefit recognized by one incorporated places as part of the will be m~mized. State hi.way,=
municipality that endorsed the selection system subject to pe~aJtti~, put,mint to floo~control districts, which may have
of proposed Option 5, This will also give paragraph (Jill of the final defi~Jtiom no la~d u~e authority i~ i~:orporated
the permitting authority more discretion Incorporated aJ’eas within the ~de~t~ed citiea, will be co-permittees w~t~ the
to establish co-permittee relationships, counties will he requite! to Rle pm’~dt which does possess la~l uae authority.

Paragraph [ii) of the final definition applications if the population served b~ EPA eav~o~ that perrrdt con~l~nl
also uses a geographic~l approach to the the municipal separate storm sewer these W=t~ will be writte~
definition of municipal storm sewer system is 100,000 or more. establish duties that a.re
systems to include municipal storm As one commenter ~ote~L the counties with the legal aul’horities of a
sewers within urbanized counties. Thus, addressed by the definition will permJttee. For ex,tmple, undera l~m~.~=
it closely resembles Option 7 of the generally be areas of high growth with a a floo~ control ~Jct may be-;
proposal. The counties identified in growing tax base that can ~ a respo~ib~e for tJ~e maintuna~rma
paragraph (ill have, based on tile 1980 storm water managemunt progrm~ ~ c~a~ei= t~t t~y I~ve
Census, a population of 100,000 or more Nu~ne~ous counties afl’ecte~ by ~’i~.mtirm over, w~i~e I c~ty
in urbanized,~ unincorporated portion,~ paragraph [ii} comme~t~-d o~ t~ . respunsible for
of the coun.ty. L~ the ~rdncorporated proposal Seve~ of ~ ~te(J a and e_ro~a ord~,~ce ~
areas of these counties [or L,t the Z0 preferen~ for t~ cou~t~ ~ovel~=P.~t a~ ~tes w~ch
States where the Cet~’us recognizes the pe~-m~ttee. Otharl i~iJ=ated t~t ~L~inage c~tt~J. ~i~’~ .o~’~
minor civil divisions, unfi~corporated tbei~ county ]uld ti~ ab~ to [ie~m’mcounty areas outside of tow-r~ or the P~nctions Of the ~ N~o~.~t,=~l at lea’st for t~e ~ (townships}, the county is the primzL~y pP_J~ittee. One county b~o~t t~ ~PA’I . whether tha~ requ~ a
local government entity. ~ these cases, atter~tioa that the county ~ ]~ p]a~ mb’d~ed
the county performs many of t~e same for a storm wate~ ut~ty ~e~uJ~t to be
functions as incorporated c~tJes w~ a in operation in 1989. Several of the
population of 100,000, and is ~pmern!ly counties supported the use ~ .... hate
expected to h~ve the necessax3~ |egal wate~hed~ or flexible =~ma~ lutimzity t
and land use authority in t~ese mess to approac~e~ a= t~e b~d= for t~e"
begin to implement storm water defL, dtion of munidpal sepaxate ~
management programs. Due to the.. sewer systems. The =nod/fled de,nit,on the
urbanized nature of their po~tiO~r’

s~d la~isfy the~e ceacer~. , i~
discharges from the municipal separate EPA recognizes that,me of the. = ,

~tM~e ~~ " "storm sewers in the=m tmtmties w~ ha~ecountie= addressed by loda¥’=r~le have~$many similaritie= tgdl .=~arses .frOm =
municipal systems tu .i~o. I~a,ted citiesin addition to areas with .ldsh. , ¯

with a population oJ’t~00 m’;mo~’.~o areal that ~ es~J~ti=lly rm.al ov , :,. ,Ad~essing the~e co~tlel .i~ ~ ’ mdnhabited and may not be tbe ~bj~t, "fashlon will not edte~’~-~y a~;ct s.ma~l -of p~uned developme~L ~aj]e L~-adl~, Idghwa~..a~m~miclpalities (L~corpo~ted

"L" =’ COVet"
s "t’he l~u ~ Cenm~ dalai" ux, lm=d=~ ~m~.u~ucorporated portions o£ i

central ~i~ (~" dill) W~I ¯ - .imvgtmdf~ do, dye., ~

~,s,~,~...,~...~=~.~,~:, ~ ~, :,,.;..:~

: :" "~ ............. ~.--.~"~ ..... ~.,~ R0008290
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the submission of a permit application {Option 7) would result in systems political institutions. Some States were
for storm sewers operated as part ~ an which did not correspond to particularly expressive regarding this
entire State highway system. Paragraph jurisdictions that are in a position to concern. One State maintained that an
(iv} would allow an entire system in a implement a storm water programs, inflexible program c~uld totally di~’upt~"
geographical region under the purview Thus, EPA has modified Option 7 and ongoing State efforts. Other
of a State agency (such as a State combined it with Option 6 to create urged that the regulhtion enc.o~g~:~k
Department of Transportation} to be paragraph {it} above, establibhment of regional storm water
designated, where all the permit Paragraph (iii} incorporates a authorities or other mechanisms that
application requirements and designation authority such that can deal with storm water quality on a
requirements established under municipalities that own or operate watershed basis. One State proposed
§ 122.26{a)(iii){C} can be met. discharges’ from separate storm sewersdefining the municipal separate storm "

Paragraphs (i) and (it} can effectively systems other than those described in sewer system to include all municipal
deal with many of the maior sources of paragraph {i} or [it) may be designated separate storm sewers within a core
pollutants. One municipality noted that by the Director as part of the large or incorporated place of 100.000 or more,
Option 5 (paragraph [i}} would require medium municipal separate storm sewer and all surrounding incorporated places
all systems in the incorporated system due to the interrelationship within the State defined watershed. One
boundaries to obtain permits and between the other discharges of the of the State wa~er districts advised that
institute control measures, rather than designated storm sewer and the the regulations should be flexible
iust the few owned or operated by discharges from the large or medium enough to allow regional water quality
incorporated cities. Another municipal separate storm sewers. In boards to apply the regulations
municipality noted that this approach making this determination the physical geographically. One national association
could deal with many of the regional interconnections between the municipal expressed concern that existing
variations in sources of pollution. Many separate storm sewers, the location of institutional arrangements for flood
commenters, including environmental discharges from the designated ~control and draInage would be ignored.
groups, believed that proposed Option 3municipal separate storm sewer relativewhile another warned against fostering
{systems owned or operated by to discharges from large or medium a proliferation of inconsistent
counties}. Option 6 {systems within the municipal separate storm sewers, the patchwork programs based on arbitrary.
boundaries of counties}, and Option 7 quantity and nature of pollutants definitions and iurisdictions which bear
{system in urbanized areas} were good discharged to waters of the United no relationship to water quality.
approaches because more sources of States, the nature of the receiving EPA is convinced that the mechanism
pollution would be addressed. It was waters, or other relevant factors may bedescribed in paragraph {iv} provides a
also maintained that Options 3, 6 and 7considered, means whereby the mechanisms and
could incorporate watershed planning Comments indicated that the concepts identified above can be
which, in the view of some conunenters,designation authority as proposed and utilized or created in appropriate
is the only effective way to address described above should be retained, circumstances. In addition, § 122.20{fj{4}
pollutants in storm water, One State noted that this approach givesprovides a means for State or local

Commenters noted that addressing the most flexibility in making the case- government agencies to petition the
counties and urbanized areas would by-case designations, while also Director for the designation of regional
focus attention on developing areas delineating in sufficient detail what authorities responsible for a portion of
which would otherwise be left out in thecriteria are used to make the the storm water program, For example,
initial phases of permitting. One determination. This commenter was some States or counties may carrenfly
commenter noted that most new concerned about being able to regulate or in the near future have regional storm
development in large urbanized areas many of the interrelated discharges from water management authorities that have
occurs outside of core cities counties surrounding incorporated the ability to apply for permits under
{incorporated cities with a population of cities, today’s rule and carry out the ternm of
100,000 or more). Newly developing Paragraph (iv) of the final definition the permit. Some o( these authorities
areas provide opportunities for installing allows the permitting authority, upon may encompass within their jurisdiction
pollutant controls cost effectively. EPA petition, to designate as a medium or large or medium municipal separate
agrees with these comments and notes large municipal separate storm sewer storm sewer systems as defined in
that paragraph {it} addresses a system, municipal separate storm today’s rule. EPA w~shes to encp....urage
significant number of counties with sewers located within the boundaries ofsuch entities to assume the role
highly developed or developing areas, a region defined by a storm water permittee under today’e rule~That ja the

However, EPA is convinced that management regional authority based purpose of paragraph (i~). S~Ch ~ ..
addressing all counties or urbanized on a jurisdictional, watershed, or other authorities may petition the Direc,tor
areas in the initial phases of the storm appropriate basis that includes one orassume such a role ....

¯

water program is ill-advised, more of the systems described in Many commenter~ e~res~d tl~e view"
Commenters noted that some counties paragraphs (i}, (it). (iii). that municipal management plans.must
have inappropriate or nonexistent Paragraph [iv) was added to the finalbe coordinated or developed ~mongoo-.
governmental structures, and that k def’mitions to respond to a variety of permittees on a regional basra and m the
program that addressed all counties in .concerrm of commenters. One of the same timeframe. Paragraphs
the counh’y with a population of 100,000prime concerns of commenters was th.at(iv} would bringin all appm~’.p~a[~’~.~
or more would be unmanageable,- the definition of large and medium, municipal entities
because too many municipal entities~ municipal separate storm sewer systems"a spe~fied 8eog~,..phi .cal ~a~ r~. ~S..~’.~
nationwide would be involved in the must be flexible enot~h to ........ same fimeframe, ~~’~
program initially. Conunenters advised accomrnadaie: Programs on a Waterslied~ inc~ding~n~.~~.~,’ :;
that defining municipal storm sewer b~sis, ’existing storm water prosram~    Option I would lead-to~. ~t~.~.’.]’_o;.’.~.’,~.~’~,
i~ystems solely in terms of the ’~, and frameworks and regibnal ......coordinated p~..n~.’, ~,~,~.~ ,"             ~"
boundkriies of census urbanized areas differences in climate, geography, and Off}, and {iv) d~’no~’SulFe’~ tl~d~
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developing site-specific storm water that permits effectively prohibit non~ application process. The components of
quality management programs in NPDESstorm water discharges into storm part 1 of the permit application include:.
permits. In response to a request for sewers and incorporate controls that ¯ General information regarding the
comments on this aspect of the proposal,reduce the discharge of pollutants to thepermit’applicant or co-applicants
numerous comments were-received, maximum extent practicable, including(§ 12~.26(dXI}(I));, ’ ’~.
After reviewing the~e comments. EPA management practices, control ¯ A d~sc~tptlon,0Fthe~dS6i~
has decided to retain the two-part techniques, and system design and authority of the’applicant(s}
permit application. Many commenters engineering methods. The above pollutarfl~ in storm wat~dtsch~’geS~’’
agreed that the approach as proposed iscomments suggesting an alternative for and a plan to augment legal authority"
appropriate for phasing in and achieving this 8oa| are not entirely- ....wheremec~ (§
developing site specific storm water compatible with these requirements. In ¯ Source identification information
Management programs. One large light of the language in the statute, including, a t’opographic map.
Municipality strongly endorsed the two- permit conditions should do more than description of the historic use of
part application, stating that it would plan for controls during the term of the ordinances or other controls which
facilitate the identification of water permit. A strong effort to have the limited the discharge of non-~torm water
quality problem areas and the necessary police powers and controls discharges to municipal-separate storm
development of priorities for control based on pollutant data should be sewer systems, the location of known
measures, thereby allowing for more undertaken before permits are issued. Inmunicipal separate storm server outfalls.
cost-effective program development, short, the one-part application describedprojected growth, location of structural
Two ~tate agencies expressed the sameby these comments would result in controls, and location of waste disposal
view. and noted that the two-part permits that would focus too much on facilities (§ 122.26(d)(1)(iii}):
approach is reasonable and well preparation and not enough on ¯ Information characterizing the
structured for efficient development of implementing controls for pollutants, nature of system discharges including
programs. One large municipality noted In comparison. EPA’s approach existing quantitative data. the results of
it would allow the permit authority and requires municipalities to submit a two-a field screening analysis to detect illicit
the permit applicant the time needed topart application over a two year period,discharges and illegal dumping to the
gain the knowledge and data to developPart one of the application would municipal system, an identification of
site-specific permits. A medium require information regarding existing receiving waters with known water
municipality expressed similar views, programs and the means available to thequality impacts associated with stor~n

Numerous commenters submitted municipality to control pollutants in its water discharges, a proposed plan to
endorsements of a proposal offered by storm water discharges. In addition, partcharacterize discharges from the
one of the national municipal one would require field screening of municipal storm sewer system by
associations. This approach responded major outfalls to detect illicit estimating pollutant loads and the
to EPA’s request for comments on connections. Part two of the permit concentration of" representative
alternatives to a two-part application application would require a limited, discharges, end a plan to obtain
process, These comments recommendedamount of representative quantitative representative data (§ 122.26(d)(1J(iv}]:
having permit applicants submit data and a description of proposed and
information regarding their existing legalstorm water management plans. The ¯ A description of exisfin$ structural
authority, prepare source identification purpose of the two-part application and non-structural controls to reduce the
information, describe existing process is to develop information, in a discharge of pollutants from the
management plans, provide discharge reasonable time frame, that would build. municipal storm sewer
characterization information based on successful municipal storm water (§
existing data, and prepare a monitoring,management programs and allow the One commenter disagreed that source
characterization and illicit discharge permit writer to make informed identification should be made par~ of the
and removal plan in a one-part decisions with regard to developing’ ,permit application process beyond the
application. The remaining requirements permit conditions. This will include identificattono~ rosier municipal ~orm
such as: implementing plans to removeinitiating efforts to effectively prohibit sewer oi~ffalls. In reply, EPA is ’
illicit connections, obtaining legal non-storm water discharges into storm convinced tha~’the other elements ~fthe
authority, monitoring and sewers, and initially implementing source identification are critical for
characterization, plans for structural controls that reduce the discharge of identifying sere’tea of poll’utan~ .and ’
controls, preparation el control pollutants to the maximum extent creating a b~s~ of knowledge ~i~in ¯ ¯
assessments, preparation of fiscal practicable, including management which infornled decisions
analysis, and management plan practices and control techniques during conditions knd furrier data~ ~’ ’ ’-’~’°’~ " "
implementation would he p~rt of the the t~rm of the permit. Such an approachrequirements can .be determmed~
permit and take place durin~ the clearly meets the statutory mandate of "county stated,that it ah, ead~"hai]

argued that this would result in a more a. Par~ ! Application. Pa~t "~ of the ’
orderly development of stonnwater, permit application is intended to provideprogram~should’b,~ sui~hsl~ff~"~r~ "~"
management programs while allo,.vin~ an adequate basis for identifying -
fo~: quick implementation o| el~ to.~-sources of pollutants to the municipal ":informa~ddn
eliminate illicit dischar~ns and initiate:, ,̄storm:sewer system, to preliminarilyr~:

Aflercaroful review ~ind~, ~, ~:.’:; "",~-~: , ~’v approprtate for individual pei~.’:~
consideration of these comman~ts~ EPA~ ,~÷:amt~’~ormtutata a strategy fo~

¯ meet the goals and r~uirements"ot’;. .’~ ’~-.’, stonn.’~ewe~’-"~°~ ~
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these programs, EPA disagrees that it permit conditions that extend the comprehensive program of structural
would be appropriate to accept a schedule for obtaining necessary legal and non-structural control measures that
substitu.tion in its entirety without authority into the term of the permit, will control the discharge of pollutant~
tailoring such a program to today’s These situations will be evaluated on a to the maximum extent practicabl~,~(.~
specific information requirements. Onecase-by-case basis by permit issuing municipal storm sewem The’- .
municipality noted that municipal authorities, components of the pr~p~med
systems are not well documented and Numerous commentate supported thethe permit application
responsibility for them is in question. In field screening analysis as proposed. ¯ A demonstratkm that the
response, EPA notes that the source Comments ~om three municipalities authority of the permit applicant"
identification procedure is designed, in noted that it would be a cost effectivesatisfies regulatory criteria ":
part. to address such shortcomings, means of identifying problem areas. One {§ 122.28{d}{2}{i}}:

Several municipalities su~ested thatmunicipality noted that illicit ¯ Supplementation of the source
legal authority could be demonstrated connections can be reliably detected by identification information submitted in
by providing EPA with copies of the screening method proposed. In viewpart 1 of the application to assure the
appropriate local ordinances to of these comments EPA has decided to identification of all major outfalls and
demonstrate their legal authority and a retain this portion of the regulation, land use activities (§ 122.26{d}{2)(ii}~
statement from the city attorney. EPA However many commenters expressed ¯ Information to characterize
agrees that these methods are concern over how the proposed discharges [rom the municipal system:
appropriate for making this approach would work given the ¯ A proposed management program
demonstration, particular circumstances under which to control the discharge of pollutants to

Several commenters noted that there some municipal storm water systems are the maximum extent practicable, from
was adequate existing municipal legal arranged. Several commenters municipal storm sewers
authority to carry out the program questioned the effectiveness of dry {§ 122.26{dJ{2){iv}};
requirements or such authority could be weather monitoring for several reasons, ° Assessment of the performance of
obtained by the municipality. Other including the shallow depth of some proposed controls {§
commenters stated that municipalities cities’ water tables. Accordingly, an ,, A financial analysis estimating the
possess some authority over certain alternative approach may be utilized bycost of implementing the proposed
activities but may not have authority the municipal permittee, and this is management programs along with
over discharges from roads and discussed later in section VI.H.3, identifying sources of revenue
construction. Numerous commenters. Some comments suggested that if any § 122.28{d}{2}{vi}:
however, claimed that certain field screening is required that it be " A description of the roles and
municipalities had no existit~g legal done during the term of the permit. EPA responsibilities of co-applicants ¯
authority to carry out the permit believes that field screening should not {§ 122.7,6{d}[2}{vii}}.
requirements and that obtaining all the be done during the term of the permit One municipality agreed that the

,. ,- necessary legal authority could take exclusively, Unless a field screening is assessment of the performance of
several years due to cumbersome accomplished during the permit controls was a critical component of ¯
legislative and political processes. In application phase there will be scant establishing a viable program and one.
response, part I of the permit knowledge, if any. upon which illicit that could be accomplished within. ’tim ~
application will establish a schedule forconnection programs can be establishedtime frame of the permit application
the development of legal authority that for the term of the permits. EPA views deadlines. One commenter s~ggest ~e~
will be needed to accomplish the goals field screening during the application that the applicant describd what .....
of the permit application and permits, process as an appropriate means of f’mancial resources are currently: ~
Some municipalities will have more beginning to meet the CWA’s available. In response. EPA will requir~.
advanced storm water programs with requirement of effectively prohibiting applicants to describ~ the
appropriate legal authority or the abilitynon-storm water discharges into existing buqlget for storm water
to establish necessary ordinances, municipal separate storm sewers, programs id.part I of the permit    , : :.:=:=~,~
Providing an appropriate schedule will The submittal of part I of the permit application requirements. This. , " .....
not present difficulties in these application will allow EPA, or approved information will be useful to ewdu~, t~i~
circumstances. EPA also notes that the NPDES States, to adjust part 2 permit the municipality’s abili~j I
definitions of large and medium application requirements to assure
municipal separate storm ~ewer sys~ernsflexibility for submitting information response to other comments. !
finalized in today’s rule will in many under part 2, given the site specific information
cases result in a number of co- characteristics of each municipal storm,
applicants particfpating in a system sewer system, resources a,~d a
wide application. It ie anticipated that EPA agrees with the concerns of ,
the development of adeqdate inter- commentate regarding the estimate of indebtedness
jurisdictional agreements specifyi~8 thethe reduction of pollutant loads from EPA has
various responsibilities of the co- existing management programs. EPA analysis in this portion, of
permittees may in some cases be very agrees that sufficient data may not be advice of two, municipal
complex, thereby justifying the available to establish meaningful who-agrded that th~awm
development of a schedule to c~unplete estimates. Therefore this component,0i’~
the task. For example, clarifyi~ the" the proposed part t is not a ~.. ~.~.t’"
authority over discharges 5"om road~ of today’s rule ....
may present difficulties where a number b. Part 2 Application. Part 2.of’~ ~/.- the 1~
of municipal entities operate d~[erent ~ropo~ed permit application bt de~gxJ~ed =

¯ roads in a given jurisdiction. In other to supplement information f.~nd iii’~et’ ~
limited cases, the MEP standa~ for " 1 and tb provide
municipal permits may’~mmliite’into,,, o.pportuniiy of pl~p.osin~, a .i. ~."~i’~.~i’.’: -
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screening should be performed at         cells established by the grid that contain possible, up to 500 {large municipal
locations that will allow for the location no storm sewer segments will be systems} or 2.50 {medium municipal

~ of upstream discharges; ~" focus should eliminated from consideration: if fewer systems}. In this manner, as many .
- he exclusively on drainage areas rather than 250 cells in medium municipal different areas and land uses within.~he~

than pipe size, since pipe size will vary sewers are created, end fewer than ~ municipal syatum will be covered ~.]~.~t~ ~
with slope: a prescribed percentage of in large systems are created by the field screening component oi" the ~"
total flow may be more appropriate; overlay on the municipal sewer map, municipal application. " "
state water quality standards should be then all those cells which contain a ’ -

In order to keep.the cos~ of ~he.
utilized along with focusing on actual segment of the sewer system shall be program within the anticipated
qt,ality in the reaches of a stream, subject to field screening {unless access the proposed regulation, the number

EPA is convinced by these comments to the separate storm sewer system is outfalls or sampling locations usingthe
that today’s rule should allow applicants impossible}; grid system is to be limited to 500 for
to either field screen all maior outfalls ~7} Large or medium municipal

large municipal separate storm seweras proposed {first procedure} or use a separate storm sewer systems which are
second procedure to provide for the unable to utilize the procedures systems and ,250 for medium municipal

str~teoOiC location of sampling points to described in paragraphs (I} through (6] separate storm sewer systems.

p~npoint illicit connections. EPA agrees above, because a sufficiently detailed In response to several comments, EPA

w~th comments that the size of the map of the separate storm sewer has clarified the definition of maior
outfall will not always reflect the systems’ is unavailable, shall field outfalls with regard to the words, "pipe
chance of uncovering illicit connections screen at least 250 or 500 maior outfalls with an inside diameter of 36 inches or
or discharges, and that field screening respectively using the following method: more or its equivalent" and "a pipe with
points should be easily accessible, the applicant shall establish a grid an :inside diameter of 12 inches or more

This second procedure is as fo|lows: sys~.em consisting of north-south and or its equivalent." This definition has
field screening points and/or outfalls east-west lines spaced 1/4 mile apart been modified to specify that single
are randomly located throughout the overlaid on a map of the boundaries of a pipes or single conveyances with the
storm sewer system by placing a grid large or medium municipal entity appropriate diameter or equivalent are
over a drainage system map and described at § 122.26{b), thereby covered.
identifying those cells of the grid which creating a series of cells; major outfalls EPA’s proposal required municipal
contain a maior outfall or segment of the in as many different cells as possible permit applicants to submit a fiscal
storm sewer system. The grid shall be shall be selected until 500 maior outfall.s analysis of expenditures that wiILbe
established using the following {large municipalities] or 250 major required in order to implement the "
guidelines and criteria: outfalls {medium municipalities} are proposed management plans required in

{I) A grid system consisting of selected; a field screening analysis shall part 2 of the application. The description
perpendicular north-south and east-westbe undertaken at these maior ouffalls, of fiscal resources should include a
lines spaced 1/4 mile apart shall be The methodology outlined above is in description of the source of the funds.

.: over~aid on a map of the municipal response to public comments which Some commanters felt that a fiscal
stain sewer system, creating a series of indicated that the field screening and analysis should only be required during
cells: sampling of maior ouffaIls as proposed the term of the permit. In response, EPA

{2} All cells that contain a segment of would lead to insurmountable logistical believes that during the two years elthe storm sewer system shall be problem in some municipal systems, permit application development, the
identified: one field screening point shallF_~A believes that the above is an permit applicant should be in a positionbe selected in each cell: major outfalls effective approach to pinpointing to submit information on the ability a.nd’may be used as field screening points: suspected problem points along a g~venmeans for financing storm water(3} Field screening points or major trurtkline or segment of separate storm management programs during the term.outfalls should be located downstream sewer system. Jurisdictions with no of the permit. EPA views this ."of any sources of suspected illegal or extensive or previous history of information~as en important mean~illicit activity: monitoring, or lack of an intensive evaluating (he scope of progi:am an~{4} Field screening points shall be monitorin$ program can utilize .the whether the permittee ~ be devoff~located to the degree practicable at themethods described in establishing a ¯ adequate resources to implemuntin~ the..farthest manhole or other accessible program- Furthermore, the approach will program before that program ~map’,~p~,~:
location downstream in the system, allow for the prioritization o| outfalls,
within each cell; however, safety of sampling points, or areas within the out in the permit itself, . ~., .’~..’.’.~.:.~-~’.~"
personnel end accessibility of the municipality where there are suspected5. Source Identification -
location should be considered in making illicit connections or discharges, o.r other .-.:, ~,:
this determination; circumstances ~eating higher The identification of source~

(5) The assessment and selection oL concentrations and loadings of contribute pollutants tO mur~Ic,~m~i’:"
sep~ate storm sewers is a critical ..-~-~ " "~i~cells shall use the followin~ criteria: pollutants.

¯ in charecter~lng the nahtreHydrological conditions; total drainage Paragraph (7} enables municipalities -=
area of the site; population density of to select major ouffaLls without regard to of pollutants in discl~ki’ges and In ".....~
the site; traffic density; age of the the municipal sewer system map that is developing appropriate contro}, .

measures:Source identificationstructures or buildings in the area; required for using the precedure
useful ~, providing an anal~l~ �)~:~.~.~.~history of the area; land use types; described in paragraphs (1} through

{6} For medium municipal separate However, the applicant must still select pollutan~ sourc~ contributio~.,.iend~-~
storm sewer systems, no mo~e than 250 oulfalJa within the cal]~ created by identifldn~
cells need have identified field s~:reening overlayin~ a I/4 mile grid over a map of pollutant ~otm:eP and mca!vin~..~ ~-~"
point~ in large municipal separate storm the boundaries of the large armed/urn quality
sewer system, no more than 500 cells municipal entity defined under pigs r~mt~: ~ me.not ~~.~

¯ need to have identified field screening. § 122.26(b},. and select major euffalls, it ls ~mm .~i... ~,W.,
po.int~ for detecting illicit connection~ wi.thin us.many o~ those cell~,U, .. ¯ ~~.~t-.-~.~..~t-~ ~ "". ’~

.    .
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sewer systems to support a targeted faciliUes which discharge storm water necessary to facilitate more accm’ate
approach to control pollutant s0orces, associated with industrial activity into a system specific estimates of pollutant

The relative contributio~ of p~llutants large or medium municipal separate concentrations and toadin~.
from various sources will be hi~kly site- storm sewer system, discussed t~dow, in the di _s~., ~r~... :
specific. The first step in de~elopin~ s Requiring these ~ource tdenlification characterization section," ,~ "..-~.-; ~-~;~..~..
targeted approach for controllin8 measures is supported by the legislative :
pollutants in discharges from municipal history nf section ~ of.the WQP,. photo~ be subadtted ia lleu otstorm sewer systems is idemifyin8 the which instructs that "[[]n writing any top0~aphic map~. EPA ~"1~!various sources in each drainage basin permit for s municipal separate storm
thai wiI] contribute pollutants to the sewer, EPA or the State should pay aerial photo~aph of the
municipal storm sewer system, particular attention to the nature and scale that communicates the Mate

This rulemakin8 phases in the seurce uses of the drainage area and the information as a topographic
be substituted. Today’s final rulei~ent=fication requirements of the permit locaUon of any industrial facility, open

program by establishing minimum dump, landbll, or hazardous waste reflects this flexibility.
objectives in part 1. o~ the application treatment, storage, or disposal facility The source identification component
and by,requiring applicants to submit a which may contribute pollutants to the of the municipal application also
source ident~cation plan in part 2 of Lhe discharge." (emphasis added} [Vo1133 requires that municipal applicants
application to provide additional Cong. Rec. $752 (da~ly ed. Jan. 14,1987|. identify the industrial activity within the
information during the term of the One municipality questioned the drainage area a~sociated with each
permit. The minimum source purpose of the topographic map and major outfalL One commenter state(]
identi~cation requirements of part l of commented that the scale of the that where multiple storm=
the application have been designed to topo8raphic map is too large to indicate outf’,dL~ discharge to a su~am reach.
provide su~cient information to provide any of the required outlast, drainage, municipalities should be allowed to
an initial characterization of pollutants industrial or structural control ’ delineate a single sewer-shed for
in the discharges [rom the municipal information. In response, the purpose of /dentifyin8 sources of indestrial activity.storm sewer system. F_~A realizes that the tope1~aphic map is to identify In response, the ru]e does not delL, nit anwith many large, complex munic’~pal receiving waters, major storm water
storm sewer systems, it may be difficult sewer lines that contribute discharges to applicant’,= ability to identify industries’
to identify all outfalls during the permit these waters, and potential sources of in groups acco~iing to a comra~m series

app[ication process. Accordingly. EPA i, sto~ water pollution. F_.PA disagreesof storm sewer outfalls, if that
requiring that known oud’alis be that a USGS 7.5 scale map is easier or more appropriate methodology
reported in part I o£ the application. Par inappropriate for identifying these for that particular applicanL However,
I of the application will also include: A features within s municipal system. The EPA wouki view this as appt’opciate
description of procedures and a scale afforded by such a map provides only where the land use is of one type.
proposed program to identify additional sufRcient detail to allow specified such as industrial Where land use is
meier out£alis: the identification of the delineation of outfalts, while not mixed within the drainage area
drainage a~ea associated with know~ requiring an ovet4y burdensome map in associated with each major outfalL
outfa]is: a description of major land use terms of size. Numerous commentera differences need to be identLfied.
classifications in each dxainage area, noted the value of souz~ce identification In response to comments, to the extent
descriptions of soils, the location of informetioo and ~ene~lly supported that ~,PA L= tequesti~z8 I~t app]Jc~tl
iedustrial facilities, open dump~ - submittin8 this information in the permit ideatLr]t the bjpes of im;]ust~iai
landfills or RCRA hazardous waste application, operating withLn the munkdpaiity, thefacilities which discharge storm water t, Many commenters questioned the municipality b B~e to ese Standardthe municipal storm sewer system; and value of the source identification Industrial C[~lli~ication {S~|ten year proiections of population information for the pro’pose o[
growth and development activities characterizing pollutant loads and system= w]dch " .~tify the
(population data and development concentrations. Conversely. one products or serv=ces of the facility.
projections will be useful for future commeltter opined that the Rquirement commenter dimzgreed with
predictions of loadings to receivin8 would provide sufficient information to decislo~ to require a list o~ watel’
water~ lrrom municipal sto~m sewer estimate pollutant Ioadings from each that s~e listed under
systems, and capacities required for out£ali nsin8 loading models to estimate 30~[1), ~tg(a), ~14{s), and ~
treatment systems}, in general, loadin~s ~ warm’shed, [n z~spo~se, the the Statel alraad~ have ~
population projections shout! re~ect source ideotificafion information sews= and that t, equestin~ it fl’om ~
various scenarios of development (]dg~ ~,weral purposes. It is the first step {for could ~esult in "ondsslom=,, =- ¯ ,. ’: ,
medium, low relative t~ recent tten~ls), identifying potential sources el misunderatandings, an~ mt=takel."

Part 2 of the application will pollutants from which more in depth heitevns that the, as w=t~l aho~t
supplement the information reported in analysis can be accomplished, under the identiFzed i= the appl~, lion eo
part 1 of the applicaUon so that, at a die,Be characterication component of api~opdate pen~t co~lltl~,’,,-.b~’~’’"
minimum, all rrmjor outfalt= am the ~pp|ication. Also, where developed that a~bess attm~
identified; ap~0~:w[ate~ it may be used it~ ; :,~’

Under today’s rule, municipal er conjuactkm with model~ to estimate su~,hpublic entities responsible for applyln8 loadinS~ and co~centratior--. EPA has thisfor and oMalnin8 an NPDES permit will also taken no~e of the many comments
b~. required to Idemtify the location of’anthat q~e~tion or dismiss the concept of
open dump, sanitary [andfig, mtmicipal detmminin~ pollutant loads ami .....
Incinerator or hazsrdmm waste concenlrstions solely, frem smm:e ~ ’o
treatment, stooge, and disposal’f~|t,/. identi~callms. P=~’ding~,.l~A b
tmderRCRAwldchmaydi=(;hax~e~taem , comdocedthatstle~t~omeo~tim ~= ~
waler to. the system as well as ~il    .-’, iamplin8 requiremen~ as .-wpp~d ate
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6. Characterization of Discharges means for tracking down illicit the information from the field screen in
connections and improper disposal, part I of the application will be usedThe characterization p, la~ and data As discussed in greater detail in along with other information, such ascollection required in today’s rule as section VI.H.7.b of today’s preamble, the age of development and degree of

elements of Part-one and Part-two of the EPA is proposing to require that industrial activity in the drainage ba~.in, ~municipal permit application is municipal applicants submit a to identify areas or outfalfs whiclt ~comprised of several major components: comprehensive plan to develop a appropriate targets for management" ’.._¯ A screening analysis to provide program to detect and control illicit programs and for investigafimm ~information to develop a program for connections and illegal dumping. In at identifying and controlling non-storu~detecting and controlling illicit order to develop appropriate priorities ’ water discharges to separate stormconnections and illegal dumping to the for these programs, applicants shall sewers during the term of the permit.municipal separate storm sewer system:submit the results of a screening
¯ Initial quantitative data to allow theanalysis to be performed on major In the December 7, 1988, proposal,

development of a representative outfalls or "field screening points" in the EPA proposed a second phase of the

sampling program to be incorporated as systems to detect the presence of illicit screening analysis requiring that wet-

~ permit condition: hookups and illegal dumping. The weather and dry-weather samples be

¯ System-wide estimates of annual results of the screening analysis, collected and anal~’zed in accordance

pollutant loadings and the mean referred to as the field screen, would be with analytical methods approved under

concentration of pollutants in storm reported in part I of the permit 40 CFR part 136 from designated major

water discharges, and a schedule to application, outfalls for a larger set of pollutants

provide estimates daring the term of the Under the requirements for a field identified with illicit connections.
permit for each major outfall of the screen, the applicant or co-applicants Comments essentially viewed this

seasondl pollutant loadings and the will submit a description of proposal as too ambitious for the permit
event mean concentration of pollutants observations of dry weather discharges application. One commenter
in storm water discharges: and from major outfalls or "field screening recommended that this procedure could

¯ An identification of receiving points" identified in part I of the best be accomplished during the term of

waters with known water quality application. At a minimum, the field the permit. Some comments maintained

impacts associated with storm water screen would include a description of that the collection of analytical.samples

discharges, visual observations made during a dry as a follow up to an initial field screen

Several commenters noted the
weather period. If any flow is observed analysis was not the most co, t-effective,

importance of developing and targeting dunng a dry weather period, two grab practicable or efficient method for

management programs based on samples will be collected during a 24 pinpointing illicit connections. EPA

discharge characterization data and hour period with a minimum period of recognizes that several municipal

monitoring. Numerous other commenters four hours between samples. For all programs to detect and control illicit
such samples, a description of the color, connections and other non-storm water.stressed the importance of a program to
odor. turbidity, the presence of an oil discharges have been successfullyidentify and eliminate illicit connections

and improper disposal. EPA agrees that sheen or surface scum as well as any developed end implemented without the
other relevant observation regarding the use of extensive analytical samplin~for-discharge characterization is an potential presence of non-storm water example, programs.in Fort Worth, "F’A’.important component of developing
discharges or illegal dumping would be and Washtenaw County, MI}, Aftermanagement programs. Most of the provided. In addition, the applicant identifying end analyzing thedischarge characterization componentsshould provide the results of a field on thisaspect of the propomd l~Aha~.of the municipal application procedv.re screen which includes on-site estimates withdrawn this element of the propose-.:have been retained as proposed,
of pH. total chlorine, total copper, total from today’s rule. EPA Uelieve~thet a"~:’’~

However some changes and phenol, detergents {or surfacants} along follow-up phase to theinitial field:’ ~ ....
theseClarificati°nSare notedhavebelow.been made, and with a description of the flow. EPA is screening~is more approp.~iate dut’t~not requiring analytical methods term of the permit. Thtr~ EPA has ~. - ....a. Screening analysis for illicit approved under 40 CFR part 136 be used ° "dropped the field screenlng.mquimm.en~...’:discha~es [part ! of application). Illicit exclusively in the field screen. Rather, proposed for Part Z o~ the appl~V.atio~; ~’:. -discharges (non-storm water discharges the use of inexpensive field sampling b. Representers’re’date’(Fort.2 ~without a NPDES permit}, and illegal techniques such as the use of
dumping to municipal separate storm, colormetric detection methods is application~ The ]
sewer systems occur in a relatively anticipated. Where the field screen doesthat poh"a’tant �
haphazard manner. Due to the not involve analytical methods runoffcan exhibit
unpredictability of such discharges, approved under 40 CFR part 136, the
today’s permit applications require a applicant is required to provide a discharges vary durii:tg"
field analysis for the development of description of the method used which from s
priorities for detecting and controlll~ includes the name of the manufacturer the ccmprex~
such discharges. A field ~re~enino~~ of the test method, including the range, water dischm’~a from,
approach will provide a and accuracy of the test. Appropriate sybtems, EPA favors a
detecting high levels of pollutants in dr~field techniques for a field screen of drywhere the i
weather flows, which is one indicator ofweather discharges are dis’cussed in " d~|h is ~rlmm.lly ~
illicit connections. Results of a field test EPA guidance for municipal etom~
of such discharges will provide further discharge permit applications-.
information about the nature of the ’ It should be clarified that data from
discharge to determine if further : ’~ the field screen, is generally not
investigation is warrented~ V-lsua| ~ . . appropriate for comprehensive
observation of d~ weather flo~s’h-~’~" ~" evaluation of water q.uallty..hnpacm, :or

¯ been shown to, be one the-mos’~effe~veestimating pollutant 16adin~ P, athe~, :~ ....
..... , ¯ .i~ ~
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found in Table II of appendix D of 40 water discharge samples obtained at appropriate. This data can then be
CFR part 122 [volafiles, add compounds,various times during a storm hydrographin conjurmtion with other existi~
base/neutrals, posticides},-Today’s rule event. Various USGfi field proceduresand models to develop ~rOl~t~
requires testing for all organic can be used to obtain discharge data forspecif’m ..mmm.~mmm. t progmm~ ~:~
constituents in Table II r~ither than pipes, cuNert~ etc.. typically found in more generalized
limiting the ~amplin8 requirements to urban area~, Poilut~mt models can be strategies. W~e~ ~ ~~
the ~-4 toxic constituents found in the calibrated with data and long-term collected und~ todafa ndb
NURP study because they will provide a rainfall records to simulate the qualiW does nut match, further ~p~~better description of the discharge at of system di~harges and compared to the term of the pamflt ~ b~-- ~:~ ~,~_",~
essentially the same cost. {The cost of other storm water models, accomplished to more ~curetely
analyzing samples for organic chemicals In addition. EPA :ecosnizes that manythe discha~e of pollutantm " ¯
strongly depends on the number of municipalities have participated in ~ l.oadi~g
meier organic chemical ~actions tested}, studies, such as NL~, that involve Estimates {pa~t 2 of applJco~on). The
The NURP study focused on sampling of uzban runoff as well as assessment of the water quality impa~l
cb, arscterizing storm water discharges other components of discharges ~rom of discharges from municipal separate
from lands used for residential, municipal separate storm sewer storm sewer systems on receiving
commercial and light industrial systems. All existing sierra water water~ requires the analysis of beth
activities. In general, the NURP study sampling data alon~ with relevant water pollutant feedings and concentrations of
did not ~’ocus on other sources of quality data, sediment data, fish tissue pollutants in dis,~harges.
pollutants to municipal separate storm data or biosurvey data taken over the The loading and concentration
sewer systems and, therefore, does not last ten years is considered relevant estimates in today’s rule will be u~l io
reflect all potential pollutants that may and, under today’s rule. must be evaluate two types of water quality
be present in discharges from municipal submitted with part I of the application, impa~ts: {I) Short-term impacts:, and {2}
separate storm sewer systems. Sampling data that is submitted must be long-term impacts. Specifically, the

The sampling requirements for the accompanied with a narrative regulation requires estimates of the
permit application address a limited description of the drainage area served annual pollutant load of the cumulative
number of sampling locations but by the outfall monitored, a description discharges to water~ of the United
require analysis for a w~de range of of the sampling and quality control
pollutants. Sampling for a wide range of program, and the location of receiving

State~ from municipal ouffalls and the
event mean concentration of the

pollutants as a permit application water monitoring, cumulative discharges to water~ oi’tbe
requirement should provide permit EPA requested comments on the use United States municipal ~utfaik
writers w~th appropriate data to target of existing data. such as that generated

a storm event for BOI~, COD, TSS,more specific pollutants when under the NURP study, to satisfy the
dissolved solids, total nitr~en, t~fl~l ¯developing requirements for a requirement of providing representative

monitoring program during the term of sampling data. Commentate did not
ammonia plua organic nitrogen, to~a[ ’

the permit, agree on the value of NLrRP results as an pho~pherus, dissolved pho~phoru~

Numerous commenters stated that indicator of representative data. Several cadnfiun~ copper, lead. and zinc.

monitoring for all priority pollutants commenters expressed the view that Estimates ~hall be acenmpanied b~

seemed excessive. However, EPA is existing data could be used to satisfy in description of the pro~ fee
estimating constituent Ioad~ andconvinced that it is more appropriate for whole or in part the representative
concentrations, including any model1~permit conditions to focus on and sampling requirements of the ~tonn

prioritize particular pollutant problems water permit application. However, data analysis, and calculation
Manicipalifie~Jmve optlon~ in theafter data covering e bread space-urn of commenters generally did’not offer
methodolngie~, including thoeepollutants are developed. As noted suggested criteria that could be used to

above, NURP identified T’/priority verify the validity of existing data. One presented in NIJRP fee

pollutants in urban runoff, but only ~’om commenter believed that intensive Slmrt term.lmpact~ hem dlmdm~e~:.~’,
residential, commercial, and light sampling over a period of ten years in I~ from nnmiqlp~ selmmte ~
industrial {e.g. industrial parks} areas, basins, when combined with NURP invulva~ chan~es in w~e~ quali~.~mt~’-
One municipal entity stated that rids data, wo~Id be adequate, occur durln~ ~ud ~mrfly alber ~
approach is a reasonable and realistic One commenter supported the use of even~. Er.~mple~ ~ ~
means of providing some ueefel baseilne data, such as that obtained from the that c~n le~d ~ imlminmm~
data. while other~ recommended NURP study, to target sampling periodic di~iolved ~
sampling a variety of parameter~ that prod’ares. EPA support~ such a due to the oxidatien
are included in "rable~ M-1 and M-Z ’ methodology and has retained this high ba~ level~, fish killg,
Another municipal entity stated that portion of the proposed discharge effec~ ~ toxicpoliu~n~, ~m~m¢~
characterization el outfall di~ch~xge characterization component. EPA rec~eatinn hnlminnent~ ~nd~l~m~ e@
quality during smnn eventa is nave,mary received strong ~upporl from an submergednla~ro~byte~ ~ ¯ ¯ ~.:~.~.

as a means of tar~ti~ soarce coet~ol environmental group for retaining this Characteri~tl~m ~.imztr~m
activities, information requirement in part I of the concentmtimm ~ on e~lamte~:

EPA i~ working with the United Stete~ application, polIutwnt ~mce~lrati~m in.~-
Geological Survey {USGS] to evahmte In light of the~e comments EPA dis.charges are impee~m
the availabili~ of USGS te~nicai believe~ it is appropriate to re~ain the the~e type~ oftmlmCt~. ¯..’- :~ .’,
assistance to municipalities through representative sampli~ re .qu/~.ents Lon~term water q~ality

collecting zepre~.n~tive quantil~rtiv~ data exclusively. Because of the ~’ storm ~ may:be cm~e~,dl~= ~’~.~.~
data o[ strum water disdmr~ea ~ ~ inimm~t variability in reliabllit,/~ coammimm~O~ ~~
municipal systems, applk:shility of existing dal~. I~A k- ¯ suspende~k~.

USGS dam colie~on p~ with oom~r~ that = natimmli~ con~t~at-
muld~palities typically Inc/uda ~amn methodology tee enliec/ing, dam la enter rece~ug-wstm’lnJ~. " "~.~
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retention times. Pollutant loading data appropriate for first preventing or appropriate places in the application: as
are important for evaluation of controlling discharges of pollutants, discussed below, however, double
impairments such as loss of storage As noted earlier. EPA recognizes thatcounting of pollutant removal must be
capacity in streams, estuaries. ~ problem.s associated with storm water, avoided when the total assessment of
reservoirs, lakes and bays, l~ke" combined sewer overflows {CSOs} and control measures is performed. ¯ :~ ..~
eutrophication cau~,d by high nutrient infiltration and inflow (I&l) are all inter- Although ninny land u~e prb~r~m~:"- ’~ "’
loadings" and destruction of benthic related even though they are treated" have multiple purposes, including t~d -"
habitat. Other examples of the long-termsomewhat differently under the law. reduction ol~pollutants in dischai~es -
water quality impacts include depressedEPA believes that it is important to from municipal separate storm sewer
dissolved oxygen caused by the begin linking these programs and systems, the proposed management
oxidation of organics in bottom activities and. because of the potential pr~,,rams in today’s rule are intended to
sediments and biological accumulation cost to local governments, to investigate address only those controls which can
of toxics as a result of uptake by the use of innovative, nontraditional be implemented by the permit applicant
organisms in the food chain. An approaches to reducing or preventing or co-applicants" EPA cannot abrogate
estimate of annual pollutant loading contamination of storm water. The its responsibilities under the CWA to
associated with discharges from application process for developing implement the NPDES permit program
municipal storm water sewer systems is municipal storm water management by relying on pollution control programs
necessary to evaluate the magnitude plans provides an ideal opportunity that are outside the NPDES program. For
and severity of the environmental between steps land 2 for considering example, municipal permit management
impacts of such discharges and to the full range of nontraditionaI, programs may not rely exclusively on
evaluate the effectiveness of controls preventive approaches, erosion or sediment control laws for
which are imposed at a later time. The permit application requirements implementing that portion of

Municipal storm water sewer systems in today’s rule require the applicant or management programs that address
generally handle runoff from large co-applicants to develop management discharges from construction sites.
drainage areas and the sources of programs for four types of pollutant unless such laws implement NPDES
pollution are usually very diffuse. The sources which discharge to large and permit program requirements entirely
concentrations of many pollutants in medium municipal storm sewer systems, and that such implementation is a part
discharges from these systems are often Discharges from large and medium of the permit.
low relative to many industrial process municipal storm sewer systems are EPA anticipates that storm water
and POTW discharges. The water usually expected to be composed management programs will evolve and
quality impacts of low concentration primarily of: {I} Runoff from commercial mature over time. The permits for
pollution discharges tend to be and residential areas: {2} storm water discharges from municipal separate + ":
cumulative and need to be evaluated inrunoff from industrial areas; (3) runoff storm sewer systems will be written to
terms of aggregate loadings as well as from construction sites; and (4) non- reflect changing conditions that result
pollutant concentrations. A site-specific storm water discharges. Part 2 of the from program development and
loading analysis can be used to evaluate permit application has been designed to implementation and corresponding
the relative contribution of various allow the applicant the opportunity to improvements in water quality. The

"-

pollutant sources, propose MEP control measures for each proposed permit applications will
of these components of the’ discharge, requir~ applicants to provide a , .7. Storm Water Quality Management
Discharges from some municipal description of the range of control ~.~Plans systems may also contain pollutants measures considered for implemehtation "+

Today’s rule facilitates the from other sources, such as runoff from during the term of the permit. Flexibili:y "
development of site-specific permit land disposal activities (leaking septic in developing permit conditions will be
conditions by requiring large and tanks, landfills and land application of encouraged by providing applicants an
medium municipal permit applicants to sewage sludge}. Where other sources, opportunity to identify,in the permit
submit, along with other information, a such as land d~sposal, contribute application prioriqlccntrols appropriate
description of existing structural and significant amounts of pollutants to a for the ~itial implementation of
non-structural prevention and control municipal storm sewer system, management pro~+ams" Many
measures on discharges of pollutant~ appropriate control measures should be commenter~ endorsed the flexible site--
from municipal storm sewers in part I of included on a site-specific basis, specific storm water prod’am sppro~r+k ," ,
the permit application. Section Proposed management programs will as proposed as a method for addresmlng
122.26(d){2){iv} require~ the applicant to then be evaluated in the development of regional water quality control pt, ollr~m~
identify in part 2 of the application, to permit conditions, in a cost effectiva manner, To 1~~-: ~
the de~ree necessary to meet the MEP There is some overlap in the manner extent. EPA ngroes with one -
standard, additional prevenlionor in which these pollutant sources are municipality" that management ~
control measures which willbl+ characterized and their sources should fo~tm on mo~e leHotm l:~,’oblems,
implemented during the life of,the identified. For instance, improper and source~ nit pollutan~ idenlifled.ln ,, -"
permit. Although, in many casel+ it will disposal of oil into. storm drains is often the municipal system. However~.i~ .~"
not be possible to identify al| prevantion associated with do-it-yourself believes that to implement seeti~
and control measures that are automobile oil changes in residential 402{p|(3}. c, omprehensiv~ ~ w~ts~: ,~
appropriate as permit conditions, EPA- areas, or improper application or over- management p~ranm wh[~ ~1.. :’ "’
believes that the process of identifying use of herbicides and pesticides in number of maine,antares,of pollntsntk t~
components,of a comprehensive~ residential areas can also occur in , a
prevention and/or control program industrial areas. Also, some control programs
should begin early and that applicants mealures will reduce pollutant load* for"on a ain~ll,mm~ ~d
should be given the opportunity to ~ multiple ~:ompnnents of the municipal ~ īllicit connections.
identi~y and propose the components nf storm ~ewer discharge. These meaaure~ ¯ ~,,:.+,.:
lha program that they believe are- - should be idmml, ifled under all " -- ~ ,,..-.. ..+~_+,~: ,+
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should be flexible enough to =llow for under the authority of section 402.(p}(6) Discharge~ from diffuse sources in

~
consideration of what i~ attainable of the CWA and not in this rulemakin8. residential areas wa~ recognized by

¯ based ou the area’s cllmat~, vegetation,which addre~es permit application several commenter~ as a
~- hydrology, and land uses. EPA agrees requirements, sourc~ of pollutant. A~:e.ordia~,.the~:

with this comment. Some strategies for Some commenters suggested that elements of the
reducing pollutants i.n the northeast will management programs should be been retai~d, In con~unc~iea~. .~i~z.~.,
not be practical in the southwest, such deve]oped as part of the permit importance of developing
as management programs for deicing conditions and not as part of the permit illicit connectioas,.numerozm "
activities. The permit application application. EPA agrees tha~t commenters stated that education . .
process will determine what strategies management programs and their ongoing programs are a priority. Another
,~re appropriate in different locations, de~’elopment should be part of the commenter emphasized that ordinances

Several commenters supported permit term. However, EPA is prohibiting such discharges and their
,~ddressm~ storm water pollutant convinced, and many commenters agree, enforcement is a crucial means of a
problems through management practices that the permit application should successful program in this regard. EPA
or programs rather than end of pipe contain information on what the agrees with these corrLments and
controls or treatment, EPA agrees with permittee has done to date and what it consequently will retain those portions
this comment to the extent that storm proposes and plans to do during the of management program development
water management practices are a permit term based upon its discharge that include a description of a program
general theme of this ruiemaking with characterization and source for educational activities such as public
regard to municipal permits. However. identification data. This is a reasonable information for the proper disposal of
there will be cases where such and logical approach and one that meets and toxic materials and the use of
d~scharges are best addressed through the intent and letter of section 402(p}(3} herbicides, pesticides and fertilizers.
technology" such as retention, detention of the CWA. As stated above, this Some commenters noted that
or infiltration ponds, would be an appropriate method for discharge characterization is necessary

One commenter reacted unfavorably implementing storm water management for development of appropriate
t~ the flexible site-specific management programs that should mature and evolve management plans. EPA agrees with
plan approach stating that there is no over time. these comments and has retained the

discharge characterization compohentshard criteria upon which to judge the Applicants will propose priorities in this ru]emaking. However, EPAadequacy of programs. Another based on a consideration of appropriate disagrees that the results of allcommenter felt that there should be a controls including, but not limited to, discharge characterization proceduresBAT standard for municipal permits, consideration of controls that address:.’-~nother commenter stated that the rule [i.e., part 1 and part 2} are necessary to
shou]d contain specific BMPs that the reducing pol]utants to municipal describe and propose a program aa
permittee must comply with. EPA separate storm sewer system discharges requi~d in part 2 of the application. The
disagrees with these comments. The that are associated with storm water application of various models is "

from commercial and residential areasClean Water Act requires municipalities available to permit applicants, where
to apply for permits that will reduce (§ 122.26(d){2}{iv}(A}}: illidt discharges needed, to develop approprtate
pollutants in discharges to the maximum and illegal disposal management programs. All available ;
extent practicable and sets out the types {§ 122.26(d}{2}(iv}(B}}; storm water from site spar./tic discharge charactmizaflo~
of controls that are contemplated to deal industrial areas (§ 122,26{~[2}(iv}[C|~, data should be available to the
with storm water discharges h’om and runoff from construction sites writer to draft appropriate c~nditiolm
municipalities. The language of CWA [ § 122.26(d}{2}{iv}[D}). Permits for the term of the permit. ¯
section 402{p)(3) contemplates that, different municipalities will place One c.ommemer no~d that an ~
because of the fundamentally different d~fferent emphasis on controlling important a~t of developi~ ,- :. "
characteristic~ of many municipalities, various components of discharges frommanngement/plmm is ostablishi~g ~-
municipalities will have permits tailoredmunicipal storm sewers. For example, necessary legal authori~ to ~ ,.
to meet particular geographical the potential for cross-connections (suchwater quality. EPA agree~wlth this.
hydrological, and climatic conditioz~, as municipal sewage or industrial comment and ]zas retained tlzce~ aspec~
Management practices and programs Frocess wastewater discharges to a of the regnlatimawhich c~ll.fm" -, : ¯,
may be incorporated into the terms of mzznlcipal separate storm sewer) is development mad aRalnment~£ :
the permit where appropriate. Permit generally expected to be greater In adequate legal authority in betix~
conditions, which require that storm municipalities with older developed the mtmi~pal appllcation. ~ ~
water management programs be areas. On the other hand, municipalities One commenter stated that progem~,
developed and ~mplma~ted or require with larger areas of new development should address la’~vim~b~ id~tU~l~ ~ ~-’
specific practices, are enforceabld fn will halve a greater opportunist to focus water quality pmb~m~ i~o~h~ ~"~ ~’;~[~,
accordance v~th the terms of the permit,controls to reduce pollutants in storm program~ that at~ requital bF ~!~
EPA disagrees with the notion that fl~s water generated by the area after it is 304(t| of fl~ GWA. I~A ~ tha~,~,,.
regulation, which addressed permit, developed, discharges from constructionideu~ed wat~ quality
a pplication requirements~ ~hould c~atesites, and other planning a,~tties, to b~ ~.by m~~,
mandatory permit requ~ment~ which EFA requested comments on the
may have no legitimate appli~a~on to,aprocess and method~ for develop~t~_ applicatim~ wi~ ~ ~f~.,~

Of the permit sch~nie for these’ ’. ¯ program~ proposed In app[icaf~oz~ az~,,
discha~es is to avoid t~llexiblIit~ [nthe how the development of these px’i~ilz’e~ exeaum~.~. ~u..~.~ ....
t~pes and levels of control, Further, [o can be coordinated w~lh contro]~ mz ’ ’ " ’ ......... "

~’ requirement~ may.b~ appr~pr~a~e~ these, achievement af water qualitF ~"~-" ."F"~;,-s_,~ .... ",-v-,~’-,~_~
requiremei~ts should be, estabffs,.h~’., and the 8oats of the CWA~ :., =q.::: ,,, ." rem’evenm sna s~"tuA~’~"~-    , , . ,- - , . ¯ .: ,~.

’ "" "" ’ " " " ’"
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section 3o4(I}. Further, water quality In addition, EPA will continue to remain at an elevated level for the
impacts in listed waters may n~t be evaluate procedures and methods to lifetime olr the development.
related to storm water discharges, while control storm water discharges to the Pr~, posed § 122.26{.d](2]~y](A)
nther non-listed water~ do have water extent necessary to mitigate impacts on mumcipal storm sewer syslem
quality impacts from storm water water quality in the studies required applicants to provide in part2 o~’tTMi ;"
discharges. Similarly, EPA agrees with under section ,IO2{p}{5} of the CWA. One application a description of~ l;m~l~eed
one commenter that it may be desirable purpose of these studies will be to management program that will describe
to focus attention and resources on evaluate the costs and water quality priorities for implementing management
certain problem watersheds within a benefits associated with implementing programs based on a consideration of
municipality, and controls may be these procedures and methods. This appropriate controls including:
imposed and programs prioritized on evaluation will address a number of ¯ A description of maintenance
that basis. However, such a focus factors which impact the activities and a maintenance schedule
should not be to the exclusion of other implementation costs associated with

for structural controls;
waters and watersheds that have water these programs, such as the extent to
quality problems [although less which similar municipal ordinances are ¯ A description of planning

troublesome} traceable to storm water currently being implemented, the degree procedures including a comprehensive

discharges. The CWA requires that to which existing municipal programs master plan to control after construction

permits address discharges to waters of {such as flood management programs or is completed, the discharge of pollutants

the United States, not just waters construction site inspections} can be from municipal separate storm sewers

previously targeted under special expanded to address water quality which receive discharges from new

~oncerns, the resource intensiveness of development and significant
programs,

the control, and whether the control redevelopment after construction is
Some commenters expressed concern

program will involve public or private completed {in response to comment this
that the permit application requires the expenditures. This information, along contemplates an engineering policy and
design of management programs before with information gained during permit procedure strategy with long term
knowing what will be in the permits, implementation will aid in the dynamic planning);
EPA disagrees with the thrust of this long-term development of municipal ¯ A description of practices for
comment, that is that the order of storm water management programs, operating and maintaining public
requirements is inappropriate. The a. Measures to reduce pollutants in highways and procedures for reducing
permit applicant will have two years to

runoff[tom commercial and residential the impact on receivin~ waters of such
develop proposed plans which can be areas. The NURP program evaluated discharges from municipal storm sewer
considered by permit writers in the runoff from lands primarily dedicated to system;
development of the permit. Based upon

residential and commercial activities. ° A description of procedures to
a consideration of the management The areas evaluated in the study reflectassure that flood management projects
program proposed by the municipality some other activities, such as light assess the impacts on the water quality
and other relevant information, permits

industry, which are commonly dispersed of receiving water bodies; and
can be tailored for individual programs, among residential and commercial * A description of a program to
One commenter stated that the areas. The NURP study selected reduce to the maximum extent
cornerstone of management programs sampling locations that were thought to practicable, pollutants in discharges
are inspection and emforcement be relatively ~ree of illicit discharges from municipal separate storm sewers
programs. EPA agrees that these two. and storm water from heavy industrial associated with the application of
elements are important components, sites including storm water runoff from pesticides, herbicides and fertilizer
Without inspection and enforcement heavy construction sites. Of course, in a which will include, as appropriate.
mechanisms the programs will study such as NURP it was impossible corrtzols such as ~ducational activities
undoubtedly falter, Accordingly these to totally isolate various contributions to and other mea~ for commercial ¯
requirements in the description of the runoff. In developing the permit applicators and distributors, and
management programs in the permit application requirements in today’s rule controls for application in public fisht-application have been retained. In a EPA has, in general, relied on the NURP of-ways and at municipal facilities.
similar vein, one commenter emphasized deRnition of urban runoff--runoff from Water quality prdblem~
the importance of developing legal lands used for residential, commercial municipal storm sewer dis" _r=l~rge~’will
authority, financial capability, and and light industrial activities. ’ generall3~ be most acute in l~avfl~ "
administrative infrastructure. EPA NLrRp and numerous other studies developed areas. Prevent~an measm~s
agrees with this comment and has have shown that runoff ~om residential may be desLrable .and ~.ost
retained those aspects of the i’ogulation and commercial areas washes a nttmher Howover, ~tructuralthat call for a description of applicants of pollutants into receiviz~ waters. Of may’p~o be eff’~ve, altho~h ’
plans and resources in these areas, equal importance is the volume of stormopportunities for tmpleme, n~

One conuuenter stressed that controlwater runoff leaving urban areas duringmeasures may be lf~ed
of discharges Into the munim-pal system~ storm event~. Large intermittent developed I~*mll. Cb~l~O~;~ ~

desm’Jpflon of management pro~rm~ top~ant loads also lnc~.aa=e. "~.us, ~ , .

’source~. Other commente~ [dentl~ed’° ,m~nmerctal =rod resldenffal’m’ea~.aii~ "

¯ =.torm.~ewi~r systems, d~veiopment progresses~ and tlmy "’ .-.
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~ and maintaining the system for its developing. These measures offer an a probable source of pollutants in storm
expected life.

~ important opportunity to limit increases water discharges f~:~m residential araa~
The unavailability of land in highly in pollutant loads, as well as salting and other de-loins. ":

developed areas often makes the use of The third component of activities. In response to this
structural controls infeasible for § 122.26(d){2}{iv}(A} provides a part of a community
modifying many existing systems. Non- description of practices for operating may include controls or education " .’-"~’,’:.:..,~.
structural practices can play a more and maintaining public roads and programs_to l!mit the impacts ofthe~i~-~. ....
important role. Non-structural practices highways and procedures for reducing sources of pollutants. One commentor ~.
can include erosion control, streambank the impact on receiving waters of noted that many communities already
management techniques, street cleaning discharges from municipal storm sewer have household toxic disposal programs.
operations, vegetation/lawn systems. General guidelines Where appropriate these can be
maintenance controls, debris removal, recommended for managing highway incorporated into municipal
road salt application management and storm water runoff include litter control, management programs.
,public awareness programs, pesticide/herbicide use management, Some commenters suggested

As noted above, the first component reducing direct discharges, reducing substituting the management program
o[ the proposed program to reduce runoff velocity, grassed channels, curb description for residential and
pollutants in storm water from elimination, catchbasin maintenance, commercial areas with a simple
commercial and residential areas which appropriate streetcleaning, establishing identification of applicable management
discharge to municipal storm sewer and maintaining vegetation, practices. EPA agrees that identification
systems is to describe maintenance development of management controls of appropriate management practices is
activities and schedule. The second for salt storage facilities, education and a critical component of a program
component of the proposed program to calibration practices for deicing description for these areas. In essence,
reduce pollutants in storm water from application, infiltration practices, and this is what the program description is
commercial and residential areas which detention/retention practices, designed to achieve. However. for th,-
discharge to municipal storm sewer The fourth component of reasons discussed in greater detail
systems provides that applicants § 122.26{d}{2){iv){A) provides that above, EPA is convinced that s~
describe the planning procedures and aapplicants identify procedures that appropriate program must addres= all of
comprehensive master plan that will enable flood management agencies to the components of the management
assure that increases of pollutant consider the impact of flood program for residential and commercial
loading associated with newly management projects on the water areas that are outlined fin today’s rule.
developed areas are. to the maximum quality of receiving streams. A well- Further, for the purposes of writh~g a
extent practicable, limited. These developed storm water managementpermit with enforceable conditions, the

"~ measures should address storm water program can reduce the amount of application should identify a schedule to
from commercial and residential areas pollutants in storm water discharges as implement management practices. The
which discharge to the municipal stormwell as benefit flood control objectives, applicant should be able to estimate the
sewer that occur after the construction As discussed above, increased reduction in pollutant loads as a result
phase of development is completed, development can increase both the of the development of certain
Controls for cons~ruction activities are quantity of runoff f~’om commercial and management practice= and program=
addressed later in today’s rule. One residential areas and the pollutant load {§ 122.2~{d}{2}{v}. A program may also
commenter noted the feasibility of associated with such discharges, include public education programs,
developing management plans for newly Disturbing the land cover, altering which are not necessarily viewed as
developing areas. EPA agrees with this natural drainage patterns, and traditional BMPa.
comment and has retained that portion increasing impervious area all Increase b. Meastwes for illicit diac~a~3es and
of the regulation that deals with a the quantity and rate of runoff, thereby improper di#posaL The CWA require=
description of controls for areas of new increasing both erosion and flooding that NPDES permits for discharge= from
development. Similarly, one potential. An integrated planning municipal storm sewem "shall include ~.
municipality stressed the importance approach helps planners make the bestrequ~ment to effectively prohibit non-.
and achievability of addressing storm decisions to benefit both flood control stormwater discharges into the storm.
water discharges from construction and water quality obiectives, sewers." In today’s rule, EPA will begin
sites. The fifth component of to implement this statutory manda~ by

As urban development occurs, the § 12~-.26{dl{Z}{iv){A} would provide that focusing on two types of ~sch .arges to ~.
volume of storm water and its rata of municipal applicants submit a large and medimn municipal separate
discharge increases. These increases are description of a program to reduce, to storm sewer systems.,.qee ....
caused when pavement end structures the maximum extent practicable, § 122.26{dJ{lJ{iv}{D| and [d][~.J{i.v}[B], :,’"
cover soils and destroy vegetation pollutants in discharges from municipal .One type of non-storm wat~ di~arges
which otherwise would slow and absorb separate storm sewers associated with are illicit discharges which are plm~bed
runoff. Development also accelerates the application of pesticides, herbicides into the system or that ~ult f~’om.
erosion through alteration of’the land and fertilizer. Such a program may. leakage of aanitar~ s~wage ~j~ff,
surface. Areas that are in the process of include controls such as educational other class ofnon.=torm wa~_. ¯
development offer the greatest potentialactivities and other measures for. discharges resultfi’bm
for utilizing the full range of structural commercial applicators and distributors disposal of materlals such
and non-structural best management and controls for application in public and other toxic matorlal~. ,’:’ ~,.., ~.. "
practices. If these measures are to rights-of-way and at municipal facilities. Illicit disc~or~ez. In ~s~.e~. .~’i: ....
provide controls to reduce pollutant Discharges of these materials to municipalitf~s, ~ait con~,~ttOns ~

¯ ddscharges after the area has been municipal storm sewer eye.terns can besanitary, coJJ~nerciaI i
developed, comprehensive planning ~ controlled by proper application of thesedischarges to
.must be.treed’ to incurl:~wate these materials. Some commentate noted that
measures as the area is in the pi’ocees ofinsecticides used in residential ~e~a are. qu~Mit~ Of mce~vi~ waters
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NURP study did not emphasize automobile oil changes, are disposed of In the December 7. 1~. prepaid,
identlfyi~g illicit connections to s~t6r.m improperly. An additional 70 million EPA requested comment~ cone.stain8
sewers other than to assure that -~ gallons of used oil, most coming from what ste~n water dJ~b~ges-[mm.,
monitorln8 sites~nsed in the sttuty were service stations-and repa~ir ~hopa, are industrial lacilttie~ th~lh-~,,.~::~,
free from sanitary sewage used fro" road oiling. M~ny commenters system~ xhee!d b~ ~mai4~’mL
contamination, the study concluded thatempha~.ed the elimination of proposed approaehe~ ,wag’to ~ .....
illicit connections can result in high discharge~ composed of impmpady data on pertto~ o| the municipal’~mn
bacterial counts and denger~ to public dispused-of oil and toxic material. One which receive storm water
health. T~e study also noted that commenter identified motor oil as the -" -fa~titiesw:aich-a:e listed i~ the
removing such discharges presented maior source of oil contamination and proposed regu]atm~j clef’mitten at
opportunities for dramatic that EPA needs to encourage proper § 122:26(b)[14) of"storm water
improvements in the quality of urban disposal of used oil. Several other discharge associated with industrial
storm water discharges, commenters emphasized the impoztance activity" (with the exception of

O~,her studies have shown that illicit of recycling programs for oil. E.PA agrees construction activitie~ and
connections to storm sewers can create with these comments and intends to uncontaminated storm water from oil
severe, wide-spread contamination retain this portion of the program and gas operations) which discharge
proh[ems. For example, the Huron River without modification. One commenter through the municipal system. However.
P~llution Abatement Program inspected identified public awareness and timely given the large number of facilities
660 businesses, homes and other reporting of illegal dumping as cxitical meeting this definition that discharge
buildings located in Washtenaw County. components of this por~ion of the through municipal systems, a monitoring
Michigan and identified 14% of the program. EPA agrees with this comment progrum that requires the submission of
buddings as having improper storm and intends for management programs quantitative data regarding portions
drain connections. Illicit discharges to deal with this problem, the municipal systems-receiving starts
were detected at a higher rate of 60% for water from such facilities may not be
automobile related businesses, including c. Measures to reducepo/luto~ts in practicable. Such a requirement could.

storm water discharges through for some systems, potentia|[y becomeseP.’ice stations, automobile dealerships,
mu~icipo/seporate storm sewe~s[romc~r washes, body shops and light the most resource intensive

industrial facilities. While some of the municipal/and~//s, hazardous waste requirements in the municipal permit.
problems discovered in this study were t~eo~ment, disposal .~ndrecovery Therefore, F.,PA proposed various ways
the result of improper plumbing or illegal [o¢il/ties tho~ are sub/ect to sectio~ 3~ to develop appropriate targeting for
connections, a muiority were approved o~title ~[[ o/’ SARA. As discussed in monitoring programs.
co.-.:tections at the time they were built, section VI.C of today’s preamble, EPA requested comments on a
Many c~mmentera emphasized the industrial facilities that discharge storm requirement that, at a minimum.
identification and elimination of illicit water through a large or medium monitoring pmgranm address discharges
connections as a priority, including municipal separate storm sewer system from mtmioilml separate storrn~sewer
leakage from sanitary sewers. EPA are required to apply for a permit under outfalls tha~ contain storm water -
agrees with these comments and intends § 122.26(c} or seek coverage under a discharges from municipal landfills,
to retain this portion of the program promulgated general permit. Today’s hazardous waste trea.tnWn, t; di~4msal"
without modification, rule also req~res the municipal storm and recovery facillti~s.,and runoff from

A wide variety of technologies exist sewer permittee to describe a program indus~ria! facilitioJ that are gubject to-
for detecting illicit discharges. The to address industrial discharger~ that section 31.3 of title IlI of the Supet~und
effectiveness of these measures {arge|y are covered under the municipal storm AmendmenLs and Reauthori~tiot~
depends upon the site-specific design of .sewer permit. Today’s rule requires the of 198~ [SARA), Section 313--of tide I!!
the system. Under today’s rule, permit municipal applicant to identify ~ch requires that ope~tor~ or certain
applicants would develop a description~ discharge~ (see source identification facifil~es tl~t nmaulbctute, import,
of a proposed management program, requirements under § 122.26{d}{2J{ii]], pro~ess, or otherwise, tree certain
including priorities for implementing the provide a~ description of a program to chemicals report annually|heir releases
program and a schedule to implement a monitor pollutants in runoff f~om certain of those chemical,.to an~
program to identify illiciLdis,charges to industrial facilities that discharge to themedia. Section 313~o] el-tills ~l[ spect~i~ el.
the municipal storm sewer ~’stem. This municipa[~ separate storm sewer system, that a facility ie covered forths ¯
rulemaking will require the iniK’al o identify priorities and procedures for . purposes of reporting i~lt-n~mtgalt’o~.
prtorities for analyzing various, portions insl~ctlot~& and establish and the fo~owing criteria,., ~ ." ..... :" ..
of the system and the approl~la~e implement control measures for such - ¯ The facility hal ten
dete,=tion techniques to beuso~, discharges. Should a merdcipallty time employ, i :o’" ~’: ’ ~: = "’

, Improper d~sposol. The permit" ~ ~,uspact that an individual discharger is ¯ Th~ fa.cili~_~ m
application requirements for munlcipa[ ~ pollutants in sto.rn~, water _ ClasaLff~tlon tb~/~ _�~m,. ~,~, _t~m_’~, .,:,~;
storm sewer systems include a ~ abo~ ,~,ceptable limits, and the owner[ * The facilit$~ man~ [ ~ii~.,,
requirement ~t the munic~al permil opex,q~r el the system has n~aut.,hori~y qua ~tlfi.e~ tmpo~dk ~:,.~’
applicant describe a program to assist over the dl~_,harge, the munic~pa.h!y ¯ othe~ei~e.u~.dl lis~ ~;.~;~,,~:~-~ ’
and ~a~litate in theproper management shoetd c~ntac~ the NPDES permHtmg - amou~,l~ that ~ .~,...n..ml, e.m~.:
of used’o,l and taxis material~, improp~ ~ a~thori~ f~, appropriate action. Two. qua~Vdti~ ~tUrim~llm
management of used:od can. lead to examp~ ofl~sszbte action a~. zf the , , whzch ~, ~..’~..~
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report] is 25.000 pounds per year. The substantial pollutant loading to the Municipalities will have options in
threshold for a use other tgan municipal storm sewer system shall be selecting the most appropriate
manufacturing, importing or processing addressed in this portion of the methodology given their circumstancee
of listed toxic chemicals is I0.0oo ~nunicipal management program, as described in their permit .:~
pounds per year. EPA promulgated a EPA also requested comments on applications.
final’regulation clarifying these monitoring programs for municipal EPA initially favors
reporting requirements on February 16, discharges including the submission ofmonitoring requirements to be
1988, (53 FR 4500). quantitative data on the following those outfalls that directly diachar~

EPA received numerous comments constituents; ...... w_.a~ers,_o[tl), e United States, EPA , ..
regarding limiting the types of facilities * Any pollutants limited in an effluent received one comment from a
that are initially subiect to monitoring guidelines for the industry municipality with regard to this issue
and municipal management programs, subcategories, where applicable; which agreed that this was the most
Numerous mumc|palit~es agreed that ¯ Any pollutant listed in a discharging logical approach¯ Monitoring of outfalls
focumng on the above facilities is an facility’s NPDES permits for process close to the point of discharge to waters
appropriate means for setting priorities wastewater, where applicable; of the United States is generally
for the development of control measures ¯ Oil and grease, pH, BOD5. COD, preferable when attempting to identify
to ehminate or reduce pollutants TSS, total phosphorus, total Kjeldahl priorities for developing pollutant
associated with industrial facilities, nitrogen, and nitrate plus nitrite control programs. However, under
Commenters agreed that the potential nitrogen: certain circumstances, it may be
for toxic materials in discharges is high * Any information on discharges preferable to monitor at the point where
because of the high volume of such required under 40 CFR 122.21{gi{7}{iii} the runoff from the industrial facility
materials at these facilities and that and {iv]. discharges to the municipal system. For
reformation regarding discharges and These are the same constituents that areexample, if many facilities discharge
material management practices will be to be addressed in individual permit substantially similar storm water to a
evadable through section 313 of SARA. applicants for storm water discharges municipal system it may be more
One commenter noted that building on associated with industrial activity, practicable to monitor discharges from
an established program will contribute Several industries and municipalities representative facilities in order to
to establishing an effective storm water submitted comments on this issue. Some characterize pollutants in the dish, barge.
program. Accordingly. EPA has commenters agreed that these are As noted by numerous industries, if
specified at § 122,26(d}(2}(ii}(C} that the appropriate parameters. Some municipal characterization plans~eveal
municipal applicant must describe a commenters advised that the ability of problems from certain industrial
program that identifies priorities and municipalities to trnplement this aspectdischargers, then such facilities may be
procedures for inspections and of the program depended on industries required to provide further data from

~ establishing and implementing control submitting th~s data. Several industries their own monitoring. As noted above,
¯ ,,.: measures for these facilities, provided comments suggesting that the EPA envisions that this data could then

Several commenters suggested that approach should allow the permittee be used to develop appropriate control
these facilities should not be singled outflexibility in determining which practices or techniques and/or r~luire
becaus~ the presence of the threshold parameters are chosen because of theindividual permit applications if a
amounts of SARA 313 chemicals does burdens of monitoring and the general permit covering the reality
not indicate that significant quantities of complexity of materials and flows in proves inadequate.
those chemicals are likely to enter the municipal systems. Comments were also solicit~l as to
facility’s storm water runoff. Instead it In light of these comments. EPA has whether end-of-pipe treatment’generell¥
was suggested that municipalities retained § 122.26{d){2}{iv}{C} as was more appropriate than source    ’
should monitor storm sewers as a whole proposed requiring municipalities to controls for storm water Ibom industrial
to determine what chemicals are present describe a monitoring program which facilities wl~ich discharge to municipal
and therefore what facilities are utilizes the above parameters, systems. Nfany commenters, includin8
responsible. EPA disagrees with these Monitoring for these parameters both municipalities and industries~
comments. The obiect of these provides consistency with the individual stated that source con/rols are ~e-ordy
requirements is initially to set priorities application requirements for industries, practical and feasible means o[ -
for monitoring requirements. Then. if the provides uniformity in municipal controlhng pollutants m ~ water
situation requires, controls can be applications, and will narrow the runoff, and specifically opposed tim-~ ~:’~.

of end-of-pipe, trestment or o"developed and instituted, ff a facility is parameters to conform to the types of concept ¯
a member of this cless ~ facilities and industries discharging into the municipalother controls. Some c0mmenters ’
does not discharge excessive quantities systems. Monitoring programs may maintained that, front air economic ~l
of SARA 313 chemicals.-then it may not cormist of programs undertaken by the environmental s~andpomt, en.’d~? ~pip%"
be subiected to ~ur/her monitoring and municipality exclusively or requirements treatment may be the only
controls. As noted above, the selection imposed on industry by the means. One adorned that tltlrprempt! ¯
of facilities is only a means of setiin8 municipality, or a combination of cleanup of spil]~ e.,ontr~l~]
priorities for facilities for the approaches. Appropriate procedures are of process areas, coveriIng:bf~m~eda~’~’:~
development of municipal plan~, discussed in municipal permit loading areas, stermwatg~. ~,L’ ,-~-:"

EPA agrees, however, that there wiI1 application guidance, d~versmn, cov~t’~i" ~Ora~.~r~,~" ",~.~,
........ ~,~.;,:~.be other facilities that are- significant EPA requested comments on detention, basins o~ othei~M~l~

sources of pollutants and should be appropriate means for municipalities to m~chanisms would
addressed by municipalities as soon asdetermine what facilities are from ~
possible under managemen programs, contributing pollutants to muni~pal po~sibly’dt~~

~
Accordingly, thoe~eindustrialfacilitie. ,.systems. Many commenters responded waters:~~~qthat the municipal permit ap’plican~ : , with numerous methodologies. Some’of’
determines to be contributin8 a ’ these h.ave been addressed in 8nidanc~e. treatme~t~�o,n~~
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that controls and/or retrofitting existin8 potential for inconsistent requirements. Section 122.26(d}(2}{iv}(D] of today’s
facilities would be necessary when - Industries that discharge storm water rule requires applicants l’or a permit fo¢
violations are fodnd and that citlzdnz associated with industrial activiW into large or medium municipal separate
will be better served by sourca controls the waters of the Urdted States are storm sewer systems to submit
appropriate to the individual problem, required to be covered by i~iividuat~descriptimt of ll proposed ~’

EPA agrees with these comments to permits or general permits for such program to control poHutents in - "~
the extent that source controls and discharges. Dischargers of storm waterconstr~ctiun site runoffthat ~
management programs are the general associated with industrial activity tO municipal systems. Under thethrust of these regulations. However, in through municipal separate storm sewerprovision, municipal applicants wiltsome situations end-of-pipe treatment, systems will be subject to municipal submit a des~-iption of a program forsuch as holding ponds, may be the only management programs that address
reasonable alternative. EPA disagrees such discharges as well as to an implementing and maintaining structurel
w~th one industrial commenter that the individual or general NPDES permit forand non-structural best management
municipalities should be almost entirelythose discharges. EPA does not believe practices for controlliug storm water
responsible for treating municipal there is a significant risk of inconsistentrunoff at construction sites. The prngrarn
discharges at the end of-the-pipe requirements, since each industrial will address procedures for site
without reliance on source controls by facility must meet BAT/BCT-Ievel planning, enfm’ceabfe requirements for
industrial dischargers. Municipal controls in its NPDES permit. EPA nonstructu~al and structural best
programs may require controls on doubts that municipalities will impose management practices, procedures for
i~dustria[ sources with demonstrated much more stringent co,trois, inspectiug sites and enforcing control
storm water discharge problems. One Many commenters stated that if cities measures, and educational and training
i,’~dustrial association noted that its and municipalities are to be responsiblemeasuxes. Generally. construction site
member companies already have for industrial storm water discharges ordinances are effective when they are
incentive to properly handle their through their system, then municipalitiesimplemenied. However. in many areas.
materials and facilities because of othershould have authority to make e~mn though ordinances exist, they have
environmental programs with spill and determinations as to what industries limited effectivenes~ because they are
ecosion controls, should be regulated, how they are not adequately implemented.

Numerous c~mmenters stated that theregulated, and when enforcement Maintaining best management practices
program addressing industrial actions are undertaken. In response, also presents problems. Re,eat[on and
dischargers through municipal systems EPA notes that the proposal has been infiltration basins fill up and silt fencesneeds to be clearly defined in order to changed and that municipalities will not
eiiminate, as much es possible, potentialbe solely responsible for ~ndustries may break or be overtopped. Weak

conflicts between the system operator discharging through their system, inst.’talon and e~orcement point to the
and dischargers. EPA has provided a Nonetheless. municipalitie~ will be need for mote emphasis on training and
framework for development of reotdred to meet the terms of their education to complement regniatory
management plans to control pollutants pe: rmts related to industrial dis~haz,ger~ program& Perils i~sued to
from these particular source|. However, Municipa]ities may undertake pzx~z’ams mzmi~paiHies will addre~ these
because of the differences in municipal that go beyond the threshold coecen~.
systems and hydrology nationwide, EPArequirements of the perraiL Some 8. Assessment of Co~tr01sis not convinced that program specificitymunicipal entities stated that municipal
is an appropriate approach. The conceptpermitteee should be able to require EPA proposed that municipal
of the management program is to permit applications from industries in appllcants provide an initial assessment
provide flexibility to the permit the same manner that EPA does and of the effectivvness of the control
applicants to develop regional site also require permits. In response, i~ method for structural o~ non-structural ’
specific control p~ugrams, operators of large and medium controls which have/been Ftoposed inOne corn.reenter suggested that municipal separate storm sewer systemsthe rrianageraent program. Some.
required controls should be limited to s wish to employ such a program, then commenters stated that t~ assessr~mt
facility’s proportional contribution this portion of the management programof controls should be ~t to ~e term(based on concentration) of pollutants, may im:orporate such practices, the permit because the e, ffec .fiven~sEPA disngrees. Most fat, titles ~L Measure~ to reduce pollut~nts in

controls will be hard to ~tab~l~ I~A.discharging through a municipal ~ [unoff~rom constr~ction sites into
separate storm sewer will need to be municipotsystems, SectionVl~of believes that an initial e~timate .or : .:~.
covered by a genera[ or individual today’s ride discusse~ EPA’s propoMl toassessmeat is needed because the ....
permit. These permit~ will coah~ the deflne~ the term "storm water discharge. pedot-msac~ o~ approl~iate management
introduction of pollutants fz~h’tlmt associated with industrial activity" to co~dro~.i~ higldydependent oa site-,~.
facility through the municip~ Stot’~ include runoff from construction site~, specific factm~, Tlm al~l~z~zt ~
sewer to the waters of the U.8. P~y , .’ includiz~ pt’econstruction activities used in.conjunction wi~ tim, ’ ¯ -..
additional controls pieced on the facilityexcept operations that result in the ’ ~.OflmB~ant hm~g,amJ
by the municipality will be at the disturbance of lass than 8 acres total conce~lxafl~ e~timat~ (see ~.IJ/.B.¢][~?.
discs-el[on of the municipally. EPA la land-are4¯ which are not part of a lar~r and, the evallmtl~ o£.z~,.q~t~..-
not requiring municipalities to adept ¯ common plan of development or ~de. benefits ~oct~t~l wil~

"particular level of ~ol~t~ds on indultrialUnder today’s rule. ~cilifiel that comxofg, Se,4. isae~me~tsd~ ~’~
facilities as sugg~ted by the - di~arge runoH from co~tructlon sltls to.be~’llled wi~ ~’d~f~ ~"

dis~barge~ timt dl~hargnd-both into-. theg are to be eo~ed by another’ ;’-.,’

add~el,z~i az~t wlmtbe~ the~ ia ¯ ....
~..,_,~ :,.r
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/. Annual Reports The CWA requires EPA to promulgateapplications for storm water discharges
permit application requirements for associated with industrial activityAs discussedearlier today’s storm water discharges associated with which currently are not covered b) a

preamble ErA has provided for industrial activity and for large permit and that are required to obtain 6.
proposed flexible permit application municipal separate storm sewer systems permit, be submitted one yzarafter the...~
requirements to facilitate the by "no later than two years" after the final rule is promulgated .... :~ :.~...development of site-specific programs to date of enactment {i.e. no later than ErA received numerous comments... ~..control the discharge of pollutants from February 4, 1989). In conjunction with from industries on the one year
large and medium municipal separate this requirement, the Act requires that requirement for submitting applications.
storm sewer systems. Many permit applications for these classes of Several commenters supported’the
municipalities are in the early stages of discharges be submitted within one year proposed deadline as realistic, while
the complex task of developing a after the statutory date by which ErA is others believed more time was needed
program suitable for controlling to promulgate permit application to meet the information and quantitative
pollutants in discharges under a NPDES requirements by providing that such requirement.
permit, while other municipalities have applications "shall be filed no later than ErA reiects the assertion by some
relatively sophisticated programs in three years" after the date of enactment comrnenters that a year is too short a
place, in order to ensure that such site- of the WQA {Le., no later than February period of time to obtain the required
specific programs are developed in a 4. 1990}. quantitative data. Today’s rule generally
timely manner, ErA proposed to require The CWA also requires ErA to requires applications for storm water
permittees of municipal separate storm promulgate final regulations governing discharges associated with industrial
sewer systems to submit status reports storm water permit application activity to be submitted on or before
every, year which reflect the requirements for discharges from November 18, 1991. Operators of storm
development of their control programs, municipal separate storm sewer systems water discharges associated with

The reports will be used by the serving a population of 100,000 or more industrial activity which discharge
permitting authority to aid in evaluating but less than 250,0(}0 by "no later than through a municipal separate storm
compliance with permit conditions and four years" after enactment lee. no later sewer are subject to the same
where necessary, modify permit than February 4, 1991). Permit application deadline as other storm
conditions to address changed applications for medium municipal water discharges associated with
conditions. ErA requested comments on separate storm sewer systems "shall be industrial activity. Since ~’mal regulation
the appropriate content of the annual filed no later than five years" after the at § 122.21(g}{7] provides considerable
reports. Based on these comments ErA date of enactment of the CWA {i.e., no latitude for selecting rain events for
has added the following in these reports: later than February 4, 1992]. The CWA quantitative data, ErA is convinced that
an analysis of data, including monitoring did not establish the time period in most cases data can be obtained
data, that is accumulated throughout the between designation and permit during the one year time frame. If data .
year, new outfalls or discharges: ann,, al application submittal for case-by-case cannot be collected during the one year
expenditures; identification of water designations under section 402{p}{2}{E}. time frame because ofanomalous ..quality improvements or degradation on Comments on earlier rulemaking~, weather {e.g. drought conditions}, then     .~
watershed basis: budget for year involving storm water application permitting authorities may grant
following each annual report; and deadlines have established that additional time for submitting that data
administrative information including applicants need adequate time to obtain on a case-by-case basis. See
enforcement activities, inspections, and "representative" storm water samples. § 122.21{g}{7}, :.~
public education programs. ErA views Many commenters have indicated that Operators of storm water ~lischarb~es ~
this information as important for at least one ful.l year is needed to obtainwhich are currently covered by a p~t; -
evaluating the municipal program, such samples. This is because many will not be .required to submit a permit

":’.Annual monitoring data and identified discharges are located in areas whereapplicatioduntil their existing permit
water quality improvements are testing during dry seasons or winter expires. In recng~ition of the time ¯

important for evaluating the success of would not be feasible. The intermittent required to collect storm water
management programs in redncing and unpredictable nature of storm waterdischarge data, ErA ,,viii allow faciliti~.~
pollutants. If new outfalls come into discharges can result in difficult and which currently have a NPDES permit" ~’: ’:’
existence during the term of the permit, time-consuming data gathering, for a storm water discharge’and which
these may be sourc~ of pollutants and Moreover, some operator~ of municipal must reapply for i
appropriate permit conditions will be separate storm sewer systems have the Kmt
developed. Annual repor~ should reflectmany storm water discharges associated
the level of enform~ne~tt activi~ and with industrial activity, which can the option of.appllfi~ h
inspections undertal~en to saturn that require considerable time to identi~,, with existing Form I and Fdrm ’~.
the legal authority developed by the~ analyze, and submit applications. This_" requirmnents {in lieu
municipality is properly exercised, creates a tremendous practical problemaccordance
Many of the management program~ for the extremely high number of requirements).
depend upon an ongoinS high level of unpermitted storm water discberge~ A~.dlscrmm~ ~
public education. Acoordingly, the The public’s interest in a sound storm ¯
undertaking of these program~ on an water program and the developmento~ ~ has estsblldmd ~r two par~ ]
annual basis should be documented., useful storm water data base is best., application both’for batli.,~oui
J. App/icotien Deadline~ " served by establishing an application" ,~, applic~on~.f~r md~ie~ly

deadKne which will allow mufficient, time
The CWA provided a’statutory time to gather, analyze, and prepare ....~ .

frame fo~ implenmntln~ the storm wa~er meaningful applications, l~sed.o~ ~- _,~.: R~ operatm~d.
permit applicatio~ proce~ and~l~uancaconsideration of these factor~ KPA,~. :.,!~.~,. mtml~tpaI ~,~tastorm ~
and ¢oml~liance.with permlt~ - proposed thai individual permit :, ~-~, .,~,,~ ~ Tim
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p~It a~~ in t~’s ~e_ stow wa~ ~, and~ ~ys for.newseparate .sto~ se~ s~s~l~ ~
p~de sd~a~ ~ f~ (I] con~si~ adlusted ~ ~t ~~’s

~d (3~ applicants {o ~pa~ ~ pm~ ~at ~ 1" ~ ~e ~t r~ ~ ex~~
contents of the pert 2 applicatio~ applicsti~ ~ sub.Had ~ ~e ~~n~ ~ ~d~

Part 1 of ~e ~up application for year of ~e da~ of ~e ~al ~a~=. " them~ ~ ~ ~uid
sto~ wa~r d~cha~es as~ciate~ ~th wi~ apparel or di~ppmva[ by ~ the~ cities for~bmit~
indust~al ac~vity must ~ submitted pe~it issui~ au~ority of ~ of the app~.
withi~ 1~ days from the publi~ti~ of p~sions of the pa~ 1 ~it Accor~y ~A will ~ui~ ~e
these final pe~it application application ~thin ~ days af~ municipal ~yste~ to ~
regulations. This time [s necessa~ to receiving ~rt 1 of the application. ~e the ~t app[~tion
fo~ grips and for individual membe~Pall 2 ~Hi~ of ~e appli~tion was to Novem~ 18, 1~. ~
of the g~up to prepaR the non- be submitted ~thin ~o yea~ of the reviewed ~d app~v~ ~ di~pp~ved
quantitative intonation required in partdate of p~mulgation, by the ~or within
1 of ~e application. P~t I of the group F~ m~ium municipal separate sto~ the ~ti~ ~ll ~en
application will be sub~tted to EPA sewer systems (systems sew~8 a N~em~r 1~ 1~ M~ium muni~pal
1 ieadquarters in Washi~ton, ~ and pop~ation of more ~n 1~.~. but less syste~ will l~mit ps~
reviewed within ~ days after be~ than ~,~ ~A p~s~ that ~it

appli~ti~ on May l&
r~ceived, Part Z of the application would applications would be r~ui~d nine or disapproval by the ~ctor ~ll be
then be submitted within one year aftermonths after the date of the final ~le, ac~mpli~ed within ~ days. ~rt 2 of
the pall ~ appli~tion is apwoved. It ~th app~val or disapp~val of ~e the app[i~t~n ~ ~ submitted by
should be noted ~at many facilities pro~sions of the pa~ 1 ~it
located in States in which general application within ~ days after May 17~ 1~. The~ deadlin~ ~fl give

permits can be issued, will be eligible recei~ng the ~H 1 application. ~e partIa~ ~te~ two yea~ to ~piete ~e

for coverage by a storm water general 2 portion of the application would then appli~tion p~s. and m~

permit to be promulga~d in ~e near be submitted no later than one year systems ~ yea= and 6mon~ to ~ubmit

future. Such facilities may either ~eek aft~ the pall 1 application has ~en appli~fi~. ~A i~ ~nvi~ ~t ~

coverage under such genial pe~it~ orapp~v~, pe~t ~~ s~e

Nume~us ~ents w~ ~iv~ wa~ted and shoed ~vide a~qua~
participate in ~e g~up appiicatio~

by EPA ~m municipalifi~ on thee t~me to ~p~ ~e
Several comments we~ ~ceived by pro~sed deadl~. Many of thee in establishi~ ~e~

EPA that indicated that a pe~i~ of 1~ comments Rflect the sen~ment that the deadlines ~A is ~ily awa~ that t~y
days was too short a pefl~ for ~oups deadlines aR ~ tight and that ~he are n~ s~ni~d ~
to ~ foxed. ~A di~rees ~ ~e~ requi~ info~afion w~ld not ~ deadii~ as estabiis~ by
co~ts. The infatuation that EPA is available for submission width the One ~enter a~d
requiring ~ ~ submitted by ~ 8~up requi~d time ~e. ~e ~ente~ deadli~s as p~p~ w~ ~ to
or group repre~ntafive is info~afi~ su~ested dea~in~ that would add the deadlines ~bli~
that is generafiy a~sfiabte su~ as ~e over th~.yea~ to 1~ ~it and t~t ~A.had ~ suth~ ~ ext~d
lo~fion of the facility, its ind~al appl~fion pr~s. Oi~r com~nte~ the~ dea~ (For Is~e
activity, and material management su~t~ a ~amp~ a~iicafion sepa~te sto~ ~er s~ and
prac~i~s. EPA believes ~at 1~ days is p~ and s s~ter destine of 18 water dis~a~ a~iat~
sufficient to 8a~er and suh~t ~s months. ~me ~mmenteB ~pl~n~ indub~ acrid, ~s ~ta~
info~ation a[o~ with an ~tifi~tion that addi~onal time would ~ need~ to a d~dli~ ~ F~
of 10% of ~e ratlines whi~ w~[ sub~t obtain a~uate l~si au~od~, while submissi~ ~ ~it ~~."
quantitative data. To ~eliorate any anger stated that an invento~ of medi~ m~idpsl~st~m
dif~culties for appii~nts. EPA has ouffal~ ~quired more time. ~ system~ ~ ~ ~ [e~
provided a mea~ for late facilil~ to commuter maintain~ l~t 1~2.} h ~nse, ~ ~afi~ ~ "’~
"add on" where app~op~at~ ~ a ~ inte~vemmental aa~en~ ~11 p~s ~ain dearies ~ m~
by<a~ basi~ as di~u~ ~ ~fion requ~ m~ time to pR~, and othe~ the ~bltanfive Rqui~s
VLFA. abov~ expres~ l~ view that moR lime was ~lemk~~b ~i~

S~i ~en~ w~ ~ ~ n~ f~ the ~view of pad I of the con~ a~ n~ f~e ’

discha~e~ s~mit an app~fi~ at O~e~ felt m~ time was n~d~ for sto~ ~r ~its.
least ~ ~ys ~o~ ~ da~ ~ ~ col[~ data, or hid~ ad~ti~al
t~ di~e i~ ~ ~n~. ~ to ~pli~ I~ w~. M~t of ~e~ ~e to
~enter ~t~ ~at it wig ~ ~lt comment~ did not p~vi~ ~i~c ~it
for a ~li~ ~ ~ wh~ a s~ detail� ~s~ing what would ~ an
w~~ ~ to ~~ si~ . appease s~nt of time and why.

~ict~ to aW d~ ~ ~y. ~ has d~ to ~ s~e of ~e" t~y’s-~. ~

for a ~ ~ pe~t a~i~fi~’t~’ c~ ~ to ~ ~v~ ~ :.
days ~f~ ~ ~ ~e~ ~ ’ : goab of ~e ~ ~ ..r ’ sta~

~t~l st~ ~a~ ~,~y " p~~ am ~at~~ "
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continue to be e.nforceab|e Act of 1987 [WQA). The revLsions wo~ld VIIL ~ork Redu~tkm A~
requiremem~ - apply ~o: Storm wa~er

~ EPA.was not able to promu~te the associated with ~ndu$/rial ar.,tivity;, The infon’nation c~ltection
requirements in this ruie h,rv~ beenfinal application reg./arian= for =torn discharges from municip~ separa~

water discha.rge~ before L-~ Fehrua~ 4.storm ~-wver ,,ystem.~ serving a submitted for a~l te tfm ~ of
1990. deadline for industrial and large population of 250,0~0 or zmzre and Mana~.me~ mad B=dM~(OMBj ~dee .....

municipal discharger.~ despite its be.st ’ cLi~harges L,’mn m~ ~.pm’ate provision of the Paperwork Redtm:~m~

effazU. Further, as acted above. EPA isstorm sewer systems =ervi~ = Act, 44 U.S.C. 350~ et seq. and have

not able to waive the statutory deazfline,population of 200,000 er m~re, bat less been assigned ~ control number
Dischargers concerned with complying than 250,000- g040--~86.
with the statutory deadline shcmJd The estimated annu~ c~t o~ applying Public repm’ti~ b~Lrden for perm~
submit a permit application as requb’ed for NPDES permits for dLs~a~,e~/r~n applications for storm water discharges
under this ru|emakJr~ as expeditiously munJc.ipa] separate storm sewer a~/starns associated with industrial activity [other
as possible, is $4.2 nd]Jion- E.PA estiraates that an than from construction facilities] is

Operators of storm water discharges average permit appllcaUon for a large estimated to average 28.6 hours per
that are not specifically required to file a municipality will cost $’76,6~1 and individual permit application, 0.5 harts

. permit application under today’s rule require 4.534 hours to prepare. The per notice of intent to be covm’ed bF
may be required to obtain a permit for average applicat~un for a medium general pe~’mit, and Z.’t hoers pe~
their discharge on the basis of a case- municipality will cast $49,249 [2,912 a~;~iicant. The paMic reporting bunJen
by-case designation by the hours] to prepare. The annual for permit applications for stm,m water
Administrator or the NPDES State. respondent cost for NI~3ES permit discharges associated with industrial

The Administrator or NI~ES State applications, notices of intent, and activity from construction activiUes
may also designate storm water notifications for facilities with submitl~g ~dividua] applications is
discharges (except agriculture! storm discharges associated with ind,|stria| es~ma’~ed to a’vera~e 4.5 hours p~
water discharges}, that contribute to a activity is es~meted to be $9.5 million response. The public reporting
violation of a water quality standard or (271,248 hours), EPA e~timates that the for facilities which discharge storm
’hat are significant contributors of average preparation cost of an water associated with industrial activity
pollutants to waters of the United States individual indust~a| permit application to municipal separate storm sm~ers
for a permit, Prior to a case-by-case would be $1,007 [28.6 hours]. Average serving a population over 1.00,000 to
determination that an individual pera~t Group application wig cost ~74.00 per notify the operator of the mu~k:ip~l
is required for a storm water discharge, faci|ity [2.1 hours}. The a,~er’a~,~ cost of separate storm sewe~
the ~dminist’rator or Nt~DES S’mte ma~ the rtotificat~on and noti~’e of intent t~ esLirr, atad to average 0.5 horn’s per
require the operator of the dischm’ge to be co’~ered by ~,~nem| permit is $1~.00 response.

,,. submit ~ permit appI~cation. 40 CFR [0.5 hours]. The ~p~t~t8 bttrden ft~ system-wide
.= ¯ 124,52(c) requires the operator of The annua! cost to the Federal permit applic~tkms fo~ di~har~es ~

designated storm water discharges t- Govemmeflt and appt’oved States ~or municipal separate storm sewer
submit a permit application within 60 admini~tratim~ of the protean is serving a population of 250,000 or more
day~ of notice, unless pet~nission for a estinmted to be ~F~8,~O~. The total cost is estimated to average 4,b’~ hours per
later date is ffranted. T~re 0a-day for municipalities, indu~try, and, Stets response. The reporting burden for
deadline is consistent with the and Federal au~m~itie~ i~ estimated to system-wide permit applications fo~
procedore~ for desigrmting other be $’14.$ =i|lion mmually. = discharges from municipal separate
discharges for e NPDES permit on a in general, tl~ co~t estimal~ l~O~ided stown se~w~ systems ~ervk~ ~
case-by-case ~asis found at 40 CFR in the ICR fo(:ua primarily e~ ~e costs population of 100,000 or mole, but
124.52. The 6a-day dentine recognizes associated with developing, m=bmitti~ than 250,000 is estimated to average
that cas~by-c~se d~r~nations arden and reviewin~ the I~mit ap~lie..~’k~m 2,912 hm,tr~ per re~0on~e. P~ti~e~
require ~ m~edited response, howmrer, associated with todays r~le. I~/~. ~ reporti~ ~ ~cluda~ ~me ~or,
flexibqlity exists to ~ffow for ~ase-b~- co=tines to evaluate Imr~¢em~e= and re~ie,#~n~ ~ ~
ca s~ extensions, method= to control =torn w~er existing d=tm ~r~=0 8attmri~ ~

The December 7, I~8, propoml al~o d~dumrgos to the extent ne~.==ar~ to m=inta~i~ ~e data mme~le~l, =~I~~
proposed Part S0~ State Storm Water mit~ate impacts on water ~ in thecompletins and reviewim8Management Program=, The Agency hasstudies r~ ~nder ===tl~m 40Z(pXS| of int’m’malioa. ’ "- ....
not included t~is txm~r~ent in today’s of the CWA. Execmi~e O~der ~
r~le. The Agen~ believe| thi~ pm~’am requires EPA ~nd other ngem:ies to IX. Regulateq~ Flm~iliilr A=:t i’
element is approt~arte fo~ addressing in perform regulatm’F analyses
regulations promulg~nder secti~ regulations. Maim’ rules ere rinse ~ Under the Rel~’~y

402{p)(6) of the CW~,;" i~me a c=~t ou the e~mmmy of:$’~O
millien er mute annua,~ o~ lm~e certain prepare att, e~daim3" ~:- .= -=:~,.o

VII. Economic Impact othm- ec~mni~ impat:~. T=daF’s Analysis to assess the
EPA has prepared an Inf~ prop~==ed ammdments woutd ~Y small enUties. No Regu]atoryRexibtltt~:-

Co/laotian Request Ibr tlm pmlm~ ~ rr~ke tlm NPDES permit =p[dk~ion Analysis ~= a’nga~L/rewaken" r!!dram:

estimating the infomu=tion ~]ecLk~ regu~timm mm’e flexible ~nd ~ the heed o/’tl~ ~
btu~ea impmad on Federal, ~ a~d burdensome for ~ reBut=ted
local governmem= and ~i=du~,F f~r c~mmunJty. These ~ ~hru~-.    impart
revi~ian= to NPDr~S pa~mlt al~:4~a~m satim~ any ~ t~e ~ ~ in , enti~ie~ . .. ’~,, =;.:: ~ :.~ ~
requirements far ~m wate~ di~xm/~es section t{b} ol the Execsti~Oni~-m~ Tod~’$

s to Se~:tian402(pJ(4} gft~ C,~an W~m" Office of J~,am~emeut mad ~ ~.
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certify, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 6~5(b). that industrial activity which may result in a the minimum of four (4} grab sampl~
these amendments do not. have ¯ discharge of storm water associated will be a representative
significant impact on a substanfi.al with that industrial activity. Facilities
number of small entities. " . described under | 122.Zf{b)(14}(x) ~hall water di,u:ha~

List of Subjects in 40 CFR Parts 122, 173,submit applications at least 90 days collected tzomthe
before the date on wkich construction isfrom a stoz~ event thai is ~e~t~ _t~//and 124 to commence. Different submittal dates 0.1 inchand a~t ]east 7~houre’/z~s ilz~. ....

Administrative practice and may be required under the terms of previously measurable (greater
procedure. Environmental protection, applicable general permits. Persons inch rainfall} storm event. Where"
Reporting and recordkeeping proposing a new discharge am feasible, the variance in the duration
requirements. Water pollution control, encouraged to submit their applications the event and the total rainfall of the

Authority: Clean Water Act. 33 U.S,C. 1251 well in advance of the 90 or 180 day event should not exceed 50 percent from
et seq. requirements to avoid delay. See also the average or median rainfall event in

Dated: October 3L 1990. paragraph {k} of this section and that area. For all applicants, a flow-
William K. ReUly, § 122.26 (c}(l}(i}(G} and (c){~}(ii|. weighted composite shall be taken for
~dm:~st~tor. ..... either the entire discharge or for the first

For the reasons stated in the {g} * " * three hours of the discharge. The flow-
preamble, parts 122, 123, and 124 of title {3} * " ° The average flow of point weighted composite sample for a storm
40 of the Code of Federal Regulations sources composed of storm water may water discharge may be taken with a
are amended as follows: be estimated. The basis for the rainfall continuous sampler or as a combination

event and the method of estimation must of a minimum of three sample aliquots
PART 122--1rPA ADMINISTERED be indicated, taken in each hour of discharge for the
PI=RMIT PROGRAMS; THr: NATIONAL ¯ "    " entire discharge or for the first three
POLLUTANT DIS~HARG£ {7} E[fl~ent ~o~’actez’istics. hours of the discharge, with each aliquot
~:LIMINATION SYSTEM Information on the discharge of being separated by a minimum period of

pollutants specified in this paragraph fifteen minutes {applicants submitting,
Subpart B--Permit Application and (except information on storm water permit applicatiozm for storm water
Special NPDES Program Requirementsdischarges which is to be provided as discharges under § 122,26(d) may collar

specified in § 122.26}. When flow weighted composite samples usin~1. The authority citation for part 122 "quantitative.data" for a pollutant are     different protocols with respecLto the
continues to read as follows:

required, the applicant must coLlect a time duration between the coilectins of
Authority: Clean Water Act. 33 U.S.C~. 12SI sample of effluent and analyze it for the samgle aliquots, subject to the a’pproval

et seq. pollutant in accordance with analytical of the Director}. Howe~e.r. a minimum of
2. Section 122.1 is amended by methods approved under 40 CFR part one grab sample, may be .,t~...enrevising paragraph (b}(2){iv} to read as 136, When no analytical method is water discharge~ from,-h~l ".di~..po~.. ,0~,~

follows: approved the applicant may use any other impoundments ~ a;rete~ -o
§ 122.I purpo~ zr~ z=ope, suitable method but must provide a. period greater than 24 hou~ F~" a flo~.
..... description of the method. When an weighted composite samp~ only mm

{b} applicant has two or more out/aLia with analysis of the composite oi~.aliq~..t~

{2} * * " substantially identical effluents, the required. For storm water

{iv} Discharges of storm water as set Director may allow the applicant to test samples taken from discharges

forth in § 122.26; and only one out/all and report that the associated with industxial a~tivitie~ ....
..... quantitative data alsa apply to the quantitative data mu#t be reported.for’,

3. Section 122.21 is amended by substantially identical out/ells. The the grab sample talmn durin~:lb~ R~t:

revising paragraph {c)(1}. by removing requirements in paragraphs {g){7} {iii) thirty minutes {or ds soon thereafter ~_~

the last sentence of paragraph {f’){7}, by and {iv} of this section that an applicant practicable) of the dis .eharge..~,~K~ ,.’ ~..~’~

removing paragraph {f}(9), by adding must provide quantitative data for pollutants specified in §

two sentences at the end of paragraph,certain pollutants known or believed to,all storm water permit=.appJimmts ~
be present do not apply to pollutants flow-weighted COmlmsite~

{g}(3}.introductoryby revisingtext, paragraphby remov’.mg~}(7}and peasant in a discharge solely as. the data must be reported for tll, p~il~tszf~nts ~

reserving paragraph {g){10} and by result of their presence in intake water, specified in | ~ em:~flt[d-L " ". ": ~ .

revising the introductory" text ofr however, an applicant must report such temperatere, ~anid’e..t~ta[ pheq~]g .~o..;

paragraph (k] to read as follows:, pollutants as present, Grab samples residual chiorine~ oil sm~
- nest be used for pFL temperature, coli~or~,.aud’fecal strell4Oco~cus~ ~,,~.;

§ 122.21 Ap@ik~timl to#" a p~l~t’" ’ cyanid~ total, phenols, residual chlorine.Director may allow or ~tsldlsh. ~.
(apt~tca~:Ha to Slate progrm~ls, see oil and ~reuse, fecal-coliform and fecal appropriate site-specs’tic
§ 125.25). " ¯

streptococcus. For all other pollutants, procedures or requirements, in~’~
...... 24-]mm’. composite samples most be samplin~ locations,

(c) Time to opply. (1) Any persort used; However, a minimum of one grab t̄he samldin~ takes pkl ’.c~.~~.~.
proposin~ a new discharge, shall submit~ampl~.may be taken for effluents from. . duratki~tm~.~
an application at least 180 days before h̄o]din~ ponds or other impouadments ¯ meas(zrab~ |toz~ e;vmlt

commence, unless permission fore later bom.~ azldJtion, for di~.haz3es other .
date has been ~ranted by the DireCtoi’~ tlim~z~em~.uraier dim~.hez,8~,01~e ’-.: ~. a .....
Facili,ie, proposin~, new..discharge o, :Dh, e~tm,:may-w.|~re comp~lt.,,amplh~ o’.p~~.~ ~_.~
storm water associated wi~ induslxla| .:.for sm~ matf~E fo~ whic~lhe, apl~, cazzt:"t,~zt _~l. ~, ~~~-~ ~, T
aofivity ~ submit =r=appllcatton~lalT: demum~mt~ ~mt,the~r; ...... h~: - ~ " ,
days befox’e, that fac/lity cmnmences.", āutoinatic sempler is infessible,~zdlt~a4/ .’r ...... " ’ ’ " 1
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case-by-case basis. An applicant is quality standard or is a significant (iii) Th~ operator of a di~s,r~ ~
expected to "know or have r~ason to contributor of pol~utants to waters of the a municipal separate stm’m
believe" that a pollutant is’1~.seat in anUnited States. This designation may is part atr a "large or medimn
efflaent based on an evaluation of the include a orrsrlvsrge from any separate storm eewer slmtemm~st
expected use, production, or storage ofconveyance or system of conwe~,m,a:es eithm’: " 4 "~ ~’~ ~ r ~
the pollutant, or on may previous used for collecting and conveying storm

. (,A} Pm’tic~.. t~ in sanalyses for the pollutant. (For example,water nmoff or a ~T~tem ~d~ha,rges [to ~e a permitte~ ~r a ~-permittee~ ¯
any pestickle manufactured by a far.ility from municipal separate storm qewera, with one or mor~ <~er nperator~ of ¯
may be expected to be present in except for those disc~rges from discharges from ~e |m’~ or medium
con lamina ted storm water runoff from conveyances which do not ~-~mire a municipal storm sewer system wtdch
the facility.} permit under paragraph {a}{2} of this covers all or a portion of all, dischar~.s¯ ¯ ¯ section or agricultural storm water from the municipal separate storm

[kl Application requirements ]:or new runoff which is exempted from the sewer system;
sources and new dischaz,ges. New definition of point source at § 122.2. {B} Submit a distinct permit
manufacturing, commercial, mining and The Director may designate discharges app|ication which only covers
s=lv~c,dtural dischargers applying for from municipal separate storm sewers discharges [ram the nmnicipal separate
NPDES permits (except for new on a system-wide or jurisdiction-wide storm sewers for which the operator is
discharges of facilities subject to the basis. [n makirtg this determinatio~ the responsible; or
reqmrements of paragraph {h} of ~is Director may consider the following {C} A regional authority may be
sectmn or new discharges of storm factors: responsible [or submitting a permit
water associated with industrial activity (A) The location of the discharge with appLication under the f.ol~owing
which are subject to the requirements of respect to waters of the United States as guidelines:
§ 12.2.P£~c}(1} and this section {except as defined at 40 CFR 122.2. [Z) The reginna] authority together
provided by § 12:2~c}(lJ{ii}} shall (B} The si=e of the discharge; with co-applicants shall have authority
provide the following information to the {C} The q~anti’ty and nature of the over a sterm water management
Director, using the application forms pollutants discharged to waters of the program that is in exLstence; or shun be
provided by the Director: United States: and in ex.iste.n~e at the time paxt I oftke

¯ ,    , {D} Other relevant factors, application is due;
4. Section 122.~2(b) introductory text {z} The Director may not require a (2) The permit applicant or co- _.

~s revised to read as follows: permit for discharges of storm water applicants shall establi~ their al~it¥ to
runoff from mining operatio~.s ~r oil end make a t/reedy submission of part I and§ 122.22 b"lgnatodes to permit application= gas exploration, production, processing part 2 of the munkipa| application:and reports (ap~i¢~l~e to State progr=ms, ox treaLment operations or transmis~oa

see § t=a.ZS), facilities, composed entirely of flows {3~ Each af the operators of
separa{e storm sewers within the¯ ¯ ¯ which are fi-om conveyances or systems systems described in paxagr.~xd~s[b) All reports required by permits, of conveyances (including but not

and other information requested by the limited to pipes, condait.~ d~tckes, and of{i}’this{ii}’ section,and (iiiJdsat or [bJ{7|m.e u~Im’(i)’ |iQ,thea~l {~i}Director shall be signed by a person channet~} ttsed for collecting and purview of the de~jmted reginaa4
described in paragraph {a} of this conveyin~ precipitation runoff azut autt~rity, shaJ~ com~$ with
section, or by a da|y authm~zed which are not co.laminated by contact applk~t~on req~JRmm~ts ef Imr~graph
re’presen ratine of that person. A person with or that has not come into co.tact

{d} of this sectim~.i~:a duly authorized representative only with, any overburden, raw.material. {iv) arm permit app~mtkm may beintermediate products, finished product, s~bmitmd Ior all ~r a portie~ ~[ a~l.... byproduct or waste products kraaled on
5. Section 1Z2.26 is revised to read asthe site of s=ch operations.

follows: {3} Large and medium mua.icipa] adiacent or i~erconnected large or
separate storm sewer systems. {i} medium ~ =epm~te ~lo~m’

§ 122.2S Storm wata¢ dle~tmr~= Permits m~t be obtained for a]} system~. T~ Direclor mast ~,,=e ~e
(applicable to State NPDF.~ ~ lee discharges from large and medium system.wide ~ ~’ove~i~ ~ ~’ a
§ 123.25). . municipal separate storm sewer portion ofa~i nmid~

{a} Permit ~’equiremea& [l"J P~ior to systems, sewers in ad:ja~ m’ ~
( )ctober 1, 1992, discharses composed {ii} The Director may either issue one large or medium municipal set~m~e .
entirely of storm water shall not be system-wide permit covering all storm sewer ~y~tmnl.
required to obtain a ~ permit discharges from municipal separate [v} Permits [m- Rtl m" == trm~." ~
except; storm sewers within a large or medium di~=bar~em from ~ or~,

{i} A discharge with respect to which municipal storm sewer sy~)tem or issue -munic~m! ~I)ar~
a permit has been ]ss-aed prior ~o distinct permits Iror appropriate that are issued o~ ¯ sy~em-wid=,
February ~, 1987; categories of dLscbarges within a large jurisdiction-wide, ,wa~er~Im4

{~} A discharge associated ~ or medium municipal separate s~rm basis m~ speci~ ~
ind~stria] activity {see § 1~2.~a}~I}~, sewer system including, bul not rm~Red relating to different di~;ha~e=~a~’e4

{~ A dlsc~rarge from a Farge to; aH ~scharges owned or operated byby the permit, im~ d~Lr~ ~ ..
rm~ni~ipal separate storm sewer s~jstem; the same municipality:, located wi~aln management ~

{iv} A disckarge from a medium the same jm~sdiction; all di~x:harges drainage areas which
municipal separate storm se~er system: wit~rin a system that discharge to the water te ~ .sy~te~ ’ .- ~ .:,j" ~ :~"

(v} A disrharge which the I:Mmctm’, or same watershed; discharges within a

Regional &dministratm., determines to’ separate storm ,ewers witMn t~    ," storm sewL, m Sot" ~..~~:,~.~...o,,~,
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(4} D~scharges through large and water runoff combined with municipal described in paragraph {b){4}{i) of this
medium municipal separate storm sewer sewage are point sources that must section;
systems. In addition to meeti~ the obtain NPDES permits in accordance {C} The quantity and nature of ~, ¯ .... ",
requirements of paragraph (c) of this with the procedures of § 122.21 and are pollutants discharged.to waters of tim.°= ¯
section, an operator of a storm water . not subject to the provisions of this United States; ....... ¯
discharge associated with industrial section. {D} The nature of the receiving watet~;-
activity which discharges through a {8} Whether a discharge from a and
large or medium municipal separate municipal separate storm sewer is or is {E} Other relevant factors: orstorm sewer system shall submit, to the not subject to regulation under this {iv) The Director may. upon petition.operator of the municipal separate storm section shall have no bearing on designate as a large municipal sepal’atesewer system receiving the discharge no whether the owner or operator of the
later than May 15, 1991, or 180 days discharge is eligible for funding under

storm se.wer system, municipal separate
storm sewers located within theprior to commencing such discharge: the title If, title Ill or title VI of the Clean boundaries of a region defined by aname of the facility; a contact person Water Act. See 40 CFR part 35, subpart

and phone number; the location of the I. appendix A{b}H.2.i. storm water management regional
authority based on a iurisdictional,discharge; a description, including {b} De]:initions. {1) Co-permittee watershed, or other appropriate basisStandard Industrial Classification, means a permittee to a NPDES permit that includes one or more of the. systemswhich best reflects the principal that is only responsible for permit described in paragraph {b)[4} ([}, [ii}, {iii}products or services provided by each conditions relating to the discharge for of this section.facility: and any existing NPDES permit which it is operator.

number. {2} Illicit discharge means any {5} Major municipal separate storm
{5} Other municipal separate storm discharge to a municipal separate stormsewer outfall {or "major outfalr’} means

sewers. The Director may issue permits sewer that is not composed entirely of a municipal separate storm sewer outfall
for municipal separate storm sewers storm water except discharges pursuantthat discharges from a single pipe with
that are designated under paragraph to a NPDES permit {other than the an inside diameter of 36 inches or more
{a){1}{v} of this section on a system-wide NPDES permit for discharges from the or its equivalent {discharge from a single
basis, jurisdiction-wide basis, municipal separate storm sewer} and conveyance other than circular pipe .
watershed basis or other appropriate discharges resulting from fire fighting which is associated with a drainage
basis, or may issue permits for activities, area of more than 50 acres}; or for
individual discharges, [3} l~corporatedplace means the municipal separate storm sewers that"~

receive storm water from lands zoned{6} Non-municipal separate storm
District of Columbia, or a city, town, for industrial activity {based onsewers. For storm water discharges township, or village that is incorporated comprehensive zoning plans or theassociated with industrial activity from under the laws of the State in which it is

non-municipal or non-publicly owned from a single pipe with an inside ~’.
separate storm sewer system, the {4} Large municipal separate storm diameter of 12 inches or more or from itssewer system means all municipalDirector, in his discretion, may issue: a equivaIent [discharge from other than a
single NPDES permit, with each separate storm sewers that are either circular pipe associated with a drainage
discharger a co-permittee to a permit {i) Located in an incorporated place area of ~- acres or more}.
issued to the operator of the portion of with a population of 250,000 or more as
the system that discharges into waters determined by the latest Decennial {6} Ms/or outfall means a major

of the United States: or, individual Census by the Bureau of Census municipal separate storm sewer ouffalL

permits to each discharger of storm {appendix F}; or {7) Medium municipalseparate storm

water associated with industrial activity {ii) Located in the counties listed in sewer system means all municipal

through the non-municipal conveyance appendix H. except municipal separate separate storm sewers that are either:.

system, storm sewers that are located in the {i) Located in ~n incorporated place

{i} All storm water discharges incorporated places, townships or towns with a population of I00,000 or more but

associated with industrial activity that within such counties: or less than 250,0~0, as determined by the

discharge through a storm water (iii) Owned or operated by a latest De.cennial Census by th.e Bur~.au

discharge system th.at is not a municipal municipality other than those described of Census {appendix G); or .
separate storm sewer must be covered in paragraph {b}(4} {i} or (ii) of this {ii) Located in the countiesli=ted in-:. ¯ ..~
by an individual permit, or ¯ permit section and that are designated by the appendix L ex=iept municipal separate~ ..
issued to the operator of the port~on of Director as part of the large or medium storm sewers that are located in the. ,    . ¯
the system that discharges to waters of municipal separate storm sewer system incorporated places, townships or.towns    ..
the United States, with each dischargerdue to the interrelationship between thewithin such countie~ or o
to the non-municipal conveyance a co- discharges of the designated storm {iii} Owned or operated by ¯
permittee to that permit, sewer and the discharges from municipalityothor than.tho~ dem:ribed-

{ii) Where there is more than one municipal separate storm sewers in paragraph {b}(4) (i) or (ii] o[ ~
operator of a single system of such described under paragraph {b)(4} (i] or section and that are deaf, hated by-the.
conveyances, all operators of storm {ii} of this section. In making this Director a~part~f the.large o~medillm:    : ~,.~.!
water discharges associated with determination the Director may consider munir, ipal separate storm sewer sl~stem
industrial activity must submit the following factors: due to the interrelationship tm’ .tWO..the,: ~,.
applications. (A) Physical interconnections discharges-of.the de~pmted~m~,.-

{iii) Any permit covering more than between the municipal separate storm sewer and the disohsrl~from. "/~. :÷~’~,,~,~-, .’~
one operator shall identify the effluent sewers; munir.i[~[ |el~.’at= ~m~x==~ ~~, ’,~.~ ¯ ¯
limitations, or other permit conditions, ff (B} The location of discharges from described under parsM~ph [~a]{~|i~
any, that apply to each operator, tl~ designated municipal separate .s.torm[’.ti] of th~ seatiml~ ln~m~ki~ J.~..s.-~r~.~.~.,

(7) CombLned sewer ~ystems. , sewer relative to discharges from .... det~’ll~ltlo~’ti~.. ];liee~-m=~, ~
Conveyances’that discharge storm municipal separate storm sewers the followin@~lC, OzW-?. ......:’ .:." :..~.
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{A} Physical interconnections naturally-occurring surface materials storm water. For the purposes of this
between the municipal saps_rate storm that are not disturbed by mining paragraph, material handling activities
sewers; operations, include the storage, loading and

(B} The location of discharge.s from {11} Runoffcoe~icient means the unloading, transportation, or
the designated municipal separate storm fraction of total rainfall that will appear conveyance of an][_ raw material,
sewer relative to discharges from at a conveyance as runoff, intermediate product, ~m~ed
municipal separate storm sewers (12) Significant materiels includes, by-product or waste producL The
described in paragraph {b]{?}(i} of this but is not limited to: raw materials; excludes areas located on plant landis
section: fuels: materials such as solvents, separate from the plant’s industrial

{C} The quantity and nature of detergents, and plastic pellets; finished activities, such as office buildings ahd
pollutants discharged to waters of the materials such as metallic products; raw accompanying parking lots as long as
United States:. materials used in food processing or the drainage from the excluded area~i=

(D} The nature of the receiving waters; production; hazardous substances not mixed with storm water drained
or designated under section 101{14} of from the above described areas.

{E} Other relevant factors; or CERCLA; any chemical the facility is Industrial facilities {including industrial
(ivi The Director may, upon petition, required to report pursuant to section facilities that are Federally. State. or

deszgnate as a medium municipal 313 of title lII of SARA; fertilizers; municipally owned or operated thatseparate storm sewer system, municipal pesticides; and waste products such as meet the description of the facilitiesseparate storm sewers located within ashes, slag and sludge that have the listed in this paragraph {bJ{14]{i}-{xiJ ofthe boundaries of a region defined by a potential to be released with storm
this section) include those facilitiesstorm water management regional water discharges, designated under the provisions ofauthority based on a jurisdictional, {13} Storm water means storm water paragraph {a}{lJ{v} of this section. Thewatershed, or other appropriate basis runoff, snow melt runoff, and surface following categories of facilities arethat includes one or more of the systems runoff and drainage.

described in paragraphs (bl(7} (i}, {it}, {14} Storm water discharge a~socioted considered to be engaging in "industrial

{iii} of this section, with industrial activity means the activity" for purposes of this subsection:
{8J Municipal separate storm sewer discharge from any conveyance which is {i} Facilities subject to storm water

means a conveyance or system of used for collecting and conveying storm effluent limitations guidelines, new
conveyances {including roads with water and which is directly related to source performance standards, or~oxic
drainage systems, municipal streets, manufacturing, processing or raw

pollutant effluent standards under 40
catch basins, curbs, gutters, ditches, materials storage areas at an industrial CFR subchapter N (except facilities with
man-made channels, or storm drains}: plant. The term does not include toxic pollutant effluent standards which

(i) Owned or operated by a State, city, discharges from facilities or activities are exempted under category {xi} in
town. borough, county, parish, district, excluded from the NPDES program paragraph Co}{14} of this section}:
association, or other public body under 40 CFR part 122. For the (it) Facilities classified as Standard
{created by or pursuant to State law} categories of industries identified in Industrial Classifications 24 (except
having jurisdiction over disposal of paragraphs {b){:14) {i} through {x] of this 2434), 7,6 (except 265 and 287}, 28 (except
sewage, industrial wastes, storm water, section, the term includes, but is not 283), 29, ~311, 32 (except 323], 33, 3441,
or other wastes, including special limited to, storm water discharges from {iii) Facilities classified as Standard
districts under State law such as a industrial plant yards; immediate access Industrial Classifications 10 through 14
sewer district, flood control district or roads and rail lines used or traveled by {mineral industry} including active or
drainage district, or similar entity, or an carriers of raw materials, manufactured inactive mining operations {except for
indian tribe or an authorized Indian products, waste material, or by-products areas of coal mining operations no
tribal organization, or a designated and used or created by the facility; material longer meeting the definition era
approved management agency under handling sites; refuse sites: sites used for reclamation area under 40 C.FR 434.11(1}
section 208 of the CWA that discharges the application or disposal of process because the performance bond issued to
,o waters of the United States; waste waters (as defined at 40 CFR part the facility b~ the appropriate S~CRA

{it} Designed or used for collecting or 401}; sites used for the storage and authority has been released, or except
conveying storm water, maintenance of material handling for areas of non-coal mining operatio.n=..

{iii} Which is not a combined sewer,, equipment; sites used for residual which have been released from "
and treatment, storage, or disposal; shipping applicable State or Federal reclamation

{iv} Which is not part of a Publicly and receiving areas; manufacturing requirements after December 17, tgl~]
Owned Treatment Works (POTW) as buildings; storage areas (including tank and oil and gas exploration, production,
defined at 40 CFR 122.2. farms} for raw materials, and processing, or treatment operations, or

{9) Outfoll means a po~nt source as intermediate and finished products; andtransmission facilities that dischar~.
defined by 40 CFR 122.2 at the point areas where industrial activity has storm water contaminated by ~
where a municipal separate storm sewertaken place in the past and significant with or that has come into �ontactwith~.
discharges to waters of the United materials remain and are exposed to any overburden, raw material,
States and does not include open storm water. For the categories of intermediate products, finished
conveyances connecting two municipal industries identified in paragraph products, byproducts or waste produ~
separate storm sewers, or pipes, tunnels "(b}(141(xi) of this section, the term located on the site of such’oparaflon~
or other conveyances which connect includes only storm water discharges (inactive mining operations are ~
segments of the same stream or other from all the areas {except access roads sites that are not bein~ actively mined*
eaters of the United States and are usedand raft lines} that are listed in the but which havb an identifiahl~ owner[
o convey waters of the United States. pre~ous sentence where material operator, inactive ~ sites do not

(I0} Overburden means any material" handling equipment or activities, raw include sites where mining chris are
of any nature, consolidated or materials, intermediate products, final bein~ maintained, prior to di=~-~-
mconsolidated* that overlies a mineral products, waste materials, by-products, associated with the extraction.,~ , .’~
do,’osit, excluding topsoil or similar . or industrial machinery are exposed tobenefudatio~ or.prate=sins of.~’;. "
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materia|s, nor sites where minima[ 3? (except 373), 3& 39. 42Z1-35, (and {B} An estimate of the area of ’
activities are undertaken for the sole which are not otherwise included within impervious surfaces (including paved
purpose of maintaining a mining ~.taim~, categories [ii)--[x]]; area= and baih~l~

storage, or disposal facgitie~ includingwaterd~schnrgesos$o~otadwith mile rad~u= o~.tlm- f~ t~.l .am~..@..~..<~.
tho~e that are operating under interim industrial octivity-...{1) Individual narrative desc~tlon o[li~ ~..=
status or a permit under subtitle (~ of oppHcalion. Discharge~ of storm water Signi£mant mterin~ that tn th~ throe:
R~; associated with industrial acti~i~ am ye&. prior to the suhmitta|=o, |hi=

(v] I~ndfills, land application mites, requh’ed t~ apply,for an individual applical~oa h~ve i~een Iz-eate~ aloz~ed o~-
and open dumps that re~:eive or have permit, apply for a permit through a disposed in a manner to allow e=~mtre
received any industrial wastes (waste group application, or seek coverage to storm water, method of
that is received from any of the facilitiesunder a promulgated storm water storage or disposal of such materia~
described under this subsection} general permit. Facilities that are materials management practices
including those that are subiect to required to obtain an individual permit, employed, in the three years prior to
regulation under subtitle D of RCRA: or any discharge of storm water which submittal of this application, to

(vii Facilities involved in the recycJing the Director is evaluating for minimize contact by these materials
~f materials, including metal scrapyards,designation (see 40 CFR 124.52{c}) traderwith storm water rtmoff: materials
battery reciaimers, salvage yards, and paragraph (a)(1)(v} of this section and is loading and acres= areas: the io~ation,
auto~nobile junkyard& including but not a municipal separate storm sewer, manner and frequency in which
limited to those classified as Standard and which is not part of a group pesticides, herbicides" soil conditioner~
industrial Classification SO15 and 50~; application described under paragraphand. fertilizor~ are applied: rite location

(vii} Steam electric power generating (c](2] of this section, shall sul:m-dt an and a dem:~ipti~m of existing structttrai
facilities, inciud’mg c.oal handling sites: NPDES application in accordance withand non-structural contro! measures to

[viii} Transportation facilRies the requirements of § 122.21 as modifiedreduce pollutants in storm wat~ runoff:
classified as Standard Industrial and supplemented by the provi~ons of and a description of tim treatment the
Clas=ific.ations 40, ~t, 42 (except 4221- the remainder of this paragraph, storm water receives, including the
251. #,3. 44. 45, and 5171 which have ,Applicants for discharges composed ultimate dispo,al of any solid or fluid
vehicle maintenance shops, eq~pmententirely of storm water shall submit wastes other than by di~harge:
cleaning operations, or airport deicing Form ~ and Form 2F. App!icaots for [C) A certification that all outfallsoperations. Only those portions of the discharges composed of storm water should contain ztorm water diecha~m .=facility that are either involved in and non-storm water shall submit Form associated with.indtmtria! activity ha~,e
vehicle maintenance (including vehicle1. Form 2C, and Form 2F. Applicants [or been tested o~ evaluated fo~ the
rehabilitation, mechanical repairs, new sources or new discharges (as presence of non-~torm water
painP-ng, fueling, and lubrication}, defined in § 122.2 of this part) composedwhich are not covored by a NI~ES
equipment cleaning operatior.s, airport of storm water and non-storm water permie, tests for such non-storm water
dezcing operations, or which are shall =ubmit Form Z. Form ~D, and Fbrm discha~ may im:lud~ smoke
otherwise identified under paragraph~ 2F. fluorometri~ dye te~ts, m~al!t~is d
(b}~14| (i]-{vii} or [ixJ-[~d] of this ~ection (iJ Except as provided in § 122.2~c}[1Jaccurate ~hemati~, a.s well.asare associated with industrial activity;, (ii}.-{iv). the operator of a storm water appropriate teats. The rerti,q~atiot~ shell[ix) Treatment works treating dlscharge associated with ind~stria~ include s descxipt’mn of’the methdddomestic sewage or any other sewage activil’y sub|e~t to thin section shall u~l, the date of any tes~ andl~le on-sludge or wastewater treatment deviceprovide:
or syqtem. ,:sad in the storage traatmenL (A| A site map showing t~pography site drainage, poh,/ts that ~ directly.

observed durir~ a test:r~cycling, and reclamation of municipal {or indicating the outline of drainage
{D} Existing informa~iSn rags..rd~."or domestic sewage, including land areas served by the ouffall{s| corered in

dedicated to the disposal of sewage the application if a topographic map ia sisniRca~t leaks or spitls o[ toxin
sludge that are |ocated within the unavailable) of the facility including:, hazardous pollutqPnt,J at the faCiipt~.that

haw taken place within" the thane yearsconfines of the fact|try, with a design each of ~ts drainage and discharge prior to the submRtal.o~ thisRow of 1.0 mgd or mo~. or required to structure= the drainage area of each - ¯
have an approved pretreatment programstorm water outfall: paved areas and {El Quantitative data based on
under 40 CFR part 403. Not tnch~ded aretmitdlngs within t~e drainage area of sample.J.collected during, storm e,,,entt
farm lands, domestic gardens nr lands each storm water outfa!!, each past o~ and collected in*acc~ .~nce with.
used for sludge management where present-area used for outdoor storage or§ 122.21 o( this part from. all
sludge is beneficially reused and whichdisposal of significant materials, each containing a storm ~ dt~Jaa~.

are not physically located in the existing structural control meas~e to associated with indtmtrial a~tivity

cunfi~es of the facility, oe areas that arereduce poilu|stats in storm water runoff, the following parame.ter~ : . .;
in compliance with section ~0S of the materials loading and access area& {1| Any poguta=t Rndted in. an
CWA: areas where pesticides, herbicides, soilguideline to v~hich the.facility i=

{xl Construction activity including conditioners and fertilizers are apptied, {2} An~ pollutant ti~ted in the
clearing, grading and excavation each of Its hazardous waste treatment, NPITES permit for i~l prt~w.tl:
activities except:, operetiorm that result storage or disposa| facilities (inctudi=~ - waatawater {[[ the. fa~ilit+J it
in the distu~ance o~ less than five acr~ each area not r~lt~ired to have a RCRA ~ under an ex|sti~=l~[~;S, PllZ~!d+ "t~
of total land area which are not part of a

permit which is used for accumulatin~’
: [,~ Oil and 8rea~ ~ .1~_~ ~,

larger common plan of development or ha.zardo~t~ waste under 40 ~ 28~4J~TS~.t~al pho~a~.~~ tSl~l. ~
sale:, each well where fluids from the.facility n̄itm~ and ~itli’ate’p tl~’-~.’~: ....

(xi| Fscilities under Standard are injected underground: springs, and ¯nitroge&=:’ .~" ~:~ ~: ~.:.:’~:~-"
lndu~rial Classifications 20. at, 2~, ~. othe~ ~nrfare water bodies which ~ o: ~J..PmF ~io~,~.~-~.,Ii-
2434, 2~, 26S, 207, 27. 283. 285. 31), .31 recei,ve M, ot’m w,ater di, schaz"ges from 13e,. + re.quired-uad~ _IPm’+’~+ .’.l~Z’:_~,-~
(except ~11~. ~ 34 (ex~,pt 3441]. 3S, ~ , tactile, ’ [till:and [iv~-a[.tliis ~-:.~.~_. :++~-~,’.+~:+-::.:;+÷
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[5~ Flow measurements or estimates ofapplicable State or local erosion and approval. Once a part I application is
the flow rate. and the total amount of sediment control requirements: approved, group applicants are to
discharge for the storm even-t(s) (E) An estimate of the runoff submit Part 2 of the group application to
sampled, and the method of flow coe.fficient of the site and the increase inthe Office of Water Enforcement and
measurement or estimation; and impervious area after the construction Permits. A group application shall

{6) The date and duration {in hours) of addressed in the permit application is consist of:
the storm event{s) sampled, rainfall completed, the nature of fill material (i) Part 1. Part I of a group applicatt~
measurements or estimates of the stormand existing data describing the soil orshall:
event (in inches) which generated the the quality of the discharge: and {A} Identihy the participants in the
sampled runoff and the duration (F) The name of the receiving.w.ater___ -greup ai~lication by name and location.
between the storm event sampled and {iii} The operator of an existing or new Facilities participating in the group
the end of the previous measurable discharge composed entirely of storm application shall be listed in nine
{greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm water from an oil or. gas exploration,

subdivisions, based on the facility
even~ fin hours): production, processing, or treatment location relative to the nine

{F} Operators of a discharge which is operation, or transmission facility is not precipitation zones indicated in
cpmposed entirely of storm water are required to submit a permit application

appendix E to this part.
exempt from the requirements of in accordance with paragraph {c}{1}{i} of (B} Include a narrative description§ 122.2"I {g){2}. {g}{3}. {8){4). {g}{5}. this section, unless the facility:
[g)lT}{i). (g){7}{ii}. and {g}(7){v}; and {A} Has had a discharge of storm summarizing the industrial activities of

{G} Operators of new sources or new water resulting in the discharge of a participants of the group application and
explaining why the participants, as adischarges {as defined in § 122.2 of this reportable quantity for which
whole, are sufficiently similar to be apart) which are composed in part or notification is or" was required pursuant
covered by a general permit:entirely of storm water must include to 40 CFR 117.21 or 40 CFR 302.6 at

estimates for the pollutants or anytime since November 10. 1987; or {C} Include a list of significant

parameters listed in paragraph {B) Has had a discharge of storm materials stored exposed to

{c}{ll(i){E} of this section instead of water resulting in the discharge of a precipitation by participants in the
actual sampling data. along with the reportable quantity for which group application and materials
source of each estimate. Operators of notification is or was required pursuant management practices employed to
new sources or new discharges to 40 CFR 110.6 at any time since diminish contact by these materials with
composed in part or entirely of storm November 16. 1987: or precipitation and storm water rtm~ff:
water must provide quantitative data for {C} Contributes to a violation of a {D} Identify ten percent of the
the parameters listed in paragraph water quality standard, dischargers participating in the grdtzp
(c)(1)(i)(E) of this section within two (iv} The operator of an existing or new application (with a minimum of 10
years after commencement of discharge, discharge composed entirely of storm dischargers, and either a minimum of
unless such data has already been water £rom a mining operation is not two dischargers from each precipitation
reported under the monitoring required to submit a permit application zone indicated in appendix E of this part
requirements of the NPDES permit for unless the discharge has come into in which ten or more members of the.
the discharge. Operators of a new contact with. any overburden, raw group are located, or one discharger
source or new discharge which is material, intermediate products, finished from each precipitation zone indicated
composed entirely of storm water are product, byproduct or waste products in appendix E of this part in which rdae
exempt from the requirements of located on the site of such operations, or fewer members of_the group are
§ 122.21 {k)(3)(ii). (k}(3){iii}. and (k)(f). {v) Applicants shall provide such located) from which quantitative data

(it} The operator of an existing or new other information the Director may will be submitted in part 2. If more than
storm water discharge that is associated reasonably require under § 122.21{8}{13} 1,000 facilities are identified in a group
with industrial activity solely under of th~ part to determine whether to application, no more than,100
paragraph {b}(14){x} o[ this section, is issue a permit and may require any dischargers must submit quantitative
exempt from the requirements of facility subject to paragraph {c}{1}{ii} of data in Part L Groups of between four
§ 122.21{g} and paragraph (c}(1}{i} of this this section to comply with paragraph and ten dischargers may be formed.
section. Such operator shall provide a {c}{1}{i} of this section. However. in groups of between four en~i
narrative description of: . {2] Group applicotionfo~" discho~es ten, at least halt" the facilities must

{A) The h)cation {including a map) associated wi~ industrial activity. In submit quantitative data, and at least
and the nature of the construction lieu of individual applications or notice one facility in each precipitation zonq
activity; of intent to be covered by a general which members of the group are located"

{B) The total area’~ t~ site and the permit for storm water discharges must submit data. A description of why"
area of the site that i~ expected to associated with industrial activity, a the facilities selected to perform
undergo excavation durin8 the life of the group application may he filed by an . sampling and.~, pJ~si~ am=, = ..,, ....
permit~ ....

{C) Proposed me¯sue’as.including’best
entity representing a group of applicants representative oi" thegroup ~b ¯ w~ole "m
{except facilities that have existing terms of the ini’0r~ation provlded"in"’~ ’

management practices, to control individual NPDES permits for storm paragraph (c){1}~ {.i}(B)=and {i)(L"} o~ thi=
pollutants in storm water discharges water) that are part of the same section, shall accompany thias~ction.
during construction, including a brief subcategory (see 40 CTR subchapter N, Different ~actor~ impacti~ thzl.nature,o~.
descriptinn, of applicable State and local part 405 to 471} or. where such grouping the =orm.wet~ discharge,’such ~=" "..-
erosion and sediment control ~ ’. i’ is inapplicable, are sufficiently similar processes used and material ~i:.~" - :
requirements; ~. .. as to be appropriate for general permit management..~ .be, .~re~te~L to

(D} Proposed measm:es to control . coverage under § 122.28 of this p~rt. Thethe extent fsasi~le,,in a
pollutanta ~ storm water disc, hirrge~ ,’.part I application shall be submitted to"eq~,iva]e~t to ~ .]~poi~.’~.fl~. :~.: ",.
thai will occur afte~ constructior~ .~ , the Office of Water Enforcement and’ group ...... :..:.-.- ,. -, ~ ~" r ~ ,~ .,a ~ .~,
oI~e. ations .hav~bet.r~ completed. ’ Permits, U.S. EPA, 401 M Street, SW.,.’. (it| Part,~ ~,,,~ qf.. !.~’~l~lp,,,,j,~.:~s :;:,,~:,~
incl.ding a briei~ de~cflptio~ of Washington. DC 20480 (EN-336} for application ~,’teia ~v~

".
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in part 1 of the application, the Director cumulative discharges to waters of the the expected reduction of pollutant
shall designate between five and ten United States from all identified loads and a proposed schedule for
outfalls or field screening points as- municipal outfalls during a storm event implementing such cm~’~ro[s.’At’a ,.
representative of the commercial (as described under § 122.21(c)(7}] for minimum, th~description shall
residential and industrial land use BOD~, COD, TSS, dissolved solids, total {7] A description" olrmai~t~~~~~" ......
activities of the drainage area nitrogen, total ammonia plus organic activities and a maintenan~re
. contributing to the system or, where nitrogen, total phosphorus, dissolved . for.structural controls to ~d’uca "~° ~
there are less than five outfalls coveredphosphorus, cadmium, copper, lead, andpollutants (including floatables|.ii~ ""
in the application, the Director shall zinc. Estimates shall be accompanied bydischarges from municipal
designate all outfalls} developed as a description of the procedures for storm sewers;

aepara
:.~

follows: estimating constituent loads and {2} A description of planning
[I) For each outfa]l or field screening concentrations, including any modelling, procedures including a comprehensive

point designated under this data analysis, and calculation methods: master plan to develop, implement and
subparagraph, samples shall be {C) A proposed schedule to provide enforce controls to reduce the discharge
collected ol~ storm water discharges from estimates for each major outfall of pollutants from municipal separate
three storm events occurring at least one identi~ed in either paragraph {d){2){ii} or storm sewers which receive discharges
month apart in accordance with the (d){1){iii)(B)(1) of this section of the from areas of new development and
requirements at § 122.21(g}(7) {the seasonal pollutant load and of the event significant redevelopment. Such plan
Director may allow exemptions to mean concentration of a representative shall address controls to reduce
sampling three storm events when storm for any constituent detected in pollutants in discharges from municipal
climatic conditions create good cause any sample required under paragraph separate storm sewers after construction
for such exemptions}; {d}{2}{iii}{A) of this section: and is completed. {Controls to reduce

{2) A narrative description shall be {D) A proposed monitoring program pollutants in discharges from municipal
provided of the date and duration of the for representative data collection for the separate storm sewers containing
storm event{s} sampled, rainfall term of the permit that describes the construction site runoff are addressed in
estimates of the storm event which location of outfalls or field screening paragraph (d}{2}{iv}{D} of this section:
generated the sampled discharge and points to be sampled {or the location of
the duration between the storm event instream stations}, why the location is

{3} A description of practices for
operating and maintaining public

sampled and the end of the previous representative, the frequency of
streets, roads and highways and

measurable {greater than 0.1 inch sampling, parameters to be sampled,
procedures for reducing the impact on

rainfall} storm event: and a description of sampling
{3) For samples collected and equipment, receiving waters of discharge~ from ’-

described under paragraphs {d}{2){iii} (iv} Proposed management program. A municipal storm sewer systems,
including pollutants discharged as a

{A}{I) and (A}{2} of this section, proposed management program covers    resul{ of deicing activities;
quantitative data shall be provided for. the duration of the permit. It shall
the organic pollutants listed in Table II; include a comprehensive planning (4} A description o~ procedures to

the pollutants listed in Table Ill (toxic process which involves public " assure that Jlood management’projects

metals, cyanide, and total phenols} of participation and where necessary assess the impacts on the water quality

appendix D of 40 CFR part 122. and for intergovemmental coordination, to of receiving’water bodies and that

the fo[lowing pollutants: reduce the discliarge of pollutants to theexisting structural iliad control devices.
maximum extent practicable using have been evaluated to determine if’

Total suspended solids {TSS} management practices, control ret.rm~itting the-device to provide
Total dissolved solids {TDS) techniques and system, design and ’ additional pollutant removal h’om.storm
COD
SOO~ engineering methods, and such other water is feasible;
Oil and grease provisions which are appropriate. The {5} A description of a program to
Fecal coliform program shall also include a descriptionmonitor pollutant~ in runoff from
Fecal streptococcus ol~ staff and equipment available to operating or.closed ~unicipal landfill~r
pH implbment theprogram. Separate or other treatment, storage or disposal
Total Kjeldahl nitrogen proposed programs may be submitted byfacilities formtmicipal waste/which
Nitrate plus nitrite each coapplicant. Proposed programs shall identif~ priorities and procedures
Dissolved phosphorus may impose controls on a systemwide for inspections and establishin8 and:~ -.
Total ammonia plus organic nitrogen’ basis, a watershed basis, a jurisdictionimplem~t~li~ conh, ol measu~e~ f0e;~}~
Tota{ phosphorus, basis, or on individual outfalls. Proposed discharges {this pro~am can be . : "; :.

{4} Additional limited quantitative programs will be considered by the coordinated with {he.progrmr~ devel~ed
data required by the Director for " Director when developing permit under paragraph {d}{2}{iv]{C~ofthis’- " -
determining permit condition~. {t~e conditions to reduce pollutants in section);, and .,.,~ - , ,.. :’ :
Director may require that quantitative discharges to the maximum extent {~)’A description of a progrin to- -,t:~,~
data shall be provided for additional practicable. Proposed management reduce to the maxiinum" ~xtent    " "~-’
parameters, and may establish ~amplin~ programs shall describe priorities for practicable, pollutants in’dilc~, ’m~. ~: "
conditions such as the location, season, implementing controls. Such programs from municipal separate ~
of sample collection, form of shall be based on: associated ~,ith the application-of~ - ""’
precipitation {snow melt, rainfall} and {A} A des~:ription of structural and pesticide; herblcideSaml fe~
other parameters necessary to insure source contro~ measures to reduce whib.h Will include, as a~ri~t~.,’-’
representativeness}: ,    pollutants from runoff from commercia| contro~k su~:h as educ~tfo~al~vI~

(B} Estimates of the annual pollutant ~ ānd residential areas that are permits~
load af the cumulative discharges to discharged, from the municipal storm measu~ fee’�omm~ S
waters of the United States from all . sewer system that are to be "
identified municipal outfalls and the , ~ implemented durin~ theJife of the
event mean concentration of the      ~ pemlit, accompanied’with a~ estimate of at                   .. ~    .. ~ ....
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(B) A description of a program, (5~ A descriptiort of s program to characteristics of soil~ and
including a schedule, to dete~ and promote, publicize, and facilitate publicwater quality, a~d
remove (or require the discharger to the reporting of the presence of illicit (4} A description o~ a~x~e
municipal separate storm sewer to discharge~ or wa tat- quality in~aet~
obtain a separate NPI:II~ permit for} as~x:i~ed ~,vllh di~hm, ge~ from cons~ Mte opera4~
illicit discharges and improper dis~al munidp~l ~eparale storm ~=~er~; {v] Assesmne~t ~foe~rois. ~
into the storm sewer. The prol~sed {I$1 A de~ip~ion of edncatiotmi ~ductions in loadings of pol~t~nt~ [~n~i"program shall includm activities, public informalitm aclivities, thsd~s~-s o[ munici~i ~Iot~ m

{ 1) A description of a program, and other a~ ncti~ities to sincerity-tats [torn mtmicipai stocm
including inspections, to implement andfacilitate ti~ pr~er management and systems expeeled es the result of the
enforce an ordinance, orders or similardisposal of used oil and toxic materials;municipal storm water quality
means to prevent illicit discharges to theand management pro~am. The assessment
municipal separate storm sewer system: (7] A description of controls to limit shall also identify known impacts of
th~s program description shall address infiltration of seepage from municipal storm water controls on ground water.
all types o~" illicit discharges, however sanitary sewer~ to murdeipal separate (viI Fiscal analysis. For each fisoai
the following category of non-storm stoma sewer systems where necessary;year to be covered by the permit, a
water discharges or flows shall be {C) A deseriptinn of a program to fiscal analysis of the necessary capital
addressed where such discharges are monitor and control pollutants in storm and �~peration and maintenance
identified by the municipality as sourceswater discharges to municipal systems expenditures necessary to accomplish
of pollutants to waters of the United from municipal landfills, hazardous the activities of the programs underStates: water line flushing, landscapewaste treatment, disposal and recoveryparagraphs ~d}(Z) (iii} and liv} ~ thisirrigation, diverted stream flows, rising facilities, industrial facilities that are section. Such analysis shall include a
ground waters, uncontaminated groundsubject to section 313 of title III of the description of the source of funds thai
water infiltration {as def’med at 40 CFRSuperfund Amendments and are proposed to meet the necessary
35.2005(20}) to separate storm sewers, Reauthorization Act of 1986 {SARA), expenditures including legal re~triciionsuncomtaminated pumped ground water,and industrial facilities that the
discharges from potable water sources,n~unicipal permit applicant determines on the usa of s~:h funds.

{vii) Where more than one legal entityfoundation drains, air conditioning are contributing a substantial pollutant submits an application, the applic~oncondensation, irrigation water, springs, loading to the municipal storm sewer shall contain a description of the role~water from crawl space pumps, lootingsystem. The program shall:
drains, lawn watering, individual {1) Identify priorities and procedures and responsibilities of e~ch legal
residential ear washing, flows from for inspections and establishing and and procedures to ensure effective
riparian habitats and wetlands, implementing control measures for suchcoordination.
dechlorinated swimming pool discharges; . (viii} Where requirements cadet

..... discharges, and street wash water {?} Descxibe a monitoring program forparagraph (d}(1]{iv}p~
’. (program descriptions shall address storm water discharges associated with(d}{2!{i’d}{B) and {d}(~-}{iv| of this section

discharges or flows from fire fighting the industrial facilities identified in ace not practicable or am sol
only where such discharges or flows areparagraph {d~2}liv}|C’j of finis section, to the Director may exclude may
identified as significant sources of be implemented during the term of the ~" a discharge from a mm~k~Im! ~epml~te
pollutants to waters of the United permit, including the sul:mriesion of storm mw~r ~ i~ ~e~l
States): quantitative data on the followi~ par~raph {a]~l]~v], ~[In}~4~i9 ~t"

(2} A description of procedures to constituents: any pollutanls limited in of Ibis ~tion from s~h t~quimme~l~
conduct on.goiog field screening efi~rtt guidelines subcategories, whereThe Director slmll no{ exrl~ lh~ .
activities daring the life ol the per~nit, applicable;, any pollutant listed in an operator of a dis~ar~ ft,~rt a
inciudiog areas or locatiat~ that will heexisting NPI31~ permit fi~r a ~am’liIIn m’Iseparate stm’m ~ idenli~l im
evaluated by such fidd screer~ and grease, COD, pl-I, BOI~, TSS, totalapgendix F, G~ [-I or I ~l~rl I~., ~

(3) A description of pr~edva~s to be phosphortm, total Kieldahl nila’ogen, any of the ~
followed to investigate portiot~ of the nitrate plus nilrite nitroge,a, and any " rm~iremen|s under this Imr~,relda
separate storm sewer system flint, Ims~dinformation ~n diseha~es reqnir~l except where authorized under
on the resadts of the field ~r~e~ ~r und~ ~o CI~ ~ZZ.z1{a}lr) {iil} a~l {iv}.
other appropriate informal~m indi~tte ~ {D] A description of a program to (e} Appl~at~ d~ ~
reasonable potential o/r.~mmining ill~it implement and maintain strt~tura~ andOl~W’~r ol’a II~ ~ r~it~l I~.~.
disdaarges or other ~ of mm-~tormnon-strachtral best managemenl obtaim s Imrmil ~ Irm’~h
watar (such prucedare= may include: practices to reduce pollutants in s~¢va of Ikis sectien fl’mt does ~et .kawe ~n
samplin~ procedure=/or c,,~mtituents water ran~f from construction sites to effective NPDES permit coveN=t~
such as fecal coliform, fecal the municipal storm sewer system, storm water ~ thaB ~abmit
streptococcus, surfac, tan~ {MBAS], which shall include: al~k~io~ im a=r.o~dance wi’ah ~ke
residual cldnrine, fluorkles and {I} A description of procedures for site following deadlines:
potassium; testing with f[uormnetric planning w~ich incorporate (1) ~ a~ ~mlm wa/,er die,kay.
dyes: or condacting in storm sewer consideration of potential water qualitff assoc~ed wil~ ~Im~rial
inspections where safety and athee impel:Is: idemiFmd.ln per~r4q~ fb}{14~ {i~j of
considera6ons arlow. Such description {2} A description of requirements for this ~ ’dmt is ~ pm ef ¯ ~n~
shall include the location of s/orm norm~ru~m’al a~d stractm~ be~t application as descn~ed in par~gra~ ~
sewers that have been identified ~ management pra~’tit:e~, {c}(~] of l~is se~ ~ ~-l-,k:k~
such eva~uationr. {~ ,~ descr~pRon ~f pro~d~ms lot co~em~l ~t~ ~md~si~mem. ~

(~ A descr~tinn of prt~:~ms ~o id~mtif~ng prlori~ies f~ ~ ~i~e= ~ ~ememl ~ a pmmit 7 "~-
i’ prevent, contain, and r~3~nd to s~m~s and ~ ~m~m:~ mm~m~re~ wl~sah app~:~d~m made. ~

~ that may dischm’$,e into tl~ ~ cor~dm" ~ke nalm’e ~f’d~e ¢~t~l~�Ik~ {~} ~I~
separate storm sewer, . satiety, ~y, and the the Director by November 18,’!~1~ ¯
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12} For any group application _ {iii} Part 2 of the application shall be the location of any combined sewer.
submitted in accordance with paragraph submitted to the Director by May 17. overflow, discharge point.
{c)(2) of this sectior¢ ~-. 1993. . {4) Any person may petition the.,

{i] Part I of the application shall be (5) A permit application ~hallbe Directer f~ tbede~tio~ oEa~, ~r~.~ ;.~.~
submitted to the Director, Office of submitted to’ the Director within 80 daysmedium m~nicip~ ~m’at~
Water Enforcement and Permits by of notice, unless permission.for a latersystem-as defined by paragraplm~, o
March 18, 1991; date is granted by the Director (see 44} {b)(4){iv} or (bj{7)(iv} of this m~:~t~

{ii} Based on information in the part I CFR 124.5~(c)}, for. ¯ (S) The Director shall make ~ ~ ¯
application, the Director will approve or (i) A storm water discharge Which the- - "determ~a~ien en any petition received
deny the members in the group Director, or in States with approved under this section within 90 days after
application within 60 days after NPDES programs, either the Director orreceiving the petition. ¯ ¯
receiving part I of the group application,the EPA Regional Admir~istrator, 6. Section 122.28{b)(2}{i) is revi~ed to(iii} Part 2 of the application shall be determines that the discharge read as follows:
submitted to the Director, Office of contributes to a violation o£ a water
Water Enforcement and Permits no laterquality standard or is a significant § 12~.2~ ~ p~mlt~ (a~Nlcab~ to
than 12 months after the date of contributor of pollutants to waters of theStats NPOES ~ ~ § 12~25).
approval of the part I application. United States {see paragraph {a){1}{v} of * * * ¯

(iv) Facilities that are rejected as this section}: {b} * ° *
members of a group by the permitting {ii} A storm water discharge subiect to {2) Reqviring on indJvidualpermit. |i}
authority shall have 12 months to file anparagraph {c)(1}{v} of this section. The Director may require any discharger
individual permit application from the (6} Facilities with existing N’PDES authorized by a general permit to apply
date they receive notification of their permits for storm water discharges for and obtain an individual NPDES
reiection, associated with industrial activity shall permit. Any interested person may

{v} A facility listed under paragraph maintain existing permits. New petition the Director to take action
{b}(14} {i}-{xi} of this section may add on applications shall be submitted in under this paragraph. Cases where an
to a group application submitted in accordance with the requirements of 40individual NPDES permit may be
accordance with paragraph {e){2){i} of CFR 122.21 and 40 CFR 122.26{c} 180 required include the following:
this section at the discretion of the days before the expiration of such {A} The discharger or "~xeatment
Office of Water Enforcement and permits. Facilities with expired permitswork~ treating domestic sewage" is not
Permits, and only upon a showing of or permits due to expire before May 18,in compliance with the conditions 0f th~
good cause by the facility and the group 1992, shall submit applications in general NPDES permit;
applicant: the request for the addition ofaccordance with the deadline set forth {B| A change has oc~u:red in the
the facility shall be made no later than under paragraph {e}{1) of this section, availability of demonstrated technology
February 18,1992: the addition of the {f) Petitions. [1} Any operator of a or practices for the control or abatement
facility shall not cause the percentage ofmunicipal separate storm sewer systemof pollutants applicable to the point
the facilities that are required to submitmay petition the Director to require a source or treatment works treating ~
quantitative data to be less than I0~ separate NPDES permit {or a permit dom~tic sewage:
unless there are over 100 facilities in theissued under an approved NPDES State {C} Effluent limitation guidelines’are"
group that are submitting quantitative program} for any discharge into the promulgated for point so .tWces covored -
data: approval to become part of group municipal separate storm sewer system,by the general NPDES permit: . ..: :~ _application must be obtained from the {2} Any person may petition the {D} A Water Quality Marmgement~group or the trade association Director to require a NTDES-permAt for aplan containing requirenm~ta a.pplic~blerepresenting the individual facilities, discharge which is composed entirely ofto such point ~ource~ i~ appro~vd~{3} For any discharge from a large storm water which contributes to a (E} ~msta~cas have e~ sihcemunicipal separate storm sewer system;v~olation of a water quality standard or the time of the ~equest to he covered so{i} Part 1 of the application shah be is a significant contributor of pollutant~ that the di~:hm’ger i~ a~ longs"submitted to the Director by November to waters of the United States. appropriately c~ntroHed under the"
18,199~; {3} The owner or operator of a general permit, or eithex a temporary’or"

{ii} Based on information received in munioipal separate storm sewer systempermaneat mdm:tion or eltmin~iou.oithe part I application the Director will may petition the Director to reduce the the authorized dis~ge lb ~approve or deny a sampling plan underCessna estimates of the population IF} Standm’ds fo~ ~e~a~ sl~id ¢a~paragraph {d}{1}{iv}(E} of ~ section served by such separate system to or disposal have been l~,omtilga .t~d’l~.."within 90 days after receiving the part Iaccount for storm water discharged to the sludge tree and diaim~alp~ ~application: combined ~ewers as dei~med by 44} CFRcovered by the 8eiie~al ~ ~?’..{iii} Part 2 of the application ~ be 35.2005{b}{11} that is treated in a or. " " -~ ’" ~" " """: ’ :’"~"submitted to the Dire:tot by November publicly owned treatment works. In . {G} The disr.~arge{s) isa ~16, 1992. .. municipalities in which combined contributor of poHu.tant~ In ~~{4} For any discharge from a medium sewers are operated, the Census determination, the DImt~o_ ~’ma_y~."’~"" ~.municipal separate storm sewer system~estimates of population may be reducedconsidei~ the-fbllb~T~ct~"~~ ~"{i} Part I o~ the application shah be proportional to the fraction, based on
submitted to the Director by May 18, estimated lengths, of the length of
1992. , ~ combined sewers over the sum of the o ..~- ..~

(ii} Based on information received in,:"length of combined sewers and " (2l.ine sme m.um ~
the part I application the Director will, ,- municlpal separate storm sewers where(3} The quanlity~iitd

paragraph {d)(1}(iv}(~ ~ this sectinn.- - permi! number associated with e~.l~ ¯
: 14~within~dayssflern..cei~th~po.~t~- diech~sp~tandamapimiica~ -~ . ." .

" ’
upplication, . ~ . - area~ serve’d by’combined sewem and .Z"¯ ~, .. ~...

.. z.. R0008321
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7, Section 122.42 is amended by the anniversary of the date of the . application under § 122.26{d}{2)(iv) and
adding paragraph {cJ to read as follows: issuance of the pe~it for such system. (d)(2){v) of this ~r~

The report shall include: [4} A s~ma~ of data, ~cludi~
~ 122.42 Add~ ~ ~l (1) The status of implementing the monitoring data, that is accum~at~
to ~ ~t~o~s o# ~ES ~ components of ~e sto~ water throughou~ the ~po~ ye~
(.pp,,~Om to State NPO.S ~ m management pro~am ~at are {S} A~Lex~nditums and
~ 12~25~ established as pe~it conditions: for year followi~ ea~ a~ual ~

..... {2} ~oposed changes to the sto~ {6} A s~aW des~bi~ ~e n~r

(c} ,x~[u~ic/pa/separate storm sewe~ water management programs ~at ~ - a~ nat~e of e~o~ement acfion~

systems. The operator of a large or established as pe~it condition. Such ~: -inspeCtionS, ahd public education

medium municipal separate storm sewer proposed changes shall be consistent programs;

system or a municipal separate sto~ with ~ 122.2~(d}{2}{iii).of this part: and {7} Identification of water qualiW
sewer that has been designated by the {3} Revisions, if necessa~, to the

improvements or degradation;

Director under ~ 122.2O{a){1}{v) of this assessment of con~ols and the fiscal 7a. Part 122 is amended by adding

p,~rt ~us~ submit an annual report by analysis reported in the pe~it appendices E through ~ as follows:

Append~ E to Pa~ l~Ra~fall Zones of ~e U~ted S~tes

®

:

Not Shown: Alaska [Zone 7};. Hawaii (Zone Appendix F to Pa~ l~lZ.--Incorporated S~a~e?}: Northern Mar/ann Islamis (Zone 7~ Guam Places With Populations Greater Than
{Zone 7); American Samoa [Zi0ne 7J: Tnmt ZS0,0~ According to Latest Decennial C.,o~-a0o .......~ l:~r~’. ¯ ;Territory of the Pacific Islands (Zone 7}: Census by Bureau of Census.
Puerto Rico {Zone 3} Virgin I~lands (zone 3}. mo~a ......................~ " "-"~-~

Source: Methodolosy for Analysis of State i Incoq:~ated place ~ : "’~’’
Detention Basins for Control of Urban Runoff ’ ’r~m~. ,: ~..
~a~ity. p,~p=~d for U.S. ~v~,omnental ~ .............................~,~,,~.Protection Agency, Office of Water, Nonpoint A~zona ................................P’noe~.-
Source Division, Washlnston, DC, 1986, : Tucson. Kansas_

C.~on’~ ...........................Long eeac’n.

R0008322    ..~:~



~ Tu ~ ~ ~. M~ ............... ~ ~ ~ ........ 271.4~

Pennsy=~n~a ...................... ] Phtl~ T~ ~t~ ......... ~7,~3

Tsxas ........................ ~ Aus~. Mas~u~s .................... ~ S~. V~ .............. F~ ............. 527,178

H~zon. ~ ~a~ ~, Apex I to Pa~ ~nfi~ With
v,~ ........... ~ N~. L~ U~rat~ ~ ~s " ’

Places ~ ~Is~ G~ter ~an ~ .........................~s v~s ~.

to ~test Decal ~s by Bum~ ~ ~ ~,
Census Pate~. A~ ....... ~ ............ ~917

~ ~t~ Ra~ ~ ~ ... I~.~4

~ ............... ~ E~.

T~ ........................~ ~ ~ ..........
F~ ~ K~ ~ .........

~’    ,, ~L.
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Authority: Clean Water Act. 33 U.S.C. 125! determine, on a case-by-ca.se basis, that [c) Prior to a case-by-case
et seq. certain concentrated animal feeding determination that an individual permit

9. Section lZ3.25 is amended by operations {§ 122.23). concentrated is required for u storm water discharge
revising paragraph {a)(9) t~ read as aquatic animal production facilities under this section (see 40 CFR 122.26..
follows: (§ 12.2.24). storm water cLischarges (aJ(1)(v) and (c](l)(vJ), the Regional

{ § 1~2.26), and cerlain other facilities Administrator may require the
§ 123.25 Requ|remantl fo¢ permitting, covered by general permits (§ 122.28| discharger to submit a permit

(a) ’ " " that do not generally requh’e an application or other infnrmation ’"~
(9) § 122.26--(Storm water individual permit may be required to regarding the discharge under sectiondischarges); obtain an individual permit because of 308 of the CWA. In requiring such

’    ’ their contributions to water pollution. ~ information, the Regional Adrrdnistrator
(b) Whenever the Regional shall notify the discharger in writing andPART 124~PROCEDURES FOR Administrator decides that an individualshall send an application form with theDECISIONMAKING permit is required under this section, notice. The discharger must apply for a

I0. The authority citation for part 124 except as provided in paragraph (c) of permit under § 122.26 wi.thin 60 days of
continues to read as follows: this section, the Regional Administrator notice, unless permission for a later date

Authority: Resource Conse~’ation and shall notify the discharger in writing of is granted by the Regional
Recovery Act. 42 U.S.C. 6901 et seq.; Safe that decision and the reasons for it. andAdministrator. The question whether the
Drinking Water Act. 42 U.S.C. 300f et seq.: shall send an application form with the initial designation was proper will
Clean Water Act. 33 U.S,C. 1251 et seq.: andnotice¯ The discharger must apply for a remain open for consideration during
Clean Air Act. 42 U,S,C. 1857 et seq. permit under § 122.21 within 60 days of the public comment period under

11. Section 124.52 is revised to read asnotice, unless permission for a later date§ 124.11 or § 124.118 and in any
follows: is granted by the Regional subsequent hearing.Administrator. The question whether the
§ 124.52 Permits required on a case-by- designation was proper will remain Note: The following form will not appear in
case basis, open for consideration during the publicthe Code of Federa~ Regu|atior~s.

(a) Various sections of part 122. comment period under § 124.11 or s~uJ~ co¢~
subpart B allow the Director to § 124.118 and in any subsequent hearing.
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 ,EPA "2F ", ~ App~fion for P~To ~charge Stormwa~r ’
Di~arges ~a~ with lnd~alA~ ¯,=,

~g e~ a~ ~% ~r~ ~ ~ m ~ ~

II. ImproVements          I                 /            I
A. A,’e you now requKed by any Federal, State, or Iocad aut~Ofdy

o~ration of wastewater treatment equz~ent ~ pr~ ~ ~y ot~ ~mnmen~ W~ams wh~ m~ I~ ~e di~
aescr;bed m th,s apph~t~on? Thzs inches, but =s
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’,onUnued from the Front

IV. Narrative Descrm~mn-m t, ottmam ~ource~

Oufl~JI kea of Iml~n~ous ~urf~ce Total iVea ~’aJned C~ffaJI .~’aa of Imper,~ous ~urface Total A/ea O~’alned

Nqmber
forovio~ uni~) fon3vide unifs) Number {orovide ~l~it~) forov~e unr~

Prowde a nar:atlve descnptlon of significant materials that are cucrentJy o~’ in me past three years have Oeen treated, stored or
manner to allow exposure to storm water; method of treatment, slorage, or disposal; past and present matenals management pract=ces

emoloved, tn the last three years, to mlnlnllze contact by thesa matenals with sto[m water runoff; materiaJs loading and access areas;
Ir, e fcca.*~on manner, and frequency In which pest=cities, herbicides, sod cond=r=oners, and fert~llzers are ao~lied

v. Nonstormwater Oischa~Hes
A. I certify under penalty of law that the ouffall(s) covered by th~s applh=atio~ have been fasted or evaluated for the presence o!

nonsformwater discharges, ~fld tl’mt a41 nonstormwater discharges from these ouffall(s) are identified in either an accompanying Form 2C
or Form 21:: aDollcafion for th~ o~tflll,

Name ~d Official Title (type orprinQ S~gna~’a Date ~

B Provide a descnpt=on of the method used, the date of any testing, and the onsite drainage p~nts tt~t were directly obse~ed during a test.

Vl. Significant Leaks or Spills
Prov~le existing ~ I~

EPA F~ ~1~ (12~)



~111, Biologi~!_!..~xicity T~.tincj O.ata -                                              I

X,¢ertifi¢ation, I , II II i I

A. N3me & Official Title i.~,Pe or/~nnt) B, Area Code an~ Phone No.

C S~gnatuce’ "’ D. Date Signed .

R0008327
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" .............

Part 0 - I:~ov~de data fo~ t~, ~ eventls) whk~ msult~ L~ ~ m~imum ~ues ~ ~ fl~ ~h~ ~ ~e.
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_ Instructions o Form 2F
AppliCation for Permit to Discharge Storm Water

Associated with Industrial Activity
Who Must File Form 2F                                                                                    ~.,.’~

Form 2F must be completed by operators of facilities which discharge storm water associated with industrial
activity or by operators of storm water discharges that EPA is evaluating for designation as a significant
contributor of pollutants to waters of the United States, or as contributing to a violation of a water quality
standard.

Operators of discharges which are composed entirely of storm water must complete Form 2F (EPA Form
3510-2F) in conjunction with Form 1 (EPA Form 3510-1).

Operators of discharges of storm water which are combined with process wastewater (process wastewater
is water that comes into direct contact with or results from the production or use of any raw material, interme-
diate product, finished product, byproduct, waste product, or wastewater) must complete and submit Form
2F, Form 1, and Form 2C (EPA Form 3510-2C).

Operators of discharges of storm water which are combined with nonprocess wastewater (nonprocess
wastewater includes noncontact cooling water and sanitary wastes which are not regulated by effluent guide-
lines or a new source performance standard, except discharges by educational, medical, or commercial
chemical laboratories) must complete Form 1, Form 2F, and Form 2E (EPA Form 3510-2E}.

Operators of new sources or new discharges of storm water associated with industrial activity which will be
combined with other nonstormwater new sources or new discharges must submit Form t, Form 2F, and
Form 2D (EPA Form 3510-2D).

Where to File Applications

The application forms should be sent to the EPA Regional Office which covers the State in which the facility
is located. Form 2F must be used only when applying for permits in States where the NPDES permits
program is administered by EPA. For facilities located in States which are approved to administer the NPDES
permits program, the State environmental agency should be contacted for proper permit application forms
and instructions.

Information on whether a particular program is administered by EPA or by a State agency can be obtained
from your EPA Regional Office. Form 1, Tal~e 1 of ~ "General Instructions" lists the addresses of EPA
Regional Offices and the States within the jurisdiction of each Office.

Completeness ¯

Your application will not be considered complete urdess you answer every question on this form and on Form
I. If an item does not apply to you, enter "NA° (for not applicable) to show that you considered the question.

Public Availability of Submitted Information

You may not claim as confidential any information required by this form or Form 1, whether the informal(on
is reported on the forms or in an attachment. Section 402(j) of the Clean Water Act requires.that a~l permit
applications will be available to the pu~ic. This information will be made available to the public upon request.

Any information you submit to EPA which goes beyond that required by thiS =form, Form 1, or Form 2C you
may claim as confidential, but claims for Informatioe which are effluent data will be denied.

If you do not assert a claim of confidentiality at the time of submitting the Information, EPA may make the - . "~:~;
information public without, further notice to you. Claims of confidentiality will be handled in accordance with "    " ......
EPA’s business conFlder~lalityregulations at 40 CFR Part 2.

Definitions
¯ , ,,. ¯ ~..,--~- .: o,~.’,"
All significant terms used in these Instructions and in the form are defined In the glossary found In the General ....
Instructions which accompany F.o~ 1.                          " "’: ’"

EPA ID Number ,, ¯ ..’. ~ .........

Fig in your EPA Identification Numbe~ at-the top of.each odd-numbered page o~.Fom~ 2F. Y(~J~nay ~ this. o’~-, , -..-...,~.,, ~,~. ~,
number directly from item I of Form. 1. ~, .... ":- ,~ :- :"~.. , .~ -.

"̄; .,..~., . :.;.~ ..’-...
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Item I

You ~y ~e the ~p ~o ~ f~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ a~ ~
your o~lls a~ the ~me ~~e r~ water.

Item II-A

Item II-B
You are not requ~ to submit a des~ption of f~ure p~l~i~ c~tr~ proj~ts ff you do n~ ~sh to ~ t ~e
is plann~.

Attach a site map showing l~y (~ i~i=~ng ~e ~ ~ dra~ge ar~s se~ by the ~(s)

each of ffs dmi~ge a~ ~e structure;

the drainage area ~ ~ch ~ ~tm ~11;

present areas us~ for ~d~ =ora~ ~ dt~l ~ s~i~nt ~te~s, ~ch e~ng ~m~u~
tr~ measure to r~uce pollutants in ~o~ ~t~ mn~, ~te~s I~d~g a~ a~ areas, areas ~e~
pesticides, he~=c~es. ~1 c~ioners a~ f~ms are a~i~:

each of its hazard.s waste ~tme~, ~ge ~ ~c~ffies ~l~g ~ch a~a
have a RCRA petit which is ~ f~ a~um~ating hazards waste for le~ t~ ~ da~
2~2.34);

each well where fl~s ir~ t~ family are inj~ u~ergr~; a~

Item IV-A
For each outf~l, provide an esti~te ~ the ~ dmi~ by the o~all ~i~ is ~r~ by ~pe~
surfaces. For the purp~ ~ I~s ~~ ~ ~ ~e ~ ~re =~

~s and pe~ious areas) dmin~ by each ~1. The s~e ~p r~uir~ ~er ~em Itl can ~
the total area drained by each ou~all.

Item IV-B
Provide a ~t~e de~dpt~ ~ s~n~t ~te~ls ~t are cu~ently ~ in the ~st thr~

.
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Item V
Provide a certification that all ouffalls that sl~ould contain storm water discharges associated with industrial
activity have been tested or evaluated for the presence of non-storm water discharges which are not covered
by an NPDES permit. Tests~for such non-storm water discharges may include smoke tests, fluorometdc dye
tests, analysis of accurate schematics, as weJI as other appropriate tests. Part B must include a description
of the method used, the date of any testing, and the onsite drainage points that were directly observed dudng
a test. All non-storm water discharges must be identified in a Form 2C or Form 2E which must accompany
this application (see beginning of instructions under section titled "Who Must File Form 2F" for a desc,’iption
of when Form 2(3 and Form 2E must be submitted).
Item VI
Provide a description of existing information regarding the history of significant leaks or spills of toxic or
hazardous pollutants at the facilk’~’ in the last three years.

Item VII-A, B, and C
These items require you to collect and report data on the pollutants discharged for each of your outfalls. Each
part of this item addresses a different set of pollutants and. must be completed in accordance with the specific
instructions for that part. The following general instructions apply to the entire item.
General Instructions
Part A requires you to report at least one analysis for each pollutant listed. Parts B and C require you to report
analytical data in two ways. For some pollutants addressed in Parts B and C. if you know or have reason to
know that the pollutant is present in your discharge, you may be required to list the pollutant and test (sample
and analyze) and report the levels of the p<:91utants in your discharge. For all other pollutants addressed in
Parts B and C, you must list the pollutant if you know or have reason to know that the pollutant is present in
the discharge, and either report quantitative data for the pollutant or bdefly describe the reasons the pollutant
is expected to be discharged. (See specific instructions on the form and below for Parts A through C.) Base
your determination that a pollutant is present in or absent from your discharge on your knowledge of your
raw materials, material management practices, maintenance chemicals, history of spills and releases, inter-
mediate and final products and byproduc.t.s, and any previous analyses known to you of your effluent or
similar effluent.
A. Sampling: The collection of the samples for the reported analyses should be supervised by a person

experienced in performing sampling of industrial wastewater or storm water discharges. You may con-
tact EPA or your State permitting authority for detailed guidance on sampling techniques and for answers
to specific questions. Any specific requirements contained in the applicable analytical methods should
be followed for sample containers, sample preservation, holding times, the collection of duplicate sam-
pies, etc. The time when you sample should be representative, to the extent feasible, of your treatment
system operating propedy with no system upsets. Samples should be collected from the center of the
flow channel, where turbulence is at a maximum, at a site specified in your present permit, or at any site
adequate for the collection of a representative sample.
For pH, temperature, cyanide, total phenols, residual chlorine, oil and grease, and fecal coliform, grab
samples taken during the first 30 minutes (or as soon thereafter as practicable) of the discharge must be
used (you are not required to analyze a flow-weighted composite for these parameters). For all other
pollutants both a grab sample collected dudng the first 30 minutes (or as soon thereafter as practicab/e)
of the discharge and a flow-weighted composite sample must be analyzed. However, a minimum of one
grab sample may be taken for effluents from holding ponds or other impoundments with a retention
period of greater than 24 hours.

All samples shall be co/lected from the discharge resulting from a storm event that is greater than 0.t
inches and at least 72 hours from the previously measurable (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm event.
Where feasible, the variance in the duration of the event and the total rainfall of the event should not
exceed 50 percent from the average or median rainfall event in that area.
A grab sample shall be taken dudng the first thirty minutes of the discharge (or as soon thereafter as
practicable), and a flow-welghted composite shall be taken for the entire event or for the first three hours
of the event.
Grab and composite samples are defined as follows:

R~008332
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If you measure more.than one value for a grab sample or a flow-weighted composite sample for a given
outfall and those v~dues ere representative of your discharge, you must report them. You must describe
your method of testing and data analysis. You also must determine the average of ~ values within the
last year and report the concentration mass under the "Average Values" c~un~s, and the to, at nun~
of storm events sampled under the "Number of Storm Events Sampled" c~mr, s.

C. Analysis: You must use test methods pn:~nulgeted in 40 CFR Part 136; however, if none has been
promulgated for a particular pollutant, you may use any sultabte method for measuring the level of the
pollutant in your discharge prov{ded that you sut~mit a description of the method or a reference to a
published method. Your description should Include the sample holding time, preservation techniques,
and the quality control measures which you.used. If you have two or more substantialh/identical outfatls,
you may request permission from your permitting authority to sample and analyze only one ouffall and
submit t he results of the analysis for other substantially identical outfalls, ff your request is granted by the
permitting authority, on a separate sheet attached to the application form, identify which outfall you did
test, and describe why the outfalls which you did not test are substantially identical to the outfall which
you did test.

Part VII-A
Part VP-A must be completed by all applicants for all outfalls who must complete Form 2F.
Anal,ize a grab sample collected during the first thirty minutes (or as soon thereafter as practicable) of the
d~scharge and flow.weighted composite samples for all p<dlutants in this Part, and report the results except
use only grab samples for pH and o8 and grease. See discussion in General Instructions to Item VII for
defin=tions of grab sample collected during the first thirty minutes of discharge and flow-weighted composite
sample. The "Average Values" column is n~( compulson! but should be filled out if data are awa~lable.

Part VII-B
List all pollutants that are limited in an effluent guideline which the facility is subject to (see 40 CFR Subchap-
ter N to determine which pollutants are limited in effluent guidelines) or any pollutant listed in the facility’s
NPDES permit for its process wastewater (if the facility is operating t.mder an existing NPDES permit). Com-
plete one table for each outfall. See discussion in General instructions to item Vii for clef’minions of grab
sample collected during the first thirty minutes (or as soon thereafter as practicable) of discharge and flow-
weighted composite sample. The "Average Values" column is not compulsory but shotdd be filled out if data
are available.

Analyze a grab sample collected during the first thirty minutes of the discharge and fiow-wek~hted cocnposite
samples for all pollutants in this Part, and report the results, except as provided in the General Instructions.
Part VII-C

Part VII-C must be completed by all appticaf~ts for al~ ouffalls which discharge storm water associated with
industrial activity, or that EPA is evaluating for designation as a significant contributor of i:x:~lulants towate~s
of the United States, or as contdbut{ng to a violation of a water quality standard. Use both a grab sample and
a composite sample for all pollutar~s you analyze for in this pa~t except use grab samples for residual chrorfne
and fecal coliform. The "Average Values" column is no~ compulsory but should be filled out If d~ata are
available. Part C requires you to address the pollutants in Table 2F-2, 2F-3, and 2F-4 for each ouffall. Pollu-
tants in each of these Tables are addressed differ.ently.
Table 2F-2: For each ouffall, list a~l Ix~lutants in Table 2F-2 that you know or have reason to believe ice
discharged (except pollutants previously Itsted in Part VII-B). If a pollutant is limited in an effluent guideline
limitation which the facility is subject to (e.g., use of TSS as an indicator to control the discharge of iron and
aluminum), the pollutant shored be listed in-Part VII-B. ff a pe~utant In tabte 2F-2 Is ind{rectfy flmited by an
effluent guideline Iknltatio~ tlwough ae irm’lcator, you must analyze for it and report data in Part VII-C.
other pollutants listed in Table 21=-~ (tho~e rmt ltn~ted directly or Irx:llrectly by an effluent .!~nitation guidelineS,
that you know o~ have reesoit to be]~ m d~rges, you must either report quantltatlvl~ d~ta or brfeffy~.
describe the reasons the pollutant is expected to be discharged.
T=ble 2F-3: For each outfa]l, list all pollutants in Table 2F-3 that you know or have reason to balleve are
discharged.. For every poilutar~ in Tlbki 2F-3 expected to be diicheiged in ~oncereaitkxt= o~
greater, you must submit qulnlltatlve data. For Icto~n, aceyioailrie, 2,4 8ielrol:~, ~
dinit rophenol, you must s|Jbndt quazVJlalNe dala ii Iny of ttlese foul’ ix:lutelis tl exPeCted to tie discherged

EPA Form 3510-=F (1=-8~) I. 5
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in c~centmt~ ~ I~ ppb ~ gr~t~. F~ eve~ ~l~a~ ex~t~ to ~ disc~rg~ in c~t~ti~le~

~ms. If your ~ ~ ~ a ~ m~ a~ ~ ~ g~ t~ a~ ~ ~ t~ ~= r~ent thr~ y~rs
average less t~n $1~,~ ~ ~r ~ ~ q~ 1~ d~m), ~ ~y su~ ~ da~ f~ those
years inked ~ c~u~i~ a~ ~ ~ ~n~ to~ ~. T~ pr~ucti~ or ~es dam mus: ~
f~ the fac~y which is t~ s~rce ~ the diverge. ~ da~ s~d ~t ~ limit~ to pr~ucti~ or ~les f~
the pr~e~ or w~e~ ~ich contrib~e to ~e disc~rge, u~e~ those are t~ oily pr~es at your
facility. For ~1~ data, In ~t~ns inv~ving intmco~te tm~ of g~s a~ se~ic~, t~ transfer p~ce
per un~ should a~roxi~te ma~ pdces fo~ thee g~s a~ se~ces as clos~y as ~ssi~e. Sales fl~res
for years a~er f~0 s~d ~ i~ex~ to the s~ q~er ~ 1~ by using the gross ~t~l pr~uct
price deflator (s~ond q~ner ~ I~= 1~). ~is i~ex is a~ga~e in Natio~l Income a~ Pr~u~ Ac-
counts of the Un~ States (De~ment ~ ~merce, Bur~u ~ Echoic A~lysis).
Table 2F.4: For each o~all, li~ any ~l~nt in Ta~e 2F~ t~t you k~ or ~ve to ~ present in the
discharge a~ ex~ain ~y y~ ~i~e ~ to ~ pr~ent. No a~y~s is r~uir~, b~ ~ you ~ve a~l~i~l
data, you must re~ff them. Note: U~et ~ CFR 117.12(a)(2), ce~in diverges ~ ~ous substances
(list~ at 40 CFR I~.21 ~ 40 CFR 302.4) ~y ~ exempt~ fr~ the r~uirements of s~tion 3~ 1 of CWA,
which establishes re~ing ~uirements, c~= ~lties, a~ I~y for d~nup costs for spills of ~ a~
hazardous substances. A discharge ~ a ~icular su~e ~y ~ exempt~ ~ the origin, ~urce, a~
amount of the discharg~ substa~es are ~ent~ in the NPDES ~it ap~ication ~ in the permit, if the
permit contains a requirement f~ tr~tm~t ~ the diverge, a~ ~ ~ treatment is in ~ace. To ap~y for an
exclusion of the disc~rge ~ any ~rd~s subs~nce from the r~uirements ~ s~tion 311, a~ach addi-
tional sheets of ~r to ~ fo~, se~ing forth the fdl~g i~t~n:

1. The substance a~ the am~ ~ ~ch su~e wh~h ~y ~ discharge.

2. The origin a~ ~rce ~ the di~r~ ~ the s~.
~. The treatment ~ich is to ~ pr~ for the d~c~rge by:

a. An onsite treatmem s~em se~mte ~ any tr~t~nt syst~ treeing your no~t dis.~
charge;

b. A treatment system des~n~ to trot your noel disc~rge a~ which is add~io~lly ~e
of treating the amo~t ~ t~ su~nce ~tW~ u~ ~mgm~ 1 a~e; ~

c, Any c~bi~t~n ~ the a~ve.
See 40 CFR 117.12(a)(2) a~ (c), ~N~ ~ Augu~ ~, 1979, in ~ FR ~7~, ~ ~n~ ~r R~
Office ~a~e I on Fo~ 1, Instructi~), f~ ~her inf~I~ on exdusi~s from ~tiOn 31 I.

If ~mpling is co~u~ during ~e t~n ~ ~ ~en~ you oNy n~ to re~ the inf~t~ r~
quest~ in Pa~ VII.D f~ the sto~ ~(s) ~h r~ in any ~imum ~l~am c~centmt~n

Prov~e flow m~surements ~ ~i~t~ ~ t~ ff~ rote, a~ the to~ amount ~ disc~r~ fm
~ent(s) ~mpl~, the meth~ ~ ~~ m ~ti~t~ Prov~e the data ~ dumtl~ ~ t~ =~
event(s) ~m~, min~ll ~ ~ ~i~t~ ~ t~ =~ event wh~h g~mt~ t~ ~m~ ~

inch rainfall) storm evenL
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acid (2,4,5,-T); 2-(2,4,5-trichlorophenoxT) propanoic acid (Silvex, 2,4,5,-TP); 2-(2,4,5-trichlorophenoxy) ethyl,
2,2-dichloropropionate (Er_bon); O,O-dimethyt O-(204,5-tfi~) I:~ospl~rolh~oate (Ronnel); 2.4.5-
trichlqrophenol (TCP); ,or hexachlorophene (HCP); then list TCDD. The D~r~or may waive or modify the
requirement if you dem’o~strate that it would be unduly burdensome to identi~/each toxic pollutant and the
Director has a~tequate Informatio~ to issue your pemdt. You may not c~aim this information as confidential;
however, you do not have to distinguish between use or production o~ the pollutants or I~ the amounts.

Item VIII
Self explanatory. The permitting authority rn~y ask you to I~’Ovide add~ details after your application is
received.
Item X
The Clean Water Act provides for severe penalties for submitting false i~formation on this application form.
Section 309(c)(4) of the Clean Water Act provides that "Any person who knowingly makes any false mater~al
statement, representation, or certification in any application .... shall upon conviction, be punished by a fine
of not more than $10,000 or by imprisonment for not more than 2 years, or by both. it a conviction of such
person is for a violation committed after a first conviction ol such person under this paragraph, punishment
shall be by a fine of not more than $20,000 per day of violation, or by imprisonment of not more than 4 years,
or by both." 40 CFR Part 122.22 requires the certification to loe signed as follows:

(A) For a corporation: by a responsible corporate official. For purposes of this section, a responsible
corporate offic~ means (i) a president, secretary, treasurer, or vice-president of the corporation in
charge of a principaJ business function, or any other person who performs similar policy- or decision-
making functions for the corporation, or (ii) the manager of one or more manufacturing, production, or
operating facilities employing more than 250 parsons or having gross annual sales or expenditures
exceeding $25,000,000 (in second-quarter 1980 d~lars), if autho~y to sign documents has been as-
signed or delegated to the manager in accordance with corporate procedures.

Note: EPA does not require specific assignments or delegation of authority to responsible corporate
officers identified in 122,22(a)(1)(~. The Agency will presume th~ these responsible corporate officers
have the requisite authority to sign perm~ applications unJess the corporation has notified the Director to
the contrary. Corporate procedures governing authority to sign permit applications may provide for
assignment or delegation to applicable corporate position under 122.22(a)(1)(ii} rather than to specific

(B) For a partnership or sole p~oprietorship-" by a general partne~ or the proprietor, respectively; or

(C) For a municipality, State, Federal, or other publT~ egency: by either a principal executive officer
or ranking elected official. For purposes of this section, a principal executive officer of a Federal agency
includes (i) the chief executive officer of the agency, or (’6) a senior executive officer having responsible/
for the overall operations of a principal geographic unit ~ the agency (e.g., Regional Administrators of
EPA),
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Table 2F-2
¯ Conventional and Ronconventional Pollutants R_equired To Be Tested by Existing Discharger if

Exl~Cted To ue Present
i~’omide
Chlorine, Total F~dul~
Color
Fe~.~l Coliform
Fluoride
Nitrate-Nitrite
Nitrogen, Total Kjeclahl
Oil and G~’ease
Phosphorus, Total Radioactivity
Sulfate
Sulfide
Sutfite
Su~ac~ants
AJum=Purtl, Total
9anum, Total
~oron. Total
Cobalt, Total
fron’, Total
Magnesium, Total
~lybdenum, Total
Magnesium, Total
Tin, Total
T~|an~um, Total

=. ... , . . . ,~,. . ; . .. : :~,.I,..,

EPAForrn3510-2F(12-S8) I-9 -~ . ~ ....... ~ r , -~ ’ ~’~
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Table 2F-4
Hazardous substances required to be

identified by applicant if expected to be present
Toxic Pollutant

Asbestos

Hazardous Substances

Acetaldehyde Dinit~obenzene Napthenic acid
AJlyl alcohol Diquat Nitrotoluene
A~lyl chloride Disulfoton Parathion
Amyl acetate Diuron Phenolsulfonate
Aniline Epichlorohydrin Phosgene
Benzonitrile Ethion Propargite¯Benzyl chloride Ethylene diamine Propylene oxide
Butyl acetate Ethylene dibromide Pyrethrins
Butylamine Formaldehyde (~ulnoline
Carbaryl Furfural Flesorcinol
Carbofuran Guthion Stronthium
Carbon disulfide Isoprene Strychnine
Chlorpyrifos Isopropanolamlne Styrene
Coum3phos Kelthane 2,4,5-T (2,4,5-Trichlor oprlenoxyacebc

acid)
Cresol Kepone TDE (Tetrachlorodlphenyl ethane)
C~’otonaldehyde Malathion 2,4,5-TP [2- (2,4,5-Trichlorophe noxy)

propanoic acid]
Cyclohexane Mercaptodimethur Tdchlorofan
2,4-D (2,4-Dich!orophenoxyacetic Methoxychlor Triethylamine
acid)
Diazinon Methyl mercaptan Trimethylamine
Dicamba Methyl methacrylate Uranium
Dichlobenil Methyl parathion Vanadium
Dichlone Mevinphos V~nyl acetate
2,2-Dichloropropionic acid Mexacarbate Xylene
Dichlorvos Monoethyl amine Xylenol
Diethyl amine Monomethyl amine Z~rconlum
Dimethyl am.he Naled

{FF. Doc. 90-26315 Filed 11-9-90 12 17 pm]
BILLING CODE 656~-50--C                                                            o~
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3. Traditional Storm Water Management s. End-of-Pipe Treatment hnportant when addressing the
Practicos ’ End-of-pipe treatment requinm.mtsappropriate role of mtmicipa] operators

In some situations, Iraditional s~u’mare typically imposed thmu~ numeric~f large and medium municipal separate

water management practices such as eJ~h~nl J.imas~s, which provide the~enn sewer ~ystems in the control of

grass swales, catch basin design and di~:hm’g~ with flexibility to design thepollutants in storm water associated
mo~t cost effective type of treatment for through municipal separate storm sewermaintenance, infiltration devices, the given facility.unlined retention or detention basins, At many types of industrial facilities, systems.

water reuse, and oiJ and gr~ separatorsit may be appropris/,, to �~lJect m~l treat Several key policy factors arise when
can be applied to ~n tndustriaJ setting, the runoff from ts~g~ed m oftha considering the appropriate ~rategy for
However, care must be taken to evaluatefacility. ~ approach was taken with regulating storm water disc.haz~es
the potential of many of these 10 industrial categories with national associated with industrial activity ¯
traditional devices for ground water effluent guideline limitations for storm through municipal separate storm sewer
contamination. In ~ome cases, it is water discharges. Them are several basicsystems. These fector~ include the
appropriate to limit traditional storm similarities among the national effluent following:
water management practices to those guideline limitations for storm water * The role and responsibilities of
areas of the drainage system that ¯ municipalities to control pollutants

relatively low levels of pollutants [e.g., limitation, most. if not all, facilitie~ discharged through a storm sewer
many rooftops, parking lots, etc.). At- must colle~ and temporarily store owned or operated by the municipality.

-~ facilities located in northern ~reas of theonsite runoff from targeted areas of the * The ~ number of storm water
country, snow remowa/~-~ivlties may plant, discharges through municipal systems

. play an important role in a storm water * The effluent guideline lhni/ations [the Agency anticipates that the maiority
management program. In addition, ~do not apply to discharges whenever of storm water discharges associated
types of controls such as spill rainfall events, either chronic or with industrial activity f3-om many
prevention measu~s can be con~deredcatash~ophic, cause an overflow of industrial classes discharg~ through
to prevent catastrophic events that can ~toraae devices desi.gned, constructed, municipal separate storm sewer.
lead to surface or ground water and operated to contain a design’storm. "sys~.ems):
cont~znination. The 10-year, 24-hour storm, or the 25- ¯ The abiLity of municipalities toyear, 24-hour storm commonly are usedrecognize and represent local concerns4. Div.ersion of Discharge to Sewage as the design storm in the effluent and considerations.Treatment Plant guideline limitations.

¯ The abiLity of municipal operators
Where storm water dischazges contain * Most technology-based traatment

standard~ are based on relatively simpleto assist EPA and authorized NPDES
significant amounts of pollutants that technologies such as settling of solids, States in identifying local priorities for
can be removed by a sewage treatmentneutralization, and drum filtration, controlling storm water discharges
plant, the storm water discharge can bePotential ground water impacts shouldassociated with industrial activity
discharged to the aanitary sewage also be considered by operators when through specific municipal systems.
system. Such diversions must be de=;on;ng storage device.e * The abiLity of municipal operators
coordinated with the operators of the to assist EPA and authorized NPDES
sewage treatment plant and the v. The Fede~al/Mtmicipal Partnership:States to oversee e~ectJve]y the
collection system to avoid worsening The Role of Municipal Operators of development of appropriate sile-specific
problems with either combined sewer Large and Medium Municipal Separate controls for storm water discharges
overflows (CSOs), basement flooding oi Storm Sewe~- Systm~s associated with industrial activity
wet weather operation of the treatment A key issue in developing a worksh]e through municit~l systems and to
plant. Where CSO discharges, flooding regulatory program for controlling effectively require compliance with
or plant operation problems can result, pollutants in storm water discharges such conU-ols.
onsite storage followed by a controlled associated with industrial activity is the .-..The authorities provided by the
release during dry weather conditions proper use and coordination of limited CWA (including those provided to the
may be considered, regulatory resources. This is especially public] to rtwiew information developed
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under the NPDES program and to ’ "" ~"t~:~’~utantg in storm w~. ¯ Requirements to monitor and
enforce NPDES permits, dischazge~ from municipal landfills; ¯. reduce Pollutant~ in disc.h~ges will be

¯ The requirements of the CWA to ]z~ardoLts"~st~’l~atment, storage andestablished for storm water discharges
develop end implement the NPDES - ~ f~cillties; facilities subject to associated with industrial activity
permit program, the Emergency Plm’ming and whiclz disch~ge through large and

On November 16,1990 (55 FR 47990),Community Right-to-Know Act medium municipal ~parate stalin
EPA promulgated a permitting scheme[EPCRA), section 313; and other priority sewer systems (as well as other storm
where controls for storm water industrial f~,~lfities through municipal water discharges a~:iated with
disc.herl~ associated with industrial sepazate storm sewers, industrial activity). An), records,
activity through lazge and medium " * Reducing pollutants in constructionreports, or information obtsined by ~e
municipal separate storm zewer systemszite runoff through municil~ sel:~mte DL-~’tor ~ pezt of the permit
may be addressed’by two permits issuedgerm sewers. Implementation process, including site-
in a coordinated manner, This ¯ Identifying and controlling non- specific storm water pollution
complementm’y permit e~pproach storm water discharges to m. unicipal prevention programs that ~e developed
envisions cooperetive el~orts by the " separate storm sewer systen~, pursuant to the proposed genera]
pennit issuing agency and municipal These components of a municipal permit, ere available to municil~Lities
operators of large and medium program can initiate the role of the under ~tion 308(b) of the CWA. This
municipal separate storm sewer systemsmunicipality in assisting EPA and wi]l assist municipalities in reviewing
to deve]ep prognu~ that will’result in authorized NPDES States in the adequacy of ~uch requirements and
contro]~ on pollutants in storm water implementing controls to reduce developing priorities among industrial
dischm.ges associated with lndumial pollutants in storm water disc.hm’g~ ~-storm water sozm:~s. ¯

activity which dischaz~ tlzrough o associated with industrial activity ¯ Indu~.rial permittees with
municipal systems, which discbezge through large and disch~ge~ through ]~ge and medium

’ Under the complementary permit medium municipal sepm’ate storm municipal systems me)" be required to
approach, storm water dLscl~rg, es sewer systems. Municil~l programs to submit dischazge monitoring reports to
associated with industrial activity reduce pollutants in industz’Jal site municipal operators of these systems (as
whic]~ discharge through large end runoff and construction site runoff well as to the permitting issuing agency)
medium municipal seperzzte storm .̄ through municipal separate storzn seweror other monitoring results as requ.iz~d
sewer ~ystems ere required to o~e.in ~ystems specifically WILl address by the operator of the municil~Zl
permit coversge,Perraits for these municipal responsibilities in controllingseparate storm sewer to assist the
dischazge~ will establish requirements̄  pollutants from industrial facilities. In’ municipal operator in identifying
(such as controls or monitoring) for addition, progr~ns to identify and priorities.
industrial operators of the discharge control non-storm water discherBe~ to These permit conditions, along with
into the municipal system. In addition, municipal separate storm sewer systemsappropriate conditions in permits for
these permits provide a basis for will in many cases focus on industrial discl~rges from lerBe and medium
enforcement actions directly eg~ix~t theareas because these areas often have amunicipal separate storm sower
owner or operator of storm water high potential for illicit connections, systems, will allow municipal operators
discharges associated with industrial spills or Lmproper dumping, of these sy~t_ ems to assist EPA in:
activit)". ’ Consistent with the final Permit ¯ Identifying priority storm water

A socond permit, issued to the application regulations published on dischazBe~ associated with industrial
operator of the large or medium November 16, 1990, (55 FR 47990), theactivity to theft system

¯ Reviewing and evaluating stonnmunicipal separate storm sewer, proposed general permit accomp~, ying
establishes the responsibilities of the this fact sheet have been developed towater pollution prevent.ion plains

¯ Compliance efforts regaHt~.g stormmunicipal operators in controlLing assist in establishing a cooperative water dis~harg .as e.~ociated withpollutants from storm water ~ciatedapproach between EPA and mm~cipal ,.industrial ~.ivit), to theLr muzLi~palwith industrial activity which operators of large and medium
discharges through their system. The municipal separate storm sewer system~systems.,

for controlling pollutants from storm VL smmna~y of Common Permitframework for permits for discbazges
from lszge and medium municipal water discharges associated with Condith~n~
separate storm sewer systems has beenindustrial activity which discharge The following section describes the
developed to establish the through ~ and medium municipal Permit conditions common to
responsibilities of the municipal r~pazate storm sewer systems. These discharges from’~11 the industrial
operator to control pollutants req~Lirements will be coord~b~ted with activities covered by today’s permiL
discharged through these municipal requirements in Permits for dischazgesThese conditions reflect the basefine
systems. At the heart of the permit from le_rge ~nd medium municipal permit re~julrements established forprogram for discharges from municipalr~parate storm sewer systems. Major most regulated industries in EPA’s
sepaz~te storm sewer systems serving afeature~ of the proposed general permitGeneral Permits for Storm Water
population o[ 100,000 or more aze that establish the fnzmework for this l~sch~,ges Associated with Industrial
recluLrements that municipal applicantscooperative approach include: Activity (57 FR 41344-41356 September
develop and implement municipal ¯ Operators of storm water discharges9, 1992, and 57 FR 44438-44470
slorm w~zter management programs. Theeassociated with industrial activity Soptember 25, 1992). Permit
municipal storm water management which discharge through a large or requirements which vaz’y from indush-y
progn~ns that will be incorporated into medium municipal sel~zate storm to industry are discussed in part VIII ofNPDF..S permits for dis~.hazges from sewer system may be required to submitthis fact abeeL
xnur~cipa] separate storm sewer systemsa copy of the notice of intent to the
will generally addzess (in edd.ition to municipal operators oflm’ge or mediumA. Not~’fica.tiozz P,e~u3rement
other possible requirements) the taunts’/pal system recei~ving the General permits for storm water
followin8 three major components: dise.haz~,, discharges asso~ated with industrL~l
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION drafted and finalized for many programs. EPA believes reapplications
AGENCY - municipal systems. A number of MS4 should focus on maintenance and

permits are due to expire and must be improvement of these programs.
40 CFR Part 122 reissued. The MS4 permit application

EPA is providing this policy requirements at 40 CFR 122.26(d)(1) and[FRL-5533-7] memorandum to outline permit (2) apply to the first round permit
Interpretative Policy Memorandum on reapplication requirements for regulatedapplications required of large and
Reapplication Requirements for MS4s. There are three components to medium MS4s. The permit application
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer EPA’s reapplication policy. First, EPA is deadline regulations in 40 CFR
Systems not requiring that the process used for 122.26(e) (3) & (4) clearly reflect the

part 1 and 2 of the initial permit "one time" nature of the Part I & II
AGENCY: Environmental Protection application be repeated in full. Second,application requirements for large and
Agency (EPA). EPA has identified basic information medium MS4s. EPA has not
ACTION: Policy statement; interpretation, that should be included in every promulgated regulations applicable to

reapplication package. Finally, EPA is reapplication for MS4s. Requirements toSUMMARY: By today’s notice EPA seeking to improve existing MS4 stormdemonstrate adequate legal authority,announces federal policy, signed by water management programs by usingperform source identification (e.g.,Robert Perciasepe, Assistant information and experience identify major outfalls and facilityAdministrator for Water, on May 17, municipalities have gained during the inventory), characterize data, and1996, regarding application previous permit term. develop a storm water managementrequirements for renewal or reissuance,
of National Pollutant Discharge Is a Permit Reapplication Necessary? program should have been addressed in

the initial application phase. Therefore,Elimination System (NPDES) permits for Yes. The requirement that all point to request the same information again,municipal separate storm sewer systemssource discharges authorized by a where it has already been provided and(MS4s). Today’s action responds to NPDES permit must reapply is well has not changed, would be needlesslyrequests from municipalities and established at 40 CFR 122.41 (b) and redundant. Thus, as a practical matter,NPDES permit writers for clarification 122.46(a): most first-time permit application
about regulations which do not appear Duty to reapply. If the permittee wishes to requirements are unnecessary for
to address reapplication requirements,continue an activity regulated by this permitpurposes of second round MS4 permit
i.e., permit reissuance. Today’s notice after the expiration date of this permit, the application.
explains that MS4 permit applicants perminee must apply for and obtain a new
and NPDES permit writers have .permit. What Basic Information Must Be
considerable discretion to customize Duration of permits. NPDES permits shall Submitted for an MS4 Permit
appropriate and streamlined be effective for a fixed term not to exceed 5 Reapplication?
reapplication requirements on a case-by-years.

case basis, specifically, by using the The reapplication requirement is also EPA is committed to allowing

fourth year annual report as the found at 40 CFR 122.2 l(d): permitting authorities to develop
flexible reapplication requirements thatprincipal reapplication document, Duty to reapply .... All other permittees are site-specific. In the absence of

EFFECTIVE DATE: This policy is effective with currently effective permits shall submit reapplication regulations specific to
May 17, 1996, a new application 180 days before the

existing permit expires. MS4s, minimum reapplication
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: requirements are drawn from the
Marilyn Fonseca, Office of Wastewater Therefore, all regulated Phase I MS4sgeneric NPDES permit application
Management, MC-4203, U.S. need to participate in a permit regulations at 40 CFR 122.21 (0. EPA
Environmental Protection Agency, 401 reapplicatiqn process, regulations suggest the following basic
M Street SW., Washington, DC 20460, Where a complete reapplication information be included as part of any
(202)-260-0592, e-mail: package has been submitted as directedpermit reapplication:
Fonseca.Marilyn@epamail,epa.gov by the permit authority, conditions of an

expired MS4 permit will continue until --name and mailing address(es) of the
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The text of the effective date of a new permit, as permittee(s) that operate the MS4, and
this policy is as follows: stated in 40 CFR 122.6(a) and (b): --names and titles of the primary
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer (a) EPA permits. When EPA is the permit- administrative and technical contacts
System Permit Reapplication Policy Issuing authority, the conditions of an for the municipal permittee(s).

The 1987 amendments to the Clean expired permit continue in force.., until In addition, in the reapplication,the effective date of a new permit.., and municipalities should identify anyWater Act added Section 402(p) which (b) Effect. Permits continued under thisdirected the Environmental Protection section remain fully effective and proposed changes or improvements to
Agency to establish regulations enforceable, the storm water management program
governing storm water discharges under and monitoring activities for the
the National Pollutant Discharge Are Initial MS4 Permit Application upcoming five year term of the permit,
Elimination System (NPDES) program. Requirements Applicable To Permit if those proposed changes have not
Early in the program, Congress Reapplication? already been submitted pursuant to 40
specifically required NPDES permits for No. The scope of the initial permit CFR 122.42(c). [A requirement to submit
municipal separate storm sewer systemsapplication requirements was proposed changes to the storm water
(MS4s) serving populations over comprehensive and regulated MS4s management program is specified in the
I00,000. In response, EPA promulgatedinvested considerable resources to annual reporting requirements in 40
regulations in 1990 that established develop these applications. The initialCFR 122.42(c)(2).] EPA encourages
permit application requirements for applications have laid the foundation permitting~ authorities to make use of the
MS4s that serve populations over for the long-term implementation of fourth year annual report as the basic
IO0,000. MS4 permits have since been MS4 storm water management permit reapplication package.
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Changes to the storm water The accumulated annual report In addition, EPA recommends the
management program may be-justified information as outlined in 40 CFR following information be provided to
due to the availability of new 122.42(c) should be evaluated and, to the permitting authority as well:
information on the relative magnitude ofthe extent applicable, be incorporated
a problem or new data on water qualityby reference into the reapplication --a description of changes in co-

applicants since issuance of initialimpacts of the storm water discharges, package.
MS4 permit, andMunicipalities may also propose to de- To reiterate, MS4s may use the fourth

emphasize some program componentsyear annual report, which emphasizes --identification number of the existing
and strengthen others, based on the proposed changes to the storm water NPDES MS4 permit.
experience gained under the first management program, with the Further, EPA encourages permittingpermit, Proposed elimination of a additional required basic information,program component might be justified authorities to work with permittees to

as the MS4 permit reapplication,         determine if storm water monitoringupon permit renewal: for example, Changes to the storm water managementefforts are appropriate and useful. Forwhen a component is no longer a program should be jointly developed byexample, during ".he previous permitproblem area (i.e., all detention basinsthe permitting authority and the permit term, municipalities may have foundhave been retrofitted) or when a applicant. In this regard, we urge permitthat their monitoring program was notdifferent water quality program would issuance authorities and permittees to fully successful in characterizing theserve the same goals.
The components of the original stormwork together to assure that the permit nature and extent of storm water

water management program which arereapplication is complete and addressesproblems. Reapplication is an
found to be effective should be all appropriate issues. The permitting appropriate time for MS4s to evaluate
continued and made an ongoing part ofagency may request additional technicaltheir monitoring program and propose
the proposed new storm water information be submitted in the changes to make the program more
management program. Such reapplication, NPDES permitting appropriate and useful. To accomplish
components may include: authorities, therefore, can exercise theirthis, municipalities may wish to

information gathering authority under consider using monitoring techniques--continued emphasis on public CWA Section 308, or analogous State other than end-of-the pipe chemical-education programs, particularly provisions to complete the permit specific monitoring, including habitatprograms on proper disposal of wastereapplication on a case-by case basis, asassessments, bioassessments and/oroil and household hazardous waste appropriate, other biological methods.and pesticide application;
--continued, if not greater, emphasis onWhat Additional Information Should Be Permitting authorities should

addressing impacts of new Considered for a Reapplication? incorporate any such new information,
development/construction; together with assembled materials from

--proper storm design criteria for all EPA also recommends the following the initial application and the existing
new developments; information be provided by reapplicantspermit, to form the administrative

--retrofitting and/or upgrading of the to the permitting authority, as outlined record for any reissued MS4 permits.
existing storm sewer system accordingin 40 CFR 122,26(d) (1)(iv) (C): Such administrative records should be
to a priority system; --identification of any previously made publicly available as part of the

--more frequent maintenance of storm
z.sewer systems and storm water unidentified water bodies that receiveprocess to reissue the permit.

treatment systems; discharges from the MS4, and Dated: June 28, 1996.

-~coordination with adjacent MS4s on --a summary of any known water Michael B: Cook,
monitoring or other efforts; and quality impacts on the newly Director, Oft~ce of WastewaterManagement,

--using a watershed approach to storm identified receiving waters (based on[FR Doc. 96-20228 Filed 8-8-96; 8:45 am]
water management, best available data). BII,.UNG CODE 6S~)-SS-P
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

OFFIC~ O~
WATER

SUBJECT: Interim Permitting Approach for Water Quality-Based
Effluent Limitations in Storm Wa~er Permits

FROM:      Robert Perciasepe
Assistant AdministratOr

TO:         EPA Water Management Division Directors

The purpose of this memorandum is to transmit to you the
final Interim Permitting Approach for Water Quality-Based
Effluent Limitations in Storm Water Permits. The policy
addresses issues relating to the type of effluent limitations
that are most appropriate for National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System storm water permits to provide for the
attainment of water quality standards. Since this policy applies
only to water quality-based effluent limitations, it is not
intended to affect technology-based limitations, such as thos~
based on effluent guidelines or the permit writers best
professional judgement, that are incorporated into storm water
permits. With this policy, the Office of Water is seeking to
fulfill objectives of the 1996-1997 National Water Program Agenda
for the Future (January 16, 1996), including reducing the threat
of wet weather discharges to water quality, providing States and
local governments with greater flexibility to solve wet weather
problems, and identifying and taking appropriate steps to reduce
the existing burden of the Storm Water Phase I program.

Numerous parties were involved in preparing this policy. In
addition to receiving significant input from the Urban Wet
Weather Flows Advisory Committee, EPA also consul~ed with State
and Regional Storm Water Coordinators.                ~
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If you have questions regarding this policy, please contact
William Hall at (202) 260-1458 or Bill Swietlik at
(202) 260-9529. I thank you for your assistance.

Attachment
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I~TERIM PERMITTING APPROACH FOR WATER QUALITY-BASeD
EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS I~ STORM WATER PERMITS

In response to recent questions regarding the type of water quality-based effluent
limitations that are most appropriate for National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) storm water permits, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is adopting an
interim permitting approach for regulating wet weather storm water discharges. Due to the
nature of storm water discharges, and the typical lack of information on which to base numeric
water quality-based effluent limitations (expressed as concentration and mass), EPA will use an
interim permitting approach for NPDES storm water permits.

The interim permitting approach uses best management practices 03MPs) in first-round
storm water permits, and expanded or better-tailored BMPs in subsequent permits, where
necessary, to provide for the attainment of water quality standards. In cases, where adequate
information exists to develop more specific conditions or limitations to meet water quality
standards, these conditions or limitations are to be incorporated into storm water permits, as
necessary and appropriate. This interim permitting approach is not intended to affect those storm
water permits that already include appropriately derived numeric water quality-based effluent
limitations. Since the interim permitting approach only addresses water quality-based effluent
limitations, it also does not affect technology-based effluent limitations, such as those based on
effluent limitations guidelines or developed using best professional judgement, that are
incorporated into storm water permits.

Each storm water permit should include a coordinated and cost-effective monitoring
program to gather necessary information to determine the extent to which the permit provides for

- attainment of applicable water quality standards and to determine the appropriate conditions or
limitations for subsequent permits. Such a monitoring program may include ambient monitoring,
receiving water assessment, discharge monitoring (as needed), or a combination of monitoring
procedures designed to gather necessary information.

This interim permitting approach applies only to EPA; however, EPA also encourages
authorized States and Tribes to adopt similar policies for storm water permits. This interim
permitting approach provides time, where necessary, to more fully assess the range of issues and
possible options for the control of storm water discharges for the protection of~water quality.
This interim permitting approach may be modified as a result ofthe ongoing Urban Wet Weather
Flows Federal Advisory Committee policy dialogue on this subject.
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Qs & As FOR INTERIM PERMITTING APPROACH FOR WATER QUALITY-BASED
EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS IN STORM WATER PERMITS

Question 1: Must EPA require that storm water dischargers,
industrial or municipal, be subject to numeric water quality-
based effluent limitations (expressed as concentration and mass}
in order to attain water quality standards-(WQS)?

Answer I: No. Although National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permits must contain conditions
to ensure that water quality standards are met, this does
not require the use of numeric water quality-based effluent
limitations. Under the Clean Water Act (CWA) and NPDES
regulations, permitting authorities may employ a varSety of
conditions and limitations in storm water permits, including
best management practices, performance objectives, narrative
.conditions, monitorin9 triggers, action levels (e.g.,
monitoring benchmarks, toxicity reduction evaluation action
levels), etc., as the necessary water quality-based
limitations,.where numeric water quality-based effluent
limitations are determined to be unnecessary or infeasible.

Analysis:

A. The Clean Water Act does not require numeric
effluent limitations.

Section 301 of the CWA requires that discharger permits
include effluent limitations necessary to meet State or
Tribal WQS. Section 502 defines "effluent liraitation" to
mean any restriction on quantities, rates, and
concentrations of constituents discharged from point
sources. The CWA does not say that effluent limitations
need be numeric. .As a result, EPA and States have
flexibility in terms of how to express effluent limitations.

B. EPA’s regulations do not always require numeric
effluent limitations.

EPA has, through regulation, interpreted the statute
to allow for non-numeric limitations (e.g., "best management
practices" or BMPs, see 40 CFR 122.2) to supplement or
replace numeric limitations in specific instances that meet
the criteria specified at 40 CFR 122.44(k). This regulation
essentially codifies a court case addressing storm water
discharges. NRDC v. Costle, 568 F.2d 1369 (D.C. Cir. 1977).
In that case, the Court stated that EPA need not establish
numeric effluent limitations where such limitations were
infeasible.

1
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C. EPA has interpreted the statute and regulations to
all~ow BM~s in lieu of numeric limitations.

EPA has defended use of BMPs as a substitute for
numeric limitations in litigation involving storm water
discharges (CBE v. EPA, 91-70056 (9th Cir.) (brief on
merits)) and in correspondence (Letter from Michael Cook,
EPA, to Peter Lehner, NRDC, May 31, 1995). EPA has found
that numeric limitations for storm water permits can be very
difficult to develop at this time because of the existing
state of knowledge about the intermittent and variable
nature of these types of discharges and their effects on
receiving waters. Some storm water permits, however,
currently do contain numeric water quality-based effluent
limitations where adequate information exists to derive such
limitations.    ’

Question 2: Has EPA provided guidance on a methodology for
deriving numeric water quality-based effluent limitations?

Answer 2: Yes, but primarily for continuous wastewater
discharges at low flow conditions in the receiving water,
not intermittent wet weather discharges during high flow
conditions. Regulations at 40 CFR 122.44(d) specify the
requirements under which permitting authorities establish
water quality-based effluent limitations when a facility has
the "reasonable potential" to cause or contribute to an
excursion of numeric or narrative water quality criteria.
In addition, EPA guidance in the Technical Support Document
for Water Quality-Based Toxics Control (TSD) and the NPDES
Permit Writers Training Manual, supplemented with total
maximum daily load (TMDL) and modeling guidance, supports
issuing permits that include numeric water quality-based
effluent limitations. This guidance was based on crafting
numeric water quality-based effluent limitations using
TMDLs, or calculations similar to those used in developing
TMDLs, and wasteload allocations (WLAs) derived through
modeling. EPA expects the Urban Wet Weather Flows Federal
Advisory Committee (60 FR 21189, May I, 1995) wil! review
this issue at greater length and may provide recommendations
on how to proceed.

Question 3: Why can’numeric water quality-based effluent
limitations be difficult to derive for storm water permits?

Answer 3: Storm water discharges are highly variable both
in terms of flow and pollutant concentrations~ and the
relationships between discharges and water quality can be
complex. The water quality impacts of storm water
discharges are related to the uses designated by States and
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Tribes in their WQS, the quality of the storm water
discharge (e.g., conventional or toxic pollutants conveyed
to the receiving water) and quantity of the storm water
(e.g., erosion and loss of habitat caused by increased flows
and velocity). Uses may be impacted by both water quality
and water quantity. Depending on site-specific
considerations,, some of the water quality impacts of storm
water discharges may be more related to the physical effects
(e.g. stream bank erosion, streambed scouring, extreme
temperature variations, sediment smothering) than the type
and amount of pollutants present in the discharge. For
municipal storm water discharges in particular, the current
use of system-wide permits and a variety of jurisdiction-
wide BMPs, including educational and programmatic BMPs, does
not easily lend itself to the existing methodologies for
deriving numeric water quality-based effluent limitations.
These methodologies were designed primarily for process
wastewater discharges which occur at predictable rates with
predictable pollutant loadings under low flow conditions in
receiving waters. Using these methodologies, limitations
are typically derived for each specific outfall to be
protective of low flows in the receiving water. Because of
this, permit writers have not made wide-spread use of the
existing methodologies and models for storm water discharge
permits. In addition, wet weather modeling is technically
more difficult and expensive than the simple dilution models
generally used in the permitting process.

Question 4: Has EPA previously recognized the technical
difficulty in deriving numeric water quality-based effluent
limitations for storm water discharges?

¯ ~nswer 4: Yes. EPA recognized the technical difficultY in
deriving numeric water quality-based effluent limitations
for wet weather discharges in its brief on the merits in
Citizens for a Better Environment (CBE) v. United States
Environmental Protection Agency, 91-70056 (gth Cir.) and in
the Great Lakes Water Quality Guidance (58 FR 20841, April
16, 1993).

In the CBE case, EPA explained why it was technically
infeasible to derive numeric water quality-based effluent
limitations for the discharge of metals in storm water into
South San Francisco Bay and asserted that a water quality-
based effluent limitation could take the form of a narrative
statement, such as a BMP, if it was infeasible to derive a
numeric limitation. In explaining its arguments in the CBE
case, EPA cited 40 CFR 122.44(k) (2), which provides that
BMPs may be imposed in NPDES permits ~to control or abate
the discharge of pollutants when ... (2) [n]umeric effluent
limitations are infeasible."                    ~
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In the Great Lakes Water Quality Guidance, EPA did not
extend t~re method for calculating wasteload allocations, the
basis for numeric water quality-based effluent limitations,
to storm water or combined sewer overflow (CSO) discharges
because the varying nature of these discharges is
inconsistent with the assumptions used in developing the
guidance. The Great Lakes Water Quality Guidance defers to
national guidance and policy on wet weather and does not
seek to establish a separate and distinct set of wet weather
requirements. EPA expects the Urban Wet Weather Flows
Advisory Committee to provide recommendations about how to
address the broader technical issues involved in achieving
compliance with WQ$ in a wet weather context.

Question 5: What are the potential problems of using standard
methodologies to derive numeric water quality-based effluent
limitations for storm water permits?

Answer 5: Correctly derived numeric water quality-based
effluent limitations provide a greater degree of confidence
that a discharge will not cause or¯ contribute to an
exceedance of the WQ$, because numeric water quality-based
effluent limitations are derived directly from the numeric
component of those standards. In addition, numeric water
quality-based effluent limitations can avoid the expense
associated with overly protective treatment technologies
because numeric water quality-based effluent limitations
provide a more precisely quantifed target for permittees.
Potential problems of incorporating inappropriate numeric
water quality-based effluent limitations rather than’ BMPs in
storm water permits at this time are significant in some
cases. Deriving numeric water quality-based effluent
limitations for any NPDES permit without an adequate
effluent characterization, or an adequate receiving water
exposure assessment (which could include the use of dynamic
modeling or continuous simulations) may result in the
imposftion of inappropriate numeric limitations on a
discharge. Examples of this include the imposition of
numeric water quality criteria as end-of-pipe limitations
without properly accounting for the receiving water
assimilation of the pollutant or failure to account for~a
mixing zone (if allowed by applicable State or Tribal WQS).
This could lead to overly stringent permit requirements, and
excessive and expensive controls on storm water discharges,
not necessary to provide for attainment of WQS. Conversely,
an inadequate effluent characterization could lead to water
quality-based effluent limitations that are not.stringent
enough to provide for attainment of WQS. This could result
because effluent characterization and exposur~ assessments
~for discharges with high variability of pollutant
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concentrations, loadings, and flow are more difficult than
with process wastewater discharges at low flows.

Question 6: How are water quality-based effluent limitations
developed for combined sewer overflow (CSO) discharges?

Answer 6: The CSO Control Policy issued by EPA on April 19,
1994 (59 FR 18688) provides direction on compliance with the
technology-based and water quality-based requirements of the
CWA for communities with combined sewer systems. The CSO
Policy provides for implementation of technology-based
requirements (expressed as "nine minimum controls") by
January i, 1997.

In addition, under the CSO Policy, communities are also
expected to develop long-term control plans that will
provide for attainment of WQS through either the
"presumption approach" o~ the "demonstration approach."
Under the presumption approach, C$O controls would be
presumed to attain WQS if certain performance criteria are
met. A program that meets the criteria specified in the CSO
policy is presumed to provide an adequate level of control
to meet the water quality-based requirements of the CWA,
provided the permitting authority determines that such
presumption is reasonable based on characterization,
monitoring, and modeling of the system, including
consideration of sensitive areas. Under the demonstration
approach, the permittee would demonstrate that the selected
CSO controls, when implemented, would be adequate to meet
the water quality-based requirements of the CWA.

The CSO Policy anticipates that it will be difficult in
the early stages of permitting to determine whether numeric
water quality-based effluent limitations are necessary for
CSOs, and, if so, what the limitations should be. For that
reason, in the. absence of sufficient data to 4valuate the
need for numeric water quality-based effluent limitations,
the Policy recommends that the first phase of CSO permits
(~Phase I") contain a narrative requirement to comply’with
WQS. Further, so-called ~Phase II" permits would contain
water quality-based effluent limitations, as provided in 40
CFR 122.44(d) (i) and 122.44(k), that may take the form of
numeric performance or design standards, such as a certain
number of overflow events or a certain percent volume
capture. Generally, only after the long-term control plan
is in place and after collection of sufficient water quality
data (including applicable wasteload allocations developed
during a TMDL pr6cess) would numeric water quality-based
effluent limitations be included in the permit. This would
likely occur only after several permitting cycles.
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Question 7: If BMPs alone are demonstrated to provide adequate
water quality~protection, are additional controls necessary?

Answer 7: No. If the permitting authority determines that,
through implementation of appropriate BMPs required by the
NPDES storm water permit, the discharges have the necessary
controls to provide for attainment of_WQS and any
technology-based requirements, additional controls need not
be included in the permit. Conversely, if a discharger
(municipal or industrial) fails or refuses to adopt and
implement adequate BMPs , the permitting authority may have
to consider other approaches to ensure water quality
protection.

If, however, the permitting authority has adequate
information on which to base more specific conditions or
limitations, such limitations are to be incorporated into
storm water permits, as necessary ahd appropriate. Such
conditions or limitations may include an integrated suite of
BMPs, performance objectives, narrative standards,
monitoring triggers, numeric water quality-based effluent
limitations, action levels, etc. Storm water permits may
also need to include additional requirements~to receive
State or Tribal 401 certifications.

Question 8: What is EPA doing to develop infoz~ation a~ut the
linkage b~tween BMPs and water quality and to facilitate a
watershed-based approach to storm water permitting?

Answer 8: The Agency has cooperative agreements with WERF
(Water Environment Research Foundation) and ASCE (American
Society of Civil Engineers) to research which BMPs are most
effective under which circumstances. The results of this
research should provide permitting authorities and
permittees with information about how to evaluate the
effectiveness of different kinds of BMPs in different
circumstances and to select the most appropriate controls to
achieve water quality objectives. EPA also has cooperative
agreements with the Watershed Management Institute and other
organizations to conduct research over the next two to four
years that will examine the capability of storm water BMPs ’
to improve receiving water quality and restore/protect the
biological integrity of those waters. EPA expects the Urban
Wet Weather Flows Federal Advisory Committee to provide
recommendations on how to permit storm water discharges on a
watershed basis.

Q~/estion 9: The interim per~tting approach states that permits
should include monitoring programs to generate necessary
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information to determine the extent to which permits are
providing for_the attainment of water quality standards. What
types of monitoring should be included and how much monitoring is
necessary~                                                                ,

Answer 9: The amount and types of monitoring necessary will
vary depending on the individual ~ircumstances of each storm
water discharge. EPA encourages dischargers and permitting
authorities to carefully evaluate monitoring needs and storm
water program objectives so as to select useful and cost-
effective monitoring approaches. For most dischargers,
storm water monitoring can be conducted for two basic
reasons: I) to identify if problems are present, either in
the receiving water or in the discharge, and to characterize
the cause(s) of such problems; and 2) to assess the
effectiveness o< storm water controls in reducing
contaminants and making improvements in water quality.

Under the NPDES storm wa~er program, large and medium
municipal separate storm sewer system permittees are
required to conduct monitoring. EPA recommends that each
such municipa! permittee design the monitoring effort to be
supportive of the goals and objectives of its storm water
management program when developing such a program for the
term of its NPDES permit. To accomplish this, a municipal
permittee may use a variety of storm water monitoring tools
including receiving water chemistry; receiving water
biological assessments (benthic invertebrate surveys, fish
surveys, habitat assessments, etc.); effluent monitoring;
including chemical, whole effluent and visual examinations;
illicit connections screening; and combinations thereof, or
other methods. Techniques that assess receiving waters will
help to identify the degree to which storm water dischargis
are contributing to any water quality problems. Techniques
that assess storm water discharge characteristics will help
to identify potential causes of any identified water quality
problems. The municipal permittee, in conjunction with the
applicable NPDES permitting authority, should determine
which monitoring approaches would be most appropriate given
the objectives of the storm water management program. If
municipal permittees conduct ambient monitoring, it may be
most cost-effective to pool resources with other
organizations (including, for example, other municipalities,
States, and Tribes) conducting monitoring within the same
watershed. This could be best accomplished through a
coordinated watershed monitoring strategy.

For industrial storm water dischargers, monitoring may be
required under the terms of an NPDES permit for storm water
discharges. For those industrial storm water permits that
do require monitoring, this is typically done~to
characterize contaminants that might be found in the
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industria~ runoff and/or to assess the effectiveness of the
industrial storm water pollution prevention plan in reducing
these contaminants. This typically involves end-of-pipe
chemical-specific monitoring. End-of-pipe monitoring may be
more appropriate for an industrial facility than for a
municipal permittee, given the industrial facility’s more
discrete site characteristics, which make management
strategies such as collection and treatment more feasible.
Industries, for the most part, have readily defined storm
water conveyances into which runoff flows from discrete
drainage areas. Industries may more readily identi~y and
control existing on-site sources of storm water
contamination or provide collection and treatment within
these discrete drainage areas to contro! pollutant
concentrations in their storm water discharges.

EPA and other organizations are currently working to improve
approaches for monitoring storm water and the potential
effects upon water quality. These new approaches ere called
storm water program’~environmental indicators."
Environ!~ental indicators are designed to be more meaningful
monitoring tools that storm water dischargers can use to
conduct storm water monitoring for the purposes described
above. A manual~describing each of the recommended storm
water program environmental indicators is being prepared by
the Center for Watershed Protection in Silver Spring,
Maryland. That manual is expected to be ready by the end of
August 1996 and should provide useful information for storm
water dischargers contemplating the need to develop a cost-
effective, meaningful storm water monitoring program. In
addition, EPA expects the Urban Wet Weather Flows Federal
Advisory Committee to provide recommendations on how to
better monitor storm water and other wet weather discharges
using a watershed approach.

Question 10: Does this interim permitting approach apply to both
storm water discharges associated with industrial activity and
storm water discharges from municipal separate storm sewer
systems?

Answer 10: Yes. The interim permitting approach is
applicable to both discharges from municipal separate storm
sewer systems and storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity ( as defined by 40 CFR 122.26(b) (14)).
The interim permitting approach would not affect, however,
permits that already incorporate appropriately derived
numeric water quality-based effluent limitations. Since the
interim permitting approach only addresses water
quality-based effluent limitations, it also does not affect
technology-basedeffluent limitations, such’as those based
on effluent limitations guidelines or developed using best
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professional judgement, that are incorporated into storm
water permits. In addition, particularly for some
industries, adequate information may already have been
collected with which to assess the reasonable potential for
a storm water discharge to cause or contribute to an
excursion of a WQS, and from which a numeric water quality-
based effluent limitation can be (or has been) appropriately
derived. An adequate amount of storm water pollutant source
information may also exist with which to assess the
effectiveness of the industrial storm water control measures
in complying with the limitations and in reducing storm
water contaminants for protecting water quality.

9
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text FEDERAL REG[STER Document

[Federal ReCster: August 26, 1996 (Volume 61, Number 166)] [Notices]
[Page 43761]
>From the F,-deral Register Online via GPO Access [wais.access.gpo.gov]

ENVINONEMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
[FRL-5559-9]

Interim Permitting Approach for Water Quality-Based Effluent Limitations in Storm Water Permits

AGENCY: Environmental Protection Agency.

ACTION: Notice.

SENIMA_RY: Notice is hereby given that the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has issued a policy
outlini.ng an interim approach for incorporating water quality-based effluent limitations into stoma water
permits.

Back~ound and Purpose

Due to the nature ofstorm water discharges, and the typical tack of information on which to base numeric
water quality-based effluent limitations (expressed as concentration and mass), EPA has developed an
interim pemaitting approach for National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (N-PDES) storm water
permits. While this interim permitting approach applies only to EPA, the Agency also encourages
authorized States and Tribes to adopt similar policies for storm water permits.
The policy addresses issues related ~to the type of effluent limitations that are most appropriate for NPDES
stoma water permits to provide for the attainment of water quality standards. Since the policy only applies
to water quality-based effluent limitations, it is not intended to affect technology-based limitations, such as
tho~e based on effluent guidelines or the permit writer’s best professional judgements, that are incorporated
into storm water permits. With this policy, the Office of Water is seeking to fulfill objectives of the
1996-1997 National Water Program Agenda for the Future, including reducing the threat of,vet weather
discharges to water quality, providing States and local governments with greater flexibility to solve wet
weather problems, and identifying and taking appropriate steps to reduce the existing burden of the Storm
Water Phase I program. Numerous parties were involved in preparing this policy. In addition to receiving
significant input from the Urban Wet Weather Flows (UWWF) Federal Advisory Committee, EPA also
consulted with the States and Regional Storm Water Coordinators. This interim permitting approach may
be modified as a result of ongoing policy dialogue with the UWWF Federal Advisory Committee.

Policy Statement

In response to recent questions regarding the type of water quality-based effluent limitations that are most
appropriate for National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) storm water permits, the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is adopting an interim permitting approach for regulating wet
weather storm water discharges. Due to the nature of storm water discharges, and the typical lack of
information on which to base numeric water qualitybased effluent limitations (expressed as concentration
and mass), EPA will use an interim permitting approach for NPDES storm water permits. The interim
permitting approach uses best management practices (BMPs) in first-round stormw~,ater permits, and
expanded or bettertailored BMPs in subsequent permits, where necessary, to provide for the attainment of
water quality standards. In cases where adequate inforination exists to develop more specific conditions or
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limitations to meet ~vater quality standards, these conditions or limitations are to be incorporated into storm
water permits, as necessary and appropriate. This interim permitting approach is not intended to affect
those storm water permits, that already include appropriately derived numeric water quality-based effluent
limitations. Since the policy only applies to water quality-based effluent limitations, it is not intended to
affect technology-based limitations, such as those based on effluent guidelines or the permit writer’s best
professional judgement, that are incorporated into storm water permits.
Each storm water permit should include coordinated and costeffective monitoring program to gather
necessary information to determine the extent to which the permit provides for attainment of applicable
\vater quality standards and to determine the appropriate conditions or limitations for subsequent permits.
Such a monitoring program may include, ambient monitoring, receiving water assessment, discharge
monitoring (as needed), or a combination of monitoring procedures designed to gather necessary
information. This interim permitting approach applies only to EPA, however, IiPA also encourages
authorized States and Tribes to adopt similar policies for storm water permits. This interim permitting
approach provides time. where necessary, to more fully assess the range of issues and possible options for
the control of storm water discharges for the protection of water quality. This interim permitting approach
may be modified as a result of the ongoing Urban Wet Weather Flows Federal Advisory Committee policy
dialogue on this subject.

DATKS: The policy was signed by the Assistant Administrator for Water on August 1, 1996.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: If you have questions about the police, please contact, Bill Swietlik,
Storm Water Phase I Matrix Manager, Office of Wastewater Management, at (202) 260-9529 or William
Hall, Urban Wet Weather Flows Matrix Manager, Office of Wastewater Management, at (202) 260-1458,
or by lnternet: hall.william@epamail.epa.gov.

Dated: August 19, 1996.
Fred Lindsey,
Acting Director, Office of Wastewater Management, Designated Federal Official.
[FR Doc. 96-21671 Filed 8-23-96; 8:45 am] BIELING CODE 6560-50-P
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA
CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD

LOS ANGELES REGION

ORDER No. 90-079

N’PDES NO. CA0061654 (CI 6948)

WASTE DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS
STORMWATERK/RBAN RUNOFF DISCHARGE

for
LOS ANGELF.S COUNTY

and
CO-PERMITTEES

The California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles, (’Regional Board)
finds :                                                            -.

" 1. The County of Los Angeles, in cooperation with the following cities :
Agoura Hills, Beverly Hills, Culver City, [] Segundo, Hermosa Beach,
Inglewood, Los Angeles, Manhattan Beach, Rancho Palos Verde.s, Redondo
Beach, Roiling Hills Estates, Rolling ~ Santa Monica, Torrance, West
Hollywood, and Westlake Village, has submitted a report of waste discharge
(N’PDES permit application) dated March 15, 1990 for issuance of waste
discharge requirements for the County of Los .Angeles and other cities
tn’butary to Los Angeles County (excluding Antelope Valley) under the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 0q’PDES Permit No.
CA0061654).

2. The discharges cerasist of surface runoff generated from v’,..riotts land -ufe.s in
all the hydrologic draimge basins which discharge into water courses flowing
into water bodies in Los Angeles County. The quality of these discharges
varies considerably and is affected by land use., basin hydrology and geology,
season, and the frequency and duration of storm events. The constituents
of concern and since in these discharges are: total and fecal coliform
and enterococci bacteria, total suspended solids, biochemical oxygen demand,
oil and grease, heavy metals, nutrients, polychlorinated biphenyl% polycycIic
aromatic hydrocarbons, pesticides and herbicides, and petroleum
hydrocarbons.
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3. The objective of this permit is to develop a timely, comprehensive, and cost-
effective stormwater pollution control program to minimize pollutants in
urban runoff/stormwater discharges to water bodies in Los Angeles County.

4. Due to the eomple~ty and networking of drainage facilities within and
tn’butary to Los Angeles County, the county and adjacent areas discharging
storm water into Los Angeles County are divided and prioritized into five
drainage basins for the implementation of the permit. The owners/operators
of all fagSlities impacting stormwater quality will be ultimately a party to
these waste discharge requirementm The County of Los Angeles together
with the cities identified above, the initial parties filing for the system-wide
permit, are "permittees’, with the County of Los Angeles an the ’Principal
Permittee’ and the rest as ’Co-Permit’tees’. AIl other cities and recognized
entities such as Caltrans, college/university campuses, hospitals, parka,
agricultural areas, real estate developments and waste disposal fac,’lities
identified in this Order, are designated ’Co-Participants’. A. ’Co-Participant’
will be a ’Co-Permittee’ upon becoming an active party to the permit.

Attachments 1 and 2 show, respectively, the li~t of cities and a partial list of
entities designated a~ Co-Participants for this permit. The list of entities will
be revised as neces.cary.

5. The County of Los Angeles, as the ’Principal Permittee’, wRl obtain the
cooperation of ’Co-Participants’ to become ’Co-Permittees’. The Regional
Board has the discretion and authority to require non-cooperating cities
and/or entities to become ’Co-Permittees’ or obtain individual stormwater
discharge permits, pursuant to 40 CTR 122.26 (a).

6. Los Angeles County as the "Principal Permit-tee’ in the permit coordinator
respormible for general administration of this Order, and coordinating
cooperation by ’Co-Permittees’, including but not limited to the
implementation of local serf-monitoring programs and Best Management
Practices, and the preparation and submittal of reports required by this
Order.

7. Los Angeles County obtains its authority to :

- control pollutants in stormwater discharge
- proh~it illegal discharges mad control spills
- require compliance and carry out impectiorts
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of drainage facilities in the County of Los Angeles from the Los Angeles
County Flood Control Act and various county ordinances which address
industrial wastes and waste discharges within the unincorporated areas of
Los Angeles County and contract cities. ’Co-Permittees’ with the status of
incorporated cities have various forms of legal authority in place, such as
i:haners, State Code provisions for General I_~w cities, city ordinances and
applicable portions of Munidpal Codes and the State Water Code, to
regulate stormwater/urban runoff discharges.

8. The division and prioritization of Los Angeles County and adjacent areas
into five drainage basins for program implementation are based on
hydrological characteristics of the watersheds, perceived importance and
beneficial uses of water bodies, and the existence of an adequate
infrastructure for program implementation. The five drainage basins are :

I : Santa Monica Bay Drainage Basin

~.-- II : Upstream Los Angeles River Drainage Basin, to and
including Sycamore Canyon Channel (San Femando

._ Valley);

III : Upper San Gabriel River (San Gabrie! Valley) Drainage
Basin.

IV : Lower Los Angeles River Drainage Basin

V : Lower San Gabriel River Drainage Basirt; and Santa
Clarita Valley Basin.

Attachment 3 shows a map of Los Angeles County with the boundary
delineations of the five drainage basins.

Attachment 4 shows Co-Participant cities in Los Angeles County (and their
respective populations).

[ Note: Detailed ma~ of the ~ Angeles County storm dr-zin sys~:m with boundary
delineation~ of drainage basim are =vailable for revi¢~ at the Regional B,aard Office.]

-.,
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9. A number of studies on stormwa~er/urban runoff pollution in the permit
areas has been conducted by agencies such as the City of Los Angeles, the
Southern California Coastal Water Research Project and the Southern
California Association of Governments. These studies indicate
storrnw’ater/urban runoff conm’butes significantly to the deterioration of the
quality of water bodies in Los Angeles County.

The Urtiversity of California at Los Angeles, under the sponsorship of the
Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project, ~ currently compiIing and
summarizing data and information on stormwatardurban runoff di.~charges for
the Santa Monica Bay watershed.

10. The Los Angeles County Department of Public Works has an active surface
water quality monitoring program in the.permit area, comprising twenty-
eight monitoring stations located at principal storm drains and water
conservation facilities. The Surface Water Quality Monitoring Program
comprises the collection and analysis of dry weather water samples for
general minemk% pesticides, total petroleum hydrocarbons, heavy metals and
bacteria (total and fecal coliform, KF streptococci and enterocoex5). Volatile
organic constituents are tested semi-annualJy at .selected stations. Stormwater :.:..-,~
runoff is monitored three to four times annually at twenty-one statiom for
minerals, pesticides, heavy metal~ (total and dissolved), bacteria, total and
organic suspended solids, off and grease, biochemical oxygen demand, total
organic carbon and volatile organics.

’11. The Los Angeles County Department of Public Works and some cities have
on-going activities that reduce stormwater/urban runoff pollutant loads.
These activities include periodic catch-basin cleaning and street wa, eeping,
public information on proper disposal of household hazardous waste, and
emergency responses to reports of illegal dumping, illicit disposal illegal
cormectiom, and industrial ~-,~te sp:ll~. The L.~ Angeles County Department
of Public Works al~o participates and coordinates action with local, State,
and FedemI agencies responding to spills and illegal dumping reports that
threaten surface waters.

1Z The Regional Board currently regulates industrial process and point source
non-process wastewater and stormwater discharges to storm drain ~ystetm
through NPDES permits. Point source discharges including stormwater will
continue to be regulated by the Regional Bom’d. An information ~-ystem will
be developed and maintained to update pollutant loadings to d~ignated
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drainage facilities and water bodies from p<:rmitted point source discharges.

13. The State Water Resources Control Board (State Board) adopted a Water
Quality Control. Policy for the Enclosed Bays and Estuaries of CaLifornia on
May 16, 1974. The policy provides that the discharge of industrial process
waters to enclosed bays and estuaries shall be protu’bited. Storm water and
urban runoff are not considered industrial process waters for the purpose of
that policy.

14. The State Board adopted a revised Water Quality Control Plan for Ocean
waters of California (Oce.a~ Plan) on March 22, 1990, which amended the
Plan adopted on September 22, 1988. The Plan contains water quality
objectives for the coastal waters of CaIfforaia.

15. The Regional Board adopted a revised Water Quality Control Plan for the
Los Angeles River Basin (Basin Plan) on November 27, 1978. The Basin
Plan incorporates the Ocean Plan, and contains water quality objectives for
the basin, including the beneficial uses of water bodies.

’:..-" 16. The beneficial uses of water bodies in Los Angeles County and their
tn’butary streams include contact water recreation, non-contact water
recreation, wildlife habitat, preservation of rare and encl~ngered six:des,

._ marine habitat, estuarine habitat, fish migration, fish spawning, industrial
sere’ice and process supply, agricultural water supply, shellfish harvesting,
navigation, commercial and sport fishing, and groundwater recharge.

17. Section 405 of the Water Quality Act of 1987 added Section 4-02(p) to the
Clean Water Act of 1972 to require the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) to establish regulations for s.tormwater/urban runoff discharge under
the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (N’PDES).

18. The Federal Clean Water Act allows EPA to delegate its ..N~_DES permitting
au~ority to States with an approved environmental regulatory program.
The State of California is one of the delegated States. The Po .fret-Cologne
Act (State Water Code) authorizes the State Board, through its Regional
Boards, to regulate and control the discharge of pollutants into waters of the
state and tn’butaries thereto.

19. Although Water Code Section 13263 (a) requires that waste dis.charge
requirements issued by Regional Boards shall haclude provisions to
implement water quality based objectives, numerical water qtmSJty standards

5
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are not provided in this Order. Information is not available to establish
appropriate numerical limi~ and determine locations where permittees shall
be made accountable. The requirements in this Order will provide the
necessary information while concurrently achieving reductions in pollutant
loads to water bodie-� from ~tormwater/urban runoff discharges. Numerical
water quality objectives will be developed by Board staff for consideration
in the permit renewal process and utilized for the evaluation of Best
Management Practices.

20. Due m the significance of the Los Angeles County Stormwater/Urban
Runoff" Program, the Regional Board, in recognition of the need for public
involvement and participation in the development and implementation of an
effective program will conduct at a minimum an annual workshop, prior to
approving plans submitted by Permittees, to solicit comments and to inform
the public of the progress of the program. Comments presented will be
referred to Los Angeles County for response.

21. Stormwater/urban runoff discharges to drainage fact2ities that cross County
~:::[:.. boundaries and Regional Board jurisdictions, and which are regulated under
"~.’:",3: NPDES permits, are the regulatory respons~ility of those agencies issuing ":::~,.’:~

the permits.

--22. The issuance of waste discharge requirements for this discharge is exempt
from the provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA);
Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 21100) of Division 13 of the Public
Resources Code in accordance with Water Code Section 13389.

The Board has notified the Permittees and interested agencies and persons of its intent
to issue waste discharge requirements for this discharge and has provided them with an
opportunity to submit their written views and recommendations.

The Board, in a public hearing, heard and considered all comments pertaining to the
discharge and to the tentative requirements.

This Order shall serve as a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit
pursuant to Section 402 of the Federal Clean Water Act, or amendments thereto, and
shall take effect at the end of ten days from the date of im adoption provided the
Regional Administrator, EPA, has no objections.

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Permittees, in order to meet the provisions
contained in Division 7 of the California Water Code and regulations adopted thereunder,
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and the provisions of the Clean Water Act as amended and regulations and guidel2nes
adopted thereunder, shalI comply with the following:

1.0 COMPLIANCE

1.1 The Permit’tees and Co-Permittees shall comply with the requirements
contained in this Order according to the following schedule:

DRAINAGE BASIN ~;TARTING DATE FOR COMPLIANCE
WITH REQUIREM’EN’V3

I. Santa Moniea Bay July 1, 1990

II. Upper Los Angeles River July 1, 1992
(San Femando Valley)

Ill. Upper San Gabriel River July 1, 1992
(San Gabriel Valley)

IV. Lower Los Angeles River July 1, 1993

V. Lower San Gabriel River July 1, 1993
and Santa Clarita Valley

2.0 REQUIREMENTS . YEAR

2.1 For each Drainage Basin, prepare and submit to the Regional Board within
12 months of the starting date for compliance, according to the schedule
under 1.1:

2.1.1 Water quality data and flow data from 1980 to the present to
fadlitate identification of sources of pollutants present in discharges
from the priorit~-xl drainage basin- ~Drainage areas" in the drainage
basin are to be reported and the ~drainage area~" assodated with
each drainage basin clearly identified.

7
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For purposes of stormwater/urban runoff, a "drainage area" i, defined as ¯
subdivision of a drairttge basin which i~ unique in land use patternx, trod poUutant
characteri’~tic~ and Ioaxlingx.

2.1.2 The 9(]TM percentile value for the water quality parameters, (i) Total
Suspended Solids ~-oS), and (ii) Oil and Grease, from the data set
of all wet weather samples collected flom 1980 to the present. These
data will be used to establish guidance for early action control of
stormwater pollution.

The 90t~ percentile for a given water quality parameter is defined as the
concentration walue ¢mmed~ in tea percent of the ~amples of U~e reference data
set.

2.1.3 Additional information of a qualitative nature that would contn’bute
to isolating and identifying sources of problems. Such information
should include but not be limited to visual observations of factors
exacerbating stormwater contamination, principal" land use
classifications and Standard Industrial Code (SIC) categories .of
facilities in "drainage areas", and a description of mils, dumps,

Recovery Act (RCRA) facilities associated with each area.

2.1.4 Monthl; precipitation data fxom rain gauge stations, relevant to the
drainage basin, for the years 1980 to the present, and an estimate of
the area of impervious surfaces (including paved areas and building
roofs) Within each "drainage area".

2.1.5 Documentation of existing procedures to detect and address illegal
discharges and illicit disposal practices.                         .~-

2.1.6 Documen~at,~en of existing practices and improvement plans to control
pollutants in stormwaterAtrban runoff from construction sites.

2.1.7 Documentation of existing stormwater/udaan runoff management
practices and existing Best Management Practices (BM~Ps) for the
control of pollutants in discharges from residential, commerdal and
industrial areas.

For purpos~ of tlxis permit, ¯ Best ManaEement Practice is defined as a
stormwater quality management practice that has been demomtrated to .t~duce
stouter/urban runoff co.txsdrtmat~ of ooncern in studies in the Onited States and
el.sewher~ ~ a stormwater/urban runoff quality management practice that can
signJ_fi~ntly control storm~ater/urtmn runoff pollution.

8
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2.1.8 Plan with schedule of implementation, for approval by the Executive
Officer, of early action BM’Ps.

For pu~ of this permit, an ca.fly ac~iofi I~/v~ is defined as ta misting
storm~amr/urban runoff qtxality ma~gemeat pt’~ctice that is o~t~miz~ to the
maximum extent practicable (MEP) ha ~ for the controt’of =tortm~ter
rtmoff pollution, such as improving the frequency of storm drain catchment basin
cleaning or the stricter enforcement of existing regulations, or a BMP that is not
specific to stormwater/urban runoff constituents or "drainage area" in its constituent
removal capacity and ¢ma be applied on a s~tem-wide basis, such ~ public
outrea~ and educational programs.

For pttrpor~ of this permit, laX~t~mum extent pt’~et~ble metro to the ttttximtam
ca’teat po~le, taking into ao:xmnt equitable ¢x~nsiderations of ~ergistl~ additive
and competing factors, includirig but not limited to gravity of the problem,
feast’bility, public heal[h ri~, .~:~cietal concerrt, mad social benefits.

The Principal-Permittee, in the submittal of plat~ and schedules to the Executive
Officer, shall demonstrate that public input has been obtained.

For pu~ of this permit, public input is demonstrated by, (i) disseminating the
notice of availability of plans for review and comment, to the public at Large,
environmental grouirs, Federal, State and local oflSdals and other interested
and (ii) addressing concerto expressed by the public

_ The Board may modify the plans in respoase to ptabllc input received at the Board
during its comment/review period_ Permittees t_re required to implement the
original or modified plan on approval by the Executive Officer.

2.1.9 A workplan for the development of a stormwater/urban runoff

monitoring program, for approval by the Executive Officer, to include
but not be limited to the following information :

o listing of constituents and parameters to be monitored and the
rationale for their choice.

o listing of monitoring locations and the rationale for their
choice.

o listing of sampling methodology of choice and frequency of
sampling for both wet weather and dry weather flow.

o supplementary k-d’ormation that influences the design of the
monitoring plan.                          -~

9
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The Principal-Permittee, in lhe submitt~ of the ~orkplaa to the E.xec~tive Officer,
shall demonst~te that public input ha~ been obtained.

2.1.10 Documentation that each Permittee, individually and/or jointly,
through the establishment of a joint powers authority or a stormwater
utility, ~ adequate legal authority to operate end manage
stormwater/urban runoff quality management program~ end/or plans
to obtain the n~ lc/~l authority to x~gulat~ illegal discharges
and illidt disposal practices into storm d~-aim, and to prod.cute
violators.

3.0 REQUIREMENTS - YEAR ~

3.1 For each Dminag~ Basin, prepare and submit to the Regional Board, for
~pproval by th~ Executive Officer, within 24 months of th~ -craning dat~ of
corapliance, ~ccordin~ to th~ ~ch~duI~ under 1.1:

~.~:
3.1.1 A monitoring program based on the approved work’plan. This

.....: program shall be designed to:

o detect accurately the constituents and parameters of concern,
in discharges indicated in the work’plan, and to identify their
po~le sources.

o identify illegal discharger~ and/or locations of illicit disposal
pmctices.

Monitoring reports for this program stroll be submitted ac~3rdtng to the format and
f~uency to be approved by th~ Executive O~cer.

3.1.2 Plan with schedule of implementation for additional BMPs, judged
appropriate for each city or drainage basin, to control pollutants from
residential, commercial and ind,,~trial sites to the maximum extent
practicable.

Both su"uaur~ and non-structural BMP measures are to be eva!uated at the M’E.P
standard. Emmples of non-structural measures include catch basin cleaning, street
sweeping and public education, while c~ntrols such as detention/retention basins,
first flush diversions, grassy s-wales and porous pavements are �:~ of structura/

".;
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3.1.3 Plan with schedule of implementation of procedures to detect and
eliminate illegal discharges and illicit disposal practices.

3.1.4 Plan with schedule of implementation of measures to control
pollutants in surface runoff from construction sites.

The Prindpal Permittee, in the submittal of plans tnd schedules (items 3.1.2, 3.1.3, and
3.1.4) to the Exeemive Ofli~er shall demonstrate that public input has been obtained. The
Board may modify the plans in respo~r,~ to public input received at the Board during its
comment/review period. Permittees are required to implement the original or modified
plans on approval by the Executive Officer.

3.2 Evidence of satisfactory progress of implementation of plan and schedule for
early action BMPs.

3.3 Evidence of all requisite legal authority to regulate illegal discharges and
illicit disposal practices to drainage facilities, and to prosecute violators.

4.O REQUTREMENTS. YF_AR 3

4.1 For each Drainage Basin, submit to the Regional Board, within 36 months
of the starting date of compliance, according to the schedule under 1.1, the
following:.

4.1.1 Evidence of satisfactory progress of implementation of plan and
schedule for early action BMPs and additional

4.1.2 Evidence of implementation and progress of procedures to detect and.~
eliminate illegal discharges and eliminate illicit disposal practices.

4.1.3 Evidence of implementation and progress of measures to control
pollutants in surface runoff from construction sites.

5.0 ExPrRATION AND ILENEWAT,

5.1 This Order expires on June 18, 1995.

5.2 The Permittees shall file a report of waste discharge (ROW]D), not later
than 180 days before the expiration date, as application for reissuance of
waste discharge requirements. This report of waste discharge shall include
but not be limited to the following:                      ~
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5.2.1 Summary of the results of the monitoring program.

5.2.2 Summary of BMPs implemented and evaluations of their
effectiveness.

5.2.3 Summary of procedures implemented to detect illegal discharges and
illicit disposal practices and an evaluation of their effectiveness.

5.2.4 Summary of measures implemented to control pollutants in surface
runoff from construction sites and an evaluation of their effectiveness.

5.2.5 Evaluation of the need for additional BMPs, source control, and/or
structural control measures.

5.2.6 Proposed plan of stormwater/urban runoff quality management
activities that will be Undertaken during the term of the next permit.

;-..:o :.
.!g~,~ ~:..-~~’:.2:5: I, Robert P. Ghirelli, Executive Officer, do hereby certify that the foregoing

is a full, true, and correct copy of an order adopted by the California
Regional Water l~uality Control Board, Los Angeles Region on June 18,
19913.

ROBERT P. GH~ D.F_mv.
Executive Officer
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LIST OF CO-PARTICIPANT CITIES

Agourz Hills Alhambra

An:adia Arte*ia

Avalon Azusa

Baldwin Park Bell

Bellflower Bell Gardens

Beverly Hills Bradbury

Burbank Car~on

Cerritos Clat-emont

Commerce Compton

Covina Cudahy

Culver City Diamond Bar

Downey Duarte

El Monte El Segundo

Gardeaa Glendale

Giendot-a Hawaiian Gardens

Hawthorne Het’mo~a Beach
~"i~"~ Hidden Hills Huntington Park
" ’ Industry laglewood

lrtvindale La Canada Flintridge

La Habra Height~ Lakewood

~ I~ Mirada I~a Puerile

La Verne I~uc~stet"

lmwndale Lomita

Long l~ch Los Angele*

Lymvood Manhattau Beach

Maywood Monrovia

Moutebdlo Monterey Park

Norwalk Palmdale

Palos "¢ertle* Estatea Paramount

P~adena Pico Riv ~’a

Pomona Rancho Palos Verdes

Retiottdo Beach Roiling Hills

Roiling Hills Estate, Rosemead

San Dima~ San Fernando

San Gabriel San Marino

Santa Clarita Santa Fe Springs

Santa Monica Sierra Mad.re

Signal Hilt South El Monte

South Gate South Pasadena

Temple City - Thousand Oaks

Torrance .Vernon , -~

Walnut We~t Co~’ina

We.~t Hollywood Westlake Village

V~rhittier
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LEST OF ENTITIES (PARTIAL LIST)

Caltrans The State University System
Army Corps of Engineers University of California Campuses
Railroad Rights of Way "National Forest Service
Federal Hospitals Federal Military Facilities
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ATTACHMENT 3

DELINEATIONS OF DRAINAGE BASIN BOUNDARIES FOR
LOS ANGELES COUNTY
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CITIES (AND POPULATIONS) TRIBLrI’ARY TO DRAINAGE BASINS

_Santa Monica Bay

Agoura Hills 19,00(} Rancho Palos Verdes 46,000
Beverly Hills 34,000 Redondo Beach 64,700Culver City 40,950 Rolling Hills 2,090El Segundo 15,750 Rolling Hills Estates 7,875
Hermosa Beach 19,750 Santa Monica 96,500lnglewood 102,300 Thousand Oaks 104,400
Los Angeles 3,400,500 Torrance 142,200
Manhattan Beach 35300 West Hollywood 38,400Westlake Village 8,025 Palos Verdes Estat~.s 15,000

~Ooer Los Aneeles River

~..~:: Burbank 93,800 Glendale 166,10~ -:-" ::~:.
Hidden HiUs -~ :-~:;~....:: L950 Los Angeles 3,310,057
San Fernando 20,700

_Ul~l~er San Gabriel River

Alhambra 74,900 Arcadia 49,I00Azusa 38,250 Baldwin Park 63,300
Bradbur3’ 930 CLare.moat 36,550Covina 43,250 Diamond Bar 74,120
Duarte 21,350 [] Monte 9$,400
Glendora 47,40~ Industry 370
Irw;.ndale 1,230 La Canada Flintridge 20,800La Habra Heights 5,450 La Puente 33,550La Verne 30,500 Mourovia 34,000
Montebello S8,204~ Monter~, Park 64,600
Pasadena 132,200 Pomona I I9,000
Rosemead 47,700 San Dimas 32,500
San Gabriel 34,990 San Marino I3,800
Sierra Madre 11,250 South El Monte 18,700
South Pasadena 24,500 Temple City 31,900
Walnut 26A0~ West Covina 94,200
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(CONTINUED)

Lower Los Angeles River

Alhambr~ ’ 74,900 Bell 21~50
Bel Gardens 38,.~X) Carson 88,800
Commerce II,700 Compton 93,000
Cudahy 20,700 Downey 86,800
E! Segundo IS,750 Gardeua 50,90~3
Glendale 166,1043 Hawthorne ... 67,400
Huntington Park $L,200 lnglewood 102,300
La Canada Flintridge 20~KJ Lakewood 76,500
Lawndale 27.300 Lomita 20,300
Los Angeles 3,400,500 Lynwood ~3,700
Maywood 24,650 Montebello 58,200
Monterey Park 64,600 Palos Verdes Estates 15,000
Paramount 44,450 Pasadena L32’200
Pico Rivera 57,.~10 Rancho Palos Verdes 46,000
Redondo Beach 64,700 Rolling Hills 2,090
Rolling Hills Estates 7,875 Signal Hill 8,150

.~...~ South Gate 79,20~ South Pasadena 24,500
~" Torrance 142,200 Vernon 80

Lower S,,an Gabriel River

Artesia 14,950 Bellflower
Cerritos 58,400 Downey 86,800
Hawaiian Gardens L~0 I~ Habra Heights
Lakewood 76,500 La Mirada
Long Beach 419,800 Norwalk 90,8043
Paramount 44,450 Hco Rivera ~7,300
Santa Ciarita II~,700 Santa Fe Springs
Signal Hill 8,IS0 Whittier 74,100

Poputation estimat~ are taken from Report 89 E-1 pubtished by the State of Catifornia I)eparum~t of Finance.

The citie~ of Avato~ (Pop: Z,490), Lancaster (Pop: 82,200), and Pat~tale (Pop: ~;5,850) ~ich aPe uithin Los
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MEMO&A~

SUBJECT: Com~liance w~ch wa~er Q~mli~y ~andards ~n N~D~S
Permits Issued TO MUnicipal S@par~e-Storm Sewer
Systems

F&OH: E. Donald £1~iott
Ass~s~an~ Admini~:ra~or and

Reg~on~l Counsel
Reg~ or, IX

in your memorandum of Augus~ 9, ~990. you have asked fo~ our
views on ~he foliow~ng ~wo issues;

systems ("HS4s") ~ssued under Section 402(p)(3)(B}
~he Clean wa~e¢ ~c� {CWA:, ~nclu~e requ~remencs
necesss~ co ache’eve va~e:~ ~u~l~�~ s¢and~rds (w~S), as
9enera~ly re~u~red by Section 301(b)(1)(C) for
NPD£S pe~m~S ?.

1} The be~e~,~eadtn~ o~ Sections ~d2(p) (3) (z) and
301(b).(1}(C) $~ ~hac all ~erm~¢s.~o~ HS4s ~us~ include

2) Sections 402(p) (~) (~) ~d (p) (4) (~) g~ve "’~¢~ge" and

~hree year compliance dace al~o applies ~o wQS-base~
perm~ � reRu~remen¢s.
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~ ~ s._____c u_s s~

Sec%~on 402(a} (~) req~es that a~l ~DSS perm~ COmply

compliance with approprlate technology-based atandards and
effluent llmlt~ (sections 30i(b)(1)(B), 301(b)(2)). Permits must
include "any more stringent l~mitation" necessary to ~ee~
section 3Ol(~)(~)(C~; zn ~4~i~ion, Section 40! requires that
~ppllc~nt for a federal permit {includln~ H~£S permits l~$ued
EPA) ~us%’provlde the permitting agency a certification from ~he
S~te ~n wh~e~ ~he disc~arge originates tha~ the ~scharge will
Comply Wi~h the State’s WQS.

As par~ o£ the 19~? a~¢nd~ent$ to the Cl~an Wa~er Act.
Congress a~ded Sectio~ 402(~| tO ~he Act. related ~o ~torm water
discharges. Congress exempted so~e storm wa~er dlsc~rges from
the requiremen~ ~o obtain an ~FD~$ permit until after October
2992. Section 402(p)’{Z). For ceF~aln specific cateqor~es of
~or~ wa~er discharges, ~his permi~ "~oratorlum" is not ~n
effect, ~nclud~ng discharges "essocia~ed with
activity0’" ~ischarges ~o~ !arge and med~u~ ~unicipal ~epara~e
s~orm se~er systems (i.e., s~ste~s serving a population over
250.000 Or ~y~ems serving a population between i00,000 and
250,000, respectively}. Section

~or industrial an~ municipal s~orm w~er discharges, EPA-was
instructed ~o promulgate new regulations specifying
application requirements. ¢onsr~ss mandated £?A ~o issue Dermlts
no later than February 4. !991 (for Indus~rlal and

discharges). Secz~on 402(p](4). These permits small provide ~or
compliance "a’s expe4~iousl~ as practicable, bu~ in no even~
~a~er than 3 years after %he da~e o~ issuance of such permiu."

Section 40~(p) also ~pecifie~ the levels of control ~o be
incorporate~ Into s~orm w~ter permits. Permits for dlscharge~
associate~ with indus~ria~ activity a~e..to require compliance

CWA, i.e., all technology-based and wa~er quality-based
requirements. Section 402{p)(3)(A). By contrast, permits for
~ischar~es from municlp~l separate szorm sewer~ "shall require
controls ~o r~duce ~he ~ischarge of poilu~ents to the maximum
extent, p:a@$ica~" ("ME?"|.~ ,$ectign 402(p) (3) (R) (ill).
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The relationship o~ Section 40~(p)(~)(~)(~i~) to Section
301(b) (1}(C) i~ not clear, either on the ~ace Of the.~tatute or
in legislative history. S~�~ion 402(p){3) ~s �learly ~ntend=d ~o

municipal ~corn .a~er ~lscha~ges. SeCt~on.4@2(p){3-)(A) states
that industrial discharges sha]! co~pl~ With ~ a~plicable

~equire~ents as well es any ~o~e s~rin~entW~-b~so~ requirements
pursuan~ tO 301{b){l)(C|. ~ the nex~ sub-paragraph, Congress
requires municipalitie~ to control s~orm water
~tandavd: no ~en~ion is made of see:ion ~0!. The ~uxtapos~t~on
of (p;(3)(A) and {p)(~}(B} gives r~se ~o the argument that
Congress may h~ve Intended ~o waive ei! sectlo~ 301 requlremen~s
for ~un~c~p~ discharges ~ ~a~or of ~he MEP standard. On the
o~her hand. one could ~ea~ {p)[3) (B) (i!~) as ~odlfylnq only
De.~hnolouyrbas~d requ~remenrE for munic~p~ storm wa~er (i.e..
MEP substitutes ~or BAT/BCT); .any WQ-based~req~reme,ts would
s:ill be necessary in a municipal permit, even if t.~ose
requirements are more s~rinqen~ ~han "prattlcab!e.-" The
legislative h~story of Section 40~(p) provides no ~ui~anee as to
how Congress incensed the ~E~ standard to operate.

Whore Congressional i~te~¢ behind a statutory provi$~on is
a~biguous in li~h~ of ~he ~an~ua~e or leqislatlve hls~ory, the
A~enc¥ char~ed w~h a~in~s~erinq that s:a~u~e ~ay aaop~ any
~eas~n~bie xn~e~pro~ion conSis~en~ ~$~h ~he goats an~ p~rpose~
of the s~a~u~e. ChevAp,n. U.S.A.v. ~ 48~’U.$.
?nerefore, £?A ~as a large ~e~ree of dis~r.etion to choose how it
~] interpret ~he applicab!lity of wO$ ~o ~uni¢~pa] s~orn ~a~er
discharges. ~h¢ only in~er~,e~a~!on ~F ~PA ¢o date, contained in
i~s proposed ru~e~ak~ng.~e~ been~hat ~O~~d
apply to permits ~or mun~ici~a~ s~orm ~a~e,~schar~es. ~S_~e~.

in municipal s~orm water management proqr~s will be d~yeloped ~o
ensure achievement of water quality standards and~the
There has been no intervening interpretation expressed by EPA on
this issue. I~ is the opinion of ~he Office,of General Counsel
that the interpretation adopted by ~he Age~¢F~in the proposal is
a reasonable one’. for~the following reasons.

~     E~A’~ intent to apply WQS to mun~ipa**~, stor~ water
discharge~ can also be in~erred by the ~ac~ thane ~he

require~eot$ more $~r~ngen~ ~han technology-based requirements,
where n~cessery ¢0 achieve
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F~rS~o ~o gu~o~ ~he o~o~£~e ~e~n~ (i.e., ~
~equtre~a~t| do no~ a~ly ~o =unic!~l ~orm w~e~ ~er=~).
would bare ~o a~seR.t that Congress i~p~Lci.tly waived eection
301(b)(i)~(C) require=en~s for municipal storm water. One would
Zurthec h~ve tO assume that Congress impliadly exempted ~unicipal
|term wa~er per~i~ fro~ ~he $~�~on ~01 Certificat!on
retirements. ~mpll~d repeals of etatutor~ provia~on~.are
generally diafavore~. ~ v. ~sncar~, ~17 U.S. 555, 549
(1974). A cour~ ~enerelly will find a ~a~u~ l~pl~edly repealed
Only if the la~er enacted prov~s~on ~s ~n "irreconcilable
co=filet", with the earlier provi~ion. Kre~ V, Chemical

In this case, ~he statutory proviJions,~re not in irrecon¢il~ble
confllc~; rather, ~s ~iscussed above, one may ree~ Section
301(b)[l)(C| as requiring "any more stringent llmi~atlon"
necessary ~o mee~ a wQS i~ every ~PDES permit, i~�lud~ng permits
for discharges from ~unicipa! separate storm ~ewers which are
subject to the MEP s~andard. Such a reading would harmonize the
t~o provi~ions end glve effect to the policy behind Sections
301(b|(I)(C| and 401, i.e., ~o ensure ~ha~ ~QS are
regardless Of practical con~derat!ons (such as
of trea~en~ technology or t~e "practicability" of MS4 per~i~
require~ent~).

To read $~¢~on 402(p)(~)(~) as ~verriding
~equ~remen~s would also cause a �onflic~ between Section
and the gener~1 focus oE the provislong in the 1987 ~e~dments,
~any of which reflect a Congressional desire to improve
compliance with the WO-b~sed requirements of the A¢~. The
¯ :e~dments to/additions of sections 303(¢)(~)(~), ~04(I), 319,
3~0, 402(o) ml! reIlec~ Congzesslonel concern with the
i=provemen~ of water que!ity through ~he EPDES an~ other
programs. It would be particularly difficult to argue that the
~to~-m water provisions, a ~a~or par~ of the 1987 ~en~ments. were

WQ-based requirements withou~ an explici~ acknowled~en~ of that
result. We.~b~nk ~he approach taken ~n the p~oposed rule
~refe~e~le.

B. �Om~!~ance_Da~e.’ f~ ~-Bese~_ ~imi~s .~n Mun.~cIpal

I~ ~on~ras~’~o the issue 0£ ,he,her w~-based requirement~
apply a~ all to MS4~, Congres~ had indeed spoken to the
~ompliance da~e Issu=. Section 402(p)(4) ~equlres ~ompllance

date of ~ssuance. In l~ht of ~he exprees language, we believe
the Agency ~a~ ~ea~onably interpret the thr~e-year co~pliance
prov~slons in Section 40~(p)(4) to apply to all permit
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There are arguments which support the reasonableness of this
Interpretation. ~irst, EPA has issued few, if any ~tor~ water

permit ffon~itlons for the first time, and I understand immediate
compliance for these systems is likely to be ~nrealistic. The
¢omp1~ance date in Section 40~(p){4J apparently ~e~lects a
Congressional realization ot tha~ reality. Second, EPA has
already c~nst~ue~ another very si~i3er provision of the
A~.endment$ in the same manner. Section )0~{l} establishes ~n
Identical three-year compliance da~e £Or achieving ~ter quality
standards in Zn6ividu~l Control Strategies i~sue~ under that
~ection. EPA has inter~rete~ that provision, ~hile not repe~ling
~ectlon 301(b~{I}{¢), to ~!lcw for threeSy~ar compliance with new
effluent limits established to =eat W0S on 30~[l)-idantifiea
strea~s. 5~ Fe~. &eg. 23.~$9 (Jun. ~,’~989). Given that 304(I)
deals directly with WQ-based s~an~rd~ and permi~ requirements,
¢onslstent interpretation ~ith re,pact to 402(p)(3) and
~hich, ms we h~ve seen. is s~lent on the role o~ ~Q-based
requirements ~or MSds) is certainly reasonable.~

I~ you’have any que~tlons regard!ng this memorandum, p~ea~e
contact Randy Mill o~ my staf£. FTS 382-~700.

¯ .    There may be some municipal separate storm sewer
systems which are unable to mee~ even the three-year compliance
date in thear permlts.~ The Agenc~ retains the discretion to
issue an administrative order fixing a schedule for compliance if
compliance is not achieved in that three-year period.

~    The ~eoislon of the A~minlstrator in the
~ermit sppcal does not affect this analysis. Indeed. the
decision itse~ supports the ~eadinq that compliance schedules
under ee~tlon ~0#{l| (and, by extension, schedules under Sectlon
40~{p}(#)) are una{fected by the hol~In~ in that ~eclsion. ~f.
Order on Petlt~on ~or ~econsider~tion, In the Ma~ter
Caribe, Znc.. N~DE$ Appeal No. ~-5, ~Apr. 17, %990),
(becauSe decision does not prevent a~ post-19~7 compliance
schedules, arguments rega~dln~ 10~(l! are not pertinent); (order
stayed Sept. ~ 1990).
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State of California

M e m o r a n d u m

To : Jesse M. D az, Chief Date:
Division,.of Water Quality and

Water Rights

Craig M. Wilson
Chief Counsel
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF COUNSEL

From :    STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD

Subject: ENFORCEMENT OF GENERAL INDUSTRIAL STORM WATER PERMIT

ISSUE

You have asked whether municipalities subject to storm water
permits for municipal separate storm sewer systems may be
authorized, or required, to enforce the general permit which
will regulate discharges of storm water associated with
industrial activities.

CONCLUSION

Enforcement of all NPDES permits, including the general storm
water permit, is left to the State Board and the Regional
Boards, and to EPA. Municipalities are entitled to bring
citizen’s suits to enforce NPDES permits where the state and EPA
fail to act, but they may not be forced to do so.
Municipalities could also enact and enforce their own permit
programs.

DISCUSSION

The federal Clean Water Act authorizes EPA to issue NPDES
permits to regulate discharges of pollutants into waters of the
United States. Clean Water Act Section 402. The Clean Water
Act also spells out enforcement actions which EPA may take,
including issuance of fines. Clean Water Act Section 309.
States are also authorized to establish permit programs, which
may be approved by EPA. Clean Water Act Section 402. One of
the requirements for approval is that the state has adequate
authority to abate violations of permits, including ~aItie~
Clean Water Act Section 402. In California, the St~em~O~r~

,.
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the Regional Boards are granted authority to implement the NPDES
program. Water Code Section 13370 and fol!owing. They are
required to ensure compliance will all 9pplicable provisions~of
the federal act. Water Code Section 13377. The Water Code
includes penalty provisions similar to the federa! law. Water
Code Section 13385.

Thus, the federal law, as supplemented by state law, sets forth
a detailed system of enforcement by state and federal
authorities. There is no provision in these statutory
provisions for direct enforcement of NPDES permits by another
governmental agency, such as the municipalities which operate
municipal separate storm sewers. (Municipalities may, of
course, through their own legal authority, establish conditions
on the discharge of storm waters associated with industrial
activities within their jurisdictions.)

Municipalities are entitled to bring citizens suits for
violation of NPDES permits pursuant to Clean Water Act Section
505. However, these suits may only be brought after EPA and the
State are given 60 days’ notice that the suit will be commenced.
See Section 505. If EPA or the state commences enforcement
action within that 60-day period, the citizen suit is barred.
Also, citizens suits are limited to ongoing and prospective
violations, while EPA and the state may issue fines for wholly
past violations. Gwaltney of Smithfield, Ltd. v. Chesapeake Bay
Foundation (1987) 484 U.S. 49. Thus, the citizens suit is meant
only to supplement, and not to supplant, action by EPA and the
state. Gwaltney, suDra.

Thus, municipalities cannot step into the shoes of the
State Board and the Regional Board and take over the NPDES
permit enforcement responsibilities. They do not have the same
authority to take enforcement actions, and this might affect the
state’s ability to show that it can ensure compliance with the
Act. Further, it would not be appropriate for the State Board
to require the municipalities to file citizens suits to enforce
the industrial genera! permit. A preliminary step to filing
such a suit would be a demonstration that the state was
unwilling to commence enforcement action, and the municipality
would be constrained in the actions it could take.

As was mentioned above, the Regional Boards may, as conditions
of the municipalities’ own permits, require the municipalities
to take actions to reduce pollutants in discharges of storm
water associated with industrial activities. These actions may
include enforcement actions pursuant to the municipalities’
police powers, including ordinances, f±nes and permits. From
the requirements in EPA’s regulations, it is clear that

.municipalities are expeqted to take a strong regulatory role in
controllingindustrial discharges, but this may not be done
through direct enforcement of the industries’ NPDES permit.
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municipal separate storm sewer systems were due on May i 7, 1993 and
November 16, 1992, respectively, this results in permit issuance by
Nbvei’nber 16, 1993 for large municipalities and by May 17, 1994 for
medium municipalities.

87. How is EPA incorporating 1990 census data into the storm water
program?

A. Most of the municipalities that meet the definition of either a large or
medium MS4 based on the results of the 1990 Census have already begun
to seek an NPDE$ permit. Headquarters is working with the Regions and
States to determine the best way to incorporate the remaining municipal
entities into the program.

@ "How does EPA envision the relationship between large and medium M$4
operators and NPDES permitting authorities in terms of addressing
industrial storm water discharges to MS4s?

A. EPA envisions a partnership between NPDES permitting authorities and
operators of large and medium municipal separate storm sewer systems in
controlling pollutants in storm water discharges associated with industrial
activiW through MS4s. In addition, NPDES storm water permits provide a
basis for enforcement actions directly against the owner or operator of the
storm water discharge associated with industrial activity.

A second NPDE$ permit will be issued to the operator of the large and
medium M$4. This permit will establish the responsibilities of the
municipal operators in controlling pollutants from storm water associated
with industrial activity which discharges through their municipal system.
Under this approach, municipal operators will be able to: .

¯ Assist EPA in identifying priority storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity through their system;

,= Assist EPA in reviewing and evalua.ting storm water pollution prevention
plans that industrial facilities are required to develop; and

¯ Assist EPA in compliance efforts regarding storm water discharges
associated with industrial activity to their municipal system.

~gmOre complete description of this policy is provided in the August 16, ]
91 F~ (56 FR 40973}.

30
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REOION IX

75 Hawthortte Street
San Francisco, CA 9410S-,3g01

Refer to: W-5-1

,.,MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT: ROle of Mlunicipalities in the ~Im~lementation of State
General NPDES Permits for Stor~ Wat~ Associated with
Industrial. ~ctivity

FROM: ~.gene Bromley ~
EPA, Regl.on 9 (W-5-I)

TO: Maryann Jones, Storm Wa~er Section
California state water Resources Control Board

This i~ in r~ep0nse to your reques~ at the last Urban Runoff
Task ~oroe ~eeting for a justification for asking municipalities
to assist the State and EPA in the implementation of the storm
wat~ program for industrial sources. You had requested this
review pursuant to the develop~ent of the State storm water com-
pliance strategy which describes the roles of the various partie~
involved in the storm water program. You ~ad nuted that some
municipalities have been reluctant to assist the state in
tivities such as inspections, monitoring and review of SWPPPs for
industrial facilities.             .."

EPA’s final permit application regulations of November 19,
1990 [55 Fe__d. R_e~. 47990). set forth the permit application re-
quirements for industries and municipalities and a.lso discus~ the
implementation of the program over the longer te~m. These
regulations envision a cooperative effor~ on the part of the
N~DES permitting authority and permitted municipalities i~ the
implementation of the industrial storm water program (55 Fed.
R__e~. 47997). The storm water permit a?plication regulations at
40 CFR 122.26(d)(2)(iv)(C) also specif~cally require tha~
municipalities develop and implement controls on i~dus~rial
sources, which discharge into the municipal separate storm sewer
system (MS4). The permit application must include:

."description of a program to monitor and control pollutants
in storm water discharges to municipal systems from
municipal landfills, hazardous waste treatment, disposal and
recovery faeillties, industrial facilities that are subject
to section 313 of Title III of the Super’fund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act of 1986 (SARA), and industrial
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facilities~ that the mu~icip~l permit application determines
are contributing a substantial pollutant loading ~o ~he
municipal storm sewer ~system."

The ~eg~lation~ are 40 CFR 122o~-6(d) (2) (iv) (C) (I) also require
that the municipality:

"identify priorities and procedures fo£ inspections, and e~-
tablishing and implementing control measures foe such dis-
charges"

and include

a monitoring .program for storm wate~ discharges associated
with industrial activity identified in paragraph
(d) (2)(iv)(C) of this section, to be ~mplem~nte~ d’u~ing the
term of the permit . . .

(~0 C~R ~-.~-6(d) (2) (iv) (C) (2)).

EPA’s Par~ 2 permit application guidance manual (E~A
92-002, which h.a~ already been provided to the State Board) ~ug-
g~sts four ~ecific activities to he undertaken by a mu~icipality
to assIs~ NPDES permitting, authorities wi~h ~he implementation of
~he industrYel storm water program. Th~se r~co~m~nd=tion~ are
£ound on pag~ 6-17 in Attachme~ i (excerpted from the EPA
guidance manual). These recommendations are similar to the
tivities which will .be implemented in accordanc~ with agreemen~s
between the San Franoi~o Bay Regional Boar~’ ~d Santa Cl~ra and
Alameda Counties. The guidance manual also notes that
municipalities are ul~imately responsible for the discharges frc~
~helr MS4s and ~h~s it is in the best interests of a municipality
to assist in the �ontrol of pollutants in storm water from in-
dustrial sources which is discharged into the MS4.

The state/municipal.partnership is also d~scussed in the
preamble to EPA’s re~en~ multi-seutor general permi~ (58 ~___e~.
R_9~o 61157, Attac/1~ent 2). This dlscu~sion g~nerally reiterates
and ~uppor~s the above discussion regarding ~he role of
municipalities in assisting the State with ~he industrial storm
water perm!t.

For the abc~ reasons, we would recommmld that th~ State
compliance strategy ask that municipalities provide some assi~
tahoe to the State with the implementatioo of the industrial
storm w~ter program. However, ~he s~rate~y should provide
flexibility with regards ~o the ex~n~ a~d ti~ing of the
municipal involvement. Factors such a~ municipal reso~ro~s,
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number and nature of industrial facilities in a given a~ea, and
the presence or absence of water quality impairments woul~ be
factors to consider in ~etting the requirements at the local
level.

For the mmst part, the ~raft State compliance strategy
(version of Oo~ober 19, 1993) iS already consistent with the
above recommendations. Page 5 indicates that municipalities must
addre~ Industrial storm water discharges, i~cluding those sub--
jeer tO the State’s g.a~.eral permlt~ In.addltion, whfle the
strategy (page i0} indicates that municipalities will "focus" on
complianoe wi~h. local ordinen=es, this w~uld not exclude ac-
tivities in support of th~ State. Wa suggest ~hat the strategy
indicate that municlpalities should indeed f0=us on =om~liance
with local requirements but also engage, as resources allow, in
the types of a~ivities discussed in the attachments in support
of the State. The strategy sho~uid also indicate that while the
State would, foous on c~mpliance with the general permit, the
State woul~ elso bring to the attention of a municipality any ob
served non-compliance with local ordinances which may include
special requirements beyond those of the general permit.

These above suggested additional activities ~y the State and
municipalities should not cohstitute an excessive ~rden for
either since pollu£ion prevention is the basic intent of both ~he
luu~l ordinances and the State general permit. Review by a
mu’nicipality Of an industrial ~faeility for compliance with the
State’s general permit is simultaneously a useful mean~ for a
m~icipality to evaluate the facility from the perspective of the
local prugram and ensure that appropriate ~ontrols are imp!e-
seated f~r significant sources of pollutants. Awareness of spe-
cial local requirements by State inspectors w~uld also enhance
the effectiveness of the overall

A~tachmer~
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State of California

¯ ~.morandum

7o " Clayton R~che Date: OCT5 1994
Deputy Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
455 Golden Gate Avenue, ,Suite 6200
San Francisco, CA 94102-3658

William R..Attwater
Chief Counsel                                            /~.

From - OFFICE 0F ~E CHIEF COUNSEL
STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL B0~D
901 P Street Sacramento, CA 95814
Mail Code G-8

Subject: ATTO~EY GENE~ OPINION NO. g4-814

This memorandum addresses issues raised in Senator Mike
Thompson’s request for an opinion of the Attorney General on
the fol!owing question: May the Vallejo Sanitation and Flood
Control District adopt ordinances and regulations prohibiting
pollution of the district’s storm waters, with enforcement by
administrative fines, penalties, and criminal sanctions? As
will be explained, the ultimate issue of the authority of the
Vallejo Sanitation and Flood Control District (District) is
not an issue on which I would like to provide a legal
opinion, but I believe it is important that the Attorney
General understand the context of this issue in preparing an
opinion. Therefore, I will present background information on
the relevant regulatory requirements of the storm water
program.

The 1987 amendments to the federal Clean Water Act require
that national pollutant discharge elimination system (NPDES)
permits be issued for discharges from municipal separate
storm sewer systems (MS4’s) serving a population over
i00,000,z Section 402(p) ; 33 U.S.C. Section 1342(p) . The
federal Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) adopted
implementing regulations in 40 CFR Section 122.26. The

~ The Clean Water AcT regulates both "large" MS4’s, serving
populations of 250,000 or more, and "medium" MS4 " s, serving populations
of 100,000 ~-o 250, 000. Clean Wa~er AcT Section 402(p) (2) (C) and (D).
The ,sTorm sewer system for Vallejo is designated as a medium MS4.
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regulatiofls require that MS4’s which are regulated pursuant
to NPDES permits must show adequate legal authority to carry
out the programs necessary to regulate pollutants in storm
water runoff. See, 40 CFR Sections 122.26(d) (i) (ii) and
122.26(d) (2) (i) . In general, these requirements consist of
the ability to control through ordinance, enforcement orders,
or similar means, the contribution of pollutants to the
municipal storm sewers by residents and businesses throughout
the service area. Thus, in order to comply with the federal
regulations, a MS4 must have adequate legal authority to
regulate discharges of pollutants into the municipal sewer
system. The NPDES permit, itself, will be issued by the
San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board
(RWQCB) .

The EPA regulations indicate that MS4’s may be owned or
operated by a variety of public agencies, including:

"[A] State, city, town, berough, county, parish,
district, association, or other public body
(created by or pursuant to State law) having
jurisdiction over disposal of sewage, industrial
wastes, storm water, or other wastes, including
special districts under State law such as a sewer
district, flood control district or drainage
district, or similar entity .... " 40 CFR Section
122.26(b) (8) (i) .

The storm sewer system is also broadly defined, to include
"roads with drainage systems, municipal streets, catch
basins, curbs, gutters, ditches, manmade channels, or storm
drains"    40 CFR Section 122.26(b) (8).

In light of the br~ad definitions of municipal storm sewer
systems and because the permitting requirements, are based on
population areas, most municipal storm water permits have
been issued to a number of co-permittees in a geographica!
area, including ciSies, countias, state agencies (such as
CalTrans), and flood control districts. For example, one
permit was issued for the Los Angeles area which includes
94 cities, the County, and various specia! districts.

Issuing permits to co-permittees accomplishes the goal of
insuring that all of the storm sewer system is covered by the
permit, and that those entities with the legal authority to
oversee implementation of the permit’s requirements are
placed in a position of responsibility. In adopting its
regulations, EPA acknowledged the role of co-permittees in
assuring compliance with the regulations and the permit
terls. There are a number of references to these issues in
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the Preamble to the regulations. Volume 55, Federal Register
pages 47990 and following (November 16, 1990). For example,
EPA states that its broad definitions of large and medium
storm sewer systems are meant to address comments including
the need for permittees to have legal authority and control
over land use, and the need for flood control districts to be
addressed as a system or part of a system. Vol. 55, Fed. Reg.
at p. 48039. EPA discusses in detail its decision to allow
co-permittees including cities, counties, and flood control
districts to:

"[R]esolve the problems associated with permittees
not having adequate land use controls, the legal
authority to implement controls, and the ownership
of the conveyances." Id., at p. 48041.

EPA specifically addresses the difficulty which would be
encountered if the only permittee was a flood control
district without adequate lan~ use or legal authority to
assure compliance:

"... flood control districts, which may have no
land use authority in incorporated cities, will be
co-permittees with the city which does possess land
use authority. EPA envisions that permit
conditions for these systems will be written to
establish duties that are commensurate with the
legal authorities of a co-permittee." Id.

My purpose in reviewing this background is to demonstrate
that while the issue of whether the Vallejo Sanitation and
Flood Control District has authority to adopt ordinances and
regulations prohibiting pollution of the district’s storm
waters, with enforcement by administrative fines, penalties,
and criminal sanctions is not one which I am prepared to
answer, since I am not familiar with the District’s enabling
statutes, the federal requirements apply jointly to all MS4’s
in the Vallejo geographic area. This includes, at a minimum,
the City of Va!lejo which clearly does have adequate land use
and legal authority. In adopting a permit for storm water
discharges from Vallejo, the RWQCB will need to ensure that
the permittees or co-permittees which are named have the
authority required under the federal regulations. While the
District may prefer not to have any co-permittees listed on
the permit, that would only be acceptable if in fact it alone
does have adequate authority to ensure compliance with the
permit.
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If you ha~e any questions regarding this matter, please
contact Betsy Miller Jenni~gs of my staff at (916) 657-2421
or CALNET 8-437-2421.

cc: Tom Mumley
RWQCB, San Francisco Bay Regional Board
2101 Webster Street, Suite 500
Santa Rosa, CA 95403

BMJennings/dmatulis (9/30/94)
dmatu220/DEB.TEMP/roche.mem
d:\docs\bmj\roche.mem
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¯ Pott-lt" brand fax transmittal memo 7671

~o.

TO     ; Bruce ’Fuj ~moto
Division of Water Quality

Elizabeth Miller Jennings O~, Iq~
Senior Staff Counsel

Fr~ : OFFICE OF THE CHIEF COUNSEL
STATE WATER RESOURCES COBOL BOARD
9~i p S;reet. Sacra~nto. CA 95814
Ma~l Code G-8

Subject: M~ICI~ STO~ W~K 9E~ITS: COMPLI~C~ W%TH WATER QU~ITY
OBJ~CTI~S

ISSUE

Must storm wa~er permits for municipal separate storm sewer
systems (MS4s) include requirements necessary to achieve water
quality objectives?

CONCLUSION

Storm water permits issued to MS4s must include requirements
necessary to achieve water q~ality objectives.

DISCUSSION

Section 301 of the Clean Water Act prohibits the discharge of
any pollutant unless pursuan~ to a National Pollutant Discharge
Elimina~ion System (NPDKS) permit. Section 301 also requires
compliance with effluent limitations necessary to. achieve
compliance with technology-based standards (e.g., best
praq~!qable control technology currently available or secondary
treatment). Finally, Section 301 requires compliance with any
more stringent effluent limitation which are necessary to
protect water quality standards.

Section 402(p) of the Clean Water Act includes a technology-
based standard for storm water permits issued to MS4s. Such
permits mus~ require:

"controls to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the
maximum extent practicable, including management
practices, control techniques and system, design and
engineering methods .... "

Section 40~(p) does not discuss water quality-based standards.
A question is therefore raised whether permits issued to MS4s
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must include only effluent limitations to meet the technology-
based standard of "maximum extent practicable" (MKP), or
whether they must also include water quality-based effluent
limitations.

This question has already been answered by the SWRCB in Order
No. WQ 91-03. The answer is that permits issued to MS4s must
include effluent limitations which will achieve the MEP
standard, and will also achieve compliance with water quality
objectives. The SWRCB stated:

We therefore conclude that permits for municipal
separate storm sewer systems issued pursuant to Clean
Water Act Section 402(p) must contain effluent
limitations based on water quality standards. Order
No. WQ 91-03, at slip op. 3~.

The specific language in effluent limitations or other permit
conditions is left to the discretion of the agency issuing the
permit. Thus, for storm water permits for MS4s, it is
appropriate to include "best management practices" (BMPs)
~nstead of numeric effluent limitations. See, Order No. WQ 91-
03, at slip op. 37-38. These BMPs may be adequate as both
technology-based limitations and water quality-based
limitations. Id. Section 30~(b)(1)(C) of the Clean Water Act
broadly requires compliance with "any more stringent
limitation, including those necessary to meet water quality
standards" The lesal requirements for determining effluent
limitations in permits are listed in: 40-C6de~F~~4raI
Regulations (CFR) Section ~.44. The SWKCB in~erpre=ed these
provisfons in Order No. WQ 91-03, and concluded permits for
MS4s may include BMPs as effluent limitations.

In Order No. WQ 91-04, the SWRCB considered a storm water
permit issued to a MS4 that included BMPs as effluen=
limitations, and did not specifically require compliance with
water quality objec=Ives. The SWRCB stated that even where a
permi~ does not specifically reference violation of water
quality standards, it should be read "so as to require the
implementation of practices which will achieve compliance
applicable standards". Slip op. at 15.

In conclusion, the SWRCB has determined storm water permit~ for
MS4s must include requirements necessary to achieve compliance
with both M~P and water quality standards. The SWRCB has
allowed KWQCBs to determine the specific requirements to place
in permits. The SWRCB has approved permits for MS4s which
include BMPs rather than numer£c effluent limitations. The
SWRCB has also approved a permit that did no~ specifically

R0008400
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prohibit violation of water quality objectives. The permit was
approved because it contained BMPs adequate to meet water
quality objectives.
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I.    FINDINGS

Commenter Comment Discussion Action

Agoura Hills, Long Beach, EAC, Azusa, The findings do not represent statements State Administrative Procedures Findings have been revised to include
Beverly Hills, Bradbury, Carson, Cerritos, of fact or there is no evidence to show manual provides guidance on statements of fact and show headings
Commerce, Culver City, Diamond Bar, why the findings are made. Findings information to be included in findings and categories to facilitate
Baldwin Park, Bell Gardens, Claremont, should not repeat what is in the Order. such as addressing water quality identification of information within the
Covina, Glendale, Glen.dora, Hermosa Beach, Should not be self serving or biased, control plans and water quality Findings section.
Industry, Lomita, LACDPW, Nop, valk, Pico Should be limited to those relevant to objectives; identifying existing
Rivera, Rolling Hills, Rosemead, San Dimas, storm water quality enhancement, requirements and any enfomement
San Marino, Santa Clarita, Santa Fe Springs, Statements about enforcement actions actions and amendments thereto.
West Covina, West Hollywood, Westlake taken as a result of the current permit
Village, Whittier, Bellflower, El Segundo should not be included.

Western States Petroleum Assoc. Include a list of references in the
Findings.

References have been included in the
Findings section.



II. RECEIVING WATER LIMITATIONS

COMMENTING AGENCIES COMMENTS DISCUSSION ACTION

Receiving Water Limitations

EAC, Azusa, Beverly Hills, Bradbury, Carson. Compliance with receiving water limits is The fundamental objective of the The Receiving Water Limitations
Cerritos, Commerce, Diamond Bar, Baldwin unachievable. Compliance should be Clean Water Act is to protect, maintain language has been revised such that
Park, Bell Gardens, Claremont, Covina, measured based on implementation of or restore existing or potential Permittees are not in violation of the
Glendale, Gtendora, Hermosa Beach, programs, beneficial uses of receiving waters as permit if they are actively engaged in
Industry, Lomita, LACDPW, Non~alk, Pico evaluated in 1972. Narrative criteria implementing permit requirements in
Rivera, Rolling Hills, Rosemead, San Dimas, were developed to achieve this goal a satisfactory manner.
San Marino, Santa Clarita, Santa Fe Spdngs, and are considered necessary by the
West Covina, West Hollywood, Westlake USEPA to meet the statutory
Village, Whittier requirements of Clean Water Act

(CWA) Section 303(c)(2)(A). These
Los Angeles County are to be applied to all NPDES permits

The Receiving Water Limits language including those for storm water
creates significant liability. The city discharges.
suggests that the standard be
reasonable further progress towards
reducing pollutants during the permit
term and not attainment of water quality

Los Angeles standards.

The draft permit contains two sets of
standards which appear to be in conflict.
One based on objectives and standards
in plans and the other based on
implementation requirements in the draft
permit.

Long Beach
The existing RWL language will expose
each city to a violation of the narrative
limits and the permit conditions
immediately



EAC, Agoura Hills, Alhambra, Azusa, Baldwin Permittees am not given the opportunity It is generally accepted that See action above.
Park, Covina, Claremont, Commerce, to implement their MS4 program and implementation of the requirements of
Culver City, Downey, El Segundo, Glendale, progress to meet clean water objectives, the storm water permit constitutes
Glendora, Hermosa Beach, LaVerne, Los Instead, they would have to study almost functional equivalence to compliance
Angeles, Lakewood, Lomita, Long Beach, immediately the cause of violations, with water quality-standards. Both the
Industry, San Marino, Sierra Madre, San USEPA and the State Water
Marino, Signal Hill, So. El Monte, So. Gate, Resources Control Board have stated
Torrance, Valencia, West Covina, Whittier that BMPs are adequate effluent

limitations for MS4 storm water
Heal the Bay discharges to achieve compliance with

water quality standards. ,~"
The present language implies that
municipalities are in non-compliance
even when they are implementing the
program in a timely manner, but are
unable to eliminate violation of narrative
standards. The permit should state that
compliance is determined not from
specific water quality objectives, but from
functional equivalency measured by
timely and effective implementation of

Valencia Company the permit provisions.

Water quality standards in statewide
plans may be met by the implementation
of BMPs. Delete language from the
Order.



III. PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

COMMENTING AGENCIES COMMENTS DISCUSSION ACTIONS
Principal Permittee

Hermosa Beach To place all Principal Permittee The Order contains tables at the No action suggested
requirements in a single section will help beginning of each major section which
to reduce confusion by provides a summary of requirements
individual permittees, and shows who needs to implement ,~.

what and when.

BIA What moneys will the Principal Permittee The County of Los Angeles has No action suggested
use to fund and provide personnel for the agreed to these activities.
development and updating of the
CSWMP and the six WMAPs? What is The projected cost has not been made
the projected cost of these activities? available by the County of Los

Angeles.

Calabasas Water quality monitoring implementation The commenter appears to believe The permit has been revised to state
should be a county responsibility, that the burden for monitoring has that the Principal Permittee shall

shifted to individual Permittees. conduct countywide storm water
monitoring as one of its

The County’s responsibilities include responsibilities.
the majority of monitoring
requirements.

Heal the Bay ;" The phrase "With the guidance of EAC" Please see the Regional Board The structure of the EAC and VVMCs
throughout the Permit implies that the Counsel’s legal memorandum dated is presented in the Findings.
EAC has control over the implementation Apdl 17, 1996, comment no. I. Reference to the responsibilities of
of the permit. If the EAC has no legal the EAC has been removed.
responsibility, then the role is advisory
only.

La Veme Appointment of a chair to the Watershed The intent is to have an effective The permit revision states that the
Management Committees (WMC) is WMC. Also please see the Regional WMC will choose a chair and
unnecessary. The county convenes and Board Counsel’s legal memorandum secretary, and that Los Angeles
conducts the meetings. The WMC may dated April 17, 1996, comment no. 1. County will assume these roles until
select a chair if it determines it to be the WMC chooses.
necessary.



COMMENTERS COMMENTS DISCUSSION ACTIONS

Permittees

El Segundo, La Verne, Long Beach, Few agencies can or will appoint a staff The Permit requires that a The statement has been changed to a
LACDPW. Agoura Hills member with the delegated authority representative be appointed to the      ’technically knowledgeable

required under" this permit to sit on the WMC with authority to make decisions representative’.
WMC. Many of the issues to be raised for the Permittee agency. The intent is
are budgetary or policy-related which will to have a workable WMC. The
require city council or board action. This Permittee representative who attends
provision reflects a limited understanding the WMC and/or the EAC meetings
of local government processes and should provide input to the
should be stricken from the permit, development of any program

requirements and update their
Incorrectly requires the delegation of governing Boards as the CSWMP and
authority from a City official to staff. WMAPs are being developed and

implemented.

Long Beach This section on internal Permittee Some Permittees state that it is easier No change suggested.
coordination should be deleted. How the to gain cooperation from other City
Permittee coordinates and implements departments if it is clear in the Permit
this program within its agency should not that departments within the Permittee’s
be specified in this permit, purview must work cooperatively.

Bell Gardens, Torrance It is suggested that program Program components were included No change suggested.
requirements be limited to practices based on MS4 requirements statewide
which are assured of some degree of and elsewhere in the nation. Evidence
success exists that they are effective.

El Segundo, City of LA By what authority may a Permittee be Permittees in a Watershed No change suggested.
required to "jointly prepare" a WMAP? Management Area have the joint
Jointly with whom? responsibility with other Watershed

Permittees to prepare the WMAP as
Is a Permittee liable for errors of other pad of the renewal application (2001).
joint preparers?

An individual Permittee is only
responsible for its own actions or
inactions, and not that or those of any
other Permittee(s).

5



Heal the Bay Section does not specifically state that Permittees may falsely believe that ¯ Language has been included to state
the Permittee is responsible for the they have nothing to do until the that Permittees are required to
implementation of the requirements of CSWMP is complete. Permittees are implement components by specified
the Order as soon as the Order is required to implement existing storm dates.
adopted water BMPs.

External Agency Coordination

Electronic bulletin boards are outdated Not all Permittees have a comparable Permit language has been cha~ed
Bellflower, El Segundo technology. The Board should make the level of access to electronic to state that information will be’

information available on the Internet. information. The Regional Water available from the Regional Board via
Quality Control Board is currently the electronic bulletin board or other
updating the information services available methods.
available within the office. The
additions include internet capabilities.

LACDPW, Santa Clarita The US Army Corp of Engineers and The list provided in the Permit was not The suggested entities have been
State Parks, and US Forest Service intended to be all inclusive, added to the iisto
should be added to list of cooperating
agencies for external coordination.

¯ ~. 6



Executive Advisory Committee

Agoura Hills, Alhambra, Azusa, Baldwin Park, The membership of the EAC should be Reference to the make-up,
Bevedy Hills, Bradbury, Carson,Cerritos, left to the permittees and not dictated by participation and responsibilities of
Claremont, Commerce, Covina, Culver City, Regional Board staff, the EAC has been deleted from the
EAC, Downey, Glendale, Glendora, Heal the It is suggested that Permittees include Section.
Bay, Hermosa Beach, Industry, Inglewood0 There should b.e n~ non voting members members of the public including
Irwindale, La Veme, Lomita, Los Angeles on the EAC. The EAC should be limited business and environmental The Findings briefly describes the
City, LACDPW, Lakewood, Lomlta, Long to public agency personnel, representatives during the structure of the EAC as originally
Beach, Norwalk, Palos Verdes Estates,Pice development and implementation of proposed in the application.
Rivera, San Marino, Santa Cladta, Santa Fe The concern for public input at the EAC the CSWMP and WMAPs.
Springs, Sierra Madre, Signal Hill, S El level is unwarranted (or unnecessary).
Monte, S Gate, Torrance, Vernon, West The public will be allowed to input during (40 CFR 122.26(D)(2)(iv) requires that
Covina, West Hollywood, Westlake Village, the public comment periods, a storm water management program
Whittier "include a comprehensive planning

The Regional Board representative, process which involves public
BIA, Heal the Bay, Senator Hayden, member of the public, and two industry participation...")

representatives are presently designated
Agoura Hills, Alhambra, C~rson, Claremont, as non-voting members of the EAC. Please see the Regional Board
Commerce, Culver City, EAC, Glendora, Heal These members should be able to vote. Counsel’s legal memorandum dated
the Bay, Hermosa Beach,° La Veme, Lomita, The public member should be an April 17, 1996, comment no. 1.
Palos Verdes Estates, Torrance, Azusa, environmental community representative.
Beverly Hills, Bradbury, Carson, Cerritos,
Commerce, Diamond Bar, Baldwin Park, Bell The makeup of the EAC in the December
Gardens, Claremont, Covina, Glendale, Permit deviates significantly from the
Glendora, Hermosa Beach, Industry, Lomita, current selection process. Permlttees
LACDPW, Norwalk, Pico Rivera, Rolling Hills, suggest that the selection process be
Rosemead, San Dimas, San Marino, Santa returned to the WMC for election of the
Clarita, Santa Fe Springs, West Covina, West i most qualified persons for the positions
Hollywood,Westlake Village, Whittier        as members of the EAC.

The Regional Board should have no Participation on the EAC is voluntary.
La Veme authority to appoint persons to the References to specific makeup of EAC

WMCs. This section should note that and WMCs and processes has been
selection and participation on the EAC by eliminated.
permittees other than the county and City
of los Angeles is voluntary.

Santa Monica The VVMC representative to the EAC
should be based on WMC consensus,
defaulting to the city with the largest
population if necessary.
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Calabasas and Malibu Creek Permittees Two representatives from each An elected official on the EAC would No change suggested.
watershed area should serve on the be beneficial to policy making.
EAC. One of whom must be an elected However, the support is not shared by
official from a Permittee city. all.

La Verne How may the EAC guide conflict Regional Board Counsel’s legal The Regional Board’s Counsel
resolution among Permittees and advise memorandum, dated April 17, 1996, prepared and sent a response.

Bellflower, La Verne, Beverly Hills, Bradbury, the County on its liaison responsibilities addresses the issue. See Response
Carson, Diamond Bar, Hermosa Beach, to the Regional Board. No. 1.
Norwalk, Rolling Hills, West Hollywood, ,~,
Westlake Village The EAC cannot coordinate the

implementation of pilot projects because
it is beyond the means of the EAC.
Suggest striking it from the Permit.

The EAC doesn’t have the ability or legal
authority to compile information for
submittal to the Regional Board.
Suggest striking it from the Permit.

Watershed Management Committees

La Veme Appointment of a chair to the Watershed The intent is to have an effective The permit revision states that the
Management Committees (WMC) is WMC. WMC will choose a chair and
unnecessary. The county convenes and secreta~j, and that Los Angeles
conducts the meetings. The WMC may The issues to be voted upon by the County may assume these roles if
select a chair if it determines it to be Permittees on the WMCs may include none volunteer.
necessary. EAC representation, modifications to

CSWMP, V~VIAP components, and
What is,sues will the WMC be voting recommendations to the EAC, among
upon? other issues.

La Verne Who pays to circulate the draft annual The County of Los Angeles will No c~ange suggested.
repod? If the WMC, how will it be circulate the draft annual report among
apportioned and administered? the WMCs and EAC.

.Beverly Hills, Bradbury, Carson, Diamond ~WMC should have no legal requirements. Please see the Regional Board No change suggested.
Bar, Hermosa Beach, Non~alk, Rolling Hills, WMC should not be held responsible for Counsel’s legal memorandum dated
West Hollywood, Westlake Village any Permit requirements. April 17, 1996, comment no. 1.



La Verne Why and what resources is the county Smaller cities had previously noted No change suggested.
expected to provide permittees with that they wanted to be on the EAC but
populations under 10.0,0007 had limited resources to do a

competent job.
The resources to be provided were
dependent on specific needs, and
would be determined by the County of
Los Angeles. The resources
anticipated were limited to coordination
of meetings, not financial
disbursements.

Heal the Bay, Santa Monica Permit should clearly require preparation The basic cdteria to be followed for the The permit revision states that the
of WMAP according to clear and specific WMAP, are those developed for the WMAP is to be developed as part of
criteda that include monitoring and CSWMP, with the appropriate the renewal application in 20,01. This
evaluation as factors that feed back into modifications for the watershed, will be after the completion of the
plan revisions. CSWMP.

Specificity is sometimes seen as
WMAPs should be developed with limiting flexibility. Submission
consideration of how to enhance deadlines will be added in the revision
degraded beneficial uses and/or protect to the draft.
existing beneficial uses within a
watershed as designated in Basin Plan
and 303(d) listing.

Permit needs to specify who has legal
requirement to develop the WMAPs.

Add submission deadlines for the
WMAPs.



Torrance Is there enough evidence regarding the There is sufficient information available No change required.
effectiveness of pollution control efforts nationally to research potential BMPs
that the Permittee will be able to make and make good decisions. Clean
an informed decision? Water Act Section 402(p) states that

Permittees are required to reduce
Will the Re~lional Board be providing the pollutants in storm water to the
information to the Permittees?           maximum extent practicable.

Regional Board staff will continue to
share valuable BMP and storm water
management program information with
the Permittees.

COMMENTING AGENCIES COMMENTS DISCUSSION ACTIONS

Fiscal Resources

The budget requirements are excessive The budget summary should be Permit language has been revised to
Alhambra, Azusa, Bellflower, EAC, Carson, and too detailed. A simple reporting sufficient to provide information on require a budget summary that
Commerce, Culver City, Downey, El requirement should be used. storm water program implementation, follows the Principal Permittees’
Segundo, Glendale, Glendora, Hermosa as required under 40 CFR budget summary format.
Beach, Industry, Inglewood, Lakewood, La 122.26(d)(2)(vi).
Veme, Lomita, Long Beach, Monterey Park,
San Madno, Whittier, West Covina, Hermosa
Beach, Soulhgate, Signal Hill, South El Permit demonstrates lack of
Monte, Sierra Madre understanding of budgeting process.

Claremont What is the purpose of providing financial
information? The permittees are already

La Veme overburden with unfunded mandates and
ever shrinking financial resources.

Heal The Bay
Budget summary is ovedy detailed and
may prove very difficult to provide.



Program Substitution

City of LA The Program Substitution requirements The CSWMP and the WMAPs Subtitle heading has been changed to
are too burdensome~ development process, and this Order BMP or Requirement Substitution.

Bellflower, El Segundo, will identify BMPs for implementation.
La Verne Demonstrating "technical feasibility" or Flexibility is provided to Permittees to

"implementation outweighs the pollution replace a specific BMPs if they
control benefits" is a subjective decision propose better or equally effective
and open to interpretation_ alternatives.

The Executive Officer is vested w~th The Order includes languag ,e,.
Heal the Bay, Determinations regrading program the authority to approve the alternative regarding the replacement of a BMP
Santa Monica Bay Keeper substitution could be purely subjective, or if the enumerated conditions can be or requirement within the Substitution

worse yet, become political. Support met. section.
section that allows BMP substitution
flexibility, not BMP elimination.

Administrative Review

BIA, .Baldwin Pa~k, Bellflower, Bell Gardens, Any determination made by the The Administrative Review Provision is No action suggested.
Burke Williams, Claremont, Culver City, EAC, Executive Officer should be subject to an informal process to facilitate dispute
El Segundo, Glendale, Glendora, Heat the appeal to the Regional Board. resolution between the Regional Board
Bay, Hermosa Beach, La Veme, Pico Rivera, and Permittees. This is not required
Rosemead, San Dimas, San Marino, Santa under federal or state law but is
Fe Spdngs, Torrance, West Covina included as a courtesy to Permittees.

For additional discussion, please refer
to the April 17, 1996, Regional Board
Counsel’s legal memo, Response nos.
2, 3, and 4.

Bellflower The review period for all submittals to the The time period allowed for review by No changes suggested.
Regional Board should be a maximum of the Regional Board, is a commitment
60 days. The 120 day review pedod by the Regional Board, while not
could lead the Permittee to expend a required by current law, to review and
substantial effort on a program that may respond to Permittees’ submittals.
turn out not to he acceptable.

Public Review



WMC meetings should be open to the WMC meetings am presently open to No changes suggested.
American Oceans Campaign public and the public should have the public.

adequate opportunity to review permit
submittals.

All programs including measures of
Bay Keeper- effectiveness must be subject to Public    All program implementation

Review.                             components submitted to the Regional
Board are subject to public review and
comment.

Comments submitted by the public within
the 45 days comment pedod must be All comments submitted by the public
provided to the Board prior to Board are made part of the administrative

BIA action, record for consideration by the
Regional Board



IV. ILLICIT CONNECTIONS I DISCHARGES

COMMENTING AGENCIES COMMENTS DISCUSSION ACTION

Illicit Connections

Azusa, W. Covina Illicit connections remain a costly This component was required under No change suggested.
requirement. Uncertain merit. Order 90-079. "Illicit connections can

result ... in dangers to public heallh;
...can create severe wide-spread
contamination problems" (Final rule -                           ,~"
55 FR 222, 48056)

Agoura Hills Cities have no control over federal and Finding 20 in December draft The Discharge P~ohibition Section
state land parcels. Who has regulatory recognizes cities’ non jurisdiction in has been revised to exclude,
control? such cases. The Regional Board in "Discharges originating from federal,

such circumstances may issue state or other facilities which the
separate NPDES permits with Permittee is preempted from
sufficient evidence, regulating".

Alhambra, Culver City, Lomita, Torrance Differentiate illicit connections, illicit Illicit connection is the structural Terms are defined in glossary
discharges, and illegal disposal, plumbing to the MS4. Illicit discharges

are unauthorized releases to the MS4.
Illegal disposal is a term used by the
USEPA to connotate improper disposal
of oil, toxic materials, etc. The term is
not used in the draft but the practice is
included under illicit discharges to
avoid confusion.



LA County Allow 8 months from permit adoption for This component was required under Requirements have been revised to a
model development for illicit connections Order 9.0-079. It might be feasible to allow 8 months from permit adoption
and discharges. Each city to submit develop and implement sooner, for model development. Cities are
implementation schedule 4 months from given 4 months from model approval
the Executive Officer’s approval, by the Regional Board’s Executive

Paramount Officer to begin implementation.
Begin implementation of program by
June 15, 1997.

NRD,C
Develop model by July 15, 199.6. Begin
implementation by Jan 15, 1997.

Santa Clarita, Vernon
Adjust begin implementation date to
factor budget process, permit delays.

NRD.C
City modifications to model must be
justified and approved by the Executive
Officer.

LA Co Inspection schedule is city specific and Schedule will be made part of a city’s The reference to an implementation
should not be part of the model program and not the model. The draft schedule with the countywide model

stated, ’~to priodtize’ to be has been deleted in the revision.
La Verne Inspection of illicit connection should be developed as pad of the countywide

left to the city. model. Each city still determines its
own priorities.

Bellflower, El Segundo, La Veme Pdoritization of problem areas should be
left to the city.

Vernon Who will follow up on illicit connections? The owners/operators of the MS4 No action suggested
system. Interagency agreements are
encouraged in ’Program Management:
Legal Authority’ to facilitate the
process.

W. Covina GIS is a costly expense. The draft did not require a GIS. No action suggested
However, it is a useful tool to map and
track the drainage system.

Santa Cladta Illicit connections includes physical An illicit connection is an unauthorized No action suggested
transfer to other natural and constructed structural plumbing to the MS4 which
drainage systems, may include constructed drainage

systems and natural drainage systems.
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Long Beach Cleady state the minimum requirements The minimum requirements are No action suggested
for the program to eliminate illicit described in the Order under Illicit
connections and discharges. Connections. Additional guidance is

found in the USEPA guidance
document, ’Investigation of
Inappropriate Pollutant Entdes into
Storm Drainage Systems, U~SEPA
Document No/600/R-92/23~

IIl|clt Discharges

El Segundo Standard enforcement procedures Standard enforcement procedures in No action suggested ’~"
unnecessaw since city specific, the model promote countywide

consistency, However, the extent of
use will still be city specific.

LA County Allow 8 months from permit adoption for This component was required under Requirements have been ~revised to
model development. Each city to submit Order 90-079. It might be feasible to allow 8 months from permit adoption
implementation schedule 4 months from develop and implement sooner. See for model development. Cities are
the Executive Officer’s approval. NRDC’s comment below, given 4 months from model approval

by the Executive Officer to begin
NRDC Develop model by July 15, 1996. Begin implementation.

implementation by Jan 15, 1997.

City modifications to mo,del must be
justified and approved by the Executive
Officer.

LA County Separate surveillance program not Cost USEPA regulations require, No action suggested
effective. Delete. Field staff education "procedures to conduct on-going field
program sufficient, screening to investigate podions ...

with a reasonable potential of
containing illicit discharges" (Final Rule
55 FR 222, 48071). Education of
employees may be insufficient.

Other Prohibited Activities



Inglewood Date to prohibit by legal authority is too July 1996 may be too soon. This Section has been merged with
soon. the Legal Authority subsection. The

Permittee is given 120 days from
Los Angeles Date to prohibit should be 120 days from adoption of the permit to demonstrate

effective date of Permit. legal authority to prohibit.

NRDC Propose 3 months from permit adoption
to obtain authority to prohibit.

Western States Petroleum Association Mere presence of leaves in storm water The legal prohibition is on disposal of No action suggested.
(WSPA) discharge must not be deemed a leaves as the language suggests and ,,~

violation not mere presence. Disposal is an
affirmative action.

Southem Cal Rock Products Indicate that concrete trucks may be Language can be clarified. The permit language has been
washed out on construction sites but revised.
must avoid discharge to storm drains.

Torrance Why are concrete trucks singled out USEPA regulations include a No action suggested
when there are other significant sources? "requirement to effectively prohibit

non-storm water discharges to the
MS4" (Final Rule 55 FR 222, 48055).
Other significant sources of pollutants
must also be addressed when
identified.

Industry Exclude wash-down of impervious Wash down from asphalt paving may No action suggested
surfaces. Necessary for proper adhesion contain PAHs....Non-storm water
dudng asphalt pavement resurfacing, discharges to the MS4 from such

activities must be ’effectively
prohibited’.

Long Beach. This subsection may be duplicative with The specific prohibitions are activities This subsection has been deleted,
’Legal Authority’. Specific prohibitions are that contribute pollutants to storm and the requirements integrated with
not supported by evidence, water. The specificity of the listed the ’Legal Authority’ subsection.

activities may serve as a direct
educational tool for the public to draw
attention to these practices that
contaminate storm water.
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Non Storm Water Discharges

Alhambra, Culver City, Commerce, Hermosa Non ~torm water exemptions should USEPA regulations require The non-storm water exemptions hasBeach, Lakewood, Lomita, Beverly Hills, correspond with federal list. municipalities to address 19 categories been revised to include 17 out of 19Bradbury, Carson, Diamond Bar, Hermosa of non-storm water only where such types listed in federal regulations,
Beach, Norwalk, Rolling Hills, West discharges are identified by cities as with the exception of groundwater
Hollywood, Westlake Village sources of pollutants to receiving infiltration (which must be covered by

waters (Final Rule, 55 FR 222, 48071). a state general permit) and street
The Regional Board currently requires wash water. Sidewalk washing was
NPDES permit coverage for 4/19 (non- consisdered but for consistency

Long Beach Exemptions should be consistent with residential swimming pool discharges, purposes, only those specifi~c~lly
other Regional Boards. groundwater dewatering, hydrostatic named in the USEPA regulations

testing [water line flushing and potable were included.NRDC Qualify exemption for residential water sources]). There is no easy way
swimming pool discharges to exclude to determine if groundwater discharges
filter back wash. are uncontaminated without conducting

periodic sampling in an area with a
history of regional groundwater
contamination such as in LA county.

Consistency will be maintained to the
extent necessary. However, Regional
situations may warrant some deviation.

Claremont, EAC, El Segundo, Glendora, LA Exempt commercial roof drains. Roof drain discharges by their nature We have deleted references to roof
County, La Veme, Santa Fe Springs, WSPA, are storm Water and need no special drainage in this subsection.
West Covina exemption ,as they are covered by this

permit. Roof drain discharges that are
non-storm water on the other hand
must be ’effectively prohibited’ since
they are not conditionally exempted
under federal law.

MWD, Long Beach Exempt potable water sources The Regional Board requires NPDES Potable water sources have been
general permit coverage for discharges included under the ’Conditionally
from hydrostatic test waters (includes Exempt’ category.
potable water sources). Potable water
sources are proposed to be covered
under a public utilities general NPDES
permit to be issued by the State
Board.
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Santa Monica Recommend dechlorination before water Requirements are stated in the Water line flushing has been included
line flushing. Regional Board’s NPDES general under the ’Conditionally Exempt’

permit for hydrostatic testing (includes category.
water-line flushing). The State Board’s
proposed general NPDES permit for
public utilities will do the same.

Industry, MWD, Santa Fe Springs Exempt fire hydrant testing; building Federal regulations do not list these Revised language provides
wash downs; flow testing of new asphalt non-storm water discharges as types Permittees one year to develop and
paving, curbs and gutters, that municipalities are ’exempt’ form submit a list of non-storm water

addressing, discharges not in the federal list’and
Vernon Exempt fire sprinklers testing, with recommended effective

prohibition methods to minimize
Bellflower, El Segundo, La Verne Exempt saw cutting, grinding, emergency pollutant discharge and adverse

flares, impacts on receiving waters.

Calabasas Exempt hydraulic cleaning, sand I~lasting.

Heal the Bay What are inductive traffic loops?

Los Angeles Allow cities to select the most
appropriate methods of controlling the
discharges through planning

NRDC Future non storm water category
exceptions must be subject to public
review. Language is proposed

Alhambra, Bellflower, El Segundo, La Verne Indicate other non storm water ’Discharge Prohibitions’ section makes A subsection introduction has been
discharges permitted by the State are this statement, included to state, ’non-storm water
exempt, discharges in compliance with a

separate NPDES or WDR permit or
granted a discharge exemption by the
Executive Officer or the Regional
Board or the State Board are not
prohibited under this Order’.



Los Angeles, Santa Cladta ’ Conditionally exempt street washing and Street washing is listed as a The revision provides one year for
side walk washing, conditional exempted category under Permittees to come up with a strategy

federal regulations, side walk washing to address street wash water and
Long Beach, Torrance, Ahmanson What is the basis for the Executive is not. Both types of discharges under sidewalk washing as a soume of

Officer’s determination for designating certain cimumstances may transport pollutants to the MS4.
street washing and side walk washing? toxic pollutants, as well as pathogenic

bacteria and virus. The potential
La Verne Are the city or residents prohibited from prohibition is on activity that causes a

street and side walk washing? discharge to the MS4, not the activity
itself.

The city of Los Angeles is expected to
conduct a study of pollutants in and
methods to ’effectively prohibit’ street
washing and side walk washing
discharges

BIA Only the Regional Board should b.e able Federal regulations state that 19 No action suggested.
to determine the condition necessary to enumerated non-storm water
exclude coverage of non storm water in discharges need not be prohibited
the ’Conditionally Exempted Discharges’ unless municipalities identify these as
category. Neither the Executive Officer source of pollutants to the MS4
nor cities may establish the conditions.



Public Reporting

Long Beach List minimum requirements. Can consider enumerating minimum Suggested requirements for Public
requirements. Repoding have been added to the

revision,

LA County Develop standard program 8 months This component was developed under Requirements have been revised to a
from permit adoption Order 9,0-079. It might be feasible to allow 8 months from permit adoption

develop and implement sooner, for model development. Cities are
Cities submit a schedule to implement 4 given 4 months from model app.~oval
months after the Executive Officer by the Regional Board’s Execu|ive
approval. Officer to begin implementation.

Paramount
Develop standard program by July 15,
1997. Cities implement by October 15,
1997.

La Verne Define ’Reportable Quantity’. The term is defined in federal Term is defined in the glossary.
regulations and the glossary.
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V. INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL SOURCES

COMMENTING AGENCIES COMMENTS DISCUSSION ACTION

Identification of Sources

Hermosa Beach, Sierra Madre, Signal Hill. So Some cities already have a database in Cities are encouraged to work with LA The requirements are restricted to
El Monte, South Gate, Los Angeles a specific format. Co.. to ensure that its format is very basic information, (1) Facility

compatible with those of the cities, name; (2)Site address; (3)Watershed;
(4) Applicable SIC Code(s); and (5)

Irwindale, Long Beach, Palos Verdes Estates Information requested is excessive. SIC Federal regulations and guidance NPDES storm water permit coverage
and location are sufficient, require municipalities to identify the status, if applicable.

locations of industrial facilities which
discharge storm water, and provide an
inventory of pollutant sources
organized by watershed. NPDES
program status will be provided by the
Regional Board.

Carson, La Verne, Vernon, El Segundo Unfunded mandate. Eliminate whole Federal regulations require cities to The section has been eliminated and
section or limit to data collection on "...identify priorities and procedures for integrated with the Public Information/
industrial commercial sources, inspections and ...control measures" Public Participation Section to

for storm water discharges from emphasize focus on educational
industrial activity and commercial outreach.
areas (Final Rule 55 FR 222, 48070
and 48071).

Santa Clarita, Vernon Implementation dates are too soon. The implementation have been The permit had been revised to
revised. provide the Principal Permittee with 6

months from permit adoption to
develop the database format and
Permittees 6 months from permit
adoption to collect the database
information for their areas. The
Principal Permittee is given 16
months from permit adoption to
compile the database.

NRDC Criteda for selection of additional Number of facilities is a reasonable No action suggested
facilities should not include number but albeit less direct measure of potential
rather total impervious area or area significance.
exposed,
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LA Co. Only those facilities mquidng site visits A limited number of categories of other The revision requires, at a minimum,
should be included in the database, facilities identified as significant site visit facilities to be included in the

potential contributors by the USEPA dat.abase.
under Phase II may be reasonably
included. The option remains with the
Permittees.

BIA How were potentially regulated facilities Finding 34 in the December draft No action suggested
notified? states staff held meetings with affected

interests and sought written comments
on drafts of the permit.                                          ’~"

Additionally, the mailing list for this
Order includes associations, utilities,
school districts and universities,
federal and state facilities, and the LA
chamber. The Chamber has agreed
to distribute the Order to its business
membership.

EAC, Azusa, Beverly Hills, Bradbury, How were priorities established to target Facilities listed in the site education The list of facilities under the site
Carson, Cerritos, Commerce, Diamond Bar, cedain types of facilities? visits requirement include those that educational visits has been limited to
Baldwin Park, Bell Gardens, Claremont, were selected by the USEPA to be Phase 1 facilities, gas stations, other
Covina, Glendale, Glendora, Hermosa Beach, part of the Phase 1 program, those automotive service, and restaurants.
Industry, Lomita, LACDPW, Norwalk, Pico listed under CZARA guidelines as The WMC may identify other
Rivera, Rolling Hills, Rosemead, San Dimas, sources of urban storm water significant potential sources at a later
San Marino, Santa Clarita, Santa Fe Springs, pollutants, dominant Phase II potential date on the basis of watershed
West Covina, West Hollywood, Westlake sources of pollutants in storm water, conditions and characteristics.
Village, Whittier and those most frequently given

citations for violating local ordinances
in the City of Los Angeles in a limited
survey.

PriodtizaUon of Sources
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Glendale, Hermosa Beach, Signal Hill, S~erra Prioritization is not feasible because of Prioritization may not be necessary This sub-section has been deleted in
Madre, So El Monte, So Gate changing demands on personnel. Delete because of the specificity of site visits, the revision.

section.
LA Co., Irwindale, Heal the Bay, Palos
Verdes Estates Not a solid procedure or serves no

purpose because of specificity of facilities
to visit. Delete secti.on.

EAC, Azusa, Beverly Hills, Bradbury, Carson,
Cerritos, Commerce, Diamond Bar, Baldwin    Prioritization for site visits are unclear.
Park, Bell Gardens, Claremont, Covina,                                                                                                   ,~.
Glendale, Glendora. Hermosa Beach,
Industry, Lomita, LACDPW, Norwalk, Pico
Rivera, Rolling Hills, Rosemea,d, San Dimas,
San Marino, Santa Clarita, Santa Fe Springs,
West Covina, West Hollywoodt Westlake
Village, Whittier

Source Control Measures

EAC, Azusa, Bevedy Hills, Bradbury, Carson, Clarify level of treatment acceptable for The level of treatment acceptable This requirement has been integrated
Cerritos, Commerce, Diamond Bar, Baldwin discharge of wash-waters, would be methods that meet BAT/ with the Legal Authority sub-section.
Park, Bell Gardens, Claremont, Covina, BCT standards for the industry, or
Glendale, Glendora, Hermosa Beach, effluent standards established for the
Indust~/, Lomita, LACDPVV, Norwalk, Pico type of pollutants in the discharge,
Rivera, Rolling Hills, Rosemead, San Dimas, such as oil and grease, heavy metals,
San Madno, Santa Clarita, Santa Fe Springs, MBAS, pH, TSS.
West Covina, West Hollywood, Westlake
Village, Whittier

Covina, Long Beach . Prohibitions are too detailed to include in Can reconsider p(ohibition date. The This requirement has been integrated
an ordinance, or exceed CWA BMPs list will be developed by LA Co. with the Legal Authority sub-section.
requirements, in consultation with the Permittees. The revision gives the Permittees 120

days from the date of adoption of the
Glendale, Industry, Paramount, Sierra Madre, Prohibition date too soon. BMPs list Order to demonstrate legal authority
Signal Hill, So El Monte, Hermosa Beach deadline is too soon to control the acfivity.

LA County BMP lists for only facility categories that Can include a statement to clarify that The revision states that BMPs will be
require site visits, lists are to be developed for only those developed "for use by Permittees for

categories of facilities that require site each industrial/commercial SIC group
visits, requiring educational site visits".
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Industw, So Cal Rock Pro.ducts, Southern Cal Requirement to cover all hazardous There is no specific requirement to This requirement has been integrated
Contractors materials and not perform vehicle cover materials, only that potential with the Legal Authority subsection.

maintenance to eliminate exposure to exposure to storm water be eliminated.
storm water is unreasonable. The language requires storage away

from areas that may come in contact
La Veme, BIA Define ’susceptible or exposed to storm with storm water, and repair in areas

water" which are not exposed. Language can
be revised to allow for repair in
exposed areas but where fluids can be
contained, so that there is no
discharge to the MS4.

The phrase means areas or activities
that may potentially come in contact
with storm water.

NRDC Add swimming pool backwash to list of Can consider adding a prohibition on Language has been added to the
prohibited wash water discharges, swimming filter backwash. Legal Authority subsection to prohibit

filter backwash from swimming pool
discharges.

WSPA, BIA Similar public agency activities are not The requirements in the permit are Any apparent inconsistencies
held to the same standard of intended to hold public agency between similar public agency and
performance, activities to the same level of private sector activities have been

performance as pdvate sector for corrected in the revision including
similar activities public construction activities and

public parking lots.

Source Inspection



Irwindale, Inglewood, Vernon More time is needed to develop, Facilities inspection programs were to The permit revision establishes
implement program and inspect so many be developed under Order 9,0-079. frequencies for the educational site
facilities. The scope of the inspections has been visits spread over the five year term,

reduced to educational site visits, with a minimum of two site visits in
Inglewood. Agoura Hills, Azusa, Manhattan Inspections are an unreasonable burden the life of this Order. The frequencies
Beach, La Verne, Long Beach and should be performed by other give the Permittees a reasonable

agencies, or funds must be provided, pedo.d of time to initiate the program
from the date of adoption of the

Heal the Bay, La Mirada, LA Co Only educational site visits should be permit.
required for Phase 1 facilities and others.

Do not change the emphasis and
Senator Hayden, NRDC, Tree People frequency of visits in the section.

Sierra Madre, Signal Hill, So El Monte, So Who enforces at State permitted The Regional Board will enforce the The Regional Board sent a letter to
Gate facilities? provisions of the State permit at such the State Board to pursue the

facilities. The USEPA envisions a possibility of sharing permit fees with
partnership between municipalities and local agencies to streamline facility
the state in overseeing compliance site visits, and support local agency
with the state storm water permit, lead.
Enforcement of local agency
requirements at such sites is with the
Permittee.

EAC, Baldwin Park, Bell Gardens, Claremont, Phase 1 facilities and others permitted by Federal regulations state that The permit has been revised to state
Commerce, Covina, Downey, Glendale, the State should be excluded from municipalities must assist USEPA and that Permittees are to discuss
Glendora, La Verne, Lakewood, Lomita, Long inspections. NPDES states and implement a applicable storm water requirements,
Beach, San Marino, Santa Fe Springs, West program to" i. identify pdority distribute educational materials,
Covina,Whittier, El Segundo industries; ii. review and evaluate identify facilities that have not

SWPPPs and other procedures that submitted an NOI or do not have a
industrial facilities develop ...; iii. SWPPP on site, and follow-up where
establish and implement BMPs to deemed appropriate.
reduce pollutants from industrial sites
(or require industry to implement
them)"(Guidance Manual for the
Preparation of Pad 2 of the NPDES
Permit Applications for Discharges...
EPA 833-B-92-002, Section 6, p 6-17)



EAC, Baldwin Park, Bell Gardens, Claremont, Allow for implementation of ’Public EPA’s Final Rule did not encourage The section has been eliminated and
Commerce, Covina, Downey, Giendora, Outreach/Public Participation before the sequencing of storm water program integrated with the Public Information/
Lakewood, Lomita, San Marino, Santa Fe inspection program, elements. EPA stated that to Public Participation Section to
Springs, West Covina,Whittier, El Segundo implement Section 402(p)(3) of the emphasize focus on educational

CWA, comprehensive storm water outreach.
management programs which address
a number of major sources of
pollutants to the system are
necessary".(55 FR 222, 48052).

EAC, Downey, Lakewood, Azusa, Beverly Delete the Enhanced Inspection Program Can consider elimination of this This has been eliminated.
Hills, Bradbury, Carson, Cerritos, Commeme, requirement. Use of the enhanced
Diamond Bar, Baldwin Park, Bell Gardens, inspection program in the draft Order
Claremont, Covina, Glendale, Glendora, was left to the discretion of individual
Hermosa Beach, Industry, Lomita, LACDPW, municipalities. A Storm Water
Non~valk, Pico Rivera, Rolling Hills, Inspection Handbook has been
Rosemead, San Dimas, San Marino, Santa developed under State sponsorship.
Clarita, Santa Fe Springs, West Covina, West Municipalities may use the handbook
Hollywood, Westlake Village, Whittier to augment the emphasis of the site

visit program, on a as needed basis.
See Calffomia IndustdaV Commercial
Stormwater Inspection Handbook for
Municipal Agencies, Alameda
Countywide Clean Water Program,
1996.

WSPA Why is industrial waste permit used as a Facilities with a local agency industrial The frequency requirement to visit
criterion to increase site visit frequency? waste permit are often visited annually facilities that also have a local agency

as part of the local agency program, industrial waste permit has been
This may provide multiple reduced to once every 24 months.
opportunities for educational contact.
However, the Regional Board is
sensitive to the observation that this
action may constitute a compliance
penalty.



WSPA Who establishes the site visit baseline? A cou.ntywide model for the scope of The permit has been revised to
site visits and BMP lists will be provide the Principal Permittee 10
developed by the Principal Permittee months from permit adoption to
in consultation with the EAC, industry .develop a BMP checklist for use by
and the environmental community. Permittees after approval by the
Each municipality will implement the Regional Board Executive Officer.
model or a modified version.

Covina What are categories (i) - (xi)? What is These categories are Phase I A definition is included in the glossary
GISP? industrial facilities and are enumerated to describe facilities in Phase 1

in federal regulations. GISP is the categories (i) - (xi).
acronym for General Industrial Storm
Water Permit issued by the State for
Phase I facilities.

Long Beach Gas stations are arbitrarily chosen. The USEPA’s Phase II evaluation The permit’has been revised to
identified automotive service facilities provide for the development of
(including gas stations) as having checklists for use by Permittees. The
among the highest potential to recommended BMPs develo.ped by
contribute heavy metals and toxic the industry can serve as a basis for
organic chemicals to storm water the checklist for gas stations.
discharges to the MS4. Similarly
CZARA guidelines identified gas
stations as a category of commercial
activity that is required to implement
BMPs for urban storm water pollution.
Partly in response to this designation,
the industry has been proactive and
has developed recommended BMPs.



VI. DEVELOPMENT PLANNING / CONSTRUCTION

COMMENTING AGENCIES COMMENTS DISCUSSION ACTION

Prioritization of Development Projects

Los Angeles Prioritization criteria ignores storm water Federal guidelines state that. "All
impacts associated with proposed construction sites regardless of size The criteria for prioritization have
development must be addressed by the municipality" been generalized to state "Priority

Long Beach (USEPA Document No. EPA 833-B-92- Projects am development and
Arbitrary criteria for prioritization is 002, p 6-11.) The pdoritization criteria redevelopment projects which the
excessive and unwarranted, were selected to establish bottom line Building Official (or equivalent

criteda for cities to review potential municipal authority) determines may
Buitding Industry Association (BIA) Prioritization criteria overly expansive in water quality impacts during have a potential significant effect on

range in covering development / development and redevelopment, storm water quality. "
redevelopment projects. The value of a
redevelopment project is irrelevant as a Controlling storm water pollutants at the
trigger criterion, onset of land development has been

identified as a cost effective approach
American Oceans Campaign, NRDC, Tree Redefine criteria to state that 40,000 sq to storm water pollution management.
People ft is High Priority, 10,000-40,000

Priority, and <10,000 Limited Priority.

NRDC, Heal the Bay 25 percent slope or greater should be
under ’High Priority’ as negotiated.

California Coastal Commission All projects in Areas of Special
Biological Significance should be made
High Priority.

Heal the Bay Projects requiring "grading permits"
should be Priority Projects.

NRDC, Heal the Bay Include special requirements for The criteria for determination may be No action suggested.
development projects with ¯ 25 (15) generalized to provide some flexibility.
parking spaces.



Azusa, Long Beach, La Veme, Whittier The distinction between significant and In the municipal program, "all The criteria for prioritization have
non-significant impact is the 5 Ac construction sites regardless of size been generalized to state "Priority
threshold, must be addressed" (USEPA Document Projects are development and

No. EPA 833-B-92-0,02, p 6-11). redevelopment projects which the
Building Official (or equivalent

In addition, the Federal 9th Circuit Court municipal authority) determines may
of Appeals invalidated the 5 "Ac have a potential significant effect on
threshold as arbitrary and capricious for storm water quality. "
NPDES storm water coverage (NRDC
v, EPA, 1991). The rule was remanded
to EPA for reconsideration.

EAC, Azusa, Bevedy Hills, Bradbury, Carson, Clarify responsibility and discretion of The municipal authority is given the Permit language has been revised to
Cerritos, Commerce, Diamond Bar, Baldwin Publi,c Works Director on Limited discretion to develop a checklist for state projects that a "Building Official
Park, Bell Gardens, Claremont, Covina, Priority projects, potentially significant effect. To (or equivalent municipal authority)
Glendale, Glendora, Hermosa Beach, promote countywide consistency, it is determines will not have a potential
Industry, Lomita, LACDPW, NoP, valk, Pico intended that criteria will be devetoped significant impact on storm water
Rivera, Rolling Hills, Rosemead, San Dimas, by some consensus, quality."
San Marino, Santa Clarita, Santa Fe Spdngs,
West Covina, West Hollywood, Westlake
Village, Whittier

Countywide Guidelines

Pico Rivera, Santa Clarita Maintaining existing runoff rate or "Sediment runoff rates from construction This requirement has been dropped
reducing peak runoff rates do not sites are typically 10-20 times greater in the permit revision.
improve water quality, than agricultural lands, and 1,000-2,000

times those of forest lands .... Runoff
from construction sites also can include
other pollutants [such as] fertilizer,
pesticides, petroleum derivatives,
construction chemicals, and solid
wastes." (USEPA Document No. EPA
833-B-92-002, p 6-12).



Industry Guidelines am inconsistent with basic Preamble to the EPA’s Final Rule Permit language under ’Planning
erosion control practices. Current city states, that, "municipal permit Control Measures’ has been
practices require 12% landscaping per management programs may not rely generalized in the revision to allow
parcel developed, exclusively on [existing] erosion or the city some flexibility.

sediment control laws for implementing
that portion of management programs
that address discharges from
construction sites, unless such laws
implement NPDES permit program
requirements" (55 FR 222, 48052).
Current inconsistencies may need to be
reviewed in light of water quality
concerns.

SMBRP Clarify if permit requires the The WMAP in the draft Order was left The revision states that the Principal
development and implementation of for a particular watershed to develop as Permittee with the Permittees shall
Watershed Management Area Plans a permit application for 20,01. The develop a WMAP as a permit

Heal the Bay (VVMAPs). countywide program remains the default application for 2001.
program. The entity legally required to

Indicate who has the legal requirement develop the WMAPs was not specified.
to develop WMAPs and include The responsibility lies with the
deadlines. Pennittees in each WMC.

Planning Process

EAC, Azusa, Beverly Hills, Bradbury, Carson, Separate the Planning and Construction This is a format preference issue. The format has been simplified in the
Cerdtos, Commerce, Diamond Bar, Baldwin section and components. Federal regulations for municipal revision.
Park, Bell Gardens, Claremont, Covina, requirements for construction activity
Glendale, Glendora, Hermosa Beach, include; site planning, BMPs,
Industry, Lomita, LACDPW, Norwalk, Pico inspection/enforcement priorities, and
Rivera, Rolling Hills, Rosemead, San Dimas, training which are all included in one
San Madno, Santa Clarita, Santa Fe Springs, subsection (40 CFR
West Covina, West Hollywood, Westlake 122.26(d)(2)(iv)(D)).
Village, Whittier

La Veme LA County should follow some This is a subject for discussion in the No action suggested.
democratic process in the development EAC. The Regional Board staff
of countywide plans to protect the encourages a cooperative partnership.
interests of cities.

Plann!ng Control Measures
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NRDC, Tree People Include provision to evaluate retrofit of Retrofit of existing developments is a No action suggested.
existing developments with treatment costly undertaking, and may be justified
controls, which appeared in the May only if persistent water quality problems
1995 partial draft, are identified. It may be an appropriate

consideration in the development of the
WMAP.

NRDC Require a narrative plan with a A narrative plan is required only for The revision states that LA County
description of how BMPs were selected High Priority Projects. For Pdority will develop "standard plans and
for High Priority and Priority projects. Projects, a check list of construction guidelines.., for the following

BMPs with a brief explanation can be development categories: i),a 100+
included, home subdivision, i,i) a lO-l~’ome

subdivision, iii) a 100,0,00+ square-
foot commercial development, iv) an
automotive repair shop; v) a retail
gasoline outlet, vi) a restaurant, and
vii) a hillside-located single-family
dwelling."

EAC, Azusa, Beverly Hills, Bradbury, Carson, Correlate types of projects to pollutants Pollutants of concern for the various No action suggested.
Cerdtos, Commerce, Diamond Bar, Baldwin of concern watersheds are identified in the Water
Park, Bell Gardens, Claremont, Covina, Quality Assessment Report prepared by
Glendale, Glendora, Hermosa Beach, the Regional Board. However, the list
Industry, Lomita, LACDPW, Norwalk, Pico may not be complete because of limited
Rivera, Rolling Hills, Rosemead, San Dimas, sampling events and data-gaps.
San Madno, Santa Clarita, Santa Fe Springs,
West Covina, West Hollywood, Westlake
Village, Whittier
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Ahmanson Where is the reference to parking lots in Several studies have demonstrated that No action suggested.
the Clean Water Act? parking lots may be significant sources

of pollutants such as heavy metals, and
petroleum derivatives. The preamble to
the EPA Final Rule states that, "The
..NPDES State has the authority to
require a permit by designating storm
water discharges such as those from
parking lots..." (55 FR 222, 48010).
Requiring that pollution from parking                            .,-
lots be addressed through the municipal
program is a reasonable alternative as
opposed to requiring permits.

BIA Regional Board should ensure that the The draft Order equitably distributes the Reference to specific post-
’- burden to reduce pollution is equitably responsibility of reducing pollutants in construction BMPs has been deleted

distributed among all entities that storm water discharges to the maximum in the revision.
contribute to NPS pollution. Unlawfully extent practicable by requiring that illicit

Ahmanson targets new development to improve discharges; storm water from industrial
existing conditions, areas; storm water from commemial

areas; and storm water from residential
EAC, Azusa, Bevedy Hills, Bradbury, Carson, Regional post construction structural areas be controlled.
Cerritos, Commerce, Diamond Bar, Baldwin BMPs should be implemented only
Park, Bell Gardens, Claremont, Covina, when water quality problems are Reference to specific pos~-construction
Glendale, Glendora, Hermosa Beach, identified BMPs can be deleted.
Industry, Lomita, LACDPW, Norwalk, Pi~:o
Rivera, Rolling Hills, Rosemead, San Dimas,
San Marino, Santa Clarita, Santa Fe Springs,
West Covina, West Hollywood, Westlake
Village, Whittier Post development runoff requirement is

not achievable.
Vernon

Post construction BMPs listed are not
applicable to most developments.



Long Beach, Whittier Requirement to prepare Mitigation plans An Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plan
for High Priority and Priority projects is is required for High Priority Projects. The permit has been revised to state
unreasonable and excessive. Most cities already require such that Urban Storm Water Mitigation

NRDC projects to submit a plan before issuing Plans are required for priority
Require a narrative plan with a grading/building permits. Storm water projects.
description of how BMPs were selected considerations can be integrated into
for High Priodty and Priority projects, the plan, to streamline municipal

California Coastal Commission requirements. A narrative of BMP
Include specific standards for storm choice can be included.
water control, e.g., 25 yr; 2 yr 24 hr,

Los Angeles etc. For Priority Projects, a check list of ,~-
construction BMPs with a brief

BMPs required in plan must b,e explanation of BMP selection can be
standardized and implementable, included.

Requirements, checklists, appropriate
BMPs and design standards may be
developed jointly with BIA and
environmental interests.

Identification of Construction Sites

Los Angeles Incorporation of priodtization data would Federal regulations and guidance This requirement has been deleted.
require substantial modification to the require municipalities to identify the

Long Beach, Whittier current data system locations of industrial activity, including
construction sites, which discharge

Database listing is excessive and storm water, and provide an inventory
Los Angeles, El Segundo, La Veme, Whittier unreasonable of pollutant sources organized by

watershed. NPDES program status will
Delete requirement to focus on be provided by the Regional Board.
development of BMPs

Bellflower, El Segundo, Long Beach, Whittier Information on the State permit The Regional Board will make available No change suggested.
coverage of construction sites must be to cities information on who has
provided by the Regional Board.        obtained coverage under the state

storm water permit, as part of External
Agency Coordination.



Los Angeles Define ’Project Emdibility’ The term in the draft Order was used to The terms and criteria have been
indicate if a ~;onstruction project was deleted in the revision.

LA County Project Emdibility determination time situated on a slope with grade of 25 %
consuming, or more.

Source Inspection

Alhambra, Culver City, Commerce, Lomita Staff has not responded to ambiguous Regional Board Counsel in a memo The Regional Board Counsel’s memo
issues on inspections and legal dated April 17, 1996, responded to was prepared in response to legal
authority, legal questions on inspections and issues raised. ,~-

municipal authority raised by cities.

Azusa, Long Beach, La Verne, Whittier "Construction sites greater than 5 Ac. Federal regulations state that the
should be inspected by the State. Cities municipal program for conskucfion sites The permit revision states that no
should not be required to inspect should include a "description of grading permit for developments with
smaller sites that have a lesser impact, procedures for identifying priorities for disturbed areas five acres or greater
The distinction between significant and inspecting sites and enforcing control will be issued unless the applicant
non-significant impact is the 5 Ac measures which consider the nature of can show that 1) a Notice of Intent
threshold, construction activity" (40 CFR (NOI) to comply with the State

West Covina 122.26(d)(2)(iv)(D)(3)). Construction Activity Storm Water
Cities should not be responsible for Permit has been filed and 2) a Storm
large construction sites. EPA also states that the role of large Water Pollution Prevention Plan

NRD,C and medium municipalities includes to (SWPPP) has been prepared.
Verify NOI is submitted and SWPPP "Assist EPA [and the NPDES state] in
prepared for construction sites 5 Ac or reviewing and evaluating storm water
more and deny building/grading permits pollution prevention plans that industrial
if none. facilities [including construction activity]

Los Angeles are required to develop under the
Change from inspection program to general permit" (56 FR 159, 40973).
education site visits.



VII. PUBLIC AGENCY ACTIVITIES

COMMENTING AGENCIES COMMENTS DISCUSSION ACTION

General

LA County Suggest that Principal Permittee be given A revised timeline to allow the 16 months are provided to develop a
16 months to develop model, and that Principal Permittee to develop model model and each permittee submits a
each permittee submit a schedule for and for Permittees to begin schedule for implementation of the

NRDC implementation of the model 4 months implementation will be included in the model 4 months after EO approval of
after EO approval revision, model.

Time allowed for development of model
program by the Principal Permittee and
implementation by permittees is too long.

LA County The County cannot agree to an A limited and focussed assessment The Principal Permittee in
evaluation of public agency activities by that includes participation by other consultation with the Permittees will
all permittees. It will conduct a limited Permittees will be sufficient, evaluate public agency activities
and focussed assessment, jointly.

Long Beach What is the reason for requiring public Federal regulations require that No action necessary.
agency activities to reduce storm water municipalities develop programs to
pollutants? control storm water pollution from

specified municipal activities that have
a high potential for contaminating
storm water. See 40 CFR 122.26
(d)(2) (iv) (3) - 122.26 (d)(2) (iv)(7).

Los Angeles Requirements cannot be met during Language will be included in the The Order requires that the model
emergency situations involving essential revision to recognize exceptions to Public Agency program include an
public services. Recognize such meeting public agency requirements "emergency" element.
situations in the permit, during emergencies.



Heal the Bay Reinsert the requirement terms "shall" Alternative language will be included This has been revised to reflect the
and "will" consistent with the September in the revision to be consistent with comments.
1995 partial draft, the intent of the Order to hold the

public sector to an equivalent level of
Valencia Co, BIA, NRDC Hold municipal activities to a standard performance.

equivalent to the private sector. Why is
there a separate section for public A separate sub-section for public
construction activities? construction activities is included to

promote permit streamlining. Each
Permittee has the option to seek
coverage under this permit for public
construction activities presently
covered by a .separate state general
permit, it they develop a program to
implement SWPPPs and other general
permit requirements.

Sewage Systems

Calabasas Exempt cities who contract with          Most sanitation districts are not a party No change necessary.
sanitation districts from any requirements to this permit. However, Permittees do
to develop and implement procedures for contract or have similar agreements
sewage system operations, with sanitation districts to provide

Vernon sewage treatment services in their
What are the responsibilities of the areas. A condition to manag.e sewage
sanitation districts, who are not systems within the Permittees area
permittees to this Order. consistent with sewage systems BMPs

may be included in the agreements
for services.

The sanitation districts must comply
with their NPDES Permit conditions.

NRDC Add requirement to develop "procedures Language to develop include beach This is included under Sewage
to close beaches if necessary..." closure procedures will be added to Systems Operations.

the revision.
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Public Construction

LA County The county will not coordinate other Language will be revised to allow each This has been incorporated.
Permittees’ compliance with the general Permittee to develop a standard
construction activities storm water permit, procedure if it chooses to be covered
Modify language, for public construction activities under

this permit rather than the state
general permit.

La Verne Clarify purpose of this sub-section. The requirements in this sub-section No action necessary.
extend to all public construction

What is the responsibility of the permittee projects that meet the cdteda in the ~"
Santa Clarita in a public construction project. Allow Development Planning/Construction

self-monitoring by permittees, section. The Permittee is expected to
implement a program to ensure that

Extend the requirements of this sub- public construction projects meet the
section to all sites identified in the same design and BMP standards

Calabasas Section ’Development Planning/ required of pdvate projects.
Construction’, not just to sites 5 acres or
more. The 5 acre or greater threshold is to

offer alternative coverage under this
permit for public construction projects
presently covered under the state
construction activity general permit.

Vehicle Maintenance

LA County Clarify the ’ten or more vehicles ’ used to The language will be revised to state Ten or more vehicles per day is the
qualify fleet vehicle maintenance. Is it per ’ten or more vehicles per day’. standard. Included in Order.
day, number of service bays, etc.

Los Angeles Requirement to conduct vehicle washing Language will be revised to allow The Order allows flexibility for vehicle
in specially equipped areas will be costly, control to the maximum extent and equipment washing.
Alternative language is proposed, practicable of discharges from vehicle

washing areas.

O0
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Parks/Recreation Facilities

Santa Clarita Clarify ’preferred use’ as applied to Language will be modified to state, Order revised to incorporate
pesticides, herbicides, and fedilizers. "selective and environmentally comment.

responsible use".

Santa Clarita Why does the discharge of municipal Swimming pool discharges at times Revisions to the Order incorporate
swimming pool waters need a separate contain residual chlorine which are discussion.
NPDES permit? toxic to aquatic life. Municipal

swimming po,ol discharges as a matter
of past Regional Board policy have
been required to obtain an individual
permit.

Swimming pool discharges are
allowed under this permit if Permittees
implement BMPs to reduce chlorine to
acceptable levels before it reaches
receiving waters. Filter back-wash
should be discharged to the sanitary
sewer (with the sewer agency’s
approval).

Storm Drain Operation and Maintenance                                                             ,

La Verne Eliminate requirement to investigate the Dry-weather flow diversions may be No change.
feasibility of dry weather flow diversion, appropriate in certain circumstances,

such as consistently polluted dry
flows. In these situations, diversion to
the sanitary may be the most cost
efficient method to protect public
health.

Covina Provide reasons to record the quantity of The quantification of catch-basin       No action suggested.
catch basin waste collected,             wastes can provide an estimate of the

amount of waste that has been
prevented from reaching the water-
courses and beaches. It is a substitute
measure of program implementation
and effectiveness. It can help identify
areas of high accumulation which can
become candidates to focus BMPs.

’ ,
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Streets and Roads

Southern California Contractors Association Requirements for municipal streets and ¯ The intent is to hold public agency The discussion and comment have
road maintenance are less restrictive activities to the same level of been incorporated into the Order.
than those imposed on private performance as private sector
businesses, activities.

Flood Control

LA County Integrate the Flood control subsection The two subsections will be integrated Comment has been incorporated into
with Storm Drain Maintenance because in the revision, the Order.
of their similarity. ’~"

Parking Facilities

Carson Requirement to clean Permittee owned Several studies indicate that parking No change.
parking lots with 25 or more parking lots with urban vehicular traffic
spaces will be costly if it will involve produce significant quantities of storm
steam cleaning, water pollutants. Permittee owned

parking lots are required to periodically
How are Permittees expected to enforce clean to reduce the potential for

Vernon the requirements on parking lots? contamination of storm water. No
reference is made to ’steam cleaning’

Why is the requirement for Permittee as the only acceptable method of
owned parking lots greater than a reducing this potential.

Building Industry Association requirement to remove debds on non-
permittee owned Permittees are expected to include

periodic cleaning activities in their
program for permittee owned parking.
lots.



Public Industrial Activities

Santa Monica Support allowing municipalities to cover Pen’nittees may seek coverage under No action.
their industrial facilities under this permit, this permit for their facilities presently
Also include non-storm water utility covered under the state general
discharges to the MS4. industrial permit, if they develop a

program to notify, implement
SWPPPs, and meet other
requirements.

Non-storm water discharges to the
MS4, including those from public
utilities, may be allowed under this
permit provided adequate BMPs have
been developed and are implemented.
See the ’Illicit Connections/
Discharges: Non-storm Water
Discharges’.
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VIII. PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR PUBLIC INFORMATION AND PARTICIPATION

COMMENTING AGENCIES COMMENTS DISCUSSION ACTIONS

Public Information and Padicipation

Downey, Paramount, West Covina The public education section of the Public education is one of several No change suggested.
permit is very important and should be BMPs to necessary to reduce storm
implemented prior to the implementation water pollution. However, a
of the other requirements in the permit, comprehensive storm water

management plan will include several .~-
EAC, BIA, Azusa, Beverly Hills, Bradbury, Public education and the development of parallel efforts to control storm water
Carson, Cerritos, Commerce, Diamond Bar, Storm Water Management Plans do not pollution.
Baldwin Park, Bell Gardens, Claremont, include public participation.
Covina, Glendale, Glendora, Hermosa Beach, Public participation and input during
Industry, Lomita, LACDPW, Norwalk, Pico public education program development
Rivera, Rolling Hills, Rosemead, San Dimas, is very important to its success.
San Madno, Santa Clarita, Santa Fe Spdngs, Permittees are encouraged to seek
West Covina, West Hollywood, Westlake public input in developing the public
Village, Whittier education component.

Alhambra, Bellflower, Lomita, San Marino, The RWQCB has no authority to compel A fair share simply referred to Language has been changed to
Whittier, Long Beach, Manhattan Beach cities to contribute a "fair share" (which is participation in the development of the "expected to work collaboratively"

not defined), to a public education Public Education Program. Language
program that is to be developed in the will be modified to indicate
future by the Principal Permittee. participation.

Los Angeles, Bellflower, El Segundo, La What type of "analysis" of residents and The "analysis" intended is an objective Have eliminated the term "analysis."
Veme, Hermosa Beach, Sierra Madre, Signal businesses is the City to conduct to survey by the municipality to identify
Hill, South El Monte, South Gate, Bellflower identify outreach goals and target opportunities for public education. The

audiences? How detailed must it be? City and County of Los Angeles have
Heal the Bay already undedaken elaborate surveys.

The second objective of the PIPP The other Permittees may need to
program should be to measurably only build on this information. The suggested modification of the
c̄hange the behavior of target audiences second objective will be made.
by encouraging those audiences to
implement appropriate solutions.



Long Beach, Los Angeles Immediate Outreach. Is this section part This is a requirement of the Order and No change suggested.
of the SVVMP or the CSWMP? components of the CSWMP, and the

WMAPs.
What if a Permittee has an established
educational program for some of the The established educational program
program requirements specified? Must for a specific requirement, if it covers
the Permittee change their program to fit the essential purpose of the
the CSWMP? requirement, may be sufficient.

However, the Permittee must develop
or co-develop and implement any
requirements not met by the current
educational program in place.

Calabasas Permit should include curriculum Permittees who work well with their The Order encourages the acquisition
materials and training for teachers, school districts, are encouraged to and distribution of classroom

consider the suggestion. Others have materials to educators.
commented that they have no control
over school districts.

Covina The County should be responsible to Each city is required to have No change suggested.
produce or acquire a video for educational materials available for its
presentation, not the Permittees. residents and businesses. The

materials may, however, be
Vernon Smaller cities should solely be developed in any manner that is cost-

responsible for distributing educational effective as determined by Permittees.
materials within its respective jurisdiction. Permittees may work-out the desired

partnership with the County to acquire
Bellflower, El Segundo Audio Materials should be done educational materials..

Countywide and not necessarily be each
Permittee.



IX. MONITORING

COMMENTING AGENCIES COMMENTS DISCUSSION ACTION

Critical Sources Monitoring

EAC, Azusa, Beverly Hills, Bradbury, Carson, An arbitrary number of critical sources Federal regulations require all MS4 This sub-section in the permit has
Cerritos, Commeme, Diamond Bar, Baldwin has been selected for monitoring by permittees to "monitor and collect been eliminated at Permittees
Park, Bell Gardens, Claremont, Covina, permittees without justifying need. quantitative data on storm water request.
Glendale, Glendora, Hermosa Beach, pollutants in MS4 discharges"
Industry, Lomita, LACDPW, Non~alk, Pico The critical sources/BMP evaluation [122.26(d)(2)(iii)]. In addition, ’~"
Rivera, Rolling Hills, Rosemead, San Dimas, should not be restricted to only structural permittees must also "develop a
San Marino, Santa Clarita, Santa Fe Spdngs, BMPs. Language should be revised to monitoring program fo~ storm water
West Covina, West Hollywood, Westlake consider all appropriate BMPs. discharges from industrial sites"
Village, Whittier [122.26(d)(2)(iv)(C)(2)], and "estimate

The regulating agency should be reductions in pollutant loads as a
primarily responsible for evaluating result df program implementation"

Los Angeles County critical sources (industrial/commercial [122.26(d)(2)(v)]
sources and BMP effectiveness).
Eliminate the requirement as proposed. The federal regulations require each

municipality with a population of 100,
The requirement to monitor five 000 or greater to implement all

Los Angeles additional critical sources in addition to monitoring components. VVhile the
those to be conducted by the principal permit requires LA County to
permittee is excessive and unwarranted, implement the majority of the

monitoring components, it appears
reasonable to require the other 86
permittees to undertake at least one

Long Beach special/pilot project per watershed (for
a total of six) to assess or mitigate
storm water, non storm water pollution,
program effectiveness, or any other
assessment of the objectives of the
storm water program. Any appropriate
BMP may be evaluated as part of the
special/pilot project.



SMBRP Clarify the criteria to b.e considered when The general objective of the critical This sub-section in the permit has
implementing specific critical sources sources/BMP monitoring is to identify been eliminated at Permittees
monitoring projects, sources of pollutants of concern and request.

develop cost effective methods to
Heal the Bay Criteria for selecting critical sources minimize storm water/non storm water

projects should include annual reports pollution.
submitted by Phase 1 industries to the
Regional Board For watershed special projects, it was

expected that permittees wou~d utilize
criteria that consider the conditions in
the watemhed when deciding on the
special project.

General Comments

EAC, Azusa, Bevedy Hills. Bradbury. Carson, Them appears to be no relationship The storm water management The permit revision provides for
Cerritos, Commerce, Diamond Bar, Baldwin between the monitoring program and the program is expected to draw on modifications and amendments to be
Park, Bell Gardens, Claremont, Covina, storm water management program in the information gathered through the made to the monitoring program after
Glendale, Glendora, Hermosa Beach, Order. monitoring program to make approval by the Executive Officer,
Industry, Lomita, LACDPW, Norwalk, Pico - improvements or emphasize annually.
Rivera, Rolling Hills, Rosemead, San Dimas, implementation efforts. The WMAP
San Marino, Santa Clarita, Santa Fe Springs, Permittees should be given the discretion can serve as the plan that
West Covina, West Hollywood, Westlake to implement a comprehensive incorporates such changes. However,
Village, Whittier monitoring strategy, the WMAP will be developed only after

the CSWMP is completed, a period
Ensure that the proposed monitoring likely to take 4 years.
program is linked to WMAP

¯ implementation The current monitoring program in
South Gate, Signal Hill, So. El Monte, Sierra large part was designed by experts
Madm, Hermosa Beach brought together by LA County and

NRDC. It is comprehensive and when
implemented will measure the

SMBRP propensity of types of land use to
generate pollutants of concern,
monitor long term trends in storm
water pollutant loads, evaluate specific
activities and practices to mitigate
storm water pollutants, and assess
impacts on the receiving watem.
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Los Angeles County The County cannot agree to summarize The statement in the permit was in The statement has been corrected,
and interpret data from all surface water error and will be corrected. The intent and the Monitoring Plan subsection
monitoring programs in the county area. is to describe methods used to collect, appropriately modified.
This task is the responsibility of the analyze, and interpret storm water
Regional Board. data in LA county.

Heal the Bay, SMBRP Technical Advisory The constituent monitoring list from the The constituent monitoring list with The constituent monitoring list with
Committee County’s current monitoring program standard analytical methods to be analytical methods has been added to

should be included. In addition, add used can be included as an appendix, the Appendix. Suggested constituents
diazinon, chlorpyrifos, diuron, malathion, The pesticides and PCB can be added have been added to the list of
simazine, total DDT, total PCBs. VOCs to the list of constituents, if the cost to pollutants of concern. VOWs
which provide little useful information the monitoring program is modest or monitoring has been made optional.
may be eliminated. Also indicate can be offset by removing other
standard analytical methods, constituents. The monitoring at mass emission

stations has been revised to require
R~quire sampling of all four mass Long term trends cannot be continuation once initiated, although
emission sites over the five year permit established in two years. Mass the number of station events after the
term. Sampling for just two years is emission stations will be required to first year of monitoring has been
insufficient to establish long term trends, continue sampling through the permit reduced.

term, but with fewer station events
after the first two year period.

Natural Resources Defense Council Include dates for public review and Appropriate dates will b,e included in Appropriate dates have been included
Executive Officer approval of monitoring the revision, for submittal of monitoring program
program task submittals, tasks, and Executive Officer’s

approval.

The Valencia Company The monitoring program should identify The proposed comprehensive No action suggested.
the impacts of storm water on receiving monitoring program will evaluate the
waters to establish the need for structural impact on receiving waters.
13MPs



Claremont, Long Beach, Azusa, Beverly Hills, Pollutants of concern are not identified in Pollutants of concern are to be The Order requires that an objective
Bradbury, Carson, Cerritos, Commerce, the Order. identified as a requyirement of the of the monitoring program is to
Diamond Bar, Baldwin Park, Bell Gardens, monitoring program that the Principal identify pollutants of concern.
Claremont, Covina, Glendale, Glendora. Pen’nittee will be implementing.
Hermosa Beach. Industry, Lomita, LACDPW,
Non~alk, Pico Rivera, Rolling Hills, Pollutants of concern can be found in
Rosemead, San Dimas, San Marino, Santa the Findings of the Order and in the
Clarita, Santa Fe Springs, West Covina, West Water Quality Assessment 0NQA)
Hollywood, Westlake Village, Whittier completed by Regional Board staff.

This "WQA" is available from the
Regional Board Planning Unit.

Santa Clarita Clarify the role of Santa Cladta in The exact nature of padicipation in the
monitoring activities in the Santa Clara comprehensive monitoring activities
River VVMA. should be worked out between the two The pilot project/special study section

municipalities in this watershed,        in the permit has been eliminated at
Permittees request.

It was expected that the city would
perform a pilot project/special study to
assess or mitigate storm water, non
storm water pollution, program
effectiveness, or any other
assessment of the objectives of the
storm water program. This could have
also been done in cooperation with the
Ventura County Storm Water Program
Permittees., who represent the lower
part of the watershed.



X. PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FORPROGRAM EVALUATION AND REPORTING

Commenting Agencies Comments Discussion Actions

Alhambra, Bellflower, Carson, EAC, Reporting required to show compliance Reporting requirements have been The Repoding requirements in this
Commerce, El Segundo, Culver City, with the Order is too excessive, reduced from semi-annual reports to section have been consolidated to
Lakewood, Lomita, Long Beach, San Marino, annual repods. Permittees are being provide Permittees time and flexibility
Whittier required to submit sufficient to demonstrate compliance.

information so that progress with the
EAC, Azusa, Beverly Hills, Bmdbury, Carson, requirements of this Order can be
Cerdtos, Commerce, Diamond Bar, Baldwin determined by the regulating agency.
Park, Bell Gardens, Claremont, Covina,
Glendale, Glendora, Hermosa Beach, It is not meant that.c_,3_c_h.h BMP shall be
Industry, Lomita, LACDPW, Norwalk, Pico Limit annual report to summary implemented to the MEP. This is a
Rivera, Rolling Hills, Rosemead, San Dimas, information, common misuse of the term Maximum
San Madno, Santa Clarita, Santa Fe Springs, Extent Practicable. MEP refers to a
West Covina, West Hollywood, Westlake storm water management program as
Village, Whittier, Long Beach a whole and not for individual BMPs.

Maximum Extent Practicable is the
EAC, Downey, Glendale, In~indale, La MEP standard cannot be achieved. It is standard for implementation of storm The glossary includes the term
Mirada, La Veme, Palos Verdes Estates, to burdensome to show that a BMP has water management programs, taken Maximum Extent Practicable.
Santa Fe Springs, West Covina been implemented to the MEP. as a whole, to reduce pollutants in

discharges to the maximum extent
We understood all elements of the Order practicable. It is the maximum extent

Long Beach were to be implemented to the maximum possible taking into account equitable
extent practicable, not just selected consideration and competing facts,
elements. This phrase is frequently including, b~t not limited to: the g’ravity
neglected, of the problem, public health risk,

societal concern, environmental
benefits, pollutant removal
effectiveness, regulatory compliance,
public acceptance, impiementability,
cost and technical feasibility. MEP
refers to storm water management
programs as a whole and not for
individual BMPs.

Permittees am expected, under
Section 402(p) of the Clean Water Act,
to demonstrate that the Permittees
storm water programs are reducing
pollutants in storm water to the
Maximum Extent Practicable.



Bell Gardens, Carson, Covina, Downey, EAC, Dates for compliance too so.on. The Order reflects the comments
El Segundo, Glendale, Irwindale, La Mirada, received.
La Verne, Long Beach, Palos Verdes Consider suggestion that program
Estates, Pico Rivera, Rosemead, Santa implementation be predicated on a given
Clarita. Santa Fe Springs, Torrance, West number of months after Permit adoption.
Covina

Also allow for delays in approval by the
Executive Officer..

Bell Gardens, Carson. Covina, Downey, EAC, Pilot projects are not possible for each Pilot projects are recommended to These requirements have’been
El Segundo, Glendale, Irwindale, La Mirada, BMP. demonstrate effectiveness of eliminated at Perrnittees’ requests.
La Verne, Long Beach, Palos Verdes watershed BMPs pdor to a full scale
Estates, Pico Rivera, Rosemead, Santa implementation.
Cladta, Santa Fe Spdngs, Torrance, West
Covina There is no intent to increase the

scrutiny for watershed BMPs, unless
LA County Watershed BMPs require greater they are presented as a substitution to

effectiveness scrutiny than county-wide a countywide program.
BMPs.

Carson, EAC, City of LA, County of L~,, La Performance standards should be Performance standards are intended The permit has been revised to
Verne, West Covina, Azusa, Beverly Hills, deleted entirely or not included until the to be self-suggested goals for the provide Performance Standards will
Bradbury, Carson, Cerritos, Commerce, next permit is adopted (2001). countywide program or a watershed, be developed for the next Permit in
Diamond Bar, Baldwin Park, Bell Gardens, Such standards may be useful to 2001 at Permittees request.
Claremont, Covina, Glendale, Glendora, Performance standards should be demonstrate compliance with the MEP
Hermosa Beach, Industw, Lomita, LACDPW, approved by City Councils first, standard.
Norwalk, Pico Rivera, Rolling Hills,
Rosemead, San Dimas, San Madno, Santa
Clarita, Santa Fe Spdngs, West Covina, West
Hollywood, Westlake Village, Whittier

Calabasas and Malibu Creek Cities



XI. GENERAL COMMENTS

Commenter Comment Discussion Action

EAC, Alhambra, Azusa, Beverly Hills, Permit is to.o long, complex, ambiguous, The December 18, 1995 draft was The Order has been reviewed for
Bradbury, Carson, Cerritos, Commerce, contradictory, and poorly structured, sent to cities to provide an early structure and is now in a format that
Culver City, Diamond Bar, Baldwin Park, Bell Recommend hiring a consultant to format opportunity for input on the permit, is more consistent and readable than
Gardens, Claremont, Covina, Glendale, and finalize permit_ Many aspects of the permit were not the December 18, 1995 version. The
Glendora, Hermosa Beach, Industry, Lomita, finalized. Order contains tables at the
LACDPW, Norwalk, Pico Rivera, Rolling Hills, beginning of each major section
Rosemead, San Dimas, San Marino, Santa which provide a summary’of
Clarita, Santa Fe Springs, West Covina, West A summary of Principal Permittee and . requirements and show who needs to
Hollywood, Westlake Village, Whittier Permittees Requirements with due dates implement what and when.
Downey, La Mirada, La Veme, Manhattan should be created.
Beach, Long Beach Additionally, a table of contents has

Need an index for the Order.                                              been included for easy identification.
Calabasas

Building Industry Association, Santa Monica Suppods watershed management No action necessary.
approach

Culver City, Long Beach, La Mirada I~oard’s intent is not reflected in the The objective of the program is to This is identified at the beginning of
Order language. Goalslobjectives are not reduce pollutants in~ storm water Part 2 of the Order.
adequately addressed in the Order. discharges to the maximum extent

practicable.

EAC, Azusa, Claremont Culver City, Downey, Deadlines/compliance dates are The compliance dates within the The due dates have been changed
Glendale, Glendora, La Mirada, La Verne, unrealistic. Compliance dates too soon. December 18, 1995 draft were put in and are based upon the date of
Palos Verdes Estates, Torrance, Azusa, for comment purposes, adoption of this Order.
Bevedy Hills, Bradbury, Carson, Cerritos,
Commerce, Diamond Bar, Downey, Baldwin Lacks understanding of local Acknowledging that some
Park, Bell Gardens, Claremont, Covina, government decision making and requirements were required under the
Glendale, Glendora, Hermosa Beach, budgeting process, first Order, some requirements are
Industry, Lomita, LACDPW, Norwalk, Palos more specific now as compared to
Verdes Estates. Pico Rivera, Rolling Hills, the first Order.
Rosemead, San Dimas, San Marino, Santa
Clarita, Santa Fe Spdngs, Torrance, West
Covina, West Hollywood, Westlake Village,
Whittier

State Senator Tom Hayden, California
Coastal Commission, American Oceans Compliance dates are too long
Campaign, Santa Monica Bay Keeper, considering there are requirements from
Natural Resources Defense Council the first permit adopted in June 1990.



Assemblymember Shell Kuehl, Heal the Bay, Strongly endorse the draft Order. No action necessary.
American Oceans Campaign, Santa Monica,
Malibu Strongly support implementation of

appropriate BMPs at retail gasoline
Western States Petroleum Association outlets to reduce pollutants to the MEP.

EAC, Azusa, Bevedy Hills, Bradbury, Carson, The certification signature by a principal This is a federal requirement under 40 No action necessary.
Cerritos, Commerce, Diamond Bar, Baldwin executive officer or ranking elected CFR 122.22(b) for reports or other
Park, Bell Gardens, Claremont, Covina, official required as pa~t of standard information required by a permit.
Glendale, Glendora, Hermosa Beach, provisions is not practical.
Industry, Lomita, LACDPW, Norwalk, Pico ,"
Rivera, Rolling Hills, Rosemead, San FJimas,
San Marino, Santa Clarita, Santa Fe Springs,
West Covina, West Hollywood, Westlake
Village, Whittier

American Oceans Campaign, Santa Monica Public input should be gained prior to This is identified in Section I.H of this No action necessary.
Bay Keeper, Natural Resources Defense amending any requirements under this Order.
Council, Valencia Company, Building Industry Order.
Association,

Alhambra, Azusa, Bevedy Hills, Bradbury, Expand Glossary of terms. The glossary has been expanded.~
Calabasas, Carson, Cerritos, Commerce, Additionally many acronyms have
Diamond Bar, Baldwin Park, Bell Gardens, Include acronyms. , been included.
Claremont, Covina, Glendale, Glendora,
Hermosa Beach, Industry, Lomita, LACDPW,
Los Angeles, Manhattan Beach, Norwalk,
Pico Rivera, Rolling Hills, Rosemead, San
Dimas, San Marino, Santa Clarita, Santa Fe
Springs, Torrance, West Covina, West
Hollywood, Westlake Village, Whittier,
Claremont, Commerce, La Verne

Azusa, Beverly Hills, Bradbury, Carson, The CSWMP and WMAPs are not It is imperative that each Permittee The CSWMP and WMAPs are
Cerritos, Commerce, Diamond Bar, Baldwin specifically defined. There are unknown play a proactive role in the explained in the General
Park, Bell Gardens, Claremont, Covina, requirements to be imposed in the future development of the programs required Requirements section of Part 2 of the
Glendale, Glendora, Hermosa Beach, if not stated cleady in the Order. under this Order. See Regional Board Order and in the glossary.
Industry, Lomita, LACDPW, Long Beach, Counsel’s memorandum, comment
Norwalk, Pico Rivera, Rolling Hills, no..5.
Rosemead, San Dimas, San Marino, Santa
Cladta, Santa Fe Springs, West Covina, West
Hollywood, Westlake Village, Whittier, EAC,
La Mirada



EAC, Building Industry Association, Comment period inadequate considering Review periods for this Order have No action.
Commerce, Long Beach, Bellflower, Azusa, length of permit, surpassed 60 days and will exceed
Beverly Hills, Bradbury, Carson, Cerritos, 100 days when complete. Federal law
Commerce, Diamond Bar, Baldwin Park, Bell requires only a 45 day review period
Gardens, Claremont, Covina, Glendale, for such Orders. In total, over 17
Glendora, Hermosa Beach, Industry, Lomita, months will have passed from the time
LACDPW, Norwalk, Pico Rivera, Rolling Hills, Another draft should be generated before that the earliest draft circulated for No action recommended.
Rosemead, San Dimas, San Marino, Santa tentative permit, comments (February 14, 1995) and
Clarita, Santa Fe Springs, West Covina, West the date that the tentative Order goes
Hollywood, Westlake Village, Whittier before the Regional Board for

consideration (July 15, 1996). All                         ."
drafts have been available to the
Permittees at any given time.
Although it may be desirable to
provide additional review time, Any
more beyond the one 45-day comment

Long Beach Regional Board staff has not been pedod cannot be provided and still
responsive to questions/comments in meet the July 15, 1996 target for
early drafts of the permit, adoption. Other major metropolitan

areas (Sacramento, Orange County,
and San Francisco Bay) have already
adopted a municipal storm water
permit.

The revised tentative is responsive to
the comments received and reflects
many discussions and input from
multiple agencies. Regional Board
staff has carefully considered
comments received in preparing the
tentative permit. The December 18,
1995 draft is the first complete permit
draft distributed. Regional Board staff
have made every effort to be fully
responsive.

La Veme The Principal Permittee is charged with Language throughout the Order
developing permit requirements which requires that the Principal Permittee
must be implemented by the Permittees. in consultation with the Permittees
Will Permittees be forced to comply with develop identified programs.
Principal Permittee developed programs Permittees have the ability to make
for which their involvement may be appropriate local modifications when
limited or for which they do not agree? implementing the model programs



Commerce Regional Board staff has not been Regional Board staff have made every No action.
forthcoming in responding to .questions effort to clarify the language used
from Permittees regarding gray areas of within the Order and to eliminate any
the Permit. gray areas.

Claremont, Long Beach, Azusa, Beverly Hills, Pollutants of concern are not identified in Pollutants of concern will be better The Order identifies pollutants of
Bradbury, Carson, Cerritos, Commerce, the Order. identified, as a requirement of the concern within the Findings.
Diamond Bar, Baldwin Park, Bell Gardens, monitoring program that the Principal
Claremont, Covina, Glendale, Glendora, Permittee will be implementing.
Hermosa Beach, Industry, Lomita, LACDPW,
Norwalk, Pico Rivera, Rolling Hills, Pollutants of concern can be found in
Rosemead, San Dimas, San Madno, Santa the Findings of the Order and in the
Clarita, Santa Fe Springs, West Covina, West Water Quality Assessment 0NQA)
Hollywood, Westlake Village, Whittier completed by Regional Board staff.

This ’~NQA" is available from the
Regional Board Planning Unit.

Bellflower, Downey, El Segt~ndo, Lon9 Beach Regional Board should consider the new This document was reviewed by No action necessary.
USEPA document "Nonpoint Source Regional Board staff. The comments
Program and Grants Guidance for fiscal by the Permittees are well taken. The
Year 1997" document provides non-point source

program direction. The NPDES
program is a point-source program.
The document is used by our Planning
Unit staff for contracts and planning
purposes. Regional Board staff
among different units work on separate
but similar programs and projects
which may affect the Permittees under
this Order. Regional Board staff will
confer among each other as much as
practicable to achieve greater
effeciveness and efficiency and
attempt to eliminate any ovedap.



Memorandum

Catherine Tyrrell Date: APR I 7 1996
Assistant Executive Officer
Los ~ngeles RWQCB

Senior Staff Counsel
From : OFFICE OF THE CHIEF COUNSEL

STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD
901 P Street, Sacramento, CA 95814
Mail Code G-8

Subject: LEGAL ISSUES RAISED IN DRAFT STORM WATER WDR/NPDES PERMIT FOR
LOS ANGELES COUNTY ET AL.

You have asked that I respond to legal issues raised in
comments submitted by the principal permittee, copermittees,
and interested parties during the development of the current
draft of Waste Discharge Requirements/NPDES Permit (permit) for
Los Angeles County and the copermittee cities.

As background to the storm water permitting process, the
federa! Clean Water Act (CWA or Act) provides that the U.S. EPA
Administrator, or States with delegated authority, shall issue
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits
to control discharge of pollutants into surface waters.
California is a delegated state for NPDES purposes. Section
402(p) (33 USC ~ 1342) requires that storm water discharges be
addressed through the NPDES permitting process. Section 402(p)
provisions applicable to municipal permits read as follows:

"Municipal discharge. Permits for..discharges from
municipal storm sewers ....

"(i) may be issued on a system- or jurisdiction-wide
basis;

"(ii) shall includea requirement to effectively
prohibit non-storm water discharges into the storm
sewers; and

"(iii) shall require controls to reduce the discharge
of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable,
including management practices, control techniques and
system, design’and engineering methods, and such other

.
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provisions as the Administ.rator or the State determines
appropriate for the control of such pollutants."
(§ 402(p) (2) (B) .)

The language of Section 402(p) is notably brief and provides a
great deal of discretion to the U.S. EPA Administrator and to
delegated states. To assist the states and affected parties in
interpreting the CWA’s provisions, the U.S. EPA issued
regulations in 1990 that implement and interpret Section
402(p) . They are found at 40 CFR Part 122.26. Along with the
regulations, the U.S. EPA released a "Final Rule" that contains
its responses to comments received during the rulemaking, and
in large measure, illuminates the U.S. EPA’s interpretation of
the CWA requirements. Later, the U.S. EPA published its
"Guidance Manual For the Preparation of Part 2 of the NPDES
Permit Applications for Discharges from Municipa! Separate.
Storm Sewer Systems", which contains further guidance.

Below, I have paraphrased the comment that raises each legal
issue, followed by my response.

i. Under the terms of the current draft, the Executive
Advisory Committee (EAC) could be held legally responsible for
compliance with the provisions of the permit. The Regional
Board has no authority to require an EAC nor can it dictate the
composition of the EAC.

As I understand it, the EAC provisions of the permit were
included in a response to a proposal contained in the permit
application submitted by Los Angeles County on behalf of the
copermittees, and, to facilitate administration of the permit,
given the complexities involved in obtaining the involvement of
86 copermittee cities. It is evident that for the permit to be
successfully implemented, some form of leadership among the ~
copermittees is necessary. In this connection, I note that
40 CFR 122.26(d) (2) (iv) requires "where necessary,

coordination in developing and implementingintergovernmental "     " "
a storm water management program. Recognizing the~absence of
any specific requirement for an EAC, the provision was
contemplated as a voluntary effort to further the success of
the permit implementation.

Turning to the liability issue, the previous draft provided
that the EAC would implement certain permit requirements. The
current (December 18, 1995) draft is revised to clarify that
the EAC provides direction to the County and the cities, who
are the actual dischargers under the permit. The dischargers
remain responsible for implementation of the permit
~equirements. The EAC members themselves, .in their r~le as
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members of the EAC, are neither permittees nor dischargers. As
such, they cannot personally or as a group be required to do
anything under the permit. The legal responsibility for
implementation of the permit requirements remains with the
County and the cities.

On the issue of the Regional Board’s authority, if there
remains opposition to the EAC provisions, I recommend that
staff delete all requirements regarding the EAC and, instead,
expand the Findings to discuss the EAC proposals provided by
the dischargers themselves. In that way, we memorialize the
fact that the dischargers suggested the approach and mention a
leadership mechanism while deleting any objectionable mandatory
requirements. The permittee and the copermittee thus assume
all responsibility for appropriate implementation of the
permit.

2. The Administrative Review provisions regarding issuance of
a Notice of Intent to Meet and Confer violate the permittee’s
due process rights in that the city is not afforded notice and
an opportunity to be heard.

These provisions were drafted to create an informal dispute
resolution process~0for the benefit of the cities. The
Administrative Review provisions constitute a voluntary
mechanism intended to resolve compliance issues in an informal
manner prior to commencement of forma! enforcement. "Due
Process" applies only to State action that would deprive the
subject of property or other rights. Since the Administrative
Review process precedes (and ultimately seeks to replace)
formal enforcement actions, there is no loss of property or
other rights and, thus, there can be no loss of due process
rights. To the extent that the comment seeks an additional
level of notice and opportunity to be heard, I would recommend
against it, since to do so would defeat the purposes of
informal resolution.

Additionally, the analysis above regarding the EAC is also
pertinent to the Administrative Review component of the permit.
That is, the relevant provisions in the draft permit were
developed to facilitate administration of the permit, although
staff recognizes that there is no specific authority to require
inclusion of such provisions. If voluntarily accepted by the
dischargers, it can be included for the purpose of promoting
effective communication regarding compliance with the permit,
and to avoid enforcement actions. Removal of these provisions
would remove an apparently desirable dispute resolution
mechanism preceding enforcement action. Howev.er, if there
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-<:~ain objections to. the provisions, as with the EAC, I
recommend deletion.

3. The NRDC and other entities should b~ }~quSr4d~ £o.
participate in the Administrative Review process to resolve
differences and be bound by the .results.           ~’

To the extent that the NRDC and other nondischarging observers
agree to be so bound, they are free to negotiate a document
memorializing that agreement with the dischargers. However,
the Regional Board does not possess any authority over
nondischarging entities. The Regional Board’s authority in
issuing the permit is limited to controlling the conduct of
dischargers which affects water quality. It does not extend to
the conduct of nondischargers. Indeed, the CWA provides
certain rights to citizens, including the right to file a
citizen’s suit challenging the failure to properly implement
CWA provisions. Adoption of the proposed comment would
infringe on that right" Thus, the Regiona! Board may not
require that the NRDC or others participate in or be bound by
the Administrative Review process.

4. Final determinations made by the Executive Officer during
the Administrative Review process should be subject to appeal
to the Regional Board.

Under Water Code Section 13263(e), all fina< determinations
made by the Executive Officer involving waste discharge
requirements are subject to review by the Regional Board. Non-
final decisions are not reviewable because it would create
duplication and impede final resolution of issues. A provision
can be added to the Administrative Review section to satisfy
the comment, to the effect "Final determinations made by the
Executive Officer at the conclusion of the Administrative
Review process are subject to review by Regional Board pursuant
to Water Code Section 13263(e)."

5. The draft permit exceeds State and Federal requirements for
storm water programs. Programs required under the permit
should be limited to those required under the Clean Water Act.

By its express terms (Section 402(p)), the Act requires that
the municipalities implement controls to reduce the discharge
of pollutants in storm water to the maximum extent practicable
(MEP) and must not exceed water quality standards. The State’s
obligation is to interpret this provision to give effect to the
purposes of the Act. The programs required under the permit

.are consistent with ~his mandate. The permit contemplates
programs that will reduce the discharge of pollutants to. the
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maximum extent practicable. Rather than exceeding the CWA
requirements, the permit provisions describe storm water
program components that minimally fulfill the CWA mandate.

For example, another comment states, "The Clean Water Act does
not regulate ’parking lot pollution’"

The U.S. EPA states in the Final Rule as follows:

"The Administrator or NPDES State has the authority
under section 402(p) (2) (E) of the amended CWA to require
a permit prior to October I, 1992, by designating storm
water dischargeb such as those from parking lots that
are significant contributors of pollutants or contribute
to a water quality standard violation." (Federal
Register, Vol. 55, p. 48010.

Studies demonstrate that parking lot storm water discharges are
significant sources of pollutants. See Pitt et al., Urban
Storm Water Toxic Pollution, Assessment, Sources, V. 67,
pp. 260-275; Western States Petroleum Association and American
Petroleum Institute, Results of Retail Gas Outlet & Commercial
Parkinq Lot Storm Water Runoff Study (Geomatrix Consultants),
1994. Since the Act does not exempt a source that is a
significant contributor of pollutants, it is appropriate to
address parking lot pollution in the municipal storm water
permit.

6. Who determines what is the "maximum extent practicable?"

It is up to the principal permittee and the copermittees
initially to propose actions that implement best management
practices to reduce pollution to the MEP. It is the Regional
Board’s responsibility, however, to evaluate the proposed
programs using appropriate guidance. Neitherthe CWA nor the
U.S. EPA has defined MEP. However, the issue has been analyzed
in some detail in a memorandum prepared by Elizabeth Miller
Jennings, Senior Staff Counsel, Office of Chief Counsel, State
Water Resources Control Board, dated February I~, 1993 (copies
of which can be provided on request). The following excerpt
provides the factors that we need to consider in determining
MEP:

"Although MEP is not defined by the federal
regulations, use of this manual in selecting BMPs
should assist municipalities in achieving MEP. In
selecting BMPs which will achieve MEP, it is
important to remember that municipalities will be
responsible to reduce the discharge of pollutants in
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storm water to the maximum extent practicable. This
means choosing effective BMPs, and rejecting
applicable BMPs only where other effective BMPs will
serve the same purpose, the BMPs would not be
technically feasible, or the cost would be
prohibitive. The following factors may be usefu! to
consider:

"i. Effectiveness: Will the BMP address a pollutant
of concern?

"2. Regulatory Compliance: Is the BMP in compliance
with storm water regulations as well as other
environmental regulations?

"3. Public acceptance: Does the BMP have public
support?

"4. Cost: Will the cost of implementing the BMP
have a reasonable relationship to the pollution
control benefits to be achieved?

"5. Technical Feasibility: Is the BMP technica!ly
feasible considering soils, geography, water
resources, etc.?

"After selecting a menu of BMPs, it is of course the               -
responsibility of the discharger to insure that all
BMPs are implemented. "

The Regiona! Board’s role is to review BMPs suggested by the
municipalities and determine MEP using the above guidance and
the court’s decision in NRDC et al. v. California Department of
Transportation Federa! District Court, Central District of
California (1994). The court stated that a permittee must
evaluate and implement BMPs except where (I) other effective
BMPs will achieve greater or substantially similar pollution
control benefits; (2) the BMP is not technically feasible; or
(3) the cost of BMP implementation greatly outweighs the

pollution control benefits.

7. The draft permit unjustifiably imposes an unnecessary
burden by requiring that the cities conduct inspections of
industrial/commercial facilities and to determine whether an
NOI has been submitted to the State Board, whether a SWPPP is
available on-site, and to notify the RegionaI Board staff of
noncompliance with these and any other requirements as
determined appropriate by the permi ttee.
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The U.S. EPA has provided guidance on this issue. Its language
in the Final Rule (Federal Register, Vol. 55, p. 48056)
indicates that it contemplates that the cities wil! arrange for
inspections as necessary to assure success of the storm water
programs:

"Today’s rule also requires the municipal storm sewer
permittee to describe a program to address industrial
discharges that are covered under the municipal storm
sewer permit. Today’s rule requires the.municipal
applicant to identify such discharges . . . , provide
a description of a program to monitor pollutants in
runoff from certain industria! facilities that
discharge to the municipal separate storm sewer
system, identify priorities and procedures for
inspections, and establish and implement contro!
measures for such discharges. Should a municipality
suspect that an individual discharger is discharging
pollutants in storm water above acceptable limits,
and the owner/operator of the system has no authority
over the discharge, the municipality should contact
the NPDES permitting authority for appropriate

Furthermore, the federal regulations, at 40 CFR
122.26(d) (2) (i) (F) require that municipalities demonstrate
lega! authority to:

"Carry out all inspection, surveillance and
monitoring procedures necessary to determine
compliance and noncompliance with permit conditions
including the prohibitionon illicit discharges to
the municipal separate storm water sewer."

The inclusion of this requirement in the regulations supports
the conclusion that it was the U.S. EPA’s intent to require the
municipalities to carry out those inspections. The provisions
of the permit regarding inspections are drafted in an attempt
to make the cities’ increased role as manageable as possible.
They are drafted to allow the cities to meet their obligation
to inspect facilities for compliance with permit requirements
as part of the inspection and enforcement process which the
permittees are already required to implement pursuant to
guidelines issued pursuant to CWA Section 402(p) and any other
inspection programs that they may undertake. Inspection staff
cancomply with the permit requirements by making additional
observations at facilities that are inspected, take additional
notes and .share appropriate information with the Regional Board
staff. There ~ay .be.room for negotiating the specific types of
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f~cilities which must be inspected and the inspection
frequencies, but it is clear that the CWA contemplates some
level of inspection by the copermittees.

8. City and County inspectors will need an administrative
inspection warrant to gain access to private property to
inspect facilities. The cities would have to embark upon the
burdensome process of obtaining an administrative warrant to
enter such properties. The permit requirement that cities
inspect nonpermitted facilities exceeds CWA requirements.

As noted above, the CWA and the implementing regulations found
at 40 CFR 122.26 must be interpreted in a manner to carry out
the purposes of the Act. As noted above, the U.S. EPA’s
guidance on the matter makes it clear that the CWA and the
federal regulations seek to impose an inspection responsibility
on the permittees. 40 CFR 122.26 (d) (2) (i) (F) expressly
requires that the permittees demonstrate or obtain the
authority to conduct inspections. To the extent that cities do
not presently possess authority to inspect, they will obtain

such authority in compliance with this regulation.

Generally, the County and cities should presently possess
authority to enforce and ensure compliance with their various
permits, such as f~r construction and business. The County and
cities should be able to rely on that authority to gain access
to private property in the majority of cases to assure
compliance with the storm water permit requirements. In the
much smaller number of cases, where the inspectors are unable
to gain consensual entry to premises, they may have no right of
entry without a warrant. The process involves d~afting the
warrant documents, obtaining a judge’s signature, providing
advance notice of execution of the warrant, and, .if met with
resistance, enlisting cooperation of the local police to gain
access for inspection purposes. Certainly, this will create an
additional burden for those cases where consensual access is
not available, and, while there is no accurate way to predict
the proportion of consensual versus nonconsensual cases, it is
possible that over time, the process could become routinized,
resistance to such inspections reduced and, therefore, the
burden to obtain warrants, reduced.

9. The federal regulations provide that certain identified
discharges are to be addressed only when the municipality
identifies the discharges as a source of pollution. The permit
proposes to prohibit certain activities that have not been so
identified by the m~nicipalities. The permit’s exemotions
should mirror ~he federal regulations.
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".~’kc federal regulations promulgated pursuant to CWA Section
402(p) require permittees to "effectively prohibit" al! non-
storm water discharges to the MS4 exce~.t_~9@e that have been
issued a separate NPDES permit. However, the ~iitions treat
a discreet list of nineteen categories separately. As to
these, the municipal permittees.need not prohibit their
discharge unless they are identified as a source of pollutants.
(40 CFR ~ 122.26(d) (2) (iv) (B) (i) .) The December 18, 1995 draft
permit includes the nineteen exempt categories in two separate
groups: "Exempted Discharges" and "Conditionally Exempted
Discharges." The latter group includes additional categories
of non-storm water discharges not listed as such by the U.S.
EPA, but which the municipalities requested be exempt.

The Regional Board requires separate NPDES permit coverage for
ground water discharges and hydrostatic testing (this includes
waterline flushing and potable water sources) because of
region-specific contamination concerns. In addition, the
Regional Board has historically required that public/municipal
swimming pool discharges be cove~ed by a separate NPDES permit.~

In order to avoid a conflict with these Regional Board
policies, I recommend that the draft permit follow the federal
list of non-storm water exemptions, except for three
categories: (i) uncontaminated ground water; (2) discharges
from potable water sources; (3) water line flushing; and (4)
dechlorinated public/municipa! swimming pools discharges. The
Regional Board may consider adopting a policy in the future, as
appropriate, to resolve any conflicts in this area.

Regarding additional categories that permittees requested be
exempted but are not in the U.S. EPA’s list of nineteen, these
may be handled under the draft permit’s "Procedures for
Exemption." In order to be considered, permittees must
demonstrate that strategies for minimizing pollutant discharges
have been developed, or show that the non-storm water discharge
is not a potential source of pollutants to the MS4.

I0. The legal authority requirements should apply to the
primary operator of the MS4 and the principal permittee (the
County), rather than the copermittee cities.

40 CFR Part 122.26 (d) (2) (i) requires a demonstration that the
applicant can operate pursuant to legal authority established

~" section 402(p) r’equires that facilities already under permit shall
r.e:main covered under a separate NPDES p.ermit..
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by statute, ordinance, or series of contracts which authorizes
or enables the applicant at a minimum to:

" (A) Control through ordinance, permit, contract,
order, or similar means, the contribution of
pollutants to the municipal storm water sewer by
storm water discharges associated with industria!
activity and the quality of storm water discharges
from sites of industrial activity;

" (B) Prohibit through ordinance, order, or similar
means, illicit discharges to the municipal separate
storm sewer; ’

" (C) Control through ordinance, order, or similar
means, the discharge to a municipal separate sewer of
spills, dumping or disposal or materials other than
storm water;

" (D) Control through interagency agreements among
coapplicants the contribution of pollutants from one
portion of the municipal system to another portion of
the municipa! system;

" (E) Require compliance with conditions in
ordinances, permits, contracts, or orders; and

" (F) Carry out all inspection, surveillance, and
monitoring procedures necessary to determine
compliance and noncompliance with permit conditions
including the prohibition on illicit discharges to
the municipal separate storm sewer."

The U.S. EPA’s Guidance Document provides assistance on the
issue whether the County alone can be required to provide the
legal authority demonstration:

"When tw~ or more municipalities submit a joint
application, each coapplicant must demonstrate that
it individually possesses adequate legal authority
over the entire municipal system it operates or owns.
A coapplicant need not fulfill every component of
legal authority specified in the regulations, as long
as the combined legal authority of all coapplicants
satisfies the regulatory criteria for every segment
of the MS4 (including authority over sources that
discharge to the MS4) ....
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"Coapplicants also may use interjurisdictional agreements
to show adequate legal authority and to ensure planning,
coordination, and the sharing of the resource burden of
permit compliance. When more than one entity is
submitting an application for a MS4 (either as
coapplicants or as individual applicants for different
parts of a system), the role of each party must be well
defined. . Each applicant or coapplicant must show the
ability to fulfil! its responsibilities, including legal
authority for the separate storm sewers it owns or
operates." (Section 3.2.3)

This guidance makes clear that the cities and the County must
coordinate with each other to assure that there is the
necessary legal authority either in the County or in the
cities, or through some combination of authority, to control
the discharge of pollutants in all parts of the municipal
separate storm sewer system.

Ii. The legal authority requirements are unclear.

In summary, the copermittees must demonstrate to the Regional
Board that they possess the legal authority to implement the
required actions provided in 40 CFR 122 26(d) (2) (i) (A) (F)
Subject to the Response to Comment No. i0, above, each
permittee’s municipa! attorney should provide a statement that
he/she has reviewed the city’s ordinances and has determined
that they provide the necessary authority. If the permittee
does not currently have an effective ordinance(s) that provides
the required authority, it must provide a schedule setting
forth when it will adopt or amend its ordinances to provide the
necessary authority.

Once each permittee has so demonstrated, it is required to
enforce those ordinances to the extent required to effectively~

control discharges to and from those portions of the MS4 over
which it has jurisdiction, as required by the permit.

12. No city attorney will be able to certify that the city
possesses legal authority to implement the permit because the
permit requires inspections that may infringe on the rights of
private parties.

The current draft eliminates the requirement that the city
attorney "certify" legal authority. Regarding authority to
implement the permit, the comment confuses two separate issues.
The permit requires compliance with the legal authority
requirements as provided at 40 CFR Part 122.26(d) (2) (i) (A)-(F).
This requirement can be met simply by providing information
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about the ordinance that provides the stated authority, or a
schedule in which such ordinance will be adopted. That is all
that a city attorney needs to consider. The issue regarding
inspections is an entirely separate matter and it does not need
to delay compliance with the straightforward legal authority
requirements. Specifically, the issue regarding inspections is
whether the permit requirements themselves regarding
inspections are appropriate. That issue is treated in
responses to Comments 3 and 4, above.

13. The stated goals of the Countywide Guidelines would
unrealistically and unlawfully target new development to
improve existing conditions, rather than preventing water
pollution by storm water discharges.

The current draft has been modified to clarify that the
requirement is to preserve--rather than create--existing
beneficial uses. To the extent that the comment suggests that
the permit applies disproportionately to existing facilities
and new development, requiring the latter to take on greater
responsibility for Control of storm water pollution, a review
of the permit shows this to be unfounded. Many more of the
permit’s requirements apply to existinq residentia!
commercial, and industrial facilities.

14. The Regional Board does not have authority to adopt
watershed management plans that effectively preempt local land
use control.

CWA Section 402(p) provides that municipal storm water permits,
"shall require controls to reduce the discharge of pollutants
to the maximum extent practicable, including management
pracgices .... " As interpreted and implemented in the
federal regulations, 40 CFR 122.26(d) (2) (iv) (D) requires:

"A description of a program to implement and maintain
structural and non-structural best management
practices to reduce pollutants in storm water runoff
from construction sites to the municipal storm sewer
system, which shall include: [i] A description of
procedures for site planning which incorporate
consideration of potential water quality impacts."

Municipalities are authorized under their planning authority to
control land use decisions. The above regulation clearly
contemplates’that municipalities exercise their planning power
in such a manner that considers potential water quality
impacts. .Pursuant to these directives, the permit requires
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c<}nsideration of watershed planning elements to contro!
pollution from affected sources.

The permit requires actions consistent with existing law,
including those concerning local land use control, and should
not be read as preempting those laws. The intent has been to
facilitate, to the extent allowed by law, smooth implementation
of applicable provisions of the CWA and to ensure consistency
with the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments (CZARA).
Under CZARA, management measures have been prescribed by the
U.S. EPA and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) applicable to construction activity regardless of land

size.

15. Provisions of the permit dictate the manner in which the
dischargers are to comply with its requirements, in violation
of Water Code Section 13360.

Water Code Section 13360 clearly provides a restriction on the
ability of the Regional Boards to dictate the manner of
compliance with State requirements. However, Water Code
Section 13377 provides that, notwithstanding Section 13360, the
Regional Boards shall issue waste discharge requirements which
apply and ensure cpmpliance with all applicable provisions of
the CWA. Inasmuch as the permit seeks to implement CWA
requirements, it does not violate Section 13360 for the.
Regional Board to include specified programs that must be
implemented by the municipalities in order to carry out CWA
requirements. This is made all the more necessary by the
elimination of numerical limits from the permit. Reliance on
BMPs requires specification of those programs that are relied
upon to reduce pollution.

16. The decision-making authority of a city rests with its
city council, and it cannot be delegated, except within
narrowly prescribed limits, to a representative on the WMC.

As I understand it, the intent of the permit is to assure
representation by city staff of sufficiently high level to
.accomplish implementation of programs within narrow time
limits, and avoid wasted time. Further discussion should
identify the appropriate staff, or the extent of permissible
delegation, and if none is available, other acceptable
mechanisms for the WMC to achieve its objectives, including
procedures that would allow the representat.ives to take issues
back to their respective city councils for approval.

17. The BMP~ substitution provisions unlawfully delegate to the
Execu ti.ve Officer authori ty to prescribe permit requirements.

..
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’]~ne provisions were put into the draft permit in order to allow
the cities a streamlined means of allowing for BMP
substitution. If an acceptable provi~io~_~9~nQt.b~.drafted
along the lines described below, it should be deleted. BMP
changes would thus be taken to the Board for approval.

The current draft provides that the Executive Officer approve
modifications only where he/she finds that the proposed change
will (i) achieve greater or substantially similar reduction in
storm water pollutants, and (2) be implemented within a similar
period of time. These criteria are sufficiently detailed to
constitute an appropriate authorization to the. Executive
Officer.

18. The cities have no legal authority to control discharges
on federal and certain other facilities within the cities"
jurisdiction.

The permit may properly require only control of discharges to
the extent allowed by law. The provisions of the permit are
not intended to, and legally cannot, expand the cities’
authority over such facilities as federa! properties. The
appropriate permit language should be clarified to exclude
obligations by the cities over federa! properties located
within its boundaries, state-owned properties, state parks, and
state universities.

19. The Permit constitutes rulemaking subject to the APA.

The essence of the argument appears to be that, becaus~ the
Regional Board staff has relied upon studies, guidance manuals,
reports, portions of other permits, and staff input to produce
the draft permit, and those underlying documents have not been
subjected to scrutiny under the APA, the permit itself
constitutes rulemaking subject to the APA. I do not agree.

Government Code Section 15375 defines a "permit" as:

" [A]ny license, certificate, registration, permit, or
any other form of authorization required by a state
agency to engage in a particular activity or act. "

The draft storm water waste discharge requirements for Los
Angeles County constitute a permit within the meaning of the
Government Code. Permits issued pursuant to Water Code
Section 13262 or 13377 are not subject to the APA. (Government
Code ~ 11352.) The fundamental distinction between permit
issuance and rulemaking is that the former is a quasi-judicial
process involving a specific discharger or group of dischargers

_                            .        ¯
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based upon facts unique to the discharger or group, while the
latter is a quasi-legislative exercise aimed at regulating the
public in general, based upon general facts.

By definition, permit issuance involves the identification and
imposition of applicable standards to allow the permittee or
permittees to discharge storm water. That is what the draft.
permit seeks to accomplish. The fact that the draft permit
makes use of materials not previously subjected to the APA does
not, as the comment suggests, impose upon any group, any
perceived requirements in those materials and documents. That
would be rulemaking, subject to the APA. None of the arguments
raised by the commenters affect the essential difference
between rulemaking and permit issuance.

Furthermore, the process for adoption of the permit provides
safeguards not unlike the APA’s procedural requirements. Both
provide for notice, opportunity to comment, response
requirements, and hearing before the Board. The process
provides for airing of all comments to provisions in the permit
by those subject to permit and by other interested parties.
The commenters’ invitation to embark upon a rulemaking process
in order to adopt the permit should be declined as it would
unavoidably confuse the distinction between rulemaking and
permit issuance. Moreover, the Regional Boards have not
historically engaged in rulemaking under the APA. That
function has been performed exclusively by the State Board in
its discretion. To require each Regional Board to engage in
separate rulemaking actions to support their storm water
permits is not only time- and resource-intensive, but creates
the undesirable potential for conflicting results.

20. Reimbursement for State Mandates. The permit will require
numerous programs which the cities will have to fund. To the
extent the storm water permit requirements constitute federa.l
requirements, the State may not properly shift the cost of
those programs to the cities, without providing a funding
mechanism.

Section 6 of Article XIII B of the California Constitution
requires the state to reimburse local government for the costs
of complying with any new program or higher level of service
mandated by either the Legislature or any state agency. In
deve!oping this storm water permit, the Regional Board is
implementing provisions of the CWA and applicable regulations,
which are federal laws. The SWRCB has previously determined
that in several circumstances, Regional Board orders are exempt
from the requirement for reimbUrsement. Among the reasons is
that the orders implement federal and not state law. See.Th___~e
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Ci<.’.~ of San Bernardino (1991) Order No. WQ 91-08. As noted in
other responses to comments, the permit requirements are
intended to require the minimal programs and activities
necessary to carry out the intent of the CWA, which is to
assure reduction to the maximum extent practicable the
discharge of pollutants in storm water. The Regional Board has
not relied upon its discretion under State law to implement
more stringent requirements than those set forth under the CWA.

21. The information gathering requirements (developing a
computer database, obtaining information from permittees,
conducting inspections, preparing reports) exceed the CWA and
federal rags, and are in violation of 44 U.S.C. Sections 3501,
et seq. (Paperwork Reduction Act) and would require hiring
additional staff.

The current drafi reduces the reporting frequencies and the
detail of required reporting. The aspects of this comment
concerning obtaining information from permittees and the need
to hire more staff is addressed in the comment/response dealing
with inspections. As to the manner of report submittal, the
Regional Board may request that reports be submitted in a
particular format, including electronic.

The Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) applies to collection and use
of information by federal agencies, not state agencies. 44
U.S.C. Section 3502(1). Even if it were applicable to
collection and use of information by state agencies, the
reporting requirements do not violate the PRA so long as the
required reports are "necessary for the proper performance of
the functions of the agency." 44 U.S.C. § 3508. Clearly, the
reporting requirements .are necessary to assure compliance with
the permit.

22. The County has no authority to require a city to cease
discharges that occur in the city but enter county-operated
storm water conveyances. Who is liable for cleanup costs?

This is the kind of issue that should be resolved among the
County and the cities themselves, as copermittees pursuant to
interagency agreement authority. The cities among each other,
and the County and the cities should consider entering into
memoranda of understanding to apportion their respective
responsibilities in such cases.

23. Regarding Section II.B., the cities should not be required
to assume any responsibility for cleanup if the owner/operator
does not address a’problem.
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The EPA’s guidance indicates that the cities have
responsibility for assuring that owner/operators do not cause
illegal storm waterdischarges. It fol!ows that the cities
have responsibility to assure that owner/operators who cause
pollution will address pollution problems they have caused~
through enforcement actions. The cities assume cleanup
responsibility under their obligation to assure prevention of
discharges of pollutants into storm water channels. Otherwise,
that responsibility is illusory.

24. The permit improperly seeks to shift responsibility for
control of Industrial/Commercial sources of pollution to the
ci ti es.

The permit places responsibility for control of these sources
at the same place that the U.S. EPA places the responsibility:
with the municipalities. The US EPA notes in the Preamble. to
the Storm Water Regulations that municipalities are in the best
place to enforce compliance with storm water discharge
requirements.

"Because storm water from industrial facilities may
be a major contributor of pollutants to MS4s,
municipalities are obligated to develop controls for
storm water discharges associated with industrial
activity through their system in their storm water
management program .... The CWA provides that
permits for municipal separate storm sewers shall
require municipalities to reduce pollutants to the
maximum extent practicable. Permits issued to
municipalities for discharges from municipal separate
storm sewers will reflect terms, specified controls,
and programs that achieve that goal."

Federal Register, Volume 55, Number 222, p. 48000. Again, at
p. 48006, the U.S. EPA stated:

"Municipal operators of large and medium municipal
separate storm sewer, systems are responsible for
obtaining system-wide or area permits for their
system’s discharges. These permits are expected to
require that controls be placed on storm water
discharges associated with industrial activity which
discharge through the municipal system."

It is clear from these passages that the U.S. EPA interprets
the CWA as requiring control of industrial/commercial
discharges by the municipalities. The draft permit is
.consistent with the EPA’s interpretation.
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA-’.~ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY PETE WILSON, Governor

CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD ~
lOS ANGELES REGION

"’TRE PLAZA DRIVE
,.    kEY PARK, CA 91754-2156
(213) 266-7500
FAX: (213) 266-7600

July 30, 1996

Dear Permittee Contact Persons:

WASTE DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS AND NATIONAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGE
ELIMINATION SYSTEM (NPDES) PERMIT FOR MUNICIPAL STORM WATER AND URBAN
RUNOFF DISCHARGES IN THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES(ORDER No. 96-054, NPDES
No. CAS614001)

Attached is the adopted Los Angeles County Municipal NPDES Permit for discharges of storm
water and urban runoff in the County of Los Angeles.

Pursuant to Division 7 of the California Water Code, this Regional Board, following a public
hearing held on July 15, 1996, considered the tentative requirements, and adopted Order No. 96-
054 (copy attached). This Order also serves as the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit under the federal Clean Water Act. It will take effect on July 31, 1996,
and expire on July 30, 2001.

When.submitting programs and/or reports to the Regional Board pursuant to the provisions of
Order No. 96-054, please include a reference to"Compliance File No. 6948" and address them
to the attention of theTechnical Su.~port Unitto assure that the programs/reports are directed
to the appropriate staff and file.

This Regional Board is committed to ~haring information with the Permittees as much as possible.
Attachedis a list of sources of information and references to assist in implementing storm water
management programs in Los Angeles County. Additionally, I have directed my staff to provide
useful information to the Permittees as it becomes available. If at any time a Permittee has
questions or desires further information, I encourage you to contact Carlos Urrunaga, the staff
person assigned to this Permit.

If you have any additional questions, please do not hesitate to contact any of my staff: Carlos
Urrunaga at (213) 266-7598, Xavier Swamikannu at (213) 266-7592, or Winnie Jesena at (213)
266-7594.

Sincerely,

..~ CATHERINE TYRRELL
Assistant Executive Officer

Enclosures as stated

cc: City Mayors - Enclosures: USEPA letter and lest of Storm Water Information Resources only.
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STORM WATER INFORMATION RESOURCES

;,~e following is a list of references an~J bulletins which MS4 Permittees may find useful
for storm water program implementation. Arrangements may be made to copy documents
at the Regional Board Office when a contact phone number or address is not listed.

SWQTF Meeting Minutes. California Storm Water Quality Task Force. Proceedings from
bimonthly meetings on developments in municipal storm water management in California. Mailed
for a nominal annual charge. Contact Bob Hale, Chairman, at (510) 670-5543.

Non-point Source News-Notes. Terrene Institute, 4 Herbert Street, Alexandria, VA 22305. An
occasional USEPA funded free bulletin on the control of non-point sources of water pollution in
U.S. states. Write to Terrene Institute to be placed on mailing list. All issues may also be
accessed through the Intemet at http://www.epa.gov.OWOW/NPS/npsie.html.

Watershed Protection Techniques. Silver Spring, MD. A quarterly bulletin on urban watershed
restoration and protection measures from around the U.S. For subscription information, please
call the Center for Watershed Protection at (301) 589-1890.

Stormwater Resource Guide. California Storm Water Quality Task Force (1994). A
comprehensive list of existing educational outreach materials related to storm water quality
management in California. Contact Chuck Ellis at the City of Los Angeles at (213) 847-5206.

Investigation of Inappropriate Pollutant Entries into Storm Drainage Systems. A User’s Guide,
USEPA Document No. EPA/600/R-92/238 (1992). Guidance manual developed by the USEPA

...:-o.~-..~_....,...;. _for municipalities for investigation of non-storm water entries into storm drainage systems.

Guidance Manual for the Preparation of Part 2 of the NPDES Permit Applications for Discharges
from Mut~icipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems. USEPA, Document No. EPA 833-B-92-002
(1992). Guidance manual developed by the USEPA to provide technical support to MS4
programs for storm water discharges on regulatory requirements and BMPs.

Water Quality Control P/an, Los Angeles Region: Basin P/an for the Coastal Watersheds of Los
Angeles and Ventura Counties.. California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles
Region (1994). The Regional Board document on policies and standards to preserve and enhance
water quality and protect beneficial uses of water resources in the Los Angeles Region. Call (213)
266-7579 to purchase a color-reproduction copy at a price of $45.

California Storm Water Best Management Practice Handbooks. California Storm Water Quality
Task Force, Sacramento, CA (1992). Technical manuals that provide guidance on BMPs
published in three volumes - Municipal, Industrial, and Construction. Available for a nominal cost
from Blue Print Service at (510) 444-6771.

California Industrial/Commercial Stormwater Inspection Program Handbook. Alameda Countywide
Clean Water Program (1996). Handbook prepared with USEPA funding to assist California
municipalities in developing and implementing industrial and commercial facilities site-
visit/inspection programs. Available for a nominal cost from Blue Print Service at (510) 444-6771.

Fundamentals of Urban Storm Water Management. Terrene Institute (1994). Manual prepared
.... with USEPA funds which provides comprehensive technical information on storm water quality

management and in-depth discussion of institutional issues.
07/29/96
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA--ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY PETE WILSON, Governor

CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATERQUALITY CONTROL BOARD ~
ANGELES REGION

CENTRE PLAZA ORIVE
,~ONTEREY PARK, CA 91754-2156
(213) 266-7500
FAX: (2]3) 266-7600

July 31, 1996

Dear Interested Parties:

WASTE DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS AND NATIONAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGE
ELIMINATION SYSTEM (NPDES) PERMIT FOR MUNICIPAL STORM WATER AND URBAN
RUNOFF DISCHARGES IN THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES (ORDER No. 96-054, NPDES
No. CAS614001)

Pursuant to Division 7 of the California Water Code, this Regional Board, following a public
hearing held on July 15, 1996, considered the tentative requirements and adopted Order No. 96-
054. This Order also serves as the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
permit under the federal Clean Water Act. It will take effect on July 31, 1996, and expire on July
30, 2001.

To minimize copying and postage costs, we are sending Order No. 96-054 only to the Permittee
contact persons and to those who participated in the Permit deliberations. In order to receive a
copy of the adopted and signed permit, please circle the information which best applies and return
the enclosed postcard. For those who do not wish to receive a copy of the adopted and signed
permit, you may simply write "96-054" in the blank "Order No. 96-XXX" at the top of the revised
tentative permit dated July 5, ~1996, in your possession. Changes made to the revised tentative
and adopted by the Regional Board are listed on the attached change sheet. The revised
tentative accompanied by the change sheet are equivalent to the adopted permit.

If you would like to continue receiving information regarding the permit and its implementation,
please circle the information which best applies and return the enclosed postcard. Otherwise, we
may delete your name from the mailing list.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Carlos Urrunaga at (213) 266-7598.

Sincerely,

WINNIE D. JESENA, P.E.
Chief, Los Angeles County Coastal

Surface Water Unit
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION £GENCY
REGION IX

75 Hawthorne Street ,-
San Francisco, CA 94105.3901

Refer To: W-5-1

Roher~Ghirelli
Executive Officer
Callfornia Regional Water Quali~y Control Board

Los Angeles Region
101 Centre Plaza Drive
Monterey Park, CA 91754-2156                                             "

Dear Dr. Ghirelli:

The purpose of this letter is to formally endorse the action
by the Los Angeles RWQCB on July 15, 1996, in adopting the storm
water permit for Los Angeles County and its �o-permittees (NPD~S
permit No. CAS614001).

Aside from certain minor changes which were made at the ~uly
15, 1996 hearing, the permit which was adopted is the same as Tlle
permit which was distributed for review on July 5, 1996. On July
12, 1996, we provided TJ1e Los Angeles RWQC~ wi~h a le~er approv-
ing the version of July 5, 1996. We have also reviewed the minor
changes which were made and �oncluded that the changes do not af-
fect our previous determinations regarding the permit.

Therefore, by ~his letter, we are providing formal notifi¢a-
tion to the Los Angeles RWQCB of our approval of the storm water
permit for Los Angeles County and co-permittees which was adopted
on July 15, 1996. Should you have any questions regarding this
matter, please call me a~ (415) 744-2001 or refer your staff to
Eugene Bromley of the Permits Issuance Section at (415) 744-1906.

Sincerely yours,

Catherine Kuhlman, Chief
.Permits and ComplianceB~anch
Water Management Division
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State of California
CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD

LOS ANGELES REGION

ORDER NO. 96-054
(NPDES NO, CAS614001)

WASTE DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS
FOR

MUNICIPALSTORM WATER AND URBAN RUNOFF DISCHARGES
WITHIN THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES
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CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD
LOS ANGELES REGION

ORDER NO. 96-054
NPDES NO. CAS614001 (CI 6948)

WASTE DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS
FOR

MUNICIPAL STORM WATER AND URBAN RUNOFF DISCHARGES
WITHIN THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

Findings

The California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Region (hereinafter referred
to as the Regional Board), finds:

Existing Permit and RCp0rt of Waste Discharge

1. The County of Los Angeles and 85 incorporated cities within the County of Los Angeles
(see Attachment A, List of Permittees), hereinafter referred to as Permittees, discharge or
contribute to discharges of storm water and urban runoff from municipal separate storm
sewer systems (MS4s), also called storm drain systems, and water courses within the
County of Los Angeles into receiving waters of the Los Angeles Basin under countywide
waste discharge requirem.ents contained in Order No. 90-079 adopted by this Regional
Board on June 18, 1990. That Order also serves as a National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permit (CA0061654).

2. On December 21, 1994, the Permittees submitted a Report of Waste Discharge (ROWD)
as an application for re-issuance of waste discharge requirements and an NPDES permit.

Nature of Discharges and Sources of Pollutants

3. The discharges consist of surface runoff (non-storm water and storm water) from various
land uses in all the hydrologic drainage basins that discharge into water bodies in Los
Angeles County. The quality and quantity of these discharges vary considerably and are
affected by the hydrology, geology, and land use characteristics of the watersheds; seasonal
weather patterns; and frequency and duration of storm events.

4. Studies have shown that storm water runoff from urban and industrial areas typically
contains the same gerieral types of pollutants that are often found in wastewater in industrial
discharges. Pollutants commonly found in storm water runoff include heavy metals,
pesticides, herbicides, and synthetic organic compounds such as fuels, waste oils, solvents,
lubricants, and grease. [References: ’Surface Runoff to the Southern California Bighf and,
’Characteristics of Effluents from Large Municipal Wastewater Treatment Facilities in 1990

1 July 15, 1996
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Los Angeles County Municipal Storm Water Permit
Order No. 96-054 CAS614001

and 1991,’ SCCWRP Annual Report 1990-1991 and 1991-1992 (1993); Pitt and Field,
Hazardous and Toxic Wastes Associated with Urban Storm Water Runoff, In Proceedings
of the Sixteenth Annual RREL Hazardous Waste Reduction Symposium, Document No.
EPA 600-9-90-037 (1990); Storm Runoff in Los Angeles and Ventura Counties, Final Report,
California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Region (1988).]

These compounds can have damaging effects on both human health and aquatic
ecosystems. In addition to pollutants, the high volumes of storm water discharged from
MS4s in areas of rapid urbanization have had significant impacts on aquatic ecosystems
due to physical modifications such as bank erosion and widening of channels. [References:
Fundamentals of Urban Storm Water Management, Terrene Institute and USEPA, (1994);
Guidance Manual for the Preparation of Part 2 of the NPDES Permit Applications for
Discharges from Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems, USEPA, Document No. EPA
833-B-92-002 (1992).]

5. Water Quality Assessments conducted by the Regional Board identified impairment of a
number of water bodies in Los Angeles County. [Reference: Water Quality Assessment
1996, Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Region (1996).] The beneficial
uses of certain water bodies specifically identified in these assessments are either impaired
or threatened to be impaired. Pollutants found causing impairment include: heavy metals,
coliform, enteric viruses, pesticides, nutrients, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons,
polychlorinated biphenyls, organic solvents, sediments, trash, debris, algae, scum, and odor.

6. An epidemiological study conducted during the summer of 1995 for the Santa Monica Bay
Restoration Project (SMBRP) demonstrated that there is an increased risk of acute illnesses
caused by swimming near flowing storm drain outlets in Santa Monica Bay. [Reference: An
Epidemiological Study of Possible Adverse Health Effects of Swimming in Santa Monica
Bay, SMBRP (1996).]

Previous investigations conducted for the SMBRP showed pathogens were detected in
summer runoff at four storm drain locations. [References: Pathogens and Indicators in
Storm Drains within the Santa Monica Bay Watershed, SMBRP (1992);Storm Drains as a
Source of Surf Zone Bacterial Indicators and Human Enteric Viruses to Santa Monica Bay,
SMBRP (1991), An Assessment of Inputs of Fecal Indicator Organisms and Human Enteric
Viruses from Two Santa Monica Storm Drains, SMBRP (1990).]

Possible sources of pathogen contamination include pet and livestock feces, illicit sewer
connections to the storm drains, leaking sewer lines, malfunctioning septic systems, and
improper waste disposal by recreational vehicles, campers or transients. Additional
potential sources of human pathogens in nearshore waters include sewage overflows into
storm drains, small boats waste discharges, and bathers themselves.

7. The Regional Board therefore considers storm waterlurban runoff discharges to be
significant sources of pollutants tt~at may be causing, threatening to cause, or contributing

2 July 15, 1996
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Los Angeles County Municipal Storm Water Permit
Order No. 96-054 CAS614001

to the impairment of the water quality and beneficial uses of the receiving water bodies in
Los Angeles County, and, as such, need to be regulated.

Coverage and Exemptions

8. The requirements in this Order cover all areas within the boundaries of the cities as well as
unincorporated areas in Los Angeles County within the jurisdiction of the Los Angeles
Regional Board except the City of Avalon. The Permittees serve a population of about 11.4
million [Reference: 1990 Census of Population and Housing, Bureau of the Census, U.S.
Department of Commerce (1992)] in an area of approximately 3,100 square miles.
Attachment B shows the map of the permitted area in Los Angeles County.

9. Federal, state, regional’or local entities within the Permittees’ boundaries or in jurisdictions
outside the County of Los Angeles, and not currently named in this Order, may operate
storm drain facilities and/or discharge storm water to storm drains and watercourses
covered by this Order. The Permittees may lack legal jurisdiction over these entities under
state and federal constitutions. Consequently, the Regional Board recognizes that the
Permittees will not be held responsible for such facilities and/or discharges.

For those entities within the Permittees’ boundaries, the Regional Board may consider
designating them as Permittees under this Qrder or issuing separate NPDES permits
consistent with this Order. The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), currently
a Co-Permittee to Order No. 90-079, submitted an ROWD on July 3, 1995, for separate
waste discharge requirements for its discharges in the County of Los Angeles and the
County of Ventura. The waste discharge requirements to be issued to Caltrans will be
consistent with this Order.

10. Sources of discharges into receiving waters in the County of Los Angeles but in jurisdictions
outside its boundary include the following:

a. About 34 square miles of unincorporated area in Ventura County drain into Malibu
Creek, thence to Santa Monica Bay,

b. About 9 square miles of the City of Thousand Oaks also drain into Malibu Creek,
thence to Santa Monica Bay, -3nd

c. About 86 square miles of area in Orange County drain into Coyote Creek, thence into
the San Gabriel River Watershed in the County of Los Angeles.

The Regional Board will insure that storm water management programs for the areas in
Ventura County and the City of Thousand Oaks that drain into Santa Monica Bay are
consistent with the requirements of this Order. The Regional Board will coordinate with the
Santa Ana Regional Board so that storm water management programs for the areas in
Orange County that drain into C~yote Creek are consistent with the requirements of this

3 July 15, 1996 " -"
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Order.

11. The City of Santa Clarita and some unincorporated areas of Los Angeles County drain into
the Santa Clara River Watershed, a portion of which is located in Ventura County.
Discharges of municipal storm water in Ventura County are regulated under NPDES permit
CAS063339 (Order No. 94-082). Successful management of the entire watershed needs
coordination among the City of Santa Clarita, the County of Los Angeles, and Ventura
County in developing and implementing the storm water management plan for the
watershed.

12. Certain pollutants present in storm water and/or urban runoff may be contributed by
activities which the Permittees cannot control. Examples of such pollutants and their
respective sources are: polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons which are products of internal
combustion engine operation, nitrates from atmospheric deposition, lead from fuels, copper
from brake pad wear, zinc from tire wear, and natural-occurring minerals from local geology.
However, Permittees can implement measures to minimize entry of these pollutants into
storm water.

Bases of Was..te Discharge. Requirements

Federal Statutes and Regulations

13. Section 402(p) of.the federal Clean Water Act (CWA), as amende~l by the Water Quality Act
of 1987, requires NPDES permits for storm water discharges from MS4s to waters of the
United States. Section 402(p)(3)(B) requires that permits for MS4s: ..... "(i) may be issued
on a system- or jurisdiction-wide basis; (ii) shall include a requirement to effectively prohibit
non-storm water discharges into the storm sewers; and (iii) shall require controls to reduce
tl4e discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable, including management
practices, control techniques and system, design and engineering methods, and such other
provisions as the Administrator or the State determines appropriate for the control of such
pollutants."

14. On November 16, 1990, pursuant to Section 402(p) of the CWA, the USEPA promulgated
40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 122.26 which established requirements for
storm water discharges under the NPDES program. The regulations recognize that certain
categories of non-storm water discharges may not be prohibited if they have been
determined not to be significant sources of pollutants.

15. Section 6217(g) of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990 (CZARA)
requires coastal states with approved coastal zone management programs to address
non-point pollution impacting or threatening coastal water quality. As required by CZARA,
USEPA issued Guidance Specifying Management Measures For Sources of Non-point
Pollution In Coastal Waters, Document No. EPA-840-B-92-002 (1993). The guidance
focuses on five major categories of non-point sources that impair or threaten coastal waters

4 July 15, 1996
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nationally: (a) agricultural runoff; (b) silvicultural runoff; (c) urban runoff (including developing
and developed areas); (d) marinas and recreational boating; and (e) hydromodification. This
Order includes management measures for pollution from urban runoff. Thus, it provides the
functional equivalence for compliance with CZARA in this area.

State Statutes and Permits

16. To facilitate compliance with federal regulations, in 1992 the State Water Resources Control
Board (State Board) issued two statewide general NPDES permits: one for storm water from
industrial sites [NPDES No. CAS000001, General Industrial Activities Storm Water Permit
(GIASP)] and the other for storm water from construction sites [NPDES No. CAS000002,
General Construction Activity Storm Water Permit (GCASP)]. "Industrial Activities," as
defined in 40 CFR § 122.26(b)(14)(i) through (xi), and construction activities with a disturbed
area of five acres or more are required to obtain individual NPDES permits for storm water
discharges, or be covered by these statewide general permits by completing and filing a
Notice of Intent with the State Board.

17. California Water Code (CWC) Section 13263(a) requires that waste discharge requirements
issued by Regional Boards shall implement any relevant water quality control plans that
have been adopted; shall take into consideration the beneficial uses to be protected and the
water quality objectives reasonably required for that purpose; other waste discharges; and,
the need to prevent nuisance.

Regional Board Water Quality Control Plans and Policies

18. The Regional Board adopted an updated Water Quality Control Plan (Basin Plan) for the
Los Angeles Region on June 13, 1994, ’Water Quafity Control Plan, Los Angeles Region:
Basin Plan for the Coastal Watersheds of Los Angeles and Ventura Counties, (1994). ’The
Basin Plan, which is incorporated in this Order by reference, specifies the beneficial uses
of receiving waters and contains both narrative and numerical water quality objectives for
the receiving waters in the County of Los Angeles.

19. This Regional Board has implemented a Watershed Management Approach to address
water quality protection in the region. The objective of the Watershed Management
Approach is to provide a comprehensive and integrated strategy towards water resource
protection, enhancement, and restoration while balancing economic and environmental
impacts within a hydrologically defined drainage basin or watershed. It emphasizes
cooperative relationships between regulatory agencies, the regulated community,
environmental groups, and other stakeholders in the watershed to achieve the greatest
environmental improvements with the resources available.

20. To implement the Watershed Management Approach, as well as facilitate compliance with
this Order, the County of Los Angeles is divided into six Watershed Management Areas
(WMAs) as follows:

5 July 15, 1996 .,
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a. Malibu Creek and Rural Santa Monica Bay WMA
b. Ballona Creek and Urban Santa Monica Bay WMA
c. Los Angeles River WMA
d. San Gabriel River WMA
e. Dominguez Channel/Los Angeles Harbor WMA
f. Santa Clara River WMA

Attachment A, shows the list of Permittees under each Watershed Management Area.

Other Bases

21. The SMBRP developed a Bay Restoration Plan to serve as a blueprint for Santa Monica
Bay’s recovery, ’The Santa Monica Bay Restoration Plan, SMBRP (1994).’ The Plan
recommends actions that the Regional Board should integrate into the storm water permit
and provides guidance to the Regional Board for the development of a strong,
environmentally sound storm water program.

22. The Regional Board is the enforcing authority in the Los Angeles region for the two
statewide general permits, described in Finding 16, which regulate discharges from industrial
facilities and construction sites, °and all NPDES storm water and non-storm water permits
issued by the Regional Board. These industrial and construction sites are also regulated
under local laws and regulations.

23. The ROWD submitted by the Permittees includes:

a. Summary of Best Management Practices (BMP) implemented;
b. Storm water management plans for the six WMAs;
c. Countywide evaluation of existing storm water quality data; and
d. Monitoring Program.

The ROWD served as partial basis for the development of the Storm Water Management
Program (SWMP) requirements of this Order.

24. A USEPA review of activities conducted by the automotive service sector indicates that
automotive service facilities present a significant potential for the discharge of pollutants into
storm water. [Reference: Storm Water Discharges Potentially Addressed by Phase II of
the NPDES, Report to Congress, USEPA (1995).]

25. Studies indicate that facilities with paved surfaces subject to frequent motor vehicular traffic
(such as parking lots and retail gasoline stations), or facilities which perform vehicle repair,
maintenance, or fueling (such as retail gasoline outlets with service bays) are potential
sources of pollutants of concern in storm water. [References: Pitt et al., Urban Storm
Water Toxic Pollutants: Assessment, Sources, and Treatability, Water Environment Res.,
67, 260 (1995); Results of Retail Gas Outlet and Commercial Parking Lot Storm Water
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Runoff Study, Western States Petroleum Association and American Petroleum Institute,
(1994); Action Plan Demonstration Project, Demonstration of Gasoline Fueling Station Best
Management Practices, Final Report, County of Sacramento (1993).]

Studies also suggest that the implementation of best management practices can reduce
storm water pollutants from these types of facilities. [References: Storm Water Best
Management Practices for Retail Gasoline Outlets, Western States Petroleum Association,
(1996); and Guidance Specifying Management Measures for Sources of Nonpoint Pollution
in Coastal Waters, Document No. EPA 840-B-92-002 (1992).]

26. A review of industrial wastelpretreatment records in Los Angeles County on illicit discharges
indicate that automotive service facilities and food service facilities sometimes disc.barge
polluted washwaters to the MS4. The pollutants of concern in such washwaters include food
waste, oil and grease, and toxic chemicals. Other storm water/industrial waste programs in
California have reported similar observations.

Ob!ectives and Requirements of this Order

27. The objective of this Order is to protect the beneficial uses of receiving waters in Los
Angeles County. To meet this objective, this Order requires implementation of BMPs
intended to reduce pollutants in storm water and urban runoff such that ultimately their
discharge will neither cause violations of water quality objectives nor create conditions of
nuisance in receiving waters.

28. The Regional Board recognizes the challenges unique to regulating storm water discharges
through municipal storm sewer systems, including intermittent and variable nature of
discharges, difficulties in monitoring, and limited physical control over the discharge, and
that it will require adequate time to implement and evaluate the effectiveness of best
management practices required in this Order and to determine whether they will adequately
protect the receiving water.

29. This Order designates the County of Los Angeles as the Principal Permittee. The Principal
Permittee will coordinate and facilitate activities necessary to comply with the requirements
of this Order, but is not responsible for insuring compliance of any individual permittee.

30. Each Permittee is only responsible for the implementation of the appropriate storm water
management program developed pursuant to the requirements of this Order, and not for the
implementation of the provisions applicable to the Principal Permittee or other Permittees.
A Permittee is required to comply only with the requirements of this Order applicable to
discharges which originate from places within its boundaries over which it has authority to
enforce the requirements of this Order.

31. In the ROWD, the Permittees proposed the formation of a countywide Executive Advisory
Committee (EAC), and a Watershed Management Committee (WMC) for each of the WMAs.
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The EAC and the six WMCs are now functional.

The EAC’s main role is to facilitate programs within each watershed and to enhance
consistency among all of the programs. Similar to the Principal Permittee, the EAC is not
responsible for insuring compliance of any individual permittee with the requirements of this
Order.

The WMCs, as required in this Order, will provide the leadership framework to facilitate
development of the Watershed Management Area Plans and foster cooperation among
Permittees.

32. The USEPA issued a guidance manual for submittal of a Part II application for MS4s. ,
[Reference: Guidance Manual for the Preparation of Part of the NPDES Applications for
Discharges from Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems, EPA Document No. 833-B-92-
002 (1992).] The manual describes the components of a municipal storm water program
that will meet the requirements of 40 CFR Part 122.26.

33. The SWMP required in this Order builds upon the foundation established in Order No. 90-
079, consists of the components recommended in the USEPA guidance manual, and was
developed with the cooperation of representatives from the regulated community and
environmental groups. The SWMP includes requirements with compliance dates to provide
specificity and certainty of expectations. It also includes provisions that promote customized
initiatives, both on a countywide and watershed basis, in developing and implementing cost-
effective measures to minimize discharge of pollutants to the receiving water. The various
components of the SWMP, taken as a whole rather than individually, are expected to reduce
pollutants ih storm water and urban runoff to the maximum extent practicable.

34. The main focus of the SWMP is pollution prevention through education, public outreach,
planning, and implementation of BMPs. Successful implementation of the provisions of the
SWMP will require cooperation and coordination of all public agencies in each Permittees’
organization, among Permittees, and the regulated community. To minimize cost, the
Permittees are encouraged to utilize their existing organizational framework to implement
the various activities required in this Order.

~,.~. ,~s required in Order No. 90-079 and pursuant to 40 CFR Part 122.26(d)(2)(i), this Order
requires Permittees to demonstrate that they possess the legal authority to implement and
enforce the storm water programs within their respective jurisdictions. If Permittees decide
that the legal authority will be through ordinances, Permittees are encouraged to develop
a model ordinance to minimize cost and promote countywide consistency.

The Permittees are encouraged to enter into interagency or interjurisdictional agreements
or other means to control the discharge of pollutants from one portion of the MS4 to another
portion of the MS4.
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36. Order 90-079 required the development and implementation of BMPs to minimize pollutants
in storm water. In 1993, the Regional Board approved 13 baseline BMPs to facilitate the
implementation of countywide minimum requirements, encourage countywide consistency,
and provide a minimum measure of progress. These BMPs were selected from Permittees’
MS4 programs. Twelve of these 13 BMPs have been incorporated into this Order: a) catch
basin labeling; b) public illicit discharges reporting; c) construction storm water ordinance;
d) public education and outreach; e) catch basin cleanout; f) roadside trash receptacles; g)
street sweeping; h) proper disposal of litter, lawn clippings, pet feces; i) removal of dirt,
rubbish and debris at homes and businesses; j) oil, glass, and plastics recycling; k) proper

. disposal of household hazardous wastes; and I) proper water use and conservation. The
thirteenth BMP (inspections of vehicle repair shops, vehicle body shops, vehicle parts and
accessories, gasoline stations, and restaurants) has been changed to educational site visits.

37. Each Permittee owns and operates facilities within its jurisdiction that may impact storm
water quality. Each Permittee,’under this Order is required to implement BMPs to reduce
pollutant discharges from these activities and/or facilities.

38. This Order provides the flexibility for the Permittees to petition the Regional Board Executive
Officer to substitute a BMP or requirement under the SWMP with an alternative BMP, if they
can provide information and documentation on the effectiveness of the alternative, equal to
or greater than the prescribed BMP in meeting the objectives of this Order.

39. This order contemplates that the Permittees are responsible for considering potential
stormwater impacts when making planning decisions. However, neither this order nor any
of its requirements are intended to restrict or control local land use decision-making
authority.

40. The Regional Board will provide the Principal Permittee with an updated list of NPDES
permits on a quarterly basis through the Regional Board’s electronic bulletin board which
may be accessed at (213) 266-7663, or other available methods, for use by each Permittee
to identify permitted sources of active non-storm water discharges into the MS4.

41. This action to adopt and issue waste discharge requiren~ents and a NPDES permit is
exempt from the provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act; Chapter 3
(commencing with Section 21100) of Division 13 of the Public Resources Code in
accordance with Section 13389 of the California Water Code.

Public Pr0GeSS

42. The Regional Board will notify interested agencies and interested persons of the availability
of reports, plans, and/or schedules of implementation submitted pursuant to the
requirements of this Order. The Regional Board willconsider comments prior to taking any
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action on the.. submitted documents as provided for in this Order.

43. This Order may be modified or alternatively revoked or reissued prior to its expiration date,
in accordance with the procedural requirements of the federal NPDES program, and the
California Water Code and Title 23 of the California Code of Regulations for the issuance
of waste discharge requirements.

44. The Regional Board staff solicited comments on early drafts of this Order from Permittees,
interested agencies, and interested persons. In addition, Regional Board staff met with
representatives from Permittees, business associations, environmental groups, and other
interested persons to discuss permit requirements and attempt to resolve critical issues.
Regional Board staff also solicited feedback from the SMBRP Oversight Committee on early
drafts of the Order, attended Permittee watershed meetings, made presentations to
government officials, and conducted andlor participated in public workshops to hear
concerns.
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The Regional Board has notified Permittees, interested agencies, and interested persons of its
intent to prescribe waste discharge requirements and an MS4 NPDES permit for storm water
discharges, and has provided them with an opportunity for a public hearing and an opportunity
to submit their written views and recommendations.

The Board, in a public hearing, heard and considered all comments pertaining to the tentative
waste discharge requirements. This order shall serve as a National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) Permit pursuant to Section 402 of the federal Clean Water Act, or
amendments thereto, and shall take effect at the end of 15 days from the date of its adoption,
provided the Regional Administrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region IX, has
no objections.

Requirements

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the County of Los Angeles and the Cities of Agoura Hills,
Alhambra, Arcadia, Artesia, Azusa, Baldwin Park, Bell, Bellflower, Bell Gardens, Beverly Hills,
Bradbury, Burbank, Calabasas, Carson, Cerritos, Claremont, Commerce, Compton, Covina,
Cudahy, Culver City, Diamond Bar, Downey, Duarte, El Monte, El Segundo, Gardena, Glendale,
Glendora, Hawaiian Gardens, Hawthorne, Hermosa Beach, Hidden Hills, Huntington Park,
Industry, Inglewood, Irwindale, La Car~ada Flintridge, La Habra Heights, Lakewood, La Mirada,
La Puente, La Verne, Lawndale, Lomita, Long Beach, Los Angeles, Lynwood, Malibu, Manhattan
Beach, Maywood, Monrovia, Montebello, Monterey Park, Norwalk, Palos Verdes Estates,
Paramount, Pasadena, Pico Rivera, Pomona, Rancho Palos Verdes, Redondo Beach, Rolling :!
Hills, Rolling Hills Estates, Rosemead, San Dimas, San Fernando, San Gabriel, San Madno,
Santa Clarita, Santa Fe Springs, Santa Monica, Sierra Madre, Signal Hill, South El Monte, South
Gate, South Pasadena, Temple City, Torrance, Vernon, Walnut, West Covina, West Hollywood,
Westlake Village, and Whittier, in order to meet the provisions contained in Division 7 of the
California Water Code and regulations adopted thereunder, and the provisions of the Clean Water
Act, as amended, and regulations and guidelines adopted thereunder, shall comply with the
following for the areas within their boundaries and subject to their regulatory jurisdiction, in the
County of Los Angeles.

Part 1. DISCHARGE PROHIBITIONS AND RECEIVING WATER LIMITATIONS

I. Discharge Prohibition

Each Permittee shall, within its jurisdiction, effectively prohibit non-storm water
discharges into the municipal separate storm sewer system (MS4) and watercourses,
except where such discharges are:

A. In compliance with a separate individual or general NPDES permit; or

B. Identified and in compliance with Part 2.11.C (Non-storm Water Discharges), of
this Order; or
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C. Discharges originating fi’om federal, state or other facilities which thePermittee
is pre-empted.from regulating.

Compliance with this Order through timely development and implementation of
programs described herein shall constitute compliance with this prohibition.

!1. Receiving Water Limitations

The water quality objectivesand water quality standards applicable to receiving waters
in Los Angeles County contained in the Basin Plan, ’Water Quality Control Plan, Los
Angeles Region: Basin Plan for the Coastal Watersheds of Los Angeles and Ventura
Counties, California Regional Water QualityControl Board, Los Angeles Region,
Monterey Park (1994),’ and amendments thereto, shall serve as receiving water
limitations for discharges covered under this Order. It.is the purpose of this Order that
the discharge of storm water, or non-storm water, from a municipal separate storm
sewer system (MS4) for which a Permittee is responsible not cause nuisance,
continuing or recurring impairment of beneficial uses, or exceedances of water quality
objectives in the receiving waters.

Timely and complete implementation by a Permittee of the storm water management
programs prescribed in this Order shall satisfy the requirements of this section and
constitute compliance with receiving water limitations. However, if the Integrated
Receiving Waters Impact Report required in this Order (Part 2.VII.D.) and/or other
available information show that discharges authorized under this Order still cause or
contribute to the impairment of the beneficial uses or exceedances of water quality
objectives, Permittees, as part of their Report of Waste Discharge for the renewal of
this Order, shall submit revised storm water management programs that are
watershed-specific and will increase the likelihood of preventing future exceedances
of water quality objectives.

Part 2. STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

The objective of the Storm Water Management Program requirements prescribed in
this Order is to reduce pollutants in discharges to the maximum extent practicable in
order to attain the water quality objective and protect the beneficial uses of receiving
waters in Los Angeles County. Each Permittee shall implement within its jurisdiction
the Storm Water Management Program requirements of this Order and those of the
Countywide Storm Water Management Plan (CSWMP) or Watershed Management
Area Plan (WMAP) that will be developed pursuant to this Order.

The CSWMP is the unified plan consisting of programs developed under the Storm
Water Management Program Requirements of this Order.

The WMAP is the comprehensive implementation plan for ~ specific Watershed
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Management Area (WMA) based on the requirements of this Order, the CSWMP, and
any other applicable actions that address pollutants of concern and other water quality
issues unique to that WMA toward the objective of reducing pollutants in discharges
to the maximum extent practicable. Upon approval by the Executive Officer, the
WMAP will supersede the CSWMP.

If there is any conflict or discrepancy between information in the tables and the
narrative provisions of this Order, the narrative provisions prevail.
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I. Program Management

Table 1 shows the summary of program management requirements and their
corresponding compliance dates.

Table 1
Program Management Requirements and Compliance Dates

Requirement Permit Principai Permittees Months from Effective For Approval
Section " Permittee Date of Order By

(Compliance Date)

Submit completed I.A.8 / Upon completion of Executive
CSWMP development of all Officer

programs but not later
than July 30, 1999.

Devetop a WMAP for I.C.3.d / Within 180 days prior Executive
the WMA (through to expiration of Order Officer

WMCs) (February 1, 2001)
(pending the approval
of the CSWMP by
Executive Officer)

: "-.-. Identify additional SIC I.C.3.g Established through N/A
-- =: i’ groups (through WMCs
:" WMCs)

Prepare budget I.D.1 #’ 3 (October 30, 1996) Executive
summary format Officer

Submit annual budget I.D.2 ~" 60 days after budget Executive
summary to Principal adoption Officer
Permittee

Demonstrate legal I.E.2 #’ 120 days (November Executive
authority 28, 1996) Officer

A. Responsibilities of the Princi.~al P_ermittee

The County of Los Angeles is hereby designated as the Principal Permittee, and
as such shall:

1. Coordinate permit activities among permittee.s and act as liaison between
Permittees and the Regional Board on general permit issues;

2. Provide personnel and fiscal resources for the development and update of
the CSWMP and WMAPs and their components;
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3. Convene the Watershed Management Committees (WMCs) constituted
pursuant to Part 2.I.C upon designation of representatives;

4. Provide technical and administrative support for committees that will be
organized to implement this Order;

5. Implement the Countywide Monitoring Program required in this Order;

6. Provide personnel and fiscal resources for the preparation and submittal
to the Regional Board of annual reports, and summaries of other reports
required under this Order;

7. Comply with the "Responsibilities of the Permittees" in Part 2.I.B; and

8. Submit to the Regional Board the CSWMP upon completion of the
development of all programs under the SWMP requirements.

B. Res.oonsibilities of th~ Permittees

Each Permittee shall, within its geographic jurisdiction:

1. Comply with the requirements of SWMP and CSWMP and their .-.--:.
amendments;

2. Coordinate among its internal departments and agencies, as appropriate,
to facilitate the implementation of the requirements of this Order applicable
to such Permittee in an efficient and cost-effective manner;

3. Participate in the development and, if necessary, the update of the
CSWMP;

4. Submit in a timely manner to the Principal Permittee an annual report on
its implementation of the SWMP and CSWMP;

5. Appoint a technically knowledgeable representative to the appropriate
WMC;

6. Participate in the development of the WMAP for its respective watershed
management area through its WMC, and shall implement said WMAP upon
approval by the Executive Officer; and

7. Work with other agencies, to the extent necessary, and submit a report to
the Executive Officer on recommendations to resolve any conflicts
identified between the provisions of this Order and the requirements of
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other regulatory agencies, if the Permittee considers it necessary.

C. Watershed Management Committees (WMCs)

1. Each WMC shall be comprised of a voting representative from each
Permittee in the WMA.

2. The WMC’s chair and secretary shall be chosen by the WMC. In the
absence of volunteer Permittee(s) for the positions, the Principal Permittee
shall assume those roles until the WMC chooses members of the
committee for the positions.

3. Each WMC shall:

a. Facilitate cooperation and exchange among Permittees;

b. Establish goals and objectives for the WMA;

c. Prioritize pollution control efforts considering beneficial use
impairment as a basis;

.~.. :. d. Participate in the development of the WMAP for its respective WMA

.-;;-::-.-; after the CSWMP is completed;

e. Assess the effectiveness of, prepare revisions for, and recommend
~ appropriate changes to the CSWMP and the WMAP;

f. Coordinate and facilitate the submittal of completed reporting forms
to the Principal Permittee for report integration, and assist in the
preparation of Annual Reports by the Principal Permittee on storm
water management activities within the WMA for submittal to the
Executive Officer;

g. Identify, as part of the industriallcommercial Source Identification
program, additional SIC industrial/commercial groups selected as
priority to be included in the database described in Part 2.V.B.I.a.
The following criteria shall be considered in the identification process:

i. Extent of exposure of the industrial/commercial activity to storm
water;

ii. Types and quality of non-storm water discharges;

iii. Similarity of industrial/commercial activity to industrial activity
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regulated under the USEPA Phase 1 facilities;

iv. Types of chemicals and wastes generated that can contaminate
storm water;

v. Existence of duplicate regulatory programs with other agencies
that emphasize waste management and minimize exposure of
the industriallcommercial activity to storm water;

vi. Number of facilities in the WMA;

vii. Professionalunderstanding oftheindustrial/commercialsector’s
waste management practices;

viii. Experience of local agency industrial waste inspection
programs; and

ix. Any other information that indicates a significant potential for
contamination of storm water.

D. Fiscal Resources

1. The Principal Permittee, in consultation with the Permittees, shall prepare
abudget summary format not later than October 30, 1996~ for use by each
Permittee to report resources available to implement the SWMP.

2. Each Permittee shall submit to the Principal Permittee a summary of
resources dedicated for storm water program implementation, not later than
60 days after budget adoption by the Permittee’s elected local governing
body. A Permittee may provide all necessary data in an alternate format
which includes the same information unless directed otherwise by the
Executive Officer.

E. Legal Authority

1. Pursuant to the time frame established in E.2, each Permittee shall
demonstrate that it possesses the legal authority necessary to control
discharges to and from those portions of the Municipal Separate Storm
Sewer System (MS4) over which it has jurisdiction so as to comply with
this Order. This legal authority may be demonstrated by either a single
ordinance or a single guidance document containing all the applicable
statutes, ord!nances, permits, contracts, orders or agreements which
govern a Permittee’s storm water management activities, as required by 40
CFR 122.26(d)(2)(i).
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Each Permittee shall either individually or collectively possess the legal
authority to:

a. Control the contribution of pollutants to the MS4 by storm water
discharges associated with industrial activity and the quality of storm
water discharged from sites of industrial activity, unless permitted
under a separate NPDES permit, through the following prohibitions
and requirements:

i. Prohibit the discharge of untreated wash waters to the MS4
when gas stations, auto repair garages, or other types of
automotive service facilities are cleaned;

ii. Prohibit the discharge of untreated wastewater to the MS4 from
mobile auto washing, steam cleaning, mobile carpet cleaning,
and other such mobile commercial and industrial operations;

iii. Prohibit to the maximum extent practicable, discharges to the
MS4 from areas where’repair of machinery and equipment,
including motor vehicles, which are visibly leaking oil, fluid or
antifreeze is undertaken;

"~: .... iv. Prohibit the discharges of untreated runoff to the MS4 from
storage areas of materials containing grease, oil, or other
hazardous substances, and uncovered receptacles containing
hazardous materials;

v. Prohibit the discharge of commercial/municipal swimming pool
filter backwash to the MS4;

vi. Prohibit the discharge of ui-~treated runoff from the washing of
toxic materials from paved or unpaved areas to the MS4;

vii. Prohibit or control to the maximum extent practicable washing
impervious surfaces in indust;ial/commercial areas which results
in a discharge of untreated runoff to the MS4, unless
specifically required by State or local health and safety codes;

viii. Prohibit the discharge from washing out of concrete trucks to
the MS4;

ix. Require regular sweeping or other equally effective measures
to remove debris from industrial/commercial motor vehicle
parking lots with more than twenty-five parking spaces that are
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located in areas potentially exposed to storm water; and,

x. Require the use of BMPs or placement of machinery/
equipment that is to be repaired or maintained such that leaks,
spills and other maintenance-related pollutants are not
discharged to the MS4;

b. Prohibit illicit discharges and illicit connections to the MS4 and require
removal of illicit connections.

c. Control spills, dumping, or disposal of materials, including the
following, to the MS4 through the following prohibitions and
requirements:

i. Prohibit littering;

ii. Prohibit the disposal of leaves, dirt, or other landscape debris
into a storm drain;

iii. Prohibit the discharge to the MS4 of any pesticide, fungicide, or
herbicide banned by the USEPA or the California Department
of Pesticide Regulation; ""~"

iv. Require proper disposal of food wastes;

v. Prohibit the disposal of hazardous wastes into trash containers
used for municipal trash disposal so as not to cause a
discharge to the MS4; and

vi. Require, in areas exposed to storm water, the use of BMPs
and/or removal and lawful disposal of all fuels, chemicals, fuel
and chemical wastes, animal wastes, garbage, batteries, and
other materials which have potential adverse impacts on water
quality.

The above requirements (Part 2.I.E.1.) do not require inspection of
private property. Legal authority is necessary, however, so that if the
Permittee becomes aware of situations associated with private
property that cause obvious discharges of prohibited materials to the
MS4 or pose the potential for such discharges, the Permittee has the
legal authority to abate such discharges.

2. Each Permittee shall:
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Provide to the Principal Permittee for submittal to the Executive
Officer, not later than November 28, 1996, copies .of ordinances,
regulations, and other legal documents establishing legal authority,
or in the alternative:

a. A statement by its legal counsel that the Permittee has obtained
all necessary legal authority to comply with this Order,
referencing that legal authority with specificity; and/or

b. If Part 2.1.E.2.a. is only partially fulfilled, a timely schedule for
obtaining adequate legal authority to comply with this Order,
enumerating, with specificity, the legal authority that remains to
be obtained.

F. Best Manage.ment Practice (BMP) or Program Substitution or Elimination

A Permittee may petition the Executive Officer to:

1. Substitute any BMP or program identified in this Order, the CSWMP, or the
WMAP, if the Permittee can document that:

::..-...- a. The proposed alternative BMP or program will meet or exceed the
;~-:.:."::" objective of the original BMP or program in the reduction of storm

water pollutants; or

b. The fiscal burden of the original BMP or program is substantially
greater than the proposed alternative, but does not achieve a
substantially greater improvement in storm water quality; and,

c. The proposed alternative BMP or program will be implemented within
a similar period of time.

2. Eliminate any BMP or program identified in this Order, the CSWMP, and/or
the WMAP, if the Permittee can document that:

a. The BMP or program is not technically feasible and no substitute is
available; or

b. The cost of implementation outweighs the pollution control benefits;
or

c. The BMP or program is not applicable in the Permittee’s jurisdiction.

The Executive Officer may approve or disapprove the petition in accordance with
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Part 2.1.G and 2.1.H.

G. Administrative Review

The administrative review process formalizes the procedure for review and
acceptance of reports and documents submitted to the Regional Board under
this Order. In addition, it provides a method to resotve any differences in
compliance expectations between the Regional Board and Permittees, prior to
initiating enforcement action.

1. Storm water program documents, including progress reports’, guidelines
checklists, BMPs, databases, program summaries, and implementation and
compliance schedules, developed by the Principal Permittee or a Permittee
under the provisions of this Order, shall be submitted to the Executive
Officer or the Regional Board, where required for approval. The process
is as follows:

a. For documents that require Executive Officer’s approval, the
Executive Officer will notify the Principal Permittee and/or Permittee
of the results of the review and approval or disapproval within 120
days. If the Executive Officer has not responded within 120 days
following submittal, the Permittee shall notify the Regional Board of

~,~...:~.~its intent to implement the program components as submitted. If after
10 days the Executive Officer has not responded, the Permittee will
implement the submitted program and the Executive Officer may not

. make modifications; and,

b. Documents that require formal Regional Board approval will undergo
public review and comment before Board consideration at a public
meeting.

2. If the Executive Officer determines that a Permittee’s storm water program
is insufficient to meet the provisions of this Order, the Executive Officer
shall send a "Notice of Intent to Meet and Confer (NIMC)" to the Permittee,
"with specific information in support of the determination. The NIMC shall
include a time frame by which the Permittee must meet with Regional
Board staff. The processes are as follows:

a. The Permittee, upon receipt of a NIMC, shall meet and confer with
Regional Board staff to demonstrate that the Permittee’s program is
sufficient to meet the requirements of this Order; and, if not, seek
clarification on the steps to be taken to completely meet the
provisions of this Order. The meet and confer period will conclude
with either a notice of program sufficiency to the Permittee, or the
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submittal to and acceptance by the Executive Officer of a written
"Storm Water Program Compliance Amendment (SPCA)" which shall
include implementation deadlines. The Executive Officer may
terminate the meet and confer period after a reasonable period due

¯ to a lack of progress on issues and may order submittal of the SPCA
by a specified date. Failure to submit an acceptable SPCA by the
specified date shall constitute a violation of this Order;

b. The Executive Officer will approve or reject the submitted SPCA or
an amended SPCA within 120 days. Rejection of an SPCA by the
Executive Officer shall state the reasons for the failure to approve the
SPCA. A Permittee that receives a rejection of an SPCA shall have
sixty (60) days to remedy the specified deficiency and resubmit the
SPCA. If the Executive Officer has not responded within 120 days
following submittal of an SPCA, the Permittee shall notify the
Executive Officer of its intent to implement the SPCA as submitted.
If after 10 days the Executive Officer has not responded, the
Permittee will implement the submitted SPCA and the Executive
Officer may not make modifications;

c. The Permittee shall comply with the terms of the SPCA. The
Permittee shall submit repo.rts to the Executive Officer on progress
made under the SPCA. The frequency of progress report submittal
shall be quarterly unless otherwise prescribed by the Executive
Officer. Failure to comply with the terms and conditions of the. SPCA
.shall constitute a violation of this Order and shall be cause for
enforcement actionby the Regional Board; and,

d. The Executive Officer shall not. take enforcement action against a
Permittee until the Executive Officer has notified the Permittee in
writing that the Administrative Review Process has been exhausted
and that the Executive Officer has determined that a violation exists
warranting enforcement.

H. Public Review

1. The Principal Permittee shall maintain a current mailing list of interested
parties, organized by WMAs, for distribution of documents that require the
Executive Officer’s approval. The Executive Officer will provide the
Principal Permittee with the initial list of interested parties.

2. The Principal Permittee shall distribute for public comment the initial
CSWMP, WMAPs, and other storm water program requirements that are
submitted to the Executive Officer or the Regional Board for approval.
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Interested parties wishing to have their comments considered prior to
Regional Board action on these documents must submit their comments
in writing to the Regional Board not later than 45 days after the Principal
Permittee has made the document available to the public. The date of
public release is also the date of submittal to the Regional Board. This 45-
day comment period is part of the 120 day review period for documents
submitted for Executive Officer’s approval.
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I!. Illicit Connections and Illicit Discharges

Table 2 on the following page shows the summary of requirements under this section
and corresponding compliance dates.

This space is left intentionally blank.
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Table 2
Illicit Connections and Discharges Requirements and Compliance Dates

Requirement Permit Principal Permittees Months from Effective For Approval By
Section Permittee Date of Order

(Compliance Date )

Develop model illicit II.A.1 ,/’ 8 months (March 31, 1997) Executive Officer
connection elimination
program

Implement illicit connection II.A.2 #" _< 36 months (July 30, 1999) N/A
elimination program

Develop model illicit II.B.1 ~’ 8 months (March 31, 1997) Executive Officer
discharge elimination
program

Implement illicit discharge ll.B.2 #’ < 36 months (July 30, 1999) N/A
elimination program

Conduct a study of II.C.3 #" Within 12 months from Executive Executive Officer
municipal street and City of Los Officer date of determination
municipal sidewalk washing Angeles

Submit BMPs and schedule II.C.3 ~’ Within 12 months ~rom Executive Regional Boar.~’~’~i".!~
for implementation City of Los Officer date of determination

Angeles

Implement non-storm water II.C.3 ,/ In accordance with RB approved N/A
management program schedule
BMPs < 36 months (July 30, 1999)

Develop standard program ll.D.1 #’ 8 months (March 31, 1997) Executive Officer
for public reporting of illicit
discharges and illicit
disposal practices

Implement standard ll.D.2 #’ < 36 months (July 30, 1999) N/A
program to facilitate public
reporting of illicit discharges
and illicit disposal practices

Develop standard program ll.D.3 v’ 8 months (March 31, 1997) Executive Officer
for reporting hazardous
substances

Implement standard ll.D.4 ,/ < 36 months N/A
program for reporting
hazardous substances
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A. !llicit Connections

1. The Principal Permittee, in consultation with the Permittees, shall develop
a countywide model program for elimination of illicit connections to the MS4
not later than March 30, 1997. The program shall include, at a minimum:

a. Standardized storm drain inspection procedures, and illicit connection
identification and elimination procedures;

b. Methods to prioritize potential problem areas, including, but not
limited to old commercial/industrial areas, and areas with heavy
industry listed under subchapter N of 40 CFR Parts 405 - 471;

c. Methods to utilize results of field screening activities, and other
appropriate information;

do Standardized record keeping to document illicit connections; and

e. Enforcement procedures to terminate illicit connections.

2. Each Permittee, based on the countywide model program, shall develop
:.i!÷,~.:‘ and implement as appropriate a program to identify and eliminate illicit
:--.L::... connections to the maximum extent practicable not later than four (4)

months after the commencement of its next fiscal year following approval
of the model program by the Executive Officer, provided, however, that
such approval is issued not later than 90 days prior to the commencement
of the Permittee’s fiscal year. If such approval is given within 90 days of
the commencement of a Permittee’s fiscal year, such program shall be
implemented in the second fiscal year following approval but in no event
shall implementation be later than July 30, 1999.

B. !llicit Discharges

The primary responsibility for cleanup and removal of illicit discharge~, of
pollutants to the MS4 Shall be with the owner/operatol of the discnarging facility
or site. Nothing in this Order shall be interpreted to limit or in any way prevent
action by a Permittee against the party responsible for the illicit discharge.

1. The Principal Permittee, in consultation with the Permittees, shall develop
a countywide model illicit discharges elimination program not later than
March 31, 1997. The program shall include, at a minimum:

a. Standardized enforcement procedures, including administrative and
judicial, to eliminate illicit discharges;
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b. Standardized procedures for investigation, containment and cleanup
of spills, which include a procedure to ensure that sewage treated
with disinfection agents will not be discharged into the storm drain
system to the extent practicable;

c. Methods to prioritize problem areas of illicit disposal where
inspection, cleanup, and enforcement are necessary to prevent the
discharge of c~ntaminants;

d. Standardized procedures to educate inspectors, maintenance
workers, and other field staff to notice illicit discharges during the
course of their daily activities, and report such occurrences;

e. Standardized record keeping system to document illicit discharges;
and,

f. Industrial/commercial education and outreach materials to inform
businesses about the problem of illicit discharges/dumping and proper
discharge/disposal practices.

2. Each Permittee shall, based on the countywide model program, develop
and implement, as appropriate, a program to identify and eliminate illicit
discharges not later than four (4) months after commencement of its next
fiscal year following approval of the model program by the Executive
Officer, provided, however, that such approval is issued not later than 90
days prior to the commencement of the Permittee’s fiscal year. If such
approval is given within 90 days of the commencement of a Permittee’s
fiscal year, such program shall be implemented in the second fiscal year
following approval, but in no event shall implementation be later than July
30, 1999.

C. Non-Storm Water Discharges

Non-storm water discharges in compliance with a separate NPDES permit/Waste
Discharge Requirements (WDR) or granted a discharge exemption by the
Regional Board, the Executive Officer, or the State Water Resources Control
Board are not pro.hibited under this Order.

1. Exempted Discharges.

The following non-storm water discharges need not be prohibited:

a. Flows from riparian habitats or wetlands;
b. Diverted stream flows;
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:

c. Springs;
d. Rising ground waters;
e. Uncontaminated groundwater infiltration; and
f. Discharges or flows from emergency fire fighting activities.

The Executive Officer, upon presentation of evidence in accordance with
Part 2.11.C.4., may include other categories of non-storm water discharges
under this subsection.

2. Conditionally Exempted Discharges

The following non-storm water discharges need not be prohibited.
However, if they are identified by either a Permittee or the Executive
Officer as being significant sources of pollutants to receiving waters, then
appropriate BMPs to minimize the adverse impacts of these sources shall
be developed and implemented under the CSWMP or the WMAPs:

a. Landscape irrigation;
b. Water line flushing;
c. Potable water sources provided the discharges are managed in

accordance with an approved Industry-wide Standard Pollution
Prevention Practices developed by the American Water Works
Association, California-Nevada Section, or equivalent document; and
in compliance with any requirements established by the Permittee(s);

d. Foundation drains;
e. Footing Drains;
f. Air conditioning condensate;
g. Irrigation water;
h. Lawn watering;
i. Water from crawl space pumps;
j. Dechlorinated swimming pool discharges;
k. Individual residential car washing; and,
I. Street washing (including sidewalk washing).

The Executive Officer, upon presentation of evidence in accordance with
Part 2.11.C.4., may include other categories of non-storm water discharges
under this subsection.

3. Designated Discharges

Municipal street washing and municipal sidewalk washing discharges have
been determined by the Executive Officer to be potential sources of
pollutants of concern. The City of Los Angeles will conduct a study to
characterize municipal street washing and sidewalk washing, assess the
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impacts of such activities, and recommend appropriate BMPs to control any
adverse impact. The City of Los Angeles will submit its recommendations
to the Executive Officer not later than one year from adoption of this Order.
A BMP implementation schedule shall be included where appropriate.

The Regional Board will determine within four (4) months of the City of Los
Angeles’ submittal which BMPs, if any, the Permittees shall implement,
and approve any necessary schedule of implementation, provided the
implementation date is not later than July 30, 1999.

The Executive Officer, upon presentation of evidence, may include other
categories of non-storm water discharges under this subsection.

4. Procedures for Exemption

A Permittee may identify and describe additional categories of non-storm
water discharges to be considered by the Executive Officer for exemption
from the Discharge Prohibitions. The criteria to be considered for a
request for exemption include one or more of the following:

a. Documentation that the discharge is not a significant source of
pollutants to receiving waters or does not cause impairment of     ~-.:-~"’;~
beneficial uses of receiving waters;                                 :~":"~

b. Special circumstances that have been defined in which the discharge
has been found not to be a significant sources of pollutants to, or
does not cause impairment of beneficial uses of receiving waters;

c. Specific BMPs, where determined feasible, that have been identified
to reduce pollutants in the discharge to the maximum extent
practicable and minimize adverse impacts of such source, with an
implementation schedule; or

d. Established procedures to ensure BMP implementation, including an
implementation schedule, performance standards, monitoring and
record keeping.

The exemption request for additional non-storm water discharges may be
submitted, beginning with the first Annual Report. The exemption becomes
effective upon approval by the Executive Officer.

D. public ReDorting

1. The Principal Permittee, in consultation with the Permittees, shall develop
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a countywide standard program to promote, publicize, and facilitate public
reporting of illicit discharges and illicit disposal practices not later than
March 31, 1997. The program may include, but not be limited to:

a. A system to receive incoming complaints;

b. A communication network to link Permittees so that action can be
coordinated and complaints can be investigated promptly; and

c. A system to notify the complainant of any action taken, if appropriate.

2. Each Permittee shall implement the countywide illicit discharges and illicit
disposal reporting program not later than four months after commencement
of its next fiscal year following approval of the program by the Executive
Officer, p~’ovided, however, that such approval is issued not later than 90
days prior to the commencement of the Permittee’s fiscal year. If such
approval is given within 90 days of the commencement of a Permittee’s
fiscal year, such program shall be implemented in the second fiscal year
following approval but in no event shall implementation be later than July
30, 1999.

-!i~:i:-:.. 3. The Principal Permittee, in consultation with the Permittees, shall develop
¯ ::"~ a countywide program not later than March 31, 1997, for reporting incidents

of "reportable quantity" of hazardous substances entering the MS4. The
incidents shall be reported to the State of California Office of Emergency
Services (OES) [current number, (800) 852-7550] and the Federal
Hazardous Response Center [current number, (800) 424-8802].

4. Each Permittee shall implement the countywide program for reporting
hazardous substances entering the MS4, not later than four months after
commencement of its next fiscal year following approval of the program by
the Executive Officer, provided, however, that such approval is issued not
later than 90 days prior to the commencement of the Permittee’s fiscal
year. If such approval is given within 90 days of the commencement of a
Permittee’s fiscal year, such program shall be implemented in the second
fiscal year following approval but in no event shall implementation be later
than July 30, 1999.
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III. Development Planning and Construction

A. Deve!0.Dment Plannina

Table 3 on the following page shows the summary of requirements under this section
and corresponding compliance dates.

This space is left intentionally blank.
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Table 3
Development Planning Requirements and Compliance Dates

Requirement Permit Principal Permittees Months from Effective For Approval By
Section Permittee Date of Order

(Compliance Date)

Develop a model system III.A 1.a #’ 18 (January 30, 1998) Executive Officer
for prioritization of
development projects

Implement a system for III.A.l.a ,/ _< 36 months (July 30, N/A
priodtization of 1999)
development projects

Develop list of III.A.l.b ,/’ 18 (January 30, 1998) Regional Board
recommended BMPs for
development projects
(countywide guidelines)

Develop Standard Urban IIl.A.l.c ~’ 6 months after Regional Executive Officer
Storm Water Mitigation Board approval of
Plans (SUSMP) countywide guidelines

?=.velop and submit a III.A.2 �’ < 36 months (July 30, N/A

--:~;plementation for a
program for planning
measures consistent with
the Standard Urban
Storm Water MJligation
Plan (SUSMP) for priority
projects

Develop guidelines for IIl.A.3.a ~’ 1’8 (January 30, 1998) Executive Officer
preparing/reviewing
CEQA documents

Incorporate CEQA IlI.A.3.a ~’ _< 36 months (July 30, N/A
guidelines into internal 1999)
procedures

Include watershed and III.A.4 3.b #’ During General Plan N/A
storm water management revisions
consideration into
General Plan revisions

Develop model program III.A.4 �’ 18 (January 30, 1998) Executive Officer
for developers

Implement developer III.A.4 v’ < 36 months (July 30, N/A
information program 1999)
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1. Countywide Development Planning Guidance

Tl~e Principal Permittee, in consultation with the Permittees, shall
develop the following development planning guidance materials for use
during planning and permitting of all development projects requiring
discretionary approval:

a. A model documented system, such as a checklist, for determining
priority projects as well as a list of specifically exempt projects not
later that January 30, 1998. Priority and exempt projects are defined
as follows:

i. Priority Pro.iects are development and redevelopment projects
requiring discretionary approval which the Building Official (or
equivalent municipal authority) determines may have a potential
significant effect on storm water quality.

ii. .Exempt Pro!ects are development and redevelopment projects
which the Building Official (or equivalent municipal authority)
determines will not have a potential significant impact on storm
water quality.

The documented system shall consider location of the project with
respect to designated environmentally sensitive areas and the slope
and erosion potential of the site and surrounding areas.

Each Permittee shall incorporate a substantially similar system into
its procedures not later than six months after commencement of its
next fiscal year following approval of the>e:l~documented system
by the Executive Officer, provided, however, that such approval is
issued not later than 90 days prior to the commencement of the
Permittee’s fiscal year. If such approval is given within 90 days of
the commencement of a Permittee’s fiscal year, such program shall
be implemented in the second fisca! year following approval but in no
event shall implementation be later than July 30, 1999.

b. A list of recommended BMPs not later than January 30, 1998.. The
list of BMPs shall include:

i. Site planning practices;
ii. Post-construction best management practices; and
iii. Redevelopment and infill practices.
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Consideration shall be given to the type of development and the
potential for storm water pollution when determining the applicability
of BMPs. Cost effectiveness, ease of maintenance, and consistency
with other environmental mandates may also be considered.

For developments where increased storm water discharge rates will
result in an increase in downstream erosion potential, the list of
recommended BMPs shall include those BMPs which can be used to
maintain peak runoff rates at pre-development levels to the maximum
extent feasible.

The list of recommended BMPs shall be submitted to the Regional
Board for approval.

c. Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plans (SUSMPs) and
guidelines for their preparation not later than six months after
Regio[~al Board approval of the BMPs in Part 2.111.A.l.b. The
SUSMPs shall incorporate the appropriate elements of the
recommended BMPs list. At the minimum, SUSMPs and guidelines

~....:.i~i~:~.                           shall be prepared for the following development categories:

i. a 100+ home subdivision;
ii. a 10-home subdivision;
iii. a 100,000+ square-foot commercial development;
iv. an automotive repair shop;
v. a retail gasoline outlet;
vi. a restaurant; and
vii. a hillside-located single-family dwelling.

2. Planning Control Measures

Each Permittee shall develop a program on planning control measures for
priority’ projects (Part 2.11i.A.l.a) consistent with the programs developed
under Part 2.111.A.l.b. & c.. Each Permittee shall initiate implementation of
its program not later than six months after commencement of its next fiscal
year following approval of the model Standard Urban Storm Water
Mitigation Plans by the Executive Officer, provided, however, that such
approval is issued not later than 90 days prior to the commencement of the
Permittee’s fiscal year. If such approval is given within 90 days of the
commencement of a Permittee’s fiscal year, such program shall be
implemented in the second fiscal year following approval but in no event
shall implementation be initiated later than July 30, 1999. Each Permittee
shall require that the project applicant submit an Urban Storm Water
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Mitigation Plan appropriate and applicable to the project, and that the
Permittee approve the Plan prior to the issuance of any grading or building
permit. The Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plan shall incorporate by detail
or reference appropriate post-construction BMPs to:

a. Implement, to the maximum extent practicable, requirements
established by appropriate governmental agencies under CEQA,
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, local ordinances and other legal
authorities intended to minimize impacts from storm water runoff on
the biological integrity of natural drainage systems and water bodies;

b. Maximize, to the maximum extent practicable, the percentage of
permeable surfaces to allow more percolation of storm water into the
ground;

c. Minimize, to the maximum extent practicable, the amount of storm
water directed to impermeable areas and to the MS4;

d. Minimize, to the maximum extent practicable, parking lot pollution
through the use of appropriate BMPs such as retention, infiltration,
and good housekeeping;

e. Establish reasonable limits on the clearing of vegetation from the
project site including, but not limited to, regulation of the length of
time during which soil may be exposed and, in certain sensitive

’ cases, the prohibition of bare soil; and

f. Provide for appropriate permanent controls to reduce storm water
pollutant load produced by the development site to the maximum
extent practicable.

The Permittee may refer applicants to the ’California Storm Water Best
Management Practice Handbooks, California Storm Water Quality Task
Force, Sacramento, CA (1992)’ and its revisions; the Countywide Storm
Water Management Plan; ’USEPA Guidance Specifying Management
Measures for Sources of Nonpoint Pollution in Coastal Waters, Issued
under the Authority of Section 6217(g) of the Coastal Zone Act
Reauthorization Amendments of 1990, Document No. EPA 840 B 92-002
(1993),’; and similar manuals for specific guidance on selecting post-
construction BMPs for reducing pollutants in storm water discharges.

3. Planning Process

in order to integrate storm water management considerations into
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discretionary development projects at the time that they are first proposed
to jurisdictions, and to support other provisions of this Order:

a. The Principal Permittee, in consultation with the Permittees, shall
develop storm water management guidelines for use in
preparinglreviewing CEQA documents, and in linking storm water
quality mitigation conditions to local discretionary project approvals
not later than January 30, 1998.

The guidelines shall address the preservation of areas that provide
water quality benefits such as riparian corridors and wetlands and
shall promote protection of the biological integrity of drainage systems
and water bodies.

Each Permittee shall review the guidel{nes for the purpose of making
appropriate modifications in their internal procedures not later than six
months after commencement of its next fiscal year following approval
of the program by the Executive Officer provided, however, that such
approval is issued not later than 90 days prior to the commencement
of the Permittee’s fiscal year. If such approval is given within 90
daysof the commencement of a Permittee’s fiscal year, such
program shall be implemented in the second fiscal year following
approval but in no event shall implementation be later than July 30,
1999.

b. Each Permittee shall include watershed and storm water
management considerations in the appropriate elements of the
Permittee’s General Plan, whenever said elements are significantly
rewritten. Appropriate elements may include the following:

i. Conservation; and/or
ii. Open space; and/or
iii. Land-use; andtor
iv. Public utilities; and/or
v. Infrastructure; and/or
vi. Other appropriate elements.

4. Developer Information Program

The Principal Permittee, in consultation with the Permittees, shall develop
a model program not later than January 30, 1998, to inform developers
seeking discretionary approvals about:

a. Development and construction storm water management;
:
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b. Maximization of pervious areas and storm water infiltration (where
geology and topography permit); and

c. Cost effective storm water pollution control measures.

The program shall provide specific guidance on selecting BMPs to reduce
pollutants in storm water discharges from urbanized areas, and include
appropriate BMPs, educational materials, and handbooks and guidelines
described in Part 2. III.A.3.

Each Permittee shall implement a developer information program
consistent with the model program not later than six months after
commencement of its next fiscal year following approval of the model by
the Executive Officer, provided, however, that such approval is issued not
later than 90 days prior to the commencement of the Permittee’s fiscal
year. If such approval is given within 90 days of the commencement of a
Permittee’s fiscal year, such program shall be implemented in the second
fiscal year following approval but in no event shall implementation be later
than July 30, 1999. Each Permittee’s program shall include information
about its legal authorities. Permittees are encouraged to engage in joint
efforts in implementing the program.

B. Development Construction

Table 4 on the following page shows the summary of requirements and
corresponding compliance dates under this section.
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Table 4
Development Construction Requirements and Compliance Dates

Requirement Permit Principal Permittees Months from Effective For Approval
Section Permittee Date of Order By

(Compliance Date)

Develop minimum III.B.1 # 14 (September 30, Regional
requirements, 1998) Board
recommended BMPs,
and design checklists
for construction

Develop and IlI.B.2.a # _< 36 months (July 30, N/A
implement a program 1999)
for construction control
measures

Require applicants to IIl.B.2.b #’ 6 (January 31, 1997) N/A
demonstrate coverage
under State
Construction General
Permit prior to

¯ A- issuance of grading
~ ~" ;-:: permits

Develop a model III.B.3.a ,¢ 14 (September 30, Executive
construction inspection 1997) Officer
program

Implement a III.B.3.b # _< 36 months (July 30, N/A
construction inspection 1999)
program

1. Countywide Development Construction Guidance

The Principal Permittee, in consultation with the Permittees and appropriate
stakeholder organizations, shall develop not later than September 30,
1998, the following development construction guidance materials for all
development project construction activities: minimum recommended
requirements, BMPs appropriate for various activities, and checklists for
use in design and inspection. The Countywide minimum requirements and
recommended BMPs shall:

a, Include erosion and sediment control practices;

b. Address multiple construction activity-related pollutants;
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c. Focus on BMPs such as source minimization, education, good
housekeeping, good waste management, and good site planning;

d. Target construction areas and activities with the potential to generate
significant pollutant loads;

e. Require retention on the site, to the maximum extent practicable, of
sediment, construction waste, and other pollutants from construction
activity;

f. Require, to the maximum extent practicable, management of
excavated soil on site to minimize the amount of sediment that
escapes to streets, drainage facilities, or adjoining properties;

g. Require, to the maximum extent practicable, use of structural
drainage controls to minimize the escape of sediment and other
pollutants from the site.

h. Require, to the maximum extent practicable, containment of runoff
from equipment and vehicle washing at construction sites, unless
treated to remove sediments and pollutants.

The lists of BMPs shall be submitted to the Regional Board for approval.

2. Construction Control Measures

a. Each Permittee shall develop a regulatory program for construction
activities as defined in Part 2.111.A.1 .a. consistent with the Countywide
Development Construction Guidance not later than six months after
commencement of its next fiscal year following approval of the
minimum recommended requirements and BMPs in Part 2.111.B.1. by
the Regional Board, provided, however, that such approval is issued
not later than 90 days prior to the commencement of the Permittee’s
fiscal year. If such approval is given within 90 days of the
commencement of a Permittee’s fiscal year, such program shall be
implemented in the second fiscal year following approval but in no
event shall implementation be later than July 30, 1999.

The Program shall require, prior to the issuance of any building or
grading permit, preparation of appropriate wet weather erosion control
and storm water pollution prevention plans which include, by detail or
reference, all appropriate construction BMPs developed under Part
2.111.B.1.
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Priority Project plans must include a narrative discussion of the
reasons used for selecting or rejecting BMPs. In lieu of a narrative,
the project architect or engineer of record may sign a statement on
the plan to the effect: "As the architect/engineer of record, I have
selected appropriate BMPs to effectively minimize the negative
impacts of this project’s construction activities on storm water quality.
The project owner and contractor are aware that the selected BMPs
must be installed, monitored, and maintained to ensure their
effectiveness. The BMPs not selected for implementation are
redundant or deemed not applicable to the proposed construction
activities."

b. Each Permittee shall implement a procedure not later than January
31, 1997, whereby the Permittee shall not issue a grading permit for
developments with disturbed areas of five acres or greater unless the
applicant can show that (i) a Notice of Intent (NOI) to comply with the
State Construction Activity Storm Water Permit has been filed and (ii)
a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) has been
prepared.

...o 3. Site Inspection
:: ....-i-::

’’~.~;:-’" a. The Principal Permittee, in consultation with the Permittees, shall
develop a model construction activity inspection program, which
includes checklists, not later than September 30, 1997. The model
program shall include but not be limited to:

i. Procedures for construction site inspections;

ii. Procedures to require corrective action be undertaken by
contractors at noncomplying sites;

iii. Procedures for enforcement action against noncomplying
construction activity; and

iv. Appropriate training for program staff.

b. Each Permittee shall implement a construction activities inspection
program based on the model program not later than six months after
commencement of its next fiscal year following approval of the model
program by the Executive Officer, provided, however, that such
approval is issued not later than 90 days prior to the commencement
of the Permittee’s fiscal year. If such approval is given within 90
days of the commencement of a Permittee’s fiscal year, such
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program shall be implemented in the second fiscal year following
approval but in no event shall implementation be later than July 30,
1999. The program may be integrated with the Permittees regular
program of construction inspection for maximum efficiency.

This space is left intentionally blank.
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IV. Public Agency Activities

Table 5 shows the summary of requirements under this section and their
corresponding compliance dates.

Table 5
Public Agency Activities Requirements and Compliance Dates

Requirement Permit Principal Permittees Months from Effective For Approval
Section Permittee Date of Order By

(Compliance Date)

Evaluate existing IV.A #" 16~ (December 1, 1997) Executive
public agency Officer
activities and develop
a model program to
reduce storm water
impacts

Develop a program to IV.B v’ 4 months after N/A
--., "’" reduce storm water Executive Officer

-’~- impacts from public approval of model
---,"~’: agency activities with

a schedule for _< 36 months (July. 30,
implementation 1999)

A. Public Agency Model Program

The Principal Permittee, in consultation with the Permittees, shall develop a
model program to reduce the impact of public agency activities on storm water
quality not later than December 1, 1997. The model program shall include a
discussion of the on-going investigation of the feasibility of dry weather flow
diversion from the MS4 to municipal waste water treatment plants, where
appropriate. The model shall be submitted to the Regional Board for approval.

To minimize costs and avoid duplication of effort, it is encouraged to incorporate
and recognize in the model program existing regulations, requirements and
plans, such as waste minimization plans, spill prevention control and
countermeasures, and business plans.

B. Permittee Public Agency Programs

Each Permittee shall develop and implement a Public Agency Program based
on the model program developed by the Principal Permittee not later than four
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months after commencement of its next fiscal year following approval of the
model program by the Executive Officer, provided, however, that such approval
is issued not later than 90 days prior to the commencement of the Permittee’s
fiscal year. If such approval is given within 90 days of the commencement of a
Permittee’s fiscal year, .such program shall be implemented in the second fiscal
year following approval but in no event shall implementation be later than July
30, 1999.

C. Program Re~.uirements

Both the model program and the Permittee programs shall at a minimum include,
where applicable:

1. Sewage Systems Operations

a. Procedures to keep sewage spills or leaks from facilities operated by
a Permittee from entering the MS4 to the maximum extent
practicable;

b. Procedures to identify, repair, and remediate sanitary, sewer
blockages, exfiltration, overflow, and wet weather overflows from
sanitary sewers operated by a Permittee to the MS4;

c. Procedures to respond to overflows and investigate complaints;

d. Procedures to insure that the Permittee is able to investigate any
suspected connections or cross connections from" the sanitary sewer
systems to the MS4; and

e. Procedures to notify public health agencies with discretionary
decision authority on beach closures when there is a threat to public
health.

2. Public Construction Activities Management

a. Storm water management requirements for the design and
construction of public facilities consistent with the requirements and
time lines specified for private development in Part 2.111.A and III.B.
;

b. Procedures to seek coverage, as an option, under this Order for
construction activity with a disturbed area of five acres or more
(Phase 1, 40 CFR 122.26) which is under taken by or on behalf of
the Permittee, if the Permittee develops:
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i. A process for notifying the Executive Officer of Permittee’s
construction activity;

ii. A checklist of construction activity BMPs using BAT/BCT criteria
for public construction activity;

iii. A procedure to verify implementation of construction activity
BMPs;

iv. A requirement to prepare and retain site-specific SWPPPs;

v. A procedure to report annually on the effectiveness of SWPPPs
at public construction activity sites, and certify compliance with
the requirements in this Order.

3. Vehicle Maintenance/Material Storage Facilities Management

a. Model pollution prevention plan for public vehicle
maintenance/material storage facilities which have the potential to
discharge pollutants into storm water. A public vehicle
maintenance/material storage facility is any Permittee-owned or
operated facility or portion thereof that:

i. Conducts industrial activity, operates equipment, handles
materials, and provides services similar to Federal Phase 1
facilities;

ii. Performs fleet vehicle maintenance on ten or more vehicles per
day including repair, maintenance, washing, and fueling;

iii. Performs maintenance and/or repair of heavy industrial
machinery/equipment; and

iv. Stores chemicals, raw materials, or waste materials in quantities
that require a hazardous materials business plan or a Spill
Prevention, Control, and Counter-measures (SPCC) plan.

b. BMPs to improve site specific pollutant control including but not be
limited to:

i. Good housekeeping practices;

ii. Material storage control;
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iii. Vehicle leaks and spill control;

iv. Illicit discharge control;

v. Training for employees on proper outdoor Ioadinglunloading of
materials;

vi. Vehicle and equipment washing area control;

vii. Regular maintenance of treatment structures such as sumps,
oillwater separators, or equivalent; and

viii. Proper waste handling disposal.

4. Landscape and Recreational Facilities Management

a. Procedures for application of pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers
that will include:

i. List of ap.proved pesticides and selective and environmentally
responsible uses.;

ii. Product and application information;

iii. Application equipment use and maintenance; and

iv. Record keeping.

b. Procedures to minimize storm water pollution by pesticides and
fertilizers used for landscape maintenance, including the utilization of
Integrated Pest Management (IPM) techniques to the maximum
extent practicable;

c. Procedures to prevent the disposal of landscape waste into the MS4;

d. Procedures to encourage retention and planting of native vegetation
to reduce water, fertilizer, and pesticide needs;

e. BMPs to reduce exposure of fertilizers and pesticides to storm water
during storage, to include as applicable, the following:

i. Storage indoors or under cover on paved surfaces;

ii. Secondary containment;
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iii. Reduction in storage and handling of hazardous materials;

iv. Regular inspection of storage areas;

f. Guidelines to schedule irrigation and fertilization to minimize:

i. Chemical application during wet season and to terminate
chemical application during storm events; and

ii. Over-watering and nutrients/pesticides entrainment.

g. Procedures to manage discharges of municipal swimming pool water
into the MS4, including dechlorination practices, proper disposal of
clean-out waters, and piping of filter backwash to the sanitary sewer;

h. BMPs to minimize trash, debris, and other pollutants from entering
Permittee-owned recreational water bodies, to include:

i. Routine trash collection along, on, and/or in, water bodies,
where feasible; and

.~-:-’-!i:i;- ii. Public outreach to educate the public about impacts of illicit
-.=.~--- disposal.

5. Storm Drain Operation and Management

a. BMPs for Inlet Maintenance to be implemented to the maximum
extent practicable, including but not be limited to:

i. Inspection and cleaning of catch basins between May 1 and
September 30 of each year;

ii. Additional cleaning of catch basins, as necessary, between
October 1 and April 30;

iii. Record keeping of catch basins cleaned; and

iv. Recording of the overall quantity of catch basin waste
collected.

b. BMPs for Storm Drain Maintenance to be implemented to the
maximum extent practicable, including but not be limited to:

i. Proper disposal of material removed;
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ii. Removal of trash and debris from open channel storm drains at
least annually between May 1 and September 30 of each year;

iii. Surveillance for debris buildup in open channels during the
rainy season.

c. Waste Management program to inciude:

i. Procedures to identify problem areas of illicit discharge for
regular inspection;

ii. Procedures to minimize to the maximum extent practicable the
discharge of contaminants during MS4 cleanup to maintain
optimum channel capacity; and

iii. A review of current maintenance activities to assure that
appropriate storm water BMPs are being utilized.

6. Streets and Roads Maintenance

a. Program to sweep curbed streets at a targeted frequency of:

i. At least monthly; and;

ii. Where feasible, more frequently in areas generating significant
refuse.

b. Streets and roads maintenance program including:

i. BMPs for existing saw-cut management and paving practices to
include but not be limited to:

aa. Avoidance during wet weather to the extent feasible; and

bb. Ma~.erial stor-3ge away from drainage are~ to prevent
storm water pollution or other equally effective BMPs.

ii. Good housekeeping practices to insure proper management of
any wastes that are generated;

iii. Collection, transport, and disposal of maintenance waste at
appropriate disposal facilities in accordance with applicable
federal, state, and local laws and regulations;
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iv. Management of concrete materials and wastes including but not
limited to:

aa. Washout of concrete trucks off- or on-sitein designated
areas and not into storm drains, open ditches, streets, or
catch basins;

bb. Material storage under cover, away from drainage areas
or other equally effective BMPs; and

cc. Avoidance of excess mixing of concrete or cement on-site.

v. Employee training to:

aa. Promote a clear understanding of the potential for
maintenance activities to pollute storm water; and

bb. Identify and select appropriate BMPs.

7. Parking Facilities Management
~:: ~" ~.:

Parking Facilities Management Plan to include sweeping or other equally
effective measures to remove debris from Permittee-owned parking lots
with more than twenty-five parking spaces that are located in areas
potentially exposed to storm water.

8. Public Industrial Activities

a. Procedures to seek coverage, as an option, under this Order for
Phase I industrial facilities which are owned or operated by a
Permittee, if the Permittee develops:

i. A process for notifying the Executive Officer of public industrial.
facilities owned or operated by the Permittee;

ii. A checklist of. BMPs using BAT/BCT criteria for public industrial
facilities;

iii. A procedure to verify implementation of industrial facility BMPs;

iv. A requirement to prepare and retain site specific SWPPPs; and

v. A procedure to report annually on the effectiveness of SWPPPs
and the results of the facility monitoring programs at public
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Phase 1 industrial facilities, and certify compliance with the
requirements of this Order.

9. Emergency Procedures

Procedures for addressing emergency repairs of essential public services
and infrastructure and responding to natural disasters.

This space is left intentionally blank.
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V. Public Information and Participation

To reach as many Los Angeles County residents as possible, a comprehensive
educational outreach approach shall be undertaken under this Order. In recognition
of the importance of public education to effective storm water management solutions,
this Order calls for immediate Permittee public outreach efforts at a specified minimum
level as well as a longer term effort to develop an integrated, comprehensive outreach
program. As part of the immediate effort, each Permittee is expected to choose an
appropriate combination of outreach tools and activities to raise public awareness of
storm water issues and improve water quality in its own individual jurisdiction, with
efforts at a prescribed minimum level as described below. As part of the longer term
effort, each Permittee is expected to work collaboratively to develop a comprehensive
outreach/education program countywide and within its watershed management area.

The objectives of the public education program are: (i) to measurably increase the
knowledge of the target audiences regarding the MS4, the impacts of storm water
pollution on receiving waters, and potential solutions for the target audiences to
implement BMPs to reduce the problems caused; and (ii) to measurably change the
behavior of target audiences by encouraging those audiences to implement
appropriate solutions.

Table 6 on the following page shows the summary of requirements and corresponding
compliance dates under this section.

This space is left intentionally blank.
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Table 6
Public Information and Education Requirements and Compliance Dates

Requirement Permit Principal Permittees Months from Effective For Approval By
Section Permittee Date of Order

(Compliance Date)

Have outreach materials V.A.1 ,/ 8 (March 31, 1997) N/A
available for distribution

Demonst~’ate outreach V.A.2.a #’ 12 (July 30, 1997) N/A
materials are being
distributed

Demonstrate appropriate V.A.2.b #" 12 (July 30, 1997) N/A
Permittee employees are
being trained

Develop V.B.I.a v’ 6 (January 31, 1997) N/A
industrial/commercial
facility database format

Collect information based V.B.I.b �’ 12 months from WMC N/A
on database format designation

Compile information from V.B.I.c #’ 22 (June 1, 1998) N/A
Permittees into ’-
industrial/commercial site
visits

Develop a checklist of V.B.2 #’ 10 (May 30, 1997) Regional Board
BMPs for
industrial/commercial site
visits

Implement an V.B.3.a #’ Upon Regional Board N/A
Industrial/Commercial approval of BMP checklist
facility site visit program and in accordance with Table

7

Provide list of facilities V.B.3.c ~’ Quarterly N/A
visited

Begin use of BMP V.B.3.b ,/’ Upon Regional Board N/A
checklists approval

Develop a 5 year public V.C.1 ~’ 12 (July 30, 1997) Executive Officer
education strategy

Implement the strategy V.C.2 #’ Based upon implementation
schedule to be included in
the strategy
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A. Immediate Outreach

1. Each Permittee shall, at a minimum, have available for distribution or
reference as appropriate, not later than March 31, 1997, the following:

a. Written Material

i. Written materials (minimum of three types) to convey pertinent
information to meet program objectives. Examples of written
materials include flyers, brochures, door-hangers, newspaper
articles, mail-inserts, and newsletters;

ii. Documentation that a reasonable effort was made to list
pertinent city phone numbers under the government pages of
phone directories. This should be updated as necessary and
should include telephone numbers for reporting clogged catch
basin inlets and/or illicit discharges/dumping, and a general
number for storm water management program information.
These phone numbers may be city-specific or countywide;

iii. Training materials for educating appropriate Permittee
employees regarding compliance with applicable storm water
permits;

iv. An up-to-date listing of contractor and developer storm water
management training programs available in the area. This list
should be updated annually;

v. An up-to-date checklist and a brochure explaining contractor
and developer needs as they relate to Development Planning
and Construction (Part 2.111) of this Order for use at a
Permittee’s planning/permitting counter. They should be
updated annually; and

vi. Education materials (a minimum of three types) for targeted
business sector audiences for use in site visits as per
provisions in Part 2.V.B.2 of this Order.

b. Audio Material

Documentation that a reasonable effort was made by the Principal
Permittee or on behalf of the Permittees as a whole to obtain radio
broadcast public service announcements to convey information
regarding storm water management.
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c. Visual Material

A catch basin labeling program, including label installation and
maintenance schedules, to educate the public on the ultimate
destination of storm drain flows.

2. Each Permittee shall demonstrate by July 30, 1997, that it has undertaken
the following activities:

a. Distribution of outreach materials to the general public, or targeted
audiences such as schools, community groups, contractors and
developers at the appropriate public counters and public events; and,

b. Training of the appropriate Permittee employees (those whose jobs
or activities directly affect storm water quality, or those who respond
to questions from the public) regarding the requirements of the storm
water management program.

B. Industrial/.Commercial Educational Program

Each Permittee shall develop an industrial/commercial site visit program. The
purpose of such site visits will be solely educational and to provide
industrial/commercial facilities with information regarding the Permittee’s storm
water program, and to provide advice when requested in understanding and
complying with the Permittee’s storm water regulations. To minimize cost, each
Permittee is encouraged to coordinate its site visit program with existing fire,
health, industrial wastes and/or other inspection type programs so that the
Permittee need not institute new and separate site visit programs. The program
shall contain the following components:

1. Identification of Sources

a. The Principal Permittee in consultation with the Permittees shall
develop a database format for listing industrial/commercial facilities
by four digit SIC Industry Numbers not later than January 31, 1997.
This database will serve as a reference resource for the public,
business, industry, local government, the Regional Board, and other
public agencies on storm water program participation. The initia~
accuracy of the database will be dependent on the accuracy of
electronic and information sources used to establish the database,
but the accuracy is expected to improve after Permittees begin to
implement the industrial/commercial site visit program. No legal
import is to be attributed to the database developed by the
Permittees. The database format shall include at a minimum:
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i. Facility name;
ii. Site address;
iii. Watershed Management Area;
iv. Applicable SIC code(s); and
v. NPDES storm water permit coverage status, if applicable.

b. Each Permittee shall collect information based on the format
developed by the Principal Permittee to identify industrial/commercial
facilities within its jurisdiction and submit to the Principal Permittee
not later than one year after the Principal Permittee provides the
database format to the Permittees or for "iii" below not later than one
year after designation of groups by the WMC. The list of facilities
shall include, at a minimum:

i. All industrial groups regulated under Phase I of the Federal
storm water program (40 CFR 122.26; Phase I Facilities);

ii. Motor vehicle repair shops, motor vehicle body shops, motor
vehicle parts and accessories facilities, gas stations, and
restaurants; and

:.~..... iii. Additional SIC. industrial/commercial groups identified as
" ’-.:.... priorities by each WMC pursuant to this Order.

c. The Principal Permittee shall compile the information submitted by
each Permittee into a database of industrial/commercial facilities not
later than June 1, 1998. This database shall include:

i. For each four-digit SIC Industry Number, primary activities that
might impact runoff discharges (from national or commercial
database sources); and

ii. For each four-digit SIC Industry Number, primary materials that
might impact runoff discharges (from national or commercial
database).

2. Source Control Measures

The Principal Permittee, in consultation with the Permittees, shall develop
a list of specific storm water BMPs for each industrial/commercial SIC
group of facilities requiring educational site visits under Part 2.V.B.3. not
later than May 30, 1997. The BMPs shall:

a. Address multiple pollutants;
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b. Initially focus on pollutant source minimization, education, good
housekeeping, and site design alternatives; and

c. Target source areas and activities with the highest potential to
generate substantial pollutant loads.

The BMP lists shall be submitted to the Regional Board for approval,
after which the Principal Permittees shall distribute them to the
Permittees to be incorporated in each Permittee’s outreach measures
conducted during industriallcommercial site visits.

3. Educational Site Visits

a. Each Permittee shall implement an industrial/commercial educational
site visit program according to the following schedule in Table 7,
upon Regional Board approval of BMP checklists:

Table 7
Schedule of Educational Site Visits

FACILITIES (No. of Contacts / Time period) ’; " "~

i) Phase I*, [i]-[ix] and [xi] with waste discharge or 1 / 24 months **
pretreatment permit

ii) Phase |, [i]-[ix] and [xi] with no waste discharge or 1 / 24 months**
pretreatment permit but with GIASP

iii) Phase I, [i]- [ix] with no waste discharge or 1 / 24 months**
pretreatment permit, and no GIASP

iv) Phase I [xi] with no GIASP 1 / 5 years*=*

v) Vehicle repair shops, vehicle body shops, vehicle 1 / 24 months**
parts and accessories facilities

vi) Gas stations I / 24 months* *

vii) Restaurants 1 / 24 months* =

viii) Facilities selected by WMCs 1 / 36 months
’ See Glossary of Terms for definition
** Once in 24 months with a minimum of two site visits during the five-year term of this Order
*=* See exception in text below
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i. Phase 1 facilities in categories [i] through [ix] and [xi] which have an
industrial waste discharge permit or a pretreatment permit, once
every twenty-four months;

ii. Phase 1 facilities in categories [i] through [ix] and [xi], which do not
have an industrial waste discharge permit or a pretreatment permit
but have obtained coverage under the GIASP, once every twenty-four
months;

iii. Phase 1 facilities in categories [i] through [ix], which do not have an
industrial waste discharge permit, a pretreatment permit or GIASP
coverage, once every twenty-four months;

iv. Phase 1 facilities in category [xi] without an industrial waste discharge
permit, a pretreatment permit, or GIASP coverage. In lieu of a site
visit, contact by phone, mail-out of questionnaire and educational
materials, or other similar method to inform the facilities of notice of
intent (NOI) requirements and encourage good storm water quality
control measures (non-responders to be identified in annual report),
once in five years;

:-. v. Vehicle repair shops, vehicle body shops, vehicle parts and
accessories (SIC Industry Major Group 75); once every twenty-four
months;

vi. . Gasoline stations (SIC Industry Number 5541); once every twenty-
four months;

vii. Restaurants (SIC Industry Number 5812), once every twenty-four
months; and,

viii. Additional SIC industrial/commercial groups identified by the WMC for
the watershed in which the Permittee is located, once in thirty-six
months, with a maximum limit of 3,000 additional site visits per
Permittee during the term of this Order.

b. During the educational site visit, the Permittee shall:

i. Consult with a representative of the facility to explain applicable storm
water regulations;

ii. Distribute and discuss applicable BMP and educational materials,
including information regarding the codes, regulations, ordinances,
and permits applicable to the category of the facility. In the case of
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Phase I facilities, notify the facility of specific requirements under the
Statewide Industrial General Permit including that such facilities must
file an Notice of Intent (NOI) with the State Water Resources Control
Board and that a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP)
must be available on the site; and

iii. Follow-up with facilities, as deemed necessary and appropriate by the
Permittee, to provide advice in complying with the Permittee’s storm
water.ordinances, prohibitions, and other legal instruments.

c. Each Permittee shall submit to the Principal Permittee, on a quarterly
basis, the lists of visited facilities identified by category. The Principal
Permittee shall compile the submitted lists and submit them to the
Executive Officer on a quarterly basis.

4. Alternative Programs

A Permittee may petition the Executive Officer to substitute the
industriallcommercial educational program with an alternative
industrial/commercial educational program that will achieve greater or
substantially similar educational goals and which will be implemented within a
similar period of time.

C. Five-Year Storm Water..p~blic Education Strategy

A Five-Year Storm Water Public Education Strategy, which elaborates steps for
implementing public education programs, shall be developed by the Principal Permittee.
The strategy shall: communicate key educational information; develop educational programs
for target audiences; utilize various innovative educational tools and incentives for
participation; employ effective outreach to the region’s multi-ethnic communities; and
conduct opinion surveys to assist in evaluating public awareness both before and after
implementation of the public education programs.

The Permittees shall endeavor to coordinate public outreach efforts among themselves, with
environmental groups, and pertinent public and private agencies.

1. The Principal Permittee, in consultation with Permittees, shall develop not later than
July 30, 1997, a Five-Year Countywide Storm Water Education Strategy which
addresses education/outreach issues countywide as well as by watershed, including
a schedule for implementation. The strategy shall include a full range of outreach
tools, from simple brochures to sophisticated media. The strategy shall identify the
Permittee’s responsibilities for implementation, including specific objectives for
changing knowledge and behavior.
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The Principal Permittee shall submit the strategy to the Executive Officer for approval.
Each Permittee shall implement the strategy not later than four months after
commencement of its next fiscal year following approval of the strategy by the
Executive Officer, provided, however, that such approval is issued not later than 90
days prior to the commencement of the Permittee’s fiscal, year. If such approval is
given within 90 days of the commencement of a Permittee’s fiscal year, such program
shall be implemented in the second fiscal year following approval but in no event shall
implementation be later than July 30, 1999.

At a minimum, the Five-Year Storm Water Education Strategy shall include actions for:

a. Identification of land uses and activities that have a higher potential for s{orm
water pollution and will include and/or accomplish the following:

i. Pollutants: The reduction of targeted pollutants of concern in a particular
watershed; and

ii. Activity-specific: Activity-specific outreach programs shall be developed and
implemented using written, audio, or visual outreach tools.

The strategy shall include activity-specific outreach programs that inform
residents about the problem of illicit discharges and dumping and shall promote,
publicize, and facilitate public reporting of these activities. The program shall also
include continuing operation, maintenance, and promotion of the countywide
reporting hotline.

b. Emphasis on the importance of pollution prevention for a variety of audiences,
i.ncluding local residents, school-aged children, businesses, and public
employees whose job functions and daily lives may impact storm water quality.
Efforts will include and/or accomplish the following:

i. For Residents

aa. Educate residents on recycling and household hazardous waste
disposal options. The program shall provide information on collection
services, including locations and schedule; provide outreach
materials on source reduction and proper use, storage, and disposal
methods for household hazardous wastes; and continue to encourage
residents to recycle, e.g., oil, antifreeze, glass, plastics, and batteries.

bb. Encourage residents to participate in specific storm water outreach
programs, Residents shall be informed of and provided with the
opportunity to share ideas and comments about the programs. Each
Permittee shall demonstrate that a good faith effort has been made
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to outreach to different communities within the watershed
management area or region and to receive feedback from the
communities while measuring success of the program.

cc. Educate do-it-yourselfers regarding pollution prevention strategies.
Each Permittee shall demonstrate that a good faith effort has been
made to outreach to different communities within the watershed
management area or region.

dd. Promote public participation through cooperative programs to foster
awareness and identification of storm water pollution issues among
residents in a watershed. Catch basin labeling and other established
sign programs are examples of this type of cooperative effort.
Another example for cooperative outreach is an "Adopt-A-" program.
Residents can "adopt" highways, storm drains, catch basins, or
streams to monitor, restore, and protect them.

ee. Residents shall be encouraged to mow vegetation surrounding their
residence rather than disk.

ii. For School Children

School programs shall be developed and implemented wherever possible     ~-~’..~
to include information on MS4s, the difference between sanitary sewers
and storm drains, the importance of preventing storm water pollution, and
provide illicit discharges/disposal and reporting procedures, source
minimization, and general pollution prevention. Acquisition and/or
development of classroom materials and their distribution to teachers are
encouraged.

iii. For Businesses

aa. An education and outreach program shall be developed and
implemented for business activities identified as having greater
potential of discharging pollutants i~,t~ the MS4. This includes
sidewalk washing by indiwdual merchants. The program shall
encourage employee training on the effectiveness of storm water
pollution prevention practices. In addition to written, audio, and visual
materials, other possible means of focused outreach may include:
conducting workshops, mass mailings, and submitting informational
articles to trade/industry magazines. Each Permittee shall provide
outreach materials through business license renewal counters and/or
make efforts to outreach through professional and business
associations or industrial/commercial site visits.
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bb. Construction

An education program shall be developed and implemented for
construction contractors, owners, builders, and do-it-yourselfers on
proper BMP implementation and maintenance, and pollution
prevention.

iv. Appropriate Permittee Employees

Permittee employees involved in storm water related activities shall be
trained on storm water management and pollution prevention practices.
Cooperative efforts among enforcement agencies should be encouraged.

Training programs shall include, but not be limited to, articles in city
newsletters, training classes, checklists for field personnel, and
interdepartmental forums or committees to the extent the Permittee utilizes
any of the foregoing. Materials developed for other audiences may also be
used in Permittee employee training programs. Appropriate public agency
employees shall be trained in:

aa. Emergency spill cleanup procedures and hotline phone numbers;

bb. Environmentally sensitive alternative products;

cc. Good housekeeping practices; and,

dd. Municipal NPDES and other permitting requirements.
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VI, Monitoring Program

A. Ob.iectives

The overall goal of this monitoring program is to develop and support effective
watershed storm water quality management programs towards reduction of
pollutants to the maximum extent practicable.

The major specific objectives of program are as follows:

1. To track water quality status, pollutant trends and pollutant loads, and
identify pollutants of concern;

2. To monitor and assess pollutant loads from specific land uses and
watershed areas;

3. To identify, monitor, and assess significant water quality problems related
to storm water discharges within the watershed;

4. To identify sources of pollutants in storm water runoff;

5. To identify and eliminate illicit discharges; ~.~.~

---,~..;:~
6. To evaluate the effectiveness of management programs, including pollutant

reductions achieved by implementation of BMPs; and,

7. To assess the impacts of storm water runoff on receiving waters.

B. Monitoring Program Re~.uirements

The Principal Permittee shall implement the monitoring program described in
Attachment C, Monitoring Program Requirements. The summary of the
monitoring program requirements and compliance dates are given in Table 8 on
the following page.

This space is left intentionally blank.
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Table 8
Monitoring Requirements And Compliance Dates

Months
from Order
Adoption

Principal Compliance
Requirement Permit Attachment Permittee Permittees Date)

Begin re-evaluation of land use monitoring station locations C.l.a

Upon EO*
approval-

Complete re-evaluation of land use monitoring station Sept 1,
locations C. 1 ,a #’ 1996

Monitor land use stations at prescribed storm event
frequency C. I,c ,/’ 0

Implement a pilot study monitoring program from one
sampler at a land use station to sample storm greater than
.1 inches of rainfall C.l.d / 0

Monitor at mass emission stations C.2.a v’ 0

Submit a report for characterizing critical sources and Sept 1,
BMPs C.3.b #’ 1996

.,.~.:.’~ Conduct a program for characterizing critical sources and Upon EO*
BMPs C.3.b #" approval

Second full
Install and evaluate BMPs appropriate to the critical rainy
sources C.3.d #" season

Third full
Re-evaluate progress made by other entities within the rainy
state to evaluate critical sources and BMPs C.3.e #’ season

18
(January

Submit a workplan for Loads Assessment model " C.4 #" 30. 1998)

Fund a receiving waters study C.5

Submit to
the EO*
when so

Prepare, retain, and revise a Monitoring Plan VI.C.1 ~’ requested

* Executive Officer
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Vlh Program Reporting and Evaluation

Table 9 shows the summary of requirements under this section with corresponding
compliance dates.

Table 9
Program Evaluation and Reporting Requirements and Compliance Dates

Requirement Permit Principal Permittees Months from Effective For Approval By
Section Permittee Date of Order

(Compliance Date)

Develop standard Annual VII.A.1 ,/ 6 Executive Officer
Reporting format,
including reporting forms

Submit Annual Report to VII.A.2 ,/ Every October 15 N/A
Regional Board

Submit an Annual VII.B #’ Every July 15 N/A
Monitoring Report

Submit a Program VII.C.1 �’ 48 (July 31, 2000) N/A
Evaluation Report of 5-
Year Strategy

Submit Assessment of VII.C.2 #’ 48 (July 31, 2000) N/A
Effectiveness of CSWMP
Components

Submit VII.C.3 �’ 54 (February 1, 2001) NfA
Recommendations for
Development of
Performance Standards
for selected CSWMP
Components

Submit a Receiving VII.D ~’ 48 (July 31, 2000) N/A
Water Impacts Report

Submit WMAPs          Part 3.VI v’ To be included with Executive Officer
ROWD. (February 1,
2001)

A. Annua! program Report

1. The Principal Permittee shall, not later than January 31, 1997, develop a
standard annual program reporting format for use by Permittees, including
reporting forms.
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2. The Principal Permittee, in coordination with the Permittees, shall submit
an Annual Program Report to the Executive Officer on or before October
15 of each year. The first Annual Report is due October 15, 1997. The
Annual Program Report shall comply with 40 CFR §122.42(c) and include,
at a minimum:

a. The implementation status of program tasks contained in this Order,
CSWMP, and/or WMAP, as applicable to each Permittee;

~ b. The status of, or statement of completion of all components and
milestones described in this Order, CSWMP, and/or WMAP, as
applicable to each Permittee;

c. Results of program tasks contained in this Order, CSWMP, and/or
WMAP, as applicable to each Permittee;

d. Program accomplishments and self-assessment of strategy
effectiveness (including how the Permittee arrived at new program
elements, if any) by each Permittee, organized by Watershed
Management Areas, in the areas of (i) Program Management; (ii)
Illicit ConnectionslDischarges; (iii) Development
Planning/Construction; (iv) Public Agency Activities; (v) Public
Education/Public Participation;

e. A summary of BMP implementation, Permittee level of effort, and
other such measures of achieving storm water program objectives,
utilizing uniform information and data collection methodology to
support area-to-area, and year-to-year comparisons;

f. The names, titles, and telephone numbers of personnel responsible
for supervising implementation of the program tasks contained in this
Order, CSWMP, and/or WMAP, as applicable to each Permittee.

g. Recommended changes and/or modifications to the programs.
identified in thi,~ Order, CSWMP, andior WMAP.

B. Annu.al M.onitoring Report

The Principal Permittee shall submit a separate Annual Monitoring Report by
July 15 of each year. The first Annual Monitoring Report is due on July 15,
1997. The report shall include status of implementation of the monitoring
program, results of the monitoring program and interpretation thereof, and
suggested modifications or amendments to the Monitoring Program with relevant
justifications.
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C. Program Evaluation Re.port

1. The Principal Permittee, shall, not later than July 31, 2000, complete an
analysis of the general success of the Five-Year Storm Water Public
Education Strategy and identify its accomplishments. This report shall
serve as the basis for the next Five-year Storm Water Public Education
Strategy that will be part of the ROWD.

2. The Principal Permittee shall, not later than July 31, 2000, and in
consultation with the Permittees, prepare and submit a report on the
assessment of the effectiveness of the CSWMP components (except that
identified in C.1.).

3. The Principal Permittee shall, not later than February 1, 2001, submit a
report on the identification of CSWMP components for which performance
standards will be developed and implemented during the next term of the
permit. The report shall include a schedule of development of performance
standards. The performance standards will indicate the level of
implementation necessary to demonstrate that efforts are being made to
reduce the discharge of pollutants in storm water to the maximum extent
practicable. This report will be an integral part of the ROWD.

D. lnteorated Receiving Water Imoacts Re~)ort ~-:~;.... - - o .’.;;:" ~.

The Principal Permittee shall not later than July 31, 2000, prepare and submit
an Integrated Receiving Water Impacts Report. The report shall include, but not
be limited to a comprehensive analysis of the results of the different monitoring
data (land use, mass emissions, critical source, load assessment, receiving
Waters, and other pertinent studies available), and feasible environmental
indicators. It should also include recommendations on future monitoring
requirements, e.g., integration of storm Water receiving water monitoring with
regional receiving water monitoring, if applicable. This report will be an integral
part of the ROWD.
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Part 3. STANDARD PROVISIONS

!. The initial storm water management program, as delineated in the CSWMP or WMAPs
may need to be modified, revised, or amended periodically to respond to changed
conditions and to incorporate more effective approaches to pollutant controls. Minor
changes may be made at the direction of the Executive Officer. Minor changes
requested by the Permittees shall become effective upon written approval of the
Executive Officer. If proposed changes involved a major revision in the overall scope
of the program, such changes must be approved by the Regional Board as
amendments to this Order.

II. Except as otherwise provided in this Order, all reports or submittals made directly to
the Executive Officer or through the Principal Permittee shall be signed under penalty
of perjury by the principal executive officer or the ranking elected official of the
Permittee or a duly authorized representative if:

A. The authorization is made in writing by a person described above;

B. The authorization specifies either an individual or a position having responsibility
for the overall operation of the Permittee’s storm water management p~’ogram,
position of equivalent responsibility, or an individual or position having overall
responsibility for environmental matters for the Permittee. A duly authorized
representative may thus be either a named individual or any individual occupying
a named position; and

C. The written authorization is submitted to the Executive Officer.

Ill. This Order may only be modified, revoked, or reissued, prior to the expiration date, by
the Regional Board, in accordance with the procedural requirements of the Water
Code and Title 23 of the California Code Regulations for the issuance of waste
discharge requirements, and upon prior notice and hearing, to:

A. Address changed conditions identified in the required reports or other sources
deemed significant by the Regional Board;

B. Incorporate applicable requirements or statewide water quality control plans
adopted by the State Boar~l or amendments to the Basin Plan;

C. Comply with any applicable requirements, guidelines, and/or regulations issued
or approved pursuant to CWA Section 402(p); and/or

D. Consider any other federal, or state laws or regulations that became effective
after adoption of this Order.
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IV. The Permittees shall continue to implement the BMPs and/or programs that were
required pursuant to Order No. 90-079 until such time that replacement
BMPs/programs are implemented under this Order. Except for the foregoing,
enforcement purposes, and applicability to the State of California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans), Order No. 90-079 (NPDES Permit No. CA0061654) is
hereby superseded and replaced by this Order.

V. The issuance of this Order is not intended to, and does not, absolve any Permittee of
liability for conduct which mayhave constituted a violation of Order 90-079
(CA0061654, CI 6948) adopted by this Regional Board on June 18, 1990, nor is it
intended to impose any liability on any Permittee or person for any conduct prior to the
effective date of this Order.

Vl. This Order expires on July 30, 2001. The Principal Permittee and Permittees must
submit complete Reports of Waste Discharge (ROWD) in accordance with Title 23,
California Code of Regulations, not later than 180 days in advance of such date as
application for reissuance of waste discharge requirements. The ROWD shall include
watershed-specific WMAPs.

I, Robert P. Ghirelli, Executive Officer, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a full, true, and
correct copy of an Order adopted by the California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los
Angeles Region, on July 15, 1996.

ROBERT P. GHIRELLI, D.Env.
Executive Officer
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ATTACHMENT A
LIST OF PERMITTEES

BY
WATERSHED MANAGEMENT AREAS

,Santa Monica Bay Lo~ Angeles River San. Gabdel River

Malibu Creek and Other Rural Alhambra Artesia
Arcadia Azusa

Agoura Hills Bell Baldwin Park
*Calabasas Bell Gardens Bellflower
Los Angeles County Burbank Bradbury
Malibu Commerce Cerdtos
Westlake Village Compton , Claremont

Cudahy Covina
Ballona Creek and, Other Urban El Monte Diamond Bar

Glendale Downey
Beverly Hills Hidden Hills Duarte
Culver City Huntington Park Glendora
El Segundo La Canada Flintridge Hawaiian Gardens
Hermosa Beach *Long Be~ch Industry
Los Angeles Los Angeles Irwindale
’ os Angeles County Los Angeles County La Habra Heights

anhattan Beach Lynwood La Mirada
Palos Verdes Estates Maywood La Puente
Rancho Palos Verdes Montebello La Veme
Redondo Beach Monterey Park Lakewood
Rolling Hills Paramount *Long Beach
Rolling Hills Estates Pasadena Los Angeles County
*Santa Monica Ro~emead Monravia
West Hollywood San Femando Norwalk

San Gabriel Pomona
Sierra Madra Pico Rivera

];)ominguez Channel/ Signal Hill San Dimas
Los An_~eles Harbor Drainaqe . South Gate San Marino

South Pasadena Santa Fe’Spdngs
"Carson Temple City Sou~ El Monte

¯ Gardena Vernon Walnut
Hawthorne West Covina
lnglewood Whittier
Lawndale
Lomita Santa Clara River .:
Los Angeles
Los Angeles County Los Angeles County
*Torrance *Santa Clarita

Italicized agencies are present in more than one Watershed Management Area. *lnd’~cates C#y with the largest watershed
population other than the County of Los Angeles and the City of Los Angeles.
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ATTACHMENT C

MONITORING PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

A. MONITORING PLAN

The Principal Permittee shall prepare, maintain, and update, if necessary, a monitoring plan
which shall include at a minimum,~ the following:

1. Quality control, quality assurance, data collection, storage and analyses, and detection
limits;

2. All sample collection, handling, storage, and analyses in accordance with 40 CFR 136;

3. Location of monitoring stations, constituents, and sampling frequency;

4. Targeted monitoring indicators (e. g., ecosystem, biological diversity, in stream toxicity,
habitat, chemical, sediment, stream health) chosen for monitoring;

- 5. Statistical methods used to design studies, conduct sampling, and interpret dat~J;

6. A description of the role and responsibilities of all the participants in monitoring studies;

7. A description of computer software and modelling programs that will be utilized to
assess data, interpret information; and

8. A general description of how data are intended to be utilized for feedback into the storm
water management program.

An up-to-date Monitoring Plan shall be submitted to the Executive Officer, when so requested.

B. MONITORING PROGRAM

The following monitoring program is designed to meet [he objectives stated under Part, 2.VI of
this Order:

1. Land Use Station Monitoring

a. The Principal Permittee shall reevaluate the location of existing monitoring stations
(established under Order No. 90-079) reflecting specific land uses ("land use
stations") consistent with the cost-benefit methodology described in Attachment C-
1. Upon completion of Step 6 of the reevaluation process, but not later than
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September 1, 1996, the Principal Permittee shall submit a report to the Executive
Officer outlining the steps taken in the reevaluation process, and recommend land
use categories to be monitored. Based on results of the reevaluation process,
existing land use stations established pursuant to Order 90-079, may be moved
to monitor recommended land use categories for monitoring. Existing land use
stations under Order 90-079 which do not reflect land use categories
recommended for monitoring under the cost-benefit analysis or which are
duplicative of other stations will be decommissioned.

b. Upon approval of the report by the Executive Officer, the Principal Permittee shall
complete Steps 7-8 of the reevaluation process in Attachment C-1.

c. The Principal Permittee shall monitor land use stations according to the following
schedule provided there are sufficient storm events during the season:

~.torm ,~eason Number of Station Events/Storm Season

1996-97 100

1997-98, and ¯ 200
thereafter

A station event is defined as one Sampling event per station.

The land use stations shall be monitored during the term of this Order or until such
time that event mean concentrations (EMC) are derived, at the 25% error rate, for
the following constituents of concern:

PAHs (total) Chlordane Cadmium
Copper Nickel Lead
Chromium Silver Zinc
Selenium Mercury Total Nitrogen
Total Phosphorus Total Suspended Solids Diazinon
Chlorpyrifos Malathion Simazine
Total DDT Total PCBs

The Executive Officer may add or delete constituents of concern. However, for
constituents added after the commencement of the second rainy season under the
Order, the Principal Permittee need not derive an EMC at an error rate of 25%
prior to closing a land use station.

d. All samples for land use station monitoring may be taken with the same type of
automatic sampler used under Order 90-079. The samplers shall be set to
monitor storms totalling 0.25 inches or greater of rainfall. The constituents to be
analyzed are listed in Attachment C-3. The Principal Permittee, for land use sites,
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may exclude constituents from the list that require grab sampling.

In addition, the Principal Permittee shall, as a pilot study, set one land use sampler
to monitor storms from 0.1 inch of rainfall. Based upon an assessment of the
following, a decision will be made as to whether to set some or all of the remaining
land use samplers to monitor storms totalling 0.1 inches of rainfall or greater: 1)
the operational effectiveness of the sampler; 2) the feasibility and effectiveness of
sample retrieval and transport; and 3) the ability to reprogram and maintain this
setting at other samplers.

e. If a constituent is not detected at the method detection limit (MDL) for its
respective test method listed in Attachment C-3 in more than 25 percent of the first
ten sampling events or on a rolling basis using ten consecutive sampling events,
it will not be further analyzed unless the observed occurrences show high
concentrations and are cause for concern. The Principal Permittee will also
conduct annual confirmation sampling for non-detected constituents at each station
for as long as the station is monitored.

2. Mass Emission Station Monitoring

a. The Principal Permittee shall monitor a total of four mass emission stations.
During the 1995-96 storm season, monitoring shall be conducted only at the
Ballona Creek and Malibu Creek monitoring stations established under Order 90-
079. During the 1996-97 storm season, monitoring shall begin at the San Gabriel
River and Los Angeles River (downstream of Wardlow Road) stations. The
Principal Permittee shall monitor at the Ballona Creek and Malibu Creek monitoring
stations during the 1995-1996 storm season up to ten station events per year
including dry weather sampling. Thereafter, monitoring shall be reduced at all
stations to a maximum of five events per year. Mass emission station monitoring
frequency will be evaluated after the 1998-1999 storm season. However,
regardless of the results, monitoring shall not exceed five storm events per station
for the 1999-2000 storm season.

b. Samples for mass emission station monitoring shall be taken with the same type
of automatic sampler used under Order 90-079, as well as through grab sampling.
The ~amplers shall be set to monitor storms totalling 0.25 inches or greater of
rainfall. The constituents ~to be analyzed for samples taken at mass emission
stations are listed in Attachment C-3. The Principal Permittee may elect not to
sample Volatile Organic Compounds from the list of constituents for mass emission
stations.

c. If a constituent is not detected at the method detection limit for its respective test
method listed in Attachment C-3 in more than 25 percent of the first ten sampling
events or on a rolling basis using ten consecutive sampling events, it will not be
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further analyzed unless the observed occurrences show high concentrations and
are cause for concern.

d. With the exception of the stations noted in (2)(a) above, monitoring ;~t other mass
emission stations installed under Order 90-079 shall be discontinued and the
stations decommissioned.

3. Critical Source/Best Management Practice Monitoring

The Principal Permittee shall conduct a program for monitoring critical sources to
characterize sources of storm water pollutants and assess effectiveness of BMPs. The
program shall be consistent with the following:

a. Selection of Critical Sources: The Principal Permittee will select critical sources
for monitoring based on the methodology described in Attachment C-4 (Critical
Source/BMP Monitoring). A total of five (5) critical sources will be monitored over
six rainy seasons commencing with the 1996-97 rainy season, subject to the
provisions of (3)(d) below.

b. Not later than September 1, 1996, the Principal Permittee shall submit a report to
the Executive Officer for approval on the critical source selection process and
recommend critical sources for evaluation. Upon approval of the report, the
Principal Permittee shall proceed to conduct the activities set forth in (3)(c-f).

"~’~7
c. Characterization of Critical Sources: Commencing with the 1996-97 rainy season,

the Principal Permittee shall commence the characterization of critical sources.
A total of six (6) representative sites of each critical source will be characterized
through analysis of runoff. Fewer representative sites may be selected due to
distance considerations and/or the unavailability of sufficient source locations
willing to participate in the program. A total of at least five (5) storms will be used
to characterize the critical source runoff. Samples will be analyzed for those
pollutants anticipated to be found in the critical source storm runoff and such
analytes will be partitioned, as appropriate, to determine the soluble and
suspended fractions.

d. Evaluation of BMPs: In the year after a critical source has been characterized, a
BMP or BMPs appropriate to the critical source will be selected and installed at up
to half of the critical source examples (the "test sites"). Flow from the remaining
source representative sites (the "control sites") will continue to be analyzed. A
total of ten (10) targeted storm events will be monitored to assess the
effectiveness of the BMPs. If there are insufficient storm events during the year,
the evaluation may be continued during the next storm season. The Principal
Permittee’s monitoring of critical sources and evaluation of BMPs will be concluded
by the end of the sixth full rainy season after the adoption of this Order, provided
that sufficient number of storms have occurred.
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e. Additional Evaluation: After the third full rainy season follov~ing the adoption of the
Order, the Principal Permittee will reevaluate, the progress made by other public
entities in the State to evaluate critical sources and BMPs. If after the evaluation,
the Principal Permittee determines that there are either additional critical sources,
or BMPs associated with identified significant critical sources which have not been
monitored and/or evaluated, the Principal Permittee, subject to the approval of the
Executive Officer, will undertake "Additional Monitoring". The Additional
Monitoring will consist of monitoring up to three (3) additional critical sources, or
evaluate up to an additional three (3) BMP sets, or some combination thereof
totalling three. The extent of Additional Monitoring will be dependent on the
Principal Permittee’s ability to complete the monitoring/evaluation described in(3)(c-
d) above; if more time is needed to complete such monitoring, the extent of the
Additional Monitoring shall be accordingly reduced.

4. Loads Assessment Model

The Principal Permittee shall, not later than January 15, 1998, submit to the Executive
Officer for approval a workplan for performing a loads assessment analysis for each of the
six WMAs to determine pollutant loads entering the ocean from receiving waters in the
county. The assessment shall be conducted following the third full rainy season after
adoption of this Order using the collected monitoring data from the land use and mass
emission stations (including data collected from stations monitored under Order No. 90-

.: ~:: 079) and employing the USEPA simplified model.

5. Receiving Waters Study

The Principal Permittee, in conjunction with other participants that it may choose, will fund
a study of receiving waters impacted by storm water described in Attachment C-5, subject
to revisions as set forth below in (5)(d). The purpose of the study will be to study the
impacts, if any, of storm water/non-storm water discharges on the beneficial uses of Santa
Monica Bay and to assist the Permittees in developing storm water management programs.
The obligation of the Principal Permittee under this Order with respect to the receiving
waters study shall consist of the following:

a. Plume Study: The Principal Permittee will support a plume study to evaluate the
dispersion, fate, and transport of storm water pollutants in Ballona Creek and
Malibu Creek, through ~ contribution of up to a maximum of $145,000.

b. Benthic Study: The Principal Permittee will support a study to assess impacts of
storm water on the marine benthic community near the mouths of Ballona Creek
and Malibu Creek, through a contribution of up to a maximum of $205,000. If it
is the consensus of project scientists that a third year of benthic study is advisable
to meet the goals of the receiving waters study, the Principal Permittee will
contribute up to a maximum of an additional $80,000 for the third year of study.
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c. Toxicity Study: The Principal permittee will support a study to evaluate sediment
and water column toxicity in Ballona Creek and Malibu Creek through a
contribution of up to a maximum of $118,500. If it is the consensus of the project
scientists that a third year of toxicity studies is advisable to meet the goals of the
receiving waters study, the Principal Permittee will contribute up to a maximum of
$80,500 to fund a third year of study.

d. River Study: The Principal Permittee will take a total of three (two storm weather
and one dry weather) water samples at each of the Los Angeles and San Gabriel
River mass emission stations during the 1997-98 and 1998-99 seasons. The
samples will be subjected to sea urchin fertilization bioassays to evaluate water
column toxici[y, with the Principal Permittee’s out-of-pocket expenses for the study
not to exceed $3,600.

e. Project Design: The receiving waters study shall initially contain the elements
established in Attachment C-5. However, the scientists conducting the receiving
waters study may alter the parameters of the second and (if necessary) the third
year of the receiving waters study so as to meet the objectives of the study. Such
alterations may include changing of sampling locations, use of different sampling
techniques, or other pertinent redirection of resources. The Principal Permittee
shall notify the Executive Officer of any revisions to the second and (if necessary)
third years of the receiving waters study for review and approval.

f. Study Reports: The Principal Permittee shall require the project scientists
conducting the study to prepare an annual report covering study activities of the
previous year, and any interim/final assessments. Such reports shall be submitted
by the Principal Permittee to the Executive Officer with the Annual Monitoring
Report.

g. Principal Permittee Responsibilities: The commitments of the Principal Permittee
toward performance of a receiving waters study are: providing funding, and
submittal of progress and final reports.
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ATTACHMENT C-1

LAND USE SITE SELECTION PROCESS OUTLINE

The Principal Permittee will take the Southern California Association of Governments ("SCAG") categories
listed below as an initial list of land use categories. The Principal Permittee will use its best efforts to
obtain overlays (or similar information) for use in the land use selection process. However,, these overlays
or information must be usable County-wide in the SCAG database and the Principal Permittee shall not be
required to look for or use overlays or information which cannot be so used. The Principal Permittee also
shall not be required to create overlays. Some of these categories may not be important (very small area
represented in study area, and/or known very low EMC or runoff mass). The initial number of categories
will be reduced at this step.

For each remaining category, the Principal Permittee will identify eight (8) representative locations. The
eight (8) locations in each category would be relatively small areas, such as a square block for residential
areas, a single school or church, a few blocks of strip commercial, etc. These sites would be selected,
where possible, over a wide geographical area of the study area to include a range of topographical
characteristics such as distance from ocean, etc.

In this step, the Principal Permittee should perform a site survey of ground conditions. For each of the eight
(8) locations identified for each category, the Principal Permittee will collect information, to the extent such
information is available, including: type of roof connections, type of drainage, age of development, housing
density, type of landscaping, condition of pavement, soils, and existing storm water control practices.

These are simple field surveys that can be completed by a team of two people at the rate of about 5-6
(maximum) locations a day, depending on navigation problems, traffic delays, and the proximity of the sites.
Several photographs should be made of each site and archived with the field sheets for future reference.

In this step, currently available and usable aerial photographs taken in the past five years are used to
measure the percent impervious area associated with rooftops, streets, driveways, sidewalks, parking areas,
storage areas, decks and sheds, swimming pools, alleyways, and other paved areas. Photographic prints
for each of the homogeneous neighborhoods examined on the ground in step 2 are needed. The actual
measurements require about an hour per site.
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In this step, the Principal Permittee will compile the information collected in the previous steps and use it
to determine which land use categories should be monitored. This refinement step will result in a final list
of categories to be examined, based on the actual measured values.

Some of the sites selected for field measurement may actually belong in another category and would be
reassigned to that category before the data were evaluated. In addition, development characteristics and
areas of important elements may indicate greater variability within an initial category than between other
categories in the same land use. If there is no other reason to suspect differences that would affect
drainage quality or quantity, these areas could be combined to reduce .the total number of individual land
use categories used in subsequent evaluations.

On the basis of Step 2 and Step 3, the Principal Permittee will measure the percent of directly connected
impervious area for each of the eight neighborhoods surveyed. The Principal Permittee will then compare
the percent of impervious area using simple non-parametric statistics to see how differences within a single
land use category compare with differences between land use categories. Based on this analysis, the
Principal Permittee will aggregate or subdivide land use categories as appropriate. Subdivisions of land
use categories shall correspond to those in the SCAG database.

Next, the Pri.ncipal Permittee will rank the selected land use categories according to their predominance
and pollutant generation. As part of its analysis, the Principal Permittee will perform a marginal cost/benefit
analysis as to which land use categories should be monitored.

For each land use category the following will be estimated based on existing data: drainage area, runoff
quantity and an EMC value for each of four indicator pollutants (preliminarily, copper, pyrene, total
suspended solids and diazinon). The product cf runoff quantity and EMC isthe estimated total annual
pollutant loading associated with each land use category and indicator pollutant. These sums are then
ranked, from the largest to the lowest, and an accumulated percentage contribution is then produced for
each pollutant. These accumulated percentage values are plotted against the number of land use
categories. The graph will be relatively steep initially and then level off as it approaches 100%. A marginal
cost-benefit analysis can then be used to select the number of land uses that should be monitored, which
will take into account all four of the indicator pollutants.

The list of County-wide land use categories to be evaluated in Step 5 will be reviewed for each of the six
watersheds in the Permit area. If there is a land use category in an individual watershed which may be
feasibly monitored and is in the top five land uses in terms of total area in the watershed and is otherwise
an important contributor of constituents of concern, but which would not be monitored based on the County-
wide marginal cost-benefit analysis, up to two such land uses shall be monitored after the first year of the
monitoring program, subject to the station event cap.

The Principal Permittee will take the top ranked land uses and if the total number of categories exceed ten,
select ten monitoring sites for monitoring the first year. All of the remaining top-ranked land uses will need
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to be monitored in future years, subject to the station event cap. In selecting those sites for initial
monitoring, the Principal Permittee should look for homogeneous areas that are self-contained in a drainage
area. In addition, monitoring locations will need to be selected along storm drains that are able to
accommodate the sampling equipment, have sampling access, no safety problems, etc.

Next, the monitoring stations are installed. The monitoring equipment will include automatic water samplers
and, if surcharging flow problems are anticipated, flow sensors measuring velocity and depth of flow. The
samples collected at the automatic samplers should all be flow-weighted composites, requiring only one
sample to be analyzed per event at each monitoring station. Each sampler site will need to be visited
periodically to ensure that everything is ready to sample.

The Principal Permittee will continue down the list of priority land use categories and install additional
monitoring stations in subsequent years. At some point, the marginal benefit from monitoring an additional
land use category will not be sufficient to justify the cost, as determined from the marginal cost-benefit
analysis in step 5, and no additional sites will need to be installed. The land use sampling program will
end when sufficient storms have been sampled to obtain the desired error level in the EMC values for the
constituents of concern.
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ATTACHMENT C-2

SCAG LAND USE CLASSIFICATIONS

1. Single Family Residential 24. Mixed Urban
High Density 25. Under Construction
Low Density 26. Golf Courses

2. Multi-Family Residential 27. Local Parks and Recreation
3. Mobile Homes and Trailer Parks 28. Regional Parks and Recreation
4. Mixed .Residential 29. Cemeteries
5. Rural Residential 30. Wildlife Preserves and Sanctuaries
6. General Office Use 31. Specimen Gardens and Arboreta
7. Retail Stores and Commercial 32. Beach Parks

- Services 33. Other Open Space and Recreation
8. Other Commercial 34. Urban Vacant
9. Public Facilities 35. Irrigated Cropland and Improved
10. Special Use Facilities Pasture Land
11. Educational Institutions 36. Non-Irrigated Cropland and
12. Military Installations Improved Pasture Land
13. Light Industrial 37. Orchards and Vineyards
14. Heavy Industrial 38. Nurseries
15. (Mineral) Extraction 39. Dairy and Intensive Livestock, and
16. Wholesaling and Warehousing Associated Facilities
17. Transportation 40. Poultry Operations
18. Communication Facilities 41. Other Agriculture
19. Utility Facilities 42. Horse Ranches
20. Maintenance Yards 43. Vacant Undifferentiated
21. Mixed Transportation 44. Abandoned Orchards and Vineyards
22. Mixed Transportation and Utility 45. Vacant with Limited Improvements
23. Mixed Commercial and Industrial
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ATTACHMENT C-3

LIST OF CONSTITUENTS IN MONITORING PROGRAM
AND ASSOCIATED DETECTION LIMITS

CONSTITUENTS USEPA METHOD DETECTION LIMIT

Conventional Pollutants (rag/L)

Oil and Grease 413.2 " 1
Total Phenols 420.1 0.1
Cyanide 335.2 0.01
pH 150.1 0 - 14 o
Temperature None
Dissolved Oxygen --- Sensitivity to 5 mg/L

Bacteria

Total Coliform 9221B <20mpn/100ml
Fecal Coliform 9221B <20mpn/100ml
Fecal Streptococcus 9221B <20mpn/1

General (rag/L)

Dissolved Phosphorus 300 0.05
Total Phosphor, us 300 0.05
Turbidity 180.1 0.1NTU
Total Suspended Solids 160.2 2
Total Dissolved Solids 160.1 2
Volatile Suspended Solids 160.4 2
Total Organic Carbon 415.1 1
Total Petroleum Hydrocarbon 418.1 1
Biochemical Oxygen Demand 405.1 2
Chemical Oxygen Demand 410.4 20-900
Total Ammonia-Nitrogen 350.2 0.1
Tota! Kje!dahi Nitrogen ,351.2 0.1
Nitrate-Nitrite 4110 0.1
Alkalinity 310.1 2
Specific Conductance 120.1 1 umho/cm
Total Hardness 130,2 2
MBAS 425.1 <0.5
Chloride 4110 2
Fluoride 4110 0.1
Sulfate 4,110 2
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(:;ONSTITUENTS USEPA METHOD DETECTION LIMIT

Metals (Total and Soluble) (1Jg/L)

Aluminum’ 202.1 100
Antimony 204.2 10
Arsenic 206.2 10
Barium 208.2 100
Beryllium 210.2 5
Boron 212.3 250
Cadmium 213.2 10
Calcium 215.2 200
Chromium 218.2 10
Copper 219.2 10
Hex. Chromium 7196 <10
Iron 236.2 100
Lead 239.2 10
Magnesium 242.1 200
Manganese 243.2 30
Mercury 245.1 1
Nickel 249.2 10
Potassium 258.1 100
Selenium 270.2 5 -’~--
Silver 272.2 10 ~..’~
Sodium 273.1 50
Thallium 279.2 10
Zinc 289.2 50

Semivolatile Organic Compounds (pg/L)

Acids 8250

Benzoic Acid 8250 <5
Benzyl Alcohol 8250 <5
2-Chlorophenol 8250 <2
2, 4-Dichlorophenol 8250 <2
2, 6-Dichlorophenol 8250 <2
4-Dimetylphenol 8250 <2
4, 6-Dinitro-2-metylphenol 8250 <3
2,4:Dinitrophenol 8250 <3
2-Methylphenol 8250 <3
4-Methylphenol 8250 <3
2-Nitrophenol 8250 <3
4-Nitrophenol 8250 <3
4-Chloro-3-methylphenol 8250 <3
Pentachlorophenol 8250 <2
Phenol 8250 <1

-:
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C;ONSTITUENT$ USEPA METHOD DETECTION LIMIT

Acids (continued) 8250 (IJg/L)

2,3,4,6-Tetrachlorophenol 8250 <1
2,4,5-Trichlorophenol 8250 <1
2,4,6-Tdchlorophenol 8250 <1

Base/Neutral 8250

Acenapthene 8250 <0.5
Acenapthylene 8250 <0.5
Acetophenone- 8250 <3
Aniline 8250 <3
Anthracene 8250 <0.5
4-Aminobiphenyl 8250 <3
Benzidine 8250 <3
Benzo(a)anthracene 8250 <1
4-Chloroaniline 8250 <1
1-Chloronapthalene 8250 <1
p-Dimethylaminoazobenzene 8250 <3
7,12-Dimethylbenz(a)-anth racene 8250 <1
a-,a-Dimethylphenethylamine 8250 <3
Benzo(a)pyrene 8250 <1
Benzo(b)flouranthene 8250 <1
Benzo(k)flouranthene 8250 < 1
Chlordane 8250 <1
Bis(2-chloroethoxy)methane 8250 <1
Bis(2-chlorisopropyl)ether 8250 < 1
Bis(2-chloroethyl)ether 8250 <1
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phtalate 8250 <3
4-Bromophenyl phenyl ether 8250 <1
Butyl benzyl phthalate 8250 <3
2-Chloronapthalene 8250 <1
4-Chlorophenyl phenyl ether 8250 <1
Chrysene 8250 <1
Dit3enz(a,j)acridine 8250 <3
Dibenz(a, h)anthracene 8250 < 1
1, 3-Dichlorobenzene 8250 <0.5
1, 4-Dichlorobenzene 8250 <0.5
1, 2-Dichlorobenzene 8250 <0.5
3, 3-Dichlorol~enzidine 8250 <3
Diethylphthalate 8250 <0.5
Dimethylphthalate 8250 <0.5
Di-n-butylphthalate 8250 <3
2,4-Dinitrotoluene 8250 <0.5
2, 6-Dinitrotoluene 8250 <0.5
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CONSTITU.E.NT$ USEPA METHOD DETECTION LIMIT

Base/Neutral (continued) 8250 (IJg/L)

Diphenylamine 8250 <3
1, 2-Diphenythydrazfne 8250 <3
Di-n-octylphtalate 8250 <3
Ethyl methanesulfonate 8250 <3
Fluoranthene 8250 < 1
Fluorene 8250 <1
Hexachlorobenzene 8250 <0.5
Hexachlorobutadiene 8250 <1
Hexachlorocyclopentadiene 8250 <3
Hexachloroethane 8250 <1
Indeno(1, 2, 3-cd)pyrene 8250 <1
Isophorone 8250 =<0.5
3-Methylcholanthrene 8250 <3
Methyl methanesulfonate 8250 <3
Napthalene 8250 <0.5
1-Napthylamine 8250 <3
2-Napthylamine 8250 <3
2-Nitroaniline 8250 <3                                 .-
3-Nitroaniline 8250 <3 ~:.-:-~.
4-Nitroaniline 8250 <3
Nitrobenzene 8250 <0.5
N-Nitroso-di-n-butylamine 8250 <3
N-Nitrosodimethylamine 8250 <3
N-Nitrosodiphenylamine 8250 <3
N-Nitroso-di-N-propylamine 8250 <1
N-Nitrosopiperidine 8250 <3
Pentachlorobenzene 8250 <3
Phenacitin 8250 <3
Phenanthrene 8250 <0.5
2-Picoline 8250 <3
Pronamide 8250 <5
Fyrene 8250 <0.5
5-Tetrachlorobenzene 8250 <3
1, 2, 4,-Trichlorobenzene 8250 <0.5

Pesticides 608 I~g/L

Aldrin 608 0.05
alpha-BHC 608 0.05
beta-BHC 608 0.05
delta-BHC 608 0.05
gamma-BHC (Lindane) 608 0.05
Carbofuran 531.1 <5
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CONSTITUENTS USEPA METHOD DETECTION [,IMIT

Pesticides (continued) 8250 (pg/L)

Chlordane 608 0.05
4, 4’-DDD 608 <0.1
4, 4’-DDE 608 <0.1
4, 4’-DDT 608 <0.1
Benzaton 515.1 <2
Dieldrin 608 <0.1
Endosulfan I 608 <0.1
Endosulfan II 608 <0.1
Endosulfan sulfate 608 <0.1
Endrin 608 <0.1
Endrin aldehyde 608 <0.1
Glyphosate 547 <.5
Heptachlor 608 0.05
Heptachlor epoxide 608 0.05
Methoxychlor 608 <0.5
Toxaphene 608 <1.0
2,4-D 515.1 <.02
2,4, 5-TP-SI LVEX 515.1 <0.2

Polychlorinated Biphenyls 608 (~g/I)

Aroclor-1016 608 <1
Aroclor-1221 608 < 1
Aroclor-1232 608 <1
Aroclor-1242 608 <1
Aroclor-1248 608 <1
Aroclor-1254 608 <1
Aroclor-1260 608 <1

Herbicides (pg/L)

*Diazinon
*Chlorpyrifos
*Diuron
*Malathion
*Prometryn 507
*Atrazine 507
Simazine 507 <2
*Cyanazine 507
Molinate 507 <.01
Thiobencarb 507 <.1

* Method or Detection Limits to be determined
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.CONSTITUENTS USEPA METHOD DETECTION LIMIT

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) 8240A (IJg/L) ’

Acetonitrile 8240A 10.0
Acrolein 8240A 10.0
Acrylonitrile 8240A 0.5
Benzene 8240A 0.5
Bromoform 8240A 0.5
2-Butanone 8240A 10.0
Carbon Disulfide 8240A 10.0
Carbon Tetrachloride 8240A 0.5
Chlorobenzene 8240A 0.5
Chlorodibronmethane 8240A 0.5
Chloroethane 8240A 0.5
2-Chloroethyl vinyl ether 8240A 1.0
Chloroform 8240A 0.5
Dibromomethane 8240A 0.5
1,2-Dibromo-3Chloropropane 8240A <.01
1, 4-Dichloro-2-butene 8240A 10.0
Dichlorobromomethane 8240A 0.5
Dichlorodifluoromethane 8240A 0.5 :.~.~:%
1, 1-Dichloroethane 8240A 0.5
1, 2-Dichloroethane 8240A 0.5
1, 1-Dichloroethene 8240A 0.5
trans-1, 2-Dichloroethene 8240A 0.5
1, 2-Dichloropropane 8240A 0.5
cis-1, 3-Dichloropropene 840A 0.5
trans-1, 3-Dichloropropene 8240A 0.5
Ethanol 8240A 10.0
Ethylbenzene 8240A 1.0
Ethylene Dibromide 8240A <.01
Ethylene Oxide 8240A 10.0
Ethyl Metcrylate 8240A 0.5
2-Hexanone 8240A 5.0
Iodomethane 8240A 0.5
Methyl Bromide 8240A 5.0
Methyl Chloride 8240A 5.0
Methylene Chloride 8240A 1.0
4-Methyl-2-pentanone 8240A 5.0
Styrene 8240A 0.5
1, 1, 2,2-Tetrachloroethane 8240A 0.5
Tetrachloroethane 8240 0.5
Toluene 8240A 1.0
Trichlorofluoromethane 8240A 1.0
1, 2,3-Trichloropropane 8240A 0.5
Trichloroethene 8240A 0.5
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~ USEPA METHOD DETECTION ~JMIT

VOCs (continued) 8240A (l~g/L)

1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 8240A 1.0
1, 1,2-Trichloroethane 8240A 1.0
1,1,2-Trichloro-
1,2,2 triflluoroethane 8240A <.5
Vinyl acetate 8240A 6.0
Vinyl chloride 8240A 0.5
Xylene (Total) 8240A 0.5
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ATTACHMENT C-4

CRITICAL SOURCE/BMP MONITORING

Selection of Initial Critical Sources to be Studied: The selection of initial critical sources will be made using
the following steps:

Step 1: The Principal Permittee first will develop an initial list of candidate critical sources, including
industrial and commercial sources that are regulated under the state’s General Permit and those which are
not.

Step 2: The Principal Permittee next will develop a list of criteria for prioritizing the candidate critical
sources developed pursuant to Step 1, including the following: number andlor total area associated with
each critical source; runoff pollutants associated with each source; the impact of non stormwater discharges
associated with each source; whether or not the source is regulated under the General Permit; and, ease
of implementation of monitoring and BMPs.

Step 3:. The Principal Permittee next will prioritize the candidate critical sources based on the selection
criteria develop under Step 2.

Step 4: The Principal Permittee next will conduct a literature review and contact other state municipal     ~.:....’...~
stormwater programs to identify what critical sources have been (or are planned in the next five years) to
be studied elsewhere. Where studies have been conducted or are planned to be conducted elsewhere,
such studies will be reviewed to assess whether the hydrologic conditions in the study area are
representative of those in Los Angeles County, the quality of the study, and any conclusions from studies
already conducted. This evaluation will be coordinated with the State Stormwater Quality Task Force.

Step 5: The Principal Permittee next will take the list developed in Step 3 and refine and finalize it based
upon the review conducted pursuant to Step 4.

Selection of Additional Critical Sources/BMPs: The selection of additional critical sources or BMPs for
monitoring following the third rainy season from the adoption of this Order will follow the steps noted above,
except that BMPs be evaluated in addition to critical sources.
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ATTACHMENT C-5

RECEIVING WATERS STUDY

A receiving waters study will be a joint effort among the University of Southern California, the .University
of California at Santa Barbara and the Southern California Coastal Water Research Project ("SCCWRP").
In addition, the study will be done in cooperation with an ongoing toxicity study by investigators at UCLA.
Co-funding, either direct or in terms of vessel support, will be provided by the federal government through
the Sea Grant program, and by the City of Los Angeles through SCCWRP. It must be noted that while the
Principal Permittee is committed to funding a receiving waters study, the scope of that study will be affected
by the availability of non-Principal Permittee funding sources, as discussed below. The Principal
Permittee’s commitment is limited to the provision of funds.

A. Outline of Study: The receiving waters study includes a plume study to determine the dispersion
of stormwater runoff and associated sediment, a study of the benthic environment near two
principal storm drains, Malibu and Ballona Creeks, and an assessment of the toxicity of storm drain
waters and affected sediments near Malibu and Ballona Creeks. The plume study will be carried
out by the USC Sea Grant program. The benthic and toxicity studies will be carried out by
SCCWRP. All of these studies will be carried out over two storm seasons, with the third year used
for analysis of the data obtained in the previous years. ’ If it is the consensus of the project
scientists that a third year of research is appropriate for the benthic and toxicity studies, such study
shall be carried out. Each element of these studies is outlined below.

" 1. Plume Study: The plume study will be conducted over two storm seasons to, at a
minimum, accomplish the following:

¯ Map the spatial and temporal structure of the runoff plumes from Ballona and
Malibu Creeks as they flow into Santa Monica Bay following strong winter storms.

o. Examine the interaction between the runoff plume and ocean processes as they
affect the advection, dispersion, and mixing of the plume.

¯ l~valuate the impact of storm runoff plumes on beneficial uses of the coastal
ocean.

¯ Characterize the optical properties of the suspended particulate material ("SPM")
and dissolved organic material ("DOM") associated with runoff sources.

¯ Examine the effects of DOM and SPM on the water column optics and the
distribution of nutrient concentrations, as the same may affect phytoplankton
productivity.

¯ Assist in establishing appropriate locations for benthic study stations.
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2. Benthic Study: The benthic study will measure the following parameters:

¯ Water quality (dissolved oxygen, salinity, density, temperature, light transmissivity
and pH).

¯ Sediment grain size, sediment organic concentrations and sediment contaminant
concentrations.

¯ The structure of the benthic invertebrate community.

The benthic study will employ the same methods used in studies of dry weather impacts
in river discharge areas carried out by SCCWRP in 1994 and 1995 in the entire Southern
California Bight.

3. Toxicity Study: The toxicity study will involve the following proposed annual elements:
Water Column Toxicity

¯ 30 sea urchin fertilization bioassays taken during two storm and one dry weather
event off each of Ballona and Malibu Creeks (including reference sites).

¯ 3 Phase I TIE tests on up to 3 samples showing toxicity in the sea urchin
fertilization bioassays

Sediment Toxicity

¯ Amphipod survival bioassays of sediment samples from 10 stations (including
reference sites) will be taken 2 times (1 storm and 1 dry weather period) in Year
1.

¯ Amphipod survival bioassays of sediment samples from 10 stations (including
reference sites) will be taken 2 times (1 storm and 1 dry weather period) in Year
2.

¯ Sea urchin growth bioassays will be conducted for chronic toxicity in sediment
samples from 6 stations, plus 1 reference site, with the locations to be determined
by project scientists based on existing data and best scientific judgment.
Biological effects only (survival, growth, sediment avoidance) will be measured for
all sites in Year 2.

¯ Chemical analysis of sea urchin growth test tissue samples (gonad) will be
conducted for organics and metals. Duplicate samples from 4 stations (including
one reference) will be analyzed in Year 2.

¯ Phase I TIE tests using sea urchin fertilization of interstitial water from up to 4
stations identified to be toxic in amphipod survival bioassays (4 samples total) will
be conducted in Year 2.

¯ Additional interstitial water testing intended to coordinate with the UCLA study :-:
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noted below may also be carried ~ut.

B. Project Flexibility: The exact parameters of Year 2 (and Year 3, if necessary) testing will
be determined through a review by the project scientists of the results of Year 1 and Year
2 testing. Thus, the steps outlined above may be modified foltowing the reviews.

C. Coordination with UCLA Toxicity Study: UCLA researchers are involved in an ongoing
Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project study of the toxicity of stormwater runoff in Ballona
and Malibu Creeks. The receiving waters study shall be coordinated, to the extent
possible, with the UCLA study to maximize the utility, of information obtained by both
studies.

D. Los Angeles and San Gabriel River Study: In addition, the Principal Permittee will take a
total of three (two storm weather and one dry weather) water samples taken at each of the
Los Angeles and San Gabriel River mass emission stations during each of the first two
years that those stations are monitored. The samples will be analyzed using the sea
urchin fertilization bioassay, with the bioassay costs not to exceed $3,600.
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ATTACHMENT D

GLOSSARY OF TERMS                 .

41) CFR: Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations, which is the codification of the general and
permanent rules published in the Federal Register by the executive departments and agencies of the
federal government.

Adverse Impact: A detrimental effect upon water quality or beneficial uses caused by a discharge or
loading of a pollutant or pollutants. See also "Impact".

Authorized Discharge; Any discharge that is authorized pursuant to an NPDES permit or meets the
conditions set forth in this Order.

Basin Plan: Refers to the Water Quality Control Plan, Los Angeles Region, Basin Plan for the Coastal
Watersheds of Los Angeles and Ventura Counties, adopted by the Regional Board on June 13, 1994 and
subsequent amendments.

Beneficial Uses: Existing or potential uses of receiving waters in the permit area as designated by the
Regional Board in the Basin Plan.

BAT/BCT Criteria: Treatment-based standards for reducing the discharge of pollutants, as defined in 40      ,~..~...~,
CFR subchapter N, for specific categories of industrial facilities subject to storm water effluent limitations
guidelines, new source performance standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards. Effluent limitations
have been defined in 40 CFR for the reduction of toxic pollutants using Best Available Technology
Economically Achievable (BAT) and for the reduction of conventional pollutants using Best Conventional
Pollutant Control Technology (BCT).

BMP: See Best Management Practice

Best Management Practice (BMP): Activities, practices, facilities, and/or procedures that when
implemented to their maximum efficiency will prevent or reduce pollutants in discharges. Examples of
BMPs may include public education and outreach, proper planning of development projects, proper clean
out of catch basin inlets, and proper sludge or waste handling and disposal, among others.

Bioaccumulate: The build up of a substance in the tissues of an organism to a hi~her concentration than
in the surrounding environment, generally as a result of the organism’s ingestion and internal storage of
the substance over time.

Biostimulatory: An agent, action, or condition that arouses, elicits or accelerates physiological or organic
activity. For example, the introduction of excessive nutrients to an aquatic system has a biostimulatory
effect which manifests itself as excessive growth of algae in the aquatic systems. As the algae
decomposes, dissolved oxygen in the water column is depleted, potentially leading to excessively low
dissolved oxygen levels which can lead to suffocation of aquatic life, i.e., fish kills.

CFR: See Code of Federal Regulations.
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CRWQCB: The California Regional Water Quality Control Board, .Los Angeles Region. See also Regional
Board.

CSWMP: See Countywide Storm Water Management Plan

California Storm Water Best Management Practice Handbooks: The technical manuals prepared under
direction of the Storm Water Quality Task Force, representing California members of the American Public
Works Association (APWA). Comprising three volumesmMunicipal, Industrial, and Construction--they
provide guidance for selecting BMPs to reduce pollutants in storm water discharges. These manuals are
currently available from Blue Print Service, 1700 Jefferson Street, Oakland, CA 94612, (510) 444-6771 or
Fax (510) 444-1262.

Clean Water Act (CWA): The Federal Water Pollution Control Act enacted in 1972 by Public Law 92-500
and amended by the Water Quality Act of 1987. The Clean Water Act prohibits the discharge of pollutants      .
to Waters of the United States unless said discharge is in accordance with an NPDES permit. The 1987
amendments include guidelines for regulating municipal, industrial, and construction storm water discharges
under the NPDES program.

Code of Federal Regulations: A codification of the general and permanent rules published in the Federal
Register. by the Executive departments and agencies of the Federal Government.

Construction Activity: Clearing, grading, or excavation that results in soil disturbance. Construction
. activity does not include routine maintenance to maintain original line and grade, hydraulic capacity, or

¯ .~" original purpose of the facility, nor does it include emergency construction activities required to immediately
protect public health and safety.

Control: To minimize, reduce or eliminate by technological, legal, contractual or other means, the discharge
of pollutants from an activity or activities.

Countywide Storm Water Management Plan (CSWMP): A single comprehensive plan for implementation
of the requirements of this Order that are applicable to all Permittees and all Watershed Management
Areas. The CSWMP is a storm water management implementation plan for the entire drainageoarea within
the jurisdiction of the Permittees under this Order. The Countywide Storm Water Management Plan will
be developed as a single document by the Principal Permittee, with assistance and participation from the
Permittees, according to the schedule prescribed in the permit. The CSWMP shall be used as a tool to
develop a watershad specific Watershed Management Area Plan (WMAP).

Dechlorinated Swimming Pool Discharges: Means swimming pool discharges which have no measurable
chlorine and do not contain any detergents, wastes, or additional chemicals not typically found in swimming
pool water. The term swimming pool discharges does not include swimming pool fll.ter backwash.

Discharge: Any release, spill, leak, pump, flow, escape, dumping, or disposal of any liquid, semi-solid or
solid substance.

Disposal: Affirmative act in the placement of wastes or other materials to be thrown out or thrown away.

Disturbed Area: Means that area altered as a result of clearing, grading, and/or excavation of earth.
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Do-it-yourselfers: Means any person or persons who repair or maintain their own vehicle(s) and/or
home(s).

Effectively Prohibit: Means prohibit through legal authority or control through requirements, conditions,
or other limitation. Control may include best management practices.

Effectiveness: A direct or indirect measure or indicator of how well a program, plan, o/" best management
practice achieves its intended purpose. Measures or indicators of effectiveness include, but are not limited
to, detailed accounting of program accomplishments, funds expended, staff hours utilized, field surveys,
amount of pollutants reduced, biosurveys, and quantitative data from water quality and sediment sampling.

Erosion: The wearing away of land surface primarily by wind or water. Erosion occurs naturally as a
result of weather or runoff but can be intensified by clearing, grading, or excavation of the land surface.

Executive Advisory Committee (EAC): A committee composed of representatives of the County of Los
Angeles, the City of Los Angeles, and the six Watershed Management Areas.

Executive Officer: The Executive Officer of the California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los
Angeles Region, or an authorized representative.

Food Distribution Industry: Establishments primarily engaged in the warehousing and storage of
perishable goods under refrigeration described by SIC 4222, and establishments primarily engaged in retail
selling of food for home preparation and consumption described by SIC Major Group 54.                   ~....-;:-.~

Food Se,rvice Industry: Establishments primarily engaged in the retail sale of prepared food and drinks
for on-premise consumption or immediate consumption described by SIC 5812

GCASP: See General Construction Activity Storm Water Discharge Permit.

GIASP: See General Industrial Activity Storm Water Discharge Permit.

General Construction Activity Storm Water Discharge Permit (GCASP). The NPDES permit adopted
by the State Water Resources Control Board which authorizes the discharge of storm water under certain
conditions.

General Industrial Activity Storm Water Discharge Permit (GIASP). The NPDES permit adopted by
the State Water Resources Control Board which authorizes the discharge of storm water under certain
conditions.

Good Housekeeping Practice: A common practice related to the storage, use, or cleanup of materials,
performed in a manner that minimizes the discharge of pollutants. Examples include purchasing only the
quantity of materials to be used at a given time, use of alternative and less harmful products, cleaning up
spills and leaks, and storing materials in a manner that will contain any leaks or spills.

Hazardous Material: Any material defined as hazardous by Chapter 6.95 of the California Health and
Safety Code.

Hazardous Substance: Any substance designated pursuant to 40 CFR 302. This also includes unlisted
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hazardous substances which is a solid waste, as defined in 40 CFR 261.2, which is not excluded from
regulation~ as a hazardous waste under 40 CFR 261.4(b), is a hazardous substance under section 101(14)
of the CWA if it exhibits any of the characteristics identified in 40 CFR 261.20 through 261.24.
Examples of hazardous substances include any substance or chemical product for which one or more of
the following applies:

"̄A material safety data sheet (MSDS) is required
,,The substance is listed as radioactive by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
=The substance is listed as hazardous by the U.S. Department of Transportation
=The material is listed in Labor Code §6382(b).

Hazardous Waste; Means a ’Hazardous Substance’ or ’Hazardous Material’ which is to be discharged,
discarded, recycled, or processed.

IPM: See Integrated Pest Management.

Illicit Connection: Any human-made.conveyance that is connected to the storm drain system without a
permit, excluding roof-drains and other similar type connections. Examples include channels, pipelines,
conduits, inlets, or outlets that are connected directly to the storm drain system.

Illicit Discharge: Any discharge to the storm drain system that is prohibited under local, state or federal
statutes, ordinances, codes or regulations. This includes all non-storm water discharges except discharges
pursuant to an NPDES permit and discharges that are exempted or conditionally exempted in accordance
with Section II of this Order.

Illicit Disposal: Any disposal, either intentionally or unintentionally, of material(s) or waste(s) that can
pollute storm water or urban runoff.

Impact: Any actual or potential effect caused either directly or indirectly by the discharge of pollutants.

Impervious Surface: Surface that prevents or significantly reduces the entry of water into the underlying
soil, resulting in runoff from the surface in greater quantities and/or at an increased rate when compared
to natural conditions prior to development. Examples of places that commonly exhibit impervious surfaces
include parking lots, driveways, roadways, storage areas, and rooftops. The imperviousness of these areas
commonly results from paving, compacted gravel, compacted earth, and oiled earth.

In Consultation With: Means that the Principal Permittee and Fermi[tees work cooperatively towards the
development of programs.

Industrial Activity: The term "industrial activity" is defined in 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14) and refers to 11
categories of activities required to obtain a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit
for storm water discharges associated with "industrial activity" as required by 40 CFR 122.26(c). See
Phase I Facilities.

Industrial/Commercial Facility: Any facility involved and/or used in either the production, manufacture,
storage, transportation, distribution, exchange or sale of goods and/or commodities, and any facility involved
and/or used in providing professional and non-professional services. This category of facility includes, but
is not limited to, any facility defined by the Standard Industrial Classifications (SIC). Facility ownership
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(federal, state, municipal, private) and profit motive of the facility are not factors in this definition.

Integrated Pest Management (IPM): Pest management practice that considers the whole ecosystem
when determining potential pest control strategies. IPM emphasizes use of a hierarchy of controls, with
a preference for mechanical controls (e.g., mowing) and biological controls (e.g., beneficial insects,
pheromones) before chemical controls (e.g., pesticides).

Jurisdiction: Means the geographic area within the Permittee’s boundaries that are required under this
Order to be under the Permittee’s regulatory control. The term is not intended to include facilities which
the Permittee is preempted or otherwise precluded from regulating, such as federal and state facilities,
school districts, and similar governmental (non-municipally owned or operated) entities.

Legal Authority: The ability of a Permittee to impose and enforce statutes, ordinances, and regulations
to require control of pollutant sources and regulate the discharge of pollutants to the storm drain system,
and to enter into interagency agreements, contracts, and memorandums of understanding. These powers
are granted to the Permittees by the Constitution of the State of California and the General Laws of the
State (for General Law Cities/Counties) or individual constitutions (for Charter Cities/Counties). These
powers are promulgated by the Permittee through their municipal codes, ordinances, and statutes duly
adopted by their governing body.

MS4: See Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System

Maximum Extent Practicable (MEP): The standard for implementation of storm water management
programs to reduce pollutants in storm water. MEP refers to storm water management programs taken as
a whole. It is the maximum extent possible taking into account equitable consideration and competing facts,
including, but not limited to: the gravity of the problem, public health risk, societal concern, environmental
benefits, pollutant removal effectiveness, regulatory compliance, public acceptance, implementability, cost
and technical feasibility. Section 402(p)(3)(B)(iii) of the Clean Water Act requires that municipal permits
"...shall require controls to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable, including
management practices, control techniques and system, design and engineering methods, and such other
provisions as the Administrator or the State determines appropriate for the control of such pollutants.

Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4): See Storm Drain System.

NPDES: See National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System: A permit issued by the USEPA, SWRCB, or
CRWQCB pursuant to the Clean Water Act that authorizes discharges to waters of the United States and
requires the reduction of pollutants in the discharge.

Non-Storm Water Discharge: Any discharge to a municipal storm drain system that is not composed
entirely of storm water.

Notice of Intent to Meet and Confer (NIMC): A letter sent to a Permittee or Permittees by the Regional
Board Executive Officer as an invitation to discuss the implementation of requirements under this Order and
is made when it is suspected that a Permittee or Permittees has/have an insufficient program based upon
performance and submittals made under this Order. The NIMC is a part of the Administrative Review
section of this Order and provides an opportunity for the Permittee(s) to meet with Regional Board staff to     ..
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clarify any potential misunderstandings prior to, or in lieu of the Regional Board taking enforcement action
for "non-compliance".

Nuisance: Anything which meets all of the following requirements: (1) is injurious to health, or is indecent
or offensive to the senses, or an obstruction to the free use of property, so as to interfere with the
comfortable enjoyment of life or property; (2) affects at the same time an entire community or
neighborhood, or any considerable number of persons, although the extent of the annoyance or damage
inflicted upon individuals may be unequal; (3) occurs during, or as a result of, the treatment or disposal of
wastes.

Permittee(s): Any agency named in the NPDES storm water permit as being responsible for permit
conditions within its jurisdiction. Permittees to the NPDES storm water permit presently include the County
of Los Angeles and the cities of Agoura Hills, Alhambra, Arcadia, Artesia, Azusa, Baldwin Park, Bell,
Bellflower, Bell Gardens, Beverly Hills, Bradbury, Burbank, Calabasas, Carson, Cerritos, Claremont,
Commerce, Compton, Covina, Cudahy, Culver City, Diamond Bar, Downey, Duarte, El Monte, El Segundo,
Gardena, Glendale, Glendora, Hawaiian Gardens, Hawthorne, Hermosa Beach, Hidden Hills, Huntington
Park, Industry, Inglewood, Irwindale, La Canada Flintridge, La Habra Heights, Lakewood, La Mirada, La
Puente, La Verne, Lawndale, Lomita, Long Beach, Los Angeles, Lynwood, Malibu, Manhattan Beach,
Maywood, Monrovia, Montebello, Monterey Park, Norwalk, Palos Verdes Estates, Paramount, Pasadena,
Pico Rivera, Pomona, Rancho Palos Verdes, Redondo Beach,. Rolling Hills, Rolling Hills Estates,
Rosemead, San Dimas, San Fernando, San Gabriel, San Marino, Santa Clarita, Santa Fe Spdngs, Santa
Monica, Sierra Madre, Signal Hill, South El Monte, South Gate, South Pasadena, Temple City, Torrance,
Vernon, Walnut, West Covina, West Hollywood, Westlake Village, and Whittier.

Pervious: Natural or man-made surfaces that allow the entry of water into the underlying soil, resulting
in less runoff from the surface when compared to impervious surfaces. Examples of pervious surfaces
include vegetated areas, most undeveloped areas, uncompacted earth surfaces, and lattice type. modular
pavements.

Phase I Facilities: This term refers td categories of facilities which are required to obtain a National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit for storm water discharges associated with
"industrial activity" as required by 40 CFR 122.26(c). The term "industrial activity" is defined in 40 CFR
122.26(b)(14) and in general refers to 11 categories of activities. These categories include:

i. FACILITIES SUBJECT TO STORM WATER EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS GUIDELINES, NEW SOURCE PERFORMANCE
STANDARDS, OR TOXIC POLLUTANT EFFLUENT STANDARDS (40 CFR SUBCHAPTER N). Currently, categories of
facilities subject t¢ st~,,’m water effluent limitations guideline are Cement Manufacturing (40 CFR Part 411), Feedlots (40 CFR
Part 412), Fertilizer Manufacturing (40 CFR Part 418), Petroleum Refining (40 CFR Part 419), Phosphate Manufacturing
(40 CFR Part 422), Steam Electric (40 CFR Part 423), Coal Mining (40 CFR Part 434), Mineral Mining and Processing (40
CFR Part 436), One Mining and Dressing (40 CFR Part 440), and Asphalt Emulsion (40 CFR Part 442). The fact sheet
accompanying this general permit contains additional information pertaining to facilities subject to new source performance
standards or toxic pollutant effluent standards.

ii. MANUFACTURING FACILITIES: Standard Industrial Classifications (SlCs) 24 (except 2411 and 2434), 26 (except 265 and
267), 28 (except 283 and 285) 29, 31 I, 32 (except 323), 33, 3441, and 373.

iii. OIL AND GAS/MINING FACILITIES: SICs 10 through 14 including active or inactive mining operations (except for areas
of coal mining operations meeting the definition of a reclamation area under 40 CFR 434.11 (1) because of performance
bond issued to the facility by the appropriate Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA) authority has been
released, or except for area of non-coal mining operations which have been released from applicable State or Federal
reclamation requirements after December 17, 1990) and oil and gas exploration, production, processing, or treatment
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operations, or transmission facilities that discharge stormwater contaminated by contact with or that has come into coa’ct
with any overburden, raw ~naterial, intermediate products, finished products, by products, or waste products located onhle
site of such operations. Inactive mining operations are mined sites that are not being actively mined, but which have an
identifiable ownedoperator. Inactive mining sites do not include sites where mining claims are being ~aintained priorct
disturbances associated with the extraction, beneficiation, or processing of mined material, or sites where minimal activities
are undertaken for the sole purpose of maintaining a mining claim.

iv. HAZARDOUS WASTE TREATMENT, STORAGE, OR DISPOSAL FACILITIES: Includes those operating under interim status
or a general permit under Subtitle C of the.Federal Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).

v. LANDFILLS, LAND APPLICATION SITES, AND OPEN DUMPS: Sites that receive or have received industrial waste from
any of the facilities covered by this general permit, sites subject to regulation under Subtitle D of RCRA, and sites that have
accepted waste from construction activities (construction activities include any clearing, grading, or excavation that results
in disturbance of five acres or more).

vi. RECYCLING FACILITIES: SICs 5015 and 5093. These codes include metal scrap yards, battery reclaimers, salvage yards,
motor vehicle dismantlers and wreckers, and recycling facilities that are engaged in assembling, breaking up, sorting, and
wholesale distribution of scrap and wa .ste material such as bottles, wastepaper, textile wastes, oil waste, etc.

vii. STEAM ELECTRIC POWER GENERATING FACILITIES: Includes any facility that generates steam for electric power
through the combustion of coal, oil, wood, etc.

viii. TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES: SICs 40, 41,42 (except 4221-25), 43, 44, 45, and 5171 which have vehicle maintenance
¯ shops, equipment cleaning operations, or airport deicing operations. Only those portions of the facility involved in vehicle

maintenance (including vehicle rehabilitation, mechanical repairs, painting, fueling, and lubrication) or other operations
identified herein that are associated with industrial activity.

ix. SEWAGE OR WASTEWATER TREATMENT WORKS: Facilities used in the storage, treatment, recycling, and reclamation ~’~
of municipal or domestic sewage, including land dedicated to the disposal of sewage sludge that are located within the
confines of the facility, with a design flow of one million gallons per day or more, or required to have an approved
pretreatment program under 40 CFR Part 403. Not included are farm lands, domestic gardens, or lands used for sludge
management where sludge is beneficially reused and which are not physically located in the confines of the facility, r=reas
that are in compliance with Section 405 of the CWA.

xi. MANUFACTURING FACILITIES WHERE MATERIALS AREEXPOSED TO STORM WATER: SICs 20, 21, 22, 23, 2434,
25, 265, 267, 27, 283, 285, 30, 31 (except 3441), 35, 36, 37 (except 373), 38, 39, and 4221-4225.’

Note: Category x, Construction activity, is covered by a separate general permit.

Pollutant: Those "pollutants" defined in Section 502(6) of the federal Clean Water Act (33
U.S.C.§1362(6)), or incorporated into California Water Code §13373. Examples of pollutants include, but
are not limited to the following:

=Commercial and industrial waste (such as fuels, solvents, detergents, plastic pellets, hazardous
substances, fertilizers, pesticides, slag, ash, and sludge);

=Metals such as cadmium, lead, zinc, copper, silver, nickel, chromium, and non-metals such as phosphorus
and arsenic;

=Petroleum hydrocarbons (such as fuels, lubricants, surfactants, waste oils, solvents, coolants, and
grease);

=Excessive eroded soils, sediment, and particulate materials in amo’unts which may adversely affect the
beneficial use of the receiving waters, flora or fauna of the State;
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,.Animal wastes (such as discharge from confinement facilities, kennels, pens, .recreational facilities,
stables, and show facilities);

¯ Substances having characteristics such as pH less than 6 or greater than 9, or unusual coloration or
turbidity, or excessive levels of fecal coliform, or fecal streptococcus, or enterococcus;

The term "Pollutant" shall not include uncontaminated storm water, potable water or reclaimed water
generated by a lawfully permitted water treatment facility.

The term "Pollutant" also shall not include any substance identified in this definition, if through compliance
with the best management practices available, the discharge of such substance has been eliminated to the
maximum extent practicable. In an enforcement action, the .burden shall be on the person who is the
subject of such action to establish the elimination of the discharge to the maximum extent practicable
through compliance with the best management practices available.

Pollutant Loading: The quantity of a pollutant found in storm water and/or non-storm water expressed
in mass per unit of time. Pollutant Ioadings are commonly expressed in units of tons/year or pounds/year.

Pollutants of Concern: Pollutants that exhibit one or more of the following characteristics:

¯ .Current Ioadings or historic deposits of the pollutant are impacting the beneficial uses of a receiving water,

,.Elevated levels of the pollutant are found in sediments of a receiving water and/or have the potential to
bioaccumulate in organisms therein, or

¯ .The detectable inputs of the pollutant are at a level high enough to be considered potentially toxic to
humans and/or flora and fauna.

Pollutants of concern may be different for each receiving water.

For example, Pollutants of concern for the Santa Monica Bay Watershed Management Area include, DDT,
PCBs, PAHs, Chlordane, TBT, cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, nickel, silver, zinc, pathogens, TSS
(sediment), nutrients, trash and debris, chlorine, oxygen demanding substances, and oil and grease.

Pollution Prevention: Includes any planning, schedules of activities, prohibitions of practices,
implementation maintenance procedures, and other management practices, to prevent or reduce pollutants
in storm water / urban runoff disch.~rg~s.

Potable Water Sources: Means flows from drinking water storage, supply and distribution systems
including flows from system failures, pressure releases, ~ystem maintenance, well development, pump
testing, fire hydrant flow testing; and flushing and dewatering of pipes, reservoirs, v~ults, and wells.

Principal Permittee: The agency named in the NPDES storm water permit to serve as permit coordinator,
responsible for general administration of the permit, and coordinating cooperation by other Permittees,
including but not limited to the implementation of local self-monitoring programs and BMPs, and preparation
and submittal of reports required by the permit. The Principal Permittee under this Order is the County of
Los Angeles.
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Proper Disposal: The act of disposing of material(s) in a lawful manner and which ensures the protection
of water quality and beneficial uses of receiving waters.

Public Agency Vehicle Maintenance/Material Storage Facility: Any Permittee-owned and/or operated
facility that is: used for vehicle or equipment maintenance, repair, washing, or fueling; and/or is required
to prepare a hazardous materials business plan.

Regional Board: The Governing Board of the California Regional Water Quality Control Board State
agency with primary responsibility for the coordination and control of water quality. This means the
California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Region. The Los Angeles Region, is
comprised of all basins draining into the Pacific Ocean between the.southeasterly boundary, located in the
westerly part of Ventura County, of the watershed of Rincon Creek and a line which coincides with the
southeasterly boundary of Los Angeles County from the ocean to San Antonio Peak and follows thence
the divide between San Gabriel River and Lytle Creek drainage to the divide between Sheep Creek and
San Gabriel River drainage.

Reportable Quantity: Means that quantity of a hazardous substance, as set forth in 40 CFR 302, which
requires notification pursuant to 40 CFR 302 in event of that quantity release.

Receiving Waters: All surface water bodies within the permit area that are identified in the Basin Plan.

Runoff: Means any runoff including storm water and dry-weather flows from a drainage area that reaches
a receiving water body or sub-surface. During dry weather it is typically comprised of many base~fiow ~:.-..-.: .-
components either contaminated with pollutants or uncontaminated.

SIC: See Standard Industrial Classification.

SPGA: See Storm Water Program Compliance Amendment

SWRCB: State Water Resources Control Board

Secondary Containment: Structures, usually dikes or berms, surrounding tanks or other storage
containers to catch spilled or leaked materials to prevent their discharge to the MS4.

Sediment: Organic or inorganic material that is carried by or suspended in water and settles to form
deposits in the storm drain system or receiving waters.

Source Minimization: Planning or operational practices that reduce the amount of materials stored at a
site.

Standard Industrial Classification (SIC): The statistical classification standard, organized by industry,
underlying all establishment-based federal economic statistics. The SIC of a particular industry is
determined using the latest Standard Industrial Classification Manual as. prepared by the Executive Office
of the President, Office of Management and Budget.

Storm Drain System: Streets, gutters, conduits, natural or arti~cial drains, channels and watercourses,
or other facilities that are owned, operated, maintained or controlled by any Permittee and used for. the
purpose of collecting, storing, transporting, or disposing of storm water.
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Storm Water: Water which originates from atmospheric moisture(rainfall or snowmelt) and that falls onto
land, water, or other surfaces.

Storm Water Management Program: This is the sum of all requirements of this Order. This is not be
confused with the CSWMP,

Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP): A plan required by and for which contents are
specified in the State of California General Permit for Storm Water Discharges Associated with Industrial
Activities, and the General Permit for Storm Water Discharges Associated with Construction Activities. The
purpose of the plan is to help identify the sources of pollution that affect the quality of storm water
discharges from a site and to describe and ensure the implementation of practices to reduce pollutants in
storm water discharges.

Storm Water Program Compliance Amendment (SPCA): The SPCA is a report prepared by a Permittee
if directed to by the Regional Board Executive Officer for insufficient submittals made under this Order. The
SPCA is a part of the Administrative Review section of this Order and will include additions and
enhancements to the jurisdiction’s storm water program with enforceable implementation deadlines.

Storm Water Runoff: That part of precipitation (rainfall or snowmelt) which travels via flow across a
surface to the storm drain system or receiving waters. Examples of this phenomenon include: the water
that flows from a building’s roof when it rains (runoff from an impervious surface); the water that flows into
streams when snow on the ground begins to melt (runoff from a semi-pervious surface); and the water that
flows from a vegetated surface when rainfall is in excess of the rate at which it can infiltrate into the
underlying soil (runoff from a pervious surface). When all other factors are equal, runoff increases as the
perviousness of a surface decreases.

Storm Water Runoff Mitigation Plan; A plan, to be submitted prior to the submittal of an application for
the first planning or building approval for a new development project, that sets forth storm water pollution
controls to be incor.porated into development projects. The plan shall:

,,be designed to reduce the runoff volume from the site and the pollutant load contributed by the site
through incorporation of design elements and practices that address each of the following goals:

"maximize, to the extent practicable, the percentage of permeable surfaces in order to allow more
percolation,

=minimize, to the extent practicable,, the amount of runoff directed to impermeable areas to the storm drain
system,

=maximize, to the extent practicable, storm water filtration and storage for reuse through the use of
sediment traps, cisterns or other means,

¯ ’minimize, to the extent practicable, parking lot pollution through the use of porous materials to allow
percolation of storm water, through the installation of appropriate treatment controls, or through other
means,

Street Washing: The practice of washing of streets and sidewalks using water or other cleaning fluids.
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Toxic Materials: For the purposes of this Order, toxic materials means any material(s) or combination
of materials which directly or indirectly cause(s) either acute or chronic toxicity in the water column.

Toxic Pollutant: Those "pollutants", or combinations of pollutants, defined in Section 502(13) or 307(a)(1)
of the federal Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C.§1362(13)).

Undesirable Coloration: See "Color" in the Water Quality Control Plan, Los Angeles Region, Basin Plan
for the Coastal Watersheds of Los Angeles ar, d Ventura Counties (page 3-9) June 13, 1994.

USEPA: United States Environmental Protection Agency

Waste Minimization: Operational practices that reduce the amount of waste materials generated.
Practices may include recycling and reuse,

Watershed Management Area (WMA): Any one of the six general watershed areas covered by this
NPDES storm water permit consisting of the: Malihu Creek and other rural areas discharging to Santa
Monica Bay, Santa Clara River, Dominguez Channel/Los Angeles Harbor, San Gabriel River, Los Angeles
River, and Ballona Creek and other urban areas discharging to the. Santa Monica Bay watersheds.

Watershed Management Area Plan (WMAP): A plan for implementation of permit requirements that is
ha:ted on the Countywide Storm Water Management Plan (CSWMP) but further addresses specific issues,
pollutants of concern, and BMPs that are unique to the specific Watershed Management Area.               ~.~

Watemhed ~lanagement Committee (WMC): A committee composed of representatives from each    ~’;:";~"~’~"
Permi~ee in a Watershed Management Area. Duties include establishing goals and objectives for the
Watershed; prioritizing pollution control efforts; developing a specific Watershed Management Plan;
coordinating and facilitating annual reports for the watershed; and facilitating compliance by Permittees in
the watershed.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION IX

75 Hawthorne Street
Sar~ Francisco, CA 9410S-3901

In Reply
Refer to: WTR-5

Walt Per’tit
Executive Director
Califorrtia State Water Resources Control Board
P.O. Box 100
Sacramento, CA 95812-0100 ’                                     ..

Dear Mr. Pet-tit:

The purpose of’this letter is to further clarifii our position concerning Order WQ 98-01
adopted by the State Water Resources Control Board on January 22, 1998 in the appeal of’Waste
Discharge Requirements Order 96-03, N’PDI~S permit No. CAS0108740. This permit authorizes
storm water discharges from the municipal separate storm sewer system (MSd) serving the
southern portion of Orange County.

As stated in our letter oflanuary 21, 1998, we have concerns r~ardins the receiving
water limitations (KWLs) language which would be included in future California MS4 permits in
accordance with Section ll’I of the Order. Our specific concern is with paragraph 2 of the
language which only regulates storm water discharges which "cause or substantially (in more than
a de minirms amount) contribute to a continuing or recurring exceedance" of an applicable water
quality standard. We believe that the qualifiers "substantially (in more than a de minirais
amount)" and "continuing or recurring" are inconsistent with the Clean Water Act (CWA) and its
implementing regulations.

NPDES regulations at 40 CFR § 122.44(d)(!)(i) require effluent limitations in permits for
"all pollutants or pollutmat parameters.., which the Director determines are or may be
discharged at a level which will cause, have the reasonable potential to cause, or contribute to an
excursion above any State water quality standard .... " This requirement applies to all excursions
above standards, not just situations where the gxcursions are "continuing or recurring" and where
the permit-tee causes or contributes "substantially (in more than a de minimfs amount)" to the
excursions, as the Order would provide.

Our letter of January 21, 1998 also noted the RWLs language would urmcceptably
incense the burden of proof in establishing permit violations. An enforcing agency would have to
show that the exceedances were "continuing or recurring" and that if the permittee were only
contributing to the exceedances, that the contributions were "more than a de mtntmis amount."
NPDES regulations at 40 CFR § 12327(b)(2) require that the burden of proof for a delegated
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State pro~am be no ~’eater th~a would be required for EPA under the CWA. Since EPA would
not have to meet the kinds ofthreshold requh’em~ts ~ ~e ~ the State’s R~s ]~age in
order to establish ~olations of pe~ts w~ch property impiement 40 C~ ~ 12244(d)(I)(i), the
S~a~e’s R~s ~age wo~d be ~st~t ~th 40 C~ 123.27@)(2).

We would ~so ~e to r~t~ate o~ ~sa~e~ent ~th Conclusion 2 of the Order
re~g the co~stency of the e~st~g ~s Im~age ~ ~e ~mge CounW pe~t ~th ~e
CWA. The ~s Im~aBe ~ the pe~t r~u~es comp~mce ~Ih water qu~i~ ~d~ds
requ~ed by S~on 301@)(1)(C) of~e CWA md 40 C~ ~ l~2.~(d)(])(i), buI ~en pro~des
~$ "p~n~s ~ not be ~ ~oIation of~s pro~on" prodded ~ fo~ow up ~ c~
addkio~ ~ions to address my ¢xc~mce~ of water qu~ ~md~ds w~ch oc~r. The CWA
does not pro~de for such m exc~fion to comp~mce ~th

Our le~er of~mu~ 21,199~ ~so ~di~ated ~t Re, on 9 would obj~t to ~mre
MS4 ~ts w~ch ~clude the ~s Im~age in ~e ~mu~ 2~, 1998 Order. ~ the
Bonds md State Bo~d move fo~d ~ ~g ~s ~ upco~ng MS4 pe~ts md pe~t
appe~s, EPA is left ~ ~he u~o~nate ~tion of object~g to ~mre pe~t$ un~l we c~ ensure
water qu~i~ stmd~ds ~e adequately ~plememed ~ these pe~s.

~r l~er oflmu~ 16, 1998 to ~� State Bo~d ~cIuded ~tem~tive Im~age w~ch we
could acc~t ~ Stme MS4 pe~ts. Our ~temative ~s ~ to the ~s Impale in the
1~u~ 22, 1998 Order, but ~out the qu~ifiers "substm~ly (in more than a de
~ount)" md %onfinuing or retu~g." We understmd ~e Bo~d ~y be ~g to consider
addition~ proposes for ~s l~age despite the app~ent nature of the Order as a precedent
s~ing decision.

~ h~ve my questions reg~d~ng t~s ma~, please c~l me at (415) 744-1860 or refer
your st~to Eugene Bro~ey of the CWA Stmd~ds md Pe~I~ O~ce at (415) 744-1906

S~ncerely,

Acting Dkector
Water Division

cc: Bruce Fujimoto, State Board
Craig Wilson, State Board
Regional Board Executive O~cers
Robert H~le, State Storm Water Quality Task Force
Libby Lucas, Environm~tal Health Coalition
Jeffrey Joseph, Caltrans
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~chard Boon, Orange County
Fr~ces L. McChesn~!, Stat~ Board
Michael Cook, U.S. EPA
Crazy Hudiburgh, U.S. EFA
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Cal/EPA       May 5, 1998                                                                 Pv, wilso,
Governor

Los Angeles
Regional Water To: Los Angeles County Municipal Storm Water Permittees
Qnality Control
Board

REGIONAL BOARD APPROVAL OF RECOMMENDED BEST MANAGEMENT
101 C~nt~¢ Plaza Drive
MoaUtr~y Pa~k, CA PRACTICES (NPDES Permit No. CAS614001)
91754-2156
(213) 266-7500
FAX (213) 266-7600 Dear Permittees:

On March 31, 1998, we sent you a copy of the Tentative Board Resolution approving the
recommended BMPs for Development Construction and Industrial/Commercial Education
(Site Visits) Programs, and for Municipal Sidewalk and Street Washing Activities.

On April 13, 1998, after a public hearing, the Regional Board considered and approved
(contained in the attached Resolution No. 98-08) the recommended BMPs for the
Industrial/Commercial Education (Site Visits) Program and for the Municipal Sidewalk and
Street Washing Activities. The BMPs for Development Construction will be resubmitted
for the Board’s consideration after the revised Development Construction Model Program
has been approved by the Board’s Executive Officer.

If you have any questions or need additional information, please call me at (213) 266-
7593 or Dr. Xavier Swamikannu at (213) 266-7592.

Sincerely,

~A, P.E.

Chief, Los Angeles Coastal
Watershed Unit

Attachments as stated

R0008584
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State of California
CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD

LOS ANGELES REGION

Resolution No. 98-08

APPROVING BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
FOR

MUNICIPAL STORM WATER AND URBAN RUNOFF MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
IN

LOS ANGELES COUNTY

(NPDES NO. CAS614001)

WHEREAS, THE CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD, LOS
ANGELES REGION FINDS:

1. Pursuant to the requirements of Order No. 96-054, Waste Discharge Requirements for
Municipal Storm Water and Urban Runoff Discharges Within the County of Los Angeles
(Permit), the Principal Permittee, in consultation with Permittees, has developed a model
program for Industrial/Commercial Education. This program must include Best
Management Practices (BMPs) to control/minimize the discharge of pollutants to receiving
waters.

2. The Permit required the City of Los Angeles to conduct a study on pollutants entering storm
drains from street and sidewalk washing operation by: (i) characterizing municipal street
washing and sidewalk washing; (ii) assessing the impacts of such activities; and (iii)
recommending appropriate BMPs to control any adverse impact. Accordingly, the City of
Los Angeles has completed and submitted a final report entitled A Study of Poflutants
Entering Storm Drains from Street and Sidewalk Washing Operations in Los Angeles,
California that includes recommended BMPs for said activities.

3. The Permit also requires that the BMPs be approved by the Regional Board before the
Permittees incorporate them into their regulatory programs.

4. The BMPs have been evaluated and are considered appropriate for the respective
program/activity.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT:

1. The Best Management Practices contained in the following Attachments are approved:

a. Attachment 1 - IndustdallCommercial Program (Site Visit); and

b. Attachment 2 -- Sidewalk and Street Washing.
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APPROVING BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES FOR
STORM WATER AND URBAN RUNOFF MANAGEMENT
PROGRAMS IN LOS ANGELES COUNTY

2. Permittees consider these BMPs in their regulatory programs in accordance with. the
provisions of Order No. 96-054.

I, Dennis Dickerson, Executive Officer, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a full, true and
correct copy of a Resolution adopted by the California Regional Water Quality Control Board,
Los Angeles Region, on April 13, 1998.

DENNIS A. DICKERSON
Executive Officer
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Attachment 1

BMP Lists for Industnal/Commorctal Site VIstI5
Resolution No. 98-08

BMP List Index
Table I is an index lo ;ill BIk4P lisl.~ a~d d~clr SIC c~dcs.

Table 1
Index of BMP Lists for Industrial/Cemmerciat Facilities

Attachment 1

Page SIC Codes
Section (exceptions in parentheses) Industry Types

A 24 (2434) Timber Products Facilities

B 26 Paper and Allied Products Mfg Facilities

C 28 (283) Chemicals and Allied Products Mfg Facilities

D 29 Asphalt Paving and Roofing Materials Manufacturers and
Lubricant Manufacturers

o E 32 Glass, Clay, Concrete, and Gypsum Product Fac~hl~es

F 33 Primary Metals Facilities

G 10 Metal Mining Facilities

H 12 Coal Mines and Coal Mining-Related Fac!hhes

I 13 Oil & Gas Extraction Facilities

J 14 Mineral Mining and Processing Facilities

K 4953 Hazardous Waste Treatment, Storage or Disposal Facilities

L 4953 Landfills and Land Application Sites

M 5015 Automobile Salvage Yards

N 5093 Scrap & Waste Recycling

O 4911 Steam Electric Power Generating Facilities

P 40 Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance Areas at Land
41 Transportation Facilities
42
43

5171

Q 44 Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance Areas at Water
Transportation Facilities

R 373 Ship & Boat Building or Repairing Yards

S 45 Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance and Deicing Areas at Air
Transportation Facilities

T 4952 Treatment Works

Page Section Refers,to the Best Management Practices List for.the
Industrial/Commercial Education Site Visit Program (January 5, 1.998) 4/13/98

Industrial/Commercial Educational Program
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Attachment 1
Resolution No. 98-08 BMP Lists for Industnal!Comrnerctal Site

Table 1
Index of BMP Lists for Industrial/Commercial Facilities

Attachment 1

Page SIC Codes
Section (exceptions in parentheses) Industry Types

U 20 Food and Kindred Products Facilities
2!

V 22 Textile Mills, Apparel, and Other Fabric Product Manutactur~ng
23 Facilities

W 2434 Wood and Metal Furniture and Fixture Manufacturing Facihties
25

X 27 Printing and Publishing Facilities

Y 30 Rubber, Miscellaneous Plastic Products, and M~scetlaneous
39 Manufacturing Industries

¯ Z 31 Leather Tanning and Finishing Facilities

AA 34 Fabricated Metal Products Industry

AB 35 (357) Facilities that Manufacture Transportation Equip., Industrial. or
37 (373) Commercial Machinery

AC 357 Manufacturers of Electronic and Electrical Equipment
38
36

Attachment 2

Page SIC Codes
Section (exceptions in parentheses) Commercial Types

AD 5013 Vehicle Service Faciliti,es
5014

7532-7534
7536-7539

AE 5541 Gasoline Slations

AF 5812 Restaurants

Page Section ,Refers to the Best Management Practices List for the .
Industrial/Commercial Education Site Visit Program (January 5, 1998)

Industria!/Commerc, ’1 Educational Program Page 2 of 2 4/13/98
January 5. 1998    H ~.A~,~,~PW\~’ASK3’JNO~AN98~NTRO
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Resolution No. 98-08

ATTACHMENT 2

Recommended Best Management Practices
for

Municipal Sidewalk and Street Washing Operations

TYPE OF
DISCHARGE RECOMMENDED BMPS

SIDEWALK 1. Remove trash, debris, and free standing oil/grease spills/leaks (use
WASH WATER absorbent material, if necessary) from the area before washing; and

2. Use high-pressure, low volume spray washing using only potable water
with no cleaning agents at an average usage of 0.006 gallon per
square feet of sidewalk area.

STREET/ALLEY Collect and divert wash water to the sanitary sewer - publicly-owned
WASH WATER treatment works (POTVV).
FROM AREAS
WITH Note: POTW approval may be needed.
UNSANITARY
CONDITIONS*

* This BMP is only to be applied in areas impacted by transient populations. Each
Permittee is required to apply this BMP in areas where the congregation of transient
populations can reasonably be expected to result in a significant threat to water quality.

4/13/98
p:~lactrmkbmpwsh98.do¢
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California. RegionalLosWaterAngelesRegionQUality Control Board

Winston H. Hickox 320 W. 4th Street, Suite 200, Los Angeles, California 90013 Gray Davis
::~-~ecretaryfor Phone (213) 5,76-6600 FAX (213) 576-6640 Governor
"~ vironmental lnternet Address: http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/~rwqcb4

roteclion

July 7, 1999

Ray Holland
Director, Department of Public Works
City of Long Beach

Edward Putz
City Engineer, Department of Public Works
City of Long Beach
333 West Ocean Boulevard
Long Beach, CA 90802

CITY OF LONG BEACH MUNICIPAL STORM WATER NPDES PERMIT (BOARD ORDER No.
99-060; NPDES No, CAS004003) - LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

Dear Messrs. Holland and Putz:

I am pleased to send you the final municipal storm water permit for the City of Long Beach
(attached), which was adopted by the Regional Board at its meeting on June 30, 1999,
pursuant to Division 7 of the California Water Code. Board Order No. 99-060 serves as permit
under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) for storm water discharges
and urban runoff within the City of Long Beach and expires on June 29, 2004.

The Order requires the City to implement the Long Beach Storm Water Management Program
(LBSWMP) and the Long Beach Monitoring Program (LBMP). The first Annual Storm Water
Permit Report and Assessment is due on December 1, 2000. The first Annual Monitoring
Report is due July 15, 2000.

I would like to note that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (Region 9) sent formal
notification to the Regional Board of its approval of the permit on July 2, 1999. With this act the
conditions, precedent to the City seeking a dismissal in court of the Complaint/ Petition are
complete. I look forward to the dismissal of the Complaint against the Regional Board.

Once again, I wish to thank you and your staff for their participation and assistance during the
development and adoption of the permit for the City. Should you have any questions, please do
not hesitate to call me at (213) 576-6605 or Dr. Xavier Swamikannu at (213) 576-6654.

Sincerely

DENNIS A. DICKERSON
Executive Officer

CC: Jorge Leon, State Water Resources Control Board
Marilyn Levin, Office of the State Attorney General
Interested Parties on File

R0008590
California Environmental Protection Agency

~ Recycled Paper
Our misston is to preserve and enhance the quality of California’s water resources for the benefit of present and future generations,



California Regional Water Quality Control Board

Los Angeles Region

Order No. 99-060
(NPDES NO. CAS004003)

WASTE DISCH.ARGE REQUIREMENTS
FOR

MUNICIPAL STORM WATER AND URBAN RUNOFF DISCHARGES
WITHIN THE CITY OF LONG BEACH
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City of Long Beach CAS004003 (Cl 8052)
Order No. 99-060 June 30, 1999
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CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD

LOS ANGELES REGION

ORDER NO. 99-060
NPDES NO. CAS004003 (Cl 8052)

WASTE DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS
FOR

MUNICIPAL STORM WATER AND URBAN RUNOFF DISCHARGES
WITHIN CITY OF LONG BEACH

FINDINGS

The California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Region (hereinafter
referred to as the Regional Board), finds:

Permit Backqround

1. The City of Long Beach, hereinafter referred to as the Permittee, discha~’ges or
contributes to discharges of storm water and urban runoff from municipal separate        .~’..’-i?~
storm sewer systems (MS4s), also called storm drain systems, into receiving waters of
the Los Angeles Basin.

2. On March 22, 1999, the Permittee submitted a Report of Waste Discharge (ROWD) as
an application for issuance of waste discharge requirements and a National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit.

3. Municipal storm water discharges from the Permittee’s storm drain systems were
regulated under countywide waste discharge requirements contained in Order No. 90-
079 and Order No. 96-054 adopted by this Regional Board on June 18, 1990, and July
15, 1996, respectively. These Orders serve as an NPDES permit (CA0061654) for the
MS4 in Los Angeles County, which is hereby superseded for the City of Long Beach
by Order No. CAS004003..

4. The Report of Waste Discharge (ROWD) submitted by the Permittee consists of:

a. Statement of Accomplishments and Future Goals;
b. Long Beach Storm Water Management Program; and
c. Long Beach Monitoring Program;

Page I of 34                       R0008594



City of Long Beach Municipal Storm Water Permit CAS004003 (CI 8052)
Order No. 99-060 June 30, 1999

5. The Long Beach Storm Water Management Program (LBSWMP) submitted by the
Perrnittee consists of several distinct elements:

a. Program Management
b. Geographic Characterization
c. Public Agency Activities Program
d. Development Planning/Construction Program
e. Illicit Connection/Illicit Discharges Elimination Program, and
f. Education / Public Information Program
g. Annual Reporting Program

6. The Long Beach Monitoring Program submitted by the Permittee consists of:

a. Mass emissions monitoring
b. Multi-species toxicity testing
c. Toxicity identification evaluations
d. Best management practices effectiveness evaluations
e. Co-operative monitoring - Los Angeles River
f. Co-operative monitoring - Los Cerritos Channel

7. The Regional Board has reviewed the ROWD and has determined it to be complete
under the reapplication policy for MS4s issued by the USEPA on July 1996. The
Regional Board finds that the Permittee’s proposed Storm Water Management
Program is acceptabte at this time and when fully implemented, is expected to be
consistent with the statutory standard of Maximum Extent Practicable (MEP).

Nature of Discharqes and Sources of Pollutants

8. The discharges from the MS4 consist of surface runoff (non-storm water and stsrm
water) from vadous land uses in the hydrologic drainage basins within the City.
Approximately 44% of the Permittee land area discharges to the Los Angeles River,
7% to the San Gabdel River and the remaining 49% drains directly to Long Beach
Harbor and San Pedro Bay. The quality and quantity of these discharges vary
considerably and are affected by the hydrology, geology, and land use characteristics
of the watersheds; seasonal weather pattems; and frequency and duration of storm
events.

9. Municipal storm water monitoring data, not specific to the City of Long Beach, shows
that storm water runoff from urban and industrial areas typically contains the same
general types of pollutants that are found in industrial and municipal wastewater
discharges. Pollutants commonly found in storm water runoff include pathogens,
heavy metals, pesticides, herbicides, and synthetic organic compounds such as f~els,
waste oils, solvents, lubricants, and grease.

10. In general, the substances that are found in urban storm water runoff can harm human
health and aquatic ecosystems. In addition, the high volumes of storm water
discharged from MS4s in areas of urbanization can significantly impact aquatic
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City of Long Beach MunicipalStormWaterPermit             CAS004003(Cl8052)
Order No. 99-060                                             June 30,1999

ecosystems due to physical modifications such as bank erosion and widening of
channels

11. Water Quality Assessments conducted by the Regional Board identified impairment or
threatened impairment of beneficial uses of water bodies in Long Beach including
Alamitos Bay, Los Angeles Estuary, E! Dorado Lake, Los Angeles River Reach 1, Los
Angeles River Reach 2, San Gabriel River Estuary, San Gabriel River Reach 1,
Colorado Lagoon, and Los Cerritos Channel. Coastal shorelines including Alamitos
Bay Beaches, Belmont Shore Beach, Bluff Park Beach, and Long Beach Shore were
not assessed. Within the City of Long Beach, Los Cerritos Estuary was found to be
fully supporting beneficial uses.

12. In general, pollutants found in storm water causing impairment include: pH, heavy
metals, pathogenic bacteria, enteric viruses, pesticides, nutrients, polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons, polychlorinated biphenyls, organic solvents, sediments, trash, and
debris. Elevated tissue levels and poor survival rates for bio-test species have also
been observed during water quality assessments.

Coveraqe and Exemptions

13. The Permittee serves a population of about 426,000 people in an area of
approximately 50 square miles. The requirements in this Order cover all areas within
the boundaries of the City of Long Beach except for State and Federal properties.
Such entities may operate "storm drain facilities and/or discharge storm water to storm!~:~:~.~
drains and watercourses covered by this Order. The Permittee may lack legal
jurisdiction over these entities under state and federal constitutions. The Permittee
generally will not be held responsible for such facilities and/or discharges. The
Regional Board may consider issuing separate MS4 NPDES permits consistent with
this Order.

.14. Federal, state, regional or local entities within the Permittee’s boundaries or in
jurisdictions outside the City of Long Beach, may operate storm drain facilities andlor
discharge storm water to storm drains and watercourses covered by this order. These
entities include but are not limited to the (a) California Department of Transportation;
(b) Los Angeles County Sanitation Districts; (c) Metropolitan Transportation Authority
(c) United States Postal Service; (d) National Guard; (e) State Universities and
Colleges; (f) the Long Beach Unified School District; and (g) Veteran Affairs Medical
Center. The Permittee may lack jurisdiction over these state or federal entities under
state and federal constitutions. Consequently, the Regional Board recognizes that the
Permittee will not be held responsible for such facilities and or discharges.

15. For entities within the Permittee’s boundaries, over which the Permittee has no
jurisdiction, the Regional Board may consider designating them as a co-permittee or
issuing separate NPDES permits consistent with this Order.

16. It is the objective of the Regional Board to ensure through reasonable efforts that         :...
storm water management programs for areas within the County of Los Angeles, which
drain to the City of Long Beach, complement the requirements of this Order.
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City of Long Beach Municipal Storm Water Permit CAS004003 (CI 8052)
Order No. 99-060 June 30, 1999

Federal Statutes and Requlations Statutes and Requlations

17. Section 402(p) of the federal Clean Water Act (CWA), as amended by the Water
Quality Act of 1987, requires NPDES permits for storm water discharges from MS4s to
waters of the United States. Section 402(p)(3)(B) requires that permits for MS4s: "(i)
may be issued on a system - or jurisdiction-wide basis; (ii) shall include a requirement
to effectively prohibit non-storm water discharges into the storm sewers; and (iii) shall
require controls to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent
practicable, including management practices, control techniques and system, design
and engineering methods, and such other provisions as the Administrator or the State
determines appropriate for the control of such pollutants."

18. The USEPA promulgated 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 122.26, on
November 16, 1990, pursuant to Section 402(p) of the CWA, which established
requirements for storm water discharges under the NPDES program. The regulations
recognize that certain categories of non-storm water discharges need not be prohibited
if they are determined not to be significant sources of pollutants.

19. Section 6217(g) of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990
(CZARA) requires coastal states with approved coastal zone management programs
to address non-point pollution impacting or threatening coastal water quality. The
USEPA under CZARA has issued guidance for five major categories of non-point
pollution in coastal waters. These are: (a) agricultural runoff; (b) silvicultural runoff; (c)
urban runoff (including developing and developed areas); (d) marinas and recreational
boating; and (e) hydromodification. The Long Beach Storm Water Management
Program (LBSWMP) incorporates management measures for pollution from urban
runoff, and thus provides the functional equivalence for compliance with CZARA in this
category.

State Statutes and Permits

20. To facilitate compliance with federal regulations, the State Water Resources Control
Board (State Board) has issued two statewide general NPDES permits: one for storm
water from industrial sites [NPDES No. CASO00001, General Industrial Activities
Storm Water Permit (GIASP)] and the other for storm water from construction sites
[NPDES No. CAS000002, General Construction Activity Storm Water Permit
(GCASP)]. The GCASP. was issued on August 20, 1992. The GIASP was reissued on
Apdl 17, 1997. Facilities discharging storm water associated with industrial activities
and construction projects with a disturbed area of five acres or more are required to
obtain individual NPDES permits for storm water discharges, or be covered by these
statewide general permits by completing and filing a Notice of Intent (NOI) with the
State Water Resources Control Board (State Board). The USI=PA guidance
contemplates coordination of the state administered programs for industrial and
construction activities with the local agency program to reduce pollutants in storm
water discharges to the MS4.
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City of Long Beach Municipal Storm Water Permit CAS004003 (CI 8052)
Order No. 99-060 June 30; 1999

21. The State Board on June 17, 1999, adopted through Order No. WQ 99-05, standard
receiving water limitations language to be included in all municipal storm water permits
issued by the State and Regional Boards.

22. The State Board adopted Resolution No. 68-16 "Maintaining High Quality Water" which
established an anti-degradation policy for State and Regional Boards.

23. California Water Code (CWC) Section 13263(a) requires that waste discharge
requirements issued by Regional Boards shall implement any relevant water quality
control plans that have been adopted; shall take into consideration the beneficial uses
to be protected and the water quality objectives reasonably required for that purpose;
other waste discharges; and, the need to prevent nuisance.

24. California Water Code Section 13370 et seq. requires that waste discharge
requirements issued by the Regional Boards comply with provisions of the Federal
Clean Water Act and its amendments.

.Re.qional Board Water Quality Control Plans and Policies

25. The Regional Board adopted an Updated Water Quality Control Plan (Basin Plan) for
the Los Angeles Region on June 13, 1994, ’Water Quality Control Plan, Los Angeles
Region: Basin Plan for the Coastal Watersheds of Los Angeles and Ventura Counties,
(1994). ’The Basin Plan, which is incorporated in this Order by reference, specifies the
beneficial uses of receiving waters and contains both narrative and numerical water ~:.~,..-,;.
quality objectives for the receiving waters in the City of Long Beach.                        ..:.:

26. This Regional Board has divided the region i~to watershed management areas to
implement a watershed management approach to water quality protection. The
objective of the watershed management approach is to provide a comprehensive and
integrated strategy towards water resource protection, enhancement, and restoration
while balancing economic and environmental impacts within a hydrologically defined
drainage basin or watershed. Portions of the City are situated in the following
watershed management areas: (1) Los Angeles River and (2) San Gabdel River.

27. This action to adopt and issue waste discharge requirements and a NPDES permit is
e×empt from the provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act; Chapter 3
(commencing with Section 21100) of Division 13 of the Public Resources Code in
accordance with Section 13389 of the California Water Code.

Public Involvement Process

28. The Regional Board has notified the. Permittee, MS4 municipalities, interested
agencies, interested persons, and the public of its intent to prescribe waste
discharge requirements and an MS4 NPDESpermit fo[storm water discharges,and
has provided them with an opportunity for a public hearing and an opportunity to
submit their written views and recommendations.
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City of Long Beach Municipal Storm Water Permit CAS004003 (Cl 8052)
Order No. 99-060 June 30, 1999

29. The Board, in a public hearing, heard and considered all comments pertaining to the
tentative waste discharge requirements. This order shall serve as a NPDES Permit
pursuant to Section 402 of the federal Clean Water Act, or amendments thereto.

30. This permit shall take effect at the end of 10 days from the date of its adoption,
provided the Regional Administrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
Region IX, has no objections.

Requirements

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the City of Long Beach, in order to meet the provisions
contained in Division 7 of the California Water Code and regulations adopted thereunder,
and the provisions of the Clean Water Act, as amended, and regulations and guidelines
adopted thereunder, shall comply with the following:

Part 1. RECEIVING WATER LIMITATIONS

A. Discharges from the MS4 that cause or contribute to the violation of
water quality standards or water quality objectives are prohibited.

B. Discharges from the MS4 of storm water, or non-storm water, for
which a Permittee is responsible shall not cause or contribute to a
condition of nuisance.

C.    The Permittee shall comply with Part 1 and 2 of the permit through
timely implementation of control measures and other actions to
reduce pollutants in the discharges in accordance with the
LBSWMP and other requirements of this permit .including any
modifications. The LBSWMP shall be designed to achieve
compliance with receiving water limitations, if exceedances of water
quality objectives or water quality standards (collectively, water
quality standards) persist, notwithstanding implementation of the
LBSWMP and other requirements of this permit, the Permittee shall
assure compliance with discharge prohibitions and receiving water
limitations by complying with the following procedure:

1. Upon a determination by either the Permittee or the Regional
Board that discharges are causing, or contributing to an
exceedance of an applicable water quality standard, the
Permittee shall promptly notify, and thereafter submit a report to
the Regional Board that describes BMPs that are currently
being implemented and additional BMPs that will be
implemented to prevent ~r reduce any pollutants that are
causing or contributing to the exceedances of water quality
standards. This report may be incorporated in the annual
update of the LBSWMP unless the Regional Board directs an
earlier submittal. The report shall include an implementation

Page 6 of 34
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City of Long Beach Municipal Storm Water Permit CAS004003 (Cl 8052)
Order No. 99-060 June 30, 1999

schedule. The Regional Board may require modifications to the
Report.

2. Submit any modifications to the report required by the Regional
Board within 30 days of notification

3. Within 30 days following the approval of the report, the
Permittee shall revise the LBSWMP and monitoring program to
incorporate the approved modified BMPs that have been and
will be implemented, implementation schedule, and any
additional monitoring required

4. Implement the revised LBSWMP and monitoring program
according to the approved schedule

So long as the Permittee has complied with the procedures set forth
above and is implementing the revised LBSWMP, the Permittee does
not have to repeat the same procedure for continuing or recurring
exceedances of the same receiving water limitations unless directed by
the Regional Board to develop additional BMPs.

Part 2. DISCHARGE PROHIBITIONS

I. Discharge Prohibitions "?

A. The Permittee shall ,effectively prohibit non-storm water discharges into the
MS4 and watercourses except where such discharges:

1. Are covered by a separate individual or general NPDES permit; or

2. Meet one of the conditions below:

a. Not identified as a source of pollutants:

i. Flow~ from dp,~an habitats or w~.tlands;
ii. Diverted stream flows;
iii. Springs;
iv. Rising ground waters;
v. Uncontaminated groundwater infiltration; and

b. Not Identified as a source of pollutants subject to conditions:

i. Reclaimed and potable landscape irrigation water,
ii. Water line flushing;
iii. Discharges from potable water sources;
iv. Foundation drains;
v. Footing Drains;
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City of Long Beach Municipal Storm Water Permit CAS004003 (Cl 8052)
Order No. 99-060 June 30, 1999

vi. Air conditioning condensate;
vii. Water from crawl space pumps
viii. Reclaimed and potable irrigation water,
ix. Reclaimed and potable lawn watering;
x. Dechlodnated swimming pool discharges;
xi. Individual residential car washing; and
xii. Sidewalk washing
xiiL Discharges or flows from emergency fire fightingactivities.

If any of the above types of non-storm water discharges (Part 2, i.
A.2.b) are determined to be a source of pollutants by the Regional
Board Executive Officer, the discharge need not be prohibited if the
Permittee implements appropriate BMPs to en.sure that the
discharge is not a source of pollutants. Notwithstanding the above,
the Regional Board Executive Officer may impose the prohibition in
consideration of anti-degradation policies.

c. The Regional Board Executive Officer may authorize the
discharge of additional types of non-storm water, after
consideration of anti-degradation policies, and upon presentation
of evidence that the non-storm water discharge is not a source of
pollutants. This evidence may include the implementation of
BMPs to control pollutants.

3. Discharges originating from federal, state, or other facilities which the
Permittee is pre-empted by law from regulating.

Part 3 STORM WATER MANAGEMENT, MONITORING, AND REPORTING

I. Storm Water Management

Conformance with Federal Requirements

The City of Long Beach Storm Water Management Program shall, at a minimum,
comply with app!~cable requirements of 40 CFR 122.26.(d)(2}, and implement the
LBSWMP consistent with guidance issued by the U.S. EPA for Phase 1 MS4
program implementation [EPA Document No. 833-B-92-002]. The LBSWMP
shall be implemented so as to reduce the discharges of pollutants in storm water
to the maximum extent practicable. The LBSWMP is described (Table of
Contents) in Appendix, pages A-1 through A-6.

A. Requirements

1. The Permittee shall implement in its entirety the LBSWMP adopted
with this permit and approved modifications to the LBSWMP made
during the term of the permit including those made in accordance with
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Part 1. C. of this permit.

2. The Permittee shall implement the following BMPs approved by the
Regional Board

a. Catch-basin stenciling
b. Trash collection
c. Street sweeping
d. Waste-oil recycling
e. Household hazardous waste collection programs
f. Water conservation practices
g. Proper disposal practices for litter, green waste, and pet feces
h. Public Reporting Program for illicit Connections/Discharges
i. Reporting Program for Hazardous Substances Spill
j. Procedure to deny grading permits to project applicants not

filing a Notice of Intent (NOI) for a State General Construction
Activity Storm Water Permit or without a State Storm Water
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP), where applicable

k. Review and approval of Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plans for
Priority Development Planning Projects

I. Review and approval of Local Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Plans for Priority Development Construction Projects

m. Inspection of Development Construction Projects
n. Information Program for Developers

5. The Permittee shall comply with all provisions of this permit and
requirements herein.

B. Modification

1. The Regional Board Executive Officer may approve changes to the
LBSWMP either.

a. Upon petition by the Permittee or interested parties and after
providing for and considering public comment, or

b. As deemed necessary by the Regional Board Executive Officer
following notice to the Permittee and after providing for .and
considering public comment.

2. The Permittee shall modify the LBSWMP, at the direction of the
Regional Board Executive Officer, to incorporate applicable regional
provisions approved by the Regional Board Executive Officer in plans
for watersheds shared by the Permittee with other MS4 programs.

C. Rescission

1. Coverage for the Permittee under Board Order No. 96-054 is hereby
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rescinded.

D. Legal Authority

The Permittee shall possess the necessary legal authority established by
statute, ordinance, or other means, to prohibit and control the contribution of
pollutants to the MS4 from storm water discharges. This shall include legal
authority to enforce the following:

1. Prohibit illicit discharges and illicit connections to the MS4 and require
removal of illicit connections:

a. Prohibit the discharge of wash waters to the MS4 when gas
stations, auto repair garages, or other types of automotive service
facilities are cleaned;

b. Prohibit the discharge of runoff to the MS4 from mobile auto
washing, steam cleaning, mobile carpet cleaning, and other such
mobile commercial and industrial operations;

c. Prohibit the discharges of runoff to the MS4 from areas where
repair of machinery and equipment which are visibly leaking oil, fluid
or antifreeze is undertaken;

d. Prohibit the discharge of runoff to the MS4 from storage areas of
materials, containing grease, oil, or other hazardous substances,
and uncovered receptacles containing hazardous materials;

e. Prohibit the discharge of commercial/ municipal, chlorinated
swimming pool water and filter backwash to the MS4;

f. Prohibit the discharge of runoff from the washing of toxic materials
from paved or unpaved areas to the MS4;

g. Prohibit washing impervious surfaces in industrial/commercial areas
which results in a discharge of runoff to the MS4, unless specifically
required by State or k;cal health and safety codes; and

h. Prohibit the discharge from washing out of concrete trucks to the
MS4.

2. Prohibit spills, dumping, or disposal of materials, other than storm water:.

a. Prohibit littering;

b. Prohibit the disposal of leaves, dirt, or other landscape debris into a
storm drain;
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c. Prohibit the discharge to the MS4 of any state or federally banned
pesticide, fungicide, or herbicide;

d. Prohibit the discharge of food waste into the MS4;

e. Require, in areas exposed to storm water, the use of BMPs andl or
the removal and lawful disposal of all fuels, chemicals, fuel and
chemical wastes, animal wastes, garbage, batteries, and other
materials which have potential adverse impacts on water quality.

3. Control through int.eragency agreements the contribution of pollutants
from one portion of the MS4 to another portion of the MS4.

4. Require compliance with conditions in ordinances, permits, contracts or
orders.

5. Carry out all inspections, surveillance and monitoring procedures
necessary to determine compliance and non-compliance with permit
conditions including the prohibition on illicit discharges to the MS4;

II. Monitoring

A. Requirements

The City of Long Beach Monitoring Program is described in the Appendix,
pages C-1 through C-9.

The City of Long Beach Monitoring Program shall:

1. estimate annual mass emissions of pollutants discharged to surface
waters through the MS4;

2. evaluate water column and sediment toxicity in receiving waters;

3. evaluate impact of storm wated urban ~.~noff on bio-speci~s in receiving
waters;

4. determine and prioritize pollutants of concern in storm water,

5. identify pollutant sources on the basis of flow sampling, facility
inspections, and IClD investigations; and

6. evaluate BMP effectiveness.

B.    Regional Participation

1. The Permittee shall participate with the County of Los Angeles, the City         ""
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of Los Angeles, Watershed Management Area (WMA) municipalities,
and Southern California Coastal Water Research Project (SCCWRP) to
investigate storm water impacts on the Los Angeles River, San Gabriel
River, and the Los Cerritos Channel, when conducting its monitoring
program.

2. The Executive Officer shall by January 1, 2001, after conferring with the
Permittees in each watershed, develop and approve a cost-sharing
formula that allocates a fair share for monitoring costs to each
watershed participant.

3. The Permittee shall participate with (SCCWRP) in regional storm water
studies.

C. Implementation

1. The Permittee shall implement in its entirety the Long Beach
Monitoring Program adopted with this permit and approved
modifications made during the term of the permit.

D. Modification

1. The Regional Board Executive Officer or the Regional Board,
consistent with 40 CFR 122.41, may approve changes to the LB
Monitoring Program, after providing the opportunity for public comment,
either:

a. By petition of the Permittee or by petition of interested parties after
the submittal of the Annual Monitoring Program Report. Such
petition shall be filed not later than 60 days after the Annual
Monitoring Program Report submittal date, or

b. As deemed necessary by the" Regional Board Executive Officer
following notice to the Permittee.

II1.    Program Reporting and Evaluation

A.    Reporting

1. The Permittee shall submit an Annual Storm Water Permit Report and
Assessment to the Regional Board Executive Officer annually on December
1. The first Annual Storm Water Report and Assessment shall be due on
December 1, 2000. The Annual Storm Water Permit Report and Assessment
will include the information necessary to assess the Permittee’s compliance
status relative to this Order, and the effectiveness of implementation of
permit requirements on storm water quality.
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2. At a minimum the Annual Storm Water Permit Report and Assessment will
include the following:

a. Status of compliance with permit requirements including implementation
dates for all time-specific deadlines, if permit deadlines are not met, the
Permittee shall report the reasons why the requirement was not met, how
the requirements will be met in the future, including projected
implementation date;

b. An assessment of the effectiveness of permit requirements to reduce
storm water pollution. This assessment will be based upon the specific
record-keeping information, requirement in each major section of the
permit, monitoring data, and any other data the Permittee has, or is
aware of that provides information on permit effectiveness; and

c. An analysis of the data to identify areas of the City which cause or
contribute to exceedances of water quality standards or objectives, the
predominate land uses in these areas, and potential sources of pollutants
in those areas.

B. Public Information and Participation

1. Description of activities on distributing brochures, community outreach
efforts, public communication efforts and, educational programs in        "~’~
schools, including, where appropriate, an estimate of the public and
student populations reached; and,

2. Number of industrial and commercial site visits in the past year including
the number of businesses the City has identified that have failed to file a
Notice of Intent (NOI).

C.    Illicit Discharges

1. For each illicit discharge the Permittee must report the reason for the
discharge and the action taken to prevent similar discharges from
occurring.

D.    Illicit Connections

1. Number of illegal connections identified in the past year;

2. Number of illegal connections eliminated in the past year; and,

3. Number and type of enforcement actions, applicable to storm water
enforcement, taken in the past year.
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E.    Development Construction

1. Number of construction projects requiring SWPPPs in the past year

2. Number of inspections in the past year; and,

3. Number and type of enforcement actions, applicable to storm water
enforcement, taken at construction sites in the past year.

F. Development Planning

1. Scheduled date of significant rewrite of the Permittee’s General Plan;

2. Description of the developer information program and assessment of
it’s effectiveness; and,

3. Number of development projects for which SUSMPs were completed
and the percentage of total development projects approved by the
Permittee for which a SUSMP was completed since the permit was
adopted and in the past year.

G. Storm Water Management Program Budget

1. Fiscal Resources

a. The Permittee shall prepare annually a storm water budget update
on resources dedicated to the storm water program. This budget
report shall include an estimated baseline budget (based on 1989
data if available), and annual updates identifying the budget
expenditures for the storm water management program. At a
minimum the specific categories to be detailed are noted below:

i. Program management
ii. Illicit connections/illicit discharge
iii. Development planning/development construction
iv. Construction inspection activities
v. Public Agency Activities

¯ Operations and Maintenance
¯ Municipal Street Sweeping
¯ Fleet and Public Agency Facilities
¯ Landscape and Recreational Facilities

vi. Capital Costs
vii. Public Information andParticipation
viii. Monitoring Program
ix. Other
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H. Storm Water Monitoring Report

1. The Permittee shall submit a Storm Water Monitoring Report on July
15, 2000 and annually on July 15, thereafter. The report shall
include:

a. Status of implementation of the monitoring program;

b. Results of the monitoring program; and,

c. Interpretation of the results include analyses of trends, land-use
contributions, and BMP effectiveness.

Part 4 SPECIAL AND STANDARD PROVISIONS

I. Special Provisions

A. General

1. Requirements of-the permit will take effect immediately (except where
otherwise specifically stated in this permit).

2. Requirements of the LBSWMP shall be implemented no later than
December 30, 1999, unless a different implementation date is provided in
this Order.

3. The Permittee shall coordinate and participate with those Watershed
Management Committees formed pursuant to Board Order No. 96-054
within whose watersheds the City of Long Beach’s drainage area lies.

4. The Permittee shall develop for distribution a consolidated document with a
municipal code cross-reference matrix and current municipal codes for
enforcement of the LBSWMP.

5. The Permittee shall submit a report to the Regional Board Executive Officer
by January 1, 2000, on the Permittee’s evaluation of the need for a
comprehensive storm water ordinance, and, if a comprehensive storm
water ordinance is not recommended, present the basis of its determination
to not develop such an ordinance.

B. Illicit Connections

1. The Permittee shall eliminate all iliicit connections the Permittee becomes
aware of through City inspections or public reporting within 6 months after
the Permittee gains knowledge of the connection.
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2. The Permittee shall inspect at a minimum:

a. those portions of the storm drain system consisting of storm drain
pipes 36 inches in diameter or greater, for illicit connections within 5
years after the permit is adopted;

b. areas of the MS4 designated as high priority, within 2 years after the
permit is adopted, based on priorities identified in the LBSWMP;

c. open channels within one year after the permit is adopted; and,

d. storm sewers to identify the presence of conditions that may suggest
the presence of illicit connections and, where information is
developed that suggests such connections exist, investigate and
take necessary actions to eliminate the connection.

3. The Permittee shall maintain a database on illicit connections which
includes type of connection, location, evidence of illicit discharge, date of
initial inspection, enforcement action taken, date of follow-up inspection,
and date of removal.

C. Illicit Discharge

1. For all illicit discharges the Permittee gains knowledge of, the Permittee
shall investigate the cause, determine the amount and nature of the
discharge, and take appropriate action, including where appropriate, the
issuance of an enforcement order, that will result in the immediate
cessation of the discharge.

2. All Permittee inspectors and other field workers shall receive training on
how to identify and report illicit discharges and the requirements of this
Order, within 6 months after the permit is adopted, and through an annual
refresher training thereafter.

3. Within 2 years after permit adoption, all Phase ! industrial facilities,
restaurants and gas stations located within the Permittee’s jurisdiction
shall receive educational information describing iliicit discharges. The
information shall include: types of discharges prohibited, how to prevent
illegal discharges, what to do in the event of an illegal discharge, and the
array of enforcement actions the facility may be subject to, including
penalties that can be assessed.

D. Development Planning

1. The Permittee shall develop storm water management guidelines for use
in preparing/ reviewing CEQA documents, and in linking storm water
quality mitigation conditions to local discretionary project approvals. The
Permittee shall make appropriate modifications in their internal planning
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procedures not later than December 30, 1999.

2. The Permittee shall include watershed and storm water management
considerations in the appropriate elements of the Permittee’s General
Plan whenever said elements are significantly rewritten. Appropriate
elements include but are not limited to conservation, open space, land-
use, public utilities and infrastructure.

3. All Permittee employees engaged in development planning shall receive
training on the requirements of this Order and BMP implementation within
six months after the permit is adopted, and through annual refresher
training thereafter.

4. The Permittee shall develop and implement a developer information
program no later than six months after the permit is adopted to inform
developers seeking project approvals from the City about the impacts of
development and construction on storm water, BMPs applicable to
development and redevelopment, and the SUSMP requirements. The
developer information program must reach developers as early in the
planning process as possible.

5. The Permittee shall require that Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation
Plans be pr.epared for the following new projects:

a. 10-99 home subdivisions
b. 100 or more home subdivisions
c. 100,000 or more square-foot commercial developments
d. environmentally sensitive areas

6. The SUSMP will incorporate the following requirem.ents:

a. provisions associated with SUSMPs adopted by the Regional Board;

b. at a minimum, peak runoff rates can not exceed pre-development
levels, for developments where the potential for increased storm water
discharge rates can result in an increase in downstream erosion
potential; and,

c. for new developments, 25% of required landscaped areas must be
vegetated with xeriscape.

7. The Permittee shall require that source control BMPs identified in Table
5-1 in the LBSWMP and included in the Appendix, pages B-l, be
implemented for the following projects:

a. automotive repair shops
b. retail gasoline outlet ¯ :..
c. restaurants

R0008610
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d. hillside projects

8. After July 1, 2000, all trash containers for restaurants shall be required
to be located in covered areas and drainage from surrounding areas
must be diverted around the trash container area. The Permittee has the
discretion to waive this requirement for internal restaurant renovations.

9. Trash containers sized 1 cubic yard or greater shall be required to have
lids.

10. All designated vehicle/ equipment wash areas shall be required to be
self-contained, or covered, or equipped with a clarifier, or other
pretreatment facility, and properly connected to a sanitary sewer.

11. For automotive repair shop and retail gasoline outlet developments,
discharge of untreated storm water runoff to the storm drain system from
toxic or hazardous material storage areas and repair/ maintenance
areas shall be prohibited.

12. For automotive repair shop and retail gasoline outlet developments,
discharge of storm water runoff to the storm drain system from fueling
areas shall be managed with BMPs in ac(~ordance with guidelines in,
Best Management Practice Guide: Retail Gasoline Outlets, California
Stormwater Quality Task Force (1997).

13. For restaurants, equipment and accessory wash areas including areas
where floor mats are washed must drain to the sanitary sewer.

E. Development Construction

1. The Permittee shall require, prior to the issuance of any building or
grading permit, preparation of storm water pollution prevention plans
(SWPPPs) for projects that are not subject to the General Construction
permit and meet one of the following criteria:

a. Will result in soil disturbance of one acre or more in size
b. Is adjacent to an environn~entally sensitive area
c. Is located in a hillside area

2.. The SWPPP shall include the appropriate construction site BMPs
selected from the list adopted by the Regional Board on April 22, 1999. In
addition, the Permittee shall ensure the following minimum requirements
are met at every construction site regardless of size:

a. Sediments will be retained on the project site using structural
drainage controls;
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b. No construction-related materials, wastes, spills, or residues shall be
discharged from the project site to the streets, drainage facilities, or
adjacent properties by wind or runoff;

c. Runoff from equipment and vehicle washing shall be contained at the
project site; and,

d. Eliminate, to the maximum extent possible, erosion from slope~ and
channels by implementing applicable BMPs including:

i. Limit scheduling of grading during the wet season
ii. When grading occurs during the wet season, the Permittee will

conduct onsite inspections of disturbed areas during rain events
exceeding 0.1 inch over a 24 hour period

iii. Vegetation shall be planted and maintained on slopes
iv. Cover susceptible slopes

3. Project plans must include a narrative discussion of the rationale used for
selecting or rejecting BMPs. The project architect or engineer of record, or
authorized qualified designee, must sign a statement on the plan to the
effect: "As the architect/engineer of record, I have selected appropriate
BMPs to effectively minimize the negative impacts of this project’s
construction activities on storm water quality. The project owner and..-:-:-,.~"~..i~’~
contractor are aware that the selected BMPs must be installed, monitored, ~’ 1~%{~’~’~

and maintained to ensure their effectiveness. The BMPs not selected for
implementation are redundant or deemed not applicable to the proposed
construction activities."

4. The Permittee shall not issue a grading permit for developments with
disturbed areas of five acres or greater unless the applicant can show that:

a. a Notice of Intent (NOI) to comply with the State Construction Activity
Storm Water Permit has been filed; and,

b. a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) has been prepared.

5. The Permittee shall inspect every qualifying site at least once during the rainy
season to determine if the minimum requirements listed above are being
achieved. For inspected sites which do not meet the minimum requirements
or have not adequately implemented SMVPPP, the Permittee shall follow-up
within 2 weeks of the last inspection to ensure compliance.

6. The Permittee shall provide training on the requirements of the development
construction and development planning sections of this permit to all
construction inspection staff and other staff directly involved in construction
activities. Training should be completed by December 30, 1999, and       .. ~
conducted annually thereafter. All new staff should be trained within six
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months after their employment start-date.

F. Permittee Public Agency Activities

1. Requirements under the development planning and development
construction sections of this Order shall apply to all applicable public ager~cy
development and construction projects.

2. The Permittee shall routinely conduct trash collection along, on andlor in
water bodies under its jurisdiction.

3. Catch basin maintenance, under Permittee’s jurisdiction, shall include:

a. All catch basins will be cleaned out and inspected one time between May
1 and September 30 of each year; and,

b. All catch basins that are at least 40% full of trash and debris between
October 1 and April 30, shall be cleaned-out.

4. The Permittee shall develop a database on inlet maintenance, which at a
minimum, includes a record of catch basin clean-outs to include: the quantity,
predominant types, and likely sources of trash removed.

a. All open channels will be cleaned at least once between May 1 and
September 30 of each year. A database record of the of the amount of
trash removed shall be maintained.

5. Curbed streets shall be swept a minimum of twice per month.

6. Street saw-cutting and paving is prohibited during a storm event of 0.25
inches or greater (except during emergency conditions).

7. Discharge of untreated runoff from temporary or permanent street
maintenance waste storage areas is prohibited.

8. For vehicle maintenance and repair facilities, the discharge of untreated
storm water runoff to the storm drain system from toxic or hazardous material
storage areas, fueling areas, and repairlmaintenance areas is prohibited.

9. All vehicle/equipment wash areas must be self-contained, or covered, or
equipped with a clarifier, or other pretreatment facility, and propedy
connected to a sanitary sewer. This provision does not apply to fire fighting
vehicles.

10. Discharge of untreated storm water runoff from any toxic or hazardous
matedal storage areas, including waste storage and handling areas, is
prohibited.
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11. For new public agency developments 25% of all required landscaping areas
must be vegetated with xeriscape vegetation.

12. The routine application of pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers during the
wet season is prohibited. The Permittee’s Stormwater Task Force shall
develop a protocol for the non-routine application of pesticides, herbicides,
and fertilizers.

13. Uncovered parking lots with greater than 25 parking spaces, will be swept at
least monthly. By October 1, 2000 the Permittee shall develop and
implement an uncovered parking lot washing program.

14. Discharge of liquids from concrete truck washouts into storm drains, open
ditches, streets or catch basins is prohibited.

15. The Permittee shall train Permittee employees (whose jobs or activities
directly affect storm water quality, or those who respond to questions from the
public) regarding the requirements of the storm water management program.
This includes maintenance, construction, planning, and inspection
personnel.

G. Public Information and Participation

1. Telephone numbers for reporting clogged catch basin inlets, illicit discharges,
dumping and general storm water management information will be listed in
the government pages of the telephone book.

2. A storm water brochure must be provided with every building permit
application. The brochure must include:

a. A listing of contractor and developer storm water management training
programs available in the area. (This list must be updated annually on
the Permittee’s website address);

b. A list of all requirements of this order related to development and
redevelopment projects; and,

c. The list of development planning and development construction BMPs.

3. The Permittee shall insure that a minimum of 1.5 million impressions per year
are made on the general public about storm water quality via print, local TV
access, local radio or other appropriate media (in addition to the
schoolchildren and industrial/commercial education outreach required below).

4. The Permittee shall distribute outreach materials to the general public, and
targeted audiences s~Jch as schools, Community groups, contractors and
developers, at the appropriate public counters and at public events.

5. The Permittee shall provide the Long Beach Unified School District with
materials, including but not limited to, videos, live presentations, brochures,        " ’
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and other media, necessary to educate a minimum of 50% of’all school
children (K-12) every two years on storm water pollution. This requirement
can be accomplished through cooperative efforts with other agencies.

6. Industrial/Commercial Educational Program

a. The Permittee shall implement an industrial/commercial educational site
visit program. Site visits will occur once every two years at all Phase I
industrial facilities, vehicle repair shops, vehicle body shops, vehicle parts
(excluding parts retail stores with no outside storage) and accessory
facilities, gas stations, restaurants, and additional industrial/commercial
facilities identified as priorities by the Regional Board Executive Officer or
the Permittee. During the educational site visit, the Permittee shall:

i. Consult with a representative of the facility to explain applicable storm
water regulations;

ii. Distribute and discuss applicable BMP and educational materials,
including information regarding the codes, regulations, ordinances,
and permits applicable to the category of the facility. Specific BMP
brochures shall be developed and distributed for each major type of
industry. In the case of Phase I facilities, notify the facility of specific
requirements under the Statewide Industrial General Permit including
that such facilities must file an Notice of Intent (NOI) with the State
Water Resources Control Board and that a Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) must be available on the site;

iii. Conduct a site walk-through, when requested by the owner/operator,
to provide consultation on recommended BMPs; and

b. The Permittee shall provide an annual update of the database of
industrial/commercial facilities to Los Angeles County and the Regional
Board Executive Officer. The database format shall include at a
minimum:

¯ Facility name
¯ Site Address
¯ Watershed Management Area
¯ Applicable SIC code(s); and
¯ NPDES storm water permit coverage status, if applicable

i. The list of facilities identified within the Permittee’s jurisdiction shall
include, at a minimum:

¯ All industrial groups regulated under Phase I of the Federal storm
water program (40 CFR 122.26; Phase I Facilities);

¯ Motor vehicle repair shops, motor vehicles body shops, motor
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vehicle parts and accessories facilities (excepting those with no
outside materials storage), gas stations, and restaurants; and

Additional SIC industrial/commercial facilities identified as
priorities by the Permittee or the Regional Board Executive; and

Number of facility visitations reported to the Executive Officer a
list of visited facilities on an annual basis.

H. Five Year Public Education Strategy

1. The Permittee shall participate in the Five Year Public Education Strategy
implemented by the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works pursuant
to Board Order No. 96-054 by representation in the of the Los Angeles County
Department of Works Educational Sub-committee.

I. Inlet/Catch-basin Stenciling Program

1. All storm drain inlets and catch basins owned and operated by the Permittee
must be stenciled with prohibitive language to discourage illegal dumping. In
addition, signs with prohibitive language discouraging illegal dumping must be
posted along channels and creeks. The Permittee is responsible for the
maintenance of the posted signs. The_Permittee shall maintain storm drain

J. Parking Lot Study

1. The Permittee shall conduct a representative survey of privately-owned parking
lots of more than 10 spaces exposed to storm water runoff to determine the
amount of pollutants generated by these sources and the measures taken to
remove litter by the lot operators. The Permitee shall report the results of this
survey by July 15, 2000. The survey shall be accompanied by recommendations
necessary to effectively reduce the contribution of storm water pollution
constituents from these sources and a plan for their implementation.

K. Tot~! Maximum DQily Loads [40 CFR 130.7]

1. The Permittee shall modify the LBSWMP to comply with waste load allocations
developed and approved pursuant to the process for the designation of Total
Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs) for impaired water-bodies.

II. Standard Provisions

A. Public Review

1. All documents submitted to the Regional Board in compliance with the o ...
terms and conditions of this Permit shall be made available to members of
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the public pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. Section
5.52 (as amended) and the Public Records Act (California Government
Code Section 6250 et seq.)

2. All documents submitted to the Executive Officer for approval shall be
made available to the public for a 30-day period to allow for public
comment.

B. Monitoring [40 CFR 122.410)]

1. Samples and measurements taken for the purpose of monitoring shall be
representative of the monitored activity;

2. The Permittee shall retain records of all monitoring information, including all
calibration and maintenance monitoring instrumentation, copies of all
reports required by this Order, and records of all data used to complete the
Report of Waste Discharge and application for this Order, for a period of at
least five(5) years from the date of the sample, measurement, report, or
application. This period may be extended by request of the Regional Board
or EPA at any time and shall be extended during the course of any
unresolved litigation regarding this discharge;

3. Records of monitoring information shall include:

" ~.-... a. The date, exact place, and time of sampling or measurements;

b. The individual(s) who performed the sampling or measurements;

c. The date(s) analyses were performed;

d. The individual(s) who performed the analyses;

e. The analytical techniques or methods used; and

f. The results of such analyses;

4. Ali sampling, sample preservation, and analyses must be conducted
according to test procedures under 40 CFR Part 136, unless other test
procedures have been specified in this Order, and,

5.. All chemical, bacteriological, and bioassay analyses shall be conducted at
a laboratory certified for such analyses by an appropriate governmental
regulatory agency.

C. Reporting

1. The Annual Storm Water Permit Report and Assessment shall contain the
following completed declaration:
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"1 certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments
were prepared under my direction or supervision in accordance with a
system designed to assure that qualified personnel properly gather and
evaluate the information submitted.

Based on my inquiry of the person or persons who manage the system,
or those persons directly responsible for gathering the information, the
information submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true,
accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties
for submitting false information, including the possibility, of a fine and
imprisonment for knowing violations.

Executed on the __ day of ,19_,

at

(Signature) (Title) "

2. The Annual Monitoring Report shall contain both tabular and graphical summaries
(~f the monitoring data obtained during the previous year. In addition, the Permittee
shall discuss the compliance record and the corrective actions taken or planned       ~.....
which may be needed to bring the discharge into full compliance with the waste
discharge requirements.

3. Monitoring Program Reporting shall be consistent with the following standard
requirements where applicable:

a. The Permittee shall file with the Board technical reports on self monitoring
, work performed according to the detailed specifications contained in the

Monitoring Program as directed by the Executive Officer;,

b. In reporting the monitoring data, the Permittee shall arrange the data in
tabular form so that the date, the constituents, and the concentrations are
readily discernable. The data shall be summarized to demonstrate
compliance with waste discharge requirements and, where applicable, shall
include results of receiving water observations;

c. Each monitoring report must affirm in Wdting that "all analyses were
conducted at a laboratory certified for such analyses by the Department of
Health Services or approved by the Executive Officer and in accordance
with current EPA guideline procedures or as specified in this Monitoring
Program";

d. Each report shall contain the following completed declaration:
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"1 certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments
were prepared under my direction or supervision in accordance with a
system designed to assure that qualified personnel properly gather
and evaluate the information submitted.

Based on my inquiry of the person or persons who manage the
system, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the
information, the information submitted is, to the best of my knowledge
and belief, true, accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are
significant penalties for submitting false information, including the
possibility, of a fine and imprisonment for knowing violations.

Executed on the __ day of ,19_,

at

(Signature) (Title) ";

e. If r~o flow occurred during the reporting period, the monitoring report shall
so state;

f. For any analyses performed for which no procedure is specified in the EP,~
guidelines or in the monitoring and Reporting Program, the constituent or
parameter analyzed and the method or procedure used must be specified
in the monitoring report; and

g. The Executive Officer may make modifications to the approved monitoring
program as deemed necessary.

D. Duty to Comply [40 CFR 122.41(a)]

1. The Permittee must comply with all of the terms, requirements, and
conditions of this order. Any violation of this order constitutes a violation of
the Clean Water Act, its regulations and the California Water Code, and is
grounds for enforcement action, Order termination, Order revocation and
reissuance, denial of an application for reissuance; or a combinatien
thereof.

2. A copy of these waste discharge specifications shall be maintained by the
Permittee so as to be available at all times to Permittee employees and
members of the public.

3. Any discharge of wastes at any point(s) other than specifically described in
this Order is prohibited, and constitutes a violation of the Order.

E. Duty to Mitigate [40 CFR 122.41 9d]

1. The Permittee shall take all reasonable steps to minimize or prevent any
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discharge that has a reasonable likelihood of adversely affecting human
health or the environment.

F. Inspection and Entry [40CFR 122.41(i)

1. The Regional Board, USEPA, and other authorized representatives shall be
allowed:

a. Entry upon premises where a regulated facility is located or
conducted, or where records are kept under conditions of this
Order;

b. Access to copy any records that are kept under the conditions of
this Order;

c. To inspect any facility, equipment (including monitoring and control
equipment), practices, or operations regulated or required under
this Order; and

d. To photograph, sample, and monitor for the purpose of assuring
compliance with this Order, or as otherwise authorized by the Clean
Water Act and the California Water Code.

G. Proper Operation and Maintenance [40 CFR 122.41 (e)]

1. The Permittee shall at all times properly operate and maintain all facilities
and systems of treatment and control including sludge use and disposal
facilities (and related appurtenances) that are installed or used by the
Permittee to achieve compliance with this Order. Proper operation and
maintenance includes adequate laboratory controls and appropriate quality
assurance procedures. This provision requires the operation of backup or
auxiliary facilities or similar system that are installed by a Permittee only
when necessary to achieve compliance with the conditions of this Order.

H. Signatory Requirements [40 CFR 122.41]

1. Except as otherwise provided in this Order, all applications, reports, or
information submitted to the Regional Board shall be signed by the Director
of Public Works or City Engineer under penaltY of perjury.

I. Reopener and Modification [40 CFR 122.41(f)]

1. This Order may only be modified, revoked, or reissued, pdor to the expiration
date, by the Regional Board, in accordance with the procedural requirements
of the Water Code and Title 23 of the Califomia Code Regulations for the
issuance of waste discharge requirements, and upon prior notice and hearing,
to’.
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a. Address changed conditions or new information identified in the required
reports or other sources deemed significant by the Regional Board;

b. Incorporate applicable requirements or statewide water quality control
plans adopted by the State Board or amendments to the Basin Plan;

c. Comply with any applicable requirements, guidelines, and/or regulations
issued or approved pursuant to CWA Section 402(p); and/or

d. Consider any other federal, or state laws or regulations that became
effective after adoption of this Order.

2. After notice and opportunity for a hearing, this Order may be terminated or
modified for cause, including, but not limited to:

a. Violation of any term or condition contained in this Order;,
b. Obtaining this Order by misrepresentation, or failure to disclose all

relevant facts; or
c. A change in any condition that requires either a temporary or permanent

reduction or elimination of the authorized discharge.

3. This Order may be modified, revoked and reissued, or terminated for
cause.

4. The filing of a request by the Permittee for a modification, revocation and
re-issuance, or termination, or a notification of planned changes or
anticipated noncompliance does not stay any condition of this Order.

5. This Order may be modified to make corrections or allowances for changes
in the permitted activity listed in this section, without following the
procedures at 40 CFR Part 122.25, if processed as a minor modification.
Minor modifications may only:

a. Correct typographical errors
b. Require more frequent monitoring or reporting by the Permitee.

J. Severability

1. The provisions of this permit are severable; and if any provision of this permit
or the application of any provision of this permit to any circumstance is held
invalid, the application of such provision to other circumstances and the
remainder of this permit shall not be affected.

K. Duty to Provide Information [40 CFR 122.41 (h)

1. The Permittee shall furnish, within a reasonable time, any information the
Regional Board or US EPA may request to determine whether cause exists for
modifying, revoking and reissuing, or terminating this Order. The Permittee
shall also furnish to the Regional Board, upon request, copies of records
required to be kept by this Order.
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L. Twenty-four Hour Reporting

1. The Permittee shall report any noncompliance that may endanger health or the
environment. Any information shall be provided orally within 24 hours from the
time the Permittee becomes aware of the circumstances. A wdtten submission
shall also be provided within five days of the time the Perrnittee becomes
aware of the circumstances. The wdtten submission shall contain a description
of the noncompliance and its cause; the period of noncompliance, including
exact dates and times and, if the noncompliance has not been corrected, the
anticipated time it is expected to continue; and steps taken or planned to
reduce, eliminate, and prevent reoccurrence of the noncompliance.

The following shall be included as information that must be reported within 24
hours under this paragraph:

a. Any unanticipated bypass release that exceeds any effluent
limitation in the Order;

b.    Any condition upset that exceeds any effluent limitation in the Order;
or

c. Violation of a maximum daily discharge limitation for any of the
pollutants listed in this Order to be reported within 24 hours.

The Regional Board may waive the above-required written report on a case:by-
case basis.

M. Bypass [40 CFR 122.41(m)]

1. Bypass (the intentional diversion of waste streams from any portion of a
treatment facility) is prohibited. The Regional Board may take enforcement
action against the Permittee for bypass unless:

a. Bypass was unavoidable to prevent loss of life, personal injury or
severe property damage. (Severe property damage means
substantial physical damage to property, damage to the treatment
facilities that causes them to become inoperable, or substantial and
permanent loss of natural resources that can reasonably be
expected to occur in the absence of a bypass. Severe property
damage does not mean economic loss caused by delays in
production.);

b. There were no feasible alternatives to bypass, such as the use of
auxiliary treatment facilities, retention of untreated waste, or
maintenance during normal pedods of equipment down time. This
condition is not satisfied if adequate back-up equipment should
have been installed in the exercise of reasonable engineering
judgement to prevent a bypass that could occur during normal ..
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periods of equipment downtime or preventive maintenance;

c. The Permittee submitted a notice at least ten days in advance of
the need for a bypass to the Regional Board; or

d. The Permittee may allow a bypass to occur that does not cause
effluent limitations to be exceeded, but only if it is for essential
maintenance to assure efficient operation. In such a case, the
above bypass conditions are not applicable. The Permittee shall
submit notice of an unanticipated bypass as required.

N. Upset [40 CFR 122.41(n)]

1. A Permittee that wishes to establish the affirmative defense of an upset in
an action brought for non compliance shall demonstrate, through properly
signed, contemporaneous operating logs, or other relevant evidence that:

a. an upset occurred and that the Permittee can identify the cause(s)
of the upset;

b. the permitted facility was being properly operated by the time of the
¯ upset;

c. the Permittee submitted notice of the upset as required; and

¯ . d. the Permittee complied with any remedial measures required.

No determination made before an action for noncompliance, such as during
administrative review of claims that non-compliance was caused by an upset, is
final administrative action subject to judicial review.

In any enforcement proceeding, the Permit:tee seeking to establish the occurrence
of an upset has the burden of proof.

O. Property Rights [40 CFR 122.41 (h)]

1. This Order does not convey any property dghts of any sort, or any
exclusive privilege.

P. Enforcement

Violation of any of the provisions of this NPDES permit or any of the provisions of
this Order may subject the violator to any of the penalties described herein, or any
combination thereof, at the discretion of the prosecuting authority; except that only
one kind of penalty may be applied for each kind of violation.

1. The California Water Code provides that any person who violates a waste
discharge requirement or a provision of the Califomia Water Code is subject to
civil penalties of up to $5,000 per day, $10,000 per day, or $25,000 per day of
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violation, or when the violation involves the discharge of pollutants, is subject to
civil penalties of up to $10 per gallon per day or $25 per gallon per day of
violation; or some combination thereof, depending on the violation, or upon the
combination of violations.

2. The Federal Clean Water Act (CWA) provides that any person who violates a
permit condition or any requirement imposed in a pretreatment program.
implementing sections 301, 302, 306, 307, 308, 318 or 405 of the CWA is
subject to a civil penalty not to exceed $25,000 per day of such violation. Any
person who willfully or negligently violates permit conditions implementing
these sections of the CWA is subject to a fine of not less than $2,500 nor more
than $25,000 per day of.violation, or by imprisonment for not more than 1 year,
or both. Any person who knowingly violates permit conditions implementing
these sections of the CWA is subject to a fine of not less than $5,000, or more
than $50,000 per day of violation, or by imprisonment for not more than 3
years, or by both.

3. The Clean Water Act provides that any person who knowingly makes any false
material statement, representation, or certification in any application, record,
report, or other document submitted or required to be maintained under this
Order, or who knowingly falsifies, tampers with, or renders inaccurate any
monitoring device or method required to be maintained under this act, shall
upon conviction, be punished by a fine of not more than $10,000 per violation,
or by imprisonment for not more than 2 years per violation, or by both.

Q.    Need to Halt or Reduce Activity not a Defense [40 CFR 122.41(c)

1. It shall not be a defense for a Permittee in an enforcement action that it
would have been necessary to halt or reduce the permitted activity in order
to maintain compliance with the conditions of this Order.

, R. Other Information

1. Should the Permittee discover that it failed to submit any relevant facts or
that it submitted incorrect information in a report, .it shall promptly submit
the missing or correct information.

2. The Permittee shall report all instances of non-compliance not otherwise
reported at the time monitoring reports are submitted.

3. The Permittee shall mail a copy of each monitoring report to:

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY

CONTROL BOARD - LOS ANGELES REGION
320 W. 4TM STREET, SUITE 200

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013
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A copy of the monitoring report shall also be mailed to:

REGIONAL ADMINISTRATOR
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

REGION 9
75 Hawthorne Street

San Francisco, CA 94105

S. Definitions

1. "Construction" means constructing, clearing, grading, or excavation that results in soil
disturbance. Construction includes structure tear-down. It does not include routine
maintenance to maintain original line and grade, hydraulic capacity, or original purpose
of facility, nor does it include emergency construction activities required to immediately
protect public health and safety.

2. "Development construction projects" are those projects constructed on privately and
publicly owned land outside the public street right of way. For projects constructed
within the public street right of way, refer to Section 2, Municipal Construction
Activities.

3. "Discretionary project" is a project which requires the exercise of judgement or
deliberation when the public agency or body decides to approve or disapproves a

.- particular activity, as distinguished from situations where the public agency or body
: " ¯ merely has to determine whether there has been conformity with applicable statues,

ordinances, or regulations.

4. "Environmentally Sensitive Areas" means an area designated as an Area of Special
Biological Significance by the State Water Resources Control Board or an area
designated as a significant natural area by the Califomia Resources Agency or an area
designated as an area of Ecological Significance by the County of Los Angeles.

5. "Grab sample" is defined as any individual sample collected in a short period of time
not exceeding 15 minutes. "Grab samples" shall be collected dudng normal peak
loading conditions for the parameter of interest, which may or may not be during
hydraulic peaks. It is used primarily in determining compliance with "daily maximum"
limits and the "instantaneous maximum" limits.

6. "Hazardous substance" is a material defined under 40 Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) § 302. These are categorized as either "listed" or "unlisted" hazardous
substances. Listed hazardous substances are certain items of solid waste that exhibit
characteristics identified in 40 CFR § 261.2 through 261.24. Examples of hazardous
substances include any substance or chemical product for which one or more of the
following applies:

¯ A material safety data sheet (MSDS) is required
,, The substance is listed as radioactive by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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¯ The substance is listed as hazardous by the U.S. Department of Transportation
¯ The material is listed in Labor Code § 6382(b)

The above four categories are described in the California Health and Safety Code,
Division 20, Chapter 6.95, Hazardous Materials Release Response Plans and
Inventory.

7. "Illicit Connection" is any man-made conveyance that is connected to the storm drain
system without a permit or through which prohibited non-storm water flows are
discharged, excluding roof-drains and other similar type connections. Examples
include channels, pipelines, conduits, inlets, or outlets that are connected directly to
the storm drain system.

8. "Illicit Discharge" is any discharge to the storm drain system that is prohibited under
local, state, or federal statutes, ordinances, codes, or regulations. The term illicit
discharge includes all non storm-water discharges except discharges pursuant to an
NPDES permit, discharges that are identified in Part 2 of this order, and discharges
authorized by the Regional Board Executive Officer.

9. "Illicit Disposal" is any disposal, either intentionally or unintentionally, of material(s) or
waste(s) that can pollute storm water or urban runoff.

10. "Median" of an ordered set of values is the value which the values above and below is
an equal number of values, or which is the arithmetic mean of the two middle values, if
there is no one middle value.

11. "Ministerial" [approval] describes a government decision involving little or no
personal judgement by the public official as to the wisdom or manner of carrying out
the project. The public official merely applies the law to the facts as presented but
uses no special discretion or judgement in reaching a decision. A ministerial action
involves the use of fixed standards or objective measurements, and the public
official cannot use personal, subjective judgement in deciding whether or how the
project should be carried out. [Section 15369 of CEQA Guidelines]

12. "Non-Storm Water Discharge" means discharge other than storm water runoff or snow
melt.

13. "Potable water sources" means flows from drinking water storage, supply and
distribution systems including flows from system failures, pressure releases, system
maintenance, well development, pump testing, fire hydrant flow testing; and flushing
and dewatedng of pipes, reservoirs, vaults, and wells.

14. "Priority pollutants" are those constituents referred to in 40 CFR 401.15 and listed in
the EPA NPDES Application Form 2C, pp. V-3 through V-9.

15. "Sidewalk Washing" means pressure washing of paved pedestrian walkways with only
water and properly disposing of all debris collected.
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16. "Source Control BMPs" are activities, plans, policies, management practices and
maintenance procedures, which are designed to control pollutants from entedng the
storm drain system.

17. "Square feet" for commercial development means total impermeable area including
parking area.

18. "Storm water discharges associated with industrial activity" is defined at 40 CFR §
122.26(b)(14)(i) through (xi), and refers to eleven categories of activities required to
obtain a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit for storm
water discharges.

19. "Toxic pollutant" means any pollutant listed as toxic under section 307(a)(1) of the
Clean Water Act or under 40 CFR 122, Appendix D.

20. "Upset" means an exceptional incident in which there is unintentional and temporary
noncompliance with effluent limitations because of factors beyond the reasonable
control of the Permittee. An upset does not include noncompliance to the extent
caused by operational error, improperly designed treatment facilities, inadequate
treatment facilities, lack of preventive maintenance, or careless or improper action.

21. "Water Quality Standards and Water Quality Objectives" applicable to the Permittee
include those contained in the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Plan (Basin
Plan), the California Ocean Plan, the National Toxics Rule, and other state or federally
approved surface water quality plans. Such plans are used by the Regional Board to
regulate all discharges, including storm water discharges.

22."Wet Season" means the calendar period beginning October 1 through April 15.

23. "Wet Weather" means a storm event that generates runoff 0.10 inches or more over a
24-hour period.

This Order expires on June 29, 2004. The Permittee must submit a complete Report of
Waste Discharge (ROWD) in accordance with Title 23, California Code of Regulations, not
later than 180 days in advance of such date as application for reissuance of waste
discharge requirements.

I, Dennis A. Dickerson, Executive Officer, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a full, true,
and correct copy of an Order adopted by the California Regional Water Quality Control
Board, Los Angeles Region, on June 30, 1999.

"-’~,,~,.,.~ ~ ,’~--’(/~-~ ~, June 30, 1999
DENNIS A. DICKERSON Date

Executive Officer
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3-M Molino Avenue Outfall 3-21
3-N 36’h Place Outfall 3-21
3-0 Cerritos Pump Station Outfall 3-21
3-P Hill Street Station Outfall 3-21
3-Q Outfalls onto Hamilton Bowl 3-21
3-R Dominguez Pump Station 3-21
3-S Dominguez Basin 3-24
3-T Dominguez Gap Basin 3-24

-:.’~:’-:::i.~); 3-U California Bowl 3-24

:...-%. 3-V Hamilton Bowl 3-24
,-. 3-W Colorado Lagoon 3-24

3-X Zoning Map 3-27

5-A Flow Diagram for Determination of Planning Project 5-3
as Priority or Exempt

5-B Flow Diagram for Determination of Construction 5-12
Project as Priority or Exempt

APPENDICES

A Municipal NPDES Perm it (CAS61400 I)
B Excerpts from the 1996 California Water Quality Assessment Report
C Municipal Code Sections
D Drainage Maps
E Land Use Maps
F Integrated Solid Waste Management Plan
G Streets and Roads Maintenance Guidance
H Sewage Spill Response Procedures
I 24-Hour Spill Response - Telephone Numbers
J Source Control Best Management Practices
K General Pollution Prevention Plan
L Construction Best Management Practices
M Landscape and Recreational Facilities Management Guidance
N Guidelines for Preparing Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plans
O Guidelines for Selecting Best Management Practices for Priority Projects
P Treatment Control Best Management Practices
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Q Model Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plans (SUSMPs)
R Guidelines for Approval of’Local Discretionary Projects
S Developer Information Program - Sample Handout Materials ’
T Sample NOI/State SWPPP Certification Form
U BMP Selection Process for Construction Projects
V Example Developer/Contractor Self-lnspection Form
W Procedures for Corrective and Enforcement Actions
X Example Checklist for City Inspectors
Y Exempted Discharges - RWQCB Letters
Z Departmental Policies and Procedures for Spills
AA Enforcement Procedures
BB Public Education Materials
CC Industrial and Commercial Site Visit Staff Handbook
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APPENDIX B
Table 5-1

TABLE 5-1. SOURCE CONTROL BMPs

SOURCE CONTROL BMP1
BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

....... Non-Storm Water Discharges to Drains SC1

Vehicle and Equipment Fueling SWQTF Guide2

Vehicle and Equipment Washing and Steam SC3
Cleaning

Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance and Repair SC4

Outdoor Loading/Unloading of Materials SC5

:%.... Outdoor Containel: Storage of Liquids SC6

::o:":: Outdoor Process Equipment Operations SC7
And Maintenance

utdoor Storage of Raw Materials, Products, and By- SC8
Products

Waste..Handling and Disposal SC9

Contaminated or Erodible Surface Areas SC10

Building and Grounds Maintenance SC11

Building,Repair, Remodeling, and Construction , , , SC12

Over-Water Activities SC 13

Employee Training SC14

Numbers refer to California Best Management Practices Handbook
Best Management Practice Guide: Retail Gasoline Outlets, California Storm Water Quality
Task Force (1997)
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APPENDIX C

STORM WATER MONITORING
PROGRAM

CITY OF LONG BEACH

A. Monitoring Plan

The Permittee shall prepare, maintain, and update, if necessary, a monitoring plan which shail include at a
minimum, the following:

1. Quality control, quality assurance, data collection, storage and analyses, and detection limits;

2. All sample collection, handling, storage, and analyses in accordance with 40 CFR 136;

3. Location of monitoring stations, constituents, and sampling frequency;

4. Targeted monitoring indicators (e. g., ecosystem, biological diversity, in stream toxicity, habitat,
chemical, sediment, stream health) chosen for monitoring;

5. Statistical methods used to design studies, conduct sampling, and interpret data;                   ’~

6. A description of the role and responsibilities of all the participants in monitoring studies

7. A description of computer software and modeling programs that will be utilized to assess data,
interpret information; and

8. A general description of how data are intended to be utilized for feedback into the storm water
management program.

An up-to-date Monitoring Plan shall be submitted to the Regional Board Executive Officer, when so
requested.

B. Monitoring Program

1. The following monitoring program is designed to meet the objectives as stated in this Order:

a. Beginning Year 1, the Permitee will monitor and test for mass emissions and toxicity at
three representative storm drain sites, utilizing end of pipe ouffall testing.

b. In Year 1, the Permitee will monitor one receiving water body (Alamitos Bay) and conduct
water column testing for bacteria and toxicity near the dry-weather diversion storm drain
ouffall,

c. In Year 2, the Permitee will monitor one receiving water body (Alamitos Bay) and report
on the effectiveness of the dry weather diversion on water quality.
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d. Beginning Year 3, the Permittee will monitor and test for mass emissions and toxicity at a
site on Los Cerritos Channel

e. In Years 3 through 5, the Permitee proposes to co-fund plume, benthic and toxicity
studies, based on "fair share" participation as designated by the Los Angeles Regional
Water Quality Control Board (Regional Board) for receiving waters in the Los Angeles
River and San Gabriel River watersheds.

g. The Permittee will monitor mass emission stations according to the following schedule
provided there are sufficient storm events during the season:

Storm Season Number of Stations Number of Events/Storm Season

1999-2000 Three Two dry-weather, four wet-weather
2000-2001 Three Two dry-weather, four wet-weather
2001-2004 Four + n Two dry and four wet-weather + n

n is to be determined by’"fair share" allocation in Year 3.

2. Mass Emission Station Monitoring

.a. The Permittee shall monitor a total of four mass emission stations: three stations
(Dominguez Gap, Bouton Creek and Alamitos Bay) beginning the 1999-2000 monitoring
season and the fourth (Los Cerritos Channel) beginning in the Year 2000-2001 monitoring
season. Additional monitoring for the Los Angeles River and San Gabriel River
watersheds is dependent on "fair share" allocation by the Regional Board. The Permittee
will monitor up to six station events per year including dry weather sampling.

b. All samples for mass emissions monitoring may be taken with an automatic sampler or
equivalent except for the following constituents: (i) pathogen indicators and (iii) oil and
grease. These constituents must be collected as grab samples, unless the Regional
Board approves an alternative method after request. The samplers shall be set to monitor
storms totaling 0.25 inches or greater of rainfall. The constituents to be analyzed are
listed on page C-5 through C-9.

c. If a constituent is not detected at the method detection limit (MDL) for its respective test
method listed on pages C-5 though C-9 in more than 75 percent of the first 48 sampling
events, it will not be further analyzed unless the observed occurrences show
concentrations greater than state water quality standards. The Permittee will also conduct
annual confirmation sampling for non-detected constituents at each station for as long as
the station is monitored.

3. Receiving Waters Study

a. The Permittee will conduct one receiving water study during the 1999-2000 and 2000-
2001 monitoring season to evaluate the effectiveness of dry weather diversion.

b. The Permittee proposes, in Years 3 through 5, in conjunction with other "fair share"
participants, to fund a study of receiving waters for Los Angeles River and San Gabriel
River watersheds. The purpose of the study will be to study the impacts, if any, of storm

C-2
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water/non-storm water discharges on the beneficial uses of the Los Angeles River/San
Pedro Bay and San Gabriel River. The study may include the following distinct
components:

i. Plume Study:

¯ Map the spatial and temporal structure of the runoff plumes and as it flows into
the bay or estuary following strong winter storms.

¯ Examine the interaction between the runoff plume and ocean processes as they
affect the advection, dispersion, and mixing of the plume.

¯ Evaluate the impact of storm runoff plumes on beneficial uses of the coastal
ocean.

¯ Characterize the optical properties of the suspended particulate material ("SPM")
and dissolved organic material ("DOM") associated with runoff sources.

¯ Examine the effects of DOM and SPM on the water column optics and the
distribution of nutrient concentrations, as the same may affect phytoplankton
productivity. ..

...,:.::.~.:.-
¯ Assist in establishing appropriate locations for benthic study stations. ..---

ii. Benthic Study:

¯ Water quality (dissolved oxygen, salinity, density, temperature, light transmissivity
andPH)..

¯ Sediment grain size, sediment organic concentrations and sediment contaminant
concentrations.

¯ The structure of the benthic invertebrate community.

iii. Water Column Toxicity Study:

¯ Multiple specie (mysid, s~a urchin, ceriodaphnla} bioa:says.

¯ Phase I TIE tests.

iv. Sediment Toxicity Study:

¯ Amphipod survival bioassays of sediment samples from stations (including
reference sites).

¯ Multi-species bioassays will be conducted for chronic toxicity in sediment
samples from sampling stations, plus 1 reference site.

C-3
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¯ Chemical analysis of multi-species growth test tissue samples will be. conducted
for organics and metals.

¯ Phase I TIE tests using sea urchin fertilization of interstitial water will be
conducted for samples from stations identified to be toxic in amphipod survival
bioassays.

4. Toxicity Identification Evaluation Procedure

a. The Permittee will conduct Phase 1 TIE on dry weather samples when two consecutive
dry weather samples from the same monitoring station show toxicity.

b. The Permittee will conduct .Phase 1 TIE on wet weather samples when three consecutive
wet weather samples from the same monitoring station show toxicity.

c. The Permittee will, once the cause(s) of toxicity has been determined, discuss separately
in the Annual Monitoring Report, the following:

i. the potential sources of the pollutant(s) causing toxicity,
ii. proposed special studies to verify the sources(s) of the pollutant(s) causing toxicity
iii. proposed special studies to identify BMPs to reduce the pollutant(s) causing toxicity
iv. proposed changes to the LBSWMP to reduce the pollutants causing toxicity, and

.. v. follow-up monitoring to demonstrate that toxicity has been removed.

The Regional Board Executive Officer may direct the Permittee to submit the above report
earlier than the scheduled Annual Monitoring Report.

c~
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LIST OF CONSTITUENTS IN MONITORING PROGRAM
AND ANALYTICAL METHODS

CONSTITUENTS USEPA METHOD DETECTION LIMIT

Conventional Pollutants (mg/L)

Oil and Grease 1664
Total Phenols 420.1
Cyanide 335.2 0.01 mg/L
pH 150.1 0-14 mg/L
Temperature None
Dissolved Oxygen -- Sensitivity to 5 mg/L

Bacteria

Total Coliform 9221 B <20mpn/1 00ml
Fecal Coliform 9221 B <20mpn/100ml
Fecal Streptococcus 9221 B <20mpn/100ml

General

Dissolved Phosphorus 300 0.05 mg/L ~’~:--"-:~

Total Phosphorus 300 0.05 mg/L
Turbidity 180.1 0. 1 NTU
Total Suspended Solids 160.2 2 mg/L
Total Dissolved Solids 160.1 2 mg/L
Volatile Suspended Solids 160.4 2 mg/L
Total Organic Carbon 415.1 1 mg/L
Total Petroleum Hydrocarbon 418.1 1 mg/L
Biochemical Oxygen Demand 405.1 2 mg/L
Chemical Oxygen Demand 410.4 20-900 mg/L
Total Ammonia-Nitrogen 350.2 0.1 mg/L
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen 351.2 0.1 mg/L
Nitrate-Nitrite 4110 0.1 mg/L
Alkalinity 310.1 2 mg/L
Specific Conductance 120.1 1 umho/cm
Total Hardness 130.2 2 mg/L
MBAS 425.1 <0. 5 mg/L
Chloride 4110 2 mg/L
Fluoride 4110 0.1 mg/L
Sulfate 4110 2 mg/L
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CONSTITUENTS USEPA METHOD DETECTION LIMIT

Metals (Total and Soluble) (ug/L)

Aluminum 202.1 100 ug/L
Arsenic 206.2 10 ug/L
Beryllium 210.2 5 ug/L
Cadmium 213.2 10 ug/L
Chromium 218.2 10 ug/L
Copper 219.2 10 ug/L
Hex. Chromium 7196 <10 ug/L
Iron 236.2 100 ug/L
Lead ’ 239.2 10 ug/L
Mercury 245.1 I ug/L
Nickel 249.2 10 ug/L
Zinc 289.2 50 ug/L

Base/Neutral Acids

Benzoic Acid 8250 <5 ug/L
Benzyl Alcohol 8250 <5 ug/L

-.. 2-Chlorophenol 8250 <2 ug/L
.:...... ~.~." .: 2, 4-Dichlorophenol 8250 <2 ug/L

.:_~, .:. 2, 6-Dichlorophenol 8250 <2 ug/L
-.. 4-Dimetylphenol 8250 <2 ug/L

4, 6-Di n itro-2-mety I 8250 <3 ug/L
2-Methylphenol 8250 <3 ug/L
4-Methylphenol 8250 <3 ug/L
2-Nitrophenol 8250 <3 ug/L
4-Nitrophenol 8250 <3 ug/L
4-Ch Ioro-3-methy I phenol 8250 <3 ug/L
Pentachlorophenol 8250 <2 ug/L
Phenol 8250 <1 ug/L
2,3,4,6-Tetrachlorophenol 8250
2,4,5-Tdchlorophenol 8250
2,4,6-Trichlorophenol 8250

Semivolatile Organic Compounds

Acenapthene 625
Acenapthylene 625
Acetophenone 625
Aniline 625
Anthracene 625
4-Aminobiphenyl 625
Benzidine 625
Benzo(a)anthracene 625
4-Chloroaniline 625
1-Chloronapthalene 625
p-Dimethylaminoazobenzene 625
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CONSTITUENTS USEPA METHOD            DETECTION LIMIT

Semivolatile Organic Compounds (Continued)

7,12-Dimethylbenz(a)-anthracene 625
a-,a-Dimethylphenethylamine 625
Benzo(a)pyrene 625
Benzo(b)flouranthene 625
Benzo(k)flouranthene 625
Chlordane 625
Bis(2-chloroethoxy)methane 625
Bis(2-chlorisopropyl)ether 625
Bis(2-chloroethyl)ether 625
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate 625
4-Bromophenyl phenyl ether 625
Butyl benzyl phthalate 625
2-Chloronapthalene 625
4-Chlorophenyl phenyl ether 625
Chrysene 625
Dibenz(a,j)acridine 625
Dibenz(a, h)anthracene 625
1, 3-Dichlorobenzene 625
1, 4-Dichlorobenzene 625 .~;
1, 2-Dichlorobenzene 625
3, 3-Dichlorobenzidine 625
Diethylphthalate 625

¯

Dimethy Iphtha late 625
Di-n-butylphthalate 625
2,4-Dinitrotoluene 625
2, 6-Dinitrotoluene 625
Diphenylarnine 625
1, 2-Diphenylhydrazine 625
Di-n-octylphtalate 625
Ethyl methanesulfonate 625
Fluoranthene 625
Fluorene 625
Hexachlorobenzene 625
Hexachlorobutadiene 625
Hex~chlorocyclopentadiene 625
Hexachloroethane 625
Indeno(I, 2, 3-cd)pyrene 625
Isophorone 625
3-Methylcholanthrene 625
Methyl methanesulfonate 625
Napthalene 625
1-Napthylamine 625
2-Napthylamine 625
2-Nitroaniline 625
3-Nitroaniline 625
4-Nitroaniline 625 " -
Nitrobenzene 625
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CONSTITUENTS                           USEPA METHOD            DETECTION LIMIT
Semivolatile Organic Compounds (Continued)

N-Nitroso-di-n-butylamine 625
N -N itrosod imethy la mine 625
N-Nitrosodiphenylamine 625
N -N itroso-d i-N -propyla mine 625
N-Nitrosopiperidine 625
Pentachlorobenzene 625
Phenacitin 625,
Phenanthrene 625
2-Picoline 625
Pronamide 625
Pyrene 625
5-Tetrachlorobenzene 625
1, 2, 4,-Trichlorobenzene 625

Pesticides

Aldrin 8080
alpha-BHC 8080
beta-BHC 8080
delta-BHC 8080
gamma-BHC (Lindane) 8080
Carbofuran 8080
Chlordane 8080
4, 4’-DDD 8080
4, 4’-DDt= 8080
4, 4’-DDT 8080
Benzaton 8080
Dieldrin 8080
Endosulfan 1 8080
Endosulfan 11 8080
Endosulfan sulfate 8080
Endrin 8080
Endrin aldehyde 8080
Glyphosate 8080
Heptachlor . 8080
Heptachlor epoxide 8080
Methoxychlor 8080
Toxaphene 8080
2,4-D 8080
2,4,5-TP-SILVEX 8080

Polychlorinated Biphenyls

Aroclor-1016 ,
Areclor-1221
Aroclor-1 232
Aroclor-1242
Aroclor-1248
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CONSTITUENTS USEPA METHOD DETECTION LIMIT

Aroclor-1254
Aroclor-1260

Herbicides

Diazinon 8140
Chlorpyrifos 8140
Diuron 8140
Malathion 8150
Prometryn 8150
Atrazine 8150
Simazine 8150
Cyanazine 8150
Molinate 8150
Thiobencarb 8150
Methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE) 8020
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APPENDIX D

MAPS

Storm Drain Master Plan and Management Program D-1

Generalized Land Use D-2

D-1
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ANNOUNCEMENT

NPDES-DEVELOPMENT PLANNING FOR
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

On J~, the Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), Los Angeles Region,
adopted Order No. 96-054 ("Permit"). Under the Permit, the County of Los Angeles is
designated as the Principal Permittee and the 85 incorporated cities as co-Permittees. In
.Februa.ry 2000, the RWQCB adopted a Resolution that established Standard Urban
Stormwater Mitigation Plan (S USMP) criteria for priority projects for the Permittees .described
in Part A and Part B of the attached table.

The primary objectives are to:

¯ Effectively prohibit non-stormwater discharges, and
¯ Reduce the discharge of pollutants from stormwater conveyance systems to the maximum

extent practicable

The Los Angeles County Department of Public Works (DPW) is responsible for the
implementation of SUSMP requirements in the County unincorporated areas (excluding the
Antelope Valley area) and all County-owned facilities. Development and redevelopment
projects falling into either Parts A or B of the attached table will be required to obtain SUSMP
approvals. Details of facilities and measures that mitigate impacts to water quality must be
shown on improvement plans and reviewed as part of those plans.

Information regarding the preparation of SUSMP is available on our website
(/ink to SUSMP Plan on WWW,888¢leanLA.¢om).

SUSMP pertaining to new subdivisions will be. reviewed by DPW’s Land Development
Division. Please call Steve Burger at (626) 458-4943 with any questions (Monday through
Thursday).

S.USMP for single-lot developments will be reviewed by DPW’s Building and Safety Division.
Please contact Mitch Miller at (626) 458-6390 with any questions pertaining to these
developments (Monday through Thursday).

In addition, SUSMP for non-residential projects will be reviewed by DPW’s Environmental
Programs Division. Related question.s should, be directed to the Industrial Waste Unit of
Environmental Programs Division at (626) 458-3517 (Monday through Thursday).

Attachment." SUSMP Project Types, Characteristics and Activities, Parts A and B.
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~USMP Project Types, Characteristics, and Activities

Part A. Type of Proposed Project:

A 10+ home subdivision

A 100,000+ square-foot commercial development~.z

An automotive repair shop (SIC codes 5013, 5014, 5541,7532-7534, and 7536-7539)3

A retail gasoline outlet

A restaurant (SIC code 5812)4

A hillside-located single-family dewelling~

Parking lots 5,000 square feet or more or with 25 or more parking spaces and potentially exposed to
stormwater runoff

Location within or directly adjacent to or discharging directly to an environmentally sensitive area

Part B. Project Characteristics or Activities:

Automotive or Equipment Repair and/or Maintenance

AutomotiVe or Equipment Washing or Cleaning Area(s)

Gas Station or Fuel Dispensing

Outdoor Material or Waste Handling or Storage

Chemical handling and/or storage of petroleum products, paints, solvents, concrete, or hazardous waste?

Outdoor Equipment or Product Fabrication including welding; cutting; sawing; metal fabrication; assembly;
application of paints, coatings, or finishes; pre-cast concrete fabrication, etc.

Outdoor Areas for Equipment or Machinery Repair and/or Maintenance

Dry Cleaning Factory

Food Service

Food Processing Plant

Animal Slaughtering

Animal Confinement, Pet Care Facilities, Stables, Kennels, etc.

10 or More Dwelling Units

Hillside Locations

1 "100,000 Square Foot Commercial Development" means any commercial development that creates at least 100,000 square feet of impermeable area.

including parking areas.

z"Commercial Development" means any development on private land that is not heavy indusb’tal or residential. The category includes, but is not limited
to: hospitals, laboratories and other medical facilities, educational institutions, recreational facilities, plant nurseries, multi-apartment buildings, car was
facilities, mini-malls and other business complexes, shopping malls, hotels, office buildings, and public warehouses and other light indus~al complexes.

="Automotive Repair Shop" means a facility that is categorized in any one of the following Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes: 5013, 5014,
5541, 7532-7534. or 7536-7539,

’"Restaurant" means a stand-alone facility that sells prepared foods and drinks for consumption, including stationary lunch counters and refreshment
stands selling prepared foods and drinks for immediate consumption (SIC code 5812).

¯ ’ 5"Hillside" means proper~/located in’an area with known erosive,soil condiho~s, where the develo!~n’ent c0n.templates grading on any natural slope’that
=s 25 percent or greater,
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DEFENSE

February 23, 2000

Via Certified Mail (Return Receipt Requested)

Ms. Carol Browner
Administrator ’ -
United States Environmental Protection Agency. ,_ .. ,.
401 M Street S.W. ~.._
Washington, D.C. 20460 ~:’/" ’ ---

c. -._" ....

Ms. Felicia Marcus ’,-. --
Regional Administrator .
United States Environmental Protection Agency, Region 9 ~-
75 Hawthorne Street . .’._
San Francisco, CA 94105-3901

Re: " Petition to Correct Deficiencies or Withdraw EPA Approval; Delegated
Clean Water Act Authority; Storm Water, Los Angeles Regional Water
Quality Control Board (40 C.F.R. § 123.64)

Dear Administrator Browner and Regional Administrator Marcus:

Enclosed please find the Natural Resources Defense Council’s formal petition to
commence proceedings to withdraw EPA approval of the delegated NPDES storm water
program administered by the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
("Water Board").

By any objective measure, the Water Board has failed to control storm water and
urban runoff in the Los Angeles region, thereby creating what is increasingly recognized
as one of the worst runoff pollution problems in the nation. As demonstrated in our
petition, the Water Board’s failure violates the Clean Water Act, EPA regulations, and the
express terms of EPA’s NPDES Memorandum of Agreement with the State of California.

By correcting the extreme deficiencies that currently exist in the Water Board’s
storm water program, ~ere is a great opportunity to impro.ve the environment and reduce
public health risks that impact tens of millions of people who use the Santa Mohica.Bay,
San Pedro Bay, the .Ventura County coastline, and many adjacent waters. We hope that
EPA and the State of California will seize this.opportunit)~ to bring this program into
.compliance with the law, thereby benefiting the more than ten million residents of the

~310 San Vic.enlc Boulevard. ." : No\ cn".~on Strcc~ ’ 120., New Ybrk Ave.. N.\\: 40 \\t’~. t 2! R h .xt rc~’!

AngeIes, C.A 90(M8 San kr,’.nci,~o. CA 94105 \xa.ghi~glan. DC 2tK~J5 ’ 212 727-2-0~
..-, 934-6900 4 i 5 -77-022t; . .262 2,~9-a86,q Fax 212. 727-1773

Fax 323 9M-t 210 " Fak 415 495-599c. Fax 202 "~89-
www.nrd¢.org
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The Administrator and Regional Administrator
Petition to Withdraw Delegated Authority
February 23, 2000
Page 2

region and the more than 60 million people who visit area beaches annually:.

Should you have any que~ions, please do not hesitate to contact me at (323) 934-
6900.

David S. Beckman
Senior Attorney

Enclosure "

cc: Ms. Alexis Strauss, Director, Water Division, EPA Region IX
Arthur G. Baggett, Jr.i Esq., Member, State Water Resources Control Board
Mr. Walt Petitt, Executive Director, State Water Resources Control Board
H. David Nahai, Esq., Chairman, Los Angeles Regional W~ter Quality Board
Mr. Dennis Dickerson, Executive Officer, Los Angeles RWQCB
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I By way cfg~erzl surru-nary, the major failures of the RWQCB’s Storm Water Program include

2 the following:I

3 Fi.___~ and most fundamentally, the RWQCB has failed to take basic steps consistent with

4 organizing and sustaining an adequme Storm Water Pro~am, ~g v.-~th the mo~ critic~

5 providing for an adequate level of staffing--through and including the most mundane (yet

6 essential), such as maintaining information, files, and records on its own activities.

7 SeconcL the RWQCB has failed to exercise control over the activities requir~l to be

$ regulated under the slorm water program. It has failed to issue permits to. hundreds, if not

9 thousands, of entlties that require them; it has issued a legally defective permit to mu~cipa.l

I0 governments; and it has repeatedly failed to meet deadlines associated with permit

I l implementatioa. ,,"" ,

12 Third. the RWQCB has failed to inspect and monitor activities subject to the siorm water

13 permit program. There are approximately 3,500 active indus~al entities in the region subject to

I ~t the general industrial storm water permit~ and, by some credible eslimates, upwards of l 0,000

15 facilities that should be permitted.~ Yet. at its current pace. it would take the R.WQCB nearly 35

16 years to perform industrial site inspections at each facility in the region.

17 Fourth, in part b~cause there have been very few substantive inspections by the R, WQCB.

18 the RWQCB has been unable to discover actual permit and oiber Clean Water Act storm water

19 violaeions Sat cau.¢e ivollution of regional waters. In fact, the vazt majority of all formal"

20 enforcement actionsA taker~ by the RWQCB for storm wat~ violations in the last �~i_ree years were

21

22 I Each of these genera~ claims is substantiated Jn 1~e sections ~t follow. Thcse claims, md those con~a~ncd in the

23 ~ubs~n¢ivc s~o~s or�his P~ition, infra, constitute NR~C’s all~ga¢ions, pu~uam to ~0 C.F.R. Section
123.6MbXl).

2~
~ Genes[ Industrial Storn~ Watct Pernli~ Statistics November 19�~9. at I (Los Angeles Regional W~er Board 1999).

2~
~ Heal ~he Bay. Om~$ion Accompl~lw..d" r/ze Locl¢ ofa [.os ,4ngeles Regional Ware; Bo~d Enfor~etnenr P~.ogram.

26 ]PP2-1997, at 21 (January 1999) (citing to UCLA Q~erly Progress Report ~/B to C.~l~fornia S~ate Water
Reso~tr~ Conu~l Board. August 15. 199~).

27
,’ The P, WQCEB implemcnzs a :’prvgr~ssive enforcement approa~" to addre.~ noncompliance. A "Level I’" ~’¢ion is

28 typi~lly a ,,~ict~a notice to comply which is sent to the violator. A "L~v¢l il" a~tion is typi~lly a second letter to a
’ viol~or ~ssued by ~e Ex~ufive Offi¢~ alerting ~em to ~h¢ poss~fiity ofmor~ s~ringent action. 1~ may also include
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1 accordance ~ the recjuirem~nts of this s~tion, he shah so no~, the
State and: if appropriate corrective action is not taken with~ a reasormble

2 time. not to exceed ninety days. the Administrator shall withdraw approval
3 of such program ....

4 The criteria the Administrator is to use in determining whether to withdraw approval of

the state permit pro_re’am arc s~t forth in ~,0 C.F.P,.. § 123.63. This part provides that the
6

administrator may withdraw program approval in a numbc’r of circumstances, wb.ich nmy be
7

8 summarized as follows: when the s~te prograrn fails to exercise control over activiti~ required

9 to be regulated: including failure to. issue permits; when ther~ is repeated issuance of permits

10 which do not conform to requirements; when the State’s enforcement pro .R~’.~tm fails to comply
11

.w~th requirements: wh~-n the State’s propd’-am falls to adeqtmte]v inspect and monitor activities
12

! 3 subjec~ to regulation.

14 Further, a state proErrana may be withdrawn where it other~se fails to corn~]y w-ith the

15 t~-rrns of the I~cmorandurn or" A~e’~erncnt ("MOA") under wl-tich ail ~ate l:n~rarns are
16

author{~d. ~tO C.I:.R. § 123.63. TI~e Adrnirtistrator mus~ look to the terms oir th~ MOA to
17

d~t~rmine wheth~" the State has carried out i~s duties as sr~ forth in the MOA. In the case or’the
18

19 MOA between U.S. EPA and California. specific Regional Board duties ar~ enumerated.

20 including:

21 a. Regulating all discha;ges subjrc~ to the NPDE$ and
22 pretreatm~nl programs, ~xcept those reserved to EPA, in

conformance "~,’ith F~eral and S~ate law. regulations, and polic~
2~

24 b. Maintaining lechnic.~.l expertise, adm~istrativr procedures and
management con~’ol, such that implementation of the NPDES and

25 pret~eatment programs consistently conforms to Sta~e laws,
26 regulations and policies:

27 �. Providing technical assislance to the f~gulated community to

28 encou~.age voluntary compliance with program requirements:
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2 d. Assudr~ that no one r¢~lizes an economic adv~r~tage from
noncompliance;

4 e. ~ain~inin~ an adcquate file at the appr~riatc Re~io~l Board
O~ce for each pennR~ee~

5

6 f. Comprehensively evslua,.ing and assessin8 compliance ~ith
sclreduJcs, effluet~ limitations, and other conditior~s in permits:

7

8 h. Taking timely and appropriate enforcement actions in
accordance with the CWA, applicable f’edcral regulations, and

9 State law: [and]

l0 i. [Conducting] compliance inspections to dctermine the status of"

11 compliance~’ith permit requirements, including sampling and non-

12
B. The Clean Water Act Provides Specific Procedures By Which Any Person C~

Petition the Administrator to Corre~ Program Deficiencies or Withdraw
1,~ A~mv~l. ,

15 EPA r~gulalions pro~,ide *ha’~ %he Adminis~ram~ may ordm" the cornmen~crn~n, of

withdrawal proceedings on his or her o~,,’n initiative or in response to a l~tition from an

interested pets.on alleging failure of the State to comply with the requirement~ of this part
18

19 .... " 40 C.F.R. § 123.6a(’b)(1). The word, "Person’, is broadly defined to include

20 "individual or orgardzatiori having an interest in the subject matter of the proceeding."

21 .’I. Factual Backlzround: The Ret~i0nal Board’s Failure to .Adequately Ret~ulale Storm Water
22 Pollution Has Created the Worst Water _Q~litv Problem in ~_~e Re!~iort,...and One of the

Worst Polluted Runoff Problems in the United States.

24 The ability of the Regional Board to meet its overall obligation to elT’ectively manage and

25 implement the Clean Water A~t is inextricably linked with its ability to r.aambat urban runoff and

26 storm water pollution. In simple terms, the goals and the requirements of the Clean Water Act

27

28
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1 carmot be, and will not be: achieved in Southern California until and unless urban runoffand

2 storm water pollution are effectively z~gulated.
3

This direct connection is a result oft.he predominant role runoffpla,vs in contributi .ag

5 pollutants to reccMng waters, degrading many of these "~’at~rs, and impairing beneficial uses.

6 The sheer volume of polluted runoff: the r~lative significance of runoff pollution compared to

7 other sources ofv,’ater pollution; as well as the causes and effects of runoff on human health and
g

the environment are now w~ll-understood inSouthem California. "l-nese documented facts
9

demonstrate the considerable negative impact on peoplc and the environment that continu~10

11 today as a result of the Reg~hal Board’s i~dequate efforts and oversight.

12 A.    Polluted Runoff is the...Lal;.~.e.st.Source of Water Pollution in Los Angeles.
13 Research has drmo~trated that storm wazcr is the largest single source of water pollution
14

in Southern California.s As the Southern California Coa,stal Water Research Project has
15

16 r~portcd, not only does storm water discharged to Santa Monica Bay contain high quantifies of

17 individual pollutants, b~ it also contains many different pollutants--including those ofthe

18 great~st concern.~ These poJlutants include a toxic soup of hydrocarbons, pathogens, pesticides.
19

sediment, nutrierrts and heavy, metals. "Urban runoffnow rgpresents a larger percentage ofthc
20

load for pollutants such as zinc. and surpasses loadings from wastewater tr~trnent facilities for
21

22 pollutants such as lead." ld

24

25 t See. e.g., EPA’s National Urban Runoff Program (U.$. IEPA.
Santa Moaica Bay aad Surro~ndlag Ocean Wateq (1995); 8zate oJ" tke 8~9’ 199& ~.zeezaive Summory (Santa

26 Monica Bay Restoration Project, Mar. 17. 1995) f"$ta#e oJ’t/~/~y’).

27 ~ Santa It~ord¢�~ Boy Rezto~atio~ Plan (Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project. August. 199a) ("Bmj PLon"~ at E5-8:
see. alsn. i~ at 3-I ("storm watt. [and] urban runoff" is kno~z to ~onm’bute significantly t~ [! 2 ofth© 19] pollutants

28 of concern ...."3.
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1        Indeed. in the pasl three decades, rn~s emisdon~ of urban runoff-borne pollutartts have

2 increased dramatically in Southern Calit’omia; this trend has continued during the 1990s, the

periocl in which the Regional Board hxs been regulating most sources of polluted runoff‘in the

5
Los Angeles areaJ In particular, discha~es ofl:~llutan~ ~uch a~ copper, nickel, nitate, zinc,

6 phosphorous, and ammonia have grown significantly in runoff, while the amount ofeach

7 pollutant has fallen in wastewater discharged from publicly-owned treatment work~ IndeecL the

$
Unit~ States Environmental Protection Agency itself recemly h~ recognized that polluted

9
nmoi:f’is the Jeadiflg cause of impairment in the Los Angeles Re,on. See Heal the B~ & Sa~a

I0

11 Monic~ BcryKeeper v. Bro~er, Ca~e No. C98-4825 SBA. Amended Consent Decree at 2.

12 B.    Southern California’s PolIutcd Runoff Problern is Amon~ the Worst in the Nation

The ~torm v,-ater pollution discharged to Southern Califorrda’s rivers, streams, and

ultimately the ocean is not only sisnificant relat.i~,~ly--that is. compared to other local I>oIluC,~n¢
15

16
sources---but also in comparison to ~orm water discharged in other rcgiom. UCLA researx:her~

17 have derby"mined that Southern Calit’omia is impacted by more storm water p011ution than "90%

18 of the other urbanized are~ in the United States." Stertstrom & Str~¢ker, Sources of Storr~

Source~ of Co~[ar~ia~nt.~ to S~f~ Mo~ic~ ~3~ (199d) ("Stenstrom & Strecker") at $7: see
20

21
generally Lo~ Aagele~ Times (September 6, 1999).

22 I. Polluted Runoff-Related Public Health and Environmental Impacts
are Serious and Numerous.

23
As a general matter, the United States En~,-ironment.al Protection Agency ha~ observed

24
that storm wate~ polh,’cion ~md’dry. weather urban runoffare "increasingly important contributors

25

26 of’use impairment a~ discharges of industrial proce~ ".va~tewater~ and municipal ~ewage pleats

27

28 t "Chaage~ in ~oncam~nan¢ Inl~t~ to the Ccra.~l O¢;eam" $o~-~-m C~liforaia ~oa~ Wrier Re, earth
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1 examined the health effects ofswimmlng near storm drain outPalls in Santa Monica Bayol~ The

2 study found that people who swam di~cfly in front of these storm drains experienced

substantially more fevers, chills., ear discharge, vomitir~g, and similar rnaladie~ than those who

5
swam ! 00 or a00 yards a-~" from the outlets.

6 b. Runoff-Related Toxicity Impairs Streams.and.Mafi.’ne Coas.tal
Environments.

7

8 Recent studies indicate that storm water discharge plumes in the Los Angeles area arc

9 acutely toxic to marine organisms, and the plumes are de~cctable miles from discharge points.I"

10 Because storm water has a freshwater base, it does not ndx easily with the ocean’s saltwater

medium. Consequently, plumcs of storm water often remain intact within coastal waters for
12

13
multiple days. Satellite pictures display enormous plumes ofcontarninated storm water

I a stretching as far as the Channel Islands, miles off of the Ventura Cou,,r~y coastline.Is

15 c. Runoff Has .Other Demonsi~ated Ne~_,a.tive lmpa .cts.in the Marine

16 Environment.

17 Research focused on Southern Calif’orhia waters also has confirmed additional negative

18 impacts caused by polluted runoff, including impacts related to the growth ofmaHne plants.

19
Recently, researchers have observed phytoplaakton blooms known as "red tides" neat Malibu

20
Creek and on the boundary of storm water plumes. Storm wawr inputs sth’nulate these bloomsJ

21

22 In Southern California, researchers also have observed that "high concentrations of... particles

23

2~ ’~ Hafl~. R ~t al.. ~n F4~idemioloEi¢~l Study of Po~ible Adve~e Healzh fffe~
a~ 6 (Santa Monic~: $~nta Monica Bay Re~orat~o~ Proj~ 1996).

I~ ~99~ Xnnua! Re~o~ ((~o~a| P~ese~.h Project.

26
,s .~uary 2"/. ! 9~’~ AV~P~ Imag~ of Seclime~ Plura¢. $a~m Barbara ChanneL

2"~
~s Bay. Jones. ~d $�1~iff. Study of ¢~e lmga¢¢ of Sto~ar~r Dbcha~e on the ~e~ef!¢ia~

28
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! in storm~z~er plumes may have an adv~’s~ impa~t on marine plains by reducing li~t

2 pan,ration.’" I,~ Storm water plumes reduced the depth at which photos~thesis r.~ occur, and

these impacts can occ~ with even the smalles~ ~onns. I~

5 2. Polluted Runoff Problems,Are Incre=zsing in Regional Waters

6

7 ]:inally. the overall volume of storm water rarming into coastal waters has increased

8 steadily over the last century.Iv Storm water volume increa.ws with popu~ation growth and

9 urbanization, both ofwhich continue at z rapid pace in Southern California.I~ This fact means

I0
that in order to meet requirements to reduce storm water pollution in local waters, the Regional

Board must reduce the amount of pollution discharged in absolute terms at a sufl3cicnt rzte such
12

13 tha¢ additiona! loadings related to regional growth.do not outs~p teductious made in established

la urban areas.

15 UI. Le£al Ar£umen,t: The Storm Water Program in Los An£eles "Violates Federal Law and
16 KeKulations.

17 The storm water problem is a complex one. and the different arcas of the Storm Watcr

Program that are des{~med to address it. such as outreach assistance to permirtees, review of
19

ar~nual permit reports, and ~ndustrial site inspections, are interrelated to such an extent that if
20

21 there is a lapse or a failure in one area of the program, th~n the other area~ of the program

22 suffer was well. If. for example, inspections are not carded out or are supenSc{a.l. Clean water

23 Act violations may never be discovered, and the end result will be mote po|ludon entering the

24

2~

26
~ Ba2 Pl=. Up.re (S~.¢a Moni~ Bay Restor~o. Project. ~uly. 1997).

" ThB ~s. M ]ar~¢ part, du~ �o ~� f~¢t that expmding pop.[~,ions mo4i6, lind ~ rt’pl~¢[n~ .~mr~l "s~nks" with
.28 impervious surf’aces, such =� roads and buildings. Be=ause r=L, lwatez �.anllot penetrate these sutures, they

increased runoi=f, u, hid~ then Rows to the oc~ in gnrater vel~ities ~d volumes.

11
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I region’s wam~vays. Likewise, if’industrial entities that should be permitr~l are not, Ih~ result is

2 not o~y u~eg~ated discharges of pollution but also the loss of needed permk-relaLed f~s th~
3

if collected, would suppor~ stuff activities and promo~= ~ogram adequacy.

5 NR.DC demoasu-ates in ~he seaions tha~ follow that the RWQCB’s Storm Water Program

6 is nol only inadequaze in vicmaliy every ~especr~ but d~ individual programma~e failings are

7 magn~ed in light of other inadequacies, whh the end ~esuh l~i~_g a program that is ineffective.

Simply put, the RWQCB’s efforts to con~ol the larges~ source of w~er pollution in Soud~m
9

California largely have fated; the program violates 33 U.S.C. §§ ]341 ~I seq. and
I0

i I regulations.

12 A. Insu~ieient Reso=_es and fitaffi~._, g for the Storm Wa~er l~.ogram._ is ~ R~ot
Cause of the Proglmm’s I.!1 _eg~_~ity and aFundar~.ental _Re_~ ason ~v’hy EPA MuSt13 Withdraw Approval.

14
When the Unked Sines Congress enacted the Clean Warn- Act, it recognized

15

16 fundamen~ importance of assuring that adequate resources were alloued by States to carry out

17 /he Ac~. Congress s~w,d that:
18 The objective of this Ac~ will be met oaly if the States have
I9 vigorous and adequate pollution conuol prograa~ ... [TJhere are

many states with sorious deficiencies in ~he quality of their
20 program, often caused by a serious inadequacy in the level of
21 funding and manpower.

22 U.$. CodeCong. and.4dm. News at 3685 (P.L. 92-500 §106) (1972).

23 The concern expressed by Congress, while couched in general ~erms, provides a perfect
24 description of, and explanation for, rh¢ roo~ problem that has hobbled the RWQCB’s Storm
25

Water Program: it is severely understaffed and under-funded. The magnitude of this problem
26

27 becomes evident when �.1) the number of legally-required program tasks and dcn,.ents are

28 considered; (2) ~he RWQCB’s existing storm water sud~g levels are compared to those ~at the

12
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l State itself has admitted are required: and (3) existing staffing ]e~’els are compared to other

2 RWQCB water quality programs, to which substandal|y more resources are allotted in many

3
cases. As the analysis below demonstrates, the StormWater P~gram is structurally ~ncapable of

S functioning at currrnt staf~ng levels--and RWQCB staffknow it ~d have complained about it.

6 1. A LeF_,ally Adequate Storm Water Pro~-’am Must Have a Number of

7
S_e.parate Elements.

$ The Cl~ran Water Act regulates two rnaJn ty~s of storm water dischargers, and thus there

9 are two main prograntrnatic elements that comprise the storm watei" program: industrial (which

I0 includes construction sites) and municipal. ,See 33 U.S.C. § 1342(p)(3)(A)-(B). Each ofthese

11 subprograms has many ess~tial tasks which are connected. These tasks include: program

12 devclopment, including de’,,eloping a storm water work plan and coordinating with oth~" state

13 and federal agencies; public oulzcach, including respouding to general inquiries and conducting

14 presentations and workshops; reviewing pe~nit applications and issuing permits: reviewing

15 annual re-ports and storm water management plans ("SWPPs"): conducting compliance

| 6 inspections and monitoring: and initiating and caring out enforcement actions. See id.; see also

17 33 U.S.C. § 123.63.

18 "Fbe s~affresources necessary to complete these tasks are signif~cant, as SWRCB and

19 RWQCB documents indicate. Consider the following examples:

20 A single, adequate inspection of an industrial facility takes an average of 12 hours to

21 complete, isclud~ng drafting reports and related admL-dstrative u~.sks. Hence. to l:~vt’orrn one

22 aru’~ual inspection of each ~ndus~al ez~tity subjcc~ to the General Indus~al Storm Water Permit

23 alone would T=~ke over 25 full-time staff. 19

24 The RWQCB must conduct annual report reviews for ever)- active storm ~’ater permittee

25 in the reg~or~. Each renew tak~ an average of 4 hours,z° THs means that approximately" 14,000

26 hours--or about $ full-time staff---at= requir~d.~ust to perform adequate plan reviews each year.

27

28 ’° Personal ¢ommun~cafiorl with Rcg~ona! Water Boa~d Executive Staff(October 27. ! 999).
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1

2

3 Fiscal Year Number of Full-time

1994-1995: 5.595

6 1995-1996: 7.74

7 1996-1997: 13.19

1997-1998: 16.65
9

1998-1999: 21.37
I0

11 While these figures:show that the Statc itself calculated that slightly over 21 full-time

12 I~,WQCB stMfwould b¢ necessary to implement the Storm Water Program, actual staffing levels

13 have never exceeded 5.59 full-time staff,z~ Sta~¢d as a fraction of the staffthe State itself claims

14
are necessary, the RWQCB has only one person for evcry se~ of tasks that require fou._..j.r people to

15

16
accomplish, viewed from a diIT-e~nt perspective, it takes the RWQCB staff four yezrs to

] 7 accomplish the amount of work that should be completed each and every yeax.

18 3. Accordin~ to Assessments Prepared.,by the State Itself, Virtually Ever3’

19 Aspect of Thc Storm Water Prop;ram is Under-Funded and ]nadcquate.

20 The fuDdamemal conscquence of the failure to fund the progj"am is that the Storm water

21 Program operates on a shoestring--and worse. Core elements such as issuance of permits.

22
permit implementation, facility inspections, and rnforcement activities Rll suffer sigtlificantly

23
(cach of these issues is discussed in following sections below). But these are simply the most

2~I

25 noticeable program failures. State documents reveal that almost every t~sk deemed by the State

26 itselfto b~ worthy of inclusion on staffing allocation assessments--such as SWPP r~-iew,

27

28 ~4 StafflRepon on Storm wa~er Discharges A~ociat~l Industrial A¢iivitles prepar~l for 12/Iil/9li Board hearing.
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1 outreach anti-education: ~’oup monitor~n~ oversight.

2 no ~ding or a sm~l ~ion of ~e m~nimum ~ding d~ed n~es~. ~e ~s ~ngeles

3
Re,anal Board dctivitie~ U~er the ~torm Water Pro~am (S~CB, 199~; ~ee a~o Watershed

5
Management ln~ftat~’e Chafer at 2~26 ~able I)

6 "~d~d~" or ~ded~. EPA i~elfh~

7 p~ is "s~ly und~budgeted." EPA NPD~ Pro~am lmple~entation R~Fi~I

8
Report ~s Angeles Regional Water ~ali~ Comro[ Board at 29 (EPA, ~to~ 1 ~9).

9
~is lack armholes, ~d i~ ~t

10

11 gone u~o~ced by RW~B :~. ~ co~equ~tly, by m~ag~t. For ex~ple, in ~ e-m~l

]2 ~ dated Ma~h 25, 1998. one sto~ ~ater ~a~r co~ted to

13 resole p~bl~:

I w~ ~kcd m~y ~mes wha~
15 have to face rc~i~ fi~L ~co~i~ it. ~d ~ adjust ex~c~tio~ to ~e really: if

we ~e not able to receive re~ matching16
e~c~tions should be f~ less ~m what o~er regions ~e doing. AI~, s~d this

17 mes~ge out to the public, St~e Board. US EPA ~d dem~d some sup~n,z~

18 In ano~er e-mill ~ted Ap~ 8, 1998, KWQCB s~ff emph~ized ~ ~e resource limitations

19
~ve resulted in ~e d~on~cfion of~e Sto~ Wat~ Pro~: "’As I ~ it. we stmed ~ a

20
SW [~o~ water] ~ five y~ ago. md n~ we dismmfled it to pieces." ~s s~mem~

21

22 concluded by noting that:

23 ~e ~o~ does not need ~ing~e is no p~ to
~e Sto~t~ issu~ ~ ~ly el~at~ to24 no~ing to ~ fixd. It is oily patching work.~

25

26 2. (R~gioml warn ~a~.

27 n C~s~nd~¢e ~m D~ Radules~ to W~dy Phillips ~h 25, 199g).
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1
4. _The Storm Water ProETarn Suffers..Tp a Greater De~,ree Than Other

2 Reeiona] Board Proe;rarns.

Not only are the resources provided to the Storm Water Program in,~uf~�ient as measured
4

5 against the level idcntLEed as necessary ~,.- the State Water Resources Con~ol Board. !~t thc

6 small number of.l~rsonnel assigned to the Storm Water Program is sharply contrasted with the

7 number of’personnel assigned.to other programs. For example, the Underground Storage Tank

proD’am has 24 Edl-drne staff?’ The "traditional." point source ?~PDE$ program has ~’en more
9

~ull-drne employees assigned to it. Id. Yet. with 4 to 5 staff assigned to storm water, the

11 RWQCB is attempting to cEPry out a program that is arguably far more complex..-and and a far

12 more significant causc of’water pollution in the r~gion.

13 5. Conclusion
14

Given the enormous level of work required by the storm water program end the low I�v¢1
15

16 of staff and rcsources allocated to it: it is clear that the Rcgionel Board is not operating the storm

17 water program at a level that comes close to meeting the requirements imposed by law. This

18 f.ailurc to operate the program, end lack of" control over the activities covered by it~ meets the
19

criteria for withdrawal of.approvs] under a0 ¢.F.R. § 123.63(a)(2).
20

B. The Regions] l~oard Has Failed to Exercise Control Over the Activities Required21 to be ReKu, lated b~ the Clean Water Act’s Storm Water Provisions.
22

As a condition of’EPA approval, the Clean water Act t~quires that auy state storm water

2a pro~’arn meint~n control o~’¢r those basic activities thaz are the subject of’regulation under the

25 Act. 40 ¢.F.I~ § 123.~3(~)(2)(i); MOA af 6. With respect to the Storm water Program. these

26 include issuing permits to entities that require them: issuing legally adequate permits; and

z~ Reg~ona/~’~o" Quolity Con~ol ~a~d O,’gan~a~o.nal C/~r~ (January. 2000).

17
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1 she~r number of’ f~’ci]ities operatin~ without a permit, year after ~ear, demonstrates the R.egional

2 Boar~l’s neglec~ of its legal obligation. Under these circumstances. EPA’s duty to susp~’nd

Regional Board authority in light of the RWQCB’s failure to "exercise con~’ol over activities

S
r~quir~d to be regulated ....including failure to issue permits.- could not be mor~ clearly

6 invoked. 40 C.F.R. § 12~.63(aX2Xi).

7
2. The Regional 13~.ard’s Most. Important Permit Is Legally Fla~ved.

8

9 Second, the Rc~ional Board h~ failccl to assure that its single most important storm ,,vate~
10

permiL the Los Angeles l~l.lnicipal Storm Water P~’mit ("LA Mu~cipal Permit"): meets l:~sic
11

12 legal mandates and EPA pclic~’. This omission may be related to the fact that the Regional Boar~

13 has admitted that its permit developm~t activities are "und~’unded’" and it is able to "deal with

only some of" [the] issues on the table." Vv’czlersfied 3~fczraa~er~¢nl ]’rz~tia/fve ~fi~zpler at 24 (’l’able

16

17
Speci~call.v. the I.~ Murficipal Permit does riot contain legalJy adequate provisions

18 regarding the obligation of’clischarg~rs to meet -.~at~r quality standards. The LA Municipal

~ 9 Pcz’mit l~rovides that disch~rgcs ",~-il! bc dcc~ncd to I:~ in cornplia~cc wi~.h ~ater q~aality standards

20
a_s long as the permittee has implemented the Permit in a complete and timely manner.

21

22
Municipal Permit at 12 ("Receiving Water Limitatior.s’).

23 This provision continues today in force notwithstanding EPA’s rel~ated objection to

24 similar pormit la&guage and its issuance of"legally adequate, "model" water q~ality standard

2~ provisions in 1999. Significantly. EPA-approved language includes the following absolute
26

prohibition abs~’~t from th~ LA Municipal Permit: "~scha~g~s ... that cause or contribute to the
27

28

19
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1 violation of~,~er quality standards or water quality obj~tives (collectively WQSs) are

2 prohibited.- See. e.g., NPDF_~ Permit for ~l~e Santa Margarita Wa~e~’sked (Permit No. CA

0108766) at 4 (April 28. | 999): see al~o, �orre,~po~denee from Alezi~ Strauss. Director" Water

5 Division, £PA Regio~ IX ~o Loretta Barsamiaa. J~xecuti~ Officer. ,,~ Francisco Regional

6 Water ~li~ Con~ol Bo~d (~h 17. ] ~9) (~g f~ EPA objection).

~ By fail~g to include im~t p~it condi~ons

pe~t, ~e Re~on~ Bo~d h~ ~Ied to m~n~n ~ec~ ~ise. a~ini~v~ p~edu~s

~d m~¢m~t con~ol such ~at implemen~on of ~e ~D~S.. p~~ ~nsi~en~y
10

11 co~o~s to S~e l~s, R~adons ~d ~Iici~.’" MOA at

12 ma~or disch~ ~ ~o~ce ~ applicable la~ and polici~. Id~ ~ ~is b~is. £PA

13 must ~thd~l pro~ app~v~.
14

3. ~e Regional Bo~d H~ Failed to £ffecfively_Oversce P~it
I 5 Implemen~don.

T~rd. ~e Re~o~ Bo~d h~ f~led to
17

p~i~ly ~e LA Municip~ P~i~
18

19 ~p~tedly f~led ~ exercise ~ag~ent tonal ~d ov~sight ~ci~t to app~ve model

20 p~s ~q~red ~d~ ~e te~s of~e ~ Mu~cip~ P~ thereby sub~d~ly dewing

21 ~pl~en~tion of~e c~fi~l ~ ~it ~s d~i~ to Rduce ~noff~ll~on.
22

~� ~ M~icip~ P~t included req~r~ for ~e subsequ~t app~v~ ofne~ly a
23

h~ dozen model p~ to educate24

25 developm~t ~d redevelopm~L public agen~ a~des, and illicit co~fio~ ~d illeg~

26 disch~es. ~, ~, ~ Municipal P¢rmff at 2~, 32, 42. ~� s~e of ~e ~it is ~ch ~at

27
~ ~prov~ of~ch m~¢l pro~ by
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I ’~ri~ger" after which each of the 85 permittees must implement ~eir own individual ptosrarn.

2 based upon the approved model program. Se..~e/M Muaicipal Per, nit at 26. As such. a failure to

approve a model p~ot~"~a in a timely fashion has the direct of eff~t of hamstringing permit

5 implementation.

6 This is precisely what occurred since July 1996, -,~ea the current LA Muaicipal Pcrrnit

7 was adopted by the Regional Board. As the following table demon~rates. KWQCB staff almost

$
immediately lose control of the implementation process, ultimately approving each model

9
~rogram many months (and sometimes years) after appli~blc permit deadline:

10

11 Model Program " Permit Deadline~° EO Approval
12

13 Public Agency December |, 1997 October 21, 1998

14 Illicit Connection/
illicit Discharge March 31. 1997 March 23. 1999

16 Dcv¢lopment Planning

17 ProfTam .]’anua~ 30. 1998 Februa~-y 11. 1999

19 BIVIP List .~anuary 30, 199g April 22. 1999

20 SUSIviPs June 30. 1995 .~anuary 26, 2000

Development
22 Construction September 30, 1997 April 22, 1998

23 Public Education July 30, 1997 Decctnber l, 1997
24

25

26 ~ f.X Mu,dcipal Pe,,,fft at 26. 36. 38~ ~2: ~ee also Manage,,e,u ltepoet. July ’9~-,.~ep~e,,bee "99at 12-13
t’LAKWQCB).

27
~g See Correspondence from Dermis Dieker~on to Interested P~rties (F©b~uary 10. ! 999) flC/ID):

28 Ma.o&eme~t Re@o~t. July "99.~eptembe~ "~9 at 12-l~ (P.WQCB).

21
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1 findings, and inspection of specific projects or actions (e.g.. drop-inlet cleaning.
con.~raction-site ir~l~cfion, control mea.v~re effectiveness ~"udy) conducted by a

2 municipality ....The following activities ar~ included in this cask:
3

d (’b) Conduct onsitc audit;

:5 (c) Irnplernent,approl~ate follow-up action.

6 The requirement of annual inspections is consistent with U.S. EPA mandates,

7 which require an annual inspection ofall major dischm’gers, and at least one inspection

$
every five years for all "minor" discharges. ,.~ee State Water Boco’d’~ R¢$ponaes to

9 ’

10
Zegislative .4,alyst "s Office Questions at 6 (October 8. 1998); Stortn water Five

11 War,fan at Vl-] 5 {SWRCB~ 1994) (treating industrial entities as minor storm water

12 dischargcrs’).

Notwithstanding this requircrnent, RWQCB records show that only four "site

visits" to Los Angeles area mur~i¢ipal dischargers (the cities ofPomona. Lyiawood.
15

16 Inglewood. and Santa Monica) and only 17 visits to Venrura County permittees hav~

17 uJ<en place since ] 996. See L.A. Muakil~al Storm Water Permgt Kcy Tasks at 1

18 (’RWQCB 1998): see also Perj’o~rna,~ Trackt’ng Reports (RWQCB. 2000)J~ To put this

19
number in perspective, over a period of three years, the RWQCB should have conducted

20
one annum audit of each of the 95 municipal permittees (fat a total of 285 audits), and

21

22 each audit should haJe included offsite and onsite components. Even azs’aming that each

23 of the RWQCB’s 21 "site visits" met established requirements {as set forth above), the

24
RwQCB’s municipal inspection activity in Los Angetes and Ventura Counties is 7% of

25
the required levd.

27

28 ~ Some RWQCB documents stere that 3 a’adks were conducted, t’egco~nance l’,a¢ld~g ltcports (RWC:~:B. 2000).

24
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l 2. _The Re~_ iona! Board’s Industrial ]nsl~e, ction Program .is ,Totally Inadequate~.

2 As noted. U.S. EPA requires site inspections of major dischargers on an annual basis and

all others a~ least once every five years. Even assuming that ~ach pen’nitted industrial discharger

5 and construction site in the Los Angeles area were considered a "minor" (instead of"major’)

6 discharger, the RWQCB must conduct inspections of at least twenty percent of all enrolled

7 entities ever)/year to meet minimum requirements.~

Records show that Regional Board staflr have not completed onyx-here ~ear the minimum

10 required number of inslx:ctions, rven if it is assumed for the sake of analysis that the most easily

11 achieved s~andard applies--Ydrie inspection per facility every five years. From June 1996 through

12 June 1999. the Regional Board conducted a to~l of only 85g inspections, which x~presents

approximately 24% of the 3,558 permitted industrial facilities.3s Hence. the Regional Board’s

14
rate ofinspec~on is at least three times slower than legally adequate.

I6 Moreover. according to s’,aff’, many of these inspections were in response to a Notice of

17 Termination (a submittal that indicates that a facility is c!osing). Overall, 38,i oft, he reported

18 three-year total of 859 inspections (nearly 45%) were related to facility closure.--when polluting

activities putatively ha~,~ ceased. The table below sets forth the minuscule number of
20

21
compliance inspections that the Regional Board claims were conducted at all industrial sites

22 (including construction) in each ofth¢ last three full yea~ (for which da~ is available):

24 ~ The S~te, ho~.-ver.~ornmitted{n 19941oco¢~du~ir~gm initi~l inspe~’tionvi$~tto~rynew{ndustrialdisch~-g~r

($WRCB ~ 99a}. The RWQCB h~ ~i~d to me~ this progr~rn ~k.

27 Stor~ wa~¢~ Pez~#ze~. available at ww~,. swrcb.¢~.gov/btral/’mdpmt.html {$wRc!~): ,$e� #’i.~t
~o~’uction .~torm ~//~l~" Pee~lltle~.j, available at ~’,w,.swrcb.ca.gov/F~’nl/¢ns~’nLh~nl ($WRCB). These I~stS

28 updated daily, and so tout co~tn~ vary over time. . . ,
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I 3.    .Summ~

2 Given these facts, the criteria for EPA’s w~thdrawal ofapprova.] undcr ~0 CFR § 123.63

3
(a)(3Xiii) and (a)(4) for fail~tre to in~pect and monitor activities subject to regulation easily has

5
bcen met. Not only has the RWQCB failed to inspect the vast majorit3" of facilities under its

6 control, it ]~as wholly failed to implement the terms ofthe MOA between ETA and the State, an

7 a~eement which provides that "the Regional Boards shall conduct compliance inspections to

determine the stares of compliance with permit requirements, ir~cluding sampling and non-
9

sampling inSl~.Cfions." MOA at §
10

11 D.    The Re~ior~t Board Rarely Enforces Storm Water Laws and Regulations.

12 In order for a law or regulation 1o achieve its goals, it must i~duce compliance.

I 3 Compliance w~th the law will only result ifthere is an effective enforcement progr-am to induce
l~t

i1. Accordingly. the ~’aJlure to act on violations or’the Clean Water Act, including non-
15

16 compliance with permits and other program requirements, is grounds for u,4thdrawal of state

17 programs. ~t0 C.F.R. § 123.6a. Urd’ortunately, while the R.WQCB has increased its erd’otcement

18 of storm ~,~te~ violations in 1999. overall the storm water enforcement program is still

19
inadequate. The Regional Board itsclf states that its enforcement ptogrxm is "tmd~ded’" and.,

20
as a result, it is only able to conduct "[m]inimal administrative review and erd’orcement" and deal

2]

22 with "major non-compliance." Watersl~ed Man~ge~neat Initiative Cl~apter at :7~,-26 (Table l)

22 (RWQCB, 1998). As demonsta’ated below, rids "enforcement- ~ogram in no way encourages

compliance wilh lh~ law, nor is it consisten¢ with the applicable requirements.
25

I. Minimum Standards..for Enforcement.
26

27 When EPA delef~ated NPDES authority within the Los Angeles area to the State, the

28 . Regional Board became the chief enforcement agency for "NPDES permit ~quifements,~

27
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1 including th(Js~ applicable lo slorm water dischargers. MOA at 38. The R.WQCB is rexluir~d

2 under the terms of the MOA between EPA and the Stale to ~akc "timely and approlmiate

3
enforcement actions in accordance with the CWA. appl_icab~e Federal regulations, and State

4

Law." MOA at 6. Finally, in this respect, the Regional Board must assure "that no one realizes

6 an economic advantage from noncompliance." Id.

7 Pursuant to the MOA. additional rrfforcement policy is s~t through California’s

8
Admirdstmti’,’e Procedures Manual ("APIVF’). MOA at 2. The APM provides that "’violations of

9

10
... applicable statu~o~, or regulatory requirement~ should result in a prompt e~forceme~t

11 re,porte against tke discharger." APM at 5 (italics in original). The APM also provides that

12 any incidence oftoxici~ should b¢ broug.ht to the attention of’the RWQCB for possible

13 enforcement a~tion. Id. With respect to failure to obtain permit coverage, the APM states that
14

such a violation is "significant." M
15

16 2. The RWQCB Takes Very Few Enforcement Actions AR, ains~ Storm Water
Dischar~,zrs.

17
In all. "[c]ompliance assurance and enforcemrnl outputs in the Storm Water Pro,r~,"am are

18

19 very low relative to the number of regulated facilities." Compliance Asaurance and Enforcement

20 Strategy (SWRCB, 1998) (emphasis added). This finding is especially true oft he Los Angeles

21 RWQCB. During the period from January 1997 through June 1999. despite the over 3.558

22
~ enrolled industrial and cons-tru¢iion facilities in the region, and the approximately 100 additional

23

24 municipal dischargers, the RWQCB brought only 37 formal enforcement actions (denoted by the

25 Board as "Level 3" actions) for violations of storm water regulations. See ~,u~rterly Report of

26 Fiolaffons a~cd Enforcement Actions (January, 1997-June 1999).~°

27

2.8
~ D~ring prepar’aCio~ of this Petition. P~itionecs Sought enforcement tomls,f~r the sec,~md half of 1999. Those

28
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1 = 3. Formal Enforcement Action Pursued by the RWQ_CB Concerns ReportinF

2
Requirements and Only Ext.end~ to Certain Types of Dischargers.

3 W’h~le the small number of formal enforcement actions taken by the RWQCB indicates

4 that the enforcement program is depressed, even this figure does not capture the degree of

5 inadequacy. As the chart below illustrates, entire sector~ of storm water discharger~ do not
6

receive any formal enforcement attention at all: .
7

8 Formal Enforcement b3, Category and Type~ January 1997-June 1999

9 ’ Municipal Industrial Construction

10
Formal Enforcement

11 (di~charge/B31P-related):-~ NONE NONE 3

12

13~ Formal Enforcement
(reporting-related): 1 33 N ONE

15 As the chart shows, thc Regior~al Bo~d only took 3 formal enYorcement a~ions for the mo~

16 sub.crtantive "violations (such as for unlav,’fi.dly discharging runoffor failure to implement BMPs)

during the entire period for all discharger categories combined.~I The RWQCB took n__.o formal
18

enforcement actions during the period against industrial dischargers for the most substantive

20 violations. Similarly, ~e RWQCB took one formal enforcement action against municipal

21 dischargers for any type of violaliora. The RWQCB look only five informal enforcement actions

22
(Level I or Level IT) against municipal dischargers, fee Id. (January 19974une 1999 Reports).

23

24

25 summ~-ies had ~ yet been compiled. Pets. Comfa Weedy. l~hillips (Janu~j 1~, 2000). No~e ~lso that of the formal
(Level III) enfor~emeal actions brought by the Board for th~ sk )’~ars from 1991 lhrough 199"/, ¢mly two wet~ for

26 vlolafiom of storm wa~er permR requh~rn~, ofwhie,.h oa~ ,¢as fur ¯ ,,iolation ofan indusMal pcrmik the olher
being for ¢ortstru,J’fon s~orm wa~er violations. ~ee Omi.,~ion ~l¢¢o~fl/i$fie.da~21 (Heal the Bay, 1~95).
Ī These a~ions ,~m uk~ against ChlOe ¢o~u~ion firms: RC;S Develol~m~nt c:ompan),zw’~$¢em Pacific Housi~

28 (ACL No. 99-007). 8~azet Homes Southern California [ACt,s 99-012). and Sh~a Homes (CAO No. 99-005). ~
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! 4. _.The RWOCB Must Greatly Increase the Level of Enforcement A, ,ctivity

2
~to Stem ViolatioT~s ofthe,,Clean Water Act.

3 General analy~es by the State of California and the RWQCB confirm the impression that

4 the m~scule number of enforcement actions described above is failing to compel compliance

with the Clean Water Act.

In a general statewide review, the Califonda En’.~ronmenta! Protection Agency
7

8 ("California EPA") itself concluded in ! 999 that "the nurober of~vater quality violations is

9 una¢c~l:e~ably high and that there is a significant gap beb~e~ the number ofenfomement actions

! 0 needed and the number taken.- Com. plianee Affueance and Enforcement [nifiative at 9

(SWRCB, September 1999). Califoroia EPA further conducted an analysis of 986 violations,
12

13
representing a five percent sample. It found that:

14 the review team determined that these violations should have resulted Jn a coral of
248 enforccroent actions, including 167 informal actions and 81 formal actions.

15 Of the need~I enforcement, only 68 informal and 8 formal actions were actually

16 taken ....Projecting the results.., indi~tes that there are approximately 21.000
violatiovs per year ....

17

18 With~ the Los Angeles Region, the R.WQCB st~dt’recently completed one of the

19 f’u,~ specific stu~es ofnon-coml~Ii~nee ~.-ithln the Storm W~- Prog~-am. S~tB’ex~mined

20
onc sector of indust.rial storm water permittees, the auto dismantling ir~dustaT, in order to

21
determine "whether auto salvage yards have complied $ub~tially with the federal storm

22

23 water regulations for industrial activities." .Storm l~ater PolIution in the Auto

2~ Dismantling Industry: Evaluation of Compliance with the California General Industrial

Storm Water Permit at 2 (Draft. January 2000) {"Compliance Evaluation").
26

The answer to this questio~ is a resounding "No." As a-point of departure, staff
27

28 noted that compliance ofl~rrnitted facilities of all types .within the industrial, s~orm w-ater

30
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I segment w~ "not well characterized." [d. at 5. After condu~ng document ~--view~

2 site visits, the RWQCB’s preliminary findings include: (i) "Is]ire hnspecfion rcve~led

BMPs not fully irr~plemented"; (it) "25% of facility opcl~tor~ did not ]�!low what a
4

5
SWPPP was": (iii) "[m]ajori~! of SwPPPs were not site-specific"; and (iv) "enforcement

6 a~fions on [only] 10% of facilities who fdled to submit SwP’PP by deadline."

"/ Complianc~ Evaluation at 23.

$
ICurther. the vast majority of SWPPPs reviewed by staffwer¢ judged to l~

9
~nadequ~te or totally missing certain information. Id. at 24-25, 2"/. IHonltoring

I0

I I programs wer~ adjudged to be ~ inadeRuate in five of six categories. 1~/at 26, 28.

12 Not surprisingly., sarnp[inf~ conducted at the facilities ",~ithin the evaluation show~cl

exceedances ~’for all constitu~nts (TSS, SC. O&G, Al. Cu, Fe, Pb, and Zn) except for Ph."

14
[a’. at ~t0, 45. Concentrations of metals were particularly high. Id.

15

16        "l’his evaluation serves to cortfirrn that the RWQCB is not compelling compliance

17 in this indus~al segment. Moreover. by implication these Ir~ndings strongly suggcst that

18 ~e RWQCB is not comp~lling compliance in any of the other industr{a! se_~’z~ents subject

19
to the regulation under the industrial sCorrn water permit. M fact, ~ven thal the

20
21 dismantling industry has been subject to a prolonged, well-publicized citizen enforcement

22 efforl by the Santa Mon~ca BayKeeper, the high levels ofnon-compIiaace identified by

23 th~ RWQCB actually may be stat~cally lower than in many other ~nduscxial segments.

24
who hav~ not bee~ subject ~o a~y serious eni’orceme~ eA’ort

25

26

27 \\

2~
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I

2 5. RWOCB Staff I-Iave Failed to Formally Noti~. the Bo,ard that

3 Storm Water DiscbarEes to Santa Monica Bat" and Other Receivinl~
Waters Are Acutely T,ox~c.

4
As noted above, the Southern California Coastal water Research Project has

6 found that storm -~-ater discharges in Southern California often are acutely toxic, even

7 whc~ diluted ten to one. These findings, ho,~cver, never have been formally presented to

8
the RW’QCB as a basis for enforcement action, contrary to the express requirements, of

9
the Adm~.~rativc Procedures Manual. APM at 5 ("toxicity").

I0

I l 6.    Summia-y

12 In all. the RWQCB’s enforcement program is inadequate where it exists and. with r~pecl

to municipa! and indus~al dischargers, it remains virtually non-existent, especially when it

comes to stopping unla,.,K’al discharges and rnforcing BMP implementation. As state-,,,’ide a~d

16
regional a.~.lyses by the State itself show, countless violations of law are nor subject to any

! 7 cnforcemcnt, and prograrm’natic compliance, a.s a consequence, r=ma~s spotty at best.

18 These co~dhions are precisely ~hose for which withdrawal of" EPA approval was

19
designed. See 40 CFR § 123.63(a)(3) (withdrawal approval wher~ ther~ ha~ bvvo a failure to act

20
on violations ofp~mits or other progrm’n requirements):, see also MOA at 6 (responsibility of the

21

22 RWQCB to assure that no one realizes an economic advantage from noncompliance and to take

23 timely a~d appropriate enforcement actions). EPA must. therefore, withdrawal approval of the

24
R¢g~onal Board’s Storm water Program on this enumerated basis/

26

27 \\

.28
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2 F. Continuin~ Storm Water-Related Violations of’the. Clean Water Act Dernonstra~_~_

3 the Ov.~a]l.Fa~lure .pfthe Storm Water Program and the 1’deed for ~PA to
Withdrew Approval.

4
This Petition has clemon.~’trated that the Storm Water Program in the Los Angelesazea is

6 inadequate in ~irt~ally ever7 reapect. In the end, however, one of’the most serious indictrn~ts

7 this program is the chemical andbiological characteristics of storm water discharges in the

$
region. As demon~rated above, scientific in-,-estigations by hndelxmdent a~encies and

9
organizations have established ~ fundamental t’acts. First. in Southern California nmofTis

I0

I I often acutely toxic in freshw~er and marine environment, even wI~en diluted substantially.

12 Second. in Southern Calilronda runoiT conveys human pathoger~ to waterways which are h~vily

13 used for contact recreation. Studies show that exposure to nmoITor these runofl’-conCaminated
14

waters drama~caIly increa.~es the incidence olr certain illne~ses. See ~uFa at 6-I I.
15

16
These conditions are not merely rep~ettable, they a,~ ilIe,~sl. The Clean Water Act

17 prohibits the discharge of toxic contaminants in toxic amounts. It ~’ther pr~hlbits the discharge

18 ofdisease-causing rajcrobes and viruses and the impair~nent of aiTected beneficial uses, such as

19
swimming in the ocean. In ~ct, ~e Act a.fl"trmafiYcly rcquir~ that l:~neficia] uses o/" waters--

20
such a~ habJtat~ |’or fish or as recreational resources for people--be protected and mairrtained.

21

22 See 33 U,S.C. § 1251 (a); (objective of the Clean W~ter Act ~ "to restore and ma,int~in the

23 chemical, physical, and biological inte~’ity or’the 1~afion’s ~aters"); 33 U.S.C. § 1251(a)(3) (’’it

24
is the national policy that the discharge or" toxic pollutants in toxic amounts l~ proh~ited")’- 40

C.F.R. § 122.4~ ~-oh~bhing discl~arges wldch "cause, have the reasonable potential to cause, or
26

27 contribute to" a violatio~ or" ~ water, quality standard’~): Faler Q, ualir~ Control#lanier the

28 Angele~ l?egion. Chapt~ 2 and 3. (prov~dingthac"allv,-acersshallbema.irltalnedfreeoftoxic
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! substances [irrtoxic concentrations]" and designating r~’~adon as a beneficial use of coastal

2 water~’. California Ocea~ Plow (Water Q~lity Conh’ol Plan, Octan Water~ of California) at 2

(bacterial characteristics,, water-contact standards) (SWI~CB.
4

The scientifically.demonstrated attributes of the storm water problem is. in the final
5

6 analysis, the ultimate "proof in the pudding" of the P,.WQCB’s failure to implement a legally

7 adequate Storm Water Program. The truth is plain: storm water discharges in the region violate

the Clean Water P, ct on a reg’oJar, prediaable, aod ongoing basis. In turn. these indlspucable

fact~ show specifically that the P-,WQCB is. among other things. (1) unla~T’ully failing to regulate
10

11 discharges in a manner ¢ons.!st~nt with state and federal law. (2) unlawfully failing to maintain

12 management control sufficient to assure that .¢torm water discharges meet applicable laws,

13 negulations, and policies: and. most generally. (3) unlawfially failing in its duty. to implement the

most basic elements of the Clean Water Act. See MOA §§ I.C.3 and IV.B.I (regional board

16 duties).

1"7 Under these circumstances, the Adrrdrdstrator must assure that such deficiencies

18 imrnediately corrected or the S~a~e’s authority to oversee the Clean water Act Storm Water

Pro~am in Los Az~geles mu~t be r~v~k~i.
20

IV. Conclusion
21

22 For all of the reasons set forth abcr~e. N’P, DC respectful])’ requests that the Admirdstrator

23 commence withdrawal proceedings pursuant to ~0 C.F.P,. § 123.(~(bXl). ~urther, each of the

aforementioned legal inadequacies must ~)e corrected within ninety days, and a legally adequate
25

storm water program must be implemented in Los Angeles within this l:~riod. If this does not
2(5

the Admh-~strator f~ust v,-~thd~w EPA authority" From the Los A~geles Storm Wateroccuf.27

28 Program. With respect to the specification oirthe l:~cise characteristics of a legally adequate

]4
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1 program. NRDC r~serves the right to further brief this issue after further discovery. See 40

2 C.F.R. § 123,6a(a)(3)(D) ("Motions-). NRDC further reserves the fight to supplement the facts
3

and legal arguments contained herein.
4

5
Respectfully Submitted.

20o0
~DAVID 5. BECKMAN

$ Natural Resources Defense Council
6301 San Vi¢~nte Blvd.. Suite 250

9 Los Angeles, CA 900a8

10
~.- ¯ Attorneys for PETITIOlxrER NATURAL11 RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL. INC.
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Xavier Swamik&nnu - swimming pools & training -Reply Page !

From: BCHALOFS@dep.state.nj.us
To: Multiple recipients of list <stormwater@valley.rtpnc.epa.gov>
Date: 4/3/00 10:02AM
Subject: swimming pools & training -Reply

New Jersey has a General Discharge to Surface Water Permit for
swimming poool discharges that acts like a permit-by-rule in that
discharges are allowed as long as certain requirements are met, e.g. the
water must have sat in the pool for at least 48 hours so that the chlorine
has a chance to dissapate. If anyone wants a copy of the permit let me
know.

On the Navy presentations I am still confused - is this in addition to the
regional traing sessions or are these the regional training?

Barry Chalofsky
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CONDITIONS FOR AUTHORIZATION UNDER THE NJPDES
DISCHARGE TO SURFACE WATER

GENERAL PERMIT FOR SWIMMING POOL DISCHARGES (NJ0128589)

The New Jersey Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NJPDES) Discharge to Surface Water
(DSW) General Permit for Swimming Pool Discharges authorizes the discharge of water
containing de minimis amounts of pollutants as specified below, without the submittal of a
NJPDES permit application or request for authorization and without an individual permit or other
written notification of authorization from the Department of Environmental Protection
(Department), as of the effective date of this general permit. A de minimis discharge of pollutants
for purposes of this general permit is defined as water, which complies with all of the conditions,
specified in this permit. The entity responsible for the work, which results in a discharge
authorized by this permit, is required to certify that the proposed discharge(s) will comply with all
of the conditions of this permit. The certifying entity must maintain a copy of this certification on-
site and where it is impractical to maintain on-site, must provide a copy to the Clerk of the
municipality where this discharge activity will occur or occurs. However, no submittal to the
Department is required. Conditions for discharges authorized by this general permit are further
specified below. Questions or comments regarding this permit should be directed to Jim Grob of
the Division of Water Quality at (609) 292-4860.

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The New Jersey Water Pollution Control Act (N.J.S.A.58:10A), also known as the state Clean
Water Act, requires that all discharges of pollutants into waters of the state be in conformance with
a valid NJPDES permit. This permit has been developed to authorize discharges to surface water
which are essentially clean yet may contain detectable levels of regulated pollutants. These
discharges are not directly associated with industrial processes, site remediation activities or
sanitary sewerage systems, and are of a temporary, short-term, non-continuous nature, yet- require
regulation by the Federal and State statutes and regulations, in accordance with 33 U.S.C. 1251
et sec.1. at 1972 P.L. 92-500, the Federal Water Pollution Control Act as amended (the
federal Clean Water Act), N.J.S.A. 58:10A et sec~., and N.J.A.C. 7:14A 1.1 et s.E.~. The
Department has determined that these types of discharges are appropriately controlled under a
general permit, and is issuing this general permit in accordance with 40 CFR §122.28 and §123.25
and N.J.A.C. 7:14A-6.13, thereby exempting this class of discharges from obtaining individual
NJPDES/DSW permits. These types of discharges are similar in nature because of their low
probability of containing pollutants (other than the pollutants specified below), the relatively
infrequent nature of the discharge, and the relatively low concentration of pollutants present in the
discharges. Pollutants that may be present in these discharges are specified below and include
filterable or dissolved solids, suspended solids, and chlorine and chlorine related compounds. This
General Permit requires that these discharges be subject to Best Management Practices (BMPs) to
minimize if not eliminate any environmental impact that may otherwise result from the discharge.
This permit operates under the premise that if appropriate BMPs are implemented prior to
discharge; no negative or negligible environmental impact should result from the discharge. If
appropriate BMPs are not employed and the discharge causes adverse environmental impacts to the
receiving waters, the discharge is in violation of this permit and the entity authorizing the activity
and certifying compliance with the requirements of this general permit.
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There are no requirements to file with the Department in order for a discharge to be authorized by
this permit. The company or entity conducting the activity which will result in a surface water
discharge to be authorized by this permit must execute a certification stating that the discharge will
comply with all applicable conditions of this permit, in addition to providing specific information
about the discharge itself. This certifying agent will also be responsible for ensuring that the
discharge meets all applicable requirements of this general permit during the discharge event.
(Specific information regarding the required certification is found in Section C of this permit.
Certification forms are available from the Division of Water Quality.) The company or entity
authorizing the work must maintain the original copy of the certification. A copy of this
certification must be maintained on site during the discharge event. Where it is not practical to keep
a copy on site, a copy must be maintained in the business office of the certifying agent and
provided to the clerk in the town or municipality where the discharge activity is occurring.

The discharges from the draining of and filter backwash from municipal, commercial, or other non-
residential swimming pools which use chlorine may be eligible for authorization by this permit:

Discharges eligible for aulhorization under this permig may be discharged to all surface waters of
the State of New Jersey (State), directly and via storm sewers, except for waters categorized as
FWl, as defined in N.J.A.C. 7:9B-1.15.

Schedfiled multiple short-term discharges occurring over a period of time are eligible for
authorization under this permit. In these instances the Department requires the certification to
include a schedule of occurrence of all of the discharges. If a discharge cited above exceeds a
short-term nature due to unforeseen circumstances and it becomes necessary to extend the duration
of the discharge, the certifying agent may submit a written request to the Department for a
determination of eligibility to be authorized by or to continue to be authorized by this permit.

The Department may authorize other (multiple) discharges that are short-term in nature but which
will occur over a period of time under this general permit upon written approval. The agent should
submit a request to the Department to be authorized under this permit and include an estimated
discharge schedule. Other similar types of planned, non-continuous short-term discharges may
qualify for coverage under this permit on a case-by-case basis based upon individual written
approval by the Department.

Discharges resulting from filter backwash operations (other than swimming pools using chlorine)
are required to obtain authorization under another general or individual NJPDES permit. Questions
regarding discharges, which are similar to the discharges, listed above but which are not specified,
or questions regarding the eligibility of any discharge by this general permit, should be directed to
the Division of Water Quality at (609) 292-4543 so that a permit determination can be made.

Incidental discharge to ground waters of the State which may result from a discharge authorized by
this permit, such as from overland flow on the way to the storm sewer or surface water
conveyance, are also authorized under this general permit.

EXCLUSIONS

Discharges speeit]eally excluded from authorization under this permit include:
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¯ all discharges of industrial process wastewater including contact and non-contact
cooling water,

¯ sanitary sewer flushing,
¯ discharges from domestic, publicly or privately owned, and industrial treatment works

(except for potable water storage tank overflow),
¯ combined sewer overflow,
¯ sanitary sewer overflow,
¯ all stormwater discharges,
¯ discharges associated with site remediation activities, including water from well

construction and development,
¯ contaminated water from monitoring well construction and development or capping,
¯ discharges from water and wastewater treatment system bench scale and pilot testing,
¯ discharges resulting from filter backwash operations (except from swimming pools

meeting the requirements set forth in this permit),
¯ draining of and filter backwash from municipal, commercial, or other non-residential

swimming pools which use pool chemicals other than chlorine,
¯ water used to clean and rinse storage tanks, natural gas pipelines, or other vessels,
¯ contaminated waters resulting from construction dewatering activities,
¯ discharges resulting from water main breaks and water distribution system

infrastructure failures, and
¯ emergency discharges of polluted waters.
¯ dewatering from construction activities from commercial industrial development such

as gasoline stations, auto repair shops, brownfields development, etc.

A. GENERAL COI~DITIONS

I. This permit is revocable, or subject to modification or change at any time, pursuant to the
applicable regulations, when in the judgment of the New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection such revocation, modification or change is deemed necessary.

2. The issuance of this permit shall not be deemed to affeqt or restrict in any way action by the
Department of Environmental Protection of the State of New Jersey on any future
application.

3. This permit does not waive the requirement to obtain other Federal, State or local government
consent or approvals when necessary. No work shall be undertaken until such time as all
other required approvals and permits have been obtained. This permit does not grant
permission to use publicly or privately owned storm sewers or conveyances.

4. The Department reserves the right to require the certifying agent to apply for an individual or
other general NJPDES permit if deemed appropriate, or the certifying agent may request
exclusion from coverage under this general permit by applying for an individual or other
general NJPDES permit.

5. Representatives of the Department shall have the right to enter and inspect any area
associated with a discharge authorized under this permit.
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B. WATER QUALITY REQUIREMENTS

1. The discharge shall not contain toxic pollutants in toxic amounts, as defined under 33 U.S.C.
1251 et seo., the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, or N.J.S.A. 58:10A-1 et seo., the New
Jersey Water Pollution Control Act, or other pollutants, including temperatuxe and pH, in
mass, concentration, or other measures of degree which could cause adverse impacts or be
detrimental to the natural aquatic biota, or which could cause instream exceedances of
applicable Federal or New Jersey Surface W~ter Quality Standards criteria (N.J.A.C. 7:9B-
1.14 et seo.) of the receiving water.

2. The discharge shall not cause or result in erosion to the area of the discharge or the
surrounding stream banks. Adequate dewatering structures and velocity dissipation devices
should be used when necessary to prevent and minimize erosion, stream scouring, and
increases in turbidity or any other potential damage to the receiving waters and its environs.
Dischargers may refer to "Standards for Soil Erosion and Sediment Control in New Jersey",
as promulgated by the State Soil Conservation Committee and N.J.A.C. 2:90-1.3 et. seq. In
addition, the regional Soil Conservation District office (organized by county) may be
contacted for guidance on soil erosion control.

3. The discharger shall take into account the conveyance capacity of the discharge outlet
structure and/or conveyance structure prior to discharge and shall manage or control the
flow of the discharge accordingly. The discharge shall not cause or create downstream
flooding conditions.

4. The discharge shall not contain any scum, foam or other residual matter.

5. The following pollutant-specific guidelines and requirements shall be employed, when
necessary, to comply with the terms of this general permit. Best Management Practices
(BMP) appropriate to the type of discharge shall be employed at all times.

Suspended Solids

The discharger shall minimize the amount of suspended solids or turbidity in the discharge to
the maximum extent practical. If the discharge contains suspended solids, BMPs shall be
utilized to reduce or eliminate the levels prior to discharge to receiving waters. These BMPs
can include everything from increased retention time up to and including filtration devices
(such as hay bales).

Other Solids

There shall be no discharge of floating solids in other than trace amounts. The discharger
shall use appropriate BMPs to eliminate floating debris, floatable or settleable solids,
including construction or maintenance-related dirt, rust, or scale present in the waters prior
to discharge.

Chlorinated Discharges
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The discharger shall take measures to reduce or eliminate any residual chlorine contained in
the discharge. Swimming pool water may only be authorized under this permit if the level of
chlorine has been effectively dissipated or reduced to prevent deleterious impacts to aquatic
life or degradation of the surface water quality of the receiving waters. Contained chlorinated
discharges (e.g., swimming pool water) shall be retained, after receiving the last dosing of
chlorine, for a minimum of seven days, (or until such time that analysis indicates the level of
chlorine to be non-detectable,) such that the chlorine level is reduced or dissipated through
aeration or other means, prior to discharging these waters. A pool chlorination kit can be
used to confirm that there is no detectable level of chlorine in the water prior to discharge.

Swimming Pool Filter Backwash

Only swimming pool filter backwash that meets all applicable requirements of this permit,
including those set forth in this paragraph, are authorized by this permit. Whenever possible,
discharges of swimming pool filter backwash shall be directed to the sanitary sewer. If
disposal into a sanitary sewer system is not an option, the following measures must be taken
prior to discharging the filter backwash into a storm sewer or to a surface water body. The
swimming pool filter water shall be retained, until such time that the chlorine has dissipated,
prior to discharging. The water used to backwash the filter should also be retained or
discharged over a grassy area so those solids settle out and can be removed or are filtered out
prior to discharging the water. Solids, residue, or sediment shall not be discharged to a
waterway and shall be removed (i.e., discharged to a publicly owned treatment works
(POTW), disposed of as solid waste, etc.) prior to discharging the filter backwash water to
the receiving waterbody.

C. CERTIFICATION BY AGENT

1. The company or entity authorizing the activity which will result in the discharge to be
authorized by this permit, must designate an agent. The agent will be responsible for ensuring
that the discharge complies with all applicable requirements of this permit and must certify this
compliance in writing.

2. A certification legally executed by the designated agent shall be maintained by the entity
authorizing the work. A copy of the certification shall be kept on site. Where this is
impractical, a copy shall be kept at the business office of the designated agent and a copy of
this certification should be sent to the clerk in the town or municipality in which the discharge
will occur. (The discharger is no.._~t required to submit a copy of the certification to the
Department.) This certification shall be available so that it may be provided to a Department
representative, or other person or persons, upon request. The certification shall contain all of
the following information (printed or typed):

a) Name of entity authorizing the work (company, town or municipality) resulting in
the discharge to surface water. Name and title of a principal officer in the
company or of a specified official in the town or municipality other than the
designated agent and the business address and telephone number of same;

b) Name and title of designated agent, affiliation, address and telephone number;
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c) The scheduled date(s) of the discharge event(s);

d) Source of the water being discharged (e.g., filter backwash, pool draining ) and
nature of the discharge;

e) approximate quantity or flow rate, as appropriate, of the discharge;

f) approximate duration of the discharge;

g) location(s) (street name(s) or street address (as appropriate), municipality, and
county) of the discharge;

h) the receiving waters to which the discharge is directed, including the method of
transport (i.e., via storm sewer, ditch, tributary, etc.); and

i) Best Management Practices to be used (including any chemical dechlorination
agents).

j)       The certification shall state specifically: "I, the undersigned, certify under penalty
of law that the information provided in this document is true, accurate and complete. I
maintain full responsibility for this discharge and its compliance with all applicable
requirements as set forth in the NJPDES/DSW General Permit for Swimming Pool
Discharges, NJ0128589. I am aware that there are significant civil and criminal penalties
for submitting false, inaccurate or incomplete information, including fines and/or
imprisonment. I certify that Best Management Practices appropriate to the discharge have
been employed. I have no prior knowledge which would deem this discharge ineligible for
coverage under this permit." The certification shall be signed and dated both by the
designated agent and by the person listed above who is representing the entity authorizing the
work.

Certification forms are available from the Division of Water Quality.

3. If this certification is not made as specified above, or cannot be produced upon request of a
Department or other government or jurisdictional representative, the discharger may be
subject to enforcement actions. The certifying agent should maintain the certification for 90
days following the last discharge event authorized by this certification pursuant to this
general permit.

4. The Department reserves the right to require the discharger to cease discharging and obtain
an individual or other general NJPDES permit or to utilize other alternate disposal methods.
The Department reserves the right to enforce all applicable NJPDES regulations should there
be a suspected or confirmed violation of the conditions of the General Permit for Swimming
Pool Discharges or of the Federal or New Jersey Water Pollution Control Act. Discharges
which are not conducted in accordance with all applicable conditions of this permit and
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which therefore may result in adverse environmental impacts, including, but not limited to, a
fish kill, may subject the authorizing entity to enforcement actions, including penalties.
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From: Sha.r,oe.Taylor@epamail.epa.gov
To: Multiple recipients of list <stormwater@valley.rtpnc.epa.gov>
Date: 4/3/00 1:01PM
Subject: Re: swimming pools & training

Region 6 has recognized swimming pool discharges as a potential problem. We’ve
sent a mailing to about 1700 pool contractors An the State of Texas reminding
them that discharges to waters of the US without a permit is a violation of 301
of the CWA. We’ve also told MS4’s to keep an eye on these discharges and to try
to eliminate these discharges. Some people balked and said that it was hard to
stop. Told them to apply as a group for a general permit to TNRCC (State
Agency) as a possible solution. However, without some type of NPDES permit, its
a violation and I might enforce on it if they continue. Thats it from Region 6!

Wendy    I
BelI/DC/USEPAI
/US@EPA !

03/31/2000
03:27 PM
Please I
respond to
stormwater

I

I
To: stormwater@valley.rtpnc.epa.gov
cc: I
Subject: swimming pools & training

I received a question today about chlorinated swimming pool discharges.
The caller said that many swimming pools have a pipe that discharges a
small amount to the street daily. In addition, there are the large
discharges from emptying a pool.

Since addressing illicit discharges is a requirement for medium & large
MS4s, I am wondering how States, Regions, and MS4s have addressed
this issue. Do any States have policies on this issue or has it been
ignored?

On another matter- we are getting close to finalizing the first training
sessions that we are setting up with the Navy. We will have info. on the
web site once we know for sure but we expect the training sessions for
this year to be in New Orleans, Seattle, San Diego, Denver, Hartford, and
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Jacksonville. We would like to involve both other regulators and the
regulated community in this training. Therefore, I am looking for
suggestions of speakers. Some possibilities are phase I MS4s with good
programs that could share their experience of developing a storm water
program; military representatives with industrial permits that have been
looking at how to address their phase II municipal requirements; storm
water agencies that are developing joint a program that covers different
entities, and of course, State and Regional coordinators.
If you would like to volunteer yourself or have suggestions, please let me
know. Priorities are people in or near the above mentioned cities but I
would appreciate suggestions from other areas as well. You can either
respond to the list or e-mail me directly at beli.w, endy@epa.gov
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From: eliza_beth.gehrman@pca.state.m n .us
To: Multiple recipients of list <stormwater@valley.rtpnc.epa.gov>
Date: 4/5/00 6:19AM
Subject: FW: swimming pools & training

> Swimming pools are a difficult issue .Obviously, pools have high levels of chlorine -- and sometimes
other chemicals -- that can be extremely toxic to aquatic organisms. A direct discharge to the storm
sewer, without a permit, is illegal.
>     For private homeowners, we have a policy that we encourage them to let the water sit for 3-5 days
before discharging. This allows much of the chlorine to dissipate. Additionally, we encourage
homeowners to run the water across a lawn or long driveway to provide additional opportunity for chlorine
to leave the water.
>     For commercial pools (hotels, health clubs, schools, etc.) the volumes are larger, and they can
rarely allow the water to sit, untreated, for that length of time. We encourage them to discharge to the
sanitary sewer, but I know that some municipalities have begun to prohibit these discharges; it’s probably
a sewer capacity issue for them. A swimming pool discharge is comparable to a cooling water discharge,
all of which have an NPDES permLt and are required to meet a chlorine limit. Some other states have a
general permit for swimming pool discharges; that would be ideal for us, too, but I’ve never heard it
discussed here. (Obviously, again, it’s a resource issue for us.) So, in summary, I believe that many
commercial-size pools around the state are inappopriately discharging to the storm sewer, in lieu of better
options and/or guidance from us.
> A couple of additional notes:
> There are probably two activities that go on with swimming pools.
> 1. draining the whole or most of the pool down. Large volume, maybe once or twice a year.
> 2. backwash of filters, every few days or so, much smaller volume.
> both of these activities probably have high chlorine in the water at levels that are toxic to aquatic life.

>
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From: elizabeth.gehrman@pca.state.mn.us
To: Multiple recipients of list <stormwater@valley.rtpnc.epa.gov>
Date: 4/5/00 6:19AM
Subject: FW: swimming pools & training

> Swimming pools are a difficult issue .Obviously, pools have high levels of chlorine -- and sometimes
other chemicals -- that can be extremely toxic to aquatic organisms. A direct discharge to the storm
sewer, without a permit, is illegal.
>      For private homeowners, we have a policy that we encourage them to let the water sit for 3-5 days
before discharging. This allows much of the chlorine to dissipate. Additionally, we encourage
homeowners to run the water across a lawn or long driveway to provide additional opportunity for chlorine
to leave the water.
>     For commercial pools (hotels, health clubs, schools, etc.) the volumes are larger, and they can
rarely allow the water to sit, untreated, for that length of time. We encourage them to discharge to the
sanitary sewer, but I know that some municipalities have begun to prohibit these discharges; it’s probably
a sewer capacity issue for them. A swimming pool discharge is comparable to a cooling water discharge,
all of which have an NPDES permit and are required to meet a chlorine limit. Some other states have a
general permit for swimming pool discharges; that would be ideal for us, too, but I’ve never heard it
discussed here. (Obviously, again, it’s a resource issue for us.) So, in summary, I believe that many
commercial-size pools around the state are inappopriately discharging to the storm sewer, in lieu of better
options and/or guidance from us.
> A couple of additional notes:
> There are probably two activities that go on with swimming pools.
> 1. draining the whole or most of the pool down. Large volume, maybe once or twice a year.
> 2. backwash of filters, every few days or so, much smaller volume.
> both of these activities probably have high chlorine in the water at levels that are toxic to aquatic life.
>
>
>

>
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COUNTY’OF LOS ANGELES
OFFICE OF THE COUNTY COUNSEL

64g KENNETH HAHN HALL OF ADMINISTRATION

500 WEST TEMPLE STREET

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90012-2713 TDD

(213) 633-0901

LLOYD W, PELLMAN April 6, 2000 TELEPHONE
County Counsel (213) 974-1904

TELECOPIER

(213) 687-7300

Ms. Carol Browner
Administrator
United States Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street S.W.
Washington, D.C. 2Q460

Ms. Felicia Marcus
Regional Administrator
United States Environmental Protection Agency, Region 9 7-: ~-.’ -.:.
75 Hawthorne Street
San Francisco, California 94105-3901

Re: Natural Resource Defense Council Petition "~
for Correction of Legal Deficiencies or
Withdrawal of EPA Approval

Dear Administrator Browner and Regional Administrator Marcus:

This office represents the County of Los Angeles ("County") and its
Department of Public Works. As principal permittee over the Los Angeles
Municipal Storm Water Permit, the County is an interested person in the above-
referenced petition.

As you know, should the EPA decide to initiate withdrawal proceedings,
there are relatively short time frames specified in the federal regulations to seek
participation in the proceedings.

The County may wish to move for intervention or other appropriate
method of participation if withdrawal proceedings are initiated. It is imperative
that the County receive timely notice concerning your decision in this matter. The
County requests that it be placed on the service list to receive all notices or
correspondence served on the parties to the petition.

We understand that pursuant to federal regulations, "an informal
investigation" is underway to determine whether cause exists to initiate
withdrawal proceedings. The County requests that it be kept informed of the
status of the inyestigation and, to the extent possible, he allowed to participate in
the process to protect its interests.
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Notices and correspondence should be addressed to:

Peter J. Gutierrez
Senior Deputy County Counsel
652 Kenneth Hahn Hall of Administration
500 West Temple Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Very truly yours,

LLOYD W. PELLMAN
Coun~By i~< u0. sel

PETER J.
Senior County Counsel
Public Wc Division

PJG:asm
2g:Browner.ltr

c: Donald L. Wolfe, Assistant Director
County of Los Angeles, Department of Public Works

Dennis A Dickerson, Executive Officer
California Regional Water Quality Control Board -
Los Angeles Region

David S. Beckman, Esq.
Natural Resources Defense Council

Steve Fleischli, Esq.
Executive Director
Santa Monica Baykeeper
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COUNTY OF LOS .-MNGELES
~ . ..~    r. - DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

.̄,i-L<MBl~a.. C.’,.L[FORN’L~ ~’!£53-i331

t ~.RR~ \\ STONE. Director ~DDR.ESS ALL COR.R.ESPONDENCE TO
’ ? O. BOX 1400

July 31,2000

.N REPLY PLF~ASE

Mr. Dennis Dickerson, Executive Officer                               .~To~,,E EP-3
California Regional Water Quality
Control Board--Los Angeles Region

320 West 4th Stree.t, Suite 200
Los Angeles, CA 90013-1105

Dear Mr. Dickerson:

MUNICIPAL STORMWATER PERMIT NO. CAS614001--ORDER NO. 96-054
COUNTYWIDE STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN
REPORT OF EFFECTIVENESS

In the Los Angeles County Municipal National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permit,
Part 2.VII.C.2, the Principal Permittee, in consultation with the Permittees, shall, n.ot later than
July 31, 2000, prepare and submit a report on the assessment of the effectiveness of the
CSWMP components (except that identified in C.1 .). Enclosed, as required, is the Countywide
Stormwater Management Plan (CSWMP) Report of Effectiveness for your review.

As you know, the model programs were only recently approved so there was limited feedback
on detailed items, but the feedback that was received was very beneficial for determining which
program management techniques are preferred.

If you have any questions, please contact Tim Piasky at (626) 458-5969, Monday through
Thursday, 7:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Very truly yours,

HARRY W. STONE
Director of Public Works

Terri M. Grant
Supervising Civil Engineer IV
Environmental Programs Division

TW:kk
P,\EPPUB\WATER\UNIT1\Tina\TP\finreportCL

Enc.

cc: All Permittees
Interested Parties R0008700



FINAL REPORT

LOS ANGELES COUNTY
CSWMP REPORT OF EFFECTIVENESS

July 31, 2000

Prepared by

Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
900 South Fremont Avenue
Alhambra, California 91803
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CSWMP Report of Effectiveness

IN’FRODUCTION

This report was prepared in response to NPDES Permit Section VII.C.2 requiring an
assessment on the effectiveness of the CSWMP components. To assess the effectiveness
of the Countywide Storm Water Management Plan (CSWMP) components, the County
distributed a survey to the Permittees. The questions were grouped into six categories:

¯ Program Management
¯ Illicit Connections and Illicit Discharges
¯ Development Planning
¯ Development Construction
¯ Public Agency Activities
¯ Public Information and Participation

Thirty-nine cities responded to the survey.

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

This section of the survey received much attention. It includes 17 questions regarding how
Permit responsibilities should be issued and which groups should be involved in meetings.
A summary of the responses to each question within this section follows.

1.    How would you pro#er the next Permit be developed?

Twenty-eight of the responding cities are in favor of a Countywide Permit. Six cities prefer
a Watershed Permit and three cities prefer a COG or sub-watershed Permit. None of the
cities were in favor of maintaining their own Permit.

2.    Do you want the County to continue as Principal Permittee ?

Thirty-six of the responding cities prefer to have the County continue as the Principal
Permittee, or at least retain certain functions, such as program leadership in Monitoring,
Public Education, Reporting, and Administration. Only one city does not want the County
to continue as Principal Permittee.

3. Are you satisfied with current Principal Permittee responsibilities?
4. Should other Principal Permittee responsibilities be added?

Thirty-two of the responding cities find current Principal Permittee responsibilities
adequate. Four cities recommend adding to the County’s responsibilities, namely taking
the lead in developing and implementing a new Countywide trash monitoring program to
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satisfy trash TMDL and Notice to Meet and Confer (NTMC) requirements. One city would
li.ke the monitoring program to be coordinated with local efforts.

5. Are you satisfied with current Permittee responsibilities?
6. Should other Permittee responsibilities be added:?-

Thirty-five of the responding cities agree current Permittee responsibilities are adequate.
Three cities are open to having responsibilities added to city duties, and one would like to
see responsibilities removed. Added responsibility suggestions include monitoring, cost
sharing, help in distributing information, and negotiating directly with the Regional Board.
The suggested responsibility removal is TMDL monitoring.

7.    Were the WMC meetings successful?

The opinion of the success of WMC meetings is generally positive, mainly as an
informational forum. Five cities disagree, emphasizing that there is room for improvement.

8.    What was the most useful aspect of the WMC meetings?

The most useful aspects of the WMC meetings:

Developing watershed direction
Discussing common issues
Sharing information and ideas
Pooling resources
Receiving EAC updates
Obtaining new information
Having a dedicated time to coordinate activities

9.    What could be improved at the WMC meetings?

Suggestions for improvements at the WMC meetings:

Chair should be large city rather than an outside contractor
Follow through on action items
Start on time
Stick to the agenda
Present an education topic or invite guests
Respond to Watershed issues
Participation of all cities
Focus on one or two issues per meeting

Page 2
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Acquire grant funding
Prolsose projects
Meet less frequently
Ensure Regional Board attends consistently
More leadership by County
Have more invited guests from other watershed stakeholders

10. Shou/d the WMC set goa/s ?

Opinions are split as to whether the WMC should set goals (20 responding cities are for,
13 against). There is a slight favoritism toward setting goals such as monitoring,
participation, and uniformity. Those against believe the Permit defines WMC goals and
that adding goal-setting would add bureaucracy.

11. Should the WMC be included in the next Permit?

Thirty cities wish to continue WMC meetings. Two cities are against continuing WMC
meetings, with one of the cities recommending a COG-based Committee.

12. Were the EAC meetings successful?

Cities that attend EAC meetings basically agree that they are successful.

13. What was the most useful aspect of the EAC meetings?

Useful aspects of the EAC meetings:

Allowing Permittees to quickly voice concerns to the Regional Board
Hearing other watershed opinions
Learning of new means to comply with the Permit
Sharing information and resources
Providing leadership on issues

14. What could be improved at the EAC meetings?

Improvements could be made to the EAC meetings by:

Distributing minutes faster and to more City Management
Negotiating solutions (reducing combativeness)
Including watershed chairs
Sharing more specific experiences
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15. Would you support one large group watershed meeting immediately followed by
individual watershed meetings?

Twenty-eight cities are in favor of a large group watershed meeting followed by individual
watershed meetings. Pros are large scale problem solving and the ability to address
specific issues that are not recognized in smaller group meetings. Cons are the time
involved, scheduling, and attendance for multi-watershed Permittees. If this type of
meeting is put into place, most cities feel the larger group should meet less frequently than
once a month.

16. How often should the groups meet?

Most cities (24) would like to see watershed meetings continue on a monthly basis. If the
group watershed meeting is added, it could meet quarterly. Other suggestions include
meeting once a month with both groups, holding watershed meetings semimonthly or
quarterly, and holding watershed meetings more frequently at the beginning of the new
Permit.

17. Should the public review process be modified?

Generally, cities are satisfied with the public review process. Seven cities suggested
modifications. Suggestions to modify the process:

Commission a third party to summarize each opinion at public hearings
Exclude public review of permit submittals
Develop technical work groups

ILLICIT CONNECTION AND ILLICIT DISCHARGES

The Illicit Connections and Illicit Discharges (IC/ID) Model Program has been received well,
although some cities feel it is too early in the program to comment.

18. Has the Illicit Connections and Illicit Discharges Model Program been successful so
far?

19. What are the biggest successes of the program?

The most noted success of the IC/ID program is greater awareness among the public and
city staff members. Other successes include behavioral changes, code enforcement clarity
and development of a Public Hot Line program for receiving, responding, tracking and
reporting public complaints.
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20. What are the biggest failures of the program ?

Failures of the IC/ID program:

Identifying, responding, enforcing, and documenting all IC/IDs due to resource
limitations

Lack of standardized enforcement procedures

21. How could the program be improved?

Suggestions to improve the program:

Increase funds to hire more staff
Hire County people to do IC on a contract basis
Establish fire truck washing as a conditionally exempted discharge
Recognize non-stormwater connections and address them
Provide uniform guidelines for washing impervious surfaces
Standardize enforcement and spill response procedures
Enforce pro-actively
Introduce more outreach
Improve documentation

22. Should any of the exempted or conditionally exempted discharges be dealt with
as illicit connections or illicit discharges ?

In general, cities do not want to deal with exempted or conditionally exempted discharges
as IC/IDs. Three cities disagree. The items suggested for IC/ID are homeowner wash
water, street washing, fire fighting, dechlorinated swimming pool discharges, and individual
car washing.

23. Have there been any noticeable improvements from the program?

Noted improvements from the IC/ID program include:

Increased public awareness
Increased public reporting
Fewer sewage overflows and grease interceptor problems
Improved sawcut slurry vacuuming
Decreased illicit discharges from Industrial/Commercial sites
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DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

The Development Planning Model Program is rather new. Almost one third of the cities
feel it is too early to comment on the success of this program. Cities that commented
generally feel the program is succeeding.

24. Has the Development Planning Model Program been successful?

The program is viewed as successful by 18 of the responding cities. Sixteen cities found
it too early to judge. Noted downfalls of the program include:

Resistance to implement BMPs due to aesthetic reasons
Disapproval of Regional Board SUSMPs

25. How could the program be improved?

Suggestions for improvement include:

Make the program clear and sensible
Condense and clarify the program
Support the August 1999 Permittee-submitted SUSMPs
Develop standards
Enforce consistentt~j
Reject the Regional Board’s SUSMPs
Enhance brochures
Simplify and expedite the approval process for the SUSMP and BMPs
Make Regional Board requirements consistent and feasible
Allow cities greater flexibility
Increase harvesting requirements
Implement on a widespread basis
Conduct follow-up training for city staff
Tailor program for local soil and relief conditions
Acquire more information regarding the effectiveness of all BMPs
Exclude non-discretionary projects

26. Which BMPs have been successful and why?

Different BMPs have worked for different cities. However, there is still limited information
to develop effectiveness opinions. Generally, cost-effective BMPs that can be readily
implemented for a project without significantly interfering with other project aspects are the
most successful. BMPs that have been successful on a limited basis include:

Reducing impervious surfaces
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Requiring I~rge percentage of lot area to be landscaped
Incorporating trash container areas
Implementing basic housekeeping practices
Education
Introducing CDS units and Jensen Stormwater Ir~tercepto.rs
Incorporating catch basin protection and runoff protective measures
Building dry gravel wells, pits, trenches, permeable paving, french drains
Using treatment control devices and post-construction management plans

27. Which BMPs have not been successful and why?

Due to the short time that BMPs have been being implemented, there was a limited
response as to which BMPs have not been successful. More will be understood about the
successfulness of various BMPs as the results of these recently installed BMPs become
available. However, it was noted by one city that redevelopment is actually hindered due
to the expense of incorporating BMPs. The reason some BMPs failed is due to
maintenance, cost, aesthetics, and physical constraints. Some of these include:

Catch basin inserts
Fossil filters
Detention basins
Planters
Maximizing pervious surfaces

28. Have there been any noticeable improvements?

There is a consensus that the program is making improvements, although they are difficult
to quantify. Ten cities noted improvements. Improvements as a result of the Development
Planning Model Program:

Increased awareness in permit applicants
Increased runoff collection
Appreciation of city efforts by local entities

DEVELOPMENT CONSTRUCTION

Again, this program is too new for all the cities to comment on.

29. Has the Development Construction Model Program been successful?

All of the cities that gave a definitive response (31) feel the program is successful. Its main
benefits are increased awareness and BMP implementation.
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30. How could the program be improved?

Suggested improvements for the program:

Improve coordination of inspections between the Regional Board and City Staff
Improve document clarity
Provide BMP training for inspectors and developers
Improve enforcement
Increase the involvement from the Regional Board on 5+ acre projects
Need reference information from the Regional Board

31. Which BMPs have been successful and why?

Sand bags and other containment methods (silt fences, k-rail, berms, and gravel bags) are
the most successful BMPs. Favored BMPs are generally useful, cost effective, easily
understandable, and maintainable. Other successful BMPs include street sweeping,
retention ponds, vegetated areas, and storm drain inlet protection.

32. Which BMPs have not been successful and why?

Although there were considerably more BMPs noted for successfulness, there are aspects
that need improvement. The downside of sand bags is their natural deterioration and
possible failure. A negative aspect of silt fences is their maintenance. The use of hay as
a method for preventing intrusion of surface water into catch basins is adverse, because
the hay tends to collapse quickly under high flow conditions. The BMPs reducing the
tracking of dirt from construction sites to streets was noted as impractical and ineffective.
Training and scheduling BMPs posed a problem due to the unpredictability of rainfall.
Contractor compliance is a main concern that can impede the success of any BMP.

33. Have there been any noticeable improvements from the program?

Through inspectors cognizance and enforcement of BMPs, contractor awareness and
compliance have improved. Other noted improvements of the program include agency
coordination, construction site erosion control, and trash reduction.

PUBLIC AGENCY ACTIVITIES

34. Has the Public Agency Activities Model Program been successful so far?.

The Public Agency Activities Model Program received a positive response. All responding
cities, except for two, agree it has been successful so far. Awareness and street
cleanliness have been very positive aspects of the program.
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35. How could the program be improved?

Improvements can be made to the program by:

Expanding and increasing education and training
Reducing record keeping
Modifying the Annual Report questionnaires
Clarifying the document by adding Development Planning/Development

Construction requirements
Ensuring County flood control crew compliance
Increasing Regional Board enforcement of their general permits
Renaming the program to "Municipal Agency Programs"
Adding operations such as refuse collection and water production

36. Which activities should be added to the program?

Suggested additions to the program are more training materials and better data-tracking
systems.

37. Which activities should be removed from the program?

The emergency procedure was recommended for removal. It was also suggested that the
dry weather flow diversion be moved to a separate program.

38. Have there been any noticeable improvements from the program?

Improvements from the program include:

Cleaner streets, catch basins, and city facilities
Increased awareness
Staff involvement
Equipment procurement

PUBLIC INFORMATION AND PARTICIPATION

39. What has been the effecfiveness of the industrial/commercial educational program ?

The industrial/commercial educational program received a mixed review. Responses
ranged from finding the program moderately effective to a huge success. Positive aspects
noted were increased knowledge, awareness and compliance. However, compliance was
problematic for other cities.
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40. What has been your experience in submitting site visit data to the County?

There was a mixed response to data submittal as well. The majority of cities found
submitting to the County difficult, while others responded positively. Editing and formatting
data were noted complications using the SiteViz program. County staff was helpful to
many cities encountering these difficulties.

41. What is the database software of preference for your City?

Preferred City database software includes Microsoft products such as Access and Excel.
FileMaker Pro was also noted as a preference over SiteViz. However, the majority of cities
(33) support Microsoft products currently or will soon.

42. What kind of benefits have come from the program?

As with other programs, the main benefits reported are public awareness and education.
Other positive aspects of the program are:

Improved business operations
Enhanced communication with businesses
Improved permit compliance

43. What is the main issue involved when managing the program?

Many issues faced when managing the program revolve around the SiteViz database.
Data entry is time consuming, tedious, and requires specialized training. Other factors ¯
impeding program management are:

Changing ingrained polluting habits
Coordinating with the County
Finding staff time to conduct and document the program
Getting the most accurate business information
Coordinating all departments
Deciphering inspector reports

44. What data should be added or removed from the industrial/commercial educational
program databases?

Suggestions for modifying the database:

Add State IDs for sites with State General Industrial Storm Water Permits
Add a field to recommend a follow-up
Add a field for narrative comments
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Remove codes
Remove one of the two date fields
Limit the activities assessment list to checkmark fields
Allow multiple values in one field rather than multiple fields with one value
Focus on the 14 categories in the Countywide program guidance
Improve the Health Department’s performance
Clarify the PPD rating process
Add procedure for adding and deleting businesses from the database

45. What sites should be added to the educational site visits?

Many of the sites that were suggested to include on educational site visits involve vehicle
maintenance or sales. Other sites that may benefit from site visits are:

Schools
Hospitals
Nurseries
Contractor yards
Business Parks
Shopping centers
Carpet cleaners
Pool service businesses
Dry-cleaning estal~lishments with onsite facilities
Veterinary clinics/animal hospitals
Hotels/Motels
Residential care facilities
Parking lots
Trailer parks

It was also suggested to discontinue visits to certain vehicle supply wholesale distributors,
sweatshops, out of home businesses and out of business sites.

46. What information should be added to the educational site visits?

To make the site visits more useful, inspectors could discuss current trash and litter issues,
product substitution (for pollution prevention), State Law AB 2019 concerning non-fliers,
and the 5-Year Education Strategy. Improvements could also be made by developing
more industry specific BMPs.
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CONCLUSIONS

The CSWMP is still in its infancy and thus it is premature at this time to accurately measure
its effectiveness, however it has been determined to be an effective tool for increasing
stormwater pollution awareness and prevention.     -      -

RECOMMENDATIONS

The items listed, throughout this evaluation, as potential improvements to a respective
Program should be studied further, such that final results and recommendations can be
included in the submittal of the ROWD and WMAPs to the RWQCB by Febuary 1, 2001.

P:\eppub\water\unitl\tina\tp\finevaluation.wpd
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INTRODUCTION

The 1996 National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Municipal Storm Water Permit
requires that the County of Los Angeles, as Principal Permittee, conduct a five-year public
education program. A budget of $5.2 million for five years was allocated for the public
education program. As the Program enters its fifth and final year, it has become recognized as a
model pollution prevention public education program among municipalities on a regional and
statewide basis.

At the time of the Permit’s inception, the County and the 85 Permittee cities did not have a clear
picture of who among the County’s diverse population to target for public education, and what
messages were needed to motivate significant behavior change. Moreover, all parties
acknowledged that a 55.2 million budget was extremely limited for a public education program
of this complexity, necessitating that funds be allocated judiciously. The conclusion was that,
while not mandated, financial support would need to be solicited from Permittees to leverage
limited resources and extend the Public Education Program’s media reach.

After a full year of information gathering, original quantitative and qualitative research and
consensus-building xvith Permittees, the County’s public relations contractors, Rogers &
Associates, with their lead subcontractors Harris & Company and Larry Walker Associates,
submitted the Five-Year Public Education Plan to the Regional Water Quality Control Board
(RWQCB) on July 30, 1997 and received approval to proceed.

We are now completing Year Four of the five-year Permit period and Year Three of the
Five-Year Public Education’Plan. The final qualitative research report on the public education
program will be available in June 2001. However, interim research studies, anecdotal
information, public/private partnerships and media coverage have been included in this report to
offer RWQCB a "snapshot" of how the Public Education Plan has faired to date -- and what
steps should be taken to advance the effort in the new permit period.

Following is a brief analysis of public relations activities from Years One through Four and
recommendations for Year Five public education outreach efforts and the new permit’s public
education component.

The Five-Year Public Education Program was designed to be:

¯ Grounded in research

¯ Broad-based with an overarching approach

¯ Flexible, adaptable, and cost-effective

* Accessible, providing simple, every’day actions that will make a difference

¯ Integrated and coordinated

, Results-oriented

1
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Overall Program Goals and Strategies

At the outset, the County of Los Angeles identified seven primary program goals aimed at
reducing storm water pollution:

Reduce the amount of storm water/urban runoffpollution-i-rtLos Angeles County.

Build bridges and forge partnerships that inte.grate County, city and jurisdictional programs,
appropriately mix educational outreach with technical understanding and leverage resources.

hnprove general understanding of storm xvater ¯ urban runoff pollution and its prevention
methods.

¯ Incorporate storm water activities into other County environmental education programs by
the end of the second year of implementation.

¯ Move existing County BMPs under the storm water pollution prevention program umbrella
by August 1998.

¯ Integrate the County storm water overarching theme into a minimum of 35%* of the
Permittee programs by August 1998 and 50%* by August 2000.

¯ Increase awareness of storm water pollution prevention messages among the adult
population to 83%* in five years.

* Note: These percentage goals will be measured on a countvwide basis.

To reach these core objectives, the Public Education Program identified and recommended eight
key programmatic strategies - designed to ~vork synergistically, leverage resources and expand
the Program’s potential reach and impact.

Strategy 1: Overarching Approach
Develop a unified overall public education approach, "look" and message(s) that promote Los
Angeles County’s overall storm water / urban runoff goals to set the tone and feel for the overall
public education program. This approach helps all target audiences identify the program and its
pollution prevention messages.

Strategy 2: Partnerships
Build bridges and forge partnerships that are conducive to maximum leverage of resources and
that integrate: (1) County, city and jurisdictional programs and (2) the public and private sectors.

Strateg, r 3: Unified Pollution Preventio~ Efforts
Create synergy by unifying multiple pollution prevention efforts (such as recycling, proper
household hazardous waste and used oil disposal recycling) under a single, all-encompassing
agenda rather than conducting individual, splinter programs, kink all programs to the impact
they have on storm water pollution under "’Project Pollution Prevention."
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Overall Pro~am Goals and Strate~es cont.

Strategy 4: ’Segtnent and Target Specific Audiences
Prioritize audiences and activities within each audience that will target the greatest potential
polluters who (1) are the most likely to adopt change in their personal and professional
behaviors, and (2) that will result in the highest pollutant removals in the most cost-effective
manner.

Identify as primary targets those people who are most likely to attempt pollution prevention
activities and to repeat their usage if the e.xperience is positive, simple and convenient. While no
one will be ignored, downgrade to a secondary level of importance those people who would not,
for a variety of reasons, try to change their habits and behaviors and those people who have a
minimal level of impact on storm water pollution.

Strategy 5: Simple, "How-To" Instructions Incorporated Into Everyday Routines
Develop specific guidelines supported by simple tasks and concise "how-to" or "tips"
instructions that will motivate Los Angeles County residents and businesses to use pollution
prevention actions in their "everyday" routines.

Strategy 6: Monitoring and Evaluation
Establish a monitoring and evaluation system to: (1) measure the effectiveness of the program
by assessing the number of people who show increased awareness, intent and/or actions in
reducing storm water/urban runoff pollution; ~and (2) ensure program components and outreach
efforts are adjusted and enhanced on a regular basis in relation to what is working and what isn’t
in the various communities and target audiences.

Strategy 7: Implement Countywide Programs attd Supplement with Local Programs
Develop an overall program with individual activities that impact pollution on a countywide
basis. Utilize overarching materials for all audiences that are developed and implemented by the
County, yet are supportable and supplemented on a local basis in a manner that meets Permit
minimum requirements, is cost effective and efficient.

Strategy 8: Multiple Audience Impact
Wherever possible, develop program materials and activities that can be implemented and will
have impact on more than one audience at a time.
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Using Research to Develop the Program

In order to lay the groundwork for implementing these eight-core strategies, identify target
audiences and set goals, comprehensive, multi-phased research was conducted.

¯ Issues, Pollutants attd Materials Report
The first research report, Issues, Pollutants and Materials Report, was a compilation of." (1)
existing research on target audiences and public education programs in Los Angeles County;
(2) an analysis of storm water public education model programs throughout the country; and
(3) a review of existing information and analysis of pollutants of concern. In this report,
several overall challenges became apparent and have served as the impetus in formulating
research and monitoring questions and methods.

These overall challenges were:

¯ Discovering exactly what motivates or influences behavior change in each target audience;

¯ Deciding who to target within each audience segment;

¯ Prioritizing audiences to maximize the budget;

¯ Addressing the County’s vast ethnic, cultural, geographical and socioeconomic diversity; and

¯ Demonstrating that the education effort has helped to reduce stoma water / urban runoff
pollution.

Segmentation Research
Based on these challenges, it was decided that a segmentation study would offer the best
approach for arriving at answers.
The two primary objectives for the Segmentation Study conducted in February 1997 were:

Objective 1    Segment Los Angeles County residents for the purpose of directing limited
County and Permittee resources toward those residents who pose the greatest
threat to storm water quality and who represent the greatest opportuni~, to
respond to a public education program.

Objective 2 Provide a baseline measurement of residents’ current storm water-related
practices and habits.

Prior to conducting this segmentation study, it was hypothesized that all Los Angeles County
residents are not equally responsible for storm water pollution, or at least may differ in the type
of pollution they are contributing. An analysis of the collected data supports this hypothesis that
different groups of residents differ significantly in terms of: (1) the amount of pollution they
contribute: (2) their demographics and lifestyles: and (3) their attitudes related to storm water
pollution and the likelihood of changing their behaviors.
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Using Research to Develop the Pro~arn cont.

Methodology Overview

Total number of interviews: 1191 among Los Angeles County residents

Timeframe of interviews: February 8 - March 23, 1997

General population sample: - Countywide random sampling
- Selected by random digit phone numbers
- Established for gender and age based on census data

Participants were screened for- 16 years or older
these criteria: - Must be a permanent resident of Los Angeles County and

have lived here for more than six months

Surveys ~vere conducted in - English - Mandarin
language of preference: - Spanish - Korean

- Cantonese - Vietnamese

Recent immigrant segments:- Latino (sample = 101), Asian (sample = 101)
- Residents who moved to the County from another country
- Lived in County at least six months, but less than five years
- Speak Spanish, Cantonese, Mandarin, Korean or Vietnamese

most often at home

Segmentation is the result of a cluster analysis performed by a computer filtering and sorting the
total population based on their survey answers by attitudinal and behavioral variables. The
segments/groups are reflective of those residents who are most/least likely to change behavior
and who have more or less damaging behavior by volumet. The residents characterized as "’Neat
Neighbors," "Fix It Foul-Ups," and "Rubbish Rebels" are the three segments that were identified
as the primary targets of the Five-Year Public Education Program.

We learned from the segmentation that overall, Los Angeles County residents are interested in
and concerned about local water quality. They are also willing to change many of their
behaviors that contribute to storm water pollution.

Unfortunately, even with their high overall level of concern, many residents are unknowingly
engaging in practices that threaten storm water quality. Additionally, although the County’s
indicators of concern and potential compliance are positive, not all residents are equally
concerned about or willing to change their behaviors in order to improve storm xvater quality.
By segmenting the population, however, a clearer picture emerges of who should be targeted
with limited resources and how best to reach them.

’ Estimated volumes of pollution crdated by pollution-causing behaviors were derived from the self-reporting
activlties recorded m the segmentanon study. For example, if t.09 million people sell-reported dropping one
cigarette butt per day on the ground.
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Using Research to Develop the Program cont.

Target A u dien ces
From the segmentation analysis, two groups of Los Angeles County residents emerged as most
promising in terms of allocating public education resources:

"Neat Neighbors" Because of their numbers in the population and because of
(primary target) their desire to ’do the right thing,’ "Neat Neighbors" will
50% of County’s population likely heed the program’s messages and even small, but

widespread changes in these residents’ habits will
positively impact the County’s storm water quality.

"Fix it Foul-Ups" "Fix It Foul-Ups" contribute disproportionately to storm
(primary target) water pollution through their do-it-yourself activities.
13% of County’s population However, they have good intentions and are very receptive

to modifying their pollution-causing behaviors. They can
be effectively reached through do-it-yourself channels.

To effectively promote behavior change among the primary target audiences -- Neat Neighbors
and Fix It Foul-Ups -- the Program needed to tap into their desire to ’do the right thing’ and
provide them ’how-to’ information about alternative, anti-polluting behaviors. These residents
were likely to be affected by credible messages that imply that a change in their behavior will
help protect children, keep their neighborhoods from smelling and preserve the environment for
the future.

Total Population Reached Based on Segmentation Recommendations

Neat Neighbors 50% 72% of Los Angeles County residents
Fix It Foul-Ups 13% receive messages using two different
Rubbish Rebels 9% communications campaigns

72%

Concerned Non-Contributors 20% Additional 20% gained from spillover
of Neat Neighbor/Fix It campaign (92% total)

20%

Prove-It-To-Me Polluters 5% 8% considered non-targets due to
Preoccupied Polluters 3% low polluting behavior or low number

8% (100% total)
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Status of Results/Achievements

Once target audiences were confirmed, focused goals were set, and key messages were
developed, the County initiated a comprehensive and multi-faceted public education program. In
order to effectively reach the target 83% of County residents with pollution prevention messages
and bring about measurable behavioral change, the Program employed a strategic mix of
communications tactics, which included:

¯ Paid advertising (radio, print, outdoor and traiasit shelter)
¯ Nontraditional advertising (movie slides, radio promotions, coffee jackets)
¯ Media relations (broadcast and editorial coverage)
¯ Partnerships with corporations, retailers, nonprofit organizations, community-based

organizations and trade associations
¯ Participation in high-profile special events
¯ Strategic outreach to schools and businesses
¯ Collaboration with synergistic DPW programs and local city efforts
¯ Specialized "Project Pollution Prevention" Program collateral and premiums

Just as program strategies and goals were founded on research, research was used as a critical
monitoring tool throughout the duration of the Program - to help evaluate its effectiveness on an
ongoing basis and modify strategies where appropriate.

Interim "Touchbase" Tracking Study - July 1998

In July 1998, an interim tracking research study was completed assessing the near-term impact of
the Program against the May 1997 baseline segmentation study. The "touchbase" ~vas specifically
designed to assess the effectiveness of the January-June 1998 paid media advertising campaign and
to provide recommendations for improving the overall effectiveness of the media campaign for
1999. Based on the "touchbase" study, the storm water program was proven to be: (1)
communicating accurately; (2) perceived by Los Angeles County residents to be delivering
important messages; (3) successful in changing attitudes; and (4) starting to positively impact
behaviors.

According to the touchbase study, the Program and Media Campaign appeared to be most
successful in their first six months in getting residents to understand the connection that what
goes into the streets, goes into the ocean. Residents also understood that the water from storm
drains goes to the ocean untreated. In the baseline study, residents were asked about their level
of concern about issues of concern facing Los Angeles County. At that time, residents ranked
crime, quality of public schools, air pollution~ smog and pollution of the ocean, lakes, and rivers
as their top four concerns, in that order. One year later, the ranking shifted - and the onh, issue
that increased in concern was pollution of the ocean, lakes and rivers - moving from the fourth
priority issue to the third priority issue.
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Status of Results/Achievements cont.

¯ Pollution Volumetrics - Total Number of Occurrences Per Month
Target audience exposed to media advertising campaign for six months (January - June 1998)

Pollution-causing behaviors with significant 1997 I~ 1998 Difference
changes between 1997 and 1998 I
Allow paper or trash to blow into the street 692,194 565,585 - 126.609
Drop a cigarette butt on the ground 1.094,297 807,978 -286,319
Empty a car ashtray into the street 168,928 69,275 I -99,653
Wash offpaint brushes under an outdoor’faucet195,399 i !26,510 I -68,889

Pollution volumetrics - an estimate of the number of people in the County engaging in polluting
activities - extrapolated from the research showed significant changes in polluting behaviors
between 1997 and 1998 with the following representative activities:

¯ Allowing paper or trash to blow into the street, down from about 692,000 times per month in
May 1997 to about 565,000 times per month in June 1998

¯ Dropping a cigarette on the ground, down from about one million butts per month in 1997 to
about 800,000 butts per month in 1998

¯ Emptying a car ashtray into the street, down from about !68,000 time per month in 1997 to
about 69,000 times in 1998

¯ Washing off paint brushes under an outdoor faucet, down from about 195,000 to about
126,000

Final Segmentation Study - June 2001

A final segmentation study will be conducted in June 2001 - at the culmination of the five-year
program - to assess the overall effectiveness of the Program and to provide detailed
recommendations for the next permit’s public education component. The survey sample size and
demographics will mirror the May 1997 baseline study and will be designed to comprehensively
measure awareness levels and polluting behaviors among all target audience segments.

Topline public education recommendations are provided in this report, based on all anecdotal
and field experience, qualitative and quantitative research conducted to date. Final program
recommendations will be submitted upon completion of the Year Five segmentation study¯
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Status of Results/Achievements cont.

"Snapshot" of Public Education Program Results - select results through June 2000

In addition to the measurable behavior change identified in the two interim segmentation studies
(July 1998 and July 2000), public education pro~am activities have been "quantified," whenever
possible, to capture the Program’s reach and depth. Media campaign tactics have been
strategicalIy recommended and executed to garner maximum impressions (number of times
audience hears campaign message) and to leverage limited media advertising resources. In most
primal, areas of activity, additional value in marketing dollars has been secured - meaning pro
bono advertising, media and corporate partnerships were secured that would have otherwise cost
the Program significant budget resources.

Program ActiviD, Added Value/Impact

Advertising- ¯ Coun.t~vide media campaig-n (radio, print, billboards and transit shelters)

Traditional reached upwards of 86% of the target audience dunng its first two years and
leveraged tnore than $1,985,000 in pro bono media placements.
The third annual media advertising campaign ran from April to July" 2000.

Advertising- ¯ Nontraditional advertising venues-including Project Pollution Prevention-

~Vontraditional imprinted movie theater slides, coffee jackets, and Countywide radio
promotions-generated upwards of 28,000, 000 impressions.

Media Relations ¯ Print and electronic media placements secured to date- including media
campaign launch, interim segmentation study results, E1 Nino and Earth Day tie-
ins, and diversion system coverage--are valued at an estimated $712,000 and
generated upwards of 8 7, 000,000 impressions.

Corporate ¯ Program partners secured to date - including COSTCO, CSK/Kragen, Chevron,

Partners Bfita, Petco, City of Los Angeles and Initiative Media - have generated an
estimated $3,808,000 in additional value.

Special Events ¯ Participation in more than 25 Los Angeles County special events (County Fair,
Earth Faire, etc.) has reached an estimated total attendance of 860,000.

Business Outreach* Los Angeles County Health Dept. restaurant rating system trainings - including
storm water BMPs - reached 50,000 County restaurant workers.

¯ Specialized automotive repair BMPs video and manual reached up to 19,000
automotive repair students.

School Educatiotl ¯ Environmental Defenders Program reached more than 1,000,000 students at

Grades: K-6 1,5oo Los Angeles County schools through assembly events and through
community events.

School Education ¯ Generation Earth Program includes a service teaming curriculum and projects

Grades: 7-12 for students, field studies, radio campaign, a battle of the schools competition,
community, events tbr students and teachers, concerts and the internet
www~ ~enerati~onearth.com

Used Oil Program ¯ Regional Used Oil Media Campaign - Annual media campaign (radio, pnnt and
outdoor advertisement) w~th proper disposal!recycling messages for the Rubbish
Rebel/do-it-yourselfer demographic providing them with straight forward
information on how and where to recycle used motor oil and filters.
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Getting Results:
What it Takes to Make Social Marketin  Programs Work

Social marketing campaigns, unlike public a~vareness campaigns, are designed to bring about
behavioral change utilizing a variety of mutually reinforcing communications strategies. The
mandate to "normalize" or "denormalize" a specific social behavior is challenging on many
levels, and the most successful campaigns are those that have been focused in their efforts and
well financed - allowing for sustained saturation of consistent messages through multiple
outreach venues.

The intended targets of such programs must pass through several stages on their road to behavior
change. In the case of storm water pollution, the County aims to guide ten million residents from
a vastly diverse population base - from awareness of the issue and polluting behaviors, to
acknowledgment that they are contributing to the problem through their actions, to the adoption
of pollution prevention practices in their daily life. Given the challenges implicit in developing
new social "norms" and the particular complexities of the storm water issue, this complete shift
to a pollution prevention mindset and lifestyle will take many years - and only then, if there has
been a consistently high IeveI of message exposure among residents. Without prolonged,
consistent reach and frequency and significant long-term budget, a social marketing campaign
has little chance of meeting its formidable objectives.

To understand what it does take to achieve success on this level, we will refer to a movement
widely regarded as the leader in the social marketing arena - the tobacco control movement.
This model social marketing campaign should be reviewed by the RWQCB as it develops the
new permit in its entirety, and the public education component, specifically.

The tobacco control movement - illustrated in this case by the Los Angeles County Tobacco
Control Program and its parent program, the California Tobacco Control Program (established
under Proposition 99) -- has achieved overwhelming success in "denormalizing" and modifying a
variety of smoking behaviors. After ten years of sustained public education, and new laws
regarding the use of tobacco in public places, the number of smokers has plummeted from 24% in
1988 to 18% in 2000 across the state, including Los Angeles County. This represents just one of
many successes, which include reduced incidence of smoking among youth, lowered case rates of
lung and other cancers, and increased protection from secondhand smoke.

In analyzing California’s tobacco control movement, it is important to note:

¯ That the movement has achieved these successes through the combined efforts of many multi-
media campaigns - designed and implemented by local health departments, community
coalitions and organizations, voluntary health organizations, regional, statewide and federal
projects

¯ That the movement has a simple message that links smoking, disease and death and is able to
put a face on the consequences of this behavior

¯ That the movement is able to focus efforts against an "external" enemy (the tobacco industry)
¯ That the movement has been in full s~ving for ten years and has benefited from-high-profile

legislation and extensive media coverage throughout its history.
~¯ And that the media campaign has been wel! funded in order to meet its objectives.~
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Getting Results:
What it Takes tO Make Social Marketin  Programs Work cont.

COMPARATIVE LOS ANGELES COUNTY PROGRAM BUDGETS
STOI~M WATER VS. TOBACCO CONTROL PROGRAM

Annual Program Budgets Storm Water/Urban Runoff Los Angeles Coun~
Program Tobacco Control

Advertising Budget $400.000 -" $390.000 ~
Other Source Contributions $450.000 ICity of Los Angeles and $5,500,000 ~

Permirtee contributions) z

Subtotal $850.000 per year $5.890,000 per year
Public Relations Budget $800,000 - $500,000 3
Other Source Contributions NA $750,000 4

Subtotal $800.000 per year $1,250.000 per year

Total Annual
Program Funds: $1,650,000 per year $7,140,000 per year

In the simplest terms, the funding levels outlined above are key to understanding the success of the
tobacco control movement. Los Angeles County Tobacco Control’s annual combined
PR/advertising budget is just under $1 million. However, the state’s overarching public education
program directs more than $6 million per year specifically to Los Angeles County - nearly 25% of
its annual operating budget. Because the state’s high-profile advertising and public education
campaigns provide "umbrella" coverage of key campaign messages across and within the state’s
key markets, the Los Angeles County program is able to strategically direct its monies to very
specific outreach needs witlfin the community. Add to this a ten-year track record, a steady stream
of support among key stakeholders in the public health arena, and highly publicized legislative
victories, and it becomes clear that significant and lasting behavioral change is precipitated by a
finely-tuned mix of resources and strategies.

Juxtaposed against this is the Los Angeles County Storm Water Public Education Program. To our
credit, with only three years of program implementation at limited spending levels, the Program
has seen some measurable success in modifying the polluting behaviors of Los Angeles County
residents. However, in order to have a substantial and long-term impact on the region’s pollution
levels, the Program needs dramatically increased funding levels over a prolonged period of time.
Current program dollars are only enough to purchase advertising during a 3-4 month period each
year. Due to rising media costs (radio advertising costs increased 20% between 1999 and 2000)
and static public education dollars, the Stormwater Program has actually received less media value
(decreasing reach and frequency) for its money each year. Now add to this lack of an overarching
statewide or federal pollution prevention advertising/public education campaign, "’optional"
funding contributions from Permittees and other Municipal NPDES permit holders within the Los
Angeles media market, and a very complex issue without a universal "enemy" or "’face," and it
becomes clear that the Storm Water Public Education Program is in need of significant funding.
The State and Federal Government along with the prig’ate sector must step to the plate and become
actively and financially involved to assure the continual success of the Program.

:Avg. adverttsmg ~md pubhc relauons budgets Jbr LA CounO’ Storm Water Program since t~ar Ta o ~ 199 7-98)
~A~. advernsing and public relaUons budgets Jbr L A Cout~O’ Tobacco Control Program since 1997
~.4ppro.rtmate percentage q/’annual contributions t6 target LA CottltO’ fi’Om the Cal(fornta Tobacco Con)rol
Program (Prop 99): total advertisingiPR btu@et of $25.000.000
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Recommendations to Date

As noted, this report captures and analyzes kos Angeles Storm Water Public Education Program
a.ctivities conducted through Year Four of the Permit -- June 2000. Utilizing all available
qualitative and quantitative research, field/anecdotal experience and knowledge gleaned from
other synergistic DPW programs and social marketing campaigns, the County has presented.the
chronology of the Five-Year Public Education Program; its-strat~ic underpinnings and
achievements to date.

The Permit has recently completed Year Four. but only Year Three of Public Education Program
implementation. As outlined in the Five-Year Public Education Plan and under the current
NPDES Permit, public education will be implemented through June 2001 and a final
segmentation study will be conducted at the culmination of the program. Thus, results garnered
through 2001 should be carefully reviewed, as they will provide a more complete picture of the
effectiveness of the Five-Year Public Education Plan and will provide a strong foundation on
which to base future program recommendations.

Based on results to date, we recommend the following elements be implemented to effectively
conduct the public education and outreach program:

1. Public Education Programs should continue - As supported by research, we
believe that eighty-three percent (83%) of Los .~ageles County’s population can be reached
with key pollution prevention messages through a single, integrated, multi-faceted
communications campaign which focuses on a desire to "do the fight thing" and provide
"how to" information about alternative, anti-polluting behaviors. Working in concert with
the Permittees, the County’s Public Education Program adopted the "problem/solution" -
oriented approach and reinforced it with strong visual cues and an identifying "s.ignature"
look and feel--"Project Pollution Prevention."

Through a strategic and cost-effective combination Of educational outreach tools and
activities, the comprehensive Public Education Progam has shown measurable increases in
awareness among target audiences after three years of implementation. The Program has
seen increases both in knowledge base (about the impacts of storm water pollution and
potential solutions to reduce the problem), and in behaviors (by encouraging the adoption of
appropriate solutions).

Through a unified and coordinated effort between the County and Permittees, an integrated
Public Education Program can continue to:

¯ Change the mindset of a large, diverse population while educating target audiences about
solutions to storm water pollution:

¯ Create synergy bv using an overarching campaign approach. "look" and tone, and bv
uni~’ing multiple pollution prevention efforts:

¯ Impact more than one audience at a time with a single communications campaign;
¯ Build bridges and forge, partnerships that integrate city and jurisdictional programs; and
¯ Document and prove that the educational outreach efforts result in behavioral change and

reduced pollution -- in -all communities within Los Angeles County.
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Recommendations to Date cont.

2. Researizh should continue to play a major role in the development and
execution of the new public education program. Research has proven to be a
critical component of the current Storm Water Public Education Program. Upfront, it
enabled the Media Campaign to segment and prioritize target audiences and allocate limited
budget resources accordingly. At key benchmarks, interim research enabled the Media
Campaign to monitor its effectiveness, evaluate communications tactics and modify
strategies to achieve optimal results. Raising the bar in the new public education program -
both in temps of reaching numeric goals and judiciously allocating increased dollars - will
require continuous monitoring and evaluation.

3. Additional funds from various sources should be allocated to the Public
Education Program’- Interim Tracking Study results (July 1998) indicated that the
media campaign was: communicating accurately; perceived by Los Angeles County
residents to be delivering important messages; successful in changing attitudes; and was
starting to impact behaviors. Because Los Angeles is a cluttered and expensive media
market, a significant increase in funding and coordination is required to consistently build
upon public education program results and deliver media messages with optimal reach and
frequency.

Unlike the Los Angeles County tobacco control program (previously noted), the Storm Water
Public Education Program does not benefit from any statewide media campaign "spillover,"--
nor statewide budget dollars earmarked for Los Angeles County, nor a high-profile, multi-
media campaign conveying complementary, messages.

In order to effectively convey the Program’s complex messages and maintain consistent
visibility throughout the program year - and not just during specific seasonal "windows,"--the
program under the new permit needs to receive 3-5 times the current annualprogram budget.

This is clearly beyond the means of the few local governments now supporting the effort. All
Permittees, the State and the Federal Government need to pitch-in and contribute to the
long-range success of the Program.
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Recommendations to Date cont.

4. Specific funds should be allocated to paid advertising and should reflect
rising media costs. Of the total public education program budget, approximately 70% per
year should be earmarked for paid media. Paid media is the venue where we can best
pinpoint target audiences, control placement, reach and frequency of the outreach, and can
ensure consistent exposure to proven messages.

Advertising costs are rising exponentially in the LA media market. To lend perspective, radio
advertising costs increased 20% bet~,’een 1999 and 2000, ~t,hile public education dollars
remained consistent. Wrhat that means is that instead of increasing the reach of program
messages among County residents annually, program dollars were actually able to buy less and
less advertising time each year, with total target audience reach also decreasing annually. To
match anticipated cost increases, paid advertising allocations should range between 65% - 75%
of the total annual program budget between Year One and Year Five.

As delineated in the Program’s core strategies, unified efforts are necessary to meet the
program’s challenging objectives. One collective media buy - coordinated by the County and
supplemented by all parties -- will provide the County as a whole with the most strategic use of
limited dollars and a media campaign most likely to achieve success.

5. Final public education recommendations should be based on Year Five
segmentation study findings. The final segmentation should be utilized as the
comprehensive benchmark of the Program’s effectiveness and serve as the critical foundation
for public education recommendations under the new permit. Given that the public education
program has only enjoyed less than three years of implementation, the final full year of
program activity (and its subsequent measurement) is expected to play a significant role in
developing future educational strategies. ¯

Data from the final segmentation study will be analyzed to determine the following additional items:

¯ The effectiveness of advertising creative concepts and materials - dependent on
findings, new creative concepts and messages may be recommended to maximize media
impact.

¯ Confirmation on the extent to which an increase in funds specifically allocated
towards paid advertising is recommended.

The need to allocate funds towards business outreach -- given that this audience is
reached to a great degree through general public!residential outreach efforts and the
industria!/commercial education site visit program.
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Storm Water Public Education Pro~am Overview

The following section is broken down by fiscal year and category of activity.
Supporting this overview are representative samples of the education activities.
Work was performed under ten categories of activities.

Activity Five-Year Plan (Section 4)

Businesses, Activities 1 6;Public _.A.g.e..n.c.y...E..m..p.!9_.v..e..e.,_ ..A_ .c.t_i.y.i_~..2- ................... :

2. Corporate Parmerships General Public/Residents, Activities 6, 9;
........................................................ .~.u.s. !.n..e_s..s_e..s~..4.c_t.i._v.i.ty...4. ..........................................

3. Media Relations and General Public/Residents, Activity 3;
News Bureau Businesses, Activity 5;

....................................................... .P..u..b_ !!.c.. _A. g .e..n.c_ Y...E.. _m.pl_9. _Y.e..e.:_ .A..c.t.i..v.i.ty...4. ....................
4. Special Events General Public/Residents, Activity 10

"’" ~’." ~iAfiTgi~&:, iSi;i;iLT~ .................-6gi~Tr~i~gl-i~-/g,&-id-~~{s;Xdi~,i~~ ....................
6. Tips Cards and Other General General Public/Resident. Activities 2, 5;

........e.a.b!i.c...C...o.~.~.t.e.r..a.1...V...~.t.e.r!~!.s .........._e..u_.b.!!.c._6 ~..e.a~. y_. gmp.!9_.y.e..e_... _.A._~.t.!.v.i_~_ _2. .....................
7. Business Outreach Materials Businesses, Activities 1.2

Businesses, Act~vmes o. 4; 8,8. Training/Workshops .... "    ¯...................................................... .e..u._b.!!.c" .6g.e..n_c. y..gmp.~.9._y.e..e.:..A_ .c.t.iy.i.t.i.e. _s.. ! .,.2.:_.3. ...........

9. Bulletins                    Public Agency Employee, Activity 4

.................................. ...........
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Year One (1996- 1997) Highlights

Research and Develol ment of Five-Year Plan

¯ Developed Public Education Advisor3, Committee, an ad hoc committee of various Permittee
and County representatives, assembled to provide constructive input into the development of
the Five-Year Public Education Plan and elicit buy-in from Permittee cities. Facilitated
meetings throughout the fiscal year.

¯ Developed Initial Five-Year Public Education Plan - Part One, detailing situation analysis,
goals and objectives for the four primary target audiences: general public~residential;
commercial/industrial and new development/construction; K-12 school children; and public
agencies.

¯ Developed Research Report on Issues, Pollutants and Materials. The report served as a
resource for reviewing and assessing the individual and collective efforts of Los Angeles
County, 85 Permittees and some of the nation’s leading storm water / urban runoff
prevention programs. Focus areas in the report included: complex issues surrounding storm
xvater / urban runoff prevention efforts; the prioritization of pollutants of concern, land uses
and associated target audiences; specific materials and programs being implemented
throughout the country; a.nd overall recommendations on how to proceed in developing the
Five- Year Public Education Plan.

¯ Developed btitial Five-Year Public Education Plan - Part Two, detaiiing overall strategies
and public education tactics.

¯ Developed Residents and btdustry Storm tVater Awareness, Practices and
Communications Report. Report detailed focus group findings on current levels of
awareness, "knowledge and concern about storm water pollution; current usage of BMPs;
reactions to potential program messages, creative materials and outreach strategies.

¯ Developed two-volume Public Employee Trainers’ Manual (Volume One: Municipal
Activities; Volume Two: Construction). Manuals were developed to provide Permittees with
training materials for educating appropriate Permittee employees regarding compliance with
applicable storm water permits. Conducted three training sessions for public agency
employees.

¯ Conducted Los Angeles CounO" Segmetttatiotl Study to define target audiences, quanti~’
polluting behaviors and provide a strategic foundation for the Five-Year Public Education
Plan’s goals, objectives, messages, strategies and outreach tactics. Study identified three
primary target audience segments around which to strategically and cost-effectively focus
public education efforts. Segments. characterized as "’Neat Neighbors." "Fix-I~ Foul-ups."
and "’Conceflaed Non-Contributors,’" were defined as the largest contributors to stoma water
pollution and those most likely to change b..ehaviors, and represent approximately 83% of LA
County’s 10 millio~a residents.
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Year One (1996- 1997) Highlights- cont.

Research and Development of Five-Year Plan

, Conducted presentations on Segmentation Study results, creative concepts and scenarios
within the Five-Year Public Education Plan to the Public Education Advisor~, Committee
and WMA Committees.

Developed first three BMP posters for Site Visit Program and began distribution.

Special Events

¯ Attended the Los Angeles County Fair and other community events.
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Year Two (1997 - 1998) Highlights

Research and Development of Five-Year Plan

¯ Developed final Five-Year Public Education Plan for review and approval by the Public
Education Advisory Committee. IIIM,4 Cotnmittees, and ultimately, the R I~IQCB.

¯ Conducted Interim "Touchbase" ~rackhtg Study folloxving six-month implementation of
the advertising campaign. Study indicated that the media campaign proved to be: (1)
communicating accurately; (2) perceived by LA County residents to be delivering important
messages; (3) successful in changing attitudes; and (4) starting to impact behaviors.

Graphic Design/Advertising

¯ Developed and produced letterhead package, including the Channel Bullethz and media
release letterhead, and The Report covers.

¯ Developed Project Pollution Prevention logo and made available to Permittees via the
Internet (www. freethmoroz.com).

¯ Developed and planned Count,w, vide media buy in accordance with the Segmentation Study.

Tested media messages through mall intercept studies done in partnership with the City of
Los Angeles.

¯ Conceptualized and produced Now You Know media campaign in accordance with the
Segtnentatiott Study and mall intercept results. Creative materials utilizing the Now You
Know theme, included radio spots, print ads, and bus shelter poster designs.

¯ Paid media campaign leveraged $1,085,000 in pro bono outdoor and radio placements.

Media Relations

¯ Secured print and electronic media stories garnering upwards of 22,766,000 impressions at
a value of $162,439.

¯ Developed Guide to Storm ~’ater Media Relations, a comprehensive resource manual to
assist Permittees in executing local media relatio~as campaigns: conducted workshop t’or
Permittees in conjunction with the distribution of the media guide.

¯ Developed and distributed Sp,~nish and English radio PSAs.
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Year Two (1997 - 1998) Highlights- cont.

Corporate Partnerships

¯ Confirmed partnerships with Metro Display Advertising, Eller Media, Vista Metropolitan
Outdoor Media, Worldwide Pet Supply Association. LA County Police Canine Association,
PETCO, CrazyDog, Doggie Walk Bags at an estimated value of $2.7 million.

¯ Implemented training partnership with County of Los Angeles Health Services Department
tbr restaurant worker storm water BMP training.Upwards of 50.000 businesses were
identified for training over the next fiscal year.

Business Outreach

¯ Developed Businesses and Industries for a Clean Environntent overvie~v brochure.

¯ Finalized copy and design of 18 BMP fact sheets, technically specific and researched among
target audience.

¯ Conducted an auto repair workshop with the California Dept. of Toxic Substances Control
and the LA Urban League Toyota Training Center.

¯ Developed Southeastern Targeted Opportunities to Prevent Pollution (STOPP) Business
Outreach Pilot Program, detailing site visit reports, recommendations for business outreach
(to auto repair shops and restaurants) and preparations for public workshops.

¯ Conducted Auto Mechanics Clean Business Fair. an entertainment-oriented education event
for automotive repair shop managers and employees hosted by County inspector David
Dolphin and KTNQ/KLVE Spanish-language radio celebrity, Humberto Luna.

¯ Developed Project Pollution Prevention (PPP) Automotive Repair Workshop Report,
detailing the Auto Mechanics Clean Business Fair.

¯ Conducted Clean Business Expo for restaurants in conjunction ~vith California Department
of Toxic Substances ,Control, California Restaurant .Association, and Bell Gardens Merchants
and Commerce Association.

¯ Developed and distributed a series of topical small space ads t’or Permittee use available on
disk and via the Internet).
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Year Two (1997- 1998) Highlights- cont.

Special Events

Attended County special events (including Earth Fest ’98, and Los Angeles County Fair).
Estimated attendance: 258,000.

Bulletins

, Developed seven Channel Bulletins and distributed to Permittees, Public Education
Advisory Committee and special interest mailing list.
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Year Three (1998 - 1999) Highlights

Research

¯ Compiled results of Interim "Touchbase" Tracking Study; produced and distributed
research report to RWQCB, Public Education Advisory Committee, SCAG, SMBRP, County
and Permittees.

Graphic Design/Advertising

¯ Conceptualized and produced new radio, print and outdoor media campaign reflecting 1998
interim evaluation results. Creative materials using the Warning Sign theme, included radio
commercials, print ads, bus shelter poster designs and movie theatre slides.

� Paid advertising campaign leveraged $900,000 in pro bono outdoor and radio placements.

¯ Distributed ad launch materials to Permittees, Board of Supervisors and RWQCB.

Secured advertising space on the screens of four high-traffic movie theaters coinciding with
summer blockbuster season (860,000 impressions) and highlighted in the AMC Magazine’s
July issue (circulation 10.~3,000).

Secured advertising space on the back of grocery, receipts in four high-traffic County stores
for eight weeks, garnering 325,000 impressions.

Tips Cards and Other General Public Collateral Materials

Produced pesticide and fertilizer tips cards with PPP branding; produced used oil tips cards in
conjunction with Chevron; produced recycling tips cards in conjunction with COSTCO..

¯ Produced interactive stoma water pollution prevention game to increase participation at
special events.

Corporate Partnerships

¯ Confirmed partnerships with Chevron. COSTCO, Petco, LA County Arboretum, Southern
California Veterinary Medicine Association, and Doggie Walk Bags. garnering an estimated
2,775,000 impressions at a value of $136,066.
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Year Three (1998 - 1999) Highlights - cont.

Media Relations

Secured print and electronic media stories garnering 8,530,000 estimated impressions at a
value of $157,030.

Secured media coverage regarding County storm water diversion systems in the Los Angeles
Times (front page), Beach Reporter, Daily Breeze and Long Beach Press-Telegram.
Estimated impressions: 1,500,000.

¯ Secured ad launch coverage in Adweek, Daily Breeze, News-Pilot, KFWB-AM and KCSN-
FM. Estimated impressions: over 500,000.

¯ Secured County panelists and coordinated storm water program on Century Cable’s Bill
Rosendahl Show. Estimated impressions: 404,000.

¯ Developed and distributed five template media releases to all Permittees.

¯ Produced two audio news releases (general storm ~vater pollution prevention and lawn and
gardening care). Estimated impressions: 1,075,000.

Special Events

¯ Attended ten County special events (including Earth Faire, Los Angeles County Fair,
America’s Family Pet Expo, Long Beach Home and Garden Show). Estimated attendance:
over 250,000.

Business Outreach

¯ Conducted meetings with the Building Industrv Association regarding the new State
Construction Permit.

¯ Conducted educational site visits.

Bulletins

¯ Developed four Channel Bulletins and distributed to Permittees. Public Education Advisor-,’
Committee and special interest mailing list.
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Year Four (1999 - 2000) Highlights

Graphic Desi~/Advertising

¯ Secured and coordinated four-week radio promotion with KIIS FM, 2000 Superbowl Storm
Water Sweep, including: partnerships with Universal Studios, Pepsi and Popeye’s Chicken;
four weeks of on-air spots and announ.cements. Website postings, interactive phone messages
and promotions at live remotes; and a station-sponsored beach clean-up and picnic, wherein
more than 2,200 pounds of trash was collected along Santa Monica Beach. Estimated
impressions: 22,567,000.

¯ Secured advertising space on the screens of five high-traffic movie theaters coinciding with
holiday blockbuster season (1,106,700 impressions) and highlighted in the AMC Magazine’s
November issue (circulation 100,000).

¯ Secured advertising space on the back of grocery receipts in four high-traffic County stores
for 12 weeks. Estimated impressions: 975,000.

¯ Produced two additional radio ads. "Encounter Group" and "Salute."

¯ Annual Countywide media campaign aired from April into July 2000 and has not been
evaluated to date.

¯ Distributed media campaign materials to Permittees, Board of Supervisors and RWQCB.

Media Relations

¯ Secured print and electronic media stories garnering 53,892,100 estimated impressions at a
value of $310,604.

¯ Secured media coverage on tess toxic/alternative products, used-oil recycling centers and
HHW Roundups, including four live feature s%mnents on the KTLA Morning News and two
segments on KTLA Pacesetters. Estimated impressions: upwards of 2,120,000 at a value
of $80,000.

¯ Secured media coverage on launch of five new underground storm water diversion systems.
in conjunction with Heal the Bav. the City of Long Beach and the American Lung
Association. Estimated impressions: upwards of 3,000,000 at a value of S22.000.
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Year Four (1999 - 2000) Highlights- cont.

Tips Cards and Other General Public Collateral Materials

¯ Produced 65,000 customized coffee jackets imprinted with PPP messages, and secured
distribution at 31 County coffeehouses. Estimated impressions: 1,296,000.

¯ Produced 10,000 customized magnets - focused on used automotive fluid recycling -
imprinted with PPP and CSK/Kragen logos. Initial distribution took place at the
Toyota/Long Beach Grand Prix.

¯ Produced 7,500 general pollution prevention tips cards imprinted with PPP and Brita logos.
Initial distribution took place at Earth Faire 2000.

¯ Produced 20,000 customized shop towels (10,000 English, 10,000 Spanish) - focused on
used automotive fluid recycling - imprinted with PPP messages and logo, and developed in
conjunction with the City of Los Angeles and CIWMB. Initial distribution took place at
Eagle One Nationals.

Corporate Partnerships

¯ Confirmed partnerships with CSK/Kragen, Brita. Arnerican Lung Association, City of Los
.angeles and CIWMB garnering an estimated value of $66,000. Note: partnership with
high-profile corporate and nonprofit entities such as Kragen, Brita and American Lung
contributed considerable added value to the Program, though one that is not quantifiable in
traditional advertising/marketing dollars. The Program benefited significantly from these
affiliations via their significant "brand equity," increased credibility among target audience
segments and greatly expanded program visibility and reach.

Special Events

¯ Attended six County special events (including the Los Angeles County Fair, Latin Business
Association Expo, Toyota/Long Beach Grand Prix, Earth Faire, Cinco de Mayo at Whittier:
Narrows and Eagle One Nationals); estimated attendance: over 500,000.

Business Outreach

¯ Developed and distributed specialized automotive repair BMP workbooks and videos to 319
automotive instructors at targeted high schools. ROP programs, adult vocational schools,
community colleges (potentially reaching upwards of 19,000 students).

Bulletins

Developed three Channel Bulletins and distributed to Permittees and special interests.
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California Regional Water Quality Control Board

@..... Los Angeles Region
\~ i:’,~:~~ .. ,’Iickox 320 W. 4th Street, Suite 200, Los Angcl~s, Caiifomia 90013 Gray Dsvis

.~ ’~,’, " ,./;-r Phone (213) 576-6600 FAX (213) 576-6640 Governor
, .: " :ntal lnternet Address: htlp://www.s~wcb.ca.gov/~nvqcb4
Prate, ,on

August 3, 2000

Jeff Pratt
Deputy Director, Department of Public Works
Ventura Countywide Stormwater Quality Management Program
Ventura County Flood Control District (Principal Co-Permittee)
800 South Victoria Avenue, L#1600
Ventura, CA 93009

Directors of Public WorkslCity Engineers
Municipal Co-Permittees
Ventura County MS4

VENTURA COUNTY MUNICIPAL STORM WATER NPDES PERMIT (BOARD ORDER No. 00-
108; NPDES PERMIT No. CAS004002)- LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

Dear Mr. Pratt, et al:

We are pleased to send you the final municipal storm water permit for the Ventura County
¯ (attached), which was adopted by the Regional Board at its meeting on July 27, 2000, pursuant
: to Division 7 of the California Water Code. Board Order No. 00-108 serves as your permit,

under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), for storm water
discharges and urban runoff within Ventura County, and will expire on July 27, 2005.

The Order requires the Ventura County Flood Control District, herein referred to as the Principal
Co-Permittee, and other Co-Permittees to implement the NPDES Permit No. CAS004002,
including the Monitoring and Reporting Program, Ventura Countywide Stormwater Quality
Urban Impact Mitigation Plan (SQUIMP), and Ventura Countywide Stormwater Quality
Management Plan (SMP). The first Annual Storm Water Report and Assessment, for the period
July 1, 1999 through July 27, 2000, is due on October 1, 2000. The first Annual Monitoring
Report is due July 15, 2001.

Once again, we wish to thank you and your staff for their, participation and assislance during the
development and adoption of the permit for the Ventura County. Should you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to call me at (213) 576-6605 or Dr. Xavier Swamikannu at
(213) 576-6654.

Sincerely,

Dennis A. Dickerson
Executive Officer

California Envirotzmental Protection Agency R0008740
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Ventura County Flood Control District

cc: Jorge Leon, State Water Resources Control Board
Madlyn Levin, Office of the State Attomey General
County of Ventura Co-Permittee
City of Camarillo Co-Permittee
City of Fillmore Co-Permittee
City of Moorepark Co-Permittee
City of Ojai Co-Permittee
City of Oxnard Co-Permi~tee
City of Port Hueneme Co-Permittee
City of San Buenaventura Co-Permittee
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City of Simi Valley Co-Permittee
City of Thousand Oaks Co-Permittee
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA

CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD
LOS ANGELES REGION

ORDER NO. 00-108     NPDES PERMIT NO. CAS004002
WASTE DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS

FOR
MUNICIPAL STORM WATER AND URBAN RUNOFF DISCHARGES

WITHIN
VENTURA COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT,

COUNTY OF VENTURA, AND THE CITIES.OF VENTURA COUNTY

FINDINGS

The California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Region (hereinafter
called the Regional Board), finds that:

Permit Parties

1. Ventura County Flood Control District (VCFCD), the County of Ventura, and the
Cities of Camari~lo, Fillmore, Moorpark, Ojai, Oxnard, Port Hueneme, San
Buenaventura, Santa Paula, Simi Valley, and Thousand Oaks (hereinafter referred
to separately as Co-permittees and jointly as the Discharger) have joined together to
form the Ventura Countywide Storm Water Quality Management Program~ to
discharge wastes under waste discharge requirements contained in Order No. 94-082,      ":;-"...
adopted by this Board on July 27, 2000. The Discharger discharges or contributes to
discharges of storm water and urban runoff from municipal separate storm sewer
systems (MS4s), also called storm drain systems, into receiving waters of the Santa
Clara River, Ventura River, Calleguas Creek, and other coastal watersheds within
Ventura County.

2. The Regional Board may require a separate National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permit for any entity that discharges storm water into
coastal watersheds of Ventura County. Such entity can be any State or Federal
agency, State or Federal facility, real estate development, waste disposal facility,
special district, private interest, etc. Pursuant to 40 CFR 122.26(a), the Regional
Board will give these entities the option to become a Co-permittee, after obtaining
the concurrence of the Co-permitees, or obtain an individual storm water discharge
permit.

Nature of Dischar,qe

3. Storm water discharges consist of surface water runoff generated from various land
uses in all the hydrologic drainage basins which discharge into waters of the State.
The quality of these discharges varies and is affected by hydrology, geology, land

July 27, 2000 ! - ::
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Order No. 00~108

use, ~eason, and sequence and duration of hydrologic events. The primary
pollutants of concern currently identified by the Program for these discharges are
total and fecal coliform, mercury, polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), DDT and their
by-products, diazinon, sediment/total suspended solids (TSS), chlorpydfos, copper,
lead, thallium, bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, and phosphorous.

4. In general, the substances that are found in urban storm water runoff can harm human
health and aquatic ecosystems. In addition, the high volumes of storm water
discharged from MS4s in areas of urbanization can significantly impact aquatic
ecosystems due to physical modifications such as bank erosion and widening of
channels. It is anticipated that, due to the nature of storm water events (i.e., large
volumes of water and high velocities) that there will be short-term, reversible impacts
to beneficial uses that are not directly related to water quality.

5. Water quality assessments conducted by the Regional Board identified impairment, or
threatened impairment, of beneficial uses of water bodies in the Ventura Coastal
Watersheds. These impairments include many of the pollutants of concern identified
by the program. These impairments are identified on the Federal 303(d) list of
impaired water bodies.

Permit Backqround

6. The Discharger has filed a report of waste discharge (ROWD) and has applied for
renewal of its waste discharge requirements and an NPDES permit to discharge
wastes to surface waters. The ROWD includes the Ventura Countywide Storm Water
Quality Management Plan (hereinafter called Ventura County SMP) which describes
in detail all group activities and entity-specific activities. The Ventura County SMP
also describes management measures that are included and how they are
organized; it lists tasks required to accomplish the measures, the schedule for
implementation, and specific goals. The schedule and tasks are projected for the 5-
year permit period. An outline of the Ventura County SMP is presented in
Attachment _.B. The Implementation chapter of the Ventura County SMP consists of
the following elements:

a. Program management
b. Programs for residents
c. Programs for industrial/commercial businesses
d. Programs for land development
e. Programs for construction sites
f. Programs for Co-permittee faci~ffy main~.enance, ~nd
g. Programs for illicit discharge control

The Ventura County SMP is implemented by the Co-permittees with general funds,
and/or Benefit Assessment Program funds.

7. The Ventura Countywide Storm Water Quality Management Program also includes
the Storm Water Monitoring Plan. To date, the monitoring program has consisted of
land-use based monitoring combined with receiving water monitoring and modeling.
The Discharger intends to sign an agreement to participate in the Regional Monitoring

July 27, 2000 2
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Order No. 00-108

Program established for Southern California municipal programs under the guidance of
the Southern California Coastal Water Research Project.

8. The Regional Board has reviev~ed the ROWD and has determined it to be complete ..
under the reapplication policy for MS4s issued by the USEPA on July 1996. The ~
Regional Board finds that the Permittee’s proposed Storm Water Management Plan is
acceptable at this time, and when fully implemented, is expected to be consistent with
the statutory standard of Maximum Extent Practicable (MEP).

Permit Coverage

9. The area subject to permit requ’irements includes all areas within the boundaries of
the cities as well as unincorporated areas of Ventura County defined as urban by the
U.S. Census Bureau (Figure 1). Municipal storm drain systems in this area
discharge either directly into the Pacific Ocean or one of five major water bodies:

I
Water Body I Receives Municipal Storm Drain Discharges from:

Ventura River City of Ojai, City of San Buenaventura (part), unincorporated Ventura County
(part)

Santa Clara City of Fillmore, City of Oxnard (part), City of San Buenaventura (part), City
River of Santa Paula, unincorporated Ventura County (pan)

Calleguas Creek City of Camarillo, City of Moorpark, City of Simi Valley, City of Thousand
Oaks (part), unincorporated Ventura County (pan)

Malibu Creek City of Thousand Oaks (pan), unincorporated Ventura County (pan)

Bays/Estuaries City of Oxnard (pan), City of Port Hueneme, City of San Buenaventura (part)

10. The Co-permittees are separate legal entities and have the authority to develop,
administer, implement, and enforce storm water quality management programs
within their own jurisdiction. The Ventura County SMP defines certain storm water
discharge requirements that apply to the Discharger, and others that apply to
specific Co-permittees. Each Co-permittee is responsible for compliance with
relevant portions of this permit within their jurisdiction.

11. VCFCD is the Principal Co-permittee for permit implementation while the remaining
entities, including the County of Ventura and the ten cities, are designated as Co-
permittees. The following Implementation Agreement exists be~veen the Principal
Co-permittee and the Co-permittees:

As the Principal Co-permittee, VCFCD will:

a. Coordinate permit activities;
b. Establish uniform data submittal format;
c. Settime schedules;
d. Prepare regulatory reports;
e. Forward information to the Co-permittees;

July 27, 2000 3 ’:
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Order No. 00-108

f. Arrange for public review;
g. Secure services of consultants as necessary;
h. Implement activities of common interest;
i. Developlpreparelgenerate all materials and data common to all

Co-permittees;
j. Update Co-permittees on Regional Board and US Environmental

Protection Agency (USEPA) regulations;
k. Arrange for collection and payment of annual permit renewal fee; and,
I. The Principal Co-permittee shall convene all Management Committee

and Subcommittee meetings.

All Co-permitte. es will:

a. Cor~ply with the requirements of the permit within their own
jurisdictional boundaries;

b. Prepare and provide to the Principal Co-permittee permit-required
submittals;

c. Develop programs to address:
Implementation of controls to reduce pollution from
commercial, industrial, and residential areas;
Implementation of structural/non-structural controls on
land development and construction sites;
Implementation of controls to reduce pollution from
maintenance activities;
Elimination of illegal connections, including
discouragement of improper disposal, encouragement of
spill prevention and containment, and implementation of
appropriate spill response;
Inspection monitoring and control programs for industrial
facilities; and,
Implementation of public awareness and training
programs.

d. Co-permittees shall be represented at Management Committee
Meetings;

e. There are currently five subcommittees which were developed during
the first permit cycle: Residents, Businesses/Illicit Discharges,
Planning and Land Development, Construction, and Co-permittee
Facilities Maintenance. The Management Committee will assign
subcommittee attendance requirements in proportion to Co-permittee
population. Co-permittees shall be represented at all assigned
subcommittee meetings, and,

f. Within its own jurisdiction, each Co-permittee is responsible for
adoption and enforcement of storm water pollution prevention
ordinances, implementation of self-monitoring programs and Best
Management Practices (BMPs), and conducting applicable
inspections. Based upon a countywide model, each Co-permittee,

i° except the City of Simi Valleys!has adopted a Storm Water Quality
Ordinance applicable to their jurisdiction. This is in addition to ’the
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’Control of Water Quality, Soil, Erosion and Sedimentation of New
Agricultural Hillside Developments’ adopted by the Board of
Supervisors of the County of Ventura on March 20, 1984. The
Principal Co-permittee is responsible for the preparation and submittal
of progress and annual reports to the Regional Board.

12. This permit is intended to develop, achieve, and implement a timely, comprehensive,
cost-effective storm water pollution control program to minimize pollutants to the
maximum extent practicable in storm water discharges from the permitted area in
Ventura County to the waters of the United States.

Federal and State Requlations

13. The Water Quality Act of 1987 added Section 402(p) to the Federal Clean Water Act
(CWA). This section requires the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to
establish regulations setting forth NPDES requirements for storm water discharges.
The first phase of these requirements was directed at municipal separate storm
drainage systems (MS4) serving a population of 100,000 or more and storm water
discharges associated with industrial activities, including construction activities.
Other dischargers, including municipalities with a population of less than 100,000,
for which the U.S. EPA Administrator or the State determines that the storm water
discharge contributes to a violation of a water quality standard, or is a significant
contributor of pollutants to waters of the United States, may also be subject to
NPDES requirements. On November 16, 1990, EPA published these final
regulations in the Federal Register under Part 122 Code of Federal Regulations.

14. The CWA allows the EPA to delegate its NPDES permitting authority to states with
an approved environmental regulatory program. The State of California is a
delegated State. The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act (California Water          ":’:
Code) authorizes the State Water Resources Control Board (State Board), through
the Regional Boards, to regulate and control the discharge of pollutants into waters
of the State and tributaries thereto.

15. Section 6217(g) of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990
(CZARA) requires coastal states with approved coastal zone management programs
to address non-point pollution impacting or threatening coastal water quality. CZARA
addresses five sources of non-point pollution: agriculture, silviculture, urban,
marinas, and.hydromodification. This NPDES permit addresses the management
measures required for the urban category, with the exception of septic systems. The
Regional Board addre.~es septic systems through the administration of other
programs.

16. The State Water Resources Control Board adopted a revised Water Quality Control
Plan for Ocean Waters of California (Ocean Plan) on July 23, 1997. The Ocean
Plan contains water quality objectives for the coastal waters of California.

17. This Regional Board adopted a revised Water Quality Control Plan (Basin Plan) for
the Los Angeles Region on June 13, 1994. The Basin Plan, which is incorporated
into this Order by reference, specifies the beneficial uses of Ventura County water
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bodies and their tributary streams and contains both narrative and numerical water
quality objectives for these receiving waters. The following beneficial uses are
identified in the Basin Plan and apply to all or potions of each watershed covered by
this Permit:

a. Municipal and domestic supply
b. Agricultural supply
c. Industrial service supply
d. Industrial process supply
e. Ground water recharge
f. Freshwater replenishment
g. Navigation
h. Hydropower generation
i. Water contact recreation
j. Non-contact water recreation
k. Ocean commercial and sport fishing
I. Warm freshwater habitat

m. Cold freshwater habitat
n. Preservation of Areas of Special Biological Significance
o. Saline water habitat
p. Wildlife habitat
q. Preservation of rare and endangered species
r. Marine habitat
s. Fish migration
t. Fish spawning
u. Shellfish harvesting

18. To facilitate compliance with federal regulations, the State Water Resources Control
Board (State Board) has issued two statewide general NPDES permits: one for storm
water from industrial sites [NPDES No. CAS000001, General Industrial Activities
Storm Water Permit (GIASP)] and the other for storm water from construction sites
[NPDES No. CAS000002, General Construction Activity Storm Water Permit
(GCASP)]. The GCASP was issued on August 20, 1992. The GIASP was reissued on
April 17, 1997. Facilities discharging storm water associated with industrial activities
and construction projects with a disturbed area of five acres or more are required to
obtain individual NPDES permits for storm water discharges, or be covered by these
statewide general permits by completing and filing a Notice of Intent (NOI) with the
State Board. The USEPA guidance anticipates coordination of the state-administered
programs for industrial and construction activities with the local agency program to
reduce pollutants in st, orm water discharges to the MS4.

19. The State Board, on October 28, 1968, adopted Resolution No. 68-16, =Maintaining
High Quality Water" which established an anti-degradation policy for State and
Regional Boards.

20. The State Board, on June 17, 1999, adopted Order No. WQ 99-05, which specifies
standard receiving water limitations language to be included in all municipal storm
water permits issued by the State and Regional Boards.

July 27, 2000 6
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21. California Water Code (CWC) Section 13263(a) requires that waste discharge
requirements issued by Regional Boards shall implement any relevant water quality
control plans that have been adopted; shall take into consideration the beneficial uses
to be protected and the water quality objectives reasonably required for that purpose;
other waste discharges; and, the need to prevent nuisance.                           ..

22. California Water Code Section 13370 et seq. requires that waste discharge
requirements issued by the Regional Boards comply with provisions of the Federal
Clean Water Act and its amendments.

Public Notification

23. This action to adopt and issue waste discharge requirements and an NPDES permit
for this discharge is exempt from the provisions of the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA), Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 21100) of Division 13 of
the Public Resources Code in accordance with Section 13389 of the California
Water Code.

24. The Regional Board has notified the Discharger and interested agencies and
persons of its intent to issue waste discharge requirements for this discharge, and
has provided them with an opportunity to submit their written views and
recommendations.

25. The Regional Board, in a public hearing, heard and considered all comments
pertaining to the discharge and to the tentative requirements.

26. This Order shall serve as a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) Permit, pursuant to Section 402 of the Federal Clean Water Act, or
amendments thereto, and shall take effect on August 11, 2000 provided the
Regional Administrator of the EPA has no objections.

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Ventura County Flood Control District, the County of
Ventura, and the Cities of Camarillo, Fillmore, Moorpark: Ojai, Oxnard, Port Hueneme,
San Buenaventura, Santa Paula, Simi Valley, and Thousand Oaks, in order to meet the
provisions contained in Division 7 of the California Water Code and regulations adopted
thereunder, and the provisions of the Clean Water Act, as amended, and regulations
and guidelines adopted thereunder, shall comply with the following:

PART t - DISCHARGE PROHIBITIONS

A. The Co-permittees shall, within their respective jurisdictions, effectively
prohibit non-storm water discharges into the MS4 (storm drain systems) and
watercourse.s except where such discharges:

1. Are covered by a separate individual or general NPDES permit; or

July 27, 2000 7
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2. Meet one of the conditions below:

a. Not identified as a source of pollutants:

1. Flows from riparian habitats or wetlands;
2. Diverted stream flows;
3. Natural springs;
4. Rising ground waters;
5. Uncontaminated ground water infiltration [as defined at 40

CFR 35.2005(20)]; or;

b. Not identified as a source of pollutants, subject to conditions:

6. Water line flushing;
7. Discharges from potable water sources;
8. Foundation drains;
9. Footing drains;

10. Air conditioning condensate;
11. Water from crawl space pumps;
12. Reclaimed and potable irrigation water;
13. Dechlorinated swimming pool discharges;
14. Individual residential car washing;
15. Sidewalk washing;
16. Discharges or flows from emergency fire fighting activities.

If any of the above categories of non-storm water discharges (Part !,
A.2.b) are determined to be a source of pollutants by the Regional
Board Executive Officer, the discharge need not be prohibited if the
Co-permittee implements appropriate BMPs to ensure that the
discharge will not be a source of pollutants. Notwithstanding the
above, the Regional Board Executive Officer may impose the
prohibition in consideration of anti-degradation policies.

The Discharger may, for any of the above non-storm water
categories, require BMPs deemed ’necessary to ensure that the
discharge will not be a source of pollutants.

c. The Regional Board Executive Officer may authorize the discharge of
additional categories of non-storm water, .~fter consideration of anti-
degradation policies and upon presentation of evidence that the non-
storm water discharge will not be a source of pollutants. This
evidence may include the implementation of BMPs to control
pollutants.

3. Discharges originating from federal, state, or other facilities which the
Discharger is pre-empted by law from regulating.

July 27, 2000 8
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PART 2 - RECEIVING WATER LIMITATIONS

A. Discharges from the MS4 that cause or contribute to the violation of water
quality standards or water quality objectives are prohibited.

B. Discharges from the MS4 of storm water, or non-storm water, for which a
Discharger is responsible, shall not cause or contribute to a condition of
nuisance.

C. The Discharger shall comply with the permit through timely implementation of
control measures and other actions to reduce pollutants in the discharges in
accordance with the Ventura County SMP and other requirements of this
permit including any modifications. .The Ventura County SMP shall be
designed to achieve compliance with receiving water limitations. If
exceedance(s) of water quality objectives or water quality standards persist,
notwithstanding implementation of the Ventura County SMP and other
requirements of this permit, the Discharger shall assure compliance with
discharge prohibitions and receiving water limitations by complying with the
following procedure:

1. Upon a determination by either the Discharger or the Regional Board that
discharges are causing or contributing to an exceedance of an applicable
water quality standard(s), the Discharger shall promptly notify and
thereafter submit a report to the Regional Board that describes BMPs that
are currently being implemented, and additional BMPs that will be
implemented, to prevent or reduce any pollutants that are causing or
contributing to the exceedances of water quality standards. This report may
be included with the Annual Storm Water Report and Assessment, unless     ;~:~.:.~
the Regional Board directs an eadier submittal. The report shall include an
implementation schedule. The Regional Board may require modifications
to the report.

2. Submit any modifications to the report requi~=ed by the Regional Board
within 30 days of notification.

3. Within 30 days following the approval of the report, the Discharger shall
revise the Ventura County SMP and monitoring program to incorporate the
approved, modified suite of BMPs, implementation schedule, and any
additional monitoring required.

4. Implement the revised Ventura County SMP and monitoring program
according to the approved schedule.

D. So long as the Discharger complies with the procedures set forth above and is
implementing the revised Ventura County SMP, the Discharger does not have
to repeat the procedure for continuing or recurring exceedances of the same
water quality standard(s) unless directed by the Regional Board to develop
additional BMPs.

July 27, 2000
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PART 3 o ~TOR~ WATER ~UALITY ~ANAGI::~I=NT PLAN I~PLE~I::NTATION,
MONITORING, AND RI:PORTING

A. General Requirements

1. The Discharger shall, at a minimum, adopt and implement the elements
of the Ventura County SMP that are consistent with the terms of this
permit.

Additionally, modifications to the Ventura County SMP made during the
term of the permit including those made in accordance with Part 3. B. of
this permit shall be implemented.

2. The Ventura County SMP shall, at a minimum, comply .with applicable
requirements of 40 CFR 122.26(d)(2). The Ventura County SMP shall be
implemented so as to reduce the discharges of pollutants in storm water
to the maximum extent practicable. The Ventura County SMP is
described in Attachment B.

3. Each Co-permittee shall be responsible for implementation of relevant
portions of the Ventura County SMP within its jurisdictional boundaries.
The Principal Co-permittee shall be responsible for program coordination
as described in Section 1 of the Ventura County SMP as well as
compliance with relevant portions of the permit within its jurisdiction.

B. Modifications

1. The Discharger shall modify the Ventura County SMP adopted with this Order to make
it consistent with the requirements herein. The revised Ventura County SMP will be
submitted to the Regional Board Executive Officer for approval no later than January
27, 2001].

2. The Regional Board Executive Officer may approve changes to the Ventura County
SMP, except as noted in Part 3 B.1, either:

a. Upon petition by the Discharger or interested parties, and after providing for
and considering public comment, or,

b. As deemed necessa.~’ by the Regional Board Execut!ve Officer following notice
to the Discharger, and after providing for and considering public comment.

The Discharger shall modify the Ventura County SMP, at the direction of the Regional
Board Executive Officer, to incorporate regional provisions. Such provisions may include
watershed-specific requirements for watersheds shared by the Discharger with other MS4
programs.
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C. Legal Authority

1. Co-permittees shall possess the necessary legal authority to prohibit non-
storm water discharges and control the contribution of pollutants to the
storm drain system from storm water discharges, including, but not
limited to:

a. A prohibition on illicit discharges and illicit connections and a
requirement for removal of illicit connections;

i. Prohibit the discharge of wash waters to the MS4 when. gas
stations, auto repair garages, or other types of automotive
service facilities are cleaned;

ii. Prohibit the discharge of runoff to the MS4 from mobile auto
washing, steam cleaning, mobile carpet cleaning, and other
such mobile commercial and industrial operations;

iii. Prohibit the discharges of runoff to the MS4 from areas where,
repair of machinery and equipment which are visibly leaking
oil, fluid or antifreeze, is undertaken;

iv. Prohibit the discharge of runoff to the MS4 from storage areas
of materials, containing grease, oil, or other hazardous
substances, and uncovered receptacles containing hazardous
materials;

v. Prohibit the discharge of chlorinated swimming pool water and
filter backwash to the MS4;

vi. Prohibit the discharge of untreated runoff from the washing of
toxic materials from paved or unpaved areas to the MS4; ...:.i~

vii. Prohibit washing impervious surfaces in industriallcommercial
areas which results in a discharge of untreated runoff to the
MS4, unless specifically required by State or local health and
safety codes; and

viii. Prohibit the discharge from washing out of concrete trucks,
pumps, tools, and equipment to the MS4.

b. A prohibition on spills, dumping, or disposal of materials other than
storm water ;

i. Litter, landscape debris and construction debris;
ii. Any state or federally banned pesticide, fungicide or herbicide;
iii. Food wastes; and
iv. Fuel and chemical wastesl animal wastes, garbage, batteries,

and other materials which have potential adverse impacts on
water quality.

¢. A mechanism to control, through interagency agreement, the
contribution of pollutants from one portion of the MS4 to another
portion of the MS4;

July 27, 2000
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d. A. requirement for compliance with conditions in ordinances, permits,
contracts, or orders; and,

e. The ability to carry out all inspections, surveillance and monitoring
procedures necessary to determine compliance and non-compliance
with permit conditions, including the prohibition on illicit discharges to
the MS4.

2. Each Co-permittee shall adopt, no later than July 27, 2001, an agency-
specific storm water and urban runoff ordinance or amend an existing
one if necessary, based on the countywide model (Appendix A of the
Ventura County SMP) to be able to enforce all requirements of the
permit.

D.    Annual Storm Water Report and Assessment

1. The Discharger shall submit, by October 1 of each year beginning the
Year 2001, an Annual Storm Water Report and Assessment documenti.ng
the status of the general program and individual tasks contained in the
Ver~tura County SMP, as well as results of analyses from the monitoring
and reporting program Cl 7388. The Annual Storm Water Report and
Assessment shall cover each fiscal year from July 1 through June 30,
and shall include the information necessary to assess the Discharger’s
compliance status relative to this Order, and the effectiveness of
implementation of permit requirements on storm water quality. The
Annual Storm Water Report and Assessment shall include any proposed
changes to the Ventura County SMP as approved by the Management
Committee.

The Discharger shall submit, by October 1,2000, the Annual Report for
the period July 1, 1999 through July 27, 2000 documenting the status of
the general program up to permit reissuance and the results of analyses
from the monitoring and reporting program.

2. Storm Water Management Program Budget

a. The Discharger shall prepare annually a storm water budget update on
resources applied to the storm water program. This budget report shall
include an annual update identifying the storm water budget for the
following year using [estimated percentages and written e×planations
where necessary], for the specif;c categories noted below:

i. Program management
ii. Illicit connections/illicit discharge
iii. Development planningldevelopment construction
iv. Construction inspection activities
v. Public Agency Activities

¯ Operations and Maintenance
¯ Municipal Street Sweeping
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¯ Fleet and Public Agency Facilities
¯ Landscape and Recreational Facilities

vi. Capital Costs
vii. Public Information and Participation
viii. Monitoring Program
ix. Other

Co-permittees, in addition to the Benefit Assessment budget, shall report
any supplemental dedicated budgets, if any, for the same categories.

E. Storm Water Monitoring Report.

1. The Discharger shall submit a Storm Water Monitoring Report on July 15,
2001 and annually on July 15 thereafter. The report shall include:

a. Status of implementation of the monitoring program as described
in the attached Monitoring and Reporting Program, CI-7388.

b. Results of the monitoring program; and

c. A general interpretation of the significance of the results, to the
extent that data allows.

F. Modification

1. The Regional Board Executive Officer or the Regional Board consistent      .’~:;~:~
with 40 CFR 122.41 may approve changes to the Ventura County
Monitoring Program, after providing the opportunity for public comment,
either:

a. By petition of the Permittee or by petition of interested parties, after the
submittal of the Annual Monitoring Program Report. Such petition shall
be filed, not later than 60 days after the Annual Monitoring Program
Report submittal date, or

b. As deemed necessary by the Regional Board Executive Officer following
notice to the Permittee.

PART 4 - SPECIAL PROVISIONS

The Ventura County SMP submitted by the Discharger is an integral and
enforceable component of the permit.

Changes to Storm Water Quality Management Plan may be made as follows:

It is anticipated that the storm water quality management program, as
delineated in the Ventura County SMP may need to be modified, revised, or
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amer~gec{ from time-to-time in response to changed conditions, and to
incorporate more effective approaches to pollutant control. Minor changes to
the Ventura County SMP may be made at the direction of the Regional Board
Executive Officer. Minor changes requested by the Discharger shall become
effective upon written approval of the Regional Board Executive Officer. If
proposed changes constitute a major revision in the overall scope of effort of
the program, such changes must be approved by the Regional Board as
permit amendments. The Discharger shall implement the Ventura County
SMP on July 27, 2000, and for the duration of this permit.

Requirements of the permit shall take effect on August 11, 2000 provided the US
EPA Regional Administrator has no objections.

A. Programs for Residents

1. Co-permittees shall identify staff who will serve as the public reporting
contact person(s) for reporting clogged catch basin inlets and illicit
discharges/dumping, and general storm water management information
within 6 months of permit issuance, and thereafter include this
information, updated when necessary, in public information, the
government pages of the telephone book, and the annual report as they
are developed/published. The designated contact staff will be provided
with relevant storm water quality information including current resident
program activities, preventative storm water pollution control information
and contact information for responding to illicit discharges/illegal
dumping.

2. Co-permittees shall mark storm drain inlets with a legible "no dumping"
message. In addition, signs with prohibitive language discouraging illegal
dumping must be posted at designated public access points to creeks,
other relevant water bodies, and channels by July 27, 2002.

3. Each Co-permittee shall conduct educational activities within its
jurisdiction and participate in countywide events.

4. Each Co-permittee shall distribute outreach materials to the general
public and school children at appropriate public counters and events.
Outreach material shall include information such as proper disposal of
litter, green waste, and pet waste, proper vehicle maintenance
techniques, proper lawn care, and water conservation practices.

5. The Discharger shall insure that a minimum of 2.1 million impressions per
year are made on the general public about storm water quality via pdnt,
local "IV access, local radio, or other appropriate media.

B. Programs for Industrial/Commercial Businesses

1. Each Co-permittee shall implement an industrial/commercial educational
site inspection program.
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2. Co-permittees shall inspect automotive service and food service facilities
in its jurisdiction once every two years. During site visits, Co-permittees
shall:                                                                        , ~,

a. Consult with a representative of the facility to explain applicable storm
water regulations;

b. Distribute and discuss applicable BMP and educational materials; and,

c. Conduct a site walk-through to inspect for, at a minimum, evidence of
illicit discharges and storm water educational programs for employees.

3. Co-permittees shall revisit automotive and food service facilities where
evidence of illicit discharge is found within six months of the inspection. If
necessary, Co-permittees will begin enforcement action to remove
sources of illicit discharges.

4. Based on Pollutants of Concern source identification, additional target
businesses may be identified to be included in the inspection program.
Co-permittees shall report on the types and proposed actions to be taken
in regard to the additional target businesses in annual reports.

5. No later than July 27, 2002, each Co-permittee shall conduct a site visit
and complete a site visit check-list provided by the Regional Board, and
distribute educational program materials to facilities identified as subject
to the State Board General Industrial Permit. Thereafter, material will be
redistributed once every two years. The.se industrial facilities shall be         .~.’.?.:.:-’~’
notified of specific requirements contained in the Statewide Industrial
General Permit including: that such facilities must file an Notice of Intent
(NOI) with the State Board, and that a Storm.Water Pollution Prevention
Plan (SWPPP) must be available on the site. Educational materials shall      -
also include information describing illicit discharges. The information
shall include: types of discharges prohibited, how to prevent illicit
discharges, what to do in the event of an illicit discharge, and the array of
enforcement actions the facility may be subject to, including penalties that
can be assessed. The Co-permittee shall note on the site-visit check-list if
an NOI has been submitted and if a SWPPP is available on site.

6. Co-permittees shall provide an annual update of the inspected
automotive service, food service, and other targeted facilities, and the
facilities identified as Phase I industrial facilities to this Regional Board in
the annual report. The database shall include at a minimum; facility
name, site address, applicable SIC code(s), and NPDES storm water
permit coverage.

7. Co-permittee’s shall train their employees in targeted positions (whose
jobs or activities directly affect storm water quality, or those who respond
to questions from the public), including inspection staff, regarding the
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requirements of the storm water management program by January 27,
2001, and annually thereafter.

C. Programs for Planning and Land Development

1. The Discharger shall implement the approved Ventura Countywide
Stormwater Quality Urban Impact Mitigation Plan (SQUIMP) (Attachment
A) no later than January 27, 2001. The SQUIMP shall address conditions
and requirements for new development and significant redevelopment.
At a minimum, appropriate elements of the SQUIMP will be included as
project requirements for the following development categories:

a. Single-family hillside residences;
b. 100,000 square foot commercial developments;
c. Automotive repair shops;
d. Retail gasoline outlets;
e. Restaurants;
f. Home subdivisions with 10 or more housing units;
g. Locations within, or directly adjacent to or discharging directly to an

environmentally sensitive area; and,
g. Parking lots of 5,000 square feet or more or with 25 or more parking

spaces and potentially exposed to storm water runoff.

2. The Discharger shall no later than July 27, 2002, prepare a technical
manual which shall include:

a. specifications for treatment control BMPs and structural BMPs based
on the flow-based and volume-based water quality design criteria for
the purposes of countywide consistency, and

b. criteria for the control of discharge rates and duration.

Notwithstanding the requirement that the BMP design criteria be
incorporated into a technical manual, the criteria shall be effective as of
July 27, 2000. The technical manual criteria shall be consistent with, and
must not be less stringent than the design criteria in the SQUIMP, and
shall be subject to approval by the Regional Board Executive Officer.

3. The Discharger shall identify no later than January 27, 2001, specific
environmentally sensitive areas in Ventura County for the application of
SQUIMP requirements, based en the Regional Board’s Basin Plan and
CWA Section 303 (d) Impaired Water-bodies List, and submit the list to
the Regional Board Executive Officer for approval. Once approved, this
list will supplement the state designations included in the definition of
"Environmentally Sensitive Areas".

4. Co-permittees shall make appropriate modifications to their internal
planning procedures for preparing / reviewing CEQA documents, and for
linking storm water quality mitigation conditions to legal ,discret~onar~
project approvals.
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linking storm water quality mitigation conditions to legal discretionary
project approvals.

5. Co-permittees shall’train their employees in targeted positions (whose
jobs or activities are engaged in development planning) regarding the
requirements of the SQUIMP no later than January 27, 2001, and
annually thereafter.

6. The Permittee shall include watershed and storm water management
considerations in the appropriate elements of the Permittee’s General
Plan whenever said elements are significantly rewritten. Appropriate
elements include, but are not limited to, water quality protection,
development goals and policies, open space goals and policies,
preservation of and integration with natural features, and water
conservation policies.

D. Programs for Construction Sites

1. Co-permittees shall require the preparation, submittal, and
implementation of a Storm Water Pollution Control Plan (SWPCP) prior to
issuance of a grading permit for construction projects that meet one of
the following criteria:

a. Will result in soil disturbance of one acre or more in size;
b. Is within or discharging directly to or directly adjacent to an

environmentally sensitive area or,
c. Is located in a hillside area.

2. Co-permittees shall prepare and implement a SWPCP on Co-permittee
construction projects, as required above.

3. The SWPCP shall include appropriate construction site BMPs selected
from documents such as the California Storm Water BMP Handbook, the
Caltrans Storm Water Quality Handbook, Ventura County Stormwater
Quality Standard Sheet, EPA database and American Society of Civil
Engineers (ASCE) database. In addition, Co-permittees shall ensure the
following minimum requirements are met, to the maximum extent
practicable, at construction sites regardless of size:

a. Sediments generated on the project site shall be retained using
structural drainage controls;

b. No construction-related materials, wastes, spills, or residues shall be
discharged from the project site to streets, drainage facilities or
adjacent properties by wind or runoff;

c. Non-storm water runoff from equipment and vehicle washing and any
other activity shall be contained at the project site;
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d. Erosion from slopes and channels will be eliminated, by implementing
BMPs, including, but not limited to, limiting of grading scheduled
during the wet season, inspecting graded areas during rain events,
planting and maintenance of vegetation on slopes, and covering
erosion susceptible slopes.

4. The SWPCP must include the rationale used for selecting or rejecting
BMPs. The project architect, or engineer of record, or authorized
qualified designee, must sign a statement on the SWPCP to the effect:

"As the architect/engineer of record, I have selected appropriate BMPs
to effectively minimize the negative impacts of this project’s construction
activities on storm water quality. The project owner and contractor are
aware that the selected BMPs must be installed, monitored, and
maintained to ensure their effectiveness. The BMPs not selected for
implementation are redundant or deemed not applicable to the proposed
construction activity."

The landowner shall sign a statement to the effect:

=1 certify that this document and all attachments were prepared under my
direction or supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure
that qualified personnel properly gather and evaluate the information
submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person or persons who manage
the system or those persons directly responsible for gathering the
information, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the information
submitted is true, accurate, and complete. I am aware that submitting
false and/or inaccurate information, failing to update the SWPCP to
reflect current conditions, or failing to properly and/or adequately
implement the SWPCP may result in revocation of grading and/or other
permits or other sanctions provided by law."

The SWP.CP certification shall be signed by the landowner as follows:

(1) For a corporation: by a responsible corporate officer which
means (a) a president, secretary, treasurer, or vice president
of the corporation in charge of a principal business function, or
any other person who performs similar policy or decision-
making funct!ons for the corporation, or (b) the manager of the
construction activity if authority to sign documents has been
assigned or delegated to the manager in accordance with
corporate procedures;

(2) For a partnership or sole proprietorship: by a general partner
or the proprietor; or

(3) For a municipality or other public agency: by an elected
official, a ranking management official (e.g., County
Administrative Officer, City Manager, Director of Public Works,
City Engineer, District Manager), or the manager of the
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construction activity if authority to sign SWPCPs has been
assigned or delegated to the manager in accordance with
established agency policy.

5. Co-permittees shall require proof of filing a Notice of Intent for coverage
under the State General Construction Activity Storm Water Permit prior to
issuing a grading permit for all projects requiring coverage under the
state general permit.

6. Co-permittees shall inspect sites with SWPCPs for storm water quality
requirements during routine inspections a minimum of once during the
wet season. For inspected sites that have not adequately implemented
their SWPCP, a follow, up inspection to ensure compliance will take place
within 2 weeks. If compliance has not been achieved, and the site is
covered under the State General Construction Activity Storm Water
Permit, the Regional Board shall be notified. Co-permittees shall develop
and implement a checklist for inspecting storm water quality control
measures at construction sites by January 27, 2001.

7. Co-permittees shall discuss storm water controls at construction sites and
distribute educational materials targeted to the construction community
during meetings, inspections, and as appropriate.

8. Co-permittees shatl train employees in targeted positions (whose jobs or
activities are engaged in construction activities including construction
inspection staff) regarding the requirements of the storm water
management program by January 27, 2001, and annually thereafter.

E. Public Agency Activities

Corporation Yards

1. The Principal Co-permittee shall develop a model SWPCP for corporation
yards and the Co-permittees shall implement the minimum requirements
of the SWPCP in all corporation yards by July 27, 2002. Thereafter, Co-
permittees shall inspect corporation yards on an annual basis.

2. Co-permittees shall prohibit the discharge of untreated storm water runoff
to the storm drain system from toxic or hazardous material storage areas
no later than January 27, 2001.

3. Co-permittees shall prohibit the discharge of untreated storm water runoff
to the storm drain system from fueling areas, and repair/maintenance
areas for vehicle maintenance and repair facilities no later than July 27,
2001.

4. Co-permittees shall require that all vehicle/equipment wash areas must
be self-contained, or covered, or equipped with a clarifier, or other
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pretreatment facility, and properly connected to a sanitary sewer. This
provision does not apply to fire fighting vehicles.

Other Facilities

5. Co-permittees shall inspect and clean the catch basins,
open drainage facilities, and detention/retention basins at least one time
each year prior to the wet season. At any time, any catch basin that is at
least 40% full of trash and debris shall be cleaned out. All reinforced
concrete open channels shall be cleaned at least once each year prior to the
wet season.

6. Co-permittees shall conduct street sweeping on curbed public streets in
their permitted area according to the following schedule:

a. A monthly average not less than 4 times per month in high traffic
downtown areas;

b. A yearly average of not less than 6 times per year in moderate
traffic collector streets, and residential areas;

c. In addition, Co-permittees will sweep continuously bermed public
streets once per year prior to the rainy season.

7. Co-permittees shall prohibit street saw cutting and paving during a storm
event of 0.25 inches or greater (except during emergency conditions).

8. Co-permittees shall prohibit discharge of untreated runoff from temporary
or permanent street maintenance material and waste storage areas.

9. The Discharger shall develop a standardized protocol for the routine and
non-routine application of pesticides, herbicides (including
preemergents), and fertilizers within one year after permit adoption.

There shall be no application of pesticides or fertilizers during the
following conditions:

a. During rain events;
b. Within one day of a rain event forecasted to be greater than 0.25

inches except for application of preemergent herbicides;
c. After a rain event where water is leaching or running or,
d. When water is running off-site.

The Discharger shall ensure that staff applying pesticides are either
certified by the California Department of Food and Agriculture, or are
under the direct supervision on-site of a certified pesticide applicator.

10. Co-permittees shall train their employees in targeted positions (whose
jobs and activities affect storm water quality) regarding the requirements
of the storm water management program no later than January 27, 2001,
and annually thereafter.
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11. Co-permittees shall routinely conduct trash collection along, or in
improved open channels within their jurisdiction.

12. The Discharger shall encourage the establishment of voluntary programs
for the collection of trash in natural stream channels.

F. Programs for Illicit Discharges / Illegal Connections

1. Co-permittees shall investigate the cause, determine the nature and
estimated amount of reported illicit discharge/dumping incidents, and
refer documented non-storm water dischargeslconnections or dumping to
an appropriate agency for investigation, containment and cleanup.
Appropriate action including issuance of an enforcement order that will
result in cessation of the illicit discharge, and/or elimination of the illicit
connection, shall take place within six months after the Co-permittee
gains knowledge of the discharge/connection.

2. Each Co-permittee shall train its employees in targeted positions, as
defined by the Ventura County SMP, on how to identify and report illicit
discharges by January 27, 2001, and annually thereafter.

3. Automotive, food facility, construction and Co-permittee facility site
inspection visits shall include distribution of educational material that
describes illicit discharges and provides a contact number for reporting
illicit discharges.

4. New information developed for Phase I industrial facility educational
material shall include information describing illicit discharges. The
information shall include: types of discharges prohibited, how to prevent
illicit discharges, what to do in the event of an illicit discharge, and the
array of enforcement actions the facility may be subject to, including
penalties that can be assessed.

G. Total Maximum Daily Loads [40 CFR 130.7]

1. The Permittee shall modify the Ventura County SMP to comply with
waste load allocations developed and approved pursuant to the process
for the designatien and imp!~mentaticn of Total Daily Maximum Loads
(TMDLs) for impaired water bodies.

H. Stormwater Quality Urban Impact Mitigation Plan

1. The terms and requirements in the Storm Water Quality Urban Impact
Mitigation Plan (SQUIMP) may be amended by the Regional Board Executive
Officer to conform with the State Board’s decision in: In Re: The
Consofidated Petitions of Cities of Bellflower et al. (Review of January 26,
2000, Action of the Regional Board and its Executive Officer Pursuant to
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Board Order No. 96-054) or any subsequent ruling on the matter by a court of
law.

2. Requirements for new development and significant redevelopment in
environmentally sensitive areas shall be incorporated into enf~)rceable
documents such as land development guidelines and city ordinances no later
than July 27, 2001.

a. Requirements of the SQUIMP as they relate to the supplemental list of
"Environmentally Sensitive Areas" identified based on the Regional
Board’s Basin Plan and the CWA Section 303(d) Impaired Water-bodies
List shall take effect no later than July 27, 2001.

b. Requirements of the Stormwater Quality Urban Impact Mitigation Plan
for state designations of "Environmentally Sensitive Areas" shall take
effect no later than January 27, 2001.

i. PART 5 - DEFINITIONS

A. The following are definitions for terms applicable to this Order:

1. "Anti-degradation policies" means the Statement of Policy with Respect to
Maintaining High Quality Water in California (State Board Resolution No. 68-16)
which protects surface and ground waters from degradation. In particular, this

¯ .- policy protects waterbodies where existing quality is higher than that necessary
¯ ~:~- for the protection of beneficial uses including the protection of fish and wildlife

propagation and recreation on and in the water.

2. "Applicable Standards and Limitations" means all State, interstate, and
federal standards and limitations to which a "discharge" or a related activity is
subject under the CWA, including "effluent limitations,"water quality standards,
standards of performance, toxic effluent standards or prohibitions, =best
management practices," and pretreatment standards under sections 301,302,
303, 304, 306, 307, 308, 403 and 404 of CWA.

;
3. :’Automotive Repair Shop" means a facility that is categorized in any one of

the following Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes: 5013, 5014, 5541,
7532-7534, or 7536-7539.

4. Best Management Practices (BMPs) are methods, measures, or practices
designed and selected to reduce or eliminate the discharge of pollutants to
surface waters from point and nonpoint source discharges including storm water.
BMPs include structural and nonstructural controls, and operation and
maintenance procedures, which can be applied before, during, and/or after
pollution producing activities.
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5. "CWA" means the Clean Water Act (formerly referred to as the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act or Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of
1972) Public Law 92w500, as amended by Public Law 95--217, Public Law
95---576, Public Law 96--483 and Public Law 77w117, 33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq.

6. "Construction" means constructing, clearing, grading, or excavationthat results
in soil disturbance. Construction includes structure teardown. It does not include
routine maintenance to maintain original line and grade, hydraulic capacity, or
original purpose of facility, nor does it include emergency construction activities
required to immediately protect public health and safety.

7. "Co-permittee" shall mean any of the following public entities; the Ventura
County Flood Control District (VCFCD), the County, or the City of Camarillo,
Fillmore, Moorpark, Ojai, Oxnard, Port Hueneme, San Buenaventura, Santa
Paula, Simi Valley, or Thousand Oaks. Each Co-permittee is responsible for
compliance with the terms of the NPDES Permit.

8. "Designated Public Access Points" means any pedestrian, bicycle, equestrian,
or public vehicular point of access to jurisdictional channels in the area of
Ventura County subject to permit requirements.

9. "Development" shall mean any construction, rehabilitation, redevelopment or
reconstruction of any public or private residential project (whether single-family,
multi-unit or planned unit development); industrial, commercial, retail and other
non-residential projects, including public agency projects; or mass grading for
future construction.

10."Directly Adjacent" means situated within 200 feet of the contiguous zone            ~"...... :’-~
required for the continued maintenance, function, and structural stability of the
environmentally sensitive area.

11."Director" shall mean the Director of Public Works of the County and Person(s)
designated by and under the Director’s instruction and supervision.

12."Directly Discharging" means outflow from a drainage conveyance system that
is composed entirely or predominantly of flows from the subject, property,
development, subdivision, or industrial facility, and not commingled with the flows
from adjacent lands.

13. "Discharge" when used without qualification means the "discharge of a
pollutant."

14. "Discharge of a Pollutant" means: Any addition of any "pollutant" or
combination of pollutants to "waters of the United States" from any "point source"
or, Any addition of any pollutant or combination of pollutants to the waters of the
"contiguous zone" or the ocean from any point source other than a vessel or
other floating craft which is being used as a means of transportation. The term
discharge includes additions of pollutants into waters of the United States from:
surface runoff which is collected or channeled by man; discharges through pipes,
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sewers, or other conveyances owned by a State, municipality, or other person
which do not lead to a treatment works; and discharges through pipes, sewers,
or other conveyances, leading into privately owned treatment works. This term
does not include an addition of pollutants by any "indirect Discharger."

15. "Effluent limitation" means any restriction imposed by the Regional Board on
quantities, discharge rates, and concentrations of "pollutants" which are
"discharged" from "point sources" into "waters of the United States," the waters
of the "contiguous zone," or the ocean.

16. "Environmental Protection Agency" or "EPA" means the United States
Environmental Protection Agency.

17. "Environmentally Sensitive Areas" means an area "in which plant or animal
life or their habitats are either rare or especially valuable because of their special
nature or role in an ecosystem and which would be easily disturbed or degraded
by human activities and developments" (California Public Resources Code §
30107.5).’Areas subject to storm water mitigation requirements are : areas
designated as an Area of Special Biological Significance (ASBS) by the State
Water Resources Control Board, an area designated as a significant natural
resource by the California Resources Agency, or an area identified by the
Discharger as environmentally sensitive for water quality purposes, based on the
Regional Board Basin Plan and Clean Water Act Section 303(d) Impaired Water-
bodies List for the County of Ventura.

18. "Facility or Activity" means any NPDES "point source" or any other facility or
activity (including land or appurtenances thereto) that is subject to regulation
under the NPDES program.

19. "Hillside" means property located in an area with known erosive soil conditions,
where the development contemplates grading on any natural slope that is 25%
or greater and where grading contemplates cut or fill slopes.

20. "Illicit Connection" shall mean any man-made conveyance that is connected to
the storm drain system without a permit or through which prohibited non-storm
water flows are discharged, excluding roof-drains and other similar type
connections. Examples include channels, pipelines, conduits, inlets, or outlets
that are connected directly to the storm drain system.

21. "Illicit Discharge" means any discharge to the storm drain system thai is
prohibited under local, state, or federal statutes, ordinances, codes, or regulations.
The term illicit discharge includes all non storm-water discharges except
discharges pursuant to an NPDES permit, discharges that are identified in Part 1 of
this order, and discharges authorized by the Regional Board Executive Officer.

22. "Infiltration" means the downward entry of water into the surface of the soil.

23. "MS4" see Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System.
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24. "Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System" means a conveyance or system of
conveyances (including roads with drainage systems, municipal streets, catch
basins, curbs, gutters, ditches, manmade channels, or storm drains) owned by a
State, city, town or other public body, that is designed or used for collecting or
conveying storm water, which is not a combined sewer, and which is not part of
a publicly owned treatment works. Commonly referred to as an "MS4".

25. "National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)" means the
national program for issuing, modifying, revoking and reissuing, terminating,
monitoring and enforcing permits, and imposing and enforcing pretreatment
requirements, under sections 307, 402, 318, and 405 of CWA. The term
includes an "approved program."

26. "NPDES" means National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System.

27. "New Development" means land disturbing activities; structural development,
including construction or installation of a building or structure, creation of
impervious surfaces; and land subdivision.

28. "Non-Storm Water Discharge" means discharge other than storm water runoff
or snowmelt.

29. "Parking Lot" means land area or facility for the parking of commercial or
business or private motor vehicles.

30. "Permit" means an authorization, license, or equivalent control document issued
by EPA or an "approve State" to implement the requirements of 40 CFR Parts
122, 123, and 124. "Permit" includes an NPDES "general permit" (§ 122.28).         . ..-..
Permit does not include any permit which has not yet been the subject of final
agency action, such as a "draft permit" or a "proposed permit."

31. "Pollutants of Concern" means a prioritized list of pollutants identified in the
Ventura County SMP as requiring additional investigation.

32. "Potable Water Sources" means flows from drinking water storage, supply and
distribution systems including flows from system failures, pressure releases,
system maintenance, well development, pump testing fire hydrant flow testing;
and flushing and dewatering of pipes, reservoirs, vaults, and wells.

33. "Priority Pollutants" are those constituents referred to in 40 CFR 401.15 and
listed in the EPA NPDES Application Form 2C, pp. V-3 through V-9.

34. "Rain Event" means any rain event greater than 0.1 inch in 24 hours.

35. "Redevelopment" means, but is not limited to, the expansion of a building
footprint or addition or replacement of a structure; structural development
including an increase in gross floor area and/or exterior construction or
remodeling; replacement of impervious surface that is not part of a routine
maintenance activity; land disturbing activities related with structural or
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impervious surfaces. Redevelopment that results in the creation or addition of
5,000 square feet or more of impervious surfaces is subject to the requirements
for storm water mitigation, if the creation or addition of impervious surfaces is
fifty percent or more of the existing impervious surface area, then storm water
runoff from the entire area (existing and additions) must be considered for
purposes of storm water mitigation. If the creation or additions is less than fifty
percent of the existing impervious area, then storm water runoff from only the
addition area needs mitigation.

36. "Regional Administrator" means the Regional Administrator of the Regional
Office of the Environmental Protection Agency or the authorized representative
of the Regional Administrator.

37. "Restaurant" means a facility that sells prepared foods and drinks for
consumption, including stationary lunch counters and refreshment stands selling
prepared foods and drinks for immediate consumption (SIC Code 5812).

38. "Side Walk Washing" means pressure washing of paved pedestrian walkways
with average water usage of 0.006 gallons per square foot, with no cleaning
agents, and properly disposing of all debris collected, as authorized under
Regional Board Resolution No. 98-08.

39. "Site" means the land or water area where any "facility or activity" is physically
located or conducted, including adjacent land used in connection with the facility
or activity.

40. "Source Control BMP" means any schedules of activities, prohibitions of
practices, maintenance procedures, managerial practices or operational
practices that aim to prevent storm water pollution by reducing the potential for
contamination at the source of pollution.

41. "SQUlMP" shall mean the Ventura Countywide Stormwater Quality Urban
Impact Mitigation Plan. The SQUIMP shall address conditions and requirements
of new development.

42. "State General Permit" shall mean a permit issued by the State Water
Resources Control Board or the Regional Board pursuant to 40 CFR § 122 and
123 to regulate a category of point sources. The term State General Permit
includes but is not limited to the General Permit for Stormwater Discharges
Associated with Construction Activity and the General Industrial Activities
Stormwater Permit and the terms and requirements of both. In the event the
EPA revokes the in-lieu permitting authority of the State Water Resources
Control Board, then the term State General Permit shall also refer to any EPA
administered stormwater control program for industrial, construction, and any
other category of activities.

43. "Storm Water" shall mean "Stormwater".
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44. "Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan" shall mean a plan, as required by a
State General Permit, identifying potential pollutant sources and describing the
design, placement and implementation of BMPs, to effectively prevent non-
stormwater Discharges and reduce Pollutants in Stormwater Discharges during
activities covered by the General Permit.

45. "Stormwater" shall mean any surface flow, runoff, and/or drainage associated
with rainstorm events and/or snowmelt.

46. "Stormwater Pollution Control Plan (SPCP)" shall mean a plan identifying
potential pollutant sources from a construction site and describing proposed
design, placement and implementation of BMPs, to effectively prevent non-
stormwater Discharges and reduce Pollutants in Stormwater Discharges to the
Storm Drain System, to the maximum extent practicable, during construction
activities.

47. "Stormwater Quality Management Plan" shall mean the Ventura Countywide
Stormwater Quality Management Plan, which includes descriptions of programs,
collectively developed by the Co-permittees in accordance with provisions of the
NPDES Permit, to comply with applicable federal and state law, as the same is
amended from time to time.

48. "Structural BMP" means any structural facility designed and constructed to
mitigate the adverse impacts of storm water and urban runoff pollution (e.g.
canopy, structural enclosure). The category may include both treatment control
BMPs and source control BMPs.

49. "Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL)" means the amount of pollutant, or
property of a pollutant, from point, nonpoint, and natural background sources,
that may be discharged to a water quality-limited receiving water. Any pollutant
loading above the TMDL results in a violation of applicable water quality
standards.

50. "Treatment" means the application of engineered systems that use physical,
¯ chemical, or biological processes to remove pollutants. Such processes include,
but are not limited to, filtration, gravity settling, media absorption, biodegradation,
biological uptake, chemical oxidation and UV radiation.

51. "Treatment Control BMP" means any engineered system designed to remove
pollutants by simple gravity settling of particulate pollutants, filtration, biological
uptake, media absorption or any other physical, biological, or chemical process.

52. "Upset" means an exceptional incident in which there is unintentional and
temporary noncompliance with the permit limit because of factors beyond the
reasonable control of the permittee. An upset does not include noncompliance
to the extent caused by operational error, improperly designed treatment
facilities, inadequate treatment facilities, lack of preventive maintenance, or
careless or improper maintenance.
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53. "Water Qua|ity Standards and Water Quality Objectives" applicable to the
Permittee include those contained in the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality
Control Plan (Basin Plan), the California Ocean Plan, the NationaI.Toxics Rule,
the California Toxics Rule, and other state or federally approved surface water
quality plans. Such plans are used by the Regional Board to regulate all
discharges, including storm water discharges.

54. "Waters of the State" means any surface water or groundwater, including
saline waters, within boundaries of the state.

55. "Waters of the United States or Waters of the U.S." means:

a. All waters that are currently used, were used in the past, or may be susceptible
to use in interstate or foreign commerce, including all waters which are subject to
the ebb and flow of the tide;
b. All interstate waters, including interstate "wetlands";

c. All other waters such as intrastate lakes, rivers, streams (including intermittent
streams), mudflats, sandflats, "wetlands," sloughs, prairie potholes, wet
meadows, playa lakes, or natural ponds the use, degradation, or destruction of
which would affect or could affect interstate or foreign commerce including any
such waters:

l. Which are or could be used by interstate or foreign travelers for recreational or
other purposes;

2. From which fish or shellfish are or could be taken and sold in interstate or foreign
commerce; or

3. Which are used or could be used for industrial purposes by industries in
interstate commerce;

d. All impoundments of waters otherwise defined as waters of the United States
under this definition;
e. Tributaries of waters identified in paragraphs (a) through (d) of this definition;
f. The territorial sea; and

g. "Wetlands" adjacent to waters (other than waters that are themselves wetlands)
identified in paragraph (a) through (f) of this definition.

Waste treatment systems, including treatment ponds or lagoons designed to
meet the requirements of CWA (other than cooling ponds as defined in 40 CFR
423.22(m), which also meet the criteria of this definition) are not waters of the
United States. This exclusion applies only to man-made bodies of water, which
neither were originally cre~ted in waters of the United States (such as disposal
area in wetlands) nor resulted from the impoundment of waters of the United
States. [See Note 1 of this section.] Waters of the United States do not include
prior converted cropland. Notwithstanding the determination of an area’s status
as prior converted cropland by any other federal agency, for the purposes of the
Clean Water Act, the final authority regarding Clean Water Act jurisdiction
remains with US EPA.

56. "Watercourse" shall mean any natural or artificial channel for passage of water,
including the VCFCD jurisdictional channels included in the List of Channels
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within the Comprehensive Plan of the VCFCD, as approved by the Board of
Supervisors of the VCFCD on October 4, 199.3, and any amendments thereto.

57. "Wet Season" means the calendar period beginning October 1 through April 15.

58. "Whole Effluent Toxicity" means the aggregate toxic effect of an effluent
measured directly by a toxicity test.

PART 6 - STANDARD PROVISIONS

A. The Discharger shall comply with all provisions and requirements of this
permit.

B. Should the Discharger discover that it failed to submit any relevant facts or
that it submitted incorrect information in a report, it shall promptly submit the
missing or correct information.

C. The Discharger shall report all instances of non-compliance not otherwise
reported at the time monitoring reports are submitted.

D. This Order includes the attached Monitoring and Reporting Program, and
Storm Water Quality Urban Impact Mitigation Plan, which are a part of the
permit and must be complied with in the same manner as with the rest of
the requirements in the permit.

E. Public Review

1. All documents submitted to the Regional Board in compliance with the
terms and conditions of this Permit shall be made available to members of
the public pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. Section
552 (as amended) and the Public Records Act (Califomia Government
Code Section 6250 et seq.).

2 All documents submitted to the Executive Officer for approval shall be
made available to the public for a 30-day period to allow for public
comment.

F. Duty to Comply [40 CFR 122.41(a)]

1. The Discharger must comply with all of the terms, requirements, and
conditions of this Order. Any violation of this order constitutes a violation of
the Clean Water Act, its regulations and the Califomia Water Code, and is
grounds for enforcement action, Order termination, Order revocation and
reissuance, denial of an application for reissuance; or a combination
thereof.

2. A copy of these waste discharge specifications shall be maintained by the
Discharger so as to be available during normal business hours to
Discharger employees and members of the public.
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3. Any discharge of wastes at any point(s) other than specifically described in
this Order is prohibited, and constitutes a violation of the Order.

G. Duty to Mitigate [40 CFR 122.41 (d)]

The Discharger shall take all reasonable steps to minimize or prevent any
discharge that has a reasonable likelihood of adversely affecting human
health or the environment.

H. Inspection and Entry [40 CFR 122.41(i)]

The Regional Board, USEPA, and other authorized representatives shall be
allowed:

1. Entry upon premises where a regulated facility is located or conducted, or
where records are kept under conditions of this Order;

2. Access to copy any records that are kept under the conditions of this
Order;

3. To inspect any facility, equipment (including monitoring and control
equipment), practices, or operations regulated or required under this Order;
and,

4. To photograph, sample, and monitor for the purpose of assuring
compliance with this Order, or as otherwise authorized by the Clean Water
Act and the California Water Code.

I. Proper Operation and Maintenance [40 CFR 122.41 (e)]

The Discharger shall at all times propedy operate and maintain all facilities
and systems of treatment and (and related appurtenances) that are installed
or used by the Discharger to achieve compliance with this Order. Proper        ..
operation and maintenance includes adequate laboratory controls and
appropriate quality assurance procedures. This provision requires the
operation of backup or auxiliary facilities or similar system that are installed by
a Discharger only when necessary to achieve compliance with the conditions
of this Order.

J. Signatory Requirements [40CFR 122.41(k)]

Except as otherwise provided in this Order, all applications, reports, or
information submitted to the Regional Board shall be signed by the Director of
Public Works, City Engineer, or authorized designee under penalty of perjury.

K. Reopener and Modification [40 CFR 122.41(f)]
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1. This Order may only be modified, revoked, or reissued, pdor to the
expiration date, by the Regional Board, in accordance with the procedural
requirements of the. Water Code and Title 23 of the California Code of
Regulations for the issuance of waste discharge requirements, and upon
prior notice and headng, to:

a. Address changed conditions identified in the required reports or other
sources deemed significant by the Regional Board;

b. Incorporate applicable requirements or statewide water quality control
plans adopted by the State Board or amendments to the Basin Plan;

c. Comply with any applicable requirements, guidelines, and/or
regulations issued or approved pursuant to CWA Section 402(p);
and/or,

d. Consider any other federal, or state laws or regulations that became
effective after adoption of this Order.

2. After notice and opportunity for a hearing, this Order may be terminated or
modified for cause, including, but not limited to:

a. Violation of any term or condition contained in this Order;

b. Obtaining this Order by misrepresentation, or failure to disclose all
relevant facts; or,

c. A change in any condition that requires either a temporary or
permanent reduction or elimination of the authorized discharge.

3. This Order may be modified, revoked and reissued, or terminated for
cause.

4. The filing of a request by the Discharger for a modification, revocation
and re-issuance, or termination, or a notification of planned changes or
anticipated noncompliance does not stay any condition of this Order.

5. This Order may be modified to make corrections or allowances for
changes in the permitted activity listed in this section, following the
procedures at 40 CFR Part 122.63, if processed as a minor modification.
Minor modifications may only:

a. Correct typographical errors, or

b. Require more frequent monitoring or reporting by the Permittee.

L. Severability
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The provisions of this permit are severable; and if any provision of this permit
or the application of any provision of this permit to any circumstance is held
invalid, the application of such provision to other circumstances and the
remainder of this permit shall not be affected.

M. Duty to Provide Information [40 CFR 122.41(h)]

The Discharger shall furnish, within a reasonable time, any information the
Regional Board or USEPA may request to determine whether cause exists for
modifying, revoking and reissuing, or terminating this Order. The Discharger
shall also furnish to the Regional Board, upon request, copies of records
required to be kept by this Order.

N. Twenty-four Hour Reporting1

1. The Discharger shall report any noncompliance that may endanger health
or the environment. Any information shall be provided orally within 24
hours from the time the Discharger becomes aware of the circumstances.
A written submission shall also be provided within five days of the time the
Discharger becomes aware of the circumstances. The wdtten submission
shall contain a description of the noncompliance and its cause; the period
of noncompliance, including exact dates and times and, if the
noncompliance has not been corrected, the anticipated time it is expected
to continue; and steps taken or planned to reduce, eliminate, and prevent
reoccurrence of the noncompliance.

2. The Regional Board may waive the required written report on a case-by-
case basis.

O. Bypass [40 CFR 122.41(m)]2

Bypass (the intentional diversion of waste streams from any portion of a
treatment facility) is prohibited. The Regional Board may take enforcement
action against the Discharger for bypass unless:

1. Bypass was unavoidable to prevent loss of life, personal injury or severe
property damage. (Severe property damage means substantial physical
damage to property, damage to the treatment facilities that causes them
to become inoperable, or substantial and permanent loss of natural
resources that can reasonably be expected to occur in the absence of a

t This provision applies to incidents where effluent limitafJons (numerical or narrative) as provided
in this Order or in the Ventura County SMP are exceeded, and which endanger public health or
the environment.

2 This provision applies to the operation and maintenance of storm water controls and BMPs as

provided in this Order or in the Ventura County SMP~
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bypass. Severe property damage does not mean economic loss caused
by delays in production.);

2. There were no feasible alternatives to bypass, such as the use of auxiliary
treat~nent facilities, retention of untreated waste, or maintenance dudng
normal pedods of equipment down time. This condition is not satisfied if
adequate back-up equipment should have been installed in the exercise of
reasonable engineering judgment to prevent a bypass that could occur
dudng normal pedods of equipment downtime or preventive maintenance;

3. The Discharger submitted a notice at least ten day~ in advance of the
need for a bypass to the Regional Board; or,

4. The Discharger may allow a bypass to occur that does not cause effluent
limitations to be exceeded, but only if it is for essential maintenance to
assure efficient operation. In such a case, the above bypass conditions
are not applicable. The Discharger shall submit notice of an unanticipated
bypass as required.

P. UPSet [40 CFR 122.41(n)]3

1. A Discharger that wishes to establish the affirmative defense of an upset
in an action brought for non compliance shall demonstrate, through
propedy signed, contemporaneous operating logs, or other relevant
evidence that:

a. An upset occurred and that the Discharger can identify the cause(s) of
the upset;

b. The permitted facility was being properly operated by the time of the
upset;

c. The Discharger submitted notice of the upset as required; and,

d. The Discharger complied with any remedial measures required.

2. No determination made before an action for noncompliance, such as
dudng administrative review of claims that non-compliance was caused by
an upset, is final administrative action subject to judicial review.

3. In any enforcement proceeding, the Discharger seeking to establish the
occurrence of an upset has the burden of proof.

Q. Property Rights [40 CFR 122.4(g)]

This Order does not convey any property rights of any sort, or any exclusive
privilege.

~ Supra. See footnote number 2.
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R. Enforcement

1. Violation of any of the provisions of the NPDES permit or any of the
provisions of this Order may subject the violator to any of the penalties
described herein, or any combination thereof, at the discretion of the
prosecuting authority; except that only one kind of penalties may be
applied for each kind of violation. The Clean Water Act provides the
following:

Cdminal Penalties.

a. Negligent Violations
The CWA provides that any person who negligently violates permit
conditions implementing sections 301,302, 306, 307, 308, 318, or 405
of the Act is subject to a fine of not less than $2,500 nor more than
$25,000 per day of violation, or by imprisonment for not more than 1
year, or both.

b. Knowing Violations
The CWA provides that any person who knowingly violates permit
oonditions implementing sections 301,302, 306, 307, 308, 318, or 405
of the Act is subject to a fine of not less than $5,000 nor more than
$50,000 per day of violation, or by imprisonment for not more than 3
years, or both.

c.                        Knowing Endangerment
The CWA provides that any person who knowingly violates permit
conditions implementing sections 301,302, 307, 308, 318, or 405 of the
Act and who knows at that time that he is placing another person in
imminent danger of death or serious bodily injury is subject to a fine of
not more than $250,000, or by imprisonment for not more than 15
years, or both.

d. False Statement
The CWA provides that a’~y person who knowingly makes any false
material statement, representation., or certification in any application,
record, report, plan, or other document filed of required to be
maintained under the Act or who knowingly falsifies, tampers with, or
renders inaccurate, any monitoring device or method required to be
maintained under the Act, shall upon conviction, be punished by a fine
of not more than $10,000 or by imprisonment for not more than two
years, or by both. If a conviction is for a violation committed after a first
conviction of such person under this paragraph, punishment shall be by
a fine of not more than $20,000 per day of violation, or by imprisonment
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of not more than four years, or by both. (See section 309(c)(4) of the
Clean Water Act.)

Civil Penalties:                                                        ’ ’

a. The CWA provides that any person who violates a permit condition
implementing sections 301,302, 306, 307, 308, 318, or 405 of the Act
is subject to a civil penalty not to exceed $27,500 per day for each
violation.

2. The California Water Code provides that any person who violates a waste
discharge requirement provision of the California Water Code is subject to
civil penalties of up to $5,000 per day, $10,000 per day, or $25,000 per day
of violation; or when the violation involves the discharge of pollutants, is
subject to civil penalties of up to $10 per gallon per day or $25 per gallon
per day of violation; or some combination thereof, depending on the
violation or combination violations.

S. Need to Halt or Reduce Activity not a Defense [40 CFR 122.41(c)]

It shall not be a defense for a Discharger in an enforcement action that it
would have been necessary to halt or reduce the permitted activity in order to
maintain compliance with the conditions of this Order.

T. This Order may be modified, revoked, or reissued, prior to the expiration
date as follows:

1. To address changed conditions identified in the required technical
reports or other sources deemed significant by the Regional Board;

2. To incorporate applicable requirements or statewide water quality control
plans adopted by the State Board, or amendments to the Basin Plan;

3. To comply with any applicable requirements, guidelines, or regulations
issued or approved under Section 402(p) of the CWA, if the requirement,
guideline, or regulation so issued or approved contains different
conditions or additional requirements not provided for in this Order. The
Order as modified or reissued under this paragraph shall also contain
any other requirements of the CWA then applicable; or,

4. Any amendments under the Clean Water Act.

U. Regional Board Order No. 94-082 is hereby rescinded.

V. This Order expires on July 27, 2005]. The Discharger must submit a Storm
Water Quality Management Plan in accordance with Title 23, California
Code of Regulation, not later than 180 days in advance of such date as
application for reissuance of waste discharge requirements.
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CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD

LOS ANGELES REGION

MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM NO. C! 7388

FOR

STORM WATER MANAGEMENTlURBAN RUNOFF DISCHARGES
FOR

VENTURA COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT,
COUNTY OF VENTURA, AND THE CITIES OF VENTURA COUNTY

NPDES PERMIT NO. CAS004002

!. program Reporting Requirements

A. The Discharger shall submit, by October 1, 2000, the Annual Storm Water Report
and Assessment for the period July 1, 1999, through July 27, 2000 documenting the
status of the general program up to permit reissuance and the results of analyses
from the monitoring and reporting program.

B. The Discharger shall submit, by October 1 of each year beginning the year 2001, an
Annual Storm Water Report and Assessment documenting the status of the general
program and individual tasks contained in the Ventura County SMP, and an
integrated summary of the results of analyses from the monitoring program
described under II. Monitoring Requirements.

The Annual Storm Water Report and Assessment shall include any proposed
changes to the Ventura County SMP as approved by the Management Committee.
The Annual Storm Water Report and Assessment Report shall cover each fiscal
year from July 1 through June 30. At a minimum, the annual report will include the
following:

ProGram ManaGement

1. A comparison of program implementation results to performance standards
established in the Ventura County SMP;

2. Status of compliance with permit requirements including implementation dates
for all time-specific deadlines. If pe.rmit deadlines are not met, the Discharger
shall report the reasons why the requirement was not met, how the requirements
will be met in the future, including projected implementation date;

3. An assessment of the effectiveness of Ventura County SMP requirements to
reduce storm water pollution. This assessment will be based upon the specific

T-1 July 27, 2000
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record-keeping information requirement in each major section of the permit,
monitoring data, and any other data the Discharger has, or is aware of that
provides information on program effectiveness. Beginning in the Year 2003, to
the extent data collected in monitoring requirements included herein allows, the
discharger shall include an analysis of trends, land use contributions, pollutant
source identifications, BMP effectiveness, and impacts on beneficial uses,

4. An analysis of the data to identify areas of the Program coverage which cause or
contribute to exceedances of water quality standards or objectives, predominate
land uses in these areas, and potential sources of pollutants in those areas;

5. Discussion of the compliance record and the corrective actions taken or planned
that may be needed to bring the discharge into full compliance with the waste
discharge requirements.

Pro.qrams for Residents

6. Number of storm drain inlets and signs in the Co-permittees’ systems that are
marked or posted with a no dumping message. Percent of total system
marked/signed;

7. Description of activities on distributing brochures, community outreach efforts,
public communication efforts and educational programs in schools including an
estimate of the number of impressions per year made on the general public
about storm water quality via print, local TV access, local radio presentations,
meetings or other appropriate media;

.P..ro,qrams for Industrial / Commercial Businesses

8. Number of automotive, food facility and industrial facilities targeted under the
program. During the past year, the number of industrial and commercial site
visits conducted and the number of outreach contacts made and the number of
industrial facilities the Co-permittees have identified that have failed to file an
NOI;

9. An annual update of a database of industrial/commercial facilities identified as
subject to the State Board General Industrial Permit. The database shall include
at a minimum: facility name, site address, SIC code, and NPDES storm water
permit coverage status, if applicable;

10. The percentage of targeted staff trained annually;

Programs for Plannin.q and Land Development

11. The percentage of total development projects reviewed for storm water and
conditioned to meet SQUIMP requirements in the previous year;
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12. The scheduled date of significant rewrite of the Co-permittees’ General Plan;

13.....~ Description of activities on distributing brochures, outreach efforts,
communication efforts including an estimate of the number of contacts made to
the land development community about storm water quality via print, meetings or
other appropriate venues._

14. The percentage of targeted staff trained annually;

Pr0,qrams for Construction Sites

15. Number of construction projects requiring SWPCPs in the past year and the
percentage of projects in categories requiring submittal of a SWPCP for which
SWPCPs were completed;

16. Number and type of enforcement actions, applicable to storm water
enforcement, taken at construction sites during the past year;

17. Description of the outreach program to the construction community and
assessment of its effectiveness; This assessment should include a discussion of
the number of inspections, site visits, or other meetings conducted;

18. The percentage of targeted staff trained annually;

Pro.qrams for Illicit Discharqe and Ilteqal Connection Control

19. Number of reports of illicit discharges that Co-permittees responded to,
percentage that were identified as actual illicit discharges, and percentage of the
actual illicit discharges where the incident was either cleaned up, referred to
another responsible agency and/or follow up/education with the discharger was
conducted;

20. For groups of identified illicit discharge types where the probable causes for the
discharge can be identified, report probable causes and the actions taken to
prevent similar discharges from occurring;

21. Number of illicit connections identified in the past year;

22. Number of illicit connections eliminated in the past year;

23. Number and type of enforcement actions for storm water illicit discharges and/or
illicit connections taken in the past year;

24. A summary from records on illicit discharges and connections which includes
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type of material, type of source, date of initial inspection, enforcement action
taken, date of follow-up inspection, date of conclusionlclean up/removal/follow
up/education;

Pro.qrams for Facilities Maintenance

25. A summary which at a minimum includes the quantity, predominant types and
likely sources of trash removed from catch basin inlets;

26..A summary of the total curb miles of streets swept annually and the percentage
of total curb miles swept annually as a function of total curb miles;

27. The percentage of targeted staff trained annually; and,

Pollutants of Concern

28. A progress report on sources of Pollutants of Concern (POCs), BMPs for their
control, and implemented BMP effectiveness.

B. The Discharger shall submit a Storm Water Monitoring Report on July 15, 2001, and
annually on July 15, thereafter. The report shall include:

1. status of implementation of the monitoring program; "~’:"..’=’:~
2. results of the monitoring program;
3. a general interpretation of the results;
4. both tabular and graphical summaries of the monitoring data obtained during the

previous year; and

The Discharger shall submit, by October 1, 2000, the results of analyses from the
monitoring and reporting program for the period July 1, 1999 through July 27, 2000
together with the Annual Report for the same period.

C. All applications, reports, or information submitted to the Regional Board shall be
signed and certified pursuant to EPA regulations 40 CFR 122.41 (k). Each report
shall contain the following completed declaration:

"1 certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were
prepared under my direction or supervision in accordance with a system
designed to assure that qualified personnel properly gather and evaluate the
information submitted.

Based on my inquiry of the person or persons who manage the system, or
those persons directly responsible for gathering the information, the
information submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true,
accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for
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submitting false information, including the possibility, of a fine and
imprisonment for knowing violations.

Executed on the __ day of ,19_,

at

(Signature) (Title) ";

Co-permittee submittals to the Principal Co-permittee shall also be signed and
certified pursuant to EPA regulations 40 CFR 122.41 (k).

D. The Discharger shall mail the original of each annual report to:

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY

CONTROL BOARD - LOS ANGELES REGION
320 W. 4TM STREET, SUITE 200

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013

A copy of the annual report shall also be mailed to:

REGIONAL ADMINISTRATOR
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

REGION 9
75 Hawthorne Street

San Francisco, CA 94105

I1. Monitoring Requirements

A. The Discharger shall implement the Countywide Monitoring Plan, as described in
Chapter 6 of the Report of Waste Discharge (ROWD), which addresses discharge
characterization (outfall monitoring), receiving water and watershed monitoring. To
achieve this, the Discharger shall:

1. Conduct land use monitoring as shown in the summary table shown
below:

July 27, 2000
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Monitoring Minimum Number Sample Type Constituents1
Station Events (per year)

A-l, Wood Road 12 Automated Metals
composite and Organics
grab samples Conventional Inorganics

Microbiological
Toxicity and TIEs~

R-l, Swan St.3 3 Per Permit Term Automated Metals
composite and Organics
grab samples Conventional Inorganics

Microbiological
Toxicity and TIEs3

I-2, Ortega St. 3 3 Per Permit Term Automated Metals
composite and Organics
grab samples Conventional Inorganics

Microbiological
Toxicity and TIEs~

I The list of specific constituents, analytical methods detection limits, and holding times is included in Attachmen to the
Monitoring and Reporting Program No. 7388.

2 A maximum of 5 events shall be monitored during the permit term.
3 Toxicity monitoring shall occur during at least one storm per year until baseline information has been collected, and

then be discontinued. A Toxicity Identification Evaluation (TIE) shall be performed when acute toxicity results are
greater than 1 TUa. Freshwater acute toxicity test shall be conducted on the most sensitive of the two species o
Fathead minnow and Cedodaphnia.

2. Conduct receiving water and watershed monitoring:

a. For Revolon Slough the following monitoring program shall be
implemented:

Monitoring Minimum Number Type of Sample Constituents1
Station of Events (per

year)

W-3, La Vista Drain 1 ~ Automated Metals
composite and grab Organics
samples Conventional Inorganics

Microbiological
Tcxicity and T~Es3

W-4, Revolon 12 Composite and grab Metals
Slough @ Wood samples Organics
Road Conventional Inorganics

Microbiological
Toxicity and TIEs=

1 The list of specific constituents, analytical methods, detection limits, and holding times is included in Attachment to the
Monitoring and Reporting Program No. 7388.

2. A maximum of_5 events shall be monitored dudng the permit term.
Toxicity monitoring shall occur during at least 1 storm event a year until baseline information has been collected, and

then be discontinued. A Toxicity Identification Evaluation (TIE) shall be performed when acute toxicity results are greater
than 1 TUa. Freshwater acute toxicity test shall be conducted on the most sensitive of the two species - Fathead minnow
and Ceriodaphnia.
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b. The Discharger shall participate as part of the Federal 205(j) grant
non-point source grant study of the Calleguas Creek watershed;

c. The Principal Co-permittee shall participate in appropriate water
quality meetings of watershed management planning, including the
Santa Clara River Enhancement and Management Plan, the
Calleguas Creek Watershed Management Plan, and the Steelhead
Restoration and Recovery Plan;

d. The Discharger shall participate with the Southern California Coastal
Water Research Project (SCCWRP) in storm water studies, as set
forth in the signed Memorandum of Agreement.

e. The Discharger shall participate in the development and
implementation of volunteer monitoring programs in the Ventura
Coastal watersheds.

f. The Discharger shall develop a work plan for an instream
bioassessment monitoring program and submit it to the Regional
Board Executive Officer for approval no later than January 27, 2001.
On approval by the Regional Board Executive Officer, the Discharger
shall implement the instream bioassessment monitoring program, and
submit the results with the Annual Monitoring Report. The
bioassessment program shall include an analysis of the community
structure of the instream macroinvertebrate assemblages in urban
runoff-impacted stream segments at experimental sites. The
Discharger shall make all efforts to locate such sites in the Ventura
River, but if they are not available then the Discharger may consider
other watersheds_.

g. The Discharger shall monitor a total of three mass emission stations
to establish baseline conditions and load estimates, for the Ventura
River and Calleguas Creek, beginning with the 2000-2001 monitorin~
season, and for the Santa Clara River beginning with the 2001-2002
monitoring season. Up to six station events per year, including a
minimum of two dry weather samples must be monitored. All samples
for mass emissions may be taken with an automatic sampler except
for the following constituents: (i) pathogen indicators; and (ii) oil and
grease. The constituents to be analyzed and their detection limits are
listed in Attachment 1. If a constituent is not detected at the method
detection limit (MDL) for its respective test in more than 75 percent of
the first 48 sampling events, it will not be further analyzed unless the
observed occurrences show concentrations greater than state water
quality standards. The Discharger will also conduct annual
confirmation sampling for non-detected constituents at each station
for as long as the station is monitored. Chronic toxicity tests shall be
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conducted using the most sensitive marine species for two wet
weather events (preferably the first significant storm and one other
event) and one dry weather flow sample per monitoring season.
Toxicity Identification Evaluations (TIEs) shall be conducted when
toxicity manifests in:
(1) two consecutive wet weather samples, or;
(2) any dry weather flow sample.

h. An update of the Watershed Management Model (WMM) may be
required by the Regional Board Executive Officer based on the
needs of TMDL development. The Regional Board will assist the
Discharger in identifying fund sources to assist in the implementation
of this requirement, if invoked.

B. Samples and measurements taken for the purpose of monitoring shall be
representative of the monitored activity.

C. The Discharger shall retain records of all monitoring information, including all
calibration and maintenance of monitoring instrumentation, copies of all reports
required by this Order, and records of all data used to complete the Report of
Waste Discharge and application for this Order, for a period of at least five(5)
years from the date of the sample, measurement, report, or application. This
pedod may be extended by request of the Regional Board or EPA at any time          ’".-~":-~.~--
and shall be extended dudng the course of any unresolved litigation regarding
this discharge.°

D. Records of monitoring information shall include:

1. The date, exact place, and time of sampling or measurements;

2. The individual(s) who performed the sampling or measurements;

3. The date(s) analyses were performed;

4. The individual(s) who performed the analyses;

5. The analytical techniques or methods used; and,

6. The results of such analyses.

E. All sampling, sample preservation, and analyses must be conducted according to test
procedures under 40 CFR Part 136, unless other test procedures have been specified
in this Order.

F. All chemical, bacteriological, and bioassay analyses shall be conducted at a laboratory      ::.
certified for such analyses by an appropriate governmental regulatory agency ....
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G. If no flow occurred during the reporting period, the monitoring report shall so state.

H. For any analyses performed for which no procedure is specified in the EPA guidelines
or in this Monitoring and Reporting Program, the constituent or parameter analyzed
and the method or procedure used must be specified in the monitoring report.

I. VVhenever feasible, all MDLs shall be less than California Toxic Rule and Ocean Plan
standards. If this is not feasible, the Discharger shall use analytical methods with the
lowest MDL.

J. The Regional Board Executive Officer or the Regional Board, consistent with 40 CFR
122.41, may approv.e changes to the Monitoring and Reporting Program, after
providing the opportunity for public comment, either:

a. By petition of the Discharger or by petition of interested parties after the submittal
of the Annual Monitoring Program Report. Such petition shall be filed not later
than 60 days after the Annual Monitoring Program Report submittal date, or

b. As deemed necessary by the Regional Board Executive Officer following notice
to the Discharger.

~: =--. II!. Program Evaluation

A. All Co-permittees shall perform a self-audit to verify implementation of the Ventura
County SMP through January 1 of each year and report the results of the self-audit
to the principal Co-permittee by February 1, 2001, and annually thereafter.

B. All Co-permittees shall submit program evaluation results, in a standardized format,
to the principal Co-permittee by August 1, 2001, and annually thereafter.

The above monitoring and reporting program, or subsequent modification thereto, shall become
effective when Order No. 00-108 is adopted. All reports shall be signed by a responsible officer
or duly authorized representative (as specified in 40 CFR Section 122.22) of the Discharger and
submitted under penalty of perjury.

Ordered by:

Dennis A. Dickerson
Executive Officer Date: July 27, 2000
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Attachment

Analytes, Methods, Limits, and Holding Times

Constituent Method MDL    Holdincj Time
Metals; (Total Recoverable and Diss.) (units = ug/i unless specified)
Arsenic EPA 206.3 1 6 mos.
Cadmium EPA 213.2 0.1 6 mos.
Chromium EPA 218.2 1 6 mos.
Copper EPA 220.1 1 6 mos.
Lead EPA 239.2 1 6 mos.
Mercury, total and diss. EPA 1631 0.001 6 mos.
Nickel EPA249.2 1 6 mos.
Selenium EPA 270.3 2 6 mos.
Silver EPA 272.2 0.2 6 mos.
Zinc EPA 289.1 1 6 mos.
Organics
MTBE* EPA 8020 1 14 days
Organochlorine Pesticides EPA 8080 1-10 ng/L 7/40 days
Orthophosphate Pesticides EPA 8140 2 7/40 days
Chlorinated Herbicides EPA 8150 2-50 ug/L 7/40 days
Semi-volatiles EPA 625 10-200 ng/L 7140 days
TOC EPA 415.1 1000 28 days
Conventional Inorganics (units = mgll)
Ammonia EPA 350.2 0.05 28 days
BOD EPA 405.1 1 48 hours
Bromide SM 4500BR 0.0001 immediate
Chloride EPA 325.3 0.0001 28 days
Conductivity & pH Electrometric n/a immediate
Hardness EPA 130.2/SM2340B 1 6 mos.
Nitrate EPA 352.1 0.01 28 days
TKN EPA 351.3 0.05 28 days
Oil & Grease EPA 413.1/413.2 0.1 28 days
Petroleum hydrocarbons EPA 413.1/SM5520B,F 0.1 7 days
(TRPH)
Orthophosphate EPA 365.3 0.01 28 days
Phosphorous, total and diss. EPA 365.3 0.01 28 days
Solids, Total Dissolved EPA 160.1 1 7 days
Solids, Total Suspended ~, ~ i.~..y. EPA 160.2 1 7 da),s
Microbiological (units = MPN/100ml)
Coliform, Total and Fecal SM9221 2 6 hours
Fecal Streptococcus SM9230 2 6 hours
Toxicity
Cedodaphnia Acute EPA 60014-911002 - 36 hours
7oxicit~/~nE)
* MTBE is an extra compound for EPA 8020 analysis and must be specifically requested,

e.g. "8020 with MTBE"
Note: Holding times for methods 625, 8080, 8140, and 8150 are 7 days until extraction,

40 days after extraction.

VCFCD
October 1999
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ATTACHMENT A

Tentative Order No. 00-108 (NPDES NO. CAS004002)
Waste Discharge Requirements

for

Municipal Storm Water and Urban Runoff Discharges

VENTURA COUNTYWIDE STORMWATER QUALITY URBAN
IMPACT MITIGATION PLAN

FOR THE VENTURA COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT,
THE

COUNTY OF VENTURA, AND THE CITIES OF VENTURA
COUNTY
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VENTURA COUNTYWIDE STORMWATER QUALITY URBAN IMPACT
MITIGATION PLAN

FOR THE VENTURA COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT, THE
COUNTY OF VENTURA, AND THE CITIES OF VENTURA COUNTY
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VENTURA COUNTYWIDE URBAN RUNOFF AND STORM WATER NPDES PERMIT

STORM WATER QUALITY URBAN IMPACT MITIGATION PLAN

BACKGROUND
The Ventura Countywide Stormwater Quality Management Program (Ventura Program)
was established pursuant to Section 402(p) of the Federal Clean Water Act, which
requires that all point source discharges of pollutants into waters of the United States,
including discharges from municipal storm drain systems, be regulated by a National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit. On August 22, 1994 the
California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Region (Regional Board),
issued NPDES permit CAS063339 (Permit) to the Ventura County Flood Control District
(VCFCD), the County of Ventura, and the cities of Camarillo, Fillmore, Moorpark, Ojai,
Oxnard, Port Hueneme, San Buenaventura, Santa Paula, Simi Valley, and Thousand
Oaks for discharges from municipal storm drain systems in Ventura County. On
February 11, 1999 these twelve agencies, the Co-permittees, submitted a Stormwater
Quality Management Plan (1999 Plan) in accordance with Title 23, California Code of
Regulation and as required by Permit. The 1999 Plan served as application for
reissuance of waste discharge requirements and presented activities designed to
advance the municipal storm water program that the Co-permittees implemented during
the first five-year permit term. The 1999 Plan included a program for development
planning. The Regional Board accepted the 1999 Plan, however, delayed reissuance
of the Permit. On March 8, 2000, the Regional Board approved a final Standard Urban
Storm Water Mitigation Plan (SUSMP) for Los Angles County and the Cities in Los
Angeles County. Subsequently, at the request of the Regional Board, the Co-
permittees prepared the Ventura Countywide Stormwater Quality Urban Impact
Mitigation Plan (SQUIMP) to be consistent with SUSMP requirements and will be
modifying the 1999 Plan to include the modified requirements.

The requirement to implement a program for development planning is based on, federal
and state statutes including: Section 402 (p) of the Clean Water Act, Section 6217 of
the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990 ("CZARA"), and the
California Water Code. The Clean Water Act amendments of 1987 established a
framework for regulating storm water discharges from municipal, industrial, and
construction activities under the NPDES program. The primary objectives of the
municipal storm water program requirements are to:

Ventura County SQUIMP
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1.    Effectively prohibit non-storm water discharges, and

2. Reduce the discharge of pollutants from storm water conveyance systems
to the Maximum Extent Practicable (MEP statutory standard).

The SQUIMP was developed as part of the municipal storm water program to address
storm water pollution from new development and redevelopment by the private sector.
This SQUIMP contains a list of the minimum required Best Management Practices
(BMPs) that shall be used for a designated project. Additional BMPs may be required
by ordinance or code adopted by the Co-permittees and applied generally or on a case
by case basis. The Co-permittees are required to implement the requirements set
herein in their own jurisdictions. Developers shall incorporate appropriate SQUIMP
requirements into the project plans for the projects covered by the SQUIMP
requirements. Each Co-permittee will approve the project plan as part of the
development plan approval process.

All projects that fall into one of eight categories are identified in the Ventura Countywide
Municipal Permit as requiring SQUIMPs. These categories are:

¯ Single-Family Hillside Residences
¯ 100,000 Square Foot Commercial Developments
¯ Automotive Repair Shops
¯ Retail Gasoline Outlets
¯ Restaurants
¯ Home Subdivisions with 10 or more housing units
¯ Location within or directly adjacent to or discharging directly to an environmentally sensitive area
¯ Parking lots with 5,000 square feet or more impervious parking or access surfaces or with 25 or

more parking spaces and potentially exposed to storm water runoff

The SQUIMP requirements shall take effect not later than January 27, 2001 for projects
identified herein that have not received development/planning permit approval or been
deemed complete for processing prior to July 27, 2000..

DEFINITIONS
=100,000 Square Foot Commercial Development" means any commercial development

that creates at least 100,000 square feet of impermeable area, including parking areas.

"Automotive Repair Shop" means a facility that is categorized in any one of the
following Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)codes: 5013, 5014, 5541, 7532-7534,
or 7536-7539.

=Best Management Practice (BMP)" means any program, technology, process, siting
criteria, operational methods or measures, or engineered systems, which when
implemented prevent, control, remove, or reduce pollution.

"Commercial Development" means any development on priv.ate land that is not heavy

Ventura County SQUIMP
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industrial or residential. The category includes, but is not limited to: hospitals,
laboratories and other medical facilities, educational institutions, recreational facilities,
plant nurseries, multi-apartment buildings, car wash facilities, mini-malls and other
business complexes, shopping malls, hotels, office buildings, public warehouses and
other light industrial complexes.

"Designated Public Access Points" means any pedestrian, bicycle, equestrian, or
vehicular point of access to jurisdictional channels in the area of Ventura County
subject to permit requirements.

"Directly Adjacent" means situated within 200 feet of the contiguous zone required for
the continued maintenance, function, and structural stability of the environmentally
sensitive area.

"Directly Connected Impervious Area (DCIA)" means the area covered by a building,
impermeable pavement, and/or other impervious surfaces, which drains directly into
the storm drain without first flowing across permeable land area (e.g. lawns).

."Directly Discharging" means outflow from a drainage conveyance system that is
composed entirely or predominantly of flows from the subject, property, development,
subdivision, or industrial facility, and not commingled with the flows from adjacent lands.

"Environmentally Sensitive Area" means an area "in which plant or animal life or their
habitats are either rare or especially valuable because of their special nature or role in
an ecosystem and which would be easily disturbed or degraded by human activities
and developments" (California Public Resources Code § 30107.5)

Areas subject to storm water mitigation requirements are: areas designated as an Area
of Special Biological Significance (ASBS) by the State Water Resources Control Board,
an area designated as a significant natural resource by the California Resources
Agency, or an area identified by the Discharger as environmentally sensitive for water
quality purposes, based on the Regional Board Basin Plan and Clean Water Act
Section 303(d) Impaired Water-bodies List for the County of Ventura.

"Hillside" means property located in an area with known erosive soil conditions, where
the development contemplates grading on any natural slope that is twenty-five percent
or greater.

"Infiltration" means the downward entry of water into the surface of the soil.

"New Development" means land disturbing activities; structural development, including
construction or installation of a building or structure, creation of impervious surfaces;
and land subdivision.

Ventura County SQUIMP
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"Parking Lot" means land area or facility for the temporary parking or storage of motor
vehicles used personally, for business or for commerce with an impervious surface area
of 5,000 square feet or more, or with 25 or more parking spaces.

"Redevelopment" means, but is not limited to, the expansion of a building footprint or
addition or replacement of a structure; structural development including an increase in
gross floor area and/or exterior construction or remodeling; replacement of impervious
surface that is not part of a routine maintenance activity; land disturbing activities
related with structural or impervious surfaces. Redevelopment that results in the
creation or addition of 5,000 square feet or more of impervious surfaces is subject to
the requirements for storm water mitigation. If the creation or addition of impervious
surfaces is fifty percent or more of the existing impervious surface area, then storm
water runoff from the entire area (existing and additions) must be considered for
purposes of storm water mitigation. If the creation or additions is less than fifty percent
of the existing impervious area, then storm water runoff from only the addition ar~a
needs mitigation.

"Restaurant" means a stand-alone facility that sells prepared foods and drinks for
consumption, including stationary lunch counters and refreshment stands selling
prepared foods and drinks for immediate consumption. (SIC code 5812).

"Retail Gasoline Outlet" means any facility engaged in selling gasoline and. lubricating

"Source Control BMP" means any schedules of activities, structural devices,
prohibitions of practices, maintenance procedures, managerial practices or operational
practices that aim to prevent storm water pollution by reducing the potential for
contamination at the source of pollution.

"Storm Event" means a rainfall event that produces more than 0.1 inch of precipitation
and that, which is separated from the previous storm event by at least 72 hours of dry
weather.

"Structural BMP" means any structural facility designed and constructed to mitigate the
adverse impacts of storm water and urban runoff pollution (e.g. canopy, structural
enclosure). The category may include both Treatment Control BMPs and Source
Control BMPs.

"Treatment" means the application of engineered systems that use physical, chemical,
or biologica| processes to remove pollutants. Such processes include, but are not
limited to, filtration, gravity settling, media adsorption, biodegradation, biological uptake,
chemical oxidation and UV radiation.

"Treatment Control BMP" means any engineered system designed to remove pollutants     ...
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by simple gravity settling of particulate pollutants, filtration, biological uptake, media
adsorption or any other physical, biological, or chemical process.

CONFLICTS WiTH LOCAL PRACTICES
Where provisions of the SQUIMP requirements conflict with established local codes,
(e.g., specific language of signage used on storm drain stenciling), the Co-permittees
may continue the local practice and modify the SQUIMP to be consistent with the code,
except that to the extent that the standards in the SQUIMP are more stringent than
those under local codes, such more stringent standards shall apply.

SQUIMP PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO ALL CATEGORIES

REQUIREMENTS

1. PEAK STORM WATER RUNOFF DISCHARGE RATES

The Discharger shall control the post-development peak storm water runoff discharge
rates to maintain or reduce pre-development downstream erosion, and to protect
stream habitat.

2. CONSERVE NATURAL AREAS

If applicable, the following items are required and shall be implemented in the site
layout during the subdivision design and approval process, consistent with applicable
General Plan and Local Area Plan policies:

¯ Concentrate or cluster Development on portions of a site while leaving the remaining
land in a natural undisturbed condition.

¯ Limit clearing and grading of native vegetation at a site to the minimum amount
needed to build lots, allow access, and provide fire protection.

¯ Maximize trees and other vegetation at each site by planting additional vegetation,
clustering tree areas, and promoting the use of native and/or drought tolerant plants.

* Promote natural vegetation by using parking lot islands and other landscaped areas.
¯ Preserve riparian areas and wetlands.

3. MINIMIZE STORM WATER POLLUTANTS OF CONCERN

Storm water runoff from a site has the potential to contribute oil and grease, suspended
solids, metals, gasoline, pesticides, and pathogens to the storm water conveyance
system. The development shall be designed so as to minimize, to the maximum extent
practicable, the introduction of pollutants of concern that may result in significant
impacts, generated from site runoff of directly connected impervious areas (DClA), to
Ventura County SQUIMP
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the storm water conveyance system. Pollutants of concern consist of any pollutants
that exhibit one or more of the following characteristics: current Ioadings or historic
deposits of the pollutant are impacting the beneficial uses of a receiving water, elevated
levels of the pollutant are found in sediments of a receiving water and/or have the
po!ential to bioaccumulate in organisms therein, or the detectable inputs of the pollutant
are at concentrations or loads considered potentially toxic to humans and/or flora and
fauna. The storm water pollutants of concern currently identified by the Program are
total and fecal coliform, mercury, PAHs, DDT and byproducts, diazinon, sediment/TSS,
chlorpyrifos, copper, lead, thallium, bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate, and phosphorous. The
program may amend the list of pollutants of concern as additional information becomes
available.

In meeting this specific requirement, "minimization of the pollutants of concern" will
require the incorporation of a BMP or combination of BMPs best suited to maximize the
reduction of pollutant Ioadings in that runoff to the Maximum Extent Practicable. Those
BMPs best suited for that purpose are those listed in the Ventura Countywide
Stormwater Quality Management Program’s Land Development Guidelines; California
Storm Water Best Management Practices Handbooks; Caltrans Storm Water Quality
Handbook: Planning and Design Staff Guide; Start at the Source (1999) by Bay Area
Stormwater Management Agencies Association, Manual for Storm Water Management
in Washington State; The Maryland Storm Water Design Manual; Florida Development
Manua# A Guide to Sound Land and Water Management; Denver Urban Storm
Drainage Criteria Manual, Volume 3 - Best Management Practices and Guidance
Specifying Management Measures for Sources of Nonpoint Pollution in Coastal Waters, ~. --,
USEPA Report No. EPA-840-B-92-002, as "likely to have significant impact" beneficial
to water quality for targeted pollutants that are of concern at the site in question.
However, it is possible that a combination of BMPs not so designated may, in a
particular circumstance, be better suited to maximize the reduction of the pollutants.

Examples of BMPs that can be used for minimizing the introduction of pollutants of
concern generated from site runoff are identified in Table 2. All BMPs for development
planning recommended in one of the above references may be used, subject to the
criteria set in this SQUIMP.

4. PROTECT SLOPES AND CHANNELS

Project plans shall include BMPs consistent with local codes and ordinances and the
SQUIMP to decrease the potential of slopes and/or channels from eroding and
impacting storm water runoff:

¯ Convey runoff safely from the tops of slopes and stabilize disturbed slopes
¯ Utilize natural drainage systems to the Maximum Extent Practicable
¯ Control or reduce or eliminate flow to natural drainage systems to the "

Maximum Extent Practicable                                           ¯
Ventura County SQUIMP
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¯ Stabilize permanent channel crossings
¯ Vegetate slopes with first consideration given to native or drought tolerant

species
¯ Install energy dissipaters, such as riprap, at the outlets of new storm drains,

culverts, conduits, or channels that enter unlined channels in accordance with
applicable specifications to minimize erosion, with the approval of all
agencies with jurisdiction, e.g., the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the
California Department of Fish and Game

5. PROVIDE STORM DRAIN SYSTEM STENCILING AND SIGNAGE

Storm drain stencils are highly visible source controls that are typically placed directly
adjacent to storm drain inlets. The stencil contains a brief statement that prohibits the
dumping of improper materials into the storm water conveyance system. Graphical
icons, either illustrating anti-dumping symbols or images of receiving water fauna, are
effective supplements to the anti-dumping message.

¯ All storm drain inlets and catch basins within the project area shall be
stenciled with prohibitive language (such as: "DON’T DUMP! DRAINS TO
OCEAN") and/or graphical icons to discourage illegal dumping.

.. ~.~. ¯ Signs and prohibitive language and/or graphical icons, which prohibit illegal
-.-: dumping, shall be posted at designated public access points along channels

and creeks within the project area.
¯ Legibility of stencils and signs shall be maintained.

6. PROPERLY DESIGN OUTDOOR MATERIAL STORAGE AREAS

Outdoor material storage areas refer to storage areas or storage facilities solely for the
storage of materials. Improper storage of materials outdoors may provide an
opportunity for toxic compounds, oil and grease, heavy metals, nutrients, suspended
solids, and other polluta,,’,ts to enter the storm water conveyance system. WhEre
proposed project plans include outdoor areas for permanent storage of materials that
may contribute pollutants to the storm water conveyance system, the following
Structural or Treatment BMPs are required:

¯ Materials with the potential to contaminate storm water shall be: (1) placed in
an enclosure such as, but not limited to, a cabinet, shed, or similar structure
that prevents contact with runoff or spillage to the storm water conveyance
system; or (2) protected by secondary containment structures such as berms,
dikes, or curbs.

¯ The storage area shall be paved and sufficiently impervious to contain leaks
and spills.

Ventura County SQUIMP
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¯ The storage area shall have a roof or awning to minimize collection of storm
water within the secondary containment area. .-

7. PROPERLY DESIGN TRASH STORAGE AREAS

A trash storage area refers to an area where a trash receptacle or receptacles are
located for use as a repository for solid wastes. Loose trash and debris can be easily
transported by the forces of water or wind into nearby storm drain inlets, channels,
and/or creeks. All trash container areas shall meet the following Structural or
Treatment Control BMP requirements (individual single family residences are exempt
from these requirements):

¯ Trash container areas shall have drainage from adjoining roofs and pavement
diverted around the area(s).

¯ Trash container areas shall be screened or walled to prevent off-site transport
of trash.

8. PROVIDE PROOF OF ONGOING BMP MAINTENANCE

Improper maintenance is one of the most common reasons why water quality controls
will not function as designed or systems to fail entirely. It is important to consider who
will be responsible for maintenance of a permanent BMP and what equipment is    :-:..-..:-
required to perform the maintenance properly. As part of project review, if a project
applicant has included or is required to include, Structural or Treatment Control BMPs
in project plans, the Co-permittee shall require that the applicant provide verification of
maintenance provisions through such means as may be appropriate, including, but not
limited to legal agreements, covenants, CEQA mitigation requirements and/or
Conditional Use Permits.

For all properties, the verification will include the developer’s signed statement, as part
of the project application, accepting responsibility for all structural and treatment control
BMP maintenance untii the time. the property is transferred and, where applicable, a
signed agreement from the public or private entity assuming responsibility for Structural
or Treatment Control BMP maintenance. The transfer of property to a private or public
owner shall have conditions requiring the recipient to assume responsibility for
maintenance of any Structural or Treatment Control BMP included in the sales or lease
agreement for that property. The condition of transfer shall include a provision that the
property owners conduct maintenance inspection of all Structural or Treatment Control
BMPs at least once a year and retain proof of inspection. For residential properties
where the Structural or Treatment Control BMPs are located within a common area
which will be maintained by a homeowner’s association, language regarding the
responsibility for maintenance shall be included in the projects conditions, covenants    ....
and restrictions (CC&Rs). Printed educational materials will be required to accompany ~..;..
Ventura County SQUIMP
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the first deed transfer to highlight ’the existence of the requirement and to provide
information on what storm water management facilities are present, signs that
maintenance is needed, how the necessary maintenance can be performed, and
assistance that the Co-permitte.e can provide. The transfer of this information shall also
be required with any subsequent sale of the property.

If Structural or Treatment Control BMPs are located within a public area proposed for
transfer, they will be the responsibility of the developer until they are accepted for
transfer by the appropriate public agency. Structural or Treatment Control BMPs
proposed for transfer shall meet design standards adopted by the public entity for the
BMP installed and should be approved by the appropriate public agency prior to
installation.

9. DESIGN STANDARDS FOR STRUCTURAL OR TREATMENT CONTROL BMPs

Structural or Treatment Control BMPs selected for use at any project covered by this
SQUIMP shall meet the design standards of this Section unless specifically exempted.

Volume-based and flow-based design standards may be used separately or in
combination to equivalent treatment of storm water discharges. Volume-based criteria
should be used in the sizing of detention/retention or infiltration structures; flow-based
criteria should be used on swales, catch basin devices, or wetlands. Other, BMP-
specific criteria may be applicable. Project applicants should refer to the Ventura
Countywide Storm Water Quality Management Program Land Development Guidelines
for further information.

Volume-based Post-construction Structural or Treatment Control BMPs shall be
designed to mitigate (infiltrate or treat) storm water runoff from either:

1. the volume of annual runoff based on unit basin storage water quality volume, to achieve 80
percent or more volume treatment by the method recommended in California Stormwater Best
Management Practices Handbook- Industrial/Commercial, (1993), the Ventura Countywide
Stormwater Quality Management Program Land Development Guidelines, or

2. the 85= percentile 24-hour runoff event determined as the maximized capture storm water
volume for the area, from the formula recommended in Urban Runoff Quality Management,
WEF Manual of Practice No. 23/ ASCE Manual of Practice No. 87, (1998), or

3. the volume of runoff produced from a 0.75 inch storm event, prior to its discharge to a storm
water conveyance system, or

4. the volume of runoff produced from a histodca|-record based reference 24-hour rainfall criterion
for "treatment" that achieves approximately the same reduction in pollutant loads achieved by
the 85= percentile 24-hour runoff event,

OR

Ventura County SQUIMP
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Flow Based Post-Construction Structural. or Treatment Control BMPs shall be sized to
handle the flow generated from either:

1. 10% of the 50-year design flow rate, or

2. a flo~v that will result in treatment of the same portion of runoff as treated using volumetric
standards above, or

3. a rain event equal to at least 0.2 inches per hour intensity, or

4. a rain event equal to at least.two times the 85th percentile hourly rainfall intensity for Ventura
County

Limited Exclusion

VVhere the land area for development or redevelopment is less than 5,000 square feet,
restaurants are excluded from the numerical Structural or Treatment Control BMP
design standard requirement only.

10. PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO INDIVIDUAL PRIORITY PROJECT
CATEGORIES

REQUIREMENTS                                                              ~::iiii

A. 100,000 SQUARE FOOT COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENTS

1. PROPERLY DESIGN LOADING/UNLOADING DOCK AREAS

Loading/unloading dock areas have the potential for material spills to be quickly
transported to the storm water conveyance system. To minimize this potential, the
following design criteria are required:

Cover loading dock areas or design drainage to minimize run-on and runoff of
storm water.

¯ Direct connections to storm drains from depressed loading docks (truck wells)
are prohibited.

2. PROPERLY DESIGN REPAIR/MAINTENANCE BAYS

Oil and grease, solvents, car battery acid, coolant and gasoline from the
repaidmaintenance bays can negatively impact storm water if allowed to come into
contact with storm water runoff. Therefore, design plans for repair bays shall include

Ventura County SQUIMP
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the following:

¯ Repair/maintenance bays shall be indoors or designed in such a way tl~at
does not allow storm water run-on or contact with storm water runoff.

¯ Design a repair/maintenance bay drainage system to capture all washwater,
leaks and spills. Connect drains to a sump for collection and disposal. Direct
connection of the repair/maintenance bays to the storm drain system is
prohibited. If required by local jurisdiction, obtain an Industrial Waste
Discharge Permit.

3. PROPERLY DESIGN,VEHiCLE/EQUIPMENT WASH AREAS

The activity of vehicle/equipment washing/steam cleaning has the potential to
contribute metals, oil and grease, solvents, phosphates, and suspended solids to the
storm water conveyance system. Include, in the project plans, an area for
washing/steam cleaning of vehicles and equipment. The area in the site design shall
be:

Self-contained and/or covered, equipped with a clarifier, or other pretreatment
facility, and properly connected to a sanitary sewer.

B. RESTAURANTS

1. PROPERLY DESIGN EQUIPMENT/ACCESSORYWASH AREAS

The activity of outdoor equipment/accessory washing/steam cleaning has the potential
to contribute metals, oil and grease, solvents, phosphates, and suspended solids to the
storm water conveyance system. Include in the project plans an area for the
washing/steam cleaning of equipment and accessories. This area shall be:

¯ Self-contained, connected to a grease interceptor, and properly connected to
a sanitary sewer.

¯ If the wash area is to be located outdoors, it shall be covered, paved, have
secondary containment, be connected to a grease interceptor and be
connected to the sanitary sewer.

C. RETAIL GASOLINE OUTLETS

1. PROPERLY DESIGN FUELING AREA

Fueling areas have the potential to contribute oil and grease, solvents, car battery acid,
coolant and gasoline to the storm water conveyance system. The project plans shall
include the following BMPs:
Ventura County SQUIMP
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¯ The fuel dispensing area shall be covered with an overhanging roof structure
or canopy. The canopy’s minimum dimensions shall be equal to or greater
than the area within the grade break. The canopy shall not drain onto the
fuel dispensing area, and the canopy downspouts shall be routed to prevent
drainage across the fueling area.

¯ The fuel dispensing area shall be paved with Portland cement concrete (or
equivalent smooth impervious surface), and the use of asphalt concrete shall
be prohibited.

¯ The fuel dispensing area shall have a 2% to 4% slope to prevent ponding,
and shall be separated from the rest of the site by a grade break that
prevents run-on of storm water to the extent practicable.

¯ At a minimum, the concrete fuel dispensing area shall extend 6.5 feet (2.0
meters) from the corner of each fuel dispenser, or the length at which the
hose and nozzle assembly may be operated plus 1 foot (0.3 meter),
whichever is less.

D. AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR SHOPS

1. PROPERLY DESIGN FUELING AREA

Fueling areas have the potential to contribute oil and grease, solvents, car battery acid,
coolant and gasoline to the storm water conveyance system. Therefore, design plans,
which include fueling areas, shall contain the following:

¯ The fuel dispensing area shall be covered with an overhanging roof structure
or canopy. The cover’s minimum dimensions shall be equal to or greater
than the area within the grade break. The cover shall not drain onto the fuel
dispensing area and the downspouts shall be routed to prevent drainage
across the fueling area.

¯ The fuel dispensing areas shall be paved with Portland cement concrete (or
equivalent smooth impervious surface), and the use of asphalt concrete shall
be prohibited.

¯ The fuel dispensing area shall have a 2% to 4% slope to prevent ponding,
and shall be separated from the rest of the site by a grade break that
prevents run-on of storm water.

¯ At a minimum, the concrete fuel dispensing area shall extend 6.5 feet (2.0
meters) from the corner of each fuel dispenser, or the length at which the
hose and nozzle assembly may be operated plus 1 foot (0.3 meter),
whichever is less.

Ventura County SQUIMP
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2.      PROPERLY DESIGN REPAIR/MAINTENANCE BAYS

Oil and grease, solvents, car battery acid, coolant and gasoline from the
repair/maintenance bays can negatively impact storm water if allowed to come into
contact with storm water runoff. Therefore, design plans for repair bays shall include
the following:

¯ Repair/maintenance baysoshall be indoors or designed in such a way that
does not allow storm water run-on or contact with storm water runoff.

¯ Design a repair/maintenance bay drainage system to capture all wash-water,
leaks and spills. Connect drains to a sump for collection and disposal. Direct
connection of the repaidmaintenance bays to the storm drain system is
prohibited. If required by local jurisdiction, an Industrial Waste Discharge
Permit should be obtained.

3. PROPERLY DESIGN VEHICLE/EQUIPMENT WASH AREAS

The activity of vehicle/equipment washing/steam cleaning has the potential to
contribute metals, oil and grease, solvents, phosphates, and suspended solids to the
storm water conveyance system. Include, in the project plans, an area for
washing/steam cleaning of vehicles and equipment. This area shall be:

Self-contained and/or covered, equipped with a clarifier, or other pretreatment
facility, and properly connected to a sanitary sewer or to a permitted disposal
facility.

4. PROPERLY DESIGN LOADINGIUNLOADING DOCK AREAS

Loadinglunloading dock areas have the potential for material spills to be quickly
transported tc the s[orm water conveyance system. To minimize this potential, the
following design criteria are required:

¯ Cover loading dock areas or design drainage to minimize run-on and runoff of
storm water

¯ Direct connections to storm drains from depressed loading docks (truck wells)
are prohibited

E. PARKING LOTS

Ventura County SQUIMP
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1. PROPERLY DESIGN PARKING AREA                                     "-’.

Parking lots contain pollutants such as heavy metals, oil and grease, and polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons that are deposited on parking lot surfaces by motor vehicles.
These pollutants are directly transported to surface waters. To minimize the offsite
transport of pollutants, the following design criteria are required:

= Reduce impervious land coverage of parking areas
¯ Infiltrate runoff before it reaches the storm drain system
¯ Treat runoff before it reaches the storm drain system

2. PROPERLY DESIGN TO LIMIT OIL CONTAMINATION AND PERFORM
MAINTENANCE

Parking lots may accumulate oil, grease, and water insoluble hydrocarbons from vehicle
drippings and engine system leaks.

¯ Treat to remove oil and petroleum hydrocarbons at parking lots that are
heavily used (e,g. fast food outlets, lots with 25 or more parking spaces,
sports event parking lots, shopping malls, grocery stores, discount
warehouse stores)

¯ Ensure adequate operation and maintenance of treatment systems, ...~..
particularly sludge and oil removal, and system fouling/plugging prevention.~....~.:~ ~.’...
control

11. WAIVER

A Co-permittee may, through adoption of an ordinance or code incorporating the
treatment requirements of the SQUIMP, provide for a waiver from the requirement if
impracticability for a specific property can be established. A waiver for impracticability
shall be granted only when all other Structural or Treatment Control BMPs have been
considered and rejected as infeasible. Recognized situations of impracticability include,
(i) extreme limitations of space for treatment on a redevelopment project, (ii)
unfavorable or unstable soil conditions at a site to attempt infiltration, and (iii) risk of
ground water contamination because a known unconfined aquifer lies beneath the land
surface or an existing or potential underground source of drinking water is less than 10
feet from the soil surface. Any other justification for impracticability shall be separately
petitioned by the Co-permittee and submitted to the Regional Board for consideration.
The Regional Board may consider approval of the waiver justification or may delegate
the authority to approve a class of waiver justifications to the Regional Board Executive
Officer. The supplementary waiver justification becomes recognized and effective only
after approval by the Regional Board or the Regional Board Executive Officer. A waiver
granted by a Co-permittee to any development or redevelopment project may be

Ventura County SQUIMP
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revoked by the Regional Board Executive Officer for cause and with proper notice upon
petition.

If a waiver is granted for impracticability, the Co-permittee shall require the project
proponent to transfer the savings in cost, as determined by the Co-permittee, to a storm
water mitigation fund operated by a public agency or a non-profit entity to be used to
promote regional or alternative solutions for storm water pollution in the watershed.

12. LIMITATION ON USE OF INFILTRATION BMPs

Three factors significantly influence the potential for storm water to contaminate ground
water. They are (i) pollutant mobility, (ii) pollutant abundance in storm water, (iii) and
soluble fraction of pollutant. The risk of contamination of groundwater may be reduced
by pretreatment of storm water. A discussion of limitations and guidance for infiltration
practices is contained in, Potential Groundwater Contamination from Intentional and
Non-Intentional Storm water Infiltration, Report No. EPA/600/R-94/051, USEPA (1994).

The distance of the groundwater table from the infiltration BMP may also be a factor
determining the risk of contamination. A historic high water table distance separation of
ten feet depth in California presumptively poses negligible .risk for storm water not
associated with industrial activity or high vehicular traffic except in cases where
groundwater basins are unconfined. Unconfined groundwater basins and vulnerable
unconfined aquifers are areas that have been identified by the County of Ventura Public
Works Agency, Water Resources Division and the Regional Board as areas where the
application of infiltration BMPs should be limited to those that provide pre-treatment to
ensure groundwater is protected from pollutants of concern.

Infiltration BMPs are not recommended for areas of industrial activity or areas subject to
high vehicular traffic (25,000 or greater average daily traffic (ADT) on main roadway or
15,000 or more ADT on any intersecting roadway) unless appropriate pretreatment is
provided to ensure groundwater is protected and the infiltration BMP is not rendered
ineffective by overload.

13. ALTERNATIVE CERTIFICATION FOR STORM WATER TREATMENT
MITIGATION

In lieu of conducting detailed BMP review to verify Structural or Treatment Control
BMPs adequacy, a Co-permit’tee may elect to accept a signed certification from a Civil
Engineer or a Licensed Architect registered in the State of California, that the plan
meets the criteria established herein. The Co-permittee is encouraged to verify that
certifying person(s) have been trained on BMP design for water quality, not more than
two years prior to the signature date. Training conducted by an organization with storm
Ventura County SQUIMP
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water BMP design expertise (e.g., .a University, American Society of Civil Engineers,
American Society of Landscape Architects, American Public Works Association, or the
California Water Environment Association) may be considered qualifying.

14. RESOURCES AND REFERENCE

TABLE

SUGGESTED RESOURCES I HOW TO GET A COPY

Ventura Countywide Stormwater Quality Ventura County Flood Control District
Management Program Land Development 800 South Victoria Avenue
Guidelines Ventura, CA 93009

805-650-4064
Presents guidance for designing storm water BMPs

Start at the Source (1999) by Bay Area Stormwater Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies
Management Agencies Association Association

2101 Webster Street
Detailed discussion of permeable pavements and Suite 500
alternative driveway designs presented. Oakland, CA

510-286-1255

Design of Stormwater Filtering Systems (1996) by Center for Watershed Protection
Richard A. Claytor and Thomas R. Schuler 8391 Main Street

Ellicott City, MD 21043
Presents detailed engineering guidance on ten 410-461-8323
different storm water-filtering systems.

Better Site Design: A Handbook for Changing Center for Watershed Protection
Development Rules in Your Community (1998) 8391 Main Street

Ellicott City, MD 21043
Presents guidance for different model development 410-461-8323
alternatives.

Design Manual for Use of Bioretention in Prince George’s County
Stormwater Management (1993) Watershed Protection Branch

9400 Peppercom Place, Suite 600
Presents guidance for designing bioretention Landover, MD 20785
facilities.

Ventura County SQUIMP
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SUGGESTED RESOURCES HOW TO GET A COPY
Operation, Maintenance and Management of Watershed Management Institute, Inc.
Stormwater Management (1997) 410 White Oak Drive

Crawfordville, FL 32327
Provides a thorough look at storm water practices 850-926-5310
including, planning and design considerations,
programmatic and regulatory aspects, maintenance
considerations, and costs.

California Storm Water Best Management Practices Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
Handbooks (1993) for Construction Activity, Cashiers Office
Municipal, and Industrial/Commercial 900 S. Fremont Avenue

Alhambra, CA 91803
Presents a description of a large variety of 626-458-6959
Structural BMPs, Treatment Control, BMPs and
Source Control BMPs

Second Nature: Adapting LA’s Landscape for Tree People
Sustainable Living (1999) by Tree People 12601 Mullholland Ddve

Beverly Hills, CA 90210
Detailed discussion of BMP designs presented to    818-753-4600
conserve water, improve water quality, and achieve
flood protection.

Florida Development Manual: A Guide to Sound Florida Department of the Environment 2600
Land and Water Management (1988) Blairstone Road, Mail Station 3570

Tallahassee, FL 32399
Presents detailed guidance for designing BMPs 850-921-9472

Stormwater Management in Washington State Department of Printing
(2000) Vols. 1-5 State of Washington Department of Ecology

P.O. Box 798
Presents detailed guidance on BMP design for new Olympia, WA 98507-0798
development and construction. 360-407-7529

Maryland Stormwater Design Manual (2000) Maryland Department of the Environment
2500 Broening Highway

Presents guidance for designing storm water BMPs Baltimore, MD 21224
410-631-3000

Texas Nonpoint Source Book - Online Module Texas Statewide Storm Water Quality Task Force
(1998) .www.txnpsbook.orcl North Central Texas Council of Governments

616 Six Rags Drive
Presents BMP design and guidance information on- Arlington, "IX 76005
line                                    817-695-9150
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SUGGESTED RESOURCES HOW TO GET A COPY

Urban Storm Drainage, Criteria Manual - Volume Urban Drainage and Flood Control District
3, Best Management Practices (1999) 2480 West 26th Avenue, Suite 156-B

Denver, CO 80211
Presents guidance for designing BMPs 303-455-6277

National Storm water Best Management Practices American Society of Civil Engineers
(BMP) Database, Version 1.0 1801 Alexander Bell Drive

Reston, VA 20191
Provides data on performance and evaluation of 703-296-6000
storm water BMPs

Guidance Specifying Management Measures for National Technical Information Service U.S.
Sources of Nonpoint Pollution in Coastal Waters Department of Commerce
(1993) Report No. EPA-840-B-92-002. Springfield, VA 22161

800-553-6847
Provides an overview of, planning and design
considerations, programmatic and regulatory
aspects, maintenance considerations, and costs.

Caltrans Storm Water Quality Handbook: Planning California Department of Transportation
and Design Staff Guide (Best Management P.O. Box 942874
Practices .Handbooks (1998) Sacramento, CA 94274-0001

916-653-2975
Presents guidance for design of storm water BMPs
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TABLE 2

EXAMPLE BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (BMPs)

The following are examples of BMPs that can be used for minimizing the introduction of
pollutants of concern that may result in significant impacts, generated from site runoff to
the storm water conveyance system. (See Table 1" Suggested Resources for additional
sources of information):

¯ Provide reduced width sidewalks and incorporate landscaped buffer areas
between sidewalks and streets. However, sidewalk widths shall still comply
with regulations for the Americans with Disabilities Act and other life safety
requirements.

¯ Design residential streets for the minimum required pavement widths needed
to comply with all zoning and applicable ordinances to support travel lanes;
on-street parking; emergency, maintenance, and service vehicle access;
sidewalks; and vegetated open channels.

¯ Comply with all zoning and applicable ordinances to minimize the number of
residential street cul-de-sacs and incorporate landscaped areas to reduce
their impervious cover. The radius of cul-de-sacs should be the minimum
required to accommodate emergency and maintenance vehicles. Alternative
turnarounds should be considered.

¯ Use permeable materials for private sidewalks, driveways, parking lots, or
interior roadway surfaces (examples: hybrid lots, parking groves, permeable
overflow parking, etc.).

¯ Use open space development that incorporates smaller lot sizes.
¯ Reduce building density.
¯ Comply with all zoning and applicable ordinances to reduce overall lot

imperviousness by promoting alternative driveway surfaces and shared
driveways that connect two or more homes together.

¯ Comply with all zoning and applicable ordinances to reduce the overall
imperviousness associated with parking lots by providing compact car
spaces, minimizing stall dimensions, incorporating efficient parking lanes, and
using pervious materials in spillover parking areas.

¯ Direct rooftop runoff to pervious areas such as yards, open channels, or
vegetated areas, and avoid routing rooftop runoff to the roadway or the storm
water conveyance system.

¯ Biofilters including vegetated swales and strips
¯ Extended/dry detention basins
¯ Infiltration basin
¯ Infiltration trenches or vaults
¯ Wet detention basins/wet ponds
¯ Constructed wetlands

Ventura County SQUIMP
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

¯ Catch basin inserts
¯ Continuous flow deflection/separation systems
¯ Storm drain inserts
¯ Media filtration
¯ Bioretention facility
¯ Foundation planting
¯ Catch basin screens
¯ Normal flow storage/separation systems
¯ Cladfiers
¯ Filtration systems
¯ Primary waste water treatment systems
¯ Dry Wells1
¯ Cistern

1 The proponent must ensure that this BMP complies with all applicable federal, state, and local ...:~ ...
requirements for siting, construction, operation and maintenance.
Ventura County SQUIMP
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I~GURE 1: Unconfined Groundwater Basins and Vulnerable Unconfined Aquifers
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CITY OF Los ANGELES
~OARD OF CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF

PUBLIC WORKS ~__ PUBLIC WORKS

COMMISSIONERS BUREAU OF SANITATION

ELLEN STEIN JUDITH A, WILSON

VALERIE LYNNE SHAW JAMES F. LANGLEYv~CE~.ES~OENT RICHARD J. RIORDAN JOSEPH E. MUNDINE
MAYOR OREW B, SONES

MARIBEL MARIN VINCENT J. VARSH
~RESIOEN~ PRO-~M~’ORE ASS=S’rANT 0~Em’O~

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT DIVISION

WOODY FLEMING
65o SOUTH SPRING s’r., SUITI= 700

STEVE CARMONA
Los ANGELES. CA 90014

(213] 847-6350
FAX: (213) 847-9443

October 18, 2000

Wendy Phillips
California Regional Water Quality Control Board
Los Angeles Region
320 W. 4t~ Street, Suite 200
Los Angeles, CA 90013

SUSMP REQUIREMENTS AS PART OF CEQA MITIGATION MEASURES

Dear Ms. Phillips:

The City Planning Department has incorporated the Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan
(SUSMP) requirements into their existing CEQA Mitigation Measures. As a result, SUSMP
requirements are now imposed not only on the nine (9) Planning Priority Projects but also as
appropriate on all other discretionary projects.

Under the CEQA process, all discretionary projects undergo a review to determine if they may have
any significant adverse impact on the environment, including impacts from stormwater discharges. If a
potentially significant impact is determined, appropriate BMP(s) must be incorporated into the design
plans prior to the project applicant obtaining a building or grading permit. Currently, the Stormwater
Management Division staff review the design plans of all projects having stormwater mitigation
measures to ens=Jre that the proposed BMPs are properly sized.

Should you have any questions, please call me at 213-847-6346 or Wing Tam at 213-8~,7-5225.

!. Sincerely,

Gary Le/e Moore, P.E.
Program Manager

GLM/MFSNVKT/PT:tn
H:\ENG\PROJECTS\MODEL\P LANNING\City SUSMPs\Wendy4.doc

; cc: Xavier Swamikannu, California Regional Water Quality Control Board
Frank Eberhard, Deputy Director, City Planning Department

~, James F. Langley, Assistant Director, Bureau of Sanitation
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County of Los Angeles Q Fire Department
Prevention Bureau
Health Hazardous Materials Division
5825 Rickenbacker Rd., Commerce CA 90040

FACSIMILE TRANSMITAL SHEET

TO: HHMC, Trauma Scene management Subcommittee Members.

Phone:
FAX:
Date/Time: 12-11-2000

FROM: GERALD P. MUNOZ, SUPERVISING HMS

Health Hazardous Materials Division
EMERGENCY OPERATIONS

5825 Rickenbacker Road
Commerce, CA 90040

Phone: (323) 890-4088 FAX: (323) 890-4046
Total number of pages, including this cover sheet: SEVEN

COMMENTS: Please review the attached letters. The first is from Dr.
Fannin, I believe that there is not much more to be said. This letter is great. The
second is from Los Angeles County Fire Department Management. We may find
that this is may be the most expedient way to answer this question. We will
maintain an active Ad Hoc committee status until we have an answer from the
Public Works or there is a need to take this question to the State level. Thanks for
.your participation. As a "responder" I feel better that agency reps like .you are
dedicated to address issues such as this one.
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COUNTY OF LOS ADCGELES ~ DEFA.RTM~E1N-r OF [[EALTII SERVICES
PUBLIC H~ALTEt

DISEASE CO~Nq’ROL PROGRAMS

2000

Dennis Dick=rson
California Regional Wamr Qu~ky

Con=oi Bozrd
Los . mg=i=s R=gion
320 W. 4~ S~ Su~t= 2~                                                :
Los .~g={~, CA 900 I3

I recently armnd~d an ad hoc committee meeting convened by th~ Los Ang¢le~ County
Hazardous Materiels Coo~g Commitm= to addrtss the issue ofcltmaup of Mood aud other
human tismae at acnid=nt sit~ or accidental .spills. Your employ~ Dr. Xavi~ S~ammikmxm
asked that I put my rico, mmendations for an ~xctptkm to the storm drain discharg~
in eh= washdown of accid~ataI b~ood/tiasu= spills in writflag for th= cotmidtT-ation of your Board.

Tn= subjem we discussed at tht meeting w-as washdown of an am:ident sit= whine: blood had
spitte2_ .’Uais gmam-ally occurs on the streets or in othtr public place~ foilowiug a vehicle or
pezt~strimx accidemL, or where a container hold/tag blood spil~ onto the pav~mt=t or grmmd.

~u Los Amgel~s Cotmty, we have encountered th~se siumtions rtgut~y mad proct~ with clean-
up by washing down the contaminatt~ff su~c~ with a lot of water. Some ageacits have
chemicals such as ctaloriae Erior to w~shdowa to inactivate pot~atiat vi.ras~ which might be
present in the b|ood. I have aot mcommeadtxt this. The runoff would eith~" soak omo the soil or
be ¢mTied to z storm draku

My recommendations to the fire d¢parmaent or others rtspo~siflte t’or cie~n trp have 5~n based
on the following consideration:

I. The ID’eat=st safety fox" cleanup pe~sormel and the safety of the public. The mount ofblo~xlat the scene of one of these ac~dental ~ is ustmlty small, less than a unit of blood," or 7.50 co.

It genre’ally spreads thinly over the surfac= it covers, and like any liquid quickly flo.ws iuto
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cracks and crevices of the surface it is on. If the blood is cleaned up directly by a person, there is .
a risk of spatter exposure to the mouth or eyes or direct exposu~ through cats on the hands or
exposed surfaces of the body. The likelihood of complete cleanup is small since any liquid
could spread widely throughout the accident scene. The action of water on blood is to
immediately des~oy the blood ¢e|Is and to dilute the ma~comainedLnside them rapidly.
The likelihood of’survival of biologic agents associated with the blood is minuscule. The actions
of road chemicals on such agents would also be to destroy them or render them harmless.
Allowing the runofto drain into a storm sewer would not be a health hazard either at the
accident scene or further down the drain. It certain~y would not be a problem at the ocean drain
site.

The biologic agents which concern most people on a theoretic basis are HIV vird.s, Hepatitis B
virus, and Hepatitis C virus. These are the most likely viruses to be present in blood in
California citizens. None of these viruses reproduce outside a living human cell. The HIV virus
is a fi-agile virus and is inactivated by numerous chemicals, heat, and light. In fact, a I: I0
dilution of household bleach is adequate to inactivate the virus under most conditions. Hepatitis
C virus is probably the most prevalent virus in the blood of Caiifordans. it is present in between
0.5% to 2%) people in the US and Europe. The risk at an accident scene for encountering
Hepatitis C would be no greater than 2:I00 on average. The second most prevalent virus would
be Hepatitis B. In California, the risk of encountering Hepatitis B contaminated blood at an
accident site would be approximately 5: 1,000. The risk ofb/oo:i at an accident being
contaminated with HIV virus would be approximately I:I,000 or less on an average.

2. Increased effectiveness and efficiency of cleanup. Because the blood spreads and splatters
the most rapid and effective clean up will be a washdowtk This will prevent undue delays of
freeway tza_~c and the long waiting periods necessary to call special cleaning squads. It will
also remove the visible remains of the accident much faster thus preventing citizen concern flora
escalating.

3. Cost savings to the fh’e deparmaent, highway patrol, and CalTrans employees. It Will
decrease the cost of accident investigation and cleanup by decreasing the cleanup time for major
injury accidents and eLiminate the need for special cleanup units..

4. Demonstration to the public that such visible blood is not a reason for undue concern if
handled properly. Treating a blood spill as if it were a class 4 contamination gives the wrong
message concerning risk to the public. In addition, the use of plain water would not unecessarily
add increased amounts of chemicals to the runoff water. This will further decrease the burden of
runoff water cdntamination of~ the storm drain system, keeping chemical contaminants to an
unavoidable mum.

I am an active supporter of efforts to protect the environment of the Santa Monica Bay and all
Coastal waters. My Department has been an active participant in evaluating storm chain runoff"
into the Bay and we monitor it carefully. Though there is no likelihood of sterile effluent from
storm chains, we still need tO assure the community that we are watching those drains and
mirdmizing the products of civilization which get into them. My recommendations are made in
the spirit of these activities.
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If there i.s any fu.nher information I can provide, please let me know. I can be reached at
(213)240-7728, FAX (213)202-5980, e-mail sfarmin@dhs.co.la.ca.us.

Sincerely yours,          .

Director, Disease Control Progr’am.s
Public Health, Department of Health Services,
Los Angeles County

cc: James G. Haughto.n, M.D.
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~~.~~
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

~ FIRE DEP&RTMENT

1320 NORTH EASTERN ~,VENUE
LOS ANGELE,~, r~klJFORNIA 900~3-32’94

(323) 881-2401

P, MICHAEL FREEMAN
FIRE CHIEF
FORESTER & FIRE WARDEN

November 30, 2000

Harry W. Stone, Director
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
900 South Fremont Avenue
Alhambra, CA 91803

Dear Mr. Stone:

SUBJECT: MITIGATION OF RESIDUAL BLOOD RELEASES

Our Department is requesting your assistance in addressing an issue that continually surfaces during
public agency responses to trauma scenes involving mitigation of residual blood from victims.

The Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors established the Hazardous Materials Coordinating
Committee (HMCC) to "facilitate information sharing among government and private agencies for
the coordinated influence and development of legislation, policies and procedures to assure
comprehensive protection of communities from hazardous materials." The HMCC is chaired by
our Department and includes representatives from several government agencies.

A Trauma Scene Management Subcommittee was established to address the mitigation of residual
blood releases. This ad-hoc Committee is focused on the health and safety issues that responders,
victims, and the environment may face at trauma scenes in public areas. The following agencies
are Committee members: The Los Angeles County Department of Health Services (DHS), Los
Angeles City Fire Department, Los Angeles County Sanitation Districts, Los Angeles Sheriff’s
Department, Office of Public Safety, Long Beach Department of Health and Human Services,
Pasadena Fire Department, Cal Trans, City and County Department’s of Public Works, Coroner’s
Office, and the Regional Water Quality Control Board.

Members of this Committee recently met with staff from the State Department of Health Services,
Medical Waste Management Program, and were advised that the 1998 Trauma Scene Waste
Management Act did not apply to public agencies. An inquiry to the Federal Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) Region 9 and their Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response
produced no documents that address this issue on the Federal level. The EPA suggested that this
should be resolved at the regional level.
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Mr. Harry Stone, Director
November 30, 2000
Page 2

The HMCC has received a letter from Dr. Shirley Fanin, Medical Director, Disease Control
Programs, Los Angeles County DHS, that indicates the most rational method of protecting the
health of responders and the public is the practice of washing down residual blood. A copy of this
letter is enclosed for your review. Discussions with Mr. Rod Kubomoto of your Watershed
Management Division led us to believe that this approach may be consistent with the limits and
exemptions of the Los Angeles County National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
permit. We present this issue to you as the administrator of the County NPDES permit to resolve
with the State Regional Water Quality Control Board (Los Angeles Region) as part of the
permitting process.

Your assistance in addressing this important issue will be of great benefit to the public agencies of
Los Angeles County. Also, your direction on this matter will greatly influence the way that fn’st
responders across the region prepare and respond to trauma scenes.

If you have any further questions, please call me or have your staff contact Michael Wilkinson,
Acting Deputy Fire Chief, Prevention Bureau, at (323) 881-2461 or William Jones, Chief, Health
Hazardous Materials Division, at (323) 890-4043.

S inc~re~,~ou r.s~:,...~ _

.~. MI’CI~EL FREEIMAN---
~1 PMF:na

Enclosure

c: Rod Kubomoto, Assistant Deputy Director (DPW)

bc: Freeman, Miller, Wilkinson, Jones, Ochoa, Munoz
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTALREGION IX PROTECTION AGENCY

75 Ha~home Strut
San Francisco, CA ~10~

In Reply
Referto: WTR-5

Dennis A. Dickerson
Executive Officer
California Regional Water Quality Comrol Board,                           :..~
Los Angeles Region                                                  ’~.

320 West 4~ Street, Suite 200
Los Angeles, CA 90013

Dear Mr. Dickerson:

The letter is in follow up to our meeting on October 5, 2000 concerning the NRD~°
Petition to Withdraw the NPDES storm water permit program administered by the Los Angeles
Regional Board. One of the NRDC’s principal concerns with the Regional Board’s program is
the alleged absence of an effective program for controlling pollutants in storm water discharges
fi-om industrial facilities. NRDC also recognizes, however, that the root of the problem is the lack
of adequate staffing at the Regional Board to implement the program. At the October 5 meeting
we suggested that the upcoming MS4 permit reissuance for Los Angeles County require that the
MS4 permittees provide more assistance to the Regional Board in this regard. We also indicated
that we would provide this letter of support to the Regional Board for such requirements.

EPA’s storm water permit application regulations of November 16, 1990 (55 Fed. R_g.g.
47990) set forth the permit application requirements for industries and municipalities and also
provide guidance concerning the implementation of the program over the longer term. The storm
water regulations envision a cooperative effort on the part of the NPDES permitting authority and
permitted MS4s in the implementation of the industrial storm water program (55 Fed. R__cg.
47997). The regulations at 40 CFR 122.26(d)(2)(iv)(C) also specifically require that MS4
permittees develop and impiemem controls on industrial sources which discharge into the storm
sewer system, including:

"a description era program to monitor and control pollutants in storm water discharges
to municipal systems fi’om municipal landfills, hazardous waste treatment, disposal and
recovery facilities, industrial facilities that are subject to Section 313 of Title IT[ of the
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 (SARA), and industrial
facilities that the municipal permit applicant determines are contributing a substantial
pollutant loading to the municipal storm sewer system."

The current MS4 permit for Los Angeles County requires "educational visits" by MS4
personnel to assist industrial/commercial facilities in complying with local ordinances and
prohibitions. We understand that the intent of this particular requirement was to provide time for

¯
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the permittees to gain experience in controlling pollutants in storm water discharges from these
facilities. Now that the permittees have had five years to gain such experience, we recommend
that the next permit explicitly require that the permittees require compliance with local ordinances
and implement an effective enforcement program to ensure com_pli~ce. ~For industrial facilities,~
such a requirement would be fully consistent with EPA regulations at 40 CFR
122.26(d)(2)(iv)(C). We also believe that the P, egional Board’s extension of the program to
commercial facilities is consistent with EPA regulations at 40 CFR 122.26(d)(2)(iv)(A); however,
NRDC’s concerns are primarily related to industrial fadlifies.

Since the intent and requirements of local MS4 ordinances are usually similar (but perhaps
less detailed) to the requirements of the State’s general NPDES permit for industries, the above

pollutants in storm water discharges from industrial (and commercial) facilities. As noted above,
NRDC’s concerns with the R.egional Board’s program are fundamentally resource-related, and by
utilizing the resources of the MS4 permittees more effectively, this should help to address
NRDC’s concerns.

It should also be ~oted that the above recommendation would be nothing new for
California MS4 permits. For example, the MS4 permits issued in 1996 for Orange and Riverside
Counties already include explicit requirements for eaforcemem of local ordinances for storm
water pollution control. Detailed enforcement requirements for local ordinances have also been
proposed by the SanDiego Regional Board for the upcoming reissuance of the San Diego County
MS4 permit.

Should you have any questions regarding this matter, please call me at (415) 744-1860, or
refer your staff’to Eugene Bromley of the CWA Standards and Permits Office at (415) 744-1906.

Sincerely,

Alexis Strauss
Director, Water Division

cc: Xavier Swamikannu, Los Angeles RWQCB
David Beckman, NRDC
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City Council Meeting 12-19-2000                 Santa Monica, California

ORDINANCE NUMBER 1995 (CCS)
(City Council Series)

AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL
OF THE CITY OF SANTA MONICA

ADDING CHAPTER 8.108 TO THE SANTA MONICA MUNICIPAL CODE
WHICH ADOPTS SANTA MONICA AMENDMENTS

TO THE CALIFORNIA BUILDING STANDARDS CODE
RELATING TO GREEN BUILDING STANDARDS

WHEREAS, on June 8, 1999, the City Council adopted Ordinance Number 1945

(CCS), which adopts the California Building Standards Code, Santa Monica amendments

to the California Building Standards Code; and other technical codes; and

WHEREAS, Health and Safety Code Sections 18938 and 17958 provides that the

California Building Standards Code establishes building standards’ for all occupancies

throughout the State; and

WHEREAS, Health and Safety Code Section 18941.5 provides that the City may

establish more restrictive building standards if they are reasonably necessary due to local

climatic, geological or topographical conditions; and

WHEREAS, the City Counci! has considered the 1998 edition of the California

Building Standards Code, which incorporates by reference the 1996-1997 editions of the

Technical Codes, and all of the referenced standards, tables, matrices and appendices of

each of these codes therein; and

WHEREAS, based upon the findings contained in the Resolution adopted

concurrently with this Ordinance, the City Council has found that certain modifications and
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additions to the California Building Standards Code are reasonably necessary based upon

local climatic, topographical and geological conditions; and

WHEREAS, Public Resource Code Section 25402.1(h)(2) says that a local

enforcement agency may adopt more restrictive energy standards when they are cost-

effective and approved by the Energy Commission; and

WHEREAS, the City hired a private consultant to conduct a cost study of the

proposed changes and said study demonstrated the cost effectiveness of these changes;

and

WHEREAS, the State Energy Commission approved the proposed standards on

September 20, 2000;

NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY. OF SANTA MONICA

DOES ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:                 -

SECTION 1. Chapter 8.108 is hereby added to the Santa Monica Municipal Code to

read as follows:

CHAPTER 8.108 GREEN BUILDING STANDARDS

8.108.010 Purpose.

The green building design and construction standards established in this chapter are

intended to reduce human exposure to noxious materials; conserve non-renewable energy

and scarce materials; minimize the ecological impact of energy and materials used; use

renewable energy and materials that are sustainably harvested; and protect and restore

local air, water, flora and fauna. These standards will help protect the health of building

occupants; improve employee productivity; use energy, water and materials more

efficiently; incorporate recycled-content building materials; and increase the durability, ease

2
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of maintenance, an~ economy of building operations.

8.108.0:20 Scope.

The provisions of this chapter shall apply to all new buildings, and existing buildings

whose repair, alteration or rehabilitation costs exceed 50 percent of their replacement cost

as determined by Section 8.84.040 except (a) one-and-two-family dwellings and their

accessory structures and (b) qualified historic buildings as defined in the State Historic

Building Code (Title 24, Part

8.108.030 Compliance Methods.

(a) Except as provided in subsections (b) and (c) of this Section, the envelope,

space-conditioning, lighting and service water-heating systems of all buildings subject to

the provisions of this chapter shall be designed, constructed and installed to use no more

source energy from non-renewable sources than the allowable energy budget calculated

in accordance with the performance approach set forth in Chapter 8.36 and reduced in

accordance with Section 8.108.040.

(b) Multi-family residential buildings that are three stories or less in height may use

the prescriptive approach set forth in Chapter 8.36 for the envelope, space-conditioning,

lighting and service water-heating systems if these buildings also meet the following

requirements:

(1) all windows and glass patio doors are equipped with do~ble-glazed,

low-emissivity glazing, with center- of-glass U-value not more than 0.32 Btu/(hr.sq.ft. dog.

F.), and Solar Heat Gain Coefficient not more than 0.37;

(2) fixed lighting fixtures installed within the dwelling units have a combined average

efficacy of not less than 40 lumens per watt;

3
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(3) water heaters have a minimum energy factor of 0.60; and

(4) space cooling appliances’(if installed) have a Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio

(SEER) of not less than 12.,

(c) When building designs, materials or devices cannot be adequately modeled by

the performance approach, alternate calculation methods may be used when approved by

the California Energy Commission pursuant to their administrative regulations for

exceptional methods.

8.108.040 Reductions in Allowable Energy Budgets.

Allowable energy budgets shall be the allowable energy budget determined in

accordance with Chapter 8.36 and reduced by the following factors for the occupancy

types shown in Table 8.108-A. Required reduction factors for occupancies not shown in

Table 108-~k shall be determined by the Building Officer for the most similar energy

consuming use.                                                                  .~;~.

Table 8.108-A

Required Reduction Factors for Allowable Energy Budgets

Multi-family residences 20%

Hotels and motels 25%

Commercial and institutional offices 25%

Light industrial 25%

Retail 20%
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When determining compliance with the percentage reduction, alternate calculation

methods that consider energy savings in addition to those recognized in Chapter 8.36 may

be used when approved by the Building Officer. These savings may include, but are not

limited to, efficiency of fan systems with motors less than twenty-five horsepower and

garage ventilation controls.

8.108.050 Use of Recycled Construction Materials.

All new buildings subject to the provisions of the chapter shall be built with a.

minimum of four major construction materials that have a post-consumer recycled content

that meets the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) recycled content guidelines as set

forth in the Comprehensive Guideline for Procurement of Products Containing Recovered

Materials (CPG) and the Recovered Materials Advisory Notices (40 CFR Part 247), or any

successor publication. Building and Safety Division shall maintain copies of the most recent

guidelines issued by the EPA. Major construction materials are those materials that serve

a structural, partitioning or finishing function throughout the building or cover more than

one-half of the floor, roof or wall surfaces.

8.108.060 Additional Mandatory Features for All Buildings.

(a) Solar Water Heating. Solar collectors shall be the primary source to heat

swimming pool water and to preheat industrial process water, including but not limited to,

car washes and laundries.

(b) Pipe Insulation. All hot water distribution and recirculating system piping shall

be thermally insulated from the heater to the end-use fixtures. Pipe insulation shall have

R-value equal to R-4 for piping 2 inches or less in diameter and R-6 for larger piping. The

R-value specified shall not be exceeded.
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(c) Heat Traps. Heat traps shall be provided on the inlets and outlets of

non-circulating hot water heaters and tanks to reduce the buoyancy-induced flow of hot

water through the piping. Bent piping for heat traps shall have a minimum external

diameter of twelve inches.                           "

SECTION 2. Section 8.36.0’I 0 of the Santa Monica Municipal Code is amended to

read as follows:

8.36.010. Adoption.

That certain document entitled "California Energy Code, 1998 Edition," which is Part

6 of Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations, as published by the California Building

Standards Commission and the International Conference of Building Officials is hereby

adopted as the Energy Code of Santa Monica, subject to the provisions of Chapter 8.108

Green Buildinq Standards.

SECTION 3. Any provision of the Santa Monica Municipal Code or appendices

thereto, inconsistent with the provisions of this Ordinance, to the extent of such

inconsistencies and no further, are hereby repealed or modified to that extent necessary to

effect the provisions of this Ordinance.

SECTION 4. If any Section, subsection, sentence, clause, or phrase of this

Ordinance is for any reason held to be invalid or unconstitutional by a decision of any court

of any competent jurisdiction, such decision shall not affect the validity of the remaining

portions of this Ordinance. The City Council hereby declares that it would have passed this

Ordinance, and each and every Section, subsection, sentence, clause, or phrase not
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declared invalid or unconstitutional without regard to whether any portion of the Ordinance

would be subsequently declared invalid or unconstitutional.

SECTION 5. The Mayor shall sign and the City Clerk shall attest to the passage of-

this Ordinance. The City Clerk shall cause this ordinance, or a summary thereof to be

published once in the official newspaper within 15 days after its adoption. This Ordinance

shall be effective 30 days after its adoption.

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

MARSHA JONES.~OUTRIE
City Attorney
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Adopted and approved this 19th day of December, 2000. --- .

¯
Michael Fein~,~n, Mayor

State of California ) ,
County of Los Angeles ) ss.
City of Santa Monica )

I, Maria M. Stewart, City Clerk of the City of Santa Monica, do hereby certify that the
foregoing Ordinance No. 1995 (CCS) had it’s introduction on December 5, 2000, and
was adopted at the Santa Monica City Council meeting held on December 19, 2000, by
the following vote:

Ayes:    Council members: Holbrook, O’Connor, McKeown, Genser, Katz, Mayor Pro
Tern Bloom, Mayor Feinstein

Noes: Council members: None

Abstain: Council members: None

Absent: Council members: None

ATTEST:

Mada M. Stewart, City Clerk
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Los Angeles County
Municipal NPDES Permit

Executive Advisory Committee,
Wednesday, January 10, 200,t~L 1:30 P.M.

Los Angeles County Departmen{ of Public Works
900 South Fremont Avenue, .Alhambra_

12th Floor Conference Room

~ 1. Call to Order

,/ 2. Approval of December 13, 2000, Minutes

~ 3. Presentation by Paul Polizzotto of"Adopt a Stormdrain"

~/4. Regional Board Update

5. Permit Activities Update

Annual Report
~//6. Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL)

¯ Monitoring Plan

¯ Task Force Report

7. Public Comments

8. Closed Session Discussion

February 14, 200~1 ~,~_9. Next Meeting -

10. Adjournment

UNIT2\CRIOS\EAC\EAC-Agenda-Jan2001 .wpd
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Dan Radulescu - Today’s EAC Mtg Page

From: Dennis Dickerson
To: Dan Radulescu; Dennis Dasker; Wendy Phillips; Xavier Swamikannu
Date: 1/10/01 4:11PM
Subject: Today’s EAC Mtg

This notes will range several topics

TMDL Zero trash appears to be the big issue for the cities. Were there any way to modify or rephrase it
would go a long way to reduce controversy.

Any mtg on the permit/TMDL with enviro groups they are asking to be participants

Asking that we post TMDL comment response on the web

TMDL I committed that we should get any change sheet or response to comenmts out not later than two
days before the mtg.

NTMC comment that we appeared to stray from our commitment early on not to link NTMC to the TMDL,
i.e., monitoring They want a mtg to discuss the NTMC letter and our outlook. Wendy, pls arrange.

Suggestion that I support that we establish after the TMDL is adopted a standing TMDL implementation
working group

I requested that they offer a review/overview of the ROWDs that are submitted early on. Feb 14 is
tentative date Invite enviros - mtg not intended to debate but just present their viewpoint
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Rouge River National Wet Weather Demonstration Project

MISSION STATEMENT                               ’

The mission of the Rouge River National Wet Weather Demonstration Project is to demonstrate
effective solutions to water quality problems facing an urban watershed highly impacted by wet
weather and develop potential solutions and implement projects which will lead to the restoration
of water quality in the Rouge River. The project wiIl address both conventional and toxic
pollutants to:

¯ provide a safe and healthy recreational river resource for present and future generations;
¯ re-establish a healthy and diverse ecosystem within the Rouge River Watershed;
¯ protect downstream water resources such as the Detroit River and Lake Erie; and
¯ help ensure compliance with federal, state and local environmental laws which protect human

health and the environment.

This will be accomplished through the developI:nent, implementation and financial integration of
technical, social and institutional frameworks leading to cost-efficient and innovative watershed-
based solutions to wet weather problems. This watershed-based national demonstration project
will provide other municipalities across the nation facing similar problems with guidance and
potentia!ly effective ~olutions.
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PREFACE

The Rouge River and its watershed are a primary source of pollution to the Great Lakes. The Clean
Water Act of 1972 intended to make waterways "fishable and swimmable" by 1972. Although that
goal has not been reached, great progress has been made in improving water quality in most
waterways. The Rouge River Remedial Action Plan (RAP) provided a basis for which The Rouge
River National Wet Weather Demonstration Project (Rouge Project) efforts were created: it
identified the major sources of pollution and measured the relative contributions of each. The RAP
is the continuing foundation for the Rouge Project and presents a framework for addressing the
problems within the Rouge River by looking beyond treatment and focusing instead on prevention
methods.

The Rouge Project was established under the initial Rouge Grant 1 from the United States
Environment Protection Agency, Region 5, and enabled Wayne County to initiate a comprehensive
watershed-wide pollution-control approach that addresses combined sewer overflow (CSO),
stormwater management, and other nonpoint source controls through the application of innovative
technologies, progressive financial and institutional arrangements, and creative public involvement
and education programs.

Rouge Grant 2 provides the framework for the progression and implementation of Project goals as
Wayne County continues its mission to develop potential solutions and implement projects which will
lead to the restoration of water quality in the Rouge River. The Project will address both
conventional and toxic pollutants to:

¯ provide a safe and healthy recreational river resource for present and furore generations;
¯ re-establish a healthy and diverse ecosystem within the Rouge River Watershed;
¯ protect downstream water resources such as the Detroit River and Lake Erie; and
¯ help ensure compliance with federal, state, and local environmental laws which protect human

health and environment.

This will be accomplished through the development, implementation, and f’mancial integration of
technical, social, and institutional frameworks leading to cost-efficient and innovative watershed-
based solutions to wet weather problems. This watershed-based national demonstration project will
provide other municipalities across the nation facing similar pmblerns with guidance and potentially
effecti,~e solutions.

Under Rouge Grant 2, the Rouge Project will build on lessons learned from Grant I efforts and focus
on further integration of the goals of the overall Mission. T,o this end, Rouge Grant 2 concentrates
on the following key Project areas:

Rouge River National Wet Weather iv April 8, 1999
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-̄ Watershed Management will continue under Rouge Grant 2 with the development and
evaluation of wet weather and stormwater alternatives, the planning of long-term monitoring
pro~ams, and the ongoing efforts to enhance instream water quality, monitor rain and flow
levels, interpret data analysis, and present recommendations.

-̄ Nonpoint Source Pollution Control will provide for the stormwater management, permit
applications, and development of financial and institutional alternatives for wet-weather
watershed management in concert with enhanced efforts to establish institutional partnerships.
Toward the goal of institutional partnering, several community projects will be undertaken
with watershed communities. Additional efforts include the inventory of wetlands and
measurement of pollutant loads from abandoned dumps and air deposition with possible
remediation of some sites.

-̄ CSO Construction Coordination will continue to monitor the construction of CSO
demonstration projects established under Grant 1. Additional planning and assistance will
allow project coordinators to make additional recommendations on the design criteria of
future CSO abatement facilities.

-̄ Public Involvement and Information will reach and interact with more stakeholders,
institutions, and regulatory agencies, thus fostering a renewed understanding and continued
commitment to reducing pollution, and continuing the transfer of watershed management
approaches beyond the project. It will be the central mechanism for transmittal of the
Project’s Decision Support System tools, processes, and information necessary for sustaining
a watershed management support system dkecfly to varied audiences both within and outside
the Rouge watershed.

Additional information on the Rouge River Project is available from many sources, including the
Wayne County Department of Environment (WCDOE), the Rouge Program Office (RPO), and the
Rouge Project website at http://www.rougeriver.com.
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ABSTRACT                                             ,...

This report describes the performance of the on-line media filter demonstration pilot project for the
period of October 1995 to June 1997. This best management practice (BMP) uses storm sewer
inserts to filter sediments and absorb hydrocarbon products from storm sewer runoffbefore it reaches
surface waters. These inserts were applied as a demonstration project in the Cities of Livonia and
Westland, Michigan. These BMPs were recommended to evaluate the costs and benefits of low cost,
inlet insert type devices for use in existing urban areas. Four devices were tested as part of this
demonstration. The sediments and hydrocarbons collected by the four devices were measured and
the results of the four devices were assessed. The operation and maintenance (O&M) considerations,
capital cost, and estimated O&M costs are also addressed. All four filters performed well during the
19 month evaluation period and were relatively easy to maintain. The results of this demonstration
show that the best filter depends on the conditions at the site and the objective of its installation.
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1.0 h-NTRODUCTION. Urban storm~vater has been extensively studied over the past 15-20
years and is recognized as a major source of pollution to many of the nations waterways. The
1989 Rouge River Remedial Action Plan (RAP) and 1994 Rouge RAP Update identified
stormwater and/or nonpoint source pollution as a major contributor to flow, suspended solids,
biochemical oxygen demand, nutrients, and trace contaminants and identified nonpoint source
pollution as a major concern in the upper and middle reaches of all branches oft.he Rouge
River (SEMCOG; 1989, 1994). One of the primary goals of the Rouge River National Wet
Weather Demonstration Project (Rouge Project) is to implement pilot stormwater pollution
control programs to test their applicability to southeast Michigan and nationwide. Data
derived from the pilot storm water pollution control projects will be utilized by the Rouge
Subwatershed advisory groups during development of management plans for the seven Rouge
subwatersheds.

The purpose of this report is to describe the performance evaluation of the on-line media filter
demonstration project for the period of October 1995 to June 1997. This demonstration
project is structural BMP #8 as described in the Rouge Project document "Interim Final
Report for the 319 Grant (RPO-NPS O 1A-TR02.01 )."
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2.0 BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICE (BMP) DESCRIPTION AND
APPLICATION IN THE ROUGE WATERSHED. This BMP uses storm sewer
inserts to filter sediments and absorb hydrocarbon products from storm water runoff before
it reaches surface waters. These BMPs are suitable for small impervious drainage areas.
Storm sewer inserts were examined in the Rouge Watershed for the possibility of retrofitting
existing small urban drainage areas as a means to provide water quality benefits. These
devices are applicable for use in gas stations, small convenience stores, and small parking lots
and they have a relatively low cost.

These inserts were applied as a demonstration project in the Cities of Livonia and Westland,
Michigan. They are the only structures of this kind presently in use in the Rouge Watershed.
Filter inserts have been used elsewhere in the U.S., most notably in the states of Florida and
Washington.
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3.0 ROUGE PILOT BMP PROJECT DEMONSTRATION ACTMTIES. The
Rouge Program Office (RPO) recommended these BMPs for pilot demonstration in order to
evaluate the costs and benefits of low cost, inlet insert type devices for use in existing urban
areas in the Rouge Watershed. The information from these devices ~vill be used to determine
if existing storm sewer design criteria should be modified and if retrofit of existing catch
basins with these devices is a viable, cost effective pollution management option for
implementation watershed-wide. Four of these devices were tested as part of this
demonstration.

3.1 SITE CHARACTERISTICS. This pilot BMP was tested for a period of 19 months at two
gas station sites: one at Schoolcraft and Merriman Roads in Livonia, Michigan and one at
Ford and Newburgh Roads in Westland, Michigan. Figure 3-1 contains site plans for both
locations. Two catch basins (M I and M2) were monitored at the Livonia site and five catch
basins (NI, N2, N3, N4, and N5) were monitored at the Westland site. Each filter was
installed within the catch basin and not within the sewer pipe, so the flow through the filters
was only from the gas station tributary areas. The drainage areas for the two catch basins
at the Livonia site are 0.16 acres for M1 and 0.60 acres for M2. The drainage areas for the
five catch basins at the Westland site are 0.064 acres for N1, 0.048 acres for N2, 0.125 acres
for N3, 0.049 acres for N4, and 0.033 acres for N5. The tributary area to all media filter
devices was composed entirely of gas station property and is considered 100 percent
impervious. Both locations (Livonia and Westland) had a very similar environment with
respect to the type and frequency of traffic and both had a convenience store at the site.

3.2 DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS. The catch basin insert type units selected for this BMP ....-
evaluation are presently manufactured and marketed by vendors throughout the United States .....
and Canada. Many of the vendors are located in Florida and Washington due to the interest
of local municipalities in this type of water quality improvement retrofit. Several vendors
were contacted and four units were chosen for assessment:

¯ Hydro-Cartridge®: by Geotechnical Marine Corporation; Hialeah Gardens,
Florida.

¯ StreamGuard’r~: by Foss Environmental; Seattle, Washington.
¯ C_ndlywasherrM: by Aqua-Net Incorporation Seattle; Washington.
¯ Grate Inlet Skimmer Box: by Suntree Isles Incorporation; Cape Canaveral,

Florida.

The chosen devices were selected because they are easy to ins~ll, did not require construction
and were compatible with the catch basins at the gas station sites available to the Rouge
Project for testing these devices.               ’

The objective of these devices is to provide a unit that can be installed in existing storm water
catch basins by simply liRing the catch basin manhole cover, inserting the unit, and replacing
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Figure 3-1
Site Plans for On-line Media Filter Evaluation

Figure 3-1a: Livonia Site Plan
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the cover to its original position. Units are sized to fit the existing catch basins. These units
consist of materials and structures to capture solids and absorbent media to capture oil
products. Overflow outlets are also provided to allow flow through for large runoff events.
The design for each of these units is briefly explained in the following paragraphs.

3.2.1 Hydro-Cartridge®. The Hydro-Cartridge® is a fiberglass filter with an oil absorbing media.
Two types of media were tested in this study, WoolzorbTM and RubberizerTM. This filter uses
standing water to slow the flow through the filter allowing oil to separate to the top and
sediment to settle at the bottom of the filter. Hydrocarbon polymer pillows are positioned at
the top of the filter to absorb hydrocarbons. A sketch of the Hydro-Cartridge® is included
in Appendix A.

3.2.2 StreamGuardTM, The StreamGtmrdTM is a fabric filter bag that hangs in the storm inlet from
the lid of the catch basin. It is held in place by the weight of the inlet cover on the inlet
structure. This filter uses standing water to reduce the flow velocity and allow sediment to
settle out. This filter also has one-half inch diameter holes on the side near the top of the
device to allow storm water to overflow the filter. Oil absorbing media is positioned in the
center of the filter to absorb hydrocarbons as storm water flows through the filter. A sketch
of the StreamGuardTM is included in Appendix A.

3.2.3 GullywasherTM. The GullywasherTM is a metal basket with cellulose filter media on the
bottom and sides of the basket. Storm water flows into an aluminum funnel and enters a
basket filled with cellulose material that hangs below the funnel. During large storm events,
the basket will overflow. A sketch of the Gullp,vasherTM is included in Appendix A.

3.2.4 Grate Inlet Skimmer Box. The Grate Inlet Skimmer Box is a fiberglass filter with oil
absorbing media. The Grate Inlet Skimmer Box has two filter parts: the first is a ring around
the top of the filter that contains the oil absorbing media, and the second is a bucket with
screened holes on the sides and bottom and open overflow holes at top. Storm water entering
the filter first enters the top ring flow around a "boom" ofoil absorbing media and drop into
the bucket section. The bucket section is designed to hold the runoff from the first part of
a large storm or from an entire small storm and slowly release the storm water to the storm
sewer through screens. If the storm is large, the bucket fills up and drains through overflow
holes at the top. A sketch of the Grate Inlet Skimmer Box is included in Appendix A.

3.3 INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS. Four devices were obtained fi’om vendors and
all four were installed at the sites. The only structural revision to the sites that was required
was the purchase of one new manhole cover with an indent on the bottom side. The indent
was necessary to allow the grate inlet skimmer bo,x fit properly. The installation of these
devices was performed by the RPO team and consisted of removing the catch basin cover,
setting the device into the manhole, and reinstalling the catch basin cover.
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The StreamGuardTM was the easiest to install. It is a fabric bag that can fit almost any inlet
shape or size. The other three devices were also easy to install, but precise measurement of
the inlet opening, rim configuration, and cover type were needed to ensure their proper fit.
The GullywasherTM required minor hammering due to the tight fit of this device on several
of the inlets.

3.4 OPERATION AND MALNTENANCE CONSIDERATIONS. An important
considerations of these insert devices is the maintenance required to ensure that the filters
effectively capture sediment and absorb oil. A device may be excellent at capturing sediments
and oils, but if it requires very frequent maintenance it may become impractical. The four
devices used in this demonstration project functioned properly with only monthly maintenance
based on the existing environmental conditions. For the purposes of this demonstration, a
monthly basic maintenance schedule was chosen to assess the maintenance requirements of
these devices for long-term use in a gas station environment. In only one instance, when the
Hydro-Cartridge® froze in cold weather, was immediate attention necessary during the 19
month assessment period.

The RPO team performed the following operation and maintenance (O&M) activities in
accordance with the standard operating procedures described in Appendix B.

1. Each filter was checked weekly in the field, preferably just after a rain event.
2. Sediment and organic materials were removed monthly from the filters. A sieve analysis

was performed on the material removed.
3. Filter media samples were analyzed for oil and grease content on a monthly basis.

It should be noted that the maintenance schedule will vary depending on where these devices
are used and the amount of hydrocarbons, sediment, or debris generated from the drainage
area. The observations included in this report are related to the function of these devices in
a gas station drainage area environment in southeast Michigan.

O&M procedures for each of the four filter types are detailed in the following sections.

3.4.1 Hydro-Cartridge®. The Hydro-Ca~’tridge® is a fiberglass device molded to fit the catch
basin. Insta1[ing the device requires only removal of the catch basin lid, inserting the device,
and replacing the lid. During operation the filter fills with water making its removal more
difticult. For maintenance, the l’ull filter must be lifted out of the catch basin and generally
required two persons. Initially, removal of the filter was relatively difficult, but became easier
with increased familiarity with the device. Use of a vactor truck is likely to make clean-up
of these filters easier.

This filter performed ~vell during the 19-month evaluation period, with one exception. During
a period when temperatures were below 10°F for about seven days, the standing water in the
filter froze and the catch basin became plugged. A storm event occurred while the surface
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of the standing water in the device was frozen, causing storm water mnoffto pond and flood
an area of 12 feet by 20 feet and one foot in depth. This incident led to the filter being
removed until warmer weather. This filter could be modified to work effectively in cold
weather by adding several relief holes above the standing water surface to allow for a
secondary path for the runoff if the standing water in the device froze. These holes would be
plugged in the summer and unplugged in the winter. If this filter is modified it is expected
that very little maintenance will be required throughout the year. The exchange of the
absorbent pillow or pads is easy and consists of tying and untying a string.

3.4.2 StreamGuardTM. The StreamGuardTM is a fabric filter basket held in a catch basin by being
pinched between the lid and rim of the catch basin. This configuration makes the process of
removing the filter difficult initially, but becomes relatively easy with experience. The
advantage of this filter’s design is that it can be cut to fit a variety of different catch basins.
The versatility of the StreamGuardTM enabled installation at two different catch basins using
the same filter size. The filter is thrown away once it is no longer useful, therefore, no time
is spent cleaning it for reuse. Once the installation and removal techniques are mastered, this
filter is easy to maintain.

3.4.3 GullywasherTM. The GullywasherTM is a metal basket filled with cellulose booms designed
to fit a specific catch basin size. When the cellulose booms are dry the filter is easy for one
person to install and remove. When the cellulose booms are wet the filter becomes much
heavier, but is still manageable for one person. Booms are constructed of plastic netting filled
with cellulose. This plastic netting sometimes catches on the metal basket causing an
inconvenience when loading or unloading the booms from the basket. Maneuvering the used
cellulose booms out of the filter and putting in the new media makes this filter somewhat
more difficult to maintain than the StreamGuardTM or Hydro-Cartridge®.

3.4.4 Grate Inlet Skimmer Box. The Grate Inlet Skimmer Box is relatively easy to maintain
except for screens located in the main bucket. The oil absorbing media is simply lifted out for
disposal and new media is installed. Decaying leaves and debris plugged the screens making
them difficult to keep clear, even with use of a wire brush. Two different filters with different
screen configurations were used and both experienced the plugging of the screens. The filter
was easy to maintain except for this problem. A vactor truck could also be a great help to
clean this device.

3.5 tt3rDROLOGICAL COND!TIONS, During tt,.e period of October 1 I, 1995 - June 5, 1997
the cumulative precipitation was 48.45 inches as recorded at the Wayne County rain gauge
located at Merriman Road South of Ann Arbor Trail and at the Detroit Metropolitan Airport
rain gage. Table 3.1 outlines the hydrological conditions at the gas stations for the study
period. Table 3.1 shows the total amount of rain for a given month and the maximum amount
of rain that fell in a one hour period. The time period each filter was in place is also indicated.
During the winter months of November through March for both 1995-1996 and 1996-1997,
the precipitation was mainly snow with some rain and the ground was generally frozen.
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Table 3.1
Summary of Hydrological Conditions in the Rouge Watershed:

October 11, 1995 - June 6, 1997~

Time Period Temperature and Precipitation Type of Insert

Avg. No. of Total Max. Hydro- Stream Gully- Grate Inlet
Temp. Events (inches) (inches Cartridge® GuardTM washerTM Skimmer

,, (F) per hour) Box

10/11-10/31/95" 51.2 3 1.55 N.A. Oct. 11 > N.I. N.I. Oct. 13>

t i/l-11/30/95 40.2 5 3.08 0.50 In N.I. N.I. In

12/1-12/31/95 28.3 2 0.85 0.10 In N.I. N.I. In

1/1-1/31/96 22.9 3 1.85 0.15 In N.I. N.I. In

2/1-2/28/96 25.4 4 1.76 0.25 < Feb. 9 Feb. 9 > N.I. In

3/1-3/31/96 35.7 3 1.56 0.15 N.I. In Mar.25> In

4/1-4/30/96 47.3 N.A. 3.39 N.A. Apr. 10> In In In

5/1-5/31/96 58.4 4 2.82 1.00 In In In In

6/1-6/30/96 70.7 8 4.57 0.84 In In In In

7/1-7/31/96 70.6 2 2.16 0.81 In In In In

8/9-9/11/96 72.9 7 1.62 0.28 In In In In

9/12-10/2/96 64.1 6 2.08 0.32 In In In In

¯ 10/3-11/8/96 52.0 6 3.26 0.28 In In In In

11/9-12/10/96 34.1 5 0.77 0.10 In In In In

12/10-1/16/97 31.5 10 2.33 0.22 In In In In

1/17-2/10/97 23.0 6 1.13 0.14 In In In In

2/11-3/4/97 30.6 5 3.08 0.46 In In In In

3/5-3/31/97 37.2 6 2.94 0.36 In In In In

4/1-5/9/97 45.8 8 4.17 0.65 In In In In

5/10-6/5/97 52.0 8 3.48 0.50 In In In In

Total - 101 48.45

Source: National Weather Service Data for Detroit Metropolitan Airport (10/11/95-8/9/96).
Wayne County Rain Gauge at Merriman Road, South of.~mn Arbor Trail (8/9/96-6/5/97).

* October only includes data from October 1 I, 1995 through the end of the month.
N.A. indicates data are not available.
> indicates the filter was installed on the date written ahead of the marker.
< indicates the filter was removed on the date written behind the marker.
In indicates the filter was installed.
N.I. indicates the filter was not installed.
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3.6 ASSESSM~ENT OF BENEFITS. The Rouge Project standard operating procedure (SOP)
for field assessment of these devices "On-line Media Filter: Field Installation, Maintenance
and Evaluation" (1LPO/CDM-FLD-0629) is included as Appendix B.

All four filters ~vere in use for more than one year. The Hydro-Cartridge® and Skimmer Box
were in use from mid October 1995 until June 5, 1997, at the Livonia location. The
StreamGuardTM was installed February 9, 1996 and the GullywasherTM was installed March
25, 1996 at the Westland location; both were removed June 5, 1997. There was only one
instance of a plugged filter backing up storm water flow, and during that event there were no
complaints from the gas station managers regarding the devices. All of these devices removed
sediment and oils from stormwater, although certain units were more effective than others.
Table 3.2 through Table 3.5 document the data collected for these devices. Table 3.6
summarizes the data by catch basin for the two sites. Sediment data evaluation comments
were based on data collected from December 11, 1996 to May 9, 1997 and all oil data
evaluation comments were based on data from August 9, 1996 to March 31, 1997.

The laboratory performed the oil and grease extraction of the samples in compliance with
EPA SWA46 Method 9071 "Oil and Grease Extraction Method for Sludge Samples." The
method used is to recover low levels of oil and grease by chemically drying a wet sludge
sample and then extracting via the Soxhlet apparatus. This method is used when relatively
polar, heavy petroleum fractions are present, or when the levels of nonvolatile greases
challenge the solubility limit of the solvent. This method is suitable for biological lipids,
mineral hydrocarbons, and some industrial waste waters. This method is not recommended
for measurement of low-boiling fractions that volatilize at temperatures below 7 C.

The sediment analysis was performed in accordance with industry accepted methods. The
samples were delivered to the lab in buckets. The lab dried the entire sample in the bucket
to determine the dry weight of material trapped in the filer. The dry material was then tested
for organic content by the loss on ignition test. If the dry material was found to have less
than 75 percent organics, a sieve analysis was performed on the recovered material.

3.6.1 Sediment Removal and Retainage. All of the devices tested removed and retained sediment
from stormwater runoff. As shown in Table 3.7, the GullywasherTM was the most effective
of the four devices tested at removing sediment. The GullywasherTM was six times as effective
at removing sediment than the next most effective device, the StreamGuardTM (6.60 pounds
of sediment captured per 1,000 gallons of water filtered to 1.11 pounds of sediment captured
per 1,000 gallons of water filtered). Fabric filters such as the StreamGuardTM and the
Gully~vasherTM retained a larger amount of sedirfi.ent than rigid fiberglass filters. The
GullywasherTM is considered a fabric filter because the metal basket is just a means of holding
the cellulose filter. The StreamGuardTM retained nearly three times the amount of the
sediment as the Skimmer Box or Hydro-Cartridge®.
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Table 3.2
Summary of Sediment and Oil Analysis for On-line Quality Devices by Device

Hydro-Cartridge® Data



Table 2
Summary of Sediment and Oil Analysis for Online Qnality Devices

IIydro-Cartridge Data

Sediment Analysis. Oil Oil Captured /

Average Drainage Rainfall Gallons Sediment Sediment Captured I
Time Period    Temp. Location Area (sq. (inches) Filtered Captured (2) Gallon Filtered (2) Percent Percent Percent Percent Media Captured Gallon Fillered

Organic Gravel Sand Silt [lsed (mg/Kg) ((mg/Kg) / I

Farenheit) ft.) (gallons) (1) (pounds) (Ibs / !,000 gallons) (3) ~allons)

6/I-6/30196 70.7 M 1 26,136 4.57 74,500 5.00 0.07 Ida Ida nta Ida Ida Ida

711-8/8/96 70.6 M! 26,136 2.16 35,200 1.50 0.04 Ida Ida Ida Ida Ida Ida:

8/9-9/11/96 72.9 MI 26,136 1.62 26,400 Ida! Ida Ida Ida Ida Ida Rubberizer 5,150 200

9/12-10/2/96 64.1 M2 6,970 2.08 9,000 n/a! Ida Ida rda Ida Ida Rubberizer 28,150 3,100

10/3- I I/8/96 52.0 MI 26,136 3.26 53,100 5.62 0.11 Ida Ida] Ida rda Rubberizer 34,150 600

1119-12110196 34.1 MI 26,136 0.77 12,500 2.04 0.16 Ida Ida Ida Ida Rubbedzer 112,150 9,000

12110-1116197 31.5 M2 6,970 2.33 10,100 4.07 0.40[ 24.8~/o 0.0% 75 6% 24.4% Rubbedzer 472,150 46,700

l 1/17-2/10/97 23.0 MI 26,136 1.13 I 8,400 3.75 0.20 25.4% 5.0% g0.0% 15.0% Woolzotb 212,150 I 1,500

2111-314197 30.6 MI 26,136 3.08 50,200 4.17 0.08 20.7% 20.7% 71.1% 8.2% Woolzorb 132,150 2,600

315-3/31197 37.~ M2 6,970 2.94 12,800 2.64 0.21 12.3% 0.0°/0 88.7% 11.3% Rubbcdzer 46,150 3,600

4/I-5/9/97 26,136 4.17 67,900 3.75 0.06 16.9% 0.0% 85.0% 15.0% Ida n/a n/a

5/I 0-6/5/97 52.0 M2 6,970 3.48 15, I ~0 Ida Ida Ida Ida n/a rga Ida

Notes:
( I ) The gallons filtered is an estimate based on the drainage area and rainfall.
(2) The sediments from 6/I/1996 to 8/8/1996 were air dried by project personnel.

The sediments from 8/9/96 to 12/10/96 were mishandled ty the contracted lab. The lab was changed after 12/10/96.
Only the data from 12/10/96 to 5/9/97 are used to calculate the average sediment captured and sediment captured/gallon for the sediment analysis.

(3) These values are blank corrected.
Ida - data is not available
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’~ ’~:~le 3.3
Summary of Sediment and Oil Analysis for On-line Quality Devices by Device

StreamGuardTM Data



Table 3
Summary of Sediment and Oil Analysis for Ouline Quality Devices

StreamGuard Data

Sediment Analysis Oil Oil Captured /
Average Drainage Rainfall Gallons Sediment Sediment Captured /

Time Period    Temp. Localinn Area (sq. (inches) Filtered Captured (2) Gallon Filtered(2)
Percent Percent Percent Percent Media Captured Gallon Filtered

(Farenhei!) ft.) (~allons) (1) (pounds) 0bs / 1,000 gallons)
Organic Gravel Sand Silt Used {mg/Kg)(3) ((mg/Kg)l~allons) / i,000

611-6/30/96 70.7 N2 2, I 12 4.57 6,000 6.50 1.0g ~’a n/a n/a n/a a/a n/a n/a

7/I-8/8/96 70.6 N3 5,447 2.16 7,300 5.00 0.61 rda n/a n/a n/a rda n/a n/a

8/9-9/I 1196 72.9 N3 5,447 1.62 5,500 n!a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a Oil Media 7,800 1,400

)112-1012/96 64.1 HI 2,793 2.08 3,600 dia n/a n/a n/a n!a dia Oil Media 8,800 2,40,0

0/3-11/8/96 52.0 N5 1,414 326 2,900 0.52 0.18 ~da " n/a n/a rda Oil Media 9,800 3,400

:11/9-12/10/96 34.1 N5 1,414 0.77 700 023 0.33 n/a n/a n/a dia Oil Media 7,800 ll,lO0

12/10-1/16/97 31.5 N2 2,112 2.33 3,100 4~76 1.53 21.7% 1.4% 52.0°6 46.6% Od Medm 24,800 8,000

1/17-2/10/97 23.0 N3 5,447 1.13 3,800 4.98 1.31 1t.2% 12.3% 807% 7.0% toil Media 18,800 4,900

2/I 1-3/4/97 30.6 N I 2,793 3.08 5,400 5.22 0.97 6.7°A 0.6% 90.5% 8.9% iOil Media 7,800 1,400

315-3131/97 37.2 N5 1,414 2.94 2,600 2.43 0.94 9.5% 1.2% 86.2% 12.6"/o 0il Media 18,800 7,200

411-519/97 45.8 N4 2,118 4.17 5,500 4.28 0.78 15.9% 1.6% 75.0% 23.4% n/a n/a rda

5110-615197 52.0 N3 5,447 3.48 11,800 nla n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Notes:
(I) The gallons filtered is an estimate based on the drainage area and rainfall.
(2) The sediments from 61111996 to 81811996 were air dried by project personnel.

The sediments from 8/9/96 to 12/10/96 were mishandled ty the contracted lab. The lab was changed after 12/10/96.
Only the data from 12/10/96 to 5/9/97 are used to calculate the average sediment captured and sediment captured/gallon for the sediment analysis,

(3) These values are blank corrected.
n/a ~ data is not available
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Table 3.4
Summary of Sediment and Oil Analysis for On-line Quality Devices by Device

Gullywasher~ Data



Table 4
Summary of Sediment and Oil Analysis for Online Quality Devices

Gully~vasher Data

Sediment A.alysis                            Oil     Oil Caplared I

Averag~ Draiaz~e R~afall Gs0e~ S~imeat    Sedlmeat Captaredl
Time Period Temp. Lecadoa Area (~q. (laches) F~ler~ Cap~ur~ (I) Gzllua Fiftered (Z)

Perce~l Perceat    Percent Perceat    Media Captur~ Gallon ~tltere6

~1-&3~6 703 HI 2,793 4 57 8,~ 9.~ 1.13 ~a

7/I-~ 70.6 N2 2,112 ZI6 2,8~ 4.~ 1,43 ~a

~-9/I 1~6 729 N4 2,11~ 1.62 2.1~ ~a ~a
~a        ~a~       ~a

~a Ccllul~e (3,350) (1,6~)

1~10-111~7 31.5 N4 2,118 2.33 3,1~ 16.93 5.46 25.1% t 2% 79 0%

HI I-M4~7 30 6 N5 1,414 3,08 2.7~ 19A~ 7 21 25 6%

3/5-3131/~7 ~Z2 N4 2.118 2.~ 3.~ 19.59 502 239%

Average ~ -- ~ L63 4,TOO 19.79 6.57 263% 1.6% 83.4% IS.0% ~ ~ Z.lO0

(2) ~ ~ from ~1/I ~6 m ~1~6 ~rc zir ~=d by ~jccl pc~l.
The ~dzmen~ from ~6 Io I ~1~6 wcrc ~s~lcd ~ ~ cont~c~ I~. ~� lab ~ c~nged after I~l ~6.
~ly I~ da~ from I ~1~ to 519~7 arc ~ m GICUh~ ~� aVC~� ~i~t �~{cd and ~di~nt cap~c~gallon for zhc scd~cnt

O) T~ vzlu~ l~� Ma~ ~�~.



Summary of Sediment and Oil Analysis for On-line Quality Devices by Device
Grate Inlet Skimmer Box Data



Table 5
Summary of Sediment and Oil Analysis for Online Quality Devices

Grate Inlet Skimmer Box Data

s, ~din,m, nt Analysis Oil Oil Captured /
Average Drainage Rainfall Gallons Sediment Sediment Captured! Percent Percent Percent Percent Media Captured Gallon Filtered

Time Period    Temp. Location Area (sq.
(inches)

Filtered Captured (2) Gallon Filtered (2) (mg/Kg) ((mg/Kg) / I,II00
(Farenh~it) ft.) (~allons) 411! (]rounds) (Ibs / 1,000 ~allons) Organic Gravel Sand Silt Used

(3) (4) gallons)

6/I-6/30/96 70.7 M2 6,970 4.57 19,900 I 1_00 0.55 n/a tffa n/a

7/I-8/8/96 70.6 M2 6,970 2.16 9,400 12.50 1.33 dia n/a tVa n/a n!a n/a

8/9-9111/96 72.9 M2 6,970 i.62 7,000 n/a n/a n/a n/a’ rt/a n/a’ Cellulose 2,750 400

9/12-1012196 64.1 MI 26,136 2.08 33,900 rda n!a n!a n/a rda n/a Cellulose 8,750 300

10/3- I I/8/96 52_0 M2 6,970 3.26 14,200 2.16 0.15 n/a n/a! n/a n/a I Cellulose (I,750) (100)

l 1/9-12110/96 34.1 M2 6,970 0.77 3,300 0.78 0.24 rda n/a n/a n/a Cellulose 6,750 2,000

12/10-1/16/97 31.5 MI 26,136 2.33 38,000 3.26 0.09 37.6% 0.0% 84.2% 15.8% Cellulose 9,750 300

1/17-2/10/97 23.0 M2 6,970 1.13 4,900 5.47 1_12 25.9% 5.4% 78.2% 16.4% Cellulose 9,750 2,000

2/I I-3/4/97 30.6 M2 6,970 3.08 13,400 4.74 0 35 19.2% 10.6% 74.2% 15.2% Cellulose 7,750 600

315-3131197 37.2 MI 26,136 2.94 47,900 6.16 0.13 10.g% 0.0%~ 88.3% 11.7% Cellulose 5,750 100

4/I-5/9/97 45.8 M2 6,970 4,17 18,100 4.96 0.27 24_6% 0.0%~ 79.9% 20.1%

5/10-6/5/97 52.0 MI 26,136 3.48 56,700 n/a n/a n/a nla n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Notes:
(1) The gallons filtered is an estimate based on the draiuage area and rainfall.
(2) The sediments from 6/1/1996 to 81811996 were air dried by project personnel.

The sediments from 819/96 to 12/10/96 were mishandled ty the contracted lab. The lab was changed after 12/10/96.
Ouly the dam from 12/10/96 to 5/9/97 are used to calculate the average sediment captured and sediment captured/gallon for the sediment analysis.

(3) These values are blank corrected.
(4) Some reported values are negative because of the high blank correction value. The negattve value indicates very low or no capture ofml.
n/a = data is not available
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Table 3.6
Summary of Sediment and Oil Analysis for On-line Quality Devices by Catch Basin

Parameter Livonia Catch Basins (2) Westland Catch Basins (2)

M1 M2 Avera, ge N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 Ave,rate

Average Temperature (Fahrenheit)48.7 48.7 48.7 54.4 47.0 54.7 46.9 38.5 48.7

Average Rainfall (in) 2.63 2.63 2.63 3.3 2.37 2.44 2.77 2.51 2.63

Average Gallons Filtered (1) i42,900 11,400 27,200 5,800 3,100 8,300 3,700 2,200 4,800

Sediment Analysis

Sediment Captured (pounds) 4.22 4.38 4.30 5.22 12.55 13.79 13.6 10.95 12.06

Sediment Captured / Gallon Filtered0.11 0.47 0.29 0.97 7-.55 1.45 3.75 4.07 3.84
(lbs / 1,000 gallons)

Percent Organic 22.3 21.4 21.8 6.7 25.6 [ 9.3 21.6 17.6 19.6

Percent Gravel 5.1 3.2 4.2 0.6 0.7 6.4 1.0 3.7 2.5

Percent Sand "- 81.7 79.3 80.5 90.5 68.0 82.5 81.2 83.2 80.1

Percent Silt 13.1 17.5 15.3 8.9 31.4 11.1 17.8 13.1 17.3

Oil Analysis

Oil Captured (mg/Kg) 65,000 71,500 68,000 8,300 10,700 10,200 4,200 10,400 8,000

Oil Captured / Gallons Filtered 3,100 7,300 5,200 1,900 5,400 2,300 1,200 5,900 3,300
((mg/KG) / 1,000 gallons)

Notes:
(1) Gallons Filtered is estimated as the drainage area multiplied by the rainfall.
(2) All numbers in this table are averages of the monitoring periods shown in Table 3.2 through Table 3.5.



The sediment collected at each catch basin was analyzed by the lab to estimate the
composition of the sediment collected. As shown in Table 3. 6, the sediment consisted of
appmx.imately the same composition ratios at both the Westland and Livonia sites. Organics
made up about 20 percent of the sediment collected. The remainder of the sediment was
approximately 5 percent gravel, 80 percent sand, and 15 percent silt. The sediment collected
by each of the four devices was also analyzed to determine if the filters captured the same
composition of sediment. As shown in Tables 3.2 - 3.5 the sediment collected by the four
devices consisted of approximately the same composition ratios.

3.6.2 Oil Removal and Absorption. The four devices removed and absorbed oil from the runoff.
Of the four devices tested, the Hydro-Cartridge® removed the most oil per gallon of
stormwater filtered. As shown in Table 3.8, the Hydro-Cartridge® removed nearly two times
more oil than the next most effective tested device, the StreamGuardTM (9,700 mg/Kg of oil
per 1,000 gallons to 5,000). The design of the Hydro-Cartridge® allows it to temporarily
hold several gallons of oil from a spill. The base of the filter is always full of water and thus
ifoil entered the filter, it would float on the standing water and would not pass through the
filter, even in wet weather. This feature enabled the Hydro-Cartridge® to perform the best
between the four tested filters at handling oil.

The Hydro-Cartridge®and StreamGuardr~devices absorbed oil than the Skimmer Box and
Gullywasher. The difference could be due to the retained water slowing the flow and enabling
oil to collect on the media, or that a better oil absorbing media was used. The Skimmer Box
and GullywasherTM both used a cellulose media, while the Hydro-Cartridge® and
StreamGuardTM both used other materials as their media. This may suggest that the other

¯ ~¯ ¯ materials used were more effective at removing oil than the cellulose media. In summary,
filters that retain storm water appear to allow more oil absorption and absorbing material
other than the cellulose media appear to absorb more oil.

3.6.3 Summary of Benefits. All on-line quality devices evaluated by the Rouge Project
demonstrated stormwater sediment and oils removal benefits. The four devices were all
relatively easy to maintain. During the 19 month evaluation period no complaints were
received from the gas station managers regarding these devices.

The results of the four devices for the average amount of sediment removed per gallon of
water are listed in Table 3.7. The results of the four devices for the average amount ofoil
removed per gallon of water are listed in Table 3.8. The selection of device and media should
be made based on the pollutant you are interested in controlling. The results of this
demonstration show that the best filter depends on the conditions at the site and the objective
of its installation.                            ~
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Table 3.7
On-line Quality Devices Sediment Removal Summary

Device Average Sediment Captured /
Gallon Filtered (lbs/1,000
gallons)

GullywasherTM 6.60

StreamGuardTM 1.11

Grate Inlet Skimmer Box 0.39

Hydro-Cartridge® 0.19

Table 3.8
On-line Quality Devices Oil Adsorption Summary

Device Average Oil Captured /¯
Gallon Filtered ((mg/Kg) /
1,000 gallons)

..,H, Ydro-Cartri dge® 9,700
..@:.?~.~

StreamGuardTM 5,000 ’:,,~"

GullywasherTM 2,100

Grate Inlet Skimmer Box 700

3.7 CAPITAL AaND O&M COSTS. Capital costs for each of these media filters are listed below
(as of 1995). Operation and maintenance (O&M) costs were also estimated for sites similar
to the gas stations monitored during this evaluation.

3.7.1 Hydro-Cartridge®. The Hydro-Cartridge~ is a fiberglass structure with media inserts. The
fiberglass structure costs around $700 to $800 each depending on the size of the catch basin.
The media inserts are about $9 each. At sites similar to the gas stations monitored during this
evaluation, we estimate it would be necessary to replace the media inserts approximately
every three months. The actual amount of time before the inserts need to be replaced will
vary depending on the specific site conditions.

3.7.2 StreamGuardTM. The StreamGuardTM is a fabric insert with a cost of $40 to $80 each
depending on the design of the filter, the quantity ordered, and if the insert has oil absorbing
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media. At sites similar to the gas stations monitored during this evaluation, we estimate it
would be necessary to replace the StreamGuardTM approximately every two months. The
actual amount of time before the inserts need to be replaced will vary depending on the
specific site conditions.

3.7.3 GullywasherTM. The Gu!lywasherTM is an aluminum basket with cellulose media. The cost
of the basket decreases as the quantity of similar baskets ordered increases. This is due to
tooling costs for each differently dimensioned storm inlet. The cost of a basket when ordering
100 or more baskets is approximately $440 each. The cost of the cellulose media is
approximately $60 per basket. These prices also depend on the size of the filter and the
quantity ordered. At sites similar to the gas stations monitored during this evaluation, ~ve
estimate it would be necessary to. replace the cellulose media approximately every three
months. The actual amount of time before the inserts need to be replaced will vary depending
on the specific site conditions.

3.7.4 Grate Inlet Skimmer Box. The Skimmer Box is a fiberglass filter with replaceable filter
media. The fiberglass structure costs around $475 each depending on the size of the catch
basin. The media inserts are about $25 each. At sites similar to the gas stations monitored
during this evaluation, we estimate it would be necessary to replace the media inserts
approximately every three months. The actual amount of time before the inserts need to be
replaced will vary depending on the specific site conditions.

3.7.5 Summary of Capital Costs. The following table shows a summary of the costs, estimated
for 1995, for the various four tested devices.

Table 3.9
On-line Quality Devices Capital Cost Summary

(1995 costs)

Device Hydro- Stream GullywasherTM Grate Inlet
Cartridge® " GuardTM Skimmer Box

Structure            $700- $800n/a $440 $475

Media $9 $40 - $80 $60 $25

Approximate Media every three every two every three every three
Replacement Interval months months months months

Estimated First Year $736-$836 $240-$480 $680 $575
Capital Cost
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3.7.6 O&M COSTS. The O&M of the devices by the RPO team consisted of a weekly site visit
to ensure the devices were operating correctly and a monthly clean out of sediment, organic
materials, and changing the oil absorbing materials. The amount of time spent for a typical
weekly site visit was relatively short, about 10 minutes. This gave the two person RPO team
adequate time to ensure that the devices were fimctioning as designed. The monthly clean
out of the filters took approximately 30 minutes per device. The clean out was performed
as described in the SOP included as Attachment B. The RPO te~m also took samples of the
media during these visits, so clean out time should be less than the one indicated above
without sampling activities. Also, the weekly visits can be reduced to by-weekly and the
monthly clean out visits can be reduced to by-monthly.

The devices were all relatively easy to maintain and with experience became even easier.
Maintenance of the devices could be performed by city maintenance personnel or comparable
staff. The current wage for a two person crew in this area of work is about $40 per hour.
For a typical catch basin, the weekly site visits can be reduced to bi-weekly or less and the
monthly clean out visits can be reduced to bi-monthly. Then, for a typical .two month period
with O&M consist two site visits and a one monthly clean out, approximately one hour per
device would be spent on O&M activities. The O&M cost for one year would be
approximately $240 per device. The actual amount of time needed to for O&M will very
depending on how frequent each site generates sediment or oil.

Disposal cost for dry material range from $10 - $20 per cubic yard. Disposal cost will be
reduced if a dewatering!drying area is available.                                              ]2:!~.:._.~.~
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS. Four on-line ’media filter devices were monitored for a 19 month
period at two gas station sites in southeast Michigan. These devices were monitored to
evaluate the costs and benefits of low cost, inlet insert type devices for use in existing urban
.areas in the Rouge Watershed. The Capital costs for the four devices were reasonable, and
all devices were easy to operate and maintian. All four filters demonstrated the ability during
the 19 month monitoring period to remove some debris, sediment, and oil without causing
storm water backup. (With one exception when one filter froze and runoff ponded; this
ponding could be prevented with some modifications to the filter.)

The results of this demonstration show that the best filter depends on the conditions at the site
and the objective of its installation.

¯ In terms of amount of sediment removed and i’etained per gallon of stormwater filtered,
the GullywasherTM was the most effective, retaining six times the amount of sediment as
the next most effective device.

¯ In terms of oil absorption and removal per gallon of stormwater filtered, the Hydro-
Cartridge@ was the most effective, retaining almost two times the amount of oil as the
next most effective device.

¯ In terms of O&M, all devices were easy to operate and maintain. The Hydro-Cartridge®
and StreamGuardTM were the easiest to maintain.

¯ In terms of Capital cost for the device, the StreamGuardTM had the lowest cost at $40-
" $80 because the only part is the filter itself. The GullywasherTM and the grate inlet

skimmer box both cost less ($440 and $475) than the Hydro-Cartridge® at $700-$800.
¯ In terms of cost of insert replacements, the cost varied considerably among the filters.

The lowest priced is the Hydro-Cartridge@ at $9 each while the costs for the skimmer
box, GullywasherTM and StreamGuardTM were $25, $60, and $40-$80, respectively.

¯ In terms of ftrst year Capital cost, the lowest cost is the StreamGuardTM at $240-$480.
The grate inlet skimmer box, GullywasherTM, and Hydro-Cartridge® were $575, $680,
and $736-$836, respectively.

¯ In terms of labor O&M time, it is estimated that a two person crew would spend
approximately one hour per two month period maintaining and checking each device. In
southeast Michigan, the personnel cost foi" maintaining the devices for one year is
approximately $240 per device.
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THE ROUGE RIVER PROJECT Online Media Filters:
A WO[~LD CLASS EFFORT Field Installation, Maintenance

I ~,~. ~0 -~[
and Evaluation

BRINGING OUR [~IVER 8ACKTO UFE Standard Operating Procedure

RPO/CDM-FLD-0629

1.0 Scope and Application

This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) defines how catch basin filters will be maintained
and evaluated in the field. The results from the maintenance and evaluation activities will be
used to estimate: (1) the cost of maintaining these filters; and (2) their effectiveness in
removing pollutants from stormwater runoff entering the inlet.

2.0 Method Summary

Different types of catch basin filters and filter media will be field tested to qualitatively assess
how they perform at removing sediment and oil £rom stormwater runoff. The maintenance
requirements of each type of filter will be assessed. Catch basin filters will be installed in
seven catch basins at two gas stations. One station is located at the intersection of Merriman
and Schoolcraft in the City of Livonia and the other is at the intersection of Newburgh and.~::"’:"~
Ford Road in Westland. During the evaluation period, the following items will be recorded
for various types of filters: 1) all sediment captured by the filter will be weighed and recorded;
2) comments and observations about the oil absorbing characteristics; 3) a record of the time
needed to maintain the filter; and 4) and rainfall from an on-site rain gage.

3.0 Safety, Restrictions, and Limitations

3.1 Safety

The primary safety concerns related to this survey are traffic and exposure to contaminated
runoff. Traffic safety pertains to insuring that field personnel maintaining the catch basin
filters minimize traffic obstructions and are not smack by cars entering or exiting from the gas
stations. This will be prevented by the placement of traffic cones around the catch basin
where work is being performed. In no case should field personnel leave the catch basin
without first replacing the lid. Field personnel mu~t be aware of the potential for exposure
to contaminated water or sediments. Latex gloves should be worn at all times, and no food
should be ingested without first washing hands with soap and water. Confined space entry
will not be allowed.
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3.2 Restrictions and Limitations

Field personnel shall be sensitive to the business needs and requests of the gas station
manager and employees. Maintenance work should be done between the hours of 10:00o
1.1:00 a.m. or 2:00 - 4:00 p.m. when traffic volume is lower. Any requests or restrictions
made by the station manager or employees will be adhered to whenever possible.

4.0 Equipment and Materials

The required equipment is listed below:

-Rain gage
-Small water pump for water removal
-Small shovel for sediment removal
-Five gallon buckets for sediment and filter collection
-scale for weighing sediment
-manhole pick / crowbar
-extension cord to plug in pump ’
-traffic cones
-gloves for handling filter
-30 gallon plastic trash container

5.0 Procedures

5.1 Informing Gas Station Employees

Each time field personnel go to the gas station for either maintenance or installation of the
filters, the field personnel must identify themselves to the employees of the gas station and
state the purpose of the visit. After the work has been completed, employees of gas station
will be told that the visit is over and field personnel are leaving the site.

5.2 Rain Data

Before any triter evaluations are performed a non-recording rain gage must be installed onsite
at the gas station. The rain gage will be installed at a location where there are no obstructions
overhead. Once a suitable location for the rain gage has been identified, field person.nel must
receive permission from the gas station manager to install the rain gage.

Throughout the portion of the year when temper,’{tures remain above freezing (>0°C), a
record of rainfall will be kept by observing the rain gage installed at the gas station. Field
personnel must check the gage after each event to determine the amount of rain that occurred
during the specific event. This rain data will be recorded on Form 219 that is attached to this
SOP. The gage must be read as soon as possible after each rain event to ensure accurate
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records. Evaporation can impact the results if the readings are not performed until sometime
later.

Once the air temperatures are consistently below freezing, a record of rainfalI volume will be
maintained by accessing rainfall data from heated rain gages located in the watershed. The
nearest heated rain gages are located either in Oakland County or at Metro Airport. Call Tim
Brown at (810) 452-9194 to get rain data from heated rain gages in Oakland County.

5.3 Catch Basin Filter Installation and Removal

Catch basin filters are designed to hang down, inside of the catch basin. When installing the
filter, field personnel should make sure that the filter is installed as prescribed by the
manufacturer (refer to the attached manufactures’s instruction). Both the filter and the catch
basin need to be inspected prior to installation. If either structure is found to be damaged, an
assessment of it’s functionality needs to be performed. There should be a tight seal between
the filter and the catch basin rim to avoid water bypassing the filter. Field personnel should
make certain that the catch basin is functional after the filter has been installed. The lid should
be firmly in place and flush with the surrounding pavement. Care should be exercised when
removing the filter to prevent damaging the filter or losing any sediment that has been trapped
in the filter. Once a filter is removed, the catch basin lid should be immediately replaced.

5.4 Maintenance & Monitoring

When monitoring the various types of catch basin filters, there are three items of importance:

1. The volume of water that has flowed through the filter
2. The amount of sediment caught in the filter
3. The performance of the oil absorbing media

The amount of flow through the filter will be monitored by observations during rain events.
The amount of sediment captured by the fiRer will be determined by removing the sediment
from the filter, drying the sediment and weighing it. The performance of the oil absorbing
media will be evaluated by visual observation.

Initially, the filter should be checked during every rainfall of five hundredths of an inch (0.05")
or more. Field personnel should inspect the site to see if the filter is draining properly and
take photographs if any unique situation occurs..U.nique situations would be items such as
drainage during heavy downpours or ponding around the catch basin during light rain fall.

The filter should be checked for sediment buildup and, the oil absorbing media should be
inspected. Initially the filter should be inspected on the next dry working day after every rain
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event. Inspections will be performed less often once it is established how often maintenance
needs to be performed.

The sediment can be left in the filter as long as the sediment does not block the filter’s
operation. If the sediment causes the filter to back up, the filter should be removed and
cleaned out. Water may need to be pumped out of filter to remove sediment. Removing
sediment can also require the removal of the filter from the catch basin. Sediment that is
removed needs to be dried and weighed.

Drying the sediment will be performed by placing the sediment in five gallon buckets. The
buckets will be kept open and allowed to dry at a Wayne County location to be arranged by
kou Regenmorter. Once the sediment is dry, it will be weighed and recorded.

Whenever checking for sediment, the oil absorbing media should also be in.spected. If the
media appears saturated with oil or there is a heavy film of oil inside the filter that the media
is failing to remove, the media should be changed. Any observations or changes in the
absorbing media need to be documented in the field notes.

When a visit is made to inspect or maintain the filters a record of the visit must be
documented on Form 220 attached to this SOP. General field notes should be made for each
visit.

5.5 Specific Maintenance & Monitoring

5.5.1 StreamGuardTM made by FOSS Environmental Services Co.

The StreamGuardTM filter is a fabric filter. It is a sack designed to hang down inside of the
catch basin. It is secured by inserting the top of the filter between the catch basin lid and rim.
The filter is designed to funnel storm water into the sack. The water flows out small flow
holes in the sides during lower storm flow or out overflows near the top of the filter during
high storm flow. An oil absorbing media is placed in the sack to collect oil carried in with the
stormwater. The filter has a removal strap to be used to pull the filter out of the catch basin.

This ftlter is installed by removing the catch basin lid placing the filter in the catch basin and
replacing the lid. The catch basin rim should be wiped clean of dirt and grit before the filter
is placed inside. It is important for the tcp edge of the filter to completely cover the rim of
the catch basin to prevent bypassing and provide maximum holding power. Once the lid is
replaced any part of the filter fabric outside of,the catch basin shall be trimmed to a uniform
length of about two inches.

The StreamGuardTM filter will be removed by pulling the catch basin lid off and pulling the
filter out. It is very important to either hang on to the filter-removal strap or secure the strap
to the catch basin lid when removing the catch basin lid. If the removal strap is not secured
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the filter will fall into the catch basin. It may take two people to remove this filter. The first
time the filter is removed, two people should perform the removal. After the first removal,
field personnel can determine if two people are necessary for future filter removals.

The StreamGuardTM filter can be cleaned for reuse. Any sediment that has been collected
should be removed and weighed to evaluate the performance of the filter. When a filter is
removed, the sediment should be carefully dumped into a bucket. Some of the sediment may
be pulled out of the filter by hand if necessary. It is important not to get the oil filter media
in with the sediment. The oil absorbing media may need to be removed by hand set aside and
replace after sediment is removed. When cleaning the filter it is more important not to lose
any sediment, than it is to get all the sediment out of the filter. Once the filter is cleaned out
and the oil absorbent media replaced, the filter can be placed back inside the catch basin.

5.5.2 Hydro-Cartridge® made by Geotechnical Marine Corp.

The Hydro-Cartridge® is a fiberglass filter that is inserted inside of a catch basin to remove
sediment and oils from the stormwater runoff that enters the basin. The filter slows the flow
ofstormwater, allowing: (1) oil to separate and float to the top of the standing water in the
filter; and (2) sediments to settle to the bottom of the filter.

The Hydro-Cartridge® hangs from the rim of the catch basin. Installation of the Hydro-
Cartridge® is performed by removing the catch basin lid, cleaning the dirt and grit off the
catch basin rim, placing the filter in the catch basin with the filter’s top edge restir~g on the rim,
and replacing the catch basin lid.                                                         .:~i~’.".")

The Hydro-Cartridge@ has a oil absorbing media that will require regular maintenance. The
oil absorbing media is located at the top of the filter (refer to the attached manufacturer’s
document). The media will be removed and replaced when oil is visible on the surface of the
standing water in the filter or the media appears saturated. Field personnel will use their best
judgement and experience to determine when the media needs to be changed.

The Hydro-Cartridge® will collect sediment in the bottom of the filter and will require
cleaning. The sediment that collects at the bottom of the filter will be measured from the
ground surface during each site visit. After the filter is installed, the depth from the catch
basin lid to the bottom of the filter will be measured. Each time the field personnel check on
the filter, a deptl~ measurement should be taken from the rim to the surface of the sediment.
The difference in the depth to the filter bottom and the depth to the surface of the sediment
equals the depth of the sediment. This depth should be noted in the field notes.

When the sediment reaches a depth of three inches above the bottom of the .filter or when the
filter begins to backup, the sediment will be removed. The filter will have to be removed from
the catch basin to remove the sediment. First, the water in the filter will have to be pumped
out. When pumping the water out, it is important not to pump out any sediment or oil if
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possible; the end of the pump tube should be kept below the surface of the water but above
the sediment. If this is impossible, the field personnel will have to pump water into a
container such as a 30 gallon trash barrel. After the sediment has been removed from the
filter, the water in the barrel can be poured back into the filter insuring that no sediment left
the filter without being weighed.

Once the filter is empty of water, it will be removed from the catch basin. The sediment is
then removed and placed in a five gallon bucket for weighing. When removing sediment it
is more important not to lose any sediment than it is to get all the sediment out of the filter.
The filter should be replaced as described in the installation process.

5.5.3 Grate Inlet Skimmer Box made by Suntree Isles, Inc.

The Grate Inlet Skimmer Box is a fiberglass catch basin filter. The filter has two main parts;
a skimmer tray with oil absorbing media and a box with screen filters. During a storm, runoff
will first flow into the skimmer tray where oil absorbing media removes any oil carried along
with the stormwater. The stormwater then overflows into a box located under the skimmer.
The box has screen covered holes a!ong the sides and bottom. The screens filter out sand and
other debris from the stormwater. If the stormwater flow exceeds the capacity of the screens
the top of the box has holes with no screens which allows the water to bypass the filter and
overflow.

The Grate Inlet Skimmer Box is installed inside the catch basin. Installation of the Grate Inlet
Skimmer Box is performed by removing the catch basin lid, cleaning the dirt and grit offthe
catch basin rim, placing the filter in the catch basin, resting the top edge on the rim, and
replacing the catch basin lid.

The filter is visited after each rain event. The oil absorbing media should be removed and
replaced when the media appears saturated with oil. Field personnel will have to use their
best judgement and experience to determine when the media needs to be changed.

The Grate Inlet Skimmer Box will collect sediment in the bottom of the filter box. This box
will require periodic cleaning. The sediment that collects at the bottom of the filter will be
measured from this surface. After the filter is first installed, the depth from the catch basin
lid to bottom of fdter with no sediment is measured. Each time the field personnel checks on
the filter, the depth to the sediment should be taken. When the sediment reaches a depth of
three inches above the bottom of the filter or when the filter begins to backup, the sediment
should be removed.

To remove the sediment, the filter will have to be removed from the catch basin. The
sediment will be remove and placed in a five gallon bucket for weighing. When removing
sediment it is more important not to lose any sediment than it is to get all the sediment out
of the filter. The filter should be replaced as described in the installation process.
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5.5.4 GullywasherTM made by Aqua-Net, Inc.

The Gutly~vasherTM is an aluminum basket which holds filter media. The cylindrical basket
hangs from a tray which rests in the catch basin lid. The basket is made of wire mesh with
an open top and wire mesh bottom. Inside the basket is a second wire mesh cylinder that
divides the center of the basket from the outside of the basket. The filter media is placed in
the space between the center area and outside edge. Filter media is also placed in the bottom
of the center portion of the basket. The filter media is an absorbent packed in plastic mesh
booms or bags. The basket is hung with four cable straps to a tray. The tray is designed to
hold the basket under the catch basin lid, and to funnel the stormwater into the center of the
basket. During heavy flow, storm water will bypass the filter between the top of the w.ire
basket and the bottom of the tray.

The GullywasherTM is installed inside the catch basin. Installation of the GullywasherTM is
performed by removing the catch basin lid, cleaning the dirt and grit off the catch basin rim,
placing the filter into the catch basin by means of the installation straps, resting the top edge
on the rim, and replacing the catch basin lid.

The ftlter will be visited during rain events as often as possible. When the filter backs up and
overflows instead of filtering the storm water, the filter media will need to be changed. Field
p.ersormel will determine when the filter media needs to be changed.

There are several steps that must be taken to monitor the amount of sediment the
GullywasherTM captures. Before the filter is installed the media should be soaked and placed
into the basket. The basket and wet media will be weighed prior to installation. When the
time comes to change the media the filter, the basket and media should again be weighed.
The difference of the before and after weight will be the amount of sediment captured.

To change the GullywasherTM media, the filter will have to be removed from the catch basin.
Removal of the GullywasherTM is performed by removing the catch basin lid, attaching the
installation straps to the GullywasherTM tray, and pulling the filter out of the catch basin.
Removal will be done by two people the ftrst time. Field personnel can decide if two people
are needed on future removals.

Once the GullywasherTM is out of the catch basin, the filter media can be changed. The filter
media will be gently removed from the basket and placed in bags, and the bags containing the
filter media will be marked with the time and date removed. New filter media will be placed
in the GullywasherTM and the filter will be replaced.as described above.

6.0 Filter and Sediment Collection

6.1 Oil Absorbent Material
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All the filters are designed with an absorbent media that collects oil and gasoline. The oil
absorbent media should be collected and stored after it is saturated and can no longer be used
in the filter. Every time the oil absorbent media is removed from a device it should be placed
in a five gallon bucket or plastic bags with the following information included with the
material: date removed, date installed, and reason why it was removed. If there is no reason
to store the used filters, a means of disposing of the filters will be arranged by the field
personnel through Wayne County Department of Environment.

6.2 Sediment Collection

Sediment collected from catch basins filters will be collected and stored in five gallon buckets.
Sediment from each type of filter system will be kept in separate buckets. Each bucket must
be labeled to identify which filter it came from and the date removed. Once the buckets of
sediment are dried and weighed it may not be necessary to keep the sediment. Sediment
disposal should be arranged by the field personnel through Wayne County Department of
Environment.

7.0 Field QA/QC

Field QA/QC procedures will include calibration of the scale used to weigh sediment
accumulations. Field crews will document all calibration and maintenance activities,
observations, field measurements and cleaning in either field logbooks or on Forms 219 and
220. Since no laboratory analyses will be performed under this SOP, laboratory QA/QC
procedures are not applicable.

8.0 Computations, Documentation, and Reporting

All field notes will be made on Forms 219 and 220. A report summarizing the maintenance
and effectiveness of each catch basin filter will be made from field notes.
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FORM 219
IRA.INFALLiRUNOFF RECORD

Rainfall

Date:                            .Time:

Amount of rain (inches): Location of rain gage:.

Period of rainfall time & date Start: End:

Runoff

Manhole Location: Schoolcraft or Merriman

Drainage area in (acres): Schoolcraft =. 16 Merriman =.6                              ,.-.,~,:,.

Runoff is estimated by multiplying drainage area by .95 of Rain fall

Runoff volume Schoolcraft: ~ [(rainfall inches * .95/12)*(acres*43560ft=)]
Runoff volume Merriman ¯ f¢ [(rainfall inches * .95/12)*(acres*43560~)]

Comments

Name(s) of field personnel:
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FORM 220
FILTER MAINTENANCE RECOR_D

Filter type:

Media type:

Date: Time:

Reason For Visit:

Sediment Removed Yes / No if removed (lbs):.

Media Removed Yes / No if no, media condition:

Time spent maintaining the filter (hours):

Comments:

Name(s) of field personnel:
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report summarizes and evaluates Best Management Practices (BMPs) that are

potentially appropriate for Retail Gasoline Outlets (RGOs). This report also summarizes and

evaluates several studies that characterized the chemical quality of storm water runoff from

RGOs. These prior studies are important because they provide a basis for evaluating and

recommending appropriate BMPs for RGO applications.

Based on the results of several storm water studies, it does not appear that the water

quality of storm water runoff from properly operated and maintained RGOs is appreciably

different than water quality from a number of other sources, including parking lots and roads.

Additionally, in most cases, the mean concentrations of oil and grease, total suspended solids, and

chemical oxygen demand are below the NPDES storm water permit limitations established by

several states for vehicle-related activities.

Properly operated and maintained KGOs may currently be implementing a variety of

BMPs to reduce storm water contaminant concentrations. Two basic categories of BMPs are

presented in this paper. The first category consists of practical pollution prevention measures.

These are the basic, common operational practices and relatively simple facility modifications that

are effective in preventing storm water pollution. The second category consists of storm water

treatment BMPs. These include structural controls that involve installation of equipment to

reduce contaminant concentrations in storm water runoff.

Practical pollution prevention measures are appropriate for KGOs because they are simple,

cost effective, and protective of storm water quality. In contrast, the storm water treatment

BMPs are less appropriate for RGOs because they are ineffective or unproven for treatment of

low contaminant concentrations and are relatively expensive to install and maintain.
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STORM WATER BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

FOR RETAIL GASOLINE OUTLETS

SECTION 1.0 - INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

Storm water Best Management Practices (BMPs) are practices used to prevent or reduce

the pollution of surface waters caused by storm water runoff. This report summarizes and

evaluates BMPs that are potentially appropriate for Retail Gasoline Outlets (RGOs). This report

also summarizes and evaluates several studies that characterized the chemical quality of storm

water runofffrom RGOs. These prior studies are important because they provide a basis for

evaluating and recommending appropriate BMPs for RGO applications.

The Western States Petroleum Association (WSPA) commissioned this study in response

to existing and anticipated regulation of storm water discharges from RGOs. In some cases,

municipal ordinances require owners and operators of RGOs to implement BMPs that may not

have beneficial effects on storm water quality. Additionally, the required BMPs may not be

consistent between municipalities, causing compliance difficulties for RGO owners and operators.

The information in this report is based on a variety of sources, including an extensive literature

search and review; discussions with numerous researchers regarding on-going and unpublished

studies; a review of local, state, and federal regulations; and a review of storm water BMPs

currently utilized by WSPA members.

1.2 Background

In 1972, the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act, or

CWA) was amended to provide that any discharge of pollutants from a point source to waters of

the United States is effectively prohibited unless it is in compliance with a National Pollutant

Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit. Although this technically prohibits discharge of

pollutants in storm water, the focus at that time was on the bigger problems of industrial waste

and sewage treatment.

1
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As more significant sources of water pollution were brought under control, the impact of

pollutants in storm water began to receive greater attention. Water quality studies conducted in

the 1970s and 1980s identified urban runoff’as a diffuse, or nonpoint, source of pollution. In

response to these studies, the 1987 amendments to the Water Quality Act added Section 402(p).

This section established a comprehensive, two=phased approach for the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) to follow in addressing storm water discharges. Five types of storm

water discharges are covered under the Phase I program. Dischargers within these five

categories, listed below, were required to obtain permit coverage before October 1, 1992:

a. A discharge for which a permit has been issued prior to February 4, 1987.
b. A discharge associated with industrial activities.
c. A discharge from a municipal separate storm sewer system serving a population of

250,000 or more.
d. A discharge from a municipal separate storm sewer system serving a population of

100,000 or more, but less than 250,000.
e. A storm water discharge determined by the EPA Administrator or the State to contribute

to a violation of a water quality standard or to be a significant contributor of pollutants to
the Waters of the United States.

Storm water discha.rges from commercial facilities, such as R.GOs and parking lots

associated with other commercial operations, are not included under the Phase I regulations.

However, Phase II regulations now being promulgated are expected to increase the number and

type of dischargers required to obtain NPDES permit coverage for storm water discharges. EPA,

in a drai~ Phase 11 report to Congress (EPA, 1993), identified several business categories that are

not currently regulated by NPDES permits but are proposed for regulation in Phase II.

Automotive service facilities, including R.GOs, are included on EPA’s list of potential Phase 1I

permittees.

In addition to potential regulation under state and federal programs, I~GOs are likely to be

regulated by local municipalities. Municipalities, as part of their mandated storm water

management programs, are required to monitor and control pollutants in storm water discharges

from their municipal storm drainage systems. Methods of control may include regulating storm

water discharges from facilities, including P,,GOs, that are identified by municipalities as

contributors of pollutants to the municipal storm drain system.

2
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1.3 Water Quality of Storm Water Discharges from RGOs

To evaluate the BlVfPs appropriate for use at RGOs, it is necessary to develop an

understanding of the types and concentrations of" chemicals typically found in storm water runoff

from RGOs. For this reason, summaries of three recent studie~hat characterized the water

quality of storm water discharges from RGOs are included in this report. These studies are

described in the following subsections.

1.3.1 WSPA/API RGO AND COMMERCIAL PARKING LOT STUDY

A WSPA/API storm water runoff study (WSPA/API, 1994) was conducted on six retail

gasoline outlets (P,.GOs) and four commercial parking lots. The objective of the study was to

characterize simulated storm water runofffrom RGOs and compare the results with simulated

runoff from commercial parking lots and published urban "background" values. The analytical

results from this study are presented in Table 1.

The WSPA/API study was conducted on ROOs that were "normally operated and

maintained." For the purposes of that study, "normally Operated and maintained" signifies that the

RGOs utilize Best Management Practices (BMPs) to minimize the buildup of potential storm

water contaminants on exposed areas. These BMPs include regular sweeping of exposed areas,

regular site inspections, and standardized spill response procedures. All of the RGOs were high-

volume retailers, and three conducted on-site vehicle maintenance or repair services.

The study demonstrates that for the constituents analyzed, median event mean

concentrations 0EMCs) of chemicals in storm water runoff from normally operated and

maintained RGOs are no higher than those in runoff from commercial parking lots. Additionally,

median EMCs of total suspended solids, copper, lead, and zinc in runoff from R.GOs and parking

lots are no higher than background levels present in urban runoffas established by the National

Urban RunoffProgram (’NURP). Furthermore, for the constituents analyzed, no significant

differences were found between median EMCs of runoff from RGO pump islands and driveways.

These results indicate that fueling activities at normally operated and maintained RGOs do not

contribute significant additional concentrations of chemical constituents to storm water runoff.

3
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1.3.2 DISCRETE LAND USE TYPES STUDY

Another recent study (Shepp, 1995) investigated the petroleum hydrocarbons and general

water quality characteristics associated with four discrete land uses in the Washington D.C.

Metropolitan Area. The monitored sites included a parking lot where cars typically are parked for

relatively long periods; a parking lot for a commercial convenience store, where short-term

parking occurs; a street; and an KGO. Details were not provided regarding the throughput or

BlVfPs used at the RGO monitored for the study, however; the station is described as a "gas and

go" style facility, providing no automotive service or maintenance. Samples were collected from

26 storm events for the longer-term parking lot, 14 storm events for the short-term parking lot, 9

storm events for the street, and 13 storm events for the KGO. The mean results, which are

summarized in Table 2, indicate that the mean hydrocarbon concentration in runoff from the

convenience commercial store is substantially higher than the closely grouped mean values for the

RGO, longer term parking lot, and street. Similar results were reported for the majority of the

other parameters measured.

1.3.3 ACTION PLAN DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

Sacramento County’s Action Plan Demonstration Project (Ufibe and Associates, 1994)

characterized storm water runofffrom R.GOs and evaluated the use of’mobile high-pressure

washing as a BMP. The report presents the analytical results of’ storm water samples collected

over two consecutive wet seasons from three KGOs in Sacramento County.

The Sacramento County project selected high-volume (more than 200,000 gallons per

month), self-service KGOs with convenience markets and without automobile repair service bays

for the study.

The initial analytical program for the collected samples included analyses for oil and

grease, total suspended solids, metals (13 EPA priority pollutant metals plus aluminum and iron),

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and petroleum hydrocarbons. However, some of the

metals, petroleum hydrocarbons, and PAHs were consistently not detected in samples collected

from the first three storm events. On the basis of these results, the following parameters were

selected for the remainder of’the study:

4
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¯ oil and grease

¯ total suspended solids
¯ heavy metals (cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, and zinc)

The analytical results from the study are presented in Table 3. The results of the study

i.ndicated that regular high-pressure washing of pavement surfaces at RGOs actually caused an

increase in the concentrations of certain pollutants in storm water discharges.

1.4 Evaluation of RGO Storm Water Runoff Studies

The results of the three RGO storm water runoff studies described in the preceding

subsections are summarized in Table 4. For comparison, Table 4 also presents the effluent

limitations contained within drait or final NPDES storm water permits from several states that

have promulgated effluent limitations for industrial facilities engaged in vehicle-related activities.

Also presented are the mean concentrations for residential and commercial land uses from NURP

(1983), a comprehensive study conducted from 1978 thrdugh 1983 with funding and guidance

provided by EPA. The results of NURP provide insight on what can be considered background

levels for urban runoff.

As summarized in Table 4, the mean concentrations of total suspended solids, lead,

copper, and zinc in runoff from RGOs are generally below the background levels established by

the results of NURP. Additionally, in most cases, the mean concentrations of oil and grease, total

suspended solids, and chemical oxygen demand are below the limitations established for a number

of N’PDES permits, including storm water discharge limitations established for transportation-

related industrial facilities located in Missouri, Alabama, Oregon, and Louisiana. On this basis, it

appears that the concentrations of chemical constituents in storm water discharges from properly

operated and maintained RGOs are below background concentrations and are generally below

levels that require additional controls or treatment, as established by the effluent limitations

developed for storm water discharges from sites where vehicle fueling, maintenance, and repair

occur.

5
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However, it should be noted that the preceding conclusions are based on the mean

concentrations from samples collected from a total often R.GOs. The analytical results for

individual R.GOs and storm events are variable, as would be expected based on typical variability

in P, GO age, construction, throughput, and management practices. The variability in analytical

results for oil and grease and total suspended solids is illustrated on the histograms presented as

Figure i. In some cases, the results exceed the background concentrations established by ~

and/or the effluent limitations developed for vehicle=related sites. The variability in analytical

results shown on this figure suggests that there may be cases where concentrations of specific

chemical constituents in storm water discharges from l~GOs are above levels where additional

controls may be required. However, the histograms also indicate that the majority of the results

are below concentrations where additional controls may be required, suggesting that, in most

cases, the BIVIPs implemented at properly operated and maintained R.GOs are effective and

sufficient for preventing storm water pollution.
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Figure 1 - Histograms of Mean Results for Oil & Grease and Total Suspended Solids
from Three Recent Studies characterizing Storm Water Runoff from RGOs
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SECTION 2.0 -- BEST I~IANAGEMENT PRACTICES FOR RGOs

2.1 General

As described in Section 1.4 of this report, storm water discharges from R.GOs contain

concentrations of oil and grease, total suspended solids, heavy metals, and other constituents.

Although the concentrations of these constituents from properly operated and maintained RGOs

are oi~en no higher than from other land uses, such as parking lots and streets, there may be a

requirement to minimize pollutant loading of storm water through implementation of BMPs.

Two basic categories of BMPs are described in this report. The first category consists of

practical pollution prevention measures. These are the basic, everyday operational practices and

relatively simple facility modifications that are effective in preventing storm water pollution. The

second category consists of storm water treatment BMPs. These include structural controls that

usually involve installation of equipment to treat storm water. The storm water treatment BMPs

described in this report are limited to on-site treatment devices applicable to relatively.small sites

that lack the room necessary for traditional urban BMPs such as extended dry detention basins or

wet ponds.

The first category of BIVfPs, pollution prevention measures, are preferred over storm

water treatment BIVfPs because they are relatively simple and cost effective. The results of a

recent survey of several WSPA/API member companies, representing several thousand RGOs

across the western United States, indicated that the types of pollution prevention and source

control practices that are described in this report are already being used at many RGOs. This

approach for preventing pollution is endorsed by EPA as one of the best means of pollution

control. In fact, the Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 set forth a national policy that:

"...pollution should be prevented or reduced at the source whenever

feasible; pollution that cannot be prevented should be recycled in an

environmentally safe manner, whenever feasible; pollution that cannot be

prevented or recycled should be treated in an environmentally safe manner

whenever feasible; and disposal or other release into the environment

should employed only as a last resort and should be conducted in an

environmentally safe manner."
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The second category of BMPs are storm water treatment measures. Storm water

treatment may require a fairly significant capital outlay, along with operational and maintenance

expenses, ’and may not result in an appreciable improvement in storm water quality. Treatment

of storm water discharges from RGOs is prob.lematic for two reasons. First, as characterized in
Section 1.4 of this report, storm water discharges from RGOs typically carry relatively low

concentrations of contaminants. The efficiency and removal rates for many structural BMPs at

such low influent concentrations are questionable. Second, storms are often short-duration

events with relatively high intensities. It is often difficult to effectively treat the necessary

amount ofrainfail that discharges from a 100 percent impervious RGO without storing a large

volume of water. Creating on-site storage for the necessary volume of storm water runoff often

is the most costly item in the overall BMP system (Bell & Nguyen, 1995). Nevertheless,

structural BMPs may be required for sites where it has been demonstrated that operational

practices are not sufficient to control pollutants. In addition, some municipalities require the

installation of structural BMPs for new developments or significant remodels. The specific

requirements vary greatly between jurisdictions, and it is recommended that owners and

operators contact individual municipalities for specific requirements.

A description of practical pollution prevention measures and storm water treatment

BMPs are described in the following sections.

2.2 Practical Pollution Prevention Measures Suitable for RGOs

The following are proactive practical pollution prevention measures that can be effective

for all RGOs. The intent of these pollution prevention measures is to control pollutants to the

extent that the treatment of storm water is unnecessary. A summary of these practical pollution

prevention measures is presented in Table 5.

9
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2.2.1 USING SPILL CONTAINMENT & OVERFILL PREVENTION EQUIPMENT

Using spill and overfill equipment for Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) can effectively

reduce fuel spills during UST filling activities. Federal regulations have made installation of spill

and overfill equipment mandatory for all R.GO USTs installed aider December 1988. For RGO

USTs installed prior to December 1988, federal regulations will not require spill and overfill

equipment until 1998; however, local and/or state regulations may require earlier installation. In

addition, fuel pump shut-offs, including automatic shut-offs at each pump and a manual shut-off

inside the building, are effective for preventing or minimizing the size of’spills.

Proper maintenance of the spill containment equipment is required to ensure proper

product delivery. The required maintenance includes regular removal of’ accumulated debris,

water, and product.

2.2.2 POSTING SIGNS WARNING AGAINST "TOPPING OFF"

"Topping off’ fuel tanks during fueling can lead to spills, which can potentially contribute

hydrocarbon pollutants to storm water runoff. Posting high visibility signs, warning against

"topping off’ can be effective for minimizing these types of spills.

2.2.3 USING "HOLD OPEN" LATCHES ON DISPENSER NOZZLES

Proper use of" "hold open" latches on dispenser nozzles can facilitate automated gasoline

fueling and can minimize spills caused by improper fueling methods, including use of’fixed

objects such as gas caps, wallets, pieces of.wood, etc., to keep dispenser latches open. It should

be noted that "hold open" latches may not be allowed by local fire departments and may increase

the potential for spills caused by customer drive-offs unless used in conjunction with break-away

hoses.

10
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2.2.4 PROVIDING CANOPIES AND USE OF CONCRETE FOR FUELING AREAS

Providing canopies over fueling areas can reduce storm water pollution caused by direct

precipitation onto fueling areas. However, canopies may not be necessary for RGOs with

effective good housekeeping and spill response procedures.

Portland Cement Concrete (PCC) can be used instead of asphaltic concrete in fuel areas.

This is advantageous because asphalt soaks up fuel, or can be slowly dissolved byo fuel, engine

fluids, and other organic liquids. Over time, the asphalt itself can become a source of storm

water pollutants.

2.2.5 AVOIDING STORM WATER RUNON

RGOs should be ~aded to prevent storm water runon to fuel islands and outdoor

maintenance areas. Runon can also be prevented by installing berms, curbs, or valley gutters to

redirect the runoff. It is also possible to redirect roof gutter downspouts so that they drain away

from the fueling and maintenance areas.

2.2.6 MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES FOR EXISTING OIL & GREASE

SEPARATORS AND OTHER TREATMENT BMPS

Any structural BMP, including oil and grease separators, drainage sumps, and catch

basins, should be maintained regularly. This reduces the potential for re-suspension and

transport of settled particulates, which can be a source of storm water pollutants. Proper

maintenance of oil/grit separators includes periodic sediment clean out.

2.2.7 AVOIDING RGO WASH DOWNS

As described in,Section 1.3.3 of this report, a study to evaluate the use of high-pressure

washing as a storm water BMP was conducted for Sacramento County (Uribe and Associates,

1994). The results of the study indicated that regular high-pressure and high-temperature

washing of pavement surfaces at RGOs can actually cause an increase in the concentrations of

11
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certain pollutants in storm water discharges. In addition, discharges to the street or storm drain

syst.em that result fi’om P,.GO washdowns is prohibited by many municipalities. As an alternative,

~uel dispensers should be regularly cleaned using a damp cloth or mop. Mop water should be

discharged to a mop sink connected to the sanitary sewer. However, check with your local

sewer authority regarding permitting or other requirements for mop water discharges to the

sewer system.

2.2.8 SWEEPING EXPOSED AREAS

Regular sweeping of exposed areas, using hand brooms and/or vacuums, can be an

effective storm water BM~. Sweeping may be most effective when conducted immediately prior

to the wet season and forecasted rain events. Studies show that routine sweeping is effective in

reducing concentrations of total suspended solids, paniculate heavy metals, and hydrocarbons

bound to particulates. In addition, pollutant removal rates are shown to vary directly with the

frequency of sweeping. A street sweeping study in San Jose revealed approximate removal rates

of 50 percent for heavy metals and total suspended solids when streets were swept once or twice

a day ~DC, 1992). However, a significant reduction to less than 5 percent removal was

observed when the frequency of sweeping dropped to once or twice a month (Pitt, 1979).

2,2.9 EL/2VIINATI~G NON-STORM WATER DISCHARGES AND ILLICIT

CONNECTIONS

Non-storm water discharges and illicit connections are potentially significant sources of

storm water pollution. An example of a non-storm water discharge is the wash water from

vehicle or pavement washing that is discharged to the street or storm drain system. This type of

discharge is prohibited by many municipalities. Examples of illicit connections are indoor drains

or sinks that discharge to the storm drain instead of the sewer system. These illicit connections

are also prohibited by most municipalities, and it is recommended that all R.GOs be inspected to

confirm that all illicit connections are eliminated.

12
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2.2.10 STANDARDIZING SPILL RESPONSE PLAN

A standardized spill response plan ensures that spills are promptly detected, contained as

necessary, and properly cleaned up. An effective plan provides a well-defined set of spill

response procedures and establishes a training program to ettuca-te air employees about the

procedures. Typical spill response techniques at RGOs include using shop rags for small spills

and using absorbent materials such as vermiculite, sawdust, or cat litter for larger spills. In

addition, there are commercially available adsorbent materials that can be recycled. Used shop

rags should be stored in a closed bin for recycling by a cleaning service. Separate wet/dry

vacuums also can be used for larger motor oil and antifreeze spills. Due to their potential

flammability, spilled gasoline, solvents, or other volatile liquids should be removed using

absorbent materials. Depending on the type of spill, the used absorbent materials may have to be

disposed of as a hazardous waste.

2.2.11 TRAINING EMPLOYEES

Employee training is a key component of pollution prevention. R.outine employee

training can take the form of distinct BMP training programs or incorporating BMP training into

existing employee safety or other general training sessions. An effective training program

emphasizes routine employee observations of product deliveries to USTs and frequent

inspections of self-serve fueling areas and other customer-related operations. RGOs with

maintenance and/or repair facilities should also emphasize routine employee shop inspection to

ensure that operations do not adversely impact storm water.

2.2.12 PROVIDING OVERHEAD COVERAGE OF VEHICLE MAINTENANCE AND

REPAIR AREAS

Conducting vehicle maintenance and repair activities under canopies or inside buildings is

an effective pollution prevention measure. Overhead coverage includes use of temporary roofs,

permanent roofs, sheds, or indoor facilities. Overhead coverage prevents direct storm water

13
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contact with the maintenance area, which can potentially contribute automotive waste fluids to

the storm water runoff.

2.2.13 PREVENTING DISCHARGES WHEN CHANGING FLUIDS

Preventing spills and other discharges in exposed maintenance and repair areas is an

effective storm water BMP. A drip pan can be placed under a vehicle while disconnecting

hoses, unscrewing filters, or removing other parts to capture the automotive fluids. However, if

fluids are leaked onto exposed surfaces, proper spill response procedures should be performed,

as described in Section 2.2.~ of this report.

2.2.14 USING PARTS CLEANING STATIONS

Using a self-contained pans cleaning station can prevent parts cleaning wash-off from

contacting storm water. Parts cleaning wash-off can contain cleaning solvents, along with oil

residues from the pans. Drip pans, drain boards, and drying racks can be installed as part of the

cleaning station for drainage of pans cleaning Wash-off into appropriate recycling or disposal

equipment.

2.2.15 COLLECTING AND STORING FILTERS, WASTE OIL, AND OTHER FLUIDS

Proper collection and storage of oil filters, waste oil, and other fluids such as transmission

fluid, degreasers, antifreeze, hydraulic fluid, and various cleaning solvents is an effective BMP.

In addition, recycling these materials can significantly reduce the disposal costs associated with

hazardous wastes. Many commercial recycling facilities pick up the wastes on site, but typically

accept only separated wastes. Unseparated wastes are harder to recycle, and therefore, increase

overall treatment costs. Used oil filters and fluids should be stored in covered drums. If the

drums are stored in exposed areas, the drum exterior should be routinely checked for

contaminants and wiped clean, if necessary.

14
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2.3 Storm Water Treatment BMPs

In the event that the practical pollution prevention measures described above are

determined to be insufficient, or in areas where additional controls are mandated, it may be

necessary to install storm water treatment devices. Descriptions of the available treatment

methods for R.GO storm water runoff are provided in the following subsections. A summary of

these treatment BIVfFs are included in Table 5. The BiVfFs described below are limited to those

that can be used in urban areas where almost I00 percent of the surface is covered with

structures or pavements, and where there is insufficient space available for relatively large

structural storm water quality management facilities such as extended dry detention or wet

ponds. The information presented is based on a review of published and unpublished studies,

discussions with researchers with studies in progress, review of literature provided by

manufacturers, and discussions with personnel from numerous regulatory agencies. The

descriptions provide the approximate initial installation and yearly maintenance costs. Specific

design information is not included in this report; however, references that provide sufficient

design level information are cited and a list of useful references is attached to this report.

2.3.1 VEGETATIVE BUFFER AREAS

2.3.1.1 BMP Description
A vegetative buffer area (VBA), also referred to. as a biofilter, is a nonstructural BMP

designed to remove particulate pollutants by filtration through grass and infiltration through soil.
According to U.S. EPA (1991), a VBA is designed as a permanent, maintained strip of planted
or indigenous vegetation located between non-point sources of pollution and receiving water
bodies to remove or mitigate the effects of non-point source pollutants such as nutrients,
pesticides, sediments, and suspended solids. VBAs that are used as storm water conveyance
systems usually are called grass swales. A schematic of a typical grass swale is presented as
Figure 2.
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Figure 2 - Schematic of a Typical Grass Swale (MWCOG, 1987)

2.3.1.2 BMP Discussion

The vegetation in a VBA acts to filter and settle out paniculate sediment and attached

pollutants. The reduction in runoff velocity within the vegetated areas enhances the amoum of

settling and infiltration that occurs. Nutrient uptake, adsorption, and infiltration mechanisms

may decrease the pollutant load entering the natural waterways. The reduced runoff velocity

also lessens the potential for resuspension of particles as the flow travels toward the waterway

(NVPDC, 1992). Results of modeling studies indicate that VBAs are somewhat effective in

removing particulates, although settling is not optimized. VBAs are less effective in removing

soluble nutrients (MWCOG, 1987).

Several methods have been proposed to size VBAs (Homer, 1988; FHWA, 1989; IEp,

1991; Tollner, et al., 1976). Using the method of Homer (1988) and assuming a 2-year event, a

3% slope, and a 4-inch grass height, the VBA area required to treat a 1/2 acre impervious site

ranges between 400 and 650 square feet (Camp Dresser & McKee et. al., 1993). Typical design

.lengths for grass swales range from 100 to 200 feet (Homer, 1988). Studies have shown that
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swales are most effectively used on sites with a minimal amount of impervious cover, where peak

d~scharge is less than 5 cubic feet per second (cfs) and velocities are less than 5 feet per second

(fps). For these reasons, VBAs may not be a practical on-site BM[P for RGOs.

Because VBAs rely on infiltration, fuel leaks or spills may potentially contaminate

subsurface soils and, in some cases, groundwater. Even if discharges from leaks and spills can be

avoided, metals and other contaminants may accumulate in the subsoils. As with the other

infiltration BNfPs, there may be waste discharge permitting requirements for VBAs (Camp

Dresser & McKee et. al., 1993).

2.3.1.3 Range of Costs

According to MWCOG (1992), construction costs for a typical grass swale may range

from $5 to $15 per linear foot, depending on the swale dimensions, grass type, and other possible

characteristics. Maintenance costs for swales are estimated to be fairly low. Typical

maintenance includes replacement of non-vegetated areas, periodic sediment removal, routine

inspections, mowing, watering, and chemical applications.

2.3.2 POROUS PAVE~VIENT

2.3.2.1 BMP Description

Porous pavements use infiltration to control storm water runoff. This BM~ is applicable

as a substitute for conventional asphalt pavement on parking areas and low-traffic-volume roads,

provided that the grades, subsoil characteristics, and groundwater table conditions are suitable

for such use. In general, the grades should be very gentle to fiat, the subsoil should have at least

moderate permeability (f~_ 0.27 irghr), and the depth to groundwater should be 2 to 4 feet (State

of Maryland Department of the Environment). As indicated on Figure 3, porous pavements

usually are layered systems, consisting of a porous asphalt surface overlying two layers of

aggregate base course. The upper base course layer is designed as a filter layer, and the lower

layer serves as a reservoir. A typical porous pavement asphaltic concrete mixture has

approximately 16 percent voids, as opposed to conventional asphaltic concrete, which has 3 to 5

percent voids (NVPDC, 1992). The design of the actual porous pavement system is a function

of several facto’rs, including the load-bearing capacity of the subgrade, the expected traffic
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volume, and the storage capacity of the reservoir course layer. In turn, the storage capacity of

the reservoir course layer is designed with respect to the depth to bedrock and the high water

table, design storm, design method, allowable detention time, and existing subsurface soil

infiltration rates. For sites with relatively pervious subgrade conditions, a porous pavement may

allow infiltration of approximately 60 to 90 percent of the storm-water runoff; depending on the

rainfall intensity, existing subsurface conditions, and the actual design method used (MWCOG,

1987).

,,\~~ ~.~~~~~~’~
¯ 2 ~" tO 4" thick
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storage required and frost
penetration

FILTER FABRIC
EXISTING SOIL
Minimum oompaction to retain

ilL.~l~l;::~l=: porosity and permeabil~

Figure 3 - Schematic of a Typical Porous Pavement (NVPDC, 1992)

2.3.2.2 BMP Discussion

Porous pavements may be an effective storm water BMP for some applications, however,

because porous pavements are designed to allow rapid infiltration of storm water into subsurface

soils, there is a significant potential for fuel leaks or spills to contaminate subsurface soils and, in

some cases, groundwater. Also, depending on the types and concentrations ofcontarninants in

the storm water discharge, metals and other contaminants may potentially accumulate in the

subsoils. For these reasons, the use of porous pavements at RGOs is discouraged. Other

problems associated with porous pavements are the high probability of pavement pore clogging

from larger sized particulates and the absence of effective techniques to mitigate significant

clogging that may occur. According to MWCOG (1992), 75 percent of’ all porous pavement
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systems surveyed in Maryland have partially or t6tally clogged within five years. For this reason,

pretreatment of storm water to remove particulates often is recommended. Other disadvantages

of porous ~avements include the high level of required construction workmanship, the reduced

strength of the pavement system, and the necessity of frequent inspections and maintenance after

construction. Also, waste discharge permits may be required for infiltration BMPs, including

porous pavements (Camp Dresser & McKee et. al., 1993).

2.3.2.3 Range of Costs

In general, a porous asphait system may cost as much as 50 percent more than a

conventional asphalt section and the necessary materials may be difl3cult to obtain in some

regions of the country. An average additional construction cost over conventional asphaltic

pavement was calculated by MWCOG (1987) for a 1-acre porous pavement BMP parking lot,

using an 18-inch-thick reservoir course. The calculated construction cost was :$75,054 greater

than the cost of a conventional pavement section. This estimate did not include costs for initial

site testing or pretreatment structures. Routine maintenance of porous pavements may constitute

one to two percent of the initial construction costs (MWCOG, 1992).

2.3.3 I~FILTRATION TRENCHES

2.3.3.1 BM-P Description

An infiltration trench is a shallow excavation filled with a coarse stone medium to create

an underground reservoir. The infiltration trench is designed to collect, store, and slowly

exfiltrate storm runoff’, relying on native subsurface biological, chemical, and physical pollutant

removal mechanisms for treatment. A schematic of’a typical infiltration trench is presented as

Figure 4. The depth of the trench typically ranges from 2 to I0 feet, and the stone medium

typically consists of washed aggregate with diameters of 1.5 to 3 inches (State of Maryland

Department of the Environment). Infiltration trenches are only suitable for sites with relatively

permeable subsurface conditions. It usually is recommended that an infiltration trench be

installed a~ sites in conjunction with a pretreatment device (such as a filter strip, sump basin, or

oil/grit separator) to remove particulate matter.
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Figure 4 - Schematic of a Typical Infiltration Trench (MWCOG, 1987)

2.3.3.2 BMP Discussion

Where conditions are suitable, an infiltration trench is an adaptable BMP that effectively

eliminates discharges containing soluble and particulate pollutants. However, as with other

infiltration systems, trenches are not intended to trap coarse sediments and pretreatment is often

necessary.

As with porous pavements, infiltration trenches are designed to allow rapid infiltration of’

storm water into subsurface soils. For this reason, there is a potential for fuel leaks or spills to

contaminate subsurface soils and, in some cases, groundwater. RGOs that use infiltration

trenches should be provided with a drainage sump equipped with a shut-off valve that can

contain spills prior to discharge into the infiltration trench. In addition, depending on the types

and concentrations of contaminants in the storm water discharge, metals and other contaminants

may accumulate in the subsoils. There may also be waste discharge permitting requirements

associated with use of’ infiltration trenches (Camp Dresser & McKee et. al., 1993).
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Several studies of existing infiltration trenches have revealed high failure rates. A study

by Galli (1992) indicated that less than half of the nearly 50 infiltration trenches surveyed were

working as designed. Another study indicated that less than one-third still functioned after five

years (Schueler, 1994). Failure of infiltration trenches usually is the result of clogging, which can

be caused by a variety of factors, including inadequate pretreatment devices and/or an

unsatisfactory subsurface location (including poor soil infiltration ’rates and close proximities to

bedrock and/or water table).

2.3.3.3 Range of Costs

The construction cost of infiltration trenches is dependent on the excavation, stone fill,

filter cloth, and inlet and outlet pipe costs. Construction costs of trenches with storage volumes

ranging from 100 td 10,000 cubic feet range from $1,000 to $10,000 (Wiegand et. al., 1986).

Operation and maintenance costs for infiltration trenches range from 5 to 15 percent of the

capital cost of the facility, with an average cost of 9 percent (NVPDC, 1992). Also, possible

replacement or rehabilitation of infiltration trenches may be required every ten years, and the cost

of this may be equal to the initial construction cost (MWCOG, 1992).

2.3.4 SEPARATORS

2.3.4.1 BMP Description

The terms oil/grit separator, oil/water separator, oil and grease trap, and water quality

inlet are oi~en used interchangeably to describe treatment devices commonly installed to remove

separate-phase hydrocarbons and, in some cases, sediment from storm water runoff. These

devices are adaptations of the American Petroleum Institute (API) separator. A schematic of a

separator is presented as Figure 5. The separator usually is a long basin with multiple chambers

or vaults, typically installed below grade. The devices can be fairly easily fitted into an existing

drainage system. The separator is designed to slow water flow which promotes settling of

particulates and stratifies the flow to enhance phase separation. In this manner, the heavier

particulates settle out, and the oil and grease rise for removal and disposal.

Another type of separator, called the coalescing plate interceptor (CPI) separator has a

more advanced design. The CPI separator contains closely spaced plates, which erthance
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removal efficiencies. These are common for treating oil-bearing industrial wastewater, but,

because they are typically designed to treat low flow rates with relatively high concentrations of

oil, they are not typically,used for treating storm water. A CPI separator generally achieves a

greater removal efficiency than an API-type separator, but is more costly to purchase and

operate.

-Stormwater [nle~ Pipe

Figure 5 - Schematic of a Typical Oil/Grit Separator ~’PDC, 1992)

2.3.4,2 BMP Discussion

Although separators are commonly used, and are required in certain municipalities, recent

research suggests that they are not appropriate as a storm water BlVfP. Separators are fairly

costly to install and maintain, and most designs do not operate effectively with the low oil and

grease concentrations typically found in properly operated and maintained RGOs. These devices

are moderately effective for removing coarse-grained particulates along with hydrocarbons

adsorbed onto particulates, but are typically not effective for removing fine-grained particulates

or dissolved contaminants (NVPDC, 1992; MWCOG, 1987).

One significant problem with the use of separators as a storm water BMP is that the

devices are typically designed as on-line systems with limited storage capabilities. This results in

short detention times, which can cause significant re-suspension and discharge of pollutants. The
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Northern Virginia BMP Handbook (1992) states that the average detention time of a

conventional oil/grease separator system is barely more than one hour. Galli (1992) also

demonstrated that the detention time within separators frequently is less than 30 minutes during

storms. According to the California B1VfP Manual (Camp Dresser & McKee et. al., 1993), to

provide the detention times necessa .ry to effectively treat the_majodty~of runoff resulting from a

moderate storm event at a 1/2 acre paved site, a separator 57 feet long is required.

Alternative system designs treat the runoff only from the first approximate 0.06 to 0.12

inch of runoff and bypass the remainder for direct discharge. Although this methodology is

somewhat effective in reducing the re-suspension of pollutants, it is ineffective for treating the

volume of storm water customarily recommended or required. In Virginia, the Water Quality

Volume OvVQV), which is the minimum quantity of storm water that must be treated, is 0.5 inch.

To store and effectively treat the volume of storm water that would result from this amount of

rainfall, the separators would have to be significantly larger than those currently used at most

sites.

In addition to alternative designs that bypass peak storm water discharges, several

vendors currently offer innovative alternate designs that appear to significantly reduce the

potential for re-suspension. However, these devices still rely on phase separation for removal of

oil and grease, and have not been demonstrated effective for reducing the relatively low oil and

grease concentrations typical of RGOs.

Maintenance is another factor that should be considered when evaluating separators. To

function as designed, these devices require regular and frequent clean-out of trapped sediments

to minimize re-suspension. The standing pool of water contained within the first chamber, along

with the floating oil, must be periodically pumped out and replaced with clean water. Some

commercial oil reeyclers may accept this material for recycling; otherwise, it must be handled as

hazardous waste. The maintenance requirements for separators have been termed the "Achilles

heel" of existing separator technology. One study conducted in Maryland (Schueler, 1993)

found not a single separator system out of more than 100 inspected that had ever been

maintained. According to Schueler (1994), this poor track record is the result of several factors,

including: a lack of outside companies that perform the required maintenance; a lack of

enforcement by regulators; the expense associated with maintenance; and the actual or perceived
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toxicity of the trapped sediments, resulting in limited options for safe and economical sediment

disposal.

2.3.4.3 Range of Costs

The purchase and installation costs for a standard API-type system ranges from

approximately $5,000 to $15,000 depending on the size and location of the facility (NVPDC,

1992). In general, separator systems are costly on a runoff volume treated basis, averaging three

to four times the unit cost of other BMPs such as trenches or sand filters (MWCOG, 1992).

Maintenance costs are estimated to range from $1,000 to $2,000 per site each year (Schueler,

1994).

2.3.~ SAND FILTERS

2.3.5.1 BM’P Description

Sand filters are a type of structural BMP that relies on sedimentation and sand filtration

to remove total suspended solids, hydrocarbons, and heavy metals. Sand filter technology is

rapidly advancing, and a number of sand filter designs are currently available. A schematic of

one design, the D.C. Sand Filter, is presented as Figure 6. The D.C. Sand Filter is a three-

chamber gravity-flow system. The first chamber and a portion of the second chamber contain a

permanent pool, which traps grit and floating material, including oil and grease. The remaining

portion of the second chamber contains a 24-inch-thick sand filter underlain by a layer of filter

fabric, gravel, and collector pipes. Storm water entering the structure causes the pool to rise and

overflow onto the filter. The water percolates through the sand and into the underdrain system.

The water then enters a clearwell and is discharged through a connector pipe. Depending on the

depth of the sand filter installation and the elevation of the street, storm drain, or other

conveyance, it may be necessary to use a sump pump to discharge the treated storm water.

The D.C. Sand Filter is designed as an off-line system that treats only the initial discharge

or water quality volume (WQV) from a storm event. The WQV typically used is the volume of

runoff from the first 0.5 inch of rainfall. For a 1/2-acre, entirely impervious RGO, the WQV is

approximately 900 cubic feet of water. A flow splitter is normally used to divert the remainder

of the discharge for direct discharge. The WQV must be stored until it can be processed through
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the sand filter. To store ’and treat this volume of storm water, the underground vault needs to be

I0 feet deep, I0 feet wide, and 23.5 feet long (City, of Alexandria).

Manhole

Structural Concrete Vault--~
Designed for Lo~d and Soil\

Conditions\ PVC Dewatering
Drain with Gate Valve

Access M~mholes

)w ~0

"Storm Sewer

Clearwell Chamber

6" Perforated PVC Collector
in g" Gravel Bed (3 Required)

2’ Stud Filter Between Geotechnic.d
Filter Cloth L~yers

First 1/2" of Inspection Well/Cle~nout Pipe with
Runoff (WQV Waterproof Cap (3 Required)

from Sediment Chamber with
Flow Separator Water Seal to Trap Hydrocarbons

Figure 6 - Schematic of a D.C. Sand Filter (City of Alexandria, 1995)

A schematic of another type of sand filter, the Delaware Sand Filter, is presented as

Figure 7. This filter consists of two parallel chambers connected by closely spaced notches in

the top of the connecting wail. The filter is normally installed in-line. The first chamber is a

sedimemation chamber with a permanem pool. Storm water flows into the first chamber through

steel grates that cover the top of the chamber. As storm water enters the system, the permanent

pool overflows through the weir notches into the second chamber, which comains an 18-inch-

thick.sand filter. The storm water percolates through the filter and is discharged through a filter

fabric-covered grate located at the downhill end of the filter chamber. In some cases, a gravel

bed and collector pipe are placed below the sand filter. The Delaware Sand Filter is designed to

accept discharge until it has reached the capacity of’the sedimentation chamber. The remaining

storm water volume overflows and is discharged without treatment.
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Figure 7 - Schematic of" a Delaware Sand Fil~er (Bell & Nguyen, 1995)

2.3.5.2 BMP Discussion

Several studies have evaluated the performance of sand filters for treating storm water

(City of Austin, 1991; Bell & Nguyen, 1995; Homer, 1994). The results of these studies indicate

that sand filters are effective in removing particulate pollutants such as total suspended solids,

lead, zinc, organic carbon, and organic nitrogen, with removal efficiencies generally exceeding 75

percent. These studies have not provided information regarding capabilities for removing

dissolved metals. In some cases this could be significant, because dissolved metals are more

mobile and toxic than particulate metals. The studies do indicate that sand filters can discharge

nitrate and tota| dissolved solids, resulting in effluent concentrations of these constituents that

are actually higher than influent concentrations. The net increase in nitrate concentrations

suggests that nitrification may be occurring in the filter media. The net increase in total dissolved

solids concentrations has been attributed to preferential leaching of cations from organic matter

trapped on the surface of the sand (Schueler, 1994).
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Sand filters appear to be prone to clogging, particularly in areas where high

co.ncentrations of suspended solids are present in storm water. Clogging problems are greatly

reduced in areas that are completely impervious. The sedimentation chambers are also prone to

freezing when used in colder climates. One significant concern with vault filters, such as the

D.C. Sand Filter, is the buildup of potentially explosive gases within the vault and the

determination that the vault is considered a "confined space," requiring special health and safety

procedures for entry.

Routine maintenance is a fundamental requirement for the proper functioning of sand

filters. In general, maintenance operations for sand filters include periodic excavation and

replacement of the top layer filter media, regular removal of trash and other larger-sized debris,

and routine visual inspections of the overall filter unit, particularly atter storm events. Specific

recommended maintenance for D.C. Sand Filter units include semi-annual pumping and refilling

of the first chamber permanent pool, and replacement of the top two to three inches of sand or

overlaying layers ofgeotechnical cloth every three to five years (Bell & Nguyen, 1995). The

disposal of used sand filter media can be an additional maintenance burden if’it is classified as a

hazardous waste material.

2.3.5.3 Range of Costs

Construction costs for sand filters range from approximately $10,000 to $20,000 per

impervious acre treated (Schueler, 1994). Maintenance costs for sand filters have been estimated

to be approximately 5 percent of the construction cost per year (MWCOG, 1992), with the

required maintenance operations including raking, disposal of contaminated sand, and trash and

debris removal.

2.3.6 COMPOST FILTERS

2.3.6.1 BM:P Description

Compost filters are similar to sand filters, except they use compost instead of sand for the

filter media. Filtration through compost provides filtration, ion exchange, molecular adsorption,

and biodegradation for pollutant removal. Currently, leaf compost is the most widely used

compost media in storm water compost filters. A suitable compost has maturity, low
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contaminant levels, and high humic acid content and pen’neability (Schueler, 1994). Filtration

through compost is a patented process. The patent holder, CSF Treatment Systems, has

developed a drop-in compost storm water filter unit that is sized for small impervious sites such

as KGOs. A schematic of a drop-in unit is presented in Figure 8. The drop-in unit is a three-

chamber system. The first chamber collects and disperses the- flowover the filter media. The

second chamber contains an energy dissipator, a scum baffle, the compost filter media, and an

overflow route. As storm water enters the second chamber, the design flow is filtered through

the media, collected by a perforated underdrain system, and then discharged through a connector

pipe. If the design storm is exceeded, overflow into the third chamber will occur and storm

water will be discharged without treatment. Depending on the depth of the compost filter

installation and the elevation of the street, storm drain or other conveyance, it may be necessary

to use a sump pump to discharge the treated or bypassed storm water.

The drop-in unit is an in-line storm water treatment structure. It is typically installed below

grade and its pre-cast concrete vaults range fi’om a 6-foot by 12-foot to an 8-foot by 18-foot

configuration. These vaults can be connected in series or parallel, depending on the design flow rate.

Single drop-in units are rated to treat storm water discharges between 0.28 and 0.64 cubic feet per

second. The drop-in filter is sized to handle a maximum ~f2.5 gallons per minute per square foot of

filter surface area (CSF, 1995).

Figure 8 - Schematic of a Drop-In Compost Filter Unit (CSF, 1995)
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2.3.6.2 BMP Discussion

A limited number of’compost filters have been installed to date, and there is limited

independent data regarding the actual performance. Based on results provided by the

manufacturer, the drop-in CSF unit averages approximately 90 percent removal for total

suspended solids, and ranges from 85 to 95 percent metals removal. The drop-in unit has also

shown high efficiencies in removal of" hydrocarbons and oil and grease at the low concentrations

(5 to 10 ppm) typical of R.GO operations. Average removal rates for hydrocarbons and oil and

grease at these concentrations are approximately 80 percent. The Snohomish County

(Washington) Surface Water Management Agency, which considers the compost filter to be an

experimental BMP, has recently installed two compost filters. The performance of these filters

will be monitored over the next wet season.

Some deficiencies of’the compost filter system include the potential for a net increase in

the concentrations of’ certain pollutants, including orthophosphorous, organic nitrogen, and total

dissolved solids, in the compost filter discharge. The increase in orthophosphorous

concentrations may be due to the inability of’ compost to perform anion exchange of’ soluble

phosphorous, and the increase in organic nitrogen may suggest the occurrence of’ nitrification

within the filter media. The increase in total dissolved solids may be explained through possible

cation leaching processes within the compost filter media.

2.3.6.3 Range of Costs

In the northwest, initial costs for drop-in units designed for small sites such as RGOs

range between $17,000 and $25,000 (CFS, 1995). For drop-in units, the manufacturer

recommends that the compost media be replaced annually. The cost of this maintenance

procedure should range from $800 to $1,200 per year (CFS, 1995). According to information

provided by the manufacturer, the used compost can be directly landfilled as a non-hazardous

waste.
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2.3.7 CATCH BASIN INSERTS

2.3.7.1 BMP Description

Catch basin inserts are filtering devices that can be inserted into existing catch basins.

Catch basin insert types include felt bags, tray(s), or "lobster trap" filters. A tray configuration is.

presented as Figure 9. Catch basin inserts are designed to remove suspended solids, trace

metals, and hydrocarbons through mechanical straining, particle settling, and physical adsorption

processes.

Figure 9 - Schematic of a Catch Basin Insert Tray (McPhersort, 1992)

2.3.7.2 BMP Discussion

Results of one study on filter inserts indicates that filter inserts are nominally effective in

removing fine sediment and associated pollutants and somewhat more effective in removing

coarse material and debris (Interagency Catch Basin Insert Committee, 1995). There is little

information regarding the effectiveness for hydrocarbons at the low inflow concentrations typical

of properly operated and maintained RGOs. The available data does suggest, however, that

removal efficiencies for hydrocarbons are low at low inflow concentrations and somewhat higher
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for high irfflow concentrations. Clogging appears to be a potential problem with filter inserts,

even on sites that are completely paved. In addition, preliminary indications are that the filters

may require frequent replacement or cleaning.

2.3.7.3 Range of Costs

One vendor listed initial costs ranging from $1,600 to $3,200 for a three-tray filter with a

flow rate capacity of 180 gpm. Annual maintenance costs for this three-tray system ranged from

$6 to $520, depending on the frequency of maintenance and the respective filter media used.

Disposal costs also need to be considered, and can vary considerably depending upon the

classification of the used filter material waste.
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SECTION 3.0 -- CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of several storm water studies, it appears that the contaminant levels

in storm water runoff from properly operated and maintained RGOs are not appreciably different

from those of many other similar sources, such as parking lots and streets. In most cases, the

mean concentrations of oil and grease, total suspended solids, and chemical oxygen demand in

storm water runoff from RGOs are below the NPDES storm water permit limitations set by

several states for vehicle-related activities.

Properly operated and maintained ItGOs may currently be implementing a variety of

BIVfPs to reduce storm water contaminant concentrations,. Two basic categories of BMPs are

presented in this paper. The first category consists of practical pollution prevention measures.

These are the basic, common operational practices and relatively simple facility modifications

that are effective in preventing storm water pollution. The second category consists of storm

water treatment BIVfPs. These include structural controls that involve installation of equipment

to reduce contaminant concentrations in storm water runo~

Practical pollution prevention measures are appropriate for KGOs because they are

simple, cost effective, and protective of storm water quality. In contrast, the storm water

treatment Bh/fPs are less appropriate for R.GOs because they are ineffective or unproven for

treatment of low contaminant concentrations and are relatively expensive to install and maintain.
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Table 1
Summary of Results from WSPA/API Study

(WSPA/API, t994)

RGOs Parking Lots
(Pump Islands and Driveways (All Use Areas Combined)

Combined)

Constituent Number Mean Median Number Mean Median

(units) of of
Samples Samples

Oil & Grease 12 7.1 1 8 5.2 4.6

Total Suspended 12 1 I. 5 10 8 61.7 69.5
Solids (mg/1)

Copper (lzg/l) 2 20 20 8 20.3 21

Lead (gg/1) 2 .7.5 7.5 8 9.75 9.5

Zinc (gg/l) 2 170 170 8 192 190

Cadmium (g~l) 2 ND ND 8 ND ND
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Table 2
Summary of Mean Concentrations from Discrete Land Use Type Study

(Shepp, [995)

Constituent Parking Lot RGO Street Commercial Parking
(units) (All Day Lot

Parking) (Short-Term Parking)

Oil and Grease 0.9 3.7 2.2 12.4
(mg!l)

Total 26.8 41.3 93.3 42.9
Suspended
Solids (mg/1)

Chemical                  22. i 57.1 60.8 69.1
Oxygen
Demand
(mg )
Total Organic 13.1 12.2 17.1 41.3
Carbon (mgi1)

Copper (~tg/l) 7.5 9 18.2 21.2

Lead (~tg/l) 5.3 17.8 59.1 10.9

Zinc (~,~,/1) . 107.8 204.3 199.6 451.6
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Table 3
Summary of Results from Action Plan Demonstration Project

(Uribe, 1994)

Constituent           Pre-BMP Post-BMP
(units) Monitoring Monitoring

(18 Storm Events) (18 Storm Events)

Mean Median ~’Vlean Median

~Oil & Grease (rag/l) 4.61 2.35 9.22 6.45

Total Suspen~ted 59.33 41 81.5 50
Solids (rag/l)

Copper (g.g/l) 25.22 20 70.63 16

Lead (~gil) 33.4 26 71.61 21

Zinc (~tg/l) 379.4 195 349.33 285

Cadmium (g.g/l) 0.66 0.54 0.84 0.57

Chromium (~t~/l) . 4.16 3.5 3.52 3.2
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Table 4
Comparison of RGO Results with Typical Permit Limitations and NURP

Results from RGO Studies Typical Permit Limitations and Results from NURP

AL NPDES OR Louisiana
WSPA/APi Discrete Land Action Plan MO NPDES Permit a NPDES Storm Water NURP -

Study Use Study Demonstration PermitI (daily max/ PermiP Quality Re=idential/

Constituent (mean of all (mean of all Project (mean of pre- (daily max/ monthly (daily Standard Commercial

(units) results) results) BMP results) monthly avg) avg) max) (daily max) Land Use4

Oil and Grease 7. I 3.7 4.6 ! ! 5110 ! 5110 I 0 ! 52 --
(rag/I)

Total ! 1.5 4 i.3 59.33 100150 50130 .... 239
Suspended

Solids (rag/I)

COD (rag/l) -- 57. I ........ 10’0~ 94

Lead (it’#l) 7.5 17 8 26 ........ 238

Copper (Itg/l) 20 9 20 ........ 53 ,

Zinc (pg/I) 170 204.3 195 ........ 353

I. Draft NPDES permit by Ihe Stale of Missouri Dcpaament of Natural Resoorccs for tim= engaged in nmlor frcigl,t transportation and warehousing (l:~m~it no. MO-$240000).

ALG i 40000).
Fhtal NPDES p:mtil issued by t~ State ofOregoa, Dcpamn¢nl of Envirm,,~tal Quality for transpodation fa¢ililies classified as SIC cod~s 40, 41, 42 (except 4221-4225), 43, 44, 45, and 5 ! 7 i {permit
no. 1200Jl’).

4. Rcsulls of the Iqational tllban RunoffProgram, IJS EPA, 198.1.
3. Slimdard appli~ to all a~mn waler discharges (LAC
6. O~-e Mining alul &cssing {40 CFR Paa 440, Subpafl
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Table 5
Summary of Storm Water BMPs

BMP Description BMP Considerations Approximate Suitability for
Range of Costs~ R(;Os

Using Spill Containment Prevents spills caused by overfillingFederally required by 1998, already required in some Initial costs - high Suitable for RGOs.
& Overfill Prevention US’is. areas.
Equipment O&M costs -

moderate

Posting Signs Warning Minimizes spill occurrences by None Initial costs - low Suitable for RGOs.
Against "Topping Off" reminding employees and customers

not to top offtanks. O&M costs - low

installing dispenser "hold Minimizes spill occurrences by Prevents use of fixed objects such as gas caps, wallets,Initial costs - low to Suitable of RGOs.
open" latches automating fuel dispensing, pieces of wood, etc. to keep dispenser latches open. moderate

Can increase potential for spills caused by customer
drive-offs unless used in conjunction with break awayO&M costs - low
hoses. May not be allowed by local fire departments.

Providing Canopies and Canopies over iheling areas can Canopies also shield customers li’om sua and rain. Initial costs - high Suitable lbr RGOs.
rise of Concrete for minimize contact of storm water with
Fueling Areas potential pollutants. Portland Cement O&M cosls - low

Concrete pavements are less prone to Io moderate
soak up fuel than asphaltic concrete.

Avoiding Storm Water Reduces contact of storm water with Should be considered in the initial design of an RGO.Initial costs - low Suitable for RGOs.
Runon fueling and maintenance areas. Difficult to retrofit in most cases. (Initial costs for

retrofit can be high)

O&M costs - low

Maintaining Existing Oil The pollutant re~noval capabilities of Disposal of sediments removed tnust be properly Initial costs - N/A Suitable for
& Grease Separators and oil & grease separators and other managed, with existing
other treaiment BMPs Ireatmenl BMPs can be maximized by O&M costs                                                                                                                                                     - low to    structural BMPs.

conducting regular sedimenl cleanout, moderate
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Table 5 (Continued)
Sutnnmry of Storm Water BMPs

BMP l)escrii)tiou BMP Considerations Approximate Suitability for
Range of Costst RGOs2

Avoiding RGO Wash Discharges from RGO wash downs Discharges to the sanitary sewer li’om RGO wash Initial costs - low Suitable for RGOs.
Downs may violate local municipal downs may require permits.

ordinances and may introduce O&M costs - low
pollutants to the storm drain system.

Sweeping Exposed Areas Removes particulates thereby BMP also,:ahances RGO appearance. Initial costs - low Suitable |br RGOs.
reducing the concentrations in storm
water runoff.                                                                      O&M costs - low to

moderate

Eliminating Non-Storm Can eliminate potentially significant Discharges frmn floor drains or other sources to the Initial costs - low to Suitable for RGOs.
Water Discharges and sources of storm water pollution, sanitary sewer may require permits, moderate
Illicit Connections

O&M costs - low

Standgrdizing Spill Eliminates a potential source of storm Employees should be traiued to properly implement luitial costs - low Suitable for RGOs.
Response Plans water pollution by ensuring that spillsthe spill response plan.

are promplly detected, contained as O&M costs - low
necessary, and properly cleaned up.

Training Employees Ensures that inspections and spill Training program should emphasize routine Initial costs - low Suitable for RGOs.
response procedures are properly inspections and standardized spill response procedures.
conducted by employees. O&M costs - low

Providing Overhead Prevents direct storm water contact None Initial costs - low to Suitable lbr RGOs.
Coverage of Vehicle with potential storm water pollution high
Maintenance aud Repair sources.

Areas O&M costs - low to
moderate

Preventing I)ischarges Eliminates a potential source of stom~ Recycling fluids when possible can reduce disposal Initial costs - low Suilable lbc R(iOs~
When~Changing Fluids water pollution, costs.

O&M costs - low
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Table 5 (Continued)
Summary of Storm Water BMPs

lIMP Description lIMP Considerations Approximate Snitahility fiw
Range of CostsI R(;Os~

Using Parts Cleaning Prevents paris cleaning wash-off from Recycling fluids when possible can reduce disposal Initial costs - low toSuitable for RGOs.

Stations contacting storm water, costs, moderate

O&M costs -
moderate

Collection and Storage of Minimizes contact of storm water Used oil filters and automotive fluids should be storedInitial costs - low Suitable for RGOs.

Oil Filters, Waste Oil, and with potential pollntants, in covered drums. The exterior of drums stored in

Other Fluids exposed areas should be wiped clean on a routine O&lvt costs - low
basis.

Catch Basin Inserts Filters storm water using devices that Filter inserts appear to be nominally effective in Initial costs - low to May prove to be
are iosertcd iulo existing catch basius, removing fine sedi~nent and associated pollutants and high suitable for RGOs,

somewhat more effective in removing coarse material but additional stndy
and debris. There is liltle informatiou regarding the O&M costs - low to is necessary to
effectiveness for hydrocarbons at the low inflow high confirm effectiveness
concentrations typical of properly operated nod with low
maintained RGOs. The available data does suggest, hydrocarbou inflow
however, that removal efficiencies for hydrocarbons conceutratious. Use
are low at low inflow concentratious aud somewhat ’ may not be
higher for high inflow concentrations. Clogging warranted where
appears to be a potential problem and frequent practical pollution
replacement may be necessary. , prevention measures

effeclively control
pollulanls.

Sand Filters Relies on sedimentation and filtration Effective for retnoving particulate pollutants. Limited Initial costs - high May be suitable for

through sand to remove total data regarding effectiveness for removing dissolved RGOs but may not
~ suspended solids, hydrocarbons, and pollutants. May cause an increase in concentrations ofO&M costs - be warranted where
O heavy metals, nitrates and total dissolved solids, moderate practical pollution
~ prevenliou measures
tO efli~ctively control
-,4 pollutants.
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Smnmary of Storm Water BMPs

BMP Description BMP Considerations Approxi~nate Suitai;ility for
Range of (’osts~ ItGOs2

Compost Filters Relies ou sedimentation and filtration Still considered to be au experimental BMP by many Initial costs - high May prove to be

through compost to remove total regulators and there is limited independent data suitable fi~r RGOs

suspended solids, hydrocarbons, and regarding pollutant removal capabilities. Results O&M costs - but additional

heavy metals, provided by the manufacturer indicate a 90 percent moderate to high independent study is

removal for total suspended solids, 80 percent removal necessary to confirm

for hydrocarbons, a,~d 85 to 95 percent removal for effectiveness. Use

metals. The net export of orthophorous, organic may not be

nilrogen, and total dissolved solids may be warranted where

problematic, practical pnlludon
prevention measures
effectively control
pollutants.

Vegetative Buffer Areas Removes particulate pollutants by Requires a fairly large surface area which may be Initial costs - Not suitable lbr most

filtratitm through grass and infiltration problematic for highly urbanized areas and retrofits, moderate to high RGOs as detailed in

through soil. Studies have indicated that vegetative buffer areas are BMP considerations.

somewhat efli.~ctive for removing particulates and lessO&M costs - low to
effective in removing soluble nutrients. Because moderate

vegetative buffer areas rely on infiltration, there is a
potential to contaminate subsurface soil and, in some
cases, groundwater.

Infiltration Trenches Collecls, stores, and slowly exfiltrates For sites with permeable subsoils, ao infiltration trenchInitial costs - Nut suitable for most

, storm water runoff into subsoils, can effectively eliminate storm water discharges moderate to high RGOs as detailed iu

containing soluble and particulate pollutants. BMP consideratious.

llowever, use at RGOs is problematic because of theO&M costs -

significaqt potential for fuel leaks or spills to moderate to high

conla~ninate subsurface soils aud, in some cases,
groundwater. Studies have indicated high failure rates
caused by clogging.
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Table 5 (Continued)
Summary of Storm Water BMPs

BMP Description BMP Considerations Approxi~nate Suitability for
Range of Costs~ RGOs2

Porous Pave~nent Specially designed pavements allow Use is limited to sites with relatively pervious Initial costs - high I~/ot Suitable for
infiltration of approximately 60 to 90 subgrade conditions. Use at RGOs is problematic RGOs.
percent of the storm water runoff, because of the significant potential for fuel leaks or O&M costs -

spills to contaminate subsurface soils and groundwater,moderate to high
Studies also indicate a significant problem with
clogging.

Separators Designed to slow water flow which Most designs do not operate effectively with the low Initial costs - high Not suitable for
promotes settling of particulates and oil and grease concentrations typical of properly RGOs.
stratifies flow to enhance phase operated and maintained RGOs. Limited ability to O&M - moderate
separation, remove fine-grained particulates and trace metals. On-

line systems with insufficient detention times may
cause ~re-s.u.sp.ension of .pollutants.                                              ...

~ Basis for cost estimates: Initial costs, Low: < $999, Moderate: $1000 to $5,000, High: $5000+; Operation and maintenance costs; Low: < $499 per year, Moderate:
$500 to $999 per year, ltigh: $1000÷ per year

2 Suitability determination based ability of BMP to effectively reduce coucentrations of contaminants in storm water discharges from properly ~operated and
maintained RGOs.

O
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Executive Summary

This report summarizes the findings of the Demonstration of Gasoline Fueling Station

Best Management Practices project. The project is an "Action Plan Demonstration

Project" part by a grant awarded by the U. S. Environmental(APDP) funded

Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) through the San Francisco Estuary Project to the County

of Sacramento (County). The purposes of the study were to characterize storm water
runoff from gasoline fueling stations, demonstrate the effectiveness of pollution

prevention technologies or best management practices (BMPs) in reducing pollutant

loadings from gasoline fueling station runoff, and to disseminate information on

effectiveness and costs to a wide audience.

The basic project design involved a two year study in which:

during the first wet season (1992/93), samples of sheet flow runoff from three gas

stations were collected prior to BMP implementation and analyzed in the laboratory

for a variety of pollutants (Phase 1);

¯ best management practices were developed and implemented during the following

dry season (Phase 1); and

the following wet season (1993/94), after BMP implementation, runoff samples were

collected and analyzed for the purpose of comparing pre-BMP data to post-BMP

data for a quantitative evaluation of BMP effectiveness (Phase 2).

The growing body of published studies and storm water monitoring data continues to

indicate that vehicles are one of the most significant so~trces of storm water pollutants

and that areas where service of vehicles is conducted may be of particular concern.

Fueling station discharges may be regulated in the future, so cost-effective BMPs will be

very important not only in pollution reduction, but regulatory compliance as well.

The initial work on Phase 1 included the selection of three representative gasoline

fueling stations whose owners/operators were willing to participate in the BlV[P

demonstration program. Runoff samples from six storms were collected at each of the

three stations during the 1992/93 wet season. Multiple samples were collected

manually from sheet flow to represent a flow-weighted composite sample of

approximately the first 0130 inch of rainfall. Climatological data were also compiled

ii
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throughout the first wet season to aid in interpreting the storm water runoff results.

The major classes of constituents analyzed in Phase I were:
Oil & Grease,
Total suspended solids,
Heavy metals (thirteen priority pollutant metals, aluminum, and iron),
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and
Petroleum hydrocarbons.

After the first three storms, constituents not found in detectable concentrations or those
found significantly below levels of concern were no longer included in the analyses,

thereby allowing the analyses to focus on indicator pollutants. These pollutants were
present in relatively high concentrations and were thought to be representative of the
other pollutants on-site. The following pollutants were selected as indicators:

Oil & Grease,
Total suspended solids, and
Heavy metals (cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, and zinc)

Runoff water quality data from the first wet season of this study appeared comparable
to results from recent related studies. Regressions of the pre-BMP data versus four

rainfall parameters were performed: rainfall intensity during the period of sampling,
cumulative precipitation to date, days since last storm of 0.10 inch or greater, and days
since last storm of 0.25 inch or greater. This was done for each station individually and
for the pooled data set. Overall, the regressions of pre-BMP runoff concentrations
versus rainfall parameters showed the most consistent relationship to be between log

concentration and days since last storm >0.25 inch, particularly for zinc. This result

indicated that pollut_ant buildu~p_occurs___during dry periods, and runoff concentrations
reflect the length of the buildup period.

The selection process for best management practices included all the potential BMPs

applicable to the stations given the physical limitations of the sites. Off-site BMPs (e.g.,
detention pond, wetlands) were not considered because the scope and budget did not

allow for these to be tested. Best management practices were selected using a semi-
quantitative scoring method based on cost and perceived effectiveness in reducing

pollutants. A suite of BMPs was selected to implement at each station that focuses on
the areas with the greatest potential to generate pollutants (e.g., air/water supply area,
fueling area, drive through area) as opposed to areas with less pollution potential (e.g.,

roof drains).
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The following BMPs were selected for implementation at each station:
¯ Mobile Cleaning,
¯ Litter Corttrol,
¯ Public Notices,
¯ Storm Drain Stenciling,
¯ Spill Cleanup Materials, and
¯ Employee Training.
The selected BMPs were implemented in the summer of 1993. Post-BMP runoff samples

from the 1993-94 wet season were collected and analyzed to compare pre-BMP data to
post-BMP data for a quantitative evaluation of BMP effectiveness.

Based on observations by project personnel and best professional judgment about the
efficacy of source controls, it is highly likely that of the six BMPs implemented at the gas
stations, the one BMP with the most significant chance to affect runoff quality was

mobile high pressure water cleaning. The combined effect of the other five source
controls was not likely to have a significant impact on the sources of pollution at the
stations, namely, high volume vehicle traffic and leaks and spills of vehicle fluids.
Consequently, the study can be considered in large part a pilot test of mobile cleaning as

a best management practice.

When all the data from the pre-BMP condition is combined and compared against all the
post-BMP condition data, the only statistically significant difference in the pre- to post-

BMP concentrations was for oil and grease, and it was higher after the BMPs were
implemented. For the event mass loading comparisons, no statisticaUy significant
differences were found between the pre- and post-BMP data. This indicates that,
generally speaking, gas station runoff quality was not sigr~icantly different before and
after implementation of BMPs.

Although visual observations by the field crew confirmed that a significant amount of

pollutants were removed with each deaning~ it is likely that the deanings may have
made more pollutants "available" for washoff in the next event, either storm or cleaning,

by freeing up pollutants allowingto redeposit on pavementand them the surface.

Potential reasons for this observation include:
¯ High pollutant deposition
¯ Rough surface texture
¯ Heavy pollutant buildup
¯ Incomplete washoff after cleaning



All-in-all, it appears that this pilot test of mobile cleaning asphalt surfaces, at high sales
volume gas stations, near busy intersections on major streets, was probably a worst case

scenario for this potential best management practice. The cost of mobile cleaning the
fueling stations used for this study was estimated to be about $600 per station
washdown which is equivalent to $1,300 per acre of paved surface. Therefore, the cost

of mobile cleaning a significant amount of the areas in a watershed exposed to vehicle
traffic, on a regular basis, would be quite high.

Since the results were inconclusive, this study cannot recommend the implementation of

the mobile cleaning BMP on a large scale. However, field observations and study
results seem to indicate that, given the right conditions, mobile cleaning may have the
potential to remove sources of storm water pollution. It is clear from this study and
others that it is not just gas station runoff, but runoff from any area where vehicles
travel, park, or are serviced that is of concern. Recommendations are made for further
investigation of BMPs for impervious areas exposed to vehicle traffic.

V
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Purpose and Scope

This report summarizes the findings of the Demonstration of Gasoline Fueling Station
Best Management Practices project. The project is an "Action Plan Demonstration
Project" (APDP) funded in part by a grant awarded by the U. S. Environmental

Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) through the San Francisco Estuary Project to the County
of Sacramento (County). The purposes of the study were to characterize storm water
runoff from gasoline fueling stations, demonstrate the effectiveness of pollution

prevention technologies or best management practices (BMPs) in reducing pollutant
loadings from gasoline fueling station runoff, and to disseminate information on
effectiveness and costs to a wide audience.

The basic project design involved a twO year study in which:
¯ during the first wet season (1992/93), samples of runoff were collected prior to BMP

implementation and analyzed in the laboratory for a variety of pollutants (Phase 1);

best management practices were developed and implemented dur~g the following
dry season (Phase 1); and

¯ the following wet season (1993/94), after BMP implementation, runoff samples were
collected and analyzed for the purpose of comparing pre-BMP data to post-BMP
data for a quantitative evaluation of BMP effectiveness (Phase 2).

The scope of study was developed after a review of previous studies of storm water
runoff. Information was obta~ed from a literature review and from discussions with

researchers at agencies and in academia. Although no study was found that focused
solely on runoff from gasoline fueling stations, several studies provided guidance for

sample collection methodology and described pollutants typically found at gas stations.

1.2 Project Strategy

Approach

The project was conducted in two phases. The work in Phase I (first wet and dry

seasons) consisted of identifying the pollutant loading from three representative
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gasoline fueling stations by collecting and analyzing runoff samples. Additionally,
Phase 1 included selecting and implementing BMPs at the gas stations with the intent of
reducing those pollutants found in the runoff water samples.

Specific tasks in Phase I included a literature review, gas station selection, sampling
design, water quality monitoring and analysis, BMP selection and implementation, and
public participation. This phase of the work culminated with the development of a

Phase 1 Report (Sacramento County, 1993a) summarizing the completed tasks and
associated findings.

The work in Phase 2 (second wet season) consisted of determining the effectiveness of

the implemented BMPs in reducing pollutant loading by re-sampling the selected gas
stations after BMP implementation and analyzing the results. The Phase 2 work
culminates with the development of this comprehensive final report summarizing all the
completed tasks, associated findings, results, and cost est~anates to implement the BMPs
on a basinwide scale.

Applied Science

As the term "Action Plan Demonstration Project" implies, this study was conducted as

an applied science project, as opposed to a basic research project. This is an important
distinction to make, because it influenced the project study design. The primary goal of
this project was to demonstrate the effectiveness of BM~s in reducing storm water
pollutants generated at gas stations. The most critical factor in demonstrating BMP

effectiveness is the need to establish a sufficient database to show statistically significant
differences between the pre- and post-con~ol measure implementation. Without this,
any conclusions will be judged and received with some hesitation. Such a database is
difficult to develop because of the variability among storms (quantity, duration,
intensity, etc.) and the variability among sites (runoff characteristics, activities located

on-site, etc.).

The ability to discern statistically significant differences between two data sets hinges
not only on the variability within each of the two data sets, but also on the number of

data points in each set. When data variability is likely to be high, as in this case, it is
necessary to have either correspondingly large data sets or a relatively large difference

in their average values to demonstrate a statistically significant difference. The project
team therefore advocated an approach that emphasized maximum production of useful
data.
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In practical terms, this approach meant the collection and analysis of samples from the
maximum number of storms in each of the two wet seasons. To accomplish this within

the available budget, it was necessary to focus the analyses on indicator pollutants.

These pollutants were known or expected to be present in relatively high
concentrations, and to be representative of the other pollutants on-site. By focusing on
a subset of the expected pollutants, money was spent wh_ere it could produce the most
useful data. As discussed more specifically in section 4, Monitoring, the selection of
indicator pollutants was based on both the literature review and the sample results
from the first three storms.

Another way to maximize the statistical validity of pre- and post-BMP comparisons is

to maximize the difference in the pre- and post-BMP data. To effect this, the project
team implemented a full suite of BMPs at each station, as opposed to implementing one
BMP at each station. The presumption was that the combined effect of the suite of best
management practices would increase the likelihood of reducing pollutants, thereby

producing more statistically significant results.

Characterization of gas station runoff was also a goal of the project. Given the applied

science emphasis and practical constraints on project funding, a detailed,
comprehensive characterization of all possible constituents in gas station runoff was not
feasible. The runoff characterization therefore also focused on a limited list of key
constituents.
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2.0 Background

This section describes the scientific and regulatory background to the project.

2.1 Literature Review

The objective of the literature review was ~to collect, compile, and review the existing
information on toxic pollutant loads associated with storm water runoff from gas
stations. This information was used to support subsequent project tasks. Two

independent a~proaches were used to conduct the review: on-line database searching
on DIALOG to find published information, and telephone contacts to find any
additional published information. The on-line database search showed that very little

had been published on the topic of storm water runoff from service stations. The most
closely related studies were conducted in Europe, but most of these efforts studied
wastewater, and none focused strictly on storm water. However, valuable information
was obtained through discussions with researchers (Sacramento County, 1992a).

2.2 Regulatory Impetus

As a result of published studies and monitoring data from municipalities, there is
growing support for regulation of fueling station discharges, both sanitary as well as
storm water. The growing body of storm water monitoring data continues to indicate
that vehicles are one of the most significant sources of storm water pollutants and that

areas where service of vehicles is conducted may be of particular concern. In fact,
several agencies, including the City of Palo Alto Regional Water Quality Control Plant
(RWQCP) and the County of Orange Environmental Management Agency, have
recently passed new ordinances that regulate discharges from vehicle service facilities,
including fueling stations (Palo Alto RWQCP, 1993; County of Orange, 1993). These

agencies require the implementation of BMPs such as secondary containment, spill
controls, and employee training, to comply with their ordinances.

At the national level, bills drafted to reauthorize the Clean Water Act are focusing on
vehicle service facility discharges, particularly storm water runoff. In addition, U.S.

EPA has been developing options for Phase II of the federal storm water regulations,
that generally include increased regulation of vehicle service facilities, including fueling
stations. The overall impression from this evidence is that fueling station discharges

4
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will be regulated, and so cost-effective BMPs will be very important in not just pollution
reduction, but regulatory compliance as well.
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3.0 Monitoring Plan

This section describes issues related to the constituents that were analyzed, the quality
assurance and quality control aspects of the study design, and the sampling site
selection process, including gasoline fueling station selection and sampling point

determination. In addition, the sampling program design is provided, including
weather monitoring, storm selection, sample collection, and sample handling
procedures.

3.1 Constituents

The identification of constituents to analyze focused on the constituents generally
thought to be present at fueling stations. Information on the likely pollutants from
vehicles and vehicle traffic were obtained from a number of sources (Shaheen, 1975;
Federal Highway Administration, 1984; City of Puyallup, 1988; Pitt and Field, 1990;
Sacramento County, 1992b; Washington Department of Ecology, 1992; Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources, 1992). Based on a review of these studies, the major

classes of constituents analyzed in the pre-BMP phase were:
Oil & Grease,
Total suspended solids,
Heavy metals,

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and
Petroleum hydrocarbons.

For each constituent analyzed (see Table 3.1), the EPA test method, detection limit,
sample type, sample bottle, maximum holding times, and preservative are listed.
Samples were not filtered before analysis.

Based on the results from the first three storms of Phase 1, constituents not found in

detectable concentrations or those found significantly below levels of concern were no
longer included in the analyses after the third storm, thereby allowing the analyses to

focus on pollutants regularly found in significant concentrations (i.e., indicators). This
action was consistent with the project’s applied science approach (see section 1,

Introduction).
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TABLE 3.1 - CONSTITUENTS ANALYZED

EPA Constituent Eventt Detection Sample Sample Maximum Preservative
Test Limit Type2 Bottle3 Hold

Method Time

413.2 Oil & Grease x 0.5 mg/1 C B 28 days Cool, 4°C,
H~SO4 to
pH<2

160.2 Total Suspended Solids x 3 m~/l C B 7 daTs      Cool, 4° C

200 Priority Metals (13) C B 6 months HNO3 to
pH< 2

204.2 Antimony x 1 ug/l
206.2 Arsenic x 4 ug/l
200.7 Beryllium x I0 ug/l
213.2 Cadmium x 0.I ug/l
218.2 Chromium x 1 ug/l
220.2 Copper x(D)s 1 ug/l
239.2 Lead x(D) 1 ug/l
245.2 Mercury x 0.2 ug/l 28 days
249.2 Nickel x 1 ug/l
270.3 Selenium x 1 ug/l
272.2 Silver x 1 ug/l
279.2 Thallium x 1 ug/l
289.1 Zinc x(D) 1 ug/1

200.7 Aluminum x(D) 50 ug/l C B 6 months HNO3 to
200.7 Iron x(D) 30 u~/l pH < 2

610/8310 PAHs (16) C B 7/404 Cool, 4°C

Acenapthene x 1.6 ug/l
Acenapthylene x 1.6 ug/l
Anthracene x 0.5 ug/1
Benzo (a) anthracene x 0.2 ug/l
Benzo (a) pyrene x 0.3 ~g/l
Beam (b) fluonmthene x 0.3 ug/l
Benzo (g,h,i) perylene x 0.4 ug/1
Benzo (k) fluomnthene x 0.3 ug/l
Chrysene x 0.15 ug/l
Dibenzo (a,h)an~ x 0.9 ug/1
Fluoranthene x 0.9 ug/l
Fluorene x 0.4 ug/l
Indeno (1,2,3-cd) pyrene x 0.2 ug/1 ’
Naphthalene x 1.6 ug/l
Phenanthrene x 0.15 ug/l
PTrene x 0.9 u~/l

8015 Petroleum Hydrocarbons C B 14 days Cool, 4°C
Modified

Gas x 0.5 mg/l
Diesel x 0.5.mg/l

Event ffi storms events sampled 2 C ffi composite

B ffi borosilicate 4 7140 -- 7 days for extraction and 40 days .for analysis

(D) - Analyzed for dissolved concentration for one storm event each season.
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The following pollutants were selected as indicators and were analyzed in samples from
all twelve storms (6 pre- and 6 post-BMP):

Oil & Grease;

Total suspended solids; and
Heavy metals -

Cadmium, _
Chromium,
Copper,
Lead, and
Zinc.

The same suite of parameters that were analyzed in the environmental samples were

also analyzed in the Quality Control (QC) samples (field duplicate, field blank,
laboratory duplicate, matrix spike and matrix spike duplicate samples).

3.2 Quality Assurance / Quality Control

A Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP) (Sacramento County, 1993b) was prepared

for the project using guidance from the Interim Guidelines and Specifications for Preparing
Quality Assurance Project Plans, (U.S. EPA, 1983). The QAPP presented specific

information including data quality objectives, data use objectives, procedures,
organization, functional activities, and specific quality assurance (QA) and quality
control activities for the project.

QA/QC Sample Collection and Handling

Strict adherence to the sampling protocols described in section 3.4 is the most important
QA/QC measure to be followed in the field. Documentation of consistency in sampling

and analytical procedures is important for the validation of any sampling effort. As a
part of field QA/QC, the chain-of-custody for each sample was strictly maintained.
Sampling points for both Field QC samples and Laboratory QC samples were located at

the same point that environmental sample collection took place.

Field QC Samples

Two types of field QC samples were used for Phase 1 and 2: field duplicate samples
(duplicates) and field bottle blank samples (blanks). The objective of collecting
duplicates was to obtain a check on sampling and analytical precision. The objective of

collecting blanks was to check for cross-contamination during sample collection,
shipment, and laboratory handling.
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Field duplicate samples were collected in the field using the same sample collection
methodology and sampling procedures as those used for collecting environmental

samples.. The procedure consisted of filling two 5 liter composite sample bottles, one for
the environmental sample and one for the duplicate. Each time a I liter aliquot was
collected and poured into the first 5 liter composite bottle, a second I liter aliquot was
collected immediately thereafter and poured into the second 5 liter composite bottle.
Both composite bottles remained on ice and were covered with screw-on caps, except
during sample introduction. A discussion of sampling procedures is presented in
section 3.4.

Blanks were collected concurrently with the environmental samples. Contaminant free
water sufficient for the specified QA/QC analyses, a separate I liter glass bottle, and a
separate 5 liter composite bottle were brought into the field along with the
environmental sample containers. Each time a runoff sample was collected at the
sampling point, an aliquot of contaminant-free water was poured into the separate 1

liter bottle and then into the separate 5 liter composite bottle. Both 5 liter bottles
(environmental and blank composites) remained on ice and were covered with screw-on

caps, except during sample introduction.

Both duplicates and blanks were labeled, packaged and sealed in the same manner as

the environmental samples. The duplicate and blank samples were submitted blind to
the laboratory along with the environmental samples. Because one environmental
composite sample from each gas station was collected and delivered to the laboratory

for each storm event, the sample was uniquely identified by station name and date.
The identity of blank and duplicate samples was disguised.

Laboratory QC Samples

Matrix spike and matrix spike duplicate analyses of field samples were conducted as a
quality control check. In addition, laboratory duplicates and method blanks were

analyzed as part of the laboratory’s routine in-house protocols. A complete discussion
of the laboratory QA/QC program is provided in the QAPP (Sacramento County,
1993b).

QA/QC Sample Collection and Analysis Frequency

Due to the unpredictable and uncontrollable nature of storms, the frequency of

collecting QA/QC samples deviated from the recommended U~S. EPA (1980) collection
frequency for duplicates of "one sample per week or 10% of all field samples, whichever
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is greater," and for blanks "one blank per day." The collection frequency for this
particular project was driven by storm events. Thus, QA/QC samples were collected
on an event basis for each storm sampled. One field duplicate and one field blank were
collected and analyzed for each event. One matrix spike, one matrix spike duplicate,

and one laboratory duplicate was collected and analyzed for each event. QA/QC
samples were collected at each of the three gas stations on a rotating basis.

3.3 Sampling Site Selection

The selection of sampling sites was a two step, sequential process. The first step was
identifying three gas stations with appropriate characteristics whose owners/operators

were willing to participate in the study. After the sites were identified, the actual
sampling points were selected.

Station Selection

The goal of the site selection process was to select three representative gasoline fueling
stations whose owner/operators were willing to participate in the BMP demonstration
program. The following general principles were followed in this process:

¯ Maximize statistical validity of pre- and post-BMP comparisons.

¯ Select stations that are representative of those in Sacramento County.

¯ Select similar sites; minimize variability that may confound pre-and post-BMP
comparisons.

As noted above, one of the guiding principles in site selection was to select sites that
enhanced the ability to distinguish between pre- and post-BMP implementation. To

this end, the project team originally expected to select stations that have automotive
service bays. During the course of the site selection process, however, it became
apparent that the major oil companies are phasing out the traditional service stations

that provide a mix of gasoline sales and automotive repair services, and replacing them
with the modern self service/convenience store facility.

The site selection process also strove to identify stations that are representative of
gasoline service stations in Sacramento County, Lists of existing retail gasoline
operations in Sacramento County were obtained from the records of public agencies

during the site selection phase of the project. The major oil companies operating retail
gasoline outlets, in Sacramento were contacted individually, A meeting of the Western
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States Petroleum Association’s (WSPA) Environmental Management Subcommittee was
attended by a member of the consultant team. From these contacts, information was
obtained regarding the types of stations which represent typical gasoline stations
currently in operation in Sacramento County. This information was used in the

selection of gas station sites.

The typical station is now a self service gasoline retailer with a convenience market and
without automobile repair service bays. Furthermore, older stations providing repair

services are being renovated and converted to the self service/convenience market type
of station. This type of station was therefore selected as most representative of gasoline
retail stations in Sacramento County, and the selected gas stations all conform to this set
of characteristics.

Given the ongoing changes in the oil industry, it was also considered important to
select stations operating under companies that appear to be stable in the Sacramento
market, to provide some security that the selected stations would still be in operation at

the conclusion of the project. The project team selected one station from each of the

three leading ga~so.line retailers in Sacramento County. This decision increased the
representativeness of the program and added credibility to the results.

The three selected stations were located in fairly close geographical proximity to one
another (2 miles) (see Figure 3.1), and all receive an average of 19 to 20 inches of annual

rainfall. The stations were located in the suburban Citrus Heights /areaFairOaks of

northeastern Sacramento County. The sites are within the Arcade Creek watershed, a
25,000 acre mixed use watershed which drains to the Sacramento River via the Natomas

East Main Drainage Canal, and then into the San Francisco Bay Delta/Estuary.

All three stations were high volume gasoline retailers (over 200,000 gallons per month)
that emphasized self service gasoline sales. All three stations were situated at busy,

signalized intersections along major arterial roadways. Station X was the parent oil
company’s highest volume retail station in Sacramento County. All three stations had

convenience markets; none provided automotive repair services or had automobile
service bays. Station Z had a car wash, but most of the runoff from this activity flowed
away from the sample collection point. Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. show the facility layout
for each ofthethreestations.

Besides the representativeness of the selected stations, the other key selection criteria
involved the selection of similar stations, to minimize station-to-station variability in the

II
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runoff chemistry data and maximize the statistical validity of the pre- and post-BMP
comparison. The selected stations had the following characteristics in common:
¯ Geographic location (similar precipitation and atmospheric deposition)
¯ Local setting (land uses, traffic patterns)
¯ Quantity of gasoline sold (high volume sales)
¯ Station layout and design
¯ Mix of services (e.g., convenience store)
¯ Existing BMPs and on-site treatment

Stations also were chosen where samples could be collected effectively, safely, and
securely, and where the collected runoff would include only runoff from the gasoline
station, uncomplicated by runoff from off-site. Finally, and in practical terms most
importantly, stations were selected where the owner/operator has pledged their full
cooperation.

Sampling Points

In essentially all cases, collection of storm water runoff that includes only service station
runoff requires collection of samples on the service station property. Therefore, oil
company approval was required before physical modifications could be made to the site

to accommodate sample collection. The WSPA members, representing the three
gasoline station retail outlets, agreed to allow these physical modifications to be made.

Statistical techniques were used to determine the number of sampling locations and
storm events that should be included in the project, subject to the project’s budgetary,

logistic, and practical constraints. The statistical methods included an ANOVA model
used in conjunction with statistical power analysis, a sampling plan design tool (Cohen,
1988). This analysis concluded that a 50% change in runoff concentrations due to BMP

implementation would produce a statistically significant difference in pre- and post-
BMP runoff characteristics, assuming three gas stations with one sampling point and
six storms each for both the pre- and post-BMP sampling.
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Figure 3.3
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Given the expressed wish of the participating oil companies for the project to have a
minimal impact on station operations (i.e., no interference with traffic flow or services),

and the project’s budgetary constraints (the cost of sampling manpower and monitoring
station installation); the selection of one representative sampling point at each gas

station was considered adequate. Safety of field sampling personnel was also a factor in
sampling point selection. Sampling points were chosen based on the following criteria:
¯ Minimum intrusion of off-site runoff co-mingling with the sample
¯ Minimum interruption of station operation
¯ Maximum safety for sampling crews
¯ Consistency among gas stations
¯ Locations receiving runoff representative of gasoline fueling stations, including

runoff from fueling areas and air and water supply service areas

At each of the three gas stations, a sampling point was selected where station runoff left

the property, where the runoff stream at the sampling point drained a significant
portion of the property, and where the runoff stream at the sampling point included
drainage from fueling areas and auxiliary services (especially air and water supply

areas). These sampling points were selected after careful site inspection and dry
weather flow testing (observation of drainage patterns by allowing water to flow from a
garden hose onto the areas of interest). Subsequent storm sampling experience at the
gas stations confirmed that the sampling points received runoff representative of the
gas stations.

Samples were collected at each of the three selected gas stations from the sampling

points indicated in Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4.

3.4 Sampling Program Design

Weather Monitoring

Weather was monitored during this project to maximize the likelihood of "capturing"
six storms each season, to minimize false starts, and to ensure that the sampling

equipment and team was prepared in sufficient time to collect runoff samples. The

incoming storms were monitored using the Weather Network on-line weather database
system, as well as direct telephone contacts with Weather Network and National

Weather Service forecasters. The project team accessed Weathernet’s on-line database
via modem through an account established for this project, thereby providing live

access to Weather Network forecasters available around the dock during impending
storm events.
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Storm Selection

Using Weathernet information and a "phone tree," the Field Sampling Coordinator kept
the project team informed as to the likelihood of sampling. As a storm approached, the

Field Sampling Coordinator made a recommendation to the rest of the proj~t .team as
to whether the storm was likely to be large eno_ugh for the purposes of this study. Only

storms predicted to provide sufficient runoff to be sampled were selected.

Storm Events

Storm water monitoring programs in Sacramento County typically have restricted
sampling events to storms expected to produce over 0.5 inch of rainfall within a 24-hour
period, to achieve sufficient runoff to collect adequate samples. This guideline was
adopted for the current project as well. In an average rainfall year, Sacramento County
receives approximately 19-20 inches of precipitation in the area of the selected gas
stations. In recent drought years (1986/87-1991/92), the annual rainfall has totaled
significantly less. Given that some precipitation will occur during storms which do not

meet the 0.5 inch / 24-hour intensity criteria, and given that it was ;not possible to
predict the annual precipitation in advance, six was considered to be the number of
storms that could reasonably be expected to be sampled within a wet season.

S̄ample Collection

Sheet flow samples were collected manually (without the use of sampling equipment)

by placing a I liter glass bottle below grade at a sampling point (monitoring station).
As shown in Figure 3.5, the monitoring station consisted of a 12 inch inside diameter by

3/8 inch aluminum plate was bolted in-place over the hole when sampling was not
taking place. The plate was removed before sampling began.

At each station a 1 liter glass sample bottle was used to collect water for all the
constituent analyses, and a 5 liter borosilicate glass bottle was used for compositing the

1 liter aliquots. During sampling, sheet flow runoff flowed over the lip of the RCP and
was collected directly into the 1 liter sampling bottle. Continuous bailing was
performed to keep the water level in the hole sufficiently below the mouth of the bottle

~̄ to prevent cross-contamination of the collected sample. The individual I liter sample

aliquots were composited immediately into the 5 liter borosilicate glass bottle.

lg
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Samples were flow weighted by collection at intervals based on a pre-deterrnined
increment of rainfall volume, equal to 0.05 inches. To accomplish this, rain gauges were
used to measure rainfall volume during storm sampling. The same type of gauge was

placed at each of the three stations during the sampling period to provide site-specific
data. The gauges were placed in an open area on-site, away from the influence of
structures or trees. The rain gauges were checked periodically, depending on the
rainfall intensity, and the amount of rain in each gauge was recorded during the
sampling period to yield rate information as well as total rainfall data. Upon initiation
of runoff sufficient to permit sample collection, a 1 liter sample was collected every 0.05
inches of measured rainfall until the composite bottle contained 5 liters of sample.

Sample collection was initiated by the Field Sampling Coordinator. Each station had
dedicated staff who covered that station for the duration of the sampling period.° All

field observations were recorded, including storm characteristics, runoff characteristics,
activities on-site, irregularities or difficulties in the sampling procedure, the time each
grab sample was taken, and unusual qualities of the runoff sample.

Sample Handling

The composite container was field preserved at approximately 4° Centigrade by storage
in a cooler containing ice. The filled composite sample containers were maintained on

ice until delivery to the analytical laboratory. Delivery to the lab occurred within 24
hours of the completion of sampling. The composite containers remained closed with a
.screw on cover containing a Teflon Seal. Upon delivery to the lab, the composite was

split by laboratory personnel into aliquots for the spedfied analyses, and preserved
accordingly (see Table 3.1). Prior to pouring off aliquots from the composite for

analyses, the composite sample was thoroughly shaken to ensure that representative
samples were obtained.

Rainfall Monitoring

In addition to the on-site rain gauges used to measure rainfall during the sample
collections, rainfall data were accessed from the closest Sacramento County ALERT

system rain gauges. Figure 3.6 shows the location of three ALERT rain gauges in the
vicinity of the three gas stations. The gauges are designated by numbers and nearby

street names.
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4.0 Best Management Practices (BMPs)

This section describes the selection and implementation~of best management practices

designed to reduce gas station runoff pollution.

4.1 Selection

The selection of best management practices was based on a review of appropriate BMPs
described and used elsewhere for vehicle-related activities (SCVNIx3PCP, 1992; U.S.
EPA, 1992; Palo Alto RWQCP, 1993; California SWQTF, 1993; County of Orange,
1993). As part of Phase 1, BMPs were selected based on their effectiveness, practicality,
and cost by using a semi-quantitative scoring method (Sacramento County, 1993a). The
following six BMPs were selected and implemented:
¯ Mobile High Pressure Water Cleaning
¯ Public Notices
¯ Litter Control
¯ Storm Drain Stenciling
¯ Spill Cleanup Materials
¯ Employee Awareness

The above list includes all of the BMPs applicable to the stations given the physical
limitations of the sites. The selected best management practices were either low in cost,
and/or high in perceived effectiveness in reducing pollutants. A "potential for

disruption" criterion helped guide the selection toward BMPs that were acceptable to
the station owners/operators. The BMPs tended to focus on the areas of the stations

with the greatest potential to generate pollutants (e.g., air/water supply area, fueling
area, drive through area) as opposed to areas with less pollution potential (e.g., roof
drains, landscaping). On-site treatment control BMPs were not selected because of their

high relative cost and disruption to operations. Off-site BMPs (e.g., detention pond,
wetlands) were not considered because the scope and budget did not allow for these to

be tested. Therefore, all of the best management practices selected for implementation
were source controls.

One way to maximize the statistical validity of pre- and post-BMP comparisons is to

rnaximize the difference in the pre- and post-BMP data. To effect this, the project team
implemented the full suite of BMPs at each station, as opposed to implementing one
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’ BMP at each station. The presumption was that the combined effect of the suite of best
management practices would increase the likelihood of reducing pollutants, thereby
producing more statistically significant results. The need to implement a suite of BMPs

¯ is especially important with source controls, because there are a variety of pollutant
sources, each requiring a best management practice. If treatment controls had been a
more viable approach, it’s possible that fewer BMPs wouFd-have been necessary to
produce a reduction in pollutants.

4.2 Implementation

Having selected the BMPs, the project team worked with the station owners/operators

to gain their final approval and to implement the BMPs. The following discussions
provide some detail on the actual implementation of each of the selected best
management practices.

Mobile High Pressure Water Cleaning - The entire drainage area used in Phase 1,
particularly the air/water supply, fueling, and drive through areas, was cleaned an
average of about twice per month using a high pressure (3,000 psi) and high

temperature (210°F) mobile cleaning unit (Figure 4.1). The wash water generated was
collected using a "Vacu-boom," a portable, runoff collection system (Figures 4.2 and 4.3).
The "Vacu-boom" includes a hollow, flexible snake that is connected to a high power

wet vacuum unit. The apparatus enables sheet flow to be captured and conveyed to a
sanitary sewer inlet.

Several concerns were identified and resolved before using the mobile cleaning system

including: 1) potential asphalt erosion caused by the high temperature of the water, 2)

wash water disposal, 3) safety of the cleaning operator and the equipment, and 4)
disruption of normal station operations. To reduce the potential for erosion of the

asphalt, the operator avoided persistent spraying in one area to avoid heating up the
asphalt surface. Wash water disposal was handled by discharging into the sanitary
sewer system via a cleanout or rest room connection. The safety and disruption issues
were addressed by conducting cleaning operations late at night during slower business

hours and by supplying the operator and assistant with safety orange cones and an

orange vest for increased visibility.
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Figure 4.1 Mobile Cleaning System

Figure 4.2 Vacu-boom
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Figure 4.3 Wash water collected by Vacu-boom

The objective of the mobile cleaning BMP was to free the pollutants from the asphalt

surface using high temperature and high pres.sure water and to transport the
pollutants, in water suspension, to the Vacu-boom apparatus. The method of
application that appeared to be the most effective was to initially wet the asphalt

surface over the entire drainage area to the point of saturation without creating any
significant runoff. The mobile cleaning took place starting from the furthest upstream
point in the drainage area and working down in a back and forth line to the furthest
downstream point. By initially wetting the surface, the waste stream from the mobile

cleaning was able to freely travel down to the Vacu-boom without the water being
"used up" in the wetting of dry asphalt. Water quality samples of the waste stream
were originally going to be taken to determine the type and amount of pollutants being

removed in the mobile cleaning BMP. However, since the Vacu-boom wet vacuum
contained copper and brass fittings and components, project staff decided that the
results would not be reliable and therefore abandoned the idea.

Table 4.1 presents data on the mobile cleanings performed during the project. The
information presented in Table 4.1 relates the mobile cleaning number, dates of mobile
cleaning, the stations cleaned, and the days since the previous cleaning with the storm

number, the storm date, the number of days since the last cleaning, and the number of

cleanings since the last storm sampled. The drainage areas at the three stations were
mobile cleaned a total of ten times between late October 1993 and late March 1994.
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To further explain Table 4.1, starting with the first column, the first cleaning occurred
on 10/27/93 for stations Y and Z, and on 11/4/93 for station X. The second cleaning
occurred on 11/9/93 for all three stations which resulted in 5 days since the last
cleaning for station X and 13 days since the last cleaning for stations Y and Z (fourth
column). The first storm (fifth column) was sampled on 11/29/93 (sixth column) which

was 20 days since the last cleaning (seventh column) that was done on 11/9/93. The
drainage areas at all the stations were mobile cleaned twice prior to this storm (eighth
column).

Table 4.1 Mobile Cleaning/Sampled Storm Information

Mobile Date of Station(s) i Days i Storm Storm i Number J Cleanings

Number Cleaning Previous i Since Last Storm

.... Cleaning ~ Cleaning ~ Sampled

1 10/27/93 Y and Z

1 11/4/93 X .

........... ........... .......... ..........i ........ .......i ............ ................. ................ ..........................; .............
3 12/5/93 All ~ 26 ~ 2 12/11/93 6 1

............ ; ................~;’;;;;;; ...............;;i ..........~ ............~ ...........~ ....................................................................................................................
S 1/10/94 all ( is ~ 3 1124194 14 2

6 1/26/94 All

7 2/9/94 All i 14 i 5 2/17/94 8 1

8 2/~/94 All

/

10 3/23/94 I All ~ 14 ~ 6, l l.. .
418/94 16 3
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Public Notices - Signs educating the public about good housekeeping practices and
¯ what to do in the event of a spill were displayed in the air/water supply area. One sign
requested that the gas station attendant be notified should a spill occur and the other
sign requested that litter be properly disposed (Figure 4.4).

Litter Control - To supplement the litter control sign, the project team monitored the
presence of trash receptacles in the air/water supply area (Figure 4.4).

Storm Drain Stenciling - The public is usually unaware that storm drains flow directly
to a creek, river, or a bay. Storm drain stenciling conveys the message that the water
that flows into the catch basin goes directly to the local rivers. The on-site, and nearby
off-site storm drain inlets were stenciled to increase public awareness (Figure 4.5).

Spill Cleanup Materials - To ensure that spilled fluids are promptly removed, cleanup
materials must be readily available. All three stations keep spill cleanup materials on-

site. The station managers were also encouraged to, not only keep the spill rr~terials
readily available, but also to train employees in the proper use of the spill materials.

Employee Awareness - All three stations and their parent corporations have employee

training programs that include material and waste management practices. This training
was supplemented, as necessary, to assist the project team in understanding the
conditions at each statlon. Because the team could not be at each of the stations most of
the time, the employees were encouraged to use log sheets to record significant events
(e.g., spills) that could help to interpret study results. However, the use of log sheets to
monitor spills outside the fueling areas was difficult to implement because the limited      "
staff found at these type of stations usually did not have the time to make observations.
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Figure 4.4 Public Notices

Figure 4.5 Storm Drain Stenciling
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I
I 5.0 Results

This section describes the results of the first and second(pre-BMP) (post-BMP)year’s
wet season’s measurements, including drainage area estimates, climatological data,
runoff sample analyses, and graphs.

5.1 Drainage Area Estimates

For each of the stations, the area draining to the collection point was less than the total

area of the station (see F!gures 4.2-4.4). Measurements of the drainage area to the
sample collection point were made based on site plans provided by the County of
Sacramento and field measurements, including field flow (hose) trials, made by the
project team. A planimeter was used to determine the watershed areas depicted in

Figure 3.2 through 3.4. The estimated dimensions of the drainage areas are provided in
Table 5.1.

As shown in Table 5.1, there are several ways to calculate the area draining to the

sample collection point. The project team is using the exposed paved area plus the roof
drainage area (row 6 in Table 5.1) to represent the "sample area," or area draining to the
collection point. This area excludes the covered paved drainage area because runoff
normally does not flow through this area. One difference between the stations is the

percent of roof area draining to the collection point, with station X having significantly
more roof drainage area (29%) than either of the other two stations CY = 4% and Z -
0%).

5.2 Sampling Results

Climatological Results

Climatological data were compiled throughout both wet seasons to aid in interpreting
the storm water runoff results. These data included areawide rainfall totals ~rom

Sacramento County ALERT system rain gauges, inter-event times (time between

significant storms), and rainfall intensity data recorded during sampling. Rainfall data
collected at the three ALERT gauges were used to calculate the cumulative precipitation

for the 1992-93 (Figure 5.1) and 1993-94 wet seasons (see Figure 5.3). Figures 5.2 and 5.4

show the daily precipitation totals for the 1992-93 and 1993-94 wet seasons, respectively.
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Table 5.1 Drainage Area Estimates

Station X Station Y Station Z
Area                            (sq. ft.) (sq. ft.) (sq. ft.)

1 ’Exposed Paved Drainage Area 2,826 3,794 2,844

2 ’Covered Paved Drainage Area (1) + 222 149 887

3 Total Paved Drainage Area (2) = 3,048 3,943 3,731

4 Roof Drainage Area + 1,150 168 0

5 Total Paved + Roof Drainage Area = 4,198 4,111 3,731

6 Exposed Paved + Roof Drainage Area (3) 3,976 3,962 2,844
= Sample Area (Row I + Row 4)

7 Roof Drainage as Percent of Sample Area 29% 4% 0%

8 Area Of Gas Station !4) 20,809 18,358 30,423

9 Sampl~ Area as Percent of Gas Station Area 19% 22% 9%

(1) Covered paved drainage area is a potential source of pollutants but runoff
normally does not flow through this area.

(2) Total paved drainage area is the sum of the exposed drainage area and the
covered drainage are (covered by an overhang).

(3) Excludes covered paved drainage area.

excludes adjacent streets and sidewalks.

All four plots of precipitation data show when the six pre-BMP and six post-BMP

sampling events took place.

Once collected, the ALERT system rainfall data allowed for the calculation of the time

between sampled storms (inter-event time). The determination of inter-event time

depends on the definition of a "significant" storm. Consistent with U.S. EPA storm

water regulations (40 CFR 122.26), the project team used 0.10 inches of rain as the

significant storm threshold. Table 5.2 presents the inter-event data for both wet

seasons.
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Figure 5.1

Cumulative Precipitation
Sampling Events
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25

¯- Sampling Event
.~15 lan 6
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~ ~ Dec 6 and Dec 10~ ~’ 10
Sampling Event

Oct 29
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Note: Daily rainfall average is based on an unweighted average of the calculated rain gauge
#291 (Sunrise) data and the recorded rainfall measurements from rain gauges #279 (Chicago)
and #286 (VanMaren).

Total Precipitation for October 1, 1992 - March 31, 19’93 - 24.69 inches.



Figure 5.2

Daily Precipitation Totals
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Note: Daily rainfall average is based on an unweighted average of the calculated rain gauge
#291 (Sunrise) data and the recorded rainfall measurements from rain gauges #279 (Chicago)
and #286 (VanMaren).



Figure 5.3
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recorded rainfall measurements from ndn gauges #279 (Cldcltgo) and #286 (YtnMaren).
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Table 5.2 Inter-event Time Data

Pre-BMP Monitoring
Previous                           Previous

Sampled Storm Total Inter-event Storm Total Inter-event

Storm Date Depth* Time Date Depth* Time
Storm # Date (> 0.10") (inches) (days) (> 0.25") (inches) (days)

1 29-Oct-92 21-Oct-92 0.21 8 29-Jun-92 0.35 122
2 6-Dec-92 3-Dec-92 0.13 3 2-Dec-92 0.54 ’ 4
3 10-Dec-92 9-Dec-92 0.78 1 9-Dec-92 0.78 1

4 6-Jan-93 1-Jan-93 0.52 5 1-Jan-93 ~ 0.52 5
5 16-Mar-93 14-Mar-93 . 0.11 2 26-Feb-93 I 0.34 18
6 23-Max-93 17-Max-93, 0.39 i 6 17-Mar-93 ’ 0.39 6

Post-BMP Monitoring
Previous Previous

Sampled Storm Total Inter-event Storm Total Inter-event
Storm Date Depth** Time Date Depth** Time

Storm # Date (> 0.10")    (inches) (days) (> 0.25") (inches) (days)
1 29-Nov-93 28-Nov-93 ~ 0.22 ~ 1 11-Nov-93 i 0.91 } 18
2 11-Dec-93 9-Dec-93 I 1.04 ~ 2 9-Dec-93 i 1.04 i 2
3 24-Jan-94 23-Jan-94 i 0.74 ~ 1 23-Jan-94 i 0.74 ! 1
4 6-Feb-94 26-Jan-94 i 0.48 I 11 26-Jan-94 i 0.48 11
5 17-Feb-94 10-Feb-94 0.16 i 7 8-Feb-94 t 0.32 ! 9
6 8-Apr-94 5-Mar-94 ’ 0.34 .i 34 5-Mar-94

!
0.34 i 34

* = Weighted average of three closest rain gauges
** = Average of Chicago and Van Maren Cripple rain gauges

Because 1992-93 (pre-BMP) was a relatively wet year in California, with frequent storms
occurring on a regular basis throughout the winter, the inter-event times were fairly

short, ranging from 2 to 9 days. In 1993-94 (post-BMP), about half as much rain fell as
compared to 1992-93 (approx. 13 inches versus approx. 26 inches). The inter-event
times in 1993-94 reflected the drier winter, ranging from 0 up to 33 days. Because a 0.10
inch storm does not always produce a significant volume of runoff (depending on

duration and intensity), inter-event times based on the previous storm of 0.25 inches or
greater were also evaluated for both years.

As discussed in section 3.4, Sampling Program Design, rain gauges were used to

measure rainfall volume at the three gas stations during storm sampling. The same
type of gauge was placed at each of the three stations during the sampling period to
give site-specific data. The gauges were placed in an open area on-site, away from the
influence of structures or trees. The rain gauges were checked periodically, depending

on the rainfall intensity, and the amount of rain in each gauge was recorded during the
sampling period to yield rate information as well as total rainfall data.
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Table 5.3 presents in.formation for both wet seasons on observed rainfall and the period

of observation as recorded during sample collection, and the calculated rainfall

intensity. The intensity shown is simply the quotient of the measured rainfall divided

by the total time of observation, which corresponds to the amount of time required to
collect the composite sample. For the most part, the differences in the rainfall intensities

represent the inherent variability caused by the geographic separation of the stations.

Runoff Water Quality Results

QAJQC Evaluation

On a quarterly basis, a review of the QA/QC program was conducted, fulfilling the

requirement for such a review as described in the Quality Assurance Project Plan
(Sacramento County, 1993b). The quality control data from the storms indicated that
the data quality objectives, as measured by the project specific numerical goals
(Sacramento County, 1993b), were generally met during the second wet season.

Specifically, precision, expressed as relative percent difference, was within the goals of
+/- 20% for oil & grease and metals, and within +/- 10% for TSS, except for one storm
(February 17 = +11%). Percent spike recovery values were all within the 80-120%
accuracy goal for metals, and 70-130% for oil & grease. In addition, the collection of

samples from all six storms exceeded the completeness goal of four storms for the
¯ season.

The qualitative system audits performed during this period indicated that the
measurement systems were used appropriately and that the sampling and analysis

activities matched those presented in the QAPP. The performance audit data described
above indicate that data of known and defensible quality were produced. During the
second wet season, there was one analytical result from a field duplicate in the third

storm that did not match well with its corresponding environmental sample. With this
exception, no other significant QA problems occurred during the 1993-94 monitoring.

Runoff Water Quality Data

Table 5.4 presents the pre-BMP (1992-93) runoff data for analytes detected in at least
75% of analyzed samples (i.e., indicators, nickel, aluminum, and iron). Table 5.5
presents the post-BMP (1993-94) data for the indicator analytes. As expected for storm
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Table 5.3 Gas Station Rainfall Intensities
Pre-BMP Monitoring                                           Post-BMP Monitoring

I Station XI Station Y I Station ZI Mean I Std. Dev.             [ Station XT Station YLIStation Z*L" Mean I Std. Dev.
Parameter 29-Oct Parameter 29-Nov
Rainfall (inches)* t

I

Rainfall (inches) I 1"6-5-~ !’’7-71 !-:71-1 1-:-71-1 0.0~

Time (hours)* Time (hours) 10~_7_8~ 1_0_._2_3[.    10.3] 10_.4_4_[ 0.30’
Intensity (inches/hr.)* Intensity (inches/hr.) 0.153[ 0.173]. 01~6~[ 0.1641_ 0.010

6-Dec 11-Dec
Rainfall (inches)I 0.27, 0.22 0.53, 0.34 0.17 Rainfall (inches)[ 0.47

Time (hours) 5.68 9.18 10.00 8.29 2.29 Time (hours) 11.00~ _1_1_:00..l    ~--_9~1 _10.31[ 1.20

Intensity (inches/hr.) 0.05 0.02 0.05 0.04 0.02 ~-~e--~ty (inches/hr.) . ~-~3[ 0.079/ 0.0751 0.0661 0.020

10-Dee 24-Jan
Rainfall (inches)I 0.42 0.33[ 0.15 0.30 0.14 Rainfall (inches) ! 1.461 0_._6_3[ ~:.0_4~ 1.0__5 0.42

Time (hours)
[

0.67 0.58 0.75 0.67 0.09 Time (hours)
[

1~.-3~/ _H_8_l~. ......

20.:3_~_- 14.85
4.81

Intensity (inches/hr.) 0.63 0.57 0.20 0.47 0.23 Intensity (inches/hr.) 0.118~ 0.053[ 0.051~ 0.074 0.038

6-Jan 6-Feb
Rainfall (inches) 0.27 0.201 0.251 0.241 0.04 Rainfall (inches) [ 0.87l 0.8_7~ 0.87t 0.87[ 0.00

l"ime (hours) 3.07 2.21 2.50 2.59 0.44 Time(hours) 1~ 1~._~_0I 1_5~ ---~:i~l .... 0.16

Intensity (inches/hr.) 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.09 0.01 Intensity (inches/hr.) . ~.0571 ~-~-~I b~05~- .....-~310~7[i - 0~(~01

16-Mar 17-Feb

Time (hours) 6.25 5.42    5.25 5.64 0.54 Time (hours) ’ !5.88~_ 21.25~ 2-4.~5~

intensity (inches/hr.) 0.04 0.03    0.03 0.03 0.01 Intensity (inches/hr.) 0.045~_ ~-~|

23-Mar 8-Apt

Time (hours) 6.08 4.18 4.67 1.24 Time (hours) 10.69 1i.001 6.60[    _9_.4__3_1    2.46

Iniensity (inches/hr.) 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.01 Intensi~ (inches/hr.) 0.033 0.0221 ~’~g/ 0"0331 0.012

:~ 0.241 Average Storm Rainfall (inches)(n=18) -~. ....~.~[ ~--~ 0.13o Average Storm Rainfall (inches) (n=15) 0.08
O 4.37 Ave r a g e ~ ~o-r m T--~-~m e ~o-u~ .................~-~- i~[ ~ 2.22o Average Storm Time (hours) (n=15) 0.92

~o Average Storm Intensi~ (inches/hr.) (n=15) 0.13 0.05 Avera[~e ~-~)~n-~e~sit~ru~e~~--h~ ~-~1 ~-)- ....]~ ......-~.~-~[    0.01

--,I * Rainfall data from the ALERT rain gauge near Station Z was incomplete

’ = Samples collected on October 29, 1992, were grab samples; and inconsistent. Therefore, rainfall data for Station Z is the average of

rainfall intensity was not measured. " rainfall data measured at ALERT rain gauges near Stations X and Y.



water runoff samples, the variability was quite high in both year’s data sets. Standard

deviations of mean values by storm, by station, and of the pooled data were high.

Table 5.4 Fueling Station Storm Water Runoff Data
Pre-BMP Monitoring(t992193)

Concentrations in ug/l
(Except where otherwise noted)

I Station, Standard
~onstituent’~ Station ! 29-Octi 6-Deci 10-Dec i 06-Jan 116-Mar 123-Mar i Mean DeviationTSS (rag/l)il

X

iI

34’ 110’, 110, 130i
5336’

38, 79 42
W I 150 52! 31! 461 40l 59 45
Z , 261 961 91 29J 36! 42140 30

Me~’ i 70’~ 861 ¯ 50, 68, 42i 40 Pooled Data Mean, 59
~[ Std. Dev. [ 69~ 30i 531 54 10i 2! Std. Deviation! 40

OK"G (mg/,i X 2.7 15i< 0.5’, 5.4, 12, 1.9, 6.3i 5.9

MeY~ ’~an
112 0.613.95"0

1.0~ 3.7/ 3.36.9 7.8 1.0i
, ~ 14 0.8! 2.0. 1.2 3.9 5.1

l Std. Dev. 3.9 0.3 2.5 4.4      0.51 Std. Deviation] 4.7

MeanZ
0.56

0.25
0.77

0"5410.420"97 i

0.70Cadmium X 0.381 1.SOI 1.901 0.42

0.53
Y 1.40 0.71 0.31 0.60    0.,270.59 iI 0.44

0.5~, 0.11 0.39 0.45 0.43 0.17
0.77 1.02 0.771 0.35 0,63 ¯ Pooled Data Mean~ 0.66

Std. Dev. 0.55 0.68 0:98 0.09 0.12 0.14’ Std. Deviation!0.5~

Chromium X 4.3~ 6.7 ~ 1.0 4.1 ~ 2.9
Y

1:~l
4.1 2.6 1.8 5.5 2.614.6I

Mean ~i.~17.64.614.6 4.3 1.3’ 4.5 2,7 ’ Pooled Data MeanI 4.2
Std. Dev. 1.91 4.5 0.5 0.8 0.3 Std. Deviationi 2.8

5.2 201 13i 17.3 9.79.7    9.2Copper X 30 26
6.0

Y 35.868 27.731

7.6

451

2029.6     23.9
Z 9.3 26 6.0! 37 85128.8 30.1

2.0
34.0 39.3 Poc led Data Mean125.~Mean 7.2 7.3

Std. Dev. 29.8 2.9 2.1[ ’ 12.8 39.7 Std. Deviation121.6

M~ZYan ~
8.2

49.7

Lead X 28 17i 15 26.0 16.6
1 28 17! 16 24 49.7 52,1

7.01 15 32 50 24.5 15.5
66.3 28.0 13.71 13.1 29.7’ Pooled Data Meani 33.4

Std. Dev. 73.1 0.0 5.81 4.2 15.9 18.2 Std. Deviafionl132.1
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Table 5.4 Fueling Station Storm Water Runoff Data
Pre-BMP Monitoring (1992/93)

Concentrations in ug/l
(Except where otherwise noted)

Station Standard
Constituenti Station I 29-Octi6-Dec! 10-Decl 06-Jan ! 16-Mar i 23-Mar MeanDeviation i

’ Y 9.41 3.1 < 5.0 NA NA! NAI 5.8 3.2
, Z < 5.01 3.11 3.11 NAI NA! NA1 3.7I 1.1

Mean 6.5, 3.8t 6.4i
~ Pooled Data MeanI 5.6

Std. Dev. 2.51 1.2! 4.11 !
I

Std. Deviation! 2.8 :"

Zinc X 690
190

430 180 430 550 463 169
Y 410 59 82 130 91 160 131,
Z 24001 20(~ 53 84 150 200 515 926

Mean 1167 297i 181 1151 237 280 ’ Pooled Data Meanl 379
Std. Dev. 1077 1761 216 56! 168 240 Std. Deviationl~ 525

Aluminum X NA 800 2300 NA NA 9401 1347 829
Y NA 810 570 NA NA 310! 563 250
Z NA 910 140 NA NA 680 577 395

Mean 840 1003 643 Pooled Data Meani 829
Std. Dev. 61 1143 317 Std. DeviationI 614

Iron X NA 1300 2700 340 NA NA 1447 1187
Y NA 1000 600 110 NA NA 570 446
Z NA 1300 190 850 NA NA 780 558

Mean 1200 1163 433 Pooled Data MeanI 932
Std. Dev. 173 1346 379 Std. Deviation 798

both data sets (1992-93 and 1993-94) and for nearly all of these analytes, the numberFor

of samples was equal to or greater than five, except for chromium at station Z (n = 4) in
1992-93, and chromium at station Y (n = 3) in 1993-94. In order to increase the statistical
validity of the chromium results, a distributional method was used to establish a

maximum likelihood value for the non-detect results. The method used is outlined in

Appendix A.

For example, the calculated values for the 1992-93 non-detected chromium values were
1.02 ug/L and 1.67 ug/L. These values were higher than the analytical detection limit,

indicating a data gap between the detected values and the non-detected values. Given
that the chromium values calculated to replace the non-detected values were actually

slightly greater than the detection limit, it was concluded that it would be reasonable to
replace the two non-detected values with the detection limit (1.0 ug/L).
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Table 5.5 Fueling Station Storm Water Runoff Data
Post-BMP Monitoring (1993-94)

Concentrations in ug/1
(Except where otherwise noted)

Station i StandardI
Constituent l Station129-Nov111-Dec!24-Jan106-Feb!17-Feb108-AprI Mean I Deviation
TSS(mg/1) X 30 44

80 li
54 1 46i 90 57

I
23

Y 24 62 120 29 37 I 160 72 ! 56
Z 42 ! 84 240 ~ 32 I 43i 250 115 i i02

Mean 32" I 63
i

147

I!

38

}i

42 I i67 Pooled DataMean~ 82
Std. Dev. 9 I 20 83 14 5 I 80 Std. Deviation!I 67

O&G (mg/l) X 4.51 18 ’ 8.9 i 6.7 5,4 21 10.8 I 7.0
Y 5.2 I 2.7 13 5.7 2.2 15 7.3 ! 5.4
Z 6,9 i 6.9 4.5 6.2 4.2 29 9.6 t 9.6

M.ean 5.5 9.2 8.8 6.2 3.9121.7 Pooled Data Meani 9.2
Std. Dev, 1.2 7.9 ! 4.3 0.5 1.6t 7.0 Std. Deviationi 7.0

Cadmium X 0.73 I 0.28 0.92 i 0.21 0.61i 0.85 0.60 0.30
Y 0.52

]
0.19 1.1 I 0.12 0.21 1.7 0.64 0.63

Z 1.2 0.48 0.42 I 0.22 0.81 4.5 1.27 1.62

Std.MeanDev, 0.350"82i " 0"32 i

0’~1i0.15 0.35 0.18

0.5412.35

Pool .,d Data Meanll 0.84
0.06 0.31 1.91 Std. DeviationI 0.98

Chromium X 3.5" ~ 3.2 3.7 1.3 3.2 5.9 3.5 1.5
Y 1.8 !< 1.0 5.7 < 1.0 < 1.0 9.8 3.4 3.6
Z 3.9 I 3.9 1.3 2.6 2.5 14 4.7 4.7

Mean 3.1 I 2.7 3.6 1.6 2.2 9.9 Pooled Data Mean 3.8
Std. Dev. 1.1 I 1.5 I 2.2 0.9 1.1 4.1 Std. Deviation 3.3

Copper X 12 { 10 13 5 10 23 12 6
Y 17 16 58 13 8.4 350 77 135
Z 84 22 14 16 140 460 123 173

Mean 38 16 28
i

11 53
[278

Pooled DataMean 71
Std. Dev, 40 6 26 I 6 76 , 227 Std. Deviation 124

Lead X 34 7.1 20 2.9 14 32 18 13
Y 18 13 98 11 13 93 41 42
Z 210 33 18 22 70 580 156 220

Mean 87 18 45 12 32 235 Pooled Data Mean 72
Std. Dev. 107 14 46 10 33 300 Std. Deviation 133

Zinc X 270 350 440 170 380 620 372 154
Y 150 83 300 84 41 760 236 272
Z 430 200 150 100 360 1400 440 487

Mean 283 211 297 118 260 927 Pooled Data Mean 349
Std. Dev. 140 134 145 46 190 416 Std. Deviation 316
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Also for the 1992-93 data set, this same method was used to determine values for non-

detect results on oil & grease (December 10 storm) and chromium (January 6 storm) at
station X. In both cases, the values calculated to replace the non-detected values were
actually slightly greater than the detection limit. So it was deemed reasonable to
replace the two non-detected values with their respective detection limits (015 mg/L - oil

& grease; 1.0 ug/L - chromium).

Appendix B presents plots of pollutant concentrations versus station for all six post-

BMP storms. Where applicable, the plots include water quality objectives (SWRCB,
1991) for comparison. This comparison is very conservative because it does not

consider the fate of the pollutants (e.g., adsorption) and the fact that the samples were
collected upstream of the storm drain system, as well as the receiving waters for which

these objectives are developed (SWRCB, 1991).

Appendix B also presents plots of post-BMP pollutant concentrations versus storm for
the three stations. As in the case with the previous plots, where applicable, the plots

include water quality objectives (SWRCB, 1991) for comparison. Again, this comparison
is very conservative because of the reasons outlined above. As was the case with the

first year’s data, pooled mean concentrations of copper, lead, and zinc (Table 5.5)
exceeded California Inland Surface Waters Plan water quality objectives based on a
Sacramento River hardness value of 59 mg/L as CaCo3.

Comparison to Related Studies

Table 5.6 presents some of the pre-BMP runoff water quality data from this study along
with data from recent characterization studies. These studies have focused in whole or
in part on vehicle-related sources. The studies vary in sample size (n=4 to 18), sample

type (composite, grab), waste st~’eam type (sheet flow runoff, simulated runoff, oil/grit
separator water), and activity area (gas stations, fueling islands, oil/grit separators,
parking, streets, vehicle service, driveways). So direct comparisons among studies is
not possible. However, it does appear that the pre-BMP results from this study are

comparable to results from other studies.
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Table 5.6 Data Comparison - Related Studies

Sacramento Wisconsin Pitt & Field

County Maryland ] Maryland DNR 19’90

Constituent 1993 WSPA DE

I

DE 1992 Vehicle

(u~/l) (this study) 1993 19’93 1993 Drive.ways I Parkin[~ Streets Service Parkin~ Streets

Aluminmn 829 ND ND ND ND ND ND 920 1550 4,000

Cadmium 0.7 ND UND 15.29 0.5 1.0 & 0.6* 0.8 to 3.3** 8 0.72 0.76

Chromium 4.2 ND 5 17.63 2 12 & 5 5 to 23 19 18 3.3

Copper 25.2 200 72 112.63 17 41 & 15 24 to 76 8.3 20 15

Lead 33.4 ND 48 162.38 17 38 & 22 33 to 86 75 30 30

Nickel 4.7 ND LIND ND ND ND ND 35 40 3

Zinc 379 200 to 600# 373 554 107 304 & 178 220 to 575 67 30 58

Oil & grease (mg/l) 4.6 I to 34 ND 95.51 ND ND ND ND ND ND

TSS (mR/l) 59 10 to ? ND ND .... 173 312 & 58 233 to 763 ND ND ND

Number of
samples 9 to 18 5 4 7 12 6 & 12 18 4 12 to 13 6

iSampletype Composite Grab Composite Grab Composite CompositeComposite Grab Grab Grab

Waste
stream type Sheet flow Simulated Water in Water in ¯Sheet flow Sheet flowSheet flow Sheet flow Sheet flow Sheet flow

runoff runoff chambers chambers runoff runoff runoff runoff runoff runoff

Acti.vity area Gas stations Fueling Oil/grit Oil/grit Residential Parking Streets Vehicle Parking Streets

separator separator ~driveways service

Studies are referenced in section 9.
UND = undetected; ND = no data,
# = range; * = means of two study areas; ** = range of street type~ (feeder, collector, arterial).



6.0 Data Analysis

This section describes the first and second year’s data analysis, including a
determination of which distribution plots (normal or log-normal)-best fit the data,

estimation of mass loads, analysis of station-to-station and pre- to post-BMP differences,
evaluation of seasonal trends, and evaluation of high pressure water cleaning.

6.1 Descriptive Statistics

Descriptive statistics (mean, median and standard deviation) for each year for each
constituent, for each station individually, and for all three stations combined, are
presented in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 Descriptive Statistics
Pre- and Post-BMP Data Combined

TSS ! O&G!.O&Gw/NDsl Cd, i C.r !Crw/NDsI Cu ~ Pb i Zn
Median            45i 5.3 5.31 0.5351 3.2i 3.2! 16.5 23; 200
Mean 70.42i 6.89 6.91 0.75 3.67 3.99i 47.93 ~2.511 364.36
Standard Deviation 56.231 . 6.40!. 6.37 0.78 3.43 3.05! . 91.90 98.401 433.42

Pre-BMP.Data Only
TSS I O&GIO&G.w/NDsi Ca I Cr !C.tw/ND, i Cu i Pb I Zn

Mean 4.55      4.61 0.661 3.83 4.161 25.22 33.401 379.39!
s~,,a~Dev~o,, 39.58 4.66 4.61 o.so! 3.22~’ 2.781 21.60, 32.09! 524.511

Post-BMP Data OnI,
TSS 0aG I O~G wI~TD.~! Ca 1" b_r "! Crwlh-D,i C= I ]’b i Z~

Mean 81.50 9.22 9~?.2i 0.84 3-~2 70.631 349.33
Standard De.iltion 67.18 7.02i 7.02i 0.981 3.62 , 124.08!132.68! 316.48

6.2 Determination of Best Fit Distributions

The initial data analysis step involved testing the runoff water quality data to determine
whether the data better fit a normal or log-normal distribution. The data were plotted
using both a normal scale and a log scale for the y-axis, in each case plotted with a

normal probability distribution for the x-axis. By fitting a regression line to the data
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plot, it can be determined how well the data fit a normal or log-normal distribution.
. Only those constituents with four or more detected values at each station were included
in this analysis. Those constituents were total suspended solids, oil & grease, cadmium,

chromium, copper, lead, and zinc. The analysis was completed for each year of data
separately for each gas station, and then for the data from all three stations combined.

As discussed in section 5.2, Sampling Results, non-detected data were replaced with the
appropriate values before plotting so that the true number of data points could be used

on each plot. In each case the curve-fitting function in KaleidagraphTM was used to
determine the equation of the line that fit the data most closely. KaleidagraphTM reports
an "R" value, which is an indication of how well the line approximates the actual data.
Curves with "R" values close to 1.0 fit best.

Plots for Data Grouped by Constituent and Station

For the pre-BMP condition, the log-normal distribution fit the majority of the data best
for the individual stations. In the case of cadmium and lead, the log-normal plots had
higher "R" values than the normal plots for each sampling location, indicating that the
log-normal curves fit best. In the case of chromium, copper, total suspended solids, and

¯ - zinc, the station Y and Z curves fit best on the log-normal plot, but the curves for X fit
slightly better on the normal plot. The station X and Y curves for oil and grease also fit
best on the normal plot.

Plots for Data Grouped by Constituent Only (All Stations Combined)

For the pre-BMP data, for each of the seven constituents evaluated, when the data from
all three stations were combined, the log-normal curves fit best. Each of the "R" values
was greater than 0.93, indicating that the curves fit the data fairly well.

For the post-BMP data, log-normal distributions provided the best curve fits for the
combined data sets for all constituents tested.

Assumption of Log-normal Distribution

Based upon the preceding analysis of the distributional characteristics of the data, the
log-normal curves best fit the data overall for the constituents examined in this study.

The regression analysis (sections 6.5 and 6.6) therefore assumes that the data are
generally log-normally distributed. The distribution plots are shown in Appendix C.
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6.3 Estimation of Event Mass Loads

For each constituent and station, event mass loads (EMLs) were estimated for each
storm event monitored. The EMLs were calculated from the product of the measured

pollutant concentration and the estimated runoff flow volume through the gas station
monitoring site drainage area. The runoff flow volume for each storm was calculated
from the estimated surface area draining to the monitoring site (as described in section
5.1), and the rainfall volume measured at the ALERT system rain gauge nearest the site.
The estimated mass loads for the pre-BMP and post-BMP storm events are shown in
Tables 6.2 and 6.3.

6.4 Analysis of Station-to-Station Differences and Pre- to Post-BMP Differences

Statistical analyses were conducted to determine whether runoff water quality differed
from station-to-station during the study, and whether post-BMP runoff quality differed
from pre-BMP runoff quality.

T-tests were used to evaluate the differences in gas station runoff water quality among
the stations in each of the two years of the project, and also to evaluate the differences in
runoff quality between the pre-BMP and post-BMP conditions. For the station-to-station
comparisons, the tests were done by pairs of stations (X:Y, Y:Z, X:Z). A robust form of

the paired, two-tailed Student’s t-test was used. This test compares the means of two
data sets, but does not assume that the variances of the populations from which the data
sets are drawn are equal. The paired sample test is appropriate for data sets where the
observations are in paired sets, as in this study.

The t-test evaluates the relative difference in mean values between two data sets. The

test is set to test what is called the "null hypothesis"; that is, thethat thereup hypothesis
is no significant difference between the two data sets. Technically, the t-test determines
the probability of error associated with rejecting the null hypothesis. This is essentially
equivalent to the probability of error (known as the "p" value) associated with accepting

the hypothesis that there is a significant difference between two data sets.

The key measure produced by the t-test is the probability (p) value. A significant

difference is considered to exist between the data sets when the p-value is less than or
equal to 0.05, which indicates that the probability of error associated with rejecting the
null hypothesis (or with accepting the alternative hypothesis that the data sets are

different) is less than five percent.
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Table 6.2 Pre-BMP Event Mass Loads
All values in ~rams

Event Station TSS ~ Oil & Grease, Cadmium Chromium Copper Lead’ Zil’l(;
10/29/92 1,719.61 ~ 136.5~ 0.02 0.22 1.52 ~ 1.72 ~34.90
12/6/92 4,105.06 ~ 559.78 ~ 0.07 0.25 ’, 0.97 ~ 1.04 ’, 18.66

12/10/92 X 4,699.21 21.36 0.08 0.40 ; 0.41 I 0.73 ~, 18.37
1/6/93. 8,426.17 ~ 350.01 0.03 , 0.06 ~ 0.34 ! 0.53 ;11.67

’ 0.04 0.23 i 1.10 ! 2.97i23.653/16/93~ 2,914.79i 659.95 ~
~

3/23/93’. 1,791.30 ~ 89.56 0.03 0.14 ~ 0.61 I 0.71125.93
10/29/92 3,638.87 ~ 167.39 ; 0.02 " 0.27" ’. 1.65 ! 3.64’. 9.95
12/6/92 1,892.21 i ¯ 283.83 0.03 0.15 i 1.13 i 1.021 6.91

12/10/92’ Y 913.181 29.46 0.01 ’~ 0.08 i 0"18 i 0-50 I 1.74
1/6/93’: 2,789.80i 36.39 ~ 0.02 : 0.11 I 0.46 10.971 4.97

3/16/93 1,247.61 ’ 173.28 : 0.02 , 0.19 ! 1.56 i 2.18! 4.51
3/23/931 1,802.11 ! 45.05 0.01 ~ 0.12 ~ 0.90 11.0814.10

10/29/92, 895.94 41.35 0.02 i 0.25 ~ 0.32 I 0.52,82.70
12/6/92i 3,859.43 I 562.83 I 0.02 i 0.12 i 1.05 !1.13i 8.04

12/10/92’! Z 484.58I 43.07 ,I 0.01 I 0.05 i 0.32 ! 0.38 i 2.85~
1/6/931 2,997.95 206.76 ~. 0.04 0.10 ~. 0.95 1.55 8.68

3/16/9311 1,654.04 179.19 i 0.02 I 0.18 i 1.70 1.47 ~ 6.89
3/23/93i 3,015.18 86.15 i 0.03 I 0.18 I 6.10 ~ 3.59~14.36

Table 6.3 Post-BMP Event Mass Loads
All values in ~rams

Event I Station TSS t Oil & Greasei .Ca.dmiuml Chromium f Copper l Lead i Zinc
11/29/931 2,430.63 ~64.59 0.06 0.28 0.97 I 2.75 i21.88
12/11/93i 1,015.46 415.42 0.01 0.07 0.23 I0.16’ 8.08
1/24/94 X 5,735.30 638.05 0.07 0.27 0.93 !1.43 31.54
2/6/94[ 2,306.89 286.22 0.01 0.06 ! 0.21 ~ 0.12 7.26

2/17/941 1,603.72 188.26 0.02 0.11 I 0.35 10.49 13~25
3161941 1,546.76 360.91 0.01 0.10 I 0.40!0.55 10.66

11/29/93 i,840.23 398.72 0.04 0.14 1.30 1.38 ~ 11.~0
12/11/93 2,336.67 101.76 0.01 0.03 0.60 0.49 3.13
1/24/94 Y 3,274.98 354.79 0.03 0.16 1.58 2.67 8.19
2/6/94 1,092.96 214.82 0.00 0.03 0.49 0.41 3.17

2/17/94 1,202.13 71.48 0.01 0.03 0.27 0.42 1.33
3/6/94 1,663.48 155.95 0.02 0.10 3.64 0.97~ 7.90

il/29/93 5,155~96 847.05 0.15 0.48 10.31 25.78f 52.79
12/11/93 4,040.34 331.89 0.02 0.19 1.06 1.59i 9.62
1/24/94 Z 18,004.93 337.59 0.03 0.10 1.05 1.35 111.25
2/6/94’ 1,998.63 387.24 0.01 0.16 1.00 1.37i 6.25

2/17/94 2,253.49 220.11 0.04 0.13 7.34 3.67 1 18.87
3/6/94f 5,294.51 614.16 0.10 0.30 .. 9.74 12.28~ 29.65
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Station-to-Station Differences - Pre-BMP Monitoring

The t-test p-values produced by the station-to-station comparisons of runoff pollutant

concentrations for the pre-BMP condition (1992-93 monitoring) are shown in Table 6.4.
In two instances, the p-value was small enough (<0.05) to warrant further investigation.
The variances for these two instances were very large in comparison to the means,

however, which indicates that the difference was likely an artifact rather than a
significant difference. All of the other values indicate no statistically significant
differences among the gas stations for the baseline monitoring, using the log-
transformed values. These results allowed the data to be "pooled" or combined into a

larger data set for evaluations of rainfall-related effects, and allowed the pooling of the
data from the three stations in the pre-BMP analyses.

Table 6.4 p-Value Matrix; Paired t-tests
Pre-BMP (1992/93) Concentration Data

Station Group
Constituent X/Y Y/Z X/Z
Total suspended solids 0.542 0.434 0.101
Oil & grease 0.232 0.936 0.112
Cadmium 0.349 0.345 0.155
Chromium 0.938 0.029 0.365

Copper 0.116 0.960 0.423

Lead 0.259 0.328 0.865
Zinc 0.002 0.329 0.884

Station-to-Station Differences - Post-B1VIP Monitoring

The t-test p-values produced by the station-to-station comparisons of runoff pollutant

concentrations for the post-BMP condition (1993-94 monitoring) are shown in Table 6.5.

As with the pre-BMP monitoring data, the t-test results indicate that no significant
differences can be determined in post-BMP runoff water quality from one station to
another. No p-values below 0.05 were obtained from the comparisons of the various

station pairs. These results allowed the data to be "pooled" or combined into a larger
data set for evaluations of rainfall-related effects, and allowed the pooling of the data
from the three stations in the post-BMP analyses.
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Table 6.5 p-Values; Paired t-tests
Post-BMP (1993/94) Concentration Data*~

Station G~up,
Constituent X/Y X/’Z
TSS 0.357 0.143 ~ 0.085
Oil and Grease 0.265 0.684 0.468
Cadmium 0.832 O.321- i 0.243

r Chromium (ND values replaced) 0.894 0.441 1 0.307
Copper 0.274 0.167 ,~ 0.164
Lead 0.200 0.172 i 0.225
Zinc 0.102 0.677 0.129

Table 6.6 p-Values; Paired t-tests
Post-BMP (1993,/~9. 4) Event Mass Data*

Station.Group
Constituent
TSS 0.347 0.100 0.107
Oil and Grease 0.03_.__~2 0.498 0~024
Cadmium 0.108 0.184 0.063
Chromium (ND values replaced) 0.032 0.226 0.042
Copper 0.169 0.054 0.074
Lead 0.708 0.126

~
0.157

Zinc 0.028 0.445 0.050

* These values are the two--tail p-values from the paired t-tests performed on data for

each pair of stations in the study. Each value represents the probability of error in

accepting the hypothesis that there is a significant difference in the samples taken at

two different gas stations.

Table 6.7 p-Values; Paired t-tests
Pre-BMP (1992¢W3) Concentrations vs. Post-BMP (1993/94) Concentrations

Station
Constituent X i Y I,, Z ) All

0.732 0.160 0.316
CRI and Grease (ND values replaced) 0.257 "i 0.326 0.282 o.o45
Cadmium 0.278 I 0.895 0.254 0.541

I
Chromium (ND values replaced) 0.342 ~ 0.614 0.494 0.770
Copper 0.313 ] 0.453 0.172 0.121
Lead 0.390 0.798 0.185 0~259
Zinc 0.260 , 0.601 0.867 0.835
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For the post-BMP monitoring, the EMLs were also te~sted for station-to-station
differences. Significant differences were observed both between stations X and Y, and
between stations Y and Z, for chromium, zinc, and oil and grease (see Table 6.6).

Pre-BMP to Post-BMP Differences

The lack of statistically significant differences in pollutant concentration data among the
three stations for both years permits grouping of the data from the three stations in the
pre- and post-BMP analyses, as well as use of the combined data sets in evaluations of
rainfall-related effects for each year.

T-tests were again used to compare the pre-BMP monitoring results to those of the post-
BMP conditions. The tests were run for each station individually and for data from the
three stations combined, in each case comparing the pre-BMP data to the post-BMP
data. The comparisons were done for both concentrations and mass loadings.

The results of the concentration data comparisons are shown in Table 6.7. A

significance level of p=0.05 was again used to determine whether statistically significant

differences exist. The only statistically significant difference in the pre- to post-BMP
comparisons was found in the combined stations data sets for oil and grease. For the
EML comparisons (Table 6.8), no statistically significant differences were found between             ’~..
the pre- and post-BMP data. This indicates that, generally speaking, gas station runoff               ’

quality was not significantly different before and after implementation of BMPs. A
complete set of the paired t-test results is presented in Appendix D.

Table 6.8 p-Values; Pah’ed t-tests
Pre..BMP (1992/93) Masses vs. Post-BMP (1993/94) Masses

Station
Constituent                           X i Y Z I All

TSS 0.233 [ 0.826 0.217 0.498
i Oil and Grease (ND values replaced) 0.659 0.297 0.130 0.069
Cadmium 0.324 0.778 0.178 0.531
Chromium 0N’E) values replaced) 0.123 0.111 0.093 0.443
Copper 0.176 0.601 0.093 0.110
Lead 0.510 0.458 0.182 0.248
Zinc 0.173 0.775 0.90~ 0.508
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6.5 Evaluation of Seasonal Trends

Regression analysis was used to evaluate the effects of precipitation patterns on gas

station runoff chemistry for each of the two study years. A regression analysis provides
an evaluation of the best-fit line drawn through a data plot. The "p" value indicates the
likel~hood that the observed relationship is due to chance. A p-value of < 0.05 is
generally considered to indicate a statistically significant relationship. The "r" value

indicates the relative "goodness of fit", or strength of the relationship. An r value of 1
equals a perfect positive correlation between the data points; -1 equals a perfect negative
correlation.

For the pre-BMP data, regressions were performed on the runoff concentration data vs.
four rainfall parameters: rainfall intensity during the period of sampling, cumulative
precipitation to date, days since last storm of 0.1" or greater, and days since last storm of
0.25" or greater.

For the post-BMP runoff concentration data, additional precipitation parameters were
added: sampled storm depth (volume), intensity of storm (overall intensity during the
entire storm event, from the ALERT rain gauge data), and elapsed rainfall before start of
sampling. For the post-BMP event mass data, regressions were run on a smaller subset
of precipitation parameters: cumulative precipitation to date, and days since last storm

of 0.25" or greater.

The regressions were run for each station individually and for the combined stations
data set. The log-transformed pollutant concentration values were used in all cases.

Pre-BMP Concentration Data

The statistically significant regression relationships for the pre-BMP data are shown in

Table 6.9. The h~ghest number of statistically significant regression relationships (p <
0.05) was found with the "days since last storm >0.25 inch" parameter. Four different
constituents at station Y (chromium, lead, zinc, and TSS) and one constituent at station Z
(zinc) were significantly correlated with this parameter. For the pooled data set (all
stations" combined), chromium and zinc were again significantly correlated with this

parameter, although the r values were relatively low.

For the "days since last storm >0.10 inch" parameter, the station X regression of

cadmium concentration was statistically significant, and had a fair r value, but the slope
is negative, indicating that cadmium concentration decreases as the inter-event time gets

longer, which is counterintuitive. !t is likely that this result was an artifact due to
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chance. The pooled zinc data set was positively correlated with days since last storm
>0.10 inch, although the r value was marginal.

At station Z, cadmium, lead, and zinc showed decreasing concentrations in relation to
increasing rainfall intensity, which is plausible due to the diluting effect of more intense
rainfall. For the pooled data set, oil and grease showed a similar inverse relationship to
intensity, but the r value was weak.

Overall, the regressions of pre-BMP runoff concentrations versus rainfall parameters
indicated that zinc (and possibly oth@r metals) appeared to exhibit a build-up effect
during dry periods at the fueling stations. Zinc concentration tended to decrease as the
inter-event time decreased.

Table 6.9 Significant* Regressions

Rainfall Parameters vs. Concentrations**

Pre-BMP (1992/93) Monitorin~

i Station Independent Variable Dependent Variable** "r" value
Y Days Since Last Storm >0.25"Chromium 0.84

Y Days Since Last Storm >0.25"Lead 0.88
Y Days Since Last Storm >0.25"Zinc 0.84

Y Days Since Last Storm >0.25"TSS 0.94

Z Days Since Last Storm >0.25"Zinc 0.93

Pooled Days Since Last Storm >0.25"Chromium 0.50

Pooled Days Since Last Storm >0.25"Zinc 0.65

X Days Since Last Storm >0.10"Cadmium -0.82

Pooled Days Since Last Storm >0.10"Zinc 0.49

Z Rain Intensity Cadmium -0.96

Z Rain Intensity Lead -0.96

Z Rain Intensity Zinc -0.93

Pooled Rain Intensity Oil & Grease -0.54

* = p < 0.05
** = log-transformed concentrations
Pooled = Combined data from all stations
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Table 6.10 Regression p-Values (Post-BMP)
Concentrations

o
X 0.1103~ 0.48%, 0.18861 0.6909 0.4444i 0.7692i 0.17181 0.9969

Log(’T$S) Y 0.2697i 0.05971 0.3056 0.73211 0.20221 0.9972 :, ~ ~0.0174 0.9515
Z 0.5125! 0.3946~ 0.4381’, 0.7572i 0.52051 0.9441 !,: ~’::d).O~.~ 0.7092
All 0.0649 I~ ~0.(k~9 0.0663i 0.5144~ 0.0814i 0.8208 ~-~0.0002 0.7225
X 0.5161 i 0.1186i 0.2646i 0.6480i 0.21901 0.6564 ,-.::~7 0.6438

Log(O&G) Y 0.55601 0.4440 0.3036 0.3841 0.6970’ 0.7292 0.5601 0.1719

wINDs Z 0.4010i 0.3102 :~".~0.{)1~ -.;II~:~0.{B01 0.9382 0.0824 0.5521 0.4701
All 0.1581~ :~ 0~04,19 ~:~’~0,00~’~v~li.04~0.3347 0.41581 0.06611 0.2716
X 0.8448 0.50161 0.7631i 0.5149 0.4218! 0.3148! 0.5219 0.2005

Log(Cd) Y 0.6521 0.5450 0.3988i 0.3354 0.8459 0.7577 0.4460 0.1565
Z 0.5223 0.6106 0.1429 ~~ 0.8763 0.3971! 0.6570 , 0.3249
All’ 0.3630~ 0.6338 0.0747 ", ig~l).0197 0.7761 0.7500! 0.2161 i :~0,0199

X 0.8021~" 0.8168 0.5073 0.41311 0.9546 0.7840 0.1533 0.5075
Log(~2r) Y 0.60041 0.3965 0.2983 0.3654i 0.71701 0.8315 0.3202[ 0.2258

wINDs Z 0.5153 0.3644 0.0518 ~:i~:i~.~,0276 0.9081 ~,~0JB92: 0.7521[ 0.6132
All 0.3268 0.1%3 ~[3:~ )~.0"~ ~:;fl.024~ 0.8257 0.6968 0.1012 0.1122

X 0.6899 0.8122 0.3435! 0.2766 0.%24! 0.7645 0.16691 0.3769

Log(C~) Y 0.3235 0.2144 0.0914 0.1959 0.4657 0.7271 0.2557 0.3623

Z 0.3454 0.5407 0.1301 ~~! 0.9403 0.2945 0.9371 0.5180 !
All 0.1762 0.1760 ~(i~i ~~’ 0.51631 0.4651 0.2725 0.1964

X 0.9029 0.5647 0.7351 0.3467 0.3970 0.4848 0.5808 0.1370
Log(Pb) Y 0.4545 0.2792 0.3979 0.5548 0.5129 0.6343 0.2344 0.3422 |

Z 0.67% 0.8260: 0.1639 ~0/~.~ 0.6139 0.3024 0.9301 0.2417

All 0.5688{ 0.6648 0.1307:~-i~l).{l~7 0.7680 0.9682 0.4358

X 0.4276 0.5366 0.3879    0.5603 0.6730 0.8652 0.0529 0.855z

Log(Zn) Y 0.5956 0.4430 0.2074 0.2352 0.7733 0.9900 0.4260 0.176~

z 0.48 0 0. 7 3 0.1 00  0.9116 0.3483 0.70 1 0.393,
All 0.2344 0.2870 ~@~ ~112~ 0.8112 0.8248 0.1406 0.1071

Note: p-values below 0.05 are shaded and bold.
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Post-BMP Concentration Data

The regression results for the concentration data are shown in Table 6.10. The

statistically significant regression relationships are indicated by shading. Plots of the

. significant regressions are presented in Appendix E. There were several significant

relationships but, as was the case with the pre-BMP data, the highest number of
statistically significant regression relationships (p _< 0.05)_was_foun~d with the "days

since last storm >0.25 inch" parameter. All five metal constituents and oil & grease,

both at station Z and for the pooled data set .(all stations combined), were significantly

correlated with this parameter. Only TSS did not show any significant correlation with

the "days since last storm >0.25 inch" parameter.

Concentrations of three of the five metals and oil & grease, in the pooled data set, were

also significantly correlated with the "days since last storm >0.10 inch" parameter.

Pooled data set concentrations of TSS showed statistically significant regression

relationships with two parameters, elapsed rainfall before start of sampling and
sampled storm depth. Both th~se parameters relate to volume of the sampled storm.

Post-BMP Event Mass Load Data

The regression results for the event mass load data are shown in Table 6.11. The
statistically significant regression relationships are indicated by shading. Plots of the

significant regressions are presented in Appendix F. In contrast to the post-BMP
concentration data, there were no statistically significant regression relationships with
the parameter "days since last storm of 0.25" or greater."

6.6 Evaluation of Effects of Mobile Cleaning

Despite the result, discussed in pre- to post-BMP Differences (section 6.4) that, overall,

gas station runoff quality was not significantly different after implementation of BMPs,
there were statistically significant regression relationships (p < 0.05) between both the
post-BMP concentration and event mass load data, and the "days since last cleaning"
parameter. The pooled concentration data set for two metals, cadmium and lead,

showed a significant correlation with "days since last cleaning." The event mass load
data showed a number of statistically significant regression relationships with the "days

since last cleaning" parameter. The pooled data sets for three metals (cadmium,
chromium, and zinc) and oil & grease showed that the event mass loads of these

constituents decreased with decreasing number of days since last cleaning.
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Table 6.11 Regression p-Values (Post-BMP)

Event Mass Loadings

Cumulative ’ Days Since~ Days Since
Precipitation~ Last Storm ~ Last

Constituent Station to Date i > 0.25" i Cleaning
X 0.7658i ¯ 0.4513~ 0.5112

TSS      Y 0.5454~ 0.33781 0.8371
’ Z 0.82331 0.5012( 0.5805

All 0.7037~ 0.3187~ 0.4481
X 0.51401 0.48631 0.6343

O&G Y 0.2371~ 0.9747i 0.0613
w/NDs. ~ Z 0.4292i ’0.1619 ¯

, All 0.1679~ 0.5502,
~ X 0.3253i 0.7476i 0’1647

Cd ! Y 0.2965i 0.7547
t Z 0.5579 0.1510::,~,~0,0402
I All 0.2249 0.2727 ~~
i X 0.2471 0.8642~ 0.1221

Cr Y 0.6132 0.
w/NDs Z o.3543 0.1961 0.0927

! All 0.1374 0.3442 i~;~
i X 0.286~ 0.94011 0.0903

Ca ! Y 0.4059 0.06541 0.2210
Z 0.8915 0.0635, 0.2028
All 0.7823 0.07571 0.1462
X " 0.1708 0.82071 0.0532

Pb Y 0.7035 0.7094 0.2837
Z 0.4141 0.1994 ~
All 0.3274 0.233~ 0.0516
X 0.4824 0.5991 0.3023

Zn Y 0.4341 0.~68 ~
Z 0.4766. 0.2153 0.0616
All 0.2818 0.3637

Note: p-values below 0.05 are shaded, and bold.
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7.0 Discussion and Recommendations

This section discusses the results of Phase I and Phase 2 and makes recommendations

for further research.

7.1 Discussion

One of the goals of the project was to compare pre-BMP data to post-BMP data for a
quantitative evaluation of BMP effectiveness. As discussed in section 4, Best
Management Practices, the project team implemented the full suite of BMPs at each
station, as opposed to implementing one BMP at each station. The presumption was

that the combined effect of the suite of best management practices would increase the
likelihood of reducing pollutants, thereby producing more statistically significant
results.

Based on observations by project personnel and. best professional judgment about the
efficacy of source controls, it is highly likely that of the six BMPs implemented at the

gas stations, the one BMP with the most significant chance to affect runoff quality was
mobile high pressure water cleaning. The combined effect of the other five source
controls:

public notices,
litter control,

storm drain stencilin~
spill cleanup materials, and

employee awareness,

seems likely to have a much less significant impact on the primary sources of pollution
at the stations, namely, high volume vehicle traffic and leaks and spills of vehicle fluids.
In addition, some of the other source controls (litter control, spill cleanup, and
employee training) were in place, to some extent, during the pre-BMP period.
Consequently, the study can be considered in large part a pilot test of mobile cleaning

as a best management practice. The discussion of BMP effectiveness therefore focuses
on mobile cleaning.
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Climatological Differences

In discussing the differences between the pre-BMP and post-BMP data, it is important

to note the large difference in the climatology of the two wet seasons. In 1993-94 (post-

BMP), about half as much rain fell compared to the pre-BMP wet season (1992-93)
(approx. 13 inches versus approx. 26 inches). Because 1992-93 (pre-BMP) was a

relatively wet year in California, with frequent storms occurring on a regular basis

throughout the winter, the inter-event times were fairly short, ranging from 1 to 8 days.

The inter-event times in 1993-94 reflected the drier winter, ranging from I to 34 days.

Average inter-event time for pre-BMP sampling events was four days, compared to
over nine days for post-BMP samples. As discussed below, both pre-BMP and post-

BMP runoff quality was significantly affected by the inter-event time period (number of
days since last storm).

Research by others including Pitt (1987), indicates that rain depth and intensity.

significantly affect particulate residue washoff from impervious surfaces. Normal rains,

up to about one inch, typically remove only about 10-20 percent of the particulate
residue on a surface. So it is possible that during the post-BMP wet season, when total

rainfall was one-half of the pre-BMP wet season, that relatively less particulate residue

was washed off the asphalt surfaces at the gas stations by storm events.

Summary of Pre-BMP to Post-BMP Differences

When all the data from the pre-BMP condition is combined and compared against all
the post-BMP condition data, the only statistically significant difference in the pre- to

post-BMP concentrations was for oil and g~rease, and it was higher after the BMPs were

implemented. For the event mass loading comparisons, no statistically significant

differences were found between the pre- and post-BMP data. This indicates that,

generally speaking, gas station runoff quality was not sig~tificantly different before and

after implementation of BMPs.

However, these results must be interpreted in light of the sample size data variability

and climatological effects, as follows:

1. Although the sample size for both years (n---18, 3 stations x 6 storms) is reasonable,

given the logistical challenges of storm water monitoring; statistically, it is a
relatively small sample size, particularly considering the inherently large variability

in storm water data.
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2. A review of the data from both years (Tables 5.4 and 5.5) confirms the high degree
of variability in the pooled data. Standard deviations were generally as large as the

Effects of Climatology on Pre-BMP and Post-BMP Concentration Data

Overall, the regressions of pre-BMP runoff concentrations versus rainfall parameters
indicated that zinc (and other metals) to exhibit effectpossibly appeared a buildup
during dry periods at the fueling stations. Zinc concentration tended to decrease as the

inter-event time decreased. Similarly, for post-BMP data, the highest number of
statistically significant regression relationships (p < 0.05) was found with the "days
since last storm >0.25 inch" parameter (all five metal constituents and oil & grease), and

with the "days since last storm >0.10 inch" parameter (three of the five metals and oil &
grease).

This buildup or accumulation effect has been documented in other studies (U.S. EPA,

1979; U.S. EPA, 1985; Pitt and McLean, 1986) for particulates. It appears from this
study that many of the heavy metals and oil & grease exhibit a similar effect. These

data aL4o seem to indicate that the accumulation of these pollutants translates into
concentrations in the runoff, that is, that what accumulates tends to wash off.higher

For the post-BMP data, the only constituent that did not show any significant

correlation with either of the "days since last storm" parameters was TSS. The
concentration of total suspended solids in runoff did not increase with increasing time
between significant storms. The potential explanations for this result are discussed
below in relation to the effects of mobile cleaning.

Effects of Mobile Cleaning on Concentration and Mass Load Data

Although overall gas station runoff quality was not significantly different after
implementation of BMPs, the length of time between cleanings and sampled storm
events seems to have affected runoff quality. There were statistically significant
regression relationships (p _< 0.05) between both the post-BMP concentration and event

mass load data for some metals and oil & grease, and the "days since last cleaning"
parameter. This result appears to parallel the correlations found between the post-BMP
concentration data and the "days since last storm" parameters. It seems that, in general,
measured runoff concentrations for some metals and oil & grease increase with
increasing time since the previous "washo~’ event, whether that event was natural

(storm) or artificial (cleaning).
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In contrast to metals and off & grease, the post-BMP concentrations and event mass

loads of total suspended solids in runoff did not increase with increasing time between

cleanings. Again, this result appears to parallel the correlations found between the

post-BMP TSS concentration and load data and the "days since last storm" parameters.

There are a couple of potential explanations for these results in relation to the effects of

mobile cleaning.

One potential reason that post-BMP TSS concentrations and loads did not increase with

increasing time between either storms or cleanings is that the cleanings were effective at

removing available particulate residue and possibly even reducing the total residue

lodged in the spaces of the asphalt surface. It is possible that the cleanings were much

more effective at removing TSS, which did not exhibit a buildup effect, than in

removing off & grease and heavy metals, which did show an accumulation effect. It is

likely that off & grease have a strong affinity for asphalt surfaces because of the

similarities in their chemical composition. This affinity would make the separation of

off & grease from asphalt difficult, even under the high pressure and temperature

conditions created by the cleanings. As for the heavy metals, although they have been

shown to be bound to particulates, it is likely that a significant amo~mt of metals are

also bound to off & grease.

Another potential reason that post-BMP TSS data did not correlate with the "days since

last ..." parameters may relate to the fact that the post-BMP concentrations of TSS

showed statistically significant regression relationships with two completely different

parameters than the other constituents: elapsed rainfall before start of sampling and

sampled storm depth. Both these parameters relate to volume of the sampled storm.

l i

This result is consistent with the research of Pitt (1987), discussed previously, that

indicates that rain depth and intensity significantly affect residue washoff from

impervious surfaces, and that the accumulation of particulates on paved surfaces does
l not necessarily translate into those particulates being washed off by storm runoff. This

¯ . ’ study’s results may indicate that, when total rainfall was significantly reduced during

the post-BMP wet season, very little particulate residue was washed off the asphalt

surfaces at the gas stations by storm events.

The point could be made that although total rainfall was significantly reduced during

the post-BMP wet season, it would seem that the ten mobile cleanings that took place

during this time would have, in a sense, "made up for" the lower frequency and

volume of storms, and washed off much of the particulates. However, the timing of the

cleanings was such that they may have had little impact on TSS buildup. Although the
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mobile cleanings occurred interspersed throughout the wet season (see Figure 5.4), only

the last two mobile cleanings occurred after a significant storm (greater than 0.1 inch)
and b~fore the sampled storm (#6), and therefore, shortened the number of days, and

presumably the TSS accumulation, since a significant event, either storm or cleaning.

Effectiveness of Mobile Cleaning

Although visual observations (see Figure 4.3) confirmed that a significant amount of
pollutants were removed with each cleaning, it is likely that the cleanings may have

made more pollutants, particularly oil & grease, "available" for washoff in the next
event, either storm or cleaning, by freeing up pollutants and allowing them to redeposit
on the pavement surface. There are several reasons for this observation.

1. Pollutant deposition - The asphalt at gas stations, particularly the high sales volume

stations used in this study, is subject to very high pollutant deposition rates. The
sources include not only the vehicles themselves t-raveling over the surface for
routine services (e.g., fueling), but episodic sources like fluid spills in the air/water
supply area, and local sources like the resuspension and deposition of airborne

pollutants from vehicles stopping at the intersections and traveling on the major
streets adjacent to the stations. The net effect is an essentially continuous deposition
of pollutants at such locations. The cleaning effort may not have been sufficient for
the level of pollutant deposition occurring at the gas stations.

2. Surface texture - Asphalt is a relatively rough and porous surface. Because of its
texture, it has innumerable miniature storage spaces that receive and detain

pollutants as they are deposited on its surface. These spaces act as pollutant sources
when it rains or when the surface is cleaned. The ability of high pressure cleaning
to efficiently remove pollutants from porous surfaces is questionable.

3. Pollutant buildup - A relatively long-term buildup of pollutants may have occurred

on the outside pavement surfaces of these stations because of the significantly
reduced volumes of rain that fell during the six year drought period preceding the
study. In addition, because of drought restrictions, the use of water to clean asphalt
surfaces at these stations was prohibited by local ordinance during much of this

period. The high pressure cleanings may have loosened up the long-term buildup
of pollutants which otherwise would not have been available for washoff during
normal rainfall conditions.
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4. Water accumulation before runoff - Because of the innumerable miniature storage

spaces in asphalt, a significant amount of water must fall, in the case of a storm, or

be applied, in the case of a cleaning, before these spaces are "filled" and runoff

occurs. Observations by the mobile cleaning crew confirmed that the asphalt had to

be wetted first before actual cleaning could_ start. This phenomena means that when

cleaning time is restricted, as it was at the stations because of high traffic volumes, it

is difficult to tell ff the spray application rate is sufficient to overcome the necessary

wetting and create a constant sheet flow toward the wash water collection device.

5. Incomplete washoff after cleaning - The mobile cleaning crew reported that

although visual observations indicated that the cleanings removed a significant

amount of pollutants, they also probably left behind a significant amount for a

couple of reasons:

a) The asphalt seemed to contain more pollution than the crew had time to remove.

b) The limited coverage of the cleaning wand meant that even when the crew was

able to remove significant quantities of the pollutants from the asphalt and

suspend them in the sheet flow, as soon as the wand was moved to another

area, pollutants started settling out of the sheet flow back into the asphalt,

resulting in a redistribution rather than removal of some pollutants.

It’s likely that some of the pollutants left behind or redistributed were previously

not available to be washed off, but were made available by mobile cleaning to be

washed off in the next significant storm.

All-in-all, it appears that this pilot test of mobile cleaning asphalt surfaces, at high sales

volume gas stations, near busy intersections on major streets, was probably a worst case

scenario for this potential best management practice. The cost of mobile cleaning used

by the fueling stations for this study was estimated to be about $600 per station per

wash down, which is equivalent to $1,300 per acre of paved surface. Therefore, the cost

of mobile cleaning a significant portion of the areas in a watershed exposed to vehicle

traffic, on a regular basis, would be quite high.

Because the results were inconclusive, this study cannot recommend the

implementation of the mobile cleaning BMP on a large scale. However, field

observations and study results seem to indicate that, given the right conditions, mobile

cleaning may have the potential to remove sources of storm water pollution. The

discussion below provides some ideas on the focus of future studies.
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7.2 Recommendations for Conduct of Future Studies

Monitoring results for the pre- and post-BMP study showed that constituent
concentration~ in runoff from the fueling stations are similar to those found in storm

water monitoring data on streets, parking lots, driveways, off/grit separators, and other
areas that have significant exposure to vehicle traffic. In this study, the potential for

interference with gas station activities and the resulting disruption to business
constrained implementation of mobile cleaning. Because runoff from other areas

significantly exposed to vehicles is likely to be representative of gas stations, it may be
more appropriate to conduct future investigations of source control effectiveness on
paved surfaces exposed to vehicle traffic that are not subject to the logistical constraints

at high volume fueling stations. The discussion below is intended to provide insight on
how to improve investigations.of BMP effectiveness.

Existing Source Controls

Because existing source controls such as spill cleanup, litter control ,and employee

education were being implemented at the fueling stations on a regular basis in the pre-
and post-BMP study periods, their effectiveness could not be quantified. However,

their ability to prevent potential sources of contamination is high and should be
emphasized in all commercial and industrial areas where outdoor spills may occur.

New Construction Source Controls

Methods of source control not used in this study because of the high costs of retrofit
include those that could normally be built as part of new facility construction. These

BMPs include isolating runoff, redirecting runoff from areas with high pollution
potential, or substituting cement for asphalt because it is easier to clean. Many of these

best management practices may be cost-effective over the long-term in reducing storm

water pollution.

Further Study of Mobile Cleaning

In this study, the potential for interference with gas station activities precluded
extensive quantitative monitoring of the mobile cleaning method itself. Application
rates varied over the drainage areas because of traffic, operator judgment, and time
constraints. To reduce variability, a controlled application could be done by monitoring

the amount and rate of application of high pressure/high temperature water. Other
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parameters to monitor might be use of soaps and detergents, use of different cleaning

apparatus, and application on different pavement surfaces (e.g., cement concrete).

Because of the high cost of mobile cleaning, its practical use may be limited to spot

cleaning specific areas with evidence of spills or staining such as behind restaurants,

around vehicle service areas, and on heavily stained areas of parking lots. The

important elements of mobile cleaning are that it be preventative and that the wash

water be collected and disposed of properly.

Improvement in Pre- and Post-BMP Study Design

One of the advantages of this study’s two-year time frame was that it allowed ample

time after the pre-BMP monitoring to select and implement best management practices
before the post-BMP monitoring began. The disadvantages of this time span were that
climatological and site conditions changed between the pre-BMP and post-BMP

monitoring. One alternative to this method is to conduct the study in the same wet
season by monitoring a large number of vehicle traveled areas and service facilities of
similar characteristics for the first few storms to verify that the data can be pooled, and
then to implement the BMPs at some sites for the remaining storms to achieve a direct
comparison on a per storm basis. This method may reduce climatological differences
and differences in sites that occur from year to year. However, it would be necessary to

statistically account for the effects of seasonal variation on runoff quality.

Use of Larger Watershed Treatment Controls

This study has attempted to demonstrate the effectiveness of BMPs, and source controls
in particular, in reducing pollutant loadings from gasoline fueling station runoff. It is
clear from this study and others that it is not just gas station runoff, but runoff from any

area where vehicles travel, park, or are serviced that is of concern. Unfortunately, this
description includes most of the area in urban watersheds and much of the area in
suburban watersheds. The success and the practicality of implementing all but the
most restrictive source controls (e.g., product reformulations - unleaded gasoline) over
such a large area is questionable. In addition, measuring the effectiveness of less

restrictive source controls is complicated by the inherent variability in runoff data. As a
result, regional treatment such as detention basins, which have been used successfully
elsewhere, may warrant a closer look in California.
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8.0 Public Participation

This section describes the public participation process for the project. One of the goals
of the project is to disseminate the results to a wide audience. To effect this goal, three
presentations were made as part of the Phase I effort. The first presentation was an

open house hosted by Sacramento County, a second presentation was made to WSPA at
the beginning of the project, and, near the end of Phase 1, a third presentation was
made to the American Public Works Association (APWA) California Stormwater
Quality Task Force, a consensus building group of about 100 representatives from
regulatory agencies, municipalities, industry, construction, and consulting firms.

A final presentation was made after Phase 2, also to the APWA California Stormwater
Quality Task Force. Members of the project team presented preliminary results from
the analysis of the post-BMP data as part of a larger presentation on monitoring results
from a number of projects statewide, including the WSPA study of gas stations and

parking lots (WSPA, 1993).
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Appendix A

Distributional Method to Determine Non-detect Values
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Distributional Method to Determine Non-detect Values

Example: Chromium concentration at station Z, December 10, 1992 and January 6, 1993.

1. Assign ranks to each of the results in ascending order of concentration, beginning
with the two non-detected values. The first non-detected value was rank one and

the greatest concentration (7.4 ug/L) was assigned a rank of 6.

2. Assign probabilities to each value in the data set using the Hazen (1930) method:

Pi = (i - 0.5 / n) * 100%

where i is the rank of the given data point, Pi is the probability assigned to the ita
data point, and n is .the number of data points.

3. Create a probability plot with the percent probability along the x-axis and the
concentration on a log scale along the y-axis.

4. Using the curve fitting function of KaleidagraphTM, generate an exponential curve
that closely matches the actual data curve:

concentration = 2.6757e0-69726z

where z is the standard normal deviate, or Z-statistic, corresponding to the specific
cumulative probability (in percent).

5. Use the equation just derived, calculate values for the same probabilities as the
original data points. The points with 8.33% and 25.00% probability correspond to
the on-detected values.

6. The calculated values for the non-detects were 1.02 ug/L and 1.67 ug/L. These
values were higher than the analytical detection limit, indicating a data gap between
the detected values and the non-detected values.

7. Replace the non-detected values with the detection limit. (1.0 ug/L) since the values

calculated to replace the non-detected values were actually slightly greater than the
detection limit.
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Appendix B

Post-BMP Data Plots
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CADMIUM t
Gas Station Stormwater Runoff Sampling          .
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Gas Station Stormwater Runoff Sampling
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- WQO: SAC RIV 4-DAY AVG = 7.5

lO0

Station X Station Y Station Z
[] 2g-Nov 12 17 84
¯ 11-Dec ,10 16 22
¯ 24-Jan 13 58.0 14.0
¯ 06-Feb 5 13 16
¯ 17-Feb 10 I       8.4 140
¯ 08-Apr 23 ! 350 460

Note: Method Detection Limit for Copper is 1.0 ug/I

LEAD
Gas Station Stormwater Runoff Sampling

600

400
WQO: SAC RIV 1-HR AVG = 42

WQO: SAC RIV 4-DAY AVG = 1.6
200

Station X Station Y Station Z
I~ 2g-Nov 34 18 210
¯ 11-Dec 7.1 13 33
¯ 24-Jan 20 98 18.0
¯ 06-Feb 2.9 11 22
¯ 17-Feb 14 13 70
¯ 08-Apr 32 93 580

Note: Method Detection Limit for Lead is 1.0 ug/I
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ZINC
Gas Station Stormwater Runoff Sampling

~-. 15oo

~ WQO: SAC RIV 1-HR AVG = 75
~ 1000 wc~o: SAC RIV 4-DAY AVG = 68

n, 500

Station X Station Y station Z
[] 29-Nov 270 150 430
¯ 11-Dec 350 83 200
¯ 24-Jan 440 300 150
¯ 06-Feb 170 84 100
¯ 17-Feb 380 41 360
¯ 08-Apr 620 760 1400

Note: Method Detection Limit for Zinc is 1.0 ug/I

TOTAL SUSPENDED SOLIDS
Gas Station Stormwater Runoff Sampling

~ 300

2oo

100

0                                                                                --

Station X Sta’don Y Station Z
i~ 29-Nov 30 24 42
¯ 11-Dec 44 62 84
¯ 24-Jan 80 120 240
¯ 06-Feb 54 29 32
¯ 17oFeb 46 37 43
¯ 08-A~r 90 160 250

Note: Method Detection Limit for TSS is 3.0 mgll
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OIL & GREASE
Gas Station Stormwater Runoff Sampling

~ ao

" 20

I- 0

Station X Station Y Station Z
[] 29-Nov 4.5 5.2 6.9
¯ 11-Dec 18 2.7 6.9
¯ 24-Jan 8.9 1’3.0 4.5
¯ 06-Feb 6.7 5.7 6.2

17-Feb 5.4 2.2 4.2
08-Apr 21 15.0 29

Note: Method Detection Limit for Oil & Grease is 0.5 mg/I
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CADMIUM
Gas Station Stormwater Runoff Sampling

5

WQO: SAC RIV I-HR AVG ¯ ~.2

29-Nov 11-Dec 24-Jan 06-Feb 17oFeb 08-Apr
[] Station X         0.73 0.28 0.92 0.21 0.61 0.85

II Station Z          1.2       0.48      0.42      0.22      0.81       4.5     ..,

Note: Method Detection Limit for Cadmium is 0.10 ug/I

CHROMIUM
Gas Station Stormwater Runoff Sampling

~’ 20
~ WQO: 4-DAY AVG ¯ 16E
E 15
.O WQO: 1-HR AVG ¯ 11

~ 10

5

® 0
29-Nov     11-Dec     24-Jan     06-Feb     17-Feb     08-Apt

13 Station X 3.5 3.2 3.7 1.3 3.2 5.9

¯ Station Y 1.8 ND 5.7 ND ND 9.8
¯ Station Z 3.9 3.9 1.3 2.6 2.5 14

Note: Method Detection Limit for Chromium is 1.0 ugll
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COPPER
Gas Station Stormwater Runoff Sampling

,o 300

~ 200 WQO: SAC RIV I-HR AVG = 10.8
~

WQO: SAC RIV 4-DAY AVG = 7.5~ 100

29-Nov 11-Dec 24-Jan 06-Feb 17-Feb 08-Apr
[] Station X 12 10 13 5 10 23
¯ Station Y 17 16 58.0 13 8.4 350

’ ¯ Station Z 84 22 14.0 16 140 460

Note: Method Detection Limit for Copper is 1.0 ug/I

LEAD
Gas Station Stormwater Runoff Sampling

~" 800

~ 600-

~ 200 WQO: SAC RN 1-HR AVG = 42

"~ . .

~ o
29-Nov    11-Dec    24-Jan    06-Feb    17-Feb    08-Apt

~ Station X 34 7.1 20 2.9 14 32
¯ Station Y 18 13 98 11 13 93
¯ Station Z 210 33 18.0 22 70 580

Note: Method Detection Limit for Lead is 1.0 ug/I
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ZINC
Gas Station Stormwater Runoff Sampling

1500

0
29-Nov     11-Dec     24-Jan     06-Feb     17-Feb     08-Apr

i3 Station X 270 350 440 170 380 620
.StationY 150 83 300 84 41 760
¯ Station Z 430 200 150 100 360 1400

Note: Method Detection Limit for Zinc is 1,0 ug/I

TOTAL SUSPENDED SOLIDS
Gas Station Stormwater Runoff Sampling

3O0

0
29-Nov     11-Dec     24-Jan     06-Feb     17-Feb     08-Apr

[] Station X 30 44 80 54 46 90
¯ Station Y 24 62 120 29 37 160
¯ Station Z 42 84 240 32 43 250

Note: Method Detection Limit for TSS is 3.0 mgll
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OIL & GREASE
Gas Station Stormwater Runoff Sampling

~ 40

E 30

"~ 20

~ lO

I-.- 0

29-Nov 1 loDec 24-Jan 06-Feb 17-Feb 08-Apt
~ Station X 4.5 18 8.9 6.7 5.4 21
¯ Station Y 5.2 2.7 13.0 5.7 2.2 15.0
¯ Station Z 6.9 6.9 4.5 6.2 4.2 29

Note: Method Detection Limit for Oil and Grease is 0.5 mg/I
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Appendix C

Distribution Plots
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---e-- TSS, mg/I ~ y = 62.484 * eA(0.69349norm(x)) R= 0.96678

TSS
11993-94, Stations Combined)
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---e-- Oil & Grease, mg/I ~ Y = 7.2473 * e~(0.68714norm(x)) R= 0.98654

Oil & Grease
(1993-94, Stations Combined)
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---e-- Chromium (All Stations), ug/I ~ y = 2.7959 * e^(O.82378norm(x)) R= 0.98813

Detected Chromium
(1993-94, Stations Combined)
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--e--Copper, ug/I ~Y = 25.968 * eA(1.1994norm(x)) R= 0.96196

Copper
(1993-94, Stations Combined)
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----e-- Lead, ug/I ~ Y = 29.02 * e~(1.2432norm(x)) R= 0.97404

Lead
(1993-94, Stations Combined)
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---e-- Zinc, ug/I ~ Y = 245.62 * e~(O.88586norm(x)) R= 0.9931

Zinc
(1993-94, Stations Combined)
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Appendix D

Paired t-test Results
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t-Test Results, 1993-94 Data

Cadmium
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

X Y X Z Y Z
Mean 0.’6 "    0.64 0.6 1.271667 0.64 1.271667
Variance                          0.08728 0.40148 0.08728 2.619697 0.40148 2.619697
Observations 6 6 6 6 6 6
Pearson Correlation 0.7896668 0.495263 0.807468
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 0 0
df 5 5 5
t Stat -0.2229575 -1.10091 -1.32434
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.4161954 0.160545 0.121347
t Cdtical one-tail 2.0150492 2.015049 2.015049
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.8323908 0.32109 0.242693
t Critical two-tail 2.5705776 2.570578 2.570578

Chromium with ND values replaced
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

X Y X Z Y Z
Mean 3.4666667 3.3193081 3.466667 4.7 3.319308 4.7
Variance 2.1626667 13.621 2.162667 21.716 13.621 21.716
Observations 6 6 6 6 6       6
Pearson Correlation 0.8416022 0.792638 0.770473
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 0 0
df 5 5 5
t Stat 0.1399916 -0.83741 -1.13782
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.4470656 0.22027 0.153381
t Critical one-tail 2.0150492 2.015049 2.015049
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.8941311 0.440539 0.306762
t Critical two-tail 2.5705776 2.570578 2.570578

Copper
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

X Y X Z Y Z
Mean 12.166667 77.06667 12.16667 122.6667 77.06667 122.6667
IVariance 35,766667 18202.59 35.76667 29781.87 18202.59 29781.87
Observations 6 6 6 6 6 6
Pearson Correlation 0.9149217 0.874993 0.929898
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 0 0
df 5 5 5
t Stat -1.2278878 -1.61722 -1.63231
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.1370678 0.083377 0.081771
t Critical one-tail 2.0150492 2.015049 2.015049
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.2741355 0.166754 0.163543
t Critical two-tail 2.5705776 2.570578 2.570578
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Lead
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

X Y X Z Y Z
Mean 18.333333 41 18.3,33,33 155.5: 41 155.5
Variance 163.63067 1790 163.6307 48443.1 1790 48443.1
Observations 6 6 6 6 6 6
Pearson Correlation 0.4967467 0.726924 0.489949
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 0 0
df 5 5 5
t Stat -1.4755 -1.5925 -1.38,33
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.1000493 0.086076 0.112576
t Critical one-tail 2.0150492 2.0150491 2.015049
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.2000986 0.172151 0.225152
t Critical two-tail 2.5705776 2.570578 2.570578

Oil & Grease
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

X Y X Z Y Z
Mean :10.75 7.3 10.75 9.616667 7.3 9.616667
Variance 49.027 29.184 49.027 91.53367 29.184 91.53367
Observations 6 6 6 6 6 6
Pearson Correlation 0.4331416 0.741144 0.663174
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 0 0
df 5 5 5
t Stat 1.2636065 0.43217 -0.78568
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.1327039 0.341811 0.233817
t Cdtical one-tail 2.0150492 2.015049 2.015049
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.2654077 0.683621 0.467634
t Critical two-tail 2.5705776 2.570578 2.570578

TSS
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

X Y X Z Y Z
Mean 57.333333 72 57.33333 115.1667 72 115.1667
Variance 529.06667 3105.2 529.0667 10442.57 3105.2 10442.571
Observations 6 6 6 6 6 6
Pearson Correlation 0.9281132 0.914248 0.9758
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 0 0
df 5 5 5
t Star -1.0140833 -1.73408 -2.14296
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.1785367 0.071718 0.042499
t Critical one-tail 2.0150492 2.015049 2.015049
! P(T<=t) two-tail 0.3570733 0.143436 0.084999
!t Critical two-tail 2.5705776 2.570578 2.570578

Larry Walker Associates Page 2 6/30/94
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Zinc
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

X Y X Z Y Z
Mean 371.66667 236.3333 371.6667 440 236.3333 44G
Variance 23576.667 74121.07 23576.67 237080 74121.07 237080
Observations 6 6 6 6 6 6;
Pearson Correlation 0,8400584 0.78.3004 0.889155
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 0 0
df 5 5 5
t Stat 2.0003495 -0.44174 -1.81603
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.050947 0.338564 0,064534
t Critical one-tail 2.0150492 2.015049 2.015049
P(T<=t) two-tail O. 101894 0.677128 O. 129067
t Critical two-tail 2.5705776 2,570578 2.570578
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t-Test Results for 1992-93 Data vs. 1993-94 Data
Copper

~t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means X Y Z Combined Sl~t~on$
Pre-BMP Post-BMP, Pre-BMP Post-BMF Pre-BMP Post-BMP Pre-BMP Post-BMF

~ean 17.31667 12.16667’ 29.6 77.06667’ 28.75 122.6667 25.22222 70.63333
Variance 93.3&567 35.76667! 569.36 18202.59! 903.551 29781.87~ 493.8901 16300.26
Observations 6 6 6 6 6 6 18 18
Pearson Cor~elat~o~ 0.024166 -0.26156 0.952472 0.508859
Hypo~esized Mean Difference 0 0 0 0
df 5 5 5 17

Stat I. 1 ~’.’.’.’.’.’.’.’.’.~ 5 -0.81293 -1.59496 -1.63376
P(T<=t) one-tail 0,156374 0.226606 0.085803 0.060345
t Critical one-tail 2.015049 2.015049 2.015049 1.739606
P(’l’<=-t) two-tail 0.312747 0.453212 0.171607 0.12069

Cdtical two-tail 2.570578 2,570578 2.570578 2,109819

Lead
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means X Y Z Combined Station=

Pre-BMP Post-BMP Pre-BMP Post-BMP Pre-BMP Post-BMP Pre-BMP Post-BMP
Mean 26.Q3333 18.33333 49.66667 41 24.5 155.5 33.4 71.61111
IVariance 274.1667 163.6307 2714.667 1790 241.1 48443.1 1090.48 18638.89
Observat~’~s 6 6 6 6 6 6 18 18
Pearson Correlal~m 0.0858,~ -0.3866 0.7556 0.04735
IHypothesized Mean Difference 0, 0 0 0
idf 5 5 5 17
t Stat 0.94137 0.269411 -1.53817 -1.16686
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.194868 0.399189 0.09231 0.129687
t Cdt~al one-tail 2.015049 2.015049 2.015049 1.73,96~6
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.389737 0.798378 0.18462 0.259374
t Cdtical two-tail 2.570578 2.570578 2.570578 2.109819

t-Test: Paired TWO Sample for Means X Y Z ! Combined Stations
Pre-BMP Post-BMF Pre-BMP Post-BMF Pre-BMP Post-BMF Pre-BMP Post-BMP

Mean 463.3333 371.6667 160.3333 236.3333 514.5 440 379.3889 349.3333
Vadance 28546.67 23576.67 17069.07 74121.07 856820.7 237080 291288.5 106048.1
Cfose~ratk~s 6 61 6 (~ 6 6 18 18
Pearson Correlation 0.402936 -0,28679 0.028431 0.099938
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 0 0 0
,df 5 5 5 17
;t Star 1.270849 -0.55728 0.176559 0.211876
P(’r<=t) one-tail 0.129849 0.300681 0.433392 0.417361
It Cril~cal one.tail 2.015049 2.015049 2.015049 1.739806
= P(T<=t) two-tail 0.259698 0.601362 0.866783 0.834723
It Critical two-tail 2.570578 2.570578 2.570578 2.109819

Total Suepended Solids
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means X Y Z Combined Stations

Pre.BMP Post.BMP Pre.BMP Post.B, MP Pre-BMP Post-BMP Pre-BMP Post-BMP
Mean 79.16667 57.33333 59.16667 72 39.66667 115.1667 59.33333 81.5
Vadance 1780,967 529.0667 2034.567 3105.2 886,6667 10442.57 1658.353 4778.265
CYoservat:x>ns 6 6 6 6 6 6 18 18
Pearstxt Corre~atk>n 0.062773 -0.47344 -0.20492 -0.32603
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 0 0 0
df 5 5 5 17
t Star 1.143288 -0.3625 -1.6491 ol .03402
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.152344 0.365897 0,0e0021 0.157807
t Cdtical one-tail 2.015049 2.015049 2.015049 1.739606
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.304689 0.731794 0.160042 0.315615
t Critic! two-tai~ 2.570578 2.570578 2.570578 ,2.109819
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OII & Grea=e w/ND value= replaced
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means X Y Z Combined Station=

Pre-BMP Post-BMP Pre-BMP Post-BMF Pre-BMP Post-BMF Pre-BMP Post-BMF
Mean 6.25 10,7~ 3.716667 7.3 3.85 9,616667 4.605556 9,222222
Vadance 34.987 49.027 10.58567 29.184 25.959 91.53367 22.4735 52.10771
Observat~s 6 6 6 61 6 5 18 18
Pearson CorrelaOon 0.117611 -0.72176 -0.2055 -0.1128
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 0 0 0
df 5 5 5 17
t Stat -1.27901 -1.08751 -1.2045 -2.15904
P(T<=-t) one-tail 0.128517 0.163217 0.141148 0.022715
t Cdt~cal one-tail 2.015049 2.015049 2.015049 1.739606
P0"~t) two-tail 0.257034 0.326433 0.282298 0.045431
t Critical two-tail 2.570578 2.570578 2.570578 2.109819

Cadmium
t-Te.st: Paired Two Sample for Means X Y Z Combined Station=

Pre-BMP Post-BMP Pre-BMP Post-BMP Pre-BMP Post-BMP! Pre-BMP Post-BMP
Mean 0.968333 0.6 0.59 0.64 0,43 1.271667 0.662778 0.637222
Variance 0.485857 0.08728 0.1934 0.40148 0,02868 2.619697 0.262162 1.014457
Observations 6 6 6 6 6 6 18 18
Pearson Correlalk~n 0,058565 -0.32062 0.162128 -0.12772
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 0 0 0
df 5 5 5 17
t Stat 1 .?.17654 -0.13925 -1.28866 -0.62364
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.13884 0.447343 0.126959 0.27057
t CdtP..al one-tail 2.015049 2.015049 2.015049 1.739606
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.27768 0.894687 0.25391g 0.541139
t Critical two-tail 2.570578 2.570578 2.570578 2.109819

Chromium wl ND valuea replaced
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means X Y Z Combined Stations

¯ Pre-BMP Post-BMF Pre-BMP Post-BMF Pre-BMP Post-BMP Pre-BMP Post-BMP
Mean 4.75 3.466667 4.6 3.319308 3.133333 4.7 4.161111 3.828658
Variance 8.635 2.162667 11.572 13.621 5.702667 21.716 8.183693 11.43509
ObservalJons 6 6 6 6 6 6 18 18
Pearson Correlation 0.21243 -0.35 106 0.01276 -0.15038
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 0 0 0
df 5 5 5 17

Stat 1.050076 0.537935 -0.7367 0.297168
P(T<=-t) one-tail 0,170682 0.306847 0.247199 0.384969
C~tJcal one-tail 2.015049 2.015049 2.015049 1.739606

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.341764 0.613693 0.494398 0.769939
t Critical two-tat 2.570578 2.570578 2.570578 2.109819
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Event Mass Load t-Test Results, 1993-94 Data

,’admium
It-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

X Y X Z Y Z
Mean 0.029402 0.017679 0.029402 0.0589 0.017679 0.0589
Variance 0.00069 0.000209 0.00069 0.002697 0.000209 0.002697
Observations 6 6 "6 6 6 6
Pearson Correlation 0.89988 0.435162 0.738288
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 0 0
df 5 5 5
t Stat 1.956887 -1.54062 -2.38196
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.053858 0.09202 0.031506
t Critical one-tail 2.015049 2.015049 2.015049
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.107716 0.184039 0.063012
t Critical two-tail 2.570578 2.570578 2.570578

Chromium (ND values replaced)
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means~

X Y X Z Y Z
Mean 0.14853 0.081587 0.14853 0.22563 0.081587 0.22563
Variance 0.009935 0.003331 0.009935 0.019982 0.003331 0.019982
Observations 6 6 6 6 6       6
Pearson Correlation 0.884403 0.399032 0.397664
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 0 0
df 5 5 5
t Stat 2.949519 -1.38207 -2.7202
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.015952 0.112753 0.020882
t Critical one-tail 2.015049 2.015049 2.015049
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.031903 0.225505 0.041765
t Critical two-tail 2.570578 2.570578 2.570578

Copper
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

X Y X Z Y Z
Mean 0.515424 1,315192 0.515424 5.083091 1.315192 5.083091
Variance 0.119316 1.549172 0.119316 20.65311 1.549172 20.65311
Observations 6 6 6 6 6 6
Pearson Correlation 0.210564 0.274093 0.479886
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 0 0
df 5 5 5
t Stat -1.60628 -2.50734 -22.5354
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.084561 0.027002 0.036974
t Critical one-tail 2.015049 2.015049 2.015049
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.169122 0.054003 0.073948
t Critical two-tail 2.570578 2.570578 2.570578
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Lead
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

X Y X Z Y Z
Mean 0.919055 1.058088 0.919055 7.673873 1.058088 7.673873
Variance 1.031839 0.77322 1.031839 96.36701 0,77322 96,36701
Observations 6 6 6 6 6       6
Pearson Correlation 0.598228 0.794486 0.121589
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 0 0

-~ df 5 5 5
t Stat -0.39687 -1.83217 -1.66227
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.353919 0.063207 0.078674
t Critical one-tail 2.015049 2.015049 2.015049
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.707837 0.126414 0.157347
t Critical two-tail 2.570578 2.570578 2.570578

Zinc
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means~

X Y X Z Y Z
Mean 15.44389 5.869411 15.44389 21.40359 5.869411 21.40359
Variance 89.90706 15.32678 89.90706 306.2017 15.32678 306.2017

~
Observations 6 6 6 6 6 6i Pearson Correlation 0.625462 0.259557 0.743803
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 0 0

~ df 5 5 5i t Stat 3.058509 -0.82915 -2.56761

,, P(T<=t) one-tail 0.014075 0.222392 0.02509
t Critical one-tail 2.015049 2.015049 2.015049
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.02815 0.444784 0.05018

t Critical two-tail 2.570578 2.570578 2.570578

Oil and Grease
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

X Y X Z Y Z
Mean 375.5769 216.2529 375.5769 456.3391 216.2529 456.3391
Variance 22777,25 18038.49 22777.25 53546.74 18038.49 53546.74
Observations 6 6i 6 6 6 6
~earson Correlation 0.571564 0.044051 0.604081
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 0 0
df 5 5 5
t Stat 2.937986 -0.73095 -3.18764
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.016166 0.248804 0.012165
t Cdtical one-tail 2.015049 2.015049 2.015049
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.032332 0.497608 0.024329
t Critical two-tail 2.570578 2.570578 2.570578
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Total Suspended Solids
t’Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

X Y X Z Y Z
Mean 2439.793 1901.743 2439.793 6124.645 1901.743 6124.645
Variance 2880667 655819.6 2880667 35824573 655819.6 35824573
Observations 6 6 6 6 6 6
Pearson Correlation 0.700161 0.918534 0.895821
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 0 0
df 5 5 5
t Stat 1.038118 -2.01611 -1.96198
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.173394 0.049933 0.053508
t Critical one-tail 2.015049 2.015049 2.015049
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.346788 0.099865 0.107016
t Critical two-tail 2.570578 2.570578 2.570578
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Pre vs. Post Mass Load t-tests
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

Cadmium
X                     Y                     Z               Stations Combined

Pre Post Pre Post Pre ’Post Pre ’ Pos~
Mean 0.043764 0.0"29401587 0.019508389 0.017678846i 0,024002988 0.05890011 0.02909192 0.03532c:~
Variance 0.000632 0.000689909 8,62242E-05 0.000209282~ 0,000138686 0.002696945 0.000369591 0.00137613
Observat~ns 6 6 6: 6 6 18
Pearson Corretatio~ 0,218226 0,252249851 -0.120555782 0,024306728
Hypott~esized Mean Difference 0 0 0 0
df 5 5 5 17
t star 1.094217 0.296~’.3471 -1.56506,3687 -0.63949312
P(T<=t) one-tail O, 161875 0.389217723 0.089170462 0.265513024
t Critic~ one-tail 2,015049 2.015049176 2.015049176 1.739606432
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.323750 0.778435446 O. 178340923 0.531026048
t Critical two-tail 2.570578 2.57057?535 2.570577535 2.109818524

Chromium
X                      Y                      Z               Stations Combined

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
Mean 0.216800 0.148530145 0.151590723 0.081586926 0.1486771 0.225630003 0.172358104 0.15191589
Variance 0.012820 0.0099349(F9 0.004684991 0.0033,3066 0.005112094 0.019981786 0.007699412 0.01344618.
Observations 6 6 6 6 6 18 1~
Pearson Correlation 0.647592 0.018351801 0.531296879 0.441116309
Hypolhesized Mean Difference 0 0 0 0
df 5 5 5 17
t Stat 1.853733 1.932820566 -2.070219608 0.786137203
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.061479 0.055544006 0.046606801 0.221303935
t Cdticai one-tail 2.015049 2.015049176 2.015049176 1.739606432
P(T<=-t) two-tail 0.122957 0.111088012 0.093~13803 0.442607871
t Critical two-tail 2.570578 2.570577535 2.570577635 2.109618524

Copper
X                     Y                     Z               Statior~s Combined

Pre Post Pre Post Pre        Post Pre Post

Mean 0.825292 0.515423911 0.9793~8237 1.315191758 1.7403333 5.08,,-,-,-,-,-,-,-,-~913~ 1.181647863 2.304~o8<J~,
Variance 0.205539 0.119316491 0.3454077’I 1.649171681 4.831563593 20.65311243 1.752522862 10.765209;

=Observa~r~s 6 6 6 61 18 1~
i Pearso~ Cor~e~alk~ 0.294728 -0.187945287 0.491385956 0.520393643
Hypothesized Mean Oifferer~e 0 0 0 0
df 5 5 5 17

t star 1.573978 -0.558556531 o2.068597701 -1.684693495

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.088153 0.300276,328 0.046703025 0.055158082

t CdlP-,a] one-laJ 2.015049 2.015049176 2.015049176 1.7396~o432
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.176306 0.600552655 0.09340605 0.110316164
t CriScal two-tail 2.570578 2,570577635 2.570577535 2.109618524

: X Y Z Stations Combined

: Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

Mean 1.263191 0.919355338 1.565580703 1.05~088231 1.438312749 7.6/;-~LxJ28 1.42~02819 3.2170054~-~

Variance 0.859791 1.031838764 1.34033225 0.773220436 1.342924806 96.36700661 1.056191013 39.39360736

Obsewat~s 6 6 6 6 18 18

Pearso~ Correlation 0.165165 -0.13916701 0.017782937 0.014328101

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 0 0 0

df 5 5 5 17

t Star 0.709484 0.802934227 -1.548398626 -1.195458884

P(T<=t) o~te-tail 0.254865 0.229231934 0.091103527 0.124159076

t CdticaJ o,-~-tail 2.015049 2.015049176 2.015049176 1.739606432

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.509729 0,458463868 o. 182207055 0.248318151

Critical two-tail 2.570578 2.570577635 ; 2.570577635 2.109818524
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Zinc                                  X                       Y                        Z                Stations Combined

Pre         Post         Pre         Post         Pre         Post         Pre         Post
.~ 22.194818 15.44389429 5.362713165 5.8694114391 20.58829657 21.40359172 16.0486(F329 14.23896582
V~ 63.074839 89.90705886 7.807071533 15.32676374 939.6433079 3~6.20173951 358.1214241 164.3633444
Observations 6 6 6 6 6 6, 18 18
Pearso~ Correlation 0.295417 0.284081185 0.910169474 0.810780488
Hypott~esized Mean Difference 0 0 0 0
df 5 5 5 17
t star 1.587618 -0.301744757 -0.121667111 0.675798178
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.0,86618 0.387496909 0.453950603 0.26412927
t CriticaJ one-tail 2.015049 2.015049176 2.015049176 1.739606432
P(T<=t) two-tail O. 173236 0.774993818 0.907901206 0.50825854
t Critical two-tail 2..5. 70578 2.570577635 2.570577635 2.109818524

Oil & Grease
X                      Y                      Z               Stations Combined

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
Mean 302,870881 375,5769152 122.5663992 216.252874 186.5582928 458.3391489 203,9985244 349.389646
Variance 69627.98147 2277725343 10538.3196 18038.49327 38760.09752 53546.73652 40876.38627 38288.74305
Observations 6 6 6 6 6 6 18 18
Pearson Correlatic~ -0.651861 -0.373226942 -0.447903126 -0.279773765
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 0 0 0

df 5 5 5 17
t Stat -0.468788 -1.164000961 -1.811211~>4 -1.938054309
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.329475 0.148470771 0.064934827 0.034703861
t Critical one-tail 2.015049 2,015049176 2‘015049176 1.73~o06432
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.658949 0.296941543 O. 129869694 0.089407722
t Critical two-tail 2.570578 2.570577635 2.570577635 2.109818524

Total Suspended Solids
X                     Y                     Z              Stations Combined

Pre Post Pre’ Post Pre Post Pre Post
M~n 3942.690113 2439.793209 2047.297642 1901.743023 2151.187498 6124.644622 2713,725151 3488.725951

~ance 6265496.9 2880667.445 1018859.208 655819.5721 1796392.012 35824573.38 3472312.582 15306256.1
3bser~ations 6 6~ 6 6 6 6 18 18
Pearson Correlatiort 0,210292 -0.417260084 -0.609082071 -0.257836891
Hypolt~esized Mean Difference 0 0 0 0
df 5 5 5 17
t star 1.357015 0.232240146 -1.413793011 -0.692598496
P(T<=t) ~ lail 0.116411 0.412778922 0.108276809 0.24895719
t Critical o~e-tail 2.015049 2.015049176 2‘015049176 1.739606432
P(T<=t) two.,.taJl 0.232821 0.925557845 0.216553618 0.49791438
t Cdtical two-tail 2‘570578 2.570577635 2.5705"/7635 2.109818524
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Appendix E

Significant Regression Plots - Concentration
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Sampled Storm Depth vs. LOG(TSS)
LOG_TSS = 4.8038 - .7544 * DEPTH

Correlation: r = -.5016
p=0.033946
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Days Since Last Storm > 0.1" vs. Log(Oil & Grease), Station Z
LOG. O G = 1.5833 + .04890 * DSLS_10

Correlation: r = .88667
p=0.018539
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Days Since Last Storm > 0.1" vs. Log(Oil & Grease)
LOG O G = 1.6765 + .03578 * DSLS_10

Correla~ioni r = .61611
~;0.006477
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Days Since Last Storm > 0.1" vs. Log(Chromium)
LOG_CR = .72258 + .03594 * DSLS_10

Correlation: r = .52158
~--0.026422
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Days Since Last Storm > 0.1" vs. Log(Zinc)
LOG_ZN = 5.1807 + .03801 * DSLS_10

Correlation: r = .51429
p=0.028995
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Days Since Last Storm > 0.25" vs. LOG(Oil & Grease), Station Z
LOG O G = 1.4105 + .04904 * DSLS_25

Correlation: r = .85483
p=0.030080
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Days Since Last Storm > 0.25" vs. LOG(Oil & Grease)
LOG O G = 1.6306 + .02917 * DSLS_25

Correlation: r = .48280
p=0.042412
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Days Since Last Storm > 0.25" vs. LOG(Cadmium)
LOG_CD = -1.122 + .04309 * DSLS_25

Correlation: r = .54373
p=0.019679
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Days Since Last Storm > 0.25" vs. LOG(Chromium)
LOG_CR = .57506 + .03775 * DSLS_25

Correlation: r = .52674
p=0.024711
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Days Since Last Storm > 0.25" vs. LOG(Copper), Station Z
LOG_CU = 2.8510 + .09584 * DSLS_25

Correlation: r = .83959
P=0.036535
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Days Since Last Storm > 0.25" vs. LOG(Copper)
LOG_CU = 2.5120 + .06208 * DSLS_25

Correlation: r = .55401
p=0.017052
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Days Since Last Storm > 0.25" vs. LOG(Lead), Station Z
LOG_PB = a.0~51 + .]020~ * DSLS_25

Correlation: r = .91122
p=0.011472
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Days Since Last Storm > 0.25" vs. LOG(Lead)
LOG_PB = 2.7118 + .05469 * DSLS_25

Correlation: r = .49738
p=0.035714
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Days Since Last Storm > 0.25" vs. LOG(Zinc), Station Z
LOG_ZN = 4.9213 + .06362 * DSLS_25

Correlation: r = .83304
p=0.039486
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Intensity During Sampling vs. LOG(Chromium), Station Z
LOG_CR = 2.6126- 19.82 * INT_SAMP

Correlation: r -- -.8336
p=0.039210
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Elapsed Rainfall Before Sampling vs. LOG(TSS), Station Y
LOG_TSS = 4.5963 - 1.961 * MISSED

Correlation: r = -.8904
p=0.017368
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Elapsed Rainfall Before Sampling vs. LOG(TSS), Station Z
LOG_TSS = 5.0594 - 2.412 * MISSED

Correlation: r = -.8489
p=0.032524
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Elapsed Rainfall Before Sampling vs. LOG(TSS)
LOG_TSS = 4.6333 - 1.812 * MISSED

Correlation: r = -.7721
p=0.000174
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Elapsed Rainfall Before Sampling vs. LOG(O&G), Station X
LOG O G = 2.6745 - 1.816 * MISSED

Correlation: r = -.8347
p=0.038737
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Days Since Last Cleaning vs. Log(Cadmium)
LOG_CD =-1.872 + .10135 * L_CLEAN

Correlation: r = .54293
p=0.019895
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Days Since Last Cleaning vs. LOG(Lead)
LOG_PB = 1.8399 + .12225 * k_CLEAN

Correlation: r = .47197
p=0.047983
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Significant Regression Plots - Event Mass Loads
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Days Since Last Cleaning vs. Mass of Oil & Grease, Station Z
MASS O G =-30.77 + 38.969 * L_CLEAN

Correlation: r = .87666
¯ p=0.021880
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Days Since Last Cleaning vs. Mass of Oil & Grease
MASS O G = 71.981 + 22.19:3 * L_CLFAN

Correlation: r = .55460
p=0.016909
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I

Days Since Last Cleaning vs. Mass of Cadmium, Station Y
MASS_CD = -.0120 + .00238 * L_CLEAN

Correlation: r = .85486
p=0.030068
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Days Since Last Cleaning vs. Mass Load of Cadmium, Station Z
MASS_CD = -.0448 + .00829 *L_CLEAN

Correlation: r = .83150
p=0.040197
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Days Since Last Cleaning Vs. Mass of Cadmium
MASS_CD = -.0227 + .00465 * L_CLEAN

Correlation: r = .61235
p=0.006906
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Days Since Last Cleaning vs. Mass of Chromium, Station Y
MASS_CR = -.0323 + .00911 * k_CLEAN

Correlation: r = .82194
p=0.044734
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Days Since Last Cleaning vs. Mass Of Chromium
MASS_CR = -.0256 + .01420 * k_CLEAN

Correlation: r = .59870
p=0.008660
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Days Since Last Cleaning vs. Mass of.Lead, Station Z
MASS_PB =-11.65 + 1.5460 * k_CLEAN

Correlation: r = .81983
P=0.045770
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Days Since Last Cleaning vs. Mass of Zinc
MASS_ZN = -3.613 + 1.4282 * k_CLEAN

Correlation: r = .54473
p=0.019411
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(3EOMATRIX

EXECUTI’~E SUMMARY

This report presents the results of a two-part study of constituents present in simulated storm water

runofffrom six retail gasoline outlets (RGOs) and four commercial parking lots. The objective of the

study is to characterize storm water runoff from RGOs and to compare the results with runoff from

commercial parking lots and published urban "background" values. The study was funded by the

Western States Petroleum Association (WSPA) and the American Petroleum Institute (API).

The study demonstrates that for the constituents analyzed, median event mean concentrations (EMCs)

in storm water runoff from normally operated and maintained RGOs are no higher than those in

runoff from commercial parking lots. Additionally, median EMCs of total suspended solids, copper,

lead, and zinc in runoff.from RGOs and parking lots are no higher than background levels present in

urban runoff as established by the National Urban Runoff Program. Furthermore, there are no

significant differences in median EMCs in runoff from RGO pump islands and driveways for the

¯ constituents analyzed. These results indicate that fueling activities at normally operated and

maintained RGOs do not co~tribute additional significant concentrations of measured constituents

in storm water runoff.

In 1987, Section 402(p) was added to the Clean Water Act to establish a framework for addressing

storm water discharges under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)

program. Storm water discharges from commercial facilities, such as RGOs and parking lots, are not

included under the initial regulations. However, regulations are now being promulgated that are

expected to increase the number and types of dischargers required to obtain NPDES permit coverage

for storm water discharges. EPA, in a report to Congress (EPA, 1993), identified several business

categories that are not currently regulated by NPDES permits. Automotive service facilities,

including RGOs, are included on EPA’s list of potential Phase II permit’tees.
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This study used a simulated rainfall method to induce runoff from representative RGO and parking

lot. test sites. The R.GO and commercial parking lots used as test sites provide a variety of’ site and

operational conditions. Simulated runoffwas collected at two areas within each test site. These areas

include pump islands and driveways at R.GOs and high-use and moderate-use areas within commercial

parking lots. Both discrete and composite runoff s.amples were collected during the 45-minute test.

The collected samples were ~alyzed in accordance with appropriate EPA methods for a variety of

constituents including California Code of R.egulations Title 26 Metals, total suspended solids, oil and

great, total petroleum hydrocarbons as gasoline (TPFIg), and benzene, toluene, ethyl benzene, and

total x’ylenes (BTEX).
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RESULTS OF A RETAIL GASOLINE OUTLET AND

COMMERCIAL PARKING LOT STOILM WATER RUNOFF STUDY

1.0 ENTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of a two-pan study of simulated storm water runoff from six retail

gasoline outlets (RGOs) and four commercial parking lots. Pan I was conducted by Hart Crowser

and characterized simulated storm water runoff from five RGOs. Pan II was conducted by

Geomatrix Consultants, Inc. (Geomatdx) and characterized simulated storm water runoff from four

commercial parking lots and one RGO. The study was funded by the Western States Petroleum

Association (WSPA) and the American Petroleum Institute (API).

I.I Objective

The objective of this study is to characterize storm water runoff from RGOs and to compare the

results with runoff from commercial parking lots and published urban "background" values.

1.2 Background

In 1972, the Federal Water Pollution Comrol Act (also known as the Clean Water Act or CWA) was

amended to provide that any discharge of pollutants from a point source to Waters of the United

States is effectively prohibited unless it is in compliance with a National Pollutant Discharge

Elimination System (NPDES) permit. Although this technically prohibits the discharge of pollutants

in storm water, the focus at that time was on the bigger problems of industrial waste and sewage

treatment.

As more significant sources of water pollution were brought under control, the impact of pollutants

in storm water became more noticeable. Water quality studies conducted in the 1970s and 1980s

identified urban runoffas a diffuse, or nonpoint source of pollution. In response to these studies, the
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1987 amendments to the Water Quality Act added Section 402(p). This section established a

comprehensive two-phased approach for the U, S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to follow

in addressing storm water discharges. Five types of storm water discharges are covered under the

Phase I program. Dischargers within these five categories, listed below, were required to obtain

permit coverage before October 1, 1992:

A) A discharge for which a permit has been issued prior to February 4, 1987;

B) A discharge associated with industrial activities;

C) A discharge from a municipal separate storm sewer system serving a population of
250,000 or more;

D) A discharge from a municipal separate storm sewer system serving a population of
100,000 or more, but less than 250,000; or

E) A storm water discharge determined by the EPA Administrator or the State to
contribute to a violation of a water quality standard or to be a significant contributor
of pollutants to the waters of the United States.

Discharges from commercial facilities, such as RGOs and parking lots, are not included under the

Phase I regulations. However, Phase II regulations now being promulgated are expected to increase

the numbers and types of dischargers that are required to obtain NPDES permit coverage for storm

water discharges. EPA, in a draft Phase I1 report to Congress (EPA, 1993), identified several

business categories that are not currently regulated by NPDES permits. Automotive service facilities,

including RGOs, are included on EPA’s list of potential Phase II permittees. It should be noted that,

according to the F_.PA dratt Phase II report, the list of potential permittees was created using limited

reliable data on storm water problems associated with Phase II sources nationwide. In order to

provide data regarding storm water runoff from potential Phase II facilities, WSPA and API

commissioned this study.
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1.3 Other Studies

This study utilized the results from a recently published RGO runoff study titled Action Plan

Demonstration Project, Demonstration of Gasoline Fueling Station Best ,~/anagement Practices,

Phase 1 Report (September, 1993), prepared by Uribe & Associates and Larry Walker Associates

for the County of Sacramento, Water Resources Division. Another storm water runoff study used

for the WSPA/API study d~scfibed herein is the Final Report of the Nationwide Urban Runoff

Program (December 30, 1983) prepared by the Water Planning Division of EPA. These storm water

studies are described in the following sections.

1.3.1 Sacramento County’s Action Plan Demonstration Project

Sacramento County’s Action Plan Demonstration Project characterized storm water runoff from

gGOs and identified potential best management practices (B,’vfPs) to reduce storm water runoff

pollution. EPA provided funding of’the study by a grant through the San Francisco Estuary Project

and the Sacramento County Water Resources Division. The report presents the analytical results of

samples collected from storm water runofffrom three gGOs in Sacramento County.

The Sacramento County project selected high-volume (over 200,000 gallons per month), self-service

RGOs with convenience markets and without automobile repair service bays for the study. The

selected RGOs are located less than 2 miles apart.

Within each RGO, a single representative sampling point was selected where station runoff leaves the

property and includes drainage from the fueling and auxiliary services areas. Uribe collected samples

during six storm events during the 1992/93 wet season. For five of the storms, the sample collection

procedure consisted ofplacing a I liter sampling bottle into a below-grade concrete sump. A portion

of the storm water discharge flowed over the lip of the sump directly into a sampling bottle. Samples

were collected in this manner for each 0.05 inch increment of measured rainfall. The samples were

composited immediately into a 5-liter borosilicate bottle until the 5-liter bottle was filled. The one

exception to this sample collection method occurred during the first storm eyent, when only grab

samples were collected.

2~) I ~ 4’~’,~A                                                                                                                                  3
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Th~ initial analytical program for the collected samples included analyses for oil and grease, total

suspended solids, metals (13 EPA priority pollutant metals plus aluminum and iron), polycyclic

aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and petroleum hydrocarbons. However, some of the metals,

petroleum hydrocarbons, and PAHs were consistently not detected in samples collected from the first

three storm events. On the basis of these results, the following parameters were selected for the final

three sampling events:

¯ oil and grease
¯ total suspended solids
¯ heavy metals (cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, and zinc)

Pertinent results of Sacramento County’s Action Plan Demonstration Project are discussed in Sections

3 and 4 of’this report.

1.3.2 National Urban Runoff" Program
The National Urban RunoffProgram (NURP) was conducted from 1978 through 1983 with funding

and guidance provided by EPA. N’b~RP characterized the chemicals present in discharges from

separate storm sewers that drain residential, commercial, and light industrial areas. ~ included

28 projects across the nation, conducted separately at the local level, but centrally reviewed,

coordinated, and guided. The overall objective or" the program was to collect information from a

national perspective that could be used to characterize urban runoff’, assess the impact of non-point

source urban runoff on the quality of the receiving waters, and assist decision makers in developing

control measures to limit its impact. The results of NISRP provide insight on what can be considered

background levels for urban runoff.

The resultant NURP data represent a cross section of regional climates, land use types, and ground

surface conditions. The sites sampled during NL~RP included 81 sites that were unaffected by

hydraulic devices, such as detention basins, that would modify runoff. A total of more than 2300

separate storm events were sampled from these sites during the project. Samples collected from these

sites were tested for the following standard pollutants:
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¯ total suspended solids
¯ biochemical oxygen demand
¯ chemical oxygen demand
¯ total phosphorus -
¯ soluble phosphorus
¯ total Kjeldahl nitrogen
¯ nitrite-and nitrate as N
¯ heavy metals (copper, lead, and zinc)

Pertinent results of NLrRP are discussed in Sections 3 and 4 of this report.

2.0 WSPA/API PART I AND PART II STORM WATER RUNOFF STUDIES

This section describes both pans of the WSPA/API runoff study. Pan I, conducted by Hart Crowser,

characterized simulated storm water runoff from five RGOs. Pan II, conducted by Geomatrix,

characterized simulated storm water runoff from four commercial parking lots and one RGO.

2.1 Literature Search
As part of this WSPA/API study, Hart Crowser conducted a literature search to assess whether
analytical results from prior RGO runoff studies were available for this study. The search was
conducted using the Dialog Information Database and included a search of the following databases:

NTIS (National Technical Information Service)
COM~ENDEX (Engineering Irfformation Inc.)
API~IT (American Petroleum Institute)
Pollution Abstracts/Cambridge Scientific Abstracts
Water Resources Abstracts
WATERNET (American Water Works Association)
CA SEARCH (Chemical Abstracts)

The database search did not disclose prior RGO storm water runoffstudies.
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2.2 Selection of RGOs and Test Sites

In selecting the RGOs to be used for the study, the following characteristics were evaluated for a

number of potential RGO sites:

¯ monthly throughput

¯ site lo’cation

¯ anticipated level of use by commercial vehicles

¯ age and general appearance

¯ types of ancillary services provided including on-site vehicle service, car
washes, or convenience stores

¯ on-site drainage patterns and adjacent property usage.

On the basis of this evaluation, six RGOs, all located in Southern California, were selected for the

study. The six RGOs provide a representative cross section of typical RGOs in SouthernCalifornia.

Site characteristics for each RGO are summarized in Table l. Each of the selected RGOs was

considered "normally operated and maintained". For the purposes of this study, ~’normally operated

and maintained" signifies that the RGOs utilize Best Management Practices (BMPs) to minimize the

buildup of potential storm water contaminants on exposed areas. These BMPs include regular

sweeping of exposed areas, regular site inspections, and standardized spill response procedures.

Hart Crowser and Geomatrix conducted the simulated rainfall application and sample collection at

a pump island and driveway approach area within each RGO. These areas were selected to provide

results that are representative of’discharge from the entire RGO A summary of pavement types and

conditions of each test site location is presented in Table 2.

A simulated gasoline spill was performed at RGO 5 to provide data regarding the effectiveness of

standardized spill response procedures. One quart of regular unleaded gasoline from a pump nozzle

was discharged onto the pump island pavement. Absorbent material was applied to the spill alter one
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minute. The absorbent material was then swept up aRer it appeared to have absorbed the spilled

liquid, and the simulated runoff‘test was conducted.

2.3 Selection of Parking Lots and Test Sites

Commercial parking lots for the second part of the study were evaluated using the following criteria:

¯ site use

¯ relative parking duration

¯ traffic and parking volume

¯ pavement type, condition, and visual appearance

¯ cleaning methods and frequency

¯ on-site drainage patterns.

On the basis of this evaluation, Geomatrix and WSPA selected four commercial parking lots, all

located in Southern California, for the study. The selected parking lots were associated with a

grocery store, bank, office complex, and restaurant.

Simulated rainfall was applied and samples were collected at two locations at each of the four parking

lots for a total of eight test sites. The test locations included one high-use and one moderate-use

parking area. The high-use area was generally closer to the commercial facility entrance, and was

occupied more frequently than the moderate-use area. Each of the parking lots used scheduled

sweeping as a good housekeeping BMP. Parking lot test locations, conditions, and BMt)s are

summarized in Table 3.

2.4 Testing Methodology

To minimize test variability caused by differing rainfall intensities and durations, both parts of the

WSPA/API runoffstudy used a simulated rainfall method to induce runofffrom the study sites. The

water-dispensing system and sampling procedures were identical for both the RGO and commercial

¯znz~wsp^ 7
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parking lot sites. The water-dispensing system was designed to apply water uniformly over the test

area and create sheet flow.

During the test, potable water was distributed uniformly over an approximate 400-square-foot area

using a net’work of’perforated l-inch-diameter, schedule 80 polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipes elevated

approximately 4 feet above’the pavement surface. A schematic of the simulated rainfall system is

shown on Figure I.

.......~..-....-~..
..~. .,..,� ;: : ~.-. ~..-,,, ...

£/’/’3

Figure 2. Schematic of Simulated Rainfall System

The water was applied at a rate of approximately 2.0 gallons per minute (gpm) for the duration of the

45-minute test. This rate represents a rainfall rate of approximately 0.008 inch per minute or 0.12

inch every 15 minutes over the test application area.

The runoff from the simulated rainfall application was channeled by gravity and sand-filled

polyethylene tubing containment berms to a collection point. The runoff was diverted into a stainless

steel collection trough and was pumped into a poly-lined 55-gallon steel drum.
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2.5 Sampling Procedures

Sampfing procedures for both Part I and II studies follow the sampling protocol established by SW-

846, "Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste" (including surface and groundwater).

The following samples were collected at each test site.

¯ A discrete grab sample from the collection trough every 15 minutes during the 45
minute test

* One composite sample from the runoff pumped into the 55-gallon drum.

In addition to these samples, a background sample of the on-site water supply was collected at the

point of discharge from the simulated rainfall application apparatus, and a duplicate oil and grease

sample was collected at each test site. Samples were obtained using cleaned sampling equipment and

were placed into laboratory-supplied and certified "clean" sampling containers. Collected samples

were labeled, placed on ice in a cooler, and maintained under proper chain-of-custody procedures.

A trip blank sample was included in each of the sample coolers used for this study.

2.6 Analytical Testing

GTEL Environmental Laboratories, a state-certified analytical laboratory located in Torrance,

California analyzed samples from R.GOs 1 through 5, Del Mar Analytical, a state-certified

laboratory located in Irvine, California analyzed samples from RGO 6 and all four parking lots.

Laboratory analyses were conducted in accordance with appropriate EPA methods. The constituents,

analytical test methods, and detection limits used for the WSPA/API study are listed in Table 4.

2.7 Quality Assurance and Quality Control

Both parts of the WSPA/API study described herein developed and implemented field and laboratory

quality assurance/quality control (QMQC) procedures, Field QA/QC includes following strict

sampling protocols as specified in the project work plans and standard operating procedures. These
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procedures include an evaluation of cross-contamination through the analysis of trip blanks.
L~boratory QA/QC addressed the following:

¯ Accuracy (analysis of matrix spike recoveries on each batch of samples and regular

analysis of certified samples)

¯ Precision (analysis of matrix spike duplicates)

¯ Contamination (analysis of method and filter blanks)

¯ Holding Time (specified holding times associated with each chemical method)

¯ Certified Methods of Analysis (EPA or State certified methods of analysis).

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The following sections present the results of the WSPA/API simulated runoff study and provide

summaries of analytical data from Sacramento County’s Action Plan Demonstration Project and

NUtLP. Also presented are data plots that provide comparisons between the pump islands and

driveway R.GO results and between R.GOs, parking lots, and N%qLP.

3.1 Analytical Results

The analytical results of simulated runoff’ samples collected from RGOs as part of this study are

summarized in Tables 5a and 5b. These tables present the t:esults of both the Part I study conducted

by Hart Crowser (R.GOs 1 through 5) and the Part II study conducted by Geomatrix (P, GO 6).

Tables 6a and 6b summarize the results of laboratory analyses of simulated runoff samples from

commercial parking lots. Tables 7 and 8, respectively, summarize the results from Sacramento

County’s Action Plan Demonstration Project and median concentrations reported in NUgP.
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3.2 Data Comparisons

This report compares analytical data from the

WSPA/AP[ R,GOs and parking lots, the Action
Whigk*r

Plan Demonstration Project, and N’UI~P using a

series of box plots, Figures 3 through 24. Box

plots are a simple and usef~l method of data.
BOX

comparison because they effectively describe the

characteristics of’ single groups of data and

reveal differences between’ groups.The Whitk;,r
-’~’----- Minim u m

components of a typical box plot are presented

on Figure 2. Sho~vn on this figure are the 25th
Figure 2. Components of a Typical Box Plot

and 75th percentiles of the data, which form the

top and bottom of’the box. Therefore, by definition, 25 percent of the data have a value equal to or

less than the bottom line of’the box, and 75 percent have a value equal to or less than the. top of.the

box. The middle horizontal line within the box is the median, or 50th percentile (one-half of.the data

values are equal to or less than the median, and one-half" are equal to or greater), Lines (called

whiskers) ex~end vertically fi’om the top and bottom of" each box to the maximum and minimum data

values.

In many cases, the boxes shown on Figures 3 through 24 are collapsed into a single horizontal line

without a whisker extending to the minimum value. The principal reason for the shape of’these plots

is the presence of a large number of’ non-detect values in the data set. When this occurs, a single

horizontal line is drawn at the detection limit, and the whisker and box segments below the reporting

limit are masked.

Although Hart Crowser and Geomatdx collected and analyzed both discrete and composite samples

for this study, only the composite results are used for comparison purposes in this report. Composite

results are normally considered more mea~ngful than individual discrete results when evaluating

pollutant loading in storm water discharges. It should be noted that the composite sampling
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methodology used for the WSPA/API study is equivalent to the event mean concentration (EMC)

reported in NURP (EPA, 1983), which is defined as the total constituent mass discharged divided by

the total runoff volume. In addition, the flow weighted sampling method used for the Action Plan

Demonstration ProJect (Uribe, 1993) provides an estimate of" EMC. To provide consistency in

comparisons between these studies, the EMC will be used when describing composite discharge

concentrations for the remair~der of this report.

The following sections discuss comparisons between the pump island and driveway results from the

WSPA/API RGOs, and between the RGOs, parking lots, and NURP.

3.2.1 Comparison of Results from RGO Pump Islands and Driveways

Figures 3 through 9 present box plots that compare EMC results between the pump islands and

driveways from the WSPA/API RGOs for total suspended solids, oil and grease, total petroleum

hydrocarbons as gasoline (TPHg) and benzene, toluene, ethyl benzene, and total xylenes (BTEN).

On the basis of these box plots, there is no significant difference in median EMCs in runoff from

pump islands and driveways for these constituents. In each case, the median EMCs from pump

islands and driveways are either at or very near the detection limit. Toluene, ethyl benzene, and total

xylenes were detected more frequently in samples from pump islands, primarily the result of the

simulated spill on the RGO 5 pump island. However, the EMCs of these chemicals were significantly

below the Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) for drinking water established by EPA and

California Department of Health Services ( Marshack, 1993).

3.2.2 Comparison of Results from RGOs, Parking Lots, and NURP

Figures 10 through 24 present box plots that compare the EMC results for RGOs and parking lots.

The median EMC results fi’om NURP are also presented on the data plots for total suspended solids,

copper, lead, and zinc (Figures 10, 20, 22, and 24, respectively). On the basis of these box plots,
there is no significant difference in median EMCs between RGOs and parking lots for these
constituents. In addition, the box plots for total suspended solids, copper, and zinc indicate that for

these constituents, there is no significant difference in median EMCs between RGOs, parking lots,
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and back_m’ound runoff levels established by N’L’R,P. The box plots for lead, Figure 22 indicate that

the median and range ofEMCs ~-om RGOs and parking lots ~re significantly less than the background

values reported in NURP.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study demonstrate that for the constituents analyzed in this report, median EMCs

in storm water runoff from normally operated and maintained RGOs are no higher than those in

runoff fi’om commercial parking lots. Additionally, median EMCs of total suspended solids, copper,

lead, and zinc in runoff from RGOs and parking lots are no higher than background levels present in

urban runoff as established by N’URP. Furthermore, there are no significant differences in median

EMCs in runoff’from RGO pump islands and driveways for the constituents analyzed. In all cases,

the fueling related constituents (TPHg and BTEX) from pump islands were either not detected or

below applicable Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs). These results indicate that fueling activities
at normally operated and maintained RGOs do not contribute additional significant concentrations
of measured constituents in storm water runoff
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TABLE J
SUMM.ARY OF PARK~G LOT TEST LOCATIONS, CONDITIONS. AND BEST MANAGEME,NT PRACTICES

WSP.4JAPI STOR.M WATER RL,~/OFF STUDY

Location and ]Best
Tr~c/Pafldng TrafficJP~’kiag P~vernent T.v~ and

Test Site Site Us~ Condition Frequency Condiuon Pracuces

TS- I Grocery. Store Near Store En~’anc~ I..li~,h Volume of’ Asphaltic Concrete, Daffy
P.~,’king Lot- Trafl"ic,/Parking Good Condition Swiping

Spaces Nonnaily
Occupied During
Business Hours

TS-2 Grocery. Stor~ Located in Perim~ Mod~ate Trafl~ic AsphalUc Concrete,Daily
Parking Lot Parking Area VoIume/A~ Good Condition Sweeping

Used For
Overflow P~’kin~,
Spa~s Only Used
Duriag P~k
P~’i~x~s

TS-3 Bank P~’king Lot Ne.~r B~nk High Volume of A.~h~Itic Concrete, Daily
En~’mce./Parking Tr~�/P~’Idag Good Condition Swe~ing

Spac~ Norm~ly

TS.-4 Bank Parking Lot Lo~ated ia P~’imemrModerat~ Traf~� A.cpI~Itic ¢on~re~e, Daffy
Parking Area Volum~Spa~s Crocxi Condition Swe-~ping

Only Used Dunng
P~k Periods

TS-5 Of~ Complex Near Ol~c~ Entr’~n~High Volume of A~’phaltic Concise.e, Daily
P~king Lot Traf~c.iPan~dng Good Condition Sw~-pm~

spa~s Norn~lly

TS-6 Ol~ce ¢ompl~x Lo~ac~d in Perim~.er. Modc~te to High A.~h~Itic ¢on~e.~,Daily
Parking Lot P.~dng A~a Tr’~c Slightly Degrm:ied Sweepin~

Volum~Sp~.es Condition
Norn~. Filled
During Busin~s
Hour’s

TS-7 R~sta~’~nt N¢’~ Remufmt High Traf~ ~phalti¢ Concre~, Sweeping
P:rking Lot Kn~an~ Volum~/P-’-~dng Mod~a~ .[y ~-very Othe~

Spaces Norm~IIy De~jr-~led D~.v,
O~-upied During Condition Occasional
Business Hours Washdown

TS-8 Restaurant Located in Perim,~-~" Mod~at~ to High A.sphalti¢ Con~’�~,Sweeping
Paddng Lot Parking ~

Wa.~hdown
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Table 7

Analytical Results reperted in "Actien Plan Demonstrati(3n Project, Phase 1 Report"

~ate    (::::)il and Aluminum Cac~m=um Chromium Col~cer ~ron    Lead    NicKel    7incStation Sampled Grease
(rag/l) (moJl) (mg/I) (mgJl) (mg/I) (mg/I) (moj’l) (mg/I)

X 10/29/92 2.7 NA 0.00038 0.0043 0.03 NA 0.034 0.0052 0.69
Y 10/29/92 6.9 NA 0.0014 0,011 0.068 NA 0.15 0,0094 0.41
Z 10/29/92 1.2, NA 0.0(3054 0.0074 0.0093 NA 0,015 ND{.001) 2.4

X 12/(36/92 15 0.8 0.0018 0.0067 0,026 1.3 0.028 0.0051 0.5
Y 12/06/92 7.8 0.81 0.00071 0.0041 0.031 1 0.028 0.0031 0,19
Z 12/06/92 14 0.91 0.00056 0,0029 0,026 1,3 0.028 0.0031 0.2

X 12/10/92 NO(.5) 2.3 0.0019 0.0094 0.0097 2.? ~ 0.017 0.011 0.43
Y 12/10/92 1 0.,57 0.00031 0.0(326 0.006 0.6 0.017 ND(.001) 0,059
Z 12/10/92 0.8 0.14 0.00011 ND(.001) 0.006 0.19 0.007 0.0031 0.053

X 01/06/93 5.4 NA 0.00042 NO(.001) 0,005:2 0.34 0.0082 NA 0.18
Y 01106193 0.6 NA 0.00025 0.0018 0.0076 0.11 0.016 NA 0.(382
Z 01106/93 2 NA 0.00039 ND(.001) 0.0092 0.85 0.015 NA 0,084

X 03/16/93 12 NA 0.00077 0.0041 0.02 NA 0.054 NA 0.43
Y 03/16/93 5 NA 0.0006 0.0055 0.045 NA 0.063 NA 0.!3
Z 03116/93 3.9 NA 0.00053 0.004 0.037 NA 0.032 NA 0,15

03/23193 1.9 0.94 0.00054 0.003 0.013 NA 0.015 NA 0.5:5
03/23/93 1 0.31 0.00027 0.0026 0.02 NA 0.024 NA 0.091
03/23/93 1.2 0,68 0,00045 0,0(:T2.5 0,085 NA 0.05 NA 0,2
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Disclaimer

The statements and conclusions of this guide are those of the California Stormwater Quality Task
Force (Task Force) and not necessarily those of the State of California. The mention of commercial
products, their source, or their use in connection with material reported herein is not to be
construed as either an actual or implied endorsement of such products.

The guide was produced and published by the California Stormwater Quality Task Force, an
advisory body of municipal agencies regulated by the storm water program. This guide is not a
publication of the State Water Resources Control Board or any Regional Water Quality Control
Board, and none of these Boards has specifically endorsed the contents thereof. The purpose of
this guide is to assist municipal agencies and retail gasoline outlets subject to storm water
regulations, in attaining compliance with such regulations. This guide is not specifically intended
for use in geographic areas not subject to federal or state storm water regulations, or at facilities
that do not discharge storm water either directly to surface waters or indirectly, through
municipal separate storm drain systems. Implementation of these best management practices can
not be construed as compliance with all other applicable regulations, including local
requirements.

Introduction

This guide represents the work of the California Stormwater Quality Task Force’s (SWQTF) Retail
Gasoline Outlet Work Group. The Work Group formed in May 1996 and met on a regular basis to
review and discuss appropriate best management practices for fueling and other closely related
activities likely to be found at retail fueling operations. Representatives from industry,
mfinicipalities, and regulatory agencies participated. Best managem, ent practices (BMPs) from
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throughout California, and elsewhere, were reviewed and considered for inclusion in this guide.
The Work Group worked in the tradition of the SWQTF by raising and discussing issues in an
open forum, and working to reach consensus on each issue. The Work Group worked in parallel
and communicated with State and Regional Board staff responsible for storm water permit
compliance.

These best management practices were developed with retail gasoline outlets primarily in mind,
and may or may not have applicability to other facility types (e.g., cardlocks, bulk plants, fleet
operations). The need for and application of these BMPs to other facility-types should be carefully
reviewed on a case-by-case basis. During the development of this guide, storm water and
wastewater issues were addressed together to avoid cross-media transfers of waste. In addition,
the potential of these BMPs to affect other environmental media/regulations (e.g., hazardous
waste) was considered before their inclusion in this guide.

Regulatory Context

The Federal Clean Water Act, as amended in 1987, and the State Porter-Cologne Act are the
principle regulations for control of storm water~ pollutants. There are, however, other regulations
that deal with the control of storm water pollutants. Examples include the Federal Coastal Zone
Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990, and the State Hazardous Waste Source Reduction and
Management Review Act. The 1987 amendments to the Federal Clean Water Act added section
402(p) which establishes a framework for regulating municipal, industrial, and construction
storm water discharges under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
program. On November 16, 1990, the USEPA published final regulations that establish
application requirements for storm water permits from five classes of discharges (Phase 1)
including storm water associated with industrial activity (industrial storm water) that discharges
either directly to surface waters or indirectly through municipal separate storm drain systems.
Municipalities with a population over 100,000 or those that have been determined to be a
significant contributor of pollutants are also required to obtain a NPDES storm water permit.

As part of its storm water management program, a municipality is required to develop a program
to monitor and control pollutants in storm water discharges from its municipal system. These
programs must include structural and source control measures to reduce pollutants from runoff
from commercial and industrial areas. Thus it is important for commercial and industrial facilities
located within municipalities to realize that there may be municipal requirements on storm water
discharges from their facilities.

In addition to the storm water requirements, both the Federal Clean Water Act and the State
Porter-Cologne Act require the control of pollutants in wastewater discharges. The
Porter-Cologne Act requires the development of Basin Plans for drainage basins in California.
These basin plans are used in turn to identify more specific controls for discharges (e.g.,
wastewater treatment plant effluent). The basin plans are implemented through the NPDES
program. Many municipalities, being subject to both storm water and wastewater regulations,
will develop water quality protection programs that deal with both types of discharges in a
coordinated and integrated wa.y.
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Purpose and Intent

The purpose of this guide is two-fold. First, to be a compilation of peer-reviewed best
management practices for fueling and other closely related activities found at retail fueling
operations. Second, to be a reference for municipalities, regulators, and facility owners and
operators.

The intent of the SWQTF is that these best management practices serve as a "default" set of BMPs
for use throughout California. Municipalities and retail gasoline outlets that have not yet adopted
best management practices for these activities should give these practices strong consideration.
Municipalities and retail gasoline outlets that do have and use BMPs should compare their
current practices with those presented here. Substantive differences should be identified and
re-evaluated. Successful implementation of these BMPs depends on a partnership between
municipalities, regulators, and facility owners and operators. Each has a role to play:

¯ Municipalities should become familiar with these BMPs and incorporate them into their
water quality protection programs, as appropriate.

¯ Regulators and inspectors should use these or similar BMPs to measure the pollution
prevention efforts of facilities.

¯ Facility owners and operators should become familiar with these BMPs, teach their
employees about them, and ensure that they are used on-site.

How to Use the Best Management Practices

Coverage - These best management practices cover three activities or areas:

¯ Fuel dispensing
¯ Air/water supply
¯ Outdoor waste receptacles

Retail gasoline outlets will have every combination of these activities/areas on-site, including
other activities not covered by this guide. For example, a facility may have a fuel dispensing area,
air/water supply area, indoor service bay, but no outdoor waste receptacles. These BMPs cover
the first two areas but not the indoor service bay. Best management practices for the indoor
service bay may be found elsewhere. The inclusion of best management practices for air/water
supply areas is not intended to suggest that air and/or water must be supplied by retail gasoline
outlets in geographic areas not otherwise required to do so.

Design - The design of this guide is purposely different from many BMP lists that are designed as
a menu of BMPs from which the facility owner/operator, and the inspector, may choose some but
not necessarily all BMPs. These BMP lists are designed so that if the activity/area is on-site, each
numbered BMP listed below the activity should be implemented. For some BMPs, as described
below, several implementation options are provided. The best management practices are meant to
be implemented, monitored, and maintained on a year round basis. The guide also makes an
important distinction between existing facilities and new or substantially remodeled facilities. A
definition of new or substantially remodeled is also provided. The Work. Group used these design
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elements to help clarify and unify expectations.

Options - Several of the best management practices provide facility owners and operators options
for compliance. For example, one best management practice is:

¯ Minimize the possibility of storm water pollution from outside waste receptacles by doing
at least one of the following:

a. use only watertight waste receptacle(s) and keep the lid(s) closed, or
b. grade and pave the waste receptacle area to prevent run-on of storm water, or
c. install a roof over the waste receptacle area, or
d. install a low containment berm around the waste receptacle area, or
e. use and maintain drip pans under waste receptacles.

It is the intent of these BMPs that a) through e) are options. Effective implementation of at least
one of these options, chosen by the facility owner/operator, should be deemed implementation of
this best management practice.

Other BMPs - The Work Group considered other BMPs not listed here including:

¯ Oil/water separators
¯ Catch basin inserts

The evidence reviewed by the Work Group indicated that the effectiveness and efficiency of these
and other BMPs not listed was insufficient for them to pass peer review and therefore these BMPs
can not be generally recommended for use statewide. There may be situations in which these
BMPs would be effective and efficient (as evidenced by research), and therefore appropriate, but
these situations should be the exception, not the rule. Members of the SWQTF are conducting
studies on these and other BMPs. If that research shows that a particular BMP is effective and
efficient, the SWQTF will consider adding it to this guide.

Best Management Practices

Existing Facilities

Fuel Dispensing Areas

1. Maintain fuel dispensing areas using dry cleanup methods such as sweeping for removal of
litter and debris, or use of rags and absorbents for leaks and spills. Fueling areas should
never be washed down unless the wash water is collected and disposed of properly.

1. Fit underground storage tanks with spill containment and overfill prevention systems
meeting the requirements of Section 2635(b) of Title 23 of the California Code of
Regulations.

1. Fit fuel dispensing nozzles with "hold-open latches" (automatic shutoffs) except where
prohibited by local fire departments.

1. Post signs at the fuel dispenser or fuel island warning vehicle owners/operators .against
"topping off" of vehicle fuel tanks.
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Facility - General

1. "Spot clean" leaks and drips routinely. Leaks are not cleaned up until the absorbent is
picked up and disposed of properly.

1. Maintain and keep current, as required by other regulations, a spill response plan and.
ensure that employees are trained on the elements of the-plan.

1. Manage materials and waste to reduce adverse impacts on storm water quality.
1. Train all employees upon hiring and annually thereafter on proper methods for handling

and disposing of waste. Make sure that all employees understand storm water discharge
prohibitions, wastewater discharge requirements, and these best management practices. Use
a training log or similar method to document training.

1. Label drains within the facility boundary, by paint/stencil (or equivalent), to indicate
whether they flow to an oil/water separator, directly to the sewer, or to a storm drain.
Labels are not necessary for plumbing fixtures directly connected to the sanitary sewer.

1. Inspect and clean if necessary, storm drain inlets and catch basins within the facility
boundary before October I each year.

Outdoor Waste Receptacle Area

1. Spot clean leaks and drips routinely to prevent runoff of spillage.
1. Minimize the possibility of storm water pollution from outside waste receptacles by doing

at least one of the following:

a. use only watertight waste receptacle(s) and keep the lid(s) closed, or
b. grade and pave the waste receptacle area to prevent run-on of storm water, or
c. install a roof over the waste receptacle area, or
d. install a low containment berm around the waste receptacle area, or
e. use and maintain drip pans under waste receptacles.

Air/Water Supply Area

1. Minimize the possibility of storm water pollution from air/water supply areas by doing at
least one of the following:

a. spot clean leaks and drips routinely to prevent runoff of spillage, or
b. grade and pave the air/water supply area to prevent run-on of storm water, or
c. install a roof over the air/water supply area, or
d. install a low containment berm around the air/water supply area.

New or Substantially Remodeled Facilities

The elements listed below should be included in the design and construction of new or
substantially remodeled facilities2

Fuel Dispensing Areas

R0009t42
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I. Fuel dispensing areas must be paved with portland cement concrete (or, equivalent smooth
impervious surface), with a 2% to 4% slope to prevent ponding, and must be separated from
the rest of the site by a grade break that prevents run-on of storm water to the extent
practicable’. The fuel dispensing area is defined as extending 6.5 feet from the comer of each
fuel dispenser or the length at which the hose and nozzle assembly may be operated plus 1
foot, whichever is less. The paving around the fuel dispensing area may exceed the
minimum dimensions of the "fuel dispensing area" stated above.

I. The fuel dispensing area must be covered, and the cover’s minimum dimensions must be
equal to or greater than the area within the grade break or the fuel dispensing area, as
defined above. The cover must not drain onto the fuel dispensing area.

Outdoor Waste Receptacle Area

I. Grade and pave the outdoor waste receptacle area to prevent run-on of storm water to the
extent practicable.       ’

Air/Water Supply Area

1. Grade and pave the air/water supply area to prevent run-on of storm water to the extent
practicable.

Substantially Remodeled Facilities

One of the following criteria must be met before a facility is deemed to be substantially remodeled
and the design elements described above are required to be included in the new design and
construction:

¯ the canopy cover over the fuel dispensing area is new or is being substantially replaced (not
including cosmetic/facial appearance changes only) and the footing is structurally sufficient
to support a cover of the minimum dimensions described above, or

¯ one or more fuel dispensers are relocated or added in such a way that the portland cement
concrete (or, equivalent) paving and grade break or the canopy cover over the fuel
dispensing area do not meet the minimum dimensions as defined above. Replacement of
existing dispensers or underground storage tanks do not, by themselves, constitute a
substantial remodel.

Special note on the paving BMP (# 1 only) addressing Fuel Dispensing Areas under New or
Substantially Remodeled Facilities

This best management practice is not specifically intended to apply to facilities that install a new
canopy where no canopy existed.

Special note on the canopy BMP (#2 only) addressing Fuel Dispensing Areas under New or
Substantially Remodeled Facilities

Ttiis best management practice is not specifically intended to apply_ to facilities that:
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¯ are located in geographic areas not subiect to federal or state storm water regulations
¯ do not discharge storm water either directly to surface waters or indirectly, through

municipal separate storm drain systems
¯ do not add fuel dispensers
¯ replace, relocate, or add fuel dispensers within the parameters described in the BMP
¯ increase their throughput of fuel dispensed without modifying their equipment
¯ make only cosmetic or facial appearance changes to their existing canopy

For the purposes of the waste receptacle area and air/water supply area BMPs only, the facility" is
considered substantially remodeled if the area around the waste receptacle area or air/water
supply area is being regraded or repaved.

Help

For assistance with implementation of these best management practices, municipal staff or facility
owners and operators should contact their local storm water program representative, Regional
Board or State Board storm water contact, or the Stormwater Quality Task Force.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a detailed study of the presence of petroleum hydrocarbons,

Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene, Xylene, and MTBE in stormwater runoffthat originates

from Retail Gasoline Stations in Orange County, California. Background information

presented here includes: the physical and environmental characteristics of petroleum

hydrocarbons in surface and subsurface waters. Geologic and climatic characteristics of

the Orange County, California region and other previous studies done in the region and a

brief overview of regions stormwater regulatory requirements. This study also investigates

the effectiveness of required and proposed structural Best Management Practices (B.MPs)

for all new and renovated retail gasoline stations in the county utilizing field observations

during actual storm events for the 1997-1998 rainy period.This study concludes with 4

sampling events in which stormwater runoffwas collected from the stations par’king lot.

the intake and outlet of the stations clarifier system (S 11 Requirement) and tested for the

presence of petroleum hydrocarbons. The samples tested were all found to be well below

applicable Maximum Contamination Levels (MCLs). The samples all lacked measurable

differences (all < 0.5 ppm) for BTEX and (all < 0.5 ppm) for MTBE indicating that there

was no measurable difference in petroleum hydrocarbons for stormwater entering and

exiting these stations ciarifiers as well as the stations surrounding parking lots. These

conclusions also reflect similar conclusions from a previous study in the reNon where

stormwater samples were collected and analyzed from retail gasoline stations and

compared with commercial parking lots.
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1.0) INTRODUCTION

In the first half of this century deterioration of water quality due to urbanization

and urban sources was associated with point sources from industrial and commercial

operations and with domestic sewage. As more significant sources of water pollution were

brought under control, the impact of pollutants in storm water began to receive greater

attention. However, not until the 1970s was it realized that a significant portion of

pollution from urban and urbanizing areas originated from nonpoint diffuse sources such

as construction and washoff from impervious surfaces such as streets and parking lots.

Urban nonpoint sources have been identified as a major cause of pollution of surface-

water bodies by the US EPA ( Vladimer, Novotny, and Olem 1994, 439 ).

In the 1988 Report to Congress ( U.S. EPA, 1990 ) it was stated that urban stormwater

runoff is the fourth most extensive cause of the impairment of the water quality, of the

nation’s rivers and the third most extensive source of water quality impairment of lakes.

Urbanization usually increases the impervious area of a watershed, which increases

storm-runoff rates and, subsequently, total volume of storm runoff. Associated with storm

runoff are properties and constituents that can cause the degradation of water qualit-y

locally and in receiving waters downstream. Because of concerns about the effects of

urban runoff on water quality, the Water Quality Act of 1987 contains provisions that

specifically address stormwater run off discharges. The U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency, under section 319 of the Water Quality Act of 1987, requires that states" assess

the nature and extent of nonpoint sources of pollution." In addition to potential re~malation

under state and federal programs, local municipalities, as part of their mandated storm

water management programs, are required to monitor and control pollutants in storm

water discharges from their municipal storm drainage systems. Methods of control may

include storm water discharges from facilities, that the municipality determines are

contributing pollutants to the municipal storm drain system.

1
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As urbanization increases so do new sources of urban stormwater runoff. One of

the areas of concern are retail gasoline outlets ( RGOs ) or gas stations. It has long been

suspected that RGOs are a contributor of inorganic and organic pollutants to both surface

and subsurface waters nationwide. The extent of the contribution of these pollutants to the

nations receiving waters is still not fully understood and is an ongoing topic of debate.

This report is intended to help provide a basis for evaluating and recommending

appropriate Best Management Practices ( BMPS ) for modern RGOs through site

observations and sample data analysis.

1.1) Geochemistry of Petroleum Hydrocarbons

The term petroleum is derived from the Latin derivative petra for rock and oleum

for oil. Current usage defines petroleum as any hydrocarbon mixture of natural gas,

condense, and crude oil. The composition may vary with the location and age of an oil

field, and may be depth dependent within an individual well. Crude oils are commonly

classified according to their respective distillation residues, which reflect the relative

contents of three basic hydrocarbon structural types: paraffins, naphthenes, and aromatics.

Aromatic hydrocarbons usually comprise less then 15% of a total crude oil, although they

often exceed 50% in heavier fractions of petroleum ( Testa and Stephen 1991, 28 ). The

aromatic fraction of petroleum is the most important environmental group of hydrocarbon

chemicals and contains at least one benzene ring comprised of six carbon atoms in which

the fourth bond of each carbon atom is shared throughout the ring. The aromatics are

unsaturated, allowing them to react with hydrogen and other elements in the ring. Benzene

is -known as the parent compound of the aromatic series and, along with toluene,

ethylbenzene, and the three isomers ofxylene ( ortho, meta, and para ) are major

constituents of gasoline ( Table 1.1 ). These constituents will be referred to as the BTEX

hydrocarbons.
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CONSTITUENT PERCENTAGE

Benzene 0 - 4.9%

Cumene 0 - 4%

Cyclohexane 0 - 3%

Di-isopropyl Ether 0 - 16%

Ethanol 0 - 10%

Ethylbenzene 0 - 4%

Ethyl tert-Butyl Ether 0 - 16%

Hexane 0 - 8%

Tert-Axnly Ethyl Ether 0 - 16%

Tert-Amly Methyl Ether 0 - 16%

Methyl tert-Butyl Ether 0 - 16%

Toluene 0 - 20%

Trimethylbenzenes 0 - 5%

Xylenes 0 - 18%

Table 1.1 Constituents of a typical unleaded gasoline on the market today varies
from manufacturer and brand ( Citgo Petroleum Corporation 1997 ).

1.2) BTEX Hydrocarbons in Gasoline

The principal method for separating crude oil into useful products is through

distillation. Boiling points of hydrocarbons generally increase with an increase in the

number of carbon atoms that comprise the compound. As a crude sample or any

hydrocarbon blend, is heated in increasing increments, the hydrogen compounds having a

boiling point at or below the current temperature volatilizes. The remaining hydrocarbon

compounds in the sample will not volatilize until the temperature is raised to their

3
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respective boiling points The range of boiling temperatures are from high to low, divided

into the following product types: residue, heavy gas-oil, light gas-oil, kerosene, naphtha,

gasoline, and butanes. The crude source has a definite effect on the composition of all

] refined products ( Testa and Stephen 1991, 29 ). The BTEX constituents contained in

gasoline and their respective physical .properties are presented in Tables 1.2.

BENZENE

Boiling Poim 175-177.8 F @ 760 mmHg

Specific Gravity 0.882 - 0.886 @ 60 F

Liquid Density 7.730 lbs/gal @ 60 F

Molecular Weight 78

Percent Volatile 100 %

Physical State Colorless Liquid

Vapor Pressure 74.3 mmHg @ 68 F

TOLUENE

Boiling Point 232 F @ 760 mm.Hg

Specific Gravity 0.870 @ 60 F

Liquid Density 7.250 lbs/gal @ 60 F

Molecular Weight 92

Percent Volatile t 00 %

Physical State Colorless Liquid

Vapor Pressure 22 mmHg @ 68 F

4
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ETttYLBENZENE

Boiling Point 277 F @ 760 mmHg

Specific Gravity 0,870 - 0.873 @ 60 F

Liquid Density 7.26 lbs/gal @ 60 F

Molecular Weight 106

Percent Volatile 100 %

Physical State Coloress Liquid

Vapor Pressure 7.1 mmHg @ 68 F

XYLENE

Boiling Point 297 F @ 760 mmHg

Specific Gravity 0.870 @ 60 F

Liquid Density 7.250 lbs/gal @ 60,F

Molecular Weight NA

Percent Volatile 100 %

Physical State Colorless Liquid

Vapor Pressure 2.400 mmI-Ig @ 68 F
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Boiling Point 55.2 @ 760 mmHg

Specific Gravity NA

Liquid Density NA

Molecular Weight NA

Percent Volatile 100 %

Physical State Colorless Liquid

Vapor Pressure 245 mmHg @ 25 C

Tables 1.2. Selected physical properties for BTEX and MTBE hydrocarbons
( Ashland Chemical Company 1996 ).

1.3) FIydroearbon Degradation Processes

Degradation processes include biodegradation as well as chemical and physical

degradation via mechanisms such as oxidation~ waterwashing, and inspissation

(the evaporation of the lighter constituents of petroleum), leaving the heavier residual

behind. Degradation processes tend to destroy paraffins, to remove the light ends, and to

oxidize the remaining fractions of the produc~ ( Testa and Stephen 1991, 33 ). During

biodegradation, aromatics are susceptible to microbial decomposition, including the BTEX

hydrocarbons and the gasoline additive MTBE Over 30 genera and 100 species of various

bacteria, fungi, and yeast exist that metabolically utilize one or more kinds of

hydrocarbons ( Testa and Stephen 1991, 33 ). The order in which hydrocarbons are

oxidized depends on numerous factors. However, in general smaller carbon molecules up
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to C20 are consumed before larger ones. Degradation processes exist in both surface and

subsurfac~ waters and their influence on the presence and fate of BTEX and MTBE found

there cannot be ignored.

1.4) BTEXs Toxicity and Health Concerns

We have been releasing harmful materials since humans first gathered to form

societies. In the last 100 years we have begun to generate an astonishing variety of

chemicals with various potentials for harm to ecosystems and human health. Particularly

Since the end of world wa; 2, the production and release of such materials has risen

tremendously ( Devinny and others 1990 ). Modem cities are built on the assumption that

separate systems for wastewater collection are best. Sewage from homes and industries is

collected in an enclosed system and treated, while the much larger amount of clean rain

water is collected in an open system such as street gutters, storm sewers, and man made

channels. These smaller urban systems are channeled to rivers, lakes, retention basins,

reservoirs, or the ocean. Runoff’from urbanized regions contain significant quantities of

contaminants that provide pathways for potential human exposure. For example, rivers

carrying stormwater runoff from urban areas are often sites for recreational uses such as

swimming, fishing, and boating. Lakes and reservoirs serve similar purposes and are often

used as a source for drinking water and groundwater recha~e, another valuable drinking

water supply. Ultimately, urban stormwater runoff reaches the ocean where its effect can

degrade resources such as fisheries, estuaries, and public beaches.

An obvious first question about the composition of gasoline is "what dangers does

it pose to public health ?" The question is important in the legal and regulatory sense,

because chemicals which are not legally classified as hazardous are subject to very little
I

regulation. Federal law considers chemicals hazardous if they are ignitable, corrosive,

~ reactive, toxic, or radioactive. A summary of some of the hazardous characteristics for.!
the BTEX constituents and some other common chemicals are listed in Table 1.3
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CHEMICAL TOXICITY PERSISTENCE IGNITABILITY REACTIVITY VOLATILITY

ACETONE 2 1 3 0 3

BENZENE 3 1 3 0 3

CHLOROFORM 3 3 0 0 3

METH.ANE 1 1 3 0 3

NITRIC ACID 3 0 0 0 3

PARATHION 3 3 1 2 0

TOLUENE 2 1 3 0 2

XYLENE 2 1 3 0

Table 1.3. Characteristic values of BTEX and some other common hazardous
industrial chemicals, 0= none, l=iow, 2=med, 3=high ( Devinny and others 1990).

A study was done that ranked the threats presented by a chemicals toxicity

according to a more complex criteria. The threat associated with a given chemical is rated

by its frequency of occurrence. Data on the frequency of occurrence was gathered from

reports of sampling programs at 32 sites. Benzene and Toluene topped the list

( Table 1.4 ).

TOXIC COMPOUND FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE

1. Benzene .688

2~ Toluene .656

3. Methylene Chloride .594

7. Ethylbenzene .500

7. Xylenes ( total ) .500

16. Vinyl Chloride .375

17. PCBs ( total ) .344

18. Acetone .313

20. Dialkylphthalates ( total ) .281

Table 1.4 Toxic compounds listed in order of frequency of occurrence
( Devinny and others 1990 ).
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Each chemical is also assigned a rating for toxicity and another for persistence. This

combined Hazard Rating ranged from 3 for slightly toxic and nonpersistent chemical to an

18 for a highly toxic and nondegradable chemical. For example, PCBs which are highly

toxic and difficult to degrade received an 18. Acetone, which is much less toxic and

readily degraded, received a 6. Multiplying the frequency of occurrence by the hazard

rating produced an overall ranking of threat to public health. When this is done, BTEX

constituents in gasoline are ranked with some other commonly found hazardous chemicals

in table 1.5 ( Hallstedt et al 1986 ).

TOXIC COMPOUND FREQUENCY X HAZARD RATING

1 .Chloroform 9.00

1. Trichioroethane 9.00

3. Methylene Chloride 8.91

4. Benzene 8.25

5. Tetrachloroethylene 7.97

6. Toluene 7.99

8. Trichloroethene 7.50

9. PCBs (total) ~ 6.19

11. Xylenes ( total ) 6.00

14. Naphthalene 5.25

18. Carbon Tetrachloride 4.50

18. Ethylbenzene 4.50

18. Vinyl Chloride 4.50

Table 1.5. Toxic compounds listed in order of~frequency and hazard rating
( Devinny and others 1990 ).

The State of California enacted Proposition 65, formally known as the Safe

Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act as of 1986 ( Health and Safety Code, Chapter
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6.6, Sections 25249.5 through 25249.13 ), was enacted as a ballot initiative in November,

1986. Among other things, it was intended by its authors to protect California citizens and

the States drinking water sources from chemicals known to cause cancer, or birth defects

or other reproductive harm, and to inform the citizens about exposures to such chemicals.
¯ Proposition 65 requires the Governor to publish by March 1, 1987 and to update at least

~ annually, a list of chemicals known to the State to cause cancer or reproductive toxicity.

As of September 1, 1996, 580 chemicals have been listed: 420 carcinogens and 160

reproductive toxicants. The California Environmental Protection Agency’s Office of

Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEI-]t-L~_) is designated by the Governor as

the lead agency for proposition 65 implementation.

The State of California relies upon information that already exists in the scientific

literature when determining the threat of a chemical. A chemical is listed if the "state’s

qualified experts" consisting of an independent panel of scientists and health professionals,

appointed by the Governor, find that the chemical has been clearly shown to cause cancer

or birth defects or other reproductive harm, In addition, a chemical can be listed if it has

been classified as a carcindgen or as a reproductive toxicant by an organization that has

been designated as "authoritative". Examples include the World Health Organization and

the International Agency for Research on Cancer. For purposes of Proposition 65, a

substance is required to be labeled or identified as a carcinogen or as a reproductive

toxicant by an agency of the state or federal government. A summary for BTEX and

MTBE with regards to Proposition 65 and State drinking water standards are presented in

table 1.6 ( Cal EPA 1997 ).
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CI~EMICAL LISTED AS LISTED AS STATE MCL FOR

CARCINOGEN REPRODUCTIy’E_ TOXIN DRINKING WATER

BENZENE YES . YES 0.001 MG/L

TOLUENE YES YES 0.15 MG/L

ETHYLBENZENE YES YES 0.75 MG/L

XYLENE YES YES 1.75 MG/L

MTBE NA NA NA

Table 1.6. Chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer and/or
reproductive toxicity ( Cal EPA 1997 ).

1.5) VOCs in Surface and Subsurface Waters

When VOCs enter a moving body of water such as a gutter, channel or river,

chemical and physical changes begin to take place. It is known that BTEX and MTBE can

volatalize from water. Their half-lives in rivers, streams and aqueducts can be greater than

one day. They travel distances range from about 1 km for shallow streams to more then

900 km for deeper rivers ( Pankow and others 1996, 936 ). No one single factor can

describe a VOC’s half-life; factors that affect these volatilization rates include: water

velocity, water depth, water temperature, wind speed, and air temperature. No single

volatilization rate characterizes the loss process from rivers and streams. Studies have

shown that in deep and slow moving channels. MTBE volatilizes at rates similar to those

for the BTEX compounds. But, in shallow and faster moving channels, MTBE volatilizes

at rates that are significantly slower then those for BTEX compounds ( Pankow and

others, 1996, 921 ).

In a 4 year study by the United States Geological survey, stormwater samples were

collected in 16 cities and metropolitan areas with a population greater then 100,000 were

analyzed for BTEX, MTBE,. and other constituents ( Figure 1.1 ). The cities are required
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by the Clean Water Act to obtain permits for stormwater discharged from municipal

separate storm-sewer systems into surface waters. Concentrations of 62 VOCs were

measured in -592 stormwater samples taken between 1991 through 1995. MTBE was the

seventh most frequently detected VOC in urban stormwater. ( Table 1.7 )

( Detzer and others 1996 ).

Minimum Maximum Median Fre-
detected detected detected quency

VOC concen- concen- concen- of
tration tration tration detection
~gJL) ~g/L) 0~g/L) (percent)

Toluene ,, 0.2 6.6 0.3 23.2

Total xyt¢n¢ 0.2 I5 0.4 I7_5

Chloroform 0.2 7.0 0.7 13.4

Total trimcthyl- 0.2 15 0.3 12.4

T¢la’a~hloro- 0.2 42 0.6 8.0
ethane

Naphttaal=n¢ 0.2 5.1 0.3 7.4

lvrrBE 0.2 8.7 1.5 6.9

Dichlor~ 0.2 13 0.3 5.9

Bromo- 0.2 2.8 0.6 5.8
dichlor~-
methane

Ethylbenzcne 0.2 2.0 0.3 5.0

Table 1.7. VOCs in stormwater study ( Detzer and others 1996 ).
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15

~         ~Davenport,

,prings, CO Independence,~ 15
Little Rock, AK           ’

Dallas/Ft. Worth, -,-----~Birmingham, AL

EXPLANATION !~ Baton Rouge, LA, ~ ........I \
15 ~" April - September (summer months)

Proportion of samples collect~l
October - March(wintea" months)

Number below the city name is the total
number of stormwater samples collected

Figure 1.1. Stormwater sampling sites in the U.S. Number of stormwater samples
taken from metropolitan areas with a population greater then 100.000 ( Detzer and
others 1996 ).

Petroleum derived hydrocarbons are regularly released into surface Waters in

proportion to surrounding urbanization and technological development. Sources of

hydrocarbons to urban surface waters include: accidental spills, deliberate dumping of

waste oil and fuels, emissions from engines during normal operations ( primarily

uncombusted exhaust hydrocarbons and crankcase drippings ), fallout from atmospheric

particles, spillage of refined products during refining and transportation, natural seepage

and erosion of sedimentary rocks, and natural biogenic sources ( Stenstrom, Silverman,

and Bursztynsky 1983, 59 ). During a study of the Richmond California Watershed the
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most significant single identified factor that effects oil and grease pollution in urban runoff

is land use. Runofffrom commercial properties and parking areas contained an oil and

grease concentration nearly three times higher than runoff from residential property. For

the Richmond Watershed, controlling approximately ten percent of the land use could

result in a 50% decrease in hydrocarbon emission ( Stenstron, Silverman, and Bursztynsky

1983, 70
Oil and grease pollution were found to be independent of all storm characteristics,

with the exception of total rainfall. Rate of rainfall, days between storm events, and length

of storms had no significant effect on oil and grease concentration, although there was an

indication of a modest "first flush" effect ( Stenstron, Silverman, and Bursztynsky 1983,

63 ). Monoaromatic hydrocarbons have been found regularly in bay water and in fish and

shellfish tissue. Studies have also reported that monoaromatics may be contributing to the

decline of the striped bass ( Monroe Saxatites ) and other fisheries in the bay. Thus the

relatively high levels of oil and grease found in urban runoff in this study, and the potential

for introduction of aromatics, may indicate that stormwater is a significant pollution

contributor to San Francisco Bay ( Stenstron, Silverman, and Bursztynsky 1983, 70 ).

Another important water resource at risk to possible storm water runoff

contamination is groundwater. Here biological activity plays a very important role to one

of the United States most valuable natural resources. Biological transformations often

provide the predominant decay pathways in water and soil, and the complete

mineralization of an organic molecule in water and soil is almost always a consequence of

microbial activity

( Squillace and others 1996, 4 ). Water solubility is probably the most important chemical

property affecting the partitioning of BTEX VOCs between water and subsurface solids

or soils. In general, BTEXs low solubility’s in water indicate a strong partitioning to the

organic carbon associated with the subsurface solids. However, the VOC MTBE, a

gasohne additive to gasoline to fight air pollution is highly soluble in water compared to

the BTEX compounds. In fact, the solubility of pure liquid MTBE in water is about

50,000 Mg/L where as the next most soluble component of the BTEX constituents is

benzene, which has a solubility of 1780 Mg/L ( Mackay and others 1992, 3722 ).
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In waters, BTEX compounds readily undergo biological transformations, however

most studies have indicated that MTBE does not biodegrade easily under various

environmental conditions. Because MTBE tends to stay in the water and not sorb to

subsurface solids, it can move to the ground water at almost the same velocity as the

recharge water. Once MTBE is in the groundwater it can move at virtually the same

velocity as the water ( Squillace and others 1996, 5 ). In a USGS National Water Quality

Assessment Program, MTBE was the second most frequent detected VOC in groundwater

sampled from 210 shallow wells and springs in 8 urban areas ( Squillace and others 1996,

1 ). Data from the previous study also showed that in shallow urban groundwater, MTBE

generally was not found with BTEX compounds, which are commonly associated with

gasoline spills. This disassociation causes uncertainty as to the source ofMTBE (

Squillace and others 1996, 1721 ). The infrequent concurrent detection of MTBE with

BTEX compounds suggest that point source leaks are not the principal source of MTBE

detected in urban groundwater, although the lack of association does not completely rule

out point source spills as a potential source. MTBE plumes originating from point source

gasoline spills would generally occupy a larger proportion of the subsurface compared to

BTEX compounds and concentrations of MTBE at the leading edge of the plume would

be small but would be expected to increase with time. Therefore, if the small

concentrations of MTBE detected in shallow urban groundwater originated from gasoline

spills, then generally one would expect the concentrations of MTBE and detection’s of

BTEX compounds to increase with time at these same wells. MTBE plumes will generally

occupy a larger portion of the subsurface compared to BTEX compounds for three

reasons: (1) MTBE is persistent in aerobic and anaerobic groundwater, (2) MTBE can

occur in large concentrations in gasoline as compared to BTEX, (3) MTBE dose not sorb

to aquifer material and is more mobile in groundwater then other BTEX compounds based

on field data and physical and chemical properties, solubility, and vapor pressure (

Squillace and others 1996, 1727 ).
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2.0) PI~YSICAL SETTING OF THE STUDY AREA IN ORANGE COUNTY, CA

The study area covers the area of Orange County in Southern California. It is a

classic Mediterranean type climate with dry summers and moderately_wet winters. The

area receives less than 14 inches of rainfall in a typical year, ranging from an average of 12

annually in the Costa Mesa area to more then 25-30 inches on the upper slopes of the

Santa Ana Mountains. During the winter months, rains in the latter area are often

accompanied by light snow fall above the 4000 feet. Rain falls in the County on the

average of 35 days a year. Nearly four-fifths of the County’s precipitation occurs between

December and March. Orange County’s 782 square mile area has a somewhat rectangular

shape ( Figure 2.1 ). The long northwest-southeast axis stretching from La Habra in the

northwest of the County to San Clemente is about 40 miles in length, while the width is

about 20 miles. Most of the County’s urbanization is centered on the relatively smooth

lowland plain stretching northwesterly from the vicinity of Irvine past Santa Ana, Garden

Grove and Buena Park into neighboring Los Angeles County. The central lowland of the

County is comprised of the Downey and Tustin Plains. Alluvial deposits of sand, mud and

other sediments deposited over thousands of years by the Santa Ana, Los Angeles and San

Gabriel Rivers have resulted in the Downey Plain. The Tustin Plain on the other hand, was

formed by alluvial deposits from Santiago Creek and other smaller rivers flowing from the

southern part of the Santa Aria Mountains. Plano Trabuco, although smaller then the

above described Plains, is abruptly located a thousand feet above sea level south of O’neill

Park between Trabuco Arroyo and Tijeros Canyon.

Orange County has three main mesas, which are along the northern portion of the

coastline.Thousands of years ago the mesas were uplifted into one continuos ridge along

the Newport Inglewood Fault. In time, streams cut through the ridge and formed three

separate mesas, Bolsa Chica mesa, Huntington Beach Mesa, upon which most of the city

of Costa Mesa is located. The foothills of the County are believed to have been elevated

and formed by continuing earth movements. Rising to an elevation of 1400 feet are the

Punte Hills in the northern part of the County. Southeast extensions of these hills are

called the Chino Hills
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Figure 2.1. Orange Countys physiographical area ( Orange County
Planning Department 1971 ).

and reach 1780 feet. Separated from the Punte Hills by the La Habra Basin, the Coyote

Hills rise 600 feet before descending into the Santa Ana Basin. Another belt of hills,

reaching 1100 feet and running parallel to the coast in the south, are known as the San

Joaquin Hills. These hills are composed of marine sediments and deposits of rock,

boulders and gravel millions of years old, Several streams cut through the San Joaquin

Hills creating small canyons perpendicular to the Coast. Over the years, the streams in

these canyons have left sand and gravel deposits on their floors and have formed the

beaches that meet the Pacific. The Santa Ana Mountains, rising to a height of over one

mile, frame the northeast border of the County. Upli~ed many millions of years ago along
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the Elsinore Fault and tilted toward the Coast, these mountains, such as Old Sattleback,

5496 feet and Santiago Peak, 5687 feet are visible throughout the County

( Orange County Planning Department 1971 ).

Today around seventy-five percent of California’s population ( about 21 million

people ) live in the southern half of the state. Therefore, the heavily populated and semi-

arid Southern California region must import the majority of its water supply. Imported

water accounts for sixty-five percent of the Southern California supplemental water supply

with the balance coming from local ground water sources. The water, demand is met by

surface water supplied by two primary aqueducts that bring water to the sprawling

Southern California area from snowpack and dyers in the Northern region of the state and

the seven state Colorado River Basin area ( Figure 2.2 ).

State watei arriving via
lifornia Aqueduct

Edmonston Pure
Mts. =    ¯ LegendPlant ,pi ¯

¯¯ "~’-Los Angeles !
.e= Aqueduct ~ ~ Calif. Aqueduct and a~erials

~ Branch ¯ e~ Los Angeles Aqueduct

West ..... Colorado River Aqueduct
Branch

Lak~
Ventura Co. Los Angeles Co.

~ Jensen ~ L V    ’~ . , , a erne s Weymouth ~ )od Lake
~ ~=,ltrah~ ,~ . Softening and Filtration,

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~olorooo Hive[

~ ~ .... ~ Lske ~ Aqueduct~
~ ~eeoer

"~ Matthews ~ Lake Skinner

~ [ ~-Skinnor Fillration PlantPacific Ocean ~ j*---. - .    .

Figure 2.2. The major aqueducts of Southern California (Parratt 1985).
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Today, Orange County is one of the fastest developing urban regions in the

United States. Within its boundaries lies a huge natural underground reservoir of water. In

fact, this underground reservoir, or aquifer system is so important to the region that the

Orange County Water District was formed by the State of California in 1933 to protect

and manage this valuable subterranean water supply. The needs of this area must be met

while ensuring that the groundwater supply does not become depleted or contaminated. A

legal right to all the water that flows into Orange County in the Santa Aria River has been

granted to the Orange County Water District, which owns about 1,200 acres of land in

and near the river channel. With a drainage area of nearly 2500 square miles, the Santa

Ana River is the largest coastal stream in Southern California ( Figure 2.3 ), transversing

through San Bernardino and Riverside counties before entering the south coastal plain. In

the channel area is a region called the Forebay Region ( Figure 2.4 ). The soil in this area

is very permeable and water can seep into the aquifers. These are primarily used to

percolate or recharge the aquifer. Bulldozers and earthmovers have transformed this part

of the Santa Ana River into a series of ponds with sand berms for sides, these help to hold

water and allow it to percolate through the ground here and "recharge" the groundwater

basin. To satisfy the huge water demand of the region both stormwater runoff and

imported water are diverted to this region to help recharge the aquifer below.

The effects of VOCs entering the the underground aquifer by stormwater runoff

would probably be most profound in the forebay region. But VOC data from monitoring

wells throughout the region do not show this to be the case. During my personal interview

with Orange County Water District hydrologist Roy Herndon, he noted, we have been

monitoring for BTEX VOCs for many years and have observed some detectable levels in

the shallow aquifers .here, but no detectable levels in the deeper primary aquifers

(Herndon 1998 ).
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Figure 2.3. The Santa Ana River Watershed in Orange and other
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3.0) OVERVIEW OF REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

The Federal Clean Water Act, as amended in 1987, and the State Porter-Cologne

Act are th~ principal regulations for control of storm water pollutants. Other regulations

that deal with the control of storm water pollutants include: the Federal Coastal Zone Act

Reauthorization Amendments of 1990, and the State Hazardous Waste Source Reduction

and Management Review act. Under the Federal Clean Water Act stormwater discharges

are regulated under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System ( NPDES )

program. The United States Environmental Protection Agency requires permits for the

discharge either directly to ’surface waters or indirectly through municipal separate storm

drain systems. Municipalities with a population exceeding one hundred thousand or those

that have been determined to be a significant contributor of pollutants are required to

obtain a NPDES storm water permit. These municipalities are required to develop a

management plan to monitor and control pollutants in storm water discharges from its

municipal system. Commercial and industrial facilities located in these municipalities that

have storm water discharges from their facilities may be required to monitor and control

pollutants that may be present in their storm water discharges (Stormwater Quality Task

Force 1997, 2-3 ).

Pursuant to Article 11, Sec.7 of the State Constitution, which authorizes Orange

County to exercise the police power of the state by adopting regulations promoting the

public health, public safety and general prosperity., and in compliance with the conditions

of the National Pollution Discharge Elimination System Permit ( NPDES Permit ), a

Water Quality Ordinance was adopted. The purpose of this Water Quality Ordinance is to

prescribe regulations as mandated by the Clean Water Act [ 33 usc sec.1251 et seg., as

amended ] "to effectively prohibit non-storm water discharges into the storm sewers and

to reduce the discharge of pollutants from human activities that may result in undesirable

discharges of pollutants, which eventually may be deposited in the waters of the United

States". This ordinance is dedigned to improve water quality by controlling the pollutants

which enter the storm water discharge system throughout Orange County

( Office of County Counsel, Orange County 1997, Article 1 ).
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3.1) BMP Selection

As written in the Drainage Area Management Plan (DAMP) candidate non-point

sources (NPS) control measures have been selected from review of technical literature,

review of existing NPS programs, and input from consulting firms and municipalities

already involved in NPS control program implementation. As required by terms of Orange

County’s municipal NPDES Permits, consideration was given to:

"Structural Controls include: first flush diversion, detention and retention basins,

infiltration trenches and basins, porous pavement, oil and grease separators, grass swales.

swirl concentrators, and engineering and design modification of existing structures".

"Non-Structural Controls include: programs to educate the public on proper disposal of

hazardous and toxic wastes, regulatory approaches, street sweeping, facility maintenance,

and detection and elimination of illicit connections and illegal dumping".

Each new development will be required to implement appropriate "routine"

structural BIV[Ps and appropriate non-structural BMPs in keeping with the size and type of

development, to minimize the introduction of pollutants into the stormwater discharge

system. ’Routine" structural BMPs are economical, practicable, small scale measures

which can be feasibly applied at the smallest unit of development. A wide variety of

documents from other jurisdictions, including the state BMP manuals, as well as a number

of new development BMP plans approved in the unincorporated area (plus a number of

cities) were identified as having been reviewed. Later "special" structural BMPs may be

installed to address specific water quality problems identified in the watershed planning

process. "Special" structural B!v~s are "engineered facilities designed to address specific

pollutant problems identified in the watershed planning process, runoff‘management plan,

CEQA process, or similar watershed planning". Thus, there will be the future need to

revisit these requirements at an as-yet unspecified date or frequency. ( Drainage Area

management Plan 1993 ).
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3.2) Orange CounD’ Discharge Permit Procedures

On application, the owner of property or the operator of any facility, which

property o~" facility is not otherwise subject to the requirements of a State General Permit

or a National Pollution Discharge Elimination System Permit. The permits regulate

stormwater discharges. The Director, Public Facilities and Resources Department or

his/her designee, may issue a permit authorizing the release of non stormwater discharges

to the stormwater drainage system if: "the discharge of material or constituents is

reasonably necessary for the conduct of otherwise legal activities on the property, and the

discharge will not cause a nuisance, impair the beneficial uses of receiving waters, or cause

any reduction in established water quality standards".

The applicant shall provide all information requested by the director, Public

Facilities and Resources Department or his/her designee, for review and consideration of

the application, including but not limited to specific detail as to the activities to be

conducted on the property, plans and specifications for facilities located on the property,

identification of equipment or processes to be used on site and other information as mav

be requested in order to determine the constituents, and quantities thereof, which may be

discharged if permission is granted. The permit may include terms, conditions and

requirements to ensure compliance with the objectives of this ordinance and as necessary

to protect the receiving waters, including but not limited to:

a) Identification of the discharge location on the property and the location at which

the discharge will enter the storm water discharge system;

b) Identification of the constituents and quantities thereof to be discharged into the

stormwater drainage system;

c) Specification of pollution prevention techniques and structural or non structural

control requirements as reasonably necessary to prevent the occurrence of potential

discharges in violation of this Ordinance;

d) Requirements for self monitoring of any discharge.

e) Requirements for submission of documents or data, such as technical reports,

production data, discharge reports, self monitoring reports and waste manifests.
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f) Other terms and conditions appropriate to ensure compliance with the provisions

of’this Ordinance and the protection of receiving waters.

The permit shall be granted or denied by the director, Public Facilities and

Resources Department or his/her designee, no later then 60 days following the completion

and acceptance of the application as determined by the Director, Public Facilities and

Resources Department or his/her designee. The applicant shall be notified in person or by

first class mail, postage prepaid, of the action taken.
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4.0) GAS STATION SITE SELECTION AND OBSERVATIONS

I compiled a list of stations built in Orange County that I could feasibly sample

during storm events. These stations had to be subject t~ the latest BMPs required by the

County of Orange and most importantly the S 11 requirement. Therewas no one list of

these stations compiled by the county, therefore it required visiting various cities and

meeting with their planners. After compiling a list of about 20 candidate sites, I personally

visited each and found only 9 employing the S 11 requirement. From this list of 9, I chose

5 that I felt I could regularly visit during storm events from December, 1997 through May,

1998.

4.1) Site Observations

My main goal now was to visit each of these 5 stations during as many

stormevents as possible and study the movement of stormwater runoff from each. I was

interested in how certain BMPs actually work in the field, the BMPs included:

1)Canopies size and design.

2)The grading of the surrounding parking lot and fuel dispension area.

3)The type of clarifier used and its drain location, ( S 11 Requirement ).

My next objective was to develop and test a possible sampling plan that would work at

each of the 5 candidate sites. I decided to develop a sampling plan utilizing the �larifier

and to test its effectiveness. Since the clarifier is built and located in a way as to intercept

spilled gasoline before it reaches the storm water drainage system, it seemed like a logical

place to sample for the possible presence of VOCs leaving these sites. This involved taking

a sample from the stormwater inlet of the clarifier and another sample from the outlet and

having those samples analyzed for possible difference in the presence of VOCs.
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Each site consists of the following areas:

¯ Fuel Di’spension Area: the area where the pumps are located. This is usually a

concreted region sometimes referred to as the island. It is usually that region that is

covered by the rain canopy ( see Figure 4.9, page 43 ).

¯ ParMng lot: the area that is around the fuel dispension area. This is usually the

asphalted region and includes the driveways into the site and that lead to the fuel

dispension area ( see Figure 4.12, page 48 ).

¯ Drain: this is usually a barred grate in the ground located in the fuel dispension area or

par’king lot where storm.water runoff is channeled to. Under this barred grate exists a

box like area usually a couple of feet wide and a couple of feet deep where stormwater

collects and is treated or leads to a treatment box, before it is released to the street or

storm water collection system ( see Figure 4.7, page 39 ).

¯ Exit Port: this is usually located on the street and is usually just a couple of holes

in the curb where water that has been treated by the clar[fier is released to the gutter.

Some stations have underground pipes from the ctarifier to a storm drain.

( see Figure 4.8, page 40 ).
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4.2) Site A

Location: Yorba Linda, Ca.

Legend:

Cd - Drain to clarifier

Cc - Exit port from clarifier, located on the street.

Single arrows - runoff that originates from fuel dispension area.

Double arrows - runoff that originates from surrounding parking lot area.

Small black dashed lines - graded gullies that channel stormwater runoff.

Large black dashed lines - canopy outline in relation to fuel dispension area

Cc

Pay

Grading: This stations parking lot is graded in asphalt and did a good job in

keeping stormwater from flowing onto the fuel dispension area. This station is built on a

large lot that is also occupied by a block of small stores and thus the station has an
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unusually large parking lot on its west side. During storm events this large parking lot area

produces a lot of runoff that flows in to the clarifier, either by design or accident.

The fuel dispension area is concrete and is graded to cause any possible flow to move

down to agully that leads to the clarifier drain. This gully and drain are located outside of

the protective canopy and exposed to direct rain fall. In fact, the drains are located

approximately 100 feet away in the parking lot area ( Figure 4.1 ).

Canopy: The canopy here is a single rectangular design that ends just inside the

outer edges of the fuel dispension area. During all storm events I have witnessed here the

outer 2-5 feet of the fuel dispension area usually gets wet to the point of producing a flow

The outer edge of the canopy produces drippings that land on the outer edge of the fuel

dispension area ( Figure 4.2 ).

Clarifier: This station uses two drains. The drains are located at the east and west

sides of the fuel dispension area. The two drains are connected by a gully that intercepts

any flow that comes from the fuel dispension area. The drains themselves are easily

accessible by lifting up a steel grate that is approximately 2 feet by 2 feet. The drain depth

is about 3 feet, but an upper metal screen makes sampling more difficult during low flow

conditions. The outlet consists of two exit port holes in the curb at the gutter.

Comments: This station was built or renovated at an unknown time. It is a high

volume outlet with a mini mart. I have visited this station 6 times during varying storm

event intensities and have noted the following observations.

1) This station has by far the most visible sheens in the parking lot and flowing on

top of water that was moving in the gullies ( Figure 4.3 ).

2) The condition of the grading in the parking lot allowed for a lot of puddles to

form.

3) The canopy allowed for rainfall to land on the outer 2-5 feet of the fuel

dispension area.

4) The ctarifier and the exit port at the curb ( Figure 4.4 ) were easy to sample.
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Figure 4.1. Parking lot stormwater gully in Yorba Linda. This drain carries
fuel dispension area runoff to the clarifier is located in the parking lot and
thus intercepts alot of parking lot runoff as well as direct rainfall. The
puddles and gullies visible get Splashed through by cars and thus drip more
water on to the fuel bay dispension area ( Januar)’ 30, 1998 ).
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Figure 4.2. Rain canopy in Yorba Linda. Canopies with tall sides provide
surface areas where rainwater builds up and can drip down onto the fuel
dispension area ( January 30, 1998 ).
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Figure 4.3. Gasoline sheen in stormwater gully. A gasoline sheen is visible in
a gully that transports stormwater from the fuel dispension area to the
clarifier for treatment. During intense rain, clarifiers with drain locations
such as these get quickly overwhelmed if parking lot runoff is not channeled
away from drain ( January 30, 1998 ).
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Figure 4.4. Stormwater release site at street. After stormwater is treated in
the clarifier it is released to the street by 3 holes drilled in the curb. During
more intense rainfalls it was sometimes necessary to block the gutter flow
with sandbags to get a sample ( January 30, 1998 ).
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4.3)’ Site B:

Location: Anahiem, Ca.

Legend: .

Cd- Drain to clarifier

Cc - Exit port from clarifier, located on the street.

Single arrows - runoff that originates from fuel dispension area.

Double arrows o runoff that originates from surrounding parking lot area.

Small black dashed lines - graded gullies that channel stormwater runoff.

Large black dashed lines - canopy outline in relation to fuel dispension area

PAY
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Grading: This station employs gullies in the parking lot that intercept parking lot runoff

and channels it to the curb. This system worked very well in keeping any flows from

reaching the fuel dispension area. In fact, I have been here during some heavy downpours

]
and did not observe any parking lot runoffflow on to the fuel dispension area

¯ ! ( Figure 4.5 ).

The fuel dispension area is graded to cause any flow can originates there to move

towards the gullies that run along the edges of fuel bay dispension area. The gullies and

the drain are located just outside of the protective canopy and thus receive a lot of direct

rainfall. ( Figure 4.6 ).

Canopy: The canopy here is a single rectangular design that ends just above the outer

edges. The outer 2-5 feet of the fuel dispension area received a lot of direct rainfall. This

canopy had a lot of build up that dripped from the edges and lands on the edge of the fuel

dispension area.

Clarifier: The drain to the clarifier is located at the northwest comer of the fuel

dispension area edge and is connected by a gully that runs along two sides of the fuel

dispension area. The drain itself is about 2 feet by 2 feet and the cover can be lifted up to

get inside. The bottom is about 3 feet deep and a pipe is visible about midway up that

appears to run underground to an exit port located on the curb in the gutter. A metal ring

filter runs around the outside of the drain, but the middle is wide open and easy to sample

by just submerging the sample bottle ( Figure 4.7 ). The exit port is a single hole in the

curb that produces a fast flow that is also easy to sample ( Figture 4.8 ).

Comments: This station is the newest of my candidate sites and opened

approximately February 15, 1998. It is a high volume outlet with a mini mart in a prime

location. I have visited this station during 5 storm events and have noted the following

observations.

1) The grading and use of gullies in the parking lot to keep stormwater from

entering the fuel dispension area was among the best I have seen. There are no puddles

that form in the parking lot area.

2) The use of gullies along the edge of the fuel dispension area to channel runoff

to the clarifier would be very useful in the event of a major gasoline spill on the fuel

t
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dispension area. Other wise it appeared the exposure of these gullies to direct rainfall just

served to dilute the runoff from the fuel dispension area before reaching the clarifier.

"I also noticed that oncoming cars tended to splash through these gullies and bring water

back on to the fuel dispension area. Departing cars also appear to splash through these

gullies and carry fuel dispension area runoff into the parking lot and streets.

3) I have observed sheens moving on water in gullies during the entire times I have

been at this station.

4) The majority of the water that reached the fuel dispension area appeared to be

coming from direct rain and runoffthat driped from the edge of canopy that fell on the

edge of the fuel dispension area. The rest originated from customers cars.

5) As of this writing, I have not been able to get detailed information from the

RGO on the type of clarifier being usecl at this site. When you look into the drain the

water falls through a metal filter and fills the drain until the level reaches a pipe that goes

underground and is released at the curb. I am assuming there must be a clarifier

somewhere underground between the drain and the curb, otherwise this system would do

little more then physically remove larger floating debris from the runoffbefore it is

released to the stormwater drainage system. There is a large planter and I have been to

other stations that have an access in the planter for maintenance of such an underground

device, but the planter here does not appear to have anything like that.
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Figure 4.5. Parking lot stormwater gully in Anahiem. This gully collects
parking lot runoff and channels it to the street. Even during heavy
downpours these channels keep runoff from the surrounding parking lot
area from flowing on to the fuel dispension area ( February 3, 1998 ).
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Figure 4.6. Stormwater gullies leading to clarifier drain.This fuel dispension
area is graded so as to allow any flow that originates there to move into these
surrounding gullies. These gullies lead to the drain in the middle of the
picture, where it is treated before it is released at the street ( February. 3,
~998 ).
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Figure 4.7. Close up of drain to clarifier.~With the barred cover swung open
you can see the screen filter that surrounds the center of this �larifier. This
stTie of clarifier is easy to take a sample from ( February 3, 1998 ).
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Figure 4.8. Exit port at street for releasing stormwater from clarifier. This is
a typical exit port for treated water coming from the clarifier. The sand
bag makes sampling easier and less of a chance for contamination from
gutter flow. During heavy gutter flows, I have had to use as many as 5 bags
to get a sample ( February 3, 1998 ).
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4.4) Site C~

Location: Anahiem, Ca.

Legend:

Cd - Drain to clarifier

Cc - Exit port from clarifier, located on the street.

Single arrows - runoff that originates from fuel dispension area.

Double arrows - runoff that originates from surrounding parking lot area.

Small black dashed lines - graded gullies that channel stormwater runoff.

Large black dashed lines - canopy outline in relation to fuel dispension area

I I --~ ~c,~ ..,--

II

II ~ ~ [] Cd ._~--~

Pay
I I

II ~ a. Cd ----

It

~mdi~g: The p~g lot is pave6 ~th asph~t ~d the grad~g does ~ excellent

job ofkeep~g sto~water ~om flo~ng on to the ~el Nspension ~ea. The p~g lot
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uses gullies to channel away parking lot runoffto the street.The fuel dispension area is

cement and graded to cause any flow that originates there to flow toward the center of the

fuel dispension area. In the center of the fuel dispension area were three small drains that

collected any spills or stormwater that occured on the fuel dispension area ( Figure 4.9 ).

Canopy: The canopy here is a single rectangular "zigzag. design that ends just

above the outer edges of the fuel dispension area. I have only observed light to medium

strength storm events at this station and the outer 2-5 feet of the fuel dispension area

received more rain fall than both sites A and B. Drippings from the outer edge of the

canopy that landed on the edge of the fuel dispension area were also heavy. The reason for

this is because of the way the design leaves gaps over the fuel dispension area.

( Figure 4.10 ).

Clarifier: This station uses a system that employs 3 drains in the middle of the fuel

dispension area. At the time of this writing I have not been able to get any information on

the type of clarifier used and I have not been able to locate any possible exit ports in the

curb along the adjacent streets. It is possible this location has a tank or an underground

clarifier that holds or releases treated runofffrom the fuel dispension area directly to the

storm water drainage system underground.

Comments: This station opened approximately March 1, 1998 and is the second newest

of my candidate sites. It is a high volume outlet with a mini mart in a busy location. I have

visited this station three times during storm events and have noted the following

observations:

1) The grading here is so effective I have never observed any runoffffom the

parking lot to flow on to the fuel dispension area. I have observed no standing puddles of

water at this station.

2) The fuel dispension area grading and the positioning of the drains here worked

excellent.

3) I have observed some moving sheens in the parking lot gullies, but I believe it

was less then those at site B which has a very similar grading and gully design.

4) The storms I have observed here were not as strong as some of the others I

have seen at other stations and the storms did not produce slanted rainfall that I have seen
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during accomaning strong winds But the ’zigzag" canopy design allows vertical rainfall to

land on the fuel dispension area,

5) The overall design here ( with regards to keeping stormwater offthe fuel

dispension area ), worked excellent.Unfortunately the lack of access to the drain here

makes it very difficult to get any kind of sample. If there is an underground exit port to the

storm water drainage system, it might be to difficult to sample the water exiting the

clarifier,

Figure 4.9. Fuel Dispension Area in Placentia. This station uses a 3 drain
configuration in the center of the fuel dispension area. The fuel dispension
area is graded to cause any kind of spill or stormwater flow to move to its
center. This keeps the drains out of direct rainfall and far away from flows
that originate in the surrounding parking areas ( February 22, 1998 ).
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Figure 4.10. Rain canopy in Anahiem. The "zigzag" design of this canopy
may be stylish, but it allows way to much direct rainfall on to the fuel
dispension area even during mild rainfall events ( February 22, 1998 ).
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4.5) Site D:

Location: Laguna Hills, Ca.

.Legend:

Cd - Drain to clarifier

Cc - Exit port from clarifier, located on the street.    -

Single arrows - runoff that originates from fuel dispension area.

Double arrows - runoff that originates from surrounding parking lot area.

Small black dashed lines - graded gullies that channel stormwater runoff.

Large black dashed lines - canopy outline in relation to fuel dispension area

Cc
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Grading: The stations parking lot is graded in asphalt and does an excellent job of

keeping stormwater from flowing on to the fuel dispension area. This parking lot also

utilizes a single gully that channels stormwater runoffto the street ( Figure 4.11 ).

The fuel dispension area is cement and graded so as to cause any flow that originates their

to travel to the northeast comer to the drain location.

Canopy: this station uses a canopy that consists of three separate square canopies.

This leaves open gaps between the canopies that allows direct rainfall on to the fuel

dispension area. This also appeared to provide more edge surfaces to allow for more

dripping from the sides of the canopies that land on the edges of the fuel dispension area.

These canopies are also nal-rower then most I have observed and allow a lot of rainfall to

directly land on the fuel dispension area ( Figure 4.12 ).

Clarifier: This station has a 1300 gallon oil/water separator box, which is a three

compartment sand and grease interceptor and sample box. There is a shut-offvalve on the

outlet pipe to restrict flow to the storm water drainage system. The first compartment

captures all the stormwater runofffrom the fuel dispension area. Sand will settle to the

bottom of this compartment and liquid will flow freely into the second compartment. As

enough liquid collects here, it will be forced into the sample box or third compartment.

This system is located in the North planter ( Figure 4.13 )

Comments: This station was renovated in the mid 90s. It is a high volume outlet

with a mini mart in a prime location. I visited this station three times during storm events

and have noted the following observations:

1) This station makes use of 3 separate canopies that allows by far the most direct

rainfall to land on the fuel dispension area. Its narrower design also allowed even the

slightest of slanted rainfall to land as far in as to hit the pumps themselves. The 3 stage

canopy also allowed for a lot of unnecessary drippings from all the extra edges present

2) This station uses a 3 stage clarifier that is installed in the planter. The drain in

the fuel is small and utilizes small holes in steelthat isdispensionarea a plate noteasily

removable ( Figure 4.14 ). Since there is no access to the inside of this drain it would be

necessary to some how cover it and allow a pooling to build up and take my sample when

enough stormwater is present. But, because of the poor design of the canopy here ( with
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respect to keeping rainfall offthe fuel dispension area ) storrnwater builds up fast on ti~e

fuel dispension area compared to other stations with a drain located under the canopy

3) This station seemed to employ the more sophisticated clarifier system I have

seen, but as of this writing have not been able to gain access to the inside of the system. It

appears that this system drained directly into a storm drain right on the street..lust above

the storm drain and across the side walk is a steel cover with barred holes and a ve~,

noticeable stain coming from it and leading to the gutter ( Figure 4.15 ).

Figure 4.11. Parking lot grading in Laguna Hills. The grading in this parking lot
utilizes a gully to channel stormwater to the street. The steeper inclines around the
fuel dispension area help keep parking lot runoff from flowing on to the fuel
dispension area ( March 4, 1998 ).
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Figure 4.12. Rain canopy in Laguna Hills. This 3 stage canopy design
contains more surface area on its sides then a single rectangular type, thus
the fuel dispension area receives more stormwater in the form of
drippings. Its narrow design also allows more rainfall even at the slightest
slant to penetrate deep in to the fuel dispension area ( March 4, 1998 ).
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Figure 4.13. Stormwater treatment system in Laguna Hills. This stations 3
stage clarifier is located in the north planter. ( March 4, 1998 ).
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Figure 4.14. Drain to clarifier in Laguna Hills. This drain to the clarifier
is located on the northwest corner of the fuel dispension area just under the
corner of the protective canopy. Its small design could make sampling
difficult if I cannot gain access to the inside. ( March 4, 1998 ).
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Figure 4.15. Exit port for treated stormwater. Water is released at the street
after being treated in the clarifier, a stain on the sidewalk is obvious.

( March 4, 1998 ).
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4.6) Site E:

Location: El Toro, Ca.

Legend:

Cd - Drain to clarifier

Cc - Exit port from clarifier, located on the street.

Single arrows - runoff that originates from fuel dispension area.

Double arrows - runoff that originates from surrounding parking lot area.

Small black dashed lines - graded gullies that channel stormwater runoff.

Large black dashed lines - canopy outline in relation to fuel dispension area

PAY

[] Cd

Planter
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Grading: The parking lot is graded in asphalt and in a way that does an average

job of keeping stormwater flow offthe fuel dispension area. This station is located on a

large coruer and has a larger then usual parking lot. I have also observed some puddling

in this parking lot.

The fuel dispension area is cement and is graded so as to cause any flow that

originates their to move to the west end of the fuel dispension area to a drain that is

located at a planter curb. Under this drain is a holding tank ( Figure 4.16 ).

Canopy: The canopy here is of a single rectangular design that ends just above the

outer edges of the fuel dispension area. I have observed some drippings from the outer

edges of this canopy that land on the fuel dispension area. The outer 2-5 feet of the fuel

dispension area collected a fair amount of stormwater from direct rainfall.

Clarifier: This station employs a 550 gallon underground tank that collects

stormwater runoff from the fuel dispension area. The drain is located across the parking

lot and consists of a metal barred grate that leads to the tank. The drain would not be that

hard to sample but, I was not sure how I would get an exit sample or access to the inside

of the tank.

Comments: This station opened or was renovated at an unknown date. It is a high

volume outlet with a mini mart in a busy location. I have visited this site 2 times during

storm events and have noted the following observations:

1) Any runoff from the fuel dispension area crossed an uncovered portion of the

parking lot before it reaches the drain to the holding tank ( Figure 4.17 ). This allowed

direct rainfall and parking lot runoffto mix with fuel dispension area runoff, thus causing a

dilution effect.

2) The holding tank design did not work well here. I have visited this location

twice during stormevents and the tank is always full and overflowing to the stormwater

drainage system ( Figure 4.18 ). I have also visited this station 1 time during clear weather

and the tank was still full with a noticeable sheen across the top ( Figure 4.19 ).
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Figure 4.16. View of Fuel Dispension Area in El Toro.This fuel dispension
area uses a grading to the center that drains to the curb in front of the
planter. Under the planter is a 550 gallon holding tank ( March 24, 1998 ).
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Figure 4.17. View of rain canopy in El Toro. From this angle, you can see
how water from the fuel dispension area runs down to the curb where a drain
is located. The last 30-40 feet of the grade is not under the protective canopy
and gets a dilution effect, this also causes the tank to fill up very quickly and
overflow to the street ( March 24, 1998 ).
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Figure 4.18. Drain leading to underground stormwater storage tank in El
Toro. This drain to the 550 gallon tank was always full and overflowing
during every stormevent I observed here. There is an access to the tank in the
planter that can be used to pump out contaminated water. ( March 24, 1998).
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4.7) Disscussion

Gasoline is regularly spilled during the refueling process or leaked from any

vehicle on the fuel dispension area. I have come to the conclusion that the best way to

reduce the amount of VOCs that originate from RGOs and enter the storm water drainage

system is to minimize the accessibility of the fuel dispension area to stormwater from all

possible sources. For modem high volume RGOs the major contributors of stormwater to

the fuel dispension area include:

1) Rainfall that lands directly on the uncovered outer edge of the fuel dispension

area during storm events.

2) Rainfall that lands on the canopy or sides of the canopy and drops on to the

outer edge of the fuel dispension area.

3) Grading techniques that allow parking lot runoffto flow on to the fuel

dispension area.

4) Grading techniques that allow for standing puddles of water in the parking lot

area and!or the use of gullies adjacent to the entrance and exit ends of the fue! dispension

area, that cars splash on to the fuel dispension area.

5) Stormwater that is brought on to the fuel dispension area by vehicles to be

refueled.

I will now elaborate on each of the above 5 major contributors of stormwater to

the fuel dispension area that I have been studying from December, 1997 through May,

1998.

1) None of the stations I have been observing during storm events had a canopy

that totally protected the fuel dispension area even during light rain with a straight vertical

fall. During heavy rains with strong winds, fuel dispension areas become so saturated, so

fast, that some of the clarifier drains get totally overwhelmed and overflow. In fact, just a

light wind can carry rainfall so far in to the fuel dispension area that the pumps are hit with

direct rain fall at times. The best canopies I have seen are the single flat rectangular type. I

would recremmend one that extends 5 feet "beyond" the outer most edge.of the fuel
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dispension area on all 4 sides The use of"zigzag" and "multiple section" canopies might

be stylish but allow acess direct rainfall to land on the fuel dispension area.

2) Canopies also drip stormwater from their edges on to the fuel dispension area,

even during light vertical rainfall dripping edges sometimes land as far in as 2-5 feet from

the outer edge. I have noticed that edges with tall vertical sides drop considerable more

drippings then sides that are short with a sharp edge.

3) I have observed at some of my candidate sites the use of grading in the parking

lot that does an excellent job of keeping stormwater from flowing on to the fuel dispension

area. The most effective of my candidate sites make use of gullies located in the parking

lot that channel stormwater runoffto the street.

4) I have observed that cars that drive through parking lot puddles before they

pull up to be refueled tend to drip a lot more water on to the fuel dispension area. Gullies

that are located at the edges of the fuel dispension area designed to carry fuel dispension

area runoffto the clafifier drain, tend to get this water splashed back on to the fuel

dispension area by on coming and departing cars.

5) Out of all the sources of stormwater to the fuel dispension area, the most

difficult to control will probably be stormwater broughton by refueling vehicles. I have

logged many hours at many different stations during many storm events of varying

intensities peering out the Window of my vintage 70s six pack camper and have found the

best stations have no standing water or gullies that cars can splash through on the way up

to the fuel dispension area. Furthermore it might be advantageous to have incoming cars

approach the fuel dispension area from the direction that crosses the longest section of

parking lot area to allow water slashed up under the car from the gutter at the street

entrance to drip off some before the5, pull on to the fuel dispension area.

I have also noted one interesting common feature for all 5 of my stations. Storm

events that occur during daylight hours are the best times to observe sheens that appear on

standing and moving water. I have observed as many sheens in the parking lot area as I

have that appear to originate from the fuel dispension area. This seems strange when you

consider the many differences between these stations. For example, sites A and B have

been open only 2-3 months, site A utilizes 2 clarifiers with drains located well out into the
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parking lot and 2 use drains located on the fuel dispension area. Another interesting

observation I have made is that the duration or intensity of the storm event dose not seem

to affect the amount of sheens visible, they seem to always be present in about the same

quantity.

So where is all this fuel coming from and why does it seem to be so evenly spread

across the entire station property ? I have been watching for sheens at all of the stations

since I first began this project ( sites & D, E ). I have been observing sites B and C since

they opened, February and January respectively, I did not expect to see a lot of sheens as

a result, but sheens were always present at these stations as well.

I have a suspicion that all of these sheens showing up are a result of incoming

vehicles pulling up on a stormwater saturated fuel dispension area then departing and

carrying water contaminated fuel on their tires and fenderwells to the surrounding parking

lot area. There for, I think that minimizing the accessibility of the fuel dispension area to

stormwater may be worth further study and offer the following suggestions:

1 ) The use of single rectangular type canopies and the extension of the edges over the

fuel dispension area at least 5 feet on all 4 sides.

2) The use of grading that keeps stormwater from the surrounding parking lot area from

flowing on to the fuel dispension area. If gullies are to be used to channel water offthe

property .they should be routed as far away from the fuel dispension area as possible.

3) If a clarifier is to be used, the fuel dispension area should be graded in a manner so as to

cause any flow that originates there to move to the center and empty into a drain or drains

located at the center of the fuel dispension area This eliminates the need for gullies along

the outside of the fuel dispension area and still affords containment of large spills on the

fuel dispension area.

The following map gives an approximation of the location of the previous 5 sites

used in this study. As requested by the owners and associated groups the names and exact

locations of my study sites are kept confidential.
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5.0) SIMULATED STOILM~:ATER STUDY AT A GASOLINE STATION

A literature search was conducted using the California State University Library and

the University of California Library. I also conducted a search on the internet. I found no

studies available for stormwater runoffthat originates from RGOs. What information and

studies I could find are summarized here.

A study conducted on Southern California RGOs entitled Results of a Retail

Gasoline Outlet and Commercial Par-king Lot Storm Water Runoff Study was prepared by

Geomatrix Consultants ( Geomatrix 1994 ). This report presents the results of a simulated

storm water runofffrom six RGOs and four commercial parking lots. This study was

conducted for the Western States Petroleum Association ( WSPA ) and the American

Petroleum Institute ( API ), This study has two parts. Part 1, conducted by Hart Crower,

characterized simulated storm water runofffrom 5 RGOs. Part 2, conducted by

Geomatrix, characterized simulated storm water runofffi-om four commercial parking lots

and one RGO. Six RGOs, all located in southern California, were selected for this study.

The six RGOs provide a representative cross section oftypica! RGOs in Southern

California, Site characteristics for each RGO are summarized in Table 5.1.

Hart Crower and Geomatrix conducted a simulated rainfall application and sample

collection at a pump island and driveway approach area within each RGO.

The water was applied at a rate of approximately 2 gallons per minute for the duration of a

45 minute test. This rate represents a rainfall rate of approximately 0.008 inch per minute

or 0.12 inch every 15 minutes. The area used was approximately 400 square feet and the

method of applying the water consisted of a network of perforated 1 inch pipe
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l.ittl¢ to N. I.iulc to Na l.ight l.i~t 1 tigh
Commercial Cumme~ ci~l CommercM Conuncrcial Commercial

.~diucent l)rt)pct ty Shol)piag ) l:ust t"ut~ Residential Shopping Industrial
Ccutcc H~ctail Center /Rctad literati

,1 hroughlml >25~ktR~t~ >25~,~R)t~ 150,000 to 150,000
{gallun~mtn~th) 25C),000 250,C)00

Cunva~h Yc~ Yes No Na

Mcchauic’s l~ays No Nu Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fuel lzlaml Covered Yc~ Yes Yea Yes Yc~ Yes

Gt~t~�l [ Iousekeq~g

Weekly

Mtmthly Wn~hdmvn t~l" A~ ca N~ Nu Yea

Table 5.1. Summa~ of retail gasoline outlet characteristics and best
management practices for WSP~I store water ruhoff study
( Geomatrix 1994 ).

schedule 80 polyvinyl chloride pipes, elevated 4 feet above the pavement surface. The

areas were selected to provide results that are representative of discharge from the entire

RGO. A summary of pavement types and conditions of each test site location is presented

in Table 5.2.
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RGO ; P’~u’np Island Portland Cu-n~,lu-:lt Concre;e Good ~[L’lor Stairlurl~

RGO I Driveway Portland C~..-ment Concrete Good No StamLng
Approach

RGO 2 Pump Island Portland C~nent Concre’.e Goc~ ~t~nor St.~imng

It.GO 2 Driveway Portland C~’nent Con~ete Good Moder,:~tc Sta~.n~
Approach

RGO 3 Pump Island Portland Cement Con~ete DeHaded Heavy, Stak,,mg

~GO 3 Driveway Asphaltic Concrete De~aded Heavy. Stairmng
Approach

RGO 4 Pump Island Portland Cement Concrete De~m’aded Moderate Staining

R.GO 4 Driveway AsFha!t.ic Concrete Good Moderate Staining
Approach

R.GO 3 Pump Island Portland Cement Concre;e De~aded Moderate St-,~n.Lng

RGO ~ Driveway A_~ph:,,t.ic Concre’.e Degraded Moderate Stain/rag
Approach

R.GO 6 .’amp Island Pan.land ~" eme-nt Concrete Good Moderate Staining

RGO 6 Drive,.vav A.sph~,itic Concre’.e Good Mede:’ate Siam.rag
.A.l~oroacn "

Table S.2. Summar~ of retail gasoline outlet test locations and surface
conditions for WSPA/API storm water runoff study.
( Geomatrix 1994 ).

Commercial parking lots were selected for the second part of this study.

Geomatrix and WSPA selected four commercial parking lots, all located in the Southern

California. Simulated rainfall was applied and samples were collected at 2 locations at each

of the 4 parking lots for a total of eight test sites. The test locations included one high-use

and one moderate-use parking area. The high-use area was generally closer to the

commercial facility entrance, and was occupied more frequently than the moderate-use

area. Each of the parking lots used scheduled sweeping as a good housekeeping BMP.

Parking lot test locations, conditions, and BMPs are summarized in Table 5.3.
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Locataon anct B~s~
TranfficJ~arkLng Tr:t~c.’Parking Pavement T.vp~ and

Test Site Site Use - Condiuon , F.,’~quen~’/ Condiuon Pracuces

TS- I Oroc~.,’W. Store Near Store Entrance High Volume o~" A’.’pha.luc Concrete. Daiiv
Parking Lot Trattic,’Parking Good Condition Sw~pi_n,g

Space~ Normally
Occupied During
Bu.s4ness Hours

TS-2’ Grocery. Store Located in Perimeter Moderate Tr~’ic    A~"phaltic ConcrEte,Daily
Parking Lot Parking Area Volume/Area Good Condition Sweeping

Used For
O,~’flow P~dng.
Spac~ Orgy
During
Period~

T$-3 Bank Parking Lot Near Bank High Volume of" Asphaltic Concrete, Daity
Entrance!Parking Trat~icJParking Good Condition Sweep. mg

spaces Normally

TS-4 Bank Parking Lot Located in Perimeter Moderate Tra~¢ .~’phaltic Concrete,Daily
Pa_dcing Area Volume/Spaces Good Conditio,~ Sweep. mg

Oaiy Used
Peak ?=-iods

TS-5 Office Comaiex Near O~ce =-.ntr~,~nce High Volmae of" ..~."phaitic Concrete, Da~Iy
Partdag Lot- Tra~Parking Good Condition Sweep. ing

Space’¢ Normally

TS-6 Office Complex Located in P~.-dmeter Moderate to High .A-vphaltic Concrete, Daily
Par.king Lot Parldng Area Tra~o Sli~ntly De~aded

Votumet’Spaces Condition
Normally Filled
During Bu.~.ness
Flour~_

TS-7 Restaurant Near Restaurant High Tr.’~r’~..c Asp. baltic Concrete, Swe~-p. Lng
Parking Lot Entrance Volume~’Par-l<5.ng Moderateiy Every. Other,

Space~ Normally Degraded Day,
Occupied During Conditioa Occasional
B u.sdn,--~ Hours Washdown

TS-8 Restaurant Located in Perimeter Moderate to H.i~ A~haltic Conc.’~-’e,Sweeping
Parking Lot Parking Area T,~c Volume Moderately Eve~ O~er

De_m’a.ded Day,
Condiuon Occasional

W~hdown

Table 5.3 Summary of parking lot test locations, conditions, and best
management practices for WSPA/API storm water runoff study.
( Geomatrix 1994 )
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Sampling procedures for both Part 1 and Part 2 follow the sampling protocol

established by SW-846, "Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Wastes". The results from the

simulated runoff from RGOs are presented in Tables 5.4.

LOCATION SAMPLE BENZENE TOLUENE ETHYL- TOTAL
BENZENE XYLENES

SOURCE BACKGROUND 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
ISLAND 15 MINLrl"ES 0.3 ppb 0.5 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.7 ppb
ISLAND 30 MINLrIES 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.8 ppb
ISLAND 45 MINUTES 0,3 ppb 0.8 ppb 0.3 ppb 1.4 ppb
ISLAND COMPOSITE 0.3 ppb 0.8 ppb 0.3 ppb 1.3 ppb
DRIVEWAY 15 MINLrlES 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
DRIVEWAY 30 MINI_rTBS 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
DRIVEWAY 45 MINUTES 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
DRIVEWAY COMPOSITE 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb

RGO I. 09-04-92.
LOCATION SAMPLE BENZENE TOLUENE ETHYL- TOTAL

BENZENE XYLENES

SOURCE BACKGROUND 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
ISLAND 15 MINUTES 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
ISLAND 30 lVl]NUTES 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
ISLAND 45 MINUTES 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
ISLAND COMPOSITE 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
DRIVEWAY 15 MINUTES 1.5 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb , 0.6 ppb
DRIVEWAY 30 MINUTES 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
DRIVEWAY 45 MINUTES 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
DRIVEWAY COMPOSITE 0.4 ppb ,0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb

RGO 2, 09-10-92.
LOCATION SAMPLE BENZENE TOLUENE ETHYL- TOTAL

BENZENE XYLENES

SOURCE BACKGROUND 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
ISLAND 15 MINUTES 0.3 ppb 7.9 ppb 3 ppb 20 ppb
ISLAND 30 MINtYrES 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
ISL.M’,rD 45 MINUTES 0.3 ppb 0.4 ppb 0.3 ppb 1.1 ppb
ISLAND COMPOSITE 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.2 ppb 1.1 ppb
DRIVEWAY 15 MINUTES 3 ppb 3 ppb 3 ppb 6 ppb
DRIVEWAY 30 MINI_FFES 2 ppb 3 ppb 3 ppb 6 ppb
DRIVEWAY 45 MINUTES 0.5 ppb 4.5 ppb 1.1 ppb 12 ppb
DRIVEWAY COMPOSITE 0.3 ppb 0.8 ppb 0.3 ppb 3.4 ppb

RGO 3, 09-03-92.
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LOCATION SAIVI~LE BENZENE TOLUENE ETHYL- TOTAL
BENZENE XYLENES

SOURCE BACKGROUND 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 7.1 ppb
ISLAND 15 MINLr~S 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
ISLAND 30 MINUTES 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
ISLAND 45 MINUTES 0.3 ppb 3.4 ppb 0.3 ppb 1.5 ppb
ISLAND COMPOSITE 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 6 ppb
DRIVEWAY 15 MINUTES 3 ppb 3 ppb 3 ppb 0.6 ppb
DRIVEWAY 30 MINUTES 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
DRIVEWAY 45 MINLrlES 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
DRIVEWAY COMPOSITE 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb

RGO 4. 09-09-92.
LOCATION SAMPLE BENZENE TOLUENE ETltYL- TOTAL

BENZENE XYLENES

SOURCE BACKGROUND 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
ISLAND 15 IVIZNUTES 3 ppb 9.5 ppb 3 ppb 19 ppb
ISLAND 30 h/gNLrI~S 3 ppb 14 ppb 5 ppb 37 ppb ¯
ISLAND 45 lV[INUTES I ppb 13 ppb 5.3 ppb 41 ppb
ISLAND COMPOSITE 3 ppb 9.5 ppb 3.4 ppb 22 ppb
DKIVEWAY 15 MINUTES 7.5 ppb 7.5 ppb 7.5 ppb 15 ppb
DRIVEWAY 30 h/il2qLrI~S 3 ppb 3 ppb 3 ppb 6 ppb
DRIVEWAY 45 MINLrIES 7.5 ppb 7.5 ppb 7.5 ppb 15 ppb
DRIVEWAY COMPOSITE 7.5 ppb 7.5 ppb 7.5 ppb 15 ppb

RGO 5.09-19-92
LOCATION SAMPLE BENZENE TOLUENE ETHYL- TOTAL

BENZENE X’YLENES

DRIVEWAY SOURCE 50 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.5 ppb
DRIVEWAY 15 MINUTES NA NA NA NA
DRIVEWAY 30 M]2qUTES NA NA NA NA
DRIVEWAY 45 MINUTES NA NA NA NA
DRIVEWAY COMPOSITE 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.5 ppb
DRIVEWAY DUPLICATE NA NA NA " NA
DRIVEWAY TRIP BLANK 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.5 ppb
ISLAND 15 MINUTES 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.5 ppb
ISLAND 30 MINUTE 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.5 ppb
ISLAND 45 MINUTE 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.5 ppb
ISLAND COMPOSITE 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.5 ppb
ISLAND DUPLICATE NA NA NA NA
ISLAND TR~ BLANK 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.5 ppb

RGO 6, 05-04-94
Tables 5.4. BTEX data from RGO study ( Geomatrix 1994 ).
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D=:e~tion Lirm[:

Tom.l P-._-ole’a.m HycL-’ocarbo~ EPA Method 30!5 ~oiiqc) 0. I 0.05

Na: Not analyzed
Island; Fuel dispension area.

A simulated gasoline spill was performed at RGO 5 to provide data regarding the

effectiveness of standardized spill response procedures. One quart of regular unleaded

gasoline from apt ~,:? nozzle was discharged onto the pump island pavement, Absorbent

material was applied to the spill aRer one minute, the absorbent material was then swep.

up aRer it appeared to have absorbed the spilled liquid, and the simulated mnoff test was

conducted.To minimize test variability caused by differing rainfall intensities and duration,

both parts of the study used a simulated rainfall method to induce from the study sites.

The water dispensing system and sampling procedures were identical for both the KGO

and commercial parking lot sites. The water dispensing system was designed to apply

water uniformly over the test area and create sheet flow~ The resuits from the simulated

runofffrom parking lots are presented in Tables

SA_I~IPLE BENZENE TOLUENE ETFIYL- TOTAL
BENZENE XYLENES

SOURCE 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
15 MINUTES 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
30 MINUTES 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
45 MINUTES 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
COMPOSITE 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
DUPLICATE NA NA NA NA
~ BLANK 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.5 ppb

TS-1 01-12-94
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SAMPLE BENZENE TOLUENE ETHYL- TOTAL
BENZENE XYLENES

15 MINUTES NA NA NA NA
30 MTNUTES NA NA NA NA
45 MI"NLFFES NA NA NA NA
COMPOSITE 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
DUPLICATE NA NA NA NA
TRIP BLANK 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.5 ppb 0.5 ppb

TS-2      01-12-94
SA.MPLE        BENZENE     TOLUENE    ETItNL-       TOTA.L

BENZENE XYLENES

15 IVlYN-UTES 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.74 ppb
30 MI2qUTES 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
45 M]2qLrI"ES 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
COMPOSITE 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
DUPLICATE NA NA NA NA
TR]~ BLANK 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.5 ppb 0.5 ppb

TS-3 0!-12-94
SAMPLE BENZENE TOLUENE ETHYL- TOTAL

BENZENE XYLENES

SOURCE 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
15 MINLr~ S NA NA NA NA
30 ~S NA NA NA NA
45 M2-NUTE S NA NA NA NA
COMPOSITE 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
DUPLICATE NA NA NA NA
TRIP BLANK 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.5 ppb 0.5 ppb

TS.-4 01-12-94

SAMPLE BENZENE TOLUENE ETHYL- TOTAL
BENZENE XTLENES

I~ACKGROUND 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
15 MINUTES 0.3 ppb 0.45 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.63 PPB
30 MINUTES 0.3 ppb 0.36 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
45 MINUTES 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
C. OMPOSITE 0.3 ppb 0.4 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
DUPLICATE 0.3 ppb NA NA NA
TR~ BLANK 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.5 ppb 0.5 ppb

TS-5 01-13-94
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SAMPLE BENZENE TOLUENE ETHYL- TOTAL
BENZENE XYLENES

"15 M]NIY~S NA NA NA NA
30 ~S NA NA NA NA
45 MINUTES NA NA NA NA
COMPOSITE 0.3 ppb 0.33 ppb 0.3 ppb 0~6 ppb
DUPLICATE NA NA NA NA
TRIP BLANK 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.5 ppb 0.5 ppb

TS-6 01-13-9
SAMPLE BENZENE [ TOLUENE ETHYL- TOTAL

BENZENE X’YLENES

"SOURCE 0.’3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
15 MINUTES NA NA NA NA
30 M]NLrI~S NA NA NA NA
45 MINUTES NA NA NA NA
COMPOSITE 0.3 ppb 0.46 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
DUPLICATE NA NA NA NA

TS-7 01-1%94
SAMPLE BENZENE TOLUENE ETItYL- TOTAL

BENZENE X-YLENES

15 MINUTES O.3 ppb 0.31 ppb o.3 ppb o.6 ppb
30 iVfINUTES 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb O.6 ppb
45 MINUTES 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
COMPOSITE 0.3 ppb 0.31 ppb 0.3 ppb 0.6 ppb
DUPLICATE NA NA NA NA

TS-8 01-17-94

Tables 5.5, BTEX data from parking lot study ( Geomatrix 1994 ).

The authors of this paper concluded that for the constituents analyzed in this

report, median event mean concentrations ( EMCs ) in storm water runoff from normally

operated and maintained RGOs are no higher then those in runoff from commercial

parking lots. In all cases, the fuel related constituents from pump islands were either not

detected or below applicable Maximum Contaminant Levels ( MCLs ). These results

indicate that fueling activities at normally operated and maintained RGOs do not

contribute additional significant concentrations of measured constituents to storm water

runoff ( Geomatrix 1994, 13 ).
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6.0) SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS DURING WINTER 1997/1998

The main focus of this CSUF sampling study was to evaluate the effectiveness of

the S 11 Motor Fuel Concrete Area Interruptable Drainage requirement. In the sites

chosen there existed an underground clarifier or filter system that had a drain entry that

collected stormwater from the fuel dispension area and an exit usually to the gutter along

the street. The collected samples were analyzed for the presence of BTEX hydrocarbons.

6.1) Site Criteria

The following is a summary of the criteria used for my sampling sites.

¯ RGO was a modem high volume station located in Orange County California, built or

renovated after June 1 1996,

¯ KGO was equipped with all the currently required BMPs.

¯ RGO was equipped with a clarifer ( S 11 requirement ) with an inlet ( drain ) and an

outlet ( exit port ) that could be sampled., The use of an underground tank or car wash

system can not be utilized.

6.2) Qualifying Storm Event

Stormwater samples were collected and analyzed during as many storm events as

possible. I used forecast information from the National Weather Service and the various

radio and television news networks to plan my sampling trips. I also utilized the

meteorological services at the Orange County Public Facilities and Resources Department

ALERT stations to help forecast potential qualifying storm events. For the proposed study

plan a qualified storm event was defined as an event that:

¯ Produced a "significant stormwater discharge" ( a continuous discharge of stormwater

for approximately one hour or more ).

Was preceded by at least two working days of dry weather.
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6.3) SAMPLING METHOD

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the clarifiers which continually circulate

stormwater for the entire duration of the storm event, I used a time weighted composite

method. This method consisted of at least 4 sets and as many as 8 sets of manual samples

collected at 15 minute intervals. The first of the 4-8 sets were collected within the first 30

minutes of discharge from a qualifying storm event as defined in section 4.2. In certain

cases that samples could not be taken within the first 30 minutes, then sampling began

when a continuous discharge begins, provided that the reason(s) for the delay was

documented.This study plan includes a detailed account of each storm event sampled.

6.4) Sampling Procedure and Quality Control

When a candidate storm was forecast for the Orange County area, I went to the

site to be sampled and waited for the rain to start. When the rain began, I waited 30

minutes or until enough runoffwas flowing into the clarifier and out its exit port to the

street to sample. The sampling sites consisted of the following:

¯ Fuel Dispension Area: the area where the pumps are located. This is usually a concrete

region sometimes referred to as the island. It is usually that region that is covered by

the rain canopy.

¯ Parking lot: the area that is around the fuel dispension area. This is usually the

asphalt region and includes the driveways into the site and that lead to the fuel

dispension area.

¯ Drain: this is usually a barred grate in the ground where stormwater runoff is

channeled to. An underground pipe connects this drain to the ctarifier where the water

undergoes treatment before it is released to the street. This drain is usually located

on/or near the fuel dispension area.

¯ Exit Port: this is usually located on the street and is usually just a couple of holes
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in the curb where water that has been treated by the clarifier is released to the gutter.

I normally set up 2-5 sandbags in the gutter up gradient of the exit port in the

curb.This deflected the gutter flow away from the exit ports and allows a sample to be

taken without the possible contamination from other waters. During heavier storm

episodes, gutter flows became so large that sampling was impossible due to the high levels

of gutter flow. Indeed, in many storm events the exit ports were completely under

water.The sand and bags were discarded after each sampling episode to prevent the

possibility of cross contamination. I also used medical latex gloves and changed them after

each sample was taken to prevent the possibility of cross contamination. The drain that

was sampled was deep enough to totally submerge the 40 ml vial. Exit ports required a

slight tilt of the vial, but could usually be totally filled without having to add water

manually in some manner. When topping off of the vial was required, I used the cap as a

dip inside the port and filled the vial.

As samples were collec~ted at the site, they were placed in an ice chest and cooled

to 4 degrees C. The samples were collected in 40 ml amber vials with septum caps. The

vial was filled just to overflowing to ensure that there were no bubbles entrapped within

the collection vial. They were then transferred to the lab as soon as possible.The volatile

organic compounds were analyzed on a Sentex Scentograph Plus 2 gas chromatogragh

( GC ). This C_rC is owned and operated by the Orange County Public Facilities and

Resources Department. The GC is equipped with a purge and trap system, a micro argon

ionization detector ( MAID ) and a 30m VOCOL capillary column. A calibration standard

was run after every third sample to ensure that the instrument is operating properly. All

samples were also sent out to a certified laboratory.
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6.5) Data Analysis

The first sample taken was labeled Cd. This sample was taken from the drain that

collects stormwater runoff and allows it to enter the clarifier. The second sample taken

was labeled Cc. This sample was taken at the exit port and represented water that had

been treated by the clarifier and released to the street that eventually leads to the

stormwater collection system. Sample Cd was compared with sample Cc for a measurable

difference in the presence of BTEX constituents. I also took a background sample from

the clarifier drain before storm water began to flow in. This gave me an idea of what was

present in the clarifier before the storm event begins. This sample was labeled Cb and is a

background sample. I was also interested in what is present in the parking lot and took a

sample here at the beginning of each storm event and I took another sample when I was

finished sampling at each site. These samples were labeled Cp. The amount of rain the

sample sites received was measured by the County’s ALERT system. This system is made

up of 90 stations across the County. Each of sites that was sampled is located near at least

2 of these stations. Table 6.1 gives the locations, types and names of all Orange Countys

active ALERT stations.

6.6) Sampling Event 1 on March 25, 1998

I arrived at site A, ( see pages 28 -33 ) at 3.30 am during a light rain. Around 4

am I set up 3 new sand bags in the gutter to deflect flow away from outlet ports in the

curb. By 4.30 am enough stormwater runoff was present to begin sampling. During the

first hour enough stormwater was flowing to take 4 sets of samples with no problems. The

drain at this location was shallow and made it impossible to submerge my sample bottle.

tilted the sample bottle and filled it to about 80% full and let the water flowing in fill it the

rest of the by putting the bottle under the falling water. The exit port required that I tilt the

bottle in the hole and fill it about 80% full. I then use the cap as a bucket by Nling it in the

hole and pouring it slowly into the sample bottle.
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ACTIVE ALERT STATIONS
OPERATED BY OCEMA

Equip No~’~ West Elev Record
S~. No. StaSon Name Type ~ Longitude Feet Begins

201 Santiago Peak S 33~ 2-39 117-31-~9 5660 1982
203 Portola Park P 33-46-00 117-5~33 182 1991
205 Santiago Peak P 33-42~.~ 117-31-59 5660 1982
206 A[iso Creek @ Jeronimo W 33-37-.30 117-41-07 455 1983
207 El Toro P 3337-30 117-44-t4 455 1983
209 San Juan Guard P 33-35-19 117-30-54 660 1983
212 Oso Creek @ Crow~ Valley W 33-33-28 17"7-40-32 260 1983
213 Oso Creek @ Crow~ Valley P 3:3-33-28 177-40-32 260 1983
214 San Juan Creek W 33-29-30 117-39--43 75 1984
215 San Juan Capistrano P 33~29-30 117-39-43 75 1984
217 Lambert Rese~oir F 33-41-41 117-42-39 450 1989
219 Santa Ana Engineering P 33.45-04 117-52-11 170 1989
220 Villa Park Dam P 33-48-59 117-46-00 560 1983
221 V’,~la Pad~ Dam P, 33-48-59 117,-46430 560 19&3
223 Katella Yard P 33-4~I 1 117-52-,34 160 19~
225 Sant~go Creek, $~r~, Aria W ~ 117-52-54 120 1989
226 San~ago Creek, Santa Ana P 3:3-4~-09 117-52-54 120 1989
231 Lower Oso Creek W 33.32-34 117-40-33 220 1994
232 Lower Oso Creek P 33-32.-34 117.-40-33 220 1994
233 Modjeska Canyon P 33.-42-32 117.38--05 1260 1984
238 Westminster Channel @ Beach W 33-45-07 117-59-26 40 1989
239 Westminster Channel @ Beach P 33-45437 117-59-26 40 1989
240 M~ler Basin W 33-51 -~. 117-51473~ 220 1983
241 Miller Basin P 33-51-.53 117-51439 220 1983
244 Prado Dam Outflow W 33-53-00 117-38-39 460 19&3
245 Prado Dam P 33-53-00 117-38-39 460 1983
248 Coto De C,~za P 33-37..44 117-35-O0 730 1993
251 Oak Fl~t P 33.-48-46 117-38-19 2700 1983
252 E! Modena -I~ine @ M’~helle W 33-43-12 117-47-54 70 1989
253 El Modana - Irvine @ M’w.,helle P 33-43-12 117-47-54 70 1989
254 Brookhurst T’~le W 33-38-12 117-57-12 0 1992
256 Lower S#erado Canyon P 33-44-33 117439-28 1100 1984
258 Magno[B Tide W 33-38-30 117-58-10 7 1984
260 EGG-Wintersburg W 33-43-02 117-59-57 20 1983
261 Huddngton Beach P 33-43-02 117-59-57 20 1983
263 Corona Del Mar P 33-36-45 117-51-27 300 1984
2~5 Brea P 33.,55-19 11754-04 340 1983

’~Z67 Ptacentia Basin W 33-51-30 117-53-00 190 1984
270 Yorbe Park P 33-52430 117-46-11 300 1988
2.74 Ssr~d Car~ P 33.40-38 117-45-33 Z00 1989
277 Fullerton Creek P, 33.51-47 117-55-55 95 .1988
282 Peters Canyon Wash @ Barranca W 33-41-40 117-49-16 25 1 987
283 Peters Canyon Wash @ Barranca P 33-41..40 117-49-16 40 1987
287 Oceanview W 33-.43-12 117-55-54 43 1993
288 Oceanview P 33-43-12 117-55-54 43 1993
290 Raymond Basin W 3350-52 117-54-31 165 1988
292 Atameda Storm Ch. W 33-48-21 117-48-06 339 1969
293 Alameda Storm Ch. P 33-48-21 117.48--06 339 1989
294 Anaheim Agriculture P 33-49-12 117-54-48 148 1989
297 Upper Oso Creek P 33-39-13 117-39-21 420 1991
805 Riverside Rood Coatrol P 33-58-49 117-21-47 830 1983
810 G~lan H~s P 33-47-23 117.23-46 2040 1983
819 Chino Creek W 34430-43 117-43-47 715 1984
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Sta. No. Station Name Type Lat~ucle Longitude Feet Begins

820 Chino Creek P 3A-00-43 117.-43-47 715 1984
824 Cucamonga Creek W 3A-01-50 117-36-00 620 1964
825 C’ucamonga Creek. P 34-0~ -50 117-36-00 820 1984
828 San Antonio Dam P 34-09-23 11740-54 200~ 1985
832 Camp Angelus P 34-09-00 116-58-40 5780 1984
835 Mentone W 34-06-30 117-05-59 19~ 1985
636 Mentone P 34-06-30 117-05-59 1~50 1985
1100 Lacouaque P 33-30~33 117-37.55 141 ’1990
1105 Bolsa Chic~ Channe~ W 33-45-33 118-02-30 7 1990
1110 Santa Aria - Delhi Channel W 33-39-36 117-52-49 24 1989
1111 Sant=: Ana - Delhi Channel P 33-39-36 1t7-52-49 ~ 24 1989
1116 Anaheim - Barber Cit), W 33-45-16 118-02-04 7 1990
1117 Anaheim - Barber City P 33-45-16 118-02-04 20 1990
1119 Laguna Beach @ Woodland W 33-3,%11 117-46-26 67 1990
1120 Laguna Beach @ Woodland P 3333-21 1’[7-46-45 600 1990
1124 San Diego Crk. @ Campus W 33-39-20 117-50-42 10 1990
1125 San Diego Crk. @ Campus P 33-3.9.-20 117-50-42 20 1990
1130 Laguna Audubon      . P 33-36~34 117-4~-36 314 1990
1133 Laguna Audubon W 33-36-O4 11744-36 314 1992
1135 Santiago Creek @ E08 W 33-42-47 117-3847_ 1220 1993
1136 Santiago Creek @ E08 P 33-42-47 117-38-42 1220 , 1993
1140 Fuller’ton Airport P 33-52-23 1I 7-5~.24 95 1990
1141 Upper Aliso Creek P 33,38-20 117-40-12 560 1991
1145 Pico Retarding Basin-San Clemente P 33-24-32 117-35-10 250 1993
1150 Costa Mesa P ~3-40-07 117-53~L5 47 1990
1152 Laguna Nigue{ Park P 33-32-49 117-42-25 200 1991
1155 Segunda Desheca : P 33-26-10 117-35-30 85 1993
1160 FJ Cariso Guard Station P 33-37-30 117-24-42 2600 1990
1165 ¥orba Reservoir P 33-52-19 117-48-37 300 1990
1170 Upper Silverado Canyon P 33-44-50 117=32-3,4 2880 1990
1175 Garden Grove P 33-47.~Z~ 117-,.~-03 80 1990
1180 Gilbert Reteffdon Basin P 33-50-20 1!7-57-42 100 1990
1162 h~ne Lake Dam W 33-47-00 1’~7-43-34 820 1983
1167 LJpper East Garden Grove Wintersburg W 3347-10 117.54-03 120 1993
1188 Upper East Garden Grove Wintersburg P 33-47-10 117-54-03 120 1993
1190 Trabuco Creek at Camino Capo W 33-31.34 1’17..40-07 200 1983
1194 San Diego Creek @ Culver W 33-4~.54 11748-31 54 1990
1195 San Diego Creek @ Culver P 3340-54 11748-31 70 1990
8014 Seal Beach Pump StatJon P 3,3-44,30 118-07-00 5 1988
8018 Seal Beach Pump Station W 33-44-30 118-07-00 5 1988
8036 Cypress Pump Statiort P 33-49~7 118-03-32 30 1988
8041 Cypress Pump Station W 33-49-07 1~ 8-03-32 30 1988
8085 Huntington Beach Pump Station P 33--40-19 117-~59-00 5 1988
8089 Huntington Beach Pump Station W 33-4J3.19 117-59-00 5 1988
8110 Harbor at Edinger SAR Pump Station P 33-43-05 117-55-12 50 1992
8114 Harbor at Edinger SAR Pump Station W 33-43--05 117-55-12 50 1992
8132 Los Alamitos Pump Station P 33-45.24 118-45-43 7 1992
8136 Los Alamitos Pump Station W 33-45-24 118-4,5-43 7 1992

800 series stations are outside Orange County

P = Precipitation
W = Water Level
A = Anemometer - W~nd Velocity
S = Snow

Table 6.1. Orange Counties active ALERT stations.
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I observed many moving sheens of fuel at this station on many observations in the past

and this time I observed just as many on this trip alone. During the second hour rain was

starting to vary in its intensity. Enough water was still flowing to take 4 more sets of

samples. Sheens of fuel were still present in the gullies and surrounding parking lot areas.

Customer traffic has increased and I counted 37 vehicles this hour.This station had a

grading design that works well at keeping parking lot stormwater runoff.from moving on

to the fuel dispension area. I observed none during this event. The canopy did not totally

cover the fuel dispension area and even in this light consistent rain the west end of the fuel

dispension area was wet about 4 feet in and a small flow was moving down to the gully

that leads to the drain. The ears that were pulling up to refuel were bringing water on to

the fuel dispension area but it was not enough to create a flow down to the drain. This

station was designed in a way that water that reaches the fuel dispension area flows down

gradient to a gully that travels about a 100 feet across the parking lot and empties into the

draln. The drain therefore intercepts a lot of parking lot water and direct rainfall. The

consistent presence of observed moving sheens was a bit surprising even after 2.5 hours of

rain and I also noticed a strong turpentine and metallic smell from my hands and gloves. In

fact, even aider 48 hours in my garage the sand bags still had that strong smell. The results

of this sampling are presented in Table 6.2.
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LOCA~ON" SAMPLE        BENZENE TOLUENE ETI]Y~    XYLENE MTBE
BENZENE

Cb         BACKGROUND NA        NA’       NA        NA      NA
Cd          15MINUTES    NA        NA        NA        NA      NA
Cc          15MIN!_JTES    NA        NA        NA        NA      NA
Cd           301VffNUTES    NA         NA         NA         NA       NA
Cc           301VI12qUTES    NA         NA         NA         NA       NA
Cd          45M]NUTES    NA         NA         NA         NA       NA
Cc           45MINUTES    NA         NA         NA         NA       NA
Cd          60MINLrTES    NA        NA        NA        NA      NA
Cc          60MINUTES    NA        NA        NA        NA      NA
Cd           75MINUTES    NA         NA         NA         NA       NA
Cc           75MINUTES     NA         NA         NA         NA        NA
Cd            90MINIJTES     NA           NA          NA          NA        NA
Cc          90!Vl]NUTES    NA        NA        NA        NA       NA
Cd           105 MINUTES NA         NA         NA         NA       NA
Cc           105 MINUTES NA         NA         NA         NA        NA
Cd            120 MINIYrES    NA          NA          NA         NA        NA
Cc            120 !vflNUTES    NA          NA          NA          NA        NA

Table 6.2. VOC data results for sampling event 1 ( 3-25-98 ).

* Sample Analysis was performed 2 weeks beyond holdingperiod and results were
hindered by numerous malfuntions on test equipment.
NA: Not Analyised.

Table 6.3 presents the rain gauge data from the alert stations. This table shows the

amount of precipitation in days preceding the storm event and then the amount of

precipitation during the sampling session every 30 minutes.

STA. NO. 270 1165
DATATYPE PRECI[P PRECI~P
UNITS IN IN
03-22-98 0.00 0.00
03-23-98 0.00 0.00
03-24-98 0.00 0.00
03-25-98
0430 0.00 0.00
0500 0.04 0.04
0530 0.00 0.00
0600 0.04 0.04
0630 0.00 0.00
TOTAL 0.08 0.08

Table 6.3. Rainfall data for sampling event 1.
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Figure 6.4 shows the approximate locations of the two ALERT stations used in

Y LOS Whittier %. " ~ ~"

:Jl <~S-- ~m= ’        "--’ ~um g " Acres

~ Ro~oor Garden ~, Orange E, Mod..a

~idway , Santa N :’Tustinz

Figure 6.4. ~ap of active ~ERT stations used to monitor rain[~ll for site A,
Approximate location or site A is repr~e~ted by a red circle ~nd
locations of r~in gauge stations are represented by blue circles.
( Orange Coun~ ~ublic F~cilities & R~ources
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6.7) Sampling Event 2 on March 31, 1998

Arrived at the site B, ( see pages 34-40 ) at 4 pm during a light rain. At 6.45 pm I

took a sample from the drain before runoffbegins to trickJe in. Parking lot runoffin gully

was flowing enough to take a sample .The drain here was easy to sample, and it was deep

enough to totally submerge sample bottle. At the curb at the exit port, I tilted the sample

bottle in the exit port and filled it to about 80% and used the cap as a scoop inside the port

to fill the rest of the way.

Light rain turns to medium intensity rain and the outer 4-5 feet of the fuel

dispension area was wet enough on all 4 sides to start a trickle, flow moving toward the

gullies that lead to the drain. The edge of the canopy was dropping a lot of water on to the

edge of the fuel dispension area. I did observe moving sheens in the gullies until it got

dark. The lighting here made it very difficult to observe possible sheens at night. In fact,

the logo colors of this franchise that was painted on the canopy reflected in a manner that

they look like sheens on the wet surfaces. This station was by far the busiest one I have

been to. But I did not see as many sheens here as I did at site A. The strong metallic

turpentine smell was present here but, not near as strong as site A. The results of this

sampling are presented in Table 6.4.
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LOCATION SAMPLE BENZENE TOLUENE ETHYL- XYLENE MTB~
BENZENE

Cb BACKGROUND < 0.5 ppb < ~).5 ppl~ < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cd 15 MINUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb

Cd 30 MINUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0,5 ppb < 0,5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < I0 ppb
Cc 30 1VffNUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cd 45 MINUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 015 ppb < 0,5 ppb < I0 ppb
Cc 45 MINUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0,5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cd 60 MINUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0,5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cc 60 IVI:INUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cd 75 MINUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0,5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cc 75 MINUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < I0 ppb
Cd 90 MINUTES , < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cc 90 !VffNUT,b,;S < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cd 105 MINUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cc 105 lVlJNUI~ES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cd 120 MINUTES < 0:5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cc 120 IvmqUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cp 15 MINUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cp 120 MINUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb

Table 6.4. VOC data results for sampling event 2 3-13-98 ).

Table 6.6 presents the rain gauge data fi’om the alert stations. This table shows the amount

of precipitation in days preceding the storm event and then the amount of precipitation

during the sampling session every 30 minutes. Figure 6.5 shows the approximate

locations of the three ALERT stations used in Table 6.5.

STA, NO. 1188 294 223
DATATYPE PRECI:P PRECIP PRECI:P
UNITS IN IN IN
03 -29-98 0.00 0.00 0.00
03 -30-98 0.00 0.00 0.00
03-31-98
2100 ~ 0.12 0.08 0,08
2030 0.04 0.12 0.08
2000 0.12 0.04 0.08
1930 0.00 0.04 0.04
i900 0.12 0.20 0.20
1830 0.04 0.04 0.00
1800 0.00 0.04 0.00
TOTAL 0.44 0.56 0.48

Table 6.5. Rainfall data for sampling event 2.
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6.8) Sampling Event 3 on April 11, 1998.

I arrived at site B ( see pages 34-40 ) around 10.30 am. A light rain began to fall

around 10.45 am. I set up two sand bags at the curb to deflect offany possible gutter flow

from the exit port at the curb. At 11 am enough flow was moving from the parking lot

area to the gully that carries it to the street to take a sample ( Cp ). I also took my

background sample from the clarifier drain ( Cb ) before any ttow began to trickle in at I 1

am. By 11.15 am enough runoffwas trickling into the clarifier drain ( Cd ) and out of the

exit port at the street ( Cc ) to begin sampling. Rain is light but steady during the duration

of the storm event. But by 12 pm, rain had lightened up considerably and the storm was

starting to break up. Runoffflow started to decrease and by 12.30 pm was no longer

trickling into the clarifier drain. I took my second parking lot sample and let~. This was the

first time I had been able to sample or observe this station in the daylight hours. I have

observed more sheens of fuel moving throughout the propemy and most of which were

seen in both the parking lot and fuel dispension area gullies. I also observed sheens

flowing in the street gutter that did not appear to be originating from this stations

propertb,. I also did not smell that strong turpentine metallic odor that I had experienced at

other sites in my study. The results of this sampling are presented in Table 6.8.

LOCATION SAM]PLE BENZENE TOLUENE ETHYL- XYLENE MTBE
BENZENE

Cb BACKGROUND < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cd 15 MINUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cc 15 MINUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cd 30 MINUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cc 30 M]NUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cd 45 MINUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cc 45 MINLFFES o< 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cd 60 MINUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cc 60 MINLrFEs < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cd 75 lV[INUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cc 75 MINLFFES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < l0 ppb
Cp 15 M1NUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb <0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10ppb
Cp 75 MINIYrES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb

Table 6.6. VOC data results for sampling event 3 ( 4-11-98 ).
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Table 6.9 presents the rain gauge data from the.alert stations. This table shows the

amount of precipitation in days preceding the storm event and then the amount of

precipitation during the sampling session every 30 minutes. Figure 6.5 shows the

approximate locations of the three ALERT stations used in Table 6.7.

STA. NO. 1188 294 223
DATATYPE PREC~ PREC~ PRECIP
UNITS IN IN IN
04-07-98 0.00 0.00 0.00
04-08-98 0.00 0.00 0.00
04-09-98 0.00 0.00 0.00
04-10-98 0.00 0.00 0.00
04-11-98
1400 0.04 0.00 0.00
1330 0.00 0.00 0.00
1300 0.00 0.04 0.00
1230 0.00 0.00 0.00
1200 0.00 0.04 0.04
1130 0.04 0.00 0.04
1100 0..00 0.00 0.00
TOTAL ~J,08 0.08 0.08

Table 6.7. Rainfall data for sampling event :3.

6.9) Sampling Event 4 on May 12, 1998

I arrived at the site B ( see pages 34-40 ) at 2 pm during a light rain. At 2.15 pm I

took a sample from the drain ( Cb ) before runoffbegan to trickle in. Parking lot runoffin

gully was flowing enough to take a sample ( Cp ).The drain here was easy to sample

( Cd ), and it was deep enough to totally submerge sample bottle. But, this time I allowed

the bottle to fill by collecting water that was flowing downward into the drain. This storm

was stronger than the previous two I had sampled here and water is cascading down into

the drain for the entire sampling event. At the curb at the exit port ( Cc ). I tilted the

sample bottle in the exit port and filled it to about 80% and used the cap as a scoop inside
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the port to fill to the top. This time it took 3 sand bags to deflect the gutter flow enough

to avoid contamination.

Light rain turned to medium intensity rain and the outer 4-5 feet of the fuel

dispension area was wet enough on all 4 sides to start a trickle flow moving toward the

gullies that lead to the drain. This storm had strong winds-associated with its rainfall and

at times was blowing rainfall on to the pumps. I had also noticed that flow from the fuel

dispension area was flowing into the gullies that channels stormwater to the street.The

edge of the canopy is dropping a lot of water on to the edge of the fuel dispension area. I

did observe moving sheens in the gullies during the entire event.This ’station was still by

far the busiest one I have been to. But I did not see as many sheens here as I did at site A.

The strong metallic turpentine smell was present here but, not as strong as site A. The

results of this sampling are presented in Table 6.8.

LOCATION SAMPLE BENZENE TOLUENE ETHYL- XYLENE MTBE
BENZENE

Cb BACKGROUND < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cd 15 MINUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cc 15 lvflNUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb

Cd 30 MINUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cc 30 MINUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cd 45 NgNLrI’ES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cc 45 MINUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cd 60 MINUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cc 60 lVflNUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cd 75 MINUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cc 75 MINI_rrES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cd 90 MINUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cc 90 MINUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cp 15 MINUTES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb
Cp 90 MINIYFES < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 0.5 ppb < 10 ppb

Table 6-8. VOC sampling results for sampling event 4.
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Table 6.9 presents the rain gauge data from the alert stations. This table shows the

amount of precipitation in days preceding the storm event and then the amount of

precipitation during the sampling session every 30 minutes. Figure 6.5 shows the

approximate locations of the three ALERT stations used in Table 6.9.

STA. NO. 1188 294 223
DATATYPE PREC~ PRECIP PREC~
UNITS IN, IN IN
05-07-98 0.00 0.00 0.00
05-08-98 0.00 0.00 0.00
05-09-98 0.00 0.00 0.00
05-10-98 0.0’0 0.00 0.00

, .05-i 1-98 0.00 0.00 0.00
05-12-98
1600 0.00 0.00 0.00
1530 0.16 0.08 0.24
1500 0.20 0.12 0.08
1430 0.00 0.04 0.04
1400 0.00 0.00 0.00
TOTAL 0.36 0.24 0.36

Table 6-9. Rainfall data for sampling event 4.
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6.10) Discussion

All my samples taken from the drain to the clarifiers were less then 0.5 ppb and all

the samples from the exit port were less then 0.5 ppb, well below applicable Maximum

Contaminant Levels ( MCLs ). This would indicate either the clarifier was not working

properly or the BTEX levels were below the clarifiers capacity to separate them out.The

samples were taken from a modem Retail Gasoline Outlet built in the current year (1998)

and subject to all the current Best Management Practices. Furthermore I took samples

from a separate location in the stations parking lot before and atler each sampling event

and those samples were also less then 0.5 ppb, well below applicable MCLs. The constant

presence of visible gasoline sheens from the fuel dispension area and parking lot area were

suspect, but the data indicates that there was no measurable difference between the two

and more importantly, both were well below applicable MCLs.
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7) CONCLUSIONS

I have spent the last 8 months studying articles, books, interact sites, and other

studies done on stormwater runoff and petroleum hydrocarbons. I have also visited

numerous Retail Gasoline Outlets during storm events ranging from mild to extreme.I

have carefully observed stormwat.er movement and how the structural Best Management

Practices perform in the field under real world conditions. I have conducted my own

sampling on three separate occasions and had those samples tested at a certified lab for the

presence of BTEX hydrocarbons. My literature review focused on studies done on the

presence of petroleum hydrocarbons taken from various locations such as channels, rivers,

streams from many cities across the U.S and the common consensus is that BTEX

hydrocarbons are almost always present in samples, but they are usually in low

concentration levels. Here in Orange County, California the Orange County Water District

operates one of the most modem and admired systems in the world. This region is also

one of the most heavily developed urban, industrial, commercial, and automobile

dependent regions in the country. A system of monitoring wells provides data on the

regions water quality year round and other water agencies perform similar monitoring.

BTEX hydrocarbons have been found in high concentration levels in shallow aquifers here

but, the deeper primary drinking water aquifers are well below applicable MCLs.The main

reason for this is BTEXs affinity to biodegradion. My studies have indicated that most of

the data still points toward leaking underground fuel tanks as the primary source of this

contamination. The one possible exception could be the gasoline additive MTBE. It has

begun to rise in concentration levels in various locations throughout California, but

because MTBEs use is somewhat new to the region, there is not much data on its presence

and has stirred new debate about its routes of entry to the regions surface and subsurface

waters.

My study of the structural BMPs required for all new and renovated gas stations,

brings me to the conclusion that the best way to keep spilled gasoline out of the

stormwater system is to keep the spilled fuel from being carded from the fuel dispension

area to the surrounding parking area where it can then enter the stormwater system. This
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means either intercepting and treating stormwater runoff as it leaves the fuel dispension

-area with a clarifier ( S 11 Requirement ) or minimizing the amount of stormwater that gets

onto the fuel dispension area or both. All the stations used in this study employed the

"both" scenario. My observations of the use of a claffier at my five stations yielded the

following:

1 ) The stations I studied all used a different type of system. I never got any

designs, prints, or specifics about the clarifier systems used but I carefully inspected all

five sites and found only one clar~fier system that seemed to mechanically treat for BTEX

hydrocarbons ( see page 49 ). Two stations used a system that appears as a collection pit

with a two inch plastic pipe leading from the side of the pit and then underground across

to the curb where it releases water at the street ( see pages 39 & 40 ). Another station

used an underground 550 gallon holding tank ( see page 46 ).

2) The locations ofth~ drains were an important part of the system. When the

drain is located outside the protective cover of the canopy such as sites A and E, they

overflow. When the drain is located on the edge of the fuel dispension area or connected

with gullies, excess water accumulated in them as well, sites B and D.

3) When excess stormwater from unnecessary sources such as gullies, direct

rainfall, and parking lot runoff reached the drain a dilution effect occurs. The only drain

location that I felt minimized all sources of possible unnecessary stormwater entry was

site C ( see page 43 ).

4) Another problem I obse~-ved was a lack of clarifier maintenance. I visited site E

in early November of 1997 and the tank was full and overflowing to the street. I visited it

again three more times in the next three months and it was still full. I also observed site B

from the first day it opened. During the first storm event I observed in January, I placed a

penny in the debris trap. I sampled the station for the last time in May and the penny was

still there.

I believe it would be better to improve upon the use of structural BMPS such as an

enlarged canopy with sharp edges that extends at least five feet over the fuel dispension

area on all four sides. Grading that effectively keeps any parking lot runofffrom flowing
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on to the fuel dispension area. The need for a clarifier could then be more affectivly

studied.

In the Sampling portion of my study (chapter 6 ) the drain and the exit port of the

clarifier were sampled for the presence of BTEX hydrocarbons. I also took a sample from

the surrounding parking lot area. When the samples were-tested the data showed that

there was no measurable differences between all three sampled areas. All were less then

0.5 ppb for BTEX and 10 ppb for MTBE. Furthermore, all these samples were well below

applicable MCLs. These conclusionsalso reflex similar conclusions from a previous study

in the region where stormwater samples were collected and analyzed’from retail gasoline

stations and compared with commercial parking lots ( chapter 5 ).

I believe there is one other important comment in regards to the lack of a

measurable difference in BTEX hydrocarbons from the drain and the exit port of the

clariIier. For sampling events 2, 3, and 4 of this study. The stormwater entering the drain

to the clarifier received direct rainfall and drippings from the edges of the canopy. This

could have had a dilution effect on the fuel dispension area runoff entering the drain and

been partially responsible for the less then 0.5 ppb readings fi-om the analysis. The same

0.5 ppb readings at the exit port were probably well below what the clarifier was capable

of treating. The parking lot sample was taken well away from the fuel dispension area, but

may have been affected by direct rainfall as well.

Related subjects for further study:

The effectiveness of non structural Best Management Practices: this study

focused on evaluating the effectiveness of structural Best Management Practices and

sampling for the presence of petroleum hydrocarbons by utilizing the stations clafifier

system ( S 11 requirement ). See appendix C for a list of currently required structural Best

Management Practices and appendix B for a list of currently required non structural Best

Management Practices.

The first flush effect: the wet season for the Orange County California region was

accompanied by one of the strongest E1 Nino events in recent history. Areas of Orange

County received an average rainfall of approximately 30 inches. My sampling did not
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begin until March of 1998 This was well into the rainy season for this region. The

extended forecast for the next season in Orange County is for a possible La Nina effect

( the opposite of an El Nino effect ). A sampling of the first storm event of the next rainy

season and a few of the following stormevents may yield different results than the results I

got by sampling the late season storm events.
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APPENDIX A

Definitions ( pursuant to RGOs )

1) "County" shall mean the County of Orange, California.

2) "Co-Permit-tee" shall mean the County, the Orange County Flood Control District, and

all the municipalities within Orange County which are responsible for compliance with the

terms of the NPDES permit.

3) "DAMP" shall mean the Orange County Drainage Area Management Plan, as the same

may be amended fi-om time to time.

4) "Development Project Guidance" shall mean Damp Chapter 7 and the Appendix there

to, entitled Best Management Practices (BMPs) for new development including non-

residential construction projects and all subsequent amendments thereto. This includes all

Retail Gasoline Outlets.

5) "Discharge" shall mean any release, spill, leak, pump, flow, escape, leaching

(including subsurface migration or deposition to groundwater), dumping or disposal of

any liquid, semi-solid or solid substance.

6) "pollutant" shall mean any liquid, solid, or semi solid substance or combination thereof,

included and not limited to:

a) Artificial materials (such as floatable plastics, wood products or metal shavings, trash

and paper wastes.

b) Petroleum and related hydrocarbons (such as fuels, lubricants, surfactants, waste oils,

solvents, coolants and grease.

c) Metals and non-metal compounds (such as lead, cadmium, zinc, copper, chromium and

nickel) with characteristics which cause an adverse effect on living organisms.

d) Substances having a ph less then 6.5 or greatei- then 8.6, or unusual coloration,

turbidity or odor.
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7) "Renovation" shall mean the rehabilitation or reconstruction of a retail structure, for

which either a discretionary land use approval, grading permit, building permit or non-

residential plumbing permit is required.

8) "Storm Water Drainage System" shall mean street gutter, channel, storm drain,

constructed drain, lined diversion structure, wash area, inlet, outlet to other facility, which

is a part of a tributary to the county-wide stormwater runoff system and owned, operated,

maintained or controlled by the County of Orange, the Orange County Flood Control

District or any Co-Permittee City, and used for the purpose of collecting, storing,

transporting, or disposing of stormwater ( Office of County Council Orange County,

Article 1 ).
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APPENDIX B

Required Non-Structural BMPs for RGOs

N2. Activity Restrictions: If a Property Owners Association ( POA ) is formed,

conditions, covenants, and restrictions shall be prepared by the developer for the purpose

of surface water quality protection. Alternatively, use restrictions may be developed by a

building operator through lease terms, ect.

N4. BM~ Maintenance: Identification of responsibility for implementation of each non

structural BMP and scheduled cleaning of all BMP structural facilities.

N5. Title 22 CCR Compliance: Compliance with Title 22 of the California Code of

Regulations and relevant sections of the California Health and Safety Code regarding

hazardous waste management, to be enforced by County Environmental Health on behalf

of the State.

N6. Local Industrial Permit Compliance: Provides for clean storm water discharge from

fuel dispensing areas, and requires permission to discharge industrial waste to public

properties.

N7. SpiLl Contingency Plan: Prepared by building operator for use by specific types of

building or suite occupancies ( County Environmental Health has provided a list to the

County Plan Check, as an example ), and which mandates stockpiling of cleanup materials,

notification of responsible agencies, disposal of cleanup materials, documentation, ect. An

Accident Spill Plan is needed for restaurants, warehouses or grocery stores.

NS. Underground Storage Tank Compliance: Compliance with State regulations dealing

with underground storage tanks, enforced by County Environmental Health on behalf of

the State.

N9. Hazardous Materials Disclosure Compliance: Compliance with County and

comparable City ordinances typically enforced by respective fire protection agency.

N10. Uniform Fire Code Implementation: Compliance with Article 80 of the Uniform Fire

Code enforced by fire protection agency.
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N 11. Common Area Litter Control: For development with POAs, the POA will be

required to implement trash management and litter control procedures in the common

areas aimed at reducing pollution of drainage water. The Associations may contract with

¯ ] their landscape maintenance firms to provide this service during regularly scheduled

maintenance, which should consist of litter patrol, emptying of trash receptacles in

common areas, and noting trash disposa! violations by homeowners or businesses and

reporting the violations to the association for investigation.

N12. Employee Training: Education program ( see N1 ) as it would apply to future

employees of individual businesses. Developer either prepares manuals for initial

purchasers of business site or for development that is constructed for an unspecified use

makes commitment on halfofPOA to prepare.

N14. Common Area Catch Basin Inspection: For developments with POAs and privately

maintained drainage systems, require the association to have privately owned catch basins

inspected and, if’necessary, cleaned prior to the storm system, no later then October 15th

each year.

N 15. Street Sweeping Private Streets and Parking Lots: For developments with POAs and

privately streets and par-king lots, require the streets and parking lots be swept prior to the

storm season, no later than October 15th each year. Also applicable to developments with

no POAs.
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APPENDIX C

Required Routine Structural BMPs for RGOs.

$6. Trash Container ( Dumpster ) Areas: Trash container (dumpster) areas to have

drainage from adjoining roofs and pavements diverted around the areas, and:

A. For trash container associated with fuel dispensing, vehicle repair/maintenance, and

industry, such areas are to be roofed over or drained to a water quality inlet

( see S 16 ), engineered infiltration/filtration system, or equally effective alternative.

B. For trash container areas associated with restaurants and warehouse/grocery operations

such areas are to be screened or walled to prevent off site transport of trash.

$9. Motor Fuel Dispensing Area Canopy: Areas used for fuel dispensing shall be paved

with concrete ( no use of asphalt ). Concrete surfacing to extend 6.5 feet from the comer

of each fuel dispenser in any direction. This distance may be reduced to or the maximum

length that the fuel dispensing hose and nozzle assembly may be operated in any direction

plus one foot. In addition, the rue! dispensing area shall be graded and constructed so as to

prevent drainage flow either throu~mh or from the fuel dispensing area

( also see S 11 ).

S 10. Motor Fuel Dispensing Area Canopy: All motor fuel concrete dispensing areas are to

have a canopy structure for weather protection, extending over the motor fuel concrete

fuel dispensing area as defined in No. 9.

S 11. Motor Fuel Concrete Dispensing Area Interruptable: Drainage: The concrete motor

fuel dispensing area will be graded and constructed so as to drain to an underground

clafifier/sump/tank equipped with a shut offvalve that can stop the further draining or

stormwater or spilled material there from into the street or storm drain system. Spills will

be immediately cleaned up according to spill contingency plan.

S13. Catch Basin Stenciling: Phrase ’~No Dumping Drains To Ocean", to be stenciled on

catch basins to avert the public to the destination Of pollutants discharged into stormwater.
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S 16. Water Quality Inlets: Water Quality inlets designed to remove flee phase liquid

petroleum compounds, grease, floatable debris, and settleable solids can be used in the

following applications: $6, S8, S14.

( Orange County N’PDES Clean Stormwater Program )
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~CONCENTRATIONS OF SEL’ECTED"CONSTI~N~g IN, R :.I3NOFF FROM
IMPERVIOUS SURFACES IN FOUR URBAN CATCHMENTS OF DIFFERENT

q%AND USE

Florence I. Rabanal and Thomas J. Grizzard
Occoquan Watershed Monitoring Laboratory

Virginia Tech Department of Civil Engineering
Manassas, Virginia 22110

ABSTRACT

Urban stormwater has been identified as a major contributor of various pollutants to the
surface waters of the nation. Recent efforts to determine the sources of these pollutants
have included investigations into the effects of land use on stormwater quality,
particularly in runoff from impervious surfaces. A fifteen month field study of urban
storrnwater runoff was begun in September, 1992 in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan
area, with the primary objective of investigating the nature of urban runoff from
impervious surfaces in different urban land uses. Four small catchments, including an
office parking area, a commercial fueling station, a fast food restaurant parking lot, and
a single family residential street were included in the study. Passive runoff sampling
equipment was used to collect flow-composited stormwater samples for a total of 123
events. Stormwater runoff samples were analyzed for 17 constituents, including nutrients,
aggregate organic materials, and trace metals. Samples were characterized in terms of
event mean concentrations (~cs) Where possible, v.ncs were compared to data from
the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program.

INTRODUCTION

In the United States, studies of the significance of urban stormwater runoff have been
included in efforts to improve water quality for over two decades. The most ~idely cited
of these was undertaken nearly twenty years ago when the Environmental Protection
Agency (Eva) established the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program NXJRP (EVA, 1983).
During the 5 year study, runoff data from 29 different cities and 2300 storm runoff events
was compiled and analyzed. A comprehensive national study of similar magnitude has
not been performed since NURP. However, stormwater runoff, associated water quality
lmpacts,)nd monitoring needs continue to be studied and identified.
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This paper describes an 18 month study which began in September, 1992 in the
Washington Metropolitan area. Four field monitoring stations were constructed and
installed to collect flow-weighted stormwater runoff samples from urban catchments of
different land uses. A total of 123 events were sampled and analyzed for selected
constituents.

STUDY METHODS.

All four monitoring stations were constructed in catchments located within a 16 krn radius
of the Capitol Building in Washington, D.C., and were located either in the District of
Cokmabia or the nearby Maryland suburbs. The catchments were selected so that all of
the drainage area consisted of impervious surfaces. In addition, the catchments were
chosen to represent different land use types, including a daily parldng lot, a gasoline
station fueling pad, a residential street, and a fast-food chain restaurant parking lot.

Station I-IL10rhe field site for HLlg, as located on the grounds of the United States
(U.S.) National Arboretum in the northeast quadrant of the District of Columbia The
monitored portion of the staff parldng lot drained 1300 square meters (m’), and was
constructed primarily of bituminous concrete with a portland cement concrete curb and
gutter. The surrounding area was lightly wooded with a variety of ornamental shrubs.

Station I-tL20Station HL20 was located at a gasoline station near U.S. Route 1 in Laurel,        ::.....:.:....~.
Maryland. The 883 m2. catchment consisted of a fueling area canopy, convenience store
roof, portland cement concrete fueling pads, and bituminous concrete driveways.

Station BL30 The field site for station HL30 consisted of a block of residential street
located in northeast Washington, D.C.. A stable residential neighborhood and elementary
school surrounded the 650 m2 drainage area. The slope was approximately 15%, with
bitutninous concrete paving and portland cement concrete curb and gutter.

Station HL40. Station I-L40 received storrnwater runoff from a fast food chain restaurant
parking lot located in Takoma Park, Maryland. The site drainage area was 502 rn2,
consisted of a bituminous concrete surface, and included a solid waste storage and pickup
area. The slope of the parkilzg area was fo-and to be approximately 10 percent.

Monitoring Station Design and Installation. Each station was designed to
accommodate a 0.15 m type-H flume mated to a Model N-1 Coshocton Wheel (USDA,
1979) fitted with a multi-slot splitting device, which provided a runoff collection volume
of l!lOOOth of the generated flow. The sample thus collected during a runoff event was
continuously composited and flow-weighted, thereby taking on the constituent
concentration characteristics of the entire storm flow. The analytical results of such a
sample may then be expressed as Event Mean Concentrations (EMCs) for the constituents
of interest. The EMC, or some other statistic from a distribution of observed  MCS, are
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taken as basic descriptors of urban stormwater runoff, and are commonly employed in
comparisons of storm~vater characteristics between sites. Roth tipping bucket and wedge
rain gages were used for measurements of total catchment precipitation for each event.

Sample Collection. Staff monitored National Weather Service (mqs) radio reports to
determine the probability of a suitable storm event. If a storm was likely to occur, the
sites were prepared for sampling. After a storm event, runoff samples were collected and
transported to the laboratory for further analysis.

Analytical Program and Methods. Collected samples were analyzed for 17 constituents,
using commonly accepted methods (AVm~., 1992; ~.PA, 1983 & 1986). All analyses were
conducted in accordance with a formal quality assurance program, including where
appropriate, the following activities:

¯ Instrument calibration curve           ¯ Matrix spike to measure .recovery
. Duplicate analysis to assess precision ¯ Field and trip blank analysis

Statistical Analysis. In order to determine the similarities and/or differences in
characteristics of runoff from the impervious surfaces in the monitored catchments, a non-
parametric statistical method was employed. Nonparametric, or distribution free, methods
are commonly used in the analysis of data from populations which are not normally
distributed, or whose underlying distributions are simply unkown. It is commonly found

~7 that rainfall-runoff datasets are not normally distributed, and further, that nonpoint
pollution export characteristics that arise from catchment response to rainfall inputs are
similarly non-normal. For this reason, the Kruskal-Wallis test for differences between
sample statistics drawn from multiple was performed on each constituent data sets (Sokal
and Rohlf, 1969). The null hypothesis, Ho, for this current study was that no significant
difference existed between constituent ~.gcs in stormwater runoff from the impervious
surfaces sampled.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

~.i,~c,q were determined for each constituent and used in the determination of summary
statistics, including minimum (MIN), maximum (MAX), and median (z~mD), which are
shown in Table 1. The results from the Kruskal-Wallis test have also been presented in
Table 1. Where the null hypothesis was rejected, the table block corresponding to the
appropriate constituent abbreviations has been highlighted, indicating that at the 0.05
significance level, at least one of the runoff ~.v~c populations was different from the
others. Comparisons of observed E~te statistics to those reported in the NLrR~ dataset
(~pA, 1983) for residential, commercial, and mixed Urban land uses have been presented
in the discussion where appropriate.
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In general, the analytical and statistical results for all stations were thought to have been
greatly influenced by site physical characteristics. Each station appeared to have distinct
physical features that influenced the incident rainfall volume and intensity, thereby
affecting the ultimate constituent concentrations. For example, tree foliage surrounding            :
HL10 while not affecting total rainfall, reduced its impact energy by interception.
Similarly, the fueling canopy at HL20 was found to reduce rainfall impact energy, and
also to direct flow to a limited portion of the overall catclunent surface.

The physical site characteristics thought to influence runoff flow rates at HL30 and HL40
were somewhat different than the previous station pair HL10 and h120) The catchment
drainage areas for h130 and HL40 displayed relatively steep slopes, of 9% and 10%
respectively. It is likely that this caused higher runoff ve!oticities, and the resulting
increase in kinetic energy was sufficient to detach and suspend more particulate matter.

Sediment and Turbidity. As may be seen by the distribution of summary values in
Table 1, turbidity and ~ss ~.MCs were generally low. The median turbidity ~cs ranged
from 4,0 NIU at HIJ0 to 13.0 NTU at HL30 The TSS median EMCS displayed a similar
trend, with the lowest observed at HLI0 (I.0 mgiL) and the highest at HL30 (43 rag/L).

Comparisons of TSS EMCSto thos~om NURP EPA     1983)are shown inFigure 1,and it
may be seen that the current study values were much lower. In interpreting this, it must
be remembered that Nuru, catchments generally contained both pervious and impervious
surfaces, whereas the current study surfaces were completely impervious.

Nutrients. As shown in Table 1, median ~c values for o~, were generally low at all
four stations, ranging from 0.03 to 0.06 m~L. The site with the lowest vehicular activity
and lowest slope exhibited the lowest ~ ~c (0.05 mj/l~hile t:he remain~.n~" t:hree
stations had me values ranging from 0.15 to 0.37 mg/L.

Median ~r~,.÷-~ ~,~cs ranged frora 0.03 mg/L at HL20 to 0.28 mgiL at I-ILl0 The
corresponding values for TKN were substantially higher, with the lowest at I-ILl0 (0.72
rag/L), and the greatest at HL30 (2.24 mg/L). Stations HL10 and HL20 had lower values
of median ~ ~c, but conversely, also displayed higher values of median ox-N

Compar±sons of the ~ median ~.~cs to ~ values showed mixed results, .with stations
I-IL30 and ~ comparing well with the residential and mixed land use ~vm’ ~.~a, 1983)
characterizations, respectively, as illustrated in Figure 2. The median ~c ~ values for
HL10 and HL20 were lower than those reported from N~rP, P. The higher concentrations
observed at HL30 and HL40 were thought to be due to a combination of steep slopes and
also were affected by detergent washing practices on the lot at HL40

It should be noted that "l~ median ~.~cs from the current study, with the exception of
HL10 al:t exceeded the ~.~a water quality criterion of 0.05 mg/L (1986)for the prevention
of nuisance plant growth in streams and flowing waters.
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comparisons of nitrogen median Be values to those from NURP (EP~, 1983) were limited
to ~ and ox-~, as shoxna in Figures 3 and 4. As shown in Figure 3, median TI<N Me
values for the current study were slightly higher than those reported from NUR~ for the
residential catchment (rm30), and for the fast food parking lot (mAO) when compared to
the NUR_P commercial site data. Roth the HL10 and tin20 TKN F.MCS were lower than any
of the reported Nt~ values. The median J7MCS at m,30 and m,40 were at sufficiently high
concentrations to possibly contribute some si~nificant nitrogenous oxygen demand ~No~)
in ultimate receiving waters.

Aggregate Organic Matter. Results from measurements of organic matter are presented
in Table 1, and may be seen to display differing trends with respect to the median ~.wcs
The highest median v.wc.~ for COD ’were observed at HL20 (55.3 ra!!L) and ltL30 (53.2
mg/k). The highest median ~cs for TOC and DOC were observed at HL30 and I-IL40.
Finally, the highest median ~.l~cs for oil and grease were observed at m,20 and HL40.

The observed differences in occurrence of the highest median Hc values for aggregate
organic measurements were thought to be largely due to analytical methods and site
physical characteristics. Generally, the ~c values for all aggregate organic
measurements from HL10 were lower than those from the other stations, and this may be
largely explained by the low slope and the relatively low vehicular density. COD and
organic carbon v.Mc values Were quite similar at the remaining three stations. When the
oil and grease measurement was used to estimate organic strength, however, a somewhat
different comparison emerged. "Stations I-m20 and I-IL40 were observed to have ~c
values substantially above those for HL1Oand HL30. This was very likely due to the

:-., presence of higher concentrations of petroleum hydrocarbons in the runoff from the
¯ gasoline station; arid of oils and gr~ases:from;food preparation in the runoff from the solid

waste handling area of the fast food parking lot. In addition, at the latter site, the parking
lot was periodically cleaned with a high pressure water flow, which probably moved
organic matter downstope and into closer proximity to the stormwater drain.

Limited organic measurements in the ~ (v.v!~, 1983) database made it possible to only
conduct a comparison of Be values for co~, as shown in Figure 5. In general, the
median eo~ ~.l~es for the current study were less than those reported for ~ for all land
use types. This may be due to the previously mentioned differences in catchment types.
In the current study, the catchments were .completely impervious, while the NURe
catchments contained both percious and impervious areas. It may, therefore, be
speculatedthatsomeoftheobserved COD concentrations in the NL~ database were due
to organic matter originating from the pervious portion of the catchment.

A general depiction of the organic strength of the stormwater was provided by the current
study results. In order to obtain a better assessment of the potential impact on the oxygen
resources of a receiving water body, it would be necessary to have some degradation rate
measurements. It should be noted, however, that all the coy v.Nc~ were ±n a range that

would be of some legitimate concern with respect ~o anticipated oxygen depletion.
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Trace Metals. The extractable cadmium (Cd) dataset was highly censored, with more
than half of the values at all sites were found to lie below the method quantitation limit
(0r.) of 1.0 0,g/L. Because of this, the median station ~.~!cs for the cadmium analyses

presented in Table 1 may be seen to not only be identical, but also equal to the Or..
presence of cadmium in stormwater runoff is generally thought to be related to industrial
activities, and the low level of such activity in the subject catchments may partially
explain the low observed ~.~ics for cadmium.

The highest median ~c value for chromium was computed at m~,0 (9.65 ug/L), and the
lowest at I-ILl0 (2.3 ~g/L). The greater vehicular traffic density and associated brake
wear probably contributed to the higher values observed at I-IL20. None of the median
v.Mc values exceeded either the chronic or acute fresh~vater criteria (~.PA, -1986).

The highest median Me for copper was fbund at IJL30 (18.1 lxg/L), and the lowest at
I-ILl0 (4 ~g/L). The computed median EMCS at all stations either closely approached or
exceeded the freshwater chronic exposure criterion. The median EMCS at Hr,20, 8L30, and
8L40 also exceeded the acute exposure criterion for copper (~.PA, 1986). Because the area
has little industrial activity, it may be speculated that the principal sources of copper in
runoff from the stations monitored were related to vehicle operation.

Lead concentrations in urban stormwater have been historically associated with fossil fuel
combustion (space heating and internal combustion engines), tire wear, and lubricating
oils and greases. As would have been expected from knowledge of the vehicular
associations of the potential sources, the highest median ~.Mcs for lead were observed at
~tations HL20 (14.0 Ixg/L) and tin30 (14.8 Ixg/L,). At m20, the sources may be logically        ..,..-.:..-.%
attributed to high traffic densities, and concentrated sources. At HL30, however, the
higher ~.vlcs may have been related to more effective removal of particulates in runoff
from the higher slopes. The lowest value, which was observed at t-tL10 (5.4 p.g/L), was
consistent with the low site slope and vehicular traffic When compared with the
freshwater chronic and acute water quality criteria, the median lead ~c values exceeded
the former at all stations, and approached the latter at ttL20 and I-IL30 (~.~, 1983).

The high median Me values of zinc (Zn) shown in Table 1 illustrate the ubiquity of the
metal in the environment. The greatest value was observed at HL30 (212 p,g/L), and the
lowest at I-ILl0 (79 nag/L). Given that zinc concentrations in stormwater have also been
related to vehicular activities, it was surprising that the highest value was not observed
at HI220 (159 ptg/L), where traffic flow and activity was greatest. It was probable that the
slightly larger value observed at I-IL30 was again an artifact of high catchment slope, and
not land use. The median ~¢ values for zinc were less than the chronic water quality
criterion at HL10, and exceeded both the chronic and acute water quality criteria at HL20,
ttL30, and I-IL40 (~.P~, 1986).

Comparisons of fl~e current study median ~.~¢s to those from ~ have been presented
in Figures 6,7, and 8 for the trace metals copper, lead, and zinc, respectively. In general,
the median ~c values reported for copper and lead in the current study were-
significantly less than those reported by NURP. In the case of lead, this is explained by
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the almost complete transition to unleaded fuels in the years since NURP. The reasons for
the lower observed copper concentrations are less clear. In the case of zinc, the median
EMC values for the current study were observed to be comparable to those reported in
NURP, with the possible exception of I-ILl0, which displayed zinc EMC values that were
substantially lower than those in the NuRp data (ERA, 1983).

SUMMARY

Physical site characteristics played a key role in determining the runoff quantity and EMCs
of the constituents monitored. Because of the dramatic slope differences between
catchments, it was often difficult to isolate the effects of land use on constituent EMCs

Stormwater runoff EMCs from the impervious urban surfaces monitored were compared
to those reported from N.IRP (EPA, 1983) and the following general observations made:

Suspended sediment EMCS were generally lower than those previously reported in
the r,a.rp~ database. This was speculated to be related to influences of detached
material from pervious surfaces in the NURP catchments.

With the eXCeptiOn Of the IOW aCtiVityflOW slope she at HLIO, TP EM-OS from this
study had similar ranges to those reported from similar land uses in NURf. A11 TP
EMCS were at concentrations above those desired in free flowing receiving waters.

EMC.S for nitrogen forms in the current study were similar to those reported in the
NURP data. Reduced nitrogen (TKN) form EMCS were sufficiently high to raise
some question with respect to exertion of NOD in reeei,,ing waters.

Aggregate organics EMCS from the current study were generally found to be lower
than those reported in NuRp. However, concentrations of COD were still
sufficiently high raise some question about exertion of oxygen demand in
receiving waters.

Trace metals EMC8 were found to exceed either chronic or acute water quali~
criteria in the cases of copper, lead, and zinc. In the case of copper, EMCS from
the current study were generally found to be lower than those reported in NURP.
For lead, the same observation was made, and was concluded to be a result of the
almost complete elimination of leaded motor fuel use in the u.s. For zinc, EMCS
from the current study were found to be comparable to those reported in NURP.
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Table! 1, Summary statisticsfrom analysis of collected runoff samples¯

stations
H#~O HL20 HI30 HL40

~-~,~RB~ 2.1 3.95 600 4.4 8.0 31 3.9 13.0 170 3.7 10.0 40
TSS 1.0 10.6 271 12.8 38 88 15.3 43 250 8.7 20.8 109
OP 0.01 0.04 0.2 0.01 0.03 0.14 0.01 0.06 0.2i 0.01 0.06 0.4

~ii 0.01 0.28 3.4 0.01 0.03 D.44 0.01 0.11 0.87 0’01 0.02 0.95
TI~ 0.19 0.72 21,8 0.40 0.9! 6.21 0.89 2.24 8.20 0.74 1.94 6.80
OX-N 0.26 0.82 2.65 0.42 0.79 1.68 0.20 0.46 2.26 0.03 0.28 1.47
i:~D!,~i 11,3 ’:~2.5 48.0 17.3 55,3 86.4 35.9 53.2 101 30.4 35.9 98.9

~.ll:,Ecix:i#,:.~.~.~:~:;
1,0 1,0 1,0 1,0 1,0 1,0 1,0 1.0 1,0 1,0 1,0 1.0

~htll 4.0 5.4 29.6 4.0 14.0 48.5 11.3 14.8 213 4.0 6.9 49.4
23.0 79 467 60.0 159 650 99.0 212 306 29.0 144 852 ,’-s.-,’..:~

p_~Im~ 4.0 15.5 43.0 22.0 36.0 114 16.0 33.0 47.0 13.0 34.0 114
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PREFACE

Knowledge of the characteristics of highway runoff (concentrations and loads of
constituents and the physical and .chemical processes which produce this runoff)
is important for decision makers, planners, and highway engineers to assess and
mitigate possible adverse-impacts of highway runoff on the Nation’s receiving
waters. In October, 1996, the Federal Highway Administration and the U.S.
Geological Survey began the National Highway Runoff Data and Methodology
Synthesis to provide a catalog of the pertinent information available; to define
the necessary documentation to determine if data are valid (useful for intended
purposes), current, and technically supportable; and to evaluate available
sonrces in terms of current and foreseeable information needs. This paper is
one contribution to the National Highway Runoff Data and Methodology
Synthesis and is being made available as a U.S. Geological Survey Open-File
Report pending its inclusion in a volume or series to be published by the Federal
Highway Administration. More information about this project is available on the
World Wide Web at http://mass 1.er.usgs.gov/fhwa/runwater.htm                                  .:~.::2~?,.

Fred G. Bank                                                          "i’:’?~;
Team Leader
Natural and Cultural Resources Team
Office of Environment and Planning
Federal Highway Administration

Patricia A. Cazenas
Highway Engineer
Natural and Cultural Resources Team
Office of Environment and Planning
Federal Highway Administration

Gregory E. Granato
Hydrologist
U.S. Geological Survey
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A Review of Semivolatile and Volatile
Organic Compounds in Highway Runoff
and Urban Stormwater
ByThomas J. Lopes and Shannon G. Dionne

Abstract streamflow was mixed. Thirty percent or fewer of
the studies documented the MRL, MDL, cleaning

Many studies have been conducted sinceof samplers, or use of field quality-control
1970 to characterize concentrations of semivolatilesamples. Comparing results of different studies
organic compounds (SVOCs) in highway runoffand evaluating the quality of environmental data,
and urban stormwater. To a lesser extent, studiesespecially for samples with low concentrations, is
also have characterized concentrations of volatiledifficult without this information.
organic compounds (VOCs), estimated loads of
SVOCs, and assessed potentia! impacts of these The most significant factor affecting SVOC

concentrations in water is suspended solidscontaminants on receiving streams. This review
concentration. In sediment, the most significantevaluates the quality of existing data on SVOCs

and VOCs in highway runoff and urban stoma-factors affecting SVOC concentrations are organic

water and summarizes significant findings. Studiescarbon content and distance from sources such as

related to highways are emphasized when possi-highways and power plants. Petroleum ...::~
hydrocarbons,oilandgrease, andpolycyclicble. The review included 44 articles and reports        ~’~:i~
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in crankcase oilthat focused primarily on SVOCs and VOCs. Only

17 of these publications are related to highways,and vehicle emissions are the major SVOCs
detected in highway runoff and urban stormwater.and 5 of these 17 are themselves review papers.

SVOCs in urban stormwater and sediments during The few loading factors and regression
the late 1970’s to mid-1980’s were the subject ofequations that were developed in the 1970’s and
most studies. 1980’s have limited use in estimating current

Criteria used to evaluate data quality (1998) loads of SVOCs on a national scale. These
included documentation of sampling protocols,factors and equations are based on few data and
analytical methods, minimum reporting limit use inconsistent units, and some are independent

(MRL) or method detection limit (MDL), quality-of rainfall. Also, more cars on the road today have
assurance protocols, and quality-control samples,catalytic converters, and fuels that were used in
The largest deficiency in documenting data quality1998 are cleaner than when loading factors and
was that only l0 percent of the studies describedregression equations were developed.
where water samples were collected in the stream Comparisons to water-quality and sediment-
cross section. About 80 percent of SVOCs in quality criteria and guidelines indicate that PAHs,
runoff are in the suspended solids. Because phenolic compounds, and phthalates in runoff and
suspended solids can vary significantly even insediment exceeded U.S. Environmental Protection
narrow channels, concentrations from discreteAgency drinking-water and aquatic-life standai’ds
point samples and contaminant loads estimatedand guidelines. PAHs in stream sediments
from those samples are questionable without adjacent to highways have the highest potential for
information on sample location or how well adverse effects on receiving streams.
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Few data exist on VOCs in highway runoff,defined as solvent-extractable organic compounds that
VOCs were detected in precipitation adjacent tocan be determined by gas chromatography/mass
a highway in England, and chloromethane, spectrometry (GC/MS) (Furlong and others, 1996).
toluene, xylenes, 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene, andExamples of SVOCs inctude phthalates, phenols,
1,2,3-trichloropropane were detected in runoff and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). Smith
from a highway in Texas. In urban stonnwater,and others (1988) reviewed the sources of several

types of SVOCs and processes affecting their fategasoline-related compounds were detected in as
and distribution in surface water. SVOCs are presentmany as 23 percent of the samples. Land use
in many products, including plastics, dyes, andcould be the most significant factor affecting thedisinfectants, and PAHs are produced by burning

occurrence of VOCs, with highest concentrationsgasoline, oil, wood, and other fuels. SVOCs typically
of VOCs found in industrial areas. Temperatureare hydrophobic and by definition have a moderate
is another factor affecting the occurrence and tendency to volatilize (Karickhoff and others, 1979;
concentrations of VOCs. Urban land surfaces Lucius and others, 1989). These properties control
are the primary nonpoint source of VOCs in how SVOCs are distributed among air, water, and
stormwater. However, the atmosphere is a soil when released into the environment. Because
potential source of hydrophilic VOCs in they are hydrophobic and moderately volatile, SVOCs
stormwater, especially during cold seasons preferentially distribute into organic phases, such as
when partitioning of VOCs from air into water tissue and sediments containing organic carbon
is greatest. Tetrachloroethene, dichloromethane,(Witkowski and others, 1987; Smith and others, 1988).
and benzene were the only VOCs detected in SVOCs are an environmentally significant
stormwater that exceeded U.S. Environmentalgroup of contaminants because they may accumulate

to concentrations that will adversely affect aquaticProtection Agency drinking-water standards.
organisms. Benthic organisms that live in contaminated
sediment are most affected because sediments have

INTRODUCTION the largest fraction of SVOCs; however, organisms that
feed on benthic species also may be affected. Adverse

Runoff from highways and urban areas has long effects could include mortality, reduced fecundity, and
been recognized as a source of contaminants that couldinhibited or abnormal growth. Recently, scientists have
affect the Nation’s water resources. Federal, State, andbecome aware of compounds that disrupt the endocrine
local agencies and universities have conducted or system and reproduction of fish, reptiles, and mammals
sponsored research since about 1970 to characterize(Colborn and others, 1993). Endocrine disruption
runoff quality, estimate contaminant loads, and assessoccurs when a compound either mimics natural
impacts on receiving streams. Sampling protocols,hormones or blocks their function. Certain phthalates
analytical methods and detection limits, and quality-and PAHs are among the organic compounds that
assurance/quality-control (QA/QC) protocols have cause endocrine disruption, although their effect is
improved during this~time. In addition, new weaker than the effect of some pesticides. In a national
contaminvnts are bein2 released intc the e~.vironment,survey, concentrations of phenols iv. bottom sediment
more is known about their toxic effects, and water- were [bund to correlate with concentrations of 1 i-
quality criteria for contaminants have been establishedketotestosterone in male carp at an alpha-level of 0.05,
or changed. In light of these changes, highway-runoffsuggesting these SVOCs also could cause endocrine
and urban-stormwater studies need to be periodicallydisruption (Goodbred and others, 1997).
reviewed for quality of data and whether the results VOCs are operationally defined as organic
address current water-quality issues, compounds that can be extracted from water by

Semivolatile organic compounds (SVOCs) andpurging with an inert gas, then trapped and determined
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are two groups ofby GC/MS (Connor and others, 1998). VOCs are
contaminants that have been measured in~ runoff frompresent in many products including fuels, solvents,
highways and urban areas. SVOCs are operationallyrefrigerants, paints, adhesives, and deodorants. VOCs

2 A Review of Semivolatile and Volatile Organic Compounds in Highway Runoff and Urban Stormwater
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also are present in vehicle exhaust and chlorinated minimum reporting limit (MRL) or method detection .
water. In contrast to SVOCs, VOCs can be either limit (MDL)? What QA/QC steps were taken to assure
hydrophobic or hydrophilic, have a high tendency to data are representative, accurate, and precise? These
volatilize, and distribute preferentially into air becausequestions comprise the criteria for evaluating the
of their volatility, quality of existing data.

VOCs have low aquatic toxicity (Rowe and
others, 1997). Except for spills, concentrations found
in highway runoff and urban stormwater are too low toMONITORING TRACE ORGANIC
cause a toxic response in aquatic species. However, CHEMICALS
VOCs in highway runoff and urban stormwater could
enter drinking-water supplies and have chronic effects Because of their physical and chemical
on the consumers. For example, ground water in properties, different samplers and sampling procedures
Tucson, Arizona, was contaminated with low concen- are needed for SVOCs and VOCs. SVOCs can be
trations of VOCs in urban stormwater (Pritt and others,sampled using a variety of samplers because analyte
1996). loss during sampling is not a significant issue. The

choice and use of a sampler depends on sampling
objectives and logistical considerations. For example,

Objectives and Scope discrete point samplers are adequate for obtaining
occurrence data, but do not obtain accurate

The objectives of this review are to evaluate the concentrations of SVOCs unless the stream is well
quality of existing data on SVOCs and VOCs and to mixed and suspended solids are evenly distributed in
summarize significant findings. This is not an exhaus-the stream cross section. The best techniques to obtain
tive review of all studies that contain information on accurate data are equal-width-increment (EWI) and
SVOCs and VOCs, but a review of studies that focusedequa!-discharge-increment (EDI) sampling using
primarily on SVOCs and VOCs in highway runoff, samplers that collect depth-integrated samples (Wells
urban stormwater, precipitation, and sediments. Studiesand others, 1990). However, these sampling techniques
related to highway runoff are emphasized when possi-are difficult in flashy runoff from urban areas and ’;’"~:~"
ble. Measures of extractable organic compounds, suchhighways, which is why automatic samplers commonly
as petroleum hydrocarbons and oil and grease, are are used in storrnwater studies. Regardless of the
included in the discussion of SVOCs, but pesticides sampler type, the sampler should be made of
and polychlorinated biphenyls are not within the scopenoncontaminating materials. Generally, metal and glass
of this report, are the best materials for sampling trace concentrations

A total of 44 articles and reports published of organic compounds. Teflon is the preferred material
between 1976 to 1998 were reviewed. Only 17 of thesewhen metal and glass cannot be used, such as for
publications were related to highways, and 5 of these sampling lines for automatic samplers.
17 are themselves review papers. SVOCs in urban
stormwater and sediments were the subjects of most In contrast, analyte loss during sampling is a

significant issue for VOCs because of their volatility.studies.
Three types of samplers and sampling techniques are
used to collect VOC samples, all three of which collect

Criteria for Data Quality discrete point samples. If point sources are not nearby,
point sampling for VOCs is not as significant an issue

Studies done since 1970 are useful if they were as for SVOCs because VOCs are mostly in the
documented such that the quality, interpretations, anddissolved phase and not sorbed to sediments (Rathbun,
limits of the data can be qualified. Documentation 1998). The two most co~ranon sampling techniques are
should be able to answer several important questions,to manually dip a 40-mL (milliliter) glass vim directly
such as: Where, when, and how were samples into the stream or to obtain a sample with another
collected? What analytical methods were used to container and then transfer the water to a vial. Vials are
identify and quantify contaminants, and what was the then quickly sealed with a Teflon-lined septum cap.

Monitoring Trace Organic Chemicals 3
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Dipping a vial directly into the stream eliminates reports SVOCs in water as low as 5 gg/L (Fishman,
potential contamination from sampling equipment. 1993), SVOCs in sediment as low as 50 gg/Kg
However, this technique is limited to the length of the (micrograms per kilogram) (Furlong and others, 1996),
sampler’s arm and can be hazardous during high-flowand VOCs in water as low as 0.05 !lg/L (Connor and
conditions. A stainless steel and copper sampler others, 1998). Extraction and recovery efficiencies are
(Shelton, 1997) is more versatile and safer than dip lower for SVOCs than for VOCs, which is why SVOCs
sampling because it collects samples at greater depthshave higher MRL~ and MDLs. Extraction and recovery
and can be suspended from bridges. Sample water is efficiencies tess than 90 percent are common for
collected directly into sample vials, which are sealed compounds that sorb to sediments (Furlong and others,
when the sampler is retrieved from the stream. 1996), whereas extraction and recoveries for most
Laboratory and field testing has shown that this VOCs are 95 percent or greater (Connor and others,
sampler collects accurate data (Gregory Delzer, U.S. 1998).
Geological Survey, written commun., 1997). VOCs Results of water-quality studies can form the
should not be collected using automatic samplers withbasis of or alter agency policies and have significant
peristaltic pumps that do not quickly seal vials becauseeconomic and social implications. Studies should be
the negative pressure created by the pumps and supported by a QA/QC plan to ensure that these results
volatilization from open vials can bias sample results,are based on quality data. QA is the precautionary
Recently, ISCO Inc. developed the model 6100 actions used to prevent systematic bias. Examples of
automatic sampler for sampling VOCs in streams. ThisQA are using noncontaminating materials and sample
sampler uses a positive-displacement pump and containers, cleaning equipment, preserving samples
quickly seals vials. Laboratory testing of this samplersoon after collection, and shipping samples overnight.
indicates it produces accurate data with less than QC includes the steps used to check that QA is
2 gg/L (micrograms per liter) of carryover between effective and to evaluate variability due to random
samples (Gregory Delzer, written commun., 1997). error. Examples of QC are equipment blank samples to

.. Preservation of water samples for analysis of ensure that equipment is clean, replicates to assess
’- .. SVOCs and VOCs depends on laboratory require- sample variance and analytica! precision, and samples

ments. SVOC samples usually are chilled at 4°C. VOCspiked with analytes to evaluate analyte degradation
samples usually are chilled and may be acidified to aand recovery. QC samples generally comprise 10 to
pH of less than 2 using hydrochloric acid. Some labor-15 percent of all samples. The QA/QC plan usually is
atories require addition of ascorbic acid to VOC an unpublished document, but should be briefly
samples if free chlorine is present, described with study results. For large studies, the

GC/MS is the most accurate method of QA/QC plan often is a published document, such as
identifying and quantifying most SVOCs and VOCs. that by Mueller and others (1997).
Even if laboratories use the same analytical method,
they may report varying MRLs and MDLs that can
create difficulties in data interpretation (Cole and Sample Collection
others, 1984). MRLs and MDLs can vary because of
tke sample mamx, study ob.iectives require di fferent Documentation of sample collection skould
values, and analytical methods improve with time. Forinclude where, when, and how highway runoff and
example, MRLs and MDLs that meet current urban stormwater samples were collected.
regulatory requirements may be satisfactory for Documenting sample location is important so sampling
compliance monitoring. However, organic compoundscan be repeated to evaluate apparent anomalies and to
in stormwater commonly occur at concentrations define changes with time. All studies answered the
below water-quality criteria (Makepeace and others, question of where samples were collected (table 1, at
1995), so regulatory requirements may be inadequateback of report), although the level of detail varied.
to deten’nine if compounds are present, to estimate Some studies provided maps showin~ precise sample
loads, to identify causal factors and emerging locations; however, most studies included generalized
problems, and to use data in the future if water-qualitymaps or described sample locations. An extreme case
criteria are lowered. The National Water-Quality of generalizing was Line and others (1997), who only
Laboratory of the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) stated that samples were collected in North Carolina.
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Studies included in this review were conducted i~ thefrequently cited study of organic contaminants in urban
United States (fig. 1) and in Canada, Germany, Japan, stonr~water. The U.S. Environmental Protection
Norway, Spain, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom.Agency’s (USEPA) priority pollutants, including
Most studies in the United States were conducted alongSVOCs and VOCs, were monitored in 15 cities in 14
the northeast coast and in southern states where states (Cole and others, 1984). Concentrations of the
population densities are greatest. Fe~v studies havepriority pollutants were measured in 86 stormwater
been conducted in the Great Lakes region and the samples collected from drainage basins with
central and western states, residential, commercial, or industrial land use.

Seventeen studies were related to SVOCs and Marsalek and Schroeter (1988) conducted a
VOCs in highway runoffor in rain, snow, and sedimentstudy similar to NURP in 12 Canadian cities in the
near highways. Ten of the 17 studies related to Great Lakes region. Up to 125 stormwater and
highways were in the United States (Wiland and sediment samples from 81 sites with residential,
Malina, 1976; Zawlocki and others, 1980; Gupta, commercial, industrial, or transportation land use were
1981; Hoffman and others, 1983, 1984, 1985; Hoffmananalyzed for 50 priority pollutants, including PAHs and
and Quinn, 1987; Latimer and others, 1990; Barrettchlorinated benzenes.
and others, 1993; Baldys and others, 1997); four were A set of independent urban stormwater studies
in England (Butler and others, 1984; Johnston andconducted by the USGS comprise another type of
Harrison, 1984; Harrison and Johnston, 1985; Hewittstudy with a wide geographic distribution. In 1991,
and Rashed, 1990); and one was in each of CanadaUSEPA required cities with a population of 100,000
(Boom and Marsalek, 1988), Norway (Gjessing andor more to monitor stormwater quality and obtain
others, 1984), and’Germany (Stotz, 1987). PAHs weremunicipal National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
the topic of most highway-related studies. System (NPDES) permits. The USGS monitored

The priority pollutant monitoring project of thestormwater from drainage basins with residential,
Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP) had thecommercial, or industrial land use in 16 of these cities
widest geographic distribution and is the most in 11 states (Delzer and others, 1996). Most of these
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Figure 1. Cities in the United States where semivotatile and volatile organic compounds have been studied in
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cities are in southern and central states (fig. I). A totalZawlocki and others (1980), Gjessing and others
of 642 stormwater samples were analyzed for up to 210(1984), Johnston and Harrison (1984), and Harrison
properties and constituents, including the priority and Johnston (1985). Sorption to these materials may
pollutants. VOC data were compiled to characterize have biased the SVOC and VOC data of these studies.
the occurrence of VOCs in stormwater (Delzer and Hewitt and Rashed (1990) conducted a study in the
others, !996) and identify nonpoint sources (Lopes same area as Johnston and Harrison (1984) and
and Bender, 1998). Data on SVOCs and other Harrison and Johnston (1985) and may have used the
contaminants that were measured in stormwater same equipment, but there is insufficient information to
samples were not compiled, determine this from the article. Seven studies used

Documenting when samples were collected is automatic-pumping samplers. Three NPDES studies
necessary to know if unusual weather occurred during(Lopes and others, 1995; von Guerard and Weiss, 1995;
the respective studies and to determine if state-of-the- and Baldys and others, 1998) noted that sampling lines
art sampling and analytical methods were used. The were made of Teflon. Tile other studies did not
question of when samples were collected was answereddocument the sampler-line material.
in about 84 percent of the studies. The majority of data The largest deficiency in documenting data
were collected during the late 1970’s to mid-1980’s, quality was that only 10 percent of studies described
including data related to highway runoff. Only where water samples were collected in the stream cross
20 percent of studies, most of which were NPDES section, if streamflow was well mixed, or if equal-
studies, collected data after 1990. Typically, the time width, increment or depth-integrated techniques were
between data collection and publication was about used. The representativeness of discrete point samples
2 to 4 years, although Latimer and others (1990) was and interpretations based on those data, especially load
published 10 years after data were collected. Studies estimates, are questionable without this information.
that did not report when data were collected were Sample location could have affected results because
punished between 1982-91; therefore, data probablySVOC concentrations depend on suspended solids
were collected prior to the mid-1980’s, concentrations (Hunter and others, 1979; Hoffman

The validity and comparability of data depend and Quinn, 1987; and Barrett and others, 1993).
on several criteria, including documented sampling Suspended solids concentrations can have significant
protocols. Description of the sampling protocol shouldhorizontal and vertical variations (Horowitz and others,
include information on the type and material of the 1989) even in channels less than 5 ft wide (Edwards
sampler; where in the stream cross section salnples and GIysson, 1986). Samplers do not need to be
were collected; if discrete or composite samples were sophisticated devices like electronically activated
analyzed; and if whole water, suspended solids, or point samplers to obtain representative samples.
filtrates were analyzed. Most studies provided some, However, the water samplers used in these studies
but none provided all infon’nation on the sampling and lack of information on flow conditions suggest
protocol, most studies sampled surficial streamflow along the

About 80 percent of studies reported the type of streambank. Stream velocity and suspended sediment
sampler. Water samples were collected with buckets, concentrations typically are lowest along the banks, so
b.~ttles, trays, cans. storage tanks, dn~ms, and auto p~,int samples collected along the streambanks may
matic samplers. Snow and sediment were sampled withresult in biased (low) contaminant concentrations and
corers, trowels, ponar samplers, jars, and lysimeters, load estimates. This may not be a significant issue in
Atmospheric deposition and rain were sampled with stormwater drainages where streamflow usually is fast
funnels. Line and others (1997) collected samples forand shallow.
VOCs with automatic samplers that were not designed About 90 percent of studies described whether
for these contaminants; therefore, volatilization from samples were discrete or composite samples. About
sample water probably biased results. 70 percent of studies that described sampling

About 60 percent of studies reported the samplermethods manually collected discrete water samples.
material. Most samplers were made of metal or glass, Eight studies composited stormwater samples, but
which are good materials to use for sampling organic two of these studies did not document whether these
contaminants. Studies that used flow splitters and were time-weighted or flow-weighted composites.
samplers made of fiberglass and plastics included Composite samples were obtained using cone or chum
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splitters (Lopes and others, 1995; von Guerard and done in the 1980’s, Brown and others (1985) reported
Weiss, 1995) and a flow splitter (Zawlocki and others,an MRL of 1 p.g/L for petroleum hydrocarbons,
1980). Other studies did not describe how samples Schondorf and Herrmann (1987) reported MDLs
were composited. About 90 percent of studies ranging from 0.03 to 0.15 ng/L (nanograms per liter)
described whether bottom-sediment samples were for PAHs, Zawlocki and others (1980) reported an
point samples or composites and the depth interval MRL of 100 p_g/L for a variety of SVOCs, and Boom
of bottom sediment that was sampled. Most samples and Marsatek (1988) and Marsalek and Schroeter
were point samples collected from the upper (1988) reported an MRL of 0.05 ~tg/L for PAHs.
10 centimeters of bottom sediment. Ellis and others Except for Zawlocki and others (i 980), these limits
(1985) and Brown and others (I 985) composited compare welt with current (i 998) limits of the U.S.
surficial bottom-sediment samples from several sites. Geological Survey. The high MRLs ranging from
Gavens and others (1982) and Butler and others (1984)5 to 100 gg/L used by Line and others (1997) could
sieved bottom sediment and Hoffman and others explain why fe~v SVOCs and VOCs were detected in
(1984) sieved suspended solids for a consistent grainstormwater from industrial sites.
size among samples. Comparing bottom-sediment
concentrations is difficult because most studies did not
analyze for organic carbon, which is the most commonQuality Assurance and Quality Control
way of normalizing organic contaminant
concentrations in sediments. The validity and use of data depend on

About 90 percent of studies described whether documenting the procedures used to ensure that high-
whole-water samples were analyzed or if suspended quality data were collected. Most studies described
solids and filtrates were analyzed separately. Unless some precautionary action to ensure sample integrity,
stated other~vise, it was assumed that whole-water but few studies described thorough QA/QC procedures.
samples were analyzed. About 30 percent of studies Only Cole and others (1984) described a QA/QC plan,
separated suspended solids and analyzed the filtrate,although they were unable to evaluate the effectiveness
solids, or both. Separation was done by filtration withof the plan for NURP.
glass fiber filters or by centrifugation. As previously noted, about 60 percent of studies>":’:~/~

used noncontaminating materials such as glass and
metal. However, only 30 percent of studies docu-

Analytical Methods and Minimum mented that equipment was cleaned before sampling or
Reporting and Detection Limits that samples were preserved. Chilling samples at 4°C

was the most commonly used method for preserving
Documenting the analytical methods, MRLs, samples. Infrequently described precautionary steps

and MDLs is important to use data from different included use of Teflon-lined or metal lids, covering jars
studies for a common objective. About 90 percent with aluminum foil, homogenizing samples before
of studies described the analytical method for splitting into equal portions, slowly melting snow sam-
contaminant identification and quantitation. Gas pies to minimize volatilization, sampling in well-mixed
chromatograph/flame-ionization dctection (GC/FID) parts era storm drain, shipping samples overnight, and
was the most commonly used analytical methoO, using nitrogen to filter samples for SVOCs. Studies
GC/MS was used to identify analytes or confirm that retrieved samples up to 2 weeks after collection
GC/FID results in about 30 percent of the studies, without chilling were Johnston and Harrison (1984)
About 30 percent of studies documented analytical and Harrison and Johnston (1985). Latimer and others
precisions and recoveries. Generally, precision was (I990) left samples at room temperature for up to
less than 25 percent and recoveries were greater than 2 days before analysis. Line and others (1997) used
80 percent, automatic samplers for VOCs and retrieved and chilled

About 30 percent of studies, most of which samples sometimes hours after they were collected.
were conducted in the 1990’s, documented the MRL Both laboratory and field QC samples are needed
or MDL. The MRL is the lowest concentration that can to evaluate sample and analytical quality. About
accurately be quantified. The MDL is the lowest 30 percent of studies reported analyzing laboratory QC
concentration that the method can detect. For studies samples and 15 percent analyzed field QC samples.
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Laboratory QC samples included blanks, lab-split Marsalek and Schroeter (1988), Lopes and others
duplicates, surrogate recoveries, and perfon-nance- (1995), yon Guerard and Weiss (1995), and Baldys and
evaluation samples. Four studies reported using others (1998). SVOC concentrations vary by several
laboratory blanks and surrogate recoveries to correct orders of magnitude, which is typical of stormwater
environmental concentrations. The use of field QC quality (table 7 at back of report). Table 7 was
samples became prevalent after most of the studies incompiled assuming that unknown sample types and
this review were conducted. Except for NUKP, the samples described as sediment samples, but reported in
only studies that reported analyzing field QC samplesmilligrams per liter or nanograms per liter, were whole-
were conducted in the 1990’s. Field QC samples water samples. Thirty SVOCs were measured but not
included equipment blanks, trip blanks, replicates, anddetected in stormwater (table 2, at back of report).
spikes. Evaluating the quality of environmental data,

Total oil and grease and hydrocarbonespecially low concentrations, is difficult because few
concentrations in runoff ranged from less than 1 tostudies collected QC data and documented that

samplers were cleaned. 480 milligrams per liter (rag/L) (table 7). In suspended
sediment, bottom sediment, and soils, oil and grease
and hydrocarbon concentrations ranged from 8 to

S U M MARY OF STUDY RESULTS 507,000 micrograms per gram (p.g/g). The highest
concentrations in water and solid phases were

Most highway-runoff and urban-stormwater associated with highways and industrial land use.
studies were conducted to address regional or local Studies that analyzed petroleum hydrocarbons
issues. However, results from all studies could provideand oil and grease for the classes of organic
useful qualitative information to answer some generalcompounds that comprise these measurements were
questions of national importance. For example, do Zawlocki and others (1980), Eganhouse and Kaplancertain SVOCs and VOCs occur more frequently and

(198 Ib), Brown and others (1985), Fam and othersat higher concentrations in particular regions of the
:.. country? If so, do factors such as climate affect (1987), Hoffman and Quinn (1987), Marsalek and

occurrence and concentrations of these compounds? Schroeter (1988), and Barrett and others (1993).

What are the sources of SVOCs and VOCs? Can loadsComparing results is difficult because fractions were

of SVOCs be estimated on a national scale? Could separated using non-standard procedures (Hoffman and

SVOCs and VOCs have an adverse effect on water Quinn, 1987). Most extractable organic compounds in

resources? These questions are the focus of this stormwater are aliphatic compounds and, except for

summary, polar compounds, about 80 percent or more are in the
solid phase. The high solubilities of polar compounds,
such as phenols, ketones, and alcohols, explain the

Semivolatile Organic Compounds large percentages measured in filtrates. Generally,
aromatic compounds, phenolic compounds, PAHs,

SVOCs were the subjects of most highway alcohols, and ketones comprise less than 1 percent to
runoff and urban stormwater studies. Much has been about 15 percent of the extractable organic compounds.
learned about tl~ese compounds, especially the extract- Concentrations of individual PAHs in runoff
able organic compounds and polycyclic aromatic ranged from less than 1 to 120 p.g/L. Highest
hydrocarbons (PAHs). concentrations were associated with industrial land

use; few data exist for individual PAHs in highway
Occurrence runoff. In solid phases, concentrations of individual

Characterizing the occurrence of SVOCs in PAHs ranged from less than 1 to 200 gg/g. Of the few
highway runoff and urban stomawater for the entire studies that reported total PAH concentrations, the
United States is not possible because few studies maximum concentrations were 18,210 gg/L in whole
reported detection frequencies or were conducted in water and 1,100 !-tg/g in solid phases. The maximum
the Great Lakes region and the central and western detection frequency of PAHs in both urban stormwater
states. Studies that reported detection frequencies areand snow was 90 percent. Most PAHs were detected in
Cole and others (1984), Boom and Marsalek (1988), less than 25 percent of samples (Cole and others, 1984;
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Boom and Marselak, 1988; Marsalek and Schroeter,commonly called first flush, can have concentrations of
1988; Lopes and others, 1995; von Guerard and Weiss,suspended solids and sorbed SVOCs that are several
1995; and Baldys and others, 1998). factors higher than concentrations in composite

Johnston and Harrison (1984) tentatively identi- samples. Suspended solids concentrations typically
fled 2-chlorophenol and 2,4-dichlorophenol in bulkdecrease during a storm due to flushing of particles that
deposition adjacent to a highway. Baldys and othersaccumulated on the land surface (Novotny, 1995).
(1997) detected phenolic compounds at concentrations Land use also affects SVOC concentrations.
between 1 and 16 gg/L in 90 percent of highway runoffMost studies found higher SVOC concentrations in
samples. Phenolic compounds were detected in runoff, snow, and bottom sediment from highways or
15 percent or less of urban ston’nwater samples fromindustrial areas compared to residential and
NURP (Cole and others, 1984), 55 percent for urbancorm:nercial areas (Hoffman and others, 1983, 1984;
stormwater samples from Phoenix (Lopes and others,Hoffrnan and Quinn, 1987; Evans and others, 1990;
1995), and were not detected in urban stormwater sam-Latimer and others, 1990; Bomboi and Hemandez,
ples from Colorado Springs (yon Guerard and Weiss,199 I; and Baldys and others, 1998). For example, PAH
1995) and Dallas-Fort Worth (Baldys and others, concentrations in snow near highways and a steel plant
1998). When detected, concentrations of phenolic tom-were similar, and PAHs were more frequently detected
pounds in urban stormwater generally were less thanand concentrations were higher than NURP stormwater
20 gg/L. data (Boom and Marsalek, 1988). Gjessing and others

(1984) found PAHs in snow up to 50 meters from a
Related Factors highway, the furthest of all contaminants they

Of the factors that affect SVOC concentrationsmeasured, and that PAHs were fractionated during
in water, the most significant is suspended solids atmospheric transport. Johnston and Harrison (1984)
concentration. About 80 percent or more of SVOCs infound PAHs in rain up to 70 meters from a highway
stormwater are associated with the solid phase due toand that concentrations decreased with distance. Butler
the hydrophobic character of these contaminants and others (1984) found that PAH concentrations in
(Hunter and others, 1979; Zawlocki and others, 1980;bottom sediment decreased with distance from
Eganhouse and Kaplan, 1981 a; Brown and others, highways.
1985; Hoffman and Quinn, 1987; and Barrett and Storm characteristics, such as rainfall intensity
others, 1993). and volume of runoff, are important factors affecting

Organic carbon content is the most significantSVOC concentrations and loads in stormwater and sed-
factor affecting SVOCs in the solid phase (Butler andiments. As rainfall intensity increases, stream velocity
others, 1984; Ellis and others, 1985; and Witkowskiand sediment-carrying capacity increase, resulting in
and otherS, 1987). Mineral particles are less effectiveincreased SVOC concentrations in stormwater
at sorbing nonionic SVOCs (Witkowski and others, (Hoffinan and Quinn, I987; Barrett and others, 1993).
1987), thus grain size does not appear to be a In bottom sediment, Evans and others (1990) found
significant factor affecting SVOC concentrations inthat PAH concentrations weakly correlated with
sediments unless small grains have an organic coating monthly rainfall and that concentrations increased
(Witkowski and others, 1987; Gavens attd others, abettt 4 to 30 days after a storm. Gupta (I98 I)
1982). In contrast, trace-element concentrations in observed higher concentrations of oil and grease in
sediments are strongly correlated with grain size highway runoff and Prahl and others (1984) observed
because ionic elements adsorb to small particles that higher PAH concentrations in atmospheric particulates
have charged surfaces (Horowitz and Elrick, 1987).during winter compared to summer months. Schondorf

Sorption of SVOCs to solids is reflected in the and Herrmann (1987) found that freezing can concert-
high concentration of SVOCs in the initial runoff fromtrate organic compounds in water. During thaws, solu-
a storm and correlation between concentrations of ble organic compounds elute in the first and last parts
solids and SVOCs throughout a storm (Hunter andof the melt and that about 90 percent ofPAHs elute
others, 1979; 8tenstrom and others, 1984; Brown andwith the particulates during the last 20 percent of the
others, 1985; Hoffman and others, 1984, 1985; and melt. These observations indicate that concentrations
Hoffman and Quinn, 1987). The initial runoff, and loads of SVOCs could vary seasonally.
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Not all studies found a relation between stormalkylated homologues comprise about 0.5 percent
characteristics and SVOC concentrations and loads,by weight of gasoline (Canadian Petroleum Institute,
Stenstrom and others (1984) found no correlation 1994); 13 other PAHs occur in gasoline at less than
between oil and grease concentrations and streamflow0.01 to 54 mg/L (Westerhold and others, 1988).
rates, total rainfall, time since beginning of storm,About 95 percent of PAHs in gasoline are decomposed
rainfall intensity, or antecedent dry days. Hunter andduring gasoline combustion. However, in gasoline
others (1979), Hem~aann (1981), and Hoffman and with low PAH content, a large percentage of the
others (1984) found that SVOC concentrations did notPAHs emitted are formed during combustion,
correlate with antecedent conditions. Zawlocki andincluding 70 to 80 percent of cyclopenta[cd]pyrene
others (1980) found no correlation between SVOC and benzo[b&k]fluoranthene. Gasoline exhaust
loads and rainfall, traffic volume, or runoff volume,contains about 1 to 2 parts per million of phenol and
although they noted that traffic volume during theo-cresol (Lucius and others, 1989) and is a possible
.storm had a greater effect than rainfall, source of phenolic compounds in stormwater.

Conclusions have been mixed whether highway
surface type significantly affects SVOC concentrationsLoad Estimates
(Barrett and others, .1993). Gupta (1981) measured oil
and grease concentrations from paved surfaces that Estimates of SVOC loads and mass balances
were 20 times greater than from grass-covered have been made on different scales to evaluate the

relative importance of different sources and transportsurfaces, but concluded that land use was the most
important factor. Strenstrom and others (1984) mechanisms. For example, Edwards (1983) estimated
measured oil and grease concentrations 25 times that forest and agricultural fires comprise 75 percent of

the annual global release of PAHs. I-Ioffman and Quinngreater from parking lots compared to residential areas.
Wakeham and others (1980) concluded that PAHs in(1987) estimated 470,000 tons per year of petroleum
street dust were from asphalt. Zawlocki and others hydrocarbons are released to waters of the United
(1980) noted that higher suspended solids States and that up to 50 percent of this amount could be

"" " concentrations occurred in highway runoff at a sitedischarged in urban stormwater. Bjorseth and Ramdahl

with a median barrier and side railings compared to(1985) estimated that automobile emissions comprise
another site w~thout these features. Other variables,one-third of the 6,000 tons of PAils emitted each year

in the United States. In contrast, Edwards (I 983)such as traffic volume and drainage, may be more
important factors affecting SVOC concentrations thanestimated that automobiles, buses, and trucks comprise
surface type (Stotz, 1987; Barrett and others, 1993).only 1.6 percent ofbenzo(a)pyrene emissions in the

United States. The difference could be because
Bjorseth and Ramdahl (1985) did not correct forSources catalytic converters, which were in about 50 percent of

Crankcase oil and vehicle emissions were cars.
consistently identified as the primary source of SVOCs At a regional scaie, Hoffman and others (1983,
in stonrtwater (Hunter and others, 1979; Zawlocki and1984) estimated hydrocarbon and PAH loads to
others, 19813; Stenstrom and others, 1984; Brown andNarraganset Bay, and Marsalek and Schroeter (1988)
others, 1985; Hoffman and Quinn, 1987; Faro and estimated SVOC loads to the Great Lakes. Estimates
others, 1987; Yamane and others, 1990; Latimer and by Hewitt and Rashed (1990) and Stotz (1987)
others, 1990; and Bomboi and Hemandez, 1991). Theindicated that 30 percent or less of the PAHs emitted
significance of PAHs in automobile emissions is along highways is transported in runoff and the
indicated by concentrations in sediment, snow, and rainremainder is dispersed. Other estimates have been
that decrease with distance from highways (Butler andmade at a local scale (Butler and others, 1984; Gjessing
others, 1984; Johnston and Harrison, 1984; Gjessingand others, 1984; Johnston and Harrison, 1984;
and others, 1984; Harrison and Johnston, 1985; and Harrison and Johnston, 1985; Boom and Marsalek,
Hewitt and Rashed, 1990). 1988; and Hewitt and Rashed, 1990).

Emission of most PAHs from automobiles is Few regression equations or loading factors have
directly related to their concentration in gasoline been developed for SVOCs compared to other
(Westerhold and others, 1988). Naphthalene and itsconstituents such as suspended solids and nutrients.
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Most equations and factors were based on few data andPAHs, phenol, m- and p-cresols, pentachlorophenol,
have little statistical power and large uncertainties,and phthalates in stormwater were a concem for
especially for regional and national application. Also,drinking water and aquatic life. Of the PAHs, total
studies reported loading factors with inconsistent unitsPAH, acenaphthene, fluoranthene, and benzo(a)pyrene
so comparisons are difficult or with units that limitin urban stormwater exceeded drinking-water
their application (table 3, at back of report). For standards of the United States, Canada, and World
example, Hoffman and Quinn (I 987), Stotz (1987), andHealth Organization (WHO). Concentrations of
Barrett and others (1993) report loading factors that arefluoranthene in stormwater exceeded acute and chronic
independent of rainfall and, therefore, apply only to aquatic regulation values of the United States.
areas with climates similar to their study areas. Gupta For this report, SVOC concentrations in
(1981) estimated loads from highways using regressionsediments were compared to recently developed
equations for runoff, pollutant build-up and wash-off,sediment-quality guidelines (U.S. Environmental
and loads of suspended solids. Correlations betweenProtection Agency, 1996b) as another assessment of
other contaminants and suspended solids were used totheir potential adverse effects. No single set of
convert loads of suspended solids into loads of thesediment-quality guidelines is universally accepted in
other contaminants. However, conversion equationsthe United States. Therefore, the method of USEPA
were developed for individual sites and have only site-(1996b) was used to determine an upper threshold
specific application. Marsalek and Schroeter (1988)concentration for selected SVOCs above which there is
used a procedure similar to Gupta (1981) to estimatea high probability of adverse effects on aquatic life.
loads to the Great Lakes. However, guidelines do not exist for all SVOCs

Using study results to develop equations anddetected in urban stormwater and upper threshold
factors of SVOC Ioads and concentrations at a nationalconcentrations may be over- or under-protective
level, particularly from highways, is not possible depending on site-specific conditions.
because ancillary information was not documented, Briefly, USEPA (1996b) used several sets of
raw data were rarely reported, laboratory reporting sediment-quality guidelines that were developed using
levels varied, and few studies were related to SVOCsdifferent methods and have considerable
from highways. In addition, vehicles emit fewer inconsistencies among them. Rather than select one set :"
SVOCs and VOCs today than when most studies wereof guidelines over another, USEPA (1996b) used all
conducted (U.S. Environment Protection Agency, available sediment guidelines for a contaminant to
1996a). The lower emissions are probably due to classify sites into one of three tiers based on the
catalytic converters and to the use of cleaner-burningprobability of adverse effects on aquatic life. Tier 1
fi~els. Gasoline-powered cars without catalytic sites have a high probability of adverse effects on
converters emit 25 times more total aerosol PAHs inaquatic life, Tier 2 sites have an intermediate
comparison to cars with catalytic converters, and diese!probability of adverse effects on aquatic life, and Tier 3
trucks emit 7 times more PAHs than cars with catalyticsites have no indication of adverse effects on aquatic
converters (Rogge and others, 1993). Therefore, thelife. USEPA (!996b) used lower threshold guidelines,
few loading factors that are available in the literatureabove which adverse effects occasionally occur, to
probably have limited application for estimating define the Tier 2/Tier 3 boundary, and upper threshold
current loads of SVOCs and VOCs. guidelines, above which effects may be fi’equent or

severe, to define the Tier l/Tier 2 boundary. For a site
to be designated as Tier 1, the measured contaminantComparison to Water-Quality and concentration at that site must exceed at least two ofSediment-Quality Standards and

Guidelines the upper threshold guidelines for that contaminant.
The guideline used in this comparison was the

The potential for SVOCs to adversely affect Tier l/Tier 2 boundary concentration (table 4, at back
water resources can be made by comparing SVOC of report). The upper threshold values used were
concentrations in urban storrnwater, snowmelt, and(1) the effect.s range-median (Long and Morgan, 1991;
sediment to water-quality and sediment-quality Long and others, 1995); (2) the apparent effects
standards and guidelines. Makepeace and others (1995)threshold-high (Barrick and others, 1988); (3) the
and Boom and Marsalek (1988) concluded that certainprobable effect level used by the Florida Department of
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Environmental Protection (1994); (4) the probabl~ sites near a highway in England. A total of 48
effect level used by the Canadian Council of Ministerscompounds were identified and quantified on a relative
of the Environment (1995); (5) the USEPA sediment-basis. Toluene and C,.-alkylbenzene were the major
quality criterion (U.S. Environmental Protection components in atmospheric deposition. No variation
Agency, 1996b); and (6) the USEPA sediment-qualitywith distance from the highway was observed. Twenty-
ad~ isory level (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,one highway runoff samples were collected at four
1996b). sites between 1992-94 and analyzed for VOCs and

In the future, guidelines for PAHs are likely toother contaminants in the Dallas-Fort Worth area
change to PAH mixtures because PAHs typically co-(Baldys and others, 1997). Chloromethane, toluene,
occur in the environment. Testing and modeling isxylenes, 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene, and 1,2,3-
being conducted to determine the toxicity of PAH trichloropropane were detected in about 5 to 28 percent
mixtures in sediment, which will form the basis forof samples at concentrations between 0.2 and 4.0 gg/L.
sediment-quality criteria for PAH mixtures (U.S. Most of the data on VOCs were collected duringEnvironmental Protection Agency, 1998). the NURP and NPDES studies. Together, these studies

About 70 percent of surface-soil samples near aprovide information on the occurrence of VOCs in
highway exceeded upper threshold concentrations ofmost regions of the United States. For the NURP, the
benz(a)anthracene, benzo(a)pyrene, chrysene, or most frequently detected VOCs were dichloromethane,pyrene, or of more than one of these PAHs, indicatingnaphthalene, and chloroform, detected in I 0 toadverse effects are probable (Butler and others, 1984).
About 60 percent of bottom sediments from an urban12 percent of all samples (Cole and others, 1984). In

stream exceeded upper threshold concentrations ofcontrast, the most frequently detected VOCs for
NPDES studies were toluene, xylenes, chloroform, andfluorantttene, anthracene, pyrene, or benzo(a)pyrene, or

of more than one of these PAHs (Ellis and others, trimethylbenzene, detected in 12 to 23 percent of all

1985). Other studies had samples that exceeded uppersamples (table 5, at back of report) (Delzer and others,
; threshold values, but the percentage of exceedence is1996). A lower MRL for the NPDES studies could

" :~ un "known. For example, particulates in vehicle account from the greater frequencies of detection.
emissions and in the atmosphere exceeded upper Comparing VOC detections among regions of the
threshold concentrations of benzo(a)pyrene (Prahl andUnited States may be possible using the NURP and
others, 1984; Bjorseth and Ramdahl, 1985). SuspendedNPDES data, but would be difficult because of the
sediments and street dust from highways and different reporting limits. Most detected concentrations
commercial areas exceeded upper threshold of VOCs in urban stormwater for the NURP and
concentrations of fluoranthene, phenanthrene, pyrene,NPDES studies were less than 10 gg/L and ranged
acenapthlyene, and benzo(a)pyrene (Hoffman andfrom 0.2 to 43 gg/L.
others, 1984 and 1985; Marsalek and Schroeter, 1988). The prevalence of gasoline-related compounds

in NPDES data compared to NURP data probably
is because stormwater was sampled closer to its source

Vo!atile Organic Compounds at NPDES monitoring sites and because the NURP
did not m~asure xylenes, trimethylbcnzcn~s, methyl

Few studies have been done on VOCs in tert-butyl ether (MTBE). MTBE and other ether
highway runoff and urban stonnwater. This summaryoxygenates are added to gasoline to reduce vehicleof VOCs is mostly from the National Urban Runoff
Program (NURP) and National Pollutant Dischargeemissions and enhance octane ratings. MTBE usage

as an octane enhancer started about 1979. The use ofElimination System (NPDES) studies.
MTBE to produce cleaner burning gasoline increased
considerably during the late 1980’s. In 1996, 17.6

Occurrence billion pounds of MTBE were produced, making it
Harrison and Johnston (1985) and Baldys andthe VOC with the third highest prdduction (Chemical

others (1997) were the only studies of VOCs in and Engineering News, April 8, 1996). MTBE’s
highway runoff. Harrison and Johnston (1985) sampledwidespread use, high solubility, and resistance to
2-week composites of atmospheric deposition at threedegradation (Squi!lace and others, 1997) could account
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for its frequent occurrence in urban stormwater (Delzerto organic particulates and impervious surfaces,
and others, 1996) and in shallow urban ground water although partitioning between precipitation and VOCs
(Squillace and others, 1996). in the atmosphere could be a source for MTBE.

The seasona! detection of some VOCs suggests
Related Factors that the atmosphere could be a nonpoint source.

Measurements by Kawamura and Kaplan (1983),
Land use could be the most significant factor Pankow and others (1984), Harrison and Johnston

affecting the occurrence of VOCs. Lopes and Bender (!985), Ligocki and others (1985), and Adachi and
(1998) found that concentrations of gasoline-related Kobayashi (1994)" support the hypothesis that the
and chlorinated VOCs were significantly higher in atmosphere near highways and urban areas is a source
industrial areas as compared to commercial and of VOCs, although concentrations in precipitation were
residential areas and that MTBE was detected more less than or equal to 0.2 gg/L. Concentrations of
frequently in commercial areas. Most VOCs have MTBE in precipitation estimated from concentrations

industrial applications (Pankow and Cherry, 1996), in air range from less than i to about 4 gg/L (Squillace

which probably is why concentrations were higher in and others, 1996). These estimated concentrations of
MTBE are why Squillace and others (1996)industrial areas. The frequent detection of MTBE in

commercial areas could be from spills at gas stations,hypothesized precipitation could be a major source of
MTBE detected in shallow urban ground water.

which typically are Iocated in commercial areas. Line Pankow and others (1997) demonstrated that MTBEand others (1997) infrequently detected VOCs in first- and other VOCs in the atmosphere can be transported
flush samples from industrial sites in North Carolina; in recharge into sandy aquifers.
sampling methods and high MRLs could account for
the few detections. Comparison to Water-Quality Standards

Temperature is a significant factor affecting the
From the NURP data, Makepeace and othersoccurrence ofVOCs. A study by yon Guerard and

Weiss (1995) observed that more detections of VOCs (1995) concluded that tetrachloroethene, dichloro-
methane, and benzene could be a concern if stormwateroccurred during snowmelt than during storm runoff, entered drinking-water supplies. For the NPDES data, "":’~’"

For all NPDES data, MTBE, benzene, xylenes, and Delzer and others (1996) found that concentrations of
1,2,4-trimethylbenzene were detected more frequentlyMTBE in urban stormwater were less than the lower
during winter than summer (Delzer and others, !996; limit of the USEPA draft lifetime health advisory of
Lopes and Bender, 1998). This higher detection of 20 gg/L. Other VOCs detected in NPDES samples
VOCs could be caused by the increased partitioning were compared to drinking-water standards (U.S.
of VOCs from air into precipitation or slower Environmental Protection Agency, 1996c) in table 6 (at
volatilization from stormwater during cold months, back of report) because VOCs have low aquatic

toxicities (Rowe and others, 1997) and primarily are a
Sources threat to drinking-water supplies. Less than 0.5 percent

of NPDES samples exceeded drinking-water standards
Lopes and’Bender (1998) concluded that urban of dichloromethane and tetrachloroethene, similar to

land surfaces are the primary nonpoint source of VOCsthe NURP study (Makepeace and others, 1995).
in stormwater. Most VOC concentrations in NPDES
samples were higher than those in equilibrium with
concentrations measured in urban air, indicating the INFORMATION NEEDS

atmosphere was not the source. VOCs associated with This review has shown that highways can be
certain products, such as gasoline, frequently occurredmajor sources of SVOCs detected in water and
together, and concentrations were significantly sediment. However, there is insufficient information to
correlated and different among urban land uses. Modeldetermine if highways are sources of VOCs or to
results indicated that VOC concentrations near the estimate loads and concentrations of SVOCs and VOCs
reporting limits evolved by volatilization. The primaryfrom highways. Nationally consistent data are needed
source of VOCs probably was spills and VOCs sorbed to (1) characterize the regional occurrence and ’
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concentrations of SVOCs and VOCs in highway runoff,techniques similar to those of Driver and Tasker (1990)
(2) determine which are the most important factorscan be developed to estimate constituent loads and con-
affecting runoff quality, (3) estimate contaminant loadscentrations in highway runoff throughout the United
and concentrations on regional and national scales, andStates.
(4) identify water resources that potentially are Geographic information on factors included in
affected, the estimation techniques can be used to obtain a

A strategy is needed so that the distribution ofnational distribution of estimated contaminant loads
information adequately represents factors affectingand concentrations. These estimates and geographic
highway runoff in the United States. This strategyinformation on water resources, including ground
should define regions that have different values ofwater, could then be used to determine which water
factors that are expected to significantly correlate withresources could be adversely affected by highways.
water and sediment quality. For example, streams inGround water that is shallow and is used or has the
drainage basins with residential and commercial landpotential of being used for drinking water could be
use are being monitored in regions with significantlyaffected by water-soluble compounds like MTBE.
different climate (Lopes and Price, !997) because Deterministic studies and modeling are also
urban stormwater quality is significantly correlatedneeded to understand the physical and chemical pro-
with mean annual precipitation (Driver and Tasker,cesses controlling highway-runoffquality, contaminant
1990). Other factors, such as highway-surface type,transport and fate, and impacts on biological and drink-
drainage, and traffic load, could be incorporated intoing-water resources. For example, Hewitt and Rashed
this plan to develop a similar strategy for highways.(1990) and Stotz (1987) found that 70 percent of PAHs

Infomaation that is needed includes chemicalfrom highways are dispersed and 30 percent are trans-
data on SVOCs and VOCs in runoff, precipitation, andported in runoff. The majority of PAHs could be trans-
sediment to characterize their occurrence and ranges inported through the atmosphere into water-supply
concentrations. PAHs, oil and grease, and petroleumreservoirs. Modeling could help determine the trans-
hydrocarbons are the primary classes of SVOCs port and fate of dispersed PAHs and potentially:,:2".~ associated with highway runoff. However, phenolicaffected waters.

’" compounds and VOCs are in vehicle exhaust and could
also be in highway runoff, precipitation, and sediment
along highways. Parameters that could be related toSUMM/kR¥
chemical concentration, such as pH, dissolved oxygen,
and total organic carbon, should also be measured. This review evaluated the quality and geographic
These data should be collected using appropriate distribution of existing data on SVOCs and VOCs,
procedures and materials and documented in a QA/QCsummarized significant findings, compared concentra-
plan. tions in highway runoff and urban stormwater with cur-

Factors that are significantly related to waterrent (1998) water-quality criteria, and identified areas
quality need to be characterized to estimate contami-where additional information is needed. A total of 44
nant loads and concentrations from unmonitored sitesarticles and reports were reviewed. Only 17 studies
and to identify potentially affected water resources,were related to highways, and 5 of these are review
Factors that clearly affect concentrations and loads ofpapers. Most of the data were collected during the late
SVOCs in highway runoff include suspended solids1970’s to mid-1980’s. SVOCs in urban stormwater and
and organic carbon concentrations, total rainfall, rain-sediments was the subjects of most studies.
fall intensity, traffic loads, and how runoff is drained. It Only 10 percent of studies described where in
is unclear if the type of surface has a significant effect,the stream cross section water samples were collected.
how much temperature affects concentrations andThis was the largest deficiency in documenting the
loads of SVOCs, and if surrounding land use has ansampling protocol. About 80 percent of SVOCs in
effect. These and other factors may affect VOCs inrunoff are in the suspended solids. Because suspended
highway runoff and precipitation. Relations between solids can vary significantly in the stream cross section
water quality and significant factors ci~n be character-even in narrow channels, the representativeness of
ized by statistical analysis of ancillary data associateddiscrete point samples and interpretations based on
with monitoring sites and storms. From these relations, those data, especially load estimates, are questionable
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without information regarding sample location, how MTBE, benzene, xylenes, and 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene
samplers were used, or how well the streamflow was were detected more frequently during winter than .:
mixed,                                             summer. The seasonal detection could be due to the

Only 30 percent of studies documented the MRLincreased partitioning of VOCs in air into water at cold
or MDL of the analytical method and only 15 percent temperatures, suggesting that the atmosphere could be
of studies used field quality-control samples. The lacka nonpoint source of some VOCs. Tetrachloroethene,
of MRL and MDL documentation hinders the ability todichloromethane, and benzene were the only VOCs in
compare stormwater quality from different parts of thestormwater that exceeded drinking-water standards.country. Evaluating the quality of environmental data,
especially low concentrations, is difficult because few Information deficiencies identified during the

studies collected QC data and documented that review included a need to determine if highways are

samplers were cleaned, a source of phenolic compounds and VOCs and if
PAHs, petroleum hydrocarbons, and oil and the occurrence and concentrations of SVOCs and

grease are the major SVOCs in urban stormwater and VOCs vary regionally. A better understanding of the
highway runoff. Suspended solids concentrations is thefactors that affect SVOCs and VOCs is needed to
most significant factor affecting SVOCs in water. In estimate contaminant loads and concentrations at
sediment, the most significant factors affecting SVOC unmonitored sites and to identify potentially affected
concentrations are organic carbon content and distancewater resources. Deterministic studies and modeling
from sources, such as highways and power plants, also are needed to understand the physical and
Rainfall intensity, storm voIume, and land use also arechemical processes controlling highway-runoff quality
important factors affecting concentrations and loads ofand contaminant transport and fate.
SVOCs. The highest SVOC concentrations in runoff,
snow, and bottom sediment were measured from high-
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Table 1 . Documented quality criteria of data on semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in urban stormwater and highway runoff

[°C, degrees Celsius; cm, centimeters; m, meters; ~tg/L, micrograms per liter; mg/L, milligrams per liter; ng/L, nanograms per liter; ng/g, nanograms per gram; ppb, parts per billion; NA, not applicable;
ND, not described; SS, stainless steel; O+G, oil and grease; GC/FID, gas chromatography/flame-ionization detector; GC-MS, gas chromatography-mass spectrometry; HCI. hydrochloric acid;
HPLC, high performance liquid chromatography; IR, infrared spectrometry; EWI, equal-width increment; MRL, miuimum reporting limit; NaCI, sodium chloride; NPDES, National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System; NURP, Nationwide Urban RunoffProgram; %, percent; -, approximate; ---, no comment]

Water sampling protocol                 Sediment and soil sampling protocol
Years data

Discrete Depth CommentManual Discrete Where
Sampler Material

or
Reference Where were Sampler

Material or or incollected type
automatic composite stream

type
composite

(cm)

Baldys and others, Dallas-Ft. 1992-94 auto- Teflon, both both ND NA NA NA NA Flow-weighted composites;
1997 Worth, Texas sampler + steel, not known if splitter used.

bottles glass Sampled where storm drain
well mixed.

Baldys and others, Dallas-Ft. 1992-93 auto- Teflon, both both ND NA NA NA NA Flow-weighted composites; not
1998 Worth, Texas sampler+ steel, known if splitter used.

bottles glass Sampled where storm drain
well mixed.

Barrett and others, Review paper 1976-92 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
1993

Bjorseth and Review paper 1775-84 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
Ramdahl, 1985

Bomboi and others, Madrid, Spain 1985-86 tray metal manual discrete assume all NA NA NA NA Simulated rain for runoff
1990 flow samples; extracted water,

solids separately.
Bomboi and Madrid, Spain ND tray metal mam, al discrete assume all NA NA NA NA Same data as Bomboi and

Hemaudez, 1991 flow others, 1990.
Boom and Ontario, 1986-87 corer for SS manual discrete NA NA NA NA NA NA

Marsalek, 1988 Canada snow
Brown and others, Tampa 1982-83 ND ND ND both ND ponar ND composite 0-5 Discrete samples of first flush,

1985 composite-type unknown;
whole water and suspended
solids analyzed.

Butler and others, England ND NA NA NA NA NA ND ND discrete 0-4, 4-8 Samples sieved to 18 mesh.
1984

Cole and otbers, 15 NURP cities 1979-82 ND ND ND both ND NA NA NA NA Compilation of coordinated
1984 studies; low-weighted

composites.
Delzer and others, 16 NPDES 1991-95 vials glass manual discrete ND NA NA NA NA Compilation of independent

1996 cities studies; sampling procedures
varied.

Edwards, 1983 Review paper 1956-82 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
Eganhouse and Los Angeles, 1978 ND steel manual discrete center, NA NA NA NA Whole and filtered water

Kaplan, 1981a California below analyzed.
~ surface
~ ....I Eganhouse and Los Angeles, 1978 ND steel manual discrete center, NA NA NA NA Same data as Eganhouse and
O o" Kaplan, 1981b California below Kaplan, 1981a.
¢d:) ~ surface
¢d~

~
Ellis and others, London, ND NA NA NA NA NA grab SS composite surface NA

~ 1985 England sampler



Table 1 . Documented quality criteria of data on semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in urban stormwater and highway runoff--Continued

Water sampling protocol                 Sediment and soil sampling protocol
Years data

Manual Discrete Where Sampler Material
Discrete

Depth CommentReference Where were Sampler
Material or or in orcollected type type (cm)

automatic composite stream composite

Evans and others, United 1987-88 NA NA NA NA NA jars glass discrete 0-10 Collected bottom sediment
1990 Kingdom monthly for [ year.

Fam and others, San Francisco, ND bottles + glass + manual discrete ND NA NA NA NA Particulates and filtrate
1987 California buckets metal analyzed.

Gavens and London, ND ND ND ND ND ND corer SS discrete 0-10, Whole water analyzed;
others, 1982 England 290-300 s.edimeut samples sieved into

several fractions.

Gjessing and others, Norway 1981-82 cans aluminum manual discrete ND gravity acrylic discrete 0-2 NA
1984 corer

Gupta, 1981 Milwaukee, 1975-78 ISCO ND both both ND NA NA NA NA Oil and grease sampled
1 larrisburg, manually; whole water
Nashville, analyzed. Flow-weighted
Denver composites.

Harrison and England 1981-83 funnel plastic, passive auto- composite NA NA NA NA NA Includes data from Johnston
Johnston, 1985 glass sampler and Harrison, 1984.

Herrmann, 1981 Germany 1979 auto- ND auto discrete ND pan ND NA surface Sampled stream, snow, street
sampler dust, bed load, rain. Mostly

whole water analyzed.

ltewitt and Rashed, England ND funnel, ND passive auto- discrete NA trowel ND discrete 0-I0, Bulk deposition sampled;
1990 auto- sampler 10-20, autosampler for SWRO.

samplers 20-30

Hoffman and others, Narraganset 1979-81 bucket metal manual discrete ND NA NA NA NA Samples collected at about 30-
1983 Bay minute intervals; suspended

solids and filtrate analyzed.

Hoffman and others, Narraganset 1979-81 bucket metal manual discrete ND NA NA NA NA Same data as Hoffman and
1984 Bay others, 1983.

Iloffman and otbers, Rhode Island 1979-81 bucket metal manual discrete ND NA NA NA NA Samples collected at about 30-
1985 minute intervals; suspended

solids and filtrate analyzed.

Hoffman and Quinn, Review paper 1969-87 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
1987

Hunter and others, Philadelphia, 1974 ND ND manual both ND NA NA NA NA Flow-weighed composites;
1979 Pennsylvania centrifuged water and

particulates analyzed
separately.

Johnston and England 1982-83 funnel plastic passive auto- cmnposite NA NA NA NA Bulk deposition sampled
Harrison, 1984 sampler biweekly.

Latimer and others, Warwick, 1979-81 bucket metal manual discrete ND trowel SS discrete ND Suspended solids and filtrate
1990 Rhode Island analyzed. Soil, vegetation,

street dust sampled.

Line and others, North Carolina 1993-94 auto- ND auto-sampler discrete ND NA NA NA NA Only first-flush samples.
1997 sampler Samples iced a~er collection

and preserved at lab.



Table 1 . Documented quality criteria of data on semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in urban stormwater and highway runoff--Continued

Water sampling protocol                 Sediment and soil sampling protocol
Years data

Manual Discrete Where Sampler Discrete Depth CommentReference Where were Sampler
Material or or in Material orcollected type type (cm)automatic composite stream composite

Lopes and Bender, 16 NPDES 1991-9.’, vials glass manual discrete ND NA NA NA NA Includes data from Delzer and
1998 cities others, 1996.

Lopes and others, Phoenix, 1991-93 auto- Teflon, both both ND, EW[ NA NA NA NA Discrete manual samples for
1995 Arizona samplers steel, for stream . VOCs, phenols, O+G. Flow-

glass weighted composites from
.chnrn splitter.

Makepeace aud Review paper 1970-94 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
others, 1995

Marsalek and Canada, Great 1979 83 auto- metal, pumping and flow-weight bank, ND filtered ND ND ND Filtered at 5 micron due to high
Sehroeter, 1988 Lakes region samplers glass passive composite water solids. Also collected street

auto- sediments.
samplers

Prahl and others, Seattle, 1979-80 pump glass manual discrete middle, filtered NA NA NA Only analyzed suspended
1984 Washington 1-2 m water sediment filtered from water

and Columbia deep using nitrogen. Also sampled
River air.

Schondorm and Germany 1986 snow Aluminnm manual discrete NA NA NA NA NA NA
Ilerrmann, 1987 lysimeter foil

covered
plywood

Stenstrom and Richmond, 1980-81 bottles glass manual discrete ND NA NA NA NA Sampled at turbulent locations
others, 1984 California for uniform sample.

Stotz, 1987 Germany 1978-~ I ND ND ND composite ND NA NA NA NA Whole water and centrifuged
samples analyzed; unknown
composite type.

yon Guerard and Colorado 1992 auto- Teflon, both depth ND, flow NA NA NA NA Discrete manual samples for
Weiss, 1995 Springs, samplers glass integrated turbulent, VOCs, phenols, O+G. Flow-

Colorado manual mixed weighted composites from
churn and cone splitter.

Wakeham and Switzerland, 1976-77 NA NA NA NA NA gravity, ND NA max Gravity cores for shallow
others, 1980 Seattle, piston 6.4 m (<1 m) cores, piston for deep

Washington corers cores.
Wiland and Malina, Austin, Texas 1976 bottle glass manual discrete ND NA NA NA NA Simulated rainfall for runoff

1976
Yamane and others, Tokyo, Japan ND bottle glass manual discrete ND ND ND ND ND Whole water analyzed;

1990 sediment, street dust and
highway dust analyzed.

Zawlockiand Seattle, 1979-80 tank, drum poly- automatic composite usedflow- NA NA NA NA Samples taken from well-mixed
others, 1980 Washington ethylene splitter tank, drum. Flume, flow

splitter made of fiberglass,
contamination assumed
negligible. Filtrate,
particulates analyzed.



Table 1                          . Documented quality criteria of data on semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater and highway runoff--Continued

Laboratory methods Quality assurance Quality control

Reference Cleaned Preser-Instrument MRL Comment Container Comment Field QC Lab QC Comment
sampler? vation

Baldys and others, ND mostly USGS ND ND ND equipment, trip ND QC data
1997 0.2-10 analytical blanks, matrix provided

mg/L methods spikes, replicates
Baldys and others, ND mostly USGS ND ND ND --- blanks, replicates, reference No QC results

1998 0.2-10 analytical spikes discussed
~tg/L methods

Barrett and others, NA NA --- NA NA NA --- NA NA ---
1993

Bjorseth and NA NA --- NA NA NA -- NA NA ---
Ramdahl, 1985

Bomboiand others, GC-FID, ND --- ND ND ND --- ND ND
1990 GC-MS

Bomboi and GC-F[D, ND --- ND ND ND --- ND ND --
Hernandez, 1991 GC-MS

Boom and Marsalek, GC-FID 0.05 pg/L -- ND stainless ND Slowly melted snow ND ND ---
1988 steel

Brown and others, GC-FID ND I p.g/L ND glass chilled 4"C Teflon-lined lids ND all analyses Teflon-lined lids
1985 duplicated,

blanks, recovery
samples

Butler and others, GC- ND --- ND ND ND --- ND ND ---
1984 fluorescence

Cole and others, ND varied Many labs ND NI) ND Guidelines for consistent blanks, replicates, performance Summarized QC
1984 used sample collection, but spikes evaluation evaluation

details not given samples,
surrogates

Delzer and others, GC-MS 0.2-1 lag/L USGS ND glass ND --- ND ND ---
1996 analytical

methods
Edwards, 1983 NA NA --- NA NA NA --- NA NA ---
Eganhouse and gravimetric ND --- ND glass ND Samples shaken and split ND ND ---

Kaplan, 198 la into 2 bottles
Eganhouse and gravimetric ND --- ND glass ND Samples shaken and split ND ND ---

Kaplan, 198 lb into 2 bottles
Ellis and otlaers, GC-FID, ND --- yes ND ND --- ND ND ---

1985 GC-MS
Evans and others, HPLC, ND Recovery yes glass chilled Covered w/foil, capped ND blanks, recovery Blank, recovery

199,0 GS-MS 83-131% w/metal lid samplas corrections
made

Fam and others, GC-FID ND Standard ND glass acidify, chill --- ND ND ---
1987 methods



Table 1 . Documented quality criteria of data on semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater and highway runoff--Continued

Laboratory methods Quality assurance Quality control

Reference Cleaned Preset-
Instrument MRL Comment Container Comment Field QC Lab QC Commentsampler? vation

Gavens and others, GC-FID, ND --- yes ND sediment --- ND ND Suggest
1982 GC-MS frozen; water naphthalene

ND lost during
workup

Gjessingand others, GC-ND, ND --- ND ND NI) --- ND ND --
1984 reference

Gupta, 1981 Standard ND --- ND ND chilled Overnight shipping ND ND ---
methods

Harrison and HPLC, ND --- yes glass ND Plastic samplers, 2 weeks ND blanks Blank
Johnston, 1985 GC-MS w/o chilling corrections

made
Herrmann, 1981 HPLC, ND ND ND ND ND Snow, street dust frozen in ND ND

fluorescence polyethylene bags
llewitt and Rasbed, HPLC ND --- ND ND ND --- ND ND ---

199’0
tloffman and others, GC-FID, ND Precision ND glass ND Teflon-lined lids ND blanks No blank

1983 GC-MS ~15% corrections
needed

lloffman and others, GC-FID, ND Precision ND glass ND Teflon-lined lids ND blanks ---
1984 GC-MS mostly

11-25%
Hoffman and others, GC-FID, ND Precision ND glass ND Teflon-lined lids ND blanks ---

1985 GC-MS mostly
11-25%

Hoffmauand Quinn, NA NA --- NA NA NA --- NA NA ---
1987

l lumer and others, GC-FID ND 85-95% ND glass ND --- ND ND ---
1979 recovery

Johnston and IIPLC ND yes glass ND Plastic samplers, 2 weeks ND ND 43-8~%
ltarrison, 1984 w/o chilling recovery,

corrections
made

Latimer and others, GC-FID ND Relative yes glass none --- ND blanks Blank data given
1990 deviation

<20%
Line and others, Standard 5 to --- yes ND chilled Sometimes hours before Automatic sampler lab-split ---

1997 methods 100 ~tg/L samples were retrieved, blanks duplicates,
chilled; autosampler for spikes for about
VOCs 10% of samples

.,..4:~.



Table 1    Documented quality criteria of data on semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater and highway runoff--Continued

Laboratory methods Quality assurance Quality control

Reference Cleaned
Container

Preser-
Instrument MRL Comment Comment Field QC Lab QC Comment

sampler? vation

Lopes and Bender, GC-MS 0.2-1 l~giL USGS ND glass ND --- ND ND ---

1998 analytical
methods

Lopes and others, ND mostly USGS yes ND chilled Autosampler checked with Automatic sampler ND Some

1995 0.2-10 analytical concurrent manual and trip blanks, compounds

pg/L methods samples matrix spikes, may degrade;
replicates blanks clean

Makepeaee and NA NA --- NA NA NJk --- NA NA ---

others, 1995
Marsalek and GC/FID, ECD water MDL Recovery ND reference reference --- ND ND, but done ---

Scbroeter, 1988 0.001-0.05 60-110%,
ppb. precision
sediment 12-83%
5-50 ppb

Prahl and others, GC-FID air ND --- yes glass air samples Nitrogen used lbr filtering ND ND GC, HPLC
+ 15%1984 samples, refrigerated,

IIPLC sediment
sediment frozen
samples

Scl~ondorm and HPLC, MDL 0.03- 85-90% ND ND ND --- ND ND ---

llerrraann, 1987 fluorescense O.15ngq. recovery
Stenstrom and IR., GC-FID ND --- yes glass ND Sampled turbulent area for ND ND ---

others, 1984 well mixed sample

Stotz, 1987 reference ND --- ND ND ND --- ND ND ---
Manual samples from blanks, spikes ND Low spikevon Guerard and ND mostly USGS yes. ND chilled

Weiss, 1995 0.2-10 analytical turbulent, well-mixed recovery,
lag/L metbods flow blanks clean

Wakeham and GC-FID 1-2 ng/g R.eproduci- ND ND frozen or Preservation for samples ND blanks Data blank and

others, 1980 bility chilled at 4"C from 2 lakes not recovery
4. 25% described corrected

Wiland and Malina, IK ND --- ND glass chilled at 4"C Plastic sheet under truck ND ND ---
1976 used for simulated rain

Yamane and others, GC-FID, HPLC ND --- ND glass NaCI, onPreserved site ND ND
1990 plI<2.0

Zawlocki and GC/MS, 100 l.tg/L for Trace ND glass chilled Samples well mixed, but ND lab-split Particulate

others, 1980 Standard trace organics don’t know if they are of replicates, replicates
Methods organics precision entire storm system blanks, + 5%, total

± 50%, recoveries organic
results extracts within
summed 20%
into
componnd
class



Table 2 . Semivolatile and volatile organic compour{ds not detected in stormwater

[IUPAC, International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry; NURP, Nationw{de Urban Runoff Program; NR, not reported]

Minimum reportingIUPAC compound name limit (range), Location Reference(common name) in micrograms per liter

Semivoiatile organic compounds

Benzidine 40 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995
40 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995
40 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

4-Bromophenyl phenyl ether 5 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995
5 Colorado Springs, CO von Guerard and Weiss, 1995
5 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

NR Summary-NURP Cole and others, 1984
0-Chlorobenzene 5 Colorado Springs, CO von Guerard and Weiss, 1995
4-Chloro-3-methylphenol 30 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998
bis(2-Chloroethoxy)methane 5 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995

5 Colorado Springs, CO von Guerard and Weiss, 1995
5 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

NR Summary-NURP Cole and others, 1984
bis(2-Chloroethyl)ether 5 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995

5 Colorado Springs, CO von Guerard and Weiss, 1995
5 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

NR Summary-NURP Cole and others, 1984
bis(2-Chloroisopropyl)ether 5 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995

5 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995
5 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

NR Summary-NURP Cole and others, 1984
4-Chlorophenyl phenyl ether 5 Maricopa County., AZ Lopes and others, 1995

5 Colorado Springs, CO von Guerard and Weiss, 1995
5 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

NR Summary-NURP Cote and others, 1984
1,2,5,6-Dibenzanthracene 10 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995

3, 3’-Dichlorobenzidine 20 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995
20 Colorado Springs, CO von Guerard and Weiss, 1995
20 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

2,4-Dichlorophenol 5 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995
5 Colorado Springs, CO von Guerard and Weiss, 1995
5 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

NR Summary-NURP Cole and others, t984
Dimethylphthalate 5 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995

5 Colorado Springs, CO von Guerard and Weiss, 1995
5 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

NR Summary-NURP Cole and others, 1984
4,5-Dinitro-2-methylpheno! 30 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Batdys and others, 1998

4,6-Dinitro-ortho-cresol 30 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995
NR Summaty-NURP Cole and others, 1984

2,4-Dinitrophenol 20 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995
20 Colorado Springs, CO von Guerard and Weiss, 1995
20 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998
NR Summary-NURP Cole and others, 1984

2,4-Dinitrotoluene 5 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995
5 Colorado Springs, CO von Ouerard and Weiss, 1995
5 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

2,6-Dinitrotoluene 5 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and &hers, 1995
5 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995
5 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

1,2-Diphenyl hydrazine 5 Colorado Springs. CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995
5 Dallas, Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998
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Table 2 . Semivolatile and volatile organic compounds not detected in stormwater--Continued

IUPAC compound name Minimum reporting
limit (range), Location Reference(common name)            in micrograms per liter

Semivolatile organic compounds~ Continued

Hexachlorobutadiene 5 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995
5 Colorado Springs, CO von Guerard and Weiss, !995

0.2-10 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998
Hexachlorocyclopentadiene 5 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995

5 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, t998
Hexachloroethane 5 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, !995

5. Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995
5 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

Isophorone 5 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995
5 Colorado Springs, CO von Guerard and Weiss, 1995
5 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

Nitrobenzene , 5 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995
5 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995
5 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

2-Nitrophenol 5 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995
5 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995
5 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

NR Summary-NURP Cole and others, 1984
n-nitrosodi-n-propylamine 5 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995

5 Colorado Springs, CO von Guerard and Weiss, 1995
5 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

n-nitrosodiphenylamine 5 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, I995
5 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995
5 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

n-nitrosodimethylamine 5 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995
5 Colorado Springs, CO voa Guerard and Weiss, 1995
5 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX BaIdys and others, 1998

Paraehlorometacresol 30 Colorado Springs, CO von Guerard and Weiss, 1995
Phenol .3 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995

3 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998
2,4,6-Triehlorophenol 20 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995

20 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995
20 Dallas!Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998
NR Summary-NURP Cole and others, 1984

Volatile organic compounds

Bromobenzene 0.2 Colorado Springs, CO von Guerard and Weiss, 1995
0.2 - I0 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

BromochIoromethane 0.2 Mari¢opa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995
0.2 - 10 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

Bromomethane 0.2 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995
(Methyl bromide) 0.2 Colorado Springs, CO von Guerard and Weiss, 1995

0.2 - l0 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998
Chloroethane 0.2 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995

0.2 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995
0.2 - 10 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

NR Summary-NURP Cole and others, 1995
2-Chloroethyt vinyl ether 1.0 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995

1.0 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995
1.0 - 50 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

Chloromethane 0.2 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995
i-Chloro-2-Methylbenzene 0.2 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995

(0-Chlorotoluene) 0.2 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995
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Table 2 . Semivolatile and volatile organic compouhds not detected in stormwater--Continued                              ,
-,.

Minimum reporting " ":°
IUPAC compound name limit (range), Location Reference(common name) in micrograms per liter

Volatile organic compounds-- Contimted

1,2-Dibromo-3-ehloropropane 1.0 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995
(Dibromochloropropane) 1.0 Colorado Springs, CO von Guerard and Weiss, 1995

1.0 - 10 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998
1,2-Dibromoethane 0.2 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995

0.2 - 10 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998
1,2-Diohlorobenzene 0.2 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995

0.2 - 10 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998
NR Summary-NUR.P Cole and others, 1995

1,3-Dichlorobenzene 0.2 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995
0.2 - 10 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, i998

NR. Summary-NUR.P Cole and others, 1995
1,4-Dichlorobenzene 0.2 Colorado Springs, CO von Guerard and Weiss, 1995

0.2 - 10 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998
NR. Summary-NURP Cole and others, 1995

Dichlorodifluoromethane 0.2 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995
0.2 Colorado Springs, CO von Guerard and Weiss, 1995

0.2 - 10 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998
NR Summa~-NURP Cole and others, 1995

1,3-Dichloropropane 0.2 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995
0.2 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995

0.2 - I0 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998
2,2-Dichloropropane 0.2 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995

0.2 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995 ~...:~.~,
0.2 - [0 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

: q" ":.’2
1,l-Diohloropropene 0.2 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995

0.2 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995
0.2 - l0 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

eis-1,3-Dichloropropene 0.2 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995
0.2 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995

0.2 - 10 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998
trans- 1,3-Diehloropropene 0.2 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995

0.2 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995
0.2 - I0 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

(l,l-Dimethylethyl)benzene 0.2 Marieopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995
(tert-Butylbenzene) 0.2 Colorado Springs, CO von Guerard and Weiss, 1995

0.2 - l0 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998
l,l,2,3,4,4-Hexachloro-l,3-butadiene 0.2 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995

(hexaehlorobutadiene) 0.2 - I0 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998
NR S~mmary-.~C~RP Cole and others, 1995

(1-Methylpropyl)benzene 0.2 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995
(seo-Butylbenzene) 0.2 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995

0.2 - I0 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

Parachlorotoluene 0.2 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995

2-Propenal 20 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995
(Acrolein) 20 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995

20 - 1000 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

2-Propenenitrile 20 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995
(Acrylonitrile) 20 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995

20 - 1000 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998

1,1,1,2-Tetraohloroethane 0.2 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995
0.2 Colorado Springs, CO yon Guerard and Weiss, 1995

0.2 - 10 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, t998
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Table 2 . Semivolatile and volatile organic compounds not detected in stormwater--Continued

Minimum reportingIUPAC compound name limit (range), Location Reference(common name) in micrograms per liter

Volatile organic compounds-- Continued

1,2,3-Trich[orobenzene 0.2 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995
0.2 Colorado Springs, CO vort Guerard and Weiss, 1995

0.2 - 10 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998
1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene 0.2 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995

0.2 Colorado Springs, CO von Guerard and Weiss, 1995
0.2 - 10 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1.998

NK Summary-NURP Cole and others, 1995
1,2,3-Trichloropropane 0.2 Maricopa County, AZ Lopes and others, 1995

0.2 Colorado Springs, CO von Guerard and Weiss, 1995
0.2 - I 0 Dallas/Fort Worth, TX Baldys and others, 1998
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Table 3 . Loading factors for semivolatile organic compounds as a function of land use

[kg, kilogram; km2, square kilometer; km, kilometer; yr, year; cm, centimeter; m2. square meter; PAlls, polycyelie aromatic hydrocarbons; llg, microgram; m, meter; bwy, highway; E-5, 10 to the expo-
nent -5; --, factors were not estimated]

Compound class Residential Commercial Industrial Highway Bridges Reference

Stormwater

Petroleum hydrocarbons 180 (kg/km-~)!yr 580 (kg/km2)/yr 14,000 (kg/km2)/yr 7,800 (kg/km2)/yr -- Hoffman and Quinn, 1987
...... 2.5E-5 (kg/vehicle)/km -- Hoffman and oflaers, 1985
...... 126 (kg/km2)/cm rain -- Hoffman and others, 1985
2,560 (kg/km~-)/yr ........ Hunter and others, 1979

Oil and grease ...... 485-76,700 (kg/km2)/yr 4.1 kg/yr Barrett and others, 1993
...... 9-16 (kg/km2)/event -- Barrett and others, 1993
...... 27-298 (kg/km2)/cm rain    -- Wiland and Malina, 1976
9.8 (kg/km2)/cm rain239 (kg "/km2)/cm rain .... Stenstrom and others, 1984

PAlls 10.009 (kg!km2)/yr 10.100 (kg/km~-)/yr 12.42 (kg/km2)/yr 11.22 (kg/km2)/yr -- ttoffman and Quinn, 1987
20.258 (kgikm2)/yr 20.589 (kg/km2)/yr 23.97 (kg/km~-)/yr 216.9 (kg/km2)/yr -- Hoffman and Quinn, 1987
...... 0.5-1.8 (kg/km2)/yr -- Stotz, 1987
...... 5.8E-8 (kg/vehicle)/km -- Hoffman and others, 1985
...... 0.151 (kg/km2)/cm rain -- I loffman and others, 1985

Bulk deposition

Petroleum hydrocarbons 61.4 (summe0 -- 1,130 (winte0 .... Latimer and others, 1990
(lag/m2)’Jay 4,120 (summer)

(pg/m2)/day
Oil and grease ........ 8. I kg/yr Barrett and others, 1993
PAHs ...... 315.6_48 tag/m of hwy/day -- Hewitt and Rashed, 1990

...... 29-71 (p.g/m2)/yr -- Harrison and Johnston, 1985
ILow-molecular-weight PAHs.
2tligb-molecular-weight PAHs.
3Within 50 meters of highway.



Table 4 . Upper threshold concentrations of selected ¯ Table 5 . Comparison of volatile organic compounds
semivolatile organic.compounds in sediment detected in the NURP and NPDES studies

[CAS, Chemical Abstracts] b’NURP, Nationwide Urban Runoff.Program; NPDES, National Pollutant

Threshold Discharge Elimination System; NA, not analyzed]

GAS concentration, Frequency of Frequency of
Compound name number in micrograms detection, detection,

per kilogram Compound in percent, in percent,
of sediment NURP1 NPDESz

Acenaphthene 83-32-9 tl,300 Toluene 2 23
Accnaphthylene 208-96-8 640 Xylenes NA 17.5
Anthracene 120-12-7 ! 100 Chloro form 12 13
Benz[a]anthracene 2!.8-00-9 693 Trimethylbenzene NA 12
Benzo[a]pyrene 50-32-8 782 Tetrachloroethene 5 8
B~.s(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate 117-8 [-7 2,650 Naphthalene 11 .. 7
Butylbenzylphthalate 85-68-7 l 1,000 methyl-tert butyl ether NA 7
Chrysene 21.8-00-9 862 Dichloromethane 10 6
Dibenz[a,h]anthracene 53-70-3 260 Bromodichloromethane l 6
[,2-Dichlorobenzene 120-83-2 350 Ethylbenzene 4 5
1,4-Dichlorobenzene 95-50-1 340 tCole and others, 1984.
Diethylphthalate 84-66-2 630 ~’Delzer and others, 1996.
Di-n-butylphthalate 84-74-2 I 1,000
Fluoranthene 206-44-0 16,200
Naphthalene 9 t-20-3 470
Phenanthrene 85-01-8 t 1,800
Pyrene 129-00-0 1,398
1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene 120-82- I 9,200

|Assumes 1 percent sediment organic carbon.

Table 6 . Comparison of volatile organic compounds in stormwater to drinking-water standards

[I.tg,’L, micrograms per liter; IUPAC, International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry; CAS, Chemical Abstracts; NPDES, National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System; MCL, maximum contaminant level; HAL, health advisory level (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1996e)]

Maximum concentration Standard, Type ofIUPAC name CAS number in NPDES samples in ~tg/L standard

Methylbenzene 108-88-3 6.6 1,000 MCL
Dimethylb~nzenes 1330-20-7 15 I 0,000 MCL
Trichloromethane 67-66-3 7.0 l 100 MCL
Tetrachloroethene 127-18-4 42 5 MCL
Naphthalene 91-20-3 5. I 20 HAL
Methyl left-butyl ether 1634-04-4 ~ 7 220 HAL
Dichloromethane 75-09-2 13 5 MCL
Bromodichloromethane 75-27-4 2.8 t 100 MCL
Ethylbenzene 100-4 I.-4 2.0 700 MCL
Benzene 71-43-2 0.8 5 MCL

ITotal for all trihalomethanes combined cannot exceed the 100 I.tg/L.
7"Standard varies from 20 to 40 p.g,’L.
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Table 7 . Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom material/soil

[NPDES, National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System; NURP, Nationwide Urban RunoffProgram; NR, not reported; ND, not detected; <, less than reporting limit; --, no data]

Land use
Compound      Location Highway Residential            Commercial Industrial Unspecified Reference

name
Min Max Mean Min    Max Mean    Min Max Mean    Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean

Semlvolatile organic compounds, whole water, in micrograms per liter

Acenaphthene United States
Arizona

Maricopa County -- - .... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ..... Lopes and others,
1995

Colorado
Colorado Springs ....... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR -- -- -- von Guerard and

Weiss, 1995
Texas

Dallas-Fort Worth ..... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ...... Baldys and others,
1998

Canada
Canadian Great ...................... NR NR 0.97 Marsalekand

Lakes Schroeter, 1988"
Sault Ste Marie ................ <0.05 0.098 NR .... Boom and Marsalek,

1988
Accnaphthy- United States

lone Arizona
Maricopa County ...... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR .... NR Lopes and others,

1995
Colorado

Colorado Springs ...... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR - -- NR yon Gucrard and
Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ..... Baldys and others,

1998
Canada

Canadian Great ......................... NR NR 0.96 Marsalekand
Lakes Schroeter, 1988

Sautt Ste Marie .................. <0.05 0.153 NR ...... Boom and Marsalek,
1988

Anthracene United States
Arizona

Maricopa County ...... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ..... Lopes and others,
1995

Colorado
Colorado Springs ...... <5 <5 NR <5 9 NR <5 10 NR .... NR yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995
Texas

Dallas-Fort Worth ..... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 7 NR .... Baldys and others,
1998

Summary-NURP ................... 1 10 - Cole and others, 1984



Table 7 . Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoiI--Continued

Land use
Compound

Location            Highway Residential            Commercial             Industrial Unspecified Referencename
Min    Max Mean    Min    Max Mean    Min Max    Mean Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean

Semivolatile organic componnds, whole water, in micrograms per liter--Continued

Anthracene Summary ..................... 0.009 10 Ng Makepeac¢ and
others, 1995

Norway
Oslo ND 0.379 NR ..................... Gjessing and others,

1984
Benz(a) United States

anthracene Arizona
Maricopa County ...... <10 <10 NR <10 <10 NR <10 <10 NR ..... Lopes and others,

1995
Colorado

Colorado Springs ..... <10 <10 NR <10 <10 NR <10 37 NR ...... yon Guerard and
Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Wotlh ...... <10 <10 NR. <10 13 NR <10 26 NR - -- Baldys and others,

1998
Summary-NURP ....................... 1 10 NR Cole andothers, 1984
Summary .................... 0.0003 10 NR Makepeace and

others, 1995
Japan ,

Tokyo ...... NR NR 5 ................. Yamane and others,
1990

Norway
Oslo ND 0.677 NR ....................... Gjessing and others,i984

Spain
Madrid ........................ NR NR 1.1 Bomboiand

Hemandez, 1991
Bcnzo(b) United States

fluoran- Adzonarhone
Maricopa County ...... <10 <10 NR <10 19 NR <10 <10 NR ..... Lopes and others,

1995
Colorado

Colorado Springs ...... <10 i5 NR <10 11 -- <10 73 NR ..... yon Guerard and
Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <10 <10 NR <10 15 NR <10 23 NR ...... Baldys and others,

1998
Summary-NURP .................. NR 2 NR Cole and others, 1984
Summary ...................... 0.0034 1.9 NR Makepeaee and

others, 1995



Table 7’ . Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater0 suspended sediment, and bottom materia!lsoil--Continued

Land use
Compound

Location Highway Residential Commercial Industrial Unspecified Reference
name

Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean

Semivolatile organic compounds, whole water, in micrograms per liter--Continued

Benzo(b) Canada
fluoran- Sault Ste Marie ................ <0.1 0.647 NR .... Boom and Marsalek,thene 1988

Norway
Oslo 1 1.171 NR ...................... Gjessing and others,

1984
Benzo(k) United States

fluoran- Arizona
rhone

Maricopa County ...... <10 <10 NR <10 <10 NR <10 <10 NR .... Lopes and others,
1995

Colorado
Colorado Springs ...... <10 14 NR <10 <10 NR <10 90 NR ...... yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995
Texas

Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <10 28 NR <10 13 NR <10 22 NR ..... Baldys and others,
1998

Summary-NURP ...................... 4 10 NR Cole and others, 1984
Summary ...................... 0.0012 10 NR Makepeace and

others, 1995
Canada

Sanlt Ste Marie ................. <0.1 0.99 NR ...... Boom and Marsalek,
1988

Japan
Tokyo ...... NR NR 5 .................. Yamane and others,

1990
Norway

Oslo 1 1.171 NR ........................ Gjessing and others,
1984

Spain
Madrid ...................... NR NR 0.6 Bomboi and

Hemandez, 199 I
Benzo(b)     Spain

fluorene Madrid ........................ NR NR 0.7 Bomboi and
llernandez, 1991

Benzo(ghi) United States
perylene Arizona

Maricopa Connty ...... <10 <10 NR <10 <10 NR. <10 16 NR ...... Lopes and others,
1995

Colorado
Colorado Springs ...... <10 <10 -- <10 11 NR <10 31 NR ..... yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995



Table 7 . Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoil--Continued

Land use

Compound Location            Highway Residential Commercial Industrial Unspecified Reference
name

Min    Max Mean    Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean

Semivolatile organic compounds, whole water, in micrograms per liter--Contlnued

Benzo(ghi) Texas
perylene Dallas- Fort Worth ...... <10 <10 NR <10 15 NR. <I0 25 NR ...... Baldys and others,

1998
Snmntary .................... 0.0024 1.5 NR Makepeace and

others, 1995
Canada

Sault Ste Marie ............. <0.1    0.466 HR. ...... Boom and Marsalek,
1988

Japan
Tokyo ...... NR NR 1.2 ................. Yamanc and others,

1990
Norway

Oslo ND 0.551 NR ..................... Gjessing and others,
1984

Spain
Madrid ....................... NR. NR 0.3 Bomboi and

I ternandez, 1991
Benzo(a) tJnited S~ates

pyrene Arizona
Maricopa County ..... <10 <10 NR <10 <10 NR <10 <10 NR ...... Lopes and others,

1995
Colorado

Colorado Springs ...... <10 11 NR <10 <10 NR <10 46 NR ..... yon Guerard and
Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <10 <10 NR <10 11 NR <10 20 NR ...... Baldys and others,

1998
Summary-NURP ........................ 1 10 NR Cole andothers, 1984
Summary ........................ 0.0025 10 NR Makepeaee and

others, 1995
Canada

Sault Ste Marie ................ <0.1 0.558 HR. ...... Boom and Marsalek,
1988

Germany
Bayreuth ........................ NR NR 52 Herrmann, 1981

Japan
Tokyo .... NR. NR NR ................. Yamane and others,

1990
Norway

Oslo ND 0.602 NR ........................ Gjessing and others,
1984



Table 7 . Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoil--Continued

Land use

Compound
Location Highway Residential Commercial Industrial Unspecified Reference

name
Min Max Mean    Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean

Semivolatile organic compounds, whole ~vater, in micrograms per liter--Continned

Benzo(a) Spain
pyrene Madrid ..................... NR NR 1.1 Bomboi and

Hemandez, 1991

Madrid ....................... ND 4.75 NR Bomboi and others,
1990

Benzo(e) Summary ................... 0.4 0.609 NR Makepeace and
pyrene others, 1995

Norway
Oslo ND 0.609 NR ...................... Gjessing and others,

1984

Butylbenzyl United States
phthalate Arizona

Maricopa County ...... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ..... Lopes and others, -
1995

Colorado
Colorado Springs ...... <5 <5 NR <5 I I NR <5 <5 NR ...... yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ..... <5 10 NR <5 8 NR <5 14 NR ...... Baldys and others,

1998

Summary-NURP ........................ NR 10 NR Cole and others, 1984

p-Chloro-m- Summary-NURP ..................... NR 1.5 NR Cole and others, 1984
cresol

2-Chloro United States
naphlhalene Arizona

Maricopa County ..... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ..... Lopes and others,
1995

Colorado
Colorado Springs ...... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ...... yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ...... Baldys and others,

1998

Canada
Sault Ste Marie .................. <0.5 0.5 NR ...... Boom and Marsalek,

1988

B-Chloro Canada

~
naphthalene Canadian Great ..................... NR NR 0.97 Marsalekand

O .-i Lakes Schroeter, 1988

O ~ 2-Chloro United States
0 ~" phenol
�~ ~ Arizona
~,~ Maricopa County .... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ...... Lopes and others,
0 ~ 1995



Table 7 . Concentrations of detected semivotatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoil--Continued

Land use

Compound Location Highway Residential            Commercial Industrial Unspecified Reference
name

Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean

Semivolatile organic compounds, whole water, in micrograms per liter--Continued

2-Chloro Colorado
phcnol Colorado Springs ..... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR .... von Guerard and

Weiss, 1995
Texas

Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ..... Baldys and others,
1998

Summary-NURP ..................... NR 2 NR Cole an.d others, 1984
Chrysene United States

Arizona
Maricopa County ...... <10 <I0 NR <10 17 NR. <10 <10 NR ...... Lopes and others,

1995
Colorado

Colorado Springs ...... <10 NR <10 12 NR <10 61 NR .... yon Guerard and
Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ..... <10 <10 NR <10 23 NR <10 49 3.2 ...... Baldys and others,

1998
Summary-NURP .................... 0.6 10 NR Cole and others, 1984
Summary ....................... 0.0038 10 NR. Makepeace and

others, 1995
Norway

Oslo ND 1.147 NR ............... Gjessing and others,
1984

Spain
Madrid ..................... NR NR 1.4 Bomboi and

llemandez, 1991
Dibenzanlhra- United States

cene Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <10 <10 NR <10 <10 NR <10 <10 NR ...... Baldys and others,

1998
Norway

Oslo ND 0.214 NR ...................... Gjessing and others,
1984

Dibenz(a,h)    Summary ...................... 0.0006 0.9 NR Makepeace and
anthracene others, 1995

Spain
Madrid ..................... NR NR 0.5 Bomboi and

Hemandez, 1991
Dibeezofuran Norway

Oslo ND 0.001 NR ...................... Gjessing and others,
1984



Table 7 . Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoii--Continued

Land use

Compound Location Highway Residelltial Commercial Industrial Unspecified Reference
name

Mtn Max Mean    Mln    Max Mean Min Max Mean Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean

Semivolatile organic compounds, whole water, in micrograms per liter--Contlnued

Dibenzothio- Norway
phene Oslo ND 0_136 NR ................... Gjessing and others,

1984

1,2-Dichluro United States
benzene Colorado

Colorado Springs ...... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ..... yon Guerard and
Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ..... <0 9 <5 NR <0.2 <5 NR <0.2 <I 0 NR .... Baldys and others,

"- 1998

Canada
Canadian Great ..................... NR NR 0.39 Marsalekand

Lakes Schroeter, 1988_

1,3-Dichloro United States
benzene Arizona

Maricopa County ..... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ..... Lopes and others,
1995

Colorado
Colorado Springs ...... <5 "::5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR .... yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <0.2 <5 NR ,:0.2 <5 NR <0.2 < 10 NR ...... Baldys and others,

1998

Canada
Canadian Great ..... " ................. NK NR 0.0074 Marsatek and

Lakes Schroeter, 1988

1,4-Dichloro United States
benzene Arizona

Maricopa County ...... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ...... Lopes and others,
1995

Colorado
Colorado Springs ..... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ...... von Guerard and

Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <0.2 <5 NR <0.2 -:5 NR <0.2 <10 NR .... Baldys and others,

1998

Canada
~ Canadian Great ...................... NR NR 0.0089 Marsalek and
O     -4 Lakes Schroeter, 1988



Table 7 . Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiailsoiI--Continued

Land use

Compound Location Highway Residential Commercial Industrial Unspecified Reference
name

Min Max Mean    Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean    Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean

Semivolatile organic compounds, whole water, in micrograms per liter--Conthmed

Diclhylphtha- United States
latc Arizona

Maricopa County ...... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ...... Lopes and others,
1995

Colorado
Colorado Springs ..... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ...... yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Wollh ...... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ...... Baldys and others,

1998
9 10 NR. Cole andothers, 1984Summary-NURP ....................... -

...... 1 1.4 NR Makepeaceand
9,10- Sumtnary ..................

Dimethyl- others, 1995
anthracene Spain

......... NR NR I Bomboi andMadrid .............. Hernandez, 1991

2,4-Dimethyl United States
phenol Arizona

Maricopa County ...... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ...... Lopes1995and others,

Colorado
Colorado Springs ...... <5 <5 NR. <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ..... von Guerard and

Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ...... Baldys and others,

1998
NR 10 NR Cole and others, 1984Summary-NURP

D~-n-butyl United States
phthalate Arizona

<5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR. <5 <5 NR ..... Lopes and others,Maricopa County
1995

Colorado
Colorado Springs ...... <5 <5 NR <5 15 NR <5 <5 NR. -- -~ -- yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ...... Baldys and others,

1998

Summary-NURP ...................... 0.5 11 NR Cole and others, 1984

Di-n-octyl United States
phthalate Arizona

<10 NR Lopes and others,Maricopa County ...... <10 <10 NR <I0 <10 NR. <10 .....
1995



Table 7 . Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoil--Continued

Land use
Compound Location Highway Residential Commercial Industrial Unspecified Referencename

Min Max Mean    Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean

Semivolatile organic compounds, whole water, in micrograms per liter--Conthuted

Di-n-octyl Colorado
phthalate . Colorado Springs ..... <10 1 ] NR <10 I 1 NR <10 l I NR .... yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995
Texas

Dallas-Fort Worth .... <10 <10 NR <10 <10 NR <10 <10 NR .... Baldys and others,
1998

Summary-NURP ................... 0.4 1 NR Cole and others, 1984
bis(2-Elhyl United Stales

hexyl) Arizonaphlhalate
Maficopa County ...... <5 <5 NR <5 8 NR <5 9 NR .... Lopes and olhcrs,

1995
Colorado

Colorado Springs ..... 7 13 NR 11 100 NR 9 24 NR ..... yon Guerard and "
Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ..... <5 24 5.7 <5 20 NP,. <5 140 6.9 ...... Baldys and others,

1998
Summary-NURP ........................ 7 39 NR Cole and others, 1984

Fhmranthene United States
Arizona
Maricopa County .... --- <5 <5 NR <5 18 NR <:5 7 NR ...... Lopes and others,

1995
Colorado

Colorado Springs ...... <5 32 NR 10 25 NR <5 120 NR ...... yon Guerard and
Weiss, 1995

Rhode Island
Cranston ............ NR 0.1609 NR ............ !toffman and others,

1984
Texas

Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <5 13 NR <5 23 3.6 <5 52 6.5 ...... Baldys and others,
1998

Summary-NURP ....................... 0.3 12 NR Cole and others, 1984
Summary ........................ 0.03 56 NR Makepeaee and

others, 1995
Canada

Canadian Great ........................ NR NR I Marsalek and
Lakes Schroeter, 1988

Sault Sic Made ............... ’ <0.5    2.95 NR ...... Boom and Marsalek,
1988

Germany
Bayreulh .................... NR NR    0.106 Hen’mann, 1981



Table 7 . Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoil--Continued

Land use

Compound Location Highway Residential Commercial Industrial Unspecified Reference
name

Min Max Mean    Min    Max Mean Min Max    Mean    Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean

Semivolatile organic compounds, whole water, in micrograms per liter--Conthmed

Fluoranthene Norway
-- Gjessing and others,Oslo                   4 2_665    NR ................. -

1984

Spain
NR      NR      2.7 Bomboi andMadrid .............. Hemandez, 1991

Madrid ..................... 0.4 10.65 NR Bomboi and others,
1990

Fluorene United States
Arizona

Maricopa County ..... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ...... Lopes1995and others,

Colorado
Colorad6 Springs ..... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR .... yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas -Fort Worth ...... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ..... Baldys1998 and others,

NR 1 NR. Cole and others, 1984Summaty-NURP ........................
Summary ...................... 0.096 1 NR Makepeace and

others, 1995

Canada
Sault Ste Marie .................. <0.05 0.135 NR ...... Boom and Marsalek,i988

Norway
............ Gjessing and others,Oslo ND 0.96 NR ............

1984

Hexachloro United States
benzene Arizona

Maricopa County ..... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ..... Lopes and others,
1995

Colorado
Colorado Springs ...... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ..... yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <5 -- NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ...... Baldys and others,

1998

Canada
NR NR 0.00073 Marsalek andCanadian Great .....................

Lakes Schroeter, 1988

Indene Canada
Sault Ste Marie ................. <0.05 0.05 NR ...... Boom and Marsalek,

1988



Table 7 . Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoil--Continued

Land use
Compound Location Highway Residential Commercial Industrial Unspecified Reference

name

Min Max Mean    Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean

Semivolatile organic compounds, whole water, in micrograms per liter--Contla=ued

lndeno United Slates
(I,2,3-cd) Arizonapyrcne

Madcopa Count~ ...... <10 <10 NR <10 <10 NR <10 27 NR ..... Lopes and others,
1995

Colorado
Colorado Springs ....... <10 11 NR <10 13 NR <10 38 NR - - - yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995
Texas

Dallas-Fort Worth ..... <10 <10 NR <10 15 NR <10 27 NR ...... Baldys and others,
1998

Summary ..................... 0.31 0.5 NR Makepeace and
others, 1995

Canada
Sault Ste Marie ............... <0.1 0.496 NR ..... Boom and Marsalek,

1988
Spain

Madrid ....................... NR NR 0.2 Bomboi and
Hemandez, 1991

l-Methyl      Norway
anthracene Oslo ND 0.133 NR ...................... Gjessing and others,

1984
2-Methyl      Norway

anthracene Oslo ND 0.036 NR ........................ Gjessing and others, -
1984

Spain
Madrid ....................... NR NR 0.7 Bomboi and

Hemandez, 1991
l-Methyl      Canada

naphthalene Sault Ste Marie ................ <0.05 0.177     NR ...... Boom and Marsalek,
1988

Norway
Oslo ND 0.045 NR ..................... Gjcssing and others,

1984
2-Methyl Summary ....................... 0.01 1.6 NR Makepeaee and

naphthalene others, 1995
Canada

Canadian Great ..................... NR. NR 0.95 Marsalekand
Lakes Schroeter, 1988

Sault Ste Marie ................ <0.05 0.251 NR ...... Boom and Marsalek,
1988

Norway
Oslo ND 0.025 NR ....................... Gjessing and others,

1984



Table 7 Concentrations of detected se, mivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoil--Continued

Land use
Compound

Location Highway Residential Commercial Industrial Unspecified Reference
name

Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean

Semivolatile organic compounds, whole water, in micrograms per liter--Continued

Methylphcn Summary .................. 2.9 3.4 NR Makepeace and
anthrene others, 1995

Spain
Madrid ................... NR NR 2.9 Bomboi and

Heraandez, 1991
Naphthalene United States

Arizona
Maricopa County ..... <5 <5 bIR. <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ...... Lopes and others,

1995
Colorado

Colorado Springs ...... <5 <5 NP~ <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR .... von Guerard and
Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <0.2 <5 NR <0.2 <5 NR <0.2 <5 NR ..... Baldys and others,"

1998
Summary-NUR-P ...................... 0.8 2.3 NR Cole and others, 1984
Summary ....................... 0.036 2.3 NR Makepeaee and

others, 1995
Norway

Oslo ND 0.067 NR ...................... Gjessing and others,
1984

4-Nitrophenol United States
Arizona

Maricopa County ...... <30 <30 NR <30 <30 NR <30 <30 NR ...... Lopes and others,
1995

Colorado
Colorado Springs ...... <30 <30 NR <30 <30 NR <30 <30 NR ...... yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995
Texas

Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <30 <30 NR <30 <30 NR <30 <30 NR ...... Baldys and others,
1998

Summary-NURP ....................... I 19 NR Cole and others, 1984
PAll (total) Summary ....................... 0.24 13 NR Makepeace and

others, 1995
Germany

Obereisesheim NR NR 2.97 ..................... Stoltz, 1987
Pleidelsheim NR NR 2.61 ....................... Stohz, 1987
UIm NR NR 2.5l ....................... Stoltz, 1987

United Kingdom
NW London ........................ 5830    18210 big Gavens and others,

1983



Table 7 . Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoil--Continued

Land use
Compound

Location Highway Residential Commercial Industrial Unspecified Reference
name

Min Max Mean    Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean

Semivolatile organic compounds, whole water, in micrograms per liter--Continued

Pcntachloro Canada
benzene Canadian Great .................. NR NR 0.001 Marsalekand

Lakes Schroeter, 1988

Pcntachloro United States
phenol Arizona

Maricopa County ..... <30 <30 NR <30 <30 NR <30 <30 NR ..... Lopes and others,
1995

Colorado
Colorado Springs ...... <30 <30. NR <30 <30 NR <30 <30 NR ...... yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995
Texas

Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <30 <30 NR <30 <30 NR <30 <30 NR ...... Baldys and others,
1998

Summary-NURP ....................... 1 115 NR Cole and others, 1984
Perylene Summary ...................... 0.05 0.5 NR Makepeace and

others, 1995

Spain
Madrid ....................... NR NR 0.5 Bomboi and

Hemandez, 1991

Phenaothrene United States
Arizona

Maricopa County ...... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR ...... Lopes and others,
1995

Colorado
Colorado Springs ...... <5 23 NR <5 14 NR <5 67 NR ...... yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995
Rhode Island

Cranston ............ NR 0.0906 NR ........... Hoffman and others,
1984

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ..... <5 10 NR <5 I 0 NR <5 33 3.6 ..... Baldys and others,

1998
Summary-NURP ....................... 0.3 10 NR Cole and others, 1984
Summary ...................... 0.045 10 NR Makepeaee and

others, 1995
Canada

Sault Ste Marie ............ <0.05 3.56 NR ...... Boom and Marsalek,
1988

~I -I NorwayO ~r Oslo 3 1.385 NR .................... Gjessing and others,0 ~. 1984

~:" . ":’X



Table 7 Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoiI--Continued

;o Land use
<: Compound
~ Highway Residential Commercial Industrial UnspecifiedLocation Reference

name
o~ Min    Max Mean    Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean M[n    Max Mean Min Max Mean

~1_. Semivolatile organic compounds, whole water, in micrograms per liter--Conanued
<o
~" Phenanthreoe Spain
~" Madrid ................... NR NR 2.9 Bomboi and
~ Hemandez, 1991
~- Phenol Summary-NURP .................... 3 10 NR Coleand others, 1984
<
o 0-Phenyl Norway
mm eoepyrene Oslo ND 0.432 NR ................ ...... Gjessing and others,
~" 1984
O Pyrene United States
~ Arizona
~" Maricnpa Connty ..... <5 <-5 NR <5 13 NR <5 <5 NR ...... Lopes and others,
O 1995
~ Colorado

~o Colorado Springs ...... <5 24 NR 8 19 NR <5 94 NR ...... yon Goerard and
~" Weiss, 1995
~ Rhode Island
~" Cranston ............ NR 0.1367 NR ............ HorTman and others,
"r" 1984
~R" Texas
~ Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <5 10 NR <5 18 NR <5 43 5.4 ...... Baldys and others,
,< 1998
::;o Snmmary-NURP ....................... 0.3 10 NR Cole and others, 1984
:I Summaq, ......... 0.045 10 NR Makepeace and
~ others, 1995
::t Canada
~: Canadian Great ..................... NR NR I Marsalekand
~. Lakes Schroeter, 1988
~ Sault Ste Marie .......... <0.05 3.75 NR .... Boom and Marsalek,
o~ 1988
~" Norway
~ Oslo 5 2.002 NR ...................... Gjessing and others,
~ 1984
~ Spain

Madrid ........................ NR NP, i.9 Bomboi and
Hemandez, 1991

Madrid ....................... 0.5 8.5 NR Bomboiand others,
1990

~
Quinoline Canada

~ Sault Ste Marie ................. <0.05 0.124 NR ...... Boom and Marsalek,
~ 1988
1:~ 1,2,3,4-Tetra Canada
¢J~�’~ thalenehydr°naph" Sault Ste Made ................ <0.05 0.05 NR ...... Boom and Marsalek,
~ 1988



Table 7 . Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoiI--Continued

Land use

Compound
Location Highway Residential            Commercial Industrial Unspecified Reference

name
Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean

Semivolatile organic compounds, whole water, in micrograms per liter--Continued

1,2,4-Trichloro United Stales
benzene Colorado

Colorado Springs ...... <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR <5 <5 NR .... yon Guerard and
Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ..... <0.2 <5 NR <0.2 <5 NR <0.2 <10 NR ..... Baldys and others,

1998

Canada
Canadian Great ........................ NR NR 0.0015 Marsalek and

Lakes Schroeter, 1988

1,3,5,- Canada
Trichloro Canadian Great ...................... NR NR 0.00099 Marsalekand
benzene Lakes Schroeter, 1988.

Semivolatile organic compounds, filtered/eentrigured water, in micrograms per liter

Fluoranthrene United States
Rhode Island

Cranston ............ NR 0.0034 NR ............ Hoffman and others,
1984

Phenanthrene United States
Rhode Island

Cranston ............ NR 0.0263 NR ............ Hoffman and others,
1984

Pyrene United States
Rhode Island

Cranston ............ NR 0.0056 NR ........... tloffman and others,
1984

Semivalatile organic compounds, suspended sediment, in micrograms per gram

Acenaphthy- Canada
lene Canadian Greal ....................... NR NR 0.7 Marsalek and

Lakes Schroeter, 1988

Benzo(b) .United States
fluoran- Washington
rhone

Columbia River ...................... 0.021 0.35 0.07 Prahl and others, 1984

~1~ Benzo(k) United States
0 fluoren- Washington
O --I thene
~ ~ Columbia River ...................... 0.008 0.14 NR Prahl and others, 1984
�,D tr



Table 7 Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoiI--Continued

Land use
Compound

Location Highway Residential            Commercial Industrial Unspecified Reference
name

Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max    Mean

Semivolatile organic compounds, suspended sediment, in micrograms per gram--Continued

Benzo(gM) United States
perylene Washington

Columbia River ................... 0.007 0.15 0.019 Prahl and others, 1984
Benzo(a) United States

pyrene Rhode Island
Cranston 0.28 7.78 1.35. - .................... Hoffman and others,

1985
Washington

Columbia River o - ...................... 0.005 0.097 0.016 Prahl and others, 1984
1,2-Dichloro Canada

benzene Canadian Great ..................... NR NR 0.12 Marsalekand
Lakes Schroeter, 1988

1,3-Dichloro Canada
benzene Canadian Great ..................... NR NR 0.027 Marsalek and

Lakes Schroeter, 1988
1,4-Dichloro Canada

benzene Canadian Great ...................... NR NR 0.4 Marsalekand
Lakes Schroeter, 1988

Flunranthene United States
Rhode Island

Cranston 3.2    45.7 12 ................ Hoffman and others,
1985

Cranston .......... NR 3.32 NR .......... [[offman and others, -
1984

Washington
Columbia River ...................... 0.025 0.38 0.052 Prahl and others, 1984

Canada
Canadian Great ...................... NR NR 2.4 Marsalekand

Lakes Schroeter, 1988
l-lexachloro Canada

benzene Canadian Great ...................... NR NR 0.075 Marsalekand
Lakes Schroeter, 1988

lndene Canada
Canadian Great .................... NR NR 0.44 Marsalek and
Lakes                                                                                                                                      Schroeter, 1988

2-Mcthylnaph- Canada
thalene       Canadian Great ....................... NR      NR     0.53 Marsalekand

Lakes Schroeter, 1988



Table 7 . Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoil--Continued

Land use

Compound
Location Highway Residential Commercial industrial Unspecified Reference

name
Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean

Semivolatile organic compounds, suspended sediment, in micrograms per gram--Continued

Pcntachloro Canada
benzene Canadian Great .................... NR NR 0.0098 Marsalek and

Lakes Schroeter, 1988

Perylene United States
Washington

Columbia River .................... 0.021 0.17 0.051 Prahl and others, 1984

Phenanthrcne United States
Rhode Island

Cranston ......... NR 1.35 NR ........... Hoffman and others,
1984

Phenanthrene Canada
Canadian Great ...................... NR NR t.7 Marsalek and

Lakes Schroeter, 1988

Pyrene United States
Rhode Island

Cranston ............ NR 2.76 NR .......... Hoffman and others,
1984

Washington
Columbia River ........................ 0.026 0.41 0.056 Prahl and others, 1984

Canada
Canadian Great ...................... NR NR 2.2 Marsalekand

Lakes Schroeter, 1988

1,2,3,5-Tetra Canada
cbloro Canadian Great ......................... NR NR 0.005 Marsalekand
benzene Lakes Schroeter, 1988

1,2,3,4-Tetra Canada
chloro Canadian Great ....................... NR NR 0.0044 Marsalek and
benzene Lakes Schroeter, 1988

1,2,4,5-Tetra Canada
chloro Ca~adianGreat ...................... NR NR 0.005 Marsalekand
benzene Lakes Schroeter, 1988

1,2,3-Trichloro Canada
benzene Canadian Great ....................... NR NR 0.0076 Marsalek and

Lakes Schroeter, 1988

1,2,4-Trichloro Canada
benzene Canadian Great ..................... NR NR 0.0085 Marsalekand

Lakes Schroeter, 1988

1,3,5-Tdchloro Canada
benzene Canadian Great ....................... NR NR 0.019 Marsalek and

Schroeter, 1988Lakes



Table 7 Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoil--Continued

Land use
Compound Location             Hiohway              Residential             Commercial              industrial               Unspecified Reference

name
Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean Mln Max Mean

Semivolatile organic compounds, bottom material/soil, ie micrograms per gram

Anthracene    Norway
Olso ND 0.16 NR ..................... Gjessing and others,

1984
United Kingdom

N.W. London ...................... 0.25 2.1 NR Ellis and others, 1985
Benzo(a)      Japan

anthracene Tokyo .... NR NR 0.075 ................. Yamane and others,
1990

United Kingdom
Midlands 0.169    2.97 1.165 ........................ Butler and others,

1984
Bcnzo(b)fluor Norway

anthene       Olso                 0.03 0.096     NR ............ Gjessing and other.s,

United Kingdom
N.W. London ....................... 0.5 4 NR Ellis and others, 1985

Benzo(k)fluor J~pan
anthene Tokyo ...... NR NR O. 14 .................. Yamane and others,

199’0
United Kingdom

N.W. Londoo ....................... 0.5 4 NR Ellis and others, 1985
Benzo~ghi) Japan

pcrylcne Tokyo ..... NR    NR    0.42 ................. Yamane and others,
1990

United Kingdom
N.W. London ................ 0.1 4.5 NR Ellis and others, 1985

Benzo(a) US-sumrnary ...................... 0.04 7 NR Edwards, 1983
pyrene Canada-summary NR 0.866 NR ....................... Edwards, 1983

Czechoslovakia ...................... 0.0083 0.0421 -- Edwards, 1983
summary

Germany-summary ................ ~ 0.8 650 NR 0.0015 0.004 NR. Edwards, 1983
Japan

Tokyo ...... NR NR 0.08 ................ Yamane and others,
1990

Russia
Moscow-summary ............... 0.058 0.2997 NR. ND 200 -- Edwards, 1983

Switzerland
Greifebsee ................. ND 2 NR Wakeham and others,

1980
United Kingdom

N.W. London ...................... 0.2 2.9 N’R Ellis and others, 1985



Table 7 . Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoil--Continued

Land use

Compound Location Highway Residential Commercial Industrial Unspecified Reference

name
Min Max Mean Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean

Semivolatile organic compounds, bottom material/soil, in micrograms per gram--Continued

........ Butler and others,
Benzo(a) Midlands 0.165 3.196 0.781 ............ 1984

pyrene 0.029 0.9 -- Edwards, 1983
~.’ugoslavia ....................

summary
Benzo(e)      Norway .......... Gjessing and others,

pyrene Olso ND 0.8 NR ............ 1984

United Kingdom .. -- Butler and others,
Midlands 0.164 2.293 0.731 ................... 1984

Chrysene Norway .. -- Gjessing and others,
Olso 0.02 0.1 NR. ................... 1984

United Kingdom .. -- Butler and others,
Midlands 0.251 2.703 1.949 ................... 1984

Coronene United Kingdom .- -- Butlerand others,
Midlands 0.032 0.322 0.117 .................... 1984

Fluoranthcne Norway .... Gjessing and others,
Olso 0.066 0.248 NR .................... 1984

Switzerland ......
ND 3.5 NR Wakeham and others,

Greifebsee .................. 1980

United Kingdom .. -- Butler and others,
Midlands 0.2 3.734 1.313 ................... 1984

Fluorene United Kingdom 0.3 3.9 NR Ellis and others, 1985
N.W. London ........................

PAIl (total) United States
Washington

I 6.5 NR Wakeham and others,
Lake Washington ........................ 1980

....... NR 1.109 NR Edwards, 1983
Canada-summary ..............
Switzerland 0.3        6      NR Wakeham and others,

Greifensee ...... 1980

I 5.5 NR Wakeham and others,
Lake Lucerne ..................... 1980

...... 0.4 15 NR Wakeham and others,
Lake Zurich .............. 1980



Table 7 Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoiI--Continued

Land use
Compound

Location Highway Residential Commercial Industrial Unspecified Refarence
name

Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min    Max Mean Min    Max Mean    Min Max    Mean

Semivolatile organic compounds, bottom material/soil, in micrograms per gram--Continued

PAtl(tolal) Summary 5     3111}     NR .................. 4        8      NR Edwards, 1983
United Kingdom

Derwent River 1.51 26.76 8.32 0.02 2.45 0.58 2.65 63.75 34.55 2.91 209.59 25.75 Evans and others,
1990

NW London ..................... 310 1100 NR Gavensandothcrs,
1983

Phenanthra- Norway
cone Olso 0.07 O. 18 NR ...................... Gjessing and others,

1984
Switzerland

Grcifebsee ........................ ND 5 NR Wakeham and others,
1980

Pyrene Norway
Olso 0.11 0,122 NR ....................... Gjessing and others,

1984
United Kingdom

NW. London ........................ 0.1 3.3 NR Ellis and others, 1985
Midlands 0.145 4.515 1.386 ........................ Butler and others,

1984

Extractable organic compounds, whole water, in milligrams per liter

Hydrocarbons United States
California

LosAngeles ........ 0.99 19.5 NR Eganhoues and
Kaplan. 1981

San Francisco Bay ................ 2.98 9.75 NR     1.606    10.83      NR Fam and others, 1987
Florida

Tallahassce .......... 0.064 16.4 3.44 ...... 0.17 1.35 0.58 Hoffman and Qunin,
1987

Pennsylvania
Philadelphia ...................... 2.18 5.3 3.69 ltunter and others,

1979
Rhode Island 0.03 6.85 3.28 0.02 1.95 1.09 0.04 5.71 0.99 0.32 58.4    19.82 ..... Hoffman and Qunin,

1987
Cranston 2 6 NR ...................... Hoffman and others,

1983
Cranston ............ 1.14 ............. Hoffman and others,

1984
Washington

Seattle ...................... 6 24 NR Hoffmanand Qunin,
1987



Table 7 . Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoil--Continued

Land use
Compound

Location Highway Residential Commercial Industrial Unspecified Reference
name

Min Max Mean    Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean

Extractable organic compounds, whole water, in milligrams per liter--~ontinued

Hydrocarbons Summary .................. 0.64 19.7 [ NR Makepeace and
others, 1995

Japan
Tokyo ..... NR NR 0.75 .............. Yamane and others,

1990
Spain

Madrid .... -~ ................ NR NR 1.154 Bomboi and
Hemandez, 1991

Switzerland 1.7 10 3.9 ..................... Hoffman and Qunin,
1987

United Kingdom
NW London ...................... 0.36 LI NR Gavens and others,

1983

Extractable organic compounds, filtered/centrigured water, in milligrams per liter

United States
California

LosAngeles ........................ 0.302 0.49 NR Eganhouse and
Kaplan, 1981

San Fraacisco Bay ................ 1.29 4.32 NR 1.18 3.98 NR Faro and others, 1987
Pennsylvania

Philadelphia ........................ 0.67 0.16 0.4 Hunter and olhers,
1979

Rhode Island
Cranston ND 0.5 NR ........................ Hoffman and others;

1983
Cranston .............. 0.0954 .............. tloffman and others,

1984

Extractable organic compounds, suspended sediment, in micrograms per gram

United States
Rhodelsland 8,750 51,800 24,800 15,700 59,800 42,000 16,400 34,000 24,800 61,900 507,000 211,000 ..... Latimer and others,

1990
Cranston ........... 21,900 ............. Hoffman and others,

1984
Summary ....................... 8.75 - 507 NR Makepeaceand

others, 1995



Table 7 . Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoil--Continued

Land use
Compound

Location Highway Residential Commercial Industrial Unspecified Referencename
Min Max Mean    MIn    Max Mean Min Max    Mean Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean

Extractable organic compounds, bottom material/soil, in micrograms per gram

Hydrocarbons United States
Florida

Tampa .................... 152 485 258 Brown and others,
1985

Japan
Tokyo ..................... NP, NR 69 Yamane and others,

1990
tJnited Kingdom

NW London ...................... 43 690 NR Gavens and others,
1983

Extractable organic compmmds, whole water, in milligrams per liter

Oil and grease United States
Arizona

Maricopa County ..... <1 10 NR <1.0 5 NR <l 6 NR <1 8 NR. Lopes and Fossum,
1995

California
Richmond 4.2 89.09 16.05 0.57 24.55    3.92 1.98 -- 10.9 1.49 21.11 7.26 2.1 71.97 7.87 Stenstrom and others,

1984
Colorado

Boulder ...... 1.7 25.9 NR 8.9 155 NR ....... .... Hoffman and Qunin,
1987

Colorado Springs ...... <1 10 NR <1.0 10 NR <1 6 NR ..... van Guerard and
Weiss, 1995

Michigan
Southeast .................... ND 0.28 NR Hoffman and Qunin,

Michigan 1987
North Carolina ............... <5 51 6 ...... Line and others, 1997
Texas

Austin 1.4 7.8    3.65 .................... Wiland and Malima,
1976

Dallas-Fan Worth ...... <1 ! 9 2.2 <1.0 8 2.3 1 1.2 3.5 ...... Baldys and others,
1998

Washington
Seattle 146 480 NR .................... Zawlocki and others,

1980
Wisconson

Milwaukee 1 20 NR....................... Gupta, 1981
Summary ...................... 0.001 110 NR Makepeace and

others, 1995
Summary ...................... 2.7 27 NR Barrett and others,

1993



Table 7 . Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom material/soil--Continued

Land use
Compound

Location Highway Residential Commercial Industrial Unspecified Reference
name

Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max    Mean

Extractable organ;c compounds, bottom materlal/soil, in micrograms per gram

Oil and grease United States
Arizona

Madcopa County ...................... <100 2,200 NR Lopes and Fossum,
1995

Volatile organic compounds, whole water, in micrograms per liter

Benzene United States
Arizona

Maricopa Cmmty ..... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ...... Lopes and others,
1995

Colorado
Colorado Springs ...... <0.2 <0.2 NK <0.2 0.4 NR. <0.2 <0.2 NR ...... yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995
Texas

Dallas-Fort Worth .... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 0.8 0.12 <0.2 0.6 NR ...... Baldys and others,
1998

Sommary-NURP ....................... 3.5 13 NR Cole and others, 1984
Bromodi United States

chloro Colorado
methane

Colorado Springs ...... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ...... yon Guerard aod
Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <0,2 0.2 NK <0.2 <I0 NR <0,2 0.5 NR ..... Baldys and others,

1998
Summary-NURP ...................... NR 2 NR Cole and others, 1984
Summary-NPDES ...................... <0.2 2.8 NR Delzerand others,

1996
n-Butyl United States

benzene Arizona
Maricopa County ...... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ...... Lopes and others,

1995
Colorado

Colorado Springs ...... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 0.4 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ...... yon Guerard and
Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <0.2 0.2 NR <0.2 <10 NR <0.2 <10 NR ..... Baldys and others,

1998
Chlorobenzene United Slales

Arizona
Madcopa County ...... <0.2 <0.2 Ng <0.2 <0,2 NR <0.2 <0.2 HR. ...... Lopes and others,

1995



~ Table 7 ,
~> Concentrations of detected semivolatile and

~ ""’
< Volatile .
$, organic compounds in Stormwater, SUspended Sediment
~ Compound

~ name Location
~ " , and bottomm -------. Land Use--’~-~--

material/soil~Continued

Colorado Springs ..... ~’ W~e W~er~~ ~ean ,..
" "" - ...... ucrO~r~s P~ li~ Mm Max~

Reference
Texas -- Urer~Conti~Ued

~ Mean<0.2
<0.2 <0.2 NR <0 ~8nmma~-NURp -" "" <0.2 ’~ <0.2Chloroethene

United -- <5(Vinyl S~a~es .. NR <0.2 ""
Chloride) Arizona " NR yon Guc~rd and

" - <0,2    <lO    NR Weiss, 1995
Madcopa County

..... Baldys a~d o~hecs,Colorado <0.2 1 1998<0.2    NR                                                             l o     NR
Colo~do Springs

.. <0.2 <0.2 NR
Cole ~d others, 1984

Texas "" .. <02

Dallas~Fo~ Wonh
~ Lopes and others,1,2"Chloro .. <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 1995=oluenc United S~a=es "" <0.2 <5 NRTexas NR <0.2 "

<10 NR ~ v°n Gu~rard andDallas--Fort Wo~h <0.2 110 Weiss, 19951,4.Chloro                               "                                                                                           NR
United States                     -"      "    <0.2toluene                                                                                                                                        --

Texas                                                <5     NR                                                                           " Baldys and O~hers
1998Dallas-Fort Wo~h                                                             ~1~ <0.2 0.2 NR

Dibr°m~hl°r United States ""°~methane "" ~0.2 <5(chloro Arizona NR - Baldys ~d o~crsdibromo. <0.2 <10 1998 ¯
methane) Macico~a Coun~

~
NR <0.2 0.2 NR

ColO~do "" "" <0.2 <0.2 -"
NR <0,2

1998
" ~aldys andColorado Springs

,, <0,2
Texas "" - <0.2

g0,2
<0.2 NR<0.2     NR                                                             ~

Dallas~Fon Worth ~ Lo~s and Others.. <0,2 NR ~0,2 <0,2 1995Dibromo SUmma~-HURp " " <0.2 <0.2 NR
methane United States " NR-- <0.2

Arizo~ -- ,, <[ 0 NR -" yon Guerard and-- ,, <0.2 <10 NR Weiss, 199~MadCopa County " ~

-- ~ ~                          -- Baldys and others,
1998<0.2    ~0,2

NR <0.2 <0.2 ~    <0.2
<0.2 NR

2 2 NR Cole ~d Others, 1984

"" L~and Others,



Table 7 . Concentrations of detected semivo}atile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoiI--Continued

Land use
Compound

Location Highway Residential            Commercial Industrial Unspecified Reference
name

Min Max Mean    Min    Max Mean    Min Max Mean Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean

Volatile organic compounds, whole water, in micrograms per liter--Continued

Dibromo        Colorado
methane Colorado Springs ...... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR .... yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995
Texas

Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <0.2 0.2 NR <0.2 0.4 NR <0.2 0.7 NR -- --- - Baldys and others,
1998

I,I-Dichloro United States
ethane Arizona

Madcopa County ...... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ...... Lopes and others,
1995

Colorado
Colorado Springs ..... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ...... yon Ouerard and

Weiss, 1995
Texas

Dallas-Fo~l Worth ..... <0.2 <5 NR <0.2 <10 NR <0.2 8.3 NR ...... Baldys and others,
1998

Summary-NURP ..................... 1.5 3 NR Cole and others, 1984
1,2-Dichloro United States

ethane Arizona
Maricopa County ...... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ...... Lopes and others,

1995
Colorado

Colorado Springs ...... <0.2 <0.2 HR <0.2 0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR .... yon Guerard and
Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <0.2 <5 HR. <0.2 <10 HR. <0.2 <10 NR ..... Baldys and others,

1998
Summary-NURP ....................... NR 4 NR Cole and others, 1984

l,l-Dichloro United States
ethenc Arizona
(I,I- ,
Diehloro Maricopa County ...... <0.2 <0.2 NR. <0.2 <0.2 NR. <0.2 <0.2 NI~ ..... Lopes and others,
ethylene) 1995

¯Colorado
Colorado Springs ...... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0,2 HR. ...... yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995
Texas

Dallas-Fort Worth ..... <0.2 5.9 NR <0.2 <10 NR <0.2 13 NR ...... Baldys and others,
1998

Summary-NURP ..................... 1.5 4 NR. Cole and others, .1984
Summary .................... 1.5 4 NR Makepeace and

others, 1995



Table 7 . Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoiI--Continued

Land use
Compound

Location            Highway Residential Commercial Industrial Unspecified Reference
name

Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max    Mean

Volatile organic compounds, whole water, in micrograms per liter--Contlnued

cis- 1,2- United States
Dichloro Arizona
ethene

Maricopa County <0.2 <0.2 NR <0 9 <0 9 NR <0 ’~ <0.2 NR --                     Lopes and others,

Colorado
Colorado Springs ..... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ..... yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995
Texas

Dallas-Fort Wor/h ...... <0.2 <5 NR    <0.2 <10 NR    <0.2    1200 25.7 ..... Baldys aed others,
1998

trans-l,2- United States
Dichloro Arizonaethcne
(trans-l,2- Maricopa County ...... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR - - - Lopes and others,.
Dichloro 1995
ethylene)

Colorado
Colorado Springs ...... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NK <0.2 <0.2 NR ...... yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995
Texas

Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <0.2 <5 NR <0.2 <10 NR <0.2 27 NR ..... Baldys and others,
1998

Summary-NURP ..................... 1 3 NR Cole and others, 1984
Summary ...................... 1 3 NR Makepeace and

others, 1995
Dichloro United States

methane Arizona(methylene
chloride) Maricopa County ..... <0.2    <0.2 NR    <0.2 <20 NR    <0.2 0.2 NR ...... Lopes and others,

1995
Colorado

Colorado Springs ........... <0 ’) <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ...... yon Guerard and
Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <0.2 0.8 NR    <0.2 <0.2 NR    <0,2 0.09 0.09 ..... Baldys and others,

1998
Summary-NURP ..................... 4 14.5 NR Cole and others, 1"984
Summary-NPDES ...................... <0.2 13 NR Baldys and others,

1998
1,2-Dichloro United States

propane
Arizona

Maricopa County ...... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ...... Lopes and others,



Table 7 . Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoil--Continued

Land use

Compound
Location Highway Residential Commercial Industrial Unspecified Reference

name
Min Max Mean    Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean    Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean

Volatile organic compounds, whole water, in micrograms per liter--Continued

1,2-Dichloro Colorado
propane Colorado Springs ...... <0.2 <0.2 Ng <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ...... yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fo~l Worth ..... <0.2 <5 NR <0.2 <10 NR <0.2 <10 NR .... Baldys and others,

1998

Summary-NPDES ................. NR 3 NR Cole and others, 1984

1,3-Dichloro Summary-NURP ................... 1 2 NR Cole and others, 1984
propen.e
tisomer not
specified)

Ethenyl United States
benzene Arizona ..... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <20 NR <0.2 0.5 NR ..... Lopes and others,.
(Styrene) 1995

Maricopa County
Colorado

Colorado Springs ............ <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR .... yon Guerard and
Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <0.2 <5 NR <0.2 0.6 NR <0.2 <10 NR ..... Baldys and others,

1998

Ethylbenzene United States
Arizona ..... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <20 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ..... Lopes and others,

1995

Maricopa Cotmty
Colorado

Colorado Springs ...... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ..... yon Guerard and
Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <0.2 0.6 NR <0.2 0.6 NR <0.2 1.5 NR ...... Baldys and others,

1998

Summary-NURP ...................... 1 2 NR Cole andothers, 1984

Summary-NPDES ........................ <0.2 2 NR Delzer and others,
1996

lsopropyl United States
benzene Arizona ...... <0.2    <0.2 NR    <0.2 <20 NR    <0.2    <0.2 NR ..... Lopes and others,

1995

Maricopa County
Colorado

Colorado Springs ..... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ...... yon Guerard and
Weiss, 1995



Table 7 Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoiI--Continued

Land use
Compound

Location Highway Residential Commercial Industrial Unspecified Reference
name

Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min    Max Mean Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean

Volatile o~anic compounds, whole water, in micrograms per Iiter--Coa/iaued

Isopropyl Texas
Dallas-Fort Worfl~ .... <0.2 -- NR <0.2 <10 NR <0_2 4.6 NR ..... Baldys and others,

1998
l-lsopropyl-4- United States

methyl Arizona
(P-isopro- Maricopa County ...... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <20 NR <0.2 0.7 NR ..... Lopes and others,
pyltoluene) 1995

Colorado
Colorado Springs ...... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <10 ~ <0.2 <10 NR ..... yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995
Texas

Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <0.2 <5 NR <0.2 0.9 NR <0.2 0.2 NR ..... Baldys and others,
1998

Melbyl United States
benzene Arizona
(Toluene)

Maricopa Coumy ...... <0.2 <0.2 NR <1 0.2 NR <0.2 0.3 NR ...... Lopes and others,
1995

Colorado
Colorado Springs ...... <0.2 1.2 NR <0.2 1.7 NR <0.2 0.4 NR ...... yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995
Texas

Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <0.2 1.8    0.08 <0.2 2.4    0.25    <0.2 1.8 0.11 ...... Baldys and others,
1998

Summary-NURP ....................... 9 12 NP~ Cole and others, 1984
Summary-NPDES .................... <0.2 6.6 NR Delzer and others,

1996
2-Methoxy-2- United States

methyl- Alabamapropane
(Methyl Birmingham ...................... <0.2 1.9 NR Delzer and others,
tert-butyl 1996
ether) Arizona

Maricopa County ..... <0.2    <0.2 NR <5 2.5 NR    <0.2 0.3 NR ..... Lopes and others,
1995

Phoenix ....................... <0.2 2.5 NR Delzer and others,
1996

Colorado
Colorado Springs ....................... <0.2 3 NR Delzer and others,

1996
Denver ...................... <0.2 1.5 NR Delzer and others,

1996



Table 7 . Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoil--Continued

Land use
Compound

Location Highway Residential Commercial Industrial Unspecified Referencename
Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean

Volatile organic compounds, whole water, in micrograms per liter--Continued

2-Mcthoxy-2- Georgia
methyl- Atlanta .................... <0.2 1.5 NR Delzcr and others,propane 1996(Methyl
tort-butyl Louisana
ether) Baton Rouge ....... ~- ............ <0.2 0.4 NR Delzer and others,

1996
Texas

Dallas-Fort Worth ..... <1 <25 NR <I 8.7 1.2 <0.2 5.4 NR ..... Baldys and others,
1998

San Antonio ..................... <0.2 1.8 NR Delzer and others,
1996

Sammary-NPDES ...................... <0.2 8.7 NR Delzer and others,
1996

Naphlhalene United States
Colorado

Colorado Springs ...... <0.2 0.4 NR <0.2 - NR. <0.2 1.1 NR .... yon Guerard and
Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ..... <0.2 0.6 NR <0.2 <5 NR <0.2 1.3 NR ...... Baldys and others,

1998
Summary-NPDES ...................... <0.2 5.1 NR Delzer and others,

1996
n-Propyl United States

benzene Arizona
Maricope County ...... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <02 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ...... Lopes and others,

1995
Colorado

Colorado Springs ........... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR. ...... yon Guerard and
Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas- Fort Worth ...... <0.2 <5 NR <0.2 < I 0 NR <0.2 0.5 NR ...... Baldys and others,

1998
1,1,2,2-Tetra United States

chloro Arizonaethane
Maricopa County ...... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ...... Lopes and others,

1995
Colorado

Colorado Springs ......... <0.2 <0.2 NR. <0.2 <0.2 NR .... von Guerard and
Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ..... <0.2 <5 NR <0.2 <I0 NR    <0.2 <01 NR. ...... Baldys and others,

1998
Summary-NURP ................... 2 3 NR Cole and others, 1984

:.~ ~,!’:’,-::
,, ,.~. ;.,,:,. ;,::;;.~



Table 7 Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoil--Continued

Land use
Compound Loc~ition            Highway Residential Commercial Industrial Unspecified Reference

name
Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean

Volatile organic compounds, whole water, in micrograms per liter--Continued

Tclrachloro United States
ethene Arizona
(Tetmchlor-
oethylene) Maricopa County ..... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ..... Lopes and others,

1995
Colorado

Colorado Springs ......... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ..... yon Guerard and
Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth .... <0.2 <5 NR <0.2 < 10 NR. <0.2 42 1.2 ..... Baldys and others,

1998
Summary-NURP ..................... 4.5 43 NR Cole and others, 1984
Summary-NPDES ....................... <0.2 42 NR Delzer and others,

1996
Tctrachloro United States

methane Arizona(Carbon
tetra Maricopa County ...... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ..... Lopes and others,
chloride) 1995

Colorado
Colorado Springs ...... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ..... yon Guemrd and

Weiss, 1995
Texas

Dallas-Fort Worth -- - <0.2 <5 NR <0 9 <10 N’R    <0.2 <10 NR ..... Baldys and others,
1998

Summary-NUR.P 1 2 NR Cole and others, 1984
Tribromo United States

methane Arizona
(Bromo
form) Maricopa County ...... <0.2    <0.2 NR. <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ...... Lopes and others,

1995
Colorado

Colorado Springs ...... <0.2 <0.2 NI~ <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ..... yon Guerard and
Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <0.2 <5 HR.    <0.2 <10 NP~    <0.2 <10 NR ...... Baldys and others,

1998
Summaty-NURP .................... NR I NR Cole and others, 1984

l,l,I-Triehloro United States
ethane Arizona

Maricopa County ..... <0.2    <0.2 NR    <0.2 <0.2 NR    <0.2 <0.2 NR ...... Lopes and others,
1995

Colorado
Colorado Springs ........... <0.2 0.7 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ...... yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995



Table 7 . Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoiI--Continued

Land use

Compound Location Highway Residential            Commercial Industrial Unspecified Reference
name

Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean

Volatile organic compounds, whole water, in micrograms per liter--Continued

1, l,l-Trichloro Texas
ethane Dallas-Fort Worth ..... <0.2    <0.2 NR    <0.2 0.2 NR    <0.2 5.4 <0.24 .... Baldys and others,

1998

Summary-NURP .................. 1.6 10 NP~ Cole and others, 1984

I, 1,2-Trichloro United States
ethane Arizona

Maricopa County ..... <0.2 <0.2. NR <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR .... Lopes and others,
1995

Colorado
Colorado Springs .......... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ..... von Guerard and

Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ..... <0.2 <5 NR <0.2 <10 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ...... Baldys and others,

1998

Summary-NURP ...................... 2 3 NR Cole and others, 1984

Trichloro United States
ethene Arizona(Trichloro
ethylene) Maricopa Coanty ...... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NP, <0.2 <0.2 NR ...... Lopes and ethers,

1995

Colorado
Colorado Springs ........... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR. ...... yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worlh ...... <0.2 0.2 NR <0.2 <10 NR <0.2 28 1.3 ...... Baldys and others,

1998

Summary-NURP ........................ 0.3 10 NR. Cole and others, 1984
Summary .................... 0.3 10 NR Makepeace and

others, 1995

Trichloro United States
fluoro Arizona
methane

Maricopa County ..... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ...... Lopes and others,
1995

Colorado
Colorado Springs ........... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ...... yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995

~1~ Texas
I:~ Dallas-Fort Worth ..... <0.5 <13 NR <0.5 <25 NR <0.2 <25 NR ..... Baldys and others,
0 1998
~ ,.-I 0.6 0.27 NR Cole and others, 1984�,~ = Summary-NURP ...................



Table 7 . Concentrations of’detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom materiallsoil--Continued

Land use

Compound Location Highway Residential Commercial Industrial Unspecified Reference
name

Min Max Mean    MIn    Max Mean Min Max    Mean    Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean

Volatile organic compounds, whole water, in micrograms per llter--Conflnued

Trichloro United States
mcthanc Arizona
Chloroform

Maricopa County ...... <0 9 <0.2 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR. <0.2 <0.2 NR ..... Lopes and others,
1995

Colorado
Colorado Springs ...... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 2. I NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ..... yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ..... <0.2 0.7 0.06 <0.2 I. 1 NR <0.2 0_7 0.15 ...... Baldys and others,

1998

Summary-NURP ...................... 0.2 12 NR Cole and others, 1984

Summary-NPDES ..................... <0.2 7 NR Delzer and others,
1996

I,I ,2- United States
Trichloro- Texas
1,2,2-
trif]uoro Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <0.2 0.4 NR <0.2 <10 NR <0.2 <0.2 NR ...... Baldys and olhers,

1998ethane
1,2,4- United States

Trimethyl Coloradobenzene
Coloradd Springs -.-. -- - <0.2 0.9 NR <0.2 2.8 NR <0.2 0.4 NR ..... von Guerard and

Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <0.2 2 NR <0.2 0.4 NR <0.2 15 NR ...... Baldys and others,

1998

1,3,5- United States
Trimelhyl Colorado
benzene

Colorado Springs .... <0.2 <0.2 NR <0.2 0.9 NR <0.2 " <0.2 ........ von Guerard and
Weiss, 1995

Texas
Dallas-Fort Worth ...... <0.2    <0.2 NR    <0.2 <10 NR    <0.2 6.3 NR . - ..... Baldys and others,

1998

Trimethyl Summary-NPDES ........................ <0.2 15 NR Delzer and others,
benzene                                                                                                                                                              1996

Dimethyl United States
benzene Arizona(total
xylenes) Maricopa County ..... <0.2 <0.2 NR. <1 0.3 NR <0.2 0.2 NR ...... Lopes and others,

(isomer not
1995

specified)     Colorado
Colorado Springs ...... <0.2 1.5 NR <0.2 4.4 NR. <0.2 0.7 NR ...... yon Guerard and

Weiss, 1995



Table 7 . Concentrations of detected semivolatile and volatile organic compounds in stormwater, suspended sediment, and bottom rnateriallsoil--Continued

Land use
Compound

Location Highway Residential Commercial Industrial Unspecified Reference
name

Min Max Mean    Min    Max Mean Min Max Mean Min    Max Mean MIn Max Moan

Volatile organic compounds, whole water, in micrograms per liter--Continued

Dimethyl Texas
benzene Dallas-Fort Worth .... <0.2 3.7 0.12 <0.2 1.9 0.23 <0_2 <0.2 0.43 ..... Baldys and others,
(total 1998xylenes)
(isomer not Summary-NPDES .............. <0.2 10 -- <0.2 15 NR Delzer and others,
specified) 1996

Volatile organic compounds, suspended sediment, in micrograms per gram

Benzene United States
New ~!ork

LoveCanal .................. NIt 0.232 NR Makepeace and
others, 1995
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Stormwater Sampling- StormFilterTM

Performance Results

Burwell/Straley’s Union 76 Station
Bremerton, Washington

Storms Captured - April through October 2000 (3 storms)
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Overview: The following is a summary of the stormwater sampling results obtained from
the StormFilter unit located at Straley’s Union 76 Station, 308 North Montgomer)’
Avenue, Bremerton, Washington. Sampling and reporting provided by EnCo
Environmental Corporation, Puyallup, Washington.

Site and System Description: Straley’s BP is a typical gasoline station with
accompanying convenience store. The site is 2.53 acres with 1.99 acres being impervious
surface. The site drains to a Type II 54" upstream manhole followed by an 8’ x 16’
StormFilter containing 23 filtration cartridges. The cartridges contain CSF® leaf media
that is composed of granulated deciduous leaf compost. ~fhe systems peak treatment flow
is 0.78 cfs (350 gpm) based on the 6 month - 24 hour storm event. (Note: Each cartridge

filters at 15 gpm.)

Sampling: Samples consisted of first flush and flow weighted composite samples. The
first flush samples were collected during the first hour of runoff (3 samples) with flow
weighted composite samples taken in 20-minute intervals dm’ing the course of the storm.
Samples were composited based on flow rates and volumes passing through the system
over the 20-minute interval. (Note: Influent samples were taken as flow entered the
StormFilter unit rather than the upstream manhole such that the reported efficiencies
reflect the filtration unit and not total system efficiency. Effluent samples were taken as
water exited the unit.)

Storm Sample Results: Three storms were captured between the months of April and
October 2000. The tables below present the acquired data with a brief description of the
storm following each table.

Table One: Storm Event - April 25th 2000 (Peak Flow = 0.91 cfs)
Sample pH pH Dissolved Dissolved Total Total Zinc

(IN) (OUT) Zinc Zinc Zinc Effluent
(IN) (OUT) / Influent (OUT) /
(mg!1) % Removed (IN) % Removed

(mg/1) (mg!l) (m~l)
First Flush 6.5 6.5 0.27 0.076 / 0.30 0.086 /

71.9% 71.3%
Flow 6.5 6.5 0.24 0.11 / 0.27 0.12 /
Composite 54.2% 55.5%

R0009337



Table One (Cont.): Storm Event - April 25th 2000 (Peak Flow = 0.91 cfs
Sample    Total       Total       Oil and    Oil and    TSS      TSS

Phosphorus Phosphorus Grease- Grease- (IN) (OUT)
(IN) (OUT) HEM* HEM (mg/1) (mg/1) /
(mg/1) (mg/1) (IN) (OUT) / %

(mg/1) % Removed
Removed
(m~/1)

First Flush <0.25 <0.25 10 4 / 18 4/
60% 77.8%

Flow <0.25 <0.25 2 3 / 24 10 /
Composite -50% 58.3%
*HEM = Hexane Extractable Method (EPA 1664)

Table One presents the acquired data from April 25th 2000. The storm was fairly low
intensity with a total rainfall accumulation of 0.165" producing a treated volume of
10,853 gallons (1,450 if3). Rainfall started at 5:00 am and was spotty through 1:30pm
(0.1" accumulation occurred at 1:00pm). Some hail occurred at the onset of the storm
with light rain in patches occurring during the remainder of the event. Temperature was
recorded to be 59°F.

Table Two: Storm Event - June 6th 2000 (Peak Flow = 0.20 cfs)
Sample pH pH Dissolved Dissolved Total ZincTotal Zinc

(IN) (OUT) Zinc Zinc Influent Effluent
(IN) (OUT) / (IN) (OUT) /
(mg/1) % (mg/1) %

Removed Removed
(m~/l) (m~/l)

FirstFlush 5.74 5.82 0.23 0.11 / 0.39 0.11 /
52.2% 71,8%

Flow 5.61 5.81 0.13 0.085 / 0.18 0.11 /
Composite 34.6% 38.9%

Table Two (Cont.): Storm Event - June 6th 2000 (Peak Flow = 0.20 cfs)
Sample    Total       Total       Oil and    Oil and    TSS       TSS

Phosphorus Phosphorus Grease- Grease- (IN) (OUT)
(IN) (OUT) / HEM HEM (mg/1) (mg/1) /
(mg/1) % (IN) (OUT) / %

Removed (rag/l) % Removed
(mg/1) Removed

(m~/l)
First 0.50 0.71 / 4 6 /        93 9 /
Flush -42% -50% 90.3%
Flow 0.35 0.59 / 5 12 / 14 9 /
Composite -68.6% - 140% 35.7%
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June 6, .2000 storm event lasted 5 ½ hours with a total accumulation of 0.10" producing
5,522 gallons (738 ft3) of runoff. The intensity was a light drizzle with spotty patches of
rain. Temperature recorded at 68°F.

Table Three: Storm Event - October 19th 2000 (Peak Flow -- 0.60 cfs)
Sample pH pH Dissolved Dissolved Total Zinc Total Zinc

(IN) (OUT) Zinc Zinc I.nfluent Effluent
(IN) (OUT) / (IN) (OUT) /
(mg/1) % (mg/1)

Removed Removed
(mgJ1) (mg/1)

First Flush 6.62 6.53 0.078 0.009 / 0.18 0.11 /
88.5% 39%

Flow 6.67 6.62 0.070 <0.006 / 0.16 0.091 /
Composite 91.4% 43.1%

Table Three (Cont.): Storm Event - October 19th2000 (Peak Flow --
0.60 cfs)

Sample Total Total Oil and Oil and TSS TSS
Phosphorus Phosphorus Grease- Grease- (IN) (OUT)
(IN) (OUT) HEM HEM (mg/1) (mg/1) /
(mgi1) (mg/l) (IN) (OUT) %

(m~/1) (mg/1) Removed
First <0.5 <0.5 <2.0 <2.0 6 9 /
Flush -50%
Flow <0.5 <0.5 <2.0 <2.0 14 8 /
Composite 42.9%

Total rainfall recorded over 3.5 hours was 0.165" with a peak flow of 0.60 cfs. First flush
samples were collected within 15 minutes of initial flow. Moderate rain was still
occurring at the end of the sample event. Last rainfall recorded at the site was October
15th 2000. A total volume of 12,073 gallons (1,614 ft3) passed through the system.

Discussion: As presented above, the StormFilter located in Bremerton is functioning well
under its designed treatment conditions. Reductions in both total and dissolved zinc were
observed for each event. Removal of the metal is associated with physical straining of
suspended particles that carry the non-dissolved metal as well as cation exchange of the
dissolved zinc for calcium or magnesium within the filtration media.

Total Suspended Solids (TSS) concentrations were low for most storm (Note: Influent
samples were taken as water entered the StormFilter and not he upstream manhole. A
site assessment was performed December 2I, 2000. Negligible amounts of sediments
were observed in the upstream manhole.)
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As presented above each table is the peak flow rate observed during each storm event.
The designed flow rate for the system is 0.78 cfs. Table One - April 25, 2000 shows a
peak flow of 0.91 cfs, which is over the designed storm but this flow only occurred
briefly. The storm was reported to be fairly low in intensity and showed good treatment.

June 6, 2000 - Table Two produced a peak flow of 0.20 cfs and produced excellent
treatment of all parameters except phosphorus. Elevations in effluent phosphorus
concentrations may arise from decaying organic matter within the cartridge bay of the
StormFilter.

October 19, 2000 - Table Three produced a peak flow of 0.60 cfs that falls under the
designed parameters of the StormFitter. Treatment for this storm showed reductions in all
parameters except of TSS during the first flush. It must be noted however that the influent
TSS concentration observed for this event approached the detection limit of 5 mg-TSS/1.
Removal of concentrations this low are difficult due to the particles being extremely fine
(clays and silts).

Oil and Grease concentrations were low for each storm event with changes in
concentrations from the influent to the effluent being near the detection limit for
analytical instrumentation.
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Appendix A

Figure A.1 - Straley’s 76 Station (StormFilterTM and Site)
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Appendix B

Fi B.1 StormFilter Fillin Storm

Straley’s 76 (Performance Summary)1-2001 .doc
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LEGISLATIVE ANALYSIS

Committee Hearing: Economic Development, Transportation and Technology
File Number: 97-97-057 - Motor Fuel Prices
Origin: Supervisor Yaki

Summary of Requested Action:

By adding Chapter 80 (Sections 80.1 through 80.9) to the San Francisco Administrative Code, this measure
would:

1. Require oil refining companies to incrementally relinquish control of gasoline sere’ice stations in the
City and County of San Francisco and ultimately prohibit refining companies from owning or
operating any gasoline service station on or after 1/1/2000. This policy is commonly referred to as
"divorcement."

2. Require oil refiners to allo~v dealers of their branded gasoline to purchase fuel from any location, or
through any vendor, in that refiner’s wholesale fuel network.

3. Prohibit oil companies from charging service station operators differing ~vholesale prices.

Policy Question:

1. Should the City prohibit specified companies from controlling and/or operating certain retail
businesses?

2. Should the City prohibit specified companies from establishing contractual agreements with the
distributors of their product as to how the product will be delivered?

3. Should the City dictate the pricing structure specified companies establish for the sale of their
product?

Current Law:

\Vhile there are a number of state and federal laws dealing with the marketing of motor fuel and/or the
relationship between major oil companies and service station dealers, there do not appear to be any state or
federal laws which directly prohibit refinery operation of service stations; nor do there appear to be any
state or federal laws which directly regulate the wholesale or retail price of motor fuel, or the distribution
agreements between refiners and service stations. Additionally, there do not appear to be any statutes which
directly prohibit local jurisdictions from imposing regulatory control in these policy areas

R0009343
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However, there is considerable debate on the whether existing price discrimination laws preempt provisions
of this ordinance prohibiting zone pricing.

An in-del~th discussion of these existing laws can be found in "Policy Issue #6" below.

Proposed Legislative Action

This measure would:

1. Make findings that (a) address the importance of motor vehicle transportation in the lives of San
Franciscans, (b) declare the relatively high retail price of gasoline in San Francisco, (c) suggest that
the relatively high price of gasoline in San Francisco is due to artificially high wholesale prices
charged by refiners, and (d) declare that higher gas prices and the practices by refiners resulting in
higher gasoline prices are injurious to the general health, safety and welfare of San Franciscans.

2. Prohibit any oil company from owning or operating any new or additional retail service stations on
or after 1/1/98.

3. h~crementally require refiners to relinquish ownership and!or the operation of service stations within
the City and County of San Francisco. By 1/1/99, refiners would be required to relinquish
control/operation of at lease one-half (1/2) of the service station the refiner owned or operated on
1 / 1/98. By 1 / 1/2000, refiners would be required to relinquish control/operation of any and all service
stations in the City and County of San Francisco.

4. Provide an exception to the divorcement provisions by allowing refiners to operate service stations
after 1/1/2000 for 90 days under specified circumstances.

5. Prohibit oil companies from charging service station operators differing wholesale prices at the same
tanker truck loading terminal unless the difference is related to the actual cost of doing business.
"Tanker truck loading terminal" refers to the location at which gasoline is sold at wholesale and
loaded onto tanker trucks that transport the fuel to service stations

6. Require refiners to allow retail dealers of the refiner’s branded gasoline to purchase the branded
gasoline from any location, or through any vendor, in that refi~er’s wholesale fuel network.

7. Prohibit refiners from setting, controlling or economically influencing the retail prices and profit
margins of service stations operators.

8. Specify that this ordinance will not effect the provisions of the San Francisco Planning Code
requiring Planning Commission or Zoning Administrator approval of the conversion of a service
station to another use.

9. Provide that the ordinance would be enforceable by local, county or state prosecutors.

10. Provide that the maximum penalty for a violation of this ordinance would be a misdemeanor
punishable by a fine not to exceed $500 or by imprisonment in the county jail for up to six months or
both fine and imprisonment.

11. Provide any private person the fight to bring civil action under the provision of this measure.

Background and Discussion:
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IS THERE A RELATIVELY HIGHER RETAIL PRICE FOR GASOLINE IN THE SAN FRANCISCO
BAY AREA. Based on price comparisons compiled by independent petroleum consultant, Tim Hamilton,
San Francisco has seen higher prices for retail gasoline relative to the Los Angeles area throughout the
past fifteen month period (see the attached Chart 1 ). Price comparisons where conducted every two weeks
from Jaiauary 10, 1997 to March 6, 1998. The obser~’ed price differential ranged from a low of $.01 per
gallon (August 22, 1997 and September 19, 1997) to a high of $0.29 per gallon (March 6, 1998). It should
be noted that of the 29 price comparison days, the price differential rarely dropped below $.08 per gallon
(on only 7 of the 29 comparison dates). The average differential for the 15 month period was approximately
$. 10 per gallon. The mode and median price differential was also $. 10 per gallon.

When looking at the price differential since the beginning of 1998, we see a much different story. Since the
beginning of this year, the higher price differential of gas sold in San Francisco relative to Los Angeles has
continually increased from $.16 per gallon on January 9, 1998 to $.29 per gallon on March 6, 1998. The
average higher price paid for gasoline in San Francisco since the first of the year has been approximately
$.22 per gallon.

WHAT ARE THE FORCES DRIVING THESE HIGHER PRICES? Proponents (led by the Automotive
Trade Organizations of California) of this measure argue that the higher relative price of gasoline in San
Francisco is driven by anti-competitive practices conducted by oil companies in San Francisco gasoline
retail market.

The opponents of this measure (led by the Western States Petroleum Association), instead argue that the
relative price differential is the result of lack of competition resulting from the barriers to entry that exist in
entering the gasoline retail business in San Francisco and the relatively high cost of doing any type of
business in the City.

PROPONENTS: ANTI-COMPETITIVE FORCES RESULT IN ARTIFICIALLY HIGHER PRICE. The
anti-competitive practices that the proponents argue lead to artificially higher prices are closed supply, zone
pricing and vertical integration. The following is a brief discussion of each::

Closed supply. Current petroleum industry contracts limit a gasoline retail dealer’s ability to
purchase branded fuel from sources other than the local wholesale distributor. This practice permits
oil companies to charge station-specific, neighborhood-specific or City-specific wholesale prices that
need not reflect broader wholesale market conditions.

For example, ifa San Francisco lessee station dealer of a given branded gasoline finds that a
Stockton wholesale distributor of the same branded gasoline is offering the branded gasoline at a
price so low that the dealer could pay the added transportation costs and still offer the gasoline at a
lower retail price than if the dealer purchased the gasoline from the local wholesaler, under current
business operation agreements, the dealer is prohibited from purchasing from the Stockton provider
and passing the saving onto the consumer.

This proposed ordinance would apply free market principles to the wholesale distribution of gasoline
in San Francisco by requiring refiners to allow retail dealers of the that refiner’s branded gasoline to
purchase gasoline from any location or through any vendor in the refiners wholesale fuel network.

COUNTER-ARGUMENT - CURRENT DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM PROTECTS DEALERS AND
IMPROVES DELIVERY EFFICIENCY. Major oil companies argue that the bill will disrupt the
present retail distribution system for gasoline products that allow for greater efftciencies. They state
that these greater efficiencies result in lower prices and reliable supply which are due to the major
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investments that have been made in transportation and distribution systems.

They argue that this proposed ordinance would undermine these benefits by interfering with existing
contractual relationships. They further contend that refiners would no longer be able to enter into
agreements that create stable dependable outlets in which they have a vested interest in ensuring
survive. This would remove the major reason that refiners have to support lessee service stations and
other retail outlets, possibly causing their elimination.

Wholesale price differentials or zone pricing. Proponents of this proposed ordinance argue that oil
companies set wholesale prices through a complex set of pricing zones which exert significant
control over retail prices. They argue that the companies draw zones between which they charge
different prices on a community-by-community, neighborhood-by-neighborhood, or even a
station-by-station basis. The oil companies can then set the zone price for each zone at the tanker
truck loading terminal. The retailer must purchase the gas at that wholesa!e price due to the
wholesale purchasing obligation explained above which prohibit retail dealers from purchasing their
supply of gasoline from any s, ource other than the local distributor.

The proposed ordinance would ban wholesale price differentials. When delivering gasoline to
service stations from the same loading terminal, oil companies would be limited to setting only one
price for wholesale gasoline and then only add to the price the actual additional cost of delivering the
fuel.

COMPANIES ARGUE THAT ZONE PRICING ALLOWS DEALERS TO REMAIN
COMPETITIVE - ELIMINATION WOULD RESULT IN LOST JOBS AND HIGHER PRICES.
Rather than using zone pricing to force station operators to charge higher prices, the oil companies
assert that they employ zone pricing to allow retailers to offer lower prices and remain competitive in
areas of high competition. If zone pricing is eliminated, it is argued that the companies would not
longer be able to offer lower prices in more competitive areas and the prices would raise and stabilize
at a higher overall level.

They also assert that by prohibiting the companies from offering lower wholesale prices to stations
that are having trouble competing at a higher wholesale price, the station is at risk of going out of
business. If the station closes its doors, San Francisco would experience a loss of jobs and possibly
an increase in prices due to the tightening of competition.

Vertical integration. Vertical integration is a practice whereby oil companies can control the price
of gasoline from the ground to the pump by (1) extracting crude oil, (2) refining it into gasoline, (3)
delivering the gasoline to retail outlets, and (4) setting the price the gasoline is offered at the retail
level through contractual agreements with the retail operator or by actually operating the retail
outlet.

The proponents argue that in areas where there are a significant number of service stations operated
or controlled by a specific company, the retail price for a large portion of the service stations in the
area is established by one entity, the company. They go on to argue that the oil companies use their
wholesale pricing power to charge franchise or lessee dealers prices that force them to meet the retail
prices the oil companies charge at their company operated stations.

In an October, 1997, hearing of the State Senate Energy, Utilities and Communications Committee,
the independent service station associations stated that some major oil companies are engaged in a
deliberate campaign to.replace franchisee operations with company-owned service stations. One
important tool in this effort seems to be lease agreements which limit the amount that franchisees can
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make from the operauons of the station. The associations state that these lease agreements can
severely reduce the market value of the franchise and act as an inducement for the franchisee to sell
the franchise back to the company.

The associations also charged that company operated stations have, in some cases, been subsidized
using station-specific prices to be able to offer gasoline at prices that force adjacent franchisees of
the same company to operate at a loss. The association believes that a further loss of franchise
dealers would enhance the ability of the oil companies to shield pricing in regional gasoline markets
from normal market forces.

In an effort to reverse this trend, this proposed ordinance would require the "divorcement" of service
stations from oil companies and ultimately prohibit oil companies from operating retail service
stations and controlling retail fuel prices through any type of contractual agreement.

OPPONENTS ARGUE THAT THE SAN FRANCISCO MARKET HAS FEW
COMPANY-OPERATED STATIONS. The Western State Petroleum Association provided figures
showing the only 6 of the 123 service stations in San Francisco are company operated (5%). With
such a small portion of the market being comprised by company operated stations, the industry
questions their ability to overwhelmingly influence retail prices with such a small relative share of
the retail market. They argue that with such a small share of the market, they must price their
company operated stations to be competitive with their own dealers and the retailers of competing oil
companies.

OPPONENTS ARGUE THAT DIVORCEMENT REDUCES COMPETITION RESULTING IN
INCREASED PRICES. The free market system allows any group or individual to offer goods and
services for sale. One of the basic tenets of economics stipulate that the greater the number of
competitors in a free market, the lower the prices. In most competitive markets, price competition is a
major factor in attracting customers. If there are only a few competitors in a given market, price is not
as an important factor in attracting customers. However, as competition grows, price distinction
becomes a greater factor.

In a completely free market, the exclusion of any group or individual from entering and operating in a
given market in which they would otherwise operate, limits competition. If the basic tenets of
competitive markets addressed above hold true, then it follows that this reduction in competition
would result in increased prices as there are fewer purchasing options available to the consumer.

The oil industry argues that by prohibiting them from owning and operating gasoline retail outlets,
divorcement eliminates an entire class of competitors, thereby, reducing purchasing options which
leads to higher prices.

ANALYSIS OF THIS ASSERTION: This would hold true if it could be shown that the competitors
that were being removed for the market (1) would not be replaced by other competitors or (2) had
offered a product distinction that others could not provide. In this case, it would be hard to prove that
the stations currently operated by companies would close and no other competitors would assume
operation of the vacant stations.

In fact, the proponents of divorcement would argue that the opposite would occur. For example,
Chevron currently operates three (3) service stations in San Francisco. If they were forced to cease
operation of these stations, there is the possibility that the operation of three stations would be
assumed by three different dealers, thereby, increasing competition. However, there is the possibility
that the operation of all three stations would be assumed by a single dealer that already operates
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multiple stations in San Francisco. In such a case. competition would decease.

OPPONENTS: LACK OF COMPETITION, COST OF DOING BUSINESS, OPPORTUNITY COSTS
RESULT IN HIGHER PRICES. The opponents argue that the higher price of gasoline in San Francisco is
due to the following:

Lack of competition. The oil industry argues that one of the major reasons San Francisco gas prices
are higher than other California cities is because of the relatively fewer stations that exist in the City.
There are 1.5 retail gasoline stations per 10.000 residents, compared to 2.7 stations per 10,000
residents in Los Angeles. As discussed above, one of the basic tenets of economic stipulates that the
greater the number of competitors in a free market, the lower the prices. With the relatively fewer
amount of stations per capita, the oil companies argue that economic theory would predict higher
prices within a free market.

While these figures appear to be correct, it is interesting to note the reduction in the number of retail
stations operating in the Bay Area. According to the Bay Area Air Quatity Management District
(BAAQMD) there were 3309 retail gas stations in the Bay Area in 1978, currently there are 1420.
This decrease in service stations has not necessarily resulted in a commensurate reduction the
number of gas dispensing nasals.

According to BAAQMD personnel, the common Bay Area gas station in 1978 contained 6 to 8
dispensing nozzles. Today, stations commonly have 24 to 36 nozzles per station, thereby, allowing
more drivers to be serviced at fewer stations. The following is data generated by the BAAQMD
presenting this information in table form:

YEAR NUMBER OF AVERAGE TOTAL NUMBER OF NUMBER OF
SERVICE NUMBER OF NUMBER OF CARS NOZZLES PER

STATIONS NOZZLES NOZZLES I CAR

1978 3309 6-8 23,163 I no data    [ --

1988 2265 11 24,300 i 4.17 million [ .0058/car

1998 1420 20 29,000 i 4.60 million I .0063/car

High costs of doing business. The Western States Petroleum Association commissioned Kosmont &
Associates to provide an economic assessment of the costs of developing retail gasoline outlets in
various California jurisdictions, including San Francisco.

The study reviewed issiaes including (i) zoning and land use regulations, (ii) environmental
regulations, Off) entitlement process and time requirements, and (iv) building department and
construction issues. Kosmont & Associates found "that there are substantially higher land
development costs in San Francisco, than in Southern California."

The study provides a comparative analysis of the cost of service station development in San
Francisco relative to Los Angeles and Orange Counties. The study found that in San Francisco "costs
associated with land acquisition are almost 100% higher .... while overall construction costs are 15%
higher." Consequently, few new stations are built which limits competition. According to the
BAAQMD, new gasoline station construction in San Francisco has been relatively low. Records
show that the Air District issued 6 new permits in the last 10 years.

The study contends that intense urban development and the scarce supply of readily available land
for development, make gasoline prices, along with home prices and the overall cost of living higher
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in San Francisco than in Southern California.

Opportunity costs. In a completely free market, the owner of property is free to use that property for
any use the owner chooses. In economic theory, it is assumed that the property owner will use the
property in such a fashion that will maximize profit.

Under current City law, it is difficult for property containing service stations to be redeveloped into
another use. Consequently, the property owner of a parcel on which a service station currently exists
cannot change the use of the property in order to take advantage of a use that could realize greater
economic return. Therefore, due to City regulations, there could be an opportunity cost associated
with owning property containing a gasoline sen’ice station. This places pressure on rent prices which
are passed on to the consumers through higher gas prices.

The oil industry argues that the opportunity costs associated with service stations is one of the
reasons there are so few stations in San Francisco. The inability to change property use out of the
service station business places financial burden on property owners where retail gasoline services
are not the best economic use for the property. Therefore, property owners are reluctant to allow their
property to be used for service station operations as they will have difficulty in converting the
property to another use in the future.

Policy Issues:

1. APPROPRIATE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT IN THE FREE MARKET. When is it appropriate for
government to exert control over the participation, pricing structure and other business practices of a
given industry?

The proposed ordinance exerts substantial control over participation in the gasoline retail business.
It also limits the ability of oil companies to make wholesale pricing decisions and regulates how oil
companies deliver their product to distribution centers.

There is precedence for government to exert this type of control in the market system. This primarily
occurs when a good or service is viewed as a utility or when it is determined that the market is
conducive to monopolistic practices.

Evidence suggests that the wholesale gasoline pricing and distribution system in not a purely "free
market" in the San Francisco area. It appears that there is no price competition within the wholesale
market for branded gasoline. Once a retailer enters into a contract to sell a specific branded gasoline,
that retailer is required to purchase their supply of gasoline from only one designated tanker truck
terminal.

Furthermore, these contractual obligations allow oil companies to charge different prices to stations
within the same area through "zone pricing" as retailers are denied the opportunity to shop around for
a cheaper price that may be offered in another location or by another wholesaler.

The only entities that are free to shop around for the best price are independent dealers that are not
associated with branded companies. Due to the fact that there are so few independent dealers in San
Francisco, the independents have a very limited effect on the market

Does the Board believe that the high price of gasoline in San Francisco relative to Los Ay)geles is
due to monopolistic-like practices that result iga prices that would not be as high in a free wholesale
market?

R0009349
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If the answer to this question is yes, then there is precedence for government to regulate an industry
with the potential to implement these characteristics -- some examples include cable television,
residential natural gas, and solid waste disposal.

2. HOW MANY STATIONS DO THE OIL COMPANIES CONTROL? One of the basic components to
support the accusation that a given company or individual controls the price at the retail market
level, is to prove that that entity controls a substantial number-o-fr~tai|-outlets. In the case of retail
stations in San Francisco, the number of company operated retail stations is minimal at 5%.

However, the Automotive Trade Organizations Association suggests that while the oil companies do
not actually operate a large number of stations, they do have direct control over the actual retail price
of the gasoline offered at branded stations. It is suggested that the companies enter into contractua!ly
agreements with the operators of retail stations that require the operator to offer the price set by the
oil company.

The Board may want clarification from oil industry representatives if these type of contractual
agreements exist, and if so, the number of stations currently operating under this type of agreement.

3. WILL THIS ORDINANCE ACHIEVE ITS GOAL - LOWER GAS PRICES IN SAN FRANCISCO?
The major stated goat of the proponents of this ordinance is low gas prices in San Francisco. There
are a number of studies examining the effects of similar measures that have been implemented in
other areas, including the jurisdictions described in #4 below. The results of these various studies are
conflicting. Some studies show that "divorcement" laws have resulted in lower gas prices, while
other show that they have increased overall prices.

Many of the other "divorcement" measures do not contain all the provisions contained in the
proposal before the Board, therefore, it is extremely difficult to rely on past studies to conclusively
determine whether or not the ordinance will result in lower gasoline prices.

4. OTHER AREAS WITH "DIVORCEMENT" MEASURES ENACTED. Other areas that have enacted
measure containing provisions similar to provision contained in the proposed ordinance include:

o State of Maryland
o State of Nevada
o State of Connecticut
o State of Virginia
o State of Delaware
o State of Hawaii
o Washington DC

5. ENFORCEMENT ISSUES. The fine for violation of this ordinance is $500, six months in the county
jail, or both. It is hard to imagine that a $500 fine would serve as a great deterrent to companies the
size of the oil companies operating in the San Francisco market.

The one apparent deterrent contained in the ordinance is the possibility of sending a high ranking
company executive to county jail. However, it seems it would be hard to place an executive in jail
based on the provisions of this measure.

H~w would the pricing discriminations -provisions beenforced? Which agency would monitor the
price charged to the various service stations and who would calculate the actual transportation costs
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for delivery from the terminal to station?

6. DO EXISTING LAWS PREEMPT THIS ORDINANCE? There are a number of state and federal
laws dealing with the marketing of motor fuel and/or the relationship between major oil companies
and service station dealers. These include:

o Chapter 14 of Division 5 of the California Business and Professions Code which establishes
various rules regulating the business operations of service stations (i.e. false advertising,
posting of business hours, gasoline standards, and price indicators on dispensers). This section
of the law does not prohibit or restrict refiner operation of service stations.

o Chapter 7.5, Division 8 of the California Business and Professions Code deals with the
termination and non-renewal of service stations franchises, however, does not prohibit or
restrict refiner operation of service stations.

o The California Franchise Disclosure Law (Corporations Code 31000 et seq.) which require a
franchiser to make specified disclosures to a franchisee when a franchise is sold.

o Division 7.8 of Division 8 of the Business and Professions requiting franchise fair practices.
o Chapter 7.9 of Division 8 of the California Business and Professions Code specifies the

circumstances under which a service station may be closed during late night and early morning
hours. This section does not prohibit the operation of a service station by an oil company nor
does it mention motor fuel pricing or wholesale distribution.

o Chapter 8 of Division 8 of the California Business and Professions Code prohibits price
discrimination in the sale of gasoline and oil, when the discrimination injures competition.

o There are a number of state and federal antitrust laws which deal with vertical price fixing and
restraints on trade.

There do not appear to be any state laws which directly prohibit refiner operation of service stations,
directly regulate the wholesale or retail price of motor fuel, or directly regulate the distribution
agreements between refiners and service stations; however, it is unclear as to whether existing price
discrimination laws preempt the zone pricing provisions of this ordinance.

The Board may ~vish to seek a City Attorney’s opinion on this question.

7. EFFECTIVE DATE. The de facto effective date of this ordinance would be 1/1/98 as that is when the
ordinance prohibits any oil company from assuming the operation of any new or additional retail
service stations in the City. Does the Board wish to make this measure retroactive?

Also, the measure requires oil companies to relinquish control of 50% of their current retail holdings
by 1/1/99 and all of their holdings 1/1/2000. The earliest this measure could become effect is
mid-June. Does the Board feel this is an adequate amount time. The Board may wish to consider
amending the legislation to change the effective dates of these provisions to allow a year for the 50%
deadline and two years for the final deadline.

8. REGIONAL EFFECT. There is some debate as to whether this type of ordinance can be effected
when implemented within a single jurisdiction. Some economist suggest that for an ordinance such as
this to be effective, it must be implemented on a regional basis (see discussion of San Diego County’s
experience below). With this in mind, the Association of Bay Area Governments and the Bay Area
Economic Forum are currently preparing studies on the issue (it is anticipated that Supervisor Yaki
will amend this proposal in Committee to stipulate that it will not become effective unless 2/3 of the
nine (9) Bay Area counties adopt similar measures)..

9. SAN DIEGO COUNTY AND M ,UNICIPALITIES CONSIDERING REGIONAL
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IMPLEMENTATION OF SIMILAR LEGISLATION. The County of San Diego recently approved a
county ordinance that would ban oil companies from operating retail service station outlets in
unincorporated areas of the county by 2000 if similar legislation is approved by enough of the
county’s 18 municipalities to constitute at least two-thirds of the county’s total population.

The ordinance includes a regional component because of the minimal number of stations within the
unincorporated areas relative to those in incorporated areas - stations in unincorporated areas
represent 12% of the total stations in San Diego County. It is extremely difficult for such a small
percentage of the retail market to affect regional practices. The county believes that in order for the
ordinance to be effective, a large majority of stations within a region must be included in the
provisions of the measure.

According to San Diego Supervisor Ron Roberts’ office, the requisite number of cities have approved
the ordinance and it would be expected to become effective in 2000. However, the County of San
Diego has decided to test the legal validity of the ordinance before it becomes effective by requesting
a declaratoryjudgment from the courts. A decision in this matter is expected this summer.

10. STATE MEASURES. There are currently ~,o measures before the California State Legislature
dealing with this issue to varying degrees - Assembly Bill 2228 (Davis) and House Resolution 58
(Sweeney).

AB 2228 would provide that nething in state law invalidates or prohibits a local ordinance regulating
competition in the refining, wholesale or retail distribution, pricing, manufacturing, or transporting
of motor vehicle fuel or oil.

HR 58 requests that the California Attorney General, in cooperation with the United States Attorney
General, United States Secretary of Energy, and the Federal Trade Commission, investigate
"anti-competitive" practices in the oil industry and in the retail gasoline marketplace. It also requests
that the California Attorney General report the findings of the investigation to the Legislature and
take any necessary legal actions against those engaged in illegal acts.

Two measures were introduced last year to address the issue of oil company control over the retail
price of gas. They were SB 52 (Kopp) and SB 404 (Peace), which would have allowed a franchised
gasoline dealer to purchase branded gasoline from a supplier other than its franchiser. Both bills
were defeated in the Senate last year.

Options:

1. Approve the ordinance in its current form.

2. Amend the ordinance to change deadlines for divorcement as outlined in "policy issue" #7 above and
approve the measure.

3. Delay action on the measure until the Association of Bay Area Govemment and the Bay Area
Economic Forum have completed their analysis of the issue.

4. Delay action on the measure until a decision is handed down on the declaratory judgment requested
by the County of San Diego.

5.. Reject the ordinance.

R0009352
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Prepared by: Jon L. Ballesteros - 4 ! 5 554-7787

Return to Legislative Analyst Page [ Back to Board of Supe~’isors Home Page
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California Retail Service Stations, Flee.,.tes and Other Stansncal Data by Count?.’ http: ,www.energy.ca.gov stanstics, gasoline_stations

home key topics ~ Energy ~ site index sea~h

California Retail Service Stations, Fleet Fueling Facilities
and Private Storage Tank Sites and Other Statistical Data

by County

Note: Clicking on each of the counties below will take you to a complete list of ALL the retail
gasoline and diesel sen, ices stations, fleet fueling facilities and private storage tank sites in
each county in 1999. (Most of the fleet and private sites do not sell fuel to the public.)
Facilites are alphabetically arranged, first by city or town in which they are located, and then
by site name.

Some of these files may be ~:er3’ large and may take some time to download depending on the
type of connection you have to the Internet. For example, the Los Angeles file is about 1.2
megabytes in size.

For convenience, the number of retail gasoline and diesel service stations only (including also
marinas and cardlocks) is provided on the table of county statistics below.

The fueling facilities data files are also available to download as Microsoft Excel spreadsheets.
Please note that the spreadsheet for the entire state is 6.7 megabytes in size and should only be
downloaded if you have a high speed Interact connection. Otherwise your download times may
be excessive. Spreadsheets for each county are also available.

~ 1999 California Retail, Fleet and ~] Individual Counties’ Retail, Fleet
Private Fueling Facilities and Private Fueling Facilities
Spreadsheet Spreadsheets

(Excel file, 6.7 megabytes) (Excel Spreadsheets)

Please also read our DISCLAIMER about these lists.

County Information and Link to HTML Page Listing ALL Fueling Facilities in
Each County

Retail Total Paid Miles of Gallons of
Service County Vehicle Surface Gasoline

Stations Population Registrations Road Consumed
County             1999 1998 1998 1997 1998

STATEWIDE 9,520 33,226,000 24, 281,404 170,495.62 13,496,210,000
TOTALS

Alameda 322 1,413,400 1,020;402. 3,495.36 610,461,000
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Cahforma Retml Ser-,’ice Stations, Flee..tes and Other Stat*suca[ Data by County http: .wwv,.energ2:.ca.gov,statistics gasohne_stations

~ 5 1.190 1,474 267.60 1,020,000
Amador 27 33,300 34,135 678.75 12,714,000
Bu tt_._._ge 97 199,100 153,065 2,149.99 70,829,000
Calaveras 31 38.100 42,917 1,022.55 13,743,000
Colusa 18 18.600 15,820 959.80 9,494,000
Contra Cost.a 257 906,500 708,424 3,124.41 403,581,000
Del Notre 21 28,100 18,620 735.77 8,357,000
El Dorado 67 148,800 135,286 2,119.00 62,376,000
Fresno 300 781,900 484,796 7,025.58 268,328,000
Glenn 23 26,850 21,412 1,091.47 10,337,000
Humboldt 74 126,000 104,261 2,480.62 50,633,000
Imperial 76 143,000 96,610 3,361.67 45,752,000
lnv___~o 31 18,300 18,988 4,778.73 12,436,000
Kern 334 637,200 418,846 6,85.5.50 240,859,000

~ 55 121,000 66,382 1,417.52 34,073,000
Lake 31 55,100 54,362 1,152.34 18,730,000
Lassen 21 33,650 23,138 2,012.97 11,537,000
Los Angeles 2,133 9,587,300 5,870,715 20,989.90 3,660,156,000
(2.2 Mb HTML
file)
Madera 64 114,100 77,198 2,113.55 37,451,000
Matin 60 244,100 214,212 1,245.26 122.557,000
Ma riposa 15 16,000 17,696 911.03 6,445,000
Mendocino 51 86,100 77,777 1,908.71 37,897,000
Merced 81 203,200 131,317 2,413.86 69,511,000
Modoc 12 9,975 8,307 1,968.71 4,226,000
Mono 14 10,550 10,777 1,471.40 8,000,000
.Monterey 131 381,000 261,640 2,257.47 149,558,000
Napa 29 121,900 101,651 851.63 52,879,000
Nevada 35 89,200 85,278 1,173.25 38,738,000
Orang.g 588 2,734,500 2,015,296 7,056.26 1,246,735,000
(512 kb HTML file)
Placer 96 219,400 201,956 2,048.14 111,623,000
Plumas 26 20,450 22,656 1,833.41 9,021,000
Riverside 443 1,441,000 944,054 7,541.17 547,176,000
Sacramento 295 1,156,500 832,090 4,338.73 465,152,000
San Benito 18 46,950 36,835 986.63 16,244,000
San Bernardino 565 1,631,500 1,058,681 10,969.65 620,606,000
(512 kb HTML file)
San Diego 704 2,795,800 1,981,345 8,620.76 1,136,281,000
(744 kb HTML file)
San Francisco 110 783,400 427,884 892.13 381,425,000
San Joaquin 183 546,900 360,360 3,221.31 202,140,000
San Luis Obispo 103 236,400 191,275 2,520.33 104,344,000
San Mateo. 186 716,500 657,263 2,057.3.4 371,087,000
Santa Barbara 11.8 402,900 293,475 2,002.42" 163,412,000
Santa Clara 370 1,686,400 1,317,476 4,853.61 816,048,000
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Santa Cruz 78 249.000 198,230 1,136.84 101,902,000
Shasta 122 164.100 133,879 2,760.99 65,798,000
Sierra 8 3,340 3,547 781.44 1,637,000
Siskivou 35 44.200 44,298 3,578.27 20,305,000
Solano 128 382,000 272,260 1,778.99 150,374,000
Sonoma 136 436,700 373,910 2,663.83 192,938,000
Stanislaus 173 428.300 297,937 2,743.93 153,774,000
Sutter 31 76,400 58,562 1,072.41 26,829,000
Tehama 32 54.900 41,918 1,642.87 21,705,000
Trinity 23 13.200 13,036 2,109.54 4,415,000
Tulare 193 359,900 226,889 4,780.00 108,878,000
Tuolumne 37 52,500 50,725 1,146.88 20,161,000
Ventura 198 732,700 565,087 2,684.26 295,425,000
Yol.___~o 73 155.500 113,681 ¯ 1,414.01 68,588,000
Yuba 27 60,800 41,475 791.79 18,584,000

Sources:

¯ Retail Gasoline and Diesel Service Stations: Cahfornia Energy Commission, Fuels
Office.

¯ Population: Department of Finance.

¯ Automobiles: Department of Motor Vehicles. (Includes automobiles, commercial
vehicles and motorcycles. Excludes trailers. State total includes IRP/ID/Prorate -
904,988, out of state registrations - 148,654, and fee exempt - 376,176.)

¯ Roads: Department of Transportation (Caltrans).

¯ Gasoline consumption: Statewide -- State Board of Equalization. County information --
Caltrans, Transportation Planning Program, Transportation Economics Branch. Includes
fuel consumed on state highways, local streets and roads, but excludes aviation gasoline
where tax refunds wer made (e.g. agricultural, boating, off highway uses) and gasoline
that is delivered to out-of-state distrbution points.

Go to Gasoline/Diesel Status Page.

Go to Gasoline PaTe.

I Homepage l Commission Info [ Site Index I Search Site [ Link.____~sI
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E-mall us about our Web Site at: energia@energv.ca.gov
"Energia" means ENERGY in Greek and Latin.

Energy used to create this page was produced by California’s electricity providers...
the most diverse in the world.

Page Updated: March 21, 2000
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Dan Radulescu - RE. Background Information on Impact of Gas Stations to Storm Water Page 1

From: "O’Leary, Dan" <OLeary@pbworld.com>
To: "’Dan Radulescu’" <DRADULES@rb4.swrcb.ca.gov>
Date:" 3/7/01 5:43AM
Subject: RE: Background Information on Impact of Gas Stations to Storm Water

Dan-

Sorry for the delayed response on your inquiry. I do not have pollutant
loading numbers from gas stations myself. I would contact Mr. Stewart
Comstock at the Maryland Departme~l;l,t of the Environment for information on
those numbers at (410) 631-3563.~-~ie Shep~!~at Metropolitan Washington
Council of Governments (unk.nown telephone number, ask Stew Comstock for it)
is another person I would ask. I do have some photos of Delaware Sand
Filters in practice, one at a gas station. (photos 18 and 19) and one at a
fast food restaurant(photos 14-17), both land uses are considered "hotspots"
in,~MaryJar~ regu~q.ti.0j:~ Photos attached. I have also attached an Internet
Explorer file with links to non-point source pollution websites where you
may be able to gain more information on Gas Stations.

Please contact me if I can be of further assistance.

Daniel J. O’Leary, P.E.
Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.
Baltimore, Maryland
(410) 385-4178

..... Original Message .....
From: Dan Radulescu [mailto:DRADULES@rb4.swrcb.ca.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, February 21,2001 12:48 PM
To: O’Leary, Dan
Subject: Background Information on Impact of Gas Stations to Storm Water

Hello,

My name is Dan Radulescu and I am a Water Resources Control Engineer at the
CAL-EPA Regional Water Quality Control Board in Los Angeles. We are renewing
the MS4 Permit for LA County and I need background information on the
impacts of gas stations on the quality of storm water runoff.

We’ve met at the ASCE Workshop on Friday, and you mentioned that you may
have some slides and background information on the efficiency of filters as
BMPs at gas stations (Delaware filters). You also mentioned that you may
have some contact persons who studied this problem and may have some
additional information on the impact of gas stations (referred to as hot
spots) on the quality of storm water runoff, and how the requirements for
gas stations have developed in the East Coast area States.

I appreciate your help and Dr. Xavier Swamikannu also extends his thanks
for your support.

Dan Radulescu
dradules@rb4.swrcb.ca.gov
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~an Ra~lescu - RE: E~ackground Informati.?n" o.~ I..rn_p~ac__t o_f Gas Stations to Storm Water
. _.Pa_.g~. 2.

Ph: (213) 576-6668
Fax: (213) 576-6660
***The energy challenge facing California is real. Every Californian needs
to t&ke immediate action to reduce energy consumption***
***For a list of simple ways to reduce demand and cut your energy costs, see
the tips at: http://www.swrcb.ca,gov/news/echallenge.html ***
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Dan Radulescu - 019_19,JPG Page 1
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Dan Radulescu - 017_17.JPG Page 1
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Dan Radulescu - 016_16.JPG Page 1
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Dan Radu~escu - 015_15.JPG Page 1
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Dan Radulescu - 014_14.JPG Page 1
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Feature article from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(1): 3-5

Hydrocarbon Hotspots in the Urban
Landscape

T . wo central paradigms emerged fromthe EPA’s Hotspots are evident in the data of Schueler and
Nationwide Urban Runoff Study in the earlyShepp I 1992). Their survey ofoil and grit separators in
1980s. One was that pollutant concentrations suburban Maryland show the differences in the quality

in urban runoffwere more or less the same regardlessof pool water and trapped sediments in separators
ofthecontributinglanduse.Thesecondwasthaturban draining five different paved areas (Table I). Gas
runoff carried relatively few priority pollutants, moststations and convenience stores had much higher lev-
of which were metals, els of hydrocarbons and metals both in the water

Subsequent monitoring has generally reinforcedcolumn and the sediments. Streets and residential
both paradigms, particularly for conventional pollut-parking lots, on the other hand, had much lower
ants such as sediments, nutrients, and organic carbon,hydrocarbon and metal concentrations.
However, two recent research studies suggest that Gas stations were found to be an extremely signifi-
there may be major exceptions to these paradigms. Thecant hotspot for hydrocarbons. Composite priority
studies point to the existence ofhotspots in the urbanpollutant scans at the gas station sites r,evealed the
landscape that produce significantly greater loadingspresence of 37 potentially toxic compounds in the
of hydrocarbons and trace metals than other areas, sediment and 19 in the water column. Many com-

Hotspots are often linked to places where vehiclespoundswere polycyclic aromatichydrocarbons(PAHs)

are fueled and serviced, such as gas stations, busthat are thought to be harmful to both humans and
depots, and vehicle maintenance areas. Others occuraquatic organisms (Table 2). Non-gas station sites, on
where many vehicles are parked for brief periodsthe other hand, recorded far fewer priority pollutants
during the day (convenience stores and fast foodthat had much lower concentrations.
outlets),orwherelargenumbersofvehiclesareparked Pitt and Field (1991) monitored metal and PAH
for a long time (commuter parking lots), levels in runoff from a number of sites in Mobile,

Gas Convenience All-Day Residential
Parameter Stations Stores Parking Lots Streets Parking

Comparative Sediment Quality (reported in mg/kg of sediment)
Total P 1,056 1,020 466 365 267
TOC 98,071 55,167 37.915 33,025 32,392
Hydrocarbons 18,155 7,003 7,114 3,482 892
Cadmium 35.6 17.0 13,2 13.6 13.5
Chromium 350 233 258 291 323
Copper 788 326 186 173 162
Lead 1,183 677 309 544 180
Zinc 6,785 4,025 1,580 1,800 878

Comparative Pool Water Quality (reported in ~Jg/I)
Total P* 0,53 0.50 0.30 0,06 0.19
TOC* 95.51 26.8 20.6 9.9 15.8
HC* 22.0 10,9 15.4 2.9 Z4
Cadmium 15.3 7.9 6.5 ND ND
Chromium 17,6 13,9 5.4 5.5 ND
Copper 112,6 22.1 11.6 9.5 3.6
Lead 162.4 28.8 13.0 8.2 ND
Zinc 554 201 190 92 ND

I ND = Not Detected * in units of mg/I
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Difficulty in Treating Hotspots

i i,~ ~ Few stormwater technologies are currently avail-
able to effectively control the runoff from hydrocar-

~~ ,: bon hotspots. Most hotspot source areas are less than
an acre in size, exist in already developed areas, and are

Napthalene Di-n-octyl pthalate widely scattered across the urban landscape. Nichols
2-Methylnapthalene Benzo(b) flouranthene (1993) notes that there are over 1,500 vehicle mainte-

nance operations in the Washington, DC area alone.Acenapthene Indeno (123-cd) pyrene
Flourene Di-n-butyl pthalate The most common method to control hydrocarbon
Phenathrene Toulene loadings from small sites has been the oil grit separator

Flouranthrene Ethyl benzene (OGS). It consists of a concrete structure linked to the

Pyrene Total xylenes storm drain system with two pools used to trap oil and
grit (Figure 1). Recent research, however, indicates

Butylbenzylpthalate Methylene chloride that oil grit separators are not effective in trapping
Chrysene Benzene pollutants (see article 119). For example, in field

Acetone phenols inspections of over 100 OGS systems, the average
depth of trapped sediment was found to be a mere two
inches.

Alabama, including vehicle sen’ice areas, parking lots.
salvage yards, landscaped areas, and loading docks. Further, the mass of trapped sediments in OGS

They employed the rapid Microtox procedure to assesssystems did not increase over a five year time frame.
thepossibletoxicityofseveralhundredmnoffsamples.Monthly sampling revealed sharp reductions in the

depth of trapped sediments of as much as 25 or 50%
Although their monitoring data was variable, theyfrom one month to the next. Dye tests indicated that

reported that many of the maximum PAH and metalsOGS systems had a residence time of less than 30
concentrations in runoff samples were found at vehicleminutes during even minor storms. In contrast, Pitt et
service areas and parking lots, as opposed to streetal. (199 I) conclude that at least 24 hours of settling are
surfaces. Of greater concern, nearly 60% of the hotspotneeded to achieve any meaningful reduction in poten-
runoff samples were classified as moderately to mosttial toxicity from hotspot areas.
toxic, according to their relative toxicity screening
procedure. The poor performance ofoil grit separators can be

attributed to three key flaws: (1) an on-line design that
Are Hotspots En~ ~ronmentally Significant? promotes frequent resuspension of previously depos-

ited oil and sediments, (2) insufficient treatment vol-The mere presence of high pollutant concentra-
tions at hydrocarbon hotspots does not always implyume, and (3) poor internal geometry.

actual toxicity. Indeed, acute toxicity to aquatic organ-Prospects for Improving On-Site Technology
isms exposed to hotspot runoff is probably a rare event.
This is due to relatively brief exposures during storm Can the dismal performance of the current genera-
events, large dilution factors in urban creeks, and thetion of oil grit separators be improved? New off-line
fact that many pollutants are strongly bound to sedi-designs have been developed in a number of commu-

ments and thus are not readily available to aquatic life.nities to reduce resuspension (Shepp, 1992). Not much

Pitt and Field (1992) reviewed a series of studies thatperformance data are yet available to evaluate the

provide convincing evidence of longer-term chronicperformance of these new designs. However, it is

toxicity to aquatic organisms when exposed to urbanreasonable to expect that they will be more retentive

runoff, than current designs, but the question remains--by
how much?

The greatest environmental risk appears to occur
when metal and hydrocarbon-laden sediments are de- Ultimately, the effectiveness of any design is de-

posited in downstream lakes and estuaries. The bottompendent on regular and frequent clean-out of trapped
sediments of many small, highly urbanized estuariessediments. This, unfortunately, has been the "Achilles

are heavily contaminated with metals and PAHs. Run-heel" of existing OGS technology. For example, in a

off from urban hotspots appears to be a major contrib-recent Maryland study not a single OGS system out of
over 100 inspected had ever been maintained.uting factor to sediment contamination in these cases,

as witnessed in both the Anacostia and Delaware Four factors explain this poor track record. First, a
estuaries (Schueler and Shepp, 1992; McKenzie andmarket does not yet exist to clean out and dispose of
Hunter, 1979). The consequences of sediment con-sediments. Few vendors are available to perform the
tamination often include greatly reduced benthic di-task themselves. Second, many local governments
versity and transfer of pollutants into fish tissue. Tech-have been slow in enforcing clean-out requirements on
niques to remedy bottom sediment contamination aresmall business owners. Third, clean-outs are quite
in their infancy, and have yet to be proven.effective,expeasive, ranging from as much as $1;000 to.$2,000
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per site each year. Lastly, concerns about the actual or In the end, our capability to reduce hotspots may
perceived toxicity of the trapped sediments have lim-well depend on solving institutional problems--assur-
ited options for safe and economtcal disposal. Many ing regular and environmentally safe sediment clean-
landfill operators are loath to accept wet sedimentsouts, and preventing pollutants from being exposed to
with po.llutant concentrations on the order of thosestormwater runoff at hotspot areas. See also articles
reported in Table 1. 119 and 120.

Sand filters may turn out to be a better alternative
for treating runoff from hydrocarbon hotspots thanReferences

OGS systems. As a filtering medium, sand is veryHoffman, et al. 1982. "P~troleum Iqydrocarbons in
effective in "straining" out hydrocarbons and metals. UrbanRunoffFromaCommercialLandUseArea."
Also, most sand filters are designed to treat a much JWPCF. 54(11): 1519-1528.
greater volume of runoff than OGS systems. PerhapsMackenzie and Hunter. 1979~ "Sources and Fates of
most importantly, clean-out of sand filters is easier and Aromatic Compounds in Urban Stormwater Run-
less frequent. On the downside, sand filters are more off." ES&T. 13(2): 179-183.
expensive to construct, and may still be subject toNichols, G. 1992. Waste Management Practices of
disposal problems at some hotspot sites. Vehicle .~[aintenance Businesses and Local Gov-

ernment Vehicle Fleet Operations. Metro Wash-Source cono-ol may hold the greatest promise to
reduce the delivery of pollutants from hotspots. This ington COG. U.S. EPA Office of Pollution Preven-

pollution prevention approach stresses the importance tion. 52 pp.

of eliminating the spills, leaks, and emissions thatPitt and Field. 1990. Hazardous and Toxic Wastes
Associated ~’ith Urban Stormwater Runoff 16thcreate the hotspot in the first place. A series of better

handling, recycling, storage and disposal practices can Annual Hazardous Waste Research Symposium.
U.S. EPA-ORD. Cincinnati, OH.reduce the chance that automotive fluids and cleaning

solvents come into contact with rainwater and run offPitt et aL 1991. The Treatabili~., of Urban Stormwater

the site. The Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Toxicants. Intl. Conf. on Integrated Stormwa~er

Program has published an excellent summary of poilu- Management. Natl Univ. of Singapore.

tion prevention practices for gas stations (see articleSanta Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Control Program.

136). 1993. Best Management Practices for
Automotive-Related Industries. 28 pp.

Schueler, T. 1987. Controlling Urban Runoff" A Prac-
Summary tical Manual for Planning and Designing Urban

Althoughsmallinsize, pollutionhotspotsarepreva- B.~IPs. Metro Washington COG. 275 pp.
lentintheurbanlandscape.MoremonitoringisneededSchueler, To and D. Shepp. 199~ The Quality qf
to define the magnitude of the metal and PAH loads Trapped Sediments andPool Water Within Oil Grit
they deliver to downstream waters. Currently, few Separators in Suburban MD. Metro Washington
effective techniques are available to treat hydrocarbon COG. 48 pp.
hotspots. Further testing of new designs of oil gritShepp, D. 1992. Improved Design for the Oil/Grit
separators and sand filters is warranted. Separator System. Metro Washington COG. Dis-

trict Environmental Regulatory Administration.
14 pp.
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PPT Slide http: www.stormwatercenter,net Slideshows, impacts%20for° o20srnrc sld036 hit

Slide 36 of 75

Notes:

The sources of pollutants in stormwater are predominately associated with impervious areas.
Impervious areas act as a collector and conveyor for pollutants that arrive from many pathways.
Pollutants can fall out of the sky during dryfall. They may also arrive in rain or snow as wetfall.
Automobiles are also sources of pollutants. Wear of tires (a known source of zinc), deteriorating
brake pads, or just leaks, drips and spills ofoil and other pollutants from the car can accumulate on
impervious surfaces. Pollutants can also be blown in from adjacent pervious areas. Pollutants land on
the street where they often stay in curbs, cracks and other areas until the next rain storm where they
are washed off the surface and into the storm drain system and ultimately to receiving streams.
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Stormwater Hotspots htrp:,iwww.stormv,’atercenter.net Slideshov, s, impacts%20 for~ o20smrc sld044.ht~

Slide 44 of 75

Notes:

Stormwater hotspots are areas which produce higher concentrations of pollutants than normally
found in urban runoff. Certain areas of the urban landscape are known to be hotspots of stormwater
pollution. Examples include gas stations, parking lots, and auto recycling facilities. Generally,
stormwater hotspots contribute 5 to 10 times higher concentrations of trace metals and hydrocarbons
in stormwater runoff. These hotspots merit special management and pollution prevention activities.
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PPT Slide http:4www.stormwatercenter.nevStideshows,~impacts%20for%20smrc sld045.ht~

Slide 45 of 75

Notes:

Gas stations are one example of a land use classified as a stormwater hotspot.
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Technical Note ~13 from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(1): 28

Cars Are Leading Source of
Metal Loads in California

M etals can follow many pathways before theyant prevention strategy that focused on cleaner fuels or
become entrained in urban stormwater run reducing vehicle emissions was recommended.
off. A recent Califomia study sponsored by The authors made an attempt to calculate metal

the Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Program sug-loadings from leaks of motor oil, gasoline, and coolant
gests that cars are the dominant loading source forleaks from cars, as well as illegal disposal from oil and
many metals of concern, such as cadmium, chromium,coolant changes. The data on leak and illegal disposal
copper, lead, mercury, and zinc. rates is extremely sketchy. For example leak rates of 0.3,

Researchers examined the significance of various0.01, and 1.2 % of all cars were cited for gasoline, motor
metal pathways into the Lower San Francisco Bay.oilandcoolant, respectively.The rate ofillegaldisposal
Specifically, the comparative loading potential of five of motor oil was estimated to be 15%.
urban source areas were studied using a mass balance Based on these rates, leaks and illegal disposal were
approach. The sources were atmospheric deposition,not believed to be a major pathway for metals into
automotive leaks and wear, runoff from industrial andstormwater drains (about eight and 2% of the copper
residential sites, and water supply, and zinc load, respectively).

Cars and other vehicles were found to produce over The metal load contained in stormwater runofffrom
50% of the total load of three metals: copper, cadmiumindustrial sources could not be calculated due to a lack
and zinc. This number was generated even withoutof data. However, the authors ranked the potential
accounting for tailpipe emissions that produce furtherimportance of different industrial source areas to con-
atmospheric deposition of metals. For example, 50, o oftributing metal loads. The industrial categories with the
the total copper load to the Bay was attributed solely tohighest risk for metal loading included mining activities,
brakepad wear. metal plating and galvanizing operations, metal scrap

Atmospheric deposition accounted for an addi-processing, boat building/repair, and automotive re-
tiona125% ofthe total copper load, much of which camepair. Automotive repair was by far the most prevalent
from mobile emission sources, such as cars. Copper"industrial" activity in the basin.
consistently ranks as a metal of great concern because --TRS
it can be acutely toxic to aquatic species even at low
concentrations. Reference

Anothermajor metal loading pathway was the wear Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Control Program.
and tear of automobile tires. The authors conclude that 1992. Source Identification and Control Report.
tire wear alone could account for at least half of the total
cadmium andzinc loads delivered to the Bay each year.

Woodward Clyde Consultants. 96 pp.

Since both brakepads and tires wear directly onto
impervious surfaces, it is likely that the delivery of the
metals into the storm drain system is almost 100%.

The authors note that the most effective, and per-
haps the only, technique to reduce copper, cadmium,
and zinc loads would be to get the automotive industry
to reduce the metal content of tires and brakepads. This
"pollution prevention" approach has historically worked
in such cases as unleaded gas and engine coolants.

Atmospheric deposition, however, remains the pri-
mary loading pathway for lead. The chief culprit appears
to be exhaust from dicr~l-fu~led vehicles. Diesel fuel
exhaust also factored as a significant source for chro-
mium, silver, mercury, copper, and zinc. Again, a pollut-
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Technical Note #87from l~Fatershed Protectton Techniques. 2t3): 11-13

Multi-Chamber Treatment Train Developed for
Stormwater Hot Spots

Stormwater runoff from paved urban"hot spots."
particularly automotive service and repair sta-          tN~e’r
tions, can contain pollutant concentrations three /,,~7~..~,..

to 600 times greater than those found in other urban
sources. The higher potential for heavy stormwater
pollutant loading becomes apparent when one also
considers the multitude of potential hot spots located
throughout urban areas (Table 1). This being the case,
it becomes prudent to treat a relatively small amount of _ -...
runoff" at the source as opposed to allowing contami-
natedrunoffto become part of a much larger volume that
may or may not be effectively treated at the end of the
pipe,

Effective, on-site treatment ofstormwater hot spots
has been a problem for several reasons. First, most hot
spots tend to be small in size and lack adequate space
for the installation of typical stormwater management
practices such as ponds and wetlands. Second, the use
of gravitational settling as a sole pollutant removal

prototype known as the multi-chambered treatment
train IMCTT). This device employs screening in the

mechanism does not provide sufficient hot spot pollut-first chamber, settling inthe next, and filtrationin the last
ant removal. Third, infiltration is not an option due to(Figure I). it is designed for underground use. It canrisks of groundwater contamination. Lastly, the tradi-

be sized to contain runoff from various rain events andtional underground approaches using oil grit separa-
typically requires between 0.5 and 1.5°,/o of the pavedtots have not been reported to be effective (Schueler,
drainagearea. Present information places construction1994). costs of the MCTT ranging from $10,000 to $20,000 per

To help solve the hot spot treatment problem,one-quarter acre of drainage area, assuming use and
Robert Pitt and his colleagues at the University ofavailability ofprefabricatedunits (Pitt, personal corn-
Alabama-Birmingham have developed and tested a

¯ Commercial nursery
¯ Auto recycle facilities
¯ Commercial parking lots
¯ Fueling stations
¯ Fleet storage areas
¯ Industrial rooftops
¯ Marinas
¯ Outdoor container storage of liquids
¯ Outdoor loading/unloading facilities
¯ Public works storage areas
¯ ’ SARA Title III Section 312 hazmat generators (if containers are exposed to rainfall)
¯ Vehicle service and maintenance areas
¯ Vehicle and equipment washing/steam cleaning facilities
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Chamber Component Description Function
Inlet flash aerator small column packing balls with removes volatile pollutants and

counter current air flow traps trash

catch basin sump conventional catch basin sump traps grit and sand-size particles

Settling sorbent pads floating absorbent pads traps oil and grease

fine bubble aerator generator powered fish farm enhances aeration
aeration stone

inclined tube or plate’ plastic tubes 2" x 2’, inclined 30-45 increases surfaces area of settling
settlers degrees, arranged in rows ofopposing chamber; enhances sedimentation

direction . and prevents scour

Filtration GunderboomTM filter covers top of filter reduces channelization, slows
fabric infiltration, sorbs oils

~e3t./s~n,.d filter ,medi~ 50/50 mi× ~t least 12" de~th removes small and dissolved
particles, provides ion exchange

filter fabric separates peat/sand layer from prevents gravel layer from clogging
gravel and pipe layer

gravel packed under perforated PVC pipe and gravel provides additional filtration/outlet
drain

The multi-chamber treatment train (MCTT) consists of three treatment units in sequence---an inlet screening
chamber, a sedimentation chamber and a filtration chamber. Most of the high pollutant removal occurs in the
last two chambers.
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munication). Additional data on operation and mainte-
nance costs of the MCTT is currently being collected.

The MCTT is divided into three main chambers
(a) (Figure 2). Stormwater enters the first chamber where

the largest particulates are screened out and the bulk of
140.

Suspended Solids highly volatile materials are removed when they pass

120 over a flash aerator (additional, innovative components
within each chamber are listed in Table 2). The storm-

~ water then either flows under gravity or is pumped into

~ 80 ]- the settling chamber. Here, settling of fine sediment is
enhanced through the use of inclined tube or plate~ 60- settlers while floating hydrocarbons and additional~

40 - volatile compounds are removed by sorbent pads and
~ bubble diffusers. Next, the stormwater flows, or is
~ 20-

~- pumped slowly into, the filtration chamber containing
~ 0 , a sand and peat filter bed for final removal of dissolved

(b) toxicants. The filter also functions in the partial treat-
ment of runoff that may have bypassed prior chambers

Relative Toxici~ (by MicrotoxTM) . Unfiltered in the event of excess stormwater flow. To ensure that
~ 60 the water volume is distributed evenly over the filter
~ bed, a fabric covers the top of the filter.
’~ The size of this device varies according to the
�~

,10 climatic conditions of the geographic region being
~ ]" served. Parameters considered include: rainfall amount,
._o

-~~

intensity, and elapsed time between storms as well as~ 20,
~- suspended sediment load and desired maintenance
¯ ~ regime. Pitt has developed a computer model to aid in

~. 0 the site-specific design.
(c) A pilot-scale MCTT was constructed by Pitt on the

campus of the University of Alabama- Birmingham.

Zinc - Unfiltered Sample This device, designed to catch runoff from a vehicle
400 - service area and parking facility, was tested over a six-

month monitoring period from May to October of 1994.
Two additional full-scale units have since been con-

~ structed in Wisconsin for testing how this technology
~ functions in a colder climate. Preliminary pollutant re-

~ moval data from the Wisconsin site is presented in
200. Table 4.

Preliminary performance results of the pilot-scale
MCTT for 13 storm events indic, ate substantial reduc-100-
tions of total suspended solids, heavy metals, and both
dissolved and suspended stormwater toxicity from the

0 Inlel/~er~ening ~ttling Filtaring Outlet unit overall (Table 4). Toxicity values were obtained
using a MicrotoxTM screen that analyzes specific toxins
in both dissolved and suspended forms. This test not
only detects nonconventional pollutants in stormwater

Depending on the nature of the pollutant, the but establishes a standard by which to measure their
MCTT provides greatest removal in the settling "treatability."
chamber (panel a) or the filtration chamber (panel
b and c). Of notable significance is the inlet chamber where

screening occurs. Screening has little effect on pollut-
ant removal (it has virtually none) but serves an impor-
tant role in trapping large materials, thereby reducing
problematic maintenance concerns throughout the de-
vice and enhancing the ability of other chambers to
remove pollutants.
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Pollutant Screening Settling Filtration Overall
Chamber Chamber Chamber Performance

TSS nsd* 91 -44 83
Turbidity (some reduction) 50 -150 40
COD nsd 56 -24 60
Nitrate nsd 27 -5 14
Ammonia nsd -155 -7 -400
Phosphate nsd nsd I c
Toxicity (suspended) nsd 18 70 96
Toxicity (dissolved) nsd 64 43 98
Lead nsd 89 38 100
Zinc nsd 39 62 91
n-Nitro-di-n-propylamine nsd 82 100 100
Pyrene nsd 100 NA 100
his (2-ethylhexy) phthalate nsd 99 -190 99

*nsd = inflow and outflow concentrations were not significantly different at the 0.05 level

Th~ ~ettling chamber was responsible for most of~:kamber was resp~.-.¢ihle ,For ,6.~,-ther r~d:;C~;nr ofthose
the pollutantreductions in suspendedsolids, lead, zinc,same pollutants as well as the additional removal of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), turbidity,dissolved pollutants. Suspended solids were reduced
COD and to a lesser degree, nitrate and toxicity. Thesomewhatbyscreeningbut were almosttotallyreduced
filter chamber provided additional removal of mostby settling while filtration was of no consequence
toxicity and heavy metals. Ammonia nitrogen wasI Figure3,panel a),
increased by several times and nitrate-nitrogen had a Toxicity was basically unaffected by screening,
very. low removal rate. However, this finding is to bereceived slight treatment in the settling chamber but
expected given the anaerobicnature ofthe filter system,was reduced significantly by filtration. This compari-

Preliminarymonitoring data fromtwo full-scale ap- son is a clear illustration of the relative importance of
plication of the MCTT in Wisconsin appear to confirmsettling versus filtration tbr certain types of pollutants.
that it can achieve consistently high removal for solids,As shown in panel c of Figure 3, screening accom-
nutrients, metals and two polycyclic aromatic hydrocar-plished in the inlet chamber only achieved negligible
bon (see Table 4). The Wisconsin test sites involved azinc reductions. Pollutantremoval wasattainedthrough
similar design that treated stormwater runoff from asettling followedbymoreextensiveremoval fromfiltra-
quarter-acre maintenance yard and a newly pavedpark-tion.
ing lot. Further analysis of MCTT pollutant removal capa-

Based on the initial monitoring of the prototype andbilities may be obtained through testing the efficiencies
full-scale system, it appears that the design providesoftheinnovativecomponentswithineachchamberand
superior performance to conventional sand filter sys-the effects they have on improving and enhancing the
terns (see Table 4), whichis reasonable considering thatthree processes of screening, settling and filtration.
the sand filters employ much less sophisticated mea-Given variable climates and pollutant concentrations
sures for screening, settling and filtration, present at hot spots, a full applicationofthe MCTT may

Pitt’s study design was arranged to isolate theonly be needed when a very high level of treatment is
desired.relative contribution of each of the three chambers--

screening, settling and filtration--to the overall pollut- --TJL
ant removalofthe system (Figure 3). Pitt found that the
importance of each chamber depended on the type of
pollutant entering the system. For example, many
suspended pollutants were removed quite efficiently
using just the settling process, whereas the filtration
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Ruby Street Minoqua I Sand Filters

MCTT~ MCTT2 I Mean3No. of Storms 4 I 5-6 7 226
Pollutant Removal (%)

Suspended Solids i 98 85 85
Total Phosphorous 84 80 50
Total Zinc 93 90 71
Total Copper 89 65 43
Flouranthene 92 >90 no data
Pyrene >80 >75 no data

Full-scale MCTT installed in Ruby Street Garage in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, that treats runoff from
maintenance garage (drainage are 0.25 acres). Pollutant removal computed in total load bases. (Data
from Corsi and Greb, personal communication).
Full-scale MCTT installed at 2.5 acre new commercial parking lot. Pollutant removal computed on median
EMC removal method. Data from Pitt (1996).
Mean removal efficiency of 12 independent monitoring studies analyzed in Claytor and Schueler (1996).
Number of paired storm events sampled.

References Schueler, T. 1994. "Hydrocarbon Hotspots in the Ur-

Claytor, R,A., andT. Schueler, 1996. Design qfStorm- ban Landscape - Can They Be Controlled?"

water Filtering Systems. Center i" Watershed tershed Protection Techniques 1 ( I ): 1-5.

Protection. Prepared for the Chesapeake Research
Consortium. 250 pp.

Pitt, R., M. ASCE. 1996. The Control of Toxicants at
Critical Source Areas. The University of Alabama
at Birmingham. 22 pp. Paper presented at the
ASCEiEngineering Foundation Conference, Au-
gust 1996, at Snowbird, Utah,
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ABSTRACT

This study was initiated with the specific objective to evaluate the impact of AADT on highway
pollutants concentration. Analysis of data collected from Caltrans 3-Year (1997-00) highway runoff
characterization program revealed that, in general, pollutant concentrations in urban highways were 2
to 10 times higher than those found in non-urban highways. For some pollutants, however, the
pollutants in non-urban highways were found to be higher than the pollutant concentration in urban
highways. No linear correlation could be found between highway runoff pollutant’s event mean
concentrations (EMCs) and the AADT. Correlation coefficient in linear regression between pollutant
concentration and AADT is a measure of their linear relationship, not a lack of association or
influence. In fact, by conducting multiple regression analysis it was shown that AADT was found to
have some influence or association with most highway runoff constituent concentration. AADT was
not the only factor that could influence the accumulation of pollutants in highways. Other noticeable
factors were antecedent dry period, drainage area, maximum rain intensity, and land use.

Keywords: Average annual daily traffic (AADT), highway runoff, linear regression model, multiple
regression model, and pollutants.

INTRODUCTION

Caltrans is engaged in a multi-year program of research and monitoring on the environmental effects
of stormwater quality from their facilities. Part of the Caltrans storm water quality research and
monitoring program relates to the characterization of highway runoff (Kayhanian et at., 2001). These
monitoring studies are principally undertaken to comply with the statewide National Pollution
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) storm water permit. The information presented in this paper
is based on three-year highway stormwater runoff characterization study that was undertaken during
the 1997-00 winter seasons. Data generated from these monitoring studies were compiled into three
broad categories of sample description, event description and site description in a database.

These monitoring data are analyzed on a regular basis to assess Caltrans storm water runoff
characteristics. One question that is continuously asked is whether annual average daily traffic
(AADT) impacts concentration of highway runoff pollutants. This paper is prepared to address this
issue. To achieve the stated objective, this paper is organized to present: (1) methods, (2) results
and discussions, and (3) conclusions.
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METHODS

Highway Runoff Monitoring
Caltrans highway storm water runoff monitoring was accomplished using the specification presented
in the Caltrans Guidance Manual: Storm Water Monitoring Protocols (Second Edition, July 2000).
The highway runoff characterization was carried out by preparing an extensive Sampling and
Analysis Plan (SAP) covering the detail information on: project overviewIdescdption, site selection,
analytical constituents, data quality objectives, field equipment maintenance, monitoring preparation
and logistics, sample collection, sample preservation, sample delivery, quality assurance/quality
control, laboratory sample preparation and analytical methods, data management and reporting
procedures. Description of each of the above topics is beyond the scope of this paper. However, a
brief description of monitoring sites, analytical methods, and steps taken to evaluate the monitoring
data are briefly described below.

Monitoring Sites
During the span of 1997 to 2000 monitoring seasons, fifty/50) highway sites were monitored for
water quality characteristics. These highway sites were located in 7 of the 12 Caltrans districts (see
Figure 1). General physical characteristics of these sites including the AADT are summarized in
Table 1.

Analytical Method
Stormwater samples were collected as flow-weighted composite samples. These flow-weighted
composite samples were analyzed for constituent event mean concentration (EMC). Differedt types
of constituents that were analyzed during the course of monitoring are summarized in Table 2. These
constituents are organized as: (1) conventionals, (2) metals (total and dissolved), (3) nutrients (4)
major ions and minerals, (5) microbiological, (6) oil and grease, and (7) pesticides. All laboratory
analyses were conducted according to the Standard Methods and the USEPA analytical methods
specified in the Caltrans Guidance Manual (Second Edition, July 2000). Standard lab QA/QC
procedures were followec and analytical results were qualified as necessary based on the results of
the QA/QC evaluations.

Highway Runoff Data Evaluation

The following key steps were taken to evaluate the Caltrans highway storm water characterization
data.

Data Reporting: To aid in development of a statewide monitoring database and to maintain
consistency, Caltrans has established a data reporting protocol (July 2000) that is being used by all
monitoring teams collecting and reporting data as Excel spreadsheets to the Caltrans. To ensure
uniformity, entries into the data fields have been as standardized as possible.

Database: Once the Excel® spreadsheets are reported to Caltrans per the data reporting protocols,
data are imported into an Access® database that holds statewide monitoring data. Data is stored in
three main tables:

¯ Sample Description,
¯ Sampling Event Description, and

=̄ Site Description
Samp(e description consists information specific to individual samples including lab results, analysis
methods and date information. Event description consists of precipitation event descriptions for each
monitoring site such as start and end time, maximum intensity, antecedent dry period, and total flow
volume. Site description describes location of the site along with some physical characteristics of the
site.

QualityAssurance/Quality Control: All the data reported by the laboratory is reviewed to ensure
that the .project’s data quality acceptability limits and .objectives (DQOs) have been met. QA]QC
parameters that are reviewed include: reporting limits, holding times, contamination check results,
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precision and accuracy analysis results. In addition, automatic data checker is used to ensure
referential integrity of the database and compliance with data reporting protocols.

Working Data File: The statewide database was queried to extract an Excel file that contained all
the highway monitoring sites along with their characteristics like Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT),
land use (LU) and drainage area (DA). For the sampling events antecedent dry period (ADP) and
maximum intensity (MI) information was tabulated¯ Finally for all the highway sites, laboratory
analysis results including reported value, units and reporting limit were extracted for the constituer]ts
listed in Table 2.

Data Analysis: In most part, the concentrations of highway runoff were reported above the
designated reporting limit. Under these conditions, conventional statistical approaches were used to
analyze data. For the constituents for which the reported value was below reporting limit the
constituent concentration were considered to be non-detect. For the purpose of this report all non-
detect value were substituted with one-half of the reporting limit for the conventional statistical
analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Urban and Non-Urban Highway Runoff Characteristics

The results of AADT values for all fifty highway sites were previously shown in Table 1. As shown,
the AADT values ranges from as tow as 2200 vehicle per day (VPD) to as high as 307,000 VPD. A
report prepared by Driscoll et al (1990) for the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) attempt to
divided highway sites into two general categories of urban and non-urban. According to the report,
the highways with AADT values greater than 30,000 are considered as "urban" and those with AADT

¯ value less than 30,000 are "non-urban."

Due to large variation in urban AADT values (AADT>30,000 VPD), a single classification for urban
highway was found to be impractical in terms of finding a correlation between pollutants and AADT.
For this reason the urban highways were further classified into four categories of low, medium,
medium high, and high based on the number of vehicles per day (VPD) as shown in Table 3.

Table 3
Classification of Non-Urban and Urban Hi~hwa~/s Based on AADT

Classification AADT Values

Non-Urban Highways AADT<30,000
Urban Highways

Low 60,000>AADT>30,000
Medium 100,000>AADT>60,000
Medium High 200,000>AADT>100,000
High AADT>200,000

A general highway runoff characteristic for both urban and non-urban highways is summarized in
Table 4. Results of the average runoff pollutants for both urban and non-urban highways are
presented in Table 5. As shown in Table 5, there is a significant difference in the constituents’
concentrations at sites with AADT greater than 30,000 (urban highways) and those with AADT less
than 30,000 (non-urban highways). On average the concentration of most pollutants in urban
highway runoff are 2 to 5 times higher than non-urban highway runoff. Concentrations of more than
ten times were noticed for total lead, sodium, and turbidity for urban highway runoff compared to non-
urban highways. The higher concentration of pollutants in urban highways will not necessarily
address the issue of correlating pollutant with AADT. This aspect of the study is further discussed
below.
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Correlation Between Highway Runoff Pollutants and AADT

Single Linear Regression Model

A single.linear regression analysis was performed to determine the correlation between AADTs and
different highway runoff pollutants. The result of this analysis based on R-squared (R2) value is
shown in Table 6. As can be seen, extremely low R2 values were obtained for all constituents. The-
low R2 value suggests weak or no correlation between AADTs and pollutant concentration¯

Single linear regression analysis is a useful, but relatively crude form of data analysis¯ For better
understanding of the relationship being examined and to avoid faulty conclusions produced by
regression, it is important to examine the data sets by plotting¯ Two sets of plots were prepared. One
is bar graph and the other is scattered plot. The bar and scattered plots for Copper and Lead is
shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. Bar graphs present the average pollutant concentration
against the defined range of urban AADT values and the scattered plots show the pollutant EMC from
urban highway sites against their respective AADT values. Nearly all other data plotting examined,
no strong correlation between AADT and pollutant concentration could be found.

Several studies attempt to correlate AADT to highway runoff pollutants, most of which could not find a
good correlation. For exam, pie, Chuiet et al (1982) found only weak correlation. A study conducted
by FHWA (Driscoll et al. 1990) suggests that there is no strong and definitive relationship between
differences in traffic density and the pollutant level for a site. They conclude that, other than the use
of AADT as a surrogate measure to distinguish between "urban" and "non-urban" highways, further
use of AADT to refine estimates of pollutant levels in runoff has no supporting basis. Another study
conducted by Stotz (1987) on highway runoffs in Germany, also concluded that the amount of
pollutants concentration is not dependent on traffic frequency. The results obtained from Caltrans
highway storm water runoff monitoring data support those findings that there is no strong relationship
between ,~JkDT and the highway runoff pollutant.

Other investigators found a weak or somewhat better correlation between AADT and highway runoff
pollutants. For example, Dormen et al. (1988) found a direct correlation between pollutants and
AADT. In another study McKenzie and Irwin (1983) found that the concentration of lead and zinc are
related to AADT and COD concentration is strongly related to AADT. Quantitatively, the positive or
negative correlations of pollutants with AADT can be explained if the source of contaminants is taken
into consideration. For example, zinc, cadmium, copper, lead, and oil&grease are known to be
related to transportation activities and hence is expected to have a positive correlation with AADT
(Laxen and Harisson 1977, Gupta et al¯ 1981, Kim and Fergusson 1994, Moe et al. 1982)¯ On the
other hand, nitrogen associated with atmospheric deposition is expected to have little or no
correlation with AADT (Young 1996). Pesticides are other pollutants that are commonly found in
highway runoff that are considered with atmospheric deposition.

Consider the average concentration of ammonia and TKN against non-urban and urban AADTs (see
Figure 4). As expected, no correlation could be found between these pollutants and AADTs.
Similarly, the concentration of Diazinon and Chlorpyrifos found in highway runoff are also considered
to be associated with atmospheric deposition and has nothing to do with AADT values. But, the
results have shown in Figure 4 indicate both Diazinon and Chlorpyrifos concentration increased as
the values of AADT increased. This correlation can be problematic since the pesticide source can not
be related to the transportation activities. It is, however, possible that there are higher atmospheric
deposition of these pollutants in urban compared to non-urban areas.

Results obtained for metals concentrations, which can quantitatively be related to transportation
activities, revealed opposite conclusions as presented in the literature. For instance, as shown in
Figure 5, the average Cadmium (Cd) concentration decreased as AADT values increased (only
dissolved Cd is shown). Similarly, looking at 5 a proportional increase in total and dissolved Cu, Pb,
and Zn average concentration (only total concentration is shown) relative to AADT values could not
be established. Oil and grease (see Figure 16) is the only pollutant concentration showed a strong
correlation with AADT and quantitatively be related to transportation activity.

Previous linear regression analysis performed on most highway runoff pollutants showed that there is
a weak or no correlation between constituents’ concentration and AADT. It is important to remember
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that the correlation coefficient between pollutant concentration and AADT is a measure of their linear
relationship, and that the value of R2 = 0 implies a lack of linearity and not a lack of association. It is
however, possible to argue that these lack of linear correlation is due to unusual data point in specific
data set known as outlier.

Close examination of plotted data (for example see Figure 3) indicat~ that for some pollutant there i.s
one or more outlier data, substantially higher than all other values in data set. Even though the data
was processed through vigorous QA/QC, the validity of th~se data for those specific sites is
questionable. Clearly these data are not consistent with the remaining data, and at best suggest an
unusual or atypical situation. The inclusion of these data points in regression analyses may influence
the correlation relationship between pollutant concentration and AADT.

Consider the possible outliers for TSS, Pb, and Ortho-P shown in Figures 7, 8 in which, removing
these outliers did not improve the regression coefficient. Similar results were obtained for other
conventionals, metals, nutrients, and major ions in which exclusion of the possible outliers did not
result in any significant improvement in R-squared value. On the contrary, removal of possible
outliers resulted in reduction of R-squared value in some cases. In conclusion, the presence of
outliers in data sets was found to have little or no influence on constituent’~ correlation with AADT.

From the findings of this study and information presented in the literature, the validity of AADT as a
predictor in regression type analysis should only be considered on a broad-scale measure of pollutant
loads. Possible reason for the lack of regression correlation, are may be due to factors such as wind,.
vehicular turbulence, volatilization, and oxidation process. These factors will limit the accumulation of
pollutants on road surfaces and thereby decreasing the importance of AADT for short time (Irish et al.
1995, Winstrom and Matsumoto, 1999). In the absence of strong correlation between AADT and
pollutant, few investigators (Keri et al. 1985, Chui et al. 1982) suggest that AADT during storm event,
vehicle during storm (VDS), is a better independent variable for estimating total runoff loads for
certain pollutants. Literature reviewed by Winstrom and Matsomoto (1999), however, conclude that
AADT is not generally expected to be useful as a control variables for the design, operation, and
maintenance of specific runoff control structure as traffic intensity on a particular stretch of highway is
expected to fairly constant from day to day.

Multiple Regression Model

Evaluation of the plotted data and linear regression analysis revealed that there is no strong
correlation between the highway runoff pollutant concentration and AADTs. Therefore, one can
assume that the AADT is not the sole factor of pollutant accumulation in highway sites. It appears
that there are other parameters that can influence the pollutant accumulation in highway sites. These
parameters may include but are not limited to: drainage area, antecedent dry period, rain intensity,
and land use.

In the absence of a strong relationship between AADT and highway runoff pollutants, a search for a
better model shifted to a multiple regression where variables other than AADT were considered. The
choice of an appropriate method for doing the multiple regression analysis wasn’t that straightforward,
since the statistical methods give the ability to adjust for variability in one or more confounding
factors, but are still have to decide whether we want to adjust for the impact of a given variable. For
example, the antecedent dry period (how long it’s been since it last rained) is one confounder that
would have little if anything to do the average daily traffic. Thus it makes sense to adjust for this
variable. On the other hand local land use might be associated with AADT, since the more urbanized
areas would tend to have certain types of land use, compared to more rural areas. Thus it might not
be appropriate to adjust for this variable. A third consideration here is that a given analysis can
involve only the observations for which all of the relevant variables were measured. Since one of
these (the storm’s maximum intensity) was not reported for about half of the data, this variable was
not adjusted, since by doing so, it would reduce the available data by about half. Three different
multiple regression models are used to evaluate the impact of AADT on highway runoff pollutants.
These models include: analysis of ¢ovarianca, stepwise regression, and partial correlation.
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Analysis of Covariance: Analysis of covariance (ANOCOVA was selected since the predictors were
both continuous and categorical variables. This analysis included all of the predictor variables in the
model, along with both linear and quadratic terms in AADT. The results of the ANOCOVA analysis
for selected constituents based on p-value and R-squared (R2) is summarized in Table 6.

The effect of AADT on pollutant concentration for all pollutants could not be estimated because there
was a lot of confounding in these models. Major confound.ing factors were largely due to the fact that
AADT is a site characteristic and there were enough other site characteristics that can impact AADT.
In addition, the rain intensity and antecedent dry period were not reported for all monitoring sites. For
these reasons, the ANOCOVA could not be performed for all pollutants. The significance of this
analysis was strictly reported in terms of a p-value for the effect of AADT in the model, along with an
overall R2 value for the predictive power of the entire model. It is important to note that if p-value is
less than 0.05, then the observed relationship is not attributable to chance alone and hence there is
nontrivial relationship betweenthe pollutant and the AADT. For those pollutants with p-value greater
than 0.05, we can not, however, conclude that AADT is unimportant given the amount of confounding
in the model.

Comparing the R2 of the ANOCOVA model to those predicted by a linear regression model (see
Table 5), it can be seen that the correlation relationship has been improved significantly. This
improved correlation is assumed to be due to the continuous and categorical predictor variables that
were included in the ANOCOVA analysis. The influence of these predictor parameters is evaluated
by stepwise regression as discussed below.

Stepwise Regression Analysis: This model was chosen to evaluate the impact of the most
important predictors for a given pollutant from the full set of predictors, and then assess the impact of
AADT on the outcome after adjusting for that shortened list of predictors. The result of this analysis is
presented in Table 7.

The significance of each predictor variable in the stepwise regression analyses were evaluated in
terms partial R2 value and the p-value for testing whether a predictor is impacting the dependent
variable (pollutant). The partial R2 value indicates how much of the variation in the dependent
variable can be explained in terms of the predictor variable, apart from variation that can be explained
in terms of other predictors in the model. In general, low partial R~ value was obtained for the
predictor variables evaluated for common highway runoff pollutants. The low partial R2 values
indicate that no single predictor can uniquely attribute to dependent variable. The results, however,
revealed that AADT and ADP, and MI (maximum intensity) are among the common predictor
variables for most pollutants.

The p-value is interpreted as the probability that the amount of variability attributable to a predictor
would have been at least as large as the observed value, if there was in fact no relationship and this
was due to chance alone. If the p-value is small (traditionally 0.05 or less), then the observed
relationship is not attributable to chance alone, and we conclude that there is in fact a non-trivial
relationship between the predictor and the response. Referring to Table 7, impact of predictors on
each pollutant are reported as positive, negative, concave, or convex response. Interpretation of
these responses is shown as table footnote.

Interspersed with the stepwise regression results, a series of equations were developed to show the
non-trivial relationships. These equations indicate both the direction of each relationship (i.e.,
whether the response increases or decreases as a function of the predictor) as well as its strength or
elasticity. For example the stepwise correlation relationship predicted for Cadmium is shown in
Equation 1.
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Equation 1:

Cadmium = 97.647 - 0.00149 x AADT + 0.000000003 8 × AADT 2 + .0795 x ADP
concentration - 0.00126 x ADP2 - 0.214 x MI + 1.908 x DA - 0.0499 × DA~ +

8.734 x LUc + 43.569 x LU~ + 7.204 x LUR + 47.145 × LUT + ~

Where,
AADT= Annual average daily traffic, vehicles/day
ADP= Antecedent dry period, day
MI= Maximum rain intensity, mm/hr
DA= Drainage area, hectares
LUc= Land use-Commercial (if the monitoring site was commercial, use 1 for LU¢ and 0 for others)
LUt = Land use-industrial (if the monitoring site was industrial, use 1 for LUI and 0 fQr others)
LUR = Land use-Residential (if the monitoring site was residential, use 1 for LUR and 0 for others)
LU-r = Land use-Transportation (if the monitoring site was transportation, use 1 for LUT and 0 for others)

From Equation 1 it can be seen that AADT has negative impact, whereas the quadratic AADT has
positive impact on Cadmium concentration. Opposite relationship was found for antecedent dry
period (ADP) and drainage area (DA). The maximum rain intensity (MI) has negative impact.on
Cadmium concentration. The impact of land use on Cadmium concentration is found to be positive.

It is important to note that direct comparison between different predictors can not be done since they
represent the expected change in the response. For instance an increase of I unit might be a big
change for land use, which can only be equal to zero or one, and a small change for AADT or ADP.

Partial Correlation Analysis: The last analysis performed was partial correlation. This model looked
at the streflgth of the relationship between the constituents and AADT, after adjusting for either all of
the other predictors, or else just the antecedent dry period. Because the normality of the data is
questionable both parametric (Pearson) and nonparametric (Spearman) correlations were performed.
These results are summarized in terms of a correlation and an associated p-value in Tables 8 and 9.

Significance of this test can be evaluated in terms of adjusted R= correlation and associated p-value.
As with other correlation measures, the adjusted squared correlation can be interpreted as the
proportion of the variability in the response, which can be explained in terms of the predictor. This
analysis was performed to limit the risk of concluding significance of a pattern and relating that to
AADT, when the pattern observed is in fact due to land use, or drainage area, or something else.
Referring to Tables 8 and 9, adjusting the dry period and maximum intensity, as predictor variables,
did not significantly improve the correlation coefficient.

In summary, while no direct relationship could be found, significant numbers of pollutants were found
to be effected by AADT. In general, however, it’s safe to say that while the regression relationship
may be significant, they still don’t account for that large a fraction of the variability in the dependent
variables.
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CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:

¯ In general, the pollutant concentrations in urban highways (AADT>30,000 vehicle per day)
are found to be 2 to 10 times higher than those found in non-urban (AADT<30,000 vehicle
per day) highways. However, some of the pollutants in non-urban highways were found to I~e
higher than the pollutant concentration in urban highways.

¯ No linear correlation could be found between highway-runoff pollutant’s event mean
concentrations (E.MCs) and the AADT including those pollutants that are known to be related
to transportation activities (e.g., Pb, Cu, Zn).

¯ Correlation coefficient in linear regression between pollutant concentration and AADT is a
measure of their linear relationship, not a lack of association or influence. In fact, the AADT
was found to have some influence or association with most highway runoff constituent
concentration.

¯ AADT is not the only factor that can influence the accumulation of pollutants in highways.
Other noticeable factors include antecedent dry period, drainage area, maximum rain
intensity, and land use.
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Table 1
AADT Values and other General Characteristics of the Monitorin~ Sites

Highway    County Post Kilometer Drainage Area (hectares) Land Use    1999 AADT
128 Mendocino 45.1 1.0 Transportation 4,550
128 Mendocino 54.4 0.6 Transportation 2,200
80 Alameda 5.4 0.8 Open 226,000
80 Alameda 9.3 1.2 " Open 215,000
58 Kern 92.6 17.3 - _Transportation . 405,00
405 Los Angeles 62.2 0.4 Transportation 219,000
210 Los Angeles 65.3 4.8 Residential 181,000
605 Los Angeles 34.0 4.1 Agriculture 150,000
210 Los Angeles 16.2 12.6 Agriculture 96,000
210 Los Angeles 65.3 0.4 Transportation 181,000
91 Los Angeles 14.3 0.4 Transportation 188 000
105 Los Angeles 19.9 0.1 Transportation 218 000
210 Los Angeles 29.0 12.8 Residential 105 000
105 Los Angeles 20.4 0.2 Transportation 176 000
105 Los Angeles 20.4 0.2 Transportation 176 000
105 Los Angeles 19.9 0.1 Transportation 218 000
110 Los Angeles 25.5 1.4 Commercial 292 000
60 Los Angeles 24.5 0.2 Transportation 228
60 Los Angeles 9.2 0.2 Transportation 223 000
60 Los Angeles 9.0 0.1 Transportation 223 000
405 Los Angeles 42.8 2.1 Residential 307 000
605 Los Angeles 8.1 0.2 Transportation 280 000
605 Los Angeles 8.1 0.1 Transportation 280 000
91 Los Angeles 27.3 0.2 Transportation 251 000
91 Los Angeles 21.7 1.0 Commercial 230 000
5 Los Angeles 11.1 0.3 Transportation 222 000

605 Los Angeles 3.2 0.3 Transportation 222 000
91 Los Angeles 14.3 1.6 Industrial 188 000
91 Los Angeles 27.3 0.2 Transportation 251 000
210 Los Angeles 71.9 3.6 Residential 124 000
210 Los Angeles 29,5 2.9 Residential 106 000
5 Los Angeles 10.9 2.8 Transportation 222 000

605 Los Angeles 7.5 0.3 Transportation 280 000
10 Riverside 34.4 0.2 Transportation 70,000
10 Riverside 48.8 0.4 Transportation 70,000
111 Riverside 97.0 0.6 Transportation 13,600
5 San Diego ’ 48.7 2.1 Transportation 116,000

15 San Diego 50.4 5.4 Residential 97,000
5 San Diego 81.9 0.3 Commercial 184,000

78 San Diego 9.5 1.0 Transportation 112 000
5 San Diego 34,4 1.4 Residential 217 000
5 San Diego 58.0 10.5 Commercial 209 000
5 San Diego 74.2 87.0 Residential 181 000
5 San Diego 61.8 1.9 Transportation 188 000
5 San Diego 70,5 1.7 Multiple 182 000
5 San Diego 75.2 0.9 Transportation 181 000

142 Orange 4.0 0.4 Transportation 16,000
405 Orange 25.0 0.4 Transportation 240,000
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Table 2
Chemical Constituents, Analytical Methods, and Reporting Limits

Analytical Reporting
Constitu’ent Abbreviation Method Limit Unit

Conventional
Biological .Oxygen Demand BOD SM 5210B 3 mg/L
Chemical Oxygen Demand COD EPA 410.4 10 mg/L
Hardness Hard. EPA 130.2 2 mglL as CaCo4
Electric Conductivity EC EPA 120.1 1 Umhos/cm
Total Dissolved Solids TDS EPA 160.1 1 mg/L
Total Suspended Solids TSS EPA 160.2 1 mg/L
Turbidity Turb. EPA 180.1 0.05 NTU

Metals (Total and Dissolved)
Aluminum AI EPA 200.8 25 ~g/L
Arsenic As EPA 200.8 0.5 p.g/L
Cadmium ° Cd EPA 200.8 0.5 p.g/L
Chromium Cr EPA 200.8 1 I~g/L
Copper Cu EPA 200.8 1 I~g/L
Iron Fe EPA 200.9 25 p.g/L
Lead Pb EPA 200.8 1 #g/L
Nickel Ni EPA 200.8 2 ~g/L
Silver Ag EPA 200.8 0.5 t~g/L
Zinc Zn EPA 200.8 5 p.g/L

Nutrients
Ammonia (N) NH3 EPA 300.2 0.1 mg/L
Nitrate (N). NO3 EPA 300.0 0.1 mg/L
Nitrite (N) NO2 EPA 300.0 0.1 mg/L
Ortho-phosphate (P) Ortho-P EPA 365.2 0.05 mg/L
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen TKN EPA 351.3 0.1 mg/L
Total Phosphorus TP EPA 365.2 0.05 mg/L

Major Ions and Minerals
Calcium (Ca) Ca SM 3111B 1 mg/L
Magnesium, Total and Dissolved Mg SM 3111B 1 mg/L
Sodium, Total and Dissolved Na SM 3111B 1 mg/L
Total Chlorine Residual Cl EPA 300 1 mg/L
Sulfate SO4 EPA 300 2 mg/L

Microbiological
Total Coliform TC EPA 9211E 2 MPN/100/mL
Fecal Coliform FC EPA 9221B 2 MPN/100/mL

Oil and Grease O&G EPA 1664 5 mg/L

Pesticides
Diazinon EPA 8141 0.05 l~g/L
Chlorpyrifos EPA 8141 0.05 I~g/L
GI)/phosate EPA 8321 0.05 F~I/L
aArsenic is not a metal. For the purpose of this paper Arsenic is organized under metal pollutant.
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Table 3
General Urban and Non-Urban Hic~hways Runoff Characteristics

Sample Non-Constituent Unit Range Mean Median Size Detects

Conventionals
Biological Oxygen Demand mg/L 18 - 36.2 22.8 23 4 1
Chemical Oxygen Demand mg/L 10 - 390 117.9 100 55 1

Hardness mg/L as CaCO3 3.3 - 448 58.4 42 472 8
Total Dissolved Solids mg/L 14 -470 109.4 87.5 55 0

Total Suspended Solids mg/L 3 -4800 157.9 76 486 3

Turbidity NTU 9.9 - 290 118.1 106 8

Metals.Total(Metals.Dissolved)~

Aluminum ~g/L 29- 12600 (2.2- 2500 2610.3 (59,5) 1900 (19.2) 59 (28) 0 (1)
Arsenic ~g/L 1 - 17 (0.5 - 10) 2.5 (1.6) 1.4 (1) 42 (36) 16 (16)

Cadmium ~g/L 1 - 378 (0.5 - 13.14) 4.5 (0.33) 0.69 (0.25) 378 (446) 37 (196)
Chromium i.=g/L 1 - 100 (0.5 - 22) 10.9 (2.3) 6.7 (2.1) 390 (460) 23 (72)
Copper p.g/L 1 - 800 (1 - 153.9) 48.5 (14.4) 29.1 (11) 469 (525) 55 (76)

Iron ~g/L 4.1 - 24000 (1 - 7500) 4283.5 (114.4) 2301 (50) 70 (68) 0 (24)

Lead ~g/L 1 - 2300 (1 - 160) 113.6 (4.68) 31 (1.6) 470 (525) 22 (104)

Nickel p.g/L 0.91 - 317 (0.5 - 36) 12.6 (3.85) 7.9 (2.5) 400 (461) 54 (107)

Silver p.g/L 0.5- 82 (0.5 - 1) 3.2 (0.3) 0.25 (0.25) 28 (28) 24 (27)
Zinc p.g/L 5- 2400 (! - 1176) 227.5 (73.7) 147 (44.6) 469 (524) 13 (13)

Nutrients
Ammonia-N                       mg/L 0.19 - 6.4 1.4 1.1 51 0

Nitrate-N mg/L 0.1 - 9.5 1.2 1 418 9
Nitrite-N "                    mg/L 0.1 - 1.7 0.13 0.05 62 28

Ortho-P mg/L 0.03 - 1.03 0.15 0.14 116 8

Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen               mg/L 0.1 - 57 2.1 1.8 489 59

Total Phosphorus mg/L 0.05- 10 0.26 0.18 527 107

Major Ions and Minerals
Calcium, total mg]L 3.4 - 66.8 11.9 8.6 41 0

Magnesium, Total mg/L 1 - 218,00 2325 1350 57 4

Sodium, Total mg/L 1 - 56 12.26 4.8 17 2

Total Chlorine Residual mg/L 1 - 17 5.0 2.8 8 1

Sulfate mg/L 1.9 - 57 6.8 5.8 31 5

Microbiological
Total Coliform MPN/100/mL 20-500.000 10013 1300 369 12

Fecal Coliform MPN/100/mL 17-160,000 2664 230 456 63

Oil and Grease mg/L 1 - 226 10.9 6 350 56

Pesticides
Diazinon I~g,q- 0.013-2.31 0.25 0.19 63 30

Chlorpydfos p.g/L 0.0047 - 1 0.21 0.08 62 33
Glyphosate p,g/L 5 - 530 20.8 9.6 17 5
= Number in parenthesis are dissolved metals.
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Table 4
Avera~le Constituent Concentration for Urban and Non-urban Hicjhwa~/Sites

Average Concentration
Constituent                         Unit          Non-urban         Urban

IAADT < 30,000) IAADT > 30,000)

Conventionals
Biological Oxygen Demand mg/L No data 22.8
Chemical Oxygen Demand mg/L 128.5 124.4
Hardness mg/L as CaCO3 14.5 58.3
Total Dissolved Solids mg/L 57.1 118.2
Total Suspended Solids mg/L 318 156.8
Turbidity NTU 12.9 153.2

Metals-Total (Metals-Dissolved)
Aluminum !~g/L 1718 (35.4) 3824 (187.9)
Arsenic p.g/L 0.6 (0.5) 3.7 (1.9)
Cadmium p.g/L 31.6 (1.2) 1.2 (0.3
Chromium #g/L 7.3 (0.8) 11.3 (2.5)
Copper t~g/L 16.3 (14.9) 52.4 (14.2)
Iron I~g/L 2530 (56) 6366 (411 )
Lead I~g/L 6.5 (1) 133 (6)
Nickel #g/L 15,3 (6.6) 13.1 (3.5)
Silver p.g/L 0.2 (0.25) 3.6 (0.3)
Zinc p.g/L 153 (86.4) 238 (72.9)

Nutrients
Ammonia (N) mg/L 2.3 1.5
Nitrate (N) mg/L 0.9 1.3
Nitrite (N) mg/L 0.05 0.2
Ortho-phosphate (P) mg/L 0.11 0.16
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen mg/L 2.8 2.3
Total Phosphorus mg/L 0.16 0.31

Minerals
Calcium (Ca) mg/L 5.6 13.7
Magnesium, Total and Dissolved mg/L 592 2911
Sodium, Total and Dissolved mg/L 1.5 16.7
Total Chlorine Residual mg/L No data 5
Sulfate mg/L No data 8.4

Microbiological
Total Coliform MPN/100/mL No data 11341
Fecal Coliform MPN/100/mL 4586 3686

Oil and Grease rng/L 2.6 12.4

Pesticides
Diazinon I~g/L 0.14 0.31
Chlorpyrifos I~g/L 0.1 0.22
,Gl~/phosate I~g/L No data 50.7
= Number in parenthesis are dissolved metals.
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Table 5
Correlation between AADT and constituent concentrations
based on linear re~lression R-squared value
Constituent                               Rz value

Conventionals
Chemical Oxygen Demand 0.070
Hardness as CaCO3 0.002
Total Dissolved Solids 0.023
Total Suspended Solids 0.003
Turbidity 0.372

Metals-Total (metals-Dissolved)~
Arsenic 0.010 (0.077)
Cadmium 0.035 (0.040)
Chromium 0.013 (0.035)
Copper 0.011 (0.004)
Lead 0.054 (0.007)
Nickel 0.001 0.016)
Zinc 0.008 (0.000)

Nutrients
Ammonia-N 0.000
Nitrate-N 0.00!
Nitrite-N 0.004
Ortho-Phosphate 0.017
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN) 0.001
Total Phosphorus 0.000

Major Ions
Calcium 0.009
Magnesium 0.013
Sodium 0.523
Sulfate 0.001
Microbiological
Total Coliform 0.000
Fecal Coliform 0.000

Oil & Grease 0.034

Pesticides
Diazinon 0.042
Chlorpyrifos 0.037
Gl~ohosate 0.046

= Number in parenthesis are dissolved metals.
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Table 6
Anal~,sis of Co-Variance Results for Selected Constituents
Constituent                 p value(AADT)      Model Rz

Conventionals
Hardness as CaCO3 0.1~,5 - 0.27
Total Suspended Solids 0.0019 0.24
pH 0.0508 0.18

Metals (Total)
Cadmium <0.0001 0.58
Chromium <0.0001 0.56
Copper 0.1533 0.25
Nickel 0.4112 0.23
Lead 0.0970 0.22
Zinc 0.1014 0.24

Metals (Dissolved)
Cadmium 0.0477 0.12
Chromium 0.1723 0,13
Copper 0.0161 0.46
Nickel 0.0101 0.33
Lead 0.0326 0.15
Zinc 0.0115 0.21

Nutrients
Nitrate-N 0.6773 0.22
Ortho-phosphate 0.0410 0,31
Phosphorus-total 0.4712 0.09
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen 0.0297 0.36

Microbiological
Fecal Coliform 0.5526 0.49

Oil and Grease <0.0001 0.28
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Table 7
Stepwise Re~lression Model Results
Constituent Predictor =,b p-value Comment
Conven~ionals
COD AADT 0.5092

drainage 0.0846 positively associated with response�

land use (R) 0.0222 degatively associated with responsed

Hardness AADT 0.0216 positively associated with response
dry period 0.0006 positively associated with response
dry period2 0.0358 concave response’
max intensity_ 0.0002 negatively associated with response
max intensityz 0.0915 convex responsef

land use (A) <0.0001 positively associated with response
land use (T) <0.0001 positively associated with response

TSS AADT 0.0003 positively associated with response
AADT2 0.0022 concave response
dr~ period <0.0001 positively associated with response
dry period2 0.0291 concave response
max intensity 0.0047 negatively associated with response
drainage2 0.0754 convex response
land use (I) 0.0013 positively associated with response

Metals (Total)
Arsenic AADT 0.1558

drainage2 <0.0001 convex response
land use (I) 0.0599 positively associated with response

Cadmium AADT <0.0001 negatively associated with response
AADT2 <0.0001 convex response
dry period <0.0001 positively associated with response
dry period2 0.0002 concave response
max intensity 0.0080 negatively associated with response
drainage 0.0286 positively associated with response
drainage~ 0.0262 concave response
land use (C) 0.0009 positively associated with response
land use (I) <0.0001 positively associated with response
land use (R) <0.0001 positively associated with response
land use (T) <0.0001 positively associated with response

Chromium AADT <0.0001 negatively associated with response
AADT2 <0.0001 convex response
dry period <0.0001 positively associated with response
dry period~ <0.0001 concave response
max intensity 0.0012 negatively associated with response
drainage 0.0566 positively associated with response
drainage~ 0.0517 concave response
land use (C) 0.0059 positively associated with response
land use (I) <0.0001 positively associated with response
land use (R) <0.0001 positively associated with response
land use (T) <0.0001 positively associated with response

Copper AADT 0.0091 positively associated with response
AADTz 0.0327 concave response
max intensity 0.0082 negatively associated with response
land use (M) <0.0001 positively associated with response
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Table 7 Continued

Constituent Predi(~tor p-value Comment

Nickel AADT 0.0911
dry period <0.0001 positively associated with response
dry period2 0.0074 concave response

Lead AADT <0.0001 positively associated with response
dry period 0.0479 positively associated with response
max intensity 0.0058 negatively associated with response
land use (C) 0.0206 negatively associated with response
land use (M) <0.0001 positively associated with response

Zinc AADT 0.0113 negatively associated with response
AADT2 0.0088 convex response,
max intensity~ 0.0967 concave response
land use (I) <0.0001 positively associated with response
land use (R) <0.0001 positively associated with response
land use (T) 0.0008 ’- positively associated with response

Metals (Dissolved)
Arsenic AADT 0.2870

drainage 0.1138 negatively associated with response
.drainage2 0.0095 convex response

Cadmium AADT 0.3936
dry period 0.1085 positively associated with response
max intensity_ 0.0006 negatively associated with response
max intensityz 0.0438 convex response

Chromium AADT 0.4429
max intensity <0.0001 negatively associated with response
land use (C) 0.0335 positively associated with response
land use (I) 0.0103. positively associated with response
land use (R) 0.0008 positively associated with response

Copper AADT <0.0001 positively associated with response
AADT2 0.0002 concave response
dry period <0.0001 positively associated with response
dry period~ <0.0001 concave response
max intensity <0.0001 negatively associated with response
max intensit~ 0.0010 convex response
land use (R) 0.0004 negatively associated with response
land use (T) 0.0121 positively associated with response

Nickel AADT 0.3589
dry period <0.0001 positively associated with response
dry period2 <0.0001 concave response
max intensity_ 0.0004 negatively associated with response
max intensityz 0.0460 convex response
land use (I) 0.0376 positively associated with response
land use (R) <0.0001 negatively associated with response

Zinc AADT 0.0063 negatively associated with response
AADT~ 0,0029 convex response
dry period 0.0014 positively associated with response
dry period2 0.0548 concave response
max intensity 0,0005 negatively associated~ith response
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Table 7 Continued
Constituent Predictor povalue Comment

max intensity~ 0.0769 convex response
land use (A) 0.0035 negatively associated with response
land use (I) 0.0127 negatively associated with response
land use (R) <0.0001 negatively associated with response

Nutrients
NO3 AADT 0.1050

dry period 0.0013 positively associated with response
dry period2 0.0632 concave response
max intensity <0.0001 negatively associated with response
max intensity~ 0.0079 convex response
land use (C) 0.0405 positively associated with response
land use (M) 0.0016 positively associated with response
land use "iT) <0.0001 positively associated with response

Ortho-P AADT 0.0342 positively associated with response
dry period 0.0596 negatively associated with response
drainage 0.0076 positively associated with response
max intensity 0.0252 positively associated with response
land use (M) 0.0037 positively associated with response

TKN AADT 0.0070 positively associated with response
AADT2 0.0079 concave response
dry period <0.0001 positively associated with response
dry period2 <0.0001 concave response
max intensity <0.0001 negatively associated with response
max intensit~7 0.0069 convex response
land use (M) 0.0562 positively associated with response

Microbiological
Fecal Coliform AADT 0.5316

max intensity 0.0445 negatively associated with response
drainage2 0.0193 concave response

Total Coliform AADT 0.0080 positively associated with response
AADT2 0.0063 concave response
max intensity 0.0079 negatively associated with response
drainage~ 0.0009 convex response
land use (R) 0.0006 negatively associated with response

Oil and Grease AADT <0.0001 positively associated with response
AADT~ <0.0001 concave response
dry period 0.0086 positively associated with response
dry period2 0.0317 concave response
max intensity 0.0004 negatively associated with response
drainage <0.0001 negatively associated with response
land use (R) 0.0012 negatively associated with response
land use iT) 0.0138 positively associated with response

= Power 2 indicate the predictor variable in the model is quadratic
b Lan use are identified as. A = agricultural. C = commercial, I = industrial, R= residential, and T = t~ansportation
c Positively associated with the response = Predictor vadable has positive impact on pollutant concentration
d Negatively associated with the response = Predictor variable has negative impact on pollutant concentration
¯ Concave response = Predictor variable is quadratic and has negative impact on pollutant concentration

Convex response = Predictor vadable is quadratic and has positive impact on pollutant concentration
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Table 8
Partial Correlation Results Adiustin~ for all Variables Excludin~ Rain Intensity

Parametric Analysis           Non-Parametric Analysis
Constituent            Pearson R=     p-value        Spearman R=     p-value

Conventionals
COD -0.1558 0.3307 -0.0798 0.6110
Hard ness 0.1016 0.0237 0.1042 0.0201
TDS 0.3067 0.0511 0.2213 0.1538
TSS -0.1258 0.0045 0.2343 <0.0001

Metals (Total)
Arsenic 0.1429 0.3921 0.2589 0.1067
Cadmium 0.1204 0.0205 0.3069 <0.0001
Chromium 0.1320 0.0108 0.2786 <0.0001
Copper 0.1076 0.0235 0.2483 <0.0001
Lead 0.1792 0.0001 0.4165 <0.0001
Mercury -0.0276 0.9054 -0.1989 0.3630
Nickel 0.1103 0.0311 0.2873 <0.0001
Zinc 0.0912 0.0552 0.2534 <0.0001

Metals (Dissolved)
Aluminum 0.0686 0.7559 0.1388 0.5177
Arsenic 0.1070 0.5601 0.2012 0.2539
Cadmium -0.0241 0.6065 0.0258 0.5806 ’
.Chromium 0.0357 0.4450 0.0093 0.8413
Copper 0.0093 0.8323 0.0787 0.0733
Lead 0.0912 0.0381 0.3061 <0.0001
Nickel -0.0108 0.8165 0.0614 0.1876
Zinc 0.0561 0.2032 0,1830 <0.0001

Nutrients
Ammonia 0.1395 0.4102 0.2116 0.1961
Nitrite 0.1772 0.2336 -0.0143 0.9223
Nitrate 0.0050 0.9174 -0.0501 0.3018
Phosphorus-Total 0.0176 0.6778 0.0367 0.3861
Ortho-Phosphate -0.0344 0.7318 0.1435 0.1462
TKN -0.0131 0.7673 0.0425 0.3366

Major Ions
Calcium 0.3928 0.0134 3526 0.0237
Sodium 0.7331 0.0019 0,9120 <0.0001
Magnesium 0.5428 <0.0001 0.5812 <0.0001
Sulfate 0.0230 0.9057 -0.3151 0.0899

Microbiological
Fecal Coliform -0.0297 0.5595 0.0275 0.5872
Total Coliform -0.0289 0.6023 -0.0729 0.1863

Oil and Grease 0.0679 0.2369 0.2064 0.0003

Pesticides
Diazinon 0.1887 0.1560 0.1129 0.3905
Chlorpyrifos 0.1753 0,1922 0.1354 0.3066
Glyphosat 0.0085 0.9770 -0.2327 0.4039
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Table 9
Partial Correlation Results Adiustin~l Antecedent Dr~ Period Only/

Parametric Analysis Non-Parametric Analysis
Constituent Pearson R= p-value Spearman R=

p-valu,e

Conventionals
COD -0.2571 0.0882 -0.0807 0.5942
Hardness -0.0519 0.2446 _ -0.00 _73 0.8696
TDS 0.2011 0.1853 0.1959 0.1920
TSS -0.0527 0.2321 0.1437 0.0011
Metals (Total)
Arsenic -0.0839 0.5974 0.1767 0.2569
Cadmium 0,1872 0.0002 0.2639 <0.0001
Chromium 0.1447 0.0039 0.2121 <0.0001
Copper 0.1549 0.0008 0.2641 <0.0001
Lead 0.2003 <0.0001 0.3676 <0.0001
Nickel 0.0815 0.1012 0.1196 0.0157
Zinc 0.1138 0.0136 0.2550 <0.0001
Metals (Dissolved)
Arsenic -0.2957 0.0800 0.1308 0.4404
Cadmium 0.0002 0.9968 0.0681 0.1353
Chromium 0.1354 0.0029 0.1991 <0.0001
Copper 0.1056 0.0139 0.2307 <0.0001
Nickel -0.0468 0.3032 0.0072 0.8737
Lead 0.0593 0.1678 0.3110 <0.0001
Zinc 0.1062 0.0134 0.2181 <0.0001
Nutrients
Ammonia -0,0254 0.8749 0.1720 0.2760
Nitrite 0.0730 0.6108 0.0332 0.8153
Nitrate -0.0130 0.7879 -0.0409 0.3963
Ortho-Phosphate -0.1662 0.0886 0.1592
Phosphorus-Total 0.0052 0.9019 0.0085 0.8405
TKN -0.0074 0.8658 0.0615 0.1611

Major Ions
Calcium -0.0614 0.6887 0.0152 0.9201
Magnesium 0.1253 0.3359 0.3540 0.0048
Sod iu m 0.7331 0.0019 0.9120 <0.0001
Sulfate 0.0414 0.8248 -0.1741 0.3408

Microbiological
Fecal Coliform 0.0164 0.7447 0.0522 0.2985
Total Coliform 0.0101 0.8539 0.0685 0.2109

Oil and Grease 0.1858 0.0010 0.3220 <0.0001

Pesticides
Chlorpyrifos 0.1278 0.3262 0.1550 0.2289
Diazinon 0.1616 0.2094 0.1390 0.2774
Glyphosate 0.1879 0,4859 0.0420 0.8729
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Technical Note #101 from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(3): 539-542

Porforrnaneo of Oil-Grit Soparat0rs
in Romovino Pollutants at  rnall  itos

D espite our best hopes, some dogs just won’tticprofileisshowninFigure2.Lastly, noneofthe 109OGS
i hunt. The same is true with the performancesurveyed in field were found to have had sediment clean-
of some stormwater practices. A case in pointouts specified in their maintenance agreements.

is the standard oil-grit separator, or OGS (Figure 1). In the second phase of the study, the pollutant re-
These underground structures consist of three cham-moval performance of a typical OGS was directly mea-
bers, two of which are wet. An inverted elbow pipesured in the field. The OGS served a one-~cre parking lot
drains the second chamber, under the theory that oil andof a fast food joint. Prior small site monitoring revealed that
grease will initially float on the surface, but then adherefast food parking lots generated above normal concentra-
to suspended particles, which eventually settle to thetions of many urban pollutants, such as hydrocarbons,
bottom of the chamber. The first chamber is designed tonutrients, metals and carbon--giving new meaning to the
trap grit, coarse sediments, trash and debris. The con-term "a greasy spoon" (see Table 1). Thirteen storm
tents of both chambers are removedon a quarterly basissamples were collected at the OGS site, using innovative
as part of the normal maintenance regime, sampling techniques within the confined spaces of the

Oil-grit separators are popular because they are practice. Rainfall during the monitored storms ranged
relatively cheap and can be easily installed at manyfrom0.2to 1.96inchesindepth(median0.61 inches, mean
small sites without sacrificing land. Unlike other storm-duration three hours). Inflow and outflow event mean
water practices that are sized to handle a half inch orconcentrations (EMCs) were then compared to examine
more of runoff, the total design storage volume withinpollutant removalperformance for 18 different water qual-
an OGS is about a tenth of an inch. While it has alwaysity parameters.
been acknowledged that such a small treatment volume By almost any mrasure of performance, the oil-grit
limits overall pollutant removal, it was reasoned that theseparator did not show any capability to remove pollut-
basic design shouldat leastbe capableoftrapping oil,ants in storm runoff (Table 2). Net negative removal
grit or trash generated at parking lots. Consequently,efficiency was computed for suspended sediment, total
OGS systems have enjoyed wide application at gasorganic carbon, hydrocarbons, total phosphorus, or-
stations, fast food joints and other small, but highlyganic nitrogen, and extractable and soluble copper. Nega-
impervious development sites. Over the last decade,tive removal efficiencies were observed in over half the
several hundred OGS have been installed across the
Washington D.C. metropolitan area, and they are still
routinely included in many stormwater practice manu-
als in other parts of the country.

Our understanding about the pollutant removal
capability of the OGS has been fundamentally changed
as a result of a five-year research study by Dave Shepp ~-,~.~
and his colleagues at the Metropolitan Washington
Council of Governments. In the first phase of the study,
Shepp discovered four indirect liaa~of evidence that
suggest OGS pollutant removal performance is extremely
limited. First, dye tests revealed that OGSh~d wry short
residence times during mtaall ~erms (often less than 30
minutes). Second, an average of only,.two.j4a~es of try q,~r z~
sediment accumulation in the,twoiaa~ e~anla~rs was ~,~..~
measured in 109 installed OGSs, and deposition did notAn oil gdt separator is an underground structure used to treat stormwater
increasenomatterhowlonganOGShadbeeninservice, runoff at very small sites. Recent research demonstrates that this
Third, theinitialfmd,i~a~thatOGSsystems did~aotretainpractice has little or no pollutant removal capability.
sediments was � atditme, dhy.~thcaw~ttmt!l a -
tion ofseditaemtJa 17 OOSs on a monthly basis. Shepp
found sediment depths frequently changed within the
OGS, but seldom accumulated over time. A chamcteris-
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16 Taken together, the four different performance indi-
14 ff3Chamber 2 cators suggest that the OGS tested was a modest

14 1..~._~ -- mChamber I I exporter of several key storm water l~ollutants. At first

12 11
glance, this finding seems physically impossible, as it

10 ~ is hard to imagine an internal source of pollutants within
10 ~ an underground concrete vault. The likely answer to

8 this mystery involves parking lot ~ee. Itseemed8 ~
to be a daily practice for employees to wash down the

6 5 parking lot to provide a cleaner atmosphere for custom-

[~I !

ers. It is speculated the wash water may have been the4
~ source of the missing pollutants.

2 Based on his research, Shepp recommends that the
0 I use of standard OGS design be abandoned at small

Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 Month 4 Month 5 Month 6 Month 7 sites. Performance monitoring has shown sand filters to
be a much more effective practice. He contends that no

Poor sediment retention in an OGS is evident in the month-by-month practice is likely to be effective on small sites unless itfluctuation in the two main chambers,
is designed to capture 0.25 to 0.5 inches of runoff at a
bare minimum. Further, such practices should be de-
signed to be off-line from the major storm water convey-
ance systems. Otherwise, Shepp maintains that the
flows from pipes designed to carry the ten-year peak
discharge rate will "hydraulically doom" any small site
practice.

This contention is supported by recent perfor-
mance monitoring of a modified oil-grit separator in
Austin, Texas. Tom Curran sampled 17 storm events at

Median Mean an OGS that served a parking lot (LCRA, 1996). TheConcentration Concentration
Stormwater Pollutant (mg/I) (mg/I) modified two chamber tank contained sorbent pillows

to adsorb oils, and was regularly maintained. Designed
Total Suspended Solids 20.8 42.9 to pretreat runofffor a peat sand filter, the off-line OGS

appeared to perform the pretreatment function reason-
Total Hyd rocarbo ns 7.0 12.4 ably well. Curran found that it was able to remove about
Total Organic Carbon 18.6 41.3 10 to 40% of stormwater pollutants that entered it (see

Table 3).
Total Phosphorus                0.27             0.49

Much higher removal rotes were recently reported
Orthophosphorus 0.06 0.101 for three full-size, off-line underground structures

Total Nitrogen 2.22 2.85 known as multiple chamber treatment trains or MCTTs
(see article 111). The design 6f these advanced struc-

TotalZinc 0.144 0.452 tures stand in sharp contrast to the typical OGS. For

Total Copper 0.010 0.021 example, the MCTT has up to ten times more storage
volume than standard OGS design and is equipped with
numerous other internal design features to promote
greaterremoval.storms sampled for these parameters (with the excep-

tion of suspended sediment and soluble copper). Posi- In summary, the evidence overwhelmingly sug-
tire removal rates were calculated for a few parameters,gests that oil-grit segar-ators are a verypoor ~tormwater
most notably ortho-phosphorus, nitrate, lead and zinc,practice and should probably I~lrot~edas alz~tment
but the improvement in pollutant concentration wasoption, unless these systems are designed off-line and
often very minor. This is evident when the mean outflowwith the same treatment volume of other stormwater
concentrations from the OGS are considered (last col-practices.
urun of Table 2). The concentration of nearly every --TRS
water quality paraumte, r remains well above levels fi:e-References
quently encount=~d i~ "tmtreated" urban stormwaterLower Colorado River Authority, LARA. 1996. Innova-
runoff.OGSalsoappeartohavelittlecapabilitytoretain rive NPS Pollution Control Program for Lake
litter and debris, as less than 30% of the OGS surveyed Travis in Central Texas. Lower Colorado giver
in the project had accumulated moderate to high levels.Authority, U.S. EPA and Texas NaturalResource
of ~rash and debris. Conservation Commission. (Draft Report). 52 pp.
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Mean Mean Mean OGS
Individual Group Majority of Outflow

Storm Storm Storms Show Concentration
Stormwater Pollutant Efficiency Efficiency Export (mg/I)

Total Suspended Solids (-21.2) (-7.5) NO 48.3

Total Organic Carbon (-73.4) (-36%) YES 17.5

Total Hydrocarbons (-35.4) (-29) YES 4.82

Total Phosphorus (-75.5) (-41) YES 0.41

Ortho-phosphorus 7.6 40 NO 0.05

Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (-19.8) (-44) YES 1.74

Nitrate-Nitrogen b 34.7 47 NO 0.20

Ammonia-Nitrogen (-44.2) 20 NO 0.11

Total Cadmium (0) (0) NO 0.0011

Total Chromium (-21.8) (-19) YES 0.0065

Total Copper (-40.7) (-11 ) YES 0.013

Soluble Copper (-58.5) 3.5 NO 0.004

Total Mercury 35.6 20 NO 0.001

Total Lead 7 8.2 NO 0.008

Total Zinc 3.3 17.0 NO 0.174

Soluble Zinc 1.6 21.1 NO 0.071

a Calculated as the mean of all inflow EMCs compared to the mean of all outflow concentrations.
b Includes nitrite.

Pitt, B. 1997. "Multi-Chamber Treatment Train Devel-
oped for Stormwater Hot Spots." Technical Note
87. Watershed Protection Techniques 2(3): 445-
449.

Rabanal, F., and T. Grizzard. 1995. "Concentrations of
Removal Efficiency Selected Constituents in Runofffrom Impervious
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Shepp, D. 1995. A Performance Assessment of an Oil-

Ortho-phosphorus (-14) Grit Separator in Suburban Maryland. Final Re-

Total nitrogen 15 port prepared for Maryland Department of Envi-
ronment. Metropolitan Washington Council of

~ 21 Governments. Washington, D.C. 124 pp.

Nitrate 14 She, pp, D. 1995. Petroleum Hydrocarbons in Urban
Runoff." A Study Overview. Prepared for Maryland
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Petroleum H)rdrocarbon Concentrations Observed in Runoff
From Discret  . , Urba nized Automotive-Intensive Land Uses..

David L. Shepp, Senibr Environmental Engineer
Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments, Washington, DC

Introduction

This documents a portion of work performed by the Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments
(MWCOG) for the State of MaryLand Department of the Environment (MDE) and EPA’s Chesapeake
Bay Program Office (CBPO) pertaining to a comprehensive study of the generation and control of
petroleum hydrocarbons in urban runoff. The purpose of this particular study task was to characterize
the relative contribution of petroleum hydrocarbons and other typically encountered urban pollutants
contained within stormwater runoff from small, Single land use catchments. The following four
automotive-intensive land uses were evaluated: (1) all-day parking lots, (2) streets, (3) gas stations, and
(4) convenience commercial. The study was conducted from October, 1992 through December, 1993.
The study area encompassed the District of Columbia and Suburban Prince George’s County, Maryland.

Methodology

Due to budgetary constraints, only one site per land use was studied. The following prerequisite
conditions were met for each site: (1) the selected site had to be representative of the general land use
classification, (2) the selected site had to be uncontrolled from the perspective of stormwater
management, (3) the selected site had to be feasible for discrete land use monitoring (e.g. all stormwater
flows had to emanate exclusively from the targeted land use).

The study monitoring contractor, the Occoquan Watershed Monitoring Laboratory (OWML) suggested
the use of Cashockton Wheel samplers due to their ability to sample a vertical "slice" of the influent
stormwater column. Due to the known partitioning of various petroleum hydrocarbon fractions in
stormwater runoff, OWML felt the Cashockton Wheel samplers were superior to traditional automated
samplers in obtaining a representative characterization of petroleum hydrocarbons from each site’s
runoff. They consist of a small "H" flume connected to a gravity-driven, rotating flow splitting device.
As runoff flows from the impervious surface to the monitoring station, it is collected and funneled to the
sampler by the "H" flume. The elevational differential between the flume and the horizontally-oriented
platter-like wheel turns the wheel, via energy imparted to turning vanes from the falling inflow. As the
wheel spins (similar to a record player), it splits a fraction, or "slice" of the stormwater inflow into a
collection vessel through a small slot in its surface. This configuration yields a flow-weighted composite
runoff sample and associated event mean concentrations (EMC) for each of the evaluated constituents.
The Cashockton Wheels were deployed inside catch basins (3 sites) and within a locked fiberglass
monitoring shed in a surface installation (1 site). Notable operation and maintenance constraints were
encountered with the use of the Cashockton Wheel samplers in the study context. Urban grit and
organics were found to impede the normal rotation of the samplers. For this reason, all samplers were
temporarily removed from service and retrofitted with sealed, Teflon-coated central beatings. Even
following retrofitting, the problem persisted, requiring close attention and frequent cleaning folio.wing

http://www.epa.gov/owowwtr l/watershed/Proeeed/shepp.html                           10/23/01
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storm events and regularly-scheduled weekly maintenance visits.

Rainfall measurements (rain depth) for 3 of the .4 sites were collected at the nearby USDA National
Arboretum raingage. Due to the distance to the gas station site (located in Laurel, Maryland) an            ..
additional gage was installed on the stations’ rooftop. Storm samples were retrieved following rainfall
events and transported to OWML in Manassas, Virginia for laboratory analysis. A technique, utilizing
non-dispersive infrared spectrometry, was developed for the purpose of evaluating the concentration of
total hydrocarbons. OWML staff developed a functional relationship between petroleum hydrocarbon
concentration and associated light transmittance in the infrared wavelength of 3.5 microns. It represents
an improvement over standard gravimetric methods for oil and grease since it requires less lab time,
reduced sample volumes and avoids "noise" from non-target solids in the sample volume. Associated
limitations for this methodology include its lack of specificity (the results cannot be compared with
results from studies which generate a higher degree of fractional resolution) and the potential for a lack
of accounting tbr as much as 50% of the lighter fractions (due to their loss via volatiliza.tion during
extradtion); this can result in a conservative estimate of the total hydrocarbons. In a practical context, the
total hyd.rocarbon concentration represents a changable, dynamic index where, due to field volatilization
rates, the lighter fractions escape within a few days from the surface of the water column to the
atmosphere.

Results

The following include the most important findings of the study:

1. While the total impem’iousness for each site was virtually equivalent (estimated values ranged
from 95-I00%), the observed median EMC’s for each site exhibited substantial differences (see
Figure 1). The observed mean EMC’s for each site exhibited a similar pattern as evidence-:.:-:,. "
arraying the studied land uses in descending order of total hydrocarbon concentration: (;i~:: :!?.~
Convenience Commercial, mean observation: 12.4 milligrams per liter, range: 2.7 to 56.0
milligrams per liter, (2) Gas Station, mean observation 3.7 milligrams per liter, (3) Street, mt
2.2 milligrams per liter, range: 0.8 to 4.7 milligrams per liter, and (4) All day Parking, mean
milligrams per liter, range: 0.3 to 4.4 milligrams per liter.
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2. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) indicated that significant differences exist be~’een the observed
means. Two-sample F-Tests of significance revealed that the majority of the means were
significantly different from each other. Only the comparison of street and gas station means
lacked sufficient significance to accept the null hypothesis. This suggests that imperviousness is
not an acceptable singular indicator for predicting total hydrocarbon concentrations associated
with automotive-intensive land use.

3. Data scatter plots revealed the following observed relationships:

¯ Rainfall Depth vs. Total Hydrocarbons. The All day parking, Street and Convenience
commercial sites exhibited a negative relationship, whereas the gas station site exhibited a
positive relationship.

¯ Rainfall Depth vs Total Suspended Solids. The All day parking, Gas Station and
Convenience commercial sites exhibited a negative relationship, whereas the Street site
exhibited a positive relationship.

¯ Total Hydrocarbons vs Total Suspended Solids. All sites exhibited a positive relationship.

4. Observed data suggests a relationship between automotive exposure and total hydrocarbon
concentration. Thermal expansion and contraction of oil-bearing regions of automotive drive
trains is thought to be the primary source of petroleum hydrocarbons, via seepage. Duration of
automotive exposure (i.e. the time a given impervious surface is exposed to hot vehicles in a
thermal expansion mode) as well as volume of auicomotive exposure (i.e. the number of hot.
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vehicles in a thermal expansion mode exposed to a given impervious surface) are suggested as the
principal factors in the generation of petroleum hydrocarbon pollution upon automotive intensive
land uses (see Table 1).

Table 1. Automotive Exposure and Observed Hydrocarbon Concentraions by Land Use.

Land Use Duration of Automotive Volume of Automotive Observed
Exposure Exposure

Median
Conc.

IALL DAY LONG (4 to 8 Hours per Car per LOW (I to 2 Cars per Parking0.7 mg,;l
:PARKING Day) !Space per Day)
.Vational
Arboretum

GAS STATION [MODERATE (5 to l0 Minutes M(~DEtL-XTE (A Steady 4.2 mg, I
La,~rel Texaco per Car per Day**No Stream of Cars Throughout

Repair/Maint. Service Day)
Provided**Pump & Pour Your
Own "Micro Spills" Anticipated)

STREEI !]BRIEF (10 to 60 Seconds, HIGH (1,000 plus Cars 1.9 mg, l
20th ~ Franklin Depending on the Iraffic Light Estimated; AM & PM Rush Hr.
St. Cycle) Peaks, Steady Midday Use as

Secondary Roadway).

CONVENIENCE ’.MODEtL, kTE (10 to 30 Minutes MODERATE/HIGH 6.6 mg.,l
COMM. :~er Car per Day Estimated) (Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
N.h. Ave. Peaks, Steady Throughout Day) ’:.~
Mcdonald’s

5. Many of the highest observed concentrations were associated with rainfall depths less than 0.25
inch, with accompanying durations spanning 2 to 3 days. Concentrations associated with such low
volume, low intensity events clearly underscore the relative ease of mobilization of petroleum
hydrocarbons from impervious surfaces. Examination of rainfall patterns in the middle Atlantic
region show that on average, (approximately every 3 to 4 days) precipitation events, with the
potential to mobilize surprisingly high concentrations of petroleum hydrocarbons, occur.
Furthermore, given their relative ease of mobilization, the potential for the delivery of substantial
concentrations of petroleum hydrocarbons from automotive-intensive land uses to receiving
waters exists both regionally and nationally for the majority of measurable annual rainfall events.
The observed data suggest the principal source (automotive), its associated accumulation medium
(imperviousness) and delivery mechanism (normal rainfall) central to this cycle.

6. Two separate items of information serve to provide a useful context for understanding the
importance of the observed median total hydrocarbon concentrations presented in Figure l and the
previously-mentioned range of observed concentrations for each land use (i.e. 0.3 to 2.4
milligrams per liter for the All day parking site, 0.8 to 4.7 milligrams per liter for the Street site,
1.2 to 5.5 milligrams per liter for the Gas station site, and 2.7 to 56.0 milligrams per liter for the
Convenience Commercial site). First, maximum concentrations observed from the Convenience
commercial site, 56.0 milligrams per liter, exceeded recently monitored observations for Hickey
Run in the District of Columbia (50.0 milligrams per liter). Hickey Run has the dubious
distinction as the most polluted s0bwatershed in the degraded Anacostia Watershed (due p~

10/23/01
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to a history of chronic and episodic waste oil dumping) and as one of the most polluted urban
subwatersheds in the entire Chesapeake Bay drainage. Secondly, recommended maximum
concentrations of petroleum hydrocarbons for drinking water supplies and fisheries protection
typically range from 0.01 to 0.1 milligrams per liter; crude oil concentrations of 0.3 milligrams
per liter can cause toxic effects in freshwater fish (D. Chapman and V. Kimstach, 1992).

7. Evaluation of rank and percentile of observed rainfall and hydrocarbon concentrations occuring
over the span of an entire year indicated that 23 of 30 (or 77%) of the top half, or ld..’ghest,
observed total hydrocarbon concentrations could be managed via effective stormwater controls
designed to treat the first 0.5 inch of runoff from the studied sites. Ira 0.25 inch design treatment
volume was utilized, 12 of 30 (or 40%) of the top half of the highest observed concentrations
could be managed. These values stand in stark contrast when compared to the currently prevailing
design rules for target treatment volumes relative to the control of petroleum hydrocarbons in
urban runoff. Typical oil-grit separator design is based upon a 0.10 inch treatment volume of
runoff. Utilizing the same overall dataset, this level of control equates to treating 2 of 30 (or 7%)
of the highest hydrocarbon generating events of the evaluated annual rainfall.

Implications

Based upon analysis of the study observations, the following conclusions were reached:

1. Evaluation of the observations suggest that runoff concentrations of petroleum hydrocarbons from
automotive-intensive land uses typically range from 0.7 to 6.6 milligrams per liter. Given the
recommended maximum petroleum hydrocarbon concentrations of petroleum hydrocarbons for
drinking water supply and fisheries protection (0.01 to 0.1 milligrams per liter) and the reported

--:! " toxic effects observed in freshwater fish from crude oil concentrations of 0.3 milligrams per liter
/::: (D. Chapman and V. l, dmstach, 1992), the observed total hydrocarbon concentrations suggest

their substantial national impact as a nonpoint source pollutant. This suggestion is futher
reinforced by the knowledge that many of the monitored automotive-intenstive land uses are
commonly found throughout all, but the most rural and remote areas, of the United States.

2. Evaluation of the observations and their respective catchment areas suggest that the degree of
automotive exposure (a combination of duration of exposure and volume of exposure) is the
primary factor in the generation of petroleum hydrocarbons in runoff from automotive-intensive
land uses. The pollutant pathway: (1) originates via drive train seepage from automotive vehicles,
(2) accumulates upon highly impervious surfaces designed for automotive conveyance or parking,
and (3) is readily mobilized via runoff produced by low volume, low intensity storms. The
measured and visual observations gathered throughout the course of the study suggested, with the
notable exception of expensive, new cars (W. Bell, et.al., 1995), virtually all motorized vehicles
seep a measurable volume of petroleum hydrocarbon based lubricating agents. Casual visual
observation suggests a wide range in the relative rates of seepage exists from vehicle-to-vehicle.
Further visual observation suggests this variability is primarily a function of the age and relative
degree of mechanical upkeep associated with a given vehicle.

3. Application of BMP’s effective in the control of petroleum hydrocarbons is suggested for the
treatment of runoff from automotive-intensive catchments as small as 0.5 acres. Recent
performance evaluations of sand filtration BMP’s, independently conducted by the District of
Columbia (H. Troung, et. a1.,1993) and the City of Alexandria, Virginia (W. Bell, et.al., 1995),
suggest removal efficiencies for total hydrocarbons in excess of 77 per-cent. In addition to their
reported removal efficiencies, the local availability of sand and gravel resources in the Middle

10/23/01http://www.epa.gov/owowwtr 1/watershed/Proceed/shepp.html R0009417
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Atlantic’s Coastal Plain enhances the attractiveness of filtration-based treatment of runoff from
automotive-intensive land uses. Design treatment storage volumes up to the first 0.5 inch of runoff
are suggested for the treatment of petroleum hydrocarbons in the Middle Atlantic region.

4. A seepage evaluation is suggested as a new pollution prevention component of regularly-
scheduled vehicular safety/emissions inspections. A simple, relatively "low tech" approach could
be developed, possibly using kraft paper as an evaluation medium. The diameter and number of
seepage stains accumulated over a pre-determined evaluation peridd could potentially be utilized
to develop an evaluation metric for identifying unacceptably high petroleum hydrocarbon seepage
rates. A possible hierarchy of corrective actions could include: (1) mechanical tightening of drive
train mating surfaces containing petroleum hydrocarbon lubricants, (2) the external application of
petroleum hydrocarbon and heat resistant flexible sealants to seeping areas and (3) replacement of
deteriorated and!or hardened gaskets and seals (this represents the last choice due to its’associated
disassembly time and related expense). An accompanying public education/outreach initiative as
an additional component of a comprehensive pollution prevention program is suggested. The
effort could be specifically targeted for the general public and the automotive repair and service
industry. Its focus could revolve around the need to raise the public’s awareness of the ubiquitous
nature and potential environmental damage associated with uncontrolled/untreated petroleum
hydrocarbons in runoff from automotive-intensive land uses.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Urban stormwater runoff is currently one of the largest sources of pollutants discharged to the
coastal oceans of southern California. However, the quality and quantity of stormwater runoff
are highly variable. In particular, impervious (paved) surfaces directly affect a watershed’s water
quality. The goal of this study was to: (1) identify and measure constituent concentrations and
toxicity found in parking lot surface runoff; (2) measure the effect of antecedent conditions on
constituent accumulation between storms; and (3) investigate the effects of rainfall intensities
and duration on runoff composition. A secondary objective was to assess the effects of t~aft"lC
use and maintenance on the chemical composition and toxicity of parking lot runoff.

In Order to control natural variability in precipitation, periodic rainfall simulations were used to
quantify pollutant accumulation and washoff on two parking lots in the City of Long Beach for
three months during the summer of 2000. Samples of surface runoff were analyzed for
suspended solids, trace metals (Cd, Cr, Cu, Fe, Ni, Pb and Zn) in dissolved and particulate-bound
phases, and 25 polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAl-Is). Among the metals studied, the
ttighest mean concentrations in surface runoff samples were for Fe, Zn, Cu and Pb (810, 620, 40
and 40 lxg/L, respectively). The Zn, Pb and Cu in the dissolved phase accounted for 65 to 81%
of concentrations in surface runoff samples. Mean total PAH concentrations in surface runoff
samples ranged from 0.08 to 180 l~g/L.

Significant accumulation of mean constituent concentrations were observed for all constituents
after 28 antecedent dry days, with the exception of total PAl-Is. Of the trace metals studied, Zn
showed the largest accumulation in parking lot surface runoff, increasing by a factor of 3.
Factors such as parking lot usage and maintenance did not affect the accumulation of runoff
constituents. Similar concentrations of total suspended solids (TSS), trace metals, and total
PAHs were found among high-use and low-use parking lots. Street sweeping as a maintenance
activity did not reduce or improve runoff concentrations. However, the use of pressure washing
did appear to reduce, but not completely remove, suspended solid and trace metal concentrations.

Washoff of all constituents was strongly inversely correlated with rainfall intensity and duration.
Parking lot runoff samples collected during the first I0 rain of a rain event contained the highest
constituent concentrations indicative of a first-flush event. A "f’trst flush" occurs when initial
runoff during a storm.has substantially higher concentrations than runoff later in the storm.
Longer, simulated storms appeared to dilute parking lot runoff, and significantly lowered the
average concentration of most constituents. Increases in rainfall intensity decreased the
magnitude of the f’trst flush, but the importance of rainfall intensities decreased with longer
duration. Simulated rainfall, regardless of intensity, washed off most loose particles collected on
the parking lot surface after approximately 15 rain; concentrations of constituents collected after
15 rain were generally low and less variable.

One hundred percent of simulated runoff samples were toxic, but not all species responded
similarly after .exposure to runoff samples. The sea urchin and marine bacteria were the most
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sensitive organisms; the mysid was the least sensitive organism. Toxicity patterns were
consistent with the accumulation and rainfall duration/intensity patterns of constituent
concentrations. After 28 d of accumulation, toxicity in runoff samples increased by a factor of 6.
When comparing runoff from either high-use or low-use parking lots, the magnitude of toxicity
did not change. Similarly, the magnitude of toxicity between parking lots with and without street
sweeping showed no difference. However, toxicity was reduced, but not completely eliminated,
after pressure washing. A toxicity "f’trst-flush" effect was present in runoff samples collected
during the first 10 min of the simulated rain event. Runoff samples collected during this time
interval were twice as toxic as runoff samples taken later during the storm event. This finding is
in agreement with the results of chemical analyses of the samples, which showed the first portion
of the runoff event to contain the highest constituent concentrations.

The toxicant characterization and identification experiments suggested that trace metals were an
important contributor to toxicity. These evaluations targeted trace metals, particularly zinc, as
constituents responsible for toxicity in the purple sea urchin fertilization test. This conclusion
was based upon the following findings: (1) complexation of trace metals completely removed
toxicity; (2) concentrations of dissolved zinc were sufficient to induce toxic responses; and (3)
variations in zinc concentrations among samples were significantly correlated with toxic
responses.

The rapid accumulation, the nearly complete washoff of constituent concentrations, and the level
of toxicity observed from parking lot runoff in this study indicate that uncontrolled discharges of
parking lot runoff have the potential to impact receiving water quality and may require
remediation by appropriate stormwater BMPs. Targeting the first flush appears to be the most
effective management scenario based upon the results herein. Additional simulated rainfall
events are recommended for other constituents and for various land uses b~sides parking lots.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Urban stormwater runoff has .been recognized as a leading source of contaminants to coastal
oceans and inland waterways (U.S. EPA 1995a). Research has found a direct i’elationship
between the amount of impervious surface in a watershed and the watershed’s water quality (City
of Olympia 1994). This research, which has been conducted in many geographic areas using
many different variables and employing widely different methods, has yielded a surprisingly
similar conclusion: stream degradation occurs at relatively low levels of imperviousness (~ 10%)
(Booth and Reinelt 1993 and Shaver et al. 1995). In southern California, watersheds average
25% imperviousness; hence, the impacts of land development on the quality of surface runoff
and.on aquatic organisms are likely to be found in southern California.

Streets and parking lots comprise a large proportion of impervioUs area; runoff from these areas
is therefore considered to be a significant source of chemical contamination to receiving waters.
These pollutants are derived from wear of automotive parts (e.g., tires and brake pads), spills and
leaks of automotive fluids (e.g., motor oil and coolant), and materials deposited on parking lots
from the air (e.g., atmospheric deposition and wind transported pollutants) (Hoffman et al. 1985,
Ellis et al. 1987, and Muschack 1990). During rainstorms, a portion of these pollutants are
washed off and transported from the street surfaces to the urban storm drain system and

¯ discharged to local receiving waters. In a nationwide coring study of aquatic sediment quality by
the U.S. Geological Service (Van Metre et al. 2000), a clear relationship was reported between
increasing traffic volume and increasing PAH concentration. Traffic volume, therefore, seems to
be an important factor affecting the type and accumulation of contaminant concentrations and is
valuable as a measure for predicting runoff quality.

Contaminant accumulation and washoff are commonly assumed to be effective measures of
runoff contamination in our semi-arid environment; however, the effectiveness of these measures
has not been well quantified in southern California. The accumulation of contaminants on
southern California streets and parking lots has become a focal point since periods of infrequent
rainfall (long, dry periods without rain) followed by intense rainfall ar~ common. Other factors
have been shown to influence the quality of surface runoff including surface maintenance
practices, the time of the year (season), and the intensity and duration of the storm. Storm
intensity is strongly correlated to the type and quantity of pollutants found in stormwater runoff
(Pitt and Shawley 1981, Spangberg and Niemczynowicz 1992). Measurements of stormwater
discharges sampled in 1997-98 from the Santa Aria River in Santa Aria, California (Leecaster et
aL 2001, Schiff and Tiefenthaler 2001, and Tiefenthaler et al. 2001) showed evidence of a
seasonal flush of contaminants.

The goal of this report is to evaluate the effects of rainfall characteristics and antecedent
conditions on the composition of parking lot surface runoff. The primary objective is to identify
and measure contaminant and toxicity concentrations found in runoff from parking lots, assess
the length of time required for constituents to re-accumulate once washed off, and investigate
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how variations in intensity and duration of rainfall affect runoff composition. A secondary
objective is to assess the effects of traffic use and parking lot maintenance on the chemical
composition and toxicity of runoff.
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II. METHODS

Experimental Design

This study was grouped into two major components: (1) The assessment of accumulation rates
of selected contaminants over time and during discrete time periods. (2) The investigation of
variations in rainfall intensities and durations affecting parking lot surface runoff concentrations
to determine~ whether similar quantities of rainfall cause similar effects on contaminant
concentrations over time (i.e., 6 millimeters of rainfall per hour tram/h] for 40 rain vs. 25 mm/h
for 10 rain). Possible interactions between treatments (i.e., low-use/maintained stations vs. high-
use/unmaintained stations) were also examined.

A randomized factorial design was selected to measure the effects of a variety of treatments on
contaminant accumulation and washoff on parking lots over time including: (1) low use (1 car/4
h--i.e., faculty parking); (2) high use (5 or more ~ars/h-i.e., public parking); (3) maintained
stations vs. unmaintained stations (defined as the presence or absence of street sweeping); (4)
rainfall intensities; and (5) rainfall durations. All rainfall simulations for the accumulation study
were run for 20-rain durations with a constant storm intensity of 13 ram/h). The rainfall
duration/intensity study had simulations that were run for the following time intervals: 0-10, 10-
20, 20-40 and 0-20 rain, using rainfall intensities of 6 (0.25 inches/hr), 13 (0.5 in/hr), and 25 (1
in/b.r) mm/hr. Treatments were assigned randomly among 27 test stations. The "fast-flush"
effect of storms was also evaluated.

Study Area

All samples were collected within the City of Long Beach, the fifth largest city in California with
an estimated population of 440,000 citizens living in a 50-square-mile area. (City of Long Beach,
Economic Development Bureau 1999). Long Beach is a port city bounded on its southern border
by the Pacific Ocean. It has a semi-arid climate with an annual precipitation of only 30.5
centimeters (era). An average 0.4 em of rain falls each month from May to October, with 4.6
cm/month failing from November to April.

Sampling Sites

Two parking lots located within the Long Beach City College Liberal Arts Campus (LBCC
LAC) at 4901 E. Carson Street in the City of Long Beach, California, were selected for
monitoring runoff from parking lots (Figure II-1). The parking lots differed in daily traffic flow
and maintenance practices. The parking lots have a combined capacity of 150 ears with a
dimension of approximately 8 meters by 76 meters and a 4% grade. The lots operate seven days
per week with five days at full capacity. A total of 9 replicate sampling stations were located on
the site off of Lew Davis Street, which received no maintenance. Eighteen sampling stations,
representing both low-use and high-use, as well as maintained and unmaintained conditions, were
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located on the lot at Faculty Street. Six maintained stations (3 low use and 3 high use) were
located in the southern portion of this lot and comprised approximately 30% of the total parking
lot area. The land around the sites is mostly commercial. The sites, which were constructed of
100% asphalt, were used for both visitor and staff parking. Accessibility for runoff sampling
was a consideration in site selection. Every effort was made to select sites which were as similar
as possible in terms of condition and slope. The prevailing weather conditions were similar at all
sites.

D~ conditions were prevalent in Long Beach from May to October of 2(KI0, with less than a
trace of rain at any of the two sites for a period of 160 d. Manual observation of traffic counts
were recorded I d prior to each simulated rainfall event and averaged approximately 10<3
vehicles per day.

Rainfall Simulator

Rainfall simulation equipmedt and techniques were used for assessing the effects of rainfall on
surface runoff. In this study, sampling was carried out using three identical rainfall simulators
(spray rigs) designed to duplicate natural rainfall intensities. Each spray rig was comprised of
polyvinylchoride (PVC) pipes with its own pressure gauge, flow meter, control valve, and f’txed-
rate Rainbird or Hunter PGM rotating polyurethane spray heads. One f’txed-rate Rainbird spray
head at 45/36 pounds per square inch (psi) and 5.0 liters per minute (IJmin) produced a 3.8 m
radius semicircle with an intensity of 13 mm/h (Figures 1/-2 and 1/-3). This system provided a
relatively uniform simulated rainstormwashing off 2 parking stalls measuring 18 m2.
Approximated rainfall intensities were determined for two types of storm events that occur in
~outhern Caiifomia. Typical (6 ram/h) and worst-case (25 ram/h) rainfall intensities were
simulated using 2 Hunter spray heads with 0.75 gallon-per-minute (gpm) emitters while also
varying the pressure and flow rate. Simulating rainfall for a period of 20 rain at an intensity of
13 mm/h resulted in a total runoff volume of 26.4 liters.

The rainfall simulators were designed to isolate and capture the entire portion of the surface
runoff traveling off each sampling site. The surface runoff generated by the rainfall simulators
was collected continuously during each run using a vacuum system that transferred the runoff
into a 55-gallon plastic barrel. At the end of each simulation run, the runoff collected in each
barrel was stirred vigorously to distribute the sediment evenly in the sample. Chemistry and
toxicity samples were taken.

The source water for the rainfall simulators was obtained from hose bibs located around the
perimeter of the campus’ "Q & R" building. All test water passed through a portable filtration
system to ensure removal of chlorine and sediments from the source water before it was supplied
to the simulated rainfall systems (Figure 1/-4).

A series of quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC) performance evaluations were
conducted on all rainfall simulators including evenness of spread and precision of pressure, flow
rate and volume to determine accuracy of reproducibility among spray rigs. Rainfall simulator
measurements were designed to be within approximately 20% coefficient of variation and were
verified prior to the onset of each simulated rainfall run. At time zero (TO) all parking lots were
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cleaned using cold, high-pressure washing to establish background values for contaminants. All
simulated rainfall equipment was thoroughly cleaned after each simulation. Chemistry and
toxicity blank samples were taken from the source water prior to each sampling period.

Parking Lot Maintenance

The effectiveness of street sweeping in improving the quality of parking lot runoff was measured
by comparing runoff concentrations between maintained and unmaintained stations. Maintained
test stations were cleaned on a weekly basis using the following procedure. One individual
operated both the backpack blower and the brooms, and either blew or swept a!l visible loose
debris and surface dirt into the path of a power vacuum truck for collection and removal.

Surface Runoff Sampling

From July 2000 until October 2000, 155 rainfall runoff samples were collected periodically from
two parking lots located on a college campus in Long Beach, California. All samples were
stored under refrigeration and analyzed for TSS, both total and dissolved metals (cadmium,
chromium, copper, iron, lead, nickel, and zinc), 26 selected PAl-Is, and toxicity to 3 species. The
rainfall intensity/duration experiment was conducted during the third month of the study in order
to allow contaminants to accumulate.

During this study, three different duration type samples were coLlected. In order to generate the
TSS pollutograph, discrete samples were taken every 2 rain for 20 rain at 6, 13, and 25 mm/h

¯ rainfall intensities. This sampling scheme continued for 40 min at the 6 mm/h intensity. For the
accumulation study, rainfall simulations with an intensity of 13 mm/h were run for a fixed time
period (20 n’fin) and a composited sample was taken. In the rainfall duration/intensity
experiment, composited samples represented discrete time intervals. Samples representing 0-10
rain and 10-20 min durations were taken at 6 and 25 mm/h rainfall intensities, respectively. An
additional rainfall duration sample representing 20-40 rain was taken at the 6 mm/h intensity. To
facilitate a comparison with the accumulation study, simulations were also run for 20 min at a
rainfall intensity of 13 mm/h.

Analytical Chemistry

Suspended Solids

Total suspended solids were analyzed by filtering a 10 to I00 mL aliquot of stormwater through
a tared 1.2 l.Un (micron) Whatman GF/C filter (EPA Method 160.2). The f’flters plus solids were
dried at 60° C for 24 h, cooled, and weighed.

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons

The PAHs were extracted, isolated, and analyzed using the procedures documented by EPA
Method 8270C (U.S. EPA 1991). The PAHs were separated, identified, and quantified by
capillary gas chromatography (C_,-C) coupled to mass spectrometry (MS). Acenaphthene and
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Pyrene were used for quality control check standards. Twenty-five specific PAHs were
determined for this study. Total PAHs (Y.PAH) was computed as the sum of these values.

Trace Metal Analysis

Samples for total and dissolved trace metal analysis were prepared by digestion. Dissolved
metals were defined as passing through a 0.45 ~n filter. A well-mixed, 25 mL aliquot of
acidified sample was dispensed to a Teflon digestion vessel and 2 mL of ultra-pure HNO3
(Optima, Fisher Scientific) were added, and the vessel was capped and sealed. The acidified
samples were digested in a CEM MSP1000 Microwave Oven by ramping to 100 psi over 15 min
and then holding at 100 psi for 10 rain. After cooling, the digestate was centrifuged to remove
any remaining residue from the sample. The supernatant with sample digest was transferred.to a
15 mL test tube prior to analysis.

Inductively coupled plasma-mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS) was used to determine total and
dissolved concentrations of inorganic constituents (aluminum, antimony, arsenic, beryllium,
cadmium, chromium, copper, iron, lead, mercury, nickel, selenium, silver, and zinc) from sample
digest solutions using a Hewlett Packard Model 4500 with Hewlett Packard Data Systems
software and following protocols established by EPA Method 200.8, EPA Method 236.1 and
236.2, and by EPA Modified Method 245.1. The internal standard solution included rhodium
and thulium. Instrument blanks were processed to identify sample carry-over. A spiked sample
of known concentration was used as the laboratory control material.. The Certified Reference
Material was ERA 9970 and ERA 9977 (Environmental Resource Associates, WasteWatR Lot
No. 9970 and 9977, respectively).

Data Analysis

Significant differences among mean concentrations were determined using one-way ANOVA,
Kruskall-Wallace and Tukey tests (p --- 0.05). This study examined potential differences between
low-use and high-use stations and maintained and unmaintained stations. General comparisons
were made for all treatments. To provide a more accurate assessment of the magnitude and
trends of contaminant contributions from parking lot surface runoff, the mean contaminant
concentrations from the combined low-use treatments from maintained and unmaintained
stations were pooled and compared with those of the high-use treatments from maintained and
unmaintained stations from the same time period.

Toxicity Measurement

Since the ultimate destination for most runoff from the City of Long Beach is the ocean, toxicity
testing was conducted using three marine species: sea urchin, mysid, and bacteria. The toxicity
testing program was designed to accomplish three objectives. The East objective was to
determine the magnitude of toxicity in each runoff sample collected from either the accumulation
or rainfall intensity and duration experiments. The sea urchin fertilization test was used to
accomplish this objective. The second objective was to determine the relative sensitivity of
various species to parking lot runoff. Selected samples from the accumulation experiment were
tested with all three species (sea urchin, mysid, and bacteria) to accomplish this objective. The
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final objective was to investigate the nature of the toxic components in parking lot runoff. To
address this objective, Phase I toxicity identification evaluations (TIE) were conducted on
selected samples using the sea urchin fertilization test.

All samples were adjusted to a constant salinity so only the effect of toxic constituents, not the
effect of freshwater, was evaluated. Each sample was tested at a minimum of two concentrations
in order to estimate the magnitude of toxicity present. The maximum sample concentration
tested was 50% (i.e., 50% runoff sample and 50% seawater or salinity adjustment solution). The
concentrations tested in the accumulation experiment varied from test to test in order to
maximize the value of the results for estimating the median effect concentration (EC50) and no
observed effect concentration (NOEC). In general, runoff samples from the high-use treatment
groups of the accumulation experiment were tested at concentrations of 50, 25, 12, 6, and 3%,
while the low-use treatment groups were tested at a reduced number of concentrations. All
samples from x.he rainfall intensity and duration experiment were tested at concentrations of 50%
and 12%.

Prior to the start of the project and during each sampling period, samples of water from the
simulated rainfall delivery and collection system were collected and tested to verify that they
were not causing toxicity.

Seas Urchin Fertilization

The purple sea urchin sperm cell test was performed as described by Chapman et al. 1995.
Gametes were obtained from adult specimens of the purple sea urchin, StrongylocentroTU
purpuraTU, collected from a relatively uncontaminated area in northern Santa Monica Bay. In
the test, sea urchin sperm ar~ exposed to various concentrations of the test sample for 20 min at a
temperature of approximately 15" C. Sea urchin eggs were then added to each sample and given
20 rain for fertilization to occur. Preservative was then added to the samples and they were later
analyzed under a microscope to determine the percentage of fertilized eggs. Comparing the
fertilization success of the sample to that of the control determines the degree of toxicity.

Since the toxicity test uses a marine organism, tbe salinity of the nmoff samples was adjusted to
a typical seawater value by the addition of brine. Addition of the brine diluted the samples,
restricting the highest concentration of sample tested to 50%. Additional test concentrations
were prepared by adding laboratory seawater (f’dtered natural seawater collected from offshore
Redondo Beach) to the samples. A brine control was included in the experiment to check for
toxicity introduced by tl~ salinity adjustment procedure. Tbe brine control consisted of
deionized water plus laboratory seawater and brine at the same concentration found in the most
concentrated runoff sample tested.

A reference toxicant test was conducted concurrently with each test in order to document
variability in test sensitivity. This test consisted of five concentrations of dissolved copper,
ranging from 10 ~tg/l., to 65 ~tg/L.
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Mysid Survival and Growth

The mysid short-term chronic survival and growth bioassay was performed according to methods
described in Klemm et al. 1994. Juvenile mysids of the species Americamysis bahia (formerly
Mysidopsis bahia) were obtained from Aquatic Biosystems of Ft. Collins, CO. To perform the
test, 5 animals are added to 250 mL polypropylene beakers containing 150 m of sample with 8
replicates per concentration. The mysids are fed newly hatched Artemia daily. Each day the ~
solution in the beakers is removed and renewed. The exposure l:~=riod of 7 d is- conducted at 26°
C with a salinity of 30 g/Kg. At the end of the exposure period, the number of surviving animals
is recorded and the survivors are dried and weighed. The endpoints for this test are percentage of
survival and average individual dry weight compared to the control values.

The salinity of the runoff samples was adjusted by the addition of Forty Fathoms bioassay grade
sea salts. Various test concentrations were prepared by diluting the salinity-adjusted runoff
sample with 30 g/kg of laboratory seawater. A salt blank was included in each experiment to
check for toxicity introduced by the salinity adjustment procedure. The salt blank consisted of
deionized water plus sea salts and laboratory seawater at the same concentration found in the
most concentrated runoff sample tested.

A reference toxicant test was conducted concurrently with each of the runoff tests in order to
document variability in test sensitivity. This test consisted of five concentrations of dissolved
copper, ranging from 100 gg/L to 350 gg/L. Both the survival and growth endpoints were
examined for the reference toxicant exposure.

Bacteria Luminescence

Toxicity of the runoff samples to marine bacteria (Vibrio fischer=’) was measured using the
MicrotoxTM Rapid Toxicity Testing System. Two different tests were conducted on each sample,
a 15-min short-term acute test and 24-h long-term chronic test. Samples for both procedures
were analyzed using a Microtox M500 analyzer following the Microtox Comparison Test
Method (Microbics Corporation 1995).

For the acute test, bacteria were added to triplicate cuvettes containing 1.5 mL of sample and
incubated at 15° C. The salinity of the samples was adjusted by adding a saline solution.
Microtox diluent was added to the samples to produce various test concentrations. The
luminescence of each replicate was measured at 0, 5 and 15 rain. Mean percent luminescence
was then calculated as the average of the replicates within each concentration as normalized to
the time zero value of each sample and corrected for natural light loss between zero and 15 min.
Reproducibility of the test organism response was determined by testing a copper reference
toxicant solution at a series of concentrations.

The Microtox chronic test procedure was similar to the acute method, except that the samples
were tested in quadruplicate and incubated at 27* C for 24 h. Nutrient media were added to the
test solution, with dilutions made using DIW and the Microtox control media solution.
Luminescence at 24 h was measured and compared to the control value. Reproducibility of the
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test organism response was determined by testing a copper reference toxicant solution at a series
of concentrations.

Data Analysis

The NOEC (highest test concentration not producing a statistically significant reduction in
fertilization or survival) and the ECS0 or LCS0 (concentration of runoff producing a 50%
reduction in fertilization or survival, respectively) were calculated for each sample whenever
suitable data were obtained. For the NOEC calculation, the data were arcsine transformed and
then tested for homogeneity of variance and normal distribution. Data that met these criteria
were then tested using the one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Dunnett’s multiple
comparison test to identify differences between the control and each of the samples. Data that
did not pass the test for homogeneity of variance and/or normal distribution were analyzed using
the non-parametric Steel’s Many-One Rank test. The EC50 or LC50 were calculated using
probit analysis.

Toxicity Characterization

Phase I TIEs were conducted on runoff samples from months 2 and 3 of the accumulation
experiment in order to determine the characteristics of the toxicants present. Each sample was
subjected to treatments designed to remove selectively or neutralize classes of compounds (e.g.,
metals, nonpolar organics) and any associated toxins. Treated samples were then tested to
determine the change in toxicity using the sea urchin fertilization test.

Four treatments were applied to each sample: particle removal, trace metal chelation, nonpolar
organic extraction, and chemical reduction. With the exception of the organics extraction, each
treatment was applied independently on a salinity-adjusted sample. A control sample (laboratory
dilution water) was included with each type of t~atment to verify that the manipulation itself
was not causing toxicity. A reduced set of concentrations of untreated sample was tested at the
time of the TIE to determine the baseline toxicity and control for changes in toxicity due to
sample storage.

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), a chelator of metals, was added at a concentration of
60 mg/L to the test samples. Sodium thiosulfate (STS), a treatment that reduces oxidants such as
chlorine and also decreases tl~ toxicity of some metals, was added at a concentration of 50 mg/L
to separate portions of each sample. The EDTA and STS treatments were given at least 1 h to
interact with the sample prior to toxicity testing.

Samples were centrifuged for 30 rain at 3000 X g to remove particle-borne contaminants and
were then tested for toxicity. A portion of the centrifuged sample was also passed through a 12
mL Varian Mega Bond Elute C-18 solid phase extraction column in order to remove nonpolar
organic compounds. The C-18 columns have also been found to remove some metals from
aqueous solutions.

The used C-18 colunms were stored under refrigeration for 1 to 2 months and then eluted in
order to recover the retained toxic constituents..Each column was eluted sequentially with

" methylene chloride (MeCI~) and hydrochloric acid (HCI) to recover the organic and metal
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fractions. Each column was rinsed with deionized water to remove excess salts. MeCl~2 (100%)
was then passed through the column and the eluate was collected. The column was then rinsed
with methanol to remove any residual MeCl2. Finally, 2 M HCI was passed through the columns
and the eluate was collected. The MeCl2 eluates were solvent exchanged into isopropanol.
Dilutions of the organic and acid eluates were tested for toxicity using the sea urchin fertilization
test.

10
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LBCC PARKING LOT TEST PROJECT

FIGURE I1-1. Layout of the study area and sampling sites selected for monitoring runoff from
parking lots located within the Long Beach City College Liberal Arts Campus (LBCC LAC) in the
City of Long Beach, California.
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FIGURE 11-2. The simulated rainfall delivery and water collection system used for assessing the
effects of rainfall on surface runoff.
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FIGURE 11-3. Rainfall simulator in use.
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FIGURE 11-4. Pre-treatment system used to ensure removal of chlorine and sediments from the
source water before it was supplied to the simulated rainfall systems.
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III. CONTAMINANT ACCUMULATION

Results

Rapid accumialation of all constituents was observed after 28 antecedent dry days (sampling
month T1) with the exception of total PAHs (Figure 1II-1, Table 11I-1). Mean suspended solids
concentrations increased from 29.2 mg/L to a maximum of 51.8 mg/L during this time period.
Of the trace metals studied, zinc demonstrated the highest potential for accumulation in parking
lot surface runoff (increasing by as much as 182%) at T1. After 28 d, all trace metals were
detected in the dissolved phase and accounted for 31 to 81% of the total metals concentrations in
parking lot runoff samples. Reported concentrations of dissolved zinc increased significantly
from 200 gg/L to 553 gg/L between TO and T1. In contrast, mean total PAH concentrations
were highest (105 gg/L) at TO and decreased 20% at T1 (Figure rill, Table Ill-l).

Mean contaminant concentrations in subsequent sampling months (T2 and T3) tended to
decrease relative to TI (Figure lIl-1, Table rrl-1). For example, total zinc concentrations in
parking lot surface runoff from T1 were about 1 to 4 times larger than the concentrations in
runoff from other time periods. Monthly PAH concentrations gradually decreased to a minimum
of 52.9 p.gFL at T2 before a small increase to 53.3 g~ffL at T3. Both of these time periods had
significantly reduced mean concentrations from the initial (TO) pollutant concentration.

Average TSS concentrations measured at TO were 26% lower than mean TSS precleaned
concentrations (Figure 13I-1, Table Ill-l). All total and dissolved trace metals also had !ower
concentrations after the sites were cleaned, with the exception of cadmium and chromium, which
increased by 30 and 8%, respectively. Mean total PAH concentrations decreased by 14% after
cleaning. However, none of the lowered contaminant concentrations produced a statistically
significant change.

Parking Lot Usage

Changes in parking lot use had little influence on surface runoff contaminant concentrations.
Only 8 of 18 contaminants displayed higher runoff concentrations from the high-use stations
compared to the low-use stations (Table m-2). However, no significantly different
concentrations were found for any of the constituents among the treatments measured for parking
lot runoff.

Mean contaminant concentrations followed similar temporal trends as observed in the
accumulation study. Both low-use and high-use runoff within T1 had higher mean zinc
concentrations (643 and 597 ug/L, respectively) than runoff from stations within TO and T3. For
copper, time periods TO and T1 had much higher concentrations than T3. Suspended solids
concentrations found in runoff from the high-use stations consistently increased from TO to T2
(31.8 m~., to 60 mg/L) before dipping during T3 (Figure 11I-2). On the low-use stations, TSS
concentrations fluctuated from 29.2 to 51.8 mg/L. However, the monthly mean TSS
concentrations did not vary significantly by use or time period. Concentrations of total PAHs
exhibited a similar decreasing trend with respect to time.
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Maintenance

Street sweeping was shown to have a minimal effect on parking lot runoff water quality because
the sweeping practices used in this study removed very few contaminants. On the contrary, 15 of
18 contaminant concentrations were highest in runoff from maintained stations (Figure Ill-3,
Table 11I-2). All constituent concentrations were not significantly different among maintenance
sites.

As stated previously, the treatments within T l exhibited higher monthly average TSS, total, and
dissolved trace metal concentrations than any other month (Figure ffl-3). During T1, the mean
total zinc concentration of 608 ug/L at the unmaintained stations was up to 4 times larger than
zinc concentrations measured in runoff from unmaintained stations during all other time periods.
Even though average total zinc concentrations from unmaintalned parking lots decreased over
the study period, concentrations were substantially higher than at TO. Dissolved zinc
concentrations exhibited a similar trend. For TSS, no significant differences existed between
time periods; however, mean TSS values from maintained stations (82 rag/L) at T2 were much
higher than values measured from unmaintained stations (29 mg/L). Mean total PAH
concentrations found in surface runoff from maintained stations decreased considerably during
each time period from 143 gg/L at TO to 47 gg/L at T3. Similar decreased mean total PAH
concentrations were also observed between unmaintained stations within T1 (96 gg/L) and
unmaintained stations within T2 (48 gg/L), as well as between maintenance levels within TO
maintained = 143 gg/L, unmaintained = 67 g~..,).
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Discussion

Accumulation of Contaminant Concentrations

Although short-term accumulation was observed in the present study, long-term accumulation
was not found. Contaminants accumulated relatively quickly on the parking lot surface {within
28 d). As the study continued, however, monthly average contaminant concentrations slowly
decreased, approaching initial TO level concentrations. Research on urban stormwater quality
has indicated that pollutants accumulate on a street surface between sweeping and storm events.
Physical removal processes, however, such as winds and rain or human activity (e.g., from the
turbulence of traffic or by street sweeping) can limit the accumulation of solids and other
pollutants from road and parking lot surfaces, obscuring the relationship between traffic volume,
pollutant loads, and concentrations in runoff (Kerri et al. 1985, Pitt and Shawley. 1981, Asplund
1980). Pitt and Sutherland (1982) estimated that the total mass concentration of pollutants that
can accumulate on street surfaces is limited, requiring approximately two to three weeks to reach
maximum levels.

Rainfall has the greatest potential to affect the accumulation of constituents. Unmeasureable
amounts of rain fell on the parking lots between the sampling periods, reducing the number of
antecedent dry days for events T2 and T3. Although these rainfall events did not appear to be
significant, the amount of dry days prior to each of the last two sampling events were both less
than two weeks. The effect of these trace quantities of rainfall is assumed to be negligible since
rainfall did not pool and no flow was observed. Furthermore, we found that it takes an intensity
of 6 mm of rain to fall for 15.rain in order to wash off nearly all contaminants from the parking
lot surface during the duration!intensity study (See Section IV).

Chemical processes can also limit the accumulation of potential pollutants on parking lot
surfaces. Mean total PAH concentrations dropped significantly over the 3-month period of
study. Hewitt and Rashad (1992) reported that between 70 and 99% of PAHs were removed
from the road environment either by the atmosphere, volatilization, photo-oxidation, or other
oxidation processes.

Traffic Usage

Vehicles are one of the major sources of pollutants, both directly and indirectly, in parking lot
runoff (Hahn and Pfeifer 1994, Asaeda et al. 1996). Therefore, the amount of traffic on a given
lot should influence the accumulation of pollutants on the parking lot surface. Our study did not
establish a strong relationship between traffic volume and increased contaminant concentrations.
Similar results were found when comparing runoff concentrations from highways of different
traffic densities in studies by McKenzie and Irwin (1983) and Boucier et al. (1980). These
studies found a weak correlation between TSS concentrations and average daily traffic (ADT),
and no correlation of metal loadings with ADT. In another study, Stotz (1986) concluded that
the amount of pollutants discharged has a higher correlation to the physical characteristics of the
area than the traffic frequency.
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Compared to mean cadmium concentrations, the relatively large arithmetric mean concentrations
of total and dissolved zinc in parking lot surface runoff from the different treatments observed in
this study support previous findings that automobiles are a large potential source of these
constituents. Vehicles contribute contaminants directly into the environment from normal
OlSeration and wear to parts caused by friction. Road dust contaminated by tire wear products
and zinc-plated metal erosion material contributes the highest levels of zinc to urban runoff
(Kobriger and Geinopolos 1984, Smith and Lord 1990 and Lor _an~ t 19~92). It is likely that these
sources may have caused the high zinc concentrations observed in this study. Indirect or
acquired contaminants are solids that are acquired by the vehicle for later deposition. Indirectly,
vehicles contribute to parking lot contaminants by carrying solids from urban roadways. Indeed,
Shaheen (1975) demonstrated that more than 95% of solids on a given road originate from
sources other than the vehicles themselves.

Maintenance Effectiveness

The street sweeping practices performed in this study did not prove to be an effective measure
for reducing the concentrations of most constituents in parking lot surface runoff. The objective
was to remove dry-weather accumulations of contaminants, especially fine particulate matter,
before they were washed off by rainwater, and thus reduce the potential for contaminant impacts
on receiving waters. Studies by Pitt (1985), Maestri et al. (1985) and Gupta et al. (1981)
reported that intensive street cleaning conducted three times a week using the traditional
mechanical street cleaners showed no significant improvement in runoff water quality and was
only effective in removing large solids. Most recently, studies conducted in the Pacific
Northwest by Sutherland and Jelen (1997) and reported in the Runoff Report (1998L have
evaluated the use of vacuum-assisted sweepers and regenerative-air sweepers to determine an
optimum sweeping frequency. These improved sweeping mechanisms removed finer street
surface materials than the standard mechanical street cleaning equipment, with measureable
improvements in pollutant removal efficiency obtained with a sweeping frequency once every
week or two.

18
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TABLE II1-1. Comparison of constituent accumulation over time. Values given are means and
their standard deviations.

Washot’f Events

15-Jul-00 15-Jul-00 12-Aug-00 9-Sep-00 7-Oc t-00
Preclean TO T I T2 T3

Suspended Solids ImgfL) 50 (25.4) 29.2 (11.7) 51.8 (14.1) 46.7 (37.2) 41.0 (10.8)

Total Metals
Aluminum Ip.~k,) 3!5 (134.4) 250 (82) 533.3 (!19.2) 423.3 (100.7) 421.7 (97)
Cadmium (lag/L) 0.7 (0.9) 1.3 (1.4) 2.5 (1.4) 0.9 (1.0) 0.0 (0)
Chromium (lagS_,) 1.2 (1.6) 1.4 (1.1) 3.6 (0.5) 2.3 (0.5) 3.2 (0.4)
Copper (tag/L) 37.5 (13.4) 32.0 (9.2) 40.3 (7.2) 28.7 (6.8) 19.2 (3.2)
Iron (lag/L) 835 (7.1) 546.7 (154.5) 810.0 (174.4) 496.7 (130.1) 485.0 (97.4)
Lead (btg/L) 20 (11.3) 35.0 (9.2) 41.8 (10.6) 19.5 (8.5) 10.9 (2.2)
Mercury (gg/L) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 10)
Nickel Ilag/L) 16.3 (9.5) 14.2 (5.8) 20.7 (2.4) 16.5 (4.5) 9.2 (1.9)
Silver (laffL) 0(0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Zinc (bt~JL) 530 (169.7) 220.0 (85.1) 620.0 (60.4) 395.0 (107.1) 230 (34.9)
Total PAHs (lag/L) 140 (14.1) 105 (.46.0) 82.4 (33.7) 52.9 (10.7) 53.3 (6.8)

Dissolved Metals
Aluminum (lagJL) 180 (70.7) 46.4 (27) 131.7 (62) 71 (33.4) 63.7 (4.2)
Cadmium (p.g/L) 0 (0) 0.9 (1.0) 1.3 (1.2) 0.6 (0.8) 0.0 10.01
Chromium (lag/L) 0.9 (1.3) 1.0 (0.9) 2.3 ( l. 1 ) 1.5 (0.4) 1.9 (0. I )
Copper (lag/L) 32 (11.3) 27.3 (9.3) 28.5 (13.4) 19.3 (4.1) 13.5 12.1)
Iron (!ag/L) 285 (77.8) 263.3 (77.3) 286.7 (140.0) 118.7 (39.0) 66.2 (11.0)
Lead (lagIL) 9.7 (4.7) 32.3 (9.0) 22.8 (14.0) 10.9 (7.2) 3.6 11.5)

Mercury (p.g,rL) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Nickel (p.gJL) 14.5 (7.8) 12.9 (5.8) 16.2 (7.7) I1.1 (2.6) 7.5 (l.1)
Silver (lag/L) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Zinc (lag/L) 405 (176.8) 200 (78.9) 553.3 (50.5) 270.0 (89.4) 158.3 (18.4)
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TABLE 111-2. Comparison of parking lot runoff concentrations among parking lot
usage and maintenance practices. Time periods were pooled and means with their
standard deviations are reported.

Pooled Time Periods ITI-T3)
Use Maintained

Low High Yes No

Suspended Solids (rag/L) 44.9 (19.3) 46.4 127) 59.7 (23.4) 36,7 (19.4)

Total Metals
Aluminum (gglL) 506.7 (135.9) 412.2 (83.2) 546.7 (138.4) 415.8 (84.8)
Cadmium (gg/L) 0.9 (I .5) 1.4 (1.3) 1.1 (1.2) 1.I (1.4)
Chromium (p.g!L) 3.1 (0.6) 3 (0.8) 3.4 (0.8) 2.8 (0.6)
Copper (gg/L) 29.6 (8.8) 29.2 (12.2) 28.2 (8.7) 27.9 (11)
Iron (gg/L) 556.7 (122.2) 637.8 (256.2) 690 (170.1)552.7 (189.1)
Lead (g~L.) 21.2 (12.4) 27 (17.4) 21.5 (11.6) 32.6 (24.3)
Mercury (ggYL) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Nickel q.t~’L) 14,8 (4.5) 16.1 (6.7) 16.5 (5.8) 14.8 (5.1)
Silver (p.~c) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Zinc (jag/L) 427.8 (180.9) 402.2 (173.9)426.7 (i86.8) 359.3 (184.3)
Total PAHs (g~’d’L) 58.4 (9.8) 67.3 (33.3) 55.2 (9.9) 54.5 (35.7)

Dissolved Metals
Aluminum (p.~_,) 94.5 (54.7) 76.6 (47) 60.3 (9. I) 25.5 (36.1)
Cadmium (ggYL) 0.6 (1) 0.6 (1) 0.8 (0.9) 0.4 (0.9)
Chromium (gg/L) 2 (0.5) 1.8 (0.9) 2.1 (0.7) t.7 (0.6)
Copper (la~_~’L) 22.2 (8.4) 18.7 (11.5) 22.3 (8.9) 18.7 (9.7)
Iron (ggfL) 166.6 (112.6) 147.8 (138.9) 183.2 (127.2)142 (111.8)
Lead (gg/L) 11.3(10) 13.6(13.8) 11.8(10) 19.3(21.4)
Mercury (gg/L) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Nickel (gg!L) 12.2 (4.8) 10.9 (6.8) 13.3 (5.1) I 1 (5.5)
Silver (p.g/L) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Zinc (gglL) 320 (166.9) 334.4 (187.4)318.3 (171.9) 286.3 (185.3)
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FIGURE II1-1. Mean accumulation concentrations (± 95% C.I.) of (a) suspended solids, (b) total
PAHs, (c) dissolved zinc and (d) total zinc in runoff from parking lots. Excluding precleaning, time
steps are monthly. An asterisk denotes significant differences relative to the time zero sample.
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FIGURE 111-2. Mean concentrations (± 95% C.I.) of (a) suspended solids, (b) total PAHs, (c) total
copper and (d) total zinc in runoff from low-use and high-use parking lots over time.
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FIGURE 111-3. Mean concentrations (± 95% C.I.) of (a) suspended solids, (b) total PAHs, (c) total
copper and (d) total zinc in runoff from maintained and unmaintained parking lots over time.
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IV. RAINFALL INTENSITY/DURATION

Results

Contaminant Washoff Patterns

Simulated rainfall washed off nearly all of the suspended solids that collected on the parking lot
surface after approximately 15 min regardless of rainfall intensity. Higher concentrations were
recorded during approximately the first 10 min for most constituents; however, the
concentrations quickly reached a baseline concentration for the duration of the sampling period
(Figure IV-l). The suspended solids concentrations varied from about 2 to 140 mg/L, with a
decrease in concentrations with increasing rain intensity during these constant rain intensity tests.
No concentrations higher thaia 52 mg/L occurred after approximately 10 min of rain. All TSS
concentrations were less than 30 mg/L after approximately 15 min of rain. Suspended solids
concentrations for all intensities showed slightly higher concentrations at the beginning (first
flush) of the simulated storm events. The magnitude of the first-flush effect varied between
intensities, ranging from 112 to 140 mg/L, and was more evident at the 6 rnm/h rainfall intensity.

Rainfall duration was the most important factor we observed. Washoff of all measured
constituent variables was inversely correlated with duration at single or lumped rainfall
intensities (Table IV-l, Figure IV-2). Longer simulated storms diluted parking lot runoff and
significantly lowered the concentrations of contaminants. For example, mean suspended solids
concentrations measured after 10 minutes significantly decreased from 57 mg/L to 16.2 mgJL
measured during the 10-20 minute interval of the simulated storm (F = 7.95, p = 0.00) (Figure
IV-2). At the end of the simulated storm event (20-40 min interval), mean suspended solids
concentrations decreased to 11.7 mg/L and were significantly different from concentrations
measured after 10 min (F = 7.95, p = 0.00). Simulated storm events with 20 minute rainfall
durations had a mean TSS concentration of 28.7 and were not significantly different relative to
the other time intervals.

Washoff o’f contaminant concentrations exhibited trends similar to TSS over different durations,
but the importance of intensity was only detected at the shortest durations (Table IV-l, Figure
IV-3). When durations were pooled, mean total zinc concentrations were highest (240 ug~L) at
the 6 mm/h rainfall intensity. More intense simulated storms had the same dilution effect on
average pollutant concentrations, as did longer simulated storms, however, the concentrations
were not significantly lower. Mean zinc concentrations were reduced to a minimum of 143 ug/L
with 25 mm/h of rainfall (Figure IV-3). The mean dissolved zinc concentrations ranged from
approximately 51 to 338 ug/L, comprising a large percentage of the total zinc loadings. For all
rain intensities, dissolved metals comprised up to 90% of the total metals.
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DISCUSSION

Urban stormwater runoff is comprised of discharges from many separate source area components
(parking lots, streets and highways) that are combined within the watershed drainage area before
entering the receiving water. Bannerman et al. (1993) characterized parking lots as critical
source areas contributing most of the runoff and contaminant loads during small rain events.
One study in Toronto, Ontario by Pitt and McLean (1986), evaluated specific source areas to
identify any possible trends of concentrations with rain volume. They found that lead and zinc
concentrations were highest in runoff from paved parking areas and streets. Several other studies
(Barrett et al. 1995, Driscoll et. al. 1990, and Pitt 1985) measured runoff and contaminant
concentrations on roads and highways.

To understand the potential impacts on water quality from surface runoff from parking lots, we
compared the average constituent concentrations found in parking lot runoff to both the range of
average national pollutant concentrations in highway runoff, and to the range of concentrations
observed in the City of Long Beach’s wet-weather stormwater monitoring program (Table IV-2).
This comparison shows, that the average concentrations in surface runoff.from parking tots in
Long Beach are at the lower end of range of concentrations for transportation land uses
nationwide (FHWA 1998, Barrett et. al. 1995). However, parking lot runoff concentrations
generated during simulated rainfall events were similar to the concentrations measured in wet-
weather discharges from the City of Long Beach during the winter of 2001 (Kinnetic
Laboratories, Inc and SCCWRP, 2001). For example, the average concentrations of lead in
parking lot runoff were lower than the range of mean runoff concentrations in transportation
areas nationwide, but were within the range of concentrations measured in City of Long Beach
wet-weather runoff. Interestingly, the ranges of mean zinc concentrations were similar among
national transportation areas and the City of Long Beach, approximately 50 to 900 p.g/I_. The
zinc concentration measured during simulated rainfall on a parking lot within the City of Long
Beach was below the mid-range near 300 gg/L.

In this study, changes in rainfall duration were found to have the greatest effect on constituent
concentrations. Parking lot runoff samples collected during the first 10 min of a rain event
contained the highest constituent concentrations, indicating that a first-flush effect was present.
After peaking during the first flush, constituent concentrations decreased and then remained
relatively stable after approximately 15 min when most loose particles were washed off. Longer
storms were found to dilute parking lot runoff and lower the variability in measured contaminant
concentrations during this study. Rainfall intensity was also an important variable in
determining removal of runoff constituents during a storm, but only during shorter durations
(i.e., less than 15 min). Higher intensity storms produced higher concentrations during these
small duration events. Others (Athayde et al. 1983; Irish et al. 1996) have documented a similar
correlation among rainfall duration and intensity. For example, Dorman et al. (1988) found that
concentrations of runoff pollutants were higher during shorter, low-volume storms.

The results of the intensity and duration experiments indicate that stormwater treatment systems
that capture or treat the initial portion of stormwater discharge from parkiiag lots are likely to
provide the greatest benefit in terms of reducing constituent concentrations. This will, in turn,
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help to reduce mass emissions, particularly for shorter storm events. However, several factors
need to be considered when designing BMPs including sizing, trapping and treatment efficiency’
for specific constituents of concern, and flood protection among others.
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TABLE IV-1. Comparison of constituent concentrations with varied intensities and durations.
Mean concentrations with their standard deviations are reported.

Intensity,’ and Duration
13 mm/hr

6 mm/hr (0.25 in/hr) (0.5 in/hr) 25 mm/hr ( I in/hr)
0-10 rain 10-20 rain 20-40 (rain) 0-20 min 0-I0 min 10-20 rain

Parameter Mean ISD) Mean ~SD) Mean ISD) Mean ISD) Mean (SD) Mean ~SD)

Suspended Sotids (m~L) 72.7 (18,1) 20.3 (6,5) 11.7 (5.2) 28.7 (14.6) 41 (!3.3) 12 ILl)

Metals (Total)
Aluminum (gg/L) 1036.7 (172.7) 233.3 (177.5) 180 (55.9) 316.7 (73.5) 540 (114.7) 143.3 (26.1)
Cadmium (ggJL) 2.4 (0.6) 1 (0.8) 0 C0) 0.8 (0.6) 0.5 (0.8) 0 (0)
Chromium II.tg/L) 7.7 (0.7) 4. I (0.3) 2.2 (0.2) 2.6 (0.4) 4 (1.2) 1.8 (0.3)
Copper (IsNL) 54.3 (6.4) 27.3 (4.2) 10.3 (0.5) 19.7 (1.3) 29,7 (7.6) t0,3 (2.2)
Iron (ggJL) 556.7 (56.8) 446.7 (27.4) 216.7 (71.5) 560 (115.4) 610 (195.4) 266.7 (35.5)
Lead (/J.g]L) 168.7 (84.2) 93 (58) 27.7 (14.5) 61.7 (28.6) 48.7 (18.4) 18.7 (6.6,~
Mercu~’ (ggJL) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 10) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 ~0)
Nickel (/,tgJL) 44,7 (7.4) 21.3 (4.7) 6.8 (0.9) 14 12.3) 23.7 (6.9) 6.6 t 1,3)
Silver (p.~L) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 C0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 C0)

Zinc (I.t_~’L) 430 (47.5) 213.3 (35.5) 76.7 (3.2) 160 (8.5) 216,7 (26.1) 69,3 (10.6)
Total PAHs (/.tg/L) 8.5 (6.2) 4.3 (2.8) 2,7 (2.1) 5.5 (2.9) 3.3 (1) 1.6 10,7)

Metals ! Dissolved)
Aluminum (]a~L) 78.7 t".2,4) 92.7 (97.2) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 25.7 137,9)
Cadmium (t.tg/L) 2,1 (0,6) 0,9 (0.7) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0.5 (0.7) 0 10)
Chromium (/.tg/L) 4.1 (0,4) 2.5 (0.2) 0.8 (0.7) 1.6 (0) 1,9 (0.6) 0.4 10.5)
Copper (~..~L) 47,3 (5,2) 24.7 (4,8) 8.5 (0.9) 15,3 (1.8) 24.3 (9,4) 8 (2)
Iron (I.tg/L) 360 (64,4) 203.3 (40,3) 46.7 (35.5) 133.3 (26,1) 190 (30.7) 53.3 (39.41
Lead (I.tg/L) 133.3 (77.4) 85.3 (63.1) 23,9 (16,4) 45.1 (28.7) 34 (12.6) 14.1 ~7.2)
Mercury (~g/L) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Nickel (~.gJL) 41.3 (6.9) 19.3 (4.7) 6.4 ( I, 1 ) 12 (1.5) 2!. (7.4) 5.8 ( 1.2)
Silver (.Lt~L) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Zinc (/ag/L) 336.7 (52,1) 170 (47.5) 56 (I 1.2) 104.7 (22.6) 156.7 (34.5) 50.7 (13.9)
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TABLE IV-2. Average values of constituent concentrations in parking lot runoff compared to both
highway runoff and wet-weather stormwater runoff concentrations (FHWA 1996, Kinnetic
Laboratories, Inc and SCCWRP 2001, Barrett et al. 1995).

City of Long Beach Range of Mean FHWA City 0f Long Beach
Paved Parking Lot Highway Runoff " - Walt Weather Stormwater Runoff

Constituent Mean Concentrations Concentrations Range of Concentrations

Suspended Solids/mgfc) 36 43"2 - 1147 24 - 350

Metals/Total)

Cadmium IggJL) 1 ND - 40 0.5 - 3.3

Chromium ~g~ffL) 3.1 ND - 40 1.9 - I0

Copper (~.,~L) 28 22 - 7,033 8.9 - 78

Iron Ig~L) 524 2,429 - 10,300 350 - 9,700

Lead tp.~L) 45 73 - 1,780 I0 - 59

Nickel (p.g/L) 17 53 2.1 - 18

Zinc ~L) 293 56 - 929 51 - 960

t
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FIGURE IV-1. Wash-off patterns of suspended solids concentrations (mg/L) with 6, 13 and 25
mrn/hr simulated rainfall intensities.
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FIGURE IV-2. Concentrations of suspended solids (mg/L) versus rainfall duration, All intensities
are pooled. Data are presented as mean values (± 95% C.I.).
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FIGURE IV-3. Mean concentration of total zinc (ug/L) (+ 95% C.I.) versus rainfall intensities.
All durations are pooled.
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V. TOXICITY RESULTS

Comparative Toxicity to Marine Species

Each of the tour test methods detected toxicity in the samples from sampling periods T2 and T3
(Table V-I). Toxicity was widespread among the three species used: sea urchins, mysids, and
bacteria. Five of the six samples tested were toxic to all three species.

Responses to the month 2 samples (T2) were similar among the three s~imples tested (Figure V-
1). Mysid survival was affected only at the highest concentration tested, 50%. The sea urchin
fertilization and chronic Microtox tests always detected toxicity at lower concentrations, with the
Microtox test showing the highest magnitude of response relative to the controls.

Therelative responses of the three species showed a different pattern of response to the samples
tested after 3 months of accumulation (Figure V-2). Mysid survival was less responsive,
compared to the month 2 samples that were tested. In addition, the sea urchin test usually
showed a greater relative response compared to the chronic Microtox test for the month 3
samples.

The mysid survival/growth and Microtox acute tests were the least sensitive methods overall.
The NOECs for these two methods were usually >25% and no toxicity was detected in i or 2
samples (Table V-l). In many cases, less than a 50% response was measured in the highest
sample concentration tested .(EC50>50%). Mysid growth was a more sensitive response than
survival in three of the five toxic samples (Table V-l). The reduction in mysid weight was
relatively small, however, and did not exceed a 50% effect for any of the samples. The greatest
growth effect was measured for sample 202B (T2), where the weight of mysids exposed to 25%
sample was 57% of the control.

The sea urchin fertilization and chronic Microtox test methods were substantially more sensitive.
Every sample tested was toxic to both species and the NOECs for these tests ranged from <3 to
12% (Table V-1). The magnitude of response was similar between these tests; the ECh0s ranged
from 14->25% and 7-31% for the sea urchin and chronic Microtox tests, respectively.

Accumulation Time Effects

Toxicity to sea urchin sperm was detected in every sample collected during the accumulation
study (Table V-2). The magnitude of toxicity was similar among most samples collected within
a time period. For example, the toxic units (TU) for the T3 samples were within a factor of 2 of
each other and ranged from 4.3 TU to 8.8 TU. Samples collected at T2 showed the greatest
variability in toxicity within a time interval. Toxicity for these samples ranged from <4 TU to
10.8 TU. In all other cases, there was no more than a two-fold range of toxicity within a time
interval (Table V-2).
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Substantial differences in the mean level of toxicity were present among time intervals. The
lowest level of toxicity and least variability were present in samples collected immediately after
pressure washing the study sites (TO). All of the TO samples had the highest NOEC (25%) and
lowest toxic units (<2 TU to 2.7 TU) measured in the study (Table V-2). The mean toxicity in
the TO group (2.0 TU) was significantly lower than the average toxicity of all other groups,
which ranged from 5.0 to 12.1 TU (Figure V-3).

The temporal variation of toxicity was similar to the pattern-0bs~rvect for most of the chemical
constituents. The highest magnitude of toxicity was present in samples collected following 1
month of accumulation (TI). The average toxicity of these samples was significantly greater
than the toxicity at TO or prior to cleaning (Figure V-3). Toxicity in the T2 and T3 samples
declined by approximately 50% relative to T1, but these differences were not statistically
significant from the T1 mean.

Variations in traffic use did not have a consistent effect on toxicity. High traffic use sites tended
to have greater toxicity in the T1 samples, but the differences were relatively small (Figure V-4).
An opposite trend was observed for the T2 and T3 samples. Toxicity within these intervals
tended to be approximately 50% lower in samples from high traffic areas (Figure V-4).

Variation in maintenance level produced no discernible effect on toxicity of samples from most
of the sampling events. Maintained high use sites were approximately twice as toxic at T2
(Figure V-4). The difference in toxicity between maintained and unmaintained sites was much
less for all other sampling events..

Rainfall Intensity and Duration Effects

Sea urchin fertilization tests of the runoff samples collected during the intensity and duration
study detected toxicity in every sample. The magnitude of toxicity was quite variable among
treatments, ranging from 2.6 to 13.8 TU {Table V-3). However, little variability in toxicity was
present among the samples within a treatment group. Less than a two-fold difference in toxicity
was found among the three replicate samples within each intensity/duration group (Table V-3).

Differences in both rain intensity and duration had a pronounced and predictable effect on
toxicity. Toxicity was inversely related to both of these factors, as illustrated in Figure V-5. For
the same duration interval (i.e., 10-20 rain), toxicity decreased as rainfall intensity increased
from 6 mm/hr to 25 mm/hr. Samples collected later in the rainfall event at the same intensity
always contained less toxicity.

The toxicity data also indicated that an interaction between intensity and duration was present.
For example, the relative decrease in toxicity between the 0-10 rain and 10-20 min intervals at 6
mrn/hr was less (31%) than the change (54 %1 measured at an intensity of 25 ram/hr.

The magnitude of toxicity present in the various intensity/duration groups was determined in
large part by the portion of the rainfall event captured in the sample. This relationship is evident
when toxicity is plotted relative to the volume of simulated rainfall represented by a sample
(Figure V-6). For example, the highest toxicity was present in samples that contained runoff
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from the first 15 L of flow. A similar amount of toxicity was present in samples that contained
runoff corresponding to 13.2-26.4 L of runoff, even though the intensity of the simulated rainfall
varied four-fold (6-25 mm/hr).

Toxicant Characterization

Phase I TIEs were conducted on one runoff sample from each of the T2 and T3 sampling events.
Similar results were obtained for each sample (.Figures V-7 and V-8): both the EDTA addition
and C-18 extraction treatments eliminated most of the toxicity. Extraction of nonpolar organic
compounds from the samples using a C-18 column was the most effective treatment; this
procedure eliminated essentially all of the toxicity. Addition of EDTA to comptex cationic trace

ee,metals ( .~., copper and zinc) eliminated 44 to 76% of the toxicity.

The two other TIE procedures, the removal of particles and addition of sodium thiosulfate [to
reduce oxidants), were not effective in reducing toxicity. The TIE results also indicated that
toxicity in the samples was stable during short-term storage; no significant change in toxicity
was found between the initial measurement and the TIE baseline measurement conducted 2 d
later.

Chemical analysis of the TIE samples indicated that detectable concentrations of three
potentially toxic constituents (zinc, copper, and total PAH) were present. Of these three
constituents, only zinc was present at a sufficiently high concentration to cause substantial
toxicity (Figures V-7 and V-8). Limited data are available that describe the toxicity of individual
PAHs to sea urchin sperm, but unpublished SCCWRP data for several PAHs indicates that
concentrations of >_100 btg/L are needed to produce toxicity. The PAH concentrations in these
samples were below 30 bt~JL, which suggested that these organics were unlikely to be
responsible for much of the sample toxicity.

Correlation analysis of the chemistry and toxicity data for all test samples supported the
hypothesis that the runoff toxicity was likely related to trace metals. Significant correlations
were obtained for both the total and dissolved forms of most metals, with no significant
correlation between PAH concentration and toxicity (Table V-4). Correlations were highest
(>0.6) for total and dissolved chromium, total aluminum, total nickel, and total and dissolved
zinc.

Plots of the chemistry and toxicity data corroborate the correlation results. A clear trend of
increased toxicity at higher concentrations of total Cr or dissolved Zn is evident (Figure V-9).
However, variations in the concentration of TSS or PAH show little relationship with toxicity.

The correlation results indicate that the concentrations of the primary cause of toxicity in these
samples covary with the metals concentrations, but they do not prove that metals are the cause.
Other (unmeasured) constituents that occur with metals in runoff may be the cause of toxicity.

Elution of the C-18 columns with solvent recovered a portion amount of toxicity (Figure V-10).
The eluate was toxic when tested at a concentration that was 1.5-3x greater than the original
concentration of the test sample. The inability of solvent elution to recover all of the toxicity
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removed could be due to several factors, inability of the solvent to remove all of the organics
from the column, degradation of the toxicants during storage of the column between extraction
and elution, and the binding of inorganic toxicants that are not soluble in the solvent (e.g.,
metals) to the column.

The binding of copper and zinc to C-18 columns has been observed in a previous study (Schiff et
al. 2001): thus, an attempt was made to elute metals from the C-18 columns with an acid
solution. The acid eluate of both columns was much more toxic than the solvent eluates (Figure
V-10). All of the acid eluates, tested at 0.8-3x of the original sample concentration, were highly
toxic to sea urchin sperm. Some toxicity was present in the blank for the acid etuate sample, but
the unusual dose response pattern for this sample suggests that this toxicity may be an outlier.

The concentration of dissolved zinc in the runoff samples ranged from 140 to 620 ugJk The
toxic units of zinc corresponding to these concentrations (calculated using laboratory-derived
ECS0s for these metals) is greater than the number of toxic units measured using the sea urchin
fertilization test (Figure V-I 1). This result indicates that a sufficient concentration of zinc was
present in each of the runoff samples to account for all of the toxicity measured. Dissolved
copper in these samples ranged from 0 to 37 gg/L, corresponding to less than 10% of the toxicity
of any sample.
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Discussion

The results of this study indicate that runoff from transportation land uses, such as parking lots
and roadways, are an important source of toxicity in urban runoff. All of the simulated runoff
samples measured in the present study were toxic, and the magnitude of toxicity was usually
higher than that measured in other urban stormwater samples. For example, composite
stormwater samples collected from the Los Cerritos Channel in Long Beach, California, during
2001 contained fewer than 4 TU (Kinnetic Laboratories, Inc. and SCCWRP 2001), whereas
nearly all parking lot runoff samptes contained greater than 4 TU. Samples from the Los
Cerritos Channel contained the highest magnitude of toxicity among the Long Beach stormwater
sampling locations during the 200012001 NPDES monitoring program.

The high relative sensitivity of the sea urchin fertilization test found in this study are similar to
those obtained in other recent studies. Two previous studies have used multiple marine species
to measure the toxicity of urban stormwater. In each case, the sea urchin fertilization test was
more sensitive than the 7-d mysid survival and growth test (Kinnetic Laboratories, Inc. and
SCCWRP 2001, SCCWRP 1999).

The Microtox chronic test was similar in sensitivity to parking lot runoff as the sea urchin
fertilization test. Both test methods detected toxicity in all six samples analyzed as part of the
method comparison study (Table V- 1). In addition, the magnitude of toxicity, as indicated by the
EC50, was similar between these two test methods. These results indicate that the chronic
Microtox test procedure may be useful for stormwater toxicity monitoring and research.
However, the acute Microtox is of limited value for stormwater assessment in Long Beach. The
acute test failed to detect toxicity in several samples that contained approximately 5 TU of
chronic Microtox toxicity.

The accumulation study results indicated that typical street/parking lot maintenance activities
(i.e., sweeping) were not effective for reducing runoff toxicity. Manual sweeping of the study
sites did not significantly affect runoff toxicity levels. However, more rigorous cleaning
activities may be effective in reducing stormwater toxicity. For example, pressure washing of
the study sites at the beginning of the experiment reduced the toxicity of the runoff by a factor of
3. Toxicity was not eliminated by pressure washing, indicating that more research is needed to
identify the most effective methods for eliminating stormwater toxicity.

Toxicity measurements at different time intervals indicated that a toxicity first-flush effect was
present. Runoff samples collected during the first 10 min of a rain event were approximately
twice as toxic as runoff from later portions of the simulated storm (Figure V-5). This finding
was in agreement with the results of chemical analyses of the samples, which showed the first
portion of the runoff event to contain the highest constituent concentrations. These results
indicate that stormwater treatment systems that capture or treat the initial portion of stormwater
discharge from parking lots are likely to provide the greatest benefit in terms of reducing toxic
constituents.
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The results of the intensity and duration experiment also illustrate the importance of collecting a
saniple of known and representative composition for stormwater monitoring programs. Failure
to capture the initial phase of stormwater runoff may underestimate the magnitude of toxicity
present and variations in sample compositing methods may increase the variability in the results.

The toxicant characterization and identification experiments, though limited in number,
suggested that parking lot runoff toxicity to sea urchins was due primarily to metals, especially
zinc. These results are similar to the results of TIEs from other studies, which have identified
zinc as a primary toxicant of concern in stormwater runoff from Ballona Creek in Los Angeles,
California, and Chollas Creek in San Diego, California (Bay et al. 1999, SCCWRP !999). The
TIE experiments also determined that the toxic constituents of parking lot runoff were confined
to the dissolved fraction, which is usually a more biologically available form than particulate
metals. This finding has implications for the design of BMPs to reduce stormwater toxicity. The
BMPs that are based primarily on particulate removal are not likely to be effective in reducing
the toxicity of stormwater runoff from parking lots.
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TABLE V-1. Comparison of toxicity test responses for three marine species. Data for the mysid
test are based on the most sensitive of either the survival (s) or growth (g) endpoints, as indicated
by the letter following the value.

NOEC !%) EC50
Use/ Sea Microtox Sea Microtox

Sample Time Maintenance Urchin Mvsid Acute Chronic Urchin Mysid Acute/Ch.ronic
202B T2 H/U 12.5 <25g 6 _6 >25 36.8s >50 10.4
204A T2 I--I/U 12.5 25s 6 12 ~19.7 37.5s >50 15.9
20 l A T2 H/M 3 25 s 25 <3 13.5 42.4s >50 6.7

203B T3 H/U 6 25g >50 6 20.5 >50 >50 20.0
204B T3 HAJ 6 >50 >50 12 22.4 >50 >50 31.0
201B T3 H/M 3 25g 25 <3 23.2 >50 >50 15.5
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TABLE V-2. Summary of parking lot toxicity results during the accumulation study. Toxic units
are calculated using either the sea urchin fertilization NOEC (TUc) or EC50 (TU). ECSOs for the TO
(after cleaning) samples were estimated by graphical interpolation, EC50s for other samples were
calculated u.sing probit analysis.

Sample Time Use/Maintenance NOEC (%) TUc EC50 (%) TU
103B TO L/U ~preclean) 3 33 20.4 4.9
204A TO HAJ (preclean) 3 33 19.3 5.2
Mean TO preclean 3 33 19.8 5.0

I 01B TO L/U (postclean) 25 4 50~ 2.0
! 03B TO LAJ (postclean) 25 4 >50 <2.0
201A TO H/M (postclean) 25 4 37a 2.7
201C TO H/M (postclean) 25 4 46~ 2.2
204A TO H/U (postclean) 25 4 44~ 2.2
203B TO H/U (postclean) 25 4 53~ 1.9
Mean TO postclean 25 4 55.2 , 2.0

102A T 1 ’ L/U < l 2 >8 8.7 11.5
104B T1 L/U <12 >8 10.9 9.2
101C T1 L/M <12 >8 10.7 9.3
202A T 1 H/U <3 >33 8.2 12.2
203A TI HIU <3 >33 7.2 13.9
201C T! FIIM <3 >33 6.1 16.4
Mean T1 <8 >13 8.6 12.1

102B T2 L/U 3 33 12.0 8.3
103A T2 L/U 3 33 9.3 10.8
101A T2 L/M 3 33 11.7 8.5
202B T2 H/U 12 8 >25 <4
204A T2 H/U 12 8 19.7 5. I
201A T2 H/M 3 33 13.5 7.4
Mean T2 6 25 19.4 7.0

103B T3 L/U 3 33 13.5 7.4
104A T3 L/U 3 33 12.4 8. l
101B T3 L/M 3 33 11.4 8.8
203B T3 H/U 6 17 20.5 4.9
204B T3 H/U 6 17 22.4 4.5
201B T3 H/M 3 33 23.2 4.3
Mean T3 4 28 17.2 6.3
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TABLE Vo3. Toxicity to sea urchin sperm of parking lot runoff collected at different
intensity/duration combinations. Samples representing up to four time intervals were collected at
each intensity. The EC50 was calculated by linear interpolation of the fertilization data.

0-I0 minutes          10-20 minutes          20-40 minutes
Sample    Intensity         EC50     TU         EC50     TU         EC50      TU

~mm/hr) t~) (%) (%~
502R1 6 6.5 15.4 10.5 9.5 27 3.7
505R2 6 8.5 11,8 10.5 9.5 29 3.4
507R3 6 7 14.3 10.5 9.5 28 3.6
Mean 6 7.3 13.8 10.5 9.5 28.0 3.6

503R1~ 13 21~ 4.8~

504R2~ 13 21~ 4.8~

509R3a 13 26~ 3.8a

Mean= 13 22.7= 4.5=

506R I 25 17 5.9 34 2.9
508R2 25 26 3.8 57 1.8
513R3 25 14 7.1 32 3.1
Mean 25 19.0 5.6 41.0 2.6

=Samples representing a rainfall interval of 0-20 minutes.
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TABLE V-4. Spearman correlation coefficients between sea urchin fertilization toxic units and
runoff chemical parameters for all samples analyzed. N = 42 for all analyses.

Constituent Correlation Coefficient P value
TSS 0.4175 0.0062
Total PAH -0.0006 0.9967
Dissolved AI 0.4707 0.0018
Total A! 0.6689 <0.0001
Dissolved Cd 0.4326 0.0044
Total Cd 0.4003 0.0088
Dissolved Cr 0.6932 <0.0001
Total Cr 0.7927 <0.0001
Dissolved Cu 0.4278 0.0049
Total Cu 0.5424 <0.0001
Dissolved Fe 0.3371 0.0293
Total Fe 0.3975 0.0094
Dissolved Pb 0.0280 0.8595
Total Pb 0.2708 0.0824
Dissolved Ni 0.4939 <0.0001
Total Ni 0.6375 <0.0001
Dissolved Zn 0.6293 <0.0001
Total Zn 0.6547 <0.0001

Mercury and silver are not included in the table because the chemistry values were all nondetectable.
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FIGURE V-1. Response of three marine species to runoff samples after 2 months of accumulation.
Only data for the chronic version of the Microtox test are shown,
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FIGURE V-2. Response of three marine species to runoff samples after 3 months of accumulation.
Only data for the chronic version of the Microtox test are shown.
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accumulation period. Data are the means of two samples except for the maintained sites, where
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Vl. CONCLUSIONS

¯ " Accumulation of most constituents occurred within 28 d.

Seventeen of 18 constituents had increased concentrat_ions_ rela_tive to the TO sampling,
ranging from 20-181%, in runoff samples collected after one month of accumulation. Zinc
showed the highest accumulation, increasing by nearly a factor of 3 during the antecedent
time period. Only total PAH did not increase; concentrations of PAH declined by 20%.

-- The variability in temporal patterns remains unexplained.

Constituent concentrations peaked during the first month of accumulation and then
decreased in months 2 and 3. Physical factors other than those addressed in this study
may play a role in increasing or decreasing the accumulation of constituents on
parking lot surfaces including human activities, indirect, vehicle deposition, wind, and
atmospheric deposition, among others. This study measured time over a period of
months; shorter time scales (days to weeks) are needed to explain these types of
patterns and interactions.

¯ Parking lot usage did not affect the accumulation of runoff constituents.

Similar concentrations of TSS, trace metals, and total PAH were observed between parking
lots with < 4 cars per hour and parking lots with > 5 cars per hour.

Parking lot maintenance did not affect the accumulation of runoff constituents.

Parking lots where street sweeping was employed as a maintenance activity had similar
runoff concentrations compared to parking lots without street sweeping. Improved street
sweeping technology or alternative BMPs will be required to reduce concentrations of
contaminants in runoff. Current street sweeping technology may be effective, however, in
reducing other types of runoff-transported pollution such as trash or debris.

¯ Pressure washing appeared to be partially effective in reducing the accumulation of runoff
constituents.

Mean constituent concentrations in parking lot runoff were lower after pressure washing
compared to mean constituent concentrations in parking lot runoff immediately following
pressure washing. Some constituents, in particular zinc, were reduced by as much as 50%.
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¯ Runoffconstituent concentrations were inversely correlated with rainfall duration and
intensin.’.. Rainfall duration was more important than intensi~." during this study.

The TSS concentrations varied by one order of magnitude between samples collected at 2
rain and samples collected 12 rain after the onset of rain, indicating the presence of a first
flush. Moreover, more than 75% of the TSS load was washed off in the first 15 min of the
simulated storms. The "first-flush" effect was more pronounced during less intense
simulated rain events, but the importance of rainfall intensity decreased with longer storm
duration.

ToxiciO, was consistently measured in parking lot runoff but not all species responded
similarly to exposure to runoff samples.

One hundred percent of simulated runoff samples elicited toxic responses. The sea urchin
and marine bacteria were the most sensitive organisms; the mysid was the least sensitive
organism. The level of toxicity observed in samples exposed to parking lot runoff Was higher
than the level observed during the Long Beach wet-weather monitoring program.

¯ Toxicit3’ patterns corresponded with constituent accumulation and rainfall intensi~’/duration
patterns.

Toxicity in runoff samples increased by a factor of six after one month of accumulation. The
magnitude of toxicity between runoff from high-use and low-use parking lots showed no
consistent difference. Similarly, the magnitude of toxicity between parking lots with or
without street sweeping was similar. A toxicity first-flush effect was also present in runoff
samples collected during the first 10 rain of a rain event. Runoff samples collected during
this time interval were twice as toxic as runoff samples collected from later portions of the
simulated storm.

Trace metals were an important contributor to toxicity.

The TIEs identified trace metals, particularly zinc, as the constituent responsible for toxicity
in the purple sea urchin fertilization test. This conclusion was based upon the following
findings: (1) complexation of trace metals completely removed toxicity; (2) concentrations
of dissolved zinc were sufficient to induce toxic responses; and (3) variations in zinc
concentrations among samples were significantly correlated with toxic responses.
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

¯ Parking lot BMPs that focus on hzitial storm flows will be most effective.

A large first-flush effect was observed during this study. Suspended solids concentrations
were highest and nearly 75% of the mass emissions occurred in the first 15 min of the
simulated rainfall events. Capturing or treating these initial storm flows, particularly at
relatively small temporal scales (0-15 rain), would likely be most effective at reducing
concentrations and loads of runoff constituents.

¯ Managers should give prioritT to reducing dissolved trace metals in runoff treatment
programs.

Dissolved trace metals, in particular zinc, were identified as the constituents responsible for
toxicity to marine organisms such as the purple sea urchin. This finding has been obsecved
in wet-weather discharges from watersheds throughout southem California. Most structural
BMPs today do not attempt to ameliorate dissolved constituents in wet-weather runoff.

¯ Additional maintenance strategies need to be tested.

Parking lot sites that received street sweeping every two weeks showed no difference when
compared to parking lot sites that received no street sweeping. However, some moderate
decreases in constituent concentrations were observed in runoff samples following pressure
washing as a maintenance activity. Additional maintenance strategies, such as, improved
street sweepers (i.e. regenerative air sweepers), should be evaluated to assess their
effectiveness. Existing maintenance strategies should be retested using additional variable
factors (i.e., land uses, constituents, antecedent dry periods, etc.)

¯ The accumulation study design needs to be refined.

A significant increase in constituent concentrations and toxicity was observed after one
month of accumulation. However, most constituent concentrations and some toxicity levels
decreased in subsequent months, indicating that secondary factors may influence the
accumulation of toxics on parking lot surfaces. Future studies should attempt to account for
these factors by measuring wind speed and direction, rainfall, and other variables while
decreasing the time interval between sampling events.
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4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a unified approach for sizing SMPs in the State of New York to meet pollutant

removal goals, maintain groundwater recharge, reduce channel erosion, prevent overbank flooding, and

control extreme floods. For a summary, please consult Table 4.1 below. The remaining sections describe

the tour sizing criteria in detail and present guidance on how to properly compute and apply the required

storage volumes. Justification for the selected sizing criteria can be found in the Technical Support

Memorandum submitted to the New York DEC on September 5th, 2000.

90% Rule:

WQ, = [IP)(R~)(A)] /12
Rv = 0.05-0.009(I)

Water Quality !\\.’Q ~ [ = Impervious Cover IPercent)
Minimum Rv = 0.2
P = 90% Rainfall Event Number (See Figure 4.1)           ’
A = site area in acres

Default Criterion:
Cp, = 24 hour extended detention of post-developed 1-year, 24-hour
storm event.

Channel Protection ICp,) Option for Sites Larger than 50 Acres:
Distributed Runoff Control - geomorphic assessment to determine the
bankfull channel characteristics and thresholds for channel stability
and bedload movement.

Control the peak discharge from the 10-year storm to 10-yearOverbank Flood (Qn)
predevelopment rates.
Control the peak discharge from the 100-year storm to 100-year

Extreme Starm (Qr) predevelopment rates.
Safely pass the 100-year storm event.

.Vote: The local review authority may waive channel Frotection. overbank flood, and extreme storm
requirements tn some instances. Guidance is provided with each of the these stormwater practices
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Section 4.2 Water Quality Volume (\VQ,)

The Water Quality Volume (denoted as the WQ,) is designed to improve water quality sizing to capture

and treat 90% of the average annual stormwater runoff volume. The WQ~. is directly related to the amount

of imper~’ious cover created at a site. Contour lines of the 90°./o rainfall event are presented in Figure 4.1.

The following equation can be used to determine the water quality storage volume WQv (in acre-feet of

storage):

WQv = P.LELig.JtA!
12

where:
WQv = water quality volume (in acre-feet)
P = 90% Rainfall Event Number (see Figure 4.1)
R, = 0.05 ÷ 0.009(I), where I is percent impervious cover
A = site area in acres

A minimum WQ,, of 0.2 inches per acre shall be met at residential sites that have less than 17%

impervious co~er.

Figure 4.1 90% Rainfall in New York State
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The water quality cirtenon presented here assumes that sizing practices using these volumes, and using

the practices presented in Table 5.1, using the technical support provided in this manual will by default

meet water quality objectives. In some jurisdictions, on-site loading is required to demonstrate removal

of specific pollutants. As an aid to these communities, Appendix A of this manual includes a discussion

of a method for calculating pollutant export loads from development sites. This method, known as the

"Simple Method," provides estimates for stonnwater runoff pollutant loads for urban areas using a modest

amount of intbrmation, including the subwatershed drainage area and impervious cover, stormwater

runoff pollutant concentrations, and annual precipitation. Please consult Appendix A for a more detailed

discussion of the Simple Method and its applications for water quality.

Basis" For Design [br Water QualiO’

As a basis for design, the following assumptions may be made:

¯ Measuring Impervious Cover" tl~e measured area of a site plan that does not have permanent

vegetative or permeable cover shall be considered total impervious cover. Impervious cover is

defined as all impen’neable surfaces and includes: paved and gavel road surfaces, paved and gravel

¯ i.": parking lots. paved driveways, building structures, paved sidewalks, and miscellaneous impermeable

--:: structures such as patios, pools, and sheds. Porous or modular block pavement may be considered

50% impervious. Where site size makes direct measurement of impervious cover impractical, the

land use,,’impervious cover relationships presented in Table 4.2 can be used to initially estimate

impervious cover.

Land Use Category Mean Impervious Cover

Agriculture 2

Open Urban Land* 9

2 Acre Lot Residential 11

1 Acre Lot Residential 14

1:2 Acre Lot Residential 21

1,’4Acre Lot Residential 28

1!8 Acre Lot Residentia! 33

Townhome Residential 41
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Land Use Category Mean Impervious Cover

Multifamilv Residential 44

Institutional** 31-38%

Light Industrial 50-56%

Commercial 70-74%
* Open urban land includes developed park land, recreation

areas, golf courses, and cemeteries.
** Institutional is defined as places of worship, schools,

hospitals, government offices, and police and fire stations

Aquatic Resources: More stringent local regulations may be in place or may be required to protect

drinking water reservoirs, lakes, or other sensitive aquatic resources. Consult the local authority to

determine the full requirements for these resources.

¯ SMP D’eatment: The final WQ, shall be treated by an acceptable practice from the list presented in

this manual. Please consult Chapter 5 for a list of acceptable practices.

¯ Determining Peak Discharge for WQ~. Storm: When desi~,nin~ flow splitters for off-line practices, . .".’’,,

consult the small storm hydrology method provided in Appendix B. " ’ :

¯ Extended Detention Jbr Water QualiO’ ~blume: The water quality requirement can be met by

providing 24 hours of the WQ, (provided a micropool is specified) extended detention. A local

jurisdiction may reduce this requirement to as little as 12 hours in trout waters to prevent stream

warming. This storm must be routed separately from the channel protection (Cpv) storm.

¯ Offsite Areas: Off site areas shall be assumed to be undeveloped for computing the water quality

volume (i.e., treatment is required for only on-site impervious areas).
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Section 4.3    Stream Channel Protection Volume Requirements (Cpv)

Stream Channe! Protection Volume Requirements (Cp,,) are designed to protect stream channels from

erosion. In New York State this goal is accomplished by providing 24-hour extended detention of the

one-year, 24-hour storm event. Trout waters may be exempted from the 24-hour ED requirement, with

only 12 hours of extended detention required to meet this criterion.

For developments greater than 50 acres, with impervious cover greater than 25%, it is recommended that

a detailed geomorphic assessment be performed to determine the appropriate lev.el of control. Appendix J

provides guidance on how to conduct this assessment.

The Cp,. requirement may not apply in certain conditions, including:

¯ This criterion is not required on areas that recharge the entire Cp,. volume.
¯ The site generates less than one ~ 1) acre of impervious cover.
¯ The site discharges directly to a fourth order stream or greater, or tidal water.
¯ A downstream analysis reveals that channel protection is not required (see section 4.6).

A detention pond or underground vault are methods to meet the Cp,. requirement (and subsequent Qp~0

and Q~. criteria). Schematics of the typical designs are shown in Figures 4.2. and 4.3. Note that, although

these practices meet water quantity goals, they are unacceptable for water quality, and need to be coupled

with a practice listed in Table 5.1. The Cp~ requirement may also be provided above the water quality

(WQ,) storage in a wet pond or wetland.

Basis Jor Determining Channel Protection Storage Volume

The following represent the minimum basis for design:

¯ The models TR-55 and TR-20 (or approved equivalent) shall be used to determine peak discharge

rates.

¯ Rainfall depths for the one-year, 24 hour storm event are provided in Table 4.3.

¯ Off-site areas should be modeled as "present condition" for the one year storm event.

¯ The length of overland flow used in time of concentration (t¢) calculations is limited to no more

than 100 feet for post development conditions.
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¯ Cp,. is not required at sites where the resulting diameter of the ED orifice is too small to prevent

clogging. (A minimum 3" orifice with a trash rack or 1" if the orifice is protected by an exterior

standpipe with slots less than the internal orifice are recommended to prevent clogging. See

Figure 3 in Appendix K for design details).

¯ Extended detention storage provided for the channel protection (Cpv-ED) does not meet the

requirement (that is Cp,-ED and WQ,,-ED should be provided separately).

¯ The detention time for the one-year storm is defined as the difference in time from the center of

mass of the inflow hydrograph and the center of mass of the outflow hydrograph (See Appendix

B).
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Figure 4.2.    Example of a Conventional Stormwater Detention Pond

PLAN VIEW

EMBANK~

RISER---~~ 100 YEARLEVEL EMERGENCY
SPILLWAY

~7 10 YEAR LEVEL

,~p~ or 2 YEAR LEVEL

LOW FLOW ORiFiCE &

STABLE
.SOUTFALL

PILOT CHANNEL BARREL’---’/

ANTI-SEEP COLLAR or J
FIL’TE~R DIAPHRAGM

PROFILE

A typical detention facility provides channel protection control (Cp~) and overbank control (Qp) but no

water quality control (WQ,.). If this practice is used, WQv must be provided in a separate facility listed

on Table 5.1.
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Figure 4.3.    Example of Stormwater Detention Provided by an Underground Pipe System

,~INFLOW

ACCESS
~--- FLOW DISTRIBUTION GRATES

OUTFLOW~I~.

TYPICAL SECTION

An undergound pipe system or vaults raay be used to provide Cp,., Qp and Qr controls but not WQ~.
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Ne~v York 1 year, 24-Hour 2 year. 24-Hour 10 year, 24-Hour 100 year, 24-hour
County Rainfall Depth Rainfall Depth Rainfall Depth Rainfall Depth

Albf.ny 2.4 2.9 4.5 7.0

Allegany 2.2 2.6 3.8 5.3

Bronx 2.7 3,5 5.0 7.5

Broome 2,4 2.8 4.2 6.2

Cattaraugus 2.2 2.5 3.7 5.2

Cayuga 2.2 2.5 3.8 5,3

Chautauqua 2.1 2.5 3.6 4.9

Chemung 2.3 2.7 3.9 5.6

Chenango ..:’~ " 2.8 4.0 6.0

Clinton 2.0 2.5 3.5 4.9

Columbia 2~5 3,13 4.7 7.8

Cortland 2.3 2.7 3.9 5.6

Delaware 2.5 2.9 4.5 7.9

Dutchess 2.8 3.5 5.0 8.0

Erie 2.1 2.5 3.6 4.9

Essex 2.1 2.5 3.6 5.1

Franklin 2.0 2.5 3.5 4.8

Fulton 2.3 2.6 3.9 5.5

Genesee 2.1 2.5 3.6 4.9

Greene 3.0 3.0 5.0 8.0

Hamilton 2.2 2.5 3,7 5.4

Herkimer 2.2 2.5 3.7 5.5

Jefferson 2.1 2.5 3.5 4.7

Kings 2.7 3.5 5.0 7.5

Lewis 2.3 2.5 3.6 4.8

Livingston 2.2 2.5 3.7 5.0

Madison 2.3 2.6 3.8 5.5
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Ne~v York 1 year, 24-Hour 2 year, 24-Hour 10 year, 24-Hour 100 year, 24-hour
Count.,,’ Rainfall Depth Rainfall Depth Rainfall Depth Rainfall Depth

Manhattan 2.7 3.5 5.0 7.5

Monroe 2.2 2.5 3.6 4.9

Montgomery. 2.4 2.7 3.9 5.7

Nassau 2.7 3.5 5.0 7.5

Niagra 2. ! 2.5 3.5 4.8

Oneida 2.3 2.5 3.8 5.4

Onondaga 2.2 2.6 3.8 5.2

Ontario 2.2 2.5 3.7 5.0

Orange 2.9 3.5 5.5 8.0

Orleans 2.1 2.5 3.5 4.8

Oswego 2.2 2.5 3.6 4.9

Otsego 2.4 2.8 4.0 5.9

Putnam 2.7 3.5 5.0 7.5

Queens 2.7 3.5 5.0 7.5 ....

Rensselaer 2.4 2.7 4.3 6.3

Richmond 2.7 3.5 5.0 7.5

Rockland 2.7 3.5 5.0 7.5

Saratoga 2.3 2.6 3.9 5.8

Schenectady 2.4 2.8 4.0 5.8

Schoharie 2.4 2.8 4.5 7.0

Schuyler -- 2.3 2.6 3.8 5.5

Seneca 2.2 2.5 3.8 5.2

St. Lawrence 2.0 2.5 3.5 4.8

Steuben 2.2 2.6 3.8 5.5

Suffolk 2.7 3.5 5.0 7.5

Sullivan 3.0 3.5 5.0 8.0

Tioga 2.3 2.8 4.0 5.8
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New York 1 year, 24-Hour 2 year, 24-Hour 10 year, 24-Hour100 year, 24-hour
County Rainfall Depth Rainfall Depth Rainfall Depth Rainfall Depth

Tompkins 2.3 2.7 3.9 5.5

Ulster 3.5 4.0 6.0 8.0

Warren 2.2 2.5 3.8 5.4

Washington 2.3 2.6 3.9 5.8

Wayne 2.2 2.5 3.7 4.9

Westchester 2.8 3.5 5.0 7.5 -

Wyoming 2.2 2.5 3.6 4.9

Yates 2.2 2.5 3.8 5.2
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Section 4.4    Overbank Flood Control Criteria (Qp)

The primary, purpose of the overbank flood control sizing criteria is to prevent an increase in the

frequency and magnitude of out-of-bank flooding generated by urban development (i.e., flow events that

exceed the bankfull capacity of the channel, and therefore must spill over into the floodplain).

Overbank control must reduce l 0-year post development runoff levels to 10-year pre-development levels.

The overbank flood control requirement (Qp) does not apply in certain conditions, including:

¯ The site is smaller than five (5) acres
¯ The site discharges directly tidal waters or fourth order or larger streams
¯ A downstream analysis reveals that overbank control is not needed (see s~ction 4.7).

Basis for Design of Overbank Flood Control

When addressing the overbank flooding design criteria the following represent the minimum basis for

design:

¯ The models TR-55 and TR-20 (or approved equivalent) will be used for determining peak

discharge rates. -" :.’:.,

¯ The standard for characterizing predevelopment land use for non-forested vegetated areas

(including agriculture) shall be meadow in good condition.

¯ Off-site areas should be modeled as "present condition" for the 10-year storm event.

¯ Table 4.3 indicates the depth of rainfall (24 hour) associated with the 10-year storm event for all

counties in the State of New York, and Figure 4.4 provides a graphical representation of this

event.

The length of overland flow used in tc calculations is limited to no more than 150 feet for

predevelopment conditions and I00 feet for post development conditions. On areas of extremely

flat terrain, this maximum distance is extended to 250 feet for predevelopment conditions and 150

feet for postdevelopment conditions.
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Figure 4,4.    lO-Year Design Storm
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Section 4.5    Extreme Flood Control Criteria
..

The intent of the extreme flood criteria is to la) prevent the increased risk of flood damage from large

storm events, (b) maintain the boundaries of the predevelopment lO0-year floodplain, and (c) protect the

physical integrity of stormwater management practices

100 Year Control requires storage to attenuate the post development lO0-year, 24-hour peak discharge

rate (Qr) to predevelopment rates.

The 100-year storm control requirement can be waived if.’                                  -

¯ The outfall discharges directly into tidal waters or fourth order or larger streams
¯ Development is prohibited within the ultimate 100-year floodplain
¯ A downstream analysis reveals that !00-year control is not needed (see section 4.7)

Detention structures must provide safe overflow of the 100-year storm event, according to State of New

York Dam Construction Specifications and Guidance. For the most recent copy of this document,

contact the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, Dam Safety Division, at (518)

457-0834.

~’:, : :’.: ~.~
Basis for Design for Extreme Flood Criteria

¯ Consult with the appropriate review authority to determine the analyses required for the Qr storm.

* The same hydrologic and hydraulic methods used for overbank flood control shall be used to

analyze Qr.

¯ Table 4.3 indicates the depth of rainfall (24 hour) associated with the 100-year storm event for all

counties in the State of New York, and Figure 4.5 shows a gaphical representation.

¯ For 100-year control, model off-shore areas as "existing," but to safely pass the 100-year flood,

use ultimate conditions.
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Figure 4.5.    100-Year Design Storm                                 .
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4.6 Conveyance Criteria

In addition to the stormwater treatment volumes described above, the manual also provides guidance on

safe and non-erosive conveyance to, from, and through stormwater management practices (SMPs).

Typically, the targeted storm frequencies for conveyance are the two-year and ten-year events. The two-

year event is used to ensure non-erosive flows through roadside swales, overflow channels, pond pilot

channels, and over berms within practices. Table 4.3 provides rainfall depths for the two-year, 24-hour

storm event, and Figure 4.6 presents the information graphically. The ten-year ston’n is typically used as

a target sizing for outfalls, and as a safe conveyance criterion for open channels practices and overflo~v

channels.

4,7 Downstream Analysis

A community may waive the channel protection, overbank, and extreme flood requirements based on the

results of a downstream analysis. In addition, such an analysis is recommended for larger sites (i.e.,

greater than 50 acres) to size facilities in the context of a larger watershed. This section provides brief

guidance for conducting this analysis, including the area of stream to be evaluated and minimum elements

to be included in the analysis. ,:... :... ,-;:

Downstream analysis can be conducted using the 10% rule. That is, the analysis should extend

downstream to the point where the site represents 10% of the total drainage area. For example, a lO-acre

site would be analyzed to the point downstream with a drainage area of 100 acres.

The analysis should include the following:

¯ Computation of flows and velocities for channel protection, overbank, and flood control storms at the
point where the 10% rule is met, as well as all confluences along the downstream dhannel with first
order or higher streams.

¯ Hydrologic and hydraulic effects of all culverts and/or obstructions within the downstream channel.
¯ An assessment of water surface elevations to determine if an increase in water surface elevations will

impact existing buildings and other structures.

The design, or waiver, at a site level can be approved if the following criteria are met at both:

¯ Flow rates and velocities increase by less than 5% of the pre-developed condition for all flow
conditions analyzed.

¯ No downstream structures or buildings are impacted.
¯ The site as designed is not expected to exacerbate downstream channel erosion.
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Figure 4.6.    2 o Year Design Storm
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4.8    Storm~vater Hotspots

A stormwater hotspot is defined as a land use or activity that generates higher concentrations of

hydrocarbons, trace metals or toxicants than are found in typical stormwater runoff, based on monitoring

studies. If a site is designated as a hotspot, it has important implications for how stormwater is managed.

First and foremost, stormwater runoff from hot.spots cannot be allowed to infiltrate into groundwater,

where it may contaminate water supplies. Second. a greater level of stormwater treatment is needed at

hotspot sites to prevent pollutant washoff after construction. This t.vpically involves preparing and

implementing a stormwater polhttion prevention phm that involves a series of operational practices at the

site that reduce the generation of pollutants from a site or prevent contact of rainfall with the pollutants.

Table 4.4 provides a list of designated hotspots for the State of New York

Under EPA’s stormwater NPDES pro~am, some industrial sites are required to prepare and implement a

stormwater pollution prevention plan. A list of industrial categories that are subject to the pollution

prevention requirement can be found in the State of New York SPDES. In addition, New York’s

requirements t’or prepanng and implementing a stonnwater pollution prevention plan are also described in

the genera! discharge permit provided in the SPDES. The stormwater pollution prevention plan

requirement applies to both existing and new industrial sites.̄  .

The following land uses and activities are deemed stomnwater hotspots:

¯ Vehicle salvage yards and recycling facilities #
¯ Vehicle fueling stations
¯ Vehicle service and maintenance facilities
¯ Vehicle and equipment cleaning facilities
¯ Fleet storage areas (bus, truck, etc.) #
¯ Industrial sites (based on SIC codes outlined in the SPDES)
¯ Marinas_(_service and maintenance) #
¯ Outdoor liquid container storage
¯ Outdoor loading/unloading facilities
¯ Public works storage areas
¯ Facilities that generate or store hazardous materials #
¯ Commercial container nursery
¯ Other land uses and activities as designated by an appropriate review authority

~ indicates that the land use or activity is required to prepare a stormwater pollution prevention plan
under the EPA NPDES stormwater program.
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In addition, if a site falls into a "hotspot" catego~, outlined in Table 4.4, a pollution prevention plan may

also be required by the appropriate reviewing authority. Golf courses and commercial nurseries may also

be required to implement a plan by the appropriate review authority

The following land uses and activities are not normally considered hotspots:

¯ Residential streets andrural highways
¯ Residential develop.ment
¯ Institutional development
* Office developments
¯ Non-industrial rooftops
¯ Pervious areas, except golf courses and nurseries (which may need an IPM Plan)

While large highways (average daily traffic volume (ADT) greater than 30,000)are not designated as a

stormwater hotspot, it is important to ensure that highway stormwater management plans adequately

protect groundwater.

4.9 Sizing Example - Stonehill Estates

Following is a sizing example for the hypothetical "Stone Hill Estates," a 45-acre residential

develoment in Ithaca, New York (Figure 4.7). The site also drainas approximately 20 acres of off-site

drainage, which is currently in a meadow condition. The site is on mostly C soils with some D soils.
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Figure 4.7 Stone Hill Site Plan

Drainage Area =-,,, ,~ -,,, =
Offsite Drainage = Light Gray Fill/Hash

Base Data Hydrolo.~ic Data
Location: Ithaca, NY Pre Post Ult.
Site Area = 45.1 ac; Offsite Area = 20.0 ac (meadow) CN 72 78 82
Total Drainage Area (A) = 65.1 t~(hr) .46 .35 .35
Measured Impervious Area=f2.0 ac; or I=12.0/45.1=26.6%
Site Soils Types:--78% "C", 22% "D"
Offsite Soil Type: 100% "C"
Zoning: Residential (~/: acre lots)
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Computation of Preliminary Stormwater Storage Volumes and Peak Discharges

The layout of the Stone Hill subdivision is shown on the previous page.

Step 1. Compute preliminary runoff control volumes from Stormwater Sizing Criteria
[

Water Quality Volume, WQ,.

¯ Compute Runoff Coefficient.

R, = 0.05 + (I) (0.009)
= 0.05 - (26.6) (0.009) -- 0.29

¯ Compute WQ,_. (Offsite area does not need to be considered when determinin~ the water quality
volume~

Use the 90% capture rule with 0.9" of rainfall.

WQv =(0.9")(Rd (A)
= (0.9") (0.29) (45.1 ac) (1 ft/12in)
= 0.98 ac-ft

Establish Hydrologic Input Parameters and Develop Site Hydrology (See Figures 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10)

Condition Area CN Tc
Ac hrs

Pre-developed 65.1 72 0.46
Post-developed 65.1 78 0.35
Ultimate buildout 65. I 82 0.35

Hydrologic Calculations

Condition qt.~ Q,-,., q,0-,r Qtoo.~.~
Runoff Inches" c, ik cfs q/’s
Pre-developed 0.4 19 72 14 !
Post-developed 0.7 38 112 202
Ultimate buildout NA NA NA 227
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JOB STONE HILL EWE]
DRAINAGE AREA NAME PRE DEVELOPMENT 21-Jan-97

GROUP CN from AREA
COVER DESCRIPTION SOIL NAME A,B,C,D? TABLE 2-2 (In acres)

MEADOW C 71 20,25 Ac.
MEADOW D 78 7.95 Ac.
WOOD C 70 15.09 Ac.
WOOD D 77 1.81 Ac.
OFF-SITE MEADOW C 71 20.00 Ac.

AREA SUBTOTALS: 65.10 Ac.

II=h,,~==,~,~,],~,~’t~[,J,m Surface Cover Manning ’n’ Flow Length Slope
2-Yr 24 Hr Rmnfall = 2,7 In Cross Section Wetted Per Avg Velocity Tt (Hrs)

Sheet Flow dense grass ’n’=0.24 150 Ft. 3.80%
0.28 Hrs

Shallow Flow UNPAVED 1300 Ft. 2.70% °"~’; ::’-’~::
2.65 F.P.S. 0.14 Hrs.

Channel Flow ’n’=0.040 1100 Ft. 2.70%
Hydraulic Radius =1.26 22.0 SqFt 17.5 Ft. 7.14 F.P.S. 0.04 Hrs.

Total Area in Acres =I 65.10 Ac. Total Sheet Total Shallow Total Channel
Weighted CN =~ 72 Flow= Flow= Flow =

Time Of Concentration = 0.46 Hrs. 0.28 Hrs. 0.14 Hrs. 0.04 Hrs.
Pond Factor = 1 RAINFALL TYPE II

Precipitation Runoff Qp, PEAK TOTAL STORM
STO Rt# (P) inches (Q) DISCHARGE Volumes
1 Year 2.3 In. 0.4 In. 18.6 CFS 101,195 Cu. Ft.
2 Year 2.7 In. 0.6 In. 30.2 CFS 150,257 Cu. Ft.

10 Year 3.9 In. 1.4 In. 72 CFS 328,570 Cu. Ft.
100 Year 5.5 In. 2.6 In. 141 CFS 611,958 Cu. Ft.

Figure 4.8. Stone Hill Pre-Development Conditions
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JOB: STONE HILL EWB
DRAINAGE AREA NAME: !POST DEVELOPMENT 21-Jan-9"~

GROUP CN from AREA
COVER DESCRIPTION SOIL NAME A,B,C,D? TABLE 2-2 (In acres)

MEADOW C 71 0.1 6 Ac.
MEADOW D 78 0.14 Ac.
WOOD C 70 3.09 Ac.
WOOD D 77 1.81 Ac.
IMPERVIOUS 98 12.00 Ac.
GRASS C 74 20.09 Ac.
GRASS D 80 7.81 Ac.
OFFSITE MEADOW C 71 20.00 Ac.

AREA SUBTOTALS: 65.10 Ac.

l/~.[=~0~i~r.~l~,~,~"lho~, Surface Cover Manning ’n’ Flow Length Slope
2-Yr 24 Hr Rainfall = 2.7 In Cross Section Wetted Per Avg Velocity Tt (Hrs)

Sheet Flow dense grass ’n’=0.24 100 Ft. 3.80%
0.20 Hrs

Shallow Flow UNPAVED 100 Ft. 1.50%
(a) 1.98 F.P.S. 0.01 Hrs.

PAVED 400 Ft. 1.00%
(b) 2.03 F.P.S. 0.05 Hrs.

Channel Flow (a) ’n’=0.013 1550 Ft. 1.00%
Hydraulic Radius =0,50 1.6 SqFt 3.2 Ft, 7.22 F.P.S. 0.06 Hrs.

(b) ’n’=0.030 350 Ft. 4.30%
Hydraulic Radius =I,42 12.0 SqFt 8.5 Ft. 13.01 F.P.S. 0.01 Hrs.

(c) ’n’=0.040 300 Ft. 3.30%
Hydraulic Radius =1,26 22.0 SqFt 8.5 Ft. 7.89 F.P.S. 0.01 Hrs.

Total Are~L(n Acres = 65.10 Ac. Total Sheet Total Shallow Total Channel
Weighted CN =J 78 Flow-- Flow= Flow =

Time Of Concentration =! 0.35 Hrs. 0.20 Hrs. 0.07 Hrs. 0.08 Hrs.
Pond Factor = 1 RAINFALL TYPE II

Precipitation Runoff Qp, PEAK TOTAL STORM
S/DRY/ (P) inches (Q) DISCHARGE Volumes
1 Year 2.3 In. 0.7 In. 37.6 CFS 156,283 Cu. Ft.
2 Year 2.7 In. 0.9 In. 54.0 CFS 217,511 Cu. Ft,
10 Year 3.9 In. 1.8 In. 112 CFS 427,155 Cu. Ft.

100 Year 5.5 In. 3.1 In. 202 CFS 742,265 Cu. Ft.
Figure 4.9. Stone Hill Post-Development Conditions
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JOB: STONE HILL EWB
DRAINAGE AREA NAME: ULTIMATE BUILDOUT 21-Jan-9?

GROUP CN from AREA
COVER DESCRIPTION SOIL NAME A,B,C,D? TABLE 2-2 (In acres)

MEADOW C 71 0.16 Ac.
MEADOW D 78 0.14 Ac.
WOOD C 70 3.09 Ac.
WOOD D 77 1.81 Ac.
I M PERVIOU S 98 12.00 Ac.
GRASS C 74 20.09 Ac.
GRASS D 80 7.81 Ac.
OFFSITE ULTIMATE
SF RES (0.25 AC LOTS) C 83 20.00 Ac. -

AREA SUBTOTALS: 65.10 Ac.

i=i,,,~=o~i~,]~,~=~,~Ih,~, Surface Cover Manning.’n’ Flow Length Slope
2-Yr 24 Hr Rainfall = 2,7 in Cross Section Wetted Per Avg Velocity Tt (Hrs)

Sheet Flow dense grass ’n’=0.24 100 Ft. 3.80%
0.20 Hrs

Shallow Flow UNPAVED 100 Ft. 1.50% ~. .
(a) 1.98 F.P.S. 0.01 Hrs. ":’~’:’~:-

PAVED 400 Ft. 1.00%
(b) 2.03 F.P.S. 0.05 Hrs.

Channel Flow (a) ’n’=0.013 1550 Ft. 1.00%
Hydraulic Radius =0,50 1.6 SqFt 3.2 Ft. 7.22 F.P.S. 0.06 Hrs.

(b) ’n’=0.030 350 Ft. 4.30%
Hydraulic Radius =1.42 12.0 SqFt 8.5 Ft. 13.01 F.P.S. 0.01 Hrs.

(c) ’n’=0.040 300 Ft. 3.30%
Hydraulic Radius =1,26 22.0 SqFt 8.5 Ft. 7.89 F.P.S. 0.01 Hrs.

Total Area in Acres = 65.10 Ac. Total Sheet Total Shallow Total Channel
Weigh-fed CN = 82 Flow= Flow= Flow =

Time Of Concentration =, 0.35 Hrs. 0.20 Hrs. 0.07 Hrs. 0.08 Hrs.
Pond Factor = 1 RAINFALL TYPE II

Precipitation Runoff Qp, PEAK TOTAL STORM
STOR~ (P) inches (Q) DISCHARGE Volumes
1 Year 2.3 In. 0.9 In. 50.9 CFS 201,772 Cu. Ft.
2 Year 2.7 In. 1.1 In. 70.0 CFS 271,097 Cu. Ft.
10 Year 3.9 In. 2.1 In. 135 CFS 500,458 Cu. Ft.
100 Year 5.5 In. 3.5 In. 227 CFS 834,167 Cu. Ft.

Figure 4.10. Stone Hill Ultimate Buildout Conditions
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C~)mpute Stream Channel Protection Volume, (Cpd

For stream channel protection, provide 24 hours of extended detention (T) for the one-year event.

Utilize SCS approach to Compute Channel Protection Storage Volume

¯ Initial abstraction (Ia) for CN of 78 is 0.564: [Ia = (200/CN - 2)]
¯ Ia~P = (0.564): 2.3 inches = 0.245
¯ T~ =0.35 hours
¯ qu = 570 csn~in (Type II Store1)

Knowing q,, and T (assume 24 hours of extended detention time), find qd’q, using Figure 4. I I (MDE-,

2000). [Also see methodology in Appendix B]

Figure 4.11. Detention Time vs. Discharge Ratios (source: MDE, 1998)

Unit ~eak Dischagge (q.), cs~in

. Peak outflow discharge]peak inflow discharge (qJq,) = 0.035
Vs;Vr = 0.683 - 1.43(Wqd +l.6+(q~q+) + - 0.80+(qJq,) +
* Where Vs equals channel protection stormge (~p+) and Vr equals the volume of ~off in in+hes.
* Vs/Vr=0.63
¯ Therefore, Vs = Cp+ = 0.63(0.7")(I]12)(65.1 ac) = 2A ac-ft (104214 cubic feet)
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Define the averaee ED Release Rate

¯ The above volume, 2.4 ac-ft, is to be released over 24 hours
¯ (2.4 ac-ft x 43,560 ft:/ac) / (24 hrs x 3,600 sec:hr) = 1.2 cfs

Compute Overbank Flood Protection Volume. (Qp=0)

For both the overbank flood protection volume and the extreme flood protection volume, size is

determined using the TR-55 "Short-Cut Method," which relates the storage volume to the required

reduction in peak flow and storm inflow volume (Figure 4.12).

¯ For a Qin of of 112 cfs (post-developed), and an allowable Qou, of 72 cfs (pre-developed), the value of
(Oo.,)/(Q~n) is 0.64

¯ Using figure 4.12, and assuming a post-developed curve number of 78, the value of Vs/Vr is 0.23
¯ Using a runoff volume of 427,155 cubic feet (9.8 acre-feet), the required storage (Vs) is 2.23 acre-feet

Figure 4.12. Approximate Detention Basin Routing for Rainfall Types I, IA, II, and III

Source: TR-55, 1986

.6 ........................
.I. .........................J         i ....

!~ !: !’
. ]’ , ,                                       ,,":" :k* _..-

>~1~ .,~ ...........

t// "~=.3                      - ...... .

.2

,1 l ......... i"
,1 ,2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8

Peak ou~ow discharge    qo
Peak inflow d~sc~arge ("~’)

While the TR-55 short-cut method reports to incorporate multiple stage structures, experience has shown

that an additional 10-15% storage is required when multiple levels of extended detention are provided

inclusive with the 10-year storm. So, for preliminary, sizing purposes, add 15% to the required volume

for the 10-year storm. Qp.~0 = 2.23 x 1.15 = 2.56 ac-ft.
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Compute Extreme Flood Protection Volume, (Qr)

Extreme flood protection is calculated using the same methodology as overbank protection.

¯ For a Q,, oK and an allowable Qou, oL and a runoff volume of the Vs necessary for 100-year control

is, under a developed CN of 78. Note that 5.5 inches of rain fall during this event, with approximately

3. i inches of runoff.

¯ While the TR-55 short-cut method reports to incorporate multiple stage structures, experience has

shown that an additional 10-15% storage is required when multiple levels of extended detention are

provided inclusive with the 100-year storm. So, for preliminary sizing purposes add 15% to the

required volume for the 100-year storm. Qf400 = 3.53 x 1.15 = 4.06 ac-ff.

Analyze Safe Passage of 100 Year Design Storm (Qf)

If peak discharge control of the t00-year storm is not required, it is still necessary to provide safe passage

for the 100-year event under ultimate buildout conditions (Quit = 227 cfs).

Volume Required NotesSymbol Catego~. (ac- ft)
WQ,, Water Quality Volume 0.98

Cpv Stream Protection 2.4 Average ED release rate is 1.2 cfs over
24 hours

Qp Peak Control 2.5 10-year, in this case
Qt’ Flood Control 4. i
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4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a unified approach t~r sizing SMPs in the State of New York to meet pollutant

removal goals, maintain ground:~ ater recharge, reduce channel erosion, prevent c)verbank flooding, and

control extreme floods. For a surnmary’, please consult Table 4.1 belou The remaining sections describe

the four sizing criteria in detail and present guidance on how to properly compute and apply the required

storage ~oItilnes. Jusufication t\?r the selected sizina criteria can be found in °the Technical Support

Memorandum submitted to the New York DEC on September 5~", 2000.

90°,/o Rule:

\VQ, = [(P)tR,)(A)] 12
R,, = 0.05-0.009~ I)

\\’ater Qualit’~ i \v() I 1 = hnper\ ious Cover t Percent~

P = 90% RaintSll E~ ent Number t See Figure 4. !)
A = site area m acre,;

Default Criterion:
L’p., = 24 hour extended detennon of post-developed i-veur. 24-hour
storm event.

Channel Protection tCp, ~ Option for Sites Larger than 50 Acres:
Distributed Runoff Control - geomo~hic assessment to determine the
bankroll channel characteristic~ and thresholds tbr channel stability"
and bedload movement.

Control the peak discharge t?om the 10-3 ear sto~ to t0-yearOverbank Flood IQ~) predevelopment rates.
Control the peak discharge from the 100-year storm to 100-year

Extreme Storm (Qr) predevelopment rates.
Safely pass the 100-year sto~ event.

,Vote: The D)cal review tlltt]lol’ifl’ #ll~{V waive’ c/utt~nt’l l~rotec’tion, ovet’bank./lood, tltld extreme storm
#’c’qttirc~tldltts ill ~’¢mlt’ tllStd!tCt’s. Guidance is t,’ot’i&’d wt’t]l each ol’t]td tl~ese .s’tol-mwttter practice5
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The ’.,:<’r qua[<, c’:","’,.I: ’?ra,,ented here :~.~umes that sizing practices using these volumes, and using

the pra,:tlces presented ’,n Table 5 1. using the technical support provided in this manual will by default

meet ~,uer qtaalit.x object~xes, In some junsdicuons, on-site loading is required to demonstrate removal

or" specific pollutants, As an aid to these communities, Appendix A of this manual includes a discussion

or" a method t’or calculatm:z pollutant export ~ ads t?orn development sites. This method, known as the

"Simpb Method." pro,, ide~ estinmtes t’or stormx~ ater runoff pollutant loads for urban areas using a modest

a,nount of intbrmanon, including the subwatershed drainage area and irnpervious cover, stormwater

runofI p,~ilutant concentrauons, and annual precq~tauon. Please consult Appendix A for a more detailed

discus,w,n of ti~e Simple Method and its applications t\~r v,-ater quality,

As a b,~, for de.,,~gn, the folk, wing assumptions may be made:

U~,,,~m’ing lmpcrn,om Cove,r: ’tEe measured area or" a site plan that does not have pe~anent

~egcmtixe or permeable cover shall be considered total impen’ious cover, imperious cover is

defined as all impermeable surthces and includes: paved and gravel road surfaces, paved and gravel

parktn,, lots. pax ed dr~xex~ avs, buildinu structures, paved side~vaik~, and miscellaneous impeccable

qrucmres sttch ab patios, pools, and ahed~. Porous or modular block pavement may be considered

5~",, imperx mus. Where site size makes direct measurement of impen’ious cover impractical, the

L~i,d uae m~per~i,mb co~er relationships presemed in Table 4.2 can be used to initially estimate

impe~ ious co~er.

Land Use Category Mean Impervious Cover

-- Agriculture 2

Open Urban Land* 9

2 Acre Lot Residential 11

I Acre Lot Residential 14

1 2 Acre Lot Residential 21

t,’4Acre Lot Residential 28

t 8 Acre Lot Residential 33

Townhome Residential 41
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Section 4.3    Stream Channel Protection Volume Requirements (Cp,)

Stream Channel Protection Volume Requirements (Cp,) are designed to protect stream channels from

erosion. In New York State this goal is accomplished by providing 24-hour extended detention of the

one-year, 24-hour storm event. Trout waters may be exempted from the 24-hour ED requirement, with

only 12 hours of extended detention required to meet this criterion.

For developments greater than 50 acres, with impervious cover greater than 25%, it is recommended that

a detailed geomorphic assessment be performed to determine the appropriate level of control. Appendix J

provides guidance on how to conduct this assessment.

The Cp, requirement may not apply in certain conditions, including:

¯ This criterion is not required on areas that recharge the entire Cpv volume.
¯ The site generates less than one (1) acre of impervious cover.
¯ The site discharges directly to a fourth order stream or greater, or tidal water.
¯ A downstream analysis reveals that channel protection is not required (see section 4.6).

A detention pond or underground vault are methods to meet the Cp,. requirement (and subsequent Qp~0

and Qf criteria). Schematics of the typical designs are shown in Figures 4.2. and 4.3. Note that, although

these practices meet water quantity goals, they are unacceptable for water quality, and need to be coupled

with a practice listed in Table 5.1. The Cp~ requirement may also be provided above the water quality

(WQ,) storage in a wet pond or wetland.

Basis jbr Determining Channel Protection Storage Volume

The following represent the minimum basis for design:

¯ The models TR-55 and TR-20 (or approved equivalent) shall be used to determine peak discharge

rates.

¯ Rainfall depths for the one-year, 24 hour storm event are provided in Table 4.3.

¯ Off-site areas should be modeled as "present condition" for the one year storm event.

¯ The length of overland flow used in time of concentration (t~) calculations is limited to no more

than 100 feet for post development conditions.
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Figure 4.2.    Example of a Conventional Stormwater Detention Pond

PLAN VIEW

EMBANKMENT --~

RISER-~E7 1C0 YEAR LEVEL EMERGENCY
SPILLWAY

_~ 10 YEAR LEVEL

Cp~, or 2 YEAR LEVEL

LOW FLOW ORIFICE &
TRASH RACK --

STABLE

PILOT CHANNEL BARREL ~

ANTI-SEEP COLLAR or
FILTER DIAPHRAGM

PROFILE

A b~pical detention facility provides channel protection control (Cp,) and overbank control (Qp) but no

water quality control (WQ,j. If this practice is used, WQv must be provided in a separate facility listed

on Table 5.1.
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New York 1 )’ear, 24-Hour 2 )’ear. 24-Hour 10 .,.,ear, 24-Hour 100 )’ear, 24-hour
Count)’ Rainfall Depth Rainfall Depth Rainfall Depth Rainfall Depth

Albanv. 2.4 2.9 4.5 7.0

Allegany 2.2 2.6 3.8 5.3

Bronx 2.7 3 5 5.0 7.5

Broome 2.4 2.8 4.2 6.2

Cattaraugus 2.2 2 5 3.7 5.2

Cayuga "~ "~ "~ < 3.8 _ .,~

Chautauqua 2.1 ~ "_.5 3.6 4.9

Chemung 2.3 2." 3,9 5.6

Chenango " " 2.8-._~ 4.0 6.0

Clinton 2.(3 2,5 3.5 4.9

t ommbia 2.5 ...... ~

Cortland 2.3 2.7 3’.9 5.6

Delaware 2.5 2.9 4.5 7.9
¯ Dutchess 2.8 3.5 5.0 8.0

Erie 2.1 2.5 3.6 4.9

Essex 2.1 2.5 3.6 5.1

Franklin 2.0 2.5 3.5 4.8

Fulton 2.3 2.6 3.9 5.5

Genesee 2.1 2.5 3.6 4.9

Greene 3.0 3.0 5.0 8.0

Hamilton 2.2 2.5 3.7 5.4

Herkimer 2.2 2.5 3.7 5.5

Jefferson 2.1 2.5 3.5 4.7

Kings 2.7 3,5 5.0 7.5

Lewis 2.3 2.5 3.6 4.8

Livingston 2.2 2.5 3.7 5.0

Madison 2.3 2.6 3.8 5.5
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Ne~v York 1 )’ear, 24-Hour 2 )’ear, 24-Hour 10 year, 24-Hour I00 )’ear, 24-hour
County Rainfall Depth Rainfall Depth Rainfall Depth Rainfall Depth

Tompkins 2.3 2." 3.9 5.5

Ulster 3.5 4,0 6,0 8.0

\\’arren ~ " ".g " ,R..... o.~ 5.4

Washingtc, n "~ ~ "

Wavne 2.2 2 5 3.7 4,9

Westchester 2.8 3.5 5.0 7.5

\V.v ommg 2.2 2.5 3.6 4.9

Yates 2.2 2.5 3.8 5.2
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Figure 4.4.    10-Year Design Storm

REFERENCE TP-4g
HARCH 1966

FIG. 2 SHEET 3 OF 6
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Figure 4.5.    lO0-Year Design Storm

tO~-YEAR 24-HOUR RAINFALL (INCHES)

5.5

~RCH ~966
FI6URE 2 SHEET 6 OF 6               7.~/.

7.5
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Figure 4.6.    2 - Year Design Storm

REFERENCE TP-4~
MARCH 1966 5

FI~. 2 SHEET I OF 6

ROI

KIN
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In addition, ira s~te t’al!~ ~nto a "hotspot" category outlined in Table 4.4, a pollution prevention plan may

also be requi.red by the appropriate reviewing authority. Golf courses and commercial nurseries may also

be required to implement a plan by the appropriate review authority

The following land uses and activities are not normally considered hotspots:

¯ Residential streets andrural highways
¯ Residential development
¯ Institutional development
¯ Office developments
¯ Non-industrial rooftops
¯ Pervious areas, except golf courses and nurseries (which may need an IPM Plan)

While large highways (average daily traffic volume (ADT) greater than 30,000) are not designated as a

stormwater hotspot, it is important to ensure that highway stormwater management plans adequately

protect groundwater.

4.9 Sizing Example - Stonehill Estates

Following is a sizing example for the hypothetical "Stone Hill Estates," a 45-acre residential

develoment in Ithaca, New York (Figure 4.7). The site also drainas approximately 20 acres of off-site

drainage, which is currently in a meadow condition. The site is on mostly C soils with some D soils.
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Computation of Preliminary Stormwater Storage Volumes and Peak Discharges

The layout of the Stone Hill subdivision is shown on the previous page.

IStep1. Compute preliminary runoff control volumes from Stormwater Sizing Criteria

Water Quality Volume, WQv

¯ Compute Runoff Coefficient,

0.05 ~- (I) (0.009)
0.05 - (26.6) 10.009) = 0.29

¯ Compute WQ,_ (Offsite area does not need to be considered when determining the water quality.
volumel

Use the 90% capture rule with 0.9" of rainfall.

-"..... WQ, = (0.9") (R,) (A)
= (0.9") (0.29) (45.1 ac)(lftil2in)
= 0.98 ac-ft

Establish Hydrologic Input Parameters and Develop Site Hydrology (See Figures 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10)

Condition Area CN Tc
Ac hrs

Pre-developed 65.1 72 0.46
Post-developed 65.1 78 0.35
Ultimate buildout 65. I 82 0.35

Hydrologic Calculations

Condition Q~-,~
Runoff Inches cl’s c./’s c,/~
Pre-developed 0.4 19 72 14
Post-developed 0.7 38 112 202
Ultimate buildout NA NA NA 227
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JOB: STONE HILL EWE
DRAINAGE AREA NAME: POST DEVELOPMENT 21-Jan-97

GROU P CN from AREA
COVER DESCRIPTION SOIL NAME A,B,C,D? TABLE 2-2. (in acres)

MEADOW C 71 0,16 Ac.
M EADOW D 78 0.14 Ac.
WOOD C 70 3.09 Ac.
WOOD D 77 1,81 Ac.
IMPERVIOUS 98 12.00 Ac.
GRASS C 74 20.09 Ac.
GRASS D 80 7.81 Ac.
OFFSITE MEADOW C 71 20 00 Ac,

AREA SUBTOTALS: 65.10 Ac.

ll=m~=.~l~..~-:miG~’~[.:~ Surface Cover Manning ’n’ Flow Length Slope
:,-,r 2~ ~r Ra~fal~ = 2 ~ ~ Cross Section Wetted Per Avg Velocity Tt (Hrs)

Sheet Flow uense grass ’n’=0.24 100 Ft. 3.80%
0.20 Hrs

-, Shallow Flow UNPAVED 100 Ft. 1.50%
(a) 1.98 F.P.S. 0.01 Hrs.

PAVED 400 Ft. 1.00%
(b) 2.03 F.P.S. 0.05 Hrs.

Channel Flow (a) ’n’=0.013 1550 Ft. 1.00%
Hyarauhc Radius =0.50 1 6 SqFt 3.2 Ft. 7.22 F.P.S. 0.06 Hrs.

(b) ’n’=0.030 350 Ft. 4.30%
Hydrauhc Radius =1,42 12.0 SqFt 8,5 Ft. 13.01 F.P.S. 0.01 Hrs.

(c) ’n’=0.040 300 Ft. 3.30%
Hydraulic Radius =1.26 22,0 SqFt 8 5 Ft, 7.89 F.P.S. 0.01 Hrs.

Total Area.Ln Acres = 65.10 Ac. Total Sheet Total Shallow Total Channel
Weighted CN =t 78 Flow= Flow= Flow =

Time Of Concentration = 0.35 Hrs. 0.20 Hrs. 0.07 Hrs. 0.08 Hrs.
Pond Factor =’ 1 RAINFALL TYPE II

Precipitation Runo’ff Qp, PEAK TOTAL STORM
S’/O R14 (P) inches (Q) DISCHARGE Volumes
1 Year 2.3 In. 0.7 In. 37.6 CFS 156,283 Cu. Ft.
2 Year 2.7 In. 0.9 In. 54.0 CFS 217,511 Cu. Ft.

10 Year 3.9 In. 1.8 In. 112 CFS 427,155 Cu. Ft.
100 Year 5.5 In. 3.1 In. 202 CFS 742,265 Cu. Ft.

Figure 4.9. Stone Hill Post-Development Conditions
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Compute Stream Channel Protection Volume. (Cp,)

For stream channel protection, provide 24 hours of extended detention IT) for the one-year event.

Utilize SCS approach to Compute Channel Protection Storage Volume

¯ Initial abstraction (Ia) for CN of 78 is 0.564: [Ia = (200,’CN - 2)]
¯ I~z,P = (0.564). 2.3 inches = 0.245
¯ T~ =0.35 hours
¯ qu = 570 csmin IType [1 Storm)

Kno~ ing q,, and T (assume 24 hours of extended detention time), find q~:q, using Figure 4. I 1 (MDE,

2000). [Also see methodology in Appendix B]

Figure 4.11. Detention Time vs. Discharge Ratios (Source: MDE, 1998)

|.0~0 ~ ~ "l’e2 Itr- ~ ""~""1---~ "’

i --
SG ~�lO I|0 ~O ~S4 300 ,250 4~0 450

Unit Peak Discharge (qu), csm/in

¯ Peak outflow discharge/peak inflow discharge (qjq,) = 0.035
¯ Vs;Vr = 0.683 - 1.43(qdq,) -1.64(qo:q,) -’ - 0.804(q,,/q,)

¯ Where Vs equals channel protection storage (Cp,) and Vr equals the volume ofrunoffin inches.
¯ Vs/Vr=0.63
¯ Therefore. Vs = Cp~ = 0.63(0.7")(1!12)(65.1 ac) = 2.4 ac-ft (104,214 cubic feet)
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Compute Extreme Flood Protection Volume.

L ~i’,’cme I!~.~od protectlon is caicu’,ated using the ~ame methodology as overbank protection.

For a t.).,, of. and an allo~able Q,,o, of. and a runoff’volume of the Vs necessary’ tbr 100-year control

Is. under a developed CN of 78. Note that 5 5 inches of rain fall during this event, with approximately

3.1 inches or" runoft;

While the TR-55 short-cut method report.~ to incorporate multiple stage structures, experience has

shm~n that an additional 10-15’!0 storage is required ~hen multiple levels of extended detention are

provided inclusive with the 100-year storm. So. for preliminary sizing purposes add 15% to the

reqmred volume for the 100-.,,ear storm. Q:-I,,~ = 3.53 x 1.15 = 4.06 ac-ft.

\nabze Safe Passage of 100 Year Design Storm

It" peak discharge control of the lO0-year storm is not required, it is still necessary.’ to provide safe passage

for the lO0-year event under ultimate buildout conditions (Q~u = 227 ct’sL

Volume Required NotesSymbol Categon.’ (ac- ft )
\\Q \\ ater Quaiit,~ Volmne 0,98

Cp Stream Protection 2.4 Average ED release rate is 1.2 cig over
24 hours

Q:. Peak Control 2.5 10-vear. in this case
Q. Flood Control 4.1
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2-1 COMPONENTS OF STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The goal of storm water management is to mitigate the impact on the hydrologic cycle resulting from
changes to the land surface. Urban development has been identified as having a direct impact on the
hydrologic cycle by reducing or even eliminating the natural storage capacity of the land. This impact is the
result of a decrease in tree cover, looseorganic surface soils, and natural depressions, all of which provide
natural storage capacity. These natural storage areas are then replaced with impervious and managed
pervious surthces. Impervious cover prevents the percolation of the mnoffinto the soil, which means that
most, if not all of the raintS,11 is converted to mnoft: In addition, managed pervious areas, such as courtyards
and lawn areas t2,. ~ically do not provide opportunities for infiltration due to compaction of the surface soil
profile and improved drainage conveyances. (The impact of development on the hydrologic cycle is
discussed in detail in Chapter 4; Hydrologic Methods.) The results of increased stormwater runoffcan
be classified by its impact on ~t’ater quali~., stream channel erosion, and localized flooding. These
components are identified in the Virginia Stormwater Management (SWM) Regulations.

2-1.1 Water Quality

One of the impacts ofstormwater runoff’is that of the quality of the runoffon the aquatic ecosystem.
Various soluble and particulate pollutants are found in stormwater runoff. Studies have shown that the
source of these pollutants are atmospheric deposition, urban and agricultural lands, and natural spaces. The
focus of this document is on the urban land sources. The imper~’ious surfaces, such as parking lots, roof
tops, roads, etc., which are associated with land development serve to accumulate and transport these
pollutants to receiving stream channels. It should be noted that pervious areas associated with development,
such as golf courses, parks, open space, etc., also contribute pollutants.

The following presents a basic overview of the typical urban pollutants. Additional discussion of urban
pollutants associated with certain ultra-urban development environments, referred to as stormwater
hotspots (Claytor. 1996) is discussed in Section 2-3: BMP Selection Criteria.

.Vutrients. Concemrations of nutrients, such as nitrogen and phosphorus, found in urban runoffcan cause
eutrophication of receiving streams, lakes, and rivers, and estuaries. As these nutrients collect in slower
moving water bodies, they promote the growth of algae, which in turn blocks sunlight to bottom grasses, and
eventually leads to a depletion of available dissolved oxygen (DO). Nutrients in urban runoffhave been
identified as being a significant contributor to the decline of the Chesapeake Bay. The Virginia Tributary
Strategy initiative calls for a 40% reduction in nutrients reaching the Chesapeake Bay by the year 2000.

Suspendedsolids. All natural drainage channels have a natural sediment bed load which helps maintain a
state of equilibrium within the channels of undeveloped watersheds. Increases in the peak rates of flow
through the channel or stream system will disrupt the equilibrium by increasing the amount of sediment
removed from the channel bed and banks. Suspended solids which result from excessive erosion and scour
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channel, however, is quite often a very efficient conveyance system and promotes an even faster velocity of
flow, which in turn, accelerates the chmmel erosion process. Once this process has be~man, it is very difficult
to stop becatise typical stream channel soils are highly erodible once the protective lining of cobble or
vegetation is eroded away.

2-1.3 Flooding

When the rate ofstormwater runoffexceeds the capacity, of the various manmade or natural conveyance
systems, the result is localized flooding. The conveyance system ~adually catches up and drains the flood
waters as the rainfall subsides. In some cases debris or other materials dislodged by the rising flood waters
will clog the drainage system and cause longer periods of flooding. In either case, pockets of standing water
which do not drain will remain for periods of time and eventually percolate into the ground or evaporate.

In the pre-developed condition, most stream channels have an adequate floodplain or flood fringe to convey
and store the out of bank flows with minimal damage. With urbanization, however, these floodplain areas
are often eliminated or developed with improvements, The periodic ponding of water in developed areas
often results in damage. Pavement will fail or be undermined, structures will be water damaged, landscaping
and other improvements not used to inundation will be damaged.

2-1.4 Regional (watershed-~vide) Stormwater Plans

The cumulative effect of sedimentation, scouring, increased flooding, lower summer flows, higher water
temperature, and po!lution contribute to the overall degradation of the stream ecosystem. Many studies have
documented the decline of fish diversity in urbanized watersheds. The aquatic insects which are a major food
resource tbr fish are impacted by the increased sediment load, trace metals, nutrients, and flow velocities.
Less noticeable impacts to the stream systems are changes in water temperature, oxygen levels, and substrate
composition.

A regional or watershed-wide stormwater plan provides the framework needed to evaluate the impacts of
changes to the land_on water resources. A comprehensive watershed management plan considers all of the
impacts of increased stormwater runoff: water quality, channel erosion, and flooding. The plan is the result
o fstudying the environmental features of the watershed to identify those areas that should be protected and
preserved. The plan identifies and slrategically locates stormwater management measures and design criteria
to be utilized to protect the watershed. The plan also aims to utilize and protect ecological processes to
lessen the need for structural control methods that require capital costs and maintenance.
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FIGURE 2-1
Removal Rate vs. Detention Time for Selected Pollutants

Source: Schueler, Controlling Urban Runoff, 1987

Stormwaterjqlterhlg or filtration is ,typically limited to BMPs which address water quality. These facilities
utilize a filter media, such as sand. peat, grass, compost, or various types of fabrics or other material to strain
pollutants out of the stomawater. Since the stormwater must pass through the filter media in order to be
treated, these structures are limited to small drainage areas (less than 5 acres) and low flow rates. A
drawback to these structures is the overflow or bypass of large flows fi’om high intensity storms. The current
sizing criteria for these BMPs is the water quality volume. The Department is currently evaluating the option
of designating a flow rate or return frequency intensity for design purposes. In most cases a bypass or
diversion structure is needed to allow large flows to bypass the BMP without flushing previously deposited
pollutants out of the BMP. Guidance on this issue will be provided in the future.
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and filtering of pollutants, as ~ ell as decreased export of sediment and attached pollutants via erosion.

Water Quality Volume/WQV)

Ideally, the pollutant removal mechanism should dictate the treatment volume or frequency storm for water
quality BMPs. The sizing of BMPs which utilize gavitational settling of pollutants as the removal mechanism
can be based on a volume o fmnoff, while BMPs which utilize filtering should probably be based on a flow
rate or frequency. Design criteria provided in Chapter 3: BMP Minimum Standards, specifies maximum
flow velocities for grass swales and filter strips, as well as the need for a flow splitter or bypass structure for
sand tilters and other flow through structures.

The Virginia Stormwater Management Regulations require that thefirstJlush ofrunoffbe captured and
"’treated" to remove pollutants. The first flush, or water quality volume (WQV) is generally defined as the
first ½" to 1" ofrunofffrom impervious surfaces. Other methods of defining this first flush have been
developed. One method in particular, developed by The Center for Watershed Protection, utilizes the Runoff
Frequency Spectrum (RFS) for the Washin~on D.C. area and surrounding Chesapeake Bay watershed. The
RFS is based on the tact that 90% of the annual runoffis generated by storms of 1" of rainfall or less.
Therefore, the goal of treating at least 90°,/o of the annual runoff results in a treatment volume based on a 1"
rainfall. The volume ofrunoffis determined by multiplying a volumetric runoffcoefficient (P~.), based on site
imper,’iousness, bv the !" of rainfall. This method generates a water quality volume of close to or h~ghlv
impervious sites and gradually decreasing: volumes for gradually decreasing levels of imperviousness.

As noted in the Virginia Stormwater Management Regulations, water quality BMPs
which are dependent on volume, such as extended detention, constructed stormwater
wedands, and in some cases infiltration, have a required treatment volume of 2.0 x WQV
(or 2.0 x 0.5" = 1.0"per impervious acre). This will result in a very similar volume as that
based on the RFS method described above. As these methods are studied and BMPs are
monitored, the design criteria for determining the WQ V may be refined to achieve a
greater overall level of treatment.

While the first flush from a storm event is considered to contain the highest concentration of pollutants, there
is considerable debate over the intensity of rain needed to wash the pollutants from the urban landscape.
Studies have shown that intensity is the critical wash offfactor for most storm events, and many people can
intuitively comprehend that higher intensity rains leave impervious surfaces cleaner than lower intensity rains.
(Adams, 1997). The ~’pical SCS rainfall hyetograph starts with a low rainfall intensity which gradually rises
to a peak and then declines. This may indicate that in some cases the designated water quality volume
provided in a stormwater basin may fill up with the relatively clean water at the onset of a rain event,
consequently allowing the larger flows associated with the high intensity rain and pollutant wash offto pass
through the facility.
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fi’equency of every three to six months rather than two years. In addition, for the 2-year storm, the volume
ofmnoffhas increased to 1.15 watershed inches, more than double the pre-developed volume, which means
a significant increase in the duration of the peak flow can be expected. Under this scenario, the receiving
stream will experience a significant increase in erosive flows.

The solution to designing for stream channel erosion is evolving into a study of stream channel
geomorpholo~’. Several studies have indicated that the level of erosion (orbed-material load) is a function
of the difference between the flow velocity and the critical velocity.(McCuen, 1987). The critical velocity.
is a function o.fthe type of soil of which the channel bed is composed. The studies indicate that the amount
of bed sediment moved is a function of the time duration over which the velocity is greater than the critical
velocity. According to McCuen, this explains from a conceptual standpoint why the duration of flow is just
as important as the rate of flow. Further, it may explain why detention basins may actually increase the
erosion compared to providing no control of the post-developed flows. When no control is provided, the
flow tends to exceed the channel capacity and extend out into the floodplain; thus the velocity within the
channel banks may not increase significantly even though the peak flow rate does increase significantly.

This should not be interpreted as justification for no control ofstormwater runoff Rather, it highlights the
need for a design criteria that replicates the pre-development sediment load transport characteristics of the
channel. Several methodologies have been recommended, some of which are very subjective as they are
based upon the ability of the designer to analyze and interpret the stream sediment characteristics. This could
easily become an expensive and cumbersome methodology, especially in localities that do not experience
significant development pressure. The review and approval process could become bogged down in the
analysis of field data and trying to verify, the channel characteristics, especially when the requirements of the
field work may be different tbr every project.

The Virginia Stormwater Management Regulations address stream channel erosion by requiring compliance
with Minimum Standard 19 of the Virginia Erosion and Sediment COntrol Regulations (4VAC50-30-40.19).
This standard requires that properties downstream from development sites be protected from
sediment deposition, erosion, damage due to increases in volume, velocity, and peak flow rate of
stormwater runoff. The specific design criteria specifies that downstream natural channels by analyzed
tbr adequacy to convey the developed condition 2-year peak discharge within the channel banks and at a
non-erosive velocity. In addition, man made channels are analyzed for adequacy to convey the 10-year
peak discharge within the channel banks and the 2-year peak discharge at a non-erosive velocity.

When a channel is determined to be not adequate, the use ofa stormwater detention BMP sized to discharge
the 2-year and 10-year frequency developed-condition peak discharge at the respective pre-developed rates
is one of the available options. (Refer to Chapter 1 for the complete language of Minimum Standard 19.)
As we discussed above, this criteria may not be adequate for natural channels due to the increase in the
frequency, duration, and volume of the "pre-developed" discharge.

An alternative is to identify a design frequency storm and control the discharge such that it does not exceed
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2-3 BMP SELECTION CRITERIA

The tbllowing discussion provides a general outline for choosing the appropriate BMPS for a development
site. The order of presentation does’not imply a decision making process that will systematically progress
towards an acceptable BMP. On the contrary, any one of the criteria can render a preferred BMP
unacceptable. In some eases, the designer may be able to accommodate certain limiting feasibility factors
by providing an innovative design which addresses or remedies the constraint. In all cases, once a BMP
is selected, we strongly recommend that the selection, along with the supporting criteria and any
compromises or design features, be presented to the various review or permitting agencies to ensure proper
evaluation and review. This will help avoid extensive changes to the stormwater management strategy during
the review process.

One of the first considerations in selecting a stormwater BMP is the fimctional goal of the BMP. Previously,
we discussed the components of SWirl: stormwater quali~’, stream channel erosion, and flooding. Any
one or combination of these components may be addressed by the local ordinance and will dictate the
functional goal of the BMPs. (State agency projects, are required to comply with all three of’these regulatory
components). In general, stormwater BMPs can be categorized into water quali.ty BMPs and water
quantiO,(stream channel erosion, and flooding) BMPs. Table 2-2 provides a general categorization of BMPs
by functional goal. Note, that some BMPS can be designed to satisfy, both quality and quantity goals while
others are specifically suited for only one.

The use of some BMPS are limited by site or watershed feasibility factors such as environmental impacts,
drainage area or watershed size, and topographic constraints.

Finally, the BMPS designed for water quality control provide varying levels of pollutant removal and are
suited for specific development densities. Table 2-3 presents a generic list of water quality BMPS, their
target phosphorus removal efficiency, and appropriate percent impervious cover.

The decision making process of choosing a stormwater BMP must weigh the goals of the proposed facility
against the limiting site feasibility factors of the proposed site or BMP location. The limitingsitefeasibili.tv
factors include:

1. Topographic and geologic constraints,
2. Contributing drainage area size, and
3. Environmental impacts.
4. Access for maintenance

The possible stormwater management requirements or goals which influence BMP selection include:

1. Multiple Criterion: Stormwater quality, stream channel erosion, flooding, and enviromnental
mitigation,

2. Multiple discharge points,
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stormwater to drain out of(or under) the proposed facility.

A thorough geotechnical investigation and report should verify the subsurface conditions for
the presence of any of the above features. The scope and requirements ofa geotechnical
investigation may vat3’ from site to site. Refer to Minimum Standard 3.10: General
Infiltration Practices for additional information on geotechnical investigations.

d. Proximi~., tJ structures, steep slopes, and water supply wells. One of the goals of
stormwater facilities is to provide recharge of the ~roundwater. This tends to saturate the
adjacent ground during, and for a period of time, after, a storm event. Building foundations,
basements, and other structures may be impacted by the wet/dry cycle of the surrounding soils.

z

Saturating the soils on or adjacent to steep slopes (6 to 10 percent or greater) can cause a
failure of the slope and adjacent structures.

The proximit3’ to ~vater supply wells raises concern over the introduction of pollutants into the
water supply aqui fer. Minimum distances from these features are presented in Chapter 3:
Minimum Standards.

2. Contributing Drainage Area Size

Some BMPs are restricted based upon the size of the contributing drainage area. The recommended
maximum and minimum sizes are considered guidelines and some flexibility should be allowed. The
exceptions, however, are the Manufactured BMP Systems (Minimum Standard 3.15) The manufacturers
design criteria should be adjusted or modified by the manufacturer only. The proper operation of these
BMPs is dependent on the proper sizing of the structure.

3. Environmental Impacts

It is extremely important for the designer to asses the environmental impacts associated with the site
development and the placement of the stormwater BMP. Local, State, and Federal regulations may restrict
the disturbance, or encroachment upon any of the following: wetlands, Waters of the United States, slream
or wetland buffers, floodplains, conservation easements, and other sensitive resources.

[Trginia Water Protection Permit Program: The Virginia Department of Environmental Quality
implements the Virginia Water Protection Permit (VWPP) Program. This program regulates all activities in
Virginia which result in discharge or dredge or fill material into state waters. This can include wetlands,
perennial streams, and other aquatic resources. The VWPP program is in conjunction with the U.S. Corps.
of Engineers Federal Permit authorized by the Clear Water Act. Some projects may require one or both
permits. The permit .typically requires that the developer investigate alternatives to the proposed impacts. If
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2. Multiple Discharge Points

The simplest site design includes a stormwater management strate~’ that consists of one discharge point from
the site. Large developments, however, often contain multiple discharge locations as dictated by the
topogaphy. Traditionally, this situation has been addressed one of two ways: I) Provide a Stormwater BMP
at each location as required by the size of the contributing drainage area and associated increase in peak
discharge, percent imperviousness, etc: or 2) overcompensat(at one discharge point in order to allow the
other discharge point(s) to go. uncontrolled.

Overcompensation of Peak Discharge should be subject to the following cdnditions:

i. The drainage channels which leave the site must be part of the same stream or tributary
network and the confluence should occur at some reasonable distance from the site.

2. The uncontrolled discharge is still subject to the requirements of MS-19, that is the receiving
channel is adequate to convey the increased flow.

3. The overall peak rate of discharge leaving the site must not exceed that of the pre-developed
condition.

Overcompensation of Water QualiO’ is covered in more detai! in the next section which discusses the use
of the Performance-based Water Quality Criteria. However, as it applies to multiple discharge points, the
following conditions should apply:

1. The drainage channels which leave the site must be part of the same stream or tributary
network and the confluence should occur at some reasonable distance from the site.

2. Every effort should be made to provide water quality enhancement through the use of
vegetated buffers, open grass/vegetated swales, bioretention, or other low maintenance water
quality BMPs.

3. Every effort should be made to minimize the impacts in the uncontrolled drainage area through
non-structural means as discussed previously.

4. The overall site water quality compliance must be determined using the performance-based
water quality criteria.

Another alternative which may be considered is the control of existing development in lieu of the proposed
development. This trade off should be considered only if specific site, watershed, or environmental
considerations hinder the successful incorporation of on-site BMPs.
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TABLE 2-2
Functional Goal of Stormwater BMPs

Stormwater BMP Quality Stream Channel Flooding

Erosion

Vegetated filter strip ¯

Grassed Swale (w, check dams) ¯ .-~- ¯ ¯

Constructed wetlands .....

Extended detention ¯ .- ¯ ~-* ¯ ¯

Extended detention enhanced ¯ ,-+ ¯ "- ¯ ¯

Biorctention ¯

Retention basin ¯ ~-~ ¯ -- ¯ ¯

band t~iter - *

Infiltration ¯

-" :’-’- Infiltration Basin ¯ ~- ....

Detention ¯ ,- ¯ .,-+

¯ lanufactured BMPs ¯ "--~

Legend: .... Primary functional goal

¯ "- = Potential secondary functional goal

¯ ¯ = Potential secondary functional goal with design modifications or additional
sTOrage

NOTE: Some BMPs, when properly designed, can provide secondan.’ goals. Table 2-2 indicates
several ~ater qualiO’ BMPs with potential secondan. , goals. This is not meant to restrict the designer
JJ’om mco*poram~g design modifications or additional storage as approprialeJbr the particular site.
Care mztst be taken to ensure that the the design modifications do not diminish the primar>, goal
capabilities of the B.\IP.
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sification of Stor~nwater Hotspots

The tbllowing land uses and ~re deemed stormwater.jzaaWo~
¯ vehicle salvage yards and recycling thcilities ~
¯ vehicle fueling stations
¯ ~ xe-:~ c-le~ efvfh-g-gn c$~gi~ t e nanc e facilities
¯ vehicle and equipment cleaning facilities r.
¯ fleet storage areas (bus, truck, etc.) ~
¯ industrial sites (tbr SIC codes contact Virginia Dept. Of Environmental Quality)
¯ marinas (service and maintenance) =
¯ outdoor liquid container storage
¯ outdoor loading/unloading facilities
¯ public works storage areas
¯ facilities that generate or store hazardous materials i~
¯ commercial container nursery.’

= mmcates that the lanai use or acu~ try t~ ~cqui~cd t~ lotcpa~,: a ~to~t,l~atc~ i~,Ik, tlor, p~,:,cntion .an
in accordance with the Virginia Pollution Discharge Elimination System program permit as recred
by the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality’.

Source: Center tbr ~3,atershed Protectton, 1’-)97

2-3.3    Technology-Based and Performance-Based Water Quality Criteria

The T~chnolog3"-hased and Perjbrmance-basedwatcr qualit.,,’ criterion represent a consolidation of the
water quality technical criteria of three state agencies charged with the responsibility, of monitoring and
improving the water resources of the Commonwealth: The Department of Conservation and Recreation
I DCR), the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ), and the Chesapeake Bay Local Assistance
Department (CBLAD). The specific responsibihties of these agencies are presented in Chapter 1. The
stormwatcr management water quality regulations require compliance by either aperformance-based water
quality criteria or a technology-based water quality criteria.

The per/brmance-based water quality criteria states that tbr land development, the calculated post-
development nonpoint source pollutant runoffload shall be compared to the calculated pre-development load
based upon the average land cover condition or the existing site corrdition. This approach requires the
designer to calculate the pollutant load to be removed, implement a BMP strategy, and then calculate the
pcrtbrmancc of that strategy’, based on the effec dvcness or pollutant removal efficienc?, of the selected
BMP(s), (Table 2-3).
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3. Situation 3 consists of land development where the existing percent impervious cover is ~eater than the
average land cover condition.

Requirement: The pollutant discharge afte(development shall not exceed (i) the pollutant
discharge based on existing conditions less 10% or (ii) the pollutant discharge based on the average
land cover condition, whichever is greater.

("...which ever is greater" refers to the calculated pollutant discharge to which the after development
pollutant discharge is compared. Additional explanation is provided in the discussion following this section.)

4. Situation 4 consists of land development where the existing percent impervious cover is served by an
existing stormwater management BMP that addresses water quality.

Requirement: The pollutant discharge after development shall not exceed the existing pollutant
discharge based on the existing percent impervious cover while served by the existing BMP. The
existing BMP shall be shown to have been designed and constructed in accordance with proper
design standards and specifications, avd to be in proper functioning condition.

The definition of the average land cover condition is important to the successful implementation of the
pertbrmance-based water quality criteria. An analysis of the Chesapeake Bay watershed identified the
average land cover condition using the following categories: urban land use, forest cover, pasture land,
conservation till acreage, and conventional till acreage. Using the pollutant load values fi-om the N.U.R.P.
studies, the average land cover condition was then used to establish a baseline existing land use condition
pollutant load value of 0.45 lb/aciyr of phosphorous. Since the Simple Method is based on impervious
cover, an equivalent percent impervious cover is needed. 16% impervious cover has been determined to
be an equivalent pollutant load source for all ofth+ urban and non-urban land uses which contribute nonpoint
source pollution. These values (16% impervious cover and 0.45 lb/ac/.yr of phosphorous) represent the
average land cover conditions for the Chesapeake Bay watershed. (Keep in mind that these values may be
adjusted based on actual land use conditions within the locality or individual watersheds within the locality
at the time of DCR or CBLAD program adoption, whichever occurred first.) This allows the designer to
calculate, using the-Simple Method, the pre-developed pollutant load using average land cover conditions,
and the post-developed pollutant load using the project post-developed impervious cover. The difference
between the pre- and post-developed pollutant load represents the increase in pollutant load which must then
be controlled by an appropriate BMP.
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low while allowing for the preservation of high priority open space such as stream buffers and unmanaged
open space. However, the clustered development represents a significant source of increased runoffand
pollutant lo~d when directly connected to the drainage system. Guidance on mitigating these impacts within
the LID strategy can be found in the references provided at the end of this chapter.

If. on the other hand, the development consists of commercial or industrial development and associated
infi’astructure (parking lots, roads, and other impervious surfaces), located on a sufficiently large parcel such
that the total area o fimpervious cover is less than 16%, and the improvements include a directly connected
drainage network, then water quality controls should be provided. This type of development poses a very,
difficult development situation to regulate using the performance-based water quality criteria since the overall
percent impervious cover is low. Initial efforts to define the impervious cover as connected or disconnected
led to very awkward and subjective regulatory language. Another option considered revising the definition
ofpercent impervious to read "’the impervious area divided by the drainage area within the site multiplied
by 1007 Again, various development situations were presented which led to subjective interpretations of
these definitions. The preferred method of dealing with this issue was determined to be clear guidance on the
intent of the 16% impervious cover"average land cover condition," and a case by case evaluation of the
application of the performance-based water quality criteria.

IVhen improvements on a site are concentrated such that the impervious area is collected and
drained to a single receiving channel (connected impervious cover), it is reasonable to expect
that the developed condition runoff will have an impact on the receivit~g system in terms of
water quality hnpairments, regardless of the overall "site" percent imperviousness, and
therefore should be considered in the water qttality strategT. In such cases, DCR recommends
that the percent intpervious cover calculation be based on the drainage area being collected
by the improved drainage system.

Development Situation 2 describes new development which results in impervious cover greater than the
average land cover condition. The selection and location ofa BMP to satisfy the pollutant removal
requirement is verified using the Simple Method.

Development Situation 3 describes development of a site with existing development already present. This
development situation is provided to help create an incentive for development, or"redevelopment" of existing
infrastructure as opposed to developing a raw piece of land. Clearly redevelopment contains more challenges
with regard to existing utilities, building locations, entrances, drainage systems, etc. The requirement of 10%
reduction in calculated pollutant load fi’om the site allows flexibility in siting a BMP at the most advantageous
location with regard to existing site restrictions. If the amount of impervious surface does not change
significantly, the designer has the choice of several BMPs to achieve the 10% reduction including the
Manufactured BMP Systems (Minimum Standard 3.15) which can be easily located on an existing storm
system.
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an imperviousness range of 67 - 100% ).

Likewise the development of a low density subdivision in the range of 16 -21% imperviousness would
indicate the selection of a vegetated filter strip or grassed swale (or any of the more efficient BMPs). The
designer need only veri f3’, using the performance-based calculation procedure that the required removal
efficiency would dictate a similar selection, thus indicating the equality of the two methodologies.

The difference in the two methodologies is the abilit), to incorporate a combination of BMPs using the
performance-based criteria. Consider the just mentioned office park. If an exten.ded detention-enhanced
basin is selected, yet does not capture the runoff from the entire site to the effect that the calculated pollutant
removal of the BMP does not satisfy the site or planning area pollutant removal requirement, then an
additional BMP or a more efficient BMP must be designed.

Consider, as part of the office park, a two acre parking area along the edge of the office park which does
not drain to the extended detention-enhanced facility. The designer may choose to incorporate a grassed
swale with check dams to control the two acre drainage area. Since the two acre drainage area is almost
entirely impervious, strict applicatien of the technolo~,-based criteria would preclude the use of anything but
the most efficient BMPs (sand filter, infiltration, etc.) The performance-based criteria, on the other hand,
allows for a total pollutant removal to be calculated to measure the combined effectiveness of the more
efficient extended detention-enhanced facility on the majority of the site along with the lower, efficiency;:.:..:~...
grassed swale serving the small portion of the site.

The use of sound judgement in the application of multiple BMPs should dictate. If the designer is using the
technology approach to control a majority of the site, and proposes a less efficient BMP to control the small
area draining in the other direction, the requirement to calculate the total site pollutant removal using the
performance-based calculation procedure is at the discretion of the plan approving authority. On the other
hand, ifa portion of the development site is being lelt uncontrolled, the plan approving authority may certainly
require the pertbrmance-based calculation procedure to verify compliance.

Several examples will be provided by DCR as guidance in these types of review decisions.
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Asserted problems with on-site facilities:

i. Not as efficient at pollutant removal as larger facilities.

2. More land is disturbed because of need for a number of smaller facilities; an additional 5 to I 0
acres will not be available for development out of every I, 000 acres served by stormwater
management facilities.

3. Not well maintained, reducing pollutant removal efficiency.

4. More complicated for localities to maintain a large number of small facilities.

5. Access may be more difficult.

6. Do not .typically have maintenance features such as forebays, access roads, and sediment disposal
areas. Difficult’ in access and maintenance often results in maintenance responsibili .ty being shifted
to homeowner’s associations, which experience has shown, are net generally capable of
coordinating the public works thnction required to effectively maintain stormwater management
facilities, Uncertainty of maintenance puts long- term reliability of the facility in question.

;~’(~£ 7. Pose a greater public safety hazard.

8. Have more potential to become "eyesores."

9. Can only be sited to address stormwater discharges from future development since they are
implemented for individual development projects only.

I 0. More expensive.

11. May result in a haphazard siting pattem for stormwater management facilities; with only limited
control of down stream erosion and flooding.

Asserted benefits of regional facilities:

I. More efficient and ensure the highest possible efficiencies for the entire watershed, rather than one
small site.

2. Offer the ability to control temperature of outflow which is not possible with small facilities.

3. Can be strategically located within a watershed and designed for coincident stormwater releases,
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a master plan specifying the sites and design criteria, (2) implement a phased construction progam so that
facilities are in place when ne~v development occurs, and (3) recover pro-rata charges from new
development or establish a stormwater utility with which to offset the costs for the regional facilities.
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These three components include the following:

A. Inventory

I. Define the watershed boundary.
2. Conduct a watershed inventory of natural resource features (wetlands, floodplains,

stream corridors, greenways, rare and endangered species, steep slopes, erodible soils, karst
bedrock areas, sensitive habitats, fish and wildlife resources, recreational areas, sources of
water supply).

3. Conduct a stream inventory (size, order, water and habitat quality, flow regime).
4. Identi~’ significant environmental features in neighboring watersheds (large pollution

sources, wildlife refuges, sources of water supply).
5. Identify and quanti~, existing sources of point and nonpoint source pollution.
6. Model the existing hydrology and hydraulics of the watershed (understand the impact

of land use, conveyances, land cover, stormwater management facilities, stream cross sections,
roadway crossings, flooding and drainage problems).

B. Planning

I. Define the goals of the watershed management plan (what is envisioned for the watershed
and who is going to lead the implementation efforts).

2. Identify and quantif.v future sources of point and nonpoint source pollution.
3. Model the future hydrology and hydraulics of the watershed.
4. Develop and evaluate alternatives to meet the goals and manage water quality (point

and nonpoint source pollution) and quantity (hydrology and hydraulics).
5. Identi~’ opportunities to restore natural resources.
6. Develop the watershed management plan (include specific recommendations on

development and land use evaluation, selection of structural and non-structural BMPs, public
education needs, regulatory requirements, and funding).

C. Implementation

I. Identify the stakeholders responsible for developing, implementing and updating the
plan to ensure long-term accountability.

2. Define the implementation costs (capital costs and annual administrative, operations and
maintenance costs) and who will pay for the implementation of the watershed
management plan (provide incentives and secure commitments).

3. Develop a watershed monitoring program.
4. Develop an evaluation and revision process for the watershed management plan.
5. Establish and implementation schedule.
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The natural resource features to be inventoried would depend on the characteristics of the watershed being
studied and could include:

"̄ \Vetlands "o Rare and endangered species
¯ " Floodplains " Sensitive habitats
¯- Stream corridors and greenways "" Cultural resources
¯ . Steep slopes -" Fish and wildlife resources
"̄ Erodible soils .. Recreationalareas

¯ ¯ Karst bedrock areas "- Sources of water supply

Wetlands

Wetlands provide unique habitats for both plants and wildlife, including many threatened and endangered
species. As a consequence, wetlands are valued for aesthetic and recreational reasons. Wetlands also
provide valuable flood storage, groundwater recharge, and pollutant-filtering functions.

Wetlands are widely scattered throughout Virginia and commonly are encountered on development sites and
throughout watersheds. Protecting the natural functions of wetlands is a critical element of the site
development process and watershed management planning. For moderate- to high-quality wetlands, which
are very difficult to replace, avoidance is recommended. If the watershed contains scattered, small, low-
quality wetlands, which are more readily replaced, mitigating the wetlands at a central location may be more
appropriate, thereby enhancing wetland functions and reducing a potential constraint to deve!opment. Early
coordination with resource agencies is recommended.

Floodplains and Stream Corridors

Floodplains and stream corridors include waterways and adjacent riparian lands that may be subject to
flooding. Natural waterways provide habitat for fish, aquatic plants, and benthic (bottom dwelling)
organisms. Development in waterways may destroy aquatic organisms and introduce large loads of sediment
and pollutants into the waterways. Modifying waterways to accommodate development also may destroy
the physical features-essential to a good habitat, including: stable stream banks and bottom substrates, pools
and riffles, meanders, and spawning areas.

Vegetated riparian land adjacent to streams stabilizes the stream bank, filters pollutants from storms and
floods, and provides habitats for a variety of amphibians, aquatic birds, and mammals that depend on the
proximity to water for their life functions. Development in floodplains and riparian corridors can impair the
functions and subject structures to damage from flooding and the meandering of natural streams.

A filter strip or riparian-forested buffer should be preserved or created along the banks of streams, where
possible. Furthermore, consideration should be given to establishing setbacks for intensive development
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is likely. The United States Geological Sun’ey is a good source of information on karst bedrock in VirNnia.
I fan area is prone to sink hole development, site drainage should be planned to minimize the concentration
of runoff. This can be accomplished by reducing the hydraulic connectivity of impervious surfaces and by
the use of filter strips. Where they are required, channels or ponds should be lined.

Certain BMPs can be used in karst areas to provide infiltration opportunities over a very large area.
Examples are filter strips, large bioretention facilities, and permeable pavement. These practices mimic the
natural process by which rainthll enters the subsurthce. Point sources of infiltration, such infiltration trenches
or dry wells should be avoided (CH2M HILL, 1998).

Threatened and Endangered Species

Existing information can be obtained from surveys conducted by the Division of Natural Heritage (DNH) of
the Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation. For portions of the watershed that have not been
previously surveyed, DNH’s Element List can be compared to plant community information derived from
previous investigations in the watershed, as well as from wetlands identification efforts. The inventory should
include a list of potential threatened or endangered species.

Cultural Resources

5 Existing information can be obtained from the Virginia Department of Historic Resources. For potential
regional (watershed) BMP sites, backgound research to characterize the cultural resource potential of the
project area can be conducted. This research will provide a historic context for evaluating any cultural
resources that might be located in the project area.

Fish and Wildlife Resources

Existing information can be obtained from the Virginia Department of Game and Inland Fisheries. This
information will be useful when defining watershed goals and selecting BMPs to protect sensitive areas. In
addition, fish can be a good indicator of stream health and can be used during the evaluation of effectiveness
of the watershed management plan, as part of a watershed monitoring program.

Recreational Areas and Sources of Water Supply

An inventory of recreational areas and sources of water supply will aiso facilitate, and in some cases
mandate, the goals of the watershed. This information will also be important in the selection of models that
will be needed to identify sources of pollution, understand the hydrologic and hydraulic characteristics of the
watershed, and evaluate alternatives to meet the watershed goals and manage water quality.
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The objectives of the model application for a watershed management plan may range from simple screening
of environmental problems that require minimum data input to detailed analysis of water quantity and quality
in the watershed. Detailed analysis requires more input data and usually provides information needed for the
design of a specific project or for the analysis and solution of specific environmental problems. Detailed
analyses are used to represent the watershed processes that affect pollution generation. However, it is not
always true that detailed analyses, based on sophisticated models, provide the most accurate representation
of the watershed and its environmental problems: it is best to use the least complicated model that will
produce the results tbr appropriate decision making.

Model selection also depends significantly on the data available in the watershed. The precision of the model
predictions is affected by dynamic and transient conditions, high spatial variability (mainly related to rainfall
variability and land use), and differences in event conditions (such as antecedent moisture conditions,
infiltration potential, local pipe or stream conditions, etc.). The data availability and the simulation
complexities affect model selection by tempering the decision towards acceptance of a model that is accurate
but not as precise as other more sophisticated models.
In addition to data availability issues, monitoring data and watershed responses can be highly variable.
Selecting a simpler model, and accepting results that are not as precise as desired but remain accurate, is an
appropriate strategy.

6. Model the Existing Hydrology and Hydraulics of the Watershed

The model selection strategy presented in the previous section also applies to hydrologic and hydraulic
models.

Hydrologic models provide information on the amount ofrunoffthat will reach the outlet of the watershed
and any receiving waters. Hydraulic models estimate water surface elevations and velocities of surface water.
These models are also used to characterize the drainage system in the watershed. Groundwater models
represent the movement of groundwater.

The focus of the modeling of the existing characteristics of the watershed is to develop baseline information
that will be used to-evaluate BMP siting and sizing alternatives for meeting the watershed goals and solving
drainage and flooding problems. The hydrologic and hydraulic models wilt also facilitate the understanding
of the impact of land use, conveyances, land cover, stormwater management facilities, stream cross sections,
roadway crossings, and flooding and drainage problems.

Accurate land use data will ensure accurate modeling results. Developing an updating land use and
impervious cover information will facilitate the implementation of the watershed plan.
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4. Develop and Evaluate Alternatives to Meet the Goals and Manage Water Quality and
Quantity

in order to meet the watershed goals and to solve the watershed’s problems effectively, the watershed
master plan should consider all feasible altematives. These alternatives will manage water quantity and quality
in the watershed. Therefore, the alternatives will address flooding, drainage, erosion, and stormwater
pollution problems.

Generally, alternative solutions mitigate flooding and drainage damages by providing additional storage
o fflows, by increasing the conveyance capacity of the drainage and stream system, or by floodproofing
structures at risk of flooding. Alternative solutions mitigate erosion damages by stabilizing stream banks
using non-erosive materials and/or by redefining the meandering pattern and using the channel and floodplain
to dissipate the flow energy. Alternative solutions mitigate stormwater pollution problems by providing
structural and non-structural BMPs.

Alternatives should be evaluated by using the existing and future condition models and the information from
the inventory component described in Section 2-5.1, A map &the watershed showing the recommended
alternatives should be prepared and distributed to all stakeholders.

Each alternative, or combination o falternatives, also could be evaluated according to screening criteria that
address technical, practica!, environmental, economic, and political feasibility. Alternatives can be investigated
in detail when they appeared to have potential to be cost-effective and satisfy all project criteria.

Selecting sites for regiona! (watershed-level) BMPs or flood/erosion controls involves balancing pollutant
removal, rtmoffattenuation, environmental permitting constraints, and cost issues. The following is a typical
sequence of the iterative process to be completed for each of the potential sites:

A. Identify potential regional BMP sites and sites for flood/erosion controls.

B. Field screen the sites taking into account the following:
¯" drainage area
¯. topograph_y_
oo existing development and projected future development
¯ " access and construction issues
o, wetlands constraints
¯ " other regulatory constraints
oo land ownership/value issues

C. Use the previously described watershed models to analyze pollutant reduction (phosphorous and total
suspended solids management), flood/erosion control, and resource protection.

D. Use the inventory and models to identify performance standards for the selection, design, and location
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2. Define the implementation costs and who will pay for the implementation of the watershed
management plan

Use unitbm~ and consistent procedures to estimate project costs for the alternatives developed to solve the
problems in each watershed. The cost should include capital costs and annual administrative, operations and
maintenance costs for all the elements of the plan.

Identify the funding sources for implementation of the watershed management plan. Below is a summary, of
the possible funding sources:

¯. General obligation and revenue bonds
o" Stormwaterutility fees
¯. Land development fees
¯ . Pro-rata share contributions
.̄ General fund resources

o° Loans and grant programs
"̄ Special sen’ice districts and watershed improvement districts

3. Develop a watershed monitoring program

¯ .~ Develop a monitoring program that enables the stakeholders to objectively measure and track indicators of
the watershed management plan’s success. The indicators should focus on water quantity and quality issues,
programmatic and socioeconomic needs, and physical and hydrologic measures.

Stormwater chemist~’ is fairly well understood. Therefore, chemical monitoring ofstormwater outfalls will
not necessarily provide valuable data. On the other hand, physical and biological monitoring and selected
long-term stream monitoring stations will provide valuable information to "measure" the successful
implementation of the watershed plan. If success is not achieved, the monitoring program will provide the

. data to make revisions to the plan, The monitoring program also will provide information to re-evaluate the
watershed goals and the implementation schedule.

4. Develop an evaluation and revision process for the watershed management plan

During the implementation of the watershed management plan, it is likely that at least one of the following
problems will occur:

o- Monitoring indicates that the wrong problem is being solved.

¯ o Solving one problem unmasks another problem that is more difficult to control.

¯̄ The program reaches some program or activity goals but may not be effective enough to reach the water
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Muck deposition influences design and maintenance of stormwater ponds

Pollutant Dynamics of Pond Muck

Historically, most research on stormwater ponds has focused on the movement ofpollt

and out of the pond. This is quite understandable, as knowledge about inputs and outputs
helps to estimate pollutant removal performance. An impressive amount of input/output
data has been collected; nearly 65 pond monitoring studies have been conducted in the U.5
Canada.

Most of the monitoring studies have shown that stormwater ponds and wetlands are,
effective in trapping pollutants carried in urban stormwater. Much less is known, however
fate of stormwater pollutants once they are trapped in a pond. It is generally assumed that 1
pollutants eventually settle out to the pond bottom and form a muck layer. [The term mucl,
used here to distinguish newly-deposited bottom sediments from the older parent so ils tha
original pond bottom.- ed.]

~wv’~xzvy~ar-’~Jor~-~rra~r~-m-n°~c-rrracr~-rayct-- The muck layer deepens as the pond
Pollutants may remain trapped within the ~
until the entire layer is excavated during a~
clean-out. In most cases the muck is event
dewatered, excavated, and applied back t(
surface. Research on bottom sediments in
shallow water systems, however, suggests
muck layer may not be so inert. Figure 1 il
how a given pollutant can follow a numbe
and complex pathways into an d out of the

layer.

Some runoff pollutants are transformed within the muck layer, while others are deco;
through chemical and microbial processes involved in sediment diagenesis. Indeed, diagen
a key pathway for decomposition of organic matter and some nutrients. Alternatively, poll
migrate further below the muck layer and into the original soil profile. In some extreme da
pollutants can travel into ~oundwater.

Pollutants
number o~
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complex,
and out of the

Alternau\ ely. pollutants might enter the food chain while in the muck layer, either
uptake by wetland plants or by bottom feeding fish. Under the right conditions, some polk
also be released from t he muck into the water column (where they could exit the pond dut
storm),

Ia~ this article, we examine the internal dynamics within the muck layer of stormwate
based on an extensive review of research studies on the physical, chemical, and biological
the muck layer of over 5 0 stormwater ponds and wetlands. While it must be admitted that
muck is somewhat lacking in glamour, it can have many important implications for the de,,
operation of stormwater ponds and wetlands. Typical questions include:

* What is the average deposition rate of muck in ponds?
¯ After how many years of deposition will muck need to be removed?
¯ Can the deposition rate be used to calculate the size of the sediment forebay for a po
¯ How tightly are pollutants held in the muck layer?
¯ Is there any risk that poIlutants could be reIeased back into the water column? -- or r

~oundwater supplies? - or enter the aquatic food chain where toxicity might be ma
¯ If pollutants do remain in the muck layer, should muck be considered hazardous or t
¯ Can muck be safely applied back on the land surface after it is cleaned out from the

are more exotic and expensive methods needed to safely dispose of muck?
* Finally, the depth of accumulated muck generally represents the long term work of a

trapping pollutants. Can the characteristics of pond muck allow us to infer anything
pollutant removal processes operating in ponds or the land uses that drain to it? Do l
concentrations "fingerprint" land uses?

To answer these questions, we reviewed bottom sediment chemistry data from 37 w~
detention basins, and two wetland systems, as reported by 14 different researchers. Althou
studies covered a broad geographic range, almost 50% of the sites were located in Florida
Mid-Atlantic states. Analysis was restricted to mean dry weight concentrations of the surf~
sediments that comprise the muck layer (usually the top 5 centimeters). The stormwater pc
in age from 3 to 25 years.

The Nature of Pond Muck

The muck layer can be easily distinguished from the parent soils that comprise the pc
original bottom. Distinguishing features include the following:

¯ a very "soupy" texture -- 57% moisture, Number of studies reporting (N) = 15;
¯ a distinctive grey to black color;
¯ a high organic matter content - nearly 6% volatile suspended solids on average
¯ a low density (about 1.3 grnsicm3 ); and
¯ poorly-sorted sands and silts dominating the muck layer.
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Pond muck represents a long term repository for the pollutants trapped ~vithin astor
:pond. A pollutant, however, can take many different pathways through the mucklayer as s
the diagram above.

(a) Pollutant inflow. Sediment, nutrients, trace(g) Phosphorus Release. In the s
.metals, and hydrocarbons enter the pond during eachlow oxygen levels near the bottor
storm. The total pollutant load delivered to the pondIcan induce a "burp" of soluble ph
depends to some degree on land use. Some evidenceiammonia, or methane back into tl
exists that metal and hydrocarbon loads are column.The potential for this phe
~significantly greater from watersheds draining roads or greatest in deeper ponds in warm,
industrial areas.                                 ’itudes.

’(b) Sediment Deposition. A steadv rain of sediment (h) Groundwater Migration. Pc
particles, attached pollutants, and algal detritus forms itightly bound to the pond muck c
the muck layer over time. Field measurements indicate downward through sediment pore
that the muck layer grows from 0.1 to 1 inch per year, and ultimately reach the watertab
’with greater deposition note d near the inlet. :pollutants, such as chloride and n

~the most mobile and have been r
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(c) .Muck Microla3er. The uppermost laver of muckmigrate outward from ponds into
represents the recently deposited sediments and.~oundwater at modest levels.
pollutants. Consequently, it is very high in organicmonitoring studies, however, rex,
matter and constantly worked over by microbes,~any risk of groundwater contamir
worms and other organisms, stormwater pond muck.

(d) Downward Migration. Most pollutants are tightlyi(i) Wetland Plant Uptake. The r
¯ bound to sediment particles and remain fixed within~wetland plants take up both nutri~
the muck layer. Other pollutants can migrate :metals from the muck layer and
~downward into the subsoil via pore spaces betweenithem upward to tubers, stems, an~
sediment particles. ’,the end of the growing season, th

!above-ground plant matter often
i(e) Fish Bio-magnification. Bottom feeding fish that’Some of the nutrients are releasec
’dwell in larger ponds, such as carp and catfish, ingestithe pond, while others settle back
.detritus from the muck layer. Not much is "known[muck layer as detritus.
,about pollutants accumulating in their tissues over
time. i(j) Pollutant Export from thePc

IPollutants remaining in the pond’~
(f) Sediment Diagenesis. Organic matter and nutrients Icolumn will often flush out durin
.are gradually reduced and decomposed over time instorm event. Consequently, any p
the muck layer through a process "known as sediment!hat were released from the muck
~diagenesis. Diagenesis is a key pollutant removal~nto the water column may exit a.,
pathway that combines physical, chemical, and~thereby reducing the long term pc
biological processes within the sediment to slowly[removal performance of the pond
breakdown organic matter, in the presence or absence
of oxygen. I~(k) Sediment Clean-outs. The ul

!removal of stormwater pollutants
laccomplished when the muck lay
!excavated from the pond and app
,on the land. This operation may
iconducted every 25 to 50 years, d
ion whether the pond has a foreba
existing data and sediment qualit;
ipond muck does not usually cons
!toxicity hazard.

Deposition of Muck

Muck essentially represents the bulk of all sediments and pollutants that have been h
trapped within a pond (excepting those that are microbially broken down into gaseous forr
pollutants that migrate below the pond). Therefore, the long term deposition rate of the m
of great interest.

The annual deposition rate can be easily calculated if the age of the pond and the dep
muck layer are known. The depth of the muck layer is relatively easy to estimate in the fiel
unique physical characteristics. Annual muck deposition rates on the order of 0.1 to 1.0 in~
have been reported for a series of ponds in Florida.23 These rates compare favorably with

sedimentation rates calculated at 0.5 inches/yr6 and 0.8 inches/yr19 utilizing different tech~
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The deposition rate o/’muck is not always the same throughout a pond. however. Th~
rates tend to be observed near the inlets of wet ponds, and to some extent, the outlets of de
basins.9 In addition, muck deposition rates increase sharply, for ponds that are small in tel.
contributing watershed areas and for ponds that located directly in streams.6

Nutrient Content of Pond Muck

As might be expected, the muck layer is highly enriched with nutrients (Table 1). Ph,
concentration for the 23 studies reviewed averaged 583 mg/kg (range 110 to 1,936 mg!kg,
Nearly all the nitrogen found in pond muck is organic in nature, with a mean concentratior
mg/kg (range 2!9 to 11,200, N=20). Nitrate is present in extremely small quantities, whict
indicate that some denitrification is occurring in the sediments, or perhaps merely that 1 es:
initially trapped in muck.

Muck essential
the bulk of ~
and polluta

been historic

In the entire pond data set, the nitrogen to phosphorus (N:P) ratio of the muck layer
about 5 to l, whereas the average N:P ratio for incoming stormwater runoff is typically arc
This lower N:P ratio is not unexpected. Ponds are generally more effective in trapping pho
than nitrogen and the decay rate for nitrogen in the muck layer is generally thought to be rr
than for phosphorus.

Researchers have expressed concern that phosphorus trapped in the muck layer migh
released back into the water column, particularly when oxygen levels are low in the summ
number of investigators have observed hypoxic and even anoxic conditions near the muck
ponds as shallow as 5 feet deep.& 22

An intriguing suggestion for possible sediment phosphorus release is evident in a
Florida ponds (Table 1). These ponds had unusually high N:P ratios of the muck layer,
of 10 to 1. One explana tion for the apparent depletion of phosphorus in the muck layer w(
mobilization and release of phosphorus from recurring anoxia over many years.

Still, most of the more Northern ponds, as well as many Southern ones, appear to ret,
the phosphorus deposited in the muck layer. For example, phosphorus levels in the muck 1
to 10 times higher th an the soils underlying the pond bottom. Also, muck layer phosphoru
not normally show a decrease as ponds grow older.

Trace Metal Content of the Muck Layer

The muck layer of stormwater ponds is heavily enriched with trace metals. This pher
consistent with reported performance data (Table 2). Trace metal levels are typically 5 to
higher in the muck layer, compared to parent soils. Trace metal levels in the muck layer al:
consistent pattern and distribution, (zinc > lead >> chromium = nickel = copper > cadmim

This pattern is nearly identica! to their reported concentrations monitored in urban st,
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runoff. It al~o suggests that rarel\ monitored (or detected) trace metals, such as chromium.
nickel, and posslbty cadmium, are actually trapped by stom~water ponds. The muck layers
ponds often contain more lead than zinc, xvhereas in younger ponds the converse is true. T
reflect the gradual introduction of lead-free fuels over the last decade, with the consequent
in lead loadings delivered to the younger ponds.

Table 1" Characteristics of the muck layer in wet stormwater ponds (mgAcg dry. weigh

otherwise noted)

% Volatile Total Nitrogen to
Location Land %    Suspended Kjeldahl Total Phosphorus

(Ref.) Use Moisture Solids Nitrogen Phosphorus Ratio Hyd

FL (23) Road 63 7.1 5180 510 10:1

FL (23) Road 77 10.2 4140 301 14:1

FL (23) Road 50 9.7 3110 1116 3:1

FL (23) Road 60 6.8 1130 100 11’1

FL (23) Road 52 6.5 2290 270 9:1

FL (23) Road 62 4.5 1440 370 4:1

FL (23) Road 65 4.8 2070 480 4:1

FL (23) Road 60 4.3 2110 110 20:1

FL (23) Road 76 10.4 11200 420 26:1

FL (22) Residential33 2.4 889 292 # 3:1

FL (3) Road 64 2306 * 3863 0.6:1

FL (11) Residential 6.4 624 619 1"1

FL (11) Residential 1.1 256 389 0.7:1

FL (11) Commercial 4.1 5026 1936 3:1

FL (16) Road 1100

VA (10) Residential 4.3 828 232 4:1
NZ (13) Industrial 2471 995 3:1 !28~.

NZ (13) Residential 5681 1053 5:1 208~

MN (14) Residential70 9.5 405

MN (15) Residential32 4.8 606
MN (3) Road 51 3271 695 5:1

CT (3) Road 32 219 499 0.4:1
MD (17) Institutional 11000 917 12:1 474

MEANS 57 6.0 2931 583 5:1

:* = Total Nitrogen
:# = May have been influenced by fuel spill

The trace metal content of the muck layer happens to be directly influenced by the ty
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use that drains to ~t ITable 3). Muck layers in stormwater ponds that drain residential areas
lightest metal enrichment. Commercial sites were subject to slightly ~eater enrichment, p
for copper, lead. and zinc. Ponds that primarily served roads and highways were highly eru
metals, presumably due to the influence of automotive loading sources (e .g., cadmium, co
nickel, and chromium)

Although the muck layer is highly’
enriched with metals, it should
not be considered an especially"
toxic or hazardous material.

Although the sample size was small (N=2), industrial catchments had, by far and aw~
geatest level of trace metal enrichment in the muck layer of any land use. Clearly, further
of heavily industrial ca tcl’maents is warranted to confirm if muck enrichment represents a

Most trace metals are very tightly fixed in the muck layer and do not migrate more tl-
inches into the soil profile. Many researchers have examined soil cores to determine the di
trace metal concent ration with depth. A consistent pattern is noted. Trace metal levels are
maxinmm at the top of the surface layer, and then decline exponentially wi;~h depth. Event
reach normal background levels within 12 to 18 inches below the pond. Representative se
metal profiles are shown in Figure 2.

Although the muck layer is highly enriched with metals, it should not be considered ’,
especially toxic or hazardous material. For example, none of over 400 muck layer samples
the 50 ponds sites examined in this study exceeded current EPA’s land application criteria
(Table 2). In fact, metal levels in the muck layer are usually less than ten times higher than
national mean for a~oricultural soils in the U.S. 12 (Table 4).

Of perhaps greater interest is whether soluble metals can easily leach from the muck
they could exert a biological or groundwater impact. The capacity for metals to leach from
is measuredby EPA’s Toxicity Characteristics Leaching Procedure (TCLP). The TCLP tes
variant, has been applied by four different investigators to pond muck 2, 11, 22, 23 with m
same result usually less than 5% of the bulk metal concentration is susceptible to leaching

In general, cadmium and zinc exhibited the greatest potential for leaching (usually le
10%) while copper and lead showed little or no leaching potential. Moreover, leachate con
seldom exceeded the mean metal concentrations reported for urban stormwater runoff.
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Table 2: Trace metal content in the muck laver orS0 stormwater ponds and wetlands
weight)

BMP Location (Ref.) Land Use Cadmium Copper Lead Zinc Nickel

WP FL (22) Residential 4.8 13 38.2 35.7 10.8 4.~
WP13 VA (2) Mix 3.2 45.3 25
WP VA (10) Residential 0.8 17.2 48 78 12.2
WP NZ (13) Industrial 173 578 3171

WP NZ (13) Commercial 18.2 48.9 146
WP9 FL (23) Road 15 28 374 161 52    61
WP MD (17) Institutional 12 130 202 904 12
WP MN (14) Residential 32.9

WP MN (15) Residential 17.0
WP OR (4) Institutional 60.2
W-P CT (3) Road 0.4 19 39 53 i3
WP FL (3) Road ND 13 125 105 31

WP M2’q (3)    Road ND 57 139 261 51
WP FL (16) Road 6 49 620 250 20
WP FL ( l 1 ) Residential 1,5 7 11 6 3 6
WP FL (11) Residential 0.6 2 12 11 4 12

WP FL (11) Commercial 2.7 6 42    103 6 11
SM MN (14) Residential 82
SM MN (15) Residential 56
DPSM MD (9) Industrial 12 140 400 1098

EDP MD (9) Residential 0.4 8 223 45
DP VA (9) Commercial 1.7 30 748 202
DP8 VA (2) Residential 3.0 50 30
EPA land application criteria 380 3300 1600 8600 990    3!

KEY: WP = Wet pond; SM = Shallow marsh; DPSM = Detention basin with shallow ma
Detention basin; EPA = Maximum metal limits for land application
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:Fab:e 3 fine etTec~ or" land use on trace metal concentrations in the muck laver {m~

Land tse No. of Sites Cadmium Copper Lead Zinc Nickel Ct
Residential t S 2 9.4 44 35 831

Commercial "~ 2 18 214 150 6 22
Road 13 11 30 330 163 52 51
h~dustrial 2 157 489, 2135 -

Hydrocarbon Content in Muck

One aspect of the muck laver that has yet to be well explored is the potential for hvd~
and PAH contamination. The limited data on hydrocarbon levels in the muck layer (Table
cause for sorne concern, pa rticularh’ at an Auckland, New Zealand industrial site. Gavens
that the concentration of total PAH and aliphatic hydrocarbons in the muck laver of a 120
London basin were 3 and 10 tirnes geater, respectively, than the basal sediments. Only’ fin
biodegadation of the hydrocarbons trapped in the muck appeared to have occurred in the t
recent years. ’~ ousef-4 on the other hand, reports that hydrocarbons were rarely detected i~
of Florida ponds.

Aquatic Community

~1 .................................. A soupy substrate, high pollutant load, and perio~
oxygen level render the muck layer a rather poor habit~
aquatic life. Macroinvertebrate sampling conducted bv
and Galli 5 indicate that the muck layer community ha.,
diversity and characteristics of high pollution stress. C1
and tubificid worms comprised over 90% of all organi.,
in a Florida pond muck layer, and dipteran midge larva
constituted 95% of all organisms collected in the muck
Maryland pond. While the diversity of the community
low, the benthic population can become very. dense at ¢
of the year. This is not surprising, given that extensive
populatio n that uses the highly organic muck layer as ;
food source.
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Sand tilter
]able 4: Comparative metals concentration in BMP sediments (mg kg) dry weig

No. of
BMP Observations Cadmium Copper LeadZinc Nickel Chr

Wet pond 38 6.4 24.5 160 299 38 36
Detention Basin 11 4 9 16l 448 30

Grassed swale 8 1.9 27 420 202 13 30

Oil grit separator 13 14 210 320 504 284
Oil grit separator # 4 36 788 1198 6785 350
-S’an~ filter        1 1.3 43 81 182 30 30

1 4.6 71 71 418 49 52

Agricultural soils12 3000 0.28 30 12 56 24

Resid. yards21 9 0.1 5 13 9

# = Oil Grit Separator, serving gas stations ## = Sand filter with sedimentatio

Comparison of Pond Muck to Sediments Trapped in Other BMPs

How does pond muck compare to the sediments trapped in other best management
Table 4 shows that the metal content of the muck layer of wet ponds and stormwater wetla
similar to concentrations see n in the soils of"dry" detention basins. The metal content ofl
and grassed swale soils are also quite similar in most respects, although swale soils tend tc
twice as much phosphorus and lead as their pond counterparts. Sediments trapp ed within
bed and sedimentation chamber of sand filters also appear to be generally comparable to p,
although only one sand filter has been sampled to date.2°

The one best management practice that sharply departs from this pattern is the oil
(OGS). The metal content of trapped sediment within OGSs is 5 to 20 times higher than
particularly if the OG S drains a gas station.
sediments are also much higher.

This condition reflects the fact that 0GSs often exclusively serve hydrocarbon hotsp,
designed to trap lighter fractions of off. 18 It is doubtful that metal and hydrocarbon levels i
muck could approach the level seen in OGSs, since they typically drain larger watersheds
the influence of an individual hydrocarbon hotspot.

Implications for Pond Design and Maintenance

An understanding of the dynamics of the pond muck layer has many implications for
and maintenance of stormwater ponds.

Pond Clean-out Frequency
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Based on observed muck deposition rates..storm~vater ponds should require sedimen
on a 15 to 25 \ear cycle. 19, 2? For example, using a 0.5 inchLvear muck deposition rate.
that the muck consolidates over time as it deepens, up to 15 to 25°~ of pond depth can be l
25 year period. The loss of capacity would be faster if construction occurs in the contributi
watershed over this time period.

Most ponds are now designed with a forebay to capture sediments. A common foreb;
criteria is that it constitutes at least 10% of the total pool volume. Based on a 0.5 inch~ ~T n
deposition rate, and the u nw~t~,d assumption that a forebay traps 50% of all muck deposit(
pond, the forebay could lose 25 percent of its capacity within 5 to 7 years. At the same tim
sediment removal frequency for the main pool might be extended to about 50 yea rs. Thes(
calculations assume that turbulence in the forebay does not cause muck to be resuspended
exported to the main pool. To meet this critical assumption, the forebay must be reasonabl
6 feet) and have exit velocities no ~eater than 1 foot/second at the maximum design inflo

The Proper Disposal of Muck
All of the available evidence strongly argues that pond muck does not constitute a ha

toxic material. Thus it can be safely land-applied with appropriate techniques to contain ar
as it dewaters. The hi gh organic matter and nutrient content of pond muck might even ma
as a soil amendment. Chemical testing of pond muck prior to land application is probably
for most residential and commercial sites, given the consistent pattern in the distribution o
reviewed in this paper.

Greater care should probably be exercised when disposing of pond muck from indus~
and perhaps some heavily travelled highways. Although only a few industrial sites have be
to date, the data suggests these sites may pose a risk. In addition, there is a much geater ct
pollutant spills, leaks, or illegal discharges occurring in a pond over the 20 or 25 year time
between clean-outs. It would seem prudent, therefore, to require prior test ing at selected
and roadway ponds to reduce this risk.

Greater care sho
be exercised wh

of pond muck frc
sites and p

heavily travelk

Further Research into the Muck Layer
While our emerging understanding about the muck layer is probably sufficient to ma

reasonably good management decisions regarding clean-outs and disposal, further researcl~
layer dynamics is needed in several are as.

¯ Ponds need to be sampled to veri~’ the deposition rate of muck over a broader range
geogaphic and regional conditions. Based on this data a predictive model of muck
rates could be developed to help practitioners who desi~ and maintain ponds.

¯ Much more data needs to be collected concerning the accumulation of hydrocarbons
in the muck layer, particularly in ponds draining roads and industrial sites. Further t~
muck layer for these compounds would give managers geater confidence about the
method for muck disposal, as well as providing inferences about how well stormwm
can trap these key pollutants.
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¯ I!:.’ -, :::: :icancc of muck laver phosphorus release as a factor in reducing the long
polltmt?,t rcmo\ al pcil\~m~ance ofa stonnwater pond remain an open question, Perh
ins~lu mea.~urcments of phosphorus flux in a stormwater pond. such as those used
\’ear~ m esmarine studies, could help resolve this issue.

¯ So far. few researches have explored the possible risk of pollutant biomagnification
layer, either by wetland plant uptake or by bottom feeding fish. A systematic sampli
to define pollutant levels in plant and animal tissue in a large population of stonnwa
and wetlands would help assess the nature of this risk. Such a survey would also pro
guidance to desig-ners on the issue of whether efforts should be made to attract wildl
systems.

Special thanks to Dr. Yousef A. Yousef of the University of Central Florida for his co
this article.
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MANUAL READER AND USER

From: BES Staff

Subject: Corrections and Updates

Through painstaking effort and numerous reviews, we have strived to provide the most accurate,
complete and up-to-date manual as possible. However, there is always room for improvement.
This is where you, the reader and user of this manual, can help us in this process and with our
efforts to improve this manual.

Should you discover an error, you are encouraged to use this form. Please make a copy of this
form, fill it out completely, and either fax it to the City or mail it to us at:

Attn: Steve Fancher
Bureau of Environmental Services
1120 SW 5th Ave., Room 1000
Portland, OR 97204-1972

Fax #: (503) 823-7126 Attn: Steve Fancher

This form can also be used for suggestions and recommendations for changes or to includet,,~ew
information in this manual. The field of stormwater is very dynamic. Sometimes the only~w~ay to
stay on top of it is by receiving information from individuals and businesses like you. Thil~ you.

Errors in Manual:

Page Number (s): Paragraph / Location:

Identify Error (s):

Proposed Correction (s):

Suggestions / Additions:

Your Name: Business Name:

Phone #: E-Mail:
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Chapter 9.0
STORMWATER POLLUTION CONTROLS

FOR HIGHER-RISK CATEGORIES

Summary of Chapter 9.0

This chapter presents stormwater pollution controls (SPCs) required for higher-risk site
uses and characteristics that generate, or have the potential to generate, specific
pollutants of concem.

9.1 INTRODUCTION AND APPLICABILITY

Some site characteristics and uses may generate pollutants that are not addressed solely
through implementation of the pollution reduction measures identified in Chapters 4.0
and 5.0. This chapter presents stormwater pollution controls (SPCs) for controlling
those pollutants at their source.

Stormwater Discharge benchmarks for pollutants exist in NPDES Industrial Stormwater
General Permits issued by the State of Oregon for facilities with industrial activities that
are exposed to rainfall and stormwater runoff. The state also has water quality
standards listed in Oregon Administrative Rules Division 340 for discharges to surface
waters. In addition, City Code 17.39 lists prohibited discharges to the City’s storm
sewer. The City" has utilized these standards and benchmarks in the development of the
listed Stormwater Pollution Control BMP’s so that discharges to the City’s storm sewer
system achieve these criteria.

Section 9.1.1, below, describes the site uses and characteristics subject to the
requirements of this chapter. Sections 9.2 through 9.12 then provide detailed
information about the required SPCs.

These SPCs apply to all new development and redevelopment (Management Levels 1,
2, 3) with the defined uses or characteristics. (See Chapter 1.0, Section 1.5,for definitions of
management levels.) The SPCs are also applicable to tenant improvements that result in
any of the defined site uses or characteristics. With tenant improvements, only those

Stormwater Management Manual Page 9-1
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areas of a structure that are being disturbed under the permit are required to make the
structural changes identified in the SPCs.

The requirements of this chapter are in addition to the applicable pollution reduction
requirements of Chapters 4.0 and 5.0.

If any of the SPC requirements apply to the development site, applicants shall submit
Form SPC (located at the end of this chapter) as part of their submittal package. (See
Chapter 3.0for complete submittal requirements.) Development subject to the requirements
of Section 9.5 shall also submit Form HAZ (located at the end of this chapter) separately
to the Bureau of Water Works.

NOTE: Unless there is an existing plan to the contrary, it is assumed that
combined sewers will become separated storm sewers that will discharge to
the river through the implementation of the City’s Combined Sewer
Overflow Plan. Therefore, requirements placed on projects with the site
characteristics and uses found in this chapter shall meet the water quality
requirements appropriate for separated storm sewer areas even though
currently, the site is discharging to a combined storm sewer.

Applicants may propose alternatives to the SPCs identified in this chapter if they
believe such alternatives would work better on the site (see Section 9.1.3). In this case,       .i..
the applicant shall complete Part B of Form SPC. Proposal of an alternative SPC or
alternative design element will require an additional review process and may delay
issuance of related building permits.

Note: Developments citing special circumstances (see Chapter 1.0, Section 1.7~ are not
exempt from the SPC requirements of this chapter.

9.1.1 Site Uses and Characteristics

Projects with the following site uses and characteristics are subject to the requirements
of this chapter.

¯ Fuel Dispensing Facilities (Section 9.2): Places where fuel is transferred from bulk
storage tanks to vehicles, equipment, and/or mobile containers (including fuel
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islands, above-ground fuel tanks, fuel pumps., and the surrounding pad). Applies to
large-sized gas stations as well as single-pump fueling operations.

¯ Above-Ground Storage of Liquid Materials (Section 9.3): Places where there is
any exterior storage (either permanent of temporary) of liquid chemicals, food
products, waste oils, solvents, or petroleum products in above-ground containers, in
quantities of 50 gallons or more.

¯ Solid Waste Storage Areas, Containers, and Trash Compactors (Section 9.4): Places
with facilities that store solid waste (both food and non-food waste) outdoors in one
or more solid waste storage areas. Single-family residential sites are exempt.

¯ Storage, Use, and Transportation of Hazardous/Toxic Materials in Designated
Groundwater Resource Protection Areas (Section 9.5): Storage, use, and
transportation areas for substances that are toxic, carcinogenic, or halogenated
solvents. Materials are also mobile and exceed specified threshold quantities, as
defined in Section 9.5.

Note: Section 9.5 applies to sites within the following designated groundwater
resource protection areas: Columbia South Shore Plan District, Cascade Station/
Portland International Center Plan Districts, and Powell Valley Groundwater
Resource Protection Area. The requirements of Section 9.5 apply to any
development or other activity that requires a building permit. Refer to Section 9.5
for more information.

¯ Exterior Storage of Bulk Materials (Section 9.6): Places that stockpile erodable
materials outside.

¯ Material Transfer Areas/Loading Docks (Section 9.7): Areas designed to
accommodate a truck/trailer being backed up to or into them, and used specifically
to receive or distribute materials to/from trucks/trailers. Includes loading/
unloading facilities with docks, and large bay doors without docks.

¯ Vehicle and Equipment Traffic Areas, Parking, and Storage (Section 9.8): Parking
lots, retail store parking lots, fleet vehicle lots and yards, equipment sale and rental
lots, and access roads with defined high-use or high-risk conditions. Single-family
and duplex residential sites are exempt.

¯ Covered Vehicle Parking Areas (Section 9.9): Covered vehicle parking areas, as
defined in Section 9.9. Single-family and duplex residential sites are exempt.
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¯ Equipment and/or Vehicle Washing Facilities (Section 9.10): Designated
equipment and/or vehicle washing or steam cleaning areas. Single-family and
duplex residential sites are exempt.

¯ Interior Floor Drains (Section 9.11): Buildings and facilities that have interior floor
drains. Single-family residential and duplex residential sites are exempt.

¯ Stormwater Disposal from Development on Recycled Land (Section 9.12): Land
that currently or previously has had pollutants detected in the soil or groundwater
at concentrations that exceed risk-based cleanup levels or state/federal cleanup
standards for the pollutant(s) of concern.

Note: Definitions of terms used in Sections 9.2 through 9.12 are provided on page 9-65.

9.1.2 Goals and Objectives for Stormwater Pollution Controls

Development of the specific SPC .requirements was based on the following goals and
objectives:

1) Prevent stormwater pollution by eliminating pathways that may introduce
pollutants into stormwater.

2) Protect soil, groundwater, and surface water by capturing acute releases and-.:. !~
reducing chronic contamination of the environment.

3) Segregate stormwater and wastewater flows to minimize additions to the
sanitary and combined sewer systems.

4) Drain wastewater discharges and areas with the potential for relatively
consistent wastewater discharges (such as vehicle washing facilities) to the
sanitary or hombined sewer system.

5) Drain areas that have the potential for acute releases or accidental spills, and are
not expected to regularly receive flow or require water use (such as covered fuel
islands or covered containment areas), to’an approved method of containment.

6)    Contain spills on-site.

7) Emphasize structural controls over operational procedures. Structural controls
are not operator dependent and are considered to provide more permanent and
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reliable pollution control. Any proposals for operation-based SPCs need to
describe the long-term viability of the maintenance program.

8) Provide permanent structural solutions to address the range of potential impacts
resulting from multiple site uses and tenant turnover.

9.1.3 Performance Approach

The design professional may propose alternative designs to achieve the intent of the
SPC requirements presented in this chapter. Alternative SPCs designed using the
performance-based approach shall satisfy the following:

1) If a stormwater management facility described in Chapter 5.0 is used to control
pollutants generated by specific site uses, the designer shall Comply with
applicable sizing and design requirements in Chapter 5.0.

2) The designer shall fulfill all applicable requirements of Chapters 7.0 and 8.0. The
designer shall also address overflow, safety, and access requirements similar to
the requirements for facilities described in Chapter 5.0.

Applicants who want to use the performance approach shall fill out Part B of Form SPC
(located at the end of this chapter) and include it in their submittal package. This form
shall be used to request alternatives or major modifications to the SPCs required under
this chapter. It shall also be used when SPCs already exist on the site that differ from
the requirements, or when implementation of the required SPC(s) is not the best or
preferred solution.

9.1.4 Approval of SPCs

The following process will be used after Form SPC is submitted:

1) The Bureau of Environmental Services (BES) Industrial Source Control Division
will review the request and the proposed plan.

2) BES will notify the applicant if there is a denial, including any deficiencies and
needed corrections. When additional information is needed or corrections need
to be addressed, the notification is referred to as a "check-sheet." Notification of
approval is part of the overall plan review process.
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3) The applicant mav resubmit the request and plan after making the requested
revisions.

4) Applicants who are not satisfied with a decision can challenge the decision
through the appeals process outlined in Chapter 2.0.

9.1.5 Multiple SPC Requirements

Applicants are required to address all of the site characteristics and uses listed in
Sections 9.2 through 9.12. For example, if a development includes both a fuel
dispensing area and a vehicle washing facility, the SPCs in both Sections 9.2 and 9.10
will apply. A separate Form SPC is required for each applicable use or characteristic.

9.1.6 Operations and Maintenance Requirements

Chapter 8.0 describes operations and maintenance (O&M) requirements, including
preparation of an O&M plan, for stormwater management facilities and facility
elements. Applicants are required to include all O&M activities related to SPCs in the
overall site O&M plan. An O&M template is provided at the end of Chapter 8.0.

Applicants shall review Chapter 8.0 to determine the O&M requirements relevant to the
SPCs in this chapter. Chapter 8.0 may not, however, specifically address all of the
structural or nonstructural stormwater controls implemented as a result of SPC             ..,.~.:~.~
requirements. It is the applicant’s responsibility to determine all appropriate O&M
provisions for the proposed SPCs and include them in the O&M plan.

9.1.7 Signage Requirements

Informational signage is required for some site uses and activities that have the
potential to contaminate stormwater. Signage addresses good housekeeping rules and
provides emergency response measures in case of an accidental spill.

All signage shall conform to the requirements described in the following box.
Additional signage requirements for specific activities are noted in 9.2, 9.3, 9.5, and 9.7.
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Signs shall be located and plainly visible from all activity areas. More than one sign may
be needed to accommodate larger activity areas. Signs shall also be water resistant. They
shall include the following information:

¯ Safety precautions
¯ Immediate spill response procedures--for example: "Turn the valve located at..." or

"Use absorbent materials"
¯ Emergency contact(s) and telephone number(s)~for example: "Call 911" and "City of

Portland (BES).Spill Response Number 503-823-7180"

Signs may need to be in more than one language if required to effectively communicate
with employees and delivery personnel.

A complete copy of spill response and any loading/unloading procedures shall be
mounted within 20 feet of the loading/unloading area. Any applicable spill response
supplies need to be clearly marked and located where the signage is posted. More than
one spill response kit may be necessary to accommodate larger activity areas.

9.1.8 Additional Requirements

Conformance with this chapter’s requirements does not relieve the applicant of other
applicable local, state, or federal regulatory or permit requirements. This chapter is
intended to complement any additional requirements, and is not expected to conflict
with, exclude, or replace those requirements. In case of a conflict, the most stringent
local, state, or federal regulations shall apply. Any conflict shall be resolved by a City
review representative in consultation with appropriate agencies. The applicant may
appeal the decision through the appeals process outlined in Chapter 2.0.

Some of the more common requirements that may apply are summarized below.

SPILL RESPONSE SUPPLIES

The City requires spill response supplies, such as absorbent material and protective
clothing, to be available at the tank storage area. Employees shall be familiar with the
site’s operations and maintenance plan and/or proper spill cleanup procedures.
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STORMWATER AND WASTEWATER DISCHARGE PERMITS

Some facilities may be required to obtain an NPDES stormwater permit before
discharging to the City’s separated storm sewer system or to waters of the state.
Applicants may also be required to obtain an industrial wastewater permit for
discharges to the sanitary sewer system.° Facilities subject to these requirements are
generally commercial or industrial facilities. Typical discharges include process
wastewaters, cooling water, or other discharges generated by some of the SPCs in this
chapter that drain to a City sewer system (storm, sanitary, or combined). (See Appendix
9-A: Sanitary Sewer Discharge Limits.)

An evaluation will be done during the building permit review process to determine if
an industrial discharge permit is required. If a permit is required, the application
process will be independent of the building permit review/issuance process.

OTHER LOCAL, STATE, AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS

The requirements presented in this chapter do not exclude or replace the requirements
of other applicable codes or regulations, such as the hazardous substances storage
requirements of articles 79 and 80 of" the Oregon State Fire Code; the spill prevention
control and containment (SPCC) regulations of 40 CFR 112 (EPA); the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA); or any other applicable local, state, or federal
regulations or permit requirements.                                                    :...:;:;~:

The Oregon Department of Environmental Quality has identified drywells and/or
sumps as "Class V Injection Wells" under the federal Underground Injection Control
(UIC) Program. Since the UIC Program states that these types of wells have a direct
impact on groundwater, stormwater pollution controls will apply. More information
about the UIC program can be found on DEQ’s web site at:
Http: / / waterquality, deq.state, or. us / wq / groundwa / uichome .htm

Additional City of Portland and Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ)
permit requirements may apply. Contact BES’s Industrial Source Control Division at
503-823-7122 for additional information about stormwater or wastewater discharges to
City-owned sanitary, stormwater, or combined sewer systems.
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9.2 FUEL DISPENSING FACILITIES

9.2.1 Applicability

The requirements in this section apply to all development where vehicles or equipment
are refueled on the premisesmwhether a large-sized gas station or a single-pump
maintenance yard. They do not apply to propane tanks.

A fuel dispensing facility is defined as the area where fuel is transferred from bulk storage
tanks to vehicles, equipment, and/or mobile containers (including fuel islands, above-
ground fuel tanks, fuel pumps, and the surrounding pad).

Applicants subject to these requirements shall prepare a Form SPC located at the end of
this chapter) that fulfills the requirements of Section 9.2.3, below, and include it in their
submittal package.

NOTE: Mobile fueling operations require authorization by BES’s Industrial Stormwater
Permitting Section and may have specific SPC requirements not identified in this
chapter. These types of operations are typically used for construction activities or other
limited-duration projects.

9.2.2 Issue

Fuel dispensing facilities are a potential source of chronic loading and acute releases of
pollutants to the environment. Stormwater runoff from fuel dispensing facilities may
contain oil and grease, toxic hydrocarbons, heavy metals, and other pollutants.

9.2.3 Requirements

The following SPCs are required for fuel dispensing operations, unless an equivalent
alternative is requested on Form SPC and approved by BES.

1) COVER

The fuel dispensing area shall be covered with a permanent canopy, roof, or awning so
precipitation cannot come in contact with the fueling area. Precipitation shall be
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directed from the cover to a stormwater disposal system that meets all applicable code
requirements.

Covers 10 feet high or less shall have a minimu_m overhang of 3 feet on each side. The
overhang shall be measured relative to the perimeter of the hydraulically isolated
fueling area it is to cover.

¯ Covers higher than 10 feet shall have a minimum overhang of 5 feet on each side.
The overhang shall be measured relative to the perimeter of the hydraulically isolated
fueling area it is to cover.

This SPC should be implemented in conjunction with prevention of stormwater run-on
into the covered area.

2) PAVEMENT

A paved fueling pad shall be placed under and around the fueling activity. The pad
shall be sized to adequately cover the activity area, including placement of the vehicle
or piece of equipment to be fueled.

Gasoline and other materials can react with asphalt pavement, causing the release of
toxic oils from the pavement. It is therefore preferable to pave the area with Portland
cement concrete. If the area is already paved with asphalt, an asphalt sealant shall be
applied to the pavement surface. Whichever paving material is used, the paved surface    ...~.~
shall be properly maintained to prevent gaps and cracks.                                 -~.:.....:,:.o

3) DRAINAGE

The paved area beneath the cover shall be hydraulically isolated through grading,
berms, or drains. This will prevent uncontaminated stormwater from running onto the
area and carrying pollutants away. Drainage from the hydraulically isolated area shall
be directed to an approved City sanitary sewer, an approved on-site industrial
wastewater treatment facility, or other approved on-site temporary storage facility or
containment device/structure.

Note: An on-site temporary storage facility or containment device/structure shall be
used only as a last resort and only for temporary storage of the wastewater or
contaminated stormwater (see Appendix 9-B).

If a water pollution control facility permit (WPCF) is required by DEQ and results in
changes to the facility, Source control must be given copies of these changes.
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4) SIGNAGE

Signage shall be provided at the fuel dispensing area and shall be plainly visible from
all fueling activity areas (see section 9.1.7).

The following language shall be added to the building plan set, as a general note on the
site and/or utility plan:

"Signage will be provided at the fuel dispensing area that is plainly visible and
water resistant, and includes the following information:

¯ Safety precautions
¯ Immediate spill response procedures
¯ Emergency contacts and telephone numbers"

5) SEDIMENTATION MANHOLE

A sedimentation manhole shall be installed on the discharge line of the fueling pad
(before the domestic waste line tie-in). The manhole shall be located on property. For
more information about sedimentation manholes, refer to the City’s Standard
Construction Specifications Book, detail 4-11.

The requirement for a sedimentation manhole prior to sanitary discharge is to help
achieve local discharge limitations applicable to the City’s sanitary sewer. (See
Appendix 9-A for more information about sanitary sewer discharge limits.)

Design Retrofit of Sedimentation Manhole: The outlet of the manhole will need to be
revised to reflect a tee installation, with a removable watertight cap for cleaning. The
tee must extend downward approximately 18 inches. This feature is to help capture oils
and greases.

6) SHUT-OFF VALVE

A shut-off valve shall be installed downstream of the sedimentation manhole, before
the domestic waste line tie-in. The shut-off valve must be located on property. For
more information about shut-off valves and associated valve boxes, contact the City’s
Commercial Plumbing Department at 503-823-7302.

This requirement is to comply with City Code, Chapter 17.34.090, requiring spills that
occur within the activity area to be effectively contained for appropriate clean-up and
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disposal. (The emergenc.v contacts and responders identified on the required signage
shall determine the appropriate clean-up and disposal of a spill.)

7) ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Please carefully review the following additional requirements. These requirements are
not applicable to all development projects. If they do apply, however, and are not
addressed in the project design, revisions will be required. This could delay issuance of
related building permits.

A} Above-ground fuel tanks are subject to additional requirements (see Section 9.3).

B) Additional oil controls may be required for vehicle traffic, parking, and storage
areas if the facility is defined as a higher-use or higher-risk site (see Section 9.8).

C) Bulk fuel terminals require an additional review process to determine
regulatory authority and requirements.

8) EXCEPTIONS

A) The requirement to cover the fuel dispensing area can be waived if the fuel
dispensing area is generally used to service oversized equipment (e.g., cranes) that
cannot maneuver under a roof or canopy.

City Code (Chapter 17.32.080 and 17.32.090) prohibits stormwater from being        .o..:...:-!.~-’.
discharged to a City separated sanitary sewer, with limited exceptions allowed
by the Chief Engineer. If approval is granted and a cover is not installed because
of oversized equipment, Chapter 17.36 of the City Code allows the City of
Portland to bill a facility for the disposal of stormwater into the City separated
sanitary sewer. Charges are determined by either calculated volumes (based on
the average annual rainfall and the square footage of impervious area drained)
or by meter readings from a City-approved discharge meter.

A written stormwater volume charge request will be required as part of the
approval process for this exception. The written request shall document the
property owner’s acknowledgement of the City’s right to charge the facility
sanitary sewer rates for the volume of stormwater discharged to the sanitary
sewer system. The application shall be signed by the property owner and
notarized.
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B) Propane tanks are exempt from requirements #1 through 5 in 7.2.3. Traffic
protection crash posts shall be placed at a maximum spacing of 5 feet on all sides of
the AST where traffic patterns may exist and a containment wall is not present.
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9.3 ABOVE-GROUND STORAGE OF LIQUID MATERIALS

9.3.1 Applicability

The requirements in this section apply to all development where there is any exterior
storage of liquid chemicals, food products, waste oils, solvents, or petroleum products
in above-ground containers, in quantities of 50 gallons or more. This-includes
permanent storage and temporary storage areas.

The requirements do not apply to underground storage tanks or to businesses
permitted by the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) to treat, store, or
dispose of regulated substances or wastes.

Double-walled tanks may be exempt from complying with the requirements of this
SPC, depending on the loading and unloading procedures used for the tank.

Note: Storage of reactive, ignitable, or flammable liquids shall comply with the
Uniform Fire Code as adopted by the State of Oregon. See #6 under "Additional
Requirements," below.

Applicants subject to the requirements of this section shall prepare Form SPC, located at      ~"":’:!:~~. -’.;~:o~.
the end of this chapter) that fulfills the requirements of Section 9.3.3, below, and include it
in their submittal package.

9.3.2 Issue

Stationary containers that store liquid materials have the potential to introduce toxic
compounds, solvents, oil, grease, heavy metals, abnormal pH, nutrients, and bacteria to
stormwater. In addition, spills may occur during liquid transfer operations or tank
failure.

9.3.3 Requirements

1) CONTAINMENT

Liquid materials shall be stored and contained in such a manner that if the container(s)
is ruptured, the contents will not discharge, flow, or be washed into a receiving system.
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Double-walled containers are generally exempt from these spill containment measures.
Exposed dispensing hoses or other fixtures may require some form of containment; this
will be determined during the SPC application review process.

2) COVER

Storage containers (other than tanks) shall be completely covered so precipitation
cannot come in contact with them. Precipitation shall be directed from the cover to a
stormwater disposal system that meets all applicable code requirements.

Liquid storage tanks are not required to be covered with a canopy or roof. However,
all taps, couplings, pumps, and other potential drip, spill, and leak-prone spots (during
liquid transfer operations, and when making and breaking connections) shall be
completely covered with rain shields. Drip pans shall be placed under the rain shields.
Any materials collected in the drip pans and any soiled absorbent materials shall be
reused, recycled, or appropriately disposed of. Disposal locations and dates shall be
recorded as part of the facility’s operations and maintenance log, as identified under the
requirements of Chapter 8.0 of this manual.

3) PAVEMENT

A paved storage area is required unless otherwise approved by BES’s Industrial Source
Control Division staff. The paved area shall be sized to adequately cover the area
intended for storage.

Gasoline and other materials can react with asphalt pavement, causing the release of
toxic oils from the pavement. It is therefore preferable to pave the area with Portland
cement concrete. If the area is already paved with asphalt, an asphalt sealant shall be
applied to the pavement surface. Whichever paving material is used, the paved surface
shall be properly maintained to prevent gaps and cracks.

When an exception to the requirement is allowed, the stored material shall still need to
be raised off the ground by pallets or similar methods, with provisions for spill control.
The applicant shall clearly identify this alternative method in Form SPC, Sections B
and C.

4) DRAINAGE

All paved storage areas shall be hydraulically~ isolated through grading, berms, or drains
to prevent uncontaminated stormwater run-on to a storage area.
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Covered storage areas with containment: Significant amounts of precipitation are not
expected to accumulate in covered storage areas, and drainage facilities are not required
for the containment area beneath the cover. If the applicant elects to install drainage
facilities, the drainage from the hydraulically isolated area shall be directed to an
approved City sanitary sewer, approved on-site industrial wastewater treatment system,
or other approved on-site temporary storage facility or containment device/structure.

Uncovered storage areas with containment: Water will accumulate in uncovered
storage areas during and after rain. Any contaminated water cannot simply be drained
from the area. It must be collected, inspected, and possibly tested before proper
disposal can be determined. Frequent draining may be required during the wet season,
which may prove costly. Some type of monitoring may also be needed to determine the
characteristics and level of contamination of the stormwater.

In uncovered storage areas, a valve shall be installed in the storage area so excess
stormwater can be drained out of the activity area and directed either to the storm
drainage facilities (if clean) or into the City sanitary sewer, anon-site industrial
wastwater treatment system, or other approved on-site temporary storage facility or
containment device/structure (if contaminated). Except when excess storrnwater is being
discharged, the valve shall always be kept closed so any spills within the activity area
can be effectively contained.

Note: An on-site temporary storage facility or containment device/structure shall be
used only as a last resort and only for temporary storage of the wastewater or
contaminated stormwater (see Appendix 9-B).

All discharges to the sanitary sewer shall be considered batch discharges and shall
require approval and pretreatment prior to discharge. Pretreatment requirements will
be set as part of the discharge approval process, based on the types and quantities of
material to be discharged. A discharge evaluation shall be performed before connection
to a sanitary sewer. Testing may be required to establish characteristics of the
wastewater or contaminated stormwater and to verify that local discharge limits are not
exceeded. For batch discharge applications, call BES’s Source Control Division at 503-
823-5320.
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5) SIGNAGE

Signage shall be provided at the fuel dispensing area and shall be plainly visible from
all fueling activity areas (see section 9.1.7).

The following language shall be added to the building plan set, as a general note on the
site and/or utility plan:

"Signage will be provided at the fuel dispensing area that is plainly visible and
water resistant, and include the following information:

¯ Safety precautions
¯ Immediate spill response procedures
¯ Emergency contacts and telephone numbers"

Signage shall be provided at the storage area, in accordance with the requirements of
Section 9.1.7.

6) ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Please carefully review the following additional requirements. These requirements are
not applicable to all development projects. If they do apply, however, and are not
addressed in the project design, revisions will be required. This could delay issuance of
related building permits.

A) A shut-off valve may be required for the covered storage area if the applicant
elects to install drainage facilities to an approved City sanitary sewer. BES will
make this determination based on the type of material stored and the proposed
system receiving the discharge.

This requirement is to comply with City Code, Chapter 17.34.090, requiring spills
that occur within the activity area to be effectively contained for appropriate
clean-up and disposal. (The emergency contacts and responders identified on
the required signage shall determine the appropriate clean-up and disposal of a
spill.)

B) Storage of hazardous materials that are toxic, carcinogenic, or halogenated
solvents (located in designated groundwater resource protection areas) are
subject to additional requirements, as identified in Section 9.5: Storage, Use, and
Transportation of Hazardous Materials in Designated Groundwater Resource
Protection Areas.
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C) Storage of reactive, ignitable, or flammable liquids shall comply with the
Uniform Fire Code as adopted by the State of Oregon. SPCs presented in this
section are intended to complement, not conflict with, current fire code
requirements. None of these requirements shall exclude or supersede any other
requirements in this manual, other City permit requirements, or state and federal
laws pertaining to water quality. Contact the Portland Fire Bureau (503-823-
7366) and/or BES’s Industrial Source Control Division (503-823-7122) for further
information and requirements.

. :.-.’,:’.::,,
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9.4      SOLID WASTE STORAGE AREAS, CONTAINERS, AND TRASH
COMPACTORS

9.4.1 Applicability

The requirements in this section apply to all development with facilities that store solid
wastes (both food and non-food wastes) outdoors in one or more solid waste storage
areas. A solid waste storage area is a place where solid waste containers are collectively
stored. Solid waste containers include trash compactors, dumpsters, and garbage cans
(including those used to contain recyclable materials).

Single family homes are exempt from these requirements. Multi-family residential sites
are not exempt.

Applicants subject to these requirements shall prepare Form SPC located at the end of
this chapter) that fulfills the requirements of Section 9.4.3, below, and include it in their
submittal package.

9.4.2 Issue

Pollutants may be introduced into stormwater if the stormwater mixes with solid waste
or with fluids leaking from waste containers. Stormwater run-off from food waste storage
areas may be contaminated with oils, greases, nutrients, and suspended solids if waste
containers are leaking, not covered, or are too small to contain the amount of waster
generated. Improper storage of non-food wastes can allow toxic compounds such as, oil,
grease, heavy metals,, nutrients, and suspended solids to contaminate stormwater run-
off.

9.4.3 Requirements

1) COVER

Dumpsters and Garbage Cans Used to Store Non-Food Solid Waste

Non-food solid wastes include refuse typically generated by a household or business.
These areas are not required to have a structured cover, but shall be covered with a lid.
Only leak-proof containers shall be used.

Dumpsters and Garbage Cans Used to Store Food Wastes and Materials other than
Solid Waste
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Food waste refuse, as discussed here, is typically generated by restaurants and other food
industry businesses. Food waste includes foods not consumed by customers and excess
or spoiled food.

Dumpsters and garbage cans used to store food wastes and materials other than solid
wastes (such as fertilizers, chemicals, oil, and waste oil) shall be covered with a permanent
canopy or roof to prevent stormwater contact and minimize the quantity of stormwater
entering the waste storage area. The area beneath the cover shall be hydraulically isolated
from other portions of the site through grading, berrns, or drains.

Trash Compactors without A Hard-Piped Connection to the Sanitary Sewer

Trash compactors without a hard-piped connection to the sanitary sewer shall be cc~vered
with a canopy or roof to prevent stormwater contact and minimize the quantity of
stormwater entering the waste storage area. The area beneath the cover shall be
hydraulically isolated from other portions of the site through grading, berms, or drains.
Drainage from the area beneath the cover shall be dLrected to a sanitary sewer or other
approved on-site containment structure.

Trash Compactors with A Hard-Piped Connection to the Sanitary Sewer

Trash compactors with a hard-piped connection to the sanitary sewer shall be kept closed
except when loading material and are not required to have a permanent cover or canopy.      ~

- :....:::?:

2) PAVEMENT

The area beneath the cover shall be paved with asphalt or concrete and meet all applicable
City of Portland Building Code requirements. A paved waste storage area is required for
waste storage areas with a structural cover or using a trash compactor, as identified
above. The area beneath the cover shall be hydraulically isolated through grading, berms,
or drains.

3) DRAINAGE

Drainage beneath any covered area shall be hydraulically isolated through berming,
grading, or drains to prevent uncontaminated stormwater from running onto the area
and carrying pollutants away. Drainage from the hydraulically isolated area shall be
directed to an approved City sanitary sewer, an approved on-site industrial wastewater
treatment facility, or other approved on-site temporary storage device and/or
containment structure. Stormwater drainage from the cover shall be directed to an
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approved stormwater system that meets all applicable City of Portland Building Code
requirements.

Note: An on-site temporary storage facility or containment device/structure shall be
used only as a last resort and only for temporary storage of the wastewater or
contaminated stormwater (see Appendix 9-B).

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS

4) WASHING

If the solid waste storage area and/or solid waste containers are washed, the wastewater
shall be directed to a sanitary sewer or contained and disposed of by a licensed contractor.
This wastewater shall not be allowed to enter a stormwater system.

5) INSPECTION

Solid waste containers shall be inspected by a trained facility employee at least once a
month to verify that fluids have not leaked. Inspection records shall be retained as part of
the facility’s operations and maintenance records.

6) DRY SWEEPING

The solid waste storage area shall be dry-swept and cleaned every two months (or more
often as needed) by the property owner, operator, or their contractor or designee.
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9.5 STORAGE, USE, AND TRANSPORTATION OF HAZARDOUS/
TOXIC MATERIALS IN DESIGNATED GROUNDWATER
RESOURCE PROTECTION AREAS~

9.5.1 Applicability

The requirements of this section apply to development that:

Requires a building permit, AND

¯ Has either interior or exterior hazardous/toxic materials storage, use, or
transportation areas, AND

¯ Is located within any of the following groundwater resource protection areas (see
Exhibit 9-1 and Exhibit 9-2):
- Columbia South Shore (COSS) Plan District
- Cascade Station/Portland International Center (CS/PIC) Plan Districts
- Powell Valley Groundwater Resource Protection Area (PVRPA)

The groundwater resources in the COSS, CS/PIC and PVRPA provide the primary and
back-up water supply for the City of Portland and much of the metropolitan area.
Developments in these areas are subject to stringent management requirements in order     :":’~,
to protect groundwater and drinking water resources.2                                   i,’- ~:::..._:~

Hazardous materials3 are considered to be materials that are classified as, or have
constituents with, one or more of the following characteristics:

’ The City of Portland Bureau of Water Works, Groundwater Resource Protection Program, is responsible
for implementing the requirements of Section 9.5.

2 Section 9.5 supersedes the Draft COSS Hazardous Materials Containment Handbook that previously
provided guidance regarding hazardous materials containment wiLhin groundwater resource areas. That
is why the requirements of section 9.5 may also apply to all developments requiring ~ permits
within the COSS, CS/PIC and PVRPA, even if no new impervious area is created.

3 This section does not use the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) definition of
"hazardous." For purposes of this section, "hazardous material" is intended to include hazardous, toxic,
and other harmful substances. Refer to "Definition of Terms" at the end of this chapter for further
clarification.
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¯ Carcinogenic
¯ Toxic
¯ Halogenated solvents

If the site use(s) potentially meet the above criteria, the applicant shall complete a
hazardous materials inventory, as identified in 9.5.3 (Step 1). Based on the results of
the inventory and subsequent guidance in 9.5.3, the applicant may have no further
requirements under this section if:

a) The materials are not mobile, as defined in 9.5.3.
b) The quantity stored/transported does not exceed specified threshold quantities

defined in 9.5.3.

LIQUID MATERIALS STORED IN ABOVE-GROUND TANKS

Liquid materials stored in above-ground storage tanks may be subject to the
requirements in this section. Applicants who use, transport, or store liquid materials in
above-ground storage tanks that may be hazardous, toxic, or a halogenated solvent
(within the designated groundwater resource protectic, n areas) shall perform the
inventory in Section 9.5.3. If results of the inventory indicate the applicant has
materials regulated by Section 9.5 in quantities that exceed threshold amounts, the
requirements of Section 9.5 shall supersede the requirements of Section 9.3.

9.5.2 Issue

Stormwater runoff may gather many pollutants when it contacts exposed bulk or
chemical materials. Stormwater runoff and spills from some materials storage, use, or
transportation areas have the potential to contribute chemical, physical, and biological
pollutants to receiving systems, including toxic substances, organic compounds, oil and
grease, heavy metals, bacteria, nutrients, and suspended solids. These substances can
enter the groundwater or surface water through acute releases or chronic loading.
Potential pollutants can vary extensively in type and severity, depending on the
characteristics of the material being stored.

9.5.3 Requirements

Section 9.5,3 identifies the requirements for the storage, use, and transportation of
hazardous/toxic materials. Exhibit 9-3 summarizes the steps the applicant shall
perform.
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Exhibit 9-3
SUMMARY OF APPLICANT REQUIREMENTS

STEP 1: Applicant completes a hazardous materials inventory.

STEP 2: Applicant uses the inventory to determine risk classification, based on
chemical mobility and threshold quantities. This step involves the following
procedures:

A) Determine chemical mobility.
B) Evaluate carcinogens, toxics, and halogenated solvent characteristics.
C) Determine threshold quantities. -
D) Determine site risk classification.

If materials are defined as mobile and exceed threshold quantifies, the applicant shall
proceed to Step 3. If materials are not mobile and/or do not exceed threshold
quantities, the applicant does not need to proceed further.

Note: The applicant may seek technical assistance to evaluate the risk classification.
Contact the Portland Bureau of Water Works (503-823-7577) to obtain technical
assistance after the materials inventory has been completed.

STEP 3: Applicant determines required management measures. This step involves the
following procedures, as relevant:

A) Identify functional areas: hazardous material containment zones (HMCs), site
transportation routes, and loading/unloading facilities.

B) Prepare a hazardous materials containment plan and provide signage.
C) Implement interior containment requirem6nts.
D) Implement exterior containment requirements.
E) Implement transportation route requirements.

Section 9.5.3 identifies the applicant’s required submittal forms relevant to these steps.

Following receipt of the applicant’s submittal, the City will review the inventory,
proposed HMCs, transportation zones, loading/unloading facilities, and containment
plan and make a final determination on site risk classification and the proposed
management measures.
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STEP 1: HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INVENTORY

If the proposed site use(s) fall under the applicability criteria defined in section 9.5.1, the
applicant shall complete a hazardous materials inventory. Form HAZ: Hazardous
Materials Inventory and instructions are provided at the end of this chapter.

STEP 2: RISK CLASSIFICATION

The applicant shall use the completed Form HAZ to evaluate the risks associated with
using and storing hazardous materials on the site. The risk classification procedure
involves four components, as identified under A through D, below.

Note: The applicant may seek technical assistance to evaluate the risk classification.
Contact Portland Bureau of Water Works (503-823-7577) to obtain technical assistance
after Form HAZ (Step 1) has been completed.

A) Determine Chemical Mobility

Note: Some of this information may be obtained from the product Material Safety Data
Sheet (MSDS). Applicants should check with the product manufacturer or supplier if
they do not have an MSDS or are unsure if the product is required to have one.

A mobile chemical is defined as a substance that has one or both of the following
characteristics:

¯ Is a solid with measurable solubility in water (see MSDS).

¯ Is in liquid state at ambient temperature.

"~ If a used, stored, or transported material has one or both of these characteristics,
it is considered to be mobile, and the applicant shall continue to B), below. If the
material does not have either of the characteristics listed above, it is not mobile for
purposes of this evaluation. The material is considered to be a low risk, and no further
action is required under Section 9.5.
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B) Evaluate Carcinogens, Toxics, and Halogenated Solvent Characteristics

Threshold quantities apply to the following materials if they have been classified as
mobile:

1) Carcinogens
2) Highly and moderately toxic materials
3) Halogenated solvents

Definitions for these materials are provided below.

1) Carcinogens

The City of Portland uses the National Toxicology Program list of nationally-
recognized carcinogens (NTP list) to identify chemicals that are confirmed or
suspected carcinogens. The lists of suspected and known carcinogens can be
found on the NTP website:

http://ntp-server.niehs.nih.gov/Main_pages/NTP_8RoC_pg.html.

If the material in question is included on this list, the City considers the material
a confirmed carcinogen for purposes of this evaluation.

Carcinogenic mixtures (products that contain any confirmed carcinogen) shall be
considered carcinogenic.

2) Toxic Materials

The City of Portland uses the oral ingestion lethal dose for 50 percent of the
experimental population (LD-50) value to classify the level of toxicity associated
with a particular substance. The LD-50 can be determined from the following
sources (presented in the order in which they should be consulted):

¯ The product MSDS sheet.
¯ The product manufacturer.
¯ The hazardous material list presented in Appendix 9-C.
¯ A City representative. Contact Portland Bureau of Water Works, 503-823-

7577, for assistance.
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Chemical mixtures (products that contain multiple chemical constituents) shatI be
evaluated using the most toxic constituent (lowest LD-50 value) present above 10
percent of the total mixture.

Definitions for materials and mixtures are:

Highly toxic: Any material with a LD-50 under 500 mg/kg
Moderately toxic: Any material with a LD-50 between 500 mg/kg and

5000 mg/kg

3) Halogenated Solvents

A list of halogenated solvents is provided in Appendix 9-D. Any material
included on that list shall be evaluated.                ’

’~ If the stored or transported materials have any of the defined characteristics, the
applicant shall continue to C), below, to determine threshold quantities. If the
materials do not have any of the defined characteristics, no further action is required
under Section 9.5.

C) Determine Threshold Quantities

The threshold quantities listed in Exhibit 9-4 apply to carcinogens, toxic materials,
halogenated solvents, and combinations of these categories.

Facilities that use, store or transport multiple categories of materials (carcinogenics,
toxics, halogenated solvents), each in quantities of 10 gallons, or 50 pounds, or greater,
shall add quantities of materials within each category_. If the total quanti .ty within each
category does not exceed the quantity thresholds for that individual category
(carcinogen, highly toxic, moderately toxic, or halogenated solvents), the total quantities
in all categories shall be added together to determine the overall total for the site.

Example: One site has the following materials present: 25 gallons of confirmed
carcinogens, 15 gallons of highly toxic materials, and 140 gallons of moderately
toxic materials. None of the quantities exceeds the threshold amounts for an
individual category, so the site threshold would be determined based on the sum
total of all the categories, or 180 gallons.

Sites where two or more categories of material are used, but do not exceed the
threshold amounts for individual categories (confirmed carcinogens, highly toxic,
moderately toxic, or halogenated solvents), are called multiple-chemical sites.
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Exhibit 9-4
APPLICABLE THRESHOLD QUANTITIES

Category Definition Threshold Quantity

Carcinogen Included on NTP list 40 gallons or 300 lbs

Highly toxic LD-50 under 500 mg/kg 40 gallons or 300 lbs

Moderately toxic LD-50 between 500 160 gallons or 1200 lbs
mg/kg and 5000 mg/kg

Halogenated solvents See Appendix 9-D for10 gallons or 100 lbs
chemical listing

Multiple-chemical sitesSum of all individual 180 gallons or 1200 lbs
categories if none of the
categories exceeds
thresholds

"~ If the quantity of stored, used, or transported materials exceeds any threshold
quantity for individual or multiple-chemical sites, the applicant shall continue to D),
below, to determine site risk classification. If the stored or transported materials do
not exceed these thresholds, no further action is required under Section 9.5.

D) Determine Site Risk Classification

Sites are classified as Class 1 or Class 2, based on the total quantity of the most
dangerous materials present on the entire site at one time. Class I sites pose a higher
risk and Class 2 sites pose a lesser risk. A site’s classification will determine the degree
to which containment facilities are required to keep any material spills or leaks from
reaching groundwater or surface water.

Containment facilities may also be classified individually within a site. For example,
a site that exceeds the threshold quantities for both highly toxic and moderately toxic
materials would be classified as a Class 1 site. Based on site design, function, and
chemical compatibility, the materials could be stored together or separately within the
site. If the materials are stored together, the more stringent containment requirements
(Class 1) would apply. (When compatible materials with different classifications are
stored together, the more stringent classification applies.) Individual containment
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requirements would apply, however, if all the highly toxic materials (Class 1) were
stored in one area and all the moderately toxic materials (Class 2) were stored in
another.

Sites where’ two or more categories of material are used, but do not exceed the
threshold amounts for specific site categories (confirmed carcinogens, highly toxic,
moderately toxic, halogenated solvents), shall be regulated as multiple-chemical sites.

Exhibit 9-5 shows how the site and any individual containments should be classified,
based on the category of material and the threshold quantity.

Exhibit 9-5
RISK CLASSIFICATIONS

Category Threshold Quantity ! Classification

Carcinogen 40 gallons or 300 lbs ! Class 1

Highly toxic 40 gallons or 300 lbs
I Class 1

Halogenated solvents 10 gallons or 100 Ibs t Class 1

Moderately toxic 160 gallons or 1200 lbs Class 2

Multiple chemicals 180 gallons or 1200 lbs Class 2

STEP 3: REQUIRED MANAGEMENT MEASURES

This step specifies the management measures required for Class I and Class 2 storage,
use, and transportation areas. The requirements are summarized in Exhibit 9-6 and
described in more detail following the exhibit.

Development projects required to implement management measures shall complete
Form SPC, located at the end of this chapter, and include it in their submittal package.
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Exhibit 9-6
REQUIRED MANAGEMENT MEASURES

Management Measure Class I Class 2

A) Identify functional areas: hazardous material X X
containment zones (HMCs), loading/unloading areas, and
transportation routes.

B) Prepare a hazardous materials containment plan and    IX X
install signs.

C) Implement interior containment requirements. X X

D) Implement exterior containment requirements. X X

E) Implement transportation route requirements. X
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A) Identify Functional Areas: Hazardous Material Containment Zones (HMCs),
Loading/Unloading Areas, and Transportation Routes

The applicant shall identify all HMCs, loading/unloading areas, and transportation
routes (see following definitions) that will occur on the proposed development site.
These different areas can be thought of as "functional areas" that are associated with
certain kinds of activities/functions. The intent is to identify the types of activities that
occur at a site, and group chemical storage, use, and transportation/transfer areas in a
manner that will satisfy functional needs and facilitate site safety, yet minimize
containment areas and associated requirements. All functional areas shall be
designated on Form SPC (Parts D and E), located at the end of this chapter.

Hazardous materials containment zones (HMCs) are areas where a specific individual
activity takes place and where chemical quantities at that location are expected to
exceed the thresholds identified in this section. HMCs are .typically subject to
permanent structural containment requirements and shall be physically or
hydraulically separated from the surroundings. HMCs may include (but are not be
limited to) storage and/or process areas, transportation routes, work areas, and
loading/unloading facilities.

If the total quantity of material stored in a specific location (such as a maintenance area
or within a piece of machinery) does not exceed 25 percent of the quantity threshold for
the material, containment is not required in that area.

Loading/unloading areas are any areas that: 1) are designed (size, width, etc.) to
accommodate a truck/trailer being backed up to or into them, and 2) are expected to be
used specifically to receive or distribute materials to/from trucks dr trailers.

Transportation routes are any paths used to transport materials regulated in section 9.5
onto, off of, or within a site.

Functional areas collectively identify the HMCs, loading/unloading areas, work areas
using hazardous materials, and transportation routes on a site. The applicant shall
separately evaluate the risk and classify each functional area.

B) Prepare a Hazardous Materials Containment Plan and Provide Signage

Form SPC, Part E (located at the end of this chapter) provides the form and instructions
for preparing a hazardous materials containment plan.
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The hazardous materials containment plan shall include the management requirements
specified in C), D), and E), below, as appropriate. These shall include secondary
containment of hazardous materials, spill prevention/detention measures for
loading/unloading areas and transportation corridors.

Signage shall be provided for all designated HMCs, in accordance with the requirements
of Section 9.1.7.

C) Implement Interior Requirements

These interior requirements address activities conducted inside a building. All interior
HMCs that exceed the appropriate threshold quantities shown in Exhibit 9-4 shall
implement the following requirements:

1) Provide secondary containment. Secondary containment can be achieved
through flooring, paving, liners, walls, curbs, gutters, berms, drains, piping,
valves, self-contained sumps, vaults, double-walled tanks, or other commercially
available secondary containment devices.

2) Use impervious materials. All secondary containment devices shall be
constructed of impervious materials. Impervious surfaces may consist of
concrete, asphalt, pavement, synthetic liners, or any other material having a
permeability of less than 1 x 10* cm/sec. Testing may be required.

~\. ?.. ".;:
The applicant may also use the following mix specifications to achieve presumed       :-:::..~
compliance with impervious requirements:

¯ For concrete, a water: cement ratio of less than 0.6 and a maximum size of
aggregate of less than 3 inches shall be used.

¯ For asphalt, the air voids shall be less than 10 percent.

3) Seal all joints and cracks with a bonded epoxy or similar material.

D) Implement Exterior Containment Requirements

The following requirements apply to all designated HMC zones.

1) Cover the materials.

All HMCs shall be covered to prevent rainfall from entering the area. Exterior
areas may be constructed with or without sidewalls.
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a) Structures with sidewalls:

Exterior HMCs constructed with sidewalls may include sheds
manufactured specifically for materials storage and spill containment
purposes. The structure shall meet the req.uirements for impervious
surfaces and spill containment capacity stated in this section.

b) Structures without sidewalls:

Exterior HMCs may also be covered with a pole building, awning, or
other permanent cover. The cover for an exterior materials storage area
shall have a minimum overhang of 3 feet on each side for covers 10 feet
high or less. The cover shall have a minimum overhang of 5 feet 6n each
side for covers more than 10 feet high. The overhang shall be measured
relative to the berm beneath the cover.

2) Store materials on an impervious surface. All designated HMC zones shall be
underlain by impervious surfaces over the entire area of the zone. Impervious
surfaces are defined above under C) Implement Lnterior Requirements.

3) Berm the perimeter of all HMC zones without sidewalls. All materials shall be
stored within the berm and under a cover, or inside a building.

4) Direct drainage from the paved area beneath the cover to an approved on-site
containment structure. The area beneath the canopy or roof shall be reverse-
graded or bermed to hydrologically isolate the area from other portions of the
facility and minimize the amount of stormwater runoff accumulating beneath the
cover. The approved containment structure shall also contain material spills
inside the bermed area.

5) Provide spill containment for 110 percent of the largest volume of any single
container being stored within the containment, or 10 percent of the total volume
of material being stored, whichever is greater. Some interior or completely
enclosed materials storage areas shall also provide containment volume for 20
minutes of fire flow. (See the Uniform Fire Code for further definition of this
requirement.)
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E) Implement Transportation Route Requirements

A transportation route is defined as any route used to transport materials regulated
under Section 9.5 onto, off of, or within a site. This includes driveways, parking areas,
and all other passageways used to transport regulated materials onto, off of, or within a
site.

1) Provide spill containment.4 All containment facilities shall provide a minimum
capacity adequate to capture 150 gallons. This containment volume may be
provided by treatment facilities, oversized piping, or a combination. Spill
control containment volume shall be incorporated into stormwater
quality/~tuanfity systems using either of the following:

¯ A spill control separator or multi-chambered oil/water treatment device-may
be used to satisfy the requirements for both the transportation corridors and
paved surfaces/parking areas. Oil/water treatment devices used for spill
containment purposes shall be equipped with a shut-off mechanism
immediately downstream. The valve shall be well marked and in good
working order, and employees shall be trained in spill response procedures.

¯ Spill containment that will be integrated into the site stormwater
quality/quantity systems shall be constructed with a quick-closing valve and
lined forebay that precede the stormwater facility. The forebay and piping
system shall be designed to capture 150 gallons. In addition, a valve or other..
shut-off device shall be placed between the forebay and the treatment facility
to isolate any spilled materials. The valve shall be well marked and placed in
a location that can be accessed easily and safely in an emergency situation
and shall be in good working order. Employees shall be trained in spill
response procedures.

2) Use pavement, curb, and gutter materials constructed of impervious materials.
Impervious surfaces are defined above under C) Implement Interior
Requirements.

3) Seal all joints and cracks with a bonded epoxy or similar material.

4 Stormwater drainage shall also meet the requirements in Section 9.8 for parking area/paved surfaces.
Those requirements specify that stormwater drainage shall be treated for oil and grease prior to disposal.
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9.6 EXTERIOR STORAGE OF BULK MATERIALS

9.6.1 Applicability

The requirements in this section apply to developments that stockpile erodable
materials outside. This includes, but is not limited to, the following general categories:

¯ Pesticides/fertilizers
¯ Food items and wastes
¯ Scrap and recycling materials and/or yards.
¯ Soil, sand, and other materials that increase total suspended solids (TSS) in

stormwater (including contaminated soil)
¯ Raw by-product materials, waste or final product.

Materials with any of the following characteristics are exempt from the requirements of
this section:

¯ Have no measurable solubility or mobility in water and no hazardous, toxic, or
flammable properties, or

¯ Exist in a gaseous form at ambient temperature, or

Are containerized in a manner that prevents contact with stormwater (excluding
pesticides and fertilizers)

Exhibit 9-7 lists some common bulk materials. The list is separated into materials that
typically require SPCs and those that are not expected to affect water quality and
therefore do not generally require SPCs.

This section does not regulate construction sites subject to the City’s Erosion Control
Manual and City Code, Title 10.

Applicants subject to the requirements in 9.6 shall prepare Form SPC located at the end of
this chapter) that fulfills the requirements of Section 9.6.3, below, and include it in their
submittal package.
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Exhibit 9-7
BULK MATERIAL CATEGORIES

Bulk Materials with SPC RequirementsBulk Materials without SPC requirements

Recycling materials Washed gravel/rock
Scrap or salvage goods Finished lumber
Metal Rubber and plastic products (hoses,
Sawdust/barkchips gaskets, pipe, etc.)
Storage and processing of food items Clean concrete products (blocks, pipe, etc.)
Chalk/gypsum products Glass products (new, nqn-recycled)
Sand/dirt/soil (including contaminatedInert products

soil piles)
Feedstock/grain
Material by-products
Asphalt
Fertilizer / compost
Pesticides
Unwashed gra~cel/rock
Lime/lye/soda ash
Animal/human wastes

9.6.2 Issue

Exterior storage of non-containerized bulk materials has the potential to contribute a
variety of pollutants to stormwater, depending on the material being stored. Impacts
generally associated with bulk materials storage include oil and grease, heavy metals,
toxic or organic compounds, biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), suspended solids,
bacteria, nutrients, metals, pH, and temperature.

The primary problem with most of these types of pollutants is that they are soluble,
which means they cannot easily be filtered out of stormwater runoff or out of
contaminated water that seeps into the soil.
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9.6.3 Requirements

The following SPCs are required unless an equivalent alternative measure has been
requested on Form SPC and approved by BES’s Industrial Source Control Division.

1) COVER

Bulk materials shall be covered with a canopy or roof to prevent stormwater contact
and minimize the quantity of precipitation entering the storage area. Precipitation shall
be directed from the cover to a stormwater disposal system that meets all applicable
code requirements.

2) PAVEMENT

A paved storage area is required beneath the structural cover.

Gasoline and other materials can react with asphalt pavement, causing the release of
toxic oils from the pavement. It is therefore preferable to pave the area with Portland
cement concrete. If the area is already paved with asphalt, an asphalt sealant shall be
applied to the pavement surface. Whichever paving material is used, the paved surface
shall be properly maintained to prevent gaps and cracks that could contribute to soil
contamination.

3) DRAINAGE

The paved area beneath the structural cover shall be hydraulically isolated through
grading, berms, or drains to prevent uncontaminated stormwater from running onto
the area and carrying pollutants away. Significant amounts of precipitation are not
expected to accumulate in covered storage areas, and drainage facilities are not required
for the containment area beneath the cover. If the applicant elects to install drainage
facilities, the drainage from the hydraulically isolated area shall be directed to an
approved City sanitary sewer, approved on-site industrial stormwater treatment system,
or other approved on-site temporary storage facility or containment device/structure.
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Note: An on-site temporary storage facility or containment device/structure shall be
used only as a last resort and only for temporary storage of the wastewater or
contaminated stormwater. (See Appendix 9-B.)

4) ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Please carefully review the following additional requirements. These requirements are
not applicable to all development projects. If they do apply, however, and are not
addressed in the project design, revisions wil! be required. This could delay issuance-of
related building permits.

A) Storage of pesticides and fertilizers may need to comply with specific
regulations outlined by the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
(DEQ). Applicants should contact DEQ for additional information.

B) A sampling manhole or other suitable stormwater monitoring access point may
be required to monitor stormwater runoff from the storage area. This may apply
to certain types of storage activities and materials or if an alternative SPC is
proposed. This requirement is to comply with City Code, Chapter 17.39.080, to
ensure appropriate stormwater disposal, BES Source Control staff will review for
applicability of this requirement.

$ignage shall be provided at the storage area if hazardous materials or other
materials of concern are stored. Signage shall be located so it is plainly visible
from all storage activity areas. More than one sign may be needed to
accommodate large storage areas.

The following language shall be added to the building plan set, as a general note
on the site and/or utility plan:

"Signage will be provided at the storage area that is plainly visible and water
resistant, and include the following information:

¯ Safety precautions
¯ Immediate spill response procedures
¯ Emergency contacts and telephone numbers"
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D) A shut-off valve may be required for the structurally covered storage area if the
applicant elects to install drainage facilities to an approved City sanitary sewer.
BES will make this determination based on the type of material stored and the
proposed system receiving the discharge.

This requirement is to comply with City Code, Chapter 17.34.090, requiring spills
that occur within the activity area to be effectively contained for appropriate
clean-up and disposal. (The emergency contacts and responders identified on
the required signage shall determine the appropriate clean-up and disposal of a
spill.)

E) Storage of hazardous materials that are toxic, carcinogenic, or halogenated
solvents (located in designated groundwater protection areas) are subject to
additional requirements, as identified in Section 9.5: Storage, Use, and
Transportation of Hazardous/Toxic Materials in Designated Groundwater
Resource Protection Areas.
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9.7     MATERIAL TRANSFER AREAS/LOADING DOCKS

9.7.1 Applicability

The requirements in this section apply to all development with a material transfer area.

Two construction techniques are generally associated with material transfer areas:
1) loading/unloading facilities with docks, and 2) large bay doors without docks. The
requirements apply to all material transfer areas, including loading/unloading docks, bay
doors, and any other building access point(s) with the following characteristics:

The area is designed (size, width, etc.) to accommodate a truck/trailer being backed
up to or into it, and                                                       _

¯ The area is expected to be used specifically to receive or distribute materials to/from
trucks or trailers.

The requirements may not apply to areas that are used only for mid-sized to small-sized
passenger vehicles and that are restricted (by lease agreements or other regulatory
requirements) to storing, transporting or using materials that are:

¯ Typically used by a household, or

¯ Classified as domestic use, such as a primary educational facility (elementary, middle,¯. ::~....
or high school); a building used for temporary storage (a lease agreement will need to
be provided); a church, etc.

For assistance in making this determination, contact BES’s Industrial Source Control
Division at 503-823-7122.

Applicants subject to the requirements of this section shall prepare Form SPC, located
at the end of this chapter that fulfills the requirements of Section 9.7.3, below, include it
in their submittal package

9.7.2 Issue

Stormwater runoff may pick up many pollutants when it comes into contact with
transfer areas through acute and chronic releases of materials in these areas. These may
include oils and greases, toxic hydrocarbons, chemicals, heavy metals, and a variety of
other substances that can degrade water quality. Releases or contact with materials of
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concern are generally expected to occur during material transfer activities in the area
surrounding the truck or trailer end.

9.7.3 Requirements

1) COVER

New Buildings with Loading Docks

Loading docks shall be covered with a canopy, roof, or other permanent overhang that
shall extend a minimum of 10 feet over the trailer or truck end. The cover shall
minimize the volume of precipitation discharged to the City sanitary sewer, on-site
industrial wastewater treatment system, or other approved on-site temporary storage
facility or containment device/structure. Precipitation shall be directed from the cover
to a storrnwater disposal system that meets all applicable code requirements.

Existing Buildings with Loading Dock Improvements

Loading docks shall be covered with a canopy, roof, or other permanent overhang that
shall extend a minimum of 4 feet over the trailer or truck end.

(Note: As part of an existing building’s improvements, 10-foot overhangs make it
difficult to meet Fire Code regulations.)

Bay Doors and Other Interior Transfer Areas

All transfer of materials shall be conducted with the truck or trailer end backed into the
building a minimum of 5 feet (see additional requirements below). A cover is not
required for these areas.

2) PAVEMENT

A paved area shall be placed underneath and around the loading and unloading
activities. This will reduce the potential for soil contamination with potential impacts on
groundwater and will help control any acute or chronic release of materials present in
these areas.

Some materials can react with asphalt pavement, causing the release of toxic oils from
the pavement. It is therefore preferable to pave the area with Portland cement concrete.
If the area is already paved with asphalt, an asphalt sealant shall be applied to the
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pavement surface. Whichever paving material is used, the paved surface shall be
properly maintained to prevent gaps and cracks.

3) DRAINAGE

Loading Docks

The paved area beneath the cover shall be hydraulically isolated through grading,
berms, or drains to prevent uncontaminated stormwater running onto the area and
carrying pollutants away. Drainage from the hydraulically isolated area shall be
directed to an approved City sanitary sewer, approved on-site industrial wastewater
treatment facility, or other approved on-site temporary storage facility or containment
device/structure.

Note: An on-site temporary storage facility or containment device!structure shall be
used only as a last resort and only for temporary storage of the wastewater or
contaminated stormwater (see Appendix 9-B).

Bay Doors and Other Interior Transfer Areas

Bay doors and other interior transfer areas shall be designed so stormwater run-on does
not enter the building. This can be accomplished by grading or drains.

Because interior material transfer areas are not expected to accumulate precipitation,
installation of floor drains is not required or recommended. It is preferable to handle
these areas with a dry-mop or absorbent material such as cat liter. If interior floor
drains are installed, they shall be plumbed to an approved City sanitary sewer or
approved on-site industrial wastewater treatment facility.

4) SIGNAGE

The following requirements apply to all material transfer areas/loading docks.

Signage shall be provided and shall be plainly visible from all material transfer activity
areas (see section 9.1.7). More than one sign may be needed to accommodate large
t~:ansfer areas.
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The following language shall be added to the building plan set, as a general note on the
site and/or utility plan:

"Signage will be provided at the material transfer area that is plainly visible and
water resistant, and will include the following information:
¯ Safe.ty precautions
¯ Immediate spill response procedures
¯ Emergency contacts and telephone numbers"

5) ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Please carefully review the following additional requirements. These requirements are
not applicable to all development projects. If they do apply, however, and are not
addressed in the project design, revisions will be required. This could delay issu~tnce of
related building permits.

A) Bay doors and other interior transfer areas shall provide a 10-foot "no
obstruction zone" beyond the entrance. This will allow the transfer of materials
to occur with the truck or trailer end placed at least 5 feet inside the building,
with an additional staging area of 5 feet beyond that.

B) A shut-off valve may be required for discharges to an approved City sanitary
sewer. BES will make this determination based on the type of material being
transferred and the proposed system receiving the discharge.

This requirement is to comply with City Code, Chapter 17.34.090, requiring spills
that occur within the activity area to be effectively contained for appropriate
clean-up and disposal. (The emergency contacts and responders identified on
the required signage shall determine the appropriate clean-up and disposal of a
spill.)

C) Transport and handling of hazardous materials that are toxic, carcinogenic, or
halogenated solvents (located in designated groundwater protection areas) are
subject to are subject to additional requirements, as identified in Section 9.5:
Storage, Use, and Transportation of Hazardous/Toxic Materials in Designated
Groundwater Resource Protection Areas.

D) Appropriate spill response training shall be provided to all employees. The
operations and maintenance agreement shall include information about the spill
response training plan. The City requires spill response supplies, such as
absorbent material, to be stored at the transfer area.
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6) EXCEPTIONS

A) Cover: The requirement to cover the loading dock area will be waived under
either of the following conditions:

¯ A retractable curtain is installed that automatically extends out from the
building and over the back end of the truck or trailer during material transfer
activities. This curtain then retracts back into the building when not in use.
A detail of the curtain shall be submitted with the building plans at the time
of building permit application. The detail will be reviewed to ensure that
there is no possibility for spills to be discharged to stormwater.

¯ The loading dock is an improvement to an existing building, and the property
owner agrees to pay the City for stormwater discharges to the sanitary sewer
system (if drainage from the uncovered loading dock discharges to the City’s
sanitary sewer).

City Code (Chapter 17.32.080 and 17.32.090) prohibits stormwater from being
discharged to a City separated sanitary sewer, with limited exceptions
allowed by the Chief Engineer. If an exception is approved and a cover is not
installed, Chapter 17.36 of the City Code allows the City of Portland to bill a
facility for the disposal of stormwater into the City separated sanitary sewer.
Charges are determined by either calculated volumes (based on the average
annual rainfall and the square footage of impervious area drained) or by
meter readings from a City-approved discharge meter.

A written stormwater volume charge request shall be submitted as part of the
approval process for tttis exception. The request shall document the property
owner’s acknowledgement of the City’s right to charge the facility sanitary
sewer rates for the volume of stormwater discharged to the sanitary sewer
system. The application shall be signed by the property owner and notarized.

B) Drainage: The requirement for the drainage from the hydraulically isolated area
of the loading dock to be directed to an approved City sanitary sewer, approved
on-site industrial wastewater treatment facility, or other approved on-site
temporary storage facility or containment device/structure will be waived under
any of the following conditions:
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¯ A dock leveler is used where the transfer activities occur, and has been
retrofitted with a 4" - 6"metal plate across the front to provide spill
containment and capture any contaminated stormwater within the leveling
well. A detail of the leveler shall be submitted with the building plans at the
time of building permit application. Any fluids collected should be batch
discharged.

¯ The loading dock is an improvement to an existing building; the sanitary
sewer service is not easily accessible; and the tenant is not handling materials
of concern.

If any of these three conditions applies, an operations and maintenance .
agreement is required, stating the property owner will be responsible for
ensuring the tenants do not handle materials of concern and is accountable for
discharges from the activity area to the storm sewer system. BES’s Industrial
Source Control Division (503-823-7122) can provide preferred language that will
satisfy this requirement.
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9.8 VEHICLE AND EQUIPMENT TRAFFIC AREAS, PARKING,
AND STORAGE

9.8.1 Applicability

The requirements of this section apply to all types of parking lots (commercial, public,
and private), retail store parking lots, fleet vehicle lots and yards (including rental car lots
and car dealerships), equipment sale and rental lots, and access roads with any of the
following higher-use or higher-risk conditions:

¯ A commercial or industrial site subject to an expected average daily traffic (ADT)
count equal to or greater than 100 vehicles per 1,000 square feet of gross building area.

¯ A commercial or industrial site subject to use, storage, or maintenance of a fleet of 25
or more vehicles or equipment (trucks, buses, heavy equipment, etcl).

¯ A commercial or industrial area identified for the specific use and traffic from vehicles
or equipment that are over 10 tons gross weight (trucks, trains, heavy equipment, etc.).

¯ A commercial or industrial site subject to the storage of wrecked or impounded
vehicles.

¯ Sites with a high likelihood of oil and grease releases (e.g., vehicle repair, vehicle sales,-,:
vehicle parts sales, vehicle fueling services). ~:i~’~..

The requirements of this section do not apply to single-family and duplex residential sites.

Applicants subject to the requirements of this section shall prepare Form SPC, located at
the end of this chapter. Form SPC shall be included in the submittal package.
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Notes:

The traffic threshold focuses on vehicle turnover per square foot of building area (trip
generation) rather than ADT alone. This is because oil leakage is greatest when engines
are idling or cooling. In general, all-day parking areas are not intended to be captured
by these thresholds. The petroleum storage and transfer stipulation is intended to
address regular transfer operations such as service stations, not occasional filling of
heating oil tanks. Traffic thresholds are researched and compiled by the Institute of
Transportation Engineers (ITE).

Parking lots that do not have the above higher-use or higher-risk conditions must use
required landscaping within the project area for stormwater (See Chapter 1.0, Section 1.6.)

9.8.2 Issue

Stormwater runoff from higher-use or higher-risk sites can contain toxic materials and
other organic compounds, oil and grease, heavy metals, nutrients, and suspended solids.
Pollutants of concern are primarily generated by vehicle washing and maintenance
activities, road oils, and vehicle drips/leaks. These pollutant loads may not be adequately
addressed when no water quality facility is required or when volumes exceed the capacity
of any required facilities. In such cases, additional pollution reduction facilities or
activities may be required. BES will identify additional pollutant prevention or removal
needs during SPC application review.

9.8.3 Requirements

1) PAVEMENT

Because of the potential for soil and groundwater contamination, all high-use or high-
risk sites shall be paved.

Gasoline and other materials can react with asphalt pavement, causing the release of
toxic otis from the pavement. It is therefore preferable to pave the area with Portland
cement concrete. If the area is already paved with asphalt, an asphalt sealant shall be
applied to the pavement surface. Whichever paving material is used, the paved surface
shall be properly maintained to prevent gaps and cracks.
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2) DRAINAGE

Drainage from these areas shall be directed to a stormwater disposal system that meets
all water quality requirements of this manual and any other applicable codes.

The Oregon Department of Environmental Quality has identified drywells and/or
sumps as "Class V Injection Wells" under the federal Underground Injection Control
(UIC) Program. Since the UIC Program states that these types of wells have a direct
impact on groundwater, stormwater pollution controls will apply. More information
about the UIC program can be found on DEQ’s web site at:
Htt-p: / / waterquality.deq.state.or.us / wq / groundwa/uichome.htm

3) OIL CONTROL

City code prohibits the discharge of stormwater with a visible sheen to the City’s storm
sewer system The following oil control options are designed to capture and detain oil
and associated pollutants.

Oil/Water Separators                                                                   ’"

Oil/water separators rely on passive mechanisms that take advantage of oil being
lighter than water. Oil rises to the surface and can be periodically removed. The two
types of oil/water separators used for stormwater treatment are the baffle type or API
(American Petroleum Institute) oil/water separator and the coalescing plate oil/water
separator.

¯ Baffle oil/water separators use vaults that have multiple cells separated by baffles
extending down from the top of the vault. The baffles block oil flow out of the vault.
Baffles are also commonly installed at the bottom of the vault to trap solids and
sludge that accumulate over time. In many situations, simple floating or more
sophisticated mechanical oil skimmers are installed to remove the oil once it has
separated from the water.

¯ Coalescing plate separators are manufactured units consisting of a baffled vault
containing several inclined corrugated plates stacked and bundled together. The
plates are equally spaced and are made of a variety of materials, most commonly
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fiberglass and polypropylene. Efficient separation results because the plates reduce
the vertical distance oil droplets must rise in order to separate from the stormwater.
Once they reach the plate, oil droplets form a film on the plate surface. The film
builds up over time until it becomes thick enough to migrate upward under the
influence of gravity along the inclined plate. When the film reaches the edge of the
plate, oil is released as large droplets that rise rapidly to the surface, where the oil
accumulates until the unit is maintained. Because the plate pack significantly
increases treatment effectiveness, coalescing plate separators can achieve a specified
treatment level with a smaller vault size than a simple baffle separator.

Design Criteria and Requirements for Oil/Water Separators when Not Discharged to a
Sanitary Sewer: Research has shown that baffle oil/water separators are not as effective
for stormwater management as those with coalescing plate separators and cannot be
guaranteed to meet the City’s prohibited discharge requirements. For this reason, the
sizing of oil/water separators with baffles reflects a factor of safety to ensure that they
meet the benchmarks. The following design criteria are established to treat the first
flush of a storm event, not the complete storm.

¯ Characteristics of the runoff shall be assumed to be:
~" Specific gravity (SG) of 0il is .9
~" Temperature of stormwater runoff is 50°F to 60°F
~" Oil droplet size is 50 microns.

¯ Baffled separators shall be able to handle a water quality (WQ) design flow equal to
two-thirds of a 2- year storm event, in a 24-hour period.

¯ Coalescing plate separators shall have a WQ design flow equal to one-third of a 2-
year storm event, in a 24-hour period.

¯ Flow calculation shall be based on the impervious area before mitigation has been
credited; however, the roof area shall be excluded from the total.

¯ Oil/water separators shall be installed off-line, bypassing flows greater than the WQ
design flow.

¯ The separator shall precede other water quality treatment facilities when open
surface approaches (e.g. swales, infiltration basins) are used. When other types of
treatment facilities are used (e.g., manufactured subsurface facilities), the separator
may be downstream of those treatment facilities. The separator may be positioned
either upstream or downstream of detention facilities, since there are both
advantages and disadvantages with either placement.
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¯ If the oil/water separator is discharging to an open-surface water quality facility, the
flows shall not exceed three feet per second, per water quality requirements as
identified in Chapter 5.0.

¯ To maintain efficiencies and reduce size, all roof drainage shall enter the stormwater
system downstream of the oil/water separator.

Any pumping devices shall be installed downstream of the separator to prevent oil
emulsification in stormwater.

¯ Engineered calculations shall be required, using the Santa Barbara Unit Hydrograph
(SBUH), to verify appropriate sizing of the oil/water separator.

Note: Additional design considerations are required for a baffled oil/water separator
is installed. Design requirements are twice the standard water quality requirement for
other water quality facilities in this manual, and flow management will need to be
engineered. A possible solution may be a flow splitter upstream of the separator and
another flow splitter downstream of the separator (but upstream of the water quality
facility design).

Design Criteria and Requirements for Oil/Water Separators Discharged to a Sanitary
Sewer: Since the discharge limits for the sanitary sewer are not as restrictive as the
storm sewers, the design criteria are not as complicated:

The characteristics of the runoff shall be assumed to be the same as stated above.

¯ Baffled separators shall retain maximum flows of a system for 45 minutes.

¯ Coalescing plate separators shall retain maximum flows of a system for 15 minutes.

¯ Engineered calculations shall be required to verify appropriate sizing of the
oil/water separator.
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Note: For high-use or high-risk sites located within a larger commercial center, only the
impervious surface associated with the high-use or high-risk portion of the site is subject
to treatment requirements. If common parking for multiple businesses is provided,
treatment shall be applied to the number of parking stalls required for the high-use or
high-risk business only. However, if the treatment collection area also receives runoff
from other areas, the treatment facility must be sized to treat all water passing through it.

Linear Sand Filters

Linear sand filters have proven effective in meeting standard water quality
requirements (see Chapter 4.0). Because design criteria are still being established to
ensure these facilities can also effectively control oil and grease, their proposed use will
require an additional review process for approval. This may delay issuance of related
building permits. For more information on the use of linear sand filters to remove oil
and grease, contact BES’s Industrial Source Control Division at 503-823-7122.

Other Options

There may be other acceptable oil controls not listed above. In many cases landscaping
alternatives may be equally or more effective. Applicants may propose an oil control
option that would be as effective as those listed. However, proposal of a new oil control
will require an additional review process for approval, which may delay issuance of
related building permits.
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5) ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Please carefully review the following additional requirements. These requirements are
not applicable to all development projects. If they do apply, however, and are not
addressed in the project design, revisions will be required. This could delay issuance of
related building permits.

Hazardous materials that are toxic, carcinogenic, or halogenated solvents (located in
designated groundwater protection areas) are subject to additional requirements, as
identified in Section 9.5: Storage, Use, and Transportation of Hazardous/Toxic
Materials in Designated Groundwater Resource Protection Areas.

9.9 COVERED VEHICLE PARKING AREAS

9.9.1 Applicability

The requirements in this sec~on apply to all development with a covered vehicle parking
area, except single-family and duplex residential sites. Existing parking structures are not
required to retrofit unless the structure is being redeveloped. New parking structures are
required to meet these requirements.

Applicants subject to these requirements shall prepare Form SPC, located at the end of        ’ :’:;’:"
this chapter, fulfills the requirements of Section 9.9.3. Form SPC shall be included in the
submittal package.

9.9.2 Issue

Run-off from covered vehicle parking areas can be contaminated with toxic substances,
organic compounds, oil and grease, heavy metals, and suspended solids.

9.9.3 Requirements

1) DRAINAGE

Top Floor Drainage of a Multi-Level Parking Structure
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Stormwater runoff from the top floor shall be directed to a stormwater disposal system
that meets all water quality requirements of this manual and any other applicable
codes.

Lower Floor Drainage of a Multi-Level Parking Structure

Significant amounts of precipitation are not expected to accumulate in covered vehicle
parking areas, and drainage facilities are not required for the lower floors. If the applicant
elects to install drainage facilities, the drainage from the lower floors shall be directed to
an approved City sanitary sewer.

Adjacent, Uncovered Portions of the Site

The surrounding uncovered portions of the site shall be designed so stormwater nm-on
does not enter the covered parking areas. This can be accomplished through grading or
drains.
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9.10 EQUIPMENT AND/OR VEHICLE WASHING FACILITIES

9.10.1 Applicability

The requirements in this section apply to all development with a designated equipment
and/or vehicle washing or steam cleaning area. The types of vehicles may include, but
are not limited to, highway maintenance trucks, taxicabs, buses, rental cars, new and used
automobiles on lots, government and company cars, construction equipment, fork lifts,
golf carts, riding lawn mowers, and similar large vehicles. Single-family and duplex
residential sites are exempt.

Development that is intended for the storage of 10 or more fleet vehicles shall include a
designated vehicle washing area. An exception is granted if the applicant can show
evidence that vehicles are routinely washed in an approved location.

Applicants subject to the requirements of this section shall prepare Form SPC, located at
the end of this chapter, that fulfills the requirements of Section 9.10.3. Form SPC should be
included in the submittal package.

9.10.2 Issue

Wastewater from equipment and/or vehicle washing may contain toxic substances,
organic compounds, oil and grease, nutrients, heavy metals, and suspended solids.

~ .~......~
9.10.3 Requirements

1) COVER

The washing area shall be covered with a permanent canopy or roof so precipitation
¯ cannot come in contact with the washing area. Precipitation shall be directed from the

cover to a stormwater disposal system that meets all applicable code requirements.

¯ Covers 10 feet high or less shall have a minimum overhang of 3 feet on each side. The
overhang shall be measured relative to the perimeter of the hydraulically isolated
washing area it is to cover.

¯ Covers higher than 10 feet shall have a minimum overhang of 5 feet on each side.
The overhang shall be measured relative to the perimeter of the hydraulically isolated
washing area it is to cover.
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2) PAVEMENT

A designated paved wash area shall be placed underneath and around permanent
washing areas. This area shall be hydraulically isolated through grading, berms, or
drains. Sizing of the paved area shall adequately cover the activity area, including the
placement of the vehicle or piece of equipment to be cleaned.

Some materials can react with asphalt pavement, causing the release of toxic oils from
the pavement. It is therefore preferable to pave the area with Portland cement concrete.
If the area is already paved with asphalt, an asphalt sealant shall be applied to the
pavement surface. Whichever paving material is used, the paved surface shall be
properly maintained to prevent gaps and cracks..

3) DRAINAGE

The paved area beneath the cover shall be hydraulically isolated through grading,
berms, or drains to prevent uncontaminated stormwater from running onto the area
and carrying pollutants away. Drainage from the hydraulically isolated area shall be
directed to an approved City sanitary sewer, approved on-site industrial wastewater
treatment facility, or other approved on-site wash recycling system (process treatment
system).

4) OIL CONTR~)LS

Any vehicle and equipment washing activity that cleans large commercial vehicles
(vans, trucks, buses, etc), or more than 10 mid to small sized vehicles, and all equipment
washing will be reviewed for needed oil control

EXCEPTIONS
If a washing facility is generally used to service oversized equipment that cannot
maneuver under a roof or canopy (cranes, etc.) an exception to the roof or canopy
requirement will be granted.

A request for the exception will need to be submitted to BES Source Control Division of
BES. This request should document the property owner’s acknowledgement of the
City’s right to charge the facility sanitary sewer rates for the volume of stormwater
discharged to the sanitary sewer. Charges will be based on either calculated volumes
from the area being drained to the sanitary sewer times the annual average rainfall OR
by meter readings from a City approved discharge meter. The document should be
titled "Stormwater Volume Application "and must be signed and notarized by the
property owner(s).
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9.11 INTERIOR FLOOR DRAINS

9.11.1 Applicability

The requirements in this section apply to all development with buildings and facilities
that have interior floor drains, except single-family and duplex residential sites.

Applicants subject to the requirements of this section shall prepare Form SPC, located at
the end of this.chapter, that fulfills the requirements of Section 9.11.3. Form SPC should be
included in the submittal package.

9.11.2 Issue                                                    -

A variety of wastewaters generated by floor washing, accidental spills, and other
activities may be present near interior floor drains. Directing the drainage from interior
floor drains to a City sanitary treatment facility or other approved on-site temporary
storage facility or containment structure provides proper wastewater treatment or spill
containment.

9.11.3 Requirements
’ .;:’. :’:i

1) DRAINAGE                                                                                                   ":-::"

Drainage entering interior floor drains is prohibited from discharge into a stormwater
system. All drainage from floor drains within buildings shall be directed to a City
sanitary treatment facility or other approved on-site temporary storage facility or
containment structure.

Prohibited Uses

Interior floor drains are prohibited in all areas designated for manufacture, storage, or
processing of materials required to have a permit under the Uniform Fire Code (UFC) or
regulated by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) or Toxic Substances
Control Act (TSCA). If chemical use or chemical waste generation may occur at a site, the
user should consult these listed regulations or policies for fi.trther information.

All wastewater that will/may be discharged to interior floor drains shall be evaluated
before discharge. Certain types of discharges may require a permit and/or pretreatment
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before discharge to a Citv of Portland sanitary sewer. Contact BES’s Industrial Source
Control Division (503-823-7122) for a discharge evaluation and additional information.

9.12 STORMWATER DISPOSAL FROM DEVELOPMENT ON
RECYCLED LAND

9.i2.1 Applicability

The requirements in this section apply to all development on recycled land. Recycled
lands, commonly referred to as "brownfields," are lands that currently or previously have
had pollutants detected in soil or groundwater at concentrations that exceed risk-based
cleanup levels or state/federal cleanup standards for the pollutant(s) of concern.

Applicants subject to the requirements of this section shall prepare Form SPC, located at
the end of this chapter, that fulfills the requirements of Section 9.12.3,, and include it in the
submittal package.

9.12.2 Issue

Contaminated soils or groundwater can cause long-term impacts is in two ways:

¯ Stormwater runoff that comes into contact with contaminated soils or groundwater
can carry some of those contaminants along with suspended solids into receiving
waters.

¯ Contaminants can be transported by discharges from footings or foundation drains.

9.12.3 Requirements

Because the pollutants, media, and site conditions are unique to each parcel of land,
stormwater management practices for development on recycled land shall be reviewed
on a case-by-case basis. If assistance is needed prior to submittal, call BES’s Source
Control Division at 503-823-7122 to schedule an evaluation. The City of Portland will
coordinate with the owner/developer and the Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality (DEQ) to arrive at an acceptable stormwater management plan. General
requirements are included here to assist the applicant in planning.
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1) COVER

All contaminated soils shall be covered to prevent stormwater from coming into contact
with them. Contaminated soils that are stockpiled shall also be covered, and a berm
shall be used to prevent stormwater run-on and run-off.

Contaminated groundwater shall be stored in an above-ground containment structure
for appropriate pretreatment before disposal.

2 ) PAVEMENT

Pavement is not required beneath stored contaminated materials. However, an
impervious layer shall be placed beneath the materials so they do not contaminate
uncontaminated areas if they leach.

3) DRAINAGE

All drainage shall be evaluated for contamination prior to disposal. No infiltration will
be allowed without pretreatment to ensure that soils and groundwater are not further
transported or spread to other areas.

Note: All proposed discharges are required to go through a batch discharge process, as ~     .-
identified in Appendix 9-B: Temporary Storage Facilities and Containment                   ~=’!:~:ii:!~
Devices/Structures.

4) LABORATORY ANALYSIS REPORTS

Laboratory analysis reports’are required to identify the characteristics and levels of
contamination in groundwater and stormwater run-off. An additional review process
will be applied to these reports to determine regulatory authority and requirements.
This may delay issuance of related building permits.
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5) PRETREATMENT OR DISPOSAL

Pretreatment or disposal must follow specific regulations outlined by DEQ and any other
local pretreatment requirements identified by City Code.

NOTE: A Letter of Authorization of a No Further Action (NFA) Report from DEQ will
be required by the City of Portland and may delay issuance of related building permits
if not included with submittal.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS

Above-ground storage tank (AST): A stationary container, vessel, or other permanent
holding device designated for the storage and/or distribution of a liquid product.

Approved on-site containment structure: A structure that satisfies the definition of a
dead-end sump and has been accepted by BES. This could include berms, walls, or other
new technological devices or materials that temporarily hold and store spilled liquid.

Approved receiving system: Any system approved by BES to receive stormwater runoff
or other discharges. Receiving systems include, but are not limited to, groundwater; on-
site, off-site, or public stormwater, sanitary, or combined sewers; and waters of the state.

Approved stormwater system: Any system approved by BES to provide conveyance and
quality and/or quantity management of stormwater or other discharges. Stormwater
systems include, but are not limited to, on-site, off-site, or public stormwater systems.

Batch discharge: The controlled discharge of a discrete, contained volume of water or
wastewater.

Bulk fuel terminal: Any area whose primary function is dedicated to the storage and
distribution of fuel to distributors such as gas stations.                                      . ..:...,~

.̄.’ .. :::?~
Bulk materials: Non-containerized materials.

Containerized: The storage of any product, by-product, or waste that is completely
held or included on all sides, within a discrete volume or area.

Containment: The temporary storage of potentially contaminated stormwater or process
wastewater when a City sanitary sewer is not available for appropriate disposal.

Driveway: The area that provides vehicular access to a site. A driveway is the same
width as a curb cut, excluding any aprons or extensions of the curb cut. A driveway
begins at the property line and extends into the site. Driveway does not include
parking, maneuvering, or circulation areas in parking areas.

Exterior materials storage area: Any exterior materials storage location that is not
completely enclosed by a roof and sidewalls.
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Hazardous material: Any material or combination of materials that, because of its
quantity, concentration, or physical, chemical, or infectious characteristics, may cause or
significantly contribute to an increase in mortality or an increase in serious, irreversible,
or incapacitating reversible illness; or that may pose a present or potential hazard to
human health, safety, or welfare, or to animal or aquatic life or the environment when
improperly used, stored, transported or disposed of, or otherwise managed. For
purposes of chemical regulation by this manual, moderate to high toxicity and
confirmed human carcinogenicity are the criteria used to identify hazardous substances.
(Note: This manual does not use the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
definition of hazardous. For the purpose of this manual, hazardous material is
intended to include hazardous, toxic, and other harmful substances.)

Hazardous material containment zone (HMC zone): An area Where a specific
individual activity involving use of a hazardous material takes place, and where
chemical quantities at that location are expected to exceed defined thresholds. HMCs
may include (but are not limited to) storage and/or process areas, transportation routes,
work areas, and loading/unloading facilities.

High-use or high-risk sites: As used in Section 9.8, high-use or high-risk sites include
any one of the following:

¯ A commercial or industrial site subject to an expected average daily traffic (ADT)
count equal to or greater than 100 vehicles per 1,000 square feet of gross building area.

A commercial or industrial site subject to use, storage, or maintenance of a fleet of 25
or more vehicles or equipment (trucks, buses, heavy equipment, etc.).

A commercial or industrial area identified for the specific use and traffic from vehicles
or equipment that are over 10 tons gross weight (trucks, trains, heavy equipment, etc.).

¯ A commercial or industrial site subject to the storage of wrecked or impounded
vehicles.

¯ Sites with a high likelihood of oil and grease releases (e.g., vehicle repair, vehicle sales,
vehicle parts sales, vehicle fueling services).

LD-50 : The lethal dose of a substance that is expected to kill approximately 50 percent
of experimental animals through oral ingestion. (Refer to product Material Safety Data
Sheet.)
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Local dispensing location: An area within 15 feet of an above-ground storage tank
(AST) and used to dispense fuel directly from the AST, typically through a flexible hose.

Multi-level parking structure: Any parking facility with greater than one contiguous
level of parking.

Parking area: All the area devoted to the standing, maneuvering, and circulation of
motor vehicles. Parking areas do not include driveways or areas devoted exclusively to
non-passenger loading.

Receiving System: Any system that receives stormwater runoff. Receiving systems
include, but are not limited to groundwater; on-site, off-site, or public surface water
facilities; and waters of the state.

Roadway: Any paved surface used to carry traffic (trucks/vehicles, forklifts, farm
machinery, and any other large machinery).

Transportation route: Any path routinely used to transport materials regulated in
Section 9.5 onto, off of, or within a site. Transportation routes shall be constructed with
impervious surfaces and shall provide spill containment.
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Form SPC Stormwater Pollution Control Plan
for:

Use this form to describe:

¯ Proposed SPC measures in conformance (Identify section and site use/characteristic--for
with the requirements of this manual example, 9.2: Fuel Dispensing Facilities)

¯ Proposed alternatives to the SPC
requirements of this manual Note: A separate form shall be,filled out for each

¯ SPC requirements specific to Section 9.5 type of use/characteristic.
(Hazardous/Toxic Materials)

Please answer each question as briefly as possible, while still conveying relevant information. Use
additional pages if necessary.

GENERAL INFORMATION (to be completed for all SPCs)

Date: Applicant’s Name:

’Facility Name: Owner/Operator Name:

Facility, Address:

Business Mailing Address:

Phone No.: Type of business/facility:

Describe the site activity(ies) the SPC(s) apply to:

Describe the SPC(s) required by Chapter 9.0 of the manual:
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Form SPC (page 2)

PART A (Complete if proposing approved SPC measures in conformance with
the requirements of this manual.)

Describe how the SPC(s) will be implemented on the site. Include all required and any non-required
management practices.

PART B (Complete if proposing alternatives to the SPC requirements
of this manual.)

Describe why the SPC requirements in the manual will not work on the site or are not desirable:

Describe the proposed alternative SPC(s):

Explain why the alternative(s) will work: (use additional sheets or manufacturer information as necessary)
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Form SPC (page 3)

PART C (Complete for both approved SPCs described in Part A and
alternative SPCs described in Part B.

Describe any constraints or limitations of the approved or alternative SPC(s)--e.g., application or seasonal
limitations, environmental constraints:

Attach a figure or site plan with the location of the approved or alternative SPC(s). Identify any other
attachments (e.g., vendor information).

Other comments:

TO BE COMPLETED BY CITY:

Approved Apprdved with Coht~itions Denied
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Form SPC (page 4)

Complete Parts D, E, and F only for SPC requirements specific to Section 9.5
(Hazardous/Toxic Materials)

PART D: SITE PLAN

Include the following information on the site plan (see Form SITE in Chapter 3.0) that is
submitted as part of the development’s overall submittal package:

¯ Property boundaries

¯ Identification of functional areas on the site (HMCs, loading/unloading areas,
transportation routes). Include the total number of each and their uses.

¯ Stormwater and other drainage facilities/patterns

¯ Treatment facilities, if applicable

¯ Wells

:̄,i ~-.~:-~¯ Surface water features :.’,-’.::~:~-"’~ :.-:4

¯ Underground and above-ground storage tanks
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Form SPC (page 5)

Complete Parts D, E, and F only for SPC requirements specific to Section 9.5
(Hazardous/Toxic Materials)

PART E: CONTAINMENT PLAN

Describe/illustrate the containment system(s) proposed for the site and how they would
function to prevent spills from entering groundwater, surface water and/or the City’s storm
sewer system. List all structures or measures that will be implemented to contain hazardous
materials and prevent contamination. Attach sketches and/or cross-sections/schematics of
materials/equipment as necessary to adequately describe the containment concept. The
containment plan shall contain the following information. A separate plan or sheet shall be
prepared for each functional area.

¯ Area the containment plan applies to (e.g., functional area, such as HMC,
loading/unloading area, transportation route)

¯ Location on site

¯ Activities/use

" ¯ Hazardous materials inventory of the chemicals, products, or wastes that will be used,
stored, generated, transported, or otherwise present on the site/functional area (can be
obtained from Form HAZ)

¯ Maximum amount of materials present

¯ Maximum containment volume

¯ Containment measures (per manual requirements in Section 9.5)

Receiving system for stormwater runoff

Operation and maintenance measures (non-structural measures to be used in conjunction with
structural containment facilities to minimize the potential of spills and contaminated runoff
entering groundwater, surface water, and/or the City’s storm sewer system). Note: These
O&M measures shall be incorporated into the site-wide O&M plan, as required by Chpt. 9.0.
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Form SPC (page 6)

Complete Parts D, E, and F only for SPC requirements specific to Section 9.5
(Hazardous/Toxic Materials)

PART F: AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE & EMERGENCY CONTACTS

Doyou wish to have any Of the information submitted in thin-application be confidential?
[ ] Yes [ ] No

If yes, please stamp confidential on those pages which you would like the City to evaluate as
being confidential information.

1) Designated signatory authority of the facility:
(Attach the following information for each authorized representafive~)

Name:
Title:
City: State: Zip:
Phone No.:

2) Designated facility contacts
.o.

Primary Contact:                                                                            ":.,: :;:i:".:’.~

Title:
Phone No.:

Secondary Contact:
Title:
Phone No.:

3) Emergency contacts (provide two):

Name:
Title:
Phone No.:

Name:
Title:
Phone No.:
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Form SPC (page 7)

Complete Parts D, E, and F only for SPC requirements specific to Section 9.5
(Hazardous/Toxic Materials)

PART F: (continued)

Authorized Representative Statement:

I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under my
direction or supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified

properly gathered and evaluated the information submitted. Based on my inquiry of
the person or persons who manage the system, or those persons directly responsible for
gathering the information, the information submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and
belief, true, accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for
submitting false information, including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing
violations.

Name:

Title:

Signature:

Date:

, ,,,: : "..’.,.~ .

Date
Date Approved: .....

FileNo.:
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Form HAZ
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INVENTORY

SURVEY OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS FOR ON-SITE CONTAINMENT PLAN REVIEW

If the development proposal is located within the Columbia South Shore Plan District or
Cascade Station/Portland International Center Plan Districts (see Exhibit 9-1) or the Powell
Valley Groundwater Resource Protection Area (see Exhibit 9-2), the Water Bureau needs to
know what hazardous materials currently exist or are proposed for the entire site, both
exterior and interior. Please complete this survey form and return it to the Bureau of Water
Works, 1001 SW Fifth Avenue, Suite 450, Portland, OR 97204. For questions, call the Water
Bureau at 503-823-7577, or fax to 503-823-7269.

1) Project or Business Name: 2) OPDR Permit No.:

3) Street Address or Legal Description of Property:

4) Description of Businessi:

5) Business SIC Code(s):

6) Is any use of cleaners, paints, solvents, fuels or petroleum products currently on the
site or planned in the future?

YES __ NO__ If YES, please complete the inventory listing sheet on page 3.

7) Will any chemicals, products or wastes containing hazardous ingredients or
constituents be used, stored, generated, or otherwise be present on the site for which
Material Safety Data Sheets are required?

YES __ NO __ If YES, please complete the inventory listing sheet on page 3.
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Form HAZ (page 2)

8) Are any wells present on this site?

YES __ NO __ UNKNOWN __ If YES, please complete the following:

Well No. Status Use Casing Diam. Depth Screened
Interval

9) Are any underground or above-ground liquid storage tanks currently on the site or
planned in the future?

YES __ NO__ UNKNOWN__ If YES, please fill in the following:

Type of Tank Number Size I Contents Current or planned?

10) Please describe any future use of this site that is different from the above.

I certify that the statements made above are complete and true to the best of my knowledge.
I understand that a separate containment plan review is required for new uses, remodeling
and expansions, changes in the types and quantities of hazardous materials, and changes in
the location or method of transport, handling or storage of these materials.

Applicant Name Applicant Signature Date Phone No.

Responsible Company Official Responsible Company Official Date Phone No.
Title Signature
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Form HAZ (page 3)

INVENTORY LISTING SHEET

Please list all liquids, chemicals, products, wastes containing hazardous ingredients or constituents for which Material Safety Data
Sheets are required by 29 CFR 1910.1200 or OAR 437 Division 155 that will be used, stored, generated or otherwise present on this
site. Attach copies of Material Safety Data Sheets for all listed chemicals/products or make them available to City staff upon request.

Chemical/Product Use/Origin (1) CASRN (2) Max. Qty. Avg. Usage (5) Container Type and Frequency &
Name/Waste (3, 4) Size Amount of
Stream Description Delivery/Disposal

(1) Indicate what the substance is used for and/or how the waste stream is generated.
(2) CASRN = Chemical Abstracts Service Registry Number (if applicable; look for the CASRN on the MSDS)
(3) Quantities for solids shall be expressed in pounds and quantities for liquids expressed in gallons.
{4) Maximum quantity is defined as the largest amount potentially present on-site at any one time.
(5) Indicate whether average usage is on a monthly or yearly basis.
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Form HAZ (page 4)

MATERIALS CONTAINMENT / MITIGATION MEASURES SHEET

Please describe any hazardous materials containment and/or mitigation measures
proposed for this site.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM HAZ

The following instructions describe how to complete Form HAZ. Form HAZ is
required in addition to other state or local requirements pertaining to hazardous
substances, such as the requirements for an Oregon State Fire Marshal Hazardous
Substance survey or an Industrial Wastewater and/or Stormwater Discharge Permit.
In cases where an applicant has completed other forms that ask for the same
information, a copy of the other application may be attached to Form HAZ and a note
should be made on Form HAZ.

General Information (Ouestions 1 - 5): Provide the name, address and a brief
description of the business/project. List the business’s primary and secondary (if
applicable) Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code(s), if known. Also provide the
permit number from the Office of Planning and Design Review (OPDR).

Hazardous Substances Inventory. (Ouestions 6, 7, and Inventory Listing Sheet):
Check yes if any of the listed items will be used. For Question 7, check yes if there will
be any substances used, stored, or handled on the site for which a Material Safety Data
Sheet (MSDS) is required. (Use of the MSDS criterion is meant to simplify inventory
completion. Every employer is required by OSHA to have a complete set of MSDSs on
file).

If use of any of these substances is planned, complete the inventory listing sheet.
Provide the requested information for each substance to be used during either the
construction or operation of the facility (except those listed later in these instructions as
exempt).

Consider the following types of materials when preparing the inventory:

Process Materials - All chemicals used in the plant processes, including feedstock
materials, solvents, fuels, liquids in process equipment, cleaners, and lubricants.

¯ Waste Materials - All liquid, potentially liquid, or water soluble by-products and
waste generated on, transported through, stored, on, or handled within the site.

¯ Products/By-Products - Any products of the facility that may be toxic or hazardous
if released into the soil or water.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM HAZ (page 2)

Stored Materials - All hazardous substances that might be stored or transferred
within the site.

¯ Energy Source Materials - These are distinguished from process materials in that
they are often handled, stored, and used outside.

¯ Construction Materials - Any hazardous substance used during construction, e.g.,
soil sterilants, herbicides, wood preservatives, paints, thinners, or solvents.

Exemptions

Certain materials are exempt from the inventory reporting. (The amounts given are
maximum amounts present on the site at any time.) However, you will need to provide
an estimate of the aggregate amount of these supplies.

¯ Iartitorial Supplies - Janitorial and cleaning supplies less than 100 pounds net weight
(or 15 gallons net volume), in aggregate. These supplies shall be packaged for
consumer use in containers of five gallons or less or having a net weight less than 30
pounds per container. This does not include cleaners or solvents used for cleaning.::.-~.
machinery or motor vehicle and machine parts. ~i~:~’::~’

¯ Office Supplies - Office and stationary supplies less than 100 pounds net weight, in
aggregate. These supplies shall be packaged for consumer use in containers sized
less than five (5) gallons in size or thirty (30) pounds net weight.

¯ Fluids within Motor Vehicles - Any quantity of fuels, lubricants, fluids and any
other hazardous substances contained within on-site vehicles (whether employee,
visitor or fleet) or construction equipment for the purposes of vehicle operation.
This exemption does not apply to hazardous substances considered to be freight or
cargo.

If you are uncertain about whether to include a substance in the inventory, you should
list it. If a substance could be present, it should be listed. Keep in mind that listing
hazardous substances does not automatically mean that hazardous substance
containment will be required. However, if developing a list of hazardous substances is
not feasible, the site may be assigned a Class I designation by default, and containment
facilities appropriate for a high-risk facility may be required.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM HAZ (page 3)

If a hazardous substance is not included in the initial inventory and the site is not
constructed for its use, it cannot be used on the site if it triggers a higher containment
requirement(s) that is not satisfied by existing containment structures on the site.
Because the listing of hazardous substances potentially present on-site may limit future
industrial use of the site, the inventory should be comprehensive in order to maintain
site marketing options.

Copies of the MSDS sheets for the listed products or materials shall accompany the
completed inventory form or be available for review by City staff upon request. Be sure
the MSDSs are current, particularly since chemical manufacturers are continually
reformulating and producing safer, less hazardous alternatives for many chemicals.

Wells (Ouestion 8): List any existing wells on the site, includingwater supply wells,
monitoring wells, piezometers, cathodic protection wells, oil and gas wells, and
geothermal wells. Old, inactive, or improperly constructed wells can potentially
provide access for contaminated spills or runoff to enter groundwater.

Provide the well number (if known), well status (i.e. active or inactive), type of use
(domestic supply, irrigation, etc.), and construction details. Include casing diameter,
depth and screened interval(s). Attach a copy of the well log (if available) to the
completed inventory.

Underground or Above-ground Storage Tanks (Ouestions 13 and 14): Indicate
whether there are any existing or proposed underground or above-ground liquid
storage tanks, including septic tanks and heating oil tanks. If there are, list the tank
type (steel, fiberglass, concrete, etc.), number of tanks, tank size, and tank contents (if
empty, what it used to hold), and show the approximate tank locations on the site plan.
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Appendix 9-A
SANITARY SEWER DISCHARGE LIMITS

All commercial and industrial users of the City sewer system are to be aware that it is
unlawful to discharge industrial waste into the City sewer system in excess of the
limitations established in City Code, Section 17.34.030 and 17.34.040, and the Industrial
Source Control Division Administrative Rules (below).

CITY CODE, CHAPTER 17.34.010 - DECLARATION OF POLICY

It is the policy of the City of Portland to provide and manage sewer facilities that are
adequate for the transportation, treatment, and disposal of wastewater from within the
City and to operate the sewer system in such a manner which protects public health and
the environment. In carrying out this policy, the objectives of City Code, Chapter 17.34,
are:

¯ To prevent pollutants from entering the sewer system which will interfere with its
normal operation or contaminate the resulting sludge

¯ To prevent the introduction of pollutants into the sewer system which will not be
adequately treated and will pass through into the environment

¯ To improve the opportunity for recycling and reclamation of wastewater and sludge

¯ To insure protection of worker safety and health

¯ To insure that all industrial users comply with applicable federal, state and local
laws and regulations governing wastewater discharges and that sanctions for failure
to comply are imposed

It is the intent of the City to provide needed sewer service to all users while meeting the
outlined objectives. Chapter 17.34 provides the structure under which the service will
be provided for industrial wastewater so the system is protected and can continue to
provide efficiently for the wastewater treatment needs of the City.
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CITY CODE, CHAPTER 17.34 - ADMINISTRATIVE RULES (LOCAL LIMITS)

Concentration Limit
Pollutants/Parameters (Daily Maximum in m~l or ppm)
METALS
Arsenic, (T) 0.2
Cadmium, (T) 0.7
Chromium, (T) 5.0
Copper, (T) 3.7
Lead, (T) 0.7
Mercury, (T) 0.010
Molybdenum, (T) 1.4 _
Nickel, (T) 2.8
Selenium, (T) 0.6
Silver, (T) 0.4
Zinc, (T) 3.7

NON-METALS
Cyanide 1.2
Fats, Oils, and Grease (non-
polar) 110.0
Sulfide (D) 4.0 ." -~’~-

: ..:~:...-:~

ORGANICS
Acrylonitrile 1.0
Chlorodane 0.03
Chlorobenzene 0.20
Chloroform 0.20
1,2 Dichloroethane 0.5
2,4 Dinitrotoluene 0.13
Nitrobenzene 2.0
Pentachlorophenol 0.04
Trichloroethylene 0.20

T= Total
D= Dissolved
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Appendix 9-B
FACILITIES AND

CONTAINMENT DEVICES/STRUCTURES FOR
TEMPORARY STORAGE

An on-site storage facility or containment device/structure shall only be used as a last
resort and only for temporary storage of the wastewater or contaminated stormwater.

TEMPORARY STORAGE FACILITIES

If it is not possible to discharge to a City sanitary sewer or approved on-site industrial
wastewater or stormwater treatment facility, an alternative temporary storage facility
~ be allowed for storing the collection of wastewater or contaminated stormwater on
a temporary basis.

If the site activity produces large amounts of stormwater runoff, temporary storage will
not be very effective because ~he stray contaminants will overflow the storage facility or
pond in the activity area before collection and disposal are possible.

Temporary storage facilities are not intended for hazardous materials containment.
Refer to "Containment Devices/Structures," below, for guidance in dealing with
hazardous materials containment.

IINole: For ’the purpose of disposal classification, contaminated stormwater from a

Icommercial or industrial site is considered "industrial (non-domestic) wastewater."

¯ Oversized catch basins, holding tanks, and underground vaults may be used.
Alternative storage facilities may be proposed. Additional code requirements may
apply; applicants should check with local fire and building code requirements and
authorities.

¯ The storage facility shall be installed underneath or near the collection drains
installed for the regulated area(s).
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¯ Sizing of a storage facility is difficult and will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.
This will require an additional review process for approval, which may delay
issuance of related building permits.

¯ The contents of the storage facility shall be pumped out or drained before the facility
is full. This requirement can make this type of facility costly, especially during the
wet season.

CONTAINMENT DEVICES/STRUCTURES

Containment devices/structures are an effective means for preventing stormwater run-
on to a contaminated activity area and for containing spills within the activity area.
Spill containment shall be designed so the spilled material/product will not discharge,
flow, or be washed into the storm drainage system, surface waters, or groundwater:

¯ Containment may be achieved with concrete curbing, a berm, a tub such as a plastic
wading pool, or some other dike material, depending on the activity, its size, and
resources available. Additional code requirements may apply; applicants should
check with local fire and building code requirements and authorities.

¯ If a curb, berm, or dike is used to prevent stormwater run-on to a covered activity
area and the activity area is paved or otherwise impermeable, the device shall be
placed under the covering so precipitation will not pond inside it. (In some cases,
run-on can be prevented by placing containment materials on up-slope sides of the
activity areas.) "i:":"~:’~"

¯ A containment device/structure for accidental spills shall have enough capacity to
capture a minimum of 110 percent of the product’s largest container or 10 percent of
the total volume of product stored, whichever is larger.

¯ If a containment area does not have a cover, water will accumulate in the area
during and after a rain event. Depending on the circumstances, an outflow pipe
~ be allowed, with a valve to allow collected stormwater to be drained out of the
activity area and directed to either:

- the storm drainage system (if clean).
- the sanitary sewer, industrial wastewater or stormwater treatment facility, or

hauled off by a licensed provider (if contaminated).

Unless authorized draining activities are occurring, this valve shall always be kept
closed to contain any spills that occur within the activity area.
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¯ If containment, rather than covering, is used for stockpiles of material, a dike, berm,
or filter shall be placed on at least three sides of every stockpile to act as a barrier or
filter to runoff. In some cases, the dike or filter can be made of hay bales, silt
fencing, filter fabric, concrete curbing, ecology blocks, or similarly effective
materials. Timbers treated with creosote or other preservatives shall not be used
because they can leach contaminants into run-off.

For small items, the simplest containment device is a tub or wading pool A rubber
or plastic children’s wading pool may be sufficient for some activities that do not
require a lot of space, such as storing remodeling and painting materials. These
small containment areas shall also be covered with a tarp or other cover.

¯ Commercial products are available that are a combination containment
box/elevated pedestal. These devices prevent stormwater run-on by elevating
containers of liquids (such as drums) off the ground and collecting spills and drips
inside the pedestal box.

¯ In areas where accidental spills may occur, the City requires spill response supplies
(such as absorbent material and protective clothing) to be available at the storage
area. Employees shall be familiar with the site’s proper spill clean-up procedures.

¯ Spill containment of hazardous materials is more complex then standard containment
methods, and depends on the hazardous materials being contained. Sizing
requirements are the same as stated above, but the type of containment used will
require an additional review process for approval, which may delay issuance of
related building permits.
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CAUTION: Neglect and poor maintenance can render containment devices/structures
useless. Maintenance of containment devices/structures is essential for them to work as
intended.

DISPOSAL

Proper disposal of collected wastewater or contaminated stormwater is required. One
of two methods can be used.

Licensed Disposal Contractor

Several commercial services are available for pumping out storage facilities or
containment devices/structures. These service providers can be found in the telephone
directory’s yellow pages under the headings "Sewer Contractors" and "Tank Cleaning."

Note: Septic system pump-out and hauling contractors shall not be used for disposing
wastewater other than domestic sewage. They are not allowed to haul industrial             ¯ ~.-..
wastewaters.                                                                                  :.:..:..~

Disposal costs vary considerably, depending on the types of materials, quantities,
methods of collection and transport, and whether the wastes are mixed. The
contractor’s rate will generally reflect the costs of testing and/or treating waste
materials (if necessary) and subsequent disposal.

It is important to keep different types of wastes separated, so the disposal contractor
can take them to the appropriate place(s) without causing inadvertent contamination
problems elsewhere. If the wastewater generator is using appropriate SPCs and
collecting contaminated wastewater for proper disposal, these efforts will compromised
if the disposal contractor subsequently disposes the contaminated wastewater as
domestic sewage. It is essential to be familiar with disposal alternatives and the
different types of contractors for each disposal option.
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Wastewater disposal is the generator’s responsibility. The generator should check a
company’s references before allowing it to handle waste. All wastewater collected by
the company should be delivered to an authorized site. Copies of all transactions
should be maintained, since this information is required as part of the facility’s
operations and maintenance log, as identified in Chapter 8.0: Operations and
Maintenance Requirements.

Batch Discharge to a City Sewer

The City’s batch discharge process can be used if a City sanitary or storm sewer is
available on the property. All batch discharge applications will go through an evaluation
process and will approval before a discharge to the City sewer system is allowed.

Requests for batch discharges to the sanitary sewer system and to the storm sewer
system have separate processes and requirements. Testing may be required to establish
characteristics of the wastewater or contaminated stormwater and to verify that local
discharge limits are not exceeded. For batch discharge applications, call BES’s
Industrial Source Control Division at 503-823-7122.
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Appendix 9-C
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS LIST
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Table A-1. Selected data on DNAPL chemicals (refer to explanation in Appendix A).

Empirical WeiIht De..~h y

,,,     DNAPL Synonym CA5 # FormuL~ (g) Ref. , ,(’g/co) ReL (cp) Ref.

A~iline Ben~enamlne 62-53-3 C6HTN 9~.13 b 1.022 b 4.40 ¯

o-Anbidi~e 2-Met~mlne 9004-0 CTHgNO 123.1S b 1.0q2 b

Bettz~ alcohol B~mzenemethaao/ 100-51-6 C7H80 108.14 ~ L045 ¯ 7.76 d(l~) !

[kazyi e.Moride .
C~loromethylbettzene 10044-7 CTHTCI 126£,9 . ¯ 1.100 ¯

Bi.t(2-e.hioroet h yt)e t her Bis( ~hlotx~eth~4)e.~et 111..44-4 C4H8C120 143.01 b 1"rm b 2.14

Bis(2-chlot, x~,pmpyl)ether Bi.~ .ehiort~o~)ether 105-60-I C_..6H12020 t’~l.0~ a,, .1J03 ¯
Bn3mobenz~ne Ph,en~ brtmaid.e 108,.86-1 C6HSBR 1~.01 b 1.49~ b 0.~9 e(~)

BrtxnocMommetbane C~lorobmmomethane 74.97-5 CI-I2Br~ 12929 b 1.934 b 0.$7 h

Bromod{chioromethane Dichlon:~romomet~ane 75-27-4 CI-IBrC]2 163.83 ¯ 1.980 ¯ 1.71 ¯

B,mmoetMne , ...... E,,t.hyl ,bromide .... 74.96-4 C2FL~ r 10g.97 b 1.460 b 0.418

Bromoform Tribromometkane 75-25-2 CI-{B r3 252.73 I a 2.890 ¯ 2.02

Butyl henzvl phthal,te Benzyl butyl phthaLatc 85.68-’7 C19H2004 3122,’7 a 1.120 ¯

Cartxm disulfide Carbot~ bisulfide 75-15-0 CS2 76.13 a 1.263 ¯ 0_T7

Carbon tetr’achloride TettadMoromethane 56--23-5 CC14 153.82 a 1.594 a 0.97

Chlorot~-nz~ne ~e chloride 108.-90-7 C6H5C1 112-56 a 1.106 ¯ 0.80 �

2-C~{omethyl vinyt ether (2-Odoeoethoxy)ethene 110-75-8 C4H7CIO 106.55 a 1.048 ~

Chloroform Trlchloromethane 67-66-3 CHCL3 119.38 a 1A&3 , ¯ 0.58 �

1 -Odoro- 1 -hi troprol:m n .e,, ~C~loronitropropane 600-25-9 C3H6ONO2 123.34 b 1.209 b

2.-Chi,oropheno{ o-Chlorophenol 95-57-,E 17_.6 H.SC] O 128.56 a 1.263 , ¯ .... 2.25 e(45)

4.-Chlorophet~yt phenvl ether p-Chlor ,od, iphenyl ether 7005.72-3 C17.H9C10 204.66 . ,~ 1,203 ¯ o.,..: :-

Chloropicrin Trlchior~nit,,r~m~t bane 764)6-2 CCL3NO2 164.38 b 1.656 b

m-O~lomtoluene 10841-8 C6H4CH3CI 126.59 ~ 1.072 f     0.75 ~t(~ "’" :"

o-C~lorot oluene 2-Chlor~ 1.met hylb~,n2~ne 95.45-8 C6H4CI-[3C1 126.58 [ 1.082 t 0.75

~-Chlorotoluene 106-43--4 C6H4CH.3CI 126.59 f 1.066

Dibrumochioromet ~.a ne Chlorodibromomet bane 1PA.4~-I CHBr2C1 ~}8.28 a 2.451

12.Dibmmo-3-chloropmp*ne DPCP 96-12-8 C3H~Br2CI 236..36 b 2.050 b

!Dibromodifluoromethane F~n 12-B2 75-61-6 CB f2F"2 209.82 b 2.277 b
[ Dibutvl phthalate

Dibutyl-n-phthalate: DBP 8~-74.2 C16HZ204 27825 a 1.046 ¯ 20.30 �

1.2.Dichlorobenz~ne o-Diehloroben2ene ?5-SO-I C6H4C12 147.00 a 1.305 a 122

1.3-Dichlorobertzene m-Dichlorobenzene 541-73-1 C6H4CI2 147.00 a 1.2J~
,

a, .... 1,.04

1.1 -Dichloroethane I.I-DCA 75-3~-3 C’2H 4C12 98.96 a 1.176 ¯ 0.44

i2.Dichlor~ethane Ethylene dichloride: L2-DC.A 107-06-2 C2H4C12 9896 a 1.235 ,,a, 0.80

~,.l-Dtchloroet hene Vinvlldene chloride I.I-DCE 75-35.a. C2H2C12 96.94 a 1.218 ¯ 0_36 e

t ram- 1.2.Dichloroet hene tran.~- |.2-DCE 156-6~5 C2H2Cl2 96.94 a I..Z~7 a 0.40

| !-Dichlompropane Propyiene dichloride 78-87-5 C3H6C12 , i I 12.99 a l..-~O a 0.86 �

cL~ - 1.3.D*chloropmp~ne �is - ] .3-D,chloropmp,*Aene 10061-01.5 C3H4Cl2 110,97 a 1.224

t ~m - 1.3- D!chioropropene t t’-¯ ~ - 1.3-Dichloropropyiene 10061-02-6 C3H4Cl2 110,97 a 1.182 a

Dichlorvo* No-Pe~t Strip 62-73-’~ C4HTCt2’~4P 2~0,98 b 1,415 b(25)

D!¢thv! phthalate DEP g4 -66- 2 C12H1404 2"~.24 ¯ 1.118 a 35.00

Dtmethyt phthatate DMP C10HI004
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Table A-I. (continue.d)

Vapor Rehtlve Imer~c~al Surfa~

.,og Koc De,,ci~y Vapoc Liquid Tea.don Tea~:m

DNAPL (mL/g) Ref. Log Kow gal. (g/L)

F,,~hylen e dibromide 1.64 b 1.36 b "1.68 b 1.080 ~6.‘5 e 38.’]

I Hc~addon:~utadlen¢ :3.6"1 ¯ 4.78 a 10.66 a 1.002

Hea:achlo~-yclol:~.~ ta dlen e 3.63 ¯ 5.04 a I1.15 ¯ 1,001 ~/3

ledometi’~ae 1..36 b 1.69 h 5.80 b 2.943 31.0

1-lodopropane 2.16 b 2.49 b 6.95 b 1.259

Ma~thion 2.46 b 2.89 b 13_,�0 b 1.000

Mcthylcn~ chloride 0.94 a 1.30 a 3.47 ¯ 1.897 28.3 i T/.9

Nitn:~>enzene 2.01 ¯ 1.95 a :5.03 ¯ 1.001 2S."1 j 43.0

Nitroethane 0.18 b 3.07 b 1.033

1-Nilropropane 0,87 b 3.64 b t.02l

3.-Nitro~o~uen¢ 2.42 b .5.61 b 1,001

Parathion 3.07 b 3.81 b 11.91 b 1.000

PCB-1016 4.’/0 ¯ 5.88 a 1.000

PCB-I2.21 2.44 a 2.80 a 1.00O

PCB-1232 2,83 a :3.20 a 9.03 ¯ 1.000

PCB-17A2 3."11 a 4.11 I a 10.67

PCB-12~8 5,64 a 6.11 I a 1

PCB-12,54 5.61 a 6,47 a I 13.36 a 1.000

Pen~chloroeth,ane 3.28 b 2.89 b 8,2"7 b 1.027 34.7

1,12.,2-Tetr’abromoethane 2.45 b 2.91 b i 14.13, I b 1.001

1,1.2.2-Tcmachloroe~hane 2.0’/ a 2.~ a i 6.86 a 1.032 36.0

Telrachloroetheac 2.42 a 2,60 a I 6.78 a

Thiophene I.’73 b 1,8t b i 3.44 b ].,1.52

1.2,4-Tdchlorobenzene 3.98 a 4.02 i a t "1.42 a 1.003 39.1

l,].,1-Trichloroethane 2.18 a 2,.17 i a * 5.45 a ]. 479 45.0 e ~5.4

LI.2-Trichlorc, e~ha1~e I.-/5 a 2.18 I a I 5.45 a 1.091 34.0

Trich|ome~hene 2.10 ~ 2.53 I a I 5.37 a 1.272 34.5 e(24) 29.3

l,I.2-Trichlorofluorome~hane 2.20 a 2.53 i a : 5.85 a 4 415 19.0

l..~3-Tn,’chlor~pr ,opan~ I 011

1,L2-Trichlor~tnfluor~eth~ne 2.59 b 2.5~ i b ; "].66 b 3,062

Trl.o-creayl p,hosphate ., , 3.37 b 5.11 i b i 15.06 b
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A-8

Table A-I. (continued)
¯ Air Water E.s/it~tod Estimated RCRA or NJ RCRA or h

Diffusion Diffusion I-Lsl~-life H~If-K~e in Action l.,eve{ A~tioa

Coe~fieient Coefficient in Soll Gn:mndwatcr Wst~"

D~A/’L Oq.mJ~) Ret’. (u~.~) Ref. (day~) (days) (tag/L)

F.thylene dibromid¢, 2~180 20-I~I) 4EdY7

Hc~.hlorobumdi~� 28-180 56-360 4E-03 9E+01

H(~..hloroeydopenmdi,-n¢ ... 7-28 7-56 ZE-01

lodomethane 7-28 14-56

I -lodop~pane

Mahtldon ~-7 8-103 2E-01

Methylene ddoridc L02E-01 [ I.IE4)6 � 7-28 14-56 5E4Y3 9~+01

Nht, ube~zene 7.20E-02 h 7.6E-06 © 12-197 2-394 2E-02 4E÷01

Nitmethane

l-Nitroptopan¢ 28-180 56-3~

2-Nitrotoluen¢

3-Nitrotoluene
Parathion 2E.01

PCB-IZ21 5E-06" 9E-02"

PCB-1Z32 5E.O~" 9E-02

’ PCBoI242 5E-06" 9E4T2

PCB-1248 5E-06 * 9E~2 ~: ~:~ -,

PCB-1254 5E.06 ¯ 9E4)2:~.’:~i

Pentachloroet kane

I .L.7..2-Tetrabromoet bane

1.1.2,2-Tet raehloro~t bane 0.,15-45 0.45-45 2E-03 4E+01

Tetr-aehlo~then¢ 7.40E-02 i 7.5E.06 c 180-360 360-720 7E414 1E+01

Thiophene

1,2.4 -Trichlorobe nxe a e 28-180 56-3~3 7E-01 2E+03

I, 1,1-Trlchloroet bane 7.96E-02 i 8E-06 h 140-273 140-546 3E+00 7E+03

1,12-Tdchloroct hane 7.90E-02 h 8E-135 h 136-360 13~720 6E-03 IE+02

Trichloroethene 8.11E-02 i 8.3E-06 c 180-360 321-1653 5E-03 6E+01

1.1 2-Trichlomt"]uoromeihan¢ 180-360 360-720 IE+01 ZE+04

1.2.3--Trichloropropa n¢ 180-360 360-720 2E-01 5E+02

1,12 -Trichlorot rifluoroet bane 180-360 360-720

Tri-o-.crcsyl phosphate __
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Yable A-1. (continued)

Flash ACGIH ACG LI-I NIOSH L~ I-{igh

Poin~ LEL UEL TWA STEL LDLH Thr~ho~ Thr~hold

DNAFL (deg.C) ReL (~) gel’..(%) gel. (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (gvm) (pvm)

E.~hyi~n,- d~m,’,~{de NC b C~ 400 ,.- 1.00E +01 I0

H~.hlo~:,~mt~dle,~e NC ~, C.~ 0.02 (0.21} 1.13E+(W) 1

H,-~hlon~"iclop,~nmdle~, e NC I a 0.01 (0.11) 1.34E-01

Iodometh-ne NC b C~ Z (IZ) 880

~L~L~lhion NC b [ (10) 364 9.99E-01 1

Methylene chloride NC [ c Ca 50 (1~4) $000 c~ 1.55E+02 622

I Nitmbenzene 88 t a , 1.8 a 1 (5")

1-Nitrop~pane 34 1 b [ 2,2 b 2~(91) 2300 2.96E+02 296

2-Nitroto|uene 106 [ b [ 2.2 b 20~

3-Ni!,rotoluene 10~ [ b i 1.6 b 200

P~r-~thioa NC [ b (0.I) 1.6    4.00E-02 0

PCB-IZS~ 2m I ~ [ C~0.3

1,1.2,,2-Tet~chlor’oethane NC ; ~ [ Ca 1 (6.9) 3.06E+00 5

Tetrachlor~ethene NC i a [, NA NA Ca 50 (339) Ca 200 (1357" Ca 500 4.65E+~3 69

1,2,4-Trichlorobeazene 105 I a [ 2.5 a 6,6 a 5 (37) C 3.23E+00] 3

1,1,1-Trichloroet h~ne NC : i 350(1910) 450(2460) 1~30 9.95E +01i 696

1,12-Tdchloroethane NC ! c ! Ca I0 (65) Ca 500

Trichlor~ethene 32.2 ~ a I 8 ,a 10.5 a Ca 50 (269) Ca 20~ (1070) 2.10E-01 I 402

1,1.2-Trichlot~fluoromethane NC a [ 1O00 (56203 C’ 1000O 4.98E+00: 2~

.1.2-,3-Trieh|,,oropropane, 73,3 ~- ~ 3.2 b 12.6 b 10 (60) Ca 1000

1,12-Trichlorotrifluoroethane NC e t 10(~ (7670) 1250 (9590) 4500 4.46E+01 134

_’I’ri-o-cre~yl phosphate } 225 ; ~ [ (0.I) 2.6
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Appendix 9D (Page 1 of 10)
Halogenated Solvents/Chemicals of Concern

BUREAU OF WATER WORKS
PORTLAND, OREGON

I EPA Drinking
Water Carcino-

Compound i Number Synonyms Trade Name Ii Criteria i    qenicily2 i, T°xicily:~ i Solumhty
Acenaphlhene 83-32-9 1,2-Dihydroacenaphlhylene. 1,8-Ethylenenaphlhalene, PERI, NA 2 ppm’7 NA 3 NA

_ A~enaphlhylene.
Aceti~ Acld 64-19-7 Glacial acetic acid, elhanoic ~cid, vinegar acid. NA 128 ppm’~ NA 3 M~sc~ble

A~cet~one 67-64-1 2-Propanone, Oimethyl ketone, Pyroac~ic-eiher, Beta-ketopropane. NA NA NA 2 M~l =t~l~.
Ac~olein 107-02-8 Acrylic aldehyde, Acyaldehyde, Propenal, 2-Propenel, Acraldehyde, Aqualin, Aqaulin-btoc~de, Aqualin-slimicide. 0 32 ppm’ NA 3 40%

.... All~_al.d_e.h._yd_e. _ _ ..
.~.c~(~n~trile 107-13-1 _C_yanoet_h~lene, Propenlldle, An, Vinyl cyani(~. Fumigrain, Ventox 0s R 3 7%

Alachlor 15972-60-8 NA Lasso, Al_ane~(. 0~ R 2 NA
~ldicarb i~6-06-3- Alde~c~l~b; ~-M~yl-2-(~lhylih~i-pio,pio’l~i~ehyd~0-imeth~lcarbamoyl)- UC 21140, :remik, ENT-27093, WHO O~S-771, .01 ppm NA 3 NA

oxime; Methylcarbamic acid o-((2-melhyl-2-(melhylthio)propylidene)- NCI-C08640.
amino derivalive; Carbanolate; 2-Methl-2-(rnethyllhlo)pfo,panal

......... ? - [ (m e_lhy! a.~i_n? ) ca ~o nyt }oxime.
Al~in- - " 309-00-2 Adrine; HHDN; Aldocit, Compound 118, Ent 15,949, Korlo~n, NC1-C00044, O~:i~l,en,e, AId~e~, Aldrosol, Drinox. Aldrite. " 5 ppm’~ NA 3 0 003% 1

_ . . S._D_2_7_~_4, .Tatu___z_!nh__o,..Tl._pu_la_. ...................D~,eldrin 60-57-1 Compound-497; ENT 16225; Heed; Exo-d,leldrin; Aldrln epoxide; Dil,drin. ~ciale~,~ivil. Ouini~x, Diedr~x, Dieldiite’, Panaram 5 ppmTM NA 3 0.02% 1 ,’5
D-31, IIIoxal, Dielmolh, Dorytox, Insecllack, Kombi-
Alberta, Moth Snub D, Red Shield, SD 3417,
Termitox.

~!.umir~m .......................... ......~-2g~:05 NA- .............. NA - " " .05 l~pm’ NA 3 NA NA

A~.mon!a ..... 7664-41o7 Anh_y_drous am_m.onla. _ .... NA .05 PPm’~ NA 3 34% NA
Aniline "-’~-~-3"-- Aminobenzene, Phenylamine, Aniline oil, Benz~n~mlne,Amin,oph~n, NA 5 ppm’~ NA 3 4"/o

...... Ky~a_n~!~ BI. u~e Oil; A_~laml_ne~, .....................
A~l~-h~-e r~e ..... _.. I~ _20:.I._2-7 _P_a._r_a 0.a.p h t h____a! _e n_e ,_ ~ [~ e ~ olI, Tetr aO!ive .N. Z~G.,_An! h_ i~. ~_~ n, _A_n_lh r ~.c_i~ :. ......I~, ..... 10ppm’z NA 3 NA NA
An.ti..mon~y ....... 7440-36-0 Slibium. NA ... .0(~3 ppm~* NA 3 Insoluble 6
Arsenic ~’4~0-~8~2 NA ......................... N~- .......... 0~ K ~ Insoluble S 73
Asb~i~s .... 1332-21-~, Chry~,~lii~, An~osile, Crod~o’lii’~, Tr~m~llie, Anti~ol~iit~, Acti"~lite. Ascarito. 0s K 3 Insoluble NA

Calcium magnesium salt, Silicic acid, Blue asbestos, Mysorite, Brown
asbestos, Calidiria RG Ferroanlhophyllite. Gassier AK, Avibest C. 7-45
Asbestos. Serpenline, Amianthus, White asbestos.

Atrazine 1912-24-9 6-Chloro-N-ethyI-N-(1-methylethyl)-l,3,5-1riazine-2,4-diamlne; 2-Chloro- Gesaprim. Primatol. Aatrex. Atranex, Pnmatol A, , 0770 rag/dayz NA 3 NA I’,IA
I 4-ethylamino-6-1soprop~lamino-s-triazine. At~ed, Crisazlne, Vectal SC.

Benomyl t7804-35-2 NA Benlate, Tersall, A~botrine. NA NA 3 NA
Benzene 71-43-2 Benzol, Cyclohexatriene. Coal tar naphtha, Phenyl hydride, Phene, NA 0s K 3 0 07%

Polyslream, Pyrobenzol, Benzole.                            .
Benzo(a)~nthracene       --    1,2"-B’~nzanthra~ene, 2,3-Be~zphen-anthrene, Tetraphene, Benzanthrene, NA                                       0~         R       3      NA

Naphlhanthracene, Benzo(b)phenanlhrene. 2.3-benzophenanthrene,
1,2-benz(a)anthracene, 1,2-benzanthrene, 1,2-benzanlhracene,
benzanth,racene, BA, B(A)A.

Noles appear on page 10 of 10.



Appendix 9D (Page 2 of 10)

................ I ............. E!~/~ Drinking -
CAS Water Carcino- Specific

Compound Number Synonyms Trade Name Criteria ,qenicit~ Toxici~" Solubi!itI Gravity/
Benzo(a)pyrene 50-32-8 3,4-Benzpyrene. 3,4-Be~opyrene, BAP, 1,2-Benz~[e,n,e, Be~o(del) NA 0

ch~, 3,4-Be~o(a~re,ne. Benz(a~p~)~e~. B(A)P. BP, 3,4-BP. -
e~nz~b)t~uo;a~thene --- ~~-- 2~Be~i~o,r~e~p~le~ 3,4-~e~m NA

................. fluoran~en,e, B(B)F. Bs~o(k)fluoran~e~ ........ .......................................
~e~l,}_~ .......... 7~4~1"7 G~c~_~i~_t~u’ci~ ........................ N~ ............................ .... NA NA ~ _ Insoluble 1 ~5
Bromacil 314-~-9 5-Bromo-6-melhyl-3-(1-~l~lprowI)-2,4( 1H, 3H)-pydm~din~d~ne; duPont herbicide 976. Hyvar, H~ar X, Uragon, 0s R D NA NA

............................ ~-a~mo~:S3c-b~_~-~-~ylura~i~: .............................~roZ B~ro~ HX, F~p~a~ II, Borea~ ~ar x-L.
Bromoform 75-2~2 Tr~romom,ethane, Methyl tdbro~de. Methy~e tdbro~de, Formyl NA 5,000 ppm

tribromlde......................................................................................
1,~Buta~,i~p~ ....... ~-9’~-~ ~_ ........................................... ~ 0
Cadmium 7440-43-9 NA NA
CarbawI 63-25-2 NA Sevin. Ca~amln,e. Denapon, Dicarbam, Hexavin, .1 ppm NA 3 0 01% 1 23

Karbasp,ray, Nac, Rawon, Septene, Ter~l.
Tri~rnam, Atoxan.

Car~furan ~563~-~ 2.3-Dihydro-2,2-d=ime~yl-7-~,nz~;~y-~r o~el-~l~;~i~-a~i~;- "’ Fur~an~a-~ ~a~l~x, N~ag~a ~0242-~ ~’MS 86~,~ .005 ppm N~ ~ 3 NA NA
2,3-Dihydro-2,2-dime~yl-7-benzo~ra~,l met~l~amate; NIA 10242; BAY 70143.
Niagara1242; ENT 27164; 2,2-dime~yl-7-c~mara~l n-me~y~arbamate;
Methylcar~mate.

Car~n Te~achlod,de 56-23-5 Tetrach~rome~ane, Me.he tetrachlorlde, Perchloromet~ne, Carbon Necalorina, Nectori~e, Be~inoform, Halon 1
chloride, Canna, Ca~on tet, Te~ac~oroca~n, CCL ENT 4705. Fasclo~n, Flukoids, Freon 10. Tetraflnol, Tetraform,

Tetraso~, U nlve r m~Ve r m,o~l~ ~d~
~t~ ............ 57~7~:~" ~xic~l~r; Ocka-Klor; 1068. OdhmK!or(Chevron), Velsl~l-l~8(Velsicol), Dow- 60 ppm’~ NA 3 Insoluble 1 56

Klor(Dow), Belt, CD68, Chlordan, Gamma Chlordan,
Chlorindan,Chtor KII, Chlorodane, Corodant, ENT
9932, ENT 25552-X, Ky~hlor, M140, M410,
Corodane, ~wch~r, HOS3260, Niran, O~terr,
Topichlor, Topichlor 20, Ki~hlor, Topiclor, Oc~clor,

.................................. ~ ...... SD5~2, Synklor, Tat Chlor 4.
Heptachlor 76-44-8 NA Velslcol-104, Hep~mul, E3314, Hep~gran, Drlnox, .~,~ ppm NA 3

ENT 15152, H, H-34, R~iachlor, ~HEPTA,
Agr~res, GPKH, NCI-C~180.

~e 1~-~7 Mon~hloro~nzene, Ch~,ro~nzo~, Phenyl chlo,rlde, Benzene chlo~de. NA NA NA 2 0.05% 1 11
Chlorofo~ 67-66-3 Trlchloromelhane, Fo,rmyl tdch~rlde. Metha~ ~i~loride, Melhenyl Fr~n 20, R20. 22 ppm~ NA 3 0.5% t 48

tdchlorlde, Me~l tdch~d~, ~1-002~6, Tdchloroform.
Ch~sene 21~8~01-~-- t,2-Benzphenanthrene; Be~(a)phe~nthrene; 1,2,5,6~l~nzm ~A .......................... ~ .~1 ppm~ - ~A- =~ 3" NA NA

naphthalene. I~hmmlum e~ Rele~ed 7440-47-~ NA NA I 0s K ~ ~ Insoluble 7.14
Com~unds i

Cop~r Su~te 37S--~8-~ "N~ ............................................ ~;~’~i,~=~;;~;~, ~e " ’ ~ .~1 ppm’° NA i, 3
’      NA NA

NoI~ a~ar on page 10 of 10.
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EPA Drinking,
Water Carcino-i ’ i Spucllv,:CAS I

Compound Number Synonyms Trade Name Criteria qenicit~ Toxicity3 " ’Solub~llt~/i Grawt}~ ,
Cresol 1319-77-3 NA NA .001 ppm~ NA 3 2% ~ 1
Cyanide 8n,d Related 57-1~-5 NA - NA ....... .2 ppm~ NA 3 58% ~

~mpoun~s
2,4-D 94-~-7 ~-D a~d; Hed~nal; 2,4-Dlchloropheno~ acetic ac~. - weed:B-Gone; Super-o-Weedo~, Herbica~ .002 ppm’ NA 3 0 05%

........ ~r~cle, ~a~n Kee~:
DDT              50-29-3 P.P’-dic~lor~iP~enyltr~c-~loro~n~.’C~lorop~o~ha~,;, Dicop~ne,     Neocid, P,P-DDT. Anofex. Neocoid, Zerdane.           Os       ~ R      NA    Insoluble

Pentachlorin, Gesarol, Chlorophen,othane, ENT 15~, Persistospray, D~noci,de, Gespon. Gesarex, Guespon, Guesarol,
Sanlobane. Pentech, Arkotin,e, Gyron, Ixodex, Neocid,ol, DND,

_ _ GNB, GNB-~. Gesarol.
Dia&inon 333-41-5 ~,O-di~thyt O-(2-1sop~opyt-6-methyi-4-pyrimidinyl)phosph0mthioale. Diazajet, Diazide, D~azitol, Diazol, Dicid, Exodin, ~1 ppm~ NA 3 NA

Flylml, Galesan, Kayazinon, Dimpylat, Dizinon,
~zol, D-Z-N, Diazinon 14G, Geigy Spectracide,
Lawn and Garden Insecl Control, Basudin, Bazudin,
Ciazinon, Ducutox, Cassitox, D~zel, Dianon, Diater,
Diater-fos, Necidol, Nucidol, R-Fos.

~,2~Dib~zanthracen~-53-7~3 51ben~(a,h}a~rac~e;D~(~,H)~DBA;~ibenz~(~,h)a~hrace~e;- N~ --- 0~ R 3 NA rJA
1,2,7,8-Dibenzanthracene.

O~r0moc~i0ro~lha~ ~2~-48-~ NA - NA" 18 ppm’ NA 2 NA
Oic~mb~-- ....... 1~18-0d-~ 3.6~-6ichl0ro.~:~nisic aci~2-~ho~-3,6-dic~t~roben~ic acid; Vels~ol com~und ;R", Ve~sicol 58-CS-11, Dianat, .2 ppn," NA 2 NA

3,6-Dichloro-o-anisic; 3,6-Dlchlo~o-2-metho~nzoic acid; Dianate, Banlen, Mondak, Banes, Banex, Banvel D,
3,6-Dichloro-2-metho~be~oic acid; 3,6-Dichloro-2-melho~-benzoic Mediben.
acid.

t,2-Dichlorobenzene 95-50-1 O-dichlorobenzene, Odh~dic~o~obenze~e, Oichlorobenzo~, DCB, ~wtherm E, Chloroben, Cloroben, Dizene. .6 ppm~2 NA 3 0 01% ~,

, O-dichloreb,enzol, ODB, ODCB, OdhodtchlorobenzoL
l-3-Dichlorobenzene 541-73-1 :M-dichlo,robenzene. and 1,4-Dichlorobenzene. P-dich,loro~nzene; PDCB; Dichlorocide, Paracide, Paradow, Paramoth, .6 ppm’~ NA 3 0,008% 25

PDB; Paradichlorobenzene; Parazene; Parad[chlorobenzol: Santochlor.
P-dichlorobenzol.

"Di~hl~fluor~ane" 75-71-8 Difl~orodlchlorometha~e ........ Ru~,roca~on I~, Freo~-~;~netru~-12,Frigen ~2, 2.Sppm’ NA 1 0.03% NA
Arclon 6, Halon, Freon F-12, Isceon 122, Ledan 12,
Pro~llant 12, Refrigeran112, Halon 122, Isotron 2,
F12, FC12, Algofrene Type 2, Electro-CF 1~,
Freon F-12, Isceon 122, Ledan 12, Propellant 12,
Refrigerant 12 Veon 12

............ d~hloroethylene; 1,2-Dlchloro-(9Cl)ethene; Diotorm; 1,2-Dichloroethene. ..
Oich~oroothyl E=hor ~ ~ ~-44-~- BiS:~o~k~=j ~tho;;~O]~];;o~th}~the~, ~s(bei~-~lor;~[h~l) --" EN~ 4,504. 15 ppm’ Uk 3 1%

ether, Dichlorod,iel~l elher, Dl-(2-chloroelhyl)ether, 1-Chloro-2-(beta-
chto~oetho~)ethane, DichlorDelher, DCEE, Chlo~ex, Clorex, BCEE,

. pichloroethyl.~xide, Sym-dichloroethyl ether.
NADichloroprop~ne 542-75-6 Dichlo~o-(9Cl) 1--prop~e; Allyene d~loride; (Van)dichloride; 0~ R 3 NA

(S)dichloride; N.O.S. Dichlo,ropropene; Dichlorop,ropylene; N.O.S.

. . Dichlor~prep~lene; 1,~-Dlchl~ropropene... ,

Notes appear on page 10 of 10.
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..... EPA Drinking I
CAS ~ Water ; Carcino-. Specll~(

Compound Number S}/non,/ms Trade Name Criteria qenicity2 ! Toxicity~    , Solubilit~/l Gravll~,.
1,2,4-Dimethylphenol 105-67-9 2,4-Xylenol; 1-Hydroxy-2,4-dtmethylbenzene; 4-Hydroxy-l,3 -dimethyl- NA .4 p,pm’= NA 3 NA NA

benzene; 2,4-DMP; M-xylenol; M-4-x~l_e~,o_l;_~As_ym-o:x~_l_e_n_o.l:
~im~lhyl--I~-h~ala~e ..... 13~-~i~" oM-P~-~)imeihy-I 1,2:b~n-z~,in-~b~xylate; 1,2-Benzenedicarboxyllc acid; Avolin, ENT 262, Fermine, Solvanom, Mi,pax, NTM, 313 p,pm NA 2 0.4% I 19

Dimethyl ester; DImethyl ester phthalic acid; Methyl phthalate; Dimethyl- Palatinol M. Solvarone.

2.4-D~nitrotoluene 25321-14-6 DNT; 1-Methyl-2,4-(gCI)benzene; 2,4-DIn[tre(SCI)toluene; O, PoDInitro- NA -" 1"00 pp,m~4 NA- ~] Insolublu | h’

toluene; NCI-CO1B65; 1-Methyl-2,4-dinltrobenzene; 2,4-Dinltro-l-methyl-

.......... ~b_enz~e_n.e_;~ 2.4-Dini~ro-l-methylbenzene; 2o4-Dinltrotoluol; 2,4-~NTJ ~ ................
__2,_6-D!.n.!.k?tol__u_en~ ....... _6_0_6-20-_2 2,6-DNT; 2-Meth~yl-l,3-olnitro-(gCI)benzene. _ ............ _N.A_ ........................................ 1__0~_ pp~m_~4_ _ NA 3 Insoluble !
Dloc[yl Phthalate 117-81-7 Bis-(2-ethylh,exyl)phthalate; Dloctyl ester o-benzenedlcad~oxylic acid; Cefluflex DOP, Polycizer 162, PX-138. .00,03 ppm~ - NA 3 Insoluble 0

Dlethyl hexyl phthslate; Oioctyl o-benzenedicarbox~jlate; Octyl phthalate;

D,ioxane 123-91-1 1,4-Dioxane; Diethylene dioxide; Diethylene ether;, Dioxan; P-Dioxane;      ~IA 0s R 3 Miscible 1 03

Dioxln 1746-01-6 2,3,7,8-telrachlorodlbenzo-p-dloxln; P-dlox~; Hexachlofodibenzo-p-dlox~n; NA .0006 ppm~ NA 3 NA NA
TCDD; 2,3,7,8-Tetrachlorodlbenzo-(gCI)dlbenzo[b,e][1,4]dioxln; TCDBD;

Dtsulfoton 299-04-4 Phosphorodithoic acid; O-O-diethyl S-{2(ethylio)ethyl] d~thiophosphate; Ethyliometon B, Di-Syston, Frumin AI, Sol,,,irex, M74, .004 ppm~° NA 3 NA NA
O-O-diethyl S-[2-(Ethlio)ethyl]ester; O,O-dlethyl S-(2-(Ethlio)ethylJ Bayer 19639, Dlthiodemeton, Dithiosystox,
phophorodithioate. Frumln G, Thiodsmeton, Fru.min, Glebotos,

Vuagt 1964, Disipton, ENT 23437, Ethyl Thiometon,
Vuagt 1-4.

Mariner, Dlchlorten~lim, Urox, Vonduron, Dynex,
Unldon, Cekiruon, DI-on, Dsllon, Dlurox, Dieter,
Diurol, Drexel Diruon 4L,

SD 4314, Chlorothepln, Endosulpham, Beoslt,
Cyclodan, Kop-lhlodan, TIove,I, Thiorex, Nia 5462,
Thlfor, Thlosulfan, "rionel, Thlmul Thiofur,Thiomul,
Benzoepin, FMC 5462, Crlsulfan, Endocsl, Endosol,

Ethlon 563-12-20,O,O,O-tetraethyl S,S-msthylene dlphosphorodlthloate; Dlethlon; Ethyl Niagara 1240, Rodecide, Hylemax0 Rodocld, NA NA 3 NA NA
methylene phosphorodlthk~ate; BIs(S-(d[ethowp~.osphlnothloyt)mercapto) Fos|atox E, Phosphotox E, Hytemox0 RP 8167,
methane; S,S-dlmethanedlthloate O,O-dlethyl phosphorodith~oate; ENT 24,105, Nlalate, Vegfru Fosmite, Nis 12 40,
0,0,0,0-tetraethyl S,Somethylenebls(d,ltldophosphate; Tetraethyl S,S- AC 3422, Bladan, Embathlo, Ethodan, FMC-1240,

. methylene bls(phosphorothlo~othlonate); O,O,O,O-Tetraethyl S,S- Fosfono 50 Itopaz, Kwit, Soprathlon.
methylene di(phosphorodlt h~ate).

Ethylbenzene t00-41-4 Phenylethane0 EB. NA .... ..2_.p_p~___ ----~1-~- .....~-- --~-.=~)~°,~o- 0.87

Notes appear on page 10 of 10.
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I
~

i EPA Drinking

Compound I Number, S},non~tms ~ Trade Name ’i Criteria
Ethylene Dibromlde t06-93-4 IEDB 1,2-D~bromoethane; Elhylene bromide; Dibromoelhane; Bromofume, Dowtume 40, Dowfume I~DB. 0s R 3 0 4%

S-dibromoelhane; AIpha,beta-dibromoethane; Glycol dibromide; Dowfumo MC-2. Dowfume(WB), Dowfume
Sym-dibromomelhane. (W85), E-D-Bee, ENT 15,349, Dowfume(Wl0).

Dowlume(W15), Dowfume(W40), Fume-gas,
Iscobrome D, Koplume, Pestmaater, Postmaster
EDB-85, Soilbrom-85, Soillume. Unifume.

Etl~itlene Dichloride- - 1~0~-2 E’-th~/len~ chi~r’-id~; S--dlc-hlor~t-hane--~ A-I~l~’~-b-ele-di-chto.-ri~e; Eth~n-e Brocide, Deslr’u~ul borer soi, ~Di-chl0r-mul~on, Dutch 0s R 3
dichloride; Dichloro-1 ,;t-ethane; Ethylidene chloride; 1,2-Dichloroethane; liquid, ENT 1,656, NCI-COO511, Borer sol,

......... EDc;_~!_y_c.o_l dichI?_rL~e_: ................. Dow[u_.m_e_.
-El-l~’~1-~-0xide ...... 75-21-8 Anprolene, Dihydrooxirene, EO, ETO, Oxene, Oxacyclop.rop~-~, ETOX. 0s R 3 M,sc,ble

Oxldoelhane, Alpha,bela-oxldoelhane, Oxiren, Oxirene, Dimethylene
oxide, 1,2-epoxy elhan,e.                                           _

I~valerat~ " " - 51630~SB-1 NA ...................... Eclrin, Pydrin, Sumicidin, Blockade, Tribute, Everci~e. NA NA 3 NA
Fluoranlhene 206-44-0 Benzo(k,j}flu0r~ne; Idn/I; i,2:i~,8-nap~i.~-alane)be~z~.e; NA 1 ppm" NA 3 NA h.~

1 ~2_- B~ _nza~enaphthe.ne..IF~uorid,es - 16984-48-~ NA NA 4 ppmTM NA 3 0.04%
Fluorotdchloromethane    "~5-69-4 T~i~lorofluoi’~m-ethane, Trich,loromon~flu~romelhane. Fluo,rocarbon i 1, Freon, Freon- 11, Arclon-9, NA NA 3 0 t % 1 ,1 ,’

Frigen-11, Gen,etron, Genetron 11, Isotron,
Isotron 11, Racon, Ucon, Ucon Fluorocarbon 1 t,
Ucon Refrigerant 11, Algofrene Type 1, F-11,
Electro-CF-11, Eskimon 11, FC-11, Isceon 131,

- 50-00~0
Isotron 11, Ledon t I.

~:~rma~lehyde Me~l~a-nai, O;y~ethene, Met~ylin o~ide, ~eth~l aldehyde, Oxymethylene, BFV, Fenn~fo~’~, FormalitY, Formal. F~e, Ivalon, 0s R 3 Misc,ble 1=01l t I,,
Formic aldehyde, Formalin. Karsan, Lysoform, Morbbicid, Paralorm, Super

................ .L_ysofo~ _m...
Gasoline 8006-61-9 Pelrol. NA NA NA 3 NA NA
Hexac~iorobenzene- 118:7~-1 HCB; Gr~nox; Perchloroben~"~ne; ~’ent~achl~r0~heny~ chloride. Amatin, Anlicaries, Bunt.cure, B~nt-no-more, 0s R 3 NA NA

Co-op Hexa, Granox NM, Julin’s Carbon Chloride,
No Bunt, No Bunt 40, No Bunt 80, No Bunt Liquid,
Sanocide, Snieciotox; Ortho HCB 4 Flowable Seed
Protectant: 40% HCi3; Odho Wheat Seed Protectanl:
HCB: 40%, Captan 40%; Ortho Wheat Seed
Proteclant Flowable: HCB 18 ’/o, Captan 18 ’/o;
impurily in production of Dacthal, Mirex, Simazine,
AIrazine, Pmpazine, Pentachloronitrobenzene.

~ Hexachlo’ro~b~la(~i~i,e- 87--68-3 ~iCBD; I~e~achlor~-1,3.butadi~n~; P~rct~10-~buladlei~ i~1~2,3,4,4-      NA NA NA 3 NA I’lA
hexachloro-1,3-butadiene; C-46.

Hexachlorocylo,hexane ~ 608-73-" BHC, Benzene hex’ac~llorlde’,-~(achiori’l~l’e~achloran,’R~cH, HC~-:rl~l~. e~e~(, FBH(~, Kotol, Submar, I~li,ibeechl Hexalor, 0~’ R 3 NA
Hexablan.c, Hexamul, Hexepurdre, Ambocide,
Gyben,. H_exdow, I~a.!on, Trives~T.

Notes appear on page 10 ot 10.
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i EPA Drinking i
Water ; Carcino-                 Specihc

Compound Number[ ¯ S~/nonyms Trade Name I Criteria ! qenicity21 T°xicity~ ~1Solubilit}, Gravity
Hexane ’ 110-54-3 {Hex,jl Hydride, N-hexane. NA " 1 ppm : NA 3 .. 0 002% 0
Hy_drochlori~ Acid o 7-647~01-0IiHydr°gen chloride, H~dro~hlo.rida. Murlatic acid, Spirits of sail NA I NA NA 3 NA NA

Hydro_g~e_n Flu__or_id_e .... ~ ......71~,-39-~ ,IAn’t~r~llu°ri~ ..................~id (t~-" ~-s)~___. ..... ...... NA 1 2 ppm’~ NA 3 , M,sc~ble

Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene 193-39-5 12,3-O-phen~/_lenepyrane; IP. NA .. 0s R 3 NA

!s__o..p_h_om_ne_ ...... 78-59-1 3,_.5_,_~-T_ri_me_t~ I~-~c~/_~o_he__x_e_n-_l_-_0.n__e:_ ....... NA 0~ R 3 1 0% [} !~’

Kerosene ~-0(~-20:6 F_ue_l _Oi_l~.J_e_t t~ue_l, R_a._.~ng_e OI1, C_o_al o!!. ............... " N/~ . NA NA 3 NA NA
L~ ............. . ~__~-9~_:~- Plumbum (Latin name)

" h-~. - - _.005 l~p_ _m~ -_ NA- NA Insoluble
Lindane            58-89-9 Gamma hexachlorocyclohax~ne, OBH, HCCH, HCH, Gamma b~z--en~--- - !66~,,~e~s~, (~mma~ne, ~e~n~e-x~’/~l~ar~i~.-      0s        R       3     0.001%    ! 85

hexachlorlde, Gamma-l,2,3,4,5,6-hexachlorocyclohexane.               Streunex, Tt’i-6, Lo,exane, Kwel’l, Jecutln, Gamoxo#,
Hexdon, Celanex, Chlorasene, Devoran, Dol
Granule, Apltdal0 Dontox 10, Exagama, Gallogama,
Gamaphex, Inexit, Lindagrain, Denkag,ranox,
Lindalo. Ltndamul, Lindapoudre. Linda~erra,

.............................................. No._.._v!~la_m_. .......................
-M~l~t’~l-o-n-- ........ 121-:-~5-~-~-A Phosphothion, Mercapthion, Carbofos, EPN, .I p,pm’ NA NA 0.02°1o 1

American-Cyanimlde-4049, Insecticide-4049,
Malathon, Calmathion, Detmol Ma 96%, Carbophos,
Cythion, Cyanamid, MLT, Kenbofos, Carbetox,
Carbethoxy malathion. Chemathion, Compound
4049, Zithiol, Siptox I, SF 60, Sadophos, Sadofos,
Oleophosphothlon, Malphos, Malatox, Malatol,
Malathion LV Concentrate, Malekill, ENT 17034,
Formal. Emmatos Extra, Malaspray, Malagran.
Kopthion, Fosfothion, Malaphos, Fy|anon, Kypfos,
Malamar, Ethlolacar, Maleman 50, M~leclde, Fog 3,
Malathion E 50, Malafor, Moscdarda.

~I~I~P~ .................. ~-~:~4~]--[[(-4--C-~’oi~:~l)~/~a~.~t~’c ;~:~d~-~-I~l~r~:~-~l;~l-~;~i~ti~ .....Agroxone, Agritox, Co~-~’x ~, ~e~-h~-~’o~(;;~’~:hi~Xi 11 ppm,= NA NA II
NA NA

/ acid; Metaxon; MCP; 2-Methyl-4-chlorophenoxvecelic acid; SCPA. : Rhomene, Rhonox, Aeroxohe, Mephanaic, ;
.002 ppmi~ NA NA i Insoluble 13.6

Melhyl Bromide -7~8~--9 "IF~r’0m-~metha~,, ~r~l~o-g~s, Bromos~i:-I~r~z~r~, ~EBR, Mono~’o~n~- Iz~;tox, Pr~uum~, R-elox~-E~n’~l~l~,-l~wfume MC-33, 1.39 ppm’ NA 3 ’: NA 168
| methane. I Dowfume-MC2, Celfume, Metafume, Isobrone,

~ J Pestmaster,’l’erro-gas I00, M-B-C Fumiganl
, M~t~ylchlor~)form 71-55-6 il ,1,1-Trichlor~-ethane, TOE, Alpha-trichloi:~ethane, Ethylidene chloride, Chlorothene Nu, ,~erothene rr. - .2 ppm’~ NA 3 : 0.4% 1.34

Chlorotene, Baltana, Genklene.
Methylene Chloride 75-09-2 I Dichloro.methane, Methylene bichloride, Methylene dichloride, Methane NA 0s R 3 2.0% 1.33

dichloride, NC1-C50102, Aerothene MM, Freon 30, Narkolil, Soleesthln, /
Sol.meththe.

I - I~I~ ......~ ~IA ~8% 0.81Methyl Ethyl Ketone , ~7o-0 [2-Butanone, MEK, Ethyl.methyl ketone, Butanone, Methyl acetone. NA
0

- I

I 2% 0800 Methyl Isobulyl Ketone 108-10-1 14-Methyl 2-pentano,ne, Hexone, MIK, 2-Mathyl-4-pentanone, NA "~ ....... N~ .......... ~,~ ...... 3- -
O IsopropyleCe.lO~e, Isobutyl methyl ketone, MIBK. _ .......

~----O") Naphthalene 91-20-3 I Naphthalin, Maphthene, Tar camphor, Naphthallne, Moth flakes, NA ---~. .......... ~- - ~ 6.dd:~% 1. I
Albocarlxm, Dezodorator, White tar.



Notes appear on page 10 of 10.
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IEPA Drinking
CAS Water Carcino-t

j ToxicitvS i Solubilil~/iCompound, Number S~,non~/ms Trade Name Criteria qenicity
N-Bull Phlhalate 84-74-2 Dlbu~l ester phthal~c acid; DI-n-bu~l phthalate; Dibu~l phlhalale; Dlbu~l PX ~04, Celluflex DPB, Elaol, Palatinol C, Potycizer 34 ppm~s NA

ester 1.2-benzenedicarbo~lic acid. DBP, Staflex DBP, Witicizer ~0, Hexaplas MIB.
Genoplast B, Un=mcll DB. DBP

N~il~ic AFid~ . . . 7397-~7~ NA ..... NA I0 pp,n’ NA 3 M,sc,hl,,
Nitlobenzene 98-9~-3 ~il of Mi~b~ne,-Essence-0f ~lrb~, Nitfo~enzol. NA NA NA 3 0 2x.
Nit[p~n Ox~ (N~trates~ 1~0~-9~ Ni~ous oxide; Dinitr~en monoxideS H~nitrous acid anhydr~ NA 10 ppmt~ NA 2 NA
O-Nitro,phenol __ .8~-75~_ ~-N~o~qol~onon~rep,h~n~l.L2:~ro~n~tro~en~eqp~. Atonik. Ortho-nitrophenol, ONP .001 ppm’ HA 3 NA
P-Ni~rpphe~ol _ = .1~-02;7 4-N,~ro~h~n~,~o~itrop,h,e~l, 4-~it~enze~. _. PNP. Par~-nitropl],enol. 00l ppm~ NA 3 NA
N-nilro~odimelhylamine 62-7~-9 Dimet~yln~ro~_mine, ~,~-dim~h~ln~trosamine, DMN, DMNA.. NA 0s R 3 Solublu
N-nitrosodi-n-propytamine 621-64-70thernitrosaminos: N-nitroso-n-propyl-l-propanomine, N-nitro- NA 0s R 3 NA

sod,ipropylamine, N-nilrosoM~propylamine. Dipropylnitrosamine,
N~trosodipropylamine. N-N-dlpropylnitrosamine, OPNA, NDPA, DPN,
Oi-N-Pro~yln~trosamine.

Parathion 56-38-2 O,O-diethyl-o,p-nitrophenyl ph~sphoroth~te; Diethyl-p-ni~ophenyl Corothion, Drexel parathion BE, Fosfemo 50, .1 ppm" NA 3 0.001%
monolhiophosphate; Diethyl p-nltrophenyl th~phosphate; O,O-diethyl-o- Soprathion, Alkm,n, DNTP, DPP, Niran Penphos,
(4-nitrophenyl)phosphorothioate; Dielhyl 4-nltrophenyl thionophosphate; Phoskil, Thiophos, Vapophor, Genithion, Bladan,
O,O-diethyl-o-(p-nilrophenyl)thlon~phosphale; O,O-diethyl-o- Folidol, Thiopnos, ENT 15,10B.
(4-nitrop,henyl)~iophosphate; Diethyl~rathion; O,~dlethyl m
(p-nitrophenyl)ester of phosphorothiolc acid; ~ester P-nilrophenol wilh
O.O-diethyl phosphorothloate; Ethyl parathion.

’ ~Bs .......... 3~:~6-; ~yC~l;~t~d ~~1~4~ (~s 534~-21:9)~r~c~f~"-" ~oclor~ ~kan0,1. ~olla~,~lor~. In;~en~ - - 0s R 3 NA
1254 (CAS 11091-69-1), 1221 (CAS 11104-28-2), 1232 (CAS 11141 - Pyranol, Therminol. Chl,or~hen, Chlorextol,
-16-5), 1248 (CAS 12672-29-6), 12~ (CAS 11096-82-5), 1016 Clophen. Fenclor, Kanachlor. Kanechlor, Montar,
(CAS 12674-11-2). Pyralene, Santothe~m, Santolherm FR, Sovol,

Thermipol FR.
~e~achl0r~phen0~ 87:~-5 P~, ¢~la:Penchlorol. Santophen-20. Oowici~e-G, Oowicide-7. Dowicide ~01 ppm’ NA 3 O001%

_ EC-7. Monsanto Penta, Santobrite.
PetrOleum - ~2-0~ Cr~e oil.’0~which the ~ fr~ns~ ~nzin,~ (~t b~ene), ~ " NA ........... NA NA 3 Insoluble

lubricating oits, paraffin wax, asphalt, diesel fuel, and kerosene,
P~nthrene 8~-0 I-~- ~A ............ ~A NA NA 3
Phenol I08-95~ Carbolic acid, Phenyllc acid, H~dro~be~eno, Phenyl hydroxide, NA NA NA 3 9%

O~benzene, Phenic acid, Phenyl hydrale, Mgnohydroxybenzen,e.
Phorale " 298 02 NA ’ - Thimol, Timer. 0007 ppm~° NA 3 NA
Phosphorus 77~-14 NA NA NA NA 3 00003%
Prome!~n..-

~I(-I~ 2-Melhox~-4,6-bls(isopropyl~mino}-s-~rlazi~e; Metho~ propazino. Prometone, Pramilol, Promolon, Pdmalo125E. 2 ppm’° NA NA NA
Pr~namide Z395~ )-5= NA Prop~zamido, Ke~b. 2.6 ppm~° NA NA NA
Pro~lene Dichloride 78- 17-: Dichloropropane; 1 ~2-Dich,l~ropropane; DCP; Alpha,~l~-dichloro,propane; Pro~lene dichloride is mixed in compounds w~th NA NA NA 0

Alpha,beta-propylene dichloride; Pro~ne chler~e; ENT 15,~6; these traden,ames: D-D soil fumiganl, Oowfume NC,
NCI-C55141 ; it also occurs in mi~ures of 1,3-Dichtoropropane; Vidden D, EP-201, Nemex, Vodex, D-D Pil~me,
Isothioc~a~0methane; Tri~hloronitromelhane; and EIh~ne ~i~m~de.    Terr-o-cide. Terr-o-~as. Dodone, New Fie~dfume.

Notes appear on page 10 of 10.
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CAS Water Carcino- Spec~l r, ’
Compound Number S~/non~/ms Trade Name Criteria I qenicity21 T°xicity31S°lubilitl Gravit:/

__~yrene 129-00-0 NA NA
I P-P-m’:~ I- NA ~ 3 I NA     NA

...................................... .(~l-~_-m_~- |-- ~A’- |--- NA |Insoluble

_ ~l=,mino)-$-Irlazine; 2,4-B.Is(ethylam_,l~o)_-6-ch!?_r_o-__s-td_a~.i__~e.~ _S!maz_i~: .... _S_i_ma_dex. __
- Socli-~-u.-~-H-y’~’-O;(,~.-~ ..... _1__3.10-’--~_ 7:~:2_- _C_~_ust_i¢__S..O~._~. S_0.d.~_ I~_e;~.~_e_; _S_odi_um_h_~dr_~!e: NA ..................... ~ ~4 l~.~)’~ ~[ NA !-- 3 ’ NA NA

_S_ ul!u_Lr ............. _7 _70_ 4_-.3_4_-_9 N_A_ ........................................ NA ........ 250 ppm" NA 3 NA NA
Sulfuric Acid 7664-93-9 Dithi,onic acid, Brown oil, Oil of vilriol, Vitdol, Oleum (fuming sulfuri,c acid), NA 250 ppm~ NA 3 M=sc=ble

Vitriol brown o11, Or~pplng acid, Boy., Battery acid, Chamber acid.
Fertll,izer acid.

Systox 8065-48-3 Demeto,n; Demox; E I0~; Mercapt~-Pho;i’B~yer-B169; Sysle,m-ox; !NA .I ppm’ NA NA NA NA
I Demelon-O; Oematon-S; O,O-diethyFo-(2-(ethylthio)ethyl)-

phosphorothlonate; O,O-diethyl-o-e thylme rcaptoet hylthiophosphste;
O,O-dlet hyl-s-(2-et hylt hio)elhyl)phosp.h.orothlolat e; O,O-dtethyl-s-

............ et~_y_!.m_e r c___s pt~o _e.th~l~hat__e._. ..................................
Tebuthluron

_34_014-1___~8-_1 N-[5-(1,t-dimeth I~_h~l)-l,3,4-th_~a_diazol~-_2~l_]:_NLN:dlmethy" ._!_ur_e_a._ .......

~e_bu_l_on,~S_p.l~e_, G.Las~sl.a_n__d._ ............ ~.’45 pp_n~.’~_ NA " 3 NA NA
Tetrachlo,roethane 79-34-5 S-tetrach!oroethane, Cellon, Bonoform, 1,1-Dlchloro-2,2-dlchloroethane, NA .0018 ppm4 N,~." ~ 0 3% I 59

.......... A__cetylene tetrachk~,ride, 1, 1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane.
Tetrachl~roethylene 127-18-4 Tetrachloroethene, PCE, Carbon bichloride, (~-a-r~o~n~’~l~ii~e-~tl~y~e~ .....~n-I~ll~stl~, A~ils~ ~,~-~:~-~-~1~ ~)~ak~,-Do~er, 0s R ~- 0.02°/o 1 62

tetrachlorlde, Per, Perc, Perchlor, Perchl~roethylene, Perchlorethy~ene. Ent 1860, FedaI-Un, Nema, Perclene, Percosolv,
Perk, Telrachlorethylene, 1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethylene. Perklone, Persec, Tetlen. Tetracap, Tetraleno,

Tetravec, Tetraguer, Tetropil, Perawln, Tetralex,
Dowclene EC.

T~_ol_ue~,e_. _ 108-88-3 VOC, Toluol, Melh~lbenzene, Me_t.h~.c_lde ~henylmeth..?_n_e. . ...... NA 2 pp_=m-~ NA - 3 0.05%

(BCl)isocyanlc acid; 2,4-Dilsocyanatotoluene; Toluylene 2o4-diisocyanate; Rubir~ale TDI 80/20, Mondur TD-BO, Voranate T-80,
Tolylene 2,4-dflsocyanate; TDI; 2,4-Dllsocya~ato-l-methylbenzene; Nacconate, TDI, Hylene "I’M.
2,4-Tolylene dlisocyanate; 2,4-TDI; 4-Melhyl-m-phenylene dllsocyanate; [ ’    I
4-Methyl-m-phenylene Isocyanate.

" t3Toxadust. Phenaclde, Penphene, Chtodnated campher~e.
|

NA NA

Trimet_h~ltin Hydroxide 56-24-6-~k ...... _-~ ....................................~/, ......[---~-A’-’"1 .... ~-- - - NA NA
1,2,4-Trlchlorobenzene 120-82-I    Y ....... I"NA .........................................

~- .... ]" ~ .......
I

-3"
NA

1,1,2-Trlchloroethane 79-00-5 Vinyl trlchloride; Ethane trlchlorlde; Bela-trlchloroethane; Beta-T. -- 0.4"/= 1.44
1,2,2-Trlchlo.roethane.                                       . ........................................ I ..... I._ ._

Notes ~,ppear on page 10 of I0.
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,, EPA Drinking
CAS Water Carc.~o- ’1 .-"~,

Compound Number S~/nonyms Trade Name i Crileria
qeniclty~i Tox.i3cit¥:~I Solut)~hly; ( ,,..,,~t-,

Trichloroethylene 79-0f -6 /CE; Trichloroethene; Ethiny~t~chlofide; ~e~lene trlchlofide; 1-Chloro- Tfi-clene, Tdelene. Trilene, Trichloran, Tdchloren, .005 ppm~s I
NA ~ o 1% ~ ~,,,

2,2-dichloroet~lene; l,l-Dichbro-2-chlofoethylene; Et~’lene Idchloride; Algylen, Tdma(, Triline, Trelhylen, Tfethylene,
1,1.2-Trichloroethylene; 1,2,2-Tr~hloroe~lene; TCS; TRI; Trichl,orethene. Westrosol, Chlorylen, Gemalgene, Germalgene,

Benzinol, BlacosoN. Blancoso~. Cecolene.
Circosolv. Crawhaspol. Dow-td, Dukerom. Fleck-
flip, Fl~k-flip, Lanadin. Lethurin, Nialk, Perm-a-
chlor, Perm-lrial. Triasol, Trielin, Tdklone, Triol,
Vestrol, Vilran, Anamenth, Ch~rilen, Chlorylea.
Ch,o~len, Densinfluat, Fluate, Narcogen, Narkogen,
Narkosoid, Petzinol, Philex, Threthylen, Threlhylene,
Triad, Trial, Triclene, Tdlen, Tri-plus, Tr=-plus M,
NCI-C04546.

1,3,5-Trichlorophenol; 2,4,6-T; Dowicide 2S; Omal; Phenachlor.
Tr~lopy; ...... ~3-72- i ~
Tdil~r3ii~ ....... ~ 5~2:03:8 hA ........... Tlellan. 105 ppm~° HA 3 NA NA
vi~yi ~hi~r3de ..... )5-01~- ~h~;~e~ene, &~lo~eth~n~, VOL. Vinyl � ~onomer~ V~M, NA 0’ K 3 0. I% HA

............... ~gnochlomelhylene.                                                    _ . .
Vinylldene Chloride     75-35-4 I,I-D,CE; 1,1-Di~hloroelh~lene;

..... ~i~hlor~t~yl~ne; U n~y~-.~Ichloro,~ylen
Xylene 1330-20-7 Dimelhylbenzeno, Xylol, 1,3-Di,molhyl~nzene, 1,2-Dimelhylbenzene, NA 2 pprn

Zinc Phosphide 1314-84-7 Tdzinc diphosphide. Wuelmausl~ a~ileol. Phosvin,-Delusal. Wue~m~us-ko,eder. 5 pp~n~ ~ NA :~    3 r NA NA

Noles appear on page I0 of 10.
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1De.rive from "Chemicals of Special Concern in Washington State", Elllen Atkinson, Washington Department of Ecciog¥, July 1992.
2Where available, camino~qenicitV is categorized according to the National Toxicole.qy Pregram’s "Eighth Annual Report on Carcinogens", as follows:

K = Known to be a human carcinogen
R = Reasonably anticipated to be a human carcinogen
NA = Not Available

~Nhere available, toxicity is rated according to the following scale:
1: Low - LDSO of 4,000 to 40,000 mg/kg
2: Meduim - LD50 of 400 to 4,000 mg/kg
3: High - LDSO of less than 400 mg/kg
D: Insufficient data to determine rating

4EPA recommended ddnking water limit.
5Recommended drinking water limit el 0 due to potential carcinogenic afle~ts.
eSMCL = secondary maximum contaminant level.
7TNMR =
8Lifetime Health Advisory.
~EPA maximum contaminant level (MCL) 250
I°DWEL = ddnking water exposure limit.
l~Lifetime Health Advisory.
~2Proposed MCL.
t3Chronic aquatic toxicity limit.
~’hNashington ground water criteria.
lSEPA proposed ddnkin.q water limit.
leNo-obsen/able-adverse-effect-level (NOAEL) in ddnking water.
~TGround water relerence concentration provided in Appendix I, Environmental Cleanup Manual, Oregon DEQ, June 1994.
NA = not available
ppm = parts per million
ppb = parts per billion
mg~ = milligrams per liter
pg/I = micrograms per liter

No. 6054002011 .xls





Chapter4

Source Characterization

Robert Pitt

The Source Concept
Urban runoff is comprised of many separate source area flow components that are
combined within the drainage area and at the outfall before entering the receiving water.
Considering the combined outfall conditions alone may be adequate when evaluating
the long term, area-wide effects of many separate outfall discharges to a receiving
water. However, if better predictions of outfall characl~eristics (or the effects of source
area controls) are needed, then the separate source area components must be
characterized. The discharge at the outfall is made up of a mixture of contributions from
different source areas. The "mix" depends on the characteristics of the drainage area
and the specific rain event. The effectiveness of source area controls is, therefore,
highly site and storm specific.

Various urban source areas all contribute different quantities of runoff and pollutants,
depending on their characteristics. Impervious source areas may contribute most of the
runoff during small rain events. Examples of these source areas include paved parking
lots, streets, driveways, roofs, and sidewalks. Pervious source areas become important
contributors for larger rain events. These pervious source areas include gardens,
lawns, bare ground, unpaved parking areas and driveways, and undeveloped areas.
The relative importance of the individual sources is a function of their areas, their
pollutant washoff potentials, and the rain characteristics.

The washoff of debris and soil during a rain is dependent on the energy of the rain and
the properties of the material. Pollutants are also removed from source areas by winds,
litter pickup, or other cleanup activities. The runoff and pollutants from the source areas
flow directly into the drainage system, onto impervious areas that are directly connected
to the drainage system, or onto pervious areas that will attenuate some of the flows and
pollutants, before they discharge to the drainage system.

Sources of pollutants on paved areas include on-site particulate storage that cannot be
removed by usual processes such as rain, wind, and street cleaning. Atmospheric
deposition, deposition from activities on these paved surfaces (e.g., auto traffic, material
storage) and the erosion of material from upland areas that directly discharge flows onto
these areas, are the major sources of pollutants to the paved areas. Pervious areas
contribute pollutants mainly through erosion processes where the rain energy dislodges
soil from between vegetation. The runoff from these source areas enters the storm
drainage system where sedimentation in catchbasins or in the sewerage may affect
their ultimate discharge to the outfall. In-stream physical, biological, and chemical
processes affect the pollutants after they are discharged to the ultimate receiving water.
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Knowing when the d~fferent source areas become "active" (when runoff initiates from the
area, carrying pollutants to the drainage system) is critical. If pervious source areas are
not contributing runoff or pollutants, then the prediction of urban runoff quality is greatly
simplified. The mechanisms of washoff and delivery yields of runoff and pollutants from
paved areas are much better known than from pervious urban areas (Novotny and
Chesters 1981). In many cases, pervious areas are not active except during rain events
greater than at least five or ten mm. For smaller rain depths, almost all of the runoff and
pollutants originate from impervious surfaces (Pitt 1987). However, in many urban
areas, pervious areas may contribute the majority of the runoff, and some pollutants,
when rain depths are greater than about 20 mm. The actual importance of the different
source areas is highly dependent on the specific land use and rainfall patterns.
Obviously, in areas having relatively low-density development, especially where
moderate and large sized rains occur frequently (such as in the Southeast), pervious
areas typically dominate outfall discharges. In contrast, in areas having significant
paved areas, especially where most rains are relatively small (such as in the arid west),
the impervious areas dominate outfall discharges. The effectiveness of different source
controls is, therefore, quite different for different land uses and climatic patterns..

If the number of events exceeding a water quality objective are important, then the small
rain events are of most concern. Stormwater runoff typically exceeds some water
quality standards for practically every rain event (especially for bacteria and some
heavy metals). In the upper midwest, the median rain depth is about six mm, while in
the southeast, the median rain depth is about twice this depth. For these small rain
depths and for most urban land uses, directly connected paved areas usually contribute ......
most of the runoff and pollutants. However, if annual mass discharges are more
important (e.g. for long-term effects), then the moderate rains are more important.
Rains from about 10 to 50 mm produce most of the annual runoff volume in many areas
of the UoS. Runoff from both impervious and pervious areas can be very important for
these rains. The largest rains (greater than 100 mm) are relatively rare and do not
contribute significant amounts of runoff pollutants during normal years, but are very
important for drainage design. The specific source areas that are most important (and
controllable) for these different conditions vary widely.

This chapter describes sources of urban runoff flows and pollutants based on many
studies as found in the literature. This chapter also reports on the specific source area
sampling activities conducted as part of this research funded by the USEPA for use in
this report.

Sources and Characteristics of Urban Runoff Pollutants
Years of study reveal that the vast majority of stormwater toxicants and much of the
conventional pollutants are associated with automobile use and maintenance activities
and that these pollutants are strongly associated with the particulates suspended in the
stormwater (the non-filterable components or suspended solids). Reducing or
modifying automobile use to reduce the use of these compounds, has been difficult with
the notable exception of the phasing out of leaded gasoline. Current activities,

4-2                                              "
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concentrated in the San Francisco, CA area, focus on encouraging brake pad
manufacturers to reduce the use of copper.

The effectiveness of most stormwater control practices is, therefore, dependent on their
ability to remove these particles from the water, or possibly from intermediate
accumulating locations (such as streets or other surfaces) and not through source
reduction. The removal of these particles from stormwater is dependent on various
characteristics of these particles, especially their size and settling rates. Some source
area controls (most notably street cleaning) affect the particles before they are washed-
off and transported by the runoff, while others re~nove the particles from the flowing
water. This discussion, therefore summarizes theaccumulation and washoff of these
particulates and the particle size distribution of the suspended solids in stormwater
runoff to better understand the effectiveness of source area control practices.

Table 4-1 shows that most of the organic compounds found in stormwater are
associated with various human-related activities, especially automobile and pesticide
use, or are associated with plastics (Verschueren 1983). Heavy metals found in
stormwater also mostly originate from automobile use activities, including gasoline
combustion, brake lining, fluids (e.g., brake fluid, transmission oil, anti-freeze, grease),
undercoatings, and tire wear (Durum 1974, Koeppe 1977, Rubin 1976, Shaheen 1975,
Solomon and Natusch 1977, and Wilbur and Hunter 1980). Auto repair, pavement
wear, and deicing compound use also contribute heavy metals to stormwater (Field et
al. 1973 and Shaheen 1975). Shaheen (1975) found that eroding area soils are the
major source of the particulates in stormwater. The eroding area soil particles, and the
particles associated with road surface wear, become contaminated with exhaust
emissions and runoff corr~aining the polluting compounds. Most of these compounds
become tightly bound to these particles and are then transported through the urban
area and drainage system, or removed from the stormwater, with the particulates.
Stormwater concentrations of zinc, fluoranthene, 1,3odichlorobenzene, and pyrene are
unique in that substantial fractions of these compounds remain in the water and are less
associated with the particulates.

All areas are affected by atmospheric deposition, while other sources of pollutants are
specific to the activities conducted on the areas. As examples, the ground surfaces of
unpaved equipment or material storage areas can become contaminated by spills and
debris, while undeveloped land remaining relatively unspoiled by activities can still
contribute runoff solids, organics, and nutrients, if eroded. Atmospheric deposition,
deposition from activities on paved surfaces, and the erosion of material from upland
unconnected areas are the major sources of pollutants in urban areas.
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Table 4-1. Uses and sources for organic compounds found in stormwater (Verschueren
1983).

ICOMPOUND EXAMPLE USE, SOLRCE
Phenol gasohne, exhaust
N-Nitroso-di-n-propylamme contaminant of herbicide Treflan
Hexachloroethane plasticizer in cellulose esters, minor use in rubber and insecticide
Nitrobenzene solvent, rubber, lubncants
2,4-D~methylphenol asphalt, fuel, plastics, pesticides
Hexachlorobutadiene rubber and polymer solvent, transformer and hydraulic oil
4-Chloro-3-methylphenol germicide, preservative for glues, gums, inks, textile, and leather
Pentachlorophenol insecticide, algaeclde, herbicide, and fungicide mfg., wood preservative
Fluoranthene gasoline, motor and lubricating oil. wood preservative
Pyrene gasoline, asphalt, wood preservative, motor oil

II::)!-n-octy~phtha~ate I~eneral use of plast,cs

Many studies have examined different sources of urban runoff pollutants. These
references were reviewed as part of this study and the results are summarized in this
section. These significant pollutants have been shown to have a potential for creating
various receiving water impact problems, as described in Appendix D (???) of this
report. Most of these potential problem pollutants typically have significant
concentration increases in the urban feeder creeks and sediments, as compared to
areas not affected by urban runoff.

The important sources of these pollutants are related to various uses and processes.
Automobile related potential sources usually affect road dust and dirt quality more than
other particulate components of the runoff system. The road dust and dirt quality is
affected by vehicle fluid drips and spills (e.g., gasoline, oils) ~nd vehicle exhaust, along
with various vehicle wear, local soil erosion, and pavem6nt wear products. Urban           ~:;:;"~:"
landscaping practices potentially affecting urban runoff include vegetation litter, fertilizer
and pesticides. Miscellaneous sources of urban runoff pollutants include firework
debris, wildlife and domestic pet wastes and possibly industrial and sanitary
wastewaters. Wet and dry atmospheric contributions both affect runoff quality.
Pesticide use in an urban area can contribute significant quantities of various toxic
materials to urban runoff. Many manufacturing and industrial activities, including the
combustion of fuels, also affect urban runoff quality.

Natural weathering and erosion products of rocks contribute the majority of the
hardness and iron in urban runoff pollutants. Road dust and associated automobile use
activities (gasoline exhaust products) historically contributed most of the lead in urban
runoff. However, the decrease of lead in gasoline has resulted in current stormwater
lead concentrations being about one tenth of the levels found in stormwater in the early
1970s (Bannerman et al. 1993). In certain situations, paint chipping can also be a major
source of lead in urban areas. Road dust, contaminated by tire wear products and zinc
plated metal erosion material, contributes most of the zinc to urban runoff. Urban
landscaping activities can be a major source of cadmium (Phillips and Russo 1978).
Electroplating and ore processing activities can also contribute chromium and cadmium.
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Many pollutant sources are specific to a particular area and on-going activities. For
example, iron oxides are associated with welding operations and strontium, used in the
production of flares and fireworks, would probably be found on the streets in greater
quantities around holidays, or at the scenes of traffic accidents. The relative
contribution of each of these potential urban runoff sources, is, therefore, highly
variable, depending upon specific site conditions and seasons.

Specific information is presented in the following subsections concerning the qualities of
various rocks and soils, urban and rural dustfalt, and precipitation. This information is
presented to assist in the interpretation of the source area runoff samples collected as
part of this project.

Chemical Quality of Rocks and Soils
The abundance of common elements in the lithosphere (the earth’s crust) is shown in
Table 4-2 (Lindsay 1979). Almost half of the lithosphere is oxygen and about 25% are
silica. Approximately eight percent is aluminum and five percent is iron. Elements
comprising between two percent and four percent of the lithosphere include calcium,
sodium, potassium and magnesium. Because of the great abundance of these
materials in the lithosphere, urban runoff transports only a relatively small portion of
these elements to receiving waters, compared to natural processes. Iron and aluminum
can both cause detrimental effects in receiving waters if in their dissolved forms. A
reduction of the pH substantially increases the abundance of dissolved metals.

Table 4-2. Common elements in the Lithosphere (Lindsay 1979).

Abundance Element Concentration
Rank in Lithosphere

(mg/k~)
1 O 465,000
2 Si 276,000
3 AI 81,000
4 Fe 51.000
5 Ca 36,000
6 Na 28,000
7 K 26,000
8 Mg 21,000
9 P 1,200
10 C 95O
11 Mn 900
12 F 625
13 S 600
14 CI 500
15 Ba 430
16 Rb 280
17 Zr 220
18 Cr 200
19 Sr 150
20 V 150
21 Ni !00
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Lindsay (1979), shows the rankings for common elements in soils.
quite similar to the values shown previously for the lithosphere.

contribute pollutants to urban runoff through local erosion. Again, iron
very high on this list and receiving water concentrations of these

expected to be significantly affected by urban activities alone.

elements in soils (Lindsay 1979).

Abundance Element Typical Typical Typical
Rank Minimum Maximum Average

(m~/kg) (mg/kg) (mg/kg)
1 O .... 490,000
2 Si 230,000 350,000 32&000
3 AI 10,000 300,000 71,000
4 Fe 7,000 550,000 38,000
5 C .... 20.000
6 Ca 7,000 500,000 13,700
7 K 400 30,000 8,300
8 Na 750 7,500 6,300
9 Mg 600 6,000 5,000

10 ~ 1,000 10,000 4,000
11 N 200 4,000 1,400
12 S 30 10,000 700
13 Mn 20 3,000 600
14 P 200 5,000 600
15 Ba 100 3,000 430
16 Zr 60 2,000 300
17 F 10 4,000 200
18 Sr 50 1,000 200
19 CI 20 900 100
20 Cr 1 1,000 100
21 V 20 500 100

these tables are expected to vary substantially, depending upon
types. Arsenic is mainly concentrated in iron and manganese

sedimentary rocks and phosphorites. Mercury is concentrated
ores, shales and clays. Lead is fairly uniformly distributed, but can be
clayey sediments and sulfide deposits. Cadmium can also be
shales, clays and phosphorites (Durum 1974).

Dirt Pollutant Sources

Characteristics
surface dust and dirt materials (by weight) are local soil erosion

materials are contributed by motor vehicle emissions and wear
Minor contributions are made by erosion of street surfaces in good

specific makeup of street surface contaminants is a function of many
widely (Pitt 1979).

is a major source of zinc in urban runoff and is mostly deposited
and nearby adjacent areas. About half of the airborne particulates
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lost due to tire wear settle out on the street and the majority of the remaining
particulates settle within about six meters of the roadway. Exhaust particulates, fluid
losses, drips, spills and mechanical wear products can all contribute lead to street dirt.
Many heavy metals are important pollutants associated with automobile activity. Most
of these automobile pollutants affect parking lots and street surfaces. However, some
of the automobile related materials also affect areas adjacent to the streets. This
occurs through the wind transport mechanism after being resuspended from the road
surface by traffic-induced turbulence.

Automobile exhaust particulates contribute many important heavy metals to street
surface particulates and to urban runoff and receiving waters. The most notable of
these heavy metals has been lead. However, since the late 1980s, the concentrations
of lead in stormwater has decreased substantially (by about ten times) compared to
early 1970 observations. This decrease, of course, is associated with significantly
decreased consumption of leaded gasoline.

Solomon and Natusch (1977) studied automobile exhaust particulates in conjunction
with a comprehensive study of lead in the Champaign-Urbana, IL area. They found that
the exhaust particulates existed in two distinct morphological forms. The smallest
particulates were almost perfectly spherical, having diameters in the range of 0.1 to 0.5
#m. These small particles consisted almost entirely of PbBrCl (lead, bromine, chlorine)
at the time of emission. Because the particles are small, they are expected to remain
airborne for considerable distances and can be captured in the lungs when inhaled.
The researchers concluded that the small particles are formed by condensation of
PbBrCI vapor onto small nucleating centers, which are probably introduced into the
engine with the filtered engine air.

Solomon and Natusch (1977) found that the second major form of automobile exhaust
particulates were rather large, being roughly 10 to 20 ,u.m in diameter. These particles
typically had irregular shapes and somewhat smooth surfaces. The elemental
compositions of these irregular particles were found to be quite variable, being
predominantly iron, calcium, lead, chlorine and bromine. They found that individual
particles did contain aluminum, zinc, sulfur, phosphorus and some carbon, chromium,
potassium, sodium, nickel and thallium. Many of these elements (bromine, carbon,
chlorine, chromium, potassium, sodium, nickel, phosphorus, lead, sulfur, and thallium)
are most likely condensed, or adsorbed, onto the surfaces of these larger particles
during passage through the exhaust system. They believed that these large particles
originate in the engine or exhaust system because of their very high iron content. They
found that 50 to 70 percent of the emitted lead was associated with these large
particles, which would be deposited within a few meters of the emission point onto the
roadway, because of their aerodynamic properties.

Solomon and Natusch (1977) also examined urban particulates near roadways and
homes in urban areas. They found that lead concentrations in soils were higher near
roads and houses. This indicated the capability of road dust and peeling house paint to

4-7
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contaminate nearby soils. The lead content of the soils ranged from 130 to about 1,200         ..
mg/kg. Koeppe (1977), during another element of the Champaign-Urbana lead study,
found that lead was tightly bound to various soil components. However, the lead did not
remain in one location, but it was transported both downward in the soil profile and to
adjacent areas through both natural and man-assisted processes.

Street Dirt Accumulation
The washoff of street dirt and the effectiveness of street cleaning as a stormwater
control practice are highly dependent on the available street dirt loading. Street dirt
loadings are the result of deposition and removal rates, plus "permanent storage." The
permanent storage component is a function of street texture and condition and is the
quantity of street dust and dirt that cannot be removed naturally or by street cleaning
equipment. It is literally trapped in the texture, or cracks, of the street. The street dirt
loading at any time is this initial permanent loading plus the accumulation amount
corresponding to the exposure period, minus the re-suspended material removal by
wind and traffic-induced turbulence. Removal of street dirt can occur naturally by winds
and rain, or by human activity (e.g., by the turbulence of traffic or by street cleaning
equipment). Very little removal occurs by any process when the street dirt Ioadings are
small, but wind removal may be very large with larger Ioadings, especially for smooth
streets (Pitt 1979).

Figure 4-1 shows very different street dirt loadings for two San Jose, CA residential
study areas (Pitt 1979). The accumulation and deposition rates (and therefore the
amounts lost to air) are quite similar, but the initial loading values (the permanent
storage values) are very different. The loading differences were almost solely caused       .-’.!::-:~".".~
by the different street textures.

Table 4-4 summarizes many accumulation rate measurements obtained from
throughout North America. In the earliest studies (APWA 1969; Sartor and Boyd 1972;
and Shaheen 1975), the initial street dirt loading values after a major rain or street
cleaning were assumed to be zero. Calculated accumulation rates for rough streets
were, therefore, very large. Later tests measured the initial loading values close to the
end of major rains and street cleaning and found that they could be very high,
depending on the street texture. When these starting Ioadings were considered, the
calculated accumulation rates were, therefore, much lower. The early, uncorrected,
Sartor and Boyd accumulation rates that ignored the initial loading values were almost
ten times the correct values shown on this table. Unfortunately, most urban stormwater
models used these very high early accumulation rates as default values.

The most important factors affecting the initial loading and maximum loading values
shown on Table 4-4 were found to be street texture and street condition. When data
from many locations are studied, it is apparent that smooth streets have substantially
less Ioadings at any accumulation period compared to rough streets for the same land
use. Very long accumulation periods relative to the rain frequency resultant in high
street dirt Ioadings. During these conditions, the wind losses of street dirt (as fugitive
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dust) may approximate the deposition rate, resulting in relatively constant street dirt
Ioadings. At Bellevue, WA, typical interevent rain periods average about three days.
Relatively constant street dirt Ioadings were observed in Bellevue because the frequent
rains kept the Ioadings low and very close to the initial storage value, with little observed
increase in dirt accumulation over time (Pitt 1985). In Castro Valley, CA, the rain
interevent periods were much longer (ranging from about 20 to 100 days) and steady
Ioadings were only observed after about 30 days when the Ioadings became very high
and fugitive dust losses caused by the winds and traffic turbulence moderated the
loadings (Pitt and Shawley 1982).

An example of the type of research conducted to obtain the values shown in Table 4-4
was conducted by Pitt and McLean (1986) in Toronto. They measured street dirt
accumulation rates and the effects of street cleaning as part of a comprehensive
stormwater research project. An industrial street with heavy traffic and a residential
street with light traffic were monitored about twice a week for three months. At the
beginning of this period, intensive street cleaning (one pass per day for each of three
consecutive days) was conducted to obtain reasonably clean streets. Street dirt
Ioadings were then monitored every few days to measure the accumulation rates of
street dirt. Street dirt sampling procedures developed by Pitt (1979) were applied.
Powerful industrial vacuums (two units, each having two HP, combined with a "Y"
connector, and using a six inch wide solid aluminum head) were used to clean many
separate subsample strips across the roads which were then combined for physical and
chemical analyses.

In Toronto, the street dirt particulate Ioadings were quite high before the initial intensive
street cleaning period and were reduced to their lowest observed levels immediately
after the last street cleaning. After street cleaning, the Ioadings on the industrial street
increased much faster than for the residential street. Right after intensive cleaning, the
street dirt particle sizes were also similar for the two land uses. However, the Ioadings
of larger particles on the industrial street increased at a much faster rate than on the
residential street, indicating more erosion or tracking materials being deposited onto the
industrial street. The residential street dirt measurements did not indicate that any
material was lost to the atmosphere as fugitive dust, probably because of the low street
dirt accumulation rate and the short periods of time between rains. The street dirt
toadings never had the opportunity to reach the high loading values needed before they
could be blown from the streets by winds or by traffic-induced turbulence. The industrial
street, in contrast, had a much greater street dirt accumulation rate and reached the
critical loading values needed for fugitive losses in the relatively short periods between
the rains.
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Figure 4-1. Deposition and accumulation of street dirt (Pitt 1979).
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Table 4-4. Street dirt Ioadings and deposition rates.

Initial Loading Daily Maximum Days to Observed Reference
Value Deposition Observed Maximum

Rate                   Loading            Loading
(grams/curb-meter) (grams/curb-meter-day) (grams/curb-meier)

Smooth and Inlermediate Textured Streets
Reno/Sparks, NV - good condilion 80 1 85 5 Pill and Sutherland 1~:182 --- -
Reno/Sparks~ NV -Rood with smooth ,qulters (windy) 250 7 400 30 Pitt and Sulherland
San Jose~ CA- Rood condilion 35 4 >140 >50 P~II 1979
U S. nal~onwide - residenl~al slreels~ Rood condition 1 :{} 6 140 5 Sarlor and Boyd 1912 (~.~n~:i
US nationwide - commercial slreet~ flood condition 85 4 140 5 Sador and Boyd 1912 (t.(,rm( It.all
Reno/Sparks, NV - moderate to poor condition 200 2 200 5 P~lt and Suthedand 1.~)82 ’
Reno/Sparks, NV - new residenlial area (construclion) 710 17 910 15 Pitt and Sutherland 1982
RenolSparks, NV - poor condition, with lipped gutters 370 15 630 35 Pitt and Sulherland 1982
San Jose, CA -- fair to poor condilion 80 4 230 70 P~tt 1979
Castro Valley, CA -- moderate condilion 85 10 290 70 Pill and Shawle), 1982
Ottawa, Ontario -- moderate condition 40 20 Na Na Pitt 1983
Toronto, Onlario - moderate condition, residential 40 32 100 >10 P~I and McLean 1986
Toronto, Ontario - moderate condilion, industrial 60 40 351 >10 P~I and McLean 1986
Believue, WA - dry period, moderate condition 140 6 >230 20 Pill 1984
Believue, WA - heavy traffic 60 1 110 30 P~tt 1984
Believue, WA - other residential sites 70 3 140 30 P~tt 1984

Average: 150 9 >270 >25
Range. 35 - 710 1 - 40 85 .- 910 5 -- 70

Rough and Very Rou,qh Textured Streets
San Jose, CA- oil and screens oveday 510 6 >710 >50 Pitt 1979
Ottawa, Ontario-very rough 310 20 Na Na Pitt 1983
Reno/Sparks, NV 630 10 860 35 Pitt and Sutherland 1982
Reno/Sparks, NV- windy 540 34 >1,400 >40 Pill and Suthedand 1982
San Jose, CA- poor condition 220 6 430. 30 Pill 1979
Ottawa, Ontario-rough 200 20 Na Na Pitt 1983
U.S nationwide - industrial streets (poor condition) 190 10 370 10 Sador and Boyd 1972

Average: 370 15 >750 >30
Range: 190 o 630 6 - 34 370 - >1,400 10 - >50
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Washoff of Street Dirt
The Yatin equation relates the sediment carrying capacity to runoff flow rate (Yalin
1963). Yalin stated that sediment motion begins when the lift force of flow exceeds a
critical lift force. Once a particle is lifted, the drag force of the flow moves it downstream
until the weight of the particle forces it back down. The Yalin equation is used to predict
particle transport, for specific particle sizes, on a weight per unit flow width basis. It is
used for fully turbulent channel flow conditions, typical of shallow overland flow in urban
areas. The receding limb (tail) of a hydrograph may have laminar flow conditions, and
the suspended sediment carried in the previously turbulent flows would settle out. The
predicted constant Yalin sediment load would therefore only occur during periods of
rain, and, the sediment load would decrease, due to sedimentation, after the rain stops.

The critical particle bedload tractive force, the tractive force at which the particle begins
to move, can be obtained from the Shields’ diagram. However, Shen (1981) warned
that the Shields’ diagram alone cannot be used to predict "self-cleaning" velocities,
because it gives only a lower limit below which deposition will occur. It defines the
boundary between bed movement and stationary bed conditions. The Shields’ d!agram
does not consider the particulate supply rate in relationship to the particulate transport
rate. Reduced particulate transport occurs if the sediment supply rate is less than the
transport rate. The Yalin equation by itself is, therefore, not sensitive to particulate
supply; it only predicts the carrying capacity of flowing waters.

Besides the particulate supply rate, the Yalin equation is also very sensitive to local flow
parameters (specifically gutter flow depth). Therefore, a hydraulic model that can
accurately predict sheetflow across impervious surfaces and gutter flow is needed.
Sutherland and McCuen (1978) statistically analyzed a modified form of the Yalin
equation, in conjunction with a hydraulic model for different gutter flow conditions.
Except for the largest particle sizes, the effect of rain intensity on particle washoff was
found to be negligible.

The Yalin equation is based on classical sediment transport equations and requires
some assumptions concerning the micro-scale aspects of gutter flows and street dirt
distributions. The Yalin equation, as typically used in urban stormwater evaluations,
assumes that all particles lie within the gutter and no significant washoff occurs by
sheetflows traveling across the street towards the gutter. The early measurements of
across-the-street dirt distributions made by Sartor and Boyd (1972) indicated that about
90 percent of the street dirt was within about 30 cm of the curb face (typically within the
gutter area). These measurements, however, were made in areas of no parking (near
fire hydrants because of the need for water for the sampling procedures that were used)
and the traffic turbulence was capable of blowing most of the street dirt against the curb
barrier (or over the curb onto adjacent sidewalks or landscaped areas) (Shaheen 1975).

In later tests, Pitt (1979) and Pitt and Sutherland (1982) examined street dirt
distributions across the street in many additional situations. They found distributions
similar to Sartor and Boyd’s observations only on smooth streets, with moderate to
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heavy traffic, and with no on-street parking. In many cases, most of the street dirt was
actually in the driving lanes, trapped by the texture of rough streets. If extensive on-
street parking was common, much of the street dirt was found on the outside edge of
the parking lanes, where much of the resuspended (in air) street dirt blew against the
parked cars and settled to the pavement.

Another process that may result in washoff less than predicted by Yalin is bed armoring
(Sutherland et al. 1982). As the smaller particulates are removed, the surface is
covered by predominantly larger particulates which are not effectively washed-off by
rain. Eventually, these larger particulates hinder the washoff of the trapped, underlying,
smaller particulates. Debris on the street, especially leaves, can also effectively armor
the particulates, reducing the washoff of particulates to very low leve~s (Singer and
Blackard 1978).

Observations of particulate washoff during controlled tests using actual streets and
natural street dirt and debris are affected by street dirt distributions and armoring. The
earliest controlled street dirt washoff experiments were conducted by Sartor and Boyd
(1972) during the summer of 1970 in Bakersfield. CA. Their data were used in many
stormwater models (including SWMM, Huber and Heaney 1981; STORM, C©E 1975;
and HSPF, Donigian and Crawford 1976) to estimate the percentage of the available
particulates on the streets that would wash off during rains of different magnitudes.
Sartor and Boyd used a rain simulator having many nozzles and a drop height of 1.5 to
two meters in street test areas of about five by ten meters. Tests were conducted on
concrete, new asphalt, and old asphalt, using simulated rain intensities of about five and
20 mm/hr. They coll,:.,cted and analyzed runoff samples every 15 minutes for about two
hours for each test. Sartor and Boyd fitted their data to an exponential curve, assuming
that the rate of particle removal of a given size is proportional to the street dirt loading
and the constant rain intensity:

dN/dt = krN

where: dN/dt = the change in street dirt loading per unit time
k = proportionality constant (l/hr)
r = rain intensity (in/hr)
N = street dirt loading (Ib/curb-mile)

This equation, upon integration, becomes:

N = Noe"krt

where: N = residual street dirt load (after the rain)
No = initial street dirt load
t = rain duration (hr)

Street dirt washoff is, therefore, equal to No minus N. The variable combination rt, or
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rain intensity (in/hr) times rain duration (t), is equal to total rain depth (R), in inches.
This equation then further reduces to:

N = Noe"kR

Therefore, this equation is only sensitive to the total depth of the rain that has fallen
since the beginning of the rain, and not rain intensity. Because of decreasing
particulate supplies, the exponential washoff curve also predicts decreasing
concentrations of particulates with time since the start of a constant rain (Alley 1980 and
1981).

The proportionality constant, k, was found by Sartor and Boyd to be slightly dependent
on street texture and condition, but was independent of rain intensity and particle size.
The value of this constant is usually taken as 0.18/mm, assuming that 90 percent of the
particulates will be washed from a paved surface in one hour during a 13 mm/hr rain.
However, Alley (1981) fitted this model to watershed outfall runoff data and found that
the constant varied for different storms and pollutants for a single study area. Novotny
(as part of Bannerman et al. 1983) also examined "before" and "after" rain event street
particulate loading data from the Milwaukee Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP)
project and found almost a three-fold difference between the constant value of k for fine
(<45 #.m) and medium sized particles (100 to 250 p.m). The calculated values were
0.026/mm for the fine particles and 0.01/mm for the medium sized particles, both much
less than the "accepted" value of 0.18/mm. Jewell et al. (198.0) also found large
variations in outfall "fitted" constant values for different rains compared to the typical
default value. Either the assumption of the high removal of particulates during the 13
mm/hr storm was incorrect or/and the equation cannot be fitted to outfall data (most
likely, as this would require that all the particulates are originating from homogeneous
paved surfaces during all storm conditions).

This washoff equation has been used in many stormwater models, along with an
expression for an availability factor. An availability factor is needed, because No is only
the portion of the total street load available for washoff. This availability factor (the
fraction of the total street dirt loading available for washoff) is generally used as 1.0 for
all rain intensities greater than about 18 mm/hr and reduces to about 0.10 for rains of
one mm/hr.

The Bellevue, WA urban runoff project (Pitt 1985) included about 50 pairs of street dirt
loading observations close to the beginnings and ends of rains. These "before" and
"after" loading values were compared to determine significant differences in Ioadings
that may have been caused by the rains. The observations were affected by rains
falling directly on the streets, along with flows and particulates originating from non-
street areas. The net loading differences were, therefore, affected by street dirt washoff
(by direct rains on the street surfaces and by gutter flows augmented by "upstream"
area runoff) and by erosion products that originated from non-street areas that may
have settled out in the gutters. When all the data were considered together, the net
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loading difference was about 10 to 13 g/curb-m removed. This amounted to a street dirt
load reduction of about 15 percent, which was much less than predicted using either of
the two previously described washoff models. Very large reductions in street dirt
Ioadings during rains were observed in Bellevue for the smallest particles, but the
largest particles actually increased in Ioadings (due to deposited erosion materials
originating from off-street areas). The particles were not source limited, but armor
shielding may have been important. Most of the particulates in the runoffwere in the
fine particle sizes (<63 ~m). Very few particles greater than 1000 ~m were found in the
washoff water. Care must be taken to not confuse street dirt particle size distributions
with stormwater runoff particle size distributions. The stormwater particle size
distributions are much more biased towards the smaller sizes, as described later.

Suspended solids washoff predictions for Bellevue conditions were made using the
Suthertand and McCuen modification of the Yalin equation and the Sartor and Boyd
equation. Three particle size groups (<63, 250-500, and 2000-6350 #m), and three
rains, having depths of 5, 10, and 20 mm and 3-hr durations, were considered. The
gutter lengths for the Bellevue test areas averaged about 80 m, with gutter slopes of
about 4.5%. Typical total initial street dirt Ioadings for the three particle sizes were: 9
g/curb-m for <63 p.m, 18 g/curb-m for 250-500 ,L[m, and 9 g/curb-m for 2000-6350 I~m.
The actual Bellevue net loading removals during the storms were about 45% for the
smallest particle size group, 17% for the middle particle size group, and minus six
percent (six percent loading increase) for the largest particle size group. The predicted
removals were 90 to 100% using the Sutherland and McCuen method, 61 to 98% using
the Sartor and Boyd equation, and 8 to 37% using the availability factor with the Sartor
and Boyd equation. ’l’he ranges given reflect the different rain volumes and intensities
only. There were no large predicted differences in removal percentages as a function of
particle size. The availability factor with the Sartor and Boyd equation resulted in the
closest predicted values, but the great differences in washoff as a function of particle
size was not predicted.

The Bellevue street dirt washoff observations included effects of additional runoff water
and particulates originating from non-street areas. The additional flows should have
produced more gutter particulate washoff, but upland erosion materials may also have
settled in the gutters (as noted for the large particles). However, across-the-street
particulate loading measurements indicated that much of the street dirt was in the street
lanes, not in the gutters, before and after rains. This particulate distribution reduces the
importance of these extra flows and particulates from upland areas. The increased
Ioadings of the largest particles after rains were obviously caused by upland erosion,
but the magnitude of the settled amounts was quite small compared to the total street
dirt Ioadings.

In order to clarify street dirt washoff, Ritt (1987) conducted numerous controlled washoff
tests on city streets in Toronto. These tests were arranged as an overlapping series of
23 factorial tests, and were analyzed using standard factorial test procedures described
by Box et al. (1978). The experimental factors examined included: rain intensity, street
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texture, and street dirt loading. The differences between available and total street dirt
loads were also related to the experimental factors. The samples were analyzed for           .
total solids (total residue), dissolved solids (filterable residue: <0.45 p.m), and SS
(particulate residue: >0.45 pm). Runoff samples were also filtered through 0.45 pm
filters and the filters were microscopically analyzed (using low power polarized light
microscopes to differentiate between inorganic and organic debris) to determine
particulate size distributions from about 1 to 500 pm. The runoff flow quantities were
also carefully monitored to determine the magnitude of initial and total rain water losses
on impervious surfaces.

The total solids concentrations varied from about 25 to 3000 mg/I, with an obvious
decrease in concentrations with increasing rain depths during these constant rain
intensity tests. No concentrations greater than 500 mg/I occurred ~fter about two mm of
rain. All concentrations after about 10 mm of rain were less than 100 mg/I. Total solids
concentrations were independent of the test conditions. A wide range in runoff
concentrations was also observed for SS, with concentrations ranging from about 1 to
3000 mg/I. Again, a decreasing trend of concentrations was seen with increasing rain
depths, but the data scatter was larger because of the experimental factors. The
dissolved solids (<0.45 p.m) concentrations ranged from about 20 to 900 mg/I,
comprising a surprisingly large percentage of the total solids Ioadings. For small rain
depths, dissolved solids comprised up to 90 percent of the total solids. After 10 mm of
rain depth, the filterable residue concentrations were all less than about 50 mg/I.

Manual particle size analyses were also conducted on the suspended solids washoff
samples, using a microscope with a calibrated recticle. Figures 4-2 and 4-3 are             --:.....i~.~:~
examples of particle size distributions for two tests. These plots show the percentage of
the particles that were less than various sizes, by measured particle volume (assumed
to be similar to weight). The plots also indicate median particle sizes of about 10 to 50
p.m, depending on when the sample was obtained during the washoff tests. All of the
distributions showed surprisingly similar trends of particle sizes with elapsed rain depth.
The median size for the sample obtained at about one mm of rain was much greater
than for the samples taken after more rain. The median particle sizes of material
remaining on the streets after the washoff tests were also much larger than for most of
the runoff samples, but were quite close to the initial samples’omedian particle sizes.
The washoff water at the very beginning of the test rains, therefore, contained many
more larger particles than during later portions of the rains. Also, a substantial amount
of larger particles remained on the streets after the test rains. Most street runoff waters
during test rains in the 5 to 15 mm depth category had median suspended solids
particle sizes of about 10 to 50 #m. However, dissolved solids (less than 0.45,~m)
made up most of the total solids washoff for elapsed rain depths greater than about five
mm.

These particle size distributions indicate that the smaller particles were much more
important than indicated during previous tests. As an example, the Sartor and Boyd
(1972) washoff tests (rain intensities of 50 mm/h for two hour durations) found median
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particle sizes of about 150 pm which were typically three to five times larger than were
found during these tests. They also did not find any significant particle size distribution
differences for different rain depths (or rain duration), in contrast to the Toronto tests,
which were conducted at more likely rain intensities (3 to 12 mmihr for two hours).

The particulate washoff values obtained during these Toronto tests were expressed in
units of grams per square meter and grams per curb-meter, concentrations (mg/I), and
the percent of the total initial loading washed off during the test. Plots of accumulative
washoff are shown on Figures 4-4 through 4-11. These plots show the asymptotic
washoff values observed in the tests, along with the measured total street dirt Ioadings.
The maximum asymptotic values are the "available" street dirt Ioadings (No). The
measured total Ioadings are seen to be several times larger than these "available"
loading values. As an example, the asymptotic available total solids value for the HDS
(high intensity rain, dirty street, smooth street) test (Figure 4-10) was about 3 g/m2 while
the total load on the street for this test was about 14 g/m2, or about five times the
available load. The differences between available and total Ioadings for the other tests
were even greater, with the total loads typically about ten times greater than the
available loads. The total loading and available loading values for dissolved solids were
quite close, indicating almost complete washoff of the very small particles. However,
the differences between the two loading values for SS were much greater. Shielding,
therefore, may not have been very important during these tests, as almost all of the
smallest particles were removed, even in the presence of heavy Ioadings of large
particles.

The actual data are shown on these figures, along with the fitted Sartor and Boyd
exponential washoff equations. In many cases, the fitted washoff equations greatly
over-predicted suspended solids washoff during the very small rains (usually less than
one to three mm in depth). In all cases, the fitted washoff equations described
suspended solids washoff very well for rains greater than about 10 mm in depth.

Table 4-5 presents the equation parameters for each of the eight washoff tests for
suspended solids. Pitt (1987) concluded that particulate washoff should be divided into
two main categories, one for high intensity rains with dirty streets, possibly divided into
categories by street texture, and the other for all other conditions. Factorial tests also
found that the availability factor (the ratio of the available loading, No, to the total
loading) varied depending on the rain intensity and the street roughness, as indicated
below:

¯ Low rain intensity and rough streets: 0.045
¯ High rain intensity and rough streets, or low rain intensity and smooth streets:

0.075
¯ High rain intensity and smooth streets: 0.20

Obviously, washoff was more efficient for the higher rain energy and smoother
pavement tests. The worst case was for a low rain intensity and rough street, where
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only about 4.5% of the street dirt would be washed from the pavement. In contrast, the
high rain intensities on the smooth streets were more than four times more efficient in
removing the street dirt.

70__
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~
20

Particle size ( microns )

Figure 4-2. Particle size distribution of HDS test (high rain intensity, dirty, and smooth     .:~:,..~.<~ii[i
street) (Pitt 1987).                                                          ..>,.
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Figure 4-3. Particle size distribution for LCR test (light rain intensity, clean, and rough
street) (Pitt 1987).
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Figure 4-4. Washoff plots for HCR test (high rain intensity, clean, and rough street) (Pitt 1987).
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Figure 4-5. Washoff plots for LCR test (light rain intensity, clean, and rough street) (Pitt 1987).
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Figure 4-6. Washoff plots for HDR test (high rain intensity, dirty, and rough street) (Pitt 1987).
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Figure 4-7. Washoff plots for LDR test (light rain intensity, dirty, and rough street) (Pitt 1987).
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Figure 4-9. Washoff plots for LCS test (light rain intensity, clean, and smooth street) (Pitt 1987).
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Table ~.-5. Suspended solids washoff coefficients (Pitt 1987)1,

Test Rain Streel d~rt Street Calculated k S[andard Ratio of available
condition ~ntens~ty loading texture error for k load to total initial
code category category category (l/hr) (llhr) load
HCR high clean rough Q832 Q064 0.11

LCR low clean rough 0.344 0.038 0.061

HDR high dirty rough 0,077 0,008 0.032

LDR low dirty rough 0,619 0.052 0.028

HCS h~gh clean smooth 1.007 0.321 0.26

LCS tow clean smooth 0.302 0,024 0.047

HDS high dirty smooth 0,167 0,015 0,13

LCS low clean smooth 0.335 0.031 0.11

1) Note:
N = Noe"kR

where: N = residual street dirt load, after the rain (Ib/curb-mile)
No = initial street dirt load (Ib/curb-mile)
R = rain depth (inches)
k = proportionality constant (1/hr)

Observed Particle Size Distributions in Stormwater
The particle size distributions of stormwater greatly affect the ability of most controls to
reduce pollutant discharges. This research included particle size analyses of 121
stormwater samples from three states that were not affected by stormwater controls
(southern New Jersey as part of the inlet tests; Birmingham, AL as part of the MCTT
pilot-scale tests; and in Milwaukee and Minocqua, Wl, as part of the MCTT full-scale
tests). These samples represented stormwater entering the stormwater controls being
tested. Particle sizes were measured using a Coulter Multi-Sizer lie and verified with
microscopic, sieve, and settling column tests.

Figures 4-12 through 4-14 are grouped box and whisker plots showing the particle sizes
~h th               th(in #m) corresponding to the 10 , 50 (median) and 90 percentiles of the cumulative

distributions. If 90% control of SS was desired, for example, then the particles larger
than the’90th percentile would have to be removed. The median particle sizes ranged
from 0.6 to 38 p.m and averaged 14 p.m. The 90th percentile sizes ranged from 0.5 to 11
p.m and averaged 3 p.m. These particle sizes are all substantially smaller than have
been typically assumed for stormwater. In all cases, the New Jersey samples had the
smallest particle sizes, followed by Wisconsin, and then Birmingham, AL, which had the
largest particles. The New Jersey samples were obtained from gutter flows in a
residential semi-xeroscaped neighborhood, the Wisconsin samples were obtained from
several source areas, including parking areas and gutter flows mostly from residential,
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but from some commercial areas, and the Birmingham samples were collected from a
long-term parking area.

Atmospheric Sources of Urban Runoff Pollutants
Atmospheric processes affecting urban runoff pollutants include dry dustfall and
precipitation quality. These have been monitored in many urban and rural areas. In
many instances, however, the samples were combined as a bulk precipitation sample
before processing. Automatic precipitation sampling equipment can distinguish
between dry periods of fallout and precipitation. These devices cover and uncover
appropriate collection jars exposed to the atmosphere. Much of this information has
been collected as part of the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP) and the
Atmospheric Deposition Program, both sponsored by the USEPA (EPA 1983a).

This information must be interpreted carefully, because of the ability of many polluted
dust and dirt particles to be resuspended and then redeposited within the urban area.
In many cases, the measured atmospheric deposition measurements include material
that was previously residing and measured in other urban runoff pollutant source areas.
Also, only small amounts of the atmospheric deposition material would directly
contribute to runoff. Rain is subjected to infiltration and the dry fall particulates are likely
mostly incorporated with surface soils and only small fractions are then eroded during
rains. Therefore, mass balances and determinations of urban runoff deposition and
accumulation from different source areas can be highly misleading, unless transfer of
material between source areas and the effective yield of this material to the receiving
water is considered. Depending on the land use, relatively little of the dustfall in urban       ..~-...!..:,
areas likely contributes to stormwater discharges.                                      ..~.:-..-.:.~

Dustfall and precipitation affect all of the major urban runoff source areas in an urban
area. Dustfall, however, is typically not a major pollutant source but fugitive dust is
mostly a mechanism for pollutant transport, as previously mentioned. Most of the
dustfall monitored in an urban area is resuspended particulate matter from street
surfaces or wind erosion products from vacant areas (Pitt 1979). Point source pollutant
emissions can also significantly contribute to dustfall pollution, especially in industrial
areas. Transported dust from regional agricultural activities can also significantly affect
urban stormwater.

Wind transported materials are commonly called "dustfall." Dustfall includes
sedimentation, coagulation with subsequent sedimentation and impaction. Dustfall is
normally measured by collecting dry samples, excluding rainfall and snowfall. If rainout
and washout are included, one has a measure of total atmospheric fallout. This total
atmospheric fallout is sometimes called "bulk precipitation." Rainout removes
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Figure 4-14. Ninetieth percentile particle sizes for stormwater inlet flows.
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contaminants from the atmosphere by condensation processes in clouds, while washout
is the removal of contaminants by the falling rain. Therefore, precipitation can include
natural contamination associated with condensation nuclei in addition to collecting
atmospheric pollutants as the rain or snow falls, tn some areas, the contaminant
contribution by dry deposition is small, compared to the contribution by precipitation
(Matmquist 1978). However, in heavily urbanized areas, dustfall can contribute more of
an annual load than the wet precipitation, especially when dustfall includes
resuspended materials.

Table 4-6 summarizes rain quality reported by several researchers. As expected, the
non-urban area rain quality can be substantially better than urban rain quality. Many of
the important heavy metals, however, have not been detected in rain in many areas of
the country. The most important heavy metals found in rain have been lead and zinc,
both being present in rain in concentrations from about 20 p.g/I up to several hundred
p.g/I. It is expected that more recent lead rainfall concentrations would be substantially
less, reflecting the decreased use of leaded gasoline since these measurements were
taken. Iron is also present in relatively high concentrations in rain (about 30 to 40 p.g/I).

Table 4-6. Summary of reported rain quality.

Rural-Northwest Rural-Northeast Urban-     Urban- Other Continental
(Quilayute, (Lake George, Northwest Midwest U¢oan3 Avg. (32
WA)1 , NY)1 (Lodi, N J)~ (Cincinnati, OH)~ locations)~

Suspended solids, mg/I 13

Volatile suspended solids, mg/I 3.8
~....,~

Inoman~c nitrogen, m~/I as N 0,69
Ammonia, rag/1 as N 0.7

N~trates, mg/I as N 0.3
Total phosphates, m~l/I as P <0,1
Ortho phosphate, mg/I as P 0.24

Scandium. uall <0.002 nd nd

Titanium, u~/I nd nd nd

Vanadium, ua/I nd nd nd

Chromium, ua/I <2 nd 1 nd

Manclanese. ua/I 2,6 3,4 12
Iron, u.q/I 32 35

Cobalt. ~tq/I 0,04 nd nd
Nickel. uq/~ nd nd 3 43
Copper. I~a/I 3.1 8,2 6 21

Zinc, ua/l 20 30 44 107
Lead, uq/I 45

1) Rubin 1976
2) Wilbur and Hunter 1980
3) Manning etal. 1976
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The concentrations of various urban runoff pollutants associated with dry dustfall are
summarized in Table 4-7. Urban, rural and oceanic dry dustfall samples contained
more than 5,000 mg iron/kg total solids. Zinc and lead were present in high
concentrations. These constituents can have concentrations of up to several thousand
mg of pollutant per kg of dry dustfall. Spring et al. (1978) monitored dry dustfall near a
major freeway in Los Angeles, CA. Based on a series of samples collected over several
months, they found that lead concentrations on and near the freeway can be about
3,000 mg/kg, but as low as about 500 mg/kg 150 m (500 feet) away. In contrast, the
chromium concentrations of the dustfall did not vary substantially between the two
locations and approached oceanic dustfall chromium concentrations.

Table 4-7. Atmosphere dustfall quality.

Constituent, (mg Urban’ Rural/ Oceanic Near freeway 500’ from
constituent/kg total solids) suburban1 (LA)2 freeway (LA)2
pH 4.3 4.7

Phosphate-Phosphorous 1200 1600

Nitrate-Nitrogen. p.giI 5800 9000

Scandium, ~g/~ 5 3 4

Titanium, I~g/I 380 810 2700

Vanadium, p.g/I 480 140 18

Chromium, ~g/l 190 270 38 34 45

Manganese, pg/I 6700 1400 1800

Iron, ~g/l 24000 5400 21000

Cobalt, pg/I 48 27 8

Nickel, ~gll 950 1400

Copper, pg/l 1900 2700 4500

Z~nc, ~zg/I 6700 1400 230

Lead, pg/I 2800 550

1) Summarized by Rubin 1976
2) Spring 1978

Much of the monitored atmospheric dustfall and precipitation would not reach the urban
runoff receiving waters. The percentage of dry atmospheric deposition retained in a
rural watershed was extensively monitored and modeled in Oakridge, TN (Barkdoll et al.
1977). They found that about 98% of the lead in dry atmospheric deposits was retained
in the watershed, along with about 95% of the cadmium, 85% of the copper, 60% of the
chromium and magnesium and 75% of the zinc and mercury. Therefore, if the dry
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deposition rates were added directly to the yields from other urban runoff pollutant
sources, the resultant urban runoff loads would be very much overestimated.

Tables 4-8 and 4-9 report bulk precipitation (dry dustfall plus rainfall) quality and
deposition rates as reported by several researchers. For the Knoxville, KY, area
(Betson 1978), chemical oxygen demand (COD) was found to be the largest component
in the bulk precipitation monitored, followed by filterable residue and nonfilterable
residue. Table 4-9 also presents the total watershed bulk precipitation, as the
percentage of the total stream flow output, for the three Knoxville watersheds studies.
This shows that almost all of the pollutants presented in the urban runoff streamflow
outputs could easily be accounted for by bulk precipitation deposition alone. Betson
concluded that bulk precipitation is an important component for some of the constituents
in urban runoff, but the transport and resuspension of particulates from other areas in
the watershed are overriding factors.

Rubin (1976) stated that resuspended urban particulates are returned to the earth’s
surface and waters in four main ways: gravitational settling, impaction, precipitation and
washout. Gravitational settling, as dry deposition, returns most of the particles. This
not only involves the settling of relatively large fly ash and soil particles, but also the
settling of smaller particles that collide and coagulate. Rubin stated that particles that
are less than 0.1 pm in diameter move randomly in the air and collide often with other
particles. These small particles can grow rapidly by this coagulation process. These
small particles would soon be totally depleted in the air if they were not constantly
replenished. Particles in the 0.1 to 1.0 pm range are also removed primarily by             ..:...

to...:~ ":’.,"~,coagulation. These larger particles grow more slowly than the smaller particles            ....~.~:#,~
because they move less rapidly in the air, are somewhat less numerous and, therefore,
collide less often with other particles. Particles with diameters larger than 1 pm have
appreciable settling velocities. Those particles about 10 #m in diameter can settle
rapidly, although they can be kept airborne for extended periods of time and for long
distances by atmospheric turbulence.

The second important particulate removal process from the atmosphere is impaction.
Impaction of particles near the earth’s surface can occur on vegetation, rocks and
building surfaces. The third form of particulate removal from the atmosphere is
precipitation, in the form of rain and snow. This is caused by the rainout process where
the particulates are removed in the cloud-forming process. The fourth important
removal process is washout of the particulates below the clouds during the precipitation
event. Therefore, it is easy to see that re-entrained particles (especially from street
surfaces, other paved surfaces, rooftops and from soil erosion) in urban areas can be
readily redeposited through these various processes, either close to the points of origin
or at some distance away.

Pitt (1979) monitored airborne concentrations of particulates near typical urban roads.
He found that on a number basis, the downwind roadside particulate concentrations
were about 10% greater than upwind conditions. About 80% of the concentration
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increases, by number, were associated with particles in the 0.5 to 1.0 #m size range.
However, about 90% of the particle concentration increases by weight were associated
with particles greater than 10 p.m. Pitt found that the rate of particulate resuspension
from street surfaces increases when the streets are dirty (cleaned infrequently) and
varied widely for different street and traffic conditions. The resuspension rates were
calculated based upon observed long-term accumulation conditions on street surfaces
for many different study area conditions, and varied from about 0.30 to 3.6 kg per curb-
km (one to 12 Ib per curb-mile) of street per day.

Table 4-8. Bulk precipitation quality.

Constituent (all units Urban Rural Urban
mg/I except pH) (average of (Tennessee)1 (Guteburg,

Knoxwlle Sweden)-
St. Louis &
Germany)~

Calcium 3,4 0.4

Magnesium 0,6 0.1

Sodium 1.2 0.3

Chlodne 2.5 0.2

Sulfate 8.0 8.4

pH 5.0 4.9

Organic Nitrogen 2.5 1.2

Ammonia Nitrogen 0,4 0,4 2

N~trite plus Nitrate-N 0,5 0.4 1

Total phosphate 1,1 0.8 0.03

Potassium 1.8 0,6

Total iron 0.8 0, 7

Manganese 0.03 0.05

Lead 0,03 0.01 0.05

Mercury 0,01 0,0002

Nonfilterable residue 16

Chemical Oxygen 65 10
Demand

Zinc 0 08

Copper 0.02

1) Betson 1978
2) Malmquist 1978
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bulk precipitation deposition rates (Betson 1978)1.

Rank Constituent Average Bulk Average Bulk
Deposition Rate Prec. as a % of

Total Streamflow
(kg/ha/yr) Output

1 Chemical oxygen demand 530 490

2 Filterable residue 310 60

3 Nonfilterable residue 170 120

4 Alkalinity 150 120

5 Sulfate 96 470

6 Chlodde 47 360

7 Calcium 38 170

8 Potassium 21 310

9 Organic nitrogen 17 490

10 Sodium 15 270

11 S itica 11 130

12 Magnesium ’ 9 180

13 Total Phosphate 9 130

14 Nitrite and Nitrate-N 5,7 360

15 Soluble phosphate 5,3 170

16 Ammonia Nitrogen 3.2 1.100

17 Total Iron 1.9 47

18 Fluoride 1,8 300

19 Lead 1,1 650

20 Manganese 0.54 270

21 Arsenic 0.07 720

22 Mercury 0.008 250

1) Average for three Knoxville, KY, watersheds.

described a Chicago study where airborne particulate material within the
microscopically examined, along with street surface particulates. The

both of these areas were found to be similar (mostly limestone and
that the airborne particulates were most likely resuspended street

particulates, or were from the same source.

found that the re-entrained portion of the traffic-related particulate
weight) is an order of magnitude greater than the direct emissions
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accounted for by vehicle exhaust and tire wear. They also found that particulate
resuspensions from a street are directly proportional to the traffic volume and that the
suspended particulate concentrations near the streets are associated with relatively
large particle sizes. The medium particle size found, by weight, was about 15 ,~m, with
about 22% of the particulates occurring at sizes greater than 30 pro. These relatively
large particle sizes resulted in substantial particulate fallout near the road. They found
that about 15% of the resuspended particulates fall out at 10 m, 25% at 20 m, and 35%
at 30 m from the street (by weight).

In a similar study Cowherd et al. (1977) reported a wind erosion threshold value of
about 5.8 m/s (13 mph). At this wind speed, or greater, significant dust and dirt losses
from the road surface could result, even in the absence of traffic-induced turbulence.
Rolfe and Reinbold (1977) also found that most of the particulate lead from automobile
emissions settled out within 100 m of roads. However, the automobile lead does widely
disperse over a large area. They found, through multi-elemental analyses, that the
settled outdoor dust collected at or near the curb was contaminated by automobile
activity and originated from the streets.

Source Area Sheetflow and Particulate Quality
This section summarizes the source area sheetflow and particulate quality data
obtained from several studies conducted in California, Washington, Nevada, Wisconsin,
Illinois, Ontario, Colorado, New Hampshire, and New York since 1979. Most of the data
obtained were for street dirt chemical quality, but a relatively large amount of parking
and roof runoff quality data have also been obtained. Only a few of these studies
evaluated a broad range of source areas or land uses.

Source Area Particulate Quality
Particulate potency factors (usually expressed as mg pollutant/kg dry particulate
residue) for many samples are summarized on Tables 4-10 and 4-11. These data can
help recognize critical source areas, but care must be taken if they are used for
predicting runoff quality because of likely differential effects due to washoff and erosion
from the different source areas. These data show the variations in chemical quality
between particles from different land uses and source areas. Typically, the potency
factors increase as the use of an area becomes more intensive, but the variations are
slight for different locations throughout the country. Increasing concentrations of heavy
metals with decreasing particle sizes was also evident, for those studies that included
particle size information. Only the quality of the smallest particle sizes are shown on
these tables because they best represent the particles that are removed during rains.

Warm Weather Sheetflow Quality
Sheetflow data, collected during actual rain, are probably more representative of runoff
conditions than the previously presented dry particulate quality data because they are
not further modified by washoff mechanisms. These data, in conjunction with source
area flow quantity information, can be used to predict outfall conditions and the
magnitude of the relative sources of critical pollutants. Tables 4-12 through 4-15
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summarize warm weather sheetflow observations, separated by source area type and
land use, from many locations. The major source area categories are listed below:

1. Roofs
2. Paved parking areas
3. Paved storage areas
4. Unpaved parking and storage areas
5. Paved driveways
6. Unpaved driveways
7. Dirt walks
8. Paved sidewalks
9. Streets

10. Landscaped areas
11. Undeveloped areas
12. Freeway paved lanes and shoulders

Toronto warm weather sheetflow water quality data were plotted against the rain volume
that had occurred before the samples were collected to identify any possible trends of
concentrations with rain volume (Pitt and McLean 1986). The street runoff data
obtained during the special washoff tests reported earlier were also compared with the
street sheetflow data obtained during the actual rain events (Pitt 1987). These data
observations showed definite trends of solids concentrations verses rain volume for
most of the source area categories. Sheetflows from all pervious areas combined had
the highest total solids concentrations from any source category, for all rain events.          .....:.
Other paved areas (besides streets) had total solids concentrations similar to runoff
from smooth industrial streets. The concentrations of total solids in roof runoff were          :::"~"
almost constant for all rain events, being slightly lower for small rains than for large
rains. No other pollutant, besides SS, had observed trends of concentrations with rain
depths for the samples collected in Toronto. Lead and zinc concentrations were highest
in sheetflows from paved parking areas and streets, with some high zinc concentrations
also found in roof drainage samples. High bacteria populations were found in sidewalk,
road, and some bare ground sheetflow samples (collected from locations where dogs
would most likely be "walked").

Some of the Toronto sheetflow contributions were not sufficient to explain.the
concentrations of some constituents observed in runoff at the outfall. High
concentrations of dissolved chromium, dissolved copper, and dissolved zinc in a
Toronto industrial outfall during both wet and dry.weather could not be explained by wet
weather sheetflow observations (Pitt and McLean 1986). As an example, very few
detectable chromium observations were obtained in any of the more than 100 surface
sheetflow samples analyzed. Similarly, most of the fecal coliform populations observed
in sheetflows were significantly lower than those observed at the outfall, especially
during snowmelt. It is expected that some industrial wastes, possibly originating from
metal plating operations, were the cause of these high concentrations of dissolved
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metals at the outfall and that some sanitary sewage was entering the storm drainage
system.

Table 4-15 summarizes the very little filterable pollutant concentration data available,
before this EPA project, for different source areas. Most of the available data are for
residential roofs and commercial parking lots.

Table 4-10, Summary of observed street dirt mean chemical quality (mg constituentJkg
solids).

Constituent Residential Commercial             Industrial

P 620 (4) 670 (4)
540 (6) 4OO (6)

1100 (5) 1500 (5)
710 (1) 910 (1)
810 (3)

TKN 1030 (4) 560 (4)
3000 (6) 1100 (6)
290 (5) 340 (5)

2630 (3) 4300 (2)
3000 (2)

COD 100,000 (4) 65,000 (4)
150,000 (61 110,000 (6)
180,000 (5) 250,000 (5)
280,000 (1) 340,000 (1)
180,000 (3) 210,000 (2)
170,000 (2)

,- Cu 162 (4) 360 (4)
~.": 110 (6) 130 (6)

420 (2) 220 (2)

Pb 1010 (4) 900 (4)
1800 (6) 35OO (6)
530 (5) 2600 (5)

1200 (1) 2400 (1)
1650 .¢3) 7500 (2)
3500

Zn 460 (4) 500 (4)
260 (5) 750 (5)
325 (3) 1200 (2)
680 (2)

Cd <3 (5) 5 (5)
4 (2) 5 (2)

Cr 42 (4) 70 (4)
31 (5) 65 (5)

170 (2) 180 (21

References; location; particle size described:
(1) Bannerman et at. 1983 (Milwaukee, WI) <31p.m
(2) Pitt 1979 (San Jose, CA) <45.urn
(3) Pitt 1985 (Bellevue, WA) <63 prn
(4) Pitt and McLean 1986 (Toronto, Ontario) <125 Ftm
(5) Pitt and Sutherland 1982 (Reno/Sparks, NV) <63 pm
(6) Terstriep et at, 1982 (Champaign/Urbana, tL) >63 ,~m
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Table 4-11. Summary of observed particulate quality for other source areas (means for
<125 ,Em particles) (mg constituent/kg solids).

P        TKN COD Cu Pb Zn Cr

Residentiaf/Commercial Land

Uses

1500 5700 240,000 130 980 1900 77

Roofs 600 790 78,000 145 630 420 47

Paved parking 400 850 50,000 45 160 170 20

Unpaved ddveways 550 2750 250,000 170 900 800 70

Paved driveways 360 760 25,000 15 38 50 25

Dirt footpath 1100 3620 146,000 44 1200 430 32

Paved s~dewalk 1300 1950 70,000 30 50 120 35

Garden soil 870 720 35,000 35 230 120 25

Road shoulder

Industrial Land Uses

Paved parking 770 1060 130,000 1110 650 930 98

Unpaved parking/storage 620 700 110,000 1120 2050 1 !20 ’62

Paved footpath 890 1900 120,000 280 460 1300 63

Bare ground 700 1700 70,000 91 135 270 38

Source: Pitt and McLean 1986 (Toronto, Ontario)
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Table 4-12. Sheetflow quality summary for other source areas (mean concentration and source of data).

Paved Parking Paved Unpaved Paved Unpaved Dirt Paved Streets
Pollulant and Land Use Roofs Storage Parking/Slorage Driveways Driveways Walk ~ S~dewalks

Total Solids

Residenlial: 58 (5) 1790 (5) 73 (5) 510 (5) 1240 (5) 49 (5) 325 (5)
64 (1) 235 (4)
18 (4)

Commercial: 95 (1) 340 (2) 32.5 (4)
190 (4) 240 (1)

102 (7)

Industrial: 113 (5) 490 (5) 270 (5) 1250 (5) 506 (5) 5620 (5) 580 (5) 180~’) (5)

Suspended Solids

Residential: 22 (1) 1660 (5) 41 (5) 440 (5) 810 (5) 20 (5) 242 (5)
13 (5)

Commercial~ 270 (2) 242 (5)
65(1)
41 (7)

Industrial: 4 (5) 306 (5) 202 (5) 730 (5) 373 (5) 4670 (5) 434 (5) 1300 (5)

Dissolved Solids (mq/I)

Residential: 42 (10 130 (5) 32 (5) 70 (5) 430 (5) 29 (5) 83 (5)
5 (5) 83 (4)

Commercial: 70 (2) 83 (5)
175 (1)

61 (7)

Industrial: 109 (5) 164 (5) 68 (5) 520 (5) 133 (5) 950 (5) 146 (5) 50(} (5)
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Table 4-12. Sheetflow quality summary for other source areas (mean concentration and source of data) (Continued).

Paved Parking Paved Unpaved Paved Unpaved Did Paved Slreels
Pollutant and Land Use Roofs Slorage Parking/Storage Driveways Driveways Walks Sidewalks

BOD~ ~moJl~
1.3 (4)

Residenlial: 3 (4) 22 (4)

Commercial: 7 (4) 11 (1)
4 (8)

COD (mq/I)

Residential: 46 (5) 173 (5) 22 (5) 178 (5) 62 (5) 174 (5)
27 (1) 170 (4)
20 (4)

Commercial: 130 (4) 190 (2) 174 (5)
180 (4)

53 (1)
57 (8)

Industrial: 55 (5) 180 (5) 82 (5) 247 (5) 138 (5) 418 (5) 98 (5) 322 (5)

Total Phosphorus (mq/I}

Residential: 0.03 (5) 0,36 (5) 0 20 (5) 0.80 (5) Q62 (5)
0,05 (1) 0.31 (4)

0,1 (4)

Commercial: 0.03 (4) 0.16 (1) 0.62 (5)
0.07 (4) 0.15 (7)

0.73 (5)
0.9 (2)
0.5 (4)

Induslrial: <0.06 (5) 2.3 (5) 0.7 (5) 1.0 (5) 0.9 (5) 3.0 (5) 0 82 (5) 1.6 (5)



Table 4-12. Sheetflow quality summary for other source areas (mean concentration and source of data) (Continued).

Paved Parking Paved Unpaved Paved Unpaved Dirt Paved Streels
Pollutant and Land rise Roofs Slorage Parking/Storage Driveways Driveways Walks Sidewalks

Tolal Phosphale (mq/1)

Residenlial. <0.04 (5) <0.2 (5) 0.66 (5) 0.64 (5) 0 07 (5)
008 (4) 0 12 (4)

Commercial: 0.02 (4) 0 03 (5) <0.02 (5) 0 07 (5)
O.3 (2)
0.5 (4)

0.04 (7)
0.22 (8)

Industrial: <0 02 (5) 0.6 (5) 0 06 (5) 0.13 (5) <0,02 (5) 0.10 (5) 0.03 (5) 0 15 (5)

Residential: 1.1 (5) 3.1 (5) 1.3 (5) 1 1 (5) 2 4 (5)
O71 (4) 2 4 (4)

Commercial: 4~4 (4) 3.8 (5) 2 4 (5)
4.1 (2)
1.5 (4)
10(1)
0 8 (8)

Industrial: 1.7 (5) 29 (5) 3.5 (5) 2,7 (5) 5,7 (5) 7.5 (5) 4.7 (5) 5.7 (5)

Ammonia {mq/I)

Residential: 0.1 (5) 0.1 (5) 0.3 (5) <0 1 (5) 0.5 (5) 0 3 (5) <0.1 (5)
0.9 (I) 0 42 (4)
0.5 (4)

Commercial: 1.1 (4) 1.4 (2) <0.1 (5)
0.35 (4)
0.38 (1)

Induslrial: 0,4 (5) 0.3 (5) 0.3 (5) <0 ] (5) <0,1 (5) <0.1 (5) <0 1 (5) <0 1 (5)
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Table 4-12. Sheetflow quality summary for other source areas (mean concentration and source of data) (Continued).

Paved Parking Paved Unpaved Paved Unpaved Did Paved Streets
Pollutant and Land Use Roofs Storage Parking/Storage Driveways Driveways Walks Sidewalks

Phenols

Residential: 2_4 (5) 12 2 (5) 3Q0 (5) 97 (5) <0_4 (5) 8.6 (5) 6 2 (5)

Industrial: 1.2 (5) 9_4 (5) 2.6 (5) 8.7 (5) 7.0 (5) 7.4 (5) 8,/’ (5) 24 (1)

Aluminum (l~q/1}

Residential: 0.4 (5) 3.2 (5) 0.38 (5) 5.3 (5) <0.03 (5) 0.5 (5) 1 5 (5)

Induslrial: <0.2 (5) 3.5 (5) 3.1 (5) 9 2 (5) 3.4 (5) 41 (5) 1.2 (5) 14 (5)

Cadmium

Residential: <4 (5)          2 (5) <5 (5) 5 (5) <1 (5) <4 (5) <5 (5)
0,6 (1)

Commercial- 5.1 (7) <5 (5)
0.6 (8)

Industrial: <4 (5) <4 (5) <4 (5) <4 (5) <4 (5) <4 (5) <4 (5) <4 (5)

Chromium

Residential: <60 (5) 20 (5) <10 (5) <60 (5) <10 (5) <60 (5) <60 (5)
<5 (4) 71 (4) 49 (4)

Commercial: <5 (4) 19 (7) <60 (5)
12 (8)

Industrial: <60 (5) <60 (5) <60 (5) <60 (5) <60 (5) 70 (5) <60 (5) <60 (5)



Table 4-12. Sheetflow quality summary for other source areas (mean concentration and source of data) (Continued).

Paved Parking Paved Unpaved Paved Unpaved Dirt Paved Streets
Pollulanl and Land Use Roofs Slorage Parkin,g/Storage Driveways Dnveways Walks Sidewalks

CoD~er

Residential 10 (5) 100 (5) 20 (5) 210 (5) 20 (5) 20 (5) 40 (5)
<5 (4) 30 (4)

Commercial- 110 (4) 40 (2) 40 (5)
46 (4)

110 (7)

Industrial: <20 (5) 480 (5) 260 (5) 120 (5) 40 (5) 140 (5) 30 (5) 220 (5)

Residential: <40 (5) 250 (5) 760 (5) 1400 (5) 30 (5) 80 (5) 180 (5)
30 (3) 670 (4)
48(1)
17 (4)

Commercial: 19 (4)        200 (2)                                                                                        180 (5)
30 (1)      350 (3)

1090 (4)
146 (1)
255 (7)

54 (8)

Industrial: <40 (5) 230 (5) 280 (5) 210 (5) 260 (5) 340 (5) <40 (5) 560 (5)
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Table 4-12. Sheetflow quality summary for other source areas (mean concentration and source of data) (Continued).

Paved Parking Paved Unpaved Paved Unpaved Did Paved Slree[s

Pollutant and Land Use Roofs Storage Parking/Storage Dnveways Driveways Walks S~dewalks

Residenlial: 320 (5) 520 (5) 390 (5) 1000 (5) 40 (5) 60 (5) 180 (5)
670 (1) 140 (4)
180 (4)

Commercial: 310 (1) 300 (5) 180 (5)
80 (4) 230 (4)

133(1)
490 (7)

I~duslr~al: 70 (5) 640 (7) 310 (5) 410 (5) 310 (5) 690 (5) 60 (5) 910 (5)

References:
(1) Bannerman et al. 1983 (Milwaukee, WI) (NURP)
(2) Denver Regional Council of Governments 1983 (NURP)
(3) Pitt 1983 (Ottawa)
(,~) Pitt and Bozeman 1982 (San Jose)
(5) Pitt and McLean 1986 (Toronto)
(7) STORET Site #590866-2954309 (Shop-Save-Durham, NH) (NURP)
(e) STORET Site #596296-2954843 (Huntington-Long Island, NY) (NURP)



Table 4-13. Sheetflow quality summary for undeveloped landscaped and freeway
pavement areas (mean observed concentrations and source of data).

Pollutants             Landscaped Areas Undeveloped Areas Freeway Paved Lane and
Shoulder Areas

Total Solids, mg/I 388 (4) 588 (4) 340 (5)

Suspended Solids, mg/I 100 (4) 400 (1) 180 (5)
390 (4)

Dissolved Solids, mg/I 288 (4) 193 (4) 160 (5)

BODs, mg/~ 3 (3) .... 10 (5)

COD, mg,q 70 (3) 72 (1) 130 (5)
26 (4) 54 (4)

Total Phosphorus, mg/I 0.42 (3) 0.40 (1) ....
0,56 (4) 0.68 (4)

Total Phosphate, mg/I 0,32 (3) 0.10 (1) 0.38 (5)
0 14 (4) 0.26 (4)

TKN, mg~t 1.32 (3) 2,9 (1) 2.5 (5)
3.6 (4) 1.8 (4)

Ammonia, mg,’l 12 (3) 0,1 (1) ....
0,4 (4) <0.1 (4)

Phenols, pg/I 0,8 (4) ........

Aluminum, pg/I 1 5 (4) 11 (4) ....

Cadmium, pg4 <3 (4) <4 (4) 60 (5)

Chromium ug/I 10 (3) <60 (4) 70 (5)

Copper, #g/I <20 (4) 40 (1) 120 (5)
31 (3)

<20 (4)

30 (2) 100 (1) 2000 (5)Lead, ,ug/I 35 (3) 30 (2)
<30 (4) <40 (4)

Zinc, p.g/I
10 (3) 100 (1) 460 (5)

100 (4)

References:
(1) Denver Regional Council of Governments 1983 (NURP)
(2) Pitt 1983 (Ottawa)
(3) Pitt and Bozeman 1982 (San Jose)
(4) Pitt and McLean 1986 (Toronto)
(5) Shelly and Gaboury 1986 (Milwaukee)
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Table 4-14. Source area bacteria sheetflow quality summary (means).

Unpaved Freeway
Pollutant and Paved Paved Parking/ Paved Unpaved Did Paved Land- Un-       Paved

Land Use Roofs Parking Storage Storage Driveways Dnveways Walks Sidewalks Slreels scaped developed Lane and
Shoulders

Fecal Coli[orms
(#/100 ml)

Residential: 85 (2) 250,000 (4) 100 (4) 600 (4) 11,000 (4) 920 (3) 3300 (4) 540,0 (2) 1500
<2 (3) 6,900 (4) 49 (3)

1400 (4)

Commercial 9 (3) 2900 (2)
35O (3)
210(1)
480 (5)

23,000 (6)

Industrial: 1600 (4) 8660 (6) 9200 (4) 18,000 (4) 66,000 (4) 300,000 (4) 55,000 (4) 100,000 (4)
Fecal Strep

(#/100 ml)

Residential. 170 (2) 190,000 (4) <100 (4) 1900 (4) 1800 (4) >2400 (3) 43,000 (4) 16,500 (2) 2200
920 (3) 7300 (4) 920 (3)

2200 (4)

Commercial:         17 (2) 11,900 (2)
>2400 (3)

770(1)
1120 (5)

62,000 (6)

Industrial: 690 (4) 7300 (4) 2070 (4) 8100 (4) 36,000 (4) 21,000 (4) 3600 (4) 45,000 (4)
Pseudo, Aerug

(#/100 m0

Residential:     30.000 (4) 1900 (4) 100 (4) 600 (4) 600 (4) 570 (4) 2100 (4)
50 (4)

Induslnal: 5800 14) 5850 !41 14,,000 14) 14,300 {4) 100 {4) 3600 (4) 6200

References:
(1) Bannerman et al. 1983 (Milwaukee, Wl) (NURP) (5) STORET Site #590866-2954309 (Shop-Save-Durham, NH) (NURP)
(2) Pitt 1983 (Ottawa) (6) STORET Site #596296-2954843 (Huntington-Long Island, NY) (NURP)
(3) Pitt and Bozeman 1982 (San Jose) (7) Kobriger et al. 1981 and Gupta et al. 1977
(4) Pitt and McLean 1986 (Toronto)



Table 4-15. Source area filterable pollutant concentration summary (means).

Residential Commercial Industrial
Total Filterable Filterable Total Filterable Filterable Total Filterable Flit,

(%)

Roof Runoff

Solids (rag/I) 64 42 66 (1) 113 110 97 (3)
58 45 77 (3)

Phosphorus (rag/I) 0 054 0,013 24 (1)

Lead ~gil) 48 4 8 (1)

Paved Parking

Solids (rag/I) 240 175 73 (1) 490 138 28 (3)
102 61 60 (4)

1790 138 8 (3)

Phosphorus (rag/I) 0,16 0-03 19 (1)
0,9 0.3 33 (2)

TKN (regal) 0.77 0.48 62 (5)

Lead (,ug/1) 146 5 3 (1)
54 8.8 16 (5)

Arsenic (p.g/]) 0,38 0.095 25 (5)

Cadmium (#g/I) 0.62 0.11 18 (5)

Chromium (pgil) 11,8 2,8 24 (5)

Paved SIorage

Solids ~mgil) 73 32 44 (3) 270 64 24 (3)

References:

(1) Bannerman et al. 1983 (Milwaukee) (NURP)
(2) Denver Regional Council of Governments 1983 (NURP)
(3) Pitt and McLean 1986 (Toronto)
(4) STORET Site #590866-2954309 (Shop-Save-Durham, NH) (NURP)
(6) STORET Site #596296-2954843 (Huntington-Long Island, NY) (NURP)
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Other Pollutant Contributions to the Storm Drainage System
The detection of pentachlophenols in the relatively few samples previously analyzed
indicated important leaching from treated wood. Frequent detections of polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) during the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s
Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (EPA 1983a) may possibly indicate leaching from
creosote treated wood, in addition to fossil fuel combustion sources. High
concentrations of copper, and some chromium and arsenic observations also indicate
the potential of leaching from "CCA" (copper, chromium, and arsenic) treated wood.

The significance of these leachate products in the receiving waters is currently
unknown, but alternatives to these preservatives should be considered. Many cities use
aluminum and concrete utility poles instead of treated wood poles. This is especially
important considering that utility poles ai’e usually located very close to the drainage
system ensuring an efficient delivery of leachate products. Many homes currently use
wood stains containing pentachlorophenol and other wood preservatives. Similarly, the
construction of retaining walls, wood decks and playground equipment with treated
wood is common. Some preservatives (especially creosote) cause direct skin irritation,
besides contributing to potential problems in receiving waters. Many of these wood
products are at least located some distance from the storm drainage system, allowing
some improvement to surface water quality by infiltration through pervious surfaces.

Sources of Stormwater Toxicants
This project included the collection and analysis of 87 urban stormwater runoff samples
from a variety of source areas under different rain conditions as summarized in Table 4-
16. All of the samples were analyzed in filtered (0.45 pm filter) and non-filtered forms to     ,-... ~.
enable partitioning of the toxicants into "particulate" (non-filterable) and "dissolved"           "":’~
(filterable) forms.

Table 4-16. Numbers of samples collected from each source area type.

Local Source Residential Comrnerclal/ Industnal Mixed
Areas ~ Institutional

Roofs 5 3 4

Parking’Areas 2 11 3

Storage Areas na 2 6

Streets 1 1 4

Loading Docks na na 3

Vehicle Service Area na 5 na

Landscaped Areas 2 2 2

Urban Creeks 19

Detention Ponds ! 2

1) All collected in Birmingham, AL.
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Analyses and Sampling
The samples listed in Table 4-16 were all obtained from the Birmingham, AL, area.
Samples were taken from shallow flows originating from homogeneous source areas by
using several manual grab sampling procedures. For deep flows, samples were
collected directly into the sample bottles. For shallow flows, a peristaltic hand operated
vacuum pump created a small vacuum in the sample bottle, which then gently drew the
sample directly into the container through a TeflonTM tube. About one liter of sample
was needed, split into two containers: one 500 ml glass bottle with TeflonTM lined lid was
used for the organic and toxicity analyses and another 500 ml polyethylene bottle was
used for the metal and other analyses.

An important aspect of the research was to evaluate the effects of different land uses
and source areas, plus the effects of rain characteristics, on sample toxicant
concentrations. Therefore, careful records were obtained of the amount of rain and the
rain intensity that occurred before the samples were obtained. Antecedent dry period
data were also obtained to compare with the chemical data in a series of statistical
tests.

All samples were handled, preserved, and analyzed according to accepted protocols
(EPA 1982 and 1983b). The organic pollutants were analyzed using two gas
chromatographs, one with a mass selective detector (GC/MSD) and another with an
electron capture detector (GC/ECD). The pesticides were analyzed according to EPA
method 505, while the base neutral compounds were analyzed according to EPA
method 625 (but only using 100 ml samples). The pesticides were analyzed on a

¯ .. Perkin Elmer Sigma 300 GC/ECD using a J&W DB-1 capillary column (30m by 0.32 mm
ID with a 1 ~.m film thickness). The base neutrals were analyzed on a Hewlett Packard
5890 GC with a 5970 MSD using a Supelco DB-5 capillary column (30m by 0.25 mm ID
with a 0.2 ~m film thickness). Table 4-17 lists the organic toxicants that were analyzed.

Metallic toxicants, also listed in Table 4-17, were analyzed using a graphite furnace
equipped atomic absorption spectrophotometer (GFAA). EPA methods 202.2 (AI),
213.2 (Cd), 218.2 (Cr), 220.2 (Cu), 239.2 (Pb), 249.2 (Ni), and 289.2 (Zn) were followed
in these analyses. A Perkin Elmer 3030B atomic absorption spectrophotometer was
used after nitric acid digestion of the samples. Previous research (Pitt and McLean
1986; EPA 1983a) indicated that low detection limits were necessary in order to
measure the filtered sample concentrations of the metals, which would not be achieved
by use of a standard flame atomic absorption spectrophotometer. Low detection limits
would enable partitioning of the metals between the solid and liquid phases to be
investigated, an important factor in assessing the fates of the metals in receiving waters
and in treatment processes.
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Table 4.17. Toxic pollutants analyzed in samples.

Pesticides Phthalate Esters Polycychc Aromatic Hydrocarbons Metals
Detention Limit Detention Limit = 0.5 pg/I Detention Limit = 0.5 I~gl’l Detention L~mit

= 03 pg/I = 1 pg/I
BHC (Benzene Bis(2-ethylhexyl) Phthalate Acenaphthene Fluoranthen~ Aluminum
hexachlorlde~

Butyl benzyl phthatate      Acenapthylene        Fluorene                Cadmium
Heptachlor

Oi-n-butyl phthalate        Anthracene           Indeno (1,2.3-cd) pyrene Chromium
Aldrin

Diethyl phthalate           Benzo (a) anthracene Naphthalene             Copper
Endosulfan

Dimethyl phthalate         8enzo (a) pyrene      Phenanthrene            Lead
Heptachlor epoxide

Di-n-octyl phthalate Benzo (bl Pyrene Nickel
DDE (Dichlorodiphenyl fluoranthene
dichtoroethylene) Zinc

Benzo (ghi) perylene
DDD (Dichlorodiphenyl
dichloroethane) 8enzo (k)

f]uoranthene
DDT (Dichlorodiphenyl
tnchloroethane) Chrysene

Endnn Oibenzo (a,h)
anthracene

Chlordane

The MicrotoxTM 100% sample toxicity screening test, from Azur Environmental
(previously Microbics, Inc.), was selected for this research after comparisons with other
laboratory bioassay tests. During the first research, 20 source area stormwater
samples and combined sewer samples (obtained during a cooperative study being
conducted in New York City) were split and sent to four laboratories for analyses using
14 different bioassay tests. Conventional bioassay tests were conducted using
freshwater organisms at the EPA’s Duluth, MN, laboratory and using marine organisms
at the EPA’s Narraganssett Bay, RI, laboratory. In addition, other bioassay tests, using
bacteria, were also conducted at the Environmental Health Sciences Laboratory at
Wright State University, Dayton, OH. The tests represented a range of organisms that
included fish, invertebrates, plants, and microorganisms.

The conventional bioassay tests conducted simultaneously with the MicrotoxTM

screening test for the 20 stormwater sheetflow and combined sewer overflow (CSO)
samples were all short-term tests. However, some of the tests were indicative of
chronic toxicity (e.g., life cycle tests and the marine organism sexual reproduction tests),
whereas the others would be classically considered as indicative of acute toxicity (e.g..,
MicrotoxTM and the fathead minnow tests). The following list shows the major tests that
were conducted by each participating laboratory:

1. University of Alabama at Birmingham, Environmental Engineering Laboratory
MicrotoxTM bacterial luminescence tests ( 10-, 20-, and 35-minute exposures)
using the marine Photobacterium phosphoreum.
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2. Wright State University, Biological Sciences Department
Macrofaunal toxicity tests:

Daphnia magna (water flea) survival; Lemma minor (duckweed) growth;
and Selenastrum capricornutum (green alga) growth.

Microbial activity tests (bacterial respiration):
Indigenous microbial electron transport activity;
Indigenous microbial inhibition of ~3-galactosidase activity;
Alkaline phosphatase for indigenous microbial activity;
Inhibition of I~-galactosidase for indigenous microbial activity; and
Bacterial surrogate assay using O-nitrophenol-I~-D-galactopyranside

activity and Escherichia coil

3. EPA Environmental Research Laboratory, Duluth, MN
Ceriodaphnia dubia (water flea) 48-h survival; and
Pimephales promelas (fathead minnow) 96-h survival.

4. EPA Environmental Research Laboratory, Narragansett Bay, RI
Champia parvula (marine red alga) sexual reproduction (formation of cystocarps

after 5 to 7 d exposure); and
Arbacua punctulata (sea urchin) fertilization by sperm cells.

Table 4-18 summarizes the results of the toxicity tests. The C. dubia. P. promelas,
and C. Parvula tests experienced problems with the control samples and, therefore,
these results are therefore uncertain. The A. pustulata tests on the stormwater
samples also had a potential problem with the control samples. The CSO test results
(excluding the fathead minnow tests) indicated that from 50% to 100% of the samples
were toxic, with most tests identifying the same few samples as the most toxic. The
toxicity tests for the stormwater samples indicated that 0% to 40% of the samples were
toxic. The MicrotoxTM screening procedure gave similar rankings for the samples as the
other toxicity tests.

Laboratory toxicity tests can result in important information on the effects of stormwater
in receiving waters, but actual in-stream taxonomic studies should also be conducted.
A recently published proceedings of a conference on stormwater impacts on receiving
streams (Herricks 1995) contains many examples of actual receiving water impacts and
toxicity test protocols for stormwater.
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Table 4-18, Fraction of samples rated as toxic.

Sample senes Combined sewer Stormwater
overflows

(%) (%)
MicroloxTM manne bactena 100 20

C. Dubia 60 0

P. promelas 0

C. parvula 100 0

IA. punctulata 100 0~

D, magna 63 40

I "’ I 50’ 0 I

1) Results uncertain, see text

All of the Birmingham samples represented separate stormwater. However, as part of
the MicrotoxTM evaluation, several CSO samples from New York City were also tested to
compare the different toxicity tests. These samples were collected from six CSO
discharge locations having the following land uses:

1. 290 acres, 90% residential and 10% institutional.
2. 50 acres, 100% commercial.
3. 620 acres, 20% institutional, 6% commercial, 5% warehousing, 5% heavy        :....:..i~.::~

industrial, and 64% residential.
4. 225 acres, 13% institutional, 4% commercial, 2% heavy industrial, and 81%

residential.
5. 400 acres, 1% institutional and 99% residential.
6. 250 acres, 88% commercial. 6% warehousing, and 6% residential.

Therefore, there was a chance that some of the CSO samples may have had some
industrial process waters. However, none of the Birmingham sheetflow samples could
have contained any process waters because of how and where they were collected.

The MicrotoxTM screening procedure gave similar toxicity rankings for the 20 samples as
the conventional bioassay tests. It is also a rapid procedure (requiring about one hour)
and only requires small (<1 ml) sample volumes. The MicrotoxTM toxicity test uses
marine bioluminescence bacteria and monitors the light output for different sample
concentrations. About one million bacteria organisms are used per sample, resulting in
highly repeatable results. The more toxic samples produce greater stress on the
bacteria test organisms that results in a greater light attenuation compared to the control
sample. Note that the MicrotoxTM procedure was not used during this research to
determine the absolute toxicities of the samples or to predict the toxic effects of
stormwater runoff on receiving waters. It was used to compare the relative toxicities of
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different samples that may indicate efficient source area treatment locations, and to
examine changes in toxicity during different treatment procedures.

Potential Sources
A drainage system captures runoff and pollutants from many source areas, all with
individual characteristics influencing the quantity of runoff and pollutant load.
Impervious source areas may contribute most of the runoff during small storm events
(e.g., paved parking lots, streets, driveways, roofs, and sidewalks). Pervious source
areas can have higher material washoff potentials and become important contributors
for larger storm events when their infiltration rate capacity is exceeded (e.g., gardens,
bare ground, unpaved parking areas, construction sites, undeveloped areas). Many
other factors also affect the pollutant contributions from source areas, including: surface
roughness, vegetative cover, gradient and hydraulic connections to a drainage system;
rainfall intensity, duration, and antecedent dry period; and pollutant availability due to
direct contamination from local activities, cleaning frequency/efficiency, and natural and
regional sources of pollutants. The relative importance of the different source areas is
therefore a function of the area characteristics, pollutant washoff potential, and the
rainfall characteristics (Pitt 1987).

Important sources of toxicants are often related to the land use (e.g., high traffic
capacity roads, industrial processes, and storage area) that are unique to specific land
uses activities. Automobile related sources affect the quality and quantity of road dust
particles through gasoline and oil drips/spills, deposition of exhaust products, and wear
of tire, brake, and pavement materials (Shaheen 1975). Urban landscaping practices
potentially produce vegetation cuttings and fertilizer and pesticide washoff.
Miscellaneous sources include holiday firework debris, wildlife and domestic pet wastes,
and possible sanitary wastewater infiltration. In addition, resuspension and deposition
of pollutants/particles via the atmosphere can increase or decrease the contribution
potential of a source area (Pitt and Bozeman 1982, Bannerman et al. 1993).

Results
Table 4-19 summarizes the source area sample data for the most frequently detected
organic toxicants and for all of the metallic toxicants analyzed. The organic toxicants
analyzed, but not reported, were generally detected in five, or less, of the non-filtered
samples and in none of the filtered samples. Table 4-19 shows the mean, maximum,
and minimum concentrations for the detected toxicants. Note that these values are
based only on the observed concentrations. They do not consider the non-detectable
conditions. Mean values based on total sample numbers for each source area category
would therefore r~sul~ in much lower concentrations. The frequency of detection is
therefore an important consideration when evaluating organic toxicants. High detection
frequencies for the organics may indicate greater potential problems than infrequent
high concentrations.

Table 4-19 also summarizes the measured pH and SS concentrations. Most pH values
were in the range of 7.0 to 8.5 with a low of 4.4 and a high of 11.6 for roof and concrete
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plant storage area runoff samples, respectively. This range of pH can have dramatic
effects on the speciation of the metals analyzed. The SS concentrations were generally
less than 100 mg/I, with impervious area runoff (e.g., roofs and parking areas) having
much lower SS concentrations and turbidities compared to samples obtained from
pervious areas (e.g., landscaped areas).

Out of more than 35 targeted compounds analyzed, 13 were detected in more than 10%
of all samples, as shown in Table 4-19. The greatest detection frequencies were for
1,3-dichlorobenzene and fluoranthene, which were each detected in 23% of the
samples. The organics most frequently found in these source area samples (i.e.,
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), especially fluoranthene and pyrene) were
similar to the organics most frequently detected at outfalls in prior studies (EPA 1983a).

Roof runoff, parking area and vehicle service area samples had the greatest detection
frequencies for the organic toxicants. Vehicle service areas and urban creeks had
several of the observed maximum organic compound concentrations. Most of the
organics were associated with the non-filtered sample portions, indicating an
association with the particulate sample fractions. The compound 1,3-dichlorobenzene
was an exception, having a significant dissolved fraction.

In contrast to the organics, the heavy metals analyzed were detected in almost all
samples, including the filtered sample portions. The non-filtered samples generally had
much higher concentrations, with the exception of zinc, which was mostly associated
with the dissolved sample portion (i.e., not associated with the SS). Roof runoff
generally had the highest concentrations of zinc, probably from galvanized roof
drainage components, as previously reported by Bannerman et al. (1983). Parking and
storage areas had the highest nickel concentrations, while vehicle service areas and
street runoff had the highest concentrations of cadmium and lead. Urban creek
samples had the highest copper concentrations, which were probably due to illicit
industrial connections or other non-stormwater discharges.

Table 4-20 shows the relative toxicities of the collected stormwaters. A wide range of
toxicities was found. About 9% of the non-filtered samples were considered highly toxic
using the MicrotoxTM toxicity screening procedure. About 32% of the samples were
moderately toxic and about 59% were considered non-toxic. The greatest percentage
of samples considered the most toxic were from industrial storage and parking areas.
Landscaped areas also had a high incidence of highly toxic samples (presumably due to
landscaping chemicals) and roof runoff had some highly toxic samples (presumably due
to high zinc concentrations). Treatability study activities indicated that filtering the
samples through a range of fine sieves and finally a 0.45~m filter consistently reduced
sample toxicities. The chemical analyses also generally found much higher toxicant
concentrations in the non-filtered sample portions, compared to the filtered sample
portions.
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Table 4-19. Stormwater toxicants detected in at least 10% of the source area sheetflow samples (~tg/I, unless
otherwise noted).

I~1 Parl~j Silage Slreel Load~tN Vehicle !_~ Ulbatt
areas ~ a~uas runolf docks servit:e areas eed-~

areas

Tolal sa~ples 12 12 16 1~ 8 6 3 ~ 5 6 6 19 I 1~l 12 12
Base neutrals (detect on Ilmll = 0.5

1,3-Dichlorobenzene deteclien frequency = 20% NF, and 13% E

Mean4 52 20 34 13 16 14 ~4 3.3 48 26 29 56 93 27 21
Max. 88 23 103 26 72 47 54 7 5 120
Min.~ 14 17 3.0 2.0 6 0 4.9 4.5 3~8 65

Fluoranthene delection frequency = 20% N F. and 12% F.
No. detected 3 2 3 2 ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 0 3 2 3 2 ~     0
Mean 23 9.3 37 2.7 4.5 0 0.6 0.5 39 3.6 ~3 1 0 130 10
Max. 45 I" t t t I°° tMin. /.6 4.8 3.0 2 0 0.4 0.4 0.7 7

Pyrene detection frequency = 17% N,F, and 7% F.
No. detected 1 0 3 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 3 2 2 0 1 0 2    1
Mean 28 40 9.8 8 1.0 07 44 4.1 5.3 100 31 5
Max. 120 20 51 7.4 82 57

Benzo(b)|luoranthene detection frequency ; 15% N.E and 0% F.
No. delecled 4 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 0 0
Mean

76
I

53
t I

14
I I

98
t

30
t

36
I

Max. 260 160 110 64
Min. 6 4 3.0 90 8.0

aenz°(k)l]u°ranthene delecli°n frequency =11% NF and 0% F" I
I I I I I I IIINo. detecled 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 0 0

Mean 20 15 59 61 55

Min. 3.0 15 31

Benzo(a)pyrene detection frequency = 15% N.F. and 0% F.

Max, 300 120 120 130
Min. 34 3.0 60 19
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Table 4-19. Stormwater toxicants detected in at least 10% of the source area sheetflow samples (pg/I, unless
otherwise noted/.Continued.

Vehicle
Roof Parki~ Storage Street Loading service Landsc~,x~d [Jrf~,l
areas am.~as aeas runoff docks areas

Total samples 12 12 16 16 8 6 3 5 5 6 6 19 19 12

Bis(2-chloroelhyl) ether detection f~quency = 12% N..F. and 2% F.

Mean 42 17 20 15 45 23 56 200 15
Max. 87 2 39
Min. 20 2 0 60 4.9 4 5 3.8 65

No. detected 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 0
Mean 99 130 120 85 59

Min~ 68 3.0 74 40

Naphthalene detection frequency = 11% N.F. and 6% F.

Mean                                                     17 72 6.6 70 2 49 300 7 43
Max. 21 100 68 1,’

Benzo(a)anthracene detection frequency = 10% N F. and 0% F,
No. detected 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 0

M,n.Max.Mean
11624                                                                 3.0                                                                 73i ~,

Butylbenzylphthalatedetecti°nfrequency=10%NF’and4%Fl I I INo. detected 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2    1 0 1 0 1
Mean 100 12 3.3 26 98 130 59 13
Max. 21 48 16

Pesticides (detection limit = O. pgll)
I    I I I I I I I I

No. detected 2 0 2 0 3    b 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mean 1.6 1.0 1.7 .8 0.8
Max. 2.2 1.2 2.9Min. I°g I I°a I ~’01 I I I I I I I I I I I



Table 4-19. Stormwater toxicants detected in at least 10% of the source area sheetflow ~;amples (I-~g/I, unless
otherwise noted!.Continued.

Vehicle

’~ "~ rtll]o~               docks areas m~ ~ek~

Tolal samples 12 12 tb 16 8 8 6 6 3 3 5 5 6 6 19 19 1~

Melals (dete’cllon limit =
Lead dete~t~on lrequency : 100% N F and 54% F

Mean 41 1 1 I 46 I 2 1 105 2 6 43 2 0 55 2 3 63 2 4 1 7 211 1 4 19
Max 170 130

~    5 2

330 5 7 150 3 9 80 110 3 4 100 1 6 55 1
M~n 1 3 1 0 1 2 3 6 1 6 I 5 I 1 25 27 1 4 I 4 - I 1 - 1

Zinc delecl[on fiequency = 99% N F and 98% F
No delected 12 12 16 16 8 7 6 6 2 2 5 5 6 19 1~ 12 12
Mean 250 220 110 8~ 1730 22 58 31 55 33 105 73 140 10 10 13 14
Max 1580 1550 ~50 560 13100 100 130 76 79 62 230 230 610 32 23 25
M~n 11 9 12 6 12 30 40 40 31 40 30 11 18 *1 <1 <1

Coppe[ detection f[~quency - 98% N ~ and 78% F
No delecl~d 11 7 15 13 8 6 6 5 3 2 5 4 6 19 17 12
Mean 110 2 9 116 I1 290 250 280 3 8 22 8 7 135 8 4 4 2 50 1 4 43 2()
Max 900 8 7 770 61 1830 1520 1250 11 30 15 580 24 8 8 440 1 7 21{} 35
M~n 1.5 1 1 10 1 1 10 1 0 10 1 0 15 2 6 1 5 1 1 0 S <1 ~1 0 2 - 1

Aluminum detection frequency = 97% N F and 92% ~
No. det¢cled 12 12 15 15 7 6 6 6 3 1 5 4 5 19 19 12
Mean 6850 230 3210 430 2320 180 3080 880 780 18 100 110 1210 620 190 100    210
Max 71300 1550 6480 2890 6990 740 10~40 4380 930 1370 410 1860 3250 500 1570
M~n 25 6 4 130 5 0 180 10 70 18 590 93 0 3 120 ~5 (5 <5 -5

Cadmium delect~on f[equency = 95% N F and 69% F
No delected 11 1 15 9 8 7 6 5 3 3 5 3 2 19 15 12 9
Mean 34 04 63 06 59 2 1 37 03 14 04 92 03 06 83 02 2 05
Max. 30 0 ? 70 18 17 10 220 0 6 2 4 0 6 30 0 5 1 30 0 3 11 0 7
Min 02 01 0 1 0 1 09 03 04 01 07 0.3 17 02 01 ~01 <01 0 1 04

Chfoml~m~ detecl~on frequem.y = ~1% N E and 55% F
No. detected 7 2 15 8 8 5 5 4 3 0 5 1 5 19 15 II
M~ae 85 1 8 56 23 75 11 99 1 8 17 74 25 20 62 I 6 37      2 0
Max 510 2 3 31~ 5 0 340 32 30 2 7 40 320 4 I 710 4 3 230 3 0
M~n 50 1 4 24 1 1 3 7 1 1 2 8 1 3 24 24 _ 1 4 ,0 1 <0 1 ~0 1 ~0 I
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Table 4-19. Stormwater toxicants detected in at least 10% of the source area sheetflow samples (~tg/I, unless
otherwise noted/.Continued.

Vehicle
Roof Pad~~j Sto~age    Street Loading    service Land~’-.aped

areas a~.as

Totalsamples 12 12 16 16 8 8    6 6 3    5 5    6 6 19 19 12 [ 12

Nickel detection frequency = 90% NF. and 37% F.
No. detected

Mean 16 45 5 1 55
Max. 70 130 13 170 70 8.1
Min. 2.6 4.2 1.6 1~9 1.2 4.2 7.9 21 <1

I <1
1 5

I
Other constituents (always detected, analyzed only for non-filtered samples)

I    I       I       I       I I I.       I       I       I I I
Mean 6.9
Max. 8 4 8.7 12 8.4 8.3 8.1 7.2 86 9 0
Min 4.4 5.6 6.5 6 9 7,1 5.3 6.2 6.9 ! 0

Min. 0.5 9.0 5 0 7.0 34 17 8 0 5 0 3

1) N.F.: concentralion associated with a nonfiltered sample.
2) F.: concentration after the sample was filtered through a 0.45 I.=m membrane filter,
3) Number detected refers to the number of samples in which the toxicant was detected.
4) Mean values based only on the number of samples with a definite concentration of toxicant reported (not on the total number of samples analyzed).
5) The minimum values shown are the lowest concentration detected, they are not necessarily the detection limit.
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Replicate samples were collected from several source areas at three land uses
during four different storm events to statistically examine toxicity and pollutant
concentration differences due to storm and site conditions. These data indicated
that variations in MicrotoxTM toxicities and organic toxicant concentrations may be
partially explained by rain characteristics. As an example, high concentrations of
many of the PAHs were associated with long antecedent dry periods and large
rains (Barron 1990).

Table 4-20. Relative toxicity of samples using MicrotoxTM (non-filtered).

Local Source Highly Moderately Not Number
Areas Toxic Toxic Toxic of

(%) (%] (%) Samples
Roofs 8 58 33 12

Parking Areas 19 31 50 16

Storage Areas 25 50 25 8

Streets 0 67 33 6

Loading Docks 0 67 33 3

Vehicle Service Areas 0 40 60 5

Landscaped Areas 17 17 66 6

Urban Creeks 0 11 89 19

.’;-,..:. "- Detention Ponds 8 8, 84 12

All Areas g I 32 I sg !    8z
Microbics suggested toxicity definitions for 35 minute exposures:

Highly toxic - light decrease >60%
Moderately toxic - light decrease <60% & >20%
Not toxic - light decrease <20%
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50 percent of the total solids and heavy metals could Animal Waste Removal. Domesticated and wild
be removed from urban runoff when city streets were animal wastes represent a source of bacteria and other
cleaned once or twice a day. When the streets were pollutants that can be washed into surface waters by
cleaned only dnce or twice a month, the removal rate urban runoff. These pollutants can be reduced by
dropped to less than 5 percent (U.S. EPA, 1979). reducing the animal waste on paved surfaces.
Increased frequency also could result in increased Municipalities often enact and enforce leash laws and
fugitive air emissions. Regular street ,sweeping and pet waste cleanup ordinances. The effectiveness of
catch basin cleaning can, in any case, remove some of these programs in reducing pollutant loads is unknown,
the large floatable litter that is unsightly in urban however, and usually depends on voluntary actions by
surface waters. Street sweeping twice a week and private citizens.
catch basin cleaning once or twice a year have been
found effective in removing these large floatable Toxic andHazardous Waste Management. Improper
pollutants(U.S. EPA, 1983). Determining theeffecWeness dumping of household and automotive toxic and
of street sweeping programs, however, is difficult hazardous wastes into municipal storm inlets, catch
because of variations in pollutant buildup and storm basins, and other storm drainage system entry points
events. In addition, studies have shown that the choice can result in significant discharges of pollutants to
of sweeping equipment can significantly affect the surface waters during rainstorms. This dumping can be
effectiveness of cleaning programs (Pitt, 1989). a particular problem in urban areas where individuals

change the oil or antifreeze in their cars and dispose of
Commercial/Industrial Runoff Control. Certain the wastes in nearby catch basins. In addition,
commercial and industrial sites can be responsible for homeowners and small businesses sometimes dispose
disproportionate contributions of some pollutants (e.g., of products such as waste paints and so~ven~s in storm
grit, oils, grease, and toxic materials) to the drainage water inlets and catch basins. To address the problem,
system. Typical sources of potential concern include municipalities can educate residents on the
gasoline stations, railroad yards, freight loading areas, consequences of dumping these wastes into storm
and parking lots. In specific cases where significant drainage system entry points. In addition, communities
pollutant Ioadings to the system are contributed by can develop hazardous- and toxic-waste collection
well-defined locations of limited area, pretreatment of days to dispose of or recycle these wastes properly.
the runoff from these areas could be a practical and Also, storm drain systems can be labeled with
effective control measure. Pretreatment measures can warnings about the pollution problems associated with
be required as part of a community’s regulations, dumping wastes. The effectiveness of such programs,
Examples of pretreatment measures include oil/water however, cannot be determined in advance because of
separators for gasoline stations, or the use of modified the voluntary nature of compliance. For business and
catch basin designs to enhance the retention of oil and industry, an inspection, testing, and enforcement
grease or solids. Procedures for the detection and program (similar to an industria~ pretreatment program)
location of =llicit connections to separate storm drains can be developed.
by testing for specific chemical tracers could be applied
to identify commercial or industrial sources contributing Reduced Fertilizer, Pesticide, and Herbicide Use.
substantial levels of problem pollutants. Fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides washed off the

ground during storms can contribute to water pollution.
Solid Waste Management. Most communities have Agricultural, park land, and other land uses can be
programs to collect and dispose of solid waste in an sources of these pollutants. Many communities use
effort to maintain clean streets and provide a service these chemicals on park lands, and homeowners
for local residents and businesses. Some communities utilize them on their lawns. Controlling the use of these
provide added services during times of particularly high chemicals on municipal lands and educating the public
waste generation. For example, some municipalities in can help reduce nutrient and toxic pollutant
the northern United States provide extra collection concentrations in urban runoff.
services during the fall to collect leaves--an added
service that helps keep leaves from blowing into Reduced Roadway SandingandSalting. In areas of
surface waters. A study of storm water runoff into the United States with freezing road conditions, sand
Minneapolis lakes found that phosphorus levels were and salt are used in the winter to improve driving
reduced by 30 to 40 percent when street gutters were conditions. Salt and sand can be washed off roadways,
kept free of leaves and lawn clippings (MPCA, 1989). however, and pollute receiving waters. The problem is
Actual reductions of pollutant loads, however, are exacerbated during spring snowmelt and early spring
difficult to predict. In general, any solid waste that is rainstorms when most of these pollutants are available
picked up and disposed of in a controlled manner will for transport. These problems can be reduced by
be less likely to enter a drainage system, minimizing the use of chemicals for snow and ice

control to the minimum necessary for public safety and
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nonpoint pollution resulting from storm water runoff has recently been recognized

as one of the leading causes of the degradation of the quality of receiving waters in the

United States. The area southwest of Austin is part of the recharge zone of the Barton

Springs portion of the Edwards aquifer. This is a karst aquifer, which is characterized by

numerous caves, sinkholes, and other solution features. Recharge enters the aquifer

directly through fractures and other openings a the surface, so very little filtration of the

runoff occurs before entering the aquifer. The aquifer provides the sole source of drinking

water for approximately 35,000 residents of Hays and Travis counties. Construction-of

new highways in the recharge area of the aquifer led to the concern tha.t nonpoint source

pollution from highway runoff could pose a serious threat to the quality of the

groundwater and the health of area residents.

Accurate knowledge of the quantity and quality of runoff is required to assess the

impacts of runoff on the environment and to develop appropriate mitigation technologies.

A comprehensive study of the effects of runoff from highway construction and operation

was undertaken by the Center for Research in Water Resources to help develop this

information. The primary objective of this portion of the research study was the      ...:: :. ~:_._
development and execution of a program to characterize the quantity and quality of runoff:.:’;%~.,: ....

from existing highways in the Austin, Texas area.

This portion of the research study focused on the characterization of the quantity .

and quality of runoff from existing sections of the MoPac expressway and estimation of

the pollutant loads resulting from nmoff from existing and newly completed sections of

highway under different vehicle use patterns. The effectsof drainage system type, traffic

volume, and surrounding land use on highway storm water nmoff characteristics were

investigated. In addition to the average quality of runoff, the temporal variation in quality

was also studied. A "fast flush" effect (i.e., higher concentrations of pollutants at the

beginning of runoff events) has been reported in several studies and is often used as the

justification for the design standards which require capture and treatment of the fast 1/2

inch (or other arbitrary volume) of storm water runoff. The information developed in this

study should result in improvement in the design of drainage and treatment systems for

kighway storm water runoff. Better designs will act to reduce the impact of highway

derived nonpoint source pollution on the environment.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Site Descriptions

Three sites along the MoPac Express~vay in the Austin. Texas area were selected
t’or monitoring runoff from highways. The locations were identified as MoPac at West

35th Street, MoPac at Convict Hill Road and MoPac at Walnut Creek. The sites differed
in daily traffic flow, surrounding land use, and drainage area. Accessibility for runoff

sampling also xvas a consideration in site selection. Runoff samples were collected during
the time period of September I993 though May 1995. The physical characteristics of the
sites are discussed below.

2.1.l MoPac at West 35th Street

MoPac at West 35th Street is a high traffic site located in central Austin (Figure
2, 1). The land use of the area is mixed residentia! and commercial. Samples were

,oc,~teu along    gutter oi" a curbed section of the three
southbound lanes. The catchment covers an area of 5,341 m~ which is 100% asphalt.
The average daily volume of traffic at this site was approximately 60,000 vehicles per

day,. ranging from a maximum of 6,000 vehicles per hour to a miiximum of about 100
vehicles per hour. Induction coils installed in each lane of traffic recorded traffic counts

during each rainfall event.

Figure 2.1 Photograph of MoPac at West 35th Street
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2.1.2 *IoPac at Convict Hill Road

MoPac at Convict Hill Road is a low traffic site located on the southwestern edge
of Austin {Figure 2,21. The land around Convict Hill Road is mostly residential and rural
property.’. Runoff was collected from the down spout of the no~hbound lanes of the
MoPac overpass over Convict Hill Road. This outfatl drains 526 m2 of bridge deck, which
is 100qo asphalt paved and has two lanes of traffic and wide shoulders. One meter high
concrete barriers are located along each side of the roadway. The average traffic count in
April 1995 was approximately 8780 vehicles per day, ranging from tess than 10 vehicles
per hour to nearly 1400 vehicles per hour.

Figure 2.2 Photograph of MoPac at Convict Hill Road

2.1.3 MoPac at Walnut Creek

The Walnut Creek site is located in north Austin and consists of a combination of
paved highway and grassy shoulder and median (Figure 2.3). The land use classification
of the area is mostly commercial and high density residential. Water was collected from a
10.46 ha (104,600 m2) area. Approximately 37.6% of the drainage area is paved with
asphalt and consists exclusively of the six north- and south-bound lanes of MoPac. No
curb or gutter was installed and the highway runoff drains into a large grassy median.
Runoff from the median enters a 1.22 m diameter storm sewer system through drop inlets.

In April 1995, approximately 47,000 vehicles per day were recorded for this section of
MoPac. The hourly traffic counts ranged from about 100 to 3600 vehicles.

3
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Figure 2.3 Photograph of MoPac at Walnut Creek

A summary, of the physical characteristics of the three sites is presented in Table
2.1. Drainage area and average daily traffic also are included in this table. The traffic

count at the low traffic volume site (Convict Hill Road) was only 20 percent of the traffic
count at the site which had the highest traffic volume (35th Street). The size of the
catchment at Convict Hill Road was only 10 percent of the highway surface drained at
35th Street. The traffic mix, and prevailing weather conditions were similar at all sites.

2.2 Climatic Conditions

2"he National Weather Service data indicate that annual rainfall in Austin, Texas is
82.6 cm; however, during the t2 month period July 1993 - July 1994, the total rainfall was

only 44.4 cm. The National Weather Service data indicate that average storm event is 1.4

cm at storm intensities of about 0. l 8 crrv2u" and storm duration of 11.8 hrs. However,

storm characteristics vaN" ~eatly. Coefficients of variations associated with the data

reported for average rain_falls were 1.63 for total volume of rainfall, 1.47 for rainfall

intensity, and 1.9 for storm duration.

The National Weather Se~’ice data indicate that the wettest seasons occurred

during the Spring and Fall. D~’ conditions prevailed in the summer month~. The rainfall

intensity of events that occurred during the late tall and winter months was usually light
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and occurred over long duration (.several hours to over a day). Rainfall events that

occurred during the early fall and spring months ranged from drizzle to heavy down pours.

Midsummer rainfall events are rare in Austin and tend to be heavy downpours resulting
from electrical storms. Dry conditions were prevalent in Austin from June to August of
1994 with less than 0.25 mm of rain at any of the three sites for a period of 40 days.

Table 2.1 Summary of Characteristics of Three Highway Runoff Sampling Sites

Convict Hill Road Walnut Creek West 35th Street

Drainage area 526 m~ 104,600 m2 5,341 m2

Pavement 100% asphalt 37% asphalt 1.00 % asphalt

Lanes of Traffic 2 (3.66 m) 6 (3.66 m each) 3 (3.66 m)

Shoulders 2.44 m and 6.71 m 2.4 m 2.4 m and 3.3 m

Curb/Guardrail I m retainer none 15 cm curb

Average Daily Traffic 8,780 47,240 58,150

Speed Limit          88 ~          88 km/hr          88 km/hr
....:.":~-~:o~

Land Use rural/residential commercial/high commercial/
density residential residential

2.3 Water Quantity Measurements

Automatic flow measuring and sampling systems were insgalled and operated at
three (3) sites: MoPac at West 35th Street, MoPac at Convict Hill Road, and MoPac at
Walnut Creek. The monitoring system installed at MoPac at 35th Street was in operation
from October 1993 through July 1995, and the units at the other two sites were in

operation April 1994 through July 1995. Water levels at each site were measured using

bubble flow meters (ISCO 3230). The water levels were converted into a flow rate based
on rating curves developed for each site. The information recorded at the automatic

sampling station included rainfall volume, runoff flow rate, and the sampling times. These
data were downloaded from the flow meters to a laptop computer, and were converted to
text format and exported to Microsoft Excel.

Each sampling station included a 12 volt battery to power the flow meter, sampler,

and recorder. A solar panel (Solarex Megamodule MSX60) recharged the battery. The
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flow meter, sampler, and battery were housed in a large steel enclosure. A rain gauge

(ISCO 674) also was placed at each site to measure rainfall. Because of the relatively

small size of each of the contributing watersheds, a single gauge at each site was

determined to be sufficient for accurately measuring rainfall volume and intensity.

2.3.1 Flow Measurement at West 35th Street

Water level was read from a bubbler tube located at the bottom of the curbing

system before the water entered the catchment inlet. A rating curve was developed for
this location by discharging water from a fire hydrant approximately 100 meters upstre.am

of the level measuring location. The water was discharged at metered flow rates to
construct the rating curve. The water elevation recorded at different flow rates by the

flow meter allowed the development of an accurate relationship between water level and
fl0w rate. The flow meter was active at this site for more than one year. Monitoring flow
rates of numerous storms produced an average runoff coefficient of about 0.90 which is
consistent with values commonly reported in the literature for 100% impervious surfaces.

The runoff coefficient calculations are shown in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4 Runoff Coefficient for MoPac and West 35th Street
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2.3.2 Flow Measurement at Convict Hill Road

Runoff discharge at the Convict Hill Road site was measured using a weir installed

on a collection box at the base of a 6-inch diameter down spout. The weir was a
compound weir, consisting of three sections: a bottom section which was 20.32 cm high

with 30 degree throat, a middle portion which was 4.83 cm high with a 90 degree cross
section and a top section which was a rectangular weir which had 5.33 cm sides. Depth of

water in the collection box was measured and the discharge was calculated from a rating
curve for each section.

Q = 137.7Hz. 5 (30 degree)
Q = 372.9Hz. 5 (90 degree)

where: Q = flow rate (L/s), and
H = head(m).

An identical weir was calibrated at the Center for Research in Water Resources

(CRWR) laboratory. The observed discharge of the 30 degree section was almost
identical to that predicted by the formulas. The recommended length and weir elevation of
the collection box were limited by the height of the down spout at the base of the bridge        : :.-’......~

support and the concrete pad that was located below it. However, the consistency of the

results and the resulting runoff coefficient indicated that the system employed was reliable
and yielded accurate flow data. The runoff coefficient calculated in this rnanner was about
0.94. The runoff-rainfall relationship is shown in Figure 2.5.

~ 6(3000

¯ -’- 50000

E 40000-̄
 30000

" 20000 ~
= ~. J                            ’ = 0.936q ,: - 1.9484

0 ,
0 10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 60000 70000 80000

Rainfall Volume, liters

Figure 2.5 Runoff Coefficient for MoPac at Convict Hill Road
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2.3.3 Flow Measurement at Walnut Creek

Samples were collected by an automatic sampler from the 1.22 m diameter outfall

of the system prior to the discharge entering Walnut Creek. Flow in the storm sewer

system at Walnut Creek was calculated using the Manning formula for pipe flow. The

slope of the pipe (S), the roughness coefficient (n), the diameter of the pipe (D), and the

depth of water in the pipe (d), were used to calculate the flow rate using:

Q = 1000 ARMS,;~

where: Q = flow rate(L/s),
A = cross-sectional area of flow (mZ),
R = hydraulic radius (m),

S = pipe slope, and
n = the roughness coefficient of the pipe (n = 0.013).

The rainfall runoff relationship is shown in Figure 2.6. The larger scatter of the
points is the result of the large percentage of the area which is grass covered and where
the initial moisture content of the soil strongly influences the volume of runoff. The

average runoff coefficient for this site was approximately 0.10, which is in the expected
range of values for a site of these characteristics.

~~ 1400

._ 1200
== looo

o
> ~ = 0. 009~ - 30.528

400 R~ = 0 3363
~ 20o ,

o                           ,
0 2~0    4~0    6000    8000    1~00 12000 14000 16000

Rainfall Volume, cubic meters

Figure 2.6 Runoff Coefficient for MoPac and Walnut Creek
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The calculated runoff for the three sites are presented in Table 2.2. These runoff

coefficients were determined from an analysis of volume of runoff collected and the

volume of rainfall occurring in natural rainfall events.

Table 2.2 Runoff Coefficients

Sampling Site Calculated Runoff Coefficient

MoPac at Convict Hill Road 0.94

MoPac at Walnut Creek 0.10

MoPac at West 35th Street 0.85

A second sampler .installed at the Walnut Creek site collected runoff directly from
the northbound lanes of MoPac. Water falling from a down spout located in the Walnut

Creek overpass was collected in a 190L barrel. Flow out of an orifice at the base of the
barrel was calculated using Bernoulli’s formula. The formula used to measure flow was:

Q = CD. Ao 2~/~. g. H                                    .~.
%-...," .::.~

where: Q = flow rate (L/s),

CD = a coefficient of discharge (0.6),

Ao = the area of the orifice (m2),
g = gravity (9.81rrgs=), .
H = the depth of water above the orifice (m).

The area drained is approximately 1,060 m2. Only about 50% of the runoff was

collected during heavier storms, because of the large distance the runoff fell before

collection in the barrel. The sample collection interval was determined based on
experience at the 100% paved sites at Convict Hill Road and West 35th Street.

2.4 Water Quality Sampling

Water quality samples were collected during runoff events at each. site with an

automatic sampler (ISCO 3700). The automatic samplers were programmed to sample

9
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based on the volume of runoff flowing past the sampling point or based on time after

runoff initiated the sampling program. At Walnut Creek and Convict Hill Road the
sampler was programmed to draw samples at set volumes of flow’. At the 35th Street

site, the sampler was initially programmed to collect samples on a timed basis, but was
later converted to collect flow weighted composite samples. The sampler was initiated by

the flow meter when the water level at the collection site exceeded a predetermined value.
Samples were collected and analyzed according to the methodology specified by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

Initially, the samplers were configured to collect samples in twenty-four 350 mL
bottles. Therefore either six samples in four bottles each, or four samples in six bottles

each were composited on a flow weighted basis. Later, four 3.8 L glass bottles were
installed in the automatic samplers to facilitate the collection of larger volumes of samples

for analysis. The samplers were programmed to collect four flow weighted composite
samples representing different portions of the runoff so that pollutant concentrations as a
function of runoff volume could be investigated. Flow intervals were changed to reflect
weather patterns at different times of the year.

2.5 Chemical Analyses

During rainfall events the runoff flow rates were measured and samples were

collected automatically. Water quality parameters analyzed in the laboratory for all runoff
samples included: turbidity, total and volatile suspended solids (TSS and VSS), 5-Day
Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BODs), Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD), Total Organic

Carbon (TOC), oil and grease (O&G), nutrients (nitrate and total phosphorus), heavy
metals (iron, lead, cadmium, nickel, zinc, and copper), and bacteria (total coliform, fecal

coliform, and fecal streptococcus). Analyses were performed at The Center for Research
in Water Resources in Austin, Texas. Results of all analyses performed as part of this

study are reported in the Appendix.
The detection limits for the analytical procedures (analyses and instrumentation)

used to determine constituents in the rainfall and runoff samples are summarized in Table
2.3. The detection limit was used in calculating EMCs for concentrations of constituents
which were present in the rtmoff samples at concentrations below the detection limit.

Therefore, the EMC of a constituent which is present below the detection limit will be
reported as being greater than the actual concentration in the sample.
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Table 2.3 Detection Limits at CRWR Laboratory

Analytical Procedure Detection Limit
(mg/L)

TSS 4
VSS 4
BOD 2
COD 5
Total Carbon I 0.0
Dissolved Total Carbon 10.0
Nitrate 0.10
Total Phosphorus 0.005-0.05
Oil and Grease 1.0 _
Copper 0.002-0.006
Chromium 0.0023-0.007
Cadmium 0.0013-0.004
Nickel 0.005-0.015
Iron
Lead 0.0014-0.042
Zinc 0.0007-0.005
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3. RESULTS

3.1 Water Quality of Highway Runoff

Summary water quality characteristics for runoff samples are presented as median

event mean concentrations (EMC) in Table 3.1. The concentrations measured in flow
weighted composite samples at were used to calculate the EMC. The EMC’s for each
constituent were derived from the average value of the constituent for each of the runoff
events monitored and for which a sufficient volume of runoff was generated to complete
the chemical analyses. Median EMCs for the rainfall which could be sampled (i.e.
sufficient accumulation to yield the volume required for analyses) also are included in
Table 3.1. The volume of rainfall collected usually was insufficient to allow complete
chemical characterization.

Table 3.1 Constituents in Highway Runoff

Parameter 35th Street Convict Hill Rd. Walnut Creek Rainfall
Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

Total Coliform (CFU/100ml) 1300~ 48000 4200 7900 189000 145000 0
Fecal Coliform (CFU/100nal) 5800 13000 1000 22000 102000 116000 0
Fecal Streptococcus (CFU/100nal)12000 16000 3800 17000 78000 89000 0
pH 7.15 6.94 5.61 6.14 6.51 7.16
TSS (mg/L) 131 202 118 142 19 27 0
VSS (rag/L) 36 41 20 22 7 7 0
BODs (nag/L) 12.2 16.5 5.0 6.3 3.5 4.1 ND~

COD (mg,%) 126 149 40 48 35 33 6
Total Carbon (nag/L) 47 58 21 24 46 18 ND
Dissolved Tot. Carbon (mg/L) 25 31 11 14 13 15 ND
NO3-N (mg/L) 1.03 1.25 0.73 0.96 0.28 0.36 0.52
Total Phosphorus (mg/L) 0.33 0.42 0.I I 0,13 0.10 0.10 0.05
Oil & Grease(mg/L) 4.1 6,5 1.7 2.2 0.5 0.5 ND
Cu (nag/L) 0.034 0.038 0.007 0.010 0,008 0.007 0,003
Fe (nag/L) 2.606 3.537 1,401 2.437 0.361 0.442 0.079
Pb (mg!’L) 0.050 0.099 0,016 0.041 0.007 0,009 ND
Zn (mg/L) 0.208 0.237 0.050 0.077 0.022 0.019 0.019
a) ND = not detected

Nickel and cadmium were rarely present at concentrations above detection limits;

therefore they are not shown in Table 3.1. Many of the constituents found in runoff are

present in measurable quantities in the rainfall itself. The impact of constituents in rainfall

on the quality of highway runoff is limited to nutrients and some metals.

l’2                                                                             ~
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Median EMCs for the runoff at the high traffic sites compare well with the data
summarized by Driscoll (1990a, b, and c) for various locations throughout the United

States with the exception of lead and zinc. Table 3.2 shows the comparison between the
median concentrations measured at 35th Street with the median value reported by Driscoil

et al. (1990a) for all sites with average daily traffic greater than 30,000 vehicles per day.
The concentrations are extremely similar except for lead which is much lower at 35th

Street. The elimination of lead in gasoline is probably responsible for this difference.

Ta.ble 3.2 Comparison of High Traffic Site Concentrations

Parameter MoPac at 35th Street Driscoll et al. (1990a) -
(mg/L)              (mg/L)

TSS 131 142
VSS 36 39

COD 126 114

NO2+NO3 1.03" 0.76
Copper 0.034 0.054
Lead 0.050 0.400
Zinc 0.208 0.329

a) NO3 only

Table 3.3 contains a comparison with the median EMC at Convict Hill Road with

the median value reported by Driscoll et al. (1990a) for all sites with an average daily

traffic of less than 30,000 vehicles per day. Concentrations at Convict Hill Road were

lower for metals and COD, but were much higher for suspended solids. Three factors may

have contributed to the higher solids concentrations. Urban development was occurring

near this site during the monitoring period. The increased construction traffic may have

contributed more solids than a normal vehicle mix might. In addition, the concrete barrier

lining the roadway may retain more solids on the road surface, which would then be

mobilized during storms. In contrast to most low traffic, rural highways, the catchment

sampled had an impervious cover of 100% so that the runoff did not flow across any

grassy areas which might have reduced solids concentrations.

!3
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Table 3.3 Comparison of Low Traffic Site Concentrations

Parameter MoPac at Convict Hill Rd. Driscoll et al. (1990a)
(mg/L)      _       (mg/L)

TSS 118 41
VSS 20 12

COD 40 49
NO,.+NO3 0.73a 0.46
Copper 0.007 0.022
Lead 0.016 0.080
Zinc 0.050 0.080

a) NO~ only

The event mean concentrations reported for the site having the high traffic density
are higher for all water quality parameters than the observed EMC’s for the other sites.
However, the event mean concentrations observed at the site with medium traffic density
are lower than those observed for the other two sites, including the low traffic site. This

phenomenon may be explained by the fact that the runoff from the highway at the high
traffic and low traffic sites is directly from the pavement into a catch basin where the
samples are collected. However, the highway runoff at the medium traffic density site

passes over approximately 60 m of grassy area (swale) before entering the storm drain
pipe from which samples are collected. The lower concentrations of the various water
quality parameters at this site may reflect removal by the grassy swale. The effects of the
grassy swale on the water quality at this site is reported in Section 3.’3.

3.2 Estimate of Annual Pollutant Loads

The product of the volume of runoff from a section of highway, over a given
period of time, and the concentration of a specific constituent yields the pollutant load
contributed by the highway. For many types of water bodies, the pollutant load is a more

important indicator of potential water quality impacts than is EMC. Annual constituent
loads for the three highway sites were calculated based on the "simple method" described
by Schueler (1987).
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L = L 20.4

where: L = Annual pollutant load (kg/ha)

P = Annual precipitation (825 mm/yr)

CF = Correction factor that adjusts for storms where no runoff occurs (0.9)

Rv = Average runoff coefficient

Ci = Event mean concentration (mg/L)

Estimated annual loadings (grams per square meter of pavement) are presented in

TabIe 3.4. The loads for each site were normalized by watershed area to facilitate-a

comparison between the three sites.

Table 3.4 Estimated Annual Pollutant Loadings

Pollutant 35th Street Convict Hill Rd. Walnut Creek
tk~,/ha) (k~,/ha,) Ikg/ha)

TSS 229 145 3.3
VSS 46 23 0.8
BOD~ 18.7 6.5 0.5
COD 169 49 4.0
Total Carbon 66 25 2.2
Dissolved Tot. Carbon 35 14 1.8
NOs-N 1.42 0.98 0.04
Total Phosphorus 0.48 0.13 0.01
Oil & Grease 7.36 2.25 0.06
Cu 0.043 0.010 0.001
Fe 4.008 2.497 0.053
Pb 0.112 0.042 0.001
Zn 0.269 0.079 0.002

All estimated loadings at Walnut Creek are far less than those at the other two

sites. This is the result of the initial low concentrations of constituents in the runoff at

Walnut Creek combined with the low runoff coefficient caused by the grassy swale.

Differences between expected loads at 35th Street and Convict Hill Road are primarily the

result of differences in the EMC’s for the constituents.

1.5
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3.3 Effect of Drainage System Type

Grassy swales are vegetated ditches which have gentle slopes and cover large areas

of land. Swales have been shown in studies to effectively remove many constituents from
highway runoff. The swales promote settling of suspended solids and infiltration of the

runoff into the soil. A curb and gutter system, which tends to concentrate and transport
constituents in highway runoff, also is eliminated by a grassy swale (Schueler, 1991).

Factors reported to affect the removal efficiency include type of grass, grass density, blade

size, blade shape, flexibility and texture (Umeda, 1988). Channel dimensions and swale

area affect removal efficiencies and the amount of infiltration that occurs.
A second sampler was installed to collect runoff directly from the road surface for

comparison with the runoff from the swale to investigate the effect of the grassy swale on
the runoff quality at the Walnut Creek site. A limited number of samples were collected

from the overpass and concentrations of constituents were similar to those at Convict Hill

Road. The data observed for the runoff samples collected from the two surfaces (the
overpass before the runoff reached the grassy swale and from the outfall into which the
runoff flowed after passage through the grassy median strip) at MoPac at Walnut Creek
are presented in Table 3.5.

::" ¯ : Table 3.5 Removal Efficiency of a Grassy Swale

Parameter Roadway Grassy SwaleRemoval
(%)

Total c0iiform (CFU/100mL) -3,678 i~8-,19~ - --
Fecal Coliform (CFU/100mL) 1,934 101,545 -
Fecal Streptococcus (CFU/100mL)6,909 89,482 _ -
TSS (mg/L) 104 27 74
VSS (mg/L) 23 7 72
BODs (mg/L) 7.5 4.1 46
COD (mgiL) 51 33 35
Total Carbon (mg/L) 34 18 48
Dissolved Tot. Carbon (mg/L) 17 15 9
NO3-N (mg/L) 0.88 0.36 59
Total Phosphorus (mg/L) 0.15 0. I 0 31
Oil & Grease (mg/L) 3.9 0.5 88
Cu (mg/L) 0.014 0.007 49
Fe (mg/’L) 2.066 0.442 79
Pb (mg/L) 0.014 0.009 35
Zn (mg/L) 0.074 0.019 74
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Significant pollutant removal occurs for all constituents except bacteria and

dissolved total carbon. These reductions in concentration are similar to that reported by

other studies. Schueler et al. (1991) reported that well-designed, well-maintained grassed

swales may remove up to 70% of TSS, 30% of total phosphorus, 25% of total nitrogen,

and 50-90% of various trace metals. Little et al. (1982) found removal efficiencies of 67-

93% ofoil and grease, and TSS and VSS reductions of at least 65%.

The use of a grassy swale as a runoff control device raises some concerns. The

bacterial counts found in samples of runoff from the swale were much higher than at the

other sites. The concentrations also show that more bacteria are in the samples from the

outfall than in the runoff of the roadway. Apparently, the soil of the swale or the storm

sewer act as a source of bacteria. It is unlikely, given the setting, that the high levels of

fecal coliform and fecal streptococcus are of human origin or that theft are indicative of

significant human health risk.

3.4 Pollutant WashoffPatterns

Concentrations of pollutants in runoff are often higher at the beginning of a runoff

event, a phenomenon commonly referred to as the "first flush." Many storm water

treatment systems are designed to capture the initial runoff from storm events to remove

and treat the runoff with the highest concentrations of pollutants. It is thought by many

that the majority of pollutants are contained in the first flush. Suspended solids often

display the f’u’st flush effect as shown in Figure 3.1. If the rate that material is washed

from the road is proportional to the amount on the road then a simple exponential function

will describe the instantaneous concentrations. The magnitude of the first flush

phenomenon varied between events and monitored sites in this study.

The first flush effect was more evident at West 35th Street than at Convict Hill

Road or Walnut Creek because the concentrations of the constituents were higher at West

35th Street and changes were more evident. A first flush was most pronounced during
short storms with fairly constant rainfall intensities. For longer events, changes in traffic

volume, rainfall intensity and other variables reduced the magnitude of the first flush.

Vehicles acted as a continuing source of pollutants during storm events, so complete

washoff never occurred. For all storms monitored at this site the percentage of total mass
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Figure 3.1 Washoff of TSS at 35th Street, 10/29/93

discharged at any point in the storm was only slightly higher than the percentage of the
total runoff volume at that point. A more detailed description of the first flush effect at

35th Street is contained in CRWR Technical Report #264 (Irish et al, 1995).
At Convict Hill Road most sample collection was limited to the first 12.1 mm of

runoff, because of the requirements of the NPDES permit and the rainfall characteristics in

the Austin area. This limited the evaluation of the first flush characteristics at this site.
Higher concentrations were recorded during approximately the first 3 mm of runoff for

most constituents; however, the concentrations quickly became approximately constant for

the duration of the sampling period. The typical pattern is shown in Figure 3.2 for TSS.
Since the concentration of TSS stabilizes at approximately 100 mg/L, sigrtificant loading
continues for the duration of the sampling period.
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Figure 3.2 TSS Washoff Pattern at Convict Hill Road Site
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First flush effects were less evident at Walnut Creek than at the other two sites

because of the lack of variability and low concentrations of constituents in runoff. Low
concentrations of most pollutants minimized the differences in concentrations between the

start and end of the storm. The range of concentrations tend to narrow, with more rainfall

and average concentrations near the end of the storm are smaller than those observed at
the start of the storm. Only a few constituents showed somewhat higher concentrations at

the beginning of an event. The higher concentrations were limited to approximately the
first 5 mm of runoff. The concentrations stabilized at this point resulting in continued
input of each constituent for the duration of the event.

Although concentrations were somewhat higher at the beginning of runoff events
at the sites monitored in this study, the effect was not pronounced~ Concentrations
stabilized at elevated levels resulting in a continuous input of pollutant load for the
duration of the event. Decisions about the size of proposed runoff controls should be

based on the assumption that storm water runoff has a constant concentration for each
storm event.
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Water quality of highway runoff in the Austin, Texas area was determined by

monitoring runoff at three loc.ations on MoPac, which represented different daily traffic
volumes, surrounding land uses, and highway drainage system types. MoPac at West 35th

Street is a high traffic site (60,000 vehicles per day) located in central Austin. The land

use of the area is mixed residential and commercial. MoPac at Convict Hill Road is a low
traffic site (8700 vehicles per day) located on the southern edge of Austin. The land use
around Convict Hill Road is mostly residential and rural undeveloped. The Walnut Creek

site is located in north Austin and consists of a combination of paved highway and gras_sy
shoulder and median. The land use classification of the area is mostly commercial and
high density residential, and approximately 47,000 vehicles per day pass this location. At

Walnut Creek, the highway runoff crosses a large grassy median before entering the storm
sewer system where the samples were collected. The watersheds of the other two sites
were I00 % impervious.

Runoff flow rates were measured and samples were collected automatically during
rainfall events. Water quality parameters analyzed in the laboratory for all runoff samples
included: turbidity, total and volatile suspended solids (TSS and VSS), 5-Day

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BODs), Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD), Total Organic
Carbon (TOC), oil and grease (O&G), nutrients (nitrate and total phosphorus), heavy

metals (iron, lead, cadmium, nickel, zinc, and copper), and bacteria (total coliform, fecal
coliform, and fecal streptococcus).

The highest conc.entrations of all constituents were measured at the high traffic site
at 35th Street. The lowest concentrations were found at the Walnut Creek monitoring

site. The concentrations at all sites were similar to median values compiled in a
nationwide study of highway runoff quality.

The total load of pollutant discharged is more important for estimating water
quality impacts for many receiving waters than is concentration. Pollutant load is a
function of cohcentmtion and volume of runoff. Normalized for surface area, the greatest

loads were generated at 35th Street, while the lowest amounts were found at the Walnut

Creek monitoring site. The monitored watershed at Walnut Creek had a nmoff coefficient
of only about 10 % while the other two sites had runoff coefficients of approximately 90
%. The lower concentrations at Walnut Creek combined with the much lower flows at

this site were respgnsible for the low loads at this site.
Little adverse impact would be expected for all but the most sensitive receiving

waters based on the quantity and quality of highway runoff generated during storms. The
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water quality of highway runoff is generally similar to that reported for urban runoff, and

does not contain appreciably higher concentrations of to,dc metals or oil and grease. The
impacts of highway runoff alone, like many other nonpoint sources of pollution generally

are not significant when considered singly, but may result in degradation of water quality
when combined with other sources such as urban runoff.

The effectiveness of grassy swales for treating highway runoff was evaluated by

comparing the runoff at Walnut Creek, before and after passing across a swale. The
grassy swale proved effective for reducing the concentrations of most constituents in

runoff. The low runoff coefficient due to infiltration of runoff into the swale produced a
large reduction (90°,/o) in pollutant load discharged. This reduction of runoff volume
effectively reduces the impact of constituents whose concentrations are not reduced by t~ae

swale. Large increases in bacteria counts occurred in either the swale or the storm sewer
system; however, they probably do not indicate the presence of a significant human health
threat. The use of a grassy swale precludes the installation of hazardous material traps

designed to catch spills of gasoline or other chemicals during traffic accidents.
A first flush effect (i.e., higher pollutant concentrations at the beginning of an

event) was very evident during selected events, but was generally limited to a small

volume. When all monitored events were considered, the overall effect was small or
negligible. The concentrations appeared to be affected by changes in traffic volume,         ..:-.: :--..

.: ~.~)
rainfall intensity, and other factors. In addition, vehicles provided a continuous input og
pollutants to the road surface and nmoff for the duration of runoff events. In considering

the potential effectiveness of storm water treatment systems, constant concentrations for
individual storm events should be assumed.
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"Fable A-I Event Mean Concentrations for Events at West 35th Street
DATE Flow TSS VSS BOD COD TC DTC N TP O&G Cu Fe Pb Zn T.col. F.col. F.strep.

(liters) (rag/L) (rag/L) (mg/L) (m,gFL) 0ng/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (m,g/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) Img/L)CFU/100 mE
9/13/93 450 ’ 58 26 19 248 N/A N/A 2.74 0.61 4.2 0.04 0.3 0.02 N/A N/A N/A N/A

10/12/93 1832 106 26 25 190 84 72 3.26 0.61 3.2 0.04 1.2 0.44 0.28 N/A N/A N/A
10/19/93 10243 385 36 12 42 32 15 0.52 0.30 0.8 0.05 2.0 0.12 0.18 N/A 28004 3356
10/19/93 1264 157 42 28 195 79 33 1.11 0.50 4.3 0.08 5.6 0.24 0.36 12470 48662 39701
10/19/93 1601 116 47 28 185 68 31 i.07 0.47 4.7 0.08 4.4 0.23 0.34 NA 30197 23479
10/28/93 26957 147 33 18 126 53 33 0.84 0.33 9.6 0.06 2.5 0.09 0.24 5199 2029 4113
11/1/93 5620 175 44 21 209 82 45 2.11 0.39 5.0 0.07 2.7 0.19 0.29 N/A N/A N/A

12/21/93 6271 48 8 0 149 66 38 1.32 0.30 5.9 0.06 3.5 0.13 0.22 N/A N/A N/A
1/12/94 10408 123 24 6 142 35 33 1.41 0.15 4.1 0.01 0.7 0.03 0.06 N/A 366 2350
1/19/94 10444 286 81 40 336 145 80 3.44 1.04 35.1 0.05 5.7 0.04 0.36 N/A N/A 15849
1/21/94 5988 79 40 43 264 128 85 2.36 0.51 24.0 0.04 5.3 0.05 0.30 N/A 3750 28044
2/21/94 87156 370 40 5 88 16 11 0.37 0.33 N/A 0.12 3.1 0.12 0.23 N/A N/A N/A
2/27/94 45877 N/A N/A N/A N/A 39 10 0.43 N/A N/A 0.04 7.7 0.27 0.59 787 N/A N/A
3/8/94 65514 N/A N/A 7 64 33 13 0.49 0.27 N/A N/A 4.7 0.15 0.31 N/A N/A N/A

3/12/94 31975 40 20 9 75 26 19 1.08 0.12 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
3/14/94 36692 313 37 9 79 46 14 0.41 0.30 N/A 0.02 4.4 0.10 0.21 2694 N/A 2896
3/26/94 i 964 131 57 15 90 N/A N/A 1.03 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 32203 N/A ! 021
4/4/94 41803 808 86 23 135 79 20 0.73 0.70 N/A 0.05 9.7 0.23 0.26 6153 407 19421

4/10/94 7627 540 114 23 292 153 53 0.96 0.73 N/A 0.07 7.8 0.21 0.51 N/A N/A N/A
4/14/94 13203 914 130 22 203 80 20 0.00 0.93 N/A 0.05 7.5 0.18 0.40 N/A N/A N/A
4/18/94 12084 N/A N/A N/A 217 61 28 1.39 0.76 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
4/27/94 3471 126 44 56 452 123 89 3.66 1.09 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 14715 7032 85896
4/28/94 31525 266 49 10 80 ~ 39 18 0.62 0.39 N/A 0.02 2.0 0.06 0.16 N/A N/A N/A
5/1/94 11322 33 24 12 167 37 29 0.902 N/A N/A 0.0188 0.4465’0.00000.0340 N/A N/A N/A
5/1/94 24113 184 60 4 115 37 13 0.360 0 N/A 0.00200.4590 0.03500.0390 N/A N/A N/A
6/2/94 37176 287 42 10 125 49 25 0.922 0 4 0 10 0 0 N/A N/A N/A

6/12/94 5496 372 56 N/A 124 130 78 0.000 1 N/A 0 10 0 1 N/A N/A N/A
6/13/94 25782 110 23 9 41 36 22 0.620 0 N/A 0 3 0 0 N/A N/A N/A



Table A-I Event Mean Concentrations for Events at West 35th Street (Con’t)
DATE Flow TSS VSS BOD COD TC DTC N    TP O&G Cu     Fe     Pb     Zn T.col. F.col. F.strep.

(liters) (rag/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (rag/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (rag/L) (mg/L) (rag/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (rag/L) (rag/L)CFU/100 mL
8/13/94 23669 105 22 9 94 38 32 1.35 0.33 3.54 0.005 1.5 0.014 0.132 N/A N/A N/A
8/14/94 43020 67 13 10 70 27 23 1.40 0.23 3.66 0.002 1.1 0.014 0.083 N/A N/A 2222
8/21/94 23660 58 22 15 167 59 51 1.02 0.30 N/A 0,021 1.8 0,028 0.131 37420 23875 19700
9/7/94 31634 91 36 37 464 N/A N/A 3.65 0.60 2.51 0.034 1.0 0.014 0.248 601564 N/A 19878
9/9/94443549 27 23 14 184 68 49 1.94 0.19 4.17 0.016 0.9 0.007 0.095 N/A N/A 30669

9/15/94 33746 160 39 9 64 29 13 0.25 0.42 N/A 0.006 1.2 0.007 0.143 N/A N/A N/A
10/7/94 108126 93 28 27 209 75 52 1.76 0.60 3.95 0.028 1.4 0.084 0.192 8354 724 622

10/25/95 43590 N/A N/A N/A 18 5 5 N/A 0.07 N/A 0005 0.7 0.015 0.057 N/A N/A 1730
10/28/94 16200 129 42 16 124 54 22 N/A 0.25 3.70 0.029 3.8. 0.027 0.204 40851 34307 36628
11/15/94 23946 96.00 32.00 N/A 135 64.9 27.5 N/A 0.26 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 18333 7000 16667
12/2/94 45312 205 28 12 65 38 9 0.48 0.30 3.20 0.013 1.7 0.012 0,107 N/A N/A N/A
12/9/94 7408 20.00 8.00 14 152 53.1 40.4 2.20 0.19 5.1 0.012 0.404 0.007 0,068 N/A N/A N/A

12/14/94 21710 80 28 19 157 60 30 1.32 0.31 N/A 0.020 2.9 0.019 0.149 17824 13995 29138
12/15/94206825 88 32 7 89 36 13 0.44 0.22 N/A 0.015 1.8 0.019 0,11 ! 4943 3662 N/A
2/11/95 9549 128.00 48.00 31 N/A 99.5 73.7 N/A 0.78 3.5 0.062 2.958 0.026 0,192 47000 600 5350
2/24/95 47345 336 48 N/A 196 95 26 2.27 0.65 N/A 0.068 8.8 0.037 0,316 N/A N/A N/A
3/7/95 20806 57 30 8 55 25 14 1.43 0.18 3.30 0.021 1.4 0.023 0.102 1334 70 3155

3/13/95 45325 225 24 7 68 25 10 0.63 0.25 4.10 N/A N/A N/A N/A 391 85 1 ! 18
4/20/95 51063 218 35 5 48 15 4 0.21 0.19 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 14385 N/A 11546
5/8/95 37976 165 41 9 55 32 N/A N/A 0.33 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 18915 6921

5/18/95 20960 N/A N/A N/A N/A 36.5 N/A N/A 0.00 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 4500 22500



Table A-2 Event Mean Concentraitons for Events at Convict Hill
Date Raint:all Rainfall FlowFlow TSS VSS BOD COD TC DTC N TP O&G Cu Fe Pb Zn T.col. F.col. F.strep.

(in) (ram) (gal) (L) mg/L mg/L mg/L mg/L mg/L mg/L mg/L mg/L mg/L mg/L mg/L mg/L mg/LCFU/100 mL
4/29/94 0.09 375 239 39 10 72 49 28 1.47 0.062NA 0.015 NA NA 0.063 NA NA 2050,0
5/2/94 0.11 375 86 23 6 78 41 23 0.89 0.109NA 0.020 2.9 NA 0.081 NA NA NA
5/13/94 0.46 1050 403 42 5 92 39 17 0.71 0.260NA 0.010 8.9 0.141 0.174 NA NA 0
5/14/94 0.25 350 348 20 7 NA 29 11 0.78 0.3581.5 0.009 4.0 0.090 0.099 12000 400 7667
5/16/94 0.07 400 6 6 7 46 24 21 0.75 0.0782.0 0.002 1.0 0.033 0.053 2000 167 20667
6/10/94 0.17 400 512 50 24 174 89 43 NA 0.380 NA 0.032 11.8 0.223 0.310
6/19/94 0.23 400 4 0 5 75 20 20 0.60 NA 1.9 0.011 4.5 O.100 0.292 NA NA NA
6/21/94 0.16 600 40 12 6 68 31 22 1.61 0.112 2.4 0.001 0.5 0.171 0.033 NA NA NA
8/8/94 0.18 600 176 68 13 114 NA NA NA 0.200 8.1 0.0,03 2.2 0.021 0.042 0 0 100
8/9/94 0.36 900 42 14 3 32 11 5 0.21 0.048 1.6 0.001 0.9 0.007 0.010 7550 1250 775
8/16/94 0.3 900 80 8 10 39 23 21 1.80 NA 1.7 0.001 1.1 0.007 0.028 NA NA NA
8/22/94 0.27 900 40 12 3 15 14 I1 0.43 0.0600.8 0.002 0.8 0.012 0.017 NA NA 3525
9/7/94 0.17 450 292 44 16 49 22 19 1.02 0.080 1.8 0.009 1.8 0.017 0.079 11500 9500 400(I
9/8/94 0.27 900 0 0 5 17 5 5 0.53 0.0250.4 0.003 0.3 0.016 0.022 1750 NA 750
9/9/94 0.47 1800 3 2 3 10 5 5 0.40 0.025 1.3 0.008 0.5 0.007 0.028 6788 NA 1475
10/7/94 0.37 1350 68 7 8 49 21 16 0.60 0.0770.9 0.003 0.8 0.0110.019 NA NA NA
10/14/94 0.24 1275 24 16 6 43 32 14 0.78 0.0302.4 0.003 0.9 0.0210.055 14800 110000 90000
10/25/94 0.56 1800 146 15 4 19 18 8 NA 0.041 0.9 0.003 0.7 0.009 0.016 NA NA 9500
10/27/94 0.29 1575 68 16 4 40 24 10 NA 0.113 1.8 0.007 2.5 0.014 0.215 4500 6000 20625
11/5/94 0.49 1800 192 24 3 29 19 8 NA 0.078 0.9 0.007 1.5 0.013 0.045 NA
11/15/94 0.15 300 12 4 5 33 20 17 NA 0.060 1.7 0.006 1.2 0.014 0.081 4000 1500 3600
12/2/94 0.3 900 156 28 5 39 21 5 0.39 0.0707.6 0.007 1.4 0.007 0.052 186667 156667
12/9/94 0.09 375 136 28* 3 29 13 12 0.55 0.005NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
12/15/94 23.16 11679 96 21 3 41 23 10 0.23 0.14 2.6 0.0041.2 0.015 0.037 1099 1349 2866
i/13/95 19.56 7137 346 29 5 26 17 10 0.18 0.14N/A 0.005 i.4 0.014 0.035 0 0 0
2/13/95 2.75 4522 24 8 13 46 23 15.3 1.75 0.13 3.6 0.032 2.1 0.024 0.075 !150 350 1450
2/24/95 8.32 9381 245 20 N/A 85 45 14 1.37 0.19N/A 0.032 6.8 0.027 0.118 NA NA NA
3/7/95 8.35 9230 147 26 4 31 19 4 1.24 0.12 0.9 0.014 i.8 0.027 0.049 681 404 834

3/13/95 30.46 15087 118 3 2 16 12 9 5.50 0.09N/A 0.024 2.3 0.0240.042 119 NA 150
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Table A-2 Event Mean Concentraitons for Events at Convict Hill (Con’t)
Date Rainfall Rainfall FlowFlow TSS VSS BOD COD TC DTC N TP O&G Cu Fe Pb Zn T.col. F.col. F.strep.

(in) (mm) (gal) (L) mg/L mg/L mg/L mg/L mg/L mg/L mg/L mg/L mg/L mg/L mg/L mg/L mg/L      CFU/100 mL
3/16195 5.81 2244 148 24 2 44 29.1 I0 1.75 0.16 2.0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 2550 100 3300
4/4/95 16.76 12091 153 30 5 40 21 10 0.20 0.19 1.1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 8366 2306 13266
4/18/95 9.84 6838 86 26 7 38 24 11 0.79 0.20 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 56103 698 19212
4/19/95 7.33 3336.6 260 52 7 57 32.1 10 0.35 0.26 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 17500 NA 20000
4/20/95 19.03 8420 198 20 4 21 12 10 0.11 0.13 N/A N/A N/A N/A NIA NA NA NA
5/8/95 27.42 11723 85 15 3 18 13 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A. N/A N/A 5829 667 4175

5/18/95 7.11 2574 N/A N/A N/A N/A 14.6 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 66000 25500



Table A-3 EMC’s at Walnut Creek for Events with Flow Similar to Base Flow (Swale)
Date Rainfall Flow TSS VSS BOD COD TC DTC    NTP O&G Cu Fe Pb Zn T.col. F.col. F.strep~

(mm) (L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (rag/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (mgiL) (mg/LJ(mg/L) (mg/L)
5/16/94 0 0 3 26 42 39 0.54 0.09 1.00 0.019 0.10 0.062 0.027 3500.0 10000 25000
6/3/94 18 6 4 55 39 38 N/A 0.09 1.30 0.001 0.27 0.062 0.042 na na na
8/8/94 136 48 12 124 51 33 3.10 0.38 NA 0.001 1.12 0.007 0.047 tntc tntc 200000

8/15/94 39 12 8 42 41 47 2.45 0.23 0.50 0.001 0.31 0.009 0.004 356667150000 15000
8/21/94 32 0 7 47 32 27 0.60 0.12 0.50 0.011 0.98 0.021 0.018 na na na
9/8/94 26 4 4 16 10 8 0.52 0.13 0.70 0.005 0.80 0.007 0.032 100375 na na

9/12/94 8 4 1 36 17 13 0.33 NA 0.70 0.001 0.49 0.007 0.008 na na na
10/14/94 28 8 4 27 43 38 2.05 0.15 NA 0.004 0.12 0.007 0.013 na na na
10/16/94 8 3 4 27 53 51 1.21 0.01 0.70 0.002 0.09 0.0070.041 na na na
11/15/94 4 0 6 28 38 36 N/A 0.11 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 133 100 233
12/14/94 10 8 3 36 43 42 0.67 0.11 0.80 0.002 0.17 0.014 0.009 20375 12375 10875
1/13/95 14 1 2 6 46 45 1.24 0.01 1.40 0.007 0.03 0.014 0.009 0 0 0
3/13/95 15 i 2 18 32 28 1.22 0.09 2.35 0.004 0.17 0.014 11.009 na na na
3/16/95 7 1 3 22 38 27 0.81 0.05 2.80 0.006 0.43 0.014 0.007 4417 7133 7000
4/4/95 61 !1 2 14 35 30 0.37 0.04 1.00 0.005 0.24 0.014 0.011 825 163 725

4/20/95 9 3 4 30 39 31 0.53 0.05 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 44000 5400 103500

Table A-4 EMC’s at Walnut Creek for Events with Si[[nificant Storm Flow (Swale)
Date Rainfall Flow TSS VSS BOD COD TC DTC N    TP O&G Cu    Fe    Pb    Zn T.col. F.col. F.strep.

(mm) (L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (rag/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (rag/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (mgiL) (mg/L) 0ngiL) (mg/L)
4/29/94 14.46 66284 62 12 5 35 12 13 0.49 0.22 N/A 0.013 0.25 N/A 0.041 na na na
4/30/94 4.83 37536 15 4 3 ,40 24 24 0.45 0.12 N/A 0.013 0.14 N/A 0.024 na na na
5/2/94 8.3 41068 19 N/A 3 47 34 30 0.28 0.10 N/A 0.012 0.47 N/A 0.020 na na na

5/28/94 12.43 31004 10 4 3 30 24 25 0.87 0.10 N/A N/A lq/A N/A N/A na na na
10/7/94 124.91 1473204 8 0 3 20 5 5 0.23 0.11 0.50 0.003 0.71 0.021 0.001 380000 185000 153333

10/18/94 14.99 154861 55 9 5 38 16 10 0.20 0.09 0.89 0.003 1.09 0.007 0.031 144958116085 79830
5/8/95 44.44197330 20 10 5 21 9 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.0000.000 39634 3552 35283
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Table A-5 EMC’s at Walnut Creek for Direct Road Runoff
Date Rainfall Flow TSS VSS BOD COD TC DTC N    TP O&G Cu    Fe    Pb    Zn T.col. F.col. F.strep.

(mm) (L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (rag/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (rag/L) (rag/L) (mg,/L) (mg/L) (rag/L)
10/17/94 5.33 757 216 52 5 42 58.3 12.8 0.26 0.17 1.70 0.01 1.67 0.01 0.07 na na na
11/5/94 5.33 1514 24 20 3 4 5 5 N/A 0.04 N/A 0.01 0.40 0.01 0.01 na na na
i 1/15/94 5.08 2271 40 12 8 71 35 28 N/A 0.19 2.50 0.01 2.34 N/A 0.10 2500 1363 4775
12/2/94 5.08 946 100 16 9 56 29.6 14.5 0.35 0.14 4.10 0.01 1.28 0.01 0.06 na na na
12/14/94 3.05 2839 42 22 9 ¯ 84 40 24 1.19 0.17 7.90 N/A N/A N/A N/A 5000 5100 21600
1/13/95 24 11 4 42 25 17 1.60 0.05 3.0 0.004 0.8 0.017 0.042 625 625 250
2/13/95 0.75 307 44 16 22 99 43.4 29.3 N/A 0.16 5.1 0.022 2.1 0.020 0.105 3500 350 500
2/24/95 11.39 1909 143 13 N/A 97 47 14 1.60 0.20 5.7 0.037 5.3 0.032 0.147 5793 4886 12381
3/13/95 32.23 4184 128 7 3 28 17 11 0.34 0.11 2.3 0.025 2.3 0.017 0.045 314 324 584
3/16/95 5.3 1705 240 40 9 24 50.8 16.5 1.40 0.22 3.8 0.017 4.0 0.014 0.124 2000 1200 4400
4/4/95 0.25 618 190 54 8 31 45 15 0.76 0.21 2.9 0.004 0.6 0.004 0.027 9690 1622 10779
4/20/95 9.14 1007 128 24 7 68 33.3 13.6 0.43 0.17 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A na na na
5/8/95 57.58 4595 33 12 3 16 10 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A na na na
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Virginia Stormwater Management Handbook

The Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation has developed the Virginia Stormwater Management
Handbook, First Edition, in order ~o provide guidance for compliance with the Virginia Storm~vater
Regulations. (4VAC3-20 et seq.) The technical material provided in the Handbook includes hydrologic and
hydraulic analysis procedures. This information was derived in part from SCS sources such as the SCS
National Engineering Handbook (NEH), and the SCS Engineering Field Manual (EFM), and others.

A brief Summary of the Handbook is provided here.

Chapter 1: Virginia Stormwater Management Program, provides an overview of the various State
regulations which address water quality and nonpoint source pollution.

Chapter 2: Stormwater Management and Urban BMPs, presents the basic components of stormwater
management, as found in the Virginia SWM Regulations, and follows them through the BMP sizing and
selection criteria. Most importantly, this Chapter presents the basics of Regionat Stormwater Management
and Comprehensive Watershed Management.

Chapter 3: Minimum Standards, provides the technical design requirements and specifications, and
maintenance requirements for stormwater BMPs defined in the Regulations. These minimum standards
represent current, and in some cases innovative, design information pulled together under one cover in order
to promote consistency in the design and construction, and therefore the effectiveness, of stormwater BMPs.
These BMPs include: 3.01 Earthen Embankments; 3.02 Principal Spillways; 3.03 Vegetated Emergency
Spillway; 3.04 Sediment Forebay; 3.05 Landscaping; 3.06 Retention Basins; 3.07 Extended Detention Basin;
3.08 Detention Basin; 3.09 Constructed Stormwater Wetlands; 3.10 Infiltration Practices; 3.11 Bio-Retention;
3.12 Sand Filters; 3.13 Grassed Swale; 3.14 Vegetated Filter Strip; and 3.15 Manufactured BMP Systems.

Chapter 3 Appendix: Design & Plan Review, Inspection and As-Built, and Maintenance Checklist.

Chapter 4:Hydrologic Methods, presents four methods for conducting a hydrologic analysis and
determining the peak discharge from a watershed or drainage area. These methods include the Rational
Method, Modified Rational Method, SCS TR-55 Graphical Peak Discharge Method, and Tabular Hydrograph
Method. Also included is a basic overview of various types of design hydrographs used in stormwater
modeling.

Chapter 4 Appendix: Various hydrological data including soil classifications, rainfall tables, etc.

Chapter 5: Engineering Calculations, provides very detailed calculation procedures for designing BMPs
using standard hydraulic equations. These procedures include storage volume requirements, water quality and
channel erosion control volume calculations, extended detention calculations, principal spillway and
emergency spillway design, anti-seep collar design, outlet protection, riser floatation calculations, and water
quality calculation procedures.

Chapter 5 Appendix: Hydraulic calculation worksheets, water quality criteria worksheets, etc.

Chapter 6: Example Problems, provides some design examples including hydrologic and hydraulic analyses.

Technical Bulletins: Purchasers of the Handbook will automatically receive three Technical Bulletins which
will provide additional and updated information and guidance. These Technical Bulletins will provide
information on local program development, local program funding ideas and experiences, innovative BMP
design, BMP pollutant removal efficiencies, BMP maintenance, etc.

(DCR 199-01 l) (12/01)
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GENERAL INTERMITTENT
SAND FILTERS

3.12A Washington D.C. Underground Vault Sand Filter

3.12B Delaware Sand Filter

3.12C Austin Surface Sand Filter
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MINI.MUM STANDARD 3.12

GENERAL INTEI~\IITTENT SAND FILTER PRACTICES

Definition

Intermittent sand filter facilities capture, pretreat to remove sediments, store while awaiting
treatment, and treat to remove pollutants l by percolation through sand media) the most polluted
stormwater i the water quality volume) from a site. Intermittent sand filter BMPs may be constructed
in underground vaults, in paved trenches within or at the perimeter of impervious surfaces, or in
either earthen or concrete open basins. They have been successfully used in Austin Texas, the
District of Columbia. The State of Delaware. and in Alexandria, Virginia over the last two decades.
Figure 3.12-I is a photograph of a sand filter BMP in Austin.

FIGURE 3.12 - 1
Austin Partial Sedimentation Surface Sand Filter

I Photo Courtesy of City of Austin, Texas)
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Intermittent sand filter facilities are primarily used for water quality control. However, they do
provide detention and slow release of the water quality volume from tlae site being treated. Whether
this amount will be sufficient to provide the necessar?’ peak flow rate reductions required for channel
erosion control is dependent upon site conditions (hydrology) and required discharge reductions.
The 10-year and 100-year flows will usually exceed the detention capacity of a sand media filter.
When this occurs, separate quantity facilities must be provided. Table 3.12-1 contains the target
removal efficiencies of sand and other soil media filter BMPs. Table 3.12-2 contains the results of
an extensive sand filter monitoring study in Alexandria conducted for the Chesapeake Bay Local
Assistance Department (Bell, Stokes, Gavan, and Nguyen, 1995).

TABLE 3.12-1
Pollutant Removal Efficiency tbr Intermittent Sand Filter Facilities

Pollutant Removal Mechanisms at Work in Intermittent Sand Filter BMPs I

Pollutant removal processes at work in intermittent sand filters are complex and involve
physical, chemical, and biological transformations (Tchobanoglous and Burton, 1991:
Anderson, Siegrist, and Otis, Undated). The most obvious mechanism is physical straining
of suspended solids and paniculate nutrients.

Suspended Solids

Mechanical straining, straining due to chance contact, and sedimentation are the principal
mechanisms by which suspended solids are removed, although the growth of bacterial colonies
within the sand grains may also cause autofiltration(TchobanoglousandBurtom 19911.

3.12-2
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Table 3.12-2
Pollutant Removal Efficiencies for a Delaware Sand Filter in Alexandria

Mass Balance Removal
Constituent Efficiency

, (%)
Cadmium NA

Copper NA

Zinc >90.7

Iron NA

Ammonia Nitrogen >39.0

Nitrite Nitrogen >45.8

Nitrate Nitrogen -62.7

NOt -53.3

Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen 70.6

Total Phosphorous 63.1/72.3 ~

Ortho-Phosphorous >68.3/74.4~

Total Suspended Solids >78.8/>83.9-’

Hardness 38.5

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (5 Day) >77.5

Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons >843

Total Organic Carbon 65.9
~ Excluding Anaerobic Incident Data : Excluding Storms with Heavy Iron Export
~ Average Removal from Alaska Marine Lines Filter 3 in Seattle, Washington (Homer,1995)

Phosphorous

Phosphorous removal is performed by physiochemical processes such as mechanical and
chance contact straining, precipitation, and adsorption (Piluk and Hao, 1989; Laak, 1986).

There are three general types of adsorption (the condensation and concentration of ions or
molecules of one material [the adsorbate] on the surface of another [the adsorbent]): physical,

3.12-3
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chemical, and exchange. Physical adsorption results from the weak forces of attraction between       ..
molecules and is generally quite reversible. Chemical adsorption results from much stronger
forces comparable to those leading to the formation of chemical compounds, with the adsorbed
material forming a one molecule thick layer over the surface of the absorbent until the capacity
of the absorbent is exhausted. Chemical adsorption is seldom reversible. Exchange adsorption, on
the other hand, results from electrical attraction between the adsorbate and the surface, such as
occurs w~th ion exchange. Ions of the adsorbate concentrate on the surface of the adsorbent as
a result of electrical attraction to opposite charges on the surface. It is sometimes difficult to assign
a given adsorption to a specific ~’pe (Sawyer, Mcarty, and Parkin, 1994).

Although exchange adsorption may also be involved, most adsorption in intermittent sand filters
appears to be chemical adsorption (Piluk and Hao, 1989; Otis, Undated; Anderson, S_iegrist,
and Otis, Undated).

In addition to the filter mass available, the adsorption of phosphorous in sand filters is also
affected by the pH of the material being filtered (with higher removal rates occurring with the
reduction of pH), temperature, contact time, and the character of’the filter media (Laak, 1986).
Sands containing iron, aluminum, or calcium have a higher phosphorous removal potential because
phosphorous will combine with these elements through chemical precipitation and become relatively
insoluble (Laak, 1986, Tchobanoglous and Burton, 1991). If the filter becomes anaerobic, the
bonding with iron may break down, releasing orthophosphates (Harper and Herr, 1993). However,
aerobic filters enriched with iron may attain almost complete phosphorous removal until the filter
capacity is exhausted, and properly sized filters may have a life of up to 20 years (Laak, 1986).
Sand particles with sufficient iron content may become positivel’y charged, leading to more
favorable medium-particle interactions and increased removal rates (Stenkamp and Benjamin, 1994).
Entrapment in the filter of a high percentage of the iron in the runoff being treated may provide a .....
source to replenish used up phosphorous adsorption capacity.

Nitrogen and Biochemical Oxvgea Dcman,!

Mineralization of organic nitrogen into ammonium (NH’~) may occur under either aerobic or
anaerobic conditions if the required naturally occurring chemoautotrophic bacteria (organisms
which obtain energy by oxidizing simple chemical compounds are r
Nitrosococcus, Nitrost~ira Nitrosol,~,.,~ ~r: ............. ) ’ p esent (Nitrosomonas,

....... ,,,.’ososovtorto)~uaak, 1986; The Cadmus Group, 1991)
Organic N ¯ ¯ Bacterial enzymes ¯ ¯ NH~" + other products

Positively charged ammonium ions are then adsorbed to negatively charged sand filter
particles through exchange adsorption (The Cadmus Group, 1991).

The transformation of ammonia (NH~) and ammonium into nitrite and nitrate (NO.. and NO3-)
and the removal of BOD5 occur under aerobic conditions by microorganisms (such as Nitrosomonas
and ,Vitrobacter) present in the sand bed (Tchobanoglous and Burton, 1991’ Laak, 1991, The
Cadmus Group, 1991 ).                                                         ¯

3.12-4
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NH~- "- 1.50, * "Nitrosomonas, etc ¯ * NO, + 2H + H,O + Energy

NO, -,- 0.50, ¯ "Nitrobacter ¯ ¯ NO{ + Energy

Since nitrite and nitrate are soluble anions, they are not affected by the cation exchange complex
of the filter, but rather tend to leach readily to the filter effluent (Gold, Lamb, Loomis, and McKiel,
Undated). However, anaerobic microenvironments (sometimes called "microsites") routinely
coexist in principally aerobic intermittent sand filters (Tchobanoglous and Burton,1991; Gold,
Lamb. koomis, and McKiel, Undated). Naturally occurring    anaerobic bacteria
(Pseudomonas. Micrococcus, Achromobacter. Bacilluss) in these pockets may convert much of
the nitrite into nitrate and the nitrate to nitrogen gas, resulting in total nitrogen removal in
intermittent sand filters ranging up to 45-50 percent (Tchobanoglous and Burton, 1991;-Laak,
1986: Ronayne, Paeth, and Osborne, Undated).

Organic Carbon ¯ .Denitrifying ¯ ¯ N,. + H,O + CO2 + Cells
bacteria

Organic carbon must be present for denitrification to occur, but low organic carbon/nitrogen rations
will suffice (1:2 or less) (Laak. 1986. p.62). Some studies indicate that optimal denitrification
occurs at ratios of 1:1-3:1 (Gold, et al, p.298). The maximum ramie ofdenitrification occurs at
temperatures above 10 degrees C and at a pH above 5.5, with the optimum pH range falling
between 7.0 and 8.0. (The Cadmus Group, 1991, p.11). However, home wastewater systems
have demonstrated excellent denitrification performance when the wastewatertemperature
was as low as 4 degrees C (Piluk and Hoa, 1989).

Hea~w Metals

More than 70 percent of heavy metals in stormwater runoff is in particulate form (Harper and Herr,
1993). Over 70 percent of particulate heavy metals are of greater than 104 microns in size (Shaver
and Baldwin, 1990). Particle settling in presettling basins and mechanical straining appear to
be the principal mechanism for removing heavy metals in stormwater intermittent sand filter
systems. Some iron may be removed by reacting with phosphorous iin the runoff being treated.

Hydrocarbons

Mechanical straining and physical adsorption appear to be the mechanisms removing
hydrocarbonswhich reach the sand filter.

3.12-5
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lConditions \Vhere Practice Applies

Intermittent sand filters are suitable tbr use in ultra-urban settings with a high degree of
imperviousness where the land cost or loss of economic return on real estate required to construct
retention basins may be prohibitive. They are generally suited fiat high pollutant removal on
medium to high density development (65 to 100% impervious cover). Specific conditions such as
drainage area size and development conditions are discussed with each type of intermittent sand
filter. Because they are subject to failure by clogging, intermittent san~d filters are not recommended
for use on watersheds where sediment loadings can be significant. Wherever possible, their use
should be limited to treating runoff from impervious surfaces. Most of the practices discussed
below are designed to treat runoff from watersheds with at least 65;°/’o impervious cover. Where
other runoff’must be treated, sediment protection must be increased to severely curtail the sediment
load reaching the filter media.

IPlanning Considerations

Site Conditions

1. Size and Topography of the S#e

Some types of intermittent sand filter BMPs are especially suited to larger drainage sheds, while
others have upper size limits on their effective use. Table 3.12-3 outlines drainage shed size
applications of various types of intermittent sand filter facilities. On larger sites with multiple
drainage sheds, a variety of BMPs might prove to be most cost effective.

TABLE 3.12 - 3
Appropriate Intermittent Sand Filter Applications to Various Site Areas

Tv }e of Intermittent Sand Filter ~r|ate Draina Shed to filter

District of Columbia Underground Vault Sand Filters Medium (0.25-1.25 impervious acres)

Delaware Sand Filters Small-Medium ~ 1.25 impervious acres

Austin Full Sedimentation Sand Filters ISurface or Vault)Large (> 1.25 impervious acres)

Austin Partial Sedimentation Sand Filters (Surface) Medium-Large

Austin Partial Sedimentation Sand Filters (Under,round)Medium

3.12-6
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2. Stormwater Infrastructure Serving Site

Both the size and the elevations of stormwater infrastructure serving the site as a whole are
important considerations. A critically important design parameter is the potential difference in
elevation of the receiving manhole in the stormwater infrastructure and the elevation of the closest
manhole in the new storm sewer svstem draining the site to be served. This will determine the
depth of water than can be pooled above the filter media with the system operating on gravity flow.
Almost all intermittent sand filter BMPs are designed to flow by gravity. However, in commercial
and industrial applications where dedicated maintenance crews with familiarity with mechanical
equipment will be available, pumped flow should be considered a viable alternative.

3. Depth to Seasonally High Groundwater Table

The liner or concrete shell of intermittent sand filter BMPs is usually placed at least 2 to 4 feet above
the seasonally high water table or bedrock in order to assure dry conditions for construction and to
minimize infiltration of groundwater into the filter structure. Howe, ver, in some cases, it may be
economical and practical to place filter shells below the seasonally high water table. In such cases,
t’loatation effects must be countered by providing extra weight or hold down components in the filter
shell.

4. Value of the Real Estate and Expected Income from Development

The value of real estate in highly urbanized areas may drive the overall cost of traditional structural
BMPs too high for serious consideration. In Alexandria, for example, the cost of real estate alone
to construct retention ponds averages $60,000 per impervious acre treated, while the cost of real
estate for extended detention basins averages $40,000 per impervious acre treated. The overall
costs of underground vault sand filters, which may be placed under parking lots and private streets
or even within building structures and therefore have no real estate cost, can become quite
competitive under such circumstances. The income stream from increased development allowed
bv underground BMPs should also be considered in such analyses.

5. Aesthetic and Land Use Considerations

Most traditional stormwater BMPs may be severely lacking in visual attractiveness. This may be
especially true with some extended detention basins and retention basins lacking a base flow to
prevent eutrophication during hot, dry weather. Questions also often arise about the use of
valuable open space on projects for BMPs instead of alternative uses .,;uch as recreation. Most sand
filter BMPs are visually unobtrusive and may be used in situations where aesthetic considerations
or open space use are important.

3.12-7
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Sediment Control

Intermittent sand filter BMPs which have been subjected to hea,,3’ sediment Ioadings have
historically thiled very quickly (LaRock, 1988: Harper and Herr, 1993). In a study in Denver,
Colorado. Urbonis. Doerfer, and Tucket found that the hydraulic conductivity of a sand filter serving
an equipment parking lot dropped rapidly as sediment accumulated on the surface of the filter
IUrbonis, Doerfer. and Tucker, 1996) A layer of sediment approximately 1/16 inch (1.6
millimeters) thick was found to limit hydraulic conductivity to 0.05 feet per hour (1.6 ft/day),
considerably less than the design coefficient o f permeability used by Northern Virginia jurisdictions
in the design of sand filters (ibid., Bell, Stokes, Gavan, and Nguyen, 1995). The filter media of
intermittent sand filter BMPs must theretbre be protected from excessive sediment loads. This
requires isolation during construction of the development, site design to restrict the amount of runoff
from pervious areas reaching the filter after construction, and proper sizing of sediment removing
features of the BMP to match final site conditions.

1. Construction Runoff

When this precaution has not been taken in the past, the sand filter BMPs have become clogged with
sediment from upland construction operations almost immediately, requiring complete
reconstruction of the sand filter and sometimes the collector pipe system. This can prove very
expensive. However. since most sand filter BMPs are constructed off-line with a flow splitting       :-..
device employed to divert only the Water Quality Volume to the filter, the BMP may usually be
completely constructed but isolated from runoff by blocking the inflow pipe until the site is fully
stabilized.

2. Urban Runoff

While experience indicates that intermittent sand filters fail very quickly when directly exposed
to runoff from watersheds with low imperviousness and poor vegetated cover (LaRock,
1988: Harper and Herr, 1993), filters which treat runoff from almost exclusively impervious
areas, such as highway surfaces, may perform satisthctorily for several years with very little
maintenance (Shaver and Baldwin, 1991 ).

An 18-month, comprehensive study ofrunofffrom street surfaces in 12 cities throughout the U.S.
determined that, while most particulate matter is in the fractions equating to sand and gravel,
the approximately 6 percent of particles in the silt and clay soil size contain over half the
phosphorous and some 25 percent of other pollutants (Sartor, Boyd, and Agardy, 1974). Table
3.12-4 illustrates this finding.

In planning the layout for a site on which sand filter BMPs are to be employed, care should be taken
to direct only runoff from impervious surfaces to the filter insofar as possible. The drainage sheds
feeding sand filter BMPs with only partial sediment protection (as delineated in the individual BMP

3.12-8
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discussions which follow) should never contain less than 65% impervious cover. Even when full
sediment protection is provided in the form of a carefully sized presettlement basin, the amount of
runoff from pervious areas directed to the filter must be minimized. The Denver study also
indicates that full sediment protection may be required in areas subject to heavy atmospheric
deposition of suspended solids even when only runoff from impervious surfaces is being treated.

The presettling basin or sedimentation chamber of an intermittent sand filter BMP is expected to
remove all but the very fine panicles of sediment, while most of the other pollutant removal is
expected to occur in the sand filter, where the very fine panicles will be trapped.

TABLE 3.12-4
Percent of Street Pollutants in Various Particle Size Ranges

Particle Size (Micr~ns)

Total Solids 24.4 7.6 24.6 27.8 9.7 5.9

Volatile Solids I 1.0 i 7.4 12.0 16. I 17.9 25.6

COD 2.4 4.5 13.0 12.4 45.0 22.7

I BOD5 7.4 20.1 15.7 15.2 17.3 24.3

I TKN 9.9 l 1.6 20.0 20.2 !9.6 18.7

Phosphates 0 0.9 6.9 6.4 29.6 56.2

All Toxic 16.3 17.5 14.9 23.5 27.8
Metals
Source: Shaver and Baldwin, 1990; adapted from Sartor, Boyd, and Agardy, 1974)

Trash Exclusion

Underground vault BMPs are confined space under Occupational Safety and Health Regulations and
are therefore more expensive to enter and maintain than open facilities. Future operations and
maintenance costs can substantially reduced by assuring that trash is, insofar as possible, excluded
from entering the vault. Grated storm inlets and trash racks in flow spllitters are two ready solutions
to this problem.

Projected Hydrocarbon Loadings

Sand tilters will quickly clog when subjected to direct heavy hydrocarbon loadings. Where such
loadings are expected, a design which removes unemulsified hydrocarbons in a separate chamber
or structure in the treatment train ahead of the filter should be selected.

3.12-9                                                                    ,,
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Maintenance

The maintenance requirements for intermittent sand filters must be considered during the planning
and design of the facility. All chambers of underground sand filters must have personnel access
manholes and built-in access ladders. Access roads or streets must be of sufficient width and
bearing capacity to support dump trucks loaded with accumulated sediments or heavy vacuum
(e.g."VACTOR") trucks for removing accumulated sediments and hydrocarbons from sediment
chambers and traps on a regular basis. Approximately every 3-5 years, the filter can be expected
to clog to the point that replacement of the top few inches of sand or, where employed, the layer of
washed gravel and the top layer of filter cloth will be required. A minimum maintenance
headspaee of 60 inches above the filter is required in underground vault filters BMPs. A
36-38-inch diameter maintenance manhole with a small, concentric personnel access lid or a
rectangular toad bearing access door (minimum 4 ft. x 4 ft.) should be positioned directly over the
center of the filter. Large sedimentation basins and open filters must be equipped with access ramps
to allow small earthmoving equipment such as "’Bobcats" and light trash raking equipment to go into
the basins. Finally, before finalizing the BMP design, follow the advice of Joseph J. Skupien,
Principal Hydraulic Engineer of Somerset County., New Jersey, and "close your eyes, kick back, and
think your BMP through a full year of operations, visualizing how it will perform under the
conditions of all four seasons."

General Design Criteria 1

The purpose of this section is to provide recommendations and minimum criteria for the design of
intermittent sand filter practices intended to comply with the Virginia Stormwater Management
program’s runoff quality requirements.

Several types of intermittent sand filter facilities are recognized for stormwater quality management
purposes, including District of Columbia Underground Vault Filters, Delaware Sand Filters,
Austin Full Sedimentation Sand Filters, and Austin Partial Sedimentation Sand Filters.

The general design criteria presented below apply to the design of intermittent sand filter facilities
for water quality control. This implies that the volume ofrunoffto be treated is determined by the
water quality, volume (the first 0.5 inches of runoff from the impervious surfaces on the site or
drainage shed) and the desired pollutant removal efficiency.

Isolating the Water Oualitw Volume

The usual method for isolating the WQV is to construct an isolation/diversion weir in the
stormwater channel or pipe, with the elevation of the weir set to allow overflow when the BMP
is completely full. Additional runoffgreater than the WQV spills over the weir to enter a peak flow
rate reducer or exit directly to the storm sewer, minimizing mixing with the water in the BMP.
Another approach is to provide a lower pipe to feed the filter until it fills, after which water rises in
the slitter manhole and continues down a higher pipe. Figure 3.12 - 2 illustrates this approach
(source: Montgomery County, Maryland).

3.12-10
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FIGURE 3.12 - 2
Flow Splitting Manhole Structure

Sizing Procedure

The majority ofjurisdictions which are employing sand filter BMPs use: hydraulic calculations based
on Darcy’s Law to establish the filter area that will allow flow-through of the treatment volume
within the desired time frame, typically 40-48 hours (Austin, 1988, Shaver and Baldwin, 1991,
Truong, 1989). Florida uses more complex falling-head computations and allows a drawdown time
of up to 72 hours (Livingston, McCarron, Cox, and Sanzone, 1988). Flowever, creating storage tbr
the full WQV in shallow configuration systems may result in a larger filter than the hydraulic
calculations would indicate (Alexandria, 1992).

Virginia uses the Austin Sand Filter Formula derived from Darcy’s Law by the Austin
Environmental and Conservation Services Department to size sand filters (Austin, 1988):

At-= I~Hdr / k(h+d#tf where,

= surface area of sand bed (acres or sq. ft.)
impervious drainage area contributing runoff to the basin (acres or sq. ft.)

= runoff depth to be treated (ft.)
sand bed depth (ft.)
coefficient of permeability for sand filter (Pahr)

3.12-11                                                .,
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h = average depth ! ft.) of water above surface of sand
media between full and empt3,’ basin conditions !": max. depth)

t.-= time required for runoff volume to pass through filter media (hrs.)

I. Coefficient of Permeability

When first installed, the coefficient of permeability of sand filters may be as high as 3.0 ft/hour, but
these will typically decrease dramatically after the first few storms. Actual observations of filters
in Austin, Texas, established that "’ripe" filters stabilized in the range of 0.5-2.7 fvday for filters with
partial sedimentation control (Austin, 1988). This is probably caused by a combination of clogging
of some filter pores from sediment loads and initial consolidation of the filter sand. Figure 3.12 -
3 illustrates the similar rapid decrease in coefficient of permeability as sediment loads accumulated
on a sand filter in Denver, Colorado (Urbonas, Doerfer, and Tucker, 1996). Falling head tests on
a one year old Delaware Sand Filter in Alexandria, Virginia, resulted in an average coefficient of
permeability of 8.5 ft/day (Bell, Stokes, Gavan, and Nguyen, 1995). The Alexandria filter was
treating only runoff from pavement surfaces, and the mean input concentration of total suspended
solids was only in the range of 75 milligrams/liter (75ppm)(ibid). The Denver runoff, by contrast,
had a mean concentration of 400 ppm (Urbonas, Doerfer, and Tucker, 1996), while the filters
observed by Austin lacked full sedimentation protection. Use of conservative values for the
coefficient of permeability is clearly indicated.

Based on long term observation of existing sand filter basins, Austin uses k values of 3.5 feet per
day for systems with full sedimentation pretreatment and 2.0 feet per day for systems with only
partial sedimentation pretreatment (full sedimentation pretreatment is defined as complete removal. ?"%
of particles with a diameter equal to or greater than 20 microns). Virginia jurisdictions utilizing".: :-,
intermittent sand filter BMPs have also adopted these values. Full ’.sedimentation may usually be
accomplished by capturing the WQV and releasing it to the filter over 24 hours. Figure 3.12-4
illistrates a full sedimentation basin in Austin. Partial sedmientation basins, such as the one shown
on Figure 3.12-1, should hold at least 20 percent of the WQV.

2. Drawdown time

Both Austin and the Virginia jurisdictions employ a BMP drawdown time (tf) of 40 hours. This
allows the filter to fully drain down and dry out to maintain an aerobic environment between storms
(filters which remain continually wet may develop anaerobic conditions, under which previously
captured iron phosphates may break down and wash out).

3. Simplified Filter Formula for Filters with Full Sedimentation Protection
(Sedimentation Basin containing full WQV with 24-hour drawdown to filter)

With k = 3.5 ft/day (0.146 ft/hour) and tt-= 40 hours~ the sand filter formula reduces to:

A~s, = 310I~df / (h + dO

where Af is in ft-" and I~ is in acres.

3.12-12
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FIGURE 3.12-3
Degradation of Hydraulic Conductivity of Denver Sand Filter

(Source: Urbonas, Doeffler, and Tucker, 19!96)

4. Simplified Filter Formula for Filters with Partial Sedimentation Protection
(Sediment Chamber containing 20% of WQV with free hydraulic flow to filter)

With k = 2.0 ft,’day (.0833 ft/hour) and tt. = 40 hours, the formula reduces to:

Atips, = 545I~d,-/(h + d~-)

where A~. is in ft-’ and I~ is in acres.

FIGURE 3.12-4
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Full Sedimentation Basin on ,4 ustin Sand ,Filter                             "

Exclusion of Continuous Flows and Chloronated Flows

lntcrnaittcnt sand filter BMPs will NOT function properly if subjccled to continuous or frequent
flows. The basic principles upon which they operate assume that the sand filter will dry out and
reaerate between storms. If the sand is kept continually wet by such flows as basement sump pumps,
anaerobic conditions will develop, creating a situation under which previously captured iron
ph~sphates degrade, leading to export or" phosphates rather than the intended high phosphorous
removal IBell. Stokes, Gavan, and Nguyen, 1995). It is also essential to exclude flows containing
chlorine and other swimming pool and sauna chemicals since these will kill the bacteria upon
which the principle nitrogen removal mechanisms depend.

Ii,aaOntint¢otts or freq~ent flows (such as basement sump pump discharges, cooling
ter, condensate ~ater. ariesian wells, etc.) and flows containing swimming pool and

una chemiclals must be EXCLUDED/?ore routinz through int~rrmittent sand filter
A[Ps since such [lo~vs will cause the BMP to ,!,L4L ~’UWCTIO~V:

~.12-14
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The Construction Inspection and As-Built Survey Checklist found in Appendix 3D is for use in
inspecting intermittent sand filter facilities during construction and, where required by the local
jurisdiction, engineering certification of the filter construction. The Operation and Maintenance
Checklist, also found in Appendix 3D, is for use in conducting maintenance inspections of
intermittent sand filter facilities.

3.12-15
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MINIMU3I STANDARD 3.12A                                                                       :

WASHINGTON D.C. UNDERGROUND VAULT SAND FILTER
(WET SEDIMENTATION CHAMBER)

Definition

A Washington D.C. vault sand filter is an underground stormwater sand filter contained in a
structural shell with three chambers. The shell may be either precast or cast-in-place concrete,
corrugated metal pipe. or fiberglass tanks. This BMP was developed by Mr. Hung V. Truong of the
D.C. Environmental Regulation Administration. Figure 3.12A-1 depicts Mr. Truong’s system.

The three feet deep plunge pool in the first chamber and the throat oftlhe second chamber, which are
hydraulically connected by an under~vater rectangular opening, absorbs energy and provides
pretreatment, trapping grit and floating organic material such as oil, grease, and tree leaves.

The second chamber also contains a typical intermittent sand filter. The filter material consists of
gravel, sand, and filter fabric. At the bottom is a subsurface drainage system of pierced PVC pipe
in a gravel bed. The primary filter media is 18-24 inches of sand. A layer of plastic reinforced
geotextile filter cloth secured by ~ravel ballast is placed on top ofth.e sand. The top filter cloth is.. :.
a pre-planned failure plane which can readily be replaced when the filter surface becomes clogged.
A dewatering drain controlled by a gate valve must be installed to facilitate maintenance.

The third chamber, or cleanvell, collects the flow from the underdrain pipes and directs it to the
storm sewt~r.

In Virginia, D.C. Sand Filters will normally be placed off-line and be sized to treat the WQV.

Purpose

D.C. Sand Filters are primarily used for water quality control. However, they do provide detention
and slow release of the water quality volume from the site being treated. Whether this amount will
be sufficient to provide the necessary peak flow rate reductions required for channel erosion control
is dependent upon site conditions (hydrology) and required discharge reductions. The l O-year and
l O0-year flows will usually exceed the detention capacity of a sand media filter. When this occurs,
separate quantity must be provided.

3.12A-I
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FIGURE 3.12A- 1
Washington D.C. Underground Vault Sand Filter

Conditions Where Practice Applies

D.C. Sand Filters are ultra-urban BMPs best suited for use in situations where space is too
constrained and/or real estate values are too high to allow the use ofoonventional retention ponds.
Where possible, runoff treated should come only from impervious surfaces.

Drainage Area

Drainage areas served by one vault filter should be limited to 1.25 acres. For larger drainage sheds.
either multiple vault filters or Austin Full Sedimentation Filters (surface or vault) should be utilized.

3.12A-2
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Dc~ elopment Conditions

D.C. Sand Filters are generally suitable BMPs for medium to high density commercial or industrial
development. Because of confined space entry restrictions and maintenance requirements, they are
not generally suitable for residential applications except for apartment complexes or large
condominiums where a dedicated maintenance force will be present.

Planning Considerations

Refer to the Planning Considerations for General Intermittent Sand Filter Practices, Minimum
Standard 3.12, previously discussed in this section. Of special concern are the stormwater
infrastructure serving the site and the requirement to isolate the sand filter from receiving flows until
the drainage shed is fully stabilized.

Potential and existing elevations of stormwater infrastructure serving the site will determine one of
the most critical design parameters: the maximum depth to which runoff may be pooled over the
filter and preserve a gravity flow configuration (whatever the pooling depth, there must be a
minimum of five feet of clearance between the top of the filter and the top slab of the filter shell to
allow filter maintenance).

¯..’.

Saand filter BMPS must never be placed in service until all site work has been completed~nd s~tabilization rneasures have been installed and are f!~nctioning properly.

Design Criteria

The purpose of this section is to provide recommendations and minimum criteria for the design of
D.C. Sand Filter BMPs intended to comply with the Virginia Stormwater Management program’s
runoff quality, requirements.

Refer to the General Design Criteria previously discussed under ,General Intermittent Sand
Filter Practices, Minimum Standard 3.12

3.12A-3
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Filter Sizin~ Criteria

The D.C. Sand Filter is a partial sedimentation protection intermittent sand filter BMP. To compute
the minimum area of filter required, utilize the Austin Filter Forrnula for partial sedimentation
treatment:

(h ~- d0
where,

A~m = minimum surface area of sand bed (square feet)
I~ = impervious cover on the watershed in acres
df = sand bed depth (normally 1.5 to 2ft)
h = average depth of water above surface of sand media

between full and empty basin conditions (ft.)

Structural Requirements

Thc load-carrying capacity of the filter structure must be considered when it is located under parking
lots, driveways, roadways, and, certain sidewalks (such as those adjacent to State highways). Traffic
intensity may also be a factor. The structure must be designed by a lk:ensed structural engineer and
the structural plans require approval by the plan approving jurisdiction.

Design Storm

The inlet design or integral large storm bypass must be adequate for isolating the WQV from the
design storm for the receiving storm sewer system (usually the 10 year storm) and for conveying the
peak flow of that storm past the filter system. Since D.C. Sand Filters will be used only as off-line
facilities in Virginia, the interior hydraulics of the filter are not as critical as when used as an on-line
facility. The system should draw down in approximately 40 hours.

Infrastructure Elevations

For cost considerations, it is preferable that D.C. Sand Filters work by gravity flow. This requires
sufficient vertical clearance between the invert of the prospective inflow storm piping and the invert
of the storm sewer which will receive the outflow. In cases where gravity flow is not possible, a
clearwell sump and pump are required to discharge the effluent into storm sewer. Such an
application would be appropriate in commercial or industrial situations where a dedicated
maintenance force will be available (shopping malls, apartment houses, factories of other industrial
complexes, etc.),

3.12A-4
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Accessibility and Headroom for Maintenance                                                    :

Both the sedimentation basin and the filter must be accessible to approriate equipment and vacuum
trucks for removing accumulated sediments and trash. The sedimentation basin must be cleaned
approximately once per year, and the filter will likely need raking on that frequency to remove trash
and restore permeability. When filters are placed in underground vaults, all three chambers must
have personnel access manholes and built-in access ladders. A minimum headspace of 60 inches
above the filter is required to allow such maintenance and repair. A 38-inch diameter
maintenance manhole with eccentric nested covers ( a 22-inch personnel access lid inside the 38-
inch diameter lid) or a rectangular load bearing access door (minimum 4 ft. x 4 ft.) should be
positioned directly over the center of the filter.

Construction Specifications

Figure 3.12A-2 is a cross-section of the filter chamber.

FIGURE 3.12A - 2
D. C. Sand Filter Cross-Section

25-50 mm (~-2 :,~) ol 2~w,~

~--~,’~’- " ~6~ c,~ <2~ ~)

Concr{te So~d

~<. "-.~.j.’..~:-L,;L, ,, :-,:
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Depth of Sedimantation Pool

The sedimentation "plunge pool" must be at least 36 inches deep to properly remove sediment and
absorb energy from the incoming flow.

Depth of the Underwater Opening Between Chambers

To preserve an effective hydrocarbon trap, the top of the underwater opening between chambers
must be at least 18 inches below the depth of the weir which divides the filter from the pool. To
retain sediment in the first chamber, the bottom of the opening should be at least six inches above
the floor. The area of the opening should be at least 1.5 times the cro,,~s-sectional area of the inflow
pipe(s) to assure that the water level remains equal between the first and second chambers.

Total Depth of Filter Cross-Section

The total depth of the filter cross-section must match the height of the weir dividing the
sedimentation pool from the filter. Otherwise, a "waterfall" effect will develop which will gouge
out the front of the filter media. [fa sand filter less than 24 inches is used, the gravel layer must be
increased accordingly to preserve the overall filter depth.

Upper Aggregate Layer

The washed aggregate or gravel layer at the top of the filter shall be at least one inch thick and meet
AS’I’M standard specifications (l-inch maximum diameter).

Geotextile Fabrics

The filter cloth layer beneath the upper aggregate layer shall be reinforced by an HDPE or PVC
geomatrix (such as ENKADRAIN 9120) and meet the specifications shown in Table 3.12C-1. The
filter fabric between the sand layer and the collector gravel shall conform to the specifications in
Table 3.12A-2. The fabric rolls must be cut with sufficient dimensions to cover the entire wetted
perimeter of the filtering area and lap up the filter walls at least six-inches.

Sand Filter Layer

For applications in Virginia, use ASTM C33 Concrete Sand or sand meeting the Grade A fine
aggregate gradation standards of Section 202 of the VDOT Road and Bridge Specifications. The
top of the sand filter must be completely level.

3.12A-6
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TABLE 3.12A- 1
Specifications for Nonwoven Geotextile Fabric on Top olD. C. Sand Filter

Property Test Method Unit Specification

Unit Weight ASTM D- 1777 Oz.iSq.yd. 4.3 (minimum)

Flow Rate Falling Head Test GprrvSq.ft 120 (minimum)

Puncture Strength ASTM D-751 (Modified) Lb. 60 (minimum)

Thickness -- In. 0.08 (,minimum)

Table 3.12A - 2
Specifications for Nonwoven Geotextile Fabric Beneath Sand in D.C. Filter

Property Test Method Unit. Specification

Unit Weight -- Oz.isq.yd. 8.0 (min.)

Filtration Rate -- [n!sec 0.08 (min.)

Puncture Strength ASTM D-751 (Modified) Lb. t25 (min.) ...:° .: ~...~

Mullen Burst Strength ASTM D-751 Psi 400 (min.)

Equiv. Opening Size U.S. Standard Sieve No. 80 (min.)

Tensile Strength ASTM D- 1682 Lb. 300 (min.)

Gravel Bed Around Collector Pipes

The gravel layer surrounding the collector pipes shall be V: to two (2) inch diameter gravel and
provide at least two (2) inches of cover over the tops of the drainage pipes.

Underdrain Pipinq

The underdrain piping consists of three 6-inch schedule 40 or better polyvinyl perforated pipes
reinforced to withstand the weight of the overburden. Perforations should be 3,,’8 inch, and each row
ofpertbrations shall contain at least six (6) holes. Maximum spacing between rows of perforations
shall be six (6) inches.

The minimum grade of piping shall be I t 8 inch per foot (one [ 1] percent slope). Access for cleaning
all underdrain piping is needed. Clean-outs for each pipe shall exten¢l at least six (6) inches above
the top of the upper filter surface, e.g. the top layer of gravel.

3.12A-7
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Each pipe shall be thoroughly wrapped with 8 oz./sq.yd, geotextile fabric meeting the specification
in Table 3.12A-2 above.

Dewatering Drain

When the filter is placed in an underground vault, A 6-inch dewatering drain controlled by a gate
valve shall be installed between the filter chamber and the clearwell chamber with its invert at the
elevation of the top of the filter. The dewatering drain penetration in the chamber dividing wall
shall be sealed with a flexible strip joint sealant which swells in contact with water to form a tight
pressure seal.

Access Manholes

When the filter is installed in an underground vault, access to the headbox (sediment chamber) and
the clearwell shall be provided through at least 22-inch manholes. Access to t .~]lter chamber shall
be provided by a rectangular dood (minimum size: 4 feet by four feet) of sufficient strength to carry,
prospective imposed loads or by a manhole of at least 3- inch diameter with an offset concentric 22-
Inch lid (Neenah R-1741-D or equivalent).

Protection from Construction Sediments

The site erosion and sediment control plan must be configured to permit construction of the filter
system while maintaining erosion and sediment control.

No runoffis to enter the sand filtration system prior to completion of all construction and site
revegitation. Construction runoff shall be treated in separate sedimentation basins and routed to
by-pass the filter system. Should construction runoffenter the filter system prior to site revegitation,
all contaminated materials must be removed and replaced with new clean materials.

Watertight Integrity Test

After completion of the filter shell but before placement of the Iilter layers, entrances to the
structure shall be plugged and the shell completely filled with water to demonstrate water tightness.
Maximum allowable leakage is 5 percent of the filter shell volume in 24 hours. Should the structure
tail this test, it shall be made watertight and successfully retested prior to placement of the filter
layers.

Hydraulic Compaction of Filter Components

After placement of the collector pipes, gravel, and lower geotextile layer, fill the shell with filter
sand to the level of the top of the sediment pool weir. Direct clean water into the sediment chamber
until both the sediment chamber and filter chamber are completely full. Allow the water to draw
down until flow from the collector pipes ceases, hydraulically compacting the filter sand. After
allowing the sand to dry, out for a minimum of 48 hours, refill the shell! with sand to a level one inch

3.12A-8
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beneath the top of the weir and place the upper gcotextile layer and gravel ballast.                     -

Portland Cement Concrete

Concrete liners may be used for sedimentation chambers and for sedimentation and filtration basins.
Concrete shall be at least five t5) inch thick Class A3 defined in the Virginia Department of
Transportation Road and Bridge Specifications.

Maintenance/Inspection Guidelines I

The tbllowing maintenance and inspection guidelines are not intended to be all inclusive. Specific
facilities may require other measures not discussed here.

Inspection Schedule

The ~ ater le,,el in the filter chamber shall be monitored by the o,xner on a quarterly basis and after
ever3,’ large storm for the first year after completion of construction and a log shall be maintained
of the results indicating the rate of dewatering after each storm and the water depth for each
observation. Once the governing jurisdiction staff indicates that satisfactory performance of the
structure has been demonstrated, the monitoring schedule can be reduced to an semiannual basis.

The BMP shall be inspected annually by representatives of the owner and the governing jurisdiction
to assure continued proper functioning.

Sediment Chamber Pumpout

The sediment chamber must be pumped out halfway through the inspection cycle (e.g. after six
months) and after each joint owner-governing jurisdiction annual inspection. If the chamber
contains an oil skim, it should be removed by a firm specializing in oil[ recovery and recycling. The
remaining material may then be removed by vacuum pump and disposed of in an appropriate
landfill. After each cleaning, refill the first chamber to a depth of three feet with clean water
to reestablish the water seals.

When the filter will no longer draw down within the required 40-hour period, the top layer of filter
cloth and ballast gravel must be removed and replaced with new materials conforming to the original
specifications. Any discolored or sediment contaminated sand shall also be removed and replaced.

3.12A-9
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Design Procedures

The following design procedure is structured to assure that the desired water quality volume is
captured and treated by the D.C.Sand Filter. The procedure assumes that a filter shell with a
rectangular cross-section is to be used.

Figure 3.12A-3 shows the dimensional relationships for a D.C. Sand Filter.

FIGURE 3.12A - 3
Dimensional Relationships for a D.C. Sand Filter

3.12A-10
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Standard Design Logic

Employ the following design logic to design D.C. Sand Filters for use in Virginia:

l. Determine Governing Site Parameters

Determine the Impervious area on the site (I, in acres), the water quality volume to be treated (WQV
in ft.~ = 1816 I~), and the site parameters necessary to establish 2h. the maximum ponding depth over
the filter (storm sewer invert at proposed connection point, elevation to inflow invert to BMP, etc).

2. Select Filter Depth and Determine Maximum Ponding Depth

Considering the data from Step 1) above, select the Filter Depth ((d0 and determine the maximum
achievable ponding depth over the filter (2h).

3. Compute the Minimum Area of the Sand Filter (A~,,)

To compute the area of the filter, use the formula:

Af,~ps = 545_.~L0_I df
(h ~- dt)

Af,, = minimum surface area of sand bed (square feet)
Ia = impervious cover on the watershed in acres
df = sand bed depth (normally 1.5 to 2ft)
h = average depth of water above surface of sand media

between full and empty basin conditions (ft.)

4. Select Filter Width and Compute Filter Length and Adjusted Filter Area

Considering site constraints, select the Filter Width (W0. Then compute the Filter Length (L0 and
the Adjusted Filter Area (At)

L~ = A~,,/W~

A,-= W~ x Lf

Note: From this point forward, computations assume a rectangular filter.

5. Compute the Storage Volume on Top of the Filter

V~-~ = Af x 2h

3.12A-11
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6. Compute the Storage in the Filter Voids (V~,)
(Assume 40% voids in filter media)

V, = 0.4 x A~. x (dt. ,"- dg)

7. Compute Flow Through Filter During Filling (Vo)
(Assume 1-hour to fill per D.C. practice)

V<) = kA~cl¢ + h) : use k = 2 ft./day = 0.0833/hr.

8. Compute Net Volume to be Stored Awaiting Filtration (V~,)

V~, = WQV - Vr¢- Vv -Vo

9. Compute Length of the Permanent Pool (Lpm)

Lpm .~V.~__
(2h x W~.)

10. Compute Minimum Length of the Sediment Chamber (Lsc)
(to contain 20% of WQV per Austin practice)

L~,, = 0.2WQV
(2h x W0

11. Set Final Length of the Permanent Pool (Lp)

If Lp~, > L,~, + 2 ft., make Lp = Lpm

If Lp~, < L~m + 2 ft., make Lp

It may be economical to adjust final dimensions to correspond with standard precast structures or
to round off to simplify measurements during construction.

Set the length of the clearwell (L~) for adequate maintenance and!or access for monitoring flow rate
and chemical composition of the effluent (minimum = 3 ft.)

Minimizing Filter Shell Costs

Underground vault sand filter costs have been widely varying because many developers have simply
had their foundation contractors cast the vault in place. Each insl:allation therefore became a
prototype with associated costs and overhead. Precast manufacturers currently offer precasting
services for D.C. and other types of sand filter vaults, which should stabilize underground vault
costs. Figure 3.12A-4 is a photograph of a segmented precast filter shell installation in Alexandria.
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FIGURE 3.12A- 4
Installing Precast D.C. Sand Filter Shell in .q lexandria

Photo Courtesy of Rotondo Precast, Fredericksburg, Virginia~

Worksheet 3.12A is for use in sizing calculations for D.C. Sand Filters. The Construction
Inspection and As-Built Survey Checklist found in Appendix 3D is tbr use in inspecting
intermittent sand filter facilities during construction and. where required by the local jurisdiction,
engineering certification of the filter construction. The Operation and Maintenance Checklist,
also tbund in Appendix 3D, is for use in conducting maintenance inspections of intermittent sand
filter facilities.
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FIGURE 3.12A - 5
D.C. Filter Cross-Section with HDPE Infiltration Chamber Collector System
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WORKSHEET 3.12A
SIZING COMPUTATIONS FOR D.C. UNDERGROUND VAULT SAND FILTER

Page 1 of 4

Part 1: Select maximum
pondin~ deuth over filter:

From Pollutant Load Sheets:

I

Outflow by gravity possible __

Effluent pump required                                                                   :: ;::-~

Part 2: Compute Minimum Area of Filter (A~.~:

= [545 x x .] ," [. + ]

Part3: Considering Site Constraints, Select Filter Width {W~) and Compute Filter Length {L
and Adjusted Filter Area

W,~= [ ] ft;
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WORKSHEET 3.12A
SIZING COMPUTATIONS FOR D.C. UNDERGROUND VAULT SAND FILTER

Page 2 of 4

Lr = A~-rn, W~-

= /

!

A~- = Wr x Lr = x

Part 4: Compute the Storage Volume o~ Top of the Filt~r(V~0

\,’~ = Ar x 2h = x

Part5: Compute Storage in Filter Voids (V,l:
(Assume 40% voids in filter media)

V, = 0.4 x Af x (d,- + dg)

= 0.4 x x (. ÷

Part 6: Compute Flow Throm!h Filter Durinr Fillinr Period
(Assume 1-hour to fill per D.C. practice)

V~ = lc~,~dt. + h) ; use k = 2 ft/day = 0.0833 ft/hr
d,.

= [0.0833 x x ( + )]/.

=1 I
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WORKSHEET 3.12A
SIZING COMPUTATIONS FOR D.C. UNDERGROUND VAULT SAND FILTER

Page 3 of 4

Part 7: Compute Net Volume to be Stored Awaiting Filtration

\’~ = WQV - Vrf- V~ - vo

Part 8: Compute Minimum Length of Permanent Pool (Lp~:

L~ = "v’~__ = / I x ~ )
12h x Wf)

--[

Part 9: Compute Minimum Length of Sediment Chamber (Lsm)
(to contain at least 20% of WQV per Austin practice)

L,m-- o.2wov --__      ,,
(2h x W~)

= ft

Part 10: Set Final Length of Permanent Pool (Lp)

L~m ÷ 2ft = + 2 = ft

If L~ < Lsrn + 2fi, make Lp = L~ ÷2fi =
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WORKSHEET 3.12A
SIZING COMPUTATIONS FOR D.C. UNDERGROUND VAULT SAND FILTER

Page 4 of 4

Part 11: Set Length of Clearwell (Lc.) for Adequate Maintenance Access (Minimum = 3 ft)
and Compute Final Inside Length (L~.,):

L~, = fi;

Sum of interior partition thicknesses (tp,) = fl

L, = Lt. + Lp + Lc,~ + tp,

Part 12: Design Effluent Pump if Required

Since pump must be capable of handling flow when filter is new,, use k = 12 feet!day =
0.5 ftihr

df

= [0.5 x x ( + ~)] /

x 448 = [ gpm

Part 13: Design Structural Shell to .Accommodate Soil and Load conditions at Site:

It may be economical to adjust final dimensions upward to co~espond with standard precast
structures or to round dimensions upward to simpli~ layout during construction.
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MINIMUM STANDARD 3.12 B

DELAWARE SAND FILTER (DSF) SYSTEMS

Mr. Earl Shaver of the Delaware Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control has
developed a surface sand filter system for use in Delaware ( _ - :; + ,- .: - : = ~ _: ,.-.    _~ ~,

As originally conceived, the Delaware Sand Filter is an on-line facility processing all stormwater
exiting the treated site up to the point that its overflow limit is reached (Delaware provides for
treating the first one inch of runoff). However, when employed in Virginia, it will usually be
provided with an integral flow-splitter to isolate and treat the Water Quality Volume.

Figure 3.12B-1 shows a schematic drawing of the Delaware Sand Filter as used in Virginia. The
s) stem consists o ft’,~,o parallel concrete trenches connected by close-spaced wide notches in the wall
dividing the trenches. The trench adjacent to the site being served is the sedimentation chamber.
When accepting sheet flow, it is fitted with a grated cover. Concentrated stormwater may also be
conveyed to the chamber in enclosed storm drain pipes. The second chamber, which contains the
sand filter, is always fitted with a solid cover.

Storm flows enter the sedimentation chamber through the grates, causing the sedimentation pool to
rise and overflow into the filter chamber through the weir notches in the dividing wall, assuring that
the water to be treated arrives at the filter as sheet flow. This is essential to prevent scouring out
the sand. The permanent pool in the sedimentation chamber is dead storage, which inhibits resus-
pension of particles that were deposited in earlier storms and prevents the heavier sediments from
being washed into the filter chamber. Floatable materials and hydrocarbon films, however, may
reach the filter media through the surface outflow.

The second trench contains at least 18 inches of ASTM C-33 Concrete Sand. When used in
Virginia, an underdrain capability must be provided. Runoff percolate:~ through the sand to the
underdrain (s) and exits into the flow splittericlearwell.

A transverse flow-splittericlea~’ell at the lower end of the structure collects treated effluent and
overflow and conveys the water to the storm sewer. When the filter shell fills with the Water
Quality Volume, excess flow is forced through the underwater opening from the sedimentation
chamber to the "wet" section of the clearwell to overflow the weir to the. outflow pipe chamber.
Floating trash and hydrocarbons are retained in the sedimentation chamber by this "trap."

3.12B-1
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FIGURE 3.12B - 1
Precast Delaware Sand Filter as Used in I,~rginia

Delaware Sand Filters primarily used for water quality control. However, they do provide detention
and slow release of the water quality volume from the site being treated. Whether this amount will
be sufficient to provide the necessary peak flow rate reductions required for channel erosion control
is dependent upon site conditions (hydrology) and required discharge reductions. The 1 O-year and
l O0-year flows will usually exceed the detention capacity of a sand media: filter. When this occurs,
separate quantity must be provided.
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Conditions Where Practice Applies

Delaware Sand Filters are ultra-urban BMPs best suited for use in situations where space is too
constrained and.. or real estate values are too high to allow the use of conventional retention ponds.
A major advantage of the Delaware Sand Filter is that it can be installed in shallow configurations,
which is especially critical in flatter regions where high water tables or shallow storm sewers exist.
The simplicity of the system and the ready accessibilit3/of the chambers tbr periodic maintenance
allow it to be used where a filter built in confined space is unacceptable. Where possible, only
runoff from impervious surfaces should be treated.

Drainage Area

Drainage areas served by one filter should be limited to approximately one acre.For larger
drainage sheds, multiple DSFs may be used.

Development Conditions

Delaware Sand Filters are generally suitable BMPs for medium to high density commercial or
industrial development.    Because of confined space entry restrictions and maintenance
requirements, they are not generally suitable for residential applications except for apartment
complexes or large condominiums where a dedicated maintenance force will be present.

~:" ?:’.3

Planning Considerations

Refer to the Planning Considerations for General Intermittent Sand Filter Practices, Minimum
Standard 3.12, previously discussed in this section. Of special concern are the stormwater
infrastructure serving the site and the requirement to isolate the sand filter fiom receiving flows until
the drainage shed is fully stabilized.

Potential and existing elevations of stormwater infrastructure serving the site will determine one of
the most critical design parameters: the maximum depth to which runoff may be pooled over the
filter and preserve a gravity flow configuration.

~Saand f!lter BMPS must never be placed in service until all site work has been completed]]nd stabilization measures have been installed and are functioning properly.

3.12B-3
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Design Criteria

The purpose of this section is to provide recommendations and minimum criteria for the design of
Delaware Sand Filter BMPs intended to comply with the Virginia Stormwater Management
program’s runoff quality requirements.

Refer to the General Design Criteria previously discussed under General Intermittent Sand
Filter Practices, Minimum Standard 3.12

Filter Sizin~ Criteria

Because of the shallow configuration of this BMP, resulting in low levels of hydraulic head above
the filter, application of the usual partial sedimentation filter formula may not create enough storage
volume to contain the WQV. With the dimensional relationships shown in Figure 3.12B-2 and k
= 2.0 ft, day, the required DSF filter area to contain the WQV may be written as follows:

A~= 18161, = WQV
(4.1h + 0.9)    (4.1h + 0.9)

where:

A~-= the area of the filter in sq.ft.
I~ = the impervious area on the watershed in acres
h = 1/2 the maximum ponding depth over the filter (ft.)

If the maximum ponding depth above the filter (2h) is less than 2.67 feet (2’-8"), the WQV storage
requirement governs and the above foumula must be used to size the filter (Alexandria, 1992). If
the the maximum ponding depth above the filter (2h) is 2.67 feet or greater, use the partial
sedimentation filter formula:

At. = 545I dr_
(h +

Where df = depth of the filter media in ft. (1.5-2.0)

Delaware and Virginia make the area of the sediment chamber(As) equa~l the area of the filter:

A~. = A~

3.12B-4
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FIGURE 3.12B- 2
Dimensional Relationships for Delaware Sand Fi~’ter
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Structural Requirements

When the system is placed in a street or parking lot, it must be designed to support traffic wheel
loads. When placed completely off the pavement, lower structural loads will be involved. The
structure must be designed by a licensed professional engineer, and the design must be approved by
the governing jurisdiction.

Design Storm

The inlet integral large storm bypass must be adequate for isolating the WQV from the design storm
for the receiving storm sewer system (usually the 10 year storm) and for conveying the peak flow
of that storm past the filter system. The system should draw down in approximately 40 hours.

Infrastructure Elevations

For cost considerations, it is preferable that Delaware Sand Filters work by gravity flow. This
requires sufficient vertical clearance between the invert of the prospective inflow storm piping and
the invert of the storm sewer which will receive the outflow. In cases where gravity flow is not
possible, a clearwell sump and pump are required to discharge the effluent into storm sewer. Such
an application would be appropriate in commercial or industrial situations where a dedicated
maintenance force will be available (shopping malls, apartment houses, fgctories of other industrial
complexes, etc.).

IConstruction Specifications

Upper Aggregate Laver

Some jurisdictions require a layer of filter cloth and gravel on top of the filter. When used, the
washed aggregate or gravel layer at the top of the filter shall be one inch thick and meet ASTM
standard specifications (1 inch maximum diameter.)

Geotextile Fabrics

When used, the filter fabric beneath the one-inch layer of gravel on top of the filter shall be
Enkadrain 9120 filter fabric or equivalent with the specifications shown in Table 3.12B - 1.

3.12B-6
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Table 3.12B- 1
Specifications for Nonwoven Geotextile Fabric on Top of Delaware Sand Filter

Property Test Method . Uni_.._~t . Specification

Unit Weight ASTM D- 1777z Oz.isq.yd. 4.3 (rain.)

Flow Rate Falling Head Test Gpm/sq.ft. 120 (min.)

Puncture Strength ASTM D-751 (Modified) Lb. 60 (rain.)

Thickness - In. 0.8 (min.) _

In instances where heavy hydrocarbon loadings areexpected, a layer of activated carbon
impregnated filter fabric such as Enkadrain PF-3 may be advantageous;.When used, a plan to
dispose of the hydrocarbon laden used filter fabric must be approved by the applicable jurisdiction
prior to placing the sand filter in service.

The filter cloth layer beneath the sand shall conform to the specifications shown in Table 3.12B-2.

Table 3.12B - 2
Specifications for Nonwoven Geotextile Fabric Beneath Sand in Delaware Sand Filter

Property Test Method . Uni.~_!t . Specificati0n -,:-~ ..-:,,-

Unit Weight -- Oz.isq.yd. 8,0 (min.)

Filtration Rate -- Ira/see 0.08 (rain.)

IPuncture Strength ASTM D-751 IModified) Lb. 125 (rain.)

Muilen Burst Strength ASTM D-75t Psi 400 (min.) I

IEquiv. Opening Size U.S. Standard Sieve No. 80 (rain.)

Tensile Strength ASTM D-1682 Lb. 300 (rain,)

The fabric rolls must be cut with sufficient dimensions to cover the entire wetted perimeter of the
filtering area and lap up the filter walls at least six-inches.

Sand Filter Laver

For applications in Virginia. use ASTM C33 Concrete Sand. The top of the sand filter must be
completely level. No grade is allowable.

3.12B-7                                .,
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Gravel Bed Around Collector Pipes

The gravel laver surrounding the collector pipes shall be !/~ to two (2) inch diameter gravel and
provide at least two (2) inches of cover over the tops of the drainage pipes. The gravel and the sand
layer above must be separated by a layer ofgeotextile fabric meeting the specification listed above.

Underdrain Pipinq

When round perforated pipes are used, the underdrain piping shall consist of a minimum of two (2)
schedule 40 or better four (4) inch polyvinyl perforated pipes reinforced to withstand the weight of
the overburden. Perforations shall be 3/8 inch, and each row of perforations shall contain at least
four (4) holes. Maximum spacing between rows of perforations shall be six (6) inches.

The minimum grade of piping shall be 1."8 inch per foot (one [ 1 ] percent slope). Access for cleaning
all underdrain piping is needed. Clean-outs for each pipe shall extend at least six (6) inches above
the top of the upper filter surface.

Each pipe shall be thoroughly wrapped with 8 oz.isq.yd, geotextile fabric meeting the specification
in Table 3.12B - 2 above.

Alternative Underdrains

Shallow rectangular drain tiles may be fabricated from such materials as fiberglass structural
channels, saving several inches of filter depth. Drain tiles shall normally be in two-foot lengths and
spaced to provide gaps l/8-inch less than the smallest gravel sizes on all four sides. Sections of tile
may be cast in the dividing wall between the filter and the clearwell to provide shallow outflow
oricices. Flat perforated drainage piping such as AdvantEdge® may also be used to reduce the
depth of filter. Another approach is to raise a grate on small masonary units above the floor of the
shell, tav a layer of PVC or polyethelene geomatrix on the grate to spread the load, and install the
filter cloth and sand above this matting; molded HDPE infiltration chambers may also be used as
shown in Figure 3.12A-5, The entire bottom of the filter shell thus becomes a collector channel.
When the shell bottom is so used, it shall have a minimum slope of 1/8 inch per foot (1%).

Weepholes

In addition to the underdrain pipes, weepholes may be installed between the filter chamber and the
clearwell to provide relief in case of pipe clogging. The weepholes shall be three (3) inches in
diameter. Minimum spacing shall be nine (9) inches center to center. The openings on the filter side
of the dividing wall shall be covered to the width of the trench with 12 inch high plastic hardware
cloth of 1/4 inch mesh or galvanized steel wire, minimum wire diameter ().03-inch. number 4 mesh
hardware cloth anchored firmly to the dividing wall structure and folded a minimum of 6 inches
back under the bottom stone,

Protection t?om Construction Sediments

The site erosion and sediment control plan must be configured to permit construction of the filter
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system while maintaining erosion and sediment control.

No runoffis to enter the sand filtration system prior to completion of all construction and site
revegitation. Construction runoff shall be treated in separate sedimenlation basins and routed to
by-pass the filter system. Should construction runoffenter the filter system prior to site revegitation,
all contaminated materials must be removed and replaced with new clean materials.

Watertight Integri _ty Test

After completion of the filter shell but before placement of the filter layers, entrances to the
structure shall be plugged and the shell completely filled with water to demonstrate water tightness.
Maximum allowable leakage is 5 percent of the filter shell volume in 24 hours. Should the sfructure
fail this test, it shall be made watertight and successfully retested prior to placement of the filter
layers.

Hydraulic Compaction of Filter Components

After placement of the collector pipes, gravel, and lower geotextile layer, fill the shell with filter
sand to the level of the top of the sediment pool weir. Direct clean water into the sediment chamber
until both the sediment chamber and filter chamber are completely full. Allow the water to draw
down until flow from the collector pipes ceases, hydraulically compacting the filter sand. After
allowing the sand to dry out for a minimum of 48 hours, refill the shell wi, th sand to a level one inch
beneath the top of the weir and place the upper geotextile layer and gravel ballast.

.̄-..!:.-..:.
Grates and Covers

When placed in traffic lanes, grates and covers must withstand H-20 wheelloadings. Use of standard
Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) grates (Grate D l-l) will often be most
cost-effective. Where allowed by local jurisdictions, galvanized steel bar grates are economical.

Portland Cement Concrete

Portland Cement concrete used for the trench structure shall conform to the A3 specification of the
Virginia Department of Transportation Road and Bridge Specifications, latest edition.

Maintenance/Inspection Guidelines

The following maintenance and inspection guidelines are not intended to be all inclusive. Specific
facilities may require other measures not discussed here.

Inspection Schedule

During the first year of operation, the cover grates or precast lids on the chambers must be removed
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quarterly and a joint owner-jurisdiction inspection made to assure that the system is functioning.
Oncc the jurisdiction inspectors are satisfied that the system is functioning properly, this inspection
may be made on an annual basis lbr other than auto-related activities.

Sediment Chamber Pumpout

The sediment chamber must be pumped out when the joint owner-jurisdiction determines that
If the chamber contains an oil skim, it should be removed by a firm specializing in oil recovery, and
recycling The remaining material may then be removed by vacuum pump and disposed of in an
appropriate landfill. After each cleaning, refill the first chamber with clean water to reestablish
the water seals to the clearweil.

Sand Filter

When deposition of sediments in the filtration chamber indicate that the filiter media is clogging and
not performing properly, sediments must be removed (a small shovel may be all that is necessary)
along with the top two to three inches of sand. The coloration of the :;and will provide a good
indication of what depth of removal is required. Clean sand must then be placed in the filter to
restore the design depth. Where a layer ofgeotechnical fabric overlays the filter, the fabric shall be
rolled up and removed and a similar layer of clean fabric installed. Any discolored sand shall also
be removed and replaced. Disposal of petroleum hydrocarbon contaminated sand or filter cloth
should be coordinated with the appropriate environmental official of the local jurisdiction. On filters
which employ an upper geotextile layer and ballast, the top layer of filter cloth and ballast gravel
must be removed and replaced with new materials conforming to the original specifications when
the filter will no longer draw down within the required 40-hour period. Any discolored or sediment
contaminated sand shall also be removed and replaced with sand meeting the original specifications
(ASTM C-33 Concrete Sand).

Concrete Shell Inspection

Concrete will deteriorate over time, especially if subjected to live loads. The concrete shell, risers,
etc., must be examined during each annual inspection to identi~ areas tha! are in need of repair, and
such repairs must be promptly effected.

Grass Clippings

Grass clippings from landscape areas on the drainage watershed flowing into the DSF must be
bagged and removed from the site to prevent them washing into and contaminating the sediment
chamber and filter.

Trash Collection

Trash collected on the grates protecting the inlets shall be removed no less frequently than weekly
to assure preserving the inflow capacity of the BMP.

3.12B-10
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Design Procedures

The following design procedure is structured to assure that the desired water quality volume is
captured and treated by the Delaware Sand Filter. The procedure assumes that a filter shell with
a rectangular cross-section is to be used. Figure 3.12B-2 shows the dimensional relationships re-
quired to compute the design.

Standard Design Logic

Employ the following design logic to design Delaware Sand Filters for use in Virginia:

1. Determine Governing Site Parameters

Determine the Impervious area on the site (Ia in acres), the water quality volume to be treated (WQV
in ft.3 = 1816 I,), and the site parameters necessary to establish 2h, the max~imum ponding depth over
the filter (storm sewer invert at proposed connection point, elevation to inflow invert to BMP, etc).

2. Select Filter Depth and Determine Maximum Ponding Depth

Considering the data from Step 1) above, select the Filter Depth ((dr) and determine the maximum
achievable ponding depth over the filter (2h).

3. Calculate the Required Surface Areas of the Chambers                                      ";

If the maximum ponding depth above the filter (2h) is less than 2.67 feet ~2 -8 ), the WQV storage
requirement governs and the above foumula must be used:

Af= 1816I~ = WQV
(4.1h + 0.9) (4.1h + 0.9)

where:

Af = the area of the filter in sq.ft.

the impervious area on the watershed in acres

h = I,’2 the maximum ponding depth over the filter (ft.)

If the the maximum ponding depth above the filter (2h) is 2.67 feet or greater, use the partial
sedimentation filter formula:

3.12B-11
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where:

dt. = depth of the filter media in ft. (1.5-2.0)

Delaware and Virginia make the area of the filter equal the area of the sediment chamber:

Af = As

4. Establish Dimensions of the Facility

Site considerations usually dictate the final dimensions of the facility. Sediment trenches and filter
trenches normally be 18-30 inches wide. Use of standard VDOT DI-1 gral:es requires a trencl~ width
of 26". Some jurisdictions restrict the maximum allowable trench width to 36 inches.

Minimizing; Filter Shell Costs

Underground vault sand filter costs have been widely varying because marly developers have simply
had their foundation contractors cast the vault in place. Each installation therefore became a
prototype with associated costs and overhead Precast manufacturers currently offer precasting
services for D.C. and other types of sand filter vaults, which should stabilize underground vault
costs. Figure 3.12B3 is a photograph of a segmented precast shell installation in Alexandria.
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FIGURE 3.12B- 3
Installing Precast Delaware Sand Filter Shell in Alexandria, Virginia

(Photo Courtesy of Rotondo Precast, Fredericksburg, Virginia)

Worksheet 3.12B is for use in sizing calculations Ibr Delaware Sand Filters. The Construction
Inspection and As-Built Survey Checklist tbund in Appendix 3D is for use in inspecting
intermittent sand filter facilities during construction and. where required bv the local jurisdiction,
engineering certification of the filter construction. The Operation and Maintenance Checklist,
also found in Appendix 3D, is for use in conducting maintenance inspections ofinterrnittent sand
filter facilities.
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V¢ORKSHEET 3.12B
SIZING COMPUTATIONS FOR STANDARD DELAWARE SAND FILTER

Page l of 2

Part 1: Select maximum
ponding depth over filter:

From Pollutant Load Sheets:

la= acres

Outflow by gravity possibles: Effluent pump required ~

Part 2: Compute Minimum Area of Filter (Arm) and Sediment Pool (A_~m):

a) lf2h _> 2.67 feet, use the formula:

A~,~ = A,.~ = ~,._
(dr -*- h)

= [545 x x 1/[ ~- J

b) If2h < 2.67 feet, use the formula:

A,,,=A,.~= 1816I..k_ = WQV
(4.1h + 0.9) (4.1h + 0.9)

= ’ [(4.1 x ) * 0.9]

= [ ft:
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WORKSHEET 3.12B
SIZING COMPUTATIONS FOR STANDARD DELAWARE SAND FILTER

Page 2 of 2

Part 3: Considering Site Constraints, Select Filter Width {Wr) and Sediment Pool Width
(W,) and Compute Filter Length (L,) and Adjusted Filter Area (Ar).and Sediment Chamber
Area (Ad:

W+=W~= [ J fi:

L~ = L~- = A~,’ W~

= /

= [ say ft

As = Af = Wf x L~- = x

...-~.~,

Part 4: Design Structural Shell to accommodate Soil and Load Conditions at Site:

(Separate computations by a structural engineer).

Part 5: Design Effluent Pump if Required:

Since pump must be capable of handling flow when filter is new, use k = 12 feet/day = 0.5
fl;hr

Q = kA~.f +_.~
df

= [0.5 x x ( + )]/

x 448 = ] gpm
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MINI.MUM STANDARD 3.12C

AUSTIN SURFACE SAND FILTER SYSTEMS

The City of Austin, Texas. base been using open basin intermittent sand filtration BMPs for treating
stormwater runoffsince the early 1980’s. The Austin program is managed by the Environmental and
Conse~’ation Services Department, which has published design criteria in I:heir £"n viro/3/73~rl to/
Cr#erio Mc/tT/,,to/(Austin, 1988). Austin places heavy emphasis on pretreating the stormwater
runoff in a sediment trapping presettling basin to protect the filter media from excessive sediment
loading. The particles selected by Austin for complete removal in the full :sedimentation protection
basins are those which are greater than or equal in size to silt with a particle diameter of 0.00007
foot (20 microns) and a specific gravity of 2.65.

Figure 3.12C-1 illustrates an Austin Full Sedimantation Sand Filter application at a shopping center.
In this system the sedimentation structure is a concrete basin designed to hold the entire WQV and
then release it to the filtration basin over a 24-hour draw-down period. Figure 3.12C-2 shows an
alternative design which allows a smaller sedimentation chamber (20 pel:cent of the WQV) while

¯ - increasing the filter size to compensate for increased clogging of the fi]iter media. Although the
systems shown utilize concrete basins, a sediment pond and a geomembrane-lined filter built directly
into he ground may be used where terrain and soil conditions allow.

Purpose

Austin Sand Filters are used primarily for water quality control. However, they do provide detention
and slog’ release over time of the WQV. Whether this amount will be ’.sufficient to provide the
necessary peak flow rate reductions required for channel erosion control is; dependent upon the site
conditions. However, in cases where quantity detention beyond the volume, of the WQV is required,
an attractive alternative may well be to utilize a combined detention basin~pre-settling basin
configuration, with the controlled release of the entire stored volume to the sand filter facility.

3.12C-1
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FIGURE 3.12C - 2
Sedimentation Basin of Jolleyville Partial Sedimentation S)’stem

tPoto Courtesy of the City of Austin, Texas)

Conditions Where Practice Applies

Austin Sand Filters Filters are ultra-urban BMPs best suited for use in situations where space is too
constrmned andor real estate values are too high to allow the use of con,,..-ntional retention ponds.
Unlike D.C. and Dciaware Sand Filters. when full sedimentation protection is provided, Austin
filters mav be used in situations where a higher amount of pervious surfaces are present or where
h~gher sediment loads trom deposition ot" wind-blown sediments arc encountered. Because of their
deblgn, they may also be used on much larger drainage sheds.

¯ I_C-:
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Drainage Area

Austin full sedimentation and partial sedimentation basin sand filters have been used on drainage
sheds up to 30 acres, and with great economy of scale. Table 3.12-1 illustrates the relative costs of
varying sized systems in Austin in mid-1990.

TABLE 3.12C - 1
Cost of Austin Sand Filtration Systems (June 19!90)

Drainage Area Water Quality. Cost/Acre Cost/ft~ Total Cost
(Acres) Volume (ft~) (S/acre) ($/ft3) ($)

1.0 1815 13,013" 7.50* 13,613"
19,058# 10.50# 19,058#

2.0 3,630 8,440* 4.65* 16,880*
9,801 # 5.40# 19,602#

5.0 9,075 5,136 2.83 25,682

10.0 18,150 3,812 2.10 38,115

15.0 27,225 3,086 1.70 46,283

20.0 36,300 2,723 1.50 54,450 ........

30.0 54,450 2.360 1.30 70,785

Footnotes:
* Calculated from data provided by Murfee Engineers
~ Calculated from data provided by Austin Stormwater Management staff
All other values derived from combined data

While Austin has traditionally built these systems in open basins, there appears no reason why the
basic designs cannot be adapted to underground vault construction where :real estate values are high
enough to justify their use. Austin Partial Sedimentation Sand Filters have been built in
underground vaults in Alexandria on sheds of three-four acres of impervious cover. Precast
segmented underground vaults are now available in very large configurations. Besides the modified
precast box culvert technology illustrated under MS 3.12A: D.C. Sand Filters, precast a.rch
technology has also been adapted to the construction of underground vaults. Figure 3.12C-3 shows
such a system. It appears that approximately five acres of imper~ious cover is the uper limit of the
area that should be treated by a single underground vault system.

3.12C-4
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FIGtRE 3.12C - 3
l.’nderground ! "ault Fabricated From Precast Bridge .4rch Components

~ Phote ~._ ourtesv of BridgeTek Bridge Technologies. LLC.. Fr,:dcricksburg. Virginia)

De\ ehmm, cnt Conditions

Austin Sand Filters are generally suitable BMPs for medium to high density commercial or
indu>~rml dcxelopmcnt. Because of confined space cnt~ restrictions when constructed in
underground vaults and maintenance requirements, they arc not generally suitable for residential
appl~c:~tions except for apartment complexe:~ or large condominiums where n dedicated maintenance
force v~ ~ii be present.

I Planning Considerations

Rcf:r to zinc Planning Considerations for Minimum Standard 3.12: General Intermittent Sand
Filter Practices. Of special concern are the storm~ater infr.astructure ser’, m~, the site and the
requ~r,:p,a,:nt to isolate the sand filter from receix ing floxvs until the drainage shed is ~llv stabilized.
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Potential and existing elevations ofstormwater infrastructure serving the site will determine one of         :
the most critical design parameters: the maximum depth to which runoff may be pooled over the
filter and preserve a gravity flow configuration (whatever the pooling depth, there must be a
minimum of five feet of clearance between the top of the filter and the top slab of the filter shell to
allow filter maintenance).

(!and f!lter BMPS must never be placed in service ,mtil all site work has been completed]]
nd stabilization measures have been installed and are fimctioning properly.

IDesign Criteria

The purpose of this section is to provide recommendations and minimurn criteria for the design of
Austin Sand Filter BMPs intended to comply with the Virginia Stormwater Management program’s
runoff quality, requirements.

Refer to the General Design Criteria previously discussed under General Intermittent Sand
Filter Practices, Minimum Standard 3.12

Filter Sizing Criteria.’:,i-.’-".-:;:~ :’

1. Full Sedimentation with Filtration

In this configuration, the sedimentation basin receives the WQV and detains it for a minimum
draw-down time (time required to empty the basin from a full WQV condition) of 24 hours. The
effluent from the sedimentation basin is discharged into the filtration basin..

Austin conducted a literature review of sedimentation basins and slow rate filters to establish
design criteria.

For filtration basins, surface area is the primary design parameter. The required surface area is a
function of sand permeability, bed depth, hydraulic head and sediment loading. A filtration rate of
0.0545 gallons per minute per square foot has been selected for design criteria ( 10.5 feet per day or
3.4 million gallons per acre per day). This filtration rate is based on a Darcy’s Law coefficient of
permeability k =3.5 feet per day, an average hydraulic head (h) of three (3) feet and a sand bed depth
Idf) of 18 inches, and a filter drawdown time, t,. of 40 hours.

3.12C-6
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Substituting these values in the basic Austin Filter Formula shown in General Intermittent Sand
Filter Practices, .Minimum Standard 3.12 yields:

A. = I~H 18

where "’A,’" is the minimum surthce area of the filtration media in acres, "’I]’ is the
contributing impervious runoffarea in acres and "’H" is the runoffdepth in feet (0.5 inch =
0.0417 feet when treating the WQV).

When treating the first 1 ’2-inch of runoff, this formula reduces to

Af. = 0.0023Ij = 100 Ft: of filter per impervious acre.

This formula is obviously based on a number of simplifying assumptions. Determining the actual
average depth of ponding over the filter is an extremely complex proposition considering thet the
runoff is being released from the sedimentation chamber to the filter at first a rising and then a
falling head and then percolating through the sand filter at first a rising and then a falling head.
However. this design procedure has worked well for austin for over a decade and may be therefore
be considered to be valid.

When treating a volume greater than the WQV (as when a combined quantity detention!presettling
basin is utilized) use the following formula:

¯ . A, = 0,0023I~ x (TV, WQV)

Where TV = the full retention volume of the detention basinpresettling basin.

2. Partial Sedimentation with Filtration

In this configuration, the sedimentation basin or chamber holds a minimum of 20 percent of the
WQV and is hydraulically connected to the filter basin with orifices or slots which allow the water
level to equalize between the two chambers.

For Austin Sand Filters with partial sedimentation protection, utilize the tbllowing formula:

(h ÷ d,.}
where,

l~ = impervious cover on the watershed in acres
d. = sand bed depth Inormally 1.5 to 2ill
h = average depth of water above surface of sand media

between full and empty basin conditions (ft.)

3.1,.C-,
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Sedimentation Basin Sizing;

1. Full Sedimentation w#h Filtration

The sedimentation basin must hold the entire WQV (or larger treatment volume) and release it to
the filter over 24 hours. The volume of the basin is thus set by the amount of area to be treated. For
sedimentation basins, the removal of discrete particles by gravity settling is primarily a function of
surface loading, "Qo/A~ ", where "Qo " is the rate of outflow from the basin and "As" is the basin
surface area. Basin depth is of secondary importance as settling is inhibited only when basin depths
are too shallow (particle resuspension and turbulence effects). For sedimentation, surface area is
the primary design parameter for a fixed minimum draw-down time, td, of 24 hours. Removal
efficiency, E, is also a function of particle size distribution. For design purposes, the particles
selected for complete removal in the sedimentation basin are those which are greater than or equal
in size to silt with the following characteristics: particle diameter 0.000137 foot (20 microns) and
specific gravity of 2.65. These are typical values for urban runoff.

Presenling basins are usually sized using the Camp-Hazen equation (Claytor and Schueler, 1996):

A~ = - (Qo l’r w ) x Ln (1 - E)

Where,

As = Surface area (ft-’) of the sedimentation basin
E = Trap efficiency, which is the target removal efficiency of suspended solids (use 90%)
w= Panicle settling velocity; for silt. use 0.0004 fv’sec
Qo = rate of outflow from the basin = WQV (or treatment volume) divided by the detention

time (24 hours)

Substituting the values recommended above yields the simplified formula:

As = 0.066 x WQV (ft-’)

For 1816 ft3, this yields an area of 120 ft-’. However, Austin recommends that the sedimentation
basin be no more that 10 feet deep, which yields a surface area approxirnately 115% of the basin
Camp-Hazen area. The Austin formula for minimum surface area is:

As = 0.0042 I~

Where I~ is the contributing impervious runoff area in acres

2. Partial Sedimentation with Filtration

The minimum area of the sediment chamber may be computed by the formula:

As : WQV / 2h

3.12C-8
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\\here 2h = the maximum depth of ponding over the filter and the sediment chamber.

Addltiona! Full Sedimentation Basin Considerations

1. hdet Structure

The inlet structure design must be adequate for isolating the water quality volume from the design
storm and to convey the peak flow tbr the design storm past the basin. The water quality volume
should be discharged unitbrmly and at low velocity into the sedimentation basin in order to maintain
near quiescent conditions which are necessary." for effective treatment. It i,; desirable for the heavier
suspended material to drop out near the front of the basin: thus a drop inlet structure is
recommended in order to facilitate sediment removal and maintenance. Energy dissipation devices
mav be necessary in order to reduce inlet velocities which exceed three (3) feet per second.

2. Outlet Structure

The outlet structure conveys the water quality volume from the sedimentation basin to the filtration
basin. The outlet structure shall be designed to provide for a minimum draw-down time of 24 hours.
A perforated pipe or equivalent is the recommended outlet structure. The 24 hour draw-down time
should be achieved by installing a throttle plate or other flow control device at the end of the riser
pipe (the discharges through the perforations should not be used for draw-down time design
purposes)

3. Basin Geometry

The shape of the sedimentation basin and the flow regime xvithin this basin will influence how effec-
tively the basin volume is utilized in the sedimentation process. The length to width ratio of the
basin should be 2:1 or greater. Inlet and outlet structures should be located at extreme ends of the
basin in order to maximize particle settling opportunities.

Short-circuiting (i.e., flow reaching the outlet structure before it passes through the sedimentation
basin volume) flow should be avoided. Dead storage areas (areas within the basin which are
by-passed by the flow regime and are, therefore, ineffective in the sertling process) should be
minimized. Baffles may be used to mitigate short circuiting and;’or dead storage problems. The
sedimentation illustrated in Figure 3.12C-1 (photo in Figure 3.12-4) illustrates the use of baffles
to improve sedimentation basin performance.

4. Sediment Trap (Optional)

A sediment trap is a storage area which captures sediment and removes it from the basin flow re-
gime. In so doing the sediment trap inhibits resuspension of solids during subsequent runoffevents,
improving long-term removal efficiency. The trap also maintains adequate volume to hold the water
quality. volume which would otherwise be partially lost due to sediment storage. Sediment traps
may reduce maintenance requirements by reducing the frequency of sediment removal. It is
recommended that the sediment trap volume be equal to ten (10) percent of the sedimentation basin
volume. Water collected in the sediment trap shall be conveyed to the filtration basin in order to
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prevent standing water conditions from occurring. All water collected in the sediment trap shall
drain out within 60 hours. The invert of the drain pipe should be above the surthce of the sand bed
filtration basin. The minimum grading of the piping to the filtration basin should be 1/4 inch per
foot (two ~2) percent slope). Access for cleaning the sediment trap drain system is necessary.

Design Storm

The inlet design or integral large storm bypass must be adequate for isolating the WQV from the
design storm for the receiving storm sewer system (usually the 10 year storm) and for conveying the
peak flow of that storm past the filter system. Since D.C. Sand Filters will be used only as off-line
facilities in Virginia. the interior hydraulics of the filter are not as critical as when used as an on-line
facility. The system should draw down in approximately 40 hours.

Infrastructure Elevations

For cost considerations, it is preferable thatAustin Sand Filters work by gravity, flow. This requires
sufficient vertical clearance between the invert of the prospective inflow storm piping and the invert
of the storm sewer which will receive the outflow. In cases where gravity flow is not possible, a
clearwell sump and pump are required to discharge the effluent into storm sewer. Such an
application would be appropriate in commercial or industrial situations where a dedicated
maintenance force will be available (shopping malls, apartment houses, factories of other industrial
complexes, etc.).

Special Considerations for Underground Fil; :r Systems
-...,. ;).~"

When Austin Sand Filters are placed underground, a number of special considerations pertain. The
restrictive orifice or gate valve for controlling the release of water from a separate sedimentation
vault should be placed in a manhole located between the sedimentation vault and the filter vault.
The sedimentation vault should contain a sediment sump into which accumulated sediments may
be flushed with a high pressure hose for removal by vacuum trucks. Water should enter the filter
vault in a separate headbox with a permanent pool for energy absorbtion and a hydrocarbon trap like
that of a D.C. Sand Filter. The filter vault should also contain a separate clearwell.

Structural Requirements

The load-carrying capacity of the filter structure must be considered when i’t is located under parking
lots, driveways, roadways, and, certain sidewalks (such as those adjacent to State highways). Traffic
intensity may also be a factor. The structure must be designed by a licensed structural engineer and
the structural plans require approval by the plan approving jurisdiction.

Accessibility and Headroom for Maintenance

Both the sedimentation basin and the filter must be accessible to appropriate equipment and vacuum
trucks tbr removing accumulated sediments and trash. The sedimentation basin must be cleaned
approximately once per year, and the filter will likely need raking on that frequency to remove trash
and restore permeability. When filters are placed in underground vaults, all chambers must have

3.12C-10
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personnel acce<s manholes and built-in access ladders A minimum headspace of 60 inches above
the filter is required to allo~ such maintenance and repair. A 38-inch diameter maintenance
manhole ~’, ith eccentric nested ,:overs i. a 22-inch personnel access lid in:side the 3S-inch diameter
lid! or a rectangular load bearing access door Iminimum 4 t’t. x 4 ft.~ should be positioned directlx
oxer the center of the filter. A 30-inch manhole should also be placed directly over the sediment
sump in an underground sedimentation vault. Similar manholes must be positioned to provide
access for a high-pressure hose to reach all points in the sediment vault.

Construction Specifications

Sedimentation Basra Liners

hnpernaeable liners may be either clay, concrete or geomembrane. Ifgeomembrane is used, statable
geotextile fabric shall be placed below and on the top of the membrane for puncture protection.
Clay liners shall meet the specifications in Table 3.12C-2:

The clay liner shall have a m~mnaum thickness or 12 ~nches.

If a geomembrane liner is used it shall have a minimum thickness or" 30 mils and be ultraviolet
resistant.

The geotextile fabric ~ tk~r protection ofgeomembrane) shall meet the specifications in Table 3.12C-
3.

TABLE 3.12C - 2
Clay Liner Specifications

Property Test Method Unit Specification

Permeability ASTM D-2434 CrrvSec 1 x 10"

Plasticity Index of Clay ASTM D-4_.~ & D-424 % Not less than 15

Liquid Limits of Clay ASTM D-2216 % Not less than 30

Clax Compaction ASTM-__16 95o of Standard
Proctor Densirv

Cla,v Panicles Passin~ ASTM D-422 °o Not less than 30

Source: Citw of Austin

3.12C-11
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TABLE 3.12C - 3
Geotextile Specification for Basin Liner "Sandwich"

Property. Test Method Unit Specification

Unit Weight Oz.!Sq.¥d. 8 (minimum)

Filtration Rate In./Sec. 0.08 (minimum)

Puncture Strength ASTM D-751 I Modified) Lb. 125 (minimum)

Mutlen Burst Strength ASTM D-751 Psi. 400 (minimum)

Tensile Strength ASTM D- 1682 Lb. 300

Equiv. Opening Size U.S. Standard Sieve No. 80 (minimum)

Source: City of Austin

Equivalent methods for protection of the geomembrane liner will be considered on a case by case
basis. Equivalency will be judged on the basis of ability to protect the geornembrane from puncture,
tearing and abrasion.

Portland Cement Concrete

Concrete liners may be used for sedimentation chambers and for sedimentation and filtration basins.
Concrete shall be at least five (5) inch thick Ck3 defined in the Virginia Department of
Transportation Road and Bridge Specification,,

Outlet Structure for Full Sedimentation Basra

A perforated pipe or equivalent is the recom:°:-:,n~ea ,outlet structure. The 24-hour draw-down
should be achieved by installing a throttle plate er o~:er control device a! the end of the riser pipe
(the discharges through the perforations should not be used for draw-dow’n time design purposes).
The perforated riser pipe should be selected from Table 3.12-4.

3.12C-12
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TABLE 3.12C - 4
Perforated Riser Pipes

Riser Pipe Vertical Spacing Between Number of Diameter of
Nominal Diameter Rows (Center to Center in Perforations Per Perforations

(inches) Inches) Row (inches)

6 2.5 9 1

8 2.5 12 1

10 2.5 16 1

Source: City of Austin

A trash rack shall be provided for the outlet. Openings in the rack should not exceed 1/3 the
diameter of the vertical riser pipe. The rack should be made of durable material, resistant to rust and
ultraviolet rays. The bottom rows of perforations of the riser pipe slhould be protected from
clogging. To prevent clogging of the bottom perforations it is recommended that geotextile fabric
be wrapped over the pipe’s bottom rows and that a cone of one ( 1 ) to three (3) inch diameter gravel
be placed around the pipe. If a geotextile fabric wrap is not used then the gravel cone must not
include any gravel small enough to enter the riser pipe perforations. Figure 3.12C-4 illustrates
these considerations.

Outlet Structure for Partial Sedimentation Basin

The outlet structure should be a berm or wall with multiple outlet ports or a gabion so as to
discharge the flow evenly to the filtration basin. Rock gabions should be constructed using 6-8 inch
diameter rocks. The berm/walligabion height should not exceed six (6) feet and high flows should
be allowed to overtop the structure (weir flow). Outlet ports should not be located along the
vertical center axis of the berrrv’wall so as to induce flow-spreading The outflow side should
incorporate features to prevent gouging of the sand media (e.g., concrete splash pad or riprap)

Sand Filter Laver

For applications in Virginia, use ASTM C33 Concrete Sand or sand meeting the Grade A fine
aggregate gradation standards of Section 202 of the VDOT Road and Bridge Specifications. The
top of the sand filter must be completely level.

Geotextile Fabrics

The filter cloth layer beneath the sand shall contbrm to the specifications shown in Table 3.12C-5:
The fabric rolls must be cut with sufficient dimensions to cover the entire wetted perimeter of the
filtering area and lap up the filter walls at least six-inches.

3.12C-13
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FIGURE 3.12C - 4
Riser Pipe Detail for Full Sedimentation Basin

Table 3.12C - 5
Specifications for Nonwoven Geotextile Fabric Beneath Sand in Austin Sand Filter

Pronert~’ Test Method Unit Specification []

Unit Weight -- Oz./sq.yd. 8.0 (min.) !
Filtration Rate -- In/sec 0.08 (min.)

Puncture Strength ASTM D-751 (Modified) Lb. 125 (min.) l

|Mullen Burst Strength ASTM D-751 Psi 400 (rain.)

Equiv. Opening Size U.S. Standard Sieve No. 80 (rain.) l
Tensile Strength ASTM D- 1682 Lb. 300 (rain.)

3.12C-14
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Gravel Bed Around Collector Pipes

The gravel laver surrounding the collector pipes shall be !A_ to two (2) inch diameter gravel and
provide at least two (2) inches of cover over the tops of the drainage pipes. The gravel and the sand
layer are usually separated by a layer of geotextile fabric meeting the specification listedabove.
However. on small underground vault partial sedimentation systems, some jurisdictions allow the
substitution for an additional six-inch laver of 1/4-inch washed pea gravel in lieu of the filter fabric.
In such cases, hydraulic compaction and refilling of the filter is especially important. FIGURE
3.12C-5 shows a cross-section of a filter with the usual configuration. FIGURE 3.12C-6 shows an
underground vault filter with a six-inch pea gravel layer.

Underdrain Piping

The underdrain piping consists of 4-inch or 6-inch schedule 40 or better polyvinyl perforated pipes
reinforced to withstand the weight of the overburden. Perforations should be 3/8 inch, and each row
of perforations shall contain at least four holes for four-inch pipe and six holes for six-inch pipe.
Maximum spacing between rows of perforations shall be six (6) inches. Maximum spacing between
pipes shall be 10 feet.

]-he minimum grade of piping shall be 1/8 inch per foot Cone [ 1 ] percent slope). Access tbr cleaning
all underdrain piping is needed. Clean-outs for each pipe shall extend at least six (6) inches above
the top of the upper filter surface, e.g. the top layer of gravel.

Each pipe shall be thoroughly wrapped with 8 oz..’sq.yd, geotextile fabric meeting the specification
in Table 3.12C-1 above.

FIGURE 3.12C - 5
,4 ustin Sand Filter Cross-Section With Filter Fabric Layer

3.12C-15
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FIGURE 3.12C - 6
Partial Sedimentation Vault Filter I~Tth Pea Gravel Layer

Protection from Construction Sediments

The site erosion and sediment control plan must be configured to permit construction of the filter
system while maintaining erosion and sediment control.

No runoff is to enter the sand filtration system prior to completion of all construction and site
revegitation. Construction runoff shall be treated in separate sedimentation basins and routed to
by-pass the filter system. Should construction runoffenter the filter systern prior to site revegitation,
all contaminated materials must be removed and replaced with new clean materials.

Watertight Inteqrity Test

After completion of the filter shell but before placement of the filter layers, entrances to the
structure shall be plugged and the shell completely filled with water to demonstrate water tightness.
Maximum allowable leakage is 5 percent of the filter shell volume in 24 hours. Should the structure
tail this test, it shall be made watertight and successfully retested prior ~:o placement of the filter
layers.

3.12C-16
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Hydraulic Compaction of Filter Components

After placement of the collector pipes, gravel, and lower geotextile layer, fill the shell with filter
sand to the level of the top of the sediment pool weir. Direct clean water into the sediment chamber
until both the sediment chamber and filter chamber are completely full. Allow the water to draw
down until flow from the collector pipes ceases, hydraulically compacting the filter sand. After
allowing the sand to dry, out for a minimum of 48 hours, refill the shell with sand to a level one inch
beneath the top of the weir and place the upper geotextile layer and gravel ballast.

Note: The following Construction Specifications apply to Austin Sand Filters which are to be
constructed in underground vaults.

Depth of Plunge Pool in Filter Headbox

The energy absorbing "plunge pool" must be at least 36 inches deep to properly absorb energy from
the incoming flow and trap any hydrocarbons which pass through the sedimentation vault.

Depth of the Underwater Opening Between Chambers

To preserve an effective hydrocarbon trap, the top of the underwater opening between the headbox
and the filter chamber must be at least 18 inches below the depth of the weir which divides the filter
from the pool. To retain sediment in the first chamber, the bottom of the opening should be at least
six inches above the floor. The area of the opening should be at least 1.5 times the cross-sectional
area of the inflow pipe(s) to assure that the water level remains equal between the first and second
chambers.

Total Depth of Filter Cross-Section

The total depth of the filter cross-section must match the height of the weir dividing the
sedimentation pool from the filter. Otherwise, a "waterfall" effect will develop which will gouge
out the front of the filter media. Ifa sand filter less than 24 inches is used, the gravel layer must be
increased accordingly to preserve the overall filter depth.

Dewatering Drain

When the filter is placed in an underground vault, A 6-inch dewatering drain controlled by a gate
valve shall be installed between the filter chamber and the clearwell chamber with its invert at the
elevation of the top of the filter. The dewatering drain penetration in the chamber dividing wall
shall be sealed with a flexible strip joint sealant which swells in contact with water to form a tight
pressure seal.

Access Manholes

When the filter is installed in an underground vault, access to the headbox (sediment chamber) and
the clearwell shall be provided through at least 22-inch manholes. Access to the filter chamber shall

3.12C-17
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be provided by a rectangular door (minimum size: 4 feet by four feet) of sufficient strength to carry
prospective imposed loads or by a manhole of at least 3- inch diameter with an offset concentric 22-
inch lid (Neenah R-1741-D or equivalent).

Restrictive Orifice Manhole Between Vaults

The restrictive orifice or gate valve on the outlet pipe from the sedimentation vault should be placed
in a manhole between the sedimentation and filter vaults with ready personnel access. F|gure
3.12C-7 illustrates this principle.

Maintenance/Inspection Guidelines

The following maintenance and inspection guidelines are not intended to i~e all inclusive. Specific
facilities may require other measures not discussed here.

Major Maintenance Requirements for Sedimentation Basins

1.    Removal of silt when accumulation exceeds six (6) inches in sediment basins without
sediment traps. In basins with sediment traps, removal of silt shall occur when the accumulation
exceeds four (4) inches in the basins, and sediment traps shall be cleaned when full.

~::.:?.;,

2. Removal of accumulated paper, trash and debris every six (6) rnonths or as necessary.

3. Vegetation growing within the basin is not allowed to exceed 18 inches in height at any time.

4.    Corrective maintenance is required any time a sedimentation basin does not drain the
equivalent of the Water Quality Volume within 40 hours (i.e., no standing water is allowed).

5.    Corrective maintenance is required any time the sediment trap (optional) does not drain
down completely within 96 hours (i.e., no standing water allowed).

Maior Maintenance Requirements for Filtration Components

1.     Removal of silt when accumulation exceeds 1,’2 inch. - Removal of accumulated paper, trash
and debris every six (6) months or as necessary.

2. Vegetation growing within the basin is not allowed to exceed 18 inches in height.

3.     Corrective maintenance is required any time draw-down does nc, t occur within 36 hours
after the sedimentation basin has emptied.

4.     When an underground vault filter will no longer draw down within the required 36-hour
period because of clogging with silt (approximately every 3-5 years), the upper layer of gravel and

3.12C-18                                ,.
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geotechnical cloth must be replaced with new clean materials meeting th, e original specifications.

5. Monitoring manholes, flumes, and other thcilities shall be kept clean and ready for use.

The BMP shall be inspected annually by representatives of the owner and the governing jurisdiction
staff to assure continued proper functioning.

FIGURE 3.12C - 7
Restrictive Orifice ,4 ccess Manhole

Sediment Chamber Pumpout

Full sedimentation chambers or basins require flushing and pumpo~t with a vacuum truck
approximately once per year.

Concrete Shell Inspection

Concrete will deteriorate over time, especially if subjected to live loads. "The concrete shell, risers,
etc.. must be examined during each annual inspection to identify areas that are in need of repair, and
such repairs must be promptly effected.

3.12C-19
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Design Procedures

The following design procedure is structured to assure that the desired water quality volume is
captured and treated by theAustin Filter.The procedure assumes that a filter shell with a
rectangular cross-section is to be used.

Standard Design Logic

Employ the following design logic to design Austin Sand Filters for use in Virginia:

1. Determine Governing Site Parameters

Determine the Impervious area on the site (Ia in acres), the water quality volume to be treated (WQV
in ft.3 = 1816 I~), and the site parameters necessary to establish 2h, the maximum ponding depth over
the filter (storm sewer invert at proposed connection point, elevation to inflow invert to BMP, etc).

2. Select Filter Depth and Determine Maximum Ponding Depth

Considering the data from Step 1) above, select the Filter Depth ((dr) and determine the maximum
achievable ponding depth over the filter (2h).

3. For Full Sedimantation Systems, size the sedimentation basin (vault) to hold the WQV with a
minimum depth of 10 feet.

4. Compute the Minimum Area of the Sand Filter (A,.m)

For systems with full sediment protection, provide a dediment chamber of sufficient volume to hold
the WQV. Make the depth < ten feet. To compute the area of the filter, use the formula:

Ar= 1001~

Where Ia = the impervious acreage on the drainage shed.

For systems with only partial sediment protection, utilize the formula:

(h ÷ dO

Af~ = minimum surface area of sand bed (square feet)
= impervious cover on the watershed in acres
= sand bed depth (normally 1.5 to 2ft)
-- average depth of water above surface of sand media
between full and empty basin conditions (ft.)

3.12C-20
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5. Select Filter Width and Compute Filter Length and Adjusted Filter Area

Considering site constraints, select the Filter Width (Wf). Then compute the Filter Length (Lr) and
the Adjusted Filter Area (Af)

L,-= Af~/W~

A,. = Wf x L~.

Sizing computations are completed at this point for the full sediment protection system. The only
remaining task is to assure that the filter chamber is sized to contain a minimum of 20 % of the
WQV. The logic continues for the partial sedimentation system.

6. Compute the Storage Volume on Top of the Filter

Vw = Af x 2h

7. Compute the Storage in the Filter Voids (V~)
(Assume 40% voids in filter media)

V, = 0.4 x Afx (d~+ d~)

, 8. Compute Flow Through Filter During Filling (Vo)
¯ " (Assume 1-hour to fill per D.C. practice)

V~ = kA,td~-..2..~ " use k = 2 ft./day = 0.0833/hr.
d~

9. Compute Net Volume to be Stored Awaiting Filtration

\’~ = WQV - VTr- Vv oVQ

10. Compute Length of Sediment chamber (Lsc)

Lsc= ~V.~_
(2h x W;)

11. Compute Minimum Length of Sediment Chamber (Ls
(to contain 20% of WQV per Austin practice)

Lsm = 0.2WQV
(2h x W0

3.12C-21
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12. Set Final Length of the Sediment Chamber ILscF)

If Lsc _> L,, make Lsc~ = Lsc

If Lsc < L~,,,, make Lsc~ = L~n~

It may be economical to adjust final dimensions to correspond with standard precast structures or
to round off to simplify measurements during construction.

Checklists

The Construction Inspection and As-Built Survey Checklist found in Appendix 3D is for use in
inspecting intermittent sand filter facilities during construction and, where required by the local
jurisdiction, engineering certification of the filter construction. The Operation and Maintenance
Checklist, also found in Appendix 3D, is for use in conducting maintenance inspections of
intermittent sand filter facilities.

3.12C-22
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Sand Filter at entrance to service station.

Sand Filter under construction. Note curb cuts for inflow to wet
chamber with weir overflow into sand chamber.

General Intermittent Sand Filters
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In December 1991, the Deputy Administrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) asked the Of~e of Water to undertake a research project with two objectives: 1)
identify ways to improve and streamline the existing storm water regulatory program
implemented by the agency under Section 402 (p) (2) of the Clean Water Act; ~nd 2)
define and annotate options for conVolling sources of storm water runoff designed for

In response to this request, the Office of Wastewator Enforcement m’.’J Compliance
(OWEC) engaged The Ransselaerville Institute to develop a two-part project to gather and
integrate diverse opinion and insight on ways to improve the efficiency and effectiveness
of the existing Phase I program and the best possible response for the I:q’tase II program
designed to cover remaining storm water sources and problems.

Part I of the project was conducted during February ~ March, 1992 when six focus
groups were held around the U.S. to gain user feedback on how the current regulations
and implementation procedures could be improved and streamlined. These groups,
which included representation by both public- and private-sector permittees as well as
regulatory agencies, private consulting firms, industry, and environmental interests,
identified numerous ways EPA and others could address permitting ~ compliance
procedures seen as difficult or problematic.

Part II of the project began with an Expert Survey of 32 persons highly knowledgseble in
storm water and its control who represented different perspectives (academic/research,
state/IocaJ government,, commercial development, environmental advocacy, and
consultant/engineering) and different geographic a~eas. Experts were asked to respond
to a set of options for targeting and controlling sources and to suggest add~
alternatives as well. Insights on voluntary measures that have proven effective in ~torm
water control were solicited through a separate survey of f~e experts in nonpoint
program approaches.

Based on the results of these surveys, three public meetings were announced in the
Federal Re~_ister and held in Denver, San Francisco and Washington, DC during June,
1992. Those attending were divided into teams and asked to define their own preferred
strategies for a Phase II program response, including definition of sources to be
regulated, the preferred method of control (permit-based or other) and their sense of both
timetable and the role EPA should play.

Finally, a small group of insightful individuals representing diverse viewpoints from both
point source and nonpoint source programs was converted for a strategy design meeting
for the purpose of adding greater depth and breadth to one or more R’tase II approact~
identified in the public meetings. From this group, a ten-point strategy was created, as
well as a series of recommendations to EPA on developing the second phase of the
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storm water program. .

This Executive Sunutwy presents the findings from each of these activities in summary
form. More complete recommendations are contained in Ihe body of Volume I. The
proj~ d~a be~ b conlained in Volume II.

Summery_ of Rndin_o= on Imnrovino P _h~e I of the Storm W~er Pm,~;’S,T

Forty individuals parlicil~ed in focus groups held In Allan=, GA; He,-lford, CT; Chicago,

~ identified viewpoints and separable interests-including EPA regional staff, state and

representatives of corpomlJons included in Phase I permitting.

Participants responded to a set of questions which probed for opinion and insight on
such matters as the unclear aspects of the Ptvsse I regulations, add~ steps that
should be taken to simplify the process and help perrnittees to achieve �omprance, and
the relaUve merits of individual and group permits. In addition to participant responses
to core questions, the afternoon of each session was used to further elaborate problems
and solutions of interest to participants in an informative format.

While many issues raised were location- or source-specific, some spanned geographic
~ demographic boundaries. Eight issues common across all focus groups were
identified as key arm to be clarified and/or medifk)d to improve program implementation:

1. EPA has not been clear about the intended goals of the regulations. A
stronger sense of the relative importance of storm water in the framework
of environmental risk is needed, as is clarity about short range ~KI long
term targets. There is ¯ difference, for example between clean water
standards and stream health standards, it is clear that there are storm
water permits, it is not clear how the permits reflect a coherent prooram.

2. The expense of program implementation is significantly higher than EPA he=
estimated. There is great concern over what the program’s rseJ.costs here
been In terms of dollars and manpower costs of prepedng I permit
application, and the anticipated costs of achieving compliance. A brooder
concern: municipalities now beleaguered by resource shortfaJls cannot
reasonably afford Ihe combined costs of compliance with aJl envir~

3. The edministmt~ complex#y of the program is enormous at Ihe federal,
state and local levels, and has quicldy outpaced the Ivailab~Tdy of resources
and manpower needed to carry it out. In some cases, rmid staff have been
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seen as an EPA program sdrninistered in a "command lind �onltot" style

5. More technical support for the program is needed. Expanded inf~
explaining the regulations and how to implement them is especially needed.
Also, there should be less "national lever’ support and more focus on
regional conditions. Much of the content of storm water workshops held at
EPA headquarters is irrelevant to any given participant.

6. States need EPA to either clarify how to interpret unclear points of the
regulations, or idlow them the latitude to make the Interpretat~’~s
themselves. One unclear area is the inconsistencies and inequalities
created by use of industrie] SIC codes in such areas as transportation.
Another murky area is the group application process.

7. EPA should consider consolidating programs in order to address water
pollution in an er��:lent and cost-effective manner. A watershed approach
is preferable to current practices of separating problems by media.

8. General permits are "the way to go" and EPA should continue to focus on    ~:i~"i~.~ ~-
and accelerate efforts in this direction.

Many focus group members made a point of indicating their pleasure with the focus
group format used ~ the ways in which EPA had 1) encouraged interaction and
customer insight and 2) listened carefully to their advice. A complete report on focus
group responses and conclusions is contained in the body of this publication..

Summary of Findinos on Dealonino Phase II of the Storm Wst_er Program

The second I:~ of the Rensselae~’lle project began with a survey of a select group of
32 ~ storm water program experts from across the country. The purpose was
to solicit opinions on ways to implement the second phase of the storm water program.
Five perspectives were represented: academic/research; commercial development;
consultant enginaedng/legal; environmental advocacy; and state/local government. A
first mail-back survey round gained opinion and consensus on relevant issues and
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options for 8ddmssing ~ II sources. Dsta from the first set of returned surveys were
8n~/zed and given back to participants in 8 second survey round, which refined positions
and created more options for Phase II consideration.

~ked to provide feedback, with emphasis on potential voluntary ~oproeches for
llddmssing Phase II sources.

While spproeches recommended differed by profession ~ geography, lhe~,.,e common
targeting themes emerged for identifying whom to include in Phase II:

¯ develop a geographically-based phasing plan by watershed
impairment/severity of threat;

¯ determine selection criteria for pollution sources and use these to identify
municipalities that should participate;

¯ do pgot projects first, evaJuate, and then develop m:l implement a strategy;

¯ encourage and fund comprehensive basin research snd planning to guide
targeting;

¯ require Phase II industries to be covered under Phase I general permits;

¯ develop national guidelines, and leave selection of sites ~ methods to
state discretion;

¯ require smaller communities (< 100,000) to apply for permits only when their
storm water contributes 8 significant pollution problem;

¯ designate problem areas, establish permit requirements for municipals
mgsrdless of population, lind idlow municipals to exclusively regu~te
industries; ~

¯ initiate a focused dialogue with key stakeholders (applies to both targeting
and controls).

Common themes expressed for control strategies included:

¯ build a Best MarBgement Practices (BMPs) menu that ~mn be used by
states to implement and verify progress;
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¯ require localities to select from a list of BMPs the ones most appropriate for
their needs and apply industry-specific BMPs nationw~e with aJlowance for
state/loc¢ officials to mod~

¯ establish national or industry-speci~c minimum practices for controlling
storm water;,

¯ implement good housekeeping and source reduction practices;

¯ require routine certif’w, ation and audit of storm water pollution plans and
practices;

¯ establish industry-specific and watershed-specific BMPs; and

¯ establish BMPs required nationwide and strictly enforce. Require lacilities
to further treat storm water discharges where BMPs are not effective.

The strongest additional factor in nonpoint survey responses was the degree of emphasis
placed on education at all levels, including the general public, local and state officials, and
local businesses and industry. Education was seen as the key to making voluntary
approaches effective. Voluntary compliance, in turn, was then advanced as highly cost
effective.

Respondents feel that EPA must be the ¯stick" that would fall--with permit requirements,
fines, etc.-if a storm water source does not voluntarily take action and achieve certain
minimum goals. But limited manpower and financial resources form a rationale for not
addressing Phase II with the costly conventional federal mandates of Phsse I.

Public Meetinas

Three meetings were conducted to gaJn public responses to options for targeting and
controlling Phase II sources. They were held in Denver, CO; San Francisco, CA; and
Washington, DC dudng June, 1992. At each meeting, three experts selected from the
Expert Survey process presented their ideas on a regulating strategy for the moratorium
sources. Participants were then divided into small task teams, and given the charge of
devising their own strategies for targeting Isnd controlling Phase II sources. A strategy
template was provided to guide group consideration of three key issues: 1) who should
be covered under Phase II; 2) what controls are needed; 3) over what timeframe the
program should be implemented. At the end of each public meeting, the task teems
presented their options to other participants for discussion.
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Common strategy characteristics emerged, in many cases paraJleling those apparent in
the exl::~1 survey. For targeting:

O Targeting should be done by watershed. Information gathered from Phase

o The focus should be on "oed actors’, I.e., those thlst are known problem

agricultural sources. There needs to be Ihe ability for facilities not

implementation of BMPs. Categories are an ir~ffective way to designate
covered sources - should be done by degree of risk a given
poses, because it may not be a whole industry, but rather individual
fac,ities.

o Small municipalities should be included, but they should have a much
simpler application process. Or, only small municipalities where a storm
water problem is identified should there be required action.

o EPA should defer on selecting targeted sources until the agency has
carefully looked at the data gathered during ~ I. Numerous sources
of information are ~vaJlable which would help detarnfine targeting priorities,
e.g., information gathered through 3051:) reports, Information from Phase I
program sou.rces, the NURP study.

For needed and desirable controls, these themes emerged:

El ff a permitting process is to be continued for point sources, NI:OES general

Management Practices (BMPs). Permits should be simpler, and much less
costly. EPA should make �learer to the ~ what informltion le
required, e.g. provide Ihe perrnittee with a "checklist of inclusions" for the
application, develop a menu of BMPs. Permit exemptions should be
granted to those targeted sources who offer no contribution to the problem.

E] Education should be seen not as an "add-on’, but rather as a primary tool
for effective control. Locally implemented education for pub~ and industry
is especially important; the premise is that information and �onviction born
of education will encourage many to take the needed preventive and
remedial steps.

El More emphasis should be placed on voluntary programs, e.g., 319 nonpoint
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source-like programs. For fac,itles with contact with storm water, there
should be little or no government intervention, but ralher emphasis on
pollution prevention incentives, BMPs, and measures of po~ution prevenlk~.

:

development. Some suggested p~ methods Included: recy~

methods, ©overage of storage areas, changing manufacturing processes to
minim~z" e pollutants, and improvement of air emissions.

rn Closer correlation should exist between the severity of the problem and the
degree of controls required. Fines and fee structures could be used
"carrot-stick" measures.

BMPs should be required based upon the specific pollutant problem. EPA
should develop a menu of BMPs to assist businesses in determining the
appropriate BMP for their problem.

In terms of a timetable for phasing in ~ II, two widespread opinionsemerged:

0 A minimum of two years is needed to prepare for Phase II, with It least
year dedicated to looking at data gained from Phase I of the storm water
program. Effectiveness of presently used BMPs needs to be studied to
determine differences in effectiveness between geographic locations and
pollutants.

0 Whatever the pedod established for phase-in, it should not begin urdil
promulgation of the regulations.

A final question in the strategy template: "For whatever strategy Is chosen, what could
EPA do to make the decision-rnaking process for Phase II more mlx)nsive’r’
generated responses focused on some common themes:

Coordinate information dissemination, e.g., set up regional clearinghouses
offering such program information as general permit writing, effeclk, e
applications of BMPs, ~nd examples of successful efforts from programs

,~ Provide funding not for program implementation but for needed research,
e.g., on BMP effectiveness, and for demonstration projects.

Set broad guidelines for the program and establish minimum standards,
then allow state and local regulatory agencies determine how to achieve
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inf~ soume for Ihe regulated �ommurdy, and rmd to know lhe

format used. A rural-back survey returned by more th~n 30% of meetJr~ participants
showed that they strongly favored this intem.ctive process over what lhey perceived as
the conventio~ practice of a stream of public comments that encouraged adversad¢

"The opportunity to fom’..date an entire strategy to deal ~ this issue was

"I obtained 8 better point of view of gov~11ment’$ problems 8rid felt thst
government representatives aJso obtained 8 better point of view of
industry’s problems;"

e "Result was 8 much less confrontational ~KI much more problem-solving
atmosphere;" and

"It was a valuable way to address drafting of regulations, allowing the
regulated community to feel s part of the process."

The body of this report contains a further elaboration of the process and the ways in
which it might be used by the EPA in other communication and outreach efforts.

Deel_an Team Meetln_~

A meeting Of seven point ~nd non-point storm water program experts, ILII of whom were
survey respondents, and selected EPA staff was convened in Washington DC on
September 17-18. 1992. The purpose was to gain Ihe experts’ vllded insights on
development of the Phase II storm water program and to bull I stmtagy, or multiple
strategies, for addressing ~ II sources.

Many discussions were specific to certain types of activity-not only municipal or industrial,
but to specific kinds and levels of enterprise. Other~ focused on regionW differences-for
example lhe strong distinctions from places that ~re uniformly wet, uniformly dry, or highly
volatile in hydrok~ic81 terms. Still others found differentiation in acale-such as the
difference in impact a regulation would have on I city as compared to l small town.
These distinct findings are contained in the full report which follows in this volume.
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A broader set of ten recommendations emerged for the major Phase II challenge which
generally transcend such differences. They include:

: 1. It Is possible smi desirable to Identify priority target moss for which
there is widespread consensus concerning Ihalr contribution to wetor
pollution. These areas begin with new de~mlopment and redo~ek~-
both residential m:l commercial..They also include tmr~oorl~on corridors,
dense existing development m:l automotive services.

2. EPA needs to communicate more cle~ly sad regularly with everyone
Impacted by the storm wetar regulations. The priority focus should be
less on the ~mount of communication and more on differ~t kinds of
communication.

3. EPA could Improve program effectiveness, efficiency sad cost control
in Phase II by "starting smaJr’. The concept of regional and even local
prototypes is a way of getting proposed new I=hase II frameworks into the
hands of users in prompt fashion to build and refine based on early use.

4. Selectivity in data collection sad monitoring is essential. At present,
some data collection frameworks consume tremendous time and money
only to yield bad or useless data or murky or disputed conciusione. At other
times, very simple actions taken with known consequences require simple
verification, not extensive measuring.

5. More customer differentiation Is also needed. At present the mind-set
appears to be that one size fits all. While giving the appearance of equ#y,
this concept actuaJly creates strong inequaJitles. The same programs and
regulations that befit a large corporation or municipality are simply not
equitable for smaller enterprise and communities, for example.

6. While the ultimete goal Is water quality standards,, this IS very dMiot~
to achieve and/or to measure in the short term. Therefore, while
retaining water quality standards as the ultimate goal, EPA should be
focusing on best management practices, and in particular those that talbot
preventive and non-structural solutions.

7. The most functional unit of both saalysis sad intervention Is lito
watershed. Most people in our samples for opinion and recommer~at~cn
strongly suggested the watershed approach-not only on the macro level
(e.g., Chesapeake Bay) but the micro-level as well.
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EPA’s role is to offer technical support snd dbaclJon more tin
program funding or even full guidegnes for slate snd ~
implomentsffon, in particular, bundin9 useful data bases end c~
met~do4og~ not only on water query Ix~ on practices to achieve it is

9. A oollabomtlve approach to developing effective soluUons Is possible.
The interactive elements of this project ~re one reflection of Ihe abity of
.x)se with strk~y d~ferent perspecUm~ (ranging ~rom strc~
environmental protection to a focus on economic development) to work

10. Agriculture’s ~bsence from the storm water program Is nolable mtcl
regrettable. In many regions, agriculture (which includes livestock ~s well
as crops) is ¯ primary contn’butor to surface water poauIJon. ~ or
in other ways controlling the transport of agricultural products introduces
intervention too Iste.

The remainder of Volume I ~mplifies these findings and presents the rationales and key
data points which undedie them. Volume II includes the complete data base, including
~ instsurnents used to collect and 8naJyze information.
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pART I: IMPROVING PHASE I OF THE STORM WATER PROGRAM

In December, 1991, Ihe Deputy Administrator of Ihe U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency ~sked the Of~ce of Water to undertake a project that would achieve two results:
first,, identify ways to improve and streamline the existing storm water regul~tory program
cun’ently being implemented by the agency; and second, develop options for �ontrolling
sources of storm water runoff not currently required to be permitted under Secl~
402(p)(2) of the Clean Water Act.

In response to this request, the Office of Wastewater Enforcement and
(OWEC), working with The Rensselaerville Institute, developed a two-I:mrt project. This
section addresses the outcomes from Part I, which focused on identifying improvements
to the existing regulatory program.

",-,.i"i.::.,
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As Ihe rrst ~ of The RenssCaer~,e Institute’s project to help EPA assess
¯ effect~onass ~ efficiency of the existing Storm Water Program, focus groups were held

on Nov~mbar 16, 1990 could be IVeamlined ~ Improved. Six ~¢h ~
coniC)rising representatives from slate, municipal, private Industrial and
groups were conducted between Februm’y 24 - March 2, 1992.

A total of 40 individuals participated in Ihe focus groups, which were held in Atlanta, GA;
Hartford, CT; Chicago, IL; Washington, DC; Seattle, WA; and I:q’K)enix, AZ. The format
for each meeting was the same: participants provided feedback on eleven questions
developed by EPA and Institute staff. The questions:

1. Which aspects of the storm water regulalions are least clear?

2. What additional steps would be helpful in assisting permitteas achieve
compliance in the allotted timeframe? Who should take those steps?

3. Exactly what kinds of guidance and information are needed to help people
implement the program? How would you prioritize these listed storm water
program activities in terms of their usefulness?

4. Is there ¯ need for EPA to do more national workshops on the storm water
regulations? What about regional or local workshops? On which subjects?

5. What support should states, as opposed to EPA or other organizations, be
expected to provide to their "universe" of permitteas? What resources do
they need in order to provide those supports?

6. ff you had to name Ihrea ways to streamline the permitting process, what
would they be?

7. What could EPA do to encourage those states without general permit
authority to get it? Wh~t steps are needed to get general permits out?
Wh~t simple, short-term grassroots efforts can associations and trade
groups lake to help this effort, and how could EPA support those efforts?

8. What outreach efforts to explain to permitteas what they have to do to
comply with the regulations have been most effective to dste? Are there
informational pieces that EPA could prepare Vat ’would best help these
efforts?
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9. What are the techniques, methods or strategies you would recommend to
help permittses achieve water quality standards? In what timeframe should
permittees be required to comply with WQS?

:
10. Given that construction activities are most often IocaJ in nature and

temporary in duration, do you have sugges~x~ about how EPA �ould more
effectively regulate such activities?

11. What suggestions would you offer in terms of the most efficient way to
enforce EPA existing regulation requirements, both application requirements
and substantive permiffing requirements?

Responses to question #6 were revisited in the afternoon of each session, when
participants were asked to further define their recommendations, indicate who they felt
should be responsible for initiating the changes, and list the initial steps they would take.

Response summaries were drafted following each meeting and sent to participants for
additions and modifications. Their changes were incorporated into their respective
reports. This overall report summarizes, interprets, and analyzes group discussions ~
conclusions.

Focus Grou_e Findin_as

Despite the many issues surrounding implementation of the regulations, the consensus
of all focus groups, including industrial representatives, was that storm water control is
needed and appropriate. There was general agreement that storm water is a signific~t
contributor to water pollution. Some felt that ¯ regulatory program was appropriate to
address the problem. A number of participants expressed that, overall, the storm water
program is significantly more rational and easier to deal with than other EPA water
programs, for example, the wetlands program.

Yet the storm water regulations still inspire much confusion and frustration. There is
¯ frustration with EPA, as well. Many felt there was ¯ lack of consideration given to lhelr

inputs by the agency prior to promulgation of the regulations, and some thought that EPA
had been unresponsive to questions and concerns voiced since the regulations went into
effect. When pressed, however, most admitted that they perceived this to be an endemic
or generic problem of government. For a few, this perception will not be ~.
However, most were impressed that EPA was now willing to actually look at the storm
water program and solicit input from those dealing with the regulations on how they
could be improved or streaml’,’ted.

Reservation was voiced, however, that EPA would do nothing with the recommendations
generated from these focus groups. Their �oncern was that the results would have ~s
little impact on EPA’s decision-making and responsiveness as had previous efforts to
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Some issues and concerns ldentir~, however, spanned geograplhic and demographic
boundaries. They were rsJsed across groups as key areas in need of clarification and/or
modification. There were seven broad areas identified where members felt efforts should
be made to improve and streamline the storm water regulations.

1. Permittees end mguletory agencies feel ttmt the EPA has not been �leer
about the intended goals of the mguletJons. A view of the "bigger picture"
is wanted.

While group members agree that storm water is a contributory factor to water
pollution, there does not seem to be an understanding of what EPA hopes to
achieve with the regulations promulgated in November lgg0. A frequently heard
comment was that ~ big picture" is missing. Participants felt that EPA has not
been clear about how these regulations will accomplish the gcaJ of achie~ng clean
water, and in what timefrarne. This has hampered efforts to comply because many
do not understand what I~y should be setting as pedormartce targets.

One participant seJd, "What is a clean urban stream’?" The Ix)int: participants were
not sure what goals they need to attain to comply with the regulations and protect
themselves from being sued or fined for non-attainment. Almost all participants felt
that water quality standards were useful as the ultimate ~ toward which to work,
but were unachievable in a two- or three-year period. When, asked what they felt
would be a reasonable I~efrarne, estimates ranged from ~e to thirty years, with
¯ few participants indicating that, given the large number of pollutant sources
impacting on.e given water body, achievement of water quel’rty standards through
the storm water program aJone is ¯ strong improbab~ity. One participant stated
that the scien~c community’s perspective is, "...there is no way water quaJ’~y
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standards can be achieved with known storm water technologies’; it will take
further research and development of BMPs before water quality standards could

It was clear that members need more guidance about where the progr~ is
headed. Participants want EPA to be more explicit about What should be achieved
in terms of improvement of water quar~, in the IJrnefrarnes that h~ve been given
and with the technologies that are presently av~’leble.

Group members were aware that environmental advocacy groups will bring
pressure on EPA to hold to established numericaJ water quality standards, and that
reducing or replacing them is not likely a viable option. As one representative from
an environmental advocacy organization stated regarding water quality standards,
"...(they are) the heart of the Clean Water Act." Participants felt, however, that
EPA needs to explicitly acknowledge that cleaning up the waters of the U.S. is a
long-term effort that requires federaJ, state and local governments to work in
partnership with permittees rather than through "command and control"
relationships. Permittees fear being sued for non-compliance when in fact they are
making the best efforts possible.

Permittees and regulatory agencies want EPA to provide them the time and
support they need to design and implement storm water programs that make
sense in terms of effectiveness and cost. They feel that EPA, by not clearly stating
goats, has hampered efforts to deal with the problem; permittees are not sure
which approaches to take because they don’t know what they have to achieve.
They want the guidance and information necessary to implement the most
appropriate measures available for their discharges, and the ,~ those
efforts. As one group member observed, "...What is needed is a longer period
(than the permit pedod) to do BMPs - and then monitor their effectiveness. Where
necessary, go back and change things. It’s an evolutionary process. This is not
a quick tech fi!! EPA is creating more problems than answers. October 1 should
not be 1992, it should be 1995."

If EPA b to achieve success with the program, it needs to address confusion over
program goals and tirnefremes. The agency needs to ~) explicit about what it
expects industrial and municipal permittaes to accomplish in the first permit period,
what they expect them to achieve in the longer term, and what they anticipate the
impact of the storm water program to be on overall water quality.

2. The �ost of program implementation b significantly higher than EPA
eetJmatee. There b great concern over what the program’s real ©oats h~ve
been in terms of dollars and manpower.

A great concern of focus group members was the excessive cost of preparing a
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permit appr~,ation, and the anticipated �osts of achieving compliance. A number
of state representatJ~s indicated that implementation of their state program took,
In terms of staff time alone, more than all other water programs combined - ~
the concomitant added federal dollars thal those programs provided. That EPA
has provided minimum federal dollars for the program is s major Issue.
Municipalities and industdec were concerned with the significant ldd~ e, osts
of manpower and technology needed for both app~:~tion and comp,ance. One
focus group participant brought for discussion a study done by the School of
Public and Environmental Affairs st Indiana University. The study ~ identified ~
the actual mean cost for Part I of the municipal application process for 59 cities
exceeded by six times the EPA-estimated costs of the program [Gabhardt &
Undsey (1992), "NPDES Requirements for Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
Systems: Costs and Concerns’].

That EPA has set aside some monies to assist in program development is not
commonly known information. There was confusion among a number of focus
group members about the availability and applicab,ity of grant monies, e.g. I04(b)
funds, that are dedicated to implementation of the program. For example, within
the same focus group, one person said that they had applied ’for and received the
funds to help prepare their application; another member repl’~:l that they were told
that the monies could not be used for that purpose. Members of some groups
were unaware that the funds were available at all. This indicates that
communication from EPA has been inadequate in letting elig~le groups know that
there are some, albeit limited, dollars available to help thern in setting up their
programs, and that there has been inconsistent communication about the
guidelines for use of those funds. Further, every person who indicated knowledge
of the money also noted that the funds available were minuscule in comparison to
what was needed to actually get their programs up and running.

Some states have developed the necessary revenue-gathering mechanisms to fund
their storm water program. One state representative indicated that, by charging
permit fees, they have been able to hire six staff people for the program. A few
other state representatives indicated that storm water utilities had been successful
in helping to raise the funds necessary for program opemt~:,~s. A significant
number, however, contend that their state does not have the funds to implement
the program, nor do they have a system devised to raise these funds. Therefore,
wholehearted efforts are not being made to respond to the regulations. Further,
some states have implied that they do not consider storm water a priority, and
therefore are not willing to devote any portion of their budget to the program. This
latter point creates a significant problem for the thousands of permittees in such
a state that are then without a critical support system to provide them guidance
and technical assistance.

The storm water field in general is perplexed that EPA could promulgate these
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regulations, wRhout at least providing "seed monies" to assist the application
process and help states set up their own revenue-generating systems. To ~ne,
the message EPA sent by not providing funds is that the agency itself is not
invested in the program, ff EPA plans to continue to regulate storm water without
providing ru.umcial assistance, one way it could ~ perrnittses is to provide
guidance and examples of successful fund raising sySt. eme ~ some states have
devised, e.g., storm water utilities.

3. The administration of the program Is enormous. ClsrfficaUon is needed on
the roles and expectaUons EPA has for Itself, slates and permlttees.

Much of the controversy surrounding the regulations; arises from unclear
delineation of the roles, responsibilities and authority of each level. What is clear
to everyone is that EPA alone does not have the capacity to administer and
enforce the program. Therefore, much responsibility must lall on state
municipal levels. However, the regulations do not delineate the responsibilities of
each level. Group members were clear that they want EPA to be more decisive
and explicit about what is expected of states and municipalities in terms of
administration and enforcement, and the areas where they will be allowed authority
and flexibility in decision-making.

Some state and local govamments have not waited for EPA to define their roles.
The regulatory deadlines were powerful motivators for them to move forward
without such guidance. Thus, frequently heard was states’ hesitancy to discuss
with EPA what they were doing programmatically, because they were afraid they
might not be doing it "dght’, i.e. in accord with what EPA wants done. They were
concemed about asking EPA for clarity they feared the agency might ~
their assumed authority since it had not been specifically assigned in the first
place. A number of state representatives admitted that they interpret the
regulations in their own way rather than wait for EPA to provide interpretation. As
one state representative put it, "...we looked at the rags as guidance rather than
rules. We do it our ow~ way. We are not sure if it is appropriate, (so) I have
concerns asking for guidance from EPA because they may take mvay our latitude
to make our own judgments."

The vagueness in assignment of responsib,ity and authority has clearly hampered
program implementation, it may have been the intention of EPA to be less specific
so that other entities would make their own interpretations, but they clearly do not
feel comfortable ~ responsib~ity or authority. Many have been frustrated
by the agency’s lack of response when trying to gain clarity of the regulations.
For example, one trade association representative stated that, in order to inform
his membership about the regulations, he wanted to publish in their trade
newsletter an article that outlined their members’ responsib,ities under them. To
ensure that his interpretation was in accord w~ EPA’s, he submitted the article to
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EPA for review. In his words, "1 waited ¯ month, and when EPA did not respond,
I went ahead and pdnted it. They [EPA] didn’t ike that."

-~.~.on wnemer mey are cover== Dy me regulation, ~ they do
to De rleiCl ace . .ou~. ie when EPA has not specifically ~ Itlte~’the
to make interpm~tions of the SIC �odas. Patticipat~ ~lt"~l~ the states

are more likely than EPA to know the specifics of the industries in their boundaries,
and also to know which ones are high-risk pollutant sources. But ~lates do not
feel that EPA has given them the authority to use that knowledge to make their
own judgments on whether an industry is covered or not.

Industries also feel unsure about their responsibilities under the regulations, and

u~ w~z wve= o~ program zmplemenzazlon IS expected in a given timeframe. As
one state representative put it, "...there needs to be some guidance from EPA to
the ~ on what (industries) need to do!"

States feel they have more knowledge of ~ industrial risks within their boundaries,
and know what is needed to bdng those nsk$ into �ompliance. A number of focus
group members cited the uselessness of having EPA develop requirements and
guidance for [.O.Y given industry when it did not ~d specific industries.
They felt it far more effective for EPA to work with industrial representatives when
developing materials to ensure clarity and correctness. This would likely create the
added benefit of gaining industry’s commitment to achieving certain results.

Given the magnitude of these regulations, the lack of funding av~’lable to support
imple.m.entation, the fiscal constraints under which all levels of government are
operating, and the limited staff at each level, working in partnership with states and
permittees rather than through a "command and control" relationship could get the
program in place more quickly and maximize its effectiveness.

~1e ¯    .         . ,      .                EPA needs to

regulations, w ..... -,,=-, - u,v=. u~ aumonpj zo ~nterpre! certain aspects of Ihe

4. More zupporting Information for the program iz needed, ~nd dis~emirmtion
of that information needz to be Improved.

on~, ....lajL. ,__ _ "".’~...z.~ ~p~emenz mere, was cited as a �;~ need that had

w,~ ,,,=,~.~ ,,.urmauon mey ~ ~ht was use
he pful, and what other znformatJon they desired or felt was r~:led. They also
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addressed the regulations themselves es a source of infonnalJon.

s. Written Documents

Written information EPA has provided to supplement the regulations, such ~s
guidance documents and supportive materials, received overall good reviews.
Numerous l:~lJcipants stated th~ both the Industrial and Municipal Permit
Application Guidances were helpful.

The pdrnary problem with much of the written guidance andinformation is ~ it
is coming out too late to be useful. A number of participants indicated that �
model general permit would have been helpful, but that they were at the point of
writing their own, so for them it was too late. Often group members’ suggestions
for specific informational documents were accompanied by the caveat that it was
needed now, e.g, permit writers guidance; Model Permits for MS4s; I BMP
manual; Construction Activity Guidance.

Not everyone wants to receive new information at this point in the program. A
number of participants said, "Don’t do anything...We have ¯ back; anything that
would confuse that would be a problem. Even clarification. We have an idea for
what we want to do and if guidance comes out now, it might conflict with what we
want to do."

One person commented that EPA should prepare guidance documents so that
they can be released concurrent _ly with promulgation of the regulations. This would
avoid not having them ready in a useful timeframe. A number of participants felt    "~’~:"~"
that EPA should be more willing to release information in draft form if the final
document is going to be late. EPA should make preparing information for Phase
II of the program a priority; the timeliness of delivery is a reflection of the
program’s credibility and of EPA’s commitment to the program. It is clear that
those who have gone forth without ~ support of written guidance are going to
be ~ resistant to any input by EPA that would require them to modify what.
has already been done.

Dissemination of EPA documents has been inconsistent. Regions vary in their
thoroughness of distribution. One group member said, "...EPA needs to be better
at getting this stuff to us. I often have somebody walk into the office ~
something that has been out for three months that I have not seen." This
frustration was echoed in a number of the focus groups. EPA needs to publish I
list of available documents which people can request either in writing or through
the Hotline.
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b. Verbal Communications

The Storm Water Hotline received mixed reviews from group members. The
primary response was that it effectively addressed very basic questions, but that
the program had a~ quickly to the point where more technical information
w~ needed. Trust in the ab,ity of those answering Ihe phones to address
complex issues w~ low. However, this is not an ur,Jsual response to Hotrme=;
often callers comport that information given is inadequate, tnoon,e.&-tent, or not
appropriate to the situation of the caller.

Some focus group members stated they were pleased with the response they had
gotten from the Hotline. Some indicated that they were relieved just to have
someone to call for program information. Others felt it w~,,~ a good way to confirm
their "hunches’. Overall, given the size of the program and the number of phone
calls that have been received, the perception of the Hotline is relatively positive.

Some alternative roles were suggested for the Hotline. Members stated that it
could be used as an information clearinghouse, having available a list of sources
that callers could turn to for more technical information. One person suggested
that operators have lists of experts in categories to whom they could refer callers
for more information.

One frustration voiced was that reaching EPA staff people was a problem. This
has created for some the perception that EPA headquarters staff ~e
unapproachable. On the practical side, however, responding to Idl the phone calls
they receive would tie up all available staff for the duration of the program;
headquarters staff would do nothing but answer phone oalls. Yet it is important
to recognize that this problem influences people’s perception of EPA’s commitment
to the program. Perhaps with EPA’s attention to the more substantive items listed
in this report, e.g., getting documentation out in a more timely manner and with
more thorough dissemination, etc., this perception will self-correct.

c. Workshoos and Presentatior~,-,:

All groups felt that workshops of national scope were no longer needed, because
the issues being dealt with were now more technically specific to certain industries
or areas. The consensus was that state and local workshops, providing industry-
specific guidance and information on water pollution control, were most needed.
Most felt that such workshops should be sponsored and planned by trade
associations and other membership associations like APWA, WEF, ASIWPCA, etc.
rather than EPA. They did feel that EPA should be a speaker at the programs, and
be willing to help address the federal perspectives in response to local concerns.

A main concern of group members, from coast to coast, is reaching those
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industries who are covered by the regulations; many businesses covered under
the regulations do not know that they must apply for a permit. Trade assoclaations
were recommended as one of the best ways to get to the harder-to-roach
permittees (usually referred to as "Morn-and-Pops"), but .even they are limited to
those businesses who are members. Group members mentioned other avenues
through which Ihey have tried to reach Ihese businesses, such as direct m~
to municipalities and working through Chambers of Commerce. None ~ been
completely effective. Most members sak:l that this was not solely EPA’s
responsibil’~j, but also one of states, local governments and trade associations as
well. EPA could support this effort by suggesting methods for roaching these
businesses, and contacts st the national level that could be helpful, e.g., Small
Business Administration.

d. The Redulations as Informati0rl

The Federal Register notice of the regulations was considered by participants to
be a key source of information about the program. Numerous comments were
made about its inability to convey needed information clearly and concisely.
Length, layout, language and accessibility were identified as deterrents for many
"laypeopla" to comprehend them.

One member said the length was approximately 127 pages too long; he felt it
should have been three pages, with a focus on what the regulations will do to
reduce water pollution. Many felt that the regulations were not user-friendly
because of the language used, which they referred to as "legalese’. One person
remarked, "What is. needed is an English version of the regs!" The citations were    .
claimed to be confusing, and some felt substantive requirements were "buried" in
the wrong section, e.g., important permitted industrial activities were in the
Definitions section, and municipal requirements were scattered throughout rather
than placed in a "Municipals" section. Another noted that the three-column format
was difficult to read for most not used to the Federal Register format.

Many noted that the Federal Register is a publication that may be picked up by
some large businesses, but would rarely find its way into the smaller ones. Given
the widespread impact of the regulations, there is valid concern that EPA views the
Federal Register as a pdmary method to "get the word out." They felt this was not
a good assumption, since circulation of the Federal Register is very limited, leaving
~ ~l.sect trr~’.ority of those industries covered by the regulations unaware that they

There is need for a more clearly stated version of the storm water regulations.
Trade associations have done a great deal to try to reduce the regulations to
laymen’s terms for their members. But when supplemental guidance documents,
which are more reader-friendly than the regulations, are not quickly forthcoming
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and the regulations provide the only source of information, confusion is inevitable.

The regulations lack �larity on ¯ number of key 8specie. State ¯uthorlties
need EPA to either �larify these points of the rOgulstions, or they need EPA
to sdlow them Ihe latitude to make the interpretations thomeslves.

Dudng each focus group, members discussed many iparticubr points of ~
regulations that they had found unclear. These varied from group to group,
depending on the perspectives represented. As one would guess, points It~t to
¯ municipal person lacked clarity were often different than issues of concern to an
industria! representative. For example, industrial representatives spoke of confusion
with deadlines as ¯ result of the Surface Transportation Act amendments, how to
pick the appropriate permit to apply for, and how industries connected to municipal
sewer systems should deal with the regulations. Municil~l representatives, on ~
other hand, mentioned specific sampling and field screening methods, the
definition of Ma)dmum Extent Practicable, what to do ~d:)out application sampling
requirements in the face of drought conditions, and how to classify industrial parks
as issues that lacked clarity. Further, participants felt there were some aspects
where there was room for interpretation. Important to them was knowing where
they would have latitude to make interpretations.

Presented here are the areas commonk, identifie~! as in need of clarification by
EPA.

8. Who is covered under the Industrial SIC codes:

Every group questioned EPA’$ use of the Standard Industrial Classification
codes to determine which industries should be included under the
regulations. The consensus was that these codes, which are economic
indicators, are inappropriate for regulations that deal with environmental
issues. Their use has caused ¯ great deal of confusion as various
industries try to apply them to their "primary" activities. Businesses don’t
know how to use them to determine if they are included under the
regulations - and regulatory agencies are ~ reluctant to make that call for
them given the "downside" of either decision. Group members indicated
that the Transportation category (#8) and the category of Exposure (#11)
were the most problematic and inconsistent.

One state representative said that trying to get businessas past this r,,st
decision point had consumed most of the manpower in their office. They
were receiving 80-90 phone calls ¯ day ~ on that question; they had to
hire a "temp" to respond to these phone calls and refer callers either to an
EPA field office or 8 consultant. Another group member seJd that they did
one informationeJ mailing to businesses in their county, and were flooded
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with 7,000 phone calls; they did not know how to respond to callers, so
~ ended up hiring a consultant to handle I~ questions.

One comment from a member in the Phoenix group accurately represents
the feeling expressed across focus groups: "It is ~ Impoeslble to
determine who needs a permit...You are not looking at the runoff query
with the SIC �odes. I do not know of an exbting code that looks at runoff,

, and that ought to be the basis of the code (used for these regulations)."

EPA needs to clarify how these codes are to be used. AS- one member
stated, "OMB decided to use the SIC codes for other than they were
intended. EPA (therefore) must define how to use it; this needs research
and an environmental interpretation done." EPA also needs to be explicit
about states’ rBbility if their interpretations of coverage ere different from
what EPA’s would have been. One group member suggested that EPA put
together a bdef (1-2 page) guidance summary to help industries decide
whether they are covered, and also to develop descriptive categories of
industries covered. EPA needs to define the minimum criteria for coverage
to help regulatory agencies and industries determine their status, and then
give latitude to states to use Best Professional ,Judgment when making
decisions to include or exclude a given industry.

b. Exposure:

The category of "exposure" was cited by all groups as one of the two most
difficult to determine. Members requested that EPA allow regulatory ~:’~..~
agencies to use Best Professional Judgment in determining which industries
should be covered. Examples were mentioned, included the artist doing
metal sculptures (all his activities took place indoors), and the farmer
trucking potatoes to the potato chip factory (he was advised to cover his
load with a tarp). As one member stated, decisions on whether an industry
falls under the exposure category need to be determined on a case-by-case
basis, and may require a site visit for a ~ decision to be made. Members
did feel this category was "good" because it is the only one that is risk-
based, yet "bad" primarily because exposure is "k~zy’.

EPA needs to allow states to develop their own definition and criteria for
exposure, reach agreement with them, and be comfortable with the
possibility that states may be different. The enormous number of covered
industries under the category would otherwise exhaust EPA’s resources to
deal with it.
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r,. The group application process:

Focus group members feel that the group appr~.ation process has created
signirP, ant confusion among permittees; there is no such thing as 8 group
permit, yet there are large numbers of industries that participated in a group
application still under the impression that they will be covered by a group

think group ap~ mean group permits. And that is not the case."

One industrial member voiced their frustration: "lnduslry feels that the group
application was misrepresented. (We thought,) this looks good; we can
band together, demonstrate our likeness, devise sampling techniques, and
regulate accordingly. Then we heard that you don’t get 8 group permit; you
get sent to the next tier down - the state. And the state then decides what
you get... This has discouraged us from being proactive, forward thinking,
because the rules keep changing in mid-stream."

Some members thought the group application was II useful process. One
stated, "The group application process will get the best information at the
least cost. It is the best research process because you can control it. For
example, the textile industry: consultants will get together with them to
determine how sampling and BMPs will be done. I~ provides a source of
comparison within industry."

EPA needs to let participating industries know what the process is about,
what the next-steps will be for them after application review, and where
there will be extended tirnefremes for them to submit a NOI under a general
permit or an indi~dual permit application.

6. EPA needs to consider consolidating programs in order to address water
pollution in an efficient ~nd cost-effective manner.

All groups suggested that EPA look at consolidating the different water programs
for greater cost-efficiency and effectiveness. Rather than looking at it by different
water source, e.g., storm water, wastewater, wetlands, etc., limited federal
resources could be applied on a pdoritized basis by watershed. Group members
fe~t that this approach would eliminate redundant efforts across programs, allow
dollars to be spent by risk priority rather than through separete program allocation,
and have a more profound effect on reducing water pollution.

The perception is that present programs are more interested in ’l)ean counting’;
that is, keeping their present funding levels at the expense of the environment.
One group member said, "Avoid been counting...Trensfer the funds to where it
makes sense. Some water bodies have five different funding streams. (EPA)
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should look at one water body, and look at point and non-point factors. See if we
can pull the program together to yield an environmentally efficient program that
bdngs all this together. This would form a prototype of pollution elimination by
integration of programs." Another suggested the development of a "water
pollution block grant."

In no group was there a. concrete discussion on how EPA would accomplish this
at a federal level, although many tho~ht that a start would be to get people from
each of the programs to "sit down together in the same room" to discuss ways. of
working together toward the same goals. State representatives were aware of
program separation at their level, and cited the different furKling streams - with
some programs having far more than others - available for each one. It is clear
that most would like to see a strategy in place that allows monies to be allocated
based upon watershed pdodty. This ability to be able to shift funds bet~_oen
programs many felt would have eased the financial burden of getting their storm
water programs up and running.

7. EPA should continue to focus on general permits in order to get the program
Implemented as efficiently as possible.

One of the most-mentioned ways of reducing regulatory burden was the use of
general permits to cover as many industries as possible. Many state participants
voiced frustration at EPA’s slowness in getting a model general permit out, and
some remarked on their slowness in reviewing state applications for general permit
authority. One indicated that it had taken their state nine months for approval. Yet
groups were unanimous that general permits are an excellent way to streamline the     -~.:.
program.

Participants felt that states should want permit authority; as one member put it,
"...they should want control over their own destiny." States that have not applied
for general permit authority, such as New York, are seen by permit applicants as
unhelpful. One voiced frustration that his state DEC office could not provide
assistance when he needed it, because the state had chosen to "ignore" the
regulations; he has looked to the regional EPA office for assistance, even though
he was not sure that was the "right" route for him to go. Another state
representative said that her state wants authority because "they could then issue
more permits, cover more people. It’s revenue-producing, and the dollars would
come into (our) department."

Many participants predicted that states without general permit authority will be
overwhelmed by the number of individual permits. They felt that EPA, as well as
state and national trade associations, should make states aware of the
consequences of not having generaJ permit authority. One suggestion often heard
was to get trade associations involved in lobbying state legislatures to put pressure
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on their state government. Some members recommended that EPA also put
pressure on states to apply for permit authority by using a carrot-stick approach:
assist them to apply, but withhold program monies from non-delegated states.

general permit umbr~la would establish a baseline for the program so that a tiered
approach could be used to identify and deal with pollutant sources.

It was evident from comments that some state representatives would like. to see
a model general permit. They are looking for guidance in developing their own,
and models-either EPA-generated or state-generated-would obviously assist
states in drafting their own. Critica~ to this effort is that this assistance be made
available as quickly as possible.

There is a common thread across these seven issues. That thread is the need for more
and clearer communication, from use of terminology and language more familiar to the
’layperson’, to explicit guidance on fund raising approaches to support program
implementation.

In many organizations, "improved communication" is cited as a sought-after end, but it is
often set forth without identification of the means by which to achieve it. With this project,
EPA addressed the means by asking the "experts’-those people at the regional, state
and IocaJ levels who have to ensure that the regulations are implemented-where
communication has faltered and what is needed to address the problem. It .will be the
continued involvement of these people in working on solutions that will ensure successful
achievement of the end.
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PART Ih DESIGNING PHASE II OF THE STORM WATER PROGRAM

The second part of The Rensseleerville Institute project was conducted dudng Apnl-
September 1992. It consisted of three distinct efforts: a survey of point source and
nonpoint source program experts to gain their insights on the development of a strategy
for Phase II of the storm water program; three public meetings to gain citizen advice on
key elements that should be considered for the Phase II program; and facilitation of a
"design team" effort with selected experts to generate a detailed strategy to guide EPA
in planning and implementing Phase II of the storm water program.

For each effort, the focus was on three elements: targeting (which sources sheJl be
included and by what categories); control (e.g., should permits be used or another
strategy developed); and timetable (with what schedule and over what pedod of time
should Phase II be implemented, particularly with regard to the October 1, 1992 deadline
established in the Clean Water Act amendment).

This report profiles project activities, then summarizes the findings from each of them.
The reader is referred to the supporting documentation in Volume II of this report for the
database compiled during this project, including analysis and comments from the Expert
Survey.
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Part II of the project began with survey input from a select group of 32 stoan w~ter
experts from throughout the country. Five I>mPeCfives were represented:
academic/research; commercial development; consultant engineering/legal;
environmental advocacy;, and state/local government. A Delphi-type survey approach
was used to obtain initial opinion and consensus on relevant issues and options for
addressing Phase II sources.

Two survey rounds were conducted with point source program experts. The instruments
presented respondents with 8 sedes of potential targeting arid control strategies along
with timing options. Survey participants were asked to identify the strengths and
w.eakn.esse.s, as .well as.steps and resources needed to implement each option and were
a~so g~ven me cnance to suggest an alternative strategy to the ones presented.

v~unzary approacnes mr acn~evzng program success. They were asked
to provide the same level of detail for their preferred strategy as point source experts.
Please see Volume II of this report for survey transcripts and anelyses.

Survey Finding_s

Respondents were asked to identify, from a list of 18 potentiaJ sources, which sources
they felt to be the top five that "must be" regulated in Phase II. In descending order with
frequency of response in parentheses, the sources identified were:

1. "Some industrial activities not covered under Phase I because of anomalies in the
SIC codes." (24)

2. "Suburban areas of large metro areas outside city boundaries." (20)

3. "Some commercial activities with industrial components." (18)

4. "Large retail complexes." (15)

5. "State highway systems." (13)

The themes that characterized the designation of these sources as the top five included:
1) contribution to pollution load; 2) risk posed; 3) administrative efficiency of control; and
4) cost-effectiveness of control.

Respondents were presented with specific strategies for targeting and controlling Phase

,., ,,~,.. ,,m ~.~e u~o rangeo from "1" (least desirable, least feasible) to "7" (most
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desirable, most feasible).

The three targeting strategies, ~ ratings and comments they received, are listed below.

Responses to Strategy I were spread across the scale; 39% of respondents felt it was
"very desirable" and 36% rated it "not desirable’. The same response pattern was given
to feas~ility: 21% rated it highly feasible while 29% rated .it not feas~le. That strategy
was:

Strategy I: "Eliminate Phase II as a separate part of the storm water program and
expand the cun’ent designation authority under Section 402 (p)(2)(e).’"

¯ 402(p)(2)(e): A discharge for which the Administrator or~the State, as the
case may be, detenninas that the storm water discharge ¢ontdbutas to a
violation of a water quality standard or Is a significant contributor of
pollutants to waters of the United States.

Some of the comments made by experts regarding this strategy included:

¯ "Gives the Administrator too much authority."

¯ "1"his approach provides the greatest flexibility and provides time so that we ...--..
can learn from current programs."

¯ "Not feasible...unfortunately, the science is often riot good enough to
pinpoint culprits; the database...is weak; it is difficult to single out one of
many candidate polluters."

¯ "Allows resources to be focused strictly on problem sources from the Phase
II universe."

¯ "Arbitrary and capricious interpretation of intent of Congress."

¯ "Very desirable and feasible. It makes sense to target programs to areas
that contribute to water quality standard violations; and are signif~nt
contributors of pollutants."

Responses to Strategy I were the most mixed. While some saw it desirable because
sources covered would be more selective and limited and therefore the program would
require less resources and administration to implement, others did not support it because
they were unsure what criteria would be used for targeting sources, and were concerned
about the types of information used in decision-making as well as the experience of those
making the decisions.
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Most respondents felt that ~ would be costly, complex and unwieldy, and
resemble ~ I in terms of its drain on resources and manpower. Some respondents
felt it would expand the number of groups opposing storm water regulalk~.

Strategy I1: "Cover all remaining point source storm water discharges under existing
Phase I requirements."

This strategy received a mean rating for desirability of 2.25 and a mean rating of feasib,ity
of 2.43.

Some of the comments regarding this strategy included:

¯ "Inadequate resoumes would pose 8 major implementation problem."

¯ "111 8dvised and will be increasingly costly. There is no need to promulgate
new regulations that we know will not be enforced."

¯ "Would be an administrative nightmare."

¯ "Too broad with respect to potential benefits."

~ was seen by a majority of respondents to be the most equitable and rational
of the three choices, as well as the most scientifically based. Concern that politicaJ
pressures might sway the development of targeting criteria was expressed by some
respondents. That strategy is:

Strategy II1: "Apply Phase II controls selectively (e.g. on the basis of such factors
as populeUon density, pollutant Ioadings, or geographic largeUng, or others you
find to be ~ppropdate)."

This strategy received a mean rating for desirabgity of 4.64 and s mean rating of feesibility
of 3.75. It was rated the most desirable and feasible of the three suggested strategies.

Some expert comments on this strategy were:

¯ "Best of all worlds- reasonably objective."

¯ "Strategy III is the most desirable of the three strategies because it
maximizes efficiency, effectiveness, and the flexibility to address water
pollution problems based on sIte-specific factors, especially risk."

¯ "Sound on a technical basis, but probably requires too many resources,
particulerty information needed to do intelligent targeting."
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¯ "Desirable - this focuses scarce resources on likely and easily identifiable
problem areas. Feasible - the factors (e.g. population density) are easily
identifiable."

In the second round of surveys, respondents were asked to recommend a fourth strategy
if they did not support one of the three suggested by EPA. Most frequently mentioned
was ¯ strategy that was a �ombirmtion of Strateglas I and III.

Four control stmte@_ies were presented to respondents for similar ratings of desirabgity
and feasibility. These strategies were:

1. "Mandatory reliance on general permits."

2. "Direct regulation under a national Phase II guideline, which may well
require a national rulemaking by EPA."

3. "Requiring direct regulation of Phase II municipalities under 100,000
and requiring them to develop necessary controls for pdodty soumas
discharging into the municipal storm water system."

4. "Control under the nonpoint source program authorized under Section
319 of the Clean Water AcL"

Desirability ratings for the first three strategies were approximately the same: respondents
felt that they were "somewhat" desirable. The fourth strategy was rated as slightly less
desirable. The greatest feasibility was assigned to Strategy 1. The least feasible strategy,
in the respondents’ opinions, was Strategy 4.

In the second survey round, respondents were asked to descdbe irnpiementation of their
preferred strategy. When asked wh~t minimum control strategies; they would use, the
following methods were mentioned:

¯ a menu or roster of BMPs from which could be selected the most
appropriate approaches for the industry or watershed;

¯ public education;

¯ erosion and sediment control methods;

¯ "good housekeeping" and source reduction/elimination methods;

¯ establishment of nationaJ minimum standards;

¯ elimination of illicit connections;
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¯ empha~ on pollution prevention.

Few respondents saw the Mnplementation of Phase II to be 8 short-term process. Most
suggested 8 phase-in approach over 8 period of five to ten years. During this time, BMPs
could be tested for effectiveness and cost-benefit in terms of reducing and eliminating
storm water pollutant problems, and programs could estabr=sh soM components of
education, training and technical assistance.

NonDoint Source PemDectlve=

Nonpoint program experts also favored Strategy II1: "Apply Phase II controls selectively..."
for targeting Phase II sources, with a mean rating of 4.0 on Desirabgity. The ratings
ranged, however, from "1" (not desirable) to "6" (very desirable). Some of the comments

¯ "Is inequitable. Establishes economic hardships for those required to
participate. Only strength is less administrative burden."

¯ "Would be easy to identify sources that fall under criteria. Could be
preventive since you are not waiting for a problem to happen."

¯ . ¯ "Excellent in theory, but would require ¯ lot of data for pdoritization, and
~ would create confusion for some period of time."

The survey instrument used for nonpoint program experts was a modif’~d version of the
point source expert survey that included 8 fourth EPA-suggestedtargeting strategy for
consideration. It was:

Strategy N: "Target and address problems and significant storm water sources and
pollutant, Ioadings by using Section 319 and CZARA programs."

Respondents’ mean ratings of the strategy were 3.2 for desirabgity and 2.8 for feasibility.
Comments included:

¯ "These programs lack real regulatory teeth. CZARA 6217 applies only to
coastal regions. They just aren’t aggressive enough."

¯ "Section 319 is broader than NPDES and has more technical experience
with BMPs. CZARA 6217 results in specirP.,ation by EPA of management
measures, in effect setting standards and providing impetus to explore
altematives."

¯ "Since only limited 319 funds are available, it would be difficult to get much
done."
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¯ "This is an important piece of a muttifaceted approach, but not adequate
.

Respondents were given the same control stmteales for consideration as the point source
program experts. Of the four, #3: ’Requiring d~’ect regulation of ~ II munici~
under 100,000..." was most favored, with a mean rating of 5.2 for desirabBity arKI 3.8 for
feas~ility. This control strategy was the only one to receive ratings higher than "5" for
either desirability or feasib,ity.

The majodty of respondents were opposed to extending the October 1, 1992 deadline.
The reasons given included:

¯ "The longer we wait to ~cldress the problem, the. more costly, less
technically capable and less environmentally effective the solution will be.
There are more opportunities today, especially in less populated areas, than
tomorrow to solve and prevent problems.¯

¯ "Storm water-related use impairment is a sedous problem. Currently, there
is little being done to remedlate existing problems and no assurance that
problems related to new development will be prevented. It is clear that the
voluntary approach is not adequate."

¯ "Things aren’t getting better. Forum and impetus are aJready in place -
capitalize on it.’-

Many of the recommendations made by point source program experts for targeting and
controlling storm water sources were echoed by nonpoint survey respondents. Some of
the ~ similarities include:

¯ selection of Strategy II1: "Apply Phase II controls selectively..." as the most
desirable of EPA-suggested strategies. The most mentioned reasons for
preference were ease of identifying targeted sources, and the more. efficient
use of resources;

¯ target by watershed impairment/threat severity;

¯ conduct pilot projects first, evaluate, and then develop and implement
strategy;

¯ develop minimum national guidelines, and leave selection of sites and
methods to state discretion;

¯ initiate a focused dialogue with key stakeholders (for both targeting and
controls).
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Some of the simgadties in preferred control strate~]_i~ included:

¯ build a BMP menu that can be used to implement and verify progress; allow
selection of most appropriate BMPs based on industry and watershed;

¯ provide public education on need for storm water control;

¯ provide national cdterla with flexibility for local implementation of most
appropriate controls;

¯ develop baseline control standards for all new development.

One pdmary difference between point and nonpoint respondents-was the application of
the "stick" by EPA, with the "stick" being the requirement of permits for those sources that
did not achieve significant movement toward program goals via voluntary efforts within
a reasonable timeframe. As one nonpoint respondent phrased it, EPA should keep permit
requirements as the "godlla in the closet" to be used as needed when voluntary efforts
were not adequate for the problem.

A number of nonpoint respondents indicated that the 319 and CZARA 6217 programs do
not have the "teeth" they need to ensure compliance. Most feel that a combination of
programs is needed for successful achievement of water quality goals.

EPA STORM WATER PUBLIC MEETINq-~

Description of the Meeting Format:

Three public meetings were conducted to gain citizen suggestions on options for targeting
and controlling Phase II sources. These meetings were held in Denver, CO; San
Francisco, CA; and Washington, DC. Approximately 200 people attended the three

At each meeting, three experts selected h’orn the survey procass presented their ideas
on a regulating strategy for the moratorium sources. Following their presentations,
attendees were divk:led into small task teams w~h an assigned facltator, and given the
charge of devising their own strategies for targeting and controlling Phase II sources. The
strategy template provided to guide group consideration of key issues is presented below.
During the latter half of the meeting, each task team presented thalr option to the other
attendees for discussion.

Teams were asked to consider these issues:

1. ~ (What light industrlaJ, commerciaJ, retail, residential, or
other areas or other areas do you include in Phase I1?)
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2. Control (Do you use continued rermnce on the existing NPDES
permitting process or something else such as nonpoint source

etc.?)

3. Timetable (How would you phase in the major components of the
strategy and over what timeframe? Do you suggest full
implementation on October 1, 1992 [as stated in CWA] or do you
recommend a different set of deadlines and why?)

4. Key ste_os to imDlement (Please indicate up to five critical, major
steps to take in implementing your strategy and the timetable for
each.)

5. How will costs of your strategy be distributed over key players and
how will costs be understood and controlled?

6. What measures of berforrnance will you use and how will you verify
the environmental results? (Do you rely on numerical measures and
quantitative pollution indices or other factors;?)

7. Strateov Strenoths (Name four key strengths of your strategy which,
in your judgement, make it preferable over alternative strategies.)

8. Strate_ay Vulner~biliti¢s (Name four most critical points at which your
strategy is most vulnerable to failure or shortfall in implementation.)

For whatever strategy is chosen, what could EPA do to make the
decision-making process for Phase II more iresponsive?

Meeting Findin_~s:

A total of sixteen task teams presented their strategies for Phase II of the storm water
program. The individual task team strategy outlines offered a diversity of approaches for
designing, implementing, monitoring, and funding Phase II of the storm water program.
Individual strategies presented a large range of methods for targeting and controlling
sources, and many different timefl’arnes over which the program could be phased in.

Despite the different representations, experiences and expertise, there were points of
congruence between many of the proposed strategies. Common strategy characteristics
across task teams included the following:
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1. T~rgelhlg:

a. Targeting should be done by watershed. Information gathered from Phase
I should help identify sensitive watersheds. May require intergovernmental

b. The focus should be on "bad actors’, i.e. those that are known problem
sources. The ones most frequenfJy identified were: gas/auto service
industries, transportation, highway systems, land development and
agricuItureJ sources. There needs to be the ability for facilities not
contributing impairment of water to gain an exemption from permits, fees,
implementation of BMPs. Categories are an ineffective way to designate
covered sources. Selection should be done by the. degree of risk a given
fac,ity poses rather than categorical inclusion.

c. Small municipalities should have ¯ much simpler application process, or
have the opportunity to be excluded if they do not contribute to the pollution
problem. In addition to impact on a watershed, pro)dmity to larger
municipalities should be considered as well.

d. EPA should defer on selecting targeted sources until the agency has
carefully looked at the data gathered during Phase I. Numerous sources
of information are avaJleble which would help determine targeting priorities,
e.g. information gathered through 305b reports, information from Phase I
program sources, NURP.

a. If a permitting process is to be continued for point ,sources, NPDES general
permits should be used, and focus should be on BMPs. Permits should be
simpler, and much less costly. EPA should make clearer to the appl’w, ant
what information is required, e.g. checklist of inclusions, menu of BMPs.
Exemptions should be available for non-contributors.

b. Education should be a pdmary form of control. It is important at all levels
and for all audiences, yet is often ovedooked or underrated.

c. There should be more emphesis on voluntary progrerns, e.g. the "319"
nonpolnt source program. For facilities with contact with storm water, there
should be little Or no more government intervention, but rather emphasis on
pollution prevention incentives, BMPs, and practical measures of pollution
prevention.

Pollution prevention programs should be emphasized, particularly with new
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development. Some suggested prevention methods include: recycling storm
water, good housekeeping practices, plantings to minimize runoff, street
sweeping of work areas on a daily basis, storm water collection methods,
coverage of storage areas, changing manufacturing processes to minimize
pollutants, improvement of air emissions.

d. BMPs should be required based upon the specific pollutant problem and
strategies known to be effective in its mitigation or elimination. The focus
must be a known connection between solution and its effect on the
problem. BMPs must also recognize financial constraints, providing actions
that are relatively higher in terms of cost-effectiveness.

3. Timetable:

8. A minimum of two years is needed to prepare for Phase II, with at least 8
year dedicated to looking at data gained from Phase I of the storm water
program. Effectiveness of presently used BMPs needs to be looked at to
determine differences in effectiveness between geographic locations and
pollutants.

b. Whatever the pedod established for phase-in, it should not begin until
promulgation of the regulations.

4. Role of EPA Headquarters.

a. Research, information dissemination, technical assistance.
EPA should also provide focus within these areas..Also, the current efforts
are too diffuse, and imply a complexity that makes applications seem
difficult and formidable.

b. Funding, not for program implementation, but for research.
Two areas of research requested are water basin pollution conVol and
determination of effectiveness of BMPs. The rnajority of participants
recognize that EPA does not have the fiscal resources to fund programs.
What they do want from EPA is guidance in establishing fund raising
mechanisms, such as storm water utilities.

c. Establishing broad guidelines for the program within which local flexibility is
allowed and encouraged.
Flexibility, at the same time, does not provide an excuse for inaction or
postponement. Rather, it recognizes that different actions and action
sequences are appropriate to different contexts and conditions.

d. Responsibility for training regulators in the storm water program.
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Until those administering the program are well equipped to enable action,
effective responses will be difficult.

Please see Volume II of this report for copies of the individual strategies developed at
each of the public meetings.

Refleetior~ on Meetlno Forrr~.=~

p    eanngs ano meetings is of limited value in engagingof tr sition fro,,, crY=, to on best to do
~t~n~Pic~ll~prtrr~~,l~c~l~ee;~t format, was devised that proved quite different fromy experts and/or testimonies read to the record by
concerned citizens.

. =~.,~ = .~pm.~ =o ,r= J=sten to experts offer their insights, then to develop, as ateam, a prererreO strategy for responding to Phase II of the storm water program. Each

t.e,.=a~_...co__m_p._ri__s~ a .cr.o.,.~-.se~. t!o.n of ~ose.attending-including where there are possible
=uur~j enwronmenr, al, Inoustrlal, ana IOCiil government perspectives

In all three meetings, participants accepted the format and energetically engaged in the
task of constructing a preferred solution. This included the session held in Washington,
D.C. where participants from major interest groups were in the habit of providing critical
feedback and criticism more than engaging in a positive design process.

To gauge participant responses to the different public rneeting format, a mall-back
questionnaire was used inviting comments by the some two hundred participants in the
three public meetings.

-- . .. ~ *v lillllll~rll on melr assessment of the "" ¯
hearing format. MOSt held a clear arid c,’,,’,-=,,*~,,-* ..~ .... , .,__ .__n~...e traditional p.ublic..... ~,-,~,o, ,= ~,,ltw ~ me i:raaluonel epproacn as

¯ opinions are solicited for the record and to insure the perception of public
participation but not to provide genuine input. The sense is not of active
government listening.

" ..p_,d=.=n.=’~_._._p,,_ar!_icipants .are those ~ strong convic, tJons and often special

¯ ,.,, ,.,,, u ~ gum= or extreme perspecuves on a given issue.

¯ sessions tend to become adversarial or at best argumentative. No
mechanism for cooperation is available and differences tend to get
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¯ the focus is on the problem much more than on ideas for resolving it. On
the one hand this attracts critics more than implementors. On the other, it
provides little guidance to people who full well know the problem and are
looking for ways to deal with it.

Participants were much more positive about the format used. ,Among the sentiments

1. Participants had a full chance to participate-not onty to be heard but to be
directly engaged in finding solutions.

"It was a valuable way to address the drafting of regulations-allowing the
regulated community to feel part of the process’;

"Encouraged the regulated community to get involved and feel involved’;

"Participants felt that EPA was actually listening ar~J dialoguing."

2. The process was genuinely two-way, allowing both EPA staff and those
effected to better understand each other.                             . :....

,~".- . "~-

"It made you al:)preclate the USEPA’s tough job of ,,sa~ying the concerns
of many people while protecting the environment’;

"Felt it draws out better data’;

"Actually got to interact one on one with industry and govemrnant and
consultant representatives. Obtained a better point of view of government’s
problems and felt that govemmant representatives also obtained a better
point of view of industry’s problems."

3. The format created an atmosphere for cooperation and even for
collaboration among people with very different viewpoints.

"The meeting went a long way, towards promoting the creative thinking,
open discussion, and presentation of ideas’;

"Group discussion is a fine vehicle to provide input as well as learning tool.
It forces you to think through participation, rather than just simply sitting and
trying to absorb by osmosis.’;
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aria aJ~vecl ideas to be       to better

communicating old ones. fl...-,,,-.., ~,,,~ur~ new ~ns~ghts as in

Respondents suggested two pdmary ways to improve the format for future uses
is the need for more detailed advanc ........ : .... .    . The first

~ ~.~l~rm.~-r~ , needed t ¯set and ¯ ectations whi __ pan .... 0 change the rr.nd-
. ~. ,,,~ ,~.u~u ~u~ ~uon" mlnimiz . _ .ng.,, ..... .~_: ...... ~. . ¯ . ¯expen presentations, even when useo in~".".~’~’v-,,.ng mooe employeo in this session. Trust ~,, ,-,,,.,,,- ....., __. _. ,_.."" 7. ""
panJclpants.                                   " .... ~’""°’~ =’ ~u ~= ngnt Io the

When askec~, if they would, advise .the EPA to use this kind of interactive task-focussed
approach with other meetl s des ned to      ¯ ¯             ¯     ,

rson " " . _ng ~g . get p.ubl~c ~nput, over 90% said "Yes. Twpe s Indlcated that it depends on the msue and only two indicated that they preferre~l
to remain more passive.

THE "DESIGN TI3_AM" MEETIN("

Meetin_a Des¢d~tlon:

A meeting of seven point and non-point storm water program experts, all of whom w
survey respondents and                                          ere
Se,-,t,-,.,,~,, ,-, ,,, ,~.,7. ~selected EPA staff was convened in Washington D C~." ....,.,~- ,i-,o, =u"~-’. Ine pUI’DOS~ WaS to ,-,=in ~ ,.....-..,-, =__, .... --r~ , . ....
of Phase II storm water reoua,~;,.,~---~.-~ ,,-- ’:-.=~"--"-.=-~ "."~"~ =-m~gnm on oevelopment

.-=~ ,,.,.-~.. ,o, == ~u um =nmnoeo outcome was to b "or multiple strategies, for regulat=ng Phase II sources, utld a strategy,

Participants included:

Mr. GaJl Boyd
Woodward-Clyde Consultants, Portland, Oregon

Ms. Diane Cameron
Natural Resources Defense Counc~, Washington, D.C.

Mr. Dennis Dreher
Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission

Mr. Tom Mumley
San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board
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MS. Colean Sugins
State of North Carolina Division of Environmental. Management

The participants selected were deemed, by their peers nationwide and EPA, insightful and
highly articulate exponents of all major viewpoints on the storm ’water program.

Also in attendance were these key people from U.S. EPA:

Mr. Michael Cook, Director
U.S. EPA, Office of Wastewater Enforcement and Compliance

Mr. Geoffrey Grubbs, Director
Assessment and Watershed Protection Div.
U.S. EPA, Office of Wetlands, Oceans and Watersheds

Mr. James Home, Special Assistant to the Director
U.S. EPA, Office of Wastewater Enforcement and Compliance

Mr. Ephraim King, Chief
NPDES Program Branch, Permits Div.
U.S. EPA, Office of Wastewater Enforcement and Compliance

Mr. Jack Lehman, Deputy Director
U.S. EPA, Office of Wastewater Enforcement and Compliance

Session Flndlnas:

1. Development of a ten-point outline describing ¯ potential strategy for Phase II of
the storm water program.

Consistent with the overall purpose of the meeting, participants identified tan core
elements that they feel constitute ¯ potential strategy for Phase II of the storm water
program. These elements ere:

A. Objective: To get certain BMPs, ordinances and education programs into
place over a 10-15 year pedod. Progress would be measured by getting
these elements into place, with direction toward water quality standards and
beneficial uses over a longer period of time. EPA would work with all states
to help them develop Phase II programs.
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B. Pdodtie#; EPA would set these. They would include: the sources listed by
the group, using a watershed approach where feasible, focusing first on
those local governments with the size and capab,ity to get going.

C. Educationloutreach!technic~ ~_~!stanc~: these are all c~ components
of a successful program.

E. Mandatory_ Intedm Milestones: EPA needs to determine intedm milestones
state programs need to meet which would show they are on track.

F. ~ states/local governments need to develop plans for financing
the program.

G. Guidance: guidance is needed on BMPs and local ordinances. These
would be generated at the federal level, and states could adapt/modify as

H. "Default" svstem: local govemments would ’take the lead with their
programs, but there would be a built-in default system where the states or
EPA would take over with more stringent controls if the locals fail to meet
requirements.

I. Permit issuance: for high pdodty categories, could issue permits that allow
flexibility or some alternative mechanism at state’s option. Permits might be
just for high priority categories; would include site design performance
standards. "

J. ~ there would be a schedule for issuing permits to key
municipalities: high priority to low (e.g. coordinate by watershed); high
flexibility to "getting tough" with recalcitrant localities. These would be based
on inspections, on-site reviews.

K. ~ this would be the difficult part of the program because of cost.
Need is to be able to design something useful. The system might be *tiered"
- highest to lowest priority; or "strategic" - focused only on gathering what
we really need to know.

2. Sources to be targeted in Phase II.

The participants identified a number of specific unregulated pollutant sources that need
to be targeted in Phase II of the storm water program. An approach recommended by
some of the participants for controlling these sources is a *whole basin approach*, which

..W.waO~Jeldrs~:lU.S attention and resources on activities impacting the water quality of a given
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The group identified approximately 40 pollutant sources lhat Ihey believe need to be
" included in Phase II of the storm water program. The soumes idenlJfied Include the

following:

New DevCopment/RedevCopment (commercial and r~dent~

Dense Existing Development (commercial and residential)
Automotive Services
Federal facilities/military facilities
Feedlots (including dairy)
Failing septic systems
All incorporated places with less than 100,000
Non-urbanized watersheds yet to be determined
Parts of watersheds where land use is in a state of flux
Dry cleaning shops
Parking lots
Some forest operations
Nurseries/orchards
Recreational areas (e.g., stadiums, golf courses)
Landfills

Grain elevators
Concrete cutting sites
Commercial pesticides
Landscaping industry
Car washes
Mobile washing units
Equipment maintenance
Boat yards
Tank farms
Shopping
Restaurants

Janitorial services
On-site solid waste (collection, hauling, transfer stations)
Atmospheric deposition
Cemeteries
Commercial strips
Wood stoves
Marine ports
Animal waste
Warehouses/storage facilities
Extedor building maintenance
Bridge maintenance
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............. _ _Dr__=r~, ~.e., mrge~ a watershed, identify im~actJno activitie~~ .me~r K)cauon wnr, n me watershed, and determine ~ set of " " ---- ¯ -
¯ -r ...... :----:-" ............. critena to deal with the
~t’:" ’ml~*"~ me wa~er~l~:l. Th~s would aJlOW I~mited resources to have maximum ’

3. Source priorities.

After listing the range of sources tl~t they fel~ should ~ included in the Phase I1~ program,
participants voted for v,’h~t they considered to be I~e top priority sources, i.e. those
sources that EPA should address immediately and d~igently. The top sources selected
are listed below, in order of decreasing number of votes received. All sources were
selected by at least 50% of the particil:~ants. The sources identified as top pdority for
addressing in this order:

A. New Development/Redevelopment (commerci~ ~ residential)

B. Transportation Corridors

C. Dense Existing Development (commercial and residential)

D. ¯ Automotive Services

E. FedemJ facilities/military facilities

F. Feedlots (including dairy)

G. F,~,ling septic systems

4. Lessons from a case study.

One pm’ticipant presented an outline of the basic components of Ihe Puget Sound Water
QuaJ~ Management program. The program is a multifacet.ed approach toward the
achievement of improved water qu~J~ which heavily emphasizes voluntary measures in
its implementation strategy.

The program includes minimum BMP standards for all jurisdictions with additional water
quality treatment BMPs, guidance and requirements for l’dgher risk

.                                                                             storm water

~,,.,~,,.,,~ ,u~ ~=orm water utility devel ment hi hwareg.uiabons, a full nonpoint watershed mana,’,em~,.., ........ _oprr .: g .y. runoff.
maintenance reauiremen =,.,,,,. .... .._,_:,_ ,~,.- p,.uu,=~., .=orrn water operatmn anats ..... ,.o ,.,.,.,u~=, ana ~ooal control and flexib=lity.
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The program is being phased in over several years. It is a combination of rnm:~ory
"requirements, technical guidance and voluntary compliance. There are specialized focus
areas, such as shellfish protection districts and conservation distdots. There is a

The program views its strengths to be greater local flex]’b~T~y and acceptance of
requirements, 8 strong sense of teamwork between all levels, better water quaJity results,
and better targeting and use of limited resources than if they were regulated by NPDES.
They view the NPDES program as the "gorilla in the closet" that can be brought to bear
if and when a source does not meet minimum standards and requirements.

5. Principles for Phase II.

Participants discussed the basic principles they bermved should drive the Phase II
program at the national level. For the program to be successful, it. would require that the
following pieces be put into place:

A. Require that people gather documentation of information regarding
dischargers’ activities and accomplishments and provide outsiders with that
documentation;

; B. Formally define gaps where additional information ,and understanding is    ...i.~!~-!~
’ needed. There needs to be an incentive to close these gaps; --~.-..~

C. Support (with encouragement and incentives) efforts that will close these
gaps, and advance the state of the art and/or provide 8 technically sound
basis for the programs’ requirements;

D. Actively encourage 8 broad spectrum of understanding and ~
(the general public, community leaders, service groups, environmental
groups) via educational programs and materials;

E. Strategically identify "good" guys and ’l:)ad" guys in the regulated
community;

F. Provide clear guidance regarding programmatic and physicaJ actions thet
are required/expected. Actively seek out evidence that people know what
to do, and provide technical training to be sure that people know how to do
what is required (technical transfer);

G. Require relevant/credible/useful monitoring only. Don’t r, vaste people’s
time/money/energy running data collection programs that yield bad or
irrelevant data.
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6. State suggestions of what EPA needs to consider in developing the Phase II
program.

A sub-group of participants from state regulatonj agencies met, and set forth a ~ of
suggestions for EPA to consider in developing Phase II. The following recommendations
were made:

A. EPA needs to provide states with the minimum program requirements they
must achieve, and then allow states fle)dbility on how they will do it. The
components must include:

¯ requirements/BMP standards for new develo_Dmerlt
¯ education/technical assistance
¯ control requirements for illicit connections/dumping
¯ developing state-specific priorities

B. EPA should require states to adopt regulations that specify program
components that must be included;

C. To assure program funding, EPA needs to require .that state and local
governments set up funding mechanisms, e.g. storm water utgities, permit

~. ~ii~: fees, etc.;

D. EPA needs to compile and disseminate technical information that would
support programs, e.g. set up a nationaJ or regional clearinghouse of
information on storm water plans being implemented, BMP-specific
information and materials, etc.;

E. EPA needs to comp~ a national BMP manual that would assist members
of the regulated community in determining and implementing appropriate
BMPs to address their storm water problems. EPA needs to recognize,
however, that BMP application will differ between regions, e.g. climatic
differences will require different approaches;

F. EPA needs to require that states develop and implement education,
technical assistance, end training programs; EPA also ne~ls to hold the
states responsible for effectiveness of these programs, and require
permitting in the event that these rneasums do not work;

G. EPA needs to maintain the right to require permits in a reasonable amount
of time (e.g: 2-3 years) if a state’s program is not meeting federally
determined requirements;

H. EPA needs to determine what short and long term goals they wish the
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storm water program to achieve.

~’. : Identification of problem areas and needs of the regulated community in dealing
with the storm water program.

PBlk:ipants were asked to Identify what their ’1"mr buttons" were, i.e. elements or
considerations that EPA might include in the Phase II program which would cause major
problems for them, or those which if not considered by EPA would create needs for
regulated community.

The list of "hot buttons" include the following:

A. Penalizing those who have already solved their problems by requiring
permits.              .,

B. Liability for water quality standards, sediment standards, and resource
damage clean-up in the first round.

C. Failure to provide technical transfer - permittees need to know what to do
and how to do it.

D. Failure to promulgate revised and simplified NPDES regulations that get
around the complicated approval process.

E. Possible backlash from local governments if they are held responsible for
instances of independent commercial activity that they cannot address or
control when they don’t know about it.

F. Lack of research on BMP effectiveness from 8 watershed perspective.
Them is inadequate federal/state money to look at BMPs because
monitoring is so expensive.

G. Possibility of EPA not basing the program on permits (except in cases
where the state can show that it can reach goals alternatively).

H. The inherent substantial risk of tremendous backlash that would affect
people’s livelihoods, i.e. ~’lum to try to sell the program to regulators and
public, including the NPDES permit process.

I. Prevention v. wetlands - determining how to prevent :storm water problems
while protecting wetlands.

J. Not addressing the roadblocks created by the regulations themselves. The
system is so complicated, it now takes two generations for permits to get
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to goals.

K. Lack of federal monetary assistance. Some states rr~y be reluctant to
develop sdequate programs without it.

L Not getting rid of the acronyms in the regulatory language. No one
understands what EPA is saying.

M. Concern that mainstream design is end-of-pipe treatment. This is not
prevention! CZARA is on a better track.

N. Nlowing states to cut monitoring activities first. They need to be
encouraged to not eliminate that element disproportionately from their
budget.

O. Need to figure out how to sell the program - to get through to OMB and top
levels of state governments exactly what it is going to take to get the
program into place.

P. Not identifying funding incentives and disincentives.

Q. Not giving praise for progress.

Additional Advice

Additional suggestions for development of the Phase II program were generated by the
group dudng the two-day meeting. Included in those recommendations are the following:

1. EPA needs to revisit and revise the terminology used in the rogulatlons.

¯ the problems are often with the common words, e.g. runoff, storm water,
nonpoint source, point source. EPA staff have 8,ached certain meanings
to words that are not conveyed to the regulated community, so there is
inherent danger that people are not talking about the same thing. Words
need to have clear and referenced meanings.

¯ the enormous number of acronyms used by EPA creates significant
comprehension problems for regulatees. The regulations need to be written
with fewer acronyms, and all communications need to be sensitive to the
level of use.

2. EPA needs to clearly define the goals of the program.
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¯ all levels of feedback (focus group, survey, and meeting results) generated
during The Rensselaen~lle Institute project have pointed out
regulated community does not understand what EPA is trying to achieve

achievement of set water qual’~ numerical limits to returning a water body
to its original uses.

Confusion over the goals causes confusion for regulatees in terms of selecting the tools
that need to be used to reach them. EPA needs to determine what the federal purpose
is with regard to the storm water regulations given the reality of limitations of presently
available methods and resources for preventing and treating storm water pollution.

3. Citizen Involvement can play an Important role in achieving program goals.
EPA, states and local govemment= need to promote citizen education and
enforcement authority.

Participants gave numerous examples of how citizens could play an active role in
implementing and monitoring pollution reduction efforts. Given the limited resources of
federal, state and local governments, voluntary citizen involvement can support successful
program outcomes, including enforcement. Education of citizens at different levels, e.g.
qualitative vs. quantitative monitoring, stream health vs. compliance monitoring, etc. would
be needed. Guidance manuals can be developed to guide public education.

General R~commQndations

The ten summary recommendations stated at the conclusion of the Executive Summary
are here amplified to reflect the discussions and insights generated in this project. While
not all persons involved agree with each observation and recommendation, these are
advanced as having widespread support.

1. It le possible and desirable to Identify priority target areas for which there
widespread �onsensus �oncerning their �ontribution to water pollution.

These areas begin with new development and redevelopment-both residential and
commercial. They also include transportation corridors, dense existing
development and automotive services. Further, the priority of these target sources
is relative to the watershed upon which they are impacting.

Strategically, approaches that focus on a small number of priorities based on
relative risk will show stronger results than one that initially, targets a broad set of
sources in Phase II. Also, it much more cost-effective to identify and pursue the
"bad actors" (eg, those contributing toxicity as opposed to sediments or turbidity)
as a priority, then get to those adding incremental pollution through routine activity.
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2. EPA needs to communicate more �learly and regularly with everyone
impacted by the storm water regulations.

The pdodty focus should be less on the am~nt of communication and more on
d~erant kinds of communication. Specifically, communications should be:

¯ more interactive--the examples of the focus groups and public
meetings used in this project are often cited as productive formats
for future citizen input;

¯ more localized to contexts--as in more regional workshops and fewer
national ones. This means communications less inclined to reflect the
national complexity of the program and more inclined toward
addressing the specific information and guidance needs of the local
person involved in a specific and delimited way. It also means less
"canned" content and more consultative dialogue;

¯ less laden with acronyms and technical language that confuse and
irritate many of the people who are the true "customers" of the
program, and who are required to carry out the federal mandate.
Along with this, more attention should be paid to finding and

.~.~. i.                          marketing simplicities rather than complexities.

3. EPA could Improve program effectiveness, efficlency and cost control In
Phase II by "starting small’.

The concept of regional and even local prototypes was advanced by many people
as a way of getting proposed new Phase II frameworks into the hands of users in
prompt fashion to build and refine based on early use. This was generally seen
as preferable to the comprehensive approach in which new programs are
developed fully and then introduced comprehensively at a point when modification
is difficult and expensive.

Related to prototypes is the case study-in which an ~/tical eye is turned to
current programs that demonstrate one or more strategies or best practices for
storm water implementation. An example is the Puget Sound model, with its focus
on the tangible and cost-saving values of voluntary compliance by small
businesses (a summary of this approach is contained in Volume 2).

The use of a small scale plays to the strength of regional differences as well as the
reality that an equal stress on comprehensive large programs may so paralyze
states and localities that nothing is done expeditiously.

4. Selectlvlty In data collection and monltodng Is easentlal.
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At present, some data collection frameworks consume tremendous time and
money only to yield bad or useless data or murky or disputed conch. More
attention should be paid as to what constitutes "good science" and activities lhst
may show the appearance of effective activity but in reality.be consuming statue
resources to no dear gain. This also rel=,tes to the adage, "what you rneasure is
what you va~l get." While the tendency is to see rnoMoring and assessment as
questions of methodology, they must first be viewed as questions of substance.
What are we trying to measure and at what level of detm’i and accuracy?

Not all measuring and assessment need be arcane. In development projects, for
example, the use of hay bales is known to contain overflows. No great study of
cause or effect is needed. And if there is floating oil on a body of water, we can
start by verifying that it is there--a useful step even if we do not "measure= its
~nount. At the same time, other kinds of assessment are meaningless without
extensive (and expensive) levels of detail and analysis.

A related point is that documentation of discharger activity and accomplishment
is as critical as scientific study of water conditions.

5. More customer differentiation is also needed.

At present the mind-set appears to be that one size fits all. Wh,e giving the
appearance of equity, this concept actually creates strong inequalities. The same

programs and regulations that befit a large corporation or municipality are simply
not equitable for smaller enterprise and communities, for example. More broadly,
some specific operations within a given source category contribute significant
pollution; others contribute none. Some way to either make the initial process
much less costly or to more quickly separate out those who do not need
continuing attention must be found.

One form of general differentiation is between those who are causing a problem
by clearly inappropriate activity (the "bad actors’) and those contributing to storm
water pollution by standard and at times inadvertent practice.

6. While the ultimate goal Is water quality standards, thIs Is very difficult to
achieve and/or to measure In the shod term.

Wh,e retaining water quality standards as the ultimate goal, EPA should be
focusing on best management practices, and in particular those that retk~ct
preventive and non-structural solutions. An example is stronger standards and
technologies for storm water control in new residentiaJ and commemlai
construction. In many instances, the correlation is clear between the management
practice and the consequences for cleaner water.
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The codification and communication of best management practices appr~s not
only to those targeted and controlled but to state and local actors implementing
storm water programs. For example, a set of "carrots and stJcks" known to
promote voluntary compliance is just as c~ to disseminate as a new approach
to storm retention ponds in a sub-division.

Wh~ BMPs are set in place, intedm milestones for water quality are also critica~
and feasible--as a way of measuring progress. The transition from progress by
practice to achievement by water quality measure must begin now.

7. The most functional unit of both analysis and Intervention is the watemhed.
Most people in our samples for opinion and recommendation strongly suggested
the watershed approach-not only on the macro level (e.g., Chesapeake Bay) but
the micro-level as well. In particular, this means looking at stream quality issues
beginning at the headwaters for eady contributions and alterations. Most felt that
functional differentiation of pollutant sources is not really meaningful in terms of
either regulation or effective change at the watershed level.

8. EPA’s role is to offer technical support and direction more than program
funding or even full guidelines for state end local Implementation. In
particular, building useful data bases and collection methodologies not only on
water quality but on practices to achieve it is critical. Also key are training and
support programs and development of effective dissemination networks. In all EPA
roles, the need is to recognize both regional differences and the need for a multi-
faceted set of strategies, tools, approaches, solutions.

Another EPA function is to focus on the connection between best management
practices and long term consequences for water quality. While those who
introduce them are in the best position to refine BMP’s, they often do not have the
tools to verify a correlation (let alone a causal connection) to water quality. This is
an important EPA function.

9. A collaborative approach to developing effective solutions is poesible. The
interactive elements of this project are one reflection of the ability of those with
strikingly different perspectives (ranging from strong environmental protection to
a focus on economic development) to work cooperatively. If adverserlaJ and
polemical dynamics can be set aside, the gains are far greater.

Collaboration must begin within EPA itself, where there is a tendency for those
focussing on permits and "harder" tools of compliance and those focussing on
education and "softer" elements of prevention to not fully connect with each other.
In reality, there is a sVong common theme from the need to see the storm water
program as a way of enabling local communities and industries to change their
behaviors to help the environment in ways that will directly benefit them as well as
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~g..’.~um ~.~-~’~~;~’~s shou;d be Inrduded more dlrecUy In the storm water.

I~ rr~v :~)gions, ~.~;ricul~,re (which includes livestock 8s well as crops) is a
p~i~’~,~.~,," c~tribut~:r to sur/sce water pollution. Wh,e the present NPDES program
.’.,~:luire,~ p~. ~r~i’[~ing o~ t~e trsns_~ort of agricuflural products, this bdngs intervention
too la:~, T~’.:~ critical first steps of agricultural ac~iv~.ies, e.g. soil preparation,
growir;g, and harvestir~j, must be included.

~eyond this reality is the signal sent that for whatever set of reasons, some
interes~.s are exempt frc~~ a program in which they cleat~ belong.
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FOREWORD

This manual provides detailed guidance on the developrnent of Part 2 permit
applications for municipal separate storm sewer systems. It provides technical assistance and
support for all municipal separate storm sewer systems subject to regulatory requirements
under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program for storm
water point source discharges. This manual also emphasizes the application of pollution
prevention measures and implementation of Best Management Practices (BMPs) to reduce
pollutant loadings and improve water quality.

The control of pollution from urban and industrial storm water discharges is critical in
maintaining and improving the quality oI the Nation’s waters. Pollutants in storm water
discharges from many sources are largely uncontrolled. The .National Water Quality
Inventory, 1990 Report to Congress, provides a general assessment of water quality based on
biennial reports submitted by the States under Section 305(b) of the Clean Water Act
(CWA). The report indicates that roughly one third of the impairment in assessed waters
is due to storm water runoff.

This document was issued in support of Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
regulations and policy, initiatives involving the development and implementation of a
national storm water program. This document is Agency guidance only. It does not
establish or affect legal fights or obligations. Agency decisions in any particular case will

¯ be made applying the taws and regulations on the basis of specific facts when permits are
issued or regulations promulgated.

This document will be revised and expanded periodically to reflect additional guidance.
Comments from users are welcomed. Send comments to U.S. EPA, Office of Wastewater
Enforcement and Compliance, 401 M Street, SW, Mail Code EN-336, Washington, D.C.
20460.

Michael B. Cook,
Director

Office of Wastewater Enforcement
and Compliance

PROTECTED UNDER INTERNATIONAL COPYFIIGHT
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
NATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVK~E
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 OVERVIEW Efforts to improve water quality under the
NPDES program have traditionally focused on

Control of pollution from urban andreducing pollutants in discharges of industrial
industrial storm water discharges is anprocess wastewater ~md municipal sewage. As
~mportant factor in maintaining and improvingpollution control measures have been
the quali.t’y of the Nation’s waters. To helpimplemented for these discharges, it has
~mprove the quality of storm water discharges,become evident thai: diffuse sources of water
Congress passed the Water Quality Act (WQA)pollution (those occurring over a wide area) are
in 1987. The WQA added to the Clean Wateralso major contributors to water quality
Act (CWA) a provision [Section 402(p)] that degradation. Recent studies, including the
directed the U.S. Environmental ProtectionNationwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP)
Agency (EPA) to establish final regulationsstudy (EPA, 1983), have shown that storm
governing storm water discharges under thewater runoff from urban and industrial areas
National Pollutant Discharge Eliminationtypically contains file same general types of
System (NPDES) program, pollutants that are often found in wastewater

in industrial discharges. Pollutants commonly
In response, EPA published regulations infound in storm water runoff include heavy

the November 16, 1990, Federal Register (55 FRmetals, pesticides, herbicides, and synthetic
47990) that established NPDES permitorganic compounds such as fuels, waste oils,
application requirements for storm water pointsolvents, lubricants, and grease. These
source discharges. As p,~rt of these regulations,compounds can have damaging effect on both
municipal separate stormsewersystems (MS4s)human health and aquatic ecosystems. In
that serve populations greater than 250,000addition to pollutarlts, the high volumes of
("large MS4s"), MS4s that serve populationsstorm water discharged from MS4s in areas of
between 100,000 and 250,000 ("medium MS4s"),rapid urbanization have had significant impacts
and other MS4s identified by the permittingon aquatic ecosystems due to physical
authority must be covered by NPDES permits,modifications such as bank erosion and
The regulations establish a two-part applicationwidening of channels.
process for these MS4s. In April 1991, EPA
issued guidance on the preparation of Part 1 of The statutory provisions governing
the NPDES permit application for dischargesdischarges from MS4s are contained in CWA
from MS4s (EPA, 1991b). The pre~mt manualSection 402(p)(3)(B). In general, Congress
provides guidance on the preparation of Part 2provided that permdts for discharges from
applications. The information in this manualMS, is:
should help municipalities focus their efforts on
activities that meet the application * May be issued on either a system- or
requirements, jurisdiction-wide basis;

¯ Shall effectively prohibit non-storm
1.2 SUMMARY OF THE CLEAN WATER water discharges into the MS4; and

ACT REQUIREMENTS
¯ Shall require controls to reduce the

Section 402 of the CWA prohibits the discharge ofpollutm~tstothemaximum
discharge of any pollutant to waif’s of the extent practicable (MEP).
United States from a point source, unless that
discharge is authorized by a N’PDES permiL
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Under the storm water program, the initia! provides for the development of comprehensive
round of NPDES permits will emphasize thestorm water management programs. Part 2
use of Best Management Practices (BMPs) torequires par~cular ir~formation that MS4s must
reduce pollutant loadings from MS4s. Thesehave developed to have an effective storm
13MPs include pollution prevention measures, water control plan. However, each applicant is
management practices, control techniques, andgiven flexibility on how to present and
design and engineering practices. As with anyorganize this information in a way which best
discharger subject to the NPDES program,suits the MS4’s needls and is most consistent
MS4s must meet technology-basedwith its overall stz~rm water management
requirements [in this case, the "maximumstrategy. This guidance presents examples
extent practicable" standard of Section 402(p)]which illustrate some alternative ways to
as well as applicable water quality standards,present information I:l’mt will fulfill the Part 2

permit application requirements.

1.3 THE PERMIT APPLICATION PROCESS
1.4 WHO MUST SUBMI’F A PART 2

The goal of the NPDES program for APPLICATION
municipal storm water is the reduction and
elimination of pollutants in storm water Municipalities, incorporated places, and
discharges from large and medium MS4s. Thecounties with unincorporated urban areas that
permit application process in 40 C.FR 122.26(d)own or operate a large or medium MS4 that
is designed to meet this goal by developingdischarges to waters of the Unit~-~l States a_re
site-specific NPDES permits containing stormrequired to obtain a NPDES storm watt"
water management prograrn~ for individualpermit. In addition, srnall MS4s fless than
MS4s. Site-specific perrSitling is crucial given100,000) that are owned or operated by a
the differing nature of discharges from MS, is inmunicipality other than those identified in the.~.....:~::,
different parts of the country and the varying NPDES regulation can be designated by the~i’.
impacts of these discharges on receivingpermitting authority as part of the large or
waters. To facilitate this process, themedium municipal separate storm sew~-
regulations specify a two-part permitsystem due to the int~..rrelationship between the
application, discharges of the designated storm sewer and

the discharges from :municipal separate storm
Part 1 of the permit application initiates thesewers.

process through which municipalities began to
identify sources of pollutants to the municipal Under EPA’s definition of M~, ’large"
storm sewer system. Part 1 also requiresMS, ks serve populations greater than 2~,000,
municipalities to propose strategies toand "medium" MS4,; serve populations of at
characterize storm water discharges from theirleast 100,000, but less than 2~,000. Populalion
municipal separate storm sewer systems,is determined by the mo~t recent Decennial
Guidance for the Preparation of Part 1 of The Census by the Bureau of the Census. A li~ of
NPDES Permit Applications for Discharges From large and medium n~Lunicipalities identified in
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems wasthe November 16, 1990, rule is contained in
issued in April 1991, and is available throughExhibit 1-1, in which population was based on
EPA’s Storm Water Hotline [(703) 821-4823]. the 1980 Census. After the publicalion of the

November 16, 1990, role, the Bua~au of the
The present manual describes how to meetCensus released data. for 1990, and, as a re~alt,

the Part 2 permit application requirements forsome addilional municipalities may be
storm water discharges from large and mediumrequired to aubmit a.l~l~lie.ation~, while oth~.t~
MS4s. Part 2 of the permit application buildsmay fall below 100,000. Theae ¢han8~
upon the foundation established in Part 1 andnot ~’e.flected in Exhibit 1-1.
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Exhibit 1-1: Large and Medium MS4s
(Based on 1980 Census Data)

Municipalities, Counties, and Oi’UO .............. C.Lnanna~ Ca~orrua~ cont.. Orange County
Incorporated Areas With Cleveland Oxna~d
Populations ~reater than ~,.~],~0 Columbus Pasadena
which Must Submit NPDES Toledo Rive~’~de
Storm Water App|icahons. Oklahoma .......Oklahoma City ~ve,rs-zde County

TuLsa 5an Be_m ar clino
State Entity Oregon ............. Portland San Bernardmo County

Pennsylvaraa ......Philadelphia Santa Aria
A!abama .........Bi/mingham Pittsburgh Stockton
Arizona ..............Phoemx Tennessee ...........Memphis Sunnyvale

Tu~on Nashville / Davidson Torrance
California .........Long Boach Texas ................. AusRn Colorado ..............Aurora

Los Angeles DaLlas Colorado Spnngs
Los Angeles County E1 Paso Lakewood

Oakland Fort Worth Pueblo
Sacramento Hams County Connectioat .........Bridgeport

Sa~amento County Houston Hartford
San Diego San Antomo New Haven

San Diego County Utah .........Salt lake County Stamford
San Francisco Virginia .........Fairtax County Waterbury

San J~e NorfoLk Ronda .......Broward County
Colorado .............Denver Virginia Beach Escambm County
Delaware ....New Castle County Washington ........King County Fort Loud,dale
Disi~’ict of Columbia Seato Hfleah
Florida ..........Dad~ County WLsconsin ......... Milwaukee Hfllsborough County

Jacksonville HoLly’wood
Miama Munidpalities, Counties, and Orange County
Tampa Incorporated Areas with Orlando

Georgia .............. Atlanta Populations between 100,000 and Palm Beach County
DeKalb County ~0,000 which Must Submit Pinell~s County

Hawaii ....... Honolulu County NPDE$ Storm Water Applications. Polk County
IRinois .............. Chic~o Sarmota County
Indiana .......... Indianapolis State Entity St. Petersburg
Kansas ..............Wichita Geor~a ........Clayton County
Kentucky ........... L.otdsvil/e Alabama ...........Huntsville Cobb County
louisiana ....... New Orleans Jeff~aon Cotmty Columbus
Mm’yland . Anne Artmdel County Mobile M~’on

Baltimore County Montgom~-y Richmond County
Baltimore ALtska .............Anchorage Savannah

Montgomery County Arizona ................Mma Idaho ............. BoL, e Qty
Prince George’s County Pizna Coumy ll~ois ................ Peoria

Massachusetts .........Boston Troupe Roc.k/ord
Michigan .............Detroit Arkansas ..........Little Rock Indiana ............Evansville
Minnesota ........ Minneapolis CaRfomia .....Alameda County For~ Wayne

St. Paul Anaheim G~ry
Missouri ..........Kansas City Bakersfield South Bend

St. louis B~keley Iowa ............ Cedaz Rapids
Nebra~v,a .............Omah~ Conc~’d Davenport
New Jez~ey ...........New~k Conlza Ce~ta C.~unty Des Momes
New Mexico ......Albuquerque Fr~nont Kansas ...........Kan~a~ City
New York ............ Bu/~Io Fresno Topeka

Bronx Borough Fullerton Kentucky ...... Je.ff~en County
Brooklyn Borough G~,’den Grove Lexington-Fayet~

Manhattan Bo~ugh Glendale Lou~ana ........Baton Rouse
Que~$ Borough Huntington Beach Je.ff~on Pm-~h

S=ten Island Borough K~m County Shreveport
North Carolina ....... Charlotte                        Mode~to

(conl£nu~l)
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Exhibit1-1: Large and Medium MS4s (cont.)
(Based on 1980 Census Data)

Massachu,setts ....... 5prmgiield North Carolina ........ Durham Texans, cont’d ..... CO~ ~ ~
Worce~te~ Greensboro Garland

Flint Winston-Salem Lubbock
Grand Rapids Cumberland County. Pasadena

Lansing Ohio ................. Ak~’on W~co
Livoma Dayton Uta~t ........... Salt Lake City

Sterling Heights Youngstown V~’gLma ...........Alexandria
Warren Oregon ..............Eugene Arlington County

Mississippi ........... Jack~n Mulmomah County Chesapeake
Mt.ssoun ........ Independence Washington County Chestert~eld County

Springfield Pennsylvania ........Aflentown }-I~npton
Nebraska ..............Lincoln Erie Hennco County
Nevada ..........Clark County Rhode Island .......Providence Newport News

Las Vegas South Carolina ......Columbia Pormmou~h
R~o Greenville County Richmond

New J~sey ..........Elizabeth Richland County Roanoke
Jersey City Tennessee ........Chattanooga WaslUagcon . . Snohomish County

Paterson Knoxville Spokane
New York ............Albany Texas ...............Amarillo Pierce CounV/

Rochester Arlington T~’s~ta
Syracuse Beaumont W~.’onstn ...........MadLson
Yonkers

Sou.rc~ 55 FR 48073, November 16, 1990.

The defirdtion of MS4 excludes thoseauthority listed in Exlxibit 1-2.For ....
conveyances that are designed to dischargemunicipalities in States with authorized N’PDES
storm water runoff combined with municipalprograms, the perr~tting authority is the State
sanitary sewers ("combined sewer systems"),office listed in Exhibit 1-2. Because some of
Therefore, municipalities that own or operatethese States may have application requirements
combined sewer systems may petition to havein addition to EPA’s, municipalities in States
their population, based on Bureau of thewith authorized NPDES programs should
Census figures, reduced by the number ofcontact their States for guidance. For
people served by the combined sewer system,municipalities in States without approved
If the total population served by the separateNPDES programs, the permitting authority is
storm sewer system alone is less than 100,000,the EPA RegionaJ Office listed in Exl~ibit 1-2.
the municipality may be eligible for an
exemption from NPDES storm water perrmt Municipalities with populations greater
requirements. Municipalities should contactthan 250,000 (large MS4.s) were to submit their
their permitting authority for additionalPart 2 applicatior~s by November 16, 1992.
information. Exhibit 1-1 does not reflect anyMunicipalities with populations great~" than
modifications in the application requirement~100,000, but less than 250,000 (medium MS~),
for cities with combined sewer systems, must submit Part 2 applications by May 17,

1993. Inquiries regarding Part 2 applications or
1.5 SUBMXTrING THE PART 2 the permitting prc~:ess shouid be directed to

APPLICATION the appropriate permittLng authority.

Completed Part 2 applications should be
submitted to the appropriate permitting
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Introduction

Exhibit 1-2: NPDES Storm Water Program Permitting Authorities

State Permit Contact State Pe.rm~t Conm~t
Auth. Auth.

Alabama State Aubrey ~te Disu’ict EPA Kevm Mage~"
Water Div~on of U.S. EPA Region 3
1751 Didanson Dr. Columbia 3WM53
Montgomery, AL 36130 841 Chesmut Bldg.
(205) 271-7~II Philadelphia, PA 19107

(21.5) 597-163!
Alaska EPA Steve Bubnick

U.S. EPA Region I0 Florida EPA CI~ Thomas
WD-134 U.S.. EPA Region 4
1200 6th Ave. 4WM-FP
Seattle, WA 98101 345 Courtland St. N.E.
(206) 553-8399 At~mta, GA 3(1365

(4@I) 347-2391
Azizona EPA Eugene Bromley

U.S. EPA Region 9 G~rgia State AIl~m H~lum
W-5-1 Municipal Pem~it1~ng75 Hawthorne St. G~. Env. Prote~ion Div.

(415) 744.-1906 Sui~m II0
At~ml~ GA 3~54

Arkansas State Mark Bradley (404) 362-2680
Permitting Section Chief
8001 National Dr. Hawaii State Steve Chang
P.O. Box 8913 IX~ of Health
[,i~e ~[ock, AR 72219-8913 Clam Wa~ Brmw.h

Five Wat~ Front Plaza
California State Arc.hie Matthews #503 Ala Moana Blvd.

Div. of Watt" Qual. Control Honolulu, HI 96813
Dept. of State Water Re~. Bd. (808) 586-4309
Mail Code C8
901 P Street Idaho EPA St~ Bulmick
Sacramento, CA 95814 U.S EPA Region 10
(916) 657-0525 W~q34

1200 6~h Avenue
Colorado State Patricia Nelson Sa~l~le, WA 98101

Dept. of Health (206) 553-8399
W~r Quali~y Comrol Div.
~P£-B2 Illinoi~ State Sue Eppe~on
4300 Cherty Drive ~outh EPA W~ter Poll. Control
Denvez, CO 8(R22-1~30 Pennit~ ~ccion
(303) 692-3590 P.O Box 19276

SlmnB~ld. rL 627~4-~Z76Connect- State Permit Ca~ordin~l~" (217) 782-0610
icut Dept. of Envir. Prot~.’~ion

Wat~- M~nagement Btu~u Indiana State Calt~erlne Hem
165 Calmai Ave. Dept. of Env. MBmt.
I-iar~d, CT 06106 NPDES P~mi~ Group
(203) 566-7167 Roam #718

105
Delaware State Chuck Schadel P.O. Box 6015

Dept of Natu~l Re~ourc~ Indi~poli~, IN 46206-6015
Surface Warn- bla.,~ag~nent (317) 232-87~4
89 KinB~ Hwy., P.O. Box
Dover, DE 19903
(3O2) 739-5731

(Continued)
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Exhibit 1-2: NPDES Storm Water Program Permitting Authorities (cont.)

State Permit Contact State Permdt Contact
Auth. Auth.

Iowa State Moruca Wnuck MLnneso~ State ’.~cot~ Thomi:~on
Dept. of Natural Reeourc~ Pollution Control Agency
Wallace S~te BuLldLng 1520 Lafayette Rd.
900 E. Grand Street St. Paul, MN 55155-3898
Des Momes, IA 50319-0034 (612) 296-7203
(515) 281-7O17

M~s- State Lou.~ Lav~lee
Kansas State Don Carlson k~.~pp~ D~pt. of Env. Quality

DepL of Health and Env. Office of Pollution Con~ol
Bureau of Water lad. Waste~rater Branch
lad. or Mun. Pro~s..Section P.O. Box 10385
Forbes Field, Building 74(3 jackson, MS 39289-0~5
Topeka, KS 66620 (601) 961-5074
(913) 296-5555

Missouri State lG~rl
Kentucky State Douglas Atlgeier Dept. of Natural Resourc~

Dept. of Env. Prot~,~don Water Poll. Control Pr~rmn
Water Divi.~on ;!05 Jdf~on St.
14 Reilly Road P.O. Box 176
Frank/on, KY 40601 Jefferson City, MO 65102
(502) 564-3410 (314) 526-2928

Louisiana EPA Brent ~ Montana State Fred Shewman
U.S. EPA Re~ion 6 Water Quality Bureau
6W-PM Cog~well Building
1455 l~oss Ave. Helena, MT 59620
Dallas, TX 75202 (406) 444-2406
(214) 655-7~75 . °.L

Ne~ra.~ka State (2ark Smith
M~lae EPA Shetley Puleo [~v~ronmental Quality :’":"

U.S. EPA Re~ion I P.O. Box 98922
]FK Bmlding/WCP Lincola, NE 68509
B(~ton, MA 02203 (402) 471-4239
(617) 565-3525

N~vada State l~ob Saunders
Maryland State Brian Clevenger Conserv. & Natural

MD D~pt. of Envimnm~m ~nvironmen¢~l Pro~:tion
Sed. & Stocm W=~ Admm. 333 W. Nye Lane
2500 Broenmg Hwy. (L~’~on City, NV 89710
Baltimore, MD 21224 C~2) 687-587O
(410) 631-3,545

New EPA Shelley PuI~o
Ma~- EPA Shell,.,,/Pul~o I-lamp~re U.S. EPA Region l
achu~et~ U.S. EPA Rt~ion I WCP

WCP J1--K
~ Building B(~ton, MA 02203

(617) 565-3525
New State Ban’y C1,~lof~kyMichigan State Gazy Boer~n le~ey NJ DEPE

IX~pt. of Natural Ree~u~�~ Office of Regulatory Pc~llcy
Sud. Wtr. QuaL Div.-Penni~ CN423
P.O. Box 3(~028 ~renton, NI ~8625-0423
Lansing, l~fl 48909 (609) 633-7O21
(517) 373-1982

(Confined)
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Exhibit 1-2: NPDES Storm Water Program Permitting Authorities (cont.)

State Pern-ut Contact State Permat Cc,ntact
Auth. Auth.

New EPA Brent L~’sen Pemasyl- State R.B. Pate.l
Mexaco US. EPA Region 6 vama Envu’ortmental Resources

6W-PM Water Quality Management
1445 Ross Ave. P.O Box 2063
Dallas, "D( 75202 Ha~-~sbur& PA 17120
(214) 655-7175 (717) 787-8184

New York State Ken Stevens Puerto EPA Jose Rivera
Wastewatm" Facilities Design Rico U.S. EPA Region 2
NY State Dept. of Env. Cons. Wit. Pemuts & Compl.
50 Wol~ Road 26 Federal Plaza, Room 845
Albany, NY 12233 Ne,w York, NY 10278
(518) 457-1157 (212) 264-2911

North State Colleen ~ Rhode 5tare Pe,a~r Duhamel
CaroLina Environmental Management island Dicisioo of Water Resources

Wate~ P~rdts & ~ng. 291 Promenade St.
P.O. Box 29535 Prov~dance, RI 02908
Raleigh, NC 27626-0635 (401) 277-6519
(919) 733-5083

South State A~rmro Ovalles
North State Shelia McClenathan Carolina DH~C
Dakota Dept. of Health Induswy and Agriculture

Water Quality Div. Wastewate~ Division
1200 ~uri Ave. 2630 Bull St.
P.O. Box 5520 Columbia, SC 29201
Bismarck, ND 585202-5520 (8(I3) 734-5241
(701) 221-5210

South EPA Ve~’n l~rry
Ohio State John Mon’ison Dakota U.5. EPA Region 8

OEPA 8-1~Vi-C
Water Pollution Con~’ol Suite 500
1800 Watermark 999 18th St.
EO. Box 1049 I~,.nver, CO 80202-2466
Columbus, OH 43266 (303) 293-1630
(614) 644-2017

T~ess~e State Rc,be~ Haley
Oldahoma EPA Brent l.~rsen I~pt. of Env. Wlz. Poll C~I.

U.S. EPA Region 6 401 Church St.
6W-PM 6th Floor
1445 Ross Avenue L & C A~nex
Dallas, ~X 75202 N;~shville, "IN 3724~q-15,34
(214) 655-7175 (6~15) 532-0625

Ted William.son Texas EPA Brent
Di~ Permi~ Division U.S. EPA Region 6
Ok.lahoma IX, pt. of Healt~ 6W-PM
~ N.E. 10th 1445 Ross Ave.
Oklahoma City, OK 7"3117 ~dlas, "IX 37243-1534

Oregon State ganei Nomura Utah State H;m’y Campb~l
DEQ-Water Quality Div. of Wat~ Qual.
811 SW 6th Ave. P.O. Box 144870
Portland, OR 97204 Salt I~ke City, Lrl" 84114-4870
(503) 229-5256 (80~) 538-6146

(Coattnu~i)

1-7                                                                 ~
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Exhibit 1-2: NPDES Storm Water Program Permitting Authorities (cont.)

State Perfmt Contact State Permat Contact
Auth. Auth.

Vermont State Brian Koeker Wash- State E,d O’B~en
Env. Con.~.rv. Permit~ region Dept. of F~’ology
Compliance & Protec~on h~idu~tri~l Storm Water Unit
103 S. Mare St_ Warm Q~a~ity Div.
Aanex Building P.O. Box 47696
Waterbury, V’f 05671-0405 Olympia, WA 98504-7696
(802) 244-5674 (206) 438-7614

VU-gm State Marc P~:~ic~ We~t Sta~e Jerry Ray
Ish~nds Dept. of Planning & Nat. Virginia Of~ce of Water Re~ourc~

Div. of ~nv. Prot~-"tioa (2~te~am, WV 25311-10~8
1118 Wa~rgut Project 004) 558-0375
Box 1118¯ Chr~,~:l Wisconaa Sta~ Aane Maauel
St. Croix, VI 00820-5065 Dept. of Natural
(809) ~ W~t~w-ater blm~asement

P.O. Box 7~21
Virginia State Burton Tuxford Miadi~n, WI S3707

VA Wat~ Control Board (60~) 267-7694
4900 Cox Road
Glen Allen, VA 23060 Wyoming Sta~ John Wagner
(804) 527-5000 Dept. of ~nv~. Quality

He~:hler Building
4th Fleor
(2~eyenae, WY 82002

Source: Poll of Regional and State office~.

]-8                                                                            ~
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1.6 USE OF I~’FOILMATION I~T PART 1 Chapter 4, Source ldenti~’cation, provides
AND PART 2 APPLICATIONS guidance on identifying major outfalls and

inventorying dischargers to the MS4 [§122.26(d)
The irLformation submitted in the Part 1(2)(ii)].

and Part 2 permit applications provides
applicants with a staring point for developing Chapter 5, [Nscharge Characterization,
comprehensive storm water managementprovides guidance for submi~ng quantitative
programs. For example, the field screeningdata on the MS4 and developing a proposed
data submitted with the Part 1 applicationmonitoring program [§122.26(d)(2)(iii)].
provides a basis for a program to control illicit
discharges. Also, the application information Chapter 6, Proposed Management Program,
may assist in prioritizing controls and in long-describes the steps municipalities must take
term tracking of program effectiveness, when they develop site-specific storm water

management programs [§122.26(d)(2)(iv)].
Permitting authorities will use theThese plans are the heart of the mumcipal

information from each municipality’s Part 1permit application, .and the permitting
and 2 applications as the basis for establishingauthority will probably incorporate all or part
conditions in that municipality’s NPDES stormof the munidpality’s proposed management
water perrmt. For example, if a municipali~program into their b~DES storm water permit.
submits a satisfactory application, all or part ofIn their proposed management programs,
its proposed storm water management programmunicipalities must describe management
is likely to become an integral part of itspractices, control techniques and systems,
permit, design and engineering methods, and other

provisions that are aimed at reducing the
" discharge of polluta~ts to the "maximum extent

1.7 ORGANIZATION OF THIS MANUAL practicable."

Chapter 1, Introduction, provides a brief Chapter 7, Assessment of Controls, explains
overview of the Part 2 permit applicationhow a munidpality can assess the effectiveness
process. It discusses who must submit a Part of its storm water ~nanagement program and
2 application and how the information in thetarget priorities tl’u’ough the use of direct and
applications will be used. It also contains aindirect measures [§122.26(d)(2)(v)].
summary of the statutory and regulatory basis
for the NPDES storm water program. Chapter 8, Fiscal Analysis, provides

guidance on estimating necessary capital and
Chapter 2, The Part 2 Application, describesoperation and maintenance expenditures, and

the statutory and regulatory requirements offinancing theseexpenditures [~122.26(d)(2)(vi)].
municipal NPDES storm water permit
applications in more detail. Chapter 2 outlines
the specific requirements of the Part 1 and Part1.8 OTHER GUID.~u’~/CE AVAILABLE
2 applications, explains how Part 2 builds on
the Part 1 application, and describes the Municipalities ~.hould use t.his guidance
interconnection among the various componentsdocument together with the Part 1 guidance
of the Part 2 application. CEPA, 1991b). Exl~bit 1-3 lists other sources of

guidance available from EPA’s Storm Water
Chapter 3, Adequate Legal Authority, Hot.line [(703) 82’.1-4823].    In addition,

describes how municipalities must demonstrateapplicants may wish to obtain further
that they have adequate legal authority to carryinformation from the documents identified in
out the program requirements [§122.26(d)(2)(i)].~e bibliography at the end of tlxis guidance

(Appendix A).

1-9
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Exhibit 1-3
Documents Available from the EPA Storm Water Hotline"

[ (703) 821-4823 ]                                            .

November 16, 1990, Federal Register - 55 FR 47990 National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) Permit Application Requirements for Storm Water Discharges - Final Rule

March 21, 1991, Federal Register - 56 FR 12098 Application Deadline for Group Applications
Final Rule; Application Deadline for Individual Applications - Proposed Rule

August 16, 1991, Federal Register - 56 FR 40948 NPDES General Permits and Reporting
Requirements for Storm Water Discharges Associated with Industrial Activity - Proposed Rule

November 5, 1991, Federal Register - 56 FR 50548 Application Deadlines; Final Rule and
Proposed Rule

April 2, 1992, Federal Register - 57 FR 11394 Application Deadliines, General Permit
Requirements and Reporting Requirements, Final Rule

Summary of November 16, 1990, Storm Water Application Rule

Summary of August 16, 1991, Proposed Storm Water Implementation Rule

August 16, 1991, Proposed Storm Water Implementation Rule Package Fact Sheet

April 2, 1992, Storm Water Program Rule Fact Sheet

Guidance Manual for the Preparation of NPDES Permit Applications for Storm Water
Discharges Associated with Industrial Activity (EPA 505/8-91-002, April 1991)

Guidance Manual for the Preparation of Part 1 of the NPDES Permit Applications for
Discharges From Municipal Separate Storm Water Systems (ETA 505/8-91-(303A, April 1991)

Typical Value~ of Annual Storm Events Statistics for Rain Zones of the United States ("Urban
Targeting and BMP Selection", EPA Region V, November 1990)

List of EPCRA (SARA Title IID Section 313 Water Priority Chemicals ,(Draft)

List of State and EPA Regional Storm Water Contacts

State N~DES Program Status

Question and Answer Document

List of Reportable Quantitie~ for Hazardous Substances Under CERCLA

NPDES Storm Water Sampling Guidance Document (EPA 833-B-92-001, July 1992)

(~.ontinue~l)

1-10                                                  -
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Exhibit 1-3
Documents Available from the Storm Water Hotline (cont.)

September 9, 1992, Federal Register - 57 FR 41176 Final NPDES General Permits for Storm
Water Discharges from Construction Sites - Notice

September 9, 1992, Federal Register - 57 FR 41236 Final NPDES General Permits for Storm
Water Discharges Associated with Industrial Activity - Notice

September 9, 1992 Federal Register - 57 FR 41344 National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System, Request for Comment on Alternative Approaches for Phase II Storm Water Program -
Proposed Rule

¯ The following documents are available f~)m the National Tech_,xical Iniormation Service (NTIS): (1) Storm Water Management
for Industrial Activities, Developing Pollution Prevention Plans and Best Management Practices (’EPA 832-R-92-006, Sei:~en~n~r 1992);
(2) Storm Water Management for Construction Activities, Devela~ing Pollutzon Preventian Plans and ]~est Management Pra~ti~
832-R-92-005, September 1992).

1-11
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CHAPTER 2
THE PART 2 APPLICATION
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2.0 THE PART 2 APPLICATION

2.1 BACKGROUND Before applicants proceed with the detailed
development of their permit applications, they

The NPDES permit application require-should recognizethe fundamental
merits for MS4s [40 CFR 122.26(d)] establish arequirements:
two-part application designed to meet the goal
of developing comprehensive site-specific storm ¯ Who or what are the primary
water quality management programs for MS4s. contributors of pollutants in storm

water discharges from MS4s?
The purpose of the two-part application

process is to develop information, in a ¯ Where are these sources of pollutants
reasonable time frame, that will build located in relation to receiving water
successful storm water management programs resources?
and allow permitting authorities to make
informed decisions about permit conditions. ° What is the magnitude of these
The application process is designed to focus the pollutant sources and their potential
efforts of municipalities in two areas: impact on reo~ving waters?
prohibiting non-storm water discharges into
storm sewers, and implementing controls that ° How does the municipality plan to
reduce the discharge of pollutants from MS4s reduce or eliminate the contribution of
to the maximum extent practicable, pollutants in storm water discharges or

prevent the damaging influences of
Part 1 of the application requires informa- these discharges?

tion on existing programs and legal authority.
In addition, Par~ 1 requires the results from ° Why did the municipality select the
field screening of major outfalls to detect illicit activities or best management practices
connections. The Part 2 application (BMPs) it pro|x)ses?
requirements are intended to build upon the
information submitted with the Part 1 ¯ When will the municipality implement
application. Each part ~ virtually the same ~ts proposed F,rogram?
major areas of concern, but the Part 2
application requires a greater level of detail. ° How will the applicant assess the
Part 2 of the permit application requires a effectiveness of the program? What
demonstration of adequate legal authority, criteria or measures will apply?
additional information on pollutant sources and
outfalls, a limited amount of representative * How will the municipality fund
quantitative sampling data, a proposed proposed program activities?
monitoring program, a proposed storm water
management program, an estimate of theWherever appropriate, the applicant must
effectiveness of storm water consols, and aalso show that it has adequate legal authority
fiscal analysis. The requirements for the Part 1to implement, enforce, or mandate compliance
and Part 2 applications are summarized brieflywith applicable ordinances, statutes, contracts,
in Exhibit 2-1, and described in more detail inor other similar vehicles as required by the
Section 2.2. The storm water regulationsstorm water regulation.
underlying this guidance can be found in
Appendix B.
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Exhibit 2-1: Part 1 and Part 2 Storm Water Application Requirements.

Adequate Legal Authority Source Identification Charactization Data

Part ! Part 1 Part I
¯ Identify exlsl~ng ordinances Ihat conical . Oescdbe historical tree of legaJ (x)ntrols. ¯ Provide rain and snowfati data. LJs!

storm water disc~g~l te the MS4. receiving watl~ bodies, a~d describe
¯ Identify major outfatis and IndustrtaJ water quality Impa~ts.

develop schedule. - Provide results of nald screening
¯ Provide ~qzogra~ic map. analysis, and propose representaUve

Perf 2                                                                   ,,                             outfalls for sampitng

bes~ obldned to �onlrol Industrial Pawt 2
dlm:lmlgee, EEdl dlm:lmges, ¯ Identlly nddillon~l major outblla. ¯ Pro~dde result~ of esmpilng.
dumping, and tim eantdtmtlon o!
polfutanle Irm �oqq)lk~nt~. ¯ Iden#fy additional Indusldea. " Estlnmte annual and seasonal

pollutant landings and event mean
¯ Show that legal authod#ea are . Organize Incluatrlal Inventory by concentraliona.

enlorcesble,                                       watershed.
" Propose monitoring program.

Proposed Mamlgeme~ Program Assessment of Controls Fiscal Analysis

~ I
PJrt2 Pmrt I

¯ Idonllly exlsling storm wate~ management - E~lmto expected reduction In ¯ Descxibe budget for existing storm water
8¢ZivNes. polluter Ioadlngs. Ixograms aml resources available to

complete Part 2.
P~/2 ¯ Deecwlbe any known Impe©la ol alarm
¯ IdenUly ~ and I~sldeftEal. wale~ controls on glround water. Part 2

~on~n~llon, and ~ o¢lhdlfuc ¯ Esllmate capital and operating coats
~o bo oddroesod Jn Iho am wc~er noceoesry ear Iho storm water
prog~m, mnagement program.

¯ Devdop qqx’olxble �onlld Ilte~urel ¯ Uel avdl~bb sources of funding end
Iof aommerdd end reddm#bd, iegd reeldctlona on theae sources.

0



These questions (de~n~ a~ve) ~t ~ - a des~p~on of ~ l~d u~e
app~c~t must address follow a natural ac~;
pro~ession or developm~t. For example,
~fore applican~ c~ iden~fy how ~ey will - the loca~on ~d ac~esof
r~uce ~e con~bu~on of ~llumnts in sto~ l~d~ls;
water di~harges (the fo~ b~let ~int
a~ve), ~ey m~t iden~ ~llu~t so~ces -- ~e l~a~on ~d pe~t num~r of
~d es~mate the ma~mde of ~llumnt loads ~y know~ ~s~ge to ~e M~;
~let ~m~ I-3 a~ve).

- the Io~on of mawr s~r~
consols for sm~ water d~ch~g~

Z2 PART I ~PLI~TIONS (su~ ~ reten~on b~i~, or major
i~l~a~on de~); and

~o~ 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 pro~de overviews
of ~e re~ato~ r~uiremen~ of ~1~.26(d). - identification of publicly o~
~on 2.2.3 d~s ~e rela~o~p among p~, ~a~o~ ~e~, ~d o~er
the v~o~ applica~on pro~io~, o~n l~ds.

~2.1 Ove~ew of the P~ 1 AppOrtion           ¯ D~a~e ~a~e~afion.     A
s~m~y of !~e ~ ~d ~a~er-

P~ 1 app~ca~o~ co~ist of ~e follo~ng is~ of s~)~ water diverge,
six elements: ~ncludmg:

¯ General ~o~o~ ~e appliers - money m~ r~n ~d snowf~l
n~e, addr~s, ~lephone n~r of ~t~ ,rod ~e av~age humor
contact ~n, o~ers~p smms ~d of sto~ even~ ~r mon~;
smms as a State or 1o~ gove~ent
en~. - ~s~ng q~ve da~ d~

ing ~e vol~e ~d q~i~ of
¯ Legal authoH~. A d~ip~on of di~g~.~m~eM~,indu~ng

exis~ng leg~ au~o~ ~ con~ol a d~ption of ~e ouff~ls ~d
di~ges to ~e M~, and if t~s s~p~ng me~ u~;
au~o~ d~ not m~t ~e r~u~
cnte~a, a list of addi~o~ au~o~ - a ~stof"do~~" wa~r ~i~
n~ ~d a ~h~e ~d commit- r~ng ¢~ge ~om ~e M~,
ment to ~k su~ aurora. ~d a d~p~on of ~e impa~ of

ou~l u~)n¯ Source iden~fio~ A d~p~on of
the ~s~nc u~ of ord~c~, - ~e ~ of field ~mng
gm~n~, or o~er consols t~t li~t ~ysis for illidt di~ges at
non-sto~ water di~g~ to ~y ~er ~l~ field ~ng
publicly o~ ~ea~t wor~ ~in~ or mawr ouff~s ~ve~ in
(PO~), ~d a to~ap~c map ~e~itapp~on;~d
covering an ~ea one mile ~yond ~e
se~ce ~und~es of ~e ~ sho~g: - a pro~se~ c~c~on pl~

for condu~ng ~pl~g ~d
- ~e l~on of ~o~ mu~dp~ ob~g ~ ~~ve dam

sewer system ouff~s; n~ to ~mple~ P~t 2 of ~e
app~ca~on.
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¯ Management programs. A description cumulative annual pollutant loadings
of existing management programs to and event mean concentrations, and a
control pollutants from the municipal proposed schedule to submit estimates
separate storm sewer system. For of seasonal pollutant loadings and
example, what procedures are in place event mean concentrations for each
to control pollution from consmuction major outfall identified in the source
activities, and how do they work? identification sections of Part 1 and 2.
What is the program (such as The Characterization Data provision of
investigation procedures and how they the Part 2 application also requires the
operate) for identifying illicit development of an on-going monitoring
connections to the municipal storm program covering the term of the
sewer system? permit. Procedures for meeting the

requirements of this section appear in
¯ Fiscal resources. A presentation of the Chapter 5.

municipality’s budget for existing storm
¯ water programs and for completing ¯ Proposed management program. A

Part 2 of the permit application, program that shows the municipality’s
comprehertsive planning process for the

2.2.2 Overview of the Part 2 Application reduction and control of pollutants, the
staff and equipment available to

The Part 2 application must include the implement the program, and a full
following elements: description of how controls will be

implement~.,d to reduce pollutants from
¯ Adequate legal authority. A all sources of storm water. Municipal-

demonstration ~at the municipality can ities must also describe how the
operate according to the legal authority program will be implemented and ,::,7
established by ordinance, statute, or maintained. The Part 2 requirements " "" :"
series of contracts. The municipality for a protx)sed management program
also must demonstrate that its authority are described in Chapter 6.
is enforceable. A discussion of how
adequate legal authority may be ¯ Assessment of controls. An estimate
demonstrated appears in Chapter 3 of of the pro~.~cted effectiveness of the
this guidance, municipal storm water management

program, and an identification of the
¯ ¯ Source identification. An inventory, known impacts of storm water controls

organized by watershed, of the facilities on ground water. The assessment of
that may discharge storm water controls is discussed in Chapter 7.
associated with induslrial activity to the
MS4. The applicant also must identify * Fiscal anal]rsis. A fiscal analysis of the
the location of any major outfall that capital and operation and maintenance
discharges to waters of the United expenditures needed to accomplish the
States that was not reported in Part 1. activities (including implementation)
A discussian of the information to be required by the characterization data
submitted for each such facility in the and proposed management program
inventory appears in Chapter 4 of this sections of the Par~ 2 application. This
guidance, fiscal analysis must include projected

expenses for each fiscal year of the
¯ Characterization data. Sampling permit terrn. A discussion of the fiscal

results for 5-10 outfalls designated by analysis is included in Chapter 8.
the permitting authority, estimates of

.
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2.2.3 Relationship Among Application As another example, the information that
Requirements the applicant must prepare for the Character-

ization Data provision (e.g., the results of the
The required elements ofthe Part 2 sampling requirementand the esfimated event

application are related to eachother. As a mean concentratiol~s and annual pollutant
result, this guidance addresses how theloads) may help the. municipality:
application elements are related, and how
information gathered for one requirement will * Evaluate the contribution of pollutants
assist the applicant in meeting other in storm water discharges from
requirements. For example, the information individual sources and determine
gathered for the Industrial Source Identification which sources may require inspections
provision of the Part 2 application will assist or controls (a requirement of the
the municipality in: Proposed .Management PrQgram’s

industrial program provision);¯ Targeting monitoring goals to potential
pollutant sources, which may include * Predict the impact of storm water
selecting monitonng locations and chemical discharges on receiving waters known
specific sampling frequencies (a to be impacted, fin the Proposed
requirement of the Characterization Data Management! Program, additional
provision); controls may be warranted for

construction sites or other industrial¯ Identifying illicit discharges (a requirement activities that discharge tothese
of the Proposed Management Program’s illicit waters); and
connection provision);

¯ Determine what BMPs may be
-. * Identifying facilities with the greatest appropriate for given areas (another

potential for degrading receiving water requirement of the Proposed Management
quality (a requirement of the Proposed Program).
Management Program’s industrial program
provision); and Exhibit 2-2 summarizes some of these key

interrelationships, although many other inter-
* Targeting sites that handle, store, or relationships exist. A more detailed discussion

transport toxic or hazardous materials for of specific information requirements and inter-
on-site inspections (another requirement of relationships among provisions is provided in
the Proposed Management Program’s subsequent chapters. As municipalities prepare
industrial program provision), their permit apF, lications, theyshould

coordinate all progr~un requirements.

2-5
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Exhibit 2-2
Examples of Relationship Among Part 2 Requirements Fiscal

Cost/benefit analysis
A0~menl of identifies the most

(~oltll’ol$ cost-~ffective BMPs.

i.i: : ... : ;i.::.... Estimates of re~luc- Fiscal analysis consid-

:: :.:i:llVla~~ i: i": Ioadings predicts maintenance, and

water management Management pro/~ram
activities may include feasibility

analyses that consid~,r
ct;st.

: ................: Annual pollutant On-~oing monitoring i:iscal analysis consid

areas for BIVI~. On- ~ram effectiveness, monitoring
goin~ monitorin~ lnstream monitoring
indicates success of verifies biological re-
BMPs and need to R- covery.
prioritize.

l~nd use information Inventory of industrial Estimates of pollutant Industrial invent~ry
and organization of users helps the city load reductions de- identifies potential

!de~lt{~io~!.:i i. industry by watershed target facilities for in- pend on land use. sources of storm wat~,r
" ! " defines rvp._rese__ntat!ve spections and control utility

I... i ,, " sampling points, measures.

: . Some sources or out- Authority to ~]uire Legal authority needed Need information Legal authority is re-
Adeql~ate l,e~ral falls may be outside a sampling and obtain to implement BM]~;, /~athering and inspec- ~]uired for son~, fi-

Aulho~’ll~r city’s iurisdiction, information for indus- control and inspect tion authority where nancing plans, su~-h
InteriurisdictionaI tries and di~hargers industry, and prohibit it is necessary to in- a storm ~vater utility.
agreements may be outside of the MS4’s dumping and illicit spect, monitor, and
necessary, jurisdiction at sampling discharge, enter the facility or

points, the site.



2.3 ADDITIONAL FACTORS TO BE Population and Proiected Growth Rates
CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE
PART 2 APPLICATION Some storm water BMPs are more

appropriate for densely developed areas, while
As discussed in the previous section, the other methods mav be more useful in

various provisions of the Part 2 application developing areas. Consequently, defining
process are interconnected, current population densities and projecting

future areas of population ~’owth provides the
All municipalities covered by §122.2fi(d) basic information that can assist in the

must submit a Part 2 permit application that evaluation and prioritization of appropriate
meets the requirements of the storm water storm water control strategies.
permit application regulations. However, each
MS4 is unique, and each Part 2 submission will Zoning and Existing Land Use Patterns
be different. Municipal separate storm sewer
systems differ in many ways, including Through ordinances, permits, or contracts,
population served, geologic and climatologicmunicipalities may mandate storm water
se~ngs, density of development, and form of controls for new residential, commercial, or
government. These underl,vmg factors make industrial developments in order to improve or
each applicant unique, assure maintenance ,of the quality of receiving

waters at or near pr~.~development levels. The
The major factors that applicants should Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP)

consider are: study (EPA, 1983), pointed out that some of the
best opportunities for implementing cost

¯ Population and projected growth rate; effective measures to prevent or reduce
pollutant~ in storm water occur during new

¯ Zoning and existing land use patterns; development. These measures may include
sta~uctural controls, such as storm water¯ Nature of watershed and receiving detention basins or constructed storm water

waters; wetlands, or nonstructural alternatives such as
cluster development ~d buffer zones. Sections¯ Climatic conditions, soil types, and 122.26(d)(l)(iii)(B)(2) and 122.26(d)(2)(ii) require

watershed delineations; the municipality to establish comprehensive
management plans for new development (see¯ Existing municipal functions and Chapter 6).

municipal lands;
Nature of Waters]bed and Receiving Waters¯ Other environmental impacts;

The types of storm water controls¯ Public involvement; and appropriate for a MS4 depend on the nature of
the watershed and the receiving waters. This¯ Intergovernmental coordination, includes geologic and hydrologic features such
as slope drainage pati:erns and stream size. For

In addition, municipalities must implement example, roadside swales may not be practical
their storm water management programs in a in areas with steep terrain, but can be very
manner that is consistent with other applicable useful in fiat areas. In addition, structural
Federal, State, and local environmental laws. BMPs or other management measures that

control the volume and timing of release are
appropriate where uncontrolled storm water
may cause physical impacts to receiving waters
(especially small streams, rivers, and wetlands).
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Information on the watershed and the to address sources of pollutants discharged to
receiving waters is required in the Part 1 separate storm sewer systems. For
perrrat application [§122.26(d)(l)(iv)(C)]. In management strategies to be effective,
Part 1, applicants are required to list water municipalities must give prior consideration to
bodies that receive discharges from the MS4. the nature (e.g., physical and biological
The list of water bodies includes downstream parameters) and the designated uses of
segments, lakes, and estuaries where pollutantsreceiving waters such as streams, tributaries,
from the system discharges may accumulate and natural wetlands. For example, a storm
and result in non-attainment of State water water management program for a newly
quality standards. Part 1 also requires a developing area with an existing shallow, slow-
description of known water quality impacts, moving stream could include provisions to
Applicants must include a discussion of water ensure that the post-development peak
bodies that were cited in: discharge flow rate for the stream is held to a

certain percentage of its tUStOriCal-or pre-
¯ State reports required by CWA Sections development peak discharge flow rate.

305(b), 304(1), and 314(a);
Climatic Conditions, Soil Types, and

¯ The State Nonpoint Source Report; and Watershed Delineations

¯ Other reports identifying sensitive Seasonal variations in precipitation can
watersheds, have a significant impact on storm water

quality,. For example, extended dry seasons in
Part I applicants should also include in this areas such as the southwestern United States
discussion a description of impacts caused by result in pollutant :loads distinctly higher than
dissolved oxygen depression, bioaccumulationin other parts of the country during the first
of toxics, excessive sedimentation, hydrologic several storms of the wet season. Areas with
modification, habitat destruction, etc. more frequent rain and snowfall throughout

the year may have more storm water
Municipalities areexpected to givepriority discharges, but tlhe discharges may have

consideration to those classes of pollutant consistently lowerF<fllutantconcentrationsthan
sources that contribute significant loadings or those in the Southwest. In addition, areas with
pose a significant impact on receiving waters, significant snowfall may experience a peak in
Applicants must consider control methods that storm water discharge volume and pollutant
address storm water discharges from concentration during the spring thaw.
commerdal and residential areas; illicit
discharges and illegal disposal; storm water Natural soil conditions affect the potential
discharges from indus~al areas; and storm for storm water to. recharge ground water.
water runoff from construction sites. Porosity and permeability are properties of the
Municipalities’ permits will differ substantially soil that govern the size and number of the
in the emphasis placed on controlling variousinterstitial spaces through which water may
sources of pollutants in discharges from the flow. Compaction (e.g., compression of the soil
MS4. Permits for older municipalities may by heavy, machinery) will reduce the amount of
emphasize control of cross-connections, while void space in the soil and thereby reduce the
permits for municipalities with large areas of amount of rainfall that infiltrates through the
new development may emphasize the soil to ground water. Natural soil conditions
installation of permanent structural controls are very important when siting sti-uctures
during construction, designed for storm water infiltration. In

addition, identifying such sites must take into
The Part 2 storm water .permit application consideration potential ground water impacts

requires descriptions of management programs
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that may result whenever infiltration is part of activities. For example, reduced use of
the storm water management program, pesticides and fertilizers on park land and open

spaces usually decreases the contribution of
Existing Municipal Functions and these contaminants to storm water runoff.
Muruclpal Lands Implementing BMPs on municipal lands also

shows the municipaii .t~s commitment to an
The Part 2 application affords munici- effective storm water management program.

palities the opportunity to discuss alternatives BMPs are discussed in greater detail in Section
in the Proposed Storm Water Management 6.4of this guidance.
Program. When considering the wide range of
municipal functions, applicants need to Other Environmental Impacts
establish which agencies will be responsible for
implementing each portion of a storm water Municipalities should consider those
management program. (This could be outlined activities that can directly or indirectly alter the
in the Adequate Legal Authority chapter of the natural hydrograph of a stream and potentially
Part 2 application, as discussed in Chapter 3 of degrade an otherwise stable aquatic habitat.
this guidance.) Many of these agencies, will These factors are particularly important when
have primary missions other than dealing with considering impacts to wetlands, riparian areas,
storm water or water quality. Expansion of the ground water, small rivers, and streams. In
established charter of an agency to include an addition, the installal.~on of detention or rapid
element of storm water control may require infiltration ponds may have negative impacts
legislative action, moderately expanding the on ground water. The installation of culverts
scope of other municipal agencies’ missions toor concrete drainage channels and other such
include storm water cgncerns can be much structures typically ~ncreases the volume and
more cost effective than the initiation of velocity of runoff, which can lead to increased
entirely new programs, erosion, siltation, and sedimentation in

receiving waters. Therefore, installation of
Applicants should identify existing these structures can contribute tothe

municipal functions that impact the quality of degradation of a neighbonng habitat.
storm water discharges. These functions may
include snow removal activities such as road Public Involvement
deicing, vehicle maintenance operations, and
herbicide, pesticide, and fertilizer application to Municipal applicants must ensure that they
public lands. Municipalities can modify these provide adequate public education and ample
activities to improve storm water quality opportunities for public participation. Public
through oversight of future land development, participation should[ focus on spreading
modifications to flood management structures, awareness of program objectives and
changes in materials used or in materialcomponents. Education and public involve-
handling or application practices, maintenance ment programs must be defined as part of the
of roads, and installation of structures such as Proposed Storm Wat~ Management Program
retention basins. [§122.26(d)(2)(iv)]. C, enerally, the public should

be involved as early as possible in storm water
The municipal agency (or agencies) management initiatiw~s.

responsible for storm water runoff control
should also consider the extent to which Conflict and confi~sion can be minimized if
municipal lands and activities contribute the program includes a schedule for initial
pollutants to runoff. The same BMPs public contact and milestones for public
recommended for private lands may also be involvement throughout the development and
incorporated into the development and implementation ph~es. Public education
maintenance of a municipality’s own lands and programs are expected to target specific
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audiences, including those regulated or affectedapplications how such coordination will be
by the storm water management program (e.g.,accomplished.
developers, building contractors, and industrial
operators) and those that can assist with Inter~overnmental Coordination
program implementation (e.g., volunteers and
cmzens). For example, one large municipal If a number of municipal entities (e.g.,
applicant (Seattle)described an existing publicmultiple cities or a city and a county) are
participation program in its Part 1 Applicationparticipating in the permit application process
submission. Elements of this program may beas coapplicants, various mechanisms can be
instructive to municipalities completing Part 2used to improve intergovernmental
of the application because it has genericcoordination to ensure that the roles and
components that are likely to be applicable to responsibilities of eac’h entity are well defined.
other large (and perhaps medium)Each entity must fulfill its responsibilities to
municipalities. Excerpts from Seattle’s publicimplement applicable program m~asures.
involvement program are provided in ExhibitExamples of some of the appropriate
2-3 for reference, coordination techniques and their benefits

include:
Elements of this municipality’s program

that are particularly important tO consider * Memoranda of agreement (MOA).
include of the role of an advisory and outreach MOAs can define specific municipal
group and it~ relationship to the entire process, roles, responsibilities, and points of
Effective public participation programs clearly coordination that help minimize
identify t.he role of the public, duplication of effort and ensure

accountability’;
The potential exists t~or a considerable range

in the level of participation the public may ¯ Cross-training of staff. This allows for
actually have in the decision-making process, the identification of gaps in staffing
Generally, the municipal authority is going to (e.g., neglected areas of responsibility
make the decisions. However, the authority or insufficient staff levels) as well as
can choose to use the "participation" process to providing the benefits of increased
simply inform the public of decisions, or to versatility and opportunitiesfor
allow the views of the public to be registered learning from others;
prior to decision milestones. In other cases,
although uncommon, the public may have an ¯ Interagency advisory commiRees.
actual voice or vote in making decisions. Their objective is to arm decision

makers with a comprehensive
The timing and frequency of meetings and understanding of the implications of

the duration of the groups established for proposed activities or decisions; and
public participation will usually be dictated by
the nature of the i~sues being addressed. For ¯ Regularly s~heduled intermunicipal
example, an ad hoc group established to staff meetings. These can facilitate an
address a single issue may discover that the open and thorough exchange of
issue cannot be effeL’tively addressed without information and solidify new lines of
consideration of a broader range of issues that communication.
the municipali~ may also be considering. In
this instance it may be appropriate for the
group to expand its scope, hold regular
meetings, and actively participate in the
authority’s decision making process. Therefore,
applicants should outline in their Part 2
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T’r,c Par:

Exhibit 2-3
Excerpts from a Public Involvement Program

The public involvement program [of the City of Seattle] has been designed to
assist in developing an acceptable city-wide plan for addressing drainage and water
quality problems. Acceptable is defined as a plan that is both tectmically sound and
sensitive to the needs and interests of the citizens. The involveme~t program has two
major elements: a Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC) and a community outreach
effort. The initial role of the CAC was to provide guidance to City staff and
consultants preparing various sections of a Comprehensive Dralnage Plan. Until the
adoption of the Comprehensive Drainage Plan by the City Council, the CAC provided
direction on drainage policy issues, assisted with the public review of the draft plan
and environmental impact statement (EIS), and helped coordinate comments sent to
the city from the public during the review period. Following coun,cil adoption of the
plan, the CAC was reconstituted into a Drainage and Wastewater Advisory
Committee which serves as an on-going sounding board to the Drainage and
Wastewater Utility, the mayor, and the City Council on both sewer and drainage
matters.

The community outreach effort was established for two purposes. The first was
to ensure adequate public review and support of the Comprehem~ive Drainage Plan
and EIS. Comments received during the review were used by the Drainage and
Wastewater Utility, the mayor, and the City Council in making decisions about the
Drainage Plan and the City’s on-going drainage program. The second purpose was
to begin educating residents and business people about the importance of their role
in solving flooding, landslide, and water quality problems throughout the city. This
community outreach/education role remains an on-going effort of the Drainage and
Wastewater Utility.

Sou.rc~: City of Seattle, NPDES Storm Water Permit Application, Part 1, City of S~att|e, November 1991: 37.

Single municipalities with separateresponsible for implementing erosion and
governing functions may face the samesediment control requirements, and permitting
challenges as coapplicants when they prepareand inspection functions. Storm water-related
their Part 2 applications. Many of the sameresponsibilities within governmental
coordination steps may be necessary within aorganizations may be allocated in this manner
single municipal jurisdiction. The need fordue to the relatively ~cent emergence of storm
intragovernmental coordination may be mostwater quality as an important issue.
crucial in large municipalities that haveNonetheless, effectiw.~ coordination within the
functions that impact storm water qualitygovernment of a single municipality may be as
spread throughout the organizational structurecritical to the suco.~s of the storm water
of the municipality. For example, a planningmanagement program as is intergovernmental
department may be in charge of implementingcoordination for coapplicants. Therefore,
a stream buffer policy, while a public worksapplicants should outline in their Part 2
department may plan, site, and construct stormapplications how such coordination will be
water BMPs. Still other agencies may beaccomplished.
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CHAPTER 3
ADEQUATE

LEGAL AUTHORITY

t           Controls
Program

Adequate Legal Authority
P~n l
¯ Ideotffy extsUng ordinances thal ¢onffol
f4on’n wat~ dis~ges bo the MS4.

¯Oemonstrato that legal authority

dler.haroe~, dumping, and
oont~lbutione o! pollutant~ fcom

¯8h~ that legal mu~h~rltlem m
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3.0 ADEQUATE LEGAL AUTHORITY

3.1 BACKGROUND Section 3.2 review,.~ each of these regulatory
requirements. Sect’ic.n 3.3 describes specific

A crucial requirement of the NPDES stormprocedures a municipality may useto
water regulation is that a municipality mustdemonstrate adequate, legal authority.
demonstrate that it has adequate legal
authority to control the contribution of
pollutants in storm water discharged to its3.2 SUMMARY OF REGULATORY
MS4. This guidance manual and the storm REQUIREMENT.�;
water program emphasize development and
implementation of storm water management3.2.1 Control Consttruction Site and Other
programs as described in Chapter 6. In order Industrial Discharges to the MS4.
to have an effective municipal storm water
management program, a municipality must
have adequate legal authority to con~’ol the
contribution of pollutants discharged to the §122.26(d)(2)(i)(A). [The applicant must
MS4. demonstrate that it can control] through

ordinance, permit, cox~tract, order or similar
Part 1 of the permit application requires means, the contribution of pollutants to the

applicants to describe their existing legalmumcipalstorm sewer bystorm water dis-
authority to control the discharge of pollutants charges associated wit:h industrial activity

from MS4s and evaluate I~e adequacy of these and the quality of stol.-m water discharged
from sites of industria,,l acti~ty.ordinances. Where existing ordinances were

lacking, a proposed schedule to obtain the
necessary authority was included with the Part
1 application. In Part 2 of the application, The municipality, as a permittee, is
murdcipal applicants must demonstrate thatresponsible for compliance with its permit and
they now possess adequate legal authority to:must have the authority to implement the

conditions in its permit. To comply with its
¯ Control construction site and otherpermit, a municipality, must have the authority

industrial discharges to the MS4; to hold dischargers accountable for their
contributions to separate storm sewers.

¯ Prohibit illicit discharges and control
spills and dumping; "Control," in this context, means not only to

require disclosure of information, but also to
¯ Control potential sources of pollutantslimit, discourage, or terminate a storm water

from discharges to or fromdischarge to the MS4. For example, con-
coapplicants" MS4s, or MS4s that arestruction sites (of 5 or more acres) and other
interconnected or shared with otherindustrial activities that discharge storm water
entities; through MS4s are requi,.red to obtain individual

NPDES permits or coverage under general
¯ Require compliance with all regulationsNPDES permits from EPA or an authorized

and statutes; and NPDES State. These permits require compli-
ance with applicable Federal and State

¯ Carry out inspection, surveillance, andregulations. Howew.,r, a municipality, to
monitoring procedures._ satisfy its permit conditions, may need to

impose additional requirements on discharges
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from permitted industrial facilities, as well a~ An operator of a MS4 may participate in an
discharges from industrial facilities and application with one or more other operators,
construction sites not required to obtain or may submit an individual application for the
permits. Therefore, a municipality, should separate storm sewer it operates. As indicated
develop a mechanism to assure that all in the box above, the operator of a discharge
industrial facilities and constructions sites that from a large or medium MS4 may submit,
discharge to the MS4 know their obligation to through the use of interiurisdictional
comply with the applicable terms of the agreements, a system-wide permit application.
municipality’s storm water ordinances. The system-wide application can accommodate

existing storm water programs, on a watershed
3.2.2 Prohibit micit Discharges and Control basis, as well as ]?rograms which must

Spills and Dumping into account regional differences in climate,
geography, and [:x:.litical institutions. Such an
application should cover issues of liability,
financial contributions, access to _ records,
enforcement resix~nsibilities, and any other
applicable areas of mutual concern.

When two or more municipalities submit a
joint application, each coapplicant must
demonstrate that it individually possesses
adequate legal authority over the entire
municipal system it operates or owns. A
coapplicant need not fulfill every component of
legal authority specified in the regulations, as ¯
long as the combined legal authority of all
coapplicants satisfies the regulatory criteria for -:~’
every segment of tJ.~e MS4 (including authority
over all sources that discharge to the MS, I).

To demonstrate that it posse=.-=_- adequate
legal authority to control storm water As coapplicanl~, for example, a county and
discharges, a municipality must be able to a flood control district within that county may
effectively prohibit illicit discharges and illegal together possess adequate legal authority. The
dumping. An illicit discharge is "any discharge flood control district may have legal authority
that is not composed entirely of s~rm water to build, operate,, and maintain structures
except discharges pursuant to a NPDES permit associated with major drainage channels within
¯.. and discharges resulting from fire fighting the county. The county itself may have legal
activities" [40 CFR 122.26(b)(2)]. authority to control pollutants in discharges

from privately o~ned lands to the MS4s and
3.2.3 Control Contributions of legal authority to build, operate, and maintain

Coapplicants smictures associate:! with minor drainage
channels that tie into major drainage channels.
In this situation, the combined legal authority

§122.26(d)(2)(i)(DL [The applic~nt must dem- of the ~applicants may be adequate for the
onstrate that it can control] through inter- system, provided that the only discharge to
agency agreements among coappLicants the major drainage channels comes fromthe
contribution of pollutants from one portion COU_rlty’s separate storm sewer system.As
of the municipal system to another portion of another example, a departmentof
the municipal system, tra-r~port~tion or flood control district with no

land use authority could be a co-permittee with
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,~ c~D" that does possess land use authority over ordinances and the reasons why they are
the entire jurisdiction, enforceable. The statement should discuss

what the municipali~t can do to ensure full
Coapplicants also may use interjurisdic- compliance w’ith §122.26(d)(2)(i).

t~onal agreements to show adequate legal
authon .ty and to ensure planning, coordination, In a Part 2 application, through a statement
and the shanng of the resource burden of from the Municipal General Counsel or
permit compliance. When more than one through some other method, a municipali ,ty
entity is submitting an application for a MS4 should identify, the administrative and legal
,.either as coapplicants or as individual procedures available to mandate compliance
applicants for different parts of a system), the with appropriate ordinances, and, therefore,
role of each party must be well defined. Each with permit conditions. Applications should
applicant or coapplicant must show the ability contain descriptions .of how ordinances are
to fulfill its responsibilities, including legal implemented and appealed. In particular, a
authont-v for the separate storm sewers it owns municipality should indicate if it can issue
or operates, administrative orders and injunctions or if it

must go through the court system for
Applicants and coapplicants may use the enforcement actions.

procedures outlined in Section 3.3 to
demonstrate adequate legal authority in their 3.2.5 Carry Out Inspection, SurveiLlance,
Part 2 permit applications. These procedures and Monitoring Procedures
are guidelines, however, and are not intended
to be the only possible approachesthat In their Part 2 applications, municipalities
applicants may follow, must propose programs to control the

" contributions of pollutants from industrial
3.2.4 Require Compliance with all facilities and prohibit illicit discharges. For

Regulations and Statutes both of these activities, municipalities must
have the legal authority to carry out inspection,

To meet the requirements of §122.26(d)(2) surveillance, and monitoring procedures
(i)(E), the applicant must show that it has necessary to determine compliance.
adequate authority to enforce its ordinances.

§122.26(d)(2)(i)(F). [Thee applicant must
demonstrate that it c~n curt’y] out
insp~don, surveiI1anc:e and mortitonng
procedures necessary to determine
compliance and noncompliance with permit
conditions including the prohibition on LRicit
discharges to the municipal separate storm

One acceptable way to support a
declaration of adequate legal authority,
including the ability to enforce appropriate To meet this requirement, municipalities
ordinances, is for the municipality to provide a may wish to consider establishing ordinances
certification from the Municipal General that require industrial facilities to perform
Counsel or equivalent. The certification should inspections and report the results to the city.
state that the applicant has the legal authority In many municipaliti.es, these facilities may
to apply and enforce the requirements of perform similar inspections under a
§122.26(d)(2)(i)(A)-(F) in State or local courts, pretreatment program. In their Part 2
The certification would, therefore, cite specific applications, municipalities should provide

3o3 ¯
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documentation of their authoritv to enter, visiorus in the application. The applicant
sample, inspect, review, and copy records, etc., should also provide a specific explanation of
as well as demonstrate their authority to why and how the language of a particular
require regular reports, ordinance or other authority meets Federal

regulatory requirements. The application
should indicate to whom the ordinance applies

3.3 PROCEDURES FOR DEMONSTRATING and how it will operate to control, prevent, or
ADEQUATE LEGAL AlYrHORrrY stop discharges that ,violate permit conditions.

For example, the municipality may describe
The Part 2 application requires the and provide an excerpt from a city ordinance

applicant or coapplicants to cite and describe that prohibits non-storm water discharges to
specific ordinances currently in effect and the MS4.
demonstrate that the jurisdiction for these
ordinances covers the entire area served by the Appendix C illustrates one way to detail
MS4. In addition, the applicant may elect to the existence of ordinances that establish the
discuss specific changes in ordinances passedlegal authority requilred in §122.26(d)(2)(i). A
since the submission of the Part 1 permit narrative discussion of the historical use of
application to illustrate how legal authority has th~tse ordinances to control pollutants in storm
evolved to meet the regulatory requirements in water discharges also may be included. The
§122.26(d)(2)(i). One method by which an example in Appendix C shows what the
applicant can partially demonstrate that it has applicant may do to satisfy §122.26(d)(2)(i).
adequate legal authority is to develop a matrix
that compares, in a side-by-side format, the Substantial effort should be devoted to
regulatory requirements .in §122.26(d)(2)(i)(A)- obtaining the necessary legal authority before
(F) and the municipality’s legal authority, the Part 2 application is submitted. However,
Once completed, the matrix would indicate some municipalities may find that the two-year
whether an adequate legal framework exists to application process does not allow enough time    ~ .~:~.~
address all key regulatory requirements to secure adequate legal authority as described ....:~

identified in §122.26(d)(2)(i)(A)-(F). Further- in this section. This may be due to the need
more, the matrix could also illustrate where the for State statutory or legislative changes. In
authority to mandate compliance is vested, this instance, the Part 2 application must

include a detailed description of what changes
In order to support an assertion of are needed and a sc!hedule of when they will

adequate legal authority, applicants shouldbe accomplished. The schedule must include
include the complete text of the applicable timetables for drafting proposed changes,
portions of the ordinances or other such pro- public comment periods, and final

authorizations.
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4.0 SOURCE IDENTIFICATION

4.1 BACKGROUND organize the inventor), of industrial activities
on a watershed basis.

In Part 1 of the NPDE5 storm water permit
application, applicants are required to identify, Organizing the W~ventory by watershed
the location of known major outfalls allows the municipality to focus on activities
discharging to waters of the United States from within discrete areas that may contribute
MS4s. Applicants also are required to provide pollutants in storm water discharges to waters
information and data on existing land useof the United States. For example, combining
activities. The identification of outfalls and outfall data with the industrial inventory
land use activities is the first step in the process organized by watershed may help the
of: municipality to identib..~ probable areas of illicit

connections. This information will also be
¯ Identif.ving the sources of pollutants in umful for munidpalities when they develop

storm water runoff; specific strategies [e.g., best management
practices (BMPs)] as part of their proposed

¯ Linking the sources of pollutants in storm water management programs. The
runoff to specific water quality impacts following sections discuss regulatory
and other impacts that may result in requirements and procedures for completing
degradation of aquatic resources; the source identification section of the Part 2

permit application. Section 4.2 provides
¯ Identifying those’activities or physical guidance on identifying major outfalls, Section

factors that have the most significant 4.3 provides guidance on compiling an
-- ’, impact on water quality; inventory of industrial dischargers, and Section

4.4 provides guidance on organizing the
¯ Defining control measures that yield inventory of industrial discharges by

improvements in storm water quality; watershed.
and

¯ Developing methodologies by which 4.2 MAJOR OUTFALLS
engineers, urban planners, and
managers canmakelongtermdecisions The first portion of the Part 2 Source
that not only provide for economic Identification provision states:
growth, but also have discernible
environmental benefits through
imposed storm water controls. §122.26(dX2)(ii). Source Identification. [The

applicant must provide the] location of any
The source identification requirements in major outf’all that dis(:harges to waters of the

the Part 2 permit application reflect three basic United Scares that was not reported [il~ Part 1
of the application] ....steps. First, municipalities must identify any

major outfall~ that were not already identified
in the Part 1 application. Second, applicants
must compile an inventory of industrial
activities that may discharge storm water to a
MS4. Third and finally, applicants must
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4.2.1 Definition of a Major Ouffall recent changes to the sewer system. The
municipality should also consider conducting

According to 40 CFR 122,26(b)(5), a major field surveys (e.g., visual inspection of the
outfall is a MS4 outfall that discharges from a banks of receiving waters) to locate major
single pipe with an inside diameter of at least ouffalls.
36 inches. The term also includes discharges
from a single conveyance other than a circular When submitting a Part 2 permit
pipe serving a drainage area of more than 50 application, municipalities should include a
acres, brief description of how additional major

outfalls were identified. This description is not
For those munidpal separate storm sewer intended to be a lengthy list of each sewer

systems that receive storm water runoff from system employee interviewed, but rather an
lands zoned for industrial activity, major outline of the methods employed.
outfalls also include outfalls that discharge
from a single pipe with an inside diameter of
12 inches or more, or discharge from other than 4.3 ll~FENTORY OF INDUSTRIAL
a circular pipe associated with a drainage area DISCHARGERS
of 2 acres or more. This definition also applies
to outfalls of drainage areas that have both The second step in ttUs portion of the Part
industrial and non-industrial activity.. For 2 application is assembling an inventory of
example, tf a three acre drainage area is zoned industrial storm water dischargers.
half woodland and half industrial, the
discharges from that area would still be
considered a major outfall. Because the
definition of major outfall includes
consideration of drainage area, municipalities
may need to consider conveyances such as
ditches and swales when identifying major °"~
outfalls.

4.2.2 Identifying Major Outfalls

The first step in this section of the Part 2
application is the identification of major
outfalls not identified in the Part 1 application This section describes how municipalities
[§122.26(d)(2)(ii), cited in box above]. When may develop the inventory of industrial
identifying these major ouffalls, municipalities facilities. Section 4.4, below, provides guidance
should build upon the approach used in the on organizing these facilities by watershed.
Part 1 application. One way to identify major
outfalls is a review of sewer system maps. 4.3.1 Facilities thai: must be Included in the
These maps can provide information on sewer Inventory
system type (e.g., separate storm versus
combined sewer), pipe size, and outfall As stated above, applicants must provide
location. However, depending upon the age of an inventory of each facility, that may discharge
the sewer system maps, they may not provide to the MS4 storm water associated with
complete information about newly developed industrial activity. Industrial storm water
areas or improvements to older areas. Often, dischargers that must be included in this
interviews with sewer system maintenance inventory fall into 11 classes of industrial
personnel can provide information on the most activities as defined in the November 1990
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regulations. Six of these classes were defined facilities, thev must be submitted prior to the
in a narraUve format and five were defined by commencement of industrial activity.
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes. However, in the Intermodel Surface
SpeCific categories of industries are identified in Transportation Ef-ficiency Act of 1991, Congress
§122.26fb)(14)(i)-(xi)- Exhibit 4-1 provides a list provided that permit application requirements
of the SIC codes and industry, categories cited be reserved for industrial activities owned or
in the regulatory defirution, operated by municipalities with a population of

less than 100,000, with the exception of
4.3.2 Identifying theIndustrialFacilities airports, power plants, and uncontrolled

sanitary landfills. If EPA is the permitting
As a first step in developing a authority in a State, applications and NOIs

comprehensive industrial storm water should be submitted to EPA; if a State has
inventory,, the applicant must review facility NPDES authority, they should be submitted to
notifications. Industrial facilities were required the State. Section 3081 of the CWA provides the
to notif, y municipalities by May 15, 1991, of legal authority for any individual (including a
their intent to discharge storm water to the municipality) to obtain information from the
municipal storm sewer system [§122.26(a) NPDESpermittingauth0rity. A municipality
(vi)(4)]. Each facility should have submitted to may be able to obtain a list of the facilities in
the municipality information including f~cility its jurisdiction that t~ve applied for coverage
name, facility, location, and facility type (such under a general or individual permit or that
as SIC code or other industry categorization), have applied for coverage as a member of a

group.
In addition, municipalities should explore

other sources of information on industrial Additional sources of information on
facilities to help identify gaps in inventory, industrial facilities may include zoning maps
One specific source of information a showing industrial parks, manufact~’ing and
municipality should review is facility indus~ial listings in telephone books, trade
in.formation submitted under other program~, association listings, pretreatment industrial
For example, SIC codes are often required for waste surveys, the Chamber of Commerce
air pollution permit applications, hazardousManufacturing Directory, and Dunn and
materials management permits, pretreatment Bradst.reet.
program applications, building permits,
business licenses, or local tax rolls. A In the Part 2 application, a municipality
municipality may take the list of SIC codes should provide a brief description of the
provided in Exhibit 4-1 and compare it with sources it reviewed in identifying the industrial
existing information on SIC codes or industrial dischargers. As park of the proposed storm
categories which ~ been submitted by water management program, which is
industrial facilities under other programs, described in Chapter’ 6, municipalities should

describe a plan for collecting new or updated
Under 40 CFR 122.28, facilities that dis- information on industrial dischargers

charge storm water associated with industrial throughout the life of the permit.
activity must submit-an individual permit
application, participate in a storm water group
permit application, or file a Notice of Intent
(NOI) to be covered by a general permit. These
applications and NOIs are another source of
information on industrial dischargers. For
existing facilities, applications or NOIs were to
be submitted by October 1, 1992; for new
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Exhibit 4-1
Industry Categories Cited in the

Definition of Storm Water Associated with Indusl~ial Act-ivii-y

1. Facilities subject to storm water effluent limitations guidelines, new source performance
standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards under 40 CFR Subchapter N (except facilities
with toxic pollutant effluent standards which are exempted under category, 11 below.

2. Facilities described by SIC 24 (except 2434), 26 (except 265 and 267), 28 ,Iexcept 283), 29,311, 32
(except 323), 33, 3441, 373.*

3. Facilities described by SIC 10 through 14 (mineral indusl~y), including:

active or inactive mining operations, except for areas of coal mini~.g operations no longer¯ meeting the definition of a reclamation area under 40 CFR 434.11(1) because the
performance bond issued to the facility by the appropriate SMCRA authority has been
released, or areas of non-coal mining operations which have been released from applicable
State or Federal reclamation requirements after December 17, 1990; and

off and gas exploration, production, processing, or treatment operations, or transmission
facilities that discharge storm water contaminated by contact with or that has come into
contact with, any overburden, raw material, intermediate products., finished products, by-
products, or waste products located on the site of such operations.

4. Hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities, including those that are operating....:.
under interim status or a permit under Subtitle C of RCRA. ~.~.

5. Landfills, land application sites, and open dumps that receive or have :received any industrial
wastes (waste that is received from any of the facilities described under this subsection)
including those that are subject to regulation under Subtitle D of RCI~..

6. Facilities involved in the recycling of materials (metal scrapyards, battery reclaimers, salvage
yards, and automobile junk’yards) including but not limited to SIC 50115 and 5093.

7. Steam electric power generating facilities, including coal handling sites.

8. Transportation facilities described by SIC 40, 41, 42 (except 4221-25), 43, 44, 45, and 5171, which
have vehicle maintenance shops, equipment cleaning operations, or ai~rt deicing operations.
Only those portions of the facility that are either involved in vehicle maintenance (including
vehicle rehabilitation, mechanical repairs, paining, fueling, and lubrication), equipment cleaning
operations, airport deicing operations, or which are otherwise identified under 1 - 7 or 9 -
are associat~l with industrial activity.

(Continual)
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Exhibit 4-1 (continued)

9. Treatment works treating domestic sewage or any other sewage sludge or wastewater treatment
device or svstem, used in the storage tream~ent, recycling, and reclamation of municipal or
domestic sewage, including land dedicated to the disposal of sewage sludge that is located
w~thin the confines of the facility, with a design flow of 1.0 rr~d or more, or required to have
an approved pretreatment program under 40 CFR Part 403. Not in~fluded are farm lands,
domestic gardens, or lands used for sludge management where sludge is beneficially reused
and which are not located within the facility, or areas that are in compliance with Section 405
of the CWA.

10. Construction activity including clearing, grading, and excavation activities except operations
that result in the disturbance of less than five acres of total land area ’which are not part of a
larger common plan of development or sale.**

11. Facilities described by SIC 20, 21, 22, 23, 2434, 25, 265, 267, 27, 283, 285, 30, 31 (except 311), 323,
34 (except 3441), 35, 36, 37 (except 373), 38, 39, 4221-25, (and which are not otherwise included
within categories 2 - 10).*

Source: 55 FR 48065, November 16, 1990.

*Please note the SIC 285 is cov.ered under Cate~mry II. Also note that for the indus~ies identified in C.ategor~ II, the
term includes only storm water discharges from all areas (except access roads and rail ILue:s) where material handling
equipment or activities, raw materials, intermediate produc~s, tmal products, waste materufls, by-products, or industrial
machinery are exposed to storm water.

*’On June 4, 1992, the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit ~ound that EPA’s rationale for exempting
construction sites of less than five ac.~s and c~rtain unconmn~,~ted storm water discharges from Category II light
industrial ~aci.liries from Phase I of uue s:orm water program to be invalid and has remanded these exemptions tot
further proceedings (see Natural Resources D#en~e Council v. EPA No. 91-70176).

4.4 ORGANIZING THE INDUSTRIAL ¯ Locations of major outfalls or system
INVENTORY BY WATERSHED modifications;

Once the indus~ial inventory is complete, ¯ Land use designations and composi-
the applicant must organize the inventory by tion;
watershed, or drainage area. The main
objective of this requirement is to associate ¯ Dischargers of storm water associated
discrete discharges with specific watersheds, with industrial activity;
which may help the. municipality identify
relationships between pollutant sources and ¯ Other NPDES permit holders;
receiving water quality problems. To help
organize the industrial inventory by watershed, * Location/inventory of structural
municipalities should consider the long-term con~’ols; and
benefits of using automated database systems
to help organize and update information on: ° Locations of :illicit connections.
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This information can help satisfy the on watershed topography and another could
requirement that discharges of .storm water contain the locations of industrial storm water
associated with industrial activity be organized dischargers. Additional layers might contain
bv watershed. Using an automated database information on the layout of the municipal
system or the map submitted in the Part 1 system, locations of structural source controls
a~plication may be helpful in satisfying this and outfalls, and land-use patterns (both
requirement. However, the regulations do not present and future).
require Part 2 applicants to use a particular
database or submit certain information, and A CAD-based system can be useful, not
municipalities may elect to use other methods, only in presenting information easily and

graphically, but also in its ability to transfer
The following procedure is provided as an spatial data, such as XYZ coordinates, to

example of one way to organize industrial commonly available PC-based database
dischargers by watershed: applications. This spatial data can be merged

with other databas~ containing mor~ generic
1. Create a transparent overlay of tax information including facility name, address,

maps covering the entire area served by and SIC codes. However, one potential
the MS4. drawback to CAD systems is that most of them

cannot store "real-world" (e.g., latitude-
2. Indicate on the maps the location of longitude) coordinates and are not generally

each industrial activity, according to its designed for spatial analyses.
address with an appropriate symbol or
code. Information stored in a CAD format may

also be input into a Geographic Information
3. Produce an ~ overlay of existing System (GIS). With some conversion, the CAD

watersheds from a topographical map, system coordinates may be transformed into .;~ :.:~
for example, United States Geological the "real-world" coordinates typically employed
Survey (USGS) maps, covering the area by GIS.    GIS are integrated database
that the MS4, supports. Previously management systerns designed for the input,
performed hydrological surveys may be storage, retrieval, analysis, output, and display
helpful in delineating the boundaries of of geographically or spatially indexed dam.
existing watersheds. Municipalities
may elect to sub-divide existing The key attribute of GIS is the relational
watersheds into smaller traits if this database capabilities that make these systems
will assist in management planning, powerful tools for conducting spatial analyses.

Using GIS, a municipality could overlay several
4. Align the tax map and watershed layers of data and derive new information from

overlay so that industrial activity this existing information. For example, using
locations can be transposed to the GIS, an applicant could overlay a map showing
watershed overlay, the 100-year flood plato with a map showing

locations of industrial facilities. The GIS could
A number of PC-based tools can be used to then calculate the amount of industrial area

organize information on facilities and outfalls, within the 100-year flood plain and plot this
For example, computer-aided design (CAD) data on a new overlay. This type of spatial
packages, in conjunction with third-party analysis might be a powerful tool in the design
software packages, are specifically designed to of the municipality’s storm water management
present reformation on separate transparent program.
layers that can be "turned off and on" when
necessary.. One layer could contain information
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Another benefit of GIS is the ability for a CAD, GIS, or ot~her automated system is
common data to be shared efficiently among entirely up to the raunicipality. There is no
several agencies. For example, the flood requirement that municipalities use these
management agency, department ofsystems m the development of either the Par~
transportation, and storm water con~’ol agency 1 or Part 2 NPDES ]permit applications. Each
could all contribute data to and use analyses applicant will have to examine it~ existing
from the same GIS. On the other hand, one resources (including computer systems,
potential drawback to GIS is their relatively personnel, and budget) and projected .needs
high cost.    Often, developing accurate, before deciding which method will be the most
appropriate base maps is one of the most efficient and most useful in the long term.
resource intensive parts of the system.

A discussion of maintaining and/or
The techniques presented in this section to updating the industrial inventory is provided

organize industrial discharger~ by watershed in Section 6.3.3.2 of this guidance.
are not the only methods that the applicant can
use. For example, municipalities may elect to Exhibit 4-2 illustrates an example of the
present the information in tabular form. Using procedure discussed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.
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Exhibit 4-2
Example of a Map Organizing Industry by Watershed
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CHAPTER 5
CHARACTERIZATION

DATA

Authonty Identification Data Management Conlmls AnaJysis
Program

Characterization Data

Part 1
¯ Provide rain and snowfall data. List moe~ving

wat~ I:xx;lie~, and daso’ibe water qualit~

¯ Provi~ results of ~ screening analysis, and

Par12
¯ Provide results of sempling.

¯Estimate snnu~l end seasonal
pollutant Io~dings end event men
�oncentrltione.

¯ Propose monitoring program.
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5.0 CHARACTERIZATION DATA

5.1 BACKGROUND the designated beneficial use, the pollutants
which affect that use, the urban runoff quality

5.1.1 Objective of this Section characteristics, and the amounts of urban
runoff dictated by local rainfall patterns and

This section addresses the requirements forland use. The National Water Quality Inventory,
reporting the physical and chemical1990 Report to Congress as required by Section
characteristics of municipal storm water runoff305(b) of the Clean VV’ater Act, stated that one-
as specified by 40 CFR 122.26(d)(2)(iii). Thesethird of the impairment in assessed waters is
requirements describe the minimumdue to storm water runoff (EPA, 1990d).
quantitative and descriptive data necessary to
begin characterizing storm water discharges. QuantiW Impacts.

The applicant is encouraged to provide Urbanization often increases the quantity
additional information, if available, which mayand reduces the quaiii ,ty of storm water runoff.
provide a basis for a more effective stormFor example, vegetated or forested areas with
water management program. The additionalpervious surfaces are often replaced with
information may also help the permittingimpervious surfaces(e.g.,concreteandasphalt)
authority make more informed decisionsthat prevent or rmnimize the amount of rainfall
regarding the specifications of the permit to beavailable for ground water recharge. This
issued. , increases the volume and velocity of storm

water runoff.
The NPDES permit application regulations

require the applicant to identify all major Vegetated areas play a crucial role in
outfalls that are part of the MS4ground water recharge and in the maintenance
[§122.26(d)(1)(iii) and 126(d)(2)(ii)]. Part 1 of stream baseflow. This is especially true
requires the municipality to propose aduring extended dry periods, when ground
sampling plan that identifies 5-10 out.falls thatwater is often the only source that preserves
would be appropriate for representative datastream baseflow. In highly urbanized areas,
collection under Part 2 of the applicationground water recharge may be so severely
[§122.26(d)(1)(iv)(E)]. The next step is to collectreduced that ground water flow to perennial
and analyze samples from these outfalls (orstreams during dry, periods is not sufficient.
others designated by the permitting authority,)Further, the natural hydrology of a watershed
for a variety of pollutant parameters from 3is often altered by urbanization, because
representative stormevents, developing areas often provide drainage

appurtenances that rapidly conduct storm
5.1.2 Potential Impacts of Storm Waterwater runoff away from these areas. Such

Runoff drainage may also affect the geometry of
natural streams, especially where natural

The Nationwide Urban Runoff Programstreams have been modified through the
(NURP) study showed that discharges frominstallation of man-made channels. Ultimately,
MS4s contribute to the degradation of waterreduced perviousness due to urbanization
quality in the Nation’s waters (EPA, 1983). Theincreases the magnitude and the frequency of
NURP study also concluded that the effects oflocalized flooding which can have the long
urban runoff on receiving water quality areterm effect of substantially increasing the width
very site specific. "The effects depend on theof natural streams through erosion and
types, size, and hydrology of the water body,scouring.
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Increases in peak discharge velocity and sediment can become soluble again and be
runOft volume can also result in substantial reintroduced into the water column.
erosion of natural streambanks and the
washout of benthic habitats. Since streambeds Excessive Bacterial Levels
often consist of unconsolidated silt and
sediment, they may be stripped away The NURP study final report concluded
substantially by excessive discharge velocitieS, that "coliform bacteria are present at high levels
Increased discharge velocities can also lead to in urban runoff and can be expected to exceed
undercutting and destabilization ofEPA water quality criteria during and
streambanks, which may cause erosion that immediately after storm events." This is of
extends beyond the natural boundary of the significant concern, particularly in swimming
streambank, and shellfish areas.

Further, silt and sediment can increase the Dissolved Oxvger~ Depression -
turbidity of the receiving water, thus
interfering with the growth of aquatic plants The presence of oxygen-consuming
which depend on photosynthesis. Increased pollutants in receiving waters can lead to
turbidity can also interfere with aquatic severe dissolved oxygen depression.. Factors
feeding, eliminate spawning areas for fish, and that can cause dissolved oxygen depression
cause abrasion and clogging of fish gills. Also, include the resuspension of biodegradable
because silt and sediment may remain in theorganic material (which can occur in the
watershed, they" can blanket benthic habitats presence of high flow velocities) or the
and severely reduce streamflow capacity, discharge of organic |x)llutants in storm water

discharges. The NURP study demonstrated
In the presence of ~xcessive volumes of that storm water discharges exhibit biochemical

storm water runoff and discharge velocities, the oxygen demand (BOD) levels in excess of levels
:~’;,-"

net impact on receiving waters can be almost commonly associated with secondary treated
indistinguishable from impacts commonly effluent from publicly owned tream~ent works
associated with the discharge of toxics (e.g., ff’OTWs). Severe dissolved oxygen depression
increased mortality, reduced biodiversity, and could contribute to fish kills, which are one of
reduced reproduction), the most readily ,observable impacts of

pollution on receiving’, waters.
Deposition and Resuspension of Toxicants

Eutrophication
Research is currently on-going to examine

the impact of the deposition and resuspension Eutrophication, or the aging of a water
of toxicants as a result of wet weather events, body, can be accelerated by excessive nutrient
Questions about the survivability of benthic loadings from storm water. Advanced stages
habitats when exposed to toxicants in depositedof eutrophication are often associated with
sediments still remain. The impact of substantial variations in dissolved oxygen
resuspended toxicants from the sediments is concentration. Nutrients of concern are
not well known since to~acs are often bound to nitrogen and phosplhorus. Phosphorus is
sediment particles -that may reduce the typically the growth-limiting nutrient for plants
concentrations available for biological uptake in fresh water systems. Storm water discharges
and subsequent bioaccumulation.The routinely contain excess concentrations of these
applicant should also be aware that different nutrients, which can lead to excessive algal
metal contaminants in sediments can exhibit growth, commonly referred to as algal blooms.
different solubilities. Under var.ving conditions Excessive concentrations of algae can cause
of pH and temperatures, metals deposited in odor and taste problems in drinking water and

can result in aestbetically unpleasant

5-2                                                                            ¯
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environment~. In addison, ~e even~ 5.1.3 U~e of ~e ~a~e~a~on Data
d~om~ition of large concen~a~ons of algae
can depres~ di~solv~ oxygen in ~e water ~e ~ s~dy ~yz~ ~torm water
~dy to levels where ~h kills oc~r. In na~e, di~h~ge ~om ~ sit~ r~resen~ng 12 major
the process of eu~op~ca~on oc~rs over a river basi~ of the U~t~ States. N~
subs~ period of ~me; however, storm det~t~ ~ EPA prionW ~llu~ pr~ent in
water discharges can rapidly accelerate ~is the sto~ water dis~g~ s~pl~, including
process, sampl~ ~ concen~a~o~ ~t exc~

water qu~iW c~te~a for cer~m ~llu~.
Exc~ce of C~onic Toxi~ Cntenon ~ose pollutan~ detect~ in at least 10 ~rcent

of ~e ~ples studied in N~ are iden~
Long-term exposure to to~ in ~cess of in E~bit 5-1.

c~onic toxiciW mte~a can cause suble~
eff~ on aqua~c life. Indicato~ of c~omc ~e da~ ga~er~ for storm water
toxi~ ~nclude r~uc~ fe~liW, reproduc~on,di~ge ~a~en~on can ~ ~ to create
and ~ow~ rates and a d~linein ~ediversiW a baseline measurement of pollu~nt
of aqua~c organisms. ~e N~ study cle~ly con~n~a~on ~d load~. ~e da~ ~so c~
indicat~ t~t sto~ water diverges contain ~ u~ to ev~ua~ ~e eff~ven~s of ~st
con~n~a~om of ~ace metes, such as lead, m~gem~t pra~ ~s)~ well ~ help
cadmi~, ~nc, ~d cop~r in amoun~ ~t iden~ s~ ~te~ con~ol p~ori~. In
exc~ ~e ~ronic to~W ~teria. Prolong~ addison, it ~ ~ ~ to help iden~ ~e
ex~sure to c~onic conce~a~on levels of so~c~ of ~llu~ in sto~ water ~off, ~
to~ c~ also ~ let~ to aqua~c orgasms, help esmbl~h ~ effe~ve momto~ng pro~
primly ~om ~e bi~muta~on of to~cs for ~e ~fe of ~e ~it, ~d ~ help pr~i~
wit~n the cell ~ssue of ~e orgasm over a the impa~ of sto~ wa~r ~off on r~ei~g
extend~ period of ~me. wate~ ~at ~e ~o~ to ~ ~pai~.

~m~ ~pa~s 5.1.4 Sto~ Water Samp~ng and Anal~
Procedures

~e tem~ramre of sto~ water ~noff may
~ome sigmfic~fly elevat~ ~a conducive ~e reg~a~on r~m~ ~t ~e proc~s of
and conv~ve heat ~amfer ~ impious, co~g qu~fl~ve dam for sto~ wa~r
m~-made s~a~. In ~e ~ of con~ct with c~acte~on foll~,w ce~n ~delines.
impious s~faces, ~e r~ul~g ~ra~e
eleva~on of sto~ ~r ~off c~ ~
subsoniC. For ex~ple, ~e s~ace ~l~d)(2)(i~) Chama~n ~. ~en
t~ra~e of ~k~g lo~ d~ing su~er "q~fitative da~" for a ~u~t ~
mon~ may ex~ 1~ de~ F~eit. ~ ~d~ p~ph (d)(1)(~)(A)(3)of
Con~uently, sto~ water ~off ~om ~ t~s ~ph, ~e app~t m~t ~ a
p~ng 1o~ ~11 ~ elevat~ in tem~ra~e. ~ple of ~uent ~l acco~ce ~th ~ C~

1~21(g)(~ ~d ~i~ it ~r the ~u~t mMany aquatic org~s~ ~e ~emely ac~rd~ce ~th ~1~ m~s app~v~
semifive to c~g~ in wa~r ~m~ra~e. ~der ~ ~ 1~. ~en no ~c~
lncre~ water t~ra~e ~ r~uces m~h~ is ap~v~ ~e app~t may u~
dissolv~ oxygen in s~e~, five~, 1~, ~d any sm~ble m~h~ but m~t pin,de a
wefl~ds. ~erefore, si~fic~t di~h~ges of d~p~on of the m~.
sto~ water at elevat~ temperatures c~, over
the long te~, lead to ~e ~terafion of aqua~c
popula~om.
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Exhibit 5-1. Priority Pollutants Detected in at Least 10% of NURP Samples.

I~~R~S ~lU~QUT~NCY OF DETECTION

Me~s and ~nor~-~ucs:

Ant~nony 13

Arsenic 52

Beryl~um 12

Clvo=uum 58

Copper 91

Cy~ude~ 23

Lead 94

Nickel 4.3

Zinc 94

Pesticides:

Alpha-hexachlorocycloh~xan~ (~Ipha-BHC) 20

Alpha-endo~-uIfan 19

Lmdane (8mmma-BHC) 15

Halogenated ~iphat~c~:

Methane, dirahloro- 11

Phenols and cresols:

Phenol 14

Phenol, p~n t~.hloro- 19

Phenol, 4-m~o 10

Phthalate e~ters:

Phthalate, bis(2-~uh ylhex’yl) 22

Polycyelic aromatic hydrocarbons:

Chrysene 10

Fluorenthene 16

Fhenanthrene 12

Pyrene 15

Sours: ~.S. Environmental Prot~ion As~ncy, J~suZ~s o~ ~ N~on~dz ~d~n K~no~ Pro~-~, EPA Plann~n~
(~at~ona! Techmca! Iniormation Service 0~fIS) Accession No. PB8~8~2). December 1983.
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The data collection procedures must follow ¯ Estimates of both the annual pollutant
the guidelines for storm water sampling load and event mean concentration of
outlined in ~1"~’~_ ~._’~l(g)(~, Effluent,.. Characteristics. the cumulat:ive discharges from all
This portion of the NPDES regulation describes municipal ouffalls dunng a storm event
the conditions under which a storm water (Section 5.4);
discharge will be sampled, and which
collection procedure (grab sample versus flow- ¯ A proposed schedule to provide
weighted composite sample) is required for the estimates for each major outfall of the
water quality parameter being analyzed. These seasonal pollutant load and the event
guidelines are discussed in more detail in mean concentration for constituents
Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.4 of this guidance detected in required sampling (Section
manual. In addition, EPA has available a Storm 5.5); and
Water Sampling Guidance Document that
describes in detail the methods used for storm ¯ A proposed monitoring program for
water discharge sampling (EPA, 1992a). the life of the permit that meets specific

requirements established in the
The methods for the chemical analyses of regulations (~K~cion 5.6).

storm water discharge samples must be
conducted in accordance with 40 CFR Part 136,
Guidelines for Establishing Test Procedures for the 5.3 QUANTITATIVE AND QUALrrATrVE
Analysis qf Pollutants. These guidelines refer DATA REQUIREMENTS
the applicant to EPA-approved methods and
cite the source of the approved methods (e.g., 5.3.1 Selection of Representative Sampling
Standard Methods for, the Examination of Sites
Water and Wastewater, ASTM methods, etc.).
Note that alternative methods (i.e., those not In the Part 1 application, the municipality
included in Part 136) may be used under is required to describe a plan for obtaining
certain circumstances (see Section 5.3.4) as characterization data [§122.26(d)(1)(iv)(E)]. The
described in 40 CFR Part 136, and reiterated in plan should reflect the requirements of
the Characterization Data section of Part 2 of §122.26(d)(2)(iii).
the storm water discharge NPDES permit.

Different types and intensities of land use
The specific constituent pollutants and activities influence, in part, the types of

water quality parameters that must be analyzed pollutants and the lm311utant concentrations in
in the storm water samples are presented in municipal storm water runoff. Therefore, Part
Section 5.3.4. 1 of the permit application [§122.26(d)(1)(iii)

(B)(2)] requires the applicant to describe the
land use activity within the area to be covered

5.2 SUlVII~.AR¥ OF REGLrLATORY by the permit. In Part 1, the applicant also
REQUIREMENTS must select a subset of all the major outfalls

(see Section 4.2.1 for ciefinition of major outfall)
The following isa summary of the identified that represented surface runoff

characterization datarequirements for the Part discharge of the va:rious land use activities
2 application: described. In some cases, a municipality

prepanng a Part 2 application may want to
¯ Quantitative data on physical and supplement its sampling program by collecting

chemical characteristics of the discharge and analyzing samples from major outfalls that
taken from at least 5 to 10 were not identified in the Part 1 application or
representative ouffall~ chosen by the designated by the tx:rmitting authority. This
permitting authority (Section 5.3); additional sampling may provide the
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municipality ~-~th data that better characterizes ¯ Each sampled storm event must have a
its MS4 discharges, rainfall of at least 0.1 inch in the

drainage area.
5.3.2 Criteria for Storm Water Discharge

Sampling ¯ There must be no storm event in excess
of 0.1 inch in the drainage area for at

Land use activities are not the only factors least 72 hours prior to the sampled
that affect the pollutant composition of storm storm event.
water runoff. Storm water composition also
varies according to the nature of the storm ¯ The rainfall event should not vary by
event (e.g., duration, volume), and the plus or minus 50 percent from the
composition may vary throughout the duration average or median per storm volume
of a single storm event (i.e., the initial and duration for the region.
discharge, or "first flush," tends to have higher
pollutant loads). In order to obtain data that EPA understands that climatic conditions
represents an "average" storm event, EPA may make it difficult for some municipalities to
requires samples from three separate storm sample storm events meeting these criteria. For
events to characterize the surface water runoff; example, storm events may be so infrequent in
however, the permitting authority may allow arid and semi-arid areas that sufficient samples
exemptions, cannot be obtained by the application deadline.

In other areas, storms may be so frequent that
it may not be possible to wait the required 72

§122.26(d)(2)(iii)(A)(1) For each outfall or hours between storm, events. In such cases, the
field screening point designated under this applicant should confer with the permi~ng
subparagraph, samples’~hall be collected of authority in advance. In instances where
storm water discharges from three storm representative storm events do not occur prior.;..~:..:.~.events occurring at least one month apart in to the application due date, the municipality.-~-!!-:-.-..
accordance with the requirements at

should submit its application with as much§122.21(g)(7) (the Director may allow
information as possible. It should include anexemptions to sampling three ~.~o.~..

when climatic conditions create go¢~,~ cause explanation [certified by a principal executive
for such exemptions); officer or ranking elected official in accordance

with §12Z22(a)(3)] as to why sampling data
were unavailable.

The criteria for sampling storm water The municipality may need to perform
discharge are detailed in §122.21(g)C7), Effluent some initial research and calculation to meet
Characterization. EPA’s Storm Water Sampling the requirements listed above. In order to
Guidance Document addresses these criteria. For determine what constitutes an average storm
the purpose of this discussion, a brief synopsis event for the area, the applicant should contact
of these criteria follows: the National Weather Service or National

Oceanographic and Atmospheric
¯ For each ouffalkor field screening point Administralion’s National Climate Center.

selected, samples must be collected Weather data is also available commercially
from three separate storm events, and from airports. The applicant may also

refer to the information provided in the Storm
¯ The three storm events must be at least Water Sampling Guidance Document.

one month apart.

5~
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5.3.3 Narrative Description of Storm Event 5.3.4 Chemicals/~ater Quality Parameters
to be Measured

§122.26(d)(2)(iii)(A)(2) A narrative The storm water discharge samples must be
description shall be provided of the date and analyzed for a number of pollutant parameters.
duration of the storm event(sl sampled,
rainfall estimates ot the storm event which
generated the sampled discharge and the

§122.26(d)(2)(iii)(A)(3) For samples collectedduration between the storm event sampled
and the end of the previous measurable and described under paragraphs

(d)(2)(iii)(A)(I) and (A)(2) of this section,(greater than 0.1 inch raanfall) storm event;
quantitative data shall be provided for: the
organic pollutants listed in Table II; the
pollutants listed in Table rll (toxic metals,

,~ ~ ~’arude, and total phenols) of appendix D ofUnder §1 ....6(d)(2)(iii)(A)(2), the 40 CFR part 122, an~t for the following
municipality must provide a narrative pollutants:
description of each storm that produced the
discharge to be chemicallv and physically Total suspended solids (TSS)
characterized. Such a narrative description Total dissolved solids (TDS)
must include: COD

BODs
¯ The date and duration of the rainfall Oil and grease

Feca~ coliformevent that produced the discharge Fecal streptococcus
sampled. Measurements describing the Ph
peak intensity, of Be storm, if available, Total Kjeldahi nitrogen
should also be reported; Nitrate plus nitnite

Dissolved phosphorus
¯ The amount of rainfall.    Rainfall Total ammonia plus organic nitrogen

Total phosphorusconditions may vary significantly across
large drainage areas, so rainfall [Note that total kieldahl nitrogen is actually a
charactenst-ics should be spatially substitute for total arnmonza plus orgamc
averaged over the drainage area, if nitrogen.]
possible. If more than one rain gauge
is used, averages should be reported.
Rain gauges operated near the drainage
area by the National Weather Service The complete list of chemicals is provided
may be used, or the discharger may in Exhibits 5-2, 5-3, and 5-4. Exhibits 5-2 and
collect this information; 5-3 are derived from 40 CFR Part 122,

Appendix D, Tables II and III, respectively.
¯ The time elapsed since the last rainfall Exhibit 5-4 comes from the text of the

event greater than 0.1 inches, regulation (see box above). The EPA-approved
Historical rainfaU data from rainfall analysis procedure for the pollutants in
gauges can be used to provide this Exl~ibits 5-2 and 5-3 can be found in 40 CFR
information. If a gauge records only Part 136. If a municipality is seeking approval
daily data, municipal field personnel to use an alternative method of analysis, then
could be asked to provide information a request should be made according to
on times during the day a rainfall event procedures outlined in 40 CFR 136.4.
began or ended.
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Exhibit 5-2: Pollutants Listed in Table II in Appendix D of 40 CFR Part 122

Pol|ut~t t
Pollutattt

Volatiles Acid Compounds

Acrolem 1,2-Dichloropropa~e 2-Cklorophenol

A~ylo~e l~-~loropropylene 2,~loroph~ol
B~e E~ylbe~e 2.@~e~ylphenol

Bromofo~ Me~yl bro~de 4,~~1
C~n te~ac~oride Me~yl ~oride 2,~ophenol

~oro~e Me~yl~e ~londe 2-Ni~oph~ol
~oro~bromome~e l,l~,2-Te~oroe~e ~Ni~oph~ol
~oroe~e Te~a~lor~yl~e ~o~m~l
2-~or~l~myi e~er Toluene Pen~orophenol
~orofo~ 1 ~-~or~e Phenol

~c~orobromome~e 1,1.l-Tn~lor~e 2,4,~Tri~loroph~ol

1,1 -~lor~e 1,1,2-T~lor~e
1 ~-~lor~e Tn~lor~yl~e
1,1-~lor~ylene Vinyl ~onde

Base~u~al P~s~cides

A~naph~ene ~e~yl ph~te M~
Ac~aph~yl~e ~e~yl ph~ate ~pha-BHC ~ ~d~yde

~ra~e ~-n-bu~l ph~Mate Bem-BHC Hepm~lor

Be~e 2,~otdu~e G~ma-BHC Hepm~lor e~de

Bemo(a)~a~ne 2,~otolu~e ~BHC PC~I2~

Be~o(a)p~ene e ~-n~l ph~Mate ~ord~e PC~I2~
3.~zofluor~ene 12~ph~y~y~e (as 4,4’-DDT PC~I~1

~o(~i)~rylene ~o~ne) 4,4’-DDE PC~I~2 -"’:’"

B~)fluom~e Huor~e 4,4’-DDD PC~I2~ ::.. ,.:.. ":"
B~(2-~lor~oxy)me~e ~uo~e ~d~ ~12~

B~(2~lor~yl)e~er Hexa~orobe~ene Mpha~nd~ PCB 1016
B~(2-~loro~o~opyl)e~er Hem~orobu~e ~m~d~ Toxaph~e
B~(2~y~exyl)ph~ate Hexa~or~do~e ~dos~ s~ate
~bromophenyl ph~yl ~er He~or~e
Bu~l~zyl ph~ate
2-~oronaph~ene ~ophorone
~oroph~yi ph~yl e~er Naph~e
~e Ni~o~e
~zo(a,h)~a~e N-m~e~yl~me
1,2-~oro~nzene N-m~-n-propyl~e
1 ~loro~n~ne N-m~ph~y~e
l,~oro~n~e
32’-~oro~e ~e

1 ~,~oro~e

Source: 40 CFR Part 122, Appendix D
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Exhibit 5-3: Pollutants Listed in Table III in Appendix D of 40 CFR Part 122

An~mony. tota~ Copi:~.r, tota~ Silva.f, toni
A.~enic, total Lead, total Thallium, total
Bef~’[.].il~.~, total Merc~.ry, tot~ Zinc, total
Ca~b~tlu.~l, totaJ Nickel, tota~ Cyaaude, total
Chrommm, total Selenium, totaJ Phenols, to~l

Source: 4~ C2~’R Part 1Z2, Ap!~endix D

Exhibit 5-4. Conventional Pollutants Listed in S~:tion 122.26(d)(2)(iiii)(A)(3)

i[ Pollubmt Poilu(ant " ....

Total susp~ded sol~ds (’PSS) pH
Total dissolved solids (’rDs) To~al Kjeldahl nitrogen CEKN)"
COD Nitrate plus ni~te
8ODs Dissolved phc~phorus
Oil and grease Total ammonia plus organic nitrogen
Fecal coliform Total phosphorus
Fecal streptococcus

¯ Total ammonia plus organic nitrogen is interchangeable with TKN.

Source: 40 CF’R 122.26(d)(2)(iiiXA)(3)

Section 122.21(g)(7) specifies that certain * Fecal coliform
pollutant parameters will be analyzed on grab * Fecal streptococcus
samples taken from the outfall, whereas the
remainder of the pollutant parameters require Note that measurements of temperature
that composite samples be taken from theand pH must be taken in the field to avoid
outfall. These .types of sampling proceduresl~ne-dependent changes that may occur
are differentiated as follows: between sampling time and actual analyses.

Grab samples: discrete, individual samples Flow-weighted c~rnposite samples: single unit
taken within a short period of time (usuallyvolumes composed of a mixture of samples
less than 15 minutes). Analysis of grabcollected proportional to flow throughout the
samples characterizes the quality of a stormentire runoff event or at least for the first three
water discharge at a _ g~ven time of thehours of the storm water event, if it lasts more
discharge. The following measurements mustthan three hours. The flow-weighted comlx>-
be made from grab samples: site sample must consist of at least three

discrete aliquots per hour from the storm water
¯ pH discharge, or a continuous sampler may be
¯ Temperature used.
¯ Cyanide
¯ Total phenols All parameters (see Exhibits 5-2, 5-3, 5-4)
¯ Residual chlorine not listed under the description of grab
¯ Oil and grease samples above must be analyzed from flow-
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weighted composite samples. Details ontaking of annual pollutant loads and event mean
riow-weighted composite samples mav be concentrations would then be used to assist in
found in the EPA Storm Water Sampling establishing storrn water management pnorities
Guidance Document. and selecting BMPs,,

5.3.5 Additional Quantitative Data
5.4 ESTIMATION OF SYSTEM-WIDE

Section 122.26(d)(2)(iii)(A) concludes with a EVENT MEAN CONCENTRATIONS
provision that allows the permitting authority AND ANNUAL POLLUTANT LOADS
to request additional quantitative dataif
necessary to determine permit conditions. The applicant must submit estimates of the

event mean concentration and annual pollutant
load of the cumulative discharges to waters of
the United States from all identified municipal
outfalls.

§122.26(d)(2)(iii)(B), Estimates of the annual
pollutant load of the cumulative discharge~ to
water~ of the United States from all identified
municipal outfalls and the event mean
concentration of the cumulative discharges to
waters of the Urute~l States from all identified
municipal outfaIls ,during a storm event (as
de~ribed under §122.21(g)(7)) for BODs,
COD, TSS, di~solvE.~i ~olids, total nitrogen,

To ensure the storm water discharge system total ammonia plus organic mtrogen, total
is accurately represented, the permitting phosphor~, dissolved phosphorus, cadmium, o’-..
authority may require that quantitative data copper, lead, and zinc. Estimates shall be
include additional parameters and may accompanied by a description of the

procedures for es~matmg constituent loadsestablish specific sampling conditions, such as: and concentrations, including any modelling,
data analysis, and .calculation methods;¯ Location where the sample is taken;

¯ Season of sample collection;
Estimates of armual pollutant loads will be

¯ Form of precipitation (snowmelt, somewhat imprecise; however, municipalities
rainfall); should exercise best professional judgement in

deriving these estimates. A description of what
¯ Evidence of impact to aquatic assumptions were made to derive pollutant

ecosystems; or loadings must be included.

¯ Other parameters necessary to ensure Under §122.26(d)(2)(iii)(B) (see box above)
the system is accurately characterized, applicants must provide the following:

The data generzred from the qualitative and ¯ Estimates for the event mean concentra-
quantitative analyses described under §122.26 tion for pollutants listed in Exhibit 5-5
(d)(2)(iii)(A) will be used to calculate the below, which can be used to estimate
annual pollutant loads and event mean the annual pollutant load associated
concentrations for each pollutant as described with all municipal outfalls identified
in subsequent parts of this section. Estimates under §122.26(d)(1)(iii) and (d)(2)(ii);
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¯ A ,qesc’npnon of the procedures for5.4.1 Da~ So~ces
es~ma~g consnmen~ loads and
concen~aflons; ~d The Part 1 application requires

mun~cipalmes to submit ~ e~ng sto~
¯ Derails on da~ ~alysis, m~els us~,water ~mpling data, along ~ ~ relev~t

~d cal~la~on me.otis, water quali~ dam, s~ment da~, fish ~ssue or
o~er biosu~ey data ~en over ~e p~t 10

Data ~urces ~d procures ~t mu~op~ye~s. All ~ston~ dam m~t a¢comp~ by
apphc~ may use to ~mate ev~t me~a na~a~vede~np~on of the wate~h~ se~
concen~a~ons ~d a~u~ ~Uu~nt loa~ ofby ~e ouff~ ~om w~ch ~e da~ ~
the c~a~ve discharg~ are d~s~ ~low.obt~n~, a d~F~on of ~e ~p~ng ~d

qu~i~ con~ol pro~, ~ ~e mo~g
~e primary pu~ for ~ma~ng ~u~l~a~on of ~e r~ei~ng wamr.

polluter loads ~d event me~ concen~a~o~t
is to ~si~ pnon~ for implemen~ng B~s. To ~ama~ ~ a~ ~u~t load for a
M~cip~ shoed co~lder ~e ma~mdegiven ~Ou~t, a v’~ue m~t ~ denv~ for
of mdi~du~ pollu~t loadmgs whenthe av~age ~n~on, or event me~
assi~ng pnon~ to r~c~ to r~uce ~concen~a~on, of ~at ~llu~t. To derive ~s
loadings. ~e are~ r~ei~ng ~e ~gh~tv~ue, appli~ may u~ ei~ si~s~c
priority for implemenm~on of B~s ~ll ~dam, or ~m ~m a m~o~ or ~o~ s~dy,
tho~ ~r~o~ of ~e ~ ~t ap~ to such~ Nb~.
con~ibu~ ~e larg~t load of po~u~ ~ ~e
sys~m. ~e~fore, it ~ ~e rela~ve v~ue of M~cip~i~i~ad~a~sto~da~
th~ ~1~o~ t~t i~ of im~ce ~t~n may ch~ ~ ~ ~ dam to ~
t~s re~la~on, not ~e a~lum v~ue. ~ ~llu~t l~s m ~e P~ 2 applim~o~

-.. Howev~, m~y app~c~ may not ~ve
..... ~er ~me ~e ac~acy of ~e available~ough si~s~fic dam ~ dev~op valid

me~s to c~late loads ~d concen~a~o~~mat~. ~ app~c~ may ~ to u~
~ll improve and ~e u~ of ~ ~flmat~generic dam (e.g., ~om ~o~ ~d m~o~
may ass~e a l~ger role in d~e~i~gsmdi~), such ~ ~e da~ pw~d~ in ~e
permit con~o~ ~d es~ma~ng ~e sucks ofN~ study. ~e ~ stud,s ~~
the comprehe~ive mu~ sto~ wa~r~ge of det~ co~en~a~on for s~c
m~gement pro~. ~e ~ph~is for now,~llu~ is s~~ in E~t 5~.
however, is on the appii~on of ~e m~t
pra~cable me~s m ~bly ~mam
~u~ loads ~d event m~ conc~a~o~.

Exhibit 5-5: Pollutants for which Event Mean Concentrations
and Annual Pollutant Loads Must be Calculated

BOD, T~I ~h~l~nm
COD Di.~olv~d ph~(m~

Tom n,~’oS~                       b~[
To~l ammonaa plu~ orSmuc m~ Zinc

Source: 40 ~ 122.26(d)(2)(iiiXB) (55 FR 6807~), Noveml~r 16, 1990)
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F.x~bit 5-6. N’tYRP S~dy R~m~e of Detected Concent:a~ion for SpecLfic PoUut.~nt~
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The applicant should be aware of As stated pre~nously, applicants must
limltat~ons associated with data from national sample storm events for at least three hours, or
and regional studies before deciding onfor the entire storm event if it lasts less than
methods to estimate pollutant loadings. In three hours. If a storm event lasts more than
some cases, it mav be more appropriate to use three hours, the applicant may choose among
any available site-specific data rather than data three approaches for calculating the event mean
from national or regional studies. For example, concentration of the storm First, the applicant
the NURP study did not collect pollutant may report the event mean concentration for
concentration data from industrial areas. In the first three hours of the event (or longer, if
this instance, even limited site specific the applicant monitored more than three
concentration data from industrial areas may hours). Second, if the applicant has data
be more mearungful, available on the correlation between flow and

concentration which allows it to be more
EPA encourages applicants to seek data specific about the event mean concentration, an

from a variety of sources to better characterize estimation technique may be used to derive the
the quality, of their storm water discharges, event mean concentration. If the applicant uses
Regardless of the data source, a description of such an estimation tech_nique, the methodology
the procedures for estimating constituent loads must be explained. Third and finally, the
and concentrations, including any modeling,applicant may monitor the entire storm event
data analysis, and calculation methods, must beand report the actual event mean concentration.
included.

Whichever approach the applicant uses, the
There will be a degree of uncertainty same method should be used to derive event

associated with estimating,~ollutant loadings inmean concentrations in the future. This will
the Part 2 application. The requirement to assist the applicant in identifying meaningful
calculate pollutant loadings and concentrations trends in changes in ewent mean concentrations
is intended to be a planning and screeningover time.
effort to assign program priorities, and not
necessarily to determine absolute values. 5.4.3 Annual Pollutant Loadings

5.4.2 Event Mean Concentrations Municipalities may choose from a variety of
acceptable procedures for estimating the annual

Event mean concentrations ((2, in Equation pollutant loads of the cumulative discharge.
1 on page 5-16) are determined from analyses This guidance contz~ns an example of
of flow-weighted composite samples collected calculating the annual l:~llutant loads using the
from each of the designated field screening "simple method," wl~dch is adapted from
points. Section 2.2.4 of the Storm Water Schueler (1987). The guidance also discusses
Sampling Guidance Document describes some dynamic model,~ that applicants may
procedures for collecting flow-weighted wish to employ.
composite samples (EPA, 1992a). Concentra-
tion values must be reported in the applicant’s Regardless of which method applicants
Part 2 Permit Application for each choose, they must describe and document the
representative storm event sampled. The specific technique used. The description
applicant should report the average of these should include (but is not limited to) the key
results as the event mean concentration for equations used to calculate reported values,
each parameter measured. Municipalities are such as:
encouraged to present data in a tabular format.
However, the applicant has flexibility to ¯ Assumptions for selecting site-specific
present the data in other way~, provided the parameters (e.g.., runoff coefficients);
data is clearly presented.
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¯ References to an~" source doc~menta- Step 1: Use the Simple Method to
tion (e.g., previously completed studies Calculate Annual Pollutant Loads on a
or reference textbooks); and Per-Ouffall Basis

¯ Justification for any assumed parameter The first step in tl’ds example is to calculate
values, annual pollutant loads for individual outfalls.

However, the applicator may choose to begin by
The Simple Method                         calculating annual pollutant loads for each

watershed or other discrete area. As stated
The following method of computingabove, this example uses the simple method,

pollutant loadings is referred to as the "simplewhich is given by the following equation:
method" and is adapted from Schueler (1987).
For purposes of satis~ing Part 2 applicationEQUAl"ION 1:
requirements, the simple method provides a

loadin~s with a minimal amount of data Lt= (P)(
(Rvt) Ct)(A~)(2-72)

required. Although the regulations require a
system wide (cumulative) annual pollutant load
calculation for each of the pollutants listed in
Exhibit 5-5 (above), the single pollutant loadwhere: L. = Annual pollutant load
values provide limited insights into potential flb/o, utfall/~)
problem areas and what BMPs might yield the P = Annual precipitation (in/yr)
best results. Consequently, the municipality CF = Correction factor that adjusts
may want to consider using the simple method for storms where no runoff
to estimate "individual"’pollutant loadings from occ~u’s (a value of 0.9 is
drainage areas. The individual pollutant typically used)
loadings can be aggregated to derive a Rv. = Weig, hted-averagerunoff
cumulative annual pollutant loading for the coefficient for the area served
entire MS4. In the procedure below, for by the outfall (the calculation
example, Step 1 computes the annual loading of runoff coefficients is
for each outfall of the MS4. Then in Step 2, disculssed below)
the resulting pollutant loadings are summed to C, = Event mean concentration of
derive annual pollutant loads on a per- pollutant (mg/L)
watershed basis. In Step 3, the annual A. = Catchment area (acres)
pollutants loads for each watershed are
summed to derive a system-wide annual The numbers 12 and Z72 are conversion
pollutant load. factors that account for unit conversions.

As stated above, this procedure is only one Each of the parameters in Equation 1 is
example of how a municipality could calculatedefined below:
a system-wide annual pollutant load.
Estimates of annual pollutant loads for ¯ Annual pollutant load is the total
individual outfalls, watersheds, or other amount of a specific pollutant
discrete areas are not specifically required by discharged in pounds per time period
the regulations. However, municipalities will (in this case, per year) for the particular
find such estimates helpful in making relative segment of the MS4 being modeled (in
comparisons among different areas of the MS4. this case for each outfall). Pollutant
Ultimately, these estimates could assist the loads may also be expressed for
municipality with selecting BMPs and assigning alternative time periods, or on a
priorities to potential problem areas, system-wide or watershed basis.
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¯ Annual predpitation is the total inches requires a value for each pollutant
of rai~all occurring in a single year concentration. As discussed previously,
plus t_he contribution of snowmelt, the applicant may use site-specific
Estimates of the annual rainfall can be concen~’ation data (e.g., storm water
based on the rainfall data provided in sampling data) or generic (e.g., NURP)
Part 1 of the application, data to derive event mean concentra-

tions. In other words, the applicant
¯ Correction factor is an adjustrnent should usebestprofessionaljudgement

factor for the number of storm events to decide which of the following
that do not actually produce any runoff concentration values to use:
(i.e., the percentage of storm events that
have a total accumulation greater than - a mean concentration value from
a specific threshold value). This value the NURP study;
will vary by region. Without this
adjustment factor, the municipality OR
would be assuming that all storm
events produce runoff, which may or - an average of all event mean
may not be the case. A typical value concentrations from all samples
for tl~ correction factor is 0.9 (90%). over t2u-ee representative storm
However, this value can vary between events;
climatic regions. Municipalities should
review historical rainfall dam to OR
estimate the percentage of storm events
that produce runoff versus the number - an event mean concentration
of storm events per year. attributable to a specific land use

activit-v.¯ Weighted-average runoff coefficient is
a relative measure of imperviousness or The applicant will have to consider the
the percentage of rainfall that becomes extent of the variability of the data
surface runoff. Runoff coefficients are when selecting an appropriate
a function of the type of surface, concentration value. NURP or other
intensity, of the rainfall, the degree of regional studies used to estimate
soil saturation and storativity (storage pollutant concentrations can be
capacity) of the soil. To deterimine compared to existing site-specific data
runoff coefficients, the municipality in order to assess the uncertainty
may use Equations 2 or 3 (which associated with generic approaches.
follow). Alternatively, the municipality
may use actual field measurements, ¯ Catchment area is the size of the
relevant hydrologic studies, average drainage area for the particular
values published in civil engineering segment of the MS4 being modeled (in
reference manuals, or default values this case, the outfall drainage area).
provided in Exhibit 3-12 of EPA’s Areas that are served by combined
NPDES Storm Water Sampling Guidance sewers or that are not otherwise served
Document. by the MS4 should not be included.

¯ Event mean concentration of pollutant Weighted-average runoff coefficient. Run-
is the event mean concentration value off coefficients can be based on flow measure-
for the specific pollutant determined ments or estimated from land use character-
from the analysis of flow-weighted istics. In order to determine an average runoff
composite samples.    Equation 1 coefficient for an area with a diversity of land
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use activities, the following equation should be D = Population density
used to estimate a weighted-average runoff (persons/acre)
coefficient:

Similar to Equation 1, individual
EQUATION 2 parametersfor Equations,,~ 3, and 4 can be

used on a system-wide basis, or modified to
reflect more realistic conditions ~ithin smaller

R~- (~Afl~} or discrete segments(e.g., individual

~ A, watersheds or outfalls).

Step 2. Use the Per-Outfall Annual
Pollutant Loads to Calculate Per-
Watershed Annual Pollutant Loads

where: Rv, = Weighted-average runoff
coefficient If the simple met_hod is used to compute

A, = Catchment area (acres) the annual loading on a per-outfall basis,
R~ = Catchment runoff coefficient Equation 5 may be used to estimate annual

pollutant loadings on a per watershed basis.
As an alternative to Equation 2, Equation 3 The approach of computing pollutant loadings

can be used to estimate weighted-average on a watershed basis is used by some counties
runoff coefficients from percent imperviousness where larger waterslheds are segregated into
data (Shelley, 1986): smaller watersheds or drainage areas on the

basis of similar land[ use designations. One
EQUATION 3 county uses this mel~hod in conjunction with~ forecasts of future development within the

county to develop preliminary estimates of ..:.:..:...
Jb,~=O.05+O.O09*I future pollutant loadings. This approach"::""::::..

minimizes the possibility of computing an
where: Rv, = Weighted-average r~,:;..3ff annual pollutant loading that is too

coefficient conservative.
I = Percent imperviousness

EQUATION 5
The percent imperviousness can be

estimated from land use data. Residential land
can be assumed to be 24% impervious; L,,,=~.,L~
commerc.~al land 75% impervious; industrial
land 55% impervious; and open space 15%
impervious. The percent imperviousness of where: L, = Annual pollutant load for a
residential land was estimated from the particular watershed
following empirical equation of NURP and Y~L, = Summation of individual
USGS data, which relates population density to annual pollutant loadings
percent imperviousness: from all major outfalls within

a specific watershed
EQUATION 4

Step 3: Use the Watershed-Based Annual
Pollutant Loads tto Calculate System-Wide

I=9*De’~ Annual Pollutant Loads

To calculate the annual loadings system-
where: I = Percent imperviousness wide, use the following equation:

5-16
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EQUATION 6 computing pollutant loadings, a number of
models are available including EPA’s
Stormwater Management Model (SWMM) and

L,=~’~ L,, Hydrologic Simulation Program (HSPF); U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers’ Storage, Trea~-nent,
Overflow, Runoff Mociel (STORM); and Illinois

where: L, -- Annual pollutant load for State Water Survey’s Model QILLUDAS (or
an entire MS4 Auto-QI).

YL~ = Summation of individual
annual pollutant loadings Regardless of the method employed, the
from all watersheds w~thin applicant must document how pollutant
a municipal separate storm loadings are derived. Applicants must provide
sewer system estimates of annual l~allutant loads and event

mean concentrations for each ouffall with their
Dynamic Models Part 2 applications. However, some ourfalls

will need to be more completely characterized,
In instances where a municipality, has a a~d conditions will change after the permit is

significant amount of historical data for the approved. This is one reason why, as
drainage areas serviced by storm sewer described in Section 5.4, data collection will
outfalls, including historical precipitation data continue throughout the term of the permit.
and receiving water concentration and flow Estimates of the individual contribution of
data, the MS4 may elect to use dynamic models pollutant loadings for ,each watershed or major
to derive pollutant loads and to analyze the outfall will help the applicant select priorities
effects of M54 discharges on receiving waters, for specific watersheds.

Dynamic models are designed to calculate
a complete probability distribution for the 5.5 PROPOSED SCHEDULE FOR
output being modeled. Therefore, dynamic SEASONAL LOADS AND
models take into consideration the inherent REPRESENTATIVE EVENT MEAN
variabili.ry of data associated with MS4 CONCENTRATIONS OF MAJOR
discharges, such as variations in concentration, OUTFALLS
flow rate, and runoff volume.

One benefit of using a dynamic model is §122.26(d)(2)(iii)(C) A proposed schedule tothat the calculation of a complete probability provide estimates for each major outfall
distribution allows the modeler to consider a identified in either paragraph (d)(2)(ii) or
multitude of "what-if’ scenarios. For example, (d)(1)(Ri)(B)(1) of this ,.~’~ion of the seasonal
when sufficient historical data is available, the pollutant load and of the event mean
modeler could consider the benefits and risks concentration of a representative storm for
associated with alternative BMP strategies, any constituent detected in any sample

requi~.d under paragraph (d)(2)(iii)(A) of this
section;

Dynan’uc models have one additional
benefit over steady-state models in that
dynamic models determine the entire discharge
concentration frequency distribution. Seasonal pollutant’, loads are important
Consequently, this would enable the modeler because they are a more accurate representation
to examine the effects of storm water of loadings that may occur during a short time
discharges on receiving water quality in terms interval. To further refine the annual pollutant
of the frequency by which water quality load estimates, Part 2 requires the applicant to
standards may be exceeded. For purposes ofpropose a schedule to estimate seasonal
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pollutant loadings and event mean Inother regions° pollutants that accumulate
concentrations for each major out/all, in snow may lead to high pollutant concentra-

tions in runoff from the spring thaw.
The quality of the data available when theTherefore, using an annual average pollutant

Part 2 application is prepared will affect theloading might disguise the impact of shock
accuracy and usefulness of the initial estimatesloadings (discharges that occur within a very
of pollutant loadings and averageshort timeperiod and which often exceed acute
concentrations. These estimates can betoxiciW criteria) of certain pollutants.
improved as more site-specific data areNumerous factors contribute to the total
collected during the term of the permit. Avolume of snowmelt runoff including
long-term site specific monitoring program willshortwave and longwave radiation,
capture the variability in data that is essentialcondensation or vaporization, ¢onvected heat
to estimate more accurate pollutant loadingstransfer by wind, heat content of rain water,
over lame. Therefore, the impacts associatedand conductive heat ~’ansfer from the ground.
with these loadings can also be estimated with Therefore, for regions with significant snowfall,
greater certainty. In addition, a site specificpollutant loading {~timates need to be adjusted
record collected over a longer time frameto account for the additional volume of runoff
allows the effectiveness of the comprehensiveattributable to snowmelt.
municipal storm water management program
to be evaluated. Since snowmelt runoff can occur in either

the presence or absence of a storm event, the
Estimates must be submitted for anycomputation of seasonal pollutant loaclings

contaminant detected in any sample requiredbecomes significantly more complex. The
under the Par~ 2 sampling effort [§122.26(d)determination of total snowmelt runoff,
(2)(iii)(B)]. Seasonal q:~ollu~nt load estimateshowever, is beyond the scope of this manual.
are required for any pollutants listed inAffected municipalities are encouraged to :-..
Exhibits 5-2, 5-3, and 5-4 that were detectedcontact the U.S. G(.~logical Survey or the Army
during the sampling procedure described inCorps of Engineers for historical data on
Section 5.3.4. Therefore, the analyses requiredsnowmelt runoff.
for seasonal pollutant loads will potentially be
more comprehensive than the analyses ofThe effec~ of pollutant load can also vary
annual pollutant loads. This results from theby season. Nutrient pollutant loads from storm
possibility that additional pollutants will bewater discharges �~n promote algal blooms in
detected as part of the storm waterreceiving waters during the spring and
characterization studies, summer, but they may be of little con~quence

during winter in surface waters with good
In some regions, precipitation patterns varyflushing characteristics. Quantifying seasonal

significantly from season to ~on, resulting invariations in pollutant loads may aid the
significantly different ponutant loadingsdevelopment of more cost-effective storm wal~
throughout the year. In arid and semi-aridmanagement programs.
par~:s of the country, pollutants accumulate
during dry spells, resulting in significantlyPollutant loads also may vary significantly
higher pollutant concentrations in storm waterfrom one out/all to another. Within a drainage
discharges after extended dry weather,area, the type of land use, the percent of
Because of the buildup of accumulatedsurface that is impervious, and the extent of
pollutants, pollutant concentrations inexposure of storm water to contaminants affect
discharges from MS4s are typically highestthe pollutant load from an out/all. Procedures
during the "first flush," or initial discharge, for estimating seasonal pollutant loading~ must

be proposed for major out/alls only.
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morutonng program. After receiving the Part 2 development of the proposed storm water
applicat’ion, the permitvng authority w2ll management program. Applicants arerequ~-ed
review proposed morutonng programs and to propose momtonng programs as part
make appropriate adiusl:mencs when establish- their proposed management programs to
ing perrrut condition.s, reduce pollutants if’ore industrial site runoff.

The morutonng plan is part of Characterization
The applicant must propose a monitoringData [§122.26(d)(2)(iii)]. The storm water

program for representauve data collection formanagement prograzn is discussed in Section 6.
the term of the permit that describes:

A comprehensive monitoring program
¯ The location of ouffalls or fieldshould be designed to support specific goals,

screening points to be sampled (or theincluding:
location of instrearn stations);

¯ Characterizing discharges;
¯ Why the location is representative;

¯ Evaluating the source of specific
¯ The frequency of sampling; pollutants;

¯ Parameters to be sampled; and ¯ Evaluating the performance of specific
source controls;

¯ A description of sampling equipment.
¯ Identifying the full range of chemical,

Municipalities must submit sampling data physical, and biological watt" quality
over the life of a permit so that changes in impacts.
storm water quality �~ be assessed. Like
irutial sampling data, the data ~om an on- 5.6.1.1 Characterizin8 Di~ha~es ..~:::.:~.~.
going monitoring program can be used by the .~.._
murucipality to allocate resources to achieve Monitoring Polh, tants in dischar~.s from
reduction in pollutants. The monitoring dataMS4s serves several p~. Quantitative
will also serve as an environmental indicator ofdata on specific ~llutants in storm water
the success of the storm water managementrunoff can support estimates ot annual and
program. Many municipalilies may require anseasonal pollutant loadin~s and modelling
extended period of time (possibly the entireefforts to identity the ma~’nitude of wal~
perrmt term) and substantial data toquality impacts. Ove~ ~ long tee’m,
definitively evaluate the effectiveness of amonitoring data may suggest that new outtalls
storm water management program. Therefore,should be selected for sampling. As municipal-
a plan for data collection must be proposed by ities gain exp~ience in storm warm’ semplLn~,
t.he mu.mcip~ty for the five-year term of the tl~y likely will tarset BMPs that achieve the
permit. During the permit term, the results of greatest improv~nenm in storm warm" quality.
the monitoring program will be submitted in
the municipality’s annuaJ report [§122.42(c)(4), $.6.1.2 Evaluates the Source(s) of
discussed in Section 7.3-of this guidance]. Specific Pollutants

5.6.1 Goals of a Monitoring Program Some’-" sources of storm warm- (e.~.,
industrial sources that must be covered by

The first and most important step in NPDES permits, highways with heavy ira/tic
developing a proposed monitoring pro~arn is flows, and large pa~’king lots) ~re expected to
to define the program’s objectives as dearly as generate significantly higl’m" conceni~’ations of
possible. Development o~ monitonng program pollutant~ than typical urban runoff.
goals should be closely coordinated with Monitonng effor~ to quani~7 sources of
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priority pollutants can provide support forcoordinated with the assessment of control
resource allocanons to address pollutantefficiencies discussed in Chapter 7.
sources posing the greatest environmental risk.
How proposed monitoring efforts will be 5.6.1.4 Identifying the Full Range of
structured to ~dent~fv and quantify pollutant Chemical., Physical, and
sources should be discussed in proposed storm Biological Water Quality Impacts
water management programs.

Characterizing the effect of storm water
The monitoring program may also includedischarges on water quality is complicated by

procedures to conduct dry-weather monitoringa number of factors. EPA recommends an
over the term of the permit to help detect illicitintegrated approach to assessing water quality
discharges and improper dumping. This canimpacts associated with discharges from MS4s.
include recording visual observations ¯ andMonitoring procedures that help assess water
odors observed in dry weather flows, quality impacts include:

5.6.1.3 Evaluating the Performance of ¯ Discharge and receiving water
Specific Controls monitoring to support water quality

models and to identify hydraulic
Pollutant removal efficiencles are fairly well impacts of increased peak flows and to

known for certain structural BMPs. However, identify parameters of concern; and
sampling may still be necessary, to ensure that
the BMP is meeting original design ¯ In-stream mon!toring of water
expectations. The expected pollutant removal chemistry;
efficiency for a structural control must take into
account site-specific con~iitions. For example, ¯ Bioassessments and biosurveys; and
an infiltration basin has a certain expected
pollutant removal efficiency, but actual field ¯ Sediment sampling.
efficiency is affected by subsurface soil
conditions and the extent and frequency of Discl’~tr~;e and Receiving Water Monitoring
maintenance, to Support Water (~ualitv Models

The efficiency of a particular structural As discussed above, when there is sufficient
control will be affected by many factors, suchhistorical data available from monitoring, these
as detention time. However, efforts todata may be used ~ inputs to models tl~t
determine the efficiency of structural controlspredict or validate the effects of pollutant
must include consideration of pollutantloadings from MS4s on receiving water quality
concentrations and flow volume~ into and outcharacteristics. In addition to monitoring data,
of the control. The efficiency of nonstructuraldata on receiving water quality characteristics
source controls can be characterized byare also necessary to calibrate a particular
comparing discharges at a given location beforemodel.
and after the control measures are
implemented. Over time, sufficient monitoring Once the model has been calibrated to
data may be gathered to draw substantivereflect site-specific conditions, future
conclusions about the effectiveness of certainmonitoring data could be used to validate long
BMPs. Alternatively, discharges from aterm reductions in pollutant loadings, the
sampling site with source controls can beeffectiveness of nor~tructural BMPs, and/or
compared with discharges from a similar sitepollutant removal efficiencies of existing
that lacks source controls. Efforts to monitorstructural controls.
the effectiveness of controls should be closely
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The information gathered from this Bioassessments and Biosurvevsapproach may also help define those BMPs that
which appear to be the most effective. For A biolo~lcal assessment, or ’~oioassessment,"
example, in developing; areas, monitoring data is an evaluation of the biological condition of a
could eventually support future planning water body using biological surveys and other
efforts that would seek to minimize the impact direct measurements of resident biota in
of future development onlocal receiving surface waters. A biological survey or
waters. ’"oiosurvey," consists of collecting, processing,

and analyzing representative portions of a
In-sl~’eam Monitoring resident aquatic communitw to determine the

community siructu:re and function. Biosurveys
Using models to estimatepollutant and bioassessments can be used directly to

concentrations in receiving waters can be evaluate the overall biological integrity
inaccurate. In-stream monitoring can directly (smacture and/or functional characteristics) of
measure pollutant concentrations. General an aquatic community. Deviations from the
designs for in-stream monitoring are: biological integrity can be measured directly

using biosurveys only when the impacted
* Monitoring above and below a set community is compared against a

location. This method is generally predetermined reference condition. Without
more useful for evaluating control the proper reference conditions, biosurveys
effectiveness than documenting the may underestimate the extent of impairment.
severity of a diffuse source of
pollutants. Biosurveys are useful in that they can

assess or detect the aggregate effect of impacts
¯ Monitoring ~t different times, upon an aquatic community where discharges

Monitonng at different times and are multiple, complex, and variable, and where .:~......:~
seasons can provide valuable point, nonpoint, and storm water discharges
information on seasonal variations in are all affecting the biological condition of the
pollutant concentrations. Dry weather receiving water. Because of this, biosurveys
in-stream monitonng can be compared cannot measure the impacts of one particular
with in-stream monitonng during discharge or effluent being discharged to
storm events, receiving waters. C~,~rrently, biosurveys cannot

be used as a ]predictive water quality
¯ Paired water~heds. Evaluating similar assessment tools.

water bodies can document
management program improvements Biosurveys pro’~ide a useful monitor of
by conic’oiling for meteorologic and both aggregate ecok)gical impact and historical
hydrologic variability. This approach trends in the condition of an aquatic ecosystem.
can also be used to compare receiving They can also detect impacts that other
waters to background conditions assessment methc~zls may miss. More
associated with undeveloped importm~tly, biosurveys can detect impac~
watersheds, caused by habitat degradation such as

channelization, sediimentation, and historical
Detailed guidance onapplying these contamination that disrupt the interactive

approaches is provided in the draft Nonpoint balance of the components of the aquatic
Source Monitoring and Evaluation Guide, community.
February 26, 1988, Nonpoint Source Branch,
U.S. EPA.
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Sediment Sampling discharges from a retention pond, while
composite samples may be appropriate for

Pollutants, both organic and inorganic, monitoring flows into the pond. The following
associated w~th storm water discharges may information, at a minimum, should be included
become physically or chemicallv bound with for each sampling site.:
sediment particles. Depending upon the size
distribution of the sediment particles, a portion ¯ The criteria for storm selection;
of the contaminated sediment particles will
settle out of the water column. Consequently, ¯ Whether grab, composite, continuous,
the potential exists for a buildup of or other sampling techniques are to be
contaminated sediment over time. The effects used;
of heavily contaminated sediments on both
benthic habitat and water quality have been ¯ The criteria on when to begin and end
documented to the extent that EPA is sample collection;
developing sediment quail .ty criteria (SQC) that
will allow assessments of the toxicological ¯ The basis for selecting the time interval
effects of contaminated sediments on varying between sequentially collected samples;
types of receiving waters.

¯ How seasonal factors affect the
The amount of sediment material found in selection of monitonng frequencies;

storm water discharges suggests that applying
sediment quality criteria could be a useful ¯ The method of estimating rates or
component of a monitoring program. For volumes of flow passing the sampling
example, sediment quality criteria could be a point; and
valuable preventative to61 to ensure that point

,....... source discharges of storm water do not cause ¯ The analytical methods used for
¯ . or contribute to the contaminationof analyzing pollutant parameters and

sediments, their detection limits.

In addition, a MS4 could make comparisons Location of Monitorin~ Sitesand
of field measurements to sediment quality. Description of Drainage Basir~
criteria as a means of providing an early
warning of a potential problem. Consequently, The selection of monitoring sites should
an earlywarningcouldprovideanopportunity depend on the goals of the monitoring
to take corrective action to prevent further program. Applicants should identify the
contamination. For long term planning, location of each proposed monitoring site and
consideration could also be given to the the boundary of its drainage basin. They
feasibility of establishing target levels or goals should describe the esl:imated size and land use
that would ensure that point sources discharges characteristics of the drainage basin for each
of storm water do not contribute to sediment sampling location. The applicant also should
contamination, explain why the sampling sites are representa-

tive or will otherwise provide information to
5.6.2 Monitoring Procedures support a monitoring program goal. Other

monitoring sites can ]be selected to evaluate
Monitoring procedures will depend on the unique conditions in the drainage area that

objectives of the monitoring effort. To a large have significant or unusual potential for gener-
extent, the type of receiving water will be an ating pollutants in storm water discharges.
important factor in developing monitoring
procedures and techniques. For example, grab
samples may be appropriate for monitoring
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Samples should be analyzed in accordance solids, nutrient, and[ a metal) to characterize the
with the analytical methods approved under 40 pollutant removal efficiency of a wet pond.
CFR Part 136.

Sampling Equipment
Parameters to be Analyzed

The applicant must describe the equipment
The applicant must list all parameters to be to be used in the proposed sampling program.

analyzed, which should depend on theOnly the primary pieces of equipment need be
objective of the sampling effort. For example, identified. Descriptions can be made by refer-
it may only be necessary to monitor several ence to equipment supplied by a vendor or
indicator parameters (such as TSS, settleable manufacturer if distinctive enough to be readily

identified.
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CHAPTER 6
PROPOSED

MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

Program

Propos~ Management
Program
¯i~ e~ s~m w~ ~t

¯ ~nU~ ~mmerclsl :nd residential.
~ns~. s~ Indus~al
~U~Ues t~ ~ a~Jres~ In the
st~ wst~ pr~ram.

¯ Es~b,sh a~mp~te
m~u~s ~ �ommml ~d

indus~al

¯ Oes~n a ~ram t¢ ~ohlblt Illicit
disuses.
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6.0 PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

6.1 BACKGROUND requirements for pro.posed storm water
management programs. Examples of how the

Under the Part 2 application requirements,program elements should be addressed are
municipalities must propose site-specific stormprovided. These examples illustrate minimum
water management programs. This is the mostinformation requireme~.~ts for the program
important aspect of the permit application. Theelements, and occasior~ when municipalities
Part 2 application requirements provide eachmay opt to go beyond minimum requirements
MS4 with the flexibility, to design a programin order to meet the MF’.P standard.
that best suits its site-specific factors and
priorities.

6.2 SUMMARY OF REGULATORY
The r~gulations require the applicant to REQUIREMENTS

provide a description of the range of control
measures considered for implementationThe municipality, must develop and submit
during the term of the permit. Applicantsa proposed management program that covers
must meet all the requirements of the Part 2the duration of the permit. The program must
application regulation. However, flexibility inintegrate the informatio~.~ and actions described
developing permit conditions is encouraged byin the Part 1 application and portions of the
allowing municipalities to emphasize thePart 2 application (see Chapters 3, 4, and 5 of
controls that best apply ,~o their MS4. Forthis guidance). The regulatory requirements
example, a municipality that expects significantfor the proposed management program are in
new development may focus more on40 CFR 122.26(d)(2)(iv).
requirements for new development and
construction, while a municipality that does not At a minimum, the proposed management
expect significant new development may focusprogram must include:
more on a program to prohibit illicit discharges
or control industrial conu’ibutions. In any case, ¯ A comprehensive planning process that
a satisfactory proposed management program involves both public participation and
will address: management practices; control intergovernmental coordination;
techniques and systems; design and
engineering methods; and other measures to¯ A description of management practices,
ensure the reduction of pollutants to the control techniques, and system design
"maximum extent practicable (MEP)." and engineering: methods to reduce the

discharge of pollutants to the MEP; and
If the municipality proposes a thorough

and complete program, the permitting ° A description of staff and equipment
authority is likely to incorporate all or part of available to set up and assess the storm
the proposed management program into the water management program.
NPDES storm water permit written for that
municipality.. Therefore, the proposed pro- Additional provisions under §122.26(d)(2)
grams provide municipalities with the(iv)(A) require applicants to include:
opportunity to have substantial input into their
NPDES permit conditions. ¯ Programs to control storm water runoff

from commercial and residential areas,
This section of the guidance manual construction sites, and industrial

describes the minimum information
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facilities �including waste handling ¯ Identification of water bodies that may
sites), (Section 6.3); be adversely affected by storm water

runoff [Part 1, §122.26(d)(1)(iv)(C)];
¯ Identification of structural control

measures to be included in these ¯ Organization of sources by watershed
proposed programs, such as detention [Part 2, §122.26(d)(2)(ii)];
controls, infiltration controls, and
filtration controls that the municipality ¯ Description of land use activities [P~xt
plans to apply to the activities 1, §122.26(d)(1)(iii)(B)(2)];
addressed in its storm water
management program (Section 6.4); and ¯ Results of field screening analysis [Part

1, §122.26(d)(1)(iv)(D)];
¯ Programs to detect and remove illicit

discharges, and to control and prevent ¯ Results of l~e sampling program [Part
improper disposal into the MS4 of 2, §122.26(�1)(2)(iii)(A)(3)];
materials such as used oil or seepage
from municipal sanitary sewers (Section ¯ Estimates of annual pollutant loads and
6.5). event mean concentrations, and sched-

ules to submit seasonal pollutant loads
and event mean concentrations [Part 2,

6.3 PROGRAMS TO CONTROL STORM §122.26(d)(2)(iii)(B) and (C)]; and
WATER RUNOFF FROM
COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL ¯ Findings from an on-going monitoring
AREAS, CONSTRUC’rION SITES, AND program [Part 2, §122.26(d)(2)(iii)(D)].
INDUSTRIAL FA~ZIL1TIES

6.3.1 Commercial and Residential Activitie~
A proposed management program must ....

identify the activities or areas that require Under §122.26(d)(2)(iv)(A), applicants must
controls to reduce pollutants in storm waterpropose slmactural and source control measures
runoff. Specifically, a proposed managementto reduce pollutants from commercial and
program must address storm water runoff from residential areas.
commercial and residential areas (Section
6.3.1), construction sites (Section 6.3.2), and
industrial facilities (Section 6.3.3). Also, areas §122.26(d)(2)(iv)(A). [The proposed
where illicit connections or illegal discharges manasement pmsram must include a]
may occur must be identified (Section 6.5). desmption of structu.,-al and source control

measures to reduce pollutants from runoff

In addition to the requirements of the from commercial and residential areas that
proposed storm water management program, are disctma’~ from the municipal storm

sewer system that are to be implementedother provisions of the Part 1 and Part 2 during the li~ of the permit, accompanied
applications require information that will help with an estimate of the expected reduction of
enable the municipality to focus on identifyingpollutant loads and a proposed schedule for
activities and areas that may need control implemeniing such controls.
measures. Examples of these provisions
include:

¯ Identification of sources [Part 1,To ensure that proposed control measures are
§122.2(d)(1)(iii)(B)(3)-(4), and Part 2, effective, the applicant should study how storm
§122.26(d)(2)(ii)]; water runoff from pollutant sources affects the

existing municipal system, how the proposed
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control measures will enhance the existing To reduce pollutants m storm water runoff
system, and what impact the proposed from commercial and residential activities, a
measures w~ll have on receiving waters. The proposed management program might include
control measures should recognize and the use of infiltration devices, detention and
emphasize the interaction between pollutant retention basins, vegetated swales, water
sources and the physical attributes of the quality, inlets (which :may include oil and water
municipal system and receiving waters, or oil/grit separators), screens, channel

stabilization/ripariarL habitat enhancement
Specific commercial and residential efforts, wetland restoration and preservation

activities that must be addressed includeprojects, as well as various source control
maintenance activities and a maintenancestrategies and other nonstructural control
schedule for structural controls to reduce measures.
pollutants in storm water runoff. This
provision is discussed in Section 6.4.2.Other 6.3.1.1 New Development and
activities to be addressed include: Significant Redevelopment

¯ Post-construction controls toreduce Summary of Rel~ulatorv Requirement
pollutants in discharges toMS4s
resulting from new development and New development or redevelopment often
significant redevelopment (Section increases impervious land surfaces, which
6.3.1.1); usually leads to in~reased pollutant levels in

storm water runoff. Chemical and thermal
¯ Practices for maintaining and operating changes in storm water runoff are commonly

public streets, roads, and highways that associated with new development and can
will reduce the" impact on receiving adversely affect the quality of receiving waters.
waters from storm water runoff In addition, urbanization results in an increase
discharges (Section 6.3.1.2); in the volume of sto:rm water discharges.

¯ Procedures to assure that the impacts The Nationwide, Urban Runoff Program
on receiving waters from flood (NURP) study (EPA, 1983) and more recent
management projects a re assessed, and investigations indicate that controlling the
that existing structural control devices contribution of pollutants in storm water
have been evaluated to determine if discharges at the onset of land development is
retrofit controls are feasible (Section the most cost-effective approach to storm water
6.3.1.3); quality manageme~t. Mitigating problems

caused by pollutants after they have entered a
¯ A program to monitor pollutants in MS4 is often more expensive and less efficient

runoff from operating or dosed than preventing or reducing the discharge of
municipal landfills that identifies pollutants at the source.    Therefore,. a
priorities and procedures for satisfactory proposed management program
inspections and establishing andwill propose struc.tural and nonstructural
implementing control measures (Section measures to reduce pollutants in storm water
6.3.1.4); and discharges from areas of new development and

redevelopment. Examples of such measures
¯ A program to reduce to the maximum are discussed below.

extent practicable, pollutants in storm
water runoff associated with the
application of pesticides, herbicides,
and fertilizer (Section 6.3.1.5).
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through an ordinance requiring approval of
§122.26(d)(2)(iv)(A)(2). [The applicant must storm water management programs, a review
include a] description of planning procedures and approval process, and adequate
including a comprehensive master plan to enforcement).
develop, implement and enforce controls to
reduce the discharge of pollutants from "I’he proposed storm water management
municipal separate storm sewers which program should ident’ify and include planningreceive discharges from areas of new
development and significant redevelopment, procedures and control measures that will be
Such plan shaft address controls to reduce used in the municipaJiity.
pollutants in discharges from municipal
separate storm sewers after construction is Planrun~ Procedures
completed.

Comprehensive planning procedures
typically involve incorporation of land use
goals and objectives into a plan document or a

Provisions under §122.26(d)(2)(iv)(A)(2) plan map. These plans are often called Master
focus on the reduction of pollutants in storm Plans, Comprehensive Land Use Plans, or
water runoff after const~’uction in areas where Comprehensive Zoning Plans.
new development or redevelopment is com-
pleted. Controls that are required during Comprehensive or master plans are often
cons~’uction are discussed in Section 6.3.2 ofnon-binding. They provide support and
this guidance, direction to local ,officials that have the

authority to make larval use decisions.
Post-Construction Controls

While applicants do not need to submit a
Proposed storm water management complete comprehere~ive or master plan with ..:~....~..

programs should include planning proceduresthe Part 2 applicatio1.~, they should detail the
for both during and after construction to planning process employed by the .....
implement control measures to ensure that municipality. They must thoroughly describe
pollution is reduced to the maximum extent how the municipality’s comprehensive plan is
practicable in areas of new development and compatible with the storm water regulations.
redevelopment. Design criteria and perform- The description should dearly:
ance standards may be used to assist in
meeting this objective. ¯ Identify mar~agement objectives for

streams, wetlands, and other receiving
Further, storm water management program waters;

goals should be reviewed during planning
processes that guide development to ¯ Identify areas where urban
appropriate locations and steer intensive land development is likely to occur and
uses away from sensitive environmental areas, areas that are sensitive to the effects of
A municipality may, for example, include urbanization. Consideration should be
provisions in the planning process that ensure given to receiving waters, topography,
that all new development in targeted areas or soil types, ground water uses and
zones provides for a certain percentage of potential impacts, and other relevant
undisturbed area to assist in preserving post- factors;
development runoff quality and velocity as
similar as possible to pre-development ¯ Describe standards such as design
conditions. In its Part 2 application, a criteria and performance standards for
municipality should describe how it plans to storm water controls for new
implement the proposed standards (e.g., developments,, such as buffer zones,
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open space preservation, erosion and Some recent apF, roaches to storm water
sediment controls, etc.; management include preserving the natural

features of a watershed by maintaining
¯ Describe other measures to minimize vegetative cover and establishing buffer zones

the effects of new development on and open space or green areas. The benefit of
storm water quality, (these may include employing this approach is the protection
local code and ordinance requirements); afforded to riparian areas and wetlands, as well
and as the preservation of a stable watershed. One

additional benefit from th~ approach includes
¯ Identify or discuss the site development maintaining ground water recharge through

review process for the evaluation and infiltration. These approaches to storm water
approval of storm drainage or storm management minimize the impact of erosion,
water management programs. Require- flooding, and other damage to natural drainage
ments in drainage or storm water features such as streams, wetlands, and lakes.
management programs can be Preservation of natural habitat can be achieved
coordinated with review of other through effective storm water quality control
related plans such as those for site measures. More recent approaches use storm
grading or landscaping, water to:

There will be great variation among ¯ Recharge ground water sources with
municipalities in their sophistication of land runoff from impervious areas;
use planning. If the municipality has recently
updated its land use plan, it may detail storm ° Preserve ba~eflows of surface water
water quality issues. In other instances, there bodies;
may be no policy to" include storm water
quality considerations in land use decisions. In ¯ Augment water supplies used for street
such cases, the applicant must describe how cleaning and other municipal functions,
consideration of those activities that affect such as watering public lawns;
storm water quality are to be incorporated into
the municipali,ty’s comprehensive or master ¯ Increase re~n’eational opportunities
plan and its approval process for construc~on including swimming, fishing, and
projects, boating; and

Control Measures ¯ Sometimes, augment drinking water
supplies if it is treated and in

Most traditional storm water control compliance w~th all applicable drinking
measures focus on efficient collection and water standards.
conveyance of storm water runoff to an offsite
location. This approach can increase The municipality should consider storm
downstream property damage due to increased water controls and slructural concerns in
storm water runoff quantity and flow velocity, planning, zoning, and site or subdivision plan
Corrective action often involves expensive approval. An example of effective structural
public works projects, such as enlarging and control is described[ in Exhibit 6-1. Non-
reinforcing channels or constructing swales to smactural control measures are highly
provide an adequate outfall from affected or recommended for new development. They can
damaged areas. The traditional approach hasbe included during the planning, site-selection,
typically involved downstream channel and development stages. Examples of non-
stabilization projects. However, these projects structural controls include street sweeping,
may also result in increased storm water runoff buffer strip preserval~on, and public education.
quantity and flow velocity.
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Exhibit 6-1
Storm Water Programs in Delaware and Florid!a                              :

Delaware requirements for on-site measures include water quality ponds with permanent
pools. Ponds must be designed to release the equivalent volume of runoff from the first 1/2
inch of runoff from the site over a 24-hour period and have a storage volume designed to
accommodate at least 1/2 inch of runoff from the site. Water quality.- ponds without permanent
pools may also be used in Delaware’s program. These pools are to be designed to release the
first inch of runoff from the site over a 24-hour period.

Developers are instructed to consider infil~’ai~on practices only after ponds are eliminated
for engineering or hardship reasons. Infiltration structures must be designed to accept at least
the first inch of runoff from all streets, roadways, and parking lots. Other practices may be
acceptable if they meet the equivalent removal efficiency of 80 perce~t for suspended solids.
More stringent requirements may be established on a case-by-case basis.

The 80 percent removal efficiency for suspended solids that Delaware requires takes into
account pollutant settling. The 24-hour detention period allows for substantial settling where
most of the pollutant removal occurs. In addition, the requirement that the first inch of runoff
be released over a period of no less than 24 hours reduces downstrea~rn erosion.

Source: Schueler, 1987.

For significant redevelopment, munici- 6.3.1.2 Public Sl:reets, Roads, and
palities can incorporate both structural and Highways "
nonsmactural storm water controls. However,
there are generally far more constraints and Summary of Regulatory Requirement
limitations on the control opportunities
available at redevelopment sites. One of the Public streets, roads, and highways can be
primary, constraints is the availability of significant sources of pollutants in discharges
sufficient open area to accommodate structural from MS4s. Therefore, proposed management
controls such as detention ponds. In instancesprograms must include a description of
where redevelopment is occurring in densely practices for operation and maintenance of
urbanized areas, storm water runoff volumes public streets, roads, and highways, and
may be so large that su~icient storage capacity procedures for reducing the impact of runoff
can not be provided without further from these areas on receiving waters.
compounding problems associated with siting
and retrofitting existing storm water
conveyance systems. In such cases, the
municipality should consider nonstructural
control measures such as lraffic flow control,
the use of porous construction materials for
roads and parking lots, revisions to street
sweeping or deicing policies, or public
education programs.
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Road maintenance practices, especially consider instituting procedures that address
snow management and road repair, and traffic spill prevention, material management
are significant sources of pollutants in storm practices, and good housekeeping.
water discharges. Measures to reduce the
pollutants in storm water runoff from these Traffic
sources should be addressed in the proposed
management program. Oil and grease and metals from traffic are

the pollutants of most concern with respect to
Snow Management aquatic toxicity and their ability to "wash off’’

roadways and enter a MS4.
Deicing salts are the main source of

pollutants in runoff of urban snowmelt. In almost all instances, the pollutant
Municipalities can reduce these pollutants by concentrations in initial storm water discharge
calibrating equipment, educating equipment from heavily travelled streets is significant.
operators, using alternative deicing materials,When the initial runoff reaches the velocity
and properly storing deicing materials. As needed to entrain particulates, highly soluble
alternatives to deicing salts, the Federalpollutants that have accumulated between
Highway Administration is considering many storms are transported to the storm sewer
materials that may be less polluting. However, system. Therefore, shortly after a storm event
most of these deicers contain sodium or begins, the pollutant loading in the initial flow
chloride ions that are harmful to roadside trees, to a MS4 is often the greatest.
shrubs, and soils. One deicer, calcium
magnesium acetate (CMA) may be the best Pollutants from traffic can be minimized by
option for environmentally sensitive areas using nonstructural controls (e.g., traffic
(Chollar, 1990). In salt storage facilities, salt reduction and improved traffic management),
piles should be completely covered, storagestructural controt.~ (e.g., traditional and
and handling areas should have imperviousinnovative BMPs), and changing maintenance
surfaces, and contaminated runoff should be activities. Traditional structural controls to
contained, reduce pollutants in road runoff include

vegetated swales, infiltration devices and
Road Repair detention/retention basins. Highwa.vs often

afford opportunities for using structural
Road maintenance and repair activities may controls such as detention basins on entrance

contribute pollutants through erosion causedor exit ramps and upstream or downstream of
by the elimination of stabilizing vegetation culvert crossings (Steward, 1992). Smaller
from roadside shoulders and ditches, roads may also have. low-cost structural control
Maintenance crews can decease the potential opportunities available at culvert crossings
for erosion by disturbing only the area under such as vegetated swales. Many structural
repair. Graded areas should also be limited inconti’ols can also be placed on public or private
size so that repairs can be completed the sameland that is outside the right-of-way, but still
day and graded areas stabilized by the end ofmay be proximate enough to capture road
the workday. Other measures to reduce runoff. Any time controls are placed at culvert
pollutants in storm water include scheduling crossings, potential wetland impacts and
potential pollutant-causing repair work during instrearn treatrnent issues need to be
dry seasons, when possible, considered.

Municipal equipment yards and mainten- Maintenance activities that can reduce
ante shops that support road maintenancepollutants in storm water discharges include
activities can also be significant sources of catch basincleaning., litter control, and targeted
pollutants. Therefore, municipalities should street sweeping. For municipalities that have
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developed transportation plansundertheCleannot pro~qde for aquatic habitat and tend to
Air Act, applicants should describe how they increase potentially erosive velocities and
will review the plan, and amend it where elevate ambient water temperatures, resulting
appropriate, to address water quality concerns, in downstream channel enlargement and
Potential locations for installing new structural increased pollutant loadmgs. However, this
controls to reduce pollutants from road and condition can be mitigated through alternative
highway runoff should be identifiedby stabilization methods.
applicants.

Channel management measures that can
6.3.1.3 Flood Management Projects enhance streams and their ecological values

include corridor preservation, biological bank
Summary of Regulatory Requirement treatment, and, where necessary, geomorphic

restoration (Ferguson, 1991). The municipality
The traditional focus of storm water may also instal] struc~mral devices to dampen

management in many communities has beenthe hydraulic energy of the flow and minimize
water quantity (i.e., flood) control. The downstream erosion. As another example,
proposed management program mustwillow saplings could be planted between rip-
demonstrate that flood management projects rap, timbers, and other stabilization s~’uctures
take into account the effects on the water that are anchored into terraces on the side of
quality of receiving water bodies, and the the streambank.
program must discuss whether exisRng
structural flood control devicescan be Flood-control projects can be built or
retrofitted to control water quality, subsequently modified to address water

quantity and water quality concerns.
o ~ Sometimes existing flood control structures can

§122.26(d)(2}(iv)(A)(4). [The application must be retrofitted to provide water quality benefits ....
include a] description of procedures to assure as well as water quantity control (EPA, 1989b).      :
that flood management projects assess the Basin retrofits are a .common example. For "":!:
impacts on the water quality of receiving such a retrofit, dry fl~x)d control or detention
water bodies and that existing structural basins can be converted to wet basins by
flood control devices have been evaluated to

determine if retrofitting the device to provide modifying outlet orifices. Additional storage
additional pollutant removal hum storm Can be obtained by raising the elevation of the
water is feasible, basin embankment.

Dry retention basiins, or extended dry or
wet retention basins can be used to improve

Opportunities for pollutant reduction water quality. Dry retention basins are not as
should be considered when determining efficient or as effective in improving water
specific controls to be proposed as the MEP quality as extended d~¢ or wet retention basin~,
standard in the storm water management but dry retention basins are generally less
program, costly to design and maintain. The decision to

use dry retention or extended dry or wet
Control Measures retention basins should consider all these

factors.
Storm water management devices and

s~’uctures that focus solely on water quantity Optimally, such measures should be
are usually not designed to remove pollutants,considered in the plara~ing process (discussed
and may sometimes harm aquatic habitat and previously). However, they can also be
aesthetic values. For example, channels that implemented later in the land development
are completely lined with concrete typically do
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process (e.g., site review or public facilities ¯ Land application sites;
requirements stage).

¯ Uncontrolled sardtarv landfills;
if a flood control authority is responsible

for a portion of the MS4, the applicant should ¯ Maintenance and storage yards for
take the lead in coordinating efforts to waste transpo:rtation fleets and
incorporate pollutant reduction considerations equipment;
in flood control projects. EPA recommends the
use of Memoranda of Agreement and ¯ Sites for disposing or treating sludge
Memoranda of Understanding to clanf-v roles from municipal treatment works; and
and responsibilities between two or more
political entities. ¯ Other treatment, storage, or disposal

facilities for municipal waste.
6.3.1.4 Municipal Waste Facilities

Applicants may cornbme this part of the
Applicants must describe programs thatproposed management program with the

identify measures to monitor and reduceprogram established under §122.26(d)(2)(iv)(C),
pollutants in storm water discharges fromwhich sets standards for monitoring and
facilities that handle municipal waste, includingcon~olling pollutants fl’om similar types of
sewage sludge, solid waste facilities (e.g, those with hazardous

wastes, or subject to the ~quirements of SARA
Title III--Section 313 of the Emergency

§122.26(d)(2)(iv)(A)(53. [The appLicationmust Protection and Commuruty Right-to-Know
include a] description of avprogram to Act). Monitoring should include all the
monitor pollutants m runoff from operating parameters listed in §122.26(d)(2)(iv)(C) and
or closed muniopal landfills or other any additional paramete.rs listed in an effluent
treatment, storage or disposal facilities for guideline. Procedures to evaluate, inspect,municipal waste, which shall identify

monitor, and establish control measures forpriorities and procedures for inspections and
establishing and implementing control municipal waste sites over the term of the
measures for such discharges. NPDES permit should be described. For

example, after one year of monitoring each
waste handling facility category listed above,
the mumcipality may have collected enough

The first step is to identify facilities thatdata to decide which facilities or .types of
handle municipal waste and summarize theirfacilities should receive a higher priority for
operations. The .types of facilities that shouldpollutant reduction. More attention could then
be included are: be focused on the high-priority sites.

¯ Active or dosed municipal waste 6.3.1.5 Pesticides,Herbicides, and
landfills; Fertilizers

¯ Publicly ownedtreatment works, The proposed management program must
including waterand wastewater include a description of procedures to reduce
treatment plants; the contribution of pollutants associated with

pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers discharged
¯ Incinerators; to the MS4.

¯ Municipal solid waste transfer facilities;

6-9
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Any certification/training program for the
§122.26(d)(2)(iv)(A)(63. [The application must collection and disposal of pesticides, herbicides,
include a} description of a program to ~=duce and fertilizers must be in compliance with
to the maximum extent practicable, pollutants Federal, State, and local laws such as the
in discharges from mumcipal sepaxate storm Resource Conservation and Recovery Act; the
sewers associated with the application of Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide
pesticides, herbicides a~nd fertilizer wl’dch will Act; the Deparm~ent of Transportation’sinclude, as appropriate, controls such as
educational activities, permits, certifications hazardous materials regulations; and State and
and other measures for commercial local ordinances.
applicators and distributors, and controls for
application i~ public right-of-ways and at In addition, applicants must include a
municipal facilities, discussion of controls for the application of

pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers in public-
right~-of-way and at municipal facilities.

The proposed program should include Planting low-maintenance vegetation,- such as
educational measures for the public and perennial ground covers, reduces pesticide and
commercial applicators, and should include herbicide use. Native vegetation is often
integrated pest management measures that rely preferable because l~ere is less need to apply
on non-chemical solutions to pest control. The fertilizers and herbicides, and to perform other
program should also describe how educational forms of maintenance, such as mowing
materials will be developed and distributed. (Homer, 1988).
Applicants are encouraged to consider
providing information for the collection and If herbicides are used, a herbicide-use plan
proper disposal of~ unused pesticides, must be proposed as part of the storm water
herbicides, and fertilizers, or to establish their management program. The plan might

°

own program. An effective and safe program include:
would include: ::

A list of selected herbicides and their
¯ Development of an inventory of specific uses;

products that may be accepted under
the program, and collection of the ¯ Information about the formulations of
Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs) for various products, including how to
these products; recognize the chemical constituents

from the label, and directions and
¯ Identification of transportation, storage, precautions for applicators that explain

and disposal requirements; if products should be diluted, mixed, or
only used alone;

¯ A shelf-life program to dispose of
expired products; ¯ Application methods and estimated

quantities to be used;
¯ Applicator training or certification (the

pretreatment program may be helpful ¯ Equipment use and maintenance;
as a source of industry-specific
information or as a model approach for ¯ Training in safe use, storage, and
obtaining and tracking Lrfformation on disposal of pesticides (safety
chemical applicators and distributors); requirements for individual products
and are listed on the products’ MSDSs);

¯ Safety ~aining. ¯ Inspection a~nd monitoring procedures;
and

~lO
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¯ Recordkeeping and public notice All construction sites, regardless of size,
procedures, must be addressed by the murucipali~’. To

begin to identify, these sites, the applicant
6.3.2 Construction Sites should obtain lists of construction site

operators that are covered by general or
As specified in §122.26(d)(2)(iv)(D), individual storm water NT’DES permits from

applicants must describe proposed regulatory,the NPDES permitting authority. However,
programs to reduce pollutants in storm water construction sites not ,covered by a storm water
runoff from construction sites to the MS4. discharge permit also need to be addressed by

the municipality. The best way to identify
these construction sites and implement an
effective BMP program to reduce pollutants in
their runoff is through, the site planning process
(see Section 6.3.2.1).

The BMPs envisioned for construction site
runoff are generally wellestablished
technologies and practices.They rely
predominantly on erosion and sediment
controls and other measures applicable to

This part of the proposed managementconstruction sites (e.g., control of solid wastes,
program must address: and prohibitions on discharging concrete truck

washing runoff into storm drains). The
¯ Implementation,of BMPs; technologies proposed should be referenced,

and a description of when and how the
¯ Procedures for reviewing site plans tocontrols will be used should be included.

ensure that they are consistent withMunicipality-specific technical guidance for
local sediment and erosion controlconstruction site operators, such as handbooks
plans; and inspection checklLsts, are examples of

suitable reference sources. If an applicant
¯ Inspection of construction sites; and chooses to develop such handbooks and

checklists, they should be referenced and
¯ Enforcement measures and educationaldescribed in the application.

activities for construction site
developers and operators. The major requirements of this program

component include:
EPA encourages murticipalities to (1)

coordinate requirements to reduce pollutants in ¯ Site planning that considers the
construction site runoff with management potential impacts on water quality;
programs to reduce pollutants from new
development, and (2) maintain, to the degree ° Nonstructural and structuralbest
possible, pre-consmaction hydrologic conditions management practices;
(Section 6.3.1.1). Applicants are encouraged to
describe these two proposed management ¯ Procedures ~at consider physical site
program components together. Implementation characteristics when identifying
of this program component will rely on the priorities for inspection and
establishment and maintenance of both enforcement; and
structural and nonslructural BMPs. This
requirement extends to all construction activity. ¯ Educational and training measures for
within the municipality,, construction si~te operators.
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Each oftheserequirements, and the reasons It ~s often easier and more effective to
that they are ~mportant elements of a proposedincorporate storm water quali~- controls during :
storm water managementprogram, is describedthe site plan re~,-iew process or earlier. The
m more detail below, process typically culminates with the developer

of the construction site submitting detailed
6.3.2.1 Site Planning engineering plans to the municipality for

review and approval.
Sediment runoff rates from construction

sites are Wpically 10 to 20 times greater than Upon completion of the site plan review
those of agricultural lands, and 1,000 to 2,000stage, the developer and the municipality have
times those of forest lands. Over a shortinvested considerable time and money into the
period, construction sites can contribute moreproject. If storm water quality, issues are
sediment to streams than had been depositedconsidered oniv after significant detailed
over several decades. Runoff from constructionengineering has gone into the project,
sites can also include other pollutants such asmunicipal site reviewers may only address
phosphorus and nitrogen from fertilizer,minor drainage issues. In recent years,
pesticides, petroleum derivatives, constructionhowever, many murucipalities have developed
chemicals, and solid wastes, separate teams of site inspectors to implement

erosion and sediment control measures in the
To address these problems, the proposedfield. In these municipalities, site inspectors

management program should describeshould be part of the site review team (if they
procedures for site piartning that considerare not already) in order to incorporate their
potential water quality impacts, expertise on the appropriate erosion and

sediment controls for the given circumstances.

§122.26(d)(2)(ivl(D)(l). [The program for The above discussion reinforces the
construction sites must include a] description importance of site planning, as described in the~..
of procedures for site planning which section on site planning for new development" - "
incorporate consideration of potential water (.Sk~K’tion 6.3.1). In general, the sooner plannersquality impacts,

consider storm water quality issues, the better
the opportunity for efficient and effective
pollutant reduction. In some cases storm water

The objective is for the municipality andissues should be considered in the conceptual
the developer to address storm waterstage of planning (e.g., as a planning or zoning
discharges from construction activity early infunction).
the project design process so that potential
water quality impacts can be eliminated or Some municipalities include a final step in
minimized and consequences to the aquaticthe planning process that requires a developer
environment assessed.Nonstructural to provide a far greater level of design derail
approaches to minimize the generation ofthan earlier conceptual design approvals. This
runoff from the consl~uction site will also needstep may be required as a condition of the final
to be considered. These measures may includeapproval for cert~in zoning categories.
phasing development to coincide with seasonalMunicipalities with such a step in the
dry periods, minimizing areas that are cleareddevelopment process can consider potential
and graded to only the portion of the site thatstorm water quality issues in detail at this
is necessary for construction, exposing areas forstage. Municipalities that do not currently
the briefest period possible, and stabilizing andrequire such detailed plans should consider
reseeding disturbed areas rapidlyafter adopting this procedure as part of their storm
construction activity is completed, water management program.
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6.3.2.2 Nonstructural and Structural construction sites covered under NPDES permit
BMPs for Construction Activities regulations must indicate whether they are in

compliance with State and local sediment and
This component of the proposed erosion control plans. Site inspections are

management programshoulddescriberequire-expected to be the primary, enforcement
ments for nonstructural and structural BMPs mechanism by which erosion and sediment
that operators of construction activities that controls are maantained.
discharge to MS4s must meet.

To ensure that developers are in
compliance with erosion and sediment control

§122.261d)(2)(iv)(D)(2). [The program for plans, applicants may wish to consider
construction sites must include a] description expanding the use of performance bonds. This
of requirements for nonstructural and approach might depart from a traditional site
struc~ud-al best management practices, bonding approach. For example, the size of

bonds could be based on the amount of earth
disturbed, the slope of the site, changes in

As indicated above, applicants must grades, soil .type, proximity to surface waters,
propose s~te review and approval procedures sensitivity of surrounding area, and other
that address sediment and erosion controls,relevant factors. In addition, the bond could
storm water management, and other clearly specify the storm water quality controls
appropriate measures. Approvals should be that must be induded in the development.
clearly tied to commitments to implement Appropriate maintenance and site cleanup
structural and nonstructural BMPs during the could be tied to the bond-release process.
consmuction process. A~ppropriate structural
and nonstructural control requirements will 6.3.2.3 Site Inspections and Enforcement
vary by project. Project type, size, and of Controls For Construction Sites
duration, as well as soil composition, site slope,
and proximi .ty to sensitive receivinz .. aters will Storm water BMPs associated with con-
determine the appropriate s~-ucv:-~.. -and non- slruction activities are highly susceptible to
structural BMPs. Municipalities should acquire damage due to the intensity of activities
the authoritv to require operators to install and commonly associated with construction. Con-
maintain applicable erosion and sedimentsequently, inspections are crucial to the
control plans. Exhibit 6-2 summarizes common effective operation of storm water BMPs.
construction-site BMPs. Therefore, the proposed management program

should describe construction site inspection and
A description of the local erosion and enforcement procedures. The procedures

sediment control law or ordinance is needed to should be flexible so that they can be tailored
satisfy this program requirement. The de- to specific conslruction activities and physical
scription should include information that links characteristics of the construction site.
the enforcement of the law or ordinance to the
legal authority of the applicant, as discussed in
Section 3 of this manual.

While many municipalities have erosion
and sediment control ordinances in place, their
effectiveness is often limited because they are
not adequately implemented and enforced.
Examples include silt fencing that is not
maintained, or excavated soils that are placed
directlv on top of the silt fencing. Therefore,
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Exhibit 6.2
Construction Site Controls

and Their Applicability

Source: Modified from WDOE, Public Revie~ Draft - Stormmater Management Manual for th~ Pu$ct
Sound Basin, Washington State Department of Ecology, Publication #90-73. June
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E~.�~ve m.specUon and e~orcement spreader. The spread~.er would dissipate
requires adequate s~ff, sys~ernauc inspec~ion erosive veloc~ of the ~’unoff and release it int~
procedures, penaJ~es to deter inh-ac~ions, and an und~turbecl area beyond ~e luni~ of t~
inte~,enr~on by the municpal authont7 to deann~ and EracLing at the toe of the slope.
correct v~olauons. Enforcement mechanLsms,
such as the ability to requu,e additionaJ storm The proximit-y and sensitivity of
watt" con~-oI~, admirus~ra~ive penali~m (e.g., receiving wamr to wl~ich the con.slruc~ion site
stop work orders) and injunc~ve relief (via disch~ges Ls an important considera~on. For
atu, en suit~) also must be described. In cons~ruc~on sites that dLscharge to receiving
addition, the applicant should describe who waters that do not sup|x~rt their desiEnated use
has the authority to require complmnce, or other water~ of SlX~al concern, additional

consn-uc~on si~e conn’ols are probably
Proposed procedures for inspecting warranmd and should be s~rongly comidered.

consi~-uction sims may include minimum These receiving wamrs are iden~ied in the
frequencim and an inspector’s checklist. For I munidpa] NPDES storm water pemut
example, the State of Delaware requires a application [~1212~d)(I)(i)(C)].
minimum of one inspection every two weeks
for sims over 5OL)00 square feet 6.3.2.4 Educational Measures tot

Construction Site Operators
The proposed program should ~o spec~

the minimum numbe’ of in.specmrs that will be Consm~on site operators often rtmd
employed during the permit m-m and how training and educed/on about the sou~-~s,
~ wilJ be trained. For example, some cont~l, and imp~-Iz ,of pollutants in run~
erosion and seclhnent con,i~’ol prosrsm.s require from ~on sims (.see Vir~inm, 1988).
that certified private, inspectors be u~d. InTherefore, applican~ ~nust describe examplm
such case, procedures for inspector ~linin~ andof informational mam~iais and activities to be
cm’tification must also be def.cribed, used in education pro~r-~nts.

In forrnulai~n~ procedures to idant/fy
priorSties for inspecang sites and enforcing
control measures, applicant~ are encouraged to
~ early in the process (i.e., at the site
planning sage, as di~’tmed previously) md
continue throughout all ground di~turlSn$

activity has been estabiJ~sd or perhaps Impim~tiationar~ienforcementof~’osion
modified dunng the site l~n msdew promss, and ~[Imant c~mm~s Imve ~y been
the physical site conslnLnts can be evaluamd som~Jor problea~ even with many pro~rsms that
that effective co~tro~ ~ be imp[~ll~d, may be ~ er,~’lplmry’.

For example, ~f the �onUoi~ specified in thestorm water man~gem~t with ~ion and
site plan prove to be ineffective, or ff charismsediment control and. othm. BMP U’ainin~

planamg process, site inspection andemplo~.,,m and co.sm~on sil~ operators.
enforcement mec.fmnLsm~ can be requJ,r~ toTraining on ~ available alten~tiv~s will help
mi~igate the poteni~,.l for poOutmm to eni~ aoperating reco~ze and correct probI~ns
dow~su’eam M54. In this instance, a pmmem’promptly. Tools for such training include
barner, such as a temporary dive.ion dike,videos, workshops, seminars,and
could be used to divert the concenu’ated runoffdemom~l~ions or field[ trips.
to a pipe slope dram terrninaling with a level
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An acceptable program must include a water pe,,’m;~ wqll also provide a basis for
tra~mng program, which should be enforcement act~orL~ directly against the
supplemented by a cert~fica~on program for a11 industrial owner or operator.
cortstTucI~on site operators (cont’ractors and

develoF, ers~. pla~ rewewers.and inspectors that NPDES permits for MS4s will establish
work on s~tes that discharge to a MS4. For responsibdities for municipal system operators
example, one .’~’PDES State has a cert~ication to control pollutants from industrial storm
pro~’arn based on adequate training and water discharged through their system.
mirumum-competency level testing of all Proposed storm water management pro~’ams
private individuals involved in the prepara~on must address the reduction of pollutants in
and implementauon of erosion and sedimentstorm water discharges from municipal
control plans, landfills; hazardous waste treatment, storage

and disposal facilities; facilities sub~"t to SARA
6.3.3 Program ~o Control Pollutants in Title Ill; and other priority industrial facilities,

Storm Wate;r Discharges from Wa~e as determined by the applicant. Municipalities
Handlin~ Sites and from Industrial should consider the information gathered for
Facilities the Part I application and other parts of the

Part 2 application (particular|y the Source
Identificatmn and Characterization Da~
components) when prioriMzing storm water

§l~2.~Wd)(~(iv)(C). [The application mu.~t disch~ges from these sites. In addition,
include a] description of a pro~ to ApIx-ndix B contsins a list of pollu~n~
morator and conu.ol polJu~ts in storm wa�~ commonly associated with various industries.
di~:h~r~es to municipa] systems h’om
murdc~p~l landfills, hac.ardous waste In the Part 2 application, the Sou~:e Identi- ,
treatment, dispo~,~l ~nd recover/f-~’ilities0 fication compor~ent (see Section 4 of this
indu~T~J faciIitie~ that ~ sub~,~’t to S~’tion ~:’~:~ ~.
313 of Title ITI o~ the SuI:~d An~et~IxI~ent~ guidar~c~ rl~rlual) rt~tlire~ th~ applic.~I~t to

~i.’~:..i~.’.-.~.,..,
¯nd Reau~hon~�~o~ Ace of 198~ (SARA), ~nd provide an inventory of poIIut~nt soucces,
industn,~l ~alitie~ that the municipml pern~t or~aftized by watershed. This inventory
appli¢~nt determines a~ contributing a identifies and de~ibes the i:~oduc~ and
subst~ntial pollutant Ioadin~ to the municipal services of each indus~ial facility tMt may
storm ~ewer system, discharge storm water to the MS4. The Sourc~

Ident~/~t~n component suggests applicants u~e
standard industrial da.~ification (SIC) codes for

The storm water regulations envision that this description. EPA strongly r~’ommends
NPDES permitting authorities and municipal this information be used to iden~7 prioflty
operators will cooperate to develop pro~’ams waste handlm~ sites and industrial fadlities. A
to mor~tor and control pollutants m storm similar technique could be developed for $itm
water discl’~rges to municipal systerns from that do not meet the regulatory definition of
various sites that handle w-~te and certmn "storm water discharge assodated with
industrial facilities, industrial activity" (i.e. not included in the

Source Identifi¢~tion and Discharge
C~erators responsible for storm water Characterization components), but are ideni~fied

discharges associated with indusmal activity as a hi~,h priority under the proposed
must obtmn NPDES permits from EPA or an management program. Applicanm can oblain
authorized NPDES State. These mdusOial information on how SIC codes ~e u~ed to
storm water perrrdts v~ll establish requirernents describe the industrial facilities located within
such as con~ois, practices, and monitonng for their jurisdictions from their NPDES perrniti~ng
storm water discharges from the industrial authority.
facilities to the MS4. The industrial storm
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Characterization data should also be * Inspect and monitor industrial facilities
evaluated. Applicants should analvze to verify, that the industries discharging
quantitative data from representative outfalls to storm water to the municipal systems
establish a monitoring and control program, are in compliance with their NPDES

storm water permit, if required.
An integral part of this requirement is the

adequacy, of the applicant’s legal authority. If 6.3.3.1 Identifying Priorities
a municipality, believes that a discharge of
storm water associated with indus~al activity Proposed management programs must
~nolates the industrial facility’s NPDES permitclearly identify priority industrial facilities.
limits, but the municipality does not have
authority, over the discharge, the municipality
should contact the NPDES permitting authority
for appropriate action. Examples of possible
actions by the N’PDES permitting authority are:

¯ For a facility that already has a NPDES
individual permit, the permit may be
reopened and further controls imposed;

¯ For a facility covered by a NPDES This section discusses how applicants might
general permit, an individual site-identify priority facilities. Section 6.3.3~.
specific permit application may bediscusses how municipalities might develop
required; or , procedures for inspections and implementation

of control measures.
¯ For a facility not covered by a NPDES

storm water permit, a permit may be At a minimum, priority facilities include:
required.

¯ Operating and closed municipal
The municipality is ultimately responsible landfills;

for discharges from their MS4. Consequently,
the proposed storm water management ¯ Hazardous w~te trealznent, disposal or
program should describe how the municipality recovery facilities; and
will help EPA and authorized NPDES States:

¯ Facilities subject to SARA Title III.
¯ Identify priority industries discharging

to their systems; Municipalities must identify these and
other priority industrial facilities and describe

¯ Review and evaluate storm waterthe criteria used to identify them. For example,
pollution prevention plans and otherinformation from the Toxics Release Inventory
procedures that industrial facilitiesis one source a municipality could use to
must develop under generalor identify industrial facilities subject to SARA
individual permits; Title Ifl. Other sources may include CWA

Section 205 or 20~ use-attainability studies,
¯ Establish and implement BMPsto other studies that indicate a site-specific

reduce pollutants from these industrialbeneficial use impairment immediately
facilities (or require industry todownstream of a storm water outfall, or
implement them); and records of industrial pretreatment programs or

other permit programs that identify facilities
that may be the source of a use impairment or
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a major contribulaon of pollutants. The ¯ The size and location of the facflitw in
program should also describe procedures i¢or relaUon to sensitive watersheds.
modifying the inventory of priority industries
based on additional evaluation that occurs 6.3.3.2 Developi~g Procedures
throughout the permit term.

This program component should describe
Applicants may irutially focus their the specific steps that the municipality will take

implementation efforts on known pollution if it identifies a waste handling site or priority
sources. The murticipality may have industrial facility when preparing the Part 2
previously identified these sources, or they application or during the permit term
may be identified through existing information [§122.26(d)(2)(iv)(C)(1), printed in the box
compiled during the permit application above]. The proposed management program
process. However, the initial management must include procedures for inspecting priority
program implementation strategy should be industrial sites. The results of inspection may
based on information gathered while ;be used as a basis for requiring storm water
completing the Adequate Legal Authority, Source management controls and enhanced pollution
Identification, and Discharge Characterization prevention measures. It should also establish
sections of the permit application (See Chapters an inspection schedule for each priority facility
3, 4, and 5, respectively.) at the time it is identified.

During the term of the permit, as additional Applicants may want to consider
information becomes available, the municipality establishing prior notification procedures. The
should target and set priorities for other applicant will need to evaluate the legal
program elements thatemerge. For example, if authority it has over priority facilities to
the municipality has ir’ncomplete character- determine if prior notification is required. This
ization data about waste handling sites is another example of how EPA expects the --.::::..,
identified in this program component because different components of the application process
the inventory of dischargers to the MS4 has not to be linked. In this instance, the Adequate
been completed, the municipality could Legal Authority section is tied directly to the
propose to direct monitoring programs to those prior notification proc.~=dure of the inspection
areas.     Upon acquiring sufficient and evaluation component of the proposed
characterization data, the priority of the sites management plan.
discharging to these portions of the MS4 can be
either determined or modified. Applicants also should consider developing

inspection documents such as standard forms
As noted above, when identifying priority or checklists for recording observations. Forms

sites, applicants must consider all the facilities and checklists can be used to identify high risk
listed in §122.26(d)(2)(iv)(C)(1). When areas of priority facilities and to make
municipalities develop criteria for identifying comparisons among sites. When character-
additional priority industrial facilities, they are ization data or baseline estimates are factored
advised to consider, at a minimum: into the evaluation prc~:ess, the effectiveness of

pollution prevention activities at a particular
¯ The type of industrial activity (SIC site could be quantified and compared to

codes can help characterize the type of similar sites. Other procedures that applicants
industrial activity); should describe to effectively incorporate

inspections as well as establish and implement
¯ The use and management of chemicals control measures for t~hese types ot discharges

or raw products at the facility and the can be derived from monitoring data.
likelihood that storm water discharge
from the site will be contaminated; and
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Applicants also should describe a Finally, the apphcant should suggest
procedure for conducting follow-up procedures for requiring pollutant control
inspections, where necessary, as part of this measures in runoff from priorit2,., industrial
program component. For example, follow-up facilities. Applicants should provide
inspections might be needed to verify the information to the industrial facilities that
installation of a specific control or discharge to the MS4s and industry-specific
implementation of a practice specified in a guidance on appropriate control measures that
negotiated agreement between the municipality, industries discharging to their systems should
and the industrial site. A system-wide follow(W DOE, 1991).
approach to establishing priorities for
inspection procedures is recommended. The Priori.t)’ industrial facilities should focus on
system-wide approach should begin with the controlling activities such as the use, storage,
evaluation of existing information, followed by and handling of toxic chemicals. Standard
the identification and evaluation of new methods for implementing control measures at
information dunng the permit term. Therefore, different types of facilities should be described.
applicants should link these procedures withTo facilitate this, mur~icipalities should obtain
information from the Source Identification and copies of the pollution prevention plans
Discharge Characterization components, developed by industrial permittees. Control

measures that the municipality may suggest
6.3.3.3 Estab].ishing and Implementing include preventing exposure of pollutant

Controls sources to precipitation, on-site pretreatment,
and oil/water separators. Applicants should

A municipality must consider if it should provide a schedule for setting up this program
place more stringent controls on discharges component at priority industrial fadlities. The
associated with industrif, t activity than are schedule shuuld include educational services
required in an indusirial fadlity’s existing for industrial site operators and technical BMP
NPDES storm water permit [§122.26(d)(2)(iv) guidance, training cou_rses, videos, workshops,
(C)(1), printed in box above]. Usually, the and seminars for plan reviewers, inspectors,
municipality will not need to impose controls contractors, and developers.
beyond those required in the industrial
fadlity’s NPDES storm water permit (for more 6.3.3.4 Inspection and Monitoring
information on appropriate controls, refer to
Storm Water Management for Industrial Activities, The proposed management program should
Developing Pollution Prevention Plans and Best describe the inspection procedures that will be
Management Practices, EPA 832-R-92-006, followed. Storm water inspections can be
September, 1992). coupled with inspections for other purposes

(e.g., pretream~ent programs, fire and safety).
However, nothing in the Federal Proposed management programs should

regulations would prohibit the munidpality address minimum l~requency for routine
from requiring additional controls beyond the inspections. For example, how often, how
permit requirements for industrial activities, much of the site, and how long an inspection
For this reason, EPA recommends that may take are appropriate to explain in this
municipal applicants incorporate a provision in proposed management program component.
the proposed storm water management Applicants should also describe procedures for
program that allows the munidpality to require conducting inspectionsand provide an
priority industrial facilities to implement the inspector’s checklist.
controls necessary for the municipality to meet
its permit responsibilities. In addition, these inspection procedures

should identify the minimum number of
inspectors that will be employed and describe
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the programs to tram them. For example, if the
number of inspectors is expected to increase §122.26(~1)(21(iv~(C~2). [The application must
over the term of the permit, it should be noted descnbel a monitonng program for storm
in the proposed management program. Also, water discharges associated w~th the
if storm water inspections are combined with industrial facilities identified in paragraph
other program inspect:.ons, means of cross- (d)(2)(iv)(C) of this section, to be

training inspectors and coordinating schedules implemented during the term of the permit,
including the submission of qualitative data

should be outlined, on the following co~.stituents: any pollutants
limited in effluent g~aidelines subcategories,

Municipalities are urged to evaluate where applicable; any pollutant listed in an
pollution prevention plans and discharge existing NPDKS permit for a facility; oil and
monitonng data collected by the industrial grease, COD, pH, BODs, TSS, total
facility to ensure that the facility is in phosphorus, totalKjeldahlnitrogen, nitrate

compliance with its N~PDES storm water plus nitrite nitrogen, and any information on
discharges required under 40 CFR

permit. Site inspections should include (I) an 122.21(g)(7)(iii) and (iv).
evaluation of the pollution prevention plan and
any other pertinent document~, and (2) an on-
site visual inspection of the facility to evaluate
the potential for discharges of contaminated monitoring program should address how the
storm water from the site and to assess the monitoring data will be used and what the
effectiveness of the pollution prevention plan. frequency of the monitoring will be.
A municipality, could begin the inspection
process with information from the facility’s Identifying who will actually conduct the
notification to the municipality, which should monitonng (e.g., industry or municipality) is
have been submitted by May 15, 1991. appropriate to include in the program
Industrial facilities must also submit an description. Linking this element of the ..
individual NPDES permit application, monitoring program to the Adequate Legal::~:":’~
participate in a group storm water permit Authority section of the permit app~cation is
application, or file a Notice of Intent (NOI) to vital. The legal authority to require monitoring
be covered by a general permit to the NPDES should preso’ibe ~e specific monitoring
permitting authority. Section 308 of the CWA protocols requized elsewhere in the regulation
provides the legal authority for any individual [§122.26(d)(2)(i)(F)]. Applicants should describe
(including a municipality) to obtain information proposed procedur~ for morutoring industrial
from the NPDES permitting authority, facilities, including ’.methods for determining

parameters to be sampled throughout the term
The proposed management program also of the permit. At a minimum, pazamete~ that

must include a description of a monitoring must be considered for monitoring include:
program for storm water discharges associated
with industrial facilities [§122.26(d)(2)(iv)(C)(2)]. * Any pollutant limited in effluent

limitations guidelines for the
The monitoring program should deso-ibe subcategory of industry;

the framework and rationale for selecting
monitonng sites. Sites that may be appropriate * Any pollutant that is controlled in a
for monitoring include locations with several NPDES pe~rmit for the process
upstream industrial facilities, industrial discharge from an industrial site;
facilities that are representative of a significant
number of similar facilities, and priority * Oil and grease, COD, pH, BODs, TSS,
industrial sites with significant potential for total phosphorus, total Kjeldahl
high levels of pollutants in their storm water nitrogen, nit, rate plus nitrite nitrogen;
discharges. The description of the proposed and
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¯ Certain pollutant/s) known or select:on of structural BMPs) ~s avaalable m the
sus,t’~cted to be in the discharge, based techrucal B~tP manuals (M-WCOG, 1991;
on _~122.21(g)(~(ili) and (iv) (Section S~hueler, 1987; WD()E 1991; az~d EPA 1990c).
3.3) The following sum.mary of structural and

source conU’ol BMPs draws extensively from
If a murucipali .ty believes (based on the those manuals.

result~ of moratonng and ir~spections) that an
mdusmal .l~acllirv is nOt meeting it~ NPDESApplicant~ should note that CWA Section
perrrut requarements, the murucipality should 404 permit~ may be required for some
peutmn the NPDES authority to either require smactural controls, inducting any control
the facility, to change it~ pollution prevention projects that involve the discharge of dredged
plan or ir~titute an erfforcement action, or fill material into waters of the United States,
Murucipalities may also file citizen suit~ under including wetlands. States may also require
CWA Section 505 to eniorce tl~ conditions of permit~ that addr~ water quality and
the NPDES permit, quantity. To the extent possible, municipalities

¯ should avoid locating structural controls in
natural wetlands. Before considering siting of

6A STRUCTURAt CON’I’ROLS controls in a natural wetland, the municipality
should demonstrate that it is not possible or

6.~.1 Description of Structtttal Cont~oL~ practicable to consla’uct them in sites that do
not contain natural wetlands, and that the u~e

Applican~ are required to identify the of other nonstructural or ~ource contro[~ a~
location of major structural controls for storm not practicable or as eHective. Ln addition,
water (reten~on basir~, detention basin.~, major impa¢’~ to wetlancl~ should be minimized by
irff’iltration devices, et¢.) in Part 1 of the identifying those wetlands that ar~ severely
application [§122.26(d)(1)(iii)(B)($)]. In Part 2, degraded or that d~:~nd on runoff as the
applicant~ must describe additional controls primary water source. Moreover, natural
that they plan to implement [§122..26(d)(2)(iv)]. wetlands should only be ~ in coniunction
The controls must address the activities with other practices, so that the wetland serves
described in Section 6.3. In addition, thea "final polishing" function (u~ually targeting
applicant must describe maintenancereduction of primary nulzient~ and ~liment~).
procedures [§122.26(d)(2)(iv)(A)(I),dNin Finally, practice~ should be ~ that settle
Section 6.4,.2]. Later, when the municipality solids, regulate flow, imd remove ¢onl~minantz
submit~ it~ annual report, it will have to report prior to di~:harging storm water into a
on it~ progres~ in implementing the~ controls wetland.
[§122A2(c)(1), di.~na.~d in Section 7.3 of this
guidance]. Another concern for siting ¢on~ol~ is the

possible adverse effet’t that infill~-ation and
The matrix in Exhibit 6-3 provides de~ntion con~’ol~ may have on ground water.

in/ormation on commonly u.~ed sti’uctural and ~ issue is addre~sed in more detail in
source cont~l BMPs. Structttral practices to Section 7.2.3.
control urban storm water runoff rely on three
basic mechart~ms: �let~ntion, i.n_t-ill~ation‘ and
filtration. More detailed t~:hrtical reformation
about source controls (particularly m the
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Exhibit 6-3
Structural Controls Matrix

CONTROL AND
MAINTENANCE ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES
REQUIREMENTS i ~

Extended Detention Dry Basin ¯ Provides peak flow control ¯ Low removal rates for soluble polluta~t~
¯ Possible to provide good particulates removal ¯ Generally not feasible for drainage areas less

¯ Periodic mowing * Can serve large development than 10 acres
¯ Regular debris removal ¯ Requires less capital cost and land area when ¯ If not adequately maintained, can bet~ome a
¯ Sediment removal annually compared to wet basin nuisance; (becomes unsightly, bre~ls

¯ Does not usually release warmed or oxygen- and creates undesirable odors)
depleted water downstream ¯ Periodic mowing and maintenance can be

¯ Protects against downstream channel erosion detrimental to nesting birds or other animals
¯ Can create valuable wetland and meadow habitat inhabiting the area

when properly landscaped

Vegetative Filter Strip ¯ Low maintenance requirements ¯ May concentrate water, significantly reduci~g
¯ Can be used as part of the runoff conveyance effectiveness

¯ Inspection system to provide pretreatment ¯ Soluble pollutant removal highly variable
¯ Fertilizer use if necessary to ¯ Can reduce particulate pollutant levels in areas ¯ Limited feasibility in highly urbanized areas

maintain stable vegetation where runoff velocity is low to moderate where runoff velocities are high and flow is
¯ Enhances urban wildlife habitat diversity concentrated
¯ Economical ¯ Requires periodic repair, regrading, and

sediment removal to prevent channelizati(n~
¯ Maintenance can be detrimental to nesting birds

or other animals inhabiting the area
¯ Fertilizer use can lead to higher nutrient Ioading~

in storm water runoff

Grassed Swale ¯ Requires minimal land area ¯ Low pollutant removal rates
¯ Can be used as part of the runoff conveyance ¯ Leaching from culverts and fertilized law.s may

¯ Periodic mowing system to provide pretreatment actually increase the presence of trace metals
¯ Fertilizer use if necessary to ¯ Can provide sufficient runoff control to replace nutrients

maintain stable vegetation curb and gutter in single-family residential ¯ Fertilizer use can lead to higher nutrient loading~
subdivisions and on highway medians in storm water runoff

¯ Economical and aesthetically pleasing



Exhibit 6-3 (continued)
Structural Controls Matrix

Porous Pavement * Provides ground water recharge * Requires regular maintenance
¯ Provides water quality control without additional ¯ Possible risks of ground water contamination

¯ Routine removal of fine consumption of land ¯ Only feasible where soil is permeable, of
particles from surface ¯ Can provide peak flow control " sufficient depth to bedrock and water table, and

¯ High removal rates for sediment, nutrients, organic gentle slopes are present
¯ May need weight limit of matter, and trace metals ¯ Not suitable for areas with high traffic volume or

traffic imposed for protection ¯ When operating pr~q,~,-ly can replicate pre- heavy vehicles
development hydroh,,~:, conditions ¯ Need extensive feasibility tests, inspections, and

¯ Eliminates the need f,,, .-.torm water drainage, very high level of construction workmanship
conveyance, and treatment systems off-site ¯ High failure rate due to clogging

¯ Not suitable to serve large offsite pervious areas
¯ Limited use in snowy climates where sanding

and salting operations occur

(~oncrete Grid Pavement ¯ Provides peak flow control ¯ Requires regular maintenance
¯ Provides ground water recharge ¯ Not suitable for area with high traffic volume

¯ Periodic mowing, if planted ¯ Provides water quality control without additional ¯ Possible risk of contaminating ground water
consumption of land ¯ Only feasible where soil is permeable, of

sufficient depth to bedrock and water table, anti
gentle slopes are present

Filtration Basin ¯ Ability to accommodate moderately large-sized ¯ Requires pretreatment of storm water through
development (3-80 acres) sedimentation to prevent filter media from

¯ Periodic vacuuming and ¯ Flexibility to provide or not provide ground water premature clogging

¯ Can provide peak volume control



Exhibit 6-3 (continued)
Structural Controls Matrix

CONTROL AND
MAINTF~/ANC!~, ~ ADVANTAGF..S DISADVANTAGES

Wet Retention Basin * Provides peak flow control ¯ Generally not feasible for drainage area less than
¯ Can serve large devdopments; most effective for 10 acres

¯ Periodic dredging, preferably large, intensively developed sites ¯ Potential for safety and liability issues if
from forebay area, if ¯ Enhances species diversity, aesthetics, and provides properly built and maintained
properly designed recreational benefits ¯ If not adequately maintained, can become a

¯ Little ground water discharge nuisance; (becomes unsightly, breeds mosquitos,
¯ Mowing of impoundment to ¯ Permanent pool in wet ponds helps prevent scour and creates undesirable odors)

prevent successional growth and resuspension of sediments ¯ Requires considerable space, which limits use in
¯ Provides moderate to high removal of both densely urbanized areas with expensive land and

particulate and soluble pollutants property values
¯ Not suitable for hydrologic soil groups "A" anti

"B" (SCS dassification)
¯ Potential for thermal discharge and oxygen

depletion, which may severely impact
downstream aquatic life

Extended Deten~io~Wet Basin ¯ Provides peak flow control ¯ Not feasible for drainage area less than 10 acres
¯ Can serve large developments; most effective for ¯ Potential for safety and liability issues if not

¯ Periodic dredging of large, intensively developed sites properly built and maintained
sediment forebay ¯ Enhances species diversity, aesthetics, and provides̄ if not adequately maintained, can become a

recreational benefits nuisance; (becomes unsightly, breeds mosquit~es,
~ Permanent pool in we~ ponds helps prevent scour and create~ undesirable odors)

and resuspension of sediments ¯ Requires considerable space, which limits use in
¯ Provides be~ter nutrient removal than ~raditional densely urbanized areas with expensive land and

wet basin property values
¯ Not suitable for hydrologic soil groups "A" and

"B" (~CS classification)
¯ Potential for thermal discharge and oxygen

depletion, which may severely impact
downstream aquatic life

~outt~: I~odl~ed from M1/~COG, 1991; ~w.l~u~ler 19ff7; and WDOI~, 1991.



0.4.1.1 Detention Controls ex~stang wetlands should generally be avoided.
The flooding effect of impounding and

Detention controls temporarily store storm detairung water is a particular concern if the
water runoff to control peak runoff rates and upstream watershed drains more than 250
pro~-ide a reduction in pollutant concentrations acres, because the volume of runoff and
by the gravitational settling of suspended solidsrequired detention times can cause inundation
and associated contaminants. Except for of upstream channels, to occur.
incidental losses due to evaporation or
percolation, essentially all the detained water is Detention controls incorporating multiple
subsequently discharged to a surface water pond systems and/or constructed storm water
conveyance (e.g., a stream or MS4). The most wetlands also treat runoff through the
common examples of detention practices are processes of absorpl~on, filtration, biological
extended detention basins and wet (retention) uptake, volatilization, precipitation, and
basins, microbial decomposition. Recent investigations

by the Metropolitan Washington Council of
Variations on these basic detention controls ~ovemrnents suggest that multiple pond

include constructed storm water wetlands and systems, in particular’, have shown potential to
multiple pond systems. These types of controls provide higher and more consistent levels of
also rely on detaining flows (leading to tream~ent than traditional detention controls.
sedimentation) as the primary means of The redundancy afforded by the multiple pond
pollutant removal.    Recent investigations system generally increases the reliability of the
suggest that wetlands vegetation within a control. However, the potential concerns and
detention control can also reduce nutrient loads drawbacks affecting retention basins also apply
and certain other pollutants by incorporating to these systems. Many of these systems are
them into plant tissue. , currently being designed to include vegetative

buffers and deep ’water areas to enhance
If properly designed, detention controls can wildlife habitat and to improve the appearance

protect downstream channels by reducing the of the facility. If a municipality selects one of
frequency of bankfull flood events and these more innovative designs, it should
associated erosion. Reduction in velocity and recognize that periodic maintenance is
sediment load is also important for minimizing necessary. The effectiveness of these controls,
the adverse impacts of discharges to MS4s. like most controls., depends on proper
Detention facilities also can provide terrestrial operation, maintenance, and monitoring of the
and aquatic wildlife habitat if they are entire system.
landscaped and planted appropriately.

Wet (Retention) Basins
When considering detention controls, the

municipality, should consider the potential Wet (retention) basins are designed to
negative effects of downstream warming that maintain a permanent pool of water and
may be caused by the shallowness of the water temporarily store storm water runoff until it is
in the control. The municipality should also released at a controlled rate. Unlike extended
consider negativeimpactsofdetentioncontrols,detention ponds, wet basins cannot detain
such as reduced baseflow; bacterial runoff for long time.~, because most of their
contamination due to waterfowl; and potential storage capacity is needed for holding the
impacts to wildlife from concentrated permanent pool. Enhanced designs include a
contaminants, waterfow! diseases, and forebay to trap incoming sediment where it can
maintenance practices. Safety and liability be easily removed. A fringe wetland also can
issues and nuisance factors, such as mosquitoesbe established around the perimeter of the
and odor, also should be considered. Settingbasin. Similar to detention controls, locating
detention controls in sensitive floodplains or in
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retention basins in sensitive floodplains or although there areappropnate applications for
e×istmg wetlands should be avoided if possible, all three separator designs. Oil/grit separators

based on the API design consist of three
Extended Detention Basins                  chambers. The first chamber removes coarse

material and debris. The second chamber
Extended detention basins temporarily provides separation of oil, grease, and gasoline

detain a portion of storm water runoff for 24 to from the storm water runoff; and the third
48 hours after a storm, gradually releasing the chamber provides a safety relief should a
stored water through a fixed opening to allow blockage occur.
urban pollutants to settle out. The basins
normally return to a "dry" condition between Recent experiences have shown that,
storm events and do not have any permanentbecause of their volume limitations, oil/grit
standing water. These basins are typically separators have limited pollutant removal
composed of two stages: an upper stage, which effectiveness. They are perhaps the best
remains dry except during larger storms, and a example of a structural control that -is only
lower stage, which is designed for typical effective with freqruent maintenance. Proper
storms. Pollutant removal from extended disposal of the standing water, trapped
detention basins can be enhanced if they are sediments, and floating hydrocarbons are
equipped with plunge pools near the inlet, a problems in the few locations that have been
micropool at the outlet, and an adjustable studied.
reverse-sloped pipe as the extended detention
control device. Constructed Stot~ Water Wetlands

Water Quality Inlets Constructed ston, n water wetlands are a~
hybrid, drawing on elements of detention and "

Water quality inlets (also referred to as retention basins. Constructed storm water -:..;:~
catch basins)are small underground systems wetlands are shallow pools and are often ::;:i!i;:?
that, like retention basins, rely on settling to designed to simulate the pollutant removal
remove pollutants before discharging water to functions of natunfl wetlands. Enhanced
the MS4. Several designs of water quality designs may include a sediment forebay,
inlets exist. In their simplest form, catch basins carefully contoured topography, and multiple
are single-chambered storm water inlets with species of wetland l:.lants. Consm~cted storm
the bottom lowered to provide 2 to 4 feet of water wetlands, wNle a promising technology
additional space between the outlet pipe and for pollutant removal from storm water, may
the bottom of the structure for collection of not replicate all the ecological functions of
trash and sediment. Some water quality inlets natural wetlands.
include a second chamber with a sand filter to
provide additional removal by filtration. The 6.4.1.2 Infiltration Controls
first chamber provides effective removal of
coarse particles and helps prevent premature Infiltration controls rely chiefly on
clogging of the filter media, absorption to treat storm water discharges. In

the ideal case, storm water percolates through
Water quality inlets may include an oil/grit a porous medium and into native soils where

separator. There are 3 basic types of oil/grit filtration" and biological action remove
separators: the spill control (SC), the coalescing pollutants. Typical controls of this type include
plate interceptor (CPI), and a design credited to infiltration trenches, infiltration basins, filtration
the American Petroleum Institute (API). Most basins, porous pavernent, and concrete or block
of the oil/grit separators that are promoted for pavers. Systems tl~it rely on soft absorption
use in reducing hydrocarbon loads in storm work best in deep, highly permeable soils tl~t
water are a modification of the API design,
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are at least four feet away from the seasonalpollutant removal, and to ensure that the basin
ground-water table, is ready to receive the next storm. The runoff

entering the basin is usually pretreated to
The Soil Conservation Service (SCS)remove coarse sediment that may clog the

classifies soils into four major soil groups A-D.surface soil pores on the basin floor.
The soil groups are as follows: Concentrated runoff may flow through a

sediment trap or by sheet flow (vegetative filter
Group A: Sand, loamy sand strip).
Group B: Sandy loam, loam
Group C: Silt loam, sandy clay loam Infiltral~on Trenches
Group D: Clay loam, silty clay loam, sandy

clay, silty clay, and day Infiltration trenches are shallow (e.g., 2 to
10 feet deep) excavated ditches or vaults that

Soils in Group A provide the highesthave been backfilled with a coarse stone
infiltration rate while soils in Group D provideaggregate. The aggregate forms an under-
the lowest. Suitable soils for infiltration-typeground reservoir that has approximately 40
controls typically fall in soil groups A and B.percent void space. Storm water runoff
Other types of soils may be suitable, provideddiverted into the trench gradually infiltrates
the clay content does not exceed 30 percentfrom the bottom of th.e trench into the subsoil
(clay has very low hydraulic conductivity),and eventually into the ground water.
The clay content of soil may be determinedVariations in the design of infiltration trenches
from the SCS soil textural triangle, which can include dry wells and percolation pits that are
be found in many civil engineering referencesdesigned to control small volumes of runofL
texts, such as the runoff from a rooftop. A more

-~’- ’ complex variation is the enhanced infiltration
If suitable soils are available, thetrench, which is equipped with filter fabric or

.. widespread use of infiltration in a watersheda more extensive pretreatment system to
can be useful in helping to maintain, restore, orremove sediment and oil. Depending on the
replicate pre~levelopment hydrology. Specificquality of the runoff, pretreatment may be
benefits of infiltration often include increasednecessary to lower the failure rate of the trench.
dry-weather baseflow in streams and aInfiltration trenches are generally best suited
reduction in the frequency of bankfull floods,for drainage areas of less than 10 acres. They
However, infiltration systems are notare particularly applicable for use on residential
recommended unless soil conditions warrant,lots, small commercial areas, down slope from
Also, infiltration should not be used whereparking lots, and under drainage swales.
ground water requires protection.    For
example, the use of infiltration-type controls Grassed Swales
may not be appropriate in areas that recharge
sole source aquifers. A grassed swale is an infiltration method

that is usually used as a form of pretreatment
Infiltration Basins before discharging r~anoff to another storm

water control device (e.g., a detention basin).
Infiltration basins are areas that ~terceptHowever, the grassed swale itself is a control

incoming storm water runoff and temporarilythat can remove .�;ignificant amounts of
store it until it gradually infiltrates into the soilpollutants through sediment entrainment. A
surrounding the basin. Infiltration basinsgrassed swale is a shallow, vegetated, man-
should be designed to control drainage areasmade ditch with the bottom elevation above
ranging from about 5 to 50 acres. They alsothe water table to allow runoff to infiltrate into
should dram within 48 to 72 hours to maintainthe ground water. The vegetation helps to
aerobic conditions favoring bacteria that aid in
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prevent erosion, filters sediment, and allows forand adsorption. After passing through the:
some uptake of nutrients, filtration media, the treated water is usually

directed to a stream or M54, although it may
Porous Pavement                          be evaporated or percolated into the ground.

Filtration controls include filter strips, grass
Porous pavement, which is basicallyswales, and sand filters. Sand filters are

traditional asphalt aggregate without the fineparticularly useful for ground water protection.
particles, is an alternative to conventionalApplicants must consider the influence of
pavement. Proper design and application ofclimate when they select vegetative systems.
this control can reduce or eliminate the need
for curbs and gutters, storm drains and sewers, Vegetative Filter Strips
and offside controls. Instead, runoff is diverted
through a porous asphalt layer into an Vegetative filter strips (also called bio-
underground stone reservoir. The storedfilters) are vegetated sections of land designed
runoff gradually exfiltrates out of the stoneto accept runoff as overland sheet flow from
reserv6ir into the subsoil. Soil considerationsupstream development. They may adopt any
are important when evaluating thenatural vegetated form, from grassy meadow to
appropriateness of this control. Generally,small forest. The dense vegetative cover
grades should be gentle, and subsoil should befadlitates sediment reduction and pollutant
at least 3 feet thick (tO bedro~.k) and moderatelyremoval. Filter strips cannot treat high-velocity
permeable (capable of infiltrating about oneflows. Therefore, these strips generally have
half inch per hour). Because porous pavementbeen recommended for use in agriculture and
tends to clog with fine sediments and becauselow-density development and other situations
it loses its effectiveness under heavy loads, itswhere runoff does not tend to be concentrated.
application should generally be limited to low-Unlike grassed swales, filter strips are effective
traffic areas (e.g., overflow parking areas) andonly for overland sheet flow, as oppo~,ci to :~..
areas that are not exposed to large bearingconcentrated flow’.    Grading and level-:i:i-:~.;~
loads caused by heavy vehicles, spreaders can be u,~l to reduce the energy of

concentrated flows and disl2dbute the runoff
Concrete Grid Pavement evenly across the filter strip. Vegetative filter

strips are often u~:l as pretreatment for other
Concrete grid pavement has concrete blocksstructural practices, such as infiltration

with regularly interdisper~ed void areas thattrenches. Leaving a buffer of natural
are filled with pervious materials, such asvegetation along an urban stream valley is an
gravel, sand, or grass. The blocks are typicallyexample of a vegetative filter strip and also an
placed on a sand or gravel base. They areexample of a nonsl~’uctural control.
usually designed to provide a load-bearing
surface adequate for supporting vehicles, wlxile Filtration Basins
allowing irffiltration of surface water into the
underlying soil. Filtration basins a.re usually small

impoundments lined with filter media, such as
6.4.1.3 Filtration Controls sand or gravel. Storm water drains through

the filter media and perforated pipes into the
Filtration controls treat storm water flowssubsoil. For opi~mal pollul~t removal,

by using vegetation or sand to filter and settlerecommended deter~tion rimes range from 2~ to
pollutants. Generally, these controls are most48 hours with a m~rnum drainage area of
effective before the flows become concentratedabout 50 acres. Grassed swales or other
(e.g., sheet flow). In certain instances,structural controls c~n be used to filter coarse
infiltration and treatment in the subsoil alsosediment~ and thereby minimize clogging of
may occur through the processes of absorptionthe filter medium.
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6.4.2 biaintenance Activities irffiltrat~on devices. Maintenance programs
should address measures for catch basins and

After summarizing the location of majordrainage channelsin additionto major
st~-uctural storm water controls, applicants muststructural controls.
submit a description of maintenance activities
and a maintenance schedule for structuralThe proposed program should provide for
controls to reduce pollutants, maintenance logs and identify specific

maintenance activities for each class of control,
such as removing sediment from retention

§I~.26(d)(2)(iv)~A)(1). [The application must ponds every five yea~.~, cleaning catch basins
include a] description of maintenance annually, and removing litter from channels
activities and a maintenance schedule for twice a year. If ma~untenance activities are
struc~u~ral controls to reduce pollutants scheduled infrequentJy, inspections must be
(including floatables) in discharges from ScheduledtO ensure that the control ismunicipal separate storm sewers.

operating adequately. In cases where
scheduledmaintenance is not appropriate,
maintenance should be based on inspections of

Typical maintenance requirements include: the control structure or frequency of storm
events. If maintenance depends on the results

¯ Inspection of basins and ponds afterof inspections or if it occurs infrequently, the
every major storm for the first fewapplicant must provide an inspection schedule.
months after construction and annuallyThe applicant shoul.d also identify the
thereafter; municipal department(s) responsible for the

maintenance program.
¯ Mowing of grass fl’~ter strips and swales

at the frequency necessary to prevent Municipalities should use caution in
woody growth and promote denseadopting controls that do not have sufficient
vegetation; history of use for their performance

characteristics and ma~intenance requirements
¯ Regular removal of litter and debristo be adequately evaluated. A good example is

from dry, ponds, forebays, and waterthe oil/grit separator used on small commercial
quality inlets; or retail sites. Some municipalities have

required the use of the:~ technologies, but due
¯ Periodic stabilization and revegetationto poor performance, municipalities have often

of eroded areas; rescinded the requirement. In these cases, it is
not clear whether the control technology was

¯ Periodic removal and replacement ofineffective or the maintenance program was
filter media from infiltration trenchesflawed.
and filtration ponds;

Because maintenance is critical to successful
¯ Dee.v tilling of infiltration basins toprogram implementation, it must be considered

maintain infiltrative capability; and throughout the term of the permit. Applicants
may wish to develop a matrix that idenl~fies

¯ Frequent vacuuming or jet hosing ofmaintenance tasks on a timeline indicating
porous pavement or concrete gridcriteria for inspection, ~epair, and replacement.
pavements. PERT charts, GANT charts, or other critical

path analyses (available for personal
Lack of maintenance often limits thecomputers) can help organize a maintenance

effectiveness of storm water structural controlsprogram and schedule. For a summarized
such as detention/retention basins and
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listing of appropriate maintenance activitiesOpportunities for controlling storm water :
and schedules refer to the matrix in Exhibit 6-3.quality problems that are identified through the

inventory, process can be evaluated on a site°
6.4.3 Considerationsfor Planning and specific basis and included in the proposed

Siting Controls management progra:m.

The storm water management program There are several benefits to the
should describe the criteria used to identifyestablishment ofstructural controls on
that a particular structural control is warrantedmunicipal lands:
and the circumstances under which it will be
required. The possibilities for new control sites ¯ Municipal la~nds often provide greater
should be evaluated for their storm water retrofit opportunities because they
quali.ty control potential. Guidelines and typically do not require additional
performance standards that identify specific property purchases;
structural controls for new development should
be proposed in the procedures for new ° Munidpal lands ensure opportunities to
development. From this evaluation, priorities provide future maintenance and
based on the feasibility of implementing a security in preservation of the retrofit
particular control at a given location can be control;
determined.

¯ Applicants may be able to adapt
6.4.3.1 Use of Municipal Lands existing mu~,idpal functions (such as

industrial pretreatment program
Applicants should ~iiscuss existing major implementation, fire-safety inspections,,

structural controls and sites that have the and flood-control activities)to address
potential for new structural controls which storm water quality concerns
could be installed on municipal lands and other (Expanding their mission to address"
major rights-of-way (e.g., major roads and storm water concerns may be more
highways). Note that existing controls are cost-effective than initiating entirely
identified in Part 1 applications [(~122.26(d) new programs.);
(1)(iti)(B)(5)]. The location of publicly owned
parks, recreational areas, and other open areas ¯ Applicants may be able to adapt
are also identified [§122.26(d)(1)(iii)(6)]. functions of development on municipal

lands (such as planning, zoning, and
To determine what storm water quality construction oversight functions); and

controls are necessary for public lands and
facilities, current activities and functions that ¯ After considering controls on municipal
may affect the quality of storm water lands, the applicant will be in a better
discharges should be identified. Such activities position to address the private land
and functions include parks, trails, and other under its jurisdiction.
recreational land uses, road maintenance and
snow management, and storage and repairAs a precaution, however, applicants need to
yards/shops for municipal vehicles. Anconsider potential conflicts arising over the
inventory of public land uses may be necessarymultiple use of pubIic lands. Criteria other
to help make determinations of what controlsthan land ownership (e.g., locating controls
are needed. An effective inventory shoulddownstream of developed areas) also should be
involve coordination among all of the localconsidered when d~.~iding where to locate
departments and agencies that have authoritystorm water runoff controls.
over the use of public lands and facilities.
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6.4.3.2 Use of Private Lands flexibili.ty (and opporturu~) to incorporate
BMPs exists prior to final land use decisions

A municipality also may incorporate storm and construction acti’~ities (see Section 6.3.1.1)
water quality controls into its land use plan to
indicate controls that may be necessary for new 6.4.3.3 Siting Considerations
development. Some of the best opportunities
to prevent pollution and to implement effective Imperviousness
storm water quality, controls occur during
development. Local governments typically The degree of imperviousness affects the
play a strong role in overseeing new concentration of pollutants in storm water,
development and have, or can adapt,which in turn affects the type of structural
administrative irdrastructure to address storm controls that may :be necessary. As the
water quality concerns, imperviousness of an area increases, the runoff

volume and the pollutant loading increase.
The storm water management process Studies show that rur~off from industrial areas,

should begin with land use planning and which generally have a high degree of
zoning and continue through the development imperviousness, can have a wider variety and
and redevelopment processes. Municipalities greater concentration of pollutants than runoff
generally can obtain commitments from land from other land uses. Recent studies also
developers more easily prior to relinquishing indicate that the degree of imperviousness can
jurisdictional leverage over the parcel where be inferred from the level of degradation in
the potential control is to be located. Leverage urban receiving streams. (For example, see
can be achieved through plan approval or Schueler 1991 and Klien !979.) Population
zoning changes. The ~egotiation process for projections will not indicate the degree to
the dedication, condemnation, or other which indusi~’ial land use will increase unless
acquisition of land and the process for getting planning and zoning information is also
the land developer to construct or otherwise considered.
implement controls will vary dramatically
among municipalities, parlicularly among those Soil Conditions
in different States.

Controls designed to infiltrate storm water
Source and structural controls are most will be affected by site specific soil conditions.

cost-effective when development is planned For example, clay content of the soil and the
with storm water quality controls in mind. antecedent moisture content (degree of soil
However, it is probably more appropriate for saturation at the time of a given storm event)
the municipality to propose a flexible plan that will strongly influence the effectiveness, and
specifies a variety of program objectives therefore the applicability, of infiltration
through the development process rather thancontrols for a given location.
identifying a certain priority and rigid
schedule. Other benefits of early and flexible 6.5 PROGRAM AND SCHEDULE TO
planning include ecological diversity, wetlands DETECT AND R’EMOVE ILLICIT
preservation, and the creation of controls that DISCHARGES AND IMPROPER
also function as amenities. Comprehensive DISPOSAL
land use plans, zoning ordinances, and
subdivision ordinances are important NPDES permits for discharges from MS4s
mechanisms to implement these controls early require effective detection and removal from
in the development process. Consideration of the MS4 of illicit or improper discharges and
storm water quality during pre-development is disposal.
one of the most effective ways to implement
controls. This is because the maximum
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orders, ordinances, and other legal authorities
§l~.26rd)(2)(iv)fB). [The application must necessary to prevent illicit discharges to the
include a] description of a program, including MS4.
a scheduie, to detect and remove (or require
the discharger to the muniopal separate
storm sewer to obtain a separate NrpDES
permit for) illicit discharges and improper §122.26(d)(2)(iv)(B)(I). [The application must
disposal into the storm sewer, include a] description of a program, including

Lnspections, to implement and enforce an
ordinance, orders or similar means to prevent
illicit discharges to fine municipal separate

The NURP study concluded that the quality storm sewer system; this program description
" shall address all ty~.~s of illicit discharges,of urban runoff can be adversely impacted by

however the following category of non-stormillicit connections and illegal dumping. Often,
water discharges or flows shall be addressed

large amounts of wastes, particularly used oils, where such discharges are identified by the
are improperly disposed of in storm sewers, municipality as sotm:es of pollutants to
Elimination of these sources of pollutantswaters of the United States ....[th~se ~ources
would result in a dramatic improvement in the are listed in the guidance].

quality of storm water discharges from MS4s.
Procedures to eliminate such discharges should
be an important part of the proposed
management program. This proposed management program

component also sbould describe how the
The regulatory requirement cited above isprohibition on illi(’it discharges will be

intended to directly impJement the mandate ofimplemented and enforced. The description,
Section 402(p)(3)(B)(ii) of the CWA, whichshould include a schedule and allocation of
requires permits for MS4s to effectivelystaff and resources. A direct linkage should..::.."~prohibit non-storm water discharges into storm exist between this program component and the "":: ~
sewers. In certain instances, the most adequate legal authority requirements for the
appropriate action will be for the municipalityordinances and orders to effectively implement
to ensure that illicit discharges become coveredthe prohibition of illicit discharges.
by a NPDES permit. However, in most cases,
elimination of illicit discharges or improper While this progra~m component is required
dumping is the appropriate focus of thisto prohibit all types of illicit discharges, the
program component. The quality of stormfollowing categories of non-storm water
water runoff from inner-city core areas,discharges need only be prohibited by the MS4
particularly in older parts of the country, when they are identified by the MS4 as sources
would benefit most from this component, of pollutants to waters of the United States:

The applicant should propose a schedule ¯ Water line flttshing
for implementing this program component * Landscape imgation
throughout the initial permit tenn. This ¯ Diverted stream flows
schedule should reflect the priorities identified * Rising ground waters
by the municipality during the application ° Uncontaminated ground water
process and be based on the problems infiltration [as defined at 40 ~
particular to the specific MS4. 35.2005(20)] to separate storm sewers

¯ Uncontaminated pumped ground water
6.5.1 Prohibiting Illicit Discharges ° Discharges from potable water sources

¯ Foundation drains
The proposed management program must ¯ Air conditioning condensation

include a description of inspection procedures, ¯ Irrigation water
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¯ Springs 6.5.2 Field Screening
¯ Water from crawl space pumps
¯ Footing drains Part 1 of the application requires applicants
¯ Lawn watering to submit the results of field screening studies
¯ Individual residential car washing to evaluate the possible occurrence of illicit
¯ Flows from riparian habitats andconnections and improper dumping

wetlands [§122.26(d)(1)(iv)(D)]. Dry weather flows that
¯ Dechlorinated swimming pool were encountered during the initial field

discharges screening were sampled and analyzed. The
¯ Street wash water analysis was intended to provide information

about illicit connections and improper
While EPA does not consider these flows todumping.

be innocuous, they are only regulated by the
storm water program to the extent that they In Part 2, applicants are required to
may be identified as significant sources ofpropose procedures for continued field
pollutants to waters of the United States underscreening dunng the term of the permit.
certain drcumstances. If an applicant knows,
for example, that landscape imgation water
from a particular site flows through and picks
up pestiddes or excess nutrients from fertilizer
applications, there may be a reasonable
potential for a storm water discharge to result
in a water quality impact. In such an event,
the applicant should contact the NPDES
permitting authority to request that the
authority order the discharger to the MS4 to
obtain a separate NPDES permit (or in this Applicants can propose to use procedures
case, the dischargecouldbecontrolled throughsimilar to those used for field screening
the storm water management pr~:g_-.~m of therequired in Part I of the application or they can
MS4). propose alternabve procedures and techniques.

The Part 1 field screening requirements are
The applicant should con,sider the specificfound in §122.26(d)(l)(iv)(D) and are explained

land use, age, and stage of development in thisin the Part 1 guidance manual.
program component. For example, one study
in an established metropolitan area found that The Part 2 proposed field screening
60 percent of automobile-related businesses hadprogram component s]t~ould describe areas of
improper storm drain connections. While somethe system where the continuation of the field
of the problems discovered in this study werescreening program will be conducted and the
the result of improper plumbing or illegalrationale for selecting these areas. For
connections to storm drains, the majority of theexample, the rationale for continuing field
connections were approved by the municipalityscreening at a given location might be that a
when they were built, wide variation in results was obtained during

the initial screens. In addition, the applicant
For problem identification and problem-should propose field s<~ening for a portion of

solving, a municipality may elect to implementany recently-identified major ouffalls that were
a follow-up study that traces identifiednot known to the applicant when it prepared
pollution incidents to their source (e.g., up theits Part 1 application, provided sampling of
system). A variety of pollutant-tracingthese outfalls is safe and practicable.
techniques and field ~creening can be used to
identify illicit discharges.
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The potential for illicit discharges and Applicants should propose criteria to
improper disposal is generally higher for areasidentify portions of the system where follow-up
of older development, areas with manyinvestigations are appropriate. For example,
automobile-related industries, and areas withcalculating a frequency distribution of dry
significant numbers of heavy industrialweather flows at each screening site could aid
facilities. Therefore, in most cases applicantsin establishing criteria to identify where follow-
should include these areas in the proposedup investigations are appropriate.
field screening program.

Procedures to investigate priority locations
The description of the field screerungfor illicit connections include inspection of the

component should provide a detailed summarystorm sewer system, use of remote-control
of the departmental responsibility for fieldcameras, on-site ins|K~_’tions and dye-testing at
activities, frequency of inspections, procedurespriority or suspect facilities, and additional
and equipment to be used, and the proceduresdischarge monitoring to pinpoint pollutant
for documenting field activities, both in thesources. In some cases, these investigations
field and in the office. Generally, the Part 2maybe coordinated ~th pretreatrnent program
field screening program should reflect ainspections. Such approachesaresummarized
continuously narrowing process to ~race illicitin Exhibit 6-4. Coordinating inspections can be
and improper sources, a very effective use of resources. For example,

portions of the sanit~try sewer system that need
6.5.3 Investigation of Potential Illicit evaluation to detect illicit discharge may

Discharges already be undergoing inspection by operators
of the municipal treatment plant.

In order to sub,nit a comprehensive ,proposed management program, applicants are A checklist should be developed for
required to describe procedures for inspectors to use to detect illicit connections.    " :-:
investigating portions of the municipal system The checklist should be structured to ensure a ~ >i~j
where field screening or other information comprehensive evaluation of the problem and
indicates a reasonable potential for illicitstipulate the use of the easiest and least
discharges, expensive detection methods first.

Regardless of the format in which
§122.26(d)(2)(iv)(B)(3). [The application must information is compiled (e.g., table, list, text
include a] description of procedures to be description), EPA suggests that the applicant
followed to investigate portions of the prepare a map ide, n~ying ~ location of
separate storm sewer system that, ~ on suspected problem a~’eas. The map should bethe results of the field screen, or other

provided as part of t_he Part 2 application.appropriate information, indicate a reara~nable
potential of containing illicit di~.harges or
other sources of non-~torm water (such The proposed program component
procedures mayinclude: sampling description sbould describe a step-by-step
procedures for constituents such as fecal process to investigate, identify, and prohibit
cotiform, fecal streW, surfactants illicit discharges. If field screening leads t~
(MBAS), residual chlorine, fluorides ~nd positive tests of fecal coliform, fecal strept-potassium; testing with fluorometric dyes; or

oco~¢us, surfactants, residual chlorine,conducting in ~torm sewer inspections where
fluorides, or potassi~:h-n, a municipality sl~uldsafety and other considerations allow. Such

de~’~’iption shall include the location of storm reconsider whether any of the non-storm water
sewers that have been identified f~r such discl~a’ges described! in Section 6.5.1 are the
evaluation), source (see previous se~"tion).
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Exhibit 6-4
Sample Illicit Discharge Investigation Procedures Options

Results of Initial , Proceduzes foJr Comments
Field Screen ~ Detailed Analysis

Plumbing ur~dentifiable Cameras Effective for identi-
fying deterioration

Uncertain use On-site inspections May be combined with
of facility other inspections

Several facilities Dye-testing Simple and accurate if
or complex plumbing system not interconnected

Unusual pollutants Monitoring Particularly useful
for fingerpnnl~ng

6.5.4 Spill Response and Prevention management. The goal of a spill-prevention
program is to reduce the frequency and extent

The proposed management program mustof spills of hazardous materials, oils, and other
describe procedures that~the municipality willmaterials which cart cause water quality
implement during the term of the permit toimpairment. Spill-containment programs may
prevent, contain, and respond to spills thatestablish minimum chemical storage and
may discharge into the MS4. handling requirement2~, require users to submit

prevention and con~’ol plans, and ensure site
inspections. The content of the descriptions

§122.26(d)(2)(iv)(B)(4). [The application must that should be submitted with the Part 2
include a] description of procedures to application for each of these program elements
prevent, contain, and respond to spi~ that is discussed in more detail below.
may discharge into the municipal separate
storm sewer. Spill-response programs are intended to

reduce risk to the public and the environment.
Although these programs tend to focus on

The murdcipaiity and the property ownersissues of public health and safety, such as
(and/or operators) of sites where spills mayexposure to toxic materials, fires, or explosions,
occur need to implement procedures tospill-response teams should attempt to prevent
prevent, contain and respond to spills. Oneor minimize contamination of surface water,
way to implement these procedures is toground water, and soil. Spill-response
modify the land use planning process andprograms often requi~.~ a coordinated response
ordinance enforcement. Such modificationsfrom a number of municipal departments (e.g.,
would require notification and emergencyfire, police, health, and public works).
preparedness procedures for any land useMunicipalities should describe how response
activity, that could lead to leaks and spills,procedures within th~.c~e programs attempt to
Another method is to coordinate with on-goingmitigate potential pollutant discharges to
programs in other regulated areas wheresurface waters.
detection of spills is important, such as
pretreatment and hazardous materials
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For example, some industrial pretreat:rnent such controls. The prior~hes developed in the
programs specifically require that leaks or spills implementation proposal should reflect the
be routed to the storm sewer rather than the nature of identified sources of pollutants at the
sarutarv sewer generally to protect worker s~te.
health and safety and to protect biological
treatment capabilities. This issue serves to The description of spill response and
reinforce the need for coordination between the prevention activities should include the steps a
various municipal programs that are related in municipality will take to prevent, and when
some wav to storm water, necessary, adequately respond to spills

discharged to its MS4. The MS4 might identify
The proposed program should identity the special training requirements for municipal

municipal departments responsible for employees in order to respond to spills of
implementing the program, and also should hazardous chemicals from a particular facility
address employee training, reportinginto the storm sewer system.
procedures, containment of spills, storage and
disposal activities, documentation, and follow- Sources with the greatest potential for spills
up procedures. Generally, the proposedto occur (or cause the most severe damage)
program for spill response and prevention should be identified in the proposed storm
should focus on good housekeeping andwater management program. If appropriate,
materials management practices, which are specific materials hartdling procedures and
discussed in more detail below, storage requirements should be identified for

these sources. Requirements for these sources
One of the initial elements in the could be modeled al!ter the Spill Prevention,

development of a successful spill response and Control, and Countermeasure (SPCC) Plans
prevention program is to’assess the potential of that are required for certain fadlities under
various sources at a particular property to Section 311 of the CWA.
contribute pollutants to the storm water
discharges from the site. This assessment Under the SPCC program, for example,
should inventory the land use, types ofpersonnel are trained and given responsibility
materials handled, and the location and typesfor inspecting the facility for leaks and spills.
of materials management activities. Factors to These inspections i:ndude equipment and
consider when evaluating the pollution materials handling areas, which need to be
potential of runoff from various po~ons of a investigated for evidence of, or the potential
site include those that are likely to lead to the for, pollutants entering the drainage system.
identification of specific slructural or Procedures to ensu~re the availability of
nonstructural controls to address problems, appropriate personnel and equipment for

cleaning up spills must be identified. A system
Other factors to consider are the toxicity to ensure that appropliate corrective action has

and quantity of any chemicals used, produced,occurred in response to inadequacies identified
stored, or discharged from the site; the history during the inspection is also established under
of any NPDES permit violations from a site; the program.
history of significant leaks or spills of toxic or
hazardous pollutants; and the designated uses Not all of the SPCC program elements may
of the receiving waters, be necessary for municipal applicants.

However, EPA recorm~nends that the proposed
This program element should also indude storm water management program describe

a description of storm water management how the records c.f inspections will be
controls that are appropriate for the site that maintained and made available for
would control or allow for the mitigation of investigations of causel factors and program
any leak or spill and a proposal to implement effectiveness. Incidents of leaks, spills, and
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Improper dumping, along with other ga~lor~ of used oil from do-it-vo~.~rself
m.fon’na~ondesonbing thequaliD’ and quant~ automobile od changes, are disposed of
of storm water discharges should be included improperly. An additional 70 million gallons
m the records. Inspe~nons and maintenance of used oil, most coming from service stations
acnv~t~es, such as containment berm integn~ and repair shops, are used for road oiling (55
testing or the cleaning of oil/water separators FR 4~056, November 16, 1990). If private
should be documented and recorded in aindividuals find the proper disposal of used oil
maintenance log. or toxic materials difficult, incldents of

improper disposal increase. For example, when
6.5.S Public Awareness and Reporting a large fraction of service stations do not accept

Program do-it-yourself used oil, improper disposal into
the murucipal storm .�~wer rises. Therefore,

Applicants must propose a management applicants are required to propose a program
program component that promotes, publicizes, component that will faciiitate the proper
and facilitates public reporting of illiot disposal of used oil and toxics from households
dis:harges or water quality, impacts assooated by estabLishing murucipal!y operated collection
w~thdischarges from IViS4s. sites, or ensuring that privately-operated

collection sites are avmlable.

§122.26(d)(2)(iv)(B)(S). (The application must
include a] description of ~ pr%n~n to §IZ2.2~(d)(2)(iv)(B)(6). [The application mu.~t
promote, publicize, and f~cilimt~ public include al dt~’ription ,of ~lucation~l
repornn~ of the presence of illicit discharges ~ctivities, public L"tfor~nation ~criviti~s, and
or water quality iml~CtS associa~:[ with other appropmm activities to f’~-ili~ate the
discl~.rses h.om mufucil~l separam storm proper remitment ~d disposal of ~ oil
sewers. ~tl~d t~xic

Timely reporting by the public of improper dis- The proposed program should describe
posai and illicit discharges are critical corn- outreach plans to handlers of used oil and to
Ponents of programs to control such sources, the public, and operating plans for oil and

household waste collec~on programs.
To enhance public awareness, programs

may include setting up a public irdormation Examples of effective public outreach for
hotline number; educating school students; these types of progr.m~’,s include dedicated
establishing community and volunteer municipal phone numbers (e.g., a used
"watchdog" groups (e.g., "Adopt-a-Stream oil/toxic materials hotline), pamphlet, and
Program"~ using inserts into utility bills; and requirements tahat oil n.~ailc/~s post the location
newspaper, television and radio announce- of the nearest used oil collection facility.
ments to inform the public about what to look Pro~-ams can also inlorm the public about
for and how to report incidents. The public alternatives to toxic materi~ls.    Catch
awareness efforl~ should clarify to the public basin/storm sewer inlet stenciling programs
that they are the ultirrmte beneficiaries o~ a can also be proposed as part o~ the program to
successful storm water management program, increase public awareness ot the cormection

between storm sewers and local wa~r
Prope~ M~n~gement o~ U~ed Oil ~nd     resources.
Toxics

EPA estimates that annually, 267 million
gallons of used oil, including 135 million
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svst~n. ~i’l’us results Ln direct di~harges to her name (pnnted or .typed), title, and date
drainage d~tches, empty lots, or surface waters, si~ned. In addition, the applicant should

provide the name,, address, and telephone
Proper controls range from prescribing number of the person signing the application or

maximum intervals between ta.nk pump-out to another point of contact that can answer
the installauon of sand filters. Discharge from questions about the application.
sand filters to surface waters may requLre a
separate NPDES permit, because such In addition, §~i22.2..2(d) states that any
discharge is not storm water, person si~’ting a pertrut application must make

the following certification:
Additional in/ormation about the most

appropriate controls for use in correcting ~I certify uad~r penalW of law that this document and
malfunc’donmg septic systems is probably best all attachmems were prepared uader my’ dir~on or

obtained from local or re~iorml sources. SUlx, rvi~on ia accordance with a system desisn~d to

Organizations such as extension services, soil ass~,~ ~ ~a~ F~.reonnel prop~/ ~h~ and
evaluate the in~rn’mtion subm~t~.d. ~ on my

and water conservation districts, and plaruning i~quiry of the 10~rmn orl~rsons who m~ the
agencies may be good sources of information system, or tho~e p~sons di~.ctly responsible for
about methods that have been successful (and gath~-~ng the ilt~rm~tion, the iRformation submitted is,
also those that have failed), to the best of my kaowl~dg~ ~nd belief, true,

¯nd compl~e. I am aw~-e that thin m~
By obtaining this type of ir~ormation, the per~tim for submi~ ~ ia~vrm~ion, indudin$ the

applicant can determine what control possibility of free and imprmonmem for kaowi~
violations."

techniques have been successful m correcting
malfunctioning septic s~!stems in similar types
of soils. The value of this approach is that the 6.7 IMI’I, EMEN’rA’rION OF TIIE STORM
applicant will know that a certain conln’ol WATER PROG’RAM
techruque has been used to correct a
mal~’unctioning septic system in the same types EPA anticipates that municipal storm wamr
of soils that occur in the municipality. Where management prog~tms will mature over time
o~y part of the NLS4 drainag~ area is served by to reflect advances in technology/, additional
septic systems, proposed progran~,s should dam collec~on, chan~ing conditions, pro~raa~
address se~ng and maintenance of septic development, stage, of impl~nentation, and
systems, including dr~t requirements and improvements in water quality. There~re,
implementation procedures, applicants may emphasize different program

components to reflect implementation
priorities. The prol~d management pro~Im

6.6 SIGNATORY AND CER’rI~,.ATION should dearly identify each of the pro~rRm
REQUIREMENTS components and include a schedule for

implementation. Each component of the Part 2
Under the Fed~-al NPDES regulations application should be classified as: furl

(§IZ2.Z2(a)], all NI=DES permit applications implementation, p ’hased implemenlation, p11ot
(including municipal storm water permit study, or feasibility analysis. In m~nuaJ repor~
applications) must be signed by an authorized on the progress of storm wamr mana~ment
person, as defined in the regulations. Permit programs, municipalities must report on the
applications submitted by a municipality, State, stares of implementing pro~,,mm provisions
Federal, or other public agency must be sig~ed [§122.42(c)(I), or Se~.’don 7.3 of the guidance].
by either a pnncipal executive officer or
ranking elected official [§IP.2.Z2(a)(3)]. To fuffill ¯ Full Implementation.    Fully
the signatory requirements, the person sigh’ring implemented components should be
the municipal application must provide his or proposed ~,hen the municipality is
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7.0 ASSESSMENT OF CONTROLS

7.1 BACKGROUND                            estimates of qualitative factors, such as
increased public awareness of storm water

Part 2 applications require that quality, issues.
municipalities estimate the effectiveness of their
proposed storm water quality management Estimates of the e:ffectiveness of the storm
programs. The regulations require an initial water management program will assist the
estimate or assessment because themunicipality and the permit writer in:
performance of appropriate management
controls is l’dghly dependent on site-specific ¯ Determining whether the most cost-
factors. Program effectiveness can be estimated effective best management practices
through both direct measuzements (such as (BMPs) are included in the storm water
reductions in annual pollutant loads) and management program;
indirect measurements (such as measurements
that demonstrate increased public awareness of * Ensuring that the storm water
storm water quality issues). At a minimum, management program includes
applicants must submit estimated reductions in adequate public participation programs
pollutant loads expected to result from and intergove~raentaJ coordination;
implemented controls and describe known
impacts of storm water, controls on ground * Establishing on-going mordtoring

.... water, inspection anti surveillance programs
. that help refine estimates of program

effectiveness; ~und
122.26(d)(2)(v). Assessment of controls. The
application must include] estimate~ * Developing a strategy, to evaluate
reductions in loadings of pollutants for progress toward achieving water
discharges of municipal storm sewer quality goals.
constituents from municipal storm sewer
systems ex]:~cted as the result of the
municipal storm water quality management
program. The assessment shall ~ identify 7.2 ASSESSMENT OF STORM WATER
known impacts of storm water controls on MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
g’round water.

For some compon(mts of a proposed storm
water management program, such as structural
controls (e.g., vegetative streambank

Reductions in pollutant loads due to the stabilization, sediment pond or basin, etc.), the
implementation and maintenance of structural effect on pollution in storm water runoff is
controls provide direct measurements of the observable, and pollulmnt removal efficiencies
effectiveness of the storm water management can be estimated directly. For other
program. In addition, EPA encourages components, pollutant reductions may be
applicants to go beyond the minimum difficult to quantify..Applicants may need to
requirement and assess the effectiveness of use indirect estimates. For example, a program
their storm water management program component may address source controls such
through other direct measurements as well as as changing the bel’~Lvior of citizens in the
indirect measurements. As discussed below, community, or improving the municipal control
indirect measurements provide surrogateof industrial or commerdal runoff. For
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components of the proposed managementa fraction or percentage. Estimated control
program where pollutant removal efficiency efficiencies can be obtained from published
cannot be reasonably estimated, applicants aresources, such as Sc_hueler (1987) (see
strongly encouraged to identifv some indirect bibliography in Appendix A). Note that for
measurement that can be used to evaluate themost control measures, the pollutant removal
success of the practice, efficiency differs for different classes of

pollutants.
7.2.1 Direct Measurements of Program

Effectiveness After the municipali.t-y’s storm water
management program is implemented, the

As discussed above, 40 CFR 122.26(d)(2)(v) municipality can work to refine its initial
requires that applicants submit estimates of assessment of the program. For example, the
expected pollutant load reductions with their permit will require applicants to submit
Part 2 applications. To supplement these estimates of event mean concentrations and
estimates, applicants could provide estimates ofestimates of annual poLlutant loadings for each
other direct measurements of program outfall in the system [§122.26(d)(2)(iii)(C),
effectiveness, including: discussed in Section 5.5 of this guidance].

These estimates can be compared with the
¯ Removal efficiencies of BMPs that applicant’s initial estimates.

control storm water quality;
In addition, the estimated removal

¯ Reductions in the volume of storm efficiencies can be refined through the
water dischargedj monitoring program required by §122.26(d)(2)

(iii)(’D) (discussed in Sec~on 5.6 of this
¯ Reductions in event mean concentra- guidance). To refine these estimates, the .........

tions; or monitoring program should include measure- "-:~.:i~:-’~
merits at the inflow and outflow points of the

* Reductions in seasonal pollutant control. Throughout the permit term, the
loadings, municipality must submit refinements to its

assessment or additiorkal direct measurements
Such direct estimates do not have to be of program effectiveness in its annual report

verified with quantitative data, but can be (Section 7.3).
based on accepted engineering design practices.
However, the applicant should describe its The applicant should use direct measure-
procedures for estimating the effectiveness of ments of program effectiveness as it begins to
the control. Applicants should present assess its long-term progress in improving
estimates of pollutant load reductions or other water quality through storm water
measurements separately for each component management practices. Direct measurements of
of the proposed management program, program effectiveness may not provide
Applicants should provide estimated meaningful conclusio~ on trends in water
reductions on a watershed basis and system- quality improvements for a couple of permit
wide basis, terms. However, appticants are encouraged to

use direct measurements of program
Reductions in pollutant loadings can be effectiveness, such as annual pollutant loads,

estimated by first estimating the pollutant event mean concentrations, and seasonal
loading (based on concentrations and flows) pollutant loadings, to begin to estimate long-
that would result without the control measure, term trends. Several statistical methods that
This value should then be multiplied by the rely on linear regression have been developed
efficiency of the control expressed in terms of
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Assessment or Controls

to model these measurements to determine if Many of these indirect measurements will
trends exist, help to indicate whether the storm water

management program includes adequate public7.2.2 Indirect Measurements of Programparticipation and intergovernmental coordina-
Effectiveness lion.

When pollutant reductions cannot be7.2.3 Impacts of Storm Water Controls on
estimated through direct measurement, Ground Water
appropriate indirect measurements may be
used. These may include the estimated level ofStructural BMPs may have an impact on
increased enforcement activity, increased publicother media. Therefore, the Part 2 application
awareness, or reduction in number of illegalrequires that applicants discuss known impacts
dumping incidents. For example, a fieldof storm water cc,ntrols on ground water.
screening program to identifyillidtconnectionsImpacts should be identified separately for
and improper dumping in Fort Worth, Texas,each component of the proposed management
used reductions in observations of indicatorprogram. These controls may increase the
pollutants as a measure of the success of thequantity of ground water (such as infiltration
program (Fort Worth, 1988). leading to recharge), but degrade the quality of

the ground water. For example, in arid parts
Other possible indirect measurementsof the Southwest, imported water is often used

include: for irrigation. This increases the quantity of
ground water, but, because of high levels of

¯ Gallons of used,oil recycled; nutrients and total suspended and dissolved
solids in the irrigation water, also results in

¯ Amount of household hazardous wasteimpacts on ground water quality.
collected;

In addition, the applicant should evaluate¯ Number of educational brochures onwhether structural controls for storm water
storm water quality distributed; impact other media, such as wetlands.

¯ Number of public hearings on storm
water and attendance at these hearings;7.3. ANNUAL REPORTS ON ~

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE STORM¯ Circulation of an annual report or WATER M~NAG~ PROGRAM
periodic newsletters on progress in
meeting storm water quality goals; Under §122.42(c), applicants must provide

annual reports on the progress of their storm¯ Number of reports of illicit dischargeswater management ]programs. These reports,
or illegal dumping; which are due on the anniversaries of permit

issuance, must include:¯ Number of spill clean-ups;
¯ The status of implementing the¯ Number of sewer inlets stenciled; components of the storm water

management program that are required¯ Acres of open space; by the permit;

¯ Number of construction and erosion ¯ Proposed changes to the storm water
and sediment control plans submitted management programs thatareand approved, established a,~ permit conditions;

~3
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¯ Revisions, if necessary, to the ¯ Identify the direct or indirect
assessment of controls and the fiscal measurements that will be used to track
analysis reported in the permit the long-term progress of the
appi’ication; applicant’s program towards achieving

improvements in storm water quality
¯ Summaryof data, includingmonJtoring (the results of this assessment would

data, that are accumulated throughout appear in the municipality’s annual
the reporting year; report);

¯ Projected annual expenditures and ¯ Discuss the role of monitoring data in
budget for the year following each substantiating or refining their
annual report; assessment ,of the progress of their

program towards established objectives
¯ A summary describing the number and and goals; and

nature of enforcement actions,
inspections, and public education ¯ Discuss how ~future additions or
programs; and revisions to the assessment measure-

ments or strategy will be implemented
¯ Identification of water quality by the municipality (e.g., what roles

improvements or degradation, and responsibilities will par’dcipating
municipali agencies and/or

Applicants should refer to the specific organizations have in this area).
regulatory language in §122.42(c) for a more
complete discussion of annual reporting It is anticipated that many municipalities
requirements, will use the same criteria or measurements that

were used in the baseline assessment to
Although the Part 2 application develop their long-term assessment strategy.: .....

requirements do not specifically address annual This is an acceptable approach provided that
repor~ng requirements, applicants shouldthe municipatity delineates how their program
cor~ider their strategy for preparing annual provides for a longer term assessment of the
reports when they complete their Part 2 progress of their storm water management
applications. A municipality may develop a program. The municipality is encouraged to
strategy to assess the progress of its storm consider in advance the information
water management program throughout the requirements for annual reporting that are
term of the permit in addition to providing a identified above when developing their long-
baseline assessment of its program. To develop term assessment strategy.
the strategy, applicants should:
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8.0 FISCAL ANALYSIS

8.1 BACKGROUND

NPDES permits for discharges from MS4s
will require municipal permittees to implement
management programs, conduct long term
storm water monitoring, and provide Other
i~ormation. Because these activities will result
in expense to the municipality, a fiscal analysis
is required in the Part 2 application.

Applicants must provide yearly cost
estimates for these programs. Applicants also
must provide a schedule indicating when funds
will be available. Examining the levels ofcovered by the permit (5 years, in most cases).
proposed spending and funding allows theThe analysis must clescribe the source of the
permitting authority to gauge the ability of thefunds used to meet the necessary expenditures,
applicant to implement the program andincluding any legal restrictions on the
predict its effectiveness. The fiscal analysis alsoappropriated funds.
will help the permit write determine whether
the applicant has met the statutory requirementThe following proceclure is an example of
of reducing the discharge of pollutant to thea method of conducting the necessary fiscal
MS4 to the maximum extent practicable,analysis.
Finally, the estimates help the applicant
evaluate the feasibility and cost-effectiveness ofStep 1. Identify the major tasks for each
its program. A municipality must update itscomponent covered by this application
fiscal analysis each year for the annual repor~reqt~irement, including:
on the progress in implementing their storm
water management program [40 CFR ¯ Elements of ~he proposed management
122.42(c)(3) and (5), discussed in Section 7.3 of program;
this guidance].

¯ Estimates of seasonal loads and event
mean concentrations for each major

8.2 PROCEDURE FOR CONDUCTING A             outfall covered by the permit; and
FISCAL ANALYSIS

¯ Proposed monitoring program.
Under §122.26(d)(2)(vi), each applicant

must demonstrate sufficient financial resourcesStep 2. Develop a schedule outlining when
to implement the conditions of the permit, each of the tasks identified in Step 1 will be

undertaken. Some tasks may be performed
Adequate resources may be demonstratedjust once, others may be on-going. For

by performing a fiscal analysis of the estimatedexample, the schedule should include, among
capital and operation and maintenanceother things:
expenditures required to complete the activities
required by the regulations. This fiscal analysis¯ The installation of any new control
must be performed for each fiscal year to be measures identified in the proposed
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management prograrn [§122.26(d)(2)(iv),Step 4. Estimate other non-capital costs to
discussed in Section 6.4]; implement the tasks identified in Step 1. Use

the schedule develo[~d in Step 2 to spread
¯ A maintenance schedule for structuralcosts over the term of the permit. Costs should

best management practices (BMPs)be presented as a total annual cost for each
[§122.26(d)(2)(iv)(A)(1), discussed in proposed program component. In addition,
Section 6.4.3]; estimates of the total annual costs and annual

per capita costs shouh:! be provided. Per capita
¯ Development of seasonal pollutantcosts can be compared with the per capita costs

loadings and event mean concenrra-of other programs, such as sewage treatment
tions of a representative stormprograms.
[§122.26(d)(2)(iii)(C), discussedin
Section 5.5]; These costs may include items such as :

¯ Monitoring program for representative ¯ Newspaper ads announcingnew
data collection for the term of the programs or recycling centers;
permit [§122.26(d)(2)(iii)(D), discussed
in Section 5.6]; * Holding public meetings or hearings;

and
¯ Monitoring program for industrial

facilities [~122.26(d)(2)(iv)(C)(2), dis- * Labor for department personnel to
cussed in Section 6.3.3]; speak to citizens groups.

¯ On-going field sCreening program forStep 5. Identify f~nding to be applied.
illicit discharges [§122.26(d)(2)(iv)(B), Applicants must describe the sources of

::~.:Y’!~)discussed in Section 6.5]; funding and any legal res~ictions on that
funding.    Sources may include general

¯ Development of certification programsrevenues, storm water utilities, plan review
for construction workers or pesticidefees, permit fees, industrial/commercial user
applicators, if appropriate [~122.26(d) fees, special assessment district funds, and
(2)(iv), discussed in Sections 6.3.1 andrevenue bonds. Some. funding sources, such as
6.3.2]; and general revenues ba~.,d on property taxes, are

generally uru-estricted, but can be allocated by
¯ Implementation schedules for otherlocal officials annually. In a few cases, a local

components of the storm waterproperty tax may be. dedicated to finance a
application that have not been fully storm water management program. For
implemented at the time of application, example, one county finances its storm water
such as additional legal authority or management program through a dedicated
comprehensive development plans, property, tax of $0.135 per $100 assessed

valuation. Other municipalities add special
Step 3. Estimate the capital expensesassessments to property tax bills.
necess,u’y to accomplish the tasks identified in
Step I and determine a schedule for purchase. A storm water utility is another source of
Applicants may elect to define categories offunding dedicated to financing storm water
capita expenditures such as "monitoringmanagement activities: The storm water utility
equipment," "miscellaneous monitoringoffers the advantage of a stable and predictable
supplies," "personal protective equipment," etc.source of funds. Crd~er advantages of storm

water utilities over general revenues are that
utility charges can be more equitably based on
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the user’s contribution to local storm water * Adopting a storm water utility
problems, and a utility provides a mechanism ordinance;
to incorporate incentives for on-site storm
water management. * Estimating revenue needs and planning

for cost recovery;
In many cases, municipalities will evaluate

sources o{ funds that are not currently * Establishing a utility rate structure and
available, such as a new storm water utility. In billing system;
these cases, applicants must include a schedule
of when funds will be available. For example, * Establishing a system for developer
it usually takes a municipality 18 to 24 months contributions; and
of planning before local elected officials
authorize a storm water utility, and another 6 * Implementing a public information
to 12 months to implement the utility (Lindsey, program.
1988). "Key milestones for planning and
implementing the funding mechanism must beStep 6. Compare the funding sources with
identified in the schedule. The following the funding needs. As a last step in this
components have been found to be important process, the municipality must ensure that
in establishing storm water utilities: adequate funding is available to cover the cost

of implementing the storm water management
¯ Determining the most appropriate program. If adequate funding is not available,

administrative structure for implement- the municipality must consider alternate
ing a storm water management sources of funding, such as a storm water
program; " utility.

8-3
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certify, pursuant Io 5 U.S.C. ~5{b), t~at indus~a[ activity which may resu[l in a the minimum of four (4} grab sample~
these amendments do not. have a discha~e of atom water associated will be a ~p~sentative sample of the
significant ~mpacl on a substantial with ~at indust~al activity. Facilities e~uent bein~ discha~ed. For st~
number o£ small entities, descmbed u~er I l~.26(b)(14)(x) shallwater dischs~es, all ~mples shall be

submit applications at least ~ days collect~ f~m ~e dischs~e ~sulti~~sl of Subjects ~ ~ C~ Pa~s I~. I~,before ~e date on which const~ction isfrom s sto~ event that is ~ester ~anand I~4 to commence. Different submittal dates0.1 inch and at least 72 hou~ from theAdministrative practice and may be required under ~e te~s of p~viously measurable (~aler ~an 0.1
procedure. ~vironmental protection, applicable ~eneral pewits. Pe~ons inch rai~all) sto~ event. Where
Reportin~ and recordkeepin~ p~posin8 a new disease am feasible, ~e valance in ~e durationrequirements. Water pollution control, enco~a~ed to submit their appli~tions the event and the total rainfall of the

Aulhod~ Clean Water Act. 33 U.S.C. 1~Iwell in advance of the ~ or I~ day event should nol exceed ~ pement from
et ~e~. requi~ments to avoid delay. ~e also the average or median rainfall event in

Dated: October 31. I~. p~a~aph {k} of this section and ~at a~s. For all applicanls, s flow-
~.m ~ Re~ly, I I~28 {c){1)(i)(G} and (c)(1}(ii). we~hted composite shall be taken for
Administ~tor. ..... eider ~e enti~ discha~e or for the first

For the reasons stated in the (S) ’ " " t~e horn of ~e discha~e. ~e flow-
preamble, parts 12~ 1~, and 124 of title (3] " " " The average flow of point weiihted composite sample for s
40 of the Code of Federal Regulations so~ces composed of sto~ water may water di~e may be taken wi~
are amended ~ follows: be estimated. ~e basis for ~e rainfallcont~inuo~ sampler or as a combination

event and the method of estimation mustof a mi~m~ of ~e sample
PART 122--EPA ADMINISTERED be indicated, tske~n~ each ho~ of dJscha~e for the
PERMIT PR~M~ ~E NATIONAL ..... entire ~s~a~e or for the ~.t three
~A~ DIVERGE (7) ~[[iue~t c~o~cteristics, hours of ~e discha~e, wi~ each aliquot
ELIMINATION S~ Info~afion on ~e discha~e of bei~ sepa~ted by a minim~ pe~ of

pollutan~ specified in ~is pa~Maph fiheen minutes (appli~nts submittins
~b~ B--Pe~it Appll~Uon and (excep~ info~ation on sto~ water pemdt applications for sto~ wate~
~clal NPDES Prog~m Requi~mentsdischa~es which is to be p~ded as discha~. ~der J l~.~d) may ~llect

I. The autho~ty citation for part 122 specified in J 1~.26). When flow weJshted composite samples using
continues to read as follows: "quantitative data" for a pollutant a~ diffe~nt pmt~ols with respect to ~e

~qui~d. the applican~ must collect a ~me d~tion ~tween the collectionAu~ohty: Clean Wate~ Act. 33 U.~C. I~sample of e~uent and snal~e it for ~esample aliquots, subject to the approvale~ se~. ~llutant m acco~ance wi~ analytical of ~e D~ctor}. However, s minimum~ Section 1~I is amended by methods approved under ~ ~ pa~ one lvsb sample may be taken forrevisin~ paragraph (b)(2)(iv) to ~ad as
follows: 136. When no snalyti~l meth~ is water ~scha~es f~m holdins pon~

approved ~e applicant may use any othe~ ~po~dments with a ~tention
~ 1~1 ~ s~ ~. suitable me~od but must ~vide s pedc~ ~eater ~an 24 hours. For a flow-
,,,., d~chpUon of ~e meth~. When ~ weighted composite sample, only one

(b) " " " appli~nt has two or morn ou~alls wi~ analys~ o~ ~e composite of aliquots
(2) " " " substantially iden~l e~uents, ~e requ~i~ For sto~ waler discha~e
(iv) Discharges of slo~ water as set Di~clor may allow ~e sppli~nt to test samples taken from discha~es

~or~ in ~ 1~26; and o~y one outfall and mpo~ ~at ~e asso,:iated wi~ indus~al activities,
..... quantitative data also apply to ~e quanlita~ve data must be reported for

3. Section 1~.21 is amend~ by substantially identi~l outfalls. ~e the grab sample taken dunng the
revising paragraph {c}(1), by ~moving ~quiremenls in para~ap~ ~)(7) (iii) I~rty minutes for as s~n thereafter
the last sentence of pars~aph (~(7}, by and (iv) of this section ~at an appli~nl prscti~ble) o~ Ihe discha~e for all
removing paragraph (~(9), by adding must p~de quantilative data for pollulan~ specified in ~ 1~.26(c)(1). For
lwo sentences at the end of para~aph ce~ain pollutants kno~ or ~lieve~ to all sto~ water pe~it applicants taking
(g)(3), by revising paragraph (g)(7] be p~sent do not apply to pollutants flow..weighled composites, quantitative
introducto~ text. by remo~ng and p~sent in a ~schaQe solely as the dals must be ~porled for all pollulanls
rese~ing paragraph (g)(10) and by ~suit of ~eir presence in int~e wate~ spe~ed ~ ~ 1~.~ except pH.
revising the introducto~ text of however, an appli~nl must ~ su~temperate, ~anide, Iolal phenols,
paragraph (k) to read as follows: pollutants as p~sent. Grab ss~les residual ~lohne. oil and ~rease. fe~l

must be used for pH. temperate, colilo~, and fe~l streptococcus, The
~ ~.~ ~ppl~ I~ s ~ ~anide. total phenols. ~idual ~lo~ne.Di~�:tor may allow or establish
(ap~o~ to Stats W~ e~ oil and ~ase. fe.l ~lifom and f~a] sppn)pdate site-s~cific
I 123~6~ s~pt~c~. For aU o~er ~llutsn~, pro~d~s or ~qui~ments, including
..... 2~bo~ campsite samples must ~ ssmpli~ laotians, the season in which

(c) Ti~e ~o apply. (1) Any person use~ However. a minimum of one pabthe sam~ takes place, the minimum
p~posing a new discha~e, shaU submit:ampie may ~ taken for effluents ~md~ai~on between the previous
an application at least ~ days ~fore hoidin~ ~nds or o~er impo~ents mass.able eto~ event and the storm
¯ e date on which ~e discha~e is to ~th a reten~on ~d~ ~ater ~an ~ even~ sampled. ~e minimum or
commence, unless pe~ission for a laterho~. ~ addition, for discha~es o~er ma~m~ level of precipitation required
date has been ~anted by ~e Di~ctor. ~an sto~ water di~ha~es. ~e for an appmp~ate sto~ event, the
Facilities propo~n8 a new diecha~e ofDi~cWr may waive composite, samplingof p~pitation sampled (snow melt or
sto~ water ass~iated wi~ indus~al for any ou~ail for whi~ the appli~nt ~m ~all}. p~tocois fo" collecting
activity shall submit an application ~ demons~ates ~at the use of an samp,l~ under ~ C~ part ~ and
days before ~at ~acility commences auto.tic sampler is infeasible and thatadditional time for submitting data on
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~e.by~ b~si~. An ~pp~cant is quality standa~ or is ¯ ~i~n~cant (iii) ~e o~tor o~ a discha~ fm~
expected to "know or have ~ason to contnbmor of pollutants to wate~ o~ t~e a round,pal sepa~te storm sewer whi~.
beiieve" that a ~l~t~nt is p~ent i~ an Unit~ States. ~is d~i~tion may is pa~ of a la~e or m~ium muni~pal
e~uent ba~d on an evalualion of ~e include a dischs~e ~om any separate sto~ sewer system must
expecied use. production, or Itora~ o~ conveyance or ~ystem of conveyan~ ei~he~
~e po~ut~t, or on any pRvious used for collecting and conveying sto~ (A) Parti~pate in a pe~it application
analyses for ~e pollutant. (For example, wswr ~noff or s system o{ diseases (to be a pe~ittee or a co-pe~ittee)
any pesticide manufactuRd by a facility from municipal separate sto~ ~ewe~, wi~h one or moR o~er ope~to~ of
may ~ expected to ~ pRsent in except for ~e discha~es from discha~es from the la~e or medium
con~a~nsted sto~ water ~ff from convey~ces which do not ~uiR e m~uni~pa] sto~ sewer system whi~
~he facility.) pe~it ~der par~aph {a)(Z) of this cove~ all or a potion or all. d~scha~s

.... sec~n or s~cultu~l sto~ water from the municipal separate
(k} Applica£ion ~qui~mea~ for new ~noff whi~ is exempted ~om ~e sewer system;

souses ondnew discho~es. New definition o~ ~int sour~ at 1 1~. (B) Submit a distinct pe~it
manufactu~n8, �omme~iaL ~nm8 and ~e Director may desi~ste discha~ application which o~y covers
silv~cuitu~l discha~e~ Ipplyi~ ~or tram municipal separate sto~ sewe~ discha~es from ~he munici~l separate
NPD~ pewits [ex~pt for new on a system-wide or ju~sdiction-wide sto~ sewers ror which the operator is
d~a~es of facilities subject to the basis. In msk~g ~is deracination the responsible; or
requiRments of paragraph (h) o~ ~is Di~tor may con~ider ~e followin~ (C} A regional au~or~ty may be
section or new discha~es of sto~ £acto~: responsible ~or submittinB a permit
water ass~iated wi~ indus~al ac~vity (A) The l~tion of ~e discha~e wi~ application under the following
which a~ subject to ~e requi~ment~ of res~ct to wate~ of the Unit~ States as guidelines:
~ Iz~c}(1) and ~is se¢~on (ex~p{ ss defined st ~ ~ I~ (]) ~e regional authority together
prodded by 1 1~c)(1)(ii}) shall (B) ~e size of ~e disease: w~ith co-applicants shah have autho~ly
p~vide the follow~8 in£o~ation to the (C) ~e quantity and nat~ of ~e over a sto~ water mana8emen~
Director, using ~e appli~tion fo~s pollutants db~a~ed to wate~ of ~e proBram that is m existence, or shall be
provided by the Directo~ United States; and in e~stence at ~e time part 1 o£ the
.... (D) O~er R]evant factor, application is due:

4. ~c~on 1~.~(b} in~ductory text (2} ~e DiRctor may not requiR a {2) The pe~it appli~nt or ~-
is revised to Red as follows: pe~it for discha~es of sto~ water applicants shall establish their ability

~ ~noff f~m mining operations or oil and make a timely subm~ss.ion of pa~ I and
~ 122.22 ~t~ to ~l ~s sag explo~tion, p~uction, processin8 pa~rt 2 of the municipal application;
and ~ (l~b~ tO S~tl ~ or ~a~ent opera~on~ or transmission (3) Each of the operators o£ mumcip~’s~ ] I~ facilities, composed entirely or flows . .separate storm sewers w~th~n the     "-~.:::~"    "    " which a~ from conveyances or syst~s systems described in paragraphs (b}(4} "~"{b} All repots ~quiRd by ~rmits, of conveyances (includin8 but not
and o~er info~ation ~quested by the limited to pi~s, conduits, ditches, and (~), (ii), and (iii) or (b}(7) (i). (ii), and (iii)

o£ this section, lhat are under theDiRctor shal! be si~ed by s pe~on channels} used for coilecti~ ~d puwiew or ~e designated regionaldescribed in para~aph (s) of this conveying p~cipitation ~noff and authority, shah comply wi~ thesection, or by a duly authodz~ which sR not ~nta~nated by co~tac~
representative of that pe~on. A pe~on with or that has not ~me ~o contact application requirements of para8raph
is a duly autho~zed ~pR~ntative only with. any overbu~en, raw mste~aL (d] of this section.
it: inte~e~ate products, ~sh~ p~uct, (iv) One permit application may be

¯ ¯ ¯ byp~duct or waste p~uc~ l~ted on submitted for all or a portion o£ aH
5. ~c~ion I~2S is revised ~o read as the site of such operations, municipal separate sto~ sewe~ wi~in

[ollows: {3) La~e and medi~ municipo/ adjacent or interconnected la~e or
sepomte ~£o~ $ewer ~ys~m~. (i) medium municipal separale sto~ sewer

~ 1~ St~ w~t~ ~ Pe~it~ must ~ obtained for all systems. The Director may issue one
(a~pli~ble to State ~ ~ m ~s~a~es ~om la~e and medium system-wide pe~it coven~ all. or a
~ 123~s~ m~icipal ~parate store sewer portion of all municipal separate

(a} Permil mVu/~men~. {1} ~or to systems, sewen in adjacent or inte~nnected
()ctober 1. t~. discha~es ~mposed (ii} ~e D~ctor may either issue one lar’se or medium municipal separate
entirely or sto~ water shall not be system-wide pemit coven~ all sto~ sewer systems.
required to obtain a ~ pe~it diseases f~m municipal separate ~’.v) Pewits rot all or a portion of all
except: store sewe~ ~thin ¯ la~e or mediumdischa~es from la~e or medium

(i) A discha~e with ~sp~t to which municipal sto~ sewer system or issue municipal separate s~o~ sewer systems
a pe~it has been issued p~or to distinct pe~ts for spp~p~ste that are issued on ~ system-wide.
Feb~a~ 4. 1~; categohes of discha~es wi~in a la~e jurisdiction-wide, wate~h~ or other

(ii) ~ discha~ ass~iated wi~ or medi~ mu~cipe] separate sto~ basis may specify different ~nditions
,ndust~al activity (see.l 1~(a)(4)): sewer system in~ud~g, but not limited relatin~ to difr~ent discha~es ~vered

(iii) A discha~e f~m a ia~e to: all diseases o~ed or operated byby the pe~it, including di~e~nt
municipal separate sto~ sewer system:the same municipality: io~ted wi~ management p~grams for different

(iv) A disperse f~m s medium the same j~sdiction: all discha~es drainase areas which contribute
municipal sepa~te sto~ sewer system:within a system ~st discha~ to ~e water to the system.

(v) A discha~e which ~e ~ctor. orsame wate.hed: discharses within a I:vi) Co-pe~ittees need only ~mply
in States with spp~ved N~ system ~at a~ similar in natu~: or [orwith pe~it conditmns relatinff to
programs, eider the ~tor or the ~A indi~dual ~scha~es ~m muni~psl di~;cha~es f~m the municipal s~srate
R~ional Administrator. datelines to separate sto~ sew~ ~thin the storm sewe~ ~or which they a~
contribute to a violation of ~ water system, operators.
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t4) D~s~or~e~ ~ro~qh ]ar~e and water runoff combined with municipal described in ~ra~raph (b)(4){i] of
med~um munici~/~m~ ~W~ sewersewage a~ point so~es ~at must section:
~y~tem~ In addition to m~ti~ ~e obtain ~ ~it, in ac~ance (C) ~e quantity end n~tu~ o£
requirements o[ pars~ph (c) o~ ~is ~ ~e p~d~s of ~ ~.2~ and a~pollutants discha~ed to wa~ers of the
sectio~ an operator o£ a sto~ water not subject to ~e p~sions of t~s United Sta~es:
discha~e associated wi~ indus~sl section. (D) ~e nstu~ of the ~ceivin8 water;activity whi~ diseases ~m~ s (8} ~e~er s disease ~m a andla~e or medi~ m~cipal separate m~cipal separate sto~ sewer is ~ is ~E) O~er relevant factors; orsto~ sewer system shall submi~ to ~enot subj~t to ~a~on ~der ~is (~iv} ~e D~rector m,y. upon petition.o~rator o(~e m~icipa] separate sto~se~on sha~ have no beah~ on desi~ate ,s s [a~e m~icipalsewer system ~cei~ ~e disease nowhaler ~e o~er or operator of ~e sto~ sewer system, m~icipa] separatelater ~an May ~5. I~. or ~ days disuse Is el~ble for ~d~ ~der ,to~ sewe~ located within thep~or to co~enc~ iu~ disease: ~e~e H. ti~e ~ or ~e ~ of ~ Clean ~dsfies o£, ~sion defined by ehams of ~e ~aciJit~ s ~n~ct pesos Water AcL ~ ~ ~ pa~ 35.
and phone n~ ~s lo~tion of ~e I. ap~nd~ A(b}~j. sto~ water management regional
discha~e: a de,priori. ~cludi~ {b} ~/~/~/o~. (I} C~i~t~

authority based on a juhsdicticnal.
wa~e~hed, or o~er appropriate b~sisStandard ~dus~,] Clsssifi~on. means, pedigree to, ~D~ pe~t that includes one or more o[ t~which best ~ec~ ~e p~cipal ~st Is only ~sponsible for pe~it dog,bed ~ paragraph (b)(4] (~}. (iS). (iii)products or se~s p~ded by ea~ condi~ons ~l*~ to ~e discha~e for of this section.faci~ and any e~st~ ~ pe~Jtwhi~ it is operator.

n~ber. (Z) l~/i¢it di~c~o~e means any (~} ~ojo~ ~u~icipo/~e~te
(5} O~e~ m~i¢i~/~e~mte ~W~ disch~e to a m~clpsl separate sto~~e~,er ou~oYl (or "major ouffall") means

sewen. ~e D~ctor ~y issue pewitssewer ~st is not composed easily of a m~icipal separate sto~ sewer outfal]
for m~cip~ sepmte sto~ sewers st~ water ex~pt ~s~aQes p~uant~at ~s~a~es f~m a s~le pipe
that a~ denoted ~der pa~raph to a ~ ~t (o~er ~ ~e an ~mside diameter of 36 in~es or
(a}(1](v) of ~s secUon on a system-~de~ pe~t for ~scha~es ~m ~ or its equivalent (discha~e f~m a sidle
basis, j~s~cU~-~de basis, m~cipal sepa~te item sewer) ~d conveyan~ other ~an �~lar pipe
watenhed basis or o~er app~pdate diseases ~s~t~ ~m ~ fighU~ whi~ is annotated wi~ a ~ainaie
basis, or may issue pe~ts for acU~Ues, a~a of mo~ ~an ~ a~es}: or for
~dual diseases. (3) [n~mtedplace means ~e m~;icipal separate sto~ sewe~

(6} Non.munici~/~e~mte sto~ ~ive sto~ water ~om lands zonedDis~ct of ~l~bia. or s cIW. to~sowen. For nto~ water ~s~a~es
ass~iated wi~ ~dus~al acbvity ~m to~p. or ~llage ~at is in~oratedfor ~dus~al activity (baaed on

~der ~e laws of ~e Stst~ ~ whi~ it is~mp~he~ive zoni~ plans or the
point so~es which ~e ~ a

lo~te~ equivalent), an ou~aI] that d~scha~es
non-m~icipal or non-pub,~y o~ed

(4) ~e municip~] sep~mte sW~ f~m s sidle pipe wi~ an inside
separate sto~ sew~ system, the ~ameter of 12 ~ches or mo~ or from its
Di~ctor. ~ his dis~Uo~ may issue: a newer s~m mea~ uU m~pal equivalent (~s~e f~m o~er than a
sidle ~ ~L ~ ea~ separate store aswan ~at a~ ei~e~ circ~ar pipe associated ~th a ~ainage
dis~a~er a c~pe~ttee to a pe~it ~i~ ~ted ~ ~ ~orated place area of 2 a~s or mo~).
issued to ~e ope~tor of ~e po~on of ~ u ~p~aUon of ~.~ or mo~ as (e;) Ms/or outfa//me~s a major
¯ e system ~at diseases into wnte~ dete~ed by ~ latest Dece~ia]
of ~e U~ted S~tes; or. ~d~ ~ by ~e B~au o~ Ce~ui mind,pal separate sto~ sewer outfall.

pe~ to ea~ ~sch~r of atom (ap~n~ ~: or (~’) M~ium munic/~/ne~m~ storm
water ass~ated ~ ~d~sl acuity (U] ~ ~ ~e �o,Usa ~sted ~ sewer~y~tem means aU m~Icipal

~h ~e non-m~cipal convey~ sp~n~ ~ e~ept m~icipal sep~teseparate store sewen ~et a~ ei~e~

syste~ store ~wen ~t a~ l~ted ~ ~e (i) ~ted ~ an ~co~ted place
{i) ~ nto~ water ~s~es ~o~d p~l. to~s~ps or to~s~ a ~pulatlon of 1~.~ or mo~ but

asso~at~ ~ ~d~al acb~W ~al ~ su~ ~Uel; or less ~an ~.~. as dete~ed by ~e
¯ s~a~e ~ s atom water {US) ~ or o~ra~d by a latest Dece~ial Cens~ by ~e B~eau
disease system ~t ~ not a m~palm~p~ o~ ~ ~ose dog,bedof Ce~us {ap~ndix G}: or
sepmte sto~ ne~r m~t be ~ve~d ~ p~ph ~}(4) (i} or (U} of ~is (ii) ~ted ~ ~e co~ties listed in
by an ~dual ~L or s ~it s~U~ ~d ~at m desisted by ~e ap~nd~ L ex~pt m~icipal separate
issued to ~e ope~tor o~ ~e polos o~ Di~ctor as ~ of ~e ~ or me~sto~ sewers ~at a~ lo~ted ~ ~e
¯ e system ~at ~s~es to wares ofm~p~ ~ smm sew~ systemindurated pla~s, townlh~ps or towns
¯ e U~ted States. ~ ea~ ~s~sQerd~ W ~ ~hU~p ~e~ ~e wi~ su~ ~ties: or
to ~e non-mu~p~ ~nveyance a c~ ~s of ~e ~s~ted sto~ (iii} ~ned or operated by a
petites to ~st ~iL sewar ~d ~e ~s ~m m~Jci~lity other ~an ~ose dog, bed

(iS) ~e~ ~ere is mo~ ~an one m~ ~te lW~ sewen in pa~aph ~}{4) (i} or (iS} of ~,
ope~tor of a s~le system of su~ des~d ~er p~aph (b)(4} (i) or sect~ion ~d ~at am desisted by the
conveyances, aU o~ton of sto~ (ii} of ~s s~Uo~ ~ ~ ~is D~ctor as pan of ~e l~e or medi~
water ~s~a~es as~s~ ~th detem~abon ~e D~ctor may ~nsiderm~pal separate atom sewer system
Indus~al ucUvity m~t submit ~e foilow~ facto,: due ~ ~e ~te~Isbons~p between the
appli~tio~. (A} ~ysi~ ~te~ections ~s of ~e desi~sted

{~} ~y ~t cove~g mo~ ~an ~n ~e m~l sepa~te sto~ sewer and ~e ~s~a~es from
one o~retor ~all identi~ ~e e~uent sewen: m~icipal se~te smm
Ii~taUons. or o~er ~t ~n~bons. ~ (B} ~e l~Uon of ~s~es ~m des~ ~der p~a~eph (b)(4} (i] or
any. ~at apply to ea~ o~retor. ~e designed m~p~ lop,ate sto~(ii} of ~is s~Uon. ~ making this

{7) ~mbin~ sewer n~tems, sewer ~labve to ~s~a~es ~m detem~ation the Di~ctor may consider
~nveyances ~nt dis~s~e sto~ municipal aspects store sewe, the I’olIo~ factor:
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~A) Physical ~terco~ec~ons naturally-access s~face m~teffals stom~ waist. For lhe pu~oses of Ibis
between ~e m~pal separate sto~ ~at are not disrobed by raisin8 pars~aph, mate~sl handlin8 activities
~ewe~: operations, include ~e storsse, loadin8 and

(B) ~e locsbon of diseases from (11) ~uno~e~/ent means ~e ~losdin8. ~ansportation. or
~e desi~ated m~icipal separate sto~fraction o~ total ~infal] ~at ~]] appearconveyance of any raw mateHs].
sewer ~iabve to discha~es ~om at s conveysn~ ss ~off. intermediate product, finished p~uct.
m~/cipa] sep~te stem sewen (IZ) S/~n/[/~nt ma~ria/~ in~udes, by-product or waste p~uct. ~e te~
desc,bed in p~aph [b)(7)(i) of [his but is not limited to: ~w marshals: excludes areas located on plant lands
sec~io~ fuels: materials such ss solvents, separate ~om th~plsnt’s indus~al

(C] ~e quanb~ and nat~e o~ dete~ents, and plas~c peUets: ~/shedactivities, such as office buiI~s and
polluters disused to waters of ~e marshals su~ as metallic p~ucts: rawac~.mpsnyini psrkin8 lots as Io~
United States; materials used ~ f~d pmcessin8 or ~e (~ainsie ~m ~e ex~uded

(D) ~e nat,s o~ ~e receivm8 waters:productio~ ha~ou~ su~t~ces not mixed ~ stem water ~ained
or desi~ated ~der se~ion ~(14} of ~m ~e above des~bed~) O~er relevant factor~ or ~C~: ~y ~e~l ~e fs~,~ is ~dus~al falsities (Includ~ ~d~al{iv} The ~rector may. upon pe~tion, requi~d to ~ pmuant to section facilib, ~at a~ Federally. State. or
desi~ate as a m~dium municipa] 313 of title ~ of S~ fe~l~e,: m~iclpaIly o~ed or operated ~atseparate sto~ sewer system, m~iclpa]pesticides; ~d waste p~uc~ su~ as meet ~e des~ption o~ the facilibes,eparate. sto~ sewers located wit~n ashes, sla8 and s]u~e ~at have ~e listed ~ ~s para~aph ~}(14)(i~} of¯ e bandanas of a resion de~med by sparental to be ~leased ~ sto~ ~is ~ction} ~clude ~ose fa~ities
sto~ water manasement ~8ionaI water diseases, desi..~sted ~der ~e provisions ofautho~ based on a j~sdictiona]. (13} SW~ wa~ means sto~ wat~ pa~ph (a){1){v) of ~is lecbo~watershed, or o~er app~phate basis ~oH. snow melt ~oH. ~d s~a~ follo~ ~t~o~es of facilities¯ at includes one or mo~ of ~e systems~off and ~a~ase.
des~bed in p~aMaphs (b){7) (i). (ii). (14) ~wrm ~ter d/l~a~e oss~/ated

comdde~d to be enia~ ~
acU~" for p~oses of ~is

(iii) of ~s secUo~ w/~/nd~m~/oc~’vi~ mea~ ~e (i] Fs~liUes subject to stem water(8) ~un/c/pa] se~te ~o~ sewer disuse ~m any �onvey~ whi~ is
mea~ a convey~ or system of used for ~Uec~ ~d ~nve~ sto~

e~uent l~tations ~idel~es. new
som=e pe~omance stander, m toxicconveyances (inc]udins made ~ water and w~ is ~c~y ~lated to pollutant e~uent standa~ ~d~~ainsse systems, m~�ipal s~eets, man~act~ p~ess~ or raw C~ su~apter N (except fa~Uescat~ bas~. c~bs. ~tte~. ditches, marcels storase ~as at an ~dus~a]

man-made ~a~els. or sto~ ~ins): plant. ~e te~ d~s not ~ude talc pollutant e~uent standa~ whi~
(i) O~ed or operated by a State. ~ty.discha~es ~m fa~U, or acbvibes

a~ exempted ~der cst~o~ (~)
to~, bo~uih, catty, pa~sh, dis~ct, excluded ~m ~e ~ p~am pa~sph (b}(14) of ~is aachen);
association, or o~er public body ~der ~ ~ pa~ 1~ For ~e (ii) Fa~lities cleansed as Stand~ - -
(created by or p~uant to State law) cateSo~es of ~d~es ideated ~ ~du;a~al Classifications ~ (ex~pt ~ "~’:~

ha~ns j~sdiction over ~sposal of para~aphs (b)(~4) (i) ~ (x) of ~a24~), ~ (exceL’t ~ and ~7), ~ (ex~pt
sewage. ~dus~al wastes, ato~ water,sec~o~ ~e te~ ~udes. but is not ~)’ ~’ 3~1. 32 (except 3~}, ~, ~ ~3;
or o~er wastes. ~clu~ s~cial li~ted to. sto~ water ~s~es ~m (fi[) Fac~ea cleansed as
~s~cta ~der State law such as a indus~al plant y~; ~e~ate ac~ss~dus~al ~asaifl~ons 10 ~ ~4
sewer ~s~c~ flood canal dia~ct or ~a~ and ~ ~es ~ad or ~veled by(~al ~d~) ~u~ ac~va or
~aina~e ~s~c~ or s~ilar entity, or ancame~ o~ raw ~te~als, m~ufac~d~ac~ve ~ opera~o~ {ex~pt for
Indian ~be or ~ au~o~d ~an p~uc~, was~ ~tedaL or by-p~ucts~as o~ ~al ~ o~o~
~bal o~a~a~o~ or a des~t~ and~ed or ~at~ by ~e fa~ mated~1o~ mee~ ~e de~on of
app~ved manasement aSenCy ~der h~ sites; ~e sites; sites used ~or~on ~a ~d~ ~ ~
section ~ o~ ~e ~A ~at discha~es~ app~odon or ~poeal of ~es ~e ~e pe~o~ce ~nd ~d to
to wate~ of the United States: waste wsto~ (as de~ at ~ ~ p~~o fa~ by ~e app~p~ate ~

(ii) Desired or used for collectin8 or ~); sites md for ~e sto~e ~d au~,od~ has ~en ~lea~ or ex~pt
conveyin8 eto~ wate~ ~inton~ of mat~ h~ for a~as of non~oal ~ o~o~

(iii) ~hich is not a combined sewe~ ~pmen~ sites used for ~i~ml w~ch ~ve ~en ~leas~ ~m
and ~s~enL sto~. or ~ e~PP~8a~ble S~ or F~! ~fion

(iv) Which is not pa~ of a ~biicly and ~i~ ~s~ m~a~ ~men~ ~ter ~r IY,
@~ed Trea~ent Wor~ ~ as b~: sto~ man (~u~ ta~ ~d off ~ ps explo~o~ p~u~o~
defined at ~ C~ ~ fa~s) for ~w mat~, ~d p~ss~, or ~a~t ~o~, or

(9) Ou~ol/mea~ a point sou~e as ~teme~ate ~d ~sh~ p~c~: and ~esi~ fa~fities ~t ~
de~ed by ~ ~ I~2 at ~e point a~al whe~ ~ scU~ hal s~ water ~nt~t~ by
whe~ a municipal sepa~te sto~ ~wert~en pla~ ~ ~e ~st ~d s~t ~ or ~st has ~me ~to
diseases to waters of ~e United mated~s ~ end ~ e~ to any ,~e~e~ raw mtedaL
States and does not include open atom water. For ~e ~t~d~ of mte~ate p~uc~ ~hed
convey’antes co~ectin8 ~o ~nicip~ indus~es lden~ ~ pm~ph p~uc~, b~uc~ or waste
separste sto~ aswan, or pipes, t~els(b)(14}{~) of ~s secbo~ ~o te~ l~ted on ~ site of
or omer convey~ces which connect includes o~y sto~ wo~r ~a~es (~acUve ~ ope~bo~ ~ ~
secants of ~e same st~ or o~er f~m all ~e a~ss (~pt a~s ~a~sites ~at a~ not ~i~ o~vely
rates of ~e Umted States and a~ usedand ~ l~eo) ~at ~ ~ot~ ~ ~e ~t w~ ~ve ~ Iden~able
o convey wares of ~e Umted States. p~o~ ~ntence whe~ mated~ o~to~ ~cbve ~ sites do not
(I0] Overbu~en means any mate~al han~i~ eq~pment ~ acfl~Ues. ~w ~ude sites whe~ ~ cla~e

of any nature, consolidated or mate~ei~ ~e~ate ~u~ ~l ~ ~m~m~ prior to
mconsolidate~ ~at overlies a mineralp~uct~ waste mt~ ~-~ucts,~t~ ~ ~e
~--~sit. exclud~ topsoil or similar or ~dus~al ma~ am e~ to~fl~flo~ or p~sa~ o~ mined
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(5] Flow measurements or estimates ofapplicable State or Io~I e~sion and apparel. Once a pan : appli~tion
the ~ow rate. and the total amount o~ sediment con~l ~quirements: approved. ~roup appii~nts a~ to
discharge for the sto~ event(s} {E) ~ esUmste of ~e ~off submit Pa~ 2 of ~e group appli~tion to
sampled, and the me~ o(flow ~fflcient of ~e site and the in~sse ~ ~’,he O~ce of Water ~fo~ment and
measurement or estimatio~ and ~pe~ious a~s after ~e co~ction Pewits. A ~up sppli~tion shah

(6} ~e date and d~stion (~ ho~) o£ sd~ssed in ~e pe~it sppli~tion is consist of:
the sto~ event(s) sampled. ~i~all completed. ~e natu~ of fi~ mate~sl (i) ~or~ ~. Part I of a group applicationmeasurements or estimates of ~e sto~ and existing data des~b~ ~e soft or ,shall:event (in inches) whi~ generated ~e the quality of ~e dischs~e: and (A) Identify the p~icipants in ~esampled ~noff and the d~afion (~ ~e name of ~e ~cei~ water, l{~up sppli~tion by name and torsion.between the sto~ event ~mpled and (iii) ~e operator of an exis~ or new Fs~lities pa~icipatins in ~e ~oupthe end of the p~vious measmble ~scha~e com~sed en~]y of sto~ appli~on ihall be listed in nine(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall} sto~ water f~m an off or Sag explora~on. =ubdi~sions, based on the facilityevent (in ho~); pr~tio~ p~essi~ or ~a~ent l~tlon relative to the nine(F) Operato~ of s disease which is o~ra~o~ or ~ans~ssion facility ~ not p~ipitation zones indicted incomposed enti~ly of sto~ water m ~qui~d to submit s pemlt appli~fion ep~n~ E to ~is pa~.exempt from the ~q~men~ of In scco~an~ ~ para~ph (c)(1)(i) of
1 IH.21 (S}(2}, (S)(3). (S)(4}, ~)(5), ~is sectio~ ~ess ~e fa~li~: ~) ~ude s negative desc~ption

s~a~S ~e indu~sl activities of
(S)(~)(i), (S)(~)(ii), and (S)[7)(v): ~d {A} Has had a discha~e of store ps~icipsnts of the S~up application and(G} Operato~ of new so~es or new water ~sult~ in ~e disease of a explaining why ~e pa~icipsnts,discharges (as defined in l I~ of ~is ~po~able quantity for whi~ whole, a~ s~ficiently similar to bepart) which are compos~ ~ pa~ or not~tion is or was requi~d p~uant cove~d by a general pe~it:entirely of sto~ water must include to ~ ~ 11~ or ~ ~ ~.8 at
estimates ~or the po]lutan~ or anyt~e since November 18, I~7: or (C) ~c]ude s list of significant
paramete~ listed in pars~aph (B) Has had ¯ discha~e of sto~ mate~als stood exposed to
(c)(1)(i)(E) of this section ~tead of water m~ns in ~e disease of a p~pitstion by pa~i~pants in the
actual sampling data, alo~ ~ ~e ~able quantity for whi~ ~up appli~t~on and mate~sls
source o~ each estimate. ~er~o~ o~ notification is or was requked pmuant ~nanasement practices employed to
new so~es or new discha~es to ~ ~ 110.8 at any ~me since �fi~nish contact by these mate~als wi~
composed in part or enti~ly of sto~ November 16, I~7; or p~cipitation and sto~ water ~off:
water must p~vide quanfi~ve data for (C) Con~butes to a violation of s ~) Ident~y ten percent of
the parameters listed in pars~aph water quality stander, dis~ers pa~icipatins ~ ~e ~oup
(c){1)(i)(E) of this section ~ ~o (iv} ~e operator of an e~st~s or new application (wi~ s minimum of 10
yea~ after co--on.merit of ~s~a~e, dischs~e composed enti~ly of sto~ dis~a~e~, and either a minimum of : :.~
unless such data has s~sdy ~en water f~m a ~m~ o~ration is not two ~s~s~e~ f~m each
reposed ~der the m~itod~ ~qu~d to submit ~ pemit sppli~tion zone indicated in appendix E of
requirements of the ~ pe~t for ~ess ~e discha~e has come ~to ~ w~ ten or mo~ mem~ o(
the discha~e. Ope~to~ of s new contact wi~ Shy overb~e~ ~w S~up a~ lo~te~ or one
source or new disease w~ Is mate~al, Intemediate p~ucts, ~ished f~mm ea~ p~cipits~ zone ~di~t~
composed en~ly of sto~ water a~ p~uct, b~duct or wasm p~uc~ ~ sppend~ E of ~is ~ in whi~
exempt from the ~q~men~ of l~ted on ~e site of su~ operator, or fewer mem~ of ~ ~up
1 I~.~ (k)(3)(il), (k)(3}(iii), and (k}(~). (v) Appli~nts shall provide su~ ]o~ted) ~m whi~ quantitative data

(ii) ~e operator of an a~st~ or new o~er ~o~s~on ~e D~tor may wi~ ~ sub.tied in p~ ~ ~
sto~ water disease ~at Is ass~atad ~asonably ~quJ~ ~der 1 I~)(13) ~,~ ratlines a~ iden~ad ~ a ~up
with indus~al act/vi~ ~lely ~der of ~ pan to dare.no whaler to spplicafio~ no mo~ ~sn I~
paragraph (b)(14)(x) of ~is s~io~ Is issue a pe~it and ~y ~qu~ any di~a~e~ must submit quan~five
exempt ~om the ~qui~ts o( fa~i~ subject to ~rs~aph (c)(1)(ii) o£ data m Pa~ ~ G~ups of ~tw~n
I I~.21(S) and pars~ph (c)(1)(i) of t~s ~is sec~en to ~mply wi~ paragraph and ten ~a~e~ may ~ foxed.
section. Su~ operator s~ll p~de s (c)(1}(i) of ~is section. However, ~ ~ups of ~twsen four
negative des~ption of: {Z} ~mup opp/i~on ~or di~a~e~ te~ at least bal~ ~e facilities must

(A} ~e location {~u~8 1 map} o~o~ wi~ indu~o/o¢~’v/ty. ~ sub, s q~ntltativl data, and st ]east
and the nature of ~e ~ns~ctlon beu o( in~vJduai ippliciboni or notice one facility in each p~cipitstion ~ne in
activity: of intent to ~ cove~d by I sene~l whi~ mem~n of the ~up a~ l~ted

{B) The total area of ~e site and ~e pe~It for sto~ water diseases m~t submit data. A del~ption o~ why
area of the site lhst is ~ed to as~ia~ wi~ indus~al ictivi~, ¯ ~e faci~ties selected to pe~o~
unde~o excavation du~ ~e fife o(~e~up sppii~on ~y ~ ~led by in sampli~ and analysis a~pe~i~ enbty ~p~lenb~ s ~up of appii~nti~p~ntative of the ~up as i whole in

(C} ~posed measles, includi~ ~st(e~ept facilibes that have l~lti~ terns of ~e in£o~ation pm~d~in
management practices, to con~I ~dual ~ ~ for store pa~ph {�}(I} (i}(B} and (i}{C}
pollutants in sto~ water dis~es water} ~at i~ ps~ of ~e ~e sectio~ shah l~mpsny this section.
during cons~ct~o~ in~ud~ a bde~ lub~t~ (~ee ~ ~ su~epter N,Diffe~nt facton impacting ~e ~tu~
description of ippli~ble State and l~a]pan ~ to 4~) or. whe~ su~ ~up~~ie sto~ water dischs~es, iu~erosion and sed~ent ~n~l is inappii~ble, i~ su~en~y s~lar pi~sses ~ed andrequirements: as to ~ ipp~phate ~or ~ne~l ~mit m,an~men~ shall be ~p~sented. to(D) ~posed messes to con&oi ~ve~ge ~der I I~ of ~il ~. ~ethe extent feasible, in a manner ~ushly
pollutants in sto~ water dis~i pa~ ~ application shaU ~ submitted to equivalent to their p~po~ion in the
¯ at will ~cur after coni~ction the O~ o( Water ~o~ment and ~up.ope ations have been ~mplete~ ~mi~. U.S. ~A, ~ M S~L SW, {U} ~ ~ Part Z of a ~upincl .di~ a b~ef de~ption of Was~ngton. DC ~ (~] f~ sl)pli~tion shall contain quantitative
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any other point ~f a=:ess sur.b as         boundaries of the municipal 8tonn sewer operate p~uanl to lel~ surety
ma~o~s) ~aDdo~y l~ted ~out syste~ ~eby ~es~ a ~es ~ estab~sh~ by statute. ~
¯ e Ito~ ~wer system by pl~ a cel~ ~e applier ~ ~en select ser~es o~ ~nUscM wbi~ su~o~s
~d ov~ a ~inage syat~ mp ~d major ou~ ~ as ~y ~ u enables ~e appl~t at s m~ to:
identi~i~ ~ose ~,s ~ ~e ~d w~~s~b~ ~bI st ~ast ~ m~ ~alls (AS ~o~l ~ ~an~.
conta~ a se~t of ~e sto~ sewer (]a~e m~pa~e;} or ~ ~jor con.~ac~ o~ ~ s~ar mean~
system or major ouffalL ~ field outf~ (~ m~pa~Ues) m con~bu~on ~ ~Bu~n~ to ~
s~een~ ~ s~ll ~ estab~hed selecte~ a field ~ ~ys~ ~a~m~cipal sto~ sewer by sto~ water
uses ~e fo~ow~ ~de~es ~d ~ ~k~ at ~e ~ ou~& ~s,~a~ ss~at~ wi~ ~d~al
~teda: ~) ~omc~r~zo~on pi~. ~omabon ac~ ~d ~ quafi~ o£ st~ water

(~) A ~d system consis~ of and a p~d p~am ~ ~et ~ dis,~ed ~om sites of
pe~n~ar ~-sou~ and east-west~q~emen~ of ~a~aph (d~2)(~) of
lines spaced ~4 ~e ap~ sha~ be ~s ~cfion. Su~ d~pU~ ~ ~) ~bit ~u~ o~.
overlayed on a map of ~e m~p~ ~clu~: ~e ~on ~ ou~aUa or field or ~ilar mea~. ~i~t ~s~es to
sto~ sewer system, ~a~ a ~es ofs~ee~ ~ appmpdat~ for mm~psl ~p~te sto~
~lls: ~p~en~ve ~ ~U~on ~ {C} ~n~l ~ ~.

(~ ~I cells ~at conta~ a se~nt ofp~a~ph (d)(Z}(~)(A} of ~s s~o~ a or ~ ~ ~e ~ to a¯ e sto~ sewer system sh~ be deep.on of why ~e ou~ ~ fi~d mu~ sep~te sto~ s~er
iden~fied: one field s~en~ po~t sh~s~ ~t is ~n~Uve, ~ spills, d~p~ or ~s~l of mate~als
be sel~ted i~a~ ceI~ major ouzels sea~ d~ w~ ~p~ is o~er ~ sto~ wate~
may be used as field s~e~ po~; ~tende~ a ~p~on of ~e ~p~ 0~} ~I ~u~ ~ency(~) Field s~e~S po~ sho~d be equipmenL ~e pro~d l~on of a~eemen~ ~o~ coappfi~lo~ted dadaism of any so~es of ou~s or field s~e~m~ for ~con,~bu~on of poUut~ ~m onesus~cted illegal or i~t a~t~ s~p~ sho~d ~fl~t water qu~ ~ of ~e m~ci~ system to{4) Field s~e~ po~ shaU ~ con~s (~ee par~aph (d~l}(iv){C) of ~o~er ~on of ~e m~p~lo~ted to ~e d~e pracfi~ble at ~e~is ~on) to ~e ~t~t p~e. ~ Re~ ~mp~ ~f~est ms.ale or o~ a~essible (v} ~a~eme~p~. (A} A
lo~tion do~ ~ ~e s~tem, deep.on of ~e e~ m~ment~n~ ~ o~ance& pe~,
wi~ ea~ ceg: however, ~ of p~ams to ~n~l ~Uu~ ~m ~e~n~ or o~e~: and
pe~o~el ~d acce~ibfli~ o~ ~e m~pal ~p~ate sto~ ~wer syste~ ~ ~ out aU i~�~o~
l~on sho~d ~ �onald~d ~ ma~~e des~p~on ~U p~e s~e~ and mo~to~s
~s derision: ~ ~o~a~on on e~s~ s~c~] ~d

necessa~ to deters ~mpfi~ and
(~ Hy~l~l ~s: total so~ ~n~ls, m~u~ o~m~on ~d

non~mp~ ~ ~t ~n~o~

de~i~ of ~e site: ~a~c de~l~ a~ ofcanals. ~at a~ ~ndy ~ ~s~es to ~e m~pal sepo~te
¯ e s~�~s or builds m ~e a~a: ~plemente~ Su~ ~n~ls ~y (fi} ~ identificob~n. ~e i~Uonhistow of ~e a~a: ~d ~d ~ ~s:~ude. but ~ not ~t~ to:

(~ For me~ m~ ~p~ate ~ed~8 to ~n~l ~UuUon ~ of a~y ~jor oudaU ~qt ~es
wal~e~ of ~e U~t~ States ~at was notsto~ sewer system~ no mo~ ~ ~~m ~c~on ac~fled fl~pl~

ce~ ne~ to have iden~ field ~ent ~n~ we~ repo~ ~der p~a~ph (d)(l)(~;)

separate sto~ sewer s~t~ no mo~pracU~s for new su~o~ ~ o~ed by ~t~ of ~e
¯ an ~ ~s need to ~ve ideated eme~enw sp~ ~s~ p~. ~e ad~ss. ~d a ~pU~ (s~ as ~C
field s~e~ ~mts: ~ ~b~ des~p~on may ad~ ~b �~es) w~ ~st ~fl~ ~e p~d~l
by ~e ~d ~at canton no sto~ ~eres~bfish~ ~r S~te hw as weU asp~duc~ ~ se~s p~d~ by
s~en~ ~ be e~d ~ 1~ ~menu. fad~ w~ may ~s~. ~ ~e
consi~rs~o~ ff few~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~) A de~pUon of ~e e~s~ mmddp~ sep~te Jto~ ~. sto~
me~ m~cip~ ~w~ ~ ~at~ p~ to lden~ ~t co~ to wat.er ass~ated ~ ~d~ffial
and fewer ~8n ~ ~ 1~ syst~ ~~e m~ sto~ sew~ sys~ ~e
~ated by ~e overlay ~ ~ ~d~d~pUon ~o~d ~u~ ~on (iii) ~cteriz~o, data.
sewer ~p. ~en ~ ~ ~ w~ p~s ~d me~ f~ ~t~ "qu~U~Uve ~ts" f~ n ~Uu~t
canton 8 s~ent of ~e ~ sye~ ~ ~~ ~dt ~~ ~d ~q~ ~der ~pb
sha~ ~ subject to fi~d ~ ~ ~as whe~ ~ ~ ~s (d)(a)(ffi)(A)(~ of ~s pa~p~
(~ees a~ess to ~ ~te sto~ ~ ~plem~ app~t m~t ~ 8 ~pb of
sewer system i8 ~i~ ~d (~) Fi~ m~z (A) A effiu~t ~ 8~ ~ ~

(~ ~e or me~ m~ de~pUon of ~ ~ ~o~s 1~) ~ a~l~ it f~ ~
.epa~te 8to~ ~wer 8yst~ w~ ~~n~ysv~ble to ~e m~~ ~Bu~t ~ a~ ~ ual~
~able to .~ ~e ~d~s to ~mple~ ~ Z of ~e ~t me~ ep~v~ ~ ~ ~
des~d ~ p~ " ~(1)(iv)~) (I)a~~ A ~pUon of ~ ~, ~ ~ ~ m~
~ (~ of ~s ~bor, ~e a m~~’8 b~t for m~ atom ipp~ed ~e a~t my ~
s~ci~dy de~fled mp of ~e se~water p~m. ~u~ ~ ove~ews~table me~ but m~t ~ a

8~H fl~d ~n no m~ ~ ~ or and bu~eL ~u~ ov~ m~t ~ ~on ~~

major oud~ ~ ~e syst~ ~ l~s~ ~ ~ f~ atom wat~ p~ ~ ~ ~ ~t appb~fl~
au~ ~~ ~e app~t ~ (2) ~ ¯ Pan 2 of ~e app~fi~ ~u~

Y. mile 8pen as ~ ov~y ~ ~e ~flon ~at ~e app~t ~ ~ctor ~ ~ ~f~on
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,n par~ 1 of the application, the Director cumulative discharges to waters of the the e~xpected reduction of pollutant
shall designate between five and ten United States f~m all identified loads and a proposed schedule for
outfalls or field scRening points as municipal outfalls duri~ a sto~ event implementing such ~ntmis. Atrepresentatwe of the commercial, {as described under ~ 1~.21(c)(7]) for minimum, ~e desc~ption ~all incluae:Rs,dential and indust~al land use BO~. COD, ~S. dissolved solids, total (/} A desc~ption of maintenanceactivities of the drainage a~s nit~gen, total ammonia plus o~anic activities and s maintenance sch~ulecontnbuti~ to the syltem or. where nit.an, total phosphors, dissolved for st~ctural conrail to ~ducetheR aR tell than five outfalls ~veRd phosphors, ~dmium, copper, lead. and pollu~tants (including floatables) inm the application, the Director shall zinc. ~timates .,hall ~ ac~mpsnied by discha~es from municipal separatedesignate all outfalis) developed as a desc~ption of ~e proceduRs lot sto~n sewe~;follows: estimati~ constituent loads and (2) A description of planning{~) For each outfal] or field sc~ning concentrations, including any modelli~, proceduRI including a comp~hensivepoint designated under this data analysis, and calculation methods: master plan to develop, implement andsubparagraph, samples shall ~ (C) A proposed schedule to p~vide enf~e consols to reduce the diseasecollected of sto~ wat~ discha~el f~m estimates for each major outfal] of ~,llut~tl from municipal separatethree sto~ events oc~ing at least one identified in either paragraph (d}(2}(ii) or sto~ ~we~ w~ch Rceive discha~esmonth apart in acco~ance with the (d)(1)(iii)~)(l} of this section of ~e f~m a~as of new development andrequirements at I 1~.21(g)(7) (~e seasonal pollutant load and of the event si~can[ ~development. Such planDirector may allow exemptions to mean concentration of a Rp~sentative shall add~ss ~n~ois to redu~sampling three sto~ events when sto~ for any constituent detected in poilu, tan~ in di~a~s f~m municipalclimatic conditions crate good cause any sample ~quiRd ~der para~aph separate sto~ sewe~ after cons~ction
for such exemptions); (d)(Z)(iii}(A} of ~il section; and is complete~ (~n~ls to ~duce

(2) A na~ative desc~ption shall be {D) A proposed monito~ p~gram pollutants ~ diseases f~m municipalp~vided of the date and duration of ~e for ~p~sentative data collection for the sepa~rate sto~ ~we~ containi~sto~ event(s) sampled, rainfall te~ of ~e pe~it ~at describes ~e cons~ction site ~no~ a~ ad~ssed inestimates of the sto~ event which location of outfalls or field s~eni~ pam~sph (dJ(Z}{iv}(D} o£ this
generated ~e sampled discha~e and points to ~ sampled (or the l~tion of (3) A d~ption of practices for
the duration between the sto~ event inst~am station}, why ~e lo~tion is
sampled and the end of the previous repRsentative, the f~quency of o~raUng and maintaini~ public

measurable (greater ~an 0.1 inch sample, paramete~ to be sampled, s~e~, ~ads and highways and

rainfall) sto~ event; and a delc~ption of sampli~ p~ced~l for mduci~ ~e impact on
{3) For samples collected and ~ equipment. ~cei~ wlte~ of diseases

desc~bed under paragraphs (d)(2)(iii) (iv} P~pos~ mon~ement p~mm. A m~i~pa] It~ ~wer systems.

(A){]) and (A}(~ of this section, proposed management pr~ram ~ve~ inclu~ pollutan~ ~scha~ed as a
quantitative data shall be provided fo~ the duration of the ~it. It shall ~su]l of dei~ activi~;
the o~anic pollutants listed in Table ~: include a comp~h~sive pla~ing (4} A del~ption of p~ced~s to

the pollutants listed in Table Ill (toxic p~cess which involves public assm’e ~at fl~d management p~jects

metals, cyanide, and total phenols) of pa~i~pation and wheR he.slaW ssse~s ~e im~cts on ~e water qualily
~pendix D of ~ C~ part 12Z and for inte~ovemmental coo~ination, to of ~(~vi~ water b~i~ and ~at
the following pollutants: ~du~ ~e discha~e o~ ~]lutants to the exiltin8 I~ct~] fl~ ~n~l devices

maxim~ extent pmcti~ble usi~ have been evaluated to dateline
Total suspended solids {~S} ~t~t~ ~e device to p~vide
Tolai d~asolved solids (~S) mlnlgeBl~t practices, con~l
COD te~niques and system, des~ and additional ~ilutant ~moval f~m
BO~ enginee~ me~ods, and su~ o~er wate]~ is feasible;
oil and grease p~sions whi~ a~ app~p~ate. ~e (~ A des~pUon of m p~am to
Fecal co[i~o~ p~m shall also include a des~ption moP,or ~llu~n~ ~ ~o~ from
Fecal streptococcus of Ita~ a~d equipment mvailable to op~¢~ or ~osed m~icipal landfill
pH implement ~e p~m. ~rste or odmr ~a~enL stora~ or disposal
Total K~eidahl n~trogen proposed p~ams may ~ submitted by fsdil~ for m~i~l waste, whichNitrate plus nitrite el~ ~sppli~nt. ~sed p~grams shall id~nUfy priorities and ~du~s
D,ssolved phosphors may im~se ~n~ls on a lyltemwide for ~s~�~ons and estsblishins andTotal ~mmonia plus o~anic ni~gen
Total phosphors basis, ~ wste~h~ basis, ¯ j~s~cUon implemen~ ~n~l meas~s for such

basil, or on individual outfslll.~po~d dis~,a~es (~is p~m ~n ~
{4) Additional limited quantitative p~g~ms will be �onside~d by ~e c~at~ ~th ~e p~gmm devalued

data requiRd by the DiRctor for Di~ctor when developi~ pe~it under pa~ph (d)(Z}{iv)(C) of
dare.ruing pe~it conditions (the condi~ons to ~duce poilutan~ in section); and
DiRctor may require that quanti~tive di~ha~es to the ma~m~ extent (~ ,A de~pUon of s p~m to
data shall be provided for additional p~cticsble. ~posed manmgement ~duce to ~ mxJm~ extent
parameters, and may establish sampli~ programs shall de~fi~ pdo~ties for pracU.~e. ~Hutlntl in discha~es
conditions such as the location, season implemenUng con~ls. Su~ p~ams f~m m~i~pl] separate sto~
of sample ~[lection. fo~ of shall be based on: ass~ilt~ ~ ~e appli~tion
p~cipitation {snow melt. rainfall) and (A} A des~ption of lt~ct~al and pelticidel, hell.des and realizer
other paramete~ necessaW to insuR sou~ ~n~] meas~s to ~du~ whi~, ~11 i~ude, ms
rep~sentativeness); pollutants from ~noff from commercial con~ls su~ as ~tionsl mcUvities.(B] ~timsles of the annual pollutant and ~sidentlal areas ~at a~ pe~i~, ~6ons and other
load of the ~muiative diseases to discha~ed ~m ~e municipal sto~ meas,~s for ~e~al spplicsto~
wmtem of the United States f~m all sewer lyltem ~mt Ire to ~ and dis~buto~. ~d ~n~ls foridentified municipal outfalls and the implemented d~ng the life of ~e application in public d~t~f-~ysevent mean concent~tion o£ the pe~it, accomplnied ~ an elUmste of st municipal fs~litiel.
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(]3) A description of a pro¯ram. {5") A desc~ip~on of a program to characteristics o[ soils and receivinginvading a schedule, to de~ect and promote, publicize, end facilitate public water qualit~ ,,nd "
remove (or require the discharger to the reporting of the presence of illicit (4) A description of appropriate
municipal separate storm sewer to discharges or water quality impacts ed~.,cetiona] and h’aining measu;’es forobtain a separate NPOES permit for) associated with discharges from construction site operators.i]llc|t discharges and improper disposalmunicipal separate storm sewers; (v} Asses¯me.ha ofcomrolj. Estimatedinlo the storm sewer. The proposed (#] A description of educational reductions in loading¯ of pollutants f~mprogram shall inrJude: activities, public informaUon ¯cA/v/Lies, discharges of municipal storm sewer(;) A description of a program, and other appropriate ¯c~ivilies to constituents from municipal storm sewerincJudin~ inspections, to implement andfacilitate th~ proper mauasement and systems expected as the result of theenforce an ordinance, orders or s/milerdisposal o/’ used off and toxic materials;municipol storm water qualitymeans to prevent illicit clischa~es to theand management prosram. The assessmentmunicipal separate storm sewer system; {7] A descziption of controls to limit shsll also identi~ known impacts ofthis program desca iption shall address infiltration o/seepage from municipal storm water controls on groond water.all types of i/licit discheraes, however sanitary sewers to municipal separate (vi) Fiscal ono/y~is. For each fiscalthe followins category of non-storm storm sewer systems where necesea~,year to be covered by the permit. ¯water discharges or flows shall be (C) A description ofe pro¯ram to fiscal analysis of the necessary capitalsdch’essed where such discharges are monitor and control pollutants in storm and operation and maintenanceidentified by the municipality as sourceswater discharges to municipal systems -of pollutants to waters of the United from municipal land/’dls, hazardous expenditures necessary to accomplish
States: water line flushing. ~andacepe waste treatment, disposal and recoverythe activities of the progran~ under
irrigation, diverted stream flows, rising facilities, industrial facilities that are paragraphs (d)(2) (iii) and (iv) of this
ground waters, uncontaminated ground subject to section 313 of tide nq of the section. Such analysis shall fnclude a
water infiltration (as defamed at 40 CPRSuperfund Amendments and description of the source of funds that
35.Z005(20)) to separate storm sewers. ReauthorizationAct o/~1908 (SARA). are proposed to meet the necessary
uncomtaminated pumped ~round water,and industrial fsci/itiea teat the expenditures, includins lesal restrictions
discharges from potable water sources,municipal permit applicant determines on the use of such funds.
foundation drains, air conditionin~ are �on~bu~n~ a substant~l poi/utsnt (vii) Where more than one least entity
condensation, irrigation water, springs, loadin8 to the municipal storm sewer submits an application, the application
water from c~awl space pumps, footing system. The pro¯rum shall: shall contain a de¯crOp¯ion of the roles
drains, lawn waterina, individual (~) Identify priorities and procedures and responsibilities of each least entity
residential car washing, flows frmn for inspections and establishinj and and procedures to ensure effective
riparian habitats and wetlands, implementin~ control measures for suchcoordination.
dechlorinated swimming pool discharges; (viii) Where requirements under "".~-." ~
discharges, and street wash water (2) Describe a monitori~ pro&ram forparasraph (d)(l)(iv)(E). {d}(Z)[ii).
(program descriptions shall address storm water discharges associated with(d)(:Z)(iii)(B) and (d)(2)(iv) of this sect/or ......"
discharges or flows from fire fiahting the industrial facilitie~ identified in are not practicable or are l~ot applicable.
only where such discharge or flows arepara~apb (d)|~’Xiv}(C} of this sect/on, to the Diroctor may exclude any operator
idea¯if’sad as sisnificent sources of be implemented durins the term of the of e discharge from a municipal seperote
pollutants to we¯ere of the United permit, includins the aubmfseion of storm sewer which, is desi8nmed under
States): quantitative data on the foilowtn~ paragraph (a)(l)(v). (b~(4Xii) or (~oXTXJi)

(~) A description of procedures to constituents: any pollutants lhnited in of this section from such requirements.
conduct on-8oins field acreenin8 efl3uent S’uidelines subceteaories, whereThe Director shall not exclude the
activities durin~ the life of the permit, applicable:, any pollutant listed in an operator of a discharge from a municipal
includin8 areas or inca¯ions that wil/beexist/n¯ NPDES permit for s facility:, oilseparate storm sewer identified in
evaluated by such field acroens; and 8roue. COD. pH. BOD,. TSS. totalappendix F. (3. H or ! of pert 122. from

(3) A description of procedures to be phosphorus, total Kjeldshl nit, sen. any of the permit application
followed to investiaate portions of the nitrate plus nitrite nitro¯an, and any requirements under this paragraph
separate storm sewer system that. baaedinformation on discharges required except where authorized under this
on the results of the field screen, or under 40 C:FR 122.2~($)(7) (i/i} and (iv). section.
other appropriate information, indicate a (13) A dsecription of ¯ proarom to (e) Application deadlines. Any
reasonable potential of �on¯stain8 illicit implement and maintain atructuroi endoperator of a point soun:e required to
discharges or other sources of non-stormnon-structural best mane¯amen¯ obtain a permit under paroSraph (a)(1)
water (such procedures may include: practices to reduce pollutants in storm of this section that does not have ansamplin~ procedures for �onstituents water runoff from con¯mac¯ion sites to effective NPDES pennia coverins itssuch as fecal coliform, fecal the municipal storm sewer system, stones water outfall- shall submit anstreptococcus, surfactants (E4.BAS). which sh=ll include: application in accordance with theresidual cldorme, fluoridsa and {I) A description of procedures for sitefollowins deadlines:potassium; testing with fluorometric planning which ~ncorporate (1} For any storm water diec/~rgedyes; or conductin~ in storm sewer considsration of potential water quality asm~i¯ted with industrial activityinspections where safety and other impacts: idsm~fied in paragraph (bX14) (i)-(xi} of’considerations allow. Such description (-~) A description of requirements for this ~tion. that is not part of a groupshall include the location of storm none¯rue¯oral end structural beat application as described in paraaraphsewers that have been identified for management practices; (c)(2] of this section or which i8 no(such evaluation):. (3) A description of procedures for covered under a promulsatad storm(4) A description of procedures to identif3dnS priorities for indpoctinS sites water 8snare! permit, a permitprevent, contain, and respond to spills and enjoin8 control meamsres whichapplication made pursuant to paraaraPhthat may discharge into the municipal con~ider the nat~u’e of the consu’uction (c} of this section shall be submitted toseparate storm sewer, activity, topoaraphy, and the the Director by November 18.
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STORM WATER PROGRAM

BACKGROUND

The 1972 amendments to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA. also referred to as the Clean
Water Act or CWA) prohibit the discharge of any pollutant to waters of the United States from a point
source unless the discharge is authorized by a National Pollutant Discharge F, limination System (NPDES)
permat. Efforts to improve water quality under the NPDES program tradition~flly have focused on reducing
pollutants in discharges of industrial process wastewater and from municipal sewage treatment plants.
Efforts to address storm water discharges under the NPDES program have generally been Limited to certaan
indusmal categories with effluent limitations for storm water.

In response to the need for comprehensive NPDES requirements for discharges of storm water. Congress
amended the CWA in 1987 to require the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to establish phased
NPDES requirements for storm water discharges. To implement these requirements, EPA published the ini-
tial permit application requirements for certain categories of storm water discharges associated with indus-
trial activity, and discharges from municipal separate storm sewer systems kx:ated in mumcipalities with a
population of 100,000 or more on November 16, 1990. (55 FR 47990). Storm water discharge perrmts will
provide a mechanism for monitoring the discharge of pollutants to waters of the United States and for
establishing appropriate controls.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Pollutants in storm water discharges from many sources are largely uncontroLled. The "National Water
Quality Inventory, 1990 Report to Congress" provides a general assessment of water quality based on bien-.
real reports submitted by the States under Section 305(b) of the Clean Water Act. The Report indicates that
roughly 30% of identified cases of water quality impairment are attributable to storm water discharges.
The States identified a number of major sources of storm water runoff that cause water quality impacts
including separate storm sewers, construcuon, waste disposal, and resource extraction.

LNDUSTRIAL FACILITIES COVERED

EPA has defined the term "storm water discharge associated with industrial activity" in a comprehensive
manner to address over 100,000 facilities (see Attachment VII for a complete definition). All storm water
discharges associated with industrial activity that discharge through municipal separate storm sewer sys-
tems or that discharge directly to waters of the U.S., are required to obtain NPDES permit coverage, includ-
ing those which discharge through systems located in mumcipalities with a population of less than 100,000.
Discharges of storm water to a sanitary sewer system or to a Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTW) are
excluded. Facilities with storm water discharges associated with in~lustrial activity include: manufacturing
facilities: construction operations disturbing 5 or more acres: hazardous waste ~treatment, storage, or dispos-
al facilities; landfills: certain sewage treatment plants: recycling facilities: powerplants; mining operations:
some oil and gas operataons; aarpons; and cermn other transportation facilities. Operators of indusma.l
facilities that are Federally, State or municipally owned or operated that meet the description of the facili-
ties listed in 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)(i)-txi) must also subrmt applications.

TRANSPORTATION ACT OF 1991

The Transportation Act of 1991 provides an exemption from storm water per~nitting requirements for cer-
taan industrial activities owned or operated by municipalities with a population of less than 100,000. Such
municipalities must submit storm water discharge permit applicauons for only airports, powerplants, and
uncontrolled sanitary landfills that they own or operate, unless a permit is otherwise required by the permit-
ting authority. The Transportation Act of 1991 also revises group application deadlines for facilities that
are owned or operated by mumcipalities with a population ~f less than 250,~X)0. See Attachment II for
revised deadlines.

October. 1993
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9th CIRCUIT COURT DECISION

The 9th Circuit United States Cour~ of Appeals" opinion in NRDC v. EPA (June 4. 1992) and the opinion in
AMC v. EPA (May 27, 1992), affirmed and upheld the basic structure and di,rection of the national storm
water program. In "NRDC’, the Court upheld the defimtion of "municipal separate storm sewer system,"
the standards for municipal storm water controls, the scope of storm water requirements for oil and gas
operations, and EPA’s decision not to provide public comment on Part 1 group industrial perrmt applica-
tions. On the question of deadlines, the Court noted that the storm water application deadlines clearly
exceeded statutory requirements, but refused to "roll back" the current regulatory deadlines. The Court
also emphasized, however, that any further regulatory extension would be ill.egal. In two other areas the
Court invalidated and remanded for further proceedings two regulatory exemptions from the definition of
"storm water discharges associated with industrial activity": (1) the exemption for construction sites dis-
mrbing less than 5 acres of land (category x), and (2) the exemption of certain "light" manufacturing facili-
ties without exposure of materials and activities to storm water (category xi).. In response to these two
remands, the Agency intends to conduct further rulemaking proceedings on construction activities under 5
acres and light industry without exposure as ordered by the Court. EPA will not require permit applications
for construction sites disturbing less than 5 acres of land and category xi facilities without exposure until
this further rulemaking is completed. In "AMC," the Court upheld EPA’s regulation of storm water dis-
charges from inactive mines.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION OPTIONS

The November 16, 1990. storm water regulation presents three permit application options for storm water
discharges associated with industrial activity. The first option is to submit an individual application con-
sisting of Forms 1 and 2F. The second option is to participate in a group application. This option, howev-    ~:.~
er, is no longer available as the deadlines have passed. The third option is to file a Notice of Intent (NO[)    i!i~!.
to be covered under a general permit in accordance with the requirements of an issued general permit. The
following overview briefly outlines each of these three options and the subsequent attachments provide a
more detailed explanation.

2 October. ! 993
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Overview of the Storm Water Program

A. INDIVIDUAL APPLICATIONS

Operators of facilities with storm water discharges associated with industrial activity who did not partici-
pate in a group application or did not obtmn coverage under a general perrait, must submit an individual
application consisting of Form l and Form 2F. The information required in Form 2F includes a site
drmnage map, a narrative description of the site identifying potential pollutant sources, and quantitative
testing data. There are specific requirements for construction activities and off and gas operations and min-
ing operations. See Attachment [ for additional information.

B. GROUP APPLICATIONS

The group application procedure was an option available for facilities that have similar industrial opera-
tlons, waste streams and other characteristics. Group applications reduced the burden on the regulated
community by requiring the submission of quantitative data from only selecu,’d members of the grou~. The
group application was subrmtted in two parts. Part I of the application identified all participants, provided
facility specific irfformauon and proposed a representative sampling subgroup. Part 2 of the application
consists of sampling data from each member of the sampling subgroup identified in Part l of the applica-
tion. See Attachment II for additional information.

C. GENERAL PERMIT - NOI REQUIREMENTS

Indusmal storm water dischargers that submit an NOI to be covered by the general permit are not required
to submit an individual permit application or participate in a group application, provided the discharger is
eligible for the permit and an individual permit application is not required by the Director on a case-by-case
basis. Submitting an NOI represents a significantly less burden than submitl.ing an individual applicataon
or participating in a group application. The NOI requirements for general permits usually address ordy
general information and typically do not require the coLlection of monitoring data Submittal of an NOI is
only possible where applicable general permits have been issued by the permitting authority. EPA has
finalized general permits for construction and industrial activity in the 12 States without NPDES authoriza-
tion ¢57 FR 41176, September 9, 1992 and 57 FR 44~12, SeptEmber 25, 1992). As of September 1993.36
of the 39 authorized NPDES States have general permit authority. See Attachments lTI, IV and V for addi-
tional information.

INDUSTRIAL PERMIT APPLICATION DEADLINES

Type of Application Deadline

¯ Individual October I, 1992

¯ Group Part I Part 2

All industrial activities except September 30, 1991 October 1, 1992
those owned or operated by a
municipality with a population of i100,000 to 250,000.

Industrial activities owned or May 18,1992 May 17, 1993
operated by a municipality with
a population of less than
250,000.

¯ General Permit NOI October 1, 1992
(for EPA’s general permits)

3
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MUNICIPAL APPLICATIONS

"’Municipal separate storm sewer" is defined as any conveyance or system of conveyances that is owned or
operated by a State or local government entity designed for collecting and conveying storm water which is
not part of a POTW. The application requirements do not apply to discharge,,; from combined sewers (sys-
tems designed as both a sanitary sewer and a storm sewer). Mumcipal separate storm sewer systems that
are addressed by the November 16, 1990. regulations include storm sewer systems located in 173 cities
with populations of 100.000 or more; located in 47 counties identified by EPA as having populations over
100,000 in unincorporated, urbanized areas; aad systems that are designated by the Director based on con-
sideration of the location of the discharge with respect to waters of the United States, the s~ze of the dis-
charge, the quantity and nature of the pollutaats discharged to waters of the U’nited States, the interrela~ion-
ship to other regulated storm sewer systems, and other factors. The operator of a designated system will be
notified by the Director. Under the November 16, 1990, storm water rule, those municipal separate storm
sewer systems identified must submit a two-part application. The first part requires information regarding
existing programs and the means available to the municipality to control pollutants. In addition, part one
requires a field screening analysis of major ouffalls to detect illicit connections. Building on this informa-
tion, the second part requires a limited amount of representative quantitative data and a description of a
proposed storm water management plan. See Attachment V for a detailed explanation of the two-part
appLication process.

MUNICIPAL APPLICATIONS DEADLINES

Large Municipalities
(over 250.000) November 18, 1991 November 16+ 1992 ’+

Medium Municipalities
(100.000-250,000) May 18, 1992 May 17, 1993

October. 1993
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Overview of the Storm Water Program

ATTACHMENT I

LN’DIVIDUAL APPLICATION REQUIREMFNTS

These requirements address storm water discharges associated with industrial activity that are not
authorized by a general permit and that are not included in a group application.

Application Forms

¯ Applicants for discharges composed entirely of storm water must submit Forms 1 and 2F

¯ Applicants for discharges composed of storm water and process wastewater must submit
Forms 1, 2C, and 2F

¯ Applicants for new sources or new discharges composed of storm water and non-storm
water must submit Forms 1, 2D, and 2F

¯ Applicants for discharzes composed of storm water and nonprocess wastewater must submit
Forms 1, 2E, and 2F"

¯ Authorized NPDES States may establish their own forms which are at least as stringent as
EPA’s forms.

¯ Forms are available from State permitting authorities for facilities located in NPDES autho-
rized States, or from EPA Regional Offices for facilities located in States without NPDES
authorization.

Form 2F Re~_uirements

¯ Site map showing topography and/or drainage areas and site characteristics.

¯ Estimate of impervious surface area and the total area drained by each outfall.

¯ Description of significant materials exposed to storm water, including current materials
management pracuces.

¯ Certification that outfalls have been tested or evaluated for the pt~esence of non-storm water
discharges that are not covered by a NPDES permit.

¯ Information on significant leaks and spills in last 3 years.

¯ Quantitative testing data for the following parameters:

- Any pollutants Limited in an effluent guideline to which the facility is subject

- Any pollutant listed in the faciLity’s NPDES permit for process wastewater

Oil and grease, pH, BOD5, COD, TSS, total phosphorus, rtiwate plus nitrite nitrogen, and
total Kjeldahl nitrogen

Certain pollutants known to be in the discharge

Flow measurements or estimates

Date and duration of storm event.

October, 1993 I-I ’ "~
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Overview of the Storm Water Program

Individual Application Reo_uirements for Construction Activities

¯ Provide a narrative description of:

- Location and nature of construction activity (including a map)

- Total area of the site and area to be excavated

Proposed measures to control pollutants in storm water discharlges during and after construc-
tion operations

- Estimate of runoff coefficient and increase in impervious areas iff’ter construction

- Name of receiving water.

¯ No quantitative sampling.

¯ Application deadline

- 90 days prior to date when construction begins.

¯ EPA has not developed a standard form for these discharges at this time (Form 2F is not
required).

ADDiication Requirements for Oil & Gas O_Derations and Mining O_Deratio~

¯ Operators of oil & gas facilities are not required to submit a pelartit application unless the
facility: -

Has had a discharge of a reportable quantity for which notice is required under CERCLA or
CWA in the past 3 years, or

Contributes to a violation of a water quality, standard.

¯ O .perators of active and inactive mining sites are not required to :submit permit applications
uruess, the discharge has come into contact with any over, burden, raw material, intermediate
or finished products, byproducts, or waste products located onsite (inactive coal mining
operations released from SMCRA performance bonds and non-coal mining operations
released from applicable State or Federal reclamation requirements after December 17
1990, are not requ’tred to submit permit applications).- "

Available Guidance

Guidance Manual For The Preparation of NPDES Permit Applications for Storm Water Discharges
Associated with Industrial Activity (Order #PB92199058), available fi:om NTIS. ~703) 487-4650;
NPDES Storm Water Sampling Gdidance Document, available from the Storm Water Hotline. (703)
821-4823.

Deadline

October 1, 1992, or 180 days prior to commencement of a new discharge.

I-2 October.
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ATTACHMENT II

GROUP APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

Facilities that discharge storm water associated with industrial activity ~h,~,:l until September 30, 1991, tofile Part I of the group application in lieu of subrruttimz a complete individual appfication or an NOI to
be covered by a general permit. The Transportation A~t of 1991, however, extended the group applica-
tion deadlines for certain industrial activities owned or operated by a municipality with a populatmn of
100,1300 to 250,000. Facilities that are part of the same effluent guideline subcategory or with similar
acti,v.ities and operations were eligible to submit a group application. EPA received 1,243 Part I group
applications covering approximately 60,000 facilities.

The group application was submitted in two parts. Part 1 of the applicatJton was due by September 30.
1991. andPart 2 oftbe application was due by October 1, 1992. These deadlines applied to all industri-
a,.l act, ivitie~s e.x,.ce, pt th_ose .ow~, ~d or Ol .~. rated by a municipality with a population ofl00,000 to 250,000.
for mese mcmt~es, r’art 1 ot me application was due by May 18, 1992, aad Part 2 of the application is
due by Mav 17, 1993. Both parts were submitted directly to U.S. FPA Headquarters, Office of
Wastewater’Enforcement and Compliance (EN-336). 401 M Street, SW, Washington, DC 20460,
regardless of whether or not the included facilities are in a NPI’)ES authorized State. The
Transportation Act also addressed municipallv owned or operated industrial activities that were denied
bv EPA from the group application process. ~;uch facilities must submit an individual application or be
cbvered by a genera[permit within 180 days after the denial was made, or by Odtbber 1, 1992,
~hichever is later.

EPA is currently taking both pa.~ of the application and formulating model permit language. The com-
plet,.e,,a.p[[licauon.s.agd _model permit language will then be distributed to every NPDES authorized State
or ~r~ ~egion tit me ~itate is not NPDES authorized) in which participa~ts are located. The State then
reviews the application and model permit language. The State may consider the application and model
permit language when issuing permits (either individual orgenerai). The State may ask each or any of
the .applicants for more information on their facility and/or discharge if the State needs additional infor-
mauon. EPA Re~onal Offices will follow these same steps for participants located in States without
NPDES authorizauon.

¯ A list of participants by name, location, and precipitation zone
¯ A summary of each participant’s industrial activiues
¯ .An..explan.atio.n_ of why the participants are sufficiently similar
¯ A l~st. of s~gmhcant materials stored outside by each participant and materials management

practaces
¯ A list of representative dischargers that will submit test data in Pa~t 2.

¯ Quantitative testing data must be submitted by those facilities identified as "samplers" in
Part I of the application.

For groups of 4 to 20 members, 50 percent of the facilities mus~t submit data: for groups with
,2 l,.~to, 99, a .minimum o.f 10 dischargers must submit quantitatiw.- data; for groups with 100 to
~,tx~ m.embers, a rmrt~, um of 10 percent of the facilities must submit data; f6r groups with
greater than 1,000 rnem~rs, no more than 1130 facilities must submit data: there must be "~
dischargers from each precipitation zone in which 10 or mote members ’of the group-~-~
located, or 1 discharger from each precipitation zone in which 9 or fewer members are locat-
ed. Testing requirements are described under 40 CFR 129 26(c)(1)(i)(E) and 40 CFR
122.2 l(g)(7).                                                                              -"
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;.

Additional Information

A model group .application accompanied by detailed information on how to complete both Part I and
Part 2 group apphcations is availab]e from the Storm Water Hotline, (703)821-4823. Technical support
with regardto sampling procedures is also available from the hotline (NPDES Storm Water Sampling
Guidance Document).

Deadlines

¯ All Industrial Activities Except ¯ Industrial Activities Owned or
Those Owned Or Operated By Operated. By A Municipality
A Municipality W~th A With A Population of 100,000
Population of 100,000 to to 250,000
250,000

Part I - September 30, 1991 P~’t I - May 18, 1992
Pm’~ 2 - October I, 1992 Part 2 - May 17, 1993

II-2 October. 199_’,
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ATTACHMENT Ill

EPA GENERAL PERMIT REQUIREMENTS (GENERAL INFORMATION)

On September 9 and 25, 1992, EPA issued general permits for construction and industrial activities (57
F’R 41176 and 4~A12) which are intended to initially cover the majority of storm water discharges asso-
ciated with industrial activity in 1.2 States and 6 territories without authorized NPDES programs. As of
Marc,h 1.993:3.5_o..f_t_he_39 authorized NPDES .S~es have authority to is~;ue general perrmts. Facilitiesm aum.onzea .N.vu~ 3tares should contac.t their ~tate permitting agencie,; to determine the status of the
genera~ penmmng program. The following tab.les (Attachments III, IV and V) outline conditions in
EPA’s general perrmts for industrial activities and construction activities.

Areas of Coverage

¯ Region I~ MA, ME, NH; Indian lands in MA, NH, ME. Region H--PR and Indian lands
in NY. Region IlI--DC, Federal facilities in DE. Region IV.-- FL; Indian lands in FL,

sMDS, NC. Region VImLA, NM, OK, TX. Region VII---SD; Indian lands in CO, MT. ND,, UT (except Goshute Reservation and Navajo Reservation laads), WY; Federal facilities
i_n CO; Ute Mountain Reservation in CO, and NM. Region IX-- American Samoa and
Guam: AZ; Territories of Johnston Atoll, and Midway andWake Island: Indian lands in CA.
~d .Y.V,:..Go@ute Reservations in UT and NV, Navajo Reservations in UT, NM, and AZ,
L~UCK vat~ey t~eservation in NV and ID. Region X--AK. and ]i~D: Indian lands in AK, ID
(except Duck Valley Reservation lands), and WA; Federal faciliti~,s in WA.

Types of Discha~es Covered

¯ EPA’s general permits cover the majority of storm water discharges associated with industri-
al activity. Storm water discharges associated with industrial activity that cannot be autho-
rized by [::.PA’s general permits include those:

- With an existing effluent limitations guideline for storm water

That are mixed with non-storm water, unless the non-storm water discharges are in compli-
ance with a different NPDES permit

- With an existing NPDES individual or general permit for the storm water discharges

- That are or may reasonably be expected to be contributing to a violation of a water qualitystandard                                                                  -

- That are likely to adversely effect a listed or proposed to be listed endangered or threatened
species or its critical habitat

From inactive mining, or inactive oil and gas operations or inactive landfills occurring on
Federal lands where an operator cannot be identified (industrial permit only).

NOI Requir~ment~

¯ A facility must submit a Notice of Intent (NOD to be authorized by the general permit.

¯ NOI’s do not require the collection of discharge sampling data

¯ F, aciliti,es w~ch d!sch .~e to a large or medium municipal separatae storm sewer system must
a~so suvnut s~gned copies of the NOI to the operator of’the municipal system. "

¯ Operators of construction activities must also submit signed copies of the NOI to State or
local agencies approving sediment and erosion or storm water management plans under

October. 1993                                     1TI-1                                            ’ ..... "
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which the construction activity is operating.
Deadlines for NOl’s

¯ On or before October 1, 1992 for existing industrial activities

¯ For facilities or construction activities which begin industrial activir.i, after October 1, 1992, an
NOI shall be submitted at least 2 days prior to the commencement ot the industrial activity.

¯ NOI’s must be sent to the following address:

Storm Water Notice of Intent
P.O. Box 1215
Newington, VA 22122

Special Conditions

¯ Prohibition on most types of non-storm water discharges as a component of discharges
authorized by,this permit. (These discharges should already have an NPDES perrmt.)
However, EPA s perrmts authorize certain types of non-storm water" discharges.

¯ In the event there is a release(s) of a hazardous substance in excess of reportable quantities
established under the CWA or CERCLA (see 40 CFR 117.3, 40 CFR 302.4) the discharger
must:

- Notify the National Response Center and the Director, and modify the storm water pollution
prevention plan.

Pollution Prevention Plan Requirements

¯ Operators of all facilities covered bv EPA’s general permits must prepare and implement a
storm water pollution prevention plah.

!II.2 October. 1993
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ATTACHMENT IV

EPA INDUSTRIAL GENERAL PERMIT (SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS)

Contents of NOI for Industrial Activitie~

¯ Street address or latitude/longitude

¯ SIC Code or identification of industrial activity

¯ Operator, s name, address, telephone number, and status as Federal. State, private, public, or
omer entity

¯ Permit number(s) of any existing NPDES permit(s)

¯ Name of receiving water(s)

¯ Indication of whether the owner or operator has existing quantitative data describing the
concentration of pollutants in storm water discharges

¯ A certification that a storm water pollution prevention plan has been prepared for the facility
(for industrial activities that begin operations after October 1, 1992).

Pollution Prevention Plan Reauirtments for Industrial Activities

~The .P.ol~tio, n. Pr, eve.nt!o.n p.!an is considered to be the most important requirement of the General
t-ern~u.,.t, eac.n..maustn~ t.act.uty c, ov.e.re, d by the. general pg..rgait must develop a Plan, tailored to the sitesl~ecmc ,conmgons.,- ano oes~gneo wttn the goal to control tlae amount of pollutants in storm water dis-

Charges from me site.

¯ Pollution Prevention Team - Each facility will select a Pollution Prevention Team from its
staff, and the Team will he responsible for ~leveloping and implementing the Plan.

¯ Comp~..nents of the Plan - The permit requires that the Plan contain a description of poten-
tim pollutant sources, and a description of the measures and controls to prevent or minimize
pollution of storm water. The description of potential pollutant sources must include:

A map of the facility indicating the areas which drain to each storm water discharge point
An indication of the induswial activities which occur in each drainage area
A prediction of the pollutants which are likely to be present in tlhe storm water
A description the likely source of pollutants from the site
An inventory of the materials which may be exposed to storm water

- The history of spills or leaks of toxic or hazardous materials for the past 3 years.

The measures and controls to prevent or minimize pollution of storm water must include:

- Good housekeeping or upkeep of industrial areas exposed to storm water
- Preventive maintenance of storm water controls and other facility equipment

Spill prevention and response procedures to minimize the potential for and the impact of
spdls

Test all outfalis to insure there are no cross connections (oaly storm water is discharged)

October. 1993 IV-1 ~"~ ’~
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Tra~mng of employees on pollution prevention measures and controls, and record keeping.

The permit also requires that facilities:

Identify areas with a hieh potential for erosion and the stabilization measures or structural
controls to be used to li~it erosion in these areas
Implement traditional storm water management measures (oil/water separators, vegetative
swales, detention ponds, etc) where they are appropriate for the site.

¯ Inspection/Site Compliance Evaluation - Facility personnel must inspect the plant quip-
ment and industrial areas on a regu_lar basis. At least once every year a more tfmrough site
compliance evaluation must be performed by facility personnel

Look for evidence of pollutants entering the drainage system
- Evaluate the performance of pollution prevention measures

Identify areas where the Plan should be revised to reduce the discharge of pollutants
Document both the routine inspections and the annual site compliance evaluation in a report.

¯ Consistency - The Plan can incorporate other plans which a facility may have already nre-
pared for other permits including Spill Prevention Control and Coun(ermeasure (S’I~C)
Plans, or Best Management Practices (BMP) Programs.

¯ Deadlines - The plan must be prepared on or before April I, 1993, and the facility must be
in compliance with the plan on or before October 1, 1993.

¯ Signature - The plan must be signed by a responsible corporate official such as the presi-
dent, vice president or general partner.

¯ Plan Review - The plan is to be kept at the permitted facility at all times. The plan should be
submitted for review only when requested by EPA.

Semi-Annual Monitorin~Annual Re_nortin_~ Requirement�

¯ EPCRA Section 313 facilities

¯ Primary metal mdustries Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) 33

¯ Land disposal units/incinerators/BIF’s

¯ Wood u’eatment facilities

¯ Facilities with coal pile runoff

¯ Battery.reclaimers

Annual Monitorin_~’qo Re_nortin_~ Requirement�

¯ Airports with at least 50.000 flight operations per year

¯ Coal-fLred steam electric facilities

¯ Animal handling/meat packing facilities

October. 1993
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¯ Additional facilities, including:

SIC 30 and 28 with storage piles for solid chemicals used as raw materials that are exposed
to precipitation

Cetlain automobile junkyards

Lime manufacturing facilities where storm water comes into contact with lime storage piles

- Oil handling sites at oil tired steam electric power generating :facilities

- Cement manufacturing and cement kilns

- Ready-mix concrete facilities

Shipbuilding and repairing facilities

Additional Monitoring Rea_uirement~

¯ Testing parameters for facilities are listed in the general permits.

¯ At a minimum, all dischargers must conduct an annual site inspection of the facility.

Alternative Certification

¯ A discharger, is. not.s.ubject to the monitoring requirements for a given outfall if there is no
" e~x~os..u~,, of tn.ctustnal areas or activities to storm water within the drainage area of that out-

ra~l wltrun a gaven year.

¯
_._T~_Ldisc~h.~arger’ must ce~ify, on. an, .a~mu.al basis, that there is no exposure to storm water, and

su,c.n ceruncat!on mus.t tm retmneo m tire storm water polJutio/lt prevention plan. Facilities
su~oject.!o s.ermTannual monitoring requirements must submit this certification to EPA in lieu
ol momtormg (aata.

Numeric Effluent Limlta~on~

¯ Coal pile runoff: 50 rag/1 Total Suspended Solids (TSS) and 6-9 pH

Available Guidancg

Storm Water Management for Industrial Activities, Developing Pollution Prevention Plans and Best
Management P. ractices, available from NTIS (703) 487-4650, order number PB 92-235969: Summara’."
Storm Water Management for Industrial Activities, Developing Pollution Prevention Plans and Bdst
Management Practices (October 1992), available from the Storm Water Hotline, (703) 821-4823.

October. 1993 IV-3
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ATTACI-~IENT V

EPA CONSTRUCTION GEN’ERAL PERMIT REQUIREMENTS (SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS)

Coverage

¯ Storm water discharges from construction sites that are authorized by this permit include
those that will result in the disturbance of 5 or more acres of land.

Contents of NOI for Construction Activities

¯ Street address or latitude/longitude

¯ The name, address, telephone number of the operator(s) with day to day operational control
and operator status as Federal, State, private, public, or other entity

¯ Permit number(s) of any existing NPDES permit(s)

¯ Name of receiving water(s)

¯ Indication of whether the owner or operator has existing quantitative data describing the
concentration of pollutants in storm water discharges

¯ An estimate of the project start date and completion dates and estimates of the number of
disturbed acres

¯ A certification that a storm water pollution prevention plan has b~en prepared for the facility    ~:~"....

Deadlines for Notification

¯ An NOI shall be submitted at least 2 days prior to the commencement of construction (com-
rnencernent of construction is defined as the initial disturbance of soils associated with clear-
ing, grading, or excavating activities or other construction activities) at any site that will
result in the disturbance of 5 or more acres total land area.

Pollution Prevention Plan Requirements for Construction Activiti~

The Pollution Prevention Plan is considered to be the most important requirement of the General
permit. Each co.n.sumction activity covered by the general permit must develop a Plan, tailored to the
s,~.te .specific. cona.itio.ns, and designed with the goal to control the amount of pollutants in storm water
a~scnarges from trm stte.

¯ Components of the Plan - The permit requires that the Plan conwln a site description, and a
~scnptio.n of the measures and controls to prevent or minimize., pollution of storm water.
tne site aescription must include:

- A description of the nature of the construction activity
- A sequence of major construction activities

An estimate of the total area of the site and of the area to be disturbed
- An estimate of the runoff coefficient of the site after construction is complete
- Any existing data on the quality of storm water discharge from the site

The name of the receiving water
- Any information on the type of soils at the site; and

A site map indicating draina~ze patterns and slopes after ~radin activities are com lete areas
of " -

~    g ¯ P ’sod d~sturbance, the out’line of the area to be disturbed, the iocauon of stabilization
measures and controls, and surface waters at the discharge points.

I
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¯ Measures and Controls - Measures and controls to prevent or minimize pollution of storm
water must include three different types of controls: erosion and sediment controls, storm
water management controls and other controls:

Erosion and Sediment Controls

, Stabilization (seeding, mulching, etc.) - Disturbed areas where construction has perma-
nently or temporarily ceased must be stabilized within 14 day’s of the last disturbance or
as soon as practicable in semi-arid and arid areas. (Areas which will be redisturbed
within 21 days do not have to be stabilized).

¯ Structural Controls - Sites with common drainage locations that serve 10 or more dis-
an-hed acres must install a sediment basin where it is attainable (where a basin is not
attainable, sediment traps, silt fence or other equivalent measures must be installed.
Sediment basins must provide 3,600 cubic feet of storage per acre drained. Drainage
locations which serve less than 10 disturbed acres must ~nsudl either a sediment basin,
sediment trap or silt fence along the down slope and side slope perimeter.

¯ Plan shall be completed prior to submittal of an NOI and updated as appropriate.

¯ For construction activities that have begun after October 1, 1992, the plan shall provide for
compliance with the terms and schedule of the plan beginning ’with the initiatton of con-
struction activities.

Available Guidance

Storm Water Management for Construction Activities, Developing Pollution Prevention Plans and Best
Management Practices. available from NTIS (703) 487-.4650, order number PB 92-235951; Summary:
Storm Water Management for Construction Activities, Developing Pollution Prevention Plans and B~st
Management Practices (October 1992), available from the Storm Water Hotline (703) 821-4823.

October. 1993 V-2 "~ ~* "
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ATTACHMEN’T VI

MUNICIPAL APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

The CWA requires that NPDES permits for discharges from municipal separme storm sewer systems
include a requu’ement to effectively prohibit non-storm water discharges into the storm sewers, and con-
trols to reduce t.he discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable (including management
practices, control techniques and system design and engineering methods, and other provisions appro-
priate, for the c.ontrol of such pollutants). EPA or authorized NPDES States may issue system-wiiS’e or
junsaiction-wiae permits covering all discharges from a municipal sepanite storm sewer system. The
November 1990 storm water final rule established requirements for a two-part permit’application
designed to facilitate development of site specific perrmt conditions. The permit application re, qua’e-
ments provide municipal applicants an opportunity, to propose ap_propriate management programs to
controilaollutants in discharges from their municipal systems. This increases flexibility to develop
appropriate permit conditions and ensures input from municipalities in developing appropriate controls.

¯ General information (name, address, etc.)

¯ Existing legal authority and any additional authorities needed

¯ Source identification information

¯ Discharge characterization including:

Monthly mean rain and snow fall estimates ~!~-:..;~

- Existing quantitative data on volume and quality of storm water discharges

- A list of receiving water bodies and existing information on the impacts of receiving waters

- Field screening analysis for illicit connections and illegal dumping.

¯ Characterization plan identifying representative outfalls for further sampling in Part 2

¯ Description of existing management programs to control pollutants from the municipal sepa-
rate storm sewer and to identffy illicit connections

¯ Description of financial budget and resources currently available to complete Part 2.

¯ Demonstration of adequate legal authority to control discharges, prohibit illicit discharges,
require compliance, and carry out inspections, surveillance, and monitoring

¯ Source identification indicating the location of any major outfalls and identifying facilities
that discharge storm water associated with indusmal activity through the municipal separate
storm sewer

¯ Discharge characterization data including

Quantitative data from 5-10 representative locations in approved sampling plans

For selected conventional pollutants and heavy metals, estimates of the annual pollutant load
and event mean concentratmn of system discharges

V].I October. 1 ~.~
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Proposed schedule to provide estimates of seasonal pollutant loads and the mean concentra-
tion for certain detected constituents in a representative storm event

- Proposed monitoring program for representative data collection.

¯ Proposed management program including descriptions of:

Structural and source control measures that are to be implemented to reduce pollutants in
runoff from commercial and residential areas

Program to detect and remove illicit discharges

Program to monitor and control pollutants from municipal landfdls, hazardo.us .waste treat-
ment, disposal, and recovery facilities; EPCRA Section 313 facilities; an¢l otl~er priority
industrial facilities

Program to control pollutants in construction site runoff.

¯ Estimated reduction in loadings of pollutants as a result of the management program

¯ Fiscal analysis of necessary capital and operation and maintenance expenditures.

Available Guidance

Guidance Manual for the Preparation of Part 1 of the NPDES Permit Application for Discharges from
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems and NPDES Storm Water Sampling Guidance Document,
available from NTIS (703) 487-4650. order number PB 92-114578; Guidance Manual for the
Preparation of Part 2 of the NPDES Permit Applications for Discharges from Municipal Seperate
Storm Sewers Systems, available from the Storm Water Hotline. (703) 821-.4823.

Deadlines

¯ Large Municipal Systems With ¯ Medium Municipal Systems
A Population Of 250,000 Or With A Population of 100,000
More: to 250,1X10:

(55 FR 48073, Novemer 16, 1990, (55 FR 4.8074, November 16, 1990
Appendices F and H) Appendices G and I)

Part 1 - November 18. 1991 Part 1 - May 18, 1992
Pan 2 - November 16, 1992 Part 2 - May 17, 1993

October. 1993 VI-2
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ATTACHMENT VII

STORM WATER DISCHARGE ASSOCIATED WITH INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY

The discharge from any conveyance which is used for collecting and conveving storm water and which
is directly related to manufacturing, processintz or raw materials storage ~reas at an industrial plant.
The term does not include discharges from fac~dities or activities excluded from the NPDES program_
under 40 CFR Part 122. For the categories of industries identified in subparagraphs (i) through (x) of
this subsection, the term includes, but is not limited to, storm water discharges from industrial plant
yards: immediate access roads and rail lines used or traveled by careers of raw materials, manufactured
products, waste material, or by-products used or created by the facility; material handling sites; refuse
sites: sites used for the application or disposal of process waste waters (as defined at 40 CFR 401); sites
used for the storage and mmntenance of material handling equipment; sites used for residual treatment,
storage, or disposal; shipping and receivi.ng areas; manufacturing buildimgs; storage areas (including
tank farms) for raw materials, and intermeaiate and finished products; and[ areas where industrial activi-
ty has takenplace in the past and significant materials remain and are exl~sed to storm water. For the
categories of industries identified in subparagraph (xi), the term include,,; only storm water discharges
from all the areas (except access roads and rail lines) mat are listed in the previous sentence where
material handling equipment or activities, raw materials, intermediate products, final products, waste
material, by-products, or industrial machinery are exposed to storm wat.�.I. For the purposes of this
paragraph, material handling activities include the: siorage, loading and unloading, transportation, or
conveyance of any raw material, intermediate product, fin.ished product, by-product or waste product.
The term excludes areas located on plant lands separate trom the plant’s industrial activities, such as
office, bull.dings and accompanying parking lots as long as the drainage from the excluded areas is not
mixed witla storm water drained from the above described areas. Industrial facilities (including industri-
al facilities that are Federally, State, or municipally owned or operated that meet the descriptmn of the
facilities listed in thisparagraph (i)-(xi) incIude those faciliues designated under the provision of ’:
122.26(,a)(1)(v). The following categories of facilities are consideredto be engaging in "industrial
activity’ for purposes of this subsection:

(i) Facilities subject to storm water effluent limitations guidelines, new source performance
standards, or toxac pollutant effluent standards under 40 CFR Subchapter N (except facilities
with toxic pollutant effluent standards which are excepted under category (xi) of this para-

~Vl~’~:ilities classified as Standard Industrial Classifications 24 (except 2434), 26 (except
265 and 267), 28 (except 283 and 285) 29, 311, 32 (except 323.), 33, 3441, 372;
(iii) Facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classificatious 10 though 14 (mineral indus-
.u’y) inclu, ding active or inactive mining operations (except for areas of coal mining opera-
taons no longer meeting the definition of a reclamation ar~a under 40 CFR 434.11(I) because
the performance bond issued to the facility by the appropriate SMCRA authority has been
released, or except for areas of non-coal mining operations which have been released from
applicable State or Federal reclamation requirements after December 17, 1990 and oil and
tgh~t exploration, production, processing, or treatment operations, or transmission facilitiesdischarge storm water contaminated by contact with or that has come into contact with,
any overburden, raw material, intermediate products, finished products, byproducts or waste
t~roducts located on the site of such operations; (inactive mining operations are mining sites

at are not being actively mined, but which have an identifiable owner/operator: inactive
tinning sites do not include sites where mining claims are being maintained prior to distur-
b.ances associated with the extraction, beneficmtion, or processing of mined materials, nor
s~tes where mimmal activities are undertaken for the sole purpose of maintaining mining
claim);
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(vi) Facilities involved in the recycling, of materials, including metal scrapyards, battery
~c!aim~_rs, s.alv.age.yard.s,. _a~.d a.u,tomobiles junkyards, including but limited to those class~-
nea as ~tandard Industrial tJlassincation 5015 and 5093;
(vii) Steam electric power generating facilities, including coal handling sites:
(viii) Transportation facilities classified as Standard Ihdustxial Classifications 40, 41, 42
(e, xcept 4221-25.), 43, 44: 45, a~.d 5171 which have vehicle maintenance shops, equipment
ctean.m,g operau, ons,, or ,atrim. ,rt oeicing operat~,’ons. Only those portions of the facility that
are enner mvowea in vehicle maintenance (including vehicle rehabilitation, mechanical
repairs, painting, fueling, and lubrication), ~_ uipment cleaning operations, airport deicing
opemons, or which are otherwise identified under paragraph~ (D-(vii) or (ix)-(xi) of this
subsection are associated with industrial activity;
(ix) Treatme. nt. works treating do.mgsti.c sewage or any other sewage sludge or wastewater
trea .t~.ent. oew.ce or .system, used in the storage treatment, :recycling, and reclamation of
.mumclp.ai or aomesUc sewage, including land dedicated to the disposal of sewage sludge
mat are located within the confines of the facility, with a design flow of 1.0 mgd or more, or
~requ’,n3d .to ,have ~ approved pretreatment program under 40 CFR 403. Not included are
~.m’~.. tunas, uomesoc .gardens or lands used for sludge management where sludge is benefi-
_c.i y re.used an.d. which..,are,, not. ph,ysi,cal!y, locat  m the conf’mes of the facifity, or areas
mat are m compliance w~m ~¢cuon q4~ ot tlae CWA;
(x.) Con.strucuo.n activity including clearing, grading and excavation activities except: oper-
auons mat result in the disturbance of less than five acres of total land area which are not

!~art of a larger common plan of development or sale;
i) Facilities under Standard Industrial Classification 20, 21, 22, 23, 2434, 25, 265, 26.7~ 2"7,
3, 285, 30, 31 (except 311), 323, 34 (except 3441), 35, 36, 3"7 (except 3"73), 38, 39, 4,.21-

25, (and which are not otherwise included within categories (iii)-(x))

Note: The Transportation Act of 1991 provides an exemption from storm water permitting
,r~l. uire ~m~.nts for ~ _r~’_’n_ facilities owned or opera~d hy municipalities with a popu-
~auon o~ ~e,s.s titan lO0,O00: Such municipalities must submit storm water dischai-ge
permit applications for only airports, power plants, and uncontrolled sanitary land-
fills that they own or operate, unless a permit is otherwise required by the permitting
authority.

October. 1993 VI-2 0,~. ~
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State of California

Memorandum
To:    Stonn3~,ater Perm)~L.,Program Coordinators Date: September 8, 1994

From: Thomas Mum
California Regional Water Quality Control Board
San Francisco Bay Region
2101 Webster Street, Suite 500, Oakland, 94612

SuNect: MUNICIPAL STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN COMPONENTS

The attached draft Municipal Storm Water Management Plan Components is
intended to provide a starting point for establishing a consistent framework for
such plans for all municipal programs in the State. I have proposed the
categorical program action areas based on experiences with existing programs and
existing plans in the San Francisco Bay Region. As proposed, the categorical
areas and sub-areas would be essential components of a Municipal Storm Water
Management Plan. It would be the responsibility of a municipality to demonstrate
that a specific area does not apply to their program or to propose equivalent
alternatives with justification.

The categorical areas represent elements integral to the establishment of a storm
water management program, as well as specific sources, specific areas of activities,
or specific activities that need to managed. The actual management action, such
as the type of control measures that would be implemented, or level of
implementation of the control measure, would be determined mostly at the
discretion of the municipal program. We should also recognize that at this time
the appropriate action, in a specific area for a specific municipal program, may be
to propose the steps that they will take to scope alternative control measures,
prepare for implementation, implement on a reduced or pilot scale, and ultimately
select and implement a control measure on a full scale. In such cases the plan
would identify milestones and evaluation techniques that ~dll be met and used in
the process of progressing through the proposed steps.

Over time we would identify specific control measures that apply in each area and
categorize the measure as mandatory, optional, or mandatory under specific
conditions. (Mandatory would be interpreted to allow for ~tplementation of
equivalently effective alternative measures.) Over time we would also develop
information of the effectiveness of specific control measures and develop
performance standards for their design, operation, and maintenance. These
performance standards would be developed through monitoring programs and
serve as the building blocks for defining maximum extent practicable.

By establishing a consistent framework of action areas, we also provide a basis for
coordination and collaboration of all municipal programs, and consistent reporting
and evaluation standards.
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MUNICIPAL STORM $,VATER M4,NAGEMENT PLAN COMPONENTS

The N’lunicipa~ Storm Water Earl)’ Permit renewal process requires the submittal of a 5Iorm Water Management Plan for
the permitted area covering the entire five year period of the permit. A single plan is expected for each permit, with each
of the permi~tees con~buting to the plan. The plan should address all of the following components, including a
discussion of how each of the components fit into a single unified program. Every element of the plan must contain
compliance schedules with firm dazes that will be met. The permittees should suggest Schedules for submittals that are
realistic for their particular fiscal year. The management plans should emphasize pollution prevenfon rather than relying
solely on pollution control.

This document has been prepared by the staff of the State Water Resources Control Board and the Regional Water
Control Boards, in an effort to assist permittees who hold municipal separate storm sewer permitsto comply with thr~e
permits. This document has not been adopted by either of the Boards. Its provisions, with the exception of the federal
regulations, in italics, are not mandatory, and are provided solely as an aid to permittees.

122.26(dX l Xi) General information. The applicants’ name. address, telephone number of contact person, ownership status and
status as a State or local government entity.

122-26(dXI Xv) Management programs. (A) A description of the existing management program3 ta control pollutants from the
municipal separate storm sewer ~’stem. The description shall provtde information on existing structural and source controls,
including operation and maintenance measures for structural controls, that are currently being implemented. Such controls may
inchde, but are not limited to: Procedatres to control pollution resulting from cor~truction activities," floodplain management

controls," ~’etland protection measures; best management practices for new subdivixior~,, and em~..rgency spill response programs.
The descrwtion may address controlz established under S~ate law as ~ell as local requirements.

12226(dX2Xiv) Proposed management program. A proposed management program covers the duration of the permit. It shall
include a comprehensive planning process wtu’ch involves public participation and where neeess~lrv, intergovernmental

coordination, to rech~ce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum exlent practicable u~ing mar~gement practices, control
techmques and system, design and engineering rnethod~, and such other provisions which are appropriate. The program shall also

include a description of staff and equipment available to implement the program. St’parate proposed prograrns may be subcnitted
by each coapplicant. Proposed programs may impose controls on a systemwide basis, a wmershed basis, a :trisdiction basis, or
on individual o.~’alls. Proposed programz ~11 be considered by the Director when developing permit conditions to rechtce
pollutants in discharges to the ma.vimum extent practicable. Proposed management programs shall describe priorities for
implementing controls.

I. PROGRAM MANAGEMENT - Area wide permits are permits thai are issued to a group of municipal governments.
The governments are given a single permit and pay a single fee. It is anticipated that although each governmental
entity will have their own program, they will function as a unified entity in their permit responses. The area wide
permits require cooperation by a number of government entities including cities, counties, agencies such as flood
control districts or water districts, and state agencies such as CALTRANS. Each governmental entity will have. in
addition, a variety of agencies that have responsibilities either directly, or indirectly for storm water related activilies.
The plan must include a discussion of who is involved in the program, how they will function together, what kind of
interagency funding arrangements are made. For each permittee, the plan must also outline the funding and funding
mechanism to be used, and the legal authority that will be used to enforce the PrOl.~ram.

A. PROGRAM STRUCTURE - Each permit will require a structure for the participatory agencies to work together
under a unified plan. While each permittee will have an individual program ~to address the particular needs of
their city or agency, a framework must be developed to allow cooperation between them. In addition, cities will
have common problems that will be more efficiently addressed as a whole rather than individually. For most
area-wide permits, a city or county acls as the lead agency or coordinator for day to day business, setting
meetings and preparing submittals. They assume no responsibility for any other city’s program, and are not
viewed as the responsible agency for the permit. Each area-wide permit will require-a mechanism to make
decisions for the permittees, develop program guidlines for each of the permit areas, assess the adequacy and
consistency of each permittees submittals in each of the program areas, address the inadequate program areas
with each of the permitteees, and prepare unified submittals for the Regional Boards. The mechanism can either
be a single government entity such as a county, or it can be a Management Committee made up of
representatives of the permittees.
1. Management Committee - An overall decision making body that is representative of ail of the permittees.

a. Describe the purpose of the committee, and how its responsibilities fit into the overall program
framework.

b. Descrioe the makeup of the committee, how the committee will communicate, and how it will
coordinate its activities.
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c. Describe what the authority of the committee ’,,,’ill be and
its procedures for decision making.

2. Subcommittees - We expect that programs will have the need to establish focused subcommittees specific to
program action areas. List the subcommittees to be formed (or that already exist), tell the focus of the
group, the participants, the tasks to be accomplished, the products to come out of the group, and the time
frame to be followed. These committees should develop guidelines for ’.program implementation for each of
the program areas and a methodology for determining the adequacy of each permittee’s program. All of the
permittees should participate on at least one of the committees.
a. Roles/responsibilities - Develop methodology for compliance with the permit elements, and set levels of

expected effort. Review the submittals of each permittee for adequacy according to the criteria
established for each program element- submit the reviews as part of the annual report.

B. INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS - Management of the storm water program will require the cooperation
of all of the governmental entities named on the permit. No one agency within a city or county has the authority
to assume the responsibility of all activities within the municipaiity. Consequently, the permit is issued to a city
or county, and not to a specific agency within the municipality. (Although, certain agencies, such as flood
conlrol agencies, may be cited as a permittee.) It is expected that all of the organizations within each
municipality who have programs that have an impact on storm water quality will be educated about the storm
water program and actively participat~ in implementation of it. There must be formal arrangements whereby all
municipalities can participate in the same permit program, share costs and work jointly. The agencies within a
municipality must also be able to communicate with each other and work jointly.

12Z26(d)(2XiXD) Control through interagency agreements among coapplicants the contribution of pollutoms from one

portion of the municipal system to another por’~on of the ntun~cipal ~ystern:

122.26(dX2)(vii) Where more than one legal entity submi~ an application, the application shall conlain a descri!~ion
of the roles and re.rpo~t¢ibilities of each legal entity and procedures to ensure effective coordination.

1. Program Participant Arrangements - Describe the relationship and formal arrangements among all permittees.

a. City-City-County - Identify all of the governmental authorities involved, and who the lead agency will
be within each of those authorities for the storm water program. Identify the lead agency for
coordination of the permit. The lead agency provides no more than coordination, they do not assume
responsibility for the adequacy of any city’s program. Identify the responsibilities of each agency, how
decisions will be made, and what communication protocols will be used. Identify what method will be
used Io develop a responsible management committee, or similar mechanism, and vest it with decision
making powers.

b. Format - What institutional arrangements have been used to formalize the agreement between the
government entities, what arrangements have been made to allow cost sharing.
i. Joint Powers Authority
ii. Memorandum of Agreement/Understanding

2. Area-wide Interagency - Describe the function of each agency as it relates to the storm water program. Tell
how each agency will be made aware of their responsibilities under the storm water program, and what they
will do to comply with the regulations. Describe any responsibility or activity that impacts or overlaps the
storm water program. Describe each acti,city/responsibilityo how it impacts or overlaps the storm water
program, how the agency will coordinate their activity with the storm water program, and how pertinent
information will he exch~ged. Describe the formal institutional arrangements or mechanisms that will be
used to oversee or coordinate with each agency.
a. County Hazmat - Waste n,’gulations. Household hazardous waste program, Induslrial Inspections
b. County Health - Inspections of Restaurants and other food handling ,establishments.
c. Flood Control - Operation and maintenance of the storm system
d. Local Transportation/Congestion Management
e. County (Regional) Parks
f. Mosquito Abatement
g. Fruit Fly Abatement
h. Water Disu’icts
i. County Agricultural Agencies
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j. Others
3. Cib-s~ific Inl~gency ~gements - ~s should reflect ~e s~cmre in ~ch city.

a. ~blic wor~
i. Engin~fing
ii. ~rations & M~nte~ce
ifi. S~Roads - by law, ~ese ~e p~ of ~e sm~ wmer convey~ce system
iv. ~he~

b. Pl~ning - New Co~ction ~d R~evelopment. c~nmion wi~ CEQA ~d !~ ~itting.
Re.fit of existing s~ctms.

c. P~ ~d R~fion

e. Othe~

C. FISC~ ~SO~CES - Eve~ ~ittee must have a m~h~i~ for funding ~eir sto~ water prog~. ~e
pl~ should show what the fun~ng is. ~e ~u~e of ~e fun~ng. ~d how it will ~ dis~buted. ~e ~gu~tions
~quire a budget for eve~ ye~ of ~e five y~ ~it ~fi~. ~ile it may not ~ possible f~ a city to commit
to a set budget for futu~ y~. it is ~ssible to m~e e~ates ~ut the cost of ~e prog~ t~t is p~.
~is should include an estimate of the cost of ~ch of ~e elements, the ~onnel or cont~c~ that will
required to implement the ~ogr~. the ~ticipat~ fun&rig ~e. ~d pr~ess ~d time sch~ule for
establishing de~l~ ~nual budgets. Include a de~led budget for ~e f~t y~.

12226(dKlKvi) Fiscal resot~ces. (A) A delcHp~n of the fi~l re~ces c~dntlv avai~ble to the mu~ci~lity to
complete ~rt 2 of ~e permit application. A desc~pdon of ~e m~ici~lity’s b~get f~r exiting sto~ ~ter program,
i~luding an ove~iew of the mlmici~li~’~ ~nc~l rel~trc~ a~ budget, i~ing overall ~bted~s
a~ lources of ~in~ for lto~ ~ter program.

12226(d!(2Kvi) Fiscal a~)ysis. For each f~cal year to be covered by ~e pe~it, a ~=cal analvs~ of the ~cessaD,
capi~l a~ o~ration and maintena~e e~e~’t~es necesla~ ~ ~c~plish t~ ac~vities of t~e progra~ ~der
~ragra~ (dK2) (iii) a~ (iv) ~ t~ section. Such a~lyx~ ~l~ll incl~ a desc~pffon ~ tl~ source of fu~ ~ are
pro~sed ~o meet the necessa~ ex~iulres, inc~’ng legal rest~6o~ on ~le ~e of such fund~.

1. ~a-wide
a. Fun~ng so~e(s)
b. S~f reso~ces
c. Con~ct ~ices
d. Cost shoe (funds ~s~iat~ with exiting activifie~lated ~g~s) - ff m~agement practices

c~nfly in place under ~other prog~ ~e to ~ includ~ ~ p~ of the sto~ waler pings, the
cos~ ~ted with those p~c~ces should ~ includ~ ~ ~ of the budget.
ha~ a demon~ble water qu~ity ~i~.

2. Ci~-~ific
a. Funding ~u~e(s)
b. S~f ~es
c. Con~ct se~ices
d. Cost shoe (fun~ ~iat~ with exiting acfivioe~d ping--s) - ff m~agement p~tices

c~nfly ~ p~ce under ~other p~ ~ m ~ ~clud~ ~ p~ of the sto~ wa~r pings, the
cos~ ~ted with ~o~ practices should ~ includ~ ~ ~ of ~e budgeL ~e ~g~ should ~so
ha~ a demons~ble waler qu~ity ~cfive.

D. LEG~ A~O~ - ~e ~gulatio~ mqu~ ~u~s to ~mons~e ad~u~e ieg~ au~ofity to c~ out
¯ e sto~ wamr~g~, inclu~ng consols on ~du~ ~ co~cti~. You must cite your leg~ authority, or
whe~ it d~ not yet exisk give a pl~ ~d t~e~le for develop~g it.

12226(d~1~ii) ~gal au~. A ~s~ion ~ ~6ng leg~ ~ ~ c~ot d~c~rg~ to t~ m~l
¯ e~ra~ ltorm ~wr ~y~em. W~n ¢~ting 1�~1 aunty ~ ~t l~c~ ~ m~t t~ c~t¢~ pr~Med m ~ragra~

I~H inchtde a ~c~dule a~ commitment to seek ~h a~i6o~l a~H~ ~t ~ll be ~e~rd ~

12226(d~2~0 ~eq~te legal ~o~. A ~mo~tration ~t ~� ~p~ca~ can o~ ~ttl~nt to ~gal
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’~ ~Z-~R ~,I~,NAGE~.ET, T PLAN D,a.e Septem~r ~. 1~4

(A) Control through offence, ~rmit, contract, order or stinter mea~, the cont~bution ~ ~lli~mn~ to the m~tcl~l
storm sewer by storm water d~cl~rges ~soc~ted with i~tnal acti*4~, a~ ~e qt~li~’ of storm z~ter ~sc~rged

from sties of i~t~! acavi~’:
(O ) Prolubit through ordinance, order or similar meam, illicit d~c~rges to the munict~l s,~rate storm sewer;
(C) Comrol t~ough or~’~nc¢, order or similar mea~ ~e ~c~rge w a m~ici~l ~e~rate sto~ s~’~ of spil~,
d~ng or ~posal ~ ~t~als ~¢r ~n sto~ ~ter."
(D) Control through in~rage~, agreemen~ among c~lican~ ~e conthbut~n ~pollumn~ from one portion of the
munici~l s~t~ to anger portion of ~e mumd~l ~s~;
(E) Reqtdre complmnce ~th co~itiom in ordinal. ~i~, con~ac~ or orders: a~
(F) Ca~ out all i~pection, s~eillance a~ mom~hng ~e~res ~ceesao ~ dete~ine complia~e a~
no~omplm~e ~th pe~it con&’tiom i~luding ~e pr~ibi6on on illicit ~scharges to the munici~l serrate sto~

I. List of essential authorities - Describe how the authority already existing in your municipality fills the
requirements in the regulations. The ordinances must be adequate and they must be enforced.

2. Ordinance
a. Exists
b. Planned

3. Implementation procedures
4. Responsible parties

¯ II. ILLICIT DISCHARGES - The regulations require every permittee to have a plan tor tiding and preventing illegal
discharges, and a mechanism for enforcing against illegal dischargers.

122.26(dX l }(iii ) Source identification. (A ) A description of ~he historic me of ordinances, guidance or other controls wh&h limited
the d~charge of non-storm water discharges to any Publicly Owned Treatment WorLr serving the same area as the municipal

122 26(dK2 Xv XB ) A description of the existing program to identify illicit connections to the municipal storm ses.~r system. 1"Ire
description should inchtde inspection procedures and methods for detecting and preventing illicit discharges, and describe area.~
where this program has been implemented.

122.26(d~(I XivXD) Field screening. Results of afield screening analyMs for illicit connections and illegal dumping for either

selected field screening point~ or major ouq’alls covered in the permit application.

122.26(dX2)(ivXB) A description of a program, including a schedule to detect and remove (or require the discharger ... to obtain

a ... NPDES permit for) illicit discharges and improper di.rposal into the storm sewer.

A. ILLICIT CONNECTIONS - The storm drain system should have been surveyed during the first permit
period to ensure that all of the connections made to the system are both legal and appropriate. If the system
has not yet been surveyed the plan should contain a proposed plan for doing it. The plan should contain a
proposal for how the system will be surveyed, who will do the survey and a time table for completion. It
should also specify what will be done with the illicit connections that are found. In addition, there should be
a plan for ongoing system inspections.
1. System survey
2. Ongoing system inspections - The extent of this program would vary widely based on the needs of an

individual city.
3. Reporting

B. ILLEGAL DUMPING - It is important to stop illegal dumping. Unfortunately, it is difficult to detect, because it
is usually done both irregularly and covertly. The best method for stopping illegal dumping is educating the
public, both to raise the awareness of what is illegal dumping so thai people are not doing it, and to encourage
the public to contact the authorities ff they wimess illegal dumping. All city inspectors and police and fire
personnel should be Irained to recognize and respond to illegal dumping. There should be a clear response
mechanism, such as a hotline that anyone can use to report incidence of illegal dumping. In addition there
should be ongoing system surveillance. If illegal dumping or spills are reported and responded to, there should
be some follow up mechanism.
1. Outreach
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2. System su~’ei~ce
]. Spi~ ~s~nse - When a spill is identified, il must ~ cl~ up. The cfiy musl have

acl a~nsl ~e disch~g~r, ~d ~e abilJly Io h~dle ~e cl~ up or ~u~ Ibe disobeyer
Region~ Water Bo~d ~d other S~te agencies ~ ~ brought in if a spill ~cu~ ~at is ~yond ~e ability
of ~e city to ~e cl~ up.

4. Compline ~nse - When a compile is made, it must ~ ~n~d to. ~e city must have ~e leg~
au~ofity to act ag~st ~e ~sch~ger, ~d ~e ability to ~e ~e cl~a ~ or r~u~ ~e disch~ger to
cle~ it up. ~e Region~ Water Bo~ ~d other S~e agencies ~ ~ brought ~ if a spi~ ~cu~ that is
~yond the abifity of the city to ~e cl~ up.

5. C~r&nation of ~temmive d~ - Household h~dous w~te ~cycling ~og~s we m~ted for m~y
of the items thin ~e routinely i~eg~y dum~d, such ~ u~d o~. ~ribe the~ prog~s ~d ~y ~;her
~te~afive ~s~ p~g~s t~t ~e av~ble.

6. Re~n~g - Inciden~ of illegal dumping ~d ~flls should ~ ~n~ to the Region~ B~d on a regul~
b~is in ~fing. ~ c~p~nt ~nse sh~ld ~ ~cked ~ ~6ng ~d submitted m the Region~ Bo~d.

C. E~ORCE~ PR~EDU~S - Cite your I~ leg~ authofi~ ~d desoi~ yo~ m~h~ism for enforcing
ag~nst ~h~ge~ who ~ illeg~ly dumping or who have fl~cit conn~tions.

D. C~ATION ~ STA~ NON-STORM WA~ PERMITS - MI o~er state ~ws ~d progr~s ~at
overl~ with or ~e in conflict with ~e sto~ water pro~ must ~ ad&ess~. Non-sto~ w~er di~h~ges ~e
prohibited unless authorized by NPDES ~it. Even if the Regions B~d Bsues a ~it for a ~sch~ge, ~e
city can ~fuse to accept the disch~ge into ~e~ system. ~ ~gulations exclude ce~ non-sto~ water
di~h~ges from the prohibition unless a munici~ity identifies ~em ~ ~u~:es of ~llu~ts. Pe~itt~s must
identify ~e disch~ges ~ey will allow, ~d the m~agement m~u~s that ~ey will ~qmre on these &sch~ges.
However, ~1 dBch~ges ~at ~e prohibited by a Region~ Bo~d must flso ~r ~ohibited by a municip~ity. A
municip~ity cannot be less stfingenl ~ the state.
1. Identification of ~issible~imble di~h~ges
2. Appropriate m~agement p~ctices
3. Re~n~g

III. ~DUS~CO~CI~ SOURCES - M~icip~ifi~ ~e ~nsible for all di~h~ges from commerci~
faci~fes ~ well ~ indus~es ~d const~ction sites wi~in ~e~ j~iction reg~less of cove~ge under the
storewide gene~ ~its. ~is includ~ facilities r~ui~ to ~ ~itted under the State ~dustfi~ Sto~ Water
~g~ ~d industries ~d comme~i~ fac~ities that ~ no ~ui~d to ~ ~itt~. Po~ufion p~venfion should
~ emph~iz~. ~e Region~ Water B~d will enf~e ~e Gene~ Pe~im ~d municip~fies ~ exited to
enforce the~ I~ ordi~ces.

12226(d~2 ~ii) So~ce ~entif~a~on. T~ I~at~n of any ~jor mafall ~t d~c~rg~s to waters of ~e United States t~l ~s not
rep~ed u~er ~ragraph (d~l ~iii~B ~ l ) ~ ~ds section. Pr~i~ an inventor. ~ganized by wat~sh~d of t~ ~e and address.
a~ a desc~p~on (such as SIC c~es) which best reflec~ #re p~nci~l pr~uct~ or se~ces provMed by each facility which ~y
d~c~rge, ~ the m~t~i~l serrate zto~ s~r. xto~ ~ter ~soc~d with i~al ~,.

12226(d~2~iv~A) A d~c~p~ ~ stn~ct~al a~ s~rc¢ co~r~ m~ur~ to r~e p~h~n~ ~rr~ ~n~om c~mercial
renewal a~ ~t ~e d~c~rged fr~ ~� m~c~l ~t~ ~r ~s~m ~t are to ~ ~plement~ dt~ng ~e I~e of the
~it, accom~ed wi~ an �~6~ of ~e ~c~d redu~n ~ pol~m ~ ~ a pro~ed ~cht~le for ~plementing ~h
comro~.

12226(dg2~C) A de~c@6on of a prog~m ~ m~it~ a~ co~r~ ~ in ~to~ ~ter ~c~rges W mu~ci~l

pe~it applicant dete~ine~ are con~6ng a sub~l ~ll~ant ~&’ng ~ the m~l s~rm se~r ~tem. ~e program

(1) lde~ p~o~6e~ a~ pr~edt~e~ for i~c~ a~ tx~ng a~ ~plemen6ng control me~ures for lt~h
(2) Describe a monito~ng program for ~to~ ~ter &~c~rg¢s ~ted ~th t~ i~t~l faci,~’tits ~n~td in ~ragraph
(dK2KivgC) ~ ~ ~ection. to be implemented du~ng ~� te~ ~ ~� ~il, inc~ng ~e lubmission of q~nti~¢ ~ta on
f~l~’ing co~tim¢~: any ~llutan~ limited in ~flue~ guMtlints ~attgo~es, ~ere applicable, an~ ~llu~nt li~ed in an
�~ng NPD~ ~it for a facili~,, oil a~ gre~e. COD, pH, BODS, ~S, ~1 p~p~. weal Kj¢l~hl niwogen, ni~a~ ph~
nit~te ~trogen. a~ any info~tion on d~c~rges req~red u~r 40 CFR 12221(gg7) (iii) at~ (iv).

5
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A. IDEN~F1CA~ON OF SOURCES - Indicate what sources were identified dunng ~e F~st ~it ~n~. T~li
what m~ures will ~ t~n to identify o~r s~rc~, wh~ ~gency will do the ~urce identification, what
m~ih~s of ~u~ id~n~ffc~ion will ~ used, ~d ~e ~e ~ble for completing this investigation. This sourc~
identification should ~low cities to ~o~t~e indus~ ~d ~omm~ so~ces ~d to d~te~ine the schedul~ for
in~fion. At Oe minimum ~1 ~tcnfi~ so~c~s should ~ ~s~ted at l~st once during ~e ~il ~nod.
Some facilit~ will r~qu~e mo~ f~u~nt i~ti~s.
1. Cat~gofi~ l~t
2. R~ng
3. U~e ~ure

B. COBOL ~AS~S (idenfific~ion) - For ~ch ~llu~t so~ce, either by indus~ ~ comme~iN categoq
or s~ific activity, dete~ine w~t m~u~ ~e app~ble f~ con~l of ~e ~urce: which, of the~ me~es.
~ t~hnicNly ~d fi~nciNly f~ible, ~d which m~u~ will ~ ~. Indicate who will implement the
m~, how they will ~ implement~ ~d the t~e ruble for ~plemenmtion. ~e pl~ should include a tiered
apNoach. ~fi~ what m~ures eider have ~n implemented ~eady, or c~ ~ imm~ately implemented.
other me~ures ~at c~ ~ implement~ over the sho~ te~ ~d me~es t~t ~e more costly ~ difficult ~at
c~ ~ u~d if neces~ in ~e long te~. ~6~ ~y studies or pilot Noj~:ts that ~ cont~plat~ to study
these me~ures.
1. Pollution prevention m~u~s - Eduction on ~uNe minimi~tion ~d ~llution p~vention is ~ ~t

con~ol m~ure.
a. Site d~ign options
b. Housek~ping/m~nte~ce practices

2. S~ct~l (~ent) m~ures
a. Applic~ility
b. Effectiveness
c. Re~ofit op~unities

C. O~ACH - lnNcate the pu~se of the ~each, the ~get au~ence, ~e ~ttended messages, who will ~
~nsible for the outr~ch, how the ou~e~h will ~ done, and the time ~le for implemen~tion.
1. General gui~ce - MI ~tentN indus~N ~d comme~iN ~h~ge~ should ~ info~ed of their

obligmions under the sto~ water pm~. Di~ge~ should ~o ~ info~ed of ways of complying wi~
the sto~ water ~g~, incluNng gen~ ou~h on ~ilution p~vention me~s.

2. Indus~N ~tego~ gui~nce - S~ific ou~h shodd ~ develo~d for indus~N or commemiN categories
that N~ittee identify ~ high priority ~dus~es.

3. lndus~N ~tivity gui~nce - S~cific ou~ch should ~ develo~ for high priority activities such ~
loa~ng d~ or vehicle w~hing ~d m~nmn~ce.

D. ~SPE~ONS - Most municip~ities ~y have pmg~s ~ which they in~ct businesses, these ~clude
H~MAT, H~ ~d ~atmeni ~g~s ~g ot~. Inactions for the sto~ water pmg~ c~ either
~ inco~mt~ into the~ ~her in~fion ~s, or ~y ~ ~ done ~ a stud None pmg~ with sep~te
in~m~. ~cate the p~se of the in~fions, the priority for ~tions, how the facififies we~ thorn for
in~fion, w~ t~ ~ction wi~ consist of, how ~e ~tion will ~ ~.ed ~t, who wi~ ~ ~nsible
for ~e ~sNctions, ~w the in~to~ will ~ ~n~, when ~e ~ction p~ wi~ ~ implement~ ~d a
~h~ule for ~mpletion of the ~ctions. I~ ~so how ~e ~ul~ will 1~ ~ned ~d to whom. ~ ~
imm~ate problem is found how will it ~ h~di~? To whom will it ~ ~n~? How wBI follow up to lhese
in~fions ~ h~ed? Will ~e~ ~ a mec~ism for a ~v~it ~cfion?
1. Ch~Nist
2. Seh~ule
3. Reins
4. Follow-up p~u~

E. L~ PE~S / ~~ PR~ - ~Be ~t ~u~d by the Regul~ions, a municipNity should
co~ider con~ging indus~ ~d comme~ ~ ~ugh the u~ of i~ ~o~ water ~i~, or clan
busin~s incen0ve ~g~s.

F. ~~G - Implementation of ~ ind~ ~ w~er pmg~ will ~qui~: an info~ ~d aw~ s~f. All
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public ~mployces should be ~ned in lhe sto~ water insulations, ~ so [hal ~ey abide by the re~u a[ions ~n
the course of ~e~ work ~y ~d so that they c~ tell if ~ activily thal ~ey witness is legal[ In addmon
in~cto~ who visil commercial or industrial facilities, or who go ~o construction sites c~ de~e~ine compliance
wi& the sto~ water regulations ~d educate the facilities a~ul lhe requirements of lhe progr~.
I. ~blic employees
2. In~to~

G. C~A~ON ~ STA~ ~US~ STO~ WA~R PE~][T - It R ~cip~ed tha~ ~e
municip~ities will have mgu~tions t~ough ordin~ce or other leg~ mech~lisms that would ~ ~tten such ~at
compli~ce with a munici~ity’s regu~fions would cause ~ mdus~ disch~ger to ~ in compli~ce wi~ the
S~e Gene~ Pe~it. It is ~ticipat~ t~t c~r~nation ~tween the Region~ Bonds ~d the municip~ities will
~ mquked. As such. ~e munici~lities should discuss the ~ficipmed re~tiomhip or agr~ment they would
have with the Region~ Bo~d, ~d ~e mech~ism they will pumue to en~t such ~ agreement or re~fionship.
1. Memor~dum of Undemt~ding - An MOU c~ ~ us~ m fo~ ~,e agreement ~een municip~ifies

~d the Region~ B~d ~ the indust~ compi~ce pings.
2. Reins
3. Other issues

IV. ~W DEVELOP~ ~D ~-DE~LOP~ - Each ~itt~ must have a pl~ for m~aging sto~ waler
runoff from new cons~ction ~d re-development. ~e pl~ must cover ~th construction covered by the State
Cons~c~on Sto~ W~er Gene~ Peril ~d cons~ction under five acres. ~,e plan should emph~i~ ~llution
prevention, es~ci~ly erosion prevention.

12226(d~2~iv~A)(2) A description ~ pl~ning p~cdu~s including ~ c~p~h~sive m~ter ~ to dcvcl~. ~plement ~d
enf~ c~t~s to ~uce the disease ~ ~ut~ts from m~pal sep~e st~ sewe~ which ~eive d~s~es f~
of new devel~ent ~d significant ~devel~ent. Such pl~ shaU add~ss c~tmls to ~du~ ~Hu~ts m dls~a~es fr~
m~mpd s~a~te sto~ sewe~ ~ter ~stm~ion is ~plete&

122.~(d)(2)(iv)~) A desm~ion of s ~ to ~plement end mtintain stm~ ~d n~-stm~ ~sl ms~g~ent p~ces
to ~du~ ~lu~t~ in tto~ wirer ~off f~ ~stm~ion ~ites to ~e muni~ st~ ~wer ~ystem, whi~ s~ include:
(I) A des~i~ of p~dures for site pl~nlng which in~or~e con~i~n~ of ~ntid w~Uer qudi~ im~cts;
(2) A des~gi~ of ~qm~ents fo( nmstm~u~ ~ ~tm~u~ best m~tgement p~ices:
(3) A desm~ion of p~dures for identifying p~onties for ins~cting sites ~d enf~ng cmtml measures which c~sider
nam~ of the ~st~im a~i~ty, t~y. ~d the ch~enstics of soils ~d mm~ng water q~li~; ~d
(4) A desm~i~ of ap~nate educ~ion~ md t~ming measures for c~stm~i~ ~ite

A. PLUG PROCESS - ~e pi~ning pr~ess for new development ~d re-development must ad&ess a
comprehensive pl~ to develop, implement and enforce consols to ~uce the disch~ge of ~llu~ts from
of new development ~d signific~t r~evelopment. M~ter planing ~d other studies reg~ding fl~d
m~agement must ~sess the imp~t on water qu~ity.
I. Watched prot~fion ~licies
2. C~r~nation with CEQA
3. Site p~ning p~tices
4. ~n~ PI~ ch~ges
5. Use of m~ter p~s
6. ~h~ ~cies
7. Pl~ning - pubEc w~ inteff~e
8. Implemen~on pr~edures

B. CONS~U~ON S~S - Com~cti~ site m~agement must c~sid~ ~e mqu~ments of the State
Cons~c0on Sto~ W~ Gene~ Pe~it ~osion ~venoon using vege~im, mfl s~ili~fion ~d timing of
~ding sh~ld ~ emphasized.
1. E~ion con~i r~uimmen~
2. Chemic~ ~d W~le ma~gement ~u~men=
3. In~tions

a. Christ
b. Sch~ule
c. Ream
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d. Follow-up pr~edures

C. L~ PE~S -
1. C~rOnalion wiO ~x~ling ~iIs
2. New ~it ~sues

D. ~G
1. Pi~ning ~nnel
2. ~blic Wo~ ~onncl
3. ln~t~

E. COBOL ~AS~S - Pe~ent m~ to ~ ins~ d~g c~,ction ~o con~ol runoff from ~e
fin~ ~veiopment or mdeveiopmen~
1. Pollution p~vention m~ums

a. Site design - inlet design to ~low ~ ~d ~uent cl~g.
b. Ed~atio~ining
c. Other

2. Post cons~ction (~eatment) m~ums - g~sy sw~es~ extended detention ~i~, ~d fil~m, cons~cted
wetl~ds, oiUwater m~to~.
a. Applicability
b. Effectiveness
c. Re~ofit op~unities

3. ~tion ~d maintenance - It must ~ cle~ who is res~nsible for the long te~ m~nten~ce, ~d who
will pay for it.
a. Requiremen~
b. Re,risible p~y

4. Con~cts with other manures - Regulations from o~er agencies c~ conflict with mcommendcd practices in
the sto~ water prog~. ~ e~ple of t~s is the storage of ma~fi~s. While the st~ water pmg~
~ommends covering mate~s, f~ c~es will not ~low some matefi~s to ~ cove~d. In ~other ~, ~e
mmimi~fion of im~ious ~ ~d design of l~cap~g to ~low flow to ~e vegetated ~ ~e
mcommend~ p~tices in sto~ water. Of~n i~ building ordi~nces {lic~te the ~ount of im~ious
~ ~d the configuration of the l~capmg. ~ese conflic~ should ~ idenffied ~d ~ auempt made to
resolve ~em.
a. ldentifi~fion of conflicts

i. L~ing
ii. Pavemenffc~bs

b. Con~ct ~solufion

F. O~ACH
1. ~velo~m
2. Con~ctom
3. Other p~ies

G. ~ORCE~ - Munici~iti~ must enfo~e their ~ces, inclu~ng ~ek g~ing
ord~ces.

H. C~RDINA~ON ~ STA~ CONS~U~ON S~ WA~R P~ - It ~ ~ticip~ that ~e
municip~iti~ will have mgu~tions t~ugh ~din~ce or ~er le~ m~h~isms thin would ~ wfiuen such ~at
compli~ce with a munici~ity’s ~gu~fi~s would ~u~ a c~ction p~ject to ~-in compli~ce with the
State Gene~ Cons~cfion Pe~it. C~nmion ~n ~e Regi~ B~s ~d ~e municip~ifies will ~
neces~. As such, ~e municip~ifes should d~cu~ the ~ticipat~ mlmi~ship or ag~ment they would have
wi~ the Region~ Bo~d, ~d the mechanism ~ey ~1 p~ue to e~ct such ~ ag~ment or relationship.

I. Memo~dum of Undem~ding - An MOU c~ ~ ~ to fo~ t~ ag~ement ~ween municip~ities
and the Regio~ B~d on the co~cti~ compfi~ce p~g~,

2. Reins
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V. PUBLIC AGENCY ACTIVITIES - All municipalities perform functions that have an impact on storm water quality.
These include among other things, vehicle maintenance, landscape maintenance and weed control, water body
maintenance including swimming pool maintenance, construction and maintenance of streets and roads, and
construction and maintenance of the flood control system. Since municipalities must address all significant sources
of pollutants, all of these activities must be examined and ff approl:n-iate, controlled.

122~6(d)(2)~’) Management program.~. (A) A description of the existing management program.r to control pollutants from the

ntunicipal separate storm sewer system. The description shall provide information on eaisting sitar-rural and source contro£r.
including operation and maintenance ntea.~ures for structural controls, that are currently being intplemented. Such controls may

inchide, b~a are not limited to: Prnced~tres to control pollution resulting from constntction acfiviffes: floodplain management
controls; ~etland protection measttres; best management practice~ for n~w subdivision.~; and emergency xpill respor~e programs.
The description may address controls established under State law as well as local requirements.

122.26(dX2XivXAXI) A description of maintenance activities and a maintenance schedule for strturtural controls to reduce
pollutants (including floatables) in discharges from municipal separate storm sewers;

122.26(dX2)(ivXA)(3) A description of practices for operating and maintaining public streetr, roads and highways and procedures
for reducing the impact on receiving walers of discharges from mu~tctpal stornt sewer ~3’aerns, b~cluding pollutanu discharged as
a result of deicing activities;

12226(dX2 Xiv)(AX4) A description of proce&tres to assure that flood management projects assess the intpacts on the ~ter
qualib’ of receiving water bodies and that existing structural flood control devices have been evah~ated to determine if retrofitting
the device to provide additional polhaant removal from storm water is feasible;

122 26(dX2 Xiv XAX S ) A description of a program to ntonitor pollutants in runoff front operating or closed municipal lan~lls or

other treatment, storage, or disposal facilities for ntunicipal wa~. which shall identify priorities and proced~¢res for inspections
and establishing and implementing control ntea.~ures for such discharges:

122-26(dX2XiI,XA)(6) A description of a program to reduce to the maximum extent practicable, pollutants in discharges from

munictpal separate storm se~rs associated ~th the application of pesticides, h~rbicides, and f¢r~ilizer ~’hz’ch ~11 include, as
appropriate, controls such as edz~cational activities, permits, certifications and other ntea.rures for comntercial applicators and
distributors, and controls for application in public right.of-ways and at municipal facilities.

A. SEWAGE SYSTEMS - Sewage spills must not be allowed to go into                      the storm drain.
Sewage must be contained and vacuum pumped.         Storm drains must be protected during a sewage spiel.

B. CORPORATION YARDS - Corporation yards include any area or facility tha~t is used for vehicle maintenance
or washing, other maintenance, chemical storage or use. such as a paint facility, and waste management. Identify
all corporation yards and give their locations and describe their functions.
1. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plans - SWPPP are not required, however, municipalities arc required to

control any polential source of pollution, and SWPPP are a good vehicle for compliance. Identify what the
potential storm water problems are, who is responsible for implementing the slorm water measures, what
management practices will be used, and how they will be implemented. [:or measures that are not already in
place give a timetable for implementation. Tell how the effectiveness of the BMPs will be judged. If a
municipality chooses not to use SWPPP, they must use an equivalent method Io handle their corporation
yard discharges.

C. PARKS AND RECREATION - Park Departments manage landscaping and swimming pools. Both of these
activities involve the use of chemicals, waste management, and non-storm water discharges. Their use of
chemicals must be addressed in the storm water management plan. In addition maintenance of swimming pools
requires the periodic discharge of large quantifies of swimming pool water.
1. Fertilizers/Pesticides

a. Use / Application management
b. Storage

2. Facility Management
a. Wash waters
b. Maintenance
c. Swimming 9ool waters
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STOR~I ’~’~kT’-r_,’,R ~I"~NAGE~,{E",T PL-X~,                                                                    O~.~’~ S~."t."m:-~-~ ~. i-);4

D. STORM DRAIN SYSTEM OPERATION AND MANAGEMEN~T - The mainlenan~ ~d operation of th~ storm
drain system has an impact on storm water quaJity and must be addressed in the management plan. P’,,’Iaterial
clogging storm drains can not be discharged into drains. It must be removed and disposed of properly.
I. Inlet maintenance
2. Drain maintenance
3. Waste management
4. New system designs
5. Retro-fit opporttmities

E. STREETS AND ROADS - Construction, operation, and maintenance of roads has an impact on storm water
quality and must be addressed in the management plan..
1. Sweeping - Street sweeping waste cannot be dumped in storm chain.

a. Storm water quality based operation
b. Waste management

2. Streel/pavement washing - Wash walers must be managed as non-storm water discharges.
3. Maintenance

a. Saw-cut slurry management
b. Paving practices
c. Waste management
d. Medians/Landscaped Right of Way

i. Irrigation
it. Fertilizer/pesticides

F. FLOOD CONTROL - Flood control practices have an impact on storm water quality and must be addressed in
the management plan. Flood control managers must be educated about storm water quality requirements. Water
quality must be a consideration in moving the water through the system.
i. Coordination with new projects
2. Coordination of maintenance activities

a. Desiiting/sediment removal
b. Vegetation management
c. Waste management

3. Operation of facilities
a. Detention basins - BMPs must be implemented when draining or pumping detention basins. Risers

should not be directed into storm drain inlets.
b. Other

4. Retrofit opportunities

G. PUBLIC FACILITIES - Storm water runoff and non-storm water discharges from other public facilities must be
addressed. Chemical use by these facilities should also be included. Addres:~ pressure blasting/cleaning
sidewalks and concrete.
1. Parking facilities
2. Golf courses
3. Schools
4. Hospitals
5. Parks / Landscapes
6. Other buildings/plazas/etc.

H. PONDS. FOUNTAINS, AND OTHER PUBLIC WATER BODIES - Maintenance practices used on public water
bodies, including waste management and non-storm water discharges, must be addressed in the plan.
!. Algae control

a. Use of chemicals
2. Chlorine management
3. Maintenance

VI. RESIDENTIAL (Not Elsewhere Covered) o Residential activities including private vehicle washing and maintenance;
/ use of chemicals such as pesticides, herbicides and paints; private swimming pool maintenance; and other household

!0
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and landscape maintenance can conmbute to storm water pollution. Identify measures that can be taken to improve
the quahty of the runoff from rcsidcntiat area. Emphasize poilution prevention and the identification and use of safe
substitutes.

VII. PUBLIC INFORMATION AND PARTICIPATION - It is necessary to involve the public in the storm water
program in order to have an effective municipal program. The outreach program should be focused on the specific needs
of individual cities. Tell how the public education needs were determined, who is responsible for developing and
implementing the education program, what program and what materials will be developed, give a timetable for
implementing the program, and the method to be used to determine its effectiveness.

122.26(dX2Xiv) Proposed management program. A proposed management program covers the duration of the permit. It shall
include a comprehett~ive planning process which involves public participation and where necessary intergovernmental
coordination, to re,4,tce th~ discharge of pollutantz to the maximum extent practicable u.ring management practict~, control

techniques and ~’stem, design and engineering methods, and such other provisionz ~*4~ich are appropriate.

122 26(d~(2 Xiv XB X S ) A description t~ a program to promote, publicize, and facilitate p~blic reporting of the presence of illicit
discharges or water quali~, impacts associated with discharges from municipal separate storm s,~rrs."

122-26(dX2 XivXB Xr) A description of educational activities, public inl’ormation activities, and other appropriat~ activities to
facilitate the proper management and ,4,’spasal of uaed oil and toxic materials; and

A. GENERAL OUTREACH - Describe your outreach materials developed for the general public. Tell what the
focus of the materials are, and how you arrived at that focus. Tell what materials have already been developed
and how they are distributed. Tell what materials are still to be produced, what they address, who is producing
them, how they will be distributed, what kind of follow up opportunities are provided, and the timetable for
production and distribution.
1. Written material
2. Audio material
3. Video material
4. Distribution plan

B. FOCUSED OUTREACH - Describe your outreach materials developed for specific groups. Tell how these
groups were identified and prioritized. Tell what the focus of the materials are. and how you amved at that
focus. Tell what materials have already been developed and how they are distributed. Tell what materials are
still to be produced, what they address, who is producing them, how they will be distributed, what kind of follow
up opportunities are provided, and the timetable for production and distribution.
1. Pollutant specific
2. Practice/activity specific
3. Business specific

C. EDUCATION PROGRAMS
1. Public employees - It is important to educate all of the public employees about the storm water program

both so that they do not continue with practices that are counter productive and so that they can participate
in .its implementation and enforcement. Describe your public employee outreach programs. Tell what the
focus of the training is, how it is implemented, who is implementing it, the schedule for training, and the
opportunities for continuing education.

2. K-12 - Describe programs developed for schools. These programs should include storm water awareness,
illegal dumping awareness, source minimization and pollution prevention.

3. Other

D. CITIZENS PARTICIPATION
1. Volunteer monitoring
2. Cooperative outreach
3. Complaint procedures - Describe any mechanism available for citizen reports of illegal discharge illicit

connections or potential pollution problems.

E. EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION - Quantifying the effectiveness of education and outreach efforts may be
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difficult. Municip~iNes musl develop a pr~ess by which ~ey c~ ev~c the effectiveness of their ~o~r~n.
and recommend c~ges Io iL

VIII. PR~R~ EV~UA~ON - ~e slo~ water pmg~ develo~d under ~is plan must ~ ev~uated for i~
effectiveness on a ~gul~ b~is. ~e pl~ for ~is evaluation must include a ~hedule for eye,Non, a me~ology for
the eviction, a ~mu~ion of who will c~ out the ev~uation, ~d w~t will ~ ev~uat~. In addition, there must ~ a
m~nism to follow up on ~e info~ation genemt~ by ~e ev~uafion. ~e pi~ should ~ adjusted ~ed on the
~g~ ev~uation.

122 26(dg2 ~ v) ~sessment of controls. ~ti~ted red~tio~ in l~’ngs of ~ll~an~ from d~c ~rges ~ munici~l ~to~ s~r
co~fiments ~ m~ici~l sto~ se~r ~st~ e~ecwd ~ ~e re.It of ~e mum~l s~ s~wr q~li~ ~gement
program. T~ ~sessment s~ll a~o Menti~ k~g’n ~c~ ~ st~ ~t~ comrols ~ ffr~ ~ter.

A. PE~O~CE ST~DS - ~e ~ittees. ~ssibly ~rough m~agement-comminee sub-commiaees,
must develop s~ to judge ~e eff~fiveness of ~e~ activities ~d control me~ures. ~ ~ ex~ple,, for
s~t sweeping, ~itt~s musl devise a way of dete~ining if ~e s~et sweeping h~ ~ impact on water
qu~ity. ~is could include dete~ining what ~nd of ~Hu~ts ~e ~mov~l by ~e swiping, m~ufing the
size of ~e ~llut~ts ~d the ~ount ~mov~. Me~ologies should ~ develo~ for ~ch, which if followed,
will ~sure that ~ch con~ol m~ or ~fion is implemen~d to the m~imum extent p~cficable. For s~t
swiping, this would include the frequency of swiping, the me~ of sweeping, the equipment used, how the
equipment is cle~ and m~n~ned, ~d the meth~ of di~ for the mate~l collated. Contol me~u~
studies c~ ~ c~rdinated on a I~ger sere. such ~ storewide, ~ ~at e~h municip~ity is studying a different
pr~ed~e.
1. ~velopment p~e
2. Role of su~ommittees
3. Activity/source/action ~ s~ific

B. ~~ ~PORTS - Ream must ~ submitt~ Mter ~e end of e~h fisc~ y~. Pekin,s should praise a
~te for submit~s that works for them. ~e ~pons should ~ m~e ~ a simple compilation of activities.
~er, ~ey should ~ used to ev~uate the prog~ ~d ~e eff~tiveness of the m~agement me~ures. Each
~nual rep~ should conch a ~n on the prog~ implement~ d~ng ~e ~vious y~ ~d a pl~ Ihat will
~ implemented during the cu~nt y~. In ~dition, ~e findings of ~e evaluation of the previous ye~
pmg~ should ~ used Io suggest ch~ges ~at ~ ap~op~te for implementation dung the next ye~. Any
~sions to the five y~ pl~ should be ~ss~ h~e.
1. Fo~Stmctu~ - Each group of ~ittees under ~ ~a wide ~it should develop a fo~at ~at ~1 ~e

pe~ittees will use for the ~nu~ re~
2. Effectiveness me~ures - ~e co-~ittees ~ res~nsible for developing meth~s for dete~ining ~e

effectiveness of the B~s ~at they ~plement, for their p~cul~ progr~, ~d developing a level of effort
that will ~ r~ui~d in each ~.

3. Conmnt

C. S~-~AL ~RTS - ~ch y~. ~fo~ ~e end of ~e fi~ ye~, ~e ~ittees should submit a rein
thin con~ a ~t p~l~in~ rein ad&~sing Se ~plemenmfion of that ye~ ~og~. a ~min~
budget f~ the next y~ ~g~ M&~s~g t~ fu~ng issues for ~e ~oming budget ~ess, ~d a
p~limi~" pl~ for the next ye~ showing w~t m~ions to ~e five y~ p~ will ~ ~qu~d. In ~me
~gions, m~er th~ a sub-ann~ ~, the ~itt~s wi~ meet with ~e Region~ Bo~d to ~scuss ~e~ issues.
1. ~se
2. Fo~S~ctu~
3. Content

D. ~~ ~R~G - We suggest the development of a pr~ess for intemgency - in~gency exch~ge
info~ation ~ong themselv~ ~d to develop the ~nu~ ~d semi~nu~ ~l~nS
!. St~d fo~s
2. ~edurcs
3. Record keeping - ~e Region~ Bo~d d~s n~ n~d ~ see ~1 of ~e ex~neous info~ion, but ~e~

should ~ a m~hanism for storage of records in ~e they ~ n~d~.
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E. STORM ~A~R ~1~N.~GE~ PL,~N ~VISIOXS - ~r~ should be a review ~ss ~hich will allow
you to revise ~e pl~ for ~e next ye~ ~d for the rest of ~e ~it ~nod.
1. ~ess
2. Re~ing

IX. MONITORING - Monitoring se~es seve~ p~s. It ~lows a b~line ch~tctefi~fion of slo~ water/urb~
~noff from the pe~itt~ ~e~ it iden0fies the pr~lems ~d the~ ~c~ ~d ev~uates impac~ on receiving wa~,
it ~lows the pe~ittee to det~ine w~t ~e appropriate. ~d it ~lows a ~itt~ to judge ~e effecoveness of its
control me~ures. Mo~t~ng is not limited to water s~plin~. It c~ include s~uch elemen~ ~ vis~ ins~ctions of
a~ve ~d underg~und systems or compi~fion of chemic~ use ~m.

Ch~cte~on of the ~itt~ ~& ~e wmershed, the sto~ ~n sysmm, ~e ~ceiving waters, ~d ~e ~d use
w~ r~u~ in the p~vious ~i~. ~e info~ation collected f~m p~vio~ effo~ should ~ us~ in ~eline
ch~tefi~tion. ~is pl~ should ~ tell what the future monitoring objectives
collected, the pu~se of ~e info~ation, how it will ~ collected ~d u~d. ~d how the info~afion will
angled, ~ned ~d stud.

12226(dN1gB) E~s6ng qt~numtive ~m d~c~bing the volum~ a~ qt~li~ ~f d~c~rges from th~ munict~l sto~ s~’~.
inchMing a desc~ption of the ~al~ s~pled, samphng procedures a~ a~lytical met~ ~ed.

12226(d)(2)(F) Ca~ out all i~ction. ~u~¢illanc¢ a~ monitoring pr~edt~¢s n~cessa~, ~ determine c~pl~nce and
no~ompl~e ~7th pe~t~ con~io~ i~l~ing ~he prohibitton on illictt ~c~rges to th~ mu~:ci~l s~rate storm sewer.

12226(d~2 ~(ii) Sourc~ Mem~cation. T~ location oJ any ~.ior ou~]hll that d~c~rges to waters of the Uni~d S~tes dmt ~s not
reported u~er ~ragraph (d)(l ~iii~B ~ l ) ~ ~s section. Provide an inventor’. ~gam:ed by watershed of t~ name and address.
and a desc~ption (such ~ SIC c~es) which best r~ec~ the princi~l pr~uc~ or s~’ices provMed by each facility which may
d~charge. ~o ~ munic~t serrate sto~ s~r. storm ~ter ~sociated with indta~al aca~ty."

12226(d~l~iiigC) A l~t of ~ter b~ies ~t rec~ alL,charges from the munici~l s¢~rat¢ st~ s¢wer ~,sttm. i~hMing
do~tr¢am segment. ~ a~ ~st~¢s, wh¢ra pollu~ntr from rite system d~c~rg~s ~y acc~u~ a~
degra~tion a~ a b~f de$c~paon of k~’n ~ter qt~hty

12226(dK2)(D) A pro~sed monitoHng ~ogram for represenmtiv~ ~m collection for the te~ ~ ~ke p~ir that ~sc~bes t!~e
I~ation ~ ou~alls or f!~ld scr~¢mng p~nts to be sampled (or th~ I~ation
repr¢xenm6ve, t~ ~eq~ncy of sampling. ~rameters to ~ ~ampled. a~ a de~c~plion of sa~ling ¢qldpm¢nt.

12226(d~2)(B) Esti~s of the annul pollutant l~d ~ the cumu~tive ~char~es ~ ~rs ~¢ the UMted S~s from all
identified munici~l ou~all~ and tl~ ev¢m m~an concentration of the cumu~t~¢ d~c~rges to u.’at¢rs of ~ United Stat~s from all
i~ntif!ed munic~l ~t~all~ ~ng a sto~ evem (as descried under S¢c~on 12221(c~7)) for BODS. COD. TSS. ~solved
~oli~. total mtrog¢n, to~l ammonia pl~ arganic ni~ogen, to~l ~ospho~, dis~olvrd ~o$~o~. ~d~um, cop~r, lead. and
zinc. Es~tes s!~ll ~ accom~¢d by a desc~pdon of the proce~res for ~t~ng co~m~’nt I~ a~ ca~ntralio~,
i~ing any m~¢lling. ~ta a~l~is, a~ calcu~tion me~."

12226(dK2~C) A pro~s~d sch~de ~o prime ~stimat¢s for ¢ach ~jor ou(all i~ntified in ¢ii~l~r ~graph (d)(2gii) or
(d~ l ~iii )(B )( l ) of ~his s¢caon of ~ s¢~o~l pollutant I~ a~ of ~h¢ ~¢nt maan ~o~¢ntrati~,n of a r¢~¢s¢nmtiv¢ sto~ for
any co~iment ~tec~d in any ~e r¢q~dr~ u~er ~ragraph (d~2~iiiRA) ~ ~ se~ian:

A. SYS~M C~~R~ATION - ~e ~vious ~it ~u~d a c~plete ch~mfi~tion of ~e ent~
system. ~is includ~ t~ sto~ ~n sys~m. ~e receiving wme~ ~d the l~d u~ ~fi~ties.
1. Wate~hed - Ch~te~ze ~ch wate~h~ inclu~ng the sto~ ~n system, the l~d uses ~d ~e ~cul~

problems of t~ r~eiving water.
2. S.to~ &~n system - Ch~cted~ ~e system including ~i ~r ouff~ls.

a. Inlets
b. Outle~

3. Receiving wate~ - Identify ~d ev~uate water ~ies. U~ exiting water q~ity ~m ~ong with cu~nt
monitoring effo~ to ch~ctefi~ ~d pfiofiti~ ~e ~ei~ng w~. Peffo~ addition~ m~ilodng
neces~ to ch~actefi~ ~e ~eiving waters.
a. S~s
b. L~es
c. Bays
d. Wetl~

13
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e. Other h~imt
4. L~d use - Chmcterize ~e Nnd use in the N~ia~ ~a. C~actenze the s~o~ water disch~ges from

~cific ~d use categories and mixed l~d use.
a. Gene~ categories
b. S~cific f~tu~s/sources

B. SO~CE ~E~ICAT1ON - ~ f~us~ monito~ng on ~u~ of conch.

2. S~cific ~ovities

C. CONTROL MEASURE EFFECTIVENESS - Monitor to determine the effectiveness of control measures.
Identify what control measure studies will be done and how they will be pn, oritized. Give a schedule for doing
the studies.
1. Specific Sources (e.g., corp yards)
2. Specific Activities (e.g., waste management)
3. Special Studies

D. POLLUTANT LOADING - An initial determination of the pollutant loading, both system wide and specific to
land use types should be made through monitoring and modeling. Once the initial determination is made, it is
imporumt to continue a minimal long term monitoring program to track trends in the pollutant loading over time.

1. System-wide
2. Land-use specific
3. Long-term stations

E. COMPONENTS OF A MONITORING PROGRAM PLAN - These are the expected elements of a monitoring
plan. The elements suggested here do not replace any directions from the regulating Regional Board.
1. Monitoring/sampling points with map

a. rationale for sampling points
2. Dry weather sampling

a. frequency
b. monitored parameters
c. method for documentation of outfall field inspections

3. Storm sampling plan
a. number of storm events to be samples
b. method for determining representative event
c. worker safety plan
d. sampling plan
e. timing of sampling
f. monitored parameters

i. how wdre parameters chose?
g. method to be used for flow weighted compositing of samples

i. time duration between samples
ii. minimum number of samples per hour

4. Manual of field techniques
a. general field techniques
b. manual vs automatic sampling
c. appropriate sampling technique for each pollutant

i. grab vs composite
d. appropriate sample size for each pollutant

5. Flow analysis for sampled storm event
a. method for determining flow

i. flow rate
ii. flow volume

6. USEPA Title 40 CFR Part 136 compliance
a. container type
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i. p~p~ation/cl~ing of con~in~m
b. preseB’ation pr~ed~es

i. were composile s~ples pms~s~bil~d du~n~ ~plin~?
c. m~imum hotdin~ ~m~s

":: d. use of approved ~ysis me~
~: 7. L~rato~

8. An~yses 1o ~ peffo~
9. Moni~g ream fo~at

a. ~le. e~Cl place, time of ~mpling
b. in~vidu~ peffo~ing ~pling
c. ~s ~ysis ~ffo~ed

i. we~ an~yses ~ffo~ed wi~in s~ified hoi~g t~es?
d. in~vidual ~ffo~ing ~ysis
e. ~ic~ t~hniques/meth~s used

i. were ap~ov~ meth~s u~d?
f. ~sults of ~ysis
g. qu~ity ~sur~ce/qu~i~y con~ol

i. ~pling
ii. an~ic~
ifi. field ~ s~plcs

(a) QC for field a~yses
(b) QC for ~ples for la~to~

iv. laborato~ QC s~ples
v. ~ysis of accuracy

(a) average accuracy
(b) st~d~d deviation

vi. ~ysis of p~cision
(a) average p~cision for each m~u~ment ~eter
(b) s~d~d deviation

vii. deletion limits
(a) do detection limi~ exce~ ~get detection limits?

vi~. ~m ou~ide QC ~get limi~
(a) listing
(b) expiration

h. chin ofcust~y
i. au~ofiz~ signat~e
j. com~site/g~b ~ple
k. meth~ for m~ing com~site ~mple

i. ~llu~t concen~tion/to~ m~s b~ed on flow-weighted ~ples

F. DATA M~AGE~
1. Dam ~yses
2. ~mb~e system
3. Accessibility
4. Reins
5. M~eling - U~ ~d applicability

.................. R0010099
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PREFACE

This document is part of a series of municipal wastewater
management fact sheets. These fact sheets are intended to serve
a wide audience including: the consulting engineer who is looking
for basic technical information; the municipal engineer who must
understand these technologies well enough to evaluate the assets
and limitations; the municipal official who must sell the
technologies as part of a comprehensive pollution prevention
program; the state regulator who must approve the technologies
used to meet permit requirements; and ultimately the citizen who
must understand the importance of preventing ]pollution of the
Nation’s waters.

The material presented is guidance for genera~L information only.
The document does not provide sufficient info~.~mation to design
BMPs, but does provided sufficient information to compair
alternatives. In some cases, the information represents new
technology or new application of existing tec~unology and is base
on very limited data. This information should not be used
without first obtaining competent advice w~th respect to its
suitability to any general or specific application. References
made in this document to any specific method, product or process
does not constitute or imply an endorsement, recommendation or
warranty by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

Municipal Wastewater Management Fact Sheets are divided into
several sets: Wet Weather Flow Management Practices; Innovative
and Alternative Technologies; Biosolids Technologies and
Practices; Wet Weather Technologies; Water Conservation, etc.
Each set is published separately starting with Storm Water Best
Management Practices, September, 1993. This document
incorporates and superseeds previous storm water best management
practice fact sheets (EPA 832-F-93-013, September 1993 and
Addendum to EPA 832-F-93-013, September 1994)    Updates to this
set of fact sheets and development of additional sets is
dependen~ upon continued resources being available.
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INTRODUCTION

Storm water runoff is part of a natural hydrologic process.
However, human activities, particularly urbanization, can alter
drainage patterns and add pollution to the rain water and snow
melt that runs off the earth’s surface and enters our Nation’s
rivers, streams, lakes, and coastal waters. A number of recent
studies have shown that storm water runoff is a major source of
water pollution as indicated by a decline in fish population and
diversity, beach closings or restrictions on swimming and other
water sports, bans on consumption of fish and shellfish and other
public health concerns. These conditions limit our ability to
enjoy many of the benefits that our Nation’s waters provide.

In response to this problem, the States and many municipalities
have been taking the initiative to manage storm water more
effectively. In acknowledgement of these storm water management
concerns, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has
undertaken a wide variety of activities, including providing
technical assistance to States and municipalities to help them
improve their storm water management programs.

This document contains fact sheets on storm water best management
practices (BMPs). These fact sheets represenl~ two types of BMPs:
pollution prevention and treatment. Pollution prevention BMPs
include both source controls and administrative practices.
Treatment BMPs include both in-line ans off-line applications.
However, many are not stand alone BMPs, but are most effective
when combined with other BMPs in a comprehensive storm water
management plan. These BMPs are suitable for both municipal and
industrial applications and can be used to supplement other EPA
guidance documents such as Storm Water M~a~ement ~or industria~
Activities: Devel~inq Pollution Prevention-Pl~s and Best
Manamement Practices {EPA 832-R-92-006) and ~_~
Management for Construction A~tivltles: Developin= Polluti~F
Prevention PI--e m-d Best M-namement Practices (EPA 832-R-92-00S)
as well as other State or locai guidance.

In order to better ser~e our customers and identify additional
information needs, a short questionnaire is included at the end
of this document. Please take a few minutes to tell us if this
document was helpful in meeting your needs and what other needs
you have concerning storm water management. Responses can be
mailed to the Municipal Technology Branch (4204), US EPA, 401 M
Street, SW, Washington, DC, 20460 or faxed to (202) 260-0116.
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 |MTB
AIRP  DEICING FLUID

RECOVERY SYSTEMS

Ethylene or propylene ~lycol recovery is accomplished by a three~,~a~e process typiczlIy consisting
of primary filtration, contaminant removal via ion exchange or nanordtration, and distillation as shown in
F’~mre I below. The process technolotdes involved in jlycol recovery have been proven in other industries
and are now bein~ applied to spent airplane deJcin~ fluid (ADF).

The purpose of the prtmary filtration step is to remove entrained sttspasded solids from contact with
¯ the aircraft and pavement r~-mn the used ADF. The suspended solids must be removed to avoid plugging of

downstream equipment and heart exchangers. Primary filtration is defined as the rmnovs! of solids greater
than 10 micron in size. Prim.my filters employed by ADF s~stems may be polypropyleme cartridge or bag
filters. Ion exchange msy be employed to runove dissolved solids such as chlorides and sulfstes. Ion
exclmnge removes ions from 8n squeous solution by passing the wastewater through st solid material (called
ion exchange resin) which accepts the unwanted ions, while giving back u equivalent umber of desirable
ions from the resin. Nanoflltrafion may be employed to remove polymeric additives. Nuoflltration systmns
are pressure-driven membrane opes-atJous that use porous membranes for the removal of" colloidal material.
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Colloidal materis/and polym~ic mole~m with molecular weights in excess of .500 are uorma/ly removed by
nanof’dters. The requirement to remove polymer additives is dictated by rise specifications of the end user
of the recovered ADF product.

The key process step in tbe overall ADF recycling system is distmaUou. Distillation is defined as the
separation of more volatile materials (in this case, water) from I~s volatile mterials (glycol) by 8 process of
vaporization and condensation. Distmatiou is capable of recovering volatihs with little degradation, which
is an important advantage in this application where the recovered .product can be sold or recycled. Product
purity of any desired ieved can theoretically be obtained by distillation, however in some cases the processing
costs my be prohibitive. In most ADF spp/fcattons, the separation of water from either s water-ethyl,,,,e
glycol or a water-propylene glycol mixture of ADF, employs ¯ two stages of distillation process. This will
typically, remove enough water to produce a recovered ADF with s minimmn of 8 50% gJycol content. The
requirement zlycol concentration is dictated by the specifications of the end user of the recovered ADF

COMMON MODIF/CAT/ONS

The details of the distillation process that each vendor employs 8re iwoprietary. Design variables
include temperatur~ distillation column design (number of stages, type of pecking, size) and reflux ratio.
Batch distillation systems are generally employed due to the variation in the composition of the influent end
the irregular supply of the feed. Secondary fllti-ation and ion-exchange stages vary with the qua/Jty of the
influmt feed and the specifications of the end-user. The temperature of distillation also varies between
ethylene glycol and propyJene glycol recovery applications.

This fact sheet contains general information only, and should not be used as the basis for designing
8n airplane deicing fluid recovery system. While the basic technologies used to recycle ethylene and propylene
glycol are well estab~shed, scruB/operating experience in recyc/htg airplane deicing fluids is limited. To
date, there is only one on-site applicatiou of ADF recovery operating in the United States. This is a pilot-scale
operation conducted for Continental AiHines 8t the Denver Stapleton Airport. Anotbe~ pilot-scale ADF
operation is currently being conducted in Canada at the L.B. Pearson Airport in Toronto. While, recovery

are not in operation. There are 81so three ADF recovery systems in operation at airports in Europe: Lulm,
Sweden; Osio, Norway; and Munkh, Germany.

1"here are curi’ently three vendor~ actively designing, testhtg or marketing ADF recovery systems for
use on-site at airports in North America: Deicing Systans (DIS), Glycol Specialists, Inc. (GSI), and Canadian
Chemical Reclaiming (CCR). There are also ¯ number of chemical waste ser~ice compenJes that will provide
off-site processing for spent glycol for other industries. Tbe technology and process app/ications of ADF are
evoJv/ng rapidly. 1"he equipment manufacturer3 and the airport opersto~, should be coutacted for the current

Ethylene or propyle~e glycol recovery systems 8re generally appticable at any 8L.,port that collects
ADF with a minimum conceatration of approximately 15% glycol. Spent M)F mixtures with Iowe/" glycol
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content are generally impractical to recover via distillation, without expensive preconcentration steps such as
reverse osmosis. Dilme streams are typically discbarged to municipal wastewater treatment plants, if
permitted, treated by oxidation to destroy the organics prior to direct ,~cbarge, or hauled away be a
chemical waste contractor. A number of other BMPs sigh as water quality inlets and oH\water sepm-ators
are being tested to demonstrate their ability and reliability to concentrate dilute streams.

IJMITATIONS

In order for the ADF to be recovered or regenerated, it must ~ be collected at the airport. The
implementation of ADF coUection must respond to the unique rtquirunent~ of each airport. The fensibnlty
of glycol recovery is dependent on the ability of the collection system to contain a relatively �oncentrated waste
stream w|thout significant contamination by other storm water components. Since distillation is an energy
intensive process, # Js generafly not cost efgecttve to distill and recycle waste glycol solutions at low
concentrations (< 15%). However, individual airports my have to collect and recover lower concentratiom
of waste glycol solutions to mtisfy requirements of their storm water NPDES permit. Remote or centralized
deicing with the containment and collection of used glycol is one method for collecting a more concentrated
used glycol. However, cenWalized deicing systems may be impractical for 811 but the largest airport
operations due to their cost and physical sLze. For established airports, a switch to centralized deicing systems
would present a number of operational and logistical problems. In lieu of a centralized facility, used glycol
can be collected via vacuum trucks and fluid coliectiom containers that siphon glycol from runway aprons.
Roller sponge devices have been employed at the Toronto Ah-port with mixed results due to uneven surfaces.

Mixtures of ethylene and propylene glycols cannot be recovered egl~ctively in a single batch process
because the technology currently available cannot cost eggectiveiy separate the two glycols. While there is a
market for either recovered ethylene glycol or propylene glycol, there is little demand for a recovered blend
of both glycols by md users. "In order to recover either ethylene or propylene glycol from spent ADF, an
ah-port must use one or the other, or isolate application and runoff areas. Treated separately, each type of
water-glycol mixture can then be recovered effectively via the distillation process.

There area nmnber of important criteria that must be determined in order to properly design an ADF
system. Table 1 below list some of the key criteria. Storage and handling of process chemicals, energy
requirements, and ~ of speat chemicals and residuals generated in the recovetT process must 81so be
carefully considered. Other factors such as site drainage, weather patterns, wuter quality requh~ements, state
and ioonl restrictions, marketability of tbe r~overed product, etc., will ~ influence the fbwl design of the

Sodium h~droxide (NaOH) and hydrochloric acid (HCL) are ruluirod for regeneratiou of the ion
exchange process un~. AS ¯ lmrt of the recertification lwocess, wetting agent end a corrosion inhibitor must

od recovered airplane deicing fluids is Wacticed in Europe, the Federal Aviation AdmbdsUl~m (FAA)
currently ires no recert~tcation guideline for i~use of ru:overed ADF in the Uulted States. ~ should be
taken when handling these chetn]cab to avoid �oatoct with skin. Eye protection should also be woru.

For the most pro-t, energy requirements Lre dependent on the waste stream glycol coocentration of
the fluid to be recycled and the purity required by the end user. Recovery by dlstilintioo is energy-intensive,
with nominal energy requiretnents being about $.81x10s to 2.79x10~ J/kg of fesd (2.50 to 1200 BTU/Ib of feed).
As the technology is rei’med and as operating experience grows, these costs s~ould deerense.Flush and spent
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TABLE 1: ~ CRrTE:]U~ I;X)R DF, SI~G AN ~ DEICING IT, U]]) RF_A~OVE:RY

¯ Deicing Fluid Data
-Type
- Concentration
- Total consumption per season
- Total comumption per peak-day
- Average consumption per aircraft

¯ Airlxx’t Operations Data
- Flights per day
- Peak Traffic Periods,

¯ Length of deicing mason
- Number of deicing days per season
- Future traffic extension plans

¯ Spent Fluid Data
- Volume senerated
- Glycol concentration
- Contaminants

¯ Reuse Specifications
- Glycol concentration
- Acceptable impurities

SOURCE= ~eh~ences 10 and 11

wastewater are ge=erated b7 recovery processes wbkb employ ion-excbange systems. These lluids my be
disposed of, after neutralization b7 additiou or adds or bases, to tbe sanitarT/, sewer. Spent Falter csrtfld~es
my be grated in some systems and my be disposed of to landfills. Distillation condensate, with less than
1.$~ glycol, is also gmerated and my be rmmed or disposed. Currently discharges to the sanitary sewer
system may requi~ Imrmltting under local pretreatment programs.

Three ADF recover7 systems were evaluated using data provided by three vendors. In each ADF
recovery system investigated, the qualit7 of tbe fluid recovered was dictated by the specification objective.
The dam provided for the ethylene glycol recovery systemat the Toronto Airport shows tlmt the procem
reliably produced an effluent with 8 glycol �oatent over 80%. The data from tim ADF recover7 sTstem in
Denver showed that high puritT (98.$% gJycoi) can be refiabl~ produced.. The Wocess at the Munich Airport
reliably produced -- erlluest with a glycol content over S0%, which meets the lower end-user reqtdrements
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Since there are no full-scale ADF systems currently operation in the U.S., it is d/fYicnlt to determine
the actual construction costs. However, based on pilot study at the Denver Sgapleton Airport, the total capital
cost for the complete project, including deicing and anti-icing application equipment, �oUection piping, storage
facilities, and glycol rtcovery system has beret estimated to be between $6 mad ~7 million dollars. The
coustructiou costs for the ADF ¢oUection system, storage and handling facilities, piping, and recovery system
has bern estimated at approximately ~00,000 (GSI, 1993).

The total mpit~ cost for the new Denver International Airport, including deicing and "anti-icing
application pads and equipmmt, drainage ud collection piping, storage and handling facilities, and complete
glycol recovery system is currently estimated at between $20 and $25 million doUars. These �o~ts ~re based
on a complete package including pluning, engineering design, equipment,~ construction and installation, start-
up services and other contingencies. The construction costs for the AD]: collection system, storage and
handling facilities, piping, controls and instrumentation, and complete recovery system is currently estimated
at approximately $~ million dollars.

The ma~or operating expense for all ADF systems is cost of enet~, used in the distillatiom process.
Other maintena~tce costs include flushing of rdters ud ion-exchange units, disposal of spent filter mrtridges,
process and neutralization chemical, lubrication of pumping equipment, and inspection ud repairs to the
distillation equipment and heat exchanger. The collection system and storage fadlities will also require
periodic cleaning and maintenance. Based on vary limited operating data from the pilot study at the
Stapleton Airport, the cost for processing ADF with a 28 percent glycol �o~acentratiou, is approximately ~$
ceres per gallon trmted. However, this cost will vary depending on the volume treated and concentration of
glycol in the waste stream. As the technology is refined and as operatLng experience grows, these costs
should decrease.

While the potential for volatile-organic emissions to the air is considered small, the discharges of air
emissiom from the distillation process through losses from condenser veugs, accumulator tank vents, and
storage tank vents must be eomidered. Ion-egchange flush and spent wastewater are generated by recovery
processes my generally be discharged to the sanitary sewer. These spent byproducts my require
atom-aUction by addition of acids or bases before discharge. (~urre~tly disdmrges to the sattitary sewer
system my require pennJUing under local preU~tment programs. Spent filter cartridges my be generated

Distillation coudemate, with less than 1.$5 glyeoi, is also generated and may be reused or disposed.
However, release of more titan 1 pound of ethylene glycol to the environment must be reported under the
Comprehensive Environmental Respouse, Compensation and Liabillt~ Act (CERCLA) requirements. The

expected to be promulgated as ¯ rule in calendar year 1995. A spill prevemtion control end countermeasure
(SPCC) plan should be developed for 811 ADF systems to address the handling, storage and accidental release
of chemicals, regenerated producu and waste byproducts.
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DESCRIPTION

Bioretention is a recently developed best management practice (BlVfP) developed by the Prince
G~orge’s County, Maryland Department of £nvironmental R~sources (PGDER). The BIVfP utilizes soils
and pl~nts to remove pollur~nts from stormwater runoff. As shown in Figure I, runoff is conveyed as

FIGURE 1 BIORETENTION AREA
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Source: PGDER, 1993.
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sheet flow to the BMP, which consists of a grass buffer strip, sand bed, ponding area, orga~c laver
or mulch layer, planting soil, and plants. Runoff first passes over a sand bed, which slows the velocity
and eveniy distributes the runoff over the ponding area. Runoff also infilu:ates the sand bed, which adcLs
to the imedtration capacity of the bioretention area. After runoff passes over or infiltrates the sand bed
it enters the ponding area. The ponding area is formed by depressing the surface organic layer and/or
ground cover and the underlying plaming soil. Water is ponded to a depth of 6 inches and gradually
infiltrates the bioretemion area or is evapotranspired. The grading of the: bioretention area is done so
that excess runoff is diverted away from the BMP. Stored water in the bioretention area planting soil
exfiltrates over a period of days into the underlying soils of the BMP.

COMMON MODIFICATIONS

The City of Alexandria, Virginia has modified the design to include an underdrain within the
sand bed to collect the infiltrated water and discharge it to a downstream sewer system. Underdrains
were required due to impervious subsoils and marine clays. This modified design makes the
bioretention area act more as a filter that discharges treated water than an infiltration device. The BMP
can also be modified to include or not include a sand bed. The benefit of using a sand 5ed is the
reduction in velocity and infiltration achieved with the bed. Design modifications are also being
reviewed to potentially utilize both aerobic and anaerobic zones in the BMP. The anaerobic zone will
promote denitrification.

CURRENT STATUS

Bioretemion has been used succ~sfully at urban and suburban areas in Prince George’s County,
Maryland (MD), Montgomery County, MD, Baltimore County, MD, and Prince William County,
Virginia. The first system was installed nearly four years ago (1992). The BMP is planned for
installation in Alexandria, Virginia and locations in North Carolina.

APPLICATIONS

Bioretention typically provides stormwater treatment for impervious surfaces at commercial,
residential, and industrial areas. Three prime locations where the BMP could be used are at median
strips, parking lot islands, and in swales. They are usually best used at locations that are upland from
inlets that receive sheet flow from graded areas and at areas that will be excavated. Sheet flow should
be conveyed to the BMP to minimize erosive conditions and to maximize treatment effectiveness. Low
environmental impacts to a site are desired. Therefore, construaion of bioretenfion areas best suited
to sites where grading or excavation will occur so that the bioretention area can be readily incorporated
in the site plan. Bioretention areas should be used in stabilized drainage areas to minimize the sediment
loading to the BMP.

IJMITATIONS

Bioretention is not an appropriate BMP at locations where the water table is within 6 feet of the
ground stufac.e and when the surrounding soil stratum is unstable. In cold climams there is the potential
for the soil to freeze and prevem runoff from infiltrating into the planti~; soil. The BMP is also not
recommended for areas with slopes greater than 20 percent or where mature tree removal wiIl be
required. Clogging may be a potential problem, particularly if the BMP receives runoff with high
sediment loads.

PERFORMANCE

Stormwater poilutant removal in bioretenfion is attributed to physiical and biological processes
that occur in the plants and soils of the BMP. These processes include adsot]ytion, filtration, plant
uptake, microbial activity, deeomposidon, sedimentation and volatilization.
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AcLsorption is the process where pollutants attach to soil (e.g., clay) or vegetation surfaces.
Adequaze conh~t time bet~’een the surfac~ and pollutant must be prowidecl for in the d~ign of the
system for this removal process to occur. Therefore, the infiltration rate,, of the soils must not exceed
those specified or pollutant removal may decrea.se. Pollutants removed by adsorption include me~s,
phosphorus, and some hydrocarbons.

Filtration occurs as runoff passes through the bioretention area media, such as the sand bed,
ground cover and planting soil. The media trap particulate ma~ter and allows water to pass through.
The filtering effectiveness of the bioretention area may potentially dec.cease over time. Common
particulates removed from stormwater include particulate organic matter and suspended solids.

Biological processes that occur in wetlands result in pollm:ant uptake by plants and
microorganisms in the soil. Plant growth is sustained by the uptake of nutrients from the soils.
Microbial activity within the soil also contributes to the removal of nitrogen and organic matter.
Nitrogen is removed by nitrifying and denitrifying bacteria and aerobic bacteria are responsible for the
decomposition of the organic matter (e.g., petroleum). Microbial processes require oxygen and can
result in depleted oxygen levels if the bioretention area is not adequately aerated.

Sedimentation occurs in the swale or ponding area as the velocity slows and suspended solids
fall out of suspension. Volatilization also plays a role in pollutant removal. Pollutants such as oils,
hydrocarbons, and mercury can be removed from the wetland via evaporation or by aerosol formalion
under windy conditions.

Daza is not available on the removal effectiveness of bioretention; however, results from
performance studies for in~tration BMPs can be used due to the similarities in the BM~s. The
microbial aaivity and plant uptake occumng in the biore~ntion area will likely result in higher removal
rates than those determined for infiltration BMPs, as shown in Table 1. Asshown, the BMP could
potentially have greater than 90 percent removal rates for total s~ded solids, organics, metals, and
bacteria. Excessive pollutant loadings (e.g., suspended solids) may exceecl the removal capabilities of
the bioretention area.

TABLE 1 ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE OF BIORE’~ENTION (1)
’ Pollutant Removal Rate

Total Suspendecl Soli~ 90 %
Total Phosphorus ,rio %
Total Nitrogen 60 %
Organics, 90 %
Metals �.K} %

Bac~ria 90 %
(I) Source: Schueler, 1987, 1992.

DESIGN CRI’rERIA

Design details have be¢~ specified by the Prince George’s County DER in a document entitled
Design Manual for Use of Bioretention in Stormwater Management (PGDER, 1993). The specifications
were developed after extensive research on soil adsorption capacities and rat~, water balance, plant

pol!utam removal po.te .ntial, plant adsorption capacities and raI~, and rrminte~mnce requir~ment, s. A case
smay was performed using the specffic~ions at three commercial sites and one rmidemial sit~ in Prince
George’s Coumy, Maryland.
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Each of the components of the bioretention area is designed to perform a specific function. The
function of the grass buffer strip is to reduce incormng runoff velocity a~d f’dter particulates from the
nmoff. The sand bed also reduces the velocity and provides some paniculate filtration, a~ well as
evenly spreading the flow over the bioretention area. Aeration and drainage of the planting soil is
providexl by the I foot deep sand bed. The ponding area provides a temporary storage Iocafion for
runoff prior to its evaporation or infiltration. Particulates that had not bc~en previously filtered out by
the grass filter strip or the sand bed settle within the ponding area. The organic or mulch layer also
filters pollutants and provides an environment conducive to the growth of microorganisms wkich
degrade petroleum based products and other organic material. This layer acts as the leaf litter in a
forest and prevents the erosion and drying of underlying softs. Planted ground cover and mulch reduce
the potential for erosion, with mulch being slightly less effective than planted ground cover. The
maximum sheet flow velocity prior to erosive conditions is 1 f’tJsec and 3 ft/sec for planted ground
cover and mulch, respectively. The clay in the planting soft provides adsorption sites for hydrocarbons,
heavy metals, nutrients and other pollutants. Storage of stormwater is also provided by the voids in the
planting soil. The stored water and nutrients in the water and soil are then available to the plants for

The layout of the bioretention area is determined after site constraints such as location of utilities,
underlying soils, existing vegetation, and drainage are considered. The existence of utilities (e.g.,
electric or gas) which would be costly to relocate may limit the feasibility of a site. Sites with loamy
sand soils are especially appropriate for bioretention because the excavated soil can be back:filled and
used as the planting soil, thus eliminating the cost of importing planting soil. An unstable surrounding
soil stratum (e.g., Marlboro Clay) and soils with a clay content of greater than 25 percent may preclude
the use of biore~ention, as would a site with slopes greater than 20 percent or a site with rnan~e tr~,s
th~ would be removed during construction of the BMP. Bioretention can be designed to be off-line or
on-line of the existing drahuge system. The "rust flush" of runoff is diverted to the off-line system.
On-line systems capture the first flush but ~ volume of water will likely be washed out by subsequent
runoff.

The size of the dralmge area for one bioretention area should be between 0.25 and I acre. Multiple
bioretention areas may be required for larger ~ge areas. The rnaxirnm~ drainage area for one area
is detemuned by the amount of sheet flow generated from c.he 10-year storm. Flows greeter than 5 cfs
may potentially erode subilized areas. In Maryland, a flow of 5 cfs gen¢;raIly occurs with a 10-year
storm at one-acre commercial or residential sites. The designer should determine the potential for
erosive conditions at the site.

The size of the bioretention area is a function of the drainage area and the runoff generated from
the area. The size should be 5 to 7 percent of the drah~ge area multiplied by the rational method
runoff coefficient, "c", determined for the site. The 5 percent sp~ification applies to a bioretention
area tha includes a sand bed and 7 ~ applies to an area designed without the sand bed. An
ex,~mple of sizing a facility is shown in Figure 2. Sizing specifications are’. based on 0.5 inches to 0.7
inches of precipitation over a 8-hour period, which is the mean stom~ event for the Baltimore-
Washington area, infiltrating into the biore~ntion area. Other areas with a different mean storm event
will ne~ to account for that in the design of the BMP.

Recommended minimum dimensions of the biorctention area are 15 feet wide by 40 feet in length.
The mimmum width allows enough space for a dense rmdomly disu’ibuted area of t~ees and shrubs to
become established that replicaes a natm-al forest and cre~es a microclimate. This enables the
bioretention area to tolerate th~ effeas of heat su’~s, acid rain, runoff polIu~nts, and insect and disease
infestations which I~ areas in uYoan settings typically are unable to tolerate. The preferred
width is 25 feet, with a l~ngth of twice the width. Any facilities with widths; greater than 20 feet should
have a length of twice the width. This length requirc, ment promot~ th~ distribution of flow and
decre,~es the chanc~ of concentrated flow.
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FIGURE 2 BIORETENTION AREA SIZI~G

Source: PGDER, 1993
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The m~.imum ponding depth of the bioretention area has been determined to be 6 inches. This
depth provides for adequate storage and prevents excessive periods of time for standing water. Water
left to stand for longer than four days resmcts the type of plants thai; can be used due the water
tolerance of most plants. Mosquitoes and other insects may also start to breed if water is standing for
longer than four days.

The appropriate planting soil should be backfilled into the excavation bioretention area. Planting
soils should be sandy loam, loamy sand, or loam texture and have a clay ¢oment ranging from 10 to
25 percent. The soil should have infiltration rates greater than 0.5 inches per hour (in/hr), which is
typical of sandy loam,s, loamy sands, or loams. Silt loams and clay loarr,~ generally have rates of less
than 0.27 in/hr. The pH of the soil should be between 5.5 and 6.5. Pollutants (e.g., organic nitrogen
and phosphorus) can be adsorbed by the soil and microbial activity can flourish within this pH range.
Other requirements for the planting soil are a 1.5 to 3 percent organic content and a maximum 500 ppm
concentration of soluble salts. In addition, criteria for magnesium, pbospborus, and potassium are 35
lbs/acre, I00 Ibs/acre, and 85 Ibs/acre, respectively. Soil tests should be l:erformed for every 500 cubic
yards of planting soil with the exception of tests run for ~H and organic content, which is only required
once per bioretention area.

A minimum planting soil depth of 4 feet should be used in a bioretemion facility. This depth will
provide adequate soil for the plants root system to become established in ~md prevem plant damage due
to severe wind. Four feet of soil also provides adequate moisture capacity. To obtain the 4 foot depth,
most sites will require excavation. Depths of greater than 4 feet may require additional construction
practices (e.g., shoring measures). Planting soil should be placed in 18 inches or greater lifts and
lightly compacted until the desired depth is reached.

The bioretention area should be vegetated to resemble a terrestrial forest community ecosystem, that
is dominated by trees and has discrete soil zones. A terrestrial forest community also has a mature
canopy and a distinct sub-canopy of under,tory trees, a shrub layer and herbaceous ground covers.
Three species of both trees and shrubs are recommended at a rate of 1,0O0 trees and shrubs per acre.
For example, a 15’ by 40’ bioretention area (600 ft2 or 1.4 percem of an acre) would require 14 trees
and shrubs. The tr~ to shrub planting ratio should be 2:1 to 3:1. On average, the trees should be
spaced 12 feet apart and the shrubs should be spaced 8 feet apart. In the metropolitan Washington,
D.C. area trees and shrubs should be planted from mid-March through ~e end of June or from mid-
September through mid-November. Planting periods in other areas of fhe US will vary. Vegetation
should be watered at the end of each day for fourteen days following its planting.

Native species that are tolerant to pollutant loads and varying wet and dry conditions should be used
in the bioretention area. These species can be determined from several published sources, including
Naive Tree.s, Shrubs, and lanes for Urban and Ruml Am~ (Hightshoe, 1988). The designer should
assess aesthetics, site layout, and maintenance requirements when seleeting plant species. Adjacem non-
native invasive species should be identified and the designer should take measures (e.g., provide a soil
breach) to eliminate the threat of these species invading the bioretemion area. Regional landscaping
mamas should be comulted to emure that the planting of the bioretemion area meets the landscaping
requirements established by the local authorities.

The optimal placenmm of vegetation within the bioretention area should be evaluated by the
designer. Plants should be placed randomly to replicate a mmral forest. Shade and shelter from the
wind will be provided to the bioretemion area if the designer places the trees on the perimeter of the
area. Damaging flows to trees and shrubs can be minimized if they are placed away from the path of
the incoming runoff. Certain species that are more tolerant to cold winds (e.g., evergreens) should be
placed in areas of the site where these winds tyl~ically enter the site.
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After placing the trees and shrubs, be ground cover ancL’or mulch should be esmbiished. Ground
cover such as grasses or legumes can be planted during the spring of the year. There axe no restraints
to the timing of mulch placement, except fl-~ it should immediately follow tree and shrub planting.
Two to three inches of commercially available f’me shredded hardwood mulch or shredded hardwood
chips should be applied to the bioretention area to provide protection from erosion. Depths greater than
3 inches should not be applied because it would negatively impact the cycling of carbon dioxide and
oxygen between the soil and the ~m’nosphere. The mulch should be aged for at least six months, (one
year is optimal), and applied uniforr~fly over the site.

Recommended rn~ntenance for a biore~ntion area includes inspection and repair or replacement
of the BMP components. Tree~ and shrubs should be inspected twice per year to determine their health
and remove and replace any dead or severely diseased vegetation. Dise~ed vegetation that can be
treated should be done on an as needed basis. Pruning and weeding may also be necessary to maintain
the appearance of the BMP.

Mulch replacement is recommended when erosive conditions are evident or when the a-esthetics
of the hioretention area are declining. Spot mulching may be adequate when there are random void
areas; however, once every two to three years the entire area may require mulch replacement. This
activity should be performed during the spring. The previous layer of mulch should be removed prior
to applicazion of the replacement mulch.

The application of an alkaline product, such as limestone, is recon~aended one to two times per
year due to increasing acidity of the soil that results from slightly acidic precipitation and runoff. Prior
to applying the limestone, the soils and organic layer should be tested to determine the pH and
determine the quantity of limestone required. Testing should also be performed to determine
concentrations of heavy metals and other toxic substances in the soil. Forest buffers and grass swales,
which accept similar sources of runoff as the bioretention area, tend to accumulate toxins and heavy
metals within five years of installation. This suggests the possibility of a similar accumulation at a
bioretention area. Soil replacement may be required when toxic levels of heavy metals or other
pollutants ~ reached which impah’s plant growth ~cl the effectiveness of the BMP (PGDER, 1993).

COSTS

Construction cost estimates for a bioretemion area are slightly greater than the required
landscaping for a new development. Recently constructed 400 ~ bioretention ~eas in Prince George’s
County cost approximately $500. T’nese units are rather small and are on the low side for cost
estimation purposes particularly if a larger unit is required. The cost estimate includes the cost for
excavating 2 to 3 feet and vegetating the site with 1 to 2 trees and 3 to 5 shrubs. The estin~te does
not include the cost for the planting soil. Purchasing soils will increase the cost for a bioretention area.
Retrofitting a site typically has higher costs with an average cost of $6,500 per bioretention area. The
higher costs are am’ibuted to the demolition of existing concrete, asphalt, and/or existing structures and
the replacement of fill material with planting soil. Plans for retrofitting a commercial site in Maryland
(Kettermg Development) was estimated at $111,600, which included 15 bioretention areas. The final
costs for the retrofit were much lower due to only six bioretention areas being constructed.

The use of bioretention can decrease the cost for stormwater conveyance systems at a site. A
medical office building in Maryland was able to reduce the required amount of storm dram pipe from
800 to 230 feet with the use of bioretention. The drainage pipe costs were reduced by $’24,000 or 50
percent of the total d,,-zmage cost for the site (I~3DER, 1993). Landscaping costs that would be required
at a development regardless of the installation of the bioretention area should also be considered when
determining the net cost of the BMP.
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The operation md maJnter~nce costs for a bioretention facility will be comparable to typical
l~xiscaping required for a site. Costs beyond the normaJ landscaping fees will include the cost for
testing the soils.

ENVIRONMEN’rAL IMPACTS

Bioretention provides stormwater treatment that enhances the quality of downstream water
bodies. Runoff is temporarily stored in the BMP and released over ;~ period of four days to the
receiving water. The BMP is also able to provide shade and wind breaks, absorb noise, and improve
an area’s la~Ascape.
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STOILM WATER BMP:

CATCH

DESCRIPTION

Catch basins are chambers or sumps, usually built at the curb line, which al/ow surface water
r~moff to enter the storm water conveyance system. Many catch basins have ¯ low area below
r~e inver~ of r.he outlet pipe intended to rera£n sediment. By tripping coarse secLimenr~ the catch
basin prevents solids from dogging the storm sewer and being washed into receiving waters.
Catch basins must be cleaned our periodically to maintain their secLimen.r napping ability. The
removal of sediment, decaying debris, and highly polluted water ~om catch basins has aesthetic
and water quality benefits, including reducing foul odors, reducing su.~pended solids° and
reducing the load of oxygen-demanding substances that rear.~ surface water.

CURRENT STATUS

Catch basra cleaning is an easily implemented but of~e~ overlooked Best Management Practice.
Frequenr, ly0 the cleaning procedures dea~ with removal of debris frol,~ grate openings bur do nor
extend down into the catch basin itself.

Catch basin clean~g is applicable to any facility that has an on-site storm sewer system-which
includes catch basins and manholes.

LIMrrATIONS
.~:.. ~ ::’~

Limitations associated with cleaning catch basins include:

Catch basin debris usually contains appreciable amounts of water and offensive organic
materi~l which must be properly disposed of.

Catch basins may be di~culr to clean in areas with poor accessibdliry and in areas with
n’a~c congesuon and parking problems.               "

Cleaning is dii~qculr during the winter when snow and ice are present-

PERFORMANCE

It is nor poss~le, based on current clara, to. quantify the water quality benefits to receiving
-waters of catch basin cleaning. The rate at which catch basins [RI with debris, as well as the
total amount of material which can be removed by different ~requencies of cleaning, are highly
variable and cannot be read£1y predicted. Past sru~es have estimated that typical catch basins
retain up ro 57 percent of coarse solids and 17 percent of equivalertt biologic¯] oxygen demand
0~OD).

A catch basin should be cleaned if the depth of deposits are equal ro or greater than one-@Rrd
the depth from the basin bottom to the invert of the lowest pipe or opening into or out olr the
basra. Catch basins should be, ar a minimum, in¯petted annually.. If a catch basin is found
during the annual inspection ro significantly exceed the one-r.hird depth standard, it should be
inspected and cleaned on a more frequent basis. If woody debris or trash is likely to accumulate
in a catch basin, it should, at ¯ minimum, be L-.specred and cleaned, if necessary, on a mond’dy
basis.
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Cas~’o Valley Creek, Cal~oz-nia mdzcated ".,~.a~ a t~!pLcal catc.~ bas~.R, w~c.~, were c~ea.ned once per
yeas or once every" or_F~e~ yeas con~aL’~ed appz-ox.imately 60 pounds ol~ material each.

Catch bask~s can be cleaned elf.her man~ally or by special|y designed equipment. These include
bucket loaders and.vacuu= p~u~ps. Material removed ~rom cat~ ba,si~s is usua!]y d~sposed oim
landf~11s.

COS’I~

Catch basin dean£ng costs will vary depencLing upon the me~hod used, reclaimed deaz~g
frequency, amount of debris removed, and debris disposa~ costs. Qear~g costs for catch bask~s
were estimated ~ three NUR~ proFam studies (Midwest Research Institute, 1982). These
estimates ue sufl~mazized in Table ! below.

TABLE 1. CZENqING COST PI~ CATCH

LOCATION. M~’I’HOD -COST

C~stro Valky, CA.--------- V~’uum sl~scbed t: street s~eper.    , 5~.70

S~/! ~ ~x~auty, Lrr, V~-m~m att~dsed te ~

WlnstonoS~em- N~...--.-,--V~uum 8ttadnd Io street
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STORM WATER BMP:

COVERINGS                                     ¯

DF~ON

A simple yet effective l~s~ Management Practice (BMP) is covering. Coverkag is the partial or total
enclosure of raw materi~s, byproducts, finished products, conl~ners, equ~,pmen~, process operado~s, and
material storage areas which, when exposed m rain and/or runoff, cou/d contaminate stormwater.
Tarpau/ins, plastic sheeting, roofs, buildings, and other enclosures are ezamples of temporary or
permanent covering that are effective in preven~g stormwater conta~&nation. The most prominent
advantage of covering is that it is inexpensive in comparison to other BMI~’s.

CUR/1E3rT STATUS

A review of numerous NVDES group applications indicates r.hat covering is a commonly implemented
BMP. As more faci!ities identify potential sources of stormwater contan~tion, the use of coverings wi/l
increase sign~candy due to its effecxiveness from a performance and cost perspective.

Covering is appropriate for load.ing,/urdoad~.ng areas, raw material, byproduc~ and final produc~ outdoor
storage areas, ~eling and vehicle maintenance areas, and other high risk ,areas

LJMITATIONS

lJn~tadons associated with covering as a BMP include:

Temporary methods such as plastic sheeting can become tom or ripped~ .
exposing the contaminant to precipitation and/or stormwater runoff.

Costs may protu’bit the bu,~ding of complete enclosures.

May pose health or sa/ety problems for enclosures built over certain
materia/s or activities.

 .equ   .quent impocti,n.

A su’ucture with only a roof may not keep out all precipitatior_

PERPORMANCE

It is difliculr~ based on data �~’rendy available, m quantify the mifigation~ of runoff �ontamination when
covering is ~ However, significant runoff water quality benefits are expected by simply reducing the
contac~ between potential conttminan~s and precipitation or s~ormwater nmoff. One source has
es~mated that 80 perce~t of the environmen~l damage from de-icing chemicals is caused by inadequate
storage facilities.
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Maintenance involves /z~quent inspection of the covering for rips, holes,, and general wear. Inspecting
coverings should be part o~ an overall preventive maintenance progr-~m.

Covering costs ~ in propor~on to the degree of protection desired, amd the required lifespan. The
most inexpensive covering is plastic ~heet~g, but it is not suitable where a high degree of protection is
desired for a lon~ period. An enclosed building is the most expensive type o£�overing when materials
for the structure, lighting, and ventilation are considered, but it offers the highast degree of protec~on
for the longest period.

The impac~ from a covered area depends on the de~ree of complexity in, the covering design. A simple
plastic sheeting can possibly have a stormwater diversion, and ~llow for disposal of uncontaminated
water to a ston~ sewer. A m’ucture with a permanent roof may be less effective, if the materia/inside is
not su~icienfly protected f~om contact with runo~ An encloied s~’uc~.’ure may need to have internal
drainage. L~ this is the case, it must not be connected to the storm sewer, and may not be suitable
connection to a sanitary sewer, if the stored material is considered hazardous. The intemaJ drains would
then need to be connected to soma suitable containment area for later dErposal.

¯ 1. Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, Protect~ne ~he Wa~er Oualin~ in Urban Areas. 1989.

2. U.S. EPA, ~;tormwater Management for Industrial Active’ties: De~eleoin~ Pollution Prevention
¯ Plato and Best Manaeemenr Practiee~. Pre-print, July 1992.

3. Washington State I)epar~nent of Eeolo~,, Stormwater Management Manual. for Pueet Soun~
February 1992.
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STORM WATER BMP:

DUST CONTROL

D~ON

Du~ controls are methods that prevent pollutants from entering s~ormwater cLlsr.harges by reducing the
su~ace and a~r ~’ar~por~ of dust caused by industrial or �ons~’~ction a,:t~ities. C~n~ol meastu-es can
prevent dust ~-om spreading into areas of a ~aciiicy where runoff may eventually u-anspor~ the material to
a storm sewer collection system or d~-ecdy to a receiving waterbody.

Du~t �onn’ol for industrial ac~vities norma!/y involves mechanical sy=tems designed to reduce dust
erosions £~m in.plant, processing activities, and/or materials handling. These may include hoods,
cyclone coL~e~ors, bag-type col/ecton, ~Iters, negative pressure systenu, or mechanical sweepers.

Dust control measures for �on.s~uc~ion activities include windbreaks, ~tion of so-i/, spray-on
adhesives, ~tlage, chemical treatment, and water spraying.

COMMON MODI~CATIONS

There are a number of temporary alternatives for dust coan-ol. However, another co~id~fion
el~ate ~e n~d for t~~ d~t con~l complet~y by ~~t: m~ca~on of ~e site.
co~d ~ude ~ me~ ~ cov~g ~osed ~e~ ~ vege~ st~e, or con~t~

Dust control measures may be applied to any site where dust generation ,:an cause damage to the site or
adjacent proper~es. However, application of dust controls is espociaJly critical in arid areas where
reduced raL~al] levels expose soii particles for 12-ans’por~ by air and nmo/~ into water bodies. Du~
control measures should also be applied to any industrial activity where dust poses a threat of
conr~mina~ion to water bodies.

LIMITATIONS

Primary l~nitations of .dust control include :

Some temporary dust ¢onu-oLs must be reapplied or replenished on a reg~ar basis.

Some controls are expensive (e.g., chemical ~reatment) and may be ine~ec~ve under
cena~ cmulitions.

Some controls may cause an increase in the amount of mud being trar.ked off-size.

Typical windbreak~ are not as effective as chemical treatment or ~.~r.hing and
seeding, and may require land space that m/gEt not be ava~able =t al/locations.

Industrial dusx control is typical/y labor and equipment intensive and may not be
egective for all sources of pollution (e.g. street sweepers).

More elaborate indus~al dust control systems requireu-ained pe~.sonnel to operate
~hem, an reqmre the implementation of a preventive maintenance and repair progra~
to ensure open~ional reacLiness.
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The decision on which dust con~’ol meas~u’es to i~nplement must ta~e into consideration ~e
p¢~on-na,nce objectives ~equi~’ed for a par~cu~ar site. Some examples of performance objectives inc!ude:

Prevent wind and water-based erosion of d~sturbed areas

A reduction of employee respintory problen~.

l~apid implementation at low cost and efforr~

Little or no impa~ on the environment.

Permanent control of the dust problem.

Based on the objectives simply sweeping the impervious areas for larger particles on a rou~ne basis may
provide an efficient and reliable method of dust control that can be quickly implemented. Other controls
might include vegetative windbreaks wb.ich wou~d provide a much more permanent and env~ronmenr~ly
sa~e alternative to chen~.ical use.

DE~C~ CR!TEIUA

The main goals of the dust control project design is to limit dust ger~raxion and reduce the amount of
soi~ or dust particulate exposed. However th~s must al~o take into considention the performance
objectives established for the pamcu/ar project. Additionally, some project sites may require solutions to
both indus~.al and dust con~’ol problen~. Rea~stically it may not be practical or poss~le to develop a
design that mee~s all of the projec~ goals and obje~ive~ at one ~e. Therdore it may be more
appropriate to develop a phased design approach tha~ ufi/izes a combination of temporary, permanent, or
mechanical measures for dust conn’ol.



TABLE 1: DESIGN OF AD~ MEASU1~S

Application R~te
T~T~e or Emulsion Water Dilution NozzJe TTpe (~allons per acre)

Anionic Asphalt 7 to I Coarse 1,200
I.~t~x 12.~ to I Free ?..35
R~sin and Water 4 to I Fine 300

PERMANENT I~.ASURERS

Permanent Vegetation! Seed~g and sodding shou!d be done to
permanendy stabiJ~ze exposed areas aga~.r~st wind erosion. [t is
recommended that existing ~ees and large shrubs remain i,~ place
to the greatest ex:ent possible during site grading processes.

Stone: The pro’pose of this method is to place coarse grave] or crushed
stone over highJy erode’hie soils.

TopsoLiing: This method is recommended when permanent vegetation
cannot be established on a sit~- Topsoi~ing is a .process in which less
erosive soL/materi~l is placed on top of higb.ly erodible soL/=;.

Cyclone Collectors. Cyclone coZlectors sepazate dry dmt and
pollutants in the a~r by centz’i~ug~ force.

Bag Collectors/Fabric Filter. Ba$ �ollec~ors or fabric filters remove dust
by filtntion. Storage of collected dust shou/d be care/u/iy considered so
that it does not become a source of Ea&d~iqe dust.

Negative Pressure Systems. These systems ~ the re],.ase of dust
/tom an operation by m~taLnin~ a smalJ negative pressure or suction to
�on,-me the dust to a parl:i�-uJ~r operation.

Water Spray/riB. This temporary mechm~ical method �onChes and setdes
the dust £~om the ai~ b~ dust and water particle adhesion. ’Water is
spr’~,d through noz~.les over the problem are~.

Sweet Sweepers. Two kinds of street sweepe:s ere common in mechanical
dust collection s-yszems. The brush sTstem has proven to be an efficient
method at an indus~’ial/ac~i~ ~eneratin~ dust on a da~), basis. It has
proven to be exzz~.me~), dependable and picks up the majori~ry of the dust-
Vacuum sweepers are pt;esumed to be more e~cient because the
polluzants rypical]y associated with contami~atin$ stormwater are the
smaller particles which may b~ le~ beEind by a brush stree~c swoeper.
However. no pe~ormance data are as yet av~able to ver~ that
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Typically, a~ dust conu’ol measures require periodic and diligent ma~tenance. For example, mechanical
equipment should be ot~erated according to the manufact-m’ers recommendations and Lnspected regulaz-ly
as pazz of an industrial site’s preventive maintenance program. Temporary dust con~’ol measures, such
as chemical spraying, watering, etc. require perio~Lic renewal. Permanent solutions such as vegetation,
wind barriers, Lmpervious services also requh’e upkeep and maintenance i~ order to remaLn effective.

The ¢o~s associated with dust control measures are generally lower for vegetative and barrier methods,
and increasas si~candy for chemical and mechanical treatments. For eumple, an industz’ia/ facility
purchased a mechanical brush sweeper for approx£mately $35,000.

REFERENCES

1. City of Eagan, Minnesota, Erosion Control Manual, 1984

2. Hennepin County, Minnesota, Erosion and Sediment Control Manual, 1989.

3. Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources, Minneso~ Consu~ction Site Erosion and Sediment
Conu’ol Plann~i[ Handbook. November 1987.

4. U.S. EPA, I~PDES Best Management Prac’dces Guidance ]~-ument. De~ember 1979.

5. U-~. EPA, Stormwater M~n=gement for Industrial Activities: Developing Pollut~on Preven~on Plan~
and Best Management Practices. September 1992.
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STORM WATER BM :

EMPLOYEE TRAINING

In-house or-fining programs are designed and implemented m tea~ employees about stormwater
management, potential sources of contaminants, and. Best Manageme.n~t l~�~ices (BMPs). Employee
training programs should instill all personnel with a t~orough unde~randing of their Stormwater
PoUu~ion Prevention Plan (SWPPP). ~ includes identification of BMP’s, processes and materiaJs they
are working with, safety hazards, practices for preven~-~g discharges, and procedures for responding
quickly and properly to toxic and hazardous material incidents.

CURREErF STATUS

Typically, most industr~ facilitfes have an employee training pmgr~z~" Usually r.hese address tuch
¯reas as health and safety’u-aming, or fire protection. The effor~ required to modify these programs to
include discussion of smrmwarer management and BMP implementations should be reasonable.

Employee training program implementation can be achieved r.hrough posters and bulletin boards
designed ~o raise awareness of s~ormwar~r management, potential con~aminan~ sources, and preven~on
of surface wa~er runoff �omamina~ion. Field Iraining programs where empleyees are shown areas of
potential smrmwa~er contamination and associated pollutams, followed by a discussion of si~e-specific
BMPs by u-tined personnel, would also be beneficialfor implementing the program.

LIb~TATIONS

12m.iracions of an employee u-aizzing program include:

/~ck of employee motivation

Lack of incentive to become involved in BMP implementacic,n

Lack of commitment from senior management

Qum~tative performance w~l vary between faculties because.performance is dependent on employee
participa~on and commitment from senior management to reduce pe,int and nonpoint sotm:es of
pollu~on. Employee u-fining programs that teach identification of poten~d sources of contaminants, are
Eigh/y recommended for implzmentation a~ all faculties. Support of these programs should given the
l~ghest priority, by senior management.
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DF..qIGN ~

Specific design criteria for implemen~ng an employee u-aining progn~n include:

Meetings shoed be held a~ interra/s ~requen~ enough ~o e~ure adequate unders~mding
of SW~PP goals and objecbves.

A s~’on$ �ommitment by, znd periodic input ~-om, senior m~.nagemenc.

Tr’~.sm~ion of knowledge from pas~ spill causes ~nd solutions w prevent ~mre spills.

M~.in~ employees awa~ of internal reporc~ pro~,edures relative to BMP monitorins ~n,d
spill reporcin~ procedures.

Opera~n~ n~nuaJs and s~ndm’d procedures.

Implementation of spit1 drills to ~ potential conr~m~don of s~ormwater runo~
£n)m toxic pollu~s.

An employee U-d~ning pros~n should be ~n on.going yearly process: There should be, a~: a min~nt~m,
annual mee~np co discuss SWPPPs. These meetings could be held in ,:onjunc~ion wich ocher
pro~ams. Fis~re 1 below ~t~:ates a sample employee ::-~ining t~acking worksheer.

oo~ Tm

F̄IGURE 1: SAMPL/[ WORKSHF.~ FOR ~G E2,4PLOYEX ~G
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Stonnwater ~nlineer I ¯ 15 ¯ 2.0 ¯ 20 = 600

Plent Management S ¯ 20 ¯ 2.0 ¯ I0 = 2,000

Plant ~mploy~s 100 ¯ 10 ¯ 2.0 ¯ 5 - ~000

Note: DeOned as ¯ multiplier (typic~y ranging between 1 ~d ~)
¯ ~ ~ ~ted ~ pa~U ~, b~g ~, etc.

(Sum o(A+B+C+D)

F£GU~ 2: SAMPLE AP~’UAL TEALNING COST
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I. U.S. EPA, NPDES BMP Guidance Document, Decembm’, 1979.

~ U.S. ~ Sto~wa~e~ M~a~emenr ~or Indu~al Ac~es: Develop~g Pol~u~9~ ~ven~o~
Plans ~d Best M~agemen~ ~c~c~. ~p~emb~, 1~
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STORM WATER BMP:

FLOW DIVERSION

COMMON MODI~CATION5

Flow diversion su’ucrures can be modified by incorporating them with other pollution control best
management pr~�~ces. For ezample, diver~ed flow can be fed into an iir~lu-~on drain field system,
diverted ro an infiltration basin, diverted to a cons~ucted wedand treatment facility, or cLiverred to an
onsite treatment facility for discharge under the NPDES program. Another common modi/icarion is to
construct a temporary flow diversion to determine its e~ecriveness. If the diversion s~’ucrure is proven
eff’ective, it could then be converted to a permanent s~ucrure.

Storm water diversions work well at most industrial sires. Storm water can be directed away from
industrial areas by collecting it in a channel or drain system. Diversions can be used to collect storm
water from the site and direct it dow~ slope where it can be kept separate from runoff’ that has not been
in conmc~ with those areas. When potentially contaminated storm water’ is collected in ¯ conveyance
system, it can be dk~ed to a u-eatment fa~ity.

A good example of the utilization of a diversion structure is The Isle La ’.Plume Wastewater Treatment
Plant in La Crosse, WI The area immediately surrounding the fac~ty has been reg~aded so that storm
water runoff" can be directed into the process tanks where it is treated right a~ong with other wastewarer.
Figure 1 below illusu-~tes @tis storm wazer runo~ con~ol method.
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Properly designed stor~ water diversion systems are very eflrec~ive in preven~g storm water E’om being
¢ontarn~ated or in rou~ng conta.minated flows to a proper treatment facility. For ex~znple, at the
Denver Stapleton International Airporz, flow diversion techrdques intercept 99 percent of the glycol used
and prevent i~s introduction to Sand Creek, the local receiving waterbody. At the La Crosse,
Wastewater Treatment Plant, it is estimated that approximately one-r.l~rd of the storm water runoff
the facility is diverted into their treatment process.

DF.~GN CRITERIA

Planning for flow diversion su-ucrures should consider the typical volume and rate of storm water runoff
present. Also, the patterns of storm water drainage should be considered so that the channels may be
located to efl~ciendy collect and divert the flow. When deciding on the type of material for the
conveyance structure, consider the resistance of the material to erosion, its durability and c-ompaa’vility
with any pollutanrz it may carry.

Diversion systems are most easily installed during facility consmaction. E.~isting grades should be used
to limit costs. Positive grades should be provided to allow for continued movement of runoff through
the conveyance system. (Note: care must be exercised to limit velocities which could potentially
increase erosion.) A typical diversior~ swale is shown in Figure 2 Below.

RGURE 9. TYPICAL DIVERSION SWALE DE’TAH~
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FIGURE 1: ~-ORM WA[]~K RUNOFF CONTROL M~~

Az the Denver S=apleton [nte.ma~onal Aizl)o~ the te.,-mmal ~rea, apron=, az~d support fa~ areas (:0.5
square m~]es), where ac=ivtc~es re=u~cmg in storm water �onr~tmLnacioa =~re cencena’ated, =re served by
four md~v~du~t ]a~e d~tmeter storm sewer= which �ot]ect =ton= water, =now m~Jr~ ~el spi~, de-icing
=gen=, and wash dow~ ftow=. Thee storm sewe~ have hyd~u]Jc d;’ve~.~ion structures in place whjr..h
convey storm water ~low= to a g mgd detention basin. The basin �onten== ~re pumped to a r~mtaz7
sewer interceptor where it is then uansferred to a local u~atment facility.

Another concept being adapted into the new region~ airport in D~nver is based on cen~alized de-icing
areas for use by all airlines. All de-icing area flows will be diverted to an on-site glycol recov~y system
or diverted to detention basins for discharge to the local t~eatment fae..ility,

LIMITATIONS

Storm water flow dive.ion st~-ucture limitations include:

Once flows are concentrated, they must be muted through :stabilized su’uctures, or
t~earment fa~]ifies in order to ~e erosion prior to d~’,chazg~g to rece~ng waters.

May increase flow rates.

May be impractical if there ~e space ]iz~itafions.

May not be economical especially for =ma~ fac~!~t~es or a~ter a site has been con.~’ucted.

May requ~e ma~tenance a~ter hear7 raJ~.
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COSTS

Costs vary depending ol’i the type of flow dive.ion su-ucture used. For e~p~, ~ vegetated ~es ~e
to be ~ed for flow ~ve~io~, ~e Sou~eastem W~co~ Ke~on~ Pl~ Co--ion
re~ed ~a~ ~ 1~1, cos~ may ~ be~e~ S8.50 to SS0 p~ l~e~ f~ debug u~n ~e dep~
m feet ~d bosom ~d~. Capi~ cos~ for ~e Staplezon Intema~on~ ~on flow ~ion ~t~,
~du~g b~, ~ve~ion s~c~es m ea~ of ~e fo~ m~ stoma sew~, ~d ad~o~ flow
~ve~ion mo~ca~o~ made by ~o~ st~ w~e S6 ~ion ~ 19.~. ~e~y ~e cost ~ be
det~ed by ~e ~ope of ~e project ~d desi~ req~~..

~.nv~onmenr~ impacts include:

Erosion problems due to concen~’ated flows.

Potenri.1 groundwater conta~ination i/conveyance channels have b.i~h h--~l~a~ion
cepaci~es.

Undersized wate~ treamaent facilities may result in disch~,~es that have not been
adequately ~eated.

REFERENCES

.. 1. James M. Montgomery, Consulting EnL, ineers, Inc., Site visit Data. September 199Q.

2̄. Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, Prote~ineWater OualitY in Urban Areas. 1989.

3. Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission, Costs of ~rhan Nonpoint Source
Water Pollution Con~’ol Measures. Tech~cal Report No. 31, June 1~@1.

4. U-~. F..PA, NPDES BMP Guidance Doeurner~ June 1981.

5. U-~. E.PA, Storm water Management for Industrial Activities: Developing pollution Prevention
plans and Best Manaeement Practices. September, 1992.

Washington State Department of Ecolos~’, STorm water Mana~,ement Manual for Pueet Sound.
Februa~/1992.
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HIGHWAY ICE A~ND SNOW ~UN~¢~^L r~C~OLOGY a.^N’L=’~’~"~
REMOVAL AND MINEVIIZATION
OF ASSOCIATED ENVIRO~NTAL
EFFECTS FROM THESE PROCEDURES

IN’TRODUCTION

The United States is critically dependent on the nation’s road system, to support the rapid, reliable
movement of people, goods, and services. The widespread expectation holds that even in the face of
winter storms, roads and highways will be maintained to provide safe travel conditions. In many states,
this requires substantial planning, training, manpower, equipment, and material resources to clear roads
and streets throughout the winter.

The dependency on deicing chemicals has increased since the 1940s and 1950s to provide "bare
pavement" for sate and efficient winter transportation. Sodium chloride (salt) is one of the most
commonly used deicing chemicals. Concern about the effects of sodium chloride on the nation’s
environment and water quality has increased with this chemical usage. Automobile and highway bridge
deck corrosion has also become a concern. However, in most cases sodium chloride is the most cost
effective deicing chemical. Such concerns have led to major research efforts by the Strategic Highway
Research Program (SHRP). the highway community, industry, government, and academia. This ongoing
research is exploring many different areas in an effort to maintain the safest roads possible in the most
economical way while protecting the environment.

This fact sheet summarizes research addressing water pollution and associated effects from deicing
chemicals, and describes the methods used to control snow and ice on roadways while minimizing impacts
on the environment. Due to the broad nature of this topic, sources for rese;trch and alternative methods
are listed and can be referenced for more detail. This fact sheet emphasizes methods and practices for
snow removal which are t~asible and cost effective for local governments t,o implement consistent with
sound environmental quality, goals.

BACKGROU~’ND

Salt was first used on roads in the United States for snow and ice: control in the 1930s (Salt
Institute, 1994). Begirmmg in the late 1940s and 1950s, the "bare pavement" policy was gradually
adopted by highway agencies as the standard for pavement condition during inclement weather providing
safer travel conditions on roadways. The "bare pavement" policy became a useful concept for roadway
maintenance because it was a simple and self-evident guideline for highway crews. However, this policy
should be implemented with the application of the minimum amount of salt needed rather than the
maximum (Lord, 1988). A common perception that "more is better" led to practices of high application
rates of salt. Dispersion of city populations into suburbs, higher travel speeds, and growing dependence
upon automobiles for commuting and commerce increased the need for snow and ice removal for safer
roadways (Lord, 1988). In the 1960s, the use of salt as a deicing chemical, became widespread in the
United States because it is readily available, it is effective on ice and snow, and it is the lowest cost
alternative (Salt Institute, 1994).
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In the late 1950’s. damage to roadside sugar maples ~a salt tntoleran~ speciest in New Englznd
gave rise to concern about the widespread use of salt. Shortly thereaRer, contamination to drinking water
from wells located near unprotected salt storage areas heightened this concern (Lord, 1988). Runoff of
road salts also became recognized as causing additional environmental d:amage in many ares. Other
adverse effects of the increased use of salt included the pitting and "rust out" of automobiles and
corrosion of highway structures, especially bridge decks (Lord, 1988).

These environmental concerns have spawned a number of research programs. The goal of this
research has been to minimize the environmental effects of deicing while still providing a cost effective
m~ns of clearing roadways for safe travel conditions. Early in the 1960s., research began on alternative
deicing chemicals, reduced chemical use, improved operatioml practices., pavement heating, pavement
modification, and mechanical approaches (Lord, 1988). More recently, a "Snow and Ice Control" study
was conducted by the Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP). SHRP is a unit of the National
Research Council tl’m was ,’,uthoriz~d by Section 128 of the Surface Transportation and Uniform
Relocation Assistance Act of 1987 (SHRP-H-381, 1994). The snow and ice control research included
five m~jor initiatives: snowplows, snow fences, road weather information systems, pretreatment, and
deicing chemicals (SHRP, 1991).

12~[TIATIWES TO CONTROL SNOW AND ICE ON ROADWAYS ~I-IILE I~~G
ASSOCIATED ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

Improved O~rutional Practices

¯ Clearing roadways after winter storms accounts for a large portion of the highway maintenance
budget for many northern states. According to the Salt Ir~titute’s 1991 Snovvfig~ers Handbook, snow
removal in 33 snow belt states accounted for 16.2 percent of total maintenance costs and 3.6 percent of
all highway expenditures (Salt Institute, 1991). To ensure public safety, minimize environmental effects,
and minimize costs, a well planned and operated snow and ice removal program is essential.

To aid highway management personnel in improving operation:d practices, the Salt Lnstimte
initiated a "sensible salting" program in 1967 (Lord, 1988). These l~JJdelines have evolved with
technology to include the following: planning; personnel training; equipment maintenance; spreader
calibration; proper storage; proper maintenance around chemical storage areas; and environmental
awareness (Salt Institute, 1994). Further infommion on the "sensible salting~ program can be obtained
from the Salt Institute located in Alexandria, Virginia. While all of these guidelines reflect key concerns,
proper storage is considered one of the most effective in source control of deicing chemicals (EPA,
1974).

In a 1988 paper by Lord, the estimated annual loss of uncovered stockpiled salt in the United
States due to rainfall was 400,000 tons, which is approximately 5 percent of the 8 million tons of salt
used annually in the United States. An estimate of $30 per ton of salt equates to a monetary loss of $12
million dollars each winter (Lord, 1988). Rock salt may be purchased in bulk for approximately $15 to
$20 per ton. Including transportation, these costs increase to $35 to $70 per ton (Lord, 1988). Monetary
loss calculations by Lord used a unit cost estima~ for salt of $30 per ton which is between estimates
including and excluding wansportation. Guidelines for siting and design of deicing chemical storage
facilities are provided in the Manua~forDe~dng C~,rn~cals: Storage and Handling (EPA-670/2-74-033,
1974).

Another source, the Regional Groundwater Center (1995), estin~:ed that 10 mJilion tons of salt
are used each winter in the United States to melt snow and ice on roads and surface streets (Regional
Groundwater Center, 1995, Salt Institute, 199~). The cos~ for salt is currently estimated at $17 to $20
per ton excluding transportation costs (Jesperson, 1995). Tominimize en~ironmental impacts associated
with briny runoff due to rain and an uncovered stockpile of salt, proper storage facilities must be
implemented.
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One of the most effecuve measures for reducing chemical a~plication has been the use of a
calibrated spreader using the optimal application ra~e. Salt application rates range from 300 to 800
potmds per two-lane mile, depending on road, storm, and temperature conditions (Salt Institute, 1994).
Autormuic controls on spreaders are recommended to ensure a consistent and correct application rate.
The spreader should be calibrated prior to and periodically during the snow season, regardless of whether
automatic or manual controls are used. Uncalibrated controls and poor maintenance are often responsible
for excessive salt use (Salt Institute, 1994). Guidelines for the calibration of spreaders and determination
of application rates are given m the Salt Institute’s Snowfighler$ Handbook (1991) and in the EPA
document entitled Manual for Deidng Chernic.al~ : Applic.arion Practicex (EPA-670/2-74-045, 1974).

Road Weather Information

The United States and Canada spend over $2 billion dollars each year on snow and ice control
(SHRP, 1993). In an effort to reduce these costs and maximize efforts, the SHRP sponsored research
using road weather information systems (RWIS) for highway snow and ice control. Components of the
RWIS include meteorological sensors, pavement sensors, site-specific forec~tsts, temperature profiles of
roadway, other available weather information (including a weather advisor), communicatigns, and
planning (SHRP, 1993).

The RWIS can be used to maximize icing and plowing efforts by pinpointing and prioritizing
roadways which need attention. It is also designed to eliminate unnecessary call-outs and provide better
scheduling of crews based on k~owledge of the probable extent and severity of the winter storms.
Research indicated that the use of the RWIS technologies can improve efficier:cy and effectiveness as well
as reduce the costs of highway winter maintenance practices (SI-HT, P, 1993). It was concluded in this
report that road weather information system technology has the potential for improving service. This
conclusion led to the recommendation that every agency that regularly engages in snow and ice control
should consider acquiring some fom~ of road weather information systern-�; at a minimum, forecast
services should be used. The SHRP also pointed out that additional research beyond the scope of the
original RWIS project would be helpful (SHRP, 1993). Additional in~3rmation about RWIS and ~.~:~:.~
intelligent and localized weather prediction are provided in the following SHR.P manuals: Road Weather
Information ~ystems, Volumes ! and 2 (SHRP-H-350 and SHRP-H-351); ar~l Intelligent and LocaLized
Weather Pred~ctwn (SHRP-H-333).

Alternative Deieln~, C~_m,M~I~

The most commonly used salts for deicing are sodium chloride (NaCI) and calcium chloride
(CaCI) (Salt Institute, 1994). Approximately I0 million tons of salt are used each year at a cost of
approximately $17 to $20 a ton (Jesperson, 1995). The eastern and north-central sectors of the country
use more than 90 percent of this salt each year (Lord, 1988). Salt has prove~3 to be a very effective and
feasible deicing chemical. However, the importance of snow mad ice removal programs, public safety,
economic concerns, and environmental factors have led to research utilizing alternative deicing chemicals.

An acceptable alternative to salt as a deicer must have an effective melting range similar to. salt,
lack dea’imemal effects, and be cost-comparable. Some alternative deicers evaluated Include formamide,
urea, urea-formamide mixture, tetrapotassism phosphate (’rKPP), ethylene glycol, ammomum acetate,
and calcium magnesium acetate (Lord, 1988). The only alternative that warranted further consideration
was calcium magnesium acetate (CMA). CMA is made from delometric limestone treated with acetic
acid. While CMA does not overcome all the undesirable characteristics of sxlt, it is an effective deicing
chemical (although more material does need to be applied to result in the same deicing achieved with
salt). Since CMA has less potential to effect the environment and is not as corrosive as salt, it is a
frequently used deicing chemical. However, the cost of CMA was estimated to exceed salt by a racer
of 10 to 20 (Lord, 1988). Efforts have been made to find a more effective production technology to
lower the cost of CMA, but these efforts have had limited success (Lord, 1988). Alternative deicers can
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cost anywhere from $200 to $700 a ton (Jesperson. 1995). Therefore, salt is still the most cost effective
deicing agent. Another study performed by the Michigan Department of Transportation also found s~It
to be the most cost effective deicing agent of those evaluated. Those evaluated included sodium chloride
(road salt), CMA, CMS-B (also known as Motech), CG-90 Surface Saver (a patented corrosion-ir’~.ibiting
salt), Verglimit (patented concrete surface containing calcium chloride pellets), and calcium chloride
(M’DOT, 1993).

In 1992, the SI-IRP published a handbook to standardize testing procedures for evaluating deicing
chemicals (SHRP, 1992). Parameter~ evaluated include fundamental properties (e.g., ice melting
potential, fundamental thermodynamic factors), physicochemical characteristics, deicing performance
(e.g., ice melting, ice penetration, ice undercutting), materials compatibility, and additional engineering
parameters. This harxlbook is a valuable tool for the on-going research and technology of evaluating
deicing chemicals. Additional information on these testing proc~ures is provided in the Handbook of
Test Methad~ for Evaluaang Chemical Deicers (SHRP-H-332, 1992).

~tment

Limited experience (mainly in Scandinavian and other European countries) has shown that
applying a chemical freezing-point depressant on a highway pavement prior to, or very shortly after, the
start of acammlation of frozen precipitation minimizes the formation of an ice-pavement bond (SHRP,
1994). Liquid ,~lt solution has been practiced in Scandinavia and has proven successful for pretreatmer~t
(SHRP, 1994). The anti-icing or pretreatment practice reduces the task of clearing the highway and
requires smaller chemical amounts than are generally rex/uired under conventional deicing practices (e.g.,
applying after snow or ice have begun to accumulate). When properly implemented, pretreatment
practices may reduce costs and be more effective than conventional pray:ices. However, most state
highway agencies generally have not adopt~:l pretreatment due to uncertainty regarding how to implement
this practice and which conditions most favor it. Other concerns with pretreatment practices include the
imprecision with which icing events can be predicted, the uncertainty about the condition of the pavement
surface, and the public’s perception of wasted chemicals. Some early attempts to utilize pretreannent
practices in the United States have failed because of these uncertainties (SHRP, 199~).

rhe technological improvements in weaflaer forecasting and in assessment of pavement surface
conditions, as previously mentioned, offer the potential for successful implementation of pretreamaent..
Research during the winters of 1991-92 and 1992-93 by the SHRP indicated that a 40 percent and 62
percent reduction, respectively, in chemical usage was possible using pre.treatment (SHRP, 1994). The
success of pretre.atment depends on accurate RWIS, a technology which is s~fll evolving. Development
of spreaders specifically designed or retrofitted to distribute prewetted solid material or liquid chemicals ,l

calibration and evaluation of spreaders, training of maintenance personnel, aad effective communication
are also items that need further attention to ensure tile success ofa pretreatment program (SHRP, 1994).
Additional information on pretreament is available in the SHRP manual emifled, Development of Anti-.
Icing Technology (SHRP-H-3gS, 1994).

Meclmnical and Desiffa Avvroaches

Many mechanical and design approaches have been and are bei~ evaluated in an effort to
improve snow and ice control practices. Some of these attempts have been very successful, while others
have had limited success or need additional research. Pavement heating, pavement comings, mobile
thermal deicing equipment, snow fences, and snowplows are examined in this section. This is not an
inclusive list of mechanical and design approaches to improve snow and ice control procedures.

Pavement heating and pavement coatings are two approaches to snow and ice removal that have
had limited success due to cost or feasibility. Pavement heating systems are costly to install, and
oper~dional costs exceed salt on the order of 15 to 30 times (Lord, 19881). Mobile thermal deicing
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equipment has also been e;aluated and determined to be tmprac::zai Pa’,emen: :cat.,n~s involve using
hydrophobic or icephobic coatings to reduce the adhesion of ice md sno’~ to the road~vay. Pavement
coatings are required to weaken or prevent bonding, while not decreasing r:action in no snow conditions.
They are also required to persist in extremely harsh conditions. Pavement coatings were generally
unsuccessful because they were unable to meet these goals (Lord, 1988 and EPA, 1976). A 1976 EPA
Manual, D~elopment of a Hydrophobic Substance to Mitigate Pavement :ce Adhesion (EPA-600/2-76-
242) describes this research.

Snow fences minimize costs associated with snow clearing, reduce.’ the formation of compacted
snow. and reduce the need for chemicals. M~hanical snow removal costs approximately I00 times more
than trapping snow with fences (SHRP, 1991). However, the snow fence must be properly positioned
and designed. A 4 foot picket fence in contact with the ground and improperly positioned was common
20 years ago (SI-/R.P, 1991). Properly d~signed and positioned, taller fences are more effective than the
traditional low picket fence. Lightweight plastics allow the construction of portable fences up to 8 f~t
tall (SHRP, 1991). A 15 foot tall snow fence used at Prudhoe Bay, Alaska is shown in Figure 1. To
minimize improper positioning and design of snow fences, the SHRP provided publications such as
Design Guidelines for the Control of Blowing and Drifring Snow (SHRP-H-381, 1994). Snow Fence Guide
(SHRP-W/FR-91-106, 1991), and a 21 minute video entided "Effective Snow Fences ".

Snowplow designs in the United States have evolved empirically, with scant regard to physical
properties of the material being handled and with little consideration to aer~xlynamic and hydrodyrmmic
principles involved in the flow of fluidlzing snow. Consequently, the energy expended in displacing snow
is disproportionate to the work performed, aad the low cast distance requires unnecessary rehandling of
the snow (Lord, 1988). The SHRP funded research at two universities to hnaprove development of plow
blade design and cutting edges for the plow blades (SHRP, 1991)

FIGURE 1. SNOW FENCE (15 FT TALL) LOt2ATED AT PRUDHOE BAY, ALASKA

Source: Design Guidelines for the Control of Blowing and Drifting $~w, SHRP-H-381, 1994
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The first research project, conducted by the U~jversiq, of Wyom,.u’.g Depa.ru-"nent of Mechanical
Engineering, focused on developing an ~proved snowpiow Olade The ob.lecuve of ~is desi_a’r was to
produce a plow thaz minimizes ener~ needed to r.a-ow snow clear of the roadway. The plow design,
b~ed on anal~ical methods and laboratory scale experu’nents, showed a 20 percent improvemem in
efficiency over conventional plows. The plow underwent testing in West Yellowstone, Montana during
the wimer of 1990-1991 (SHRP, 1991). Research for adcliuoml technological advances in plow design
is ongoing.

Another research project, conducted by the University of Iowa I~stitute of Hydraulic Research,
evolved to improve snowplow efficiency by improving cutting edges of plow blades based on mechanics
of ice cutting (SHRP, 1993). Laboratory tests were performed with a hydraulic ice cutting ram to
determine the effects of the geometry on the cutting edge of a snow plow blade on the force required to
remove ice from a highway pavemem surface. Results of this research indicate that changes in the cutting
edge geometry result in substantially improved ice cutting, although the cutting edge performance rr, ay
benefit from further studies (SHRP, 1993). An Iowa Department of Transportation "plowing truck" is
shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows a plowing truck which is cutting ice:. Additional information can
be obtained in the SHRP manual entitled, Improved Cutnng Edges for Ice Removal (SHRP-H-3i~6, 1993).

FIGURE 2. PLOWING TRUCK USED BY THE IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Source: Improved Cutting Edges for Ice Removal. SHRP-H-346, 1993
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F’IGL-R.E 3. A PLOV~-I~°G TRUCK CUTTLX.G ICE

Source: Improved Cutting Edges for Ice Removal, SHRP-H-346, 1993

SUMMARY OF FLNDINGS

The importance of snow and ice conn-ol in terms of public safety, environmental effects, and costs
have prompted significant breala~oughs in technology. Technological breakthroughs and on-going
research have increased and will continue to increase the effectiveness of snow and ice removal programs
across the United States. However, these advances should be supplemented by additional r~se.arch and
testing in the future.

To date, one of the most importaat advances to these programs has been improving operational
practices. These operational practices include guidelines on the following: planning, personnel training,
equipmem maintenance, spreader calibration, proper storage of deicing chen~cals, proper maintenance
around chemical storage areas, and an increased environmental awareness. Using proper storage facilities
for deicing chemicals and proper applicazion ra~es has significantly reduced improper and overuse of th~se
chemicals. Best management practices for snow and ice removal should implemem improved operational
procedures supplemented by technological advances if they are feasible and cost
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LNTRODUCTION

The total watershed has become increasingly important in definh~g modern urban stormwater
mamgement. Not long ago, stormwater management programs often provided little more than local
storm drainage, with scant regard for downstream effects. Today, a broad range of "best management
practices" (BMPs) have evolved because of increasing concern about comprehensive watershed
protection. These practices ~re intended to protect aquatic and terrestrial habitat, wetlands and cultural
resources by preventing or controlling erosion, sedimentation, and polluti, on runoff.

As technology has evolved to a_C’ford better environmental protection, operations and raa~tenance
requirements have increased. Many modern stormwater BMPs are designed to capture and retain solids.
The cominued effectiveness of such BMPs depends on periodic inspection and removal of these
"residuals".

This fact sheet summ~izes the nature of the residuals problem, discusses the regulatory.
framework and presents the management options available, along with typical unit costs and practical
consideraxions. In addition to the available literature, the following draws on the experience of a
number of practitioners at both the state and local levels.

POLLUTION FROM URBAN RUNOFF

Urban runoff carries a wide variety of pollutants from many sources and activities. Oil and salt
on roads, automobiles, atmospheric deposition, chemicals used in homes and offices, erosion from
construction sites, industrial plants, pet wastes, w~stes from processing and salvage facilities, and
chemical spills are all typical sources of pollutant runoff. The quality of runoff water tends to worsen
as urbamzation increases. This is caused by an increase in the density of sources and a decrease in
natural systems for capturing pollutants. Urbanization reduces the coverage of trees and other
vegetation which once intercepted rainfall. Nann’al par, hs, such as stream banks, become channels. The
erosive condkions increase the amount of sedimem carried by runoff. N~aral dips or depressions that
had formed temporary ponds for rainwater storage may be lost by grading and filling for development.
As asphalt and concrete replace vegetation, the quantity of runoff increases and it reaches surface water’
faster. When the land loses its ability to absorb and store ralnwaxer, the g~oundwater table drops and
stream flows decrease during dry weather.

Urban runoff can affect water quality in various ways depending on the type of pollut2m in the
runoff, the quantity and concentration of the pollutant, and the nature of the receiving waters. Some
of the major pollutants include sediment (organic and inorganic), nutrients, bacteria, oil and grease, and
heavy metals. Other activities, parameters, and pollutants which may affect wazer quality include the
disturbance of stream habit,re due to consu’uction and erosion, impervious surfaces, temperature, toxic

¯ substances, chlorides, and trash/debris. Urban runoff can also cause loss of property and vegetation
through erosion.
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BlVI~s axe an integral part of an urban stormwa~er management pr¢,gram. For new developmem,
BMPs intended for an erosion and sediment control plan during the site development stage can be
designed with long-term runoff managemem as part of the objective. Some BMPs axe designed for
long-term control; others axe retrofit projects intended to correct problems resulting from the lack of
stormwater management. Goals of a BMP axe to reduce the erosive effects of runoff and minimize the
pollutants in urban runoff, including toxic pollutants which may effca downstream waters. Selection
of the proper BMPs or combination of BMPs is critical to achieve this goal. BMP selection criteria
include: the site’s physical condition and development; runoff control benefits provided by each BMP
option; the pollutant removal capability of each BMP option under several design scenarios; the
environmental and human health advantages of each BMP option; the ultimate use of the receiving water
body; and the long-term maintenance cost of the BMP.

Urban BMPs can generally be grouped in the following categories: detention basins,
retention/infiltration devices, vegetative controls, and pollution prevention. Detention basins are widely
used and are very effective in reducing suspended solid particles by temporarily holding the stormwater
runoff and allowing the sediments to settle. Dry ponds, wet ponds, and ex~nded detention dry ponds
are examples of detention basins. Detention basins can reduce suspended solids concentratious by 5,0
to 95 percent. In addition, since detention basins delay the amount of nmoff released into receiving
waters, downstream flooding and streambank erosion from high flows are reduced and stress on the
physical habitat is lessened.

Infiltration devices allow runoff to percolate into the ground, thereby reducing the amount of
pollutants released into the receiving water. Infiltration basins, infiltration trenches and dry wells, and
porous pavement are some examples of infiltration devices. The filtration and adsorption mechanism
traps many pollutants (e.g., suspended solids, bacteria, heavy metals, and phosphorus) in the.upper soil
layers and prevents them from reaching groundwater. Infiltration devices can remove up to 99 percent
of some runoff pollutants, depending on the percolation ra~ and area, soil L’ype, pollutants present, and
available storage volume. Retention devices arc also used as pretre, aanent devices to u’eaz runoff before
it enters the stormwater coll,’zion system or in_filtrates into the ground. Sand filters and oil/grit
separators are examples of these devices. There has been limited success .with some of these devices.
Negative aspects of oil/grit separators are their limited ability to remow.- pollutants caused by low
average detention times, and the resuspeusion and release of settled material during later storms.

Vegetative BMPs are used to decrease the velocity of stormwa~¢r runoff. This promotes
infiltration and settling of suspended solids and also prevents erosion. Basiin landscaping, filter strips,
grassed swales, and riparian reformation are examples of vegetative BMPs. Veg~ar.ive BMPs also
r~nove organic material, nutrients, and trace metals. For maximum effea:iveness, vegetative controls
should be used as a first lin~ of defense in removing pollutants in combina~:ion with other BMPs.

Pollution prevention is a source reduction program usually classified as a non-structural BMP.
Local governments and industries establish pollution prevention programs to reduce the generation and
exposure of pollutants that accmnulat~ on streets, parking lots, and other surfaces, and eventually wash
imo streams and lakes. Examples of pollution prevention controls include land use planning, zoning
strategies, street sweeping, good houseke~ing practices, public education/awareness, and conmamity
involvement. A combination of a pollution prevention program and a structural urban BMP within the
framework of a watershed management plan is usually r~luired.

OPERATION AND MA/NTENANCE OF URBAN BMPS

Proper operation and maintenance (O&M) procedures for all structural BMPs are essential toensure their continued effectiveness. Th~ O&M procedures may include th~ following: periodic
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msp~c:1o~: pipe. pump, lnd struco.~re .,’w~m[enance: erosion control: nuis~ con[roI: gener~
ho~ekeepmg: ~d debris ~d s~ent remove. P~nodic i~p~tior~ i~e ~po~ to e~ure ma~ ~e
s~cmre o~rat~ in ~e ~er ong~ly intendS. ~ectio~ of m~cip~ B~s ~e usuMly
peHo~ by ~e Io~ jurisdiction ~der s~e imp~tion criteria. Id~ly, ~e im~ctio~ occur
~ly dung wet w~er to ~s~s ~e B~’s eff~tiven~s.

Erosion control may be necessary for some types of BMPs. Corrective measures such as
regrading and revegetation may be necessary. Nuisance control is; probably the most frequent
maintenance item demanded by the local residents. Control of insects, weeds, odors, and algae may
be needed with some BMPs. Some general housekeeping maintenance practices include grass cutting,
vegetarion control, and litter/debris removsi.

For the BMP to achieve maximum pollutant removal it is necessary to periodically remove the
stormwater residuals and sediment solids from the system. The removal of collected stormwater and
sediment control solids/residuals is very site specific. However, it is possible to provide a general
discussion for each structural BMP category (i.e., detention basins, retentiort/infiltration devices, and
vegetative controls). O&M procedures for removing and handling stormwater solids/residuals from
BMPs should be planned in the design stages of the BMP.

Detention Basins

Wet ponds will eventually accumulate enough sediment to significantly reduce storage capacity.
of the permanent pool. This loss of capacity can reduce both the appeara, nce and the pollutant removal
efficiency of the pond. The best available estimate is that approximately one percent of the storage
volume capacity associated with the two year design storm can be lost annually (MWCOG, 1987).
Even more storage capacity can be lost if the pond receives large sediment input during the construction
phase. A sediment clean-out cycle of 10 to 20 years is frequently recommended in the Washington,
D.C. metropolitan area (APWA, 1981; MWCOG, 1983b). According to the Center for Watershed
Protection, stormwater ponds should require sediment clean-out on a 15 to 25 year cycle (Schueler and
Yousef, 1994). Most ponds are now designed with a forebay to capture the majority of sediments
decreasing the solids load to the wet pond. A common forebay sizing criterion is that it should
constitute at least 10 percent of the total pool volume (Schueler and Yous(.’f, 1994). This forebay could
lose 25 percent of its capacity within 5 to 7 years based on a 0.5 inch/year muck dq~osition rate and
the assumption that a forebay traps 50 percent of all muck deposited in the pond (Schueler and Yousef,
1994). However, using a fore.bay, the sediment removal frequency for the main pond may be extended
to 50 years (Schueler and Yousef, 1994).

To clean out a larger wet pond, dragline or hydraulic dredge methods may be necessary...
Dipper, clamshell, or bucket dredges are mechanical dredge methods, which are sometimes used on
ponds which are not large enough to warrant a hydraulic dredge method. With smaller wet ponds, the
pond level may be drawn down to a point where the residuals can begin to dry in place. After the
material is dried, a from end loader can be used to remove it from the pond bottom.

Dry ponds and extended detemion dry ponds also ac.ammlate significant quantities of sediments
over time. This sediment gradually reduces available stormwater management storage capacity within
the pond and also reduces pollutant removal efficiency. Sediment accumulation can make dry ponds
unsightly. In addition, sediment may tend to accumulate around the control device of the dry extended
detention ponds. This sediment deposition increases the risk that either the orifice or the filter medium
will become clogged, and also gradually reduces storage capacity reserved for pollutam removal in the
lower stage. Therefore, in an extended detention dry pond it is recommended that sediment be removed
from the lower stage every 5 to 10 years (’MWCOG, 1987). Sediment removal from these systems is
relatively simple if access is available for the equlpmem. Therefore, it is essential that access be
included in the pond design. Front-end loaders or backhoes can be used to remove the accumulated
sedimem.
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Retenfion/Inf’dtratlon Devices

Infiltration basins are usually located in stroller residential warersheds that do not generate large
sediment loads or are equipped with some land of sediment trap. Even when the sediment loads are
low, they still have a negative impact on the basin’s performance. The sediment deposits reduce the
storage capacity reserved for exfiltration and may also clog the surface soils. Methods to remove
sediment are different from those utilized for detention basins. Removal should not begin until the basin
has thoroughly dried out, preferably to the point where the top layer begins to crack. The top layer
should then be removed using lightweight equipment, being careful not to unduly compact the basin
surface. The remaining soil can then be deeply tilled with a rotary tiller or disc harrow to restore
infiltration capacity. Vegetated areas disturbed during sediment removal should be revegetated
immediately to prevent erosion.

Infiltration trenches require that the pretreatment inlets of underground trenches be checked
periodically and cleaned out when sediment depletes more than I0 percent of the available trench
capacity. This can be done using a vacuum pump or manually. Inlet ~ outlet pipes should also. be
checked for clogging and vandalism. Dry wells should also be checked periodically for-clogging.
Performance of sand filter systems may be sustained through frequent inspections and replacement of
the filter media every 3 to 5 years depending on the pollutant load..Accumulated trash and debris
should be removed from the sand filters every 6 months or as necessary. Sand filter systems are usually
cleaned manually (Parsons ES, 1995). Sediment is removed from porous pavement using vacuum
sweeping. It has been recommended that the porous pavement be vacuum swept four times per year,
followed by high-pressure jet hosing, to keep the pores open in the asphalt (M%VCOG, 1987).

Ide, afly, oil/grit separators should be cle.~ed out after every sto~ event to prevent re-entry of
any residuals or pollutants into the storm sewer system during the next storm event. However, due to
the O&M costs and manpower requirements associated with this cleaming schedule, less frequent
cleaning usually occurs at a point when an oil/grit separator is no longer operating effectively. The-:-.:.-
Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments recommends that oillgrit separators be cleaned out~’
at least twice a year (MWCOG, 1987). As with all BMPs, the cleaning[ frequency depends upon the~"~
pollutant load which is site specific. Oil/grit separators can be cleaned out using several methods. One
method to clean an oillgrit separator is to pump out the contents of each chamber. The turbulence of
the vacuum pump in the chamber produces a slun7 of water and sediment that caa then be transferred
to a tanker truck. The other method involves carefully siphoning or pumping out the liquid from each
chamber (without creating a slunT). If needed, chemicals can then be added to help solidify the
residuals. The solidified solidslresiduals can then be r6moved manually from the separator.

Vegetative Controls

Vegetative conn’ols (basin landscaping, filter strips, grassed swales, and ripzrizn reforest~ion)
rely on various forms of resets/on to enhance pollutant removal, habit~ value, or appearance of a
development sit~. These comrols should be used in combination with other BMPs. Some mmral
systems require periodic sediment removal. For exzmple, accumulated sediments deposited near the
top of a filter su’ip will periodically need to be removed manually to keep the original grade.

PROPERTIES OF STORMWATER SOLIDS/RF..SIDUALS

Stormwater solids/residuals have properties that are very site specific. It is difficult to precisely
estimate "typical" stormwarer or sediment residual properties by the BMP employed or even by sire
classification such as residential, commercial, or industrial. A recent study by Schueler and Yousef
reviewed bottom sediment chemistry da~a from 37 wet ponds, I 1 detem~on basins, and two wetland
systems, as reported from 14 different rese~,rchers. This re~ar~ covered a broad range of geo ~tTaphy,
although nearly 50 percent of the site~ were located in Florida or the Mid-Atlantic states. These
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stormwater ponds had been in use from 3 to 25 years. Sarnpiing and an;~lysis was restricted to mean
dry weight concentrations of the surface sedunents that comprise the muck layer, which is usually :~he
top 5 centimeters (Schueler and Yousef. 1994). Properties of stormwater solids/residuaJs presented in
this 1994 study and in three other technical papers, discussed in the next paragraph, are presented in
the following sections. A summary of this data is presented in Table 1.

A 1982 study performed at Marquette University., Milwaukee, Wisconsin, obtained urban runoff
residuals from a field-assembled sedimentation basin in Racine, Wisconsin, swirl and helical bend solids
separators in Boston, Massachusetts, and an in-line upsized storm conduit in Lansing, Michigan. The
residual samples from Racine and Boston were obtained from individual storm events, while the Lansing
samples represent a six month accumulation of residuals. All of the sample locations were primarily
residential (EPA - Marquette University, 1982). Results from the sampling are shown in Table I. Also
shown in Table I are the findings documented in two other technical papers (EPA - Rexnord, Inc.,
1982, and Field and O’Shea, 1992).

In a 1994 paper on Pond Muck (pond sediment), Schueler and Yousef indicate that the
properties of the solids/residuals from all BMPs are similar except for oil/grit separators. Analyzed
properties mentioned in the paper include the following: nutrients, trace metals (cadmium, copper,
lead, zinc, nickel, chromium), hydrocarbons, and priority, pollutants. A noted exception, was that
grassed swale soils tend to have about twice as much phosphorus and lead as detention ponds. Only
one sand filter had been sampled, but these characteristics appeared similar to other BMPs (Schueler
and Yousef, 1994). Characteristics of solids/residuals from BMPs are discussed in the following
sections, with the exception of oil/grit separators which warrant a separate subsection.

Solids from storrnwater and sediment BMPs can consist of organic and inorganic material.
According to Schu¢ler and Yousef (1994), the muck layer of a pond has a high organic, trotter content.
An average of nearly 6 percent volatile suspended solids was reported. Pond muck solids have a very
soupy texture with an average total solids content of 43 percent, although this parameter was reported
from only 15 out of the 50 site locations. It was also described as having a distinctive grey to black:
color. These residuals have a low density averaging approximately 1.3 g/�.m3. These solids/residuals
also consist of poorly-sorted sands and silts dominating the muck layer (Schueler and Yousef, 1994).

According to a 1982 EPA study at Marquette University, total solids concentration of residuals
samples from a sedimentation basin in Racine, Wisconsin ranged from 233 to 793 rag/l, with 10~ to,
155 rag!! being volatile. Urban runoff residual samples from swirl and he.lical bend solids separators
in Boston, Massachusetts ranged from a total solids concentration of 3~ to 1,140 rag/l, with 107 to 310
mg/i being volatile. The six month accumulated samples from the in-line upsized storm conduit in
Lansing, Michigan ~ a total solids concentration of 161,000 mg/l with 25,800 mg/l being volatile
(EPA - Marquette-University, 1982). A 1992 paper by Field and O’Shea reported estimated annual
residtml/sludge volumes for urban storm runoff in the United States rangiing from 27 to 547 million
cubic meters (35 to 715 million cubic yards) at an average total solids content ranging from 0.5 to 12
percent (Field and O’Shea, 1992).
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TABLE I
PROI’ERTII.~’S 01." URBAN STORMWATER SOLII)S/RESIDUALS

In-Line Upsized Urban StormwaterProperties (~1r Residuals Wet Ponds"1 Scdimenlali~)n Basin’:’ S()lids Separalors’-~’ Storm Conduit’4~ Runoff Residuals’s’

VSS 6~ 104-155 mg/I 107-310 mg/I 25,800 mg/I 90 mg/ITSS 43 ~ 233-793 mg/I 344- I, 140 mg/I 161 ,O00 mg/I 415 mg/I

Phosphorus 583 mg/kg < 5 mg/I < 5 mg/I 0.3-2,250 mg/I 502 - 1,270 mg/kgTKN 2,931 mg/kg < 5 mg/I < 5 mg/I 0.3-2,250 mg/I 1,140-3,370

Heavy Metals
mg/kg

Zinc 6 - 3,171 mg/kg
Lead I I - 748 mg/kg 302 - 352 mg/kg
Chromium 4.8 - 120 mg/kg 2:51 - 294 mg/kg
Nickel 3 - 52 mg/kg _ 168 - 458 mg/kg
Copper 2 - 173 mg/kg 69 - 143 mg/kg
Cadmium ND - 15 mg/kg . 251 - 294 mg/kg
Iron 6. I - 2,970 mg/I 6. I - 2,970 mg/I 6. I - 2,970 mg/I

PCBs

~*~Schueler and Yousef, 1994
~U ~:~EPA - Marquette University, 1982 (Racine, Wisconsin)
o ~EPA - Marquette University, 1982 (Boston, Massachusetts)
~ ~EPA - Marquette University, 1982 (Lansing, Michigan)
~ ~S~Field and O’Shea, 1992



Nutrients

The muck layer is enriched with nutrients. In the 1994 paper by Schueler and Yousef,
phosphorus concentrations were reported for 23 studies. The phosphortks concentrations ranged from
I I0 to 1,936 mg/kg, with an average concentration of 583 mg/kg. Nearly all of the nitrogen found in
pond muck is organic in nature. Total kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN) concentrations were reported for 20
studies and ranged from 219 to 11,200 mg/kg, with an average concentration of 2,931 mg/kg. Nitrate
was found to be present in very small quantities. This either indicates that some denitrification is
occurring in the sediments or perhaps that less nitrate is initially trapped in the muck layer. T.he
nitrogen to phosphorus rutio in this pond study averages 5 to I. In comparison, the nitrogen to
phosphorus ratio for incoming stormwater usually averages about 7 to I. Ponds appear to be more
effective in trapping phosphorus than nitrogen. Another explanation for the lower ratio is that the decay
rate for nitrogen in the muck layer is thought to be more rapid than for phosphorus ($chueler and
Yousef, 1994).

A 1982 EPA report and a 1992 paper by Field and O’Shea reported urban sludge nutrient
concentrations ranging from 502 to 1,270 mg/kg total phosphorus as P and 1,140 to 3,370 mg/kg TKN.
These nutrient concentrations were reported as being lower than nutrients found in combined sewer
overflows (CSOs) and raw primary sludges (EPA - Rexnord, Inc., 1982 and Field and O’Shea, 1992).
Another 1982 EPA report presented the concentration of individual nutrients [total phosphorus, TKN,
ammonia-nitrogen (NH3), nitrite-nitrogen (NO,.), and nitrate-nitrogen (NO~)] in storrnwater sediment
samples from Boston, Massachusetts and Racine, Wisconsin as never exceaxling 5 mg/l. Urban
stormwater sediment samples taken from Lansing, Michigan were bem’een 0.3 and 2.250 mg/l for
individual nutrients (total phosphorus, TKN, NI-I~, NO,., and NO3) (EPA -Marquette University, 1982).

Heavy

According to the Northern Virginia Platming District Commission (NVPDC), sediment toxicity
has been measured and analyzed in the Northern Virginia area (Guliea, 1995). One of these studies by
Dewberry and Davis, 1990, is ¢ntitiled "Investigation of Potential Sediment Toxicity From BMP
Ponds". This report amaly-’~d sediments from 21 ponds in Northern Virginia under various land use
conditions. Many of these ponds are owned and maintained by a property owner or a homeowners’
association. Testing was performed for the presence of metals and to determine if the metals
concentration is classified as toxic. The Extraction Procedure (EP) toxicity test was used by Dewberry
and Davis in tim analysis. Conclusions of this report indicate that the stormwater sediments tested were
not hazardous and could be safely disposed of on-site or in a landfill. Sediments should be tested
further for there use as backfill material or topsoil maintenance (Dewberry and Davis, 1990).

NVPDC had noted that while the 1990 study by Dewberry and Davis determined the material
to be non-hazardous, characteristics of stormwater sediments are very site specific. In every jurisdiction
in Northern Virginia, it is the responsibility of the owner/operator of the BMP to maintain and operate
the system. However, this may vary from state to state. In addition, it is also recommended to plan
and design a BMP for on-site disposal of the material (Guflea, 1995).

Trace metal levels are typically 5 to 30 times higher in the muck layer of a pond than in the
parent soil below the muck layer ($chueler and Yonsef, 1994). Trace metal levels were also reported
to follow a relatively consistent pattern and distribution. The zinc concentration in the muck layer was
the highest followed by I¢~I. Zinc and lead concenmttions were much gre~er than chromium, nickel,
and copper concentrations which were approximately equal. Cadmium had the lowest concentration in
the muck layer. In the 1994 $chueler and Yousef study, 50 ponds and wetlands were examined and
found to have zinc concentrations ranging from 6 to 3,171 mg/kg (dry weight). Lead and chromium
concentrations ranged from II to 748 mg/kg, and from 4.8 to 120 mg/kg, respectively. Nickel and
copper concentrations ranged from 3 to 52 mg/kg, and from 2 to 173 mg~kg, rcspectiv.-ly. Cadn~um
concentrations ranged from being non-detectable to 15 mg/kg (Schueler and Yousef, 1994).
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Field and O’Shea indicate that median concentrations of zinc, lead, copper, nickel, and
chromium in urban runoff sludges and residuals were reported as 316, 268. 263, 131, and 189 mg/kg,
respectively (Field and O’Shea, 1992). ha the 1982 study at Marquette University, iron was found as
the highest concentration of metals in all of the samples ranging in concentration from 6. I to 2,970
mg/l. Lead and zinc concentrations ranked second and third, respectively (’EPA - Marquette University,
1982).                              ’

As with all pond parameters, trace metal concentrations are site specific. Ponds that primarily
service roadways and highways are enriched with trice metals which ,aa’e presumably associated with
automotive loading sources (e.g., cadmium, copper, lead, nickel, and chromium). On the other hand,
stormwater ponds that service primarily residential areas have the lowest trace metal concentrations
(Schueler and Yousef, 1994). In general, the muck layer is highly enriched with metals; however, in
most eases it should not be considered an especially toxic or hazardous material. For example, none
of over 400 muck layer samples from any of the 50 pond sites examined in the referenced 1994 study
exceeded EPA’s current land application criteria for metals (Schueler and Yousef, 1994).

Hydrocarbons

There is limited data on hydrocarbon and poly-aromatic hydrocarbon (’PAH) concentration in
the muck layer of ponds. It was reported that the concentration of total PAH and aliphatic
hydrocarbons in the muck layer of a 120 year old London basin were 3 to l0 times greater,
respectively, than the base "parent" sediments. Minor degradation of the hydrocarbons trapped in the
nmck layer appeared to have occurred in the basin in recent years. On the other hand, hydrocarbons
were rarely detected in the muck of Florida ponds. Hydrocarbon concentrations were reported for 2
out of the 50 sites in the 1994 report by Schueler and Yousef. These cormentrations were reported for
a industrial and residential site as 12,892 and 2,087 mg/kg, reapeetively (Schueler and Yousef, 1994).

Urban stormwater solids may contain high levels of bacteria and viral strains, including fecal
streptococcus and fecal coliform from animal and human wastes. These bacteria have the potential to
be spread from land application of stormwater residuals or landfill sites ~anless the proper precautions
are taken. Measures which reduce their concentration in the sludge and minimize any sludge-vector
comet include the following: stabilization of the solids; immediate covering of landfill trenches after
disposal of these solids; the treamaent of these bacteria in the solids by pasteurization, heat treatment,
irradiation, etc; and public and animal access control away from the site (Field and O’Shea, 1992).

Other Pollutants

.Other pollutants which may be toxic include pesticides and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).
Toxic wastes may also be present in fertilizers, herbicides, and household .substances such as paints and
cleazaing materials. All of these pollutants may find their way into stormwater solids/residuals. In the
1982 report from Marquette University, PCBs were observed in mea. zrable concentrations in the
Racine, Wisconsin and the Lansing, Michigan samples. These concentrations ranged from 0.19 to 24.6
/~g/1. Of eight pesticides surveyed only three (DDT, DDD, and Dieldrin) were observed in measurable
concentrations (EPA - Marquette University, 1982).

Oil/Grit SelaL,-ators ¯

As previously amaioned, the stormwater and sedimmat solids collected by an on/grit separator
eomam unique ~ties compared to other stormwater BMPs. The metal content of trapped
sediments in an oil/grit separator may be 5 to 20 times higher than in other B MPs, especially if this
separator services a gas station. Priority pollutant and hydrocarbon levels are also much higher. These
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higher levels reflect the fact that most oii,gnt separators service arems that may discharge higher
pollutant levels such as at gas stations or industrial sites, and axe designed to trap lighter fractions of
oil which may not be trapped by other BMPs. Other BMPs, such as detention basins, usually drain
larger watersheds that dilute the influence of higher hydrocarbon or metal concentrations like those seen
from gas stations or industries. Therefore, it is doubtful if solids from other BMPs would approach
metal and hydrocarbon concentrations as high as those recorded with oil/grit separators (Schueler and
Yousef. 1994).

STORMWATER SOLIDS/SLUDGE FIANDLING ALTERNATIVFA~
Centralized Treatment (Bleed/Pump Back To The Dry Weather Treatment Plant)

Centralized treatment involves temporary storage of stormwater solids followed by its regulated
release into a sanita~ sewer during dry weather flow conditions. Advamages of this residuals handling
alternative include the possible achievement of flow equalization through the timed addition of urban
storm runoff to the dry weather influent, a~d the use of a central, pre-existing treatment facility and
transportation system. Disadvantages of this system include: the deposition of large amo .unts of grit
in the sewer system; the potential for exc~ding the capacity of the dry weather treatment facility;
impacts to the treatmem plant operation and efficiency which may aa.’ise due to differences in the
ct~xracteristics of smitary wastewater and urban storm runoff residuals; and additional cost for tre,~nent
(Field and O’Shea, 1992). The problems associated with bleed/pump ba~k solids stormwater/sediment
solids are similar to those evaluated with regard to CSO sludges.

Huibregste determined that "Cemralized Treannent" was generally not practical (Huibregtse et
al, 1977). In addition to the disadvantages already listed, some problems which may be associated w[th
this type of system include: difficulties in effectively equalizing flow to title dry weather treatment plant
due to the high solids/low volume characteristic of sludges; and difficulties nmintaining sludge quality.
Significant increases in heavy solids and toxic substance Ioadings will have an impact on treatment plant
operation and effluent quality. The addidon of large amounts of gritty soliids can grossly overload solids
handling facilities at treatmem plants, and bare a negative impact on overall sludge quality. Moreover,
the addition of these stormw~r and sediment residuals to the tream~ent system will increase the
quantity of sludge which must be handled (Field and O’$hea, 1992). In a 1982 EPA report, research
indicated that the numl~r of days required for bleed/pump back of the residuals without overloading
the dry weather treatment facility ranged from 2.8 to 3.9. This was considered an unacceptable
bleed/pump back period, considering the likelihood of overlapping rainfall events (Huibregste et al,

Stormwater Solids Handling at Satellite Treatment Facilities

Another handling alternative for urban stormwater and sediment solids is treatment at a satellite
facility. Average characteristics of urban storm runoff differ substantially from those of sanitary
wastewater. For the treatment of stormwater runoff, biological processes are generally not employed
due to its low organic and nutrient content as well as the intermittent and varying quantity and quality
of the storm flow. The major differences affecting treatment process design include urban runoff’s high
grit content, low organic content, intermittent nature, and short flow duration (Field and O’Shea, 1992,).

Evaluation of several CSO sludge handling processes by Huibregste found the most effective
¯         unit processes to be: conditioning through chemic.al treatment; gravity thickening; stabilization through

lime addition; dewatering through vacuum or pressure filtration; and disposal through land application
or land~ (Huibregste et al, 1977). In a 1982 report by Hm"oregste a cost analysis was performed
specifically for the handling and disposal of urban storm runoff residuals. This cost analysis compared
the following six alternative sludge handling scenarios for either swirl olr sedimentation concentrated
solids: (1) gravity thickening, vacuum filtration and landfill; (2) gravity titickening, vacuum filtration
and landsvreading; (3) gravity thickening, pressure filtration and landf’dl; (4) gravity thickening,
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pressure filtration and landspreading; t5) gravity thickeaing and landsl:,readmg; or. (6) landspreading.
These cost estimates by Huibregste et al. 1982, are presented in terms of dollars per acre for residtmls
handling in an urban storm runoff are.a of 15,000 acres. These estimates were Uladated to July 1995
dollars and are presented in Table 2. As shown on Table 2, the most cost effective solids handling
scenario based on annual costs is lime stabilization, gravity thickening, pressure filtration, and
landfilling.

A 1982 EPA report from Marquette University concluded that of those options evaluated the
most cost-effective means for handling and disposal of urban stormwater runoff residuals is gravity
thickening followed by lime stabilization and landspreading or landfilling (EPA - Marquette University,
1982). This conclusion was based on urban stormwater studies from Boston, Massachusetts, Racine,
Wisconsin, and Lansing, Michigan involving solids sampling, characterization, analysis, and treatability.
The characterization study included analyses for nine metals, eight pesticides and PCBs, .solids,
nutrients, and organics. The treatability study included bench scale sedimentation tests, centrifiagation
tests, lime stabilization tests and capillary suction time tests (EPA - Marquette University, 1982). Other
bench scale studies were performed by Cart in 1982 that evaluated the effectiveness of three dewatering
alternatives for stormwater runoff residuals from sedimentation basins mad swirl concentrators. These
dewatering alternatives were gravity thickening, centrifugation, and capillary suction. Data from these
studies indicated that the most effective method for concentrating urban stormwater runoff residuals was
gravity thickening (Carr et al, 1982).

These bench scale studies identified some effective treatment rnethods for urban stormwater
runoff residuals. However, characteristics of urban stormwater residuals .are very site specific. Testing
and analysis may be necessary to determine what level of treamaent is necessary to dispose of these
residuals.

On-Site ttandling of Stormwater Solids/Sludge

The third alternative for handling/disposal of stormwater runoff residuals is on-site handling.
This option may be used after the residuals have been analyzed and determined to be a non-hazardous
material. During the design stage of a BMP, a dedicated area on the site should be set aside for land
application or land disposal of the residuals. The area for this material should be carefully selected to
prevent residuals from flowing back into the BMP during rainfall. On-site handling of this material ~s
usually very cost effective as it avoids transportation costs and landfill tipping fees.

The stormwater runoff residuals must first be removed from the BMP. Alternatives for
removing solids from various BMPs were discussed previously. After the solids are removed from the
BMP, they will usually require dewatering. Dewatering is accomplished by spreading the material out
on the ground and occasionally turning it. A from-end loader can be used for this. This material is
then either land applied or land disposed. Land application involves spreading the material to the land
at approved g~plication r~s. This material cannot be ~lied to a direct food chain crop and would
probably be applied to a meadow or vegetated area. There is very little nutrient value associated with
stormwater residuals. Land disposal consists of piling the material on an approved location at the site.

In some eases it may not be feasible to land apply or land dispose of the material on-site. This
may be due to limited space on-site initially or limited space due to the accumulation of material. ~
any ease, afar the material is removed from the BMP it should be dewatet’ed on-site if this is feasible.
This will cu~ down on the volume of material to be u’ansponed. The matel~.al can then be loaded using
a front-end loader and transported to either a landfill or another site l~or land application or land
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TABLE 2

¯ COST ESTIMATE (S/acre) FOR RESIDUALS HANDLING IN AN
URBAN STORMWATER RUNOFF AREA OF 15,000 ACRES (1)

Sludge Handling Sedimentation Swirl Concentration

Method Capital O~u~vf Annual Capital O~vf Annual
Lime Stabiliza~on 475 71 ! 34 507 64 130
Gravi~ Thickening
Vacuum Filtfmion

Lime Stabilization 507 76 171 531 67 155
Gravity Th~ckemng
Vacuum Filtration
Landspreamng

Lime Stabilization 492 60 124 550 49 117
Gravity Thickening
Pressm-e Filtration

Lime StabiLization 522 64 156 569 50 139
Gravity Thickemng
Pressm’e Filtration
Landspreading

Lime Stabilization ~ _ _ 394 87 166
Gravity Thickening

Lime Stabilization 308 104 186 1025 856 1194

Note: (1) Huibreg.~e et al, I982. Costs have been updated to July 1995 dollars using the ENI%
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REGU~ATIONS (CURRENT AND PENDLNG} AND LIABILITIF~;

Traditional poim sources of water pollution are regulated by the EPA and individual s~ares under
the National Pollutant Discharge Elimir~ion System (NPDES) perrmt program. This program was
established by section 402 of the Clean Water Act, and establishes permit requirements for certain
municipal and industrial stormwater discharges. However, the regulations governing the handling and
disposal of stormwamr runoff residuals is not as well defined.

Most su~es have regulations for runoff quality control. To adhere to these regulations, many
local governments have implemenmd drainage and flood control regulations. Some local governments
have also adopted localized stormwater quality and erosion/sediment control regulations which require
BIVlPs. To help local governments implement and properly operate these BlVIPs, sra~s issue guidance
documems for local jurisdic.zions which are responsible for inspecting, maintaining, and ensuring proper
operation of stormwater BIVlPs. Some sr~es will also periodically inspe~ a local jurisdiction’s
stormwater management program.

In reality, many local jurisdictions do not have the manpower m inspect all BMPs regularly.
BMPs which are not maintained do not perform efficiently. If not maintained, pollutants removed by
the BMPs can be released back into the stormwater. An oil/grit separator is a good example of this.
Some BMPs, such as demntlon basins, were installed by local jurisdictions in the 1980s taxi are now
requiring or have not yet required cleaning/dredging for the first time. This is a learning experience
for many jurisdictions that have not yet had to (or are doing it for the first time) dredge this rr,~terial
or tram:lie/dispose of it.

Stormwater and sediment solids/residuals should initially be tested prior to disposal. If they are
not hazardous, they will usually r~luire dewatermg prior to disposal. Some disposal methods for this
material can be landf!l, ling, land application, land disposal, and even incineration (e.g, non-hazardous
solids from oil/grit separators). Historically, and in most cases, the dispos.’d of sediments removed from
BMPs has posed no special regulatory or legal difficulty. Many municipalities and industries have
disposed of such sedimertts in the same way tl~ they would have any uncontaminated soil (.Iones et al,
1994). In fact, after drying, stormwater sediment has been mixed with other soil and reused as bacldill
on construction projects (.~ones e¢ al, 1994) as well as cover for landfills (Cox, 1995).

If the residuals/solids from a BMP are determined to be hazardous, they must be managed
according to the Resourc~ Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA) requireamnts. Wastes can
be defined by RCRA as hazardous because they either have certain characteristics or contain constituents
spocific.ally listed in the RCRA rt~mlal~ions. Certain chaxacteristics include ignitability, corrositivity,
explositivity, or toxicity. In nearly all cases involving stormwater BMP solids, sediments could be
classified as a hazardous waste because they contained listed chemicals rather than because the sediments
am hazaxdous by characteristic (Jones et al, 1994). Simply because a ch~nical regulated by RCRA is
d~cected in BMP sediments, do~s not render the sedim~,a a hazardous waste. If no sample containing
greater than ten percent of the listed chemical t’by volume), or if contact with precipitation/nmoff is
unlikely, the sedimem would not be classified as hazardous (Jones et al, 1994). Hazardous waste
mamrial must be disposed or handled according to RCRA regulations which would either requh’e
treatment to lessen the �oncentrgion of the hazardous constituent or di .sposal in a hazardous waste
landfill.                                                     ¯
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EXA.’~fPLES, C ASE STL’D[ES

The follo~ing BMP residual management programs have been implemented by several
mumcipaJities, states, and a company which cleans oil/grit separators for various clients. This sectlon
is not inclusive, but is presented to illustrate how some states, municipalities, and industries manage the
solids/sediments from B~s.

Waste Reduction, Disposal, and Recycling Services

A Baltimore, Maryland firm cleans oil/gri~ separators for many commerciaJ areas and industries.
They use a three man crew and two trucks to clean these BMPs. A liquid tanker truck is used to pump
the oil and water out of the separator. This mixture is transported to their facility, in Baltimore for
treatment (Schorr, 1995).

The solids in the oil/grit separator are further solidified using chemical addition. Once the
material is solidified, it is shoveled out of the separator into 55 gallon drams. A composite sample is
taken from each drum. This material is analyzed for toxicity, ignitibility (flash test), and PCBs. If the
material is determined to be non-hazardous, the drums are taken back to ’their Baltimore facility. The
material is then loaded into roll-off dumpsters and transported to an incinerator where they receive a
certificate of destruction for the material (Schorr, 1995).

As each cleaning and maintenance job is site specific, this firm ctuarges by the hour. The cost
for cleaning is $202/hr for the three employees and two trucks. In addition, disposal of the liquid waste
is $0.35/gallon, charge for the chemical that aids in solidification is $9.95/bag, drum purchase cost is
$25/drum, drum disposal cost is $100, analytical charge is $145, and tramportation charge is $250.
It was emphasized that these oil/grit separators should be cleaned periodically. Cleaning schedules of
oil/grit separators are site specific. For example, a typical commercial building may be cleaned one
time per year, whereas, an industry may have its off/grit separators cleaned approximately every three
months (Schorr, 1995).

If the material is determined to be hazardous, it is dealt with in an appropriate method
depending on the hazardous constituent of the waste. A copy of the analytical results are faxed to the
generator. Additional testing is usually required to determine what constituent(s) is present in the
sediment to classify it as a hazardous material (Schorr, 1995).

A hazardous material is handled on a case-by-case basis. Additional analytical testing and
handling of the hazardous material will increase costs. In most cases, tre,rd:ment to lower the hazardous
chemical concentration to a non-hazardous level is preferred over landf’dling in a hazardous waste
landf-fll. For example, a sediment that contained a high hydrocarbon content, which may occur at a
service station, would be spread out on an approved sit~ for a period of time sufficient to allow the
concentration to decrease in the sediment (Schorr, 1995).

Prince George’s CotmtV~ Maryland

In Prince George’s County, Maryland, BMPs such as wet ponds have been in service long
enough that they are just beginning to re~fttire dredging. In some cases, on-site disposal of the sediment
was planned for in the design of the BMP. However, if on-site disposal is not an alternative then
locating a site for disposal of the material is a major operation. Residual sand and gravel material from
the BMP is transported to construction-sites for use or is disposed of on-site (Coffrnan, 1995).

OH/grit separators are being phased out in Prince George’s County for the following reasons
all of which peruam to residuals max~gement: sometimes the landfill will not accept the material; they
require frequent raaJntenance and cleaning; the material is difficult to dewater; and the material is
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expensive to dewater, haul, and landfill (when the landfill accepts the r~uerial}. In addition, the counD’
does not have the personnel to routinely inspect and enforce the cle.~ning of oil!grit separators. As an
alternative to this BMP, the county is focusing on pollution prevention and is also evaluazing
bioretemion (Coffman, 1995).

Fairfax Co,,nty~ Virginia

Fairfax County has very few wet ponds. The wet ponds in the county are large lakes which
can properly function up to I00 years without dredging (Henry., 1995). The county has not dredged
a wet pond since 1991. A small mini-dredge is used for dredging wet ponds. For the smaller.ponds,
the lake level is lowered and attempts are made to dry the sedimem rm~terial. After this, a clamshell
or bucket dredge is used to remove the material. Material is either disposed of on-site or in a landfill.
Sediments from dry ponds are dried on-site and removed using a from..end loader. This material is
either landfilled or disposed of on-site (Henry, 1995).

Monteomery County, Marvlaud

Montgomery County has wet ponds and dry ponds, the majoril:y of’ which have not required
dredging. The S~ate of Maryland has determined that the sediment from these ponds are a non-
hazardous material. Thus, the material can be disposed of either on-site or m a landfill. The state law
requires that BMPs be inspeaed annually. In practice, r2ds typically does. not occur because of resource
limitations. The county has recently hired two more people to help with these inspections, but there
are many BMPs in the county and the county does not anticipate achieving the annual inspection goal
(Brush, 1995).

Typical oil/grit separators require much maintenance attention., and Montgomery County is
trying to phase them out. The counv! has many sand filters proposed to replace the oil/grit separators,
but information on their maintenance is not available due to the limited experience with clean~g and

State of Florida

The State of Florid~ does not have a specific regulation staring that each jurisdiction must
dredge or remove material from BMPs periodically. They have issued a "Guidance Manual" as a
supplement to the regulations which are considered inadequ~e for handling stormwater sediments for
BMPs. Most BMPs were implemented in 1982, and are just to the po~I where they require dredging
(Cox, 1995).

The guidance manual recommends testing of all BMP sedimertts, using the Toxicivi
Chanc~ristics Leaching Procedure (TCLP), before disposal. The suue has performed numerous
anaiy~icai studies on this rnateriai, and in no cases was BMP sediment from any location determined to
be hazardous. However, oil/grit separators were not tested as pan of tiff��; study. Materials considered
to be non-hazardous must have the appropriate laboratory TCLP paperwork before most landfills in
Horid~ will accept it. Some cities and counties avoid this testing by sending BMP residuals to
construction/debris landfills which are not as stringent. This prance is not supported by the state (Cox,
1995).

Even if a material is considered not hazardous using the TCLP test, the State of Florida also
has a clean soil criterion. ~ is to protect community exposure from a material with elevated
concenn-ations of a material which might not be classified hazardous. If a ma~rial does not pass the
clean soil criterion, (e.g., if merci concenn~tions are high, but not hazardous) then it can only be used
in an area where public access is controlled. Material such as thi.� can be used as a l~dfill cover
because public access is lirr.ited to most landfills. If the material does pass the TCLP and clean soil
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:r;te,’,,on r_hen it can be used cr disposed of m a~v man~er A beneficial use of ~e material is :c blend
~t w~th soil as a conditioner kCox. 1995).

Sediments from dry ponds in Florida are removed using a front-end loader and a dump
It is then recommended that a TCLP test be conducted on this material be.fore either disposing on-site,
landfilling, or disposing of in another manner. Wet ponds are dredged, however, these ponds are
sometimes directly connected to a waterway so caution is taken to ensure solids are not resuspended in
this operation. This material is usually spread out on the site to allow drying and disposed of on-site.
If on-site disposal is not an alternative, then the sediments are usually transported to a landfill (Cox,
1995).

State of Delaware

The Siam of Delaware has followed Florida’s lead as far as handling and disposal of stormwater
BMP residuals. The State of Delaware has not conducted testing of stormwater BMP sediments, but
considers the material as non-hazardous based on Florida’s research and other research/repo_rxs. The
state also has a stormwater management program in which local jurisdictions are required to inspect
BMPs on an annual basis (Shaver, 1995).

The state’s stormwater management plan includes BMP construction guidelines for ease of
maintenance for the BMP and on-site disposal of the stormwater residual,,;. Oil/grit separators are not
a BMP alternative in the State of Delaware. In addition to detention basit~�, sand filters are commonly
used. The cleaning schedule for a sand filter is site specific, but three to four times a year is a general
estimate. Three people are used to clean a "typical" Delaware Filter manually and shovel out the
material which takes approximately 4 hours. Labor cost to clean the filter is approximately $120. The
material is then transported to the landfill for disposal as this s,dimem was tested and not considered
a hazardous material (Shaver, 1995).

State of Maryland

The State of Maryland conducted a four year study on oil/grit sepat’ators with the Metropolitan
Washington Council of Governments. This study evaluated material from oil/grit separators in
Maryland to determine if it was hazardous. The study also evaluated maintenance of oil/grit separators.
as well as disposal of the residuals/solids from an oil/grit separator. Re,cults from the study indicated
that the solids from oil/grit separators were not hazardous, therefore, this material could be disposed
of at a landfill after dewatering. However, as this material is site specific: it was recommended that it
be tested prior to sending to a landfill (pencil, 1995).

Inspeaions of BMPs are required of all local jurisdictions. Every l~n’ee years, the state reviews
stormwater programs and procedures utilized by the local jurisdiction. The state has noted that many
BMPs are not being properly maintained. This is due to cost and manpower requirements associated
with regularly inspecting all BMPs by the local jurisdiction. Many homeowners’ associatiom have
BMPs on their property. Maintenance of these BMPs is another area of czmcem for the state because
many homeowner’s associations do not implement proper O&M procedures to maintain the BMP on
their property (’Pencil, 1995).

Sediments from w~t pomis and dry ponds, as long as they are not hazardous, are usually
dewatered and then disposed of on-site or landfflled. It is a common practice to spread this material
out on a site for use as a soil amendment (Pencil, 1995).
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SUSO, L-~R.Y OF FL-NDE~°GS

Data is available for solids content, nutrients, heavy, metals, and other pollutants such as PCBs
for many urban stormwater BMP solids/residuals. However. the data on stormwater residual’s PAH
and hydrocarbon concentrations is limited. Additional sampling and amlysis would be beneficial to
further examine these parameters.

Inspection and maintenance programs are the key to success for all BMPs. Guidelines for
inspection and frequency of inspection are provided by most states for local jurisdictions. However,
manpower requirements associated with enforcing the guidelines on the state level and inspection of
these BMPs on the local level do not seem to be adequate. BMPs located on private property are not
usually properly maintained or inspected. A possible solution to this lack of maintenance is to put a
maintenance requirement in the deed for the land. This would require all owners of that property to
properly maintain the BMP.

Difficulties in maintaining oil/grit separators and disposing of the residuals have resulted in
some jurisdictions phasing their use out. Oil/grit separators require frequent maintenance and_cleaning,
the material is difficult to dewater, and the material is expensive to dewater, haul, and dispose of in a
landfill (when the landfill accepts the material). Also, if oil/grit separators are not properly maintained
then pollutants removed by the BMP can be released back into the stormwater.

Since many wet ponds and dry ponds were implemented in the 1980’s, they have not required
dredging or handling of the dredge material. Some local jurisdictions planned for on-site disposal of
the material in the BMP design which is very cost effective because it avoids transportation charges.
Local jurisdictions which did not plan for on-site disposal in the design of these BMPs are searching
for disposal options for this material. Testing of stormwater sediment in many studies have indicated
that this material is non-hazardous. Therefore, in most situations it can be disposed of on-site (land
application or land disposal), in a landfill, or in an incinerator.
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|MTB
STORM W TER BMP:

 TRATION
¯

D~ON

Infiltration d,-tinfieId s~’ucmres are consu-ucted to aid in stonnwater runoE collection and ere designed
to allow stormwater to infil~’ate inzo the subsoils. R.tmoE is diver~ed into a storm sewer system which
passes through a pretreatment s~ucture such as an oil and grit separator. ¯ The oil and &tit chamber
effectively removes coarse sediment, oils, and ~ease. Stormwater n~off con~ues through a manifold
system into the infilu~t~on ~ainfield. The manifold m~te= consists ~ perforar~,d, pipe which dis~ibutes
the runoff evenly d~roughout the infiltnt~on drainfield. The nmoff d~e~ percolates through ~e
aggregate sand filter, the filter fabric and into the subsoil. A schematic of ¯ typical ~e~tem is illus~ated
in Figure 1 below.
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COMMON MODI~CAT[ONS
Common design modifi~a~ions include ~e ~t~la~on of poro~ payment s~o~ded by a ~s ~t~
s~p over ~e ~on ~eld or rose.on of m emergen~ ov~ow pipe m ~e off ~d ~
pre~ea~ent ~ber. ~e ov~ow pipe ~o~ ~off voices ~c~g d~i~ capaci~es ~o
~ch~e d~ecfly to a ~ sto~ ~w~ ~t~. l~on. ~elds ~e v~ s~ to ~on
~ md b~.

~ STATUS

Currently there is li~e informa~on on iruCflu-adon dr’ainfields. However’. in general the same principals
that apply to infilu’ar~on basins and infilu-adon trenches will apply to design of infilu-a~ion dr-amfields.
The Env~ror~ental Protection Agency is currently evaluating the follo~ng issues related to the design
and openfion of infilu’adon drainfields:

Is the oil and grit separator the most eflrecrive preu’eatrnent system to protect infiltration
capacily7

What is the pollur~,nt removal capacity of infiltration draixifields with various prerreacmem
systems?

Is r.he performance of infilrnrion drainfields better than ir.~-ztrrarion basins and trenches
during subfreezing weather and snow melt runoff conditions?

What level of maintenance is required to ensure proper pe~ormance?

APPLICATIONS

Ir~tradon drainfields are most applicable on sites with a relatively ~mall drainage area (less than 15
acres). They can be used to control runoff from parking lots, rooftops, impervious storage areas, or
other land uses. Inf~rrarion drainfields should not be used in locations that receive a large sediment
load that could dog a prerrearment system, which in rum, would plug the inftlu-arion drainfield and
reduce ir~ effectiveness.

Soils should lave field.verified permeabilily rates of greater than 0.5 inches per hour and there should
be a 4-foot minimum clearance between the bottom of ~he system and bedrock or the water table.

~ATIONS

The use of infiltration drainfields may be restricted in regions with colder climates, arid regions,~ regions
with high wind erosion rates (:increased windblown sediment loads), and areas where sole source
potable aquifers could be contaminated. Some specific limitations of imq]u-arion drainfields include:

High maintenance when sediment loads to the drainfield are heavy.

High costs of excavation, fill material, engineering design, and
pretrearmenr systems.

Short life span if nor well maintained.

Nor suitable for use in regions with day or silly soils.

Nor suitable for use in regions where groundwater is used locally for human consumption.
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o S~te.-,,,s reclu~’e su.~icient ~me between storm events to al!ow the soil to dr’0r out, or
anaerobic conditions may develop in underlying soils whiclh couJd clog the soil and
reduce the capacity and performance of the system.

The effectiveness of infiltration drainflelds depends upon their desii~ When" runoff enters the
ckair~eld, many of the pollutants are prevented fi-om entering suttee water. However, any water that
bypasses the pretreatment s~tem and d~ainfield w~l not be treated. Pollutant removal mechanisms
include absorption, su’~ir~g, microbial decomposition in the soil below the drai~eld, and tr~pping
sediment, ~’it, and oil in the pretreatment chamber.

Curcently there is li~e monitorin$ data on the performance of inl~lu-~tion drainfields. However, some
monitoring data is available on porous pavements which L~¢orponte many similar design ¢z-iteria as
ir~iltration drainfields. An estimate of porous pavement pollutant removal efficiencies range between 82
and 95 percent for sediment, 65 percent for total phosphorus, and 80 to &$ percent for total ni~oger~

Some key t’actors that increase performance and pollutant removal efficiencies include:

Good housekeeping practices in the tn’butary drainage area..

Sut~Ecient drying time (24 hours) between storm events.

Highly permeable soils and subsoils.

Pret~.atment system incorporated.

Sut]Ecient or,~a~ic matt~ in subso,’~,.                                             ,:: ,’~:~.

Proper maintenance.

Use of a sand layer on top of a filter fabric at the bottom of the drainfield.

DESIGN

Infilu-~tion drainfields, alon~ wit~ most other infiltration BlVlPs (iz~ltrafion basins, trenches, etc.) have
demons~ated relatively short life spans in the past. Failures have generally been am’ibuted to poor.
design, poor conm-uction techniques, subsoils with low permeability and lack of adequate preventive
maintenance. Some design factors which can significantly increase the IX,-~ormance and reduce the risk
of fa~ure of infiltration drainfields and other L,~u~t~on processes are shown in Table 1 below.

Rou~ne ma~tenance o~ inlqltra.tion drainlqelds is extremely knportanr. The pretreatment ~rit chmnber
shou/d be checked at least four times per year and after major storm events. Sediment should be
cleaned out when the sediment depletes more than ~0 percent of the a~raflable capacity. This can be
done manually or by vacuum pump. Inlet ~nd outlet pipes should also be inspected at tl~ ~me.

The infiltration drainfield should contain an observation well The purpose of the monitoring well is to
provide information on how weU this system is operating. It is recommended that the observation well
be monitored daily after runoff.producing storm events. I[ the infiltration dr~t~eld does not drain aher
three days, it usually means that the drainfield is clogged. Once the perfo~rmance characte_,’istics of the
su-ucrure have been verified, the monitoring schedule can be reduced to a monthly or quarterly basis.
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COSTS

There is li~e iz~forma~on on the cost of L~=~at~on draL~elds. However, the cons=tucson �osts for
installing ~rz in~lzat~on dz-aJ~edd that is 100 feet long, 50 feetwide, 8 feet deep and with 4 feet of
cover ca~ be estimated using the ge~era~ ~formation in Table 2 be3ow.

Excavation Cost~ (2,220 cy) ($5.001cy) $ I I, ! O0

Stone Fill ( 1,296 cy) ($20.001cy) 25,920

Sancl Fill ( 185 cy) ($ I 0.001cy) I ,BS0

Filter Fabric Top anO Bottom ¯ I0,000 sf 4,550
Slc~es ¯ 1,600 - 800 ¯ 2,400 sf
Total = !2,400 sf - I0~ ¯ 13,640 sf
( 13,640 sf) ( I syl9 sl’) ($3.001sy-)

Perfor"ateO l~anlfolc~ 75" o 4(40") ¯ 2~5" 2,750
aria Inlet Ptl)e 40"

(275) (510.00?rt)

Ol:)servatton Well ! at $500 ea 500

Pretreatment Cl~amoer I at $10,000 l 0,000 ~--

r~Iscellaneo~ 1,000
(Bacl(1’i111ng, overflow ptl)e, soclcllng, etc.)

SUBTOTAL $57,670.

ContJngenc|es ([ngfneer|ng, aclm|mstration, permits, etc.) ¯

TOTAL $72,090

No~e: Unlt PrlCes wlll vary greatly clePencllng u~on local market conclltlons.
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|MTB
SrORM WATER BMP:

III

Infiltration trenches are used to runove suspended solids, perqk~tte poUutants, coliform bacteria,
orpnJcs and some soluble forms of metals and nutrients from storm water runoff. An infiltration treach,
as shown in Figure 1 below, is 8n excavated trench, 3 to 12 feet deep, beekflfled with stone aggregate. A
small portion of the runoff, usuaUy the first flush, is diverted to the inflltraffon trutch, which is lecated either

Filtration through the soft is the lx’imary pollutant removal mechanism. ]~d21tration treacbes also provide
groundwat~ rechacle and preserve base-flow in nearby streams.

as ¯ detention pond, to provide beth water qusUty control and peak flow control (Schuder, 1992, Harrington,
1989). Runoff tlmt contains high levels of sediments or bydrocartmm (o~ii 8rid grease) tlmt my clog the

quality inlets, sediment traps, swales and vegetated filter strips (SEWRP~, 1991, Harrington, 1989).
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COMMON MODIFICATIONS

The int’dtration trench can be modified by substituting pea gravel for’ stone aggregate in the top I foot
of the trench. The pea gravel improves sediment I’dtering and maximizm Ute pollutant removal in the top
of the trench. When the modified trenches become dogged, they cau~ generally be restored to full
performance by removing and replacing only of the pea gravel layer witl~ out replacing the lower stone
aggregate layers. Inrdtration trenches can also be modified by adding ¯ layer of organic material (peat) or
loam to the trench subsoil. This modification appea~ to enlmnce the removal of metals and nutrient through

CURREICr STATUS

Infiltration trenches are often used in place of other BMPs wbere limited land is available.
In/’dtratiou trenches are most widely used in warmer, less arid regions of the U2S. However, recent studies
conducted in Maryland and New Jersey on trench performance and operation and maintenance, have
demonstrated the applicability of ing’dtration trenches in colder climates (Lindsey, et al, 1991).

The use of inf’dtration trenches may be limited by a number of factors, including type of soiIs,
climate, and location of groundwater tables. Site characteristics, such as the slope of the drainage area, soil
type, and location of the water table and bedrock, may preclude the u~e of infiitration trenches. The
surrounding area slope should be such that the runoff is evenly di.~’ibuted in sheet flow as it enters the
trench. Generally, infiltration trenches are not suitable for areas with relatively impermeable soils such as
clayey and silty soils or in areas with fill. The trench should be located alcove the water table so that the
runoff can filter through the trench and into the surrounding ~oils and eventually into the groundwater. In
addition, the drainage area should not convey heavy levels of sediments or hydrocarbons to the trench. For
this reason, trenches serving parking lots should be preceded by appropriate pretrearment. Generally,
trenches that are constructed under parking iot~ are also difficult to access for maintenance.

As with any int’dtration BMP, the potential of groundwater contamination must be carefully
considered, especially if the groundwater is used for human consumption or a~ricultural p~.. In some
cases the infiltration trench may not be suitable for sites that use or store chemicals or hazardous materiah.
In these areas other BMPs that do not interact with the groundwater should be considered. If infiltration
trenches are selected, hazardous and toxic materials must be prevented from entering the trench. The
potential for spills can be ~ed by aggres~, ive pollution prevention measures.. Many municipalities and
industries have developed comprehensive spill prevention control and countexmensure (SPCC) plans. These
plans should be modified to include the inl’tltration trench and the �ontribu~ag drainage area. For example,
diversion structures can be used to prevent spills from entering the infiltrabou trench.

An additional limitation is the climate. In cold climates, trench surface may freeze, thereby
preventing the runoff from entering the tre~.h and allowing the untreated runoff to enter surface water.
The surrounding soils may aho freeze reducing infiltration into the soils and groundwater. However, recent
studies indicate if lwnperly designed and maintained infiltration trenches can operate effectively in colder
climates. By keeping the trench surface free of compacted snow and ice trod by ensuring the part of the
trench is constructed below the frost line, will greatly improve the perfom, ance of the inl’dtration trench
during cold weather.
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a~d Mlrogen h, the runoff (Schuder, lYgY, 1.99~). Biochemical oxylm demm~ (BOD) r~moval is estimated
to be between 70 to 80 ~ Lower runov81 rates for nitrate, �idorldes sad soluble metals should be
expected especially in sandy soils (Schuder, 1992).

TABLE 1: TYI~CAL ~ANT REMOVAL EFFICIENCY

1Ndlulznt Typical Percem Rmmvai Rates

Sediment 90%
Total Phosphorus 60%
Total Nitrogen 60%
Metals 90%
Bacteria 9O%
Organics 90%
Biochemical Oxygen Demand 70- ~0%

References ¯ and 5

Pollutant removal efficiencies may be improved by using washed aggregate and adding organic rotter
and loam to the subsoil. The stone aggregate should be washed to r~toye dirt and rmes before phacemmt
in the trmcb. The additiou of organic mteriai and loam to the trmck subsoil will enhance metals and
nut~ient removal through adsorlXiou.

There have been a number of concerns raised 8bout the long term effectivmess of inrdtration trmch
systems. In the past, inf’dtration trenches have demonstrated a relatively short life span with over S0 percmt
of the systems checked, hawing pm’tially or �omidetdy failed after $ ye~. A recent sludy of infiltration
trenches in Maryland (Lindsey et al., 1991) found that £3 pertmtt were not operating as designed, 36 percent
were partially or totally dogged, and another 22 percent exhibited slow fUtr~tion. Longev#y can be ~
by careful geotechnical evaluation prior to construction. Soil inrdtration rates and the water table depth
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should be evaluated to ensure that conditions are satisfactory for proper o~.ration of an inf’dtration trench.
preweatment structures, such as a vqetated buffer strip or water quality iule~, can increase longevity by
removin~ sediments, hydrocarbons and other materials that may ~ the trench. Regular maintenance
including the repincement o~ do~ged aggregate, will also increase the effectiveness and life of the trench.

DESIGN OJTERIA

Prior to trmch construction, ¯ review of the design plans my be required by state and local
governments. "l’ne design plans should include ¯ geoteclmical evaluation t~zat determines the feasibility of
using an infiltration trench at the site. Soils should have ¯ low silt and day content and have inf’dtration rates
greater than 0.$ inches per hour. Acceptable soil texture classes include mud, loamy sand, sandy loam and
loam. These soils are within the A or B hydrologic group. Soils in the C ~ D hydrologic groups should be
avoided. Soft survey reports published by the Soil Conservation Service can be used to identify soil types and
inf’dtration rates. However, sufficient soll borings should always be taken to verify site conditions. Feasible
sites should have ¯ minimum of 4 feet to bedrock in order reduce excavst~Dn costs. There should also be a
least 4 feet below the trench to the water table to prevent potential ground water problems. Trenches should
also be located st least I00 feet up gradient from water supply wells and I00 feet from budding foundations.
Land availability, the depth to bedrock and the depth to the water table will determine whether the
infiltration trench is located underground or at grade. Underground trenches receive runoff though pipes
or channels, whereas surface trenches collect sheet flow from the drainage area.

In general infi/tration trenches are m/table for drainage areas up to I0 acres (SEWRPC, 1991,
Hm’rington, 1989). However, when the draluage area exceed $ acres, other BMPs should be carefully
considered (Schueler, 1989 and 1992). The drainage area must be fully developed and stabilized with
vegetation before constructing an ira"titration trench. High sediment loads from unstabilized areas will quickly
clog the infiltration trench. Runoff from unstabilized areas should be diverted away from the trench until
vegetation is established.

The drainage area slope determines the velocity of the runoff and also influences the amount of
pollutants entrained in the runoff. Infiltration trenches work best when the up gradient drainage area slope
is less than $ percent (SEWRPC, 1991). The down gradient slope should be no greater than 20 percent to
minimize slope failure and seepage.

The trench surface may consist of stone or vegetation with inlets to evenly distribute the runoff
entering the trench (SEW~°C, 1991, Harrington, 1989). Runoff can be captured by depressing the trench
surface or by placing ¯ berm at the down gradient side of the trench. Underground trenches are covered with
an impermeable geotextile membrane overlain with topsoil and grass.

A vegetated buffer strip (20 to 2.5 foot wide) should be established adjacent to the in/’dtration trench
to capture large sediment particles in the runoff. The buffer strip sbouid be installed immediately after
trench construction using sod instead of hydroseeding (Schueler, 1987). The buffer strip should be graded
with a slope between 0.5 and I$ percent so that runoff enters the trench as sheet flow. If runoff is piped or
channeled to the trench, a level spreader can be installed to create sheet fl~ow (Hm-rington, 1989).

During excavation and trench construction, only light equipment such as backhoes or wheel and
ladder type trenchers should be reed to minimize compaction of the surrmmding soils. Filter fabric should
be placed around the walls and bottom of the tre~.h and I foot below the trench surface. The filter fabric
should overlap each side of the trench in order to cover the top of the sto,~e aggregate layer (see Figure I).
The f’,Iter fabric prevents sediment in the runoff ud soil particles from the sides of the trench from clogging
the aggregate, l,~ilter fabric that is placed I foot below the trench surface will maximize pollutant removal
within the top layer of the trench ud decrease the pollutant loading to the trench bottom.
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The required trench volume can be determined by several methods. Oue metbud miculates the
voi~,,e based on eapture of the first flush, which is defined as tbe r~ 0.s inches of runoff from the
contr~uting drain~e arm (SEWRI~, 1991). The State of MmTland (MD., 1986) also rm:vmmends sizing
the trench based on the first flush, but dd’mes ru3t flush as the first 0.5 inches frem the �oatributing
~ sr~. "l’ne Mewopolitan Washington Council of Govermnems (~VCOG) suggests that the trmcb

Trench depths are usually between $ a~d 12 ted (SEWRPC, 1991, Hsrtington, 1989). Howev~, ¯
depth of $ feet is moa �ommo~y used (Schuel~, 1987). A site specific trench depth mn be cskuin~d based
on the soil infiltration rate, aggregste v~id space, and the trmch storage thne (Hmringt~ 1989). The stone
aggregate used in the trench is normally I to 3 incbes in dimneter, which p~vides s void spnce-of 40 percent
(SEWRI~, 1991, Harrington, 1989, Schueler, 1987).

A minimum drainage time of 6 hours should be provided, to ensure satisfactory pollutant removal
in the inf’dtration trench (Scbueler, 1987, SEWRI~, 1991). Although treucbes may be designed to provide
tanporary storage of storm water, the trench should drain prior to the ne~I storm event. The drainage time
will vary by precipitation zone. In the Washington, D.C. area, inflltratie~ trenches are designed to dr~u
within 72 hours.

An observation weft is recommended to monitor water levels in the trench. The weft can be ¯ 4 to
6 inch diameter PVC pipe, which is anchored verticully to a foot plate at tbe bottom of the trench as shown
in Figure 1 above. Inadequate drainage may indieate the need for maintenance.

Maintenance should be performed as needed. The principal maintenance objective is to prevent
dogging, which may lead to trench failure. Isd’dtration trenches and u:y pretreaUnont BMPs should be
inspected after large storm events and any accumulated debris or material removed. A more through"
inspection of the trench should be conducted at least annually. Annual ins~cLion should include monitoring
of the observation well to confirm that the trench is draining within the spez~Lfied time. T’--s~-.hes with ~
fabric should be impected for sediment deposits by removing a msll secti(m of the top layer. If" imps~Jon
indi~tes that the trench is pm-tially or completely dogged, it should be ruaored to its design condition.

When vegetated buffer strips are used, they should be impected for esmion or other damage 8fter
each major storm event. The vegetated buffer strip should have bmithy grass that is rmstinely mowed.
Trash, grass clippings and other debris should be runoved from the trmch perimeter. Trees and other large
vegetation adjacent to the tresr.h should also be removed to prevem damage to the trench.

Construction costs include clearing, excsvstion, placement of the filter fabric and stone, installation
of the monitoring well, and establishment of a vegetated buffer strip. A,~iitionai costs include planning,
gemechaicai evaluation, engineering and permitting. The Southeastent Wisconsin Regionul Ptmming
Commission (SEWRPC, 1991) has developed cost curves and tables for inf’dtration trenches based on 1989
dollars. The 1993 construction cost for ¯ relatively large inf’dtratiou trench (i.e., 6 fee/deep and 4 feet wide
with a 2,400 cubic feet volume) ranges fr~n $8,000 to $19,(}~). A smaller in~’dtration trench (i.e., 3 feet .deep
and 4 feet wide with ¯ 1,200 cubic foot volume) is estimated to cost from $3,0e0 to $8,S00 (1993).
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Maintenance costs include burrer strip maintenance and tresS, inspection rand rehabilitation.
SEWRPC (1991) has also developed maintenance cost~ for infUtration trenches. Based ou the above examples,
annual operation ud maintenance costs would ava~age $700 for the large trench and $325 for the small
tr~ch. Typically, annual maintemm~ costs are approximately $ to 10 p~r~mt of the capital cost (Schueler,
1987). Trench rehabilitation, my be required every $ to 15 years. (~’t for rehabilitatiou will vary
depending on site conditions and the degree of clogging. Estimated rehabilitation cest run from 15 to 20
percent of the original capital am (SEWRPC, 1991).

Inf’dtration trenches provide efficient removal of suspended solids,~ pm’ticulate pollutants, coliform
bacteria, organics and some soluble forms of metals and nutrients from storm water rmmff, lardtration
trenches also reduce the volume of runoff by providing a storage reservoir. The �~pturod runoff inf’dtrates
the surrounding soils and increases groundwater recharge and base-flow in nearby streams.

Negative impacts include the potential for groundwater contamination. Fortmmtely, most pollutants
have a low potential to contaminate groundwater (Schueler, 1987). Howevm’, an EPA study (-tJSI~A, 1991)
found that chloride and nitrate, which are very soluble pollutants, can migntte from infiltration trenches into
groundwater. In the future, federal or state agencies may require a groundwater injection permit for
in/’dtration trench sites (Schueler, 1992).

1. Harrington, B.W., 1.989. Design and Construction of Infiltration Trem~ches in Design of Urban Runoff
Q~mlitv Control. American Society of Civil Engineers.

2. Lindsey, G., Roberts, L., and Page, W., 1991. Storm Water Management Infiltration Maryland
Department of the Environment. Sediment and Storm Water Admlni~tration.

3. Maryland Department of Natural Resources, 1986. Minimum Water ~mlit~ Obiectives ud Plannin2
Guidelines for Inf’dt~ation Practices. Water Resources Administration, Sediment and Storm Water
Division.

4. Schueler, T.R. 1987. Controlling Urban Runoff: A Practical M~nual for PLmmiug and Desienin~ Urban
Best Management Practices. Metropolitan Washington Council of Geveruments.

5. Schueler, T.R. 1992. A Current Assessment of Urban Best Man~ement Practices. Metropolitan
Washington Council of Governments.

6. Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission (SEWRP~, ISgl. Costs of Urban Nonpoint
¯ Source Water Pollution Control Measures. Technical Report No. 31.

7. United States Environmentxl Protection Agency (USEPA), 1991. Deteution and Retention Effects on
Groundwater, Region V.

8. Washington, State of, 1992. Storm Water Manaeement Manual for the Puget Sound Basin (The
Technical Manual), Department of Ecology.

TI~ fm~ ~lme~ ~ im.x,~mr~ by Ibe Mmmldlml Te~mm~m~ ~ (4~, U~ I~A. 4~1 M S~t, ~Wo, Wmblm~ ~ ~
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D~ON

issues. Typically. a facility develops a Stormwacer Pollution-Prevention Team (SWPPT) �oncept for
implementingo maintaining, and revising the facflitys Stormwater Poll, tion Prevention Plan (SWPPP).
The purpose of identifying a SWPPT b to clarify the chain of respot~sibility for stormwater pollution
prevention issues and provide a point of contact for personnel outside the facility who need to discuss
the SWPPP.

The U.S. EPA fi~t identified internal reporting as a Best Management P~ac~ice t~MP) in ~e late 1~.
C~en~y, ~t~ repo~g ~ e~l~ ~to dev~opm~t of ~ ~ for ~�~d~ ~pl~g ~
S~PP ~ p~ of ~e~ ~D~ s~o~t~ ~e ~L ~ ~ conc~tb a n~ ~d
~o~ve p~ of ~e S~PP.

IMP~ATION

The key to implementing internal reporting as a BMP is to establish a q~ed SWPPT. Where
up an SWPPP is appropriate, it is important to identify key people on-site who are mo~ familiar wi~
facility and ir~ opera,iota, and to provide adequate t~rucl3~e and ~firecl:ion to the facilit3ts entire
s~ormwater management program. Limi~fion~ br~Ived in developing .an internal rep~ ~tem are
the potenr~a~ lack of corporate commiunent in designating appropriate fund~, inadequate ~ hour~
available for proper implementation, and a potential lack of mol~vafion f~om SWPPT members that could
ir~ibit the u-~nsfer of key stormwar~r pollution information.

The performance and effectiveness of an internal reporting ~tem i~ hig!hly variable and dependent upon
seve~ factor. Key facmn ~dude:

Co~~t of s~or ~g~

S~ci~t ~e ~d ~ ~so~c~.

Qualit7 of implemen~afiov..

Background and experience of the SWPPT members.

DF.S~N CKITEIUA

When establishing an internal reporting swacmre, ir b ~t ro ~e~ approp~e ~o~el to s~e
on ~e ~e~. Bo~ re~ ~d m~d~ respo~fli~es shoed ~ d~i~at~ ~ de~ go~ d~ed for
prop~ sto~wat~ m~agemen~ lnt~ repo~g shoed ~ fled to o~ b~d~eB~s su~ ~ .-
employee ~g, ~di~du~ ~p~om, ~d r~ord keep~g to ~e pm~r ~pl~om Fi~e 1
below ~tes ~ e~ple S~PT o~on ~                                            "
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FIGUKE 1: EXAMPLE SWEPT OKGANIZATION CH,~KT

TABLE 1: EXAMPLE OF .~’~IUAL INTERNAL REPORTING COS~

~     ~

Stormwatez- Eag~eer 1 ¯ 15 ¯ 2..0 ¯ 20 ,-    600

Plant Management .$ ¯ 20 ¯ 2-0 ¯ 10 ,- 2,000

Plant Employees 100 ¯ 10 ¯ 2-0 ¯ 5 -, ~

Note: De.fined as a multiplier (typicaLly ranging between I and 3) that takes into account
those costs associated with pa)Toll expenses, building expenses, etc.
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A~ Hou~     ~
Hou~ Ovetbe, ad ouSW Ammal

TOTAL ES11~AT~D AMqUAL COS’r
(Sum o~ A+B+¢+D)

1. U.S. EPA, NPDES BMP Guidance Document, June 1981.

2. U.S. EPA, Stormwater Management for Indusu-ial Activities: Developin~ Pollution Prevention Plans
and Best Management Practices, September,. 1992.
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DF_.SCRIPTION

A materials inventory system involves the identification of all sources and quantities of materials that
may be exposed to direct precipitation or storm water runoff a~ a particular site. Sigr~L~cant materials
are substances related to industrial activities such as process chemicals, raw matm’ials, fuels, pesticides,
and fert~izers. When these substances are exposed to direct precipitation 6r storm water runoH, they
may be carried to a receiving waterbody. Therefore, identification of these substances and other
materials helps to determine sources of potential contamination and is the first step in pollution control

Most faciJities already have in place a materials inventory system. However, the inventory of sign~cant
materials is not generally performed from a storm water contamination viewpoint. Modification of the
existing materials inventory program to include storm water considerations should be rninimal. The
inventory should be incorporated into the Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP).

APPLICATIONS

A materials inventory-system is applicable to most indusu-ial fatuities. Inventory of exposed materials
should be pa=t of a baseline administrative program and is directly related to both record keeping and
v~.sual Lr~pect~on Best Management Practices

LIMITATIONS

Lirnitar~on of materials inventory system BMP include:

It is an on-going process that continually needs updating.

Quailed personnel are required to perform the materials inventory from a storm
water perspective.

Materials inventory records should be read~y access~le.

It is not possible to quanta/water quality benefits to receiving waters of a materials inventory program
since the program is intended to prevent pollution before it occurs. However, it is anticipated that an
effective materials inventory program will result in improved storm wat~ cLischarge quality.

DESIGN CRITERIA

Keeping an up-to-date inventory of all materials (hazardo.us and non-hazardous) on the site will help to
ILrnit material costs caused by overstocking, u-acE how materials are stored and handled on site, and
ident~/which materials and activities pose the greatest risk to the env~:ormaent. The following basic
steps should be used in completing a materials inventory:.
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Identify all chemical substances present in the work place. Walk through the facility ~nd
review d~e purchase orders for the previous year. List all chemical substances used in the
work place and then obtain the material safety dam shee~s (MSDS) for eac~

Label all containers to show the name and type of subsr~ncel stock number, expiration
date, health hazards, suggestions for handling, and first aid ir~ormation. This
ir~ormation can usually be found "on the ~35. Unlabeled chemicals and chemicals with
deterionted labels are ohen disposed o/~ improperly or unn~eceszan~.

Clearly mark on the inventory hazardous materials that rec~ire .sp~.~fic handling, storage,
use, and disposal considerations.

Improved material ~acking and inventory practices, such as instituting a shelf l~e program, can reduce
the wastes resulting fl"om over~ocking and the disposal of outdated materials. Caze~ti II"a~r~ng of all
materials ordered may also result in more e~icient materials use. Figure 1 below illustrates a simple
material, inventory tnck~g system.

Based on your materiaLs inventory, desc~be the significant materials that were exposed to storm Water
during the past three years and/or are currently exposed. Othe~ BMPs should then be evaluated and
implemented or constructed to eliminate exposure o£ theses materials to storm water or that provide
approp~ate n’eat~nent before discharge to receiving water~. Figure 2 below ~lustrates a sample
worksheet for ev-~ua~ing exposed materia/s.

I
FIGUR~ 1: SAMPLE MATERIAL INVENTOKY
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MAflSrTENANCE

The key to a proper materials inventory system is continual updating of records. Maintaining ~n up-to-
date materials inventory is an e.~cieat way to ident~y what materials are handled on-site that may
contribute to storm water contamination problems.

The major cost of implemenzLng a materials inventory system is the time requ~ed to implement a
program tahat places emphasis on storm water quality. Typically, this is a small increme_utal increase if a
materials inventory prog~m already exists at the fad~ity. Keeping ~n up-to-date inveatory of all
materials present on yore" site will help to keep material costs down, by identif3dag waste aad
overstocking.

REFEREl~CE

1. U.S. EPA, NPDES Best Manaxement Practices Guidance Document, December. 1979.

2. U.S. EPA, Storm water Manaxement for Indusu’ial Aetivi~e$: Developing; Pollution Prevention
Plans and Best Management Practices, September, 1992.
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|MTB
STORM WATER BMP:

NON-STORM WATER DISCHARGES

D~ON

Identifying and eliminating non-storm water discharges is an important and very cost-effective Best
Management Practice (BMP). F, xamples of non-itorm water discharges include process water, leaks from
portable water tanks or pipes, excess landscape watering, vehicle wash ~rater, and sanitary wastes. Non.
storm water discharges are typically the result of u~authorizod eonnectiom of sa~ca.-’T or process
wastewgter d.r’~Ds that ~e to tJ~e ~ sewer F~her ~ to the .~D~t~’y sewer. Cols.~ectioDs of
non-s~orm water discharges to a m~m water coUec~on ~ are common, ye~ ohen go undetected.
Another form of non-storm water discharge is wash water di~,harge m a storm drain. Typically these
discharges are significant murces of potlutann, and unle~ regulated by an NPDES permit, ate megaL .’

CURRENT STATUS

Identifying and eliminating non-storm water discharges as a BMP have rarely been used at industrial
facilities. Part of the problem is educational Many facility operaton are unaware of what constirates a
non-storm water dischwrge, and the. potentialimpact. The new NPDES pe~tit requirements for the
pr.esence of non-storm water dLschm’ges w~l greatly improve the implem~mtation of thLs BI~.      "

APPHCATIOHS

Identification of potenr~ non-storm water discharges is applicable to almost every indu.m-ial facility
has not been tested or evaluated for ~e presence of such non-storm w-a~er discharges. GeneraLly. a non-
Storm discharge evaluation includes.~

Identification of potential non-storm water discharges lo~atious.

ResuJts of a physical site evaluation for the presence of non-storm water discharges.

The evaluation ~iteria or test method used.

The date of te~ting and/or evaluation.

The on-site drainage points that were d/reedy obsm’ved during the test and/or evaluation.

LIMITATIONS ¯

Possible problems in iden~ying non-storm water discharges include:.

The possibility that a non-storm water discharge may not occur on the date of
the test or evaluation.

The method used to test or evaluate the discharge may not be applicable to the
situation.

Identifying an illicit connection may prove dif~cult due to the lack of avax~able data on
r.he location of storm drains and sanitary sewers, especially in older industrial facilities.
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DEIGN CRITERIA

Key program criteria includes the identification and location of non.storm water entries into storm
dr-~.inage s3~tems. It is important to note that for any effective investigal:ion of pollution within a storm
water s3~tem, all pollutant sources must be included. For many polluta~tts, storm water may contribute
the smaller portion of .the total pollutant ~ discharged from a storm drainage ~tem. Significant
pollutant sources may include dry.weather entries occurring during both war~ and cold months and
snowmelt runoff, in addition to conventional storm water associated w~th rainfall, cor~equently, much
less poUution reduction benefit w~l occur if ordy ~torm water is col~idered in a control plan for
controlling storm drainage discharges. The investigatior’~ may also ide~tify illicit point source outfalls
that do not carry" storm water. Obviously, these outfalls also need to be controlled and pe.r~tted.
Figure 1 below can be used as a sample worksheet to report non-storm water discha.,’~es.

BGLTRE 1: SAMI~LE WORKSHF..ET FOR P~ECOR.D[NG NON-STOI~M WATKI~ DLSCHARGES
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There are four pr~ary methods for investigating non-storm water discharges. These methods include:

Sanitary and Storm S~wer Map Review. A review of a plant schematic is a simple way to
determine i~ there are ~ny unauthorized �ormec1~ons to the ~torm water �.ollec1~on
A sanir~-y or storm sewer map, or plan.t r~:hemal:ic b a map of pipes ~nd drainage
sy~er~ used ~o carry proce.~ wastewater, non.~onr~c~ �oollin~ water, and ~mimry wa~es.
These maps (especl~y as.bu~t plans or record drawings of the fatuity) should be
reviewed to verif7 that there ere no unauthoriz~ connect/ore. ^ common problem is
that sites ohen do not have actuate or ~rent schematicz or plans.

V~m~! lnspe~ion. The most simple method for detecting non.s~orm water connections in
the storm water coUection sTstem is to obser~ ~ alL.barge points during periods of dry
weather. Key paramete~ to look for are the presence of s~ins, smudges, odor~, and other
abnormal conditions.

Sampling and Chemical Analysis. ~,wer mapping and vis~a] inspection are also helpful in
iden~ying locations for sampling. Chemical tests are needed to supplement the visual or
ph~ical inspections. Chemica] tests can help quantify the approximate components of
the mixture at the ouffa~l or alL.barge point. Samples sho~uld be collected, stored, and
analyzed in accordance with standard qualit7 �on~ol and �~a]ity assurance
procedures. $~atistic~l analysis of the r.hemica] test resuir.s can be u~ed to estimate the
relative mag~itude o[ the variou~ flow souses. In most �~es, non-storm water
discharges are made up of may sepa~te souses of flow (s~2ch as leaking domini� water
s~tem~, sanitary ~es, g~und water infiltration, automobile washwater, etc.). Key
parameters that ca~ be help~ L,1 ident~y~g the source of the Do .storm water flows
include, biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), cb.emical oxygen d~and (COD), to~al        :.....
organic carbon (TOC), specific �onductivity, temperature, ~luoride, hardness, ammonia
ammonium, podium, surfac1~nt fluore~ence, pH, total av~able chlorine, and toxicit7
screening. I~ may be por~le to identi~y the source of the non-storm water disr.ha~e by
examining the flow for specific chemir.aL~.

Just as high leveb Of pathogenic bacteria are tuuaJ/y associated with a discharge f~om a
sanita~, waste water sources, the prep.rice d certain che~ficuls are generally a.~oc~ated
w~th specL~c industries. Table I below includes a listing of variou~ chemicals that may
be associated with a variety of di~erent acidities.

Dye Teeing. Anothe~ method for detecting improper conn~.~’tions to the storm water
collection sy~em is dye testing. A dye test can be per£ormed by simply releasing a dye
(either pe.Uet or powder) into either the sa.nitary or process wastewater s’y~tem.
Di~harge points from the stor~ water collection system are them examined for color
change.

A maintenance progr’~m consists of annuaI inspections for non-storm water discharges, even ff previous
tests have been negative. New processes, budding additions, and other plant changes, ff they are not
carefi~tly reviewed during design, may result in ~urure unauthorized cormections to the storm water
conveyance ~y~tem.
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Chlorine [~undrks, paper mills, ImbUe
Chromium Pt~tin& ~ mnnix~ 81ominum 8nadizlnl,,

Citric ~ld Soft drinks ~nd citrus fruit prm:essh~
Copper l’~tln& p~cklin& r~oa

F.~ oils Wool scourin~ laumh"tes, tmnJ~s, oil rdlne~m
Fiuorkles Gas and cok~ m~nuf~-mw., chemiad

Focm~Un Manufacture of’ s~thetic r~bss tnd pesJc~b~
HydrzJcn~oo~ peu.~cbemicsl s~d ~

M~p~ OU ~ ~lp ~

F~ ~ ~

Su~d~ T~ ~ ~ ~~
Su~ W~ ~ ~ ~
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COSTS

The above methods are~ mostly time-~ntensive and theiz cost are dependent on the amount of effort and
level of expertise employed. V’zsua] inspections are the least expe~ive of the three. Dye testing may be
more cost effective for buildings that do not have cu~ent schematic~ of their sanitary and storm sewer
systems. The cost of disconnecting illicit discharges fi-om the storm water system wE1 vary depending on
the type and loca~on of the connection and the type of corrective a~on needed.

The Full use of all of the applicable procedures is most L~cely necessary to successfully identify poUutam
sources. Attempting to reduce costs, for example, by only examining a .certain class o[ ouffaUs, or using
inappropriate testing procedures, w,31 $ignificandy reduce the uu~it7 of the t .e~ing program and result in
inaccurate conditions.

receiving waters.

1. Pitt, Robert, and Field, Richard, Non.Storm water Discharges into Storm Drainage Systems,"
¯ NTIS Report No. PB92-158559, 199~

2. Pit~, R. and Shawley, G., A Demons~ation of Non-Point Pollution Mz~a~ement on Casino Valley
Cree~ Alameda County Flood Con~ro! Disu-ict (Hayward, California)and U~. EPA,
Wash~gton, DC, June 1982.                                                                 . :-...:...~

.̄::. ".-!.;,,-I

3. Garmer, Lee and Associates, Lzd., Toronto ~-ea Watershed Management Stratetv Study.             ":~ "
Technical Report No. 1, Humber River and Tn’out’arv Dry Weather Ouffall Study, Ontario Ministry
of ~e Environment, Toronto, Ontario, November 1983.

4. U.$. F.PA, Storm water Management For Industrial Activities: Develo~ine Pollution PTevention
Plans and Best Management Practice, September 1992.

5. Washington State Department of Ecology, Storm water Management Manual for the Puget
Sound Basin, February 1992.

6. California Environmental Protection Agency, Staff Prm>osal for Modification to Water Oualit~
.Order No. 91-]3 DwQ Waste Discharge ReQuirements for Discharges or" Storm water Associated
wi~ lndus~Tial Activities, Drab, August 1992.

7. Pitt, Robert, Ba~oe, Donald; Adrian, Donald, and Field, Kichard, lnvestieation of Inat~orooriate
.Pollution Entries Into Storm Draina[e Systems - A Users Guide, US I~A, Edison, New Jersey, 1992.
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|MTB
STORM WATER BMP:
POROUS PAVEMENT

DESCRIPTION

Porous pavement is a special]y designed and consa"uctod pavement which allow~ ~ormwar~r to pars
I:~rough it. The purpose of porous pavement is ~o reduce the speed and amount of runoff from a site,
and to filter potential pollutants from the stormwater. There are two principal types of porous
pavement, porous asphalt pavement, and pe~ous concrete pavement. Porous asphalt pavement
consists of an open graded coarse ag&regate bound together by asp}~lt .with su~ident interconnected
voids to provide a high rate of water percolation. Pervious �on~-ete consists of spodally formulated
mixawes of Portland cement,uniform open graded coarse ag~egate., and water. When properly handled
and installed, pervious �on~ete has a high percentage of void space which allows rapid _pe~olation of
liquids tt~ough the pavement. ¯

The porous pavement surface is wpically placed over a hilly permeable layer of open ~raded ~-avd and
crushed stone. The void spaces in the aggregate layers provide a storage reservoir for runoff. A filter
fabric is placed Eenea~h r~e gravel and stone layers to prevent ~e movement of fine soil pargcles into
these layers. Figure 1 below illustrates a common porous asphalt pavement installation.

Undis~umed S~ls with an ic ¯ 0.27 inc:l’0os4,4our
Pretorlbly O.SO Inchos,q-io~ or Moro

HGURE I: TYPIr.AL POROUS PAVEMENT INSTALLATION

pavement offers a number of advantages including:

Provides water quality improvement by removing pollutants.                            .
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Keduces r~e need for curbing and stor~ sewer iz~ta~ar~on..

Improves road safety by increasing skid resistance. (Tests ihave shown that there
is up to’IS percent less hydro-planing and slddding on porous pavement surfaces.)

Provides recharge to local aquifers.

COMMON MODIF/CATIONS

A common modL~cafion for porous pavement design system~ coruists of varying the amoun~ of storage to
be provided in the stone reservoir located direcdy beneath the pavement, and adding perforated pipes
near the top of the reservoir to discharge stormwater runoff aher the reservoir has been h’lled to design
capacity. Stone reservoirs may be designed to accept the first flush o~ stormwater runoff or provide
enough storage to accommodate runoff from a chosen design storn~ for infi]tncion through the
underlying subsoil. Pretreal~nent of off-site runoff is highly reconunended. Another variation of pervious
concrete is the use of a concrete block or brick system with individual blocks separated by a pervious

Currently there is li~e information on porous pavement. However, in genera] irdormation about
in~cr-a~ion ~renches and b~ins a~so applies to porous pavement. The ~ollowmg concerr~ are
cu~-cenr.ly being evaluated by the EPA.

Can pavement porosity be maintained over the long term .... :...
particularly with resur~acing needs and snow removal?

What is the pollutant removal capability of porous pavement
during subfreezing weather and snow remora/conditions?

What are the op~nal relationships between porous pavement,
groundwater, sandy soils,,and high water table conditions?

What are the ¢osr~ of maintenance and rehabilitation opcio~
for restoration .of porosity?

APPLICATIONS

Porous pavement is applicable a~ a substitute for conventional pavement’on parking ~e~ ~d low ~c
vol~e roa~ p~d~ ~at ~e ~d~, su~o~, ~ge ~e~cs, ~d ~d~t~ ~ble
condiuo~ ~e ~table. Slopes shoed ~ ve~ gentle to fla~ So~ shoed ~ve field-~ed
pe~eab~i~ rates of ~eat~ ~ 0.S ~ ~r ho~, ~d ~e shoed be a ~f~ ~~ ~e~ce
~om ~e bosom of ~e ~t~ to be~ or ~e water ~ble. Ad~ion~ ~e~ for ~e of ~
pav~en~ m~ude ~ge ov~ow p~g ~e~ ~d ~y ~d ~way sho~d~ at a~.

LIM/TATIONS

The use of porous pavement may be restricted in regions with exn’emely cold climates, arid regions or
regions wir.h high wind erosion rates (increased windblown sediment loads) and areas where sole source
potable aqui~er~ could be contaminated. The use of porous pavement is highly �on.~ained, requiring
deep permeable soils, rem’icted traffic, and adjacent land uses. Some specie: cLisadvantages of porous
pavement include:
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Traditionally, porous pavement sites have had a high failure rate (75 percent). Fa~ure has been
accr~outed to poor design, inadequate �onsu’uc~ion techniques, low permeability soils, heavy
v~ ~ u-~fl~c, and resurfacing with nonporous pavement materials.

Porous pavement pollutant i’emoval mechanisms inclbde absorption, su’aJ~.ing, and microbiological
decomposition in ~e soil unde.,’lying the aggregate chamber and trapping of particulate matter
within the chamber. An estimate of porous pavement pollutam removal el~ciency is provided by
two long-term monitoring studies. These studies indicate long.terzn removal efficiencies of
between 82 and 95 percent for sediment, 65 percent for total phosphor~, and 80-85 percent of
total ~crogen. They also indicated high removal rates for zinc, lead, ariel chemical oxygen
demand. Some key factors to increase pollutant removal and prevent failure include:

i~oucine vacuum sweeping and high pressure washing.

Maz~um recommended drainage time of 24 hours.

Highly permeable soils.

Pretreaunent of off-site runoff.

lnspec~on and en/orcement of specifications during consa~ccion.

Or~-xic matter in subsoils.

Clean.washed aggregate.

Use o~y i~ low-intex~siry paring areas.

!~es~�~ons on use by heavy vehicles.

I.imi~g use.of de-icing chemicals and sand.
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TABLE 1: DESIGN (3u’TERo, FOR POROUS PAV~.2,4ENT

Site Evalutioa Take soil borings m depth of at i~ast 4 feet
bek~ bottom of ston~ rm~ir 1o check for
soil permeability, porosity,
high ~ater mbl~, and ~ep~h to bedr~.k.

Not ~mm~dcd on slopm g~axer tlxan
percent and b~st ~ slopes as ~at as pms~’ble..

]~timum infflLraLJon r4te 3 f~t below bGttOlli Of
-~-: ~..

Miaimum seal~ from b~ildiaI foua~tlom: 10
f~t dow~gr~dieat, 1130 f~t ~pgr~dieaL

o

Not remmmend~! in au’eas where ~nd ~mion
supplim $igni~cant

Draia~g~ ar~ should Ix: Ires Urea 15 acre.

Traffic Conditions Use for io~ volume automobil~
and li~ us~ access roads.

Avoid modm~te ~o .high ~ ~r~.s ud
significant tru~
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TABLE 1: DF~GN CR.I=[’ERIA FOR POROUS PAVEMENTS.

l~ig~ Criteria

bcUeved to witlxs~d R~z~/U~w conditions
norm~y ~ncouatered in mo~t r~zions of the

us~ of sand, salt, and oU~r dck:int chemk:ab

D~ign Storm Storage Volume Literzmr~ vzlu~ ~ ~ panmete~ ~ hi@ly

produced in the m’bu~tly ~tershed by

produ~d in the m-outa~y wate~hed by the
6-montl~, 24~hour duntion storm ev~nL

Drainage Time for Design Storm lvfinimum: 12 houri.
Ma.~mum: 72 houri.

Construction ~te and grade with ~ght equ~pmen~
tracks or oversized tire= to prevent soil

As needed, divan stommsm’ runoff ~ from
planned pavement ar~t m keep nmoR and
sediment av/ay from site I~for~ and
durin$

A typical porous pav~Bcnt ~ms-section �onsists
of the foHow~n~ layer: 1) porous aspMJt
2-4 inches thick; 2) filter aggrcpt¢
reservoir o~r~e or l_~.3-inch diam~er ston~ and
4) filte~

Porous Pavement Placement Pavement temperature: 240-260"

Min~um ~ ~m~]~ ~ E

~m~ ~ one or I~ ~ of
mUer.

Prevent any w.hic-~ar ltrafi~ on pav~nc~t for at
k~m �,m days.
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llouhne maintenance of porous pavements is extremely important. Maintenance shotdd incJude vacuum
sweeping at least four ~nes per year, followed by high-pressure hosing to limit sediment c.logging in the
pores of the top. layer. -Potholes and cracks can be fi~ed with typical p=tching mixes unless more than
10 percent of the surface area needs repair. Spot-clogging may be fixed by driHing ha~.inr.h holes
through the porous pavement layer ever/few feel

The pavement should be inspected several times during the first few mo,nths following installation and
then annually there~ter. Inspections a~ter large storms are necessary to �~eck for pools of water. These
pools may indicate clogging. The condition of adjacent pretreat~ent fac~iiries shoed also be inspected.

COSTS

The cost~ of developing a porous pavement system 100 feet by 50 feet =rod with a 4 foot d_eep ~tora~e
area can be estimated using the example in table 2 below.

Estimated costs for an average annual maintenance program of a porous pavement parking lot are
approximately $200 per acre per year. This cost assumes four inspections, vacuum sweeping and ,jet
hosing tream~en~s per year.

TABLE 2: E.VI’[MATED COSTS FOR A POKOUS PAVEMEN’T ~

1. Excavation Cosu: 740 cy x $5.00/cy $ 3,700

2. Filter Aggregate/Stone Fill 740 cy x $20.00/cy 14,800 -.:~
. i~-i:

3. Filter Fabric .760 sy x $3.00/sy 2,280

4. Porous Pavement 556 sy x $13.00/sy 7,228

5. Overflow Pipes 200 ft x $12.00/h 2,,~3

6. Observation Well 1 at $200 ea 2CO

7. Grass Buffer 833 sy x $1.50/sy 1.250

8. Erosion Control $1,000/lump sum ~

SUBTOTAL $32.858

9. Contingencies (Engineering, Administration, etc.) ffi 25% ~

TOTAL* $41,073

Costs for traditional pavement, inciuding any storm sewers, curb and gutter should be
subtracted from this amount to reflect the difference in total cost for implementing a
porous pavement system. Unit costs will vary according to local market conditions.
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ENVIXO~AL

One potential negative ~npact of porous pavement is the risk of groundwater contamination. PoLlutants
(such as nitrates and chlorides) not. easily tripped, absorbed, or reduced may continue to move through
the soil profile and into groundwater. This is not a desir’able condition, as it cou/d lead to
contamination of drinking water supplies. Therefore, until more scientific data is available, it is
advisable n.ot to site porous pavement near groundwater drinking supplies.

1. A Current #_,sessment of Best M_anagement Practices: Techniques for Redu~ring Nonpoint Source
Pollution in a Coas~ Zone, December 1991.

2. Field,Richard et al.. ~a~ Overview of Porous Pavement Research, Water Resources Bulle~n, Volume
18, No. 2, pp. 265-267, 1982.

3. Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments, Controllin~ Urban Runoff: A Practical Manual for
Plarming and DesigningUrban BMPs, 1987.

4. Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission, Costs of Urbaa~ Nonpoint Source Water
pollution Control Measure.s., Technical Report No. 31, June 1991.

5. U.S. EPA, Best Management Practices Implementation Manual, April 198~.               -

6. U.S. EPA, Stormwater Management for Industrial Activities: Developing Pollut’ion Prevent’ion Plans
and Best Management Practices, September 1992.

7. Washington State Department of Ecology, Stormwater Management Manual for the Puget Sound
Basin. February 1992_ ,
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 M’i’B
STORM WATER BMP:

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

D~ON

Preventive ma~r~te~lnce involves the re~mlar ~pecl:ion and te~in~ of plant equipment a~d opera~ior~l
~em.~. The~ L,~3~,cl:ion~ should uncover ¢ondi~ons such as cracks or slow leak~ which could cam
breakdowns or failures that result in di.schar~es of chenficals ~o surface waters either by direct overland
flow or through storm drainage systems. The purpose of the preventive maintenance program should be
to prevent breakdowns and faz’lures by adjustment, repair, or replacem,~nt of equipment before a .n~_ajor
breakdown or failure can occur.

Preventive maintenance has been practiced predominandy in those ind~m-ies where excessive down ~ime
is extremely costly. As a storm water best management practice BMP, preventive ma~ten~nce shou/d be
used selectively to eliminate or minimize the spill of com:aminants ~co receiving waters. For many
facilities this would simply be an extension of the current plant pres~m~ve l~zizltel~arsce progl-dal to -
include items to prevent storm water runoff contamination.

For sites that have storm drainage facilities, proper maintenance is necessary to ensure that they serve
thor intended function. Without adequate maintenance, sediment and other debris can quiddy clog
facilities and render them useless. Typically, a preventive ma~tenance program should include
inspections o[ catch basins, storm water detention areas, and water qualJ,ty ~reatment systems.-

CURRENT STATUS                                                                                                     .:.::’.-’.-~

Most plants already have preventive maintenance programs that provide some degree of environmental
protection. Th~s program could be expanded to include stormwater, considerations, especially the upkeep
and maintenance o{ storage tanks, valves, pumps, pipes, and storm wa~er management devices.

APPLICATIONS

Preventive maintenance procedures and ac’~vities are applicable to ;t!most every industrial faca]ity.
preventive maintenance should be part of a general good housekeeping program designed to ma~tain a
clean and orderty work .environment. Often the most e~ective first step towards preventing storm water
pollution from industrial sites simply involves good common sense to improve the facility preventive
maintenance and general good housekeeping met.hods.

LIMITATIONS

Primary limitations of implementing a preventive maintenance program include:

Ad~tional costs.

Av~ability of tra~ed preventive mairxtenance scarf tedmic:ians.

Management direction and sca~ motivation in expanding the preventive
maintenance program to include storm water considerations.
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Quantitative data is not available on the effectiveness of preventive main:~enance as a best management
practice. However, it ~s clear that an effective preventive maintenance program can result in improved
storm water discharge quality.

DESIGN CRrI’E~A

Elements of a good preventive maintenance program should include:

Identification of equipment or systems which may malfianc~on mad cause spilIs, leaks, or
other situations that could lead to contamination of storm water runo~. Typical
equipment to inspect include pipes, pumps, storage tanks and bins, pressure vessels, .
presst~re release valves, process and material handling equipment, and storm water
management devices.

Once equipment and areas to be inspected have been idenr~i~d at the facility, establish
schedules and procedures for routine inspections.

Periodic testing of plant equipment for structural sounckness is a key element in a
preventive maintenance proga’am.

Promptly repair or replace ~efective eq~pment found duz’ing inspection and tes, ting.

Keep spare parts for equipment that need fa’equent repair.

It is important to include a record keeping system for schectuling tests and documenting
inspections in the preventive maintefiance proga’am.

Record test results and follow up v,4th corrective action "taken. Make sure records are
complete and deta~ed. These records should be kept with other visual inspection records.

The key to properly tracking a preventive maintenance proga’am is tl~ough the continual updating of
maintenance records. Records should be updated immediately a~ter preventive maintenance, or when
any repaiz has been performed on any item in the plant. An manual re,~ew of these records should be
conducted to evaluate the overall effectiveness of the preventive maintenance program. Refinements to
the preventive maintenance procedures and tasking should be implemented as necessary.

COSTS

The major cos: of implementing a preventive maintenance program that places emphasis on storm water
quality is the staff th"ne required to implement the program. Typic=ily, this is a small incx’emental
increase ff a preventive for ta’aLning and maintenance progn’am already exists at the facility.
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I. U~. EPA, l~’PDES_besr management practice Guidance Document, ~ane 1981.

2. U~. EPA, Storm water Managemen~ for lndusu’ia] Activities: Developin~ Polludor~ Prevenci0n Pl~n~
and Bes~ Managemen~ Pracrices, September, 1992.

3. Washin~on $~ate Depar~nent of Ecology, Storm water Management Manual for Puget Sou~
February 1992.
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 MI"B
STORM WATER BMP:

RECORD I EEPING

DKSOR!PTION

A record keeping system should be implemented for documenting spELt, lefts, and other discharges such
as hazardous substances. Keeping records and reporting events that oc~mr on-site are effective ways of
tracking the prosress of pollution prevention efforts and waste.~~on. Analyzing records of past
spills can provide useful information for developing improved Best lvtmagement Practices (BMPs) to
prevent future spills. Record keeping rept:esents a good operating praa~ce t~,cause it can increase the
efficiency of a facility by. reducing down time and increase the effectiveness of other prevention and
treatment BMPs. Typical record keeping items include reported incidents and follow-up on results ,of
inspections, and reported spills, leaks, or other discharses.

IMPLKMI~rrATION

Record keeping as a BMP s~ould b~ an integral part of a BMP implementation progr-am and should be
incorporated into Stormwater PoLlution Prevention Plans (SWPPP).If a separate record keeping system for
tracking BMI~s, monitoring results, etc., is not currently in place at a facility, existing record keeping
structures could be easily adapted to incorporate this data. A~ ideal tool for implementation is the
record keeping procedures laid out in an SWPPP. In many cases the,. r.~’ord keeping system can be
maintained on a personal or desk top computer using standard spreadsheet or data base management
software.

LIMITATIONS

Limitations associated with a record keeping system are:

It is an on-going process that continually needs updating.

Qualified personnel required to complete the record keeping forms.

^ccessx’ble of records.

Security of confidential information.

Record keeping performance as a BMP is highly variable. It depen&s on the ~rne and commitment
dedicated to implementing an effective system. The benefit of an effective record keeping system being
incorporated into ma overall SWPPP is improved stormwater discharge leaving facility grounds. The
effectiveness of the record keeping system is often dependent on the foUowinff.

The commitment of serfior ,hanagement to implementing and maintaining an effective
record keeping system.

The quality of the record keeping program.

The background and experience of the assigned record keeping’ team-
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DESIGN CRFI’ER/A

Record keeping and reporting procedures for spi~Is, leaks, inspections, mainten~ce, and monitoring
activities should ~nclud’e the fol~owing, a sample worksheet for keeping records of spills ~nd le~k~
shown in Fig-ares I below.

The date, location, and ~ime of m~teri~l invenrorie~, site inspections, ~ampling
ob~.,’va~ion ~, etc.

The individu~l(s) who per£ormed site inspe~ons~ ~.li~g observations,

The dare(s) analy~e~ were performed and d~e dine(s) an~l~,~ were in/dared, ~he
individual or indiv~du~l($) who performed ~he analyse~, analy~cal rechnique~ or methods
t~ed, and re~ul~ ot ~uch ar~ly~is.

Quality ~urance/qu~lit7 con~ol re~Irs.

The date, rime, exact location,and complete ch~u-ac~erLzadon of ~ign~ficant spills or le~k~.

Visu~l observation and ~mple collection exception records.

All c~/ibradon and maintenance records of ir~u~men~ t~ed in srormwarer monitoring.

All original ~rip chart record~ng~ for con~nuous monitoring equipment.

FIGURE 1: SAMPLE WORKSHEET FOR TRACKING SP[LI~ ~D LEAKS
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The key to a proper maintenance program for record keeping is con~nual upda~g. Kecords should be
updated with the correct name and address of the facility, name and location of receiving water~,
number and location of discharge points, principal product and $i~r.~icant changes in raw mate_,~
storage outside, and repoz-,s of monitoring results and spills at the site. It is recommended that all
reports be maintained-for a period of at least five yem’~ from the date of sample observation,
measurement, or spill report. Some simple techniques used to accurately document and report results
include:

Field notebooks

Timed and dated photogmph~

Video~l~

Drawings and ~ps

Comput~ sprea~h~t ~d dabble pro~

COSTS

Costs associated with implementing a record keeping system are those:, associated with add~onal staff
houri to initi~ly develop the system end to keep records up to da~e, along with related overhead costs.
Annu .al costs can be es~nared using the example shown in Table ! below. Figure 4 can be used as a
work.sheet to calculate the estimated armual cost for a record keeping system.

TABLEI: EXAMPLE OF ANNUAL RECORD KEEPING COS’~

Stormwater Engineer 1 ¯ 15 ¯ 2.0 ¯ 20 - 600

Plant Management 5 ¯ 20 ¯ 2-0 ¯ I0 - 2,000

Plant Employees 100 x    10 ¯ 2_0 ¯ 5 -, ~

Note: Defined as a multiplier (typically ranging between 1 and 3) that takes into accotmt
those costs associated with payroll exper~es, bm~dmg ~’p~uses, etc.
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TOTAL ~TED ANNUAl.. COST
~um

FIGURE 2: SAMPLE ANNUAL RECORD KEEPING COST WORKSHEET

I. California Environmenr~l Protec~on Agency, SrRff Proposal for Modification to Water 0uaJi~
Order No. 91-13 DWQ Waste Discharge Requiremenl~ for Diseh~_rgers of Stormwacer
Associated with Industrial Activities, Dra~ Wording, Monitoring Px’og~arn and Reporting
Requirements, August 17, 1992.

2. U.~. F.PA, .NP.. DES BM~ Guidance Document+ June, 1981.

3. U.S. EPA, .Srormwater Management for Industrial Act~ties: Developin~ Pollution Prevention
Plans and Best Management Practices September, 1992.
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|MTB
STORM WATER BMP:

SAND FILTERS

Sand rdtecs are most eftm designed for ~orm water quality conrail and generally provide limited
stenn water quantity management. A typical sand filter system emsists of at lenst two chambers or basins
with one designed for sedimentation and one for filtration. The fisst dmmber, the sedimentation chamber,
removes floatables and heavy sediments. "llte semnd chamber, the fiitra~m chamber, removes additional
poHotaats by faltering the rmmlT through 8 sand bed. The treated rdtrate normally is discharged through
an uuderdrain system to a storm drala~e system or direc/ly to sat{ace wata~. Sand filte~s can achieve high
removal dTiciencies for sedimmt, biocbemical oxygen demand (BOD) and feral coliform bacteria. However,
total metals removal is moderate and nutrimt removal is oftm low.

There are three main sand l’dter designs enrrently in common use: tJ~e Austin sand rdu-ation system
(Figure la), the Washington, D.C. sand f’dter (Figure Ib) and the Delaware sand f’dter (Figure Ic). The
primary differences in these designs ar~ location (i.e., underground or surface and on-llne or off-line),
drainage area served, f’dter surface areas, laud requirements, and quantity of nmoff treated.

COMMON MODIFICATIONS

Modifications that my improve sand f’dter design ud perfor~mance are being tested. One
modification is the addition of a peat layer in the filtration chamber. The lwoperties ud characteristics of
the peat my increase the microbial growth within the sand filter and iml~mve pollutant (e.g., metals and
nutrients) removal rates. Another design variation, which is included in the Washington, D.C. sand f’dter
design, includes an underdrain that is extended above the sand fUter layer. This allows for backwashing of    "
the filter when it becomes dogged.
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SOURCE:

FIGURE 1~ TYPICAL DELAWARE SAND FILTER DESIGN

CURRENT STATUS

,,~um~un, u.t... 3tumes on me poumant removal e~ciencies are currently being performed
for the Washington, D.C. ud ~e Austin sud t~ters. However, additional evaluations need to be conducted
in other locations and on alternative designs and media.
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APPLICATIONS

In general, sand l’dters are preferred over inl’dtration praedees, ~x~b as inf’dtradon trenches, when
groundwater contamination is of concern due to high ground water tables or in areas where underlying soils
are unsuitable, la most cases, sand f’dters can be constngted with impermeable basin or chamber hottotm
to collect, treat, and discharge runoff to a storm drainage system or directly to surface water without the
contaminated runoff coming into contact with the groundwater.

The selection of the type of sand ~ter depends largely ou the drainage ar~ characteristics. For
example, the Washington, D.C. and Delaware sand falter s,j~em~ are well mited for highly im~ m~as
where land availability for structural controls is limited. Both the Walitiagtea, D.C. and Delaware ~ttd filter
designs are intended for tmderground installation. These mad f’dte~ are often reed to treat runoff from
parking lots, driveways, loading docks, ~ce stations, garages, airport nmwaytttaziways, and ~torage yards.
The Austin sand f’dtration system is more suited for larger drainage areas with both impes-vious and pervions
surfaces. This system is located at grade and is often used at transportati~ou facilities, large pro-king ar~s
and conunerciai developments.

All three types of sand [’dters can generally be used as alternatives for water quality inlets, which are
more frequently used to treat oil and grease contaminated nmoff from drainage areas with heavy vehicle
usage. In climatic zones where evaporation exceeds rainfall, the Austin ~md filtration systems can also be
used as an alternaUve to wet ponds for treatment of contaminated storm water runoff. In high evaporation
zones, wet ponds will not likely be able to maintain the required permanent pool unless there is adequate
baseflow from the groundwater.

LIMITATIONS

The size and characteristics of the drainage area as well as the pollutant loading will greatly influence
¯ ..             the effectiveness of the sand tater system. In some cases other best management practices (~M~s), such as

wet ponds, may be less costly for sites with large drainage areas and should also be �omidored if removal of
nutrients and metals is required. Drainage areas with heavy sediment loads my result in frequent dogging
of the filter. The lack of maintenance to the dogged f’dters will limit the: performance. Certain climatic
conditions may also limit the performance of the filters. For example, it is trot known how well sand f’dters
will operate in colder climates where sustained freezing conditions are enomntered.

Particulates are removed by both sedimentation in the sedimentat~ion chamber and by f’tltration in
the fiit~tion chamber. The City of Austin has estimated pollutant removal efficiencies (Austin, 1988) based
on preliminary findings of the City’s storm water monitoring program. The estimates showa tn Table 1
below, are average values for varions sand f’dters ses~ing several different size drainage areas.

Ks. shown in Table 1, no removal of nitrate was observed in the pt~diminary I’mdings. The removal
of other dissolved pollutants was not monitored. ¯ Additional monitoring is cm’rently being performed by the
City of Austin to supplement the preliminary estimates.

LONGEVITY

There have been a number of concerns raised about the long term ~rectiveness of sand filter systems.
Proper design and maintenance are critical factors in maintaining the useful life of uy f’dter system. The
life of the f’dter media may be increased by a number of methods including: stabilizing the drainage area so
that sediments Ioadings in the runoff are minimized; placing a sedimentation chamber that removes sediments
prior to the filtration chamber; providing adequate detention times for sedi~uentation ud f’dtration to occur;,
and frequently inspecting and maintaining the sand f’dter to ensure proper operation. In some cases,
replacement of the f’dter media may be required every 3 to $ years. The nse/ul life of the media will depend
on the pollutant loading to the t’dter and the design and maintenance of the system.
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TABLE I: TYPICAL POLLUTANT REMOVAL

.Pollutant ,Typical Percent Remov~!

Fecal Coliform 76
Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) 70
Total Suspended Solids (TSS) 70
Total Organic Carbon (TO~ 48
Total N’m’ogen (TN) 21

Nitrate as Wm’ogen (NO~-N) 0
Total Phosphorus (TP) 33
Iron (Fe) 45
Lead (Pb) 45
Zinc (Zn) 45-

DESIGN C"Rrrl~JA

Typically the Austin sand t’dter system is designed to handle runolY from drainage areas up to SO
acres. The collected runoff is fu~t diverted to the sedimentation basin, whe~ heavy sedimmts and floatables .’.’I~.: ~-
are removed. There are two designs for the sedimentation basin: the furl sedimentation system, as shown in .... ::~:"
Figure la, and a partial sedimentation system, where only the initial flow is diverted. Both systems are
located off-line ud are designed to �ollect and treat the f~st 0.$ inch of ru~mff. The partial system has the
capacity to hold only a portiere (at les~t 20%) of the first flush volume in the sedimentation basin, whereas
the full system captures and holds the retire flow volume. Equations that m’e used to determine the
sedimentation basin surface are~s (A,) in acres are shown in Table 2 below.

TABLE 2: SURFACE AREA EQUATION Ft3~
THE AUSTIN SAND FILTER SYSTEM

~ S~iiment~ti_,~n Full Sedimentation
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Flow is conveyed from the sedimentation basin either through a perforated r/set’, gabion wail, or
berm to the rdtrstion basin. The f’dtrstion basin consists of an IS-inch layer of sand 0.02 to 0.04 inch in
diameter that may be underlain with a gravel layer. Equations that are used to de/ermine the flltraUon basin
surface ar~s (A~) in acres are also shown in Table 2. The iSJtrute is discharged from the filtration basin
through underdr~n plpi~ 4 to 6 inches in diameter with 3/8-inch pertorutiom. Filter fabric is ~ around

Typically the Wnshingtoe, D.C. sand t~ter symm is designed to handle runoff from completely
impervious drlinsge areas of I acre or less. The system, as showu in Figure Ib, cmtsists of three chambers:

arelocsted underground. ThemndflJtersystemJsdesignedtoaccepetheiYrst0-~inchofrunofT. Coarse

dLwharged from the sedimentation chamber through ¯ submerged weir, where # then enters the filtration
chamber. Tbe rdwation chamber consim of ¯ combination of sand and grave layers totaling 3 feet in depth
with an underdrain system wrapped in rdter fabric. The udecdrain system collects the filtered water and
discharges Jt to the third chamber, where the water is collected and dJsctmrged to ¯ storm water channel or
sewer system. An overflow weir is located between the second and tldrd chambers to bypass excess flow.
The Washington, D.C. sand f’dter is often constructed on-line, but can be constructed ofT-line. When the
system is ofT-line the overflow between the second and third chambers is noi included.

The Delaware sand rdter, as shown in ~ 1c, is similar to the Washington, D.C. sand f’tAter; both
utilizing underground concrete vaults. However, the Delaware sand filter has two chambers: a sedimentation
chamber and 8 f’dtration chamber: A l-inch design storm was setected for the sizing of the sedimentation
basin became it is representative of most frequent storm events. In Delaware~ 92% of all storms are less than
1 inch in depth. Runoff enter3 the sedimentation clmmber through a grata~ cover and then overflows into
the f’dtration chamber, which contains a sand layer 18 inches in depth. Gnavel is not normalJy used in the
f’dtrafion chamber, although the f’dter can be modified to include gravel. Typical systems are designed to
handle runoff from drainage areas of $ acres or less. A major advantage of the Delaware sand f’dter is its
shallow structure depth of only 30 inches, thereby reducing excavation requ~irements.

All t-dter system designs must provide adequate access to the rdter to perform the required inspection
and maintenance. The sand f’dters should be inspected after all storm events to verify that they are working
as designed. Since the D.C. and Austin sand rdter systems can be relatively deep, they may be designated
as conf’med spaces, therefore, require compliance with conlined space enttT safety procedures.

Typically, sand rdters begin to experience dogging problems within 3 to 5 years (NVPDC, 1992).
Accumulated trash, paper and debris should be removed frmn the sand f’dters every 6 months or as necessary
to keep the f’dter dean. A record should be kept of the dewatering times for all sand rdters to determine if -
maintenance is necessary. Corrective maintenance of the rdtration chamber includes removal and
replacement of the top layers of sand, gravel and/or rdter fabric that have become dogged. The removed
media may usually be disposed of in a innd/’tll. The City of Austin has tests their waste media before disposal.
Results thus far indicate that the waste media is not toxic and can be safely landfdled (Schueler, 1992). Sand
f~dter systems may also require the periodic removal of vegetative growth.

The construction cest for an Austin s~nd f’dtration system is approa~mately $17,7~0 (1993 dollars)
for a 1-acre drainage area. The cost per acre decreases with increasing drayage area. For example the cost
for a 15-acre site is approximately $3,300 (1993 dollars) per acre for a total eT $49,.~4)0 (Austin, 1990b). The
cost for precast Washington, D.C. sand filters with drainage areas of less tha~t 1 acre ranges between $6,300
and $10,500. This is considerably less than the cost for the same size cast-i~t-place system of approximately
$26,400 (D.C., 1992). Costs for the Delaware sand f’dter are similar to that: of the D.C. system, except the
excavation costs are generally lower, because of the f’dters shallower depth.
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the D.C. i’dter systems about every 2 years. The cost to replace the gravd layer, filter fabri� and top portion
of the sand for D.C. mad filters is .approximately $1,(d}O (D.C. 1992). ~ City bopos that improved
maintenance procedures w~I extend lhe Hfe of the rater media and reduce the overall maintenance costs.

bank and channel ermton. Sand filters may also be of limited value in some ~pplimiious because of their
traditionally low nutrient removal and metals removal c~pobii#ies. Waste media trim the filters does
appear to be toxic and is *.,vironmenmgy safe for landfill dispmal.

1. Shaver, Earl, 1991. Sand Filter Design for Water Quality Treatment. Delaware Department of Natural
Resources and Environmental Control.

2. Schueler, T.R. 1992. A Current Assessment of Urban Best Mana~.em~nt l~__~__ices Metropolitan
Washington Council of Governments.

3. Troung, H. 1989. The Sand Filter Water Quality Structure. District of Columbia.                 ~-...~.-.:.~.

4. City of Austin, Texas, 1988. Design Guidelines for Water Quality Control Basi~n~_ Environmental Critesia

5. City of Austin, Texas, 1990. Removal £mdendes of Storm Water Control Str~_~s. Enviro~me~.ui
Resource Division, Environmen~m and Conserva~o,, Services Depar’~t.

~. C~ty of Austin, Texas, l~0b. Memo fr~n Les~e Tuli, ~ater Quality Man~ement Sect~o- GIun¢ ~0,~90).

7. Northern Virginia P~nuing District Commission (NVPDC), 1992. Northern V’u’giuia BMP Handbook.

8. Washington, D.C. (DC), 1992. Persoual Communication.

9. Galli, John, 1990. Peat Sand D31tm: A Proposed Storm Water M~--~,.ement Pr~__~5_’ce for U _rb~-’-,~
Areas. Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments.
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 MTB
STOR_\IV~ATER BMP:                          ~ u N I ¢
STORMTREATTM SYSTEM

DESCRIPTION

The STORMTREA’I-r’,’ System (STS), develop, ed in 1994. is a stormwater treatment technology
consisnng or a series of sedimentation chambers and constructed wetlands which are contained within
a modular. 9.5-foot diameter recycled-polyethylene tank. The STS is shown in Figure 1. Influent is
piped into the sedimentation chambers where pollutant removal processes such as sedimentation and
tiltranon occur. Stormwater is conveyed from the sedimentation chambers to a fringing constructed
wetland where it is retained tor five to ten days prior to discharge. Unlike most constructed wetlands
for stormwmer treatment, the stormwater is conveyed into the subsurface of the wetland and_through
the root zone. It is within the root zone that greater pollutant attenuation cx:curs through processes such
as filtranon, adsorption, and biochermcal reactions.

FIGURE 1 STOR.MTREATTM SYSTEM

Source: StormTrea[ Systems, Inc.
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CO3~XION MODIFICATIONS

The STS design allows for modifications when the system :is installed in areas with high
groundwater levels or in areas tidally affected. In areas with high groundwater, modifications to the
discharge pipe work can be made so that runoff is discharged to a remote downgradient area with a
lower water table level. In tidally influenced areas, a check valve can be installed to prevent flow from
reentering the unit from its discharge-point after the flow has discharged and allow discharge only
during mid to low tide conditions. The valve would be adjusted for higher than normal flow velocities
(those velocities used with a non-tidally influenced unit) so that the system maintains an average holding
time of five to ten days.

The manufacturers of the system indicate that the STS could be: used throughout the US, with
only minor modifications to the ~stem to make it effective in different geographical areas. In cold
climates, where the 4 foot height trait would be installed above the frost line, modifications may be
necessary to prevent the water within the tank from freezing. Adding a greenhouse to cover the system
or insulating the subgrade tank may prove to be effective.

Modifications may also be necessary in an arid region due to insufficient water to support the
wetland vegetation. In these areas the unit could be modified to discharge the flow at a slower rate
which would increase the water retained in the bottom of the unit. Soils that retain water more
efficiently could also be used.Alternately, the unit could have an alternate water supply for the
extended dr3’ periods.

CURRENT STATUS

An STS has been installed in Kingston, Massachusetts (MA) a~nd has been operational since
November 1994. The need for a stormwater treatment system in this area became evident as increased
bacteria levels caused the closing of shellfish beds in the Jones River. Additional systems are planned ~:~-: :~

¯for installation in Gloucester, MA, Harwich, MA, and Waltham, MA. Two systems will be installed
in Gloucester to help mitigate impacts to the downstream shellfish beds which have also been identified.
as having high counts of fecal coliform bacteria. The system planned for installation in Harwich will
treat polluted runoff from the town landing prior to discharge to Wyctmaere Harbor, a scenic boating
harbor on Cape COd. A system will be installed at GTE in Waltham during the Fall of 1995. The
industrial complex is located in a sensitive watershed. The system will co]ilect rooftop runoff and runoff
from a parking lot. If these installed systems prove to be cost effective, there are additional needs in
Massachusetts where 40 percent of the shellfish beds have been closed due to high levels of metals and
bacteria.

APPLICATIONS

The STS has applications in a wide range of settings. The system’s size and modular
configuration make it adaptable to a wide range of site constraints and watershed sizes. Designers of
the system indicate that the system can be used to treat nmoff from highways, parking lots, airports,
marinas, and commercial, industrial and residential areas. The STS is an appropriate stormwater
treatment technology for both coastal and inland areas.

LIMITATIONS

As discussed previously, the STS is relatively new and untested in different geographical
locations. There may be possible limitations in these areas. Soil t~’pes surrounding the modular unit
will not limit the system’s effectiveness nor will high water tables.
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PERFOR2~L~,NCE

Preliminary monitoring results from four sets of samples collected in November 1994,
December 1994, and February 1995 indic.me removal rates of 94 % for total coliform bacteria, 83 % for
feczl coliform bacteria, 95% for total suspended solids, and 90% for toutl petroleum hydrocarbons, as
shown in Table 1. Preliminary nutrient removal rates have been determined to be 44% for total
dissolved nitrogen, 89% for total phosphorus (TP), and 32 % for ortho-phosphorus. Total nitrogen (TN)
performance data are not available at this time; however, the manufacturer of the system indicates that
they should be high based on the results of other wetland systems where particulates, and therefore TN,
are removed. Removal rates axe anticipated to increase as the wetly’hal vegetation becomes more
established and during warmer months. The pollutant removal rates achieved by the system for other
pollutants axe as follows: 65% for lead, 98% for chromium, and 90% for zinc.

TABLE 1 STORMTREATTM MONITORING RF_A’ULTS

Pollutant Percent~;e Removed

Total Coliform Bacteria 94

Fecal Coliform Bacteria 83

Total Suspended Solids 95

Chemical Oxygen Demand "/5

Total Dissolved Nitrogen 44

Total Phosphorus 89

Ortho-phosphorus 32

Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons 90

Lead 65

Chromium ’98

Zinc ’90

DESIGN CRITERIA

The STS is a modular, 9.5-foot diameter recycled-polyethylene tank containing a series of
sedimentation chambers and constructed wetlands. The sedimentation chambers are in the inner ring
of the tank, which has a diameter of nearly 5.5 feet. The 9.5 feet diameter outer ring, which surrounds
the sedimentation chambers, contains the wetland. The tank walls and bulkheads, which separate the
sedimentation chambers, have a height of 4 feet.

The STS tanks are designed to withstand the hydrostatic pressures that result from the saturated
soils surrounding the tanks. The STS trait connects to existing catch basi~ts with PVC piping. Influent
is conveyed through the PVC piping to the first of six internal sedimentation chambers. The 4 inch
diameter inlet pipe is covered with a burlap sack that traps larger particles and debris. Synthetic screens
and woven geotextiles placed within the bulkheads filter the flow as it passes into the succeeding
chamber. Flow is conveyed through larger mesh sizes in the first series of sedimentation chambers,
followed by smaller mesh sizes in the remaining sedimentation chambers. In addition to the filter
screens, sldn’gners have been installed in the tanks. Skimmers replace the: previously used screens and
combination of screens and skimmers. The screens and skimmers perform the same pollutant removal
mechanism; however, the screens require more maintenance than the sldfm’ners. The sldn’u-ners float
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on the water surface within each chamber and have an opening 6 inches below the surface through
which flow is conveyed to the following tank. Sediments which collect in the bottom of the chamber
remain in that chamber until the unit is maintained. The skimmers prevent sediment from being
conveyed to the subsequent chamber. The bulkhead separating the last r~vo sedimentation chambers is
fitted with an inverted elbow which traps oil and grease within the fifth etharnber. The elbow is located
approximately I0 inches from the chamber bottom.

Flow is conveyed from the sedimentation chamber through four, ,4 inch diameter, PVC, slotted
outlet pipes into the wetland portion of the STS. Stormwater flows subsurface through the length of
the wetland, which has a length of 23 feet, width of 2.4 feet, and contains 3 feet of gravel and sand.
The gravel used at the Kingston facility is 1/4 inch rice stoae and 3/8 inch bluestone. The weight of
the gravel provides the force that counteracts the buoyancy forces that would be present at a high water
table site. The wetland has an approximate storage capacity of 760 gallons. The entire system has a
capacity of 1,390 gallons.

Vegetation within the wetland will vary depending on th~ local, naturally occurring wetland
vegetation and the maximum expected root depth of the plant. Bulrush and burreeds have l~een used
in Massachusetts and have maximum root depths of 2.6 and 2 feet, respectively (US EPA, 1993). Mature
vegetation should have roots that extend into the permanent 6 inches of wz~ter in the bottom of the taak.
Insufficient root depth may result in a lack of water supply to the plant.,; during the periods between
storm events.

Effluent from the wetland is discharged through a 2 inch diameter pipe that is controlled by a
valve. Flow rates and holding times can be varied by manipulating the outlet control valve. At the
Kingston facility, the control valve is adjusted to provide for a recommended discharge rate of 0.2
gal/min, and a 5-day holding time in the wetland. The valve has an added benefit that in the event of
an upstream toxic spill the valve can be closed and the pollutants will be trapped in the STS.

Tanks are available in one size but multiple tanks can be installed at a site to capture the volume
of runoff from the site. The size of the tank was selected so that the Iprefabricated tanks could be
transported without requiring conformance to oversized load regulations. The d~termination of the
number of tanks needed for a site is based on three factors:

¯ Area of impervious drainage surfaces;
¯ Design storm to be treated; and .-
¯ Detention storage prior to the STS tanks.

To capture and treat the first 0.25 inches of runoff from a one acre, completely impervious
drainage area, the designers of the system estimate that two tanks would be required when preliminary
detention is provided and five tanks when it is not. For a design storm of 0.5 inches, four tanks are
required with preliminary detention and ten tanks without preliminary detention. Preliminary detention
may be provided in the drainage pipes and catch basins which convey flow to the STS. In some
instances, settling tanks may be located upstream that detain the runoff. A typical site would require
100 ft2 per tank, which includes sufficient space for the tank and access to the tank for maimenance.

MAINTENANCE

Anticipated maintenance of the STS is minimal. The system should be observed at least once
a year to be sure that it is operating effectively. At that time the burlap sack that covers the influent
line should be removed and .replaced. If the system installed uses trflters, these should be removed,
cleaned, and reinstalled. Sediment should be removed from the system or~:e every 2 to 3 years, unless
the system has higher than normal sediment loads. After six months of operation the unit installed in
Kiagston, MA was found to have 2 inches of accumulated sediment. The sexiiment can be pumped from
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the tank b~ septic haulers or by maintenance personnel responsible for sediment removal from
catchbasins. It is not anticipated that the sediment will be toxic and may be safely landfilled. However.
sediment toxicity, will depend on the activities in the contributing drainage area and testing of the
sediment may be required to determine if it should be considered hazardous.

COSTS

The STS is a prefabricated unit that is easily installed in most locations. Installation time for
a normal site (i.e., bedrock not encountered) is approximately four man-days. This time includes both
site preparation and installation. The estimated cost for one installed tank is $3,600 to $4,000, which
includes the site work, tank, skimmers, gravel, wetland plants, external PVC piping, and installation
by the manufacturer. Costs of systems that have been installed or are planned for imtallation have been
lower that the estimated costs due to the municipalities providing the site preparation at no charge. The
higher end of the cost range may be encountered if complications with site preparation occur. Capital
and installation costs decrease as the number of units on a site increases. The cost for a system installed
by the manufacturer and consisting of four tanks is approximately $15,000. The four tank system
would effectively treat a one acre, completely impervious drainage area with preliminary detention
designed to capture the first 0.5 inches of runoff.

The estimated maintenance cost for removal of sediment from one tank ranges from $100 to
$150. This cost is incurred every two to three years when sediment removal is necessary. Costs have
not been determined for an annual site inspection and removing any debris and leaves from the wetland
area. However, these costs should be minimal (i.e., one day of labor for one person).

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Systems have been installed in Massachusetts due to the increased bacteria levels resulting in
the closing of shellfish beds. Regulators and environmental groups in Massachusetts are concerned over
the closing of 40 percent of the shellfish beds in the state and are utilizing stormwater management
practices, including the STS, to improve the water quality in the downstream beds. The STS also
protects the groundwater by removing pollutants prior to infiltration. The STS has shown hi/ih TPH,
TP, metals, and suspended solids removal rates, which improves water quality. An additional benefit
of the STS is the system’s spill containment feature which results in capture of an upstream release, and
therefore, lessens the impact from the spill on the environment.

REFERENCES

1. StormTreat Systems, Inc., date unknown. Technical Data for STORMTREATTM System.
Barmtable, Massachusetts (relocated to Hyannis, MA).

2. StormTreat Systems, Inc., 1995. STORMTREATTM Systems Newsletter. Barnstable,
Massachusetts (relocated to Hyanms, MA).

3. Horsley, Scott W. and Winfried Platz, January 4, 1995. Progress Report: Water Quality
Monitoring at Elm Street Facility, Barnstable, Massachusetts (relocated to Hyarmis, MA).

4. Horsley, Scott W., June 15, 1995. The STORMTREA’Im’ System - A New Technology for
Treating Stormwater.

5. Horsley & Witten, Inc., 1995. Fact Sheet - Modeling of Water Flow Through the
STORMTREATTM System.

6. USEPA, July 1993. Subsurface Flow Constructed Wetlands for Wastewater Treatment: A
Technology Assessment. EPA 832-R-93-001.
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|MTB
STORM WATER BMP:

SPI!J., PREVENTION PLANING

D~ON

A Spill Prevention Plan identifies areas where spills can occur on site, specifies materials handling
procedures, storage requirements, and identifies spi~ dean-up procedures. The purpose of this plan is to
establish standard opera,rig procedures, and the necessary employee tn~ing to minimize the likeh~ood
of accidental releases of pollutam~ that can contaminate stormwater r~noff. Spill Prevention is prudent
from both an economic as well as environmental standpoint because spilJs increase operating co~ts and
lower productive

Storm water contamination assessment, flow division, record keeping, internal reporti=~, employee
waining, and preventive maintenance are associated BMPs that should be incorporate into a
comprehensive Spill Prevention Plan.

CURRENT b’rATUS

Typically, most businesses and public agencies that generate hazardous waste and/or produce, transport,
or store petroleum produc~s are required by state and federal law to prepare spill control and cleanup
pl~s. Therefore, a Spill Prevention and Response Plan may have already been developed in response to
other environmental regulatory requirements. Existing plans shotild be re-evaluated and-revised if
necessary to address stormwatermartasement issues.

A Spi~l Prevention Plan is applicable to facilities that n-ansport, u-lasfer, and store hazardous materials,
pen-oleum products, and fe.m3izers that can con~kn~inate s~onnwater runoff. An important factor of an
effective spill prevention plan is quick notification of the appropriate emergency response teams, in
some plants each area or process may have a separate team leader and team of experts. Figure 1 below
illustrates a sample spill prevention team roster for quick identification of team leaden and their"
responsibilities.

LIMITATIONS

Spill Prevention Planing can be limited by the following:.

Lack of employee motivation to implement plan.

Lack of commitment from senior management.

Key individuals identified in the Spill Prevention Plan may not be properly
12-~ned in the areas of spill prevention, response, and clea,nup.

Past experience has shown that the single most important obstacle to an effective Spill Prevention Plan is
its impiementarlon. Qualita~ely, implementation of a well prepared Spill Prevention Plan should
significantly decrease contamination of stormwater runoff.                                            -
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POLLUTION PREVENTION TF.AM Worksheet
¢omp|emd by:
13ee:

MEMBER ROSTER Date:

Leader:                                               T’~e:

Res~oas~a~:

Memtm~:

ges~nsibili~e~:

T’~e:

(3) T’~e:

Of~,e Phene:

DESIGN CR/TERIA

General guidelines for the preparation of a Spill Prevention Plan include:

The first part of the plan should contain a description of the facility including the owner’s
name and address, the nau~re of the facility activity, and the general types of chemicals
used in the faca-tity.

The plan should contain a site plan showing the location of storage areas for chemicals,
location of the storm drains, u’t~outary drainage areas with drainage arrows, and the
location and description of any devices to stop spills from leaving the site such as
collection basins.

The plan should desc~be nobfication procedures to be used ~t the event of a sp~] such as
phone nu4nbers of key persormel, and appropriate regulatory agencies such as loca~
PoUution Control Agencies. and the local Sewer Authority’.

The plan should provide specific insu’uctior~ regarding cleanup procedures.
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Colle~ion basins. Collection basins are permanent s~’uct~es where large spills or
contaminated stormwater are contained and stored before cleanup or ~reaunenr.
Collection basins are designed to receive spills, leaks, etc., that may occur and prevent
these materials from being released to the environment. Unlike containment dike~
coUec~on basins can receive and contain materials f~om many locations across a fadliv/.

Once a hazardous material spill occurs and is contained, the material has to be cleaned up and disposed
of to protect plant personnel from potential health and fire hazards, arid to prevent the release of the
substance to surface waters. Methods of cleanup, recovery, ~reaunem, or disposal include:

Physical. Physical mefl~is for cleanup of dry chenficals include uhe use of brooms,
shove~, sweeper, or plows.

Mechanical Mechanical methods for cleanup include the use of v~cuum cleaning s~r~ms
and pumps.

Chemical. Chemical cleanup of mar~.rial can be accomplished with the use of sorben~s,
gels, and foams. Sorben~ are compounds that immobilize materials by surface
absorption or adsorption in the sorbem bulk. C.~lling ag~.~s interact with ~he spilled
chemical(s) by �oncentrating and congeali~ to form a rigid or viscous material more
conducive to mechanical cleanup, l:oams are mixtures of air and aqueous solutions of
proteins and surfactant-based foaming agents. The priming/purpose of foams is to reduce
the vapor concenu-ation above the spill surface thereby cm~u-oIling the rate of
evaporatio~
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Create a map of the fac~ty site to locate pollutant souzces a~d determine
stor~wate~ l~z~age~e~t opport’tu~t~.s. ~ site map should include al~
suKace~aterbodies on or next to the site, and should also identify, i~ any
that a~e m place. Tributary dzai~age area~ w~th identification of flow direction
should also bed identified during this mappL~g pha~e. Table 1 contains a li~t of
features that should be indicated on the site l~ap.

Conduct a materi~ inventory throughout the fac~ity.

Fvaluate past spi]]s azld leaks.

Identi~/non.stormwater discharges and .non-approved conne~ons to
stor~Dwater facilities.

Collect and evaluate stor~water quality data.

Summarize the finding~ of ~ assessment.

TABLE 1: GUTERIA FOR D~ ASrTE IMAP.

I Work~h~t
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A facility SpR] Prevenu~on Plan should be reviewed at least annually and following any spills to evaluat,
the Spi~l Prevention Plan’s level of success and how it can be improved. Other times for significant
review of the plan should be when a new material is introduced to the plant as a result of a processing
modification, or when a change has occurred in a materials handling procedure.

If a facility a/ready has a Spi]/Conu-ol and Cleanup Plan in-place, mod~]cations, to address stormwater
contamination �oncerns, will require minimal cost. If a facility w~l be developing a Spill Prevention Plan
for the Erst t~ne, initial cost will depend on the type of mater~ls at the facility, facility size, and other
related parametez~. Costs for smactu~ contas-u~ent devices w~l also need to be identified for each
fac,~ity.

Preventing or containing spiI/s, especially toxic or hazardous materials, is important in reducing storm
water contamination and in maintaining the water quality of the receiving water.

1. U.S. EPA, Stormwater Management for Industrial Activities: Developing Pollution Prevention Plans
¯ and Best Management Practices, September 1992.

2. Washington State Deperm~ent of Ecology, Stormwater Management ]Manual for Puget Sound, .:.: :---
Feb~ar’y 19<~... ’ "":"~
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{MTB
STORM WATER BMP:

CONTAMINATION ASSESSMENT

DESORIP~ON

A Stormwater Contamination Assessment (SWCA) provides a review of a facility and site to determine
what materials or practices may be a source of contaminants to the stormwater. The purpose of the
assessment is to help target the most important pollutant sources for corrective and/or preventive action.

A SWCA program is closely related to other BMP’s, such as materials inventory, non-stormwater
discharges, record keeping, and v~suaJ inspections. To be eHective these, and other BMP’s should be
incorporated into a comprehensive pollution prevention program.

APPLICATIONS

A SWCA program is applicable to any industrial facility which contam~ ~e~, ac~es, or mater,s
w~ may con~bute ~Uu~ to sm~warer ~off ~om ~e m~ site.. ~ ~s~sm~t for sto~water
p~oses may ~so ~ applicable ~ si~om where a fo~ site assistant for h~dom w~te
p~ses ~ ~g ~o~.

~AT[O~

L~m~tations associated w~th a contamination assessment program include:

Assessments need to be performed by qualified personnel.

A corporate commitment must exist to reduce the contamination
sources once discovered.

Assessments need to be periodically updatecL

It is not possible, based on currently available data, to quantify the water quality benefits to receiving
waters of a stormwater contamination assessment program. Results are enurely based on the severity of
the contamination uncovered, and the corrective actions taken. Quaditatively, implementation of a
program that identifies areas .of high pollutant concentrations and eliminate or reduces their potential
pollutant capabilities will result in positive water quality benefits.

DESIGN ~

A SW~ program should include the following key activities:

Assess potential pollutant sources and associated high risk activities such
¯ " as loading and urdoad~ng operations, outdoor storage activities, outdoor

manufacturing or processing activities, significant dust or particulate-generating
activities, and on-site waste disposal practices.
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Public education, on organized systematic program of di~c:onnecting commercial and
indusu-ial storrnwater entries into the storm drainage sy~em.

Tackling ~e problem of widespread septic system f~ure.

Disconnecrlng direct sanitary sewerage connections.

Rehabilitating storm or sanitary sewers to abate contaminated
water infiltration.

Developing zoning and other ordinances.

In extreme cases, it may be that wh~e it was thought that a community had a separate sanitary sewer
ry~tem and a separate storm sewer system, in ~-ealiry the storm sewer system ~s acting as a combined
sewer system. In these �~ses, consideration should be given to the economic and practical advantages o~...: .
designating the storm sewer system a combined sewer and applying end-of-pipe treatment to the

A SWCA program needs to be pm’iodicaUy updatecL Updating is especially important upon the
introduction of new raw materials or changes in processes at the site.

It is also important to establish parameters for measuring the success of the correction program,
results do not meet expectation, then reassessment and appropriate chamges to the correction pro~mn
shouJd be made.

Costs for -the initial assessment may be high. However, by pinpointing high potenti~ areas or activkies a
SWCA program may reduce overal/costs associated with a complete BMP implementation pro&ram. The
costs associated with an assessment program for stormwater are sm~ ~en compared to or a part of a
larger overall hazardous waste site assessment.

A comprehensive b’WCA program can e/iminate pollution sources that cam significantly impair receiving
water quality.
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1. U.S. EPA, Stormwater Management for Indusu-ia! Activities: Developing Pollution Prevention Plans
and Best Management practices, September 1992.

2. U.S. EPA, NrPDES Best Management Practices Guidance Document, Jur~e 19811

3. Pitt, Robert, Barbe, Donald; Adrian, Donald, and Field, Richard, Investigation of Inavvrovriate
Pollutant Entries into Storm DrainaEe System - A User’s Guide, U-q. E.PA, Edison, New Jersey, 1992.
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 MTB
STORMWATER BMP:
STORMWATER WETLANDS

DESCRIPTION

Wetlands are those areas that are typically inundated with surfac~ or ground water and support
plants adapted to saturated soil conditions. A typical shallow marsh wetland is shown in Figure I.
Wetlands have been described as "nature’s kidneys" due to the physical, chemical, and biological
processes that occur in wetlands which result in transformation of some elements (e.g., nitrogen,
sulfate) and filtration of others (Hammer, 1989). The natural pollutant removal capabilities of wedands
have brought increased attemion to their usage as a stormwater best management practice (BMP).

HGURE 1 SHALLOW MARSH WETLAND

Maintenance

25% of pona penmeter open grass ~          _ --

Source: MWCOG, 1992.
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Wetlands used for stormwater treatment can be construct~, incidentaJ or natural Incidental
wetlands are those that were created as a result of previous development or human activities. The use
of natural wetlands for stormwater treatment is discouraged by many and may not be an option. Some
states, however, allow their usage but only in very restricted circumstmaces. For example, the State
of Florida allows the use of natural wetlands that have been severely degraded or wetlands that are
interrmttenfly cormected (flows when groundwater rises above ground level) to other waters (Livingston,
1994). Conversion of natural wetlands to stormwater wetlands are done on a case-by-case basis and
require the appropriate state and federal permits (e.g., 401 water qualit3, certification and 404 wetland
permit).

Two types of constructed wetlands have been used successfully for wastewater treannent: the
subsurface flow (SF) and the free water surface (FWS) constructed wetland. In the FWS wedand runoff
flows tkrough the soil lined basin at sl~llow depths. The wetland consists of a shallow pool planted
with emergent vegetation (vegetation which is rooted in the sediment but: the leaves are at or above the
water surface). The SF wetland also has a basin, however, the basin contains a suitable depth of rock
or gravel, through which the runoff is conveyed. The water level in a gF wexland remains below the
top of the rock or gravel bed. Studies have indicated that the SF wetland is well suited for the_ diurnal
flow p~ern of wastewater, however, the peak flows from stormwater or combined sewer overflows
(CSO) may be several orders of magnitude higher than the average flow. The cost for a gravel bed to
contain the peak storm event would be very high, and therefore, preclude the use of SF wetlands for
stormwater or CSO treatment. The remainder of this factsheet addresses the FWS constructed wetland
or natural and incidental wetlands.

COMMON MODIFICATIONS

There are four basic designs of constructed wetlands: shallow marsh, pond/wetland system,
extended detention (ED) wetland, and pocket wetland. The wetland designs, as shown m Figure 2,
store runoff in a shallow basin vegetated with wetland plants. The selection of one design over the
other will depend on various factors, including the land availability, level and reliability of pollutant
remoyal, and size of contributing drainage area. The shallow marsh design requires the largest amount
of land and a sufficient baseflow to maintain water within the wetlands. The marsh can be modified
to include extra vertical runoff storage. This modified marsh system, known as the ED wedand,
attenuates flows and relieves downstream flooding.

Another variation, the pond/wetland system, has two separate cells: one being a wet pond and
the other a shallow marsh. The wet pond traps sediments a~i reduces velocities prior to runoff entry
into the wetland. Land requirements for a pond/wedand system are less than for the shallow marsh
system. Areas with insufficient land area for construction of a larger wetland system, may be
appropriate sites for the fourth wetland design, a pocket wetland. Pocket wetlands have contributing
drainage areas of I to I0 acres and usually will require excavation down to the water table in order to
provide a reliable water source to the wetland. Unreliable water sources and fluctuating water levels
resttlt in low plant diversity and poor wildlife habitat value (MWCOG, 1992).

CURRENT STATUS

In the past the use of natural treatment processes occurring within wetlands has generally
focused on the the treatment of wastewater. Wetlands for stormwater treatment have gamed attention
in recent years and many systems are now operational. Studies are ongoing to determine the
effectiveness of wetlands, design modificatiom that improve their performance, and required
maintenance to sustain theft performance.
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FIGURE 2 CO~,EPARATIVE PROFIL~ OF
FOUR STORMWATER WETLAND DESIGNS

SHALLOW MARSH

non’r~ pool elevation

R. POND/WETLAND SYSTEM

~ ~w’’’’"~°° .~-.~’L,, .....~ ~.,...,,,,~,

Som-c~: MWCOG, 199"2.
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,~PPLICATIONS

Wetlands provide the benefit of stormwater quality, control, with the option of achieving quantity.
control (e.g., extended detention wetland). Wetlands are one of the more reliable BMPs capable of
removing pollutants and are adaptable to most locations in the US. Locations with existing wetlands
used for stormwater treatment include, but are not limited to, Washinlgton, California, Minnesota,
Michigan, Illinois, Florida, Maine, Maryland, and Virginia. They have been used to treat runoff from
agricultural, commercial, industrial, and residential areas.

LIMITATIONS

Urban settings and established communities may preclude the use of wetlands due to the large
land requirement for the systems. The presence of trout, sculpins and oilier temperature sensitive fish
species or aquatic insects located in downstream waters may also preclude the use of wetlands due to
the stream warming that could occur within a wetland, especially during the warmer months.
Communities may be opposed to a wetland due to their preconceived notion that wetlands will result
in an infestation of mosquitoes and other nuisances. Communities may’ also be opposed due to the
appearance of the wetlands. Wetlands, however, can be designed to be attractive and features (e.g.,
morphology, fish, and vegetation) can be added to decrease, if not eliminate, aproblem with mosquitoes
and other nuisances.

Limitatiom m pollutant removal may be experienced during the,, non-growing season and in
localities with lower temperatures. Decreases in pollutant removal efficiency have been observed when
wetlands are covered with ice or receive snowmelt runoff.

PERFORMANCE

Stormwater pollutant removal in wetlands is attributed to the physical, chemical, and biological
processes that occur within the wetland. Chemical and physical assimilation mechanisms include
sedimentation, adsorption, filtration, and volatilization. Sedimentation is the primary removal
mechanism for pollutants such as suspended solids, particulate nitrogen, a~ heavy metals. The settling
of the particulates is influenced by the velocity of the runoff through the wetland, the particle size, and
turbulence. Sedimentation can be maximized by creating sheet flow conditions, slowing the velocities
through the wetland, and providing morphology and vegetation conducive to settling. The vegetation
and its root system will also decrease the resuspension of seRied particle;.

Adsorption is the process where pollutants attach to surfaces of suspended or settled sediments
and vegetation. Adequate contact time between the surface and pollutam must be provided for in the
design of the system for this removal process to occur. Pollutants removed by adsorption include
metals, phosphorus, and some hydrocarbom.

Wedand plants act as filters for pollutants such as trash, debris, attd other floatables. Filtration
can be enhanced by slow velocities, sheet flow, and sufficiem quantities of vegetation. The plants also
increase the pollutant removal achieved through sedimentation, adsorption, and microbial activity by
providing for an increased detention and contact time and a surface for t~aicrobial growth.

Volatilization plays a minor role in pollutant removal from wetlands. Pollutants such as oils,
hydrocarbons, and mercury can be removed from the wetland via evaporation or by aerosol formation
under windy conditiom.

Biological processes that occur in wetlands result in pollutant uptake by wetland plants and
algae. Emergent wetland plants uptake settled nutrients and metals through theft roots. The process
creates new sites in the sedimem for pollutant adsorption. During the: fall the above ground parts
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D’picaily die back and the plants may potentiaJly release the nutrients ~md metals back into the water
column (MWCOG, 1992). Re~ent studies, however, indicate that most pollutants axe stored in the roots
of aquatic plants, rather than the stems a~d leaves (CWP, 1995). AdditionaJ studies are required to
determine the extent of polluta~t release during the fall die back.

Microbial activity contributes to the removal of nitrogen ~ organic matter. Nitrogen is
removed by nitrifying and denitrifying bacteria and aerobic bacteria are responsible for the
decomposition of the organic matter. Microbial processes require oxygen and can result in depleted
oxygen levels in the top layer of wedand sediments. The low oxyge.n levels and the decomposed
organic matter contribute to the immobilization of metals.

Soluble pollutants such as phosphoras and ammonia axe partially removed by planktonic or
bemhic algae. The algae consume the nutrients and convert it into biomass. The biomass settles to the
bottom of the wetland.

Evaluation of the removal effectiveness of wetlands is ongoing :Ln.d limited data are currcndy
available; however, some conclusions can be drawn from available pre][immary dam. The-proj(~ted
long term pollutant reJnoval rat~s for constmcmd wetlands in the Mid-Ada.~c Region as reported by
MWCOG (1992) and Str~cker (1995) are presented in Table 1. As shown., total suspended solids (TSS)
and lead removal rates are anticipated to approach 75 percent. Lower removal rates are expected for
nutrients and organic carbon. The removal rates will vary with the loadings to the wetland. Excessive
pollutant loadings (e.g., suspended solids) may exceed the wetlands removal capabilities.

TABLE 1 PERFORMANCE OF STORMWATER WETLANDS (l)
! "Poum~t

Removal
’ Tota~ Snspend_~_ Solids 75 %
Tota~ Phosphorus 45 %
Total Nitrogen 25 %
Orgamc Carbon 15 %
Cadmium (2) 70%
Copper (2) 40%
L~d

75 %
Zinc

50%
Bacteria

2 log reduction

(1) Source: MWCOG, 1992
(2) Source: Str~cker, 1995

Conclusions have be~n determined from studies performed on wedands with regard to their
effectiveness compared to other BMPs and construction practices tl~ affect performance. Dam indic,~
that the poilutam removal achieved with wetlands is. similar to that achieved with conventional pond
systems. Studies also indicate that construaed stormwater wetlands achieve higher pollutant removal
rates than natural wetlands. This is likely due to the intricate design of the constructed systems and the
continued monitoring and maintenance of the systems (MWCOG, 1992). The effectiveness of the
wetland seems to improve after the first few years of use as the vegetation becomes established and
organic matter ac~:mnulates in the wetland. During construction and excavation, many constructed
wetlands lose organic matter in the soils. The organic matter provides ex,~aange sites for pollutants,
and therefore, plays an important role in pollutant removal. Replacing or adding organic matter after
construction improves performance.
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LONGE~,TI~"

Well designed wetlands can function as designed for 20 ye.ars or longer. Accumulated
sediments will gradually cause a decrease in storage and performance, and therefore, should be removed
as necessary or the water level in the wetland should be raised (e.g., adjust outlet to increase discharge
elevation). Sediment forebays will decrease the accumulation of seditments within the wetland and
increase the wetlands longevity.

DESIGN CRITERIA

Required local, state and federal permits should be established prior to wetland design with the
appropriate regulatory authorities. Required p~. traits and certifications may include 401 water quality
certifications, 402 stormwater NPDES permit, 404 wetland permits, d~n safety permits, sedimem and
erosion control plans, waterway disturbance permits, forest clearing pern~ts, local grading permits, and
land use approvals.

Prior to construction, a site should be selected that is appropriate for a wetland. The site must
have an adequate water balance and appropriate underlying soils. This requires that the baseflow from
the drainage area or groundwater is sufficient to maintain a shallow pool in the wetland and support the
vegetation. Certain species are more susceptible to damage during dry ]periods. Underlying soils tl~at
are type B, C, or D will have relatively insignificant infiltration losses. High infiltration rates may be
experienced at sites with type A soils or at sites underlain by karst, lifaestone, or fractured bedrock.
These sites may require geotextile liners or a 6 inch layer of clay. After any necessary excavation and
grading of the wetland at least 4 inches of soil should be applied to the site. This material may be the
soil previously excavated or sand and other suitable material. The soils are needed to provide a
substrate ~ the vegetation can become established in and anchor to. The substrate should be soft for
ease of insertion of the plants.

The Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (MWCOG) has made recommendations
for the design of wetlands that require the designer to meet several basi~c sizing criteria. The volume
of the wetland is determined as the quantity of runoff generated by 90 percent of the runoff producing
storms. This volume will vary throughout the US due to the different rainstorms experienced. In the
Mid-Atlantic Region, for example, the 1.25 inch storm is used as the sizing criterion. The
imperviousness of a watershed will impact the runoff volume generated.. The following equations are
used to determine the treatment volume (Vt):

(I) Rv = 0.05 + 0.009 (I)
where:

Rv = storm runoff coefficient
I = percent site imperviousness

(2) Vt = [(I.25)(Rv)(A)/12](43,560)
where:

Vt = treatment volume (~)
A = contributing area (acres)

Sizing criteria for wetlands vary with some states having their own methods. For example,
shallow wetland basins constructed in Maryland are designed to maximize; the surface area. The surface
area should be a minimum of 3 percent of the area of the watershed draining to it. The preferred design
would include extended detention, the volume of which is determined by detaining the 1-year storm for
24 hours. The Washington State Department of Ecology sizes wetlands using the runoff generated from
the 6-month, 24-hour rainfall event.
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Criteria are also established by MWCOG for the water b~iance, ma.,maum flow path, allocation
of treatment volume, mimmum surface area. allocation of the surface are~t, and extended detention. The
water balance, as discussed previously, must be adequate during dr)’ weather to provide a baseflow and
maintain the vegetation. The flow path should be maximized to increase contact time between the plants
and sediments and the runoff. The recommended length to width ratio is 2:1. A ratio of greater than
1:1 should prevent short circuiting where runoff escapes treatment. Suggested allocation of treatment
volumes, as shown in Table 2, are provided to improve removal efficiency. The minimum surface area
requirement for shallow marshes established by MWCOG is that the wetland to watershed area ratio
be greater than 2 percent. The remaining three wetland designs can have wetland to watershed ratios
greater than 1 percent.

TABLE 2 GUIDELINES FOR ALLOCATING WETLAND SL~FACE AREA AND
TREATMENT VOLUME

Target Allocations Shallow Marsh Pond/Wetland ED Wetland Pocket Wetland
Percent of Surface
Area (%)
Forebay 5 0 5 O

Micropool 5 5 5 0

Deepwater 5 40 0 5

Low Marsh 40 25 40 50

High Marsh 40 25 40 40

Semi-Wet 5 5 I0 5

Percent of
Treatment (%)
Volume
Forebay 10 O 10 O

Micropool 10 10 10 0

Deepwater 10 60 0 20

Low Marsh 45 20 20 55

High Marsh 25 10 l0 25

Semi-Wet O O 50 0

Source: MWCOG, 1992
Deepwater - 1.5 to 6 feet below normal pool
Low Marsh - 6 to 18 inches below normal pool
High Marsh - 0 to 6 inches below normal pool
Semi-Wet - O to 2 feet above normal pool (includes ED)

The wetland surface area is allocated to four different depth zones: deepwater (1.5 to 6 feet),
low marsh (18 to 6 inches below normal pool), high marsh (up to 6 incites below normal pool), and
semi-wet areas (above normal pool). The allocation to the various depth zones will create a complex
internal topography. This is important because various wetland plains have different depth
requirements, therefore the internal complexity should maximize plant diversity and increase pollutant
removal. Allocation guidelines established by MWCOG are shown in Table 2. The State of Maryland
requires that 75 percent of the shallow marsh should have depths less than 12 inches and the remaining
25 percent should have depths ranging from 2 to 3 feet. The 75 percem portion is additionally broken
down so that 25 percent ranges from 6 to 12 inches and the remaining 50 percent is 6 inches or less.
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Extending detention within the wetl~d mcrea.ses the time for sedimentation and other pollutant
removal processes to occur and also provides for attenuation of flows. Up to 50 percent of the wetland
treatment volume can be added into the wetland system for extended detention. The ED elevation
should not, however, exceed 3 feet above the normal pool elevation. This will prevent large
fluctuations in the water level that could potentially harm the vegetation. The ED volume should be
detained between 12 and 24 hours.

Sediment forebays are recommended to decrease the velocity ;rod sediment loading to the
wetland. The forebays provide additional benefits of creating sheet flow, extending the flow path, and
preventing short circuiting. The volume of the forebay should be at least 10 percent of the wetland
treatment volume and have a depth of 4 to 6 feet. The State of Marylantd recommends a depth of at
least 3 feet. The fore.bay is typically separated from the wetland by gabions or an earthen berm
(MWCOG, 1992).

Flow from the wetland should be conveyed though an outlet structure that is located within the
deeper areas of the wetland. Discharging from the deeper areas using a reverse slope pipe prevents the
outlet from becoming clogged. A micropool can be constructed where the outlet structure_is to be
located that will also prevent outlet clogging. The micropool should conutin approximately 10 percent
of the treamaent volume and be 4 to 6 feet deep. An adjustable gate controlled drain capable of
dewatermg the wetland within 24 hours should be located within the rnJcropool. A typical dram may
be constructed with an upward facing inverted elbow with its opening above the accumulated sediment.
The dewatering feature eases planting and follow-up maintenance (MWCOG, 1992).

Vegetation can be established by one of five methods: mulching, allowing volunteer vegetation
to become established, planting nursery vegetation, planting underground dormant parts of a plant, and
seeding. Donor soils from existing wetlands can be used to establish vegetation within a wetland. This
technique, known as mulching, has the advantage of quickly establishing a diverse wetland commumty.
However, the types of species that grow within the wetland is unpredictable with mulching. Another
unpredictable technique is allowing the species to voluntarily become established. Wind and waterfowl
provide volunteer species to wetlands. Volunteer species are usually well established within 3 to 5
years. Wetlands established with volunteers are usually characterized by low plant diversity with
monotypic stands of exotic or invasive species. A higher diversity wetland can be established when
nursery plants or dormant rhizomes are planted. Planting of the vegetation from a nursery should take
place during the growing season and not during late summer and fall. Planting during the growing
season gives the vegetation time to store up food reserves in the underground pans for the dormant
period. Underground parts of vegetation are planted during the plants dormant period, usually October
through April, but the months will vary in the US due to local climate. Another planting technique,
the spreading of seeds, has not been very successful, and therefore, is not widely practiced as a
principal planting t~hnique.

Selection of plant types will vary for different locations and clinaates. The designer of the
wetland should select five to seven plants that grow native to the area and design the depth zones in the
wetland to be appropriate for the type of plant and its associated maximum water depth. Approximately
half of the wetland should be planted. Of the five to seven species sel~ted, three should be aggressive
plants or those that become established quickly. Examples of aggressive species used in the Mid-
Atlantic Region include softstena bulrush (Scirpus va/idus) and cotmamn three-square (Scirpus
americ, anus). Aggressive plants as well as other native wetland plants a~re available from numerous
nurseries. Most vendors require an advance order of 3 to 6 months.

After wetland excavation and grading the wetland should be inundated and allowed to stand until
planting. Six to nine months later, the wetland is typically surveyed, drained, and staked. The wetland
is surveyed two weeks prior to planting to ensure that depth zones are appropriate for plant growth.
Revisions may be necessary to account for any depths different from that originally excavated. Staking
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the site ensures that the ptantmg crew spaces the plants within the conrect planting zone. Planting zones
are used to avoid rmxmg species and creating competition within the planted areas. The State of
Maryland recommends planting two aggressive or primary species in 4 monospecific areas and plaming
an additional 40 clumps (one or more individuals of a single species) per acre of each primary species
over the rest of the wetland. Three secondary species are planted close to the edge of the wetland at
an application rate of I0 clumps of 5 individual plants per acre of w~tland, for a total of 50 individuals
of each secondary species per acre of wedand. At least 48 hours prior to planting, the wetland should
be drained. At the completion of planting and within 24 hours the wetland should be re-flooded.

The wetland design should include a buffer to separate the surrounding land uses from the
wetland. Buffers may alleviate some of the potential nuisances ass~:iated with the wetland, such a~
acctm~ulated floatables or odors. MWCOG recommends a buffer of 25 feet from the rn~,imum water
surface elevation, plus an additional 25 feet when wildlife habitat is o,f concern. An enhanced wildlife
habitat can be obtained if during construction the removal of existing forested areas is minimized. If
removal is necessary, the buffer area should be reforested. The reforestation also decreases the potential
for a goose pond due to their preference for open areas.

The use of wetlands for stormwater treatment is relativelly new, and therefore, specific
guidelines on their maintenance have not been established. The wetlands will require monitoring,
reinforcement planting, sediment removal, and possibly plant harvesting. Access should be incorporated
m the design to facilitate these maintenance activities. Monitoring the wetland during the first three
years is crucial to the performance of the wetland. Lqspeaious should be conducted twice per year for
the first three years, and on an anmml basis thereafter. Reinfon:eaz-m planting may be required during
this time period if the original plants do not flourish in the wetland. The inspector should determine
sedimem acx, umalation within the wetland and also take note of the species distribution/survival, water
elevations, and outlet condition. Water elevations can be raised or lowered by adjusting the outlet’s gate

plants are not receiving an appropriate water supply. The forebay willvalve if it isdetermined
likely require sediment clean-out every three to five ye, a~. The design of the forebay should allow for ....
it to be drained so th~ a skid loader or backhoe can be used to remove the acctmmlated dep~Rs
(MWCOG, 1992). Mowing of the embankment and n~intenance bench should occ~- twice per year.
Other areas surrounding the wetland will not require mowing.

Numerous studies have been performed to determine the toxicity of pond sediments and whether
landfflling or land application ~ be accomplished without having to meet hazardous w~ste
requiremems. Studies to da~e have not found sediment¢ to be hazardous. Therefore, on-site [and
application of the sediments away from the shoreline will most likely be the most cost effective ~
method. On-site disposal is preferred over off-site disposal due to the cost savings associat~l with
transpo .rtation and off-site disposal fees. Wetlands that receive flow from a drainage area containing
industry and activities .assoc~ed with hazardous waste may contain toxic levels in the sediments ~d
teeing may be rcqttired for these sedimen~ prior to land application.

COSTS

Costs incurred for stormwater wetlands include those for pernmitting, design, construction and
maintenance. The permitting costs vary depending on state and lo:al regulations, but it has been
estimated that permitting and design costs are between 15 and 25 percent of the construction cost.
Construction costs for an emergent wetland rage from $12,000 to $20,000 per acre of wetland and for
a forested wetland range from $20,000 to $40,000 per acre of wetland. These costs include the costs
for clearing and grttbbillg, erosion and sediment control, excavating, grading, staking, and planting.
The cost for constructing the wetland is largely dependant upon the zmount of exeavation required at
a site. Maintenance costs are estimated at 10 to 15 percem per year of’ the construction costs (Bowers,
~99~).
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Benefits associated with stormwater wedands include increased downstream water quality,
wetland creation, enhancement of wildlife habitat, and flood attenuation. Water quality is improved due
to the partial removal of suspended solids, metals, nutrients, and bacteria. The creation of wetlands
is typically looked upon as positive, particularly when the nation has lost considerable acres of wetlands
within the past century. The wetlands provide an environment attractive to wildlife, such as sandpipers
and herons. ED wetlands also attenuate runoff and alleviate downstream flooding.

Potential adverse impacts attributed with stormwater wetlands can occur upstream, in the
wetland, and downstream of the wetland. There is potential for stormwater wetlands located in a large
watershed (> 100 acres) to experience degradation of upstream h~tdwaters since they receive no
effective hydrologic control (MWCOG, 1992). The wetland designer can incorporate upstream
modifications to relieve this negative impact.

Concerns within the wetland are the potential for a fish ba~er, habitation by undesirable
species, and groundwater contamination. A fish barrier may be created by the wetland, which_ prohibits
fish access to the full length of the stream. This may result in a lowering of fish diversity in the stream.
Creese and mallards may become year round residents of the wetland if structural complexity is not
included in the wetland design. Geese and mallards favor deep and opm water areas. Forested buffer
areas and a reduction of grassy areas will also deter the geese and rnallards. The geese and mallards
will increase the nutrient and coliform Ioadings to the wetland and will also likely be a nuisance to local
residents. The issue of groundwater contamination resulting from migration of polluted sediments to
the groundwater has been considered a potential negative environmened impact. However, studies to
date indicate that there is little risk of groundwater contamination (MWCOG, 1992).

Stormwater wetlands can act as a heat sink, especially duri~ the sttmmer, and discharge
warmer waters to downstream water bodies. The increased temperamrm; can negatively impact sensitive
fish species and aquatic insects located downstream. Avoidance of the use of wetlands with temperature
sensitive downstream species is recommended. Regardless of the sensitiivity of downstream species, the
designer should still take precautions in the design of wetlands to reduce the magnitude of warming in
the wetland. The adverse impact can be minimized through careful design. Several possible remedies
to each of the negative impacts (e.g., upstream degradation, stream warming, ere.) described are
suggested in the publication Design of Stormwater Wetland Systems (M~/COG, 1992).
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STORM WATER BMP:
VEGETATIVE COVERS

D~ON

Th~s Best Management Practice (BMP) involves preserving existing vegetation or revegetating disturbed
soil u soon as possible aher land disturbance activities in order to control erosion and du~. Vegetative
covers include rod, temporary and permanent ~,eding and other vegetative �ove~, as well as
preservation of existing vegetation. Sod is a m’ip of permanent grats cover placed over disturbed area~
to provide an immediate and permanent turf that both stabilizes the ~il surface and e/iminates sediment
due to erosion, mud, and dust. Temporary vegetative cover involve= planting gra~ ~eed immediattly
after rough grading to provide protection unn3 establhhment of Final �.~ver. Permanen~ vegetative ~ver
is the establishment of perennial vegetation in disturbed areas. Pre~rvation of nantral-vegetation
(exis~g trees, vines, bushes, and gra~es) provides a natural buyer zone during land disturbance
activities.

Vegetative covers provide dust control and a reduction in erosion potentia~ by increasing infiltration,
~rapping sedimenr~ stabilizing the soil, and dissipa~rtg the energy of hard rain. Application of mulch
may be required for seeded areas. Mulch is ~he application of plant v~sidues or other suitable materia~
t~ the soil surface to protect the soil surface from rain impact and the ~elocity of stormwater runol~

Vegetative covers are applicable to all land uses. Soils, topography, and climate will be determmant~ in
the selection of appropriate tree, shrub, and ground cover species. I~w~! climatic cond~on~ determine
the appropriate ~me of year for planting. Temporary ~eedtng should be performed on area~ disturbed by
construction leh exposed for several weeks or more. Permanent seed~ and i~lantlng is appropriate for
any graded or �leared area where long-lived plant cover is desired. Some areas where permanent
seeding is especially important are filter strips, buffer areas, vegetated swales, steep slopes, and s~eam
banks. Design criteria for vegetative cove~ is indiaded in Table 1 below.

LIMrrATIONS

l..~fitation.s of vegetative cover~ a.s a BMP include:

The establishment of vegetative covering must be coordinal~ed w~th climat�c               ~
�onditions~ for proper establishment. For example, cold cl~ate areas have
limited growing seasom and arid regions require carefu/udection of ~ec~es.

The key to proper performance is implementation of a ma~nenance program to
ensure healthy vegetative covering.

Qualitatively, vegetative covers are dearly effective in controlling dust and erosion when properly
implemented. The amount of runoff generated from vegetated areas is considerably reduced and is of
better quality than from tmvegetated area~. However, it is not l~s~ible, based on data currendy
ava~able, to quanci~y the water quality bene~it~ of the vegetative coveri~xg~ as a BMP.
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Extant and
M-qur~ Ms.rill I)immmions Hydraulic A~oid ~

Temporary Place topsoil u Place topsoil, Divert I[eav7 clay or Use where
Seedi~ needed     towhere nsocted,ch~nneiizedflow ~ "Grsamc son as vesetative cover

enhance plantto ¯ mimmum away    from topsoil. Hand- isnsodsdforhm
~ A loamy annpe~.d tomporen~ ~,readc~tin8 of than ! year. Um
soil with an depth of" 2 seeded arose toseeds (not chisel plow or
organi� �on~nt inches on 3:1prevent eresion~uziform), ez~tpt tiller to loosen .’
of l.S percent or slopes or a~ismm~, in vtry 8maU ~soiis,
stinter    is st~pe~ and of .|~l~ae. Mowiz~ AJl~d~,_ aj~
preferred. Use 4 inches on temlmm? warm’,
rapid-ss~t8 f2J~r sJope~. 1~jetation. lime, ~ ~
ann~l ~sses, ]~h-~f~� In~.rperato finn
sma/l S~ams, or ,~*~ and fertilizer
le~nnes. Apply into top 4-~
seeds using a inchoe of ~i1.
cyclone seeder, Plant small
d~l], ~dtips:ker- ~-aina I inch
seeder, or deep. Plant
hydr~eeeder. |teases and

Permanent Pl~e topsoii as Apply mukh to Dive Heavy clay or Use chisel plow
Seed~ needed to slopes 4:1 or chsnnelized/~ow ¢,rSani� softs u ortilJertolooe~

enhance plant ~seper, i/soil~- away    from topsoil. Hand- �o~so~.

soil with an or if weather is prevent eresion e;eeds (not walmr,
orsanic.�ontent ,xce~ively hot and s count. ~miform), *Xsol~ lie, and mulch.
o£ 1.S percent or or dry. Place in vor~ .seal] lnco~
sreater is topsoil where ,~reu.    High and fertilizer
prefen~L neebd, tre~� ~ into top
Where possible, inches of seLL
use low Plant small
mainton~nc~ 83"sins I inch
local plant deep. Plant
species. Apply srasses and
seeds nsins a iqumesI/2.mch
cyclone seeder, dsol~
dr~ cul~pe~.ker
seeder, or
hydr~seed~r.
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TABLE 1: DESIGN CIIITERIA FOR VEGErAIT~ COVERS
(Continued)

Extent and
Memau~ Mat~r~l Dimensions Hyd~ulie Avoid

Mukhin~ Prefer Orzauic Applic~iou - - Mulch may be
mushes such u~s (~r~): applied    by
straw (from straw, one ~ ma~e or by
wheat or oa~), ~o ~; ~d h~d.
wood �~ps, and �~, five ~ s~ mulches and
shredded bark.~ons; wood mood    fiber
~m~ fi~r, 0.5 ~ o~ mulcts, vheu
ma~ ~d f~ ton; bark, 35 ~n~o~n
may ~ ve~ cubic yards; ~ do not
e~e. ’ ~ (~my), adequate ~ 8oil
Chemical soil 0.10 g~on ~r preston. U~
stabilizers or square yard. ne~ or m~ m
bin~ ~ less ~r sp~ m ~
effective, but m~ i~ water flow.
may ~ ~d ~ 25 ~ent of ~r
~k w~d fi~r the ground p~�~n8 in~
~. ~e s~d soil, or by

~ m~ ~d
mats with
~s or lo~r.
No. 8 ~a~ or
heavier,
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TABLE 1: DESIGN CR.rrER~ FOR VEGETATI~E COVERS

Ex~nt ~ml
Measure Mater./ D~msnsions Hyd~uUc Avoid Misce/laneo~

Soddi~ Sod should be In waterways, Graval or nnnsofl Prior to laytnl
mschine~u~ s~ a select plant m~rf~m~ sod. clear soil
uni/orm typos able to Unusua~weCor e~u~ce of debris,

thickness of L~2 withstendc~ dry weathor, roots, branches, .’
~o 2 inches, flow veloc~W. Frozen soils, and stones

]4Iowin| for at bi|~er t_han
less~ two to three inches     in
weeks. ~iameter. Sod

should be

delivered, and

$6 houri. Lay
sod with
sta~se~d joints
alonj    the

irri88te soils
before sod

d~in8 dr~ or hot

sod and wet ~oil
~o a depth of 4
inches.    On
slopes steeper
than 3:1, secure

In waterways,
lay      sod
perl~nd~l~r to
water flow.

stakes, wi1~, or

Preservation o£Car~fu] plauniz~ Wherever Msb~n ~.-tivit~s ~ l~eservaLion of
Na~si is ~ prior lX=~b, exiscm~ the drop ~ of vq~on
Ve ~er~r~ion to start o[ tn~h~sin hydrmdic ~e~ should be

�ons~q~t~,~ existi~ charsc~. ~mcentrst~u8 planned befor~
�ontd~rs. f~ows at new a n y ¯ i t ¯

maintenance is

Clearly mark
areas tobe
preserved.
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Areas should be checked following each rain to ensu~’e that seed~, sod, and mulch have not been
displaced. Staking the sod or ne~ing for seeded areas may be required.

Newly sodded areas need to be respected trequenr.ly for the first new months to ensure the sod is
maturing. Failures may be due to improper conditioning of the subsoil, lace of E-rigarion, improper
staking, or improper placement of sod pieces.

Newly seeded areas need to be inspected f~equendy for the first few months to ensure the grass is
gTowing at a proper ~te and density. If the seeded ~rea is dama&ed, determine the cause of the damage
before repea~.ng seed bed prepaz-arion and seeding procedures.

Once a vegetative cover has been established, it is important to wate~ the sod f~equently and uniformly.
If th~ ~rass is to be mowed, keep grass to a height appropriate for the species sele~ed and the intended
use. Occasion-l soil tests should be collected and m~lyz~ to determine if erie soil is appropriately
fertilized. Weed conu’ol should only be done if absolutely requi~ed. Spot. seeding should be done to
small and damaged areas.

COSTS

Cost es~’nates for sodding, seeding, and mulching are provided in ’table 2 below. These costs were
developed by the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning CommisSion (1991). Please note that costs
very depending on local conditions.

TABLE 2: INb’rALLATION COSTS
¯
£qu~- lnd~ Toe~l    Yee~ of
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None for proper installation of vegetative covers. However, care must be taken to avoid contamination
of r~m off and ground "Water from over use of fertilizers, weed con~ol herbicides and other hazardous
chemicals.

1. Hermepin Conservation Dis’~cr., Minnesota, Erosion and S~diment Control Manual 1989.

2. Metropolitan W~shington Council of Government, Controllin~ Urban Ru~noff: A
Manual for Planninst and Designing Urban BMPs. 1987.

3. Minnesota Pollution Con~-ol Agency, Protectin~ Water Oualirv in utbar~ 8teas. 1989.

4. Southeastern Wi~onsin Regional Plarming Commission, Costs of Urban Non~o~
Water Pollution Control Measures, Technical Repor~ No. 31, June 1991..

5. U.S. EPA, Srormwarer Managemen~ for Industrial Activities: Developing Pollution
Prevent’ion Plans and Best Management Pr’ac~ce$, September, l~7~.

¯ 6.. Washington Sta~e Deparunent of Ecology, Stormwater Manaeement Manual for the ]~uget
Sound Basin, February 1992.
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D~ON

Vegetated $wales are natural or man made, broad, shallow channels v~th a dense stand of vegetation
covering the side Slopes and main channel. Vegetated s-wales trap pa,.~iculate pollutants (total suspended
solids and t~ace metals), promote infilu-arion, and reduce the flow velocities ot~ stormwater runoff.
Figure 1 below illustrates an example of a vegetated swale.

Vegetated swales can serve as an integral part of an area’s minor stormwater drainage system by
replacing curbs and gutters and storm sewer systems in low-densiw residential, industrial, and
commercial areas. The swale’s advantages over a storm sewer syst,em generally include ~educed peak
flows, increased pollutant removal, and lower capital costs. However, vegetated swales typically have a
lirmted capaciw to accept runoff from large storm, since high velocity flows can cause erosion of the
swale or damage the vegetated cover.

W~

FIGURE 1: EXAMPLE OF A VEGETATED SWALE

COMMON MOD~CATIONS

The effectivenessof vegetated swales can be enhanced by adding check dams approximately every 50
feet to increase storage, decrease flow velocities, and promote particulate settling. Structures to skim off
floating debris may also be added. Incorporating vegetated filter strips parallel to the top of the channel
banks can also help to neat sheet Flows entering the swale.

Vegetated swales are relatively easy to design and incorporate into a site drainage plan. Wh~e swales
are not generally used as a stand alone Stormwater Best Management Practice (BMP), they are very
effective when used in conjunction with other BMP’s such as wet ponds, infilttation strips, wetlands, etc.
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APPLICATIONS

Vegetated swales can be ~sed in all regions of the com~u’y where climate and soits perrrh~ the
establLs~ment and maintenance of a dense vegetative cover. The s~itabiliry of a vegetated swale at
particu/ar sire depends on the area, slope, and imperviousness of the cont~’~buring water shed, as well
the dimensions, slope,,and vegetative covering employed in the swale sy~em.

GENERAL ~ATIONS

The limitations of vegetated swales include:

Vegetated swales are generally impractical in areas with vm7 fiat grades, steep
topography, or wet or poorly drained soils.

Swales provide minimal wate~ quan~ty and quality b~mefi~ whe~ flow volumes and/or
velocities are Izigh.                                                         .’

Swales may pose a potential drown~g hazards, create mosquito breeding areas, amd cause
odor problems.

The use of vegetated swales may be l~mited by the ava, ilabflity of laz~L

Many local municipa~i.’ties proha~oit the use of vegetate:! swaJes ff pealc discharges exceed
Eve cubic feet per second (c~) or flow velocities are ip-eater than three feet per second
(f~s).

Vegetative swales are generally impractical in areas ~ith erosive softs or where a dense
vegetative cover is aifEcult to ma~tai~

Certa~ quantitative aspects of vegetated swages are not known at this dine. These      ~::. ’-.

the EltTation capacity of vegetado~ the benefit of cheek dams, and the degree to which
design factors can enhance the effectiveness of poUuta~’t removal.

PERFORMANCE

Conventional vegetated swale designs have achieved mixed results in removing particulate pollutants,
such as suspended solids and trace metals. For example, three grass sw-~es in the Wash~gto~, DC, area
were monitored by the Nationwide Urban Rm~off Program (NURP). NURP found no $ig~fica~t -
improvement in uzban runoff qual~y for the pollutants az~lyzed. Howe~er, the weak pe~orma~e of .
these swages was ~ted to the high flow velocities in the swale=, soil �ompaction, steep slopes,
short grass he~g~. A Durham, NC, pro~,ct monitored the performance of ¯ ca.,~y designed
swale that receded nmoff ~)m a �omm~ park~g lot. The pm~’~ monitored 11 storm
con~uded that pa.,~cuJate concentntions of hea~ metals (Cu~b~,~, and Cd) w~e reduced by
approximateJy 50 per~e~r. However, the swa~e proved largely ~neff~:l~e for remo~ng so|uble
A conservative est~ate is that properly desig=ed vegetated r, vale~ may achie~ a 25 to 50 percem
reduction ;n pasturage poUutants, iz~ucL~ng sed~ent and sedime~t-attached phosphorus, metals, a~
bactm’ia. Lower remo~J r~es 0ess than 10 pe~ent) ca~ be expo~:ed for cUssolved polluters, such as
soluble phosphorus, nitrite, and c~o~de..

The Litentu~e sugges~ that vegetated sw~es represent a practical and potentially effective tech~que for
con~o| o[ urban ~o~ quality. Wh~e l~m~ed quantitative pe~orm~ce data exL~ts for vegetated sw~es,
some known positive factors ferpolluta~t ~emoval are cheek dams, flatter slopes, permeable soils, dense
grass cover, |onger contact time, and sma~er storm events. Negal:~e facton L,~dude compacted softs,
shor~ runoff contact t~me, 1.arger storm events, ~ozen g~ound, short g~ss heights, steep slo~s, and
~off velocities and d~scharge rotes...
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T~,,e L:se~.i ~je o: a ;’ege:a:ec swaie system zs dLrec:iy propomonaI
mam:ena-nce. If properiy desz~ned and re~J.Im’ly maintained, vegetated swaies c~n last

period of ume.
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4. Maximum velocity in the swale of 3 fps.

S. Channel slope between 2 and S percent.

Slope~ of le~ than 2 % can be used if the swale i~ drainedto
prevent pond/rig ~i6ntre 2).

. Slope~ of more ~ 5 % ~an be used if check dam~ are placed
in r.he ~wal¢ to maintain ch:umel velocit7 below 3 fl~
(Figure 2).

To provide maximum long term treannent effectiveness, the swale width
should be calculated using a desisn flow of 0.2 ds per acre of area
draining into the swale. However, the minimum width it 18 inch..

7. If a by-pe.~ i~ not provided, the ~el width and/or height should be
increased, if needed, to pass peak hydraulk flows.

8. In ordez to pro~de adequate treattz~enL the ~e shouJd have a     ~:i~°:!~.
minimum lengxh of 200 feet If a sho~er length must be used, the      ’"~:~
width should be increased propertiomflly to maintain a treatment
surface area of at lea~t $00 square feet. ~ discussed above.
However, r.he minimum lensth is 2S

FIGURE 2: DESIGN PARAME1"EI~
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The primary swale maintenance objectives are to maintain the hydraulic efficiency of the channel and
maintain a dense, healthy grass cover. Maintenance ac~vities should include periodic mowing (with
grass never cut shorter than the design flow depth), Weed control, watering during drought conditions,
reseeding bare areas, and clearing of debris and blockages. Cuttings should be removed from the
channel and disposed in a local composting facility. ,accumulated sediment should be removed
periodic’ally. Application of fertilizers and pesticides should be min£mal, £f required.

R.esearch has not yet identified proper mowing su-ategies. However, mowings during the spring and
summer should keep the grass at the 6" design height. In some conunercial applications where 6" may
cause an aesthetic problem the grass can be cut to 4" but the last rr~owing of the season should not be
below 6". Mowing encourages growth thereby improving the remo~ of soluble pollutants. The final
mowing should occuz near the end of the growth season. Failure to remove the growth before the
dormant season will cause a loss of pollutants back to the stormwater.

Any damage to the channel such as rutting n~ust be repaired with suitable soil, properly tamped and
seeded. The grass cover should be thick; ff it is not reseeding as necessary.

Any standing water removed during the maintenance operation must be disposed to a sanitary sewer at
an approved discharge location. Residuals (ie, silt, grass cuttings, etc.) must be disposed of in
accordance with local or state requirements.

COSTS

Vegetated swales typically cost less to consu’uct than curbs and gutters or underground storm sewers.
Shuler (1987) reported that costs may vary from $4.gO to $9.00 per lineal foot for a 15-foot wide
channel (top width).

The Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission (SEWItPC) reported that costs may vary
from $8.50 to $50.00 per lineal foot depending upon sw~e depth and bottom width (1991). The
SEWI~PC cost esdmates are b.igher than other published estimates because they include the cos~ of
activities such as clearing, grubbing, leveling, filling, and sodding, w~nich may not be included in man)’
of the reported costs. Construction costs depend on specific site cor~siderations and local costs for labor
and materials. The Table 1 below shows estimates capital cost of a wegetated swale.

Annual costs associated with maintaining vegetated swales are apprm~mately $0.58 per lineal foot for a
1.S-foot deep channel, according ~o SEWR.PC (1991). Esfimat~.~l average annual operating and
maintenance costs of vegetated swales can be estimated using Table 2 below.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Negative environmen~a~ impacts of vegetated swales may include:

Leaching from culvems and fertilized lawns may incre~’se the presence of u-ace
metals and nu=ien~s in u~e runoff.

Infilu’ation through the swale may affect local groundwater.quality.

Standing water in vegetated swales can result in poten~:ial safety, odor, and
mosquito problems.

1. U.S. EPA, A Current Assessment of Best Management Practices; Techniques for Reducing Nonpoint
Source Pollution in the Coastal Zone, December 1991.

2. Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, Protecting Water Quality in Urban Areas, 1991.

3. Shuler, Thomas IL, Conta-oLling Urban Runoff. A Practical Manual for Plannin~ and
"Designing Urban BMPs, July 1987.

4. Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission, Cost of Urban Nonpoint Source
Water Pollution Control Measures, Technical Report No. 31. 1991.

5. U.S. EPA, Stormwater Management for Industrial Activities: Develot~int Pollution Prevention
Plans and Best Management Practices, September 1992.

6. U.$. EPA, Results o’f the rqarionwide Urban Runoff Program, December 1983.

7. Washington State Department of Ecolo~, Stormwater Management ManuaJ for the Puget Sound
Basin, Februaru 1992.
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|MTB
STORM WATER BM P:

VISUAL INSPECTIONS

DESCRIPTION

VisuaJ inspection is ~e process by whichmembers of a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Team ~SWPPT)
v~ua~iy inspects s~ormwater discharge from material s~orage and outdoor processing areas to identify
contaminated stormwater and its poss~le sources.

An example of a visual inspection is examination within the first hour o~ a. storm event tha~ produces
si~ican~ stormwa~er runoff for the presence of floatiz~ and smpended materials, o/1 and ~rease,
discolorations, turbidity, odor, or ~oam. Another example would be to examine a raw materials storage
area where materials are stored in 55-gallon drums and look f~r leaks, discolorations, or o~er
abnormalities tha~ may cause a pollutant to contaminate stormwa~er runoff.

CURRENT STATUS

The U.S. EPA has recognized visual inspections as a baseline Best I~magement Practice (BMP) for over
I0 years. Its implementation across the country, however, has bee~ sporadic. Stormwater Pollu~on
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) development w~l increase implementation of visual inspections in the future as
fa~iIiw management recognizes it to be an effective BMP fzom a water quality and co~t savings
perspective.

LIMITATIONS

I.~ai~arions associated with visual inspections include:

Inspections are limited to those areas clearly v~s~vle to the human eye

Visual inspections need to be performed by qualified personnel

Lack of a corporate commitment to actively implement inspections on
routine basis

Inspectors need to be properly motivated to perform a thorough visual
inspe~on.

The performance of visual inspections "as an effective tool in reducinll stormwater runoff �ontammatien
is ]~ghJy Variable and dependent upon site-speci~c parameters such as industrial activity occurring at the
facility, maintenance procedures, and employees. Currendy there is no quantitative data regarding the
effectiveness o£ visual inspections as a BMP.

DESIGN Qh’TER/A

Visual inspections should be performed rou~ely for the presence of non-stormwater discharges. Flows
dm’ing a dry period should be observed to determine the presence of any dry weather flows, stares,
sludges, odors, and o~her abnormal conditions.
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A v~sual i:~spec~on B~ program should be incorporated w~thin the fa~:i]ity’s record keeping and internal
reporting BE~P structure. Estimates of ouffall flow rates, and notint the presence of oil sheens,
floatables, come solids, color, odors, etc. wE1 probably be the most useful in~cators of potential
problems. SpecLFic parameters to look for in comple~z~g a v~sual, insp~.’fion include:

Odor-The odor of a d~scha~e can vary w~dely and sometimes ~y reZlects the source
of contamination. Industrial discharges will often cause the flow to smeU l~e a
par~cular spoiled product, oil, gasoline, spec~c chemical, or solvent. As an
example, ~or many indusu’ies, the decomposition of orgamic wastes in the cLischarge
w~ release sulfide compounds into the air above the flow in the sewer, ~eating an
Lntense smell o~ rotten eggs. In pa_,-ficulaz, indusn’ies i~volved in the production o~
meats, da~’y products, and r.he preservation of vegetables or fi’uits, are commonly
~o~nd to discharge orga~c materials into storm drains. As these orga~c ma~ez~als
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spo~ a~d ciecay, the sulfide produc~on cz’eaces thLs ~igi~ly apparen~ and
unpleasant smell. Significant sanitary wastewater contributions ~ also cause
pronounced and distinctive odors.

Color-Color is another important indicator of inappropriate discharges, especially
industrial sources. Industrial discharges may be of any color. Dark colors, such as
brown, gray, or black, are most common. For instance, the color conm~outed by
meat processing indusmies is usually a deep reddish.brown. Paper mill wastes are
also brown. In contrast, textile wastes are varied. O~aher interne colors, such as
plating.mill wastes, are often yellow. Washing of work areas in cement and stone
working plants can s\cause cloudy discharges. Potential sources causing various
colored contaminated waters from industrial areas can include proce~ waters (slug
or continuous discharges), equipment and work area cleaning water discharged to
floor drains, spills during loading operations (and subsequent washing of the
material into the storm drains).                                              ,

Turbidity-Turbidity of water is 6ften affected by the degree of gro~ contami!~a_ tion.
Industrial flows with moderate turbidity can be .cloudy, while highly turbid flows can be
opaque. High turbidity is often a characteristic of undiluted .industrial discharges, such as
those coming from some continual flow sources, or some intermittent spills. Sanitary
wastewater is also often cloudy in nature.

Floatable marcer-A contaminated flow may also contain floatables (floating solids or
liquids). Evaluation of floarables often leads to the identity ot’ the source of industrial or
sanitary wastewater pollution, since these substances are usually direct products or
byproducts of the manufacturing process, or distinctive of sanitary wastewater. Floatables
of industrial origin may include substances such as az~nal fats, spoiled food produ~-ts,
oils, plant pans, solvents, sawdust, foams, packing materials, or fuel, as examples.

Deposits and Stains-De.posits and stains (residue) refer to any type of coating which
remains afxer a non-stormwater discharge has .ceased. They w~l cover the area
surrounding the stormwater discharge and are usually of a dark color. Deposits and
stains often will contain fragments of floatable subsm’aces and, at times, take the form of
a crystalline or amorphous powder. These situations are illmu’ated by the grayish-black
deposits that contain f~agments of animal flesh and tutir which often are produced by
leather tanneries, or the white cz3~alline powder wh~-.h �ommonly coats sewer outfalLs
due to nitrogenous fertilizer wastes.

Vegetation-Vegetation surrounding a stormwater disd~arge may show the effects of the
wastewater. Industrial pollutants will often cause a substantial alteration in the chemical
composition and Ph of the discharge water. This alte~-ation w~l affect plant ~rowth, even
when the source of contamination is intermittent. For example, decaying organic
materials coming from various food product wastes would cause an increase in plant life.
In contract, the discharge of chemical dyes and inorganic pigments f~om textile mills
could noticeably decrease vegetation, as these discharges often have a very acidic Ph. In
either case, even when the cause of industrial pollution is gone, the vegetation
surrounding the discharge will continue to show the effects of the �ontamination-

In order to accurately judge if the vegetation surrounding a discharge is normal, the
observer must take into account the current weather �:onditions, as well as the ~me of
year in the area Thus, flourishing or inlu"vited plant growth, as well as dead and
decaying plant like, are all signs of pollution or scouring flows when the condition of the
vegetation.just beyond the discharge disagrees with the plant conditions near the
discharge. It is important not to confuse ~he adverse ,~ffects of high stormwater flows on
vegetation with highly toxic flows. Poor plant growth could be associated with scouring
flows occurring during storms.
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Outfall # Photograph # ~ Date:

Location:

Weather: air temp.: ~ "C rain: Y N sunny cloudy

Outfall flow rate estimate: ~ L/sec

Known industrial or commercial Uses in drainage area?, ~P N
describe: ¯

PHYSICAL OBSERVATIONS:

Odor: none sewage sulfide oil gas rancid-sour other:__

Color: none yellow brown green red gray other:~

Turbidity: none cloudy ol~aque

Roatables: none petroleum sheen sewage other:_~ (I;_~Li~j;~ja~e)

Deposits/stains: none sediment oily describe: (~

Vegetation conditions: normal excessive growth inhibited growth
extent:

Damage to outfail structures:
identify structure:
damage: none / concrete cracking / concrete spalling I peeling paint /
corrosion
other damage:
extent:

SOURCZ: ~ 4.

RGURE 1: VISUAL INSPECTION WOi~SHEET

Maintenanc~ involved with visual inspections as a BMP include developing a schedule for performing
vis~tal inspections and follow.up to make sure the inspections are l~’formed on schedule. ConUnuaJ
record updates need to be performed wir.h each inspection, and properly muted through the internal
repor~ng structure of a S~rPPT.
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Costs a~e r~ose associated w~ direct labor and over~ead costs ~or st~ ~o~. ~u~ cos~ c~. ~
es~a~ed ~mg ~e e~ple ~ Table 1 ~low. Fi~e 2 c~ be ~;ed ~ a wo~h~t to c~ate ~
es~aced ~u~ cost ~r ~plemen~g a ~su~ ~c~on pro~.

T~ 1: ~~ OF ~~ ~SU~ INSPE~ON PR~ CO~

~

Scon~water Engineer 1 ¯ 15 x 2_0 ¯ 20 .=    600

Plant Manageme.qt 5 ¯ 20 z 2.0 ¯ 10 -, 2,000
Plant Employees ¯ 100 ¯ 10 ¯ 2.0 ¯ $ . ~

Note: De~ed as a mul~plier. (typicaLly ranging I~tween 1. and 3) that takes into account
t~ose costs associated w~ payroLl ezl~enses, bu~ldlng e~:~t~es, etc.

(Sum of A+B+C+D)

HGUR,E 2: SAMPLE ANNUAL VISUAL INSPECTION PKOGRJd~I COST WORKSHEET.              ,.
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E~r~I~ONMENTAL R~PACTS

Visual inspections is an effective way to identify a variety of problem,~. Correcting these problems can
have a sign~icant impact on improving water quality in the receiving ~ter.

1. California Environmental Protection Agency, St-aft Proposal for Modi~cation to Water Oualitv
Order No. ~-13 DWQ Waste Dise.laar~e Requirements for Dischar~ of Srormwater Asr~:iated
with Industria! Activities, Dra& Word/hr. Monitorin£ Prot, ram and ~Leoortin~ Reouirements.

2. u-q. EPA, NPDES BMP Guidance Document, June 1981.

3. U.S.F.PA, Stormwater Management for Industrial Activities: Develovinf Pollution Prevention
Plans and Best Management Practices, September 1992.

4. Pitt, Robert; Barbe, Donald; Adrian, Donald, and Field, Richard, Inves~gation of Inaoorovriate
Pollutant Entries into Storm Drainaze Systems - A users ~uicle. U. S. F.PA, £di.son, New Jersey,

¯ 1992.
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|MTB
STORM WATER BMP:

VORTEX SOLIDS SEPARATOR

A vorte~ solids separator is a wastewate~ treatment tedmolegy with no moving parts which rues
velodties imparted from vortex swiriiag to assist the settling sad r~moval of macmtrated solids. I]mtag ¯
storm event, flow enters the cylindrical unit taagentially sad iaduces s swirling vortex which eoacemrates
se/ids in the underflow and reduces their concentration in the clarified liquid. A general view of the vortex
solid separator and liquid flow paths is shown in Figure 1 below.

Vortex units are most often applied to combined sewer overflow (CSOs), but ma also be used to treat
storm wat~ rmmff. In CSO treatmem app/icatiom, the concentrated s~ids are r~moved from the bottom
of the unit and conveyed via the sanitary sewer to a wastewater treatment plaat (WWTP). la sepm-ate ~
water applications, the concentrated underflow would likely go to a hoidh~g tank or pond. Ellqueat exits the
top of the unit and is discharged to the receiving water. Vortex units may be used oa-li~e or off-line, and
in combination with other Best Management Practices (liMPs) such as storage tanks or detemton poads.
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This fact sheet contains general information only, and should v~t be used as the basis for desiguing
a vortex solids separators for storm water applications. While the basic vortex separator technologies used
for CSO applications are well established, actual operating experience f~r storm water applications is limited.
The three types of vortex solids separators currently being actively mm~keted in the United States are listed
below. "While all three types use the same basic principal, this fact sheet will discuss some of the differences
in design and performance of the different units. The technology for storm wat~ applications is evolving
rapidly. The equipment manufacturers and the municipal operators should be contacted for the current state
of the art information.

¯ The EPA Swirl Concentrator.

The Fluldsep.

The design specifications for the EPA Swill Concentrator were developed by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) in the early 1970s. Currently, there are 20 full-sca~e EPA Swirl Concentrator units
in the U.S. and four in Japan (EPA, 1977). All of these units were designed for CSO treatment. However,
the EPA Swirl Concentrator design was extensively tested during a study for separated storm water treatment
in West Roxbury, Massachusetts in the early 19805 (EPA, 1982, 1984).

Fluidsep is a patented design that is licensed by a German f’u’m, but is available in the U.S. There
are 13 full-scale Fluidsep units operating in the U.S. and Europe, with additional units planned for
construction. FJuidsep has been consistently used for CSO applications ~md has not been tested on separated
storm-sewer systems.

Storm King, a patented unit, is available in the U.S. from H.I.L. Technology, Inc. There are no full-
scale Storm King units in operation in the U.S. at this time. However, there are more than 100 Storm King
treatment units in operation in Europe and Canada, almost exclusively on CSOs. Full-scale Storm King units
have been selected by the City of Columbus to treat CSOs. Storm wat,n- treatment by the Storm King has
been limited to a pilot study in Bradenton, Florida and a full-scale unit in Surrey Heath, England.

APPLICABILITY

Vortex separators are mc~t effective where the separation of witty materials, heavy pa~culates or
floatables from wet-weatheg runoff is required. The technology is particularly well suited to locations where
there is limited land availabili~ which may preclude the use of other BMPs such as settling basins or
detention ponds. Vortex separators can also be app/ied as satellite units to treat smaller subareas of the
coUect~o~i sysge~l, mirtimi~in~o the high cost of �OllVeySllCe by:st.’me needed for centralized treatment facilities.
Units can be designed to remove solids and capture floetables. However, solids with poor settleability are not
effectivdy removed in vortex solids separators.

IJMFFATIONS

The use of vortex solids separators as a wet-weather treatment Ol~Oa my be limited by the poor net
solids removal (10-34 percent). In some cases this levd of sofids removal my not meet the treatment
objectives for a potential location. There is even less information on the ability of vortex solids separators
to remove pollutants other than solids. Pollutants such as nutrients and metals that adhere to Free pm’ticulates
or are dimolved will not be significantly removed by the vortex separator.
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Site constraints, including the availabillty of suitable land, appropriate soft depth and stability to
structurally rapport the unit, may also limit the applicabitity of the vortex separator. The s/ope of the site
or coUection system may dictate the use of an underground unit, which can result in extensive excavation.
For above-ground units, pumping may be required. Maintaining and opexating these pumping facilltiss wm
increase the capital costs as web as the enerW, operations and maintenance cost of the vortex solids separator.

Re~m’die~ of the type of vortex separator selected, the type and ~aantity of pollutants to be removed
must first be determined. The settieability charactecistiex and the quantity of flow to be treated will then
established for proper design to achieve the desired treatment level. The settling charactegistiex of ~
anticipated in the influent are the basis of the design of all unit types.

The performance of each unit is based on the vortex separation mechanism. Each unit type has its
own design criteria to aehleve solids/liquids separation. The design of the: EPA Swirl Concentrator is based
on settlexbility studies developed in the 1970s. This information is available in the public domain from EPA
design manuals (USEPA, 1977). Design of the Storm King units is based on pilot-scale treatability studies.
Pilot-scale testing is conducted at each installation to select the appropriate full-scale unit design that best suits
the intended application. The Fluidsep design is based on modeling of particolate settleability determined
during site-specific studies, including flow gauging and rainfall measurmlents.

Vortex separators designed primarily for removing grittier material, my have difficulty removing
the less settleable solids often found in storm water runoff. For CSO appUcatioas, average total mass solids
removals varied between 38%, at the EPA Swirl Concentrator facility in Washington, D.C., to 61%, at the
Storm King pilot-etudy facility in Columbus, Georgia. For storm wateg runoff applications, average total
mass solids removal was observed to be approximately 26%, at the pilot-scale Swh-! Conceatrator
demonstration test in West Roxbury, Massachusetts. Average performance characteristics for the three
different types of separators in shown in Table 1 below. This data is for CSO applications only.

Solids are removed in the undeid]ow by flow splitling even if there is no concentration of particulates
in the underflow frmn the vortex unit. The removal of solids in the undorflow may account for a large
portion of the total mass solids removed in the unit. To discoultt the solids removed by the undeg/~ow without
concentration by the unit, net solids removals were determined. Net mlids removals exclude from the total
solids removal, the solids removed by the underflow by flow-q~ting. Net solids removals for
applications, as shown in Table 1, were observed to a low of 7% for Tmg, en, Germany aml a high of 34%,
for Columbus, Georgia. The average net mass solids removal for separate storm water applicatio~ was
observed to be a high of 17% for the EPA Swirl Concentrator tested at West Roxlmry, Mussaehusetts and
a low of 12% for the Storm King unit tested at Bradaaton, Florida. l~wever, the data for storm water
runoff applications is not considered s’nfficient to allow for the evaluation of performance between unit designs
and is not included in Table 1.

Vortex separators do not have any moving parts, and are therefore not maintenance inter/re.
However, wash downs are required following every CSO event to prevmt odors. To accomplish this, some
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TABLE 1: AVERAGE VORTEX PERFORMANCE CH~kiLACTEIUSTICS
FOR CSO API~LICATIONS

Total Net
umt Type Location Effluent Hydraulic Solids Solids Treatment

Flow (MGD) Reduction Removal Removal Factor

Swirl        Washington, DC I0 24 38 12 1.7

Fluidsep Tengen, Germany 11 47 54 7 1.2

Storm King James Bridge, UK 7.5 39 53 14 1.7

Storm King Columbus, GA 4.3 23 61 34 2.6

SOURCE: References I0, II. 20, and 21

units have been designed to be self-cleansing. This may not be necessary for storm water treatment
applications. Pretreatment

BMPs such as bar greens or street sweeping can be used to decrease the quantity of wastes reaching the
vortex separators, but it is not required. Maintenance would be requi~-ed for pretreatment and pumping
equipment.

COSTS

The capital cost for vortex solids separator treatment facili~des are dependant on site-specific
characteristics. Commonly, vortex solids separators are used with other treatment technologies such as
automatic bar screens, and disinfectien. The capital cost for vortex solids separator treatment facilities in
the U.S. varies between $3,000 and $3,2~0 per acre of drainage basin (11993 dollars). Typically the capital
cost for installed vortex solids separator units without wetreatment t,; approximately $4,900 per million
gallons of flow treated (1993 dollar).

Total costs of vortex units often include predesign costs, capital �~sts and opegation and maintenance
(O&M) costs. Foe example, predesign study costs for the Storm King are typically $20,0e0 (1993 dollars).
Predesign costs for the Fluidsep, range between $25,000 and $100,000 (1993 dollars). There are no predesign ¯
study costs associated with the EPA Swh’i Concentrator, because Imbli~hed seetlexbili/y curves are used for
the basis of design.
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Vortex solids separator units do not generally require significant energy expenditures unless pumping "
is required. Operating expenses primarily include labor for wash domn or energy costs for automatic wash
down or bar screens. However some installations such as the Storm King unit in Surry Heath, England, do
not have a sanitary or foul sewer line for disposing of collected solids. These facilities must collect its
residuals in a collection zone or holding tank. The frequency for pumping out the collected residuals will be
.de, .p~n. dent on the amount of material collected per storm, the num~-,
nolmng zone or tank. The S,,,’,’,, Heao*- ~--’,~ ............. s~ze of the.- ..,.u.~, ~ esumaung me nolamg zone will uirez-~ years. ~ue cost �or periodic em.-*.~-- an-’ ............. ¯     . req    pump out every,
$300-450 per cleaning (1993 dollars)?:’~; u u~posm ol me collected re.duals LS estimated to be between

t ....
.I .m.p.rovements can often be observer in water quality or in the health ,,~ok

ne wasmngton, D.C. CSO Abatement Prnm~,, w,.;~- .........--_~ =.~u. for examlae,
storage, has resulted m decreased o-"-en d ....-" ........ ncentrators and upstream
oxygen-depleted water. Much of th~:s =,-,,u~ m me recewmg water. F’mh have returned to the once

improved receiving water quai~y ~5 attributable due to a combinationof the upstream storage, and the bar screens, disinfection, and oporati~m of the vortex units.

For C$O applications the vortex solid separators must be washed down after each storm events to
prevent objectionable odors. Odor control for some storm water applications and for residual storage
facilities may also be required. Collected residuals from storm water applications have not evaluated.
However, collected residuals should be evaluated for toxicity and metals content before disposal.
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Water quality inlets OVQls) eomist ef a series of chambers that allow sedimentation of coarse
materials, screening of larger or fleatiag debris, and separation of h~e oil (as opposed to emulsified or
dissolved oil) from storm water. They capture only the rust portion of r~moff for treatment and are geaerally
used for pretreatment before discharging to other best management prngtices (BMPs). A typiemi WQI, as
shown in Figure 1 below, consists e/~ a sedimem chamber, an oil separation chamber and a disdmrge
chamber. WQls are also commonly called oil/grit selatrators or o/i/water separators. WQIs can be purclmsed
as a pre-manufactured unit or can be constructed on site.

SOUICE: I~et~mm 3

FIGURE 1: PltOIelLE OF A TYlqCAL WATER QUALITY

COMMON MOI}IFICATIOhgS

The design of WQls can be modified to improve their performamce. Possible modif’gations include
(1) tu additional orifice and chamber that replace the inverted IMpe eil~w, (2) the extension of the second
chamber wail up to the top of the structure, or O) the addition of 8 diffusion device at the inlet. The
diffusion device is intended to disuipate the velocity herd sad turbtde~ce sad distribute the flow more evudy
over the entire �~s4ectional arm (API, 1990). Suppliers ot pre-amnufactured units (I.e., Higldand Tank
& Mfg., Jay R. Smith Ml’g., etc.) can also provide ntodifJcatious of the typical design for special conditions.

CURRENT STATUS

WQls are widely used in the U.S.; however, recent studies indicate that the lack of regular
maintenance adversely affect their performance. There is also some c~era that, because the collected
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residuals c~ntain hydrocarbon by-produc~, the residuals may be considered to~ toxic for conventional landf’dl
disposal. Maintenance requirements and residual disposal, should be c~r~fuHy evaluated in selecting a WQI.
Possible alternatives to the WQI include sand ~dters, oil absorbent materials, ud other Innovative BM~s (i.e.,
Stormceptor Syst~n).

WQls are often used where land requirements and cost proMbit the use of larger BMP devices, such
as ponds or wetlands. WQls are also used to treat runoff prior to disclmrge to other BMPs. WQIs can be
adapted to all regions of the country (Schueler, 1992), and are typically located in small, highly impervious

expected to have higher hydrocarbon concentrations than other land uses (MWCOG, 1993). Increased
maintenance and residual disposal, due to these higher hydrecarbon �o~geatratlons from these areas, must
be carefully evaluated before selecting a WQI for these applicottens.

LIMrrATIONS

Two major constraints limit the efrectiven~s of WQIs. Theses constraints are (1) the size of the
drainage area and (2) the activity within the drainage area. WQls are generally receatmeaded for drainage
areas of I acre or less (Berg, 1991, NVPI~, 1992). Construction costs often become wohibitive for larger
drainage areas. 19gh sediment loads interfere with the ability of the WQi to effectively separate oil and
grease from the runoff. Theg~ore, WQls should not accept runoff fr~a distmbed areas tmless the runoff
has been pretreated to reduce the sediment loads to acceptable levels.

WQls are also limited by maintenance requirements and pollutant removal capabilities. Maintenance
of underground WQh can be easily neglected because the WQI is oft,m "out of right and out of mind."
Regular maintenance is essential to insuring effective pollutant removed. Lack of maintenance will often
result in resnspension of settled pollutants. WQls are most effective in removing heavy sediments and floating
oil and grease. WQls have demonstrated limited ability to separate dis~olved or emulsified oil from runoff.
WQls are also not very effective at removing pollutants such as nutrients or metals, except where the metals
are directly related to sediment removal.

More than 95 percent of all WQls operate as designed ~ha’ing their lust $ years. Very few
structural or degging weblems or wobleas with the septratiett of the p~llutoats tad water are experimced
during that period. However, WQIs have a very poor record of pollutant t~moval due to a lack of regular
dean-outs and the resmpensiou of the sediments (Sdmeler, 1992). The e~Icieacy of oil and water separation
in a WQI is inversely lWoportional to the ratio of the discharge rate to l~te mzit’s surface area (API, 1990).
Due to the small calmcity of the WQI, the disdmrge rate is typically very’ high and the deteattoa time is very
short, which can result in minimal pollutant settling. The average detention time in a WQI is less than 0.5
hour (MWCOG, 1993).

The WQI achieves slight, if any, removal of nutrients, metals a~d organic pollutants other than free
petroleum products (Schueler, l~2J. Grit and sediments are partially removed by gravity settling within the
f’trst two chambers. A WQI with ¯ detention time of I hour my expect to have 20 to 40 pergettt removal of

The Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (MWC(3~) performed a ieng4erm study to
determine WQI performance and effectiveness. Monitoring of more th~a 100 WQls indicated that lem than
2 inches of sedimeats (meetly marse-grained grit and organic matter) were trapped in the WQIs.
Hydrocarbon and total organic cofoon (TO~) concentrations of the sediments averaged $,1~0 and ~3,900
mg/kg, respectively. The mean hydrocarbon concentration in the WQI water columa was 10 mg/L. The
study also indicated that sedimettt accmnulatioa did not increase over time, suggesting that the sediments
become re-suspended during storm events (MWCOG, 1993). Althoughg the desiga of the WQI effectively
separates oil and grease from water, re-suspension of the settled matter appears to limit removal efficiencies.
Actual removal occurs when the residuals are removed frem the WQI (Schueler 1992).
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DESIGN

l~ior to WQI design, the site should be evaluated to de~ermine it another BMP would be more cost.
effective in removing the pollutants of concern. WQIs should be used where no other BMP is fessible. Tbt
site should be near a storm drain network so that flow can be easii~ diverted to the WQI for trmtmeat
(NVPDC, 1992). Construction activities within the drainage area should be cmnpleted and the drainage area
should be revegetated so that the sediment loading to the WQI is minimized. Upstream sediment contng

WQls are most effective for small drainage 8rms. Dralmqge areas of 1 acre or less 8r~ often

WQI), but tbey can be used as an oa-line unit (i.e., receive 811 rma~. Geoerally off-line un#s m’e designed
to handle the f’ust 0.$ inches of runoff from the drainage ares. Upstremn isolation/diversioa structures can
be used to divert the water to the of Y-iine structure (Schueler, lg92). C~t-line units receive ldgber flows that
will likely cause increased turbulence and resuspension of settied material; thereby reducing WQI

Structural ioadings should be considered in the WQI design (Berg, 1991). WQls are available
in we-manufactured units or can be cast-in-piace. Reinforced concr~e should be used to �oast~uct bolow-
grade WQls. The WQls should be water tight to prevcot pomdbie gr~msd water �oemmin~tmt. The first
and second chambers are generally connected by ms opening covered by 8 trash rack or by a PV(~ or other
suitable material pipe (Berg, 1991). Ira pipe is used Jt should also be co~rered by a trash rack or screen.
opening or pipe between the fh3t and second chambers should be designed to pass the design storm with out
surcharging the f’n’st chamber (Berg, 1991). The design storm will vm-y depending on geographica/locotimt
and is generally def’mite by local regulations.

d " .Wh.~ the combined lmgth of the first two chambers exceeds 12 geet, the chambers are typically
esign..ed wtth the Jeugth of the first and second chamber being 2/3 and 1~ of the combined isagth

respectively. Each of the chambers should have a separate manboic to provide access for cleaning and
inspection.

The State of Maryinnd design standards indicate that the combined volume of the rn3t sad secoad
chambers should be determined based on 40 cubic feet per 0.10 acre draining to the WQI. In Mm’yland, this
is equivalent to capturing the ru-st 0.1:~3 inch of runoff from the contributing drainage area. Tbe combined
voimne includes the volume of the first msd second chamber up to the top of the interior walls and the volume
of the pennmsent pool (Berg, 1~91).

Permanent poots within the chambers help prevent the possibility of sedimcot resmpemion. The first
and secoud chambers should have permanestt pools with 4-foot depths. I]~ possible, the third chamber should
also contain = pennanestt pool (NVIq~, 1~/).

In the standard WQI, an inverted elbow is installed betweess the second and third cksmber. The
elbow should extemi a minimum of 3 feet into the second chamber’s permanent poul In order to retain oil
(NVPI~, 1992). The elbow should be capable of lmssing the design storm to prevent frequent disckarge of
accumulated oil. The size of the elbow or number of elbows can be adjusted to accommod~e the desfgn flow

WQIs should be inspected after every storm event to detegmine it ntaintenance is required. At 8
minimum each WQI should be demsed at the beginning of each change in sesson (Berg, 1991). The required
maintenance will be site-specific due to variations in sedimeut and hydrocs~’bon loading. Maintenance should

techniques should be environmentally 8ccept~le 8rid in actawdsnce with Jocai regulations. Since WQI
residuals contain hydrocarbon by-products they my require dispttml as 8 hazardous waste. Many WQI
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owners contract with waste haulers to collect and dispose of these residuals. Since WQIs can be relatively
deep, they may be designated as confined spaces. Caution should be ezercised to �ompiy with confined space
entry safety regulations in the event that entry into the WQI is requi~d.

The construction costs for WQls will vary greatly depending ea the size and depth required. The
construction costs (’m 1993 dollars) for cast-b-place WQls range frcm, SS,O0O to $16,000, with the average
WQI costing around $~,.S00 (Sebueler, 1992). For the Imsic design and construction of WQIs, the pre-
manufactured units are generally less expensive than tlmse cest-in-pi~e (Berg, 1991).

Maintenance rests will also vary greatly depending on the stae of the �lrahtage, the mount of the
residuals collected, and the dean-out and cllspesai methods avm’inble 0khudeg, 1992). The cost of residuals
removal, analysis and disposal can be major maintenance expense, particularly if- the residuals are toxic and
are not suitable for disposal in a conventional landflU.

WQls can effectively trap trash, debris, oil mid grease, and other floatables that would otherwise be
discharged to surface waters (Schueler, 1992). The 1993 MWCOG sttgly found that poUutants in the WQI
sediments were similar to those pollutants found in downstream receiving water sediments (the tidal ~
River). This information suggests that downstream sediment contamination is linked to contaminated runoff
(MWCOG, 1993). A properly designed and maintained WQls can be an effectively BMP for reducing
hydrecarbon contamination in receiving water sediments.

WQls generally provide limited hydraulic and residuals storage. Due to the limited storage, WQls
do not provide adequate storm water quantity control. The WQI residuals require frequent removal and my
require disposal as a hazardous waste. The 1993 MWCOG study tround that the residuals from WQIs
typically contain many priority pollutants, including polym-omatic hydro4:m-bons, trace metals, pthalates,
phenol, toluene, and possibly methylene chloride (MWCOG, 1993). D~ring periods of high flow, the residuals
may be resnspended and released frem the WQI to surface waters.

1. Fibresep Limited, not dated. Informative literature on the Stormceptor System. OakviUe, Oma~o,

2. Schueler, TAL 1992. A Current ~�’-~,~,.,mt Of U _rhea ~ M~n~,ement Pr~. MetropoUtan
Washington Council of Governmmts.

3. Berg, V.IL 1991. Wot__m-~ �~l~mllty Inlat (Oil/Grit Mot’s). Marylaltd Department of the Environment,
Sediment and Storm Water Administration.

4. Amegican Petroleum Institute (API) 1990. M~nl~ oa !~_~ ~’u~v_ ~gavtz~’~"~ _*~ta.! Ce,~oi - M*,m~n~_t

of W~_t_~ ES_~’h~zes (D~’~ ~ Operation of 0tl-Water Semrmms). Ptddication 421, Flrst Edition.

5. Northern Virginia Planning District Commission (NVPD~ and Eagineegs and Surveyors Institute, 1992.
Northeru Virginia BMP Handbook.

6. Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (MWCOG), 1993. The Oualitv of Tram)ed Sediments
am]_ Pool Water ]~(’~thin Oil Grit Separators in Suburban Maryland_. Interim Report.
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DE~glI~ON

Wet detention ponds provide both retention and treatment of o~ntmnhmted storm water runoff. A
typical wet detention pond is shown in Flgure 1 below. A wet detentiou pond maintains a pennanmt pool
of water where pollutant removal is achieved through physical, biolog~cal and chemical pcocesm. Storm
water runoff is detained in the pond until runoff from the next storm e~eat mixes with and displaces some
of the treated water before discharge to receiving waters. Discharge fn~n the pond is controlled by ¯ riser

~n~uwJ~ 1: TYPICAL LAYOUt OF A wt~T l~,-~rr~ON ~

wet detention ponds remove sediment, organic matter and metals by sedimentation and runove
dissolved metals and nutrients through biological uptake. EfTective polim~ant removal can be achieved if the
pond is prope~ designed and maintained (SEWPRC, 1991).

A typical wet pond my be athnced with the addition of a sediment forebay, as shown in Figure 1,
or by constructing shallow ledges aloag the edge of the permanent peoi. Runoff passes through the sedfxnem
forebay where the heavier sediments drop out of’ suspension, while additional removal of lighter sediments
eccurs in the permanent pool. The shallow, peripheral ledges contain aquatic plants that trap pollutants as
they enter the pond. Biological activity also increases due to the aquatiC: plants, and results in increased
nutrient removal. Perimeter wetland areas can also be created that will aid in poilutantremoval. The iedles
also act as a safe/y precamion from accidental drowning and provide etsy access for maintenance to the
permanent pool.
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Storm water quality control is achieved in the permanent pool, which is designed by either the
eutrophication method or ~e solids ~ttling method ~t/gan, 19S8). ~:veral mod~s are available for both
methods. The solids ~fing method accounts for poUutant rtmoval tlu’eugh sedimentation, whereas the
eutrophication method accounts for di~aotved nutrient r~moval that occm~ as a result of biological process~.

¯ Equations for ~ Walker emrophication model are shown in Table 2 below. The sofids settfing method
indicate that two-thirds of the sediment, natrimts and trace metal loads m~e removed by sedimeatation w~thin
24 hours. Theses projections are supported by the results of the EPA’s 1993 National Urban RunolT Progrmn

to achieve signifiamt phosphorus rmsoval (MD, 19~). This ioage~ HRT is similar to the mtT determined
by the emrophication method. In some cases, the HgTs cakulated by the ~ method ar~ up to
three times greater than HRTs cakulated by the solids settling method. "l~se longer HRTs appem" to be due

permanent pool that is approzimately three times larger than the permanCmt pool calculated by solids settling
models (HagXigan, 19~). Other design methods, such as sizing the p~manent pool to collect a specific
volume of runoff from the drainage area, have bern tried with varyi~ degrees of success, and ar~ not
described in this fact sheet.

TABLg 2: WALKKR gUTROlqllCATION MODKL

K2 = (O.056)(QS)(F)’a/(QS + 13.~) (1)

R = I+(141+4N)u)I(2N) {2)

where:

K2 = Second order decay rate (m~/mg-yr)
QS = Mean ovegflow rate (m/yr) = z/’r
F = Inflow ortho P/total P ratio
Z = Mean depth (m)
T = Average HRT (yr)
R = Total P retention coefficient = BMP efficie~-y
N = (g2)fl’)(T)
P = Inflow total P (ng/L)

Other key factors to be considered in the pond derdgn are the volume and area ratios. The volume
ratio, VB/VR, is the ratio of the permanmt popi. storage (’v’B) to the mean storm runoff O/R). l~he area
ratio, A/As, is the ratio of the contributing drainage arm (A) to the permm~mt pool surface area (As). Both
ratim ar~ cmmkh¢~ importam in the dmign of rite pond and are �orr~/ated with tr~mm emcie~ciu.

VB/VR ratio should equal 4.0 for maximum efficiency (Hartigsn, 19S~). However, design standards for the

rmsoval efficiency. Data from IWeVious stndies, indicates that area rat~ less ~ I00 typically have better
poUutant removal efficimdm (MD, 19S6). A VB/VR of 4.0 is equivslmt to ¯ 2 week HRT sssuming an

¯           average of I00 storm events per year (Hsrtigan, LMS). T’als can I~ ~ uslng the formula
VB/[(VR)(N)] = HRT, ~ N is tl~ average nmnber of storm events per year and I~T is exprmsed in
years. AdilTerent VB/Vi~ ratio will change the HRT. Foraample, inMatTlandaVB/V~r~tio equalto
2.$ is equivalent to a 9 day HRT (Hartigan, 19~).
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One way to increase the HRT is to increase the depth of the permanent pool. However, the
permanent pool depth should not exceed 20 feet. The optimal depth iruges between 3 and 9 feet for most
regions, given a 2 week HRT (Hartigan, 1988). Ponds with shallower depths will have shorted HRTs. It is
important to maintain a suffident permanent pool depth in order to prevent the resuspension of trapped
sediments (NVPDC, 1992). Conversely, thermal stratirtcotion and anoxic conditions in the bottom layer might

activity. Anoxic conditions may also increase the potential for the relatse of phosphorus 8nd bmvy metals
from the pond sediments (NVI’DC, 1992).

In general, pond desigus are unique for each site and mpplicot~m. Ponds should always be designed
to complement the natural topography (NVPDC, 1992). The pond shoal.d be constructed with adequate slopes
and lengths. While, ¯ lmgth-to-width ratio is usually not used in the design of wet detmtion lxxxls for stat~
water quantity management, a 2:1 Icogth-to-width ratio is coatmon/y reed whm water quility is of ctmcern.
In general, high length-to-width ratios (greater than 2:1) will decrease the pmsibilitT of’ diort-drcuitbtg 8rid

pool to increase the flow path (Hartigan, 1988). Shoreline slopes between $:1 and 10:.1 are common and allow
easy access for malntmance, such as mowing and sediment removal (Hm-tigan, 1988). In addition, wetland
vegetation is difficult to establish and maintain on slopes steeper than lt0:l. Ponds should be wedge41mped
so that flow enters the pond and gradually spreads out. This minimizes the potenthd for zones with little or
no flow (Urbonas, 1993).

The design of the wet pond embankment is another key fsctor to be considered. Proper design and
construction of the embankments will prolong the integrity of the pond structure. Subsidem:e and settling

be overfilled by at least $% (SEWPRC, 1991). Seepage through the embankment can also affect the stability
of the structure. Seepage can generally be ~ by adding draim, 8nti-seelmge collars and core
trenches. The embankment side slopes can be protected from ermion by using minimum side slopes of 2:1
and by covering the embankment with vegetation or rip-rap. The embaakment should also have ¯ minimum
top width of 6 feet to ease maintenance.

Normal flows will be discharged through the wet pond outlet, which comists of 8 concrete
corrugated metal riser and barrel. The riser is a vertical pipe or inlet structure that is attached to the base
with a watertight connection, lCAsers are typically placed in or 8djacettt to the embankment rather than in
the middle of the pond. This provides easy access for maintenance ~uad prevents the use of the riser as ¯
recr~tion spot (e.g., diving platform for kids) (Schueler, 1988). The barrel is a horizontal pipe attached to
the riser that conveys flow under the embankmem.

Typically, flow passes through an inverted pipe attached to the riser, as shown in Figure 1, with
higher flows will pass through ¯ trash rack installed on the riser. The iinverted pipe should discharge water
from below the pond water surface to pre~mt floatables from dogging the pipe and to avoid discharging the
warmer surface water. Clogging of the pipe could result in overtopping of the embankment and damage to
the embankment (NVPDC, 1992). Flow is conveyed through the near he¢/zoutal berrd ond discharged to the

The design mad construction of the riser 8rid barrel should consMer the design sterm and the material
of~. Generally, the riser and barrel are sized to meet the strum water manqeme~ dedgn criteria
(e.g., to pa~ ¯ 2-yenr or ¯ lO-yenr storm evmt). In many installations the riser a~l berrd are designed to
convey multiple design storms (Urbonm~ 1993). The riser and barrel should be comtruct~ of reinfevc~

also have su~ciem weight to prevent flotation (NVPDC, 1992).

In most cases, emergency spillways should be included in the pond design. Emergmcy spillways
should be sized to safely pass flows that exceed the design storm flows. The spillway prevents pond water
levels from overtopping the embankment, which could cause structur~ damage the embankment. The
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emergency spillway should be io~ated so that downstream buildings and structures will not be negatively
impacted by a spillway discharges. The pond d~sign should include a low flow drain, as shown in l~mre I.
The drain pipe should be designed for gravity discharge and should ~ equipped with an adjustable gate
valve.

Wet detention ponds function more eHective/y when they are ,~gulac4y inspected and maintained.
Routine maflstenance of the pond includes mowing of the embankment and buffer areas and impection for
erosion and nuisance (e.g., borrowing ~n~m~k, weeds, odors) problans (SEWI~C, 1991). Trash and debris
should be routinely removed to maintain an attractive appearance ~nd also to prevent the outlet from

embankment and emergency spmway should also be routinely lnspecte~ for structura/integrity, especially

When any problems are observed during routine impectiom, necessary repairs should be made
immediately. Failure to correct minor problems may lead to larger mtore expemiv¢ repai~ or even pond
failure. Typically, maintenance includes repairs to the embankment, emergency spillway, in/et and outlet,
removal of sediment and control of algal growth, insects and odors (SEWPRC, 1991). Large vegetation or
trees that may weaken the embankmmt should be removed. Periodk maintenance may also inclnde the
stabi/ization of the outtall area (e.g., add rip-rap) to prevmt eves/re damage to the embankment and the
stream bank. In most cases sediments removed trom wet detention pm~ls are suitable for landfill disposal.
However, where available, on-site dispesa/od removed sedimmts wiU t~luce maintenance cests.

CO6TS

The total cost for a pond includes permitting, design and amstruction and maintenance cm~s.
Permitting costs may vary depending on state and load regulations. Typically, wet detmtion ponds are less
costly to construct in undeve/oped areas than retrofitting into developed areas. This is due to the cost of land
and the dilT~’ulty in f’mding suitable site~ in developed areas. The cost of re/ocating of pre-aisttng utilities

1989 for undeveloped areas are shown in l~mre 2 below. These costs incilude mobilization and demobilization
of heavy equipmem, site pre4mra~on (e.g., clearing and excavation), site development (e.g., seeding and inlet
construction) and �ontingencies (e.g., engineering and legal fees) (SEWPRC, 1991). Several studies have
shown the construction cast M retrofitting a wet detmtion pond into a developed area my be $ to 10 thnes

Operation and maintesumce costs in 1989 are presessted in l~qwe 3 below (SEWPRC, 1991). Annual
maintenance a~sts can ~ be estimated at 3 to $ percent of the construction costs (Schne/a’, 1992).

available (SEWI~C, 1991).

general, the positive impects from a wet detention ponds will exceed any negative impacts from a pond,
assuming the pond is propec/y designed and maintained.
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Treatment within a pond can be enhanced through extending tke detention time in the permanent
pool. ~ allows for a mote gradual release of collected nmoff from a design storm over a specified time
(ILu’tigan, 1988). This results in increased pollution removal as web as .control of peak flows.

CURRENT STATUS

Wet detention ponds have been widely used tln~ughout the U.S. for many years to treat of storm
water runoff. Many of these ponds have been monitored to determine their performance. EPA Region V
is currently pegformbtg a study on the efgectivmem of ~0 to 60 wet detention ponds. Other" organ/rations,
such as the Washington, D.C., Council of Governments (Wash COG) have also comlucted egtmsive
evaluations of wet detmtion pond performance (Schueler, 1992). Wet deteattoa ponds provide the batefit
of both storm water quantity and quality coatrol. In gmend, a higher k,~d of nutrient removal and better
storm water quantit~ control can be achieved in wet detention ponds than can be achieved with ocher best
managemmt practices (BMPs), such as inrdtration trenches or sand falters. However, proper" niaintmance
is essential to maintaining these higher levels of treatmmt.

LIMITATIONS

Wet detention ponds must be able to mintain a permanent pool. Therefore, ponds should not be
constructed in areas where there is insufficient precipitation or on softs that are highly permeable. In wetter
regions, a small minimum drainage arm my be adequate, where as, in ,qore arid regions, a larger drainage
arms may be required in order to emure sulgicimt water to maintain t~ penaaamt pool. ha some cases,
softs that are highly permeable may be comlmcted or overlaid with clay blankets to make the bottom Jess
permeable. Land constraints, such as snmll sites or highly developed atoms, may also preclude the use of a
pond. In addition, the local d/mate (i.e., temlm’amre) may affect the biiological uptake in the pond. W’~th
out proper maintenance, the performance of the pond will drop off sharply. Regular cleaning o~ the forebays
is ~y important~ Mahttaining the pennaumt pool is also impot~tant in prevmting the remspension
of trapped sedimmts. In most cases no specific limimtiom have been Ida-s on disposal of sedimmts removed
from wet detention ponds. Studies to date indicate that pond sediments 8~’e likely to meet tox~ity limits and
can be safely landrdled (Schueler, 1992). Some states have allowed sediment dislmsal on-site, as ~ as the

The primary pollutant removal mechanism in a wet detemioa pond is sedimentation. Suspended
pollutants, such 8s metals, nutrients, sedimatts, and organics, are pm’tly runoved by sedimmtstiou. Other
po/lutant ranovst mechanisms include algal uptake, wetland p/ant ulgake and bacterial decomposit~n
(Schueler, 1992). Dissolved ~ removs! occurs ss 8 result of biologJcsi 8rid chemical ~
(NVI’DC, 1992)o

The removal rates of convmtion~ wet detmtioJl pouds (i.e., without the sedimmt forebsy or
peripheral ledges) 8re weft documented and are shown in Table I below. ,I’ne wide range in the removal rates
is a result of varying hydraulic residence times (HRTs), which is furth,~ discussed in the Design Criteria

Studies have showu that more thaxt 90 pegcetlt of the pollutant t~emoval occurs during the quiescent
conditiom (i.e., the period between the rainfall events) (MD, 1986). However, some removal occurs during
the dynamic period (i.e., when the runoff enters the pond).
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TABLE 1: REMOVAL EFI~ICIENCIF_,S FROM WET I)~I~’rIoN PONI~

Parameter                                Percent Remoral
Schueler, 1992~         l~m~itma. 19~~

Tota~ Suspended Solid 50 - 90 80 - 90
Total Phosphorus 30 - 90
Soluble Nutrients 40 - ~0 ~0 - 70
Lead 70 - ~0
Zinc 40 - ~0
Biochemical Oxygen Demand or

t hydraulic residence time varies
: hydraulic residmce time of 2 weeks

Well designed and properly m~ ponds can function as designed for 20 years or more.
Concrete ~ and barrels have a ionge~ life tlum corrugated meted pipe riset~ and barreh and are
recommended for most pertmmmt ponds (Schuel~’, 1992). The accumulatima of ~limmts in the pomi will

easy access to the forebays for frequent sediment removal.

design. Depending on the iecation of the pond, required pmnits and ceg~’gations my include wetland

permits, local gradiag pennia, land use approvals, etc.(Schueler, 1992). Siace many states and muaidpalities
are still in the prma~ of developing or modifying storm water p~tmit requirmtmts, the applicable

The cost dgective=e~ of locating ¯ pond at that site should also be carefully evaluated. The site must have
adequate Imse-flow from the groundwater or from the drainage m~t to maintain the pennanmt pool.
Typically, underlying soih with pmaeabmty betwem 10~ and 10" ,~/~ec will be adequate m that a

allows for maximm~ storage at minimum construction cesta (NVPDC,~ 1992). Lmtd mama/ms to avoid
include existing utilities (e.g., electric or p~) that would be cestly to rekgate and excavation of bedrock that
would require expemive bla=iag op=-atims.

The design of wet detention ponds should set-re two fmtctitms: ~tecm water quantity cmttrol and

control post-developmmt peak disdmrge rates to pre-development leveh~. Vm’ie~ muting modeh (i.e., Soft
Conservation Secvice TR-20 or EPA SWMM) can be used to calculate the required storm water storage.
Usually the pond is designed to control multiple design storms (e.g., 2- and/or 10-yem" storms) and safely pass
the 100-year storm event. However, the design storm may vary depending on local conditions and
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United States Office of Water EPA 832-F-99-010
Environmental Protection Washington, D.C. September 1999
Agency

 EPA    Storm Water
Management Fact Sheet
Employee Training

DESCRIPTION The program can be standardized and repeated as
necessary, both to train new employees and to keep

In-house employee training programs areits objectives fresh in the minds of more senior
established to teach employees about storm wateremployees. A training program is also flexible and
management, potential sources of contfiminants,can be adapted as a facility’s storm water
and Best Management Practices (BMPs).management needs change overtime.
Employee training programs should instill all
personnel with a thorough understanding of theirObstacles to an employee training program include:
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP), ~:
including BMPs, processes and materials they arē Lack of commitment from senior
working with, safety hazards, practices for management.
preventing discharges, and procedures for
responding quickly and properly to toxic and̄ Lack of employee motivation.
hazardous material incidents.

¯ Lack of incentive to become involved in
APPLICABILITY BMP implementation.

Typically, most industrial facilities have employeeo KEY PROGRA~Vl COMPONENTS
training programs. Usually these address such
areas as health and safety training and fireSpecific design criteria for implementing an
protection. Training on storm water managementemployee traimng program include:
and BMPs can be incorporated into these programs.

¯ Ensuring strong commitment and periodic
Employees can be taught through 1) posters, input frorn senior management.
employee meetings, courses, and bulletin boards
about storm water management, potential¯ Communicating frequently to ensure
contaminant sources, and prevention of adequate understanding of SWPPP goals
contamination in surface water runoff, and 2) field and objectives.
training programs that show areas of potential storm
water contamination and associated pollutants,¯ Utilizing experience from past spills to
followed by a discussion of site-specific BMPs by prevent fiature spills.
trained personnel.

¯ Making employees aware of BMP
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES monitoring and spill reporting procedures.

Advantages of an employee training program are D̄eveloping operatingmanuals and standard
that the program can be a low-cost and easily procedures.
implementable storm water management BMP.
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¯ Implementing spill drills. Tim Clark
285 Aragon Avenue

IMPLEMENTATION Coral Gables, FL 33134

An employee training program should be anHillsboroughCounty, Florida
on-going, yearly process. Meetings about SWPPPsJose Rodriguez
should be held at least annually, possibly inHillsborough County Public Works
conjunction with other training programs. Figure 1601 East Kennedy Boulevard
illustrates a sample employee training worksheet.Tampa, FL 33601
Worksheets such as these can be used to plan and
track employee training programs. ProgramK.ingCounty, Washington
performance depends on employees’ participationDave Hancock
and on senior management’s commitment toDepartment of Natural Resources, Water and Land
reducing point and nonpoint sources of pollution;Resources Division, Drainage Services Section
therefore, performance will vary among facilities.700 54 Avenue, Suite 2200
To be effective these programs need seniorSeattle, WA98104
management’s support

Mitchell Training, Inc.
COSTS Barbara Mitchell

5414 SW 177’~ Street
Costs for implementing an employee trainingArcher, FL32618
program are highly variable. Most storm water
training program costs will be directly related toSoutheastern Wisconsin RegionalPlanning
labor and associated overhead costs. Trainers canCommission
reduce costs by using free educational materialsBob Biebel
available on the subject of storm water quality.916 N. East Avenue, P.O. Box 1607

Waukesha, WI 53187
Figure 2 can be used to estimate the annual costs
for an in-house training program. Table 1 providesThe mention of trade names or commercial
an example of how this worksheet can be used toproduets does not constitute endorsement or
estimate annualcosts, recommendation for the use by the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency.
REFERENCES

I. U.S. EPA, 1979. NPDES BMP Guidance
Document.

2. U.S. EPA, Pre-print, 1992. Stormwater
Management for Industrial Activities:
Developing Pollution Prevention Plans and
Best Management Practices. EPA 832-R-92-
006.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Center for Watershed Protection
Tom Schueler
8391 Main Street
Ellicott City, MD 21043

City of Coral Gables, Florida
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Worksheet Completed by: ....
EMPLOYEE TRAINING Title:

Date:

Instructions: Descdbe the employee training program for your facility below. The program should, at a minimum, address spill prevention and
response, good housekeeping, and matedal management practices. Provide a schedule for the training program and list the employees who
attend the training sessions.

Brief Description of
Training

ProgramlMaterials (e.g., Schedule for
Training Topics film, newsletter, course) Training (list dates) Participants

Spill Prevention and Response

Good Housekeeping

Matedal Management
Practices

Other Topics

Source: U. S. EPA, 1992.

FIGURE 1 SAMPLE WORKSHEET FOR TRACKING EMPLOYEE TRAINING

TABLE 1 EXAMPLE OF ANNUAL EMPLOYEE TRAINING COSTS

Title Number Average Overhead* Estimated Estimated Annual
Hourly Multiplier Yearly Hours Cost ($)

Rate ($) on SW
Training

Stormwater 1 x 15 x 2.0 x 20 = 600
Engineer

Plant Management 5 x 20 x 2.0 x 10 = 2,000

Plant Employees 100 x 10 x 2.0 x 5 = 10,000

Total Estimated Annual Cost $12,600

*Note: Defined as a multiplier (typically ranging between 1 and 3) that takes into account those costs associated with
costs other than salary of employing a person, expenses, etc
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Title Number Average Overhead Estimated Estimated
Hourly Multiplier Yearly Hours on Annual Cost

Rate ($) SW Training ($)

x x x = (A)

x x x = (13)

x x x = (C)

x x x = (D)

Total Estimated Annual Cost
(Sum of A+B+C+O)

Source: U.S. EPA, 1992.

FIGURE 2 SAMPLE ANNUAL TRAINING COST WORKSHIEET

For more infomaation contact:

Municipal Teclmology Branch
U.S. EPA
Mail Code 420.4
401 M St., S.W.
Washington, D.C., 20460

 MTB
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United States Office of Water 832-F-99-046
Environmental Protection    Washington, D.C.. September 1999
Agency

¯ ,EPA Storm Water
Management Fact Sheet
Visual Inspection

DESCRIPTION ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Visual inspection is a Best Management PracticeVisual inspections are an effective way to identify
(BMP) in which members of a Storm Watera variety of problems. Correcting these problems
Pollution Prevention Team visually examinecan improve the water quality of the receiving
material storage and outdoor processing areas, thewater.
storm water discharges from such areas, and the
environment in the vicinity of the discharges, toLimitations associated with visual inspections
identify contaminated runoff and its possibleinclude the following: :....
sources.

¯ Visual inspections are effective only for
In a visual inspection, storm water runoff may be those areas clearly visible to the human eye.
examined for the presence of floating and
suspended materials, oil and grease, discoloration,¯ The inspections need to be performed by
turbidity, odor, or foam; and storage areas may be qualified personnel.
inspected for leaks from containers, discolorations
on the storage area floor, or other indications of a¯ To be effective, inspections must be carried
potential for pollutants to contaminate storm water out routinely. This requires a corporate
runoff, commitment to implementing them.

Visual inspections may indicate the need to modify¯ Inspectors need to be properly motivated to
a facility to reduce the risk of contaminating runoff, perform a thorough visual inspection.

APPLICABILITY KEY PROGRAM COMPONENTS

The U.S. EPA has recognized visual inspection asVisual inspections for signs of storm water
a baseline BMP for over 10 years. Itscontamination should be performed routinely.
implementation, however, has been sporadic.Flows should be observed during dry periods to
Implementation may increase as more facilitiesdetermine the presence of any stains, sludge, odors,
develop Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plans.and other abnormal conditions.
Implementation may also increase as facility
management recognizes visual inspection to beVisual inspection.,; should also be made at all storm
effective both in protecting water quality and inwater discharge outlet locations during the first
reducing costs, hour of a storm event, once runoff has reached its

maximum flow rate. Inspectors should examine the
discharge for the presence of floating and
suspended materials, oil and grease, discoloration,
turbidity, foam, or odor.
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Inspection frequency interval may be determined by IMPLEMENTATION
the storm water discharge permit, by storm
frequency, or by the potential risk from the site. A visual inspection BMP program should be
Inspections should be made at least once a month in incorporated into every storm water discharger’s
areas with frequent storms; inspections may be less record keeping and internal reporting structure.
frequent where storms are less frequent. Finally,
inspection frequency may be based in part on the Outfall flow rates and the presence of oil sheens,
history of previous spills and leaks. Experienced floatables, coarse solids;, color, and odors will
personnel should evaluate the causes of previous probably be the most useful indicators of potential
accidents, assess the risks for future accidents, and problems. Specific parameters to look for in
determine an inspection schedule based on thesecompleting a visual inspection include the
risks, following:

Proper records of inspection results must be kept. ¯ Odor: Discharge odors can vary widely.
The record for each inspection should include the Some may indicate the source of
date of the inspection, the names of the personnel contamination. Industrial discharges may
who performed the inspection, and their smell like a particular spoiled product, oil,
observations, gasoline, a specific chemical, or a solvent.

For example, the decomposition of organic
Visual inspections of a facility should focus on the wastes in a discharge will release sulfide
following key areas: compounds, creating an intense smell of

rotten eggs.      Significant sanitary
¯     Storage facilities,                              wastewater contributions will also cause

pronounced and distinctive odors.
¯ Transfer pipelines.

¯ Color: Color may indicate inappropriate
¯ Loading and unloading areas, discharges, especially from industrial

sources. Industrial discharges may be any
¯ Pipes, pumps, valves, and fittings, color. Dark colors, such as brown, gray, or

. black, are most common. For instance,
¯ Tanks (including internal and external flow contaminated by meat processing

inspection of the tank for corrosion and industries is usually a deep reddish-brown.
inspection of its support or foundation for Paper mill wastes (plating-mill wastes) are
deterioration), often yellow. Wash water from cement and

stone working plants can cause cloudy
¯ Primary or secondary containment facilities, discharges. Contamination from industrial

areas may come l~rom process waters (slug
¯ Shipping containers, or continuous discharges); from equipment

and work area wash water discharged to
In addition, a visual inspection should include floor drains; or from spills washed into
assessing the integrity of the storm water collection storm drains.
system; checking for leaks, seepage, and overflows
from sludge and waste disposal sites; and ensuring o Turbidity: Turbidity is often affected by the
that dry chemicals and dust from industrial areas is degree of gross contamination. Industrial
not exposed to wind or other elements that may move flows can be cloudy (moderately turbid) orthem into the runoff, opaque (highly turbid). Undiluted industrial

discharges, such as those coming from
continual flow sources or intermittent spills,
are often highly turbid. Sanitary wastewater
is also often cloudy in nature.
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¯ Floatable matter: A contaminated flow may near storm water discharges, as well as dead
also contain floatable solids or liquids, and decaying plants, is often a sign of
Identifying floatables can aid in finding the pollution. However, it is important to
source of the contamination, because these distinguish whether plant damage is caused
substances are usually direct products or by contamination or by the physical effects
byproducts of the manufacturing process or of increase, d flows, such as scour. This can
the sanitary system. Examples offloatables be done by chemically analyzing the flow or
of industrial origin are animal fats, spoiled by confirming its source through additional
food products, oils, plant parts, solvents, visual inspections.
sawdust, foams, packing materials, and fuel.

¯ Structural Damage: Structural damage is
¯ Deposits and Stains: Deposits and stains also a ,,;ign of industrial discharge

(residues) are any type of coating that contamination. Cracked or deteriorated
remains after a non-storm water discharge concrete or peeling surface paint at an
has ceased. Deposits or stains usually are of outfall usually indicates the presence of
a dark color and usually cover the area severely contaminated discharges.
surrounding the storm water discharge. Contaminants causing this type of damage
They often contain fragments of floatable are usually very acidic or basic and are
substances, and, at times, take the form of a usually of industrial origin. For instance,
crystalline or amorphous powder. For discharges from primary metal industries
example, contamination from leather may cause structural damage because their
tanneries often produces grayish-black batch dumps are highly acidic.
deposits containing fragments of animal
flesh and hair. Another characteristicThe effectiveness visual inspections in reducing
example is the coating of white crystallinestorm water runoffcontamination is highly variable
powder formed on sewer outfalls byand dependent upon site-specific parameters.
nitrogenous fertilizer wastes. These factors include inspectors’ motivation level,

the types of industrial activity occurring at the
¯ Vegetation: Storm water discharges oftenfacility, and the facility’s maintenance procedures.

affect surrounding vegetation. Industrial_Because familiarity with facility operations is
pollutants often cause a substantialessential in performing effective visual inspections,
alteration in the chemical composition andthe inspections should be assigned to qualified staff
pH of the discharge water, which can affectsuch as maintenm.ace personnel or environmental
plant growth even when the source ofengineers. Figtu’e 1 provides a sample visual
contamination is intermittent. For example,evaluation worksheet that can be used to record the
nutrients from various food product wastesresults of the inspections.
increase plant growth. In contrast, the
discharge of chemical dyes and inorganicCOSTS
pigments from textile mills may decrease
vegetation, as these discharges are oftenCosts for performing the visual inspection BMP are
very acidic. In either case, even when theminimal and consist of direct labor and overhead
pollution source is gone, the vegetationcosts for staff hours spent on training, planning
surrounding the discharge will continue toinspections, inspecting, and completing follow up
show the effects of the contamination, activities. Annual costs can be estimated using the

example in Table 1. Figure 2 can be used as a
In order to accurately judge if the vegetation worksheet to calculate the estimated annual cost for
surrounding a discharge is normal, theimplementing a visual inspection program.
observer must take into account recent
weather conditions, as well as the time of
year. Increased or inhibited plant growth
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Outfall # Photograph # Date:

Location:

Weather: air temp.: °C rain: Y N sunny cloudy

Outfall flow rate estimate:~LJsec

Known industrial or commercial uses in drainage area? Y N

Oescribe:

PHYSICAL OBSERVATIONS

Odor: none sewage sulfide oil gas rancid-sour other:

Color: none yellow brown green gray other:

Turbidity: none cloudy opaque

Floatables: none petroleum sheen sewage other: (collect sample)

Depositslstains: none sediment oily describe: (collect sample)

Vegetation conditions: normal excessive growth inhibited growth

extent:

Damage to out’fall structures:

identify structure:

damage: none / concrete cracking / concrete spalling / peeling paint / corrosion

other damage:

extent:

Source: Pitt, et. al, 1992.

FIGURE 1 VISUAL INSPECTION WORKSHEET

REFERENCES 3. U.S. EPA, 1981. NPDESBMP Guidance
Document.

1. California Environmental Protection
Agency, 1992.    Staff Proposal for4. U.S. EPA. Pre-print, 1992. Storm Water
Modification to Water Quality Order No. Management for Industrial Activities:
9 1- 1 3 DWQ Waste Discharge Developing Pollution Prevention Plans and
Requirements for Dischargers of Storm Best ManagementPractices. EPA 832-R-
Water Associated with Industrial Activities, 92-006.
Draft Wording, Monitoring Program and
Reporting Requirements. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

2. Pitt R., D. Barbe, D. Adrian, and R. Field,Center for Watershed Protection
1992. Investigation of Inappropriate TomSchueler
Pollutant Entries into Storm Drainage 8391 Main Street
Systems-A Users Guide. U.S. EPA, Edison,Ellicott City, MD 21043
NJ.
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TABLE 1 EXAMPLE OF VISUAL INSPECTION PROGRAM COSTS

Title Quantity Average Overhead* Estimated Estimated
Hourly Rate Multiplier Yearly Hours Annual Cost

($) on SW ($)
’Training

Storm Water Engineer 1 x 15 x 2.0 x 20 = 600

Plant Management 5 x 20 x 2.0 x 10 = 2,000

Plant Employees 100 x 10 x 2.0 x 5 = 10,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED ANNUAL COST $12,600

*Note: Defined as a multiplier (typically ranging between 1 and 3) that takes into account those costs associated with
pro/roll expenses, buildinc~ expenses, etc.

Source: U.S. EPA, 1992.

Title Quantity Average Overhead Estimated Yeady Estimated
Hourly Multiplier Hours on SW Annual Cost(S)

Rate ($) Training

x x x = (A)

x x x = (B)

____ x x x = (C)

x x x = (O)

Source: U.S. EPA, 1992.

FIGURE 2 SAMPLE INSPECTION PROGRAM COST WORKSHEET

Northern Virginia Planning District CommissionSoutheastern Wisconsin RegionalPlanning

David Bulova Commission
7535 Little River Turnpike, Suite 100 Bob Biebel

Annandale, VA 22003 916 N. East Avenue, P.O. Box 1607
Waukesha, WI 53187

Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality
Don Mooney United States Postal Service
Water Quality Division, Storm Water Unit Charles Vidich

P.O. Box 1677 6 Griffin Road North
Oklahoma City, OK 73101-1677 Windsor, CT 06006-7030
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The mention of trade names or commercial
products does not constitute endorsement or
recommendation for the use by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.

For more info~nation contact:

Municipal Technology Branch
U.S. EPA
Mail Code 4204
401 M St., S.W.
Washington, D.C., 20460

 MTB
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE
STORM WATER PHASE H PROPOSED RULE:

INITIAL FINAL DRAFT

August 1,1997

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Wastewater Management

401 M Street, SW
Washington, DC 20460
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I
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

I This Economic Analysis (EA) includes the U.S. Enviromn~ntal Prvtec~on Agency’s (F..PA)

I
snalysis of the national compliance �o~ts and ben©fn~, including monetized end non-monetized benefits,

associated with ~he propo~ phase f[ storm wa~r regulation. A comparison of’�osls and benef~s is also

~n¢luded. This EA also includes an~yses for F.x~u~ve Order 12566 for P, egulawn! Impa~ Anabysis

I (R/A), ~he P~gulamry FlcxJbiI~ A~ of 1950, ~he Sn~II Business R~gula~7 Enf~rr, em~ Fairness Ac~ of

1996, Executive Order 12S95 for En~tal ~u.~., the Unfunded ~ Reform Act of 199~, and

I the Paperwork R~du~on A~ of 199~. The find~gs ofthes~ anab!s~ ar~ ~ in th~ folIowin~

sections.

! The proposed phase II storm wa~r r~gu]~ion has b~en developed purst~m to Section 402(pX6) of

I the F~deral Water Pollution Con~ol A~ 0~e~ina/~r referred to as ~he Clean Water A~ [CWA]) and will

serve as the final r~gulatory e, omponem in a phs.~d program designed to �ontrol �ontaminat~ dise.har~$

i associated with storm water runoff. Specifically, ~he pha.~ II r~gul~ion will addr~s �onmnina~l storm

wa~r discharg~ from small mtmi~ipa] separa~ swrm sewer systems 0v[$45) and �onsm~ion a~iv#ie~

small �onsm~ion $i~-s (sites disturbing grea~er than or ~qual ~o I a~re and less th~n ~ ac~s). Existing

phase I r~guI~ions curr~tly address ¢omaminat~d storm wa~r discharges f~m medium and large            ..~.

municil~li~es, ~ e.ons~u~on ac~vities a~ sites disturbing five ~ or gre.a~r, a~d specified indus~-i~

I a~vi~ies (40 C.F.R. §!22.2~).

I OPTIONS FOR IMPLEMENTING THE STORM WATER PHASE II PROGRAM

i The proposed phnse II s~rm wa~r r~gulntion hns be~n developed pt~’u~nl t~ the r~quirem~n~s of

CWA ~02(p)(6) and is ba.~d on the findings of the Phase ff Storm Wa~- Report W Congress,~ pubfi¢ and

expert commen~s and ~mony, o[h~r t~hnical d~a and Ii~n~ur~, and inpu~ f~om m~nb~rs oflh¢ Storm

I Water Phase f/Federal Advisory (FACA) Subcommittee. EPA worked w~h the FACA Subcommil~ee for

more than 1 $ months to develop the proposed phase l] regul~ion.

!



ExeeutJve Summary

Working with the FACA Subcommitzee, EPA considered numerous altem~ve approaches and
requirements for each of the basic �omponent~ of the proposed ~egulafion, iacluding ~he structural

approach to implementing the program, the scope of �overage of the propmed regulation, and substantive

requi~ments applicable to each category of phase lI sources, including waivers. Major alternatives to the

basic program �omponen~ included:

,---~..--. .-,.,--,,,r~.�,,~ pmSra~ or a re’ore’am that ~lrm"
~u~ mccsamsms (e.g., permit-by-ride)

specif~d cneem (�.S., census.

MS4s require phase 11 ~gulation

~""" or ....’ ........
~ques revolving clearing, grading, or excavafine

to the greatest extent feas~le ....--,.~ uznmon poutmon would lave to be controlled

¯ ~D~_.!...g~ g certain industrial or �ounae~i~l activities not e~...~ ~ub:
mcml3es tllat Ilxtilllail~, :fuel clean or ..h.~.:,:._._ .... -’-.P-’-:~. 9~.-t to phase ~ I.e.&,,-,~..-~ nvo types m mactune~3,, bee lad ".̄~-,v-,~, --,o scaoo~ maes) as murces ~ubjec~ to the phase H regulation vy

¯ Det~_ " ing and defining those best numagem~t practices �omi-’---’ -" ¯          -
small MS4s (e &, ~ubfic ed,,,--~.-.. --., .......... .~-rm~ uummum measures rot-’-"- -,,, ,J~, puouc invo,,vement, illicit

r.,.-~,,,,.~oo nousezzepmg, evaluzta~ and

in .....
.EPA a/so.exmnined providins exempl~ms or waive~ for sit,rations where there is no exposure of

uusu-uu mzlzrials to storm wa~er, lhere exists ¯ ,~---~...~ -,

~ ,:, auu~sses poumants of concern, r~n~J or erosion is ~ and storm ---- ,~.
impa~ on wmer query.                                             --=~ ~suns m no

o ~ C°nsideT°n °faltematives bY the EPA and the FACA Subc°mmittee wm m ~ pr°ce~

ne tl~ started with a broad ran~ ofiumes and worked towm~ aeceplable ~ecific alternatives with~
each program �omponenL One resul~ of this process i~ ihat the altenml~es discutted in Ikis EA trod to be

~jl Mgu~;~bYsm~l ~ces i~.. the c°mp°~ems °f the Pr°P°~d m~’ul~ion (¢.&, ~,ope of ~__ ~
constru~on sees) r~ber than diffe~ces in the overalJ regula~ ~ (e.g.,
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Ex~utive Summan/

NPDE$ versus noaoNPDE$). Wh~-r~ the FACA Subcommit~’$ rccommend~iom to EPA reflect some

I a~ent on a particular issue, this is reflected in the al~ considered an~d the proposed r~gulation.

I In eases wher~ agreement was not reached the FACASubcommittee,EPA the
numerous options prmen~ed and selecled those ~ best ~ the objectives of the phase rl program.

I These obje~ves includ~ the general goals of protecting wa~r quality, providing suff-~ient flexibilhy to the

l~’Ug’tting authority ~o focus on priority phase U sources within the r~levant wmm, shed, and a~hieving

�ompau’bili~ with th~ phase I program. Add~ specific objectives include ¯ desire for ¯ single

�omprehensive program, the need for the program m be effectively mfon~ an mupbasis on public -

participaxiou, the ability of the program to adclr~ all phase rl sources, and et~imt utiliz~on of existing

I In addison to considering alternative approaches to specific components of~e phase II proposed
rule., EPA also worked with the FACA Subcommiu~ ~o ~mmbine these �ompommm into ~veraJ distinc~

* No regul~on of phase II sources (Stalin Quo)
¯ The fatal phase H rule promulgate! on August 7, 199~ (60 FR 40230)

¯ An NPDES l~rmit/Par~rR~p q~proach (’Plan B)
¯ A fle.xibl~ NPDES ~rm water program.

TI~ proposed phase H regul~on is based on the fle.x~le NPDES program alto’native. This

al~-mative has evolved through g, vera/iterations to incorporate aspects of each of the other altm-aativm

that best ~hicve the objectives of the stonn warn- program. A prim~ ~~ ofth~ pmpmed role

is the flexibility it off’ors both the permitting authority and small MS~s and small ¢onslructio~ sites. A

EVALUATION OF NATIONAL COMPLIANCE COSTS

EPA developed detailed cost est~ for the incrmnental r~lu~ents imposed undm" the

proposed phase II regulation and applied these es~ W th~ potentially regulated univen~ ofphase II

sources. Where necessary, simplify!ins assumptioas were made to facilit~ the analysis and to ove~.ome

dam timitado~s. These xmaaptions were designed m be "~mervm~," that is, v~aere uncertain of costs
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E~ecuUve Summary

EPA chose to be co~ve by estimm~g higher, rather than lower, com. F.PA’s approach for " ~

estimating costs for small MS4s involved:

Identifying and chammm’izing tl~ r~luir=ments of the proposed phase 11 regul~ion

¯ Applying cost ~ collected under the phese I slom~ vm/er program for common program
elements thin r~prment incr~n~nml phase II requirmnenm

¯ Developing minimum, mean, and maximum per capi~ corn for encb of the six minimum
mmsur~ r~quir~l under the proposed phase 11 rzgu~ion

¯ Applying per capita costs to the potential universe of phase II municipalities for the first
permit cycle

¯ Developing total and per capita cost estimm~ for the second and third pamit cycles excluding
certain first permit c),ck �osm (e.g., illicit connections) ~ssumed �omplmzd din’inS fnst pmnit
cycle

¯ Developin$ other municipa! costs (�.&, subn~laJ of an appiicazion, :~,ord keeping, and
reporting ) f~’om da~ l~-viously developed under the phase I program..

EPA’$ approach for estimm~$ costs for mnall �o:xs’m:ctiun sites involved::

¯ and the requi~ments of the proposed plmse TI regul~ionIdentifying

¯ Developing an osdma~ ofconstru~on starts involving sites eq,,,I to or greazer than l ~ but
less tha~ 5 acres based on building pemxit dam collected by the U.S. Bm~au of the Census and
then estimating the number of building l)m~ts issued on individual construction sit~s

¯ De~,rmining the number of e.~mslru~on star= subj~-t to in~.-menml costs associa~d with the
proposed phase H r~gulmion through reviewing dam on e~isting storm v,~er ~luirmm~u
impos~l by lqPDES-anthorbzd Sta~’s on small sit~s

¯ Determining the fr~don of stm~ where soil and erosion control is an incremental phase II cost
~ on ¯ survey of ~ soil and m~slon control programs

¯ Developing cost development storm pollution prevention plano~’the

on cost dm from the pha.~ I construction senm’al permit

for smaJl sites and applying those cost estimmes to 21 scenarios in order to estima~ the muSe

¯ Developing cost estima~s for the subtotal of a notice of intent, notice oftermin~on and
no~fica~ion to the local municipaJi~, based on cost dma fi~nn the phase I �onsu’ucticm senemJ

|
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Executive Summa~

Because the H proposed rule provides ¯ significant degree of flaJbil~ to the pe~mi~tgplmse

authority and ~-~,ulatzd phase H mun:es, the actual costs of implementing the propmed ~torm wa~ phase

rl rule are highly dependent on how the program is implemented by the permitting authority and ~guisted

phase II sources. To some extent, lhis Jkx.ibility is ~-flected in the broad rangm of costs. EPA believes

that because of the s~n~ca~ fle~u~y pmvk~d by the proposed rule, the low Ul ~ ~ of msls

are most ~prmen~’ve of the acUml costs likely to be incurred. For example, in the munkip~ cost

municip~ity was viewed as ,- outlier and tt~er it was removed from the dam set, ~he maximum values
,ppro~:hed the minhnum values.
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SOCIAL COSTS
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E.xocutlvo Summary

Exhibit ES-4. Estimated Total Annual Social Costs for the~ Proposed
Storm Water Phase II Rule (Millions of 1997 $)

so cost          t wvm.        vmu.

- Connucl~
PRA Costs S26.0 S~2.7
Hon PRA Corn $81.0 $912.3~ Comm:k~ Co~t Oe-Set (neOa~m cost) 490.0 4800.0

PRA Cosls $0.9 $2.1

j Non PRA Costs $9~.~ $269.3

~nn~d Opport.nity Costs $16.0 S~;~

Annual Unemployment Corn $0.0 S0.0

Annua~ Costs for,kdminb;terin| the Proposed P,~gulation
- Federal Costs

~ ~ ~ ~.4 ~.8

EVALUATION OF BENEFITS

F.stims~es of mml annual mone’dzed benefns associaml ~ the phase n regul~ion were derived

geared to ~, national sca/¢ (e.g., n~tiomsJ value of the �ommerciaJ fxsbery, nationwide beech visi~ d~a).

This approach was selected because resem~ indicsmJ ~ given the variability o:t’iocal situmions and the

scarci~ of d~a o~ Ix~ loc~J �ondi~iom md on exu%oolmion methods. A bouom-up approach is no~

feas~ie ~ this time. Nevertheless, information from more ~ogmphlcaJiy-�on.~med ~Lim

verification of some of the impacts and benefits mm are m’tim~ed

One consequence of the approach used w estimm~ totaJ annual monetized benefrm is th~ unlike
I the cost analysis, she benef~s an~ysis does not provide mone~ized estiamtm oflh¢ bencf-sts usocialzd with

each phase 1] regulatory

!
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-- ~ ExecmJve Summary

Total annual monetized benefn et’dma~ were derived using an ~q~’oa~h in which ~he benefits of
digrel~ iarge-w~e chang~ in water quality beyond present day conditions were estimated and then a

share of those benefits was apportioned to the ~ water ph~e ri rule. To allocate water qualily impa~
t~ ~rm water nmoff, data flora tee 1994 Nat’onal Wmer Quality Invento~.y was reed.~ Prior to ~elec~ng

the~e data for u~e in the analysis ¯ comprehensive review of data mumes ~td other analy~es to identi~
murees that would meet three necetm3, eri~ria was meal. The dm mun:e mu= l~n, ide information ona

the eontrt’bution of t’mrm water nmoffw water quality impairment. The Im~ntor), was the only national.

eoml~hemive mur~e of rim on del~em tud ~our~es of water ~e imi~’ment thaz Mdretu~ t~orm water

runoff as well as other ~oumes of ~ qualit), problems. Other dala mun:e~ ~ m~h as the Clean

Wa~-r Act Effec~ Model but they are iknited in scope and coverage and eotdd not wovide a na~onal

benefr~ estimate.

The shar~ of water quality improvement benefit~ atm’buted to phase rl was based on the following
approach. Fir~ the maximum benefits obainable af~ all non-CSO ~ wazer impairments were

nmoff would have positive financial impa~ on moiety through avoided eo~ or enh~d value or

in,me. These include: enhanoed mmmen:ial faheries, avoided treannent ~, woided water r, orage

repLscem~ ~ avoided navig~on~l dredging ~ avoided damages from floatable~, avoided flood

~ and cleanup ~ ,tad avoids/st~mnb~ak ~ion. $imi~ly, the b~¢fit~ gua~i~ id~tifi~l the

following t~tional benefi=: ~tng~d opportuaiti~ for ~ntning, ~ham~ opponuait~ for fishing,

~ enhanced opportunities for boating, and ~hang~d opportuaiti~ for oth~, non-cont~.t r~n~ion.

ExPloit ES-5 pre~,nl~ the range of total annual monetized benefits associated with �ontrolling
water impairments resulting fxom storm water disehargm. This exldbit includes the estimated maximum

¯nd phase II sources and sanitary sewer overflows.
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i Executive Summ~ry

Exhibit ES-8. Total AnnuII Monetized 8form Water Benefits

I (Thou~ancl~ of 1~97 $)

i .1.~ b~__~l ~-.~"2~-- ~--------.~

~r,~._K?3            $1,0~__.100

i            So,n~ F.x~ 10.4.

i Afire" m’timm:ing maximum potential storm wmm. �ouU’ol benefnx, the slmre of ~ ~
impairm~ms tl~ m’~ ann’bumble to sm~m~ storm, ov~ows and Io phas~ I morro wmm" sour~s, wer~

i ¯ When monmary txm~fits rmulting from �ouu~olling m]im~, s~,ver ov~.rflows and storm wmm.
poUutants ovm’lap, 2/7 of the b~nefits should be mribut~l to smilary smvm,s rand 5/7 to ~orm

I ¯ M-nicipal benef-m wm’e dism’bumd ~0:50 between plm~ I ~ plmse 111 so,rr~s

i ¯ Construction benefits w~re split 40 pem:~mt for plmse i IOUr~S I~d 60 pea:cut for phise H

¯ EPA also dram’mined tl~ 100 pin.at of all be=eE1s th~ ran b~ mm’but~ to industri~

EPA estimm~l the tolal mone’~t b~ncrm i~me storm wmer controls ’w~re 9O

I ¢tSecb’ve ;- rmnov~g o~ woh~g ~ ~ poli~lI=tS. This a~nber is bIsed oil eI~cdve
insta/lation ¢ombi~d with monthly inspections. Ninety perc~t ¢fr~aiv~ess is �omist~t
wi~b the maximum effec’dveness of i properby installed sjh fm~e. Sil~ ~ces a~ a low �o~

i and commonly used be~ mana~mem prm~ a~ �omm~on

Scen~o 2 includes lhe following assumptions:

I
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¯ V~en monetary 5~efi~ result fi’o: controlling salty sewer overflows -,,d storm wa~-r
pollutants overLsp that 2/7 of the benefits should be m~-ibuted to :sanita~ sewers and 5/7 to
storm water

¯ Municipal benefits were distn"outed 50:50 between phase I and pi~se II sources

¯ ~ beaefns were split 50:50 betwe~ phase I rout phase~ rl

¯ EPA also detem~ed that 1 O0 perc~mt of all benefits th~ can be t~ributed to industrial tour~es
m phase I benefr~

¯ EPA estimated storm wa~r benefits if the controls were 60 percent effective in pmlu’biting
storm water ~m~ or in the removal of storm water pollutant~. I~A believe~ that
once the phase II i)em]itl~s ~dopt and implement storm water best mmmgt,-ment Wactices the
effectiveness of the practices will vary. The effectiveness will vary because permittees are not
required to implement ~x:ific practices and the effectiveness between properly inmlled
practices varies. Therefore, EPA suggem that the effectiveness of phase fl storm water

Scenario 3 includes the following assumptions.

¯ EPA de~ided to split the benefit ~a~-gories daz overlap all wet w~ther programs (combined
sewe~ sanits~ sewers, and storm water) based on total suspended solids (TSS). EPA has
determined the benefits split should be as follows for these categories: I pen:ent for ~anitary
sewer overflows, 3 percent f~ combined sewer overflows, and 96 percent for storm water.

¯ Municipal benefits wer~ distributed 50:50 between phase I and phase II sources.

¯ Conra, uction benefits we~ split 40:60 between phase I and phase II sources.

¯ ltwasdeterminedtha[ 100 ~t of ~ll benefits that can be aztn’buted to industrial som~:es
ar~ phase I benefits.

¯ Total monefized benefits we~ estimated as ffthe storm wtter �onm)ls w~e 80 pement
effective in removing or prohibiting storm water lx)llmants. Eighty percent effectiveness is
consistent with the TSS ~movtl efficiency goal of the CZ.ARA program.

Exhibit ES-6. Summary of Total Annual Monetized Benefits from Implementation
of the Proposed Phase II Storm Water Rule (Millions of 1997 $)

,~af’~Ols C, aula~a~ Amual Value Annual V~luo
~u~’~cia~ Deneflts $~- $265 $42- $130 $?~ - $226
Rocroak~ai Benefits $3~ o $228 $22 - $149 $31 - $202
~ iSoneflts $1 -~ $1 -$2 $2-$4
Total $119 - $49~ $65 - $281 $104 - $431

S~ce: Exl~bit 10.8.
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Executive Sumn~ry

Althoush this ana!~sis id~nt~ied and moc~.q~! si~icant bene~s ~,~ociiated with the propose!

phase II storm ~ ~e~ulJtion. it did not ~ddress all bon¢fi~s Issoci~:ed with the |~osed regulation sin~

not all such benefits can be readi~ mon~’tiz~d. For e=smple, the bene~s ofszorm ws~ runoffonatrols in

pm’,zctins ksbims ~ncl wildlife sre not ~idmssed in the estin~es provided above. Hb, dromodificazion is

,̄4dressed in the bonefiu zna/ysis, but it is extremei)’ difficult to estims~ the mone~izzd benefit

COMPARt$ON OF COSTS AND BEN~Frl~COST.EFFECTIVENE$S

As discussed ~ove., F..PA was able to develop ¯ partial monet~ estimme of expected ~nnual -

benefits for the storm w=er phase 11 proposed rule/or financial benefiU, recrz~o~! beoefi~s, snd health

benefits. Summing the mmual monetized benefits, for each of the sceusrk~ ~cro~ these ~ rzsulu

in total m~nual mone~zd benefits ransinS ~om approxim~l~ $66 million to $49~; million (1997 $)

annuall), for the proposed rule. This estimsze of bonefl~s undersmms the Uue v~lue of storm w~zr coauols

becsuse it omits numerous mmhanisms ~ which societ), is lik¢l), to honest/tom n~uced storm

pollution, such ~s improved ~’tbetic qual~ ot’w~as, benefits to ~ and to threamnzd

endan~’ed species, option existence values, culnusl values, tourism 1:enefiU, biodiv~sit), benefiU,

reduced siting costs for ms~rvoin.

Exhibit ES-’/pnscnts a comparison ot~the es’timm~ tow tunual monetized bon¢fits with the

~rom a low ot’n=g~iv¢ $63.1 million in Scon~o 2 to a high ofnei:~ve $0.2 millioz: in Scm~o 1.
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Executive Summary

Exhibit ES-7. Comparleon of Total Annual Monetized Benefits to Total Annual Costa
for ~e Proposed Phase II Storm Wmr Rule (Millions of 1997 $)

~ ~            V~
V~ Vm~

Ffm’~ialBene~s $83.6- $264.5 $4ZI- $130.5 $71.5- $2262

$119.4- $494.6 $~.?- $ 2~1.~ $103.8 - $431.7

C.~npmmn~ C~m $11ZO- $ 4~’7.0

1"et~ Meneead Cmtm $ I)~.4 - $ 4t4,a
Net ¥oneead aen~tm $ (i~O) - $ (0~ I (~.~- $ ()i~.)) I ~.))- $ (~.i)

~~I.I.

EPA believes fl~ there are ~ ~ of the mlorm water phase If: rule tlm inherently

enu)urage the selection ot’�~m.effe~dv¢ practic¢s, l~X ~ the proix)s~l storm wa~ phase n rule

to allow N-PDE$ permitzm" g mxthorities to develop specific programs that reflect the most

this ru~e would allow regulated entities to select the most �ost-effective stm’m water best management

practice because it is b their economic ialerest to do

completing the phased storm water program while providing ¯ maximum amo=nt of flexibility to those
I

deemed most important by the Agency and szakehoiders on the FACA Subcozmnittse, and has worked to !
achieve an approach thaz will be cost effective. Among the options considered, the proposed regulation

would impose the lowest estimated costs on the ~ community and those agencies respons~le for

implementing the rule while achieving significant benefits. In addition, the flex]’biiity provided trader the

proposed phase H regulation promotes efficient implement~ion. E~A believes these factors support the
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Executive Summary

REGULATORY FLEXIBILITY ANALYSIS

In compliance wi~ the Reguln~ry Flexibility A~ of 1980 (]~.FA) as amended by the Small

Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act of 1996 (SBREFA), EPA analyzed the potential for the

proposed phase I] ~ water regulation to have ¯ significant economic impact on ¯ substantial number of

~nall entities. In identifying m~tll entities potentitlly affected by the rule, EPA uted the definitions of

small businesses, municipalities, and nonprofit orpniz~’ons established by the IU:’A and the Small

Business Admini.qralion (SBA). ~Viteria for determining whether an impact is significant mz established

by EPA guidelines.

Based on data fi~m the 1990 U.S. ~,nsus, EPA identified ¯ total of 3,614 small municipalities

subject to the proposed rule. In ~ldition, I l American Indian reservations are potently tt~tecL EPA

identified 187,610 construction finns in SIC 15 with annual sales within applicable SBA size standards

(between $0 and $17 million). However, i~ is not poss~le to distinguish which of these business ~e not

involved in site development (and thus not subject to the proposed rule). The proposed rule does not apply

to any nonprofit organizations.

EPA conducted s~reening analyses of the potential economic impact of the Wopmed rule on the         --"~ .’~

identified small entities. For municipalities, EPA conduced ¯ "st,~,enue test." l~s tes~ calculams total          ~-."

annual compliance cost as ¯ pe~entage oftotal annual municipal revenues. EPA ralculat~ total

compliance ~ based on mean ~ (S2.69 per capita and $555 per mnnlcipality)and the population

reported in the 1990 Census. EPA estimated annual revenues based on dais from the 1992 Census of

Governmen~ using state-specific estimates of mmual revenue per capita for mtmicipalities in three

population size categories (fewer than 10,000, 10,000-25,000, and 25,000-50,000). EPA performed the

revenue test for American Indian reservations using these same sources b~ gijusu,,d the per capita revenue

EPA conducted ¯ "sales test" to evalua~ the potential economic impact of compliance costs on

small businesses. This test compares annual compliance cost as ¯ percentag~ of total sales. Because the

available dins m~ not amenable to this cakulztion, EPA approximated the sales test by estimating

$2.69 per capita and SSS~ per remmmsioe).
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ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

Ex~ufive Order 12595 ~mblish~d ¯ f~deml policy for incorporating ~vironm~taJ jttsfi~ into

high and adverse human health or ~nvirmmenla] effects of#s programs, policies, ~ activities on

rune, eras during the Phase II rulemaking by sele~ng a balmved FACA memben~p and spe~ific~ly

m’v’ttmg ¯ ~’presentat~ of the ~avmmm~n~ Just~ Inforn~tinn ~n~ to parti,:ipate ee the storm water

phase II FACA subcommittee. Together, the FACA and EPA examined the potential impa~’t of the
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Exacuti~o Summary

proposed storm wmm" phase H rule ou low-income and minori~ popul~ions, and ’worked to develop a

proposed rule th~ would advance env~-uvnmantai justice.

Second, the proposed rule would provide ¯ high degree of flexibili~ m the NPDES permi~ authority tn

p~icip~ion. This ability to focus program m:lulr~mmS oa prkxit~, ram:Is ~x ~ should serv~ as an

would specif~, th~ required public educ~iou and otmescb programs r~quired of small MS4s should be

tailored to address the concerns of all �omm~, p~iculm’ly minority and disadvanmsed �ommunitim.
In addition, the proposed regul~ory kngua~e would specify tim �ompliance with requi~d public

involvement and pm~icipmion requiremmm should include �from to m,g~,e all economic md ethnic

Agencim ~o assess their r~ulato~ actions on S~, local m~t m’b~l govm~n~nm andFedm’al of

the priva~ sector. ~ r~quirm EPA to:

¯ Identif)’ th¢ Fedm’al kw und~ which tbe rule is being promulg~d

¯ Describe EPA’$ ~ with ~ of Stm~, io~ and re’hal govmm~nm

¯ Identi~ r~gulmm’y altm’nm~vm
* C~Jim~vely and quan~ly assess the anticil~ed ~ md benefim of~e proposed rule
¯ Assess costs imposed on the economy and unemployment impac~ and

¯ Select the least cosily, mos~..cost effective, or kast btu,densome allm, miziv¢.

EPA has �ompleted each of these requirements m presented specifically in ~ 5 and

§ 402(pX6) of the CWA, which requires that the plmse ]I program must, ~ ¯ minimxun, eslablish priorities,
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establish requir~mems for St~e storm water ~eat ~ and establish expeditious deadtines.

~ provision a/so provides ti~ ~h¢ pm~’am my include p~onnance ~d~ls, luidelin~ ~uidance,

. In dev:lopbg the protm~ phase II regulation, EPA im taken numerous tteps to obtain the bput
otrt, prmentttives ofState, ~ and Tribal govemmentt. EPA toikited public eomtaetm on tllt, rtm~e

~m~hm to the pk~se ~ pro~’~m in ¯ F~a~ra/P~g~sto. noti~ publbl~i oft Septmber 9, 1992 (See 57
FR 413~). Fony-thr~ md 24 p~r~mt ofth~ 130 ~ ~ w~ from mmkii~fit~s ~nd State

or F~’ml ~m:ks. mSl~CtivcJy. In ~ F~A b~kl Imb~� md m:pm mz~tj~s b 1993 to ~ist in

Finally, EPA eslablished the Urban Wet Weather Flows Federal Advisory Cotmnittee (FACA), which

included a Storm Water Plate lI Subeommin~. Tae batmeed membership ofthe Sttmtt Water

Sutmommittee included mlntmmativ~ fi~m Stalin, mtmi¢ipalitie~ and Indian Tribe,, at well as the
industrial and e~mmen:ial te~to~ sgriaulture, envimmnental groutm, and public interest groups. F.PA

worked with the Storm Water Subcommittee for over 1 $ months in developing sad refining options for the

Working with the FACA Subzommitme EPA �omidemd several disl~¢t rtgul~ory optiot~ which

~re di~u-~zd g~n~ally abovt tad b dmil in Clmlmr 3. C°mpli~ m~t ~imm, f~r thee options ire

~!~ ,_ted in Chapter 4 and low and kigh cost estimates for em:h optkm art presented above in Exhibit ES-
-’- ^kso, as summarized above and discussed in ~ ?’10, EPA msetsed ~t~e bern, ritz ofthe

-
phase IJ regulation. Chapter l0 indicates the m,,,--a--~ ,- .... pmposea

¯ ,~.~ ~ms. ll~e monefimd benefi~ for three likely
venems scenarto~ art stmmmrimd in Exhibit ES-6 tad the mmpm-imn of bene.frz to �orn for the proposed

phase H s~o~n wat~ nile art indicated b Extu’vit ES-7.

_ For several ~ EPA doe, not believe that this pmptned rule will lave ¯ significant effect on
the economy or upon tmemploymem. First, the propomd rule doe, not addrett indtmrie~ involved in

produ~on, but rathe, mall mtmbipalitie, aad mall ums’m~on tit~. Semmi, flexal~ility ~ the

proposed rule will allow municipalttiet to tailor pmpoted phase II requimmet~ to their needs and finan¢iaJ

ptnition. Finally, dir~a~ions with ~ within the eommmtion indmm~ indimm that

e propped rule having minimal or no unemployment impactt.

F.S-t8                         Initial Final Draft
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I
Fina]ly, as indicat~ in Exhibit ES-3, the proposed storm water phase II rcgulatio, would be the

corn), for the three benefits scream, range from ne~tive $0~, mitlion in Se.m~o 1 to negative S63.1

I million in Scenm~ 3.

PAPERWORK REDUCTION

The Papcrwo~ lledu~on Act of 199~ r~luirm F.PA ~o m.~ss ~ ;repro’work burden im~ cm

the regulated entities for the proposed storm w=er plmse n rule. Within this F~ EPA has mimmd the

paperwork burden and’corn for three permitt~g cycles, or 15 yem. "the avem~ saturn/burden muf cost

for mqub~enm directed by the PaperwoA lt.~lu~ou Act of 1995 estimalzd be 2.1
million hours and $75.5 million for each year in the lust permit cycle and appmxim~ly 2.0 million hours

and S60.9 million for each year in the second and third permit cycles. F.xidbit F.~4 indicates the estimmzd

annual hourly burden and cest for those entries affected by the pmpmed monn wmm. pime 1I rule.

~xhiblt ES-~. ~timat~l Total Annual Pal~rwork Bu~en

.;~,::
:Total Hmmty    r:~ ~naual ¯ ’~To~I Hou~    :rmtimml~

Sm~ Con~ru~ $~s 1,700 $~ZO 1,700

Sm~ MS4s 106 $2.7 ~2 $1.9

Federal Gov~nment 48 $14.0 43 $1.3

Stm Gov~nments 263 $6.$ 219 ~.7

Annual Tolal 2,117 $75.5 2,034

Exhibit ES-3.

PHASE I INDUSTRIAL NO EXPOSURE

I The ~ storm water rule includes a provision which will allow phase I indm=~

establishments t~ certify that if they have no expm~ of signifi~mt materiah or i~dumi~ s~vities to

I storm water they can petition EPA for an exemption f~n the mquiremems ofthe m~rm water ptmse I rule.

This provision is included in ~e phase rl proposed storm water rule but is only applicable to phase I

Initial Final Draft                      ES-19
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~,- ,,u~ uc aoaresseo seperately in ¯ later version of this EA

I ES-20 I~ltMI Final Dr~t "
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Executive Summary

This study examined the laws of the fifty states, Puerto Rico, and the District of
Columbia to identify and analyze enforceable mechanisms for the control of nonpoint
source water pollution. An enforceable mechanism consists of a standard applicable to
an identified entity or entities; a sanction such as a civil, criminal, ,or administrative
penalty, loss of a license, and performance of required remedial action, but not mere
loss of an incentive: and a process, either explicit or implied, for applying the standard
and imposing the sanction.

The study found many enforceable mechanisms in state law, and also found that
there is great variability in such authorities. In the absence of any federal legislativ_e or
regulatory norm, the states have exhibited great diversity in their legislation.

Standards are often supplied by a mixture of agriculture laws, forestry laws, fish
and game laws, nuisance prohibitions, general water pollution discharge prohibitions,
land use planning and regulation laws, and criminal laws. Also, many state authorities
are watershed-based, or targeted solely upon critical areas, buffers, or particular
impaired waters. In addition, state laws also often delegate standard setting,
implementation, or enforcement duties to units of local government or conservation
districts.

Because of this great variation in approach, it is not possible to quantify nonpoint
authorities or to classify them in mutually exclusive categories. Moreover, because          ""
these laws operate together, it is necessary to understand each state’s entire program in
order to assess its potential for using an enforceable mechanism to deal with particular
conduct in a particular place. For example, a state may address in its forestry law
conduct that is addressed in another state by a soil and water conservation district law.
Or a state may address agricultural activities in riparian buffer zones or critical areas in
ways that it does not address similar activities that are located at greater distances from
identified waters, while another state imposes similar requirements across all
agricultural lands.

Some general observations emerge from the study.

First, nearly all of the states have some general statutory authority to deal with
nonpoint source discharges that can be shown to result in water pollution. These
"general discharge prohibition" authorities come in different forms;, but most are parts
of states’ water pollution control laws. Careful scrutiny of these laws is essential in
assessing their utility in controlling nonpoint source pollution. For example, in about
half the states, water pollution control provisions superficially resemble the federal
Clean Water Act’s prohibition of the discharge of a pollutant without a permit, 33 U.S.C.
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1311 (a), but unlike the federal act can be applied to nonpoint source pollution because
they lack the limitation in 33 U.S.C. 1362(12) that defines "discharge of a pollutant" as
"from any point source."

General discharge prohibition laws come in two major types. One type prohibits
the discharge of any substance (or pollutant, or waste) without a permit. This is broad
authority and can serve either as the basis for adopting a permitting program by
regulation or for enforcement against discharges in appropriate case-by-case settings.
Some states with this type of authority have adopted explicit statutory or regulatory
exemptions for agriculture or forestry activities. The definition of "waste" or
"pollutant", if these terms are used rather than "any substance" in such provisions may
present difficulties in controlling nonpoint discharges of sediments or properly applied
agricultural chemicals in some states.

Even more states have provisions that simply prohibit the causing of "pollution,"
or causing or contributing to the exceedance of water quality standards. In these states,
however, the difficulty of proving a direct link between a particular discharge and the
condition of a waterbody can be substantial, or at least expensive absent ongoing and
extensive monitoring. Nevertheless, these provisions allow states to impose sanctions
and obtain compliance in relatively clear-cut cases. Provisions in state public health and
penal codes and fish and game laws, typically enforced as petty criminal offenses, also
may prohibit specific kinds of discharges that detrimentally affect public waters, cause
nuisances, impair public health, or kill fish. Again, these require proof of a detrimental
effect directly traceable to the operation in question before enforce:ment action may be
taken.

The general discharge prohibitions primarily operate as back-up enforcement
authorities, used when voluntary and incentive measures fail, or when no other
authority exists in a given area. However, in some states they serve as the basis for the
imposition of direct regulatory requirements upon nonpoint source dischargers. More
states apply enforceable mechanisms to require operating standards and practices
through targeted laws, such as erosion control laws, forest practices laws, and
agricultural conservation laws.

Enforceable erosion and sediment control laws provide one significant area of
control. Some of these programs are statewide in application, many are delegable to
local governments or conservation districts. However, most of these programs exempt
agriculture or at least normal agricultural activities; some exempt both agriculture and
forestry. Thus, where these laws exist, and where they have coverage beyond simple
NPDES stormwater permitting, they are usually directed at disturbance of earth for
development or land conversion activities.

ii
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Forest practices laws play a role in establishing enforceable nonpoint source
pollution controls in about a dozen states - primarily on the west coast and in New
England - which have forestry, laws with enforceable statewide standards. These states
require the preparation and approval of harvest plans incorporating state standards or
prescribed best management practices (BMPs). Other states regulate forest practices
through erosion and sediment control laws. Even more common are forestry-related
requirements establishing riparian buffer zones, limiting percentage of vegetation that
may be removed near a waterway, special rules for timber operations in wetlands, and
similar targeted requirements. While these approaches all rely on prescriptive
enforceable requirements, another approach has been adopted by a handful of states.
These do not require the enforceable implementation of particular standards statewide,
but have instead adopted a "bad actor" authority that allows them to issue orders to halt
particular logging operations that are actively discharging pollution.

Another approach with some relevance to forest sources of nonpoint source
pollution is the increasing number of states that now require licensing of loggers
and/or professional foresters. While licensing does not itself limit nonpoint source
pollution, it can serve as a means to have timber operations designed and supervised
properly, and assures familiarity of operators with BMPs.

Agriculture is the most problematic area for enforceable mechanisms. Many
laws of general applicability, as noted above, have exceptions for agriculture. Where
state laws exist, they often defer to incentives, cost-sharing, and voluntary, programs.
Nevertheless, about a fifth of the states have some statewide sedirnent requirements         :.-"~.!~
applicable to agriculture, often administered by local governments or soil and water
conservation districts. Even more states (about a fourth) authorize individual soil and
water conservation districts, as a matter of local option, to adopt enforceable "land use
regulations" for the control of erosion and sedimentation. But most of these require
approval by landowner referendum, with approval requiring a super-majority (ranging
from 66 to 90 percent) in order for such regulations to become effective.

Enforceable regulation of agricultural nutrients presents a mixed picture.
Enforceable authorities most commonly include concentrated animal feeding operation
(CAFO) regulations similar to the federal requirements, but with variations on the
number of animals, or with the addition of siting requirements. Some states have
adopted "accepted agricultural practice" requirements, or nutrient regulations, that are
enforceable. Most states have laws regulating fertilizers, but only to ensure content and
efficacy: only a few have provisions that address misapplication of fertilizers or water
pollution resulting from such application. Finally, a number of states have enforceable
provisions allowing districts or agencies to order abatement of agricultural pollution.
Several of these laws provide that abatement cannot be ordered unless state or federal
cost-share money is provided to help pay for the required action.

iii
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In the context of both forestry and agriculture, states have in many different
ways contrived mechanisms to make BMPs either enforceable or at least something
more than voluntary by linking them to other enforcement mechanisms. There are at
least five such approaches. Some laws, such as state comprehensive forest practices
laws, make BMPs directly enforceable in connection with required plans and permits.
Another approach makes BMPs enforceable, but only after the fact when a "bad actor" is
causing pollution. A third approach makes BMPs the basis for an exemption from a
regulatory program. For example, a law may provide that compliance with BMPs will
allow a forestry operation not to need a permit under a critical areas program, or a farm
not to comply with an erosion and sediment control law. Another approach makes
compliance with BMPs a defense to a regulatory violation; such provisions include
those that prohibit a state from taking action under a water pollution control statute
against a farm that is implementing BMPs, whether or not the operation is causing
pollution. Finally, a substantial number of states make compliance with agricultural
BMPs a defense to nuisance actions.

Pesticide discharges are regulated indirectly by most states. Most states provide
for state registration of pesticides, and for licensing of dealers and ’various classes of
applicators (with typical exemptions for farmers applying pesticides to their own or
neighbors’ property). States typically have the ability to prohibit or restrict uses in areas
where there is evidence of damage or harm. Some states have broad prohibitions of
causing harm anywhere, but in most states these provisions do not cover "use" or
application of pesticides, but only transport, storage, and disposal. Several states have
prescribed responses if contamination is shown by state monitoring of waters or
groundwaters.

Several other sources of nonpoint source pollution are subject to enforceable
mechanisms. Onsite sewage disposal systems (septic tanks) are usually locally
regulated by building codes and health officials. However, a significant number of
states have adopted requirements at the state level and delegated administration to
local governments. Only a small number of the state laws explicitly require the owner
to maintain the proper functioning of the system. There are often special requirements
in coastal areas for the construction and maintenance of such systems.
Hydromodification, including drainage and stream alteration activities, is subject to a
great deal of state regulation, some of which addresses nonpoint source impacts of the
activity. Less explicit state law speaks to highways and certain other state agency
activities, but some mechanisms exist there as well.

With respect to most of the issues described above, the most sophisticated state
enforceable requirements appear to be arising on a targeted watershed basis. There are
typically more explicit operating requirements and clearer enforcement authorities in
the context of watershed protection areas, estuaries and coastal waters, wild and scenic
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rivers, and targeted impaired waters. This presents both a greater level of complexity
for understanding state enforceable mechanisms and an opportunity for further work,
research, and analysis. Federal decisionmakers can assist in the development of state
enforceable authorities by undertaking studies of the effectiveness of these authorities
in particular watersheds and with respect to particular impaired waters.

This report demonstrates the great diversity of state legislation imposing
enforceable mechanisms. It identifies the kinds of responses that state and federal
decisionmakers can draw upon in filling gaps and dealing with remaining water quality
problems in the nonpoint source context.
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Chapter One:

Introduction

After 25 years of federal and state efforts under the federal Clean Water Act,
nonpoint source pollution remains a significant problem. The Act’s enforceable
provisions are directed at discharges from point sources - regulating the discharge of
pollutants to surface waters from pipes, outlets, and other discrete conveyances. In
contrast to this enforcement approach, nonpoint source water pollution - polluted
runoff- is addressed primarily through non-regulatory means under the Act.

Yet water pollution from nonpoint sources remains a substantial contributor to
the impairment of waters across the nation. Various approaches have been used to
control such pollution, including assistance to states from federal planning and grant
programs under the Clean Water Act (e.g., 33 U.S.C. §§ 1288, 1329). Common strategies
at the state level include watershed and land use planning, development of voluntary
best management practices (BMPs), technical assistance programs, cost-sharing for
implementation of prevention and control measures, and - the focus of this study - some
enforceable mechanisms, including regulation and liability provisions.

State adoption of enforceable mechanisms has occurred largely in the absence of
any direct federal requirement or mandate. But the federal Coastai Zone Act
Reauthorization Amendments of 1990 (CZARA) provided impetus to most coastal
states to identify enforceable mechanisms applicable to activities causing or
contributing to nonpoint source pollution in the coastal zone. 16 U.S.C. §§ 1455(d)(16),
1455b. The implementation of urban and industrial stormwater permitting by the states
under the 1987 Water Quality Act has also resulted in some states taking a more
comprehensive approach to sedimentation and polluted runoff beyond simply meeting
the federal requirements. Acting independently, some states have adopted innovative
programs or employed older pollution control authorities to control nonpoint source
pollution. There is much activity, ferment, and interest in this area.

The Environmental Law Institute has examined what enforceable mechanisms
the states have available to them, the scope of the existing mechanisms used by the
states, and the general limitations and impediments that accompany some of these
mechanisms, in order to inform the nation’s policy decisions on the remaining nonpoint
problem. This report summarizes the Institute’s findings.

1
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STATE LAW: DIVERSE AND CHANGING

It is important to recognize at the outset that both the existence and scope of
legally enforceable measures vary widely among the states. Absent explicit federal
requirements in the area, such variation is not only to be expected, but somewhat
desirable as it provides an opportunity to assess alternative approaches.

Some states have attempted to achieve broad coverage over polluting activities
in their enforceable nonpoint source control mechanisms, while many others have taken
aim at specific problems. Still other states have little in the way of an articulated
enforceable scheme, although even these generally have some statutory enforcement
authorities that could be used to address particularly damaging discharges from
nonpoint sources. It is fair to say that no state is entirely without any enforceable
authority relevant to nonpoint source discharges. While some states have few such
authorities, others have adopted a bewildering array of enforceable tools applicable to
specific watersheds, specific activities, and specific effects on the environment. These
are frequently paired with equally bewildering arrays of exemptions and exclusions.

Understanding what enforceable mechanisms exist is important -- both in order
to structure federal and state programs that can improve and maintain the nation’s
water quality, and to operate fairly in addressing the respective responsibilities of point
and nonpoint source dischargers for water quality improvement.

The task of understanding state enforceable controls is quite difficult because no
two states have adopted anything like the same set of laws. And even when the laws
appear quite similar, they often have varying definitions, enforcement mechanisms, and
procedures. In more than one instance, even laws that use identical words can have
quite different scopes because of minor changes in the wording of the relevant
definitions. These variations, along with the widely varying complements of laws
enacted by each state, make state-to-state comparisons of particular laws difficult. One
state may address nonpoint source silvicultural discharges through: its broad sediment
control statute, while another may reach the same conduct through a forest practices
law. a combination of watershed-specific laws, or a water pollution control statute that
covers some forms of nonpoint discharges as well as point source discharges.

This extreme variability also has another lesson for the policymaker: state
programs can only be understood whole. The mere compilation of a list of authorities
does not reveal their interconnection, whether and how they can be used in practice
given institutional and procedural constraints, or how programs delegated to counties,
localities, or watershed districts can be evaluated in relation to apparently similar state
programs that are not so decentralized. As a result, even this study- looking at
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numerous authorities across all of the states - necessarily gives an incomplete picture of
the individual capacity of any one state.

Any research effort examining the states is also faced with rapidly changing
information. There is more than the typical amount of flux in the many state laws that
affect nonpoint source discharges. This is true for at least three reasons:

First, state legislatures typically respond to new and urgent problems. As new
pollution problems are identified as important, or are elevated in iimportance as older
problems are being solved, legislative responses become more likely. This is clearly the
case with respect to such nonpoint source issues as animal waste (particularly with
respect to siting issues), silvicultural practices affecting rivers and watersheds,
biological effects such as Pfiesteria piscicida, impacts of suburban development, the cost
of providing additional levels of treatment at publicly owned treatment works, and new
interest in the recovery of river corridors. States are often the first line responders to
the emergence of new problems or the ascendancy of older ones.

Second, state action is beginning to be affected by the CZARA-driven upgrades
to nonpoint source programs in the coastal states. The "conditional approvals" given by
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to many of these programs will require states to
seek new "enforceable mechanisms" or to demonstrate the utility of such existing
mechanisms over the course of the next several years if their programs are to remain
compliant and eligible for continued nonpoint source grant funding under the Clean
Water Act and coastal zone funding under the Coastal Zone Management Act. A prior
wave of modest enforceable nonpoint control mechanisms was launched by the
stormwater permitting programs under the 1987 Water Quality Act. While many states
simply implemented the requirements of the program, others took the initiative to add
additional land use and sediment controls in implementing legislation.

Third, state action is beginning to be affected by the impact of judicial and EPA
requirements for states to establish and implement Total Maximum Daily Loads
(TMDLs) for their impaired waters. This task will require both better understanding of
pollution sources in affected waterbodies, and development of effective state responses
in requiring pollution prevention and controls. 33 U.S.C. § 1313(d).

Indeed, greater investment in the assessment of impaired waters in state biennial
reports under 33 U.S.C. 1315(b) is also playing a role in the evolution of state nonpoint
source authorities. These state assessments and improved technical tools and capacity,
including the use of biological indices, are beginning to reveal the locations and scale of
pollution problems only guessed at in prior decades. The identification of particular

3
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impaired waters can lead to political pressures at the state level to adopt control and
abatement measures.

In sum, this area is one in which state laws are changing. At the same time,
however, many of the laws that create enforceable duties for nonpoint source
dischargers are quite old. As described below, some are the legislative codifications of
centuries-old common law nuisance principles. Others are broad provisions in state
clean water laws enacted in the 1960s and 70s that apply to nonpoint sources, but that
may not have been implemented to their fullest extent by regulations or enforcement
programs. Still others are state laws, such as planning and zoning: laws, that have
relevance to pollution-causing activities, but that were not originally drafted with
pollution prevention effects in mind. This mixture of new laws ar~d new
implementation opportunities for older laws constitutes the complement of enforceable
mechanisms available in most states.

This study is a snapshot of state laws at one time, taken with the knowledge and
expectation that changes are continuing. The picture that emerges is intended to inform
the broader discussion and to help lead to the development of effective approaches as
states continue to make laws in this area.

RESEARCH APPROACH

Scope

This study examined the laws of the fifty states, Puerto Rico, and the District of
Columbia. It did not examine tribal laws, nor the laws of individual cities or
municipalities. However, to the extent to which duties and enforceable mechanisms
were created by state law and delegated to political subdivisions, these state laws were
examined.

It is necessary to define the scope of the study with respect to "nonpoint" source
pollution because of the increasing overlap of this category with sources regulated
under the point source (NPDES) provisions of the Clean Water Act. These areas of
overlap have arisen, in part, as a result of decisions by Congress to expand the
regulatory reach of the Clean Water Act incrementally -- primarily by bringing more
categories into the point source permitting program.

The municipal and industrial stormwater program is the most significant of these
potential overlaps. Section 402(p) of the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. 1342(p), enacted in
1987, established a two-phase program. Under the first phase, NPDES permits

4
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(individual, general, or multi-sector or "group" permits) are required for stormwater
discharges from municipal separate storm sewers serving populations greater than
100,000. and stormwater discharges from certain industrial activities including, initially,
construction sites of five acres or larger. Permits may also be required case-by-case if a
stormwater discharge is determined to violate a water quality stanctard or is a
significant contributor of pollutants to the waters of the United States. The second
phase will cover stormwater discharges from smaller metropolitan areas, smaller
construction sites, light industry, and other activities. Obviously, not all earth-
disturbing activities resulting in runoff are captured by the stormwater permitting
program, and many such activities are regulated, if at all, by the states under other
authorities. Because state authorities often cover both activities subject to stormwater
permitting and other activities, this study attempted to include the general state
authorities that appeared to cover these other activities, even if many also clearly fall
within the § 402(p) universe.

A similar problem was presented by enforceable mechanisms dealing with
agricultural sources of animal wastes. Large concentrated animal feeding operations
(CAFOs) are regulated as point sources under the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. 1362(14).
Many states, accordingly, regulate these operations through amendments to their water
pollution control regulations corresponding to 40 CFR 122.23 and 40 CFR Part 122, App.
B. Such point source regulation is not within the scope of this study. This study focuses
on state nonpoint source authorities affecting animal wastes that appear to have a
different reach from the federal CAFO regulations.

Finally, section 401 of the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. 1241, presents a related
issue. That section requires states to certify whether an activity to be authorized under
a federal license or permit will comply with adopted state water quality standards. If
the state denies such certification, the federal license or permit may not be issued.
Because all states are required to apply this authority, a state-by-state analysis was not
undertaken. However, it should be noted that this authority is used by some states to
address some forms of nonpoint source pollution, although the provision’s applicability
to nonpoint source discharges remains in some dispute, see Oregon Natural Desert
Association v. Thomas, 940 F. Supp. 1534 (D. Ore. 1996) appealpending (401 applies to
nonpoint discharges).

In summary, this study examines state laws that cut across areas that are also
subject to federal regulations or requirements, but focuses on state laws that do more
than simply implement the federal requirements in order to highlight state actions that
differ from mere conformance to federal requirements.

5
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Enforceable Mechanism

"Enforceable mechanism" is defined narrowly for purposes of this study. The
definition is designed to identify only those authorities that can impose an obligation
upon an uncooperative discharger as completely as upon one that is cooperative. In
consequence, the term is not identical to the term "enforceable policies and
mechanisms" as defined in CZARA and interpreted in the guidance documents issued
by EPA and NOAA for that program. In particular, the loss or recoupment of
incentives for nonpoint source dischargers participating in voluntary programs is not
deemed an "enforceable mechanism" for purposes of this study.

For purposes of this study an enforceable mechanism consists of a standard -
applicable to an identified entity or entities; a sanction such as a civil., criminal, or
administrative penalty, loss of a license, and performance of required remedial action
(but not mere loss of an incentive); and a process, either explicit or implied, for applying
the standard and imposing the sanction. For example, the standard may be a provision
that "no person" shall "discharge a pollutant so as to cause or contribute to a violation of
water quality standards," while the sanction and process may include administrative or
civil actions leading to penalties, cessation of the discharge, abatement, cost recovery,
criminal fines and jail terms, or other remedies.

An enforceable mechanism is not limited to "regulatory" o1" permit-based regimes     ~:’" :--:’
similar to the NPDES program. Indeed, mere liability for a clearly defined action is
sufficient. Thus, the availability of injunctive relief and damages, or provisions for
summary abatement and cost recovery, or the power to issue binding cease-and-desist
orders qualify as enforceable mechanisms.

Study Methodology

The researchers developed a template identifying categories of state laws that
affect activities that generate nonpoint source pollution. This template was developed
to guide research that necessarily ranged across numerous titles of any state’s
legislation - from the criminal code to the public health code. from the environmental
code to the agricultural code. The template’s categories were based on prior state
studies conducted by the Environmental Law Institute, on a review of the required
CZARA management measures and a preliminary sampling of program submissions by
coastal states under that law, and on the researchers’ professional ,judgment.

The template was then used to guide a broad review of the state legislative codes
for all fifty states, Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia. State laws were reviewed
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in their published and codified form, supplemented by some computer-assisted
research. CZARA program submissions were also reviewed for those states
participating in the CZARA process as a cross-check on the primary research.

In order to identify the principal state authorities, and to keep the study within
manageable scope, the research was conducted upon state statutes. State regulations
were consulted only where needed to clarif.v the jurisdiction conferred by state laws.
Thus, for example, where a forest practices statute clearly created enforceable
obligations, state regulations under that statute were not reviewed. Conversely, where
a state statute was ambiguous on the enforceability of a program, the regulations were
consulted, but only to the extent needed to understand the reach of the statute. Once a
statute was identified as enforceable or potentially enforceable, no attempt was made to
list all of its substantive requirements. Thus, for example, the study indicates the
existence in various states of enforceable land use standards for erosion and sediment
control, but it does not identify the specific buffer zone requirements, erosion rates, or
control structures required by such programs.

For similar reasons, and because this was a study of state enforceable
mechanisms, the study does not identify and discuss local ordinances and rules.
Instead, the study identifies those state laws that create the enforceable authority in
local governments, or that authorize delegation of the relevant enforceable statewide
control programs to local governments.

Finally, because this study is intended to identify relevant legal authorities, it
looks at the maximum possible uses of existing law for nonpoint source pollution
control, rather than at state implementation practices. The study is aimed at answering
the question: What kinds of existing tools do the states have available to them in the
event that they need to control nonpoint source water pollution by enforceable means?
Thus if a state has an applicable law that has remained unenforced - for policy reasons,
lack of staff, absence of controlling judicial construction, failure to adopt regulations, or
other reasons - the law is nevertheless included in this study.

GOALS OF THIS REPORT

This report provides an overview of the current legal landscape. It identifies the
kinds of state laws that exist, the opportunities they present, and their limitations. The
report is primarily intended to provide objective baseline information for policy makers
and others wrestling with the need to control nonpoint sources of water pollution that
have not. thus far, been amenable to other forms of control.

The report serves three major functions. First, it is intended to help guide federal
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legislation, regulation, and policymaking that may hereafter affect nonpoint source
discharges. Such federal decisions may come in the context of Clean Water Act
reauthorization, federal budgeting priorities, and components of other federal
legislation including transportation, flood control, water projects, and agriculture.
Administrative decisions informed by this report may include those regarding
stormwater, state water quality standards, TMDL development, a.nd other
implementation issues. The report is intended to enable federal policymakers to draw
upon state trends and experiments in selecting federal approaches, to identify general
weaknesses or gaps in existing state approaches, and to identify useful state laws and
programs that should not be inadvertently undermined by federal decisions to adopt
new federal policies, requirements, and guidelines.

Second, the report.is intended to identify potentially useful state approaches that
can be borrowed by other states and used in drafting legislation. This function is intended
to make the most of the states’ functions as "laboratories" for innovation and
experiment, enabling states to borrow from similar states with less risk and greater
likelihood of legislative acceptance. Thus, the report is intended to assist states in
improving their programs. At the same time, by establishing a baseline or "snapshot" of
current state practice, the report can serve as the basis for future work analyzing trends
and assessing effectiveness of various approaches. With baseline reformation, state
mechanisms can be tracked for effectiveness in the future by others, and compared,
leading to a better understanding of what works and why.

Third, the report identifies - indeed, in some cases, exhumes - state laws on the
books that could be used creatively by individual state agencies and[ law enforcers (such
as public health officers, district or states’ attorneys, agency staff, and state attorneys
general) to deal with specific nonpoint source problems. Some of the older fish and
game authorities, public health and nuisance provisions, and other laws may provide
ways to address - albeit imperfectly - some nonpoint problems without requiring
agencies to go back to the legislature for new authority. While these laws cannot
substitute for integrated nonpoint programs including enforceable mechanisms where
necessary, they can be components of such programs and can bridge gaps in existing
authorities.

The report finds that there are numerous legal authorities on the books that can
be used to establish and enforce nonpoint source control requirements. It also finds that
these authorities appear in different kinds of state laws, with many exemptions and
limitations, and that - as a consequence - the availability of an enfo:rceable authority to
address any particular nonpoint source discharge may depend upon complex issues of
interpretation, evidence, and process.
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Chapter Two:

Discharge Prohibitions

Virtually all of the states have some enforceable Statutory authority to deal
generally with the subject of water pollution and activities on the land that may lead to
such pollution. These authorities come in several forms. Many are parts of states’
broad water pollution control laws. Provisions in public health and penal codes,
typically enforced as petty criminal offenses, may prohibit specific kinds of discharges
and substances that detrimentally affect public waters. Statutory nuisance and public
health laws provide additional authorities where certain adverse effects can be proven.
So does the common law of nuisance. And state fish and game protection laws
frequently contain general provisions prohibiting pollution harmful to fish: or imposing
liability for fish kills due to pollution events, not limited to point source pollution.

Although these were collected separately by source of law, these broad
authorities discussed together below. The key issues in each statute are determining
exactly what needs to be proven to demonstrate a "violation" of the law resulting in
imposition of a sanction. Careful scrutiny of these laws is essential in assessing their
utility in controlling nonpoint source pollution. For example, while various state water
pollution control act provisions superficially resemble the federal Clean Water Act’s
prohibition of the discharge of a pollutant without a permit, 33 U.S.C. 1311 (a), unlike
the federal act many of these can be applied to nonpoint source pol[lution because they
lack the limitation in 33 U.S.C. 1362(12) which defines "discharge of a pollutant" as
"from any point source."

ELEMENTS OF THE GENERAL DISCHARGE PROHIBITION

Materials Discharged

The first issue in assessing the potential applicability of any ,discharge
prohibition to any nonpoint discharge is to determine what materials are included in
the prohibition. A law which prohibits the discharge of "wastes" without a permit may,
for example, have some utility in regulating discharges of manure from stock raising
operations or motor oil from suburban driveways, but be useless in addressing
sediment discharges and be uncertain in addressing farm runoff containing pesticides.
On the other hand, a similar state law prohibiting unpermitted discharges of
"pollutants" may be limited by the need to show that the substance discharged either is
on a list of pollutants or actually results in pollution of the receiving waters.
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Complicating these definitional inquiries is the fact that ~tates frequently do not

define the same words in the same ways. For example. Fla. Star. 403.031 (12) defines
"wastes" as "sewage, industrial wastes, and all other liquid, gaseous, solid, radioactive,
or other substances which rnaypollute or tend to pollute any waters of the state." This
definition, which is similar to definitions of "wastes" in a number of other states, clearly
avoids the problem of a waste definition that excludes sediment and other non-
discarded substances. But at the same time it raises problems of proof similar to those
in state statutes prohibiting discharges of "pollutants" -- that an irnpact on the receiving
waters may need to be shown in order for enforcement to occur. The broadest
provisions found among the states prohibit the unpermitted discharges of "any
substance" or any "organic or inorganic matter." (e.g., S.C. Code 48-1-90)

Another kind of common state statute, frequently found in public health laws,
criminal laws, fish and game laws, or state environmental laws, actually lists materials
that cannot be lawfully discharged - either at all, or without a permit - into the waters of
the state or onto land adjacent to such waters. These lists typically include such
specifics as offal, ashes, rubbish, paper, wood, sawdust, sludge, and other specific
materials, only some of which are typical of nonpoint source pollution. Obviously,
these provisions have only limited utility in the nonpoint source enforcement context.
However, some state laws end these lists with a catch-all provision -- such as "anything
else of an unsightly or unsanitary nature" (Ohio Rev. Stat. 1531.29) or "or substance in        :.:~-...~...:
any form resulting from domestic, industrial, commercial, mining, agricultural, or           :~.’...i..~.~

governmental operations" (Fla. Star. 403.413), or "any other article which might pollute
the water" (Vern. Tex. Code Ann. Water 11.090).

Although such provisions may expand the reach of some narrow "list"-type
statutes, the expansion may be limited by two common legal doctrines of statutory
construction. The first is noscitur a sociis, which simply means that a word is interpreted
in accordance with the words around it. Thus, for example, if the list contains only
materials associated with industrial processes, but no agricultural :materials, the catch-
all provision will be interpreted to reach only industrial-type materials. Similarly, if all
the listed materials are wastes or products of human action, the doctrine may constrain
the use of the law in reaching sediment discharges. The second doctrine, which is
similar but not identical, is ejusdern generis, which indicates that the. last word or phrase
in a series should be read as a subset or subcategory of the preceding terms rather than
as a term with greater breadth. Of course, the doctrine of plain meaning can be invoked
in opposition to these others. The upshot is that reliance on a broact catch-all phrase at
the end of a list has some risks in an enforcement context depending on the substance at
issue.
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Prohibited Conduct

The second major issue in interpreting the general discharge prohibitions is to
determine what conduct is covered by the law. Such provisions usually come in two
forms: (1) prohibition of mere discharge (or discharge without permit) without
requiring the state to demonstrate any effect on the receiving waters, and (2)
prohibitions of discharges that have, or can be projected to have, adverse effects on
receiving waters.

Connecticut law illustrates both types. For example, Conn. Gen. Star. 22a-430(a),
22a-423, prohibits any person from discharging or maintaining any discharge of "a_ny
water, substance or material into the waters of the state without a permit for such
discharge...whether or not such substance cause.s pollution." At the Same time, Conn.
Gen. Star. 22a-427 prohibits any person from causing "pollution" of any of the waters of
the state.

The typical type (1) prohibition states that the discharge of a material, substance,
or waste into the waters of the state or onto the land where it may enter the waters of
the state without a permit is unlawful. These provisions are typically the cornerstone of
state NPDES programs for point source discharges, but they may also have some
application to nonpoint discharges where state definitional limitations do not constrain
such use. Approximately half the states have such provisions in their water pollution
control laws without statutory provisions limiting them only to point source discharges.

The difficulties in applying type (1) prohibitions to nonpoint sources largely arise
in two ways. First, a significant number of the states with such provisions have explicit
statutory or regulatory exceptions for agriculture and/or forestry {e.g. Fla. Stat. 403.927,
314 Code Mass. R. 3.05: Alabama Admin. Code 335-6-6-.03). While these exceptions
remove significant nonpoint sources from the scope of these provisions, the exceptions
themselves demonstrate the reach of the provisions over nonpoint source activities that
are not specifically excepted. The second difficulty is more complex. Where there is a
prohibition on discharge without a permit, but no permit scheme has ever been
established, is the prohibition enforceable? A number of states have resolved this issue
- either by establishing explicit permit authorities, or alternative authorities, or by case
law - but others have not. In general, use of type (1) prohibitions where no permit
program exists for nonpoint source discharges is possible, and many states assert the
right to use such prohibitions in after-the-fact enforcement actions against polluters.
But after-the-fact enforcement in a limited number of cases may not provide the same
kinds of environmental benefits as a clear regulatory program that operates in advance
of pollution events.
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The vast majority of states have a type (2) prohibition that is potentially
applicable to nonpoint source pollution. The typical type (2) prohibition does not
address the issuance of a permit or the lack thereof. It simply prohibits discharges
causing an identifiable harmful effect on the receiving waters. Such provisions typically
make it "unlawful for any person to cause pollution of any of the waters of the state"
(e.g. Okla. Stat. tit. 27A 2-6-105: Neb. Rev. Star. 81-1506). Some of these provisions may
spell out what is meant by "pollution," or may require that the state prove that the
discharge caused a violation of a water quality standard in order to enforce the
provision (e.g., Miss. Code 49-27-29(2)(a}(ii)). Some state laws explicitly prohibit not
only discharges that "cause" water quality standards to be violatedl, but also discharges
that "contribute" to such conditions (e.g., N.Y. Env. Cons. L. 17-0501: Indiana Code 13-
18-4-5).

Type (1) and (2) prohibitions found in state water pollution control laws are
usually enforceable by the entire panoply of regulatory tools, including administrative
orders, injunctions, civil penalties, criminal fines and sentences, and, in some cases,
summary abatement and cost recovery.

In addition to these two types of general prohibitions found in water pollution
control laws, there are other common prohibitions. Typically found in other parts of
the state codes, these are usually directed at specific environmental harms beyond the
mere exceedance of water quality standards or causing pollution. ’These include            ...- :.,-.,,
provisions limited to conduct that causes or threatens to cause pollution of a drinking
water supply, that endangers public health, that causes a nuisance, or that results in the
death of fish or other aquatic life. Using these provisions for enforcement requires
proof of a particular kind of adverse effect. These provisions are typically enforceable
as misdemeanor offenses with modest fines, some provision for jail time or
imprisonment, and are often subject to abatement by injunction. To the extent to which
these are petty criminal offenses, proof of wrongful intent (or at least reckless disregard)
may be required.

Location of the Discharge

The last issue that arises with general prohibition statutes is whether the material
actually must enter the water in order for a violation to exist. While type (I) provisions
often have such a requirement, a significant number of states, although not a majority,
contain provisions that prohibit the placement of materials where they are "likely to
cause pollution" (e.g., Ark. Code Ann. 8-4-217(a)(1); N.D. Cent. Code 61-28-06) or "likely
to enter the waters" (e.g., R.I. Gen. Laws 46-12-5(a)). Some states approach this problem
a different way. For example, Connecticut authorizes issuance of an order where any
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person has created or is maintaining a condition "which reasonably can be expected to
create a source of pollution to the waters of the state." Conn. Gen. Star. 22a-432.

REVIEW OF STATE GENERAL DISCHARGE PROHIBITIONS IN
WATER POLLUTION LAWS

This section summarizes the general prohibition authorities in the respective
states and notes explicit limitations. It does not include state authorities that are

explicitly limited to point sources - e.g. prohibitions of "discharge’" where the state
definition is limited to point sources. This summary is intended to illustrate the
potential scope of these provisions. Obviously, issues of statutory construction,
regulatory interpretations, typical practice, and state institutions will influence the
actual application of the provisions. In effect, this section identifies the outer bounds of
such authorities as they appear on the books.

It is important to recognize in this brief summary that states have other
authorities available to them -- many discussed later in this report. Indeed, where states
are employing explicit strategies under other authorities aimed directly at nonpoint
sources, they may make little or no use of the authorities summarized in this section.
The following summary is organized by EPA region.

As noted above, Connecticut prohibits both the discharge of any substance
without a permit, and causing water pollution. Both provisions are potentially
applicable to nonpoint sources. Conn. Gen. Stat. 22a-427, -430. Maine prohibits the
discharge of any pollutant without a permit, but explicitly provides that this provision
is not violated by any discharge that is in compliance with an approved agricultural
erosion and sediment control plan, 38 Maine Rev. Stat. 413; Maine also prohibits any

violations of water quality notwithstanding any permits or exemptions, but requires
establishment of a mixing zone before enforcement of this provision against any source
may occur. 38 Maine Rev. Star. 451. Massachusetts prohibits discharge of a pollutant
without a permit, 21 Mass. Gen. L. 42, but agricultural and silvicultural nonpoint source
discharges are exempted by regulation. 314 Code Mass. R. 3.05. New Hampshire
prohibits discharge of a waste without a permit, but also has a provision making it
unlawful for any person to dispose of wastes in such manner that water quality
standards will be violated. N.H. Rev. Star. Ann. 485-A:12. Rhode Island prohibits the
placement of any pollutant in a location where it is likely to enter tile waters, and the
placement of any solid waste or debris in the waters: but it only prohibits the "discharge
[of] any pollutant" from a "point source" R.I. Gen. Laws 46-12-5. Vermont prohibits
discharge of any substance without a permit, but expressly exempts the "proper
application of fertilizer to fields and crops." 10 Vt. Stat. Ann. 1259.
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New Jersey, law prohibits discharge of pollutants without a permit or as
otherwise authorized, N.J. Star. Ann. 58:10-6: and also prohibits the placement of
"deleterious" substances into the waters or where they can find their way into such
waters, but exempts from the latter provision chemicals used in agriculture, forestry,
horticulture, and livestock if done in an approved manner. N.J. Stat. Ann. 23:5-28. New
York prohibits the direct or indirect discharge of any substance that "shall cause or
contribute to" a condition in violation of water quality standards. N.Y. Env. Cons. L. 17-
0501. Puerto Rico authorizes its state agency to forbid any discharges that do not have
the appropriate permit. 12 P.R. Laws Ann. 1131(13)(A)(a), and also expressly prohibits
direct or indirect discharge of any substance capable of polluting or leading to pollution
in violation of water quality standards. 24 P.R. Laws Ann. 595.

Delaware requires a permit for any activity "which may cause or contribute to a
discharge of a pollutant into any surface or ground water" 7 Del. Code 6003. The
adopted implementing regulations appear limited to point source discharges to water
and land, but the statute is not so limited and Delaware maintains that this authority
also applies to nonpoint sources: indeed, Delaware’s nonpoint programs rely in part
upon this authority. District of Columbia law expressly authorizes the mayor to
regulate and require permits for nonpoint source pollution. D.C. Code 6-926. Maryland
law prohibits the discharge of a pollutant without a permit or other authorization and
allows the imposition of permit requirements for activities that could cause or increase
the discharge of pollutants. Md. Code Ann., Envir. 9-322, 9-323(b). Pennsylvania
prohibits the discharge of any substance resulting in pollution, 3 Purdon’s Stat. 691.401
Pennsylvania also has a provision prohibiting discharge without a permit, which it has
used for nonpoint sources, but the provision applies only to industrial wastes, 3
Purdon’s Stat, 691,301. Virginia law prohibits the discharge of wastes or any "noxious
or deleterious substances" or the pollution of waters without a permit, Va. Code 62.1-
44.5, as well as the placement of any substance which may contaminate or impair the
lawful use or enjoyment of waters of the state except as permitted by law. Va. Code
62. l-194,1. West Virginia’s general water pollution control law appears not to provide
for the regulation or prohibition of nonpoint source discharges. W. Va. Code 22-11-8.

Alabama requires a permit for discharges of "pollution", Ala. Code 22-22-9(I)(3),
but although the requirement is not limited to point sources, the regulations provide
that a permit is not required for discharges "from non-point source agricultural and
silvicultural activities." Ala. Admin. Code 335-6-6-.03(a). Florida law provides that
causing pollution except as provided by law is prohibited, Fla. Stat. 403.161, and
requires permits for discharges of waste that contribute to violation of water quality
standards, Fla. Star. 403.088, but further provides that agricultural activities (including
all "normal and customary" farming and forestry operations), and agricultural water
management systems, are authorized and do not require permits. Fla. Stat. 403.927.
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Georgia expressly requires anyone seeking to "erect or modify facilities or commence or
alter an operation of any type which will result in the discharge of pollutants from a
nonpoint source into the water of the state, which will render or is likely to render such
waters harmful to the public health, safety, or welfare, or harmful or substantially less
useful for domestic, municipal, industrial, agricultural, recreational[ or other lawful
uses, or for animals, birds or aquatic life" to obtain a permit. Georgi~a Rev. Star. 12-5-
30(b). Kentucky prohibits the discharge of any pollutant or substance that shall cause or
contribute to water pollution "in contravention of any rule, regulation, permit, or order
or...the statute" Ky. Rev. Stat. 224.70-110: the law further provides that if a violation is
traceable to an agricultural operation, it shall be handled under the state’s enforceable
agricultural water quality act rather than under the stricter water pollution control act.
Ky. Rev. Star. 224.120(10).

Mississippi prohibits pollution of the waters of the state or placement of wastes
where they are likely to cause pollution, defining "pollution" as contamination not "in
compliance with a valid permit," Miss. Code Ann. 49-27-29(2)(a)(I), 49-17-5(1), but the
regulations provide that no permit shall be required for agriculture and silviculture
nonpoint source pollution. Miss. Wastewater Reg. - Gen. Req. B.5. Mississippi has
another provision, not linked to permitting definitions, prohibiting the discharge of any
"wastes" which reduce water quality below adopted water quality standards. Miss.
Code Ann. 49-27-29(2)(a)(ii). North Carolina prohibits the discharge of wastes and
certain other discharges without a permit, N.C. Gen. Star. 143-215. l(a); of perhaps
greater immediate utility in the nonpoint context is its authority to issue "special orders"
to "any person...responsible for causing or contributing to any pollution of the waters of
the state within the area for which standards have been established." N.C. Gen. Star.
143-215.2. South Carolina prohibits the direct or indirect discharge, seepage, or
drainage of any substance into the waters of the state except in compliance with a
permit. S.C. Code 48-1-90. Tennessee has a general prohibition against any discharge
causing "pollution" except as properly authorized, Tenn. Code Ann. 69-3-114, but the
law does not apply to any nonpoint source discharges from "any agricultural or forestry
activity." Tenn. Code 69-3-120(g).

Illinois prohibits any person from causing, threatening, or allowing the discharge
of any "contaminants" that would cause or tend to cause water pollution, or that would
violate regulations or standards adopted by the Pollution Control Board. 415 Ill. Cons.
Star. 5/12(a). While this provision is not expressly limited to point s~ources, a second
provision. 415 Ill. Cons. Star. 5/12(f’), which prohibits the unpermitted discharge of
contaminants (without requiring evidence of water pollution) is expressly limited to
point source discharges. Indiana law provides that a person may not "cause, permit or
suffer to be_drained, allowed to seep, or otherwise disposed into any waters...any
organic or inorganic matter that causes or contributes to a polluted condition of any
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waters" in violation of adopted water quality standards. Indiana Code 13-18-4-5.
Michigan prohibits the direct or indirect discharge of any substance that may be
injurious to health, safety or welfare, uses of waters, riparian lands, and fish and
wildlife. Mich. Cons. L. 324.3109(1). Although this section is codified in a chapter of the
code entitled "point source pollution control", Michigan law proviides that chapter
headings are not part of the act and are not to be used to construe the scope of the act.
Mich. Cons. L. 324.103.

Minnesota has a general requirement of notice to the state of water pollution
events and requires reasonable attempts by the discharger to minimize or abate
pollution caused thereby. Minn. Stat. 115.061. Furthermore, by regulation, Minnesota
has provided that "no sewage, industrial waste or other wastes shall be discharged from
either a point or nonpoint source into the waters of the state in such quantity or in such
a manner alone or in combination with other substances as to cause pollution." Minn.
Rules 7050.0210(13). Ohio’s water pollution law prohibits causing pollution or placing
any wastes where they cause pollution except in accordance with a permit, but exempts
agricultural and silvicultural runoff and earthmoving activities subject to regulation
under Ohio’s nonpoint source control programs administered by .,;oil and water
conservation districts and local governments. Ohio Rev. Stat. 6111.04. These programs
are discussed later in this report. The Ohio law also exempts runoff of excrement from
domestic and farm animals, only some of which is subject to regulation under the
referenced programs. Wisconsin law authorizes the state agency to issue orders for the
abatement of nonpoint source pollution if the source is "significant" and impairs water
quality. Wis. Stat. 281.20. The provision has limitations on its use to control pollution
caused by animal waste and pollution from an agricultural source in a priority
watershed, where other planning and implementation tools are to be used first.

Arkansas makes it unlawful for any person to cause pollution or place waste in a
location where it is likely to cause pollution. Ark. Code Ann. 8-4-217(a). Louisiana
prohibits any "activity" which results in the discharge of any substance to the waters of
the state without the "appropriate permit, variance, or license." 30 La. Rev. Star. 2075. It
also prohibits the discharge of any substance that will tend to cause water pollution in
violation of any provision. 30 La. Rev. Star. 2076(A)(1). However, the law also provides
that these and other provisions of the water pollution control law "shall not apply to
any unintentional nonpoint-source discharge resulting from or in connection with the
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production of raw agricultural, horticultural, or aquacultural procIucts." 30 La. Rev.
Star. 2076(A) (2).

New Mexico’s water pollution law does not itself contain a prohibition applicable
to nonpoint source water pollution, but rather authorizes the water quality control
commission to adopt regulations "to prevent or abate water pollution in the state" and
to require permits. N.M. Star. Ann. 74-6-4. Thus, the availability of any enforceable
authority depends entirely on the promulgation of specific regulatory requirements.
Oklahoma law makes it unlawful for any person to cause water pollution or to place
wastes in any location where they are likely to cause pollution. Ok.. Stat. Ann. tit. 27A,
2-6-105. This provision is expressly interpreted to apply to nonpoint sources. Ok. Regs.
252:610-7-1. Texas prohibits the discharge of waste, including agricultural waste, i~to

or adjacent to any waters, and prohibits any other act which causes pollution of any
waters, except as authorized. Vern. Tex. Code Ann., Water Code 26.121 (a). The law
exempts agricultural and silvicultural discharges in compliance with a certified water
quality management plan under Ag. Code 201.026.

Iowa prohibits "disposal" of a pollutant (defined as "waste") by discharge into the
waters of the state except pursuant to a permit. Iowa Code Ann. 4~i5B. 186. Kansas
prohibits the discharge or placement or flowage of "sewage" (defined as any substance
that contains human or animal waste products or excrement or any wastes from
domestic, manufacturing, or other forms of industry) into the waters of the state except
pursuant to a permit. Kan. Star, Ann. 65-164. The law also allows the attorney general "~
to take action to secure abatement of °abatable pollution of the surface waters
detrimental to the animal or aquatic life in the state." Kan. Star. Ann. 65-171b. Missouri
law prohibits causing pollution or placing any water contaminant where it is reasonably
certain to cause pollution; it also prohibits the discharge of water contaminants which
reduce the water quality below adopted water quality standards if not otherwise subject
to effluent regulations. Mo. Rev. Stat. 644.051. Nebraska law makes it unlawful to cause
water pollution or to place any wastes in a location where they are likely to cause water
pollution, or to discharge wastes that reduce the water quality in the receiving waters
below adopted water quality standards. Neb. Rev. Stat. 81-1506.

Colorado’s water pollution control law authorizes the water quality control
commission to adopt regulations relating to any "activity" that "does or could
reasonably be expected to cause pollution of any state waters in violation of control
regulations or...any applicable water quality standard." Colo. Rev. Stat. 25-8-205. With
this authority, the state clearly may choose to regulate nonpoint sources of pollution:
however, "control regulations related to agricultural practices shall be promulgated
only if incentive, grant, and cooperative programs are determined by the commission to
be inadequate and such regulations are necessary to meet state law or the federal act."
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Colo. Rev. Star. 25-8-205(5). Montana law makes it unlawful to cause water pollution or
place any wastes "where they will cause pollution of any state waters." Mont. Code
Ann. 75-5-605(a). However, the law exempts materials placed in connection with
activities permitted by any other state or federal agency, 75-5-605 (a), and expressly
exempts from state nondegradation requirements those nonpoint sources existing on
April 29, 1993, all new nonpoint sources that follow "reasonable land, soil, and water
conservation practices," land application of manure, and use of agricultural chemicals if
done in accordance with an agricultural ground water management plan. Mont. Code.

Ann. 75-5-317(2).

North Dakota law makes it unlawful to cause water polluti.on or place any
wastes where they are likely to cause water pollution. N.D. Cent. Code 61-28-06(1)(a).
South Dakota has a similar provision. S.Dak. Codified L. Ann. 34A-2-21. In addition,
any discharge of wastes (defined as any polluting "substances") that results in
degradation of water quality is also prohibited. S.Dak. Codified L. Ann. 3,tA-2-22. Utah
prohibits causing pollution that constitutes a menace to public health and welfare, is
harmful to fish or wildlife, or impairs beneficial uses of water, and prohibits placement
of waste where there is "probable cause" to believe it will cause pollution. Utah Code
Ann. 19-5-107. Wyoming makes it unlawful to "cause, threaten or allow the discharge
of any pollution or waste into the waters of the state" except as authorized by permit.
Wyo. Star. Ann. 35-11-301. The prohibition has been held to apply to polluting activities
for which no permit was available.

Arizona law requires the Department of Environmental Quality to adopt a
permit requirement for point sources, and for certain facilities likely to pollute aquifers,
and a "program to control nonpoint source discharges of any pollutant or combination
of pollutants into navigable waters." Ariz. Star. 49-203.A. Its general prohibition law
makes it a criminal offense to (with criminal intent) discharge substances to waters
without a required permit or other "appropriate authority," or to violate a water quality
standard. Ariz. Rev. Stat. 49-263.A. California law requires a "report of waste
discharge" from any person proposing to discharge "waste." The regional water quality
control board must then issue waste discharge requirements (WDRs) - essentially a
permit. Cal. Water Code 13260. However, these requirements may be conditionally
waived by the regional board. Cal. Water Code 13269. California uses these
requirement by first seeking to abate nonpoint source pollution through nonregulatory
means, but reserves the power to either grant a conditional waiver (to secure
operational changes in a discharger) or to require the report of waste discharge and
issue a WDR.

Hawaii prohibits the discharge of any pollutant to waters of the state except as
authorized by law or permit. Hawaii Rev. Star. 342D-50. Hawaii, moreover, has
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explicit authoritv to regulate nonpoint source pollution under a provision that allows

the issuance of enforceable nonpoint source rules which may include "water quality
standards for specific areas, types of nonpoint source discharge, or management
measures." Hawaii Rev. Star. 342E-3(a). Nevada’s general pollution prohibition
authority is expressly limited to point sources. Nev. Rev. Star. 445A.465. However Nev.
Rev. Star. 455A.565 also allows the state to prescribe controls for nonpoint sources

("diffuse sources") to prevent degradation of high quality waters, but not for
"normal...farming practices". And 455.570 allows regulation of nonpoint sources
existing on Jan 1, 1979 that are "significantly causing or adding to water pollution in
violation of a water quality standard" and for new nonpoint sources where they impair
high quality waters.

Alaska law provides that "a person may not pollute or add to the pollution of
the...water of the state." Alaska Star. 46.03.710. Idaho has very limited jurisdiction over
nonpoint sources. It defines "discharge" in its water pollution control act as not
including "surface water runoff from nonpoint sources." Idaho Code 39-3602. Another
provision states that nonpoint sources are not required to meet water quality standards
other than those necessary to support designated uses, unless a TMDL is required to be
developed. Idaho Code 39-3604. In the context of TMDLs for high-priority impaired
waters, the law provides that "nothing in this section shall be interpreted as requiring
best management practices for agricultural operations which are not adopted on a
voluntary basis." Idaho Code 39-3610. Indeed, the only direct authority is a prohibition
on new or expanded nonpoint activities which "can reasonably be expected to lower the
water quality of an outstanding resource water," Idaho Code 39-3618, and these sources
are entirely exempt from permitting or other regulation if they implement BMPs. Idaho
Code 39-3620(6).

Oregon law prohibits any person from polluting waters of the state or placing
any waste where it is "likely to escape or be carried into the waters of the state, and
from discharging wastes into water if such discharge reduces water quality below the
adopted standards. Ore. Rev. Stat. 468B.025(1). Washington prohibits the discharge of
"any organic or inorganic matter that shall cause or tend to cause" water pollution,
Wash. Rev. Code 90.48.080, and permits are required for disposal of material into the
waters of the state. Wash. Rev. Code 90.48.160. However, the law does not authorize the
adoption of a permit system for nonpoint sources or imposition of penalties for
pollution arising from forest practices conducted in compliance with the state’s forest
practices law. Wash. Rev. Code 90.48.420.

The general prohibition authorities summarized above are typically used by
states not to carry out a detailed regulatory approach to nonpoint source water
pollution, but rather as "back-up" authority to other programs intended to control such
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pollution, or to deal with egregious cases in the absence of other programs. In many
states, because of the absence of an implementation program, they may represent an
unused tool in the toolbox: in others, they are an integral part of tlhe state’s approach. In
general, these tools have some importance because they potentially link nonpoint
source pollution control to the states’ point source control authorities. And they
typically provide a wider array of order, abatement, and penalty authorities than either
focused nonpoint source programs or older nuisance or misdemeanor-type
prohibitions.

DISCHARGE PROHIBITIONS OF NARROWER SCOPE

In addition to the general prohibitions found in most states’ water pollution-
control laws, virtually every state has other- usually older - provisions prohibiting
certain kinds of discharges deemed detrimental to the public health or welfare,
fisheries, drinking water, or other interests identified by the legislature. Typically
misdemeanor provisions, these may nevertheless serve in some instances the important
role of providing an enforceable response to a nonpoint source pollution event, or in
some cases, threatened pollution event.

Discharge of Listed Substances

Various statutes specifically list detrimental substances whose discharge into the
waters of the state is prohibited. These provisions are found most often in public health
laws, criminal laws, and fish and game laws. Sometimes they take aim primarily at
"litter" that may enter the waters of the state. Other laws seem more concerned with
disease-bearing wastes or substances. "Offal, filth, rubbish..." heads a typical list. West
Virginia has a typical provision, making it an offense "to place, deposit, dump, or
throw, or cause to be placed, deposited, dumped or thrown, any litter...garbage, refuse,
trash, can, bottle, paper, ashes, carcass of any dead animal or part thereof, offal, or any
other offensive or unsightly matter into any river, stream, creek, branch, brook, lake or
pond, or upon the surface of any land within one hundred yards thereof, or in such
location that high water or normal drainage conditions will cause any such materials to
be washed into any [such waters]." The offense is defined as a misdemeanor punishable
by fine of not less than $50 nor more than $500. W.V. Code 20-7-8. This study identified
similar provisions in Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York,
Pennsylvania, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, Arkansas,
Oklahoma, Texas, Iowa, and California, although undoubtedly other states have such
provisions.
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Discharge of Substances Harmful to Fish

Approximately half the states’ fish and game codes contain provisions that
prohibit the discharge of various substances that are, or that may be, harmful to fish.
These provisions do not require proof of injury to fish, but focus on the nature of the
substances discharged. This is usually clear from the nature of the prohibition, but it is
spelled out explicitly in some laws - for example, "it is not necessary to prove that the
violation has actually caused the death of, or damage to, any particular fish" 30
Pa.C.S.A. 2504. Some of these provisions are written quite broadly, while others are
narrow.

For example, Kentucky’s law provides: "No person shall place or cause to be
placed in any public waters any substance that might injure, interfere with, or cause the
waters to be unfit for the support of wildlife [including fish]" Ky. Rev. Stat. 150.460(1)
(penalty of up to $500 and/or 6 months). Arkansas law provides that "it shall be
unlawful for any person to deposit, throw, drop, or discharge in any manner in any of
the waters of this state any substance, liquid, or gas or anything else that will or does
intoxicate or stupefy or in any manner injure any fish therein, whether done for the
purpose of catching or taking fish or not." Ark. Code Ann. 15-,t3-317. Rhode Island law
provides: "No person shall place, deposit, or explode any substance injurious to the

¯ health or life of a fish in any stream or fresh water pond" R.I. Gen. L. 20-11-10. Far more
narrowly, Vermont prohibits the deposit of "lime, creosote, coculus inducus or other
drug or poison destructive to fish" l0 Vt. Star. Ann. ,t606(b). Given the principles of
statutory construction discussed earlier in this chapter, it may be harder to apply this
provision to many forms of nonpoint source pollution.

Although many states have provisions of this type, others have drafted them in
such a way as to be useless for reaching nonpoint source discharges. For example,
contrast Maine’s prohibition on the use of any "explosive, poisonous or stupefying
substance...for the purpose of taking or destroying any kind of fish." 12 Maine Rev. Stat.
Ann. 7617.

State fish and game laws can also provide regulatory authority over pollution
discharges in some cases. For example, Massachusetts has an unusual provision that
allows the state fisheries agency to determine that a "prohibition or regulation of the
discharge of waste or material from any source" is needed for particular inland waters
because of the value of the fishery therein, leading to action by the pollution control
agency. 131 Mass. Gen. L. 41.

Some states, such as New York and California, use fisheries protection provisions
to control nonpoint source pollution of shellfish production areas. ]For example Cal.
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Water Code 14950(d) provides that regional water quality boards "shall have primary
responsibility for the protection of commercial shellfish harvesting from the effects of
point and nonpoint pollution sources." Regulatory authority under the law arises once
the area has been downgraded or restricted by the state’s Department of Health
Services, closed for more than 30 days per year for 3 previous years, or formally
determined to be threatened. Cal. Water Code 14954. "Once the nature, sources, scope,
and degree of the pollution affecting a commercial shellfish growling area have been
determined, the regional board, with the advice of the local technical advisory
committee, shall order appropriate remedial action, including the adoption of best
management practices to abate the pollution affecting that area." Cal. Water Code
14956(a). However, Cal. Water Code 14956(b) provides that "if agricultural sources of
pollution have been identified as contributing to the degradation ,of shellfish growing
areas, the regional board shall invite members of the local agricultural community
representing the type of agricultural discharge affecting the local shellfish growing area,
the local resource conserve district, the local soil conservation ser~dce ..... and affected
shellfish growers to develop and implement appropriate short- and long-term
remediation strategies that will lead to a reduction in the pollution affecting the
commercial shellfish growing area."

Fish Kill Caused by Pollution

Many states also have provisions that prohibit fish kills or that allow
enforcement responses to fish kills. Although some of these are simply broadly written
prohibitions on killing fish without a valid fishing license, many others clearly proscribe
nonpoint source and other discharges that result in harm to aquatic life.

Some of these provisions are similar to those described in the preceding section,
but possibly may require proof of injury to fish, not simply discharge of an injurious
substance. For example, Puerto Rico’s law might be interpreted as falling within either
category: "It is prohibited to throw or cause to be thrown or deposited into any...body of
water...oils, acids, poisons, or any other substance which kills or destroys fish,
crustacea, or mollusca." 12 P. R. Laws Ann. 61. Indiana’s law prohibits drainage or
placement of material into state waters that causes or contributes to a polluted
condition such that "any fish life or any beneficial animal or vegetable life in any waters
may be destroyed or propagation thereof prevented or injuriously affected." Indiana
Code 13-1-3-8.

Other laws prohibit killing fish by depositing in any "public stream or body of
water_any poison, poisonous substance...or other deleterious or poisonous matter" Ala.
Code 9-11-93: or they provide that "No fish, other than migratory food fish of the sea in
the marine and coastal district, shall be taken except by angling." N.Y. Env. Cons. L, 11-
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1301(1) ("taking" includes killing). States with potentially applicable fish kill laws
include at least Massachusetts, New York, Puerto Rico, Maryland (where the harm is
from sediment), Alabama, Indiana, Minnesota, New Mexico, Wyoming, and Arizona.

In addition to state laws prohibiting fish kills, including those caused by
polluting substances that may be discharged from nonpoint sources, it is also worth
noting other state provisions that create explicit liability to the state where an
"unlawful" pollution discharge damages fish. These include New Hampshire, Alabama,
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Kansas, South
Dakota, California, Alaska, Oregon, Washington. Pennsylvania law provides: "The

Commonwealth has sufficient interest in fish living in a free state to give it standing,
through its authorized agencies, to recover damages in a civil action against any p~rson
who kills any fish or who injures any streams or stream beds by pollution or littering."
30 Pa.C.S.A. 2506(a). See N.C. Gen. Star. 143-215.3 (similar)

Pollution of Drinking Water or Public Water Supply

About a fourth of the states have older provisions specifically aimed at
preventing or criminalizing the pollution of a drinking water supply. Typical is Ok.
Star. tit. 11, 37-115: "No person...shall pollute or permit the pollution of the water supply
of a municipality, or any stream, pond, spring, lake, or other water reservoir or
groundwater aquifer, which is used or which is being held for use as a water supply by
a municipality." Compare Minn. Star. 144.35 "No sewage or other matter that will
impair the healthfulness of water shall be deposited where it will fall or drain into any
pond or stream used as a source of water supply for domestic use."

Nuisance and Public Health Provisions

All, or virtually all states have statutory provisions that provide for the
abatement of nuisances, and many have additional public health provisions that may
have some application to particular instances of nonpoint source pollution. The
common law of nuisance also applies in every state. Nuisances are of basically two
types: public nuisance and private nuisance. Public nuisance is the creation of a
condition that causes injury to the public welfare, while private nuiLsance impairs the
use and enjoyment of property. Nuisance is not a fault-based doctrine, but requires
only proof of the adverse condition. Thus, even a condition that does not violate any
law or regulation may still be abatable as a nuisance. Remedies for public nuisances are
typically injunctions for abatement, or authority for a public entity to conduct summary
abatement of the nuisance and recover its abatement costs, and/or the imposition of
fines - reflecting the historic origins of public nuisance as a quasi-criminal action. Public
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nuisance actions may be brought by the state o[, often, by any affected entity or person,
while private nuisance actions are brought by adversely affected land owners.

Nonpoint source water pollution that impairs the usefulness of waters, adversely
affects human health, or impairs the rights of others may be abatable under state
nuisance laws. Two types of nuisances are generally addressed by state statutes - first,
and more important for most nonpoint sources, are state provisions declaring water
pollution to be a nuisance. Such legislative declarations limit the need to prove
particular deleterious effects in order to secure relief. Second, are :state provisions that
provide for the abatement of conditions dangerous to public health or otherwise
noxious or offensive to the senses.

Alabama law combines both approaches in one provision: "ANY and all pollution
is hereby declared to be a public nuisance and, if it creates, or is about to create, a health
hazard, shall be subject to immediate control of the commission by order or injunction."
Ala. Code 22-22-9(I)(4), This provision both declares water pollution a nuisance making
it subject to injunctive relief by the state or any person, and declares that particular
kinds of water pollution (health hazards) are subject to certain kinds of administrative
relief and summary abatement action. Pennsylvania law provides a typical, but
especially complete, version of the "water pollution as nuisance" provision: "The
discharge of...any substance into the waters of this Commonwealth. which causes or
contributes to pollution...or creates a danger of such pollution is hereby declared not to
be a reasonable or natural use of such waters, to be against public policy and to be a
public nuisance" and "shall be abatable in the manner provided by law or equity for the
abatement of public nuisances." 3 Purdon’s Stat. 691.3, 691,601. Minnesota’s provision is
given additional detail in state regulations, making its applicability to nonpoint
discharges explicit: "No sewage, industrial waste or other wastes shall be discharged
from either point or nonpoint sources into any waters of the state so as to cause any
nuisance conditions, such as the presence of significant amounts of’ floating solids,
scum...excessive suspended solids, material discoloration...undesirable slimes or fungus
growths, aquatic habitat degradation, excessive growth of aquatic .plants, or other
harmful effects" Minn. Rules 7050.021.

Some laws more directly reflect the historic petty criminal nature of water
pollution as a nuisance. Cal. Penal Code 374.4(a) provides: "Every person who...dumps
or causes to be dumped, any waste matter into any bay, lagoon, channel, river, creek,
slough, canal, lake, or reservoir, or other stream or body of water, or upon a bank,
beach, or shore within 150 feet of the high water mark of any strearn or body of water, is
guilty of a misdemeanor" and imposes a fine of $100-1000. A few states have even older
provisions, like Kentucky Rev. Star. 438.060, which makes it a violation for any person
to place or cause to be placed "in any stream, dam, pool or pond" any substance that
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renders the water "unfit for use or produces a stench." punishable by fine of not less
than $10 nor more than $100 and/or imprisonment for 30 days to ,6 months. Ohio Rev.
Star. 3767.13 (C): "No person shall...corrupt or render unwholesome or impure, a
watercourse, stream, or water." This is a misdemeanor punishable by up to 60 days
and/or $500.

General nuisance law is typified by Minn. Stat. 561.01: "Anything which is
injurious to health, or indecent or offensive to the senses, or an obstruction to the free
use of property, so as to interfere with the comfortable enjoyment of life or property, is
a nuisance." Some states have made the connection to public health abatement explicit.
For example, Kansas’s Secretary of Health and Environment and county boards of
health can examine all "nuisances, sources of filth and causes of sickness"..."When s~ch
source is found to exist on any private property or upon any watercourse in the state"
they have the power to order the owner to remove the nuisance within 24 hours.
Failure to obey an order is punishable by a fine of $10 to $100. Kan. Star. Ann. 65-159.

Nuisance laws are generally not preempted by state regulatory laws: however, a
number of states have expressly enacted savings clauses to preser~’e public and private
nuisance actions for abatement of water pollution (e.g., Ala. Code 22-22-9(o)).

Virtually every state has enacted "right to farm" legislation exempting
agricultural activities (and in a few states, silvicultural activities) from abatement as a
nuisance. These laws vary in the extent of the exemption. All of them are clearly aimed
at preventing private nuisance actions occasioned by recent suburban dwellers
encountering the odors and noise of normal farming operations, but some are broader
and apply to public as well as private nuisance actions and to a wider array of conduct.
Most also provide that the exemption from nuisance liability does not apply where the
agricultural activity is conducted in violation of law, or negligently, or (in some cases)
where the nuisance alleged is water pollution. The following selected state laws give an
idea of the scope of these ubiquitous laws.

Delaware has a typical right to farm provision: "No agricultural or forestal
operation...which has been in operation for a period of more than 1 year shall be
considered a nuisance, either public or private, as the result of a changed condition in or
about the locality where such...operation is located. This section shall not apply when
the nuisance is determined to exist as the result of the negligent or improper
operation...or when such operation is being operated in violation of state or federal law
or any local or county ordinance." 3 Del. Code 1401.

New Hampshire agricultural operations cannot be found a nuisance if they were
in operation for one year or more and were not a nuisance when operations
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commenced: however this exception does not apply if operations, are "injurious to
public health or safety" N.H. Rev. Star. Ann. 432.33, nor if the nuisance results from
"negligent or improper operation". N.H. Rev. Star. Ann. 432.34. But operations "shall
not" be found negligent or improper" if they are obeying all laws. Thus, New
Hampshire agricultural operations are exempt from nuisance actions unless they create
a public health hazard, or they are violating an explicit legal requirement. Michigan
law provides that a farm operation i~ not a nuisance if it "conforms to generally
accepted agricultural and management practices according to policy determined by the
Michigan commission of agriculture" Mich. Cons. L. 286.473.

Idaho law goes farther by exempting not only agriculture but also agricultural
processing operations and forestry activities from nuisance actions; the law also -
preempts local regulation of such activities, declares the right to conduct forest practices
a "natural right" and has an exception only for "improper or negligent operation" -
defined as operations not in compliance with law and adversely affecting public health
and safety. Idaho Code 22-4501 and 38-1401.

New York exempts agricultural activities only-from private, nuisance actions, and
subjects the exemption to various exceptions for increased activities and activities
causing conditions dangerous to life or health. N.Y. Pub. Health L,. 1300-c. California’s

right to farm nuisance exemption specifically p,r.ovides that it "shall not invalidate "
.. "%’.~provisions of the state’s Health and Safety Code, Fish & Game Code, Food & Ag. Code,      ~:::" .4

or Porter-Cologne Water Quality Act that declare such an activity a nuisance                " "
"specifically defined or described in any of those provisions."

Some states’ right to farm provisions specifically do not protect agricultural
operations from nuisance claims based on water pollution, e.g., Hawaii Rev. Star. 165-2,
Ark. Code Ann. 2-4-106, Iowa Code Ann. 176B.11, N.D. Cent. Code 42-04-03.

ENFORCEMENT AND SANCTIONS

Most general discharge prohibitions under state water pollution control laws are
enforceable by administrative orders, civil injunctions, civil penalties in the $10,000 to
$25,000 range, criminal sanctions and other sanctions. This is why determining whether
these authorities can be applied (particularly in the absence of an adopted permitting
program for nonpoint sources) can be extremely important to a state effort.

Most of the discharge prohibitions based on other statutes are enforceable as
petty criminal offenses and through abatement orders or injunctions.
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These distinctions are important, not only because of their potential effectiveness
in changing behavior, but also because they affect issues of process and issues of proof.
For example, while proving that a discharge was of a "waste" or that it caused
"pollution" presents one set of difficulties in a civil or administrative context, proving an
offense in a criminal case (even in a magistrate’s court) can presem additional hurdles.
Can the state show that the discharge was of a "deleterious substance" harmful to fish
"beyond a reasonable doubt" and that the act occurred with the requisite intent? And is
this even worthwhile if the sanction is $500? On the other hand, if an offense is
criminal, even if petty, does this provide sufficient practical effect to bring about
compliance and the deterrence of others? State discharge prohibit:loins come in many
types, often presenting complex issues for prosecution or enforcement in the nonpoint
source context.
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Introduction

Surface water quali~ degradation in urban and urbanizing areas is largely attributed to stormwater
runoff (EPA 1993, Duda 1993, Bannerman et ai. 1993). The hydroecologicai impacts on receiving
waters from urban runoff pose a health risk from the rate at which they enter the system and the
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numerous types of pollutants associated with stormwater runoff (Klein 1979, Schueler 1987, Hall and
Anderson, 1988). Table 1 highlights conventional, inorganic, and organic contaminants in urban
stormwater and the ir risk to human and aquatic health (Makepeace et al. 1995). To control the
quantity, and improve the quality of urban runoff in a cost-effective manner, best management
practices (BMPs) have been widely implemented for over 20 years. Table 2 lists BMPs commonly
practiced and the relative size of drainage basin for which they are designed.

Performance data on best management practices is needed to derive design criteria to ensure that
they will effectively treat stormwater to desired target levels. Numerous studies on BMP performance
document a wide range of pollutant removal capabilities for suspended solids, nutrients, bacteria,
oxygen-demand, and a few heavy metals. Only recently has research begun to focus on the fate of
organic contaminants in urban stormwater facilities (Helfield and Diamond 1997, Wren et al. 1997,
Pitt et al. 1993 ). Despite the diversity of data sources on BMP performance, the predictive utility is
surprisingly low as there is considerable variability amongst study site characteristics, pollutants
studied, climatic factors and data quality (Tanner et al. 1998).

Given the variable nature of BMP monitoring studies, it is difficult to conclude specific criteria that
could be applied to all situations to maximize their performance. Rather, research suggests design
characteristics and environmental conditions that may affect BMP performance and should be
considered when evaluating its pollutant removal capabilities. Further, it has been shown that
desired pollutant reductions are not consistently achieved based on design expectations. The
performance of BMPs is quite variable with detention facilities acting as a sink for some pollutants,
while at times also as a net source for other constituents. Conclusions regarding the processes and
mechanisms responsible for improving ambient water quality are inferred based on design elements
of the BMP and an understanding of chemical cycling and fate. Most studies, however, are limited to
monitoring input and output concentrations or mass loadings to determine BMP effectiveness.

Table 1. A selection of contaminants in urban stormwater and their risk to human and aquatic
health.

(from Makepeace et al. 1995)a.

Risk                                                             Risk

Chemical Range Chemical Range
(rag/L)

Humanb     Aquatic                             (rag/L) Human       Aquatic

i i Total solids 76-36,200 No Major Zinc 00007 -22.0I! Minor Major

TSS 1 - 36,200 [ Major Major DO 0 - 14.0 No, Major
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Aluminum 0 7 - 16.0 Major Ma.lor i Polychlorinated 2.7E-5 - Minor Major

Ba~lium 0.001 - Minor Major Total PAH 2.4E-4 - Ma3or ; No
0.049 1.3E-2

’Cadmium 0.00005- Minor Major Benzo(a)anthracene 3E-7-IE2 Unknown i Unknov,~

i. Chloride 0.30- Major [ Major Tetrachlorethylene 0.0045-0.043 Major No~ 25,000 1

i!! Chrominm 0001-2.30 Major Major BL~(2,.~thylhexl) 0.007-0.039 Minor Major
i[ phth~late

Copper 0.00006- No Major g~mmaoBHC 5.2E-5 - Minor Major

’, Iron 0.08 - 440.0 Major Major Chlordane 0.001 - 0.010 Minor Major

~ Lead 0.00057- Major Major Heptoehlor +H. <0.0002 No Major! 260 epoxldei,

Expressed as per 1
:Maganese      0.007-3.80     Major       Unknown

Mercury 0.00005 - Major Major Fecal coliform 0.2 - 1.9E6 Major - - -0.067

Nitrogen (all    0.07 - 16.0 Minor Major Fecal streptococci 3 - 1.4E6 Major - -.forms)

Silver 00002 - No Major Enteroccci 1.2E2 - 3.4E5 Major0014 - -

a Many of the results presented are bas~l on preliminary findings of the NURP by Cole et. al. (1984).

h A problem is considered "major" if the upper contaminant concentration limit is ten times the regulation maximum
allowable concentration (MAC) for drinMng water quality, or aquatic life guidelines. Minor problen,~ are associated w
ith upper concentrations between the MAC and ten times the MAC.
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Table 2. Types of Best Management Practices (BMPs) for urban stormwater (from Bri]c 1994, EPA 1993. Yu and
Nawang 1993, Schueler et al. 1992).

Type Relative Size of Description
:,: Drainage Area

Constructed Moderate to large Intentionally created from non-wetland sites for sole purpose of wastewater or stormwater
treatment. Types include: I) free-floating macrophyte, 2) emergent macrophyte 3) submerged

Wetland macrophyte.

Extended Moderate to large Outlet structure of dry pond is modified as a "retention outlet" that

(Dry) Pond provides slow release of runoff from a l-.vr design storm, moderate to higher removal rates for
particulates (40-70%), very low for dissolved pollutants.

Grassed Swales Small Shallow, vegetated ditch above watertable It is used as an infiltration!filtration method to
provide pretreatment before runoff is discharged to other treatment systems. Vegetative cover
should never be shorter than 3-4 inches.

Infiltration Basin Moderate Impoundments that store runoff temporarily until it gradually infilmates into the soil
surrounding the basin. Infiltration basins should drain within 72 hours to maintain aerobic
conditions. Runoff is pretreated to remove coarse sediment and prevent c logging.

"Infiltration Moderate Shallow excavated ditches with coarse substrate (sand, gravel) to allow infilwation to subsoil
Trench and groundwater. Some facilities are lined with fine fabric to prevent infiltration to
" groundwater.

Porous Pavement Small Thin layer of open-graded asphalt mixture on top of a deep-based filled with large-size
crushed stone aggregate to serve as reservoir to detain stormwater. Stored runoffexfiltrates
from the reservoir into the soil. A fine filter fabric may be used to prevent infiltration to
groundwater. Limited data available on performance.

Vegetated Filter Small Areas of vegetated cover designed to strictly treat low to moderate overland sheet flow. Used
Strips as pretreatment for other structural practices such as infiltration basins and trenches.

Water Quality Small Underground retention systems designed to remove solids. A basin is constructed 2-4 feet
Inlets , deep below an outlet pipe to collect sediment. Multiple-chamber sysl~ems may include an

i additional basin to filter fine sediment. Oil/grit separators can provide ad ditional treatment

Wet Pond Moderate to large i Permanent pool of water that temporarily stores runoffand allows particulate pollutants to

I senle out and dissolved pollutants to be removed by biological uptake or other decay
i processes. Stormwater is released at a controiled rate.
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Performance of Urban BMPs

A review of the research provides a range of removal efficiencies for a select suite of urban
stormwater constituents, design characteristics, and processes attributed to promoting water quali~,
improvement (Table 3). Design elements such as the ratio of stormwater pond to catchment area,
pond geometry., and detention time are primary design considerations to ensure the BMP provides
the desired level of pollutant removal. Such design features are typically designed to treat the volume
of runoff generated from 1-yr and 2-yr storm events, rather than more frequent events (Allan et al.
1997). The physical-chemical environment of the BMP is also suggested to significantly affect effluent
from wet detention basins. As an example, Borden et ai. (1997) found that large seasonal differences
in pollutant removal of both total and dissolved nitrogen and phosphorus species was attributed to
thermal stratification. Turnover in the fall releases phosphorous that has accumulated in the
anaerobic sediment in t he hypolimnion. Processes such as thermal dynamics of the pond, plant
growth and senescence, and other physical, chemical and biological interactions, however, are not
incorporated in modelling the design of BMPs. Such internal pond dynamics and the sen sitivity of
chemical species to pH, redox potential, organic matter content, and available exchange sites dictate
the dominant form and phase of the chemical, and thus pollutant removal.

Table 3. Factors affecting the performance of BMPs.

Design Characteristics Detention ttme

Storage volume

Shape of BMP (length:width ratio of detention pond, slope, flow path
obstructions, buffer width)

Pond surface area relative to contributing catchment area

Type of substrate!sediment;

Auxiliary devices (e.g. baffles, sediment forebay)

Presence of vegetation

Processes Adsorption

Sedimentation/resuspension

Precipitation

Complexation

Degradation (photolysis, hydrolysis, volat~ation, biological)

Biotic uptake
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Environmental Conditions Storm intensity, loading rate

Drainage basin land cover

Physical-chermcal properties of BMP surface water

Particle-size distribution and settling velocity

Pre-storm water quality m BMP

Thermal stratification

EPA (1993) and Brown and Schueler (1997) provide summaries of stormwater BMP effectiveness
which include: extended wet detention ponds, wet ponds, stormwater wetlands, multiple pond
systems, infiltration trenches, infiltration basins, porous pavement, sand filters, grassed swales, filter
strips, and water quality inlets/oil grit separators. Dry. detention ponds are another BMP but are
designed for controlling peak flows rather than quality control. Appendix A provides a summa~ of
BMP e ffectiveness based on work by Schueler et al. (1992) and additional research. An examination
of factors contributing to the treatment of suspended solids, nutrient and heavy metals is provided.
As the most common type of BMP studied is the wet detention p ond for a variety land use
characteristics (e.g., suburban resident, commercial, rural), the data presented is biased towards this
particular BMP facility.

Suspended Solids

BMPs are primarily designed to remove total suspended solids (TSS) and pollutants sorbed to
particles. As such, gravitational settling is relied upon as the predominant process for pollutant
removal. The effectiveness is illustrated by sediment accumulation in wet: detention ponds (e.g.
0.Scm/yr to 2 cm/yr) (Marsalek et al. 1997, Guo 1997, Allan et al. 1997). Studies report TSS load
reductions for wet detention basins to be generally greater than 50%, but range from 20-98%
(Borden et al. 1997, Schueler et al. 1992).

BMPs are primarily designed to remove total suspended solids (TSS) and pollutants sorbed to
particles by sedimentation. Studies report TSS mass load reductions for wet detention basins to be
generally greater than 50%, but range from 20-98% (Borden et al. 1997, Schueler et al. 1992).
Another indicator of effectiveness is provided by the rate of sediment accumulation in BMPs that
range from 0.8cm/yr to 2 cm/yr (Marsalek et al. 1997, Guo 1997, Allan et al 1997). The ability, to treat
TSS, however, is a function of particle-size distribution, storm intensity, loading rate, and geometry
and age of BMP facility.                                                                 "

Particle-size distribution of the influent is shown to influence the treatment capabilities of a BMP
(Ferrara and Witkowski 1983, Yu and Nawang 1993, Wu et al 1998b). Ferrara and Witkowski (1983)
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generalize that as storm intensiD’ increases the concentration of TSS increases due to larger size
fractions of TSS resulting in a greater removal efficiency. Based on research by Randall (1983). Allan
et al. (1997) concludes BMP removal to be a function of infl,aent concentration. Removal rates were
poor whe n TSS concentration was less than 10mg/L and increased to a consistent percentage
removal up tol00 mg/L. However, research by Tanner et ai. (1997) on sub-surface flow wetlands
observed the greatest annual percent mass removal and lowest outflow concentrat ion to be generally
associated with the lowest hydraulic loading rate. This conclusion did not apply to
ammonium-nitrogen, total phosphorus and one sample of suspended solids. There was a lag-effect in
the effluent concentration for nutrient species.

The sedimentation rate is also affected by pond geometry. If there is insufficient length-to-width
ratio, the finer particles will not settle-out. Marsalek et al. (1997) observed sediment sorting in
detention ponds draining a commercial complex, with coarsest particles settling nearest the inlet
(Marsalek et al. 1997). The available storage volume and hydraulic loading rate of runoff to the BMP
further limit the effectiveness of sedimentation. Storms that produce a runoff volume greater than
the storage volume of the BMP, or if sediment is allowed to accumulate and consequently reduce
storage volume, short-circuiting within the pond will adversely affect BMP performance (Marsalek
et al. 1997, EPA 1993, Martin 1988a). It is suggested that a minimum de tention time of 24-hours is
necessary to ensure high removal rates for stormwater pollutants to allow for settling and biological
uptake (Pitt et al. 1993, Yu and Nawang 1993, Schueler 1987). The age of the BMP facility, is another
factor contributing to BMP performance. Tanner et al. (1997) reported a decline in removal
efficiencies with an increase in age of the BMP. TSS percent mass removal declined from 75-80% in
the first year of operation to 55-70% by the 5th year.

Nutrients

Wet detention ponds and constructed wetlands can act as a sink, source or transformer of nutrients
(Mitsch and Gosselink 1993). To improve stormwater quality polluted with excessive nutrient levels,
BMP facilities are designed to provide sedimentation for particle-phase constituents and biological
uptake for soluble nutrients (Martin 1988b). It has been found that the performance of BMPs for
nutrient-enriched stormwater is unpredictable. This may be attributed to the complex nature of
nutrient speciat ion, which is affected by seasonality, detention time, organic matter content, oxygen
availability, and plant biomass. The most effective phosphorus removal mechanisms have been found
to be adsorption, complexation, precipitation reactions with aluminium, iron, calcium and clay
particles and by peat accretion (Brix 1994, Mann and Bavor 1993). Pond conditions amenable to
nitrification-denitrification processes are most effective for nitrogen removal (i.e. aerobic vs
anaerobic conditions/oxygen availability ) (Brix 1994, Mitsch and Gosselink 1993). Further, similar
to TSS, particle size distribution affects removal efficiencies of nutrients. The quality of the substrate
and age of facility are also determinants of BMP performance.

Many studies report greater variability, in BMP performance for nutrients than other constituents
(Tanner et al. 1997, Yu et al. 1993, Martin 1988b, Mann and Bavor 1993). There is a range in
removal efficiencies for particle and dissolved phases, as wei I as different species of nutrients. For
example, Ferrara and Witkowski (1983) report a net export of TKN of 25.4% for the most intense
storm (17.Smm) and a net gain by a wet detention facility of 23.9% for a less intense storm (10mm).
A different pattern is found for TP in which there was a net reduction for the same storms of 48.6%



and 30.9%, respectively. In another study using three methods to calculate BMP performance,
Martin (1988b) reported a range in percent pollutant reduction for all species and phases of
nutrients, from a net export of dissolved ammonia (i.e. 8-33%) to a reduction of 15-57% in dissolved
phosphorus. Similarly, variable performance of nutrient species is observed for a pond/wetland
system in Colorado in which there was a net export (76%) of nitrate and an overall reduction of
19% for total nitrogen, and net reduction of 51% and 40% for total and dissolved phosphorus,
respectively (Anon 1994).

It is indeterminate what factors contribute to the reduction of nutrients in stormwater runoff from
the data collected in the studies. The variability of reduction for all particle size classes for TKN and
TP does not appear to have a clear relationship between particle-size distribution and storm
intensity (Ferrara and Witkowski 1983). The net export of pollutants may be attributed to the large
proportion of pollutants associated with the soluble size fraction of solids (i.e. < lptm). This was also
observed for the effluent concentrations, which may suggest the soluble phase of nutrients are not
being effectively treated in this wet detention basin. Mann and Bovar (19!)3) suggest that the type of
substrate and age of facility affect pollutant remova 1. The net export and gain of phosphorus was
attributed to the 50% difference in sorption capacity of two types of gravel substrate in similar
constructed wetland systems (i.e. 25.8 and 47.5 ~tg P/g substrate) (Mann and Bavor 1993). The decline
in performa rice observed in the subsequent year was attributed to the saturation of phosphorus in
the substrate. Similar reasons are provided for a 50% reduction in performance for total phosphorus
for gravel-bed constructed wetlands (e.g. 35-75% to 15-38%) over a 5- yr period (Tanner et ai. 1993).
However, the standard error was large for these samples. The clogging of gravel substrate also
contributes to reduced performance. Currently, long-term studies on a variety of BMPs are not
available, nor are internal pond measurements, to assess the longevity, or treatment capacity.

Heavy Metals

BMPs generally have a positive impact on reducing total heavy metal pollutants from urban
stormwater. Overall, studies report a moderate to high removal efficiency for wet detention basins,
constructed wetland systems and combined pond-wetland systems (Schueler et al. 1992).
Sedimentation is considered to be the predominant removal mechanism for heaw metals as it is
assumed that pollutants in urban stormwater are largely sorbed to suspended se~liments (Allan et al.
1997, Scholze et al. 1993). The co ncentration of heavy metals in sediments indicates the improvement
BMPs have on stormwater quality (Marsalek et al. 1997).

Overall, characterization of BMP sediments (i.e. detention basins) indicates an accumulation of
heavy metals associated with sedimentation rates ranging from 0.8cm/yr to 2 cm/yr (Marsalek et al.
! 997, Guo 1997). Despite the strong ability of particulates and organic matter to sequester hea~’
metals, Allan et al. (1997) found that TSS is not a good surrogate for other’ pollutants (Borden et al.
1997). This counters a design principle for BMPs that assumes an 80% re~noval of TSS will control
other polluta nts, including heavy metals (EPA 1993). Further, the reliance on sedimentation to
remove pollutants from the water column is not sufficient as data illustrates the presence of heavy
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metals in urban runoff in the dissolved-phase.

The results of performance studies reflect total metal concentration for a select number of pollutants.
Pollutant removal efficiencies for wet detention ponds range from a net mass export of 17% to a
reduction of 96% for Zn, an approximate reduction of 18-95% for Pb, generally >50% for Cu, and
less the 0% to 51% for Cr. In a combined level spreader/vegetative buffer’ strip, a greater mass
reduction in total Pb and Zn from runoff increased with filter length. An average mass loading
reduction for three storm events of 25% and 51% was achieved for Pb and Zn respectively (Yu et al.
1993). For the largest storm (32.5mm) there was a net export of 55% and 16% of Pb at 6m and 21 m,
respectively.

The benefits derived from improved water quality may be countered by adverse affects induced by
sediment contamination. Further, cation-exchange capacity, and sensitivity to pH and Eh can affect
the solubility of heavy metals, thus affecting the abili ty of sediments to se,quester heavy metals from
the water column. In a wet detention basin in Kingston, Ontario, Marsalek et ai. (1997) found a suite
of heavy metals to exceed the Ontario Lowest Effect Level (LEL) guidelines for the protection and
management of aquatic sediment quality for 8 of the 10 metals sampled (ii.e. Cd, Cr, Cu, Fe. Pb, Mn,
Ni, and Zn). Arsenic and mercury were below the sediment LEL. These results reflect an average
concentration of the top 18cm of sediment that has accumulated over a 9yr period (i.e. based on
calculated sedimentation rate of 2cm/yr). Guo (1997) found that the concentration of heavy metal in
the sediment generally decreased with depth and was correlated to percent organic content of the
sediment (Guo 1997). The co ncentration of Pb, Zn and Cu decreased with depth and organic matter.
The relationship was more consistent with organic matter than depth. The higher concentration of
heavy metals in surficial sediments indicates a high risk to biota given the susceptibility of chemical
speciation to changes in water quality. The mobilization of heavy metals firom the sediment can be
enhanced due to intermittent flooding which produces alternating periods of aerobic and anaerobic
Cbnditions. The change in the oxidized-sta te of an environment can alter the speciation of chemicals,
and thus their bioavailability. For example, Marsalek et al. (1997) indicates the probability of a lower
toxic form of Cr (Cr IIl) to be oxidized into a more toxic form of chromium, Cr (VI). In the same
study, the proportion of heavy metals in a potentially mobile fraction was significant. Cadmium
mobility also is increased during oxidized conditions under a range in pH values and has limited
mobility during reducing conditions (Fergusson 1990).

Conclusions

The use of BMPs to control and treat urban stormwater runoff has become common practice in
developing watersheds. Ordinances have been developed by local governments to dictate the use of
BMPs for new development to protect surface water quality. To date, studies on BMP effectiveness
demonstrate a wide range of pollutant removal capabilities that range from a net export to more than
a 90% reduction for a select suite of chemicals. Research indicates that performance is affected by
specific design char acteristics, processes affecting chemical phase and speciation, and environmental
conditions. However, it is difficult to interpret the pollutant -removal efficiency of BMPs beyond
generalities. Studies report only influent and effluent concentration and/or pollutant loading
reductions, thus making it difficult to determine what specific factors are affecting BMP
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performance. Currently there is a lack of within-BMP monitoring of water qualify. and other media
(e.g. sediment, vegetation) to provide a stro ng understanding of factors and processes that affect
pollutant fate within a BMP. There is a particular lack of long-term monitoring of the processes
responsible for export or detention of urban stormwater pollutants. There is a need to study the fate
o f contaminants within the BMP and the interactions amongst media. For example, processes such
as diffusion, turbulence, resuspension and bioturbation will affect the movement of chemicals across
the sediment-water interface. Such processes are affected by physical-chemical properties such as
temperature, pH, Eh, organic matter, etc.. Monitoring should also be expanded to include organic
contaminants which are present in urban stormwater and pose health risks to humans and aquatic
biota due to their persistence in the environment and ability to transform into more harmful
compounds (Makepeace et al. 1993, Helfield and Diamond 1997). Further, the variability in results is
not only due to factors affecting BMP performance, but also the methods used to calcu late
effectiveness and estimate flow for non-gaged BMPs.

Recommendations

¯ The long term performance of BMPs needs to be evaluated. The pollutant removal capabilities
of BMPs are likely limited by a finite capacity of sediment/substrate to sorb and retain
pollutants. The majority of studies reflect seasonal, short-term monitoring activities, and as
such long-term performance of BMPs is uncertain (i.e. > 5 yrs.). To date, research findings
infer that the longevity of BMPs is linked to the ability of the substrate to assimilate pollutants
(Mann and Bovar 1993, Tanner et al. 1997) and maintenance practices (Schueler et ai. 1992).

¯ To more effectively manage BMPs, it is important to understand the specific process and
interactions that cause the transformation, immobilization, and export of pollutants. The
interactions amongst physical, biological and chemical processes need to be better understood.
As an example, research on internal processes that affect chemical transformation and
mobilization of particle-sorbed constituents in urban stormwater detention facilities is limited.
The export of pollutants from BMPs indicates the release and/or transformation of pollutants
within the BMP, yet the data presently available relies upon influent and effluent
measurements to determine the effectiveness of the BMP facility. Such information on internal
pond dynamics is necessary to imp rove upon effective BMP design and maintenance practices.

¯ The effect of an urban BMP needs to extend beyond water quality and include other media
such as sediment, benthic invertebrates and vegetation. The reliance on sedimentation as the
predominant design feature to remove pollutants from the water column, in addition to a lack
of maintenance, results in contaminated sediments. The use of vegetation in wet detention
ponds and constructed wetlands also introduces uncertain risk from the introduction of
pollutants at low, but harmful concentrations. The cap acity of vegetation, bacteria and benthic
invertebrates to accumulate and breakdown pollutants is not fully understood.

¯ The types of pollutants studied should be extended to include a more extensive array of priority.
pollutants such as hydrocarbons (e.g PAHs, pesticides) and inorganic pollutants. H~lfield and
Diamond (1997) and Makepeace et al. (1995) illustrate the r isk that may be induced by the
presence of such chemicals in urban stormwater.

¯ The aggregation of data needs to be reported on a monthly and seasonal basis, rather than
annual averages of pollutant removal. At this temporal scale, seasonal factors affecting BMP
performance, such as thermal stratification of pond water and plant growth and senesce can be
assessed.
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Appendix A. Summa~ of pollutant removal efficiencies (%) for stormwater management ponds and
constructed wetlands.
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Nitrogen Phosphorus Zinc Lead Nickel (-oppe, r (admium
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49 Tampa
Or’rice Pond Org N ~3 7 ~ 55 65 34 !,4

TN
50 Highway Site                     19 --           50           75                                            66

30

No3FrKN/NH3

51 Plan Beach i BOD: 3
PGA 33/16/17 62 .... ~ !50

[ TOC:II
NO3iTKN/NH3

52. Benjamin
!             (79.8) 62Fran~din 60/4.4/0 14.9.’23.6 (73.5)

TNrrKN

53. Tanner’s 24/I 0 63 62
Lake AC: 36/4 40 70

7/( 141 59 63
B: 5/7

54. Mays Chapel    NH3:43 16,24- 80 67 24

TKN/NH3
55. Clear Lake                       5440                                                                      76

25/55

POND/WETLAND

56. Colorado TN/NO3 TP/soI.P TotaFSolub

Pond (12)/(85) 49/32 51,’34 .~7 78
Wetland l.~b

3/12
3

Pond-Wetland ( 19):76 66/30 5 72

51/40

57/ TN/organ!NH4 TP/ortho-P
Wet-Detemion TOC
Pond

EMcd 10/5.57 28/34 -17 31 2

SOL 13 9/54 33/37 10 32 3
ROL 18, 18.’55 38/37 39 40 i 3
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Study Nutrients Heavy
Metals Other

Nitrogen          Phosphorus     Zinc          Lead      Nickel     Copper      Cadmium
TSS

(N) (P) (Zn) (Pb) (Ni) (Cu) (Cd)

b) Wetland ;,

EMC 5,’16,(73) 3~(21) 51 69 I

SOL 20/25/(19) 15/0 55 73 17

ROL 21,’23/(5,4) 17,2 56 73 18

c) Pond-Wetland

9
EMC             15/234           22/(2)          50           77

23
SOL              30/34~32          37 21           62           81

22
ROL            36,39/61         43/28         70          83

TN/NO3/TKN

11/15/11
COD: 258 Lake Munson                      64, --           59            55                                               92

NH4:(39)                                                                  nOD:<

TN/NO3/TKN

59. Car~er       AC:5/18/14 24/21                   42                                   46
Ravine

B:(6)/9/10 l/l                  .6                                20

60 McCarrons (83) 78,-- ’ 90 9,.t. COD:

TN/NH4
Lake Jackson 90/-- 96

75,37

62 Long Lake                       92,--                                                                      95

VEGETATED BUFFER STRIPS
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b?. Storm NO3 + NO? TP

(soluble)

I" 3ram 29 45 10 33 43

325rnm (27)a
25 55 116) 5-1

1 l.Trnm
40 25 50 39 84

135 mm
20 40 53 50 "3

a ( ) denotes negative retention;                                              ..

b A: pre-adjustment, <10hr of ED; B: post-adjustment, <20hrs of ED.

c A = rainfall only; B = rainfall + snowmelt

a EMC = event mean concentration, SOL = summation of loads, ROL = regression of loads

1. MWCOG, 1983. Minor extended detention provided (1-2hrs). Frequent resuspension by clogging of low-flow orifice

2. OWML, 1987. Exfiltration of runoff accounted for some removal

3. Schueler and Helfrich, 1988. Achieved extended detention of 6-8 hrs., prone to resuspension

4. City of Austin, 1991. Originally dry pond, due to poor maintenance, 3-6hrs of extended detention was achieved

5. Baltimore Department of Public Works

6..Pope and Hess, 1988. Resuspension, extended detention volume was verT high

7. Ferrara and Witkowski (1983). Impounded tributary in Hillsborough "l’ownship, N J, mixed
rural-suburban land use, 42% residential, 21.7 under construction, 9.7% pasture/grassland, 7.4%
cropland, 49% forested, range reported.

8 Hartington 1989, site located in Burke Washington, D.C. Single family resid, 34% impervious, residence time = 4.9wks

9. Hartington 1989, site located in Westleigh, Washington, D.C, Single family resid, 24% impervious,
residence time = 6.7wks

10. Homer et ai. 1990
11. Holler. 1987.
12. Driscoll, 1983. NURP pond
13. Driscoil, 1983. NURP pond
14. Driscoll, 1983. NURP pond
15. Driscoll, 1983. NURP pond
16. Driscoll, 1983. NURP pond
17. Oberts et ai. 1989.
18. Dorman et al. 1989. Highway runoff
19. Wotzka and Oberts 1989. Some ED provided
20. Oberts et al. 1989.
21. Bannerman, forthcoming March 1992
22. Wu et ai. 1988.
23. Dorman et ai. 1989. 8000ft of grassed swale treatment prior to pond, very shallow permanent pool
24. Martin 1988
25. City of Austin, 1990. Negative removal for TDS off-line facility
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26. Hornet et al. 1990
27. O\VML. 1983(b). Farm pond. no urban development
28. OWML 1983(b). TSS removal estimate appears to be a serious underestimate due to use of medium storm EMC

calculations
29. Driscoll, 1986. High algal uptake
30. Horner et al. 1990
31. Dorman et ai. 1990. Highway runoff
32. Cullum, 1985. Commerical area
33. Yousef et al. 1986. Multiple cell wet pond
34. Wu et al. 1988 goose excrement cited for poor nutrient removal
35. OMOE, 1991. No winter data, manual extended detention
36. OMOE, 1991. No winter data, manual extended detention
37. OMOE. 1991. No winter data, manual extended detention
38. Tanner et al. (1998), 5 pilot scale gravel bed wetlands (19 m2, 9.5 x 2x0.6m deep) in Hamilton, NZ. Purpose to

study 5 different loading rates on constructed wetland performance over 5 yr period, all resutls are mean value ±
1 s.d for 5th yr of operation

39. Brix (1994), values are based on composite mean of several studies.
40. Hey and Barrett, 1991. Cited in Strecker et al. 1990, Resuspension
41. Hey and Barrett, 1991. Cited in Strecker et al. 1990
42. Hey and Barrett, 1991. Cited in Strecker et ai. 1990                  ...~
43. Hey and Barrett, 1991. Cited in Strecker et al. 1990. No surface discharge during 6 months of the year
44. Reineit et ai. 1990. Cited in Strecker et al. 1990. Channelization reduced effectiveness
45. Reineit et al. 1990. Cited in Strecker et al. 1990. Channelization reduced effectiveness
46. Wotzka and Oberts, 1988. Runoff pretreated by pond.
47. Athanas and Stevenson, 1991
48. Dri$coll 1983. Shallow pond with wetlands
49. Rushton and Dye, 1990. Cited in Strecker et al. 1990
50. Wotzka and Oberts 1988. Runoff pretreated by pond
51. Blackburn et al. 1986. Cited in Strecker et al. 1990. Residential golf course, polish runoff to natural wetland
52. OWML and GMU, 1990. Poor removal for large storm in excess of treatment capacity
53. Oberts et al. 1989.
54. OWML and GMU. 1990.
55. Barren, 1983. Cited in Strecker et al. 1990.
56. Anon. 1994.
57. Martin (1988b), built in 1980, total chemical species presented in table, mixed land use within 16.9ha drainage area

o. (33% urban r oads. 28% forest 40%, resid), used 3 methods to determine efficiency (EMC, SOL, ROL), analytical
variance (RMS) ~15%-20%

.58. Maristany and Bartell 1989. 30-yr old lake wetland systems
59. Oberts et al. 1989.
60. Wotzka and Oberts, 1988. Wetpond to wetland
61. Esry and Cairns, 1988. Cited in Strecker et al. 1990. Pond to filter to wetland
62. Jolly, 1990. Study period did not cover periods of high phosphorus loading or spring thaw (snowmelt) and was

primarily in an agricultural watershed.
63. Yu et al. 1993. Site located in Charlottesville, VA, level spreader/vegetative buffer strip, 4-ha comm ~ 100%

impervious; design storm 10-yr rtn, 10rain (60¢fs);

values in table are for percent mass removed for max distance of 21m for all storm events with the
exception of 17.3ram that is 16m from LS.
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Analysis of the Sampling Results

Its substance reaches everywhere; it touches the past and
prepares the future; it moves under the poles and wanders thinly

in the heights of the air...

If there is magic on the planet, it is contained in water.

Loren Eiseley, Naturalist

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

In 1987 the Clean Water Act was amended by Congress to require the regulation of

point source discharges of storm water from industry and from municipal separate

storm sewer systems serving over 100,000 people. In 1990 the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) promulgated regulations requiring, in part, National

Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits for all storm water

discharges associated with industrial activity. The regulations allow authorized states to

issue general permits or individual permits to regulate storm water discharges.

California is one of the authorized states to issue NPDES permits.

Consistent with Tier I, Baseline Permitting, of the U.S. EPA permitting strategy, the

California State Water Resources Control Board issued a statewide General

Industrial Activities Storm Water Permit (General Permit) on November 19, 1991,

that applied to all storm water discharges requiring a permit except construction activity.

The General Permit was reissued on April 17, 1997.

The nine California Regional Water Quality Control Boards (Regional Boards) have

the responsibility of implementing and enforcing the statewide General Permit.

Some of the General Permit key requirements are:

¯ to prepare and implement a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) by

each regulated facility;

1-1
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Analysis of the Sampling Results

¯ the develop and implement a Monitoring Program (MP);

¯ submit an Annual Self-Monitoring Report (AR) by July 1, each year the facility

continues coverage under the permit.

BACKGROUND

Since the implementation of the storm water regulations, Los Angeles Regional Board

embarked, with limited staff resources, in a sustained effort to administer and enforce

the General Permit requirements. The Board staff also provided outreach, compliance

support and guidance~to the permittees and other interested stakeholders.

The Los Angeles metropolitan area is one of the most industrialized areas of the State

and the nation. It is home to thousands of industrial and commercial facilities, ranging

from petroleum refineries to aerospace corporations, from wastewater treatment plants

¯ . to recycling facilities. In the region are also located some of the major harbors and

airports in the country, military bases, transportation facilities and many other types of

businesses. A recent report: Effectiveness of Industda/ Storm Water Genera/Permitting

_~ Program - October 1996, prepared by the Water Environment Federation for the US

: EPA, determined that California had over 10% of the total number of Notices of Intent
(NOIs) filed nationwide. Under L.A. Regional Board’s jurisdiction (covering most of L.A.

and Ventura Counties), there were 2,457 industrial facilities covered by the General

Permit, as of July 1, 1997. That represents 30% of the total number of NOIs filed in

California (See Attachment 1). As a consequence, the number of NOIs filed in L.A.

Region (excluding construction NOIs) is almost the same as that in the states of New

Jersey and Wyoming combined, or more than the number of NOIs in Louisiana or

Arizona (Source: US EPA NOIs database, June 1998, See Attachment 2).

One of the objectives of this staff report is to give an overview of the facilities’

compliance performance. The second objective is to perform a brief analysis of the

1-2
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Analysis of the Sampling Results

sampling results as reported by the permittees in their ARs. The analyzed data are

presented in tables and graphs.

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

The main objectives of the monitoring program required by the General Permit are:
...

¯ to demonstrate compliance with the permit;

- ¯ aid in implementing the SWPPP; and,

¯ measure the effectiveness of the Best Management Practices (BMP$) in reducing

or preventing pollutants in storm water discharges and authorized non-storm water

discharges.

All facility operators (except for inactive mining operations) are required to:

1. Perform visual observations of storm water discharges and authorized non-storm

water discharges.

2. Collect and analyze samples of storm water discharges. Analysis must include:

¯ pH;

¯ total suspended solids (TSS);

¯ total organic carbon (TOC) or Oil and Grease;

¯ specific conductance;

¯ toxic chemicals, and other pollutants which are likely to be present in storm

water discharges in significant quantities; and,

¯ those parameters listed in Table D of the General Permit. The Table D

parameters are those listed in the U.S. EPA Multi-Sector General Permit (See

Federal Register/Vol. 60, No. 189/September 1995, page 50804-51319).

1-3
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Analysis of the Sampling Results

¯ Facility operators subject to Federal storm water effluent Ilimitation guidelines in

40 CFR Subchapter N must also sample and analyze for any pollutant

specified in the appropriate category of 40 CFR Subchapter No

The examination focused on:

¯ a cursory review of the ARs, to determine the overall level of compliance with the

requirements of the General Permit, as self reported by the permittees,

¯ a limited statistical analysis of the sampling analytical results (SAR), as reported

by the facilities.

The following procedure was used to process the documents and enter the data:

¯ First step was to process the documents immediately upon receipt at the L.A.

Regional Board and date stamp the ARs as received. In the process, thousands of

documents were handled, summing up to over 15 cubic feet of records.

- ¯ The second step was to enter the date when the ARs were received into a

: database file containing the identification number of the facility.

¯ The third step was to sort the documents in the order of their Waste Discharge

Identification (WDID) number, verify that each had a date stamp as a proof of the

date when they were received and also, to confirm that the certification signature

was existent. In case the certification signature was missing, the AR form was

returned to the facility operator with a note to be signed by the proper facility

representative. The ARs with missing certification signature were not processed until

received with the proper signature present. The date when AR was received with the

proper signature was logged in as the receiving date.

1-4
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Anatysis of the Sampling Results

¯ The fourth step was to perform a cursory review of the ARs, verifying a limited

range of compliance items:

¯ any change of information (phone number, contact person, address, etc.);

¯ AR was submitted by the deadline;

¯ the facility has prepared a SWPPP and MP;

¯ the required visual observations were performed;

¯ required storm water runoff samples were taken and analyzed;

¯ the mandatory annual site inspection/comprehensive evaluation was

performed.

The reviewed items are also marked on a checklist form attached to the individual AR

document. A sample checklist is attached to this report.

Next, a spreadsheet table of overall compliance was developed. The results of the

review are entered in the table: Compliance Evaluation for 1996-97 Annual Reports,

page 2-1. The compliance data were not entered as separate records for each

individual facility, instead a general tally for all facilities was developed.

Concomitant, the SAR data, as submitted with the ARs, were entered on a database file

as separate records for each facility, for each storm event sampled. Depending on the

number of existing ouffalls, a facility may have more than one set of sampling data

records for each storm event.

The SAR for the following parameters were entered in the database file:

¯ pH;

¯ Oil and Grease;

¯ Total Organic Carbon;

¯ Total Suspended Solids;

¯ Specific Conductance;
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Analys~s of the Sampling Results

¯ Chemical Oxygen Demand;

¯ Biological Oxygen Demand;

¯ Total Chromium;

¯ Copper;

¯ Nickel;

¯ Zinc;

¯ Toluene;

¯ Xylene;

¯ Total Dissolved Solids.

More than 10,000 data values were entered in the file.

Compliance Evaluation for 1996-97 Annual Reports, page 2.1, presents a tabulated

synthesis of the compliance items reviewed by February 28, 1998. The data shows a

large percentage of the facilities, 55%, failed to submit the AR by the deadline. As a

consequence, in concordance with the State and Regional Board progressive

enforcement strategy, 44:2 Notices of Non-Compliance were issued, followed by 131

Notices of Violation. There was also a significant number of facilities, 105, which

declared they did not prepare a SWPPP, mostly due to the claim that they recently

applied for coverage under the General Permit.

The assessment shows that a significant percentage of facilities:

¯ 55% failed to take and analyze samples from the required two storm events,

¯ 32% did not take samples at all, and,

¯ 21% reported they have some type of non-storm water discharges present.
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Analysis of the Sampling Results

There was no attempt to determine if the samples were taken from a qualified storm

event or when a discharge was present.

The Group Monitoring Plan (GMP) evaluation shows that: the percentage of

designated sampling facilities, taking samples in our Region, "118%, approaches the

yearly percentage mandated by the General Permit: 20%.

Overall Sampling Results Analysis for 1996.97 Annual Reports, page 2-2, presents a

synthesis of the SAR from the facilities submitting data as of January 1, 1998. There

was no attempt to determine the quality control and quality assurance or the manner in

which the samples were taken, handled and analyzed. For a limited number of

reported values that seemed grossly out of range, or obviously wrong (as in the case of

pH, values reported above 14), the facility operator was contacted for confirmation, to

correct eventual typo errors..However, some of the results were confirmed as high as

reported.

The values of the SAR were than compared with existing storm water benchmark

levels (BLs), (See Federal Register/Vol. 60, No. 189/September 1995, page 50826).

The values of mean and median are computed for each parameter analyzed.

The data shows that a significant percentage of SAR values are outside or above BLs:

¯ forpH: 13%,

= for TSS: 27%,

¯ for SC: 29%.

The percentage of facilities reporting values outside or above BLs are also notable:

¯ forpH: 23%,

¯ forTSS: 27%,

¯ for SC: 29%.~.-
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For some parameters, there are a number of very low SAR values reported,

uncharacteristic for typical values for common storm water runoff composition.

An attempt was made to present together the data from 1992-1993 and 1996-1997

seasons in: Combination of 1992-93 & 1996-97 Annual Reports Overall Analysis, page 3-

1 and 3-2. A brief analysis of the 1992-1993 SAR data was presented in the first Storm

Report Newsletter issued by the Regional Board. It is important to note that the

missing data from 1993 to 1996 can be made accessible in electronic format subject to

availability of additional resources to perform the data entry task. Attached to the report

there are a number of graphs organized by parameter and year, from page 4-1 to 5-5.

There is another set of graphs organized by parameter, year and watershed, found at

page 6-1 to 11-5. A third set of graphs, at page 12-1 to 12-6, are organized by

Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Codes, parameters and year, for 1996-1997

season only.

A brief review of the comparison do not show any dramatic improvement, percentage

¯ . wise, in the number of samples reported outside or above the BLs, between 1992-1993

and 1996-1997 season. While the median values are within the BLs, the mean for

TSS, SC and O&G are consistently above the BLs. As previously shown, there is a

significant number of facilities reporting values above BLs and in addition a significant

number of facilities still failed to take the required samples and analyze them, excluding

GMP participants scheduled not to sample in a particular year or those previously

obtaining an exemption from sampling from the Regional Board. The dat~ available can

not detect an overall trend or for any given parameter, due to the three year gap in

recording.

The 1992-1993 season was the first year in which the permittees had to submit an AR

with sampling results. There is a significant difference in the number of samples

analyzed and number of facilities taking samples between 1992-11993 and 1996-1997:

1-8
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Analys~s of the Sampt~ng Results

an overall four to five fold increase can be noticed. This may be due to increased

awareness about the requirements of the General Permit and constant compliance

assistance and enforcement activities performed by the State and Regional Board

staff.

Data for 1996-1997 season may be skewed upwards for some parameters due to a

number of very high values. For a number of limited records, staff contacted the facility

for confirmation, as stated before.

FINAL REMARKS

The brief analysis presented in this report was used to better prepare and plan the

1997-1998 season ARs review effort. The attempt to input all sampling results values in

an electronic database will be continued in the future, subject to adequate, continued

funding support. This data can make a significant contribution to various efforts under

way in our region, to determine background levels of storm water runoff contribution to

water quality impairments, trends and loads into the various regional watersheds. This

gives RB staff an additional tool in the effort to determine the existence of any

geographical or sector-wise "hot spots". The data can help in the process of

determining Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs) for various parameters, it can

assist the municipalities’ efforts to improve monitoring and control of diffuse pollution

contributed from industrial sites into the municipal storm drain system. Also, a number

of research projects under way, at prestigious universities in our area, can benefit from

the accessibility to this database.

The availability of this data, with all inevitable constraints and unknowns, represents an

important step forward in the endeavor to better understand and address complex

diffuse pollution phenomena and their impact on aquatic systems. The research and

interpretation of the data can be also expanded beyond the limited attempt of this

report.
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The greatest benefit is for the permittees themselves, since they can better quantify and

evaluate their performance and they can direct their resources to address the real on-

site issues in an economic, effective and efficient way.

Aranalys.doc
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Analysis of Sampling Results
From Storm Water Annual Reports 1996-1997

2457 Facilities Active on July 1, 1997

2178 Facilities (100%) Annual Reports Reviewed as of February 28, 1998 out of 2178 Received

No Sample for    Number ofNon-         No Dry        No Wet                 Samples
Annual Report Change of SWPPP Not    Stormweter Weather Weathe~ No Sample From Only Toxic Facilities

GMP
Late Information Prepared Discharges Observations Observations Taken One Storm Chemicals & Submitting Participa.ts

Other Sample ResultsPresent       (one or more)    (one or more)                    Event
Pollutants    (including GMP|

% of the Total Reviewed 55% 31% 5% 21% 10% 59% [ 32% [ 23% ] 26% 48% 25’~,

GROUP MONITORING PLAN (GMP) ASSESSMENT

GMP No Sample I GMP Facilities
Taken I Submitting

ParticipantsI            I Sample Rasu|tsl

82% 18%

Compliance Evaluation for 1996-97 Annual Reports 2 1



Analysis of Sampling Results
From Storm Water Annual Reports 1996-1997

2457 Facilities Active on July 1, 1997

942 Facilities (38%) Reported Sampling Results as of January 1,1998
;

Maximum Value 1,2.s 1300000.01 339~0.0124~0.01 2700.01463~.01,2000.013,.0 1,27.01392.01 26.01679.01 490.0
Minimum Value I ~.S6 I 0.~2 I O.O~S I 0.020 I 0.0~0 I 7.0 I 0.~00 I 0.006 I 0.0~010.OlO10.~7oI o.oloI 0.250

a~nch~’’kL~’s(BL)* I~.o-~.o1100.0 1 200.0 I 15.0 I 110.0 1 ~2o.oI 30.0 1 I 0.06 1 0.08 1 1.~21 0.~2 1 ~0.0
Number of Facilities Sampled 92B 895 B79 702 4 ~ 6 49 37 B B2 68 5 154 4
Number of Facilities above (ou[side) BL 212 359 326 159 44 24 16 78 65 3 150 2
% o~ Facilities above (outside) BL 23% 40% 37% 23% ~ 1% 49% 43% 95% 96% 60% 97% 50%

Number of Samples ..... I ~277I~"~ I ~’~ I ’’o I’’o~ I~’~ I ~o I ’" I’~ I’~o I ~ I~- I ~
°/°°fSamplesab°ve(°utside) BL I ,aO/o I 27% I 29% I ~O/oI 6~/o I a6~ I 3.o~ I I 9a~ I 93~ 16o0~ I 97O/o I 33%

~Iola [s~imate~ S~en6in9 ~244,~26

* Source: NPDES Stom~ Water Multi-Sector General Permit for Industrial Activities - September 29, 1995, FR/ Vol 60, No. 189/ p 50804-51319.

Overall Sampling Results Analysis for 1996-97 Annual Reports 2 2



Analysis of Sampling Results

From Storm Water Annual Reports 1992-1993

633 Facilities Reported Sampling Results

lunits) (mg/ll (umhos/cm)                   Img/l) (rag/I)

Minimum Value 1.20 0.60 O. 10 0.10 O.O1

~
’’ "~; " ’ " ;:’ ~" ~" "~’~ .... "’~ ....... I I "

iBenchmark Levels (.L)" I ,.o-,.o I ,oo.o I =oo.o I 15.0 I 110.0

Number of Facilities Sampled 620 557 554 367 229
Number of Facilities above toutslde) BL 82 186 170 91 16
% of Facilities above (outside) BL 13% 33% 31% 25% 7%

Number of Samples 620 557 554 367 229

% of Samples above (outside) BL !3% 33% 31% 25% 7%

’Total Estimaled Spending $48,831
I

Overall Sampling Results Analysis for 1992-93 Annual Reports
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Analysis of Sampling Results

From Storm Water Annual Reports 1992-1993 and 1996-1997

1992-1993 pH (units) TSS (rag/I) SC (umhos/cm) O&G (mgll) TOC (mgll)
Number of Facilities Sampled 620 557 554 367 229
Number of Facilities above (outside) BL 82 186 170 91 16
% of Facilities above (outside) BL 13% 33% 31% 25% 7%

1996-1997 pH (units) TSS ling/I) SC (umhos/cm) O&G (m9/I) TOC (mg/I)
Number of Facilities Sampled 928 895 879 702 416
Number of Facilities above (outside) BL 212 359 326 159 44
% of Facilities above (outside) BL 23% 40% 37% 23% 11%

1992-1993 pH (units) TSS (mg/I) SC (umhos/cm) O&G (mg/ll TOC (mg/I)
Number of Samples 620 557 554 367 229
Number of Samples with results above (outside) BL 82 186 170 91 16
% of Samples above (outside) BL 13% 33% 31% 25% 7%

1996-1997 pH (units) TSS (mg/I) SC (umhos/cm) O&G (mgll) TOC (rag/l)
Number of Samples 2452 2282 2313 1740 1106
Number of Samples with results above (outside) BL 309 607 660 231 69
% of Samples above (outside) BL 13% 27% 29% 13% 6%

1992-1993 pH (units) TSS ,mg/I)

I

SC (umhos/cm, O&G(mg/,,

I

TOC(mg/l]

I
Estimated Spending $6.200 $10.026 $ 8.310 $12.845 $11.450

r,T, otal Estimated Spending    $48,831

1996-1997 pH(units)

I TSS(mg/I)

SC (umhos/cm)
I O&G(mg/i) I

TOC (mg/i)
Estimated Spend,~g $24.520 $41.076 $34.695 $60.900 $55,300

iTota Estimated Spending    $216.491

Combination of 1992-93 and 1996-97 Annual Reports Overall Analysis                                 3 1



Analysis of Sampling Results

From Storm Water Annual Reports 1992-1993 and 1996-1997

1992-1993 .. Tss
(units) (mg/I) (umhos/crnJ

Maximum Value 11.2 42000.0 10000.0 556.0 164.0

Minimum Value 1.20 0.60 O.10 0.10 0.01

Number ~}f Samples 620 557 554 367 229
Number of Samples with results above (outs=de) BL 82 186 170 91 16
% of Samples above (outside) BL 13% 33% 31% 25% 7%

1996-1997 .. Tss so o~G
(units] ling/I) (t~rnhoslcm) Img/I) (rag/I)

Maximum Value 12.5 300000.0 339000.0 24000,0 2700 0
Minimum Value 1.56 0.002 0.015 0.020 O O10

N*m~ber of Samples 2452 22~2 2313 1740
Number of Samples w~tb [esult~ above (out:;~de) BL 309 607 660 23!

% of Samples above (outside) BL 13% 27% 29% t3%

IBenchmark Leve,s (BL)" J 6.0-9.0 J 100.0 J 200.0 J 15.0 J 1100

Combination of 1992-93 and 1996-97 Sampling Results Analysis
~
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SIC Codes Graphs
(1996-1997)
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SIC 1311 SIC 1311
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, 1996-1997 J pHGraph I 1996-1997 I TSSGraphSIC 28xx
SIC 28xx
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37 Samples outside BL (12%)    t ’    ~                       1000
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4
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SIC 40XX-45XX, 5171 - Transportation

pH trend TSS trend analysis Transportation Induslry (SlCs 40KX-45XX, 5171)
Transportation Industry (SIC$ 40XX-45XX, 5171)

1

10
10000

8 .j 1000

~0
2

0                              ~             I             I              ~             ~ 1 ; ~ ~ I ,
0 50 1 O0 150 200 250 3000 50 1 O0 150 200 250 300 350

3,/311 or 12% of samp.s outside of pH benchmark level (,-9)I.’;_ 1101304 or 38% samples exceed TSS benchmark level (lOO mglL)
H

Specific Conductance trend analysis Transportation Industry                           Oil&Grease trend analysis Transportation Industry (SICs 40XX-
(SlCs 40XX.46XX, 5171)                                                               4(IXX, 5171)

1OOOO0

~ ooooo ...................... ~ . - ~ oooo #

100 _~ 100

10 - 10

10 5o ~ oo ~ ,5o 2oo 250 3oo 35o
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991291 or 34% > specific conductance benchmark level (200
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J
601226 or 22% samples ¯ BL (15 mglL)umhos/cm) ¯ SC ¯ O&G
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SIC 5015, 5093 -Automobile Salvage/Scrap Recycling

!1996-i997 i pHGraph I i996:1997 i TSSGraphI
SIC 5016 & 6093 ’ SiC 5015 & 6093

10 100000 i 3,5 Samples above 8L

1OO00
8
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6
~

100
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Number of Samples=98
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Ntmlber of Samples=84

i 1996-i997-I Specific Conduclance Graph l i996-i997 i Oil & Grease Graph
SiC 6016 & 6093 SiC 6016 & 6093

12510000
I 23 Samples above BL

1000

0.1 2

0.01
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STATENOI XLS

Status of Statewide Storm Water Industrial NOIs
as of October 1997

Region i Number Of NOIs i % of total ’~ I ’
Region 1 240 !i 3%i
Region 2 1487 , 18%t ~ i "
Region 3 ~ 322 ! 4%~ ,I I ,,

~ 2530 I 30%Region 4 :
Region 5 1571 19% I ~ r
Region 6 183 2%
Region 7 i 167 2%
Region 8 1 1260 15%
Region 9 I 618 7%
!Total i 8378

Distribution of Active Industrial NOIs per Regional Board

3000

2530
2500

~0 2000 .
®

= 1487 1571
< 1500
"~ 1260

~ 1000

z 618 -

500 322 -240
183 167 -

o ~ am -
Region 1    Region 2 Region 3 Region 4 Region 5 Region 6 Region 7 Region 8 Region

Regional Board

Attachment 1
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COMPARE.XLS

IEntity ,Number of NOIs :
Idaho 500 Caseload Comparison as of July 1, 1998
Alaska 1600
Arizona 1720 4o0o
Louisiana I 2381
Region 4 LA I 2628 35oo
Oklahoma 3214 3o00
Florida 3841
Michigan 4000 zo 250o

2000

15oo

1000

5OO

i o

~ "~ O

Attachment 2
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STORM V~’ATER ANNUAL REPORT IggS~Igg?
WDID~:
RLm/IE~V DATE:
BY:
COM MENT~DEFICIENCIES:

~ C~ange Of

~ A SWPPP ~s not prepar~ for the

~ Non-storm ~ter ~schirg~ pr~ent, BMPs

~ Un=~o~ non-storm ~t~ dis¢~=r~,~lminate

W~ ~ o~s~iti~s not ~o~,

IF NEEDED CONTINUE ON BACK
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Glossary of Terms
B~t r~~ ~’~’~e (B~P): A practice or combination of p~actices tha~ are
determined to be the most effecuve and practicable (mcluchng technological,
economic, and institutional considerations) means of controlling point and non-
point source pollutants at levels compatible with. environmental quality goals.

Constructed ~vet/and: An ani/ici.~l wetland system des’igned to’rmtigate the impacts
of urban runoff.

Foreba~: An extra storage space provided near an inlet of a wet pond or con.
structed wedand to trap incoming sediments before they accumulate in the pond.

Gabion: A rectangular basket or mattress made of steel wire in a hexagonal mesh.
Gabions are generally subdivided into equal-sized cells that are wired together and
filled with stones, forming a large, heavy mass used for shore protection.

lmlx~om area: A hard stgface area (e.g., parking lot) that prevents or retards the
entry of water into the soil, thus causing water to run off the surface in greater
quantities and at an increased rate of flow.

Non/min~ so~rce lt~o/lueiom Water pollution caused by rainfall or snowmeh moving
over and through the ground which carries pollutants. A nonpoint source is any
source of water pollution that does not meet the legal definition of point source in
section 502(14) of the Clean Water Act.

Non~emcmral control: A practice that does not require construction of a facility to
control urban runo~

Premium: An additional charge for real estate property with an amenity such as a
water view or a view of wooded land.

Receiving tt, aten: Lakes, rivers, wedands, coastal waters, and groundwaters that
receive runoff.

Ri~’a#: A protective layer or facing of quartystone placed to prevent erosion,
scour, or sloughing of an embankment or cliff.

Sediment: The product of erosion processes; the solid material, both mineral and
organic~ that is in suspension, is being transported, or ha.,; been moved from its site
of origin by a£r0 water, gravity, or ice,

$1~’taral con~rd: A practice that involves design and construction of a facility to
mitigate the adverse impact of urban runoff, and often requires maintenance.

Urban rano~. The portion of precipitation, snowmelt, o:r irrigation water that does
not naturally percolate into the ground or evaporate, but runs offthe land into
streams or other surface water. It can carry pollutants from the ai~ and land into
the receiving waters,

W~t l~ond: Pond for urban.runoff management that is designed to detain urban
runoff and always contains water.
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FROM THEORY TO IMPLEMENTATION - FINDING ILLICIT CONNECTIONS

Barry Johnson, M.S., P.E., Camp Dresser & McKee
Dean Tuomari, Wayne County Department of Envirormaent

The Rouge River National Wet Weather Demonstration Project (Rouge Project) began in 1992 by the
Department of the Environment, Wayne County, Michigan. The Project is a Umted States Environmental
Protection Agency (USEPA) grant funded comprehensive program to manage wet weather pollution to
restore the water quality of the Rouge River, an urbanized tributary of the Detroit River in Southeast
Michigan. The Rouge River has been designated as a significant source of pollution to the Great Lakes
system.

The Rouge Project is designed to identify the most efficient and cost effective Controls of wet weather
pollution, while assuring maximum use of the resource. Combined sewer overflow (CSO) controls are
being implemented in phases. Under Phase 1, six communities are sepaiating their sewers and eight
communities are constructing 10 retention treatment basins. A two-year evaluation study of the CSO
control basins began on June 1, 1997. These results coupled with efforts to control storm water and other
pollution sources in the watershed will provide the basis for the Phase 2 CS,O control provam on the
remaining CSO sources m the watershed. The in.formation gamed from the evaluation of design storms and
control technologies will be useful nationwide m determining cost effective CSO controls to meet water
quality standards.

Innovative storm water control technologies are also being evaluated under the Rouge Project. A total of
60 pilot storm water management projects are being implemented throughout the watershed by 25 different
communities and agencies. Categories of pilot storm water management projects currently underway
include wetlands creation and restoration, structural practices such as grassed swales and detention ponds,
illicit discharge elimination, erosion controls, stream bank stabilization and habitat restoration to name a few.

Innovative, readily transferable tools have been developed, employed by the Project, and are being shared
with other cities and state agencies. These include a suite of computer models to simulate the water quali .ty
and quantity response of the Rouge River in response to wet weather events for existing and future
conditions under various CSO and storm water runoff management alternatives; a comprehensive
geographic information system (GIS); relational databases were designed and implemented to manage the
wealth of data collected under the Project (DataView and Rouge Information Manager); and the use of
a holistic watershed approach.

The Rouge Project in southeastern Michigan is a working demonstration of a watershed-wide approach
to restoring and protecting an urban river system by using a cooperative locally based approach to pollution
control. Innovative, readily transferable tools have been developed and employed by the Project. The
environmental results of the Project are already very evident.

h\WP\SPEECHES\1998\WEF98\DENVER\THEORY~ I.WPD
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ABSTRACT
The Rouge River Watershed located in southeastern Michigan encompasses approximately 438 square
miles. A primary objective of the Rouge Project is to demonstrate how to address and correct urban wet
weather pollution problems. However, water quality, objectives in the Rouge River Watershed will not be
achieved unless illicit discharges are eliminated. The Rouge Project illicit connection program has utilized
several methods to identify sources of illicit discharges, but first, a method to prioritize areas for detailed
evaluations had to be developed. A GIS database was established to assist in this area.

Several methods were explored to identify illicit connections, however, tiffs paper discusses five of those
methods used to provide information to prioritize areas of the watershed for detailed investigation. Those
include: dye testing of plumbing and on-site sewage disposal systems; visual observations of
manholes, outfalls and on-site sewage disposal systems; aerial photography; televising of storm
sewers; and testing for ammonia, surfactants, E. coli and isotopes of hydrogen and o~’gen. Data
collected suggested that there are 5,260 illicit discharges and at least 3,600 falling on-site sewage systems
in the watershed. This data has been helpful in convincing municipalities to include an illicit discharge
investigation and an on-site sewage maintenance program in their application for a storm water discharge
permit.

KEYWORDS
Illicit discharges, on-site sewage, dye test, illicit connections

INTRODUCTION                                                                           -’:"
Sampling and modeling of CSOs to the Rouge River in southeast Michigan indicates that when the CSOs      -.~:- ’
are treated or elirrLinated, the river will not meet water quality standards. Investigations by municipalities
have identified illicit connection problems. These sources of non-storm water pollutants into storm drainage
systems are required to be investigated and eliminated as part of the voluntary Nat’ional Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) storm water permits for communities and as pa~ of NPDES permits for
storm water associated with industrial activities.

Considerable effort has been made since 1994 in the Rouge Watershed to locate and eliminate illicit
connections. Published material suggested many possible ways to trace the som’ces of illicit connections.
As part of the Rouge Project, methods to locate illicit connections have been evaluated. This paper
presents the approaches used to locate areas with illicit discharges, and methods to locate illicit connections
and results.

DISCUSSION
The Rouge River Watershed has a population of over 1.5 million people and has 43,520 businesses.
Because of the size of the area, it was necessary to develop criteria to prioritize areas for investigation. One
screening was done to eliminate businesses that were on combined sewer systems. This reduced the
number of businesses to 22,467. Once developed, the criteria used was to identify areas of known water
qualiLy problems, to review complaints related to water quality, and to review water quality data and land
use. Land use was of particular interest because the data were used to identify areas in communities that
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were used tbr business operations. Businesses were a priority based on findings in Washtenaw Count~
(Schmidt, 19861. These findings indicated that 38 percent of the businesses; tested were improperly
connected to the storm sewer system. The highest percentage of illicit storm drain connections were
detected at automobile-related facilities.

Water sample results were given more weight in residential areas in selecting areas for investigation because
it is more convincing to the public and municipal employees that there is a problem. E. coil bacteria was
found to be the most significant water quality problem in the residential areas. This could have resulted
from on-site sewage disposal systems (OSDS), sanitary sewers, pet waste, wildlife, and illegal dumping.
Census data from 1990 reported that there were over 18,000 OSDS in the Rouge Watershed. It was
suspected that failing OSDS could be contributing to the bacterial problem in the watershed. This
encouraged the development of a program to investigate non-residential operations, and OSDS i_n areas
with high E. coil results and storm sewers. The data collected has been used to project illicit connections
and their impact on water quality in each subwatershed in the Rouge River Watershed.

METHODOLOGY
First, dye testing was used to locate illicit connections in businesses. A method to prioritize the investigation
was developed based on the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) of businesses. Businesses were
surveyed in the target areas and dye was placed into the plumbing fixtures to observe discharge locations.
Storm and sanitary sewers in the business target areas were observed after dye was placed in the texture.

Dye testing was also used to evaluate OSDS. Dye was placed in the septic tank and the surface water
downstream from the property was checked for visual observation of the dye. If no dye was seen, a
charcoal packet was placed in the stream to collect dye that was not visible. "rhe charcoal packets were
collected and taken to the laboratory for analysis.

In residential areas, a second and third method was used to help isolate sources, of bacteria: water testing
and visual observations. Visual observations were conducted on manholes, outfalls, and on-site disposal
systems. Manholes and outfalls in areas that had reported high E. coli bacteria were also tested for
ammonia, surfactants and E. coli. The manhole or outfall was photographed and the following were
recorded: water color, staining on the structure, debris and odor.

A fourth method, consisted of television cameras in storm sewers which were used to show staining
on the pipe, debris in the sewer, and the sewer lead location of a suspicious discharge. The fifth method
was the use of aerial photography. It was believed that infrared photography could identify warm water
discharges in the winter. These warm discharges would then be investigated for the source of the water.
An analysis of the same area in the warm months might also allow concentrations of chlorophyl to be
identified. The source of the nutrients that stimulated the chlorophyl might identify an illicit discharge.

3
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RESULTS

Dye Testing
From 1987 through December of 1997, Wayne County dye tested approximately 3,340 businesses and
industries for illicit connections to the storm sewer system. Approximately 8 percent of the 3,340 facilities
inspected were found to have illicit connections and the elimination of these improper discharges has
diverted raw sewage and other pollutants from the river to the wastewater treatment plant. If one illicit
connection was found at a business, it usually resulted in finding others. An average of 2.5 improper
connections were found at businesses that had an illicit connection.

The majority of illicit connections found in non-residential facilities were drains connected to storm sewers.
Drains include floor drains, trench drains, interior catch basins, oil separators, machine process water and
sump pumps. The categories of illicit connections found were: floor drains (46 tx~ent), sinks (20 percent),
horse washing-washing machines (15 percent), toilets (1 l percent), and a variety of others (8 percent).
Figure 1 is a chart of these findings.

Another study, funded in the Oakland County portion of the Rouge Watershed included stream sampling
for fecal coliform, E. coli bacteria, and benthic macminvertebrates, along with dye testing of septic tanks.

a. Of the 49 surface water sampling sites, 43 percent had a daily geometric mean for E. coli
bacteria of 1000 or more per I00 mL. of sample.

b. The macminvertebrate study was done to indicate water quality of the streams in the survey area.
A scale has been developed to rate macroinvertebrate and water quality. The results in the study-’-:"~:-.~
area ranged from 7 which indicates poor water quality, to 20 which iis considered good water ....."
quality.

" c. Dye testing in 1994 found 52.3 percent of the homes tested had discharges to the river.
d. An optical brightener test was done at the river sites where dye was collected. These were all

negative. The brightener test has been used to detect laundry waste in coastal areas.
f. Dye testing in 1995 found a 39.3 percent failure rate for OSDS in the communities surveyed.

Water Testing and Visual Observations
Hundreds of manholes and outfalls were tested for ammonia and photographic dcx:umentation and field data
sheets were recorded at each manhole and outfail. Over 150 manhole locations and out’falls were identified
to have over 1 ppm ammonia or visual evidence of suspicious discharges. Follow up sampling was done
to relate E. coli levels with ammonia and surfactants at each manhole and outfall. Over 200 manholes and
outfalls have been checked for ammonia, anionic surfactants and E. coli. Nineteen of the these had E. coli
counts over 5000 per 100 mL.

A grant was funded by the Rouge Program Office to Wayne County to survey OSDS serving homes in one
of the tributaries that drain to an area that was planned to be used for canoeing. Canoeing has been
discouraged in most of the Rouge River due to the high E. coil bacteria counts. Through December 31,
1997,427 homes have been visited and a visual survey of the property has been done to identify signs of
OSDS problems. Ninety-three of the systems have been described as failing or potentially failing for a
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failure rate of 21 percent. Typical descriptions from the field notes are:

¯ Sewage backup in the home
¯ Gray water discharging to the ground surface
¯ Standing water on top of gravel seepage field
¯ Mushy area, associated with back end of apparent seepage field
¯ Illicit connection and undersized septic tank (100 gallons) drained by a trench type (long single

perforated pipe) seepage field.
¯ Black sludge residue and toilet paper debris around surface of the septic tank covering
¯ Growth of cattails, wet marsh on the face of the downward sloping hill.

Visual obse~’ations from field crews and the public have identified significant hnproper discharges_ to the
river. Two examples that field crews found and reported were:

¯ a team doing a habitat study found a combined sewer discharging during dry weather. The sewer
maintenance personnel investigated this, corrected the problem ~d reported that the discharge gate
had stuck in the open position.

¯ a team sampling outfalls noticed signs of sewage in the outfall. Tracing the flow upstream they
found that a sewer contractor was by-passing the sanitary waste to the storm sewer so he could
work on the sanitary.

Stable isotopes of oxygen and hydrogen have been used to determine the existe.nce of illicit connections
in a discharge. The study funded under this project found that the isotope sil~,,natures of groundwater,
sanitary, sewer water and tap water were significantly different. This signature allowed the discharges to
be identified as having come from groundwater, precipitation or sanitary sewage. For further details of
methods and findings refer to the paper"Identification of Illicit Connections in Ston’n Sewers: An Innovative
Approach Using Stable Isotopes," by Suresh S~al et. ai.

Aerial. Infrared and Thermal Photograph);
The use of aerial, infrared and thermal photography to find illicit discharges is in the experimental phase.
An examination of the aerial photo of a site with a known illicit discharge revealed thermal conditions that
were too similar to other warm conditions to make it distinguishable.

Televising of Sewers
Several television tapes of storm sewers were reviewed. The tapes did not show the characteristic staining
or debris that is seen when an illicit discharge has been occurring for some time. The storm sewer televised
was newly constructed a year ago. The failure to observe sewage debris or detect an odor during the field
work also helped support that there was no illicit discharge occumng when the sewer was being televised.

Results of One Detailed Investigation
A storm sewer relief drain was investigated to locate a pollution source. This 11 tbot diameter storm sewer
had been under suspicion for several years. In 1997, samples from manholes were taken upstream from
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the discharge point of the sewer. These samples were taken from the main pipe of the sewer and in laterals
that connected to the sewer. One of the laterals that connects to the sewer had E. coli results of 8160 per
100 mL of sample. A confirmation sample a few days later showed 9600 E. co~’i. When the results were
found at that level, additional samples were taken 5 days after the confu’med sample (9600) had been
taken. The sample results going upstream in the storm sewer where the 8160 and the 9600 E.coli were
found were: 12,560, 24,000, 160,000 and 9600 per 100 mL. These results indicate an increase and then
a decrease as you move upstream. The manhole where the 160,000 result was the "hot spot." Figure 2
shows a representation of the sewer and the test results.

The results were shared with the city which had the sewer teqevised. The television tapes did not show any
suspicious connections. Plans were made to begin dye testing the homes next to the storm sewer. Before
beginning the process of dye testing, a sample was taken to show current infom~ation. The results of that
sample indicated less than 8 E. coil per 100 mL. in the sample. After discussion with the city, it was agreed
to postpone the dye testing and instead inform the residents of the results of the sampling on their street.
At this point it was felt that the highE, coil may have been due to dumping ofwa~ into the sewer. A letter
was prepared to ask residents to inform the city or county personnel of anything they may have knowledge
about which would have resulted in the high E. coil counts. As a result of this investigation, dry weather
sampling continues on a monthly basis at this location.

Other findings have included.
¯ The prioritization method for businesses was successful in locating illicit cormections; it was not helpful

in locating illicit discharges of E.coli.
¯ There was no definite correlation to date between field tests for ammonia, anionic surfactants (a test,.:.: ..~

to detect detergents) and E.coli. :’-:’~:
¯ Projections have been made of illicit connections for the Rouge Watershed based on these findings.

The estimated number of potential illicit connections in the entire watershed is 5260. It is estimated that
51 million gallons of liquid would be discharged from these illicit comaections. (Boerma, 1997)

¯ Eighteen percent (77) of the residences contacted indicated that they did not have an OSDS. They
indicated that they were connected to the sewer. In most cases, the municipality had no record of the
sewer connection and were not charging them.

CONCLUSION
Future areas to be checked will be developed based on complaints, a review of manhole and outfall
sampling to determine contributing conveyances, and instream/in-sewer sampling to localize the sources.
Results of the manhole sampling have found several that have E. coli results over 10,000 per 100 mL.
Utilizing the Rouge Project GIS, maps have been prepared for tracking sampling of manholes and ouffalls,
and other data to illustrate results, and to help prioritize further investigations. These will be helpful in
showing municipalities the areas that need to be investigated.

The future direction of illicit connection/discharges is to have each community in the Rouge Watershed
commit to actively exploring illicit connections/discharges within their community. Grants and assistance
from county, agencies are available for communities. As pan of an application for a general storm water
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permit from the State of Michigan under the NPDES program, a communit3’ is required to develop an llticit
Discharge Elimination Plan. The Rouge Project is assisting communities int the preparation of these
applications. Elements of the Illicit Discharge Elimination Plan that are recommended to be included are:
a legal basis for the program, how problem areas will be identified, how the sotux:es will be pinpointed, and
how to achieve correction and evaluation and reporting. Figure 3 was developed to describe these
elements to communities and suggest options for them to consider. Education is very important when
developing an illicit discharge elimination plan. Reference is made to education development in the boxes
below each element.

On-site sewage disposal systems contribute to surface water pollution. With over 18,000 of these in the
watershed and average failure rates between 17 and 39 percent, there are a substantial number impacting
surface water. Using a 20 percent failure rate, there would be 3600 OSDS faili~ag in the watershed_. Two
hundred gallons (200) per day per OSDS would result in 720,000 gallons ]per day of sewage being
discharged to the ground surface or directly to surface water each day. The discharge of this waste can
be prevented if there is regular inspection and maintenance of OSDS.

The liquid waste discharged from illicit discharges is estimated to be 51 million gallons per year. This is a
significant amount. This waste includes human waste, oil, grease, detergents, chemical and solids.
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THE CAUSES OF URBAN STORMWATER

Runoff pollution occurs ever~ time rain or snowmelt flows across the ground and picks up
contaminants. It occurs on farms or other agricultural sites, where the water carries away
fertilizers, pesticides, and sediment from cropland or pastureland, it occurs during forestry

,,~ ~i f~. ~,, ~ operations (particularly along timber roads), where the water carries away sediment, and
=.~-~. ~:,~,.~ ~ the nutrients and other materials associated with that sediment, from land which no longer
,.,. ~L.~-~ has enough living vegetation to hold soil in place.

:, ~..~,~:, This report, however, focuses on runoff pollution from developed areas, which occurs

n~.~ ~, ,,,.c.,~.~,~ when stormwater carries away a wide variety of contaminants as it runs across rooftops,
a ,,,~:~ roads, parking lots, baseball diamonds, construction sites, golf courses, lawns, and other

surfaces in our cities and suburbs. The oily sheen on rainwater in roadside gutters is but
one common example of urban runoff pollution.

~<’":~-~-~:~’ This chapter discusses some of the causes of stormwater runoff and pollution, which are
L~-;,.~ ~= .~ important to understand before adopting management strategies.

~-,gaz,~e The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) now considers pollution from
all diffuse sources, including urban stormwater pollution, to be the most important source

~.elerence/i_,nks
of contamination in our nation’s waters. ! While polluted runoff from agricultural sources

~,~,,~,c~, may be an even more important source of water pollution trlan urban runoff, urban runoff
F~r ~e~’.~re~ is still a critical source of contamination, particularly for watars near cities -- and thus near
~,~ most people. EPA ranks urban runoff and storm-sewer discharges as the second most
~ed,a C.ente- prevalent source of water quality impairment in our nation’s estuaries, and the fourth most
_~,:~ ,~.,~ prevalent source of impairment of our lakes. 2 Most of the U.S. population lives in urban

and coastal areas where the water resources are highly vulnerable to and are often
~c~:act u~ severely degraded by urban runoff.

Urban stormwater continues to impair the nation’s waterways, 27 years after passage in
1972 of the law now known as the Clean Water Act. The main reason why urban
stormwater remains such an important contributor to water pollution is the fact that in most
areas, stormwater receives no treatment before entering waterbodies. The storm-sewer
system merely collects the urban runoff and discharges it directly to the nearest river,
lake, or bay.

Over the past 27 years, water pollution conirol efforts have focused primarily on certain
process water discharges from facilities such as factories and sewage treatment plants,
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with less emphasis on diffuse sources. While these efforts have led to many water quality
improvements, new efforts are now needed to address the remaining sources of water
pollution, including urban runoff pollution.

Comprehensive stormwater regulation has been slow to develop (see box: "History of
Stormwater Regulation in the United States"). Since 1992, cities with a population over
100,000, certain industries, and construction sites over 5 ,acres have had to develop and
implement stormwater plans under Phase I of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) stormwater regulations. To date, states and the EPA have issued more
than 260 permits affecting some 850 operators, including larger cities operating separate
storm sewer systems, which requires them to develop stormwater management plans. A
number of stormwater discharges from industrial activities are also subject to NPDES
stormwater permit requirements.

In October 1999, EPA is expected to promulgate a rule requiring smaller municipalities,
those with populations of fewer than 100,000 people located in urbanized areas (where
population density is greater than 1,000 persons per square mile) to develop stormwater
plans. Municipalities not in urbanized areas that have more than 10,000 residents and a
population density greater than 1,000 persons per square mile will also have to develop
stormwater plans if the state so designates. Under this so.-called "Phase I1" rule, the EPA
and states will develop "tool boxes" from which the smaller local governments can choose
particular stormwater strategies, including the strategies presented in this report, to
develop their stormwater plans.

Stormwater must be distinguished from other urban souross of pollution largely caused by
wet weather since each separate source is regulated differently. In addition to stormwater
runoff, which is the focus of this study, there are two other significant sources of urban wet
weather pollution: sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs) and combined sewer overflows
(CSOs). SSOs occur when sanitary sewers, often because of leaks and cracks, become
surcharged in wet weather and overflow, often through manholes or into basements.
CSOs occur when flows into combined sewer system (systems that receive stormwater,
sanitary sewer discharges from residences and businesses, and wastewater discharges
from industrial facilities and transport it all through a single pipe) exceed the treatment and
storage capacity of the sewer system and waste treatment facility. At that point, this
combined waste stream overflows into creeks, rivers, lake,,; or estuaries through
designated ouffalls usually without treatment. CSOs and SSOs are more of a problem with
older systems while stormwater is an issue for all metropolitan areas, especially growing
areas. Moreover, while prevention programs can be very important to efforts to reduce
CSOs and SSOs, structural changes are usually necessaqt. By contrast, much
stormwater pollution can be prevented with proper planninq in growing or redevelopment
areas.                                                            "

Remarkably, studies have shown that stormwater alone can be almost as contaminated
as these sewage/stormwater mixtures.~ Yet stormwater runoff remains to be regulated in
most of the nation’s populated areas. While many CSO and SSO control measures may
ovedap with stormwater pollution control measures, strategies that deal with stormwater
specifically must be implemented if the quality of America’s waterbodies is to improve.
These strategies are the focus of this report.

HISTORY OF STORMWATER REGULATION IN "]’I-I~ UNITED STATES
The history of stormwater regulation began over 25 years ago. It has been in and out
of the courts, Congress, EPA and is now in the hands of s~tes and local
governments.

1972: EPA issues exemptions from the federal Clean Water Act NPDES permit
program for most sources of stormwater. NRDC sues EPA to require permits for all
point sources, including urban storm sewers (applications by 1973 and perrmts by
1974).

1975-1977: The U.S. District Court f’mds that EPA exerr~ptions are contxary to the
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Clean Water Act (NRDC v. Train).~ This decision is upheld by U.S. Coun of
Appeals in 1977 (NRDC v. Costle).k~

1980: EPA issues rules responding to the court’s decision that exempt cities outside
"urbanized areas from needing NPDES permits for their storm sewers." NRDC and
industry sue EPA over the rules (NRDC v. EPA).tel

1980-1990: During this period, EPA struggled with developing stormwater rules,
and extends the stormwater permit deadlines for large cities until 1987 and 1989.
EPA also issues "nonenforcement letters" informing cities that EPA would not take
enforcement actions against cities with permit applications and proposes narrowing
the definition of stormwater discharges. In 1983, EPA issues a final report on the
Nationwide Urban Runoff Program. In 1984, NRDC and the states negotiated with
EPA to reject narrowing coverage and revoke letters.

1987: In Clean Water Act amendments, Congress requires EPA to issue by 1989
"Phase I" rules addressing stormwater from cities with a population over 100,000
and from industrial sites, and to issue by 1992 "Phase II" rules for other sigmficant
sources of stormwater pollution.

1990: EPA promulgates "Phase I" NPDES stormwater regulations and extends
compliance beyond those dates m the 1987 law. NRDC sues EPA for illegally
extendmg deadlines and excludmg certam sources from regulations (NRDC v.
EPA).L¢I

1992: A U.S. Court of Appeals ruling prohibits further stormwater dead-line
extensions (NRDC v. EPA)IS.1 and invalidates certain provisions of the Phase I rule.
EPA and the states issued mitial general permits for storm-water discharges.

1992: Congress provides an additional extension to small cities for storm-water
perrmt applications.

1995: EPA is sued for its failure to conduct study, file report, and issue regulations
concerning Phase II stormwater pollutant sources (NILDC v. Browner).L.q EPA
issues Report to Congress on "Storm Water Discharges Poten-tially Addressed by

o. Phase II of the NPDES Storm Water Program." NRDC and EPA enter into consent
decree requiting EPA to issue a final rule by March 1999 (later extended to October
1999) addressing both Phase II stormwater and Phase I issues remanded by the
court. In 1996, EPA convenes a federal advisory comrmttee.

1997: EPA issues draft Phase II stormwater rules.

a 396 F.Supp. 1393 (D.D.C. 1975), aff’d by NRDC v. Costle, 568 F.2d 1369 (D.C.
Cir. 1972).

h 568 F.2d 1369 (D.C. Cir. 1972).

e 673 F.2d 392 (D.C. Cir. 1980) (per curiam).

d 915 F.2d 1314 (9th Cir. 1990).

e 966 F.2d 1292 (9th Cir. 1992).

f No. 95-634 PLF (D.D.C.) (consent order signed April 6, 1995).

The Water Cycle
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To fully understand the stormwater pollution problem, it is helpful to step back and review
the water cycle, also known as the hydrologic cycle. The water cycle is simply the constant
movement of water from the sky to the ground and back again. The main components of
the water cycle are precipitation, infiltration, evapotranspiration (evaporation and
transpiration, the process by which plants release water they have absorbed into the
atmosphere), surface and channel storage, and groundwater storage. As part of that
cycle, when rainwater falls to the ground, or when snow or hail on the ground melt, that
water may take several paths, as illustrated in Figure 2-1 (print report only).

While the magnitude of these effects varies across the country depending on the
precipitation patterns, soil types and other factors, the underlying principles remain the
same. 4_ In a typical Midwestern undeveloped area, for example, with natural ground cover
such as forests or meadows, a large fraction -- perhaps 50 percent -- of the water
infiltrates the soil. Much of this water may remain near the surface from which it often
resurfacas into lakes or streams. Other infiltrated water descends to a deeper level,
perhaps recharging an underground aquifer used for drinking water. A significant share --
40 percent in this example -- of the water returns to the atmosphere through
evapotranspiration. Only a small amount of the water -- the, remaining 10 percent, in this
example -- typically remains on the surface of undeveloped land to run off into streams
and other waterbodies.

Urbanization can dramatically alter this water cycle, increasing runoff and reducing, at
times to almost zero, infiltration. This can completely alter the physical and chemical
character of the receiving waterbody.

The Causes of Stormwater Pollution
The stormwater pollution problem has two main components: the increased volume and
velocity of surface runoff and the concentration of pollutants in the runoff. Both
components are directly related to development in urban and urbanizing areas. Together,
these components cause changes in hydrology and water quality that result in a variety of
problems including habitat loss, increased flooding, decreased aquatic biological diversity,
and increased sedimentation and erosion, as well as affects on our health, economy, and
social welt-being. These consequences will be discussed in Chapter 3; the following is a
discussion of the sources of these problems.
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Table 2-1
Impacts from Increases in Impervious Surfaces

Resulting Impacts

Increased Flooding Habitat Erosion Channel StreambedImperviousness Loss Widening AlterationLeads to: (e.g.,
inadequate
substrate,
loss of
riparian
areas, etc.)

Increased . . ¯ ¯ ¯
Volume

Increased Peak .....
Flow

Increased Peak .....
Flow Duration

Increased S~’eam                 .
Temperature

Decreased Base ¯
Flow

Changes in .....
Sediment
Loadings

Source: Urbanization of Streams.. Studies of l-l~vdrologic lmpacts, EPA
841-R-97-009, 1997

INCREASED VOLUME AND VELOCITY: THE IMPERVIOUS
COVER FACTOR

Types of Impervious Cover

Some impervious cover, such as exposed rock or hardpan :soil, is natural. Land
development, however, greatly increases it. Human-made impervious cover comes in
three varieties: rooftop imperviousness from buildings and other structures; transport
imperviousness from roadways, parking lots, and other transportation-related facilities;
and impaired pervious surfaces, also known as urban soils, which are natural-surfaces
that become compacted or otherwise altered and less pervious through human action.
Examples of the hard soils include the base paths on a baseball diamond or a typical
suburban lawn.

Transport imperviousness generally exceeds rooftop imperviousness in urban areas of
the United States.~ "Cumulative figures show that, worldwide, at least one third of all
developed urban land is devoted to roads, parking lots, and other motor vehicle
infrastructure. In the urban United States, the automobile consumes close to half the land
area of cities; in Los Angeles the figure approaches ~o thirds."~ The cit~ of Olympia,
Washington, also found that transport imperviousness constituted approximately
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two-thirds of total imperviousness in several residential and commercial areas.7 This
distinction is important because rainfall on transportation surfaces drains directly to a
stream or stormwater collection system that discharges to a waterbody usually without
treatment, whereas some roofs drain into seepage pits or other infiltration devices.
Research has also found a strong relationship between curb density and overall
imperviousness in residential areas suggesting that roads lead to the creation of other
impervious surfaces.~-

The creation of additional impervious cover also reduces w,=getation, which magnifies the
effect of the reduced infiltration. Trees, shrubs, meadows, and wetlands, like most soil,
intercept and store significant amounts of precipitation. Vegetation is also important in
reducing the erosional forces of rain and runoff. In one study, conversion of forest to
impervious cover resulted in an estimated 29 percent increase in runoff during a peak
storm event.~

Imperviousness Thresholds

Research has shown that when impervious cover reaches between 10 and 20 percent of
the area of a watershed, ecological stress becomes clearly apparent.~ After this point,
stream stability is reduced, habitat is lost, water quality becomes degraded, and biological
diversity decreases. Figure 2-3 (print report only) shows that as the amount of impervious
surface in a watershed increases infiltration and evapotranspiration both drop
substantially. As a result, more water, having nowhere else to go, runs off the surface
picking up pollutants from activitieS occurring on the impervious surfaces.

To put these numbers into perspective, typical total imperviousness in medium-density,
single-family home residential areas ranges from 25 percent to nearly 60 percent.~ Total
imperviousness at strip malls or other commercial sites can approach 100 percent.

Increased Volume of Runoff

The effect of impervious surfaces on the volume of stormwater runoff can be dramatic.
For example, a 1-inch rainstorm on a 1-acre natural meadow would typically produce 218
cubic feet of runoff, enough to fill a standard size office to a depth of about 2 feet. The
same storm over a 1-acre paved parking lot would produce 3,450 cubic feet of runoff,
neady 16 times more than the natural meadow, and enough to fill three standard size
offices completely.~2

On a larger scale, the effect is even greater. In a 620-square-mile portion of the watershed
of the Des Plaines River in Illinois, in 1886, when agricultural or urban development
covered 10 percent of the land area, the river’s median annual discharge was 4 cubic feet
per second. Today, when development covers approximately 70 to 80 percent of that
same area, the median annual discharge has been 700 to 800 cubic feet per second, 175
to 200 times the earlier discharge level.~

Greater Stream and Runoff Velocity During Storm Events

Impervious surfaces increase the speed of runoff as it drains off the land. Unlike grassy
meadows or forests, hard, impervious cover, such as parking lots and rooftops, offers little
resistance to water flowing downhill, allowing it to travel faster across these surfaces.~ In
addition, the faster rate of runoff delivers more water in a shorter time to receiving waters
than would occur under natural conditions. The increased velocity and delivery rate greatly
magnifies the erosive power of water as it flows across the land surface and once it enters
a stream.
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Increased Peak Discharges

Increased imperviousness not only changes the volume of stormwater flows, but also the
distribution of flows over time. When land is undeveloped, the initial stormwater flow
following a rain event is relatively small, since the land absorbs and infiltrates much of the
water. However, impervious cover forces rainwater or snowmelt to run off the land
immediately, causing a sharp peak in runoff immediately following the rain event, as
illustrated in Figure 1-5 (print report only). Impervious cover can double, triple, quadruple
or even quintuple peak discharge.~ Streams receiving these increased urban peak flows
are described as "flashy," meaning that they are prone to sporadic and unstable
discharges including flash floods or sudden high pulses of storm flows. An increase in
peak flow can have significant impacts on the human and natural environment. Greater
peak flows lead to increased flooding, channel erosion and widening, sediment deposition,
bank cutting, and general habitat loss as discussed in Chapter 3.

Reduced Stream Base Flow

Because impervious cover reduces infiltration and forces stormwater to run off the land
immediately, it also typically reduces the amount of groundwater available to recharge
streams when there is no rain.~ Hydrologists often refer to groundwater zones under
urban areas as "starved" since they are not replenished. This groundwater-charged
stream flow, known as base flow, can fall to 10 percent of the regional average when the
level of imperviousness in the stream watershed reaches 65 percent.-1Z Prolonged low
flow can have a significant impact on aquatic life and, in some cases, a greater impact
than extreme peak flows.~ Reduced infiltration can also lead to shortages of drinking
water supplies.

Decreased Natural Stormwater Purification Functions

Government flood control agencies often replace the beds of creeks, streams, and other
drainage ways with concrete open channels, or completely replace those drainage ways
with subsurface concrete storm drain lines. These changes degrade or eliminate habitat
and dramatically alter hydrology. Channelizing, diking, and levying disconnects a river
from its floodplain and reduces its ability to modify floods naturally. Similarly, this and other
development fills, converts, or otherwise eliminates swamps, marshes and other
wetlands. Eliminating these natural drainage ways reduces flow storage and detention and
soil moisture maintenance and can increase overall flooding and erosion. In addition,
natural streambeds and floodplains provide a hydrologic link between groundwater and
surface water and can naturally clean waters. By capturing and slowing stormwater, these
areas trap sediment, trace metals, and soluble forms of nutrients.~ Studies have shown
that wetlands can retain up to 100 percent of the metals present in water.2° Wetlands
reduce nitrogen discharges, both through the process of bacterial denitrification and
through plant uptake, but less effectively reduce phosphorous when soils are saturated.

Similarly, other natural areas can reduce pollutant loads. One riparian forest in the
Chesapeake Bay region removed 89 percent of the nitrogen and 80 percent of the
phosphorus from runoff.L!. Forests also typically absorb 70 to 80 percent of
atmospherically deposited nitrogen.22 Trees and other plants stabilize the soil, giving it
structure that prevents erosion, and reduce runoff by intercepting and storing precipitation.
When rapid stormwater flows have already created erosion ,on bare soils, plants on
downhill slopes slow those flows and allow sediment, as well as other pollutants, to settle
onto the land rather than in a waterbody.

However, use of wetlands, streams, and other natural systems is not desirable unless
stormwater is delivered at a rate at which pollutants can be assimilated. Natural wetlands,
while playing an important role in managing the quality and quantity of runoff, should not
be viewed as a sink for polluted runoff. While wetlands help remove pollutants from runoff,
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some pollutants can accumulate in wetlands or be converted to more potent forms,
thereby degrading the natural ecosystem functions and values of these systems and
impact the organisms living there.23 Furthermore, the US E-’PA recommends protection for
any wetland or riparian area which removes pollutants frorn runoff to coastal waters.24
Therefore, use of these systems for stormwater management should be carefully
considered, realizing that these systems need quality water delivered at an appropriate
rate to function properly.

INCREASED DEPOSITION OF POLLUTANTS

The second aspect of urbanization that contributes to urban stormwater pollution is the
increased discharge of pollutants. As human activity increases in a given area, the
amount of waste material deposited on the land and in drainage systems increases. The
principal contaminants of concern for stormwater fall into seven categories. The following
table lists these categories and provides examples.

While all activities can be a source of some contaminants, certain activities are particularly
large contributors. Industria~ sites can be major sources of metals and organic chemicals.
Feedlots are a large source of pathogens, nutrients, and BOD. Agricultural and timber
operations discharge high quantities of sediment. This report focuses on those ectivities in
urbanized and urbanizing areas, practices of homeowners, businesses, and government
agencies that also contribute many of these contaminants.

TABLE 2-2
Categories of Principal Contaminants in Stormwater

Category Examples

Metals zinc, cadmium, copper, chromium, arsenic, lead

- Organic chemicals pesticides, oil, gasoline, grease

Pathogens viruses, bacteria, protozoa

Nutrients mtrogen, phosphorus

Biochemical oxygen demand grass clippings, fallen leaves, hydrocarbons,
(BOD) human, and animal waste

] sand, soil, and siltSediment

Salts sodium chloride, calciura chloride

Vehicle Use

Driving a car or truck contributes a number of different types of pollutants to urban runoff.
Pollutants are derived from automotive fluids, deterioration of parts, and vehicle exhaust.
Once these pollutants are deposited onto road and parking :surfaces, they are available for
transport in runoff to receiving waters during storm events. One landmark study estimated
that cars and other vehicles contributed 75 percent of the total copper load to the lower
San Francisco Bay through runoff.25 Brake pad wear contributed 50 percent of the total
load, and 25 percent came from atmospheric deposition -- the eventual settling of metals
from tailpipe emissions onto the ground. Other car- and truck-related sources of metals
include tire wear, used motor oil and grease, diesel oil, and vehicle rust.26 Tire were is a
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substantial source of cadmium and zinc; concentrations at outfalls often exceed acute
toxicity levels. Engine coolants and antifreeze containing ethylene glycol and propylene
glycol can be toxic and contribute high BOD to receiving waters.

Vehicle exhaust contributes the nutrient nitrogen to our natiion’s waters. Studies estimate
that deposition of nitrogen from power plant and vehicle exl~aust contributes 17 pounds
per year of nitrogen and 0.7 pounds per year of phosphorus to a typical acre of land in the
metropolitan Washington, DC, area.?,,Z In general, fossil fuel combustion is the largest
contributor of nitrogen to the waters of the northeastern Uniited States, and is a very large
contributor elsewhere.28

Oil, grease, and other hydrocarbons related to vehicle use and maintenance also
contaminate our waters. These come from disposal of used oil and other fluids on the
ground or into storm drains, spills of gasoline or oil, and leaks from transmissions or other
parts of automobiles and trucks. The stormwater di~cl~arge from one square mile of roads
and parking lots can yield approximately 20,000 gallons of residual oil per year.29 Runoff
from residential car washing also contributes oil, grease, grit, and detergents to the
stormwater system. Even gas vapor emitted when filling tanks can subsequently mix with
rain, contributing significantly to polluted runoff.3°

Roads and Parking Lots

In many communities, most impervious cover is related to the transportation system.3~
Material accumulates on these surfaces during dry weather conditions, only to form a
highly concentrated first flush during storm events. One study found streets to be the
impervious surface with the highest pollutant loads in most Iland use categories.32 Another
found that transportation related land uses have the second highest level of pollutant
concentrations; only piped industrial sources were higher.33
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Table 2-3
Sources of Hea~’ Metals from Transportation

Source i Cd Co Cr i Cu Fe Mn Ni Pb Zn

Gasoline * ’* 1 * ¯

Exhaust i * *

Motor Oil & Grease

Antifreeze I i r ,

Undercoating ,i i I " I "

Brake Linings I ....
~-----:

Rubber [ I*
I

[*
*

Asphalt I ’’ ’ i" "

Con.ere i* ! ° *
Diesel Oil ¯

Engine Wear

Source: Local Ordinances: A Users Guide, Terrene Institute and EPA, Region 5.
1995.

Home Landscaping and Public Ground.,; Maintenance

Landscaping practices are another potential source of pollutants in urban runoff. Turf
management chemicals including fertilizers used at home and on golf courses,
cemeteries, and public parks can add nutrients to runoff.3~ Monitoring has shown a direct
link between the chemicals found in lawn care products and urban water quality.35 While
there remain questions on some details of the contribution of turf management to
receiving water quality, it is clear that the type, quantity, and timing of materials used make
a significant difference.

One important variable is the quantity of chemicals being applied. Over or improper
application at homes and other places is far too common.36 Experts estimate that
residential fertilizer use accounts for one-third of the excess nitrogen entering the
Sarasota Bay watershed in southwest Florida.37 Of particular concern is the application of
fertilizers and pesticides just before an intense storm event, since they may not have had
time to become fixed in the soil and thatch.

Similarly, harmful pesticides found in stormwater, such as cihloropyrifos, 2,4-D, and
diazinon come from golf courses, municipal parks, highway medians and roadsides, and
residential lawns and gardens.38 The percentage of pesticide lost in runoff can be large;
one study found up to 90 percent of the herbicide 2,4-D was lost in runoff after being
applied a few hours before a storm event.39

Since organic matter contains nutrients, raking autumn leaves or grass clippings into
gutters or streets for municipal collection or otherwise facilitating the entry of these
materials into the storm-sewer system also adds nutrient loads and oxygen-demanding
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substances to stormwater. Poorly maintained garden beds or lawns can be a source of
sediment as well.

Table 2-4
Six Pesticides Found Frequently in Stormwater Samples

Pesticide Name Human Health and/or Environmental Effects

...... 2,4-D Associated with lymphoma in hun~ms; testicular toxicant in
animals.

Chlorpyrifos Moderately toxic to humans; neurotoxicant; can be highly
toxic to birds, aquatic organisms, and wildlife.

Diazinon Moderately toxic to humans; neurotoxicant; can be highly
toxic to birds, aquatic organisms, and wildlife.

Dicamba Neurotoxicant; reproductive toxicity in animals; association
" with lymphoma in some human studies.

MCPA (Methoxane) Low toxicity to non-toxic in test amrnals, birds, and fish;
suspected gastrointestinal, liver, and kidney toxicant.

MCPP (Mecoprop) Slightly to moderately toxic; some reproductive effects in
dogs; suspected cardiovascular, blood, gastrointestinal, liver,
kidney, and neurotoxicant.

Sources: T.R. Schueler, quot;Urban Pesticides: From the l,awn to the Stream, quot;
Watershed Protection Tecimiques, vol. 2, no. 1, Fall 1995, pp. 247, 250 and
Extoxnet: Extension Toxicology Network Pesticide Information Profiles,
http://ace/orst.eduiinfo/¢xtoxnet, and Environmental Defense Fund, Scorecard
Chemical Profiles, http://www.scorecard.org/chemical-profiles.

Construction Sites

Construction activity is the largest direct source of human-made sediment loads.4°
quot;Results from both field studies and erosion models indicate that erosion rates from
construction sites are typically an order of magnitude larger than row crops and several
orders of magnitude greater than rates from well-vegetated .areas, such as forest or
pastures.quot;~ Since erosion rates are much higher for construction sites relative to
other land uses, the total yield of sediment and nutrients is higher.42 Studies indicate that
poorly managed construction sites can release 7 to 1,000 tons of sediment per acre
during a year, compared to 1 ton or less from undeveloped forest or prairie land.43
Construction activity can also result in soil compaction and increased runoff.

Like nutrients, soil and sediment are, to a certain degree, a naturally occurring and
functional component of all waterbodies. Yet human activities usually increase the amount
of sediment entering our waterbodies to such an extent as to turn sediment into a water
quality problem.

Illicit Sanitary Connections to Storm Sewers From Homes
and Businesses

Illicit connections from toilets to storm sewer pipes can add pathogens to stormwater.44 45
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Pathogens are viruses, bacteria, and protozoa harmful to human health. Coliform bacteria,
which come from human waste, is commonly used as an indicator that harmful pathogens
may be present in the water.~ Studies have found high levels of coliform bacterial in
stormwater.~

Illicit sani.tary connections can also add nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphorus to
stormwater. Human waste also contributes to bod. Leaking sanitary sewer lines located
near storm sewer lines can pose the same problems as illicit connections.48

Septic Systems

Effluent from poorly maintained or failing septic systems can rise to the surface and
contaminate stormwater.49 Septic systems can be important sources of pathogens and
nutrients, especially nitrogen, that are not effectively removed from the waste stream
Bathing beach and shellfish bed closures are frequently the result of septic system
effluent. One study found that 74 percent of the nitrogen entering the Buttermilk Bay
estuary in Massachusetts originated from septic systems.5~2 Fecal coliform and BOD can
be present in stormwater if the system is improperly sited, designed, installed, or
maintained.

lllicit Industrial Connections to Storm Sewers

Businesses that illicitly connect pipes containing wastewater from industrial processes to
the storm sewer system rather than to the sanitary sewers can add metals, solvents or
other contaminants to stormwater. In Seattle, one industrial facility’s discharge of lead to
the storm sewer system resulted in sediment so contaminated that it could be sent to a
smelter to be refined.M Floor drains, dry wells, and cesspools are also frequent sources of
illicit industrial discharges and connections.

Uncovered Materials Stored Outside

Rain or melting snow can erode piles of bulk material, such as sand, loose topsoil, or road
salt if left uncovered, adding sediment, salts or other pollutants to nearby waterbodies.
Likewise, precipitation can wash contaminants off leaking or dirty objects left outdoors.
For example, water quality monitoring showed that untraated runoff collected from auto
recycling facilities near Los Angeles frequently exceeded EPA benchmark figures, for
biochemical oxygen demand, nitrogen, oil and grease, phosphorus, and sediment.52

Street, Sidewalk, and Airport De-icing

In colder parts of the country, salts used to keep roads, parking lots and sidewalks free of
ice often drain into our waterbodies as snow and ice melt and spring rain falls. While
some salt and ice treatment is necessary to keep roads safe in winter, measures can be
taken to reduce or prevent the impacts from de-icing. The principal salts used are sodium
chloride and calcium chloride, although materials such as calcium magnesium acetate
and other commercial products are also used.53 Some municipalities spread sand to
maintain road traction on snow and ice, and this sand eventually may increase sediment
loads. Airports de-ice runways and planes, usually with glycol mixtures that can be both
toxic to fish, wildlife, and humans and exert high BOD on receiving streams.

Landfills

Because the soil cover on landfills is not stabilized with vegetation or other retaining cover
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while the landfill is operational, soil can erode from landfills as it does from construction
sites. Additionally, improperly maintained hazardous-waste landfills can allow toxic
contaminants to reach or stay on the surface of the landfill, allowing stormwater to carry
these pollutants to nearby waterbodies.

Pets and Wild Animals

Waste from domestic and wild animals is a source of pathogens, nutrients and BOD in
stormwater.54 The Northern Virginia Soil and Water Conservation District estimates that
each day, dogs leave 180,000 pounds of waste on the ground in Fairfax County, Virginia,
alone.55 Waste from birds such as pigeons, geese, and gulls that are attracted to human
activity can also be a problem. Wild geese that congregate in large numbers on cultivated
turf adjacent to bodies of water also contribute to pathogen, nutrient and BOD Ioadings.56

Littering

Not only does stormwater frequently receive no treatment, it also often does not even
have the benefit of simple filtering or screening for visible objects. As a result, paper cups,
cigarette butts, virtually anything made of styrofoam, newspaper, and other materials that
people toss on the ground are carded into storm sewer systems -- and eventually into
lakes, streams, and oceans.

This list, exhaustive as it is, is incomplete. Galvanized roof.,;, unpaved roads, the dust that
collects on paved streets, and countless other aspects of daily life in urban areas
contribute to polluted runoff. The first step in stormwater management is not to memorize
any particular list, but rather to recognize the breadth of opportunities for pollution
prevention and the need to think holistically about the entire chain of human activities that
affect runoff quantity and quality. The case studies presented in this report demonstrate a
wide variety of effective and efficient strategies for addressing stormwater runoff at the
source.
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[. INTRODUCTION

A. PURPOSE OF REPORT TO CONGRESS

EPA provides this Report to Congress in compliance with Section 431 (a) of the
Departments of Veterans Affairs and Housing and Urban Development and Independent Agencies
Appropriations Act of 2000, Pub. L. No. 106-74 (1999) ("Appropriations Act"). The
Appropriations Act directs the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") to
submit two reports to the Committee on Environment and Public Works in the Senate and the
Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure in the House of Representatives. The first of the
reports is to address several issues related to EPA rulemaking to implement Section 402(p)(6) of
the Clean Water Act ("CWA"). This rulemaking is also referred to as the Storm Water Phase II
rule. Section 431 (a) of the Appropriations Act directs the Administrator to submit a report
containing:

(1) an in-depth impact analysis on the effect the final regulations will have on urban,
suburban, and rural local governments subject to the regulations, including an estimate of-

(A) the costs of complying with the 6 minimum control measures described in the o.
regulations; and

(B) the costs resulting from the lowering of the construction threshold from 5
acres to 1 acre;

(2) an explanation of the rationale of the Administrator for lowering the construction site
threshold from 5 acres to 1 acre, including --

(A) an explanation, in light of recent court decisions, of why a 1-acre measure is
any less arbitrarily determined than a 5-acre measure; and

(B) all qualitative information used in determining an acre threshold for a
construction site;

(3) documentation demonstrating that storm water runoff is generally a problem in
communities with populations of 50,000 to 100,000 (including an explanation of why the
coverage of the regulation is based on a census-determined population instead of a water
quality threshold); and

(4) information that supports the position of the Administrator that the Phase II storm
water program should be administered as part of the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System under section 402 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33
U.S.C. 1342).
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Section 43 l(c) of the Appropriations Act directs EPA to publish the reports in the Federal
Register for public comment. The Appropriations Act does not specify whether EPA should seek
and respond to public comment on the reports prior to submitting them to the Committees.
Section 43 l(a) does provide, however, that the Administrator shall not promulgate the Phase II
rule until submitting the Section 431 (a) report to the Committees. EPA is subject to a judicial
consent decree in NRDC v. Browner, (D.D.C., Civ. No. 95-634 PLF) to take final action by
October 29, 1999 on the Phase [[ rule proposed earlier. The Appropriations Act does not relieve
EPA from the timing of this rulemaking obligation. Therefore, EPA will invite public comment on
the Section 43 l(a) report after submitting it to the Committees. EPA will carefully review and
evaluate comments received and determine whether the comments warrant, further action
regarding the October 29, 1999, final rule.

As noted above, on October 29, 1999, the Administrator of EPA will take final action on a
notice of proposed rulemaking under CWA section 402(p)(6), 33 U.S.C. § 1342(p)(6). On
January 9, 1998, at 63 Fed. Reg. 1536, EPA proposed to expand the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permitting program for storm water to apply to
discharges from certain small municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4s) and from
construction activity generally disturbing between one and five acres of land surface. Although
EPA designated for regulation discharges from these two categories, the rulemaking would also r
allow for waivers (for subsequent exclusion from regulation of certain sources in these categories)..
and designation (for subsequent inclusion of certain sources that fall outside of the categories).
Waivers would be available based on criteria by which the NPDES permitting authority would
determine a low potential for adverse water quality impact, and the permitting authority would
designate additional sources on a localized basis when necessary to protect or remedy localized
adverse water quality impacts.

Rulemaking under CWA section 402(p)(6) is to be based on a study that EPA was
directed to provide to Congress under CWA section 402(p)(5). Section 402(p)(5) provides that:

The Administrator, in consultation with the States, shall conduct a study for the purposes
of-

(A) identifying those stormwater discharges or classes of stormwater discharges
for which permits are not required pursuant to [CWA sections 402(p)(1) and (p)(2)];

(B) determining, to the maximum extent practicable, the nature and extent of
pollutants in such discharges; and

(C) establishing procedures and methods to control stormwater discharges to the
extent necessary to mitigate impacts on water quality.

CWA section 402(p)(5) directed EPA to provide reports to Congress on the different components
of this study. In proposing the regulations under CWA section 402(p)(6), EPA identified the
reports to Congress comprising the study described in CWA section 402(p)(5), specifically, Storm
Water Discharges Potentially Addressed by Phase [I of the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System Storm Water Program: Report to Congress (U.S. EPA, 1995, EPA 833-K-
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94-002). Today’s report under section 43 l(a) of the Appropriations Act is a supplement to the
study described in CWA section 402(p)(5).

B. PURPOSE OF Tr~E PHASE II RULE

The Phase II rule would establish a cost effective, flexible approach for reducing
environmental harm by storm water discharges from many point sources of storm water that are
currently unregulated. Some of the costs of implementing the Phase II rule are discussed in
Chapter II of this report. A summary of the rule’s benefits are described below. EPA’s
Economic Analysis of the Final Phase II Storm Water Rule fully analyzes the costs and benefits
expected from implementation of the role.

The environmental harm currently caused by discharges from municipal separate storm
sewer systems (MS4s) and construction activity is well documented:

¯ Urbanization alters the natural infiltration capability of the land and generates a host of
pollutants that are associated with the activities of dense populations, thus causing an
increase in storm water runoff volumes and pollutant loadings in storm water discharged
to receiving water bodies.

¯ The National Urban Runoff Program (NURP) Study (U.S. EPA 1983) indicated that
discharges from MS4s draining runoff from residential, commercial, and light industrial
areas carried more than ten times the annual loadings of total suspended solids as did
discharges from municipal sewage treatment plants that provide secondary treatment, and
somewhat higher annual loadings of chemical oxygen demand (COD), total lead, and total
copper.

¯ The National Water Quality Inventory (305(b)), 1996 report to Congress shows that
urban runoff/storm sewer discharges affect 13% of impaired rivers, 21% of impaired lakes
and 45% of impaired estuaries.

¯ Urban storm water runoff, sanitary sewer overflows, and combined sewer overflows have
become the largest causes of beach closings in the United States in the past three years. A
survey of coastal and Great Lakes communities found that more than 1,500 beach closings
and advisories were attributable to storm water runoff in 1998 based on EPA data
supplemented with additional data (Natural Resources Defense Council. 1998. "Testing
the Waters Volume VIII-Has Your Vacation Beach Cleaned Up Its Act?" New York,
NY). Recreational bathers are at the highest risk for contracting illnesses such as
gastroenteritis, typhoid, dysentery, hepatitis, skin rashes, and respiratory infections.

¯ The MS4 program will address illicit discharges, which can contribute high levels of
pollutants, including heavy metals, toxic substances, oil and grease, solvents, nutrients,
viruses and bacteria into receiving water bodies.
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¯ The NURP study found that pollutant levels from illicit discharges were high enough to
significantly degrade receiving water quality and threaten aquatic, wildlife, and human
health.

¯ Discharges from construction activity impact the biological, chemical, and physical
integrity of receiving waters. A number of pollutants are preferentially absorbed onto
particles found in fine sediment. Estimates indicate that 80 percent of the phosphorus and
73 percent of the Kjeldahl nitrogen in streams is associated with eroded sediment from
construction and other activities.

¯ Sediment yields from smaller construction sites are as high as or higher than the 20 to 150
tons/acre/year measured fi’om larger sites.

¯ Siltation is the largest cause of impaired water quality in rivers and the third largest cause
of impaired water quality in lakes, according N the 305(b) Report to Congress.

The implementation of the six minimum measures identified for small MS4s should
significantly reduce pollutants in urban storm water compared to existing levels and do so in a
cost effective manner. Similarly, the implementation of best management practice ("BMP")
controls at small construction sites should also result in a significant reduction in pollutant
discharges and an improvement in surface water quality. EPA’s Economic Analysis of the Final
Phase lI Storm Water Rule details the expected benefits from implementation of the rule. These
benefits include:

¯ Enhanced Commercial Fishing: Commercial fisheries are a significant part of the
nation’s economy. In 1997, the commercial shellfish catch was worth $1.04
Billion and the finfish catch was worth $581 Million. 18% of surveyed estuary
miles identified storm water as a significant source of impairment.

¯ Enhanced Recreational and Subsistence Fishing: The potential value of marine
recreational fishing is $1. l Billion to $11.3 Billion annually. Pollutants in storm
water may result in eliminating or decreasing the numbers or size of sport fish or
shellfish in receiving waters. In September 1996, there were 2,196 fish
consumption advisories and about 25% of waters designated for fishing did not
support that use.

° Enhanced Opportunities for Boating: Storm water controls offer benefits to
boaters by reducing sediment and other pollutants in waters, increasing water
clarity and enhancing the experience for boating users. EPA estimates that
pollution reduction due to Phase II controls may result in 3,000 currently non-
boatable miles of river becoming boatable.
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¯ Enhanced Opportunities for Swimming: EPA estimates that Americans
participated in 1.3 billion non-pool swimming days. EPA estimates that at least
28% of these trips are to either marine or fresh water that is impacted by runoff
from Phase II sources. For example, in 1998, storm water runoff caused beach
closures that resulted in the loss of an estimated 86,000 individual trips to beaches
impacted by Phase II sources.

¯ Enhanced Opportunities for Noncontact Recreation: Activities like picnicking,
jogging, biking, camping and hunting do not necessitate direct contact with water,
but water quality affects the ability to enjoy these activities when in close proximity
to water. Storm water controls reduce turbidity, odors, floating trash and other
pollutants and allow waters to be used as focal points for recreation, enhancing the
experience of current and future users.

¯ Enhanced Nonconsumptive Wildlife Uses: An estimated 76.1 million people
participated in observing wildlife and waterfowl in 199 I. Storm water controls
that result in greater numbers or diversity of viewable wildlife species will produce
benefits.

¯ Reduced Flood Damage: Storm water runoff controls may mitigate flood damage
by addressing problems due to the diversion of runoff, insufficient storage
capacity, and reduced channel capacity from sedimentation.

¯ Drinking Water Benefits: Storm water was identified as a major source of
impairment in rivers, streams, lakes, reservoirs and ponds. Pollutants from storm
water runoff, such as solids, toxic pollutants (including pesticides) and bacteria,
may impose additional costs for treatment or even render the water unusable for
drinking.

¯ Water Storag¢ Benefits: Storm Water is a major source of impairment for
reservoirs. The heavy load of solids deposited by storm water runoff can lead to
rapid sedimentation of reservoirs and the loss of needed water storage capacity.

¯ Navigational Benefits: Storm water also delivers high sediment loads to rivers and
harbors critical to navigation and commerce. Where waters are used for
navigation, solids must be dredged and disposed of to maintain the utility of the
waterway. An estimated 5% of these sediments (12.6 million cubic yards of
material) is attributed to storm water runoff from roads and constructions sites.
Storm water controls will reduce the rate and amount of sediment loadings.

¯ Reduced Illness from Consuming Contaminated Seafood: Storm water controls
may reduce the presence of pathogens in seafood caught by commercial or
recreational anglers. Researchers ha~,e estimated 2,700 cases of illness annually
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from raw or partially cooked contaminated seafood.

¯ Reduced Illness from Swimming in Contaminated Water: Epidemiological studies
have indicated that swimmers in water contaminated by storm water runoff are
more likely to experience illness than those that swim farther from a storm water
outfall. By reducing illicit connections and other sources of pathogens in storm
water, EPA estimates that up to 500,000 cases of illness will be avoided annually.

¯ Enhanced Aesthetic Value: When storm water affects the appearance or quality of
a water body, the desirability of working, living, traveling or owning property near
that water body is similarly affected. Improvements in water quality due to
reductions in storm water pollution will result in benefits as these waters recover
and become more desirable locations near which people want to live, work, travel
or own property.

Thus, the rule will result in significant monetized financial, recreational and health benefits, as well
as benefits that EPA has been unable to monetize.
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II. IMPACT OF PHASE II RULE ON LOCAL GOVEILNMENTS

This section responds to the Appropriations Act’s direction to provide a report containing:

’~( 1 ) an in-depth impact analysis on the effect the final regulations will have on urban, suburban,
and rural local governments subject to the regulations, including an estimate of-
(A) the costs of complying with the 6 minimum control measures described in the regulations; and
(B) the costs resulting from the lowering &the construction threshold from 5 acres to 1 acre;"

A. SUMMARY OF PHASE II RULE REQUIREMENTS

EPA conducted an in-depth impact analysis of the effect of the final Storm Water Phase II
Rule on local governments. Two provisions of the Phase II rule are expected to result in
compliance costs for local governments. These are the provision requiring certain municipalities
to regulate discharges from their municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4s) and the
provision which extends the storm water construction program to cover sites between one and
five acres in size. The analysis considers potential cost impacts to all local governments, including"
urban, suburban and rural governments, and provides insight into the differing situations of small .~
or very small local governments. Based on this analysis, EPA determined that the Phase II rule is
not expected to have a significant impact on a substantial number of local governments.

Municipal Storm Water Program:

The Phase II Rule would automatically designate for regulation discharges from small,
MS4s located in urbanized areas, and require that NPDES permitting authorities examine for
potential designation, at a minimum, a particular subset of discharges from small MS4s located
outside of urbanized areas. The MS4 provision would result in costs primarily for local
governments in urbanized areas. An urbanized area is defined by the U.S. Census Bureau as an
area with a population of at least 50,000 and a minimum average population density of more than
1,000 people per square mile. Thus, this rule would.primarily affect suburban and urban local
governments, because these MS4s are more likely to be located in urbanized areas. Rural local
governments may be designated on a case-by-case basis if the permitting authority determines that
they have a significant impact on water quality. The Phase I storm water program addressed
runoff from "medium" and "large" MS4s, generally those discharges from governmental
jurisdictions serving populations of 100,000 or more people. The Phase II Storm Water
regulations will address discharges from smaller MS4s. The rule also would allow MS4s that are
automatically designated because they are within an urbanized area to obtain a waiver from the
otherwise applicable requirements if the discharges from small MS4s are not causing impairment
of a receiving water body. Qualifications for the waivers vary depending on whether the MS4
serves a population under 1,000 or a population under 10,000.
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Under the Phase II rule, a storm water discharge control program that meets the
requirements of six minimum control measures would be administered within the jurisdiction of all
regulated small MS4s. Small MS4 operators would design and administer the program, or would
arrange with other government entities (including operators of nearby larger MS4s) to do so.
These minimum control measures would consist of: public education and outreach on storm water
impacts, public involvement/participation, illicit discharge detection and elimination, construction
site storm water runoff control, post-construction storm water management in new development
and redevelopment, and pollution prevention/good housekeeping for municipal operations. The
Agency provides an analysis of the costs to local govemments of implementing the six municipal
minimum control measures in Section B below.

Municipal Construction:

The 1990 Phase I rule required all operators of construction activity disturbing five or
more acres of land surface to apply for an NPDES permit for any resulting point source
discharges of storm water. ~ The construction provisions of the Phase II rule would extend similar
requirements to construction projects that disturb between one and five acres of land. This
provision would impose additional requirements on small construction projects of local
governments, regardless of whether the local government is urban, suburban or rural. The rule
excludes routine road maintenance from the definition of construction, thereby excluding many
municipal public works projects. EPA expects that most new one to five acre road construction
projects are likely to be built in conjunction with either larger development projects or State and
Federal transportation programs and at least partially funded by these other sources. The Phase II
rule would also provide waivers from coverage based on the potential to discharge storm water
and cause a significant impact to water quality. EPA’s analysis of construction starts concluded
that the additional requirement for municipally constructed projects should not have a significant
impact on a substantial number of the local governments subject to the regulation. EPA reports
on its analysis of the costs to local governments of implementing the soil erosion control
provisions for their construction sites between one and five acres in Section C below.

Regulato _ry Flexibili _ty:

In promulgating Storm Water Phase’II, EPA examined regulatory flexibility issues and
potential cost impacts on small entities, including small local governments. In order to solicit
input from potentially regulated small entities, EPA convened a Small Business Regulatory

t On Dece.mber 18, 1991, Congress enacted the Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act (ISTEA), which postponed NPDES permit application deadlines for most storm
water discharges associated with industrial activity at facilities that are owned or operated by
small municipalities, including construction activity over five acres.
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Enforcement Flexibility Act (SBREFA) Panel which included small local government
representatives as well as other stakeholders. EPA conducted an analysis and determined that the
rule was expected not to have a significant impact on a substantial number of small local
governments or other small entities. However, in order to provide additional flexibility for small
local governments, EPA included several programmatic options and potential waivers for small
governments.

The rule would allow for a great deal of flexibility by providing various options for
obtaining permit coverage and satisfying the required minimum control measures. For example,
the NPDES permitting authority would be able to incorporate by reference qualifying State,
Tribal, or local programs in a NPDES general permit and recognize existing responsibilities
among different governmental entities for the implementation of minimum control measures. In
addition, a regulated small MS4 could participate in the storm water management program of an
adjoining regulated MS4 and could arrange to have another governmental entity implement a
minimum control measure for them. The rule also provides potential waivers for MS4s serving a
population less than 10,000 and also for construction projects not expected to significantly impair
water quality. Therefore, Storm Water Phase II is not expected to have a significant impact on a
substantial number of small local governments, and offers significant flexibility to those local
governments in implementing provisions of the rule which may result in compliance cost impacts..

B. IMPACTS OF THE MUNICIPAL MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURES ON LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

EPA estimated that the overall annual cost to local governments of implementing a storm
water program based on the six minimum measures would be $297 million. EPA developed this
estimate using actual program cost information from Phase II communities with existing storm
water programs. The estimate assumes that all of the 5,040 Phase II designated municipalities
would incur program costs and that costs are related to the size of the community served.
Therefore, the Agency probably overestimates national costs because permitting authorities can
waive permitting requirements for MS4s serving up to 10,000 people.

EPA conducted an in-depth analysis of the potential cost of complying with the six
minimum measures on local governments in urbanized areas. These local governments are
primarily urban and suburban, although a few rural governments may be designated by States to
be included in the program based on potential water quality impacts. While the total regulatory
costs associated with Phase II include all sizes of local government, EPA specifica!ly considered
the impacts to small local governments as required under the Regulatory Flexibility Act, as
amended by the Small Business Regulatory and Enforcement Fairness Act. In preparing the
analysis, EPA compared estimated annual compliance costs with annual municipal revenues for
4,455 small local governments (municipalities with fewer than 50,000 people) and evaluated cost-
to-revenue ratios for indication of significant economic impacts. The results,-which are reported
in the economic analyses prepared for the proposed and final rules, led EPA to conclude that there
would not be a substantial economic impact on a significant number of small governments; EPA
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expects even less of an impact on larger governments. Below is a summary of EPA’s analysis.

Cost Analysis:

EPA estimated annual costs for the municipal programs based on a fixed cost component
and a variable cost component. The fixed cost component included costs for the municipal
application, record keeping, and reporting activities. On average, EPA estimated annual costs of
$ t,525 per municipality. Variable costs include the costs associated with annual operations for
the six minimum measures. EPA reviewed cost data from existing Phase I storm water programs
and cost data gathered from Phase II communities by the National Association of Flood and
Storm Water Management Agencies (NAFSMA). These costs reflect the actual operating costs
of program elements that are comparable to the six minimum measures for municipalities
representing a wide range of population sizes. EPA estimated costs on a per household basis
from both data sets. Annual mean costs per household are comparable across the data sets: $8.93
(NASFMA) and $8.85 (Phase l).

Total annual cost for each of the 4,455 municipalities was calculated as the sum of the
$1,525 fixed cost and the urbanized area household estimate multiplied by the per household cost.
based on the NAFSMA data."~ For example, a municipality with 5,000 households would have a
total program cost of:

$46,175 = $1,525 + (5,000 * $8.93).

Small Local Governments:

EPA estimated municipality revenues based on state-level revenue data collected by the
U.S. Bureau of the Census 1992 Census of Governments. The Bureau of the Census reports
municipal government revenues by population size for eight size categories including three used
by EPA: less than 10,000, 10,000 to 24,999, and 25,000 to 49,999. For every state, EPA
gathered the aggregate municipal revenue data and aggregate municipal population data reported
by the Bureau of the Census for these three size categories? EPA then divided revenue by
population to obtain revenue per capita for each size category within each state. EPA merged this
data set with the Phase II municipality population data set and multiplied the appropriate per
capita revenue estimates by the Phase II urbanized area populations to obtain 4,455 estimates of
annual municipal revenues.

"~ Based on Census data, EPA used a conversion factor of 2.62 people per household to obtain household
estimates for the Phase II communities.

3 EPA did not adjust municipal revenue from their 1991 values to 1998 values, which is the unit of
measure EPA used for costs. There is no standard adjustment factor for municipal revenues. Thus, the cost-to-
revenue ratio probably overstates the cost impact.
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Finally, EPA divided the 4,455 cost estimates by the 4,455 revenue estimates to obtain
cost-to-revenue ratios. EPA categorized these ratios according to whether they were less than
i% (i.e., cost is less than I% of revenue), between 1% and 3%, and greater than 3%. Figure A
summarizes the results, showing that the cost-to-revenue ratios were less than 1% for 89% of the
Phase lI municipalities and greater than 3% for less than i% of municipalities.

Under, the Phase [I role, the permitting authority could waive permitting requirements for
systems serving less than 1,000 people. All of the municipalities with cost-to-revenue ratios that
are greater than 3% have populations less than 1,000 people, and may qualify for a waiver.
Consequently, the flexibility of the role addresses any potentially significant adverse cost impacts.
Because no Phase II municipality with a population of more than 6,000 had a cost-to-revenue
ratio of more than 1%, EPA does not expect this provision will have significant economic impacts
on the 585 municipalities with populations larger than 50,000.

Figure A. Summary of Cost-to-Revenue Ratios for
4,455 Phase II Municipalities with Populations Less than 50,000

104 to 3%          More than 3%

o-

Less than I%
(89.1%)

C. COSTS OF THE SOIL EROSION CONTROL PROVISION ON LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

EPA’s cost analysis for the soil erosion control provision multiplies cost estimates per
construction site for soil erosion control measures and administrative costs by the number of
construction sites potentially affected by the rule. EPA estimates that the rule would apply to
approximately 110,223 currently urLregulated construction starts per year (hsing 1998 estimates)
out of a total of 528,499 construction starts. Annual costs associated with installing the soil
erosion controls and completing permitting activities is estimated as $505 million. Less than 0.5%
(< $500,000) is expected to accrue from local governments.

Cost Analysis:

Most soil erosion control costs would accrue to the private sector, primarily to dischargers
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in the construction industry. However, local governments may also incur soil erosion control
costs for discharges from public works projects that disturb between one and five acres (costs
borne either directly by the local government or indirectly through a contractor). Since routine
road maintenance is excluded from coverage under Storm Water Phase II, those public works
starts are excluded from analysis. EPA used the site-based estimates of soil erosion control costs
that it developed for the economic analysis of the final rule and Bureau of Census construction
start data to estimate the expected annual impact on local governments. Table A summarizes the
two types of costs by site size that a construction company or public works department may incur.

Table A. Summary of Site-Based Soil Erosion Control Costs

Cost 1 Acre Site 3 Acre Site 5 Acre Site

Administrative " $937 $937 $937

Soil Erosion Control $1,206 $4,598 $8,709
BMPs b

Total Cost $2,143 $5,535 $9,646

Annualized Cost $202 $522 $910
(7%)°

Notes:
a. These activities would include costs to submit a notice of intent to be covered by a general permit, to notif3’
the municipality, to develop a storm water pollution prevention plan, to retain records, and to file a notice of
termination from a general permit.
b. BMPs/best management practices) costs are based on combinations of the following that differ across sites
with different sizes, slopes, and soil types: silt fence, mulch, seed!mulch, stabilized entrance, stone check dam,
earth dike, and sediment traps.
c. Annualized cost assumes a 20-year period and a 7% cost of capital. The capitalization factor is 0.09439.

Small Local Governments:

There are four categories of local governments which may experience costs of compliance
associated with the Phase II rule. These are:

I) Phase I jurisdictions (subject to Phase II requirements for construction between one and
five acres; already required to have a municipal storm water program),
2) Phase lI jurisdiction above 50,000 population (subject to Phase [I municipal and
construction requirements),
3) Phase II jurisdictions below 50,000 population (subject to Phase II municipal and
construction requirements; subject to SBREFA review), and
4) Jurisdictions that are not required to have a municipal storm water program under
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Phase I or Phase II (subject to Phase II requirements for construction).

The greatest potential economic impact of the soil erosion control provision is expected to be on
the third category, because they would incur soil and erosion control costs in addition to annual
program costs for the six minimum measures, and because of their smaller size. Therefore, the
analysis below focuses on the impacts on these small local governments.

To evaluate the severity of potential impact, EPA used the Bureau of the Census
construction start database to estimate the annual number of construction starts in Phase II
municipalities that are classified by the Bureau of the Census as a "public works" start, excluding
routine road maintenance. The data showed that 2% of municipalities are expected to have a l-
acre start, 2% are expected to have a 3-acre start and i % are expected to have a 5-acre start.
These results indicate that local governments would not incur soil and erosion control costs on an
annual basis, because they would not necessarily have Phase II construction starts in any given
year. As a conservative assumption (i.e., tending to overstate costs), EPA annualized the costs
over a 20-year period, assuming a 7% cost of capital (see Table A). The 20-year assumption is
conservative because it implies higher construction rates than the data suggest [i.e., 1-acre site
(5%), 3-acre site (5%), and 5-acre site (5%)]. EPA then added the annualized values to obtain an
annual cost of $1,634 per municipality for the soil erosion control provision.

Because the soil erosion control provision of the Phase II rule would apply to discharges
from construction sites between one and five acres regardless of location, local governments other
than Phase II designated municipalities could incur costs. EPA compared the annualized value
across all site sizes of $1,634 to the national mean estimate of local government revenues. For
the smallest municipality size category, the mean annual revenue was $1.4 million (i 991 dollars;
1992 Census of Governments). The cost-to-revenue ratio for the smallest size category is well
below 1%.

Finally, EPA then added the cost of complying with the Phase II soil erosion program for
small construction to the cost-to-revenue ratios for the MS4 program discussed above to evaluate
the combined impact on Phase II municipalities of the municipal minimum measures and soil
erosion control costs that may be borne directly or indirectly (passed through from construction
companies). Based on this revised cost-to-revenue analysis, the combined costs are not expected
to have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of designated Phase II
municipalities.

Figure B summarizes the cost-to-revenue impacts for all 4,455 Phase lI municipalities with
populations less than 50,000 (bar on left). Figure B also summarizes impacts for these Phase II
municipalities assuming that the municipalities with populations below 1,000 are granted waivers
so they incur soil erosion control costs as regulated small construction site dischargers but no
program costs as small MS4 dischargers (bar on right). In either case, a vast majority of
municipalities would not incur annual costs that are greater than 1% of revenues and fewer than
2% of municipalities would incur costs that are greater than 3% of revenues. Therefore, EPA
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concluded that the Phase II rule would not have a significant impact on potentially regulated small
local governments.

Figure B. Summary of Cost-to-Revenue Ratios Revised to Include Soil Erosion
Control Costs for 4,455 Phase II Municipalities with Populations under 50,000

0.5%1.7%
100% ] 11.4%

I

80°’/° i

Percent of 60%!                                      88.1%
Municipalities 40% ~

20% i

0°,4
No Waivers Waivers

Cost-to-Revenue Ratio
¯ Lessthan1% r’ll%to3% [] More than 3%

* "No Waivers" estimates costs assuming (for the purpose of this analysis) that no small local
governments with populations below 1,000 receive a waiver and, therefore, are subject to both the
municipal and the soil erosion provisions of Phase II. Even if this were to occur, the potential
impacts are not significant.
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[II. RATIONALE FOR THE ONE ACRE CONSTRUCTION THRESHOLD

This section responds to the Appropriations Act’s direction to provide a report containing:

"(2) an explanation of the rationale of the Administrator for lowering the construction site
threshold from 5 acres to 1 acre, including --
(A) an explanation, in light of recent court decisions, of why a 1-acre measure is any less
arbitrarily determined than a 5-acre measure; and
(B) all qualitative information used in determining an acre threshold for a construction site;"

BACKGROUND

In 1990, EPA promulgated the first phase of the NPDES permit application rules for
storm water. (National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permit Application
Requirements for Storm Water Discharges, 55 Fed. Reg. 47990 (Nov. 16, 1990), referred to as
the "Phase I" rule). As directed under CWA section 402(p)(4)(A), the Phase I rule set forth the
permit application requirements for storm water discharges "associated with industrial activity,"
including, applicability provisions defining the term "storm water discharge associated with
industrial activity." Under CWA section 402(p)(2)(B), storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity were excluded from the moratorium against permitting discharges composed
entirely of storm water.

Among other things, the Phase I rule defined storm water discharge associated with
industrial activity to include discharges from "construction activity including clearing, grading and
excavation activities except: operations that result in the disturbance of less than five acres of total
land area which are not part of a larger common plan of development or sale." 40 C.F.R.
122.26(b)(14)(x). In 1992, a court ruled that the five acre threshold used for defining
construction activity as "industrial activity" was improper because EPA had failed to identify
information to support its position that construction activities on less than five acres are non-
industrial in nature.

The Phase II rule would regulate storm water discharges from additional smaller
construction activities. The rule would regulate these construction-related storm water sources
under CWA section 402(p)(6) to protect water quality rather than under CWA section 402(p)(2).
Designation under 402(p)(6) gives States and EPA the flexibility to waive the permit requirement
for construction activity that is not likely to impair water quality, and to designate additional
sources below one acre that are likely to cause water quality impairment. Thus, the one acre
threshold under the Phase II rule would not be an absolute threshold like the five acre threshold
that applies under the Phase I rule. The one acre threshold is reasonable for accomplishing the
water quality goals of CWA section 402(p)(6) because it results in 97.5% of the total acreage
disturbed by construction being designated for coverage by the NPDES storm water program,
while excluding from automatic coverage the numerous smaller sites that represent 24.7% of the
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total number of construction sites.

RATIONALE FOR FIVE ACRE THRESHOLD IN THE PHASE I RULE

In the preamble to the Phase I rule, which regulates storm water discharges from
construction activity disturbing five acres or more as "storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity," EPA had explained that the construction industry should be subject to storm
water permitting because at a high level of intensity, construction is equivalent to other regulated
industrial activities. 55 Fed. Reg. 48033. The Phase I rule regulates storm water "associated with
industrial activity." EPA had proposed that the Phase [ regulations apply to construction site
discharges from sites disturbing down to one acre. EPA increased the size threshold to five acres
for the final rule.

After a judicial challenge to the Phase I regulations, the Ninth Circuit remanded the
regulation to EPA for further proceedings. NRDC v. EPA, 966 F.2d 1292, 1306 (9t~ Cir. 1992).
To support the increased threshold (from one to five acres), the Agency had explained that larger
sites typically involve heavier equipment for removing vegetation and bedrock than smaller sites.
55 Fed. Reg. 48036. The court found that EPA’s rationale for increasing the limit was inadequater
because the Agency cited no information to support its perception that construction activities on
less than five acres are non-industrial in nature. 966 F.2d at 1306. Thus, the Court focused on
the relationship between the size threshold and the statutory reference to "industrial."

RATIONALE FOR ONE ACRE THRESHOLD IN THE PHASE II RULE

In lowering the threshold to one acre in the Phase II rule, the Phase II rule would not
regulate discharges from small construction site as "industrial activity." Instead, EPA interprets
the text of CWA section 402(p)(6) as a basis to designate small construction site discharges as
sources "to be regulated to protect water quality." EPA interprets this language as less restrictive
than the terms "associated with industrial activity" for the purpose of establishing an applicability
threshold that is based on size alone but which may be modified by permitting authorities to
account for higher and lower threat sources. In addition to water quality considerations, the text
of CWA section 402(p)(6) allows for designations based on considerations of administrative
feasibility by specifying that the Agency has discretion to identify sources "to be regulated."

Though the Phase II rule would not regulate a discharge from a construction site below ’
the five acre threshold as a "discharge associated with industrial activity," the Phase II rule
nonetheless responds to the Ninth Circuit’s direction to conduct further rulemaking on the matter
of discharges from sites disturbing more than one acre (from the Phase I proposed rule) and from
sites disturbing less than five acres (from the Phase I final rule). For discharges from sources in
this category, which the Agency still believes present water quality concerns based on the
potential for water quality impairment due to gross sediment runoff (among other pollutants),
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CWA section 402(p)(6) rather than CWA section 402(p)i2)(B) and (3) provides a more sensibte
basis to address the sources that threaten water quality. In light of the Agency’s decision to
regulate these sources down to one acre to protect water quality with controls similar to those
applied to Phase I sources, EPA believes it is unnecessary to examine further whether sites below
five acres are "associated with industrial activity."

EPA is regulating storm water discharges from construction activity disturbing between 1
and 5 acres because the cumulative impact of many sources, and not just a single identified
source, is typically the cause for water quality impairments, particularly in relation to
sedimentation-related water quality standards.

The one acre threshold provides an administrative tool for more easily identifying those
sites that are identified for coverage by the rule (but may receive a waiver) and those that are not
automatically covered (but may be designated for inclusion). Although all construction sites less
than five acres could have a significant water quality impact cumulatively, EPA is automatically
designating for permit coverage only those storm water discharges from construction sites that
disturb land equal to or greater than one acre. Categorical regulation of discharges from
construction below this one acre threshold would overwhelm the resources of permitting
authorities and might not yield corresponding water quality benefits. Construction activities that
disturb less than one acre make up, in total, a very small percentage of the total land disturbance
from construction nationwide (about 2.5%).

In addition to the diminishing water quality benefits of regulating all sites below one acre,
the Agency relies on practical considerations in establishing a one acre threshold and not setting a
lower threshold. Regardless of the threshold established by EPA, a NPDES permit can only be
required if a construction site has a point source discharge. A point source discharge means that
pollutants are added to waters of the United States through a discernible, confined, discrete
conveyance. "Sheet flow" runoff from a small construction site would not result in a point source
discharge unless and until it channelized. As the amount of disturbed land surface decreases,
precipitation is less likely to channelize and create a "point source" discharge (assuming the
absence of steep slopes or other factors that lead to increased channelization). Categorical
designation of very small sites may create confusion about applicability of the NPDES permitting
program to those sites. EPA’s one acre threshold reflects, in part, the need to recognize that
smaller sites are less likely to result in point source discharges. Of course, the NPDES permitting
authority could designate smaller sites (below one acre, assuming point source discharges occur
from the smaller designated sites) for regulation if a watershed or other local assessment indicated
the need to do so. The Phase II rule would include this designation authority at 40 CFR
122.26(a)(9)(i)(D) and (b)(l 5)(ii).

Though location-specific water quality studies would provide the ideal information base
from which to make regulatory decisions, the Phase II rule establishes one acre as a default
standard for regulation in the absence of location-specific studies. The rule does account for
location-specific water quality information, however, for any deviation from the default standard
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through additional designations and waivers. The role codifies the ability of permitting authorities
to provide waivers for sites greater than or equal to one acre and designate additional discharges
from small sites below one acre when location-specific information suggests that the default one
acre standard is either unnecessary (waivers) or too limited (designations) to protect water
quality.

OTHER QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE INFORMATION ON SIZE THRESHOLDS

EPA had difficulty evaluating the water quality consequences of designating specific size
thresholds because, while generally proportional to the size of the disturbed site, the water quality
threat posed by discharges from construction sites of differing sizes varies nationwide, depending
on the local climatological, geological, geographical, and hydrological influences. In order to
ensure improvements in water quality nationwide, however, the Phase II rule does not allow
various permitting authorities to establish different size thresholds except based on the waiver and
designation provisions of the rule. EPA believes that a national one acre threshold for automatic
designation, coupled with procedures for waiving sites above one acre and for designating sites
below one acre based on local water quality considerations, ensures protection against adverse
water quality impacts from storm water discharges from small construction sites while not
overburdening the resources of permitting authorities and the construction industry.

EPA believes that the water quality impact from small construction sites is as high as or
higher than the impact from larger sites on a per acre basis. The concentration of pollutants in the
runoff from smaller sites is similar to the concentrations in the runoff from larger sites. The
proportion of sediment that makes it from the construction site to surface waters is likely the same
for larger and smaller construction sites in urban areas because the runoff from either site is
usually delivered directly to the storm drain network where there is no opportunity for the
sediment to be filtered out.

The expected contribution of total sediment yields from small skes depends, in part, on the
extent to which erosion and sedimentation controls are being applied. Because current storm
water regulations are more likely to require erosion and sedimentation controls on larger sites in
urban areas, smaller construction sites that lack such programs are likely to contribute a
disproportionate amount of the total sediment from construction activities (MacDonald, L.H.
1997. Technical Justification for Regulating Construction Sites 1-5 Acres in Size. Unpublished
report submitted to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington). Smaller
construction sites are less likely to have an effective plan to control erosion and sedimentation, are
less likely to properly implement and maintain their plans, and are less likely to be inspected
(Brown, W. and D. Caraco. 1997. Controlling Storm Water Runoff Discharges from Small
Construction Sites: A National Review. Submitted to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
Office of Wastewater Management, Washington, DC. by the Center for Watershed Protection,
Silver Spring, MD).
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To confirm its belief that sediment yields from small sites are as high as or higher than the
20 to 150 tons/acre/year measured from larger sites, EPA gave a grant to the Dane County,
Wisconsin Land Conservation Department, in cooperation with the USGS, to evaluate sediment
runoff from two small construction sites. The first was a 0.34 acre residential lot and the second
was a 1.72 acre commercial office development. Runoff from the sites was channeled to a single
discharge point for monitoring. Each site was monitored before, during, and aRer construction.

The Dane County study found that total solids concentrations from these small sites are
similar to total solids concentrations from larger construction sites. Results show that for both of
the study sites, total solids and suspended solids concentrations were significantly higher during
construction than either before or after construction. For example, preconstruction total solids
concentrations averaged 642 mgiL during the period when ryegrass was established, active
construction total solids concentrations averaged 2,788 rag/L, and post-construction total solids
concentrations averaged 132 mg/L (on a pollutant load basis, this equaled 7.4 lbs preconstruction,
35 Ibs during construction, and 0.6 lbs post-construction for total solids). While this site was not
properly stabilized before construction, after construction was complete and the site was
stabilized, post-construction concentrations were more than 20 times less than during
construction. The results were even more dramatic for the commercial site. The commercial site
had one preconstruction event, which resulted in total solids concentrations of 138 mg/L, while
active construction averaged more than 15,000 mg/L and post-construction averaged only 200
mg/L (on a pollutant load basis, this equaled 0.3 lbs preconstruction, 490 lbs during construction,
and 13.4 lbs post-construction for total solids). The active construction period resulted in more
than 75 times more sediment than either before or after construction (Owens, D.W., P. Jopke,
D.W. Hall, J. Balousek and A. Roa. 1997. "Soil Erosion from Small Construction Sites in Dane
County, Wisconsin." Draft Report. USGS and Dane County Land Conservation Department, WI).

Construction start data indicates that excluding construction sites below one acre from
coverage under the Phase II rule would exclude a significant percentage of sites from automatic
coverage while only excluding a small percentage of the total acreage. As is indicated in Table B,
by choosing a nationwide threshold of one acre, the Phase I and Phase II rules will together
address 97.5% of the national disturbed acreage yet will only regulate 75.3% of the construction
starts. The remaining construction starts (24.7% or 130,435 starts) each occur on less than one
acre of disturbed land and together constitute only 2.5% of total acreage disturbed by
construction.
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Table B. Percentage of national disturbed acreage and construction starts addressed by
re[ulatin~ all construction above different thresholds

percentage of national number of construction starts
disturbed area controlled by addressed (percent of national
regulating all sites: total)

all sites 100 % 527,774 (100 %)

greater than 1.0 acres 97.5 % 397,309 (75.3 %)

greater than 2.0 acres 92.3 % 301,941 (57.2 %)

greater than 3.0 acres 87.8 % 253,224 (48.0%)

greater than 4.0 acres 83.7 % 221,471 (42.0 %)

greater than 5.0 acres 78.1% 188,425 (35.7 %)
Table includes all construction starts. It does not exclude starts already regulated by Phase [,

equivalent State programs, or potential Phase II waivers.

A two acre threshold would have tripled the total number acres that would not be
designated for permit coverage. A threshold below one acre would have significantly increased
the number of sites regulated without significantly increasing the number of acres for which storm
water controls would be required. Thus, the additional increment in water quality protection that
would be achieved by a lower size threshold would have resulted in a disproportionately higher
burden on the regulated community.

CONCLUSION ON ONE ACRE THRESHOLD

The Ninth Circuit concluded that EPA arbitrarily defined discharges "associated with
industrial activity" when the Agency established the five acre size threshold, particularly in light of
the Agency’s proposal to establish the threshold at one acre. The Phase II one acre threshold is
not arbitrary because (1) sediment loads from disturbed land surface cause adverse impacts on
water quality, (2) as site size decreases, the likelihood that precipitation will create "discernible,
confined, discrete conveyances" through channelization decreases, (3) the one acre threshold is
not an absolute threshold because NPDES authorities can waive the threshold for sites (and
during seasons) when there is a lower potential for a discharge that would impair water quality
and can designate sources below the threshold where necessary to protect water quality on a
localized basis, and (4) the number of additional sites that would be regulated by a threshold
below one acre is disproportionately high relative to the total number of acres disturbed by those
sites.

EPA recognizes that the size criterion alone may not be a perfect predictor of the need for
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regulation, but effective protection of water quality depends as much on simplicity in
implementation as it does on the scientific information underlying the regulatory criteria. The
default size criterion of one acre will ensure protection against adverse water quality impacts from
storm water discharges from small construction sites while not overburdening the resources of
permitting authorities and the construction industry to implement the program to protect water
quality in the first place. Further, as noted above, NPDES permit authorities can designate
sources below one acre where necessary to protect water quality in a particular area, or waive
sites above one acre where NPDES permit coverage under the Phase lI rule is not necessary to
protect water quality.
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IV. STORM WATER PROBLEMS IN CENSUS DESIGNATED URBANIZED AREAS

This section responds to the Appropriations Act’s direction to provide a report containing:

"(3) documentation demonstrating that storm water runoff is generally a problem in communities
with populations of 50,000 to 100,000 (including an explanation of why the coverage of the
regulation is based on a census-determined population instead of a water quality threshold);

BACKGROUND

In 1990, EPA promulgated the first phase of the NPDES permit application rules for
storm water ("Phase ["). Phase I required NPDES permits for storm water discharges from large
and medium municipal separate storm sewer systems generally serving populations of 100,000 or
more. Areas with a combined sewer were not included in the total population served for Phase I.

This definition of large and medium MS4s for Phase I created so-called "donut holes."
Donut holes are unregulated MS4s located within those urbanized areas that include systems
covered by the Phase [ storm water program, but are not currently addressed by the storm water
program because the Phase I regulations specify applicability based on political jurisdiction. In
other words, donut holes are geographic gaps in the existing NPDES storm water program’s
regulatory scheme. Storm water discharges from donut hole areas present a problem due to their
adverse impacts on local waters, as well as by frustrating the attainment of water quality goals of
neighboring regulated communities.

The storm water Phase II rule designates discharges from small MS4s located in urbanized
areas for NPDES permit coverage. EPA adopted the Bureau of the Census definition of an
urbanized area as comprising a place and the adjacent densely settled surrounding territory that
together have a minimum population of 50,000 people. A permitting authority may designate
additional small MS4s after the authority develops designation criteria and applies those criteria to
small MS4s located outside of an urbanized area, in particular those with a population of 10,000
or more and a population density of at least 1,000 per square mile. The permitting authority may
waive the requirement for a permit for any small MS4 serving a jurisdiction with a population of
less than 1,000 unless storm water controls are needed because the MS4 is contributing to a water
quality impairment. The permitting authority may also waive permit coverage for MS4s serving a
jurisdiction with a population of less than I0,000 if all waters that receive a discharge from the
MS4 have been evaluated and discharges from the MS4 do not significantly contribute to a water
quality impairment or have the potential to cause an impairment. The Phase II rule also allows
States with a watershed permitting approach to phase in coverage for MS4s in jurisdictions with
populations under 10,000.
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EPA’s RATIONALE FOR BASING REGULATION ON CENSUS-DETERMINED
POPULATION RATHER THAN A WATER QUALITY THRESHOLD

EPA adopted the Bureau of the Census definition of"urbanized area" for the purposes of
the Phase II rule. The existing storm water Phase I rule already covers discharges from MS4s
with more than 100,000 population. Phase I[ would address the remaining MS4s in urbanized
areas.

The Bureau of the Census defines an urbanized area as comprising a place and the
adjacent densely settled surrounding territory that together have a minimum population of 50,000
people. The densely settled surrounding territory generally has at least 1,000 people per square
mile. The Bureau of the Census definition of "urbanized area," adopted by EPA for the purposes
of the Phase lI rule, was published in the Federal Register (55 FR 42592, October 22, 1990).

EPA is using urbanized areas to automatically designate regulated small MS4s on a
nationwide basis for several reasons:

(l) Water Quality Impacts from Urban Runoff                                            ~

Studies and data show a high correlation between degree of development/urbanization "-
and adverse impacts on receiving waters due to storm water. See section A below for a full
discussion of storm water impacts due to urban development.

(2) Addresses gaps in coverage

The blanket coverage within the urbanized area encourages the watershed approach and
addresses the problem of "donut-holes," where unregulated areas are surrounded by areas
regulated under Phase I.

(3) Pollution Prevention

This approach targets present and future growth areas as a preventative measure to help
ensure water quality protection. Urbanized areas have experienced significant growth over the
past 50 years. According to EPA calculations based on Census data from 1980 to 1990, the
national average rate of growth in the United States during that 10-year period was more than 4
percent. For the same period, the average fate of growth within urbanized areas was 15.7 percent
and the average for outside of urbanized areas was just more than I percent. Table C below
illustrates the growth of urbanized areas for the past five Census (EPA, 1995). The new
development occurring in these growing areas can provide some of the best opportunities for
implementing cost-effective storm water management controls.
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Table C. Growth of Urbanized Areas in the United States Between 1950 and 1990

Year Number of Population in Urbanized Areas (millions) Land Area
Urbanized (sq. mi.)
Areas Total Central Cities Urban Fringe

1950 157 69.2 48.4 20.9 19,728

1960 213 95.8 57.9 37.8 25,544

1970 273 120.7 65.1 55.6 35,081

1980 366 139.2 67.0 72.1 52,017

1990 405 160.4 79.7 80.7 61,520

(4) Simplified Designation and Coverage

The determination of urbanized areas by the Bureau of the Census allows operators of
small MS4s to quickly determine whether they are included in the NPDES storm water program
as a regulated small MS4.

Using urbanized areas as a basis for designation effectively targets resources to the most
densely developed territory. The 405 urbanized areas in the United States cover only 2 percent of
the total U.S. land areas yet contain approximately 63 percent of the nation’s population.

DOCUMENTATION OF WATER QUALITY PROBLEMS DUE TO STORM WATER
RUNOFF FROM URBANIZED AREAS

EPA has compiled a number of studies demonstrating that storm water runoff is generally
a problem in urbanized areas. This information is divided into storm water impacts due to urban
development (section A below) and other discharges to municipal storm sewers (section B
below). The Appropriations Act specifically requested that this report provide "documentation
demonstrating that storm water runoff is generally a problem in communities with populations of
50,000 to 100,000." While 50,000 is the population threshold used by the Bureau of the Census
for defining urbanized areas and EPA adopted the Census definition for the purpose of automatic
designation in the Phase II rule, the studies below indicate that water quality impacts will occur in
these areas and potentially in areas with lower population densities as well. The Phase II rule
would allow the lower population density areas to be designated on a case by case basis.
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A. Storm Water Impacts Due to Urban Development

EPA’s 1995 Storm Water Phase II Report to Congress (EPA, 1995) and the Coastal Zone
Management Measures Guidance (EPA, 1992) describe the impacts from urbanization.
Urbanization impacts water quality principally through changes in hydrology and increases in
pollutant loadings. Increases in population density and imperviousness due to urbanization can
result in significant changes to stream hydrology including:

- increased peak discharges compared to predevelopment levels;
- increased volume of urban runoff produced by each storm in comparison to
predevelopment conditions;
- decreased time needed for runoff to reach the stream, particularly if extensive drainage
improvements are made;
- increased frequency and severity of flooding;
- reduced streamflow during prolonged periods of dry weather due to reduced level of
infiltration in the watershed;
- greater runoff velocity during storms due to the combined effects of higher peak
discharges, rapid time of concentration, and the smoother hydraulic surfaces that occur as
a result of development.

An increase in imperviousness can also significantly decrease the amount of water
infiltration, reducing groundwater recharge.

The types of pollutants found in urban runoff include sediment, nutrients, oxygen-
demanding substances, pathogens, road salts, hydrocarbons, heavy metals, and toxics. In
addition, thermal impacts from increased temperature of urban runoff and loss of riparian habitat
can severely impair aquatic organisms that have finely tuned temperature limits.

1. Urbanization and Imperviousness

Urbanization alters the natural infiltration capability of the land and generates a host of
pollutants that are associated with the activities of dense populations, thus causing an increase in
storm water runoff volumes and pollutant loadings in storm water discharged to receiving .~
waterbodies (U.S. EPA, 1992). Urban development increases the amount of impervious surface
in a watershed as farmland, forests, and meadowlands with natural infiltration characteristics are
converted into buildings with rooftops, driveways, sidewalks, roads, and parking lots with
virtually no ability to absorb storm water. Storm water and snow-melt runoff wash over these
impervious areas, picking up pollutants along the way while gaining speed and volume because of
their inability to disperse and filter into the ground. What results are storm water flows that are
higher in volume, pollutants, and temperature than the flows in less impervious areas, which have
more natural vegetation and soil to filter the runoff (U.S. EPA, 1997. Urbanization and Streams:
Studies of Hydrologic Impacts. EPA 841-R-97-009. Office of Water. Washington, DC).
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Studies reveal that the level of imperviousness in an area strongly correlates with the
quality of the nearby receiving waters. For example, a study in the Puget Sound lowland
ecoregion found that when the level of basin development exceeded 5 percent of the total
impervious area, the biological integrity and physical habitat conditions that are necessary to
support natural biological diversity and complexity declined precipitously (May, C.W., E.B.
Welch, R.R. Homer, J.R. Karr, and B.W. May. 1997. Quality Indices for Urbanization Effects in
Puget Sound Lowland Streams, Technical Report No. 154. University of Washington Water
Resources Series). Research conducted in numerous geographical areas, concentrating on various
variables and employing widely different methods, has revealed a similar conclusion: stream
degradation occurs at relatively low levels of imperviousness, such as 10 to 20 percent (even as
low as 5 to 10 percent according to the findings of the Washington study referenced above)
(Schueler, T.R. 1994. "The Importance of Imperviousness." Watershed Protection Techniques
1(3); May, C., R.R. Homer, J.R. Karr, B.W. Mar, and E.B. Welch. 1997. "Effects Of
Urbanization On Small Streams In The Puget Sound Lowland Ecoregion." Watershed Protection
Techniques 2(4); Yoder, C.O., R.J. Miltner, and D. White. 1999. "Assessing the Status of Aquatic
Life Designated Uses in Urban and Suburban Watersheds." In Proceedings: National Conference
on Retrofits Opportunities in Urban Environments. EPA 625-R-99-002, Washington, DC; Yoder,
C.O and R.J. Miltner. 1999. "Assessing Biological Quality and Limitations to Biological Potential
in Urban and Suburban Watersheds in Ohio." In Comprehensive Stormwater & Aquatic        :
Ecosystem Management Conference Papers, Auckland, New Zealand). Furthermore, research has
indicated that few, if any, urban streams can support diverse benthic communities at
imperviousness levels of 25 percent or more. An area of medium density single family homes can
be anywhere from 25 percent to nearly 60 percent impervious, depending on the design of the
streets and parking (Schueler, 1994).

In addition to impervious areas, urban development creates new pollution sources as
population density increases and brings with it proportionately higher levels of car emissions, car
maintenance wastes, pet waste, litter, pesticides, and household hazardous wastes, which may be
washed into receiving waters by storm water or dumped directly into storm drains designed to
discharge to receiving waters. More people in less space results in a greater concentration of
pollutants that can be mobilized by, or disposed into, storm water discharges from municipal
separate storm sewer systems. A modeling system developed for the Chesapeake Bay indicated
that contamination of the Bay and its tributaries from runoff is comparable to, if not greater than,
contamination from industrial and sewage sources (Cohn-Lee, R. and D. Cameron. 1992. "Urban
Stormwater Runoff Contamination of the Chesapeake Bay: Sources and Mitigation." Th__~e
Environmental Professional, Vol. 14).

2. Large-Scale Studies and Assessments

In support of Phase lI’s regulatory designation of MS4s in urbanized areas, the Agency
relied on broad-based assessments of urban storm water runoff and related water quality impacts,
as well as more site-specific studies. The first national assessment of urban runoff characteristics
was completed for the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP) study (U.S. EPA. 1983.
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Results of the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program, V~lume 1 - Final Report. Office of Water.
Washington, D.C.). The NURP study is the largest nationwide evaluation of storm water
discharges, which includes adverse impacts and sources, undertaken to date.

EPA conducted the NURP study to facilitate understanding of the nature of urban runoff
from residential, commercial, and industrial areas. One objective of the study was to characterize
the water quality of discharges from separate storm sewer systems that drain residential,
commercial, and light industrial (industrial parks) sites. Storm water samples from 81 residential
and commercial properties in 22 urban/suburban areas nationwide were collected and analyzed
during the 5-year period between I978 and 1983. The majority of samples collected in the study
were analyzed for eight conventional pollutants and three heavy metals.

Data collected under the NURP study indicated that discharges from separate storm sewer
systems draining runoff from residential, commercial, and light industrial areas carried more than
10 times the annual loadings of total suspended solids (TSS) than discharges from municipal
sewage treatment plants that provide secondary treatment. The NURP study also indicated that
runoff from residential and commercial areas carried somewhat higher annual loadings of chemical
oxygen demand (COD), total lead, and total copper than effluent from secondary treatment
plants. Study findings showed that fecal coliform counts in urban runoff typically range from tens,
to hundreds of thousands per hundred milliliters of runoff during warm weather conditions, with
the median for all sites being around 21,000/100 ml. This is generally consistent with studies that -~
found that fecal coliform mean values range from 1,600 coliform fecal units (CFU)/100 ml to
250,000 cf-u/100 ml (Makepeace, D.K., D.W. Smith, and S.J. Stanley. 1995. "Urban Storm Water
Quality: Summary of Contaminant Data." Critical Reviews in Environmental Science and
Technology 25(2):93-139). Makepeace, et al., summarized ranges of contaminants from storm
water, including physical contaminants such as total solids (76 - 36,200 mg/L) and copper (up to
1.41 mg/L); organic chemicals; organic compounds, such as oil and grease (up to 110 mg/L); and
microorganisms.

Monitoring data summarized in the NURP study provided important information about
urban runoff from residential, commercial, and light industrial areas. The study concluded that the
quality of urban runoff can be affected adversely by several sources of pollution that were not
directly evaluated in the study, including illicit discharges, construction site runoff, and illegal
dumping. Data from the NURP study were analyzed further in the U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS) Urban Storm Water Data Base for 22 Metropolitan Areas Throughout the United States
study (Driver, N.E., M.H. Mustard, R.B. Rhinesmith, and R.F. Middleburg. 1985. U.S.__..,
Geological Survey Urban Storm Water Data Base for 22 Metropolitan Areas Throughout the
United States. Report No. 85-337 USGS. Lakewood, CO). The USGS report summarized
additional monitoring data compiled during the mid-1980s, covering 717 storm events at 99 sites
in 22 metropolitan areas and documented problems associated with metals and sediment
concentrations in urban storm water runoff. More recent reports have confirmed the pollutant
concentration data collected in the NURP study (Marsalek, J. 1990. "Evaluation of Pollutant
Loads from Urban Nonpoint Sources." War. Sci. Tech. 22(10/11):23-30; Makepeace, et al.,
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1995).4

America’s Clean Water - the States’ Nonpoint Source Assessment (Association of State
and Interstate Water Pollution Control Administrators (ASIWPCA). 1985. America’s Clean
Water - The States’ Nonpoint Source Assessment. Prepared in cooperation with the U.S. EPA,
Office of Water, Washington, DC), a comprehensive study of diffuse pollution sources conducted
under the sponsorship of the Association of State and Interstate Water Pollution Control
Administrators (ASIWPCA) and EPA revealed that 38 States reported urban runoff as a major
cause of designated beneficial use impairment and 21 States reported storm water runoff from
construction sites as a major cause of beneficial use impairment. In addition, the 1996 305(b)
Report (U.S. EPA. 1998. The National Water Quality Inventory, 1996 Report to Congress. EPA
841-R-97-008. Office of Water. Washington, DC), provides a national assessment of water
quality based on biennial reports submitted by the States as required under CWA section 305(b)
of the CWA. In the CWA 305(b) reports, States, Tribes, and Territories assess their individual
water quality control programs by examining the attainment or nonattainment of the designated
uses assigned to their rivers, lakes, estuaries, wetlands, and ocean shores. A designated use is the
legally applicable use specified in a water quality standard for a watershed, waterbody, or segment
of a waterbody. The designated use is the desirable use that the water quality should support.
Examples of designated uses include drinking water supply, primary contact recreation
(swimming), and aquatic life support. Each CWA 305(b) report indicates the assessed fraction of"
a State’s waters that are fully supporting, partially supporting, or not supporting designated°

beneficial uses.

In their reports, States, Tribes, and Territories first identified and then assigned the
sources of water quality impairment for each impaired waterbody using the following categories:
industrial, municipal sewage, combined sewer overflows, urban runoff/storm sewers, agricultural,
silvicultural, construction, resource extraction, land disposal, hydrologic modification, and habitat
modification. The 1996 Inventory, based on a compilation of 60 individual 305(b) reports
submitted by States, Tribes, and Territories, assessed the following percentages of total waters
nationwide: 19 percent of river and stream miles; 40 percent of lake, pond, and reservoir acres;
72 percent of estuary square miles; and 6 percent of ocean shoreline waters. The 1996 Inventory
indicated that approximately 40 percent of the Nation’s assessed rivers, lakes, and estuaries are
impaired. Waterbodies deemed as "impaired" are either partially supporting designated uses or
not supporting designated uses.

The 1996 Inventory also found urban runoff/discharges from storm sewers to be a major
source of water quality impairment nationwide. Urban runoff/storm sewers were found to be a
source of pollution in 13 percent of impaired rivers; 21 percent of impaired lakes, ponds, and

4 EPA notes that it is not relying solely on the NURP study to describe current water quality
impairment. Rather, EPA is citing NURP as a source of data on typical pollutant concentrations in urban
runoff. Recent studies have not found significantly different pollutant concentrations in urban runoff
compared to the original NURP data (see Makepeace, et al., 1995; Marsalek, 1990; and Pitt, et al., 1995).
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reservoirs; and 45 percent of impaired estuaries (second only to industrial discharges), in
addition, urban runoff was found to be the leading cause of ocean impairment for those ocean
miles surveyed.

In addition, a recent USGS study of urban watersheds across the United States has
revealed a link between urban development and contamination of local waterbodies. The study
found the highest levels of organic contaminants, known as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs) (products of combustion of wood, grass, and fossil fuels), in the reservoirs of urbanized
watersheds (U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). 1998. Research Reveals Link Between
Development and Contamination in Urban Watersheds. USGS news release. USGS National
Water-Quality Assessment Program).

Urban storm water also can contribute significant amounts of toxicants to receiving
waters. Pitt, et. al. (1993), found heavy metal concentrations in the majority of samples analyzed.
Industrial or commercial areas were likely to be the most significant pollutant source areas (Pitt,
R., R. Field, M. Lalor, M. Brown 1993. "Urban stormwater toxic pollutants: assessment, sources,
and treatability" Water Environment Research, 67(3):260-75).

3. Local and Watershed-Based Studies

In addition to the large-scale nationwide studies and assessments, a number of local and
watershed-based studies from across the country have documented the detrimental effects of
urban storm water runoff on water quality. A study of urban streams in Milwaukee County,
Wisconsin, found local streams to be highly degraded due primarily to urban runoff, while three
studies in the Atlanta, Georgia, region were characterized as being "the first documentation in the
Southeast of the strong negative relationship between urbanization and stream quality that has
been observed in other ecoregions" (Masterson, J. and R. Bannerman. 1994. "Impacts of Storm
Water Runoff on Urban Streams in Milwaukee County, Wisconsin." Paper presented at National
Symposium on Water Quality: American Water Resources Association; Schueler, T.R. 1997.
"Fish Dynamics in Urban Streams Near Atlanta, Georgia." Technical Note 94. Watershed
Protection Techniques 2(4)). Several other studies, including those performed in Arizona
(Maricopa County), California (San Jose’s Coyote Creek), Massachusetts (Green River), Virginia
(Tuckahoe Creek), and Washington (Puget Sound lowland ecoregion), all had the same finding:
runoff from urban areas greatly impair stream ecology and the health of aquatic life; the more
heavily developed the area, the more detrimental the effects (Lopes, T. and K. Fossum. 1995.
"Selected Chemical Characteristics and Acute Toxicity of Urban Stormwater, Streamflow, and
Bed Material, Maricopa County, Arizona." Water Resources Investigations Report 95-4074.
USGS; Pitt, R. 1995. "Effects of Urban Runoffon Aquatic Biota." In Handbook of
Ecotoxicology; Pratt, J. and R. Coler. 1979. "Ecological Effects of Urban Stormwater Runoff on
Benthic Macroinvertebrates Inhabiting the Green River, Massachusetts." Completion Report
Project No. A-094. Water Resources Research Center. University of Massachusetts at Amherst.;
Schueler, T.R. 1997. "Historical Change in a Warmwater Fish Community in an Urbanizing
Watershed." Technical Note 93. Watershed Protection Techniques 2(4); May, C., R. Homer, J.
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Karr, B. Mar, and E. Welch. 1997. "Effects Of Urbanization On Small Streams In The Puget
Sound Lowland Ecoregion." Watershed Protection Techniques 2(4)).

Pitt and others also described the receiving water effects on aquatic organisms associated
with urban runoff (,Pitt, R.E. 1995. "Biological Effects of Urban Runoff Discharges" In
Stormwater Runoff and Receiving Systems: Impact, Monitoring, and Assessment, ed. E.E
Herricks, Lewis Publishers; Crunkilton, R., J. Kleist, D. Bierman, J. Ramcheck, and W. DeVita.
1999. "Importance of Toxicity as a Factor Controlling the Distribution of Aquatic Organisms in
an Urban Stream." In Comprehensive Stormwater & Aquatic Ecosystem Management Conference
~. Auckland, New Zealand).

In Wisconsin, runoff samples were collected from streets, parking lots, roofs, driveways,
and lawns. Source areas were broken up into residential, commercial, and industrial. Geometric
mean concentration data for residential areas included total solids of about 500-800 mg/L from
streets and 600 mg/L from lawns. Fecal coliform data from residential areas ranged from 34,000
to 92,000 cfu/100 mL for streets and driveways. Contaminant concentration data from
commercial and industrial source areas were lower for total solids and fecal coliform, but higher
for total zinc (Bannerman, R.T., D.W. Owens, R.B. Dods, and N.J. Hornewer. 1993. "Sources of
Pollutants in Wisconsin Stormwater." Wat. Sci. Tech. 28(3-5):241-59).                      :

Bannerman, et al. also found that streets contribute higher loads of pollutants to urban --
storm water than arty other residential development source. Two small urban residential
watersheds were evaluated to determine that lawns and streets are the largest sources of total and
dissolved phosphorus in the basins (Waschbusch, R.J., W.R. Selbig, and R.T. Bannerman. 1999.
"Sources of Phosphorus in Stormwater and Street Dirt from Two Urban Residential Basins In
Madison, Wisconsin, 1994-95." Water Resources Investigations Report 99-402 I. U.S. Geological
Survey). A number of other studies have indicated that urban roadways often contain significant
quantities of metal elements and solids (Sansalone, J.J. and S.G. Buchberger. 1997. "Partitioning
and First Flush of Metals in Urban Roadway Storm Water." ASCE Journal of Environmental
Engineerin~ 123(2); Sansalone, J.J., J.M. Koran, J.A. Smithson, and S.G. Buchberger. 1998.
"Physical Characteristics of Urban Roadway Solids Transported During Rain Events" ASCE
Journal of Environmental Engineering 124(5); Klein, L.A., M. Lang, N. Nash, and S.L. Kirschner.
1974. "Sources of Metals in New York City Wastewater" J. Water Pollution Control Federation
46(12):2653-62; Barrett, M.E, R.D. Zuber, E.R. Collins, J.F. Malina, R.J. Charbeneau, and G.H
Ward., 1993. "A Review and Evaluation of Literature Pertaining to the Quantity and Control of
Pollution from Highway Runoff and Construction." Research Report 1943-I. Center for
Transportation Research, University of Texas, Austin).

4. Beach Closings/Advisories

Urban wet weather flows have been recognized as the primary sources of estuarine
pollution in coastal communities. Urban storm water runoff, sanitary sewer overflows, and
combined sewer overflows have become the largest causes of beach closings in the United States
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in the past three years. Storm water discharges from urban areas not only pose a threat to the
ecological environment, they also can substantially affect human health. A survey of coastal and
Great Lakes communities found that more than 1,500 beach closings and advisories where
attributable to storm water runoff in 1998 (Natural Resources Defense Council. 1998. "Testing
the Waters Volume VIII-Has Your Vacation Beach Cleaned Up Its Act?" New York, NY).
Other reports also document public health, shellfish bed, and habitat impacts from storm water
nmoff, including more than 823 beach closings/advisories issued in 1995 and more than 407 beach
closing/advisories issued in 1996 due to urban runoff (Natural Resources Defense Council. 1996.
Testing the Waters Volume VI: Who Knows What You’re Getting Into. New York, NY; NRDC.
1997. Testing the Waters Volume VII: How Does Your Vacation Beach Rate. New York, NY;
Morton, T. 1997. Draining to the Ocean: The Effects of Stormwater Pollution on Coastal Waters.
American Oceans Campaign, Santa Monica, CA). The Epidemiological Study of Possible
Adverse Health Effects of Swimming in Santa Monica Bay (Haile, R.W., et. al. 1996. "An
Epidemiological Study of Possible Adverse Health Effects of Swimming in Santa Monica Bay."
Final Report prepared for the Santa Monica Bag Restoration Proiect) concluded that there is a 57
percent higher rate of illness in swimmers who swim adjacent to storm drains than in swimmers
who swim more than 400 yards away from storm drains. This and other studies document a
relationship between gastrointestinal illness in swimmers and water quality, the latter of which can
be heavily compromised by polluted storm water discharges.

B. Other Discharges to Municipal Storm Sewers

In addition to runoff from storm events, municipal separate storm sewer systems may
receive and ultimately discharge other materials introduced into the system. Non-storm water
discharges to storm sewers come from a variety of sources, including:

- illicit connections and cross connections from industrial, commercial, and sanitary
sewage sources
- leaking sanitary sewage systems
- malfunctioning on-site disposal systems (septic systems)
- improper disposal of wastes such as used oil, wastewater and litter
- spills
- infiltration of ground water contaminated by a variety of sources, including leaking
underground storage tanks
- wash waters, lawn irrigation, and other drainage sources.

Studies have shown that discharges from MS4s often include wastes and w. astewater from
non-storm water sources. Federal regulations (§ 122.26(b)(2)) define an illicit discharge as
"...any discharge to an MS4 that is not composed entirely of storm water...," with some
exceptions. These discharges are "illicit" because municipal storm sewer systems are not designed
to accept, process, or discharge such wastes. Sources of illicit discharges include, but are not
limited to,: sanitary wastewater; effluent from septic tanks; car wash, laundry, and other industrial
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wastewaters; improper disposal of auto and household toxics, such as used motor oil and
pesticides; and spills from roadway and other accidents.

Illicit discharges enter the system through either direct connections (e.g., wastewater
piping either mistakenly or deliberately connected to the storm drains) or indirect connections
(e.g., infiltration into the MS4 from cracked sanitary systems, spills collected by drain outlets, and
paint or used oil dumped directly into a drain). The result is untreated discharges that contribute
high levels of pollutants, including heavy metals, toxics, oil and grease, solvents, nutrients, viruses
and bacteria into receiving waterbodies. The NURP study, discussed earlier, found that pollutant
levels from illicit discharges were high enough to significantly degrade receiving water quality and
threaten aquatic, wildlife, and human health. The study noted particular problems with illicit
discharges of sanitary wastes, which can be directly linked to high bacterial counts in receiving
waters and can be dangerous to public health.

Because illicit discharges to MS4s can create severe widespread contamination and water
quality problems, several municipalities and urban counties performed studies to identify and
eliminate such discharges. In Michigan, the Ann Arbor and Ypsilanti water quali~y projects
inspected 660 businesses, homes, and other buildings and identified 14 percent of the buildings as
having improper storm sewer drain connections. The program assessment revealed that, on
average, 60 percent of automobile-related businesses, including service stations, automobile
dealerships, car washes, body shops, and light industrial facilities, had illicit connections to storm
sewer drains. The program assessment also showed that a majority of the illicit discharges to the
storm sewer system resulted from improper plumbing and connections, which had been approved
by the municipality when installed (Washtenaw County Statutory Drainage Board. 1987. Huron
River Pollution Abatement Program).

In addition, an inspection of urban storm water outfalls draining into Inner Grays,
Washington, indicated that 32 percent of these outfalls had dry weather flows. Of these flows, 21
percent were determined to have pollutant levels higher than the pollutant levels expected in
typical urban storm water runoff characterized in the NURP study (U.S. EPA. 1993. Investigation
of Inappropriate Pollutant Entries Into Storm Drainage Systems -- A User’s Guide. EPA 600/R-
92/238. Office of Research and Development. Washington, DC). That same document reports a
study in Toronto, Canada, that found that 59 percent of outfalls from the MS4 had dry-weather
flows. Chemical tests revealed that 14 percent of these dry-weather flows were determined to be
grossly polluted.

Inflows from aging sanitary sewer collection systems are one of the most serious illicit
discharge-related problems. Sanitary sewer systems frequently develop leaks and cracks, resulting
in discharges of pollutants to receiving waters through separate storm sewers. These pollutants
include sanitary waste and materials from sewer main construction (e.g., asbestos cement, brick,
cast iron, vitrified clay). Municipalities have long recognized the reverse problem of storm water
infiltration into sanitary sewer collection systems; this type of infiltration often disrupts the
operation of the municipal sewage treatment plant.
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The improper disposal of materials is another illicit discharge-related problem that can
result in contaminated discharges, from separate storm sewer systems in two ways. First,
materials may be disposed of directly in a catch basin or other storm water conveyance. Second,
materials disposed of on the ground may either drain directly to a storm sewer or be washed into a
storm sewer during a storm event. Improper disposal of materials to street catch basins and other
storm sewer inlets often occurs when people mistakenly believe that disposal to such areas is an
environmentally sound practice. Part of the confusion may occur because some areas are served
by combined sewer systems, which are part of the sanitary sewer collection system, and people
assume that materials discharged to a catch basin will reach a municipal sewage treatment plant.
Materials that are commonly disposed of improperly include used motor oil; household toxic
materials; radiator fluids; and litter, such as disposable cups, cans, and fast-food packages. EPA
believes that there has been increasing success in addressing these problems through initiatives
such as storm drain stenciling and recycling programs, including household hazardous waste
special collection days.

Programs that reduce illicit discharges to separate storm sewers have improved water
quality in several municipalities. For example, Michigan’s Huron River Pollution Abatement
Program found the elimination of illicit connections caused a measurable improvement in the
water quality of the Washtenaw County storm sewers and the Huron River (Washtenaw County
Statutory Drainage Board, 1987). In addition, an illicit detection and remediation program in
Houston, Texas, has significantly improved the water quality of Buffalo Bayou. Houston
estimated that illicit flows from 132 sources had a flow rate as high as 500 gal/min. Sources of
the illicit discharges included broken and plugged sanitary sewer lines, illicit connections from
sanitary lines to storm sewer lines, and floor drain connections (Glanton, T., M.T. Garrett, and B.
Goloby. 1992. The Illicit Connection: Is It the Problem? Wat. Env. Tech. 4(9):63-8).
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V. RATIONALE FOR USING A NPDES APPROACH

This section responds to the Appropriations Act’s direction to provide a report containing:

"(4) information that supports the position of the Administrator that the Phase II stormwater
program should be administered as part of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
under section 402 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. 1342)"

EPA interprets Clean Water Act section 402(p)(6) as authorizing the Agency to develop a
storm water program for Phase II sources either as part of the existing NPDES permit program or
as a stand alone non-NPDES program such as a self-implementing rule. Although EPA believes
that it has the discretion to not require sources regulated under CWA section 402(p)(6) to be
covered by NPDES permits, the Agency has determined, for the reasons discussed below, that it
is most appropriate to use NPDES permits in implementing the program to address the sources
designated for regulation in Phase II. EPA believes that the NPDES program best achieves the
goals of the Phase II rule for the following reasons:

¯ Applying an NPDES permit approach to Phase II sources allows for consistent regulation,
between larger MS4s and construction sites regulated under Phase I and smaller sources
regulated under Phase II.                                                      -~

¯ Use of NPDES permits to regulate Phase II municipalities will allow co-permitting of
small regulated MS4s with larger MS4s regulated under the existing Phase I storm water
program.

¯ The use of NPDES permits is a familiar regulatory implementation vehicle that is well
understood by State regulators and potential permittees.

¯ NPDES permits provide the flexibility to allow the use of general permits on a watershed
basis, while also allowing site-specific controls to be developed on a case-by-case basis.

¯ NPDES permits allow incorporation by reference of existing State, Tribal and local
programs.

¯ NPDES permit applications and NOIs provide important information to regulatory
authorities and the public.

¯ NPDES permit procedures include beneficial processes for citizen participation and
enforcement.

¯ NPDES permits are federally enforceable under the CWA.
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¯ NPDES permit coverage provides "permit as a shield" legal protection to the permittee.

¯ NPDES permit coverage provides an established and predictable regulatory regime to
avoid duplicative regulation under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act and the
Comprehensive Emergency Response, Compensation, and Liability Act, due to exclusions
from regulation for facilities subject to NPDES permits.

In developing an approach for the Phase [I rule, individual members of both the FACA
Committee and the Storm Water Phase II FACA Subcommittee encouraged EPA to seek
opportunities to integrate, where possible, the proposed Phase II requirements with existing Phase
I requirements, thus facilitating a unified and "seamless" storm water discharge control program.
EPA believes that using the NPDES framework is the best means of integrating the regulation of
Phase II sources with the existing storm water program. The NPDES framework is already
applied to regulated storm water sources and can be extended to the sources to be regulated in
Phase II. This approach facilitates program consistency, public access to information, and
program oversight.

Requiring Phase II sources to be covered by NPDES permits would help address the
consistency problems currently caused by municipal "donut holes." Donut holes are gaps in
program coverage where a small unregulated MS4 is located next to or within a regulated larger
MS4 that is subject to an NPDES permit under the existing NPDES storm water program. The
existence of such "donut holes" creates an equity problem because similar discharges may remain
unregulated even though they cause or contribute to the same adverse water quality impacts.
Using NPDES permits to regulate the unregulated discharges in these areas is intended to
facilitate the development of a seamless regulatory program for the mitigation and control of
contaminated storm water discharges in an urbanized area. For example, the Phase II rule would
allow a newly regulated MS4 to join as a "limited" co-permit-tee with a regulated MS4 by
referencing a common storm water management program. Such cooperation should be further
encouraged by the fact that the minimum control measures to be required in the Phase II rule for
regulated small MS4s are very similar to a number of the permit requirements for medium and
large MS4s under the existing storm water program. The minimum control measures applicable
to discharges from smaller MS4s under Phase II are described with slightly more generality than
under the Phase I permit application regulations for larger MS4s, thus enabling maximum
flexibility for operators of smaller MS4s to optimize efforts to protect water quality.

The Phase II rule would also apply NPDES permit requirements to construction sites
below 5 acres that are similar to the existing requirements for those 5 acres and above. In
addition, the rule would allow compliance with qualifying local, Tribal, or State erosion and
sediment controls to meet the erosion and sediment control requirements of the general permits
for storm water discharges associated with construction, both above and below 5 acres.

Incorporating the CWA section 402(p)(6) program into the NPDES program capitalizes
upon the existing governmental infrastructure for administration of the NPDES program.
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Moreover, much of the regulated community already understands the NPDES program and the
way it works.

Another goal of the NPDES program approach is to provide flexibility in order to
facilitate and promote watershed planning and sensitivity to local conditions. The following are
some of the more significant examples of the flexibility provided by the NPDES approach:

¯ NPDES general permits may be used to cover a category of regulated sources on a
watershed ba.sis or within political boundaries.

¯ The NPDES permitting process provides a mechanism for storm water controls tailored
on a case-by-case basis, where necessary.

¯ The NPDES permit requirements of a permittee may be satisfied by another cooperating
entity.

¯ NPDES permits may incorporate the requirements of existing State, Tribal and local
programs, thereby accommodating State and Tribes seeking to coordinate the storm water
program with other programs, including those that focus on watershed-based nonpoint
source regulation.

NPDES permits generally require an application or a notice of intent to trigger coverage.
This information exchange assures communication between the permitting authority and the
regulated community. This communication is critical in ensuring that the regulated community is
aware of the requirements and the permitting authority is aware of the potential for adverse
impacts to water quality from identifiable locations. The NPDES permitting process includes the
public as a valuable stakeholder and ensures that the public is included and information is made
publicly available.

Another concem for EPA and several of the individual FACA Subcommittee members
was that the program ensure citizen participation. The NPDES approach ensures opportunities
for citizen participation throughout the permit issuance process, as well as in enforcement actions.
NPDES permits are also federally enforceable under the CWA.

EPA believes that the use of NPDES permits makes a significant difference in the degree
of compliance with regulations in the storm water program. The Agency does not anticipate that
a self-implementing rule would ensure the degree of public participation needed for the
development, enforcement and revision of the storm water management program. Citizen suit
enforcement has assisted in focusing attention on adverse water quality impacts on a localized,
public priority basis. Citizens frequently rely on the NPDES permitting process and the
availability of NOIs to track program implementation and help them enforce regulatory
requirements.
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NPDES permits are also advantageous to the permittee. The NPDES permit informs the
permittee about the scope of what it is expected do to be in compliance with the Clean Water Act.
As explained more fully in EPA’s April 1995 guidance, Policy Statement on Scope of Discharge
Authorization and Shield Associated with NPDES Permits, compliance with an NPDES permit
constitutes compliance with the Clean Water Act (see CWA section 402(k)). In addition, NPDES
permittees are excluded from duplicative regulatory regimes under the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act and the Comprehensive Emergency Response, Compensation and Liability Act
under RCRA’s exclusions to the definition of"solid waste" and CERCLA’s exemption for
"federally permitted releases."

Throughout development of the rule, State representatives sought alternatives to the
NPDES approach for State implementation of the storm water program for Phase II sources.
Discussions focused on an approach whereby States could develop an alternative program that
EPA would approve or disapprove based on identified criteria, including that the alternative non-
NPDES program would result in "equivalent or better protection of water quality." The State
representatives, however, were unable to propose or recommend criteria for gauging whether a
program would provide equivalent protection. EPA also did not receive any suggestions for
objective, workable criteria in response to the Agency’s explicit request for specific criteria (by
which EPA could objectively judge such programs) in the preamble to the proposed rule.

EPA also considered suggestions that the Agency authorize Phase II to be implemented as
a self-implementing rule, which would be a regulation promulgated at the Federal, State, or Tribal
level to control some or all of the storm water dischargers regulated under the Phase II rule.
Under this approach, a rule would spell out the specific requirements for dischargers and impose
the restrictions and conditions that would otherwise be contained in an NPDES permit. It would
be effective until modified by EPA, a State, or a Tribe, unlike an NPDES permit which cannot
exceed a duration of five years. Some stakeholders believed that this approach would reduce the
burden on the regulated community (e.g., by not requiring permit applications), and considerably
reduce the amount of additional paperwork, staff time and accounting required to administer the
proposed permit requirements.

EPA is sensitive to the interest of some stakeholders in having a streamlined program that
minimizes the burden associated with permit administration and maximizes oppormni.ties for field
time spent by regulatory authorities. Key provisions in the Phase II rule would address some of
these concerns by promoting a streamlined approach to permit issuance by, for example, using
general permits for coverage of Phase II permittees and allowing the incorporation of existing
programs. By adopting the NPDES approach rather than a self-implementing rule, the Phase II
rule also allows for consistent regulation between larger MS4s and construction sites regulated
under the Phase I rule and smaller sources regulated under Phase II.

EPA believes that it is most appropriate to use NPDES permits to implement a program to
address Phase II sources. In addition to the reasons discussed above, NPDES permits provide a
better mechanism than would a self-implementing rule for tailoring storm water controls on a
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case-by-case basis, where necessary. A self-implementing rule would not ensure the degree of
public participation that the NPDES permit process provides for the development, enforcement
and revision of the storm water management program. A self-implementing rule also might not
have provided the regulated community the "permit shield" under CWA section 402(k) that is
provided by an NPDES permit. Based on all these considerations, EPA declined to adopt a self-
implementing rule approach and adopted the NPDES approach for Phase II sources.
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United States Office of Water EPA-833-F-99-020
Environmental Protection Washington, DC 20460 October 1999
Agency www.epa.govlwater

 EPA REDUCING POLLUTED RUNOFF:
THE STORM WATER PHASE II RULE

As part of the Administration’s ongoing efforts to curb polluted runoff the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) is finalizing a new rule to control storm water runoff from smaller
storm sewer systems in urbanized areas and smaller construction sites. The second half of
EPA ’s effort to control storm water, the storm water Phase II rule will make approximately
3,000 more miles of rivers safe for boating and protect up to 500, 000 people a year from
illness due to swimming in contaminated waters. Improving controls on storm water runoff
will also prevent thousands of annual beach closures, make fish and seafood safer to eat, and
reduce the costs of drinking water treatment.

Storm water runoff is polluting our waterways. When it rains or snows, the water that runs
off of city streets, parking lots, and construction sites can wash sediment, oil, grease, toxics,
pathogens, and other pollutants into nearby storm drains. Once this pollution has entered the
sewer system, it is discharged-untreated-into local streams and waterways. Known as storm
water runoff, this pollution is a leading threat to public health and the environment today.

Improving controls on storm water runoff. New regulations being finalized by EPA, known as
storm water Phase [I, will reduce the impacts of storm water runoff through a strengthened, yet
flexible and cost-effective, storm water program. Phase I of the storm water program, which
was promulgated in November 1990, covered municipal storm sewer systems serving
populations over 100,000, construction sites above five acres; and industrial activities.

Expanding permit requirements for municipal storm sewer systems. Building upon the
existing storm water program, storm water Phase II requires municipal storm sewer
systems serving populations under i00,000 that are located in urbanized areas to obtain
a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit under the Clean
Water Act. This will result in storm water controls for approximately 5,040 additional
municipalities across the country. Types of controls could include public education
programs, storm sewer inspections for illegal connections, and ordinances to control
construction site runoff.

Providing flexibility for municipalities. The Phase II rule takes a "best management
practice" approach, providing municipalities with the flexibility to decide what these
practices should be. Municipal Phase II storm water programs are to be composed of
six minimum control measures, including:

¯ public education and outreach;
¯ public involvement and participation;
¯ illicit discharge detection and elimination;
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¯ construction site storm water runoff control;
¯ post-construction storm water management; and
¯ pollution prevention, or "good housekeeping," for municipal operations.

Municipalities may be able to use existing programs to satisfy these control measures,
thereby avoiding program duplication. The use of general, rather than individual,
permits is encouraged. There is permitting flexibility for municipal storm sewer systems
serving under 10,000 people, including waivers and permit phase-in options. In
addition, to control environmental and public health impacts, unregulated facilities and
activities that are dausing water quality impairments may be brought into the program
and required to obtain a storm water permit on a case-by-case basis.

Controlling impacts of development. Storm water Phase II requires operators of
construction sites disturbing one to five acres to obtain an NPDES permit. Sediment,
which runs off of construction sites at a rate of anywhere between 20 and 150
tons/acre/year, has been identified as the single largest cause of impaired water quality in
rivers and the third largest cause of impaired water quality in lakes. The additional
coverage provided under the storm water Phase II rule will ensure that sediment
discharges from more than 97 percent of the land disturbed by construction activity will
be controlled under a storm water permit. Types of controls could include filter fences,
storm drain inlet protections, and temporary mulching and seeding of exposed land
areas.

Providing incentives for industrial facilities. For those industrial facilities currently
covered under Phase I of the storm water program, the new rule provides incentives to
protect operations from storm water exposure. At least 70,000 industrial facilities may
be able to take advantage of this new provision by adopting practices to protect their
operations from exposure to storm water impacts, such as covering operations under a
storm resistant shelter.

Targeting polluted runoff-an Administration priority. The new storm wa.ller Phase II rule is a
key action under the Administration’s Clean Water Action Plan. A primary goal of the Clean
Water Action Plan is to strengthen controls for polluted runoff, the leading remaining cause of
water pollution today.

The storm water Phase [I rule was proposed by EPA in January 1998 and received more than
500 comments during a 90 day comment period. EPA will provide a ’tool box’ to facilitate
implementation, including fact sheets, federal financing programs, guidance, training,
research and additional support. Municipalities and construction sites will have up to three
years and 90 days from the date the new rule takes affect to obtain a storm water permit. For
more information on storm water Phase [I, please call (202) 260-5816, e-mail your questions
to sw2@epa.gov or visit EPA ’s website at http:/Ar~w,.epa.gov/owm/sw/phase2 on the [nternet.
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose

The purpose of the Stormwater Management Manual is to provide engineers, developers,
property owners and managers, and interested citizens with information on stormwater
management requirements, technical guidance on the methodology that can be used to
meet the requirements, and guidelines for designing, implementing, and maintaining Best
Management Practices (BMPs) that may be used in the City of Greensboro to improve
the quality of surface waters, and minimize the stormwater runoff volume and discharge
rates from developed areas. This manual will explain the need for stormwater
management in Greensboro and describe the minimum design requirements and accepted
methodology for meeting City ordinance requirements. The manual also includes a
comprehensive review of the most effective BMPs currently used for stormwater
management: which BMPs work best for different development scenarios, which BMPs
may be implemented to meet different regulatory requirements, and those BMPs that can
be used to receive credit on the stormwater utility fee. The manual provides design,
installation, and maintenance guidelines for various BMPs to increase the options for
stormwater BMPs and to improve BMP’s water quality functionality, ease of
maintenance, and longevity.

This manual is not intended to stifle creativity of the designer; rather the City encourages
and is open to reviewing new procedures, techniques, and stormwater best management        . .~.:
practices where they can be shown to be appropriate by the design professional. While        ~’:>.~
the City intends to develop stormwater quantity and quality management master plans for
all watersheds within the city limits to serve as guidance for drainage system and best
management practice design, the responsibility for adequate and appropriate stormwater
management control measures for a given site remains with the qualified design
professional.

Because urban stormwater quantity and quality management is a relatively new practice,
design guidelines will likely be changing in the future as the needs for each watershed
and sub-watershed are determined in the master planning process, new technologies are
developed based information obtained from long-term monitoring data, and changes
occur in regulatory requirements. The City will strive to keep this manual updated to
allow for increased flexibility and efficiency in stormwater management.

1.2 Need for Stormwater Management

1.2.1 Effects of Urbanization on Watershed Hydrology and Pollutant Loading

Changes in the land use in Greensboro resulting from urbanization have affected the
regional hydrology and pollutant loading in stormwater runoff.This has resulted in
increased stormwater quantity and quality problems including:
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degradation of overall water quality
floodplain expansion
increased flooding frequency
stream channel enlargement and erosion

changes in stream flow patterns (high storm flows, low dry weather flow)
loss of stream habitat
decline in stream biological function
property damage and safety concerns
unsightly stream channel conditions

Research has generally shown that impacts to surface waters are directly related-to
watershed imperviousness and that impacts can begin to be sign.ificant when the
watershed reaches the threshold value of 10% imperviousness (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Relationship Between Impervious Cover and Stream Quality
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Watershed Hydrology

Undisturbed areas have vegetation and organic topsoil that intercept precipitation and a
natural topography that consists of small depressions that store precipitation and allow a
significant fraction of precipitation to infiltrate into the ground. As these areas are
developed, the vegetation and organic topsoil are stripped away, the complex natural
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topography is graded to uniform slopes, the soil is tightly compacted by heavy
construction equipment, and. impervious areas such as streets, sidewalks, parking lots,
and buildings cover the landscape. As a result, much less water has a chance to infiltrate
into the soil and therefore, the quantity of stormwater runoff drastically increases after the
site is deve!oped/Figure 1.2).

To manage the higher rates and larger volumes of runoff, drainage systems have
historically been designed to remove the stormwater from developed areas as quickly as
possible. This practice adequately served its purposes during the early days of
(3reensboro’s development. However, the recent urbanization and corresponding
increased runoff has produced drastic changes to stream channel geometry, stream
hydrology, and floodplain expansion.

Figure 1.2: Changes in Water Balance due to Urbanization
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As higher flowrates are experienced in streams (Figure 1.3), s}reams naturally increase
their cross sectional area to accommodate the increased flow. The stream will deepen
and widen, often resulting in high vertical banks that are unstable. As the watershed
continues to urbanize, the stream will continue to erode away its channel banks and
bottom.

Stream erosion contributes to water quality problems by increasing the sediment loading
in the stream flow which increases turbidity, degrades aquatic habitat, and fills in slow
moving surface waters more rapidly. Also, eroded banks have created unsightly
conditions and, in some cases, damage to adjacent public and private property, as well as
a potential safety hazard.
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Figure 1.3: Changes in Hydrology due to Urbanization
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As previously stated, in urban areas the majority of precipitation is converted to
surface runoff that quickly discharges to the stream. Thus, the infiltration of
precipitation into the soil is significantly reduced which results in lower groundwater
(base) flow. The base flow supplies streams with steady flow during dry periods.
This reduction in base flow may cause streams that used to be normally wet during
the year to "’dry up" and only convey runoff during and shortly after a rain storm
event. The aquatic habitat in the stream section may not be able to survive. In larger
urban streams the quantity and depth of stream flow during dry periods will
generally be less, which may impact the diversity of fish habitat and their ability of
passage.

In addition, the increased stream flow volumes and rates associated with stormwater
from urbanized areas tends to produce more frequent floods and cause expansion of
the floodplain. For example, areas that were previously flooded only once during
five years may flood every year, or even several times each year. Also, areas that
were previously not flooded now may be within the floodplain and those properties
in the floodplain will experience higher flood levels, as shown in Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4: Changes in Floodplain due to Urbanization
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Pollutant Loading

In addition to the changes in watershed hydrology, urbanization has adversely impacted
surface water quality through pollution transported by stormwater runoff. According to
EPA’s report to Congress, urban runoff is the number two source of pollution in lakes
and estuaries and the number three source of pollution in rivers (Horsely, 1997).
Examples of pollution associated with urban stormwater runoff are shown in Table I. 1.

The City has performed monitoring studies to determine the effects that urbanization has
on pollutant loading in stormwater runoff. The studies included collecting runoff
samples from different land use areas within the City of Greensboro and determining the
concentration of various pollutants. Table 1.2 summarizes some of the monitoring data
collected between April 1995 and October 1998.
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Table 1.1: Examples of Pollution in Urban Runoff

POLLUTANTS EXAMPLES

Floatables Litter such as paper cups and plastic bags
Bacteria Leaking sanitary sewers; septic tanks; animal wastes

Oil and grease Vehicle drippings; improper disposal
Nutrients Fertilizers; sanitary sewer leaks

Pesticides Outdoor applications
Metals Vehicle parts wear (brakes, tires, engine parts), paint

Thei’mal impacts Runoff from impervious surfaces; loss of stream canopy

TABLE 1.2: POLLUTANT EVENT MEAN CONCENTRATIONS (MGIL)
FOR DIFFERENT LAND USES IN GREENSBORO

POLLUTANT COMMERCIAL1 RESIDENTIAL2 OPEN3

Cadmium 0.0009 0.0003 0.0003
Copper 0.02 0.01 0.003
Lead 0.02 0.024 0.005
Zinc 0.22 0.01 0.02
Ammonia Nitrogen 0.65 0.51 0.50
Biochemical Oxygen Demand 5-

33.92        20.79         6.25
Day (BOD)
Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) 99.79 86.26 33.13
Nitrate 1.48 0.76 0.19
Dissolved Phosphorus 0.38 0.31 0.26
Total Phosphorus 0.66 0.35 0.29
Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) 120 98 90
Total Suspended Solids (TSS) 157 87 45
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN) 2.1 1.46 0.53

1 Heavy Commercial Land Use - 90% imperviousness
z Residential/Institutional Land Use - 50% imperviousness
3 Open Park/Undisturbed Land Use -2% imperviousness
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Frbm Table 1.2 it can be seen that pollutant concentrations generally increase as
urbanization intensifies.

Urbanization has major impacts on the hydrology of watersheds in the City and the
quality of our limited water resources. For this reason, it is crucial that stormwater BMPs
be implemented to help offset the impacts of development through proper management of
pollutant sources and stormwater runoff.

1.2.2 Stormwater Management Regulations .and Policies

To address the adverse effects of urbanization on water quality, Federal, State and local
regulations have been adopted to protect the quality of surface waters. In the past,
regulations targeted point source discharges such as effluent from wastewater treatment
facilities, but now regulations also require pollution control of stormwater runoff.

NPDES Discharge Permits

With the Clean Water Act, the EPA mandated that it is illegal to discharge any
pollutant to "waters of the United States" without a National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) Permit.

Industrial Stormwater Permit
Stormwater runoff from "Industrial Activities" is considered a discharge that is
illegal without an NPDES Permit. Generally, the Industrial NPDES Permit::.
requires certain industries to develop and implement a Stormwater Pollution         ~:’-"
Prevention Plan (SWPPP), which includes various BMPs to minimize pollution
to surface waters.

Municipal Stormwater Permit
The City of Greensboro and other municipalities with a population over I00,000
(Phase I cities) are required to obtain a NPDES Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
System (MS4) Discharge Permit. The Permit requires the development and
implementation of a Storm Water Quality Management Program (SWQMP) to
control the discharge of pollutants from the municipal separate storm sewer
system to the maximum extent practicable. The City of Greensboro established
the Storm Water Services Division to administer and manage this program.
Storm Water Services is responsible for monitoring of water quality in streams,
stormwater master planning, providing public environmental education,
implementation of capital improvement projects, and other activities aimed at
improving the quality of our surface waters and management of stormwater
runoff.

To fund the Storm Water Services Division, a stormwater utility fee is assessed on
all properties within city limits. Residential properties are assessed a flat rate,
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while non-residential properties are assessed a fee based on the amount of
impervious area that ~xists on the property.

Water Supply Watershed Protection Requirements

The City of Greensboro utilizes and depends on a series of lakes on the Reedy Fork
Creek in the northem region of the city tbr its drinking water supply. Due to rapid
development in the watershed of the water-supply lakes, Guilford County and
subsequently the City adopted a Water Supply Watershed Protection Ordinance in the
mid 1980s to protect the Reedy Fork (Greensboro) watershed (refer to Appendix A for
maps showing the Greensboro watershed). There are other protected drinking water
supply watersheds besides the Reedy Fork watershed where a portion of the watershed is
within the jurisdictional boundaries of the City. A portion of High Point, Randlem~.n
Lake, and Burlington watersheds are regulated by the City of Greensboro.

In the early 1990s, the State of North Carolina adopted regulations that set forth
minimum watershed management requirements to protect drinking water supplies and
required local governments to adopt and enforce these regulations within their water
supply protection ordinance. In 1999, the State set forth new regulations for increased
protection of the Upper and Lower Randteman watersheds. These regulations were
adopted in the City’s ordinance in December 1999 (see Appendix A). The State
regulations serve to protect water supply reservoirs and their watersheds by imposing
restrictions on "new development" in the following ways:

~> limits on built-upon area
~> use of stormwater BMPs
~> protection of buffers along streams and lakes

To enforce these regulations, the City requires that before any new development or re-
development activities begin on a site located within a protected water supply watershed,
a Watershed Development Plan must be submitted to the City for approval. The
Watershed Development Plan, when required, should be incorporated into the
Stormwater Management Plan as described in the following section.

The Watershed Development Plan must show that built-upon surfaces do not exceed the
maximum percentage of built-upon area allowed. Built-upon area includes all impervious
surfaces but also includes some areas that are partially impervious (e.g. gravel areas, dirt
roads, etc.). The amount of built-upon area that is allowed on new development sites in a
particular watershed depends on the classification of the watershed.

For "high density" development sites, the Watershed Development Plan must show how
structural BMPs will be implemented to improve the quality of runoff from the site. The
structural BMPs must be proven facilities and at a minimum meet the design criterion of
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85°,.; removal of total suspended solids (TSS) from runoff resulting from the first one inch
of rainfall.

For "low density" development sites in the General Watershed Area, the Watershed
Development Plan must indicate that the site design will minimize impacts to the
environment, A passing score on the "’General Watershed Area Performance Scoresheet"
is required before a "low density" development can be approved for watershed
protection. Low density development in the watershed critical area has different
requirements.

The Watershed Development Plan must also show buffers along streams that are required
to be protected. The type of streams that are required to be protected and the
development activity that is allowed in the buffer may differ in each watershed.       --

This manual gives guidance on site design techniques to reduce impacts to the water-
supply watersheds, and design criteria for structural BMPs to meet the requirements for
high-density development. For items required on the Watershed Development Plan refer
to Section 2. For more information on specific regulations in the water supply
watersheds, refer to Section 2 of this manual and the City’s water supply watershed
protection ordinance, which can be viewed online at www.ci.greensboro.nc.us.            "

Storm Water Management Ordinance

Chapter 27 of the City Code of Ordinances is the Storm Water Management Ordinance.         ..:-’~":i.~
The main objective of this ordinance is to provide enforcement authority to meet the         .i .~::,
City’s municipal NPDES Permit and associated SWQMP.

Another key objective of this ordinance is to protect properties from potential stormwater
quantity and quality problems. Potential problems include increased flooding and
drainage problems due to inadequate or lack of conveyance systems and excessive stream
bank erosion/channel widening due to increased runoff from developed areas.

On March 16, 1999 and April 4, 2000, the City Council adopted amendments to Chapter
27 of the Greensboro Code of Ordinances (Sectipn 27-22) to control the adverse effects
of increased stormwater runoff associated with newly developed or redeveloped sites.
The revised ordinance requires all new development within the city limits to submit a
Stormwater Management (SWM) Plan.

The SWM Plan must show stream buffers along all open (1) perennial streams and (2)
drainage channels draining an area greater than 50 acres. The SWM Plan must also
include an offsite stormwater conveyance system analysis that shows the effects the
development will have on the downstream properties including a determination if the
development will cause or increase quantity or quality problems. If the analysis shows
that negative impacts will result, stormwater management improvements including
structural and/or non-structural BMPs are to be implemented to minimize the impact.
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Section 2 of this manual provides basic technical guidance including suggested analysis
and design procedures to meet the requirements of the City of Greensboro’s stormwater
management ordinance. The information provided in this manual is not intended to be
exhaustive, but rather to represent a concise collection of established, technically sound,
and efficient means to produce stormwater management plans that may include non-
structural and/or structural facilities to satisfy requirements of the City’s storrnwater
quantity management ordinance. The ordinance provides flexibility for the City to work
with developers and engineers to provide stormwater management facilities to minimize
the adverse downstream impacts of stormwater runoff, but does not require the
proliferation of facilities that may provide minimal benefit to the citizens of Greensboro
and/or the public drainage system.

Stormwater Utility Credit Policy

A stormwater utility fee is assessed on all properties within city limits. Since the main
goals of the City are to reduce the amount of pollutants that are discharged to surface
waters and to minimize stream and property damage associated with increased flowrates,
the City offers credit on the stormwa~ter utility fee to those who implement approved
stormwater BMPs on-site.                                                     ..

This manual provides guidelines for BMPs to be considered to receive credit. Refer to
the City’s Stormwater Utility Credit Policy for more information regarding credit
opportunities, including the actual credit that can be awarded for implementation of
BMPs.
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SECTION 2: STOtLMWATER MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS

2.1 City of Greensboro Stormwater Master Plans

[t is the intent of the City of Greensboro to produce stormwater management° master plans that
will guide public and private development projects on various quantity and quality aspects of
stormwater management for all of the major sub-watersheds in the city. Where such master
plans are available and approved by the City Council, site development projects are to conform
to the stormwater management guidance and standards available in said master plans.

2.2 Stormwater Management Plan

A Stormwater Management (SWM) Plan is required:

:~ for all new development and redevelopment projects in the corporate limits and
extraterritorial jurisdiction of the City, unless otherwise exempt.

~ to be approved by the City Technical Review Committee prior to site plan or preliminary
subdivision plat approval. [t is preferred that the SWM Plan be submitted with the site
plan or preliminary subdivision plat. [:or projects located in water-supply watershed-
areas, a Watershed Development Plan should be incorporated into the Stormwater
Management Plan.

~ to be approved prior to obtaining a grading or building permit                             ~ :.’~’.~.~
=~ to contain all items in section 2.2.1 below.

Site designers are encouraged to develop comprehensive SWM plans for the proposed
development, including stormwater quantity and quality controls, non-structural and/or
structural improvements, and pollution prevention programs for the site. Any proposed
measures which go beyond the requirements of Ordinance Section 27-22 may qualify for
credits under the City’s Stormwater Utility Fee Crediting Program. In addition, most
quantity control facilities provided under the requirements of Section 27-22 should qualify
for the fee crediting program, at reduced incentive rates compared to more comprehensive
plans.

2.2. l Stormwater Management/Watershed Development Plan Components

The following information is required on all Stormwater Management (SWM) Plans:

General Information

1. Watershed Location of Proposed Site Development: Note the watershed (i.e., North Buffalo
Creek, South Buffalo Creek, Horsepen Creek) and sub-watershed names (i.e., North Buffalo
Creek Sub-Watershed 1, North Buffalo Creek Sub-Watershed 2), as applicable, for the
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proposed site development. Note water-supply watershed name (i.e., Greensboro Watershed)
and water-supply watershed designation (i.e., WS-III, WS-IV, WCA), as applicable.

2. Council-Approved Watershed Master Plan Available? - "Yes" or "No"

3. Show existing built-upon area, if any, and note the amount.

4. Show the proposed built-upon area and note the amount.

Note the maximum amount of built-upon area (per watershed development restrictions,
stormwater control design, etc.)

6. Show the proposed disturbed (site development) area and note the amount. -

7. Note on-site soil type(s) and the hydrologic group(s).

8. Show existing and proposed stormwater conveyance system (pipes, channels, swales, catch
basins,etc.) layout and applicable easements. Label pipe size, material, elevations, slopes
and structure types (grate inlet, manhole, etc.)

9. Label the amount of off-site drainage area and runoff quantities that discharge onto site.

10. Engineer’s Certification of Stormwater Quantity Control.

10. Engineer’s Certification of Stormwater Quality Control (for high-density development in
designated water-supply watershed area).

1 I. If the site was previously approved or part of a subdivision that was previously approved by
the City or County for storrnwater management or watershed development, provide the name
of the plan and the date that the plan was approved.

Stormwater Management Study - Analysis of Off-site System

12. Map showing the limits of the off-site study. Within the limits the map should show:
- topography
- stormwater conveyance system
- properties and structures adjacent to the conveyance system
- the total drainage area at the downstream limit of the study (at least 10 times

greater than the site development area).

13. Attributes of the off-site stormwater conveyance system including: structure types,
materials, slopes, significant elevations, etc.

14. Provide supporting hydrologic and hydraulic calculations.
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Stream Buffer and Related Information

15. Show the location of all streams and drainageways that require buffers.

16. Show the buffers and where measured from (that is, top of bank, top of steep slopes adjacent
to stream, or edge of wetlands).

17. Label the dimensions and restrictions within the buffer (that is, To Remain Undisturbed,
50% impervious, vegetated, etc.)

18. Show the location of jurisdictional waters and wetlands.*

*The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the N.C. Division of Water Quality regulate
wetlands and waters of the United States through the 404 Corps Permit and 401 State Water
Quality Certification process. The City encourages the protection and enhancement of
wetlands and surface waters to promote improved water quality and water quantity
management, as well as fish and wildlife biota and habitat preservation, and other benefits to
local comprehensive watershed management. Site designers/developers are responsible for
obtaining all applicable Local, State, and Federal permits/certifications/approvals as
necessary for proposed site development activities.

19. Indicate proposed location of proposed stream crossing(s) showing the proposed grading anti
overall stream impact (includes culvert and outlet protection length). (Alternative analysis
may be required by the City to reduce and/or mitigate impacts).

FEMA Regulated Floodway/Floodplain Information                                           "

20. Show designated FEMA-regulated floodway and floodplain boundaries on property and note
the 100-year Base Flood Elevation (BFE), as applicable.

2 I. If the site is located within a FEMA Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA):
-note the finished floor/floodproofing elevations of all structures.
-note that no encroachment/development into FEMA-regulated floodway will be
made*.

-If a FEMA-designated Floodway/plain does not exist on the property/parcel, note the
nearest distance to a FEMA-designatedfloodway, if within 2000 feet.

* In general, encroachment into a FEMA-regulated floodway is not permitted unless the
developer performs a FEMA No-Rise Certification and/or Conditional/Letter of Map Revision
Application and receives approval from the City of Greensboro (Local Floodplain
Administrator) and FEMA officials. Questions regarding development procedures within
FEMA designated floodplains may be directed to the City’s Storm Water Services Division,
Technical Support Section.
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Low Density General Watershed Development lntbrmation

22. Provide completed watershed scoresheet.

23. For each factor where points are claimed, the requirements of that factor must be clearly
depicted on the plans (for example, if 20 points for factor 7, "stream buffer along
drainageways" are claimed, the plans need to show a 50’ buffer on each side of the creek,the
areas to remain wooded, and note the total buffer area amount and the wooded area amount).

Watershed Development in WCA (Watershed Critical Area)

24. Show location of natural slopes greater than 15% which are adjacent to streams and
drainageways. These areas and jurisdictional wetlands must remain undisturbed and either
dedicated as drainageway and open space or platted as a water quality conservation easement
(WQCE).

26. Note that drainage will be provided by means of open vegetated channels.

27. Note the intended land use and SIC Industry Code.

28. Sho.w location of proposed storage tank(s) and indicate material to be stored. A secondary -o
containment system must be constructed for the tank(s) and approved by the City.

Stormwater Control BMP Information

29. Indicate the type(s) of non-structural and/or structural stormwater control best management
practices (BMPs) that are proposed.*

*If proposing to use existing on-site or off-site cohtrols, provide information to demonstrate that the
controls have been approved by the City and can continue to meet quantity/quality control
requirements.

30. If proposing to use off-site stormwater controls, indicate the location and owner(s) of the
controls and provide information to demonstrate that the property owner will assist in
maintaining the controls.

31. If proposing to use a public owned regional stormwater management facility, provide
information to demonstrate that the municipality accepts participation from the property
owner.

32. Show the location of the proposed stormwater controls and the location of the inlets and
outlets to the control.

33. Show and label the access easement to stormwater control from the street R-O-W and the
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D.M.U.E. around the facility.

34. Show the approximate size, configuration, and hydraulic structures for the stormwater
control,limprovement (with calculations).*

*This may be done in lieu of submitting full construction design, details, and calculations for
preliminary s,tbdivision plans only. No grading permit will be issued or recordation of any lot can
occur untiI the construction plans have been approved for the stormwater control(s) that handle
runoff from that lot. Site plans must inchtde constmtction drawings for review and approval.

35. Provide applicable maintenance agreements for proposed stormwater controls.

36. Note: The engineer’s certification of completion will be required prior to the final plat or
certificate of occupancy. The stormwater control is to be inspected to ensure it is functfoning
as designed and has full design volume prior to issuance of the final certificate of occupancy.

37. Note: The property owner (or homeowner’s association) is responsible for maintaining the
stormwater control(s) according to the approved maintenance plan and direction of the City
of Greensboro.

38. Note: The City of Greensboro and their assigns have right to access the stormwatei"
control(s) for inspections or maintenance, as necessary.

Stormwater Control/Improvement Construction Plans                                            ,,.::~::.’...~
:’.:3:::>::4

39. Layout of stormwater control, grading, and significant components (for example, primary
outlet structure(s), dam, filter bed depth, bottom drain, etc.).

40. Cross section of proposed SWM improvements showing the elevations of significant
components and storage allocations (e.g. sediment storage, peak reduction storage, etc.).

41. Details and material specifications of all signific~int components of the stormwater control.

42. Provide Engineer’s Statement of Pond and Dam Safety (if dam construction is proposed).

43. Provide hydrologic and hydraulic analysis/calculations, water quality and other pertinent
calculations for design of the stormwater control.

44. Provide an inspection/maintenance plan for reference by the owner for long-term
maintenance needs.

45. Provide the construction sequence for completing the stormwater control.
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2.3 Stream Protection Requirements

City Ordinance Sections 27-22 and 30-7 have provisions to help protect and preserve stream
channels and floodplains from excessive disturbance and encroachment. The watershed master
plans, currently under development, will identify sensitive floodplain areas and may require
additional conditions for development and/or buffers within floodplain/floodprone areas in order
to provide protection for citizens from identified existing/future flood risks and/or to meet other
objectives within the stakeholder-driven watershed master plans.

2.3.1 Stream Channelization/Piping Restrictions

Generally, no perennial or intermittent stream is to be piped without first obtaining approval
from the Technical Review Committee and other applicable city, state and federal permits and
certifications. Perennial streams within a designated water suppiy watershed and
intermittent streams within the Upper and Lower Randleman Lake Watersheds may not
be ehannelized or piped except where street, driveway and utility crossings and other activities
are permitted by the ordinance and are shown to be necessary and impacts are minimized.

2.3.2 Stream Buffers

Stream buffer requirements are summarized in the following tables. Stream buffers are most
effective when the buffer remains in an undisturbed state. Theretbre, it is encouraged that
disturbance be minimized in the entire stream buffer, not just the portion that is required to
remain undisturbed. Where the buffer is disturbed, it should be promptly stabilized, re-planting a
dense cover of strong rooted grass, plants and trees.

Citvwide lexcluding Randleman kake Watershed)

There are four cases within the City, not including the portion of the city inside the Randleman
Lake Watershed, where stream buffers are required:

CASE 1: Drainageways draining an area equal to or larger than 50 acres (non-perennial)
CASE 2: Perennial streams (,as defined by this manual)*
CASE 3: Perennial streams (on "Watershed Map", "low density" development)
CASE 4: Perennial streams (on "Watershed Map", "high density" development)

*The buffer requirements for Case 2 do not apply to perennial streams that are shown on the "Watershed Map".
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Table 2.1: Stream Buffer Requirements (Cases 1-4)

MINIMUM’ No BUILT-UPON BUILT-UPON LIMIT OF
CASE WIDTH UNDISTURBED SURFACE 50% (no occupied

(each side) (vegetated) structures allowed)
1 50’ First 15’ N/A Next 35’

2 50’ First 15’ N/A Next 35’

3 30’ N/A Entire 30’ N/A

4 100’ N/A Entire 100’ N/A

For cases 1 and 2, stream buffers are to be measured from one of the following: (1) the-top of
the stream bank, or (2) the top of steep slopes adjacent to the stream, or (3) the edge of
contiguous wetlands. For cases 3, 4 the stream buffers are to be measured from the top of the
stream bank.

Randleman Lake Watershed

The Randleman Lake regulations, including stream buffer requirements, were adopted by the NC
Environmental Management Commission in the Spring of 1999 and incorporated into the City’;-
Development Ordinance effective January 1, 2000. The regulations require riparian buffers to
be maintained on all perennial and intermittent streams in the upper and lower Randleman Lake
watersheds. For more intbrmation on this buffer requirement including the different zones of the      ,~.:;~’~?...~
riparian buffer, refer to Ordinance Section 30-7.                                               ":~~

Table 2.2: Randleman Lake Watershed Stream Buffer Requirements

MINIMUM WIDTH
STREAM Density

(each side)
ZONE 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3

Low         50’         First 30’     Next 20’     N/A
Intermittent

High 50’ First 30’ Next 20’ N/A

Low         50’         First 30’     Next 20’     N/A
Perennial

High 100’ First 30’ Next 20’ Last 50’
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2.4 Stormwater Quality and Quantity Control

Stormwater quality and quantity control are required by Ordinance Sections 30-7 and 27-22.
They are required as tbllows:

1. Stormwater Quality Control (Sec 30-7):
Applicable to high density development in designated water-supply watershed areas.
Required to provide structural control that removes 85% Total Suspended Solids (TSS)
from the runoff from the first one (1) inch of rainfall.

2. Stormwater Quantity Control (Sec 27-22):
Applicable to all new development sites within the City that increase the net built-upon
area of the site by more than 400 square feet.
Required to minimize off-site flooding, drainage and erosion probl.ems.

The stormwater management (SWM) plan must indicate that these minimum control
requirements are met, where applicable. An "ideal site SWM Plan" in most cases is one in
which the complete pre-developed stormwater runoff characteristics of the site are maintained in
the post-developed conditions, including emulation of the pre-developed runoff hydrographs and~
pollutant runoff characteristics, and is consistent with an approved watershed master plan. Low-
impact developments which incorporate non-structural and!or structural stormwater management-
practices promote improved urban stormwater management programs and minimize adverse
downstream impacts. This concept is increasingly referred to as "sustainable development" from
a stormwater and watershed management viewpoint.

2.4. i Quali~., Control for High Density Development in Water Supply Watershed Areas
(Ordinance Section 30- 7)

Section 30-7 requires an "engineered" stormwater quality control to improve the quality of
stormwater runoff from new high density development sites. The stormwater quality control
must be an acceptable structural BMP as shown in Table 3.2, of this Manual. The requirements
and guidelines for designing these BMPs are presented in Section 3.4.

The engineer’s certification of stormwater quality control, which is provided in Table 30-7-i-5
of the City’s Ordinance, is required for proposed high density developments.

2.4.2 Quantity Control (Ordinance Section 27-22)

Section 27-22 requires a hydrologic and hydraulic engineering analysis to evaluate off-site
impacts due to increased stormwater runoff from new development and/or redevelopment sites
within city limits. Where problems are determined, it is the developer’s responsibility to provide
stormwater improvements to minimize the problems.
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Site Analysis

I. Evaluate the peak runoff from the property for the pre-development (existing) conditions
(Q~) during a 24-hour rainfall sequence with a recurrence interval of both 2 years and i0
years (where runoff discharges from the property at more than one location, evaluate each
location). The 24-hour rainfall sequences for the 2 and I0 year recurrence storms, depth-
duration-frequency table, and intensity-duration-frequency table, for the Greensboro area are
provided in Appendix C. The rainfall values in the 24-hour rainfall sequence are based on
"Type II distribution" (applicable to the Greensboro area, as excerpted from NWS TP-40 and
HYDRO-35) of the 24 hour rainfall of 3.5 inches and 5.1 inches for 2- and 10-year
recurrence rain storms, respectively.

2. Evaluate the peak runoff from the property for the post-development conditions (Q2) during a
24-hour rainfall sequence with a recurrence interval of both 2 years and 10 years (where
runoff discharges from the property at more than one location, evaluate each location).

3. Evaluate the peak runoff value(s) for post-development conditions (Q:) and compare that to
the pre-development conditions (Ql) for both the 2-year and 10-year recurrence storms, 24-
hour rainfall sequence. If either of the post-development peak flows are greater than the pre-
development peak flows, the designer must perform a preliminary and/or detailed hydrologic
and hydraulic analysis of the off-site stormwater conveyance system to indicate downstream
impacts of any increased stormwater flows to determine if stormwater management
improvements are necessary, or provide on-site stormwater control improvements that reduce
post-development flows of the 2-year and 10-year recurrence storms, 24- hour rainfall     ......:.:?,~
sequence to the pre-development condition, or participate in an approved downstream
regional SWM facility, if available.

Off-site Analysis

For new development sites where on-site controls are not provided to reduce post-development
flows to pre-development flows, an off-site analysis will be required, unless otherwise exempt.
Where on-site quantity controls are provided to reduce post-development flows to pre-
development flows, an off-site analysis may generally not be required, provided that conditions
in an approved watershed master plan are satisfied. In some cases, however, it is possible that
on-site stormwater controls may exacerbate system-wide drainage problems, and thus the
designer should verify that the SWM Plan does not create new problems downstream. Therefore,
it is recommended that an off-site analysis be performed prior to sizing a quantity control
improvement to reduce post-development rates to pre-development rates as the analysis may
indicate that different on-site stormwater controls are needed for the given development (other
than those developed based on a site-specific analysis only) or that minimal stormwater control
measures are required for the site.

Downstream Limits of Analysis: In determining downstream effects from the proposed site
development or redevelopment activity, hydrologic and hydraulic engineering studies shall
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extend downstream to a point where the proposed site development or redevelopment
represents less than ten (10) percent of the total drainage area or watershed. This point is
referred to as the "10% point."

For example, a 5-acre site located near the headwaters of a drainage basin is proposed
for sustainable development of which 4 acres are proposed to be disturbed (that is, the
runoffwill increase on 4 acres of the site after it is developed). The 4 acres drain to one
location before discharging from the site. The downstream limit of analysis would be
where the contributory watershed equals 40 acres. In general, the area of interest for
analysis is the property / site itself, the drainage exit point of the property, and each
component (channel, pipe, culvert, overland flow etc.) of the downstream system to the
I0% point in the watershed, at a minimum.

Design Storm Events for Analysis." The studies shall be based on an analysis of both 2- and
10-year design storm events.

Analysis Criteria: The analysis should examine whether the design storm events of interest
cause or increase flooding, drainage, or erosion problems on off-site property. In
determining downstream effects from the proposed development, studies shall extend
downstream to the 10% point and should include:

a) routing of peak flows to the 10% point within the watershed using accepted
hydraulic/hydrologic methods described in Section 2.4.3, and,

b) if peak flow calculations indicate that adjacent development(s) might be adversely
impacted by the proposed development, then hydraulic step-backwater calculations
(Corps of Engineers’ computer models HEC-2 or HEC-RAS are recommended where
detailed hydraulic analysis is required) shall be performed and flood elevations
determined for the areas impacted. Detailed hydrologic and hydraulic engineering
st,Ldies can be costly, thus the Guidance Manual recommends detailed studies only
where peak flow hydrograph routing analysis indicates that drainage /flooding
problems might be present.

Land Use Conditions: Hydrologic / hydraulic studies should utilize the following land use
conditions for analysis:

use existing conditions for downstream areas of interest

for development of watershed hydrographs (off-site drainage areas), existing
conditions land use is the minimum requirement, but future land use conditions are
recommended for a conservative analysis

the effects of upstream stormwater detentiort facilities cart be considered in the
analysis only if such structures (i.e., regional facilities) have been accepted for
maintenance by the Cityor otherwise approved by the City.
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Imt~lementation of Stormwater Control Improvements

Where it is determined that the development of the said site does contribute to flooding, drainage
or soil erosion problems at any location between the proposed development site and the 10
percent downstream point then stormwater quantity control improvements must be implemented.
Improvements may consist of:

1. On-site peak reduction - The developer may choose to use nonstructural approaches
such as natural or engineered swales, depressions in the land and other natural
approaches, or structural approaches such as detention structures, extended
detention facilities, and alternative Best Management Practices (BMPs) with
provisions for stormwater quantity control. A combination of nonstructural and
structural approaches is encouraged.                                    -

2. Off-site peak reduction - The developer may use an off-site publicly or privately
owned facility where: the facility is functional (within 2 years for proposed public
facilties); the owner/entity has accepted stormwater runoff from the site; it can be
demonstrated that the facility is sized to handle the increased flow; the owner has
participated and/or implemented a maintenance agreement for use of the facility; it
is demonstrated that there are no quantity problems between the site and the off-sit~
facility.                                                          ..

3, Improvements to the downstream stormwater conveyance system -,Where it is
determined that the best solution is to upgrade the downstream system, this may be      ..:.:,.~_.
done provided that the downstream property owner where the improvements will be     .-.,~::..::...~
made grants a temporary construction easement and the improvement will not cause
other problems downstream. The site developer is to coordinate with the City on all
proposed downstream improvements.

Design Storm Events: The improvements shall be evaluated based on both 2- and 10-year
24-hour design storm events.

Method for Design: The designer should demonstrate that the proposed improvements are
sufficient to minimize downstream problems. Hydraulic/hydrologic methods presented in
Section 2.4.3 should be used to evaluate the proposed improvement. An example of an
evaluation of a detention facility is pro.vided in Appendix D.

Land Use Conditions." For site specific design of SWM control structures / facilities, use
fully developed land use conditions for the site and existing land use conditions for any
upstream areas draining to or through the facility (future land use conditions are
recommended, however, for a conservative analysis).
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Additional Stormwater Management for Public Benefits

Where the Enforcement Officer determines that additional storage capacity in a stormwater
management facility beyond that required for on-site stormwater management is necessary in
order to enhance or provide for the public health, safety, and general welfare, to correct
undesirable existing drainage or flooding conditions or to provide greater protection tbr future
development, the Enforcement Officer may:

1. require that the applicant grant necessary easements over, through or under the applicant’s
property to provide access to or drainage for such a facility;

2. require that the applicant attempt to obtain from the owners of property where the
proposed stormwater management facility is to be located, any easements necessary for the
construction and maintenance of same (and failing the acquisition of such easement(s) the
City may, at its option, assist in such matter by purchase, condemnation, dedication or
otherwise, and subject to item 3 below, with any cost incurred thereby to be paid by the
City); and/or

3. participate financially in the construction of such facility or improvement to the extent that
such facility or improvement exceeds the required on-site stormwater management
determined by the Enforcement Officer.

To implement this provision, both the City and owner/developer must be in agreement with the
proposed stormwater management facility that includes additional storage capacity and jointly
develop a cost sharing plan which is agreeable to all parties involved.

2.4.3 Hydraulic/Hydrologic Methods

The following hydraulic/hydrologic methods are accepted by the City for use to address quantity
and quality requirements.

Hydrologic Methods (hydrograph formulation and peak flow estimation)

NRCS (Natural Resources Conservation Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture) hydrologic
methods (formerly known as the SCS, Soil Conservation Service) are preferred and
acceptable for all applications. NRCS methods include those contained in the TR-55
publication and corresponding computer program.

The hydrograph formulation methodology presented in Chapter 5 - Tabular
Hydrograph method is the preferred method. A summary of this method is given in
Appendix D.

Runoff flood peaks for small catchment areas or subwatersheds (approximately 50
acres or less) may be determined using the methodology presented in Chapter 4 of
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TR-55. However, as pointed out under Limitations in Chapter 4, if a hydrograph is
needed or watershed subdivision is required, the Tabular Hydrograph method
given in Chapter 5 should be used.

The NRCS routines applied within the US Army Corps of Engineers computer
models HEC-1 and HEC-HMS are preferred and acceptable for most applications.
(The Corps of Engineers HEC-i / HEC-HMS models are preferred over the NRCS
TR-20 model, however, since Corps models will be used by the City in watershed
modeling and master planning.)

The Rational Method, Qp = C I A, is acceptable for determining peak runoff from drainage
areas of 200 acres or less.

The "Small Watershed Method" developed by Dr. H.R. Malcom, PE, NC State University,
Raleigh, NC, is acceptable for most hydrologic analyses on small Watersheds, based on
Malcom’s procedures.

Other hydrologic analysis methods may be allowed if the designer demonstrates that the
alternatives are appropriate for the intended purpose.

Detention Storage Estimation Methodologies:

- The Storage-Indication (Puls method) is an acceptable method for routing hydrographs
through a reservoir of any size. This method is incorporated into the US Army Corps of

.:.-’.Engineers HEC-HMS and NRCS TR-20 computer models.

The "Chainsaw Routing" method developed by Dr. H.R. Malcom, PE, NC State University,
R~aleigh, NC, is acceptable for most reservoir routing analyses on small reservoirs, as deemed
appropriate by the designer based on Malcom’s procedures. The procedure and an example
of an application of this method are given in Appendix D.

TR-55 (Chapter 6) and Dr. H.R. Malcom’s "Preliminary Design" (given in Appendix E)
present methods to give the designer an approximate estimate of the storage required to
provide the desired detention. These methods are good for preliminary design, but are to be
followed up with an acceptable reservoir routing method for final design.

Other reservoir routing analysis methods may be allowed if the designer demonstrates that
the alternatives are appropriate for the intended purpose.

Hydraulic Methodologies (Open and closed conveyance analysis):

Where step-backwater hydraulic computations are required for open stream channels
including bridges and culvert roadway crossings, the US Army Corps of Engineers HEC-2 or
HEC-RAS models are preferred and recommended for most applications. Where significant
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closed conduits represent the stormwater conveyance system, EPA’s SWMM model is
recommended, if a detailed hydraulic analysis is required for development of the SWM Plan.

For simple hydraulic analyses, where applicable, the Manning’s Equation and other hydraulic
relationships (e.g., Hydraulic and Energy Grade Line calculations) may be applied where
appropriate assumptions for use are satisfied and the results will be conservative.

Other hydraulic analysis methods may be allowed if the designer demonstrates that the
alternatives are appropriate for the intended purpose.

2.4.4 Engineer’s Certification Note of Stormwater Quanti~. Control

For new development plans within the city limits of Greensboro, one of the foli~owing
certification notes should be made.

1. The development shown on this plan is consistent w.ith the provisions contained on the
preliminary plan/site plan     (name of plan)       , which was approved prior to July l,
1999 and which approval has not lapsed, as specified in Section 30-6-12 of the Greensboro
Development Ordinance, and therefore is exempt from compliance with Section 27-22 of the
Stormwater Management Ordinance.

2. The net increase in built-upon area is less than 400 square feet, therefore, this development is
exempt from subsection (g)(2) "Quantity Control Requirements" of Section 27-22 of the
Stormwater Management Ordinance.

3. The stormwater management study included with this plan indicates that there will be n._~o
downstream flooding, drainage, or erosion problems as a result of the proposed development
between the point where the runoff discharges from the property to where the site
development area represents less than 10% of the total drainage area. Therefore, no quantity
control improvement is proposed.

4. The stormwater management study included with this plan indicates that there will be
downstream flooding, drainage, or erosion problems associated with this development. The
proposed stormwater management improvement(s) indicated on this plan is (~vilt be)
designed to minimize increased flooding, drainage and erosion problems from occurring
between the point where the runoff discharges from the property to where the site
development area represents less than 10% of the total drainage area.

5. The stormwater control structure(s) shown on this plan is (will be) designed to reduce the
post-development 2-year 24 hour storm event and the 10-year 24 hour storm event to pre-
development rates.
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2.5 Modifications to Stormwater Requirements

2.5.1 Water-Supply Watershed Protection (Chapter 30)

Ordinance Section 30-9-! 1, Modifications, describes the procedures for obtaining a modification to the
water supply watershed standards of Chapter 30-7.

2.5.2 Stormwater Management Control (Chapter 27)

A modification shall only be granted after a written request is submitted by the applicant to the
Enforcement Officer containing, site plan descriptions and drawings, detailed hydrologic and
hydraulic engineering analysis and an explanation of the reasons a variance is warranted. The
request should clearly indicate that the modification is in general harmony with the general
purpose and intent of the Ordinance, and by granting the modification the public safety and
welfare have been assured. Separate written modification requests shall be required if there are
subsequent additions, expansions, or modifications which would alter the approved stormwater
runoff characteristics of a proposed site development or redevelopment activity receiving a
modification.

Stream Protection Requirements                                                       :

A modification to the requirements of Section 27-22 (f) may be granted by the Enforcemenf
Officer if it can be demonstrated that all alternatives to avoid and/or minimize impacts to the
stream channel or buffer has been evaluated and proven to be infeasible.

~:,:~
Quantity Control Requirements

A modification to the quantity control requiremefits of Section 27-22 (g) may be granted by the
Enforcement Officer if it can be shown by detailed hydrologic and hydraulic engineering studies
and analysis which are acceptable to the Enforcement Officer that one of the following applies:

I. the installation of stormwater management facilities would have insignificant effects on
downstream flood peaks; or

2. stormwater management facilities are not needed to protect downstream developments
and the downstream drainage system has sufficient capacity to receive any increase in
runoff; or

3. it is not necessary to install stormwater management facilities to control developed peak
discharge rates at the exit to a proposed development or.redevelopment and installing
such facilities would increase flood peak discharge rates at some downstream locations;
or

4. the Enforcement Officer determines that stormwater management facilities are not
needed to control developed peak discharge rates and that installing such facilities would
not be in the best public interest.
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Quantity control requirements may not be waived if the Enforcement Officer determines that not
controlling downstream flood peak discharge rates would increase known flooding or drainage
problems, or exceed the capacity of the downstream drainage conveyance system at any point
between the exit of a proposed site development or redevelopment and the 10 percent
downstream point.
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SECTION 3: STORMWATER BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

3.1 Overview of Stormwater BMPs

BMPs can generally be classified into two categories: (1) Pollution Prevention BMPs and (2)
l~unoff/Pollution Control BMPs. An overview of these two categories are discussed below.

3. l. 1 Pollution Prevention BMPs

Pollution prevention BMPs are activities that are implemented to control pollution at the source
by preventing pollutants from commingling with stormwater runoff. Pollution prevention-BMPs
are often much less expensive and more effective than BMPs which ma.nage stormwater after
pollutants have migrated into the runoff. Implementing pollution prevention BMPs is very
important to improving the quality of our surface waters and overall environment.

The pollution prevention BMPs presented in this manual are beneficial for reducing pollutants in
stormwater runoff. The City promotes pollution prevention BMPs that are relatively easy to
implement and, in many cases, required by other environmental regulations for specific types o’f
properties (for example, NPDES requirements for permitted industrial sites). Some facilities i.n_
Greensboro should already be implementing these practices. If a facility is not employing these
practices at this time, the pollution prevention BMPs presented generally require only relatively
minor efforts to implement and can provide significant stormwater pollution reduction.             :..:~,.~:~..:,~

Pollution prevention BMPs can be utilized to meet indu,strial NPDES requirements and to
receive credit on the stormwater utility fee. Because most of these practices are easy to
implement and effective in promoting a cleaner, healthier environment, the City encourages all
businesses and interested citizens to use these practices.

The following pollution prevention BMPs are discussed in Section 3.2 of this manual:

~ Employee education
~ On-site refuse management

=~ Stormwater system maintenance
~ Paved area sweeping
~, Used oil recycling
~ Covering
~ Spill containment
~ Soil erosion control

This list of BMPs is not intended to be exhaustive, but rather to give some of the most effective
BMPs for preventing pollution of stormwater runoff from developed areas.
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3.1.2 Stormwater Qualit)TQuanti~.’ Control BMPs

Stormwater qualitUquantity control BMPs are site design,/planning practices, improvements,
facilities, etc., that se~’e to reduce the total volume of runoff generated, reduce peak runoff
discharge rates, and provide surface water quality protection by minimizing impacts to
etlvironmentally sensitive areas and removing pollutants from stormwater runoff. These BMPs
can be non-structural/site development BMPs or structural BMPs.

Non-Structural BMPs

Non-structural BMPs can be defined as techniques incorporated in site design/planning to
promote low-impact development. These BMPs may be used to reduce the volume of runoff
generated, reduce runoff discharge and provide partial pollutant removal. These practices are
relatively inexpensive to implement, with the major cost usually being !and area. But, with
thoughtful site design, these practices can improve the stormwater management and aesthetic
value of the development.

These stormwater BMPs can be implemented to help meet requirements for "low density"
development in water-supply watershed areas and to reduce the amount of impervious area that
is required to be treated for "’high density" development. These BMPs can be incorporated in th+
site design to reduce stormwater runoff quantity and prevent adverse effects on the downstream.
property and receiving streams. Non-structural BMPs can be used to receive credit on the
stomawater utility fee.

The following non-structural BMPs, which have been observed to be effective, are discussed in
Section 3.3 of this manual:

~ Open vegetated conveyances

~’ Stream buffers
~’ Disconnect rooftop drainage

~ Clustering/Conservation of natural areas
~ Grass paving
~ Natural infiltration

Structural BMPs

Structural BMPs can be defined as "engineered stormwater management facilities" that can
be designed to improve the quality of stormwater runoff and reduce stormwater runoff rates
and/or volumes. These BMPs are designed to capture surface runoff from developed areas and
improve the quality of the runoff from the site by removing pollutants through processes such as
sedimentation, plant uptake, filtration, microbial activity, etc.
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Structural BMPs are generally the costliest of the various BMPs to implement and to maintain.
Most potential BMP owners are generally aware of the initial construction costs and land
allocation that is required for structural BMPs, but some do not fully understand or appreciate the
responsibility and costs associated with the maintenance of stormwater BMPs. This manual
presents design, installation, and maintenance guidelines for each structural BMP.

This manual describes each structural BMP and provides design guidelines to make the BMP as
efficient as possible in removing pollutants. The manual points out which BMPs are acceptable
to use to meet water supply watershed protection regulations for high density development and
the associated minimum design ’ requirements. The manual describes each BMP’s ability to
incorporate peak flow reduction and their credit potential toward the stormwater utility fee. The
manual also provides guidelines on selecting the best BMP for certain site conditions.

The following structural BMPs are discussed in Sections 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 of this manual.
Section 3.4 presents BMP selection guidelines, regulatory considerations and design information
for each structural BMP. Section 3.5 provides general installation guidelines, while Section 3.6
provides inspection and maintenance guidelines for each structural BMP.

~ Grass swales
~ Filter strips
~ Dry detention basins

~ Wet detention ponds
~ Stormwater ~vetlands
~ Bioretention areas
~> Sand filtration facilities
~ Proprietary stormwater treatment facilities

3.2 Pollution Prevention BMPs

3.2.1 Employee Education

Description

Employee education programs are designed to educate employees on the proper operational
practices to minimize the potential for on-site pollutants to contact stormwater runoff. Through
education, employees become more aware of potential stormwater pollutants, runoff
characteristics, spill control measures, and methods to minimize off-site migration of polluted
stormwater runoff from commercial and industrial properties. As a result, it is one of the easiest
to implement and most beneficial pollution prevention BMPs available. In addition, a proper
employee education program outlines methods by which employees can also reduce potential for
stormwater pollution at their individual residences.
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Applic.ability

Every commercial, and industrial or related Facility that stores materials outside or is involved
with receiving or shipping materials can benefit from employee education programs regarding
on-site stormwater management practices.

Employee education programs are required by federal law under 40 CFR Part 112 - Oil
Pollution Prevention Regulations and 40 CFR Part 122, 123, and 124 - National Pollutant
Discht~e Elimination System Regulations Jbr Storm Water Dischargers. As a result, all
facilities contbrming to these regulations should already be performing employee education.

Stormwater Utility Credit

To be eligible for stormwater utility credit for impleme}~tation of this BMP, organizations must
meet the minimum criteria outlined in Table 3.1. For more information regarding credit
opportunities, refer to the City’s Stormwater Utility Credit Policy document.

City o f Greensboro Public Education Outreach

The City of Greensboro is committed to educate citizens on environmental awareness issues.
The Storm Water Services Division, as part of its municipal NPDES permit, has developed-
educational programs to inform citizens on ways they can help protect the quality of
Greensboro’s streams and lakes. The City has produced several television and radio ads.

Table 3.1: Summary of Employee Education Requirements

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION FREQUENCY DOCUMENTATION

Employee Education sessions for all 30 Submit programs
i Briefings employees regarding min./quarter with agenda to SWS

proper water quality and for approval prior to
environmental protection briefings.
activities.

Employee Conduct written surveys Once Submit summary of
Surveys of each employee per EPA annually survey responses in

regulations Annual Report.

Post/Distribute Post and/or distribute As Verify posting of
Information periodic stormwater received Annual Report.

information provided by
Storm Water Services.
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campaigning surface water quality protection. The City has also produced informational videos,
brochures, etc., on various environmental topics for a wide range of audiences, including
industries, businesses, schools and interested citizens.

The City also has helped form several volunteer groups to help educate citizens on water quality
issues and to encourage citizens to get involved in cleaning up the City’s surface waters. These
groups include:

Environmental Business Partners
This program is setup to create a partnership with the City government and local businesses
in order to provide the community with environmenta[/stormwater information.

"Green Heroes" (Includes Adopt-A-Stream, Adopt-A-Street, and Adopt-A-Park)     -
This program consists of volunteer groups that periodically remove litter along the stream
section that they have adopted.

"Drain Markers" Program
This program involves placing the drain markers on storm water inlets that read "Don’t
Dump - Drains to Lakes and Creeks"

The City h~s also set up an "Environmental Helpline" (373-2812) to take calls on pollution~
problems from spills to excessive erosion problems from construction sites and to answer
questions.

.̄’..~;’..,If you have an interest in obtaining any informational material, participating in the volunteer
groups or have any other questions regarding environmental issues, please contact the Helpline.
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3.2.2 On-Site ReJitse .t’[anagement

Description

On-site refuse management programs include specific operating practices designed to minimize
the potential for on-site litter and debris. The goal for these types of programs is to limit the
amount of floatables and debris collecting in stormwater runoff and discharging off-site. In
addition, on-site refuse management programs entail good housekeeping practices and help
maintain a clean facility appearance.

Applicability

Commercial and industrial facilities can benefit from an active on-site refuse management
program. Many facilities already employ such a program either formally or informally as part of
good housekeeping efforts to maintain a clean, aesthetically pleasing business environment.

Litter reduction and recycling activities are essential to improving solid waste management.
Nearly 65% of the City’s landfill waste comes from local commercial and industrial businesses.
Recycling programs can save landfill space, and because the City of Greensboro services
recycling dumpsters free of charge, they can save business owners money.                   ~o

Stormwater Utility Credit

To be eligible for stormwater utility credit for implementation of this BMP, organizations must
develop and implement an on-site refuse management plan which focuses on litter reduction,
recycling, and proper disposal and storage. Organizations wishing to receive credit for on-site
refuse management, must prepare and submit an on-site refuse management plan. The plan
should include the following items at a minimum:

1. A litter reduction program encouraging staff to properly dispose of waste materials. This
program should outline the appropriate disposal options for all waste, including
hazardous and non-hazardous and general solid waste material.

2. A comprehensive on-site waste material recycling program. This program should
include all materials that could be reused or reclaimed either on-site or through the use
of contractors of vendors. This may include paper wastes, waste treatment solids, and
other materials.

3. Maintain area of refuse container covers designed to eliminate exposure to the
environment (i.e. wind, rain, snow, etc.).

For more information regarding credit opportunities, refer to the City’s Storrnwater Utiliw. Credit
Policy document.
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City of Greensboro Solid Waste Manaaement

The City’s Solid Waste Management Division offers twice-a-week garbage service as well as
recycling service up to four times per week to its business customers. Business owners are
responsible for providing city-approved trash and recycling dumpsters.

Businesses may recycle the following materials in the Recycle Greensboro program:

Office and computer paper Newspapers Tin cans Chipboard
Plastic soda bottles Magazines Empty aerosol cans
Plastic milk or water jugs Aluminum cans Corrugated cardboard

The City does NOT allow the following to be disposed at the City landfill:             -

Aluminum cans Yard waste Tires
Lead batteries Large appliances
Anti-freeze Fluorescent bulbs

The Solid Waste Management Division publishes the Business Waste Line and "One Man’s
Trash" which includes articles such as profiles on recycling programs of local businesses, easy
and effective things businesses can do to reduce waste, and updates on the City’s collectio.n.
services. Business Waste Line is published twice a year and "One Man’s Trash" is published
quarterly and sent to local businesses.

If you have any questions concerning the City’s refuse and recycling program, or would like help
setting up a recyc.ling program for you business please contact the City of Greensboro Solid
Waste Management Division at 335-5444.

3.2.3 Stormwater System Maintenance

Description

On-site stormwater system maintenance entails property owners or management regularly
maintaining the stormwater system on their property. Often, it is very effective for individual
facilities to periodically clean out on-site stormwater structures to assist in the City’s effort in
maintaining the stormwater system. By regularly maintaining on-site storm sewer systems and
open channel conveyances, a facility may reduce the amount of sediment and other pollutants
that can potentially migrate into the City’s storm sewer system and downstream receiving waters.
This helps the City meet the pollutant reduction goals associated with its federal National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Stormwater Permit. Also, periodic cleanings
of the stormwater infrastructure can prevent water back ups in the system and potential damage
from flooding due to a clogged system.
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Applicability

Sites that have stormwater conveyances (pipe system, open channel, and water bodies) on their
property that drain the runoff from the site are responsible for maintaining the conveyances.
Storm sewer conveyances that cross through private property but receive public runoff, will be
maintained by the City of Greensboro. However, inlet structures that collect runoff from private
property are the maintenance responsibility of the property owner, even if the structure is
connected to a publicly maintained storm sewer pipe.

Stormwater Utility Credit

To be eligible for stormwater utility credit for implementation of this BMP, organizations must
prepare and submit an on-site stormwater system maintenance plan. This plan must meet the
following minimum criteria:

1. Catch basins (e.g. curb inlets, grate inlets, etc.) and outfalls must be cleaned a
minimum of 2 times per year.

2. Curb and gutter systems must be cleaned a minimum of 4 times per year.
3. Other implemented structural BMPs must be routinely maintained and inspected on

an annual basis (minimum).                                                ~

For more information regarding credit opportunities, refer to the City’s Stormwater Utili~. Cred[i
Policy document.

City of Greensboro "SWIMS" Program

The City Storm Water Services Division is currently in the process of inventorying the storm
sewer infrastructure and open channel conveyance systems in the city limits. The inventory
includes public and private storm sewer systems (pipe diameter size is 12 inches or greater),
open channels, and ponds and lakes.

Attribute information, such as structure depth, structure condition, etc, along with location
intbrmation is gathered for each structure in the system (e.g. pipe, curb inlet). The City will use
this information along with a Geographical Information System (GIS) to develop a proactive
program termed the Stormwater Infrastructure Management System ("SWIMS"). This program
will optimize maintenance of public storm sewer systems by specifying which structures need
immediate repairs or cleaning before further problems occur. The program will also allow the
City to predict which structures need to be cleaned more frequently based on data collected in the
field and the associated land uses.
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3.2.4 Paved Area Sweeping

Description

A paved area sweeping program can significantly reduce sediment and other potential pollutants
from migrating into the City’s waterways. Paved areas are a source of various pollutants
(especially hydrocarbons and heavy metals emitted by vehicles). Small pollutants attach to
sediment; and when it rains, the sediment, along with the attached pollutants, flow with the
stormwater runoff to the nearest waterway. By employing a regular paved area sweeping
program, a facility can dramatically reduce the amount of sediment entering the stormwater
runoff. This not only helps the City maintain clean waterways but also improves general
housekeeping efforts at individual facilities.

Applicability

Essentially, every commercial and industrial facility th.at has paved areas can employ a sweeping
program. Commercial and industrial facilities with large parking lots often receive the most
benefit from paved area sweeping. In addition, it is often more cost effective to sweep large
paved areas as compared to small paved areas. Many industries may already be employing
routine paved area sweeping to comply with their NPDES Storm Water Permit.

Stormwater Utility Credit

To be eligible for stormwater utility credit for implementation of this BMP, organizations must      .’~.’..~:.
develop, submit, and document implementation of a detailed paved area sweeping management
plan. The plan should include at a minimum: sweeping frequency, name of sweeping
contractor, sediment and debris disposal method, and areas regularly swept. All paved areas
must be swept a minimum of once every two weeks. For more information regarding credit
opportunities, refer to the City’s Stormwater Utility Credit Policy document.

City of Greensboro Paved Area Cleaning Program

The City of Greensboro Street Cleaning Division is responsible for periodically cleaning major
and secondary public roads and public parking lots. The City uses a street sweeper that is
equipped with a vacuum to pick up loose debris once it is swept to the curb. This prevents the
debris from entering the storm sewer system.
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3.2.5 Used Oil Recycling

Description

Petroleum-based products are one of the major pollutants found in many urban surface waters.
One of the major contributors is improperly managed used oil. Therefore, a used oil recycling
program employed at facilities that utilize oil in their operations can be extremely beneficial with
respect to improving stormwater runoff quality. Many facilities that utilize oil should already
have a used oil recycling practice in place as it has become relatively convenient and cost
effective.

Applicability

Commercial and industrial facilities that use oil in its operations can empldy a used oil recycling
program. There are many commercial vendors that collect used oil and haul it to a commercial
recycling facility. This significantly reduces the amount of effort required by facilities to employ
used oil recycling. Furthermore, by using a reputable used oil recycling company, a facility can
reduce its potential liability regarding used oil contamination.

Storrnwater Utility Credit

To be eligible for stormwater utility credit for implementation of this BMP, organizations must
meet the following minimum criteria:

i. Offer and maintain an on-site, used oil recycling collection area.
2. Utilize a registered commercial oil recycling company to collect, haul, and recycle the

used oil, as’necessary.
3. Provide annually to Storm Water Services copies of all manifests for used oil collection

pertbrmed each year.
4. Display City of Greensboro Used Motor Oil Recycling informational material in clearly

visible and frequented on-site locations.

For more information regarding credit opportunities, refer to the City’s Stormwater Utili.ty Credit
Polic.v document.

City of Greensboro Household Hazardous Collection Center

Russell and Meiorin conducted a study (1985) of household practices and found that i 1 percent
of homeowners who change their motor oil disposed of it directly to street drains and another 14
percent disposed of it on the ground (Horsely and Witten).

The City of Greensboro, Guilford County, and ECOFLO, Inc. provide a service to collect
household hazardous waste from all households in Guilford County (no commercial or business
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waste is accepted). The Household Hazardous Waste Collection Center is located at 2750
Patterson Street, Greensboro.                                                                     ..:

3.2.6 Covering

Covering includes protecting certain areas of a facility from contact with precipitation. Covering
dramatically reduces the contact of precipitation on potential stormwater pollutant sources,
thereby reducing the pollutant levels in stormwater runoff from a particular property. Covering
can include a building, canopy, or other structure that directs rainfall away from areas of
concern. Areas at a facility that are c.ommonly covered in some form are stockpile areas,
hazardous material storage areas, maintenance areas (i.e. motor vehicle), and loading/unloading
areas.

Applicability
Covering is a common practice employed by many commercial and industrial facilities. The
City recognizes that constructing coverings for large outdoor storage areas may not be cost
effective for some facilities and other BMPs may be utilized.

Storm Water Utility Credit

To be eligible for stormwater utility credit for implementation of this BMP, covering must b~
employed at all hazardous and petroleum-based material storage areas and any area that entails
maintenance activities. Organizations must meet the following minimum criteria:

1. All hazardous and petroleum-based materials must be covered and protected from
stormwater contact.

2. A spill control and response plan must be developed and submitted to Storm Water
Services for all hazardous and petroleum-based materials stored on-site.

3. All maintenance activities must be performed under covered areas.
4. A site sketch with the covered areas must be submitted to the Storm Water Services

Division with the credit application before final approval of a covered area can be
granted.

3.2.7 Spill Containment

Description

Spill containment BMPs are provisions incorporated to prevent spilled materials which are
potentially hazardous from migrating outside storage areas. The containment may be a dike or
pit (for example, a concrete or steel berm) constructed around individual storage containers or a
storage area. The dike or pit will may have drain pipes with valves to allow "clean" stormwater
to discharge from the containment area; however, the valve is kept shut under normal conditions
in cases of a leak or spill.
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If the area to be contained is a large area with a storm drainage network, it may be appropriate to
construct a basin at the storm sewer outfall. The basin can be designed to trap floating materials
through the use of a skimmer baffle, as shown in Figure 3. !.

It is preferred, if possible, that storage areas of significant materials be covered to prevent
rainfall from entering the containment area.

Applicability

If a facility uses hazardous or petroleum-based materials (i.e. chemicals, wastes, oils, etc.) and
stores them outside, they should employ spill containment around their storage areas. In-many
cases, however, if facilities do store hazardous materials outside, federal law (40 CFR Part 112 -
Oil Pollution Prevention Regulations and 40 CFR Part 264 - Hazardo~is Waste Regulations)
require such thcilities to have spill containment for these areas.

Stormwater Utility Credit

To be eligible for stormwater utility credit for implementation of this BMP, all hazardous and ,
petroleum-based materials that are stored outside must have spill containment. Organizations
wishing to receive credit for spill containment must meet the following minimum criteria:

1. All spill containment facilities must be capable of containing 110 percent of the volume
of the largest container in the applicable storage area. For example, if the largest
container in a storage area is a 55-gallon drum, the spill containment storage area must
have at least 61 gallons (55 x 1 I0%) of volume.

2. For storage areas that contain potentially hazardous materials that dissolve in water or
otherwise do not float, a spill containment structure must be provided with a valve. The
valve must remain closed during normal facility operation. In the event of a rainfall
event, the collected stormwater must be visually inspected (sight and smell) for any
potential contamination. [f no potential contamination is visible, the containment valve
may be opened and the collected stormwater discharged. Any contaminated stormwater
must be disposed in a proper manner.

3. For storage areas that contain potentially hazardous material that floats on water (e.g.
oil), a structure using a skimmer baffle as shown in Figure 3.1 or other trapping
provision may be used.

4. A site plan detailing the storage areas and spill containment must be submitted to Storm
Water Services.

5. Display easily visible signage indicating a hazardous material storage area.
6.. Implement a regular inspection program (once per week minimum) for all spill

containment areas.
7. Document all inspection and maintenance activities associated with spill containment

facilities (Inspection and maintenance log should be available for City review at any
time).
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For more information regarding credit opportunities, refer to the City’s &ormwater Utilio’ Credit
Policy document.

Spill Containment for City of Greensboro Hugh Medford Service Center

The City. of Greensboro has constructed a spill containment structure to protect potential spill
areas at its Service Center. The structure is a wet basin with a skimmer baffle that traps
floating material at the surface (as shown in Figure 3.1). For more information, contact the
Storm Water Services Division.

Figure 3.1: Example Spill Containment Structure for Floatable Material

CONTAINMENT DIKE

SKIt~AER B,aJ:FLE

TRAPPED SP~LL RIPR~= OUTLET

MATERIALS ~ PROTECI"R~N

3.2.S Erosion and Sedimentation Control

Description

Soil erosion has a major impact on the quality of surface waters. Erosion increases the sediment
loading to surface waters causing adverse impacts such as increased turbidity, reduced light
penetration, clogging of gills/filters of fish and aquatic invertebrates, and reduced spawning.
Other impacts of increased sediment loading occur in low flow receiving waters, such as slow
moving meandering streams, ponds and lakes, where the sediment has a chance to settle out.
Impacts include smothering of aquatic habitat, more rapid filling of impoundments, increasing
the need for costly cleanouts and decreasing the aesthetic value (Schueler, 1987).

The greatest amount of soil erosion occurs during development construction and related land
disturbance, where grading activities expose the soil. Soil erosion can also occur on developed
sites where pervious areas are not well stabilized (for example, sparse grass cover), and in urban
streams where increased flow velocities due to increased runoff has eroded the stream banks, and
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other places where runoff has been concentrated and the conveyance system is not adequately
protected to resist erosion.

Applicability

For all land disturbance activities erosion and sedimentation controls are to be implemented to
prevent excessive sediment transport via stormwater runoff. After construction, it is important
that property owners periodically inspect the facility grounds to check for any erosion problems
or areas where earth is exposed due to poor grass cover or landscape cover.

City of Greensboro Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control

Through the Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control Act of 1973 and the City’s Nfftional
Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Stormwater Permit, the City of Greensboro
enforces sedimentation and erosion controls on all new commercial and residential projects. For
sites where land disturbances are greater than one (1) acre, a grading permit is required by City
Ordinance. For sites where land disturbances are less than one (1) acre, no grading permit is
required; however, the City will still manage and enforce erosion control on the site.

Refer to the City’s Soil and Sedimentation Control Section Standards of Practice for mor~
information on the City’s regulations, policies, and procedures. Or, contact the Field Service~-
Section of the Storm Water Services Division at 373-2812.

3.3 Non-Structural BMPs

3.3. l Open Vegetated Conveyance

Description

Open vegetated conveyances may be used instead of curb and gutter (~vhere permitted) and hard
piping to convey stormwater runoff where feasible. Open vegetative conveyances may be
channels, swales, and, where runoff is in the form ~f sheet flow, any vegetated area that accepts
runoff. Vegetated conveyances help to improve water quality by providing partial pollutant
removal as the water is filtered by the vegetation and an opportunity for a portion of the water to
infiltrate into the soil. They can also improve stormwater runoff quantity management by
reducing the velocity of the flow through the conveyance and providing some infiltration into the
soil.

Applicability

Vegetated conveyance systems can best be incorporated into moderate to low density
development where land area is available and where the land surface is gently sloping (5%
maximum). The site soils must be able to withstand erosion and a dense cover of strong rooted
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vegetation, such as tall rescue grass, must be established within the conveyance. Vegetated
conveyances usually work best when the conveyance is "cut" into existing soils.

A benefit of using open vegetated conveyances is that they can save on construction costs by
eliminating the need for stormwater sewer systems.

Open vegetated conveyances may be used for the following:

~ Stormwater conveyance in the watershed critical area. Section 30-7-3.2 (2) (a) states that
drainage shall be provided by means of open chafmels. Subsection (b) states that the
drainage shall have protected channels.

~ Scoring points on the "scoresheet"for low density development in the General water-supply
watershed area. Use of open vegetated conveyances will provide more points than piped
conveyances (Factor #I0). Also, vegetated conveyances that are used and are designed to
resist soil erosion (10-year event), will classify as "protected drainageways" on the
scoresheet (Factor #5).

=~ To provide stormwater quantity control Vegetated conveyance systems can provide

temporary retention to reduce stormwater discharge rates. A hydrologic-hydraulic analysia
will have to be performed to determine the design that will provide the desired reduction (for._
more information on design guidelines, see Section 3.4.6, Grass Swales, and section 3.4.7,
Filter Strips).

~ Credit towards the stormwater utility fee. Using vegetated conveyances instead of "hard",.,: :~...:~
conveyances and are designed according to the guidelines given below, will be eligible for
credit as specified in the Stormwater Utility Credit Polic.v document.

Plannin~ and Design Guidelines

To improve its effectiveness as a stormwater BMP, open vegetated conveyance systems should
be used in gently sloping areas to promote shallow, low velocity flow. This will maximize the
channel filtering surface, and facilitate sedimentation and infiltration while increasing the travel
time to the discharge point.

Channels and swales should be designed to promote shallow flow (i.e. trapezoidal).
Conveyances designed with narrow cross sections will have higher velocities and deeper flow
depths which allows for less pollutant removal, increased erosion potential, and higher quantity
of flow at the discharge point.

The bottom width should be wide enough to maintain a shallow flow but narrow enough to
prevent small rills from forming in the bottom during low flows.
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Generally the side slopes should not be steeper than 3H: IV. The slopes should be flat enough to
maximize the contact surface area (the water with vegetation) and prevent bank erosion while
steep enough to reasonably contain the flow.

The permissible velocity for vegetated conveyances should be limited to prevent erosion within
the channel. The permissible velocity varies depending on the soil type, the vegetation type, how
wel! the conveyance is maintained, etc. Generally, the velocity should not exceed 4 ft/sec within
the channel (10 year storm), for velocities greater than this, check dams may need to be
constructed within the channel to slow the velocity.

It is recommended that the lining of open conveyances be a dense cover of erosion resistant
grass, such as tall rescue. For channels and swales where relatively steep slopes exist (greater
than 3:1), it may be beneficial to plant trees along the top of the slope. Tree roots will p~’ovide
additional stabilization to the channel banks. It may be necessary to use .temporary matting to
get the grass established or to use sod.

3.3.2 Stream Buffers

Description’                                                                             r

Stream buffers may be implemented along streams, drainageways, and impoundments. The
function of the buffers are to:

~ protect the overall stream quality by providing shading for the stream and provide

wildlife habitat;
~ remove pollutants from stormwater runoff through infiltration and filtering of stormwater

runoff from adjacent land areas;

w help attenuate flow rates from developed areas;

~ provide a set back from the stream to prevent damage to structures or improved property
due to flooding or changes in the stream channel.

The most effective stream buffers for protecting the overall quality of the stream are those that
are left undisturbed including a tree line maintained along the stream bank.

Applicability

All major streams, drainageways, and water bodies should have buffer protection.

Stream buffers must be provided for the following:

Meet water-supply watershed and stormwater management requirements. Refer to Section
2.3 of this Manual for more information.
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Stream buffers may be provided.for the following:

~ Scoring points on the scoresheetfor low density development in the General water-supply
watershed area. Points on the scoresheet can be granted for buffers placed on drainageways
and jurisdictional streams (Factor #7).

=~ Reduce the stormwater runoff that a site generates. Stream buffers can serve to reduce the

runoff rates that flow into the buffer. The actual reduction depends of the quantity of flow
entering the bufferl the flow source (e.g. pipe discharge, sheet flow), the width of the buffer,
buffer ground cover, etc.

=> Credit towards the stormwater utility fee.    Properties that implement stream buffers
according to City requirements and the guidelines below will be eligible for credit as
specified in the Stormwater Utility Credit Policy document.

Planning Design Guidelines and Requirements

Stream buffers, at a minimum, are required to be implemented on both sides of (1) perennial-
streams, as defined by this Manual, and (2) drainage channels draining an area equal to or larger
than 50 acres. In the Randleman Lake Watershed, buffers on intermittent streams are required...
as well.

3.3.3 Disconnect

Description

Disconnecting rooftop drainage can reduce the runoff flow rates from developed areas.
Disconnecting means that runoff from rooftops will not be directed to storm drainage systems
but rather be directed toward pervious surfaces where it can filter through the grass or other
landscape material, or infiltrate into the soil.

Applicability

This practice is applicable mostly for low density residential or commercial developments (less
than 50% impervious). Disconnection is not applicable where the volume of runoff from
rooftops will cause erosion or problems to adjacent downstream properties.

Disconnection practices may be used for the following:

=~ Scoring points on the scoresheet for low density development in the General water-supply

watershed area. Points on the scoresheet can be granted for dispersing flow instead of
concentrating it (Factor #5). To receive points, the rooftop should disconnected as specified
below (along with other impervious areas).
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~ Provide stormwater quantio, control. Disconnection of impervious areas can increase the
time it takes for runoff to travel to the site outfall (increase time of concentration) and may
allow a portion of the runoff to infiltrate into the soil. The effect that disconnection has on
stormwater quantity depends on many factors, such as the storm event, the amount of
impe~’ious area that is being disconnected, whether the flow is concentrated or not, the soil
type, the type of cover on the pervious surface, and the distance from where the runoff is
"’disconnected" to the nearest downstream area of imperviousness, stormwater conveyance
system, or site outfall.

~ Credit towards the stormwater utility fee. Properties that disconnect rooftop drainage
according to the guidelines below, will be eligible for credit as specified in the Stormwater
Utility Credit Policy document.

Planning and Desi~o-n Guidelines

Downspouts from rooftops should discharge to gently sloping, well vegetated or landscaped
areas (mulched areas do a good job in storing and dispersing water as long as the inflow velocity
is not great). Erosion control devices, such as splash blocks may be needed at the roof
downspout discharge.

Rooftops should provide a downspout for every 5000 square feet of rooftop to reduce the erosion
potential at the discharge location. The minimum distance between downspout discharge and the
next impervious surface shall be 10 feet.

3.3.4 Clustering/Conservation of Natural Areas

Description

Clustering is a land development practice which can be implemented to concentrate development
away from environmentally sensitive areas such as streams, wetlands, mature forests, etc.
Because the idea of clustering is to compact development in one location, it will also reduce the
amount of roadways, sidewalks and drives required compared to development that sprawls over
the entire land area.

Applicability

Clustering and conversation of natural areas should be practiced at least to some extent for all
developments, not only to reduce the impacts to our natural resources by minimizing disturbance
and percentage impervious, but also to maintain some of the natural beauty of the site.

Clustering and conservation .may be used for the following:

~ Scoring points on the scoresheetfor low density development in the General water-suppl.v
watershed area. Points for clustering (Factor #1) can be received based on the criteria listed
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in the water-supply watershed ordinance (Chapter 30). Points can also be earned for
consev,’ation of stream buffers (Factor #7) and for conservation or re-creation of wooded
areas (Factor #1 I). Also, by reducing built-upon surfaces, points may be gained for built-
upon area (Factor #2).

=~ Protection offragile areas in the watershed critical area. The City ordinance requires

development to conserve fragile areas in the undisturbed state. Fragile areas are steep slopes
(>15%) lying adjacent and parallel to streams and drainageways, and wetlands.

~ Reduction ofstormwater utili~.fee. Clustering and conservation practices are designed to
reduce the impervious areas required for the site. Because the stormwater utility is based on
impervious surfaces, the fee will be reduced for the site.

=~ Other considerations. Reducing the amount of impervious area reduces the volume of runoff
required to be treated by structural BMPs thus reducing the cost and size of the BMPs.
Concentrating development away from environmentally sensitive areas will also reduce the
amount of time and expense to get federal and state permits for impacts to jurisdictional
waters.

Planning and Design Considerations                                               ,

Concentrate development on the flattest part of the land away from environmentally sensiti~
areas such as steep slopes, streams, and wetlands. This will not only reduce the impacts to these
areas but may reduce the amount of earth moving necessary.

Minimize the width of streets (in accordance with City standards).

Minimize the number of parking spaces and reduce the size of parking stalls and parking aisle
widths (in accordance with City standards).

Reduce the amount of overflow parking to the minimum needed.

Take inventory and preserve mature trees and forests.

3.3.5 Grass Paving

Description

Grass paving technology allows for the reduction of paved areas by implementing grass paving
in areas that are infrequently used such as fire lanes, overflow parking, golf cart paths, etc. A
variety of grass paving units are available on the market. Grass paving units are designed to
carry vehicular loading and may be composed of different type materials. The pavers are usually
covered with sod to make these areas practically indistinguishable from other grassed areas.
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Grass paving provides water quality benefits by allowing stormwater to infiltrate into the
underlying soils and by filtering of the stormwater as it flows through the grass.

Applicability.

Grass pavers can provide a more aesthetically pleasing site and reduce the "’sea of asphalt" look.
Grass paving should not be used for frequently traveled or parked in areas, since damage could
be done to the grass and the grass needs sunlight to survive.

Grass paving may be used for the following:

~ Scoring points on the scoresheetfor low density development in the General water-supply
watershed area. Points can be received for "Other Measures" (Factor #12) for use of grass
paving. Sites that incorporate 5% of their total impervious surface as grass paving will
receive l0 points for this category.

=~ Reduce the runoff generated by a site. Grass pavers can reduce the runoff volume generated

and extend the time of concentration. Some units may provide enough infiltration to be
considered a pervious cover; check with the manufacturer for more information on the runoff
characteristics of the grass paving.

~ Reduction ofstormwater utilio’fee. Grass paving is not considered an impervious surface
(see note below) as it pertains to the fee, therefore the fee will be less.

~ Credit towards the stormwater utili~.fee. Sites that incorporate grass paving into their site,
will be eligible for credit as specified in the Stormwater Utility Credit Polic.v document.

*Note: Grass paving units are considered by the State and the City to be built-upon area, as it
pertains to water-supply watershed regulations.

Design Considerations

Grass paving should not be used in high traffic areas or where vehicles will be permanently
parked for long periods of time which may affect the growth of grass.

Refer .to the manufacturer’s guidelines for proper design considerations, installation, and
maintenance of grass paving.

3.3.6 Natural Infiltration

Description

Natural infiltration is a method in which an undisturbed land area covered with natural
vegetation accepts runoff from new development and infiltrates the runoff into the soil. Natural
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infiltration areas should only be used where the soils have a moderate to high infiltration rate
I that is, soils in hydrologic group A or B). The area should be in the forested condition with the
land surface covered by leaves, needles, and organic matter and should only be used for passive
recreation, such as hiking.

Applicabiliw.

A natural infiltration area, that meets the design criteria below, may be used a stormwater quality
control in the Watershed Critical Area (WCA) where the built-upon area is 6% or less in the

¯ Lower Randleman WCA or is 12% or less in any other WCA.

Design Considerations

The following equation is to be used to determine the size of the natural infiltration area (Source:
Guilford County Water Quality Protection Manual):

X = (KTI)/l(cd - K)

Where

A = Natural infiltration area required
K = 0.5 (runoff, inches)
T = Site area
I = Built-upon area ratio (Built-upon area/T)
c = Effective water capacity, in./in. (water/soil)
d = Depth of soil A horizon, in. (determined from table 3.2)

’ TABLE 3.2: SUITABLE SOIL TYPES FOR NATURAL INFILTRATION

c dSO~L TYPE in/in in HYDROLOGIC GROUP

Appling sandy loam .25 6 B

Cecil, Madison sandy loam .25 4 B

Enon, Vance, Helena, fine sandy loam and .17 4 Bsandy loam

Cecil, Enon, Madison, Coronaca and
Mecklenburg sandy clay loam and clay .14 4 B or C
loam

SOURCE: GUILFORD COUNTY WATER QUALITY PROTECTION MANUAL
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The runoff from areas to be treated should flow into the natural infiltration area as sheet flow and
with a non-erosive velocity.

The natural infiltration area is to have the following characteristics:

I. Appropriate soils - high or moderate infiltration rates, low erosion potential, ~vell
drained (not in wetland or floodplain)

2. Mature forest cover (the calculated natural infiltration area (A) is to be doubled where a
"mature forest cover is not present)

3. Slopes not exceeding 10% (where slope exceeds 10% an additional 10% is to be added
to the calculated natural infiltration area (A))

4. Remain permanently undisturbed - the natural infiltration area i~ to be covered by a
water quality conser~’ation easement (WQCE)
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3.4 Structural BMPs

3.4. l Introduction

The selection and design guidelines set forth by the City are provided to aid the design engineer
in planning and designing the appropriate BMP relative to its function, ease of maintenance,
aesthetics, and safety. The design engineer is responsible for designing stormwater BMPs to
function properly for each specific site. The City will not be responsible for systems designed
according to these guidelines which do not function properly; and will require failed systems to
be replaced.

Table 3.3 compares the pollutant removal and peak flow rate reduction efficiency rating of the
structural BMPs and notes whether the BMP is acceptable to use to meet the water-supply
xvatershed requirements for high density development. The table also shows the stormwater
credit "potential" that each BMP may be able to provide, which is based on its pollutant removal

Table 3.3: Structural BMP Control Efficiency Rating

I
POLLUTANT REMOVAL

i STORMWATER

STRUCTURAL BMP CAPABILITY (accept- APPROPRIATE FOR PEAK REDUCTION
able method under OF 2-YEAR, 10-YEAR STORMS? UTILITY CREDIT

30.7.1.12181111 !  OTENT, AL
2 (maybe feasible for small

Grass swales 2 (No) drainage areas -incorporate check 2 :"~i.~:~;.’~~
dam(s))

2 (maybe feasible for small
Filter strips 2 (No) drainage areas - incorporate check 2

dam at end)
Dry detention basins (w/
extended detention) 3 (No) 5 3

Wet detention ponds 4.5 (Yes) 4.5 4.5

Stormwater wetlands 4.5 (Yes) 3 4
1 (usually designed to capture first

Bioretention areas 4.5 (Yes) flush - may be feasible for very 3
small sites

Sand filtration facilities 4.5 (Yes) 1 3
Varies (Depends - 0-1 (most proprietary facilities that

Proprietary stormwater monitoring study may will meet watershed requirements 3treatment facilities be req’d-see Sect. are designed to capture the first
5.13) flush

*Note: Scale of I through 5
Where 1 represents limited efficienc~//potential and 5 represents excellent efficienc~//potential
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and peak flow rater reduction capability. The credi~t potential shown in Table 3.3 is based
on general cases. In some cases the BMPs may be able to provide more credit
opportunity, tbr example, incorporating peak flow rate reduction in a bioretetention area
that controls a small site.

**.VO TE. Tt, e minimum water qualiO, requirements associated with ttze design of B.\[Ps acceptable to meet
water supply watershed requirements are noted by italicized text in the individual BMP sections.

3.4.2 Structural BMP Selection Guidelines

Once the stormwater control objective has been decided, it is important to select the best
BMP tbr the specific site. This section provides guidance on selecting structural BMPs
that best meet certain site characteristics, community acceptance issues, and land uses.
Each of the structural BMPs presented in this manual (except for proprietary stormwater
treatment thcilities) are compared in the following matrices. Again, this section is to
provide general guidance; the design engineer should examine the site-specific case
thoroughly before deciding on a BMP design.

Site Suitability

Table 3.4 shows some of the main site characteristics that are usually considered when
determining which BMPs to be used. The drainage area category refers to, generally,
the most appropriate BMP to use for certain drainage area sizes. For example, wet
detention ponds seem to maintain a permanent pool when it has a larger drainage area

Table 3.4: BMP Site Suitability

ORAINAGE                                                      GROUND RELIEF
SPACE       SITESTRUCTURAL BMP             AREA                                SOILS        BAN INLET &CONSU  T,ON S’O E/ACR Sl OUT’ET

Grass swales 5 max MED 4% or Erosion 0.5 - 1 feet

Filter strips Depends~ MED less resistant;
permeable 0.5 - 1 ft
ErosionDry detention basins (w/

extended detention) Full range MED 15% or resistant; 3 to 6 ft

less compactable
Compactable;Wet detention ponds 10 rain HI
impermeable 5 t?.8 ft

Stormwater wetlands 20 rain HI 5% or Impermeable;
5 to 8 ftless topsoil for plants

Bioretention areas 5 max MED "Made" Planting 5 to 7 ftSoil
Underground Sand Filter    1-2 max     NONE - LO    10% or                   5 to 7 ft

less
Perimeter Sand Filter       1-2 max     LO                    Not restrictive    3 to 5 feet

Surface Sand Filter 5 max MED 5 feet
’ The drmnage area to the filter strip =s limited by the length of surface to be treated -100 feet.
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lespecially when there is a groundwater source), but most certainly can be used drainage
areas smaller than 10 acres. Also, it is usually easier to manage sand filter facilities that
have smaller dr.ainage areas, but a larger site may choose to implement several facilities
or a combination of different BMPs. The space consumption category refers to the
relative amount of land space that is taken up by the BMP, including associated dams,
benches and embankments. The ground relief between inlets and outlets category refers
to the elevation difference between the inlet and outlet outfalls. For example, runoff from
parking lot that is treated by a bioretention BMP first drops 6 inches from the parking lot
to a gravel spreader, then flows down through 3 inches of mulch, 4 feet of "made"
planting soil and 6 inches of gravel underdrain, and discharged. In this example, the
runoff has to "drop" a little more than 5 feet from the inlet to outlet to be treated.

Community Acceptance                                                    -

Table 3.5 shows various community and property owner issues that shc~uld be considered
before selecting a BMP. These issues are important because the property owner will be
fully responsible and liable for the BMP that is constructed.

Table 3.5: Community Acceptance

EASY TO RELATIVELY AESTHETICALLY PROVIDES
STRUCTURAL BMP SAFE?

MAINTAIN? ECONOMICALt? PLEASING? HABITAT?

Grass swales (~ (~) (~)

Filter strips (~) (~) (~) (~) (~) ": ::~ :’~:’?~
"

Dry detention basins (w/
extended detention) (~) ~ (~

Wet detention ponds (~) (~ (~)
Stormwater wetlands ~ (~) (~) (~)

Bioretention areas (~) (~) ~ ~ (~)

Underground Sand Filter (~) (~) ~) (~) (~)

Perimeter Sand Filter (~) (~) Q (~) (~)

Surface Sand Filter (~ (~ (~) (~) ~)

~) = Yes (~) = Maybe (~ = No

Relatively Economical is based on the construction costs per drainage area treated. It does not
take into account land costs.

Land Uses

Table 3.6 shows suggested structural BMPs for various land uses. It is important to note
the proximity of residences or to the BMP, the desired aesthetic value, property owner’s
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ability to maintain the BMP, land availability and costs, pollutant sources to the BMP,
etc.

Table 3.6: Suggested BMP for Various Land Uses

Low        HIGH         LOW        HiGHSINGLE       MULTI-
STRUCTURAL BMP FAMILY FAMILY DENSITY DENSITY DENSITY DENSITY

COMMERCIAL COMMERCIAL ~NOUSTR~AL~NOUSrR~AL
Gr~ss swales ~ v

Filter strips v"
Dry detention basin’s (w/

~
extended detention)
Wet detention ponds ,/

Stormwater wetlands v/ v
~ (for

Bioretention areas individual
home sites)

Underground

Perimeter ¢" v"
Surface v

3.4.3 Control ~blumes

Water Quality Volume (WQV)

The Water Quality Volume (WQV) is the storage needed within a structural BMP to
control the "first flush" of runoff during a storm event. Studies have generally shown
that the highest pollutant concentrations are found in the initial runoff period or "’first
flush." The State of North Carolina and City of Greensboro designate the "first flush" to
be the runoff volume from the first 1.0 inch of rainfall over the drainage area to the
structural BMP. The WQV may be calculated (Schueler, 1987) as follows.

WQV= 1.O*R~*DA
12

Where;

WQV = Water Quality Volume (in acre-feet)

Rv = Volumetric Runoff Coefficient (Schueler 1987) = 0.05 + 0.009(I)
where ! = percent impervious cover of the drainage area

DA = Drainage Area to BMP (in acres)
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Quantity Control StoraCe Volumes

Refer to Section 2,4,2 of" this manual for guidance on determining quantity control
storage volumes.

3.4.4 Stormwater Utili~, Credit

Credit will be granted for sites that construct structural BMPs to treat runoff. The credit
will be based on the BMPs pollutant removal and ,peak flow reduction efficiency.
Organizations wishing to receive credit for installation of structural BMPs should follow
the guidelines presented in this manual. For more information on credit opportunities
refer to the City of Greensboro Stormwater Utility Credit Policy Manual.

3.4.5 Regulatory Considerations

The following State and Federal regulations need to be considered when designing
structural BMPs.

Dam Safety

Structural BMPs designed to impound ~vater pose a potential hazard to downstream
citizens and property. Because structural BMPs are mostly used in urbanized areas or
rapidly growing areas, such as in Greensboro, potential hazards related to water
impoundments and dams are increased.

The State of North Carolina Dam Safety Law of 1967 [as Amended through 1995]
provides for the certification and inspection of dams in the interest of public welfare with
respect to reducing the risk of failure to dams. The rules, which are provided in the North
Carolina administrative Code Title 15A, Subchapter 2K (see Appendix F), entitled "Dam
Safety," state that "no person shall begin the construction of any dam until at least 10
days after filing with the Department a statement concerning its height, impoundment
capacity, purpose, location and other information required by the Department." It is
important to note that the department requires notification for the construction of any
dam even if the dam may be "exempt" from the State’s regulation.

The Regulations (N.C.G.S 143-215.25A (a) (6)) exempts a dam "that is less than 15 feet
in height or that has an impoundment capacity of less than 10 acre-feet, unless the
Department determines that failure of the dam could result in loss of human life or
significant damage to proper~., below the dam." If the failure of a dam could result in the
loss of human life or significant property damage the dam is classified as a High Hazard
(Class C) structure. Although many structural BMP dams that are constructed in
Greensboro are smaller than the size criteria for State regulation, the fact that they are
being constructed in an urban or developing area could potentially have significant
impacts to human life and property. Table 3.7 shows the quantitative guidelines used by
the State Dam. Safety Office for dam hazard classification.
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To help ensure that stormwater BMP dams have met the State Dam Safety re~malations
and that the dams have been designed with public health, safety, and welfare in mind the
Engineer’s Statement of Pond and Dam Safety (Figure 3.2) is required for dams
proposed to be constructed for stormwater BMPs that temporarily or permanently store
water.

Figure 3.2: Engineer’s Statement of Pond and Dam Safety

ENGINEER’S STATEMENT OF POND AND DAM SAFETY

The stormwater pond and dam shown on this plan satisfies requirements of the North
Carolina State Dam Safety Law of 1967 [As Amended Through 1995] and the Rules and
Regulations as presented in the North Carolina Administrative Code Title 15A, Subchapter 2K
- Dam Safety. Even in the case where the dam shown on this plan is determined by the State
to be exempt from the above noted Dam Safety requirements, I, as the qualified design
engineer, state that the pond and dam are designed to be safe and adequate for the
protection of public health, safety, welfare, and downstream property. I understand that this
statement as the design engineer shall not relieve the owner or operator of the pond and dam
from the legal duties, obligations, and liabilities arising from such ownership or operation.
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Jurisdictional Streams and Wetlands

It is the intent in most cases to design stormwater management devices to remove
pollutants before they have a chance to enter "waters of the United Sates." Stormwater
BMPs should be constructed outside of perennial streams and natural wetland areas
unless no practical alternative exists, Also, natural or existing lakes, ponds, and wetlands
should not be considered for stormwater BMP retrofits until Federal and State Permits for
such purpose have been obtained. The US Army Corps of Engineers (ACE) requires that
all impacts to jurisdictional waters and wetlands be reported to their office. Depending
on the impact, the US ACE and NC Division of Water Quality (DWQ) may require the
applicant to obtain permits, prepare environmental documents, mitigate for the impact,
etc. For Greensboro, the contacts are the US ACE Raleigh Regulatory Field Office-at
919-876-8441 and NC DWQ Winston-Salem Division Office at 336-771-4608.

Required Stream Buffers

Stream buffers protect the overall quality of the stream, by achieving pollutant removal as
runoff flows through the buffer, by providing shade for the stream and habitat for
wildlife. Stream buffers are required for certain streams within the City (refer to the City
ordinance section 30-7, water-supply watershed districts, ordinance section 27-22,
stormwater management control, and Section 2.3 of this manual for more information on
buffer requirements). Although stormwater BMPs may be allowed in required stream
buffers, other alternative locations should be examined. Whenever there is a practical
alternative, structural BMPs should not be placed in stream buffers, but if encroachment
into the stream buffer is needed, the amount of stream buffer area that is impacted and the
distance between the impact and the stream should be minimized. Also, consideration
should be given to the design of the BMP discharge to prevent erosion in the buffer zones
and of stream banks.

FEMA Floodway/Floodplain

Placement of structures including stormwater structural BMPs within a designated 100-
year floodplain as shown on FEMA’s Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM), is strongly
discouraged. In the event of a large flood, floodwaters could cause significant damage to
the BMP. No structural BMP will be allowed in the designated "floodway" without
submitting a "Certification of No Rise" to the City for approval, a "Conditional Letter of
Map Revision" or a "Letter of Map Revision" is obtained from FEMA and all applicable
federal and state permits have been obtained. Structures placed in the floodplain should
be appropriately constructed to prevent damage from floodwaters. Refer to Chapter 30-
7-5 Flood Damage Prevention, for more information regarding this subject.
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3.4.6 Grass Swales

Description

Grass swales are gently sloping waterways or channels that are densely covered with
erosion-resistant grasses and designed to slowly convey stormwater runoff. The grass
swale is similar to the vegetated conveyance presented in Section 3.3.1 (Non-structural
BMPs), but with additional provisions to improve its stormwater management

functionality.

In the past, open channels were used for the sole purpose of conveying storm~vater
runoff, but by incorporating certain design parameters, grass swales can provide modest
quality and quantity control. Swales help to improve water quality by providing partial
pollutant removal through the filtering action of the grass, particle settling by reduced
velocity, and infiltration into the soil. Grass swales can also improve stormwater runoff
quantity management by reducing the velocity of the flow through the conveyance and
providing some infiltration into the soil.

Applicability

Due to their limited pollutant removal capability, grass swales are not an acceptable BMP
for meeting the requirements for "high density" development in the water-supply
watershed. However, use of grass swales which are designed according to the guidelines
presented in this section can be awarded credit on the stormwater utility fee. Also, grass
swates in some cases can attenuate the peak flow rate from developed areas and can be
used to meet stormwater management requirements. Typically, swales can be designed
to control smaller storms (such as the 1-year or 2-year) and smaller sites (5 acres or less).

Grass swales can best be incorporated into moderate to low density development where
land area is available and where the land surface is gently sloping (5% maximum), and
the drainage area is relatively small (1 to 2 acres). The in situ soils must be able to
withstand erosion and a dense cover of strong rooted grass must be established within the
swale. Grass swales resist erosion better when the are "cut" into the natural ground.

Design Guidelines

For grassed swales to meet City regulations, a 15’ access easement will be required from the
public street right-of-way to the grassed swale. A maintenance easement shall be placed over the
swale and shall extend 15’ beyond the top of the side slopes.

Cross section geometry: To improve their effectiveness as a stormwater BMP, grass
swales should be constructed with a wide cross section (for example, trapezoidal, or
parabolic) and in gently sloping areas to promote shallow, low velocity flow. This will
maximize the channel filtering surface, and facilitate sedimentation and infiltration while
increasing the travel time to the discharge point. Swales that are designed with narrow
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cross sections tend to have higher velocities and de.eper flow depths which allows for less
pollutant removal, increased erosion potential, and higher quantity of flow at the
discharge point.

WQV storage: The WQV should be discharged within 6 to 24 hours. The water quality
volume should be temporarily detained in the grass swale and released over 24 hours (48
hours maximum). The maximum depth of the water quality volume storage within the
swale should be 1.5 feet.

Flow Velocity: The velocity for 2-year storm should not exceed 2 feet per second within
the swale.

Bottom width: The bottom width should be within the range of two to eight feet. T-he
two feet minimum allows for construction considerations wide enough to maintain a
shallow flow but narrow enough to prevent small rills from forming inthe bottom during
low flows.

Side slopes: The side slopes should be flatter than 4H:IV. The slopes should be flat
enough to maximize the contact surface area and prevent bank erosion while steep
enough to reasonably contain the flow.

Longitudinal slope: The longitudinal slope should be less than 5%. The slope should
allow for sufficient drainage and uniform flow while preventing excessive velocity. For
slopes greater than 2%, check dams should be utilized at the specified intervals.

Check dams: A control to increase the stormwater management efficiency of vegetative
swales, is to construct check dams spaced at suitable intervals and perpendicular to the
flow direction. Check dams may be constructed with treated timber, gabions, or rip rap.
For quality credit, check dam spacing is such that the top of a check dam is at the same

Figure 3.3: Example of Grass Swale
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elevation as the toe of the check dam immediately upstream. For example, a swale that
has a 4% slope and check dams that are two feet high, would have a spacing of every 50
feet. A hydrologic-hydraulic study will have to be performed to determine the spacing
and discharge rates of the check dams r~eeded to meet quantity reduction requirements.

Capacity: The swale should be designed to adequately convey the 10 year storm event
in a non-erosive manner or provide an overflow as shown in Figure 3.3.

3.4. 7 Filter Strips

Description                                                                  -

Filter strips are similar to grass swales, with the exception that strips are designed to
receive runoff from impervious or pervious areas in the form of sheet flow. The filter
strip is usually the same or greater width than the area it is treating and a spreading
device (such as a gravel diaphragm) is placed between the runoff area and the filter strip
to help distribute the runoff evenly. The filter strip may be a replanted forested area or a
densely grassed area (see Figure 3.4). The filter strip may also be a natural undisturbed ,
area where the land characteristics meet the design criteria below.

Filter strips, like swales, provide modest pollutant removal efficiency through the
filtering action of the grass and infiltration into the soil.

Filter strips slightly reduce peak flows by reducing velocity and providing some
infiltration into the soil. A check dam can be used at the end of the filter strip to provide
additional peak reduction and direct the discharge to a conveyance system, if desired.

Applicability

Filter strips are best utilized in low density developments (single and multi-family) where
the contributing drainage area is small, relatively flat (less than 5%), and will drain
through overland flow. Filter strips can treat runoff from parking lots, roads, or pervious
areas that receive chemical treatment such as golf courses. The area to be treated should
flat across its width so.runoff will be evenly distributed across the filter strip.

ue to their limited pollutant removal capability, filter strips are not an acceptable BMP for
meeting the requirements for "high density" development in the water-supply watershed.
However, filter strips can be effective when used as pretreatment for other BMPs such as
bioretentDion. Filter strips also do a good job in protecting water resources such as
streams, wetlands and lakes.
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Desi~ Guidelines                                                                      -,

For vegetated filter strips used to meet Ci~, regulations (water-supply watershed or
stormwater managemenO, a 15’ wide access easement will be required from the public
street right-of-way to the filter strip. A maintenance easement shall be placed over the
filter strip and extend 15’ beyond its perimeter.

Length (direction of flow): The length of filter strip should be at least 50 feet. The
length of 50 feet will give the runoff time to be filtered or intercepted by the vegetation
and allow some infiltration. After 100 feet of run it is probable that the sheet flow will
begin to channelize.

Figure 3,4: Example of Filter Strip

Width: The filter strip width should be the same width of the area that it is treating (see
diagram). Runoff should enter the filter strip as uniform, low velocity sheet flow. A pea
gravel diaphragm or level spreader may be required to uniformly distribute and dissipate
the energy of incoming flow.

Longitudinal Slope: The longitudinal slope of the filter strip should be between I to
6%. The strip should be sloped enough to provide positive drainage but not too much to
exceed the erosion tolerance of the vegetation. The designer should note what type
ground cover and soil type that will be used when designing the slope of the filter strip.

Vegetation: The filter strip can be planted with a variety of species but should
incorporate a dense cover of strong rooted grass, plants and trees. A mixed, dense, native
grass species is the most low maintenance, sustainable, effective forms of vegetation
cover for reducing runoff volume and pollutant loads (study findings - Texas State Soil
and Water Conservation Board Bulletin No 97-I). Where natural areas are used as filter
strips, the existing natural vegetation usually provides effective treatment.
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Treatment Area: Areas to be treated by the filter strip should be graded uniformly with
a longitudinal slope of 5% or less. The maximum length of impervious area that can be
treated is 100 feet.

Flow Spreader: A gravel diaphragm (trench) should be used to separate the area to be
treated from the filter strip. The trench shall be used to dissipate the energy of incoming
runoff and maintain sheet flow. The filter strip should exactly meet the elevation of the
level spreader to help prevent the chance of channelization (Schueler, 1987).

Optional Check Dam: For increased quantity control a check dam be placed at the end
of the filter strip for temporary storage. The check dam can also provide a means to
concentrate discharge at one location (e.g. to a yard inlet) once it passes over the filter
strip.

3.4.8 Dry Detention Basins

Description

A dry detention basin is a stormwater temporary storage basin that does not have a
permanent pool. Dry basins receive stormwater runoff and temporarily ~tores (or detains)
it for a short period of time as the captured water is slowly released. Dry detention basins
can be incorporated in underground chambers, athletic fields, open spaces, etc, and
therefore, is relatively easy to fit into a site.

Dry detention basins are best used for reducing stormwater runoff peak flow rate to an
acceptable rate. Because dry detention basins have a tendency to re-suspend accumulated
sediments, they are not the best choice for water quality protection. However, by
providing "extended detention" (WQV is discharged over 24 hours), dry detention basins
can provide modest pollutant removal, mainly of coarse sediments.

Applicability

The dry detention basin is ideal for reducing flow rates of small and large storm events.
Dry detention basins can be sized to support small to large size drainage areas.
Therefore, this BMP can be effective to meet the requirements of the quantity control
requirements of the stormwater management ordinance.

Dry detention basins do not have the pollutant removal capability of wet detention ponds
and are not considered an acceptable stormwater BMP to meet the requirements for high-
density development in water-supply watershed areas. However, dry detention basins
with extended detention do a decent job in settling out coarse particles. Therefore, sites
that incorporate extended detention of the WQV and the design guidelines below are
eligible for quality credit as specified in the Storm Water Utility Credit Policy document.
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Also, dry detention basins may be used as part of a "treatment train," for example, as the
pretreatment (sedimentation) basin to the surface sand filtration facility.                           ~

General Guidelines

Avoid placing these structures in environmentally sensitive areas such as streams and
wetlands.

Though dry detention basins impound water temporarily, associated dams should be
constructed in accordance with NC Dam Safety Regulations. Careful attention should be
paid to dam design and the downstream present and future use.

For dry detention basins used to meet City regulations, a 15’ wide access easement will be
required from the public street right-of-way to the dry basin. A maintenance easement shall be
placed over the basin and extend 15’ beyond its embankments (or outer, edge for concrete
chambers). Underground chambers will need an adequate amount of access
doors/manholes for periodic maintenance, such as sediment removal.

The embankment slopes for open basins should be flatter than 3H: 1V slope for safety and
ease of maintenance. Suitably designed vertical concrete walls may be used instead of
earth embankments for open dry detention basins. In this case, it is recommended that a
safety fence or other device be constructed around basin perimeter to prevent accidents.

Design Guidelines

For design methodology on meeting stormwater management regulations, quantity
control, please refer to section 2.4.2.

Dry detention basin should temporarily store the WQV for 24 hours or more.

The efficiency of sedimentation basins to settle suspended solids is based mainly on the
surface loading r~te (outflow divided by basin surface area) and is relatively independent
of the depth of the basin. The following equation may be used to size a sedimentation
basin with an efficiency of settling particle sizes larger than 20 microns. It was derived
by the Washington State Department of Ecology from the Camp Hazen Equation
(Schueler, 1996):

As = -(Qo/w) * Ln(1-E)

Where
As = Sedimentation basin surface area (sq. ft)
E = Trap Efficiency - target 90% (equation uses decimal format)
w = Particle settling velocity (for 20 micron silt particle = 0.0004 ft/sec)
Qo = rate of outflow (WQV divided by detention time, usually 24 hours)
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Figure 3.5: Example of Dry Detention Basin
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Low flow Orifice(s)
Low flow orifices are d.esigned to slowly release the volume stored in the basin. The
release device may be a perforated riser, pipe with attached orifice plate, or a
skimming device. With any of these orifices trash protection must be considered
(see Appendix H for examples of trash protection devices).

Spillways
Aboveground dry detention basins should have spillways designed to safely pass up
to the 100-year storm event, at a minimum. Riser/barrel assemblies, concrete chutes,
or rip rap lined channels may be used to pass larger storm events. Open channel
spillways must not be placed in the fill section of earth dams. The spillways must
have provisions to prevent erosion of the receiving conveyance.

3.4. 9 Wet Detention Ponds

Description

In Greensboro, the wet detention pond is currently the most commonly used BMP for
meeting water-supply watershed protection requirements. This stormwater BMP
improves stormwater quality primarily by detaining stormwater runoff for an extended
period of time (usually 2 to 5 days) to allow pollutants that are suspended in the runoff to"
settle out. During a storm event, runoff enters the pond and replaces the "treated" water
in the permanent pool that has been detained in the permanent pool from the previous
storm event(s). As runoff enters the pond, its velocity is significantly reduced allowing
suspended pollutants to begin settling. Many pollutant particles found in stormwater"~"=~" ’::"-d°
runoff are very small in size and, because smaller particles settle slower than larger
particles, the pond is designed to provide adequate detention time so smaller particles
have a chance to settle out.

The components of the wet detention pond that help increase the pond’s pollutant
removal efficiency are the permanent pool, temporary pool, and forebay. The permanent
pool prevents particles that have settled to the pond bottom from re-suspending when
runoff flows into the pond. The temporary pool is storage above the permanent pool that
is designed to control the WQV. To increase the detention time of the runoff, the
temporary pool is slowly released through low flow orifice(s). A separate smaller pond,
called a forebay, is placed upstream of the main pond to trap a majority of the coarser
fractions of suspended solids in the runoff before it enters the main pond.

Applicability

The wet detention pond is effective in removing pollutants and can be used to meet water
supply watershed regulations. It also can be easily adapted to provide quantity control
for storms larger than the water quality storm event, require less periodic maintenance
than other structural BMPs, and if desired can provide an amenity to a property such as
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"lakefront" residential property, wildlife habitat and fountain pools. The wet detention
pond BMP is most applicable for large industrial and commercial facilities and residential
subdivisions.

Wet detention ponds, based on findings from the City’s periodic BMP inspection
program, seem to function better when the pond is larger and receives flow from a larger
drainage area. This may be attributed to several factors, such as, in larger drainage areas
there is usually a better chance for seasonal or permanent surface or groundwater flow
into the pond as opposed to smaller drainage areas. This flow may help the permanent
pool to be "flushed" more often (as opposed to only during storm events), which may
help to prevent undesirable conditions from developing (for example, stagnate water,
fluctuating permanent pool elevation, etc.). It is suggested that owners of smaller
properties cooperate to construct and maintain one relatively large pond to serve several
properties, rather than several individual smaller ponds. Although ~e City generally
recommends a drainage area of 10 acres or more, wet detention ponds may be used for
smaller drainage areas.

Wet detention ponds have a higher tolerance for runoff with significant sediment
concentration than the other BMPs. Therefore, wet detention ponds are the best BMPs to
use in large developments where construction will take place in phases or in residential
development where site disturbance will occur for a significant period after the BMP is
installed. Also, properties where the land may remain fully or partially unstabilized or if
there are sources of sediments on the property (e.g. stock yards, gravel/dirt areas,
construction equipment storage, etc.) the wet detention pond is a good choice.

General Guidelines

Placement of ponds in jurisdictional waters may require Federal and State Permits. It is
suggested that ponds not be placed in perennial streams, whenever possible. Also, wet
detention ponds used to meet water-supply watershed regulations will be required to be
designed to treat the total drainage area to the pond, on-site and off-site, per the City’s
water-supply watershed ordinance. That means, if the property owner of a 10 acre site
decides to place a wet detention pond in a perennial stream that drains 75 acres, the pond
must be sized to control 75 acres of drainage area including the existing development
within the drainage area in addition to the 10 acre site. However, the property owner may
be able to recoup costs by allowing new development in the off-site drainage area to use
the pond to control built-upon area in exchange for financial participation.

When designing the dam and spillways, existing and potential future downstream
development should be considered. Avoid placing the dam upstream of highly developed
or traffic areas whenever possible. The discharge from the spillways should be directed
to a conveyance system that can adequately handle the flow or if no conveyance is
present, the discharge should be directed away from existing development.
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Figure 3.6: Example of Wet Detention Pond

PLAN
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The pond should be easily accessible for maintenance. A 15’ wide access easement shall
be provided from the public street right-of-way to the pond. A drainage maintenance and
tttility easement (DMUE) shall be paced over the pond and extend 15’ beyond the
embanl~vnents. The access easement should be kept easily accessible for maintenance.

For ease of maintenance and safety, the pond embankments should be sloped to a
maximum of 3H.’IV with flatter slopes preferred. A 10-15’ bench (max. slope 10%)
placed around the pond near the normal pool surface, is strongly encouraged. This bench
will allow machinery gain closer access to the pond during cleanouts. This break in the
grade will be a safety amenity and can make the pond more aesthetically pleasing.

The pond surface area shall have a minimum 2:1 length to width ratio, with 3-:1
preferred. The distance between the inlets and outlets should be maximized to increase
the pollutant removal capability of the pond.

It is encouraged to create a pond that fits within the natural contours of the land but care
should be taken to prevent "dead storage zones" (areas outside the flow path between the
inlet and outlet) within the pond. "Dead storage zones" are areas outside the flow path
from the inlets to the outlets. Generally, the pond should be narrower at the inlet forebay
area and become wider at the outlet. Whenever possible one forebay should be created
and all pond inlet pipes discharge to the forebay area.

The bottom of the pond should be slightly sloped from the upstream end to the
downstream end. This will allow.the pond and captured sediments to drain better when
cleanouts are necessary.

It is encouraged where appropriate to use educhtional signs at the pond describing the
function of the pond and the purpose it serves.

Design Guidelines

Sediment Storage: Storage is to be allocated for sediment accumulation between
cleanouts. Recommended O. 125 inches depth over the drainage area with approximately
75% of this volume be allocated to the forebay.

Minimum Average Permanent Pool depth: 3 feet.
The average permanent pool depth is the average depth of the permanent pool over the
entire pond including the forebay. The permanent pool is measured from the top of the
sediment storage to the invert of the low flow orifice that releases the WQV.

Permanent Pool Surface Area." See Table 3.8."
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Table 3.8: Wet Detention Pond Permanent Pool Surface Area
to Drainage Area Ratio (Percent)

BUILT-UPON AVERAGE PERMANENT POOL DEPTH (FT)
PERCENT

10 0.59 0.49 0.43 0.35 0.31 0.29 0.26

20 0.97 0.79 0.70 0.59 0.51 0.46 0.44

30 1.34 1,08 0,97 0.85 0.70 0.64 0.62

40 1.73 1.43 1.25 1.03 0.90 0.82 0.77

50 2.00 1.73 1.50 1.33 1.09 1.00 0.92
60 2.39 2.03 1.66 1.51 1.29 1.17 0.10
70 2.75 2.27 1.96 1.79 1.48 1.35 1.29

Interpolation and extrapolation may be necessary to determine the appropriate surface
area to drainage area ratios.

Temporary. pool volume: water quality volume (WQV).

Temporal. pool draw down time:    2 to 5 days.

Principal Spillway Capacity: 10 yea’r 24 hour storm event.

Emergency Spillway Capacity: Minimum 100 year 24-hour rain storm event (design to
be consistent with the NC Dam Safety Requirements).

Dam freeboard: NC Dam Safety requires a one (1) foot minimum freeboard above the
maximum flood pool elevation during the spillway design flood. The City
encourages the designer to maximize the freeboard to the extent practicable.

Pond Inlets
Inverts for inlet pipes should be at the elevation of the normal pool to allow the pool to
dissipate the energy of the inflow to prevent erosion along the embankment slope. Inlets
should be designed to discharge to the pond perpendicular to the pool surface to minimize
potential erosion problems to the side embankment. Rip rap pads should be underlain
with a gravel/sand filter or geotextile fabric which should extend from the pipe invert to
the pond bottom.
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Forebay
A forebay shall be provided for all inlets to the pond. The forebay area is to be located at
the upstream area of the pond. The forebay is separated from the rest of the pond by a
barrier or ba.[fle, which may be constructed of earth, rip rap, or gabions. The forebay
serves to trap coarse sediments and minimize their migration into the main pond.
Collecting the sediment in this one area makes it easier to clean out, since machinery will
not have to go into the entire pond, which can be very expensive.

The forebay baffle should extend to one foot below the normal pool elevation or above.
The baffle material may be earth, rip rap, etc. If earth baffles are used, provisions should
be included to allow the forebay to drain out with the rest of the pond to facilitate
sediment removal from the forebay. This could include a dp rap check dam in a section
of the earth baffle or a perforated riser pipe connecting the forebay to the main pond. -

It is recommended that approximately 75% of the required sediment storage be allocated
to the forebay. To minimize the resuspension of settled particles, the depth of water in
the forebay (between the permanent pool elevation and top of sediment storage) should
be at least 2 feet and the average velocity for the 2-year storm peak flow rate (peak flow
divided by average cross sectional area of forebay) should be less than 1.0 fps.

An access to the forebay for future sediment cleanouts is to be provided. It is
recommended that the access have a maximum slope of 15-20% extending from the top
of the embankment to the toe. This access will allow construction equipment to get down
in the forebay and will minimize disturbance to the vegetation.

Pond Dam
Notification of the proposed dam construction is to be made to the NC Dam Safety
Office.

A concrete retaining wall may be used for the pond dam, but it shall not include more
than 50% of the pond perimeter.

For earth dams, the top width of the dam should be I0 feet minimum.

For earth dams, a cutoff trench should be excavated and filled with highly impervious
and well compacted material. Incorporating a chimney drain or drainage blanket should
be considered to reduce the potential for seepage problems.

For large ponds that have a considerable fetch, wave action during storms should be
considered in the freeboard.

Treatment Orifices
Low flow orifice(s) shall be used to slowly release of the water quality volume over a period of 2
to 5 days. Additional low flow orifice(s) or other appropriate provisions may be
incorporated above the temporary pool to provide peak flow reduction. Refer to
Appendix F for the preferred method for calculating ,the orifice drawdown time.
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The low flow orifices are to be protected from clogging up with floating debris using a
trash guard. The trash guard should be durable and secure and should extend at least six
inches below the normal pool surface. A common method when using a riser/barrel is to
extend the principal spillway trash rack assembly below the normal pool. When the low
flow orifice will be placed in a concrete dam or spillway, an inverted or submerged
orifice can be used or a half aluminum pipe bolted to the concrete (see Appendix H for
example trash protection devices).

Principal Spillway
The principal spillway should be a riser/barrel, concrete free fall weir, or concrete chute
with capacity to handle the 10-year 24 hour rain storm event, at a minimum. Of the
available options for the riser/barrel material such as reinforced concrete, ductile iron,
PVC, or corrugated aluminum piping, reinforced concrete (where the joints are sealed
watertight) and ductile iron pipes (being rigid pipes) are preferable for this application. A
flexible pipe, such as corrugated aluminum piping may experience distortion of its cross-
sectional shape during compaction of the soil around it and result in internal soil erosion
problems potentially leading to failure of the embankment around and above the pipe.

Riser/barrel assemblies should be equipped with a trash rack and an anti-vortex device
and should be properly anchored to resist buoyancy forces.

A "filter and drainage diaphragm" or anti-seep collars should be used to prevent piping ~
along the barrel within the earth fill, with the diaphragm being the preferred method (see
Appendix J for NRCS design guidelines).                                               ..:~-.4

Appropriate energy dissipation should be used at the spillway exit to prevent erosive          "~
velocities for up to the 10-year peak discharge rate, at a minimum. Every effort should
be made to discharge in defined conveyances and parallel to the existing flow to prevent
bank erosion. Downstream channels may need to be modified and lined with rip rap to
prevent erosion of the channel. Modifications to the downstream channel should be
minimized as much as possible to prevent excessive disturbance in the channel.

Emergency Spillway
The emergency spillway should be designed to safely convey discharges resulting from
storms up to the 100-year 24 hour storm, at a minimum. The spillway should be located
where it will not adversely affect downstream property such as roadways and building
structures. The emergency spillway may be incorporated into the principal spillway
where accommodating the emergency spillway elsewhere is not feasible for the given site
characteristics.

The emergency spillway should be cut into existing soils outside the fill section of the
dam. The emergency spillway may be grass lined, when velocities permit, or lined with
rip rap, concrete, or other erosion resistant materials. Grass lined spillways are to be
planted with a dense cover of erosion resistant grasses.
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Pond Drain
A pond drain is to be provided to drain the pond for routine maintenance or strtwtztral
repairs in an emergency situation. It is recommended that the pond drain be designated
to have the discharge capability to completely drain the pond in less than 48 hours, in the
event of an emergency posed by impending failure of the pond dam. The upstream slope
of the pond dam should be designed to be flat enough to prevent slope failure due to
"quick drawdown" of the pond (NC Dam Safety Code specifies a factor of safety of 1.25)
in an emergency. Care should be taken to minimize transport of settled sediment from
the pond during draining.

3.4.10 Stormwater Wetlands

Description

Constructing wetlands to treat stormwater is an attempt to reprodiace the excellent
pollutant removal capability of natural wetlands. Storrnwater wetlands remove pollutants
primarily through physical filtration and settling, by biological processes of wetland
plants, and bacteria in the substrate. The stormwater wetland BMP is, in some respects,
similar in design to the wet detention pond. The major difference is the creation of
varying depth zones in the shallow marsh area of the wetland to support emergent
wetland vegetation. Because consideration must be paid to creating various depth zones
and establishing a plant community that can thrive in the different zones, designing,
constructing, and maintaining stormwater wetlands is more complex than wet detention
ponds.

Although stormwater wetlands are modeled after natural wetlands, they have many
differences. Generally, natural wetlands are self-maintaining while stormwater wetlands
will not exist without human care (Schueler 1992). Because stormwater wetlands are
located in the urban setting and do not contain natural wetland soils conducive to wetland
plant growth, stormwater wetlands do not possess the diversity of wildlife and plant
community that natural wetlands possess.

Applicability

Sustaining a moisture condition where the wetland plantings can survive is crucial to
making stormwater wetlands successful. Therefore, stormwater wetland BMPs should be
used for larger drainage areas (greater than 20 acres), It is also recommended to
determine the water table elevation and examine the water balance to determine if the
wetland can survive during dry weather. Permanent access to an irrigation supply may be
necessary to sustain the wetland if the water balance in the wetland is insufficient.

Because wetland areas will attract a diverse wildlife and plant life, using the stormwater
wetland for treatment in the urbanized and residential setting should be carefully
considered. A wetland buffer as shown in Figure 3.7, is recommended to protect the
wetland habitat and shield nearby land uses from potential nuisances (Schueier, 1992).
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Figure 3.7: Example of Stormwater Wetland

PLAN
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Natural wetland areas will not be allowed to be converted to stormwater wetlands without
the regulating approval of the US Army Corps of Engineers (US ACE) and the NC
Division of Water Quality (NC DWQ). The removal of wetland soils and vegetation
from natural wetlands to provide a "seedbank" for a stormwater wetland BMP is
prohibited without consultation with the US ACE and NC DWQ. Once stormwater
wetlands are created, they may become the jurisdiction of the US ACE and NC DWQ.
Filling in or modification to the stormwater wetlands once they are established may be
illegal without a permit.

Peak reduction storage may be incorporated into the wetland design above the temporary
water quality volume storage if the plants proposed can sustain submergence for the
required inundation period.

General Guidelines

Placement of wetlands in jurisdictional waters may require federal and state permits. It is
suggested that wetlands not be constructed in perennial streams. As required for all BMPs
used to meet water-supply watershed regulations, stormwater wetlands will be required to
treat the total drainage area to the wetland, on-site and off-site.

When designing the dam and spillways, existing and potential future downstream
development should be considered. Placing the dam upstream of highly developed or
traffic areas should be avoided whenever possible. The discharge from the spillways
should be directed to a conveyance system that can adequately handle the flow or if no
conveyance is present, the discharge should be directed away from existing development.

The wetland should be easily accessible for maintenance. A 15" wide access easement
shall be provided from the public street right-of-way to the wetland. A drainage
maintenance and utility easement (DMUE) shall be paced over the wetland and extend
15’ beyond the top of embankments. The access easement should be kept easily accessible
for maintenance.

For ease of maintenance and safe~. , the wetland embankments are not to be steeper than
3H: I V with flatter slopes preferred. A 10-15’ bench (max. slope 10%) placed around the
wetland near the normal pool surface elevation, is encouraged. This bench will allow
machinery gain closer access to the pond during cleanouts. This break in the grade will
be a safety amenity and can make the wetland more aesthetically pleasing.

The wetland shall have a minimum 2:1 length to width ratio, with 3:1 preferred. The
distance, between the inlets and outlets are to be maximized to increase the flowpath of
the wetland. The flowpath can be increased through use of internal berms and shelves
used to create the varying depth zones within the wetland (Schueler, 1992).
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It is encouraged to create a wetland that fits within the natural contours of the land but
care should be taken to prevent "dead storage zones" (areas outside the flow path
between the inlet and outlet) within the wetland. "Dead storage zones" are areas outside
the flow path from the inlets to the outlets. Generally, the wetland should be narrower at
the inlet forebay area and become wider at the outlet. Whenever possible one forebay
should be created and all wetland inlet pipes discharge to the forebay area.

Creating a complex microtopography (varying depth zones) within the wetland will
increase the pollutant removal efficiency of the wetlands (Schueler, 1992). These depth
zones can be classified into the deep water zone, which consists of the forebay and outlet
micropool, and the shallow water zone, which consists of the high marsh, and low marsh.
Designing the wetland with various depth zones will help to prevent the wetland from
being taken over by a dominant plant species (such as cattails).                      -

To increase the aesthetic value of the wetland area, a wetland Buffer should be
established around the perimeter of the wetland. To promote a greater and more diverse
wildlife habitat, a wetland buffer should consist of a variety of trees, shrubs, and plants
(Schueler, 1992). The amount of open grass areas should be limited to prevent an
overpopulation of geese.    The buffer will also serve to distance adjacent
residences/businesses from the wetland area.

It is encouraged where appropriate to use educational signs at the pond describing the
function of the pond and the purpose it serves.

Treatment Sizing Criteria

Yarget Permanent Pool Depth Zone Allocation (based on surface area of the wetland)

Shallow water zone: 70%
35% - "high marsh" 0 to 9 inches depth
35% - "low marsh" 9 to 18 inches depth

Deep water zone: 30%
15-20%-Jbrebay - 4 to 6feet deep - sediment storage to be allocated to forebay

10-15% - outlet micropool - 4- 6feet deep

Extended Detention storage: WQ V

Extended Detention draw down time: 48 hrs

Wetland Sur~face Area/Drainage Area Ratio." see table 3.9

Table 3.9: Wetland Permanent Pool Surface Area to Drainage Area Ratio

PERCENT BUILT-UPON    10     20     30     40     50     60     70

SA/DA 0.59 0.97 1.34 1.73 2.001 2.39 2.75
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Principal Spillway Capacity: 10 year 24 hour rain storm event

Emergency Spillway Capacity: Minimum i 00 year 24-hour rain storm event (design to
be consistent with the NC Dam Safety Requirements).

Dam freeboard: NC Dam Safety requires a one (I) foot minimum freeboard above the
maximum flood pool elevation during the spillway design flood. The
City encourages the designer to maximize the freeboard to the extent
practicable.

Shallow Water Zones
The shallow water zone (0-18 inches depth) is designed to promote growth of emergent
plantings. The shallow water zone should be sized to be approximately 70% of the
wetland surface area. Half of this 70% should be designated as high marsh (0-9 inches
depth) and the other half as low marsh (9-18 inches depth). Variations in depth will allow
for a diversity of emergent wetland species to thrive. Generally, the bottom elevation
across the width of the wetland should remain level to promote sheet flow and to prevent
short circuiting and creating stagnant areas or dead zones.

Deep Water Zone
The deep water zone consist of the forebay and the outlet micropool. The function of
these components are described below.

Forebay
The forebay serves to reduce incoming velocity which promotes initial settling of
sediment, minimizing the amount of suspended sediment that enters the wetland area.
The forebay serves to spread the flow equally over the width of the wetland. The forebay
is to be separated from the remaining wetland by an earthen berm that is no lower than
one foot below the normal pool. Sediment cleanout may be needed approximately every
5-i 0 years (depending on the condition of the drainage area).

Inlets are to discharge into theforebay. Inverts for inlet pipes should be at the elevation
of the normal pool to allow the pool to dissipate the energy of the inflow to prevent
erosion along the embankment slope. Inlets should be designed to discharge to the pond
perpendicular to the pool surface to minimize potential erosion problems to the side
embankment. Rip rap pads should be underlain with a gravel/sand filter or geotextile
fabric which should extend from the pipe invert to the pond bottom.

An access to the forebay for future sediment cleanouts is to be provided. It is
recommended that the access have a maximum slope of 15-20% extending from the top
of the embankment to the toe. This access will allow construction equipment to getdown
in the forebay and will minimize disturbance to the vegetation.

Outlet Micropool
The outlet micropool is required to allow adequate depth for the extended detention
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release outlet to function properly and to allow a drain to be installed low enough to
drain the wetland. The outlet micropool should be 4 to 6 feet deep. The deep pool
areas can be used to stock mosquito fish to help control the mosquito population.

Wetland Plantings
A wetland planting plan is to be developed as part of the wetland design. Selecting the
proper plant species and planting locations is an important part in creating a successful
stormwater wetland BMP. A wetland planting plan should be prepared by a qualified
landscape architect and wetlands ecologist as part of the design of the wetland.

Plantings should be spaced at 3 feet at a minimum. If the wetland is not 50% to 75%
established after the first growing season, reinforcement plantings will be needed.

Suitable planting soil shall be specified in wetland planting area. The soil should have
adequate texture and organic matter to retain moisture for plant growth. A soil analysis
should be performed on the soil before it is placed in the wetland.

Appropriate species must be selected for the high and low marsh areas and the wetland
edge. Careful attention should be paid to the inundation tolerance of the plantings along
with the depth of water experienced in extended detention. A well planned wetland will
utilize a variety of emergent, submergent, and floating wetland plants as well as buffer
trees and plantings.

It is suggested that various species of plantings be utilized to maximize plant diversity
and increase the probability that the wetland plant growth will be successful. Examples
of wetland plantings that may be used for stormwater wetlands and there inundation
tolerance are listed in Appendix G.

Wetland Pond Dam
Notification of the proposed dam construction is to be made to the NC Dam Safety Office.

A concrete retaining wall may be used for the pond dam, but it shall not include more
than 50% of the pond perimeter.

For earth dams, the top width of the dam should be 10 feet minimum.

For earth dams, a cutoff trench should be excavated and filled with highly impervious
and well compacted material. Incorporating a chimney drain or drainage blanket should
be considered to reduce the potential for seepage problems.

Treatment Orifices
Low flow orifice(s) shall be used to slowly release of the water quality volume over a
period of 48 hours. Additional low flow orifice(s) or other appropriate provisions may be
incorporated above the temporary pool to provide peak flow reduction. Refer to
Appendix F for the preferred method for calculating the orifice drawdown time.
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The low flow orifices are to.be protected from clogging up with floating debris using a
trash guard. The trash guard should be durable and secure and should extend at least six
inches below the normal pool surface. A common method when using a riser/barrel is to
extend the principal spillway trash rack assembly below the normal pool. When the low
flow orifice will be placed in a concrete dam or spillway, an inverted or submerged
orifice can be used or a half aluminum pipe bolted to the concrete (see Appendix H for
examples or trash protection).

Principal Spillway
The principal spillway should be a riser/barrel, concrete free fall weir, or concrete chute
with capacity to handle the 10-year 24 hour rain storm event, at a minimum. Of the
available options for the riser/barrel material such as reinforced concrete, ductile ir6n,
PVC, or corrugated aluminum piping, reinforced concrete and ductile iron pipes (being
rigid pipes) are preferable for this application. A flexible pipe, such as corrugated
aluminum piping may experience distortion of its cross-sectional shape during
compaction of the soil around it and result in internal soil erosion problems potentially
leading to failure of the embankment around and above the pipe.

The spillway should be equipped with a trash rack and an anti-vortex device.

Riser/barrel assemblies should be properly anchored to resist buoyancy forces. °

A "filter and drainage diaphragm" or anti-seep collars should be used to prevent piping
along the barrel within the earth fill, with the diaphragm being the preferred method (see
Appendix J for NRCS design guidelines).

Appropriate energy dissipation should be used at the spillway exit to prevent erosive
velocities for up to the 10-year peak discharge rate, at a minimum. Every effort should
be made to discharge in defined conveyances and parallel to the existing flow to prevent
bank erosion. Downstream channels may need to be modified and lined with rip rap to
prevent erosion of the channel. Modifications to the downstream channel should be
minimized as much as possible to prevent excessive disturbance in the channel.

Emergency Spillway
The emergency spillway should be designed to safely convey discharges resulting from
storms up to the 100-year 24 hour storm, at a minimum. The spillway should be located
where it will not adversely affect downstream property such as roadways and building
structures. The emergency spillway may be incorporated into the principal spillway
where accommodating the emergency spillway elsewhere is not feasible for the given site
characteristics.

The emergency spillway should be cut into existing soils outside the fill section of the
dam. The emergency spillway may be grass lined, when velocities permit, or lined with
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rip rap, concrete, or other erosion resistant materials. Grass lined spillways are to be
planted with a dense cover of erosion resistant grasses.

Wetland Pond Drain
A pond drain should be provided to drain the wetland for routine maintenance or
structural repairs in an emergency situation. It is recommended that the pond drain be
designated to have the discharge capability to completely drain the pond in less than 48
hours, in the event of an emergency posed by impending failure of the dam. The
upstream slope of the pond dam should be designed to be fiat enough to prevent slope
failure due to "quick drawdown" of the pond (NC Dam Safety Code specifies a factor of
safety of 1.25) in an emergency. Care should be taken to minimize transport of settled
sediment from the pond during draining.

3.4.11 Bioretention Areas

Description

The bioretention BMP is a relatively new concept. Prince George’s County, Maryland
was one of the first communities in the United States to use and promote bioretention to
treat stormwater runoff (1987). This BMP was designed to mimic natural forest
ecosystem with a combination of soil filtration and plant uptake. The bioretention area,
which includes a planting soil layer, mulch, plantings, and an underdrain system, is--
designed to appear as a landscaped or natural area giving this BMP a very appealing
image. Stormwater runoff enters the bioretention area and is temporarily stored in a, :.-..,.:.~.
shallow pond on top of the mulch layer. The ponded water then slowly F~ters downward: :,-~
through the made planting soil and is absorbed through the plantings. ,-ks the excess
water filters through the system, it is collected by an underdrain pipe and discharged to a
storm conveyance system.

Applicability

Bioretention areas work well on smaller sites, where stormwater runoff rates are low and
aesthetics are important. Bioretention areas can be implemented to treat parking lot
runoff, individual residential home sites, and small commercial facilities.

Bioretention areas can be used to save costs in other site development areas. For
example, bioretention areas usually accept stormwater runoff as sheet flow; therefore, the
designer can use bioretention to reduce the amount of storm sewer needed for the project.
Bioretention areas also can also be incorporated as part of the required landscaping
buffer.

The drainage area to individual bioretention cells should be relatively small (1 to 2 acre
drainage area) and well stabilized to prevent excessive debris and sediment from
collecting in the bioretention area. Keeping smaller drainage areas to the bioretention
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Figure 3.8: Example of Bioretention Area
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areas will make it easier to manage the pollutants that enter the cell during and after
construction. For larger drainage area sites, a bioretention area consisting of multiple
cells can be installed.

Constructing bioretention areas for large residential developments to meet water-supply
watershed regulations is discouraged, except in cases where multiple cells are provided
on the site, each receiving drainage from a small area. The City’s water-supply
watershed (Ch. 30) ordinance requires stormwater BMPs to be constructed before the
certificate of compliance can be issued on the first house. Housing developments may
sometimes require several years to build out, therefore, it is that much more difficult to
implement aggressive erosion control over that period. Special attention is needed to
manage the runoff from each individual lot while construction is taking place especially
where there are different subcontractors doing the grading, house construction, road
construction, etc, who may not be aware of the presence or function of the cells.
Sediment that does escape the construction area can quickly clog the bioretention area,
severely reducing or eliminating its filtering capacity.

Also careful consideration should be given where bioretention areas will be used to treat
larger sites where construction takes place in phases. It may be desired by the developer
to initially construct a wet detention pond BMP and after construction is complete,
modify the pond to a bioretention cell. If this practice is desired, the developer should
consult with the City.                                                         ~-

Because bioretention systems are sensitive to fine sediments, they should not be placed
on sites where the contributing drainage area will not be completely stabilized or is         %~.’.~
periodically being disturbed.

General Criteria

Bioretention areas work best when constructed off-line, capturing only the water quality
volume, and excess runoff is diverted away from the BMP.

Bioretention areas should be designed to fit into the natural topography and complement
surrounding landscaping.

Bioretention areas can be of any reasonable shape to fit the cell around tree conservation
areas, driveways, etc. In order to establish a well planted bioretention area, the minimum
width of the bioretention should be 10 feet.

The bioretention area should be easily accessible for maintenance. A 15’ wide access
easement shall be provided from the public street right-of-way to the bioretention area.
,4 drainage mai.ntenanee and utili~, easement (DMUE) shall be paced over the
bioretention area and extend 15’ beyond its perimeter. The access easement should be
kept easily accessible for maintenance.                          .,
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Design Guidelines

Bioretention Filter Bed Surface Area." i0% * Rv * Drainage Area (for 6"ponding depth)
This formula is based on the sizing guidelines (which are based on the experience) of
Prince George’s County which specifies that the bioretention surface area should be 5%
to 7% of the drainage area multiplied by the runoff coefficient based on infiltrating
precipitation events of 0.5 to 0.7 inches occurring over a six hour period. In Greensboro,
the BMP is required to control the one inch rainfall (WQV).

Ponding Depth: 6 inches maximum

Hardwood shredded mulch layer: Approximately 3 inches deep

Planting soil layer: 4feet minimum _

Plantings: 3 species of each trees, shrubs, and herbaceous species

Planting densi~. : 1000 stems/acre minimum

Pretreatment
Pretreatment is necessary to reduce incoming velocities, spread flow over the
bioretention area, and provide some removal of coarse suspended sediments. The
pretreatment may be a gently sloping grass sod filter strip or a grass swale along
the upstream side of the cell. A gravel diaphragm, landscape stone, or other
energy dissipator should be used to reduce incoming energy of runoff from
impervious areas and areas of concentrated flow, and to help spread the flow over
the bioretention area.

Bioretention Filter Bed
The filter bed surface must be level to allow for uniform ponding over the cell. The
maximum ponding depth should be specified at a maximum of 6 lnches to allow the
cell to drain within a reasonable time and to prevent long periods of inundation of
the plantings.

The planting soil provides a medium for physical filtration for the stormwater runoff
plus a source of water and nutrients for the plant life. This soil should have adequate
permeability (0.5 ffday) and organic content to support plant life. The City currently
recommends the planting soil to be 50% sand, 20% leaf mulch, and 30% topsoil. The
maximum clay content should be 10% or less. The recommendation is based on the
satisfactory results obtained from the use of this mixture in Prince George’s County,
Maryland.

The soil should also have the following characteristics (State of NC BMP manual):

PH range: 5.5 - 6.5
Organic Matter: 1.5 - 3.0%
Magnesium: 35 lbs/acre
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Phosphorus (p205): 100 lbsiacre
Potassium (K20): 85 lbs/acre
Soluble salts: not to exceed 500 ppm

Mulch Layer
The mulch layer provides an environment for plant growth by reducing erosion of
the planting soil bed, maintaining moisture, trapping fine sediments before it seals
the planting soil surface, and allowing for the decomposition of organic matter
(Schueler, 1996). Studies have been shown by Prince George’s County that the
mulch layer plays an important role in pollutant removal, and shredded hardwood
mulch should be applied liberally.

Hardwood mulch or chips should be used because they resist floatation better than
other landscape covers. Optimum age of the mulch is 12 months. The mulch should
be very clean, free of weeds, soil, roots, plastic, etc.

Bioretention Plantings
A bioretention area landscape plan shall be prepared and include the ~.pe and number of
plantings, their planting location, installation guidelines, and post-installation inspection
and maintenance guidelines.

:

Consult with a landscape professional to help decide which species are best suited
for the landscape and for installation guidelines. Table 3.10 shows commonly used
bioretention plantings.                                                           ....-’.~.."; "-,~

The proper selection of bioretention plantings is key to establishing a successful
bioretention BMP. Factors such as inundation tolerance, drought, sun exposure, etc.
should be considered to provide successful plantings. Using a variety of plantings
(trees, shrubs, grasses) is recommended for a natural appearance and a higher chance
for successful growth. The plantings should be placed in a random fashion and can
be placed along the banks of the cell.

A minimum of 3 species of each trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plantings should be
specified with a minimum planting density of 1000 stems/acre. A higher planting
density may be desired for landscaping purposes. Figure 3.9 shows various planting
zones for the bioretention area.

Underdrain System
The native soils in Guilford County do not generally allow for adequate infiltration.
Therefore, all bioretention cells shall have an underdrain system placed beneath the
planting soil. The underdrain may consist of perforated piping with a gravel jacket.
Geotextile fabric should be placed at the bottom of the excavated cell to prevent clay
from getting into the pipe. The pipe should be a sturdy pipe, such as Schedule 40
PVC and should be placed on top of the fabric. A nan of pipe should be spaced every
10 feet and the bottom of the cell should have a positive slop~e toward the pipe. The
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longitudinal slope should have an approximate grade of 0.5% and should connect to
a storm sewer system or outfall to a channel in a non-erosive manner.

Non-perforated piping should be connected to the underdrain piping and extend to
the surface of the planting soil for cleanouts.

Table 3.10: Examples of Plant Species Suitable for Bioretention

TREES SHRUBS HERBACEOUS SPECIES

Acer rubrum Aesculus pariviflora Andropogon virginicus

Red Maple Bottlebrush Buckeye Broomsedge

Betula nigra Aronia arbutifolia Eupatorium perpurea

River Birch Red Chokeberry Joe Pry Weed

Juniperus virginiata Fothergilla gardenii Hemerocalis spp

Eastern Red Cedar Fothergilla Day Lily

Koelreuteria paniculata Hamemelis virginiana Iris pseudacorus

Golden Rain Tree Witch Hazel Yellow Iris

Nyssa sylvatica Hypericum densiflorum Lobelia cardinalis

Black Gum Common St. Johns Wort Cardinal Flower

PLATANUS ACERIFOLIA liex glabra Panicurn virgatum
London Plane-Tree Inkberry Switchgrass

Platanus occidentalis Ilex verticillata Pennisetum alopecuroides

Sycamore Winterberry Fountaingrass

Quercus palustris Juniperus horizontalis Rudbeckia laciniata

Pin Oak Creeping Juniper Greenhead Coneflower

Quercus phellos Lindera benzoin Scirpus cyperinus

Willow Oak Spicebush Woolgrass

Salix nigra Myrica pennsylvnica Vernonia noveboracensis

Black willow Bayberry New York Ironweed

SOURCE: COURTESY OF THE MARYLAND DESIGN MANUAL LO~DERMAN ASSOCIATES
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Figure 3.9: Example Planting Zones for Bioretention Areas

to Standing and SpeciesRuctu~ng Pe~ Grav~Water Leve~s Curtain Dra~

Mulch
Layer

SOURCE: COURTESY OF THE MARYLAND DESIGN MANUAL LOIOERMAN ASSOCIATES

Bioretention Overflow
An overflow bypass should be used to pass storms larger than the water quality
volume away from the bioretention area. If the bioretention area collects sheet flow,
such as from a parking area, a catch basin at the elevation of the normal pool can be
placed in the parking lot. When the ponding limit in the bioretention area is
exceeded, the stormwater runoff will be routed through the catch basin to the storm
sewer inlet. To prevent the water quality volume from being flushed out of the
bioretention cell before it has time to be treated, the overflow should be located on
the upstream side of the bioretention area.

The same concept should apply to flows that enter via swale or pipe. Once the
maximum ponding limit has been exceeded, a diversion should be placed within the
vicinity of the inflow area to divert the extra runoff will be diverted away from the
cell.

3.4.12 Sand Filtration Facilities
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Description

Sand filtration systems used for stormwater treatment work similar to those that are used
in the drinking water purification process. These systems remove pollutants through
sedimentation, filtration, and microbial activity within the sand. Stormwater filtration
systems consist mainly of a pretreatment, or sedimentation basin, and the filter area.
Runoff first enters the sedimentation basin where the runoff velocity is reduced allowing
larger pollutant particles to drop out. When the stormwater exits the sedimentation area it
is spread evenly over the filter bed where it then flows downward through the filter. As
the stormwater flows through the filter, the filtration media trap and absorb pollutants
present in the stormwater. Sand filtration systems are beneficial when land space is scarce
or expensive, because they can be designed to be placed underground or to border the
perimeter of a parking lot or other impervious surface.

Applicability

Sand filtration facilities are best used for smaller sites (5 acres or less) where the percent
imperviousness and the land value is high. Also, the facilities should be used on sites
where the drainage area to the facility will remain well stabilized after the construction
phase to prevent excess sediment and debris from prematurely clogging the filter. It is
recommended that individual sand filtration facilities be sized to treat relatively small
drainage areas ( 1 to 2 acres or less). By implementing several facilities on a site, this will
prevent the entire site from being untreated if one filter facility happens to get clogged.

The cost of the construction of concrete underground sand filtration facilities is high in
relation to other BMPs and the maintenance burden for the owner can be quite
substantial. However, because the BMP can be placed underground, the construction and
maintenance costs may be offset by the save in land space.

To prevent loose debris such as grass clippings, landscape debris, etc from entering the
facility, it is highly recommended that sand filtration facilities treat only runoff from
impervious surfaces. It is a good idea to implement pollution prevention BMPs, such as
paved area sweeping and covering, to minimize the sediment and other pollutants that
enter the BMP.

Sand filtration BMPs differ from bioretention, in the fact that the hydraulic head above
the filtration bed can be significantly higher than the 6 inches allowed for bioretention.
Thus a smaller filter bed surface area will be required.

There are three basic sand filtration BMP types: (1) underground sand filter, (2)
perimeter sand filter, and (3) surface sand filter. The underground BMP is ideal to treat
stormwater in the ultra-urban environment where land costs are high. The perimeter sand
filter and surface sand filter are good to treat parking lot runoff.
Description of Various Sand Filter Types’
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Underground Sand Filter
There are several different configurations for a sand filtration facility placed in an
underground basin. The most widely known type is the District of Columbia (DC)
sand filter developed by Mr. Hung V. Truong of the D.C, Environmental Regulation
Administration. This type BMP is designed for use in the ultra-urban setting where
the drainage area is small (less than one acre). The DC facility consists of three
chambers: a wet sedimentation chamber, sand filtration chamber, and outlet chamber
(see Figure 3.10).

The wet sedimentation chamber serves to dissipate the incoming velocity and settle
out grit. The sedimentation chamber also has a submerged orifice that serves to trap
floating debris and prevent it from entering the sand filtration chamber. Mr. Truorig
points out that the sedimentation chamber can be replaced by a commercial
hydrodynamic BMP (see section 3.4.13, Proprietary Stormwater Treatment
Facilities). The sand filtration chamber consists of the 24 inch sand bed layer
underlain by a gravel bed with perforated PVC drain pipes. An optional layer of
geotextile (plastic filter cloth) liner can be placed on top of the sand bed to prevent
debris from getting into the sand layer. The outlet chamber collects the effluent from
the underdrain pipes, and flow from the by-pass pipe when the volume of the basin is
exceeded.

Perimeter Sand Filter (Delaware Sand Filter)
The perimeter sand filter was originally developed by. Mr. Earl Shaver of the . ~o..~o
Delaware Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control. This type ,..::.,:-.~:;.~
of facility was primarily intended to border the perimeter of parking lots and treat the "
runoff from it. The facility consists of two parallel concrete chambers; a wet
sedimentation chamber and a sand filtration chamber (see Figure 3.11). Runoff in
the form of sheet flow flows into the wet sedimentation chamber where the energy is
dissipated, flow is dispersed, and coarse sediments drop out. The flow then
overflows into the sand filtration chamber where it percolates through the sand
medium and is collected by an underdrain system. An overflow weir should be
implemented to safely bypass storms larger than the water quality volume.

Surface Sand Filter (SSF)
The City of Austin, Texas first developed and used sand filtration systems for
treating stormwater runoff (see Figure 3.12). The sand filter can be placed in a
concrete or earth basin. A sedimentation basin is needed to pretreat the incoming
runoff and to bypass larger storm events. The City of Austin found that it was
important to size the sedimentation chamber to remove suspended solids to prevent
excessive sediment loading on the sand filtration chamber. Since the SSF is an open
basin, it will generally cost less than the other enclosed sand filter types and is
usually practical to treat a larger drainage area.
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Figure 3.11: Example of Perimeter Sand Filter (Delaware Sand Filter)                 ’~
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Figure 3.12: Example of Surface Sand Filter
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Design Guidelines

Entire facility should hold 75% of water quality volume (Schueler, 1996).
The volume may be allocated to the filter chamber and the sedimentation chamber (wet
pool in sedimentation chamber may be included in the allocation). The justification for
providing storage for a reduced portion of the WQV is that sand is a relatively permeable
material (as compared to other filtering materials) and the filter bed is continually
filtering water during the duration of the storm event. It is estimated that the median rain
storm event for this region will take longer than 6 hours for the first one inch of rainfall to
Occur.

Sand Filter bed area (Af): The required surface area for a sand filtration facility is
determined from the following equation. The typical sand filter is designed to function as
shown in Figure 3.13.

Figure 3.13: Sand Filter Schematic

Sedimentation . Filtration

Permanent tg;ol ! i :: ~ ! i ! :: ~ i :: i :: ..:_’ :: i i i i.-: :: :! i !;~t! :: i~i i i

( d)( A )[ln(Ht+d)-ln(Hz+d)]
(k)(T)-( d)[ ln(Hz+d)-ln( d)]

For the specific case where H2 = 0:    Af = (d)(A)[ln(Ht+d)-ln(d)]

Where,

T = time required for the water quality volume to filter through the sand bed
in days [40 hours or 1.67 days is recommended maximum (Schueler, 1996)].

A = total surface area in ft2 (sand filter + sediment chamber)
Af = surface area of the sand filter in ft2
Ht = maximum water depth above filter bed in feet (should not exceed 5 feet)
H., -- height of invert of sediment chamber outlet above top of sand filter bed in ft.
d = the depth of filter material in feet [18 inches minimum (1.5) feet]
k = coefficient of permeability for sand bed in if/day [3.5 if/day (Schueler, 1996)]
In = natural logarithm

At a minimum, the sedimentation chamber surface area be equal to the surface area of
the sand filter bed. The equation used for sizing the surface area of the dry detention
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basin (Section 3.4.8) may be used to as a guideline for sizing the surface area of the
sedimentation chamber.

Sedimentation Chamber
The efficiency of sedimentation chamber to settle suspended solids is based on the
surface loading rate (outflow divided by basin surface area) and is relatively independent
of depth. However, it is recommended that the sedimentation chamber remain wet and
have a depth of 2 to 3 feet to minimize particle resuspension due to turbulence ~Schueler,
1996).

To improve the removal efficiency of the sedimentation chamber, it is recommended that
the sedimentation basin be designed to detain at least 50% of the water quality volume
and be slowly released over a period of several hours. Providing this detention will allow
more coarse sediments to settle out, which will help to prevent premature clogging of the
sand bed.

Commercial hydrodynamic BMPs may also be considered to use to provide initial
sedimentation instead of gravity settling chambers.

Sand Filter Chamber
Provisions should be made to distribute the flow from the sedimentation chamber
uniformly across the sand filter chamber. The underground DC sand filter type and the
perimeter Delaware sand filter type use overflow weirs along the width of the sand filter
to accomplish this. When the flow from the sedimentation basin is outlets by pipe flow, a
flow distribution chamber should be incorporated (see Figure 3.12).

The sand bed should be a minimum of 18 inches depth and the top of the bed should be
completely level. The sand should be clean ASTM C-33 medium aggregate concrete sand.

For underground sand filter facilities, a 5 feet minimum height clearance should be
provided between the top of the sand bed and the bottom of the slab to provide clearance
for future maintenance.

It is recommended to use a dewatering valve placed just above the sand bed layer tO drain
the facility should the sand bed become clogged (see Figure 3.10).

Underdrain System
An underdrain system shall be used to collect water that has percolated through the sand
filter. The preferred pipe is 6 inch perforated schedule 40 PVC piping placed in an 8 to
’10 inch gravel jacket. Although some designs call for filter fabric between the gravel bed
and sand layer, the City believes that this fabric could present a clogging problem, and
recommends that a three inch layer of pea gravel be used instead. To ensure adequate
drainage, the bottom of the chamber should be sloped toward the underdrain pipes which
should be spaced approximately 10 feet along the filter bed. The underdrain may
discharge to a main collector pipe or to an outlet chamber.
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Overflow
Sand filtration facilities should be placed off-line (divert runoff from storms greater than
the one inch rainfall before entering the facility) whenever possible. A by-pass structure
can be used to direct flow away from the filtration facility once the treatment volume has
been exceeded.

For on-line facilities, an overflow should be placed in the sediment chamber and be
designed to carry the 10 year design storm at a minimum. The overflow needs to placed
as far upstream of the filtration bed as possible to prevent the initial WQV from being
flushed out by the subsequent runoff (see Figure 3.12).

Access for Sand Filtration Facilities
A 15" wide access easement shall be provided from the public street right-of-way to the sa.tut
filtration and pretreatment areas. A drainage maintenance and utility easement (DMUE) shall be
paced over the entire facility and extend 15’ beyond its perimeter. The access ,easement should be
kept easily accessible for maintenance.

For sand filtration facilities that are underground, adequate access shall be provided into the
facility for inspection and maintenance. It is preferred that large aluminum or steeldoors be
placed to access the sand filtration chamber. Steps will need to be provided for the
underground facility. Also observation manholes or doors should be provided for
underground overflow chamber and the sedimentation chamber. Maintenance to the
underground sand filtration facility will involve entering a confined space and the
appropriate provisions should be made to comply with OSHA confined space
re quirements ....

3.4.13 Proprietary Storm water Treatment Facilities

Description

The need for urban BMPs that are more efficient in pollutant removal and present less
impact to development has spawned the introduction of innovative stormwater BMP
teclmology. These technologies usually combine the processes of settling, filtration, and
various biological processes into one controlled system housed in a modular unit. By
combining different processes, these BMPs can be designed to focus on removing many
different type pollutants and higher concentrations of these pollutants than conventional
BMPs.

Applicability

Proprietary stormwater treatment facilities apparently possess several beneficial attributes
which make these BMPs a potential viable solution for future use in this area. For
example, units can be usually be placed almost anywhere on a site where it can receive
concentrated flows, such as from a storm drainage structure. Also, many of the
innovative proprietary BMPs are relatively safe because the stormwater is treated inside
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the unit, and is not open to the environment like a stormwater pond or wetland. Another
benefit is that only minimal on-site construction is necessary since the units are usually
assembled before they reach the site.

There may be several proprietary. BMPs on the market that may be able to the quality
control requirrnents for water-supply watershed protection, such as StormFilterTM by
Stormwater     Managements.     Portland     Oregon     (1-800-548-4667     or
www.stormwaternzgt.conz), StormTreatTM by StormTreatTM    Systems, Sandwich
Massachusetts ( 1-508-833-1033 or www.storthtreat.com) and Stormceptor~,
manufactured by CSP, Hydro Conduit, Thomasville, North Carolina (I-800-475-6302 or
www.csrstorrnceptor.com). Proprietary systems may be used to treat runoff in water-
supply watersheds as long as they are designed to treat the first inch of rainfall and are
proven to provide 85% TSS removal. For application to meet water-supply waterstred
protection requirements, the City will require the owner to monitor (upon installation) the
pollutant removal ejficiency for proprieta~, systems that have not been used and proven in the
City before. The City may be able to offer technical assistance with the monitoring requirements.
[f satisfacto~, results are ./bund, the system may be used and no other monitoring studies will be
required Jbr subsequeng installations within the Cio,. [f unsatisfactory results are found, the
system must be replaced wi~h an approved facili~, that meets the TSS removal requirement.

Example Proprietary BMPs:

StormFilterTM

The StormFilterTM facility provides treatment through rechargeable cartridges that
are filled with a variety of filter media such as the CSF® media (see Figure 3.14).
Captured stormwater flows through these cartridges which trap and absorb
pollutants. StormFilterTM units may be cast-in-place, precast, and linear. The units
typically consist of an inlet bay that serves to remove heavy suspended solids, a flow
spreader for dispersing the flow uniformly to the cartridge bay, the cartridge bay,
and the outlet bay. This system can also incorporate an overflow device to bypass
larger storm events. The company will specify the type filter material required in
order to achieve the desired pollutant removal.

Figure 3.14: Schematic of StormFilterTM

SOURCE: STORMWATER
MANAGEMENT®
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StormTreatTM

The StormTreatTM facility provides treatment in a 9.5 foot diameter modular tank
and treats runoff through sedimentation, filtration and constructed wetlands uptake
(see Fibre 3.15). The system is installed off-line and receives flow from an
oversized catch basin that is designed to divert larger storms. The inflow is piped
into a sedimentation chamber where large sediment is removed by a grit-filter bag
and a series of skimmer devices. The sedimentation chamber is equipped with an
inverted elbow to trap floatables. The water is then discharged to the subsurface of a
gravel substrate "wetland." The wetland is comprised of a gravel substrate planted
with bulrushes and other wetland plants (Horsely, 1998). Monitoring of this BMP is
reported to have shown that it can achieve around 98% TSS removal when sized
according to design criteria (Massachusetts Strategic Environmental Partnership). -~

Figure 3.15: Schematic Cross Section of StormTreatTM System

SOURCE: STORMTRF.ATTM SYSTEMS, INC

Other Proprietary BMPs

Other propriety systems may be available for stormwater treatment, such as
hydrodynamic type BMPs such as Stormceptor@, Continuous Deflective separation
(CDS) units by CDS Technologies and Storm King® by H.I.L. Technology. For use in
the water-supply watershed areas, monitoring studies must indicate that the system can
meet the TSS removal requirement of 85%. Even where certain BMPs may not be able
to meet this requirement alone, many of thes~ technologies could provide excellent
pretreatment in a treatment series with another BMP such as a sand filter.
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3.5 Structural BMP Installation Guidelines

3.5.1 ,tntrodttction

Proper installation of stormwater BMPs and associated devices is crucial in creating a
successful BMP. The following sections are provided to give some general guidelines on
the installation of BMPs and construction timing.

Where BMPs are constructed to meet City regulations, the City will inspect the BMP to
ensure that it is constructed according to plan and is functioning properly before the
ownership responsibility is turned over to the property owner. The water-supply
watershed (Ch. 30) ordinance and the 1999 stormwater management (Ch. 27) ordinarrce
require that stormwater control facilities be substantially complete,, have full design
volume, and otherwise functioning properly prior to plat recordation or occupancy permit
is granted for the property. The following sections describe specifically what aspects of
BMP the City will irtspect to approve the installation.

3.5.2 Grass Swales, Filter Strips

General Installation Guidelines

Rough graded swales and filter strips should be used to convey water during construction.
Final grading should be done at the latest stage of construction possible to grade out
erosion gulleys and to prevent excessive sediment from depositing within the permanent
grass cover.

The drainage area to swales and filter strips should be stabilized (seeded with straw
cover) at the same time as the swales and filter strips are.

It is recommended that swales be sodded or lined with erosion resistant temporary
matting to allow a dense grass cover to be established. The sod should be securely
fastened to the ground to keep them in place.

When check dams are used at the end of filter strips, a channel or swale should be
constructed between the filter strip and check dam to route the flow to the spillways. The
swale should be sodded or lined with temporary erosion resistant matting to allow a dense
vegetation to establish.

Wood check dams should be pressure treated (rot resistant). The wood should be
embedded several feet into the sideslopes.

Gravel trenches should be placed at the same time as the final grading of the filter strip is
done. This is to prevent the excess sediments that runoff during the construction phase
from prematurely filling the voids in the rock.
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Installation inspections by the City of Greensboro

The City will check to ensure that the BMP is constructed according to design, including
proper slopes, dimensions, etc. The City will inspect to ensure that there are no current
erosion problems and that the BMP is protected from potential erosion problems, such as
use of temporary matting. The City will also inspect to make sure that there is no
excessive sediment accumulation within the swale or filter strip.

3.5.3 Dr3, Detention Basins, Wet Detention Ponds

General Installation Guidelines

Dry detention basins and wet detention ponds may be used as sedimentation basins
during construction as long as the construction sediment is removed and the design
volume is restored prior to turning the maintenance responsibilities over to the property
owner(s).

If a riser/barrel assembly is used, ensure that the soil is well compacted around the barrel
and anti-seep collars (if used) to minimize weak zones and planes that become pathways
for excessive seepage.

Riprap pads should not be just "dumped" and spread out at the end of pipe, but rather --
placed in the ground where the top of the rock is even with the adjacent grade.
Geotextile fabric or sand and gravel bedding should be placed under all riprap protection.
The filter fabric should be g .~,perly secured into the soil according to the manufacturer’s        ...’-.:. ;
specifications.

When constructing a dam on a stream, the loose material in the stream bed and banks
should be removed prior to filling. This loose material can provide a path for excess
seepage if not thoroughly cleaned out.

Installation Inspections by the City of Greensboro

Once construction on site is complete and areas draining to the pond are stabilized, the
City will determine if the pond needs to have sediment removed. If construction
sediment accumulation is not accounted for in the plans, dredging will be required when
there is noticeable amounts of sediment accumulation on the pond bottom. If
construction sediment is accounted for in the plans, dredging will be required when
construction sediment levels exceed the design construction sediment allocation.
3.5.4 Stormwater Wetlands

General Installation Guidelines

The wetland should be initially graded approximately 6 inches below the final elevations.
Grading should be conducted within acceptable tolerance limits in order to ensure sheet
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flow, prevent excessive velocities, prevent dead zones, and allow for proper planting
depths as designed. It ma.y be necessary to modify the wetland planting plan to
correspond with the actual depth zones created in the field.

If the wetland bottom is above the water table elevation it is important to have a very low
permeable soil layer for the wetland foundation to prevent the wetland from drying up in
bev, veen rain events. The soil foundation should be compacted thoroughly at the
appropriate moisture content to reduce infiltration. In some instances it may be necessary
to install impermeable liners below the wetland area.

To better ensure success of the wetland, it is important that nutrient rich topsoil be added
to the excavated wetlands (Schueler, 1992). It may be desirable to "disc up" the ground
before adding the topsoil to incorporate the topsoil into the in situ soil. The final grading
(use machinery that will not heavily compact topsoil) should be completed to ensure the
proper depth zones. After the final grading, temporary ground cover should be
established to reduce excessive erosion.

Riprap pads should not be just "dumped" and spread out at the end of pipe, but rather
placed in the ground where the top of the rock is even with the adjacent grade.
Geotextile fabric or sand and gravel bedding should be placed under all riprap protection, r
The filter fabric shoutd be properly secured into the soil according to the manufacturer’s
specifications.                                                                 "

To get the soils thoroughly saturated, the wetland soils should be inundated for a period
of time before the plantings are introduced.

A wetland specialist should be consulted regarding plantings. The construction of the
wetland should coincide with the appropriate planting season for the species selected.

It is a general misconception that the plantings will have to be completely inundated to be
able to survive. The water levels should gradually be increased to get the plantings
accustomed to inundation (Hammer, 1997).

Unstablized areas of construction sites produce high concentrations of sediment loads
even with conventional erosion control practices. Fine grading, adding topsoil, and
plantings should not be completed until the drainage area of the wetland has been
permanently and completely stabilized. If the wetland is utilized to meet water-supply
watershed regulations, the wetland must be completed in its entirety, including planting,
before the Certificate of Occupancy (C.O.) is issued.
If it is impossible for the site to be stabilized before the C.O. is desired, the wetland must
be initially constructed as a wet detention pond. The wet detention pond may later be
converted to the wetland after the site has been stabilized.
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Installation Inspections by the City of Greensboro

The City of Greensboro needs to inspect the final grades of the wetland prior to planting
and to ensure that all sediment has been cleaned out from the forebay area. The City will
again inspect the site after the plantings have been planted prior to the maintenance
responsibility being turned over to the property owner.

3.5.5 Bioretention Areas

General Installation Guidelines

Sediment transported by stormwater runoff from construction areas will quickly clog the
surface of the bioretention cell. The planting soil material and underdrain systam
should not be placed until the site has been completely stabilized an__~d paved areas
draining to the cell are flushed to remove loose sediment (must becontrolled by an
erosion control device).

Onc~ grading of the site is completed, pervious areas within the drainage area should be
immediately seeded to allow time for grass to establish before the planting soil material is
placed. Pervious areas draining to bioretention areas should be inspected periodically
after seeding to ensure that a dense cover is established and that they are not disturbed by
construction equipment.

The City strongly recommends that the filter material be placed at the latest stage of
.-.::::.-...~construction possible. If the bioretention cell is utilized as a sediment pit during

construction, the cell must be completely mucked out before placing the planting soil
material and the underdrain system. When the cell has been excavated, it is
recommended that the design engineer should inspect the cell to assess the compactability
of the underlying soil to ensure that the soil provides a stable foundation for the cell.

A geotextile fabric should be placed between the bottom of the cell and the underdrain
system.

The bioretention planting soil is to be placed in one to two foot lifts and loosely
compacted (tamp with back hoe). The soil surface should be level to promote uniform
ponding.

The plantings for the bioretention area should be installed according to the bioretention
landscape plan.

If any surrounding areas are disturbed during the installation of the bioretention cell, the
cell must be protected from sedimentation from these areas. One way to protect the cell
is to place a temporary silt fence around the cell. The developer is responsible for
protecting the bioretention area from runoff from any subsequent construction activities
that take place on-site.
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Rip rap pads should not be just "dumped" and spread out at the end of pipe, but rather
placed in the ground where the top of the rock is even with the adjacent grade.
Geotextile fabric or sand and gravel bedding should be placed under all fiprap protection.
The filter fabric should be properly secured into the soil according to the manufacturer’s
specifications.

Installation Inspections by the City of Greensboro

The City of Greensboro needs to inspect the site before the filter materials are placed.
All land disturbance and site stabilization activities are to be completed before the City
inspects the site. After the filter material is placed, the City will test the initia! draw down
time and performance of the bioretention system.

3.5. 6 Sand Filtration Facilities

General Installation Guidelines

Because the sediment in the runoff from construction areas will quickly clog the surface
of the sand filter bed, the filter bed and filter underdrain system should not to be placed
until the site has been completely stabilized and paved areas draining to sand filter are
flushed.

Sediment is to be removed from the sedimentation and filtration chambers before
placement of the filter material.

The City strongly recommends that the filter material be placed at the latest stage of
construction possible. The developer is responsible for protecting the sand filter once the
filter is placed from any subsequent construction activities that take place on-site.

The sand bed should be completely level to promote uniform ponding.

Installation Inspections by the City of Greensboro

The City of Greensboro is required to inspect the site before the filter material is placed
in the chamber. All land disturbance and site stabilization activities are to be completed
before the City inspects the site. Once the material is placed, the City will fill the
structure with water to allow the City to monitor the filtration rate and draw down time.

3.5. 7 Proprietary Stormwater Treatment Facilities
Follow the manufacturer’s specifications for installing proprietary stormwater BMPs. The
City will inspect to ensure that the BMPs are installed according to the specifications and
is functioning as designed.
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3.6 Structural BMP Maintenance and Inspection Guidelines

3.6.1 Introduction

The purpose of this section is to provide owners of structural BMPs with guidelines to
help maintain the BMPs. It is often the case that owners do not fully understand what the
BMP on their property is designed to do, much less how to properly maintain it. With
different and more complex stormwater BMPs being introduced, it is even more crucial
that owners know about the maintenance required for a particular BMP before they
decide on one to implement. For owners to appreciate the need for maintenance, it is
important that owners are aware that BMPs provide value to the quality of our surface
waters and in many cases can be an amenity to their property.

Periodic inspections and maintenance are key factors in preserving the functionality bf
structural stormwater BMPs. Stormwater BMPs are not self maintaining systems, and
over time the efficiency of structural BMPs to remove pollutants will diminish. Trapped
sediments and other pollutants can potentially reduce the volume capacity of the BMPs,
decrease filtration rates for filtering BMPs, and damage plantings used for treatment.
The following guidelines are provided for the benefit of owners of structural BMPs to
help ensure that the BMP will continue to meet the objectives they were designed for.

Besides inspecting and maintaining components in which a BMP’s water quality
functionality is to be sustained, attention must also be paid to the structural components
to sustain its hydraulic functionality as well. Minimizing the risk of hydraulic
malfunction (potentially leading to structural failure) is essential, especially for larger
impondment structures such as wet detention ponds, since the majority of the stormwater
BMPs in Greensboro are located in urbanized settings, where structural failure may
jeopardize downstream life and property.

Maintenance is also important to prevent the decline in the appearance of the BMP.
Unhealthy conditions (such as noxious vegetation, stagnant water, etc.) may occur within
and around the BMP, which may affect the aesthetics and economic value of the
surrounding property.

3.6.2 BMP Maintenance Requirements

The City’s water-supply watershed (Ch 30) ordinance and the 1999 stormwater
management (Ch 27) ordinance require that BMPs which are constructed to meet these
requirements must be maintained by the property owner or owners’ association. The
BMPs must be maintained to continue to function to meet the regulations it was designed
for. The City has the authority to inspect these BMPs periodically and require the BMP
owner to perform maintenance activities, when necessary.

The City, as required by the State, will conduct periodic inspections of structural BMPs
implemented for water-supply watershed protection. The City will advise the owner of
recommended and required maintenance actions needed to maintain BMP functionality.
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The design engineer and developer should be responsible for providing BMP owners with
inspection and maintenance guidelines and educating them on it.

3.6.3 General Maintenance Guidelines

Dam Safety (This section is applicable to all above ground BMPs that utilize a dam to
permanently or temporarily retain or detain water).

Presetwing the structural integrity of the dam of a pond BMP is important in protecting
downstream life and property. There are at least four aspects of the dam that require
specific attention: (I) assessment of hazard potential due to changes in downstream
development; (2) seepage; (3) dam material problems; and (4) vegetation growth on the
dam embankments

Assessment of Hazard Potential
Before any dam is constructed, the design engineer is responsible for notifying the
NC State Dam Safety Office of the proposed dam. If the dam falls under State
Dam Safety jurisdiction, the dam must be constructed, maintained and operated
according to their design and construction guidelines. Even if the dam does not
fall under the NC Dam Safety Office’s jurisdiction, the dam should be designed
and constructed in accordance with current good engineering practice. The City
has requirements concerning the maintenance of dams associated with required
BMPs.

As new development occurs downstream of the BMP, the chance of significant
property damage or danger to human life may increase if catastrophic failure of
the dam occurs. Although the dam may be initially exempt from re~lation by the
State, the owner is responsible for reporting to the State Dam Safety Office
downstream development that may affect the hazard classification of the dam.

Seepage
The downstream side of the dam should be inspected regularly for evidence of significant
seepage. Seepage can emerge anywhere below the normal pool elevation, including the
downstream slope of earth dams, areas beyond the toe of the dam, and around the
spi~lway or pond outlet conduit. Indications of significant seepage include areas where
the soil is saturated or where there is a flowing "spring" or leak. If "sinkholes" in the
dam embankment are noticed, or if constant flowing water is noticed on the downstream
side of the dam, then seepage has become excessive and professional engineering advice
should be sought immediately to avert a major structural problem or a catastrophic failure
of the dam.

Dam Material Problems
For earth dams, pronounced cracks on the embankment surface indicate the first stages of
potential dam failure. Transverse cracks (running perpendicular to the embankment face)
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generally indicating differential settlement of the dam, can provide pathways for
excessive seepage. Longitud.inal cracks (running parallel to the embankment face) may
be due to inadequate compaction of the dam during construction or shrinkage of the clay
(desiccation) in the top of the embankment during prolonged dry conditions. These
cracks may eventually lead to slope failure such as sliding or sloughing.

For reinforced concrete dams, the concrete should be checked for pronounced cracking,
leakage from the joints, and displacement (noticeable leaning or bulging). Also,
excessive seepage, leakage, or springs just downstream of the concrete dam could be
indicative of potential seepage-related "piping" problems under the dam.

If such problems or other structural problems are observed, professional engineering
advice should be sought.

Vegetative Growth
Trees and other woody vegetation are no_.At permitted on the top slopes or dam
embankments. Large root systems from woody vegetation can weaken the dam structure
and provide seepage pathways. Thick vegetative cover can also provide a haven for
burrowing animals such as the groundhog. These animals can create a network of
burrows in the dam embankments that can significantly weaken the dam, by creating
seepage paths, which may eventually lead to dam failure. Mowing of the dam
embankments should occur, at a minimum, once every 6 months to prevent woody
vegetation growth and cover for burrowing animals.                                  ~.

Reduction of Pollutants Entering BMPs

Stormwater BMPs are not 100% efficient in removing pollutants; therefore, when the.-..%..::~:."°’:"-"~
amount of pollutants into the BMP is higher, the amount of pollutants discharged from
the BMP will be higher. Also, increased amounts of pollutants to the BMP will increase
the maintenance required to keep the BMP functioning properly. Maintenance to BMPs
can be very expensive.

Pollution prevention activities
To assist the stormwater pond in stormwater quality enhancement, every effort
should be made to reduce the pollutant load entering the pond system. Pollution
prevention BMPs described in Section 3 of this manual should be implemented along
with the following efforts:

~ Outside trash dumpsters should be kept covered, and the area around the
dumpster should be kept neat and clean.

=:> Chemicals, petroleum products and other pollution sources (such as
machinery) should be stored in a covered area away from possible stormwater
contact. Spent chemicals are to be properly disposed or recycled.

=* Fertilizers and pesticides should be used conservatively on the property
grounds. Excessive amounts of these chemicals can be washed away with
stormwater runoff increasing the nutrient load to the pond.
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=~ Chemicals such as copper sulfate used to inhibit algae growth in the water
quality pond degrade water quality. Since the pond’s main function is to
enhance water quality, these chemicals should not be used. Rather, reducing
the amount of fertilizer application and ensuring that the pond outlets are
properly functioning so the pool is flushed periodically will help to deter algae
growth.

~ Trash and vegetative floatables (grass clippings, leaves, limbs, etc.) should be
cleaned from the pond surface and surroundings periodically to promote a
healthy, aesthetically pleasing environment, and to prevent blockage of the
pond outlets. Studies have shown that people are less likely to litter ponds
that are aesthetically pleasing and support wildlife.

Stabilization of BMP drainage area
The area draining to the BMP pond should remain stabilized to prevent excessive
sediment from entering the BMP facility. When the bare soil is directly exposed to
precipitation the sediment concentration in runoff is much higher than for soil that is
stabilized. A stabilized area is covered by impervious surfaces (pavement, buildings),
grass cover, landscaped cover (mulch, pine straw), etc.

For filtration practices such as sand filtration facilities and bioretention, maintaining a
stabilized drainage area is especially important. Eroded sediment can quickly "’seal" the
filtration bed, drastically decreasing its filtration capacity.

3.6.4 Grass Swales. Filter Strips

Grass Cover

After initial seeding, the grass should be watered, as needed.

The grass should be mowed periodically (usually when mowing the rest of the property).
To maintain the filtering capability of the grass, it should not be mowed to close to the
ground (three to four inches minimum).

The ground should be inspected to make sure there is dense growth on all portions of the
control device. Bare spots or areas where there is sparse grass cover should be reseeded,
It may be necessary to use a temporary erosion resistant matting or to use sod to repair
these areas.

As always for grassed areas, fertilizers and pesticides should not be over-applied. Refer
to product directions for correct application quantity.

The grass used should be erosion resistant and can tolerate frequent inundation (standing
water). Tall fescue is an appropriate choice.

Erosion Problems
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The inlet and outlet areas, side slopes (swales), and the rest of the conveyance area
should be inspected for erosion problems.

Where water discharges from a pipe and where the stormwater runs off impervious area
onto pervious area, there may be erosion problems. The BMP should have riprap
protection at the end of pipes and a gravel trench at the edge of impervious areas to help
prevent erosion. These devices should be inspected to ensure they are functioning
properly. If erosion is noticed in within the rip rap pad or along the edges of the pad,
more rock may be needed or it may have been improperly placed (no geotextile liner or
improper placement of liner, rip rap not well graded, etc.) If the rock or gravel is
displaced downstream, a larger size rock or gravel should be used.

Rill erosion (small channels or gulleys in the ground) is a common problem found in
these control devices where the water runoff is naturally trying to channelize. Rill
erosion can be repaired by filling in the rills with suitable (clayey) soilsand reseeding. It
may be necessary to use a temporary erosion resistant matting or to use sod to repair
these areas.

Sediment Build-up

Because these BMPs are designed to slow stormwater flows down, sedimentation of
coarse particles will occur. Over time the sediment level within the bottom of the swale -
or filter strip will increase, especially at the upstream area. Sediment will need to be
removed periodically (once build-up exceeds one to two inches) from the BMP.

3.6. 5 D~. Detention Basins, ;Vet Detention Ponds, Stormwater Wetlands

The following items should be inspected/maintained on a quarterly basis. These items
are in addition to any NC Dam Safety requirements for dams regulated by that agency.

Buffer Vegetation

Strong rooted grasses that hav~ a high tolerance for erosion should be planted on
embankments around the pond. Good grass cover should be maintained around the pond
perimeter to prevent excessive sediment from entering the pond. The following should
be used as guidelines for maintaining buffer vegetation.

~ To sustain the structural integrity of the dam, no trees or woody vegetation
should be allowed on the dam embankments or top of dam. These areas
should be mowed on a quarterly basis.

=:, To preserve the hydraulic capacity of the pond system and to prevent runoff
from backing up, inlet and outlet areas should be kept clear of heavy
vegetation.
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w To provide easy access to the pond, the maintenance access around the pond
should be tree of trees and mowed on a periodic basis.

~ Trees and brush, if desired, are acceptable on pond embankments other than
the dam.

Erosion Problems

Unsuitable fill material, inadequate compaction, and!or poor stabilization of earth
structures can result in accelerated erosion where high runoff velocities exist. High
velocities usually occur on steep pond embankments, at pond inlet and outlet discharge
areas, and where the water is constricted to channel flow. The entire pond area should
be inspected quarterly tbr signs of erosion, paying special attention to the following
areas:

Embankments
If pond embankments are not kept well vegetated with grasses, rill erosion (small
channels formed in the embankment due to poor grass cover) may occur. Rill erosion can
be repaired by filling the small channels with suitable soil, compacting, and seeding. [t
may be necess.ary to install temporary erosion control (such as hay bales) along heavily
eroded areas to allow the repaired areas to stabilize. It is especially important to inspect
for and immediately repair any erosion on the dam embankments.

Pipe Inlet and Outlet areas
Where erosion causes the undercutting of the downstream end of pipe, the undercut
should be stabilized immediately to prevent the end pipe section from "breaking" off.
Eroded areas should be filled with good compactable soil and covered with geotextile and
riprap.

Open Channel Flow
Eroded areas should be seeded/sodded and protected with temporary velocity dissipation
(such as excelsior matting, straw bales, etc.)If erosion continues, a more robust lining
should be used.

Blockage of Outlets

Wet extended detention ponds are designed for the water to exit the pond through the low
flow orifice(s), the principal spillway, and the emergency spillway. It is important to
check all three outlets for blockage that would impair the pond’s water quality and
hydraulic functionality.

~Low Flow Orifice(s)
Unless an inverted orifice is used, some type of trash guard is to be maintained
over the low flow orifice{s) to prevent clogging. When the orifice becomes
c!ogged the water level rises to the principal spillway elevation and the benefits
associated with temporary storage and its gradual release are lost. To preserve
"’extended detention" the low flow orifice should be inspected for blockage twice
a month and after large storms.
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Principal and Emergency Spillway
Principal and emergency spillways are designed to safely convey larger than one inch
storms that produce runoff which exceed the water quality volume of the BMP. If these
spillways are blocked so they do not operate at full capacity, the risk of dam overtopping
or. other uncontrolled releases may result. To ensure the hydraulic capacity of the
spillways, the spillways should be inspected for blockage twice a month and after large
storms.

If a riser/barrel is used for the principal spillway, a trash rack is to be maintained on the
riser. Vegetative growth in the riser should be removed promptly so that the design
capacity of the spillway is maintained. Also, the outlet area where the barrel projects
from the fill should be clear of tree limbs, sediment accumulation, etc.

Sediment Accumulation _

To preserve the BMP’s pollutant removal capability, sediment must be removed in areas
where the capacity of the design sediment storage volume has been exceeded.

Dry Detention Basin
The sedimentation in dry detention basins will generally not be as much as in wet
detention ponds or stormwater wetlands. Sediment accumulation will be less
noticeable in dry basins that are open and have a vegetated bottom and
embankments. Dry detention basins that have extended detention (24 hours or
greater), will have more sedimentation. Sediment should be removed when the
detention storage capacity is reduced or when aesthetics is a concern.

Wet Detention Pond
The forebay helps to improve the removal efficiency of the pond system by trapping
the majority of coarser suspended solids behind the baffle. When sediment
deposition in the forebay exceeds the designed sediment storage capacity for the
forebay, the forebay must be dredged. An indication of when the forebay sediment
capacity is exceeded is when sediment bars are visible near the inlet discharge or
when the sediment level at the inlet to the pond is less than one foot below the
normal pool surface (the elevation of the pool is at the bottom of the low flow
orifice). Typically, forebays will need to be dredged every 5 to 10 years.

Depth measurements relative to the normal surface elevation (bottom of water
quality orifice) should be taken at several locations around the pond. The sediment
is to be removed when the measured depth is less than the design permanent pool
depth. If a forebay is used at the inlet area of the pond and is regularly dredged, the
frequency of dredging the entire pond could be greatly reduced.

Wetland
The forebay helps to trap the majority of suspended solids to prevent the sediment
from entering the wetland area and suffocating the plantings. When sediment
deposition in the forebay exceeds its designed sediment storage capacity, the forebay
must be dredged. It may be necessary to drain down the wetland to measure the
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depth of sediment deposited. It is projected that the wetland tbrebay will need
dredging every 3 to 5 ye.ars.

Sediment accumulation should be monitored in the wetland area as well. A layer of
peat will form in the wetland at a rate of 0.5 inches per year (Hammer 1997). When
sediment deposition equals six inches or more the sediment should be removed. The
wetland plantings that are destroyed during the cleanout are to be replaced.

Sediment from most sources is usually not hazardous or contaminated, however, it is very
U    ~"so py and is difficult to manage. It is good idea to provide a storage area near the

BMP to place sediment once it is dredged to allow it to dry. If desired, sediment may be
land applied and seeded. If land applied on-site, it should be within the drainage area to
the BMP so sediment that runs offcan be recaptured.

Wetland Vegetation

It is likely that a portion of the initial plantings will not survive the first growing season
due to factors such as the quality of the plantings, selection of plantings, variable water
levels, lack of water, etc. Therefore, it will most likely be necessary for the owner to add
additional plantings "during the initial development stage of the wetland. Over the long
term, drought or other factors may cause a portion of the wetland plantings to die off and
need replacement.

Proper Water Balance

An important step to developing a successful wetland system is to ensure that the water
balance in the wetland is appropriate to support plant life. The wetland must be able to
sustain water and to provide a certain level of inundation after storm events. If the
wetland is not sustaining an adequate water balance adjustments will be need to be made
to the outflow rates. The slow release outlet should be equipped with a valve to control
the water levels in the wetland.

It may be necessary to periodically irrigate the wetland if the wetland is unable to sustain
a water level that is conducive to wetland plant growth.

3.6. 6 Bioretention Areas

Paved Sweeping Prom’am

A paved area sweeping program should be implemented for all properties that utilize
bioretention BMPs. Sweeping paved areas on a periodic basis will help extend the life of
the BMP by reducing the pollutant load and debris that enters it. Debris shall be swept
away from the pretreatment component (filter strip, channel, or chamber).
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Mowing!Landscaping Activities

Mowing/landscaping activities on the property should to be conducted in such a way to
prevent lawn and plant clippings as well as eroded sediment from entering the
bioretention cell. One way to prevent clippings from entering the cell is to use mulching
mowers or bag and remove clippings, especially in areas that drain to the filter.

Minimum Inspection/Maintenance Requirements

The following inspection/maintenance activities should be conducted on a quarterly
(i.e., 4 times per year) basis, unless noted otherwise.

Overall bioretention area                                                  --

(a) Accumulated paper, trash, and debris should be removed from the b~oretention area.
The bioretention area should remain clear of trash and debris to preserve the draw
down rate and stormwater treatment function of the cell. The type of debris removed
should be noted and their possible sources identified. Efforts should be made to
reduce the amount of the debris entering the bioretention area.

(b) Obsem,e the filtration performance of the cell (every six months at a minimum).
If the drawdown time of the filter bed is greater than the design drawdown time
corrective maintenance is needed. Corrective maintenance to restore proper
drawdown time and stormwater treatment performance of the filter bed includes:

-,.:;..;.?,.
1. Clean out the underdrain system.

2. Remove mulch and top few inches of planting soil and replace.

The clogged material should be replaced with new material of the original
specifications. Contaminat,ed soil should be removed and disposed of at
an approved site (landfill). Instead of replacing the top layer of planting
soil, it may be possible to aerate or cultivate the first few inches to restore
the draw down capacity of the cell.

3. If appropriate draw down time cannot be restored the owner will be
required to remove and replace the filter bed and under drain system.

Pretreatment

(a) Inspect energy dissipators for proper functionality.
Energy dissipators (pea gravel diaphragm, riprap pads, check dams, etc) that are used
to slow down and spread the runoff before it enters the bioretention cell should be
inspected for proper functionality. Sediment build-up should be removed. Once the
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voids become substantially filled with sediment, the rock must be removed, cleaned
(away from bioretention area) and placed back in its original location. Larger rock or
other measures may be required if the rock is being carried away by high water flows.

(b) Inspect sedimentation/diversion chambers (if applicable) Jbr sediment build-up and
blockage.
The sedimentation~diversion chamber should be cleaned out when sediment levels
exceed the design level ( 12 inches accumulation depth is to be used if no design level
is given). The sludge should be removed and disposed of at an approved site
(landfill). All inlets and outlets to the chamber should be inspected for blockage.

(c) [nspect filter strips and channels for bare areas, rill or channel erosion.
A robust grass cover for the pretreatment areas must be maintained. Bare areas and
eroded areas should be seeded or sodded immediately.

Plantings

(a) Replace plantings that are dead, diseased, or otherwise have failed to establish.
If replacing plantings frequently, the planting soil may need to be tested. Make sure
that the plantings used are to able withstand the bioretention environment (i.e. frequent
inundation).

(b) Pruning and weeding the bioretention cell may be aesthetically desired.
Make sure that all loose vegetation is removed from the bioretention cell so as not to
interfere with the functionality of the cell.

Mulch Layer

(a) Inspect the cell for proper mulch cover.
Mulch needs to be reapplied in areas where erosion has displaced the mulch (mulch
just may need spreading out). It will be necessary to replace the mulch layer every
year when the mulch decays. The thickness of mulch should be approximately 3
inches.

Planting soil

(a) Test the pH of the soil (annually)
To keep plantings healthy, the planting soil shall be tested once a year to determine if
the,pH is in the acceptable range. If the pH is low than lime should be applied; if the
pH is high then iron sulfate can be used.

(b) Test the toxici~, of the soil (as needed, approximately once every 5 years)
After a few years of service, the quantity of heavy metals and other pollutants that is
collected by the cell may reach toxic levels impairing plant growth and the
effectiveness of the cell. If the toxic levels are too high, the soil will need to be
replaced.
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Outlet
(a) Verij~, that there is discharge from the underdrain when water is ponded in the cell.

When the water level is above the filter bed, check the outlet area to ensure that the
bioretention cell is functioning. If there is no discharge from the outlet, the system
is nonfunctional and corrective maintenance is needed immediately to restore draw
down.

(b) The overflow structure shouM be inspected to ensure it is not blocked with debris and
is functioning properly.

(c) Inspect for and fix erosion problems at the outlet areas
The downstream areas from the outlets of the bioretention area should be checked to
ensure there is no erosion. Eroded areas should be revegetated. An energy dissipatoc,.
if not already in place, may be needed if erosion continues to occur.

3.6. 7 Sand Filtration Facilities

Paved Area Sweeping Program

A paved area sweeping program is recommended for all properties that utilize a sand
filter. Sweeping paved areas on a periodic basis will help to extend the life of the filter
by reducing the pollutant load and debris entering the filter. Sweeping should be done in
such a manner as to prevent debris from entering inlets leading to the sand filter.

Mowing/Landscaping Activities

Mowing!landscaping activities on the property should be conducted in such a way to
prevent lawn and plant clippings as well as eroded sediment from entering the filter
facility. One way to prevent clippings from entering the facility is to use mulching
mowers or to bag and remove clippings, especially in areas that drain to the filter.

Minimum Inspection/Maintenance Requirements

The following inspection/maintenance activities should be conducted on a quarterly
(i.e., 4 times per year) basis, unless noted otherwise.

Overall Sand Filter Facility

(a) Accumulated paper, trash, and debris are removed from the filtration facility.
Large debris should be removed from each chamber within the sand filter facility to
preserve the draw down rate and stormwater treatment function,of the filter. Note
the type debris is removed and identify possible sources. Efforts should be made to
reduce the amount of the debris entering the filtration facility.
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(b) Check to verifi., that there are no signs of cracking or deteriorating concrete (evet3’ 6
months at a minimum).
Check for signs of pronounced cracking in the concrete and other structural problems
that may present a hazard to the public (especially underground filters that carry
vehicle loading).

Sedimentation Chamber

ta) Check to verifi.’ that the perJbrated pipe or low flow orifice (if applicable) is clear of
debris.
Some systems use low flow orifices or perforated pipes to slowly distribute water
from the sedimentation chamber to the filtration chamber. To assure the capacity-of
the filter, these components are to be inspected quarterly and unclogged as necessary.

(b) Measure the sediment depth at several locations in the sedimentation chamber (ever3,
6 months at a minimum)
The sedimentation chamber should be cleaned out when sediment levels exceed the
design level (12 inches is to be used if no design level is given). The sludge should
be disposed at an approved site (landfill). If the sedimentation chamber utilizes a
submerged weir to trap floatables, any oil on the surface must be removed separately
and recycled before the chamber is pumped.

Filtration Chamber

(a) Monitor the performance of the filter bed (eve~, six months at a minimum).
If the draw down time of the filter bed is greater than twice the initial design
drawdown time corrective maintenance is needed. Corrective maintenance to
restore proper draw down time and stormwater treatment performance of the filter
bed includes:

1. Clean out the under drain system.

2. Replace the top layer of the sand filter bed

Accumulated sediment on top of the sand bed and the top layer of discolored sand
should be scraped off. The removed sand should be replaced with new sand of
the original specifications. The sediment and contaminated sand should be
disposed at an approved site (landfill).

If a filter fabric/screen is used on top of the sand layer, replace it with a new
fabric/screen of the original specifications. If gravel is used on top of the filter
fabric/screen, rinse the gravel well and reuse. The sediment rinsed from the
gravel should be collected. The used filter/screen and collected sediment is to be
disposed at the landfill. Before replacing the fabric/screen, be sure to check to see
if the sand layer is contaminated.
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3. If appropriate draw down time cannot be restored the owner will be required
to remove and replace the filter bed and under drain system.

If the filter bed is not draining at all, the stagnated water must be released by the
dewatering valve or pumped out before corrective maintenance can be done to the
sand bed. If oil is present on the surface it should be removed separately and
recycled.

Outlet Chamber/Outlets

(a) Check to verify that the outlet is discharging when water is present in the filtration
chamber.
When the water level is above the filter bed, check the outlet area to ensure that the
sand filter is functioning. If there is no discharge from the outlet, the system is
nonfunctional and corrective maintenance is needed immediately to restore draw
down.

(b) Check to verify that there is no erosion at the outlet areas.
The downstream areas from the outlets of the sand filter should be checked to ensure
there is no erosion taking place. Eroded areas should be revegetated. A velocity
dissipator, if not already in place, may be needed if erosion continues to occur.

3.6. 8 Proprietary Stormwater Treatment Facilities                                           ::..:~:.

Consult with the manufacturer for proper inspection/maintenance specifications. Most
manufacturers have prepared a detailed Operation and Maintenance manual and provide
maintenance services. The City of Greensboro requires that the owner follow the
maintenance requirements for these systems and provide documentation of all inspections
and maintenance activities performed.
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GLOSSARY

Access / Maintenance Easement: Refers to the required access and maintenance
easement to a structural stormwater management improvement or facility from the public
Right-of-Way (R.O.W.) and includes the Drainage Maintenance and Utility Easement
(D.M.U.E.) around the improvement or facility.

Alternative Structural Best Management Practice: Typically facilities other than dry
detention and wet detention pond facilities desig-ned to reduce the pollutant loading of
stom~water runoff and in some cases reduce the stormwater runoff discharge rate. The
City encourages the implementation of alternative and innovative best management
practices, where appropriate.

Anti-Seep Collar: A metal plate or other device that connects to the outside of a
structure that extends through a dam and serves to redirect seepage pathways to minimize
the quantity of seepage along the structure.

Anti-Vortex Device: A device placed in a outlet riser structure to prevent a vortex, or
whirlpool, from occurring when the outlet is acting as an orifice.

Baffle: A berm or barrier made of earth, rock, etc., or other diversion used to direct flow
or trap sediments within a structural BMP.

Best Management Practice (BMP): An activity, design or planning technique, or
structural device that is used singularly or in combination to protect the quality of
receiving surface waters, reduce the volume of stormwater runoff generated, and/or
reduce the stormwater runoff discharge rate.

Bioretention Area: A structural BMP that removes pollutants in stormwater runoff
through filtration and plant uptake. The bioretention BMP consists of a "made" planting
soil layer, mulch, plantings, and an underdrain system.

Bioretention Area Landscape Plan: Plan required for City approval of this BMP for
water-supply watershed protection, which shows the plant types, quantity, and location.

Building Certificate of Compliance: Permit issued by the City Building Inspections
Department that signifies that the building is in compliance and may be occupied.

Built-Upon Area: Term used in City Ordinance Section 30-7, Water-Supply Watershed
Districts, and Section 27-22, Stormwater Management Control. Defined as impervious or
partially impervious cover including buildings, pavement, gravel areas, recreation
facilities, such as tennis courts, etc.
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Catch Basins: Structures, which are connected to storm sewer pipe, used to collect
stormwater runoff from the land surface, such as roads and parking lots.                           :

Channel: Man-made or naturally formed conveyance that is well defined and may
convey stormwater runoff, intermittent, or perennial streams.

Cheek Dam: A dam placed within a conveyance such as a swale or channel to slow the
velocity of flow or temporarily detain the flow.

Chimney Drain: A seepage control device used in earth dams.

Clustering: As it pertains to stormwater BMP, site development practice where
development is concentrated away from environmentally sensitive areas and the amount
of impervious surfaces is reduced as a result of concentrating the development in one
place as opposed to spreading out over the entire site.

City of Greensboro Stormwater Master Plan: A comprehensive stormwater
management master plan that is to include all major watersheds and sub-watersheds in
the City. The master plan for a given watershed/sub-watershed will guide the
development of on-site and/or off-site stormwater management facilities and practices to
meet stormwater quantity and quality management goals, in addition to environmental
and watershed restoration objectives, as determined by a group of representative
stakeholders.

Conservation or Floodplain Easements: Easements provided along environmentally         ::.’.’~.:::)
sensitive areas and!or major streams that have mapped floodplains.

Dam Hazard Potential: An estimate of the extent of damage that a dam would do if it
were to fail. The hazard potential is classified by the State Dam Safety Office as low,
intermediate, or high.

Dam Safety Regulations: Regulations (Dam Safety Law of 1967 and Administrative
Code Title 15A Subchapter 2K) regarding the construction, repair, alteration, or removal
of a dam. These regulations are enforced by the NC Dam Safety Office, Land Quality
Section.

Dam: A structure and appurtenant works erected to impound or divert water, as defined
by the Dam Safety Law of 1967.

Dead Storage Zones: Term used to describe areas within pond BMPs (wet detention
ponds, stormwater wetlands) that are not within the flow path between the inlet and
outlet. These areas may be created where the BMP is an irregular shape and/or where the
pond width goes back and forth between narrow and wide.
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Deep \Vater Zone: One of the depth zones in the stormwater wetland BMP. The deep
water zone. which consists of a forebay and outlet micropool, comprises approximately
30% of the wetland surface area and is usually 4-6 feet deep.

Depth Zones: Tern used to describe the varying depths within a stormwater wetland
BMP. The depth zones include the deep water zone, which consists of forebay and outlet
micropool, and a shallow water zone, which consists of the low marsh, and high marsh.

Detention: Temporarily storing water and slowly releasing it.

Development: Any manmade change to real estate, including buildings or other
structures, mining, dredging, filling, grading, paving, excavation, or drilling operations;
or storage of equipment or materials (from Water-supply watershed (Chapter 30)
Ordinance).

Disconnection: Directing stormwater runoff from impervious surfaces to pe~’ious
surfaces to provide water quality improvement through contact with pe~’ious cover,
allow infiltration, and decrease peak discharge, before the runoff is discharged from the
property or into a conveyance system.

Drainageways: Usually refers to areas where the topography tbrms a small "valley" that
is not well defined and conveys stormwater runoffto streams or other water bodies.

Dry Detention Basin: A structural BMP that does not have a permanent pool but
temporarily stores stormwater runoff and slowly releases it. This BMP has moderate
pollutant removal capability but can provide an excellent means tbr reducing peak
discharge rates.

Energy dissipator: A device such as rip rap pad, block baffles, etc. that is placed
downstream of an pipe or channel outfall to reduce the velocity of the flow.

Enforcement Officer: City"stormwater staff responsible for reviewing plans for
compliance with the stormwater management requirements of this Ordinance.

Erosion: The wearing down or removal of land surface by flowing water, wind, ice, etc.

Extended Detention: To detain water for an extra length of time to achieve better
pollutant removal efficiency (usually 24 hours or more).

FEMA: Acronym for the Federal Emergency Management Agency. This agency
regulates development activities in designated floodplain areas.

FEMA Certificate of No Rise: Certification with supporting technical data that
states that there will be no increase in flood levels as a result of a project that
develops in the floodway.
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FEMA Conditional Letter of Map Revision (CLOMR): FEMA’s approval of the
proposed changes to an effective FIRM for proposed placement of fill or other
physical measures that result in changes to the floodplain elevation or floodway.

FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM): Map in which FEMA has delineated
both the special flood hazard areas and the risk premium zones.

FEMA Floodplain: Area along designated streams that have the potential to flood
during the 100-year storm event.

FEMA Floodway: Area along designated streams that must be reserved in order to
discharge the base flood without cumulatively increasing the water surface elevation
more than a designated height (for Greensboro, one (1) foot) (as defined by FEMA).

FEMA Letter of Map Revision (LOMR): FEMA’s modification to an effective
FIRM based on the placement of fill or other physical measures that result in
changes to the floodplain elevation or floodway.

Fetch: Refers to the length across the surface of a pond, lake or reservoir, in which wind
may act upon.

Filter and Drainage Diaphragm: A sand and gravel layer placed around a structure that
extends through a dam, to capture seepage and safely convey it to the downstream side of
the dam.

Filter Strip: A structural BMP that is designed to receive stormwater runoff that is in
the form of sheet flow. The strip is a uniformly graded piece of land that is slightly
sloped to provide positive drainage. The filter strip is densely planted with grass, which
filters the stormwater as it flows across the strip.

First Flush: Term to describe the initial quantity of runoff from developed areas. It is
generally accepted that the majority of pollutants are washed off by the initial runoff.

Floatable: Any material that floats on water such as oil, wood, leaves, paper or plastic
litter, etc.

Floodplain: The area adjacent to the stream that is subject to flooding when the stream
overtops its banks during storm events (usually associated with the area inundated by the
100 year storm event).

Flow Spreader: A device that takes flow that is concentrated or overland flow and
spreads the flow to create sheet flow. The flow spreader may be a gravel diaphragm or
trench.
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Forebay: A t?ature in the wet detention pond and stormwater wetland. The forebay is
placed at the inlet area of the. pond and is separated from the rest of the pond by a baftle.
The forebay serves to trap coarse sediments from the i,nflow to minimize accumulation in
the remaining portion of the pond and wetland area, making sediment cleanouts easier
and minimizing disturbance.

Freeboard: The difference between the maximum elevation of the water level during a
specified storm and the top of impoundment or conveyance structure in which the water
is contained.

Geographic Information System (GIS): An innovate computer system used to
visualize, query., and analyze data that is spatial in nature.

Grass Paving: A technology that incorporates paver units that allow grass to grow
between and is able to support vehicular loading. This technology was designed mainly
to provide a developers a more aesthetically pleasing option to asphalt or concrete
pavement, but also can provide benefits to stormwater management. Grass pavers are
generally placed in areas that are infrequently used areas such as fire lanes, overflow
parking, access roads, etc.

Herbaceous Plant: A plant whose stem above ground does not become woody.

High Marsh: Term to describe one of the depth zones in the stormwater wetland BMP.
The high marsh has a depth of 0 to 9 inches and comprises approximately 35% of the
wetland surface area.

High-Density Development: Term used in the City’s Water-Supply Watershed
Protection Ordinance. Defined as development where the built-upon area or density
(single family detached homes) or the built-upon area (all other development) exceeds the
applicable limits specified in the ordinance.

Hydrologic / Hydraulic Analysis: For purposes of this manual, hydrologic analysis
involves procedures and techniques to estimate the transformation of precipitation or
rainfall into surface stormwater runoff in terms of runoff volume and!or runoff rate.
Hydraulic analysis generally refers to hydraulic engineering procedures and techniques to
evaluate the storage and outflow (discharge) characteristics of stormwater runoff with
respect to engineered structural stormwater facilities or improvements, analysis of closed
conduit drainage systems, and/or a hydraulic backwater analysis necessary for
determination of floodwater elevations for an open channel segment.

Hydrology: An earth science that encompasses the occurance, distribution, movement,
and properties to the water of the earth.

Impervious surfaces: Generally man-made hard surfaces that are placed over natural
soils or surfaces that do not allow infiltration of storrnwater into the soils, or that greatly
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reduce the amount of infiltration, including building rooftops, pavement, paved or gravel
roads/driveways/sidewalks/parking areas, and paved recreational areas.

Infiltration: Percolation of water into the ground.

Intermittent Streams: Refer to the definition in Ordinance Section 30-2-2.2.

Jurisdictional Streams/Wetlands: Streams and wetlands that are under the jurisdiction
of the US Army Corps of Engineers.

Length to Width Ratio: Term used to describe the geometry of the stormwater BMP
surface. Generally for pond BMPs (wet detention ponds, stormwater wetlands), the
BMPs pollutant removal efficiency increases as the flow path between the inlets and
outlets increases, therefore, for these BMPs the length to width ratio is defined as the
length of the flow path to the width of the flow path.

Licensed Professional Engineer: A Professional Engineer (P.E.) duly licensed by the
appropriate State Board in the State of North Carolina.

Low Flow Orifice: Outlet works that releases detained water to a desirable discharge
rate or detention time.

Low-Density Development: Term used in the City’s Water-Supply Watershed
Protection Ordinance. Defined as development where the density (single family detached
homes) or the built-upon area (all other development) does not exceed the applicable
limits specified in the ordinance.

Maintenance Plan: Short-term and long-term inspection and maintenance activities that
are generally necessary to maintain the functionality and safety of stormwater
management facilities.

Microtopography: Term used to describe the varying depth zones within a stormwater
wetland BMP. Microtopography is important in establishing a diverse wetland plantings,
and extending the flow path between the inlet and outlet.

Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) Discharge Permit: NPDES
Stormwater Permit, that is required for municipalities with a population over 100,000
(Phase I). The Permit requires these municipalities to develop and implement a
Stormwater Quality Management Program (SWQMP) to control the discharge of
pollutants from the municipal separate storm sewer system to the maximum extent
practicable.

New Development: Any land disturbance activity occurring on undisturbed land that
results in vegetatiow’tree removal, grading, filling, placement of impervious surfaces or
that otherwise decreases the infiltration capacity of the land.
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Non-Structural BMPs: Techniques incorporated in site design!planning to reduce the
volmne of runoff generated, reduce runoff discharge rates and provide partial pollutant
removal.

NPDES: Acronym for the EPA’s National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System.

(One Hundred) 100-Year Storm: The precipitation volume or intensity that is has a 1%
probability of being equaled or exceeded during a given year.

Open Vegetated Conveyance: Any ditch, channel, swale or fiat strip of land that is
covered with vegetation (forest, unmaintained growth, grass, or landscape covering) and
conveys stormwater runoff.

Outfall: The end of a stormwater conveyance, such as a pipe, swale, channel, etc. where
the flow is discharged to another conveyance system.

Outlet Micropool: Term to describe one of the deep water zones within a stormwater
~vetland BMP. The outlet micropool is a pool around the outlet to allow the low flow
orifice and pond drain to operate properly.

Owner’s Association: An association of property owners established when there is more
than one owner of a permanent structural stormwater management facility or
improvement. The association will be responsible for the obligations, liabilities, and
maintenance activities associated with stormwater management improvement ownership.

Perennial Streams: Streams, and lakes and ponds along them, that are indicated as
being perennial 1 ) on the most recent version of the US Geological Survey 1:24000 scale
(7.5 minute quadrangle) topographic maps, 2) on the most recent version of the Soil
Survey map developed by the USDA - Natural Resource Conservation Service, or 3) by
an examination of site-specific evidence by the City Storm Water Services Division using
criteria approved by the NC Division of Water Quality. However, if the above-
mentioned map indicates an area as a perennial stream but the Storm Water Se~’ices
Division finds no perennial water body actually exists on the ground, that area shall not
be deemed a perennial stream. Ponds and lakes created for animal watering, crop
irrigation, or other agricultural uses that are not part of a natural drainage~vay are not
streams. If the City of Greensboro develops a detailed stream network map covering one
or more watersheds, then within the watersheds covered by that map perennial streams
shall thenceforth be as shown by that map.

Perimeter (Delaware) Sand Filter: A type of sand filtration facility developed in
Delaware where the facility is placed underground along the perimeter of impervious
areas such as parking lots.
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Pollutant Loading: The quantity of pollutants that are discharged to surface waters by
means of stormwater runoff, discharge of non-stormwater, or groundwater contamination.

Pollutant: Substances or chemicals that are harmful or degrade the quality of surface
waters and associated habitat, such as sediment, nutrients, bacteria, chemicals, etc.

Pollution Prevention BMPs: Activities implemented to control pollution at the source
by preventing pollut, ants from commingling with stormwater runoff.

Post-development peak discharge rates, 2-year: The peak flow rate of stormwater
runoff that results from a land area after it is developed or redeveloped during a
precipitation event based on an amount of precipitation that has a 50% probability of
being equaled or exceeded in a given year.                                     -

Post-development peak discharge rates, 10-year: : The peak flow rote of stormwater
runoff that results from a land area after it is developed or redeveloped during a
precipitation event based on an amount of precipitation that has a 10% probability of
being equaled or exceeded in a given year.

Pre-development peak discharge rates, 2-year: The peak flow rate of stormwater
runoff that results from a land area before it is developed or redeveloped during a
precipitation event based on an amount of precipitation that has a 50% probability of
being equaled or exceeded in a given year.

Pre-development peak discharge rates, 10-year: The peak flow rate of stormwater
runoff that results from a land area before it is developed or redeveloped during a
precipitation event based on an amount of precipitation that has a 10% probability of
being equaled or exceeded in a given year.

Proprietary Stormwater Treatment Facilities: Patented structural BMPs that have
been developed to remove pollutants in stormwater runoff.

Public Waters: Surface stormwater runoff from (City-owned) public lands such as
streets, parks, parking lots, etc.

Receiving Waters: Surface waters that receive stormwater runoff or groundwater
seepage.

Redevelopment: Any land disturbance activity occurring on previously developed land
that results in vegetation/tree removal, grading, filling, placement of impervious surfaces
or otherwise decreased infiltration and retention capacity of the land.

Regional Stormwater Management Facility: A structural management practice
established by one or more local governments for the purpose of managing stormwater
from multiple properties.
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Riser/barrel: An pond outlet works that consists of a vertical, standpipe (riser) on the
upstream side of the dam to control the water level, connected to a pipe (barrel) that runs
through the dam and discharges on the downstream side.

Runoff/Pollution Control BMPs: Site design/planning practices, or structural facilities
that serve to reduce the total volume of runoff generated, reduce peak runoff discharge
rates, and provide surface water quality improvement by minimizing impacts to
environmentally sensitive areas and by removing pollutants from stormwater runoff.

Safety Bench: A recommended feature for all stormwater BMPs that have a permanent
pool. The safety bench is a flat or gently sloped area around the permanent pool
elevation and serves to separate the pool from the embankment.

Sand Filtration Facility: A structural BMP that removes pollutants in stormwater
runoff through sedimentation and filtration. The sand filtration facility consists of
sedimentation chamber/basin and sand filter chamber. There are three main designs: the
underground or DC sand filter, perimeter or Delaware Sand Filter, and surface sand filter.

Scoresheet: Refers to the scoresheet provided in Section 30-7-1.11 of the Greensboro
Code of Ordinances. Developments in the General Watershed Area that are classified as
low density may be approved by the City for watershed protection if they have a passing
score on the scoresheet.

Seepage: As it pertains to dam seepage, flow of water through the dam, foundation, or
ground from the upstream side of the dam to the downstream side.

Sedimentation:The process of suspended particles settling out in slow moving
receiving waters. ,

Sedimentation Chamber: The portion of a structural BMP (such as sand filtration
facility) that is designed to settle out coarse sediments.

Shallow Water Zone: Term to describe one of the depth zones in the stormwater
wetland BMP. The shallow water zone, which consists of the low marsh and high marsh,
comprises approximately 70% of the wetland surface area and has a depth of 0 to 18
inches.

Sheet Flow Runoff:Runoff that is overland flow and is not concentrated into a
conveyance system.

Skimmer Baffle: Baffle used in a structural BMP or spill containment structure,
designed to trap floatable material, such as oil, litter, gasoline, leaves, etc. Usually
consists of a sheet of metal or plastic or concrete wall that placed across the control
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structure and extending below the permanent pool trapping floatables on the upstream
side of the baffle.

Spillway: Outlet works designed to discharge water during a storm event from a water
body once it reaches a certain elevation.

Stabilization (Site): Condition where the soil is no longer exposed. For filtration BMPs
it is crucial that the site is stabilized before placement of the filter material, which
includes completion of paving and landscaping (seeding with straw and/or mulch).

Storm Sewer: Structures associated with collecting stormwater and conveying it
subsurface to a downstream outfall. Structures include pipe, catch basins, and junction
structures (manholes).                                                    -

Storm Sewer Design Manual: Refers to the guidance manual develbped by the City
Engineering Division for storm sewer system design.

Storm Water Management Ordinance: Chapter 27 of the Greensboro Code of
Ordinances provides Storm Water Services with the legal authority to administer the
City’s NPDES Stormwater Permit. Section 27-22 of this Ordinance, adopted by City
Council in 1999, sets forth the stormwater management control requirements for new
development.

Storm Water Services: Division under the City of Greensboro Environmental Services
Department. Responsible for implementation and enforcing the City’s Municipal         4-.:,.....::
Separate Storm Sewer System Discharge Permit and development of a comprehensive
stormwater management program for the City.

Storm Water Utility Fee: Fee that is assessed to all City of Greensboro properties to
fund the Storm Water Services Division. Residential properties are charged a flat rate,
while the fee for non-residential properties is based on the amount of impervious surface
that is on the property.

Stormwater: Precipitation.

Stormwater Conveyance System: System used to convey stormwater runoff to
downstream receiving waters. The conveyance system may include storm sewer, open
channels/swales, structural BMPs, etc.

Stormwater Infrastructure Management System (SWIMS): A proactive program
developed by the City of Greensboro to optimize maintenance of the public storm sewer
system through use of the information gathered by stormwater infrastructure and
conveyance system inventory, land use data, and other sources.
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Stormwater Management Control: Typically, a structural device used to manage the
quality and.;or quantity of stormwater runoff.

Stormwater Management Manual: Provides requirements and guidance for meeting
the requirements of Ordinance Section 30-7, Water Supply Watershed Development, and
Section 27-22 of the Storm Water Management Ordinance.

Stormwater Management Improvement: A stormwater management control, non-
structural/structural BMP, upgrade to existing conveyance system, etc., implemented to
reduce negative stormwater impacts associated with development.

Stormwater Management Plan: This plan is required for all proposed new
development or redevelopment by Section 27-22 of the Greensboro Code of Ordinances,
Stormwater Management Control Requirements. The plan must address the requirement
specified in the ordinance and be prepared in accordance with the guidelines of the
Storrnwater Management Guidance Manual., such as engineering analysis of impacts to
downstream storm sewer systems and property as a result of increased runoff, measures
to control increased runoff to prevent flooding, drainage, or erosion problems, and
buffers along streams and major drainageways.

Stormwater (Watershed) Master Plan: A comprehensive stormwater management
master plan that is to include all major watersheds and sub-watersheds in the City. The
master plan for a given watershed/sub-watershed will guide the development of on-site
and!or off-site stormwater management facilities and practices to meet stormwater
quantity and quality management goals, in addition to environmental and watershed
restoration objectives, as determined by a group of representative stakeholders.

Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP): Requirement of the NPDES
Industrial Stormwater Permit. Details stormwater BMPs and other practices to eliminate
discharge of pollutants from industrial facilities via stormwater runoff.

Stormwater Quality Management Program (SWQMP): Requirement of the
municipal NPDES Stormwater Permit. Details activities that the City will implement to
control the discharge of pollutants from the municipal separate storm sewer system to the
maximum extent practicable, including, but not limited to, public education and
awareness, stormwater runoff and stream monitoring, storm sewer and conveyance
system inventory, identification of illicit discharges and improper disposals, and erosion
and sedimentation control.

Stormwater Runoff: Rainfall that does not infiltrate into the ground and flows as
surface water.

Stormwater Runoff Discharge Rate: The volumetric rate of runoff that leaves a
particular area of interest over a specified time interval.
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Stormwater Utility Credit Policy: City of Greensboro policy to issue credit to
properties that implement on-site stormwater BMPs designed to reduce the discharge of
pollutants to surface waters, and minimize stream and property damage by decreasing
flowrates. The BMPs eligible for credit are referred to in this manual and the Stormwater
Utility Credit Policy document.

Stormwater Utility Fee: Fee charged to all properties to fund the City Storm Water
Services division. The fee is a flat fee for single family detached residential homes and
based on the amount of impervious surfaces for other residential and non-residential
properties.

Stormwater Wetlands: A structural BMP that consists of a permanent pool, temporary
pool, and varying depth zones (microtopography) to establish wetland plantings.      --

Stream Buffers: Land along streams, drainageways, and other water bodies, which are
provided to protect the quality of the surface waters, and minimize structure or improved
property damage due to flooding or changes in the stream channel (for example,
widening, deepening or meandering).

Stream: Natural body of concentrated flowing water in a natural low area or natural
channel on the land surface (NC Division of Water Quality).

Structural BMPs: Defined as "engineered" stormwater management facilities designed
to improve the quality of stormwater runoff and reduce stormwater runoff rates. They         ;7%~’i~
use processes such as sedimentation, plant uptake, filtration, microbial activity, etc. to         ~(.....:~
remove pollutants from stormwater runoff. They can use the storage to control
stormwater runoffto also help reduce peak discharges.

Sub-Basin (Sub-Watershed) Master Plan: A plan that identifies existing and potential
future stormwater quality and quantity problems for a designated drainage basin within
the city through hydrologic/hydraulic and water quality/pollutant load modeling utilizing
data collected on the City’s land use, ’topography, surface water conveyance system,
monitoring activities, etc., and identifies potential on-site and regional solutions to
address the issues in a holistic and stakeholder driven manner.

Surface Sand Filter: A type of sand filtration facility where the facility is placed above
ground.

Surface Waters: Refers to water that exists on the surface of the earth, such as streams,
ponds, lakes, springs, wetlands, stormwater runoff from precipitation events, etc.

Swales: Man-made or natural open conveyance of stormwater runoff that is usually
designed to convey or treat stormwater runoff has relatively flat side slopes and a wide
bottom, as opposed to well defined channels or ditches.
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Technical Review Committee (TRC): A committee consisting of representatives from
various City of Greensboro departments that are responsible for reviewing and approving
proposed development activities within the City’s jurisdiction.

(Ten) 10-Year Storm: The precipitation volume or intensity that is has a 10%
probability of being equaled or exceeded during a given year.

Time of concentration: As it refers to hydrology, the time required for 100 percent of a
tract of land to contribute to the runoff at the outlet.

Trash rack: A device placed on outlet (pipe or box) spillways to prevent tl~e outlet from
being clogged with large debris.

(Two) 2-Year Storm: The precipitation volume or intensity that is has a 50%
probability of being equaled or exceeded during a given year.

Underdrain System: A system of perforated pipes placed under the filter beds of
filtering BMPs which serves to collect the filtered water and discharge it to the
stormwater conveyance system.

Underground (DC) Sand Filter: A type of sand filtration facility, developed by
Washington DC, where the facility is placed underground.

Underground Oversized Stormwater Sewer System: Under~ound chamber or pipe
system used to provide temporary storage (dry detention) to reduce post-development
peak runoff rates.

Urbanization: Development of land for use as commercial, industrial, residential, and/or
other land uses associated with city growth. Urbanization causes increases in impervious
surfaces, which in turn causes a decrease in surface water quality.

Water Balance: As it relates to structural BMPs, the net presence of water considering
precipitation, dry’weather flow, storage, evaporation and infiltration. For stormwater
wetlands, it is very important to have a water balance that can sustain the plantings.

Water Quality Volume (WQV): The storage needed within a structural BMP to control
the "first flush" of runoff during a storm event. The "first flush" is designated by the NC
Division of Water Quality and City of Greensboro as the first inch of rainfall.

Watershed: Land area that contributes surface runoff to any point of interest.

Watershed Map: As it pertains to Section 2.2 of this manual, the Guilford County
Designated Water Supply Watershed Map, dated June 30, 1991
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Watershed Protection Plan: Plan required when developing, disturbing, or subdividing
land that is in the City’s water-supply watershed area. The plan must meet the
requirements of the Water-Supply Watershed Protection Ordinance.

Water-Supply Watershed Protection Requirements (Ordinance): Requirements set
forth to protect the City’s water-supply lakes and watershed, such as limits on built-upon
surfaces, use of stormwater BMPs, and buffer protection of lakes and streams.

Water-Supply Watershed: The land area that drains to a water source.Usually
associated with water sources for treatment and distribution of drinking water.

Designated Water-Supply Watershed: Water-supply watersheds that are designated by
the NC Environmental Management Commission for protection by their regulations. -

Watershed Critical Area: The area designated around a water-supply reservoir,
that is restricted further from development activities and land use than the General
water-supply watershed area.

Watershed General Area: The area that is within a designated water-supply
watershed area that is not watershed critical area.

r

Wet Detention Pond: A structural BMP that is used to remove pollutants from..
stormwater runoff and, if desired, provide peak reduction. The pond consists of a
permanent pool; a temporary pool, which is designed to be above the permanent pool, to :.
store the water quality volume; and a forebay, which is constructed at the inlet area to ’ ’~"":~
trap larger sediments.

Wetland Planting Plan: Plan required for City approval of this BMP for water-supply
watershed protection, which shows the planting types, quantity, and location.
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Compliance Guide Notice

The statements in this document are intended solely as guidance to aid regulated
entities in complying with the Storm Water Phase II final rule. The guidance is not a
substitute for reading the regulation and understanding all its requirements as it applies
to your facility. This guidance does not constitute rulemaking by the EPA and may not
be relied on to create a substantive or procedural right or benefit enforceable, at law or
in equity, by any person. EPA may decide to update this guide without public notice to
reflect changes in EPA’s approach to implementing Storm Water Phase II or to clarify
and update text. To determine whether EPA has revised this document and/or to
obtain copies, go to EPA’s web site at www.epa.gov/owm/sw/phase2.
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1.0 Introduction

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) published the regulation entitled
"National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System - Regulations for Revision of the
Water Pollution Control Program Addressing Storm Water Discharges" (Federal
Register, Volume 64, Number 235, pages 68722-68852) on December 8, 1999 as
required by Section 402(p) of the Clean Water Act (CWA). This guide explains how to
tell if you are subject to the regulation and what to do if you are required to comply.

1.1 Who should use this guide?

This new rule regulates storm water discharges from two categories:

First, the rule covers storm water discharges to certain municipal separate
storm sewer systems (MS4s). Public entities which operate these MS4s, such
as cities, counties, States, and the Federal government, could be regulated
under this rule. MS4 operators should read section 4 for more information.

Second, the rule also covers storm water discharges from construction activity
generally disturbing between 1 and 5 acres. A construction operator could
include the site owner, developer, contractor, or subcontractor. Construction site
operators should read section 5 for more information.

The storm water Phase II final rule also provide regulatory relief for certain
industrial facilities (currently permitted under EPA’s storm water regulations) where
storm water runoff is not exposed to industrial activities. Operators of industrial facilities
interested in the no exposure exclusion should read section 6.

1.2 What Does this Guide Cover?

The purpose of this guide is to help the regulated community comply with the Storm
Water Phase II Rule. This guide answers the following basic questions:

- Why is the Storm Water Phase II Rule important?
- Am I subject to the Storm Water Phase II Rule?
- What must I do to comply with the Storm Water Phase II Rule?
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1.0 Introduction

1.3 How Do I Use this Guide?

This guide is organized into seven major sections plus three appendices.

Section 1.0 Introduces you to this guide and the Storm Water Phase II Rule.
Describes basic types of entities regulated so you can determine if
you are affected by the rule.

Section 2.0 Provides background on why the Storm Water Phase II Rule is
needed. Topics such as the environmental impacts of storm water
and why storm water should be controlled are discussed. The
history of the NPDES Storm Water program is briefly described.

Section 3.0 Delivers an overview of the Storm Water Phase II requirements.
The basic components of the program are described and
schedules and timelines are highlighted.

Section 4.0 Gives step-by-step procedures for operators of small MS4s to
determine if they are subject to the regulation and provides
information on how to demonstrate compliance.

Section 5.0 Gives step-by-step procedures for operators of small construction
activities to determine if they are subject to the regulation and
provides information on how to demonstrate compliance.

Section 6.0 Provides a discussion of how the Rule affects industrial facilities,
including which industrial facilities are covered, and an explanation
of the No Exposure exclusion and how to determine if you qualify.

Section 7.0 Documents the Compliance Assurance Process - Discusses how
EPA will determine compliance, what happens if you or EPA
discovers noncompliance, and the legal status of the guide.

Appendices Provides additional references and where to go for more
information on storm water.

1.4 Where Can I Get More Information on the Storm Water Phase II Rule?

Additional information on the NPDES storm water Phase II rule, including a series of
fact sheets and a full copy of the final rule, can be found on EPA’s web pages at
http://www.epa .gov/owm/sw/phase2.

Compliance assistance will be covered in Section 7 of the guide. One source for
compliance assistance and information on the rule is the Local Government
Environmental Assistance Network (LGEAN). LGEAN is one of EPA’s compliance
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assistance centers and can be found on the web at www.lqean.or.q or contacted by
phone at 1-877-TO-LGEAN.
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2.0 Background

2.0 BACKGROUND

2.1 What are the Environmental Impacts from Storm Water Discharges?

Storm water runoff from lands modified by human activities can harm surface water
and, in turn, cause or contribute to an exceedance of water quality standards by changing
natural hydrologic patterns, accelerating natural stream flows, destroying aquatic habitat,
and elevating pollutant concentrations and Ioadings. Such runoff may contain high levels of
contaminants, such as sediment, suspended solids, nutrients (phosphorus and nitrogen),
heavy metals, pathogens, toxins,
oxygen-demanding substances
(organic material), and floatables. SURVEYED River Miles: Pollutants and Sources

(U.S. EPA. 1992. Envircnmental
,/iNol $,,Irvey~d "’;,,,Impacts of Storm Water ~ ~.

Discharges: A National Profile. I .!
EPA 841-R-92-001. Office of
Water. Washington, DC). After a
rain, storm water runoff carries (i~)    (~ --~_._...
these pollutants into nearby
streams, rivers, lakes, estuaries,
wetlands, and oceans. Individually
and combined, these pollutants
impair water quality, threatening
designated beneficial uses and
causing habitat alteration and

,destruction.

The 1996 305(b) Report (U.S. Le.din. Sours:e, S.r~’~1%

EPA. 1998. The National Water
Quality Inventory, 1996 Report to
Congress. EPA 841-R-97-008. -.~,~,,., .......,,,:..,,-,. I :

Office of Water. Washington, DC),
provides a national assessment of
water quality based on biennial
reports submitted by the States as 0 .~ ,~. , ~ ~, _..~
required under CWA section
305(b) of the CWA. In the CWA ....:-.,,,~. ........=~ ......
305(b) reports, States, Tribes, and
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nonattainment of the designated
uses assigned to their rivers,
lakes, estuaries, wetlands, and SURVEYED Estuaries: Pollutants and Sources
ocean shores. The 1996
Inventory indicated that
approximately 40 percent of the ~’ ~’~
Nation’s a~sessed rivers, lakes,
and estuaries are impaired.

The 1996 Invento~ also found
urban runoff/discharges from
s~orm sewers to be a major
source of water quali~
impairment nationwide. Urban
runoff/storm sewers were found to

’ Pr~’~rltY T’~xic Org~m~ Chem~cal~
be a source of pollution in 13
percent of impaired rivers; 21
percent of impaired lakes, ponds, s~,.,~.
and resewoirs; and 45 percent of
impaired estuaries (second only
to industrial discharges). See
Figures 2-1 and 2-2 for an
illustration of the pollutants and Leading Sources ......... $~ %

sources of pollution for both rivers
and estuaries. In addition to
these waterbodies, urban runoff    M,,,,:~=~=~
was found to be the leading
cause of ocean impairment for
those ocean miles suweyed.

Urbanization alters the natural P~I of ~u~ Estu~h~e
infiltration capabili~ of the land $quar~

and generates a host of pollutants
that are associated with the
activities of dense populations,

Figure 2-2. Pollutants and Sources in suweyed Estuaries (EPA, 1998)

thus causing an increase in storm
water runoff volumes and pollutant Ioadings in storm water discharged to receiving
waterbodies (U.S. EPA, 1992). Urban development increases the amount of
impervious surface in a watershed as farmland, forests, and meadowlands are
converted into buildings with rooftops, driveways, sidewalks, roads, and parking lots
with virtually no ability to absorb storm water. Storm water and snow-melt runoff wash
over these impervious areas, picking up pollutants along the way while gaining speed
and volume because of their inability to disperse and filter into the ground (see Figure
2-3 which illustrates the increased runoff resulting from increased impervious area).
The resulting storm water flows are higher in volume, pollutants, and temperature than
the flows in less impervious areas, which have more natural vegetation and soil to filter
the runoff (U.S. EPA, 1997. Urbanization and Streams: Studies of Hydrologic !mpacts.
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2.0 Background

EPA 841-R-97-009. Office of
Water. Washington, DC).                  ’

In addition to the pollutants
picked up by storm water runoff \ .
before it enters a storm drain,
studies have shown that
discharges from a storm drain ~ \ ~l~i~-i~i~li~h~
system often include wastes
and wastewaterfrom non-storm "~’ \
water sources, referred to as
illicit discharges. These
discharges are ’illicit’ because
municipal storm sewer systems ’l’li~l~
are not designed to accept, Figure 1. Impacts of urbanization on stream flow (Schueler.
process, or discharge such
wastes. Sources of illicit
discharges can include sanitary wast~water illegally connected to the storm drain system;
effluent from septic tanks; car wash, laundry, and other industrial wastewaters; improper
disposal of auto and household toxics, such as used motor oil and pesticides; and spills
from roadways.

Illicit discharges enter the system through either direct connections (e.g., wastewater
piping either mistakenly or deliberately connected to the storm drains) or indirect
connections (e.g., infiltration into the MS4 from cracked sanitary systems, spills collected
by drain outlets, and paint or used oil dumped directly into a drain). The result is untreated
discharges that contribute high levels of pollutants, including heavy metals, toxics, oil and
grease, solvents, nutrients, viruses and bacteria into receiving waterbodies.

2.2 Summary of EPA’s Storm Water Program

In 1972, Congress amended the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (commonly
referred to as the Clean Water Act (CWA)) to prohibit the discharge of any pollutant to
waters of the United States from a point source unless the discharge is authorized by an
NPDES permit. The NPDES program is designed to track point sources and require the
implementation of the controls necessary to minimize the discharge of pollutants. Initial
efforts to improve water quality under the NPDES program primarily focused on reducing
pollutants in industrial process wastewater and municipal sewage. These discharge
sources were easily identified as responsible for poor water quality.

As pollution control measures for industrial process wastewater and municipal sewage
were implemented and refined, it became increasingly evident that more diffuse sources of
water pollution were also significant causes of water quality impairment. Specifically,
storm water runoff was found to be a major cause of water quality impairment.
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In 1987, Congress amended the CWA to require implementation, in two phases, of a
comprehensive national program for addressing storm water discharges. The first phase
of the program, commonly referred to as "Phase I," was promulgated on November 16,
1990 (55 FR 47990). Phase I requires NPDES permits for storm water discharge from a
large number of priority sources including medium and large municipal separate storm
sewer systems ("MS4s") generally serving populations of 100,000 or more and several
categories of industrial activity, including construction activity that disturbs five or more
acres of land.

The Phase I permits for municipal separate storm sewer systems mostly covere larger
cities, and require them to develop a storm water management program, track and
oversee industrial facilities regulated under the NPDES storm water program, conduct
some monitoring, and submit periodic reports.

The operators of construction activities disturbing greater than 5 acres have been
required to obtain NPDES permit coverage since 1992. General permits for large .
construction activity require construction operators to develop and implement a storm
water pollution prevention plan to control erosion, sediment and other wastes on the site.

The Phase I industrial storm water program also regulates the following industrial
sectors:

- facilities subject to EPA storm water effluent guidelines, new source performance
standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards
- heavy manufacturing facilities
- mining/oil and gas
- hazardous waste faciliites
-landfills
- recycling facilities
- steam electric power
- transportation facilities
- sewage treatment plants
- construction activity (described above), and
- light manufacturing facilities.

The second phase of the storm water program, which this guide addresses, requires
permits for storm water discharges from certain small municipal separate storm sewer
systems and construction activity generally disturbing between 1 and 5 acres. See Figure
2-4 for a summary of the federal storm water permit requirements under Phases I and II.
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Figure 2-4. Summa,q/of Federal Permit Requirements tinder the NPDES Storm Water Program

Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s) Construction Activity Industrial Activity

Medium and Large MS4s (§ 122.26(d)) Category (x) Construction Ten Categories of Industrial
Activity (5+ Acres)* Activity (Categories (i)-(ix),(xi))*

¯ Storm Water Management Program:
- Public education and outreach CGP: MSGP:
- Public participation efforts ¯ Storm Water Pollution ¯ SWPPP
- Illicit discharge detection and elimination program Prevention Plan (SWPPP) - Site evaluation

Requirements - Construction and post-construction runoff control program - Site description -Description of appropriate storm
in Effect Now for all construction activity (no size threshold) - Description of BMPs for water management BMPs

- BMPs to reduce pollutants from industrial, commercial, and erosion and sediment, post- - Self-evaluation, monitoring,(Phase I) residential areas construction storm water and reporting
management, and other¯ Track/oversee industrial facilities regulated under the NPDES controls ¯ If discharging into a medium or large

storm water program - Self-evaluation and reporting MS4, notify the MS4 operator¯ Conduct analytical and visual monitoring of MS4 discharges
¯ Submit periodic program assessment reports *Category (x) is one of the categories of *Temporarily excluded from permitting: Industrial

"storm water discharges associated with activity operated by a municipality of < 100,000,
industrial activity." Temporarily excluded except for power plants, airports, and
from permitting: Category (x) construction uncontrolled sanitary landfills (/STEA

activity operated by a municipality of moratorium).

<100,000 (I S TEA moratorium).

Regulated Small MS4s (§ 122.34 outlined here, but may Small Construction Activity Industrial Activity Operated by a
choose permit coverage under § 122.26(d) instead) (<1 and <5 Acres) Municipality of <100,000"

¯ Storm Water Management Program: ¯ Expected to be similar to ¯ Same requirements as for Ten
- Public education and outreach Category (x) Construction Categories of Industrial Activity
- Public participation efforts Activity requirements above above

Requirements - Illicit discharge detection and elimination program
that - Construction runoff control program for construction activity

Will Be disturbing 1 acre or greater
- Post-construction runoff control program for construction

in Effect activity disturbing 1 acre or greater Category (x) Construction
by 2003 - Good housekeeping/pollution prevention for municipal Activity Operated by a

(Phase II) operations Municipality of < 100,000

¯ Conduct assessment of identified BMPs and measurable ¯ Same requirements as for
goals for each minimum control measure Category (x) Construction

¯ Submit annual program assessment reports Activity above

¯ Does not include: Power plants, airports, and
uncontrolled sanitary landfills
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3.0 Regulation Requirements

3.0 REGULATION REQUIREMENTS

3.1 What Does The Storm Water Phase II Rule Require?

This regulation can be divided into three main components, each with distinct
requirements, affecting three types of entities. These components and the
requirements for each are summarized below.

Regulated Small MS4s (see section 4.0)

A certain subset of operators of small MS4s (primarily those located in urbanized
areas) are required to implement programs and practices to control polluted storm
water runoff from the jurisdiction serviced by the MS4. The operator must design its
storm water management program to satisfy applicable CWA water quality
requirements and technology standards. The program must include the development
and implementation of best management practices (BMPs) and measurable goals for
the following six minimum measures, and include evaluation and reporting efforts:

¯ Public education and outreach,
¯ Public participation/involvement,
¯ Illicit discharge detection and elimination,
¯ Construction site runoff control,
¯ Post-construction runoff control, and
¯ Pollution prevention/good housekeeping for municipal operations.

Two waivers from coverage are available for small MS4s brought into the program
by the Phase II regulation.

Small Construction Activity (see section 5.0)

All construction operators disturbing more than 1 acre and less than 5 acres are
required to apply for an NPDES storm water permit for small construction activity. EPA
already regulates construction activity disturbing more than 5 acres. A construction
operator is usually the developer or landowner, but can al.so be the contractor or
another party responsible for the operational control of erosion and sediment control
practices on site.
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3.0 Regulation Requirements

Unlike the requirements for regulated small MS4s, the requirements for small
construction activity (primarily activity disturbing between 1 and 5 acres of land) are not
detailed in the Phase II regulation. Rather, the requirements are left to the discretion of
the NPDES permitting authority when it develops the small construction activity permit.
EPA expects the permit for small construction activity to be similar to the existing storm
water general permits for large construction activity regulated under the Phase I
program. EPA’s existing Construction General Permit includes requirements to:

¯ Submit a Notice of Intent (NOI);
¯ Develop and implement a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). The

SWPPP includes erosion and sediment controls, controls on waste at the site, self-
inspection/monitoring, and reporting efforts; and

¯ Submit a Notice of Termination (NOT) when permit coverage is no longer
necessary.

Two waivers from coverage are available for small construction activity.

Industrial Activity (see section 6.0)

Eleven categories of industrial activity are regulated under Phase I of the NPDES
Storm Water Program. Under the Phase II Rule, no new categories of industrial activity
are designated into the storm water program. The Rule does, however, include a
revised no exposure exclusion that is available to all regulated categories of industrial
activity (except category (x) - large construction activity) if the facility operator can
certify that storm water runoff is not exposed to industrial activities.

Also, this regulation further extends the deadline to obtain permit coverage for those
industrial activities operated by municipalities with populations of less than 100,000 that
were temporarily exempted from permitting under the Intermodal Surface
Transportation Enforcement Act (ISTEA) of 1991.

3.2 What Is the Phase II Rule’s Compliance Schedule/Timeline?

The Phase II Final Rule was published in the Federal Register on December 8, 1999
(64 FR 68722). The following table lists milestones for EPA, the NPDES permitting
authorities, and the regulated community under this program.
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Storm Water Phase II Program Compliance Timeline

ACTIVITY DEADLINE

Conditional No Exposure Exclusion option available in States where February 7, 2000
EPA is the NPDES permitting authority

Submission of No Exposure Certification Every 5 years

EPA issues a menu of BMPs for small MS4 programs October 2000

EPA issues a model general permit for small MS4s October 2000

EPA issues guidance on measurable goa~s for small MS4 programs October 2001

NPDES permitting authority determines designation of small MS4s By December 9, 2002; or by
located outside of an urbanized area that serve a jurisdiction with a December 8, 2004 if apply
population of 10,000 and population density of 1,000 designation criteria on a

watershed basis under a
comprehensive watershedplan

NPDES permitting authority determines waivers for regulated small By December 9, 2002
MS4s in urbanized areas

NPDES permitting authority issues general permits for regulated By December 9, 2002
small MS4s and small construction activity

Operators of regulated small MS4s and small construction activity By March 10, 2003
designated by the rule must obtain permit coverage

Operators of regulated small MS4s and small construction activity Within 180 days of notice
designated by NPDES permitting authority must obtain permit
coverage

Temporarily exempted municipal operators of industrial activity must By March 10, 2003
obtain permit coverage (ISTEA moratorium)

The NPDES permitting authority may phase in coverage for small Completion of phase-in by March
MS4s serving jurisdictions with a populations less than 10,000 on a 8, 2007
schedule consistent with a State watershed permitting approach

The regulated small MS4s must fully implement their storm water By the end of the first permit
management programs term - typically a 5-year period

Re-evaluation of the Phase II small MS4 regulations by EPA By December 2012

NPDES permitting authority determination on a petition for Within 180 days of receipt
designation of a non-regulated storm water discharl~er
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4.0 Regulated Small MS4s

4.0 REGULATED SMALL MS4S

4.1 MS4 DEFINITIONS

EPA’s National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) storm water
permitting program labels municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4s) as either
"small," " medium," or "large" for the purposes of regulation. The definitions of each are
included herein. The Phase I storm water program covers medium and large MS4s.
The Phase II storm water regulation covers a certain subset of small MS4s, known as
"regulated small" MS4s. Regulated small MS4 coverage under the rule is discussed in
section 4.2.

4.1.1    What is an "MS4"?

What constitutes a municipal separate storm sewer system (MS4) is often
misinterpreted and misunderstood. The term MS4 does not solely refer to municipally-
owned storm sewer systems, but rather is a term of art with a much broader application
that can include, in addition to local jurisdictions, State departments of transportation,
universities, local sewer districts, hospitals, military bases, and prisons. An MS4 also is
not always just a system of underground pipes - it can include roads with drainage
systems, gutters, and ditches. The regulatory definition of an M$4 is provided in the
text box below.
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4.0 Re~lulated Small MS4s

According to 40 CFR 122.26(b)(8), "municipal separate storm sewer means a conveyance or
system of conveyances (including roads with drainage systems, municipal streets, catch basins,
curbs, gutters, ditches, man-made channels, or storm drains):

(i) Owned or operated by a State, city, town, borough, county, parish, district, association,
or other public body (created by or pursuant to State law)...inctuding special districts
under State law such as a sewer district, flood control district or drainage district, or
similar entity, or an Indian tribe or an authorized Indian tribal organization, or a
designated and approved management agency under section 208 of the Clean Water
Act that discharges into waters of the United States,

(ii) Designed or used for collecting or conveying storm water;

(iii) Which is not a combined sewer; and

(iv) Which is not part of a Publicly Owned Treatment Works
(POTW) as defined at 40 CFR 122.2."

4.1.2    What is a "large" MS4?

A large MS4 is any MS4 located in an incorporated place or county with a
population of 250,000 or greater as of the 1990 Census. The Phase It Final Rule
revised the original large MS4 definition (found in the 1990 Phase I regulations) by
freezing it as of the 1990 Census so that no new large MS4s could be automatically
designated based on the 2000 Census, or any subsequent Census. Listings of
incorporated places and counties with populations of 250,000 or greater as of the 1990
Census are included in the revised Appendices F and H to Part 122, found in the Phase
II Final Rule.

4.1.3    What is a "medium" MS4?

A medium MS4 is any MS4 located in an incorporated place or county with a
population between 100,000 - 249,999 as of the 1990 Census. The Phase II Final Rule
revised the original medium MS4 definition (found in the 1990 Phase I regulations) by
freezing it as of the 1990 Census so that no new medium MS4s could be automatically
designated based on the 2000 Census, or any subsequent Census. Listings of
incorporated places and counties with populations between 100,000 - 249,999 as of the
1990 Census are included in the revised Appendices G and I to Part 122, found in the
Phase II Final Rule.

Important Note: Many MS4s in areas below 100,000 in population have been
individually brought into the Phase I program by NPDES permitting authorities.
Such already regulated MS4s are considered Phase I MS4s and are not required
to develop a Phase II program.

4.1.4    What is a "small" MS4?
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4.0 Regulated Small MS4s

A small MS4 is any MS4 that is not already regulated under the Phase I storm water
program. Unlike the definitions of medium and large MS4s, the definition of a small
MS4: 1) is not dependant on a population threshold, and 2) includes Federally-owned
systems, such as military bases and veterans hospitals.

4.2 COVERAGE: Who Is Subject to the Phase II Final Rule?

4.2.1 Are All Small MS4s Covered by the Phase II Final Rule?

No. The universe of small MS4s is quite large since it includes every MS4 except
for the approximately 900 medium and large MS4s already regulated under the Phase I
storm water program. Only a select sub-set of small MS4s, referred to as regulated
small MS4s, are covered by the Phase II Final Rule, either through automatic
nationwide designation by the rule or designation on a case-by-case basis by the
NPDES permitting authority.

4.2.2 How Is A Small MS4 Designated as a Regulated Small MS4 under
Phase I1?

A small MS4 can be designated as a regulated small MS4, and thereby be subject
to the Phase II rule, in any one of the three ways explained in *,he following
subsections.

4.2.2.1 Automatic Nationwide Designation by the Rule

The Phase II Final Rule requires "automatic" nationwide coverage of all operators of
small MS4s that are located within the boundaries of a Bureau of the Census-
delineated "urbanized area" (UA) based on the latest decennial Census. This doesn’t
just include municipal operators of small MS4s, but also universities, highway
departments, and any other operator of a storm sewer system that is located fully or
partially within the UA. Refer to section 4.3 for more information on how to
determine if a particular small MS4 is located within a UA.

Important Note: Only the portion of the small MS4 that is located within the UA
boundaries is regulated under Phase I1. For example, if a county operates a
small MS4 that serves the whole county but only half of the MS4 falls within the
UA boundary, then the county must obtain permit coverage (and implement a
storm water management program) only for the half of the MS4 in the UA.

Once a small MS4 is designated into the program based on the UA boundaries, it
cannot be waived from the program if in a subsequent UA calculation the small MS4 is
no longer within the UA boundaries. An automatically designated small MS4 remains
regulated unless, or until, it meets the criteria for a waiver. See section 4.4 for more
information on waivers from coverage for regulated small MS4s in urbanized areas.
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An operator of a small M$4 located outside of a UA boundary may be designated as
a regulated small MS4 if the NPDES permitting authority determines that the small
MS4’s discharges cause, or have the potential to cause, an adverse impact on water
quality. See sections 4.2.2.2 and 4.2.2.3 below for more information on designations by
the permitting authority.

Preamble of the Phase II Final Rule: Appendix 6
A listing of governmental entities that are located either fully or partially within a UA

according to the 1990 Census can be found in Appendix 6 to the Preamble of the
Phase II Final Rule. The list is a general geographic reference intended to help
operators of small MS4s determine whether or not they are located in a UA and,
consequently, required to comply with the regulation; it is not a list of all Phase II
requlated MS4s and it may contain errors. For example, the list does not include small
MS4 operators such as colleges and universities, Federal prison complexes, and State
highway departments located within a UA.

4.2.2.2 Potential Designation by the NPDES Permitting Authority m Required
Evaluation of 10,000/1,000 Areas

The Phase II Final Rule requires the NPDES permitting authority to develop a set of
designation criteria and apply them, at a minimum, to all small MS4s located outside of
a UA that serve a jurisdiction with a population of at least 10,000 and a population
density of at least 1,000 people/square mile. The permitting authority is required to
evaluate such small MS4s but is not required to designate them into the program
unless they meet the designation criteria.

Recommended Designation Criteria
EPA recommends in the Phase II regulations that the NPDES permitting authority

use a balanced consideration of the following designation criteria on a watershed or
other local basis:

v’ Discharge to sensitive waters;
V’ High population density;
V’ High growth or growth potential;
V’ Contiguity to a UA;
v’ Significant contributor of pollutants to waters of the United States; and
v’ ineffective protection of water quality concerns by other programs.

Preamble of the Phase II Final Rule: Appendix 7
A listing of governmental entities located outside of a UA that have a population of

at least 10,000 and a population density of at least 1,000 people per square mile, can
be found in Appendix 7 to the Preamble of the Phase II Final Rule. Similar to Appendix
6, the list is a geographic reference only - it is not a list of requlated entities and it may
contain errors. Operators of small MS4s located within a listed area could be
examined by their NPDES permitting authority for potential designation into the Phase II
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program. Furthermore, the NPDES permitting authority reserves the right to designate
for regulation any small MS4 that is contributing pollutants to waters of the United
States, whether or not its jurisdiction is found in Appendix 7.

Deadline for Designation
The NPDES permitting authority is required to designate small MS4s meeting the

designation criteria by December 9, 2002, or by December 8, 2004 if a comprehensive
State watershed plan is in place and the criteria are being applied on a watershed
basis.

4.2.2.3 Potential Designation by the NPDES Permitting Authority -- Physically
Interconnected

The Phase II Final Rule requires the NPDES permitting authority to designate any
small MS4 located outside of a UA that contributes substantially to the pollutant
Ioadings of a physically interconnected MS4 that is permitted by the NPDES storm
water program. This means the other MS4 could be a large, medium, or regulated
small MS4.

Small MS4s located right outside the boundary of an urbanized area are the ones
most likely to meet this criterion for designation and, therefore, should make an effort to
become aware of whether they discharge pollutants directly into a regulated MS4. The
sooner a small MS4 operator is prepared for potential designation and implementation
of the Phase II program, the better.

Physically interconnected means that one MS4 is connected to a second MS4
in such a way that it allows for direct discharges into the second system.

Deadline for Designation
The final rule does not set a deadline for designation of small MS4s meeting this
criterion.

4.3 URBANIZED AREAS: What Are They and How Does a Small MS4
Operator Determine If It Is Located in One.’?

As discussed in section 4.2, the Phase II Final Rule covers all small municipal
separate storm sewer systems (MS4s) located within an "urbanized area" (UA). Based
on the 1990 Census, there are 405 UAs in the United States that cover 2 percent of
total U.S. land area and contain approximately 63 percent of the Nation’s population.
These numbers include Puerto Rico -- the only U.S. Territory with UAs.

UAs constitute the largest and most dense areas of settlement. UA calculations
delineate boundaries around these dense areas of settlement and, in doing so, identify
the areas of concentrated development. UA designations are used for several
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purposes in both the public and private sectors. For example, the Federal Government
has used UAs to calculate allocations for transportation funding, and some planning
agencies and development firms use UA boundaries to help ascertain current, and
predict future, growth areas.

4.3.1. What Is the Definition of an Urbanized Area (UA)?

The Bureau of the Census determines UAs by applying a detailed set of published
UA criteria (see 55 FR 42592, October 22, 1990) to the latest decennial census data.
Although the full UA definition is complex, the Bureau of the Census’ general definition
of a UA, based on population and population density, is provided below.

An urbanized area (UA) is a land area comprising one or more places - central place(s) -
and the adjacent densely settled surrounding area - urban fringe - that to~ether have a
residential population of at least 50,000 and an overall population density of at least 1,000
people per square mile. It is a calculation used by the Bureau of the Census to determine
the geographic boundaries of the most heavily developed and dense urban areas.

UA Facts:
¯ The basic unit for delineating the UA boundary is the census block. Census

blocks are based on visible physical boundaries, such as the city block, when
possible, or on invisible political boundaries, when not. An urbanized area can
comprise places, counties, Federal Indian Reservations, and minor civil divisions
(MCDs - towns and townships).

¯ A UA can include governmental entities of every population size: 200; 7,000;
15,000; 30,000, 200,000; or 3 million! Entities with small populations are
commonly found in the urban fringe of the UA.

¯ Before the time of permit issuance (by December 9, 2002), new UA calculations
based on the 2000 Census should be published. The regulated small MS4
universe then will be based on these new calculations.

4.3.2. What Does A UA Look Like?

The drawing below (see Figure 4-1) is a simplified UA illustration that demonstrates
the concept of UAs in relation to the Phase II Final Rule. This "urbanized area"
includes within its boundaries incorporated places, a portion of a Federal Indian
reservation, an entire MCD, a portion of another MCD, and portions of two counties.
Any and all operators of small MS4s located within the boundaries of the UA are
covered under the Phase II Final Rule, regardless of political boundaries. Operators of
small MS4s located outside of the UA are subject to potential designation into the
Phase II MS4 program by the NPDES permitting authority, as explained in section 4.2.
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4.3.3 How Can An Operator of a Regulated Small MS4 Determine If It Is
Located Within a UA?

Operators of small MS4s can determine if they are located within a UA, and
therefore covered under the Phase II storm water program, through the following two
steps:

, m STEP 1 u

Refer to a listing of incorporated places, MCDs, and counties that are
located entirely or partially within a UA. Such a listing, based on the 1990
Census and including only those entities not regulated under Phase I, can
be found in Appendix 6 to the Preamble of the Phase II Final Rule. If a
small MS4 is located in a listed incorporated place, MCD, or county, then
the operator of the small MS4 should follow step (2) below. It is important
to note that Appendix 6 is general guidance only and may contain errors.
For this reason, even if a particular small MS4 isn’t located in a listed
area, EPA recommends that the small MS4 operator follow Step 2.

n STEP 2 --

Some operators of small MS4s may find that they are located within an
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entity listed in Appendix 6 but not know if their systems are within the
urbanized portion of the listed entity, or they are not on the list but want to
confirm their status as recommended above. In such cases, they should
contact one or more of the following institutions for more detailed
information on the location of UA boundaries:

~1 The State or NPDES Permitting Authority

Storm Water Coordinators: The NPDES permitting authority may be the State or
the U.S. EPA Region. The Storm Water Coordinators for each U.S. EPA Region
are listed in Section 8. These regional contacts can assist with UA information and
provide the names of State storm water contacts.

State Data Centers: Each State’s Data Center receives listings of all entities that
are located in UAs, as well as detailed maps and electronic files of UA boundaries.
The Bureau of the Census web site includes a list of contact names and phone
numbers for the Data Center in each State at www.census.gov/sdc/www.

State Planning/Economic/Transportation Agencies: These agencies typically
use UAs to assess current development and forecast future growth trends and,
therefore, should have detailed UA information readily available to help determine
the UA boundaries in any given area.

~1 County or Regional Planning Commissions/Boards

As with State agencies, these entities are likely to have detailed UA data and maps
to help determine UA boundaries.

I~1 The Bureau of the Census

Urbanized Areas Staff:. 301 457-1099

Web Site: www.census.gov
The site provides information on purchasing UA maps and electronic files for use
with computerized mapping systems. Obtain free UA cartographic boundary files
(Arc/Info export format) for Geographical Information System (GIS) use at:
www.census.gov:80/geo/www/cob/ua.html.

UA Maps: Detailed UA maps are available for purchase with a $25 minimum order
($5 per map sheet). Each map sheet measures 36 by 42 inches. For prices and a
listing of UAs, visit www.census.gov/mp/www/geo/msgeo12.html. Order from the
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census (MS 1921 ), P.O. Box 277943,
Atlanta, GA 30384-7943 (Phone: 301 457-4100; Toll-free fax: 1-888-249-7295).

I~1 U.S. EPA
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EPA is currently modifying a web-based geographic program called Enviromapper
for use in determining UA boundaries. This program will allow users to enter a
location (by name, zip code, or street address) and see a map that will show if the
location is within a UA boundary. EPA is committed to using Enviromapper to
create a tool that, someday, will be the only tool necessary to determine the location
of UA boundaries. Information about Enviromapperwill be available at
www.epa.gov/owm/phase2.

4.3.4 How Will the Year 2000 Census Affect the Determination of Status as a
Regulated Small MS4?

The listing of incorporated places, MCDs, and counties located within UAs in the
United States and Puerto Rico, found in Appendix 6, is based on the 1990 Census.
New listings for UAs based on the 2000 Census are scheduled to be available by
August of 2001. Once the official 2000 Census listings are published by the Bureau of
the Census, operators of small MS4s located within the revised boundaries of former
1990 UAs, or in any newly defined 2000 UAs, become regulated small MS4s and must
develop a storm water management program.

Any additional automatic designations of small MS4s based on subsequent census
years is governed by the Bureau of the Census’ definition of a UA in effect for that year
and the UA boundaries determined as a result of the definition.

Once a small MS4 is designated into the Phase II storm water program based on
the UA boundaries, it can not be waived from the program if in a subsequent UA
calculation the small MS4 is no longer within the UA boundaries. An automatically
designated small MS4 will remain regulated unless, or until, it meets the criteria for a
waiver.

4.4 WAIVERS: Which Regulated Small MS4s May Obtain a Waiver From
Coverage?

Two waiver options are available to operators of regulated small MS4s in urbanized
areas if the NPDES permitting authority determines that their discharges do not cause,
or have the potential to cause, water quality impairment.

Important Note: The waivers are granted by the NPDES permitting
authority, the operator of the regulated small MS4 can not determine for
itself that it meets the waiver criteria. If the permitting authority is not
proactive in assessing small MS4s for potential waivers, an operator may
petition for a waiver assessment.

If a permitting authority decides to grant waivers, it is required to do so by December
9, 2002 to coincide with the expected date of the small MS4 permit issuance. The
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permitting authority is also required to periodically review any waivers granted to small
MS4 operators to determine whether any information required for granting the waiver
has changed. Minimally, such a review needs to be conducted once every five years.
The waiver options are described in the following two subsections.

Deadline for Waivers
The NPDES permitting authorities are required to make their waiver determinations

by March 9, 2002 to coincide with the expected issuance of their small MS4 general
permit. If the permit authority chooses to phase in permit coverage based on a
comprehensive watershed plan (see section 4.5.2.2), then regulated small MS4s may
be waived on the same schedule. The phase-in of permit coverage and waivers is to
be completed no later than March 8, 2007.

4.4.1 Option 1: Less than 1,000 Population in a UA

The first waiver option applies where:

(1) the jurisdiction served by the system is less than 1,000 people;

(2) the system is not contributing substantially to the pollutant Ioadings of a
physically interconnected regulated MS4; and

(3) if the small MS4 discharges any pollutants identified as a cause of impairment of
any water body to which it discharges, storm water controls are not needed
based on wasteload allocations that are part of an EPA approved or established
"total maximum daily load" (TMDL) that addresses the pollutant(s) of concern.

TMDLs are water quality assessments that determine the source or sources of
pollutants of concern for a particular waterbody, consider the maximum amount of
pollutants the waterbody can assimilate, and then allocate to each source a set level of
pollutants that it is allowed to discharge (i.e., a "wasteload allocation"). Small MS4s
that are not given a wasteload allocation would meet the third criterion above.

The third criterion of this waiver option need only be met if the small MS4 is discharging
into a impaired water body and the discharge contains a pollutant or pollutants that are
the cause of the impairment (i.e., the "pollutants of concern").

4.4.2    Option 2: Less than 10,000 Population in a UA

The second waiver option applies where:

(1) the jurisdiction served by the system is less than 10,000 people;
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(2) an evaluation of all waters of the U,S. that receive a discharge from the system
shows that storm water controls are not needed based on wasteload allocations
that are part of an EPA approved or established TMDL that addresses the
pollutant(s) of concern or an equivalent analysis; and

(3) it is determined that future discharges from the small MS4 do not have the
potential to result in exceedances of water quality standards.

Pollutants of Concern include biochemical oxygen
demand (BOD), sediment or a parameter that addresses
sediment (such as total suspended solids, turbidity or
siltation), pathogens, oil and grease, and any pollutant that
has been identified as a cause of impairment in any water
body to which the MS4 discharges.

This waiver option differs from the first option in that: 1) it applies to a larger jurisdiction
size (up to 10,000 rather than 1,000), 2) it requires a determination that the discharges
are not affecting the receiving water body, whether the water body is impaired or not (in
the first option an assessment is only necessary if the water body is impaired and the
MS4 is discharging a pollutant of concern), 3) the determination must be based on a
TMDL or an equivalent analysis (the first option does not allow for an equivalent
analysis), and 4) an assessment of the impacts of future discharges must be performed
(no such assessment is necessary under the first option).

4.5 PERMITTING OPTIONS: What Permitting Choices are Available?

The Storm Water Phase II Final Rule requires operators of a particular subset of
small MS4s in urbanized areas to obtain National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit coverage because their storm water discharges are
considered "point sources" of pollution. All point source discharges, unlike nonpoint
sources such as agricultural runoff, are required under the Clean Water Act (CWA) to
be covered by federally enforceable NPDES permits. Those MS4s already permitted
under the NPDES Phase I storm water program, even MS4s serving less than 100,000
people, are not required to be permitted under the Phase II storm water program.

NPDES storm water permits are issued by an NPDES permitting authority, which
may be an NPDES-authorized State or a U.S. EPA Region in non-authorized States.
Once a permit application is submitted by the operator of a regulated small MS4 and a
permit is obtained, the conditions of the permit must be satisfied (i.e., development and
implementation of a storm water management program) and periodic reports must be
submitted on the status and effectiveness of the program. This section addresses the
flexible permit options the Phase II regulations allow for the regulated small MS4
operator, as well as for the permitting authority. The permit requirements are discussed
in section 4.6.
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4.5.1 For Regulated Small MS4 Operators

4.5.1.1 The Types of Permit Coverage Available

Unlike the Phase I program that requires individual permits for medium and large
MS4s, the Phase II approach allows operators of regulated small MS4s to choose from
as many as three permitting options as listed below. Each NPDES permitting authority
reserves the authority to determine, however, which options are available to the
regulated small MS4s in their jurisdiction.

1) General Permits

# General permits are strongly encouraged by EPA. The Phase II program has
been designed specifically to accommodate a general permit approach.

# General permits prescribe one set of requirements for all applicable permittees.
General permits are drafted by the NPDES permitting authority, then published
for public comment before being finalized and issued.

# A Notice of Intent (NOI) serves as the application for the general permit. The
regulated small MS4 operator complies with the permit application requirements
by submitting an NOI to the NPDES permitting authority that describes the storm
water management plan, including best management practices (BMPs) and
measurable goals. The operator has the flexibility to develop an individualized
storm water program that addresses the particular characteristics and needs of
its system, provided the requirements of the general permit are satisfied.

# For general permit coverage, the regulated small MS4 operator must follow the
Phase II permit application requirements (see section 4.6.2).

2) Individual Permits

# Individual permits are required for Phase I medium and large MS4s, but not
recommended by EPA for Phase II program implementation.

# Individual permits prescribe a particular set of requirements for a particular
permittee or a group of co-permittees. Individual permits require the submission
of a more comprehensive permit application than an NOI that is submitted under
a general permit. Once the permit application is received, an individual permit is
drafted by the NPDES permitting authority, then published for public comment
before being finalized and issued.

# The Phase II rule allows a regulated small MS4 to submit an individual
application for coverage under either the:
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¯ Phase II MS4 regulation (see § 122.34 of the Phase II rule), or

¯ Phase I MS4 regulation (see 40 CFR §122.26(d)).

3) Modification of an Existing Phase I Individual Permit - A Co-Permittee Option
with Medium and Large MS4s

# The operator of a regulated small MS4 could participate as a limited co-permittee
in a neighboring Phase I MS4’s storm water management program by seeking a
modification of the existing Phase I individual permit. As a limited co-permittee
the small MS4 operator would be responsible for compliance with the permit’s
conditions applicable to its jurisdiction.

Note: A list of Phase I medium and large MS4s can be obtained from the
EPA Office of Wastewater Management (OWM) or downloaded
from the OWM web site.

# The permittee must comply with the applicable terms of the modified Phase I
individual permit rather than the minimum control measures in the Phase II Final
Rule.

4.5.1.2 Co-permittee with Another Operator of a Regulated Small MS4

Section 4.5.1.1 explained the permitting option of a modification of an existing
Phase I individual permit in order to be a co-permittee with a medium or large MS4.
Regulated small MS4 operators may also choose to share responsibilities for meeting
the Phase II program requirements with another regulated small MS4 operator under a
general or individual permit. Those operators choosing to do so may submit jointly an
NOI or individual permit application that identifies who will implement which minimum
measures within the area served by the MS4s.

4.5.1.3 Relying on Another Entity to Satisfy One or More of the Minimum
Control Measures

Under either a general or individual permit, the Phase II small MS4 permittee has
the option of relying on other entities that are already performing one or more of
the minimum control measures to implement the measure(s) on the permittee’s behalf.
This is only allowable where the existing control measure, or component thereof, is at
least as stringent as the Phase II rule requirements (under § 122.34(b)) and the other
entity has agreed to the arrangement.

For example, a county may already have an illicit discharge detection and
elimination program in place and may allow an operator of a regulated small MS4 within
the county’s jurisdiction to rely on the county program instead of formulating and
implementing a new program. In such a case, the permittee would not need to
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implement the particular measure, but would still be ultimately responsible for its
effective implementation. For this reason, EPA recommends that the permittee enter
into a legally binding agreement with the other entity. If the permittee chooses to rely
on another entity, they must note this in their permit application and subsequent
reports.

Note: Also, the other entity does not necessarily need to be a
governmental entity. For example, a permittee could rely on a non-
profit organization that is performing public education efforts on
environmental issues to satisfy the public education and outreach
minimum measure.

A Phase II permittee also has the option to rely on another entity.to satisfy all of the
permittee’s small MS4 permit obligations - but only if the other entity is a governmental
entity permitted under the NPDES storm water program. Should this option be chosen,
the permittee must note this in its NOI, but does not need to file the otherwise required
periodic reports on the status of the program. Again, it is important to note that the
permittee would remain ultimately liable under the small MS4 permit. This option is
particularly beneficial for operators that serve a low population, have limited resources
or legal authority, or are surrounded by an NPDES regulated municipality. For
example, let’s assume a college campus or a veteran’s hospital are operators of small
MS4s and they are located in the middle of a Phase II regulated city. Negotiating with
the city to implement the storm water management program for them in their
jurisdictions could be a cost-effective and less burdensome option than for each to
implement their own programs.

4.5.2 For the NPDES Permitting Authority

4.5.2.1 Alternative Options for Writing Permit Requirements

Two permitting options tailored to minimize duplication of effort by the regulated
small MS4 permittee can be incorporated into the, general or individual permit by the
NPDES permitting authority:

1) Recognizing Another Governmental Entity’s Program

The permitting authority can recognize in a small MS4 permit that another
governmental entity is responsible under an NPDES permit for implementing any or all
of the minimum control measures. In such a case, responsibility for implementation of
the measure(s) would rest with the other governmental entity, thereby relieving the
small MS4 permittee of its responsibility to implement that particular measure(s). See
Table 4-1 for examples of both this option and the following option.
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STORM WATI~R PltASE !1RULE SMALL MS4 FLEXIBLE PERMITTING OPTIONS

Referencing a RECOGNIZING RELYING CO-PERMITTEE with
QUALIFYING LOCAL PROGRAM (QLP) an NPDES-Regulated Entity on Another Entity an NPDES-Regulated

Entity

PA assesses local, State, and Tribal NPDES and¯ PA assesses entities that are, or will N/A N/A
non-NPDES programs to determine if their be, performing the equivalent of I
requirements are equivalent to one or more Phaseor more of the small MS4 minimum
II minimum measures for regulated small MS4s measures under an NPDES permit.
PA chooses whether to reference a QLP in small̄  PA chooses whether to recognize
MS4 permit. Requires pennittee to follow such an entity in a small MS4

of QLP rather than new permit permit.requirements
requirements.
PA does not need to notify the administrator of the
QLP or obtain permission since referencing the
QLP has no bearing/no affect on the administrator.

¯ The operator should already be complying with      ¯ Operator has no responsibility to     ¯ Operator choosc.__._.~s, under its own     ¯ Opcratnr chooses
any QLP referenced in the permit,                  perform the measnre(s) that is being    permit, whether to rely on another     whether to be a co-

considered done the to implement I or more pennittec with anotherCompliancewith the QLPis by recognizedentity. entity
compliance with the NPDES permit; therefore ¯ Not held liable if the other entity minimum measure on its behalf regtdated MS4 and
operator held liable if doesn’t comply with the fails to perform the measure can be a non-NPDES regulated submits a single NOI or

QLP. effectively; however, PA may then entity, individual permit
require the operator to implement application
the measure itself. ¯ Operator notes in NOI or indiv. ¯ The operators determine

permit application that it is relying who will do what and
on another entity to implement a include this information
measure, in the permit application

¯ Remain liable if other entity fails
to perform the measure effectively.

The QLP in the small MS4 permit could be a StateA county doing educational outreach 1. An environmental group is doing
program that requires MS4 operators to detect & for the whole county under a Phase I educational outreach on the impacts
eliminate illicit discharges into their systems. NPDES permit coold be recognized,of storm water runoff.

thereby relieving all small MS4s in 2. ,A county is already implementing
the county from having to have their a constrnction runoff control
own educational outreach programs, program under a Phase I NPDES

permit.
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2) Referencing a Qualifying Local Program

The NPDES permitting authority can include conditions in a small MS4 permit that
direct a permittee to follow the requirements of an existing qualifying local program
rather than the requirements of particular minimum control measure(s). A qualifying
local program is defined as a local, State or Tribal municipal storm water program that
imposes requirements that are equivalent to those of the Phase II MS4 minimum
measures (as found in § 122.34(b) of the rule). Unlike in Option 1 above, under this
option the permittee remains responsible for the implementation of the minimum
measure through its compliance with the qualifying local program.

4.5.2.2. Alternative Option for Permit Coverage: Phase-in Coverage for
Regulated Small MS4s with Populations under 10,000

Permitting authorities may phase-in permit coverage for regulated small MS4s
serving jurisdictions with a population under 10,000 on a schedule consistent with a
State watershed permitting approach. Under this alternative option, the permitting .
authority must develop and implement a schedule to phase-in permit coverage for
approximately 20 percent annually of all regulated small MS4s that qualify, completing
the phase-in schedule in no more than five years. In such a case, the regulated small
MS4 operators would be notified by the permitting authority concerning the operator’s
deadlines for permit coverage.

Deadlines for Phase-In
¯ Permitting authorities are required to have their phase-in schedule approved by the

USEPA Regional Administrator no later than December 10, 2001.
¯ Under the phase-in option, all regulated small MS4s are required to have coverage

under an NPDES permit no later than March 8, 2007.

4.6 REQUIREMENTS: What Requirements Are Regulated Small MS4s
Subject To?

A regulated small MS4 operator is required to submit a permit application and obtain
coverage under a NPDES storm water permit. Under the permit, the operator will be
required to develop and implement a storm water management program that includes
six minimum control measures, evaluation/assessment and reporting efforts, and
recordkeeping, as described herein. This section begins by highlighting the standards
an operator must meet to ensure compliance with the Phase II regulations.

4.6.1 Applicable Standards

A Phase II small MS4 operator must design a storm water management program so
that it:

[~ Reduces the discharge of pollutants to the "maximum extent practicable"
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(MEP);

[3 Protects water quality; and

[3 Satisfies the appropriate water quality requirements of the Clean Water
Act.

The standard of MEP is the same standard applied to Phase I medium and large
MS4 programs. There is no regulatory definition of MEP in order to allow the permitting
authority and regulated MS4s maximum flexibility in their interpretation of it as
appropriate.

Compliance with the technical standard of MEP requires the successful
implementation of approved BMPs. The Phase II Final Rule considers narrative
effluent limitations that require the implementation of BMPs and the achievement of
measurable goals as the most appropriate form of effluent limitations to achieve the
protection of water quality, rather than requiring that storm water discharges meet
numeric effluent limitations.

EPA intends to issue Phase II NPDES permits consistent with its August 1, 1996,
Interim Permitting Approach policy, which calls for BMPs in first-round storm water
permits and expanded or better tailored BMPs in subsequent permits, where necessary,
to provide for the attainment of water quality standards. In cases where information
exists to develop more specific conditions or limitations to meet water quality standards,
these conditions or limitations should be incorporated into the storm water permit.
Monitoring is not required under the Phase II Rule, but the NPDES permitting authority
has the discretion to require monitoring if deemed necessary.

4.6.2 Permit Application Requirements

The permit application requirements differ depending on the type of permit chosen.
The following subsections describe the applicable requirements for each type of permit
option allowable under the Phase II regulation.

Deadline for Submission of Permit Application
The deadline for submission of each type of permit application is the same - it must

be done no later than March 10, 2003 unless the NPDES permitting authority chooses
to phase-in permit coverage on a watershed basis and establishes other deadlines (see
section 4.5.2.2).

4.6.2.1    General Permit Under Phase II Regulations

Operators of regulated small MS4s are required to submit in their NOI the following
information:
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Best management practices (BMPs) for each of the six minimum control
measures:

’ ~) Public education and outreach on storm water impacts
~) Public participation/involvement
~) Illicit discharge detection and elimination
~) Construction site storm water runoff control

Post-construction storm water management in new development/
redevelopment

(~ Pollution prevention/good housekeeping for municipal operations

Measurable goals for each minimum control measure (i.e, narrative or
numeric standards used to gauge program effectiveness);

~ Estimated months and years in which actions to implement each measure
will be undertaken, including interim milestones and frequency; and

The person or persons responsible for implementing or coordinating the
storm water program.

The operator of a regulated small MS4 has the flexibility to determine the BMPs and
measurable goals, for each minimum control measure, that are most appropriate for the
system. The chosen BMPs and measurable goals, submitted in the permit application,
become the required storm water management program; however, the NPDES
permitting authority can require changes in the mix of chosen BMPs and measurable
goals if all or some of them are found to be inconsistent with the provisions of the
Phase II Final Rule. Likewise, the permittee can change its mix of BMPs if it
determines that the program is not as effective as it could be. Section 4.6.2 fully
describes the minimum control measures, including sample BMPs and measurable
goals for each, while section 4.6.3 describes the permit requirements concerning
evaluation/assessment and recordkeeping activities.

4.6.2.2    Individual Permit Under the Phase II Regulation

For individual permit coverage under Phase II, the regulated small MS4 operator
must follow the requirements of 40 CFR § 122.21(f) and the Phase II permit application
requirements as described in section 4.6.2.1 above. The operator must also provide an
estimate of the square mileage served by the system and any additional information
requested by the NPDES permitting authority. A storm sewer map that satisfies the
requirements of § 122.34(b)(3)(i) of the Phase II rule will satisfy the map requirements
of § 122.21(f)(7).

4.6.2.3    Individual Permit Under the Phase I Regulation
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For individual permit coverage under Phase I, the regulated small MS4 operator
must follow the permit application requirements detailed at 40 CFR § 122.26(d). The
operator must submit both Part 1 and Part 2 of the application requirements in
§§ 122.26(d)(1) and (2) by March 10, 2003. The operator would not need to submit the
information required by §§ 122.26(d)(1 )(ii) and (d)(2) regarding legal authority unless it
wanted the permitting authority to take that information into account when developing
the individual permit.

4.6.2.4    Modification of an Existing Phase I Individual Permit

Under this permit option, the operator of a regulated small MS4 must follow Phase I
permit application requirements in § 122.26(d), with some exclusions, rather than
Phase II permit application requirements. The operator would not need to follow the
application requirements of §§ 122.26(d)(1)(iii) and (iv) and (d)(2)(iii)- discharge
characterization. The operator may satisfy the requirements in §§ 122.26(d)(1)(v) and
(d)(2)(iv) - identification of a management program - by referring to the Phase I MS4’s
storm water management program.

EPA Recommendations
In referencing a Phase I’s MS4’s storm water management program, the operator

should briefly describe how the existing plan will address discharges from the small
MS4 or would need to be supplemented in order to adequately address the small MS4
discharges. The small MS4 operator should explain their role in coordinating storm
water pollutant control activities in their MS4 service area and detail the resources
available to accomplish the plan.

If a small MS4 is considering this option, it should find out when the Phase I MS4’s
permit is scheduled for renewal and become thoroughly familiar with the Phase I MS4’s
permit conditions. This co-permitting approach will be most successful if both MS4s
have had thorough discussions of their storm water programs and if the small MS4
submits it’s application at the time that the Phase I MS4 is submitting its reapplication.

4.6.2 Program Requirements: The Six Minimum Control Measures

If coverage is obtained under a general permit or an individual permit under the
Phase II regulations, the operator of a regulated small MS4 is required to implement a
storm water management program that includes, at a minimum, the six minimum
control measures described in the following subsections. As you read these
subsections, keep in mind that the operator has a great deal of flexibility in determining
the best management practices they will use to accomplish each measure. The rule
allows the operators to chose the BMPs and measurable goals for each measure as
appropriate for their particular MS4 service area - as long as the chosen BMPs and
measurable goals result in effective control of pollutants in storm water runoff.
Otherwise, the permitting authority may require changes in the chosen mix of BMPs
and measurable goals to result in a more effective program.
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4.6.2.1 Public Education and Outreach on Storm Water Impacts

Why Is Public Education and Outreach Necessary?

An informed and knowledgeable community is crucial to the success of a storm
water management program since it helps to ensure the following:

Greater support for the program as the public gains a greater understanding of the
reasons why it is necessary and important. Public support is particularly beneficial
when operators of small MS4s attempt to institute new funding initiatives for the
program or seek volunteers to help implement the program; and

Greater compliance with the program as the public becomes aware of the personal
responsibilities expected of them and others in the community, including the
individual actions they can take to protect or improve the quality of area waters.

What Is Required?

To satisfy this minimum control measure, the operator of a regulated small MS4 must:

Q Implement a public education program to distribute educational materials to
the community, or conduct equivalent outreach activities about the impacts
of storm water discharges on local waterbodies and the steps that can be
taken to reduce storm water pollution; and

Determine the appropriate best management practices (BMPs) and
measurable goals for this minimum control measure. Some program
implementation approaches, BMPs (i.e., the program actions/activities), and
measurable goals are suggested below.

What Are Some Guidelines for Developing and Implementing This Measure?

Three main action areas are important for successful implementation of a public
education and outreach program:

~) Forminq Partnerships
Operators of regulated small MS4s are encouraged to enter into partnerships with
other governmental entities to fulfill this minimum control measure’s requirements. It
is generally more cost-effective to use an existing program, or to develop a new
regional or state-wide education program, than to have numerous operators
developing their own local programs. Operators also are encouraged to seek
assistance from non-governmental organizations (e.g., environmental, civic, and
industrial organizations), since many already have educational materials and
perform outreach activities.
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Using Educational Materials and Strategies
Operators of regulated small MS4s may use storm water educational information
provided by their State, Tribe, EPA Region, or environmental, public interest, or
trade organizations instead of developing their own materials. Operators should
strive to make their materials and activities relevant to local situations and issues,
and incorporate a variety of strategies to ensure maximum coverage. Some
examples include:

Brochures or fact sheets for general public and specific audiences;

Recreational guides to educate groups such as golfers, hikers, paddlers, climbers,
fishermen, and campers;
Alternative information sources, such as web sites, bumper stickers, refrigerator

magnets, posters for bus and subway stops, and restaurant placemats;

A library of educational materials for community and school groups;

Volunteer citizen educators to staff a public education task force;

Event participation with educational displays at home shows and community

festivals;
Educational programs for school-age children;

Storm drain stenciling of storm drains with messages such as "Do Not Dump -
Drains Directly to Lake;"

Storm water hotlines for information and for citizen reporting of polluters;
Economic incentives to citizens and businesses (e.g., rebates to homeowners

purchasing mulching lawnmowers or biodegradable lawn products);and

Tributary signage to increase public awareness of local water resources.

~ Reaching Diverse Audiences
The public education program should use a mix of appropriate local strategies to
address the viewpoints and concerns of a variety of audiences and communities,
including minority and disadvantaged communities, as well as children. Printing
posters and brochures in more than one language or posting large warning signs
(e.g., cautioning against fishing or swimming) near storm sewer outfalls are methods
that can be used to reach audiences less likely to read standard materials. Directing
materials or outreach programs toward specific groups of commercial, industrial,
and institutional entities likely to have significant storm water impacts is also
recommended. For example, information could be provided to restaurants on the
effects of grease clogging storm drains and to auto garages on the effects of
dumping used oil into storm drains.

What Are Appropriate Measurable Goals?
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Measurable goals, which are required for each minimum control measure, are
intended to gauge permit compliance and program effectiveness. The measurable
goals, as well as the BMPs, should reflect the needs and characteristics of the operator
and the area served by its small MS4. Furthermore, they should be chosen using an
integrated approach that fully addresses the requirements and intent of the minimum
control measure. An integrated approach for this minimum measure could include the
following measurable goals:

Target Date Activity
1 year ............ Brochures developed (bilingual, if appropriate) and distributed in water

utility bills; a storm water hotline in place; volunteer educators trained.
2 years ..........A web site created school curricula developed; storm drains stenciled.
3 years ..........A certain percentage of restaurants no longer dumping grease and other

pollutants down storm sewer drains.
4 years ..........A certain percentage reduction in litter or animal waste detected in

discharges.

4.6.2.2    Public Participation/Involvement

Why Is Pub!ic Participation and Involvenlent Necessary?

EPA believes that the public can provide valuable input and assistance to a
regulated small MS4’s municipal storm water management program and, therefore,
suggests that the public be given opportunities to play an active role in both the
development and implementation of the program. An active and involved community is
crucial to the success of a storm water management program because it allows for:

Broader public support since citizens who participate in the development and
decision making process are partially responsible for the program and, therefore,
may be less likely to raise legal challenges to the program and more likely to take an
active role in its implementation;

Shorter implementation schedules due to fewer obstacles in the form of public
and legal challenges and increased sources in the form of citizen volunteers;

A broader base of expertise and economic benefits since the community can be
a valuable, and free, intellectual resource; and

A conduit to other programs as citizens involved in the storm water program
development process provide important cross-connections and relationships with
other community and government programs. This benefit is particularly valuable
when trying to implement a storm water program on a watershed basis, as
encouraged by EPA.

What Is Required?
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To satisfy this minimum control measure, the operator of a regulated small MS4 must:

.~ Comply with applicable State, Tribal, and local public notice requirements; and

Q Determine the appropriate best management practices (BMPs) and measurable
goals for this minimum control measure. Possible implementation approaches,
BMPs (i.e., the program actions and activities), and measurable goals are
described below.

What Are Some Guidelines for Developing and Implementing This Measure?

Operators of regulated small MS4s should include the public in developing,
implementing, and reviewing their storm water management programs. The public
participation process should make every effort to reach out and engage all economic
and ethnic groups. EPA recognizes that there are challenges associated with public
involvement. Nevertheless, EPA strongly believes that these challenges can be
addressed through an aggressive and inclusive program. Challenges and example
practices that can help ensure successful participation are discussed below.

Implementation Challenges
The best way to handle common notification and recruitment challenges is to know

the audience and think creatively about how to gain its attention and interest.
Traditiodal methods of soliciting public input are not always successful in generating
interest, and subsequent involvement, in all sectors of the community. For example,
municipalities often rely solely on advertising in local newspapers to announce public
meetings and other opportunities for public involvement. Since there may be large
sectors of the population who do not read the local press, the audience reached may be
limited. Therefore, alternative advertising methods should be used whenever possible,
including radio or television spots, postings at bus or subway stops, announcements in
neighborhood newsletters, announcements at civic organization meetings, distribution
of flyers, mass mailings, door-to-door visits, telephone notifications, and multilingual
announcements. These efforts, of course, are tied closely to the efforts for the public
education and outreach minimum control measure.

In addition, advertising and soliciting for help could and should be targeted at
specific population sectors, including ethnic, minority, and low-income communities;
academia and educational institutions; neighborhood and community groups; outdoor
recreation groups; and business and industry. The goal is to involve a diverse cross-
section of people who could offer a multitude of concerns, ideas, and connections
during the program development process.

Possible Practices (BMPs)
There are a variety of practices that could be incorporated into a public participation

and involvement program, such as:
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Public meetings/citizen panels allow citizens to discuss various viewpoints and
provide input concerning appropriate storm water management policies and BMPs;

Volunteer water quality monitoring gives citizens first-hand knowledge of the
quality of local water bodies and provides a cost-effective means of collecting water
quality data;

Volunteer educatorslspeakers who can conduct workshops, encourage public
participation, and staff special events;

Storm drain stenciling is an important and simple activity that concerned citizens,
especially students, can do;

" Community clean-ups along local waterways, beaches, and around storm drains;

Citizen watch groups can aid local enforcement authorities in the identification of
polluters; and

"Adopt A Storm Drain" programs encourage individuals or groups to keep storm
drains free of debris and to monitor what is entering local waterways through storm
drains.

What Are Appropriate Measurable Goals?

Measurable goals, which are required for each minimum control measure, are
intended to gauge permit compliance and program effectiveness. The measurable
goals, as well as the BMPs, would greatly depend on the needs and characteristics of
the operator and the area served by its small MS4. Furthermore, they should be
chosen using an integrated approach that fully addresses the requirements and intent
of the minimum control measure. An integrated approach for this minimum measure
could include the following measurable goals:

Tarqet Dat’e Activity
1 year ............ Notice of a public meeting in several different print media and bilingual

flyers; citizen panel established; volunteers organized to locate
ouffalls/illicit discharges and stencil drains.

2 years ..........Final recommendations of the citizen panel; radio spots promoting
program and participation.

3 years ..........A certain percentage of the community participating in community clean-
ups.

4 years ..........Citizen watch groups established in a certain percentage of
neighborhoods; outreach to every different population sector completed.

4.6.2.3    Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination
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What Is An "Illicit Discharge"?

Federal regulations define an illicit discharge as "...any discharge to an MS4 that is
not composed entirely of storm water..." with some exceptions. These exceptions
include discharges from NPDES-permitted industrial sources and discharges from fire-
fighting activities. Illicit discharges (see Table 4-2) are considered "illicit" because MS4s
are not designed to accept, process, or discharge such non-storm water wastes. It is
important to note that "illicit" does not mean "illegal." Not every illicit discharge is
necessarily a prohibited illegal discharge.

Why Are Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination
Efforts Necessary? T=~ble 4-2

Sources of
Discharges from MS4s often include wastes and Illicit Dischar~les

wastewater from non-storm water sources. A study
conducted in 1987 in Sacramento, California, found that

Sanitary wastewater

almost one-half of the water discharged from a local MS4 Effluent from septic tanks
was not directly attributable to precipitation runoff. A Car wash wastewaters
significant portion of these dry weather flows were from ¯Improper oil disposal
illicit and/or inappropriate discharges and connections to Radiator flushing disposal
the MS4. Laundry wastewaters

Illicit discharges enter the system through either direct Spills from roadway accidents

connections (e.g., wastewater piping either mistakenly or Improper disposal of auto and
household toxicsdeliberately connected to the storm drains) or indirect

connections (e.g., infiltration into the MS4 from cracked
sanitary systems, spills collected by drain outlets, or paint
or used oil dumped directly into a drain). The result is
untreated discharges that contribute high levels of pollutants, including heavy metals,
toxics, oil and grease, solvents, nutrients, viruses, and bacteria to receiving
waterbodies. Pollutant levels from these illicit discharges have been shown in EPA
studies to be high enough to significantly degrade receiving water quality and threaten
aquatic, wildlife, and human health.

What Is Required?

Recognizing the adverse effects illicit discharges can have on receiving waters, the
final rule requires an operator of a regulated small MS4 to develop and implement an
illicit discharge detection and elimination program. This program must include the
following:

~ A storm sewer system map, showing the Ioca’tion of all outfalls and the names
and location of all waters of the United States that receive discharges from those
outfalls;
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C~ Through an ordinance, or other regulatory mechanism, a prohibition (to the
extent allowable under State, Tribal, or local law) on non-storm water discharges
into the MS4, and appropriate enforcement procedures and actions;

"3 A plan to detect and address non-storm water discharges, including illegal
dumping, into the MS4;

~1 The education of public employees, businesses, and the general public about
the hazards associated with illegal discharges and improper disposal of waste;
and

Q The determination of appropriate best management practices (BMPs) and
measurable goals for this minimum control measure. Some program
implementation approaches, BMPs (i.e., the program actions/activities), and
measurable goals are suggested below.

Does This Measure Need to Address All Illicit Discharges?

No. The illicit discharge detection and elimination program does not need to
address the following categories of non-storm water discharges or flows unless the
operator of the regulated small MS4 identifies them as significant contributors of
pollutants to its MS4:

Water line flushing "3 Irrigation water
Landscape irrigation G Springs
Diverted stream flows Q Water from crawl space pumps
Rising ground waters Q Footing drains
Uncontaminated ground water Q Lawn watering
infiltration Q Individual residential car washing
Uncontaminated pumped ground Q Flows from riparian habitats and
water wetlands
Discharges from potable water [3 Dechlorinated swimming pool
sources discharges
Foundation drains [3 Street wash water.
Air conditioning condensation

What Are Some Guidelines for Developing and Implementing This’Measure?

The objective of the illicit discharge detection and elimination minimum control
measure is to have regulated small MS4 operators gain a thorough awareness of their
systems. This awareness allows them to determine the types and sources of illicit
discharges entering their system, and establish the legal, technical, and educational
means needed to eliminate these discharges. Permittees could meet these objectives
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in a variety of ways depending on their individual needs and abilities, but some general
guidance for each requirement is provided below.

The Map
The storm sewer system map is meant to demonstrate a basic awareness of the

intake and discharge areas of the system. It is needed to help determine the extent of
discharged dry weather flows, the possible sources of the dry weather flows, and the
particular waterbodies these flows may be affecting. An existing map, such as a
topographical map, on which the location of major pipes and outfalls can be clearly
presented would demonstrate such an awareness.

EPA recommends collecting all existing information on outfall locations (e.g., review
city records, drainage maps, storm drain maps), and then conducting field surveys to
verify locations. It probably will be necessary to walk (i.e., wade through small receiving
waters or use a boat for larger waters) the streambanks and shorelines for visual
observation. More than one trip may be needed to locate all outfalls.

Legal Prohibition and Enforcement
EPA recognizes that some permittees may have limited authority under State, Tribal

or local law to establish and enforce an ordinance, or other regulatory mechanism,
prohibiting illicit discharges. In s~ch a case. the permittee is encouraged to obtain the
necessary authority, if at all possible. Otherwise, the NPDES permitting authority
assumes responsibility for implementation of this component of the minimum measure,
yet the permittee would remain ultimately responsible for the quality of its MS4
discharge. Model ordinances, including examples of amendments to local codes or
existing ordinances, will be provided in the Phase 11 storm water guidance for regulated
small MS4s, which is part of EPA’s planned implementation "tool box" for the rule.

The Plan
The plan to detect and address illicit discharges is the central component of this

minimum control measure. The plan is dependant upon several factors, including the
permittee’s available resources, size of staff, and degree and character of its illicit
discharges. EPA envisions a plan similar to the one recommended for use in meeting
Michigan’s general storm water NPDES permit for small MS4s. As guidance only, the
four steps of a recommended plan are outlined below:

O Locate Problem Areas
EPA recommends that priority areas be identified for detailed screening of the
system based on the likelihood of illicit connections (e.g., areas with older
sanitary sewer lines). Some methods that could be used to locate problem areas
include: public complaints; visual screening; water sampling from manholes and
ouffalls during dry weather; and use of infrared and thermal photography.

~) Find the Source
Once a problem area or discharge is found, additional efforts usually would be
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necessary to determine the source of the problem. Some methods that could be
used to find the source of the illicit discharge include: dye-testing buildings in
problem areas; dye- or smoke-testing buildings at the time of sale; tracing the
discharge upstream in the storm sewer; employing a certification program that
shows that buildings have been checked for illicit connections; implementing an
inspection program of existing septic systems; and using video to inspect the
storm sewers.

~) Remove/Correct Illicit Connections
Once the source is identified, the offending discharger should be notified and
directed to correct the problem. Education efforts and working with the
discharger can be effective in resolving the problem before taking legal action.

O Document Actions Taken
As a final step, all actions taken under the plan should be documented. Doing
so would illustrate that progress is being made to eliminate illicit connections and
discharges. Documented actions should be included in the required annual
reports and include information such as: the number of outfalls screened; any
complaints received and corrected; the number of discharges and quantities of
flow eliminated; and the number of dye or smoke tests conducted.

Educational Outreach
Outreach to public employees, businesses, property owners, the general

community, and elected officials regarding ways to detect and eliminate illicit discharges
is an integral part of this minimum measure that will help gain support for the
permittee’s storm water program. Suggested educational outreach efforts include:

¯ Developing informative brochures, and guidances for specific audiences (e.g.,
carpet cleaning businesses) and school curricula;

¯ Designing a program to publicize and facilitate public reporting of illicit
discharges;

¯ Coordinating volunteers for locating, and visually inspecting, ouffalls or to
stencil storm drains; and

¯ Initiating recycling programs for commonly dumped wastes, such as motor oil,
antifreeze, and pesticides.

What Are Appropriate Measurable Goals?

Measurable goals, which are required for each minimum control measure, are
intended to gauge permit compliance and program effectiveness. The measurable
goals, as well as the BMPs, should reflect the needs and characteristics of the operator
and the area served by its small MS4. Furthermore, they should be chosen using an
integrated approach that would fully address the requirements and intent of the
minimum control measure. An integrated approach for this minimum measure could
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include the following measurable goals:

Tar~jet Date    Activity
1 year ............ Sewer system map completed; recycling program for household

hazardous waste in place.
2 years ..........Ordinance in place; training for public employees completed; a certain

percentage of sources of illicit discharges determined.
3 years ..........A certain percentage of: illicit discharges detected; illicit discharges

eliminated; and households participating in quarterly household
hazardous waste special collection days.

4 years ..........Most illicit discharge sources detected and eliminated.

The educational outreach measurable goals for this minimum control measure could be
combined with the measurable goals for the Public Education and Outreach minimum
control measure.

4.6.2,4    Construction Site Storm Water Runoff Control

Why Is The Control of Construction Site Runoff Necessary?

Polluted storm water runoff from construction sites often flows to MS4s and
ultimately is discharged into local rivers and streams. Of the pollutants listed in Table 4-
3, sediment is usually the main pollutant of concern. Sediment runoff rates from
construction sites are typically 10 to 20 times greater than
those of agricultural lands, and 1,000 to 2,000 times greater Table 4-3
than those of forest lands. During a short period of time, Pollutants
construction sites can contribute more sediment to streams Commonly Discharged
than can be deposited naturally during several decades. ,From Construction Sites

The resulting siltation, and the contribution of other
Sediment

pollutants from construction sites, can cause physical, Solid and sanitary wastes
chemical, and biological harm to our nation’s waters. For
example, excess sediment can quickly fill rivers and lakes, Phosphorous (fertilizer)

requiring dredging and destroying aquatic habitats. Nitrogen (fertilizer)
Pesticides

What Is Required?                                                oil and grease
Concrete truck washout
Construction chemicalsThe Phase II Final Rule requires an operator of a

Construction debrisregulated small MS4 to develop, implement, and enforce a
program to reduce pollutants in storm water runoff to their
MS4 from construction activities that result in a land
disturbance of greater than or equal to one acre. The small MS4 operator is required
to:

Have an ordinance or other regulatory mechanism requiring the implementation
of proper erosion and sediment controls, and controls for other wastes, on
applicable construction sites;
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~J Have procedures for site plan review of construction plans that consider potential
water quality impacts;

~ Have procedures for site inspection and enforcement of control measures;

[~ Have sanctions to ensure compliance (established in the ordinance or other
regulatory mechanism);

D Establish procedures for the receipt and consideration of information submitted
by the public; and

~ Determine the appropriate best management practices (BMPs) and measurable
goals for this minimum control measure. Suggested BMPs (i.e., the program
actions/activities) and measurable goals are presented below.

What Are Some Guidelines for Developing and Implementing This Measure?

Further explanation and guidance for each component of a regulated small MS4’s
construction program is provided below.

Regulatory Mechanism
Through the development of an ordinance or other regulatory mechanism, the small

MS4 operator needs to establish a construction program that requires controls for
polluted runoff from construction sites with a land disturbance of greater than or equal
to one acre. Because there may be limitations on regulatory legal authority, the small
MS4 operator is required to satisfy this minimum control measure only to the maximum
extent practicable and allowable under State, Tribal, or local law. If an operator is
unable to establish an enforceable construction program due to a lack of legal authority,
and is unsuccessful in trying to obtain the necessary authority, the NPDES permitting
authority would then assume responsibility.

EPA intends to develop a model ordinance that a small MS4 operator could use as
a basis for its construction program. Alternatively, amendments to existing erosion and
sediment control programs, or other ordinances, can also provide the basis for the
program.

Site Plan Review
The small MS4 operator is required to include in its construction program

requirements for the implementation of appropriate BMPs on construction sites to
control erosion and sediment, as well as waste at the site. To determine if a
construction site is in compliance with such provisions, the small MS4 operator should
review the site plans submitted by the construction site operator before ground is
broken.
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Site plan review aids in compliance and enforcement efforts since it alerts the small
MS4 operator early in the process to the planned use or non-use of proper BMPs and
provides a way to track new construction activities. The tracking of sites is useful not
only for the small MS4 operator’s recordkeeping and reporting purposes, which will be
required activities under their NPDES storm water permit (see Fact Sheet 2.9), but also
for members of the public interested in ensuring that the sites are in compliance.

Inspections and Penalties
Once construction commences, the BMPs should be in place and the small MS4

operator’s enforcement activities should begin. To ensure that the BMPs are properly
installed, the small MS4 operator is required to develop procedures for site inspection
and enforcement of control measures to deter infractions. Procedures could include
steps to identify priority sites for inspection and enforcement based on the nature and
extent of the construction activity, topography, and the characteristics of soils and
receiving water quality. Inspections give the MS4 operator an opportunity to provide
additional guidance and education, issue warnings, or assess penalties. To conserve
staff resources, one possible option for small MS4 operators could be to have these
inspections performed by the same inspector that visits the sites to check compliance
with health and safety building codes.

Information Submitted by the Public
A final requirement of the small MS4 program for construction activity is the

development of procedures for the receipt and consideration of public inquiries,
concerns, and information submitted regarding local construction activities. This
provision is intended to further reinforce the public participation component of the
regulated small MS4 storm water program and to recognize the crucial role that the
public can play in identifying instances of noncompliance.

The small MS4 operator is required only to consider the information submitted, and
may not need to follow-up and respond to every complaint or concern. Although some
form of enforcement action or reply is not required, the small MS4 operator is required
to demonstrate acknowledgment and consideration of the information submitted. A
simple tracking process in which submitted public information, both written and verbal,
is recorded and then given to the construction site inspector for possible follow-up
wou~d suffice.

What Are Appropriate Measurable Goals?

Measurable goals, which are required for each minimum control measure, are
intended to gauge permit compliance and program effectiveness. The measurable
goals, as well as the BMPs, should reflect the needs and characteristics of the operator
and the area served by its small MS4. Furthermore, they should be chosen using an
integrated approach that fully addresses the requirements and intent of the minimum
control measure. An integrated approach for this minimum measure could include the
following measurable goals:
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Target Date Activity
1 year ............ Ordinance or other regulatory mechanism in place; procedures for

information submitted by the public in place.
2 years ..........Procedures for site inspections implemented; a certain .percentage rate of

compliance achieved by construction operators.
3 years ..........Maximum compliance with ordinance; improved clarity and reduced

sedimentation of local waterbodies.
4 years .......... Increased numbers of sensitive aquatic organisms in local waterbodies.

Am I Correct in Thinking that Construction Sites Are Already Covered Under the
NPDES Storm Water Program?

Yes. EPA’s Phase I NPDES storm water program requires operators of construction
activities that disturb five or more acres to obtain a NPDES construction storm water
permit. General permit requirements include the submission of a Notice of Intent and
the development of a storm water pollution prevention plan (SWPPP). The SWPPP
must include a site description and measures and controls to prevent or minimize
pollutants in storm water discharges. The Phase II Final Rule similarly regulates
discharges from smaller construction sites disturbing equal to or greater than one acre
and less than five acres.

Even though all construction sites that disturb more than one acre are covered
nationally by an NPDES storm water permit, the construction site runoff control
minimum measure for the small MS4 program is needed to induce more localized site
regulation and enforcement efforts, and to enable operators of regulated small MS4s to
more effectively control construction site discharges into their MS4s.

To aid operators of regulated construction sites in their efforts to comply with both
local requirements and their NPDES permit, the Phase II Final Rule includes a provision
that allows the NPDES permitting authority to reference a "qualifying State, Tribal or
local program" in the NPDES general permit for construction. This means that if a
construction site is located in an area covered by a qualifying local program, then the
construction.site operator’s compliance with the local program would constitute
compliance with their NPDES permit. A regulated small MS4’s storm water program for
construction could be a "qualifying program" if the MS4 operator requires a SWPPP, in
addition to the requirements summarized in this fact sheet.

The ability to reference other programs in the NPDES permit is intended to reduce
confusion between overlapping and similar requirements, while still providing for both
local and national regulatory coverage of the construction site. The provision allowing
NPDES permitting authorities to reference other programs has no impact on, or direct
relation to, the small MS4 operator’s responsibilities under the construction site runoff
control minimum measure profiled in this fact sheet.
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Is a Small MS4 Operator Required to Regulate Construction Sites that the
Permitting Authority has Waived from the NPDES Construction Program?

No. If the NPDES permitting at~thority waives requirements for storm water
discharges associated with small construction activity (see § 122.26(b)(15) of the Phase
II rule), the small MS4 operatbr is not required to develop, implement, and/or enforce a
program to reduce pollutant discharges from such sites.

4.6.2.5 Post-construction Storm Water Management in New Development/
Redevelopment

Why Is The Control of Post-Construction Runoff Necessary?

Post-construction storm water management in areas undergoing new development
or redevelopment is necessary because runoff from these areas has been shown to
significantly effect receiving waterbodies. Many studies indicate that prior planning and
design for the minimization of pollutants in post-construction storm water discharges is
the most cost-effective approach to storm water quality management.

There are generally two forms of substantial impacts of post-construction runoff.
The first is caused by an increase in the type and quantity of pollutants in storm water
runoff. As runoff flows over areas altered by development, it picks up harmful sediment
and chemicals such as oil and grease, pesticides, heavy metals, and nutrients (e.g.,
nitrogen and phosphorus). These pollutants often become suspended in runoff and are
carried to receiving waters, such as lakes, ponds, and streams. Once deposited, these
pollutants can enter the food chain through small aquatic life, eventually entering the
tissues of fish and humans. The second kind of post-construction runoff impact occurs
by increasing the quantity of water delivered to the waterbody during storms. Increased
impervious surfaces interrupt the natural cycle of gradual percolation of w~ter through
vegetation and soil. Instead, water is collected from surfaces such as asphalt and
concrete and routed to drainage systems where large volumes of runoff quickly flow to
the nearest receiving water. The effects of this process include streambank scouring
and downstream flooding, which often lead to a loss of aquatic life and damage to
property.

What Is Required?

The Phase II Final Rule requires an operator of a regulated small MS4 to develop,
implement, and enforce a program to reduce pollutants in post-construction runoff to
their MS4 from new development and redevelopment projects that result in the land
disturbance of greater than or equal to 1 acre The small MS4 operator is required to:

Q Develop and implement strategies which include a combination of structural
and/or non-structural best management practices (BMPs);
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Have an ordinance or other regulatory mechanism requiring the implementation
of post-construction runoff controls to the extent allowable under State, Tribal or
local law;

Ensure adequate long-term operation and maintenance of controls;

Determine the appropriate best management practices (BMPs) and measurable
goals for this minimum control measure.

What Is Considered a "Redevelopment" Project?

The term "redevelopment" refers to alterations of a property that change the
"footprint" of a site or building in such a way that the disturbance of equal to or greater
than 1 acre of land results. The term does not include such activities as exterior
remodeling. Because redevelopment projects may have site constraints not found on
new development sites, the rule provides flexibility for implementing post-construction
controls on redevelopment sites that consider these constraints.

What Are Some Guidelines for. Developing and Implementing This Measure?

This section includes some sample non-structural and structural BMPs that could be
used to satisfy the requirements of the post-construction runoff control minimum
measure. It is important to recognize that many BMPs are climate-specific, and not all
BMPs are appropriate in every geographic area. Because the requirements of this
measure are closely tied to the requirements of the construction site runoff control
minimum measure (see Fact Sheet 2.6), EPA recommends that small MS4 operators
develop and implement these two measures in tandem. Sample BMPs follow.

131 Non-Structural BMPs

¯ Planning and Procedures. Runoff problems can be addressed efficiently with
sound planning procedures. Master Plans, Comprehensive Plans, and zoning
ordinances can promote improved water quality by guiding the growth of a
community away from sensitive areas and by restricting certain types of growth
(industrial, for example) to areas that can support it without compromising water
quality.

¯ Site-Based Local Controls. These controls can include buffer strip and riparian
zone preservation, minimization of disturbance and imperviousness, and
maximization of open space.

Q Structural BMPs

¯ Storage Practices. Storage or detention BMPs control storm water by gathering
runoff in wet ponds, dry basins, or muitichamber catch basins and slowly
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releasing it to receiving waters or drainage systems. These practices both
control storm water volume and settle out particulates for pollutant removal.

¯ Infiltration Practices. Infiltration BMPs are designed to facilitate the percolation
of runoff through the soil to ground water, and, thereby, result in reduced storm
water quantity and reduced mobilization of pollutants. Examples. include
infiltration basins/trenches, dry wells, and porous pavement.

¯ Vegetative Practices. Vegetative BMPs are landscaping features that, with
optimal design and good soil conditions, enhance pollutant removal,
maintain/improve natural site hydrology, promote healthier habitats, and increase
aesthetic appeal. Examples include grassy swales, filter strips, artificial
wetlands, and rain gardens.

What Are Appropriate Measurable Goals?

Measurable goals, which are required for each minimum control measure, are
intended to gauge permit compliance and program effectiveness. The measurable
goals, as well as the BMPs, should reflect needs and characteristics of the operator and
the area served by its small MS4. Furthermore, the measurable goals should be
chosen using an infegrated approach that fully addresses the requirements and intent
of the minimum control measure. An integrated approach for this minimum measure
could include the following goals:

Target Date Activity
1 year ............ Strategies developed that include structural and/or non-structural

BMPs.
2 years ..........Strategies codified by use of ordinance or other regulatory mechanism.
3 years ..........Reduced percent of new impervious surfaces associated with new

development projects.
4 years ..........Improved clarity and reduced sedimentation of local waterbodies.

4.6.2.6    Pollution Prevention/Good Housekeeping for Municipal Operations

Why Is Pollution Prevention/Good Housekeeping Necessary?

The Pollution Prevention/Good Housekeeping for municipal operations minimum
control measure is a key element of the small MS4 storm water management program.
This measure requires the small MS4 operator to examine and subsequently alter own
actions to help ensure a reduction in the amount and type of pollution that (1) collects
on streets, parking lots, open spaces, and storage and vehicle maintenance areas and
is discharged into local waterways; and (2) results from actions such as environmentally
damaging land development and flood management practices or poor maintenance of
storm sewer systems,
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While this measure is meant primarily to accomplish the goal of improving or
protecting the quality of receiving waters by altering the performance of municipal or
facility operations, it also can result in a cost savings for the small MS4 operator, since
proper and timely maintenance of storm sewer systems can help avoid repair costs
from damage caused by age and neglect.

What Is Required?

Recognizing the benefits of pollution prevention practices, the rule requires an
operator of a regulated small MS4 to:

13 Develop and implement an operation and maintenance program with the ultimate
goal of preventing or reducing pollutant runoff from municipal operations into the
storm sewer system;

(3 Include employee training on how to incorporate pollution prevention/good
housekeeping techniques into municipal operations such as park and open
space maintenance, fleet and building maintenance, new construction and land
disturbances, and storm water system maintenance. To minimize duplication of
effort and conserve resources, the MS4 operator could use training materials
that are available from EPA, their State or Tribe, or relevant organizations;

E3 Determine the appropriate best management practices (BMPs) and measurable
goals for this minimum control measure. Some program implementation
approaches, BMPs (i.e., the program actions/activities), and measurable goals
are suggested below.

What Are Some Guidelines for Developing and Implementing This Measure?

The intent of this control measure is to ensure that existing municipal, State or
Federal operations are performed in ways that will minimize contamination of storm
water discharges. EPA encourages the small MS4 operator to consider the following
components when developing their program for this measure:

Maintenance activities, maintenance schedules, and long.term inspection
procedures for structural and non-structural controls to reduce floatables and
other pollutants discharged from the separate storm sewers;

Controls for reducing or eliminating the discharge of pollutants from areas
such as roads and parking lots, maintenance and storage yards (including
salt/sand storage and snow disposal areas), and waste transfer stations. These
controls could include programs that promote recycling (to reduce litter),
minimize pesticide use, and ensure the proper disposal of animal waste;

Procedures for the proper disposal of waste removed from the separate
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storm sewer systems and the areas listed in the bullet above, including dredge
spoil, accumulated sediments, floatables, and other debris; and

Ways to ensure that new flood management projects assess the impacts
on water quality and examine existing projects for incorporation of additional
water quality protection devices or practices. EPA encourages coordination with
flood control managers for the purpose of identifying and addressing
environmental impacts from such projects.

The effective performance of this control measure hinges on the proper
maintenance of the BMPs used, particularly for the first two bullets above. For
example, structural controls, such as grates on outfalls to capture floatables, typically
need regular cleaning, while non-structural controls, such as training materials and
recycling programs, need periodic updating.

What Are Appropriate Measurable Goals?

Measurable goals, which are required for each minimum control measure, are
meant to gauge permit compliance and program effectiveness. The measurable goals,
as well as the BMPs, should consider the needs and characteristics of the operator and
the area served by its small MS4. The measurable goals should be chosen using an
integrated approach that fully addresses the requirements and intent of the minimum
control measure. An integrated approach for this minimum measure could include the
following measurable goals:

Target Date Activity
1 year ............ Pollution prevention plan (the new BMPs and revised procedures)

completed; employee training materials gathered or developed;
procedures in place for catch basin cleaning after each storm and             "
regular street sweeping.

2 years ..........Training for appropriate employees completed; recycling program fully
implemented.

3 years ..........Some pollution prevention BMPs incorporated into master plan; a certain
percentage reduction in pesticide and sand/salt use; maintenance
schedule for BMPs established.

4 years ..........A certain percentage reduction in floatables discharged; a certain
compliance rate with maintenance schedules for BMPs; controls in place
for all areas of concern.

4.6.3 Program Requirements: Evaluation/Assessment & Reporting

If coverage is obtained under a general permit or an individual permit under the
Phase II regulations, the operator of a regulated small MS4 is required to comply with
the evaluation/assessment and reporting requirements summarized in this section.
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Frequency of Reports
Reports must be submitted annually during the first permit term - permit terms are

typically a 5-year period. For subsequent permit terms, reports must be submitted in
years 2 and.4 only, unless the NPDES permitting authority requests more frequent
reports. Reports do not need to be submitted if the operator of the regulated small MS4
is relying on another entity to’satisfy all permit obligations (see section 4.5.1.3)

Required Report Content
The reports must include the following:

The status of compliance with permit conditions, including an assessment
of the appropriateness of the selected BMPs and progress toward achieving
the selected measurable goals for each minimum measure;

(3 Results of any information collected and analyzed, including monitoring
data, if any;

~3 A summary of the storm water activities planned for the next reporting cycle;

(3 A change in any identified best management practices or measurable goals
for any minimum measure; and

Notice of relying on another governmental entity to satisfy some of the
permit obligations (if applicable - see section 4.5.1.3 ).

A Change in Selected BMPs
If, upon evaluation of the program, improved controls are identified as necessary,

permittees should revise their mix of BMPs to provide for a more effective program.
Such a change, and an explanation of the change, must be noted in a report to the
NPDES permitting authority.

Recordkeeping Requirements
Records required by the NPDES permitting authority must be kept for at least 3

years and made accessible to the public at reasonable times during regular business
hours. Records need not be submitted to the NPDES permitting authority unless the
permittee is requested to do so.

4.7 SMALL MS4 PROGRAM COMPLIANCE PROCESS: What Do I Need to
Do To Comply?

Sections 4.1 through 4.6 of this guidance ,have provided a details on who’s covered and
what’s required under the Phase II regulations for regulated small MS4s. Now that you
are familiar with the Phase II program, this section walks you through the process, from
beginning to end, that an operator of a regulated small should take to comply with the
regulation. This step-by-step "walk-through" references the appropriate sections of the
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guidance along the way as a means for understanding how the information in sections
4.1 through 4.6 fits together.

The last page of this section includes a permitting decision tree to help operators of
MS4s determine if they need an NPDES storm water permit. By starting in the upper
left hand corner, an operator can follow the decision tree to determine if they fall under
Phase I or Phase II, and if they are eligible for a waiver.

Step 1: Determine if you are an operator of an MS4 (see section 4.1.1 ).

Step 2: As an operator of an MS4, determine if you are an operator of a small MS4
(see section 4.1.4).

Step 3: As an operator of a small MS4, determine if you are an operator of a
regulated small MS4 (see section 4.2). You need to find out if you are:

A. Automatically designated bythe rule
¯ First, determine if your system is located partially or fully within an

urbanized area (See section 4.3),
¯ Second, determine if you may qualify for a waiver (waivers are at the

discretion of the permitting authority). If you qualify for a waiver, stop
here. (See section 4.4)

B. Potentially designated by the NPDES permitting authority
¯ Determine if your system, located outside of a UA, may fit the criteria

for potential designation. Since designations are at the discretion of
the permitting authority, a final determination is made by the permitting
authority and not the small MS4 operator. If designated, continue with
Step 4.

Step 4: Read Phase 11 Rule and guidance, materials to get a sense of the permitting
options (see section 4.5 ) and program requirements (see section 4.6 ).

Step 5: Determine which neighbors are regulated as Phase I MS4s (refer to list on
the EPA web site) or Phase II MS4s (refer to Appendix 6 and maps of your
UA). This information will be used to base your decision as to whether to:
¯ Be a co-permittee with another regulated MS4. (See section 4.5.1.2 )
¯ Rely on another regulated MS4 for partial or full implementation of the

minimum measures on your behalf. (See section 4.5.1.3 )

Step 6: Determine if programs similar to one or more of the minimum measures is
already being performed by another entity. This information will be used to
decide whether you wish to rely on another entity for partial implementation
of the minimum measures on your behalf. (See section 4.5.1.3 )
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Step 7: Determine which permit option to choose (depends on which are made
available by the your NPDES permitting authority) (See section 4.5.1 )
¯ General permit under the Phase II regulation
¯ Individual permit under the Phase I or Phase II regulation
¯ Modification of a Phase I individual permit (Co-permittee with a large or

medium MS4)

In determine which option to choose, think about...
-- If you wish to be a co-permittee and share responsibilities based on

information from Step 5
If, instead of the co-permittee option, you wish to have own permit but
rely on another entity for implementing a measure or measures based
on information from Steps 5 & 6.

Step 8: Begin planning and development of your storm water management program

¯ Use menu of BMPs as a guide (provided by EPA or the permitting
authority). The EPA web site will also have references and links to
helpful guidance on every facet of a storm water management program
for MS4s.

¯ Meet with staff who will be responsible for implementing the storm water
management program (may be a multi-departmental team). Task them
with:

Assessing the storm water management characteristics and needs
of the area served by the regulated small MS4.

-- Determining appropriate BMPs and measurable goals
m Determining who will be responsible for what under the program

¯ Form a citizen advisory panel to help develop the program and give them
similar tasks as those given to the staff.

¯ Meet with local Phase I and Phase II MS4 operators to discuss co-
permittee status or sharing of resources, such as: hiring one enforcement
inspector for multiple areas, co-sponsoring household hazardous waste
collection events, or sharing a street sweeper, recycling truck, illicit
discharge detection cameras, or any other equipment. (Note: Nothing
listed here is required by the Phase II rule -- they are only examples)

¯ Meet with other entities that you may rely on to implement one or more of
the minimum measures to discuss the arrangement and any legal
agreements.

Step9: A. Under a General Permit:

1) Once a general permit is issued, read it carefully. You may not be
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required to implement every minimum measure due to the permitting
authority recognizing or referencing other similar programs (see section
4.5.2.1). For this reason, before the permit is issued (which is expected
to be no later than December 9, 2002) follow Step 8 but only do a
preliminary storm water management program until the final permit
requirements are know. Once the permit is issued, if you have chosen
this option you will need to make final decisions on the following issues
and complete the development of your storm water management plan:

¯ Do you want to be a co-permittee with another regulated small
MS4?

¯ Do you want to rely on another entity for some or all of the permit
requirements?

¯ Which BMPs and measurable goals will you u.se for each minimum
measure you will be implementing?

2} Fill out an NOI in accordance with the Phase II regulation. (See
section 4.6.2.1 )

B. Under an Individual Permit (new or modified):

If you have chosen one of the individual permit options (i.e., under Phase II,
under Phase I, or modified existing Phase i), you will need to continue
efforts in Step 8, as applicable, and complete development of your permit
application in accordance with the Phase II regulation. (See sections 4.6.2.2
through 4.6.2.4)

Step 10: Submit your NOI under a general permit or your individual permit
application to the NPDES permitting authority by March 10, 2003; unless
your NPDES permitting authority phases-in permit coverage and
establishes alternative deadlines (see section 4.5.2.2).

Step 11: Implement your storm water management program in accordance with
applicable standards (see section 4.6.1). The Phase II rule allows you up
to five years to fully implement your program, although the exact timeframe
is at the discretion of the your NPDES permitting authority.

Step 12: Write annual reports in your first permit term assessing the effectiveness of
BMPs and if measurable goals were met, and submit the reports to your
NPDES permitting authority. You may change the mix of BMPs originally
selected if you find that such a change is necessary to ensure a more
effective program. This step, as required in the Phase II regulations at
§ 122.34(g) and described in section 4.6.3, is not applicable if you sought
coverage under an individual permit under the Phase I regulations or under
a modification of an existing Phase I MS4 permit.
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Step 13: Be aware that you may need to take over implementation of a minimum
control measure if you are relying on another entity for its implementation
and the other entity fails to perform it effectively. This is why EPA
encourages a legally-binding agreement when choosing to rely on another
entity. Also, the permitting authority may chose to change your mix of
BMPs and measurable goals as submitted in you permit application if it
determines that your program is not effectively controlling pollutant
discharges.

4.8 FEDERAL AND STATE-OPERATED REGULATED SMALL MS4S: Unique
Program Implementation Issues

In addition to local government jurisdictions, small MS4s include certain Federal and
State-operated MS4s. Federal facilities were not designated for regulation by the
NPDES Phase I storm water program for MS4s. The Phase II Final Rule, however,
includes the "United States" in the definition of a small MS4, thereby including Federal
MS4 operators in the NPDES Phase II storm water program. Federal and State-
operated small MS4s can include universities, prisons, hospitals, roads (i.e.,
departments of transportation), military bases (e.g., State Army National Guard
barracks), parks, and office buildings/complexes.

The small MS4 program, largely designed with municipally-operated small MS4s in
mind, raises a number of implementation issues for Federal and State operators of
regulated small MS4s who must obtain an NPDES permit that requires the development
and implementation of a storm water management program that includes the six
minimum control measures. This section highlights potential implementation issues
related to the minimum control measures, and then discusses the implementation
options included in the rule that may help resolve these issues.

4.8.1 What Are Some Implementation Concerns?

This section profiles the three most common implementation issues raised in the
public comments submitted regarding Federal/State implementation of the small MS4
program.

How Does the Final Rule Account for Unique Characteristics?
Federal and State small MS4s possess a number of characteristics that set them

apart from their municipal counterparts. For example, whereas municipally-operated
MS4s largely serve resident populations, many Federal or State-operated MS4s, such
as medical clinics and departments of transportation (DOTs), do not. Other types of
Federal and State MS4s, such as military bases, prisons, and State universities, serve
populations that are different from a typical municipal population. Their unique
characteristics might lead Federal or State MS4 operators to question either the need
to implement the entire suite of minimum control measures or their ability to comply fully
with their Phase II storm water permit. The flexibility within the minimum measures
allows Federal and State MS4s to develop a storm water program that comprises the
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minimum measures in a way that makes sense for their circumstances.

What If the Operator Lacks Legal Authority?
Three of the minimum control measures (illicit discharge detection and elimination,

and the two .construction-related measures) require enforceable .controls on third party
activities to ensure successful implementation of the measure. Some Federal and
State operators, however, m~iy not have the necessary legal regulatory authority to
adopt these enforceable controls in the same manner as do local governments.

For example, a State DOT that is responsible for the portions of its roads running
through urbanized areas may not have the legal authority to impose restrictions on, and
penalties against, illicit (i.e., non-storm water) discharges into its MS4 if the source of
the discharge is outside the DOT’s right-of-way or jurisdiction. As in the case of local
governments that lack such authority, State and Federal MS4s are expected to utilize
the authori{y they do possess and to seek cooperative arrangements.

How Can the Program Be Implemented in Areas Where There Are Multiple
Reg ula ted En tities ?

Since the final rule provides automatic coverage of all small MS4s within an
urbanized area, regardless of political boundaries, coverage of multiple governments
and agencies in a single area is likely. For example, a city government that operates a
small MS4 within an urbanized area must obtain permit coverage alongside the county,
State, and Federal DOTs if they all operate a portion of the roads (i.e., MS4s) in the
city. All four entities are responsible for developing a storm water management
program for their MS4s (or portions thereof) within the urbanized area. EPA
encourages State and Federal small MS4 operators to establish cooperative
agreements with cities and counties in implementing their storm water programs.

4.8.2 Are There Implementation Strategies that Help Facilitate Program
Implementation?

This section offers two hypothetical strategies for resolving the implementation
issues raised above. The best solution may include a creative combination of
strategies.

STRATEGY #1
A Focus on Choosing Appropriate BMPs

The final rule requires the permittee to choose appropriate best management
practices (BMPs) for each minimum control r~easure. In other words, EPA expects
Phase II permittees to tailor their storm ~ater management plans and their BMPs to fit
the particular characteristics and needs of the permittee and the area served by its
MS4. Therefore, the Federal or State operator of a regulated storm sewer system can
take advantage of the flexibility provided Dy the rule to utilize the most suitable minimum
control measures for its MS4. Below is an example of tailored activities and BMPs that
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Federal or State operators can implement for each measure:

Q Public Education and Outreach. Distribute brochures and post fliers to
educate employees of a Federal hospital about the problems associated with
storm water runoff and the steps they can take to reduce pollutants in storm
water discharges. For example, employees could be advised against carelessly
discarding trash on the ground or allowing their cars to leak oil/fluids in the
parking lot.

Q Public Participationllnvolvement. Provide notice of storm water management
plan development and hold meetings at which employees of a Federal office
complex are encouraged to voice their ideas and opinions about the effort.
Request volunteers to help develop the plan.

Q Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination. Develop a map of the storm
sewer system on a military base. Perform visual dry weather monitoring of any
outfalls to determine whether the storm sewer system is receiving any non-storm
water discharges from the base. If a dry weather flow is found, trace it back to
the source and stop the discharge. Should a Federal military base identify an
illicit discharge, the source of which is traced to the boundary of its system, the
Federal operator should refer the discharge to the adjoining regulated MS4 for
further action.

Q Construction Site Runoff Control, Require the implementation of erosion and
sediment controls, and control of waste, for any Federal or State DOT road
construction. The DOT would review site plans for proper controls, perform
inspections, and establish penalties in the construction contract if controls are
not implemented. If construction is done directly by the regulated DOT instead
of a private contractor, the DOT could be penalized by the NPDES permitting
authority for non-compliance with its small MS4 permit in the event that controls
are not properly implemented.

Q Post-Construction Runoff Control. Require the implementation of post-
construction storm water controls for any new construction on the grounds of a
prison. This can be required as part of a construction contract, instituted as
internal policy, and considered during site plan review.

Q Pollution Prevention/Good Housekeeping for Municipal Operations. Train
maintenance staff at a State university to employ pollution prevention techniques
whenever possible. For example, ro.utinely pick up trash/litter from the university
grounds, use less salt on the parking lots and access roads in the winter,
perform any maintenance of university vehicles under shelter only, limit pesticide
use to the minimum needed, use vegetative buffer strips in the parking lots to
filter runoff, and keep dumpster lids closed.
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STRATEGY #2
Working with Other Entities

There may be instances when the Federal or State permittee has limited capabilities
to satisfy/one or more of the minimum control measures. As discussed.above, the
permittee may lack the proper legal authority to enforce controls (although it should try
to obtain the necessary legal authority if at all possible).

In the case of limited capabilities, the permittee can work with neighboring operators
of regulated small MS4s, preferably on a watershed basis, to form a shared storm water
management program in which each permittee is responsible fo.r activities that are
within individual legal authorities and abilities. The final rule allows the permittee to rely
on other entities, with their permission, to implement those minimum measures that the
permittee is otherwise unable to implement. Three examples are:

~J A State DOT with limited regulatory legal authority can reference a local sewer
district’s illicit detection and elimination program in its permit application,
provided the program sufficiently addresses illicit discharges into the DOT’s
storm sewer system.

~ The permittee or NPDES permitting authority can reference such programs as
coastal nonpoint pollution control programs, State or local watershed programs,
State or local construction programs, and environmental education efforts by
public or private entities.

~ The permittee can become a co-permittee with a r~eighboring Phase I MS4
through a modification of the Phase I MS4’s individual permit. This may be the
most logical and preferable option for those Federal and State entities located in
close proximity to Phase I MS4s.

Choosing to work with other governmental entities as a co-permittee, or referencing
parts of each other’s plans, can help resolve issues that may arise where multiple
regulated jurisdictions exist in the same area. Permittees can avoid duplicative efforts,
as well as territorial or regulatory disputes, by working together to implement the storm
water program.

Suggested Steps for Working with Other Entities

(1) Identify the boundaries of the urbanized area.

(2) Identify the operators of storm sewer systems or portions of the systems within the
urbanized area such as local, State, Tribal or Federal governments or other entities.

(3) In seeking permit coverage:
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Identify where another entity’s program may satisfy one or more
minimum control measure. If a program has requirements that are
equivalent to a minimum control measure’s required elements, the
operator of the regulated small MS4 may reference the program in its
permit application, provided the other entity gives it permission to do
so. While such an arrangement relieves the operator from
performing the minimum measure itself, the operator remains
ultimately responsible for the measure’s effective implementation.

OR

Team with an operator of a Phase I MS4 and become .a co-permittee
on its existing Phase I individual permit.

4.9 FUNDING OPTIONS

Possibly the biggest challenge for an operator of a regulated small MS4 in
implementing a storm water management program is finding funding for the program.
Funding is needed to maintain the staff, equipment and materials necessary to develop
and implement an effective program. Adequate funding is critical to the success of the
program but attaining it can be difficult as many other important programs compete for
the same limited revenues from a general fund. Therefore, the operator of a regulated
small MS4 will need to consider alternative funding options. This section provides brief
introductions to some of the various funding options currently in use across the country.
The following information on funding options was written by the American Public Works
Association (AWPA) as part of their Storm Water Phase II workshops:

Debt Financing: Typically used for capital-intensive projects, local governments
can issue debt to finance storm water management programs
and facilities. Revenue bonds - or bonds that rely on ongoing
source of revenue may be used. Alternatively, a general
obligation bond can be issued which are backed by the full faith
and credit of your municipality (based on your ability to generate
revenues though taxes and other fees).

Grants and Loans: Federal, State, or Regional grant or loan funds may be available
for some elements of the storm water program, depending on
the BMP’s selected and the location. Grants and loans are
usually applicable to specific projects and not on-going
activities, such as operation and maintenance.

Users/Utility Fees: Utility services charges are rates billed to customers for
providing storm water management services. The service
charges may be flat rates, or variable rates based on classes of
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customers. Utility service charges may represent a dedicated
source of funding and an ongoing method of funding some or all
storm water management programs.

Special Assessment: Properties can be assessed annually to fund storm water
management programs. Often, special assessments are used
to fund a special district or authority that can implement all or
portions of a region’s storm water management program.

Local Improvement Under this type of funding system, individual properties
benefitted by storm water projects are assessed to fund the
project. Some states require special enabling legislation to
establish this type of special benefits district.

General Fund: General fund monies are used for may storm water programs.
If storm water programs are funded from your General Fund,
the programs are at risk in each budget cycle. In addition, in
order to increase funding levels for your program, other local
government services may be affected or a general tax increase
may be required.

Inspection Fees: Plan review and inspection fees allows the community to
recover some or all of the direct cost associated with performing
design reviews for pre and post construction BMP’s.

Developer Fees: The developers construct needed facilities as a condition of
development and bear associated costs.

Alternative Fees:    Instead of constructing on-site facilities to meet development           "
requirements, developers may be given the option of paying a
comparable fee to be used by the local government to build
regional facilities that are designed to meet the same objectives
as the developer-constructed on-site mitigation.

Connection Fees: A one time charge assessed at the time of development to
recover a proportionate share of the cost of existing facilities
and planned future facilities. The applicability depends upon
legislation in each state.

Additional Resources
¯ Storm Water Utilities: Innovative Financing for Storm Water Management. 1992.

U.S. EPA, Office of Policy, Planning, and Evaluation. Washington, D.C.
¯ State and Local Funding of Nonpoint Source Control Programs. 1992. U.S. EPA,

Office of Water, Assessment and Watershed Protection Division. Washington, D.C.
¯ Storm Water Management Utility Implementation Manual. South Carolina Land

Resources Commission, Columbia, S.C.
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¯ Storm Water Maintenance and Financing Options draft). 1987. State of Maryland,

Maryland Department of Natural Resources.
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5.0 SMALL CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY

5.1 COVERAGE: Who Is Subject to the Phase II Rule?

The NPDES Storm Water Program defines construction activities as "small" and
"large" for the purposes of regulation. The Phase I storm water program covers large
construction activity. The Phase II storm water regulation covers small construction
activity. To understand who is covered under the Phase II Rule, it is necessary to
understand who is already covered under the Phase I Rule. Toward this end, this
section provides a definition of the type of construction activity covered by Phase I and
Phase II, as well as other definitions essential to understanding the construction
component of the NPDES Storm Water Program.

5.1.1 What Type of Construction Activity Is Covered Under the Phase I
Regulations?

The Phase I Rule identifies eleven
categories of industrial activity in the Construction activities can include road

definition of "storm water discharge building, construction of residential houses,
office buildings, industrial sites, or demolition.

associated with industrial activity" that
must obtain an NPDES storm water Land Disturbance means exposed soil due to
discharge permit ( see section 6.1 ). clearing, grading, or excavation activities.
Category (x) of this definition includes
construction activity- (including clearing, Larger common plan of development or sale
grading and excavation) that results in a describes a situation in which multiple

construction activities are occurring, or willtotal land disturbance of 5 acres or
occur, on a contiguous area.greater. Disturbances of less than 5

acres are also regulated under category An operator is the person or persons that has
(x) if they are part of a "larger common either operational control of construction project
plan of development or sale" with a plans and specifications, or day-to-day
planned land disturbance of 5 acres or operational control of activities necessary to
greater. Phase I construction activity is ensure compliance with storm water permit

commonly referred to as "large"
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construction activity, The Phase I rule requires all operators of large construction
activity to obtain an NPDES storm water discharge permit before discharging storm
water runoff to a municipal separate storm sewer system or waters of the United
States.

5.1.2 What Type of Construction Activity Is Covered Under the Phase II
Regulations?

In 1992, the Ninth Circuit court remanded for further proceedings the portion of
EPA’s Phase I storm water regulation related to category (x) construction activity
(NRDC v. EPA, 966 F.2d at 1292). EPA responded to the court’s decision by
designating under Phase II storm water discharges from construction site activities that
ultimately will result in a land disturbance of equal to or greater than I and less
than 5 acres as "storm water discharges associated with small construction activity"
(see § 122.26(b)(15)). The Phase II rule requires all operators of small construction
activity to obtain an NPDES storm water discharge permit before discharging storm
water runoff to a municipal separate storm sewer system or waters of the United
States.

Construction activities disturbing less than 1 acre are also included in Phase II of the
NPDES storm water program if they are part of a larger common plan of development
or sale with a planned disturbance of equal to or greater than 1 acre and less than 5
acres, or if they are designated by the NPDES permitting authority. The NPDES
permitting authority or EPA Region may designate construction activities disturbing less
than 1 acre based on the potential for contribution to a violation of a water quality
standard or for significant contribution of pollutants to waters of the United States.

The definition of small construction activity does not apply where the construction
operator can certify to one of two waivers - see section 5.2 for more information on
waiver options.

5.1.3 What is meant by the terms "land disturbance, .... larger common plan of
development or sale," and "operator" of a construction site?

The definitions of "land disturbance," "larger common plan of development or sale,"
and "operator" of a construction site are key in understanding coverage under the
NPDES Storm Water Program for construction activity. These definitions originate from
the NPDES storm water general permit for large construction activity.

¯ Land disturbance refers to exposed soil resulting from activities such as clearing,
grading and excavating.

¯ Larger common plan of development or sale is a contiguous area where multiple
separate and distinct construction activities are occurring under one plan (e.g., the
operator is building on three half-acre lots in a 6-acre development). The "plan" in a
common plan of development or sale is broadly defined as any announcement or
piece of documentation (including a sign, public notice or hearing, sales pitch,
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advertisement, drawing, permit application, zoning request, computer design, etc.)
or physical demarcation (including boundary signs, lot stakes, surveyor markings,
etc.) indicating that construction activities may occur on a specific plot.

¯ An operator of a construction site is the person (or persons) responsible for
obtaining coverage under an NPDES storm water permit for construction activity,
and complying with the permit requirements. An operator is the person or persons
that meet either of the following criteria:

¯ Has operational control of construction project plans and specifications,
including the ability to make modifications to those plans and
specifications; or

¯ Has day-to-day operational control of those activities at a project which are
necessary to ensure compliance with a storm water pollution prevention
plan (SWPPP) for the site or other permit conditions (e.g., they are
authorized to direct workers at a site to carry out activities required by the
SWPPP or comply with other permit conditions).

There may be more than one party at a site responsible for "operational control."
Depending on the project and the distinction between the parties’ (e.g., owner’s vs.
developer’s) responsibilities, there can either be a single party acting as a site
operator needing permit coverage or there can be two (or more) operators who may
share permit responsibilities. In cases where there are two or more operators, both
parties will need permit coverage if they choose to keep the responsibilities as
described in the above bullets separate, or they choose to separately maintain
operational control for different portions of the site, etc. In such cases both
operators should obtain permit coverage as co-permittees by co-submitting                  ,,
separate Notice of Intent forms, and should share in meeting permit conditions (e.g.,
generating the storm water pollution prevention plan, performing inspections, etc.).
The option to have one sole operator who is willing to assume complete
responsibility / liability for all permit requirements still exists and, in many cases, may
be the less overall burdensome way to comply with storm water requirements.

There are other instances where parties conduct earth disturbing activities at a site
but do not need their own permit coverage. Examples for whom this may apply
include a subcontractor who is under the supervision of the operator, or an entity that
is neither a subcontractor nor has operational control (e.g., a utility line installer).

Additional information on the responsibilities of operators can be found in Part III.E
of EPA’s NPDES Construction General Permit, published on February 17, 1998 (63
FR 7858). Part II of the fact sheet contained in the NPDES Construction General
Permit also provides answers to common questions regarding roles and
responsibilities of different parties involved on a construction site.
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Important note: NPDES-authorized States may use a different definition of
"operator" than the one provided above.

5.2 WAIVERS: Which Small Construction Activity Sites May Obtain a Waiver
From Coverage?

Under the Phase II Rule, NPDES permitting authorities have the option of providing
a waiver from Phase II coverage and requirements to operators of small construction
activity who certify to one of two conditions:

¯ Low predicted rainfall potential (i.e., activity occurs during a negligible rainfall
period), where the rainfall erosivity factor ("R" in the Revised Universal Soil Loss
Equation [RUSLE]) would be less than 5 during the period of construction activity.

¯ A determination that storm water controls are not necessary based on either:

(A) A "total maximum daily load" (TMDL) that address the pollutant(s) of concern
for construction activities; OR

(B) For nonimpaired waters that don’t require TMDLs, an equivalent analysis
that determines allocations for small construction sites for the pollutants of
concern or determines that such allocations are not needed to protect water
quality based on consideration of instream concentrations, expected growth
in pollutant concentrations from all sources, and a margin of safety.

Pollutants of concern include sediment or a parameter that
addresses sediment (such as total suspended solids, turbidity, or
siltation) and any other pollutant that has been identified as a cause of
impairment of a receiving waterbody.

The intent of these waiver provisions (see §§ 122.26(b)(15)(A) and(B)) is to waive
only those sites that are highly unlikely to have a negative effect on water quality.
Therefore, before applying for a waiver, operators of small construction activity are
encouraged to consider the potential water Quality impacts that may result from their
project and to carefully examine such factors as proximity to water resources and
sensitivity of receiving waters. Small construction activities disturbing less than 1 acre
that are designated by the permitting authority are not eligible for these waivers.

5.2.1 Waiver 1: The Rainfall Erosivity Factor Waiver

The Rainfall Erosivity Factor waiver is based on the potential for a construction
activity to occur in an area, or during a certain period of time, where there is low
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predicted rainfall potential and, therefore, less likelihood of causing impacts. This waiver
is time-sensitive and is dependent on when during the year a construction activity takes
place, how long it lasts, and the expected rainfall and intensity during that time. It creates
an incentive for construction site operators to build during the dry part of the year.

How would an operator qualify for, and certify to, this waiver?

To quali~ for this waiver, the construction site operator must determine the value of
the rainfall erosivity factor (R factor) in the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation
(RUSLE) and then certify to the permitting authority that the value of the factor is less than
5 during the period of construction. The RUSLE is a refinement of the Universal Soil
Loss Equation (USLE), which is a method developed by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture to measure soil loss from agricultural lands at various times of the year on a
regional basis. The R factor varies based on location and time period during the year.

A construction site operator will need site-specific data to calculate the values for
rainfall erosivity using the RUSLE. The rainfall erosivity factor is determir~ed in
accordance with Chapter 2 of Agriculture Handbook Number 703, Predicting Soft
Erosion by Water: A Guide to Conservation Planning With the Revised Universal Soil
Loss Equation (RUSLE). This handbook is no longer in print but Chapter 2 can be
obtained from EPA’s web site or by contacting EPA’s Water Resource Center.

5.2.1 Waiver 2: The Water Quality Waiver

The Water Quality waiver consists of: 1) a component for small construction sites that
will discharge to an impaired waterbody where total maximum daily load (TMDL)
assessments have been performed, and 2) a component for small construction sites that
will discharge to non-impaired waters where an analysis equivalent to the TMDL
assessments have been performed.

For impaired waters where technology-based controls required by NPDES permits
are not achieving State water quality standards, the CWA requires implementation of the
TMDL process.

The TMDL process establishes the maximum amount of pollutants a
waterbody can assimilate before water quality is impaired, then requires that
this maximum level not be exceeded. A TMDL assessment determines the
source or sources of a pollutant of concern, considers the maximum
allowable level of that pollutant for the waterbody, then allocates to each
source or category of sources a set level of the pollutant that it is allowed to
discharge into the waterbody. Allocations to point sources are called
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A TMDL is developed for each pollutant that is found to be contributing to the
impairment of a waterbody or a segment of a waterbody. To allow a waiver for
construction activities, a TMDL would need to address sediment, or a parameter that
addresses sediment such as total suspended solids, turbidity, or siltation. Additional
TMDLs addressing common pollutants from construction sites such as nitrogen,
phosphorus, and oil and grease also may be necessary to ensure water quality
protection and allow a waiver from the NPDES storm water program. More information
on TMDLs can be found at http://www.epa.govlowowltmdl!.

Non-impaired waterbodies do not require TMDL assessments. However,
construction site operators that discharge to non-impaired waterbodies are still eligible
for this waiver. A construction site operator is eligible for a waiver if an analysis
equivalent to a TMDL assessment is conducted for the pollutants of concern and it is
determined through this analysis that small construction sites would not have to control
their contribution of pollutants of concern to the waterbody to protect water quality. The
analysis may also determine that allocations are not needed to protect water quality
based on consideration of variables including existing in-stream concentrations;
expected growth in pollutant contributions from all sources; and a margin of safety. In this
situation, the construction site operator also qualifies for a waiver.

How would an operator qualify for, and certify to, this waiver?

EPA expects that when TMDLs, or equivalent analyses are completed, there may be
a determination that certain classes of sources, such as small construction sites, would
not have to control their contribution of pollutants of concern to the waterbody in order for
the waterbody to be in attainment with water quality standards (i.e., these sources were
not assigned wasteload allocations). In such a case, to qualify for the Water Quality
waiver, the operator of the construction site would need to certify that its construction
activity will take place, and the storm water discharges will occur, within the area covered
either by the TMDLs or equivalent analysis. A certification form would likely be provided
by the NPDES permitting authority.

5.3 PERMIT OPTIONS

The Storm Water Phase II Rule requires operators of small construction activities to
obtain National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit coverage
because their stormwater discharges are considered "point sources" of pollution. Point
source pollutant discharges, unlike nonpoint sources such as agricultural runoff, are
required under the Clean Water Act (CWA) to be covered by federally enforceable
NPDES permits.

NPDES storm water permits are issued by an NPDES permitting authority, which
may be an NPDES-authorized State or a U.S. EPA Region in non-authorized States
(see Appendix A for a list of U.S. EPA Regions). Once a permit application is submitted
by the operator of a small construction activity, the conditions of the permit must be
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satisfied (i.e., implementation of a storm water pollution prevention plan). This section
addresses the permit options under the Phase II regulations for operators of small
construction activity, as well as for the permitting authority. The permit requirements are
discussed in Section 5.4.

5.3.1 For Operators of Small Construction Activity: What Types of Permit
Coverage Are Available?

Similar to the Phase I program for large construction activity, the Phase II approach
allows operators of small construction activities to choose between two permitting
options. Each NPDES permitting authority has the discretion, however, to determine
which options are available to operators of small construction activities in their
jurisdiction.

1) General Permits

# General permits are strongly encouraged by EPA for small construction activity.
EPA anticipates that the existing general permit for large construction activity will
serve as a model for small construction activity general permits.

# General permits prescribe one set of requirements for all applicable permittees.
General permits are drafted by the NPDES permitting authority, then published for
public comment before being finalized and issued.

# A Notice of Intent (NOI) serves as the application for the general permit. Under
the Phase II Rule, NPDES permitting authorities have the discretion to not require
submittal of an NOI under a general permit for small construction activity.

# Small construction operators must submit an NOI and obtain coverage under a
general permit by March 10, 2003 or an earlier date set by the permitting authority
(if this option is available).

2) Individual Permits

# NPDES permitting authorities may deny coverage under general permits and
require operators to submit an individual NPDES permit application based on
information such as water quality data.

# In the event that an NPDES permitting authority decides to issue an individual
construction permit for small construction activity, operators are subject to the
individual application requirements found at 40 CFR §122.26(c)(1)(ii).

# For any discharges of storm water associated with small construction activity
identified in § 122.26(b)(15) that are not authorized by a general permit, an
individual permit application must be submitted to the permitting authority by
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March 10, 2003.

5.3.2 For the NPDES Permitting Authority

5.3.2.1 Alternative Option fo’r Writing Permit Requirements: Referencing a
Qualifying State, Tribal or Local Erosion and Sediment Control
Program

Under §122.44(s) of the Phase II Rule, permitting authorities have the flexibility to
develop permit conditions that incorporate by reference qualifying State, Tribal, or local
erosion and sediment control programs into permits for large and small construction
activity.

To be considered a qualifying State, Tribal, or local program, the program must
require construction site operators to:

¯ Implement appropriate erosion and sediment control BMPs;

¯ Control waste such as discarded building materials, concrete truck washout,
chemicals, litter, and sanitary waste at the Site that may cause adverse impacts to
water quality;

¯ Submit a site plan for review that incorporates consideration of potential water
quality impacts; and

¯ De~velop and implement a storm water pollution prevention plan (SWPPP)
containing elements similar to those required by other NPDES construction storm
water permits. ,,

In addition to these elements, a qualifying program for large construction activities
must also include any additional requirements necessary to achieve the applicable
technology-based standards of "Best Available Technology" (BAT) and "Best
Conventional Technology" (BCT) based on the best professional judgment of the permit
writer.

Important Note: Not all the construction programs administered by
NPDES-permitted MS4s would qualify. A primary reason for this is
because NPDES-permitted MS4s are not obligated under their permit to
require construction operators to develop a SWPPP.

Should a State, Tribal, or local program include one or more, but not all, of the elements
listed above, the NPDES permitting authority car~ reference the program in the permit,
provided it also lists the missing element(s) as a condition in the permit.

5.3.2.2 Permit Application: Optional Use of NOI$

Und, er’the Phase II Rule, EPA is providing NPDES permitting authorities with the
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discretion to not require NOIs under a general permit for discharges from small
construction activity, if desired. EPA does, however, recommend the use of NOIs for
tracking permit coverage and prioritizing inspections and enforcement. This alternative
option does not apply to general permits for large construction activity.

5.4 PERMIT REQUIREMENTS

The Phase II Rule requires operators of small construction sites, nationally, to obtain an
NPDES permit and implement practices to minimize pollutant runoff. The Phase II Rule
directs permitting authorities to develop and issue permits for small construction activity no
later than December 9, 2002. Operators of small construction activity will be required to
obtain permit coverage by March 10, 2003, or an earlier date set by the permitting
authority. However, operators may have to comply with local, State, or Tribal construction
runoff control programs (see section 4.6.2.4 for information on the Phase 11 small MS4’s
construction program).

For the Phase II small construction program, EPA has taken an approach similar to
Phase I where the program requirements are not fully defined in the rule but rather in the
NPDES permit by the NPDES permitting authority. EPA recommends that the NPDES
permitting authorities use their existing Phase I NPDES construction general permits.as a
guide to developing their Phase II construction permits. In doing so, the Phase II
requirements would be similar to the Phase I requirements described in subsection 5.4.2,
although the applicable standards for small construction activity are different as outlined in
subsection 5.4.1.

5.4.1 Applicable Water Quality Standards

Unlike the technology-based standards of BAT and BCT that are applicable to large
construction activity, an operator of small construction activity is required to design its
pollutant control plan so that it:

¯ Protects water quality (under CWA section 402(p)(6)); and

¯ Satisfies the appropriate water quality requirements of the CWA.

The water quality standards for large and small construction activity are different
because they were designated into the NPDES storm water program under two separate
sections of the CWA with differing standards Practically, though, the standard for small
construction activity would be substantively ’,t-~ same as the standard for large construction
activity.

5.4.2 Potential Small Construction Activity Permit Requirements

EPA currently has only one type of permit available for construction activity operators,
the NPDES Construction General Permit. This permit provides coverage to
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large construction activities only. EPA expects any general permit for small construction
activity to be very similar to the CGP. To gain familiarity with the CGP, the three main
elements of the CGP are included below.

Important note: This section on the CGP requirements is included for
informational purposes only in order to provide a sense of what the permit
requirements for small construction activity may be -these are not the requirements
for small construction activity.

5.4.2.1 Notice of Intent

A complete and accurate NOI must be submitted to the NPDES permitting authority.
An NOI includes general information and a certification that the activity will not impact
endangered or threatened species. This certification is unique to EPA’s NQI and is not a
requirement of most NPDES-delegated State’s NOIs.

An NOI must be postmarked at least two days prior to commencement of any work on
site (if the operator has control over plans and specifications) or two days prior to
commencement of the operator’s portion of the work (if the operator has only day-to-day
operational control).

5.4.2.2 Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP)

The most important requirement of the CGP is the construction storm water pollution
prevention plan (SWPPP) that includes the appropriate BMPs to minimize the discharge
of pollutants from the site. The CGP requires at least one SWPPP for each construction
project or site.

The construction site operator, or operators, must develop the SWPPP prior to
submitting the NOI to obtain permit coverage. Unlike the NOI and other reporting forms,
the operator(s) does not submit the SWPPP to the permitting authority. Instead, the
SWPPP remains onsite and made accessible according to the requirements described in
the CGP.

The SWPPP comprises several elements:

¯ Site description. This will contain a description of potential pollutant sources and
other information.

¯ Controls (BMPs). This part of the SWPPP must clearly describe not only the
controls, but also the timing and responsible permittee for implementing the controls
in the following categories:

¯ Erosion and Sediment Controls
¯ Storm Water Management Controls
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¯ Other Controls

¯ Inspections. Another critical element of the SWPPP is regular inspections of
disturbed areas of the site that has not been stabilized; exposed materials storage
areas; structural controls; and vehicle entrances and exits.

¯ Maintenance. The SWPPP also requires that operators perform maintenance on
the controls (BMPs) to ensure they are in effective operating condition.

¯ Signatures. The SWPPP must be signed by at least one of the persons
responsible for submitting an NOI for the project.

¯ Accessibility. The CGP requires the operator(s) to retain a copy of the SWPPP at
the construction site or other local location accessible to the permitting authority.

More information on the construction SWPPP requirements can be found in the CGP,
published on February 17, 1998 (63 FR 7858, p. 7906). EPA has also issued a
construction general permit for Regions IV and VI. Contact your EPA Regional office or
State environmental agency for information on construction permits in your State. In
addition, EPA published a construction SWPPP guidance in a document entitled Storm
Water Management for Construction Activities: Developing Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plans and Best Management Practices (EPA 832-R-92-005, September
1992).

5.4.2.3    Notice of Termination (NOT)

A completed Notice of Termination (NOT) must be submitted to the NPDES permitting
authority within 30 days after one or more of the following conditions have been met:

¯ Final stabilization has been achieved on all portions of the site for which the permittee
is responsible;

¯ Another operator/permittee has assumed control over all areas of the site that have not
been finally stabilized; or

¯ For residential construction only: temporary stabilization of a lot has been completed
prior to transference of ownership to the homeowner, with the homeowner being made
aware of the need to perform final stabilization.

5.5 INTEGRATION OF NPDES PROGRAM FOR CONSTRUCTION WITH NPDES
PROGRAM FOR MS4S
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There is often confusion about the interaction between the NPDES Storm Water
Program for construction activity, which has been the topic of discussion in this section,
and the construction runoff control program implemented by NPDES-regulated MS4s,
which was the topic of discussion in section 4.6.2.4.

These are two separate and distinct construction programs.

A construction operator is subject to requirements under BOTH programs if it is
located in an NPDES-regulated MS4’s jurisdiction.

The NPDES Storm Water Program for Construction is administered by the NPDES
permitting authority, either the State or an EPA Regional Office.

This program requires the construction site operator to seek coverage under an
NPDES storm water discharge permit for construction. The current permit, the
Construction General Permit, requires the operator to submit an NOI, develop a
SWPPP, and comply with other applicable NPDES storm water discharge
permit requirements.

The Construction General Permit (CGP) currently only applies to large
construction activity disturbing greater than 5 acres. Permits for small
construction activity will be issued by each NPDES permitting authority by
December 9, 2002.

The NPDES Storm Water Program for MS4s: MS4 Construction Runoff Control
Programs are administered by the MS4 operator. The MS4 operator’s NPDES storm
water discharge permit requires it to establish requirements to control storm water
discharges from construction activity and new development and redevelopment.

Regulated small MS4s must control 1 acre and above.

Medium and large MS4s have no particular size thresholds that they must
control - differs among MS4s

The specific requirements of the construction programs will vary among MS4s.
An MS4 permit typically does not specify that the MS4 operator must require a
SWPPP or that a permit application be submitted.

5.6 SMALL CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY COMPLIANCE PROCESS: What Do I
Need To Do To Comply?

Sections 5.1 through 5.5 of this guidance have provided details on who’s covered, who
may be w.aived, and what may be required under the Phase II regulations for small
construction activity. Now that you are familiar with the Phase II program, this section
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walks you through the process, from beginning to end, that an operator of a small
construction activity should take to comply with the regulation. This step-by-step "walk-
through" assumes the issuance of a general permit for small construction activity that is
similar to the CGP. Remember, the general permit for small construction activity may have
different requirements, timeframes, and deadlines than what is noted here. Repeat the
steps for each individual construction site.

The last page of this section includes a permitting decision tree to help operators of
construction activity determine if they need an NPDES storm water permit. By starting in
the upper left hand corner, an operator can follow the decision tree to determine if they fall
under Phase I, Phase II, or are eligible for a waiver.

Step 1: Determine if your construction site will discharge storm water runoff into a MS4
(see section 4.1.1 for definition) or to waters of the United States. If so, proceed
to Step 2. If not, stop here.

Waters of the United States include interstate lakes, rivers, streams
(including intermittent streams), mudfiats, sandflats, wetlands, sloughs,
prairie potholes, wet meadows, playa lakes, or natural ponds the use,
degradation, or destruction of which would affect or could affect
interstate or foreign commerce. (Waste treatment systems, including
treatment ponds or lagoons designed to meet the requirements of CWA
are not waters of the United States.) A complete definition can be found
at 40 CFR 122.2.

Step 2: Determine if your construction site’s storm water discharge will meet the
definition of a "storm water discharge associated with small construction
activity." If so, proceed to Step 3. If not, stop here. (See section 5.1.2)

Step 3: If your site meets the definition of small construction activity, determine if it
qualifies for a waiver from the permit requirements. If so, stop here. If not,
proceed to Step 4. (See section 5.2)

Step 4: Obtain and read the applicable storm water discharge permit for small
construction activity (or the CGP until the small construction permit has been
issued to get a sense of the upcoming permit requirements). The small
construction permit should be issued by the NPDES permitting authority by
December 9, 2002. (See section 5.4.2 for potential requirements)

Step 5: Determine which parties are considered operators and, therefore, are
.responsible for complying with the requirements described in the storm water
permit for small construction activity (See section 5.1.3)
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Step 6: Develop a SWPPP. (See section 5.4.2.2)

¯ SWPPPs must be developed prior to submitting the NOI.

¯ You do not need to submit the SWPPP to your NPDES permitting authority,
however, it should be accessible to the public.

Step 7: Complete and submit an NOI. (See section 5.4.2.1)

¯ Your NPDES permitting authority may or may not require a NOI. If so, the
Phase II regulation requires that you submit your NOI no later than March 10,
2003 (or 90 days after the NPDES permitting authority issues the permit,
whichever comes first).

¯ Submit a completed NOI to your NPDES permitting authority two days prior
to beginning work at the construction site.

Step 8: Implement the SWPPP.

¯ Includes generation of inspection reports that are to be kept on-site.

Step 9: Complete and submit an NOT. (See section 5.4.2.3)

¯ Submit a completed NOT to your NPDES permitting authority within 30 days
after one or more of the appropriate conditions have been met.
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6.0 INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY

6.1 PHASE I INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY: What Industrial Activities are Covered by
Phase I of EPA’s Storm Water Program?

The 1990 storm water regulations for
Phase I of the federal storm water program
identify eleven categories of industrial Storm Water Discharge

Associated with Industrial Activityactivities under the definition of a "storm
water discharge associated with industrial (40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)(i) - (xi))
activity" that must obtain a National ¯ Facilities subject to storm water
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System effluent limitation guidelines; new
(NPDES) permit. The categories contain source performance standards, or toxic
industries listed either by reference to an pollutant effluent standards under 40
industry’s Standard Industrial Classification CFR Subchapter N.
(SIC) code, or by a short narrative ¯ "Heavy" industrial facilities with SIC
description of the activity found at the codes listed in 40 CFR
industrial site (see text box at right for more 122.26(b)(14)(ii), (iii), and (vi)
detailed descriptions). For facilities that ¯ "Light" industrial facilities with SIC
match the SIC codes or description in one codes listed in 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)
of the categories, only those that have a (xi), which conduct the activities
storm water discharge to a municipal specified in that sections.

¯ Hazardous waste treatment, storage, orseparate storm sewer system (MS4) or
waters of the United States are required to disposal facilities.

¯ Landfills, land application sites, andseek permit coverage. The NPDES permit
open dumps that receive or haverequirements vary between individual and received industrial waste.

general permits, but in general involve the ¯ Steam electric power generating
development of a storm water pollution facilities.
prevention plan based upon site ¯ Sewage treatment works.
assessments, monitoring and reporting ¯ Construction activity (including
data on storm water discharges, and clearing, grading, and excavation)
mitigating any possible effects of disturbing five or more acres of land, or
discharges on endangered species and less than five acres of land if it is part of
national historic properties (for EPA issued a larger common plan of development
permits), or sale of five acre or greater.
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Under the Phase I regulations, operators of facilities within category eleven (xi),
commonly referred to as "light industry," were exempted from the definition of "storm
water discharge associated with industrial activity," and the subsequent requirement to
obtain an NPDES permit, provided their industrial materials or activities were not
"exposed" to storm water. This Phase I no exposure exemption from permitting was
limited to those facilities identified in category (xi), and did not require category (xi)
facility operators to submit any information supporting their no exposure claim.

In 1992, the Ninth Circuit court remanded to EPA for further rulemaking the no
exposure exemption for light industry after making a determination that the limited
exemption was arbitrary and capricious. The result was a revised no exposure
exemption (now an "exclusion") as part of the Phase II regulation.

6.2 PHASE II NO EXPOSURE EXCLUSION: What is the Conditional No
Exposure Exclusion for Industrial Activity as Revised by this Regulation?

The intent of the no exposure provision is to provide a simplified method for
complying with the Clean Water Act to all industrial facilities that are entirely indoors.
This includes facilities that are located within a large office building, or at which the only
items permanently exposed to precipitation are roofs, parking lots, vegetated areas, and
other non-industrial areas or activities.

As revised in the Phase II regulation, if a condition of No Exposure exists at a
Phase I industrial facility, then permits will not be required for storm water discharges
from these facilities. All industrial facilities that have no exposure of materials to storm
water, including the "light industrial" facilities, must submit a certification to the
permitting authority. The facility must certify that a condition of No Exposure exists at
its facility and either maintain a condition of no exposure or obtain a permit. The
following subsections discuss who is eligible for the revised no exposure exclusion, the
definition of no exposure, and the requirement to submit a written certification of no
exposure in place of a permit application.

6.2.1 Who is Eligible to Qualify for the No Exposure Exclusion?

The Phase II Conditional No Exposure Exclusion represents a significant expansion
in the scope of the original no exposure provision in terms of eligibility. Now,
all Pha.se I industrial categories with a condition Of no exposure, except for construction
activity, are eligible for the no exposure exclusion. The exclusion from permitting is
available on a facility-wide basis only, not for individual outfalls

6.2.2 What is the Befinition of No Exposure?

The Phase II regulatory definition of no exposure is as follows:

No exposure means all industrial materials and activities are protected
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by a storm resistant shelter to prevent exposure to rain, snow,
snowmelt, and/or runoff. Industrial materials or activities include, but
are not limited to, material handling equipment or activities, industrial
machinery, raw materials, intermediate products, by-products, final
products, or waste products.

A storm resistant shelter is not required for the following industrial
materials and activities:
¯ Drums, barrels, tanks, and similar containers that are tightly

sealed, provided those containers are not deteriorated and do
not leak. "Sealed" means banded or otherwise secured and
without operational taps or valves;

¯ Adequately maintained vehicles used in materials handling;
¯ Final products, other than products that would be mobilized in

storm water discharges (e.g., rock salt).

The term "storm-resistant shelter," as used in the no exposure definition, includes
completely roofed and walled buildings or structures, as well as structures with only a
top cover but no side coverings, provided material under the structure is not otherwise
subject to any run-on and subsequent runoff of storm water.

While the intent of the no exposure provision is to promote a condition of permanent
no exposure, certain machinery, such as trucks, may become temporarily exposed to
rain and snow while passing between buildings. Adequately maintained mobile
equipment (e.g., trucks, automobiles, forklifts, trailers, or other such general purpose
vehicles found at the industrial site that are not industrial machinery, and that are not
leaking contaminants or are not otherwise a source of industrial pollutants) also can be
exposed to precipitation or runoff. Such activities alone would not prevent a facility
from certifying to no exposure. Similarly, trucks or other vehicles awaiting maintenance
at vehicle maintenance facilities that are not leaking contaminants or are not otherwise
a source of industrial pollutants, would not be considered exposed.

EPA recognizes that there are circumstances where permanent no exposure of
industrial activities or materials is not possible and, therefore, under such conditions,
materials and activities could be sheltered with temporary covers (e.g., tarps) between
periods of permanent enclosure. The No Exposure provision does not specify every
such situation, but NPDES permitting authorities can address this issue on a case-by-
case basis.

The Phase II regulation also addresses particulate matter emissions from roof
stacks/vents. If regulated by, and in compliance with, other environmental protection
programs (i.e., air quality control programs) and not causing storm water contamination,
they are considered not exposed. Particulate matter or visible deposits of residuals
from roof stacks and/or vents not otherwise regulated (i.e., under an air quality control
program) and evident in storm water outflow are considered "exposed." Likewise,
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visible "track out" (i.e., pollutants carried on the tires of vehicles) or windblown raw
materials are considered "exposed." Leaking pipes containing contaminants exposed
to storm water are deemed "exposed," as are past sources of storm water
contamination that remain onsite. General refuse and trash, not of an industrial nature,
is not considered exposed as long as the container is completely covered and nothing
can drain out holes in the bottom, or is lost in loading onto a garbage truck. Industrial
refuse and trash that is left uncovered, however, is considered "exposed."

6.2.3 What Do I Need To Know About Certifying to a Condition of No Exposure?

In order to obtain the Conditional No Exposure exclusion, you will have to submit
written certification that your facility meets the definition of "no exposure," even if you
are a category (xi) facility operator. The Phase II Rule included as an appendix to the
preamble a four-page No Exposure Certification form to be used for this purpose in
areas where EPA is the NPDES permitting authority. EPA’s certification form uses a
series of yes/no questions which you must answer regarding the your industrial activity.
You may certify to no exposure if you can answer "no" to all of the questions.

Important note: EPA’s No Exposure Certification form applies ~ in areas
where EPA is the NPDES permitting authority. Where a State is the NPDES
permitting authority, the State will issue its own form. Since most aspects of
EPA’s form are also regulatory requirements as to what must be included
within a written certification of no exposure, you may expect the State forms to
be very similar to EPA’s.

The Certification form serves two purposes: 1) as an aid to help you in determining
whether you have a condition of No Exposure at your facility or site, and 2) as the
necessary written certification of No Exposure, provided you are able to answer all the
questions in the negative.

~ If, after you have completed the form, you find that you answered "yes" to one or
more of the questions about possible exposure, you must make the appropriate
changes at the facility if you still wish to apply for the conditional exclusion.
These changes must remove the particular material, process, or activity at the
facility or site from exposure to storm water.

~3 If, after completing the form, you find that you were able to check "no" to every
question, you qualify for the no exposure exclusion and must sign and submit the
form to your NPDES permitting authority.

Certification Facts:
¯ The certification must be completed a~ submitted to your permitting authority once

every 5 years, and can only be done ~o ~f ’,he condition of no exposure continues to
exist at the facility.

¯ The Certification must be provided for each facility qualifying for the no exposure
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exclusior~.
¯ The form is non-transferable. If a new operator takes over your facility, they must

complete, sign, and submit a new form to claim the no exposure exclusion when
they assume control over the operations of the facility.

6.2.4 Are There Any Concerns Related to Water Quality Standards?

Yes. An operator certifying that its facility qualifies for the conditional no exposure
exclusion may, nonetheless, be required by the permitting authority to obtain permit
authorization. Such a requirement would follow the permitting authority’s determination
that the facility’s discharge is likely to have an adverse impact on water quality.

Many efforts to achieve no exposure can employ simple good housekeeping and
contaminant cleanup activities such as moving materials and activities indoors into
existing buildings or structures. In limited cases, however, industrial operators may
make major changes at a site to achieve no exposure. These efforts may include
constructing a new building or cover to eliminate exposure or constructing structures to
prevent run-on and storm water contact with industrial materials and activities. Major
changes undertaken to achieve no exposure, however, can increase the impervious
area of the site, such as when a building is placed in a formerly vegetated area.
Increased impervious area c-~n lead to an increase in the volume and velocity of storm
water runoff, which, in turn, can result in a higher concentration of pollutants in the
discharge, since fewer pollutants are naturally filtered out.

The concern of increased impervious area is addressed in one of the last questions
on the Certification form, which asks, "Have you paved or roofed over a formerly
exposed, pervious area in order to qualify for the no exposure exclusion? If yes, please
indicate approximately how much area was paved or roofed over." This question is
intended to aid the NPDES permitting authority in assessing the likelihood of such
actions interfering with water quality standards. Where this is a concern, the facility
operator and its NPDES permitting authority should take appropriate actions to ensure
that water quality standards can be achieved.

6.2.5 Industrial Program Compliance Process: What Do I Need To Do To Obtain
the No Exposure Exclusion and Comply with Applicable Requirements?

Sections 6.1 through 6.2.4. of this guidance have provided information necessary to
understand the conditional no exposure exclusion. Now that you are familiar with the
no exposure exclusion, this section walks you through the process, from beginning to
end, that an operator of industrial activity will need to take to comply with the Phase II
regulation. This step-by-step "walk-through" assumes the issuance of a no exposure
certification form that is similar to EPA’s form. Remember, a State’s certification form
may have different requirements and deadlines than what is noted here. Repeat the
steps for each individual facility or site.
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Step 1: Determine if your industrial activity meets the definition of a "discharge
associated with industrial activity." If so, proceed to Step 2. If not, stop here.
(See section 6.1 )

¯̄ If you are a regulated industrial operator, you need to either apply for a
storm water permit, or submit a no exposure certification, in order to be in
compliance with the NPDES storm water regulations. Any storm water
permit you may currently hold becomes null and void once a completed
conditional no exposure certification form is submitted

Step 2: Obtain the no exposure certification form from your NPDES permitting
authority. Determine if your regulated industrial activity meets the definition of
" no exposure" and qualifies for the exclusion from permitting. If it does,
proceed to Step 3. If not, stop here and obtain industrial storm water permit
coverage (probably through the multi-sector general permit or similar permit).

¯ The conditional no exposure exclusion option is currently available only for
facilities in areas where EPA is the NPDES permitting authority. In all
other areas, where the State is the NPDES permitting authority, the facility
operators will need to wait until the State makes the option available.

Step 3: Submit the certification form to your NPDES permitting authority -- a new form
must be submitted once every 5 years.

¯ Be aware that even when you certify to no exposure, your NPDES
permitting authority still retains the authority to require you to apply for an
individual or general permit if it has determined that your discharge is
contributing to the violation of, or interfering with the attainment or
maintenance of, water quality standards, including designated uses.

Step 4: Submit a copy, upon request, of the certification form to the municipality in
which the facility is located.

Step 5: Allow your NPDES permitting authority or, if discharging into a municipal
separate storm sewer system, the operator of the system, to (1) inspect the
facility and (2) make such inspection reports publicly available upon request.

Step 6: Maintain & condition of no exposure.

¯ The no exposure exclusion is conditional and not an outright exemption.
Therefore, if there is a change in circumstances that causes exposure of
industrial activities or materials to storm water, the you are required to
comply immediately with all the requirements of the NPDES Storm Water
Program, including applying for and obtaining a storm water discharge
permit.
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¯ Failure to maintain the condition of no exposure or obtain coverage under
an NPDES permit can lead to the unauthorized discharge of pollutants to
waters of the United States, resulting in penalties under the CWA.

6.3 ISTEA MORATORIUM: How Has this Regulation Affected the Municipally-
Operated Industrial Activity Subject to the Intermodal Surface
Transportation Enforcement Act (ISTEA) Moratorium?

Provisions within ISTEA temporarily delayed the deadline for Phase I industrial
activities operated by municipalities with populations of less than 100,000 people to
obtain an NPDES storm water discharge permit. Congress delayed the permitting
deadline to allow small municipalities additional time to comply with NPDES
requirements. This moratorium on permitting did not apply to power plants, airports,
and uncontrolled sanitary landfills operated by small municipalities.

The Phase II Rule slightly extended this temporary exemption from permitting and
set a deadline of no later than March 10, 2003 for all ISTEA-exempted municipally-
operated industrial activities to obtain NPDES permit coverage. Of course, like any
other regulated industrial activity, these municipally-operated industrial activities are
eligible to qualify for the no exposure exclusion from permitting if a condition of no
exposure exists. Municipal-operators must follow the same procedures outlined in
Section 6.2.4 in order to obtain an exclusion from permitting.

Many of the small municipalities that will now have to obtain permit coverage for
their industrial activity will also have to obtain permit coverage for their small MS4 (see
section 4.0) and small construction activity (see section 5.0). The Phase II regulation
deadlines for industrial, small MS4, and small construction permit coverage are all the
same - no later than March 10, 2003 - to allow the NPDES permitting authority to issue
one individual permit that covers all three components if it chooses to do so.
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7.0 THE COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE PROCESS

7.1 How Will EPA Determine Compliance?

EPA employs several approaches to monitor compliance with its environmental
regulations, including both EPA-initiated and facility-initiated methods.

1. Inspections - EPA may conduct periodic inspections at facilities subject to this
regulation. Inspections may be initiated by disclosures to EPA, randomly selecting
facilities, or a variety of targeting methods. Inspections may be used, for instance,
to monitor recordkeeping requirements, visit sites where storm water controls
should be in place, and/or verify that facilities have permits.

2. Permits, Records, and Reports - Permits are not required for small construction
sites and regulated small MS4s for up to three years and 90 days from the effective
date of the final rule. After general permits are issued, the NPDES permitting
authorities intend to use the data in storm water permit applications, construction
waiver certifications, storm water pollution prevention plans (SWPPPs), no
exposure certifications, records, and reports (as required by the Phase II regulation)
to set appropriate permit conditions and track discharges covered by a storm water
permit. Compliance and enforcement authorities will use the information to assess
the regulated entity’s level of compliance.

3. Review of No Exposure Certifications - Operators of industrial facilities that are
eligible for a no exposure exclusion from the NPDES permitting requirements may
prepare, and submit for review, a no exposure certification. NPDES authorities will
use the information contained in the certification in determining compliance with the
no exposure provisions. This information will particularly assist in determining
compliance with the no exposure certification in conjunction with complaints from
the public.

4. Self-audit and Self Disclosure - Facilities have the primary responsibility for
ensuring that they are in continuous compliance. EPA encourages the facility to
take advantage of EPA’s Audit Policy, Small Business Policy, or Small Community
Policy (these will be discussed in more detail in section 7.2).

In addition to this document, to aid in determining whether it is in compliance, the
facility might use a document currently being developed by EPA entitled "Protocol
for Conducting Environmental Compliance Audits under the Storm
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Water Program." This protocol, which is a part of a set containing other statute-
specific audit protocols, is a tool to assist and encourage businesses and
organizations to perform environmental audits and disclose violations in
accordance with EPA’s Audit Policy. The protocol provides guidance on key
requirements, defines regulatory terms, gives an overview of the federal laws
affecting a particular environmental management area, and’includes a checklist
for review of the facility: EPA anticipates making the document available for
public use in summer 2000. To see a sample of protocols that have been
completed under other statutes (RCRA, EPCRA, CERCLA), visit the Internet
site: http://es.epa.gov/oeca/ccsmd/profile.html,

7.2 If I Discover a Violation, How Can I Work With The Agency to Correct It?

EPA promotes environmental compliance by providing incentives. By participating
in compliance assistance programs or voluntarily disclosing violations and promptly
correcting violations, businesses may get penalty waivers or reductions. EPA has three
policies that potentially apply to entities regulated by the Storm Water Phase II Rule.
These policies do not apply if an enforcement action has already been initiated.

Audit Policy. The first of these policies is "Incentives for Self-Policing: Discovery,
Di,~closure, Correction and Prevention of Violations"(60 FR 66706), known as the
"Audit Policy". EPA initiated this policy to provide entities of all sizes with incentives to
voluntarily discover and promptly disclose and correct violations of environmental
regulations. For a more detailed description of the Audit Policy, visit the Internet site at:
www.epa.gov/oeca/polguid/polyguidl.html.

Small Business Policy. EPA’s "Policy on Compliance Incentives for Smafl
Business"was developed to help small businesses with 100 or fewer employees
achieve environmental compliance by creating benefits for businesses that make a
good faith effort to comply with environmental regulations before a government agency
discovers a violation or otherwise takes an enforcement action. The Policy currently
provides incentives, such as penalty waivers or penalty reduction, for businesses that
participate in on-site compliance assistance programs or conduct environmental audits
to discover, disclose, and correct violations. The Policy is presently being modified to
broaden when and how a small business can take advantage of the Policy. Revisions
are expected in spring of 2000. Please see www.epa.gov/oeca/polguid or contact
Ginger Gotliffe (202-564-7072) for more infermation.

Small Community Policy. The "Poh~’y ~,~ Flexible State Enforcement Responses
to Small Community Violations" (November 1995) promotes alternative strategies for
communities to achieve environmental and economic goals. States are encouraged to
use multimedia compliance assistance a~d ~r~oritize compliance issues to address
specific needs of their small communities. As long as states work within the parameters
of the Policy, EPA will generally defer to their decision to waive part or all of the penalty
for a small community’s environmental violations. This approach allows small
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communities to apply their limited resources to fixing their environmental problems,
rather than to paying penalties. The policy applies to communities generally comprised
of fewer than 2,500 residents. In the context of the Storm Water Phase II Rule, small
MS4s that are not eligible for waivers from their regulatory requirements would be most
likely to take advantage of this policy. For a more detailed description of the Small
Communities Policy, visit the Internet sites: www.epa.gov/oeca/scpolcy.html or
www.epa.gov/oeca/ccsmd/mun.html.

7.3 Where Can I Go for Compliance Assistance on the Storm Water Phase II
Rule?

The permitting authority is the leading source for information on the Storm Water
Phase II Rule. EPA is also developing a "tool box" to assist States, Tribes,
municipalities, and other parties involved in the Phase II program. This tool box will
facilitate implementation of the storm water program in an effective and cost-efficient
manner. The tool box is available on EPA’s web page at
http://www.epa.gov’owm/sw/phase2 and consists of the following eight major
components:

- Fact Sheets
- Guidance Documents
- Menu of BMPs
- Training and Outreach Efforts
-Information Clearinghouse
- Technical Research
- Support for Demonstration Projects
- Compliance Monitoring/Assistance Tools

In addition, EPA provides widely available compliance assistance through the
establishment of national compliance assistance centers, in partnership with industry,
academic institutions, and other federal and state agencies. Centers have been
established that provide services for several industries that contain many small
businesses. Compliance assistance centers offer a range of communications services,
including Web sites, e-mail groups, fax-back systems, and telephone assistance lines.
Each Center is targeted to a specific sector and explains relevant federal environmental
regulations. For instance, local governments can use the services of the Local
Government Environmental Assistance Network (LGEAN). LGEAN is a "first-stop shop"
providing environmental management, planning, and regulatory information for local
government elected and appointed officials, managers, and staff. It provides 24-hour
access to regulatory and pollution prevention information, message boards, regulatory
updates, grants and information, and more. It is a good source for compliance
assistance information on the Storm Water Phase II Rule.

For more information on EPA’s compliance assistance centers, please contact Tracy
Back (202-564-7076). You can access all the centers through
www.epa.gov/oeca/mcfac.html or individually at:
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EPA’s Compliance Assistance Centers

Center Phone Web Address

Local Government Environmental Assistance 1-877-TO-LGEAN www.lge.an.org
Network (LGEAN)

National Metal Finishing Resource Center 1-800-AT-NMFRC www.nmfrc.org

Printers’ National Environmental Assistance 1-888-USPNEAC www.pneac.org
Center

CCAR-Greenlink (the Automotive Compliance 1-888-GRN-LINK www.ccar-greenlink.org
Information Assistance Center)

National Agriculture Compliance Assistance 1-888-663-2155 www.epa.gov/oeca/ag
Center

Printed Wiring Board Resource Center 1-734-995-4911 www.pwbrc.org

ChemAIliance 1-800-672-6048 www.chemalliance.org

Transportation Environmental Resource 1-888-459-0656 www.transource.org
Center

Paints and Coatings Resource Center 1-800-286-6372 www.paintcenter.org
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7.4 If the Agency Discovers a Violation, What Might Be Its Response?

To maximize compliance, EPA implements a balanced program of compliance
assistance, compliance incentives, and traditional law enforcement. EPA knows that
small businesses which must comply with complicated new statutes or rules often want .
to do the right thing, but may lack the requisite knowledge, resources, or skills.
Compliance assistance information and technical advice helps small businesses to
understand and meet their environmental obligations. Compliance incentives, such as
our Small Business Policy, encourage persons to voluntarily discover, disclose, and
correct violations before they are identified by the government. EPA’s strong law
enforcement program protects all of us by targeting persons who neither comply nor

cooperate to address their problems.

~ EPA uses a variety of methods to determine whether regulated
entities are complying, including inspecting facilities, reviewing
records and reports, and responding to citizen complaints. If we
learn an entity is violating the law, EPA (or a State, if the program is

delegated) may file an enforcement action seeking penalties of up to $27,500, per
violation, per day. While the statutory maximum penalty is currently $27,500, it may be
increased periodically based on inflation in accordance with the Debt Collection
Improvement Act of 1996. The proposed penalty in a given case will depend on many
factors, including the number, length, and severity of the violations, the economic
benefit obtained by the violator, and its ability to pay. EPA has polices in place to
ensure penalties are calculated fairly. These policies are available to the public. In
addition, any company charged with a violation has the right to contest EPA’s
allegations and proposed penalty before an impartial judge or jury.

EPA recognizes that we can achieve the greatest possible protection by
encouraging businesses and organizations to work with us to discover, disclose, and
correct violations. That is why we have issued Audit, Small Business, and Small
Community policies to eliminate or reduce penalties for small and large entities which
cooperate with EPA to address compliance problems. To help the regulated community
in understanding their requirements for compliance with the rule, EPA provides
compliance assistance through its regional offices, Office of Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance at Headquarters, .and national compliance assistance centers
partners.
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ABBREVIATIONS:

BAT Best Available Technology Economically Achievable (applies to
non-conventional and toxic pollutants)

BCT Best Conventional Pollutant Control Technology (applies to conventional
pollutants)

BMP Best Management Practice
BPJ Best Professional Judgment
BPT Best Practicable Control Technology Currently Available (generally applies to

conventional pollutants and some metals)
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
CGP Construction General Permit
COD Chemical Oxygen Demand
CSO Combined Sewer Overflow
CWA Clean Water Act (formerly referred to as the Federal Water Pollution Control

Act or Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972)
CZARA Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments
D.O. Dissolved Oxygen
DMR Discharge Monitoring Report
ELG Effluent Limitations Guidelines
EPA Environmental Protection Agency
FR Federal Register
MEP Maximum Extent Practicable
MS4 Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System
MSGP Multi Sector General Permit
NOI Notice of Intent
NOT Notice of Termination
NOV Notice of Violation
NPDES National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
NPS Non-point Source
O&M Operation and Maintenance
OW Office of Water
OWM Office of Wastewater Management
PA Permitting Authority
POTW Publicly Owned Treatment Works
SIC Standard Industrial Classification
SWPPP Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
TMDL Total Maximum Daily Load
TSS Total Suspended Solids
UA Urbanized Area
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DEFINITIONS:

Best Available Treatment(BAT)/Best Control Technology (BCT): A level of
technology based on the very best (state of the art) control and treatment measures
that have been developed or are capable of being developed an.d that are economically
achievable within the appropriate industrial category.

Best Management Practices (BMPs): Activities or structural improvements that help
reduce the quantity and improve the quality of storm water runoff. BMPs include
treatment requirements, operating procedures, and practices to control site runoff,
spillage or leaks, sludge or waste disposal, or drainage from raw material storage.

Category (xi) facilities: Specific facilities classified as light industry with equipment or
materials exposed to storm water.

Clean Water Act (Water Quality Act): (formerly the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act or Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972). Public law 92-500;
33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq.; legislation which provides statutory authority for the NPDES
program. Also know as the Federal Water Pollution Control Act.

Conveyance: The process of water moving from one place to another.

Discharge: The volume of water (and suspended sediment if surface water) that
passes a given location within a given period of time.

Erosion: When land is diminished or worn away due to wind, water, or glacial ice. Often
the eroded debris (silt or sediment) becomes a pollutant via storm water runoff. Erosion
occurs naturally but can be intensified by land clearing activities such as farming,
development, road-building, and timber harvesting.

Excavation: The process of removing earth, stone, or other materials from land.

General Permit: A permit issued under the NPDES program to cover a certain class or
category of storm water discharges. These permits reduce the administrative burden of
permitting storm water discharges.

Grading: The cutting and/or filling of the land surface to a desired slope or elevation.

Illicit Connection: Any discharge to a mu~crpal separate storm sewer that is not
composed entirely of storm water and is not authorized by an NPDES permit, with some
exceptions (e.g., discharges due to fire fighting activities).

Industrial Activity: Any activity which is directly related to manufacturing, processing or
raw materials storage areas at an industrial 01ant.

Large Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4): An MS4 located in an
incorporated place or county with a population of 250,000 or more, as determined by
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the latest U.S. Census

Light Manufacturing Facilities: Described under Category (xi) of the definition of
"storm water discharges associated with industrial activity." [40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)(xi)]
Under the Phase I NPDES Storm Water Program, these facilities were eligible for
exemption from storm water permitting requirements if certain areas and activities were
not exposed to storm water. As a result of the Phase II Final Rule, these facilities must
now certify to a condition of no exposure.

Maximum Extent Practicable (MEP): A standard for water quality that applies to all
MS4 operators regulated under the NPDES Storm Water Program. Since no precise
definition of MEP exists, it allows for maximum flexibility on the part of MS4 operators
as they develop and implement their programs.

Medium Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4): MS4 located in an
incorporated place or county with a population of 100,000 or more but less than
250,000, as determined by the latest U.S. Census.

Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4): A publically-owned conveyance or
system of conveyances that discharges to waters of the U.S. and is designed or used
for collecting or conveying storm water, is not a combined sewer, and is not part of a
publicly-owned treatment works (PO]’W).

Multi-Sector General Permit (MSGP): An NPDES permit that regulates storm water
discharges from eleven categories of industrial activities.

No exposure: All industrial materials or activities are protected by a storm resistant
shelter to prevent exposure to rain, snow, snowmelt, and/or runoff. Industrial materials
or activities include, but are not limited to, material handling equipment or activities,
industrial machinery, raw materials, intermediate products, by-products, final products,
or waste products. Material handling activities include the storage, loading and
unloading, transportation, or conveyance of any raw material, intermediate product, final
product or waste product.

Non-authorized States: any State that does not have the authority to regulate the
NPDES Storm Water Program.

Non-point Source (NPS) Pollutants: Pollutants from many diffuse sources. NPS
pollution is caused by rainfall or snowmelt moving over and through the ground. As the
runoff moves, it picks up and carries away natural and human-made pollutants, finally
depositing them into lakes, rivers, wetlands, coastal waters, and even our underground
sources of drinking water.

Notice of Intent (NOI): An application to notify the permitting authority of a facility’s
intention to be covered by a general permit; exempts a facility from having to submit an
individual or group application.
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NPDES: "National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System" the name of the surface
water quality program authorized by Congress as part of the 1987 Clean Water Act.
This is EPA’s program to control the discharge of pollutants to waters of the United
States (see 40 CFR 122.2).

O&M Expenditures: The operating and maintenance costs associated with the
continual workings of a project.

Outfall: The point where wastewater or drainage discharges from a sewer pipe, ditch,
or other conveyance to a receiving body of water.

Permitting Authority (PA): The NPDES-authorized state agency or EPA regional office
that administers the NPDES Storm Water Program. PAs issue permits, provide
compliance assistance, and inspect and enforce the program.

Physically interconnected MS4: This means that one MS4 is connected to a second
MS4 in such a way that it allows for direct discharges into the second system.

Point Source Pollutant: Pollutants from a single, identifiable source such as a factory
or refinery.

Pollutant Loading: The total quantity of pollutants in storm water runoff.

Qualifying local program: A local, State or Tribal municipal storm water management
program that imposes, at a minimum, the relevant requirements of one or moreof the
minimum control measures includes in 122.34(b).

Regulated MS4: Any MS4 covered by the NPDES Storm Water Program (regulated
small, medium, or large MS4s).

Retrofit: The modification of storm water management systems through the
construction and/or enhancement of wet ponds, wetland plantings, or other BMPs
designed to improve water quality

Runoff: Drainage or flood discharge that leaves an area as surface flow or as pipeline
flow. Has reached a channel or pipeline by either surface or sub-surface routes.

Sanitary Sewer: A system of underground pipes that carries sanitary waste or process
wastewater to a treatment plant.

Sediment: Soil, sand, and minerals washed from land into water, usually after rain.
Sediment can destroy fish-nesting areas, clog animal habitats, and cloud waters so that
sunlight does not reach aquatic plants.

Sheet flow: The portion of precipitation that moves initially as overland flow in very
shallow depths before eventually reaching a stream channel.
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Site Plan: A graphical representation of a layout of buildings and facilities on a parcel of
land.

Site Runoff: Any drainage or flood discharge that is released from a specified area.

Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4): Any MS4 that is not
regulated under Phase I of the NPDES Storm Water Program and Federally-owned
MS4s.

Stakeholder: An entity that holds a special interest in an issue or program -- such as
the storm water program -- since it is or may be affected by it.

Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Code: A four digit number which is used to
identify various types of industries.

Storm Drain: A slotted opening leading to an underground pipe or an open ditch for
carrying surface runoff.

Storm Water: Precipitation that accumulates in natural and/or constructed storage and
storm water systems during and immediately following a storm event.

Storm Water Management: Functions associated with planning, designing,
constructing, maintaining, financing, and regulating the facilities (both constructed and
natural) that collect, store, control, and/or convey storm water.

Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP): A plan to describe a process
whereby a facility thoroughly evaluates potential pollutant sources at a site and selects
and implements appropriate measures designed to prevent or control the discharge of
pollutants in storm water runoff.

Surface Water: Water that remains on the surface of the ground, including rivers,
lakes, reservoirs, streams, wetlands, impoundments, seas, estuaries, etc.

Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL): The maximum amount of pollutants which can
released into a water body without adversely affecting the water quality.

Tool Box: A term to describe the activities and materials that EPA plans to
perform/produce to facilitate implementation of the storm water program in an effective
and cost-efficient manner. The eight components include: 1)fact sheets; 2) guidance
documents; 3) menu of BMPs; 4) compliance assistance; 5) information clearing house;
6) training and outreach efforts; 7) technical research; and 8) support for demonstration
projects.

Urbanized Area (UA): A Bureau of the Census determination of a central place (or
places) and the adjacent densely settled surrounding territory that together have a
minimum residential population of 50,000 people and a minimum average density of
1,000 pe.ople/square mile. This is a simplified definition of a UA, the full definition is
very complex.
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Urban Runoff: Storm water from urban areas, which tends to contain heavy
concentrations of pollutants from urban activities.

Watershed: That geographical area which drains to a specified point on a water
course, usually a confluence of streams or rivers (also known as drainage area,
catchment, or river basin).

Wet Weather Flows: Water entering storm drains during rainstorms/wet weather
events.
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EPA Regional Offices

Region 1 (CT, MA, ME, NH, RI, VT) Region 6 (AR, LA, NM, OK, TX)
Environmental Protection Agency Environmental Protection Agency
1 Congress St. Suite 1100 Fountain Place 12th Floor, Suite
Boston, MA 02114-2023 1200
http:/Iwww.epa.govlregion011’ 1445 Ross Avenue
Phone: (617) 918-1111 Dallas, TX 75202-2733
Fax: (617) 565-3660 http://www.ep.a.gov/recjion06!
Toll free within Region 1:(888) Phone: (214)665-2200
372-7341 Fax: (214) 665-7113

Toll free within Region 6: (800)
Region 2 (NJ, NY, PR, VI) 887-6063
Environmental Protection Agency
290 Broadway Region 7 (IA, KS, MO, NE)
New York, NY 10007-1866 Environmental Protection Agency
http:flwww.epa.cjov/region02/ 901 North 5th Street
Phone: (212) 637-3000 Kansas City, KS 66101
Fax: (212) 637-3526 http://www.epa._qov/recjion07/

Phone: (913) 551-7003
Region 3 (DC, DE, MD, PA, VA, WV) Toll free: (800) 223-0425
Environmental Protection Agency
1650 Arch Street Region 8 (CO, MT, ND, SD, UT, WY)
Philadelphia, PA 19103-2029 Environmental Protection Agency
http:flwww.e#a.gov/region03/ 999 18th Street Suite 500
Phone: (215) 814-5000 Denver, CO 80202-2466
Fax: (215) 814-5103 http://www.epa._qov!region08/
Toll free: (800) 438-2474 Phone: (303) 312-6312
Email: r3~ublic@el~a.gov Fax: (303)312-6339

Toll free: (800) 227-8917
Region 4 (AL, FL, GA, KY, MS, NC, Email: rSeisc@epa.gov
SC, TN)
Environmental Protection Agency Region 9 (AZ, CA, HI, NV)
Atlanta Federal Center Environmental Protection Agency
61 Forsyth Street, SW 75 Hawthorne Street
Atlanta, GA 30303-3104 San Francisco, CA 94105
http://www.epa.cjov/recJion04/ http://www.epa.gov/region09!
Phone: (404) 562-9900 Phone: (415)744-1305
Fax: (404) 562-8174 Fax: (415) 744-2499
Toll free: (800) 241-1754 Ema~l: r9.info@epa.gov

Region 5 (IL, IN, MI, MN, OH, Wl) Region 10 (AK, ID, OR, WA)
Environmental Protection Agency Environmental Protection Agency
77 West Jackson Boulevard 1200 Sixth Avenue
Chicago, IL 60604-3507 Seattle, WA 98101
.http:flWww.epa.govtregion51 http://www.epa.gov/region 10/
Phone: (312) 353-2000 Phone: (206) 553-1200
Fax: (312) 353-4135 Fax: (206) 553-0149
Toll free within Region 5: (800) Toll free: (800) 424-4372
621-8431
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Abstract

Current trends in household formation and housing development in the United States are
creating pressures on communities to provide adequate infrastructure services for a
growing population. Homeownership rates are the highest in history. All indications
suggest this rate wil! continue to increase over the next few years. Builders and
developers respond to this need by constructing housing units in suburban fringe and
rural areas because of the availability of cheaper land and the lack of attractive sites in
more urban areas. Environmental regulations are frequently cited as barriers to
development and impediments to affordability. This paper reviews the literature of
potential linkages between housing affordability and environmental protection and reports
on a project in which focus groups were conducted with developers, environmental
regulators, and others. Content analysis of focus group transcripts showed much
agreement from various sides of the complicated and interconnected issues that are
related to sustainable development.

Introduction

Since enactment of the first major environmental legislation in the United States in 1972,
an increasing number of laws have been passed for the purpose of improving air and
water quality and protecting biodiversity. Although Americans agree environmental
protection is essential (Dunlap, 1992), there is considerable controversy over what
constitutes an acceptable level of regulation and how the economic burden of
environmental regulation should be distributed (Branconi, 1996).

With escalating levels of environmental regulation has come an increasing estrangement
between environmental protection and business interests. An uneasy coexistence has
evolved into a heated battle pitting the federal government, state governments, business,
and the environmental community against each other in a contest over control and use of
the nation’s natural resources. The eventual outcome of this conflict will have a
substantial affect on generations of future Americans as well as on the global community
at large.

Perhaps nowhere I~as this controversy been more visible than in the building industry.
Land use restrictions, impact fees, mitigation and other compliance costs, and delays
precipitated by permitting procedures are given as the means by which environmental
protection, has stymied builders and adversely affected their livelihoods (Branconi, 1996).
Housing researchers, as well, maintain that financial burdens imposed by environmental
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¯ regulations have i:,ia:,_-.;.~-~ large part ~n driving the cost of new homes beyond what can
be borne by most flr~t-t,mu buyers, thereby helping to create an affordability crisis (Olenik
and Cheng, 1994; kleeks. 1992).

This paper reviews some perceptions about housing affordability, environmental
protection, and the public’s attitude toward the environment in hopes of contributing to
the development of a new, more realistic perspective on what ha.s become an
increasingly muddled situation.

Homeownership Rates, Prices, and Affordability

A decline in homeownership during the 1980’s, viewed against a backdrop of housing
prices that had been steadily increasing since the early 1960’s, has been interpreted by
many housing analysts as an indication of a housing affordability "crisis." Due to the
amount of attention given to this issue, a widespread perception has developed that a
serious, generalized affordability problem was beleaguering the nation’s housing
markets. To many, the cause of this alleged affordability problem seemed clear: housing
prices had finally risen to the point that many American households simply could not
afford to purchase.

A review of the literature, however, indicates a division of opinion as to the merits of this
conclusion. Some see the existence of a crisis in affordability as hinging on differing
interpretations of home ownership trends. While many believe the decline in
homeownership is an indication of an affordability problem, others view it as being more
the result of changing demographics (Koebel and Zappettini, 1993).

While earlier generations tended to marry and begin families in their twenties, recent
years have seen these events postponed or forsaken altogether. The number of
single-parent families has risen sharply. Other less traditional types of households, such
as those composed of non-relatives and individuals who simply choose to live alone,
have also increased. These fundamental societal changes are seen as having had a
profound effect on home ownership rates (Koebel and Zappettini, 1993).

This demographic view of lower home ownership rates is countered by other theories
such as that of Linneman and Megbolugbe (1992) which seek to explain the
phenomenon in economic terms. In defining the scope and causation of the so-called
affordability crisis, these authors present three points that offer a very useful lens for
examining this issue.

First, Linneman and Megbolugbe (1992) r. ;,.,.t the notion that an affordability crisis has
ever existed for affluent young households T b,e decline in home ownership.within this
segment of housing markets is attributed t., ct:mographic changes. Secondly, they admit
that low-income households have experien. -d affordability problems, but these are seen
as being due to income inadequacy, incont-~ too low to keep up with concurrent
increases in housing prices (which are seen as having been caused mainly by a
substantial increase in the quality of housing stock). Affordability for low-income families
is a long-term problem, one which, although undoubtedly exacerbated by rising home
prices and economic upheavals in the 1970’s and 80’s, was not caused by them.
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Thirdly, Linneman a,: ! :.legbolugbe 11992/identify the real focus of affordability concerns
as being on the mld.:!b., class, which in the 1970’s began to confront decreasing housing
affordability for the first t~me. Indeed, it seems to have only been when this group began
experiencing problems that the notion of a crisis surfaced and the issue of affordability
moved to the forefront in housing policy circles. This phenomenon attracted the attention
of housing researchers (and the housing industry) because the middle class, unlike
low-income households, was a group that had not previously.experienced such problems
(Linneman and Megbolugbe, 1992). This is seen as the crux of the affordability crisis.

Linneman and Megbolugbe’s (1992) interpretation of the problem therefore, is that
middle-class households in some parts of the country, those households having low
levels of job skills and education, began to experience affordability problems not because
of the mere fact that housing prices had risen, but because their incomes became
stagnant or in many cases declined.

The degree of financial security such households had previously enjoyed was based
largely on income from relatively well paying manufacturing jobs. This changed when the
global economy took hold and manufacturing jobs in the United States went to
developing countries, being largely replaced by lower-paying jobs in the service industry.
Wage earners in affected households were not able to find jobs in the service industry
paying wages comparable to those offered by the lost manufacturing jobs. The resulting
income disparity precipitated the decline in home ownership (Linneman and Megbolugbe,
1992).

Yet another economic interpretation of falling home ownership rates is posited by Mayer
and Englehardt (1996). While they admit the role of such factors as increasing real house
prices, changing demographics, declining incomes, and rising interest rates result in the
decline of home ownership, these authors contend that these factors alone cannot
explain the phenomenon. Statistics showing an increased reliance by first-time
homebuyers on financial gifts to make down payments, along with longer periods of time
needed to accumulate down payments, are presented to show that, even when income
may be adequate to make mortgage payments, down payments may present a
substantial obstacle for many potential home buyers (Mayer and Englehardt, 1996).

Mayer and Englehardt (1996) do not emphasize the relationship between declining home
ownership rates and the simple fact that homes were more expensive relative to the past.
The focus here is on a specific demand-side problem: the difficulty in providing a down
payment. This in turn is seen as due to the well-known propensity of Americans not to
save money, as well as to restraints on saving represented by increasing credit card and
other consumer debt.

As evidenced by even this truncated review of the literature, there is little agreement that
the decline in home ownership experienced in the 1980’s constituted a "cris.i.s" or that is
was due simply to house prices that had risen so sharply as to preclude purchase. The
varying interpretations present in the literature, if merged, produce a more likely view in
which changing lifestyles and tastes, along with income and related demand-side
variables such as higher levels of consumer debt and low personal savings rates,
controlled homeownership rates more than house price increases.

The widespread, lopsided perception that buyers were simply priced out of the market
still exists in spite of evidence supporting a more complete and plausible explanation for
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decreased home ownership. Gwen this. solutions for bolstering ownership rates tended
to focus on specific factcrs seen as contnbuting to escalating house prices, one of these
factors being the cost of environmental protection.

House Price Increases and Environmental Protection

To the extent that house prices have increased, what role might environmental protection
have piayed? Downs (1992) states outright that federal environmental regulations,
specifically the Endangered Species Act and wetlands regulations, are not significant
contributors to the increase in housing costs.

Branconi (1996) examines the escalation of house prices between 1963 and 1993 and
determines that environmental regulations may have played a role in the increase. He
feels that factors which should have positively affected housing affordability by
moderating further price increases were offset, at least partially, by an increase in costs
associated with environmental protection.

In rebuttal to Branconi (1996) Evans (1996) argues that there is no direct connection
between increased environmental regulation and house price increases. In support of
this thesis, he points out that during the first one-third of the period studied,
environmental regulations affecting housing were all but nonexistent and yet house
prices rose. Given this, the author concludes that the observed rise in prices cannot be
explained by environmental protection costs. This argument is bolstered by the fact that
the home ownership rate in the U.S. is currently at a record high of 66.8 percent
(Seiders, 1998), and that this has occurred without a significant rollback in environmental
regulations.

Evans (1996) also sees as significant the disparity between regional house price activity
and environmental progressivity. This too, is believed to indicate that increasing
environmental regulation and escalating house prices are largely unrelated. As an
example, real house prices in the environmentally progressive Northeastern part of the
United States dropped substantially between 1973 and 1983 in spite of the fact that a
wide range of new environmental regulations were being implemented during the period.
Conversely, in the South and West (excluding the West Coast), which are less
environmentally progressive, real house prices rose during the same period. Evans
(1996) believes the opposite result would be expected if the cost of environmental
protection did exert substantial upward pressure on house prices.

While not denying the possibility that environmental regulations have contributed to
house price increases over the last thirty years, Evans (1996) believes that the
connection between implementation of environmental regulations and price increases,
when compared to other forces at work, is minuscule at best.

Meyer (1998) makes the environmental protection/development controversymore
specific by examining one of the most controversial federal environmental programs, the
Endangered Species Act (ESA) and its affect on the building industry. Meyer (1998)
analyzed economic impacts of (ESA) from two perspectives. First, he examined potential
relationships between, listings of the spotted owl in the Pacific Northwest of the United
States and prices for lumber and single family homes. He then observed rates of growth
in state real estate markets, after controlling for a number of variables, and compared
this growth with increases in listings of protected species.



In the first part of his analysis, Meyer (1998) plotted Douglas Fir production against
housing starts. The latter variable historically follows a cyclical pattern (REF), as was
illustrated in this study for the period 1970-1995, when Douglas Fir production cycles
matched those of housing starts. The author correctly concluded that while there may
have been some impact of the spotted owl listing on Douglas Fir production, that impact
is minuscule by comparison with the long-standing relationship between that production
and housing starts. He went further in this stage of analysis and compared median prices
of new homes with Douglas Fir prices. Again he presented convincing evidence that no
relationship exists, and that home price increases are more likely related to size and
amenity increases in new homes.

In the second stage of his analysis, Meyer (1998) regressed each state’s growth in its
real estate industry against appropriate industry indicators. After regressing numbers of
listed endangered species against those same variables, he plotted the residuals from
both sets of equations to demonstrate increased real estate activity with increases in
endangered species listing. While this result may initially appear confusing, Meyer’s
(1998) conclusion is that in robust real estate markets, increased encroachment on
wildlife habitats is expected but markets adjust and are not adversely affected. This is a
key finding from this study--markets adjust.

Linneman and Megbolugbe (1992) consider that housing price increases have been due
mainly to significant increases in the quality of housing stock. These authors also point to
inflation in the 1970’s and 1980’s and the increasingly speculative nature of
homeownership in response to inflation, as contributing factors. Koebel and Zappattini
(1993) too, identify the increasing quality of houses and their amenity levels as a factor in
price increases. Evans (1996) identifies a number of factors as being responsible for
increased house prices including demand and demographics. Other contributing factors
he cites are increases in house size and quality, rising interest rates, and general price
inflation.

Seiders (1998), citing the results of a survey of builders, points to subdivision controls as
being most responsible for unnecessarily increasing housing costs. Echoing this,

Downs (1992) identifies local zoning regulations as the greatest regulatory barrier to the
development of less expensive hous!ng.

An important factor which must underscore any debate on this issue is that systematic
studies of relationships between environmental protection efforts and house prices are
scant, and that it is extremely difficult to accurately quantify the effect of a given
regulation or regulatory program on a specific housing development (Suchman, 1996a;
Branconi, 1996; Engel, Stromberg, and Turner, 1996). In light of this uncertainty, it is
puzzling how many individuals and organizations have been able to so conf.i..dently make
the sweeping generalization that environmental regulations have had profounaly negative
effects on housing affordability (Suchman, 1996b; Olenik, 1994). Clear, specific, and
reliable scientific data supporting this conclusion simply do not exist.

Public Support for Environmental Protection

Substantial increases in the membership of environmental organizations over the last
twenty years indicate a widespread concern for the environment. Results from a number
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of surveys sho’~ that the American public is overwhelmingly in favor of environmental
protection (Dunlap. 1992). Such surveys indicate that many in fact, feel the government
should be spending more on protecting the environment, and substantial numbers of
survey respondents indicated a willingness to pay more for products and services that
are produced and provided in more environmentally sensitive ways (Dunlap, 1992).
Surprisingly large numbers of those surveyed voiced the opinion that they would be
willing to see economic growth sacrificed to protect the environment, and that
environmental improvements must be pursued regardless of the cost (Dunlap, 1992).

Dunlap (1992) interprets these data and others as strongly suggesting that public
concern for the environment is more solid today than in 1970, that environmental
protection has become a consensual issue with overwhelming public support, and that its
only opposition comes from a small but vocal minority.

Analysis

To investigate issues related to housing development and environmental protection and
to better understand perspectives of those directly involved with these issues, the focus
group technique was chosen as a means of data collection..This is an appropriate
method for obtaining qualitative and quantitative information about a complex topic and is
useful for identifying specific areas for further research.

The use of focus groups has been defined as a style of interviewing small groups whose
participants provide information about complex topics from a variety of perspectives
(Berg, 1998). Moderators solicit opinions through a series of open-ended questions that
encourage the expression of individual opinions and interaction among participants.
Sessions are typically tape recorded, transcribed, and analyzed through research
methods such as content analysis (Tesch, 1995). Findings can be useful for observing
and identifying trends, patterns, themes and commonalities.

As a data-collection technique, the focus group has been utilized since the beginning of
World War II, when the effectiveness of radio programs on troop morale was studied by
military psychologists (Berg, 1998). While marketing researchers have long relied on the
methodology since that time, widespread use of the technique by social scientists did not
occur until the 1980s. In conjunction with qualitative analytical tools, focus groups have
been used extensively over the past decade to investigate human perceptions of
numerous issues (Shelton and Atiles, 1995).

Shelton and Atiles (1995) discussed issues related to findings from qualitative research
and noted that these are significant to the extent that they are valid. Such validity is
attained when there is agreement between a study’s intentions and its outcomes. This is
best achieved through unobtrusive data collection techniques and precautions against
the introduction of a researcher’s biases or preexisting theories.

To investigate various points of view on the numerous issues that affect housing
affordability and environmental protection, two, two-hour focus groups were conducted in
the Fall of 1997--o’ne in Seattle, Washington to represent the West Coast, and one in
Gainesville, Florida to represent the Southern half of the Eastern Seaboard. The focus
group participants included developers, environmental regulators, affordable housing
advocates, environmental advocates, Congressional staffers, students of construction
management, and faculty in academic programs of construction management. The
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¯ specific composition ct each group is hsted ~n Table 1.

Questions posed to each focus group elicited comments about the loss of species,
housing affordability, equity, property rights, regulatory burdens, and other issues. In both
groups conversations covered issues many participants had direct experiences with. For
example, in Gainesville the university researcher discussed recent findings about the rate
at which endangered species are predicted to be lost; the devel.oper shared his
experiences with environmental regulators and endangered species; and the
environmental regulator talked’about his frustrations with the process through which
species become listed as endangered. A consensus that emerged in both sessions,
however, was that this type of discussion, with various interests represented, was useful
for gaining an understanding of alternative views on these issues¯

TABLE 1. Composition of the Focus Groups

~ Seattle Gainesville

Moderators (2) ’Moderators (2)

i S’~U-d e~t ............................. Student

Congressional Staffer University Researcher.

i E~ G i-[d~~i [~~10-1~~-~ ................ [ Com mdn it~,college F~CuI~y ..........

, IRegulator

I College Professor [Affordable Housing Center Director

i iDeveloper

i Home Builders Association Director

Transcripts of the discussions were examined through content analysis software
(Ethnograph). Key categories were coded which allowed for identification of passages in
which common themes emerged. The key categories, frequencies of their being
mentioned during the discussions, and rankings are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Frequencies and Rankings of Key Categories

Categories Seattle Gainesville

Affordability 10 (6) 18 (2)
Balance 29 (2) 8 (6)
Confusing Regulations 8 (7) 8 (6)
Education 6 (9) 11

Environmental 32 (1) 18 (2)
Equity 12 (4) 12 (4)
E×ces~ive R~gul~tions 6 (9) ’20 (1)
Low Income 6 (9) .4 (8)
Ne~d~ ........... i2 (4) ’2 (i~)
I~ioperty 7 (8) 5 (7)
Pt~lic= :11 (5) ....
Research 0 (10) 5 (7)

:=~pec]e~ ........ 11 (5) .... 15(7)

,Sustainability 11 (5) i16 (3)
!Wetlands 14 (3) i3 (9)

The frequencies in Table 2 refer to occurrence rates of concepts that can be categorized
by the listed terms, whether the terms were explicitly stated or not. Numbers in
parentheses indicate how many times the issue was mentioned during the focus group.
Note that in the Seattle group, Environmental issues ranked first as the most frequently
mentioned issue, while Excessive Regulations ranked first in ~the Gainesville group.
Affordability tied for second place in the Gainesville group and ranked sixth in the Seattle
group.

Following are selected quotes from the discussions that provide a sampling of
perspectives on the issues covered. The first quote is from the Seattle group and was
coded in the Balance Category:

"... You have to build what the market wants. You have to be
careful that you can do it under the government’s rules and
regulations. But ... the developer who resists the government
tends to have more problems than the developer who does not.
And the developer who resists and has more problems with the "    -.-
government increases his costs a fair amount because he is going
to spend his time in court .... I think you can make a living and still
follow regulations. The important thing is to understand up-front
what they are and plan accordingly."

Managing partner of a large building firm.
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An important point ~n the ;:,receding quote ~s %nderstanding up-front." This theme
emerged later in th~s session under the Equity Category:

"...As a developer you ... analyze that piece of ground and make a
decision and purchase based on the rules and regulations in place
at the time. Wetlands rules came into play in the mid-80s, roughly.
... The rules and regulations on wetlands changed substantially,
even from the time the wetlands rules went into place. Should
those landowners be held accountable for a major change in rules
and regulations to benefit the public in general--not benefit the
developer?... The landowner is stuck with a social cost."

Managing partner of a large building firm.

At several points in both sessions, equitable distribution of the social cost of species or
wetlands protection was discussed. During the Gainesville discussion, an unintended
consequence of the Endangered Species Act was mentioned:

"Unfortunately, what I see happening is people using the federal
endangered species act as a growth management issue, as a
local land use issue. Instead of going to the local governments,
going to the state government, going to the local communities, and
saying, ... ’Do we care about this issue? And how can we plan with
it? How can we get the quality of life issues or the sustainability
issues or the economic issues integrated into land use for city
use?’ As opposed to what we see as the old model, or what
people see as the old model--which is whatever goes. And there
are some people who say, ’1 can’t really do anything I ... want to
do to my property...’ I think that is where planning comes into
play."

Federal environmental regulator.

Issues related to planning were brought up at many points in both focus groups and were
coded in categories that included Environment, Need, Affordability, and others. Sprawl,
transportation problems, and inner city decay, are mentioned in the following quote from
the Gainesville group:

"There is a limit to how far cities can grow out before the whole
idea collapses. It is starting to reach a point where people are
miserable. They drive an hour back and forth to work because
they are pushed so far out that (the) inner circle starts collapsing.
People start forming the second circle. Of course, the second
circles have already started forming, so now they are forming this
third circle .... It can only go so far. I think it would be really great
to start concentrating on and invigorating the interior of the cities.
Because we have already established ourselves there ....You
would not be going on pristine land or virgin land."

Student of construction management.
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The fact that affordabd~t\, was not the most frequent category in either d~scussion
suggests that focus group participants were more concerned With other aspects of
environmental regulations, including Excessive and Confusing Regulations, Balance,
Environmental issues, and Wetlands, among others. A surprising amount of agreement
was seen in points made by the developers, environmental advocates, environmental
regulators, and academics. Property rights were seen as essential, with the main
problems viewed as lost property rights without compensation when laws change or.
species-related restrictions are placed on land after a purchase has been made. A point
made in both focus groups was that confusing layers of regulations should be made
easier to understand through more coordination among federal, state, and local
agencies. The faculty and students of construction management expressed much
interest in the issues discussed as well as concern that they are not currently integrated
into programs of construction management.

Conclusions and Implications

Several important points emerge from the literature review and analysis. There are a
variety of perspectives as to the extent and reality of a housing affordability crisis. Strong
evidence points to a conclusion that what has been perceived as a crisis in affordability
was more likely a reflectidn of demographic trends. The decline in home ownership rates
was more accurately explained by changes in tastes and lifestyles and not necessarily
economic hardship. Stagnant incomes due to economic restructuring, difficulties in
amassing down payments because of neglected savings, and higher consumer debt
loads led to the inability of many to purchase homes, the prices of which had indeed
risen, but mainly because of substantial increases in size, quality, and amenities.

Examining the literature also makes it quite clear that sufficient data do not exists to draw
definitive conclusions regarding the negative impacts of environmental regulations on
housing affordability. Arguments that such regulations result in higher housing costs and

¯ that they play a significant role in preventing the development of affordable housing lack
credibility. And the analysis demonstrated that when the topic of environmental
regulations is discussed in focused interviews, housing affordability is not a primary
concern. Finally, the state of public opinion on environmental issues indicates strong
support among the American public for environmental protection efforts.

This paper has not sought to give an authoritative answer to the question of
environmental regulation and affordable housing, but to show that no such answer exists
because of insufficient research. The only clear conclusion that can be reached
regarding this is that claims of environmental regulation having been a substantial
contributor to a housing affordability crisis can be legitimately questioned from a number
of perspectives.
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Study Nails Building Costs

By Janice Billingsh,.l’ L~~ Speak your mind
ttt, altltSCOUTReporter Discuss this story with

other people.
MONDAY, Sept. 4 (HealthSCOUT) -- It’s square feet, not soil erosion, [Start a Conversation]
that is adding to the increase in new home prices, a Comell University(Requires Yahoo! Messen.qer)
study says.

A review of more than 100 studi~s on housir, g affordability found no evidence to support the popular
belief that the cost of complying with environmental regulations is largely responsible for the increase in
housing prices.

The median price of a new home in this country has tripled since 1977, according to study author Joseph
Laquatra, associate professor of design and environmental analysis at Comell, but you can’t blame
enviromnental regulations.

The study showed "those costs are miniscule," he says. "In a development of 100 houses, a builder will
have to pay $50,000 for permits. What really is causing the increase in housing prices is the increase in
the size of houses and amenities."

The size of the average new home has increased by about one-third over the last two decades, from
1,645 square feet in 1975 to 2,190 square feet in ! 999, Laquatra says, and along with bigger houses have
come higher price tags. The average house price increased from $62,500 in 1978 to $195,000 in 1999.

Builders and developers must comply with federal regulations that include the Clean Water Act, the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act and the Endangered Species Act. Most have long assumed that
these environmental regulations have thwarted development and driven the costs of new homes beyond
what first-time buyers can afford.

That is partly true, says Susan Asmus, assistant staff vice president for environmental policy at the
National Association of Home Builders (NAHB) in Washington, D.C.

A 1998 NAHB surcey found the cost of environmental compliance added, on average, 10 percent to the
cost of building .a new house, which, she says, can be a big burden for smaller builders working on
affordable new housing.

"The high-end builder is able to put in anaenities and pass along" regulatory costs, she says. "But the guy
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\,. 1~o is tr,.ing to build ,lll,q~[,~b’,c h~"tl~ll’~ Ila¢, ,~ ll,lrlov, cr \’. in&~\v, t2’. or\’ time \ou add Sl,~,~ to lho
price of a home, less people ~,m ,~llold \O~.lr product...\lthou~h you try to pass costs alon~ to tt~c bu?crs.
\’ou can’t a]xxavs do it, and if \ou can’I do it often enough, you don’t have a business."

Another problem with the environmental regulations, Asmus says, is the cost of overlapping permits
from different government agencies.

"No one [ gover~ment agency] wants ~o give up tl~e ability to decide what’s going up. So, for instance,
there are local, state and federal laws’ regarding sediment and erosion, which mean increasing costs [for
filing duplicate permits] but no real, positive results," she s~ys.

But Laquatra and fellow researcher Gregow Potter l\~und in their review that environmental compliance
costs have little impact on new-home prices. "The numbers are ver?’ difficult to compile," says Laquatra,
"But while the regulations may have some impact [on housing prices], it is negligible at best."

The study appeared in the recent Earth Day 2000 issue of the ff/eczronic Green JomwaL

h~ the studies and in two focus groups researchers held with a cross-section of housing professionals
from builders to enviromnental advocates, they found widespread support for environmental protections
in home building.

"The public is overwhelmingly in favor of environmental protection and thinks the government should
be spending even more on protecting the enviromnent," Laquatra says.

"We are not anti-environment," Asmus counters, "but let’s make regulations" that are "workable and
meaningful, that make sense."

What To Do

Go to the Electronic Green Journal to read the study.

A rundown of the federal govermment’s regulator?.’ laws regarding the environment can be found at The
Environmental Protection Agency.

And if you have Adobe Acrobat Reader(available through downloading), you can access the National
Association of Homebuilders’ 1998 report detailing the costs of building a new house by going to
NAHB.
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Economic Issues in Water Quality Regulation
by

Adrian Griffin, Ph.D., Senior Economist, State Water Resources Control Board

The vie~’s presented in thzs paper are tho~e oJ’the author and true not represent the poh~. qf the
State Water Resources Control Board or the views qf Board management

In recent years, there has been growing public concern over the effect of regulation on the

economy. While most people are agreed that environmental quality is important, there is often
reluctance to support regulator5’ actions because of the belief that they increase the cost of
products and reduce job opportunities. This trend is not surprising considering the difficult times
Californians have gone through in the last several years. Real wages--that is, wages adjusted for
inflation--have remained stagnant over the past two decades, and by some measures, have
actually fallen. This situation is in stark contrast to experience in the 1950s and !960s when real
wages advanced steadily. In the past few years, California has done particularly badly. We used
to be significantly better off than the rest of the U.S. Per capita income was 15-20 percent
higher in California than in the U.S. as a whole during the 1960s and 1970s. In 1993, this gap
was 5 percent.

Because of these developments, it is important that we demonstrate to the public that we are
giving them good value for money from water quality regulation. It is impractical to make a

detailed economic analysis of every board action. However, common sense suggests that we
should try to improve water quality up to the point where costs begin to exceed benefits.
Finding this point is much more easily said than done~because the economic value of protecting
and improving water quality is not "known with certainty. For example, an action which protects
groundwater quality may allow a loca! water utility the option of using the groundwater as a
water source in dry years. We cannot put a dollar value on this option without doing a
comprehensive study of the utility’s operations. Protecting water quality in a river will result in
a variety of aesthetic and recreational benefits. These benefits have a significant value,
However, because scenic quality and access for recreational use are not bought and sold in a
marketplace like other goods and services, it is difficult to assess the value that the public puts on
these benefits as compared with other goods and services. Assessing the costs of regulatory

action also presents difficulties. The cost of the process used for treatment of discharges may be
known, but all too often, there are concerns that reduction in discharges may result in indirect

costs on other industries, job losses, and impacts on the local economy.

Nevertheless, considering these questions gives some framework for decision-making. The

following pages contains a discussion of a few issues which may be helpful in bringing economic
factors into the decision-making process.
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Optimal Pollution Levels

Dctennmmg the. de. :~" ’ .’. .:!, ~ pr.,~tc~u,~,n ~Iten presents difficulties. Treatment cosb [\p~c~;,..     ’:
increase at h~gher le’~el,, ,,! rem,wal as dischargers must mrn to more advanced treatment
methods. Typicall5. the benefits of removing the pollutant decrease after a certain level of water
qualib’ has been achieved.

The graphs show the cost and benefits of removing a hypothetical pollutant from a water body.
The uppermost graph shows that costs are modest at low amounts of removal from current
levels, but climb rapidly as dischargers must switch to more advanced treatment. The bottom
graph shows the incremental, or marginal, cost of removing an additional unit of pollutant. This

cost increases in steps as the limits of each type of
treatment are reached, Removing up to 4 units can be Total Costs of Removing a

achieved at a cost of $10 million/unit. The cost of removal$750
Pollutant 19 million)

then climbs to $20 million:unit, eventually reaching
$100!unit.

$500

S250
The middle graph shows the benefits of removing the

S0
pollutant. At first, benefits climb rapidly as the water 0 5 ~0 15
body becomes capable of supporting a wider variety of Quantity of pollutant removed

uses and as its aesthetics improve. However. as removal
levels increase, there are diminishing returns from further Total Benefits of Removing a

increases in removal amounts. At high levels of removal. Pollutant ($ million)

benefits increase slowly with further removal of the s 1,ooo~

pollutant. The incremental, or marginal, benefits of STSO ~
removing an additional unit of pollutant are shown in theSSo0--/lower graph. The line shows that the benefits of removing
an additional unit of pollutant are high at low levels ofs25o

removal, but fall rapidly as removal levels increase. $o o
5. lO 15

From an economic point of view, the most desirable level
of pollution is that where the cost of ~rther increases in Marginal Costs and Benefits
removal begins to exceed the benefits of further removal. ($ millionl

Provided that the marginal cost and benefit curves capture
SlOO I ~ i

¯

all of the costs and benefits of removing the pollutants, this
! kl~_’Marginal

point is where the two lines cross on the lowest graph. ’ ’~N. iThere is no reason to expect this point to correspond to thes5oMarg=nal~’--~ ~ i
-

best available technology (which corresponds to the top co~t I ’N’

step on the benefits curve in this example), or what a s0
0       5      10      15

discharger may feel is affordable.
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rem,,’,aI lcxei ,,I :5 ~’ .’ _I,2 ,,.,.-t $~.,,~’~ mil!~on, xield beneIits of .just o~er Si biil~,,n, and
have a benefit-cost ra;~ . ,.: 1 -Hov, ever. this level of removal would not be desirable
economically’. If we v, ere ~o drop back to the optimum level of 9 units, we would save over
,$400 million in costs but lose ,rely $i00 million in benefits. This kind of analy’sis can be useful
in the board’s role in balancing economic and environmental impacts.

Should Intangible Benefits be Compared with Costs?
Often it is argued that, because of the intangible nature of environmental benefits, it is
inappropriate to compare costs and benefits in the way outlined in the preceding section.
However, we make similar comparisons implicitly in a wide variety of every, day decisions. For
example, when a consumer decides how much to donate to a charity,, he is weighing the
intangible satisfaction of giving against the goods and services that he could otherwise buy’ with
his donation. This type of decision is no different in principle from a comparison of the
intangible benefits of improved water quality’ with the costs of pollution control. In both cases, a
comparison is made betv,’een an intangible benefit and other goods and services forgone as a
result of spending to achieve this benefit.

Environmental decision-making is always easier if accurate estimates of benefits are available.
However, it may’ be impractical to quantify intangible benefits to the extent that they’ can be
confidently’ compared with costs. Nevertheless, it is usually, wise to make some comparison of
costs and benefits and to assess whether the same goals can be achieved by less costly’ means.

The absence of this kind of scrutiny, may lead to wasteful regulation. Recently,, a northern
California county’ passed an ordinance requiring a the installation of outlets for charging electric

¯ cars in all new residential garages. The cost of these additional outlets is only about $50.
However, only a small proportion of these outlets will be used. Assuming .a market penetration
of 2 percent for electric cars, $2.500 will be spent for each outlet actually used.

This ordinance may be have been motivated by the feelings that the costs per household are small
and that clean air is important for aesthetic and health reasons, so economic analysis is
unnecessary. However the requirement to install outlets, most of which will never be used,
results in a consumption of resources that are now no longer available for other purposes,
including other environmental programs.

Economic Impacts: Some Traps for the Unwary
The effect of board action on the economy in general is always a concern. Often, it is feared that
the costs imposed on a discharger will affect other industries and spread throughout the
economy, resulting in widespread economic impacts. In some cases, these fears are exaggerated

-3-
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are as foib,,’., 3

Double Counting. Care must be taken to avoid adding together impacts which are not additive.
In man5’ cases, the cost of a regulation v, ilt be split in an unknown manner between an industry
directly affected by the action, industries purchasing from this industry’, and consumers. Studies
commissioned by interest groups may assurne that all of the costs fall on one particular group.
Consider for example, a regulation requiring operators of truck stops to treat runoff from paved
areas. If the market for truck stop services is highly competitive, truck stops will not be able to

raise their prices and the cost of the treatment will be borne entirely by truck stop operators.
However, there will be no impacts on the trucking industry’. If market conditions are not
competitive, truck stops wil! be free to pass on increased costs to their customers. In this case.
there will no impacts on truck stop operators and the entire cost will be borne by the trucking
industry. The full impacts cannot fall on both industries at the same time. When reviewing
studies by’ affected groups, it is essential to determine whether the impacts presented are a part of
the total impact or a worst case for a particular group.

Misinterpretan’on of Job Losses. Job impacts are an important concern in water quality’
regulation. All too often, estimates of job losses resulting from regulatory action are presented
without any discussion of the durati6n of these job losses. This may gives the impression tha:t a

lost job represents one person-year of unemployment, or even a permanent job loss in the region.
However, if a business cuts back its operations as a result of regulatory action, any’ workers laid
off wi,1 not be unemployed indefinitely. The length of time that these displaced workers are
without work will depend on the local labor market. If the demand for their skills is poor, they’
may be unemployed for many months. However, we should not assume that this is always the
case. In a strong labor market, displaced workers will find new jobs witl~out delay and job

losses will merely’ be a temporary job displacement.

Use of Gross Output as a Measure of Impacts. Economic impact studies often present estimates
of the effect of regulatory action on the gross ourput or sales revenues. However, these can be
misleading figui’es. The true measure of the economic impact of regulatory action is its effect on

income. The value of an industry’s gross output reflects the cost of materials and components
and other production expenses, as well as the income of employees and proprietors. If an
industry curtails its output, many of these expenses will be reduced. Thus, impacts on gross
output are always greater than actual income losses.

In some cases, multipliers are applied to impacts on the affected industry to give an estimate of
impacts on gross regional output. The resulting figure should not be interpreted as the total cost
of the regulation to the region since it is significantly larger than overall impact on income in the
region.

4
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A .lob mult~Ft~r l,~r ~n ~n3uqrx ~h,,’~ ~ ~hc ~�~ number o~ joh~ ~ha~ ar~ ~p~,rt~d b~ c,<h I,~b ~r~

the industry, These mult~pl~cr~ are often used ~ithout an understanding of their hm~tat~ons. In
some cases, state or even national multipliers are used to estimate local economic impacts. This
is a serious misuse of multipliers, since s~te and national multipliers are nearly always larger
¯an counO’ multipliers.

Multipliers are often smaller than generally imagined. There seem to be the widespread belief
~at job multipliers are generall~ around 3.0. This is tree for industries such as automobile and
computer manufacturing operating in established industrial centers where they buy pans and
components from o~er industries in the area, But for most industries, multipliers are much
smaller. For example, the job multiplier for apparel manufacturing in Los Angeles County is
1.8. Multipliers are still smaller in rural counties where a higher proportion of spending by
businesses and consumers is on goods and services produced outside the area.

Multipliers usually overestimate indirect economic effects because the methods used to develop
¯em assume fixed trading patterns between industries. That is to say, each industry in an area
buys from local and outside industries in fixed proportions and production by suppliers
automatically rises and falls with production in the purchasing industry. In reality, there is more
flexibility in the economy, so economic impacts are softened.

Businesses are always adapting to changing conditions. For example, if a plant closes or cuts
back its output, suppliers will generally make up some of their losses in business by finding new
markets in other areas. Growth in other parts of the economy wil! often provide opportunities
for ~ese fi~s. Consequently, there is rarely a fixed proportional relationship between jobs lost
at a plant affected by a regulation and jobs lost at suppliers. Job multipliers give an upper limit
on ~e jobs lost due to a plant closure or cutback, rather than the most reasonable estimate of this
fi~re.

~ of Compa~sons. Estimates of economic impacts sometimes show hundreds of lost jobs
and ~lliom of dollars in lost ou~ut. These impacts may sound severe, but they should always
k compared wi~ regional totals and, more ~po~ntly, nomal fluctuations in these numbers.
Califo~a had nearly 12 million jobs in 1995. This numkr varies by several thousand from
mon~ to mon~. California’s gross s~te pr~uc~ ~s nearly $950 billion. ~bor markets are also
affected by ~gration. ~s ~geles Count’ ha~ lost ~ople in recent years, but in the !980s, net
~-~gration ranged up to 80,~ a~ually. E~en m smaller counties, 1~ lost jobs may be
equivalent to o~y a few monks’ net in-migra~,,n Impacts should always be put in context by
comparing them with economic statistics for ~he area affected.
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Overview

PEOPLE FL.\VE a s[rv, n~ elTlOtlonal 3ttachmLn; :,, ’a:~ter

quahties--tranquility, coolness, and beauty A.- a rc,ult, m~;st ~ ar.erbodms within
developments can be used as marketing tools to set the tone for entire pro}ects
(Tourb~r and Westmacott, 1992). A recent study conducted by the National
Association’ of Home Builders indicates that "whether a beach, pond, or stream,’the
proximity to water raises the value of a home by up to 28
percent." A 1991 American Housing Survey conducted
by the Department of Housing and Urban Development
and the Department of Commerce also concurs that
"when all else is equal, the price of a home located
within 300 feet from a body of water increases by tap to
27.8 percent" (NAHB, 1993), Dick Dillingham,
President of the ,National Association of Realtors’
Residential Sales Council, declares, "Water makes a
difference.., there is such a very small supply of
properties that can claim a water location and it ~s                                                          "
something you cannot add" (Lehman, 1994).

Although there are a limited number of natural
waterfront sites adjacent to lakes, rivers, streams,

estuaries, or open ocean, many opportumues exist to
create waterfront property. Homes and businesses can be
sited along hydroelectric or water supply ~mpoundments
or near the banks of artificial lakes created for wildlife.
recreational, or aesthetic reasons. A practice becoming
more prevalent is to site developments around man-made
ponds, lakes, or wedands created to control floodin~ and
reduce the impacts of urban runoff on neighboring natura!
streams, lakes, or coastal areas. When designed and sited correctly, artificial lakes
or wetlands can help developers reduce negative environmental ~mpacts caused by
the development process and increase the value of the properw.

The purpose of this report is to show that certain urban runoff management People have a strong
controls can be incorporated into a development zn a way that provzdes aestheticemotionalattachment to
and economic benefits. Table 1 summarizes the findings of this report. Urban water, arising from its
runoff controls that are pleasing to the eye and sate :,,z c h~idren can lead to

aesthetic qualities-
increased property values. Because the beauty of :-~" ~’. ,..rroundings can increase
real property values and enhance the quality of l:!v , , .’.t.cat,on of land areas tranquility, coolness,

adjacent to waterways and detention.ponds sho~,. ¯ ....tcred an integral part of andbeauty.
planning by developers, For existing runoff con ....e ~msightly, corrective
renovations can be made to increase the proper’, ’ =i quality of life.
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Table 1: Examples of real estate premiums charged for property fronting urban runoff controls

Location Base Costs of Lots/Homes Estimated Water Premium

Chancery on the Lake, Condo~niurn: $129,990 - $139,990 Up to $7,500
¯ A~ond~, Vi~r~a

Cer~ex Homes at Barkley, Home v~th lot: $330,000 - $368fl00
Faiffax, Virginia
Townhomea a, La~ Barton,

Townhome with bt: $130,000 - $160,000 Up to $I0,000
Burke, Virginia

Lake. of the Woo&, Varies Up to $49,000
Orange County, Virginia

Dodmn Homes, l..~yton, Home with lot: $289,000. $305,000 Up to $10,000
Faquier Cma~y, V’rrglnia
A.~burn V~ge, Varies $Z500 - $10,000
Lou&m County, ~rginia

W~ston Development, Home with lot: $1 I0,000. $1,000,00t9 $6,000. $60,000
Broward Gmr~, Florida &pending on lake. size,

of lakefront prop~y in
the neighborhood

Silver Lakes Development, Varies $200 - $400 per linear
Broward County, Florida foot of waterfront,

&pending on lake size
and view

..... Highland Parks, Hybemia, lllinois Waterfront lot: $299,900- $374,900 $30,000. $37,500

Waterside Apartments, Apartment Rental Up to $ l O/month
l~ton, Vir~nia
~llage Lake Apartments, Apamnem Rental $5. $10hrumth
Waldorf,, Maryland depending on apartment

floor plan
Lake. A rbora Towers, Apartment Rental $ I O/month

Marymount at Laurel Lakes Apart. Apartment Rental $ I O/month
lllerttS~

Laurel Lakes, Maryland

Lynne Lak~ Arms, Apartment Ren,,~ 5336 - $566/month $5 - $35/month
St. Petersburg, Florida deperding on lake size

Sale Lake, Bould~, Colorado Wat~rfio,u i, , ~ ; .q cOO Up to $3£000
The Landing, W~cNta, Kansas Waterfro, u 1~, $, � C03 . $40,000 Up to $20,000

Faiffax County, Virginia
Commercua , ~ ~ ~pace Rental Up to $1/square foot

Laurel Lakes Executive Park, Commem,a ~.’~..~ qpace Rental $ I - $1.50/square foot
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Impacts and Controls

I~’RBANI7.~.’I’iO,% ~’..V..’¢F£ change~ and ~mpac:s :o t’ne environment an~ our
communiues. Man,,’ effects of urbanl.-a’,u;n are posittve, such as new places for ’ ...:’
people to live and work, increased recreational opportunmes, and economic
growth. However, some of the impacts might be negative ff they are not handled
with foresight, ’ Most Iocalgoverament$

require some form of urban
Development leads to an increase in the amount of pollutants in an area.

Sediment from construction sites can end up in streams and rivers, choking plantrunoff management for

and animal life. Oil and gas from vehicles can leak onto roads and parking lots. new development,
Femlizers and pesticides, if not applied properly, can wash off lawns. Pesticides are
often found in higher concentrations in urban areas than in agricultural areas
(USGS, 1995). Pet waste, if not properly disposed of, can enter storm drains that
lead to wetlands, streams, or rivers, Household
chemicals, such as paints and cleaning products, can
leak if not stored or disposed of properly, All of
these pollutants can wash away when it rains and

~’~ ~ .._~end up in streams, rivers, lakes, estuaries, or ground
water. Many pollutants also bind to the sediment, so
when sediment washes away it takes the pollutants
with ~t,

Urbanization also leads to loss of pervious
areas (porous surfaces) that allow rainwater to soak
into the ground, This can increase the amount and
velocity of rainwater flowing to streams and rivers, as.:.:;.~¢, _.:...’~’:"..
illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. This increased speed                                                               "~’~.~7’~
and volume of water can have many impacts, includ.
ing eroded stream banks, increased turbidity and
pollunon, increased stream water temperature, and
increased water flow. All of these can have an
adverse effect on the fish and other organisms living
,n the stream and the receiving waters. When
rainwater cannot soak into the ground, the result
can be a loss of drinking water because many areas
of the count~, rely on rainwater soaking into the
ground to replenish underground drinking water
supplies.

Loss of trees due to urbanization can have
negative impacts. Trees are importan.t for controlling
the water temperature along the shorelines of "/~/A "/"~’R.-~HKO ’,’,.’.. "...: ".’.." ... :... ,... : ;.,:.. ,.. ,., : ;. :
waterbodies. Since many aquatic plant and animal
species are sensitive to changes in water temperature F~gure 1. Dev~lopmt, nt
(trout, for example), it is imporiant to keep stream temlx-raturcs as close to natural &c~ea~es the amouru of

levels as possible. When the shade of trees is lost, the watcr ~.cmpcrature can increase,ground. (L.B. 1.*opold, USGS
Circudar 554, 1968, cited ,n
NYSDEC, 1992)
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"Best managerr, er,: pracuces." or BMPs, help., address these impacts. BMPs
are des2gned to help reduce the amount of poiluuon m urban runoff. Some help to
control the volume and speed of runoff before it enters receiving waters. Many help
to increase the amount of rainwater that soaks into the ground to restore ground-
water. There ate two general types of BMPs: structural and nonstructural. Struc-

tural cont’rols involve building a "facility" for
controlling ttrban runoff, There are a variety
of structural controls and most require some

I,- Higher, more rapi(lp~aZ aisc~arge level of routine maintenance. This report

More runof~ volume discusses two types of structural controls that
have been documented as providing economic

Lower, less ral:flcl benefits: urban runoff ponds and constructed~ peak discharge

Graaual recession wetlands. Nonstructural BMPs do not require
construction of a facility. For example,
planning a development so that there are
buffers along stream banks and minimizing the
amount of impervious area are types of
nonstructural controls. Structural and
nonstruc~ural controls can be used in combi-
nation to manage runoff.

Urban runoff management controls are
now widely accepted due to lessons learned

~,~.~ from not planning properly for the impacts
associated with increased urbanization. Most

...... local governments require some form of urban
- runoff management for new development.

,,, They require such controls for two reasons: to
Figure 2: Develotnne~ cam akev prevent pollution and to prevent flooding
~n area’s h)drdo~ ~ increasing caused by increased runoff, mostly from
~ ~ of ~m,t,er~u~ suqo~,, impervious areas. Usually they require structural controls although some local(adapted f~n Schueler, 1987].

governments give cre~t for nonstructural controls.

Methodology
A LITF_P.ATUg~ r.Evmw was conducted to examine the impacts o’f urban runoff

management ponds on property values. Many experts in the real estate field and
experts involved in management of urban BMPs/runoff controls were contacted.
Discussions with organizations including the Urban l~nd Institute, the American
Planning Association, and the National Association of Home Builders proved
valuable in identifying developments that have incorporated urban runoff manage-

"Why not tok~ en ment requirements into site development and have realized an economic benefit.

environmental negative and Regional personnel of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) were
contacted and provided information on their region of the country as well as

turn it into a positive, into a potential case study examples. Developers and realtors provided comparative values
visue] asset?~ and information on premiums charged for various properties nationwide.

w~,,~,. 1~92) Information regarding case studies was compiled through literature reviews,
site visits, and discussions with developers and realtors. After the information.
~,atherinf~ l~rocess was completed, case studies were ~]ected. The case sr~die~ are
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non gathered and &sc~;ss:ons ~,’h exFerts m the fieids of real estate and urban : ..:.
runoff controls.

Ponds and Wetlands for Urban Runoff Control
MOST STRUC’nSRAI. urban runoff BMPs funcnon on the principle that it is best

to hold runoff for a period of nine. This approach serves two functions. It controls

the peak flow rates of water released from a site, thereby controlling downstream "Preservation is not a
flooding, and it allows pollutants to be removed from the water column. There areproblem for developers;
many different types of urban BMPs, man), of which add value to adjacent property,it’s a ~olden opportunity."
This report focuses on two types of BMPs that are often used: urban runoff"wet ~m~a ~oh~,~ .~ r~,,~, ~
ponds" and constructed wetlands, as illustrated in F~gure 3. v.,’~,,,~o,,. 1~,~a~

Wet Ponds

Wet ponds, as their name implies, are runoff holding facilities that have water
in them all the time. Storm flows are held in the pond temporarily and then
released to maintain healthy downstream habitats. Sediment and other pollutants
settle out of the water and are not discharged
to the receiving waters. Wet ponds are usually
vegetated, and the plants’ roots hold sediment
and use the nutrients that are often contained        w~
in urban runoff. The ponds are designed to be
big enough to control onsite and offsite                                                                        ::-’:-::.-
flooding in the event of a major storm. This ,, .:;:...’.~i

helps to control impacts on downstream
habitats.

Many of the "lakes" in developments are
actually detention or retention wet ponds.
Developers can design the wet ponds to look like Conttmcte~ W#tl~nd

natural lakes. Wet ponds can be highly effective
in removing sediment and in reducing nutrients
if they are properly constructed and maintained.
They can usually be used for large drainage areas.
Wet ponds can be incorporated into new ~ ,
development site plans and can enhance the Figure 3: W~ port& ~m~ cortseructed
value of surrounding property. Old wet ponds can also add value to the surrounding        ~,la~ ar~ e~ ~.p~ of rung
property once they have been aesthetically improved.

Constructed Wetlands

Wetlands serve an important function in controlling the impacts of urban
runoff. Because wetlands are heavily vegetated, they serve as a natural filter for
urban runoff. They also help to slow the flow of water to the receiving waters and
replenish groundwater. When properly designed, constructed wetlands have many
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advantages as an urban BMP, including reliable pollutant removal, longevity,
adaptabihty to many development sites, ability to be combined with other BMPs, and
excellent wildlife habitat potential (MWCOG, 1992).

Making Urban Runoff Management Work for You
ltq rataqv c^s~s, developers are able to realize’additional profits (and quicker

sales) fi’om units that are adjacent to a wet pond (Harden 1995; MWCOG, 1983).
If the urban runoff manage-
meat control is also
developed to allow passive
recreation (e.g., a walking
path around a lake or
pond), the recreational area
and the wet pond/con-
structed wetland can
become the feature attrac-
tion when adyertising tee
property (Figure 4). Addir~g

walking trails, fitness
equipment, gazebos, bird
houses, and other facilities
to enhance a detention area
can be costly, but eventually
additional profits are

........ realized (Sala, 1995).

can be a.~u to a &oe/omt~.
The impacts of urban runoff management controls on property values are site-

specific (CDM, 1982). Controls can affect property values in one of three ways:
increase the value, decrease the value, or have no impact, "Urban runoff controls
are greeted with varying degrees of skepticism and acceptance by residential versus
commercial property owners," according to Judith Costello Pearson, Manager,
Market Research, Fairfax County (Virginia) Economic Development Authority.
One must consider the appeal of an at’tractive urban rtmoff management control
along with the liability of open water. A childless adult might perceive a wet pond as
an amenity, but a family might.view it as a potential hazard to children.

"Whether a beach, pond, or
Factors That Lead to Increases in Property Value

stream, the proximity to

water raises the value of a Urban runoff systems with standing water often appear to be natural systems.

home by up to 28percent." A clean lake or pond offers benefits to developers by creating an idea! setting for
model units and for the sales office. If located close to the entrance and visible from

�~hman, 1994)
the road, it will have considerable curb appeal and can repay installation costs
through faster sales, in addition to raising the value of adjacent lots (Tourbier and
k~kstmacott, 199Z). Developers can charge premiur~ (extra charges) for properr~ with
water views, views of wooded land, or other amenities.
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Many Fond~ planned .%r ur,~an runeff contro! are ~Iso designed to provide ,,~
recreatmnal f~cdiues. They are of:en ~:~rrounded by ~valkmg tra~,s and p~cnic areasWighersa/esprices for
complete with gazebos and out&~r gulls. The ponds also can be used by prope~ies with views of the
nonmotori:ed boats like can~s and are excellent areas for b~rd-watching. Tlus

waterhave been consistent
natural setting creates a home for a variew of birds and ammals that homeowners
find ap~aling (Figure 5). Fountains, often ~ncluded m plans, also add to the

for 23 year& "

aesthetic qualities of the pond.
~,, 1995)

Many developers have capitalized on urban runoff regulations by designing
aesthetic wet ponds and markeung them as if they were natural lakes or ponds. A
Pennsylvania developer has said, "We are required to build urban runoff manage-
ment basins. Why not take an environmental negative and turn it into a positive,
into a visual asset?" (Tourbier and Westmacott, 1992). In an effort to incorporate
landscape design into stormwater management
planning to enhance the value and quality of develop-
ment, General Telephone of Marion, Ohio, created an
attractive wet pond ornamented with plantings,
stones, and pedestrian paths. Runofffrom the t lyatt .,.. "" ¯ =--.,~.~
Regency Ravina hotel complex in, Adanta,.Georgia, -- ~ _ ~_ ....[_" ,-" ~-
flows into a series of beautifully designed wet ponds _..~
linked together by streams and waterfalls that are kept
flowing by recirculating pumps. A carefully designed
wet pond at the Woods in Rhinebeck, New ~brk,
provides flood control and water quality benefits, and

,..:.¢~.~[~!~the waterfront created by the impoundment enhances - ..,-,
the value of surrounding townhouses (NYSDEC,
1992).

Factors That Lead to Decreases
in Property Value

Residential lots located near an urban runoff
pond are often a concern to home buyers with young
children. Parents fear their children will be attracted
by the water or wildlife and drown. Incidents of
drowning in urban runoff management areas have
occurred in residential as well as commercial areas.
Children who fall through frozen ponds or fall into the
water without knowing how to swim are usually the
victims (Suit filed, 1990; Woellert, 1993). Adults
have also drowned in detention ponds. A Chicago
man fell into an 18,foot-deep reteniion pond located ,
on the property of a junkyard and drowned (OSHA Figure 5:

wedar, da Im’ovuie wildiifeprobing, 1994). According to one real estate appraiser, safety is the only issue halmtat a~ are

regarding urban runoff management controls that adversely affects property valueaes~heucdb i~/eoamg.
(Jablonski, 1995).

..~
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One solution :s to construct a fence surrounding the pond to deter entry and

reduce accident potential. Chain-link fencing is often used, Rusting, poorly
maintained chain-hnk fencing reduces any aesthetic qualities of the area, but
fencing that has a black or green protective coating is more attractive and can
improve the appearance of the runoff control. Prince William County, Virginia, has
a fencing ordinance for constructed ponds aimed at preventing entry of children
under 4 years of age (Guzman, 1995; MWCOG, 198.3). A "protective device" of

the developer’s choice must
.... be placed around ponds

near residential areas with
over 2 feet of standing
water or more than 2 hours
of drainage time. The
protective device may be
fencing or plantings of
bushes and trees (Figure 6);
in some cases, flat slopes or

~’~" )a
~~

shallow beaches extending
~" ._-- " at least 20 feet from the

perimeter of the pond are
acceptable. These flat
slopes or beaches provide
protection for children who
could roll down steep slopes

~r~ 6: Nature/~f~" can directly into the pond.
b~ u~d as a pro~¢~’~ a,~e. Using flat slopes reduces the amount of land available for development, however,

and is the least used option. Fencing is the most inexpensive solution and is used
frequently. It has been reported to be an "attractive nuisance," however, because
some older ckildren feel challenged to climb fences and enter restricted areas
(MWCOG, 1983).

Requirements to construct wet ponds for urban runoff management are a
concern for developers, who lose the potential profit from this othezwise buildable
land. This unrealized profit, or foregone value, can be substantial if, for example, a
builder is no longer able to construct severa!, planned townhomes (Ro[band, 1995).
Developers often increase the number of homes built in the area available for

Urban runoff management development and reduce the size of individual homes to recoup the foregone value
controls are now widely of the property.

accepted due to lessons learned
from not planning properly for Poorly maintained wet ponds or constructed wetlands are often unsightly due

the impacts associated with to excessive algal growth or garbage build-up. These conditions are considered
detriments by area residents and people passing through the areas. Wet ponds and

increased urbanization,     constructed wetlands can also become mosquito breeding grounds. Mosquito

problems usually can be reduced or eliminated by designing the wet pond so that all
portions of the basin are connected to open water to allow natural predators to
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cor, uol the m~squt’.~., la.wae ~T~,ur~er and ""       " 1992) Generally" mosqmo
toes are ~,ot a problem m the pre’sence of a good b~loglcai community,. Orgamc

controls such as mosquito-eating fish or msectJcida] bacteria !ike Bacillus
When designed and sitedthllringien~ israelensis (Bti), however, are also options where niosquitoes need to be

controlled, correctly, artificial lakes or
wetlands can help

Improving the Acceptance o[ Urban Runoff Facilities developers reduce negativo
Effective landscaping can do much to overcome the disadvantages of urban environmentalimpacts

runoff systems and improve the appearance of facilmes. Banks of urban runoff causedby the development
storage areas and drainage ditches should be graded smoothly into adjacent areasprocess and increase the
where feasible. Steep slopes should be protected against erosion by stabilization

value of the property.
techniques, such as gabions, rip-rap, or other practices that detract as little as
possible from the natural setting. Planting and preservation of trees, shrubs,
and other vegetation should also be a part of the improvement plan

(Poertner, 1974).

Sediment accumulation and waterlogging of other-
wise usable land areas can be avoided by the use of proper
design, construction, and operation techniques. Ponds
used for urban runoff control can be spared from excessive
sediment accumulation by the use of forebays for stlt
collection. The amount of silt transported can be reduced
by directing runoff through vegetated areas or specially
designed runoff filters. Waterlogging of land surrounding
urban runoff storage areas can be minimized by sloping the
ground toward storage areas, eliminating water pockets, and                                                         ’5~!~.~" :::’;’-’~
minimizing the frequency and duration of ponding on areas
otherwise suitable for multipurpose use (Poermer, 1974).

Operation and Maintenance

Wet ponds and constructed wetlands requu’e periodic maintenance to
preserve environmental and monetary benefits of "waterfront" lots. How-
ever, the benefi~ of higher resale value and quality of life typically outweigh
the combined costs of the initial lot premium and azmual maintenance fees
charged by homeowners’ associations. In fact, operation and maintenance costs
of urban runoff retention ponds can be as low as $62 per year for homeowners
(MWCOG, 1983).
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Case Studies

T.~ FOLI.OWI~x/O CaSZ studies highlight developments where the incorporation of urban runoff "~, ~
controls resulted in economic benefits to the local homeowners or develoi~ers. The case studies      t~j     ""

Columbia, Maryland A landmark survey by the National Institute for Urban Wddlqe indicated that 2"5
perc~lt of the residents of Columbia, Maryland, a community planned for a population

of I00,000, prefer urban runoff ponds rJ~ contain permanene lx~ls of water, wetlands, and wildlife over the dry ponds
many municipalities prescri~ for their subditKrions. Residents (94 percent) ooerv~lmin~y believed that maruiging futur~
runoff basins for fish and wildlife as well. as i’or flood arid sediment control u.vtdd be desirabl~. Re.si&ms (92 I~rcxmt)
considered the view #birds ancl other wil&’fe to be. parric~ imporr.a~ ~ f& d~ d~ si~ of d,.~ outweighed any
nuisances th~ created. Perhaln mosi irrC, ormr~, 75 percem of Columbia homeowners felt that permanent bodies of
water added to real estate values arid 73 percent said they ~:ndd ~ more [or prolx’rt’y Iocated in a neighborhood
with stormwater control basins designed to enhance Rsh or wildliff use. The study in Columbia c. overed an area
that coma/ned 3/a/~, 22 runo/ftzmds with a Ix’mument pool #water, and 9 dry detention basins (Adams eta/., 1984;
Tourbier arv:l Westmacott, 1992).

9450 Gerw~ I.a~e, Columbia, MaryLand 21046; phone (410) 381.O2~.

Champaign.Urbana, Illinois Re.sidmu of seven Champoign.Urbana, Illirmis, subdivisions with urban
runnff detention ponds were questioned about tile rol~ the lxnid played in their

decision ~o purchase their home. Sixty.three percent of the respondents living adiacene to a wet !xrad identified ehe pond as
what they liked most about thor neighborhood. Seventy-i’our percent of homeowners surveyed believed that wet ponds
contribmed positiwb3 to th~ image o!’ a subdivision as a desirable p "lace to live. Only 3.5 percent fek a wet pond had a
negative influence ot~ the image of their nedghbortv~od. Overall, respondents believed that lots adjacent to a wet txrad
were worth an average o[ 21.9 percent mor~ than comparabl~ nonadjacent lots in the same subdivision. Eighty.
two percent of all res~ said dley wotdd, in the flaure, be wil~’ng to pay a pr~rtium for a lot adjacent to a wet pond
(Ernmeviing-DiNo~o, 1995).

Boulder, Colorado Built in 1993, ~ Sale Lake subdi~ion of sin~./amily homes surrounds a 4-acre
comtruc~ weflard. Sale. Lake demonstrates environmental sensitivity in ~uburban

development. Lots located alon~slde the wetland sold for as much os $134,000, up to a 30 percent prt, rnlum
o~er lots with no water ~ (St. Germain, 1995).

F-m" further tm’ot’mati~m c,o~La~t Will St. Gt’rmai.n, St. Germ;ma Construction, hat., 2.709 Pine St’~et,
Boulder, Colorado 80302; phone (303) 449.1379.
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Hi#hlsnd Parks, Illinois "Preservatmn ~ not a ~oblem for developers; it’s a golden opportunity," insists the . :
presidmt of the development cornpany for Hybernia, a commumty of 122 single.

farni!y Muses cm a t 33.5-acre site m Higtaland Parks. Illinois. The sir£, zoned ~�or 40,OO0-sc/uare-/oot lots, was laid out
around a. constructed pond/stream system and 27 acres of land @proved as a state nature preaerve. T’he Re inclucles
16.5 acres of pon&. Forebays at urban rurmff irdets carr.h sediments (’Tourbier and Westmacott, 1992).

Hybernia is a an example (ecological landscape planning. Waterfront lots, which now sell for $299,900 to
$3 74,900, draw a I 0 percent premlura above those with no wazer view (Margolin, 1995).

Fen" ~urther inl’ormarlon contact P~ter Ma.,loEn, Fl~mia Homeownen As~oc~t~on, c/o P,~d 5¢ai lX-~o~ment Corporation,
425 8uehl goad, Building tS, Northlrtook. lllin~a 60062; phone (708) 272-5600.

Alexandria, Virginia Chancery on th~ La~, a condom~’urn &vebprn~ ~a A~,andr~ ~r~r~ ~ a
r~s~L,’nad projec~ ~ an attracaw 14.acre urban runoff detenaon area. ~akors

are currend7 promoting ~ wet pond as the devebpmenCs featur~ s~ng po~. Th~ wet POM w~ be surrounded by a
wa~ng tra~, and a gazebo and ~s~ng ~zr t~ a~ be bu~t. Accor&~ ~o Ginger Hard~ Sde~ As~oc~.ue of Chancery
Assoc~ztes LP, co--ms ar~ prod betwem $129,990 a~d $139,990. Cordomlnimm that front n~e
selling at a $7,500 pr~aum. For ~ ~rzt four b~ on :h~ marke~ a $5,000 prer~u.m was charged for ur~ts
~ronang the ~. Th~ ~hon~ ur~ts were the ordy ur~ se~r~ and now th~ pre~um has been ra~ed to $7,50~
(Harde~ 1995).

For funher mtom~atzon contaca Eric Yakuchev, sale~ marker, 6540 S. Van Dora
Alexand~a, Virginia ZZ31.5~ phmae 1703) 9ZZ-TtTt

St. Petersbu~, Florida A &velopment consisting of apa~ and toumhouses in St. Petersbu~ Florida, "’"
Lyane Lak~ Anna, has four urban runoff detention por~ on si~e. Three of the

ponds are 3 to 5 acres in size, and the fourth is a 25.acre pond with a large fountain in the center. Apa~ments or
townhouses rent for betw~-rt $336 and $566 a mon~ Units facing the three smaller ponds have a $15 per month
waterfront prernlum; units [acing the large pond are renrzd at a $35 per month premium (McIntu~ 1995). A
small channd connects ~ large detention pond and one of ~ smaller ponds. Even apartments fronting this cMnnel
haoe a $5 per month wateffrcrnt premium.

For ~unher it’fformanon c~at~ct M~k Mah~, lea~R’,g a~ent, 58120 L~nn Lake Dave South,
St. Pet~laurg. Florida 33712; pb.on~

Wichita, Kansas Th~ owner of a 72.3.acre parcel # land/~t plans to fill deteriorating wetlands before

enhanced and constructed wetlands as the feature ~n~ ,~,mt o[ The Larding. A lake with 3,750 feet of shoreline
provides aesthe~ ar~ recreational value, as well aa ,.’,:.;’,~ detention of urban runoff. Wat~lront lots currently sell
for $18,000 to $40,000, a premium o~ up to $ 2 ~ . t ~ ~ ~ ~ 150 percent) above comparable lots with no water
view (Baird, 1995).

For ,turther ml’ormanon contact Sally Baird, sales a~nt, 520 S ! : %, - ......me 401,
Wichita, Kansas 67209, phone {316) 722.0777.
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Existing Development

Fairfax County, Virginia Since their construction in 1971, units.facing the constructed pond in du~ tot~tuguae
community o[ ~newood La~s have sokt at a premium. O[ the 497 u~its, all v~th

exacdy the same square [ootage according to tax records, only 20 have direct water views in either the front or the rear.
Figures show the average 1994 sa!e.s price o[ townhouses kzking the wa,.er amen~ to be $93,833. The average
waterfront sales ~ is $100,000, a premium of $6,117. Higher sales prices [~r prolx’~’ies with views of th~ water
haw b~n conslst~/%r 23 years (Wade, 1995).

Evans Mills is an upscal~ community o[41 townfiouses in the "l~som Comer area built around a~ e~ting por~,

Fair[~ Cour~ tax records show Evans Mills wamf’ror~ towr~hous~ sell at higher l:,rices. In 1994, ~a~ront homes
sold for an awrag~ $17,467 pr~naum above th~ m~,rag~ $419,200 lrice of homes not f~ng ~ ~rd OVa&,
199s).

Sin~.fa~y hom~ can haw higher initial sale values as wall as higher resale values when th~ fac~ urban runoff
demq~on arm. County tax records reveal that land values in Franklin Farms, an established resi&mad neighborhood
in ru:n’th~n Virginia, am high~st ~/ocated/~ ~ of~ 5-acre urban runoffde~’v;ion area, which is surrounde.d by. a
wal~ng path fumished by the develope~. "Waterfront" homes in this r~ighbodu~ soil ~or 10 to 20 l~rceat mor~
inlti~y and again at resa~ than/and wi~h no water view (’Doum/u~, 1995). (Thes~ pert.end, s might be s.ligMy

Commercial Prop~’y

Prince George’s County, Maryland Laurel Lak~ Executiw Pa~ comm~’ial Prol~n7 in laurel
Marylar~ also has creamt an anractive wet pond system. Off~ space

fronang th~ water rents at a ~t, mlum of SZ00 to $200/~r month &pending on the ~e and !ayout of the office
spac~ (Ka!ish, 1995). On average, first-class off~e sl~ce located in Pr~e George’s County ~ a lakefront view rents
[or between $17.50 aM $20.00 per square loot, whereas properties without a ~,w r~nt [or between $16.50 and $18.50
l~r sc~are [oot (Duncan, 1995).

Fairfax County, Virginia Commerc~ oJTzce space dso can be valued higher ~ it fronts aesthetical~y
designed runoff retzrmon ;~rnds. The lakefront Lakeside at Avion and Tysons

Pond, both located in Fairfax Count, Virginia, are ~xamp~ .,~ .on’a~.,rcial projects that took advantage of the rextuJre.
rn~ to implem~ urban runoff management controls ~ enh~,, ~g a reozru~on pond and th~n capiuzlizing on the

presenc~ of the pond when naming the project. In Fair/ax. ~,~,Xtma, the averag¢ cost of commercial offlic¢ space
toithout water as an amenity is apl~oxlmat~ly $15 per ~,,z~e ~oot. "I~ average lt.asing rat~ ~or commercial
~at~/’ront oi/k’e spac~ is $16 per squar~ loot (Constam. ! 9~5 Goe!!er,/995).
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In a soft commencal real estate market, where office sl~ace is overabundant, it can be difficult to ask for a prerruum
of any kind. However, real estate brokers agree that, when all else is equal, commercial waterfront property
rents considerably faster than space that does not front water (Berman, 1995; Constam, 1995; Goeller, 1995;
Pepper, 1995). Although a tenant might not be charged for a water amenity, it can provide a steadier flow of
income aM fewer vacancies for the realtor (Berman, 1995). M~ke Pepper, Vice President of CB Commercial Red
Estate Group, Inc., declares that "There is absolutely a prerruum associated with commercial lakefront property.
Anything adding to the aesthetic value is going to raise a property’s value." Mr. Pepper concedes that in the
saturated market of northern Virginia, property with a water view might or might not rent for a $ I.$3 per square
foot premium, but will always sell or be rented more quickly (Pepper, 1995).

Conclusion

ENVIRONMEN~rAL BENEFITS are not the only valid reason for encouraging

developers to incorporate urban runoff controls into new residential and

commercial developments. Increased property values can result from aesthetically
landscaped controls, Both homeowners and developers have realized benefits from

beautification of areas adjacent to waterways and detention ponds. Residents find
the beauty and tranquility of water, as well as fish, birds, and other wildlife, highly
desirable. The beauty of natural surroundings increases real residential property
values by up to 28 percent while also enhancing the quality of life. Commercial
property owners, too, can benefit when their property is adjacent to an aesthetically
designed urban runoff control. They can realize lower vacancies, lower tenant
turnover, and high rental prices. Real estate professionals agree that the more
amenities a property has, the faster it will sell or rent. Of course, to maintain higher
property values, aesthetics must be considered during the operation and
maintenance of wet ponds and constructed wetlands over the years. Moreover, for
runoff controls to be successful, they must have the support of people in the
community as well as developers (Adams et al., 1984). Then, everyone can benefit.
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{2} For any group application (iii} Part 2 of the application shall be the.location of any combined sewer
submitted in accordance with paragraph submitted to the Director by May.17, dverflow dlsch¯rge point.
(c}(2} of this section: 1993. (4) Any person may petition the

{i] Part I of the application shall be {S} A permit application shall-he Director for the designationof a large or
submitted to the Director, Office of submitted to the Director within 60 days medium municipal separate storm sewer
Water Enforcement and Permits by of notice, unless permission for a later system as defined by paragraphs
March 18. 1991: date is granted by the Director (see 40 (b)(4)(iv) or (b)(7)(iv) of this section.

(il) Based on information in the part I CFR 124.52(c)), for. (5) The Director shall make a final
application, the Director will approve or (i} A storm water discharge which the determination on any petition received
deny the member~ in the group Director, or in States with approved under this section within 90 days after
application within 60 days after NPDES programs, either the Director orreceiving the petition.
receiving part I of the group ¯ppllcation.the EPA Regional Administrator, 6. Section 122..?.8(o)(2)(i) is revised to(iii} Part 2 of the application shall be determines that the discharge read as follows:
submitted to the Director, Office of contributes to a violation of a water
Water Enforcement and Permits no laterquality standard or is a significant § 122.2S ~ pe~’rnR~ (spptlc~ble to
than 12 months after the date of contributor of pollutants to waters of theSt~ta NI~.S programs, ~ § 123.2b’).
approval of the part I application. United States (see paragraph (a}(1)(v) of" . ....

{iv} Facilities that are rejected as this section); (b} " " °
members of s group by the permitting (il) A storm water discharge subject to(2} Requi~’ing an/~d/v/dua/permit. (i}
authority sh~ll have 12 months to file ¯npara~’aph (c)(1)(v) of this section. The Director may require any discharger
individual permit application from the (6) Facilities with existing NPDES authorized by a general permit to apply
date they receive notification of their permits for storm water discharges for and obtain an individuaJ NPDES
rejection, associated with indu.s~al activity shall’ permit. Any interested person may

(v) A facility listed under paragraph maintain existing permits. New petition the Director to take action
(b)(14) (i)-(xi) of this section may add on applications shall be submitted in under this paragraph. Cases where an
to a group application subndtted in accordance with the requirements of 40individual NPDES permit may be
accordance with paragraph (eX~-)(i) of CFR 122.2"1 and 40 CFR 122.26(c) 180 required include the following:.
this section at the discretion of the days before the expiration of such (A) The discharger or "treatment
Office of Water Enforcement and permits. Facilities with expired permitsworks treating domestic sewage" is not
Permits, and only upon ¯ showing of or permits due to expire before May 18,in compliance with the conditions of the
good cause by the facility.and he group1992, shall submit applications in general NPDES permit:
applicant: the request for the addition ofaccordance with the deadline set forth (B) A change has occurred in the
the fac!lity shall be made no later than under paragraph (e)(1) of this section, availabRity of demonstrated technology
February 18,1992: the addition of the (f) Pet/t/ors, (1) Any operator of a or practices for the control or abatement
facility shall not cause the percentage ofmunicipal separate storm sewer systemof pollutants applicable to the point
the facilities that are required to submit may petition the Director to require asource or treatment works treating
quantitative data to be less then 10~, separate NPDES permit (or a permit domestic sewage:
unless there are over 100 facilities in theissued under an approved NPDES State (C) Effluent limitation guidelines are
group that are submitting quantitative program) for any discharge into the promulgated for point sources covered
data: approval to become part of group municipal separate storm sewer system,by the general NPDES permit;application must be obtained from the (2) Any person may petition the (D) A Water Quality Managementgroup or the trade association Director to require a NPDES permit for ~,plan con~.aining requirements s.pplicablerepresenting the ladividual facilities, discharge which is composed entirely ofto such point sources is approved:

(3} For any discharge from ¯ large storm water which contributes to a (E) Circumstances have changed sincemunicipal separate storm sewer system;viblation of a water quality standard or the time of the request to be covered so(i).Part I of the application shall be is a significant contributor of pollutants that the discharger is ne longersubmitted to the Director by November to waters of the United States. appropriately controlled under the18, 199~i (3) The owner or operator of a general permit, or either a temporary or
(ii,) Based on information received in municipal separate storm sewer systempermanent reduction or elimination ofthe part t application the Director will may petition the Director to reduce the the authorized discharge is necessary:approve or deny ¯ sampling plan underCensus estimates of the population (1=) Standards for sewage sludge useparagraph (d)(1)(iv)(E) of this section served by such separate system to or disposal have been promulgated forwithin 90 days after receiving the part 1account for storm water discharged to the sludge use and disposal practiceapplication: combined sewers as defined by 40 CFRcovered by the general NPDES permit:(iii) Part 2 of the application shall be 35.2005(o)(11) that is treated in s

submitted to the Director by November publicly owned treatment works. In or
16, 1992. municipalities in which combined {G} The discharge(s) is ¯.significant

contributor of pollutants. In making this
(4} For any discharge from ¯ mediumsewer~ are operated: the Census         determination, the Director may

municipal separate storm sewer system~estimates of population may be reducedconsider the foliowin8 factors:(i) Part I of the application shall be proportional to the fraction, based on
submitted to the Director by May 18, estimated lengths, of the length of (~) The location of the discharge with
1992. combined sewer~ over the sum of the respect to waters of the United States:

(il} Based on information received i~ length of combined sewers and (2) The size of the discharge;
the part I application the Director will municipal separate storm sewers where (,~} The quantity and nature of the
approve or deny ¯ sampling plan underan applicant has submitted the NPDESpollutants discharged to waters of the
pm-a~’aph (d)(1)(iv)(E} df this section permit number associated with each United States; and
within ~0 days after receiving the part I discharge point.and a map indicating (4) Other relevant factors:
application, areas served by combined sewers and "    " ’ " °    "
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?. Section "12.7-42 is amended by the anniversary oi" the date of the application under § 122.2s{d}{2}{iv} and
addin~ paragraph {c} to read as follows’- issuance of the permit for such system. (d}{2}{v} olr this part;

The repo~ shall include: {4} A summary of data. including
| 122.42 Addltiort~ ~ applk~INm

(I) The status of implementing the monitoring data. that is accumulated
to ~ �~te~’~s of NPOES ~ throughout the reporting year.
(apM~bie to ~t~t~ NPDES pro~ma, m components of the storm water
§ 123.25). management program that are (5) Annual expenditures and budget

established as permit conditions: for year following each armual report;
..... (6) A summary describin8 the number(2} I~’oposed changes to the storm end nature of enforcement actions,

(c} ~JunJcip~ separvte storm sewer water management programs that are inspections, and public education
systems. The operator of a large or established as permit condition. Such
medium municipal separate storm sewer proposed changes shall be consistent programs:

system or a municipal separate storm with § 122.26(d}(2}(iii) of this part: and (?) Identification of water quality
improvements or degradation:

sewer that has been designated by the (3} Revisions, if necessary, to the
Director under | 122.28(a)(1)(v) of this assessment of controls and the fiscal 7a. Part 122 is amended by adding

part must submit an annual report by analysis reported in the permit
appendices E through I as follows:

Appendix E to Part 122-.-Rainfall Zones, of the United States

$ 0°H

Not Shown: Alaska (Zone 7|; Haweli (Zone Appendix F to Part 1ZT..-.Incorporated
7): Northern Marlena Islands (Zone 7): Guampl~c~s With Populations Greater Than
(Zone 7}:, American Samoa (Zone 7);, Trust 2.S0,0~0 According to L~test Decennial Co.’ado ...........Delve.Territory of the Puciflc lslend~ (zone 7}: Censtm by Bureau of Census. Oi~ct o~ ~ ........
Puerto Rico (Zone $} VLr~in Islands (Zone 3).

Source: Methodology for Analysis of Stow I bxx~:~t~:l
D~tontion Sasirm lror Control of Urban Runoff C~o¢~i~ .............

Tamps.
Quality, prepared for U,$. Environmental AJ~ama .........................~Protection Agency, Oflrtca of Water. Nonpoin! Anzo~ ...........................Pho~m.
Source Division. Washington. DC, 1966. Tuc~n.

~ ,,~ac~s~t~ ..............

Sen Pmnc~
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Autlmrlty: Clean Water Act. ~3 U.S.C. tZSl determine, on a case-by-case basis, that (c) Prior to a case-by-case
et #eq. certain concentrated animal feeding determination that an individual permi

9. Section 123.2.5 is amended by operations {§ I~..23}. concentrated is required for a storm water discharge
revising paragraph (a]{9] to read as aquatic animal production facilities under this section {see 40 CFR
follows: (§ 17..2.24], storm water discharges (a}{l}(v} and (c)(1}{v}}, the Regional

(§ 122.26), and certain other facilities Administrator may require the
§ 123.25 R~dremanta 1o" ~ covered by general permits (§ 122.28) discharger to submit a permit

(a} " " " that do not generally require an application or other infnrmation
{9} | 122.26---{Storm water individual permit may be required to regarding the discharge under section

discharges): obtain an individual permit because of 308 of the CWA. In requiting such
..... their contributions to water pollution, information, the Regional Administrator

(b} Whenever the Regional shall notify the discharger in writing and
PART 124,--~O~EDUR~S FOR Administrator decides that an individualshall send an application form with theDECISIONMAKING permit is required under this section, notice. The discharger must apply for a

10. The authority citation for part t24 except as provided in paragraph {c) of permit under § 122.26 within 60 days of
continues to read as follows: this section, the Regional Administrator notice, unless permission for a later date

Authority: Resource Conservation and shall notify the discharger in writing of is granted by the Regional
Recove~ Act, 42 U.S.C. 6@01. et seq.: Safe that decision and the reasons for it, and Administrator. The ques_tion whether the
Drinking Water Act. 42 U.S.C. 300f et seq.; shall send an application form with the initial designation was proper will
Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. 12,~I et #eq.: and notice. The discharger must apply for a remain open for consideration during
Clean Air Act. 42 U.S.C. 18.57 el seq. permit under § 12.2.21 within 60 days of the pdblic comment period under

11. Section 124.52 is revised to read as notice, unless permission for a later date § 124.11 or § 124,118 and in any
is granted by the Regional subsequent hearing.follows:
Administrator. The question whether the

§ 124,52 Perm~.~ r~uirm:I on a ca=e.by- designation was proper will remain Not~ The following form will not appear in
ces~ ~s. open for consideration during the public the Code of Federal Regulations.

(a) Various sections of part 122, comment period under § 124.11 or m~.m~ ccoe
subpart B allow the Director to § 124.118 and in any subsequent hearing.
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APPENDIX C:
ADEQUATE LEGAL

AUTHORITY
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po,~o~ of the wate~ked of tSe ci~, co~e~o~ to the retake of the ci~’s ~arer

supp~, ~ fiere~after d~c~be& or by placing any foul or pu~cible s~stance,
w,~ether solid or liquM, a~ whether the same be bused or not, ~ithin the limits

of the potion of the wate~hed so d~cnbed.

Sec. 4%6. Application [’or permit.

(a) Any person who desires to use or develop any vegetated wetland and on and

after January I, 1983, any nonvegetated wetland, within this city, other than ]’or

those activities specified in section 49-3 above, shall first file an application ]or

a .permit ~vith the wetlands board.

Sec. 49.22. Application for permit.

(a) Any person who desires to use or alter any coastal primary sand dune with.in
thiz city, other than for those activities specified in section 49-20 above, shall

first file an application for a permit with the wetlands board.

1.6 Autlaorit~ to Meet Part 2 Permit Requirements
The NPDES stormwater permit application regularior~ require an assessment of

whether ex:izti.ng legal authority is sufficient to meet the criteria for Pan 2 of the

permit application provided in 40 CFR 122.26(d)(2)(i) as follows:

40 CFR 12Z26(d)(2)(i)
A demonstration that th~ applicant can operate pursuant to legal authority

established by statute, ordinance or series of contracts which authorizes or enables the

applicant at a minimum to:

(A ) Contr61 through ordinance, permit, contract, order or similar means, the

contribution of pollutants to the municipal storm sewer system by storm water

discharges associated with industrial activity and the quality of storm water

discharged from sites of industrial activiay;

(B) Prohibit through ordinance, order or similar means, illicit discharges to the
municipal separate storm seWetT,

103191 ¯
1,7875
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(,d?) Con:ro~’ through ordinance, order or , ~.s.rnz.., rnear~s the discharge to a
municipal separate storm sewer of spills, dumpir.g or dt~posat of materials other

th~:n storm water,

(13) Controt through interagency agreements among coapplicants ,the
contnbunon of pollutants from one pornon of the munictpal rystem to another

pornon of the municipal system,.

(E) Require compliance with condin’ons in ordinances, permits, contracts or
order;, and

( F ) Cam, out all inspection, surveillance and monitoring procedures necessary
to determine compliance and noncompliance with permit conditions including
the prohzb~on on illicit discharges to the municipal separate storm sewer.

"l"he Cit’y Code sectiorts identified above a.re referenced in an assessment of the
indi’4dual Part 2 legal authority criteria.

(,4) Conzrol through ordinance, permit, contract, order or ~ means, the            "
contr~ution of pollutants to the municipal storm sewer system by gtorm water          -::: .
discharges assodat~ with ~ activity and th~ quatity of s~orm water          "~’:~::~
discharged from sites of i, ndusrrial activity. Section 39.1-19 of the City Code
Dr~i~it5 the discharge of sanitary sewer flow to the storm sewer system.
Section 39.2-5 of the City Code prohibits the discharge of any sewage from
a private sewage disposal facility on any public or private property in the
Cit2,’. Section 41.1-4 of the City Code prohibits pollutants to be discharged
~o ~he storm sewer system including the discharge of industrial process water,
wazh water, or other tmp~rmirted industrial discharges in Section 41.1-4(c).
Section 41.1.5 of the City C, ode provides the City with authority to order the
c~rrection of drainage probletm on any site in the City. Sectforts 9-10, 30-69,
41.16, and 41-17 of the City C.x:xle protu’bit pollution of water~ of the City
and littering. Section~ 42-20.1 and 42-20.2 of the City Code proh~it the
obstruction of drains or drainage areas. Sectior~ 42-24, 42.25, and 42-46 of
the City Code establish regulations for protecting the City from spills or
deposits of liquid wastes. Section 46-28 of the City Code prohibits pollution
of the City’s water supply.
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For ,~,eveio,nment or redevetopme.,:.: ot ~ndusmal si~es, the City’s Zoning
Ordinance establishes lot size, yard size, and maxamum lot coverage

requirements [or industrial activity. Chapter 15 of the City Code establishes
erosion and sedimentation control regulations. If development or

redevelopment of industrial sites occurs w~thin a Chesapeake Bay
Preservation Area., Section ~,94. of the City’s Zoning Ordinance and Chapter

32.2 of the City Code establish stringent criteria for stormwater management,

protection of water quality, and use of Best Management Practices. Chapter

49 of the City, Code protects development within wetlands or coastal primary

sand dunes by requiring a permit application with the wetlands board.

Enforcement provisions and penalties for violations of the referenced
sections of City Code are also provided in specific chapters. Chapter 27 of.
tt’,e Cit’y Code provides additional authority for the abatement of nuisances.

(B ) Prohibit through ordinance, order or simiZar means, illk-’it discharges to
numicipal separa~ storm .r.ewer. Section 39.1-19 of the City Code prohibits
the discharge of ~anitary sewer flow to the storm sewer system. Section 39.2-
5 of the City Code prohibits the discharge of any sewage from a private
sewage disposal facility on any public or private property in the City. Section
,1.1.1-4 of the City Code prohibits pollutants to be discharged to the storm
sewer system. Section 41.i-5 of the City, Code provides the City with
authority to order the correction of drainage problems on any site in the
Cir. Sections 9-10, 30-69, 41-16, and 1.1-17 of the City Code prohibit
pollution of waters of the City and littering. Sectiom 42-20.1 and 42-20.2 of
the City Code prohibit the obstruction of drains or drainage areas. Sections
~,2-24, 42-2.5, and 42-46 of the City Code establish regulations for protecting
the City fi’om spills or deposits of liquid wastes. Sect’ion 46-28 of the City
Code prohi’bits pollution of the City’s water supply.

Enforcement provisions and penalties for violations of the referenced
sections of City Code are also provided in specific chapters. Chapter 27 of
the City Code provides additional authority for the abatement of nuisances.
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(C) Control through ordirmruze, orff~r or sT.~iiar m~ans tk~e ~c~e to a
~1 se~m~ sm~ s~er of sp~, ~pmg or d~al of ~t,~& o~r

~n sto~ water. Section 39.1-19 of the Ci~ Code prohibits the discharge

or sanita~ sewer flow to the storm sewer system. Section 39.2-5 of the Ci~

Code prohibits the discharge of any sewage from a private sewage disposal
fac~li~ on any public or p~vate prope~ in the Cir. Section 41.1-4 of the

Ci~ Code prohibi~ pollutants to be discharged to the sto~ sewer system.

Sectio~ 9-10, 30~9, 41-16, and 41-17 of the Ci~ Code prohibit pollution of
wate~ of the Ci~ and 5ttenng. Sections 42-24, 42-25, and 4246 of the Ci~

Code establish re~lations for protecting the Ci~ from spills or deposi~ of

hqui~w~tes. Section 46-28 of the Ci~ Code prohibi~ pollution o[ the City’s-

water supply.

Enforcement provisions and penalties for vmlations of the referenced
sections of City Code are a~o provaded in specific chapters. Chapter 27 of
the City Code provides additiona! authority for the abatement of nuisances.

(D) Control, through interagency agreements among coapplicattm the           .,
conuibution of pollutams from one portion of tht municipal syston to another
portion of the trmnicipalsystgm. The City of Norfolk owns the entire separate          ---. ’,.~
storm water system and is an individual NPDES permit applicant.

The City of Norfolk reLies on its In-Town Reservoir System as a vital part .of
the water supply system. To protect water quality within the In-Town
Reservoir System, the City of Norfolk will seek an intermuaicipal agreement
with the City of Virginia Beach to control nonpomt source pollution for the
areas of the In-Town Reservoir System bordering and located within the
jurisdiction of the City of Virginia Beach. After approval of Part 1 of the
application by the EPA, the City of Norfolk wilt meet with the City of
V~irginia Beach to discuss the development of an agreement before submittal
of Part 2 of the application on November 16, 1992.

(E) Re.quire. compliance with conditions in ordinances, ~, contractr or
oraer. Enforcement provisions and penalties for violations of the referenced
sections of City Code are provided in specific chapters. Chapter 27 of the
City Codes provides additional authority for the abatement of nuisances.
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(~) Ca~ o~ all ~s’p~w~ su.~ei22~e and ~~g ~~ ~c~a~

~ ~~ cO~e ~ ~omp~e ~ ~ co~ ~g
~ p~~n on ~ ~c~ ~ ~ ~~l se~mte sto~ s~.
Chapter 41.L entitled "Storm Water Management", pro~des authofiU for the
City’s Director of Public W~r~ t~ establish procedures and enfor~
regulations pe~aining to the storm water system in Section 41.1-3. AuthorJw
to prohibit and inspect for illicit cennections to the storm sewer system is
pro~ded to the Depa~ment of CiU Planning and Codes Administration in
Section 39.!-19. Authodu to enforce violations of private sewage disposal
regulations is prodded to the Depa~ment of Health in Section 39.2.1 of the
Ciu Code. For development and red(velopment, the Department of CiU
Plan£ing and ~des Administration has authonu over erosion and sediment
control pl~s, the site renew process, and sto~water management
regulations requ~ed for acti~U ~thm the Chesape~e Bay Prese~ation
~ez. Additional authon~ for enforcement of erosion and sed~ent control
re~lations and sto~water management is berg established for the
Depa~ment of Public Wor~ in an ordinance cu~ently under renew by the
state. Authedu to enforce regulations and pewits of the Ciu’s Tree
Ordinance is prodded in Section 30-23 of the CiW Code.

1.7 Legal Authority. Overview
Overall, the City of Norfolk has the exssting legal authority, or is in the process

of modi,f’ying e~sttng City Code with ordinances, to control discharges to the
municipal storm sewer system and meet the legal authority requirements of 40 CFR
I22. 26(d) (2) (i).
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~EPA Preli~o~inary Data Summary of
Urban Storm Water
Best Management Practices
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6.0 Costs and Benefits of Storm \Vater BMPs

Storm water best management practices (BMPs) are the primary tool to improve the
quality of urban streams and meet the requirements of NPDES permits. They include both the.
structural and non-structural options reviewed in Section 5.2 of this report. Some BMPs can
represent a significant cost to communities, but these costs should be weighed against the various
benefits they provide. This chapter will focus on reviewing available data on the costs and
potential benefits of both structural and non-structural BMPs designed to improve the quality of
urban and urbanizing streams, and the larger water bodies to which they drain.

As described in previous chapters, stoma water runoffcan contribute loadings of nutrients,
metals, oil and grease, and litter that result in impairment of local water bodies. The extent to
which these impairments are eliminated by BMPs will depend on a number of factors, includiiig
the number, intensity, and duration of wet weather events; BMP construction and maintenance
activities; and the site-specific water quality and physical conditions. Because these factors will
vary substantially from site to site, data and information are not available with which to develop
dollar estimates of costs and benefits for individual types of BMPs. However, EPA’s national
estimates of costs and benefits associated with implementation of the NPDES Phase II rule are
discussed in Section 6.4.

6.1 Structural BMP Costs

The term structural BMPs, often refen’ed to as "Treatment BMPs," refers to physical
structures designed to remove pollutants from storm water runoff, reduce downstream erosion,
provide flood control and promote groundwater recharge. In contrast with non-structural BMPs,
structural measures include some engineering design and construction.

Structural BMPs evaluated in this report include:

¯ Retention Basins
¯ Detention Basins
¯ Constructed Wetlands
¯ Infiltration Practices
¯ Filters
¯ Bioretention
¯ Biofilters (swales and filter strips).

The two infiltration systems focused on in this report are infiltration trenches and
infiltration basins. Although bioretention can serve as a filtering system or infiltration practice, it
is discussed separately because it has separate cost data and design criteria. In this report, wet
swales are assumed to have the same cost as biofilters, because there are little cost data available
on this practice. Additional information about these structural BMPs, including descriptions,
applicability and performance data can be found in Chapter 5 of this report. Other BMPs include
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experimental and proprictaW products, as well as some conventional structures such as water
quality inlets. They are not included in this analysis because sufficient data are not available to
support either the performance or the cost of these practices.

6.1.1 Base Capital Costs

The base capital costs refer primarily to the cost of constructing the BMP. This may
include the cost of erosion and sediment control during construction. The costs of design,
geotechnical testing, legal fees, land costs, and other unexpected or additional costs are not
included in this estimate. The cost of constructing any BMP is variable and depends largely on
site conditions and drainage area. For example, if a BMP is constructed in very rocky soils, the
increased excavation costs may substantially increase the cost of construction. Also, land
acquisition costs vary greatly from site to site.4 In addition, designs vary slightly among BMP=
types. A wet pond may be designed with or without various levels of landscaping, for example.
The data in Table 6-1 represent typical unit costs (dollars per cubic foot of treated water volume)
from various studies, and should be considered planning level. Inthe case of retention and
detention basins, ranges are used to reflect the economies of scale involved in designing these
BMPs.

Land costis the largest variable influencing overall BMP cost.
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Table 6-1. Typical Base Capital Construction Costs for B*IPs

BMP ¯ Typical
Cost* Notes SourceType       (S/c0

Cost range reflects economies of scale in designing

Retention and
this BMP. The lowest unit cost represents approx.

Adapted from
Detention 0.50-1.00

150,000 cubic feet of storage, while the highest is
Brown and

Basins
approx. 15,000 cubic feet. Typically, dry detention

Schueler (1997b)
basins are the least expensive design options among
retention and detention practices. _

Although little data are available to assess the cost of
wetlands, it is assumed that they are approx. 25%Adapted from

Constructed
0.60-1.25 more expensive (because of plant selection and        Brown and

Wetland
sediment forebay requirements) than retention Schueler (1997b)
basins..

Infiltration
4.00 Represents typical costs for a 100-foot long trench.Adapted from

Trench SWRPC (1991)

Infiltration 1.30
Represents typical costs for a 0.25-acre infiltrationAdapted from

Basin basin. SWRPC ( 1991)

The range in costs for sand filter construction is
largely due to the different sand filter designs. Of theAdapted from

Sand Filter 3.00-6.00 three most cornmon options available, perimeter sand Brown and
filters are moderate cost whereas surface sand filtersSchueler (1997b)
and underground sand filters are the most expensive.

Bioretention is relatively constant in cost, because itAdapted from
Bioretention 5.30 is usually designed as a constant fraction of the totalBrown and

drainage area. Schueler (I 997b)

Grass
0.50

Based on cost per square foot, and assuming 6 inchesAdapted from
Swale of storage in the filter. SWRPC (1991)

Based on cost per square foot, and assuming 6 inches
of storage in the filter strip. The lowest cost assumes Adapted from

Filter Strip     0.00-1.30 that the buffer uses existing vegetation, and the       SWRPC (1991)
highest cost assumes that sod was used to establish
the filter strip.

* Base year for all cost data: 1997

In some ways there is no such value as the "average" construction cost for some BMPs,
because many BMPs can be designed for widely varying drainage areas. However, there is some
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value in assessing the cost ot’a typical application of each BMP. The data in Table 6-2 reflect
base capital costs for typical applications of each category of BMP. It is important to note that,
since many BMPs have economies of scale, it is not practical to extrapolate these values to larger
or smaller dr.ainage areas in many cases.

Table 6-2. Base Cdsts of Typical Applications of Storm Water BMPs~

BMP Type
Typical Cost

($/BMP)
Application Data Source

Retention                       50-Acre Residential SiteAdapted from Brown and
$100,000 (Impervious Cover = Schueler (1997b)Basin

35%)

50-Acre Residential SiteAdapted from Brown and
Wetland $125,000 (Impervlous Cover =

35 %) Schueler (1997b)

5-Acre Commercial Site Adapted from SWRPC
Infiltration

$45,000 (Impervious Cover =
Trench (1991)65%)

5-Acre Commercial Site Adapted from SWRPC
Infiltration $15,000 (Impervious Cover = ( 199 ! ) ..:...’-;::.:~Basin

65%)

5-Acre Commercial Site$35,000-                             Adapted from Brown and
Sand Filter $70,000,..3

(Impervious Cover =
Schueler (1997b)65%)

5-Acre Commercial Site
Bioretention $60,000 (Imper~’ious Cover = Adapted from Brown and

65%)                  Schueler (1997b)

5-Acre Residential Site
Grass Swale $3,500 (Impervious Cover = Adapted from SWRPC

35%1             (1991)

5-A~rc I~c,~dential Site
Filter Strip $0-$9,0003 (Irnl,~ :’....~, (_’over =

Adapted from SWRPC
35"            (1991)

1. Base costs do not include land costs.
2. Total capital costs can typically be determined ." ,,ng these costs by approximately 30%.
3. A range is given to account for design variam,~,.
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Although var~ou~ manuals report construction cost estimates for storm water ponds, EPA
has identified only three studies that have sy.~tematica!ly evaluated the construction costs
associated with structural BM Ps since 1985. The three studies used slightly different estimation
procedures. Two of these studies were conducted in the Washington, D.C region and used a
similar methodology (Wiegand et al, 1986; Brown and Schueler, 1997b). In both studies, the
costs were determined based on ’engineering estimates of construction costs from actual BMPs
throughout the region. In the third study, conducted in Southeastern Wisconsin, costs were
determined using standardized cost data for different elements of the BMP, and assumptions of
BMP design (SWRPC, 1991).

Any costs reported in the literature need to be adjusted for inflation and regional
differences. All costs reported in this report assume a 3 percent annual inflation rate. in addition,
studies are adjusted to the "twenty cities average" construction cost index, to adjust for regional
biases, based on a methodology followed by the American Public Works Association (APWA,
1992). Using EPA’s rainf~.ll zones (see Figure 6-1), a cost adjustment facto{ is assigned to each
zone (Table 6-3). For example, rainfall region 1 has a factor of 1.12. Thus, all studies in the
Northeastern United States are divided by 1.12 in order to adjust for this bias.

Table 6-3. Regional Cost Adjustment Factors

Rainfall Zone 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Adjustment
1.12 0.90 0.67 0.92 0.67 !.24 1.04 1.04 0.76Factor

Source: Modified from APWA, 1992
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Figure 6-1. Rainfall Zones of the United States

Not shown: Alaska (Zone 7); Hawaii (Zone 7); Northern Mariana Islands (Zone 7); Guam (Zone
7); American Samoa (Zone 7); Trust Territory or’the Pacific Islands (Zone 7); Puerto Rico (Zone
3) Virgin Islands (Zone 3).
Source: NPDES Phase I regulations, 40 CFR Part 122, Appendix E (US EPA, 1990)                           . ..:..,.:.

6.1.1.1 Retention/Detention Basins and Constructed Wetlands

The total volume of the basin is generally a strong predictor of cost (Table 6-4). Thdre
are some economies of scale associated with constructing these systems, as evidenced by the
slope of the volume equations derived. This is largely because of the costs of inlet and outlet
design, and mobilization of heavy equipment that are relatively similar regardless of basin size.

Erosion and sediment control represents only about 5 percent of the construction cost of
basins and wetlands (Brown and Schueler, 1997b). Thus, the construction cost estimates
presented in Table 6-2 are comparable. The cost of building storm water retention and detention
systems has increased since 1986 (Figure 6-2), even after adjusting for inflation. Part of the
reason for this increase is thought to be attributable to the improved design of these systems to
enhance water quality driven by a more complex regulatory and review environment (Brown and
Schueler, 1997b). The cost estimations made b,v SWRPC (1991) were generally a mid-range
between the earlier and more recent studies.
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Table 6-4. Base Capital Costs for Storm Water Ponds and Wetlands

Costs Included
BMP
Type

Cost Equation or Estimate Construc- E&S Source

tion    Control

7.75V° "~ ~" v" Wiegand et al, 1986
Retention
Basins
and Brown and Schueler,
Wetlands 18.5V° 7~ �’ 1997b

Detention 7.47Vo 7.~ ~’ w’ Brown and Schueler,
Basins 1997b

1.06V: 0.25 acre retention basin
(23,300 cubic feet)

0.43V: 1.0 acre retefltion basin

Retention (148,000 cubic feet)
SWRPC, !991Basins 0.33V: 3.0 acre retention basin

(547,000 cubic feet)

0.31 V: 5.0 acre retention basin
(952,000 cubic feet)

Notes
V refers to the total basin volume in cubic feet
Costs presented from SWRPC (1991) are "moderate" costs reported in that study.
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Figure 6-2. Retention Basin Construction Cost

$1,000,000

~ * // B~wn and Schue~ 1997b
-

~

[
SWRPC, 1991

Vo/ume (~u~

6.1.I.2 Infiltration Practices

Costs for infiltration BMPs are highly variable from site to site, depending on soils and
other geotechnical information. Perhaps because of this variability, cost estimates for infiltration
trenches have been widely different (Table 6-5; Figure 6-3). Brown and Schueler (1997b)
concluded that the Wiegand (1986) equation underestimated cost, partially because of the lack of
pretreatment in earlier designs, although they were unable to develop a consistent equation due to
a small sample size.

It is difficult to estimate the cost of infiltration basins, mainly due to a lack of recent cost
data. The costs estimates for SWRPC are dramatically higher than those estimated by Schueler,
1987 (Figure 6-4). This is largely because the SWRPC document assumes that 50 percent
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additional \ oiume ts cxca\ ated tbr the spillway, while Schueler uses a retention basin cost
equation.

Table 6-5. Base Capital Costs for Infiltration Practices

Costs Included
BMP Cost Equation or Estimate4

Construc- E&S Source
Type

tion    Control

33.7V° ~,3 ~/ Wiegand et al, 1986

2V to 4V; average of 2.5V v’ Brown and Schueler, 1997b

$4,400: 3-foot deep, 4-foot
Infiltration wide, 100-foot long trench
Trenches, ...... ~/ SWRPC, 1991

$10,400: 6-foot deep, 10-foot
wide, 100-foot long trench

3.9V+2,900: 3-foot deep, i 00-
~, Modified from SWnP,.PC,

foot long trench ~991

13.2V06~ ~, ~ Schueler, 1987; Modified
from Wiegand et al, 1986

Infiltration 1.3V: 0.25-acre infiltration
Basins~ basin (15,000 cubic feet)

SWRPC, 1991
0.8V: 1.0-acre infiltration basin
(76,300 cubic feet)

Porous     50,000A ~/ SWRPC, 1991

Pavementa 80,000A ~, Schueler, 1987

1. V for infiltration trenches refers to the treatment volume (cubic feet) within the trench, assuming a
porosity of 32%.
2. V for infiltration basins refers to the total basin rob,me (cubic feet).
3. A is the surface area in acres of porous pavement.
4. Costs presented fi’om SWRPC (199t) are "moderate" costs reported in that study.
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Figure 6-3. Infiltration Trench Cost

$100,000 -,= ......

$10,000

$1,000          .--’-

$1oo
100 1,000 10,000

Volume (cubic feet)

1~3-foot Deep (SWRPC, 1991) ......Wiegand et al., 1986 I

-- - Brown and Schueler, 1997b (low) - -
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Figure 6-4. Infiltration Basin Construction Cost
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6.1.1.3 Sand Filters

Since sand filters have not been used as long as other BMPs, less information is available
on their cost than on most BMPs. In addition, the costs of sand filters vary significantly due to
the wide range of design criteria for sand filters (Table 6-6). Brown and Schueler (1997b) were
unable to derive a valid relationship between sand filter cost and water quality volume, with costs
ranging between $2 and $6 per cubic foot of water quality volume, with a mean cost of $2.50 per
cubic foot. The water quality volume includes the pore space in the sand filter, plus additional
storage in the pretreatment basin.

Because of the lack of cost data, no equation referencing the economies of scale has been
developed. However, it appears that economies of scale do exist. For example, data from Austin
indicates that the cost per acre decreased by over 80 percent for a design of a 20-acre drainage
area, when compared with a 1-acre drainage area. (Schueler, 1994a).
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Table 6-6. Construction Costs for Various Sand Filters                           :

Region (Design) Cost/Impervious Acre

Delaware $ l 0,000

Alexandria, VA (Delaware) $23,500

Austin, TX ( < 2 acres) $16,000

Austin, TX ( > 5 acres) $3,400

Washington, DC (underground) $14,000

Denver, CO $30,000-$50,000

Source: Schueler, 1994a

6.1.1.4 Bioretention

Little information is availabl~ on the costs of bioretention because it is a relatively new
practice. Brown and Schueler (1997b) found consistent construction costs of approximately
$5.30 per cubic foot of water quality volume for the construction cost. The water quality volume
includes 9 inches above the surface area of the bioretention structure.

6.1.1.5 Vegetative BMPs

The two major types of vegetative BMPs include filter strips and grassed swales (also
called "biofilters"). The costs for these BMPs vary, and largely depend on the method used to
establish vegetation (Table 6-7).
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Table 6-7. Base Capital Costs of Vegetative BMPs

BMP
Costs Included

Type
Cost Equation or Estimate~

Construe- E&S Source

tion    Control

Existing Vegetation: 0
Filter Seed: $13,800iacre            ~"           SV~q~PC, 199l
Strips

Sod: $29,000/acre

Grassed 25~ per square toot            ~/           SWRPC, 1991
Channels

I, Costs presented from SWRPC ( 1991 ) are "’moderate" costs reported in that study.

6.1.2 Design, Contingency and Permitting Costs

Most BMP cost studies assess only part of the cost of constructing a BMP, usually
excluding permitting fees, engineering design and contingency or unexpected costs. In general,
these costs are expressed as a fraction of the construction cost (Table 6-8). These costs are
generally only estimates, based on the experience of designers.

Table 6-8. Design, Contingency and Permitting Costs

Additional Costs Estimate Source                Comments(Fraction of base construction costs)

25% Wiegand et Includes design, contingencies and permitting
al, 1986 fees

Brown and
Includes design, contingencies, permitting32% Schueler,

1997b process and erosion and sediment control

6.1.3 Land Costs

The cost of land is extremely variable both regionally and by surrounding land use. For
example, many suburban jurisdictions require open space allocations within the developed site,
reducing the effective cost of land for BMPs to zero (Schueler, 1987). On the other hand, the
cost of land may far outweigh construction and design costs in ultra-urban settings. For this
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reason, some underground BMPs that are relatively expensive to construct may be attractive in            ~,
this "’ultra-urban" setting if sub-surface conditions are suitable (Lundgren, 1996). The land
consumed per treatment volume depends largely on how much of the BMP’s treatment is
underground, and varies considerably (Table 6-9).

Tabl~ 6-9. Relative Land Consumption of
Storm Water BMPs

BMP Type Land consumption
(% of Impervious Area)

Retention Basin 2-3% -.

Constructed 3-5%
Wetland

Infiltration Trench 2-3%

Infiltration Basin 2-3%

Porous Pavement 0%

Sand Filters 0%-3%

Bioretention                  5%
:.:,;"-:~:.’:}

Swales 10%-20%

Filter Strips 100%

Note: Represents the amount of land needed as a percent
of the impervious area that drains to the practice to
achieve effective treatmenL
Source: Claytor and Schueler, 1996

6. I,___A4 Operation and Maintenance Costs

Maintenance can be broken down inw t~ ,, primary categories: aesthetic/nuisance
maintenance and functional maintenance, t:.., :,, ,.al maintenance is important for performance
and safety reasons, while aesthetic mainten.m~ . . ::nportant primarily/br public acceptance of
BMPs, and because it may also reduce needc.! ’ .’, ~a~nal maintenance. Aesthetic maintenance is
obviously more important for BMPs that at,      :.~ble. such as ponds and biofiltration facilities.

In most studies, operation and maiw.’," ~,". c I O&M) costs have been estimated as a
percentage of base construction costs (Table ,, ’,~ While some BMPs require infrequent, costly
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maintenance, others need more frequent but less costly’ maintenance.~ Accordingly, selection of
appropriate structural IBMPs must factor in maintenance cost (and a responsible party to carry out
maintenance) to ensure the necessar3’ long-term performance. Typical maintenance activities are
included in Table 5-3.

Tabl’e 6-10. Annual Maintenance Costs

Annual Maintenance Cost
BMP Source(s)

(% of Construction Cost)

Retention Basins and Wiegand etal, 1986
3%-6% Schueler, 1987

Constructed Wetlands                               SWRPC, 1991

Detention Basins~ < 1%
Livingston ,et al, 1997;
Brown and Schueler, 1997b

Constructed Wetlands~ 2% Livingston et al, 1997;
Brown and Schueler, 1997b

Infiltration Trench 5%-20% Schueler, 1987
SWRPC, 199l

1%-3% Livingston et al, !997;
SWRPC, 1991

Infiltration Basin’ Wiegand et al, 1986;
Schueler, 1987;

5%- 10%         SwRP¢, 1991

Sand Filters~ 1 1%- 13%
Livingston et al, 1997;
Brown and Schueler, 1997b

Swales 5%-7% SWRPC, 1991

Bioretention 5%-7% (Assumes the same as swales)

Filter strips $320/acre (maintained) SWRr’C. 1991

1. Livingston et al 0997) reported maintenance costs from the maintenance budgets of several cities,
and percentages were derived from costs in other studtes

+ Maintenance costs can also vary sty’,++’. . mtly based on a variety of site- and region-
specific parameters, therefore the maintenan+ ....,:-. presented in Table 6-10 should be considered
only as general guidelines.
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6.1.5 Long-Term BMP Costs: Two Scenarios

In order to compare various BMP options, costs were calculated for a 5-acre commercial
site and a 38-acre residential site.~’ Construction costs were evaluated using the following steps:

I. Calculate the water quality volume (WQ~).7

Using a water quality volume based on a 1-inch storm, the volume is equal to:

WQ~. = ( .05 +.9I)A/12

where: WQ,. = Water Quality Volume (Acre-Feet)
I = Impervious Fraction in the Watershed
A = Watershed Area (Acres)

2. Calculate the detention storage volume.
Total detention storage was determined using standard peak flow methods (USDA/NRCS,
1986). Detention storage was calculated for a 5-inch storm.

3. Calculate total vohtme.
Many BMPs do not require any detention storage, but for BMPs that do provide flood
storage, the total volume is the sum of the water quality and detention volumes calculated
in steps 1 and 2.

4. Determine the construction cost.                                                      ...:...:~,-~
The construction cost for each BMP is determined based on equations described in
Section 6.1.1.

6 Although these evaluations are useful for comparing potential costs of various structural
BMPs, they should not be applied for use in all areas of the country. In addition, the BMPs,
selected in these examples and the sizing criteria that the costs were based on should not be
considered as recommendations for actual BMP selection and design. They are presented solely
for illustrative purposes.

7 "Water quality volume" refers to the volume of water that the BMP is designed to treat.
For example, a BMP may be designed to capture the first inch of runoff from the drainage area.
Any volume of rainfall over the first inch would bypass the BMP. Therefore water quality volume
for this BMP would be one watershed inch.
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6.1.5.1 5-Acre Commercial Development

The following data were used as the basis for the 5-acre commercial development.

Table 6-11. Data for the
Commercial Site Scenario

Area (A) 5 acres

Impervious Cover (I) 65%

Water Quality Volume
P ¯ Rv ¯ A/12
P = 1" of rainfall 0.26 ac-ft
Rv = 0.5 + 0.9 (I)
A = Drainage Area

Total Detention
Storage 0.74 ac-ft
(using TR-55 model)

Total Storage 1.00 ac-ft

These data were then used to compare various BMP options (Table 6-12). Grassed
swales and filter strips were not included in this analysis because, although they do improve water
quality, they are typically used only in combination with other BMPs in a new development area.
Again, it is important to note that the cost of land is not included in this calculation. Although
retention basins are the least expensive option on an annual basis, the cost of land may drive
designs to less space-consumptive BMPs, such as sand filters or bioretention systems.
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Table 6-12. BMP Costs for a Five Acre Commercial Development

Construction Typical Design, Annnal
BMP Cost Construction Contingency & Other Maintenance Notes Sourcc.~Type Equation Cost Capital Costs (30% of Costs (% of

Construction Costs) Construction, $)

Much of the cost associated with
Retention this BMP is the extra storage to a, b. c,
Basin

18.5Vt o 70 $32,700 $9,810 5°,/o; $1,640 provide flood control and channcl d. e
protection. Ponds are very reliable.

Although infiltration trenches are
Infiltration 3.9WQv designed to last a long time, they
Trench +2,900 $47,100 $14,100 12%; $5,650 need to be inspected and rebuilt c, d. c

i f they become clogged.

Infiltration Infiltration basins require carotid

Basin 1.3WO, $14,700 $4,410 8%; $1,180 siting and design to pcrfbrm b,c
effectively..

Sand filters require frequent a, e. f
Sand Filter 4WQ, $45,200 $13,600 12%; $5,420 maintenance in order to function

long-term.

Bioretention is a relatively new a, d
Bioretention 5.30WQv $60,000 $18,000 6%; $3,600 13MP. Little is known about its

long-term performance.

1. WQv = Water Quality Volume, cu. ft. 2. Vt = Total Volume, cu. ft.
3. Sand filter volume was estimated at 4WQv, which is slightly high, to account for the relatively small drainage area.

a. Brown and Schueler, 1997b b. Wiegand et al, 1986 c. Schueler, 1987 d. SWRPC, 1991 e. US EPA, 1993a f. Livingston et al, 1997
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6.1.5.2 38-Acre Rcs~delmal Development

The fbllowing data were used as the basis for the 38-acre residential development.

Table 6-13. Data for the
Residential Site Scenario

Area (A) 38 acres

Impervious Cover (I) 36%

Water Quality Volume 1.1 ac-ft

Total Detention Storage2.8 ac-ft(,using TR-SS model!

Total Storage 3.9 ac-ft

The same analysis conducted *br the commercial site was repeated for the larger site
(Table 6-14). Bioretention and infiltration systems were not included in this analysis, because
these BMPs are best applied on smaller sites. The costs of swales and filter strips were also not
included, although they could be effectively used in combination with retention systems to provide
pretreatment.

6.1.6 Adiusting Costs Regionally

The cost data in these examples can be adjusted to specific zones of the country using the
regional cost adjustment factors in Table 6-3. For example, if costs for Rainfall Zone 1 were
needed, the data in Tables 6-12 or 6-14 would be multiplied by 1.12.

In addition, design variations in different regions of the country may cause prices to be
changed. For example, wetland and wet ponds may be restricted in arid regions of the country.
Furthermore, while retention basins are used in semi-arid regions, they usually incorporate design
variations to improve their performance (Saunders and Gilroy, 1997). in cold regions, BMPs may
need to be adapted to account for snowmelt treatment, deep freezes and road salt application
(Oberts, 1994; Caraco and Claytor, 1997), which will cause additional changes in BMP costs.
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Table 6-14. BMP Costs for a Thirty-Eight Acre Residential Development

Design, Contingency Annual Maintenance
BMP Construction Construction and other Capital Costs (% of Notes Sources
Type Cost Equation Cost Costs (30% of Construction; $)Construction)

Retention Pond systems are

Basin 18.5V, 070 $84,800 $25,400 5%; $4,240 relatively easy to apply to a.b.c.d, c
large sites.

Although the sand filter is
used in this example,
some evidence suggests
that sand filters may be

Sand Filter 2WQv $95,800 $28,700 12%; $I 1,500 subject to clogging if used a.e. f
on a site that drains a
relatively pervious
drainage area such as this
one.

I. WQv = Water Quality Volume, cu. ft. 2. Vt = Total Volume, cu. ft.
3. Sand filter volume was estimated at 2V, which is slightly low, to account for the relatively large drainage area

a. Brown and Schueler, 1997b b. Wiegand et al, 1986 c. Schueler, 1987 d. SWRPC, 1991 e. US EPA, 1993a f. Livingston et al, 1997
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6.2 Non-Structural B.MP Costs

Non-structural BMPs are management measures that prevent degradation of water
resources by preventing pollution at the source, rather than treating polluted runoff. Non-
structural practices include a variety of site-specific and regional practices, including: street
sweeping, illicit connection identification and elimination, public education and outreach, land use
modifications to minimize the amount of impervious surface area, waste collection and proper
materials storage. While non-structural practices play an invaluable role in protecting surface
waters, their costs are generally not as easily quantified as for structural BMPs. This is primarily
because there are no "design standards" for these practices. For example, the cost of a public
education program may vary due to staff size. However, it is possible to identify costs associated
with specific components of these programs based on past experience.

6.2.1 Street Sweeping

The costs of street sweeping include the capital costs of purchasing the equipment, plus
the maintenance and operational costs to operate the sweepers, as well as costs of disposing the
materials that are removed. Both equipment and operating costs vary depending on the type of
sweeper selected. There are several different options for sweepers, but the two basic choices are
mechanical sweepers versus vacuum-assisted sweepers. Mechanical sweepers use brushes to
remove particles from streets. Vacuum-assisted dry sweepers, on the other hand, use a
specialized brush and vacuum system in order to remove finer particles. While the equipment
costs of mechanical sweepers are significantly higher, the total operation and maintenance costs of
vacuum sweepers can be lower (Table 6-15).

Table 6-15. Street Sweeper Cost Data

Operation and
Life Purchase Maintenance

Sweeper Type (Years) Price ($) Costs (S/curb Sources

mile)

Mechanical 5 75,000 30 Finley, 1996; SWRPC, 1991

Vacuum-assisted 8 150,000 15 Satterfield, 1996; SWRPC,
1991

Using these data, the cost of operating street sweepers per curb mile were developed,
assuming various sweeping frequencies (Table 6-! 6). The following assumptions were made to
conduct this analysis:

¯ One sweeper serves 8,160 curb miles during a year (SWRPC, 1991).
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¯ The annual interest rate is S percent.

Table 6-16. Annualized Sweeper Costs (S/curb mile/year)

Sweeping Frequency
Sweeper
Type        Weekly Bi-weekly Monthly Four times Twice Annual

per year per year

Mechanical 1,680 840 388 129 65 32

Vacuum- 946       473       218          73          36        18
Assisted

Modified from Finley, 1996; SWRPC, 1991: and Satterfield, 1996

6.2.2 Illicit Connection Identification and Elimination

One source of pollutants is direct connections or infiltration to the storm drain system of
wastewaters other than storm water, such as industrial wastes. These pollutants are then
discharged through the storm drain system directly to streams without receiving treatment. These
illicit connections can be identified using visual inspection during dry weather or through the use
of smoke or dye tests. Using visual inspection techniques, illicit connections can be identified for
between $1,250 and $!,750 per square mile (Center for Watershed Protection, 1996).

6.2._.__~3Public Education and Outreach

Public education programs encompass many other more specific programs, such as
fertilizer and pesticide management, public involvement in stream restoration and monitoring
projects, storm drain stenciling, and overall awareness of aquatic resources. All public education
programs seek to reduce pollutant loads by changing peopIe’s behavior. They also make the
public aware of and gain support for programs in place to protect water resources. Most
municipalities have at least some educational component as a part of their program. A recent
survey found that 30 of the 32 municipal storm water programs surveyed (94 percent) incorporate
an education element and 11 programs (34 percent) mandated this element in law or regulation
(Livingston et al, 1997).

The City of Seattle, with a population of approximately 535,000, has a relatively
aggressive education program, including classm~m and field involvement programs. The 1997
budget for some aspects of the program is included in Table 6-17. Although this does not
necessarily reflect typical effort or expenditures, it does provide information on some educational
expenditures. These data represent only a portion of the entire annual budget.
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Table 6-17. Public Education Costs in Seattle, Washington

Item Description 1997 Budget

Covers supplies for the Stewardship Through $! 7,500Supplies for Volunteers Environmental Partnership Program

Communications Communications strategy highlighting a newly
$18,000formed program within the city

Environmental Education Transportation costs from schools to field visits
(105 schools with four trips each) $46,500

Education Services / Fees for student visits to various sites
Field Trips $55,000

Teacher Training Covers the cost of training classroom teachers $3,400tbr the environmental education program

Equipment Equipment for classroom education, including $38,800
displays, handouts, etc.

Water Interpretive Staff to provide public information at two $79,300Specialist: Staff creeks

Water Interpretive Materials and equipment to support interpretive
$12,100Specialist: Equipment specialist program

Youth Conservation Corps Supports clean-up activities in creeks $210,900

Source: Washington DOE, 1997

Some unit costs for educational program components (based on two different programs) are
included in Table 6-18.
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Table 6-18. Unit Program Costs for Public Education Programs

Item Cost Source

Public Attitude $1,250-$1,750 per 1,000 Center for Wafershed Protection,
Survey households 1996

Flyers 10-25¢/flyer Ferguson et al, 1997

Soil Test Kit* $10 Ferguson et al, 1997

Paint 25-30¢/SD Stencil Ferguson et al, 1997

Safety Vests for $2 Ferguson et al, 1997
Volunteers

* Includes cost of testing, but not sampling.

Although public education has the intended benefit of raising public awareness, and
therefore creating support of environmental programs, it is difficult to quantify actual pollutant
reductions associated with education efforts. Public attitudes can be used as a gauge of how these
programs perform, however. In Prince George’s County, Maryland a public survey was used in
combination with modeling to estimate pollutant load reductions associated with public education
(Smith et at, 1994; Claytor, t 996; Figure 6-5). An initial study was conducted to estimate
pollution from field application of fertiliz.ers, and use of detergents, oil and antifreeze. Pollutant
reductions were then completed assuming that 70 percent of the population complied with
recommendations of the public education program. A follow-up survey was used to assess the
effectiveness of the program. Although insufficient data were available to support a second model
run, a follow-up survey indicated that educational programs influenced many citizen behaviors,
such as recycling. They were unsuccessful, however, at changing the rate at which citizens apply
lawn fertilizers.
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Figure 6-5. Changes in Pollutant Load Associated with a Public Education Program
Based on a Public Survey

15
’--~ Pre-Program    1 Pos~-Program

_~ ~0

-
o

..
o

Phosphorous Nitrogen Antifreeze Motor Oil Detergent

Source: Claytor, 1996

6.2.4 Land Use Modifications

One of the most effective tools to reduce the impacts of urbanization on water resources is
to modify the way growth and development occurs across the landscape. At the jurisdictional or
regional level, growth can be managed to minimize the outward extension of development.
Jurisdictions can direct gro~vth away from environmentally sensitive areas using such techniques
as open space preservation, re-zoning or the transfer of development rights. At the site level, the
nature of development can be modified to reduce the impacts of impervious cover at individual
development projects through techniques such as reduced street widths, clustered housing,
smaller parking lots, and incorporation of vegetative BMPs into site design. While there are legal
fees associated with changing both local and rcgkmal zoning codes, data suggest that
concentrating development and minimizing impcr~ ~ous cover at the site level can actually reduce
construction costs to both developers and loc,,I ~,,, crnments.

By concentrating development near ~::~. , ,’cas. the capital costs of development can be
lowered substantially due to existing infrast:,..’ .’. md other public services. With conventional
development patterns, the cost of servicing ~... ’, ’.~.d developments exceeds the tax revenues
from these developments by approximately ’ " :’c:, cnt (Pelley, 1997). By encouraging growth to
occur in a compact region, rather than over .~ ..,~ .’c area, these capital costs can be reduced
substantially (Table 6-19).
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Table 6-19. Comparison of Capital Costs of Municipal                          :~
Infrastructure for a Single Dwelling Unit                                 "

Development Pattern Capital Costst

(1987 Dollars)

Compact Growth2 $18,000

Low-Density Growth (3 units/acre) $35,000

Low-Density Growth, 10 Ivliles from $48,000
Existing Development3

Notes                                                                       -
1. Costs include streets (full curb and gutter), central sewers and water
supply, stoma drainage and school construction.
2. Assumes housing mix of 30% single family units and townhouses; 70%
apartments.
3. Assumes housing is located 10 miles from major concentration of
employment, drinking water plant and sewage treatment plant.

Source: Frank, 1989

Savings can also be realized at the site level by reducing the costs of clearing and grading,
paving and drainage infrastructure. A recent study compared conventional development plans
with alternative options designed to reduce the impacts of development on the quality of water
resources. The cost savings realized through these alternative options are summarized in Table 6-
20. In all site designs, the road width was reduced from 28 fee.t to 20 feet, lot sizes were reduced        "": ::"
or reconfigured to consume less open space, and on-site storm water treatment was provided.
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Table 6-20. Impervious Cover Reduction and Cost
Savings of Conservation Development

Location Techniques Used Impervious Cover Cost
Reduction Savings

Sussex 1. Reduced street widths
County, 2. Smaller lots 38% 52%
DE 3. Cluster development

New
Castle     4.Houses clustered into attached 6%           63%County, units around courtyards
DE

Kent 5. Reduced road and driveway
County, widths 24% 39%
DE 6. Minimum disturbance boundary

Source: Delaware DNREC, 1997

6.2...__~5 Oil and Hazardous Waste Collection

Providing a central location for the disposal ofoil or hazardous wastes protects water
quality by offering citizens an alternative to disposing of these materials in the storm drain.
Disposal costs vary considerably depending on the size of the program, and what types of wastes
are collected. One study estimated the capital costs at approximately $30,000, with about
$12,000 maintenance for a used oil collection recycling program in a typical MS4 (US EPA,
1998b). This estimate was based on data from the Galveston Bay National Estuary Program.
Data from the City of Livonia, Michigan indicates that the cost of hazardous waste disposal
averages about $12 per gallon (Ferguson et al, 1997).

6.2.6 Proper Storage of Materials

Proper storage of materials can prevent accidental spills or runoff into the storm drain.
The design of storage structures varies depending on the needs of the facility. There are also
training costs associated with the proper storage of materials. Typical cost estimates, based on
standard construction data, are $6 to $I 1 per square foot for pre-engineered buildings and $3.40
to $5 per square foot tbr a 6-inch thick concrete slab (Ferguson et al, 1997).
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6.3 Benefits of Storm \Vater BMPs

Although it is possible to estimate the economic benefits of water quality improvement
(US EPA, 1983a), it is difficult to create a "balance sheet" of economic costs and benefits for
individual BMPs. Ideally, benefits analysis would specify and quantify a chain of events: pollutant
loading reductions achieved by the BMP; the physical-chemical properties of redeiving streams
and consequent linkages to biologic/ecologic responses in the aquatic environment; and human
responses and values associated with these changes. However, the necessary data to conduct
such an analysis does not currently exist. Instead, the benefits can be outlined in terms of: 1)
effectiveness at reducing pollutant loads; 2) direct water quality impacts; and 3) economic benefits
or costs,

6.3.1 Storm Water Pollutant Reduction

A primary function of storm water BMPs is to prevent pollutants from reaching streams
and rivers. While all BMPs achieve this function to some extent, there is considerable variability
between different types of BMPs. The extent of benefits from non-structural BMPs may be more
speculative, partly because their ability to influence human behavior is difficult to predict.

A detailed discussion of pollution removal efficiencies for individual structural BMPs is
provided in Section 5.5 of this report, so only non-structural BMPs will be reviewed in this
section. Unlike structural BMPs, it is generally not possibl~ to associate specific pollutant
removal rates with non-structural BMPs, with the exception of street sweeping (Satterfield,             ~.:~:,,-,~ ..:-..~ o
1996). However, some non-structural BMPs are targeted at specific pollutants. Table 6-21
outlines non-structural BMPs believed by designers to be the most effective for removing specific
types of pollutants.
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Table 6-21. Non-Structural BMPs Suited to Controlling Various Pollutants

Pollutant Appropriate BMPs

Solids Street Sweeping Land Use Modifications

Oxygen-Demanding Street Sweeping Education: Pet Scoop Ordinance
Education: Storm Drain Stenciling Illicit Connections Eliminated

Substances             Land Use Modifications

Street Sweeping Illicit Connections Eliminated
Nitrogen and Education: Pet Scoop Ordinance Education: Lawn Care
Phosphorus Land Use Modifications Materials St6rage and Recycling_.

Proper Materials Handling

Illicit Connections Eliminated Education: Pe[ Scoop OrdinancePathogens Land Use Modifications

Petroleum Street Sweeping lllicit Connections Eliminated
Education: Storm Drain Stenciling Materials Storage and Recycling

Hydrocarbons Proper Materials Handling Land Use Modifications

Street Sweeping Illicit Connections Eliminated
Metals Education: Storm Drain Stenciling Materials Storage and Recycling

Proper Materials Handling Land Use Modifications

Synthetic Illicit Connections Eliminated Education: Lawn Care
Education: Storm Drain Stenciling Materials Storage and Recycling

Organics Proper Materials Handling Land Use Modifications

Temperature Land Use Modifications

pH lllicit Connections Ehminated Materials Storage and Recycling
Proper Materials Handling Land Use Modifications

6.3.1.1 Solids

Both highway runoff and soil erosion can be sources of solids in urban runoff. Street
sweeping can reduce solids in urban runoff by removing solids from roadways and parking lots
before they can be detached and transported by runoff. The benefits associated with street
sweeping depend largely on the climate. In arid regions, airborne pollutants are a serious concern,
and there is a long time between storms for pollutants to accumulates. In humid regions, on the
other hand, frequent rainfall makes the use of sweepers between storms less practical. In colder

8 Therefore, regular sweeping programs in these areas can potentially remove large

amounts of solids from roadways.
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regions, sweeping is recommended twice per year: once in the fhll after leaves tall and once in the
spring ’in anticipation of the spring snoxvmelt (MPCA, 1989).

Modifying land use to preserve open space and to limit the impervious cover can also
reduce solids loads. By preserving open space and maintaining vegetative cover, the amount o~"
land cleared is limited, thus reducing the erosion potential during construction. Natural vegetated
cover has less than one percent of the erosion potential of bare soil (Wischmeier and Smith,
1978).

6.3.1.2 Oxygen-Demanding Substances

Since the primary oxygen-demanding substances are organic materials (such as leaves and
yard waste), BMPs that target these substances are best suited to reducing the oxygen demar~d in
storm water. BMPs that reduce sediment loads often also reduce the loads of the organic material
associated with that sediment. Pet waste is also a significant source of organic pollutants, and its
control can reduce the loads of oxygen demanding substances in urban runoff. Finally, programs
geared at reducing illegal dumping and eliminating illicit connections and accidental spills of
materials can reduce the oxygen demand associated with these sources.

6.3.1.3 Nitrogen and Phosphorus

Nitrogen and pl~osphorus are prevalent in urban and suburban storm water. Nitrogen and
phosphorus are natural components of soil, and can enter runoff from storm-induced erosion.
Additional sources include the use of fertilizer on urban lawns and airborne deposition. Street
sweeping can reduce nutrient loads by removing deposited nutrients from the street surface.
Programs that focus on lawn chemical handling or replacing turf with natural vegetation also act
to reduce nutrient loading. Finally, programs that educate the public or industry about illegal
dumping to storm drains can result in reducing the nutrient loads associated with dumping
chemicals that have.high nutrient content. Energy conservation and reduced automobile use can
reduce airborne nitrogen deposition.

6.3.1.4 Pathogens

Pathogens, including protozoa, viruses and bacteria, are prevalent in urban runoff.
Bacteria can be found naturally in soil, and the urban landscape can produce large loads of
bacteria that can be carried by runoff. Dogs in particular can be a significant source of pathogens.
Thus, pet scoop ordinances and associated education are effective tools at reducing bacteria in
urban runoff. Illicit connections of sewage may also be a source of pathogens, therefore
eliminating these sources can effectively reduce pathogens in runoff.
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6.3.1.5 Petroleum Hydrocarbons

Petroleum hydrocarbons are present in many chemicals used in the urban environment,
from gasoline to cleaning solvents. Since roadways are a major source of petroleum pollution,.
scheduled street sweeping can be used to remove hydrocarbon build-up prior to storm water
runoff. Pr6grams geared at preventing spills of chemicals to the storm drain, either through
deliberate or accidental dumping, are effective at reducing hydrocarbon loads. Modifying the way
land is developed can reduce hydrocarbon loads on both a site and a regional level by reducing the
use of the automobile and replacing impervious surfaces with natural vegetation.

6.3.1.6 Metals

Metals sources in urban runoff include automobiles and household chemicals, which can
contain trace metals. Street sweeping can reduce metals loads deposited on the road surface. In
addition, programs that focus on reducing dumping and proper material storage can reduce
accidental or purposeful spills of chemicals with trace metals to the storm drain system. Finally,
modifying land use can reduce metals loads by reducing impervious cover, thus reducing total
runoff containing metals, and reducing the roadway length, which is often a source of runoff
containing metals.

6.3.!.7 Synthetic Organics

Much of the source of synthetic organics in the urban landscape is household cleaners and
pesticides. Thus, education programs geared at reducing chemical and pesticide use, and proper
storage and handling of these chemicals, can reduce their concentrations in urban runoff. In
addition, land use modifications that replace turf with natural vegetation will reduce pesticide use.

6.3.1.8 Temperature

Most non-structural BMPs are not able to prevent the increase in temperature associated
with urban development. One exception is the use of site designs that more closely mimic the
natural hydrograph by reducing impervious cover and encouraging infiltration.

6.3.1.9 pH

The primary source of low pH in urban runoff is acid rain, and most non-structural BMPs
are not used to treat this problem. BMPs that focus on proper materials handling and disposal can
prevent dumping of chemicals with extremely high or low pH, but this is generally not a major
problem in urban watersheds.
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{5.3.2 t lvdrological and t labitat Benefits                                                            ’

As reviewed in Chapter 4, one major impact of urbanization is induced through the
conversion of farmland, forests, wetlands, and meadows to rooftops, roads, and lawns. This
process of urbanization has a profound influence on surface water hydrology, morphology, water
quality, and ecology (Homer et al, 1994). In this section, the hydrologic and related habitat
impacts are briefly discussed as well as the potential benefits that can be achieved by managing
storm water runoff using structural and non-structural BMPs.

Many of these impacts can be directly or indirectly related to the change in the hydrologic
cycle from a natural system to the urban system. Figure 4-1 illustrates the fundamental effects
that occur along with the development process. In the natural setting, very little annual rainfall is
converted to runoff and about half is infiltrated into the underlying soils and water table.
water is filtered by the soils, supplies deep water aquifers, and helps support, adjacent surface
waters with clean water during dr?., periods. In the urbanizing conditions, less and less annual
rainfall is infiltrated and more and more volume is converted to runoff. Not only is this runoff
volume greater, it also occurs more frequently and at higher magnitudes. The result is that less
water is available to streams and watem’ays during dry periods and more flow is occurring during
storms. A recent study in the Pacific Northwest found that the ratio of the two-year storm to the
baseflow discharge increased more than 20 percent in developed sub-watersheds (impervious
cover approximately 50 percent) versus undeveloped sub-watersheds (May et al, 1997).

As a result of urbanization, runoff from storm events increases and accelerates flows,
increases stream channel erosion, and causes accelerated channel widening and down cutting
(Booth, 1990). This accelerated erosion is a significant source of sediment delivery to receiving        " " :"
waters and also can have a smothering effect on stream channel substrates, thereby eliminating
aquatic species habitat. As a result, aquatic habitat is often degraded or eliminated in many urban
streams. The results are that aquatic biological communities are among the first to be impacted
and!or simplified by land conversion and resulting stream channel modifications. Subsurface
drainage systems which frequently serve urbanized areas also contribute to the problem, by
bypassing any attenuation achieved through surface flows overvegetated areas.

A unifying theme in stream degradation is this direct link with impervious cover.
Impervious cover, or imperviousness, is defined as the sum of roads, parking lots, sidewalks,
rooftops, and other impermeable surfaces in the urban landscape. This unifying theme can be
used to guide the efforts of the many participants in watershed protection. Figure 6-6 visually
illustrates this trend in degradation for a series of small headwater streams in the Mid-Atlantic
Piedmont. Here, four stream segments, each with approximately the same drainage area, and
subjected to the same physiographic conditions, respond to the effects of increased impervious
cover. Similar results have been observed in the Southern United States with studies in Virginia,
North Carolina and Georgia evidencing this same decline in fish and macroinvertebrate
populations with increasing impervious cox er I Crawford and Lenant, 1989; Weaver and Garman,
1994; Couch et al, 1996)
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Figu~ e o-o. Effects of Impervious Cover on Stream Quality
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- Poor Biodiversity
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Non-Supporting Stream
(Impervious Cover =65%)

- Poor to No Biodiversity
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To mitigate this impact, many local and state governments have required the installation of
storm water management detention basins to attenuate this increased runoff volume. It is
important to .recognize that the change in hydrology caused by urbanization affects more than just
a single storm return interval (e.g., the two-year event). Urbanization shifts the entire "rainfall
frequency spectrum" (RFS) to a.higher magnitude. As illustrated in Figure 6-7, the most
significant change is to the smallest, most frequent storms that occur several times per year. In
the undeveloped condition, most of the rainfall from these events is infiltrated into the underlying
soil. In the developed condition, much of this rainfall is runoff. As the storm return interval
increases, the difference between the undeveloped and developed condition narrows. Many
.jurisdictions only require management of specific storms, usually the two, ten and sometimes, the
one hundred year events. The two-year storm is probably the most frequenidy used control p_0int
along this frequency spectrum. Hence, while BMPs may do a fairly good job of managing these
specific control points, there have been very few locations across the country that have specific
criteria in place to manage storm water over a wide range of runoff events. Claytor and Schueler
(1996) describe the RFS as:

...classes of frequencies often broken down by return interval, such as the two year storm return
interval. Four principal classes are typically targeted for control by stormwater management
practices. The two smallest, most frequent classes [Zones 1 and 2] are often referred to as water
quality stomps, where the control objectives are groundwater recharge, pollutant load reduction,
and to some extent control of channel erosion producing events. The two larger classes [Zones 3
and 4] are typically referred to as quantity storms, where the control objectives are channel
erosion control, overbank control, and flood control.

Figure 6-7. Stormwater Control Points Along the Rainfall
Frequency Spectrum                                        .:.-~
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One recent study by MacRae (1997) concluded that stream channels below storm water
detention basins designed to manage the two year storm experienced accelerated erosion at three
times the pre-developed rate. His findings went on to suggest that the streams were eroding at
much the same rate as if no stom~ water controls existed.

Other jurisdictions have employed an additional level of detention storage above and
beyond that required for the two year storm. This concept is often called "extended detention"
(ED). McCuen and Moglen (1988) conducted a theoretical analysis of this design criteria based
on sediment transport capacity of the pre-developed channel versus that with ED control. This
study found ED could produce an 85 percent reduction in the pre-developed peak flow of the
two-year storm. What it did not analyze, however, was the erosion potential over a wide range of
storms. MacRae (1993) suggested a different storm water control criterion called "distributed
runoff control" (DRC). Here, channel erosion is minimized if the erosion potential along a
channel’s perimeter is maintained constant with pre-developed levels. This is accomplished by
providing a non-uniform distribution of the storage-discharge relationship within a BMP, where
multiple control points are provided along the runoff frequency spectrum.

6.3.2.1 Benefits of BMPs to Control Hydrologic Impacts

Numerous prior studies have documented the degradation of aquatic ecosystems of urban
and suburban headwater streams. As stated above, in general, the studies point to a decrease in
stream quality with increasing urbanization. Unfortunately, the benefits of BMPs to protect
streams from hydrologic impacts have only recently been investigated and only for a few studies.

Maxted and Shaver (1997), Jones et al (1997), and Homer et al (1997) attempted to
isolate the potential beneficial influence of local storm water best management practices on the
impervious cover/stream quality relationship. Homer examined the possible influence of stream-
side management on stream quality as a function of urbanization. Coffman et al (1998) recently
presented data on the potential hydrologic benefits of alternative land development tectmiques.
Called the "Low Impact Development Approach," this methodology attempts to mimic pre-
developed hydrology by infiltrating more rainfall at the source, increasing the flow path and time
of concentration of the remaining runoff, and providing more detention storage throughout the
drainage network, as opposed to a one location at the end of the pipe.

The preliminary findings of Maxted and Shaver, and Jones et al, suggest that, for the
BMPs examined, stream quality (as measured b~ a limited group of environmental indicators)
cannot be sustained when compared to refercn, c ,tream conditions. Jones assessed several BMPs
by conducting biomonitoring (fish and macro~, ct~cbrate sampling) above and below BMPs and
comparing them to a reference watershed. IL" t,,:md that the biological community tended to be
degraded immediately below BMPs as comp.::. ,~ ’.,, ~b.e reference watersheds. One major flaw in
the study was the lack of analysis in develop~’d ~ atcrsheds without BMPs. This would have
compared the influence of BMPs on the aqua~,~ ~,mamunity as compared to no BMPs.
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Maxted and Sha~ cr examined eight sub-watersheds with and without BMPs. Their study
also concluded that BMPs did not adequately mitigate the impacts of urbanization once watershed
impervious reached 20 percent cover. While this study was useful in defining the cumulative
impacts of BMPs on watersheds, several critical questions remain. First, since no sub-watersheds
with less than 22 percent impervious cover were analyzed, little is known about BMP ability to
protect the most sensitive species seen in less developed watersheds. Data for sub-watersheds
with BMPs was collected approximately three years after data for the sub-watersheds without
BMPs, so climatic/seasonal constraints may have affected the outcome as much, or more than the
BMPs themselves.

Homer et al (1997) evaluated several sub-watersheds, with varying levels of impervious
cover, but only tangentially related the effectiveness of BMPs to protecting stream quality.
Homer found that at relatively low levels of urbanization (approximately 4 percent impervio~s
area) the most sensitive aquatic biological communities (e.g., salmonids) were adversely affected,
and stream quality degradation (as measured by a several indicators) continued at a relatively
continuous rate with increasing impervious area. Homer’s study demonstrates a link between
urbanization and stream qualify in the Puget Sound region, but since the effects of BMPs were not
directly assessed, the question of whether BMPs could "raise" these thresholds could not be
answered.

Homer did find a positive relationship between stream quality and riparian buffer width
and quality. Here, the otherwise direct relationship of degrading stream quality with increasing
impervious cover was positively altered where good riparian cover existed. In other words,
increasing the buffer width and condition tended to keep the stream systems healthier.                 ..:.?o~

".......~:~s.:
Coffrnan demonstrated techniques for maintaining pre-developed hydrologic parameters

by replicating the cu~’e number and time of concentration. The analysis indicated the amount of
storage required on-site to accommodate the change in site imperviousness. The benefits of this
type of development, while not yet fully monitored in a field study, are likely to include increased
groundwater recharge, reduced channel erosion potential, and decreased flood potential.

One major hydrologic benefit of storm water management structures is the ability to
mitigate for the potential flooding associated with medium to larger storms. Storm water
detention and retention facilities have been applied in many parts of the country since about 1970
(Ferguson and Debo, 1990). These facilities include wet and dry basins, as well as rooftop and
parking lot detention and underground storage vaults. These storage facilities attempt to reduce
flooding downstream from developments by reducing the rate of flow out of the particular
structure being used. Although the rate of flow is reduced, the volume of flow is generally not
reduced. Instead, this volume is delivered downstream at a slower rate, and stretched out over a
longer timel With the exception of properly design wet ponds, these structures do not provide
any water quality benefit beyond the hydrologic modifications. This technique has proved to be a
successful method of suppressing flood peaks when properly applied on a watershed-wide basis.
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6.3.3 Human Health Benefits

Storm water can impact human health through direct contact from swimming or through
contamination of seafood. Most human health problems are caused by pathogens, but metals and
synthetic organics may cause increased cancer risks if contaminated seafood are consumed.
Mercury, PCBs, and some pesticides have been linked to human birth defects, cancer,
neurological disorders and kidney ailments. The risks may be greater to sensitive populations
such as children or the elderly. BMPs that reduce pathogens, metals and synthetic organics will
help to limit these health risks.

Economic benefits of avoiding human health problems can include swimming and
recreation costs, as well as saved medical costs. One study in Saginaw, Michigan estimated that
the swimming and beach recreation benefits associated with a CSO retention project exceeded
seven million dollars (US EPA, 1998c). As another example, EPA initially estimated that
proposed Phase II storm water controls would reduce the cost of shellfish-related illnesses by
between $73,000 and $300,000 per year (US EPA, 1997d).

6.3.4 Additional and Aesthetic Benefits

Storm water BMPs can be perceived as assets or detriments to a community, depending
on their design. Some examples of benefits include: increased wildlife habitat, increased property
values, recreational opportunities, and supplemental uses. Detriments include: mosquito breeding,
reduced property values, less developable land and safety concerns. These detriments can be
mitigated through careful design.

6.3.4.1 Property Values and Public Perception

The impacts of BMPs on property values are site-specific. The presence of a structural
BMP can affect property values in one of three ways: increase the value, decrease the value, or
have no imPact. BMPs that are visually aesthetic and safe for children can lead to increased
property values. A practice becoming more prevalent is to situate developments around man-
made ponds, lakes, or wetlands created to control flooding and reduce the impacts of urban
runoff. Buffer zones and open areas that control runoff also provide land for outdoor recreation
such as walking or hiking and for wildlife habitat. In many cases, developers are able to realize
additional profits and quicker sales from units that are adjacent to such areas. A survey of
residents in an Illinois subdivision indicates that residents are willing to pay between 5 percent and
25 percent more to be located next to a wet pond, but that being located next to a poorly-
designed dry detention basin can reduce home values (Emmerling-Dinovo, 1995).

Safety is also a concern among the public. A childless adult may perceive a wet pond as
an amenity, but a family might view it as a potential hazard to children. These concerns can be
alleviated using such design features as gently sloping edges, a safety "bench" (a fiat area
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smTounding a pond} and the u.~e of dense vegetation surrounding ponds and infiltration basins to
act as a barrier.

Aesthetic maintenance is also important when considering long term impacts on property
values. Poorly-maintained wet ponds or constructed wetlands may be unsightly, due to excess
algal growth or public littering. Wet ponds and constructed wetlands can also become mosquito
breeding grounds. However, mosquito problems can usually be reduced or eliminated through
proper design and/or organic controls such as mosquito-eating fish. Successful designs avoid
shallow or stagnant water, and reduce large areas of periodic drying, as occur in a dry detention
basin (McLean, 1995). All BMPs need to have trash and debris removed periodically to prevent
odor and preserve aesthetic values.

6.3.4.2 Dual-Use Systems                                                        -

Since BMPs can consume a large amount of space, communities may opt to use these
facilities for other purposes in addition to storm water management. Two examples are "water
reuse" ponds and dual use infiltration or detention basins. In one study, a storm water pond was
used to irrigate a golf course in Florida, decreasing the cost of irrigation by approximately 85
percent (Schueler, 1994b). In the southwestern United States, BMPs are often completely dry in
between rain events. In these regions, it is very common to design infiltration basins Or detention
basins as parks that are maintained as a public open space (Livingston et al, 1997).

6.4 Review of Economic Analysis of the NPDES Phase II Storm Water Rule .:’- .-

The proposed storm water Phase II rule specifies that Phase II municipalities and
operators of construction sites disturbing between one and five acres of land must apply for and
receive a storm water permit. To meet this requirement, municipalities must develop a storm
water pollution prevention plan that addresses six minimum measures9. Operators of construction
sites are required to incorporate soil and erosion controls into their construction sites and
implement a water pollution prevention plan. The analysis presented here is a summary of the
most recent benefit-cost analysis prepared for the proposed Phase II storm water rule (Preliminary
draft number 3). In order to address the issues raised in the public comments and during internal
review, EPA gathered additional data and information to refine the analysis of potential benefits
and costs conducted for the proposed Phase 1I rule. These data, analyses, and results are
described in detail in the Preliminary Draft of the Economic Analysis of the Final Phase II Storm

9 The six minimum measures are:
¯Public Education and Outreach on Storm Water Impacts
¯ Public Involvement/Participation
¯Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination
¯Construction Site Storm Water Runoff’Control
¯Post-Construction Storm Water Management in New Development and Redevelopment
¯Pollution Prevention/Good Housekeeping for Municipal Operations (US EPA, 1998c).
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Water Rule ("EA"), and are summarized in the sections that follow. All cost and benefit estimates
are presented in 1998 dollars.

The reader should note that the Agency continues to revise the analysis based on internal
review and new data and information. EPA envisions completing the economic .analysis in
conjunction with the Storm Water Phase II Final Rule. Hence, all estimates are subject to future
refinement.

6.4.1 Analyses of Potential Costs

This section provides an overview of the methodology used to estimate costs and
pollutant loading reductions for both municipalities and construction sites siabject to the final_..
Phase II rulemaking. The specific components of the analysis are discussed in detail in the Draft
Final EA. Current Agency estimates of national compliance costs, which are-subject to change,
are also provided.

6.4.1.1 Municipal Costs

EPA estimated annual per household program cost for automatically designated
municipalities (MS4s) using actual expenditures reported by 35 Phase I municipalities. Based on
census data, EPA estimated the Phase II municipal universe to be 5,040 MS4s with a total
population of 85 million people and 32.5 million households. An average annual per household
administrative cost was estimated to address application, record keeping, and reporting
requirements, which was added to the program per household cost to derive a total average per
household cost. To obtain the national estimate of compliance costs, the Agency multiplied the
estimated total per household compliance cost ($9.09) by the expected number of households in
Phase II communities. EPA estimates the national Phase II municipal compliance costs to be
approximately $295 million (see Section 4.2.1.3 in the draft EA)~°.

6.4.1.2 Construction Costs

In estimating incremental costs attributable to the final Phase II rule, EPA estimated a per
site cost for construction sites of one, three, and five acres and multiplied the cost by the total
number of Phase II construction starts in these size categories to obtain a national estimate of
compliance costs. The Agency used construction start data from eleven municipalities that record
construction start information to estimate the number of construction starts disturbing between
one and five acres of land (see Section 4.2.2.1 in the Draft Final EA).

l0 Estimated annual per household cost of compliance ranged from $0.63 to $60.44. See

Section 4.2.1.2 in the Draft Final EA for a discussion of how EPA chose the mean value of $9.09
per household. Note that the estimated per household cost does not include municipal
expenditures for post-construction storm water controls.
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in estimating ctmstrucm, n BMP costs. EPA used standard cost estimates from R.S. Means          "
IR.S. Means, 1997a and 1997b) and created 27 model sites of typical site conditions in the United
States. The model sites considered three different site sizes ( I, 3, and 5 acres), three slope
variations ~3, 7, and 12 percent), and three soil erosivity conditions (lob,, medium, and high).. The
Agency used a database compiled by the Water Environment Federation (1992) to develop and
apply BMP combinations appropriate to the model site conditions. For example, sites with
shallow slopes and a low erosivity require feb, BMPs, while larger, steeper, and more erosive sites
required more BMPs. Detailed site plans, assumptions, and BMPs that could be used are found in
Appendix B-3 of the Draft Final EA. Based on the assumption that any combination of site
factors are equally likely to occur on a given site, EPA averaged the matrix of estimated costs to
develop an average cost for one, three, and five acre starts for all soil erodibilities and slopes. The
average BMP cost was estimated to be $1,206 for a one-acre site, $4,598 for a three-acre sit_e,
and $8,709 for a five-acre site.

Administrative costs for the following elements were estimated per construction site and
added to each BMP cost: submittal of a notice of intent (NOI) for permit coverage ($74);
notification to municipalities.($17); development of a storm water pollution prevention plan
($1,219); record retention ($2); and submittal of a notice of termination ($17) for a total cost of
$1,329 per site. From this analysis, EPA estimated total average compliance costs (BMP plus
administrative) for a Phase II construction site of $2,535 for sites disturbing between one and two
acres of land, $5,927 for sites disturbing between two and four acres, and $10,038 for sites
disturbing between four and five acres of land.

The total per site costs were then multiplied by the total number of Phase II construction        :,".":--’~
sites within each of those size categories to obtain the national compliance cost estimate. EPA          :":-
estimated construction costs for 15 climatic zones to reflect regional variations in rainfall
intensity and amount. Once the Phase II storm water rule is fully implemented, the total annual
compliance cost is expected to be approximately $512 million (assuming !09,652 construction
starts in 1998).

6.4.1.3 Pollutant Loading Reductions

To estimate municipal pollutant loading reductions for the final Phase II rulemaking, EPA
used the results from a 1997 EPA draft report that calculated national municipal loading
reductions for TSS based on the NURP study (US EPA, 1997d). To estimate pollutant loading
reductions from Phase II construction starts, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers developed a
model based on EPA’s 27 models sites to estimate sediment loads from construction starts with
and without Phase II controls (US ACE, 1998). Estimating the pollutant loading reduction for
TSS does not capture the full extent of potential loading reductions that result from implementing
storm water controls, but provides a minimum estimate of the reductions that may result from the
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Phase II rule~. EPA also anticipates that the rule will result in reductions in oil and grease,
nitrogen, phosphorus, pathogens, lead, copper, zinc and other metals. Estimated annual TSS
loading reductions range from 639,115 to approximately 4 million tons for municipalities and 2
million to 8 million tons for construction sites assuming BMP effectiveness of 20 to 80 percent..

6.4.2 Assessment of Potential Benefits

A number of potential problems are associated with assessing the benefits from the Phase
lI rule, including identifying the regulated municipalities as sources of current impairment to
waters and determining the likely effectiveness of various measures; difficulties in water quality
modeling; difficulties in modeling construction site BMP effectiveness; and most importantly, the
inability to monetize some categories of benefits with currently available data.

The national benefits of Phase II controls will depend on a number of factors, including
the number, intensity, and duration of wet weather events; the success of municipal programs; the
effectiveness of the selected construction site BMPs; the site-specific water quality and physical
conditions of receiving waters; the current and potential use of receiving waters; and the existence
of nearby "substitute" sites of unimpaired waters. Because these factors will vary substantially
from site to site, data are not available with which to develop estimates of benefits for each site
and aggregate to obtain a national estimate. As a result, the Agency developed national level
estimates of benefits based largely on a benefits transfer approach. This approach allows
estimates of value developed for one site and level of environmental change to be applied in the
analysis of similar sites and environmental changes.

6.4.2.1 Anticipated Benefits of Municipal Measures

As part of an effort to quantify the value of the United States’ waters impaired by storm
water discharges, EPA applied adjusted Carson and Mitchell (1993) estimates of willingness to
pay (WTP) for incremental water quality improvements to estimates of waters impaired by storm
water discharges as reported by states in their biennial Water Quality Inventory reports12.
Potential Phase II benefits are assumed to equal the WTP for the different water quality levels
multiplied by the water quality impairment associated with Phase II municipalities multiplied by
the relevant number of households (WTP x percent impaired x number of households).

The Carson and Mitchell estimates apply to all fresh water, however it is not clear how
these values would be apportioned among rivers, lakes and the Great Lakes. Lakes are the water

~ To date, there are no national studies that estimate pollutant loading reductions due to
the implementation of municipal storm water controls for the other pollutants found in storm
water runoff and discharges.

12EPA adjusted the WTP amounts to account for inffation growth in real per capita
income, inflation, and a 30 percent increase in attitudes towards pollution control.
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bodies most 1raptured b.~ urban runoff and discharges, fbllowed closely by the Great Lakes and
then rivers. Hence, EPA applied the WTP values to the categories separately and assumed that
the higher resulting value for lakes represents the high end of the range and the lower resulting
value for rivers represents the low end of a value range for all fresh waters (i.e. high end assumes
that lake impainnent is more indicative of national fresh water impairment while low end assumes
that river impaimaent is more indicative).

The extent to which impaim~ent will be eliminated by the municipal measures is uncertain;
hence, estimates are a~iusted for a range of potential effectiveness of municipal measures. EPA
expects that municipal programs will achieve at least 80% effectiveness, resulting in estimated
annual benefits from fresh water use and passive use in the range of $67.2 to $241.2 million. The
potential value of improvements in marine waters and human health benefits have not been
quantified at this time.

6.4.2.2 Anticipated Benefits of Construction Site Controls

EPA estimates the benefits of construction site controls using a benefits transfer approach
applying WTP estimates for an erosion and sediment control plan from Paterson et al (1993)
contingent valuation (CV) survey of North Carolina residents. The adjusted WTP estimates are
intended to reflect potential benefits of erosion and sediment control programs that protect all
lakes, rivers, and streams. In order to transfer adjusted WTP results to estimate the potential
benefits of the Phase II rule, EPA calculated the percentage of Phase II construction starts that
are not covered by a state program or CZARA for each state. This percentage is multiplied by the
number of households in the state and the adjusted mean WTP of $25. The results were then          -’:~:::~,
summed across all states and indicate that WTP for the erosion and sediment controls of the
Phase II rule may be as high as $624.2 million per year.

6.4.3 Comparison of Benefits and Costs

EPA estimates the total compliance costs of the rule to be $807.2 million. The largest
portion of the total cost, $512 million, is associated with erosion and sediment controls at
construction sites. EPA was able to develop a partial monetary estimate of expected benefits of
both the six fiainimum municipal measures and the construction components of the rule. The sum
of these benefits ranges from $700 to $865 million annually [assuming 80 percent effectiveness of
municipal programs and using the mean WTP ($25) from Paterson]. The largest portion of
benefits, $624 million, are associated with erosion and sediment controls for construction sites.

6.5 Financial Issues

Effective storm water programs reqm re both the existence of well-performing, cost-
effective BMPs and sufficient funding. Financing issuesare discussed extensively in other Agency
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reports and only briefly reviewed below.~3 Section 6.5.1 focuses on financing options for
municipal storm water programs but does not discuss regulatory impacts on municipalities.

6.5.l Mu.nicipal Financing of Storm Water Programs

Around the nation, local government general tax funds are the most commonly used
source of funding for storm water programs. However, this may be the least suitable source of
storm water program or maintenance funding. General tax revenues originate at a number of
sources and are used to finance an equally diverse number of public programs, including
education, police and fire protection, civil and criminal courts, and social and economic support
programs. Storm water programs and maintenance must compete against a large number of other
vital public programs for a very limited number of tax dollars. This problem has been
.compounded in recent years by tax caps and the public’s general opposition to new or higher"
taxes.

The unreliability of general tax funds has led many communities around the country to
develop storm water utilities. Storm water utilities rely on dedicated user charges related to the
level of service provided. Charges are typically paid by property owners and managed in a
separate enterprise fund. A variety of methods are used to determine charges, but are usually
based on some estimate of the amount of stonn water runoff contributed by the property, such as
the total impervious surface or a ratio of impervious surface to total property area. Generally a
flat rate is charged for residential properties.

There are several advantages of using utility fees to finance storm water programs. Unlike
general tax revenues, utility charges are a dedicated, stable, and predictable source of funds and
are not subject to state "tax cap" limitations. Also, because charges are based on the user’s
contribution to storm water runoff, it is often seen as more equitable or fair. Finally, utility fees           ,,
provide a mechanism to incorporate economic incentives for implementation of on-site storm
water management through reduced charges. For example, credits or discounts are often
provided for on-site retention of storm water by nonresidential property owners. Providing such
incentives creates greater flexibility by allowing each user to choose the cheaper option - paying
the utility cha.rge or implementing on-site controls. Storm water utilities are now well established
as an effective financing option. As of 1991, over I00 communities across the country had
instituted storm water utilities (US EPA, 1994a).

Similar to utility fees, the use of inspection or permit fees to help publicly finance storm
water programs represents a relatively new application of an established component of
government revenues. Often, these fees are associated with the issuance of a permit, such as a

~3 EPA has prepared publications to assist local governments in planning for program
funding (US EPA, 1994b). More recently the Agency has established an internet site with current
information, the "Envirormaental Finance Information Network." The website address is
http://www.epa.gov/efinpage/efin.htm.
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building permit, clearing permit, storm water permit, or sewer connection permit. A permit -
program based upon fees for annual inspections, such as a storm water discharge or storm water
operating permit, can provide a continuing source of funds. However, many permit or inspection
fees are a one time charge, typically when the facility, is first constructed. These are generally not
a good funding source for continuing stoma water system maintenance.

Finally, the use of dedicated contributions from land developers may be used to finance
public maintenance of storm water systems. Under this program, the local government assumes
the operation and maintenance of a storm water system constructed as part of a private
development. All or a portion of the estimated required funding for the O&M is obtained through
a one-time contribution by the land developer to a dedicated account which is controlled by the
local government. Often the developer is responsible for O&M during a ’%varranty period,"
frequently the first two years. Dedicated contributions provide a secure, dedicated funding source
that is not subject to state tax cap limits. A disadvantage is that dedicated contributions are only
applicable to new storm water systems.

6.6 Summary

The use of BMPs to control storm water runoff and discharges where none previously
existed will ultimately result in a change in pollutant loadings, and there are indications that in the
aggregate BMPs will improve water quality. The actual manner in which the loadings reductions
are achieved will depend on the BMPs selected, which will determine the associated costs. The
physical-chemical properties of receiving streams and consequent linkages to biologic/ecologic          ::~" :"...: :.,.’.-.~

responses in the aquatic environment, and human responses and values associated with these
changes will determine the benefits.
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Preface

This document contains information on the cost of implementing the new minimum stormwater
control requirements for new developments and redevelopments as set forth by the Washington
Department of Ecology (Ecology) in its Stormwater Managem. ent Manual for Western
tgashington (Ecology 2001). The minimum requirements include provisions for controlling
erosion and sediment transport during construction, as well as permanent facilities for treating
and Controlling peak runoff flows from developed sites. This cost analysis considers only the
stormwater system components required for erosion and sediment control, stormwater treatment,
and stormwater detention and/or infiltration that go beyond conventional stormwater systems.
Thus, the costs of installing stormwater system components such as catch basins and conveyance
pipes that are independent of the Ecology requirements are not addressed in this cost analysis.

The cost estimates for satisfying Ecology’s new minimum requirements that are provided in this
report should be considered as approximate, and should be viewed in the context of the
hypothetical sites for which they were developed. Individual site conditions, selected
components of stormwater control plans, costs of land, costs of engineering and construction
services, and many other factors can vary considerably throughout western Washington and from
project to project. Some projects wilt be faced with costs associated with construction of
stormwater management facilities that are not captured in this analysis, such as traffic control
costs, additional property costs, and mitigation costs for sensitive areas that are impacted by
placement of stormwater management facilities. Therefore, for a particular development or           ~.~
redevelopment of comparable size to the hypothetical sites discussed in this report, the costs of
satisfying Ecology’s minimum requirements may differ from the costs given in this analysis.
This analysis does not address the costs that stormwater design engineers, site designers,
developers, and development reviewers may incur in learning the updated requirements and
preparing the resultant technical documentation that will likely require greater detail.
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1. Introduction

This report provides information on costs of stormwater control measures required for new
single-family residential and commercial developments in western Washington based on the
minimum requirements set forth by the Washington Department of Ecology (Ecology) in the
Stormwater Management Manual for Western Washington, referred to hereafter as "the manual"
(Ecology 2001, final version pending as of the date this report was completed). The manual
describes the stormwater management requirements applicable to various development and
redevelopment scenarios, including many types of development other than single-family
residential and commercial land use. There are a multitude of development scenarios that could
potentially be evaluated for stormwater management implementation costs but doing so would
require extensive amounts of time and effort. This report discusses the range of stormwater
management costs that could be expected for some representative examples, and the reader must
necessarily use the information as a general guide to understand the cost implications for a
specific project of interest.

Development Examples

This report addresses three hypothetical development examples and presents the associated costs
for compliance with Ecology’s new minirnum requirements. These three hypothetical
development sites include the following: a 10-acre single-family residential development (site 1),
a l-acre commercial development (site 2), and a I 0-acre commercial development (site 3).
These examples assume that new development is occurring on the hypothetical sites, that there is
no existing development on the sites, that greater than 2,000 square feet of impervious surface is
added, and that greater than 7,000 square feet of land area is cleared. Therefore, all of the
minimum requirements set forth in the manual are applicable to these examples. Because the
decisions regarding how to manage stormwater for a particular site are often directly tied to soil
characteristics, this report addresses a range of control measures that may be used indiffering
soil conditions. For each of the three example sites, the costs to implement the minimum
requirements were analyzed for two different soil conditions (soils that would promote
infiltration of runoff [type A soils] and soils that are not suitable for infiltration [type C soils]).

This report may be viewed as an update to a similar report prepared in 1993 entitled Cost
Analysis, Minimum Requirements for Stormwater Management in New Developments and
Redevelopments (Herrera 1993), which contained an analysis based on requirements set forth in
the Stormwater Management Manual for the Puget Sound Basin (Ecology 1992). The analysis
in this report repeats the hypothetical development examples from the 1993 report, and the
analysis is based on the minimum requirements, design guidelines, and stormwater facility sizing
procedures in the updated 2001 Ecology manual. Where applicable, this report refers to the 1993
cost analysis report to enable comparison o f the differences in stormwater management costs
between the older and newer requirements for the same site conditions.
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Soil type is an important difference between the 1993 report and this report. The 1993 report
used type B soils for the examples where infiltration was assumed feasible, whereas the present
analysis assumed type A soils (i.e., glacial outwash or alluvial deposits that are more permeable
than type B soils) for the examples where infiltration is assumed feasible. This distinction is
important because it affects the ’selection and configuration of the permanent stormwater
facilities. Specifically, the 1993 report assumed infiltration treatment would occur in type B
soils, with overflow to a detention facility in higher storms. This analysis assumes pretreatment
followed by flow disposal in the highly permeable type A soils. The decision to switch to Type
A soils was based on the type of soil input data that the pending Ecology hydrologic model will
allow, and a desire to have the ease study examples match the model input options as directly as
possible. To enable a fair cost comparison of 1992 requirements versus 2001 requirements for
the examples whe~:e infiltration is feasible, the soil type must be consistent. Therefore, the --
permanent stormwater management system quantities and costs associated with type B soils in
the 1993 report were disregarded, and new costs were developed for those examples assuming
type A soils. As discussed in Appendix C of this report, quantities and costs were re-analyzed
for the three sites assuming pretreatment and discharge of all runoffto an infiltration basin, using
the 1992 design requirements to derive the sizes of those facilities. Thus, the comparison of
permanent stormwater management costs associated with the previous requirements and the new
requirements, presented at the end of this report, is based on updates to the 1993 cost figures for
the non-infiltration examples and new cost figures for the infiltration examples.

Ecology’s Minimum Requirements

Ecology’s stormwater management requirements have changed substantially since 1992. In
order to demonstrate compliance with Ecology’s minimum requirements, preparation of a
construction stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP) and a permanent stormwater site
plan is required for all new development sites that will create more than 2,000 square feet of
impervious surface or clear more than 7,000 square feet of land area. The updated minimum
requirements, which are discussed in detail in the manual (Ecology 2001), are summarized below
with the changes highlighted:

1. Preparation of Stormwater Site Plans - All projects shall prepare a
stormwater site plan for local g,~x eminent review.

Significant Change: Demon,~ ,’,. ,,. ,~t’compliance with the 1992 manual
required preparation of a St,,::, ,’,’r Site Plan. However, such plan
preparation was not specific.,: ,~t~lied as a minimum requirement.
The updated manual specil], ,:,’ntifics the preparation of such plans as
a minimum requirement. "lh. ¯, : ,t a change that increases project costs.

2. Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention (SWPP) - All new
development and redevelopmcm ~hall comply with the 12 construction
SWPP elements found in the manual.

Herrera Environmental Consultants 2 August 30, 2001
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Significant Changes: A new element to "Manage the Project" has been
added. This includes phasing of construction activities, seasonal work
limitations, coordination with utilities, inspection and monitoring of
BMPs, retention of a certified professional in erosion and sediment
control, and maintenance of a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan
(SWPPP). Significant BMP additions that need to be considered in
SWPPPs include chemical treatment, land application of polyacrylimide
for soil stabilization, wheel washing, concrete handling, and sawcutting
and surfacing.

3. Source control of pollution - All known, available and reasonable source
control best management practices (BMPs) shall be applied to all projects.

Significant Changes: There are 18 new source control BMPsdescribed in
the 2001 manual.

4. Preservation of natural drainage systems and outfalls - Natural
drainage patterns shall be maintained, and discharges from the site shall
occur at the natural location, to the maximum extent practicable.

5. Onsite stormwater management - Projects shall employ onsite
stormwater BMPs to infiltrate, disperse, and retain stormwatet runoff
onsite to the maximum extent practicable without causing flooding or --~~"~"
erosion impacts.

Significant Change: This new requirement specifies use of flow dispersion
or infiltration BMPs for concentrated runoff from impervious surfaces at
residential sites, and for all areas not covered by impervious surfaces, the
retention or enhancement of the soil moisture holding capacity of the
original undisturbed soil native to the site. Specifically, the requirements
include provision of a topsoil layer with a minimum organic matter
content often percent dry weight and a pH from 6.0 to 8.0 or matching the
pH of the original undisturbed soil.

6. Runoff treatment - Projects that meet specific thresholds are required to
construct stormwater treatment facilities that are sized to treat runoff from
the water quality design storm (the 24-hour rainfall amount with a 6-
month return frequency).

Significant Changes: Treatment is required for pollution-generating
pervious surfaces (PGPS), such as managed turfgrass, in addition to
pollution-generating impervious surfaces (PGIS). The Water Quality
Design Storm Event is still a 6-month, 24-hour storm, but the generic
estimate for precipitation depth in such a storm event is increased from
64% to 72% of the 2-year, 24-hour storm precipitation depth.
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7. Flmv control - Projects that meet specific thresholds must provide flow
control to reduce the impacts of increased stom~water runoff from new
impervious surfaces and land cover conversions.

Significant Changes: A flow duration standard is now the default
requirement. The flow control standard in the 1992 manual was primarily
targeted at matching pre-developed peak flow rates. The newer standard
still requires matching of pre-developed peak flow rates but also requires
matching of pre-developed flow durations to prevent prolonged discharges
of the peak flows. In addition, the pre-developed site condition for runoff
modeling purposes must be assumed tbrested unless reliable information
establishes the pre-settlement conditions as pasture or prairie. The 1992 -
manual allowed use of the "existing site condition," as defined in the
glossary, as the pre-developed condition to which peak flows of the
developed condition are compared.

8. Wetlands protection - Discharges to wetlands shall maintain the
hydrologic conditions, hydrophytic vegetation, and substrate
characteristics necessary to support existing and designated uses unless an
assessment is completed consistent with specific criteria referenced in the
manual.

, 9. Basin/watershed planning - Projects may be subject to equivalent or
" . more stringent minimum requirements for erosion control, source control,

treatment, wetlands protection, and operation and maintenance, and
alternative requirements for flow control as identified in basin/watershed
plans.

10. Operation and maintenance - An operation and maintenance manual
that is consistent with the local government standards shall be provided for
all proposed stormwater facilities and BMPs, and the party (or parties)
responsible for maintenance and operation shall be identified.

The Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan

The SWPPP must incorporate sufficient best management practices (BMPs) to prevent adverse
offsite impacts during construction through a variety of measures as specified in minimum
requirement number two. Twelve distinct elements of effective construction site pollution
prevention must be included in the SWPPP to the extent they pertain to the site.

The Permanent Stormwater Site Plan

The permanent stormwater site plan must include the following elements to comply with the
minimum requirements:
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¯ Minimum requirement three: additional BMPs for prevention of runoff
pollution, or source control

¯ Minimum requirement five: This important new requirement relates to
implementation of onsite stormwater management measures to minimize
the hydrologic changes that occur on the site (i.e., to minimize the increase
in runoff that is inherent with development). The cost analyses discussed
in this report incorporate this requirement. The effects of new onsite
runoff reduction measures on the size and cost of permanent runoff
treatment and flow control facilities are discussed for each development
example.

¯ Minimum requirement six: treatment ofonsite runoff to protect
downstream water quality

¯ Minimum requirement seven: control of peak runoff flows that may
otherwise cause damage to natural resources and constructed facilities
downstream

¯ Minimum requirement ten: long-term operation and maintenance
commitments for permanent storrnwater management systems

Thoughtful selection and proper itnplementation of BMPs are critical to satisfying Ecology’s         .~i...i:!.:.’..~
minimum requirements for stormwater management for new development or redevelopment. In ...... ..-
this analysis, the rationale for selection of particular BMPs is provided for each of the
hypothetical development plans to illustrate the process by which BMPs were chosen.

Organization of the Cost Analysis

’ The remaining portion of section 1 outlines the assumptions used in creating hypothetical
development site layouts. Also discussed arc the assumptions and calculation methods used in
analyzing minimum requirements for stormwater control and for sizing and selecting stormwater
management BMPs.

Section 2 describes the hypothetical site characteristics and associated SWPPP and stormwater
site plan details developed for the purpose of estimating costs to satisfy the minimum
requirements. The estimated costs for planning, designing, constructing, and maintaining the
chosen BMPs for each site are also provided in .Section 2. Section 3 presents a summary of the
construction and maintenance cost estimates liar .~atisfaction of the minimum requirements, and
discusses comparisons to the costs presented m the 1993 report associated with the previous
minimum requirements. Appendix A contain, ~tcmized costs for planning, design, construction,
and maintenance of the BMPs for each of the development sites, as well as assumptions and
references used in developing the cost estimates. The technical assumptions, runoff modeling
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parameters, and design parameters used in the analysis of stormwater BMPs for each of the sites
are outlined in Appendix B.

The SWPPP and stormwater site plan developed for each of the hypothetical sites are intended to
be representative in their coverage of BMP concerns, but they do not include all of the
information required of actual SWPPPs and stormwater site plans. Because this analysis focuses
primarily on costs, details regarding site features such as setback requirements, existing
vegetation to be retained, rights-of-way, and storm sewers, among other issues, are limited.

General Assumptions Used in Creating Hypothetical Site Layouts, Analyzing Minimum
Requirements, and Selecting and Sizing Stormwater Management Facilities     __

The hypothetical development site layouts and associated stormwater facilities are based upon
the assumptions outlined below:

¯ Each site is serviced by separate sanitary sewer and storm drainage
systems. The cost of installing ditches or storm sewers beyond the site
boundaries is a separate concern; this analysis addresses only the
additional storm drainage facilities needed for treatment, infiltration
and/or detention of runoff on the example site.

¯ Ground slopes on all of the sites are less than 5 percent.

¯ The land uses adjacent to the sites on all sides are unknown.

¯ Stormwater runoff on all of the sites eventually drains to a fish-bearing
stream. For the commercial site examples (sites 2 and 3) this means that
"enhanced treatment" of runoff is required.

¯ Phosphorus control is not required at any of the sites.

¯ Other more stringent local storm\vater management requirements do not
apply, and a jurisdictional basin plan does not exist for any of the site
areas.

Costs for complying.with the minimum requirements at each of the development sites are based
on two scenarios: the first scenario assumes the site has outwash soils that are suitable for
infiltration of all, or nearly all, of the stormwater runoff; the second scenario assumes till soils
that are unsuitable for infiltration. Two separate cost estimates are provided for implementation
of the minimum stormwater management requirements at each site, reflecting the two types of
soils assumed at each site. Other than differences in the soil type present, the site characteristics
are identical for the two scenarios evaluated at each site.
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Calculation Methods

A combination of hydrologic modeling methods was used to perform conceptual sizing of
stormwater management facilities for this analysis, including some modeling methods that are
not described in the manual The hydrologic model that eventually will be used for analysis and
design of stormwater management systems in accordance with the manual’s design criteria was
in the developmental stage at the time this report was prepared; therefore, alternative methods
were necessary. The 6-month recurrence interval water quality design storm hydrographs for the
case study development examples were derived using StormShedTM computer software
(Engenious Systems 2000), which incorporates the Santa Barbara Urban Hydrograph (SBUH)
method. The model inputs are summarized in Appendix B. The performance of detention
systems, including matching of pre-developed flow durations, was modeled using the King
County RunoffTime Series (KCRTS) program. The KCRTS program offers a calculation -
method for evaluating flow durations that are central to the detention requirements set forth in
the manual. Sand filter sizes were also evaluated using KCRTS. The KCRTS hydrographs
corresponding to the 2-year recurrence interval peak flow discharged from detention facilities
were routed through the KCRTS infiltration basin sizing routine, with vertical permeabilities
corresponding to sand as opposed to soil, to determine the sand filter bed area needed to
effectively treat those design flows. Infiltration facilities were sized using a spreadsheet based
on Darcy’s Law and the 100-year SBUH storm event hydrographs. The spreadsheet enabled
confirmation of the time limits required for water level drawdown following design storm events.
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2. Sample Sites and Associated Construction
SWPPPs and Permanent Stormwater Site Plans

This section describes the three hypothetical development sites and provides details of
corresponding construction SWPPPs and permanent stormwater site plans. Plan elements were
chosen to provide examples of elements that satisfy the minimum requirements outlined in the
manual. Also provided are implementation costs to satisfy the minimum requirements and
operation and maintenance requirements and costs.

Site 1--Single-Family Residential Development
Site l is a 10-acre single-family residential development with 5.5 dwelling units per acre. Figure
1 shows the layout of the site as planned for development without stormwater control facilities to
satisfy the minimum requirements. There is one entrance to the development. The topography
of the Site in its undeveloped state causes runoff to flow to the lower left-hand comer via a few
defined drainage courses, the largest of which is indicated near the bottom of the plan view
shown in Figure l. These drainage courses are not streams and provide negligible ecological
benefits. Because the development plan does not include extensive regrading of the slopes on
the site, drainage would proceed in the same general direction after development. It is assumed
that after development, any treated runoff (see below for treatment plans) from the site that does
not infiltrate into the soil would be conveyed downstream of the site to a stream. An important
distinction between this site and the other two sites analyzed in this report is that surthce runoff
discharged from a single-family residential development to a fish-bearing stream does not
require "enhanced treatment" according to the manual requirements.

The topographic layout of site I is conducive to stormwater runon from adjacent land and
through-flow in the main drainage course. It is assumed that a decision would be made to
minimize the size (and cost) of temporary erosion and sediment control facilities and of
pem~anent stormwater management facilities by separating the offsite runon from the onsite
drainage. For the purposes of this analysis it is assumed that one or more culverts and/or
intercepting ditches (or similarly effective diversion/conveyance facilities) would be provided to
convey those flows around the site. Because these provisions are necessary due to hypothetical
site conditions, costs are not included for them.

Site 1 Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan

For all new development and redevelopment projects that add or replace 2,000 square feet or
more of impervious surface or clear more than 7,000 square feet, such as site 1, the manual
requires preparation of a SWPPP (minimum requirement two) to guide selection and
implementation of a variety of BMPs during construction. The minimum requirements for
stormwater pollution prevention during construction include the following 12 elements:
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Figure 1. ’Ten-acre residential development plan, without stormwater facilities, superimposed
on natural (pro-development) topography and drainage features.
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1. Mark clearing limits

2. Establish construction access

3. Control flow rates

4. Install sediment controls

5. Stabilize soils

6. Protect slopes

7. Protect drain inlets

8. Stabilize channels and outlets

9. Control pollutants

10. Control de-watering

11. Maintain BMPs

12. Manage the project

It is assumed that construction would require t2 months of site work to complete. Two versions
ofa SWPPP were evaluated for the condition with type C soils on this site, one accounting for a
stoppage of site grading activities from November through March (i.e., assuming that the project
would be managed to greatly minimize potential for water quality problems in the wet season)
and the other assuming that construction would proceed through the winter months. Thus, the
total duration of construction for one SWPPP scenario is 17 months, and for the other SWPPP         ::.....~!.~
scenario is 12 months. For both cases it was assumed that the contractor would build the entire
10-acre residential development (houses included), rather than grading the site, providing basic
infrastructure and utilities, and leaving individual building sites for future contractors. The
comparison of SWPPP costs with and without a winter shutdown is made only for the site
condition with type C soils. Type A soils are often associated with construction site erosion
problems, and concerns for seasonal clearing and grading restrictions, but type C soils are
typically more conducive to turbidity problems. This analysis reflects the likelihood that
seasonal clearing and grading restrictions would be more common in type C soils. Of the 12
elements listed above, the only one that would not incur measurable costs in the context of this
cost analysis is element 9. The potential opportunity cost to the developer of managing the
project to avoid grading activity in the winter was not assessed for this study.

To control transport of sediments off the site and to protect downstream properties and
waterways during construction, a combination or" BMPs would be used including fenced clearing
limits, stabilized site roads, equipment parking areas, storm drain inlet protection on the adjacent
street, temporary ground cover in disturbed areas, stabilized conveyance ditches, a large
sediment pond., and silt fencing. To satisfy the minimum requirements, these BMPs would be in
place prior to beginning construction activities. It is assumed that de-watering would be required
at this site, and that those flows could be managed effectively with a filtration device such as a
dewatering filter bag ,or pipe filter sock and then discharged from the site. Therefore, the sizing
of sedimentation facilities did not account for de-watering discharges.
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Figure 2 shows the locations of the erosion and sediment control BMPs selected for the
residential development site. The BMPs are the same for 0utwash (type A) soils (suitable for
infiltration) and till (type C) soils (unsuitable for infiltration). However, the size of the
temporary sediment pond differs because of the effect soil type has on runoff peak flows and
volumes. The manual specifies’that sediment ponds be designed based on the 2-year, 24-hour
storm peak runoff flow rate. The 2-year post-developed peak runoff rate used for sediment pond
sizing is estimated to be 0.48 cubic feet per second (cfs) with outwash soils (i.e., Type A soils)
on the site, and 0.62 cfs with till soils on the site (i.e., type C soils). Figure 2 indicates the
seditnent pond size corresponding to type C soils. Silt fencing would be used as a divider within
the temporary sediment pond to enhance the removal of suspended sediments.

Temporary interceptor swales and conveyance channels lined with suitable geotextiles or organic
blankets, or stabilized with seed and mulch, would be used to convey all site runoff to the
sediment pond. Silt fencing would be used on downslope edges of the site boundary to prevent
sediment discharge. The site entrance would be stabilized with quarry spalls (large rocks), and
construction roads on the site and one main parking/staging area would be stabilized with
crushed rock. Mulch would be applied extensively to areas of exposed soil during staged
construction.

Other BMPs such as vehicle tire washing, occasional street sweeping, and spraying of dusty
areas would be implemented during construction. For the scenario where grading work is
stopped for the period of November through March it is assumed that greater attention to soil
stabilization (such as application of polyacrytamides on a large area) would be needed to prevent
erosion on disturbed ground for several months, particularly in Type C soils. For the scenario
where grading work occurs through the winter months it is assumed that greater attention to
sediment pond maintenance, street sweeping, vehicle tire washing, and replacement of storm
drain inlet protection devices would be needed. Following construction of homes on the site,
grassed lawns would be planted, and sidewalks and streets would be paved to permanently
stabilize disturbed areas.

Maintenance of the erosion and sediment control BMPs is a key component of the construction
SWPPP. [t is assumed that routine BMP maintenance checks would be performed once weekly
and after runoff-producing storm events during the dry season, and daily during the wet season to
ensure that BMPs continue to function effectively. The sediment pond must be checked
periodically for sediment buildup, especialb l,,l!~:,ving storms. Excess sediment accumulation
must be removed ti’om the pond and dispos.:d ~ ,! reI the site or spread in a controlled location on
the site. Silt fencing must be checked pcn~,d:..,~!. :specially following storms, to determine if
repairs or replacement fabric sections arc no. :.,! Mulch used to cover stripped site areas would
be relocatedand replaced as needed, as po~: .. ! the site are permanently stabilized. If
sediment is tracked offsite onto neighborin.,.’ -". ~~,. it must be swept and collected as necessary.
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Costs for Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan

IVithout Wet Season Shutdown

For the scenario where it is assumed that grading activity continues on the site through the
winter, the construction cost for the SWPPP BMPs is estimated at approximately $40,000 for
type A soils and $49,000 for type C soils. Tables 1 and 4 in Appendix A, respectively, show
itemized costs for the various BMP components and their associated construction procedures and
materials. These costs do not include engineering planning and design fees, permit fees,
performance bonding (or other appropriate financial instruments to ensure compliance with the
approved SWPPP), and contingencies for unforeseen difficulties. Maintenance of the erosion
and sediment control BMPs (included in the SWPPP BMP costs noted above) over the course of
the 12-month construction period is estimated to cost approximately $8,400 for type A soils and
$14,500 for type C soils (see Tables 3 and 7, respectively, in Appendix A). Appendix A
provides further details on assumptions used to develop these costs.

With Wet Season Shutdown

For the scenario where it is assumed that the site is managed to avoid grading activity from
November through March, the construction cost for the SWPPP BMPs is estimated at
approximately $41,000 for type C soils. Table 5 in Appendix A shows itemized costs for the
various BMP components and their associated construction procedures and materials. These
costs do not include engineering planning and design fees, permit fees, performance bonding (or

¯ " ’            other appropriate financial instruments to ensure compliance with the approved SWPPP), and
contingencies for unforeseen difficulties. As discussed below, the construction SWPPP costs are
rolled into the permanent stormwater site plan costs to create a total implementation cost, and
those estimates include engineering, permitting, and contingency costs. Maintenance of the
erosion and sediment control BMPs over the course of the 17-month construction period
(included in the SWPPP BMP cost noted above) is estimated to cost approximately $9,100 (see
Table 8 in Appendix A). Appendix A provides further details on assumptions used to develop
these costs.

Effects of Wet Season Site Work on SWPPP Cost

The total SWPPP implementation and maintenance cost varies slightly depending on whether-
clearing and grading activity occurs in the wet winter months. For the scenario where the site is
stabilized for the period of November through March, it is estimated that the total SWPPP cost
would be $7,400 less compared to the scenario where site activities continue through the winter.
Avoidance of grading activities in the wet season is assumed to result in reduced costs for street
sweeping, BMP inspections lbllowing storms, and catch basin cleaning, but increased cost tbr
soil stabilization during the winter. Most of the SWPPP costs are independent of work
scheduling in the wet season for this site. Fur example, the sedimentation pond size, the need for
temporary lined conveyance ditches, and the nccd for stabilization of construction roads and
construction staging areas are the same regardless of wet season work scheduling.
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Site 1 Permanent Stormwater Site Plan

The stormwatcr site plan must include provisions for maintaining natural drainage patterns, using
source control BMPs to prevent pollutants from entering stormwater runoff, reducing hydrologic
changes through onsite stormwater management techniques, treating runoff from smaller storm
events, detaining runoff from larger storm events to prevent stream bank erosion due to high
flows, and maintaining the BMPs that are chosen and implemented. Minimum requirement
eight, pertaining to wetlands, and minimum requirement nine, pertaining to basin planning, are
assumed to be not applicable to this hypothetical site and this analysis. [n accordance with the
manual, two preliminary considerations guided BMP selection for site l. Oil control and special
phosphorus control measures must be considered; they are not required for this site. The
standard western Washington peak flow control to match pre-deve[opment fiow peaks and -
durations must be considered and is required because the site discharge is co. nveyed to a small
stream (if site discharge is conveyed directly to a major water body, the standard does not apply).

Pollution Source Control Bz!/IPs

Pollution source control BMPs are important components ofa stormwater site plan for site 1 to
satisfy minimum requirement three. Several of the source control BMPs outlined in the manual
are applicable to this development. However, only a few of the source control BMPs that should
be applied to this development incur direct, calculable costs. Source controls such as
environmentally sensitive vegetation management and protection of storage areas housing
containers for chemicals, garbage, and other wastes are important and should be emphasized to        :.~:~-.:~,
homeowners. However, they are difficult to quantify in terms of costs. Moreover, some of these       ...~:....
source controls are not required for residences. An actual stormwater site plan for this type of
residential development site should mention these items; however, the cost estimates given
herein do not include costs to implement source control BMPs that are educational in nature, as           ,,
.opposed to physical actions. The cost estimates for this site include only two source control
BMPs from the manual: maintenance of storm drainage facilities (BMP $2.00) and street
sweeping (BMP $2.20).

Onsite Storniwater Management Measures

In addition to pollution source control BMPs, onsite stormwater management measures must also
be implemented to infiltrate, disperse, and retain stormwater runoff onsite where practicable
(minimum requirement number 5). Some examples of onsite stormwater management BMPs
applicable to this residential development include roof downspout infiltration and dispersion, use
of permeable/porous pavements, and vegetated rooftops. For this site, the use of"alternative"
roof downspout infiltration trenches was assumed with infiltratable soils on site (type A). These
infiltration systems are suitable for coarse so~ls, and have a simpler design than downspout
infiltration systems in soils with fine particles. Permanent stormwater facilities were sized, and
the associated cost estimate developed, with roof downspout infiltration included. The
contributing drainage area for the permanent pond facilities is considerably reduced as a result.
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For the scenario with noninfiltratable type C soils, it was assumed that roof downspout
dispersion systems would be provided for half of the total rooftop areas. The sizing of
permanent stormwater treatment and flow control facilities accounted for 50 percent of the
toot’top runoff, assuming that 50 percent could be dispersed through sufficient grassy areas and
that the other 50 percent of the rooftop runoff would drain relatively quickly to conveyance
systems carrying flow to the stormwater pond facilities. If all rooftop runoff could pass through
grassy areas greater than 50 feet in length, the modeling of site runoff could assume that all of
the rooftops are equivalent to grass and the size of the stormwater pond facilities would be
reduced accordingly. The cost estimate for rooftop drainage dispersion systems assumes simple
splashblocks that disperse flow across a long grassy area as opposed to rock-filled trenches with
notched grade boards. Although it was assumed that porous pavements could be used for
individual driveways, the sizing of the permanent stormwater treatment and flow control
facilities conservatively assumed that all driveway runoff would reach the ponds relatively
quickly. Thus, the cost estimate for this scenario is representative of a worst-case for the amount
of flow to be managed. If earth-filled concrete paver blocks or similar materials were used for
driveways, the modeling of site runoff could assume that 50 percent of the driveway areas are
equivalent to grass and the size of the stormwater pond facilities would be reduced accordingly.

Permanent Stormwater Control Facilities by Soil TApe

The pemaanent stormwater control facilities selected for the residential site to satisfy the
minimum requirements are dependent on soil type.

T)’pe A Soils - With Infiltration

Infiltration is the preferred method of stormwater treatment and surface flow reduction, but
infiltration requires suitable soils. For the scenario with type A soils, an infiltration basin
preceded by a wetpond provides stormwater treatment and flow control. Figure 3 shows the
layout of the site with the permanent stormwater control facilities for this condition.

While type A soils are suitable for discharging the site runoffto ground water, they are too
porous to accomplish water quality treatment. The design includes a wetpond that performs
water quality treatment and serves as a presettling facility in front of the infiltration basin. The
wetpond is designed to treat all runoff from the 6-month, 24-hour storm event and is divided into
two separate cells. Both wetpond cells would be excavated approximately 6 feet below grade,
with an additional foot of depth in the first cel! for sediment storage.

The infiltration basin, which would also be excavated 6 feet below grade, was sized to
completely infiltrate all runoff up to the 100-year, 24-hour storm event, even though in pre-
developed conditions there would be slight runoff" from the site in extreme storm events. The
wetpond overflows to the infiltration basin, and the infiltration basin has an overflow structure
tbr sate conveyance of extreme high flows.
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Type C N)ils- I~Tthout h!/?ltration

The scenario without infiltration (type C soils) contains a combined wet/detention pond with a.
permanent pool for water quality treatment and excess storage capacity for peak flow control.
Figure 4 shows the layout of the site with the permanent stormwater control facilities for this
condition. The pond does not require special design features for enhanced phosphorus removal.

The center of the pond is a permanent treatment pool with two cells separated by an earthen
berm. The first cell is excavated apprgximately I0 feet below existing grade, and the second cell
is excavated nine feet below grade. Each cell provides four feet of water depth to create a
permanent pool (during the wet months) for water quality treatment. The first cell has an
additional one foot of sediment storage capacity in the bottom. An additional four feet of storage
space on top of the permanent pool provides detention capacity for the t00-year runoffevent.
The extra foot of freeboard allows for an emergency overflow spillway. The outer portion of the
pond, which surrounds the permanent pool, provides detention storage. Because the detention
storage volume needed is large in relation to the water quality treatment volume needed, the
pond footprint area expands significantly in the upper detention zone. The pond has a multiple-
orifice outflow restrictor above the permanent pool level to maintain predevelopment site
discharge rates and flow durations.

The permanent BMP facilities, both with infiltration and without infiltration, are located so that
they receive runoff from the entire development and maintain the natural drainage pattern of the
site. The excavation tbr the temporary sediment pond is expanded for the permanent stormwater
control facilities. A catch basin is provided at the site discharge location; it is assumed that the
catch basin outflow is piped into the storm drainage system adjacent to the site.

Site 1 Implementation Costs to Satisfy the Minimum Requirements

Costs With Infiltration

The total cost of planning, designing, and constructing the BMPs in the construction SWPPP and
permanent stormwater site plans for the scenario with infiltration is estimated at approximately
$240,000, including engineering design and permitting costs, contingencies (25 percent of the
total construction cost), and tax on the total cost with contingencies. The total cost for the
scenario with the infiltration basin also includes the cost of performing a hydrogeologic
evaluation to confirm infiltration suitability and/or determine the site-specific infiltration rate.
The cost of the permanent stormwater facilities in the stormwater site plan is approximately 64
percent of the total implementation cost.

Costs Without Infiltration

The total cost of planning, designing, and constructing the BMPs in the construction SWPPP and
permanent stormwater site plans for the scenario without infiltration is estimated at
approximately $230,000. The cost of the permanent stormwater facilities in the stormwater site
plan under this scenario is approximately 60 percent of the total implementation cost.
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Itemized costs tbr the components of the stormwater site plan are given for the two scenarios in
Tables 2 and 6 of Appendix A. Appendix A also provides further details on assumptions used to
estimate costs.

Comparison of Pond Storage Volumes to 1993 Esti~nates

For the scenario where infiltration is feasible in type A soils and a wetpond is used for treatment
of the runoffprior to infiltration, both the wetpond and the infiltration basin are now smaller in
comparison to the sizes under the 1992 requirements. This is due to the requirement for onsite
stormwater management (roof downspout infiltration). The volume of runoff assumed to reach
the wetpond and infiltration basin is significantly less in comparison to the calculations
associated with the 1992 requirements. The wet/detention pond in type C soils analyzed in {l~is
case study is larger in size compared to the same type of facility analyzed for this same site
scenario in the 1993 report (Herrera 1993). This is because the wetpond storage volume has
increased as a result of the design criteria for the 6-month storm precipitation depth and the
detention storage volume has increased considerably as a result of the requirement to match flow
durations in addition to controlling peak flow rates.

The comparison of pond storage volumes in ty, pe A soils is as follows:

¯ 1993 analysis (re-analyzed as discussed in Appendix C) -- wetpond
treatment pool volume = 23,950 cubic feet; infiltration basin storage
volume = 60,900 cubic feet

¯ Present analysis -- wetpond treatment pool volume = 13,700 cubic feet;
infiltration basin storage volume = 41,900 cubic feet;

The comparison of these storage volumes in type C soils is as follows:

¯ 1993 analysis -- wetpond treatment pool volume = 25,700 cubic feet;
detention storage volume = 50,300 cubic feet; total pond storage volume =
76,000 cubic feet

¯ Present analysis -- wetpond treatment pool volume = 28,600 cubic feet;
detention storage volume = 98,000 cubic feet; total pond storage volume =
127,000 cubic feet

Site 1 Operation and Maintenance Requirements and Costs

Operation and ,~laintenance Assumptions

Routine maintenance of the permanent stormwatcr facilities includes such tasks as conducting
annual inspections; mowing the grass in the intiltration basin and wetpond, or combined
wets’detention pond, at least twice per year; removing accumulations of debris and floating
materials once per year; removing accumulated sediments in the wetpond once the sediment
storage depth in the bottom is full (assumed to be once every 5 years); tilling the infiltration
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basin soil or otherwise re-establishing maximum infiltration capacity as needed (assumed to be
once every. 2 years); seeding of grassed areas that turn bare at least once per year; adding quarry
spalls and/or gravel to overflow spillways and access driveways as needed; replacing
miscellaneous parts and materials as needed; and cleaning out connecting pipes. In addition,
streets within the development should be swept frequently to limit the amount of sediment that
enters the permanent stormwater control facilities, enabling them to function more effectively.
All catch basins and storm drains in the development should be cleaned frequently to prevent
clogging and to remove some of the pollutants that otherwise could be flushed into the treatment
and detention facilities during large storm events.

Operation and Maintenance Costs, With and Without Infiltration _.
The annual cost of routine maintenance procedures for the scenario with the infiltration basin and
wetpond is estimated at $7,200 (see Table 3 in Appendix A). The annual maintenance cost for
the scenario with a combined wet/detention pond (without infiltration) is estimated at $9,000 (see
Tables 7 and 8 in Appendix A). Most of the annual operation and maintenance costs are
associated with street sweeping and conveyance system cleaning rather than pond maintenance.

Further details on assumptions used to estimate operation and maintenance costs are given in
Appendix A.

Site 2--Small Com nercial Development
Site 2 is a l-acre commercial development assumed to be a typical restaurant. Figure 5 shows
the layout of the site as planned for development, without stormwater control facilities to satisfy
the minimum requirements, The site has 90 percent impervious cover, There is one main site
entrance for construction access (see Figure 6). This relatively flat site drains from the upper left
to the lower right (as shown in Figure 5) in its undeveloped state, with the potential for
stormwater runon from adjacent land. Because the site would not be graded extensively, after
development drainage would flow in the same direction.

[t is assumed that the developed site would have underground storm sewer pipes to convey
runoff to the permanent stormwater control facilities. It is assumed that some mechanism is
provided to divert offsite runoff around the site (such as that mentioned for the residential site),
the costs of which are not included in this analysis. It is also assumed that developed site runoff
that is not infiltrated is discharged to an offsite storm sewer, eventually reaching a stream.

Site 2 Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan

For all new development and redevelopment projects.that add or replace 2,000 square feet or
more of impervious surface or clear more than 7,000 square feet, such as site 2, the manual
requires preparation of a SWPPP to guide selection and implementation of a variety of BMPs
during construction. The 12 minimum requirements for stormwater pollution prevention during
construction are listed above for site I. It is assumed that construction would take 2 mdnths to
complete.
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Several BMPs are necessary to control site runoff and erosion during the construction phase of
site 2. A combination of intercepting swales with check dams, a small sediment pond, a
stabilized site entrance and equipment parking area, mulch application to bare areas, storm drain
inlet protection on the adjacent street, and silt fencing on the downslope perimeter would be used
to control transport of sediments off the site and to protect downstream properties and waterways
during construction. These BMPs would be in place prior to construction activities to satisfy the
minimum requirements.

Figure 6 shows the locations of the erosion and sediment control BMPs selected for the small
commercial development site. The BMPs are almost all the same for type A soils (suitable for
infiltration) and type C soils (unsuitable for infiltration). The size of the temporary sediment
pond differs for the two soil types because of the effect soil type has on runoffpeak flows and
volumes. Figure 6 indicates the sediment pond size corresponding to type C soils, which is
larger than the pond for type A soils.

It is assumed that interceptor swales for runoffcollection would not be needed in type A soils.
The intercepting swales along the edges of the site would be used to convey almost all of the
construction site runoffto the sediment pond (in type C soils). The sediment pond would contain
a silt fence divider to enhance trapping of suspended sediments. Silt fencing would be used to
contain sediments on the site periphery that may be present in runoff that does not reach the
interceptor swales. The site entrance would be stabilized with quarry spalls. Mulch would be
applied as needed to areas of exposed soil during construction.

It is assumed that two catch basins on the adjacent street would require inlet protection. Due to
the relatively short time frame for construction, it is assumed that cleaning of the catch basins on
the adjacent street would not be necessary following construction, and that the small sediment
pond would not require sediment cleanout prior to its removal. Other BMPs such as vehicte tire
~vashing and spraying of dusty areas would be implemented during construction as needed.

Maintenance of the erosion and sediment control BMPs is a key component of the construction
SWPPP. It is assumed that routine BMP maintenance checks would be performed once weekly
and after runoff-producing storm events during the dry season, or daily during the wet season to
ensure that BMPs continue to function effectively. Silt fencing must be checked periodically,
especially following stomas, to determine if repairs or replacement fabric sections are needed.
Mulch used to cover stripped site areas would be relocated and replaced as needed, as portions of
the site are permanently stabilized. If sediment is tracked offsite onto neighboring streets, it
must be swept and collected as necessary.

Costs for Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan

The construction cost for these SWPPP BMPs is estimated at approximately $6,900 for type A
soils and $8,600 for type C soils. Tables 9 and 12 in Appendix A show itemized costs for the
various BMP components and their associated construction procedures and materials. These
costs do not include engineering planning and design fees, permit fees, performance bonding (or
other appropriate financial instruments to ensure compliance with the approved SWPPP), and
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contingencies for unforeseen difficulties. Maintenance of the erosion and sediment control
BMPs over the course of the 2-month construction period (included in the SWPPP BMP costs
noted above) is estimated to cost approximately $1,300 for type A soils and $1,900 for type C
soils (see Tables 1 l and 14 in Appendix A, respectively). Appendix A provides further details
on assumptions used to develop these costs.

Site 2 Permanent Stormwater Site Plan

The stormwater site plan must include provisions for maintaining natural drainage patterns, using
source control BMPs to prevent pollutants from entering stormwater runof£, reducing hydrologic
changes through onsite stormwater management techniques, treating runoff from smaller storm
events, detaining runoff from larger storm events to prevent stream bank erosion due to high
flows, and maintaining the BMPs that are chosen and implemented. Minimum rcquirement
eight, pertaining to wetlands and minimum requirement nine, pertaining to basin planning are
assumed to be not applicable to this hypothetical site and this analysis.

In accordance with the manual, two preliminary considerations guided BIVIP selectio~ for site 2.
Oil control is assumed to be required for this site due to high vehicle turnover rates that meet the
high use site definition. Phosphorous control is not required. The standard western Washington
peak flow control to match pre-deve[opmcnt flow peaks and durations is required because the
site discharge is conveyed to a small stream (if site discharge is conveyed directly to a major
water body, the standard does not apply).                                                     .:..::.~%

:-"

Pollution Source Control BMPs

Pollution source control BMPs are important components of the stormwater site plan for site 2 to
{atisfy minimum requirement three. Several of the source control BMPs outlined in the manual
are applicable to this development. The area designated for garbage containers adjacent to the
restaurant should be covered or contained to prevent precipitation from contacting waste
containers and to prevent the runoff from entering the nearby storm drainage system. The interior
of this area must drain to the sanitary sewer if possible (BMP S 1.50). Other materials and wastes
that tnay intrdduce pollutants to stormwater should also be placed in the protected area. Cooking
equipment such as vents and filters must not be cleaned outdoors unless a sanitary sewer drain is
provided. In addition, storm drainage facilities must be maintained (BMP $2.00), and the
parking lot should be swept frequently to collect and properly dispose of accumulated sediments
and other materials that may contain pollutants (BMP S1.22).

Onsite Stormwater Management Measares

In addition to pollution source control B M Ps. onsite stormwater management measures must also
be implemented to infiltrate, disperse, and retain stormwater runoff onsite where practicable
(minimum requirement five). Some examples of onsite stormwater management BMPs
applicable to this commercial development include roof downspout infiltration, use of
permeable/porous pavements in low traffic areas, and vegetated rooftops. For this site, the use of
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"typical" roof downspout infiltration trenches (with inlet catch basins and perforated pipe) was
assumed with infiltratable soils on site (type A). The simpler (’~altemative") infiltration trench
design that is allowed ih coarse soils, as assumed for Site 1, would require a wide strip of grass
between the building and the trenches, and this type of site would not likely have available space
tbr such a grass strip. Permanent stormwater facilities were sized, and the associated cost
estimate developed, with roof downspout infiltration included.

For the scenario with type C soils, it was assumed that roof downspout dispersion systems would
not be feasible due to limited area of grass or other open space. The sizing of permanent
stormwater treatment and flow control facilities accounted for all rooftop runoff because it was
assumed that this runoff would reach the stormwater control vaults quickly. Although it was
assumed that porous pavements could be used for low traffic areas of the site, the sizing of the
permanent stormwater treatment and flow control facilities conservatively assumed that all
driveway and parking lot runoff would reach the vaults quickly.

Permanent Stormwater Control Facilities by Soil Type

The permanent stormwater control facilities selected for the small commercial development site
to satisfy the minimum requirements are dependent on soil type. Regardless of soil type, it is
assumed that the stormwater facilities would be placed underground to maximize surface area for
vehicle parking. This is a departure from the assumption in the 1993 cost analysis report
(Herrera 1993) that all stormwater management facilities would be placed above ground,
regardless of the implications for available parking area, and results in significant cost
differences. The oil control requirement also applies regardless of soil type. It is assumed that
catch basin filter inserts would be used for this oil control.

Type A Soils - With infiltration

Infiltration is the preferred method of" stormwater treatment and flow control, but infiltration
requires suitable soils. For the scenario with type A soils (suitable for infiltration), underground
infiltration tanks preceded by a wet vault provides stormwater treatment and flow disposal.
Figure 7 shows the layout of the site with the permanent stormwater control facilities for this
condition. For cost estimating purposes, it was assumed that two sections of 8-foot diameter
asphalt-treated steel pipe would be used to construct the wet vault, and that 5-foot diameter
aluminized steel pipe with perforations would be used for the infiltration tanks. These structures
would support traffic loads from above provided there is approximately 2 feet of cover beneath
the parking lot pavement. The infiltration tanks and associated inflow piping are assumed to
store and dispose of all runoff up to the 100-year event even though slight flows occur in the pre-
development condition. Steel pipe was assumed for this analysis as a cost saving measure. In
many cases concrete vaults may be necessary, and that would lead to increased costs.

Type A soils are not suitable for water quality treatment via infiltration; therefore, a wet vault
(discussed below) provides pretreatment for ground water protection, The wet vault also
provides protection for the infiltration system by significantly reducing the sediment loading that
could potentially clog the infiltration media. With infiltration of all runoff, enhanced treatment is
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not rcquired. It is assumed that downspout infiltration trenches (shown conceptually on Figure
7) would be provided in this scenario. Therefore, the rooftop runoff does not reach the wet vault
or infiltration vaults and their sizes are reduced accordingly (by approximately 20 percent).

The wet vault is sized with a treatment pool volume equivalent to the site runoff volume
(excluding rooftop area) of the 6-month, 24-hour storm event. This vault overflows to the buried
infiltration tanks. Under extreme storm conditions (but less than the 100-year event), flows can
back up through the infiltration tanks and wet vault and can be stored in the conveyance piping.
The depth of the wet vault treatment pool is assumed to be 6 feet (with 1 foot of sediment storage
on the bottom and I foot of freeboard on top), and the maximum depth ofponding inside the
infiltration tanks is assumed to be 3 feet.

Type C Soils - Without Infiltration

For the scenario without infiltration, a wet vault with a permanent pool performs water quality
treatment and adjacent detention pipes provide storage capacity for flow control. An additional
sand filter vault provides the enhanced treatment required with a surface discharge to fish-
bearing waters. Figure 8 shows the layout of the site with a wet vault, detention pipes, and
separate sand filter vault in place. The treatment pool in the wet vault and the sand filter
constitute a two-facility treatment train to pertbrm the enhanced water treatment that is required.
The wet vault does not require special design features for phosphorus removal. Because the
detention storage volume needed is relatively large in comparison to the treatment volume, it is
assumed that separate pipes of different diameter provide a detention function only. It is
assumed that the wet vault would be built with 8-foot diameter asphalt-treated steel pipe and that
the detention storage would be provided by four sections of 5-foot diameter aluminized steel pipe
and a connecting manifold system. The detention pipes are of smaller diameter because the
bottom elevation of the detention storage is set above the adjacent sand filter bed elevation, and a
deeper detention storage outlet would result in a deeper sand filter vault. If the sand filter vault
were excessively deep it would probably not be able to drain into the nearby storm sewer system.
The detention pipe system is connected to a catch basin with a multiple-orifice outflow restrictor
to maintain predevelopment site discharge rates and flow durations. The outlet control structure
discharges to the sand filter vault. The sand filter is assumed to be housed in a concrete vault
structure comprised ofprecast sections 20 feet in width and laid parallel, with pipes connecting
the parallel vault sections. The sand filter bed is sized to treat the peak 2-year storm flow
discharged from the detention system, with a perforated pipe underdrain system to collect treated
flows, and flows above the 2-year detained peak would be discharged directly to the nearby
storm sewer system via an overflow pipe.

By placing the stormwater management facilities in underground pipes, significantly more
parking spaces are available in comparison to the design assumed in the comparable 1993 case
study (Herrera 1993). If the facilities were placed above ground there would be insufficient
parking area available to justify the development.

The permanent BMP facilities, both with infiltration and without infiltration, are located so tliat
they receive runoff from the entire site and maintain the natural drainage pattern of the site. The
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excavation site for the temporary sediment pond is partially used for burial of the permanent
stormwater control vaults. Emergency overflow facilities are provided for each of the
underground vaults. A catch basin is provided at the site discharge location; it is assumed that
the catch basin outflow is piped into the storm sewer system adjacent to the site.

Site 2 Implementation Costs to Satisfy the Minimum Requirements

Costs With Infiltration

Thc total cost of planning, designing, and constructing the BMPs in the construction SWPPP and
permanent stom~water site plans for the scenario with infiltration is estimated at approximately
$280,000, including taxes and contingencies tbr unforeseen difficulties. The total cost for the
scenario with the infiltration vaults also includes the cost of performing a hydrogeologic
evaluation to confirm infiltration suitability and/or determine the site-specific infiltration rate.
The cost of the permanent facilities in the stormwater site plan is approximately 95 percent of the
total implementation cost.

Costs Without Infiltration

The total cost of planning, designing, and constructing the BMPs in the construction SWPPP and
permanent stormwater site plans for the scenario without infiltration is estimated at
approximately $570,000. The cost of the permanent stormwater facilities in the stormwater site
plan under this scenario is approximately 97 percent of the total implementation cost.

Itemized costs for the components of the stormwater site plan are given for the two scenarios in
Tables 10 and 13 of Appendix A. Appendix A also provides further details on assumptions used
to estimate costs.

Comparison of Treatment and Detention Storage Volumes to 1993 Estimates

For the scenario where infiltration is feasible in type A soils and a wet vault is used for treatment
of the runoffprior to infiltration, the storage volumes in both the wet vault and the infiltration
tanks are now smaller in comparison to the sizes under the 1992 requirements. This is due to the
requirement for onsite stormwater management (roof downspout infiltration). The volume of
runoff assumed to reach the wet vault and infiltration tanks is significantly less in comparison to
the calculations associated with the 1992 requirements. The storage volumes in the wet vault
and detention pipes in type C soils analyzed in this case study are larger in size compared to the
volumes estimated for this same site scenario in the 1993 report (Herrera 1993). This is because
the wetpool storage volume has increased as a result of the design criteria for the 6-month storm
precipitation depth and the detention storage volume has increased considerably as a result of the
requirement to match flow durations in addition to controlling peak flow rates.

The comparison of these storage volumes in type A soils is as follows:
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¯ 1993 analysis (re-analyzed as discussed in .Appendix C) - wet vault
treatment pool volume = 3,590 cubic feet: infiltration tank storage volume
= 9,000 cubic feet

Present analysis - wet vault treatment pool volume = 3,270 cubic feet;
infiltration tank storage volume = 4,780 cubic feet

The comparison of these storage volumes in type C soils is as follows:

¯ 1993 analysis -- wetpond treatment pool volume = 3,660 cubic feet;
detention storage volume = 7,200 cubic feet; total storage volume =
10,800 cubic feet

¯ Present analysis - wet vault treatment pool volume = 4,150 cubic feet;
detention storage volume = 16,300 cubic feet; total storage volume =
20,500 cubic feet

The combination of greater storage volumes, the need for a sand filter to provide enhanced
treatment, and placement of the facilities underground results in much greater stormwater
management costs in the present analysis compared to the 1993 analysis.

Site 2 Operation and Maintenance Requirements and Costs                                    . "=.:,:!,.’.: :..
Operation attd Alaintenance Assumptions

Routine maintenance of the permanent stormwater facilities includes such tasks as annual
inspections; frequent replacement of the catch basin inserts (assumed to be four times per year
for each of four catch basins in the parking lot); tilling the bottom of the infiltration vaults
periodically to restore maximum infiltration capacity (assumed to be once every two years);
raking the sand filtration surface once the depth of accumulated silt and debris on the surface
exceeds ~,4 inch (assumed to be once every two years); removing accumulated sediments in the
wet vault when the depth exceeds the sediment storage depth (assumed to be once every five
years); replacing miscellaneous parts and materials as needed; and cleaning out connecting pipes.
In addition, the parking lot should be swept frequently to limit the amount of sediments that enter
the permanent stormwater control facilities, enabling them to function more effectively.

Operation and 29Iaidttenance Costs, With and ~Vithout Infiltration

The annual cost of routine operation and maintenance procedures for the scenario with the wet
vault and infiltration tanks is estimated at approximately $4,000. The annual operation and
maintenance cost for the scenario with a wet vault, detention pipes, and sand filter vault (without
infiltration) is also estimated at approximately $4,000.
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Further details on assumptions used to estimate maintenance costs are given in Appendix A.
Tables 11 and 14 of Appendix A provide itemized costs of the individual maintenance tasks for
each of the scenarios.

Site 3mLarge Commercial Development

Site 3 is a 10-acre commercial development consisting of a retail shopping center and parking
lot. Figure 9 shows the layout of the site as planned for development, without stormwater
control facilities to satisfy the minimum requirements. The site has 85 percent impervious cover.
The topography of this site in its undeveloped condition causes drainage to flow from the upper
left to the lower right (as shown in Figure 9); there are several defined drainage courses that are
not classified as streams or sensitive areas. This site would be graded extensively to construct
the large building and parking lot. Stormwater runon and through-flow in the drainage courses
would occur unless diversions are provided. It is assumed that the site would be ringed with
diversion trenches on the upslope sides to convey runon and through-flow around the site to the
downstream conveyance system.

The costs of providing diversion trenches and constructing retaining walls or similarly effective
slope stabilization measures near the site border are not included in this analysis because their
necessity is an arbitrary result of the hypothetical site layout.

Site 3 Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan

For all new development and redevelopment projects that add or replace 2,000 square feet or
more of impervious surface or clear more than 7,000 square feet, such as site 3, the manual
requires preparation of a SWPPP to guide selection and implementation of a variety of BMPs
during construction. The 12 minimum requirements for stormwater pollution prevention during
construction are listed above for site I. It is assumed that construction would take one year to
complete, and that clearing and grading activities would continue through the wet season.

Several BMPs are necessary to control site runoff and erosion during the construction phase. A
combination of intercepting swales, a temporary sediment pond, a stabilized construction
entrance and equipment parking areas, mulch application to bare areas, stabilization of disturbed
slopes, storm drain inlet protection on surrounding streets, and silt fencing would be used to
control transport of sediments off the site and prmcct downstream properties and waterways
during construction. Figure l0 shows the lu,.~t,.,n, of the erosion and sediment control BMPs
selected for the large commercial developmcl,~ .,~c It is assumed that the large commercial
building would also require excavation tha~ r .... :~. ~n a relatively steep slope, where erosion
c6ntrol blankets are needed for soil stabili~,:~,, .,, I hose BMPs would be in place prior to
construction activities to satisfy the minimum r=qmrements.

The BMPs are almost all the same for type A _,ods (,suitable for infiltration) and t~,pe C soils
(unsuitable for infiltration). The differences a.,,umed for BMP applications with type A soils
include reduced size of the temporary sediment pond, reduced extent of street sweeping, reduced
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extent of offsite catch basin cleaning, and elimination of a straw bale barrier along the lower left
comer of the site as shown on Figure 10. Therefore, the cost estimate for the construction
SWPPP associated with type A soils reflects slightly reduced BMP applications.

The intercepting swales would be used to convey site runoff to the sediment pond. These swales
would be lined with suitable geotextiles or organic blankets, or stabilized with seed and mulch,
to prevent erosion within the swale. Silt fencing would be used on downslope edges of the site
boundary to prevent sediment discharge.

The manual specifies that sediment ponds be designed based on the 2-year, 24-hour storm peak
runoff flow rate. The sediment pond size indicated on figure l0 is based on the 2-year peak.
runoff flow from the developed site with till soils (i.e., the larger sediment pond scenario for type
C soils). Silt fencing would be used as a divider within the temporary sediment pond to enhance
the removal of suspended sediments. The site entrance would be stabilized with quarry spalls,
and all construction roads on the site and one main parking area would be stabilized with crushed
rock. Mulch would be applied extensively to areas of exposed soil during staged construction.
Silt fencing would be used to contain sediments on the site periphery that may be present in
runoff that does not reach the interceptor swales. It is assumed that three catch basins on the
adjacent street would require inlet protection. Other BMPs such as vehicle tire washing and
spraying of dusty areas would be implemented during construction as needed.

Maintenance of the erosion and sediment control BMPs is a key component of the construction
SWPPP. It is assumed that routine BMP maintenance checks would be performed once weekly
and after runoff-producing storm events during the dry season, and daily during the wet season to
ensure that BMPs continue to function effectively. Excess sediment accumulation must be
removed from the pond and disposed of off the site or spread in a controlled location on the site.
Silt f~ncing must be checked periodically, especially following storms, to determine if repairs or
’replacement fabric sections are needed. Mulch used to cover stripped site areas would be
relocated and replaced as needed, as portions of the site are permanently stabilized. If sediment
is tracked offsite onto neighboring streets, it must be swept and collected as necessary.

Costs for Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan

The construction cost for these SWPPP BMPs is estimated at approximately $54,000 for type A
soils and $63,000 for type C soils. Tables 15 and 18 in Appendix A show itemized costs for the
various BMP components and their associated construction procedures and materials. These
costs do not include engineering planning and design tees, permit fees, performance bonding (or
other appropriate financial instruments to ensure compliance with the approved SWPPP), and
contingencies for unforeseen difficulties. Maintenance of the erosion control BMPs over the
course of the l-year construction period (included in the SWPPP BMP costs noted above) is
estimated to cost approximately $ I0,000 l\:r bpc A soils and $16,000 for type C soils (see
Tables 17 and 2 t in Appendix A, respectivcb ). Appendix A provides further details on
assumptions used to develop these costs.
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Site 3 Permanent Stormwater Site Plan

The stormwater sitc plan must include provisions for maintaining natural drainage patterns, using
source contro[ BMPs to prevent pollutants from entering stormwater runoff, reducing hydrologic
changes through onsite stormwater management techniques, treating runoff frc~m smaller storm
events, detaining runoff from larger storm events to prevent stream bank erosion due to high
flows, and maintaining the BMPs that are chosen and implemented. Minimum requirement
eight, pertaining to wetlands and minimum requirement nine, pertaining to basin planning, are
assumed not to be applicable to this hypothetical site and this analysis.

[n accordance with the manual, two preliminary, considerations guided BMP selection for site 3.
Oil control and special phosphorus control measures are not required for this site. The oil -
control requirement is assumed not applicable due to the traffic volume falling below the high
use threshold. The standard western Washington peak flow control to match pre-development
peak flow rates and durations is required because the site discharge is conveyed to a small stream
(if site discharge is conveyed directly to a major water body, the standard does not apply).

Pollution Source Control BMPs

Pollution source control BMPs are important components of the stormwater site plan for this site
to satisfy minimum requirement three. Several of the source control BMPs outlined in the
manual are applicable to this development. The areas designated for garbage containers adjacent
to the building should be covered or contained to prevent precipitation from contacting waste
containers and to prevent the runoff from entering the nearby storm drainage system. The
interior of this area must drain to the sanitary sewer if possible (BMP S 1.50). Other materials
and wastes that may introduce pollutants to stormwater should also be placed in the protected
area. Cooking equipment such as vents and filters must not be cleaned outdoors unless a sanitary
sewer drain is provided. In addition, storm drainage facilities must be maintained (BMP $2.00),
and the parking lot should be swept frequently to collect and properly dispose of accumulated
sediments and other materials that may contain pollutants (BMP S 1.22).

Onsite Stormwater Management Measures

In addition to pollution source control BMPs, onsite stormwater management measures must also
be implemented to infiltrate, disperse, and retain storrnwater runoff onsite where practicable
(minimum requirement five). Some examples of onsite stormwater management BMPs
applicable to this commercial development include roof.downspout infiltration, use of
permeable/porous pavements in low traffic areas, and vegetated rooftops. For this site, the use of
"typical" roof downspout infiltration trenches was assumed with infiltratable soils on site (type
A). As with Site 2, the "alternative" infiltration design that is allowable in coarse soils was not
assumed for this site because it is not likely that a grass strip would be provided between the
building and the infiltration trenches in this type of development. Permanent stormwater
facilities were sized, and the associated cost estimate developed, with roof downspout infiltration
included. The contri.buting drainage area for the wetpond and infiltration basin is considerably
reduced as a result (by approximately 25 percent).
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For the scenario with type C soils, it was assumed that roof downspout dispersion systems would
not be provided due to insufficient area for grass or other open space. The sizing of permanent
stomawater treatment and flow control facilities accounted for all rooftop runoff because it was
assumed that this runoffwould reach the stormwater management pond quickly. Although it
was assumed that porous pavembnts could be used for low traffic areas of the site, the sizing of
the permanent stormwater treatment and flow control facilities conservatively assumed that all
driveway and parking lot runoffwould reach the pond quickly.

Permanent Stormwater Control Facilities by Soil Type

The permanent stormwater control facilities selected for the large commercial development site
to satisfy the minimum requirements are dependent on soil type.

Type A Soils - With h~.filtration
infiltration is the preferred method of stormwater treatment and flow control, but infiltration
requires suitable soils. For the scenario with type A soils, an infiltration basin preceded by a
wetpond provides stormwater treatment. Figure 1 l shows the layout of the site with the
permanent stormwater control facilities for this condition. The infiltration basin would dispose
of most runoff flows, but would have sufficient live storage capacity to detain and slowly release
high flows to the nearby storm drainage system in this situation. Type A soils are suitable for
infiltration disposal of runoff but are too porous to enable effective treatment of large volumes of
water cost-effectively. Therefore, a wetpond (or other comparable treatment facility) is needed
for pretreatment. The wetpond can also serve as a prcsettling facility to protect the infiltration         . ::’:",-
soil surface from clogging.

The wetpond is designed to treat all runoff from the 6-month, 24-hour stormevent and is divided
into two separate cells. Both wetpond cells would be excavated approximately 4 feet deep, with
an additional foot of depth in the first cell for sediment storage. The wetpond would overflow to
the infiltration basin via a spillway. The infiltration basin would be excavated 4 feet below grade
and is large enough to enable infiltration of most flow up to the 100-year event. An outlet
control structure in the infiltration basin would enable limited flow to discharge to the nearby
storm sewer system in extreme events, matching pro-developed site discharge rates and flow
durations (the pre-developed site peak flows and volumes are vet3, small in type A soils).

Type C Soils - Without infiltration

For the scenario without infiltration, a comb~’.,l., ct detention pond with a permanent pool
provides water quality treatment and exccs, .’ ~ ..-c capacity for peak flow control, and a sand
filter provides enhanced treatment. Two op~ ~. : ~., .re evaluated for this sand filter. One option
considered placement of the sand filter in a, .’. I..,_,round concrete vault. It was assumed that
relatively frequent maintenance access reqt, r. ,r .t,ts tbr the sand filter would lead to selection of
a rectangular concrete vault structure as opp ..... I ,’,, .t large diameter pipe structure with less head
room in the interior. The other option cons~dc~ ca placement of the sand filter bed in an open-air
configuration with steep (1 H: 1V) side slopc~ ,urr,~unded by safety fencing. A maintenance
access roadway to the bottom of the sand filter bed would be required with this option. The
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open-air configuration would reduce costs but would consume parking or roadway areas that
may be valuable for the developer. Figure 12 shows the layout of the site with a combined
wet/detention pond and the underground sand filter vault option. The treatment pool in the
wet/detention pond and the subsequent sand filter constitute a two facility treatment train to
perform the enhanced treatment that is required. The wetpond does not require special design
features for enhanced phosphorus removal.

The wetpond has two cells separated by an earthen berm. The first cell is excavated
approximately nine feet below existing grade, and the second cell is excavated eight feet below
grade. Each cell provides tour feet of water depth to create a permanent pool (during the wet
months) for water quality treatment. The first cell has an additional foot of sediment storage_.
capacity in the bottom. An additional 4 feet of storage space on top of the permanent pool
provides detention capaciW for the 100-year runoffevent, including one foot of freeboard. This
extra foot of storage allows for an emergency overflow spillway.

Because the detention storage volume needed is large in relation to the water quality treatment
volume needed, the pond footprint area expands significantly in the upper detention zone. The
pond has a multiple-orifice outflow restrictor above the permanent (treatment) pool level to
maintain predevelopment site discharge rates. The detention outflow control structure directs
flows into the sand filter. The bottom of the sand filter bed, whether in a vault or in an open-air
configuration, is set approximately 8 feet below ground surface. The sand filter bed area was
sized to treat the peak 2-year storm flow discharged from the detention outlet control structure,
with a perforated pipe underdrain system to collect treated flows, and flows above the 2-year

...-.-...--.~
detained peak would be discharged directly to the nearby storm sewer system via an overflow          -.~...;.:.~
pipe.

The permanent BMP facilities, both with infiltration and without infiltration, are located so that
they receive runoff from the entire development and maintain the natural drainage pattern of the
site. The excavation for the temporary sediment pond is expanded for the permanent stormwater
control facilities. A catch basin is provided at the site discharge location; it is assumed that the
catch basin outflow is piped into the storm drainage system adjacent to the site.

Site 3 Implementation Costs to Satisfy the Minimum Requirements
Costs With Infiltration

The total cost of planning, designing, and constructing the BMPs in the construction SWPPP and
permanent stormwater site plan tbr the scenario with infiltration is estimated at approximately
$320,000, including taxes and contingencies (see Table 16 in Appendix A). This total cost is
higher than the cost estimated for the comparable 10-acre residential site. The size and cost of
the wetpond and infiltration basin on site 3 would be significantly greater due to the greater
amount of runoff generated on more impervious surfaces within the 10-acre devel~pment. The
total cost for the scenario with the infiltration basin also includes the cost of performing a
hydrogeologic evaluation to confirm infiltration suitability and/or determine the site-specific
infiltration rate. The cost of the permanent stormwater facilities in the stormwater site plan is
approximately 68 percent of the total implementation cost.
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Costs ~Vithottl Infiltration

The total cost of planning, designing, and constructing the BMPs in the construction SWPPP and
permanent stormwatcr site plan for the scenario without infiltration and with the underground
sand filter vault option is estimated at approximately $860,000. The cost for this scenario is high
because of the large size of the sand filter vault, and the assumed use of precast concrete to
create the sand filter vault. If large diameter pipe or other creative means were used to construct
the underground sand filter, the cost could be reduced considerably. The cost of this same
scenario with the open-air sand filter option is estimated at approximately $490,000. While the
open-air sand filter would reduce costs by $370,000 compared to placement of the sand filter in a
buried vault, it would mean that approximately 0.25 acres of parking lot is unavailable for other
use. The cost of the permanent stormwater facilities in the stormwater site plan with the
underground sand filter vault option in this scenario is approximately 88 percent of the total
implementation cost. That percentage is reduced if the sand filter is placed in an open-air
con figuration.

Itemized costs for the components of the stormwater site plan are given for the three scenarios in
Tables 16, 19, and 20 in Appendix A. Appendix A also provides further details on assumptions
used to estimate costs.

Comparison of Treatment and Detention Storage Volumes to 1993 Estimates

For the scenario where infiltration is feasible in type A soils and a wetpond is used for treatment      ":i..:~’~
of the runoff prior to infiltration, the storage volumes in both the wetpond and the infiltration
basin are now smaller in comparison to the sizes under the 1992 requirements. This is due to the
requirement for onsite storrnwater management (roof downspout infiltration). The volume of
runoff assumed to reach the wetpond and infiltration basin is significantly less in comparison to
the calculations associated with the 1992 requirements. ’The storage volumes in the
wet/detention pond in type C soils analyzed in this case study are larger in size compared to the
volumes estimated for this same site scenario in the 1993 report (Herrera 1993). This is because
the wetpond treatment storage volume has increased as a result of the design criteria for the 6-
month storm precipitation depth and the detention storage volume has increased considerably as
a result of the requirement to match flow durations in addition to controlling peak flow rates.

The comparison of these storage volmnes in type A soils is as follows:

1993 ~malysis (re-analyzed as discussed in Appendix C) -- wetpond
treatment volume = 34,600 cubic feet; infiltration basin storage volume =
69,300 cubic feet

¯ Present analysis - wetpond treatment volume = 27,700 cubic feet;
infiltration basin storage volumc= 56,200 cubic feet

The comparison of these storage volumes in type C soils is as follows:
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¯ 1993 analysis -- wetpond treatment volume = 35,600 cubic feet; detention
storage volume = 69,400 cubic feet; total storage volume = 105,000 cubic
feet

¯ Present analysis - wetpond treatment volume = 40,000 cubic feet;
detention storage volume = 162,000 cubic feet; total storage volume =
202,000 cubic feet

The combination of greater storage volumes, the need for a sand filter to provide enhanced
treatment, and poten.tial placement of the sand filter underground results in much greater
stormwater management costs in the present analysis compared to the 1993 analysis._.

Site 3 Operation and Maintenance Requirements and Costs
Operation and Maintenance Assumptions

Routine maintenance of the permanent stormwater facilities includes such tasks as conducting
annual inspections; mowing the grass in the infiltration basin and wetpond, or combined
wet/detention pond, at least twice per year; removing accumulations of debris and floating
materials once per year; removing accumulated sediments in the wetpond once the sediment
storage depth in the bottom is full (assumed to be once every five years); tilling the infiltration
basin soil or otherwise re-establishing maximum infiltration capacity as needed (assumed to be
once every two years); raking the sand filtration surface once the depth of accumulated silt and
debris on the surface exceeds ¼ inch (assumed to be once eveR" two years); seeding of grassed
areas that turn bare at least once per year; adding gravel to overflow spillways and access
driveways as needed; replacing miscellaneous parts and materials as needed; and cleaning out
connecting pipes. In addition, the large parking lot shoul.d be swept frequently to limit the
amount of sediments that enter the permanent stormwater control facilities, enabling them to
function more effectively. All catch basins and storm drains in the development should be
cleaned frequently to prevent clogging and to remove some of the pollutants that otherwise could
be flushed into the treatment and detention facilities during large storm events.

Operation and Maintenance Costs, With and Without Infiltration

The annual cost of routine maintenance procedures is estimated at approximately $6,400 for the
scenario with the wetpond and infiltration/dctcnuon basin. The annual maintenance cost for the
scenario with a combined wet/detention pond and sand filter (without infiltration) is estimated at
approximately $6,200. Much of the annual opc~ at ~on and maintenance cost is associated with
conveyance system cleaning and street swccpme as opposed to pond and vault maintenance.

Further details on assumptions used to esttma~c maintenance costs are provided in Appendix A,
Tables 17 and 21 in Appendix A provide i tcm,zcd costs of the individual maintenance tasks for
each of the scenarios.
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3. Summary of Stormwater Site Plan Costs

This section presents a summary of the estimated costs for the three hypothetical development
sites. The stotnnwater site plan features that greatly affect the total cost of satisfying the
minimum requirements for stormwater controls in new developments are discussed. This section
presents comparisons to the cost estimates developed in 1993 for the same case study
development examples, based upon the minimum requirements in the 1992 Stormwater
Management l~.Ianltalfor the Puget So!#Td Basin. The intent of this comparison is to illustrate
the differences in costs between the 1992 and the 2001 requirements. Land costs are not
included in the present analysis because there is considerable variability in land costs across--
western Washington that unnecessarily complicates this comparison. While land costs are not
included in this analysis, they are an extremely important variable to be congidered in
accommodating the stormwater management requirements. Many project sites, for example
those along transportation corridors, impose constraints on the ability to provide stormwater
management facilities within the available space and therefore additional land must be purchased
for those facilities. In many of the urban areas of western Washington that land can be very
expensive.

Design Issues Affecting Cost

The permanent stormwater facilities for the three hypothetical development sites are sized             .:,:-’...’,~
according to what appears to be reasonable for the site conditions, but without a detailed                -::: ’:~
assessment.to optimize costs. Specifically, the I-acre commercial development example has all
of its stormwater management facilities underground because ground surface area is typically
valuable at these types of sites, whereas the stormwater management facilities are mostly
aboveground at the residential and large-scale commercial sites. The surthce area of
aboveground pond facilities could be minimized through the use of retaining walls or other steep
slope stabilization techniques. However, the conceptual designs of wetponds and infiltration
basins produced for this analysis assumed enough space is available to allow for more gradual
side slopes. Surface ponds ideally have very gradual side slopes that consume greater area, and
this analysis assumed 3H: IV side slopes, the maximum (steepest) allowed by the manual, to
minimize cost. These assumptions affect the amount of land devoted to stormwater control
facilities, which in turn affects total implementation cost.

For underground facilities, the assumptions regarding depth of water in the vault have a direct
influence on cost. For instance, ifa sand filter vault is assumed to have two feet ofponding
depth above the sand bed rather than four feet, then the area of the filter bed is larger, resulting in
vault excavation and material costs that are greater in comparison to a deeper vault with a
smaller footprint area.

As illustrated for the 10-acre commercial development example (site 3) and type C soils where
infiltration is not possible, placement of the sand filter in an underground vault results in far
greater cost than if the sand filter is placed in an open-air configuration. The tradeoff of
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additional parking and driveway areas versus higher stormwater management costs on this site
would constitute an important site planning decision.

Stormwater Control Components Having Greatest Cost Impact

The relatively expensive items in the construction SWPPP cost estimates are stabilization of
construction site entrances, construction roads, equipment parking areas, and stripped areas on
the sites with rock and mulch; excavation of temporary sediment ponds and interceptor swales;
routine maintenance chccks and upkeep of erosion and sediment control BMPs; and cleaning
sediments off of streets adjacent to the sites. These BMPs are likely to be necessary on every
developed site, so their cost cannot be avoided. The quarry spaIls and crushed rock used for road
stabilization may be used later in final site paving, so the cost of these materials cannot
necessarily be categorized as strictly a construction SWPPP cost. The necessity of frequent
street sweeping outside site entrances is uncertain and varies with site conditions.

The relatively expensive cost items for the permanent stormwater control BMPs are excavation
of treatment and detention basins; liners for prevention of seepage in wetponds in porous type A
soils (including topsoil backfill over the liner’): inflow pipes, outflow pipes, and flow control
structures; and downspout infiltration trenches. For the commercial site examples where it is
assumed that some or all of the stormwater management facilities would be placed in
underground vaults or tanks, the construction of those vaults and tanks is very expensive.

Additional costs that are not included in this analysis that may be incurred include compliance
with local government requirements, such as fencing around permanent BMPs. Landscaping
costs, which may be necessary to satisfy other local government requirements, may be reduced if
the permanent BMPs can be incorporated into landscaping designs.

Total Stormwater Control Costs to Satisfy Minimum Requirements

The total estimated costs of compliance with the minimum requirements, not including land costs
or foregone land use opportunity costs, are summarized on a per-acre basis in Table I. A range
of costs for each site is provided that incorporates the potential variation in soil condition,
engineering planning and design costs, and construction costs. The range of costs per acre of site
size are applicable only to the hypothetical sites discussed in this analysis. The cost to comply
with the minimum requirements on other sites of" various sizes and development plans can be
estimated based on this information, with the understanding that each site has unique
characteristics and development concerns that affect the actual cost of developing and
implementing a stormwater site plan. Therefore, these cost figures should be considered only
approximate indicators of the actual cost to be expected for a particular new residential or
commercial development of comparable size. The costs listed in Table 1 include construction-
phase SWPPP costs as well as permanent BMP costs.
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Table 1. Summary of Costs to Comply with the Minimum Requirements for New
Development

Low Cost Per Acre High Cost Per Acre
Type of Deve’lopment of Development of Development

10-acre single-family residential (5.5 dwelling units per acre) $23,000 $24,000
l-acre commercial $280,000 $570,000
I 0-acre commercial $32,000 $86,000

Comparisons to Costs Associated With the Former Minimum
Requirements

A similar cost analysis wa~ performed for the 1992 Stormwater Management Manual for the
Puget Sound Basin. Although the cost estimates for the current analysis include some items that
were not incorporated in the 1993 analysis, those previous cost estimates provide a basis for a
general evaluation of the effects of the updated stormwater management requirements on total
implementation costs. The cost totals for the site examples with type C soils (i.e., no infiltration)
in the 1993 report were updated to the year 2001 by using the same unit prices, as well as the
same assumptions for engineering and permitting costs (30 percent) and taxes (8.8 percent), as
applied in the present analysis. Thus, the 1993 cost analysis material quantities were used in
combination with cost assumptions that parallel the present analysis as much as possible.             ,..:,:.
Several minor cost items from the 1993 analysis were not incorporated in the cost tables for this
report, and therefore a different approach was used to update those items to the year 2001. An
adjustment factor of 30 percent was used to update these miscellaneous cost items, based on
construction cost inflation observed in the Puget Sound area through the year 2000 and

¯ extrapolation to this year (ENR 2000).

The cost totals for the site examples with type B soils from the 1993 report were disregarded in
the present analysis. Instead, new quantity and cost estimates were prepared for those site
examples assuming type A soils, assuming the same types of permanent stormwater site plan
BMPs as assumed in the present analysis, and incorporating the year 1992 design requirements
to determine wetpond and infiltration basin sizes under the older requirements. The revised
stormwater facility quantity estimates were then coupled with the year 2001 unit prices used for
the present analysis to estimate comparable c,,,t, based on the previous design manual
requirements. Appendix C presents a brief,,., ~ r~ww of the re-analysis performed for the 1993
cost examples with infiltration.

The updated cost totals for the 1993 example’s,.. ~ eluding land costs, are shown in Table 2 below
in comparison to the cost totals from the prc,cn~ ,malysis.

This comparison illustrates some important pt~mt~. If most or all of the site runoff can be
infiltrated, and underground facilities are not needed in that process, the costs of managing
stormwater are comparable or slightly lower m the present analysis. That is mostly due to the
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effect that rooftop do~vnspout infiltration has on reduction ofxvetpond and infiltration basin
sizes.

Table 2. Comparison of Implementatioa Costs Under the Year 1992 and Year 2001
Stormwater Management Requirements.

Total Implementation Total Implementation
Costs Based on Costs Based on Difference

Development Scenario 1992 Standards 200 l Standards in Cost
10-acre residential with infiltration $280,000 5240,000 - 14%
10-acre residential without infiltration $214,000 5230,000 + 7%
l-acre commercial with infiltration 584,000~’ 5280,000 + 233%
l-acre commercial without infiltration $41,000" 5570,000 + 1290%
10-acre commercial with infiltration 5340,000 $320,000 - 6%
10-acre commercial without infiltration 5260,000 5490,000b 4- 88%

~ The 1993 study assumed that the stormwaer management facilities would be placed above ground
rather than in vaults, and that greatly affects implementation cost.

t, Cost associated with open-air sand filter rather than more expensive option with buried sand filter vault

The new requirements for enhanced treatment of runoff (sites 2 and 3) and flow control to match
pre-developed flow durations as well as peak rates (for the scenarios with type C soils on all
three sites) result in significantly greater storage volumes in the stormwater management ponds
and vaults compared to the 1992 requirements. Ifa site cannot use an infiltration system for flow
disposal, the cost of managing the stormwater rises significantly because of the required
detention volume and the required enhanced treatment system (at non-residential sites), The
detention storage volumes needed to satisfy the new flow duration control requirements, in
particular, are much higher, on the order of twice the detention volumes previously needed for
peak flow control only. In addition, the wetpool treatment storage volumes needed have
increased slightly compared to the 1992 requirements b~cause of a greater design storm
precipitation depth. The increase in storage volumes needed on all of the example sites has a
direct effect on compliance costs. When these facilities are placed in buried vaults, that cost
increase becomes more pronounced.

The new requirements for onsite stormwater management using downspout infiltration systems
and flow dispersion systems (among other teclmiques) also have an effect on overall costs. In
the 10-acre residential development example with type A soils these facilities are relatively
inexpensive due to the ability to use the "alternative" infiltration trench design. However, in the
[- and 10-acre commercial site examples with type A soils these systems are relatively expensive
due to the need for inlet catch basins, pertbra~cd pipe, and soil backfill. Even with the greater
relative cost for downspout infiltration at the commercial sites, the savings in cost that result
from smaller pretreatment systems and infiltration systems (roughly 20 percent lower cost) is
well worth the investment in downspout infihration. In type C soils it was assumed that
downspout infiltra.tion systems would not be provided at any of the sites (inexpensive downspout
dispersion systems were assumed), resulting in a greater volume of runoff flowing to the
stormwater treatment and detention facilities. This analysis did not attempt to incorporate
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creative design elements such as vegeiated rooftops, porous pavements in selected areas,
landscaping to promote infiltration and dispersion of runoff at the commercial sites, and other
onsite runoff management techniques that can potentially result in significant cost savings due to
smaller stormwater control ponds and vaults.

The overall trend that can be expected in stormwater management costs for sites where
infiltration cannot be accomplished is a significant increase relative to the costs associated with
satisfaction of the 1992 requirements. If infiltration can be accomplished, the overall stormwater
management costs may be similar, and possibly lower, in comparison to the costs associated with
the 1992 requirements. Some cost components, such as the costs for temporary erosion and
sediment control, may not change significantly.
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Preface

This document contains information on the cost of implementing the new minimum stormwater
control requirements for new developments and redevelopments as set forth by the Washington
Department of Ecology (Ecology) in its Stormwater Management Manual for Western
~Vashington (Ecology 2001). The minimum requirements include provisions for controlling
erosion and sediment transport during construction, as well as permanent facilities for treating
and controlling peak runoff flows from developed sites. This cost analysis considers only the
stormwater system components required for erosion and sediment control, stormwater treatment,
and stormwater detention and!or infiltration that go beyond conventional stormwater systems.
Thus, the costs of installing stormwater system components such as catch basins and conveyance
pipes that are independent of the Ecology requirements are not addressed in this cost analysis.

The cost estimates for satisfying Ecology’s new minimum requirements that are provided in this
report should be considered as approximate, and should be viewed in the context of the
hypothetical sites for which they were developed. Individual site conditions, selected
components of stormwater control plans, costs of land, costs of engineering and construction
services, and many other factors can vary considerably throughout western Washington and from
project to project. Some projects will be faced with costs associated with construction of
stormwater management facilities that are not captured in this analysis, such as traffic control
costs, additional property costs, and mitigation costs for sensitive areas that are impacted by
placement of stormwater management facilities. Therefore, for a particular development or
redevelopment of comparable size to the hypothetical sites discussed in this report, the costs of
satisfying Ecology’s minimum requirements may differ from the costs given in this analysis.
This analysis does not address the costs that stormwater design engineers, site designers,
developers, and d.evelopment reviewers may incur in learning the updated requirements and
preparing the resultant technical documentation that wit! likely require greater detail.

iii
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Cost Analysis Report

1. Introduction

This report provides information on costs ofstormwater control measures required for new
single-family residential and commercial developments in western Washington based on the
minimum requirements set forth by the Washington Department of Ecology (Ecology) in the
Stormwater Management Manual for Western Washington, referred to hereafter as "the manual"
(Ecology 200l, final version pending as of the date this report was completed). The manual
describes the stormwater management requirements applicable to various development and
redevelopment scenarios, including many types of development other than single-family
residential and commercial land use. There are a multitude of development scenarios that could
potentially be evaluated for stormwater management implementation costs but doing so would
require extensive amounts of time and effort. This report discusses the range of stormwater
management costs that could be expected for some representative examples, and the reader must
necessarily use the information as a general guide to understand the cost implications for a
specific project of interest.

Development Examples

This report addresses three hypothetical development examples and presents the associated costs
for comptiance with Ecology’s new minimum requirements. These three hypothetical
development sites include the following: a 10-acre single-family residential development (site 1),
a i-acre commercial development (site 2), and a 10-acre commercial development (site 3).
These examples assume that new development is occurring on the hypothetical sites, that there is
no existing development on the sites, that greater than 2,000 square feet of impervious surface is
added, and that greater than 7,000 square feet of land area is cleared. Therefore, all of the
minimum requirements set forth in the manual are applicable to these examples. Because the
decisions regarding how to manage stormwater for a particular site are often directly tied to soil
characteristics, this report addresses a range of control measures that may be used in differing
soil conditions. For each of the three example sites, the costs to implement the minimum
requirements were analyzed for two different soil conditions (soils that would promote
infiltration of runoff [type A soils] and soils that are not suitable for infiltration [type C soils]).

This report may .be viewed as an update to a similar report prepared in 1993 entitled Cost
Analysis, Minimum R.equirements for Stormwater Management in ~Vew Developments and
Redevelopments (Herrera 1993), which contained an analysis based on requirements set forth in
the Stormwater Managemeni Manual for the Puget Sound Basin (Ecology 1992). The analysis
in this report repeats the hypothetical development examples from the 1993 report, and the
analysis is based on the minimum requirements, design guidelines, and stormwater facility sizing
procedures in the updated 200 l Ecology manual. Where applicable, this report refers to the 1993
cost analysis report to enable comparison of the differences in stormwater management costs
between the older and newer requirements for the same site conditions.

August 30, 2001 1 Herrera Environmental Consultants
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Cost Analysis Report

Cost Estimate Assumptions
and Itemized Cost Estimates

This appendix provides ~teta’iled information on assumptions and references used in developing
the cost estimates for implementing stormwater site plans at the three hypothetical development
sites described in Section 2. Itemized cost tabulations are included at the end of the appendix for
all of the BMPs associated with the construction SWPPP and permanent stormwater site plan for
the three sites.

Costs of equipmbnt, labor, materials, engineering services, and permitting fees are included in
the estimates. Unit prices are derived from estimates on other stormwater projects, from the Site
Work and Landscape Cost Data guide (Means 2000), from the Washington State Department of
Transportation’s "unit bid analysis" information posted on their web site, and from educated
estimates on items for which cost information is not published. An additional 10 percent is
added to the subtotal construction cost to cover mobilization and demobilization of equipment
for construction and maintenance of BMPs. A contingency of 25 percent is subsequently added
to cover unforeseen difficulties during construction and other miscellaneous items.
Contingencies are necessary in planning level engineering cost estimates; the 25 percent used
here is typical for the limited amount of site information available. An additional cost is listed
for investigation of soil suitability for infiltration in the scenarios where infiltration is used for
stormwater treatment. Tax (at 8.8 percent) is included on the total construction costs.
Engineering services and permitting fees are added at a rate of 30 percent on the total
construction cost for most of the development scenarios to obtain the total BMP implementation
cost for each site. The assumed percentage of cost for engineering and permitting services was
reduced to 15 percent for the lO-acre commercial site with buried sand filter vault because the
capital construction costs are disproportionately high due to underground facilities.

The total BMP implementation costs listed in Tables 2, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, and 20 are relatively
conservative estimates. However, site conditions may dictate higher costs if steep slopes and
erosive soils are present, or if extensive landscaping is used to make the BMPs aesthetically
pleasing. The total implementation cost could also be considerably lower for some sites of
comparable size. The total cost estimates should be considered as indicative of approximate
average implementation costs. All costs listed in this analysis are in 2001 dollars.

Assumptions Used to Estimate Construction Costs

Assumptions used in developing construction costs for procedures and materials common to all
three hypothetical development sites and many BMPs are outlined below. Assumptions used in
developing construction costs for procedures and materials unique to either construction SWPPP
BMPs or permanent stormwater site plan BMPs are briefly outlined separately in subsequent
sections of this appendix.

August 30, 2001 A- ! Herrera Environmental Consultants
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Construction SWPPP Assumptions

¯ The cost of excavation tbr all three sites and all stormwater thcilities
assumes a short hauling distance of 150 £cct (implying onsite relocation
and reuse of excavated material). Grading of excavated areas is also
included in the unit price of excavation, as shown in the itemized cost
tables. The unit price includes equipment and labor.

¯ The cost of seeding for bare areas assumes hydroseeding with a common
utility mix and includes equipment and labor.

¯ The cost of straw mulch assumes it is mechanically blown on the site
rather than hand-cast.

¯ The cost of street sweeping assumes it is done for one hour, once per week
for 6 months adjacent to the 10-acre development sites with type A soils;
three times per week adjacent to the 10-acre development sites with type C
soils; five times during the course of construction at the l-acre commercial
development site with type A soils; and I0 times during the course of
construction at the 1-acre commercial development site with type C soils.

¯ Approximately 10 percent of the total silt fence length would need to be
repaired at the 10-acre development sites with type A soils, and
approximately 20 percent of the total silt fence length would need to be
repaired at the t 0-acre development sites with type C soils.

Permanent Stormwater Site Plan Assumptions
¯ Bottom liners were assumed necessary for wetponds in type A soils. The

unit cost of the bottom liners is based on recent experience with a variety
of lining systems at the Cedar Hills Landfill and recent contractor bids for
a stormwater pond liner at a park-and-ride site in Puyallup. The backfill
over basin liners is assumed to be compacted topsoil or sand, 18 inches
thick.

¯ Access driveways and maintenance pads for all pond-type BMPs were
assumed to be 15 feet wide, and the driveway portion extending into the
pond bottom was assumed to be common borrow soil underlying a
crushed gravel surfacing.

¯ Pond-type BMPs were assumed to be hydroseeded upon completion of
grading rather than via hand-spread seeding.

¯ For downspout infiltration systems at Site 1 (residential, type A ~oils), it
was assumed that each house (48 total) would have all of its downspouts

Herrera Environmental Consultants A-2 August 30, 2001
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draining into simple rock-filled trench systems without need for inlet catch
basins and perforated pipe.

¯ It was assumed that the 1-acre commercial developmeni building would
have two separate downspout infiltration trench systems, and that the 10-
acre commercial development building would have six separate trench
systems. These systems would require inlet catch basins and perforated
pipe. It was assumed that the catch basins used with these commercial
downspout infiltration systems would be made of high density
polyethylene rather than concrete to save on cost.

¯ Underground wet vaults were assumed to consist of 8-foot diameter
corrugated steel pipe treated with asphalt coating. -

¯ Underground infiltration tanks were assumed to consist of 5-foot diameter
corrugated steel pipe with perforations in the bottom half of the barrel, laid
on the drain rock.

¯ Underground detention systems were assumed to consist of 5-foot
diameter corrugated aluminized steel pipe with prefabricated manifold
connections, end caps and access risers.

¯ Underground sand filter vaults were assumed to consist ofpre-cast ......:-%
?:-:,:i~concrete vault sections 20 feet in width, with lateral connecting pipes.                 ; :,-.’.~

Operation and Maintenance Cost Assumptions

Operation and maintenance (O&M) costs arc estimated for the temporary erosion and sediment
control and permanent stormwatcr site plan BMPs. The total duration of construction for Sites 1
and 3 is assumed to be 12 months. The total duration of construction for Site 2 is assumed to be
2 months. The estimates of O&M costs for the construction SWPPPs are applicable only during
the construction phase, that is, they are one-time costs. These O&M costs for construction
SWPPP measures are factored into the total SWPPP costs listed in Tables 2, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19 and
20. The estimates of O&M costs for permanent stomawater control facilities are applicable as
annual requirements. These O&M cost estimates are approximate. A contingency of 20 percent
is added to all O&M cost estimates to accoum ~,,r miscellaneous maintenance requirements and
variable site conditions. The following discu,-,,n details the assumptions used to develop the
O&M cost estimates, which are found in Tabl.=, ~. ". 8,1 I, 14, 17, and 21.

Erosion and Sediment Control BMP Maintenance
¯ It is assumed that erosion and -cd,n;cnt control BMPs are checked daily in

the wet season, and once per ~ cck for the remainder of the year. In the

August 30, 2001 A-3 Herrera Environmental Consultants
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dr?’ season it was assumed that several other checks would be needed
following infrequent storm events.

¯ Sediment accumulations in temporary sediment ponds would be cleaned
out once during construction on the 10-acre sites with type A soils, and
twice during construction on the 10-acre sites with type C soils.

¯ Offsite catch basins adjacent to the site would be cleaned out for the lO-
acre sites with type C soils, but such cleaning would not be needed on the
l-acre commercial site due to the short duration of construction, nor on the
lO-acre sites with type A soils because offsite sediment transport would
not be problematic in outwash soils.

¯ Laborers involved in all aspects of operation and maintenance of BMPs
are paid at a rate of $30 per hour.

Permanent Stormwater Control BMP Maintenance
Permanent stormwater facilities must be routinely maintained on a scheduled basis for the life of
the facilities. Assumptions used to develop O&M costs for permanent stormwater facilities are
as tbllows:

¯ Infiltration and detention basins, which are normally dry, must be mowed
twice per year to promote thick grass cover that enhances sediment
settling and infiltration It is assumed that 4 hours of labor would be
required to mow the infiltration basins at Sites 1 and 3, twice per year.

¯ The bottom and side slopes of infiltration basins and the bottoms of the
infiltration tanks should be tilled periodically to loosen sediments that may
clog the soil surface. It is assumed that tilling is conducted once every 2
years, requiring two laborers for one 8-hour work day on the 10-acre sites
(Sites 1 and 3) and two laborers for 4 hours on the 1-acre site (Site 2). In

¯ addition to the labor cost, it is assumed that a lump cost of $300 covers
mobilization, equipment, and sediment disposal (if necessary) associated
with this activity.

¯ It is assumed that tilling, conditioning, and/or removal of sediment
accumulations is conducted once every 2 years in the sand filters for Sites
2 and 3, requiring two laborers for 4 hours on the 1-acre site (Site 2) and
two laborers for 8 hours on the 10-acre site (Site 3). In addition to the
labor cost, it is assumed that a lump cost of $300 covers mobilization,
equipment, and sediment dispo~,al (if necessary) associated with this
activity,.

¯ It is assumed that sediment deposits are cleaned out once every 5 years in
wetponds and wet vaults. The wctponds at Sites I and 3 take

Herrera Environmental Consultants A-4 August 30, 2001
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approximately I6 hours to clean with a crew of two laborers, and the wet
vault at Site 2 takes approximately 12 hours to clean with a crew of two
laborers. It is assumed that mobilization, equipment, and sediment
disposal associated with this activity costs $500 for Sites 1 and 3, and
$300 for Site 2, in addition to the above labor costs.

¯ Catch basins and storm drains must also be, cleaned out periodically to
remove accumulated sediments and debris. It is assumed that some of the
catch basins in the residential development are cleaned every year, that
half of the catch basins in the parking lot at the l-acre commercial site are
cleaned once per year, and that roughly half of the catch basins in the
parking lot for the 10-acre commercial site are cleaned each year. It is
assumed that the cost is $200 per catch basin or storm drain segment.-

¯ It is assumed that the catch basin inserts in each of f~ur catch basins in the
parking lot at Site 2 are replaced four times per year, for a total of 16
inserts per year.

¯ It is assumed that street or parking lot sweeping will be conducted at each
of the sites. At the residential site (Site 1) it is assumed that a sweeper
will operate 4 hours per month, for each of 7 months during the year. At
the l-acre commercial site (Site 2), it is assumed that a sweeper will
operate 1 hour per month, for each of 7 months during the year. At the 10-
acre commercial site (Site 3), it is assumed that a sweeper will operate 3 .~~::"~
hours per mOnth for a total of 7 months during the year.

August 30, 2001 A-5 Herrera Environmental Consultants
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Table 1. Cost estimate for construction stormwater pollution prevention plan o-
10-acre residential development with infiltration.

Item Unit Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Stabilized construction entrance - quarry spalls CY 60 $35 $2,100
Stabilized construction entrance - geotextile SY 170 $1.25 $213
Stabilized staging/parking area - crushed gravel CY 700 $20 $14,000
Tire wash LS 1 $500 $500
Interceptor swale excavation CY 90 $15 $1,350
Interceptor swale seeding AC 0.6 $1,000 $600
Interceptor swale bonded fiber matrix AC 0.6 $200 $120
Check dams - quarry spalls CY 10 $35 $350
Dewatering bag EA 1 $300 $300
Storm drain inlet protection EA 2 $200 $400
Straw mulch AC 9 $800 $7,206-
Silt fence LF 340 $5 $1,700
Water spray for dust control LS 1 - $300 $300
Temporary sediment pond excavation CY 160 $10 $1,600
Quarry spalls for spillway, inlet dissipation CY 7 $35 $245
Compacted earth fill berm CY 55 $4 $220
8" CMP riser pipe for outflow (incl. conc. base) EA 1 $400 $400
Corrugated polyethylene dewatering device EA 1 $200 $200

Subtotal $31,800
Maintenance of erosion and sediment control BMPs (see Table 3 for details) $8,400

Total SWPPP cost $ 40,200

00-01215-018 appendix-A tables[Site 1 TISSC infilt]
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Table 2. Cost estimate for permanent stormwater site plan .-
1 O-acre residential development with infiltration.

Item Unit Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Onsite stormwater management measures
Downspout infiltration trench excavation CY 430 $10 $4,300
Downspout infiltration trench drain rock CY 320 $30 $9,600
Geotextile for material separation SY 1,600 $1.25 $2,000

Wet pond
Excavation CY 1,300 $10 $13,000
Bottom liner SY 720 $10 $7,200
Liner backfill (soil or sand) CY 270 $15 $4,050
Common borrow and gravel for access driveways CY 40 $20 $800
Outflow structure (catch basin with debris barrier) EA 1 $3,000 $3,000
Discharge pipe, 12" diam. LF 50 $40 -$2,000

Infiltration basin
Hydrogeologic evaluation for soil suitability LS 1 $10,000 $10,000
Basin excavation CY 2,600 $10 $26,000
Basin liner - nonwoven geotextile SY 1,870 $1.25 $2,338
Quarry spalls for overflow spillway CY 7 $35 $245
Seeding AC 0.39 $1,000 $390
Gravel for access driveway, maintenance pad CY 41 $20 $820
Observation wells EA 2 $200 $400

Subtotal $86,100

Construction SWPPP cost (see Table 1 for detailed TESC costs) $40,200 :!~’"’’~

Subtotal construction cost $126,300
Mobilization and demobilization (10%) $12,630

Subtotal stormwater control BMP cost $138,930
Contingencies (25%) $34,733

Total construction cost $173,700

Taxes (8.8%) $15,300
Engineering and permitting fees for stormwater facilities (30%) $52,100
(excluding basic site drainage infrastructure)

Total cost for stormwater BMP construction $240,000

00-01215.018 apx-table 2[Site 1 SSP infilt]
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Table 3. Cost estimate for stormwater BMP operation and maintenance --
10-acre residential development with infiltration.

Item Unit Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Construction SWPPP BMPs

Regular maintenance checks on BMPs EA 190 $20 $3,800
Clean out sediment buildup in pond EA 1 $300 $300
Repair damaged sections of silt fencing LF 30 $5 $150
Sediment removal in offsite catch basins EA 0 $200 $0
Street sweeping HR 26 $100 $2,600
Removal of BMPs at conclusion of construction LS 1 $1,500 $1,500

Total SWPPP O&M cost (for 1 year only) $8,400

Permanent stormwater site plan BMPs

Annual inspection EA 1 $100 $100
Misc. cleanup EA 1 $50 $50
Drain and remove sediments from wetpond EA 0.2 $1,460 $292
Mow infiltration basin EA 2 $120 $240
Till/remove sediments from infiltration basin EA 0.5 $780 $390
Spot seeding/repair of bare areas LS 1 $100 $100
Clean catch basins and storm drains EA 10 $200 $2,000
Street sweeping HR 28 $100 $2,800

Subtotal permanent stormwater BMP annual O&M cost $6,000
-- Contingencies (20%) $! ,200

Total annual O&M cost $7,200

00-01215-018 appendix-A tables[Site 10+M infilt}
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Table 4. Cost estimate for construction stormwater pollution prevention plan o-
lO-acre residential development without infiltration and without wet season shutdown

item
m

Unit Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Stabilized construction entrance - quarry spalls CY 60 $35 $2,100
Stabilized construction entrance - geotextile SY 170 $1.25 $213
Stabilized staging/parking area - crushed gravel CY 700 $20 $14,000
Tire wash LS 1 $500 $500
Interceptor swale excavation CY 90 $15 $1,350
Interceptor swale seeding AC 0.6 $1,000 $600
Interceptor swale bonded fiber matrix AC 0.6 $200 $120
Check dams - quarry spalls CY 10 $35 $350
Dewatering bag EA 1 $300 $300
Storm drain inlet protection EA 8 $200 $1,600
Straw mulch AC 9 $800 $7,20_.0
Silt fence LF 340 $5 $1,700
Water spray for dust control LS 1 $300 $300
Temporary sediment pond excavation CY 290 $10 $2,900
Quarry spalls for spillway, inlet dissipation CY 7 $35 $245
Compacted earth fill berm CY 65 $4 $260
8" CMP riser pipe for outflow (incl. conc. base) EA 1 $400 $400
Corrugated polyethylene dewatering device EA 1 $200 $200

Subtotal $34,300
Maintenance of erosion and sediment control BMPs (see Table 7 for details) $14,500

Total SWPPP cost ° $48,800

00-01215-018 appendix-A tables[Site 1 TESC no infilt]
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Table 5. Cost estimate for construction stormwater pollution prevention plan --
10-acre residential development without infiltration and with wet season shutdown

-item Unit Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Stabilized construction entrance - quarry spalls CY 60 $35 $2,100
Stabilized construction entrance - geotextile SY 170 $1.25 $213
Stabilized staging/parking area - crushed gravel CY 700 $20 $14,000
Tire wash LS 1 $500 $500
Interceptor swale excavation CY 90 $15 $1,350
Interceptor swale seeding AC 0.6 $1,000 $600
Interceptor swale bonded fiber matrix AC 0.6 $200 $120
Check dams - quarry spalls CY 10 $35 $350
Dewatering bag EA 1 $300 $300
Storm drain inlet protection EA 4 $200 $800
Straw mulch AC 5 $800 $4,00_0
Soil stabilization with polyacrylamide for winter AC 9 $200 $1,800
Silt fence LF 340 $5 $1,700
Water spray for dust control LS 1 $500 $500
Temporary sediment pond excavation CY 290 $10 $2,900
Quarry spalls for spillway, inlet dissipation CY 7 $35 $245
Compacted earth fi!l berm CY 65 $4 $260
8" CMP riser pipe for outflow (incl. conc. base) EA 1 $400 $400
Corrugated polyethylene dewatering device EA 1 $200 $200

Subtotal $32,300
Maintenance of erosion and sediment control BMPs (see Table 8 for details) $9,100

Total SWPPP cost $41,400

00-o1215-018 appendix-A tables[Site 1 TESC no infilt + shutdowJ
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Table 6. Cost estimate for permanent stormwater site plan --
10-acre residential development without infiltration.

Item Unit Quantity Unit COS~ r Cost’

Onsite stormwater management measures
Downspout dispersion splash blocks EA 96 $20 $1,920

WetJdetention pond
Excavation CY 6,200 $10 $62,000
Common borrow and gravel for access driveways CY 65 $20 $1,300
Quarry spalls for inlet dissipation, overflow spillway CY 7 $35 $245
Seeding AC 0.45 $1,000 $450
Outlet piping LF 60 $40 $2,400
Outlet control structure EA 1 $3,500 $3,500

Subtotal $-71,800

Construction SWPPP cost (see Table 4 for detailed TESC costs) $48,800

Subtotal construction cost $120,600
Mobilization and demobilization (10%) $12,100

Subtotal stormwater control BMP cost $132,700
Contingencies (25%) $33,200

Total construction cost $165,900

Taxes (8.8%) $14,600 -"":"~
Engineering and permitting fees for stormwater facilities (30%) $49,800
(excluding basic site drainage infrastructure)

Total cost for stormwater BMP construction $230,000

00-01215-018 appendix-A tables[Site 1 SSP no infilt]                                                                 ’"
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Table 7. Cost estimate for stormwater BMP operation and maintenance -o
lO-acre residential development without infiltration and without wet season shutdown.

Item Unit Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Construction SWPPP BMPs

Regular maintenance checks on BMPs EA 190 $20 $3,800
Clean out sediment buildup in pond EA 2 $300 $600
Repair damaged sections of silt fencing LF 70 $5 $350
Sediment removal in offsite catch basins EA 2 $200 $400
Street sweeping HR 78 $100 $7,800
Removal of BMPs at conclusion of construction LS 1 $1,500 $1,500

Total SWPPP O&M cost (for 1 year only) $14,500

Permanent stormwater site plan BMPs

Annual inspection EA 1 $100 $100
Misc. cleanup EA 1 $50 $50
Drain and remove sediments from wet pond EA 0.2 $1,460 $292
Mow weddetention pond slopes EA 2 $120 $240
Spot seeding/repair of bare areas LS 1 $50 $50
Clean catch basins and storm drains EA 20 $200 $4,000
Street sweeping HR 28 $100 $2,800

Subtotal permanent stormwater BMP annual O&M cost $7,500
Contingencies (20%) $1,500
Total annual O&M cost $9,000

00-01215-018 appendix-A tables[Site 10+M no infilt]
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Table 8. Cost estimate for stormwater BMP operation and maintenance --
10-acre residential development without infiltration and with wet season shutdown.

Item Unit Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Construction SWPPP BMPs

Regular maintenance checks on BMPs EA 60 $20 $1,200
Clean out sediment buildup in pond EA 2 $300 $600
Repair damaged sections of silt fencing LF 70 $5 $350
Sediment removal in offsite catch basins EA 1 $200 $200
Street sweeping HR 52 $100 $5,200
Removal of BMPs at conclusion of construction LS 1 $1,500 $1,500

Total SWPPP O&M cost (for 1 year only) $91100’

Permanent stormwater site plan BMPs

Annual inspection EA 1 $100 $100
Misc. cleanup EA 1 $50 $50
Drain and remove sediments from wet pond EA 0.2 $1,460 $292
Mow wet/detention pond slopes EA 2 $120 $240
Spot seeding/repair of bare areas LS 1 $50 $50
Clean catch basins and storm drains EA 20 $200 $4,000
Street sweeping HR 28 $100 $2,800

Subtotal permanent stormwater BMP annual O&M cost $7,500
Contingencies (20%) $1,500
Total annual O&M cost $9,000

00-01215-018 appendix-A tables[Site 10+M no infilt + shutdown]
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Table 9. Cost estimate for construction stormwater pollution prevention plan --
1-acre commercial development with infiltration. ,

Item Unit Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Stabilized construction entrance - quarry spalls CY 60 $35 $2,100
Stabilized construction entrance - geotextile SY 170 $1.25 $213
Storm drain inlet protection EA 2 $200 $400
Straw mulch AC 0.8 $800 $640
Silt fence LF 390 $5 $1,950
Temporary sediment pond excavation CY 17 $10 $170
Quarry spalls for spillway, inlet dissipation CY 2 $35 $70
Rock and washed gravel spillway CY 2 $40 $80

Subtotal $5,600
Maintenance of erosion and sediment control BMPs (see Table 11 for details) $1,300

Total SWPPP cost $6,900

00-01215.018 appendix-A tables[Site 2 TESC infilt]
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Table 10. Cost estimate for permanent stormwater site plan -o
1-acre commercial development with infiltration,

item Unit ’ Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Onsite stormwater management measures
Downspout infiltration trench excavation CY 40 $10 $400
Downspout infiltration trench drain rock CY 30 $30 $900
Compacted backfill CY 10 $4 $40
Geotextile for material separation SY 200 $1.25 $250
Type 1 catch basin with sump EA 2 $400 $800
4" perforated drain pipe LF 250 $2 $500
Extension of downspouts into trenches LF 25 $2 $50

Wet vaults
Excavation CY 540 $15 $8,100
Vault structures (8’ diameter steel pipe) LF 110 $95 - $10,450
Vault installation and connections LF 110 $80 $8,800
Pipe bedding gravel CY 100 $20 $2,000
Vault backfill CY 235 $4 $940
Hauling and disposal of excess material CY 305 $20 $6,100
Discharge pipe, 12" diam. LF 40 $40 $1,600

Infiltration tanks
Hydrogeologic evaluation for soil suitability LS 1 $10,000 $10,000
Tank excavation CY 1,000 $15 $15,000
Tank structures (5’ diameter perforated steel pipe) LF 405 $80 $32,400
Tank installation and connections LF 405 $50 $20,250
Pipe bedding gravel CY 260 $20 $5,200
Tank backfill CY 460 $4 $1,840 ~.-...;
Hauling and disposal of excess material CY 540 $20 $10,800
Observation wells EA 4 $200 $800

Catch basin inserts EA 4 $100 $400

Subtotal $; 37,600

Construction SWPPP cost (see Table 9 for detailed TESC costs) $6,900

Subtotal construction cost $144,500
Mobilization and demobilization (10%) $14,450

Subtotal stormwater control BMP cost $158,950
Contingencies (25%) $39,700

Total construction cost $198,700

Taxes (8.8%) $17,500
Engineering and permitting fees f’or stormwater facilities (30%) $59,600

(excluding basic site drainage infrastructure)
Total cost for stormwater BMP construction $280,000

00-01215-018 appendix-A tables[Site 2 SSP infilt]
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Table 1 1, Cost estimate for stormwater BMP operation and maintenance --
1-acre commercial development with infiltration.

Item Unit Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Construction’SWPPP BMPs

Regular maintenance checks on 13MPs EA 10 $20 $200
Water spray for dust suppression LS 1 $100 $100
Repair damaged sections of silt fencing LF 20 $5 $100
Street sweeping HR 5 $100 $500
Removal of BMPs a~ conclusion of construction LS 1 $400 $400

Total SWPPP O&M cost (for 2 months only) $1,300

Permanent stormwater site plan BMPs

Annual inspection EA 1 $100 $100
Misc. cleanup EA 1 $50 $50
Drain and remove sediments from wet vault EA 0.2 $1,020 $204
Till/remove sediments from infiltration tanks EA 0.5 $540 $270
Replace catch basin inserts EA 16 $100 $1,600
Clean catch basins and storm drains EA 2 $200 $400
Parking lot sweeping HR 7 $100 $700

Subtotal permanent stormwater BMP annual O&M cost $3,300
Contingencies (20%) $700
Total annual O&M cost $4,000

00-01215-018 appendix-A tables[Site 20+M infilt]
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Table 12. Cost estimate for construction stormwater pollution prevention plan --
1-acre commercial development without infiltration.

Item U~it Quantity Unit Cost ’ CorOt ’~

Stabilized construction entrance - quarry spalls CY 60 $35 $2,100
Stabilized construction entrance - geotextile SY 170 $1".25 $213
Interceptor swale excavation CY 36 $15 $540
Interceptor swa~e geosynthetic liner SY 144 $2 $288
Check dams - quarry spalls CY 2 $35 $70
Storm drain inlet protection EA 2 $200 $400
Straw mulch AC 0.8 $800 $640
Silt fence LF 390 $5 $1,950
Temporary sediment pond excavation CY 31 $10 $310
Quarry spalls for spillway, inlet dissipation CY 2 $35 $70
Rock and washed gravel spillway CY 2 $40 $80

Subtotal $6,700
Maintenance of erosion and sediment control BMPs (see Table 14 for details) $1,900

Total SWPPP cost $8,600

00-01215-018 appendix-A tabies[Site 2 TESC no infilt]
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Table 13. Cost estimate for permanent stormwater site plan --
1-acre commercial development without infiltration.

Item Unit Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Wet vaults
Excavation CY 690 $15 $10,350
Vault structures (8’ diameter steel pipe) LF 140 $95 $13,300
Vault installation and connections LF 140 $80 $11,200
Pipe bedding gravel CY 130 $20 $2,600
Vault backfill CY 300 $4 $1,200
Hauling and disposal of excess material CY 390 $20 $7,800
Discharge pipe, 12" diam. LF 40 $40 $1,600

Detention vaults
Excavation CY 2,400 $15 $36 000
Vault structures (5’ diameter steel pipe) LF 970 $75 $72 750
Vault installation and connections LF 970 $50 $48 500
Pipe bedding gravel CY 600 $20 $12 000
Vault backfill CY 1,100 $4 $4 400
Hauling and disposal of excess material CY 1,300 $20 $26 000
Discharge pipe, 12" diam. LF 100 $40 $4 000
Outlet control structure EA 1 $3,500 $3 500

Sand filter vault
Excavation CY 250 $15 $3,750
Vault structure (20’ wide precast sections) LF 25 $750 $18,750
Vault installation, connections, and backfill LF 25 $350 $8,750

.: ~ Sand CY 40 $25 $1,000
¯ .:;. Perforated pipe underdrains LF 50 $2 $100

Drain rock CY 20 $30 $600
Geotextile fabric for material separation SY 60 $1.25 $75

Catch basin inserts EA 4 $100 $400

Subtotal $ 288,600

Construction SWPPP cost (see Table 12 for detailed TESC costs) $8,600

Subtotal construction cosi $297,200
Mobilization and demobilization (10%) $29,700

Subtotal stormwater control BMP cost $326,900
Contingencies (25%) $81,700

Total construction cost $408,600

Taxes (8.8%) $36,000
Engineering and permitting fees for stormwater facilities (30%) $122,600
(excluding basic site drainage infrastructure

Total cost for stormwater BMP construction $570,000

00-01215-018 appendix-A tables[Site 2 SSP no infilt]
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Table 14. Cost estimate for stormwater BMP operation and maintenance -o
1-acre commercial development without infiltration.

Item Unit Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Construction SWPPP BMPs

Regular maintenance checks on BMPs EA 10 $20 $200
Water spray for dust suppression LS 1 $100 $100
Repair damaged sections of silt fencing LF 20 $5 $100
Street sweeping HR 10 $100 $1,000
Removal of BMPs at conclusion of construction LS 1 $500 $500

Total SWPPP O&M cost (for 2 months only) $1,900

Permanent stormwater site plan BMPs

Annual inspection EA 1 $100 $100
Misc. cleanup EA 1 $50 $50
Drain and remove sediments from wet vault EA 0.2 $1,020 $204
Till Surface of sand filter / replace sand EA 0.5 $540 $270
Replace catch basin inserts EA 16 $100 $1,600
Clean catch basins and storm drains EA 2 $200 $400
Parking lot sweeping HR 7 $100 $700

Subtotal permanent stormwater BMP annual O&M cost $3,300
Contingencies (20%) $700 ....
Total annual O&M cost $4,000

00-01215-018 appendix-A tables[Site 20+M no infilt]
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Table 15, Cost estimate for construction stormwater pollution prevention plan --
10-acre commercial development with infiltration.

Item Unit Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Stabilized construction entrance o quarry spalls CY 60 $35 $2,100
Stabilized construction entrance - geotextile SY 170 $~1.25 $213
Stabilized staging/parking area - crushed gravel CY 500 $20 $10,000
Interceptor swale excavation CY 150 $15 $2,250
Interceptor swale seeding AC 0.14 $1,000 $140
Interceptor swale bonded fiber matrix AC 0.14 $200 $28
Check dams - quarry spalls CY 20 $35 $700
Storm drain inlet protection EA 3 $200 $600
Straw mulch AC 9 $800 $7,200
Silt fence LF 1300 $5 $6,500
Erosion control blankets SY 2200 $5 $11,0_0_0
Temporary sediment pond excavation CY 220 $10 $2,200
Quarry spalls for spillway, inlet dissipation CY 7 $35 $245
Compacted earth fill berm CY 100 $4 $400
8" CMP riser pipe for outflow (incl. conc. base) EA 1 $400 $400
Corrugated polyethylene dewatering device EA 1 $200 $200

Subtotal $44,200
Maintenance of erosion and sediment control BMPs (see Table 17 for details) $10,000

Total SWPPP cost $54,200

00-01215-018 appendix-A tables[Site 3 TF_SC infilt]
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Table 16. Cost estimate for permanent stormwater site plan --
10-acre commercial development with infiltration.

Item Unit Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Onsite stormwater management measures
Downspout infiltration trench excavation CY 230 $10 $2,300
Downspout infiltration trench drain rock CY 170 $30 $5,100
Compacted backfill CY 60 $4 $240
Geotextile for material separation SY 1,170 $1.25 $1,463
Type 1 catch basin with sump EA 6 $800 $4,800
4" perforated drain pipe LF 1,500 $2 $3,000
Extension of downspouts into trenches LF 100 $2 $200

Wet pond
Excavation CY 1,350 $10 $.13,500
Bottom liner SY 1,160 $10 $11,600
Soil or sand backfill on bottom liner CY 580 $15 $8,700
Common borrow and gravel for access driveways CY 35 $20 $700
Outflow structure (catch basin with debris barrier) EA 1 $3,000 $3,000
Discharge pipe, 12" diam. LF 200 $40 $8,000

Infiltration basin
Hydrogeologic evaluation for soil suitability LS 1 $10,000 $10,000
Basin excavation CY 3,400 $10 $34,000
Compacted earthen berm CY 30 $4 $120
Basin liner - nonwoven geotextile SY 2,600 $1.25 $3,250
Quarry spalls for overflow spillway CY 35 $35 $1,225
Seeding AC 0.57 $1,000 $570
Grave~ for access driveway, maintenance pad CY 35 $20 $700
Observation wells EA 3 $200 $600

Subtotal $113,100

Construction SWPPP cost (see "[’able 15 for de[ailed TESC costs) $54,200

Subtotal construction cost $167,300
Mobilization and demobilization (10%) $16,730

Subtotal storrr;water control BMP cost $184,030
Contingencies (25%) $46,000

Total construction cost $230,000

Taxes (8.8%) $20,200
Engineering and permitting fees for stormwater facilities (30%) $69,000
(excluding basic site drainage infrastructure)

Total cost for stormwater BMP construction $320,000

00-01215-018 appendix-A tables[Site 3 SSP infilt]
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Table 17. Cost estimate for stormwater BMP operation and maintenance --
10-acre commercial development with infiltration.

Item Unit Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Construction SWPPP BMPs

Regular maintenance checks on BMPs EA 190 $20 $3,800
Water spray for dust suppression LS 1 $500 $500
Clean out sediment buildup in pond EA 1 $300 $300
Repair damaged sections of silt fencing LF 130 $5 $650
Sediment removal in off.site catch basins EA 3 $200 $600
Street sweeping HR 26 $100 $2,600
Removal of BMPs at conclusion of construction LS 1 $1,500 $1,500

Total SWPPP O&M cost (for 1 year only) $1(~000

Permanent stormwater site plan BMPs

Annual inspection EA 1 $100 $100
Misc. cleanup EA 1 $50 $50
Drain and remove sediments from wet pond EA 0.2 $1,460 .$292
Mow infiltration basin EA 2 $120 $240
Till/remove sediments from infiltration basin EA 0.5 $780 $390
Spot seeding/repair of bare areas LS 1 $100 $100
Clean catch basins and storm drains EA 10 $200 $2,000
Parking lot sweeping HR 21 $100 $2,100

-" -. Subtotal permanent stormwater BMP annual O&M cost $5,300
Contingencies (20%) $1,100
Total annual O&M cost $6,400

00-01215-018 appendix-A tables[Site 30+M infilt]
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Table 18. Cost estimate for construction stormwater pollution prevention plan --                         "’ ~.
lO-acre commercial development without infiltration.

Item Unit Quantity Unit CostT (~6~

Stabilized construction entrance - quarry spalls CY 6(~ $35 $2,100
Stabilized construction entrance -geotextile SY 170 $1.25 $213
Stabilized staging/parking area - crushed gravel CY 500 $20 $10,000
interceptor swale excavation CY 150 $15 $2,250
Interceptor swale seeding AC 0.14 $1,000 $140
interceptor swale bonded fiber matrix AC 0.14 $200 $28
Check dams - quarry spalls CY 20 $35 $700
Storm drain inlet protection EA 3 $200 $600
Straw mulch AC 9 $800 $7,200
Silt fence LF 1300 $5 $6,500
Straw bale barrier LF 160 $5 $800
Erosion control blankets SY 2200 $5 $11,000
Temporary sediment pond excavation CY 400 $10 $4,000
Quarry spalls for spillway, inlet dissipation CY 7 $35 $245
Compacted earth fill berm CY 100 $4 $400
8" CMP riser pipe for outflow (incl. conc. base) EA 1 $400 $400
Corrugated polyethylene dewatedng device EA 1 $200 $200

Subtotal $46,800
Maintenance of erosion and sedirnent control BMFs (see Table 21 for details) $16,100

Total SWPPP cost $62,900

.̄..: .’.:......~

00-01215-018 appendix-A tables[Site 3 TESC no infilt]                                                                 .. :
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Table 19. Cost estimate for permanent stormwater site plan --
10-acre commercial development without infiltration and with buried sand filter.

Item Unit Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Wet!detention pond
Excavation CY 10,400 $10 $104,000
Common borrow and gravel for access driveways CY 125 $20 $2,500
Quarry spalls for inlet dissipation, overflow spillway CY 35 $35 $1,225
Seeding AC 1.33 $1,000 $1,330
Outlet piping LF 300 $40 $12,000
Outlet control structure EA 1 $3,500 $3,500

Sand filter vault
Excavation CY 2,450 ’ $15 $36,750
Shoring SY 400 $10 - $4,000
Vault structure (20’ wide precast sections) LF 240 $750 $180,000
Vault construction/installation LF 240 $350 $84,000
Sand CY 260 $25 $6,500
Perforated pipe underdrains LF 240 $2 $480
Drain rock CY 175 $30 $5,250
Geotextile fabric for material separation SY 520 $1.25 $650

Subtotal $442,200

Construction SWPPP cost (see Table 18 for detailed TESC costs) $62,900

Subtotal construction cost $505,100
Mobilization and demobilization (10%) $50,500

Subtotal stormwater control BMP cost $555,600
Contingencies (25%) $138,900

Total construction cost $694,500

Taxes (8.8%) $61,100
Engineering and permitting fees for stormwater facilities (15%) $104,180
(excluding basic site drainage infrastructure)

Total cost for stormwater BMP construction $860,000

00-01215-018 appendix-A tables[Site 3 SSP no infil buried sand]
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Table 20. Cost estimate for permanent stormwater site plan --
10-acre commercial development without infiltration and with open air sand filter.

- Item ’ Unit Quantity Unit Cost Cost’~

Wet]detention pond
Excavation CY 10,400 $10 $104,000
Common borrow and gravel for access driveways CY 125 $20 $2,500
Quarry spalls for inlet dissipation, overflow spillway CY 35 $35 $1,225
Seeding AC 1.33 $1,000 $1,330
Outlet piping LF 300 $40 $12,000
Outlet control structure EA 1 $3,500 $3,500

Sand filter
Excavation CY 3,050 $15 $45,750
Drain rock CY 170 $30 _ $5,100
Sand CY 260 $25 $6,500

. Access driveway crushed gravel surfacing CY 40 $20 $800
Access driveway containment wall blocks LS 1 $5,000 $5,000
Perforated pipe underdrains LF 240 $2 $480
Geotextile fabric for material separation SY 520 $1.25 $650
.Seeding on side slopes LS 1 $400 $400
Perimeter fencing LF 410 $15 $6,150

Subtotal $195,400

Construction SWPPP cost (see Table 21 for detailed TESC costs) $62,900

Subtotal construction cost $258,300 ..’.::.;.:
Mobilization and demobilization (10%) $25,800 "~"~’:~’-"$

Subtotal stormwater control BMP cost $284,100
Contingencies (25%) $71,000

Total construction cost $355,100

Taxes (8.8%) ’ $31,200
Engineering and permitting fees for stormwater facilities (30%) $106,530
(excluding basic site drainage infrastructure)

Total cost for stormwater BMP construction $490,000

00-01215-018 appendix-A tables[Site 3 SSP no infil open sand]
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Table 21. Cost estimate for stormwater BMP operation and maintenance --
10-acre commercial development without infiltration.

Item Unit Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Construction SWPPP BMPs

Regular maintenance checks on BMPs EA !90 $20 $3,800
Water spray for dust suppression LS 1 $500 $500
Clean out sediment buildup in pond EA 2 $300 $600
Repair damaged sections of silt fencing LF 260 $5 $1,300
Sediment removal in offsite catch basins EA 3 $200 $600
Street sweeping HR 78 $100 $7,800
Removal of BMPs at conclusion of construction LS 1 $1,500 $1,500

Total SWPPP O&M cost (for 1 year only) $16,100

Permanent stormwater site plan BMPs

Annual inspection EA 1 $100 $100
Misc. cleanup EA 1 $50 $50
Drain and remove sediments from wet pond EA 0.2 $1,460 $292
Mow wet/detention pond slopes EA 2 $120 $240
Spot seeding/repair of bare areas LS 1 $50 $50
Till surface of sand filter / replace sand LS 0,5 $780 $390
Clean catch basins and storm drains EA 10 $200 $2,000
Parking lot sweeping HR 21 $100 $2,100

Subtotal permanent stormwater BMP annual O&M cost $5,200
Contingencies (20%) $1,000
Total annual O&M cost $6,200

00-01215-018 appendix-A tables[Site 30+M no infilt]
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Technical Assumptions Used in Analysis
of Stormwater Best Management Practices

The technical assumptions, runoff modeling methods, and design parameters used in the analysis
of stormwater BMPs for each of the three hypothetical development sites are outlined below.

Two methods were used to estimate runoff from the sites and size stormwater facilities.
StormShed, which employs the Santa Barbara Urban Hydrograph (SBUH) method, was used to
determine water quality treatment volumes for permanent pretreatment and water quality
treatment ponds. The King County Run Time Series (KCRTS) model was used to estimate
runoffpeak flows for pre- and post-developed conditions, and to determine the size of
stormwater detention facilities. KCRTS is a continuous simulation model that functions
similarly to the Ecology Hydrologic Model, which, when released, will be WSDOE’s preferred
tool for stormwater analysis. The water quality sand filtration systems were sized based on
treatment of the post-detention 2-year peak flow derived with KCRTS.

Rainfall data used in StormShed for analyzing stormwater runoff volumes are from SeaTac
Airport (estimated from isopluvial maps). The 6-month, 24-hour precipitation depth was used to
calculate water quality treatment volume, and was estimated to be 1.44 inches, or 72 percent of
the 2-year precipitation depth at SeaTac Airport (2.0 inches). The cost analyses for these same
site examples for the 1992 storm water manual requirements (Herrera 1993) assumed 1.28 inches
for the 6-month storm depth.

The SCS curve numbers (CN) used in the StormShed runoff modeling are:

¯ Type A soil, residential site, pervious areas in the post-development
condition CN = 80 ("good" grass cover)

¯ Type A soil, commercial sites, pervious areas in the post-development
condition CN = 85 ("fair" grass cover)

¯ Type C soil, residential site, pervious areas in the post-development
condition CN = 86 ("good" grass cover)

¯ Type C soil, commercial sites, pervious areas in the post-development
condition CN = 90 ("fair" grass cover)

¯ Impervious surfaces on all sites CN = 98.

Curve number values listed above for Type A soils are slightly conservative. This resulted in
more conservative runoff volume estimates for water quality treatment, pretreatment and
infiltration pond designs.

May 16, 2001 B-I Herrera Environmental Consultants
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The infiltration rate assumed for the sites with suitable soils is 1 inch per hour.

Depth to ground water is assumed to be 20 feet (below the bottom of an infiltration basin) for all
sites.

Rainfall data from the SeaTac rain gauge was used in the KCRTS runoff modeling with a 1.0
scaling factor. The predevelopment ground cover for all of the sites is assumed to be 100 percent
forest.

The land use categories and areas used in the KCRTS runoff modeling are:

¯ Type A soil, lO-acre residential site, predeveloped condition - lO-acres_.
outwash forest.

¯ Type A soil, 1-acre commercial site, predeveloped condition - 1-acre
ou.twash forest.

¯ Type A soil, 10-acre commercial site, predeveloped condition - 10-acres
outwash forest.

¯ Type A soil, 10-acre residential site, during construction - 90 percent (9.0
acres) outwash grass, 10 percent (1.0 acre) impervious

¯ Type A soil, 10-acre residential site, developed condition with on-site
storm water management BMPs - 3.3-acres drain to downspout
infiltration systems, 2. l-acres impervious, 4.6-acres outwash grass.

¯ Type A soil, 1-acre commercial site, developed condition with on-site
storm water management BMPs - 0.2-acres drain to downspout infiltration
systems, 0.1-acres outwash grass, 0.7-acres impervious.

¯ Type A soil, 10-acre commercial site, developed condition with on-site
storm water management BMPs - 2.5-acres drain to downspout infiltration
systems, 6.0-acres impervious, 1.5-acres outwash grass.

¯ Type C soil, 10-acre residential site, predeveloped condition - 10-acres till
foresf.

¯ Type C soil, 1-acre commercial site, predeveloped condition - 1-acre till
forest.

¯ Type C soil, 10-acre commercial site, predeveloped condition - 10-acres
till forest.

May 16, 2001 B-2 Herrera Environmental Consultants
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Type C soil, I O-acre residential site, during construction - 90 percent (9.0
acres) till grass, 10 percent (1.0 acre) impervious

¯ Type C soil, 10-acre residential site, developed condition - 1.65-acres till
grass (rooftops to downspout dispersion), 1.65-acres rooftop impervious,
2.1-acres other impervious, 4.6-acres till grass (lawns).

¯ Type C soil, 1-acre commercial site, developed condition - 0.9-acres
impervious, 0. l-acres till grass.

¯ Type C soil, 10-acre commercial site, developed condition 7 8.5-acres
impervious, 1.5-acres till grass. _

May 16, 2001 B-3 Herrera Environmental Consultants
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Re-Analysis of 1993 Cost Examples with
Infiltration Systems

This appendix provides information on the methods and results of a re-analysis of stormwater
management costs for the site examples from the 1993 cost analysis report (Herrera 1993) that
included runoff infiltration. That report assumed type B soils for the infiltration scenarios,
whereas the present report assumes type A soils for the infiltration scenarios. To make the cost
estimates as comparable as possible, the soil type must be consistent. Therefore, a decision was
made to re-analyze the 1993 infiltration examples assuming type A soils. The 1992 design
requirements set forth in the Stormwater Management Manual for the Puget Sound Basin
(Ecology 1992) were applied to the three case study sites with type A soils.

This re-analysis essentially maintains consistency with all aspects ~fthe 2001 cost analysis
examples for type A soils, except the sizing of the treatment and flow control facilities is based
on the 1992 requirements. The 1993 cost analysis examples for type C soils were not included in
this re-analysis, as there was no need to revise the sizes and types of stormwater facilities for
those examples to enable a fair cost comparison. The methods used to adjust the cost estimates
for those examples to year 2001 dollars are described in the main body of this report.

Permanent Stormwater Site Plan Assumptions

It was assumed that a wetpond and infiltration basin would be used in combination to accomplish
treatment and flow disposal at each of the three case study sites for the scenario with type A
softs. As discussed in the present report, type A softs enable disposal of large quantities of
runoff but pretreatment must be provided. The 1992 Ecology manual required full 6-month
design storm treatment prior to discharge to an infiltration system using one of severhl options,
among them a wetpond. Wetponds were assumed for all three sites to closely match the
assumptions used in the 2001 cost analysis examples.

As was done in the 1993 report, it was assumed that the stormwater control facilities for the 1-
acre commercial development site (Site 2) would be placed aboveground. Likewise, the
wetpond and infiltration basin for each of the 10-acre site examples were assumed to be
aboveground. The wetponds were sized based on the runoff volume associated with 64 percent
of the 2-year 24-hour storm rainfall depth.

The infiltration basins were sized to infiltrate all site runoff up to the 100-year event, with
drawdown criteria as stipulated in the 1992 manual (these criteria have not changed in the 2001
manual). The native soil infiltration rate for each of these examples was assumed to be 4 inches
per hour, which is on the low end of what is typically observed in type A soils. The 1992 manual
required application of a factor of safety of 2, and therefore the design infiltration rate applied in
this re-analysis was 2 inches per hour for each infiltration basin. As described in Appendix B,
the 2001 analyses of the infiltration examples assumed a design’ infiltration rate of i inch per

August 30, 2001 C-1 Herrera Environmental Consultants
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hour, incorporating a factor of safety of 4 (as if the native soil infiltration rate were measured as
4 inches per hour).

Whereas the 2001 case study examples assumed that rooftop runoff would be disposed of via
infiltration trenches, the re-anal~,sis of the 1993 infiltration examples assumed that rooftop runoff
would reach the wetponds and infiltration basins.

Results of the Re-analysis of Costs for Sites with Infiltration
Capacity Under the 1992 Requirements

Tables C-1 through C-9 present the cost estimates for the permanent stormwater control
facilities, temporary erosion and sediment control facilities, and operations and maintenance of
temporary and permanent facilities for each of the three case studies in type A soils. These cost
tables incorporate unit prices, contingencies, taxes, and engineering and permitting fees that are
consistent with the tables for the 2001 cost analysis examples (see Tables 1 through 21 in
Appendix A). Thus, the cost estimates presented in Tables C-I through C-9 are in year 2001
dollars.

Herrera Environmental Consultants            C-2                           August 30, 2001
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Table C-1. Cost estimate for permanent stormwater quality control facilities --
10-acre residential development with infiltration (1992 design standards).

Item Unit Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Wet pond
Excavation CY 2,000 $10 $20,000
Bottom liner SY 1,400 $10 $14,000
Liner backfill (soil or sand) CY 470 $15 $7,050
Common borrow and gravel for access driveways CY 40 $20 $800
Outflow structure (catch basin with debris barrier) EA 1 $3,000 $3,000
Discharge pipe, 12" diam. LF 50 $40 $2,000

Infiltration basin
Hydrogeologic evaluation for soil suitability LS 1 $10,000 $10,000
Basin excavation CY 3,400 $10 $34,000
Basin liner - nonwoven geotextile SY 2,150 $1.25 $2,688
Quarry spalls for overflow spillway CY 7 $35 $245
Seeding AC 0.44 $1,000 $440
Gravel for access driveway, maintenance pad CY 41 $20 $820
Observation wells EA 2 $200 $400

Subtotal $95,400

ESC plan cost (see Table C-2 for detailed ESC costs) $46,810

Subtotal construction cost $142,210
Mobilization and demobilization (10%) $14,221

Subtotal stormwater control BMP cost $156,431
Contingencies (25%) $39,108

Total construction cost $195,540

Soils investigation for infiltration suitability (cost range $6,200 to $7,900~ $6,200
Taxes (8.8%) $17,750
Additional engineering and permitting fees (30%) $58,660

Total cost for stormwater BMP implementation $280,000
(see Table C-3 for annual operation and maintenance costs)

00-01215-018 apx-c tables
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Table Co2. Cost estimate for erosion and sediment control measures --
10-acre residential development with infiltration (1992 design Standards).

item Unit Quantity Unit Cost Cosi

Stabilized construction roads and entrances
4"-8" quarry spalls CY 90 $35.00 $3,150
2"-4" crushed rock CY 790 $20.00 $15,800

Interceptor swales
Excavation CY 450 $15.00 $6,750
Temporary seeding AC 0.29 $1,000.00 $290
Check dams (pea gravel filled sandbags) CY 1 $35.00 $35

Sediment trap --
Excavation CY 300 $10.00 $3,000
2"-4" gravel fill for outflow weir CY 6.5 $35.00 $228
3/4"-1.5" gravel fill for outflow weir CY 15 $35.00 $525
4" gravel outflow protection CY 5 $35.00 $175
Filter fabric fencing LF 30 $5.00 $150

Sediment pond
Excavation CY 340 $10.00 $3,400
2"-4" gravel fill for inlet protection CY 2 $35.00 $70
Compacted earth fill berm CY 80 $4.00 $320
12" riser pipe for outflow (incl. conc. base) EA 1 $400.00 $400
2" perforated drain pipe on bottom LF 25 $1.00 $25
0.5" gravel backfill for drain pipe CY 0.5 $30.00 $15
Filter fabric wrapping around drain pipe SY 8 $1.25 $10
12" outflow pipe LF 45 $10.00 $450
4" gravel outflow protection CY 11 $35.00 $385
Filter fabric fencing LF 50 $5.00 $250

Miscellaneous
Mulch for bare site areas AC 2 $800.00 $1,600
4" gravel protection for offsite diversion CY 2 $35.00 $70
Removal of sediment BMPs LS 1 $1,500.00 $1,500

Subtotal $38,598
Maintenance of erosion and sediment control BMPs (see Table C-3 for details) $8,210

Total ESC plan cost $46,810

00-01215-018 apx-c tables
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Table C-3. Cost estimate for stormwater BMP annual operation and maintenance .-
10-acre residential development with infiltration (1992 design standards).

Item Unit Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Erosion and sediment control plan BMPs

Regular maintenance checks on BMPs (2/week) EA 104 $20.00 $2,080
Rotate mulch cover on areas exposed AC 2 $800.00 $1,600
Clean out sediment buildup in traps and ponds EA 6 $60.00 $360
Repair damaged sections of filter fabric fencing . LF 40 $5.00 $200
Collect and dispose of sediments tracked offsite LS 1 $2,600.00 $2,600

Subtotal erosion and sediment control BMP maintenance cost $6,840
Contingencies (20%) $1,368--
Total ESC O&M cost (for 1 year only) $8,210

Permanent stormwater quality control BMPs

Mow infiltration, presettling, and detention basins EA 2 $120.00 $240
Rake infiltration and presettling basins EA 0.5 $780.00 $390
Clean out sediment buildup in presettling basin EA 1 $225.00 $225
Periodically replace materials and equipment LS 1 $250.00 $250
Clean catch basins and storm drains EA 10 $200.00 $2,000
Street sweeping LS 1 $2,800.00 $2,800

subtotal $1,105
Subtotal permanent stormwater control annual O&M cost $5,905 o:"t~:~.
Contingencies (20%) $1,181 ’ ::- .;~
Total annual O&M cost $7,090 ’~’-.:~:~

00-01215-018 apx-c tables
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Table C-4. Cost estimate for permanent stormwater quality control facilities --
1-acre commercial development with infiltration (1992 design standards).

Item Unit Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Wet pond
Excavation CY 450 $10 "$4,500
Bottom liner SY 380 $10 $3,800
Liner backfill (soil or sand) C¥ 130 $15 $1,950
Common borrow and gravel for access drivewal CY 20 $20 $400
Outflow structure (catch basin with debris barrie EA 1 $3,000 $3,000
Discharge pipe, 12" diam. LF 50 $40 $2,000

Infiltration basin
Hydrogeologic evaluation for soil suitability LS 1 $10,000 $10,000
Basin excavation CY 580 $10 $5,800
Basin liner- nonwoven geotextile SY 250 $1.25 ¯ $313
Quarry spalls for overflow spillway CY 7 $35 $245
Seeding AC 0.10 $1,000 $100
Gravel for access driveway, maintenance pad CY 20 $20 $400
Observation wells EA 2 $200 $400

Subtotal $32,900

ESC plan cost (see Table C-5 for detailed ESC costs) $9,020

Subtotal construction cost $41,920
Mobilization and demobilization (10%) $4,192

Subtotal stormwater control BMP cost $46,112
Contingencies (25%) $11,528

Total construction cost $57,640

Soils investigation for infiltration suitability (cost range $3,300 to $4,500) $3,300
Taxes (8.8%) $5,360
Additional engineering and permitting fees (30%) $17,290

Total cost for stormwater BMP implementation $84,000
(see Table C-6 for annual operation and maintenance costs)

00-01215-018 apx-c tables
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Table C-5. Cost estimate for erosion and sediment control measures --
1-acre commercial development with infiltration (1992 design standards).

Item Unit Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Stabilized construction roads and entrances
4"-8" quarry spalls CY 50 $35.00 $1,750
2"-4" crushed rock CY 50 $20.00 $1,000

Interceptor swales
Excavation CY 105 $15.00 $1,575
Temporary seeding AC 0.07 $1,000.00 $70

Sediment trap
Excavation CY 115 $10.00 $1,150
2"-4" gravel fill for outflow weir CY 4 $35.00 $140
3/4"-1.5" gravel fill for outflow weir CY 10 $35.00 $350
Baffles (4’x8’x l /2". plywood, 6’ posts 8’ o.c.) LS 1 $270.00 $270
4" gravel outflow protection CY 5 $35.00 $175
Filter fabric fencing LF 20 $5.00 $100

Miscellaneous
Mulch for bare site areas AC 0.4 $800.00 $320
Removal of sediment BMPs LS 1 $400.00 $400

Subtotal $7,300
Maintenance of erosion and sediment control BMPs (see Table Co6 for details) $1,720

Total ESC plan cost $9,020

00-01215-018 apx-c tables
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Table C-6. Cost estimate for stormwater BMP annual operation and maintenance --
1-acre commercial development with infiltration (1992 design standards).

Item Unit Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Erosion and sediment control plan BMPs

Regular maintenance checks on BMPs (2/week) EA 18 $20.00 $360
Rotate mulch cover on areas exposed AC 0.5 $800.00 $400
Clean out sediment buildup in traps and ponds EA 2 $60.00 $120
Repair damaged sections of filter fabric fencing LF 10 $5.00 $50
Collect and dispose of sediments tracked offsite LS 1 $500.00 $500

Subtotal erosion and sediment control BMP maintenance cost $1,430
Contingencies (20%) $286
Total ESC O&M cost (for 1 year only) $1,720

Permanent stormwater quality control BMPs

Mow infiltration, presettling, and detention basins EA 2 $60.00 $120
Rake infiltration and presettling basins EA 0.5 $400.00 $200
Clean out sediment buildup in presettling basin EA 1 $100.00 $100
Periodically replace materials and equipment LS 1 $150.00 $150
Clean catch basin EA 2 $200.00 $400
Parking lot sweeping LS ! $700.00 $700

subtotal $570
Subtotal permanent stormwater control annual O&M cost $1,670
Contingencies (20%) $334
Total annual O&M cost $2,000

00-01215-018 apx-c tables
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Table C-7. Cost estimate for permanent stormwater quality control facilities --
10-acre commercial development with infiltration (1992 design standards).

item Unit Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Wet pond
Excavation CY 2,700 $10 $27,000
Bottom liner SY 1,740 $10 $17,400
Soil or sand backfill on bottom liner CY 580 $15 $8,700
Common borrow and gravel for access driveways CY 41 $20 $820
Outflow structure (catch basin with debris barrier) EA 1 $3,000 $3,000
Discharge pipe, 12" diam. LF 50 $40 $2,000

Infiltration basin
Hydrogeologic evaluation for soil suitability LS 1 $10,000 $10,000 -~
Basin excavation CY 4,050 $10 $40,500
Basin liner - nonwoven geotextile SY 2,540 $1.25 $3,175
Quarry spalls for overflow spillway CY 7 $35 $245
Seeding AC 0.51 $1,000 $510
Gravel for access driveway, maintenance pad CY 41 $20 $820
Observation wells EA 3 $200 $600

Subtotal $114,800

ESC plan cost (see Table C-8 for detailed ESC costs) $57,450

Subtotal construction cost $172,250
Mobilization and demobilization (10%) $17,225 ~ ,’. :’~

Subtotal stormwater control BMP cost $189,475 ";: "’’~
Contingencies (25%) $47,369

Total construction cost $236,840

Soils investigation for infiltration suitability (cost range $6,800 to $8,500) $6,800
Taxes (8.8%) $21,440
Additional engineering and permitting fees (30%) $71,050

Total cost for stormwater BMP implementation $340,000
(see Table C-9 for annual operation and maintenance costs)

00-01215-018 apx-c tables
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Table C-8. Cost estimate for erosion and sediment control measures --
lO-acre commercial development with infiltration (1992 design standards).

Item Unit Quantity Unit Co~t Cost

Stabilized construction roads and entrances
4"-8" quarry spalls CY 180 $35.00 $6,300
2"-4" crushed rock CY 900 $20.00 $18,000

Interceptor swales
Excavation CY 830 $15.00 $12,450
Temporary seeding AC 0.55 $1,000.00 $550
Check dams (pea gravel filled sandbags) CY 4.2 $35.00 $147

Sediment pond
Excavation CY 350 $10.00 $3,500
2"-4" gravel fill for inlet protection CY 3 $35.00 $105
Compacted earth fill berm CY 575 $4.00 $2,300
Baffles (4’x8’x1/2" plywood, 6’ posts 8’ o.c.) LS 1 $360.00 $360
12" riser pipe for outflow (incl. conc. base) EA 1 $400.00 $400
2" perforated drain pipe on bottom LF 35 $1o00 $35
0.5" gravel backfill for drain pipe CY 0.6 $30.00 $18
Filter fabric wrapping around drain pipe SY 11 $1.25 $14
12" outflow pipe LF 45 $10.00 $450
4" gravel outflow protection CY 11 $35.00 $385
Filter fabric fencing LF 50 $5.00 $250

Miscellaneous
Mulch for bare site areas AC 2 $800.00 $1,600
4" gravel protection for offsite diversions CY 7 $35.00 $245
Removal of sediment BMPs LS 1 $1,500.00 $1,500

Subtotal $48,609
Maintenance of erosion and sediment control BMPs (see Table C-9 for details) $8,840

Total ESC plan cost $57,450

00-01215-018 apx-c ~ables
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Table C-9. Cost estimate for stormwater BMP annual operation and maintenance -o
10-acre commercial development with infiltration (1992 design standards),

Item Unit Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Erosion and sediment control plan BMPs

Regular maintenance checks on BMPs (2/week) EA 104 $20.00 $2,080
Rotate mulch cover on areas exposed AC 2 $800.00 $1,600
Clean out sediment buildup in traps and ponds EA 6 $60.00 $360
Repair damaged sections of filter fabric fencing LF 25 $5.00 $125
Collect and dispose of sediments tracked offsite LS 1 $3,200.00 $3,200

Subtotal erosion and sediment control BMP maintenance cost $7,365
Contingencies (20%) $1,473
Total ESC O&M cost (for 1 year only) $8,840

Permanent stormwater quality control BMPs

Mow infiltration and presettling basins EA 2 $120.00I $240)
Rake infiltration and presettling basins EA 0,5 $780.00 $390
Clean out sediment buildup in presettling basin EA 1 $300.00 $300
Periodically replace materials and equipment LS 1 $250.00 $250
Clean catch basins and storm drains EA 10 $200.00 $2,000
Parking lot sweeping LS 1 $2,100.00 $2,100

subtotal $1, 180
Subtotal permanent stormwater control annual O&M cost $5,280
Contingencies (20%) $1,056 ,:..." :.’?
Total annual O&M cost $6,340

00-01215-018 apx-c ~ables
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APPENDIX C

Re-Analysis of 1993 Cost Examples
with Infiltration Systems
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Table 1 The Economic Benefits of Watershed Protection 3
1.0 Introduction

in 1989, the economic importance of the Chesapeake Bay ~vas estimated to be $678 billion
per year to the economies of Virginia and Maryland through cormnercial fishing, marine
trade, tourism, port activities, and land values (MDEED, 1989). While it is often difficult to
calculate the "true" value of a waterbody or watershed, the above statistic shows that society
often measures the value of these resources in terms of factors such as income from water-
related activities, property values, and construction costs.

The irony of placing an economic value on water and other natural resources is that, for the
most part, the services of these resources are freely available to those who wish to use it.
However, human activity that has a negative impact on water resources such as dumping of
toxic waste into rivers and streams, or sediment pollution downstream due to extensive land
clearing upstream, also has a negative economic impact on the value of these water resources
to others who wish to use them. In this case, the person creating the negative impact is
transferring the cost of carrying out these activities responsibly to the general public, who
will end up paying the consequences. To illustrate this externality, EPA estimated that
because of urban runoff pollution, hundreds of millions of dollars are lost each year through
added government expenditures, illness, or loss of economic output (USEPA, 1998). The
intent of this report is to document these economic costs related to poor environmental
regulation or lack thereof, as well as to document the economic benefits of implementing
environmental regulations.

The Center for Watershed Protection has conducted a literature search and synthesis of
potential economic benefits associated with environmental protection regulations such as
stream buffer establishment, wetland protection, erosion and sediment control, floodplain
protection, zoning restrictions, stormwater management (quantity and quality), ~brest
conservation, and source water protection. This study identifies sources that illustrate land
value and other benefits associated with environmental protection programs as well as
possible negative economic consequences of ineffective or non-existent programs. This
research is provided in support of Virginia’s coastal nonpoint source stormwater
management program. Therefore, sources that re ference Virginia economic considerations
were given preference over others. A list of references is included with this report.

2.0 Economic Bene~ ~ ~t ~atershed Protection
The Center for Watershed Protection pre\,io~, I., de\ eloped an approach to watershed
protection that applies eight tools to protect ,,r ,...~,~re aquatic resources. These eight tools of
watershed protection are: watershed planning. ! md conservation, aquatic buffers, better site
design, erosion and sediment control, stom~ .~c~ ~rcatment practices, non-stormwater
discharges, and watershed stewardship program~ t~ee Figure 1). This report reviews the
economic benefits of environmental regulaiion.- within the framework of these eight tools.
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V,,/atershed Protection
Over the

Development Cycle

-Figure 1 - The Eight Tools of Watershed Protection

The eight tools correspond roughly to the stages of the development cycle from land use
planning, site design, construction and ownership. Communities can apply these tools to
guide where and how new development occurs, and to design development to have the
smallest possible impact on streams, lakes, wetlands and estuaries. While economic research
on some of the tools is rather sparse, much of the evidence indicates that these tools can have
a positive or at least neutral economic effect, when applied properly. Each tool is described
in more detail in this report.

There are two types of economic benefits of implementing environmental protection
regulations: income generated by economic activities which rely on water or other natural
resources, and a reduction in or avoidance o f costs which may result from environmental
degradation and consumption of natural resources. These benefits are listed in Table 1 by the
eight watershed protection tools. Environmenta! regulations that correspond to the watershed
protection tools are listed next to each tool.
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[ Table 1 - The Economic Benqfits of Watershed Protection
Watershed Protection Tool Economic Benefit

¯ Income from fisheries, agriculture, industry,Watershed Planning - zoning tools,
and recreation and tourismurban growth boundaries, source water

protection ¯ Reduction of drinking water treatment costs,
health care costs, and restoration costs

¯ Income from recreation and tourism and
Land Conservation - forest increased property values
conservation, wetland protection, ¯ Reduction of energy costs, health care costs,
~reservation of parks and open space flood control and stormwater quality and

quantity treatment costs
Income from fishing and increased property
valuesAquatic Buffers - resource protection

areas, stream buffers * Reduction of flood control and stormwater
quality and quantity treatment costs, and
restoration costs
Income from increased property values

Better Site Design - cluster ¯ Reduction of construction, maintenance, aod
development, impervious cover limits infrastructure costs, as well as stormwater and

flood control costs
* income from marine and port activities andErosion and Sediment Control -

increased property valueschannel protection, clearing and grading,
construction site erosion and sediment ¯ Reduction of drinking water treatment costs,

control construction costs, restoration costs, and
dredging costs

¯ income from increased property valuesStormwater Treatment Practices -
stormwater regulations, floodplain ¯ Reduction of flood damage costs, reduction of

cost of structural stormwater and floodprotection
’controls

Non-Stormwater Discharges - point ¯ Reduction of pollution-related health costs andsource controls, septic system
regulations                    restoration costs

Watershed Stewardship Programs -
watershed education and

management, monitoring, and ¯ Income from stewardship programs
residential, industrial and ¯ Reduction &restoration costs

commercial pollution prevention
programs

The benefits listed above may be direct benefits, indirect benefits, or diversionary benefits.
Direct benefits of water quality improvement include enhanced recreational water activities
and reduced exposur~ to contaminants (USEPA, 1999). Indirect benefits include
enhancement of near-stream recreational activities, or the quality of residing, working, or.
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traveling near water (USEPA, 1999). Diversionary benefits include avoided water storage
replacement costs and water treatment costs (USEPA, 1999). The remainder of this report
provides a more comprehensive review of each of the above benefits and cost reductions
associated with environmental regulations within the framework of the eight tools of

watershed protection.
2.1    Watershed Planning

Watershed planning is perhaps the most important watershed protection tool
because it involves decisions on the amount and location of development and
impervious cover, and choices about appropriate land use management
techniques. Land use planning techniques include overlay zoning, urban
growth boundaries, down zoning, transfer of development rights, and many
others. The benefit of these tools is improved water quality due to a reduced
pollutant load; however, there are often costs associated with many of these
land use planning techniques, such as reduced tax revenue and less economic
activity. Down zoning in particular can be costly to developers, landowners,
and the community because a reduction in density deprives landowners of the

potential value of development. Transfer of development rights may help to offset these costs by transferring
development potential from sensitive watershed areas to areas designated for growth without taking away the
benefits of potential development value. The benefits of watershed planning are difficult to quantify, but are
usually measured in terms of the economic benefits of improved water quality.

Stream quality is directly related to land use and consequently impervious cover. Because many land use planning
elements also fall under at least one of the other watershed protection tools, this section will focus on the
economic benefits of watershed planning regulations that specifically protect water quality. Good water quality
has important economic benefits because it is essential for productive fisheries and water-related recreation.
Improvements in water quality can also reduce drinking water treatment costs, dredging costs, pollution-related
medical costs (e.g., water-bourne illness), and stream and lake restoration costs.

The U.S, economy also depends on clean water. Water used for irrigating crops and raising
livestock helps American farmers produce and sell $197 billion worth of food and fiber
(USEPA, 2000c). Water is equally important to industry. Manufacturers use about nine
trillion gallons of fresh water every year {USEPA, 2000c). The soft drink manufacturing
industry alone uses more than 12 billion gallons of water annually to produce products
valued at almost $58 bi.llion (USEPA, 2000c).

The fisheries industry is important in the U.S., and especially in the Chesapeake Bay region.
The total economic value of commercial fishing in the Chesapeake Bay was estimated to be
$520 million per year in 1987 dollars (MDEED, 1989). In 1999, 460 million lbs offish
valued at $108 million were landed in Virginia (NMFS, 2001). Particularly important in
Virginia are oysters and blue crabs. In 1999, blue crabs brought in $21 million while the
eastern oyster generated $967,000 (NMFS, 2001).

This income from fisheries can quickly decline when water quality declines. Pollutants can
contaminate or suffocate fish, as well as degrade fish habitat. The EPA estimated that
stormwater runoff costs the commercial fish and shellfish industries approximately $17
million to $31 million per year (USEPA, 1999). Nitrogen and phosphorus are often
associated with stormwater runoff, and high levels of these nutrients have been linked to fish
kills caused by the toxic dinoflagellete pfiesteria piscicda. According to Douglas W. Lipton,.
coordinator of the Maryland Sea Grant Extension Program, pj%steria cost the Chesapeake
Bay seafood industry $43 million in 1997, and the recreational fishing industry $4.3 million.
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II~tter quality is just as important Jbr recre,monal ./ishing and other water-related recreational activities such
as rafting, swimming, and boating. The average estimated value of freshwater for recreational fishing and
wildl!/’e habitat in the U.S. was $48 per acre ./oot (Frede~’ick, et al., 1996), while freshwater wetlands were
valued at $200 pet" acre for recreational use (Thihodeuu and Ostro, 1981). The following statistics illustrate
the contribution of recreational.fishing and w~ter-rel~ted recreation to the econonLv.

A third of all Americans visit coastal areas each year, making a total of 901 million
trips while spending about $44 billion (USEPA, 2000c).

In 1996, total expenditures related to recreational salt and freshwater fishing in
Virginia were $82!,318 (USFWS, 1997).

~ On North Carolina’s Nantahala River, raft trip participants increased 700% between
1972 and 1981, and generated $1.8 million in expenditures in 1982 (Swain County
Board of Commissioners, 1982).

¯ A national survey determined that people were willing to pay more for a higher quality outdoor
recreation opportuniO, (IValsh, ~t al., 1986).

Medical costs associated with the treatment of illnesses related to water pollution may be
reduced when water quality is improved. Pollution-related illness commonly occurs from
direct contact with polluted water or from eating contaminated fish or seafood. The USEPA
(1994) estimated the economic benefits of the Clean Water Act related to human health
effects to be $40 million to $320 million in 1993 dollars. Pollution-related illness can also
occur from drinking contaminated water. Currently, EPA estimates that at least half a
million cases of illness annually can be attributed to microbial contamination in drinking
water (USEPA, 2000c).

The costs associated with source water protection are relatively small when compared to the
costs of installing a drinking water treatment plant, locating new drinking water sources,
constructing .new systems, and cleaning up contamination sites. Other potential costs that go
along with cleaning up after a contamination incident include decreased property values, loss
of tax base, loss of citizens confidence in their drinking water, public utilities, and
community leaders (USEPA, 2001).

Examples of capital costs for drinking water treatment plants are $660 million for the Croton
reservoir in New York and $150 million for Portland-Bull Run (cost information was
obtained from the respective treatment plants). Operation and maintenance costs for these
reservoirs are $11 million and $4 million per year, respectively. These reservoirs are
currently unfiltered, therefore treatment costs are lower than for filtered water supplies. The
estimated cost of the proposed filtration 6f New York City’s Catskill/Delaware water supply
is $4.57 billion (Aponte Clarke and Stoner, 2001 ).
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On average, protecting water quality is less costly than restoring or treating water after it has
been polluted.. The average annual federal cost of reducing nonpoint source inputs of
nitrogen, phosphorus, and sediment to Highland Silver Lake in southwest Illinois was
estimated to be $3,000 to $9,000 per percentage point reduction in pollutant loading for non-
structural practices. Compare this to the cost for structural treatment practices such as
impoundments, which can be greater than $59,000 per percentage point (Setia and Magelby,
1988). Lake restoration costs can be even greater than the water quality protection practices,
and will vary depending on the technique used as well as the characteristics of the lake. For
example, alum addition can cost $14,000 per 100 tons, shading and sediment covers can
range from $1,375 to $65,475 per acre, and plant harvesting costs on average $140 to $310
per acre (USEPA, 1990). Often, more than one technique is used to restore a body of water,
which may raise these costs significantly.

2.2 Land Conservation
The second tool, land conser,,ation, involves choices about the types
of land that should be conserved to protect a watershed. Conserving
forests and open space, and protecting sensitive areas such as
wetlands can be accomplished through techniques such as land
acquisition and conservation easements, and has an important
economic value. While land conservation regulations may have

associated costs related to the loss of marketable land, the benefits can greatly outweigh these
costs. The conservation of trees has value for keeping energy costs down and reducing air
pollution, while wetland protection can reduce flood damage and stormwater management
costs. Forest and open space that is preserved as park or greenbelt can also be used for
multiple types of recreation.

Properties located near these natural areas have higher real estate values, may appreciate at a
faster rate, or have higher than normal resident retention rates. Studies show that people are
often willing to pay more to live or work near parks or open space, and lots with trees or near
a park tend to sell at a faster rate than typical lots. On average, property values have been
found to increase by 5 to 33% when located near a park or greenbelt. The following studies
document these findings.

The results ofa Mar),land survey show aim,,.: ;:,d/ the respondents said they would be inclined to
move if existing open space in their commum; ..... , !mt (CBP, 1998).

¯ According to a Bank of America survey. ,. .’c agents say that homes with treed lots are 20%
more saleable (CBP, I998).

¯ A land developer donated a 50foot wide .....,::e easement to provide a critical link for the Big
Blue Trail in Front Royal, Virginia. Th, . ¯ , m along the perimeter of a subdivision, and the
developer advertised that the trail would ~ pa¢’cels, all of which sold within four months
(American Hiking Society, 1990).
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¯ 1294-acre Pennypack Park in Philadelphia was found to account for 33% of the land value of
properties located 40 fcet.[rom the park, ~vmpared to 9% of properties located lO00 feet away (CBF,
1996b; Hammet; et al., 1974).

¯ In Boulder, Colorado, the average value of property adjacent to a greenbelt was 32% greater than
properties 3200feet aw~O’ (Correll, et al., 197~’).

¯ In Salem, Oregon, urban land ~Jdjacent to a greenbelt was worth $1200 more per acre than urban land
lO00 feet away (Nelson, 1986).

¯ An analysis of property surroundingfourparks in Worcester, Massachusetts found that homes located
20feet away sold for $2,675 more than similar homes located 2000feet awqy from the park. This
study also found that if residents were willing to pay $1 pet" visit to the park, the annual h~come of
$425,000 would be greater than the annual cost to maintain the park of $125, 000 (More, et al., 1982).

¯ h~ the I~7~etstone Park area of Columbus, Ohio, a nearby park and river accounted for 7.5% of the
selling prices of residential homes (Kimmel, 1985).

¯ Two regional economic surveys document that conserving forests on residential and commercial sites
can enhance property values by an average of 6 to 15% and increases the rate at which units are sold
or leased (Morales, 1980," Weyerhaeuset; 1989).

Becattse many of these conservation areas are preserved as parks, there may be a significant amount of income
generated thtvugh recreation activities such as biking, hiking, wildlife-viewing, and hunting. The following
statistics illustrate the contribution of these activities to local economies.

¯ The economic valtte of tourist activities in the Chesapeake Bay region was estimated to be $8.4 billion
per year in 1987 dollars (MDEED, 1989).

¯ In 1996, total expenditures related to wildlife-watching in Virginia were $698,245 (USFWS, 1997).

¯ ht 1996, total expenditures related to hunting in Virginia were $518,891 (USFWS, 1997).

¯ A surve.v by the U.S. Fish and V~Tldlife Service found that 60% of suburban residents actively engage in
wildlife watching, and are willing to pay premiums for locations in settings that attract wildlife
(USFWS, 1993).

¯ A national survey determined that people were willing to pay more for higher quality outdoor
recreation opportanities (Walsh, et al., 1986).

Recreation activities involving exetvise can also reduce health care costs. People who ~;ercise regularly have
14 percent lower claims against their medical insurance, spend 30percent fewer days in the hospital, and have
41 percent fewer claims greater than $5,000. These figures were taken from a Corporate Wellness Study for the
city of San Jose, Department of Recreation in 1988 tcited in NPS, 1995). The creation of greenways and trails
also reduces employees eonmmting costs because they provide the opportunity to commute by foot or bicycle
(NPS, 1995). People are also more likely to exerctse tlth~T have convenient access to a park or greenway with
trails or other O’pe of recreation area.

Another type of cost savings that can result from tree conservation and forest preservation is
reduced home heating and cooling costs. Energy savings of 10% can result by adding as
little as 10% tree cover to buffers near buildings (CBP, 1998). This is because a single
mature tree releases about 100 gallons of clean water per day into the atmosphere, and
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provides the cooling equivalent of nine room air conditioners operating at 8000 btus per hour
for twelve hours a day (CBP, 1998). Studies by the American Forest Association have
shown that homes and businesses that retain trees save 20% to 25% in their energy bills for
heating and cooling. In some cases, trees can reduce winter heating costs by up to 40%
(Newsweek, 1979).

Wetland and forest preservation is important not only to protect the diversi.ty of wildlife and habitat there, but
also because of the capaeiO, of wetlands and forests to hold floodwaters and fiher sediment and nutrients, as
well as other toxicants. The cost of preserving or protecting a wetland is therefore less than the benefits gained
when taking into account the cost of floodwater storage and water treatment that would otherwise be necessaW
if the wetland were lost. Forested areas also store floodwaters and filter sediment and nutrients, because the
vegetation slows down runqff and ptvmotes infiltration. The following studies document the economic value oJ"
wetlands and forest for flood control and water treatment.

¯ The Minnesota DNR computed the average cost to replace an acre-foot of floodwater storage to be
$300. Therefore, if development eliminates 1 acre of wetland that naturalO, stores 1 foot of water
during a sto~w~, the public replacement cost is $300. The cost to replace 5000 acres of wetlands lost
annaally in Minnesota would be $1.5 million (FMA, 1994)

¯ The wetlands of Congaree Bottom Swamp in South Carolina provide sediment,
toxicant, and excess nutrient removal. The least cost substitute for comparable water
quality services provided would be a $5 million water treatment plant (FMA, 1994).

¯ American Forests found that from 1972 to 1996, areas with high vegetation and tree
canopy coverage declined by 37% in the Puget Sound area. It is estimated that
replacing this lost stormwater retention capacity with reservoirs and other engineering
structures would cost $2.4 billion or $2 per cubic foot (American Forests, 1998).

¯ in Atlanta, Georgia, it was found that a 20% loss in trees and other vegetation in the
metropolitan region provided a 4.4 billion cubic foot increase in stormwater runoff;
officials estimated that at least $2 billion would be required to build containment
facilities capable of storing the excess water (American Forests, as cited in US Water
News, !997).

¯ The estimated value of freshwater wetlands for water treatment plant function is
$10,578 per acre (Thibodeau and Ostro, 1981).

2.3 Aquatic Buffers

~ The third watershed protection tool, aquatic buffers, involves
choices on how to maintain the integrity of streams, shorelines and

~
wetlands, and provide protection from disturbance. Stream and

""-: ": ~: "’" shoreline buffers perform a variety of functions that promote
infiltration, slow runoff, store floodwaters, stabilize stream banks,
provide stream surface shading, provide habitat, and filter nutrients

and sediment. Unfortunately, many development projects will clear right up to the stream
edge and remove protective streamside vegetation. Buffer programs preserve existing buffers
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and create new ones along a stream at a designated distance from the stream edge. Economic
benefits resulting from establishing aquatic buffers include: increased property values,
reduced flood damage and restoration costs, improved fisheries, and reduced drinking water
treatment costs. The following studies document these economic benefits by category.

Propert3., Vahtes

¯ The Maryland Conservation Act encourages conser~’ation of trees and buffers.
Developers in Maryland say they are receiving 10 to 15% premiums for lots adjacent
to forest and buffers (CBP, 1998).

¯ In one Maine case study, increased water clarity (increased visibility depth of 3 feet)
due to the addition of lake buffers increased property values by $11 to $200 more per
foot of shoreline property (Michael, et al., 1996).

¯ An economic study in California showed that home prices increased on average 17%
because of trees and buffers (CBP, 1998).

Homes near seven California stream restoration projects had 3 to 13% higher property
values than homes on unrestored streams. Most of the perceived value was due to
enhanced buffers, habitat, and recreation afforded by the restoration (Streiner and
Loomis, 1996).

Fawn Lake, a 200 acre golf course/lake community in Spotsylvania County, Virgina,
received premiums of at least $10,000 per lot for property adjacent to buffer zones or
open space compared to interior lots. The total preservation area of the development
was 464 acres in buffer zones and open space and these areas were successfully
incorporated into the marketing strategy (Melton, 1997).

Fish Habitat

¯ Land clearing for development can reduce stream surface shading. Studies have
shown that when stream surface shade is reduced to 35%, trout populations can drop
by as much as 85% (CBP, 1998; Galli, 1991). Stream and shoreline buffers also
contribute to better water quality, which means better fish habitat and therefore more
productive fisheries.

Flooding

¯ Retaining forest area and buffers has reduced stormwater costs in Fairfax County, VA b), $57 million
(CBP, 1998).

¯ Observations of flood damage after major flooding in Virginia in 1994-95 showed
that where forest and trees were retained in the floodplain or along streams, the
damage was less extensive than in grassy or farmed areas (CBP, 1998).
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Water QualiO’

¯ Riparian forest buffers remove an estimated 21 lbs of nitrogen per acre per year for
$0.30 per pound, compared to $3 to $5 per pound ibr Washington, D.C. area
wastewater treatment facilities (CBP, 1998).

Stream Restoration

¯ In Fai~fax County, Virginia, a local bond issue provided nearly $1.5 million to restore two miles of
degraded stream and riparian area (CBP, 1998). Retatning stream buJfers is a much more cost-
effective way to preserve the integrity ~?f the stream and protect it from erosion and habitat
degradation.

¯ A summary of 15 stream restoration projects in Maryland and Illinois ranging from
500 feet to 13,200 feet in length showed costs ranging from $12,000 to $2.2 million
per project (CWP, 2000b).

¯ Streambank restoration projects can cost up to $100,000 per linear foot for concrete
channelization, compared to $100 per linear foot for vegetative methods such as
reforesting the buffer area (Firehock and Doherty, 1995).

~
2.4 Better Site Design

Better site design is an alternative to conventional sprawl-like development that
focuses on clustering development in order to preserve open space, treating
stormwater for quantiO’ and quality, and minimizing impervious cover in order

?...!!:.~ ’,~, : I.~:...~ I~’ to reduce impacts to local streams. Cluster developments, particularly those~ that permanently protect open space, are often more desirable to live in, and
consequently have higher property values. Additionally, there are various cost
savings associated with enviromnentally sensitive development, most of which
are related to infi’astructure, maintenance, and stormwater costs.

The proximity to a forested area, park or open space often increases property values and real
estate premiums; therefore, it is to a developers’ advantage to conserve trees and open space
within a subdivision. Cluster developments, which use better site design techniques such as
tree conservation, reduction of impervious cover, increased common open space, and
minimal clearing and grading, typically keep 40 to 80% of a site in permanent community
open space and yield lots that bring a higher se!ling price. In addition, urban forests boost
property values by reducing irritating noise levels and screening adjacent land uses. These
costs savings are documented with the following examples.

¯ Clustered homes with permanently protected open space in a development in
Amherst, Massachusetts appreciated at an average annual rate of 22% compared with
19.5% for a conventional subdivision. This translated into an average difference in
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selling price of $17,100 in 1989, even though the conventional subdivision had larger
lot sizes (Lacy, 1991).

¯ In Howard County, MD.a cluster development with an average lot size of one acre
had the same market value as a conventional subdivision xvith one to five acre lots
(Legg Mason, 1990).

¯ The Mao,land Critical Areas Act and the New Jersey Pinelands land use regulations improved the tar
base because the value of developed land increased by 5% to 17%, and the value of vacant land
increased by 5% to 25% (Beaton, 1988; Beaton, 199I). Similar land use restrictions designed to
protect the Chesapeake Bay increased properO’ values by !4% to 27% (Fausold and Lilliehoh~z, 1996).

¯ It was projected in 1970 thatfi)r a 760 square mile area in Ma*3qand, uncontrolled development would
yield $33.5 million in land sales and development profits by 1980. Open space development would
yield $40.5 million, yielding $2300 more pet" acre (Caputo, 1979).

What many developers do not realize is that using better site techniques can actually cost less than conventional
design. However, in cases where the use of better site design techniques creates additional construction costs,
these costs are usually offset by increased revenues and higher than normal resident retention rates (CBP,
1998). The following studies document the decrease in infrastructure and maintenat, ce costs associated with
better site design.

¯ For a medium density residential site in Stafford CounO,, Virginia, using better site design techniques
saved $300,547 compared to a conventional design due to reduced infrastructure and sto,wm,ater costs
(CrVP, 1998).

An assessment of better site design techniques in Virginia found that for three residential case studies,
better site design cost fi’om 14.5 to 49% less than conventional development, due to reduced
infrastructure costs (CWP, 2000).

¯ A Prince William Count),, Virginia report in 1998 estimated that each new sprawl-designed home costs
that loealiO~ $I 600 more than is returned in taxes and other revenues (CBF, 2000).

¯ Suffolk, Virginia estimates that each new single.fatalO, home costs the i~,creasingly spread-out cir.,
$7000 in capital for infrastructure and services ~CBF, 2000).

¯ A 1986 American Farmland Trust stud), determined that school transportation costs for a 1,000 unit
development at 1 dwelling unit per acre in l’t,:~,mm’s Loudon County would be over 5.5 times greater
than the same number of units at 4.5 dwellm.~ t,,:~t~ per acre (American Farmland Trust, 1986).

¯ Case studies ofdevelopme~,ts in New )’¢,,-~ ~ and North Cwvlina showed that corporate land
owners can save $270 to $640per acre m ........~ing at, d maintena~tce costs when open lands ate
managed as a natural buffer area rather t,: .. ;~ IIEC., 1992).

¯ The 1988 public costs for maintaining Ol’, ’ ,: Boulder, Colorado were $2425 to $3125 less than
maintaining developed land (Crain, l 9,%,

¯ Tax revenue spent on county services in ~ ,,., , , (",~Utlty, Virgit, ia in 1987 was 6.6 times greater for
residential land uses than for industrial, ,,m’.,wrc~al, farm, forest, or open lands. The same stud),
showed that the average new residential u,~t ~:~ ~’Mpeper County can be expected to produce a deficit
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in the coanty budget of S1242 (1986’ dollars) because the public service costs exceed the revenue
(Iktnce and Larson, 198,~’).

¯ A stud), by the Chesapeake Bay Foundation (1996a) derived cost estimates for two development
scenarios for Rendick Farm Hall that resalt in equivalent yield to the developer, b~ the conventional
scenario, theJ’arm is subdivided into 84 large-lot units, whereas in the open space scenario, 52 higher-
end units at’e located on smaller lots in three clusters. Over 85% of the site is" retained in open space,
as farmland, forest or wetland. The attthors compute net development savings of over $600,000 for
this 490-acre cluster development (50% lower than the conventional scenario). Most of the savings are
attributed to lower it!fi’astructure costs (CBF, 1996a).

¯ Cluster development can reduce the capital cost of subdivision development by 10 to 33%, primarily
by reducing the length of the infrastructure needed to serve the development (NAHB, 1986; Maryland
.Office of Planning, 1989; Schaeler, 1995).

¯ Better site design can also rechtce the need to clear and grade 35% to 60% of total site area. Since the
total cost to cleat’, grade, and install erosion control practices can range up to $5,000 per acre,
reduced clearing can be a sign!/icant cost savings to builders (Schuelerl 1995).

Much of the reduction in capital costs can be attributed to a reduction in impervious cover. According to
Schueler (1997), potential savings related to intperviotts cover reduction include:

¯ $150for each linear foot of road that is shortened

¯ $25 to $50for each linear foot of roadway that is narrowed

¯ $10for each linear foot of sidewalk that is eliminated

¯ $1,100 of construction cost pet" space that is eliminated in a commercial parking lot, with a lifetime
savings in the range of $5,000 to $7,000 per space when fiaure parking lot maintenance is considered

Better site design can reduce site impervious cover from 10% to 50% (depending on the original lot size and
layottO, thereby also lowering the cost for both stormwater conveyance and treatment (Schueler, 1997). This
cost savings can be considerable, as the cost to treat the quality and quantil3, of stormwater from a single
impervious acre can range from $30,000 to $50,000 (CIVP, 1997). Additionally, the use of non-structural
methods ql"stormwater conveyance and treatment such as grass channels, swales, bioretention areas, and site
gradit,g, is ~.~picall), less expensive than conventional stormwater techniques. Some examples are cited below:

¯ Liptan and Brown (1996) documented two commercial/industrial case studies in Oregon where the use
of bioretention and swales reduced the size and cost of conventional storm drains for stormwater
requirements. Total savings pet" project rangedJ~-om $10,000 to $78,000 (Liptan and Brown, 1996).

¯ In the same stud)’, Liptan and Brown (1996).[bt~nd that the use o.fopen space design techniques at a
residential develoment in Davis, California provided an estimated infrastructure construction cost
savings of $8OO per home (Liptan and Davis, 1996).

¯ The Oregon Museum of Science and h~dust~3’ in Portland saved $78,000 by using vegetated swales
instead of eot, ventional stormwater management to convey and treat runoff (Lehner, et al., 1999).

¯ Developers of Prairie Crossing in GraysluI, e, lllinois saved $2. 7 million b), using swales, prairie, and
wetlands Jbr stormwater conveyance and treatment, and eliminating curb and gutter (Lehner, et al.,
1999).
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Curb and gutter costs S4# to $50 pet" rulming foot, which is 2-3 times more than an engineered swale(SMBL.t, 1990: CWP,

2.5 Erosion and Sediment Control

~
Erosion and sediment control deals primarily with the clearing
and grading stage in the development cycle when runoff can
carry high quantities of sediment into nearby waterways.
Sediment is the most common pollutant affecting U.S. waters
(USEPA, 2000b). Sediment pollution and deposition impacts
navigable waterways and raises drinking water treatment
costs, while shoreline and bank erosion can erode property

and destroy fish habitat. Therefore, the control of erosion at its source through construction
site erosion and sediment controls, cham~el protection, and clearing and grading restrictions
can increase property values, as well as reduce drinking water treatment costs, stream and
lake restoration costs, and dredging costs.

A 1998 analysis of the Phase II Stormwater Rule showed that the annual estimated gross
federal benefits for construction site erosion and sediment controls as welt as post-
construction controls were comparable to the costs of these erosion and sediment controls
(USEPA, 1999). However, the benefits to the developer may be even greater. For example,
reducing the amount of clearing and grading on a site can save money (as well as trees) in the
long run, since the cost to clear, grade, and install erosion control devices can range up to
$5,000 per acre (DEDNREC, 1997).

Water resources are essential to the operation of the marine industry. Erosion and sediment
control may ultimately decrease the amount of dredging needed to keep these waterways
cleared for boat traffic. It costs $ ! 0 to $11.5 million annually to dredge and dispose
sediments deposited into Baltimore Harbor to keep it navigable (CBP, 1998). Listed below
are some facts documenting the economic benefits of marine and port activities on local
economies:

The economic impact of port activity in the Chesapeake Bay (from 3 major ports,
Baltimore, Norfolk, and Newport News) was estimated to be $5.3 billion per year in
1987 (MDEED, 1989).

The economic impact of the shipbuilding and repair industry in the Chesapeake Bay
region was estimated to be $17.3 billion per year in 1987 dollars (MDEED, 1989).

Frederick, et al. (1996) estimated the average value of freshwater for navigation to be
$146 per acre foot for the entire U.S.

Dredging is necessary not only in navigable waterways, but also in drinking water reservoirs
that lose capacity with excess sediment deposition. Because a major function of drinking
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water treatment plants is to remove sediment, it stands to reason that the more sediment in
the intake water, the more effort will have to be expended to remove the sediment and
ultimately dispose of it. Therefore erosion and sediment control regulations can prevent an
increase in drinking water treatment costs.

To illustrate the costs of sediment pollution, the following example computes the sediment
loading to a downstream reservoir during one year from active construction on a 100 acre
n’fixed use site. The Simple Method (Schueler, 1987) was used to calculate the sediment load
in pounds per year from the construction site, assuming 40 inches of annual rairffall, 0.9
effective precipitation value, a runoff coefficient of 0.5 for the construction site, and an event
mean concentration (EMC) of 15,000 mg/L (taken from Owens, et al., 2000). Using 100
pounds per cubic foot as the dry density of the sediment, the volume of sediment entering the
reservoir during one year was determined to be 2,267 cubic yards. Assuming a cost of $20
per cubic yard for dredging, transport, and disposal of the materia!, the annual cost would be
$45,340 to remove the sediment generated from one source alone. When other sources of
sediment to the reservoir are accounted for, this cost will rise significantly.

Shoreline and bank erosion eats away at property values as well as the shoreline. The
economic benefits of erosion and sediment control are illustrated with the following studies.

¯ A study in the Lake Erie, Ohio area used the hedonic price method~ to predict that an
erosion control device lasting 8 years would raise property values by $5,500, and one
lasting 20 years would raise property values $ ! 1,000 (Kreisel, et al., 1993).

¯ Using hedonic price indices, Van deVerg and Lent determined that property values
for Chesapeake ~Bay shoreline homes in Maryland would decline on average $3,474
per annual foot of erosion (Van deVerg and Lent, !994).

2.6 Stormwater Treatment Practices

~
The sixth tool, stormwater treatment practices, involves choices
about how, when, and where to provide stormwater management
within a watershed, and which combination of management

’,’.. ,,. ,,,,v., !, ..~o... :., : practices can best meet watershe~t objectives. Stormwater
.... regulations that are designed to prevent flooding or reduce

damages from flooding have measurable economic benefits. Not
only are the costs of flood damage reduced or in some cases

eliminated, but non-structural controls such as floodplain protection also reduce the need for
structural stormwater controls of these larger storms. Effective stormwater management that
reduces flood risk may also increase the property values of nearby homes. Stormwater
treatment practices also improve water quality, and these benefits are discussed under the
first watershed protection tool, watershed planning.

~ The hedonic price index is a statistical method for determining the prices of the individual attributes of
properties..
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Flood damages can be extensive, particularly in areas where there are no regulations
regarding development in the floodplain. From 1990-1999, flooding was the most frequently
reported disaster in the U.S., and according to FEMA more than $7.3 billion was committed
by FEMA for flood damages (FEMA, 2001). Conversely, FEMA placed a value of $800
million on the amount communities are collectively saving on an annual basis through the
National Flood Insurance Program by adopting and enforcing responsible floodplain
management and regulating new development in flood hazard areas (FEMA, 1999). The
following studies document the economic impacts of flooding and flood control.

¯ Tt, e so-called ’Grandfather’ of water resources management, Gilbert White estimated in 1958 that for
eveO, six dollars in potential damages reduced each year by new flood protection measures, at least
five dollars in additional damage resulted.fi’om development in floodplains. Flooding accounts for
larger annual properO, losses than atO, other single geophysical hazard (Rile),, 19852.

¯ At a cost of $2 7 million, Baltimore CounO" acquired 100 homes and cleared the I00 yearfloodplain in
eight of its most critical watersheds, saving $85 million in local storm damage assistance costs over 5
years (Caputo, 1979).

A national study of ten progranis that diverted development away from flood-prone areas found that
land next to protected floodplains increased in value by an average of $10,427 per acre (Burby, 1988).

The total gross benefits of the Phase II Stormwater Rule were estimated to be between
$671.5 million and $1.10 billion per year, compared to total annual costs of $847.6 million to
981.3 million (USEPA, 1999). The benefits included reduced damages from flooding, as
well as increased property values. Property values can increase from reduced flood risk as
well as residents desire to live near water features such as stormwater ponds. The following
studies document residents’ preference to live near urban runoff controls as well as the real
estate premiums paid for this privilege.

¯ A survey of 143 residents in Champaign-Urbana, Illinois found 82.3% of residents were willing to pay
a premium to be located next to a wet pond. Overall the respondents believed lots adjacent to wet
ponds were worth on average 21.9% more than non-adjacent lots in the same subdivision (Emmerling-

DiNovo., 1995).

¯ h~ 1982 the National h~stitutefor Urban Wildlife surveyed 600 homeowners in Columbia, Maryland.
75% of hotneowners expressed a preference for lots near wet basins, and felt the pond presence
increased property values. 73% of respondents were willing to pay more to live in an area with a
detention basin designed to enhance fish and wildlife use. The same survey found that developments
with wet ponds have higher initial costs, but these costs are recovered by a faster sales rate. (Adams, et
al., 1986).

¯ An EPA stud), of several developments in l’~’ginia showed that real estate premiums for property
Ji’onting urban runoff controls averaged ~qt to $7.500 per unit for condominiums, up to $10,000 per
unit for townhomes, up to $49,000 per unit lor single family homes, up to SlOper month pet" apartment
rental and up to $1 per square foot for commercial rentals (USEPA, 1995).

¯ Chancery on" the Lake, a condominium development in Alexandria, Virginia is a residential project
with an attractive 14-acre urban runoJf detention area. The wet pond is the focal point of the
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development, and is surrounded by a walking trail and will be used.[br fishing. Condominiums that
fivnt the lake are selling at a $ 7,500 premium tHarden, 1995).

¯ h~ Fai~tx County, ~3rginia, the townhouse communiO, of Pinewood Lakes has been selling wate~fvnt
townhomes at a premium fo/ 23 years. The average sales price of a waterfront townhome is" $6,117
more than a similar home without a view ~f the constructed pond (Wade, 1995).

¯ A townhouse communiO, in Tysons Corner, Virginia called Evans Mills is built around an existing
pond. In 1994, the waterfi’ont homes soldJbr an average $17,467premium above the average price of
homes not facing the pond (Wade, 1995).

¯ Franklin Fatw~s, a single family home residential neighborhood in northern Virginia has a 5-acre
urban runoff detention area surrounded b)~ a walking path. Waterfront homes in this development sold
.[’or 10 to 20 % more initialO’ and again at resale than h~nd with no water view (Dm, v~hqm, 1995).

2.7 Non-Storrnwater Discharges

~
The seventh tool, non-stormwater discharges, involves choices
on how to control discharges from wastewater disposal
systems, illicit connections to stormwater systems, discharges
from failing septic systems, and reducing pollution from
household and industrial products. The EPA estimated the
annual benefits of current water quality levels relative to what
they would have been without water pollution control

programs, particularly the Clean Water Act. This benefit was estimated to be $11 billion
annually (USEPA, 2000).

One type of non-stormwater discharge is septic system effluent. In areas outside water and
sewer service areas, septic systems are used to treat wastewater. In order to be effective,
septic systems must have appropriate drainage area and soils as well as be maintained
regularly. There are costs associated with failing septic systems. A failed or failing septic
system can decrease property values, delay the issuance of building permits, or hold up the
purchase settlement (NSFC, 1995). In the event a septic system fails, homeowners can
expect to pay from $3,000 to $10,000 for replacement (Schueler, 1997).

" S Watershed Stewardship

~ The final tool. ,~ ~Icrq~ed stewardship programs, involves
careful cho~ ~..,~,,,tit how to promote private and public
stewardship ~ ......~.m~ watershed management. Many

~. ’,’,’,,.,,,.~ ~. ! ~,~..,,. ,, !.i ~] communitie, ~ ...., m~ est in programs of watershed education,
’-"£’-:" "" " public part ic~pa~, n. watershed management, monitoring,

inspection or tr,.’.mnent systems, low input lawn care,
household hazardous waste collection, or industrial and

commercial pollution prevention programs. The common theme running through each
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program is education, and although this is somewhat difficult to put a price on, some
examples are listed below.

¯ The Chesapeake Bay Restoration fund reports revenues of $341,811 in the year 2000
from donations, while sales of bay plates have climbed to $1 million per year.

¯ The Mattaponi and Pamunkey Rivers Association in Virginia reports they receive
over 3,000 volunteer hours annually for water quality monitoring, trash cleanup, and
community education. Assuming public works employees were paid $15/hour for the
same work, this results in a savings of over $45,000 per year just from one
organization’s efforts. There are currently over 300 watershed orgianizations in the
Chesapeake Bay watershed alone.

¯ The Alliance for the Chesapeake Bay reports they currently have 145 volunteers who
perform weekly water quality monitoring, which allows the paid staff to address other
critical issues.

¯ The Chesapeake Bay Foundation reports an estimated 300,000 volunteer hours per
year bay-wide for projects such as bay restoration and cleanup. They estimate this
benefit to be worth $3 million annually based on a rate orS10 per hour of work.

¯ Education about lawn care practices has an associated cost reduction. In 1981 the
city of Plano, Texas, instituted a program that encouraged residents to leave clippings
on home lawns to provide nutrients and moisture. Knopp and Whitney (1989)
reported that the city saved $60,000 in disposal costs the first year, even though the
number of households served increased 12°,/o over the same period. Residents
participating in the program saved $22,000 in leaf/lawn bag purchases (Knopp and
Whitney, 1989).

¯ In Seattle, an education program encouraged urban citizens to compost yard and food
wastes. About 5,300 tons of yard waste were removed from disposal annually, for a
net savings of $378,000 (EPA, 1991).

¯ Raup and Smith (1986) reported that integrated pest management (IPM) reduced
community pest management costs by 22%, even though more pests were controlled
under the new program. The use of expensive, chemicals to control weeds can also be
substantially reduced.

¯ Conserving native vegetation results in significant costs savings for maintenance.
Americans spend over $7.5 billion each year on lawn care products to maintain turf
lawns (CWP, 1998). Native vegetation is usually low-maintenance and is better
adapted to climatic changes and pests, therefore does not require the use of fertilizer
or constant watering that is characteristic of the turf lawn (CWP, 1998).
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3.0 Conclusions
Environmental regulations cost money to implement. However, the related benefits and
savings can be equal to or greater than the costs. This report documents the economic
benefits of specific enviromnental regulations including: floodplain, water quality,
conservation area protection, buffers, erosion and sediment control, and zoning regulations.
The numerous sources of references in this report identify several types of economie benefits
resulting from these regulations. These benefits include increased property values, income
from fisheries, recreation, tourism, and the marine industry, as well as savings or avoidance
of costs related to flood damage, stormwater treatment, construction, infrastructure and
maintenance, drinking water treatment, home heating and cooling, medical treatment, and
stream/lake restoration. These economic benefits, combined with the other, immeasurable
benefits of preserving forests, and protecting habitat, biodiversity and natural resources,
makes the decision to establish environmental regulations a justifiable and responsible
approach to protecting water resources and the environment in general.
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Many Virginia communities are currently struggling with the issue of balancing economic
growth with protection of their natural resources andwater quality. The rise in impervious
cover associated with new development affects local water resources by reducing the
infiltration of rainfall and increasing the volumes of stormwater runoff that eventually enter
local waterbodies. One strategy for minimizing the effects of this additional runoff is through
a variety of development strategies collectively known as "better site design".

Better site design is a process by which local governments review and modify their zoning
codes and ordinances to permit new site development practices that preserve more pervious
areas and lessen environmental impacts. These better site design practices allow
communities to continue to realize the economic benefits of new development while
improving their ability to protect the local environment. At the heart of the bettersite design
process is a set of Model Development Principles that focus on the. design of streets, parking
lots, and site lots in new developments. Recently, 16 Model Development Principles were
reviewed and endorsed by the Virginia Chesapeake Bay Local Assistance Department as
conducive to addressing the general performance criteria of the Chesapeake Bay Preservation
Act. Table 1 provides a summary of the sixteen principles applicable to the Chesapeake Bay
Preservation Act.

The application of the better site design principles can help "developers and local
governments recognize increased economic benefits through reduced infrastructure
requirements, decreased need for clearing and grading of sites, and less expenditure to meet
stormwater management requirements due to reduced runoff volumes and nutrient export
from a site. The following are examples of the economic benefits that Virginia communities
can gain through the encouragement of better site design practices:

¯ For a 45 acre medium density residential site in Stafford County, Virginia, using better
site design techniques would have saved $300,547 compared to a more conventional
design due to reduced infrastructure and stormwater costs (CWP, 1998b).

¯ Studies have found that construction savings can be as much as 66% by using the open
space designs encouraged by better site design (CWP, 1998a).

¯ Better site design can also reduce the need to clear and grade 35% to 60% oftotal site
area. Since the total cost to clear, grade, and install erosion control practices can range
up to $5,000 per acre, reduced clearing can be a significant cost savings to builders
(Schueler, 1995).

¯ A summary of 40 years of fiscal impact studies showed that smart growth consumes 45%
less land, costs 25% less for roads, 15% less for utilities 5% less for housing, and costs
2% less for other fiscal impacts than current trends of sprawl development. (Burchell and
Listokin, 1995).

A 1990 study for the city of Virginia Beach compared the costs and benefits of conventional
and smart growth development patterns. The study found that the smart growth pattem
resulted in 45% more land preserved, 45% less in infrastructure costs to the city, and a 50%
reduction in impervious surface due to roads (Siemon, Larsen and Purdy, et al., 1990).
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Table 1. Virginia Model Development Principles

Conservation of Natural Areas

Conserve trees and other vegetation at each site by planting additional vegetation, clustering tree areas, and
promoting the use of native plants. Wherever practical, manage community open space, street rights-of-way,
parking lot islands, and other landscaped areas to promote natural vegetation.

2. Clearing and grading of forests and native vegetation at a site should be limited to the minimum amount
needed to build lots, allow access, and provide fire protection. A fixed portion of any community open space
should be managed as protected green space in a consolidated manner.

Lot Development

3. Promote open space development that incorporates smaller lot sizes to minimize total impervious area, reduce
total construction costs, conserve natural areas, provide community recreational space, and promote
watershed protection.

4. Relax side yard setbacks and allow narrower frontages to reduce total road length in the community and
overall site imperviousness. Relax front setback requirements to minimize driveway lengths and reduce
overall lot imperviousness.

5. Promote more flexible design standards for residential subdivision sidewalks. Where practical, consider
locating sidewalks on only one side of the street and providing common walkways linking pedestrian areal

6. Reduce overall lot imperviousness by promoting alternative driveway surfaces and shared driveways that
connect two or more homes together.

Residential Streets and Parking Lots

7. Design residential streets for the minimum required pavement width needed to support travel lanes; on-street
parking; and emergency, maintenance, and service vehicle access. These widths should be based on traffic
volume.

8. Reduce the total length of residential streets by examining alternative street layouts to determine the best
option for increasing the number of homes per unit length.

9. Residential street right-of-way widths should reflect the minimum required to accommodate the travel-way,
the sidewalk, and vegetated open channels. Utilities and storm drains should be located within the pavement
section of the right-of-way wherever feasible.

10. Minimize the number of residential street cul-de-sacs and incorporate landscaped areas to reduce their
impervious cover. The radius of cul-de-sacs should be the minimum required to accommodate emergency
and maintenance vehicles. Alternative turnarounds should be considered.

11. Where density, topography, soils, and slope permit, vegetated open channels should be used in the street
right-of-way to convey and treat stormwater runoff.

12.The required parking’ratio governing a particular land use or activity should be enforced as both a maximum
and a minimum in order to curb excess parking space construction. Existing parking ratios should be
reviewed for conformance taking into account local and national experience to see if lower ratios are
warranted and feasible.

13. Parking codes should be revised to lower parking requirements where mass transit is available or enforceable
shared parking arrangements are made.

14.Reduce the overall imperviousness associated with parking lots by providing compact car spaces, minimizing
stall dimensions, incorporating efficient parking lanes, and using pervious materials in the spillover parking
areas where possible.

15. Provide meaningful incentives to encourage structured and shared parking to make it more
economically viable,

16. Wherever possible, provide stormwater treatment for parking lot runoff using bioretention areas, filter strips,
and/or other practices that can be integrated into required landscaping areas and traffic islands.
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To illustrate the economic advantages of better site design, a comparison of four
development projects in Virginia that have applied a number of the Model Development
Principles was recently conducted. Table 2 provides a short summary of the environmental
cost benefits realized for the four projects reviewed. For a more complete description of each
case study, consult the publication "Better Site Design: An Assessment of the Better Site
Design Principles for Communities Implementing the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act"
available from the Center for Watershed Protection or from the Virginia Chesapeake Bay
Local Assistance Department.

The assessment of Model Development Principle application in Virginia found that for the
three residential case studies, the use of better site design could save up to 49% in total
infrastructure costs compared to conventional development (CWP, 2000). Estimated total
infrastructure costs include the costs of roads, gutters, sidewalks, landscaping, and
stormwater management best management practices. In all three cases, the designs
incorporating the Model Development Principles saved the developers more than $200,000 in
infrastructure costs, while producing the same number of housing units. In addition, other
more intangible economic benefits that may be derived from the use of better site design
practices are not included in the’case studies. These may include reduced heating and
cooling costs for homeowners from tree preservation, decreases in flooding incidence and
associated damage, and improved pollutant removal from the filtering action of forest and
stream buffer areas. For a more detailed summary, consult "The Economic Benefits of
Protecting Virginia’s Streams, Lakes, and Wetlands" prepared for the Virginia Department of
Conservation and Recreation by the Center for Watershed Protection.

Table 2. Benefits of Better Site Design vs. Conventional Development - 4 Virginia Studies

Case Study Percent of Percent Percent Reduction in Percent
Natural Reduction in Stormwater Impacts Reduction in
Areas Impervious Total

’Conserved Cover Infrastructure
Costs

Runoff N Load P Load

Fields at Cold Harbor 80.4 25.3 12.2 6.4 6.4 47.2
Hanover County
Governor’s Land, 49.3 21.7 14.3 17.5 17.3 14.5
James City County
Rivergate, 0* 32 30 25 28 49
Alexandria
The Arboretum III, 5.1 12 19.7 36 37.1 N/C
Chesterfield County
* - Open space area is maintained as landscaped parkland.
N/C - Not Calculated.
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Conclusion

Better site design is an alternative to conventional development that focuses on preserving
open space as natural areas and minimizing impervious cover in order to reduce the impacts
of stormwater runoff on local streams. Studies have found that developments that
permanently protect open space are often more desirable to live in, and consequently have
higher property values (CWP, 1998a). Table 3 illustrates the cost savings for both local
governments and developers associated with using better site design, most of which are
related to infrastructure, maintenance, and stormwater costs.

As the case studies show, using better site design not only saves money, but provides
significant reductions in nutrient export, especially at higher densities. Adoption of the
Model Development Principles by Virginia communities will help protect local water quality
while permitting the new development necessary for local governments to fund community
services and protect watersheds.

Table 3. Burchell (1992-1997) Savings Due to Compact Growth Patterns
Area of Impact             Lexington, KY and Michigan     South Carolina New Jersey

Delaware Estuar,/
Infrastructure Roads 14.8-19.7 12.4 12 26

Utilities 6.7-8.2 13.7 13 8

Developable Land Preservation 20.5-24.2 15.5 15 6

Agricultural Land Preservation 18-29 17.4 18 39
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IMMEDIATE RELEASE
July 10, 2001

Conference of Mayors President Launches Nationwide
"Competitive Cities Tour"

Re/eases New Report Showing Many U.S. Metro Areas Outpace States, Even
Nations, in Economic Output

Washington, DC -- Today, delivering the keynote address at a National Press Club luncheon,
Conference President and New Orleans Mayor Marc H. Modal announced a nationwide
"Competitive Cities" tour dramatizing the renaissance of America’s cities during the 1990s. To
set the stage for the tour, Morial released data from a new report showing that America’s cities
drive the national economy, and outpace states, and even nations, in economic output.

e~. Economies: A Decade of Prosperity

"The new data we are releasing today makes it clear that
metropolitan economies are the engines of America’s growth
and driving America’s economy," Modal said in releasing the
report. "Metro regions are growing, producing more, and
creating unprecedented levels of employment."

Download the FuEl Transcript of the Speech The data is part of the fourth annual report, entitled "U.S.
Metro Economies: A Decade of Prosperity." Compiled by
Standard & Poor’s DRI, the report documents the Gross
Metropolitan Product (GMP) of the nation’s 319 largest metro
areas, and shows improved economic vitality for the nation’s
metro regions. (Gross Metropolitan Product is a concept
analogous to Gross Domestic Product, the commonly
accepted measure nations use to calculate the total annual
value of goods and services they have produced.)

This report describes the scope of metro areas, their vital
contribution to the nation’s economy, the level of income
creation by metro areas, generation of new industries by
metro areas, and the relationship between metro areas and
the nation’s overall economic growth. The report also ranks
U. S. metro areas relative to themselves, states and national
economies around the world. Among the key findings of the
2001 report:

International
D~,,,nio;!d the Fu;I R(;port and Cha,,ls

¯ In 2000, U.S. Metro areas retained their leadership status in the world economymif
treated as nations, U.S. metro areas would comprise 47 of the world’s largest economies.

¯ New York now ranks as the 14th largest economy in the world, compared to last year’s
ranking of 16th’ Los Angles moved from 17th to 16th; and Chicago moved from 19th to 18th

in world ranki’ng; Boston moved from 24th to 23rd. The New York metro area had more
economic output than Australia; Los Angeles more than the Netherlands; Chicago more
than Taiwan, Argentina, Russia, or Switzerland; Boston more than Belgium, Sweden or
Turkey; Philadelphia and Houston more than Hong Kong.

¯ If the five largest U.S. metro areas were treated as a single country, it would rank as the

http:!/www.usmayors.org/uscm/news/press_releases/documents/npc_071 O01 .asp 1/4/02
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fourth largest economy ~n the world (S! .59 triilion), trailing only the U.S., Japan and
Germany.

National
.̄ . :.::...-:-

~, The combined gross economic output of the top ten U.S. metro areas in 2000 was $2.43
trillion~an amount greater than the combined economic output of 31 states ($2.39
trillion).

¯ I~ 2000, U.S. metro areas contributed to the U.S. economy 84 percent of employment
(111 million jobs); 85 percent of Gross Domestic Product ($8.476 trillion); and 88 percent
of labor income ($4.22 trillion).

¯ Over the past decade, the majority of new jobs in the financial services and transportation
and utilities sectors were created within cities: 88 percent, or 804,000 jobs in financial
services, and 90 percent, or 1.116 million jobs in transportation and utilities.

The 1990s

¯ U.S. metro areas’ contribution to Gross Domestic Product grew from 84.3 percent in 1990
to 84.7 percent in 2000 and is forecast to increase steadily over the next 25 years,
reaching 86.9 percent in 2025.

¯ U.S. metro areas contributed an astounding 86 percent, or $3.66 trillion, of economic
growth to the U.S. economy during the 1990s~an amount larger than the 2000 gross
domestic product of Germany and the United Kingdom combined.

¯ Las Vegas (10.3%), Austin (9.8%), Boise (9.4%), Laredo (9.4%) and Phoenix (9.2%) had
the fastest average annual growth rate for gross metropolitan product in the 1990s.

Mayors believe national and international economic policies must focus on the needs of the 319
economically potent metropolitan regions surveyed in the report. "We believe that the data we’ve
seen sustain our call to the Congress and the Administration to support local and metropolitan
economic growth by investing in transportation, distressed communities, and education and
training," Morial said.

Nationwide Competitive Cities Tour

Mayor Modal also announced a nationwide "Competitive Cities Tour" to promote America’s
metro area~ as competitive powerhouses in the national and international economic arenas.

The tour, scheduled to begin in September, will highlight the best practices and strategies
employed by Mayors across the country to foster what Mayor Modal calls the six keys to keeping
cities competitive:

¯ Safe streets and communities;
= A skilled workforce;
¯ The arts, as both a cultural/educational and economic force in communities;
¯ Strong infrastructure;
¯ Good, affordable housing; and
¯ Strong economies.

"America’s cities are cultural destinations for people around the world," Morial said in his
address.’ "Cities are economic powerhouses. You may not see it, but every day, in cities across
the nation, Mayors are working to forge partnerships on the national and international economic
stages. What does it mean when the City of Denver opens trade offices in London and China, or
negotiates with airlines for international non-stop flights bringing tourism and business travel into

http://w~v.usmayors.org/uscm/news/press releases/documents/npc 071001.asp 1/4/02
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tne city’~ Or v,b, en me Mayor of Akron brokers an agreement which locates a German business
in that city, bnnglng w~th it 70 new jobs and millions of dollars annually in economic output?

"It might mean, if you really think about it, that there are a number of Mayors in this country who
are taking their rightful places as world economic leaders. Because of their economic clout, in
the coming years you will see mayors leading trade delegations as much if not more so than
governors. Institutions involved in promoting trade, such as the Commerce Department, will
have to reinvent themselves to think metro economies, not states." Morial continued." If this
nationwide tour of America’s Competitive Cities accomplishes one goal, I hope that it’s to secure
our cities’ rightful place in the dialogue on national and international economic is.sues and
development."

Copies of the report, charts, graphs and accompanying data and information, as well as the full
text of Mayor Morial’s address, will be posted on the Conference’s website, www.usmayors.org,
as of 2:00pm EST on Tuesday, July 10.

CONTACT: Jubi Headley, (202) 861-6766 (office); (202) 744-9337 (mobile)

The U. S. Conference of Mayors is the official nonpartisan organization of cities with populations
of 30,000 or more. There are about 1,200 such cities in the country today. Each city is
represented in the Conference by its chief elected official, the Mayor.
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The Role of Metropolitan Areas in the National Economy

As the focal points of economic activity, metropolitan areas are vital to the nation’s
economic development. While states are defined by geographic and political boundaries,.
metro areas are shaped by economic activity, sometimes across state or national borders.
The concentration of people and business in metro areas creates unique economic
conditions that give rise to new industries, speed the diffusion of knowledge, spur
technological innovation, and increase productivity. The economic dynamism and
creativity found in metro areas enables American industries to thrive in global
competition. Historically, most of the largest U.S. industries began in cities, where
access to labor, capital, and customers fostered business development. Today, metro
areas generate more than 80% of the nation’s employment, income, and production of
goods and services.

1 The Recent Performance of Metropolitan Area Economies

The contribution of metro areas to the national economy has increased over thelast
decade, a trend that is expected to continue over the next twenty-five years. Metro area
employment increased from 92.1 million in 1990 to 110.8 million in 2000, growing at a
1.9% annual rate over the decade. In 2000, metro area employment posted a solid 2.6%
gain. The share of employment in metro areas fell slightly in the first half of the 1990s
before rebounding to a new high of 84.0% last year.

Figure 1 - The Contribution of Metro Areas to
the National Economy Will Continue to Grow
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Gross metropolitan product, the value of goods and services produced in metro areas,
increased from $4.812 trillion in 1990 to $8.476 trillion in 2000, an average gain of 5.8%
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annually. After adjusting for inflation, this represented an annual growth rate of 3.5%.
The share of the nation’s output produced in metro areas advanced from 84.3% at the
beginning of the decade to 84.7% in 2000. DRI-WEFA projects that the contribution of
metro areas to U.S. gross domestic product will increase steadily over the next 25 years,
reaching 86.9% by 2025.

Metro area economies now compare even more favorably with international economies
than they did a decade ago. The ranking of New York City’s gross metro product among
international economies rose from 2l~’ in 1990 to 14th last year; its economy is now
ranked ahead of Australia’s. The economy of the Washington, D.C. metro area ranks
27th, up from 35th in 1990, and ahead of Austria and Hong Kong; the gross product of the
Dallas metro area surpassed Denmark, Saudi Arabia, and Thailand on its rise from 47th to
35th. Denver’s ranking increased from 77t" to 60t", as it’s GDP grew to exceed those of
Malaysia and the Philippines.

Many other key indicators of the contribution of metro area~ to the national economy
have also increased steadily. Metro area employment in the financial services and
transportation, communications, and utilities sectors, which are two of the nation’s
highest value-added industries, grew 1.3% and 2.0% annually, respectively, from 1990 to
2000. Metro area business services payrolls rose 6.8% annually. Following the national
pattern, high-tech employment in metro areas declined from 1990 to 1993 in response to
defense spending reductions. In the second half of the 1990s, high-tech employment
surged 5.4% annually, lifting its ten-year growth rate to 2.6%. Metro area per capita
income increased by 4.4% over the last decade, a gain of over $3,100. After accounting
for inflation, this represented a real gain of 2.1% annually.

2 The Contribution of Metropolitan Areas to the National Economy

2.1 The Scope of Metro Area Economies
The size of metro area economies illustrates their importance to the nation. If they were
counted as a single country, the gross product of the five largest U.S. metropolitan areas
($1.59 trillion) would rank fourth among the world’s economies, trailing only the U.S.
($9.96 trillion), Japan ($4.6 trillion) and Germany ($1.87 trillion). The importance of
metro area economies can also be illustrated by their size relative to the output of U.S.
states. The gross product of the 10 largest U.S. metro areas exceeds the combined output
of the 31 smallest states. Last year, the five largest metro areas produced more goods and
services than California; $1.59 trillion compared with $1.3 trillion.

Within a particular state, a single metropolitan area often dominates the state’s economy.
For example, the Atlanta metro area provides 55% of Georgia’s employment and 56% of
gross state product. In Minnesota, the Minneapolis-St. Paul metro area produces 66% of
the state’s output and employs 65% of the work force. In highly urbanized states, almost
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all economic activity occurs in metro areas. In Pennsylvania, 97% of employment and
98% of output is generated within metro areas.

2.2 Employment and Output
As previously noted, most of the economic activity in the United States occurs within
metro area cities and counties. A total of 110.8 million workers were employed in metro
areas in 2000, or 84.0% of national employment. The total value of goods and services
produced in metro areas last year was $8.476 trillion, 85% of U.S. gross domestic
product. Metro areas, though geographically smaller, contribute much more to the
national economy than non-metro areas. The metro area percentages of national
employment and gross domestic product both exceed metro area shares of population and
land area, highlighting the geographic concentration of economic activity within urban
and suburban areas.

This geographic concentration of companies and people is one of the main reasons metro
areas are able to make a disproportionately large contribution to the national economy.
Close proximity between producers and consumers reduces the costs of business
operations, allowing more goods and services to be produced per person and per acre of
land.

Table 1 - Most Economic Activity Occurs in Metro Areas

Hest ot
Shares of U.S. Economy (2000) Metro United United

Areas States States
Size Population (Millions) 22{ 55 281

Land Area (Square Miles, 000s) 719 2,873 3,592
Percentage 20% ,80% " .... ,:’:~

Jobs & Employment (Millions) 111 21 131
Output ,~ ~,....,,,~v*~" ~i~’~ oz. ~. ,~=oz !:, ,..~:.,’~-~F.. ., =~,~,~

Gross Domestic Product (Billions) $8,476 $1,501 $9,977
Per~ntage .: 85% :- ,:. ,15% ~:~:~5:)-;~;~;~

High Value Financial Sewices (Thousands) 6,882 720 7,602
Added ~ .....~.~ ~oz ~o~i ~":~

Employment Transpo#ation & Utilities (Thousa£ds) 6,096 928 7,024
Sectors Per~ntage ’ 87% ’ 13%i’,--‘~;’’ 2;.~

The clustering of two of the nation’s highest value added sectors in urban locations also
magnifies the metro area contribution to the national economy. In 2000, 91% of financial
services employment and 87% of transportation, communications, and utilities sector
employment was located within metropolitan areas. The financial services sector had the
highest level of output per employee last year, $257,000. Financial services companies
choose to locate in metro areas for proximity to major securities and commodity markets
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and access to highly skilled worl~ers. Companies maximize the efficiency of their
transportation and communications net~vorks by locating hubs and distribution centers in
metro areas, taking advantage of extensive road, rail, shipping, and communications
infrastructure.

From 1990 to 2000, most of the economic gains made in the United States ~vere generated
within cities and counties in metro areas. Of the 22.2 million jobs created in the U.S.
over that period, 18.7 million, or 84%, were created in metropolitan areas. The
contribution of metro areas to gross domestic product, meanwhile, increased by nearly
$3.7 trillion in the last decade, representing 86% of the national gain.

Table 2 - Most Economic Gains Were Made in Metro Areas

Rest of
Additions to U.S. Economy (1990 to 2000) Metro    United    United

Areas States    States

Size Population (Millions) 28 5 33
Percentage 84% 16%

Jobs & Em~)loyment (Millions) 18.7 3.5 22.2
Output Percentage 84% 16%

Gross Domestic Product $3,664 $606 $4,270
Percentage 86% 14%

High Value Financial Services (Thousands) 804 106 910
Added Percentage 88% 12% ,

Employment Transportation & Utilities (Thousands) 1,116 124 1,240
Sectors Percentage 90% ,    10%

2.3 Income Creation
Most of the nation’s labor income is also generated by metro area economies. In 2000,
metro area workers earned $4.22 trillion in wages and salaries, while non-metro area
workers earned $554 billion. Metro area economies also create more income per person
than non-metro areas. Last year, ~he average metro area worker collected $38,000 in
wages and benefits, while the average non-metro area worker earned $24,800, a
difference of $13,200 per worker. The gap between metro and non-metro area workers
has grown consistently since 1985, when the difference between metro area and non-
metro area earnings was only $4,600.

In most labor m~rkets, earnings are directly related to labor productivity--workers that are
more productive receive higher wages and benefits. Figure 2, therefore, provides an
indirect measure of the higher labor productivity in cities and counties within metro areas.
Metro area workers are able to produce more goods and services than non-metro area
workers because of the clustering of specialized industries within urban areas, access to
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superior training and educational facilities, and a greater degree of knowledge-transfer
and interaction between companies.

Figure 2 - Metro Area Workers Earn More
Than Non-Metro Area Workers
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2.4 Generating New Industries
With few exceptions~, most major industries in the United States started in cities,
including automobile manufacturing (Detroit), television broadcasting (New York), and
personal computer manufacturing (San Jose). Metro areas provide new industries with
crucial amenities--a diverse and ample supply of labor, financial and physical capital,
access to national and international markets, a local base of technical knowledge--that are
essential for their initial development and eventual success. As an industry matures,
technological advances often allow companies within that industry to move to non-urban
locations. As a consequence, newer, faster-growing industries tend to cluster within
metro areas, while older, slower-growing industries are less tied to urban locations.

Table 3 shows that two of the fastest-gro~ mg segments of the U.S. economy, high-tech
and business services, are almost entircl, ~,mce,Ytrated within metro areas. These two
sectors of the economy contain some ,,! the nation’s newest and most innovative
industries, including computer hard’,~.,c ~omputer software, telecommunications
equipment, optical instruments, Internc~ p,~,i~,hing, and management consulting. From

t The major exceptions are resource-extraction mJu.,~., (e.g., forestry, coal mining, oil drilling) which are

tied to the geographic location of a particular natural resource.
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1990 to 2000, employment in high-tech industries grew 2.6% per year, while employment         !’:-. :.
in the business services sector increased by a remarkable 6.8% per year.                          ":,.o =i

Table 3 - Most High-Tech and Business Services
Employment is Located in Metro Areas

Shares of U.S. Employment (2000) Metro Rest of United
Areas United States

States
High Growth High-Tech (Thousands) 7,345 524 7,869
Employment Percentage 93% 7%

Sectors Business Services (Thousands) 9,140 642 9,783
Percentage 93% 7%

Over the past ten years, the majority of these new jobs in the high-tech and business
services segments have been created in metro areas. Metro area business services
employment increased by close to 4.4 million from 1990 to 2000, compared with an
increase of only 312,000 outside of metro areas. Over the same period, almost 1.66
million jobs were created by high-tech companies in metro areas, while only 52,500 jobs
were added outside of metro areas.

in the future, metro areas will play a larger and larger role in the national economy. The
movement of people from rural to urban areas will continue unabated, providing a steady
stream of labor, knowledge, and capital to the businesses located there.
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Table 4 - Gross Product of Metro Areas

Nominal Gross Product (Billions, $Current)
Metro Area 1997 1998 1999 20013 Ran~
New York, N’Y 363.1£ 383.60 407.60 437.86
Los Angeles-L Beach, CA 303.0£ 321.03 339.45 363.7C ;
Chicago, IL 283.03 299.81 314.30 332.80
Boston, MA 193.9£ 208.04 221.59 238.80
Washington, DC-MD-VA-WV 172.74 187.02 200.79 217.00
Philadelphia, PA-NJ 152.95 161.59 170.92 182.40
Houston, TX 139.74 148.86 159.13 177.50
Atlanta, GA 129.1C 141.05 152.88 164.20
Dallas, TX 125.5~ 136.19 146.5’5 160.00
Detroit, M I 131.97 139.87 147.32 156.30      1
Orange Co, CA 101.15 110.82 119.67 130.00 1
Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN-Wl 99.98 105.98 113.07 121.3(
Seattle-Bellevue-Everett, WA 91.51 101.92 108.02 115.0(
Phoenix-Mesa, AZ 87.93 96.33 104.45 114.20 lZ
San Francisco, CA 88.5£ 94.49 99.54 107.30 1,=

Nassau-Suffolk, NY 86.9~ 92.10 99.81 106.80 1t[
San Diego, CA 81.22 88.67 96.46 104.60
Newark, NJ 81,03 84.89 90.44 96.30
Baltimore, MD 80.8£ 85.15 90.38 96.20
Oakland, CA 74.44 78.95 84.67 92.10 2(
Denver, CO 71.08 77.96 83.93 91.10 21
St. Louis, MO-IL 77.0£ 80.74 84.76 89.60 2~
San Jose, CA 67.81 72.51 76.78 85.40 2‘2
Riverside-San Bernardino, CA 64.14 69.16 76.41 84.10 24
Tampa-St Petersb-Clrwater, FL 64.93 70.19 75.57 82.20
Cleveland-Lorain-Elyria, QH 69.01 72.27 76.27 80.80 2E
Pittsburgh, PA 68.08 71.62 75.81 80.70 27
N Haven-BrPt-Stmfd-Dbry-Wtrbry, CT 63.83 67.50 71.87 76.80 2~
Miami, FL 60.78 63.55 66.68 71.60
Portland-Vancouver, OR-WA 59.73 63.81 66.82 71.50
Kansas City, MO-KS 53.66 57.39 60.82 64.80 31
Hartford, CT 54.57 57.45 60.37 64.30
Middlesex-Somerset-Hunterdon, NJ 51.7,= 54.18 58.57 63.60       3,2
Sacramento, CA 49.23 53.97 58.94 63.10 34
Fort Worth-Arlington, TX 49.03 53.20 57.50 63.00
Charlotte-Gastonia-R Hill, NC-SC 47.73 51.81 56.39 61.30 3E
Columbus, OH 50.30 53.51 57.04 60.70 37
Orlando, FL 46.77 51.12 55.82 59.50 3~
Cincinnati, OH-KY-IN 50.39 53.22 55.99 59.40
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Nominal Gross Product (~illions, $Current)

:Metro Area 1997 1998 199~ 2000 Rank
5ergen-Passaic, NJ                        50.5~= 53.6(; 56.5(; 59.3C 40
ndianapolis, IN 47.3~ 50.5c~ 53.81 57.713 41
Vlilwaukee-Waukesha, Wl 46.8~ 49.2c 51.95 54.8(; 42
.as Vegas, NV-AZ 41.05 44.6c~ 49.45 54.6(~ 43
San Antonio, TX 42.92 46.03 49.7(; 53.7(3 44
Norfolk-Va Beach-Newport News, VA-NC 42.7~= 46.1~ 48.6~ 51.7(; 45
~kustin-San Marcos, TX 36.11 39.73‘ 43.47 48.20 46
3uffalo-Niagara Falls, NY 40.85 42.63‘ 45.21 47.8(; 47
Fort Lauderdale, FL 38.23 40.55 43.13‘ 46.7(; 48
New Orleans, LA 40.79 41.0~ 42.6e 46.5(; 49
Salt Lake City-Ogden, UT 38.12 40.65~ 43.2; 46.4(; 50
Greensboro-W-Salem-High Point,NC 38.65 41.23 43.5~= 46.3(; 51
Rochester, NY 38.66 40.5e 42.8£ 45.7(; 52
Richmond-Petersburg, VA 37.24 40.05 42.64 45.7( 53
Nashville, TN 37.14 39.97 42.4e 45.2(~ 54
Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill, NC 35.17 38.23 41.16~ 44.3(~ 55
Jacksonville, FL 34.82 37.13 39.62 43.0(
Gr Rapids-Muskegon-Holland, MI 34.92 37.31 39.51! 42.3( 57
Memphis, TN-AR-MS 32.93 34.78 36.77 38.9[ 58
Louisville, KY-IN 31.55 33.62 35.63 38.7(~ 5c~
Albany-Schenectady-Troy, NY 31.92 33.63 35.62 37.8( 6C
W Palm Beach-Boca Raton, FL 26.42 28.59 30.42 33.2( 61
Honolulu, HI 29.68 30.27 31.24 33.0( 62
Monmouth-Ocean, NJ 27.47 28.7! 30.71 33.0( 63 "":." --’~
Providence-Warwick, RI 27.2(; 28.41 30.18 32.50 64
Oklahoma City, OK 26.88 28.08 29.88 32.3(~ 65
Birmingham, AL 27.02 28.44 30.22 32.0( 6e
Wilmington-Newark, DE 25.24 27.43 29.30 31.40 67
Dayton-Springfield, OH 27.58 28.64 29.67 31.20
’Manchester-Nashua, NH 23.85 25.94 27.88 30.2( 6~c

Syracuse, NY 25.41 26.71 28.41 30.1( 7(;
Sreenville-Spartanburg-Anderson, SC 24.9(; 26.26 27.56 29.90 71
Jersey City, NJ 22.4c~ 23.55 25.28 28.10 7~
Harrisburg-Lebanon-Carlisle, PA 23.2E 24.32 25.36 27.10 73.
=resno, CA 21.6£ 22.67 24.39 26.30 74
9maha, NE-IA 21.9[ 23.11 24.64 26.20 7~=

Tulsa, OK 21.3(~ 22.59 23.75 25.70 7~
~lbuquerque, NM 21.51 22.1~1 23.54 25.60
dentura, CA 18.75 20.27 22.3(] 24.50
Tucson, AZ 18.0; 19.24 20.80 22.90 7~
~,kron, OH 18.7~ 19.52 20.61 21.90
Knoxville, TN 17.9~ 19.13 20,24 21.50 81
Toledo, OH 18.1,~ 18.97 20.05 21.20
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Nominal Gross Product (Billions, $Current)
Metro Area 1997 199~ 1999 2000 Rank
Springfield, MA 17.3~ 18.3~ 19.53 20.90 83
Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA 17.0~ 18.0~ 19.2(~ .20.60 84
Scranton-Wilkes-Barre-Hazelton, PA 17.5~ 18.2~ 19.14 20.6(~
Santa Rosa, CA 15.3(; 17.1,~ 18.2~ 20.5C       8~
3aton Rouge, LA 16.9(~ 17.8! 18.8~ 20.4(~ 87
3es Moines, IA 15.6~ 16.9(; 18.1~ 19.1(~
~,nn Arbor, MI 15.8~ 16.87 17.9~ 19.1~ 8c~
3olumbia, SC 16.2~ 17.2~ 18.1~c 19.1(; 9(~
l’acoma, WA 15.65 16.9c~ 17.9; 19.0(; 91
3akersfield, CA 15.1~ 15.74 16.93 18.9(~
--oft Wayne, IN 15.6~ 16.61 17.4~ 18.6(~ 93
--I Paso, TX 15.8~ 16.87 17.57 18.6(~ 94
l’renton, NJ 15.5"~ 16.1~ 17.4; 18.5(~ 9~
_ittle Rock-N. L.Rock, AR 15.07 16.0c~ 17.23 18.4(~ 9~
Vladison, WI 15.75 16.5(; 17.4(~ 18.4(~ 97
_afayette, LA 14.3~ 14.5; 14.8(~ 18.2(~ 9~
_exington, KY 14.48 15.5~ 16.6~ 17.8(~ 9c~
3olorado Springs, CO 13.8~ 15.1(; 16.27 17.6(~
~/ichita, KS 15.16 16.1~ 16.7(~ 17.5(~ 101
3hattanooga, TN-GA 14.2~ 15.31 16.3~ 17.5(~ 102
Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-Lompoc, CA 13.58 14.65 15.4~ 17.2(~ 103
Sarasota-Bradenton, FL 13.51, 14.25 15.5(~ 16.9(~ 104
~ancaster, PA 13.7~ 14.3~ 15.3; 16.5(~ 105
Stockton-Lodi, CA 14.5~ 14.9~c 15.57 16.2~ 106
~’oungstown-Warren, OH 13.08 13.75 14.83 16.2(~ 107
Gary, IN 14.06 14.67 15.2~ 16.1(~ 108
Lansing-East Lansing, MI 14.31 15.1(~ 15.61 16.1(~ 10c~
~<alamazoo-Battle Creek, MI 14.26 14.3~ 14.97 15.7(~ 11(
~,tlantic-Cape May, NJ 13.08 13.67 14.72~ 15.7[ 111
Spokane, WA 12.90 13.87 14.54 15.4(~ 112
Modesto, CA 11.28 12.4~= 13.35 15.0(~ 113
~.ugusta-Aiken, GA-SC 11.86 12.7(; 13.8~ 14.8(~ 114
Reno, NV 11.58 12.51 13.4.= 14.7(~ 115
Charleston-N Charleston, SC 11.82 12.63 13.4c~ 14.7(~ 11
~/allejo-Fairfield-Napa, CA 11.08 11.9(; 13.14 14.5(~ 117
Boise City, ID 10.85 11.94 12.97 14.4(~ 118
Rockford, IL 12.22 12.8~ 13.3~ 14.3(~ 11£
Jackson, MS 12.41 13.1~ 13.75 14.3~ 12~
Mobile, AL 12.01 12.63 13.3; 14.0~ 121
Johnson City-Kingspt-Bristol, TNoVA 12.09 12.43 13.07 13.9(~ 122
Salinas, CA 10.85 11.65 12.42 13.8C 123
Appleton-Oshkosh-Neenah, WI 11.13 11.7; 12.53 13.5(~ 124
Peoria-Pekin, IL 11.37 12.0~ 12.57 13.3~ 125
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Nominal Gross Product (Billions, $Current)
~letro Area 1997 1998 1999 2000 Ran~
Lakeland.-Winter Haven, FL 10.97 11.37 12.08 13.0( 12(~
Davenport-Moline-Rock Isld, IA-IL 10.2~ 11.25 12.04 13.00 12~
Reading, PA 10.9~ 11.72 12.24 13.0( 121
Anchorage, AK 11.0/, 11.6~ 12.21 12.80 12~
Hickory-Morganton, NC 10.5~ 10.73 11.28 12.80 13[
Saginaw-Bay City-Midland, MI 11.2, 11.65 12.10 12.70 131
Canton-Massilton, OH 10.77 11.4(3 11.96 12.70 1
Corpus Christi, TX 10.24 11.0! 11.80 12.60 1
Roanoke, VA 10.4~ 10.96 11.4£ 12.60 134
York, PA 10.55 10.90 11.57 12.50 13,=

Beaumont-Port Arthur, TX 10.3~c 11.00 11.54 12.40 13~
Shreveport-Bossier City, LA 10.77 10.90 11.28 12.30 13;
Odessa-Midland, TX 9.73 9.54 9.99 12.30 13~
Boulder-Longmont, CO 9.7C 10.43 11.14 12.00 13S
Melboume-Titusville-Palm Bay, FL 9.85 10.4£ 11.16 12.0(
Macon, GA 9.3£ 10.32 11.08 12.0( 141
Portland, ME 9.57 10.07 11.00 12.00 14;
Utica-Rome, NY 9.81 10.47 11.19 11.90 145
Springfield, IL 9.7! t0.40 10.88 11.40 14,~
Fort Myers-Cape Coral, FL 11.04 11.06 11.22 11.30 14.=
Flint, MI 8.93 9.78 10.53 11.30 14t
Newburgh, NY-PA 8.82 9.53 10.23 10.90 147
Springfield, MO 8.71 9.33 9.90 !0.80 14~
McAIlen-Edinburg-Mission, TX 9.12 9.62 10.17 10.80 14c~ :.-’ ",.:.:.".~:~
Huntsville, AL 8.94 9.50 9.98 10.60 15~
Visalia-Tulare-Porterville, CA 8.94 9.45 9.99 10.50 151
Pensacola, FL 8.57 9.11 9.75 10.50 15~
Savannah, GA 8.68 9.22 9.81 10.50 15’,
Evansville-Henderson, IN-KY 8.22 8.92 9.46 10.50 154
Montgomery, AL 8.58 9.22 9.74 10.40 15~
Daytona Beach, FL 8.70 9.34 9.83 10.4(: 156
Eugene-Springfield, OR 8.48 9.03 9.65 10.41 157
New London-Norwich, CT 8.76 9.14 9.73 10.3(~ 158
Tallahassee, FL 8.53 9.08 9.59 10.21 15£
S L Obispo-Atascadero-Paso Robles, CA 7.87 8.55 9.07 10.1(; 160
Green Bay, Wl 8.10 8.68 9.29 10.0(; 161
Binghamton, NY 8.22 8.70 9.26 9.91 162
Salem, OR 8.18 8.67 9.24 9.90 163
Columbus, GA-AL i 8.27 8.58 9.1/, 9.8(; 164
Erie, PA i 7 94 8.62 9.13 9.81 165
Lincoln, NE 7 93 8.50 9.01 9.6~ 166
Santa Cruz-Watsonville, CA 7.35 8.09 8.5(~ 9.5(; 167
Dutchess County, NY 7.79 8.24 8.8~ 9.5(; 168
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~lominal Gros~ Product (Billions, $Current)

Vtetro Area 1997 1998 1999 2000 Rank
3iloxi-Gulfport-15’ascagoula, MS 7.74 8.47 9.01 9.40 i6c~
=ayetteville-Springdale-Rogers, AR 7.32 7.78 8.36 9.00 17(
~’olo, CA 7.21 7.88 8.38 8.90 17’
Elkhart-Goshen, IN 6.95 7.54 7.98 8.90 172
Houma, LA 7.09 7.62 8.03 8.6(: 173
Hamilton-Middletown, OH 6.97 6.9,5 7.0~, 8.60 17,~
South Bend, IN 6.89 7.19 7.53, 8.5(~ 175
Longview-Marshall, TX 7.24 7.7; 8.1~ 8.5(~ 176
Lubbock, TX 7.15 7.62 7.98 8.5(~ 177
~.ynchburg, VA 6.80 7.43 7.92 8.5(~ 178
Charleston, WV 7.06 7.41 7.91 8.40 179
Fort Collins-Loveland, CO 6.45 7.12 7.68 8.30 18¢
F~rovo-Orem, UT 6.63 7.17 7.72 8.30 181
31oomington-Normal, IL 6.44 7.39 7.76 8.20 182
Duluth-Superior, MN-WI 6.66 7.07 7.52 8.20 183
Sioux Falls, SD 6.10 6.57 7.35 8.00 18,~
Waco, TX 6.55 6.95 7.31 7.80 185
Gainesville, FL 6.25 6.78 7.21 7.70 18~
Cedar Rapids, IA 6.37 6.92 7.27 7.70 187
Wilmington, NC 6.46 6.88 7.28 7.70 18E
Huntington-Ashland, WV-KY-OH 6.63 6.82 7.16 7.60 18c~
Chico-Paradise, CA 6.24 6.61 6.96 7.50
~,sheville, NC 6.32 6.75 7.09 7.50 191
~,marillo, TX 6.22 6.64 6.98 7.50 192
Brownsv-Harlingen-San Benito, TX 5.96 6.42 6.77 7.50 193
Killeen-Temple, TX 5.97 6.39 6.73 7.30 19,~
Galveston-Texas City, TX 5.93 6.32 6.67 7.20 195
Fayetteville, NC 5.98 6.45 6.73 7.10 196
Burlington, VT 5.75 6.0,= 6.50 7.00 197
Myrtle Beach, SC 5.30 5.79 6.33 6.90 198
Naples, FL 5.14 5.69 6.25 6.80 199
Barnstable-Yarmouth, MA 5.58 5.84 6.15 6.8(~ 20G
Tyler, TX 5.43 5.76 6.27 6.8l~ 201
Fort Pierce-Port St. Lucie, FL 5.55 5.78 6.21 6.7C 202
Johnstown, PA 5.66 5.8," 6.18 6.7(~ 203
L.aredo, TX 5.36 5.49 5.81 6.6~ 204
Redding, CA 5.61 5.81 6.13 6.5(~ 205
Topeka, KS 5.20 5.55 5.86 6.5(~ 20(
Olympia, WA 5.22 5.63 5.97 6.4(3 207
Fort Smith, AR-OK 5.00 5.45 5.86 6.30 208
Charlottesville, VA 5.27 5.51 5.84 6.3~ 209
L,ake Charles, LA 5.43 5.54 5.72 6.2(; 21C
Brazoria, TX 5.17 5.52 5.83 6.20 211
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Nominal Gross Product (Billions, $Current) :

Metro Area 1997 1998 1999 2001: Rank
Richland-Kennewick-Pasco, WA 5.30 5.48 5.76 6.2(; 212
Yakima, WA 5.09 5.29 5.57 6.2( 213
Merced, CA 4.76 5.11 5.44 6.1( 214
St. Cloud, MN 4.91 5.27 5.5~ 6.0(; 215
Ocala, FL 4.99 5.3,~ 5.65 5.9(; 216
Lafayette, IN 4.62 5.10 5.4c~ 5.9(3 217
Fargo-Moorhead, ND-MN 4.88 5.25 5.5; 5.8C 218
Champaign-Urbana, IL 4.91 5.17 5.41 5.7( 219
Mansfield, OH 502 5.15 5.4( 5.7( 220
~/ineland-Millville-Bridgeton, NJ 4.69 4.86 5.1c~ 5.6C 221
Joplin, MO 4.68 4.95 5.1i 5.5(; 222
Bremerton, WA 4.60 4.85 5.1; 5.5(; 223
~,thens, GA 4.35 4.6~ 5.01 5.4C 224
Lima, OH 4.62 4.85 5.01~ 5.4C 225
~ellingham, WA 4.33 4.71’ 5.0(; 5.4(; 221~
Benton Harbor, MI 4.25 4.64 4.9(~ 5.3(; 227
Rochester, MN 4.26 4.69 5.0(~ 5.3(; 228
Bryan-College Station, TX 4.72 4.84 5.0~: 5.3(; 229
Racine, WI 4.39 4.60 4.91 5.3(; 23(~
Greeley, CO 3.89 4.32 4.71 5.2(; 231
Fort Walton Beach, FL 4.23 4.52 4.8; 5.1C 232
Medford-Ashford, OR 4.17 4.46 4.7, 5.1C 233
]uscaloosa, AL 4.21 4.4~ 4.72 5.0(~ 234

~.: :.,...~.Monroe, LA 4.2~ 4.48 4.6"/ 5.0(~ 235 .:~ .:....:.~
Pittsfield, MA 4.12 4.3~ 4.6~ 5.0(3 236
Columbia, MO 4.2; 4.4: 4.71 5.0(3 237
Jamestown, NY 4.0.6 4.2~ 4.5~ 4.90 238
Wichita Falls, TX 4.11 4.2; 4.42 4.90 239
Hagerstown, MD 4.19 4.4~ 4.73 4.80 240
Eau Claire, WI 3.96 4.1c~ 4.47 4.80 241
Wausau, WI 3.94 4.21 4.4; 4.80 242
Rocky Mount, NC 3.86 4.1: 4.4(; 4.70 243
Florence, SC 4.04 4.2~ 4.4: 4.7(] 244
~lbany, GA 3.84 4.05 4.2; 4.60 245
~,bilene, TX 3.90 3.9~: 4.13 4.60 246
Panama City, FL 3.72 3.9~ 4.25 4.50 247
Decatur, IL 3.96 4.1,~ 4.2l 4.50 248
Santa Fe, NM 3.98 4.0~ 4.28 4.50 249
Glens Falls, NY 3.84 3.92 4.1! 4.50 25(~
Clarksville-Hopkinsville, TN-KY 3.74 3.9~ 4.21 4.50 251’
Parkersburg-Marietta, WV-OH 3.65 3.9~= 4.2(; 4.50 252
Janesville-Beloit, WI 3.88 4.0"/ 4.28 4.50 253
La Crosse, WI-MN 3.69 3.9(~ 4.18 4.50 254
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Nominal Gross Product (Billions, $Current)

~letro Area 1997 1998 1999 2000 Rank
Waterloo-Cedar Falls, IA 3.87 4.03 4.20 4.40 255
Jackson, MI 3.71 3.85 4.10 4.40 256
State Cotlege, PA 3.80 3.99 4.16 4.40 257
Bangor, ME 3.53 3.74 4.00 4.30 258
Pueblo, CO 3.60 3.77 3.96 4.20 259
Terre Haute, IN 3.55 3.70 3.92 4.20 260
Greenville, NC 3.61 3.81 4.01 4.20 261
~,ltoona, PA 3.47 3.72 3.94 4.20 262
Wheeling, WV-OH 3.313 3.60 3.86 4.20 263
Dothan, AL 3.58 3.76 3.94 4.10 264
Sioux City, IA-NE 3.38 3.60 3.84 4.10 265
Williamsport, PA 3.43 3.58 3.80 4.10 266
Sheboygan, Wl 3.55 3.67 3.86 4.10 267
Jackson, TN 3.34 3.55 3.78 4.00 268
Grand Junction, CO 3.17 3.40 3.60 3.86 269
Dover, DE 3.17 3.40 3.63 3.80 270
Bloomington, IN 3.26 3.41 3.60 3.80 271
Billings, MT 2.93 3.19 3.45 3.813 272
Decatur, AL 3.14 3.27 3.45 3.70 273
Flagstaff, AZ-UT 2.94 3.17 3.36 3.7(~ 274
Yuba City, CA 3.05 3.26 3.4( 3.70 275
Kokomo, IN 3.06 3.24 3.46 3.70 276
Elmira, NY 3.1C 3.29 3.50 3.70 277
San Angelo, TX 3.12 3.34 3.49 3.70 278
Texarkana, AR-TX 3.013 3.18 3.34 3.60 279
Muncie, IN 3.06 3.26 3.43 3.66 280
Alexandria, LA 3.07 3.20 3.36 3.60 281
Las Cruces, NM 3.11 3.26 3.41 3.60 282
Sharon, PA 2.92 3.13 3.32 3.60 283
Sherman-Denison, TX 3.113 3.21 3.37 3.60 284
Danville, VA 3.03 3.22 3.35 3.60 285
Iowa City, IA 3.013 3.23 3.34 3.50 286
Steubenvill~-Weirton, OH-WV 2.92 3.15 3.33 3.50 287
Florence, AL 3.12 3.12 3.26 3.40 288
Victoria, TX 2.68 2.71~ 2.91 3.30 289
Kankakee, IL 2.81 2.92 3.05 3.20 290
Kenosha, WI 2.61 2.80 2.99 3.20 291
Dubuque, IA 2.74 2.83 2.96 3.10 292
Anniston, AL 2.44 2.59 2.77 3.00 293
Owensboro, KY 2.3(; 2.59 2.76 3.00 294
Lewiston-Auburn, ME 2.61 2.74 2.86 3.013 295
Hattiesburg, MS 2.51 2.62 2.80 3.00 296
St. Joseph, MO 2.5c~ 2.7(~ 2.83 3.0C 297
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Nominal Gross Product (Billions, $Current) "

Metro Area 1997 1998 1999 2000 Rank
Rapid City, SD 2.45 2.60 2.76 3.00 29~
Goldsboro, NC 2.53 2.68 2.79 2.90 29~.
Bismarck, ND 2.26 2.26 2.42 2.90 30(;
Casper, WY 2.36 2.54 2.69 2.90 301
Cumberland, MD-WV 2.30 2.45 2.61 2.80 30~
Missoula, MT 2.49 2.62 2.75 2.80 303
Grand Forks, ND-MN 2.29 2.41 2.58 2.80 30,~
Sumter, SC 2.36 2.49 2.62 2.80 30~=

~’uma, AZ 2.32 2.4z 2.57 2.70 30~
Lawrence, KS 2.30 2.41 2.52 2.70 30"
Corvallis, OR 2.15 2.30 2.42 2.70 30~
Cheyenne, WY 2.20 2.35 2.47 2.60 30!
~uburn-Opelika, AL 2.14 2.28 2.38 2.50 31(;
Gadsden, AL 2.18 2.24 2.36 2.50 311
Jacksonville, NC 2.12 2.22 2.33 2.50 31;
Punta Gorda, FL 1.94 2.10 2.27 2.40 31:
Lawton, OK 2.10 2.17 2.26 2.40 31,~
.Ionesboro, AR 1.89 2.01 2.12 2.30 31!
Pine Bluff, AR 1.7~ 1.86 1.95 2.10 31~
Great Falls, MT 1.65 1.73 1.84 2.00 31;
Pocatello, ID 1.58 1.66 1.78 1.90 31~
Enid, OK 1.47 1.51 1.58 1.70 31~

".:.-.
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Table 5 - Gross Product of Countries and Metro Areas

Gross Product, 2000 (US $ Billions, Current)
Rank Country or Metro Area Gross
~1 United States 9963.00
2 Japan 4614.00
3 Germany 1873.00
~, United Kingdom 1410.00
5 France 1286.00
5 China 1104.00
;’ Italy 1074.00
5 Canada 699.00
~ Brazil 665.00
0 Mexico 578.00
1 Spain 557.0(]

12 India 510.0(]
13 South Korea 480.00
14 New York, NY 437.80
15 Australia 428.0(]
16 Los Angeles-Long Beach, CA 363.7(]
17 Netherlands 360.00
18 Chicago, IL 332.8(]
19 Taiwan 323.00
20 Argentina 284.00
21 Russia 247.00
22 Switzerland 241.3(]

" :: 23 Boston, MA 238.8(]
24 Belgium 227.0(]
25 Sweden 224.1 (]
26 Turkey 217.60
27 Washington, DC-MD.VA-WV 217.00
28 Austria 184.9(]
29 Philadelphia, PA.NJ 182.40
30 Houston, TX 177.50
31 Hong Kong 164.6(]
32 Atlanta, GA 164.2(]
33 Norway 164.00
34 Poland 163.00
35 Dallas, TX 160.0(]
36 Denmark 158.00
37 Detroit, MI 156.30
38 Indonesia 147.6(]
39 Saudi Arabia 145.3(]
40 South Africa 132.3(]
41 iOrange County, CA 130.0C
42 lhailand 128.2(]
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Gross Product, 2000 (US $ Billions, Current)
Ran’k Country or Metro Area Gross
43 Minneapolis-St.Paul, MN-Wl 121.~0
44 Finland 118.0(~
45 Seattle.Bellevue.Everett, WA 115.00
46 Phoenix-Mesa, AZ 114.20
47 Sreece 110.9(~
48 srael 108.00
49 San Francisco, CA 107.30
50 ~lassau.Suffolk, NY 106.80
51 San Diego, CA 104.60
52 #enezuela 102.90
53 =ortugal 100.5(~
54 iNewark, NJ 96.3(~
55 Baltimore, MD 96.2(;
56 reland 95.1C
57 Singapore 93.7(;
58 Oakland, CA 92.1(;
59 Egypt 91.5(;
60 Denver, CO 91.1(;
61 Colombia 90.0(;
62 St. Louis, MO-IL 89.6(;
63 Vlalaysia 88.8(;
64 San Jose, CA 85.4(;
65 Riverside.San Bernardino, CA 84.1(
66 Tampa-St Petersburg.Clearwater, FL 82.2(;
67 Cleveland.Lorain.Elyria, OH 80.8(;
~8 Pittsburgh, PA 80.7(;
~9 Philippines 78.0(;
~0 New Haven, CT 76.81~

;’1 Chile 73.0(

;~Miami, FL
71.6(;

Portland.Vancouver, OR-WA 71.5(;
/’4 Iran 67.1(;
5 Puerto Rico 65.3(;
6 Kansas City, MO-KS 64.8(;

~7 Hartford, CT 64.3(;
78 Middlesex-Somerset.Hunterdon, NJ 63.6(~
~9 Sacramento, CA 63.1(;
30 Fort Worth-Arlington, TX 63.0(;
31 Pakistan 62.7(~
32 Peru 62.7(;
~3 Charlotte-Gastonia.RHill, NC.SC 61
~4 Columbus, OH 60.7(
~5 United Arab 60.7(;
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Gross Product, 2000 (US $ Bi|lions, Current)

Rank Country or Metro Area Gross
86 Orlando, FL 59.50
87 Cincinnati, OH.KY.IN 59.40
~8 Bergen-Passaic, NJ 59.30
89 Indianapolis, IN 57.70

~)0 Nigeria 54.90
~1 Milwaukee-Waukesha, WI 54.80
~2 Las Vegas, NV.AZ 54.60
~3 San Antonio,TX 53.70
94 Algeria 52.80
95 New B131Zealand 52.10
96 Norfolk-Virginia Beach.Newport News, VA.NC 51.70
97 Czech 50.80
98 Austin-San Marcos, TX 48.2(
99 Buffalo.Niagara Fails, NY 47.80
100 Hungary 47.4C
101 Fort Lauderdale, FL 46.7(]
102 New Orleans, LA 46.50
103 !Salt Lake City-Ogden, UT 46.4(]
104 Greensboro..Winston.Salem..HighPoint, NC 46.3(]
105 Rochester, NY 45.7(]
106 Richmond.Petersburg, VA 45.7C
107 ~lashville, TN 45.2C
108 Raleigh.Durham.ChapelHill, NC 44.3(]
109 Jacksonville, FL 43.0C
110 GrRapids-Muskegon.Holland, MI 42.3(
111 ~emphis, TN.AR-MS 38.9(]
112 Louisville, KY-IN 38.70
113 3angladesh 38.5(]
114 /~uwait 38.05
115 Albany.Schenectady-Troy, NY 37.8(
116 Syria 35.53
117 Morocco 34.8(;
118 WPalmBeach-BocaRaton, FL 33.2(
119 Honolulu, HI 33.0(;
120 ~qonmouth.Ocean, NJ 33.0C
121 Romania 33.0C
122 Providence, Warwick, RI 32.5(;
123 OklahomaCity, OK : 32.3(;
124 Birmingham, AL 32.0C
125 Ukraine 31.71
!126 Wilmington.Newark, DE 31.4!
127 Dayton-Springfield, OH 31.2C
128 Vietnam 30.6(~
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Gross Product, 2000 (US $ Billions, Current)
Rank Country or Metro Area Gross
129 ~lanchester-Nashua, NH 30.20
130 Syracuse, NY 30.10
131 Sreenville.Spartanburg-Anderson, SC 29.90
132 Jersey City, NJ 28.10
133 Harrisburg.Lebanon-Carlisle, PA 27.10
134 ~resno, CA 26.30
135 Omaha, NE.IA 26.20
136 Tulsa, OK 25.70
137 ~lbuquerque, NM 25.60
138 !raq 25.50
139 Ventura, CA 24.50
140 Tucson, AZ 22.9(~
141 4kron, OH 21.98
142 Knoxville, TN 21.50
143 Toledo, OH 21.20
144 Springfield, MA 20.90
145 4flentown.Bethlehem-Easton, PA 20.60
146 Scranton.Wilkes-Barre-Hazelton, PA 20.60
147 Santa Rosa, CA 20.50
148 3ruguay 20.49
149 Baton Rouge, LA 20.4¢
150 Slovakia 20.20

154 AnnArbor, MI 19.1(~
155 Columbia, SC 19.1C
156 Guatemala 19.05
157 Tacoma, WA 19.0C
158 Croatia(Hrvatska) 19.0C
159 Bakersfield, CA 18.90
160 Oman 18.82
161 FortWayne, IN 18.6(3
162 EIPaso, TX 18.60
63 Trenton, NJ 18.5(;
164 Slovenia 18.47
165 LittleRock.N.L.Rock, AR 18.4(~
166 Madison, Wl 18.4(;
167 Lafayette, LA 18.2(;
168 Kazakhstan 18.2(;
169 Luxembourg 18.1(;
170 Lexington, KY 17.8(;
171 ColoradoSprings, CO 17.6(~
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3ross Product, 2000 (US $ Billions, Current)

Rank Country or Metr~ Area Gross
172 Wichita, KS 17.50
173 Chattanooga, TN.GA 17.50
174 Lebanon 17.36
175 SantaBarbara.SantaMaria-Lompoc, CA 17.20
76 Sarasota.Bradenton, FL 16.90
77 Lancaster, PA 16.50
178 SriLanka 16.47
179 Stockton.Lodi, CA 16.20
180 Youngstown-Warren, OH 16.20
181 Gary, IN 16.10
182 Lansing.EastLansing, MI 16.10
183 CostaRica 16.02
184 Kalamazoo.BattleCreek, MI 15.70
185 Atlantic.CapeMay, NJ 15.70
186 Spokane, WA 15.40
187 Modesto, CA 15.00
188 4ugusta-Aiken, GA-SC 14.80
189 Reno, NV 14.70
190 Charleston.NCharleston, SC 14.70
191 :~atar 14.58
192 ~Vallejo.Fairfield.Napa, CA 14.5(
193 BoiseCity, ID 14.40
194 Rockford, IL 14.30
195 Jackson, MS 14.30
196 ~fobile, AL 14.00
197 .!ohnsonCity-Kingspt-Bristol, TN-VA 13.90
198 Salinas, CA 13.80
199 Appleton-Oshkosh-Neenah, Wi 13.50
200 Peoria-Pekin, IL 13.30
201 El Salvador 13.22
202 Ecuador 13.04
203 Lakeland-WinterHaven, FL 13.0(;
204 Davenport.Moline-Rocklsld, IA.IL 13.0(3
;>05 Reading, PA 13.0(;
;~06 Anchorage, AK 12.8(;

1707 Hickory-Morganton, NC 12.8(;
;>08 Saginaw-BayCity-Midland, MI 12.7(;
;>09 Canton-Massillon, OH 12.7(;
;>10 CorpusChristi, TX 12.6(;
;>11 Roanoke, VA 12.6(;
;>12 York, PA 12.5(;
213 Beaumont-PortArthur, TX 12.4(;
214 Shreveport.BossierCity, LA 12.3(;
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Gross Product, 2000 (US $ Billions, Current)

Rank Country or Metro Area Gross
215 Odessa.Midland, TX 12.3(~
216 Uzbekistan 12.31
217 Bulgaria 12.23
218 Bou/der.Longmont, C~ 12.0(~
219 Melbourne-Titusville-PalmBay, FL 12.0(~
220 Macon, GA 12.0!
221 Portland, .ME 12.0C
222 :UticaoRome, NY 11.9C
223 Springfield, IL 11.4C
224 FortMyers.CapeCoral, FL 11.3(~
225 Flint, MI 11.3~
226 Lithuania 11.2~
227 Sudan 10.9~
228 3oted’lvoire 10.95
229 Newburgh, NY-PA 10.9(~
230 Springfield, MO 10.8C
231 McAIlen-Edinburg-Mission, TX 10.8(~
232 Belarus 10.71
233 ~luntsville, AL 10.6~
234 Kenya 10.6(~
235 Visalia.Tulare.Porterville, CA 10.5(~
236 Pensacola, FL 10.5t
237 Savannah, GA 10.5(~
238 Evansville.Henderson, IN.KY 10.5(~
239 Montgomery, AL 10.4(~
240 9aytonaBeach, FL 10.4(~
241 ’Eugene.Springfield, OR 10.4(~
242 ~tewLondon-Norwich, CT 10.3(~
243 !Tallahassee, FL 10.2!
244 SLObispo.Atascadero.PasoRobles, CA 10.11
245 LCuba 10.1(~
246 GreenBay, Wl 10.0(~
247 ~inghamton, NY 9.9(:
248 Salem, OR 9.9(:
249 iColumbus, GA-AL 9.8(~
250 Erie, PA 9.8(~
251 3ameroon 9.67
252 Vlyanmar 9.61
253 Lincoln, NE 9.6(~
254 SantaCruz.Watsonville, CA 9.5(~
255 9utchessCounty, NY 9o5(~
256 E]iloxi.Gulfport.Pascagoula, MS 9.4(~
257 ]’anzania 9.3;
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3ross Product, 2000 (US $ Billions, Current)
Rank Country or Metro Area Gross
258 Iceland 9.1;
259 Fayetteville-Springdale.Rogers, AR 9.0C
_~60 Cyprus 8.94
261 Yolo, CA 8.91
262 Elkhart.Goshen, IN 8.9(;
263 Houma, LA 8.6(~
264 Hamilton.Middletown, OH 8.6(;
_~65 Bolivia 8.54
_~66 SouthBend, IN 8.5C
267 Longview.Marshall, TX 8.5C
268 Lubbock, TX 8.5C
269 Lynchburg, VA 8.5C
270 Charleston, WV 8.4C
271 ~ortCollins.Loveland, CO 8.3C
272 Provo-Orem, UT 8.3C
273 Bloomington.Normal, IL 8.2(
274 Duluth-Superior, MN-Wl 8.2(]
275 $iouxFalls, SD 8.0C
276 ’(emen(Unified) 7.96
277 Waco, TX 7.8(1
278 Jordan 7.75
279 ~ainesville, FL 7.70
280 iCedarRapids, IA 7.70
281 !Wilmington, NC 7.70
282 Zimbabwe 7.61
283 Huntington.Ashland, WV-KY-OH 7.60
284 Chico-Paradise, CA 7.50
285 Asheville, NC 7.50
286 Amarillo, TX 7.50
287 Brownsv.Harlingen-SanBenito, TX 7.50
288 Paraguay 7.49
289 Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 7.47
290 Panama 7.34
291 Killeen.Temple, TX 7.3C
292 Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 7.3(~
293 Trinidad & Tobago 7.2~
294 Galveston-TexasCity, TX 7.2(~
295 Jamaica 7.1~
296 Latvia 7.11
297 Bahrain 7.11
298 Fayetteville, NC 7.1(;
299 Burlington, VT 7.0(
300 Myrtle Beach, SC 6.9(;
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3ross Product, 2000 (US $ Billions, Current)
Rank Country or Metro Area Gross
301 Naples, FL 6.81~
302 Barnstable.Yarmouth, MA 6.8(~
303 Tyler, TX 6.81~
304 Ethiopia 6.8(~
305 FortPierce-PortSt.Lucie, FL 6.71~
306 Johnstown, PA 6.7(~
307 Laredo, TX 6.61~
~08 Redding, CA 6.5(~
309 Topeka, KS 6.51~
310 Olympia, WA 6.4C
311 FortSmith, AR-OK 6.31~
312 Charlottesville, VA 6.3(~
313 Ghana 6.31~
314 LakeCharles, LA 6.~
315 Brazoria, TX 6.21~
316 Richland.Kennewick-Pasco, WA 6.21~
2,17 Yakima, WA 6.21~
318 Uganda 6.21~
319 Merced, CA 6.11;
320 St.Cloud, MN 6.0(~
321 Honduras 5.95
322 Ocala, FL 5.91~
323 Lafayette, IN 5.9(~
324 Fargo-Moorhead, ND-MN 5.81~ :.:.....;....:~
325 Champaign.Urbana, IL 5.7(~ ’:~"
326 Mansfield, OH 5.7(~
327 Vineland.Mil/ville.Bridgeton, NJ 5.6C
328 Joplin, MO 5.5(~
329 Bremerton, WA 5.5£
330 Nepal
331 Athens, GA 5.4£
332 Lima, OH 5.41~
333 Bellingham, WA 5.4(~
334 Botswana. 5.3E
335 BentonHarbor, MI 5.3(~
336 Rochester, MN 5.31~
337 Bryan-CollegeStation, TX 5.31;
338 Racine, Wl 5.31~
~39 Brunei Darussalam 5.21
340 Gabon 5.21
341 Greeley, CO 5.2(~
342 FortWaltonBeach, FL 5.1(~
343 Medford.Ashford, OR 5.11~
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Gross Product, 2000 (US $ Billions, Current)
RankI Country or Metro Area Gross
344 Tuscaloosa, AL 5.0(;
345 Monroe, LA 5.0(;
346 Pittsfield, MA
347 Columbia, MO 5.0(;
348 WestBank and Gaza 4.94
349 Estonia 4.92
350 Jamestown, NY 4.9C
351 WichitaFalls, TX 4.9(;
352 ~,z.erbaijan 4.9(;
353 Hagerstown, MD 4.8(;
354 EauClaire, WI 4.8(;
355 Wausau, WI 4.8(;
356 RockyMount, NC
.357 Florence, SC 4.7(;
358 Albany, GA 4.6(;
!359 Abilene, TX 4.6(;
]60 Mauritius 4.6(;
361 Senegal 4.53
~,62 PanamaCity, FL 4.5(;
]63 Decatur, IL 4.5(;
364 Santa Fe, NM 4.5(;
!365 Glens Falls, NY 4.5(;
366 Clarksville-Hopkinsville, TN-KY 4.5(;
?,67 Parkersburg-Marietta, WV-OH 4.5(;
368 Janesville-Beloit, Wl 4.5(;
369 LaCrosse, WI-MN 4.5(;
370 Angola 4.4:
371 Waterloo.CedarFalls, IA 4.4(
372 Jackson, MI 4.4(;
373 $tateCollege, PA 4.4(
374 Turkmenistan 4.4(;
375 Bangor, ME 4.3(;
376 Pue[~lo, CO 4.2(;
377 TerreHaute, IN
378 Greenville, NC 4.2(
379 Altoona, PA 4.21
380 Wheeling, WV-OH 4.2(;
381 Bahamas 4.1!
382 Mozambique 4.17
383 Dothan, AL 4.1(;
384 Sioux City, IA-NE 4.1(;
385 Wil/iamsport, PA 4.1
386 S.heboygan, Wl 4.1(
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Gross Product, 2000 (US $ Billions, Current)
Rank Country or Metro Area Gross
387 Jackson, TN 4.0(
388 Albania 3.84
389 Grand Junction, CO 3.8(
390 Dover, DE 3.8(
391 Bloomington, IN 3.8(~
392 Billings, MT 3.8(
393 Madagascar 3.7,c
394 Decatur, AL 3.7(~
395 Flagstaff, AZ.UT 3.7(~
396 YubaCity, CA 3.7C
397 Kokomo, IN 3.7C
398 Elmira, NY 3.7~
399 San Angelo, TX 3.7(~
400 PapuaNewGuinea 3.67
401 Texarkana, AR.TX 3.6(~
402 Muncie, IN 3.6(~
403 Alexandria, LA 3.6(;
~,04 Las Cruces, NM 3.6(;
405 Sharon, PA 3.6(~
-~06 Sherman.Denison, TX 3.6(;
~07 Danville, VA 3.6(;
408 Malta 3.53
409 Namibia 3.51 .. :....~.~;~,
410 IowaCity, IA 3.5(; .:.:::"’-:’~
~11 SteubenvilleoWeirton, OH-WV 3.5(; "~ ......
~12 Macedonia 3.41
~,13 Florence, AL 3.4(;
$14 Victoria, TX 3.3C
$15 Congo, Dem.Repub.of 3.28
.¢16 Guinea 3.21
$17 Kankakee, IL 3.2(]
$18 Kenosha, Wl 3.2(3
$19 Georgia 3.15
$20 Cambodia 3.12
~.21 Dubuque, IA 3.1(]
$22 Zambia 3.1(3
~23 Haiti 3.09
$24 Anniston, AL 3.0(]
$25 Owensboro, KY 3.0(]
$26 Lewiston.Auburn, ME
$27 Flattiesburg, MS
$28 St.Joseph, MO 3.00
$29 RapidCity, SD 3.00
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Gross Product, 2000 (US $ Billions, Current)
Rank Country or Metro Area ~3ross
430 C~n.go 2.92
431 Goldsboro, NC 2.90
432 Bismarck, ND 2.90
433 iCasper, WY 2.9(]
434 Cumberland, MD.WV 2.80
435 ~lissoula, MT 2.80
436 GrandForks, ND-MN 2.80
437 !Sumter, SC 2.80
438 Yuma, AZ 2.70
439 Lawrence, KS 2.78
440 Corvallis, OR 2.7(]
441 3arbados 2.69
442 ~ermuda 2.67
443 Cheyenne, .WY 2.6(]
444 4uburn.Opelika, AL 2.5(]
445 Gadsden, AL 2.5(]
446 Jacksonville, NC 2.50
447 ~icaragua 2.5(;
448 9urkinaFaso 2.4~
449 #untaGorda, FL 2.4(;
450 Lawton, OK 2.4(]
451 Mall 2.4(;
452 Jonesboro, AR 2.3(;
453 E]enin 2.27
454 Liechtenstein 2.25
455 PineBluff, AR 2.1¢
456 NetherlandsAntilles 2.0e
457 GreatFalls, MT
458 Vlalawi 1.95
459 Fiji 1.97
460 &ruba 1.9~
461 Rwanda 1.95
462 Armenia 1.92
463 Pocatello, ID 1
464 Enid, OK 1.7C
465 Somalia 1.67
$66 Niger 1.5~
$67 Cayman Islands 1.5-c,
.~68 Chad 1.47
~,69 Kyrgyzstan 1
$70 Moldova 1.3(;
$71 ]’ogo 1.2!
472 Afghanistan 1.27
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Gross Product, 2000 (US $ Billions, Current)
~,ank Country or Metro Area 3ross

473 Swaziland 1.22
474 _aos 1.09
475 Vlongolia 1.03
476 Equatorial Guinea 1.01
477 ]’ajikistan 1.01
478 3entral African Republic 0.99
~79 Lesotho 0.95
~80 Mauritania 0.91
~,81 Burundi 0.77
~,82 Guyana 0.75
$83 Eritrea 0.75
~,84 Se~ize 0.74
$85 Saint Lucia 0.7(0
~.86 ~ntigua & Barbuda 0.6£
$87 Suriname 0.65
488 Seychelles 0.63
~,89 SierraLeone 0.5£
$90 Djibouti 0.5~
491 3apeVerde 0.51
$92 Bhutan 0.47
$93 Gambia 0.45
$94 Maldives 0.44
~,95 Grenada 0.4~
~-96 Solomon Islands 0.3£
$97 Saint Kitts and Nevis 0.33
498 Saint Vincent and the Grenadines 0.33
~,99 Dominica 0.2~
500 Guinea-Bissau 0.2~.
501 Vanuatu 0.23
502 Samoa 0.1£
503 Comoros 0.1e
504 Sao Tome and Principe 0.05
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Table 6

The Gross Product of the Top I0 Metro areas in 2000 exceeds the combined output of the
following 31 States.

Total Gross Metro Product Total Gross State Product
$2.43 trillion $2.15 trillion

Is greater

I

¯ New York, NY than ¯ Vermont
¯ Los Angeles-L Beach, CA ]> = North Dakota
¯ Chicago, IL ¯ Montana
¯ Boston, MA ¯ Wyoming
¯ Washington, DC-MD-VA-WV ¯ South Dakota
¯ Philadelphia, PA-NJ "¯ Alaska
¯ Houston, TX ¯ Rhode Island
¯ Atlanta, GA ¯ Idaho
¯ Dallas, TX ¯ Maine
¯ Detroit, MI ¯ Delaware

¯ Hawaii
¯ West Virginia
¯ New Hampshire

..!..~ .,, ¯ New Mexico
- ¯ Nebraska

¯ D.C.
¯ Utah
¯ Mississippi
¯ Arkansas
¯ Nevada
¯ Kansas
¯ Oklahoma
¯ Iowa
¯ South Carolina
¯ Oregon
¯ Alabama
¯ Kentucky
¯ Louisiana
¯ Arizona
¯ Connecticut
¯ Colorado
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Table 7 - Gross Product of Metro Areas                                                           .-, ¯ ..

Nominal Gross Metro Product 1990 2000Percent Change Rank

(Billions, $Current) %)
Las Vegas, NV-AZ 20.5 54.~ 166.3 1
Austin-San Marcos, TX 18.8 48.2 156.4 2
Laredo, TX 2.7 6.~ 144.4 3
!Provo-Orem, UT 3.4 8.3 144.1 4
~,oise City, ID 5.9 14.4 144.1 5
iPhoenix-Mesa, AZ 47.3 114.2 141.4 6
Colorado Springs, CO 7.3 17.6 141.1 7
Vlyrtle Beach, SC 2.9 6.9 137.9 8
!Fort Collins-Loveland, CO 3.5 8.3 137.1 9

~reeley, CO 2.2 5.2 136.4 10
olo, CA 3.9 8.9 128.2 11

~lbuquerque, NM 11.3 25.6 126.5 12
uma, AZ 1.2 2.7 125.0 13

3orvallis, OR 1.2 2.7 125.0 14
~,tlanta, GA 73.4 164.2 123.7 15
Grand Junction, CO 1.7 3.8 123.5 16
Sioux Falls, SD 3.6 8.0 122.2 17
3oulder-Longmont, CO 5.4 !2.0 122.2 18
~alt Lake City-Ogden, UT 21.1 46.4 119.9 19
=ayetteville-Springdale-Rogers, AR 4.1 9.0 119.5 20
:3enver, CO 41.8 91.1 117.9 21
Santa Rosa, CA 9.5 20.5 115.8 22
Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill, NC 20.7 44.3 114.0 23
Wilmington, NC 3.6 7.7 1 ’13.9 24
Green Bay, WI 4.7 10.0 112.8 25
Naples, FL 3.2 6.8 112.5 26
McAIlen-Edinburg-Mission, TX 5.1 10.8 111.6 27
Orlando, FL 28.2 59.5 111.0 28
Jackson, TN 1.9 4.0 110.5 29
Pueblo, CO 2.0 4.2 110,0 30
Portland-Vancouver, OR-WA 34.1 71.5 109.7 31
Charlotte-,Gastonia-R Hill, NC-SC. 29.3 61.3 109.2 32
Killeen-Temple, TX 3.5 7.3 108.6 33
Tucson, AZ 11 .O 22.9 108.2 34
San Antonio, TX 25.8 53.7 108.1 35
Nashville, TN 21.9 45.2 106.4 36
Dallas, TX 77.6 160.0 106.2 37
S L Obispo-Atascadero-Paso Robles, CA 4.9 10.1 106.1 38
Santa Fe, NM 2.2 4.5 104.5 39
Clarksville-Hopkinsville, TN-KY 2.~ 4.5 104.5 40
Manchester-Nashua, NH 14A 30.2 104.1 41
Medford-Ashford, OR 2.~ 5.1 104.(; 42
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Nominal Gross Metro Product 1990 2000Percent Change F~ank
Billions, $Current) (%)
Bryan-College Station, TX 2.~ 5.3 103.~ 43
Ocala, FL 2.9 5.9 103.4 44
Salem, OR 4.9 9.9 102.(: 45
Fort Worth-Arlington, TX 31.4 63.0 100.5 46
Athens, GA 2.7 5.4 100.C 47
Bloomington-Normal, IL 4.1 8.2 100.C 48
Columbia, MO 2.5 5.0 100.C 49
Springfield, MO 5.4 10.8 100.(: 50
Las Cruces, NM 1.8 3.6 100.C 51
Eugene-Springfield, OR 5.2 10.4 100.(: 52
Rapid City, SD 1.5 3.0 100.C 53
Bellingham, WA 2.7 5.4 100 .(: 54
Reno, NV 7.4 14.7 98£ 55
Gr Rapids-Muskegon-Holland, MI 21.4 42.3 97.7 56
Brownsv-Harlingen-San Benito, TX 3.8 7.5 97.4 57
Tampa-St Petersb-Clrwater, FL 41.7 82.2 97.1 58
Merced, CA 3.1 6.1 96.~ 5£
Sarasota-Bradenton, FL 8.6 16.9 96.5 60
Joplin, MO 2.8 5.5 96.4 61
Jacksonville, FL 21.9 43.0 96.3 62
Fort Walton Beach, FL 2.6 5.1 96.2 63
Columbus, GA-AL 5.0 9.8 96.(: 64
Biloxi-Gulfport-Pascagoula, MS 4.8 9.4 95.~ 65
Waco, TX 4.0 7.8 95.(: 66
Victoria, TX 1.7 3.3 94.1 67
Olympia, WA 3.3 6.4 93.£ 68
Knoxville, TN 11.1 21.5 93.7 69
St. Cloud, MN 3.1 6.0 93.5 70
Houston, TX 91.8 177.5 93.4 71
W Palm Beach-Boca Raton, FL 17.2 33.2 93.¢ 72
Lawrence, KS 1.4 2.7 92.c~ 73
Spokane, WA 8.0 15.4 92.5 74
Chico-Paradise, CA 3.9 7.5 92.? 75
Modesto, CA 7.8 15.0 92.3 76
Amarillo, TX 3.9 7.5 92.3 77
Eau Claire, WI 2.5 4.8 92.( 78
Wausau, Wl 2.5 4.8 92£ 79
Jonesboro, AR. 1.2 2.3 91.7 80
Wilmington-Newark, DE 16.4 31.4 91.5 81
Houma, LA 4.5 8.6 91.1 82
Hamilton-Middletown, OH 4.5 8.6 91.1 83
Sreenville, NC 2.2 4.2 90.£ 84
=ort Lauderdale, FL 24.5 46.7 90J 85
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~lominal Gross Metro Product 1990 2000Percent Change Rank ’..,
(Billions, $Current) ’%)
Dover, DE 2.0 3.8 90.C 8~
Pocatello; ID 1.0 1.9 90.C 8~
Tacoma, WA 10.0 19.0 90.0 8~
Lexington, KY 9.4 17.8 89.4 8~,

Riverside-San Bernardino, CA 44.5 84.1 89.0 9(
Barnstable-Yarmouth, MA 3.6 6.8 88.£ 9"
Longview-Marshall, TX 4.5 8.5 88.9 9~
Tyler, TX 3.6 6.8 88.£
Seattle-Bellevue-Everett, WA 60.9 115.0 88,8 9z
Fort Myers-Cape Coral, FL 6.0 11.3 88.3 9,~

Kenosha, Wl 1.7 3.2 88.2 9(
Lincoln, NE 5.1 9.6 88.2
Memphis, TN-AR-MS 20.7 38.9 87.£ 9~
Fort Wayne, IN 9.9 18.6 87.9 9.~

Richland-Kennewick-Pasco, WA 3.3 6.2 87.£ 10,
Visalia-Tulare-Porterville, CA 5.6 10.5 87.5 1
Panama City, FL 2.4 4.5 87.5 10;
Owensboro, KY 1.6 3.0 87.5 10,’.
Hattiesbul’g, MS 1.6 3.0 87.5 10z
Appleton-Oshkosh-Neenah, WI 7.2 13.5 87.5 10:
La Crosse, WI-MN 2.4 4.5 87.5 10(
Fargo-Moorhead, ND-MN 3.1 5.8 87.1 10;
Middlesex-Somerset-Hunterdon, NJ 34.0 63.6 87.1 10e
Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN-Wl 64.9 121.3 86.9 10~ "!~-~
Indianapolis, IN 30.9 57.7 86.7 11(~
Mobile, AL 7.5 14.0 86.7 11
Missoula, MT 1.5 2.8 86.7 1
Sumter, SC 1.5 2.8 86.7 11
Chattanooga, TN-GA 9.4 17.5 86.2 11,~
Jersey City, NJ 15.1 28.1 86.1 1
Omaha, NE-IA 14.1 26.2 85.8 11~
Fort Smith, AR-OK 3.4 6.3 85.3 11
Greensboro-W-Salem-High Point,NC 25.0 46.3 85.2 11
Flagstaff, AZ-UT 2.0 3.; 85.0 11
San Angelo, TX I 2.0 3.7 85.0 12(~
Macon, GA

!
6.5 12.(~ 84.6 121

Punta Gorda, FL 1.3 2.,~ 84.6 12.~
Iowa City, IA ~ 3.~~ 1.9 84.2 12:
El Paso, TX I 10.1 18.~ 84.2 124
Albany, GA ~ 2.5 4.~ 84.0 12E
Madison, WI : 10.0 18.~ 84.0 12e
Rochester, MN , 2.~ 5..~ 82.8 12~
Yakima, WA ,, 3.4 6.2 82.4 12~
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Nominal Gross Metro Product 1990 2006 Percent Change Rank
Billions, $Current) :(%)
Fayetteville, NC 3.£ 7.1 82.1’ 129
Sacramento, CA 34.7 63.1 81.~ 13(~
Elkhart-Goshen, IN 4.£ 8.£ 81.6 131
Salinas, CA 7.6 13A 81.~ 132
Vallejo-Fairfield-Napa, CA 8.0 14.,’ 81.,3 133
Bismarck, ND 1.6 2.9 81.3 134
Lubbock, TX 4.7 8.5 80.£ 135
Lynchburg, VA 4.7 8.5 80.c~ 136
Louisville, KY-IN 21.4 38.7 80.8 137
Florence, SC 2.6 4.7 80.8 138
Redding, CA 3.6 6.5 80.� 139
Kansas City, MO-KS 35.9 64.8 80.5 140
Little Rock-N. L.Rock, AR 10.2 18.4 80.4 14’
Lafayette, LA 10.1 18.2 80.; 142
Corpus Christi, TX 7.0 12.8 80.(3 143
Galveston-Texas City, TX 4.(2 7.2 80.0 144
Sherman-Denison, TX 2.0 3.6 80.0 14~
Janesville-Beloit, WI 2.5 4.5 80.0 141
San Jose, CA 47.8 85.4 79.4 147
Lancaster, PA 9.2 16.5 79.3 14~
Montgomery, AL 5.8 10.4 79.3 14~c

Santa Cruz-Watsonville, CA 5.3 9.5
Gainesville, FL 4.3 7.7 79.1 151
Cedar Rapids, IA 4.3 7.7 79.1 152
Columbus, OH 33.9 60.7 79.1 153
Tallahassee, FL 5.7 10.2 78.9~ 154
Lafayette, IN 3.3 5.9 78.~ 155
Auburn-Opelika, AL 1.4 2.5 78.~ 158
Tuscaloosa, AL 2.8 5.0 78.~ 157
Jacksonville, NC 1.4 2.5 78.6 158
Asheville, NC 4.2 7.5 78.61 159
Savannah, GA 5.£ 10.5 78.0 16(;
Richmond-Petersburg, VA 25.7 45.7 77.15 161
Chicago, IL 187.5 332.8 77.5 162
Abitene, TX 2.~ 4.~ 76.9 163
Des Moines, IA 10.8 19.1 76.c~ 164
,Jackson, MS 8.1 14.3 76.5 16~=

k4onmouth-Ocean, NJ 18.7 33.¢ 76.,5 16~
=ortland, ME 6.~ 12.{~ 76.5 167
=ort Pierce-Port St. Lucie, FL 3.~ 6.7 76.3 16~
Daytona Beach, FL 5.c= 10A 76.3 16~c

Decatur, AL 2.1 3.7 76.2 17(:
State College, PA 2.5 4A 76.0 171
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Nominal Gross Metro Product 1990 2000Percent Change Rank
Billions, $Current) (%)
Greenville-Spartanburg-Anderson, SC 17.0 29.’~ 75.9 172
Baton Rouge, LA 11.6 20.4 75.9 173
Birmingham, AL 18.2 32.0 75.8 17z
Lakeland-Winter Haven, FL 7.4 13.0 75.7 175
Pensacola, FL 6.0 10.5 75.0 176
Harrisburg-Lebanon-Carlisle, PA 15.5 27.1 74.8 177
NorfolkoVa Beach-Newport News, VA-NC 29.7 51.7 74.1 178
San Diego, CA 60.2 104.6 73.8 179
Boston, MA 137.8 238.8 73.3 180
Odessa-Midland, TX 7.1 12.3 73.2 181
Washington, DC-MD-VA-WV 125.3 217.0 73.2 182
Peoria-Pekin, IL 7.7 13.3 72.7 183
Bloomington, IN 2.2 3.8 72.7 184
Billings, MT 2.2 3~8 72.7 185
Roanoke, VA 7.3 12.6 72.6 186
Beaumont-Port Arthur, TX 7.2 12.4 72.2 187
Evansville-Henderson, IN-KY 6.1 10.5 72.1 188
Ann Arbor, MI 11.1 19.1 72.1 189
Columbia, SC 11.1 19.1 72.1 190
Bremerton, WA 3.2 5.5 71.£ 191
Johnson City-Kingspt-Bristol, TN-VA 8.1 13.9 71.6 192
Hagerstown, MD 2.8 4.8 71.4 193
Sharon, PA 2.1 3.6 71.4 194
Charleston, WV 4.~c 8.4 71.4 195
Centura, CA 142 24.5 71.3 196 ;: "-" ’
Charleston-N Charleston, SC 8.8 14.7 70.9 197
3uluth-Superior, MN-WI 4.8 8.2 70.8 198
!Sheboygan, WI 2.4 4.1 70.8 199
Orange Co, CA 76.2 130.0 70.6 200
Newburgh, NY-PA 6.4 10.9 70.3 201
=resno, CA 15.5 26.3 69.7 202
Detroit, MI 92.3 156.3 69.3 203
Waterloo-Cedar Falls, IA 2.8 4.z 69.2 204
Erie, PA 5.8 9.8 69.0 205
Wichita Falls, TX 2.9 4.9 69.0 206
York, PA 7.4 12.,= 68.9 207
!New London-Norwich, CT 6.1 10.3 68.9 208
~,llentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA . 12.2 20.6 68.9 209
Reading, PA 7.7 13.0 68.8 210
.~tockton-Lodi, CA 9.6 16.2 68.8 211
3incinnati, OH-KY-IN 35.2 59.4 68.8 212
&kron, OH 13.0 21.9 68.5 213
-lickory-Morganton, NC 7.6 12.8 68.4 214
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Nominal Gross Metro Product 1990 2000Percent Change Rank
Billions, $Current) (%)
Y’uba City, CA 2.2 3.7 68.2 21,=
~kugusta-Aiken, GA-SC 8.8 14.8 68.2 211~
Kokomo, IN 2.2 3.7 68.2 21;
N Haven-BrPt-Stmfd-Dbry-Wtrbry, CT 45.7 76.8 68.1 21~
~.ltoona, PA 2.5 4.2 68.(3 21.~

Cleveland-Lorain-Elyria, OH 48.1 80.8 68.0 22(
Gadsden, AL 1.5 2.5 66.7 221
South Bend, IN 5.1 8.5 66.7 22;
Great Falls, MT 1.2 2.0 66.7 22,"
Glens Falls, NY 2.7 4.5 66.7 22z
Burlington, VT 4.2 7.0 66.7 22.=

Milwaukee-Waukesha, WI 32.9 54.8 66.6 22(
Oakland, CA 55.4 92.1 66.2 22;
Pittsburgh, PA 48.6 80.7 66.(3 22~
Racine, WI 3.2 5.3 65.6 22~,

St. Louis, MO-IL 54.1 89.6 65.6 23(
Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-Lompoc, CA 10.4 17.2 65.Zl 231
Kalamazoo-Battle Creek, MI 9.5 15.7 65.3 23;
&tlantic-Cape May, NJ 9.5 15.7 65.3 23~
Nassau-Suffolk, NY 64.8 106.8 64.8 23z
Grand Forks, ND-MN 1.7 2.8 64.7 23~
Miami, FL 43.5 71.6 64.6 23~
Melbourne-Titusville-Palm Bay, FL 7.3 12.0 64.4 23;
Williamsport, PA 2.5 4.1 64.0 23~
Oklahoma City, OK 19.7 32.3 64.0 23~
Texarkana, AR-TX 2.2 3.6 63.6 24(~
Muncie, IN 2.2 3.~ 63.6 241
&lexandria, LA 2.2 3.6 63.( 24~
Scranton-Wilkes-Barre-Hazelton, PA 12.6 20.~ 63.5 24:
Brazoria, TX 3.8 6.2 63.2 244
Huntsville, AL 6.5 10.6 63.1 24~=
Utica-Rome, NY 7.3 11.9 63.0 24t~
Jackson, MI 2.7 4.Z 63.0 247
Saginaw-Bay City-Midland, MI 7.8 12.; 62.8 241
Tulsa, OK 15.8 25.; 62.7 24~
Lansing-East Lansing, MI 9.9 16.’1 62.6 251
Providence-Warwick, RI 20.0 32.~= 62.5 251
New York, NY 269.6 437.~ 62.4 25;
Trenton, NJ 11.4 18.~= 62.3 25:
Youngstown-Warren, OH 10.0 16.; 62.0 25~
Florence, AL 2.1 3.4 61.9 25~=
Philadelphia, PA-NJ 112.9 182.~ 61.6 25~
Pine Bluff, AR 1.3 2.1! 61.5 257
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Nominal Gross Metro Product 1990 2000Percent Change Rank
Billions, $Current) (%)

Charlottesville, VA 3.9 6.3 61.5 25~
Goldsboro, NC 1.8 2.9 61.1 25~
Elmira, NY 2.3 3.7 60.9 26(
Benton Harbor, MI 3.3 5.3 60.6 261
Toledo, OH 13.2 21.2 60.6 26;
Kankakee, IL 2.0 3.2 60.0 26,~
Newark, NJ 60.2 96.3 60.0 26z
San Francisco, CA 67.2 107.3 59.7 26~=

Johnstown, PA 4.2 6.7 59.5 26E
Albany-Schenectady-Troy, NY 23.7 37.8 59.5 26i
Wichita, KS 11.0 17.5 59.1 261~
Topeka, KS 4.1 6.5 58.5 26~.
Springfield, IL 7.2 11.4 58.3 27(
Jamestown, NY 3.1 4.9 58.1 271
Anniston, AL 1.9 3.0 57.9 27;
Lewiston-Auburn, ME 1.9 3.0 57.9 27~
St. Joseph, MO 1.9 3.0 57.9 27z
Dothan, AL 2.6 4.1 57.7 27,=
Sioux City, IA-NE 2.6 4.1 57.7 271~
Rochester, NY 29.0 45.7 57.6 27;
Canton-Massillon, OH 8.1 12.7 56.8 27~
Davenport-Moline-Rock Isld, IA-IL 8.3 13.0 56.6 27~
Danville, VA 2.3 3.6 56.5 28(~
Bergen-Passaic, NJ 37.9 59.3 56.5 281
Monroe, LA 3.2 5.0 56.3 28; %~’~;;
Pittsfield, MA 3.2 5.(; 56.3 283
Bakersfield, CA 12.1 18.~ 56.2 284
Terre Haute, IN 2.7 4.2 55.6 28~=

Cumberland, MD-WV 1.8 2.~ 55.6 28~
Vineland-Millville-Bridgeton, NJ 3.6 5.( 55.6 287
Parkersburg-Marietta, WV-OH 2.9 4.5 55.2 285
Baltimore, MD 62.0 96.2 55.2 28~
Dubuque, IA 2.0 3.1 55.(~ 29(~
Lake Charles, LA 4.0 6.; 55.(~ 291
Gary, IN 10.4 16.1 54.8 291
Buffalo-Niagara Falls, NY 30.9 47.8 54.7 29~
Enid, OK 1.1 1 ./ 54.~ 294
Champaign-Urbana, IL 3.7 5." 54.11 29,.=

Hartford, CT 41.8 64.~ 53.8, 291~
Springfield, MA 13.6 20.~ 53.7; 297
Bangor, ME 2.8 4.3 53.~ 298
Dayton-Springfield, OH 20.4 31 .; 52.~ 29c~
Cheyenne, WY 1.7 2.~ 52.~ 30(;
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Nominal Gross Metro Product 1990 2000Percent Change Rank
Billions, $Cur.rent)’ %)
Casper, WY 1.9 2.9 52.6 301
Huntingtor~-Ashland, WV-KY-OH 5.0 7.6 52.13 302
Rocky Mount, NC 3.1 4.7 51.8 303
Syracuse, NY 19.9 30.1 51.3 304
Rockford, IL 9.5 14.3 50.5 305
Lima, OH 3.6 5.4 50.0 306
Lawton, OK 1.6 2.Z 50.0 307
Wheeling, WV-OH 2.8 4.2 50.0 30~
Binghamton, NY 6.7 9.9 47.8 309
Mansfield, OH 3.9 5.7 46.2 310
New Orleans, LA 32.3 46.5 44.(] 311
Flint, MI 7.9 11.3 43.( 312
Dutchess County, NY 6.7 9.5 41.8 313
Shreveport-Bossier City, LA 8.7 12.3 41.4 314
Decatur, IL 3.2 4.5 40.6 315
Los Angeles-L Beach, CA 261.7 363.7 39.0 316
Steubenville-Weirton, OH-WV 2.6 3.5 34.6 317
Honolulu, HI 25.1 33.0 31.5 318
~,nchorage, AK 10.5 12.8 21.9 3!9
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Table 8 -Gross Product Metro Areas o"

Nominal Gross Product 1990 2000Avg. Annual Growth Rate Rank

(Billions, $Current) %)
Las Vegas, NV-AZ 20.5 54.6 10.3 1
~,ustin-San Marcos, TX 18.8 48.2 9.e 2
Boise City, ID 5.9 14.z 9.4 3
Laredo, TX 2.7 6.e 9.4 4
Phoenix-Mesa, AZ 47.3 114.~ 9.2 5
Fort Collins-Loveland, CO 3.5 8.1 9.2 6
Provo-Orem, UT 3.4 8.~: 9.2 7
Colorado Springs, CO 7.3 17.1 9.1 8
Greeley, CO 2.2 5.~ 9.1
Myrtle Beach, SC 2.9 6..c 9.1 10
Yolo, CA 3.9 8.~ 8.5 11
Grand Junction, CO 1.7 3.e 8.5 12
~,lbuquerque, NM 11.3 25.~ 8.5 13
atlanta, GA 73.4 164.2 8.4 14
3orvallis, OR 1.2 2.7’ 8.4 15
Soulder-Longmont, CO 5.4 12.0 8.3 16
Sioux Falls, SD 3.6 8.(~ 8.3 17
Salt Lake City-Ogden, UT 21.1 46.,~ 8.2 18
;ayetteville-Springdale-Rogers, AR 4.1 9.1: 8.1 19
[Genver, CO 41.8 91.1 8.1 20
Santa Rosa, CA 9.5 20.~ 8.C 21
Yuma, AZ 1.2 2.- 7.£ 22 ...;~:~.~
Naples, FL 3.2 6.~ 7.9 23 ..-.~...-~
Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill, NC 20.7 44," 7.9 24
Wilmington, NC 3.6 7.7 7.9 25
Orlando, FL 28.2 59.~ 7.8 26
McAIlen-Edinburg-Mission, TX 5.1 10.1 7.8 27
Green Bay, WI 4.7 10.1 7.8 28
3harlotte-Gastonia-R Hill, NC-SC 29.3 61.3 7.7 29
Portland-Vancouver, OR-WA 34.1 71.5 7.7 30
Jackson, TN 1.9 4.(: 7.7 31
Tucson, AZ 11.0 22.c~ 7.6 32
San Antonio, TX 25.8 53.7 7.6 33
S L Obispo-Atascadero-Paso Robles, CA 4.9 10.1 7.5
Medford-Ashford, OR 2.5 5.1 7.5
klashvitle, TN 21.9 45.2 7.5 3~
Dallas, TX 77.~ 160.( 7.5 37
:~ueblo, CO 2.(: 4.2 7.4 3~
Manchester-Nashua, NH 14.E 30.2 7.4 3~
Santa Fe, NM 2.~ 4.5 7.4
Sryan-College Station, TX 2.(~ 5.3 7.4 41
Killeen-Temple, TX 3.~ 7.3 7.4 42
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~lominal Gross Product 1990 2000 Avg: Annual Growth Rate Rank
(Billions, $Current) (%)
:3cala, FL 2.9 5.9 7.3 4~:
Salem, OR 4.9 9.9 7.3 44
31arksville-Hopkinsville, TN-KY 2.2 4.5 7.3 4~=

Fort Walton Beach, FL 2.6 5.1 7.2 4~
Eugene-Springfield, OR 5.2 10.4 7.2 47
Fort Worth-Arlington, TX 31.4 63.0 7.2! 4~
&thens, GA 2.7 5.4 7.1 49
Bloomington-Normal, IL 4.1 8.2 7.1 5(;
Gr Rapids-Muskegon-Holland, MI 21.4 42.3 7.1 51
Biloxi-Gulfport-Pascagoula, MS 4.8 9.4 7.1 5;
Springfield, MO 5A 10.8 7.1 5~
Reno, NV 7.4 14.7 7.1 5,~
Brownsv-Hadingen-San Benito, TX 3.e 7.5 7.1 5=,
Jacksonville, FL 21.~ 43.(] 7.0 5~
Sarasota-Bradenton, FL 8£ 16.9 7.0
Tampa-St Petersb-Clrwater, FL 41.7 82.2 7.0 5~
Pocatello, ID 1.(; 1.9 7.0 5
Las Cruces, NM 1.~ 3.6 7.0 6(;
Merced, CA 3.1 6.1 6.9
Columbus, GA-AL 5.(; 9.8 6.9
Columbia, MO 2.~ 5.C 6.9 6~
Joplin, MO 2.E 5.5 6.9 6~
Rapid City, SD 1.5 3.(; 6.9 6.=

¯ = Bellingham, WA 2../ 5.4 6.9 6~
Olympia, WA 3.5 6.4 6.9 6./
’Modesto, CA 7.~ 15£ 6.8 6~
W Palm Beach-Boca Raton, FL 17.; 33.2 6.8 6;
<noxville, TN 11.1 21.5 6.8 7(
-Iouston, TX 91.t 177.5 6.8 71
¢ictoria, TX 1.7 3.3 6.8
~/aco, TX 4.0 7.~ 6.8      7~
Spokane, WA 8.(~ 15.4 6.8 7~
=_au Claire, WI 2.5 4.~ 6.8
--lagstaff, AZ-UT 2.0 3.7 6.7
A/ilmington-Newark, DE 16.4 31.4 6.7 7;
=ort Lauderdale, FL 24.5 46.’/ 6.7 7~
Lawrence, KS 1.4 2.7 6.7 7~.

Houma, LA 4.5 8.~ 6.7 8(
E~arnstable-Yarmouth, MA 3.6 6.5 6.7
St. Cloud, MN 3.1 6.(~ 6.7
k, lissoula, MT 1.5 2.~ 6.7 8~
t~marillo, TX 3.9 7.~= 6.7 8~
Longview-Marsha!l, TX 4.5 8.~ 6.7 8,=
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Nominal Gross Product 1990 2001~ ~,vg. Annual Growth Rate Rank
(Billio..ns, $Current) i%)
Tyler, TX 3.6 6.~ 6.7 86
Tacoma, WA 10.0 19.(; 6.7 87
Wausau, WI 2.5 4.5 6.7 88
Chico-Paradise, CA 3.9 7.~ 6.6 89
Riverside-San Bernardino, CA 44.5 84.1 6.6 90
Dover, DE 2.0 3.~ 6.6 91
Lexington, KY 9.4 17.~ 6.6 92
Lincoln, NE 5.1 9.1~ 6.6 93
Greenville, NC 2.2 4.; 6.6 94
Fargo-Moorhead, ND-MN 3.1 5.~ 6.6 95
Hamilton-Middletown, OH 4.5 8.6] 6.6 96
Seattle-Bellevue-Everett, WA 60.9 115.0 6.6 97
Fort Smith, AR-OK 3.4 6.5 6.,5 98
Jonesboro, AR 1.2 2.3 6.5 99
Visalia-Tulare-Porterville, CA 5.6 10.5 6.,5 100
Fort Myers-Cape Coral, FL 6.0 11.3 6.5 101
Fort Wayne, IN 9.9 18.6 6.5 102
Indianapolis, IN 30.9 57.7 6.5 103
Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN-WI 64.9 121.3 6.~ 104
Middlesex-Somerset-Hunterdon, NJ 34.0 63.6 6.,5 105
Memphis, TN-AR-MS 20.7 38.9 6.,5 106
Richland-Kennewick-Pasco, WA 3.3 6.2 6.5 107
Kenosha, WI 1.7 3.2 6.5 108
La Crosse, WI-MN 2.4 4.5 6.,5 109
Mobile, AL 7.5 14.0 6.4 110
Macon, GA 6.5 12.0 6.4 111
Iowa City, IA 1.9 3.5 6.4 112
Omaha, NE-IA 14.1 26.2 6.4 113
Jersey City, NJ 15.1 28.1 6.4 114
Greensboro-W-Salem-High Point,NC 25.0 46.3 6.4 115
Chattanooga, TN-GA 9.4 17.5 6.4 116
Appleton-Oshkosh-Neenah, WI 7.2 13.5 6.4 117
Panama City, FL 2.4 4.5 6.3 11~
Rochester, MN 2.9 5.3 6.3 11~,
Hattiesburg, MS 1.6 3.0 6.7: 120
Sumter, SC 1.5 2.8 6.3 12"
IEI Paso, TX 10.1 18.6 6.3 12."
IMadison, WI 10.13 18.4 6.7: 123
Sacramento, CA 34.7 63.1 6.2 124
Cailejo-Fairfield-Napa, CA 8.(3 14.5 6.2 125
=unta Gorda, FL . 1.3 2.4 6.; 126
~,lbany, GA 2.5 4.6 6.; 127
-ayetteville, NC 3.e~ 7.1 6.; 128
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Nominal Gross Product 1990 2000Avg. Annual Growth Rate Rank
(Billions, $Current) (%)

Jacksonville, NC 1.4 2.5 6.2! 12£
Lubbock, TX 4.7 8.5 6.; 13¢
San Angelo, TX 2.0 3.7" 6.; 131
Yakima, WA 3.4 6.2 6.~ 132
ruscaloosa, AL 2.8 5.0~ 6.1 13:
Little Rock-N. L.Rock, AR 10.2 18.4 6.1 134
Salinas, CA 7.6 13.~ 6.1 13~
Louisville, KY-IN 21.4 38.7 6.1 136
ILafayette, LA 10.1 18.; 6.1 137
Kansas City, MO-KS 35.9 64.~ 6.1 13~
Asheville, NC 4.2 7.~= 6.1 13!
Bismarck, ND 1.6 2 9~ 6.1 140
Corpus Christi, TX 7.0 12’.6= 6.1 141
Galveston-Texas City, TX 4.(~ 7.; 6.1 142
Montgomery, AL 5.8 10.4 6.(~ 143
San Jose, CA 47.6 85.4 6.(~ 144
’Santa Cruz-Watsonville, CA 5.3 9.~= 6.(~ 145
Tallahassee, FL 5.7 10.~ 6.(; 14(
Elkhart-Goshen, IN 4.9 8.~ 6.(; 147
Cedar Rapids, IA 4.,~ 7.7 6.¢ 148
Owensboro, KY 1.6 3.(~ 6.(~ 14!
Columbus, OH 33.~ 60.7 6.(~ 150
Lancaster, PA 9.2: 16.5 6.(; 151
--Iorence, SC 2.~ 4.7 6.C 152
Lynchburg, VA 4.7= 8.5 6.(; 153
Janesville-Beloit, Wl 2.5~ 4.5 6.0 154
!Redding, CA 3.~ 6.5 5.£ 155
Gainesville, FL 4.3~ 7.7 5.9 156
Savannah, GA 5.£ 10.,= 5.£ 157
Chicago, IL 187.! 332.~ 5.£ 158
Lafayette, IN 3.~: 5.c~ 5.£ 159
Des Moines, IA 10J 19.1 5.£ 160
Portland, ME 6.E 12.( 5.£ 161
Jackson, MS 8.1 14.3 5.£ 162
Abilene, TX 2.~ 4.~ 5.£ 163
~herman-Denison, TX 2.(: 3.~ 5.£ 164
Richmond-Petersburg, VA 25.7 45.7 5.£ 165
Birmingham, AL 18.2 32.C 5.8 166
Fort Pierce-Port St. Lucie, FL 3.E 6.7 5.8 167
Lakeland-Winter Haven, FL 7.4 13.C 5.8 168
Pensacola, FL 6.C 10.5 5.8 169
3aton Rouge, LA 11 .~ 20.4 5.8 170
!Monmouth-Ocean, NJ 18.7 33.C 5.8 171
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Nominal Gross Product 1991~ 2000Avg. Annual Growth Rate Rank
(Billions, $Current) (%)
Greenville-Spartanburg-Anderson, SC 17.(; 29.9 5.8 17;
Sheboygan, WI 2.4 4.1 5.8 17:
San Diego, CA 60.2 104.6 5.7 17,~
Daytona Beach, FL 5.c~ 10.4 5.7 175
Peoria-Pekin, IL 7.7 13.3 5.7 171
Boston, MA 137.8 238.6 5.7 177
Billings, MT 2.2 3.8 5.7 17~
Harrisburg-Lebanon-Carlisle, PA 15.5 27.1 5.7 17~c

State College, PA 2.5 4.4 5.7 18(~
Norfolk-Va Beach-Newport News, VA-NC 29.7 51.7 5.7 181
Roanoke, VA 7.3 12.6 5.7 187,
Auburn-Opelika, AL 1.4 2.5 5.6 185
Washington, DC-MD-VA-WV 125.3 217.(] 5.6 184
Bloomington, IN 2.2 3.8 5.6 185
Evansville-Henderson, IN-KY 6.1 10.5 5.6 18~
Hagerstown, MD 2.8 4.6 5.6 18"/
Columbia, SC 11.1 19.1 5.6 185
Johnson City-Kingspt-Bristol, TN-VA 8.1 13.9 5.6 18c~
Beaumont-Port Arthur, TX 7.2 12.4 5.6 19(;
Odessa-Midland, TX 7.1 12.3 5.6 191
Decatur, AL 2.1 3.7 5.5 192
Orange County, CA 76.2 130.(3 5.5 193.
Ventura, CA 14.3 24.5 5.5 194
Yuba City, CA 2.2 3.7 5.5 195 ;~:’.~-~
New London-Norwich, CT 6.1 10.3 5.5 198 ~*J’~
Waterloo-Cedar Falls, IA 2.6 4.4 5.5 197
Ann Arbor, MI 11.1 19.1 5.~= 198
Duluth-Superior, MN-WI 4.8 8.2 5.5 19c~
Newburgh, NY-PA 6.4 10.9 5.5 20(;
Reading, PA 7.7 13.0 5.5 201
Sharon, PA 2.1 3.6 5.~ 202
Charleston-N Charleston, SC 8.6 .14.7 5.~ 203
Bremerton, WA 3.2 5.5 5.~= 204
Charleston, WV 4.c~ 8.4 5.5 205
Fresno, CA 15.5 26.3 5.4 208
Stockton-Lodi, CA 9.6 16.2 5.4 207
Detroit, MI 92.3 156.3 5A 208
Cincinnati, OH-KY-IN

]
35.2 59.4 5.4 209

Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA i ~, 2.2 20.6 5.4 21(3
Altoona, PA 2 5 4.2 5.4 211
Erie, PA 5 8 9.8 5.4 212
York, PA 7 4 12.5 5A 21:
Gadsden, AL 1.5 2.5 5.3 21=
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Nominal Gross Product 199(: 200(; ~vg. Annual Growth Rate F~ank
(Billions, $Current) ’,%)
N Haven-BrPt-Stmfd-Dbry-Wtrbry, CT 45.’/ 76£ 5.3 21.
Augusta-Aiken, GA-SC 8£ 14£ 5.3 21~
Kokomo, IN 2.2 3.7 5.3 21~
Hickory-Morganton, NC 7£ 12£ 5.3 21;
Akron, OH 13.( 21.£ 5.3 21!
Cleveland-Lorain-Elyria, OH 48.1 80.8 5.3
Oakland, CA 55.4 92.1 5.2 221
Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-Lompoc, CA 10.4 17.2 5.2 22;
South Bend, IN 5.1 8.5 5.2 22:
Kalamazoo-Battle Creek, MI 9.5 15.7 5.2 224
St. Louis, MO-IL 54.1 89£ 5.2 221
Atlantic-Cape May, NJ 9.5 15.7 5.2 221
Grand Forks, ND-MN 1.7 2.8 5.2 227
Pittsburgh, PA 48£ 80.7 5.2 22~
Wichita Falls, TX 2.£ 4.£ 5.2 22!
Burlington, VT 4..~ 7£ 5.2 23[
Milwaukee-Waukesha, WI 32.~c 54£ 5.2 231
Huntsville, AL 6.5 10£ 5.1 23;
Melbourne-Titusville-Palm Bay, FL 7.3?. 12£ 5.1 23~
Miami, FL 43.5 71£ 5.1 23z
Jackson, MI 2.7 4.4 5.1 23,=
Glens Falls, NY 2.7 4.5 5.1 23(
Nassau-Suffolk, NY 64.~ 106£ 5.1 237

- : " Goldsboro, NC 1£ 2.§ 5.1 23~
Oklahoma City, OK 19.7 32.3 5.1 23~
Texarkana, AR-TX 2.2 3£ 5.0 241
Lansing-East Lansing, MI 9.£ 16.1 5.0 241
Saginaw-Bay City-Midland, MI 7.8 12.7 5.0 24;
Trenton,NJ 11.4 18.5 5.0 24:
Elmira, NY 2.3 3.7 5.0 24~
New York, NY 269£ 437.8 5.0 24[
Utica-Rome, NY 7.3 11.~ 5.0 24t~
Tulsa, OK 15.8 25.7 5.0 247
Scranton-Wilkes-Barre-Hazelton, PA 12.6 20.6 5.0 24~
Williamsport, PA 2.5 4.1 5.0 24£
Brazoria, TX 3.8 6.2 5.0 25C
Racine, Wl 3.2 5.3 5.0 251
Florence, AL 2.1 3.4 4.9 252
Alexandria, LA 2.2 3.6 4.9 253
Lewiston-Auburn, ME 1.9 3.0 4.9 2~
Benton Harbor, MI 3.3 5.3 4.9 255
Great Falls, MT = 1.2 2.0 4.9 25t~
Toledo, OH 13.2 21.; 4.9 257
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INominal Gross Product 1990 2000Avg, Annual Growth Rate Rank
i (Billions, $Current) ~%)
¥oungs.town-Warren, OH 10.0 16.; 4.9 25~
=hiladelphia, PA-NJ 112.9 182.z 4.9 25.~

~rovidence-Warwick, RI 20.0 32.[ 4.9 26(
harlottesville, VA 3.9 6.3 4.9 264

San Francisco, CA 67.2 107.," 4.8 26;
/~ankakee, IL 2.0 3.~ 4.8 265
~ewark, NJ 60.2 96.3 4.8 26,~
~,lbany-Schenectady-Troy, NY 23.7 373 4.8 26~=

Springfield, IL 7.2 11.~ 4.7 26~
Vluncie, IN 2.2 3.~ 4.7 267
Dubuque, IA 2.0 3.1 4.7 26~
Sioux City, IA-NE 2.6 4.1 4.7 26!
Topeka, KS 4.1 6.~ 4.7 271
A/ichita, KS ! 1.0 17.~= 4.7 27
Rochester, NY 29.0 45.7 4.7 27;
Enid, OK 1.1 1.7 4.7 27:-
Johnstown, PA 4.2 6." 4.7. 27z
3heyenne, WY 1.7 2.~ 4.7 271
~,nniston, AL 1.9 3.( 4.{ 27~
3othan, AL 2.6 4. 4.6 27’
Bakersfield, CA 12.1 18.~ 4.6 27;
Vlonroe, LA 3.2 5.(~ 4.6 27~
~ergen-Passaic, NJ 37.9 59.3 4.6 28(~
Jamestown, NY 3.1 4.~ 4.6 281,~,.---~.-.
3anton-Massillon, OH 8.1 12.7 4.6 28; :
~arkersburg-Marietta, WV-OH 2.9 4.~= 4.6 283
~ine Bluff, AR 1.3 2.1 4.5 28,~
3avenport-Moline-Rock Isld, IA-IL 8.3 13.(~ 4.5 28~
,ake Charles, LA 4.0 6.; 4.5 28~
Baltimore, MD 62.0 96.; 4.5 287
~/ineland-Millville-Bridgeton, NJ 3.~ 5.~ 4.5 281
Buffalo-Niagara Falls, NY 30.9 47.~ 4.5 28~
9anville, VA 2.3 3.l~ 4.5 29~
3asper, WY 1.9 2.~ 4.5 291
Hartford, CT 41.8 64.3 4.4 29;
3hampaign-Urbana, IL 3.7 5.~ 4.4 29:
,Gary, IN 10.4 16.1 4.4 294
Terre Haute, IN 2.7 4.; 4.4 29[
Bangor, ME 2.8 4.3 4.4 291~
;~ittsfield, MA 3.2 5.(; 4.4 297
Springfield, MA 13.6 20.; 4.4 291
Huntington-Ashland, WV-KY-OH 5.0 7.(~ 4.4 29~
3umberland, MD-WV 1.8 2.5 4.3 30(;
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~lominal Gross Product 1990 2000Avg. Annual Growth Rate Rank
(Billions, $Current) (%)
St. Joseph, MO 1.9 3.0 4.3 301
Rocky Mount, NC 3.1 4.7 4.3 30~
3ayton-Springfield, OH 20.4 31.2 4.3 305
Rockford, IL 9.5 145 4.2 30,~
Syracuse, NY 19.9 30.1 4.2 30~
Wheeling, WV-OH 2.8 4.2 4.2 30~
Lima, OH 3.6 5.4 4.1 307
Lawton, OK 1.6 2.4 4.0 306
qinghamton, NY 6.7 9.9 3.9 309
Mansfield, OH 3.9 5.7 3.9 310
klew Orleans, LA 32.3 46.,~ 3.7 311
Flint, MI 7.9 11.3 3.7 312
Shreveport-Bossier City, LA 8.7 12.3 3.6 313
Decatur, IL 3.2 4.5 3.5 314
Dutchess County, NY 6.7 9.5 3..~ 315
Los Angeles-L Beach, CA 261.7 363.7 3.3 316
Steubenvi!le-Weirton, OH-WV 2.6 3.5 3.1 317
Honolulu, HI 25.1 33.(3 2.8 318
/kP, chorage, AK 10.5 12.8 2.1 319

Table 9 - Gross Product of Countries, U.S. States, and Metro Areas
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Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current)
Rank Country, Statue, or Metro Area Gross Product

1 United States 9963.050
2 Japan 4614.069
3 1 Germany 1872.608
4 1 United Kingdom 1410.153
5 California 1301.735
6 France 1285.747
7 i China 1103.716
8 Italy 1074.097
9 New York 806.242

10 Texas 760.645
11 Canada 699.339
12 Brazil 665.287
13 Mexico 577.650
14 i Spain 556.562
15 India 510.106
16 Florida 483.245
17 Korea, South 480.176
18 Illinois 472.154
19 NewYork, NY 437.777
20 Australia 427.864
21 Pennsylvania 412.657
22 Ohio 380.597
23 New Jersey 364.535
24 Los Angeles-L Beach, CA 363.688
25 Netherlands 360.237
26 Chicago, IL 332.812
27 Michiqan 328.171
28 Taiwan 322.803
29 ~ 292.877
30 Argentina 283.686
31 Massachusetts 274.769
32 North Carolina 266.614
33 ~ 264.856
34! Russia 246.767
35 Switzerland 241.279

Boston, MA 238.831

38i Sweden 224.065
39 Turkey 217.583

40 Washington, DC-MD-VA-WV 217.045

41 Washinqton 216.968
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Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billion’s, Current)
Rank            Country, State, or Metro Area            Gross Product

42 Indiana 194.632
43 Maryland 187.315
44 Austria 184.944
45 Minnesota 183.901
46 ’Philadelphia, PA-NJ 182.353
47 Missouri 181.341
48 !Tennessee 180.165
49 Wisconsin 178.831
50 Houston, TX 177.549
51 Colorado 166.241
52 Hong Kong 164.631
53 Atlanta, GA 164.234
54 Norway 164.034
55 Poland 162.697
56 Connecticut 160.556
57 Dallas, TX 159.951
58 Arizona 158.508
59 Denmark 157.982
60 Detroit, MI 156.286
61 Louisiana 149.191
62 Indonesia 147.616
63! Saudi Arabia 145.344

¯ :’’ :" ’ 641 South Africa 132.267

!! OrangeCo, CA

129.991
Thailand 128.236
Kentucky 122.586

681 Alabama 121.812
69 Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN-Wl 121.256
70 Oregon 118.345
71 Finland 118.018
72 South Carolina 115.180
73 Seattle-Bellevue-Everett, WA 115.041
74 ! Phoenix-Mesa, AZ 114.235
75 Greece 110.870
76 Israel 107.966
77 San Francisco, CA 107.334
78 Nassau-Suffolk, NY 106.819
79 San Diego, CA 104.588
80 Venezuela 102.937
81 Portugal 100.508
82 Newark, NJ 96.275

83 Baltimore, MD 96.231
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Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current)
Rank           Country, Stat..__.~e, or Metro Area            Gross Product

84 Ireland 95.143
85 Iow._.._~a 93.954

86 Singapore 93.665

87 Oklahoma 93.505

88 Oakland, CA 92.113
89 Egypt 91.452

90 Denver, CO 91.100
91 Colombia 90.033
92 St. Louis, MO-IL 89.565
93 Malaysia 88.813
94 Kansas 86.041
95 San Jose, CA .85.382

96 Riverside-San Bernardino, CA 84.106
97 Tampa-St Petersb-Clrwater, FL 82.233
98 Cleveland-Lorain-Elyria, OH 80.754
99 Pittsburgh, PA 80.742

100 Philippines 77.995
101 N Haven-BrPt-Stmfd-Dbry-Wtrbry, CT 76.780
102 Nevada 75.997
103 Chile 72.962
104 Miami, FL 71.631
105 Portland-Vancouver, OR-WA 71.536
106 Arkansas 69.341 :~-:;~’
1071 Mississippi 68.846
108 Uta___.~h 68.639
109 Iran 67.107
110 Puerto Rico 65.329
111 ! Kansas City, MO-KS 64.816
1121 Hartford, CT 64.296
1131 Middlesex-Somerset-Hunterdon, NJ 63.616
114 Sacramento, CA 63.099
1151 Fort Worth-Arlington, TX 63.012
116’ Pakistan 62.748
117 Peru 62.746
118 D.C. 61.279
119 Charlotte-Gastonia-R Hill, NCoSC 61.270
120 Columbus, OH 60.745
121 United Arab 60.722
122 Orlando, FL 59.470
123 Cincinnati, OH-KY-IN 59.392
124 Bergen-Passaic, NJ 59.280
125 Nebraska 58.561
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Gross Pro~’uct, ~’000 (US$ Billions, Current)
Rank l Country, State, or Metro Area Gross Product

12’61 Indianapolis, IN 57.657
1271 New Mexico 56.108
1281 Nigeria 54.875
129. Milwaukee-Waukesha, Wl 54.752
130 Las Vegas, NV-AZ 54.621
131 San Antonio, TX 53.749
132 Algeria 52.800
1331 New Zealand 52.126
134i Norfolk-Va Beach-Newport News, VA-NC 51.694
1351 Czech 50.805
136 Austin-San Marcos, TX 48.154
137 Buffalo-Niagara Falls, NY 47.844
138 New Hampshire. 47.810
1.39 H~ngary 47.371
1401 Fort Lauderdale, FL 46.680
141 New Orleans, LA 46.532
142! Salt Lake City-Ogden, UT 46.407
1431 Greensboro-W-Salem-High Point,NC 46.332
144 Rochester, NY 45.738
145~ Richmond-Petersburg, VA 45.679
146 West Virqinia 45.517

..~ ...... 147 Nashville, TN 45.214
.~-::.~ 148 Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill, NC 44.271

149 Hawaii 43.759
150 i Jacksonville, FL 42.990
151 Gr Rapids-Muskegon-Holland, MI 42.348
152i Memphis, TN-AR-MS 38.941
153 Louisville, KY-IN 38.651
154! Bangladesh 38.513
155 Delaware 38.501
1561 Kuwait 38.048
157 Albany-Schenectady-Troy, NY 37.790
158 Maine 37.579
159 Idaho 36.949:
160 Syria 35.5281
161 Morocco 34.807 ~
162 Rhode Island 34.7801
163 W Palm Beach-Boca Raton, FL 33.181
164 Romania 33.033
165 Honolulu, HI 32.973
166 Monmouth-Ocean, NJ 32.953~

167 Providence-Warwick, RI 32.463
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Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current)
Rank Country, Stat.___~e, or Metro Area Gross Product

168 Oklahoma City, OK ~’2.350
169 Birmingham, AL 31.961
170 Ukraine 31.651
171 Wilmington-Newark, DE 31.363
172 Dayton-Springfield, OH 31.164
173 Vietnam 30.624
174 Manchester-Nashua, NH 30.172
175 Alaska 30.065
176 Syracuse, NY 30.063
177 Greenville-Spartanburg-Anderson, SC 29.862
178 Jersey City, NJ 28.147
179 Harrisburg-Lebanon-Carlisle, PA 27.076
180 Fresno, CA 26.314

181 Omaha, NE-IA 26.184
182 Tulsa, OK 25.725
183 Albuquerque, NM 25.636
184 Iraq 25.487
185 South Dakota 25.170
186 Ventura, CA 24.464
187 Wyominq 23.122
188 Montana 22.908
189 Tucson, AZ 22.878
190 Akron, OH 21.857
191 Knoxville, TN 21.516
192 Toledo, OH 21.190
193 !Springfield, MA 20.929
194 ~ Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA 20.647
195 ~Scranton.Wilkes.Barre.Hazelton, PA 20.625
196 Santa Rosa, CA 20.511
197 ~ Uruguay 20.494
198 Baton Rouge, LA 20.389
199 Slovakia 20.169
200 Tunisia 19.965
201 Dominican Republic 19.669
202 North Dakota 19.312
203 Columbia, SC 19.139
204 Ann Arbor, MI 19.098
205 Des Moines, IA 19.073
206 Guatemala 19.050
207! Tacoma, WA 19.034
2081 Croatia (Hrvatska) 18.951
209 Bakersfield, CA 18.920
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’Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current)
Rank Country, Stat_._.~e, or Metro Area Gross P~oduct

210 Oman 18.8i’8
211 El Paso, TX 18.607
212 Vermont 18.582
213 Fort Wayne, IN "18.562

214 Trenton, NJ 18.504
215 Slovenia 18.465

216 Madison, WI 18.446
217 Little Rock-N. L.Rock, AR 18.367
218 Kazakhstan 18.242
219 Lafayette, LA 18.214
220 Luxembourg 18.098
221 Lexington, KY 17.761
222 Colorado Springs, CO 17.559

223 Wichita, KS 17.464
224 Chattanooga, TN-GA 17.455
225 Lebanon 17.357
226 Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-Lompoc, CA 17.226
227 Sarasota-Bradenton, FL 16.928
228 Lancaster, PA 16.537
229 Sri Lanka 16.467
230 Youngstown-Warren, OH 16.229

.~ ... 231 Stockton-Lodi, CA 16.212
’ .... 232 Lansing-East Lansing, MI 16.139

233 1 Gary, IN 16.131
234 I Costa Rica 16.022
235 i Kalamazoo-Battle Creek, MI 15.742
236 Atlantic-Cape May, NJ 15.708
237 Spokane, WA 15.408
238 Modesto, CA 14.963
239 Augusta-Aiken, GA-SC 14.831
240 Charleston-N Charleston, SC 14.708
241 Reno, NV 14.654
242 Qatar 14.576
243 Vallejo-Fairfield-Napa, CA 14.480
2441 Boise City, ID 14.443
245! Rockford, IL 14.273
2461 Jackson, MS 14.265
247i Mobile, AL 14.024
248 : Johnson City-KingsptoBristol, TN-VA 13.900
249 Salinas, CA 13.815
250 Appleton-Oshkosh-Neenah, WI 13.465
251 Peoria-Pekin, IL 13.305
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Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current)
Rank Country, State, or Metro Area Gross Product

252 El Salvador 13.217
253~ Reading, PA 13.037
254 Ecuador 13.036
255 Lakeland-Winter Haven, FL 13.034
256 Davenport-Moline-Rock Isld, IA-IL 12.951
257 Hickory-Morganton, NC 12.824
258 Anchorage, AK 12.809
259 Saginaw-Bay City-Midland, MI 12.744

260 Canton-Massillon, OH 12.704
261 Roanoke, VA 12.641
262 Corpus Christi, TX 12.612
263 York, PA 12.471

.264 Beaumont-Port Arthur, TX 12.430
265 Shreveport-Bossier City, LA 12.344
266 Uzbekistan 12.299
267 Odessa-Midland, TX 12.269
268 Bulgaria 12.228
269 Macon, GA 12.017
270 Melbourne-Titusville-Palm Bay, FL 12.005
271 E~oulder-Longmont, CO 12.003
272 Portland, ME 11.981
273 Utica-Rome, NY 11.905
274 Springfield, IL 11.408
275 Flint, MI 11.348
276 Fort Myers-Cape Coral, FL 11.304
277 Lithuania 11.225
278 Sudan 10.984
279 Newburgh, NY-PA 10.947
280 Cote d’lvoire 10.930
281 Springfield, MO 10.786
282 McAIlen-Edinburg-Mission, TX 10.786
283 Belarus 10.782
284 Kenya 10.601
285 Huntsville, AL 10.574
286 Evansville-Henderson, IN.KY 10.540
287 Savannah, GA 10.510
288 Pensacola, FL 10.505
289 ! Visalia-Tulare-Porterville CA 10.459
290 i Eugene-Springfield, OR 10.393
291 Montgomery, AL 10.386
292 Daytona Beach, FL 10.356
293 New London-Norwich, CT 10.342
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Gross Produ’ct, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current)
Rank Country, Stat.__.~e, or Metro Area Gross Product

294 Tallahassee, FL 10.165
295 Cuba 10.068
296 S L Obispo-Atascadero-Paso Robles, CA 10.066
297 Green Bay, Wl 9.987
298 Salem, OR 9.945
299 Binghamton, NY 9.859
300 Erie, PA 9.800
301 Columbus, GA-AL 9.790
302 Cameroon 9.671
303 Myanmar 9.609
304 Lincoln, NE 9.577
305 Santa Cruz-Watsonville, CA . 9.530
306 Dutchess County, NY 9.464
307 Biloxi-Gulfport-Pascagoula, MS 9.438
308 ! Tanzania 9.315
309 Iceland 9.167
310 i Fayetteville-Springdale-Rogers, AR 9.033
311 ! Cyprus 8.935
312 !Elkhart-Goshen, IN 8.874
313 ! Yolo, CA 8.859
314 Hamilton-Middletown, OH 8.577
315 : Houma, LA 8.559

::..f." 316 i Bolivia 8.544
317 Longview-Marshall, TX 8.543
318 South Bend, IN 8.539
319 ’ Lubbock, TX 8.536
320 Lynchburg, VA 8.473
321 Charleston, WV 8.439
322 Fort Collins-Loveland, CO 8.343
323 Provo-Orem, UT 8.280
324 Bloomington.Normal, IL 8.201
325 Duluth-Superior, MN-Wl 8.153
326 Sioux Falls, SD 7.993
327 Yemen (Unified) 7.957
328 Waco, TX 7.827
329 Jordan 7.750
330 Wilmington, NC 7.724
331 Cedar Rapids, IA 7.698
332 ; Gainesviile, FL 7.696
333 Huntington-Ashland, WV-KY-OH 7.606
334 Zimbabwe 7.605
335 Amarillo, TX 7.533
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Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current) ".:.
Rank Country, Stat_._.~e, or Metro Area Gross Product

336 Paraguay 7.490
337 Asheville, NC 7.485
338 Brownsv-Harlingen-San Benito, TX 7.484
339 Chico-Paradise, CA 7.469
340 Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 7.467
341 Panama 7.342
342 Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 7.338
343 Trinidad & Tobago 7.283
344 Killeen-Temple, TX 7.254
345 Galveston-Texas City, TX 7.231
346 Jamaica 7.179
347 Latvia 7.150
348 Bahrain 7.111
349 Fayetteville, NC 7.062
350 Burlington, VT 7.000
351 Myrtle Beach, SC 6.922
352 Naples, FL 6.811
353 Tyler, TX 6.807
354 Ethiopia 6.800
355 Barnstable-Yarmouth, MA 6.787
356 Fort Pierce-Port St. Lucie, FL 6.673
357 Johnstown, PA 6.654
358 Laredo, TX 6.568
359 Topeka, KS 6.539
360 Redding, CA 6.452
361 Olympia, WA 6.374
362 Charlottesville, VA 6.332
363 Fort Smith, AR-OK 6.306
364 Ghana 6.303
365 Lake Charles, LA 6.21.2
366 Yakima, WA 6.211
367 Uganda 6.195
368 Richland-Kennewick-Pasco, WA 6.165
369 Brazoria, TX 6.163
370 Merced, CA 6.060
371 St. Cloud, MN 5.959
372 Lafayette, IN 5.936
373 Honduras 5.932
374 Ocala, FL 5.928
375 Fargo-Moorhead, ND-MN 5.834
376 Champaign-Urbana, IL 5.731
377 Mansfield, OH 5.722
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Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current)
Rank Country, State, or Metro Area Gross Produc

378 Vineiand-Millville-Bridgeton, ’NJ 5.568
379 Joplin, MO 5.510
380 Bremerton, WA 5.471
381 Nepal 5.418
382 Athens, GA 5.410
383 Lima, OH 5.370
384 Bellingham, WA 5.364
385 Botswana 5.360
386 Bryan-College Station, TX 5.319
387 Rochester, MN 5.307
388 Benton Harbor, MI 5.287
389 Racine, WI 5.268
390 Greeley, CO 5.242
391 Brunei Darussalam 5.210
392 Gabon 5.210
393 Fort Walton Beach, FL 5.126
394 Medford-Ashford, OR 5.094
395 Tuscaloosa, AL 5.017
396 Monroe, LA 4.986
397 Pittsfield, MA 4.979
398 Columbia, MO 4.976
399 West Bank and Gaza 4.939

=.... 400 Estonia 4.922
401 Jamestown, NY 4.918
402 Azerbaijan 4.896
403 Wichita Falls, TX 4.852’
404 Hagerstown, MD 4.821
405 Wausau, Wl 4.796
406 Eau Claire, Wl 4.794
407 Florence, SC 4.710

¯ 408 Rocky Mount, NC 4,669
409 Mauritius 4.601
410 Albany, GA 4.570
411 Abilene, TX 4.561
412 La Crosse, WI-MN 4.548
413 Decatur, IL 4.544
414 Senegal 4.530
415 Parkersburg-Marietta, WV-OH 4.528
416 Janesville-Beloit, WI 4.496
417 Clarksville-Hopkinsville, TN-KY 4.493
418 Panama City, FL 4.492
419 Santa Fe, NM 4.485
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Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current)
Rank Country, Statue, or Metro Area Gross Product

420 Glens Falls, NY 4.472
421 Jackson, MI .4.443
422 State College, PA 4.437
423 Angola 4.426
424 Turkmenistan 4.404
425 Waterloo-Cedar Falls, IA 4.401
426 Bangor, ME 4.302
427 Wheeling, WV-OH 4.233
428 Altoona, PA 4.212
429 Terre Haute, IN 4.198
430 Bahamas 4.185
431 Greenville, NC 4.179
432 Mozambique 4.170
433 Pueblo, CO 4.159
434 Dothan, AL 4.139
435 Sheboygan, Wl 4.121
436 Williamsport, PA 4.091
437 Sioux City, IA-NE 4.085
438 Jackson, TN 4.044
439 Albania 3.894
440 Billings, MT 3.843
441 Dover, DE 3.830
442 Bloomington, IN 3.795
443 Madagascar 3.792
444 Grand Junction, CO 3.756
445 Flagstaff, AZ-UT 3.746
446 Yuba City, CA 3.713
447 San Angelo, TX 3.701
448! Elmira, NY 3.697
449 Kokomo, IN 3.690
450: Decatur, AL 3.675
451 Papua New Guinea 3.670
452 Sherman-Denison, TX 3.618
453 Danville, VA 3.596
454 Texarkana, AR-TX 3.591
455 Muncie, IN 3.565
456 Sharon, PA 3.564
457 Las Cruces, NM 3.560
458 Alexandria, LA 3.551
459 Malta 3.534
460 Steubenville-Weirton, OH-WV 3.526
461 Iowa City, IA 3.523
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Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current)
Rank Country, Stat._.~e, or Metro Area Gross Product

462 i Namibia 3.505
463 Florence, AL 3.423
464 Macedonia 3.408
465 Victoria, TX . 3.332
466 Congo, Dem. Repub. of 3.278
467 Kankakee, IL 3.241
468 Kenosha, Wl 3.211
469 Guinea 3.210
470 Georgia 3.147
471 Dubuque, IA 3.141
472 Cambodia 3.121
473 Zambia 3.096
474 Haiti 3.090
475 Lewiston-Auburn, ME 3.009
476 Rapid City, SD 3.006
477 Anniston, AL 3.000
478 Hattiesburg, MS 2.993
479 St. Joseph, MO 2.959
480 Owensboro, KY 2.950
481 Goldsboro, NC 2.928
482! Congo, Republic of 2.919
483 Casper, WY 2.875
484i Bismarck, ND 2.856
485i Sumter, SC 2.790
486! Cumberland, MD-WV 2.785
487! Missoula, MT 2.779
488! Grand Forks, ND-MN 2.765
4891 Lawrence, KS 2.737
4901 Barbados 2.685
491 Corvallis, OR. 2.681
492 Yuma, AZ 2.677
493 Bermuda 2.674
494 Cheyenne, WY 2.640
495 Jacksonville, NC 2.513
496 Nicaragua 2.502
497 Auburn-Opelika, AL 2.484
498 Gadsden, AL 2.466
499 Burkina Faso 2.443
500 Punta Gorda, FL 2.429
501 Mali 2.399
502 Lawton, OK 2.369
503 Benin 2.267
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Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current)
Rank Country, Stat__._~e, or Metro Area Gross Product

504 Jonesboro, AR 2.266
505 Liechtenstein 2.248
506 Netherlands Antilles 2.061
507 Pine Bluff, AR 2.052
508 Malawi 1.994
509 Great Falls, MT 1.978
510 Fiji 1.971
511 Aruba 1.962
512 Rwanda 1.947
513 Armenia 1.919
514 Pocatello, ID 1.906
515 Enid, OK 1.696
516 Somalia 1.672
517 Niger 1.592
518 Cayman Islands 1.586
519 Chad 1.467
520 Kyrgyzstan 1.304
521 Moldova 1.300
522 Togo 1.294
523 Afghanistan 1.271
524 Swaziland 1.223
525 Lao People’s Dem. Repub. 1.088
526 Mongolia 1.029
527 Equatorial Guinea 1.010
528 Tajikistan 1.010
529 Central African Republic 0.989
530 Lesotho 0.946
531 Mauritania 0.905
~:~ Burundi 0.771
533 Guyana 0.749
534 Eritrea 0.748
535 Belize 0.736
536 Saint Lucia 0.701
537 Antigua & Barbuda 0.687
538 Suriname 0.649
539 Seychelles 0.628
540 Sierra Leone 0.591
541 Djibouti 0.561
542 Cape Verde 0.513
543 Bhutan 0.470
544 Gambia 0.448

Maldives 0.443
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Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current)
Rank Country, State, or Metro Area Gross Product

546 Grenada 0.417
547 Solomon Islands 0.386
548 Saint Kitts and Nevis 0.325
549 Saint Vincent and the Grenadines 0.325
550 Dominica 0.282
551 Guinea-Bissau 0.225
552 Vanuatu 0.225
553 Samoa 0.193
554 Comoros 0.177
555 Sao Tome and Principe 0.049
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Table 10 - Metro Area Shares of U.S. Production

Rest of
Shares of U.S. Gross Product (2000) Metro

United
United

(Billions) Areas
States

States

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing $49 $95 $144
Perce~ntage 34%! 66%
Mining $102 $72 $174
Percenta~qe 58% 42% "’ ~ r

Construction $371 $61 $432
Per~centage 86% 14% .
Manufacturing $1,264 $346 $1,61

Transportation & Utilities $744 j $108 $852
Percentage 87 %! 13%
Trade $1,354 ’$239 $1,586
Percentage 85% 15%
Financial Services $1,767 $155 $1,922
Percentage 92%1 8%
Services $1,895 $232 $2,127
Percentage . 89% !t%
Governmeht $929 $225 $1,154
Percentage 81% 19%
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OF MAYORS
RANKING ~2oeo)
GROSS METROPOLITAN PRODUCT (GMP;. US$ BILLIONS

Rank U.$. CitylCounty Metro Areas GMP 2000 Rank U.S. City/County Metro Areas GMP 2000

1 New York, NY 437.8 51 Greensboro-W-Salem-High Point,NC 46.3
2 Los Ange;es-L Beach, CA 363.7 52 Rochester, NY 45.7
3 Chicago, IL 332.8 53 Richmond-Petersburg, VA 45.7
4 Boston, MA 238.8 54 Nashville, TN 45.2
5 Washington, DC-MD-VA-WV 2!7.0 55 Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill, NC 44.3
6 Philadelphia, PA-NJ 182.4 56 Jacksonville, FL 43.0
7 Houston, TX 177.5 57 Gr Rapids-Muskegon-Holland. MI 42.3
8 Atlanta, GA 164.2 58 Memphis, TN-AR-MS 38.9
9 Dallas, TX 160.0 59 Louisville, KY-IN 38.7
10 Detroit, MI 156.3 60 Albany-Schenectady-Troy, NY 37.8
11 Orange Co, CA 130.0 61 W Palm Beach-Boca Raton, FL 33.2
12 Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN-WI 121.3 62 Honolulu, HI 33.0
13 Seattle-Bellevue-Everett, WA 115.0 63 Monmouth-Ocean, NJ 33.0
14 Pt~oenix-Mesa, AZ 114.2 64 Providence-Warwick, RI 32.5
15 San Francisco, CA 107.3 65 Oklahoma City, OK 32.3
16 Nassa~J-Suffol~,, NY 106.8 66 Birmingham, AL 32.0
17 San Diego, CA 104.6 67 Wilmington-Newark, DE 31.4
18 Newark, NJ 96.3 68 Dayton-Springfield, OH 31.2
19 Baltimore, MD 96.2 69 Manchester-Nashua, NH 30.2
20 Oakland, CA 92.1 70 Syracuse, NY 30.1
21 Denver, CO 91.1 71 Greenville-Spartanburg-Andersor SC 29.9
22 St, Louis, MO-IL 89.6 72 Jersey City, NJ 28.1
23 San Jose, CA 85.4 73 Harrisburg-Lebanon-Carlisle, PA 27.1
24 R~verslde-San Bernardino. CA 84.1 74 Fresno, CA 26.3
25 Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clrwater, FL 82.2 75 Omaha, NE-IA 26.2
26 Cleveland-Lorain-Elyria, OH 80.8 76 Tulsa, OK 25.7
27 Pittsburgh, PA 80.7 77 Albuquerque, NM 25.6
28 New Haven-BrPt-Stami~ord-Danbury-Waterbury, CT 76.8 78 Ventura, CA 24.5
29 Miami, FL 71.6 79 Tucson, AZ 22.9
30 Portland-Vancouver, OR-WA 71.5 80 Akron, OH 21.9
31 Kansas City, MO-KS 64.8 81 Knoxville, TN 21.5
32 Hartford, CT 64.3 82 Toledo, OH 21.2
33 M=ddlesex-Somerset-Hunterdon, NJ 63.6 83 Springfield, MA 20.9
34 Sacramento, CA 63.1 84 Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA 20.6
35 Fort Worth-Arlington, TX 63.0 85 Scranton-Wilkes-Barre-Hazelton, PA 20.6
36 Charlotte-Gastonia-Rock Hill, NC-SC 61.3 86 Santa Rosa, CA 20.5
37 Columbus, OH 60.7 87 Baton Rouge, LA 20.4
38 Orlando, FL 59.5 88 Des Moines, IA 19.1
39 Cincinnati, OH-KY-IN 59.4 89 Ann Arbor, MI 19.1
40 Bergen-Passaic, NJ 59.3 90 Columbia, SC 19.1
41 Indianapolis, iN 57.7 91 Tacoma, WA 19.0
42 Milwaukee-Waukesha, WI 54.8 92 Bakersfield, CA 18.9
43 Las Vegas, NV-AZ 54.6 93 Fort Wayne, IN 18.6
44 San Antonio, TX 53.7 94 El Paso, TX 18.6
45 Norfolk-Virginia Beach-Newport News, VA-NC 51.7 95 Trenton, NJ 18.5
46 Austin-San Marcos, TX 48.2 96 Little Rock-North Little Rock, AR 18.4
47 Buffalo-N~agara Falls, NY 47.8 97 Madison, WI 18.4
48 Fort Lauderdale, FL 46.7 98 Lafayette, LA 18.2
49 New Orleans, LA 46.5 99 Lexington, KY 17.8
50 Salt Lake City-Ogden, UT 46.4 100 Colorado Springs, CO 17.6

*City/County Metros are the 319 metropolitan areas defined by U.S.OMB. Source: DRI, WEFA
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~ THE UNITED STATES
World Rankings on Gross Domestic and Metropolitan Product CONFERENCE

2000 (U.S. Billions, Current) OF MAYORS

Rank Nation or Metro Area GP 20,00 Rank Nation or Metro Area GP 2000 Rank Nation o,r Metro Area GP 2000 Rank Nation or Metro Area GP 2000

1 United States 9,963 00 44 Finland 11800 87 C~ncinnati, OH-KY-IN 5940 130 Syracuse NY :,, ’
2 Japan ¯ 4,614 00 45 Seattle-Bellevue-Everett. WA 115.00 88 Bergen-Passaic, NJ 59 30 131 Greenville-Spartanburg Ande=son SC    .’~,
3 Germany 1,873.00 46 Phoenix-Mesa, AZ 114~20 89 Indianapolis. ~N 57.70 132 Jerse’f C~ty. NJ
4 United Kingdom 1,41000 47 Greece 110.90 90 Nigeda 54 9’0 133 Harrisburg-Lebanon-Carfisle, PA ?; : ,,
5 France 1,28600 48 Israel 108.00 91 M~lwaukee-W’aukesha, Wl ~.80 134 Fresno. CA
6 China 1,104.00 49 SanFrancisco, CA tO7 30 92 Las Vegas. NV-AZ 54 60 135 Omaha, NE-IA
7 Italy 1,074.00 50 Nassau-Suffolk, NY 106.60 93 San Antonio, TX 5370 136 Telsa. OK
8 Canada 699.00 51 San Diego, CA 104 60 94 A}g,eria 52.80 137 Albuquerque. NM
9 Brazil 66500 52 Ven,ezuela 102~90 95 New Zealand 5Z10 138 Iraq
10 Mexico 578.00 53 Podugal 100.50 96 l’,lorfol~,-v~rg~,a 13e.ach-Newp~n News, V,A-NC 51 70 139 Venture. CA .
11 Spain 557.00 54 Newark, NJ 96.30 97 Czech 50 80 140 Tucson, AZ ;’. -.
12 India 510.00 55 Baltimere, MD 9,6 20 98 Austin-San Marces. TX 48 20 141 Akron, OH ? l ;.
13 Korea, Sou~ 48000 56 Ireland 95.10 99 Buffalo-Niagara Falls. NY 47.80 142 Knoxwlle. TN
14 New York, NY 437 80 57 Singapore 93 70 100 H~Jngary . 47 40 143 Toledo, OH
15 Australia 428.0,0 58 Oakland, CA 92 10 101 Fort Lauderdale. FL 46.70 144 Sprtnglield. MA
16 Los Angeles-Long Beach. CA 363.70 59 Egypt 91.50 102 New Orleans. LA 46.5,0 145 Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton. P~, ?~;
17 Netherlands 360.00 6,0 Denver, CO 91 10 103 Salt Lake Cily-Ogden, UT 46.40 146 Scranton-Wilkes-Barre-Hazelton P~ ?,, ,
18 Chicago, IL 332.80 61 Colombia 90,00 104 Greensboro W,~ston-Salem-Hight-’o~nl t~IC 46.30 147 Santa Rosa. CA ?= ’,
19 Taiwan 323.00 62 St..Louis, M,O-IL 89 60 105 Rochester. NY 45.70 148 Uruguay 20
20 Argentina 284.00 63 Malaysia 88.80 106 Richmond-Petersburg, VA 45.70 149 Balon Rouge LA ,,~_~ ,’,.
21 Russia 247.00 64 SanJese, CA 85 40 107 Nashville, TN 45.20 150 Stovak~a 20
22 Switzerland 241.30 65 R~vers~de-San Bernardmo, CA 84 10 108 Raleigh-Durham-Chapel H~II. NC 4,1 30 151 Tunisia 19
23 Boston, MA 238.80 66 Tampa-StPetersb-CIn~ater, FL 82 20 109 Jacksonvi{le, FL 43.00 152 Dommicon Repub{ic 19
24 Belgium 227.00 67 Cleveland-Lorain-Elyria, OH 80.80 110 GrRap=ds-Muskegon-Hofiand= MI 42.30 153 Des Moines. IA
25 Sweden 224.10 68 P~ltsburgh, PA 80.70 111 Memphis, 1N-AR-MS 38.90 154 A~n Arbor. MI
26 Turkey 217 60 69 Philippines 78.00 112 Louiswfie, KY-IN 38 70 155 Coumbia. SC 1",’
27 Washington, DC-MD-VA-WV 217.00 70 NewHaven.l~PI SLlmfo,-d.DanSunt-W,-~e~bury C1 ~’6.~]0 113 Bangladesh 38.50 156 Guatemala
28 Austria 184 90 71 Chile 7300 114 Kuwait 38.05 157 Tacoma, WA
29 Philadelphia. PA-NJ 182.40 72 Miami. FL 71 60 115 Albany-Schenectady.Troy. NY 37.80 158 Croatia (Hn,’atska) 19
30 Houston, TX 177.50 73 Porttand-Vancouver. OR-V~ 71.50 116 Syria 35.53 159 Bakersfield. CA
31 Hong Kong 164 60 74 Iran 67.10 117 Morocco 34.89 160 Omen 18
32 Atlanta, GA 164 20 75 Puedo Rico 65 30 118 Wes~ Palm Beach-Boca Raton, FL 33.20 161 Fort Wayne. IN
33 Norway 164.00 76 Kansas City, MO-KS 64 80 119 Honolulu, HI 33.00 162 El Paso, TX I~ ,~
34 Poland 163.00 77 Hartford, CT 64.30 120 Monmouth-L~ean, NJ 33.00 163 Trenton. NJ
35 Dallas, TX 160.00 78 M~ddlesex-Somerset-Hunterdon, NJ 6360 121 Romania 33 00 164 Sloven~a 18 4;
36 Denmark 15800 79 Sacramento. CA 63.10 122 Prov dence.Warwick. RI 32 50 165 Lift e Rock-No th Ltt e Rock. AR
37 Detroit, MI 156 30 80 Fort Wodh-Adington, TX 63 60 123 Oklahoma Ci~, OK 3230 166 Madison WI                       ~:- -~,~
38 Indonesia 147.60 81 Pakistan 62 70 124 Birm,ngham AL 32 00 167 Lafayette. LA l::. ;’...
39 SaudiArabia 145 30 82 Peru 62 70 125 Ukraine 31.70 166 Kazakhstan
40 South Africa 132 30 83 Charlotte-Gastonia-Rock I.l~ll, NC-SC 61 30 126 Wilmington-Newark DE 31 40 169 Luxembourg
41 Orange County, CA 130 00 84 CoJumbus, OH 60.70 12/’ Daylon-Spnngfleld, OH 31 20 170 Le×~ngton. KY I, -
42 Thailand 12820 85 United Arab 60 70 128 Vietnam 30.60 171 Colorado Springs,-CO
43 M,inneapol~s-SL Paul, MN-WI 121.30 86 Orlando. FL 59.50 t29 Manchester-Nashua. NH 30.20 172 Wichita, KS



THE UNITED STATES

~ CONFERENCE
OF MAYORS

GMP VS. GSP (2000)

The Gross Product of the ten largest City/County
Metro areas* in the U.S. exceeds the combined output
of the following 31 states.

Total Gross Metro Product Total Gross State Product

$2.43 trillion $2.39 trillion

New York, NY Tennessee
Connecticut

Los Angeles.Long Beach, CA Colorado
Arizona
Louisianar,h= ,,,...cauo, IL

¯ Alabama
¯ Boston, MA Kentucky
-~ South Carolina

Washington, DC-MD-VA-WV is Oregon
Iowa

Philadelphia, PA-NJ greater OklahomaKansas
NevadaHouston, TX than Mississippi
Arkansas

Atlanta, GA Utah
Nebraska

Dallas, TX New Mexico
West Virginia

Detroit, MI New Hampshire
Hawaii
Delaware
Maine
Idaho
Rhode Island
Alaska
South Dakota
Montana
Wyoming
North Dakota
Vermont

*City/County Metros are the 319 metropolitan areas defined by U.S.OMB. Source: DRI ¯ WEFA
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METROPOLITAN AREAS 1999

LISTS I-IV

Statistical Policy Office
Office of Management and Budget

Attachments to OMB Bulletin No. 99-04



CMSA0
FIPS                                                         PMSA,
Code    Area Title                                                         MSA         Level      List Specifyinq Definition and Central Cities

California

(0360) (ANAHEIM-SANTA ANA)                                                                        II (49 Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange County CMSA)
0680    BAKERSFIELD                                                                 MSA              B          I
1620    CHICO-PARADISE                                                            MSA              C
2840    FRESNO                                                                        MSA              B          I

49    LOS ANGELES-RIVERSIDE-ORANGE COUNTY                            CMSA                        II
4480 LOS ANGELES-LONG BEACH                                          PMSA          A        II (49 Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange County CMSA)
4940 MERCED                                                               MSA            C        I
5170    MODESTO                                                                       MSA              B          I
5775 OAKL/LND                                                              PMSA          A        II (84 San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose CMSA)
5945 ORILNGE COUNTY                                                      PMSA          A        II (49 Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange County CMSA)

(6000) (OXNARD-VENTURA)                                                                            II (49 Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange County CMSA)
6690 REDDING                                                             MSA            C        I
6780 RIVERSIDE-SAN BERNARDINO                                       PMSA          A        II (49 Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange County CMSA)

82    SACRAMENTO-YOLO                                                           CMSA                        II
6920 SACRAMENTO                                                          PMSA          A        II (82 Sacramento-Yolo CMSA)
7120    SALINAS                                                                       MSA              B          I
7320    SAN DIEGO                                                               MSA             A         I

84    SAN FRANCISCO-OAKL~dgD-SA-N JOSE                                    CMSA                        II
7360 S~ FRANCISCO                                                      PMSA          A        II (84 San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose CMSA)
7400 SAN JOSE                                                            PMSA          A        II (84 San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose CMSA)
7460    SAN LUIS OBISPO-ATASCILDERO-PASO ROBLES                        MSA              C          I
7480    SANTA BARBARA-SANTA MARIA-LOMPOC                                 MSA              B          I
7485 SANTA CRUZ-WATSONVILLE                                          PMSA           C        II (84 San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose CMSA)
7500 SANTA ROSA                                                          PMSA           B        II (84 San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose CMSA)
8120 STOCKTON-LODI                                                      MSA            B        I
8720 VALLEJO÷FAIRFIELD-NAPA                                          PMSA          B        II (84 San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose CMSA)
8735 VENTURA                                                              PMSA           B        II (49 Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange County CMSA)
8780    VISALIA-TULARE-PORTERVILLE                                          MSA              B          I
9270 YOLO                                                                  PMSA           C        II (82 Sacramento-Yolo CMSA)
9340 YUBA CITY                                                       MSA           C        I

Colorado

1125 BOULDER-LONGMONT                                               PMSA          C        II (34 Denver-Boulder-Greeley CMSA)
1720 COLORADO SPRINGS                                                     MSA             B         I

34    DENVER-BOULDER-GREELEY                                             CMSA                      II
2080 DENVER                                                           PMSA          A        II (34 Denver-Boulder-Greeley CMSA)
2670 FORT COLLINS-LOVELAND                                        MSA           C        I
2995    GRAND JUNCTION                                                        MSA             D         I
3060 GREELEY                                                              PMSA           C        II (34 Denver-Boulder-Greeley CMSA)
6560        PUEBLO                                                                                                                                       MSA                          C                  I
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City of Los Angeles
1998 Economic and Demographic Information

The City of Los Angeles is the second most populous City in the United States with an estimated
1998 population in excess of 3.7 million. Los Angeles is the principal city of a metropolitan region
stretching from the city of San Buenaventura to the north, the City of San Clemente to the south, and the
City of San Bernardino to the east.

Founded in 1781, Los Angeles was for its first century a provincial outpost under a succession of
Spanish, Mexican, and American rule. It experienced a population boom following its linkage by rail with
San Francisco in 1876. Los Angeles was selected as the Southern California rail terminus because its
natural harbor, unlike San Diego’s, seemed to offer little challenge to San Francisco, home of the railroad
barons. But what the region lacked in commerce and industry, it made up in temperate clima[e and
unspoiled real estate, and soon tens and then hundreds of thousands of people living in the northeastern
and midwestern United States migrated to new homes in the region. Its.population climbed to 50,000 in
1890, and then swelled to 1.5 million by 1940. Agricultural and oil production, followed by the creation of
a deep water port, the opening of the Panama Canal, and the completion of the City-financed Owens
Valley Aqueduct to provide additional water, all contributed to an expanding economic base. During this
same period, the motor car became the principal mode of American transportation, and Los Angeles
developed as the first major city of the. automotive age. Following World War II, Los Angeles became the
focus of a new wave of migration, with its population reaching 2.4 million by 1960.

Both the City and its surrounding metropolitan region have continued to experience growth in
population and in economic diversity. Services, wholesale and retail trade, manufacturing, government,
financial service industries, transportation, utilities, and construction contribute significantly to local
employment. The City’s 470 square miles contain 11.5% of the area and 38.8% of the population of the
County of Los Angeles (the "County). The County is the top ranked county in manufacturing in the United
States, producing more than 10% of the nation’s production of such diverse items as aircraft, aircraft
equipment, aluminum, dental equipment, games and toys, gas transmissions and distribution equipment,
guided missiles, space vehicles and propulsion units, and women’s apparel. Fueled by trade with the
Pacific Rim countries, the Por~ of Los Angeles/Long Beach ranks first in the nation in volume. As home to
the film, television and recording industries, as well as important cultural facilities, Los Angeles serves as
a principal global cultural center. With Los Angeles international Airport serving as the new "Ellis Island"
for foreign immigration to this country, the metropolitan region has achieved a new ethnic and cultural
diversity.

ECONOMIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

Introduction

The economic and demographic information provided below has been collected from sources
which the City deems to be reliable. Because it is difficult to obtain timely regional economic and
demogra’phic information, the impact on the City of the recent recession and the City’s recovery from the
recession may not be fully apparent in all of the publicly available regional economic statistics provided
herein.

Population

The City’s population expanded by 4.8% during the 1970’s and by more than 17.4% from 1980 to
1990. This latter expansion compares to an 18.5% growth rate for the County and a 25.1% growth rate
for the State of California (the "State") during the same period. Table 1 summarizes City, County, and
State population estimated at January 1 of each year.
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Table 1
CITY, COUNTY AND STATE POPULATION STATISTICS

City of County of State of
Los An~leles, Los An~jeles California

1980 ...............~ .................................................................... 2,968,579 7,477,517 23,780.000
1981 ................................................................................... 2,989,500 7,550,300 24,267,000
1982 .................................................................................... 3,029,500 7,679,100 24,786,000
1983 .................................................................................... 3,087,700 7,830,000 25,309,000
1984 .................................................................................... 3,145,000 7,961,900 25,780,000
1985 .................................................................................... 3,199,600 8,091,900 26,358,000
1986 .................................................................................... 3,268,200 6,250,000 26,999,000
1987 .................................................................................... 3,318,800 8,410,800 27,655,000
1988 .................................................................................... 3,362,200 8,537,800 28,323,000
1989 .................................................................................... 3,399,000 8,652,800 29,063,000
1990 .................................................................................... 3,485,398 8,863,164 29,760,021
1991 .................................................................................... 3,536,799 8,988,754 30,351,000
1992 .................................................................................... 3,575,000 9,074,400 30,982,000
1993 .................................................................................... 3,607,700 9,158,400 31,552,000
1994 .................................................................................... 3,620,500 9,230,600 31,960,000
1995 .................................................................................... 3,625,800 9,327,300 31,910,000
1996 .................................................................................... 3,638,100 9,369,800 32,231,000
1997 .................................................................................... 3.681,700 9,488,200 32,609,000
1998 ..................................................................................... 3,722,500 9,603,300 33,252,000

Source: U.S. Census for 1980 and 1990; other figures are State Department of Finance estimates as of Januar~ 1 of each }~ear.

Table 2 summarizes the age distribution of the City, County, and State population estimated at
January 1, 1997.

Table 2
CITY, COUNTY, AND STATE POPULATION .,:.:.

BY AGE GROUP .’":.~:"’~
Estimated Januar~ 1, 1997

% OF POPULATION BY AGE GROUP

18-24 25-34 35-49 50 &
Years Years Years Over

City of Los Angeles .................................................................... 11.2% 18.3% 22.9% 22.2%
County of Los Angeles .............................................................. 10.5 17.4 23.0 22.2
State of California ...................................................................... 9.7 16.7 23.7 23.2

Source: Sales and Marketin~ Management Ma~azine "1997 survey of Buying Power".
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Table 3 summarizes the income distribution of the City, County, and State population estimated
at January 1, 1997.

Table 3
CITY, COUNTY, AND STATE POPULATION

BY INCOME GROUP
Estimated Janua~ 1, 1997

% OF POPULATION BY INCOME GROUP

$20,000. $35,000- $50,000
$34,999 $49,999 and Over

City of Los Angeles .................................................. 24.1% 18.3% 25.2%
County of Los Angeles ............................................. 23.2 17.9 29.5
State of California .................................................... 22.9 18.5 31.7

Source: Sales and Marketin~ Management Ma~azine "1997 Surve,( of Buyin~ Power".

Industry and Employment

Table 4 summarizes the State Department of Employment Development’s estimated average
annual employment of nonagricultural wage and salary workers in the County between 1996 and March
1998. Percentages indicate the percentage of the total employment for each type of employment for the
given year. For purposes of comparison, employment for the United States is also summarized for 1996
through 1998.

The services sector has been the major employment sector in the County through April 1998,
employing 32.9% of the nonagricultural wage and salary workers in the County. (Separate figures for the
City are not maintained). Wholesale and retail trade, at 21.9%, is the second highest employment sector
in the County, followed closely by manufacturing, which employs 17.2% of the nonagricultural wage and
salary workers in the County. From 1996 to April 1998, total employment for nonagricultural wage and
salary workers increased by 3.9%
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Table 4
LOS ANGELES COUNTY

ESTIMATED AVERAGE ANNUAL EMPLOYMENT
NONAGRICULTURAL WAGE AND SALARY WORKERS

(in thousands)
Count,( United States

% of % of % of % of % of % of

Mining ..................... 5,7 0.1% 5,7 0,2% 5,6 0.1% 574 0,5% 574 0.5% 560 0.5%
Construction ............ 108,6 2=9 110,0 2,8 111,6 2.8 5.400 4,5 5,747 4.6 5.659 4.5
Manufacturing .......... 18,547 15.5

Durable Goods ....... 3523 9.3 363~8 9,4 370.3 94 11,048 8.9 11,082 8.9
Non-Durable Goods 293,6 7,7 299,5 7.7 309,7 7,8 7,626 6.2 7,546 6,1

Transportation and
Public Utilities ........ 204 4 54 210,2 5.4 2154 5,5 6,261 5.2 6.478 5,2 6.528 5.2

Wholesale Trade ...... 2586 68 264~3 6.8 2692 6,8 6.483 5,4 6,746 5.5 6,798 5.5
RetailTrade ............ 583,2 15,3 594.1 !5.3 597,9 15,1 21,525 18.1 22,450 18.1 22.247 17.9
Finance, Insurance

& Real Estate ......... 216,7 5,7 219.5 5.7 223,3 5,7 6,899 5.8 7,151 5.8 7.219 5.8
Services 1,245,3 32,8 1,267.3 32,7 1.300,3 32.9 34,377 28.7 36,276 29.3 36,765 -’29,5
Govemment 533.3 14.0 537,8 13 9 548,3 13.9 19,447 16.3 19.770 16,0 20,21~9 16,2

(1) Preliminary data as of April 1998. Data not adjusted for seasonality.
(2) Totals may not add due to independent rounding.

Sources: California Employment Development Department, Labor Market Information Division for the County; U.S. Bureau of
Labor, Department of Labor Statistics for the U, S.

The average number of employed and unemployed residents of the County, together with the
average annual unemployment rate is summarized in Table 5.

Table 5
ESTIMATED AVERAGE ANNUAL EMPLOYMENT AND                              :"~ ’:.".~

UNEMPLOYMENT OF RESIDENT LABOR FORCE
Civilian Labor Force
County of Los Angeles (in thousands) 199___/1 199~2 199~3 1994(II 199.__.~51996 1997(=) 1998(~)

Employed ................................................ 4,142 4,099 3,984 3,971 4,016 4,052 4,189 4,311
Unemp!oyed ............................................ 360 436 427 445 343 362 308 279

Total ....................... 4,502 4.535 4,411 4,416 4,359 4,414 4,497 4,590

Unemployment Rates

County ..................................................... 9.8% 9.6% 9.7% 9.4% 7.9% 8.2% 6.8% 6.1%
State ........................................................ 7.5 9.1 9.2 8.6 7.8 7.2 5.5 6.0
United States .......................................... 6.7 7.4 6,8 6.1 5.6 5,4 4.9 4.3

The Federal Government began using a new method for calculating labor force statistics in January 1994. As a result of this
change, labor force data for 1994 are not comparable to prior years’ data.

(=) Data not adjusted for seasonality.(3) Preliminary data as of March 1998. Data not adjusted for seasonality.

Source: California Employment Development Department, Labor Market Information Division for the State and County; U.S. Bureau
of LaborI Department of Labor Statistics for the U.S
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Major Employers

The economic base of Los Angeles is diverse, with no one sector being dominant. Some of the
leading activities include business/professional management services (including engineering), health
services (including training and cutting-edge research), tourism, distribution, and entertainment. The.job
loss in the technology sector has ended, while major new investments are being made in entertainment
and tourism. The ten leading employers in the Los Angeles Five County Area, as reported in March
1996, are listed in Table 6. A five-year history is not available.

Table 6
TEN LEADING EMPLOYERS IN THE

LOS ANGELES FIVE COUNTY AREA(1)
March 1996

, ,C, ompan~//Or~anization Product Number of Employees~z|

Los Angeles County Government 84,616
U.S. Government Government .6~.,404
City of Los Angeles Government 55,964
Los Angeles Unified School District Public Schools 55,727
Bank of America Financial Services 26,563
Hughes Electronics Corporation Aerospace 26,000
Kaiser Permanente Health Services 24,163
American Stores Retail 23,525
UCLA Higher Education 23,492
Sears, Roebuck & Company Retail 21,370

(~) Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino and Venture Counties.
Approximately two-thirds of the total number of employees for each company work in Los Angeles County except for the
County of Los Angeles, the Los Angeles Unified School District and the City of Los Angeles. For these employers, virtually one
hundred percent of the employees work in Los Angeles County.

,=,=Source: Economic Development Corporation of Los Angeles Count~,

Effective Buying Income

"Effective Buying Income" ("EBI"), also referred to as "disposable" or "after tax" income, consists
of personal income less personal tax and certain non-tax payments. Personal income includes wages
and salaries, other labor-related income (such as employer contributions to private pension funds), and
certain other income (e.g. proprietor’s income; rental income; dividends and interest; pensions; and
welfare assistance). Deducted from this total are personal taxes (federal, state and local) certain non-tax
payments (e.g. fines, fees and penalties), and personal contributions to a retirement program.

Table 7 shows the top ten metropolitan areas in total EBI for 1996.
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Table 7
TOTAL EFFECTIVE BUYING INCOME
TOP TEN METROPOLITAN AREAS

(in thousands)

New York ...................................................................................................................................................... $153,157,977
Chicago ........................................................................................................................................................ 144,581,178
Los Angeles ................................................................................................................................................. 133,522,302
Washington .................................................................................................................................................. 96,070,010
Philadelphia .................................................................................................................................................. 92,004,188
Boston .......................................................................................................................................................... 74,465,840
Detroit ........................................................................................................................................................... 73,618,478
Houston ........................................................................................................................................................ 66,442,495
Atlanta .......................................................................................................................................................... 61,320,569
Dallas ........................................................................................................................................................... 56.860,802

U. S. Total .................................................................................................................................................... $4,161,5_12,384

Source: Sales & Marketing Management Ma~azine "1997 Survey/of Bu}~in~ Power"

Retail Sales

As the largest city in the County, the City accounted for $24,906,839,000 (or 30.2%) of the total
$82,620,919,000 in County taxable sales for 1996. Table 8 sets forth a history of taxable sales for the City
from !992 through 1996. Total City taxable sales in 1996 increased 3.9% as compared to the total City
taxable sales in 1995.

Table 8
TAXABLE SALES

CITY OF LOS ANGELES
(thousands)                                          ." ....

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
Apparel stores ................................................... $1,381,296 $1,331,850 $1.300,699 $1,311,704 $1,409,904
General merchandise stores ............................ 1,961,368 1,901,383 1,763,149 1,879,970 1,815,289
Drugstores ......................................................... 462,919 443,154 446.471 432,670 461.909
Food stores ....................................................... 1,611,507 1,290,914 1,263,025 1,289,584 1,336,969
Packaged liquor stores ..................................... 257,822 229,056 227,482 218,577 218,054
Eating and drinking establishments ................. 2,623,632 2,529,397 2,659,527 2,696,453 2,837.548
Home furnishings and appliances .................... 1,012,244 984,415 1.129,061 1,079,697 994,734
Building materials and farm implem, ents ..... 965.751 909,669 1,067.869 1,070,534 1,050,092
Auto dealers and auto supplies ........................ 1,851,408 1,798,421 1,989,019 2.084,185 2,119,459
Service stations ................................................ 1,852,518 1,924,428 1,968,331 1,894,828 2,085,145
Other retail stores ............................................. 2,803,492 2,726,372 2,946,628 3,078,136., 3.241t042
Retail Stores Total ............................................ $16,783,957 $16,069,059 $16,761,261 $17,036,338 $17,570,145
All other outlets ................................................. 6,820,019 6,310,233 6,677.498 6,924.416 7,336,694

TOTAL ALL OUTLETS ............................. $23.603..~97__~6 $22.379.29~2 $23.438.75~9 $23.960.75~4 $24.906839

~Source: California State Board of E~]ualizationT Research and Statistics Division
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Construction Activity

The total valuation of building permits issued in the City exceeded $1.8 billion in 1997, which
represents a 5% increase from 1996, Residential valuation as a percentage of total valuation was 47.5%
in 1997, Table 9 provides a summary of building permit valuations and number of new dwelling units in
the City for the years 1992 through April 1998.

Table 9
BUILDING VALUATIONS AND PERMITS

CITY OF LOS ANGELES

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 t998fz~

Va(uation:
Residential iii .......... $870,249 $611,372 $1,207 942 $1,029,978 $814,491 $877,155 $350,697
Non-residential ~11 ..... 940,928 1,235,401 1,405.824 1,237,016 944,456 970.079 379,834

TOTAL {~ .................... $1,811,177 $1,846,773 $2,613,766 $2,266,994 $1 ~758.947 $1,847,234 $730,531

New Dwelling Units:
Single Family ........... 910 461 906 494 873 1,244 450
Multi family ................ 1,680 1,663 1,629 1,174 1,246 1,859 429

TOTAL ........................ 2,590 2,124 2,535 1,668 2,119 3,103 879

=~) In thousands.~2) Through April 1998 only,

Source: City of Los Angeles, Department of Buildin~ and Safety,                     ~

In May 1988 the City Council passed an interim ordinance that limited, with certain exceptions,
the issuance of building permits within the City for certain projects that would discharge sewage into the
Hyperion Treatment System. Applications for building permits are below the maximum limitations under
the sewer limitation ordinance, due to economic conditions.

Commercial Real Estate Markets in Los Angeles
I~’

The largest commercial real estate concentrations in the City are located in the Central Business
District ("CBD") and western Los Angeles areas. For the quarter ended December 31, 1997, the vacancy
rate in the CBD was 22.9% down from 23.4% for the 3rd quarter, 1997. No new office space has been
added to the CBD since 1992.

Table 10 shows vacancy rates and rents for office space in the central business district of the
City.

Table 10
OFFICE VACANCY RATES AND RENTS(1)

Vacanc), Rates~2) Rents(3)

1997-2Q 1997-3Q 1997-4Q 1997-2Q 1997-3Q 1997-4Q
Central E~usiness District         24,4% 23.4% 22.9% $18.36 $18.36 $18.48
Centu~ City 12,6% 11 4% 10.3% $24.12 $25.92 $28.32

{~) Above statistics are quoted as overall which includes space offered for sublease.
(~) Vacancy rates are as of the last day of the quarter.
{’~ Gross annual weighted average asking rates per square foot

Source: Cush ~man & Wal~efie~ld, Inc,, Los Angeles,
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Education

The Los Angeles Unified School District ("LAUSD"), administers public instruction for grades K-
12, adult, and occupational schools in the City and all or significant portions of a number of the smaller
cities and unincorporated territory. The LAUSD, which encompasses approximately 708 square miles,
was formed in 1854 as the Common Schools for the City of Los Angeles, and became a unified schoo~
district in 1960.

During fiscal year 1998, the LAUSD will operate 419 elementary schools, 71 middle/junior high
schools, 49 high schools, five multi-level schools, 44 continuing education, 132 magnet schools and
centers, 18 special education schools, 8 opportunity schools and centers, 106 children’s and infant’s
centers, 1 adult program facility, four primary school centers and two orientation or newcomers centers.
The LAUSD is governed by a seven-member Board of Education, elected by district to serve alternating
four-year terms. As of September 1996, the LAUSD employed 36,521 certificated employees and 27,728
classified employees. Although the LAUSD employs part-time and temporary, employees, it does not
track these numbers.                                                            _.

Table 11 provides a summary of the Enrollment and Average Daily Attendance of Students
("ADA") of the LAUSD for the fiscal years 1988-89 through 1996-97.

Table 11
LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

TOTAL AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE

Average Daily
Fiscal Year Enrollmentftl Attendance(~

1988-89 ....................................................................................................................... 815,975 634,077
1989-90 ....................................................................................................................... 796,832 660,226
1990-91 ....................................................................................................................... 780,357 680,966
1991-92 ....................................................................................................................... 790,523 690,769
1992-93 ....................................................................................................................... 797,684 685,612 .~ ~°;~:" ’~.
1993-94 .......................................................................................................................792,239 663,07 
1994-95 ....................................................................................................................... 795,494 684,800
1995-96 ....................................................................................................................... 811,713 703,978
1996-97 ....................................................................................................................... 849,039 725,672

~,1) Includes adult recreational and skill center students and students admitted under a federally funded program pursuant to
provisions of the Amnesty Act. Does not include children’s center enrollment.

(2) Includes the equivalent ADA of summer school hours of attendance.

Source: Los Angeles Unified School District. _

There are many public and private colleges and universities located in the City. Major universities
located within the City include the University of Califomia at Los Angeles, the University of Southern
California, California State University at Los Angeles, California State University at Northridge, Occidental
College and Loyola Marymount University. There are seven community colleges located within the City.

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT

Under the State Constitution, charter cities are generally independent of the state legislature in
matters relating to municipal affairs, and in their ability to raise revenues. The City is a charter city
originally incorporated in 1850. The present City charter was adopted in 1925 and has since been
amended from time to time.

Los Angeles is governed by the Mayor and the Council. The Mayor is elected at large for a 4-
year term. As executive officer of the City, the Mayor has the overall responsibility of administration.. The
Mayor recommends and submits the annual budget to the Council and passes upon subsequent
appropdati.ons and transfers, approves or vetoes ordinances, and appoints certain City officials and
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commissioners. He supervises the administrative process of the local government and works with the
Council in matters relating to legislation, budget, and finance. As prescribed by the Charter and City
ordinances, the Mayor operates an executive department, of which he is the ex-officio head. Richard
Riordan has been Mayor since July 1, 1993.

The Council, the governing body of the City, is a full time council arid enacts ordinances subject
to the approval or veto of the Mayor. The Council may override the veto of the Mayor by a two-thirds
vote. It orders elections, levies taxes, authorizes public improvements, approves contracts, adopts
zoning and other land use controls, and adopts traffic regulations. The Council adopts or modifies the
budget proposed by the Mayor. It creates positions, fixes salaries, and authorizes the number of
employees in budgetary departments. The Council consists of 15 members elected by district for 4-year
terms.

. The other two elective offices of the City are the Controller and the City Attorney, both elected for
4-year terms. The Controller is the chief accounting officer for the City. The current Controller, Rick
Tuttle, was elected to his fourth term at the April 1997 election. The City Attorney is attomey an(]legal
advisor to the Council and all officers, boards, and departments of the City, and prosecutes
misdemeanors. The current City Attorney, James K. Hahn, was elected to his fourth term at the April
1997 election.

The City Administrative Officer ("CAO"), appointed by the Mayor and confirmed by the Council, is
the chief financial advisor to the Mayor and Council and reports directly to both. The current CAO, Keith
Comrie, was appointed by Mayor Tom Bradley and confirmed by the Council in 1979.

The Treasurer, appointed by the Mayor and confirmed by the Council, receives and is the
custodian of most funds of the City and affiliated entities. The current Treasurer, J. Paul Brownridge, was
appointed by Mayor Tom Bradley and confirmed by the Council in March 1991.

The City has 36 departments, bureaus, commissions and offices for which operating funds are
annually budgeted by the Council. In addition, six departments (the Department of Water and Power,
Harbor, Airports, and three pension systems), the Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Los
Angeles and the Housing Authority of the City of Los Angeles are under the control of Boards appointed
by the Mayor and confirmed by the Council.

Public services that are provided by the City include police; fire and paramedics; residential
refuse collection and disposal, wastewater collection and treatment, street maintenance, and other public
works functions; enforcement of ordinances and statutes relating to building safety; public libraries;
recreation and parks; community development, housing and aging services; and planning.

BUDGET AND REVENUES

Budgetary Process

The City’s fiscal year extends from July I ’~rough June 30. Under the City Charter, the Mayor is
required each year to submit to the Council a Fr,~,:.-sed Budget by April 20. The Proposed Budget is
based on the Mayor’s budget priorities, the re’~-~n.~es of the City Administrative Officer and City
Departments to the Mayor’s policy letter which ~ ~’~.tr~buted early in the fiscal year, and estimates of
receipts from the City’s various revenue sources
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The Mayor’s Proposed Budget is reviewed by the Council’s Budget and Finance Committee,
which reports its recommendations to the full Council. The Council is required by law to adopt the
Mayor’s Proposed Budget, as modified by the Council, by June 1. The Mayor has five working days after
adoption to approve or veto any items modified by the Council. The Council then has five working days to
override by a two-thirds vote any items vetoed by the Mayor.

The final Adopted Budget is subject to revision to reflect any changes in revenue projections and
to make necessary adjustments to appropriations.

Fiscal Year 1997-98 Budget

The 1997-98 budget incorporates projected growth (2% to 4%) in several important revenue
categories, including sales tax, utility users tax, transient occupancy tax, vehicle license fees and property
tax. A higher growth rate is projected for municipal court fines due to an anticipated $13 million in
revenue expected as a result of additional officers added for parking enforcement and increased fines.
Franchise income is also expected to increase ($10 million) as a result of an increase in the wast~water
franchise fee from 2% to 5%. The documentary transfer tax is expected to grow by $7 million as a result
of recent increases in the number of deeds recorded and the revenue per deed. (an indication that real
estate prices are rising). As compared to the prior fiscal year, it is anticipated that total General Fund
revenues will experience modest growth (1.5% or $36 million).

The budget maintains level expenditures as compared to the prior fiscal year. The total budget
being $4.1 billion in 1996-97 and $4.0 billion in 1997-98. The budget continues new programs to reduce
operating expenditures, and promotes the continued restructuring of fleet operations and purchasing
reform to generate savings from current expense levels. More ~han 470 positions are eliminated, offset
by new positions for public safety and public services. Through the addition of 165 new police officers,
civilianization of 218 positions, new technology and additional overtime funds, the 1997-98 budget adds
the equivalent of 846 officers.

The 1997-98 Estimated Results

Revenues through April 1998 are exactly on target. Projected general receipts in the budget
were $2.59 billion. The City currently estimates that actual General Fund receipts will come in at $2.6
billion. While there are revenue reductions in some categories (Street Deterioration Fee, Airport
Reimbursements) these are offset by higher revenues in property tax, utility users tax, hotel tax and
property transfer tax.

The 1997-98 Budget provided for a new Street Deterioration Fee. This new fee was intended to
recover the long-term damages associated with cuts in public streets made by private and public utilities.
The reduction !n expected revenue is due to delays in implementing the new fee.

The Budget anticipated $26 million in reimbursements from the Department of Airports for
services funded by the General Fund. Since budget adoption, federal audit findings have disallowed
some prior-year reimbursements. These disallowed prior-year receipts will offset a portion of the transfer
from the department this year. The City believes a $7.2 million reduction in reimbursements is most
likely.

As part of continuing to control expenditures, the City has extended its hiring freeze through the
end of the fiscal year. In addition, the Mayor and Council have implemented various expenditure
reductions and revenue options as part of the mid-year budget review in order to maintain a balanced
budget. These actions have been implemented as of February 1998.
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1998-99 Proposed Budget

The total 1998-99 Proposed Budget is $4.07 billion representing a very modest increase of about
1% over the previous year’s budget of $4.02 billion. The Proposed Budget maintains City staffing at
about the same level as the previous year and incorporates an end to the citywide hiring freeze.

Some of the major initiatives in 1998-99 include the funding of a new firefighter recruit training
program for 126 new recruits; funding of a new fire station to improve response time in the San Femando
Valley; funding for technology and equipment to improve library services while maintaining expanded
hours; funding for newly created Department on Disability to upgrade City facilities for disabled access;
commitment to reducing solid waste to landfills by 60% by the year 2000, and funding of technological
enhancements in payroll, personnel, accounting and budgeting in order to improve overall efficiency.

The 1998-99 Proposed Budget reaffirms the City’s commitment to maintain fiscal stability by
increasing undesignated cash reserves to $44 million (an increase from $38.3 in the prior yea_r) and
decreasing the annual transfer to the Budget (designated cash) to $8 million, the lowest in the last ten
years. The Proposed Budget reduces reliance on one-time revenues by 27% fro.m the previous year and
continues to reduce expenditures across expense accounts.

The City expects to adopt a formal debt policy that will become effective in 1998-99. The
proposed policy would limit non-voter approved debt payments to 7.5% of General Fund revenues in any
given year, and would limit voter-approved and non-voter approved debt payments to an overall cap of
15% of General Fund revenues in any given year adjusted for incremental taxes from voter-approved
debt. The formulation and adoption of a formal debt policy will be a key element in the City’s ongoing
efforts to maintain low debt levels.

Budgeted revenues in 1998-99 represent a 4% increase over fiscal year 1997-98, reflecting
continued economic growth. Business Tax is expected to grow by 4% ($11.5 million) due to increased
collection efforts, a new home-based business tax and general economic improvement. Sales Tax and
Vehicle License Fees are also expected to grow by 4% due to improvements in the local economy.
Transient Occupancy Tax revenue is expected to increase by 10% as a result of strong growth in the
City’s hotel tax and increased tourism from new attractions such as the new Getty Center and California
Science Center. Documentary Transfer Tax is expected to increase by 15% due to continued
improvement in the real estate market. Other revenues are expected to remain fairly level or to show
modest increases.
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Table 12
1998-99 FISCAL YEAR PROPOSED BUDGET

(ALL BUDGETED FUND TYPES)
CITY OF LOS ANGELES

(in thousands~

Summary of Revenues, Transfers and Available Balances 1998-99
Taxes~1~ ................................................................................................................................................ $2,170,390
Licenses and Permits and Fines ......................................................................................................... 422,765
Intergovernmental~2~ ............................................................................................................................. 362,322
Charges for Services ~3~ ....................................................................................................................... 820,736
Special Assessments .......................................................................................................................... 103,337
Interest ................................................................................................................................................. 28,872
Other(~) ................................................................................................................................................. 46,079

Subtotal Revenues $3,954,501
Available Balances ............................................................................................................................ 115,391

Total Revenues, Transfers and Available Balances $4,069,892

Summary of Appropriations
General Government ........................................................................................................................... $998,859
Protection of Persons and Property .................................................................................................... 1,283,554
Public Works ...................................................................................................................................... 626,832
Health and Sanitation .......................................................................................................................... 183,693
Transportation ..................................................................................................................................... 91,910
Cultural and Recreational Services ................................................................................................... 217,815
Community Development .................................................................................................................... 69,956
Pensions and Retirement Contributions ............................................................................................ 348,234
Capital Outlay ~s~ .............................................................................................................................. 249,039

Total Appropriations .................................................................................................................... $4,069,892

Major tax revenue sources include Property Tax, Utility Users Tax, Sales Tax, Business Tax, State Motor Vehicle License
fees, and Parking Users Tax.
Major revenue sources include Housing and Community Development Block Grant and local transportation sales tax
revenues, Also includes proprietary department transfers.
Major revenue source is revenues of the Sewer Construction and Maintenance Fund.
Includes transfers from Reserve Fund.
Does not include capita! outlay appropriations to be funded through general obligation bonds or other General Fund
obligations.

Source: The Office of the City Administrative Officer,
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Budgeted Revenues and Expenditures versus Actual Results

Table 13 contains budgeted and actual summaries of the General Fund of the City from the City’s audited financial statements for the
fiscal years 1992-93 through 1996-97.

Table 13
SCHEDULE OF REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES

GENERAL FUND
BUDGET AND ACTUAL (NON-GAAP BUDGETARY BASIS)

Fiscal Years Ended June 30,
(in thousands)

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

Budget          Actual            Bud.~et          Actual       ,, Bud.qet           Actual         , Bud.~el          Actual           Budget          Aclua~
REVENUES

Taxes $1.762.853 $1.679.108 $1.705.656 $1.603.792 $1.620.330 $1.636.306 $1.652.526 $1.632.556 $1.664.918 $1.718.19(.
Li.censes. Permits and Frees 359.791 380,966 364.293 383.663 407.627 453.406 408.185 408.768 518.193 441.628
Intergovernmental 162.878 154.992 176.243 186.712 165.846 148.990 156.099 161.008 178.482 181.714
Charges fo¢ Services 3.613 3.447 3.850 3.164 3.535 3.093 3.732 3.103 2.757 2~696
Special Assessments 0 1.388 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
thter~st 45.6~0 22.~53 16.800 18.176 18.200 20.202 27.730 30.202 38.240
Other I r600 1 t 104 6(}0 615 600 595 625 534 610

TOTAL REVENUES 213361535 2.243.868 . 21267r442 2.196 122 2.216.138 2.262~592 2.248~897 .. 2.23611~1 2.403200 2.382.3.t t

Current:
General Government 794.898 696.030 773.515 690.393 784.694 690.988 806.173 725.689 596.5?6 569~142
Protect~ofl of Persons and Properly 869.039 865.926 891.310 888.159 941.171 938.422 991.396 989.217 1.156.661 1.140.845
Public Works 214.962 200.871 208.769 194.660 228717 213.654 215.925 208.146 235.229 225.809
Health and Sanitation 166201 !65.185 163.557 160.204 161.094 155.470 166.343 163.248 203.120 199.980
Transportahon 82.710 81.362 82.269 78.967 80.771 77.378 82.672 79.816 95.008 93.026
Cullural and Recteati~flal Services 47.410 45.248 52.440 46.907 67.954 67.359 85.465 85.361 83.994 83.677
Community Development 54.263 53.085 56.431 52.989 60.934 55.532 65.044 61.141 65.733 60.536
Pensions and Retirement Contnbutions 475.627 475.627 488.398 488.346 475.548 462.386 476.436 476.421 101.577 101.571

Capital OuSay , 46~851. 35~075 99~600 75~5.54 232717 192r060 261351 10~931 14~500 8~778

TOTAL EXP~NOITURE5 217511961 2.6181409 218161229 2.676.179 31033.600 2.853.249 219151805 217991970 21552.398 2.483.364

E XCESS (DEFICIENCY) OF REVENUES (415.426) (374.541) {5481787) (480.057) (817;462) (5~0,6571 (666t9081 !563~7991 (149.198) 1100.991~

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)
Opiating Transfers In 535.334 547.607 691.316 655.143 o~3.9~34 842.404 817.763 677.756 658.375 597.416
Loans From Other Funds 0 0 0 0 0 0 4;913 4.913 0 3.843
Operating Transfers Oul (134.288) (134288) (142.529) (141.698) (146.743) (144.487) (155.984) (154.949) (511.159) (507.000)
Appropdabo."l of Fund Balance

and Cam/for"ward Approprietio~.s O 0 0 0 301 0 216 0 1.982 0
Loan to Other Funds 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES) 4011046 413~319 .5481787 5131445 8171462 697.917 666.908 5271720 1491198 94.259

EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) OF REVENUES AND OTHER
SOURCES OVI~R EXPENDI/URES AND OTHER USES ~{141380} ~38r778 ~0 $33r388 ~0 $107r260 ~0 ~(36r0~91 $0 $(61732~

Source: Cit~, of Los Angeles General P~ urpose Financial Statements.
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MAJOR GENERAL FUND REVENUE SOURCES

Following is a discussion of the City’s principal General Fund revenue sources.

Property Taxes

Under Article XIII A of the State Constitution (enacted in 1978 through the passage of Proposition
13) and its implementing legislation, ad valorem taxes on real property (other than taxes relating to
certain voter-approved indebtedness) are limited to one percent of the "full cash value". Full cash value is
generally defined as the valuation of real property as shown on the 1975-76 tax bill, or thereafter, as the
appraised vatue of property when purchased or newly constructed after the 1975 assessment period.
Real property valuation may be increased to reflect inflation, not to exceed two percent a year. (See
"LIMITATIONS ON TAXES AND APPROPRIATIONS" herein./

The assessed valuation of property is established by the County Assessor, and reported at 100%
of the full cash value as of January 1, except for public utility property, which is assessed by the. State
Board of Equalization. Beginning in 1983, State law provided for the establishment of a "supplemental
roll"; real property is reassessed at market value on the date property changes ownership or upon
completion of new construction (known as the "floating lien date"). A supplemental tax is collected for the
remainder of the tax year.

The County collects the ad valorem taxes. Taxes arising from the one percent levy are
apportioned among local taxing agencies on the basis of a formula established by State law in 1979.
Under this formula, the City receives a base year allocation plus an allocation on the basis of growth in
assessed value (consisting of new construction, change of ownership and inflation). Taxes relating to
voter-approved indebtedness are allocated to the relevant taxing agency. Beginning in fiscal year 1990-
91 (with the adoption of new State legislation), the County deducts the pro-rata cost of collecting property
taxes from the City’s allocation.

The State Constitution and statutes provide exemption from reassessment for certain changes of
ownership, and from ad valorem property taxation for certain classes of property such as local
governments, churches, colleges, non-profit hospitals, and charitable institutions. State law also allows
exemptions from ad valoren], property taxation at $7,000 of full value of owner occupied dwellings and
100 percent of business inventories. Revenue losses to the City from the homeownersexemption are
replaced by the State.

The California Community Redevelopment Law authorizes redevelopment agencies to receive
the allocation of tax revenues resulting from increases in assessed valuations of properties within
designated project areas. In effect, the other local taxing authorities realize tax revenues from such
properties only on the base year valuations which are frozen at the time a redevelopment project area is
created. The tax revenues which result from increases in assessed valuations flow to the redevelopment
areas. The City has created redevelopment project areas pursuant to California law. Generally, funds
must be spent within the redevelopment areas in which the tax increment revenues were generated, and
may only be spent on projects which qualify under California redevelopment law.

All taxable real and personal property is classified as either "secured" or "unsecured" and is listed
accordingly on separate parts of the assessment roll. The "secured roll" contains real property (land and
improvements), certain taxable personal property (such as business equipment on business-owned
property), and possessory interests (a leasehold on otherwise exempt government property). The
"unsecured roll" contains taxable property that is not secured by the underlying real property, the majodty
of which is business equipment on leased or rented premises, and other taxable personal property such
as boats and aircraft, as well as delinquent possessory interests. The balance of personal property has
been exempted by State law from property taxes. Approximately 94% of the City’s assessed valuation
represents property contained on the secured roll.
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Property taxes on the secured roll are due in two installments: on November 1 and February 1 of
the fiscal year. If unpaid, such taxes become delinquent after December 10 and April 10, respectively,
and a 10% penalty is added to delinquent taxes. In addition, property on the secured roll on which taxes
are delinquent has a delinquency certificate recorded after June 30 of the fiscal year. Such property may
thereafter be redeemed by payment of the delinquent taxes and the delinquency penalty, plus a
redemption penalty of 1½% per month to the time of redemption. If taxes are unpaid for a period of five
years or more, the property is deeded to the State and is subject to sale by the County Tax Collector.

Property taxes on the unsecured roll are due as of March 1 and become delinquent on August 31.
A 10% penalty attaches to delinquent taxes on property on the unsecured roll, and an additional penalty
of 1½% per month begins to accrue on November 1. The taxing authority has four ways of collecting
delinquent unsecured personal property taxes: (1) a civil action against the taxpayer; (2) filing a certificate
in the Office of the County Clerk specifying certain facts in order to obtain a judgment lien on certain
property of the taxpayer; (3) filing a certificate of delinquency for recordation in the County Recorder’s
Office, in order to obtain a lien on certain property of the taxpayer; and (4) seizure and sale of pe_rsonal
property, improvements or possessory interest belonging or assessed to the delinquent taxpayer.

Table 14
ASSESSED VALUATIONS, TAX COLLECTION AND PROPERTY TAX REVENUES

CITY OF LOS ANGELES
(in thousands)

1987-68 $126,867,058 $116,427,175 $366,493 $362.310 6,7% $407.633 $15.389 $423,022
1988-89 135.192.653 126.197.294 422.448 399.495 5.4% 445.862 10.706 456.568
1989-90 150.633.825 137.754.575 470 986 439.576 6 7% 488.830 8.926 497 756
1990-91 166,926,812 155,266,738 506,678Iz) 485,962I;’l 4.1% 532,425(7) 1 O, 105 542,530l~1

1991-92 182,145,896 169,092,967 556,566~n 516 942~’! 7.1% 600,812t;’! 10,124 610,936It}
1992-93 192,455,766 178,691,450 544 201~7) 513,973~ 5,6% 579.159~7) 9.445 558.604(n

493,276 t 432.89317) 12.2% 520.327I~ 9,0131993-94 195.673.258 181.744.178 529.340(t}

1994=95 196.583.498 183.275.821 486 482I~ 429 926~7~ 11.6% 556.860(z~ 6.332 563 132(~

1995-96 187.984.683 176.475.057 472 383~t) 438.431rh 7.2% 53B.138171 7.885 546 023(7)

1996-97 185.464.851 178.092.857 472.855 t, 430.91917) 8.9% 534.130t~) 8.749 542.879 ~3
1997-98 185,490,644 176,692.481 475.288~7) 408,666I~xS) N/A 513,982t~)~) 4,292I~) 518,264{~)

Represents secured and unsecured assessed valuations.
Consists of gross assessed valuations, less deduction for homeowners exemptions and redevelopment project area incremental
assessed valuations, the taxes on which are payable to the Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Los Angeles.

~ City’s allocated share of one percent basic levy, which is a General Fund revenue; excludes City levy for debt service.
(") Percent of total City tax levy that was uncollected or unremitted by the County as of June 30 for the given tax year.
(~ Includes collections received for delinquent prior year taxes and penalties and current year receipts from supplemental taxes

levied due to reassessment upon change of ownership.
State replacement payments for lost revenues due to homeowners exemption and for 1987-88 business inventory exemption.
Excludes administrative charges deducted from the levy pursuant to State legislation enacted in 1990-91.
Collections as of April 20, 1998.

Source: Cite/Controller’s Office.

in preparing its budget, the City forecasts property taxes based on each of the specific categories
of receipts (secured and unsecured, current and delinquent receipts, and State replacement funds).
Current ,receipts are based on the County Assessor’s estimate of growth in assessed valuation, adjusted
for estimates in growth for redevelopment project areas. The estimate of current secured levy receipts is
discounted by eight percent for delinquencies; current unsecured levy receipts are discounted by one
percent. Estimates of other property tax receipts are primarily based on historical collections.
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A list of the ten largest taxpayers, based on secured assessed valuations, within the City for the
1997-98 fiscal year are listed in Table 15. The total secured assessed valuation of these taxpayers
represents approximately 3.2% of the total City assessed valuation for fiscal year 1997-98.                     :

Table 15
TEN LARGEST TAXPAYERS

CITY OF LOS ANGELES
1997-98 SECURED ASSESSED VALUATION

Name Amount
J. Paul Getty Museum .................................................................................................................................. $1,004,878,717
Anheuser-Busch Inc .................................................................................................................................... 704,129,714
Beacon Oil Company ................................................................................................................................... 597,109,209
Shuwa Investments Corporation ................................................................................................................. 595,878,000
Maguire Thomas Partners ........................................................................................................................... 511,859,222
Union Oil Company of California ................................................................................................................. 498,947,976
Texaco Refining and Marketing Inc ........................................................................................................... 479,849,438
Maguire Partners Crocker ........................................................................................................................... 382,7-85,105
MCA, Inc ..................................................................................................................................................... 336,037,626
New TMC, Inc .............................................................................................................................................. ’ 320,060.878

$5431.535.885

Source: California Municipal Statistics, Inc,

Other Taxes

The revenue category of "Other Taxes" consists of receipts from: Utility Users Tax, Sales Tax,
Business Tax, State Motor Vehicle License Fees, Transient Occupancy Tax, State Cigarette Tax, Real
Property Transfer Tax, and other miscellaneous taxes. A discussion of the major revenue sources within
this category follows.

Utility Users Tax                                                                                .:.-...:~:~

The Utility Users Tax is imposed on all users of natural gas, electricity and telephone services
within the City’s limits. The tax rate is established by the City Council. The tax is a percentage of utility
charges based on the following rates: Residential - 10% of utility bill for users of electricity, gas, and
telephone services and commercial - 10% of utility bill for users of gas and telephone services and 12½%
of utility bill for users of electricity. These tax rates have been in effect since July 1983. Effective October
1, 1987, the telephone users tax was expanded to include interstate and international long distance calls.
Prior to that date, the tax included local and intra state calls only. In connection with the 1993-94 Budget,
the Council extended the telephone users tax to cellular phone usage.

An exemption from the Utility Users Tax is available to senior citizens over the age of 62 and to
disabled individuals, provided that the combined adjusted gross income of all household members is
below $15,300. As provided by the State Constitution, insurance companies are exempt from the tax. In
addition, county, state, federal and foreign governments within the City are not subject to this tax as the
City has no authority to impose a tax on these entities. Exemptions account for approximately 10% of the
total tax base.

Utility taxes are forecast based on analysis of each of the three taxed commodities. Electricity tax
revenues are derived from the Department of Water and Power’s long-term power sales forecast,
modified by an analysis of recent trends and a forecast of business activities. Natural gas sales are
based on Southern California Gas Company historical trends, modified by approved and anticipated rate
increases. Both electricity and natural gas sales are sensitive to weather (warm winters and cool
summers reduce demand); forecasts are based on average weather. Telephone services forecasts are
based on historical trends of major telephone companies, adjusted by growth in volume and major
pending rate adjustmehts.
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Utility companies, with the exception of the Department of Water and Power, collect and transmit
the tax monthly to the City Clerk who deposits the revenue into the General Fund. Tax revenue collected
by the Department of Water and Power is transferred directly to the General Fund on a monthly basis.

TaSle 16 shows the actual or budgeted receipts from the Utility Users Tax since fiscal year 1991~.
92:

Table 16
UTILITY USERS TAX RECEIPTS

CITY OF LOS ANGELES

Fiscal Year Receipts
1991-92 ...................................................................................................................................... $406,071,791
1992-93 ........................................................................................................................................ 415,’069,047
1993-94 ........................................................................................................................................ 433,533,319
1994-95 ........................................................................................................................................ 426,479,057
1995-96 ........................................................................................................................................ 428,167,000
1996-97 ....................................................................................................................................... 466,206,000
1997-98 (Estimated) ................................................................................................................... 478,122,000
1998-99/Proposed Budgett ........................................................................................................ 477,625,000

Sales Tax

A sales tax is imposed on retail sales or consumption of personal property. The tax rate is
established by the State Legislature. Effective July 15, 1991, the statewide tax rate became 7.25 percent
(up from 6 percent). An additional 1 percent is collected in Los Angeles County for transportation
purposes. The State collects and administers the tax, and makes distributions on taxes collected within
the City as follows:

State General Fund ........................................................ 5.50%
Public Safety Augmentation ............................................. 50%
County ............................................................................. 25%
City ................................................................................. 1.00%
Metropolitan Transportation Authority .............................. 1.00%

Total ~

The State’s administrative costs of 0.82% are deducted before distribution to the City. Sales Tax
revenue collected by the State is directly deposited monthly to the City’s General Fund.

The City’s budgeting forecast of Sales Tax receipts is based on State officials’ estimates and the
forecast of local economists. The City’s budgeting forecast also includes a half-cent sales tax extension
approved by the voters on the November 1993 ballot. This half-cent sales tax is deducted from the
State’s six percent and allocated to cities and counties to fund public safety.
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Table 17 shows the actual or budgeted receipts from the Sales Tax since fiscal year !991-92:

Table 17
SALES TAX RECEIPTS
CITY OF LOS ANGELES

Fiscal Year Receipts
1991-92 ........................................................................................................................................ $270,382,765
1992-93 ........................................................................................................................................ 267,238,080
1993-94 ........................................................................................................................................ 257.685,776
1994-95 ........................................................................................................................................ 268,870,794
1995-96 ........................................................................................................................................ 277,468,000
1996-97 ........................................................................................................................................ 283,604,000
1997-98 (Estimated) .................................................................................................................... 297,250,000
1998-99 IProposed Budgett ........................................................................................................ 3091140t000

Business Tax

The Business Tax is imposed on persons engaged in a business in the City. The tax rate
formula, which is established by the City Council, varies based upon the type of business. Most
businesses are taxed on gross receipts at rates varying from $1.18 per $1,000 of gross receipts for
wholesalers to $5.91 per $1,000 of gross receipts for selected businesses and occupations.

The City’s budgeting forecast of Business Tax receipts is based on State officials’ estimates and
the forecast of local economists. The City’s estimate is adjusted for anticipated rate adjustments and
major refunds and temporary tax amnesties.

The California Supreme Court rendered a decision unfavorable to the City on July 29, 1991 in the
Califomia Federal Savings and Loan Association v. City of Los Angeles, a coordinated action involving
more than 90 separate claims for refund of business taxes paid by financial corporations. This decision
resulted in the need to refund approximately $225 million in past Business Taxes and an annual loss of
approximately $22 million in Business Tax receipts beginning in Fiscal Year 1991-92. The City financed
payment of the Business Tax refund through the issuance of $198.3 million Judgment Obligation Bonds,
Series 1992-A on August 4, 1992 and $15.4 million Judgment Obligation Bonds, Series 1993-A on March
3, 1993.

The California Supreme Court has denied the City’s petition for review in General Motors v. City
of Los Angeles, an action filed in the Los Angeles Superior Court for the refund of business taxes. The
California Court of Appeals, in a reversal of ~ Superior Court ruling, has ruled that the City’s Business
License Tax, under which an out-of-City manufacturer wholesaling in the City pays a wholesaling tax
which an in-City manufacturer wholesaling in the City does not, is discriminatory against interstate and
intercity commerce and unconstitutional. The City does not plan to appeal the California Supreme Court
decision. In February 1996 the City Council eliminated the manufacturer’s tax altogether so that only
selling activities within the City are taxed, regardless of where the manufacturing occurred. Preliminary
estimates of the reduction in City business tax revenues from the elimination of the manufacturer’s tax
total $10 million. The General Motors case was settled for $7,200,000. The potential liability in other
related cases, including some that were recently settled, could be as much as $25,000,000.

Table 18 shows the actual or budgeted receipts from the Business Tax since fiscal year 1991-92:
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Table 18
BUSINESS TAX RECEIPTS

CITY OF LOS ANGELES

Fiscal Year Receipts
1991-92 ......................................................... . .............................................................................. $257,962,442
1992-93 ........................................................................................................................................ 273,305,113
1993-94 ........................................................................................................................................ 267,721,131
1994-95 ........................................................................................................................................ 268,474,803
1995-96 ........................................................................................................................................ 283,200,000
1996-97 ........................................................................................................................................ 283,384.000
1997-98 (Estimated) .................................................................................................................... 287,400,000
1998-99 IProposed Budget1 ........................................................................................................ 298.900,000

State Motor Vehicle License Fee

A license fee equivalent to two percent of the market value of motor vehicles is imposed annually
by the State in lieu of local property taxes. The rate is established by the State ¯Legislature. The State
allocates proceeds to the Department of Motor Vehicles and the California Highway Patrol to cover
operating expenses, and to the State General Fund for administrative expenses. The remaining
revenues are apportioned equally between counties and cities on the basis of relative population within
the State. While the City’s population has been increasing over time, it has not increased at the same
rate as other cities and counties. As a consequence, the City’s percentage share of receipts has declined
from 14.4% in 1991-92 to 13.7% in 1996-97. Revenues received are also affected by the stock of cars
maintained and the number of new car sales. The actual receipts received from the State have continued
to increase due to a concurrent increase in car stock during this period.

The fiscal year 1998-99 budget for these revenues is derived from a forecast of statewide license
receipts, which are prorated according to the ratio of the City’s population to the State’s population. The
statewide receipts forecast is based on historical data, State Officials’ estimates and the forecast of local
economists.

Table 19 shows the actual or budgeted receipts from State Motor Vehicle License Fees since
fiscal year 1991-92:

Table 19
STATE MOTOR VEHICLE LICENSE FEE RECEIPTS

CITY OF LOS ANGELES

Fiscal Year Receipts
1991-92 .............................................................................................................................. $121,279,721
1992-93 ....................................................................................................................... 125,743,595
1993-94 (~) ................................................................................................................ 139,922,330
1994-95 .................................................................................................................. 126,460,023
1995-96 ............................................................................................................... 134,035,000
1996-97 .............................................................................................................. 141,800,000
1997-98 (Estimated) ....................................................................................... 148,800,000
1998-99/Proposed Budget) ......................................................................... 153.201,000

Includes a one-time transfer of $20 million from ",,~ -~’.~’~. to offset property taxes taken by the State to balance its
budget.      ,
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Licenses, Permits and Fees

Receipts received from Licenses, Permits and Fees are based primarily on charges imposed to
meet regulatory measures by City departments. A significant portion is generated from fees in connection
with construction-related activities. Consequently, economic conditions and interest rates for construction
loans have a direct effect on this revenue source.

The fiscal year 1998-99 budgeted amount for these revenues is based on the UCLA Business
Forecasting Project’s forecast of building permits in California, historical averages adjusted for more
recent trends in construction activity and known and anticipated changes in permit rates. Construction-
related receipts are derived primarily from fees charged by the Department of Building and Safety. The
fee is set according to a formula established by the City Council. Table 20 shows the actual or budgeted
receipts from the Department of Building and Safety since fiscal year 1991-92:

Table 20
DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY RECEIPTS

CITY OF LOS ANGELES

Fiscal Year Receipts
1991-92 ........................................................................................................................................ $45,694.714
1992-93 ........................................................................................................................................ 42,400,703
1993-94 ..................................... . ................................................................................................... 41,019,805
1994-95 ........................................................................................................................................ 43,496,661
1995-96 ........................................................................................................................................ 39,525,000
1996-97 <1) .................................................................................................................................... 53,518,000
1997-98 (Esti mated) .................................................................................................................... 57,138,942

, 1998-99 (Proposed Budget) ........................................................................................................ 60,100,187

{~) Significant increase from1995-96 receipts is due to buildin~ permit fee increase.

Examples of other major sources from which receipts are accounted for as Licenses, Permits and
Fees are as follows: parking revenues; animal licenses; paramedic ambulance services; reimbursements      :..~.:..,.~
from the Sewer Construction and Maintenance Fund for staff costs for maintenance and operation of
wastewater facilities; and reimbursement from the Departments of Airports, Harbor and Water and Power
for services provided by other departments (e.g. Information Technology Agency for computer-related
activities, Department of General Services for building maintenance, and Department of Public Works for
engineering and construction-related services).

Fines, Forfeits and Penalties

The significant source of these receipts is parking fines. The schedule of fines is established by
the City CounCil. Other receipts include fees charged for laboratory work in connection with sobdety tests
conducted by the Los Angeles Police Department, and fines paid for citations issued for violations of the
Los Angeles Municipal Code (e.g. lease law violations).

Parking ticket revenue forecasts are based on the number of parking enforcement officers
employed by the City’s Department of Transportation, an estimate of average revenues per ticket based
on historical trends, and an estimate of average worker productivity.

Table 21 shows the actual or budgeted receipts from parking fines since fiscal year 1991-92:
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Table 21
RECEIPTS FROM PARKING FINES

CITY OF LOS ANGELES

Fi~scal Year Receipts
1991-92 ....................................................................................................................................... $66,852,454
1992-93 ....................................................................................................................................... 60,555,475
1993-94 ........................................................................................................................................ 61,346,226
1994-95 ........................................................................................................................................ 62,037,642
1995-96 ........................................................................................................................................ 59,936,000
1996-97 I~ .................................................................................................................................... 77,661.000
1997-98 (Estimated) .................................................................................................................... 84.000,000
1998-99 IProposed Budget/ ........................................................................................................

86,497,000

(1) Increase~ over 1995-96 receipts is due to additional officers added for enforcement in 1996-97.

Transfers to General Fund

The largest revenue source in this category is the annual transfer to the General Fund of
approximately five percent of the total operating revenue of the Power Revenue Fund in the preceding
fiscal year. The transfer is made pursuant to Charter Section 382 which provides that, with the consent of
the Board of Water and Power Commissioners, the Council may direct by ordinance the transfer of
surplus revenue to the General Fund. The transfer is restricted by the City Charter and the Department’s
revenue bond covenants which specify that a transfer may not be greater than the previous fiscal year’s
t~et income, nor may it result in a reduction of the surplus to less than 33 1/3% of the Department’s total
outstanding debt. Transfers are made periodically following Council’s adoption of the ordinance. Budget
estimates for the succeeding year are based on actual revenues for the first three quarters for the final
quarter of the current fiscal year.

Table 22 shows the actual or budgeted transfers from the Power Revenue Fund since fiscal year

Table 22
TRANSFERS FROM POWER REVENUE FUND

CITY OF LOS ANGELES

,Fiscal Year Receipts
1991-92 ........................................................................................................................................ $90,597,000
1992-93 ........................................................................................................................................ 74.160,000
1993-94 ........................................................................................................................................ 101.880,000
1994-95 ........................................................................................................................................ 131,648,000
1995-96 ....................................................................................................................................... 62,717,000
1996-97~1~ ..................................................................................................................................... 97,343,000
1997-98 (Estimated) .................................................................................................................... 85.000,000
1998-99 IProposed Bud~let) ....................................................................................................... 106,910,000

Inc[udes transfer from the sale of surplus oil ($4 million) and from the sale of other assets ($4,9 million),
The normal transfer would have otherwise been $92 million.

Another transfer of funds to the General Fund is from the Harbor Department. Public Resources
Code Section 6010 (enacted October 1992) permits the transfer of "discretionary reserves", as defined in
the statute, from a port to the City of which it is part, to be spent for municipal purposes. To date,
$69,315,000 has been transferred to the City. Litigation has arisen over the transfers from the Power
Revenue Fund and from the Harbor Department. For more discussion, see "LITIGATION" herein.
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Impact of Assembly Bill 62 on Revenues

At the present time it is uncertain as to whether the Valley Secession Bill ("AB62") will impact
future revenues and expenses of the City. Should an area of the City be successful in a detachment
proceeding, all revenues from existing taxes could be reduced as well as operations and expenses of the
City’s refuse dollection and disposal system. It is possible that the residents of the San Femando Valley
may file a petition for detachment from the City. However, the timing, outcome and impact of such an
effort cannot be determined at this’time.

LIMITATIONS ON TAXES AND APPROPRIATIONS

Article Xlll A of the California Constitution - Proposition 13

Article XIII A of the California Constitution limits the amount of ad valorem taxes qn real property
to one percent of "full cash value" as determined by the County Assessor. Article XIII A defines "full cash
value" to mean the County assessor’s valuation of real property as shown on the 1975-76 tax bill-under
full cash value, or thereafter, the appraised value of real property when purchased, newly constructed, or
when a change in ownership has occurred after the 1975 assessment period. The fqll cash value may be
adjusted annually to reflect inflation at a rate, as shown by the consumer price index, not to exceed two
percent per year, or may be reduced. Article XIII A also permits the reduction of the "full cash value" base
in the event of declining property values caused by damage, destruction or other factors. Article XIII A
exempts from the one percent tax limitation any taxes to repay (a) indebtedness approved by the voters
prior to July 1, 1978, or (b) any bonded indebtedness for the acquisition or improvement of real property
approved on or after July 1, 1978 by two-thirds of the votes cast by the voters voting on the proposition.

On June 3, 1986 California voters approved Proposition 46, which added an additional exemption
to the one percent tax limitation imposed by Article XIII A. Under this amendment to Article Xlll A, local
governments and school districts may increase the property tax rate above one percent for the period
necessary to retire new general obligation bonds, if two-thirds of those voting in a local election approve
the issuance of such bonds and the money raised through the sale of the bonds is used exclusively to
acquire or improve real property.                                                                    ":’"..:.;~ "’~

On June 18, 1992, the United States Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of certain
challenged provisions of Article XIII A in connection with its review of the Nordinger v. Hahn case.

Article XlII B of the California Constitution - Gann Limit

On November 6, 1979, California voters approved Proposition 4, the so-called Gann Initiative,
which added Article XIII B to the California Constitution. In June 1990, Article XIII B was amended by the
voters through their approval of Proposition 111. Article XlII B of the California Constitution limits the
annual appropriations of the State and any city, county, school district, authority or other political
subdivision of the State to the level of appropriations for the prior fiscal year, as adjusted annually for
changes in the cost of living, population and services rendered by the governmental entity. The "base
year" for establishing such appropriation limit used to be the 1978-79 fiscal year, but is now the 1986-87
fiscal year as a result of Proposition 111. Increase ,n appropriations by a governmental entity are also
permitted (i) if financial responsibility for providing ~erwces is transferred to the governmental entity, or (ii)
for emergencies so long as the appropriations hm,ts for three years following the emergency are reduced
to prevent any aggregate increase above th,- ’.~,.,nst~tutional limit. Decreases are required where
responsibility for providing services is transferre.: °,:.m ~he government entity.

Appropriations subject to Article XIII B ,,’., l,~ce generally any authorization to expend during the
fiscal year the "proceeds of taxes" levied by th~ S’ate or other entity of local government, exclusive of
certain State subventions, refunds of taxes, ber, e~,,, payments from retirement, unemployment insurance
and disability insurance funds.
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"Proceeds of taxes" include, but are not limited to, all tax revenues and the proceeds to any entity
of government from: (1) regulatory licenses, user charges, and user fees to the extent such proceeds
exceed the cost of providing the service or regulation; (2) the investment of tax revenues; and (3) certain
State subventions received by local governments. Article XIII B includes a requirement that if any entity’s
revenues in any year exceed the amounts permitted to be spent, the excess would have to be returned by
revising tax rates or fee schedules over the subsequent two fiscal years.

Appropriations subject to limitation pursuant to Article XIII B do not include debt service on
indebtedness existing or legally authorized as of January 1, 1979, on bonded indebtedness thereafter
approved according to law by a vote of the electors of the issuing entity voting in an election for such
purpose or appropriations required to comply with mandates of courts or the federal government.

As amended in June 1990, the appropriations limit for the City in each year is based on the limit
for the prior year, adjusted annually for changes in the cost of living and changes in population, and
adjusted, where applicable, for transfer of financial responsibility of providing s~rvices to or from another
unit of government. The change in the cost of living is, at the City’s option, either (1) the percentage
change in California per capita personal income, or (2) the percentage change in the local assessment
roll for the jurisdiction due to the addition of nonresidential new construction. The change in population is,
at the City’s option, either the percentage change in the City or County poPulation.

Article XIII B permits any government entity to change the appropriations limit by vote of the
electorate in conformity with statutory and Constitutional voting requirements, but any such voter-
approved change can only be effective for a maximum of four years.

Table 23 is a comparison of the City’s appropriations limit and appropriations subject to limitation
for the past seven fiscal years and for fiscal year 1998-99.

Table 23
APPROPRIATIONS LIMITS AND APPROPRIATIONS SUBJECT TO LIMITATIONS

CITY OF LOS ANGELES
Appropriations Amount

Appropriations Subject to Appropriations are
Fiscal Year Limit Limitations Under the Limit

1991-92 .................................................... $2,144,379,936 $1,873,438,009 $270,941,927
1992-93 .................................................... 2,156,388,427 1,832,939,344 323,449,083
1993-94 .................................................... 2,199,978,184 1,817,229,950 382,748,234
1994-95 .................................................... 2,231,104,002 1,863,442,118 367,661,884
1995-96 .................................................... 2,341,766,758 1,806,731,403 535,035.355
1996-97 .................................................... 2,460,949,932 1,829,359,156 631,590,776
1997-98 .................................................... 2,601,962,363 1,922,138,184 679,824,179
1998-99 (Estimated) ................................ 2,792,502,850 1,990,279,620 802,223,230

Note:    All figures reflect revised formula for calculating the spending limitation and appropriations subject to limitations following
passage of Proposition 111.

(Source: Office of the City Administrative Officer
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Statutory Spending Limitations - Proposition 62

In November 1986, California voters approved a statutory initiative ("Proposition 62") that
established certain voter requirements in order for local governments, such as cities, counties and
districts to impose or raise taxes. Various provisions of Proposition 62 were declared unconstitutional at
the appellate court level. In Fielder v. City of Los Angeles, the California Court of Appeal held in 1993
that charter cities, such as the City, have sovereign power over municipal affairs and that Proposition 62
does not necessarily restrict the power of a charter city to impose all taxes. On September 28, 1995, the
California Supreme Court, in Santa Clam County Local Transportation Authority v. Guardino, upheld the
constitutionality of the portion of Proposition 62 requiring a two-thirds vote in order for a local government
or district to impose a special tax, and upheld by implication a parallel provision requiring a majority vote
in order for a local govemment or district to impose a special tax, and upheld by implication a parallel
provision requiring a majority vote in order for a local government or district to impose any general tax.

The Impact of the Right to Vote on Taxes Act - Proposition 218

On November 5, 1996, California voters approved an initiative known as the Right to Vote on
Taxes Act (’"Proposition 218") that adds Articles XIII C and XIII D to the California Constitution.
Proposition 218 requires majority voter approval before the imposition, extension or increase of general
taxes, and 2/3 voter approval before the imposition, extension or increase of special taxes by a local
government, which is defined in Proposition 218 to include charter ~:ities such as the City. Such voter
approval requirements would apply to all general and special taxes that were newly-created or increased
after January 1, 1995. Proposition 218 also extends the initiative power to reducing or repealing local
taxes, assessments, and property related fees and charges, regardless of the date such taxes,
assessments, fees and chargers were imposed. In addition, Proposition 218 limits the application of
assessments, and fees and charges and requires them to be submitted to property owners for approval or
rejection, after notice and public hearing.

Proposition 2!8 will restrict the City’s ability to impose or increase certain taxes and assessments
and land-based user fees and charges and would subject existing sources of City revenue to reduction or
repeal.

Impact of Proposition 218 on Current Revenue

At the present time, the City is unable to predict whether or to what extent Proposition 218 may
be held to be constitutional. If certain portions are substantially upheld, the City believes that Proposition
218 could result in the loss of approximately $31 million in General Fund revenue in the areas described
below. Proposition 218 would not affect revenues from existing taxes at existing levels such as the Utility
Users Tax, Documentary Transfer Tax, Parking User Tax, Sales Tax, Vehicle License Fees, Municipal
Court Fines, Transient Occupancy Tax, and Licenses, Permits, Fees and Fines. The City’s Sanitation
Equipment Charge and fees may be subject to Proposition 218 if such change is deemed a property-
related fee. Fees and charges of the Power System and the Power System Transfer are exempted from
Proposition 218.

Business Tax Surcharge: Proposition 218 provides that any general tax imposed, extended, or
increased, without voter approval, by any local government on or after January 1, 1995, shall continue to
be imposed only if approved by a majority vote of the electorate by November 6, 1998. The City business
tax surcharge was extended by ordinance in July 1995. This increase in the Business Tax of 3.7% was
placed on the April 1997 ballot for a vote of the electorate. The measure failed to pass by a majority vote.
As a result, the City will not collect an estimated $10 million from the Business Tax Surcharge in 1997-98.
The City Attorney advises there is no impact to previously collected revenue during 1996-97.
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Impact of Proposition 218 on Future Revenue

Proposition 218 will require a vote of the electorate to either increase an existing tax or levy any
new tax. Assuming Proposition 218 withstands likely legal challenges, the impact on future revenues will
depend on the willingness of the electorate to support new taxes and cannot be determined at this time.

A lawsuit has been filed against the City of Modesto, California claiming that the transfers from
the sewer and water funds to the city’s general fund are prohibited by Proposition 218. The Los Angeles
City Attorney has stated that the basis for the water and sewer charges in the City of Modesto differs from
the City’s. The City of Los Angeles bases its water and sewer charges on usage for both commercial and
residential customers. As such, they are not property related taxes or fees as defined in Proposition 218.
Accordingly, an adverse decision on the Modesto case should not impact the transfer from the
Department of Water and Power or the Franchise fee for the City’s Wastewater System. The legality of
the City’s transfers from the Department of Water and Power franchise fee has not been challenged.
However, the legality of the City’s Wastewater System franchise fee has been challenged based on
Proposition 218 (See "LITIGATION").

FINANCIAL OPERATIONS

Financial Statements

For the 1996-97 fiscal year, the City has issued its audited General Purpose Financial Statements
prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), which meet the Charter
requiraments for an annual audit.

Tables 24 and 25 summarize financial information contained in the City’s General Purpose
Financial Statements for the periods indicated. The tables include information solely on the General Fund
of the City and the debt service funds which are funded from General Fund revenues.
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Table 24
COMBINED BALANCE SHEET FOR THE GENERAL FUND

AND DEBT SERVICE FUNDS(1)
MEMORANDUM TOTALS

June 30, 1993 through 1997
(in thousands)

1993        1994        1995        1996       1997
ASSETS;

Cash and Pooled Investments $311,493 $405,366 $513,799 $447,786 $456,091
Other Investments 362,394 154,772 118,226 86,478 81,839
Taxes Receivable 159,590 189,082 166,339 142,420 157,874
Accounts Receivable 25,140 27,867 20,343 17,111 15,287
Special Assessments Receivable 2,337 2,393 2,904 2,833 3.263
Investment Income Receivable 13,445 14,800 19,873 21,865 26,677
Due from Other Government Entitle s 14.108 16,311 18,943 15,265 13,380
Loans Receivable 105 6,709 3,805 2,621 100
Due from Other Funds 88,925 128,300 263,407 59,709 51,798
Inventories 32,637 32,264 33,955 28,403 27,460
Prepaid Items and Other Assets 223 281 1,499 88 94
Advances to Other Entities 5,224 0 0 0 0
Advances to Other Funds 13,536 13,066 14,185 16,278 15,120

TOTAL ASSETS $1.029,157 $991,211 $1,177,278 $840,857 $848,983

LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
LIABILITIES:

Accounts, Contracts and Retainage Payable $32,905 $52,385 $50,606 $40,942 $39,439
Obligations Under Reverse Repurchase Agreements 171,665 0 0 0 0
Obligations Under Securities Lending Transactions 0 0 0 0 97,061
Accrued Wages and Overtime Payable 89,895 83,425 95,313 96,031 45,202
Accrued Compensated Absences Payable 8,470 7,756 8,095 8,461 12,189
Estimated Claims and Judgments Payable 56,391 92,635 64,752 80,445 80,259
Due to Other Government Entities 38 433 47 478 54
Due to Other Funds 20,816 30,292 14,267 50,874 40,172 ...:;-:-..;:;.~.
Deposits and Advances 130,869 160,450 194,450 31,868 26,855 "
Deferred Revenue and Other Credits 0 183 273 91,298 96,373
Advances from Other Funds 0 0 0 0 6,192
Interest Payable 5,853 1,034 11 630 39
Bonds and Notes Payable -- Current Portion 190 420 170 35 35
Other Liabilities 3,070 3,341 3,766 4,146 4,487

TOTAL LIABILITIES 520,162 432,354 431,750 405,208 448,357

FUND EQUITY
Fund Balances:
Reserved for Encumbrances $110,222 $116,947 $129,497 $101,953 $86,205
Reserved for Assets Not Available for Appropriation 51,618 45.595 53,444 47,386 42,774
Reserved for Debt Service 234,576 224,027 211,367 203,817 238,303
Designated for Special Purposes 55,323 80,839 167,134 71.160 45,543
Unreserved and Undesignated 57,256 91,449 184,086 11,333 , 112,199)

TOTAL FUND EQUITY
General Fund Equity $274,135 $331,854 $530,339 $231,639 $162,181
Debt Service Funds Equity 234,860 227,003 215,189 204,010 238,445

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY $1,029,157 $991,211 $1,177,278 $840,857 $848,983

I1) Excludes debt service funds of the Community Redevelopment Agency and Other Debt Service Funds.

Source: City of Los Angeles, General Purpose Financial Statements
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Table 25
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND

BALANCE FOR THE GENERAL FUND AND DEBT SERVICE FUNDS{1)
¯. MEMORANDUM TOTALS

June 30, 1993 through 1997
(in thousands)

1993         1994         1995          1996         1997
REVENUES:

Property Taxes $560,805 $499,850 $482,388 $475,571 $543,728
Sales Taxes 266,655 256,967 269,090 278,466 283,604
Utility Users Taxes 416,523 436,261 427,587 430,211 466,206
Business Taxes 272,588 268,841 268,423 282,580 283,384
Other Taxes 165,415 164,868 172,959 183,279 213,667
Licenses and Permits 24,811 25,414 23,894 20,742 27,062
Intergovernmental 138,164 143,792 132,392 148,684 151,641
Charges for Services 272,171 225,924 236,325 251,867 ~60,012
Services to Enterprise Funds 137,256 164,196 192,580 184,257 180,337
Fines 61,969 63,238 78,045 67,256 77,661
Special Assessments 1,162 1,475 2,295. 1,109 1,704
General Fund Interest 20,595 19,127 26,196 30,486 29,490
Debt Service Fund Interest 10,072 19,599 6,544 11,522 12,231
Other 32,178 42,046 34~174 42,382 46~866

TOTAL REVENUES 2,380,364 2,331,598 2,352,892 2,406,412 2,577,592
EXPENDITURES:

Current’
General Government 831,073 635,586 553,998 694,809 495,765
Protection of Persons and Property 1,223,427 1,196,376 1,235,403 1,285,091 1,430,799
Public Works 155,892 142,925 31,974 104,959 147,623
Health and Sanitation 185,396 170,980 162,909 171,295 192,016
Transportation 60,837 47,569 53,375 59,615 82,124
Cultural and Recreational Services 35,129 39,272 32,481 33,770 28,236
Community Development 27,918 23,207 23,010 20,466 23,380

Capital Outlay 43,793 37,392 37,975 39,478 17,208
Debt Service:

Principal 33,505 64,455 86,155 105,185 139,935
Interest 82,554 82,424 88,613 97,166 119,205
Cost of Issuance 0 11 t421 0 0 1 ~286

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 2,679,524 2,451,607 , 2,305,89,3 2,611,834 2,677,577

EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) OF REVENUES OVER EXPENDITURES 1299,160) (120,0091 46,999 (203,422/ (99,985/
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)

General Obligation Bond Proceeds 213,735 0 117 0 0
Certificates of Participation Proceeds 30,353 61,357 2,987 22,196 16,585
Proceeds of Refunding Bonds 0 628,484 0 0 0
Operating Transfers In 198,707 474,940 300,824 255,233 322,888
Operating Transfers Out (184,174) (347,632) (220,371) (205,927) (277,135)
Payment to Refunding Bond Escrow Agent 0 (621,944) (353) 0 0
Other Financing Sources 32 221 0 0 0

TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES) 258,653 195,426 83,204 71,502 62,338

EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) OF REVENUES AND
OTHER SOURCES OVER EXPENDITURES AND OTHER

USES (40,507) 75,417 130,203 (131,920) (37,647)
FUND BALANCES, JULY 1, RESTATED It=) 543,455 483,312 558,857 570,595 435,649
DECREASE IN RESERVE FOR INVENTORIES 0 0 0 (5,553) (945)
RESIDUAL EQUITY TRANSFERS 6,047 128 56,468 2,527 3,569
FUND BALANCE GENERAL FUND, JUNE 30, 274,135 331,854 530,339 231,639 162;181
FUND BALANCE DEBT SERVICE FUNDS, JUNE 30, $234,860 $227,003 $215,189 $204,010 $238,445

~1~ Excludes debt service funds of the Community Redevelopment Agency and Other Debt Service Funds.
~z) Prior period adjustments occurred in 1994 and 1996. Accordingly, prior year ending fund balances do not equal beginning fund

balance for those years.

Source: Cite/of Los Angeles, General Purpose Financial Statements.
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Reserve Fund and Unappropriated Balance

The Reserve Fund was created by the City Charter and contains those actual General Fund cash
receipts which are not otherwise appropriated to the City’s Adopted Budget. The City expects that funds
will be transferred from the Reserve Fund as part of the Adopted Budget or throughout the fiscal year for
appropriation, or may be transferred as a loan to other funds to maintain those funds on a parity with their
obligations. All unencumbered cash amounts in the General Fund revert to the Reserve Fund at the end
of the fiscal year; some of those funds will be reappropriated at the beginning of the following fiscal year
(primarily for General Fund capital projects). The Reserve Fund is reported as part of the General Fund
in the City’s General Purpose Financial Statements.

An analysis of the City’s Reserve Fund as a percent of General Fund revenues is shown in Table
26.

Table 26
ANALYSIS OF RESERVE FUND BALANCES

CITY OF LOS ANGELES
(in millions)

Available Reserve Fund Balance
Available Cash

Budget Basis Balance as
Undesignate General Fund Percent of

Fiscal Year as of June 30, Desi,~nated~) d Total Revenues Revenues
1989-90 ................................. $90.7 $20.7 $111.4 $2,260,4 4.9%
1990-91 .................................. 61,4 69.4 130.8 2,371.3 5.5
1991-92 .................................. 33.9 6.0 39.8 2,420.2 1.6
1992-93 .................................. 33.0 7.0 40,0 2,382.1 1.7
1993-94 .................................. 16.1 64.4 80.5 2,355.5 3.4
1994-95 .................................. 30.7 111.1 141.8 2,491.9 5.7
1995-96 .................................. 71.1 11.1 82.2 2,462.5 3.3
1996-97 .................................. 33.2 0~2) 33.2 2,542.3 1.3
1997-98 (Estimated) .............. 21.9 38.3 60.2 2,604.9 2.3 ¯̄

----:.,

(~) Consist primarily of year-end cash balance which is (a) reappropriated for prior year’s unencumbered capital improvement
appropriations or (b) transferred to the subsequent year’s budget.

(2) Total reserve fund balance ($33.2 million designated and $0 undesignated) at year-end were lower than anticipated primarily

due to decreased receipts in the Licenses, Permits Fees & Fines revenue category which were not recognized until late in the
year, and interfund loans which will not be repaid until fiscal year 1997-98. In fiscal year 1997-98, the City has implemented
closer oversight of these revenues and has taken corrective action earlier in the year to achieve a higher undesignated reserve
balance than the budgeted $28,8 million.

Source: Office of the City Administrative Officer

As part of its budget process, the City targets a beginning year Reserve Fund cash balance. In
addition to its Reserve Fund, the City annually allocates funds to the Unappropriated Balance to be
available for appropriations later in the fiscal year to meet contingencies as they may arise. Any funds
remaining at the end of the fiscal year revert to the Reserve Fund.

A summary of budgeted allocations to the Unappropriated Balance and Budgeted Reserves is
listed in Tables 27 and 28.
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Table 27
BUDGETED UNAPPROPRIATED BALANCE

CITY OF LOS ANGELES
(in millions)

1993-94      1994-95      1995-96      1996-97      1997-98     1998-99~z~

General ............................................................................ :.... $1.0 $2.8 $3.0 $5.1 $2.0 $2.6
Uabi~ity Claims ..................................................................... 37.0 37.0 0(1) 0(I} 0(1) 0{1}

Compensation Adjustments ............................................ 0 25.0 2.4 0 23.0 0
Systems Studies/Projects ................................................. 0.7 10.0 0 " 0 1.9 0
Solid Waste AJtemative/Citywide Curbside Recycling 0 0 0 0 0 0
PulPit Compensation ........................................................ 0 27.0 0 12.0 0 0
Por~ce Spedai Services ..................................................... 0 0 11.5 21.1 3.4 0
Workers Compensation/Contingency Liability Claims 10.4 19.9 14.4 i 0.8 8.0 0
~ .................................................................................... 0 0 0 0 6.0 8.1

Total .................................................. $49.1 $121.7 $31.3 $49.0 $44.3 $10.7

(~) Beginning in FY 1995-96 liability claims are budgeted as a separate item outside of the unappropriated balance. The 1998-99
liability claims budget is $53.2 million of which $42.7 million would have been previously included in the unappropriated balance
(liability claims over $100,000).

(~ Proposed budget.

Source: Office of the Cite/Administrative Officer.

Table 28
BUDGETED RESERVES
CITY OF LOS ANGELES

(in millions)
Reserve Fund Components

Budget % of Total
Budget for Fiscal Year Unappropriated Litigation Budgeted Total General Fund
Ending1 June 30, Balance Fund(1) Reserve Fund Reserves Revenues
1991-92 .................................. $27.5 $29.5 $30.6 $87.6 3.6%
1992-93 .................................. 18.4 40.0 30.0 88.4 3.7
1993-94 .................................. 12.1 46.0 30.0 88.1 3.7
1994-95 .................................. 84.7 54.3 26.3 165.3 6.6
1995-96 .................................. 31.3 56.4 32.8 120.5 4.8
1996-97 .................................. 49.0 55.2 28.1 132.3 5.2
1997-98 .................................. 44.3 55.2 28.8 128.3 4.9
1998-99 .................................. 10.7 53.2 44.0 107.9 4.0

(1} Prior to FY 1995-96, the Litigation Fund budget was split between the Unappropdated Balance and the City Attorney’s Budget.

Source: Office of the City Administrative Officer

Risk Retention Program

Because of its size and its financial ca~c=ty, the City has long followed the practice of directly
assuming virtually all insurable risks without proo.~nng commercial insurance policies. The extent and
variety of City exposure is such that the cost of the premiums would outweigh the benefits of such
coverage. The City administers, adjusts, settles, defends, and pays claims out of budgeted resources.
Additionally, the City is self-insured for workers’ compensation as permitted under State law. The City
procures commercial insurance when required by bond or lease financing covenants and for other limited
purposes.
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California

POPULA]’K)N

Popuiabon Population
Land area (acres) 99.822 800 Lead~na counbe~ 1-1-00 Lea~nq cpunhe~ 1-1-00

Population, 7.1-99 34,036.000 Los Angeles 9,884,300 San Francisco 801,400
Population, 1-1-00 34,336.000 San Diego 2,911,500 Venture 756,500

Orange 2,828,400 San Mateo 730,000
Santa Clara 1,736,700 Kern 658,900

1-1-00 San Bemard~no 1,689,300 San Joaqurn 566,600
PopulaI~on ~n households 33,540,987 Rwers~de 1,522,900 Sonoma 450,100
Population/household 2.959 Alameda 1,454,300 Stanrslaus 441,400

Sacramenlo 1,209,500 Santa Barbara 414,200
Contra Costa 930,000 Monterey 399,300
Fresno 805,000 Solano 399,000

1998-99

Median years of school, 1990 "* 134 Spending on education
School distncts* 40,680.2

Enrollment, Fall 1999 (pubhc & pdvate schools)              Community colleges" 5,044.4
Kindergarten.12                6,592,414

Enrollment, Fall 1996
Umversity of California 166,716 * Not including c~mmuni~ cot~ege dieters.
California State Universities 336,803 "includes governmental, proprietary and fiduciary group funds.
Public community colleges 1,407,335 ~ May not be comparable to the 1980 census. The 1990 median was computed
Pdvate colleges 222,709 on the basis of educetbnal attainment. The 1980 median was based on actual years
Other public ~nstitutions 1,291 of school completed.

Civilian labor fort, e, 2000 17,090,800
Civilian employrnent 16,245,600 Number of estabIishroents by industry and employment size, 199B
Unemployment 845,200 Employment M~n=ngPJ~iit~es Transpo,lalJon &
Unemployment rate 4.9 stze A~t {ndusWes" Construc~on Ma.ufactudng Trade" InformaiJon FIRE ~ Services

Nonagricultural wage & salary 1-4 419,782 39,784 17,618 78,519 17,976 48,753 215,672
lemployment, 2000 (BLS sedes) 14,518,600 5-9 146,466 11,502 8,750 38.938 5.531 14.439 66,908
Mining 23,300 10-19 96,672 7,446 8,135 23,971 4,511 9,069 43,295
3onstruction 733,600 20-49 69,203 4,871 8,235 14,387 3,994 4,938 32,601

IManufactudng 1,944,200 50-99 23,873 1,414 3,714 5,249 1,610 1,458 t0,371
[ransportation-uti$ity 745,600 100-249 12,936 696 2,484 2,710 1,033 725 5,250
Trade 3,300,800 250-499 3,219 127 739 492 276 214 1,363
:inaace-insurance- 500-999 1,153 48 262 65 112 90 575
real estate 823,200 1000+ 621 19 113 15 63 43 368

Services 4,626,800 Total 773,925 65,907 50,050 164,346 35,106 79,729 376,403
IFederal government 274,400
State-local government 2,046,900 * Includes forestry, fishing, hunting, and agriculture support

"Wholesale and retail
To!~ls may .not add due to rounding. ~ Finance, insurance, real estate, rental, and leasing

=ersonal =ncome, 1998 ($ mill ) $920,452.2 Median family income, Census 21,537 40,559
Per capita income, 1998 28,163 Median household income, Census 18,243 35,798

~,vg. earnings per job, 1998 36,539 1998 1999
~,vg wages per job, 1998 34,690 Total taxable sales ($ millions) 358,858.4 394,736.2
~vg. earnings per noniarm Taxable retail sales 229,406.5 255,589.4

propnetor, 1998 26,828
Median adiusted ~rosS income based on paschal incerne tax returns, 1998:

Sales and Use tax rate 7.00% Individual $28,251
Joint $52,145

($ millions) Exports imports Total

1991 73,860.3 100,744,1 174,604.4
1992 81,139.0 111,547,6 192,686.6
1993 82,173.5 125,348.4 207,521.9
1994 95,614,6 144,002.0 239,616.6
1995 116,825,5 165,044.8 281,870,3
1996 124,120.0 169,980,7 294,100,7
1997 131,142,7 184,683.7 315,826.4
1998 116,282,4 189,943.4 306,225,8
1999 122,092,8 209,025,3 331,118,1
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 alifornia (continued)
HOUSING AND CONSTRUCTION

4 ".:,~ ’ ’ ~,~ Vaiuat,on
Un~t..._~s~

Housing stock ~ ;52 8~2 12 242 576 Housing au{ho,,zat~ons, 1999
Single family 6 930 949 ? 694.494 Total 140,137 $25,783 3
Muibple tamely 3,571,993 3,952 986 S~ngle family 101,711 19,262,7
Mobile homes, tra~lers, etc. 679,940 585,096 Multi.family 38.426 3,187.5

Vacancy rate (percenl) 7.2 7.4
Nonres~dentm! ~erm~ts - $16,582,3

MANUFACTURING .... ,,: :’ : . : ’ ’.. . ’

Value added by manufacture, ($ mill.) 154,678 2 195,8728 Capital expenditures: ~
1992 9,729.1

Leading industries: 1997 16,42Z2
Computer & electronic products 65,716,5
Food 16,B31,1 Payroll in manufacturing: ~
Transportation eduipment 16,!87.3 1990 67,826.5
Fabricated metal products 13,939.5 1998 73,353.5
Chemicals 11,4987
Machinery 9,935.7 Number of mfg. establishments:
Plastics & rubber products 6,944.2 19~ 51,694
Appere[ 6,161.5 1998 50,050
Printing & related support activities 5,935.5

Timber production, 1999 (Thousands of board feet} 2,144,151

Number of farms, 1997 74,126 Leading commodities with
Acreage in farms, 1997 27,698,779 value of production, 1~99 ~

% of/and area 27, 7
Milk and cream 4,089.9

Agricult~ra~ emp~oyroent, 2000 40B,000 Grapes 2#37,8
Nursery 1,985.8

Value of production, 1999 ($ mill.)* 28,446=1 Cattle and calves 1,223,1
LNestock and livestock products 5,861 .B Tomatoes 1,104.9
Poultry and poultry products 1,301,5 Lettuce 1,088.5
Field crops 3,521,1 S{rawberries 889.2
Vegetables 5,871,3 Flowers and foliage 775,2
Fruits and nuts 8,730.8 Hay 693.3
Nursery products 2,771,8 Nmonds 693,2
Seed crops 294,3
Apmry products 93,5 * Excludes Alpine County - No Agricultural Commissioner.

~/ehicle registrations, 1999’
Total                            25,655,659 Miles of streets, reads and
Automobiles. 18,237,822 highways, t999 150,489.6

Per capita (7.1.99 pop,) 0,54
Trucks 4,946,917
Motorcycles 411,683
Tra{lers 2,059,237 * Sum of the counties.

Revenues:                                                                 Expenditures:
Per          Per

1997-9~ ~ capita" $1 ,O00 ~ncome " 199~99 ~
County Government tax Federal 166,049,7
collections, total "* 4,343.8 131 80 503 Defense 29,112.5
Property tax 3,4B0.0 105 59 4.03
Sales tax 391,9 11 89 0.45 1997.98 ~

county "** 28,228.5
Total state tax revenue 64,788,0 1,965 83 75.09 City 34,210.6

Individual income tax 27,9251 847.32 32,37 School districts 37,827,8
Retail sales and use taxes 19,554 5 593.33 22.67 Special districts n,a.

Redevelopment agencies 3,377.9
Total receipts, local government, 1996-97 117,684,6

" 7-1-97 population
** 1997 personal income

n,a, Not available at the lime of publication, *** Sum of the counties, excluding
City end County of Sen Francisco.

California Department of Finance
Economic Research
(916} 322-2263 Intemeteddress: www, dof, ca.gov ~’P...~,,’f"b(,~,,,Y~ 200.7.
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Los Angeles County
POPULATION

Popula!~on Popular=on
Land area (acres) 25:-,~ 380 ~ 1.1.00

Population, 7-1-99 97~000 Los Angeles 3,823.000 Norwalk 104,500
Percent of Ca~dom~a 288 Len9 Beach 457,60~ Downey 102,100

Poputat~on, 1.1.00 9,884.300 Glendale 203,700 Compton 98,000
Santa Clar~ta 151,300 Santa Monica 96,500

1.1.00 Pomona 147,700 South Gate 95,300
Population ~n households 9,709,283 Torrance 147,400 Carson 93,200
Poputat~on/h.ousehold 3140 Pasadena 143,900 Alhambra 92,800

Lancaster 132,400 Wh~t~er 86,200
Palmdale 122,400 Lakewood 81,000
thglewood 121,000 Hawthorne 80,500
El Monte 120,000 Baldwin Park 77,100
West Cowna 107,6~0 Lynw~od 69,3~,
Burbank 106,500 Unincorporated 1,036,300

1998-99

Median years of school, 1990 ~ 13.0 Spending on education
School d~stricts* 11,590.6

Enrollment, Fall 1999 (public & prrvate schools)              Communlt7 colleges"     3860
K~ndergarten.’t2                ’~,873,960

Enrollment, Fall 1987
College/Univers=ty 499,417 * Not =ncludthg community college districts.

UCLA 35,435 "Includes governmental, proprietary and fiduciary group funds.
California State Universities 111,808 ~ May not be comparable to the 1980 census. The 1990 median was computed
Community colleges 301,289 on the basis of educa0onal attainment. The 1980 median was based on actual years
Private colleges 50,885 ot school comptated

Cwihan labor force, 2000 4,761,400 Number of establishments by industry and employment size, 1998
C~’lhan employment 4,506,100 Emp~oyrn~’~t ~nlng.,~J~it~es Transpor=~o~ &
Unemployment 255,300 s~ze All indust~es" Const~JC~On M, anufactu~ng T~ade" Informa~cn FIRE~ Sen/ices
Unemployment rate 5.4

1-4 122,807 7,267 6,012 25,261 7,195 13,391 63,600
Nonagricultural wage & salary 5-9 38.859 2,271 3,082 10,997 1,806 3,502 17,168
employment, 2000 iBLS series) 4,084,500 10-19 26,030 1,419 3,119 6,435 1,410 2,416 11,219

PereentofCalifomia 29.2 20-49 19.747 964 3,240 4,104 1,237 1,420 8,770
Mining 4,000 50-99 7,102 284 1,366 1,504 510 454 2,981
Conet~uct~en 133,200 100-249 3,852 138 926 736 340 230 1,481
Manufactunng 629,400 250-499 982 29 247 158 97 59 392
Transportat~on-ut~hty 243,500 500.999 347 8 75 25 37 25 177
Trade 908,200 1000 + 207 2 24 3 25 19 134
Finance-=nsurance. I Total 219,933 12,382 18,091 49,223 12,657 21,516 105,922
real estate 231,100

Serv~:es 1,352,900 ° Includes foresW, fishing, hunting, and agriculture support
Federat government 57,900 ~ Whotesate end retail
State-local government 524,200 *** Finance, insurance, real estate, rental, and leasing

Totals may not add due to roune=ng

Personal income, 1998 (mill.) 246,949.2 Median tam,h .~-ne Census 21,135 39,035
Percent of California 26.8 Median ~.o~ ~me. Census 17,563 34,965
County Rank 1

Per capita income, 1998 26,773 Total t,~ ,v.,= ..,,~ 90,205.6 97,316.8
Percent of Califomta 95.1 Petce,.r ~,~"~ 25. I 24. 7
County Rank 17 Taxac~ . ~..z~-, 57,500.5 63,271.1

Sales .=~.." - .=, ,~. ncludes state, local, and dis~cttaxes) 8.00%
Avg, earnings per job, 1998 37,804
~,vg wages per job, 1998 36,073 ~.=!~, ...~.~ ~’=~,~ .~:c.m~ based on ~ersona] income tax returns, 1998’
~,vg earnings per nonfarm tho~woua, $24,495

proprietor, 1998 28,231 Joint $44,928

($ millions) Expo~ Imports

1991 46,050.5 66,651.0 112 ~0~ 5
1992 49,399.6 72,580.9 121,9805
1993 48,279.8 80,169.8 128,4496
1994 55,834.7 90,239 4 146,0741
1995 67,011.3 97,008.9 164,020.2
1996 68,923.2 101,184.8 170,108.0
1997 74,009.6 111,844.4 185,854.0

~,810.51~0,~03.6197,1141 R00110151999



Los Ang l s (continued)
HOUS!NG/k~D CONS’~RUCT~ON

~. M~an home price,"
Housing stock 3 163 343 3 272169 Housing authorizations, 1999 ~cem~r 1999
Percent of Cai~brma 28 3 26 7 Total 14,383 $3,305 0 ~em~r 2000 $203,000

Single family 1,745,663 1.800,905 Percent of Cahfomia 103 ~2.8
Multiple family 1,325,270 1,415,474 S~ng~e ~ami~y 7,858 1,852 9 "~fived from a~ ~s of
Mobile homes,,trailers, etc, 92,410 55,790 Multi-family 6,525 586.7 home sales: new and existing,

V~ancy rate (~rcent). 5.5 5.5 condos and single.family
Nonresidential ~its - $3,676.3

Percent of Cahforn~a 22.2

~99~

~alue add~ by manufa~ure, ($ mill,) ~,775.9 53.692.0 Capital ex~nditures:
Percent of Califomia 31.5 27.4 1992 2,~1 5

1997 3,~9.7
Leading industries:

lTrans~at~on ~uipment 8,358.7 Payroll in manuf~tufing:
~mputer & el~tronlc pr~ucts 7,784.7 19~ 26,2~.2
;Fabficat~ ~tal pr~ucts 5,310.3 1998 22,~6.3
Apparel 4,138.2
Chemical 4,011.2 Num~r of mfg. establishing:
F~ 3,807.0 19~ 19,~9
Petroleum & coal pr~ucts 3,014.6 1998 18,091
~nting & retat~ sup~ ~tivities 2,301.1
M~hine~ 2,227,8
~tics & ~b~r pr~ucts 1,956.7
:umiture & relat~ pr~ucts 1,474 9
3ever~e & tob~co pr~ucts 1,398.5

Num~r of farms, I997 1,226 Leading commod~es w~
~cre~e in farms, 1997 130,838 value of produ~on, 1999

% of land area 5.0
Tr~s and shrubs, ornamental 131.0

&gdcultura! employment, 2000 7,500 Plants, ~ding 32.5
V~etables, r~t 21.2

Va)ue of produ=ion, 1999 ($ mitt.) 253.0 Pe~hes 13.9
Percent of Cafifomta 0.9 Onions, d~ 13.4
~un~ Rank 25 Plants and foli~e, ind~r 5.9
Livest~k and livest~k pr~ucts 0.0 Hay, alfalfa 5.1
PouiL~ and ~ult~ pr~ucts 0.0 Straw~ies 3,5
Field crops 7,6 Herbs 3,2
V~etables 42.7 Ground covers 1,5
F~its and nuts 21.0
Nurse~ pr~ucts 180.8
S~ crops 0.0
A~?~ pr~ucts 0.9

Vehicle r~istr=~one, 19~
Total 6,290,976 Mi~es of str~, ro~s and
Automobiles 4,935,605 highways, 1999 20,553.0

Per capita (7-1.99 ~p.) 0.50
T~cks 991,315
~torcycles 75,569
Trailers 288,~7

Revenues:                                                         ~pendRures:
Per          Per

~un~ government t~ ~ll~ons, total 1,413.4 148.39 6.~ F~eral ~,~5.6
Pro~ t~ 1,241,3 130.33 5.32 ~fense 7,~8.1
Sales t~ ~.8 3.66 0.15

~g~7.9~
To~ r~eipts, [~al govem~nt, 19~97 36,2~.0 ~un~ 8,830,6

Ci~ 12,611.1
~h~l dis~cts 10,5~.5

" 7-1-97 ~pulabon S~[al dis~c~ n,a.
1~7 ~onat inco~ n,a. Not available at the time of publication. R~eve]opment ~encies 1,037.8

California ~pa~nt of Finance             ’
E~nomic Research



The Role of Metropolitan Areas in the National Economy

As the focal points of economic activity, metropolitan areas are vital to the nation’s
economic development. While states are defined by geographic and political boundaries,
metro areas are shaped by economic activity, sometimes across State or national borders.
The concentration of people and business in metro areas creates unique economic
conditions that give rise to new industries, speed the diffusion of knowledge, spur
technological innovation, and increase productivit3,. The economic dynamism and
creativity found in metro areas enables American industries to thrive in global
competition. Historically, most of the largest U.S. industries began in cities, where
access to labor, capital, and customers fostered business development. Today, metro
areas generate more than 80% of the nation’s employment, income, and production _o.f
goods and services.

1 The Recent Performance of Metropolitan Area Economies

The contribution of metro areas to the national economy has increased over the last
decade, a trend that is expected to continue over the next twenty-five years. Metro area
employment increased from 92.1 million in 1990 to 110.8 million in 2000, growing at a
1.9% annual rate over the decade. In 2000, metro area employment posted a solid 2.6%
gain. The share of employment in metro areas tell slightly in the first half of the 1990s
before rebounding to a new high of 84.0% last year.

Figure 1 - The Contribution of Metro Areas to
the National Economy Will Continue to Grow
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85%                     -----’-"
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Employment ~ Gross Output [

Gross metropolitan product, the value of goods and services produced in metro areas,
increased from$4.812 trillion in 1990 to $8.476 trillion in 2000, an average gain of 5.8%
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annually. After adjusting for inflation, this represented an annual growth rate of 3.5%.
The share of the nation’s output produced in metro areas advanced from 84.3% at the            .:
beginning of the decade to 84.7% in 2000. DRI-WEFA projects that the contribution of
metro areas to U.S. gross domestic product will increase steadily over the next 25 years,
reaching 86.9% by 2025.

Metro area economies now compare even more favorably with international economies
than they did a decade ago. The ranking of New York City’s gross metro product among
international economies rose from 21st in 1990 to 14th last year; its economy is now
ranked ahead of Australia’s. The economy of the Washington, D.C. metro area ranks
27th, up from 35th in 1990, and ahead of Austria and Hong Kong; the gross product of the
Dallas metro area surpassed Denmark, Saudi Arabia, and Thailand on its rise from 47th to
35th. Denver’s ranking increased from 77th to 60th, as it’s GDP grew to exceed those of
Malaysia and the Philippines.

Many other key indicators of the contribution of metro areas to the national economy
have also increased steadily. Metro area employment in the financial services and
transportation, communications, and utilities sectors, which are two of the nation’s
highest value-added industries, grew 1.3% and 2.0% a~mually, respectively, from 1990 to
2000. Metro area business services payrolls rose 6.8% annually. Following the national
pattern, high-tech emp!oyment in metro areas declined from 1990 to 1993 in response to
defense spending reductions. In the second half of the 1990s, high-tech employment
surged 5.4% annually, lifting its ten-year growth rate to 2.6%. Metro area per capita
income increased by 4.4% over the last decade, a gain of over $3,100. After accounting
for inflation, this represented a real gain of 2.1% annually.                                     "’:.::

2 The Contribution of Metropolitan Areas to the National Economy

2.1 The Scope of Metro Area Economies
The size of metro area economies illustrates their importance to the nation. If they were
counted as a single country., the gross product of the five largest U.S. metropolitan areas
($l.59 trillion) would rank fourth among the world’s economies, trailing only the U.S.
($9.96 trillion), Japan ($4.6 trillion) and Germany ($1.87 trillion). The importance of
metro area economies can also be illustrated by their size relative to the output of U.S.
states. The gross product of the 10 largest U.S. metro areas exceeds the combined output
of the 31 smallest states. Last year, the five largest metro areas produced more goods and
services than California; $1.59 trillion compared with $1.3 trillion.

Within a particular state, a single metropolitan area often dominates the state’s economy.
For example, the Atlanta metro area provides 55% of Georgia’s employment and 56% of
gross state product. In Minnesota, the Minneapolis-St. Paul metro area produces 66% of
the state’s output and employs 65% of the work force. In highly urbanized states, almost

DRIoWEFA, A Global Insight Company Page 2
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all economic activity occurs in metro areas. In Pennsylvania, 97% of employment and
98% of output is generated within metro areas.

2.2 Employment and Output
As previously noted, most of the economic activity in the Unite~t States occurs within
metro area cities and counties. A total of 110.8 million workers were employed in metro
areas in 2000, or 84.0% of national employment. The total value of goods and services
produced in metro areas last year was $8.476 trillion, 85% of U.S. gross domestic
product. Metro areas, though geographically smaller, contribute much more to the
national economy than non-metro areas. The metro area percentages of national
employment and gross domestic product both exceed metro area shares of population and
land area, highlighting the geographic concentration of economic a.ctivity within urban
and suburban areas.                                                        -

This geographic concentration of companies and people is one of the main reasons metro
areas are able to make a disproportionately large contribution to the national economy.
Close proximity between producers and consumers reduces the costs of business
operations, allowing more goods and services to be produced per person and per acre of
land.

Table 1 - Most Economic Activity Occurs in Metro Areas
Rest of

Shares of U.S. Economy (2000) Metro United United
Areas States States

Size Population (Millions) 226 55 281

Land Area (Square Miles, 000s) 719 2,873 3,592
Percentage 20% 80%

Jobs &    Employment (Millions) 111 21 131
Output

Gross Domestic Product (Billions) $8,476 $1,501 $9,977

High Value Financial Services (Thousands) 6,882 720 7,602
Added

Employment Transportation & Utilities (Thousands) 6,096 928 7,02’4
Sectors Percentage 87% 13% .

The clustering of two of the nation’s hi,._,h~’-t ~ alue added sectors in urban locations also
magnifies the metro area contribution tu fl,c .:.~t~tmal economy. In 2000, 91% of financial
services employment and 87% of tra~.;,,,:~.~t,on, communications, and utilities sector
employment was located within metrop,,: ::.,;~ .~rcas. The financial services sector had the
highest level of output per employee la,: i’ c.~r. 5257,000. Financial services companies
choose to locate in metro areas for prox,:~ ~:. t,, major securities and commodity markets
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and access to h~ghly skilled workers. Companies maximize the efficiency of their
transportation and communications networks by locating hubs and distribution centers in
metro areas, taking advantage of extensive road, rail, shipping, and communications
infrastructure.

From 1990 to 2000, most of the economic gains made in the United States were generated
within’ cities and counties in metro areas. Of the 22.2 million jobs created in the U.S.
over that period, 18.7 million, or 84%, were created in metropolitan areas. The
contribution of metro areas to gross domestic product, meanwhile, increased by nearly
$3.7 trillion in the last decade, representing 86% of the national gain.

Table 2 - Most Economic Gains Were Made in Metro Areas
Rest of

Additions to U.S. Economy (1990 to 2000) Metro    United United
Areas States    States

Size Population (Millions) 26 5 33
Percentage 84% :~ 16%

Jobs & Employment (Millions) 18.7 3.5 22.2
Output Percentage 84% ’16%

Gross Domestic Product $3,664 $606    $4,270
Percentage :86% " " 14%

High Value Financial Services (Thousands) 804 106 910
Added Percentage 88% 12%

Employment Transportation & Utilities (Thousands) 1,116 124 1,240 ;.-:,-.’~
Sectors Percentage 90°A ’10% ~. -" ~="° ’"

2.3 Income Creation
Most of the nation’s labor income is also generated by metro area economies. In 2000,
metro area workers earned $4.22 trillion in wages and salaries, while non-metro area
workers earned $554 biliion. Metro area economies also create more income per person
than non-metro areas. Last year, the average metro area worker collected $38,000 in
wages and benefits, while the average non-metro area worker earned $24,800, a
difference of $13,200 per worker. The gap between metro and non-metro area workers
has grown consistently since 1985, when the difference between metro area and non-
metro area earnings was only $4,600.

In most labor mi~rkets, eamings are directly related to labor productivity--workers that are
more productive receive higher wages and benefits. Figure 2, therefore, provides an
indirect measure of the higher labor productivity in cities and counties within metro areas.
Metro area workers are able to produce more goods and services than non-metro area
workers because of the clustering of specialized industries within urban areas, access to
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superior training and educational facilities, and a greater degree of knowledge-transfer
and interaction between companies.

Figure 2 - Metro Area Workers Earn More
Than Non-Metro Area Workers
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2.4 Generating New Industries
With few exceptions~, most major industries in the United States started in cities,
including automobile manufacturing (Detroit), television broadcasting (New York), and
personal computer manufacturing (San Jose). Metro areas provide new industries with
crucial amenities--a diverse and ample supply of labor, financial and physical capital,
access to national and international markets, a local base of technical knowledge--that are
essential for their initial development and eventual success. As an industry matures,
technological advances often allow companies within that industry to move to non-urban
locations. As a consequence, newer, faster-growing industries tend to cluster within
metro areas, while older, slower-growing industries are less tied to urban locations.

Table 3 shows that two of the fastest-growing segments of the U.S. economy, high-tech
and business services, are almost entirely concentrated within metro areas. These two
sectors of the economy contain some of the nation’s newest and most innovative
industries, including computer hardware, computer software, telecommunications
equipment, optical instruments, Internet publishing, and management consulting. From

~ The major exceptions are resource-extraction industries (e.g., forestry, coal mining, oil drilling) which are
tied to the geographic location of a particular natural resource.
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1990 to 2000, employment in high-tech industries grew 2.6% per year, while employment
in the business sen ~ces sector increased by a remarkable 6.8% per year.

Table 3 - Most High-Tech and Business Services
Employment is Located in Metro Areas

Shares of U.S. Employment (2000) Metro Rest of United
Areas United States

States

High Growth High-Tech (Thousands) 7,345 524 7,869
Employment Percentage 93%1 7%

Sectors Business Services (Thousands) 9,140 642 9,783
Percentage 93% 7%

Over the past ten years, the majority of these new jobs in the high-tech and business
services segments have been created in metro areas. Metro area business services
employment increased by close to 4.4 million from 1990 to 2000, compared with an
increase of only 3!2,000 outside of metro areas. Over the same period, almost 1.66
million jobs were created by high-tech companies in metro areas, while only 52,500 jobs
were added outside of metro areas.

In the future, metro areas will play a larger and larger role in the national economy. The
movement of people from rural to urban areas will continue unabated, providing a steady         i,..-..:,3

-....,:.:..~
stream of labor, knowledge, and capital to the businesses located there.
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Table 4 - Gross Product of Metro Areas

Nominal Gross Product (Billions, $Current)
Metro Area 1997 1998 1999 2000 Ran~
New York, NY 363.19 383.60 407.60 437.80
Los Angeles-L Beach, CA 303.09 321.03 339.45 :563.70
=Chicago, IL 283.03 299.81 314.30 332.80
Boston, MA 193.99 208.04 221.59 238.80
Nashington, DC-MD-VA-WV 172.74 187.02 200.79 217.00
!Philadelphia, PA-NJ 152.95 161.59 170.92 182.40
!Houston, TX 139.74 148.86 159.13 177.50 7
Atlanta, GA 129.10 141.05 152.88 164.20
Dallas, TX 125.56 136.19 146.55 160.00
Detroit, MI 131.97 139.87 147.32 156.30
Orange Co, CA 101.15 110.82 119.67 130.00 11
Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN-WI 99.98 105.98 113.07. 121.30
Seattle-Bellevue-Everett, WA 91.51 101.92 108.02 115.00       1,~
=hoenix-Mesa, AZ 87.93 96.33 104.45 114.20 1,~
San Francisco, CA 88.59 94.49 99.54 107.30
klassau-Suffolk, NY 86.96 92.10 99.81 106.80
San Diego, CA 81.22 88.67 96.46 104.60
!Newark, NJ 81.03 84.89 90.44 96.30
iBaltimore, MD 80.89 85.15 90.38 96.20
3akland, CA 74.44 78.95 84.67 92.10 2(~
3enver, CO 71.08 77.96 83.93 91.10 21
St. Louis, MO-IL 77.09 80.74 84.76 89.60 2.~
San Jose, CA 67.81 72.51 76.78 85.40 2,~
Riverside-San Bernardino, CA 64.14 69.16 76.41 84.10 24
Tampa-St Petersb-Clrwater, FL 64.93 70.19 75.57 82.20 25
31eveland-Lorain-Elyria, OH 69.01 72.27 76.27 80.80
=ittsburgh, PA 68.08 71.6~ 75.81 80.70 27
k] Haven-BrPt-Stmfd-Dbry-Wtrbry, CT 63.83 67.5(~ 71.87 76.80 2~
Vliami, FL 60.78 63.5[ 66.6~ 71.60 2c~
=ortland-Vancouver, OR-WA 59.73 63.81 66.8.~ 71.50 3(~
<ansas City, MO-KS 53.66 57.3~ 60.8~ 64.8( 31
-lartford, CT 54.57 57.41 60.37 64.30 32
Vliddlesex-Somerset-Hunterdon, NJ 51.75 54.1t 58.57 63.6( 33
Sacramento, CA 49.23 53.97 58.94 63.1( 34
=oft Worth-Arlington, TX 49.03 53.2(~ 57.5(~ 63.0(~ 35
3harlotte-Gastonia-R Hill, NC-SC 47.73 51.81 56.3£ 61.3(~ 3~
3olumbus, OH 50.30 53.51 57.04 60.7( 37
9rlando, FL 46.77 51.1~ 55.8; 59.5(~ 38
3incinnati, OH-KY-IN 50.39 53.22~ 55.9~ 59.4(~ 39
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Nominal Gross Product (Billions, $Current)

Metro Area 1997 1998 1999 2000 Rank
Bergen-Passaic, NJ                         50.55 53.60 56.50 59.30 4(~
Indianapolis, IN 47.38 50.59 53.81 57.70 41
Milwaukee-Waukesha, WI 46.8(~ 49.29 51.95 54.80
Las Vegas, NV-AZ 41.05 44.69 49.45 54.60 4,~
San Antonio, TX 42.92 46.03 49.70 53.70
Norfolk-Va Beach-Newport News, VA-NC 42.75 46.16 48.66 51.70      4~
Austin-San Marcos, TX 36.11 39.73 43.47 48.20 4~
Buffalo-Niagara Falls, NY 40.85 42.63 45.21 47.80
Fort Lauderdale, FL 38.23 40.55 43.1~ 46.70 4~
New Orleans, LA 40.7~c 41.08 42.66 46.50 4~
Salt Lake City-Ogden, UT 38.12 40.65 43.22 46.40 5(~
Greensboro-W-Salem-High Point,NC 38.6~ 41.23 43.55 46.30 - 51
Rochester, NY 38.6~ 40.58 42.89 45.70
Richmond-Petersburg, VA 37.24 40.03 42.64 45.70 5~:
Nashville, TN 37.14 39.97 42.48 45.20 5~
Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill, NC 35.17 38.23 41.16 44.30 5,=

Jacksonville, FL 34.82 37.13 39.62 43.00 5E
Gr Rapids-Muskegon-Holland, MI 34.92 37.31 39.51 42.30
Memphis, TN-AR-MS 32.93 34.76 36.77 38.90 5~
Louisville, KY-IN 31.55 33.62 35.63 38.70 5~
Albany-Schenectady-Troy, NY 31.92 33.63 35.62 37.80 6(
W Palm Beach-Boca Raton, FL 26.42 28.59 30.42 33.20 61
Honolulu, HI 29.68 30.27 31.24 33.00
Monmouth-Ocean, NJ 27.47 28.71 30.71 33.00 63 ~:.; :?..-.’.~
Providence-Warwick, RI 27.2(; 28.41 30.18 32.50
Oklahoma City, OK 26.8~ 28.08 29.88 32.30      6~=
Birmingham, AL 27.02 28.44 30.22 32.00 6~
Wilmington-Newark, DE 25.24 27.43 29.30 31.40
Dayton-Springfield, OH 27.58 28.64 29.67 31.20       6~
Manchester-Nashua, NH 23.8~ 25.94 27.88 30.20 6~
Syracuse, NY 25.41 26.71 28.41 30.10
Greenville-Spartanburg-Anderson, SC 24.9(; 26.26 27.56 29.90 71
Jersey City, NJ 22.4! 23.55 25.28 28.10
Harrisburg-Lebanon-Carlisle, PA 23.2~ 24.32 25.36 27.10 73
Fresno, CA 21.6! 22.67 24.39 26.30 7~
Omaha, NE-IA 21.95 23.11 24.64 26.20 7~
Tulsa, OK 21.3(~ 22.5~ 23.75 25.70 7~
Albuquerque, NM 21.51 22.14 23.54 25.60
Ventura, CA 18.73 20.27 22.30 24.50 7~
Tucson, AZ 18.0~ 19.24 20.80 22.90 7~
Akron, OH 18.75 19.52 20.61 21.90 8(~
Knoxville, TN 17.95 19.13 20.24 21.50 81
Toledo, OH 18.1,~ 18.97 20.06 21.20
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~Jominal Gross Product (Billions, $Current)

~letro Area 1997 1998 1999 200(] Ran~
Springfield, MA 17.33 18.38 19.53 20.9(] 8~
~,!tentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA 17.08 18.06 19.20 20.60 8z
Scranton-Wilkes-Barre-Hazelton, PA 17.55 18.28 19.14 20.60 8~
Santa Rosa, CA 15.30 17.14 18.27 20.50 8~
Baton Rouge, LA 16.90 17.89 18.86 20.40 8~
Des Moines, IA 15.69 16.90 18.18 19.10 8~
~,nn Arbor, MI 15.88 16.87 17.98 19.10 8~
Columbia, SC 16.28 17.28 18.19 19.10 9(~
Tacoma, WA 15.63 16.99 17.92 19.00 91
Bakersfield, CA 15.18 15.74 16.93 18.90
;ort Wayne, IN 15.68 16.61 17.46 18.60
El Paso, TX 15.87 16.87 17.57 18.60 9,~
Yrenton, NJ 15.51 16.18 17.42 ’ 18.50 9,=

..ittle Rock-N. L.Rock, AR 15.07 16.09 17.23 18.4(] 9t~
k, ladison, WI 15.73 16.50 17.40 18.40 9~
,.afayette, LA 14.39 14.52 14.8( 18.20 9~
iexington, KY 14.48 15.58 16.68 17.8(
3olorado Springs, CO 13.85 15.10 16.27 17.6(3 10(
~Vichita, KS 15.16 16.18 16.7(] 17.5C 101
3hattanooga, TN-GA 14.29 15.31 16.36 17.513 10;
Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-Lompoc, CA 13.58 14.65 15.49 17.2(] 10,’.
Sarasota-Bradenton, FL 13.51 14.25 15.50 16.9(] 10z
Lancaster, PA 13.77 14.38 15.32 16.513 10~=

: Stockton-Lodi, CA 14.58 14.99 15.57 16.20 10~
Youngstown-Warren, OH 13.08 13.75 14.83 16.213 10]
Gary, IN 14.08 14.67 15.28 16.10 10~
Lansing-East Lansing, MI 14.31 15.10 15.61 16.1(] 10~,
Kalamazoo-Battle Creek, MI 14.26 14.38 14.97 15.70 11(
&tlantic-Cape May, NJ 13.08 13.67 14.72 15.713 11
Spokane, WA 12.90 13.87 14.54 15.4(] 11;
Modesto, CA 11.28 12.45 13.33 15.0( 11~
&ugusta-Aiken, GA-SC 11.86 12.70 13.85 14,80 11-’
Reno, NV 11.58 12.51 13.4,= 14.70 11!
Charleston-N Charleston, SC 11.82 12.63 13.49 14.70 11~
Vallejo-Fairfield-Napa, CA 11.08 11.90 13.14 14.513 1
Boise City, ID 10.85 11.94 12.97 14.40 11~
Rockford, IL 12.22 12.82 13.38 14.30
Jackson, MS 12.41 13.12 13.73 14.3(      12(
Mobile, AL 12.01 12.63 13.32 14.00 12!
Johnson City-Kingspt-Bristol, TN-VA 12.0c~ 12.4: 13.07 13.90

Appleton-Oshkosh-Neenah, WI 11.13 11.72 12.53 13.5(] 12z
Peoria-Pekin, IL 11.37 12.06 12.57 13.3(; 12,=
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Nominal Gross Product (Billions, $Current)

Metro Area 1997 1998 199~ 2001: Rank
Lakeland-Winter Haven, FL 10.97 11.37 12.0~ 13.0(: 126
Davenpott-Moline-Rock Isld, IA-IL 10.29 11.2.= -12.04 13.01: 127
Reading, PA 10.98 11.7; 12.24 13.0(~ 128
Anchorage, AK 11.02 11.64 12.21 12.8(~ 12!
Hic~ory-Morganton, NC 10.52 10.7: 11.2~ 12.8(: 130
Saginaw-Bay City-Midland, MI 11.24 11.6.= 12.1(: 12.7(: 131
Canton-Massillon, OH 10.77 11.4(: 11.96 12.7(: 132
Corpus Christi, TX 10.24 11.0c~ 11.8(: 12.6C 133
Roanoke, VA 10.43, 10.9(: 11.4c~ 12.6C 134
York, PA 10.56 10.9(: 11.57 12.5(: 135
Beaumont-Port Arthur, TX 10.3~ 11.0(: 11.54 12.4(; 136
Shreveport-Bossier City, LA 10.7; 10.9(: 11.28 12.3(; -137
Odessa-Midland, TX 9.7: 9.54 9.9c~ 12.3(: 138
Boulder-Longmont, CO 9.71 10.4: 11.14 12.0l: 139
Melbourne-Titusville-Patm Bay, FL 9.8~ 10.4! 11.1~ 12.0¢ 140
Macon, GA 9.3; 10.32 11.08 12.0C 141
Portland, ME 9.57 10.07 11.0C 12.0C 142
Utica-Rome, NY 9.81 10.47 11.1£ 11.9C 143
Springfield, IL 9.71 10.4( 10.88 11.4(; 144
Fort Myers-Cape Coral, FL 11.04 11.0e 11.22 11.30 145
Flint, MI 8.9.~ 9.78 10.53 11.3(; 146
Newburgh, NY-PA 8.82 9.53 10.23 10.90 147
Springfield, MO 8.71 9.33 9.90 10.80 148
McAllen-Edinburg-Mission, TX 9.12 9.62 10.17 10.80 149 ~""~
Huntsville, AL 8.94 9.5(; 9.9~ 10.60 150
Visalia-Tula re-Porterville, CA 8.94 9.45 9.99 10.50 151
Pensacola, FL 8.57 9.11 9.75 10.50 152
Savannah, GA 8.68 9.22 9.81 10.50 153
Evansville-Henderson, I N-KY 8.22 8.92 9.46 10.50 154.
Montgomery, AL 8.58 9.22 9.74 10.40 155
Daytona Beach, FL 8.7(; 9.34 9.83 10.40 15~J
Eugene-Springfield, OR 8.48 9.03 9.65 10.40 157
New London-Norwich, CT 8.76 9.14 9.73 10.30 15e
Tallahassee, FL 8.53 9.08 9.59 10.20 15~
S L Obispo-Atascadero-Paso Robles, CA 7.87 8.55 9.07 10.10 16(~
Green Bay, Wl 8.1(; 8.68 9.29 10.00 161
Binghamton, NY = 8.22 8.70 9.26 9.90 16;
Salem, OR 8 !8 8.67 9.24 9.90 16,?.
Columbus, GA-AL 8.27 8.58 9.12 9.80 164
Erie, PA ~ 7.94 8.62 9.13 9.80 16~=
Lincoln, NE I 7.93 8.50 9.01 9.6( 16~
Santa Cruz-Watsonville, CA l 7.35 8.09 8.56 9.50 167
Dutchess County, NY 7.79 8.24 8.86 9.50 168
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Nominal Gross Product (Billions, $Current)

Metro Area 1997 199~ 199~ 2000 Rank
Biloxi-Gulfport-Pascagoula, MS 7.7~ 8.4 9.01’ 9.40 16!
Fayetteville-Springdale-Rogers, AR 7.3; 7.7= 8.3~ 9.00 17(
Y’olo, CA 7.21 7.8~ 8.38~ 8.90 171
Elkhart-Goshen, IN 6.9~ 7.5,~ 7.98 8.90 172
Houma, LA 7.0~ 7.6; 8.05 8.60 173
Hamilton-Middletown, OH 6.97 6.95 7.0! 8.6C 174
South Bend, IN 6.8~ 7.1! 7.55 8.50 171
Longview-Marshall, TX 7.2z~ 7.77 8.1~ 8.5(3 176
Lubbock, TX 7.1.= 7.62 7.9~ 8.5(~ 177
Lynchburg, VA 6.8(~ 7.4: 7.9; 8.50 17~
Charleston, WV 7.0~ 7.41 7.91 8.40 -’t7~c

Fort Collins-Loveland, CO 6.4~ 7.1.~ 7.6~ 8.30 18(]
Provo-Orem, UT 6.65 7.11 7.72 8.30 181
Bloomington-Normal, IL 6.4,~ 7.3; 7.76 8.20 182
Duluth-Superior, MN-WI 6.6(~ 7.0"/ 7.52! 8.20 183
Sioux Falls, SD 6.1(~ 6.5~ 7.35 8.00 18Zl
Waco, TX 6.5~= 6.9.= 7.31 7.80 185
Gainesville, FL 6.2[ 6.71 7.21 7.70 181~
Cedar Rapids, IA 6.37 6.9; 7.2; 7.70 187
Wilmington, NC 6.4~ 6.8~ 7.2~ 7.70 188
Huntington-Ashland, WV-KY-OH 6.63 6.8; 7.16 7.60 18~c

Chico-Paradise, CA 6.24 6.61 6.96 7.5(3 19C
Asheville, NC 6.3; 6.71 7.0~ 7.5(~ 191
Amarillo, TX 6.22 6.6,~ 6.98 7,50 192
Brownsv-Harlingen-San Benito, TX 5.96~ 6.4; 6.7~ 7.50 193
Killeen-Temple, TX 5.97" 6.3~ 6.73 7.30 194
Galveston-Texas City, TX 5.95 6.3; 6.6~ 7.20 195
Fayetteville, NC 5.9~ 6.4~ 6.75 7.1~ 196
Burlington, VT 5.7~= 6.0[ 6.5(~ 7.00J 197
Myrtle Beach, SC 5.3(~ 5.7c~ 6.3: 6.90 198
Naples, FL 5.1~ 5.6c~ 6.2! 6.8(~ 199
Barnstable-Yarmouth, MA 5.5~ 5.8z~ 6.1! 6.8(~ 20C
Tyler, TX 5.43 5.7~ 6.2"/ 6.8(~ 201
Fort Pierce-Port St. Lucie, FL 5.3[ 5.7~ 6.21 6.7(~ 202
Johnstown, PA 5.6~ 5.83 6.1~ 6.7(~ 203
Laredo, TX 5.3~ 5.4! 5.81 6.6(~ 204
Redding, CA 5.61 5.81 6.1: 6.5(~ 205
Topeka, KS 5.2(~ 5.5.= 5.8~ 6.5(~ 206
Olympia, WA 5.2; 5.6,~ 5.97 6.4(~ 207
Fort Smith, AR-OK 5.0(~ 5.4~ 5.8(~ 6.3(~ 208
3harlottesville, VA 5.2; 5.51 5.8~ 6.3C 209
_ake Charles, LA 5.45 5.5,~ 5.7.~ 6.2(~ 21(
3razoria, TX 5.17 5.5~ 5.8~ 6.2(~ 211
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Nominal Gross Product (Billions, $Current)

Metro Area 1997 199~ 199£ 200(~ Rank
Richland-Kennewick-Pasco, WA 5.3C 5.4~ 5.7(~ 6.2(3 212
Yakima, WA 5.09 5.2; 5.57 6.2(; 213
Merced, CA 4.7~ 5.11 5.44 6.1( 214
St. Cloud, MN 4.911 5.27 5.5c~ 6.0(3 215
3cala, FL 4.99 5.3,~ 5.6~ 5.9(; 216
_afayette, IN 4.6; 5.1( 5.4c~ 5.9(1 217
=argo-Moorhead, ND-MN 4.8~ 5.25 5.52 5.80 218
3hampaign-Urbana, IL 4.91 5.17 5.41 5.7(3 219
Mansfield, OH 5.02~ 5.1~ 5.4(; 5.70 220
#ineland-Millville-Bridgeton, NJ 4.69 4.8(~ 5.1! 5.6(3 221
Joplin, MO 4.68 4.9! 5.1¢~ 5.5(3 222
Bremerton, WA 4.6(~ 4.8,3 5.12 5.5(3 -223
~thens, GA 4.3~= 4.6; 5.01 5.4(] 224
Lima, OH 4.62 4.8,3 5.0e 5.4(; 225
Bellingham, WA 4.3~ 4.71 5.0(; 5.4(3 226
~3enton Harbor, MI 4.25 4.6=1 4.9(~ 5.3(; 227
Rochester, MN 4.26 4.6! 5.0(~ 5.3(3 228
-3ryan-Coltege Station, TX 4.72 4.8,~ 5.03 5.3(3 229
Racine, WI 4.39 4.6(~ 4.91 5.3(] 230
.~reeley, CO 3.89 4.3; 4.71 5.2(3 231
=ort Walton Beach, FL 4.23 4.5; 4.82 5.1(] 232
Vledford-Ashford, OR 4.17 4.4~ 4.7, 5.1(3 233
Fuscaloosa, AL 4.21 4.4~ 4.7; 5.0(3 234
Vlonroe, LA 4.28, 4.4E 4.6"/ 5.0(3 235 .’~-.~; ~~
~ittsfield, MA 4.12 4.3c~ 4.6~ 5.00 236 -.
3olumbia, MO 4,22~ 4.4: 4.71 5.00 237
Jamestown, NY 4.06 4.2~ 4.58 4.90 238
/Vichita Falls, TX 4.1 "1 4.2; 4.42 4.90 239
-lagerstown, MD 4.1~ 4.48 4.73 4.80 240
Eau Claire, WI 3.96 4.1! 4.47 4.80 241
/Vausau, WI 3.9~ 4.2’ 4.4; 4.80 242
Rocky Mount, NC 3.86~ 4.1,3 4.4( 4.70 243
=lorence, SC 4.0~ 4.2! 4.4: 4.7(3 244
~,lbany, GA 3.8,~ 4.0~ 4.2; 4.60 245
~,bilene, TX 3.90~ 3.9,3 4.1~ 4.60 246
=anama City, FL 3.7; 3.9~ 4.2.~ 4.50 24;
3ecatur, IL 3.9~ 4.1~1 4.28 4.50 248
Santa Fe, NM 3.9~ 4.0E 4.28 4.50 249
Glens Falls, NY 3.8~ 3.9; 4.1~ 4.50 250
31arksville-Hopkinsville, TN-KY 3.7,~ 3.98 4.21 4.50 251
:~arkersburg-Madetta, WV-OH 3.6~= 3.9~= 4.2(; 4.50 252
.!anesville-Beloit, WI 3.8~ 4.07 4.28 4.50 253
_a Crosse, WI-MN 3.6~ 3.9(~ 4.18 4.50 25~
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Nominal Gross Product (Billions, $Current)

Metro Area 1997 1998 1999 200(] Rank
Waterloo-Cedar Falls, IA 3.87 4.03 4.2( 4.4( 255
Jackson, MI 3.71 3.85 ~.10 4.4(; 256
State College, PA 3.8C 3.99 4.1{ 4.4C 257
Bangor, ME 3.53 3.74 4.00 4.3(; 258
Pueblo, CO 3.6(; 3.77 3.96 4.2( 259
Terre Haute, IN 3.55 3.70 3.92 4.2(] 260
Greenville, NC 3.61 3.81 4.01 4.2(; 261
Altoona, PA 3.47 3.72 3.94 4.2(] 262
Wheeling, WV-OH 3.3(; 3.60 3.86 4.2C 26~
Dothan, AL 3.58 3.76 3.94 4.1(] 264
Sioux City, IA-NE 3.38 3.6( 3.44 4.1(; 265
Williamsport, PA 3.43 3.58 3.80 4.1(; 266
Sheboygan, WI 3.55 3.67 3.86 4.1( 267
Jackson, TN 3.34 3.55 3.78 4.0(] 26~
Grand Junction, CO 3.17 3.4(; 3.6(; 3.8C 269
Dover, DE 3.17 3.4( 3.63 3.8(; 27(]
Bloomington, IN 3.2~ 3.41 3.6(] 3.8(; 271
Billings, MT 2.93 3.19 3.45 3.8(3 272
Decatur, AL 3.~.4 3.27 3.45 3.7(; 273
Flagstaff, AZ-UT 2.94 3.17 3.36 3.7C 274
Yuba City, CA 3.05 3.26 3.4(] 3.7(; 275
Kokomo, IN 3.06 3.24 3.46 3.7(; 276
Elmira, NY 3.1(; 3.29 3.5(] 3.7(] 277
San Angelo, TX 3.12 3.34 3.49 3.7( 278
Texarkana, AR-TX 3.0(; 3.18 3.34 3.6(; 279
Muncie, IN 3.06 3.26 3.43 3.6(] 280
Alexandria, LA 3.07 3.2(] 3.36 3.6(] 281
Las Cruces, NM 3.11 3.26 3.4" 3.6(; 282
Sharon, PA 2.92 3.13 3.32 3.6(3 283
Sherman-Denison, TX 3.1(; 3.21 3.37 3.6(] 284
Danville, VA 3.03 3.22 3.35 3.6(] 285
Iowa City, IA 3.0(; 3.23 3.34 3.5(] 286
Steubenville-Weirton, OH-WV 2.92 3.15 3.33 3.50 287
Florence, ,~,L 3.12 3.12 3.26 3.4(] 288
Victoria, TX I 2.66 2.76 2.91 3.30 289
Kankakee, IL I 2.81 2.92 3.05 3.2(] 290
Kenosha, WI I 261 2.8(] 2.99 3.2(] 291
Dubuque, IA i 2 74 2.83 2.96 3.1(] 292
Anniston, AL i 2 44 2.59 2.77 3.00 293
Owensboro, KY : 2 3(; 2.59 2.78 3.0(] 294
Lewiston-Auburn, ME ; 2 61 2.74 2.86 3.0(; 295
Hattiesburg, MS ’ 2.51 2.62 2.8(] 3.0(] 296
St. Joseph, MO i 25c~ 2.7(; 2.83 3.0(] 297
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~ominal Gross Product (Billions, $Current)
Metro Area                               1997 1998 1999 2000 Rank
Rapid City, SD 2.45 2.60 2.76 3.00 29~
3oldsboro, NC 2.53 2.68 2.79 2.90 29c~
Bismarck, ND 2.26 2.26 2.42 2.90 30(~
Casper, WY 2.36 2.54 2.69 2.90 301
Cumberland, MD-WV 2.30 2.45 2.61 2.80 30;
Missouta, MT 2.49 2.62 2.75 2.80 303
Grand Forks, ND-MN 2.29 2.41 2.58 2.80 304
Sumter, SC 2.36 2.49 2.62 2.80 30~=

~(uma, AZ 2.32 2.4z 2.57 2.70 301~
Lawrence, KS 2.30 2.41 2.52 2.70 307
3orvallis, OR 2.15 2.30 2.42 2.70 30~
3heyenne, WY 2.20 2.35 2.47 2.60 -30~
~kuburn-Opelika, AL 2.14 2.28 2.38 2.50 31(~
Gadsden, AL 2.18 2.24 2.36 2.50 311
Jacksonville, NC 2.12 2.22 2.33 2.50 31;
>unta Gorda, FL 1.94 2.10 2.27 2.40 313
Lawton, OK 2.10 2.17 2.26 2.40 314
Jonesboro, AR 1.89 2.01 2.12 2.30 315
Pine Bluff, AR 1.79 1.8~ 1.95 2.10 31~
Great Falls, MT 1.65 1.73 1.8,~ 2.00 317
Pocatello, ID 1.58 1.66 1.78 1.90 31~
Enid, OK 1.47 1.51 1.5~ 1.7(~ 31c~
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Table 5 - Gross Product of Countries and Metro Areas

Gross Product, 2000 (US $ Billions, Current)

Rank Country or Metro Area Gross
1 Jnited States 9963.00
2 Japan 4614.00
3 Germany 1873.00
4 ~Jnited Kingdom 1410.00
5 France 1286.00
6 China 1104.00
7 Italy 1074.00
8 Canada 699.00
9 Brazil 665.00
10 Mexico 578.00 _
11 Spain 557.00
12 India 510.0(
!3 South Korea 480.00
14 New York, NY 437.8(}
15 ~,ustralia 428.00
16 Los Angeles-Long Beach, CA 363.70
17 Netherlands 360.00
18 Chicago, IL 332.80
19 Taiwan 323.00
20 ~,rgentina 284.00
21 Russia 247.0(}
22 Switzerland 241.30
23 Boston, MA 238.80
24 E~elgium 227.00
25 Sweden 224.10
26 Turkey 217.60
27 Washington, DC.MD-VA.WV 217.00
28 ~ustria 184.90
29 Philadelphia, PA-NJ 182.40
i30 Houston, TX 177.50
31 Hong Kong 164.60
32 Atlanta, GA 164.20
,33 Norway 164.00
34 Poland !63.0(}
35 Dallas, TX 160.00
36 Denmark 158.0(}
37 Detroit, MI 156.30
38 Indonesia 147.60
39 Saudi Arabia 145.30
~,0 South Africa 132.30
~1 Orange County, CA 130.00
~,2 Thailand 128.20
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Gross Product, 2000 (US $ Billions, Current)
Rank Country or Metro Area Gross
$3 Minneapolis.St.Paul, MN.Wl 121.30
$4 Finland 118.00
45 Seattle.Bellevue-Everett, WA 115.00
46 Phoenix-Mesa, AZ 114.20
~7 Greece 110.90
~,8 Israel 108.00
49 San Francisco, CA 107.30
50 Nassau-Suffolk, NY 106.80
51 San Diego, CA 104.60
52 Venezuela 102.90
53 Portugal 100.50
54 Newark, NJ 96.30
55 Baltimore, MD 96.20
56 Ireland 95.10
57 Singapore 93.70
58 Oakland, CA 92.1(~
59 Egypt 91.50
30 Denver, CO 91.10
31 Colombia 90.00
32 St. Louis, MG-IL 89.60
53 Malaysia 88.80
54 San Jose, CA 85.40
55 Riverside.San Bernardino, CA 84.10 ..... .
56 Tampa-St Petersburg.Clearwater, FL 82.20 ":’: ’~:’~

57 Cleveland-Lorain-Elyria, OH 80.80 " ’ :’:’=

68 ;Pittsburgh, PA 80.70
59 Philippines 78.00
70 .New Haven, CT 76.80
71 Chile 73.00
72 Miami, FL 71.60
73 Portland.Vancouver, OR-WA 71.50
74 Iran 67.10
75 Puerto Rico 65.30
76 Kansas City, MO-KS 64.80
77 Hartford, CT 64.30
78 14iddlesex-Somerset.Hunterdon, NJ 63.6(~
79 Sacramento, CA 63.10
80 =ort Worth-Arlington, TX 63.00
81 =akistan 62.70
82 =eru 62.70
83 Charlotte-Gastonia-RHill, NC.SC 61.3(~
84 Columbus, OH 60.7(~
85 Jnited Arab 60.70
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Gross Product, 2000 (US $ Billions, Current)

Rank Country or Met’ro Area Gross
86 Orlando, FL ’ 59.~i0
87 ~incinnati, OH.KY-IN 59.40
88 9ergen-Passaic, NJ 59.3(
89 Indianapolis, IN 57.70
90 ~ligeria 54.90
91 ~lilwaukee.Waukesha, Wl 54.80
92 Las Vegas, NV.AZ 54.60
93 San Antonio, TX 53.70
94 a, lgeria 52.80
95 New B131Zealand 52.10
96 Norfolk, Virginia Beach.Newport News, VA-NC 51.70
97 Czech 50.80
98 Austin.San Marcos, TX 48.20
99 Buffalo-Niagara FalIs, NY 47.80
1100 Hungary 47.413
101 Fort Lauderdale, FL 46.713
102 New Orleans, LA 46.513
03 Salt Lake City.Ogden, UT 46.4(2
104 Greensboro..Winston-Salerao-HighPoint, NC 46.313
05 Rochester, NY 45.713
06 Richmond-Petersburg, VA 45.7C
07 Nashville, TN 45.2(3
108 Raleigh.Durham°ChapelHill, NC 44.312
109 Jacksonville, FL 43.012
110 GrRapids-Muskegon.Holland, MI 42.3C
111 Memphis, TN.AR-MS 38.9C
112 Louisville, KY-IN 38.712
113 Bangladesh 38.5(;
114 Kuwait 38.0~=
115 Albany.Schenectady-Troy, NY 37.812
116 ’Syria 35.53
117 Vlorocco 34.81~
118 ~WPalmBeach-BocaRaton, FL 33.212
119 ~lonolulu, HI 33.0(~
120 Monmouth.Ocean, NJ 33.0(~
121 Romania 33.0(;
122 Providence.Warwick, RI 32.5(~
123 OklahomaCity, OK 32.3(~
124 Birmingham, AL 32.0(~
125 ~Jkraine 31.71~
,126 Wilmington-Newark, DE 31.4(~
127 Dayton-Springfield, OH 31.21~
128 ~/ietnam 30.6(~
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~ross Product, 2000 (US $ Billions, Current)
Rank Country or Metro Area Gross
129 Manchester-Nashua, NH 30.2(
30 Syracuse, NY 30.1(
131 Greenville.Spartanburg-Anderson, SC 29.9(
132 Jersey City, NJ 28.1(
133 Harrisburg.Lebanon-Carlisle, PA 27.1(
134 Fresno, CA 26.3(
135 Omaha, NE.IA 26.2(
136 Tulsa, OK 25.7(
37 Albuquerque, NM 25.6(
38 Iraq 25.5(
39 Ventura, CA 24.5(
140 Tucson, AZ 22.9(
141 Akron, OH 21.9(
142 Knoxville, TN 21.5(
143 Toledo, OH 21.2(
144 Springfield, MA 20.9(
145 Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA 20.6(
146 Scranton-Wilkes.Barre-Hazelton, PA 20.6(
147 Santa Rosa, CA 20.5(
148 Uruguay 20.4~.

149 Baton Rouge, LA 20.4(
150 SIovakia 20.2(
151 Tunisia 19.9~
152 Dominican Republic 19.67
153 OesMoines, IA 19.1(
154 AnnArbor, MI 19.1 (
155 Columbia, SC 19.1(
156 Guatemala 19.0~
157 Tacoma, WA 19.01~
158 Croatia(Hrvatska) 19.0(
!159 Bakersfield, CA 18.9(~
160 Oman 18.8~
161 FortWayne, IN 18.6(~
162 ElPaso, TX 18.61~
163 Trenton, NJ 18.51~
164 NoveNa 18.47
165 LittleRock.N.L.Rock, AR 18.41
166 Madison, Wl 18.41~
:167 Lafayette, LA 18.21~
168 Kazakhstan 18.21~
169 Luxembourg 18.1(~

1170 Lexington, KY 17.81~
’171 ColoradoSprings, CO 17.6(;
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.Gross Product, 2000 (US $ Billions, Current)
Rank ’ CountrY, or Metro Area Gross

172 Wichita, KS 17.50
173 Chattanooga, TN-GA 17.50
174 Lebanon 17.36
’175 SantaBarbara-SantaMaria-Lompoc, CA 17.20
76 Sarasota-Bradenton, FL 16.90
177 Lancaster, PA 16.50
178 SriLanka 16.47
79 Stockton.Lodi, CA 16.20
180 Youngstown-Warren, OH 16.20
181 Gary, IN 16.10
82 Lansing,EastLansing, MI 16.10
183 CostaRica 16.02
184 Kalamazoo-BattleCreek, MI 15.70
85 Atlantic-CapeMay, NJ 15.70
186 Spokane, WA 15.4(;
187 Modesto, CA 15.0(;
188 Augusta-Aiken, GA-SC 14.8(;
189 Reno, NV 14.7(;
190 Charleston-NCharleston, SO 14.7(;
191 Qatar 14.58
192 Vallejo-Fairfield-Napa, CA 14.5(;
193 BoiseCity, ID 14.4(;
194 rtockford, IL 14.3(
195 Jackson, MS 14.3(;
196 Mobile, AL 1
197 JohnsonCity.Kingspt-Bristol, TN-VA 13.9(;
198 Salinas, CA 13.8(;
199 Appleton-Oshkosh-Neenah, Wl 13.5(;
200 Peoria-Pekin, IL 13.3(;
201 El Salvador 13.2.~
202 Ecuador 13.04
203 Lakeland-WinterHaven, FL 13.0(;
204 Oavenport-Moline.Rocklsld, IA-IL 13.0(~
205 Reading, PA 13.0(
206 Anchorage, AK 12.8(
207 Hickory-Morganton, NC 12.8(

@08 Saginaw.BayCity, Midland, MI 12.7(
09 Canton-Mass#Ion, OH 12.7(
.>10 CorpusChristi, TX 12.6(:
211 Roanoke, VA 12.6(
212 York, PA 12.5C
213 Beaumont-PortArthur, TX 12.4(:
214 Shreveport-BossierCity, LA 12.3(
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Gross Product, 2000 (US $ Billions, Current)
Rank Country or Metro Area 3ross
215 OdesSa-Midland, TX 12.30
216 Uzbekistan 12.30
217 Bulgaria 12.23
218 Boulder-Longmont, C~ 12.00
219 Melbourne-Titusville-PalmBay, FL 12.00
220 Macon, GA 12.00
221 Portland, ME 12.00
222 Lltica.Rome, NY 11.90
223 :Springfield, IL 11.40
224 FortMyers.CapeCoral, FL 11.30
225 Flint, MI 11.30
226 Lithuania 11.23 "-
227 Sudan 10.98
228 Coted’lvoire 10.93
229 Newburgh, NY-PA 10.90
230 Springfield, MO 10.80
231 McAIlen.Edinburg-Mission, TX 10.80
232 Belarus 10.78
233 Huntsville, AL 10.60
234 Kenya 10.60
235 Visalia- Tulare-Porterville, CA 10.50
236 Pensacola, FL 10.50
237 Savannah, GA 1030
238 Evansville.Henderson, IN.KY 10.50
239 Montgomery, AL 10.40
240 DaytonaBeach, FL 10.40
241 Eugene-Springfield, OR 10.40
242 ;NewLondon.Norwich, CT 10.30
243 .Tallahassee, FL 10.20
244 SLObispo-Atascadero-PasoRobles, CA 10.10
245 Cuba 10.10
246 GreenBay, WI 10.00
247 Binghamton, NY 9.90
248 Salem, OR 9.90
249 Columbus, GA-AL 9.80
250 Erie, PA 9.80
251 Cameroon 9.67
252 Myanmar 9.61
253 Lincoln, NE 9.60
254 SantaCruz-Watsonviile, CA 9.50
255 DutchessCounty, NY 9.50
256 Biloxi-Gu/fport-Pascagoula, MS 9.40
257 Tanzania 9.32
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Gross Product, 2000 (US $ Billions, Current)
Rank Country or Metro Area Gross
2.58 Iceland 9.17
259 Fayetteville.Springdale-Rogers, AR 9.00
260 Cyprus 8.94
261 Yolo, CA 8.90
~_62 Elkhart.Goshen, IN 8.90
263 Houma, LA 8.60
264 Hamilton.Middletown, OH 8.60
2.65 Bolivia 8.54
:~66 SouthBend, IN 8.50
267 Longview-Marshall, TX 8.50
268 Lubbock, TX 8.50
269 Lynchburg, VA 8.50
270 Charleston, WV 8.40
271 FortCollins-Loveland, CO 8.30
272 Provo-Orem, UT 8.30
273 Bloomington,Normal, IL 8.20
274 !Duluth.Superior, MN.WI 8.20
275 ’SiouxFalls, SD 8.00
276 [Yemen(Unified) 7.96
277 Waco, TX 7.80
278 Jordan 7.75
279 Gainesville, FL 7.7(3
280 CedarRapids, IA 7.70
281 Wilmington, NC 7.7(3
282 Zimbabwe 7.61
283 Huntington.Ashland, WV, KY.OH 7.6(3
284 Chico-Paradise, CA 7.5(3
285 Ashevflle, NC 7.5(;
286 Amarillo, TX 7.5(3
287 Brownsv-Hadingen-SanBenito, TX 7.5C
288 ;’araguay 7.4~c

289 Libya.n Arab Jamahiriya 7.47
290 Panama 7.3,~
291 Killeen-Temple, TX 7.3(~
292 Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 7.3(~
_>93 Trinidad & Tobago 7.2~
294 Galveston-TexasCity, TX 7.2(;
295 Jamaica 7.1~
296 Latvia 7.1~
297 Bahrain 7.11
_>98 Fayetteville, NC 7.1C
299 Burlington, VT 7.0(~
300 Myrtle Beach, SC 6.9(~
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3ross Product, 2000 (US $ Billions, Current)
Rank Country or Metro Area Gross
301 Naples, FL 6.8(~
302 Barnstable.Yarmouth, MA 6.8(~
303 Tyler, TX 6.8(~
304 Ethiopia 6.8(~
305 FortPierce-PortSt.Lucie, FL 6.7(~
306 Johnstown, PA 6.7(~
307 Laredo, TX 6.6(:
308 Redding, CA 6.5(~
309 Topeka, KS 6.5(:
310 Olympia, WA 6
311 FortSmith, AR-OK
312 Charlottesville, VA 6.3l~
313 Ghana 6.3(~
314 LakeChades, LA 6.~;C
315 Brazoria, TX 6.2(
316 Richland.Kennewick-Pasco, WA 6.2(:
317 Yakima, WA 6.2(~
318 Uganda 6.2(~
319 Merced, CA 6.1(~
320 St.Cloud, MN 6.0(~
321 Honduras 5.93
322 Ocala, FL 5.9C
323 Lafayette, IN 5.9C ..:..
324 Fargo-Moorhead, ND.MN 5.8C
325 Champaign.Urbana, IL 5.7(
326 Mansfield, OH 5.7(]
327 Vineland-Millville.Bridgeton, NJ 5.6(]
328 Joplin, MO 5.5(]
329 Bremerton, WA 5.5(]
330 Nepal 5.42
331 Athens, GA 5.4(]
332 Lima, OH 5.4(]
333 Bellingham, WA 5.4(}
334 Botswana 5.36
335 BentonHarbor, MI 5.3(}
336 Rochester, MN 5.3(}
337 Bryan.CollegeStation, TX 5.3(]
338 Racine, Wl 5.3(}
339 Brunei Darussalam 5.21
340 Gabon 5.21
341 Greeley, CO 5.2(}
342 FortWaltonBeach, FL 5.10
343 Medford-Ashford, OR 5.1
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Gross Product, 2000 (US $ Billions, Current)
Rank Country or Metro Area Gross
344 Tuscaloosa, AL 5.0(;
345 ~onroe, LA 5.01
346 Pittsfield, MA 5.0(;
347 Columbia, MO 5.0(
348 A/estBank and Gaza 4.94
349 Estonia 4.92
350 Jamestown, NY 4.9(;
351 WichitaFalls, TX 4.9(2
352 ~.erbaijan 4.9(;
353 Hagerstown, MD 4.8(;
354 £auClaire, WI 4.8(; -
355 Wausau, WI 4.8(
356 RockyMount, NC 4.7(;
357 ~lorence, SC 4.7(
358 Albany, GA 4.6(;
359 4bflene, TX 4.6(;
360 Mauritius 4.6(;
361 Senegal 4.53
362 PanamaCity, FL 4.5(;
363 Decatur, IL 4.5¢
364 Santa Fe, NM 4.5(~
365 Glens Falls, NY 4.5(;
366 Clarksville.Hopkinsville, TN-KY 4.5(;
367 Parkersburg-Marietta, WV.OH 4.5(;
368 Janesville.Beloit, Wl 4.5(;
369 LaCrosse, WI-MN 4.5(;
370 ~,ngota 4.43
371 Waterloo.CedarFalls, IA 4.4(
372 Jackson, MI 4.4(;
373 StateCollege, PA 4.4(
374 Turkmenistan 4.4(;
375 Bangor, ME 4.3(;
376 Pueblo, CO 4.2C
377 TerreHaute, IN 4.2(;
378 Greenville, NC 4.2(;
379 Altoona, PA 4.2(;
380 Wheeling, WV.OH 4.2¢
381 Bahamas 4.1!
382 Mozambique 4.17
383 Dothan, AL 4.1(;
384 Sioux City, IA-NE 4.1(;
385 Williamsport, PA 4.1(;
386 Sheboygan, WI 4.1(;
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Gross Product, 2000 (US $ Billions, Current)
Rank Country or Metro Area Gross
387 Jackson, TN 4.0(
388 Albania 3.8~.
389 Grand Junction, CO 3.8(;
390 Dover, DE 3.8(;
391 Bloomington, IN 3.8~
392 Billings, MT 3.8(~
393 Vladagascar 3.7~.
394 Decatur, AL 3.7(~
395 Flagstaff, AZ.UT 3.7(~
396 YubaCity, CA 3o7~
397 Kokomo, IN 3.7(~
398 Elmira, NY 3.71
399 San Angelo, TX 3.7C
400 PapuaNewGuinea 3.67
401 Texarkana, AR-TX 3.6(;
402 Muncie, IN 3.6(~
403 Alexandria, LA 3.6(~
404 Las Cruces, NM 3.6(~
405 Sharon, PA 3.6(~
406 Sherman.Denison, TX 3.61
~,07 Danville, VA 3.6(~
408 Malta 3.53
409 Namibia 3.51

411 Steubenville.Weirton, OH.WV 3.5(~
412 Macedonia 3.41
~,13 Florence, AL 3.4(~
414 Victoria, TX 3.3(;
415 Congo, Dem.Repub.of 3.28
416 Guinea 3.21
417 Kankakee, IL 3.2(;
418 Kenosha, WI 3.2(;
419 Georgia 3.15
420 Cambodia 3.12
421 Dubuque, IA 3.1(;
~22 Zambia 3.1(;
423 Haiti 3.0~c
424 Anniston, AL
~25 Owensboro, KY 3.0(;
426 Lewiston-Auburn, ME 3.0(;
~27 Hattiesburg, MS 3.0C
~28 SLJoseph, MO 3.0C
429 RapidCity, SD 3.0C
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Gross Product, 2000 (US $ Billions, Current)
Rank Country or Metro Area Gross
430 Congo 2.9;
431 ’Goldsboro, NC 2.9(;
432 Bismarck, ND 2.9(;
433 Casper, WY 2.9(;
434 Cumberland, MD.WV 2.8(;
435 ~fissoula, MT 2.8(;
436 GrandForks, ND-MN 2.8(;
437 Sumter, SC 2.8(;
438 Yuma, AZ 2.7(;
439 Lawrence, KS 2.7(;
440 Corvallis, OR 2.7(~
441 Barbados 2.6c-
442 E~ermuda 2.67
443 Cheyenne, WY 2.6(;
444 Auburn-Opelika, AL 2.50
445 Gadsden, AL 2.50
~,46 Jacksonville, NC 2.50
447 Nicaragua 2.50
~,48 BurkinaFaso 2.44
$49 PuntaGorda, FL 2.40
~,50 Lawton, OK 2.40
~,51 Mall 2.40
$52 Jonesboro, AR 2.30
~,53 Benin 2.27
~,54 Liechtenstein 2.25
~,55 PineBluff, AR 2.10
456 NetherlandsAntilles 2.06
457 GreatFa/Is, MT 2.00
~,58 Malawi 1.99
459 Fiji 1.97
460 Aruba 1.96
461 Rwanda 1.95
462 Armenia 1.92
463 Pocatello, ID 1.90
464 Enid, OK 1.70
465 iSomalia 1.67
466 Niger 1.59
467 3ayman Islands 1.59
468 3had 1.47
469 /~yrgyzstan 1.30
470 ~loldova 1.30
471 ~’ogo 1.29
472 ~,fghanistan 1.27
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Gross Product, 2000 (US $ Billions, Current)
Rank Country or Metro Area Gross
$73 Swaziland 1.2;
~,74 Laos 1.09
~,75 Mongolia 1.03
~,76 Equatorial Guinea 1.01
477 Tajikistan 1.01
478 Central African Republic 0.99
479 Lesotho 0.95
480 Mauritania 0.91
481 Burundi 0.77
482 Guyana 0.75
483 Eritrea 0.75
484 Belize 0.74
485 Saint Lucia 0.70
486 Antigua & Barbuda 0.69
487 Suriname 0.65
488 Seychelles 0.63
489 SierraLeone 0.59
490 Djibouti 0.56
491 CapeVerde 0.51
492 Bhutan 0.47
493 Gambia 0.45
494 Maldives 0.44
495 Grenada 0.42
496 Solomon Islands 0.39 :~=.::o. o.,:-
497 Saint Kitts and Nevis 0.33
498 Saint Vincent and the Grenadines 0.33
499 Dominica 0.28
500 Guinea-Bissau 0.23
501 Vanuatu 0.23
502 Samoa 0.19
503 Comoros 0.18
504 :Sao Tome and Principe 0.05
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Table 6

The Gross Product of the Top 10 Metro areas in 2000 exceeds the combined output of the
following 31 States.

Total Gross Metro Product Total Gross State Product
$2.43 trillion $2.15 trillion

Is greater

* New York, NY than ¯ Vermont
¯ Los Angeles-L Beach, CA ~ ¯ North Dakota
¯ Chicago, IL ¯ Montana
¯ Boston, MA ¯ Wyoming -
¯ Washington, DC-MD-VA-WV ¯ South Dakota
¯ Philadelphia, PA-NJ ¯ Alaska
¯ Houston, TX ¯ Rhode Island
¯ Atlanta, GA ¯ Idaho
¯ Dallas, TX ¯ Maine
¯ Detroit, MI ¯ Delaware

¯ Hawaii
¯ West Virginia
¯ New Hampshire

..~ :. ¯ New Mexico
~. ¯ Nebraska

¯ D.C.
¯ Utah
¯ Mississippi
¯ Arkansas
¯ Nevada
¯ Kansas
¯ Oklahoma
¯ Iowa
¯ South Carolina
¯ Oregon
¯ Alabama
¯ Kentucky
¯ Louisiana
¯ Arizona
¯ Connecticut
¯ Colorado
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Table 7 - Gross Product of Metro Areas

Nominal Gross Metro Product 1990 200(; F~ercent Change Rank
Billions, $Current) %)
[_as vegas, NV-AZ 20.5 54.� 166.3
~,ustin-San Marcos, TX 18.8 48./‘ 156.4
Laredo, TX 2.; 6.1~ 144.4
Provo-Orem, UT 3.4 8.3 144.1 z
Boise City, ID 5.9 14.4 144.1
Phoenix-Mesa, AZ 47.3 114.; 141.4
Colorado Springs, CO 7.3 17.~ 141.1
Myrtle Beach, SC 2.9 6.~c 137.9
Fort Co~lins-Loveland, CO 3.5 8.3 137.1
Greeley, CO 2.2 5.; 136.4 _ 1(
¥olo, CA 3.9 8.c~ 128.2 1
~,lbuquerque, NM 11.3 25.� 126.5 1;
Y’uma, AZ 1.2 2.7 125.0 1,~
Corvallis, OR 1.2 2.7 125.0 lZ
&tlanta, GA 73.Z 164.; 123.7 1,=

Grand Junction, CO 1.7 3.E 123.5
Sioux Falls, SD 3.6 8.(~ 122.2
Boulder-Longmont, CO 5.4 12.( 122.2
Salt Lake City-Ogden, UT 21.1; 46.4 119.9
Fayetteville-Springdale-Rogers, AR 4.1 9.(: 119.5 2(
Denver, CO 41.8 91.1 117.9
Santa Rosa, CA 9.5 20,= 115.8 2; .. ~::...-.,.
Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill, NC 20.7= 44.3 114.0 2~
Wilmington, NC 3.6 7.7 113.9
Green Bay, Wl 4.7 10.(~ 112.8      2,=
Naples, FL 3.2 6£ 112.5 2E
McAIlen-Edinburg-Mission, TX 5.1 10£ 111.8
Orlando, FL 28.2 59.5 111.0 2E
Jackson, TN 1.9 4.(~ 110.5 2~
Pueblo, CO 2.0 4./‘ 110.0 3(~
Portland-Vancouver, OR-WA 34.1 71.,= 109.7 31
Charlotte-Gastonia-R Hill, NC-SC 29.3 61.3 109.2 3/,
Killeen-Temple, TX 3.~ 7.3 108.6 3~.
Tucson, AZ 11.0 22.c~ 108.2 34
San Antonio, TX 25.8 53.’/ 108.1
Nashville, TN 21.9 45./‘ 106.4 3e
Dallas, TX 77.6 160.(: 106.2 3"/
S L Obispo-Atascadero-Paso Robles, CA 4.9 10.1 106.1 3e
Santa Fe, NM 2.2 4£ 104.5 3~
Clarksville-Hopkinsville, TN-KY 2.2 4.5 104.5 4(
Manchester-Nashua, NH 14.8 30.; 104.1 4‘1
Medford-Ashford, OR 2.5 5.1 104.0
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Nominal Gross Metro Product 199(~ 200( F=ercent Change Rank
(Billions, $Current) ’~%)
Bryan-College Station, TX 2.� 5.~ 103.8 4,~
Ocala, FL 2.£ 5.~c 103.4 4z
Salem, OR 4.c~ 9.~ 102.( 4,~

=ort Worth-Arlington, TX 31.4 63.t~ 100.6
&thens, GA 2.7 5.4 100.0 47
£,loomington-Normal, I L 4.1 8.2 100.0
3olumbia, MO 2.5 5.C 100.0 4~
Springfield, MO 5.4 10.8 100.0 51:
_as Cruces, NM 1.8 3.6 100.0 51
Eugene-Springfield, OR 5.2 10.4 100.0
Rapid City, SD 1.5 3.C 100.0 -. 5~
3ellingham, WA 2.7 5.4 100.0 5,~
Reno, NV 7.4 14.7 98.6 5[
Gr Rapids-Muskegon-Holland, MI 21.4 42.3 97.7 5~
~rownsv-Harlingen-San Benito, TX 3.8 7.5 97.4
l’ampa-St Petersb-Clrwater, FL 41.7 82.2 97.1 5~
Vlerced, CA 3.1 6.1 96.8 5~
Sarasota-Bradenton, FL 8.e 16.c~ 96.5 61:
,Joplin, MO 2.~ 5.~ 96.4 6~
Jacksonville, FL 21.c~ 43.(: 96.3 6,"
=oft Walton Beach, FL 2.~ 5.1 96.2 6~
3olumbus, GA-AL 5.(: 9.~ 96.0 6z
~iloxi-Gulfport-Pascagoula, MS 4.~ 9.4 95.8 6~
~Vaco, TX 4.(; 7.~ 95.0 6(
~/ictoria, TX 1.7 3.." 94.1
31ympia, WA 3.3 6.4 93.9 6,~
<noxville, TN 11.1 21.5 93.7 6~
St. Cloud, MN 3.1 6.(; 93.5 71:
Houston, TX 91.8 177.5 93.4 7"1
A/Palm Beach-Boca Raton, FL 17.2 33.2 93.0
_awrence, KS 1.4 2.7 92.9 7,~
Spokane, WA 8.(~ 15.4 92.5 7Z
Shico-Paradise, CA 3.£ 7.~ 92.3 7~
Vlodesto, CA 7.~ 15.C 92.3 7(
&marillo, TX 3.£ 7.~ 92.3 77
--au Claire, WI 2.5 4.8 92.0
#Vausau, WI 2.5 4.~ 92.0 7
Jonesboro, AR 1.2 2.3 91.7 8(~
~Vilmington-Newark, DE 16.4 31.4 91.5 81
Houma, LA 4.5 8.~ 91.1 8~,
Hamilton-Middletown, OH 4.5 8.~ 91.1 8."
Greenville, NC 2.2 4.2 90.9 84
Fort Lauderdale, FL 24.~ 46.7 90.6 8~
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Nominal Gross Metro Product 199(] 2001 :~ercent Change Rank
(Billions, $Current) ’,%)
Dover, DE 2.(; 3.~ 90.0 8~
Pocatello,, ID 1 .C 1 .c~ 90.0 87
Tacoma, WA 10.¢ 19.(~ 90.0 85
Lexington, KY 9.4 17.~ 89.4 8~
Riverside-San Bernardino, CA 44.5 84.’ 89.0 9(~
~arnstable-Yarmouth, MA 3.5 6.~ 88.9 91
ILongview-Marshall, TX 4.5 8.5= 88.~
Tyler, TX 3.(~ 6.8 88.c~
Seattle-Bellevue-Everett, WA 60.9 115.(; 88.~
Fort Myers-Cape Coral, FL 6.¢ 11.3 88.5 95
Kenosha, WI 1.7 3.2 88.2 9~
Lincoln, NE 5.1 9.5 88.2 -- 9"/
Memphis, TN-AR-MS 20.7 38.c~ 87.9 9~
Fort Wayne, IN 9.c~ 18.� 87.9
Richland-Kennewick-Pasco, WA 3.3 6.2 87.9 10(;
Visalia-Tulare-Porterville, CA 5.~ 10.5 87.~ 101
Panama City, FL 2.4 4.5 87.~= 102
Owensboro, KY 1 .~ 3.(; 87.~= 1
Hattiesburg, MS 1.~ 3.(; 87.5 .104

~3., 87.~= 105Appleton-Oshkosh-Neenah, WI 7.2 "
La Crosse, WI-MN 2.4 4.5 87.5 101~
Fargo-Moorhead, ND-MN 3.1 5.~ 87.1 107
Middlesex-Somerset-Hunterdon, NJ 34.(; 63.� 87.1 10~
Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN-WI 64.§ 121.3 86.~ 10~c

.?" ’;=..:." ~
Indianapolis, IN 30.9 57.7 86.7 11(; :-’- ’
Mobile, AL 7.5 14.( 86.7 111
Missoula, MT 1.5 2.8 86.7 112
Sumter, SC 1 .~ 2.8 86.7 11:
Chattanooga, TN-GA 9.4 17.5 86.2 11
Jersey City, NJ 15.1 28.’ 86.1 11~
Omaha, NE-IA 14.1 26.2 85.~ 116
Fort Smith, AR-OK 3.4 6.3 85.3 117
Greensboro-W-Salem-High Point,NC 25.6 46.3 85.2 118
Flagstaff, AZ-UT 2.(~ 3.7 85.C 119
San Angelo, TX 2.0 3.7 85Z 12(~
Macon, GA 6.5 12.(3 84.~ 121
Punta Gorda, FL I 1.3 2.4 84.l~ 122
Iowa City, IA I 1.9 3.5 84.2 123
=1 Paso, TX ,. 10.1 18.~ 84.2 124
~,lbany, GA ’ 2.~ 4.6 84.( 125
Vladison, WI ; 10.( 18.4 84.(; 126
Rochester, MN 2.9 5.3 82.8 127
Yakima, WA ; 3.4 6.2 82.4 128
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Nominal Gross Metro Product 199(] 200(; F~ercent Change Rank
Billions, $Current) ’,%)
Fayetteville, NC 3.c~ 7.1 82.1 12c.
Sacramento, CA 34.7 63.1 81.8 13~
Elkhart-Goshen, IN 4.£ 8.c~ 81.6 13’
Salinas, CA 7.0 13.8 81.6 13;
Vallejo-Fai~eld-Napa, CA 8.(; 14.5 81.3 13:
Bismarck, ND 1.8 2.£ 81.3 134
Lubbock, TX 4.7 8.5 80.9 13!
Lynchburg, VA 4.7 8.5 80.9 131
Louisville, KY-IN 21.4 38.7 80.8 137
Florence, SC 2.0 4.7 80.8 13t
Redding, CA 3.0 6.5 80.6
Kansas City, MO-KS 35.£ 64.0 80.5 14{~
Little Rock-N. L.Rock, AR 10.2 18.4 80.4 141
Lafayette, LA 10.1 18.2 80.2 14;
Corpus Christi, TX 7.0 12.0 80.0 143
Galveston-Texas City, TX 4.0 7.2 80.0 144
Sherman-Denison, TX 2.(] 3.0 80.0 14~=

Janesville-Beloit, Wl 2.5 4.5 80.0 14~
San Jose, CA 47.6 85.4 79.4 147
Lancaster, PA 9.2 16.5 79.3 14~
Montgomery, AL 5.8 10.4 79.3 14£
Santa Cruz-Watsonville, CA 5.3 9.5 79.2 15(
Gainesville, FL 4.3 7.7 79.1 151
Cedar Rapids, IA 4.3 7.7 79.1 1
Columbus, OH 33.9 60.7 79.1! 153
Tallahassee, FL 5.7 10.2 78.9 154
Lafayette, IN 3.3 5.£ 78.~ 155
&uburn-Opelika, AL 1.4 2.5 78.~ 15!
Tuscaloosa, AL 2.8 5.0 78.E 157
Jacksonville, NC 1.4 2.5 78.6 158
Asheville, NC 4.2 7.5 78.0 15£
Savannah, GA 5.£ 10.5 78.(~ 16(3
Richmond-Petersburg, VA 25.7 45.7 77.~ 161
Chicago, IL 187.5 332.8 77.~= 162
Abilene, TX 2.6 4.8 76.c~ 163
Des Moines, IA 10.8 19.1 76.¢~ 164
Jackson, MS 8.1 14.3 76.5 165
Monmouth-Ocean, NJ 18.7 33.(] 76.~= 160
Portland, ME 6.8 12.0 76.~ 167
Fort Pierce-Port St. Lucie, FL 3.8 6.7 76.3 168
Daytona Beach, FL 5.£ 10.4 76.3 169
Decatur, AL 2.1 3.7 76..~
State College, PA 2.5 4.4 76.(~ 171
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Nominal Gross Metro Product 199(] 200( Percent Change F~ank
(Billions, $Current) (%)
Greenville-Spartanburg-Anderson, SC 17.C 29.$ 75.~c 172
Baton Rouge, LA 11.6 20.4 75.£ 173
Birmingham, AL 18.2 32.0 75.~ 174
_akeland-Winter Haven, FL 7.4 13.0 75.7 175
!Pensacola, FL 6.C 10.5 75.( 176
4arrisburg-Lebanon-Carlisle, PA 15.5 27.1 74A 177
’4orfolk-Va Beach-Newport News, VA-NC 29.7 51.7 74.1 178
San Diego, CA 60.2 104.6 73A 179
iBoston, MA t 37.~ 238.8 73.3 180
Odessa-Midland, TX 7,1 12.3 73.2 181
Washington, DC-MD-VA-WV 125.3 217.0 73.2 182
.Peoria-Pekin, IL 7.7 13.3 72.7 - 183
Bloomington, IN 2.2 3.8 72.7 184
Billings, MT 2.2 3.8 72.7 185
:~oanoke, VA 7.3 12.6 72.e 186
IBeaumont-Port Arthur, TX 7.2 12.4 72.~ 187
IEvansville-Henderson, IN-KY 6.1 10.5 72.1 188
Ann Arbor, MI 11.1 19.1 72.1 189
3olumbia, SC 11.1 19.1 72.1 190
IBremerton, WA 3.2 5.5 71.~c 191
Johnson City-Kingspt-Bristol, TN-VA 8.1 13.~, 71.6 192
-lagerstown, MD 2.~ 4.8 71.4 193
Sharon, PA 2.1 3.6 71.4 194
Charleston, WV 4.c~ 8.4 71.4 195 : "~.:.~]
#entura, CA 14.3 24.5 71.3 196
3harleston-N Charleston, SC 8.6 14.7 70.9 197
3uluth-Superior, MN-WI 4.8 8.2 70.8 198
Sheboygan, WI 2.4 4.1 70.8 199
:3range Co, CA 76.2 130.0 70.6 200
iNewburgh, NY-PA 6.4 10.9 70.3 201
--resno, CA 15.5 26.3 69.7 202
3etroit, MI 92.3 156.3 69.." 203
Waterloo-Cedar Falls, IA 2.6 4.4 69.2 204
Erie, PA 5.8 9.8 69.( 205
/Vichita Falls, TX 2.£ 4.9 69.0 206
~’ork, PA 7.4 12.5 68.9 207
INew London-Norwich, CT 6.1 10.3 68.9 208
~,llentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA 12.2 20.6 68.9 209
Reading, PA 7.7 13.0 68.8 210
Stockton-Lodi, CA 9.6 16.2 68.8 211
3incinnati, OH-KYolN 35.2 59.4 68.8 212
&kron, OH 13.0 21.9 68.5 213
-lickory-Morganton, NC 7.6 12.8 68.4 214
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~ominal Gross Metro Product 1990 2000Percent Change hank
Billions, $Current) (%)
~’uba City, .CA 2.2 3.7 68.2 215
~ugusta-Aiken, GA-SC 8.8 14.8 68.2 216
<okomo, IN 2.2 3.7 68.2 217
’q Haven-BrPt-Stmfd-Dbry-Wtrb’ry, CT 45.7 76.8 68.1 218
Ntoona, PA 2.5 4.2 68.(; 219
31eveland-Lorain-Elyria, OH 48.1 80.8 68.(; 220
Gadsden, AL 1.5 2.5 66.7 221
South Bend, IN 5.1 8.5 66.7 222
Great Falls, MT 1.2 2.0 66.7 223
Glens Falls, NY 2;7 4.5 66.7 224
E~urlington, VT 4.2 7.0 66.7 _225
Milwaukee-Waukesha, WI 32.~, 54.8 66.� 22(
Oakland, CA 55.4 92.1 66.; 227
Pittsburgh, PA 48.6 80.7 66.(~ 22~
Racine, Wl 3.2 5.3 65.6 22!
St. Louis, MO-IL 54.1 89.5 65.6! 23(3
Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-Lompoc, CA 10.4 17.2 65.41 231
Kalamazoo-Battle Creek, MI 9.5 15.7 65.2 232
&tlantic-Cape May, NJ 9.5 15.7 65.2 233
Nassau-Suffolk, NY 64.~ 106.8 64.e 234
Grand Forks, ND-MN 1.7 2.8 64.7 235
Miami, FL 43.5 71.~ 64.6 236
Melbourne-Titusville-Palm Bay, FL 7.3 12.¢ 64A 237
Williamsport, PA 2.5 4.1 64.0 238
Oklahoma City, OK 19.7 32.3 64.0 239
Texarkana, AR-TX 2.2 3.6 63.6 24~3
Muncie, IN 2.2 3.6 63.6! 241
Alexandria, LA 2.2 3.6 63.~ 242
Scranton-Wilkes-Barre-Hazelton, PA 12.5 20.6 63.5! 243
Brazoria, TX 3.8 6.2 63.2 244
Huntsville, AL 6.5 10.6 63.1 245
Utica-Rome, NY 7.3 11.9 63.(~ 246
Jackson, MI 2.7 4.4 63.0 247
Saginaw-Bay City-Midland, MI 7.~ 12.7 62.8 248
Tulsa, OK 15.8 25.7 62.7 249
Lansing-East Lansing, MI I 9.c~ 16.1 62.6 25C
Providence-Warwick, RI

I
20.C 32.5 62.5 251

New York, NY 269.6 437.E 62.4 252
Trenton, NJ = 11.4 18.5 62.3 253
Youngstown-Warren, OH 10.C 16.2 62.0 254
Florence, AL 2.1 3.4 61.9 255
=hiladelphia, PA-NJ

t
112.~ 182.4 61.6

=ine Bluff, AR i 1.2 2.1 61.5 257
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~lominal Gross Metro Product 199(] 2000Percent Change Rank
i(Billions, $Current) (%)
3harlottesville, VA 3.c~ 6.3 61 .,’ 258
$oldsboro, NC 1 .~ 2.9 61.1 25~,

Elmira, NY 2.3 3.7 60.9 26(]
3enton Harbor, MI 3.3 5.3 60.6 261
Toledo, OH 13.2 21.2 60.6 262
~ankakee, IL 2.(~ 3.2 60.(] 263
~Jewark, NJ 60.,c 96.3 60.(; 264
San Francisco, CA 67..~ 107.3 59.7 265
Johnstown, PA 4.2 6.7 59.5 266
~,lbany-Schenectady-Troy, NY 23.7 37.6 59.5 267
~/ichita, KS 11 .(; 17.5 59.1 268
Topeka, KS 4.1 6.5 58.5 -269
Springfield, IL 7.; 11.4 58.3 27(]
Jamestown, NY 3.1 4.~ 58.1 271
~,nniston, AL 1 .c. 3.C 57.~c 272
_ewiston-Aubum, ME 1 .c~ 3.(] 57.9 273
St. Joseph, MO 1.c~ 3.(] 57.9 274
~)othan, AL 2.(~ 4.1 57.7 275
Sioux City, IA-NE 2£ 4.1 57.7 276
Rochester, NY 29.(~ 45.7 57.6 277
3anton-Massillon, OH 8.1 12.7 56.8 276
Davenport-Moline-Rock Isld, IA-IL 8.3 13£ 56.6 279
Danville, VA 2.3 3.6 56.5 28(] =...:
Bergen-Passaic, NJ 37.c~ 59.3 56.5 281
Monroe, LA 3.; 5.(] 56.3 282 ’:’.-:
Pittsfield, MA 3.2 5.(] 56.3 283
Bakersfield, CA 12.1 18.9 56.2 284
]’erre Haute, IN 2.7 4.2 55.6 285
Cumberland, MD-WV 1.~ 2.8 55.6 286
~/ineland-Millville-Bridgeton, NJ 3.~ 5.6 55.6 287
Parkersburg-Marietta, WV-OH 2.~ 4.5 55.2 286
Baltimore, MD 62.1~ 96.2 55.2 289
Dubuque, IA 2£ 3.1 55.(] 290
Lake Charles, LA 4.1~ 6.2 55.(] 291
Gary, IN 10.4 16.1 54.6 292
Buffalo-Niagara Falls, NY 30.~c 47.~ 54.7 293
Enid, OK 1.1 1.7 54.5 294
Champaign-Urbana, IL 3.7 5.7 54.1 295
Hartford, CT 41 .~ 64.3 53.8 296
Springfield, MA 13.~ 20.~e 53.7 297
Bangor, ME 2.~ 4.3 53.6 298
Dayton-Springfield, OH 20.4 31.2 52.9 299
Cheyenne, WY 1.7 2.6 52.9 300
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Nominal Gross Metro Product 1990 2000Percent Change ~ank
Billions, $Current) o (%)
3asper, WY 1.9 2.9 52.~ 301
-luntington-Ashland, WV-KY-OH 5.0 7.6 52.C 302
Rocky Mount, NC 3.! 4.7 51.6 303
Syracuse, NY 19.9 30.1 51.3 304
Rockford, IL 9.5 14.3 50.5 305
Lima, OH 3.6 5.,~ 50.0 306
Lawton, OK 1.6 2.4 50.0 307
Wheeling, WV-OH 2.8 4.; 50.0 308
~inghamton, NY 6.7 9.9 47.8 309
Vlansfield, OH 3.9 5.7 46.2 310
klew Orleans, LA 32.3 46.5 44.0 _ 311
;lint, MI 7.9 11.3 43.0 312
3utchess County, NY 6.7 9.5 41.8 313
Shreveport-Bossier City, LA 8.7 12.3 41.4 314
3ecatur, IL 3.2 4.5 40.6 315
Los Angeles-L Beach, CA 261.7 363.7 39.0 316
Steubenville-Weirton, OH-WV 2.6 3.5 34.6 317
Honolulu, HI 25.1 33.0 31.5 318
&nchorage, AK 10.5 !2.8 21.9 319
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Table 8 -Gross Product Metro Areas

Nominal Gross Product 1990 2000Avg. Annual Growth Rate Rank

(Billions, $Current) (%)
Las Vegas, NV-AZ 20.5 54.6 10.3
Austin-San Marcos, TX 18.8 48.2 9.8
Boise City, ID 5.£ 14.4 9.4
Laredo, TX 2.7 6.6 9.4
Phoenix-Mesa, AZ 47.3 114.2 9.2
Fort Collins-Loveland, CO 3.5 8.3 9.2
Provo-Orem, UT 3.4 8.3 9.2
Colorado Springs, CO 7.3 17.6 9.1’
Greeley, CO 2.2 5.2 9.1
Myrtle Beach, SC 2,~ 6.9 9.1 _     1(~
Yolo, CA 3.£ 8.9 8.5 11
Grand Junction, CO 1.7 3.8 8.5
Albuquerque, NM 11.3 25.6 8.5 1
Atlanta, GA 73.4 164.2 8.4 lZ
Corvallis, OR !.2 2.7 8.4 1
Boulder-Longmont, CO 5.4 12.0 8.3
Sioux Falls, SD 3£ 8.0 8.3 1
Salt Lake City-Ogden, UT 21.1 46.4 8.2
Fayetteville-Springdale-Rogers, AR 4.1 9.0 8.1 1
Denver, CO 41.8 91.1 8.1 2(
Santa Rosa, CA 9.5 20.5 8.0 2~
Yuma, AZ 1.2 2.7 7.9
Naples, FL 3.2 6.8 7.9 2,~ :...:.:..-.:~
Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill, NC 20.7 44.3 7.9 2‘4
Wilmington, NC 3.e 7.7 7.9 2~
Orlando, FL 28.2 59.5 7.8 2(~
McAIlen-Edinburg-Mission, TX 5.1 10.8 7.8 27
Green Bay, WI 4.7 10.0 7.8 2~
Charlotte-Gastonia-R Hill, NC-SC 29.3 61.3 7.7 2~
Portland-Vancouver, OR-WA 34.1 71.5 7.7 3C
Jackson, TN 1 .c~ 4.0 7.7 31
Tucson, AZ 11 .( 22.£ o 7.6 3;
San Antonio, TX 25.E 53.7 7.6
S L Obispo-Atascadero-Paso Robles, CA 4.~c 10.1 7.5       3,4
Medford-Ashford, OR 2.5 5.1 7.5 3~
Nashville, TN 21 .c~ 45.2 7.5
Dallas, TX 77£ 160.0 7.5 37
Pueblo, CO 2.(~ 4.2 7.4
Manchester-Nashua, NH 14.~ 30.2 7.4
Santa Fe, NM 2.2 4.5 7.4 4(~
Bryan-College Station, TX 2.e 5.3 7.4 41
Killeen-Temple, TX 3.5 7.3 7.4 4.~
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Nominal Gross Product 1991; 200(}Avg. Annual Growth Rate IRank
(Billions, $Current) i(%)
Ocala, FL 2.~ 5.~ 7.3 42
Salem,.OR 4.c~ 9.£ 7.3 4~
Clarksville-Hopkinsville, TN-KY 2.2 4.5 7.3 4‘=
:ort Walton Beach, FL 2£ 5.1 7.2 4E
Eugene-Springfield, OR 5.~ 10.4 7.2 4~
Fort Worth-Arlington, TX 31.4 63.0 7.2 44
Athens, GA 2.7 5.4 7.1 4~,
Bloomington-Normal, IL 4.1 8.2 7.1 5(
Gr Rapids-Muskegon-Holland, MI 21.4 42.3 7.1 5"
Biloxi-Gulfport-Pascagoula, MS 4£ 9.4 7.1 5;
Springfield, MO 5.4 10.8 7.1 52
Reno, NV 7.4 14.7 7.1 5z
Brownsv-Harlingen-San Benito, TX 3£ 7.5 7.1 5,=

Jacksonville, FL 21.c~ 43.( 7.C 54
Sarasota-Bradenton, FL 8.~ 16.~ 7.C 5;
Tampa-St Petersb-Clrwater, FL 41.7 82.2 7.6 54
Pocatello, ID 1.(~ 1.£ 7.0 5~.

Las Cruces, NM 1.8 3.6 7.0 6(
Merced, CA 3.1 6.1 6.£ 6~
Columbus, GA-AL 5£ 9.8 6.£ 6~
Columbia, MO 2.5 5.0 6.£ 6~
Joplin, MO 2.8 5.5 6.£ 6z
Rapid City, SD 1.5 3.0 6.9 6,=
Bellingham, WA 2.7 5.4 6.9 6E
Olympia, WA 3.3 6.4 6.9 67
Modesto, CA 7.8 15.0 6.8 6~
W Palm Beach-Boca Raton, FL 17.2 33.2 6.8 6~
Knoxville, TN 11.1 21.5 6.8 7(
Houston, TX 91.8 177.5 6.8 71
Victoria, TX 1.7 3.3 6.8 7;
Waco, TX 4.(~ 7.8 6.8 7,~
Spokane, WA 8.(; 15.4 6.8 7z
Eau Claire, WI 2.5 4.8 6.8 7,=
Flagstaff, AZ-UT 2.¢ 3.7 6.7 7~
Wilmington-Newark, DE 16.Zl 31.4 6.7 77
Fort Lauderdale, FL 24.~ 46.7 6.7 7~
Lawrence, KS 1 .,~ 2.7 6.7 7~
Houma, LA 4.5 8.6 6.7 8(~
Barnstable-Yarmouth, MA 3.{~ 6.8 6.7 81
St. Cloud, MN 3.1 6.0 6.7 8~
Missoula, MT 1.5 2.8 6.7 8~
Amarillo, TX 3.c~ 7.5 6.7 8,~
Longview-Marshall, TX 4.5 8.5 6.7 8~=
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Nominal Gross Product 1990 2000Avg. Annual Growth Rate Rank
(Billions, $Current) (%)
Tyler, TX 3.6 6.8 6.7 8~
Tacoma, WA 10.(3 19.0 6.7 8/
Wausau, WI 2.5 4.8 6.7 8~
Chico-Paradise, CA 3.g 7.5 6.6
Riverside-San Bernardino, CA 44.5 84.1 6.6
Dover, DE 2.C 3.8 6.6 91
Lexington, KY 9.4 17A 6.6
Lincoln, NE 5.1 9.6 6.6       93
Greenville, NC 2.2 4.2 6.6 9z
Fargo-Moorhead, ND-MN 3.1 5.6 6.6
Hamilton-Middletown, OH 4.5 8.6 6.6 9~
Seattle-Bellevue-Everett, WA 60.£ 115.0 6.6
Fort Smith, AR-OK 3.4 6.3 6.5 9~
Jonesboro, AR 1.2 2:3 6.5 9.~

Visalia-Tulare-Porterville, CA 5.~ 10.5 6.5 10~
Fort Myers-Cape Coral, FL 6.(: 11.3 6.5 10"1
Fort Wayne, IN 9.c~ 18.1~ 6.5 10;
Indianapolis, IN 30.c~ 57.7 6.5 10,~
Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN-WI 64.c~ 121.3 6.5 10z
Middlesex-Somerset-Hunterdon, NJ 34.(: 63.1~ 6.5 1
Memphis, TN-AR-MS 20.7 38.9 6.5 10~
Richland-Kennewick-Pasco, WA 3.3 6.2 6.5 1
Kenosha, WI 1.7 3.2 6.5 10~
La Crosse, WI-MN 2A 4.5 6.5 10
Mobile, AL 7.5 14.( 6.4 11(~ "’~"~’~’:"

Macon, GA 6.~ 12.C 6.4 11
Iowa City, IA 1.c~ 3.5 6.4 1
Omaha, NE-IA 14.1 26.2 6.4 11,"
Jersey City, NJ 15.1 28.1 6.4 11z
Greensboro-W-Salem-High Point,NC 25.C 46.3 6.4 11!
Chattanooga, TN-GA 9A 17A 6.4 11
Appleton-Oshkosh-Neenah, Wl 7.; 13.5 6.4 11
Panama City, FL 2A 4.~ 6.3 11~
Rochester, MN 2.c~ 5.3 6.3 11
-lattiesburg, MS 1.6 3.C 6.3
3umter, SC 1.5 2.e 6.3 12"1
El Paso, TX 10.1 18.e 6.3 12,"
k4adison, WI 10.0 18A 6.3 12~
3acramento, CA 34.7 63.1 6.2 12z
Callejo-Fairfield-Napa, CA 8.0 14.~ 6.2 12,=

~unta Gorda, FL 1.3 2A 6.2 12e
~,lbany, GA 2.5 4.e 6.2 12;
;ayetteville, NC 3.9 7.1 6.2 12~
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Nominal Gross Product 1990 2000Avg. Annual Growth Rate Rank
(Billions, $Current) [%)
Jacksonville, NC 1.4 2.5 6.2 12£
Lubbock, TX 4.7 8.~= 6.2 13C
San Angelo, TX 2.0 3.7 6.21 131
Yakima, WA 3.4 6.2. 6.2 132
Tuscaloosa, AL 2.8 5.(: 6.1 13:
Little Rock-N. L.Rock, AR 10.2 18.4 6.1 134
Salinas, CA 7.6 13.e 6.1 135
_ouisville, KY-IN 21.4 38.71 6.1 13l~
Lafayette, LA 10.1 18..~ 6.1 137
Kansas City, MO-KS 35.9 64.e 6.1 138
Asheville, NC 4.2 7.5 6.1 _ 13£
Bismarck, ND 1.6 2.9 6.1’ 14C
Corpus Christi, TX 7.0 12.6 6.1 141
Galveston-Texas City, TX 4.0 7.2 ~ 6.1 142
Montgomery, AL 5.8 10.4 6.0 143
San Jose, CA 47.6 85.4 6.0 144
Santa Cruz-Watsonville, CA 5.3 9.5 6.0 14~=

l’allahassee, FL 5.7 10.2 6.0 14e
=lkhart-Goshen, IN 4.9 8.9 6.0 147
3edar Rapids, IA 4.3 7.7 6.0 14e
9wensboro, KY 1.6 3.0 6.0 14!
3olumbus, OH 33.9 60.7 6.0 15(:
,ancaster, PA 9.2 16.5 6.0 151

¯ = .. Florence, SC 2.6 4.7 6.0 152
Lynchburg, VA 4.7 8.5 6.0 153
Janesville-Beloit, WI 2.5 4.5 6.0 154
Redding, CA 3.6 6.5 5.9 15,=

Sainesville, FL 4.3 7.7 5.9 15e
Savannah, GA 5.9 10.5 5.9 157
Chicago, IL 187.5 332.8 5.9 15e
Lafayette, IN 3.3 5.9 5.9 1
Des Moines, IA 10.8 19.1 5.9 16(:
Portland, ME 6.8 12.0 5.9 161
Jackson, MS 8.1 14.3 5.9 16;
&bilene, TX 2.6 4.6 5.9 16~
Sherman-Denison, TX 2.0 3.6 5.9 164
Richmond-Petersburg, VA 25.7 45.7 5.9 16,=

Birmingham, AL 18.2 32.0 5.8 16(~
Fort Pierce-Port St. Lucie, FL 3.8 6.7 5.8 167
Lakeland-Winter Haven, FL 7.4 13.0 5.8 16e
Pensacola, FL 6.0 10.5 5.8 16c~
Baton Rouge, LA 1 l.e 20.4 5.8 1
Monmouth-Ocean, NJ 18.7 33.0 5.8 171
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Nominal Gross Product 1990 2001; ~.vg. Annual Growth Rate Rank
(Billions, $Current) ’~%)

Greenville-Spartanburg-Anderson, SC 17.0 29.~ 5.8 172
Sheboygan, WI 2.4 4.1 5.8 173
San Diego, CA 60.2 104.~ 5.7 174
Daytona Beach, FL 5.9 10.4 5.7 175
Peoria-Pekin, IL 7.7 13.~: 5.7 176
~,oston, MA 137.8 238£ 5.7 177
Billings, MT 2.2 3.~ 5.7 178
Harrisburg-Lebanon-Carlisle, PA 15.5 27.1 5.7 179
!State College, PA 2.5 4.4 5.7 180
Norfolk-Va Beach-Newport News, VA-NC 29.7 51.7 5.7 181
Roanoke, VA 7.3 12.{~ 5.7 182
Auburn-Opelika, AL 1.4 2.~= 5£ 183
Washington, DC-MD-VA-WV 125.3 217.(~ 5.~ 184
Bloomington, IN 2.2 3.~ 5.~ 185
Evansville-Henderson, IN-KY 6.1 10.~= 5£ 186
iHagerstown, MD 2.8 4.~ 5£ 187
Columbia, SC 11.1 19.1 5.~ 188
3ohnson City-Kingspt-Bristol, TN-VA 8.1 13.~ 5.(~ 189
Beaumont-Port Arthur, TX 7.2 12.4 5.~ 190
Odessa-Midland, TX 7.1 12./~ 5.~ 191
Decatur, AL 2.1 3." 5.~ 192
Orange County, CA 76.2 130.(; 5.5 193
Ventura, CA 14.3 24.-~ 5.~ 194
Yuba City, CA 2.2 3.7 5.~ 195 :.- :!",.
!New London-Norwich, CT 6.1 10.~ 5.~ 196
Waterloo-Cedar Falls, IA 2.6 4.4 5.5 197

~nn Arbor, MI 11.1 19.1 5.5 198
~Duluth-Superior, MN-WI 4.8 8..~ 5.5 199
iNewburgh, NY-PA 6.4 10.~ 5.5 200
~Reading, PA 7.7 13.(~ 5.5 201
Sharon, PA 2.1 3.~ 5.5 202
3harleston-N Charleston, SC 8.6 14.7 5.~ 203
Bremerton, WA 3.2 5.~ 5.5 204
3harleston, WV 4.9 8.,~ 5.5 205
=resno, CA 15.5 26.~ 5.4 206
.~tockton-Lodi, CA 9.6 16.~ 5.4 207
3etroit, MI 92.3 156.~: 5.4 208
3incinnati, OH-KY-IN 35.2 59.4 5.4 209
~llentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA ~ 2 2 20.� 5.4 210
~,ltoona, PA ~ 2. 5 4.;- 5.4 211
=_rie, PA l 5 8 9.~ 5.4 212
~’ork, PA I 7 4 12.~= 5.4 213
Sadsden, AL I 1.5 2.~= 5.3 21z
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Nominal Gross Product 1990 2000Avg. Annual Growth Rate Rank
(Billions, $Current) (%)
N Haven-BrPt-Stmfd-Dbry-Wtrbry, CT 45.7 76.8 5.3 215
Augusta-Aiken, GA-SC 8.8 14.8 5.3 21~
Kokomo, IN 2.2 3.7 5.3 217
Hickory-Morganton, NC 7.6 12.8 5.3 211
Akron, OH 13.0 21.9 5.3 219
Cleveland-Lorain-Elyria, OH 48.1 80.8 5.3 22(
Oakland, CA 55.4 92.1 5..~ 22’
Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-Lompoc, CA 10.4 17.2 5.; 222
South Bend, IN 5.1 8.5 5.; 22:
Kalamazoo-Battle Creek, Mt 9.5 15.7 5.1 224
St. Louis, MO-IL 54.1 89.6 5.1 22~
Atlantic-Cape May, NJ 9.5 15.7 5.2 22~
Grand Forks, ND-MN 1.7 2.~ 5.1 227
Pittsburgh, PA 48.6 80.7 5.1 228
Wichita Fails, TX 2.9 4.9 5.1 22!
Burlington, VT 4.2 7.(~ 5.1 23¢
Milwaukee-Waukesha, WI 32.9 54.~ 5.; 231
Huntsville, AL 6.5 10.~ 5.1 232
Melbourne-Titusville-Palm Bay, FL 7.3 12.( 5.1 233
Miami, FL 43.5 71 .~ 5.1 234
Jackson, MI 2.7 4.Z 5.1 235
Glens Falls, NY 2.7 4..= 5.1 236
Nassau-Suffolk, NY 64.8 106.~ 5.1 237
Goldsboro, NC 1.8 2.~ 5.1 23~
Oklahoma City, OK 19.7 32.3 5.1 239
Texarkana, AR-TX 2.2 3.~ 5.(; 240
Lansing-East Lansing, MI 9.9 16.1 5.(; 241 ~
Saginaw-Bay City-Midland, MI 7.~ 12.7 5.(; 242
Trenton, NJ 11.4 18.5 5.(; 243
Elmira, NY 2.3 3." 5.(; 244
New York, NY 269.( 437.~ 5.(; 245
Utica-Rome, NY 7.3 11 .~ 5.(; 246
Tulsa, OK" 15.5 25.7 5.(; 247
Scranton-Wilkes-Barre-Hazelton, PA 12.( 20.t 5Z 248
Williamsport, PA 2..= 4.1 5.(; 249
Brazoria, TX 3.~ 6.; 5.0 250
Racine, Wl 3.1 5.~: 5.(; 251
Florence, AL 2.1 3.4 4.£ 252
Alexandria, LA 2.1 3£ 4.~ 253
Lewiston-Auburn, ME 1 .~ 3.(; 4.£ 254
Benton Harbor, MI 3.3 5.3 4.£ 255
Great Falls, MT 1.2 2.(; 4.£ 256
Toledo, OH 13.; 21..~ 4.~ 257
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Nominal Gross Product 199(: 200(: ~,vg. Annual Growth Rate Rank
(Billions, $Current) %)
Youngstown-Warren, OH 10.[ 16.; 4.9 258
Philadelphia, PA-NJ 112.9 182.4 4.9 259
Providence-Warwick, RI 20.C 32.~ 4.9 260
Charlottesville, VA 3.~ 6.,2 4.9 261
San Francisco, CA 67.2 107.," 4.8 262
Kankakee, IL 2.0 3.; 4.8 263
Newark, NJ 60.2 96.2 4.8 264
Albany-Schenectady-Troy, NY 23.7: 37.~ 4.8 265
Springfield, IL 7.2! 11A 4.7 266
Muncie, IN 2.2 3.~ 4.7 267
Dubuque, IA 2.0 3.1 4.7 268
Sioux City, IA-NE 2.6 4.1 4.7 - 269
Topeka, KS 4.1 6.~ 4.7 270
Wichita, KS 11.0 17.,= 4.7 271
Rochester, NY 29.0 45.’/ 4.7 272
Enid, OK 1.1 1 .’/ 4.7 273
Johnstown, PA 4.2 6." 4.7 274
Cheyenne, WY 1.7 2.e 4.7 275
Anniston, AL 1.9 3.C 42 276
Dothan, AL 2.6 4.1 4.6 277
Bakersfield, CA 12.1 18.~ 4.6 278
~Monroe, LA 3.2 5.C 4.6 279
IBergen-Passaic, NJ 37.9 59.,2 4.6 280
Jamestown, NY 3.1 4.~ 4.6 281
3anton-Massillon, OH 8.1 12." 4.6 282 ":
=arkersburg-Marietta, WV-OH 2.9 4.~ 4.6 283
~ine Bluff, AR 1.3 2.1 4.5 284
:)avenport-Moline-Rock Isld, IA-IL 8.3 13.C 4.5 285
_ake Charles, LA 4.0 6.; 4.5 286
3altimore, MD 62.0 96.; 4.5 287
¢ineland-Millville-Bridgeton, NJ 3.6 5.e 4.5 288
3uffalo-Niagara Falls, NY 30.9 47.1 4.5 289
Danville, VA 2.3 3.~ 4.5 290
3asper, WY 1.9 2.~. 4.5 291
Hartford, CT 41.8 64.5 4.4 292
3hampaign-Urbana, IL 3.7 5." 4.4 293
3ary, IN 10.4 16.1 4.4 294
Terre Haute, IN 2.7 4.; 4.4 295
Bangor, ME 2.8 4..2 4.4 296
Pittsfield, MA 3.2 5.C 4.4 297
Springfield, MA 13.6 20.~ 4.4 298
Huntington-Ashland, WV-KY-OH 5.0 7.e 4.4 299
3umberland, MD-WV 1.8 2.4 4.3 300
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Nominal Gross Product 1990 200l; ~.vg. Annual Growth Rate Rank
(Billions, $Current) ~%)
St. Joseph, MO 1.9 3.(~ 4.3 301
Rocky Mount, NC 3.1 4.7 4.3 30;
Dayton-Springfield, OH 20.4 31 .; 4.3 303.
Rockford, IL 9.~= 14.3. 4.; 304
Syracuse, NY 19.9 30.1 4.2’ 305
Wheeling, WV-OH 2.8 4.~ 4.; 30e
Lima, OH 3.� 5.4 4.1 307
Lawton, OK 1 .~ 2.4 4.(~ 30~
Binghamton, NY 6.7 9.~c 3.~ 30c~
Mansfield, OH 3.~ 5.7 3.~ 311~
New Orleans, LA 32.2 46.,= 3.7" 311
Flint, MI 7.~ 11.3 3.7" 312
Shreveport-Bossier City, LA 8.? 12.3 3.~ 313
Decatur, IL 3.; 4.5 3.~= 314
Dutchess County, NY 6.7 9.,5= 3.~= 315
Los Angeles-L Beach, CA 261 .; 363.7 3.2 31e
Steubenville-Weirton, OH-WV 2.e 3.~ 3.1 317
Honolulu, HI 25.1 33.( 2.~ 318
Anchorage, AK 10.~= 12.1 2.1 3!~

Table 9 - Gross Product of Countries, U.S. States, and Metro Areas
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Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current)
Rank Country, Stat.._..~e, or Metro Area Gross Product

1 United States 9963.050
2 Japan 4614.069
3 Germany 1872.608
4 United Kingdom 1410.153
5 California 1301.735
6 France 1285.747
7 China 1103.716
8, taly 1074.097
9 : New York 806.242

10 Texas 760.645
11 Canada 699.339
12 Brazil 665.287
13 Mexico 577.650
14 Spain 556.562
15 India 510.106
16 Florida 483.245
17 ! Korea, South 480.176
18 Illinois 472.154
19 New York, NY 437.777
20 Australia 427.864
21 Pennsylvania 412.657
22 Ohio 380.597 :" "-."
23 New Jersey 364.535
24 Los Angeles-L Beach, CA 363.688
25 Netherlands 360.237
26 Chicago, IL 332.812
27 ~ 328.171
28 Taiwan 322.803
29 ~ 292.877
30 Argentina 283.686
31 Massachusetts 274.769
32 North Carolina 266.614
33 ~ 264.856
34 Russia 246.767
35 ! S.w tzer and 241.279
36 Boston, MA 238.831
37 Belgium 227.049
38 Sweden 224.065
39 Turkey 217.583

40 Washington, DC.MD-VA-WV 217.045

41 Washinqton 216.968
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Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current)
Rank            Country, Stat.~.e, or Metro Area           ! Gross Product

42 Indiana 194.632
43 Maryland 187.315
44 Austria 184.944
45 Minnesota 183.901
46 Philadelphia, PA-NJ 182.353
47 Missouri 181.341
48 Tennessee 180.165
49 Wisconsin 178.831
50 Houston, TX ’ 177.549
51 Colorado 166.241
52 Hong Kong 164.631
53 Atlanta, GA 164.234
54 Norway 164.034
55 Poland 162.697
56 Connecticut 160.556
57 Dallas, TX 159.951
58 Arizona 158.508
59 Denmark 157.982
60 Detroit, MI 156.286
61 Louisiana 149.191
62 Indonesia 147.616
63 Saudi Arabia 145.344
64 South Africa                                            132.267
65 Orange Co, CA 129.991
66 Thailand 128.236
67 1 Kentucky 122.586
68 Alabama 121.812
69 Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN.Wl 121.256
70 Oregon 118.345
71 Finland 118.018
72 South Carolina 115.180
73 Seattle-Bellevue-Everett, WA 115.041
74 Phoenix-Mesa, AZ 114.235
75 Greece 110.870
76 Israel 107.966
77 San Francisco, CA 107.334
78 Nassau-Suffolk, NY 106.819
79 San Diego, CA 104.588
80 Venezuela 102.937
81 Portugal 100.508
82 Newark, NJ 96.275

83 Baltimore, MD 96.231
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Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current)
Rank Country, Stat.___~e, or Metro Area Gross Product

84 Ireland 95.143
85 Iow__..~a 93.954
86 Singapore 93.665
87 Oklahoma 93.505
88 Oakland, CA 92.113
89 Egypt 91.452
90 Denver, CO 91.100
91 Colombia 90.033

92i St. Louis, MO-IL 89.565
93i Malaysia 88.813
94 Kansas 86.041

95 San Jose, CA 85.382
96 Riverside-San Bernardino, CA 84.106
97 Tampa-St Petersb-Clrwater, FL 82.233
98!~ Cleveland-Lorain-Elyria, OH 80.754
991 Pittsburgh, PA 80.742

100 Philippines 77.995
101 N Haven-BrPt-Stmfd-Dbry-Wtrbry, CT 76.780
102 Nevada 75.997
103 Chile .. 72.962
104 Miami, FL 71.631
105 Portland-Vancouver, OR-WA 71.536 ..

:..:.-;. :~,106 Arkansas 69.341

107 Mississippi 68.846
108 Uta_._~h 68.639
109 Iran 67.107
110 Puerto Rico 65.329
111 Kansas City, MO-KS 64.816
1121 Hartford, CT 64.296
113 I Middlesex-Somerset-Hunterdon, NJ 63.616
114 Sacramento, CA 63.099
115 Fort Worth-Arlington, TX 63.012
116 Pakistan 62.748
117 Peru 62.746
118 D.C._..._~ 61.279
119 Charlotte.Gastonia.R Hill, NC-SC 61.270
120 Columbus, OH 60.745
121 United Arab 60.722
122 Orlando, FL 59.470
123 Cincinnati, OH-KY-IN 59.392
124 Bergen-Passaic, NJ 59.280
125 Nebraska 58.561
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Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current)
Rank Country, Stat_____~e, or Metro Area Gross Product

126 ! Indianapolis, IN 57.657
127 New Mexico 56.108
128 Nigeria .54.875
129 Milwaukee-Waukesha, Wl 54.752
130 LasVegas, NV.AZ 54.621
131 San Antonio, TX 53.749
132 I Algeria 52.800
133 New Zealand 52.126
134 Norfolk-Va Beach-Newport News, VA-NC 51.694
135 ! Czech 50.805
136 Austin-San Marcos, TX 48.154
137 Buffalo-Niagara Falls, NY .47.844
138 New Hampshire 47.810
139 I Hungary 47.371
140 Fort Lauderdale, FL 46.680
141 New Orleans, LA 46.532
142 Salt Lake City-Ogden, UT 46.407
143 Greensboro-W-Salem-High Point,NC 46.332
144 Rochester, NY 45.738
145 Richmond-Petersburg, VA 45.679
146 West Virqinia 45.517
147 Nashville, TN 45.214
148 Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill, NC 44.271
149 Hawaii 43.759
150 Jacksonville, FL 42.990
151 Gr Rapids-Muskegon-Holland, MI 42.348
152 Memphis, TN-AR-MS 38.941
153 Louisville, KY-IN 38.651
154 Bangladesh 38.513
155 Delaware 38.501
156 Kuwait 38.048
157 Albany-Schenectady-Troy, NY 37.790
158 Maine 37.579
159 Idaho 36.949
160! S.yria 35.528
161 Morocco 34.807
1621 Rhode Island 34.780
163 W Palm Beach-Boca Raton, FL 33.181
164 Romania 33.033
165 Honolulu, HI 32.973
166 Monmouth-Ocean, NJ 32.953
167 Providence-Warwick, RI 32.463
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Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current)
Rank Country, Stat_.__fle, or Metro Area Gross Product

1~8 Oklahoma City, OK 32.350
169 Birmingham, AL 31.961
170 Ukraine 31.651
171 Wilmington-Newark, DE 31.363
172 Dayton-Springfield, OH 31,164
173 Vietnam 30.624
174 Manchester-Nashua, NH 30.172
175 Alaska 30.065
176 Syracuse, NY 30.063
177 Greenville.Spartanburg-Anderson, SO 29.862
178 Jersey City, NJ 28.147
179 Harrisburg-Lebanon-Carlisle, PA 27.076
180 Fresno, CA 26.314
181 Omaha, NE-IA 26.184
182 Tulsa, OK 25.725
183 Albuquerque, NM 25.636
184 Iraq 25.487
185 South Dakota 25.170

186 Ventura, CA 24.464
187 ~ Wyom n,q 23.122
188 Montana 22.908
189 Tucson, AZ 22.878
190 ! Akron, OH 21.857
191 Knoxville, TN 21.516
192 Toledo, OH 21.190
193 Springfield, MA 20.929
194 Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA 20.647
195 Scranton-Wilkes-Barre-Hazelton, PA 20.625
196 Santa Rosa, CA 20.511
197 Uruguay 20.494
198 Baton Rouge, LA 20.389
199 SIovakia 20.169
200 Tunisia 19.965
201 Dominican Republic 19.669
202! North Dakota 19.312

203~ Columbia, SC 19.139
204 Ann Arbor, MI 19.098
205 Des Moines, IA 19.073
206 Guatemala 19.050
207 Tacoma, WA 19.034
208 Croatia (Hrvatska) 18.951
209’ Bakersfield, CA 18.920
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Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current)
Rank i Country, State, or Metro Area Gross Product

210i Oman 18.818
211 El Paso, TX 18.607
212 Vermont 18.582
213 Fort Wayne, IN 18.562
214 Trenton, NJ 18.504
215 ’ SIovenia 18.465
216 Madison, WI 18.446
2171 Little Rock-N. L.Rock, AR 18.367
218! Kazakhstan 18.242
219 Lafayette, LA 18.214
220 Luxembourg 18.098
221 Lexington, KY 17:761
222 Colorado Springs, CO 17.559
223 Wichita, KS 17.464
224 Chattanooga, TN-GA 17.455
225 Lebanon 17.357
226 Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-Lompoc, CA 17.226
227 Sarasota-Bradenton, FL 16.928
228 Lancaster, PA 16.537
229 Sri Lanka 16.467
230 Youngstown-Warren, OH 16.229
231 Stockton-Lodi, CA 16.212
232 Lansing-East Lansing, MI 16.139
233 Gary, IN 16.131
234 Costa Rica 16.022
235 Kalamazoo-Battle Creek, MI 15.742
236 Atlantic-Cape May, NJ 15.708
237 Spokane, WA 15.408
238 Modesto, CA 14.963
239 Augusta-Aiken, GA-SC 14.831
240 Charleston-N Charleston, SC 14.708
241 Reno, NV 14.654
242 Qatar 14.576
243 Vallejo-Fairfield-Napa, CA 14.480
244 Boise City, ID 14.443
245 Rockford, IL 14.273
246 Jackson, MS 14.265
247 Mobile, AL 14.024
248 Johnson City-Kingspt-Bristol, TN-VA 13.900

249i Satinas, CA 13.815
2501 Appleton-Oshkosh-Neenah, Wl 13.465
251 Peoria-Pekin, IL 13.305
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Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current) ".
Rank Country, State, or Metro Area Gross Product

252 El Salvador 13.217’
253 Reading, PA 13.037
254 Ecuador 13.036
255 Lakeland-Winter Haven, FL 13.034
256 Davenport-Moline-Rock Isld, IA-IL 12.951
257 Hickory-Morganton, NC 12.824
258 Anchorage, AK 12.809
259 Saginaw-Bay City-Midland, MI 12.7441
260 Canton-Massillon, OH 12.704;
261 Roanoke, VA 12.641
262 Corpus Christi, TX 12.612
263 York, PA 12.471
264 Beaumont-Port Arthur, TX 12.430
265 Shreveport-Bossier City, LA 12.344
266 Uzbekistan 12.299
267 Odessa-Midland, TX 12.269
268 Bulgaria 12.228
269 Macon, GA 12.017
270 Melbourne-Titusville-Palm Bay, FL 12.005
271 Boulder-Longmont, CO 12.003
272 Portland, ME 11.981
273 Utica-Rome, NY 11.905
274 Springfield, IL 11.408
275 Flint, MI 11.348
276 Fort Myers-Cape Coral, FL 11.304
277 Lithuania 11.225
278 Sudan 10.984
279 Newburgh, NY-PA 10.947
280 Cote d’lvoire 10.930
281 Springfield, MO 10.786
282 McAIlen-Edinburg-Mission, TX 10.786
283 Belarus 10.782
284 Kenya 10.601
285 :Huntsville, AL 10.574
286 Evansville-Henderson, IN-KY 10.540
287 !Savannah, GA 10.510
288 Pensacola, FL 10.505
289 Visalia-Tulare-Porterville. CA 10.459
290 Eugene-Springfield, OR 10.393
291 Montgomery, AL 10.386
292 Daytona Beach, FL 10.356
293 New London.Norwich, CT 10.342
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Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current)
Rank Country, State, or Metro Area Gross Product

294 Tallahassee, FL 10.165
295 Cuba 10.068
296 S L Obispo-Atascadero-Paso Robles, CA 10.066
297 Green Bay, WI 9.987
298 Salem, OR 9.945
299 Binghamton, NY 9.859
300 Erie, PA 9.800
301 Columbus, GA-AL 9.790
302 Cameroon 9.671
303 Myanmar 9.609
304 Lincoln, NE 9.577 _.
305 Santa Cruz-Watsonville, CA 9.530
306 Dutchess County, NY 9.464
307 Biloxi-Gulfport-Pascagoula, MS 9.438
308 Tanzania 9.315
309 Iceland 9.167
310 Fayetteville-Springdale-Rogers, AR 9.033
311 Cyprus 8.935
312 Elkhart-Goshen, IN 8.874
313 Yolo, CA 8.859
314 Hamilton-Middletown, OH 8.577
315 Houma, LA 8.559

¯ ?~:.-.:"- 316 Bolivia 8.544
317 Longview-Marshall, TX 8.543
318 South Bend, IN 8.539
3191 Lubbock, TX 8.536
320 Lynchburg, VA 8.473
321 Charleston, WV 8.439
322 Fort Collins-Loveland, CO 8.343
323 Provo-Orem, UT 8.280

"324 i Bloomington-Normal, IL 8.201
325 Duluth-Superior, MN-Wl 8.153
326 Sioux Falls, SD 7.993
327i Yemen (Unified) 7.957
3281 Waco, TX 7.827
329 Jordan 7.750
330 Wilmington, NC 7.724
331 i Cedar Rapids, IA 7.698
3321 Gainesville, FL 7.696
333 Huntington-Ashland, WV-KY-OH 7.606
334 Zimbabwe 7.605
335 Amarillo, TX 7.533
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Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current)
Rank Country, State, or Metro Area Gross Product

336 Paraguay 7.490
337 Asheville, NC 7.485
338 Brownsv-Harlingen-San Benito, TX 7.484
339 Chico-Paradise, CA 7.469
340 Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 7.467
341 Panama 7.342
342 Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 7.338
343 Trinidad & Tobago 7.283
344 Killeen-Temple, TX 7.254
345 Galveston-Texas City, TX 7.231
346 Jamaica 7.179
347 Latvia 7.150
348 Bahrain 7.111
349 Fayetteville, NC 7.062
350 Burlington, VT 7.000
351 Myrtle Beach, SC 6.922
352 Naples, FL 6.811
353 Tyler, TX 6.807
354 Ethiopia 6.800
355 Barnstable-Yarmouth, MA 6.787
356 Fort Pierce-Port St. Lucie, FL 6.673
357 Johnstown, PA 6.654 . -.-......
358 Laredo, TX 6.568 ;:’:’:~"~
359 Topeka, KS 6.539
360 Redding, CA 6.452
361 Olympia, WA 6.374
382 Charlottesville, VA 6.332
363 Fort Smith, AR-OK 6.306
364 Ghana 6.303
365 Lake Charles, LA 6.21.2
366 Yakima, WA 6.211
367 Uganda 6.195
368 Richland-Kennewick-Pasco, WA 6.165
369 Brazoria, TX 6.163
370 Merced, CA 6.060
371 St. Cloud, MN 5.9591
372 Lafayette, IN 5.936
373 Honduras 5.932
374 Ocala, FL 5.928
375 i Fargo-Moorhead, ND-MN 5.834
376 Champaign-Urbana, IL 5.731
377 Mansfield, OH 5.722
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Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current)
Rank Country, State, or Metro Area Gross Product

378 Vineland-Millville-Bridgeton, NJ 5.568
379 Joplin, MO 5.510
380 Bremerton, WA 5.471
381 Nepal 5.418
382 Athens, GA 5.410
383 Lima, OH 5.370
384 Bellingham, WA 5.364
385 Botswana 5.360
386 Bryan-College Station, TX 5.319
387 Rochester, MN 5.307
388 Benton Harbor, MI 5.287
389 Racine, WI 5.268
390 Greeley, CO 5.242
391 Brunei Darussalarn 5.210
392 Gabon 5.210
393 FortWalton Beach, FL 5.126
394 Medford-Ashford, OR 5.094
395 Tuscaloosa, AL 5.017
396 Monroe, LA 4.986
397 Pittsfield, MA 4.979
398 Columbia, MO 4.976
399 West Bank and Gaza 4.939
400 Estonia 4.922
401 Jamestown, NY 4.918
402 Azerbaijan 4.896
403 Wichita Falls, TX 4.852
404 Hagerstown, MD 4.821
405 Wausau, Wl 4.796
406 Eau Claire, Wl 4.794
407 Florence, SC 4.710
408 Rocky Mount, NC 4.669
409 Mauritius 4.601
410 Albany, GA 4.570
411 Abilene, TX 4.561
412 La Crosse, WI-MN 4.548
413 Decatur, IL 4.544
414 Senegal 4.530
415 Parkersburg-Marietta, WV.OH 4.528
416 Janesville-Beloit, Wl 4.496
417, Clarksville-Hopkinsville, TNoKY 4.493
418 i Panama City, FL 4.492
419 Santa Fe, NM 4.485
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Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current)
Rank Country, Statue, or Metro Area Gross Product

420 Glens Falls, NY 4.472
421 Jackson, MI 4.443
422 State College, PA 4.437
423 Angola 4.426
424 Turkmenistan 4.404
425 Waterloo-Cedar Falls, IA 4.401
426 Bangor, ME 4.302
427 Wheeling, WV-OH 4.233
428 Altoona, PA 4.212
429 Terre Haute, IN 4.198
430 Bahamas 4.185
431 Greenville, NC 4.179
432 Mozambique 4.170
433 Pueblo, CO 4.159
434 Dothan, AL 4.139
435 Sheboygan, WI 4.121
436 Williamsport, PA 4.091
437 Sioux City, IA-NE 4.085
438 Jackson, TN 4.044
4391 Albania 3.894
440J Billings, MT 3.843
441 Dover, DE 3.830 .:..-.:....
442 Bloomington, IN 3.795
4431 Madagascar 3.792
444 Grand Junction, CO 3.756
445 Flagstaff, AZ-UT 3.746
446 Yuba City, CA 3.713
447 San Angelo, TX 3.701
448 Elmira, NY 3.697
449 Kokomo, IN 3.690
450 Decatur, AL 3.675
451 Papua New Guinea 3.670
4521 Sherman-Denison, TX 3.618
453 Danville, VA 3.596
4541 Texarkana, AR-TX 3.591
455 Muncie, IN 3.565
456 Sharon, PA 3.564
457! Las Cruces, NM 3.560
458 Alexandria, LA 3.551
459 Malta 3.534
460 Steubenville-Weirton, OH-WV 3.526
461 Iowa City, IA 3.523
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Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current)
Rank Country, State, or Metro Area Gross Product

462 Namibia 3.505
463 Florence, AL 3.423
464 Macedonia 3.408
465 Victoria, TX 3.332
466 Congo, Dem. Repub. of 3.278
467 Kankakee, IL 3.241
468 Kenosha, Wl 3.211
469 Guinea 3.210
470 Georgia 3.147
471 Dubuque, IA ~

3.141
472 Cambodia 3.121
473 Zambia 3.096
474 Haiti 3.090
475 Lewiston-Auburn, ME 3.009
476 Rapid City, SD 3.006
477 Anniston, AL 3.000
478 Hattiesburg, MS 2.993
479 St. Joseph, MO 2.959
480 Owensboro, KY 2.950
481 Goldsboro, NC 2.928
482 Congo, Republic of 2.919
483 Casper, WY 2.875
484 Bismarck, ND 2.856
485 ! Sumter, SC 2.790
486 I Cumberland, MD-WV 2.785
487 Missoula, MT 2.779
488 Grand Forks, ND-MN 2.765
489 Lawrence, KS 2.737
490 Barbados 2.685
491 Corvallis, OR 2.681
492 Yuma, AZ 2.677
493 Bermuda 2.674
494 Cheyenne, WY 2.640
495 Jacksonville, NC 2.513
496 Nicaragua 2.502
497 Auburn-Opelika, AL 2.484
498 ;Gadsden, AL 2.466
499 Burkina Faso 2.443
500 Punta Gorda, FL 2.429
501 Mali 2.399
502 Lawton, OK 2.369
503 Benin 2.267
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Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current)
Rank Country, Statue, or Metro Area Gross Product

504 Jonesboro, AR 2.266
505 Liechtenstein 2.248
506 Netherlands Antilles 2.061
507 Pine Bluff, AR 2.052
508 Malawi 1.994
509 Great Falls, MT 1.978
510 Fiji 1.971
511 Aruba 1.962
512 Rwanda 1.947
513 Armenia 1.919
514 Pocatello, ID 1.906
515 Enid, OK 1.696
516 Somalia 1.672
517 Niger 1.592
518 Cayman islands 1.586
519 Chad 1.467
520 Kyrgyzstan 1.304
521 Moldova 1.300
522 Togo 1.294
523 Afghanistan 1.271
524 Swaziland 1.223
525 Lao People’s Dem. Repub. 1.088 .~-.:.
526 Mongolia 1.029 ..;-. ~:~..
527 Equatorial Guinea 1.010
528 Tajikistan 1.010
529 Central African Republic 0.989
530 Lesotho 0.946
531 Mauritania 0.905
532 Burundi 0.771
533 Guyana 0.749
534 Eritrea 0.748
535 Belize 0.736
536 Saint Lucia 0.701
537 Antigua & Barbuda 0.687
538 Suriname 0.649
539 Seychelles 0.628
540 Sierra Leone 0.591
541 Djibouti 0.561
542 Cape Verde 0.513
543 Bhutan 0.470
544 Gambia 0.448

Maldives 0.443

DRI*~VEFA, A Global Insight Company , Page 50
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Gross Product, 2000 (US$ Billions, Current)
Rank Country, Statue, or Metro Area Gross Product

546 Grenada 0.417
547 Solomon Islands 0.386
548 Saint Kitts and Nevis 0.325
549 Saint Vincent and the Grenadines 0.325
550 Dominica 0.282
551 Guinea-Bissau 0.225
552 Vanuatu 0.225
553 Samoa 0.193
554 Comoros 0.177
555 Sao Tome and Principe 0.049

DRI,WEFA, A Global Insight Company Page 51
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Table 10 - Metro Area Shares of U.S. Production                                                 ’~-

Rest of
Shares of U.S. Gross Product (2000) Metro United United

(Billions) Areas States States

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing $49 $95 $144
Percentage ~ 34% 66°,/0
Mining ........ $102 $72    $’~74
Percenta,qe , , 58% 42°~/0
Construction $371 $61 $432

Manufacturing $1,264 $346 $1,610
Percentage 79% 21%
Transportation & Utilities $744 $108     $852

Trade $1,354 $239 $1,586
Percentaqe. 0 85% 15%
Financial Services $1,767 $155 $1,922
Perce,nta.qe 92% 8~
Services $1,895 $232 $2,127

Government $929 $225 $1,154

DR].=~rEFA, A Global Insight Company Page 52
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~ .." ,, .~,’ - L, UNI-I::KPNBI::

R A N K I N G (2000)
GROSS METROPOLITAN PRODUCT (GMP), US$ BILLIONS

Rank U.S. CitylCounty Metro Areas GMP 2000 Rank U.S. CitylCounty Metro Areas GMP 2000

1 New York, NY 437.8 51 Greensboro-W-Salem-High Point,NC 46.3
2 Los Angeles-L Beach, CA 363.7 52 Rochester, NY 45.7
3 Chicago, IL 332.8 53 Richmond-Petersburg, VA 45.7
4 Boston, MA 238.8 54 Nashville, TN 45.2
5 Washington, DC-MD-VA-WV 217.0 55 Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill, NC 44.3
6 Philadelphia, PA-NJ 182.4 56 Jacksonville, FL 43.0
7 Houston, TX 177.5 57 Gr Rapids-Muskegon-Holland, MI 42.3
8 Atlanta, GA 164.2 58 Memphis, TN-AR-MS 38.9
9 Dallas, TX 160.0 59 Louisville, KY-IN 38.7
10 Detroit, MI 156.3 60 Albany-Schenectady-Troy, NY 37.8
11 Orange Co, CA 130.0 61 W Palm Beach-8oca Raton, FL 33.2
12 Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN-WI 121.3 62 Honolulu, HI 33.0
13 Seattle-Bellevue-Everett, WA 115.0 63 Monmouth-Ocean, NJ 33.0
14 Phoenix-Mesa, AZ 114.2 64 Providence-Warwick, RI 32.5
15 Sail Francisco, CA 107.3 65 Oklahoma City, OK 32.3
16 Nassau-Suffolk, NY 106.8 66 Birmingham, AL 32.0
17 San Diego, CA 104.6 67 Wilmington-Newark, DE 31.4
18 Newark, NJ 96.3 68 Dayton-Springfield, OH 31.2
19 Baltimore, MD 96.2 69 Manchester-Nashua, NH 30.2
20 Oakland, CA 92.1 70 Syracuse, NY 30.1
21 Denver, CO 91.1 71 Greenville-Spartanburg-Anderson, SC 29.9
22 St. Louis, MO-IL 89.6 72 Jersey City, NJ 28.1
23 San Jose, CA 85.4 73 Harrisburg-Lebanon-Carlisle, PA 27.1
24 Riverside-San Bernardino, CA 84.1 74 Fresno, CA 26.3
25 Tampa-St. Petersburg-Cl,’~vater, FL 82.2 75 Omaha, NE-IA 26.2
26 Cleveland-Lorain-Elyria, OH 80.8 76 Tulsa, OK 25.7
27 Pittsburgh, PA 80.7 77 Albuquerque, NM 25.6
28 New Haven-BrPt-Stam~ord-Danbury-Waterbury, CT 76.8 78 Ventura, CA 24.5
29 Miami, FL 71.6 79 Tucson, AZ 22.9
30 Portland-Vancouver, OR-WA 71.5 80 Akron, OH 21.9
31 Kansas City, MO-KS 64.8 81 Knoxville, TN 21.5
32 . Hartford, CT 64.3 82 Toledo, OH 21.2
33 Middlesex-Somerset-Hunterdon, NJ 63.6 83 Springfield, MA 20.9
34 Sacramento, CA 63.1 84 AIlentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA 20.6
35 Fort Worth-Arlington, TX 63.0 85 Scranton-Wilkes-Barre-Hazelton, PA 20.6
36 Charlotte.Gastonia-Rock Hill, NC-SC 61.3 86 Santa Rosa, CA 20.5
37 Columbus, OH 60.7 87 Baton Rouge, LA 20.4
38 Orlando, FL 59.5 88 Des Moines, IA 19.1
39 Cincinnati, OH-KY-IN 59.4 89 Ann Arbor, MI 19.1
40 Bergen-Passaic, NJ 59.3 90 Columbia, SC 19.1
41 Indianapolis, IN 57.7 91 Tacoma, WA 19.0
42 Milwaukee-Waukesha, WI 54.8 92 Bakersfield, CA 18.9
43 Las Vegas, NV-AZ 54.6 93 Fort Wayne, IN 18.6
44 San Antonio, TX 53.7 94 El Paso, TX 18.6
45 Norfolk-Virginia Beach-Newport News, VA-NC 51.7 95 Trenton, NJ 18.5
46 Austin-San Marcos, TX 48.2 96 Little Rock-North Little Rock, AR 18.4
47 Buffalo-Niagara Falls, NY 47.8 97 Madison, WI 18.4
48 Fort Lauderdale, FL 46.7 98 Lafayette, LA 18.2
49 New Odeans, LA 46.5 99 Lexington, KY 17.8
50 Salt Lake City-£)gden, UT 46.4 100 Colorado Springs, CO 17.6

*City/County Metros are the 319 metropolitan areas defined by U.S.OMB. Source: DRI ¯ WEFA
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THE UNITED STATES

World Rankings on Gross Domestic and Metropolitan Product CONFERENCE

2000 (U.S. Billions, Current)
OF MAYORS

Rank Nation or Metro Area GP2000 Rank N~tion or Metro Area           GP2000 Rank Nation or Metro Area GP2000 Rank Nation or Metro Area           GP2000

1 United States 9,963.00 44 Finland 118.00 87 Cincinnati, OH-KY-IN 59.40 130 Syracuse, NY 30 10

2 Japan 4,614.00 45 Sea~e-Be~evue-EveretL WA 115.00 88 Bergen-Passaic. NJ 59.30 131 Greenville-Spartanburg-Aederson, SC 29 90

3 German~t 1,873.00 46 Phoenix-Mesa, AZ 114.20 89 Indianapolis, IN 57.70 132 Jersey C{~/, NJ 28 10

4 United Kingdom 1,410.00 47 Greece ¯ 110.90 90 Nigeria 54.90 133 Harrisburg-Lebanon-Carlisle, PA 27 10

5 France 1,286.00 48 Israel 108.00 91 Milwaukee-Waukesha, WI 54.80 134 Fresno, CA

6 China 1,104.00 49 SanFranc{sco, CA 107.30 92 Las Vegas, NV-AZ 54.60 135 Omaha, NE-IA

7 Italy 1,074.00 50 Nassau-Suffolk, NY 106.80 93 San Antonio, "IX 53.70 136 Tulsa, OK

8 Canada 699.00 51 San Diego, CA 104.60 94 Algeria 52.80 137 Albuquerque, NM

9 Brazil 665.00 52 ~h~ezuela 102.90 95 NewZea~and 52.10 138 Iraq 25 50

10 Mexico 578.00 53 Portuga~ 100.50 96 Noffolk-Virgir~a Beach-Newport News, VA-NC 51.70 139 Ventura, CA 24

11 Spain 557.00 54 Newark, NJ 96.30 97 Czech 50.80 140 Tucson, AZ 22

12 India 510.00 55 Baltimore, MD 96.20 98 Austin-San Marcos, TX 48.20 141 Akron, OH 21

13 Kores, South 480.00 56 Ireland 95.10 99 Buffalo-Niagara Fal~s. NY 47.80 142 Knoxville, TN 21 50

14 NewYo~k, NY 437.80 57 Singapore 93.70 100 Hungary 47.40 143 Toledo, OH 21 20

15 Aush’alia 428.00 58 Oakland, CA 92.10 101 Fort Lauderdale. FL 4670 144 Spring~eld, MA 20 90

16 Los Angeles-Long Beach, CA 363.70 59 Egypt 91.50 102 New Odeans, LA 46.50 145 Allentown-~ethlehem-Easton, PA 20

17 Netherlands 360.00 60 Denver, CO 91.10 103 Salt Lake City-Ogden, UT 46.40 146 Scranton-Wilkes-Berre-Hazelten, PA 20 60

18 Chicago, IL 332.80 61 Colombia 90.00 104 Greensboro-Winston-Sa~em-HighPoint, NC 46.30 147 Santa Rosa, CA 20 50

19 Taiwan 323 00 62 St..Louis, MO-IL 89~60 105 Rochester, NY 45.70 148 Uruguay 20 49

20 Argentina 284.00 63 Malaysia 88.80 106 Richmend-Petersburg, VA 45.70 149 Balou Rouge. LA 20 40

21 Russia 247.00 64 San Jose, CA 85 40 107 Nashville, TN 45 20 150 Slovakia 20 20
22 Swilzedand 24!.30 65 Riverside-San Bemardino, CA 84.10 108 Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill. NC 4430 151 Tunisia 19 96
23 Boston, MA 238.80 66 Tarnpa-StPetersb-Clrwater, FL 82 20 109 Jacksonville, FL 43.00 152 Dominican Republic 19 67

24 Belgium 227.00 67 Cleveland-L~ain-Elyria, OH 80.80 110 GrRapids.Muskegon-Helland. MI 4230 153 Des Mdnes, IA 19 10

25 Sweden 224.10 68 Pittsburgh, PA 80.70 111 Memphis, TN-AR-MS 38.90 154 Ann Arbor, MI 19 10

26 Turkey 217.60 69 Philippines 78.00 112 Louisville, KY-IN 38.70 155 Columbia, SC 19 10

27 Washington, DC-MD-VA-WV 217.00 70 NewHaven-l~t-St,~ford-Danburr-Wa~’l~,C7 76 80 113 Bangladesh 38.50 156 Guatemala 19.05

28 Ausl~ia 184.90 71 Chile 73.(}0 114 Kuwait 38.05 157 Tacoma, WA 19 00
20 Philadelphia, PA-NJ 182.40 72 Miami, FL 7160 115 ~bany-Schenectady-Troy, NY 37.80 158 Croatia (Hrvatska) 19 00

30 Houston, TX 177.50 73 Pertland-Vancouver, OR-V’,~, 71.50 116 Syria 35.53 159 Bakersfield. CA 18 90
31 Hong Kong 164.60 74 Iran 67.10 117 M~occo 34.80 160 Oman 18 82
32 Alianta, GA 164.20 75 Puerto Rico 65.30 118 West Palm Beach-Boca Raton, FL 33.20 161 Fort Wayne, IN 18
33 Non~ay 164.00 76 Kansas City, MO-KS 64.80 119 Houolulu, HI 33.00 162 El Paso, TX 18.60
34 Pdand 163.00 77 Hartford, CT 64.30 120 Monmouth-Ocean, NJ 33.00 163 Trenton, NJ 1850

35 Dallas, TX 160.00 78 Middlesex-Somerset-Hunterdon, NJ 63.60 121 Romania 33.00 164 Slovenia 18 47
36 Denmark 158.00 79 Sacramento, CA 63.10 122 Providence-Wan,~ck. RI 32.50 165 Little Rock-North UttIe Rock, AR

~ 37 Detroit, MI 156.30 80 FortWo~th-Arlington, TX 63.00 123 Oklahoma City, OK 32.30 166 Madisen, W(

~ 38 Indonesia 147.60 81 Pakistan 62.70 124 Birmingham, AL 32.00 167 Lafayette, LA t8 20
~ 39 Saudi Arabia 145.30 82 Peru 62.70 125 Ukraine 31.70 168 Kazakhstan 18 20

O 40 South A~ca 132.30 83 Charlotte-Gastonia-Rock Hill, NC-SC 61.30 126 Wilmington-Newark, DE 31A0 169 Luxembourg 18 10
",,,I 41 Orange County, CA 13000 84 Cdumbus, OH 60.70 127 Dayton,Springfield, OH 31.20 170 Lexington, KY 17 80
03 42 Tha~aed 128.2,0 85 United Arab 60.70 128 Vietnam 30.60 171 Colorado Springs, CO 17 60

43 Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN-WI 121.30 86 Orlando, FL 59.50 129 Manchester-Nashua, NH 3020 172 Wchita, KS 17 50

I~ City/County Metro Areas ¯ Nations Source: DRI - WEFA
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~P~THE UNITED STATES~ CONFERENCE
OF MAYORS

GMP VS. GSP    (2000)

The Gross Product of the ten largest City/County
Metro areas* in the U.S. exceeds the combined output
of the following 31 states.

Total Gross Metro Product Total Gross State Product

$2.43 trillion $2.39 trillion
New York, NY Tennessee

Connecticut
Los Angeles-Long Beach, CA Colorado

Arizona
Louisianar,h~ ,,,,.,ca~o, IL

> Alabama
Boston, MA Kentucky

South Carolina
Washington, DC-MD.VA-VVV is Oregon

Iowa
Philadelphia, PA-NJ greater OklahomaKansas

NevadaHouston, TX than Mississippi
ArkansasAtlanta, GA Utah
Nebraska

Dallas, TX New Mexico
West Virginia

Detroit, MI New Hampshire
Hawaii
Delaware
Maine
Idaho
Rhode Island
Alaska
South Dakota
Montana
Wyoming
North Dakota
Vermont

~Cit~,/Count.y Metros are the 319 metropolitan areas defined b~/U.S.OMB. Source: DRI ¯ WEFA

THE UNITED STATES CONFERENCE OF MAYORS
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METROPOLITAN AREAS 1999

LISTS I-IV

Statistical Policy Office
Office of Management and Budget                                                     ,

Attachments to OMB Bulletin No. 99-04



CMSA,
FIPS                                                                                 PMSA,
Code    Area Title                                                         MSA         Level      List Specifyinq Definition and Central Cities

California

(0360) (ANAHEIM-SANTA ANA)                                                                        II (49 Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange County CMSA)
0680    BAKERSFIELD                                                                 MSA              B          I
1620    CHICO-P~D~%!3ISE                                                            MSA              C          I
2840    FRESNO                                                                        MSA              B          I

49 LOS ANGELES-RIVERSIDE-ORANGE COUNTY                        CMSA                    II
4480 LOS ANGELES-LONG BEACH                                          PMSA          A        II (49 Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange County CMSA)
4940 MERCED                                                               MSA            C        I
5170 MODESTO                                              ,                  MSA             B         I
5775 OAKI~!~D"                                                             PMSA          A        II (84 San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose CMSA)
5945 ORANGE COUNTY                                                  PMSA          A        II (49 Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange County CMSA)

(6000) (OXNARD-VENTURA)                                                                       II (49 Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange County CMSA)
6690 REDDING                                                             MsA            C        I
6780 RIVERSIDE-SAN BERNARDINO                                       PMSA          A        II (49 Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange County CMSA)

82 SACRAMENTO-YOLO                                                   CMSA                    II
6920 SACRAMENTO                                                         PMSA          A        II (82 Sacramento-Yolo CMSA)
7120 SALINAS                                                             MSA            B        I
7320 SAN DIEGO                                                           MSA            A        I

84    SAN FRANCISCO-OAKLAND-SAN JOSE                                 CMSA                      II
7360 SAN FR~CISCO                                                      PMSA          A        II (84 San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose CMSA)
7400 SAN JOSE                                                            PMSA          A        II (84 San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose CMSA)
7460 SAN LUIS OBISPO-ATASC~ERO-PASO ROBLES                    MSA            C        I
7480 SANTA BARBARA-SANTA MARIA-LOMPOC                            MSA            B        I
7485 SANTA CRUZ-WATSONVILLE                                          PMSA          C        II (84 San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose CMSA)
7500 SANTA ROSA                                                         PMSA          B        II (84 San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose CMSA)
8120 STOCKTON-LODI                                                     MSA            B
8720 VALLEJO-FAIRFIELD-NAPA                                          PMSA          B        II (84 San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose CMSA)
8735 VENTUP~A                                                         PMSA          B        II (49 Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange County CMSA)
8780    VISALIA-TULARE-PORTERVILLE                                       MSA             B         I
9270 YOLO                                                             PMSA          C        II (82 Sacramento-Yolo CMSA)
9340    YUBA CITY                                                               MSA             C         I

Colorado

1125 BOULDER-LONGMONT                                              PMSA          C        II (34 Denver-Boulder-Greeley CMSA)
1720 COLORADO SPRINGS                                                     MSA             B         I

34    DENVER-BOULDER-GREELEY                                             CMSA                      II
2080 DENVER                                                           PMSA          A        II (34 Denver-Boulder-Greeley CMSA)
2670    FORT COLLINS-LOVELAND                                              MSA             C         I
2995    GRAND JUNCTION                                                        MSA             D         I
3060 GREELEY                                                         PMSA          C        II (34 Denver-Boulder-Greeley CMSA)
6560    PUEBLO                                                                   MSA             C         I
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fourth largest economy ~n the world ($1.59 trillion), trailing only the U.S., Japan and
Germany.

National

¯ The combined gross economic output of the top ten U.S. metro areas in 2000 was $2.43
trillion--an amount greater than the combined economic output of 31 states ($2.39
trillion).

¯ In 2000, U.S. metro areas contributed to the U.S. economy 84 percent of employment
(111 million jobs); 85 percent of Gross Domestic Product ($8.476 trillion); and 88 percent
of labor income ($4.22 trillion).

¯ Over the past decade, the majority of new jobs in the financial services and transportation
and utilities sectors were created within cities: 88 percent, or 804,000 jobs in financial
services, and 90 percent, or 1.116 million jobs in transportation and utilities.

The 1990s

¯ U.S. metro areas’ contribution to Gross Domestic Product grew from 84.3 percent in 1990
to 84.7 percent in 2000 and is forecast to increase steadily over the next 25 years,
reaching 86.9 percent in 2025.

¯ U.S. metro areas contributed an astounding 86 percent, or $3.66 trillion, of economic
growth to the U.S. economy during the 1990s--an amount larger than the 2000 gross
domestic product of Germany and the United Kingdom combined.

¯ Las Vegas (10.3%), Austin (9.8%), Boise (9.4%), Laredo (9.4%) and Phoenix (9.2%) had
the fastest average annual growth rate for gross metropolitan product in the 1990s.

.. -:.~

Mayors believe national and international economic policies must focus on the needs of the 319
economically potent metropolitan regions surveyed in the report. "We believe that the data we’ve
seen sustain our call to the Congress and the Administration to support local and metropolitan
economic growth by investing in transportation, distressed communities, and education and
training," Morial said.

Nationwide Co__mDetitive Cities To.ur

Mayor Mor, ial also announced a nationwide "Competitive Cities Tour" to promote America’s
metro areas as competitive powerhouses in the national and international economic arenas.

The tour, scheduled to begin in September, will highlight the best practices and strategies
employed by Mayors across the country to foster what Mayor Modal calls the six keys to keeping
cities competitive:

¯ Safe streets and communities;
¯ A skilled workforce;
¯ The arts, as both a cultural/educational and economic force in communities;
¯ Strong infrastructure;
¯ Good, affordable housing; and
¯ Strong economies.

"America’s cities are cultural destinations for people around the world," Modal said in his
address. "Cities are economic powerhouses. You may not see it, but every day, in cities across
the nation, Mayors are working to forge partnerships on the national and international economic
stages. What does it mean when the City of Denver opens trade offices in London and China, or
negotiates with airlines for international non-stop flights bringing tourism and business travel into

http://www.usmayors.org/uscrrgnews/press releases/documents/npc 071001.asp 1/4/02
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L$CM Press Release Con!erence ot" Mayors President Launches Nation’,vide "Competitive Citie... Page 3 of 3

the city9 Or when the Mayor of Akron brokers an agreement which locates a German business
in that city, bringing with it 70 new jobs and millions of dollars annually in economic output?

"It might mean, if you really think about it, that there are a number of Mayors in this country who
are taking their rightful places as world economic leaders. Because of their economic clout, in
the coming years you will see mayors leading trade delegations as much if not more so than
governors. Institutions involved in promoting trade, such as the Commerce Department, will
have to reinvent themselves to think metro economies, not states." Morial continued." If this
nationwide tour of America’s Competitive Cities accomplishes one goal, I hope that it’s to secure
our cities’ rightful place in the dialogue on national and international economic issues and
development."

Copies of the report, charts, graphs and accompanying data and information, as well as the full
text of Mayor Morial’s address, will be posted on the Conference’s website, www.usmayors.org,
as of 2:00pm EST on Tuesday, July 10.

CONTACT: Jubi Headley, (202) 861-6766 (office); (202) 744-9337 (mobile)

The U. S. Conference of Mayors is the official nonpartisan organization of cities with populations
of 30,O00 or more. There are about 1,200 such cities in the country today. Each city is
represented in the Conference by its chief elected official, the Mayor.

R0011081
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Storm \Vater 2000

Monitoring Efforts

1. History of storm water monitoring in Santa Monica Bay

Storm water monitoring in Santa Monica Bay began more than 30 years ago. Water
quality data was collected in Ballona Creek as early as 1967 by the then Los Angeles
County Flood Control District (now the County Dept. of Public Works). Water quality
data collection continued, though intermittently, tlu’ough the 70s and 80s. In addition to
Ballona Creek, scattered data exist for Ashland Ave. drain, Pico-Kenter drain, Imperial
H~vy. drain, Ave. I drain, Malibu Creek, Santa Monica Canyon, Topanga Canyon,
Trancas Canyon, Solstice Canyon, Corral Canyon, Santa Ynex Canyon, Dume Creek,-~tc.
as well as drains at several urban street intersections¯ However, data from these time and
locations were all collected as a one-time event such as part of a special study.
Usefulness of the data (for estimating loading, trend and impacts) is severely limited by
their small size, the absence of continuous time series, and the lack of flow rate
information.

2. Overview of existing storm water monitoring programs

Systematic and continuous monitoring of the urban runoftTstorm water quality in
Southern California was first started in the Santa blonica Bay \vatershed during the 1994-

=

95 storm season, as required under the 1990 Municipal Storm \Vater NPDES permit.
This is a result of a tiered approach designed for implementation of the 1990 municipal
permit, \vhich required municipalities located within the Bay watershed to implement a
set of early actions, including the monitoring components. The SMBRP played a key
role in t’acilitating the early implementation of the permit in the Bay watershed. In
particular, by initiating a series of three technical studies’ the SMBRP was instrumental
in designing the first watershed-wide monitoring program implemented in Southern
California. LAC-DPW, which as the Principal Permittee for the Los Angeles County
Municipal Storm Water NPDES permit bears the primarily responsibility for conducting
storm water monitoring in the County, adopted key recommendations of the SMBRP
with regard to monitoring objectives, pollutants of concern, and land use models.

Monitorin,, obiectives

¯ Mass loading estinaatc
¯ Land uses
¯ Critical Sources

t The three studies were: Assessment of Annual Pollutant Loadings to Santa Monica Bay from Storm

Water Runoff, Review of Water and Wastewater Sampling Techniques with an Emphasis on Storm Water
Monitoring Requirements, and Development of a Surface Drainage Water Quality Monitoring Program
Plan.
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The first two years of monitoring fell tinder the 1990 Permit and the main objective of the
monitoring was to collect base-line mass loading information (watershed-wide and four
key’ land uses) for the pollutants of concern. Since then the monitoring efforts in the
region has been enhanced gradually both in geographical scale and in monitoring
components. The current monitoring program, which is defined in the 1996 Municipal
Permit collect monitoring data throughout the Cotinty and consists of four major
elements: mass emission monitoring, land use runoff monitoring, critical industry
monitoring, and Santa Monica Bay receiving water impacts study. Several peripheral and
supportive studies were also conducted since 1996. Those consisted of a study of
sampling in wide channels, a study of the feasibility of sampling storms down to 0.1 ....
rainfall, an E1 Nifio season supplemental study, and freshwater toxicity studies on the Los
Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers. In 1999, the County also voluntarily funded half of a
study of impacts on stormwater quality frorn aerial deposition.

Meanwhile, besides the County-wide monitoring program carried out by the LAC-DPW,
storm water monitoring has also be conducted by California Department of
Transportation (CalTrans) and iridustrial dischargers, under the State-wide CatTrans and
industrial permits respectively. Up to noxv, monitoring of the bacterial indicators in the
rec.eiving water (surfzone near storm drain outlets) are conducted by the City of Los
Angeles, Bureau of Sanitation, Los Angeles County Sanitation District, and the Los
Angeles County Department of Health Services.

"..:. "::.:~

LAC-DPW Monitoring Program                                                         ".i:".a’:’:’

In compliance with tile 1996 municipal storm water permit, the LAC-DPW currently
maintains 24 automated sampling stations within in the County. Among the 24 station,
10 were designated as mass emissions stations and the rest 14 were designated as land
use specific stations. Nine of the 24 stations are located in the Santa Monica Bay
watershed. Currently, there are two mass emission stations in the Bay watershed, one
Ballona Creek, and one for Malibu Creek.

The primary focus of the County’s monitoring program is flow and concentration
measurements of storm events during wet weather. Mass loading of each pollutant of
concern was later calculated for from the floxv and concentration measurements for the
monitored areas, and estimated using a GIS model tbr the unmonitored areas. The GIS
model was first introduced by the UCLA and employed by the SMBRP to produce the
first estimated annual pollutant loadings to Santa Monica Bay in 1991. In essence, the
model derives a loading estimate through three steps: 1) calculate runoff volume frorn
observed rainfall volume and assigned runoff coefficient; 2) calculate land use-specific
loading using observed and assigned event mean concentrations (EMC) and the modeled
runoff volume tbr each land use; and 3) add up loading from each land use to derive total
loading from the entire study area.
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Cat[rans" ~lonit~rilm prt~ran~

Caltrans" storm water monitoring in the region began in 1997 as part of its statewide 3-
Year Storm Water Monitoring and Research Plan. The Monitoring and Research Plan
was developed to comply with a statewide NPDES storm water permit, the NPDES storm
water permit for Caltrans’ District 7 (Los Angeles) and for complying a 1996 court order
under a litigation settlement with the Natural Resources Defense Council. The primary
tbcus of Caltrans’ monitoring is understandably transportation land use. Specifically,
CalTrans’ program has included monitoring and research in the areas of
¯ storm water characterization,
¯ pollutant source identification,
¯ management practice assessment,
¯ watershed planning
¯ Solids transport

Until now, most Caltrans’ monitoring efforts have been described as elements of separate
~’studies" in its reports, indicating that the monitoring objectives, locations, frequencies,
etc. may change in future years based on the knowledge and experiences gained from
these studies. Table XX summarizes the studies that Caltrans has completed, continues
to conduct, or plans to conduct statewide. Many of the studies are located in the Los
Angeles region. Even for studies that are not taking place in this region, most of their
results are considered applicable.

In Los Angeles region up to the end of 1999 wet season, Caltrans has collected water
quality data from 130 locations (Figure XX). Among these locations, three are
"permanent" storm water monitoring stations. One is located adjacent to 1-405 North in
the West LA area between Olympic and Santa Monica Blvd. and is designated to collect
mass emission information. The other two (Interstate 210 mile post 40.8 and Interstate
91 mile post 8.92) were designated to collect information on the effectiveness of inlet
cleaning as well as information on mass emission. The remaining locations were used in
sampling events associated with studies in the region (Table XX).

Study Name Number of Stations
District 7 Storm Water Monitoring 3
Roadside Erosion-Control Effectiveness 2
Drain Inlet Cleaning Effectiveness Study 8
District 7 BMP Evaluation Pilot Studies 21
Solids Transport and Deposition Study 72
Litter Management Pilot Studies 24

3. Brief Summary of Monitoring Results
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The ultimate goal t~l’.slorm \rater monitoring i~ to provide technical data mad information
to support implemcntati,m of an efl~ctive storm water quality management program.
With that in mind, all monitoring eftbrts combined should achieve the following:

¯ Track status and trend in water quality (concentration) and pollutant loads (mass
emission) from specific land uses and watershed areas.

¯ Identify pollutants of concern
¯ Identify sources of pollutants in stormwater runoff
¯ Assess the impacts of stormwater runoff on receiving waters (within the watershed

and coastal waters)
Evaluate the effectiveness of management programs, including pollutant reductions
achieved by implementation of best management practices (BMEs)

This section briefly summarize the monitoring efforts and findings (if available) in each
of the above five areas over the last six years. In general, there has been significant
achievement, thanks for tk resourcefulness of agencies involyed and professionism and
diligence of their employees. Unlike many other type of monitoring, people who conduct
storm water monitoring must cope with unexpected seasonal events and h~ardous
situations. Uncommon climatological events, such as the E1 Nifio in 1997-98 (twice the
normal annual rainfall) and the La Nifia 1998-99 (less than half the normal amaual
rainfall) certainly created new logistical and technical challenge. Since January 1995, 212
mass emission and 396 land use monitoring station events have been sampled by the
LAC-DPW alone.

Achievemelats are evident in every one of the five areas of storm water.monitoring. Yet,
there is more progress in some areas than in others, reflecting pa~ly whether the area of
monitoring has been implemented for years or just started recently. It has been augured
that many of the relatively new monitoring effb~s could not be initiated sooner because
there was no existing scientifically valid monitoring tool.

Track status and trend in water quality and pollutant loads

This area is the core of the storm water monitoring program in Los Angeles County. It is
also the area where the longest time series and most amount of data have been collected
up to date. Basically, a network of so-called mass emission stations has been established
in the watershed since 1995. A subset of these stations are located near the ocean outlets
of major river and storm drain channels while the rest are placed upstream, usually
collecting runoff fYom an area dominated by a single land use. The purposes of this
arrangement are to obtain direct measurements of the mass loading for all major
watersheds in the region, and indirectly model and calculate mass loading from other
watershed areas where directly monitoring were thought to be either too difficult or not
cost-ell~ctive.

Data on pollutant mass loading from the two largest sub-watersheds in Santa Monica
Bay, Ballona Creek and Malibu Creek have been collected since 1994-95. Since 1996-97
Total annual pollutant loading from the entire Santa Monica Bay watershed was
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estimated using model calibrated x~ ith land use monitoring data. The results of these
loading measurements and estimates are summarized in Table 3.

Existing data summarized in Table 3 reveal no obvious upward or downward trends in
pollutant loading from year to year except that loading in 1997-98 season is much higher
than other years. 1997-98 happened to be the wettest among the four years based on
precipitation records though the total runoff volume from the Santa Monica Bay
watershed were not the highest over years. On the other hand, pollutant concentrations
measured during 1997-98 were significantly higher than other years, which seems to be
the key factor that results in the high mass loadings in that year. The loading estimates
are generally lower comparing to the estimates made by the SMBRP in 1992, several
degree of magnitude lower in some cases. These disparities most are due to the high
concentration estimate used in the SMBRP study. Higher runoff volume estimate alsf-
contributed to the disparity.

Generally speaking, he mass emission element of the monitoring program has been
successful in achieving its objective of tracking water quality status from year to year.
Determine trends in pollutant loading may require at least several more years of data
from this monitoring elements, given the expected high variations in annual runoff
volumes. The strategy of combining direct measurements with land-use calibrated
modeling is scientifically sound, cost-effective and seems to work well.

On the other hand, improvement may be needed in accuracy of sampling and lab analysis.
For example, the non-detection of lead in 98-99 and 99-00 seasons and non-detection of
zinc in 99-00 season, both in Malibu Creek, are hard to explain except for analytical
errors.

Water quality status, pollutant trends and loads were successfully addressed by all of the            ¯
major monitoring program elements: the Santa Monica Bay receiving waters impact
study, the mass emission monitoring element, the land use monitoring element, and the
critical source monitoring element. The total cost incurred by the monitoring program to
date has been more than $4.8 million.

Identify Pollutants of Concern

The objectives of the storm water monitoring program with regard to pollutant
identification are three-fold: they include (1). Determine if known pollutants are
discharged above the levels of concern; (2). Determine which pollutants or forms of
pollutants are of concern because of their impacts; and (3). Detect and identify unknown
pollutants in storm water.

The core list of constituents monitored under the County Program covers most of the
pollutants of concern identified in the Bay Restoration Plan. The list was developed
initially by the LARWQCB and the LAC-DPW with input from the SMBRP as well as
other stakeholers. In addition to those pollutants of concern already identified for Santa
Monica Bay, the LAC-DPW was required to analyze additional constituents, especially
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SVOUs and pesticides in light of evidence that certain pesticide ~.dk~zinon. etc.) found in
=o

runoff has contributed to toxicity,.                                                         . .:.

Toxicity test of storm water runoff, which was first conducted by the SMBRP in 1994,
has also become a routine part of the County’s storm water monitoring program. (Test.
done by other agencies’?). Most significantly, between 1996 and 1998, the LAC-DPW
funded a project to study the impacts of storm water runoff on Santa Monica Bay. The
study collected water colurnn and sediment quality data, data on bethos, as well as
toxicity and TIE.

Up to date, he results of the monitoring activities aimed at pollutant identification are
mixed. Several pollutants, including indicator bacteria, copper, lead. zinc (both total and
dissolved), phenanthrene, and pyrene have been shown discharged at concentrations
(undiluted) above existing water quality criteria (Ocean Plan, Basin Plan, AB 411,
California Toxics Rule). However, because there has been no numerRial effluent limits
established for storrn water runoff and no sediment quality criteria, it is still difficult to
determine if current loading of these pollutants are above a level of concern. On the
other hand, from TIE work done by the SMBRP and during the Santa Monica Bay
Impacts study, Copper and Zinc have been identified as likely causes of toxicity.

Monitoring since 1994 (for some since 1996) have generally found low levels on non-
detect of pesticides in storm water runoff. However, whether appropriate detection limits
were applied in analysis of those pesticides is up to debate.

Trash is the only major pollutants of concern that has not been systematically monitored
in the watershed. Studies have been carried out in targeted areas upstream, including           "-’~-d:~’~
monitoring of cleaned catch basin, CDS, and trash net, and the trash characterization
study conducted by Caltrans. However, there is no reliable estimate on the annual trash
load into the Bay and contributions of major land uses.

The monitoring program was successful at identifying toxic levels of zinc and copper
fi-om Ballona Creek discharge, toxicity in the Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers, and
the extent and severity of bacterial indicators in both dry and wet xveather.

Identify sources of pollutants in storm water runoff

Source identification has been primarily carried out through two-tiers of monitoring.
Under the LAC-DPW monitoring program, the first-tier is cornposed of a number of land
use stations aimed at assessing pollutant loads from specific land uses and watershed
areas. The second-tier is done through the critical source monitoring project. This
monitoring element is also supported by the County and city’s efforts in identifying and
eliminating illicit discharges, by Caltrans’ monitoring of higl~way runoff (equivalent of
land use monitoring), by special studies such as the City of LA’s study on street washing,
and by the SMBRP and other agency’s eftbrt to develop sanitary survey tools.
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Samples have been collected between 1994 and 2000 from eight land use categories
(commercial, vacant, high density single family residential, transportation, light industrial
educational, multifamily residential, and mixed residential). Data from analysis of these
samples seem to suggest wide dispersion of pollutants across different land uses with a
fe\v exceptions. The land use monitoring identified light industrial, transportation, and
retail/commercial land uses as developing the highest median concentrations for total and
dissolved zinc. Light industrial and transportation land uses displayed the highest median
concentrations for total and dissolved copper, and light industrial produced the highest
concentrations of suspended solids. Higher bacterial indicator counts were found in
commercial and high-density residentia! land uses. Open space seems to generate higher
amount of TSS but lower amount of heavy metals and bacteria.

As part of its Marina del Rey/Ballona Creek feasibility study, the Army Corps of    -
Engineers in 1999 did a summary.’

Five commercial/industrial categories were currently included in the critical sources
monitoring which was gtarted in 1999. These six categories are auto dismantlers,
automotive repair, fabricated metal products, motor freight companies, auto dealers..
Available data from three of the.categories, auto dismantlers, auto repairs, and fabricated
metal businesses, showed that these categories produce significantly higher concentration
of many pollutants than the land use and watershed stations. The pollutants with high
concentrations are primarily those associated with the operations of these businesses such
as copper, lead, zinc, nickel, TSS, COD, oil and grease. Fabricated metal businesses
produced the highest concentrations of zinc, copper and suspended solid; and auto repairs
produced highest concentration of lead. Indicator bacterial counts were also extremely
high at these sites(with auto dismantlers being the highest) though not as high as in some
commercial and residential land uses.

Each Permittee has a program to identify and eliminate illicit connections to the storm
drain system to the maximum extent practicable. The County has been successful in the
inspection of open chamaels and underground storm drains to identify illicit connections.
Most Permittees perform random area surveillance during dry and wet weather to inspect
for potential illegal discharges. The Permittees also conduct educational site visits at
businesses. During these visits, flyers with infornmtion on Best Management Practices
(BMPs) applicable to that business are distributed. As of July of 1999, routine
inspections hav resulted in the discovery of 1.0~)2 undocumented connections. However,
the type and amount of pollutant loading ~l;c,,.’ connections would contribute had they
been not removed are not clear.

In generall monitoring data collected b~ ~ .,I,:.m, over the last few years have revealed
that transportation-related land use/actix ~ ;c, ¯,mid be a major source for several
pollutants of concern especially copper. Ic ~,! ~ickel, zinc, and bacterial indicators.
Analysis of samples from storm water ~tm,,tl ~I1" freeways have shown not only the
highest average concentration but also the highest maximum concentration for these
contaminants. Also, there seems to be sex oral hot spots in the County’s freeway system,
one being on Interstate 91 and one being on Interstate 60. However, since Caltrans
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monitoring report.’, re\ eal little detail o11 the characteristics of its monitoring locations, no
analysis can be conducted to establish a cause-effect relalionship.

Assess the impacts of storm water runoff on receivin,,z waters (within the \vatershed and
coastal waters)

Currently there is no routine monitoring specifically conducted to collect information on
the impacts of storm water runoff on receiving waters. Most information to date come
from the receiving water study, which was conducted between 1996 and 1998 storm
seasons by the SCCWRP, the USC, and UCSB, and funded by the LAC-DPW. The study
discerned the existence and extent of the storm water plume in Santa Monica Bay,
identified two trace metals in Ballona Creek. Storm water discharge that are toxic to
simple sea creatures, and concluded that sediments offshore of Ballona Creek generally
had higher concentrations of urban contaminants. This study, one of the first in the nation
to assess storm water impacts on the marine envirornnent, was successful at assessing
storm water impacts on Santa Monica Bay. The study’s findings and techniques explored
during the study set the stage for development and implementation of a long-term impact
monitoring program.

A re-tooled shoreline bacteriology monitoring program has since the summer 1994
tracked the impacts of bacteria-contaminated runoff on Santa Monica Bay beaches. It is
conducted collaboratively by the City of Los Angeles’ Bureau of Sanitation, County
Sanitation District of Los Angeles, and the Los Angeles County Department of Health
Services. Infbrmation collected under this program has been used by Heat the Bay to
publish weekly Beach Report Card. Recently, as part of the pathogen TMDL                  5...’;’..-%...
development, the LARWQCB initiated a study to model the dispersion/degradation
patterns of indicator bacteria from storm water runoff in surfzone.

The Bight’98 survey of 99-00 collected a wide range of information from nearshore areas
potentially impacted by storm water runoff. The dry and wet weather microbiological
survey showed clearly high bacterial counts attributable to storm water runoff: Analysis
of the survey data on sediment quality, water quality, benthic infauna, and fish population
is in progre.ss.

Much more need to be done to further assess the impacts of storm water runoff in ocean
receiving waters. On the other hand, even more work is needed to assess the impacts of
storm water runoff in freshwater bodies within the watershed. Systematic bio-monitoring
and assessment virtually did not exist until recently xvhen a watershed monitoring prgram
was developed for the Malibu Watershed and Heal the Bay initiated bio-monitoring
efforts in the watershed through its Stream Team project. The SMBRP recently initiated
a sediment transport study in the Topanga Creek watershed.

Evaluate the Effectiveness of Management Proarams, including Pollutant Reductions
Achieved by hnplementation of Best Manauement Practices (BMPs)
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As part of the Critical Source element of the monitoring program, in 1999-2000 season
LAC-DP\V examined the potential effectiveness of several voluntary good housekeeping
and preventive types of Best Management Practices at one critical source industry. There
was no significant difference at other critical source industries at which BMPs were
implemented. The inability to control the voluntary usage of good housekeeping BMPs at
these critical industries may have compromised the study’s effectiveness for those
industries.

During the 1998-99 season, CalTrans also conducted several studies to evaluate the
effectiveness of several BMPs including roadside erosion control, drain inlet cleaning,
highway extended detention basin, sand filter, media filter, drain insert, and four litter
management measures. Data are available from several of these studies and findings
were mixed as shown by the following brief summary.                           --

The drain inlet cleaning effectiveness study monitored the run~ffquality from four
cleaned and four uncleaned drain inlets. The monitoring data ri~vealed no significant
difference in runoff quality between cleaned and uncleaned sites.

Monitoring data characterizing the effectiveness of extended detention basin treatment
of highway runoff were collected at tbur sites (.two in this region and two in District 11).
Comparison of influent and effluent from the detention basins at each site showed that the
detention basin is effective in removal of total suspended solids but not in removal of
hydrocarbons, metals, and nutrients.

Monitoring data characterizing the effectiveness of sand filters in the treatment of
maintenance yard and park & ride runoff was collected at five sites. Comparison of
influent and effluent from the two park and ride sites (in District 11) showed that sand
filter is effective in removing TSS and some heavy metals (Pb and Zn), but not in
removing hydrocarbons and nutrients. Results from the three maintenance yard sites (2
in LA region) are similar to the park and ride sites.

The four litter management measures evaluated in Caltrans studies include street
sweeping, litter pickup, modified grate, and bicycle grate. Statistical analys!s of the data
indicates that increasing the frequency of street sweeping from monthly to weekly does
not reduce the count or weight of litter, but increasing the frequency of litter pickup from
monthly to weekly does. Also, the standard Caltrans bicycle grate does not reduce litter
but the modified inlet grate does. On the other hand, these litter control measures
generally do not help to reduce the load of other contaminants such as TSS,
hydrocarbons, heavy metals, nutrients and indicator bacteria.

4. Major achievements and deficiencies

Achievements
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It is fair to say th,~t the kex achievement in this area is the establishment of a baseline
program for loading of major pollutants of concern. Though many improvements are
needed and we may need few more years of data for meaningful trend analysis, this
baseline program nevertheless is the backbone of all storm water monitoring components.
It vdll provide for the first time baseline storm water quality inforn.mtion, both temporary
and spatial, that are critical for any subsequent monitoring efforts to be meaningful. It
also laid the groundwork and’ set the standards for all other monitoring components such
as those discussed in this report.

Other major achievements of the current monitoring efforts include the basic
understanding of land use characteristics, preliminary understanding of the major sources
of pollutants of concern, and preliminary understanding of the storm water impacts on
nearshore environments. Although most of the knowledge we have in these areas is __
preliminary at the best, what we know now is a big leap forward compared to ten years
ago. In ten years, we have moved from very little to wide recognition that storm water
runoff is the major source of beach pollution, that land uses characteristics play an
important role in pollutant loading and, that the pollution is attributable to a wide range of
daily activities. There is no doubt that the results of many important monitoring and
research projects, several are spearheaded by the SMBPR, are the catalytic to these
changes.

Deficiencies

Collecting and conducting meaningful analysis or’storm ~vater monitoring data remain a
daunting challenge for both storm water management agencies and academia. Two to           ~..-.~:~}"’:’
three years might have been lost due the slow set up of the baseline monitoring program.
This sloxv start-up could be blamed partly’ by the lack of political will, but also many
technical difficulties one could expect in setting up a new system.

Even after a slow start, the current monitoring program is far from perfect. One of the
major deficiencies of the current program is the lack of monitoring data for a couple of
pollutants of concern. On the top of this list is trash. There is no systematic monitoring
of trash in the watershed and therefore its loading is poorly characterized. It is
encouraging that trash monitoring has become a priority because of the TMDL process.
However, more eftbrts are needed to dex.elop a standardized protocol for estimate trash
loads.

Although except t’or trash most pollutam- ,,~ ,, intern identified by the Bay Restoration
Plan are routinely monitored under the ~,.~ ,, l,,:c program, there is an imbalance between
monitoring taking place upstream and d, ,~, ::-,~ cam. On one hand, in the case of bacterial
monitoring, most storm drain outlets ahu,; ",.~,ta Monica Bay are monitored daily, there
are only infrequent in channel bacterial m, ,:.:~,’r~ng at limited locations. In general, the
effort devoted to source identification ol I,.,, ,crm! contamination is deemed insufficient
and there is a lack of coordination among the already limited efforts.
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On the other hand. there se~2ms to be an over-emphasis on monitoring of effluents tbr
toxic chemicals in contrast to the receiving water. Little has been known about the fate
and transport of toxic contaminants in the receiving water, thus up to date it is still
difficult to link pollutant loading to potential impacts.

Many issues need to be addressed in order to improve the quality of the monitoring data
and the reliability of loading estimates. Understandably loading estimates are much
difficult to make and less reliable %r storm water discharge primarily because of the high
variability in rainfall and flow volume. However, the loading estimate can be improved
based on knowledge of the characteristics of the storm water discharge. This knowledge
can be obtained through studies of pollutagraph, power analysis of existing monitoring
data, and development and application of new computer models.

An issue related to estimation of mass loading is the adequacy of detection limits use~in
currently monitoring program. The hit-or-miss nature of storm water monitoring plus a
relative high detection limit oRen result in a large propo~ion of a data set rendered as
non-detect, thus hindered the value of the monitoring efforts.

Perhaps the biggest challenge that the stoma water monitoring program facing today is
how to collect and use monitoring data to evaluate the effectiveness of BMPs. So far~ the
results fi’om limited effo~s in this area are mixed to say the best and sometime
contradictory. A major research program is needed to study what tools, indicators, and
methodology should be used, or be developed, for assessment of the BMP efi?ctiveness.

Demonstrating the impacts of storm water runoff on receiving waters is probably equally
challenging as BMP evaluation. The storm water impact study over the last tl~ee years is
a good start. Yet the information is limited in time and scale and most evidence of impact
the study provide are indirect in nature. There is a need to develop and implement a
long-term program for monitoring the impacts of storm water runoff. As pa~ of this
process, major effo~ is needed to conduct baseline bioassessment develop biological
indictors.

Finally, there is a growing need fbr development of a comprehensive watershed
monitoring program that integrate various monitoring components and coordinate
activities of different monitoring agencies in order to answer key, regional management
questions. The need for such coordination and integration ,,’,’as not imperative when
LAC-DPW was the agency who had taken on the responsibility of storm water agency fbr
the region. However, other agencies/organizations have irnptemented new monitoring
programs in recent years, including the programs/projects of Caltrans, local cities, Heal
the Bay, and Santa Monica Bay Keeper. While some of the agency have coordinated
with the LAC-DPW in developing their programs/projects, others have essentially no
coordination at all. The lack of coordination is most obvious between LAC-DPW and
Caltrans.

Ultimately, a comprehensive monitoring program similar to the one for Santa Monica
Bay should be developed for the Bay watershed. Under this new comprehensive
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pru~ram, exi.~ung cl!~r~ m~d resources from all a~cncies organizations should be
combined to collecti\ c ,nonitoring data in a most meaningful and cost-effective manner.
These agencies!organizations should collaborate in building consensus on monitoring
objectives, coordinating monitoring location, time and frequency, standardizing protocol,
methodulog.v, detection limits, and data transfer format, developing an integrated data
management system, and coordinating in data analysis and other research projects~

5. Recommendations

Recently, storm water management agencies in Southern California collaboratively
established a Storm Water Monitoring research Cooperative Program. Its initial project
is the development and prioritization of a research agenda with the assistance of water
quality resources management!regulatory experts. The follovdng is a list of the issues
that the Program would like to see being addressed by future research/monitoring -
projects:
¯ Develop monitoring designs appropriate to assess storm water discharges, potential

water quality impacts, and the effectiveness of storm water management programs.
¯ Develop standardized field and laboratory protocols.
¯ Develop (standardized, meaningful) tests to evaluate the toxicity of urban pollutants

of concern.
¯ Evaluate the aquatic toxicity of heavy metals and their relationship to water quality

thresholds
¯ Improve methodologies for identifying unknox’~’n toxicants.
¯ Develop biological indicators and biocriteria.
¯ Evah.mte the impacts of physical characteristics (e.g. flow rate, volume, temperature,~. :-.~

etc.) of urban storm ~vater discharges. "-:~":~’

¯ Improve understanding of fate, transport and plume dynamics of urban storm water
discharges.

¯ Use advanced in[brmation technologies in monitoring, modeling and intbrmation
exchange.

¯ Study the use of sensitivity analysis in evaluating the effectiveness of BMPs.
¯ Develop appropriate pathogen indicators.
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Table 1, Summary of storm water monitoring in Los Angeles County (Santa Monica Bay) in FY
1999-00,
Monitoring Type of # of Station Sampling # of Sampling Monitoring Sampling
Agency Station (# in SM Bay) Season Events Constituents Methods
LAC-DPW Mass 10 (2) Wet 12/station Mostly

emission automatic
composite

Land Use 14 (5) Wet 77 total Automatic
station composite
events

Critical
Source

CalTrans General, 1 Wet 1 ? Automatic
transportation sampler
landuse
Special 127 Wet ? Grab?
studies

Industrial
Citizen/volunt
eer
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Table 2. Storm wate~ momtonng (study) efforts by Caltrans

Title Location Status (as of
Oct. 2000)

Evaluation of Potential Impacts from North Coast On-going
Highway Segments Discharging to Small
Streams
Dry Weather Field Screening Pilot Study San Diego On-going
Bridge Runoff Characterization Study SF Bay, LA (Inner Harbor) On-going
Maintenance yard Runoff Central Valley, SF Bay, Central Coast On-going
Characterization Study
North Coast River Loading Study North Coast On-going
Management of Pathogens Associated San Diego On-going
with Storm Drain Discharge
Drain Inlet Sediment Characterization San Diego On-going
Study
Water Quality Standards Inventory and N/A On-going
Database
Highway Runoff Toxicity Testing N/A On-going
Literature Review and Monitoring
Construction Site Runoff Not determined. On-going
Characterization Monitoring
Evaluation of Lead in California Highway Statewide(LA sites included) Completed
Soils
Solids Transport and Deposition Study LA On-going
Constituent Concentration and Load N/A On-going
prediction Model
Detention Basin Monitoring Studies Orange, San Diego (with requirement to Completed

represent LA)                                       . :.-’:,,.".-.’..-,’.’~
Compost Storm Water Filter System LA (N. Hollywood) Completed """~’~i~:?"
Monitoring Studies
Statewide Vegetation Management Statewide On-going
Practice Enhancement and MEP Study
Drain Inlet Cleaning Effectiveness Study LA (Artesia, Glendale?) On-going
Roadside Erosion-Control Effectiveness LA (4 sites), San Diego (3 sites) On-going
Studies
Erosion Control Pilot Studies LA On-going
Statewide Erosion Control practice Statewide On-going
Review
Liter Management Pilot Studies LA (105 & 60 Fwys.) On-going
Evaluation of Alternative Inlet Protection San Mateo, Alameda On-going
BMPs at Construction Sites
BMP-’ Evaluation Pilot Studies LA, San Diego On-going
Spill Risk Assessme.nt and Spill N/A On-going
Containment Feasibility Study
Retrofit Program Study San Diego On-going

’ The types of devices’proposed for possible siting include trapping catch basins, drain inlet inserts,
biofiltration strips, biofiltration swales, infiltration basins, infiltration trenches, media filters, extended
detention basins, wet basin, and oil/water separators,
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Table 3. Summary of Research Efforts

Title Lead Status
Assessment of annual pollutants loading to Santa Monica Bay SMBRP Completed in 1992
from storm water runoff
Review of Water and Wastewater Sampling Techniques with    SMBRP Completed in 1992
an Emphasis on Storm Water Monitoring Requirements
Development ofa Surface Drainage Water Quality Monitoring ’SMBRP Completed in 1992
Program Plan
Study of Toxicity of Dry Weather Urban Runoff SMBRP Completed in 1993
Study of Toxicity of Wet Weather Runoff and Sediment SMBRP ’ Completed in 1994
Evaluation of Potential Catchbasin Retrofit
Study of Air TransportJDeposition of Toxic Contaminants to SMBRP, LAC-DPW, On-going
Santa Monica Bay SCCWRP, UCLA
An Assessment of Inputs of Fecal Indicator Organisms and SMBRP Co[npleted in 1991
Human Enteric Viruses from Two Santa Monica Bay Storm
Drains
Storm Drain as a Source of Surfzone Bacterial Indicators and SMBRP Completed in 1992
Human Enteric Viruses to Santa Monica Bay
Pathogens and Indicators in Storm Drains within the Santa SMBRP Completed ir~ 1993
Monica Bay Watershed
An Epidemiological Study of Possible Adverse health Effects SMBRP Completed in 1995
of Swimming in Santa Monica Bay
Study of Coprostanol and Other Sterols as Innovative SMBRP Completed in 1994
Indicators for Human Pathogens
Development of a Regional Shoreline Bacteriological SMBRP Completed in 1994
Monitoring Program
Development of a Regional Sources and Loading Monitoring SMBRP Completed in 1998
Program
Assessment of Monitoring and Data Management Needs in SMBRP Completed in 1990
Santa Monica Bay
Development of a Comprehensive Regional Comprehensive SMBRP Completed in 1992
Framework
An assessment of Compliance Monitoring in Santa Monica SMBRP Completed in 2000
Bay
Santa Monica Bay Storm Water Impacts Study LAC-DPW, SCCWRP, Completed in 1998

USC, UCSB
Ballona Creek Feasibility Study USAOE Completed in 1998
Malibu Creek Watershed Monitoring Plan Malibu Creek Completed in 1998

Watershed Council
ilBight.’ 98 SCCWRP On-going
City of LA Santa Monica Canyon Study City of LA Completed in 1994?
.City of LA Street Washing Study City of LA Completed in 1999
Santa Monica Bay runoff dispersion study LARWQCB, On-going

SCCWRP, City of LA,
Heal the Bay

City o.f LA dry-weather diversion feasibility study City of LA Comple{ed in 1999
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Table 4. Ranking

Program Current Efforts/ Major Deficiencies Overall Ranking
Element/Objective Achievements
Tracking status and Establishment of a Problems with
trends in pollutant baseline loading reliability of loading
loading monitoring program estimates (variability

issue)
Identifying poli~tants -Lack of monitoring
of concern data for some

pollutants of concern
(trash, (inland)
pathogen) -Problem
with detection limits

Identifying pollutant -Understanding of
sources major land use

characteristics
-Preliminary
understanding of
major sources of
pollutants of concern

Identifying and -Preliminary -Poor understanding
assessing the understanding of the of storm water
receiving water storm water impacts impacts in urban and
impacts in nearshore rural streams.

environments -Difficulties in
,.,.,.:,’..~,:.,.,_,:,.v:,...:.~-Preliminary demonstrating the :.

information on toxicity storm water impacts
of storm water runoff on receiving waters.

-Lack of bio-
monitoring

Evaluate the BMP -Difficulties in
effectiveness monitoring the

effectiveness of
BMPs.
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Figure 1. Estimated TSS loading into Santa Monica Bay (lb./yr.).
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Figure 2. Estimated heavy metal Ioadings into Santa Monica Bay (lb./yr.)
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Figure 3. Companson of TSS loading between SMBRP estimate and the average of LAC-DPW
annual monitoring data.
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Figure 4. Comparison of metal loading between SMBRP estimate and the average of LAC-DPW
annual monitoring data.
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Figure 5, Comparison of metal concentrations (ug/I) in storm water samples collected from
different land uses and industrial sites.
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION

Urban storm water is considered as one of the largest sources of pollution to the coastal
waters of the United States. Storm drains convey runoff from streets, urban centers,
industrial sites, and open spaces into streams, creeks, rivers, beaches, and the ocean.
Industrial operations represent one contributor to storm water pollution, but they are
known to be a major source of heavy metals, oily waste, and other substances. Many
industrial operations involve manufacturing, storage, and shipping activities which,
when conducted outside and are exposed to storm ware.r, can be sources of pollutants in
storm water.

Federal regulations issued pursuant to the 1987 amendments to the Clean Water ~,ct
mandate the regulation of point source discharges of storm water, from industry and
from municipal separate storm sewer systems serving 100,000 or more people.
California, one of 44 states with delegated authority from the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), implements its own storm water program.
The State Water Resources Control Board (State Board) and the nine Regional Water
Quality Control Boards (RWQCBs) are the state agencies charged with the primary
responsibility for overseeing the implementation of storm water regulations in
California. In 1991, State Board issued the Industrial Activities Storm Water General
Permit (General Permit No. CAS000001; hereafter, GISP), subsequently reissued in
1997, to control pollutants associated with storm water runoff from industrial sources

v (GISP 1997). As of August 2000, approximately 9,200 industrial facilities in
?"ii.i ~: California were covered under the GISP, with nearly one-third of the facilities located

in the Los Angeles region.

The overall goal of this study was to assess the effectiveness of the GISP program for
one industrial sector, as implemented in the Los Angeles region, in reducing water
quality impacts due to storm water pollution. This executive summary is divided into
five sections: introduction, background, methodology, key findings, and conclusions.
The background provides a general description of the objectives of the study. The
methodology summarizes the approaches used in the study to fulfill the objectives. The
key findings present highlights on important results. And the conclusions provide
synthesis and recommendations based on the key findings.

BACKGROUND

The Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board (the Los Angeles RWQCB)
initiated this compliance assessment project in 1998, recognizing the need to adequately
characterize the effectiveness of its industrial storm water program, as implemented at
the facility level. The specific objectives of this study were: I) to evaluate the state of
compliance of one industrial sector, the auto dismantling industry, with the GISP
requirements and associated water quality implications; 2) to identify limitations of the
GISP program in effectively controlling pollutants in storm water runoff; and 3) to

4
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provide specific recommendations and regulatory alternatives to help guide management
actions to tmprove water quality. This study is one of the few comprehensive                ’
assessments investigating the state of compliance of a particular industrial sector with
storm water regulatory requirements.

This study chose to focus on the auto dismantling industry because the typical
operational and material handling practices conducted by the facilities of this industry
represent a potential significant source of conventional and toxic pollutants, including
heavy metals and certain hydrocarbons, in storm water. Also, the industry represents a
significant portion (about 15 percent) of the facilities covered in the Los Angeles
RWQCB’s GISP program.

For the purpose of evaluating compliance, this study categorized the GISP requirements
into the following three tiers:

Initiation (Tier 1)
Facilities subject to coverage under the GISP, based on their standard industrial
classification (SIC) codes or other specific conditions stated in the GISP, must file a
Notice of Intent (NOI) with the State Board. (The auto dismantling industry with SIC
code of 5015 has been mandated for coverage);

Documentation/Reporting (Tier 2)
Facilities must report their self-monitoring activities and results by submitting an
Annual Monitoring Report by July 1~’ of each year. In addition, facilities must prepare
an appropriate storm water document, known as Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan     :
(SWPPP), along with a written monitoring program to help guide their efforts in
implementing appropriate storm water control measures and monitoring the quality of
storm water runoff from their facilities.

On-site Implementation (Tier 3)
Facilities must implement appropriate storm water control measures known as Best
Management Practices (BMPs) described in their SWPPPs and perform the required
nionitoring activities.

METHODOLOGY

The methods used to conduct this assessment include database analysis, in-depth
document review, and onsite case study investigations.

Non-filer Identification
Auto dismantling facilities in Los Angeles County that have failed to apply for coverage
under the GISP program by filing a NOI, also known as "non-filer", were
characterized using the following sources of information: 1) a list obtained from the
California Department of Motor Vehicles, Occupational Licensing Division (DMV) of
auto dismantling facilities in Los Angeles County that maintain a current dismantling
license issued from the DMV, and 2) results from the door-to-door site visits conducted

5           -,.
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by the C~t\ ~l’ L~:.’, Angele~ inspectors from January 1999 to May 2000, specifically
aimed at identifying non-fliers in parts of Los Angeles city. Facility names and
addresses ~ere screened using the Los Angeles RWQCB’s NOI database to veri~ their
status of coverage under the GISP.

Document review
A detailed review of SWPPPs and written Monitoring Programs was’completed for a
study pool of 52 auto dismantling facilities. The purpose of the review was to assess
the effectiveness of these storm water documents in guiding facility operators into
compliance. The 52 facilities were selected randomly from the NOI database using a
systematic, replicable process and are considered to be representative of the industry.

Case study investigations
Site inspections and storm water sampling were performed on the nine selected auto
dismantling facilities located in San Gabriel River and Los Angeles River watersh-eds.
The nine facilities were selected out of the study pool of 52 facilities, based on their
proximity to the San Gabriel River watershed, the Los Angeles RWQCB’s priority
watershed for the 1999/00 fiscal year.

The purpose of these site-specific investigations was to take a hard look at the onsite
component of complian.ce that may not be readily observable from document review
a!one. Storm water analytica! data were used to evaluate the quality of storm water
runoff generated, impact of the BMPs implemented on water quality, and a simple load
calculation for the industry. The EPA Simple Method was used to estimate load.

KEY FINDINGS

The following h!ghlights the important findings of this study:

Initiation (Tier 1)

Non-filer Identification
The problem of non-fliers among auto dismantling facilities is significant. An
assessment based on the DMV list revealed that one out of every five facilities with a
valid DMV license was operating as a non-filer. The site visit results indicated a more
serious degree of non-compliance for certain parts of Los Angeles city, with more than

¯ one-third (37 %) of the auto dismantling establishments visited operating without a NOI.

A possible explanation for such a high ratio of non-fliers observed from the site visit
results- almost twice as that predicted by the DMV analysis- is that some areas of Los
Angeles County, including the locations targeted by the City inspectors, potentially
have a disproportionately high percentage of non-fliers. Also, site visits can account
for non-fllers that may be operating without a valid dismantling license, thus not
included in the DMV database. The actual number of non-filers in Los Angeles County
could be somewhat or considerably higher than that predicted by the DMV/NOI
analysis (perhaps somewhere between 19% and 37 %), considering an unknown number
of delinquent facilities operating with neither a dismantling license nor a NOI.

6
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Documentation/Reporting (Tier 2)

Annual (Monitoring) Reports
Since the 1995/96 permit year, the proportion of the 52 selected facilities submitting
Annual Reports has been steadily rising, with a peak submi(tal rate of 96% observed
for the two most recent years considered by this study- 1997/98 and 1998/99. This is a
significant increase in compliance, considering that less than half complied with the
annual reporting requirement in some of the earlier years. Accelerated efforts
expended by the Los Angeles RWQCB in outreach and enforcement activities, fueled
by legislation such as Assembly Bill 2019 that mandates timely enforcement actions
against violators of the GISP requirements, appear to have significantly contributed to
an increased compliance.

SWPPPs/Written Monitoring Program
Initially when the Los Angeles RWQCB issued letters requesting for SWPPPs, nearly a
quarter of the facility operators responded with phone calls, displaying little or no
knowledge of the SWPPP requirement. Following the initial responses, most facilities
(50 out of the 52 requested) did submit their SWPPPs and their written monitoring
programs to the RWQCB (Formal enforcement actions were taken against the two
delinquent facilities for their failure to submit the requested SWPPPs. and past Annual
Reports.)

This study found nearly all ofthe SWPPPs to be deficient in more than one area. The
majority were boiler-plate documents prepared by consultants that lacked sufficient site-
specific and/or procedural details crucial for proper implementation of BMPs. Many          %."..:..~
SWPPPs provided sets of"ideal" or "proposed" BMPs but were vague about specifying         ’:::’:~"
the measures that were chosen for implementation by the facility operator. BMPs
considered universally applicable and important for pollution prevention, such as
employee training, site inspection, and good housekeeping programs, were missing from
a considerable number of the SWPPPs reviewed.

The majority of the written monitoring programs were prepared by consultants and
contained many of the deficiencies found in the SWPPPs. Most documents failed to
provide sufficient procedural details necessary to ensure proper quality assurance and
quality control (QA/QC), especially regarding sample collection, storage, handling, and
transport procedures.

On-site Implementation

BMPs
Staff inspections of the nine case ~,~ l.tcilities revealed that the facilities were not fully
implementing the BMPs outlined ~:~ ’~c:r SWPPPs, especially measures that are more
cost- and/.or effort- intensive. Judging from the extent of spills and leaks observed on
facility ground, it was evident that the existing BMPs, at the level implemented at most
of the facilities, were not adequately controlling the pollutant sources present onsite.
Some BMPs such as providing an overhead coverage for dismantling areas or storing
motor parts in an enclosed area ~ere limited in their effectiveness because dismantling
and storing activities were commonly conducted outside of the designated areas due to
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inadequate ~\ork~pace or other physical constraints. One thcility eliminated the exposure
of ~ chicle parts to storm water by storing them in large autobodies. An example of an
innovative, cost-effective BMP that was implemented unsuccessfully at many of the
selected facilities was using truckbeds to store vehicle parts. The facilities that used
truckbeds tbr parts storage had failed to seal the cracks in the truckbeds to prevent
potential leaks.

One factor that could potentially obscure a facility operator’s assessment of compliance is
the lack of a clear standard of compliance in the permit; GISP specifies neither a specific
set of required BMPs nor a quantifiable performance or pollutant level to be achieved.
(Many of the RWQCBs’ staff members use and encourage the permittees to use a set of
parameter benchmark values from the USEPA’s "Final National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System Storm Water Multi-Sector General Permit for Industrial Activities"
(most recently reissued in 2000) for the purpose of gauging potential harm or impact on
water quality. However, these benchmarks are not specified in’the GISP and are -~
typically not used for gauging compliance or for enforcement purposes.)

Facility Self-monitoring
Review of the Annual Reports submitted by 50 of the 52 ~elected facilities indicated that
the degree of compliance with the monitoring requirements did not match the success
observed with submitting the monitoring reports. Based on our review of the 1997/98
Annual Reports, less than 20% of those required successfully completed the sampling &
analysis requirement. Not all facilities that collected samples analyzed for the required
toxic constituents (lead, zinc, and copper). Less than half conducted the monthly
visual observation of storm water runoff. Despite the deficiencies in their monitoring
activities, many facility operators still self-certified their Annual Reports for
compliance.

Water Quality Impacts

Storm Water Sampling and Analysis
There was a wide range in the concentrations of pollutants in storm water samples
obtained from the eight (out of the nine) case study facilities. The majority of the storm
water analytical data exceeded the USEPA benchmark levels, in particular, for metals
and oil & grease. The general trend identified in this study is that facilities that
diligently implemented BMPs, especially good housekeeping practices, .and had an
overall neat and organized site appearance generally had lower pollutant concentrations
in their storm water samples, as expected.

Load
A simple load calculation for 1998/99 suggested the following range for pollutant loads
in storm water runoff from the auto dismantling industry in Los Angeles County:
30,570 lbs. of total suspended solids, 7,460 lbs. of oil & grease, 40 lbs. of copper, 30
lbs. of lead, and 130 lbs. of zinc.

8
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CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS

¯ There is still a substantial number of auto dismantling facilities that need to be
identified and permitted under the GISP program. A combined approach using
currently available databases supplemented by site visits appears to be an effective
method for capturing non-fliers. The existing agreement between DMV and the
State Board offers a good example of interagency cooperation that helps to elucidate
the non-filer identification process-- a model that could be applied to other
industrial sectors, including but not limited to the transportation and recycling
industries. At this time, additional information is needed to evaluate if the quality
of storm water from the non-fliers is significantly different, on average, from the
permitted facilities.

¯ In general, the level of understanding among the auto dismantling facility operators
of the intent and the significance of the GISP program and its requirements
appeared to be low when this study was conducted. "

¯ Compliance among many auto dismantling facilities was achieved mostly on paper,
primarily reflected in the quantity of the required documents or reports submitted to
the agency and perhaps less in terms of the quality. Site inspections revealed that
the degree of field compliance achieved through proper implementation of
appropriate BMPs is low and trails behind paper compliance.

¯ In light of the fact that it is only the field implementation component that
substantively contributes to pollution reduction and given the high levels of oil & ""’":%
grease and metals found in storm water runoff from auto dismantling facilities, it may""~::"~"
be concluded that the GISP program, as currently implemented by many auto
dismantling facilities, does not appear effective in controlling storm water pollution.

¯ Despite an increase in compliance with the annual reporting requirement,
incomplete monitoring results, especially the analytical data, limit the usefulness of
the Annual Reports in developing a comprehensive data inventory needed to: fully
assess the quality of runoff from regulated facilities; measure progress in pollution
prevention efforts over the years; assess water quality impacts from industrial
storm water runoff based on load estimates; and develop water quality standards,
including total daily maximum loads (TMDLs). To improve both the compliance
with monitoring requirements and the quality of the Annual Reports being
submitted, the RWQCB must step up its efforts to provide timely responses, for
compliance assistance and enforcement purposes, when deficiencies are noted.

¯ Many of the storm water documents - SWPPPs and written monitoring programs-
failed to serve as useful guides for facility operators in the selection and
implementation of appropriate BMPs and in monitoring activities due to the absence
of sufficient procedural and site-specific details. A time-efficient solution
recommended by this study is to target those the consultants (who work closely
with the industry as a group monitoring leader or~ prepare storm water documents
on behalf of the facilities) for regular training, education, and certification to

9
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ensure th,it S\VPPPs and written momtoring programs prepared by third parties are
up to par wltl~ the GISP requirements.

¯ One factor that potentially obscures the efforts of facility operators and regulators
in assessing compliance is the lack of explicit, quantifiable standards that facilities
must attain in order to demonstrate compliance with the GSIP requirements and
with applicable water quality standards. Determination of compliance should not be
left up to the subjective interpretation of uninformed permittees or regulators.
Thus, the GISP program needs a more clear-cut standard of compliance based on a
combination of a minimum set of specific BMPs and/or numerical effluent
limitations. The following tiered approach is recommended for the auto
dismantling industry: 1) a mandatory set of specific, baseline structural (excluding
treatment) and non-structural BMPs for facilities with annual vehicle throughput
less than 500 (which includes morn-and-pop and medium-sized facilities); and 2)
mandatory treatment of storm water for facilities with annual vehicle throughp0t
greater than 500. (Note: The annual volume of vehicles processed at many of the
morn-and-pop facilities, which make up over three-quarters of the industry in the Los
Angeles Region, is less than 300 vehicles. The threshold of 500 vehicles was chosen
to include typical mom-and-pop and medium-sized facilities in the Region). Also, in
lieu of requiring treatment, numerical effluent limitations could be applied to the
latter group as a standard of compliance. A compliance schedule could help phase
facilities into compliance over a certain specified timeframe. Facilities with less than
500 annual vehicle tluoughput that persistently demonstrate problems with meeting a
certain water quality standard, e.g. the USEPA benchmark levels, should also be
considered for inclusion in the mandatory storm water treatment category.

The lack of sufficient resources was identified as the primary reason for the limited
compliance assurance and enforcement activities performed by the RWQCB in the
past and when this study was being conducted. One way to reduce the workload
associated with assessing compliance of industries subject to the GISP requirements
is to employ a semi-privatized certification program, such as that implemented in
the State of Wisconsin, that relies on licensed, private inspectors to oversee the
compliance activities of a group of facilities that voluntarily choose to participate
and help fund the program. The aim of such a program is to help reduce some of
the workload of the regulators and to allow facilities that diligently work toward
and maintain a specified level of compliance to be certified for compliance by
professional inspectors. Such certification could (partially) exempt them from
certain regulatory responsibilities, such as monitoring activities, and indirectly
shield them from third-party lawsuits by reducing the degree of their environmental
liability. (Essential to the implementation of this type of program is regular
training and (re-)certification of inspectors by the regulating agency to ensure
quality assurance and quality control).

10
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II. BACKGROUND

Storm water pollution has received steadily increasing attention from regulating
agencies as well as environmental groups in the past decades. In Ca!ifornia, efforts to
better control industrial storm water pollution have resulted in legislation specifically
aimed to improve the efficacy of the GISP program. Examples include Assembly Bill
2019, which mandates aggressive, mandatory enforcement actions to increase
compliance with the NOI and annual reporting requirements, and Assembly Bill 1186,
designed to substantially increase the funding available for the GISP program (AB
2019; AB 1186). Third-party lawsuits triggered by non-profit environmental
organizations have contributed to raising the public’s awareness of storm water
pollution and of the importance of pollution prevention (P2).                 _.

There exist several known evaluations or reports, which have assessed the effectiveness
of industrial storm water program, on both the regional and national levels. The
Water Environment Federation, under a cooperative agreement with the EPA in 1994,
conducted a nationwide assessment of the federal industrial storm water program
implemented by USEPA (WEF 1996). The study presented the permittees’ perceptions
of how effective they thought the individual components of the federal industrial storm
water program were in controlling and reducing storm water pollution. Two of the key
findings from the study were that I) of those companies regulated by the storm water
permit program, 12.5 % appeared to be out of compliance with the requirement to
develop and maintain a SWPPP onsite; and that 2) small businesses spend less money
on compliance and are more likely to be out of compliance because they lack                .,:- v-.~
environmental staff and a clear understanding of the requirements.                        ’

On a regional level, a 1998 report by Heal the Bay, a non-profit environmental
organization with a primary focus on the protection of Santa Monica Bay in Southern
California, criticized the lack of accomplishments of the industrial storm water program
implemented by the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board (Los Angeles
RWQCB), in areas of compliance assurance and enforcement activities conducted since
the adoption of the GISP in 1991 (HTB 1998). In 1998 a Los Angeles RWQCB staff
generated and submitted a draft report to the State Board titled, "Analysis of the
Sampling Results: 1996-1997 Annual Report for Storm Water Industrial Activities
General Permit". The draft document showed that a substantial fraction of the storm
water data submitted for the 1992/93 and 1996/97 years exceeded the USEPA
benchmark levels (RWQCB 1998). In February 2000, the National Resources Defense
Council, a non-profit organization of attorneys working for environmental causes,
submitted a formal written petition to EPA asking it to correct deficiencies or to
withdraw from the State of California the delegated authority to implement its own
storm water program, specifically in the Los Angeles Region. The petition documented
the failure of the Los Angeles RWQCB to fully implement its storm water programs
and cited the lack of sufficient funding and resources as the primary reason for the
noted deficiencies (NRDC 2000). USEPA also cited similar findings in several of its
annual audit summaries of the Los Angeles RWQCB’s storm water programs and
strongly recommended a significant augmentation in the available funding to provide
the resources needed to fully implement the program (USEPA 1998; USEPA 2000a).          ..-
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USEPA recogmzed that the RWQCB staff had achieved significant accomplishments
given severely constrained resources (USEPA 1998).

Whereas many of the cited studies and analyses primarily focused on the deficiencies in
the overall programmatic implementation at the RWQCB level, this study shifts the
focus of its evaluation to the facility level where pollution control occurs. And by

¯ assessing the permitt.ees’ performances and compliance with the GISP requirements,
this study attempts to shed light on the drawbacks and the barriers associated with the
GISP program that must be addressed in order to improve the program’s efficacy in
controlling industrial storm water pollution. In addition, this study takes a hard look at
whether the GISP requirements and its terms of compliance have been defined in such a
way as to ensure adequate protection of water quality and beneficial uses of receiving
waterbodies. Lastly, this study provides specific recommendations to remedy the
’deficiencies noted in its evaluation. To fully characterize the state of compliance
achieved by the target industry, this study employed a multi-tiered assessment app~bach
looking at the full spectrum of requirements, from initiation of coyerage to field
implementation.

AUTO DISMANTLING INDUSTRY

Auto dismantling industry was targeted for compliance assessment for the following
reasons:

Auto dismantling facilities, also known as auto salvage yards or auto recycling
facilities, represent a significant portion (about 15 %) of facilities covered in the Los

:                          Angeles RWQCB’s GISP program;

¯ Many of the typical operational and material handling practices conducted at auto
dismantling facilities are performed outside and thus are exposed to storm water.
Typical activities include dismantling vehicles and automotive parts; draining
automotive fluids; storing auto parts, auto bodies and waste fluids, washing and
rinsing of parts, and shipping and receiving activities;

¯ Spills and leaks of waste fluids and waste oil, which are common occurrences at
auto dismantling facilities, contribute conventional and toxic pollutants, in
particular, heavy metals and certain hydrocarbons, to storm water runoff
(Swamikannu 1994); and

¯ The auto dismantling industry ~s difficult to regulate because the majority of
businesses are small, mom-and l"’P facilities that tend to change ownership rather
quickly, posing a special chalk-n,_’e m outreach and compliance assurance activities
for the regulating agency (apl,r.,~lmately 70% of all auto dism~intling facilities in
Los Angeles County covered ~mdcr the GISP are 1 acre or smaller). Economic and
personnel constraints impact the .lmlity of smaller facilities to fully comply with the
GISP requirements.
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MULTI-TIERED ANALYSIS

File a Notice of Intent (NODFor purposes of evaluation, compliance was
divided into three tiers:

Tier 2
Prepare SWPPP and written Monitoring Program

Tier 1 (Initiation) Submit Annual Monitoring Report by July
Facilities classified under certain standard
industrial classification (SIC) codes Tier 3
specified in the GISP for coverage -.Implement Best Management Practi~e,~~
(including the auto dismantling industry ,,: .........~.onduct.req~uk~.momtorm~,~’fi~
whose SIC code is 5015) must file a NOI to
apply for permit coverage. Facilities that are required but fail to file a NOI are referred
to as ’non-fliers’.

Tier 2 (Repo~ing/Docmentation)

After submitting a NOI, facilities must submit an A~ual Monitoring Report by July 1st

of each year that su~arizes both the qualitative and q~antitative results from their
monitoring activities. In addition to the a~ual reporting requirement, facilities must
prepare appropriate storm water documents ~own as a Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and a written Monitoring Program (MP) necessary to guide
them in their P2 efforts. The pu~ose of a SWPPP is to serve as a "blueprint" for
achieving compliance by speci~ing specific BMPs and a schedule of BMP
implementation. Written monitoring programs must contain adequate procedural details
to ensure that proper monitoring of facility condition and its storm water is provided.

Tier 3 (Implementation):

Facilities must implement BMPs provided in their SWPPP and conduct monitoring
activities required by the GISP. BMPs include both non-st~cmral and structural
controls that can reduce the level of pollutants in storm water. Monitoring
requirements may be broadly grouped into visual observations, storm water sampling
and analysis, site inspection, and SWPPP review and update~ Storm water sampling
and analysis, along with the other monitoring activities, help evaluate the quality of the
sto~ water ~noff generated from the facilities and gauge the effectiveness of the
facility’s efforts to control sto~ water pollution.

The state of compliance achieved by the permittees is a reflection of how diligently
facilities have been implementing the GISP requirements. Knowledge of the current
state of compliance achieved and an estimate of associated load can serve many use~l
pu~oses. For example, such an understanding could help gauge if an existing
program, such as the GISP, has the potential to attain ~her poll~ant load reduction if
required, for example, as pa~ of the implementation of a Total Maximum Daily Load
(TMDL). TMDL is the "amount of a specific pollutant that a waterbody can receive
and still maintain water quality standard" (TWA 20~). If the majority of dischargers
permitted under a given regulatory program are shown to be at the high end of a
compliance curve, this implies that the program has nearly reached its maximum
attainable pollutant reduction. Under such a scenario, oppo~nities for significant
additional reduction in load would be slim. Conversely, if most dischargers are found
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to be at the bottom o[ a compliance curve, then there may be opportunities for
substantml pollution reduction to be achieved through increased compliance activities.

If the GISP requirements are implemented to their maximum at the facility level, and
facilities are still unable to attain the assigned load, then perhaps the standard of
compliance defined in the GISP or the existing approach used to implement the GISP
program may need to be re-evaluated. California has yet to allocate load associated
with industrial storm water pollution. Nevertheless, an understanding of the current
state of compliance under the GISP program and getting a good sense of the magnitude
of load generated by industrial sectors will no doubt be useful for making critical
managetnent decisions. Also, this type of assessment will help to identify priority or
high-risk industrial sectors - e.g. those with low compliance and high load contribution
- to direct limited resources to the most critical areas.

LACK OF NUMERICAL EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS IN GISP

Standards for compliance can be expressed in various ways. NPDES permits may
contain both qualitative and quantitative effluent limitations with which permittees must
comply. Numerical effluent limitations may consist of technology- and water quality-
based limits. The GISP, which falls under the NPDES framework, does not contain
numerical effluent limitations for the majority of dischargers permitted under the
program (Facilities among the ten industrial categories listed in USEPA regulations (40
CFR Subchapter N) must comply with the technology-based limits established by
USEPA for specific pollutants. These Subchapter N facilities represent only a small
portion of the facilities under the RWQCB’s GISP program.)

In the absence of numerical effluent limitations, BMPs form the pillar of the GISP
program. This is consistent with the "Interim Permitting Approach for Water Quality-
based Effluent Limitations in Storm Water Permits" (USEPA 1996). The interim
permitting approach uses BMPs in first-round storm water permits, and expanded or
better-tailored BMPs in subsequent permits, where necessary, to provide for the
attainment of water quality standards. While it is recognized that numeric water
quality-based effluent limitations could potentially provide a greater degree of
confidence that a discharger will not cause or contribute to an exceedance of the water
quality standards, the variable nature of storm water discharges and the lack of
information on which to base numeric water quality-based effluent limitations are the
main reasons that EPA developed the interim permitting approach.

There are several standards or conditions specified in the GISP that dischargers must
attain including the Best Available Technology Economically Achievable (BAT) and
Best Conventional Pollutant Control Technology (BCT) levels. In addition, one of the
prohibitions in the GISP states that storm water discharge shall not" cause or contribute
to a violation of applicable water quality standards. Specifically, the achievement of
BAT and BCT levels must be demonstrated by fulfilling the requirements of the GISP,
which states "compliance with the terms and conditions of this General Permit
constitutes compliance with BATiBCT requirements and with requirements to achieve
water quality standards." However, as discussed in the preceding section, determining
compliance based on BMP implementation and performance is complicated by the
absence of clear, uniform standards for measuring compliance, and because each
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assessment requires site-specific considerations. Prerequisites for successful attainment
or measurement of progress toward desired goals are clear and adequate definitions of
expectations or goals to be achieved. The lack of quantitative or numerical targets in
the GISP inevitably generates questions and confusion as to whether a facility has
indeed successfully achieved compliance. And herein lies one of the major handicaps
of the GISP program.

A comparison of analytical monitoring data between facilities could shed light on the
relative overall effectiveness of BMPs implemented at different sites. However, the
bottom-line question is "how effective is effective?" Therefore, quantitative standards
of some sort must be provided in order to determine the adequacy of storm water
measures provided by facilities. One set of standards that has been used by RWQCB:~
in California and USEPA for its national storm water program is the USEPA
benchmark values provided in the Final National Pollutant Discharge Elimination-.
System Storm Water Multi-sector General Permit for Industrial Activities (hereafter
USEPA Multi-sector Permit; USEPA 1995, USEPA 2000b). Thi~ benchmarks are
indicators of potential impact of discharge but are not enforceable as numerical effluent
criteria through the GISP program. These benchmark values are based on several
sources of information, including fresh water criteria based on the effects on aquatic
species, median concentrations from the National Urban Runoff Program, and
minimum levels based on detection limit. However, for these numeric water quality
standards to become enforceable through the NPDES framework, they rnust be
translated into appropriate (numeric) effluent limitations that typically must be m~t
"end-of-pipe". The Discussions section, under "Case study investigations: storm
water analysis," explores the situation in greater depth and recommends some specific        ~...~:.,.;~
means to address this issue of whether compliance can be adequately defined to protect
water quality in the absence of numeric effluent limitations.
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III. METHODS

This study used database analysis, document review, and case study evaluations
consisting of site inspections and storm water sampling and analysis to assess
compliance of the selected auto dismantling facilities with the requirements of the GISP
program. A mathematical equation, known as the EPA Simple Method, was used to
quantify pollutant load in storm water runoff from the auto dismantling industry.

NON-FILER IDENTIFICATION (TIER 1 ANALYSIS)

To assess the non-filer situation, this study used two sources of data as presented in
Table 1. First, to perform a county-wide evaluation, staff enlisted the cooperation of
the California Department of Motor Vehicles, Occupational License Division (DMV) to
obtain a list of auto dismantlers in Los Angeles County who had applied for and --
maintain a current dismantling license (DMV !999). Each facility name and address on
the DMV list was queried and checked using the RWQCB’s NOldatabase to determine
if the facility had filed a NOI. Facilities on the DMV list missing from the NOI
database were contacted by phone to verify their operating status and the accuracy of
the facility-specific information.

The second analysis fociased on a four square-mile area within the County known to
have high population of auto dismantling facilities. The data used in this study has been
compiled by the City of Los Angeles inspectors who conducted door-to-door site visits
between December 1998 and May 2000, specifically to identify non-fliers in areas
within the City of Los Angeles. The site visits were conducted as a Supplemental
Enviroru-nental Project (SEP) that the City undertook, as part of its penalty under an
Administrative Civil Liability issued by the RWQCB for City’s past sewage spill
incidents. A group of University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) professor and
students led the efforts to provide data QA/QC and data analysis.

TABLE 1. Data Source and Analytical Procedures for Non-filer Assessment

Analysis I Analysis II

Type Auto Dismantling License InformationDoor-to-door Site-visits

Source California DMV Occupational LicenseRWQCB (City of Los Angeles’
Division Supplemental Environmental Project)

Target Los Angeles County City of Los Angeles (four square-mile
area area)
Analytical 1. Cross-check information on DMVI. Query site visit results for auto
Procedures list with NOI database dismantling facilities (conducted by

2. Perform over-the-phone UCLA)
verification of operating status and2. Confirm NOI status (City of LA/
other information UCLA)

3. Compile and analyze data 3. Analyze results by area (UCLA) ....
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DETAILED STORM WATER DOCUMENT REVIEW (TIER 2 ANALYSIS)

The next level of evaluation focused on the facilities’ compliance with the reporting and¯ ~
documentation requirement. To obtain a smaller pool of facilities for an in-depth
review of storm water documents, this study selected 52 facilities from a total of 349
auto dismantling facilities from the NOI database. To ensure a representative pool, the
facilities were chosen by first alphabetically sorting the 349 facilities by business name
and choosing every ~ixth facility (A small number of the chosen facilities were located ¯
in Ventura County. These facilities were eliminated to limit the focus to Los Angeles
County.)

To evaluate permittee compliance with the atmual reporting requirement, this study
chose to concentrate on trends observed in Annual Report submittal rates over times,
based on the 52 selected auto dismantling facilities and on the quality of the Annual
Reports submitted for the 1997/98 permit year. The proportion of facilities subrhitting
the Annual Reports, among the 52 selected facilities, was determined by electronically
querying the Annual Report databases maintained at the RWQCB. Similarly, the
1997/98 Annual Report database was queried for summaries of monitoring activities
conducted by facilities. In addition, Annual Reports were reviewed for more detailed
information not electronically available.

SWPPPs and written Monitoring Programs were requested from the selected 52
facilities through a formal letter issued by the RWQCB to each facility operator. An in-
depth review of the SWPPPs and the written Monitoring Programs was provided using
a checklist (see Appendix A) outlining the requirements specified in Sections A and B
of the GISP ..... :-~>~.

CASE STUDY INVESTIGATIONS (TIER 3 ANALYSIS)

To investigate the onsite component of compliance, this study selected nine out of the
52 facilities for site-specific evaluation. These nine facilities were clustered in the San
Gabriel River and Los Angeles River watersheds. Staff inspected all nine sites and
collected storm water samples from the eight sites that produced sufficient volume of
runoff to enable sample collection. Storm water samples were collected from primary
discharge locations that conveyed runoff from the areas where principal industrial
activities were conducted. The purpose was to assess the extent to which facilities
implemented the BMPs indicated in their SWPPPs and to study the overall effect of the
BMPs implemented based on the stt~rm water analytical data. Storm water sampling
activity and analysis were carried ,,ut u~der conditions consistent with the requirements
in the GISP. Only fully-trained sl.itt .ll~d interns participated in the storm water sample
collection, handling, storage, and ’.:a,~,I’,’ct activities to ensure adequate QA/QC.
Chain of custody forms were ct~q-I..-~cd ~\)r all samples. Samples .were analyzed by the
California Department of Health ~,cr’, ,,c~, laboratory.
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WATER QUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

EPA Simple Method

To provide a perspective on the potential water quality impact(s) associated with storm
water runoff generated from the auto dismantling industry, pollutant load was estimated
using storm water analytical data from the case study investigations. This study used
the EPA Simple Method equation for load assessment:

L = 0.227*P*Pj*A*C(0.05 + 0.009"I)
where

L = pollutant load (pounds/per year);
C = average flow-weighted concentration of the pollutant in runoff (mg/L or
ppm);

Pj = fraction of rainfall events that produce runoff;
P = annual precipitation in inches per year (inches per year);
A = area of the site (acres);
I = the percent of the site’s imperviousness; and,
0.227 = conversion factor (inches/foot)* (acre-feet-ppm/pounds).
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IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
This chapter presents key findings on the degree of compliance achieved by auto
dismantling facilities; evaluates the quality of storm water runoff generated from
selected facilities; estimates the load contributed by the industry in the form of storm
water pollution; and discusses water quality implications associated with the key
findings of this study.

NON-FILERS

Applying for coverage under the GISP does not guarantee that a facility will actually
achieve pollution abatement, but it is an important first step. Also, from the
perspective of "leveling the playing field," it is necessary for regulators to characterize ’
the extent of non-compliance with the NOI requirement and take aggressive, timely
actions once non-tilers are identified to bring them into compliance. Auto dismantling
facilities, due to the nature of the industrial activities conducted onsite, are subject to
the GISP requirements. Facilities of this industry are informed about the GISP
requirements through two main channels. First, auto dismantling facilities are notified
about the NOI requirement by the California DMV when they apply for a dismantling
license from the DMV’s Occupational License Division. The DMV auto dismantling
license application includes a questionnaire about whether the facility operator has filed
a NO1 with the State Board. (The DMV forwards a copy of the completed application
to the State Board per pre-established interagency agreement/cooperation between the
two state agencies.) The second channel of information regarding the industry’s duty to
comply is the mass-mailing that the State Board periodically conducts as part of its           .’:~"~.,
effort to reach potential non-fliers.

Table 2 describes the results of non-filer identification using the DMV dismantling
license list. Of the 463 facilities on the list that were checked against the RWQCB’s
NOI database, 147 were identified as potential non-filers. Phone verification identified
77 of the 147 facilities to be actually operating without a NOI. In other words,
approximately one-fifth of the facilities on the DMV list comprised of non-fliers. The
rest of the 147 facilities had either terminated operation or could not be reached after
multiple phone attempts.

Essential to obtaining an accurate estimate of non-fliers is an understanding of the total
universe of facilities regulated. In screening the DMV list against the NOI database for
non-fliers, this study assumed that the DMV list represented a relatively thorough
estimate of the total universe of auto dismantlers in Los Angeles County. To test this
assumption, staff screened to see whether the auto dismantlers in the NOI database
appeared on the DMV list. This screening effort yielded 72 facilities that could
potentially be operating without a dismantling license. Phone verifications confirmed
35 of these to be in operation. This effort yielded a conservative estimate of 404 for
the total universe of auto dismantling facilities operating in Los Angeles County, as of
August 1999, when this analysis was conducted. This estimate includes facilities
operating with either or both a NOI or a dismantling license. The number of facilities
operating with neither a NOI nor a dismantling license is unknown and is needed to
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TABLE 2. Non-fliers Among Auto Dismantling Facilities, Los Angeles County: DMV Licenses

vs. NOIs Filed~

NOI STATUSz

Active Suspended Terminated No NOIs (Potential Non-tilers -- 147)
DMV COVERAGE~         NOI~- NOI NOt Verified Out of Unverifiable

Non-tilers Operation
DMV Licensed 292 1 23 77 25 45 (2i)6

No DMV License (72)

Verified Non-licensed-~ 35 v Unknown -
Out of Operation 34 -
Unverifiable 3 -

The proportion of non-fliers among auto dismantling facilities operating in Los Angeles County is estimated at
19% (77 out of 404). The total universe of auto dismantlers in Los Angeles County exceeds 400, based on the
number of active NOls and verified non-fliers. For a more accurate characterization, those operating with neither
a NOI nor a DMV license need to be accounted for in the total universe of facilities,

~ Table 2 originally appeared in a doctoral dissertation (Chang 2001).
~A RWQCB’s NOI database contains information on facilities with NOls.
J In Califorma, auto dismantlers are required to obtain a dismarttling license from the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV), Occupational
Licensing Department prior to operation. The list of facilities in Los Angeles County ~ith aoto dismantling license was obtained from the
California DMV in August 1999.
’~ Note lhat the total number of auto dismantlers in the NOI database with active stares is 36z1., slightly higher than the total number (349) that
was used to select the study pool of 52 facilities. The pool of facilities with active NOIs changes over time as facilities begin and terminate
coverage.
~ Facilities that did not appear on both the DMV list and the NOI database were contacted by phone to confirm their operating status. The
facilities were categorized as: "veri"fied~ non-licensed (DMV); non-fliers; out of operation; and unverifiable if they could not be reached by
phone after numerous attempts.
~’ Of the 45 fac,littes in the unverifiable category, 21 did not have phone numbers listed on the DMV list nor with directory assistance.
Therefore, the operating status of these facilities could not be verified. The rest did have phone numbers listed but couid not be reached.
~ Dashes mean not apphcable.

accurately characterize the total universe of facilities, is not known at this time. This
estimate lies outside the realm of the objectives and methodology of this study.
However, considering the potential severe consequences of violations under both
regulatory requirements, the actual number of facilities in this category is probably a
small percentage of the total number of auto dismantling facilities in operation.

This study further investigated the 10% (35 of the 364) of auto dismantling facilities
with an active NOI that were verified to be operating without a dismantling license.
The purpose was to shed some light on reasons that some facilities have apparently
chosen to comply with one type of regulatory requirement over another. Each of these
facilities were contacted by phone for explanations as to why the Facility appeared to be
in violation with a regulatory requirement so essential to its operational activities (a
valid dismantling license is required for transactions at used auto auctions). It turned
out that a small fraction of these facilities (less than 10% of those contacted) actually
had a’dismantling license, either under a slightly different address or business name, or
under the name of the facility’s headquarters. Facilities that knew they were in
compliance cooperatively shared their dismantling license information with the
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RWQCB .,,tail The remaining facilities, however, refrained from revealing their
dismanthng hcense number or from discussing possible reasons why the facility is not
represeuted ,n the DMV dismantling license database, even after repeated assurances
from staff that the information was for research purposes only and not for enforcement
activities. It is highly likely that these facilities were operating without a valid
dismantling license.

Figure 1 illustrates the outcome of the two non-filer analyses, showing the percentages
of non-tilers for the overall County and at the sub-city level. Presented to the left of
the dotted line is DMV/NOI analysis, and to the right are the site visit results. The site

visits performed by the City inspectors

Figure 1. Non-fliers Among Auto Dismantling Facilities in Los targeted three areas within the City of
Angeles County, CA.: Identified from Database Analysis and Site-visit Los Angeles boundary-- Wilmington,

Results’ Sun Valley, and Pacoima-- with the first

,oo DMVINOI anal sis 19% ==Non-filer I tWO areas accounting for over 40%of all
(771404) I]NOI F,ler auto dismantlers in Los Angeles County

:~0o I City of Los Angeles Site-visit Results with an active Noi. A total of six auto
~ ( Duke eta/, 2000)
~ 2so I

dismantling facilities were identified and
~. visited in Pacoima. Overall, non-fliers

~ ~v,~ accounted for 37 % of the auto
,so ,~0~ i~0~l dismantling facilities identified in the
~0o (26/58) 26%

~l 3~o~ three areas. The area with the highest
~o ~ ratio of non-filers was Wilmington

co~,w v ÷~,~o~,,,~ Sun Valley (26 %). Only six auto
¯ o~.,o, dismantling facilities were identified in

’ Figure I originalb appeared in Chang 2001,                                               Pacoima.                                               ..,. ,::--:"

Because the site visits did not cover all of Los Angeles County, the results obtained
from the site visits ca~mot be directly compared with the findings from the DMV
license analysis. The site visit results, though, indicate that the proportion of non-fliers
among auto dismantling facilities in some areas of Los Angeles County could be twice
as high as the average estimated by the DMV/NOI analysis for the entire County.
Three reasons potentially account for the substantial difference between the ratio of
non-tilers estimated for the County and at the sub-County levels. First, Wilmington
and Pacoima may have disproportionately high percentages of non-tilers compared to
the rest of Los Angeles County (Sun Valley had a similar percentage of non-tilers as
estimated by the DMV/NO[ analysis). Second, the number of facilities delinquent with
both the NOI and the dismantling license requirements could be significant. These
facilities may be reflected in the site visit results but not in the DMV database. Another
possible explanation is that the areas visited by the inspectors had both
disproportionately high percentages of non-filers and non-DMV-lic.ensed facilities.
(Note: The RWQCB has started to follow up with facilities, across all industries,
which were identified as potential non-filets by the City inspectors. Out of about 430
facilities fully inspected, approximately 200 facilities were identified as potential non-
tilers and are subject to follow-up activities, including a letter notif-3,ing their potential
to file a NOI and an inspection, if necessary.)
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As demonstrated by the statistics, the non-filer problem is significant for the auto
dismantling industry. However, to place the non-filer situation in the context of other
industries, this study also looked at the City’s site visit results for two other major
industries mandated for coverage under the GISP- recycling and transportation sectors.
Of the three sectors, the auto dismantling industry had the highest compliance rate with
the NOI requirement of 63 %, followed by transportation with 38 %, and recycling with
13 % (Duke et al 20.00). The higher compliance by the auto dismantling industry could
be attributed to the successful interagency coordination between the State Board and
the DMV. As a way to effectively identify and reach out to potential non-f’tlers, this
study recommends that the State Board actively solicit the cooperation of other
state/local agencies to enhance information sharing and to incorporate the NOI
requirement by reference into other regulatory requirements, similar to the DMV
dismantling application procedures. Auto dismantling licenses and construction grading
permits (under the Municipal storm water requirements) are two examples where filing
a storm water NOI has become a pre-requisite for license/permit issuance.

In conclusion, full compliance with the NOI requirement has not been attained by the
auto dismantling industry. The DMV dismantling license analysis, which probably
underestimates the number of non-fliers for reasons explained revealed that, at minimum,
one out of every five auto dismantling facilities in Los Angeles County is a non-filer. In
some areas of Los Angeles County, such as Wilmington, the non-filer problem appears
exacerbated, with approximately one out of every two facilities operating without a NOI.
The recommended approach for identifying non-fliers is to utilize interagency
coordination and employ available databases, such as the DMV dismantling license and
NOI information supplemented by site visits. Agency-generated data probably offers a
higher degree of accuracy than commercially available databases. At this time, it is
difficult to draw any quantifiable conclusions about the ~vater quality implications
associated with "non-filer" sites, including whether the quality of runoff from non-fliers,
on average, is expected to differ significantly from runoff from permitted facilities.
because there are no known studies or data that specifically target the quality of storm
\vater runoff from non-filer sites.

ANNUAL REPORTS

This sub-section describes the trend in compliance achieved by the 52 selected auto
dismantling facilities with the requirement to submit Annual Reports by July 1st of each
year. Also characterized are the facilities’ performances in implementing the required
monitoring activities for the 97-98 permit year. Both qualitative and quantitative
monitoring data serve as an indicator ~)f each facility’s overall performance with BMP
implementation, help build a comprehensive inventory of essential water quality data,
assist in developing water qualit.~ ’.~a~a,lards, and more. For instance, analytical
monitoring data provided in the ..\~:~:~.d Reports present a potential source of
information necessary to support ~r~c ,~,antification of loads associated with storm water
runoff from industrial sources, a ,tep necessary to develop TMDLs. The types of
monitoring summaries contained m the An.qual Reports, if completed properly by
facility operators, could reveal ~m|,,,r’,ant facility-specific and compliance-related
information such as how diligently a fzcility implemented the required monitoring
activities, the quality of the storm water runoff generated from the facility, and whether
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the faciht) operator has reviewed and updated the facility’s SWPPP, and reassessed the
adequacy of existing BMPs in controlling storm water pollution.

Figure 2 illustrates the trend in facilities’ submittal
Figure 2. Compliance wilh Annual Reporting Requirement of Annual Reports from 1992 to 1999. The overall
among Selected Auto Dlsmantlers in Los Angeles County height of a bar indicates the total percentage of

,,~t,,=s~,,,,~, Annual Reports submitted for a given permit year.
=~r,.m~..~ The lower, lighter portion of bar indicates the

proportion of facilities that submitted Annual
Reports on or before July 1st. The upper, darker
portion represents late submittals. Compliance is
represented in percentages rather than actual
number of reports submitted because the number of
facilities required to submit ’Annual Reports varied
over time because the facilities’ coverage under the

................ ~’ ..... GISP program was initiated at different times (by
1996, all of the 52 selected facilities had filed a
NOI).

Figure 2 originally appeared in Chang 2001~

As illustrated in Figure 2, compliance was low in the early years, with the majority of
the facilities failing to submit the required Annual Reports for the 1993/94 and 1994/95
permit years, and with the majority of the reports arriving late. The lack of sound
monitoring data, as a result of deficient reporting, would leave both the regulators and
the dischargers in the dark about critical questions such as how successful an individual
or a group of facilities’ efforts have been in controlling storm water pollution at their
site and their progress over the years. In addition, not having adequate analytical data       .:--.]:.;~.~.::~
substantially limits regulatory efforts to characterize the quantity of load associated with
the storm water runoff from regulated communities¯ Without the data necessary to self-
diagnose their facility’s performance and a chance to address the deficiencies in a
timely manner, facility operators are really placing themselves in jeopardy of increasing
their environmental liability and the chances of regulatory enforcement actions and
third-party lawsuits. Theretbre, both ttie dischargers and the regulators are negatively
impacted when facilities fail to monitor and report their monitoring results to the
appropriate regulating agency¯

Observations based on the 52 selected auto dismantling facilities revealed that starting
in 1995/96, two-thirds or more of the required facilities submitted their Annual
Reports¯ The highest Annual Report submittal rate (96%) achieved in 1997/98 and
1998/99 is an outcome of increased enforcement activities launched by the RWQCB in
recent years and demonstrate the importance of and the need for aggressive, timely
regulatory follow-up activities.

Several hundred enforcement letters were issued in 1997/98 to facilities across all
industrial sectors that failed to submit Annual Reports on time. As apparent from
Figure 2, the majority of the 1997/98 Annual Reports were received late, with most of
them probably in response to the enforcement letters¯ The subsequent permit year had
even greater success. While maintaining the Annual Report submittal rate at 96%,

¯there was a substantial increase in the number of reports being submitted on time.
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Ev~dentl\. the large-scale enforcement activities, including the issuance of formal
violation letters and mandatory penalties for recalcitrant
violators, have resulted in tangible results and have demonstrated to be an effective tool
for communicating to the regulated community the potential severe consequences of
violating storm water regulations.

The usefulness of the Annual Reports to regulators and dischargers alike depends on the
accuracy and the completeness of the reports being submitted. In the Los Angeles
Region, much of the agency’s limited resources have been dedicated in the past to
identifying and following up with facilities that have failed to submit Annual Reports.
Constrained by resources, limited regulatory attention was focused on the quality of the
Annual Reports received or the monitoring results reported in the Annual Reports.
This study conducted detailed reviews of the 1997/98 Annual Reports submitted by 50
of the 52 selected facilities to contribute to an increased understanding of the quality of
Annual Reports and the monitoring data submitted by auto dismantling facilities. --

Figu.re 3 illustrates how successfully
Figure 3. Storm Water Monitoring Activities Conducted by 52 the 50 facilities that had submitted
Selected Auto Dismantling Facilities (1997/98 Annual Reports)

the Annual Reports fulfilled their
120

¯ % Pamally ct~mpleled I required monitoring activities (two
r~ ~ co,,,p~o~a I of the 52 facilities did not submit

their Annual Reports). Results are
I presented in the order of low to

high compliance, in terms of
facilities that fully satisfied a
monitoring requirement, as

,0 indicated by the bottom, lighter
portion of a bar. The upper, darker

lo portion represents facilities that

o partially completed a required
I.l.t,,rrn S~m,l~2 Pb.Z~.& SW,,h.v pH. TSS,$C NSWobxvAC~;CE C~rt,ly S~¢PPP monitoring activity. Bars to the left

..... co ,~ o~a ...... of the dashed line indicate~o,~o~,~ a,q~r,=,.t
monitoring activities and to the right
are administrative requirements
associated with the monitoring

program. Monitoring requirements include: visual observations of storm water and
non-storm water runoff, storm water sampling and analysis, and an annual
comprehensiv(~ site evaluation that includes a full-scale site inspection and a SWPPP
review and update. Table 3 augments the findings on the monitoring activities with
detailed narrative description.

None of the individual categories of monitoring activities were completed by all 50
selected facilities. Overall, facilities were less likely to perform monitoring activfties
that are more cost- and effort-intensive, such as storm water sampling and analysis,
than activities that are simple to perform and involve little or no cost, such as visual
observations. This trend was observed even among activities such as visual
observations that require minimal resources to perform. Approximately 80 % of the
facilities fully complied with the quarterly observation of non-storm water (a total of
four observations required to be conducted under dr), weather conditions). A
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Table 3. Summary of Monitoring Activities Reported by for 50 Selected Auto Dismantling Facilities

(1997/98 Annual Reports)

MONITORING FACILITY COMPLIANCE COMMENTS
REQUIREMENT

Completed    Partially Did Not
I Completed Attempt

1. Submit Annual 31 62% 19 38% N/A !N/A ¯ "Completed" means facility submitted the Annual Report before or on 7/1/98.

i Report by July P~ ¯ "Partially Completed" means facility submitted Annual Report after 7/1/98.
deadline ¯ "Did Not Attempt" means facility did not submit Annual Report.

2. Sample from 7 18% 16 42% 15 40% ¯ "Completed" means facility collected and analyzed sample(s) from two qualifying storm

two storm events events.

¯ "Partially Completed" means facility collected and analyzed sample(s) from one storm event~.

¯ "Did Not Attempt" means facility did not collect or analyze any sample.

¯ Twelve out of the 50 facilities belonged to a Group Monitoring Program and were exemp~
from sampling during the 97-98 year. Therefore, statistics for Requirements #2-#4 reflect
results for 38 facilities.

¯ Most facilities that failed to collect samples from two storm events did not have adequate
explanations. The 97-98 wet year is marked by unusually plentiful rainfall due to the El Nifio
phenomena.

3. Sample from the0 0% N/A N/A 38 100% ~" The first flush occurred on a weekend. GISP does not mandate facility operators to collect

first storm storm water samples outside of their typical operating hours or under hazardous conditions.

¯ 19 out of the 38 facilities provided inadequate reasons for not sampling from first storm; four
out of the 38 facilities that failed to sample from first storm did not provide any explanation.

4. Analyze samples 23 61% 0 0% 15 39% ¯ About 39% of the facilities failed to collect any samples

Xl for pH, TSS, SC, °
: ¯ All 23 who sampled from at least one storm tested for these basic constituents.

o and O&G

"~..t, 5. Analyze 17 45% N/A N/A 21 55% ¯ Seventeen facilities tested at least one set of samples for Pb, Cu, and Zn.

~~ samples for Cu, ¯ About 55 % of the facilities either failed to sample at all or sampled from at least one storm

Pb, and Zn but failed to analyze for metal.



Table 3. Summary of Monitoring Activities Reported by for 50 Selected Auto Dismantling Facilities

in 1997/98 Annual Reports

(Continued)

MONITORING FACILITY COMPLIANCE COMMENTS
REQUIREMENT

:Completed Partially Did Not
Completed Attempt

6. Conduct 40 80%" 6 12% 4 8% ¯ "Completed" means facility conducted four quarterly observations.
quarterly non-storm ¯ "Partially Completed" means facility conducted at least one but less than four quarterly
water visual observations.
observations

¯ Two facilities attached a narrative description of the type of authorized non-storm water
discharges observed from their site. However, when asked in the Annual Report whether the
facility ever had authorized non-storm water discharges, both facility operators answered
negative.

7. Conduct monthly24 48% 24 48% 2 4% ¯ "Completed" means facility conducted eight monthly observations during the wet season
storm water visual (October to May).
observations during ¯ "Partially Completed" means facility conducted at least one but less than eight monthly
the wet season

observations during the wet season.(Oct. P’- May
30’~) ¯ If a month had no storm, the facility operator must report so.

8. Conduct 46 92% N/A N/A 4 8% ¯ Four facilities that failed to conduct Am~ual Comprehensive Site Compliance Evaluation
annual site (ACSCE) provided no explanation.
evaluation

9. Review SWPPP42 84% N/A N/A 8 16% ¯ Eight facilities that failed to review SWPPP provided no explanation.
for BMPs and

Xl compliance

¯ -~° I0. Certify for 33 66% N/A N/A 17 34% ¯ Of the 17 facilities that did not certify for compliance, 16 facilities cited their failure to meet

..~"~ compliance one or more of the monitoring requirements as the reason for not c6rtifying.

to ¯ One facility did not provide any explanation for not certifying for compliance.



substantially smaller proportion of facilities (less than half) completed the storm water
runoff observations (a total of eight monthly observations activities during rain event).

None of the facilities were able to collect samples from the first storm event because the
first storm event of the 1997/98 wet season occurred on a Sunday for most of the Los

¯ Angeles region (Fac!lities are not required to sample outside of their normal business
hours or under dangerous conditions). Some facilities did not provide a valid
explanation for their failure to sample from the first storm event. Less than 20% of
those required actually sampled from two storms events, as required by the GISP (note:
Some facilities that belong to a group monitoring program are subject to less frequent
sampling. This study appropriately accounted for those facilities in its analysis). The
1997/98 wet season was impacted by El Nifio and had unusually frequent and intense
storm events, therefore ruling out the lack of sufficient rain as one of the valid excuses
for not sampling. Less than half of those required actually analyzed for copper, [-~ad,
and zinc. And among the facilities that sampled from at least one storm, about a
quarter did not analyze for the required metals. Failure of facilities to analyze for the
designated constituents --i.e. specific pollutants determined by regulators to be of
concern for a particular industry -- really hinders efforts to quantitatively evaluate a
facility’s performance and to gauge potential water quality impact.

Inherent to self-reported information without QA/QC procedures is the uncertainty in
the accuracy of the data provided. Annual Reports are subject to similar deficiencies.
Each Annual Report must contain a self-certification of compliance signed by the
facility operator or equivalent. Whether self-certifications are a reliable gauge for
measuring facility compliance depends on several factors including a facility operators’
level of understanding and informed interpretation of the GISP requirements and their        ~.-’..
ability to appropriately assess and accurately report the facility’s compliance status. To
evaluate how accurately the Annual Reports reflect facility compliance, this study
compared the number of Annual Reports self-certified for compliance against the
number of facilities reported to have successfully complied with a particular category of
monitoring requirement. We considered a monitoring activity that is required of all
facilities- monthly visual observation of storm water discharges. According to Table 4,
less than half, 48%, completed all eight monthly visual observations of storm water,
which implies that an equal or smaller number should have certified for compliance,
considering the fact that a facility must also satisfy all the other GISP requirements
before certifying for compliance. About two-thirds of the Annual Reports were self-
certified, pointing to a discrepancy of at least about 20% between those certifying for
compliance and those actually compb rag. It should be noted that only one monitoring
activity was considered here. In r~-.ll~t~, the actual gap between the number that self-
certified and the number that full~ . ,n~plcted all required monitoring activities or all
GISP requirements is expected ~, ~’~- ..’~siderably larger.

Whether this discrepancy is due t, ~ fla~ed interpretation of compliance criteria, mere
carelessness on the part of the fa~ II~t~ ,,perator, or unwillingness to openly expose or
admit one’s deficiency for fear ol p,~tential enforcement, one conclusion that can be
drawn is that self-certification is not a perfect indicator of facility compliance and
should be used with caution when used to estimate permittee compliance.
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STORM WATER POLLUTION PREVEN~I’ION PLAN

A hallmark of the P2 approach, which drives the GISP program, is the reliance on the
facility operators to identify potential pollutant sources and appropriate site-specific
BMPs to achieve P2 at their facility. The underlying assumption is that facility
operators are the ones most familiar with the facility operations and other site-specific
conditions, Therefore, facility operators are considered the ideal candidates for
identifying site-specific solutions for their facility.

The GISP requires each facility operator to develop a SWPPP, which is a site-specific
document that lays out exactly how a facility will control storm water pollution
associated with its industrial activities. Compliance with the SWPPP requirement has
not been well characterized because, unlike Annual Reports, SWPPPs are not required
to be submitted to the RWQCB. An in-depth review of SWPPISs that considers the site-
specific nature of each facility requires a substantial amount of time. This study is one
of the first attempts in California and perhaps in the nation to chai-acterize, on a large
scale, the quality of the SWPPPs prepared by and for a specific industrial sector. A
detailed review was provided for the 50 SWPPPs receiv+d based on specific SWPPP-
related requirements outlined in Section A of the GISP, A summary, of the deficiencies
found in the SWPPPs are described in Table 4o

One major deficiency noted in many of the SWPPPs was that they were boiler-plate
documents that lacked specific details on the actual BMPs chosen for implementation by
the facility operator. Also missing were procedural details about how the BMPs would
be implemented. About 90% of the SWPPPs reviewed were prepared by one of four
consulting companies. Many of the SWPPPs were written in a vague manner that made
it difficult to determine exactly which measure, among a set of "ideal" or "proposed"
BMPs described in the document, was chosen for implementation by the facility
operator.

As indicated in italics in Table 4, these SWPPPs provided no or limited information on:
1) the name(s) of individual(s) responsible for the implementation of various monitoring
activities; 2) a detailed, comprehensive site map that describes the locations of pollutant
sources and where industrial activities are conducted; and 3) BMPs that are
fundamental to the P2 efforts, such as employee training, site inspection, and good
housekeeping programs. In essence, a SWPPP is a "blue-print" that describes specific
measures and a schedule of implementation a facility will employ to achieve P2 and
regulatory compliance. The SWPPP should be a "living" document that is regularly
updated and reflects the actual site conditions. Given their generally poor quality, the
majority of the SWPPPs reviewed fail to effectively guide facility operators in the field
implementation phase. From verbal communication with facility operators, it appeared
that many SWPPPs were being developed by a third party with little involvement or
input from the facility operators or key personnel. About a quarter of the 52 facility
operators who had called after receiving the RWQCB’s formal request for SWPPPs
demonstrated little or no knowledge of the SWPPP requirement, indicating
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Table 4. Rexie~ of SWPPPs and Written Monitoring Programs Submitted by aboutt 50
Selected Auto l)ismantling Facility Operators (Los Angeles County, 1999)

Inadequate
Element Specified in General Permit Missing Description

A. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan

Pollution Prevention Team 0 31

Site map 2 35

List of significant materials handled or stored on site (describe type, location, 5 26
and quantity)

Description of industrial activities and potential pollutant sources 2 16

Assessment of potential pollutant sources, pollutants and locations. 2 9

Spill history 5 0

Investigation of Non-storm water discharges 12 _2

¯ Non-structural Best Management Practices 0 18

Good housekeeping program 13 3

Preventive maintenance program 8 6

Spill prevention and response program 8 6

Material handling and storage procedures 8 3

Waste handling & recycling 9 5

Erosion and sediment control 9 1

Employee training program 9 10

Site inspection program 6 3

Recordkeeping and internal reporting 6 6 "~":"-~~.~’"

Quality assurance 5 0

Structural BMPs 2 N/A2

Armual Comprehensive Site Compliance Evaluation 2 18

B. Storm Water Monitoring Program
Quarterly non-storm water visual observations 3 " 5

Storm water visual observations (monthly from October and May) 0 27

Field sampling procedures 0 12

Sampling program specifying locations and times 0 5

Sample preservation procedures 0 34

Analysis methods 7 I I

Specification of constituents mandated for sample analysis 0 37

Retention of all records for at least 5 years 0 11

Submission of Annual Report by July 1" of each year o 5 0

C. Standard Provisions

Certification and signature of facility operator 3 0

~ SWPPPs and written monitoring programs were received frum 50 and 47 of the 52 selected facilities, respectively.
~ GISP encourages facility operators to consider structural BlvlPs /./ the non-structural BMPs chosen are considered insufficient to adequately
address the pollutants present. Therefore, the review of structural BMPs was limited to ev~iluating whether the facility had considered any of
the five categories of structural BMPs described in the GISP. For example, it was considered adequate for the purpose of this study if a
SWPPP cited that structural BMPs were reviewed and considered but not chosen for implementation because the non-structural BMPs were
considered sufficient.
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how closely they were involved with preparing their facility’s SWPPP. Also,
discussions with facility operators during the case study investigations indicated that the
facility operators were either unfamiliar or unsure about many BMPs described in their
SWPPP. Some facility operators admitted to not fully understanding all aspects of the
SWPPP, including the BMPs described, and expressed reservations about their ability
to implement certain structural BMPs described in the SWPPP, when it was explained
to them what those measures were and the potential consequences for failing to fully
implement the SWPPP which they had certified to implement. The lack of or limited
facility operator involvement in preparing the facility’s SWPPP and in selecting the
appropriate BMPs for the facility appears to be one of the main reasons for the
disconnect observed between the descriptions provided in a facility’s SWPPP and what
is actually being implemented in the field.

WRITTEN ]$’IONITORING PROGRAMS _.

How does a facility measure its performance or progress in P2 efforts or gauge the
effectiveness of the BMPs implemented7 By monitoring. As a requirement of the
GISP, facilities must prepare a written monitoring program. The purpose of a written
monitoring program is to ensure that proper methods are provided so that facility
operators may employ these methods consistently in monitoring their site conditions and
the storm water runoff generated from their site. In turn, this would generate
monitoring results - both qualitative and quantitative - that are representative of the
facility’s site conditions and which could provide useful information on a facility’s
progress over the years.

Out of the 52 requested, 47 auto dismantling facilities submitted their written
monitoring programs. The majority of the monitoring programs were prepared by
consultants, and had characteristically similar problems as the SWPPPs. Table 4
summarizessome of the deficiencies found in the written monitoring programs per
requirements outlined in Section B of the GISP. The documents generally lacked in
procedural details explaining how each monitoring activity would be performed. For
example, sections on sampling and analysis requirements did not describe the type of
sampling equipment to be used, QA/QC procedures, or special precautions needed to
provide a well-controlled environment for collecting, storing, and transporting the
samples to certified laboratories for analysis. The lack of sufficient procedural details
in the written monitoring programs raises questions about the QA/QC procedures used
by facilities for their monitoring activities, especially during sample collection, storage,
and transport. And this deficiency limits the reliability and the credibility of the storm
water ana.lytical data reported in the Annual Reports. Thus, regulators should use the
monitoring results provided in the Annua! Reports with caution, keeping in mind some
of the limitations discussed above. Another flaw observed in a significant number of
the monitoring programs is outdated information that fails to reflect the changes
included in the 1997 reissued permit. For example, the minimum period required for
retaining records increased from 3 years to 5 years in the 1997 permit. However,
many monitoring programs still specified 3 years for the minimum required record
retention period. Also, many still used the old definition of a wet season (September to
April) instead of October through May, as defined in the 1997 permit. Failure to
update the SWPPP per new permit conditions affects a facility’s ability to comply with
the regulatory requirements.

.~.
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Many of the rune case study facilities that hired consultants to prepare their stoma water
documents also depended entirely on them to conduct many, if not all, of their
monitoring activities. It appears, from discussions with facility operators, that some
consultants perform the required monitoring activities alone, unaccompanied by any
facility personnel, and provide a written report, summarizing qualitative and/or
quantitative monitoring results, to the facility operator at a later time. Although this
type of monitoring riaay technically meet certain regulatory requirement(s), it tends to
remove from the facility operator or other key facility personnel the opportunity to fully
assess and understand the site conditions first-hand and to seek out the additional steps
that may be necessary to make further progress.

Increased compliance assurance activities by regulators, including random audits and
formal request of SWPPPs and monitoring programs for review, as well as timely
follow-up responses, are some ways to enhance the quality of these storm water --
documents. In addition, since some of the major problems, including the lack of site-
specificity of the documents, are due to the consultants working on these documents,
a time-efficient and effective approach would be for the regulating agency to target
those few consultants who prepare the documents for the majority in the industry for
regular education and training them so that the SWPPPs and the monitoring programs
they prepare are up to speed with the GISP requirements. Another recommendation is
for the regulating agency to consider the option of requiring all SWPPPs prepared by a
third party, to be certified to ensure that the details of the monitoring programs selected
for implementation have been fully discussed, understood, and agreed upon by facility
operators, and that a key facility personnel will conduct or personally accompany the
consultant(s) on all of the monitoring activities.

CASE STUDY INVESTIGATIONS: SITE INSPECTIONS

The first and second tiers of compliance establish the foundation for achieving pollution
reduction and/or prevention. However, it is only the compliance with the third tier
requirements, the onsite implementation, that results in actual pollution abatement and
directly impacts water quality. Staff conducted field investigations of nine selected auto
dismantling facilities to study their onsite performance.

The field compliance component of the industrial storm water program has generally
not been well characterized for the Los Angeles region due to lack of resources
available for the GISP program in the past and other competing priorities. However,
the general perception is that field compliance is low especially among small facilities.
Substantial staff time is required t:~ ~,,mplete a comprehensive site inspection, which
includes pre-inspection preparatt,,n, the actual inspection, and post-inspection follo’~-up
activities including completing ~n m,,~ection report.

Table 5 summarizes some chara~ ~t’r ~st~cs of the nine case study facilities, including their
property size, percent of imperx ~,,u.,ness. and the estimated annual vehicle throughput
or the number of vehicles processeo )early. Percent imperviousness refers to the
portion of a facility property that is paved, roofed (including buildings), or covered.
As shown in Table 5, the case stud)’ facilities span a wide spectrum in terms of their
annual vehicle throughput, property size, and percent imperviousness. One facility
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Tah|e 5. Characterization of Nine Case Stud) Auto D~mantling Facilities (Facility H) offered "serf-service"- i.e. it
allows customers to dismantle desired parts

Facility Property’ Size Percent Imperviousness Annual Vehicle directly from the vehicles. The rest of the
(Acres) (% Paved, R~3fed ~or Throughput

Inside Building) Facilities, A through G and I, offered retail,
A 2 60 175 -250 "over-the-counter" service and sold already
B 0.7 ~00 80- t20 dismantled parts to customers.
C 2 103 180

t~ 1 100 50 Table 6 summarizes some key findings on
E 1.5 100 75-203 (trucks) facility BMP implementation based on staff
F 0.7 100 120 site inspections. A more complete
G         1,5                IO3              150 (trucks)

assessment is presented in Table 7, whichH 13 100 16,800
I 0.6 32 1 lo provides numerical ratings (from 0’ to 3) on

how well individual case study facilities
implemented the BMPs described in the-

facility’s SWPPPs and other BMPs considered either universally applicable or
especially effective for the auto dismantling industry. A facility’s overall BMP
implementation score -- the sum of individual BMP ratings -- was used to evaluate a
possible correlation between a facility’s performance and water quality impacts, which
is presented in a subsequent section (Appendix B augments Table 7 with the
information on the kinds of pollutant sources or activities conducted at each facility and
the BMPs that were cited in the facility’s SWPPP). The SWPPPs prepared for the nine

case study facilities included very similar,
Table 6. Evaluation of BMPs Implemented at the Nine Case Study Auto overlapping BMPs, primarily consisting ofDismantling Facilities

non-structural measures. In general, the
BMP Types .             Full~,    Partially’     findings of this study concur with the trend       .:.:+.:.

Overhead cover for dismantling area 0 3 analyzed in a previous study on the .w:~_:;£:~.~::.,~
Cover parts I 7 transportation industry by Duke and Chung
2* Containment for fluid-storing container 3 2 (1996) that concluded that storm water
Overhead cover for fluid storage 4 3 control measures described similarly in
Pave entire site 7 1 SWPPPs at a number of case study facilities
Conduct dismantlin~ on impervious area 8 0 were not uniformly implemented and

unequally effective at managing storm water
pollutants. As shown in Table 6, some
BMPs were more frequently implemented
than others.

This study also found that BMPs that are more resource-intensive or pose physical
constraints on daily operational activities are less likely to be implemented. The
structural BMPs cited in the case study facilities’ SWPPPs were often missing or if
provided at all, were not fully implemented. The first four BMPs that appear in Table
6 (overhead coverage for dismantling and fluid storage areas, coverage for stored part,
and secondary containment for fluid storage area) are examples of haeasures specifically
designed to help eliminate or reduce the exposure of pollutant sources to storm water,
but yield little apparent tangible benefits for daily operational activities. Only a few
facilities successfully implemented these BMPs. More often than not, dismantling
activities were conducted outside in an open space, even when a designated roofed area
(with three-sided walls) was provided. Staff noticed that one deterrent was the
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Table 7. BMP Performance Observed at the Nine Case Study Auto Dismantling Facilities

Activity/Pollutant BMP Rating=
Source Applicable BMPs A B C D E F G H I

Dismantling (includes Conduct Activity on Impervious area 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0
fluid draining)

Provide overhead cover 1 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 ,0
Use drip pan 2 2 3 N/O N/O 3 1 0 N/O

Parts storage (batteries Provide permanent or temporary cover I 0 2 1 1 2 0 0 3
excluded)

Drain most fluids prior to storage 1 2 2 , 2 2 3 1 1 3
Store parts off-ground 1 1 2 2 2 3 1 2 3

Battery storage Remove from vehicle 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Provide 2°contaitm3ent and cover 2 1 ¯ 3 3 3 2 0 3 3

Fluid management ’Under cover: 1 2~ 3 3 2 0 0 3 3
2°containment 1 l 0 0 0 0 3 3 3

Parts Washing/Cleaning ,Indoors or in a covered area 3 0 N/O 0 2 3 2 N/A 2
iContain wash-water 3 0 N/O 2 2 3 2 N/A 3

Spills/leaks Use drip pan 2 1 2 2 2 3 1 I 3
Ma~tain adequate supply of absorbent 0 0 3 2 2 3 3 2 3

Vehicle storage Close hood or cover vehicles with engine or 0 2 2 2 N/O 3 N/O 0 3
oily parts
Remove all oily/greasy parts from vehicle (esp.2 3 2 3 3 3 2 0 3
engine, transmission, etc.)

Erosion Potential Pave entire site 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0
Use erosion control such as bales of hay or 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 2
berms (or gravel)

Waste fluid handling Use appropriate disposal method N/O N/O N/O N/O N/O N/O N/O N/O N/O
Auto compaction Designated area/pre-drain fluids N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 3 N/A
General Good housekeeping practices 1 1 2 2 2 3 0 2 3

General Employee training (documented) 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 3 I
General Inspection (documented) 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 3 2
General Recordkeeping (copy of GISP, SWPPP, MP,1 I 2 1 3 3 1 3 I

Annual Reports, monitoring records)
General Storm water treatment 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0

Overall BMPScore 31 27 39 35 38 48 26 34 46

" For BMP implementation rating, 0=Not implemented; 1= Poorly implemented; 2= Somewhat poorly implemented; 3= adequately implemented,
N/A= not applicable, N/O= Not observed during site inspection.b An overall BMP score is the sum of individual BMP ratings. T~,’o BMPs that were excluded when calculating an overall BMP rating scores.
The two BMPs are related to auto compaction activities and recordkceping activities. Auto compaction-related BMP was left. out because eight
out of the nine case study facilities did not perform auto compaction and to consider this BMP would necessarily bias the results against the eight
facilities. Recordkeeping has a definite indirect contribution toward the successful implementation of a facility’s storm water program, but was
not included because it is an administrative procedure and in itself does not result in pollution prevention.
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insufficient overhead and work space that restricted the movement or the maneuvering
of employees during dismantling activities or imposed limitations in forklift-aided
transfer of vehicles to and from the designated area. These limitations could have been
avoided with a more careful strategic planning of the BMP, that considers adequate
work space.

Some BMPs were not implemented by many facilities because of the effort involved in
consistently implementing the BMP and other factors. These BMPs include covering
parts during storm events and the use of absorbents to cbntrol spills. For example,
most facilities cited in their SWPPPs that plastic sheets, tarpaulins, or other types of
temporary covers would be used to shield vehicle parts from rain. The use of plastic
sheets or tarpaulins involves minimal cost for material acquisition but is beset by the
following difficulties: (I) unless secured appropriately, tarps or plastic sheets tend to be
blown away by wind and provide ~ninimal protection from rain, if any; (2) provid_!ng
temporary covers depends entirely on the effort of facility employees and are less likely
to be implemented consistently and completely, especially under severe storm
conditions or if a storm event starts before or after normal business hours; and (3) some
facility operators cited other factors, such as tarps placed over the parts storage areas
disappearing over night, most likely claimed by itinerant individuals or children in the
neighborhood. Given these limitations associated with using temporary covers, facility
operators should be strongly encouraged to install permanent roofs or an overhead
coverage to effectively reduce exposure of stored parts to precipitation. Another BMP
shown to be inconsistently implemented is the use of absorbents to control spills and
leaks. Supply maintenance and timely responses are especially crucial for spill-related
BMPs. Many case study facilities were deficient in implementing their spill control
measures, judging by the degree of spills, leaks, and stains from past spills present on
the facility ground. Failure to maintain an adequate supply of spill absorbents on site,
the diligent effort required to address small frequent spills, and the lack of urgency that
small spills pose compared to large-scale spills are some reasons cited by facility
employees for their failure to provide spill control and response measures mentioned in
the facility’s SWPPPs. Instead of providing immediate attention, many facility
employees delayed spill clean-up activities until the end of the business day.

Several major sources contributing oil and grease in storm water runoff were visually
identified during the site inspections. Qualitatively judging from the rainbow-colored
sheen floating on. top of the storm water runoff, failing secondary containment, such as
leaky truckbeds used to store incompletely drained parts, fluid-storage areas missing
adequate secondary containment or overhead covers, unprotected dismantling areas,
and auto compaction location appeared to be the principal sources introducing high
levels of oil and grease into storm water from the case study facilities. All of these .
sources represent areas associated with principal industrial activities.

A recommendation based on these site i~spection observations is to provide both an
overhead coverage and an adequate (secondary) containment for areas associated with
principal industrial activities. Conducting all activities inside a building or roofed,
bermed (or curbed) areas would really help minimize or eliminate the introduction of
pollutants into storm water runoff. To maximize the usefulness of these structural
BMPs, a~equate working space and overhead room are two critical factors that need to

’ be considered in the planning stage of these BMPs. There are BMPs such as storing
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well-drained parts in large autobodies (as observed at Facility I) that allows facility
operators to use materials readily available onsite and does not necessitate building a
structure. However, this type of BMP, to be effectively implemented, requires extra
effort and vigilance on the part of the facility staff (and are thus less likely to be
implemented successfully) since parts must be thoroughly drained prior to being placed
inside the autobodies, as opposed to parts stored in bermed areas which prevent runoff
of residual fluids. Some specific measures to protect the fluid storage areas that have
been shown to be effective in the field include a combination of providing an overhead
roof or a clean solid board (placed on top of fluid-storing drums) along with the use of
sealed, flat-bottom truckbeds, berms, or a secondary drum large enough to fit another
drum inside. Secondary drums should preferably be filled with sand or other spill
absorbent material, and sufficiently large and low enough so that the inner fluid-
containing dram could easily be transported in and out using a forklift.

The primary cause of significant spills observed during auto compaction is incom-l~lete
draining of fluids from parts that remain on the vehicles. Facility H, the only case
study facility that conducted auto compaction activities, removed most cores (unwanted
parts) prior to vehicle compaction after customers had a chance to claim the desired
parts. Based on the substantial spills observed during its auto compaction process, the
facility apparently had neglected to completely drain residual fluids from the parts
remaining on the vehicles, causing fluids to jet out well beyond the surrounding berm
during the compaction process. Complete fluid draining upon vehicle arrival is ci’ucial
to preventing spills generated during vehicle staging or compaction process.

Many BMPs must be implemented in combination with other BMPs to be effective. A
set of BMPs that appears to be especially effective when implemented together is
secondary containment and overhead coverage as mentioned above. Overhead coverage
helps to eliminate the exposure of pollutants to storm water runoff but not for spills
traveling away from, for example, a roofed fluid-storage area. Similarly, severe storms
could flood uncovered, bermed areas and introduce pollutants to storm water runoff.
When combined, these BMPs could effectively reduce pollutant contact with storm
water. Few facilities provided both of these BMPs for the same source area.

Other BMPs implemented by the case study facilities (storing parts off-ground or
removing greasy parts from vehicles) by themselves offer minimal or limited pollution
control. For example, mounting partially-drained parts or fluid-storing drums on
wooden pallets could appear to reduce contact with storm water runoff; however, spills
and leaks generated during parts or fluid transfer typically flow over the pallets and
contaminate the site ground and make contact with storm water. Mounting fluid-storing
drams on top of pallets does not help contain spills and leaks and is not a secondary
containment measure, contrary to the claims of some facility operators. Even when
parts are fully drained before being placed on pallets, they must be-provided with
adequate cover to minimize exposure to storm water. Site pavement, which is
considered as a stand-alone solution to controlling sediment in storm water, could only
offer some degree of control of solids in storm water when facilities have poor
housekeeping practices. Facility B had the entire site paved, but the level of total
suspended solids (TSS) in its storm water samples substantially exceeded the USEPA
benchmark for this constituent. In fact, the facility’s TSS level was comparable to
other case study facilities with partial or almost no site pavement. A potential source of
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sediment m storm water generated from completely paved sites is soil from vehicle tires
or customers’ shoes,

Several factors were considered in identifying potential reasons for the varying degree
of BMP implementation observed at the nine case study facilities. The number of
employees, facility size, and annual vehicle throughput did not appear to correlate well
with a facility’s abil!ty to effectively implement BMPs for facilities with five or less
personnel, of two acres or less, or with yearly vehicle throughput of less than 300. The
eight facilities that fell within this category demonstrated significant differences in their
BMP implementation efforts. Facility H, with 16,800 annual vehicle throughput and a
13-acre site, provided several environmentally-trained personnel onsite, maintained
efficient recordkeeping, offered regular training for all its employees, and provided
storm water treatment, including an oil and water separator for a portion of the site’s
storm water runoff and an adequate supply of excelsior in the primary discharge __
location. However, because of the small study pool, with only one facility of this
caliber, it is difficult to arrive at a conclusion as to whether facilities with greater
resources are more likely to fully implement their BMPs and other storm water
program requirements. The performance of this facility could very welt have been
compelled by an aggressive third-party lawsuit launched by a local non-profit
environmental organization against the facility in the recent past.

Cultural or language bai’riers and the lack of public outreach were identified as two
potential reasons l:or the deficient BMP implementation. -The different ethnic
backgrounds represented among auto dismantlers in Los Angeles County include
Armenian, Mexican, Korean, Persian, and Caucasian, with the first two groups
representing the dominant ethnic groups in some areas. From phone conversations and
discussions from the site inspections, it became apparent that many of the ethnic
minorities did not fully understand the GISP instructions and some had trouble
following the verbal instructions of staff. This may partially explain the apparent
disconnect between the consultant-prepared SWPPPs and the actual implementation of
BMPs onsite. Many of the case study facility operators displayed complete ignorance
and a sense of apathy about the significance of storm water pollution, and complained
about having to pay for the discharge of naturally-occurring storm water, clearly
missing the key point that it is the pollution ~.n the storm water runoff that they are
responsible for.

One of the key findings of this present study based on the staff’s site-inspection
experiences is that determining ons~te compliance can be rather challenging and not
very straightforward for both dischargers and regulators. This is especially true for
facilities that are not grossly defi~.~e~:t ,,r sloppy in their housekeeping or operational
practices. More accurately, if comphance is to be defined to ensure protection of
waterbodies and to prohibit contributing to possible excursion of all applicable water
quality standards, as is stated in the (;I~;P, the task of accurately assessing compliance
becomes even more daunting because of the following three reasons.

First, the GISP does not specify a mandatory, minimum set of BMPs that must be
implemented by all permittees or by each industry. The GISP basically states that
facility operators should consider the different categories of BMPs outlined in the
permit and then select and implement appropriate BMPs to attain the Best Available
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Technology IBAT) level¯ However, the permit does not define what the BAT level is
or how to demonstrate that the BAT level has been ascertained. Therefore, facility
operators belonging to the same industry may choose from a range of different BMPs -
either a single, highly effective BMP, such as treatment, or a combination of multiple
BMPs whose cumulative impact may be equally effective. The P2 approach with its
primary reliance on facility operators to identify and implement site-specific solutions

¯ offers flexibility and room for economic considerations. However, it also presents
difficulties for those charged with the responsibility of assessing whether the BMPs
provided and as implemented are sufficiently adequate to ensure that the facility’s storm
water discharges are not contributing to or causing exceedances of water quality
standards. There is still limited information on the effectiveness of specific BMPs or
the cumulative effects of combined BMPs. And to leave this task of compliance
determination up to the individual operator’s judgement seems to be questionable
regulatory policy.

Secondly, there are no numerical effluent limitations in the GISP,. with the exception of
a small group of facilities specified under USEPA regulations (40 CFR Subchapter N),
that could provide a clear, objective standard for compliance for all regulated facilities
across industries. In the absence of a quantifiable measure of compliance, site
inspections can, at most, point out whether certain BMPs in a facility’s SWPPP are
being implemented and identify evidence of pollution, including spills and leaks, that
could visually indicate a facility’s overall BMP effectiveness. However, to be able to
link (visual) compliance with water quality impacts, one must come up with a
quantifiable or numeric compliance standard based on water quality criteria.

Thirdly, not all BMPs are readily observable, in particular the non-structural ones when
¯ : the activities targeted are not being performed. Thus, the implementation status of

certain BMPs can be difficult to determine for individuals not part of the facility since
site inspections provide only a snapshot in time of the facility’s performance. Examples
of such BMPs include preventative maintenance of equipment (unless records are
maintained on file) or if special caution is employed for certain operating procedures.

Clearly, the overall success of a facility’s BMP implementation efforts could
qualitatively be judged based on the evidence of pollution, such as spiIls and stains.
However, such qualitative assessment necessarily introduces the subjectivity of the ¯
observer and is prone to different interpretations about how well the facilities may be
complying with the intent and the requirements of the GISP. As the saying goes, "how
clean is clean?" Should facilities feel "safe" as long as they provide reasonably
adequate housekeeping (but according to whose standard?) and maintain an overall neat
appearance, or do they need to make sure their site is meticulous? Are facilities
considered to be in compliance as long as the BMPs provided in the SWPPP are being
implemented, or would they be penalized for choosing BMPs inadequate for their
activities? Of course, the use of a "common sense" approach and close interaction with
the regulating agency could help facilities to move forward. However, for all these
efforts of the regulators and permittees to pay off or result in substantially improved
water quality, there must be some type of clear quantifiable standards of compliance
that could be enforced.
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two facilities ~ hich appeared more organized and had signs of good housekeeping
practices.

Storm water analytical monitoring data demonstrated a substantial degree of variability
between facilities, storm events, and sampling events. For the eight case study
facilities, pollutant concentrations or measurements varied by more than a factor of
seven for TSS, ten for specific conductance (SC), six for oil & grease (O&G), four for
copper (Cu), ten for iron (Fe), eight for lead (Pb), and two for zinc (Zn). The lows
and highs in the pollutant concentration range were: 6.8 and 9.0 for pH, 38 and 292
(rag/L) for TSS, 39 and 395 (p.n’dao/com) for specific conductance, 11 and 73 (mg/L)
for oil & grease, 812 and 3090 (gg/L) for aluminum, 67 and 259 (~.g/L) for copper,
320 and 1170 (p.g/L) for iron, 35 and 284 (~.tg/L) for lead, and 330 and 766 (/.tg/L) for
zinc (some results for aluminum reported as < 1000 p.g/L could be less than 812.).

Some interesting trends were observed in the self-monitored storm water analytic-al data
(reported by the case study facilities) for samples collected over multiple years, for a
given wet season, and on the same day. Figures 4 through 10, which evaluated the data
reported by Facility H for the period between 1993 to 1999, clearly demonstrate the
stochastic nature of storm water runoff. No clear increasing or decreasing trend in
pollutant concentrations over time is recognized.

An analysis involving five sets of data generated by Facility H for the 1998/99 wet
season demonstrated that the highs and the lows in pollutant concentrations of storm
water from one facility could vary substantially for a given wet season: by more than a

factor of seven for TSS, two for specific
Table 9. Comparison of Pollutant Concentrations in Storm Water Samples conductance, five for oil & grease, three

Collected on Same Day by Different Individuals for Two Case for lead, twelve for aluminum, four for ..

Study Auto Dismantling Facilities. iron, and two for chemical oxygen
demand (Facility H had submitted five

Facility B Facility r~ sets of data for the wet year 1998/99).
Constituents (sampled on 2/9/99) (sampled on 3/25/99) Again, no consistent trend of increase or

Facili~’ Staff Facility Staff decrease was observed in the data set
pH 9 9 7.42 8 spanning one wet season.
TSS ¢m~/L) 100o 210 183 202

SC (lamho/cm)          160           334           487           395 We evaluated two sites (Facilities B andO&G (m~/L) 9 22 17 65
H) where the facility operator and our

Pb (mg/L) 0.085 0.284 0. I 0.069
staff collected the storm water samples

Cu (m~/L) 0,44 O. 134 0.21 0.238

Zn (mgfL) 0.3 0.754. 0.28 0.33 on the same day to determine the extent

AI (m~/L) N/A N/A 0.21 3.09 of variation in pollutant concentrations
Fe (mg/L) N!A N/A 4.8 2.8 for samples collected on the same day.

Table 9 compares the analytical data
reported by the facility versus agency staff. Analytical results on Facilities B and H
demonstrated that storm water samples taken on the same day by different individuals,
in this case by RWQCB staff and by facility personnel, can display quite different
results. Facility H’s data (where staff collected samples immediately after a facility
employees completed his sampling for the facility) indicated that the reported
concentration for the following five constituents (TSS, specific conductance, oil &
grease, le~ad,
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Figure 4. Total Suspended Solids in Storm Water Figure 5. Specific Conductance in Storm Water Runoff
Runoff from an Auto Dis~nantling Facility from an Auto Dismantling Fac.ility

(Case Study Facility H; Monterey Park, CA; Self-reported data for 1993 - (Case Study Facility H; Monterey Park; Self-reported data for 1993 - 1999)
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Figure 8. Copper in Storm Water Runoff from an Auto
Dismantling Facility Figure 9. Zinc in Storm Water Runoff from an Auto

(Case Study Facility H; Monterey Park, CA; Sclf-reported data for 1996 ~ Dismantling Facility
0.25 19991

(Case Study Facility H; lVIonterey Park, CA; Self-reported data for 1996 -
¯                   0 35                                   1999)
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Figure 10. Nickel in Storm Water Runoff from an Auto

Dismantling Facility
(Case Study Facility H; Monterey Park, CA; Self-reported data for 1993 ~
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copper, and zinc) differed by at least 20% and up to 1400% between the two sets of
data, with the most significant differences observed for oil & grease (280%), and for
aluminum (1400%). An interesting trend observed with Facility B’s data was that for
five out of the six constituents (TSS, specific conductance, oil & grease, lead, and zinc)
agency-generated data were higher than the facility’s self-reported data by at least
100 % and up to 230%. This suggests that perhaps different sampling strategies --
agency staff attempted to capture storm water runoff with a visible oily sheen -- could
produce substantially different results, even for a same-day sampling.

One of the goals of storm water sampling at the case study facilities was to provide a
well-controlled sampling environment with an adequate QA/QC necessary to generate
reliable data that could be used to relate meaningfully the effects of BMPs on water
quality. Two methods were used to relate BMP implementation to pollutant
concentrations in storm water runoff. The first method attempted to evaluate the
overall BMP implementation scores of each facility, derived based on a systematic
rating system, in the context of storm water concentrations. The second method used
the overall site appearance or impression as a qualitative .indicator of the relative
concentration of pollutants in storm water runoff.

With the first method, we tested for both linearity (r) and causality (r’2) between BMP
implementation and storm water concentration by plotting for each constituent the
pollutant concentration a~ainst the overall BMP score of each facility (The overall BMP
scores are presented in Table 7.) The r and r’2 values were all less than 0.5 and 0.25,
respectively. This implies that a mathematical relationship of the type employed in this
study may not be a suitable method for relating the effects of BMPs with the runoff
quality, based on the results of our case study. Possible reasons that a clear
relationship between overall BMP score and the pollutant concentrations were not
observed include:

~" the chosen method does not take into account the degree of effectiveness of
individual BMPs (this study rated the BMPs only on how completely or
satisfactorily each BMP was implemented at the facilities, and sunmaed the ratings
to obtain an overall BMP score. This is essentially equivalent to assuming that all
BMPs are equally effective and assigining them equal weights);

site-specific factors, such as annual vehicle throughput; when the last batch of
vehicles arrived and were dismantled; how many storm events preceded the
sampling activity; and the time lapsed between the start of a rain and a sampling
event, and rainfall intensity, are not considered by the above method.

It should be noted that due to the short duration of storm events and the lack of staff to
cover all eight case study facilities at the same time, sampling was collected over three
separate events between February and April of 1999. The inspections were performed
between November of 1998 and April of 1999.

The overall site appearance or evidence of diligent implementation of good
housekeeping practices seems to be a useful indicator of the relative pollutant levels
between sites with similar facility size, annual throughput, and operational activities.
Generally, case study facilities that were organized and clean showed relatively lower
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pollutant.concentration levels, with the exception of one site (Facility G). Storm water
samples from Facilities A and B, on average, showed much higher pollutant                   :
concentrations than those from Facilities E and F. Facilities A and B were prime
examples of sites with negligent housekeeping activities, prevalent spills on the ground,
and little or no coverage provided for greasy parts. Facilities E and F had a relatively
organized site, had minimal spills on the ground, and appeared to segregate parts
(greasy parts stored indoors or protected from rain).

Facility G was conspicuously one of the dirtier facilities with prevalent spills and greasy
parts covering the facility ground. Surprisingly, the facility had relatively low pollutant
concentrations in its storm water samples. The facility had the following physical
characteristics that could have contributed to masking or obscuring the effects of
pollution present onsite. The facility ground had many depressions, which reduced the
amount of runoff and created pools of standing water. The surface grade of this facility
was not uniform, resulting not in sheet flow traveling in one direction but runoff
meandering and exiting the site in multiple directions. Indeed, there was some runoff
from the facility, but the hydraulic gradient of the facility was such that there was no
single primary discharge point. The challenge was in determining whether the samples
being collected were representative of runoff from areas of principal industrial
activities. The uncharacteristically low pollutant concentrations imply that the samples
were probably not representative of general site conditions. To rely only on one set of
perhaps not-so-representative analytical results to judge the adequacy of one’s BMP
performance would be a major oversight in this case because the results do not
accurately reflect the site conditions.

.-’.’i’:’:’..",,
The above example points to some of the difficulties in collecting representative
samples and the importance of not only obtaining indicative samples but also being able
to properly interpret analytical results in the context of conditions under which
sampling was conducted. One solution is to obtain grab samples from every discharge
location to obtain representative sa~nples. Although the GISP requires facilities to
obtain samples representative of the site conditions (multiple sets if necessary), self-
reported data submitted as part of the Annual Reports indicate that nearly all facilities
that perform any sampling at all only obtain one set of samples for each storm event
(For some facilities with only one primary discharge location, one set of grab samples
may suffice.)

In conclusion, there is a substantial degree of variation in the pollutant levels in storm
water samples from facilities conducting similar industrial activities. The observed
trend between BMP implementation and storm water quality is that a more diligent
implementation of (a greater number of) BMPs is likely to result in a lower pollutant
concentration. The storm water programs, as implemented by the eight case study
facilities, failed to attain the USEPA benchmark levels for most cofistituents. It is
unclear whether the benchmark levels could have been met had the facilities diligently
implemented all the BMPs described in their SWPPPs, or if additional BMPs would
have been required. A more clear standard of compliance is needed in the GISP. The
GISP should either specify a measurable endpoint -- either by establishing a minimum
set of baseline BMPs to be implemented or by providing numerical effluent limitations-

. that could be used to demonstrate whether a facility has attained the desired BAT level
and has indeed achieved compliance.
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N,.~w, how does all this relate to water quality impacts on receiving waterbodies? Here
we turn our attention to pollutant loads.

POLLUTANT LOADS

Load estimates are necessary to accurately assess the potential impact of various
sources of pollution on receiving waterbodies. In this section we ev’aluated the storm
water-related load contributed by auto dismantling facilities in Los Angeles County.
The following mathematical equation known as the EPA Simple Method was used to
estimate the range of loads generated from the auto dismantling industry in the form of
storm water pollution (Chandler 1994):

L = 0.227*P*Pj*A*C(0.05 + 0.009"I)

Parameters considered in load estimates include pollutant concentrations, rainfall-
intensity, and other site- and or industry-specific physical parameters. Loads were
estimated for individual watersheds in Los Angeles County.

For the purpose of this study, rather than calculating the load for each individual site
and then adding the loads to obtain an estimate for an entire watershed, we used a
simpler approach by using average values for pollutant concentration, site percent
imperviousness, and facility size based on self-reported information available in the
RWQCB’s NOI database or in the facility’s SWPPP. For area, A, area occupied per
watershed by auto dismantling establishments was estimated by multiplying the
following three factors: a) the total number of auto dismantlers in Los Angeles County
(404) estimated earlier in this study; b) the proportion of auto dismantling facilities
located in each watershed area, determined based on zip codes of all dismantlers with
an active NOI; and c) the average size of auto dismantling facilities located in each
watershed. Precipitation information was obtained from Los Angeles County
Department of Public Works, Hydrology Division. Precipitation of 0.1 inch was
considered as the threshold or the minimum rainfall needed to generate runoff. One or
two reference monitoring sites were chosen per watershed to determine the annual
precipitation and runoff volume specific to each watershed. Appendix E provides more
details on how each parameter was derived.

Although the EPA Simple Method specifies that flow-weighted concentrations should be
used, this study used the storm water analytical data for the grab samples collected by
RWQCB staff from the eight case study facilities for two primary reasons. First, there
are no known flow-weighted (pollutant) composite data of storm water runoff from auto
dismanding sites that reflect the climatic and precipitation patterns of Southern
California. Second, the agency data was generated using reliable and replicable
QA/QC procedures, which makes it more useful than self-reporte~l data submitted by
facilities with unknown QA/QC.

Table I0 summarizes the geographical distribution and the average size of auto
dismantling facilities in Los Angeles County per watershed, As of August 1999,
approximately 58 % ofthe auto dismantlers in Los Angeles County were located in the
Los Angeles River watershed; 25 % in the Dominguez Channel watershed; 16 % in the
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ITable I0. Geographical Distribution and Average Size of Auto Figure II. Size Distribution of Auto Dismantler Facilities in
Dismantling Facilities ~n Individual Watersheds in Los Angeles County. Los .4~geles County

S0~Watershed Estilnated number Average Estimated
of auto’ facility size total source

:~i 25% of facilities < 0.23 Acres Average size = 1.19 Acresdismantling (acres) area (acres)
facilities ~                                           35 t50% of facilities < 0.59 Acres

Los Angeles River 234 (57.8%) 1.215 284 (63%) ~ 30
Dommguez 103 (25.4%) 0937 96 (21%) ~             2575% of facilities < 1.24 Acres
Channel ~ 20

San Gabriel River 63 (15.6%) 1.06 67 (15%) 15 I 95% of facilities < 3.1 Acres
10~Santa Clara Rtver 2 (0.6%) 1.31 3.2 (0.7%)

Santa Monica Bay 2 (0.6%) 0.2 0.4 , 5 ] ~
(0.08%) 0 ~

Total Source Area 404 1.12’ 450 0 50 10O 150 20o 250 30o

*county average Facilities

San Gabriel watershed; and 0.6 % each in the Santa Clara River watershed and the
Santa Monica Bay watershed. Figure I 1 shows the size distribution of auto dismantling
facilities in Los Angeles County. The County average is 1.2 acres, with 90% of the
facilities under 3 acres.

Pollutant loads from the auto dismantling industry were estimated for the 1998 - 1999
storm year for the three watersheds with the highest number of auto dismantling
facilities - Los Angeles River, San Gabriel River, and Dominguez Channel. Loads
were calculated for TSS, oil & grease, copper, lead, and zinc. Table 11 presents the        ~:~"~:~

load estimates and
Table 11. Pollutant Load per Watershed Contributed by Auto Dismantling Industry in Los Angelesinformation on parameters

County based on the 1998/99 Wet Year (pounds/acre/year) t used to arrive at the

Watershed pZ    pj3 TSS O&G Cu Pb Zn estimates, such as average

(in) 116.3 mg/L4 28.4 mg/L 142 ug/L 103 ug/L 508 ug/L pollutant concentration,
annual precipitation and

Los Angeles River 9.72~ 0.72 22,950 5,600 30 20 1130 runoff, and area within each
(284 Acres) watershed occupied by auto

Dominguez Channel: 4.7160.67 3,480 850 4 3 15 dismantling facilities. The
(96 Acres) total approximate loads for

San Gabriel River 7.487 0.72 4,140 1,010 5 4 18 all of Los Angeles County
(67 Acres) contributed by the auto

Total 30,570 7,460 40 --ii~ 130 dismantling industry are:

22,400 lbs. of TSS, 4,650
t Based on average site imperviousness value of 43%. Rainfall dam for tl~ ~ ~’~’~ ’-"~ ~,et ),’ear (Oct. -lbs. of oil & grease, 35 lbs.
Oct.) was obtained for specific reference sites within each watershed from ~.~ ~, ~ \~,geles County,of copper, 22 lbs. of lead,
Department of Public Works, Hydrology Division. and 130 lbs. of zinc. These
z P is annual precipitation in inches per year.
~ Pj is fraction of rainfall events that produce pollutants in runoff. Pj was .~ ,.,~ra ~mg an assumptionestimates may be slightly
that the threshold rainfall greater than 0.1 inches is needed to produce mn~,t~ lower than for a typical wet o
~ Average pollutant concentrations were estimated based on the storm water a~l.~ t~.al data on the grabseason because the 1998/99samples collected by RWQCB staff from the eight case study auto dismanthng
~ Rainfall data from the monitoring stations near Downtown Los Angeles and Sun Valley. wet season was impacted by
~ Rainfall data from the monitoring station near Wilmington. the La Nifia phenomenon and7 Rainfall data from the monitoring station near Duarte.

had less-than-average
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precipitation On a watershed level, the Los Angeles River was the single most
impacted waterbody, receiving the majority of the load. The San Gabriel River
watershed, which has a smaller total "source" area than Dominguez Channel
watershed, was characterized with a higher load due to the greater total precipitation
and runoff experienced in the San Gabriel watershed area. Although not presented in
Table 10, the loads from the auto dismantling facilities in the Santa Monica Bay
watershed and the Santa Clara River watersheds are negligible given the fact that each
watershed only had two known auto dismantling businesses within its respective area.

The load introduced by the auto dismantling industry to surface waters is significant.
On a weight basis, the pollutant associated with the highest load by weight is TSS,
followed by oil & grease, zinc, lead and copper. The estimates presented in this study
may be improved by using flow-weighted composite data for pollutant concentration,
accounting for the variability in the rainfall patterns within specific watersheds, and by
using a more accurate estimate of the total universe of facilities that accounts for -
facilities that both the RWQCB and DMV failed to capture. For a more meaningful
load analysis, the estimates should be evaluated in the context of loads generated from
other major industrial sources, a task that lies outside the scope of this study.

CONSIDERATION OF OTHER APPROACHES TO STORM ~VATER POLLUTION CONTROL

The question of how compliance should be defined to protect water quality and
beneficial uses of the receiving waterbody is an important one. The pollution
prevention approach, as currently designed, lacks a clear, uniform standard for
measuring compliance, and may require more resources than traditional (individual)
NPDES to adequately monitor for compliance. An objective quantitative or measurable
standard of compliance is also necessary for equitable and consistent enforcement.
Two alternatives other than the current P2 approach are considered in this section. One
alternative is .to define compliance in terms of numerical effluent limitations. This
approach is consistent with the traditional or individual NPDES permitting approach.
Establishing numerical effluent limitations would help facility operators to determine
whether the facility is indeed achieving the limits, and if not, how much the facility
needs to ratchet down its pollutant levels to return to compliance. This simplifies
compliance assessment for both regulators and the regulated community and provides a
clear basis for enforcement actions. If feasible, numerical effluent limitations should be
developed based on water quality criteria that are protective of beneficial uses. This
would ensure that facilities, by meeting the established limitations, are not contributing
to or causing exceedances of applicable water quality standards.

Another alternative is to prescribe a set of minima’m, mandatory baseline BMPs for
each industry. Compliance would be determined primarily by the effective and diligent
implementation of these selected BMPs. To facilitate the compliance determination
process, a minimum set of BMPs should consist of measures that are readily
observable. This option limits the flexibility offered by the P2 approach that allows
facility operators the freedom to choose from a wide range of BMPs and to tailor the
BMPs to the facility’s site and e.conomic conditions. In addition to Appendix C and the
sources cited for Appendix C, the list of BMPs compiled for the cooperative
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compliance program of Wisconsin is another comprehensive source of information on
BMPs for Ihe auto dismantling industry (KES 1999; CCP/DNR 1999)

This study recommends the following tiered approach for the auto dismantling industry
that combines the core of the two alternatives outlined above: 1) a mandatory set of
specific, baseline structural and non-structural BMPs for facilities with annual vehicle
throughput of less than 500 (which represent "morn-and-pop" facilities); and 2)
mandatory treatment of storm water for facilities with annual vehicle throughput greater
than 500. Also, in lieu of requiring treatment, numerical effluent limitations could be
applied to the latter group as a standard of compliance. A compliance schedule could
help phase facilities into compliance over a certain specified time frame. Facilities with
less than 500 annual vehicle throughput that persistently demonstrate problems in
meeting certain water quality standards, for example the USEPA benchmark levels,
should also be considered for mandatory storm water treatment.

Lack of sufficient resources has been identified as the primary reason for the limited
compliance assurance and enforcement activities by the RWQCB. One way to help
effectively implement the above recommended strategy and at the same time, reduce the
workload associated with compliance assessment and assurance activities is to employ a
semi-privatized certification program, such as that implemented in the State of
Wisconsin, which relies on licensed, private inspectors to oversee the compliance
activities of a group of facilities that voluntarily choose to participate and help fund the
program. The aim of such a program is to help reduce some of the workload of the
regulators and to allow facilities that diligently work toward and maintain a specified
level of compliance to be certified for compliance by professional inspectors. Such
certification could potentially shield them from certain regulatory responsibilities, such      . ..-:.’~’~-’~
as monitoring activities, and indirectly from third-party lawsuits by reducing the degree      o:.-...--
of their environmental liability. (Essential to the implementation of this type of
program is regular training and (re-)certification of inspectors by the regulating agency
to maintain high QA/QC for the inspection procedures.)
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V. CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS
Several conclusions can be drawn from the findings of this study. Compliance, in
general, appears to be limited or low among the auto dismantling facilities in Los
Angeles County, for all three tiers of the GISP requirements. Analyses based on site
visits results and DMV dismantling license information showed that about one out of
every five auto dismantling facilities operating in Los Angeles County are non-fllers.
Compliance with the annual reporting and SWPPP and written monitoring program
requirements is also limited. Review of the 1997/98 Annual Reports revealed that
many of the required facilities failed to conduct the key monitoring activities, such as
storm water sampling and analysis, limiting the usefulness of the Annual Reports as a
tool to gauge overall permittee performance. SWPPPs and written monitoring
programs, due to their generally poor quality, fail to effectively guide facility ope_rators
in their P2 efforts and in proper monitoring procedures. Accelerated enforcement
activities have proven to be effective for increasing the Annual Report submittal rate.
Outreach to consultants is strongly recommended to upgrade or improve the quality of
SWPPPs and written monitoring programs being prepared by third parties.

The GISP program has not effectively penetrated the auto dismantling industry in terms
of compelling the kinds of behavioral changes needed to effectively control storm water
pollution and to improve water quality. Case study investigations indicated that the
selected facilities failed to select and implement appropriate BMPs to attain the USEPA
benchmark levels. Pollutant load estimates based on this industry show that the
magnitude of the load could be substantial. These findings imply that the current
approach based on P2 and the primary reliance on facility operators to identify and
implement appropriate BMPs, without establishing enforceable numerical effluent
limitations, has not been shown to be effective, at least at the level currently
implemented, in controlling storm water runoff from the auto dismantling industry.
Past studies on other industries, including the metal plating and transportation sectors,
support some of the findings and conclusions of this study (Duke and. Shaver 1999;
Duke et al 1999a; Duke et al 1999b; Duke et al 1998; Duke and Bauersachs 1998;
Duke et al 1998; Duke and Beswick 1997; and Duke and Chung 1996).

"i~he lack of a clear, objective standard for compliance could pose a special challenge to
dischargers when trying to determine if the existing BMPs are sufficient or need to be
upgraded or supplemented with additional BMPs. The majority of the storm water
analytical data from the eight case study facilities and the self-reported data provided by
auto dismantling facilities in the past substantially exceeded the USEPA benchmark
values, The GISP program, as currently implemented and enforced, appears to be not
attaining the potential pollution reduction achievable as envisioned: For this reason,
this study considered different regulatory alternatives to control industrial storm water
pollution. This study recommends a tiered approach that offers different combinations
of options -- including implementation of a set of minimum required BMPs, mandatory
storm water treatment, or applying numerical effluent limitations -- based on each
facility’s annual vehicle throughput quantity.
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Until now, the GISP program at the Los Angeles RWQCB has exhausted most of its
resources for determining and enforcing against violators of the first and second tier           ’ -
compliance. In reality, it is the onsite implementation that actually achieves pollution
prevention or reduction. Therefore, more resources should be allocated to assess and
verify field compliance. Increase in compliance assurance activities and timely
comprehensive enforcement activities would improve overall compliance. This study
suggests a possible solution -- a semi-privatized compliance certification program -- that
could substantially reduce regulators’ workload and allow them to focus on high-risk
sectors or facilities to more effectively regulate and control storm water pollution
associated with industrial activities.
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Appendix A. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
and Monitoring Program Review Checklist

GENERAL INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES STORM WATER PERMIT
WATER QUALITY ORDER NO. 97-03-DWQ

FACILITY NAME

WDID# 4 REVIEW DATE

FACILITY CONTACT CONSULTANT CONTACT
Name Name
Title Title
Company Company
Street Address Street Address
City, State City, State
Zip Zip

Indication of WDID# [] YES [] NO

STORM WATER Not Not
POLLUTION PREVENTION PLAN Applicable Included Included Incomplete Comments

Signed Certification (C.9 and C.10)

Pollution Prevention Team (A.3.a)

Existing Facility Plans (A.3.b)

Facility Site Map(s)

Facility boundaries (A.4.a)
Drainage areas (A.4.a)
Direction of flow (A.4.a)
Onsite water bodies (A.4.a)
Areas of soil erosion (A.4.a)
Nearby water bodies (A.4.a)
Municipal storm drain inlets (A.4.a)
Points of discharge (A.4.b)
Structural control measures (A.4.b)
Impervious areas (A.4.c)
(paved areas, buildings, covered areas, roofed areas)
Location of directly exposed materials (A.4.d)
Locations of significant spills and leaks (A.4.d)
Storage areas / Storage tanks (A.4.e)
Shipping and receiving areas (A.4.e)
Fueling areas (A.4.e)
Vehicle and equipment storage and maintenance (A.4.e)
Material handling / Material processing (A.4.e)

’"Waste treatment/Waste disposal (A.4.e)
Dust generation / Particulate generation (A.4.e)
Cleaning areas / Rinsing areas (A.4.e)
’Other areas of industrial a’ctivities (A.4.e)

Items in parentheges refer to specific sections of the General Permit Reviewer
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Appendix A (cont’d)

STORM WATER Not Not
POLLUTION PREVENTION PLAN Applicable Included Included Incomplete[     Comments

List of Significant Materials (A.5)
For each material listed:
Storage location
Receiving and shipping location
Handling location
Quantity
Frequency

Description of Potential Pollution Sources (A.6)

Industrial processes (A.6.a.i)
Material handling and storage areas (A.6.a.ii)
Dust and particulate generating activities (A.6.a.iii)
Significant spills and leaks (A.6.a.iv)
Non-storm water discharges (A.6.a.v)
Soil erosion (A.6.a.vi)

Assessment of Potential Pollutant Sources (A.7)

Areas likely to b~e sources ~of pollutant~ (A.7.aA)
Pollutants likely to be present (A.7.a.ii)

Storm Water Best Management Practices (A.8)

Existing BMPs
Existing BMPs to be revised and/or implemented
New BMPs to be implemented
Non-structural BMPs (A.8.a)
Good housekeeping (A.g.a.i)
Preventative’ maintenance (A.8.a.ii)
Spill response (A.8.a.iii)
Material handling and storage (A.8.a,iv)
Employee training (A.g.a,v)
Waste handling / Waste recycling (A.8.a.vi)
Recordkeeping and internal reporting (A.g.a.vii)
Erosion control and site stabilization (A.8.a.viii)
Inspections (A.8.a.ix)
Quality assurance (A.8.a.x) .........
Structural BMPs (A.8.b)
Overhead coverage (A.8.b.i)
Retention ponds (A.8.b.ii)
Control devices (A.8.b.iii)
Secondary containment structures (A.8.b.iv)
Treatment (A.8.b.v)

Annual Comprehensive Site Compliance Evaluation
Review of visual observations, (A.9.a)
inspections, and sampling analysis
Visual inspection of potential pollution sources (A.9.b)
Review and evaluation of BMPs (A.9.c)
Evaluation report (A.9.d) .
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Appendix A (cont’d)
MONITORING PROGRAM             Not               Not

Applicable Included Included Incomplete     Comments

Quarterly Non-Storm Water Discharge
Visual Observations (B.3)
observations to be conducted (B.3.c)

~r

(Jan-March, April-June, July-September, October-December)
All drainage areas (B.3.a)
Look for presence of unauthorized NSWDs (B.3.a)
Observe authorized NSWDs (B.3.b)
Maintain observation records (B.3.d)

Storm Water Discharge Visual Observations (B.4)

Once per month dur~ing wet season (B.4.a)
(October I-May 31)
Observe during first hour of discharge (B.4.a)
All drainage areas (B.4.a)
Observe stored or contained (B.4.a)
storm water at time of discharge
Preceded by three working days dry weather(B.4.c)
Document discharge characteristics (B.4.c)

Sampling and Analysis

Samples to be collected during firs~t hour o~dis~charge (B.5.a)
Sample from first storm of the wet season         (B.5.a)
Sample from one additional storm during wet season (B.5.a)

¯ ;:.o ,~-,.
Samples collected from all discharge locations (B.5.a) ::?!":.:.:i.-
Sampling of contained storm water (B.5.a) ¯ "
at time of discharge
Sampling preceded by at least (B.5.b)
three working days without storm water discharges
Sampling for pH, TSS, SC, TOC or O&G (B.5.c.i)
Sampling for toxic chemicals and other pollutants
likely present in storm water discharges in significant
quantities (B.5.e.ii)
Other analytical parameters listed in Table D (B,5.c.iii)
Storm Water Effluent Limitation
Guidelines parameters (B.6)
Description of sampling locations (B.7)
Description of sampling methods (B. 10)
Identification of analytical methods (B. 10.b)
and method detection limits
Retention of all records for at least five years (B. 13)
Annual Report to be submitted by July 1 each year(B.14)

I

General Comments:
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Appendix B. Summary of Site Inspection Results : Verification of Facility-specific Activities and BMPs

Type of Activity1 ACtlviff or pollutant sources Applicable BMPs BMP Indicated in Facility’s SWPPP? Level at Which BMP Imple~nented at
Pollutant source present onsite?t Facility~

A B C ]D E ;F ~ H I A

[~i~m~ntling ~’ Y Y ~Y ¥ Y Y Y YCondu’ctActivity’~nlmperviousarca Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N ’3 "3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0
includes fluid Provide 0vcrhea~ ~:ovcr N N Y N N Y Y N N ! 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 I-"~draining) Use drip pan " Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 2 2 3 N/O
Parts storage Y Y Y [Y Y .Y Y Y Y Providepcrmancntortcmporarycovcr Y Y Y Y Y Y y y y I 0 ’2 ! I
(batteries Drain most fluids prior to storage Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y I 2 2 2 2 3 I
excluded) Store parts off’-g~’und Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y I ! 2 ’ 2 2 3 I ’ 2 "-’-~
Battery storage Y ~’ Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Remove from vehicle Y Y Y Y Y "Y Y Y Y 2 3" 3 ’3 3 .1 3 3 -~-

Provide 2°containment and cover Y
Fluid management Y ’t~ Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Undercover; Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y I 2 3 3 2 0 O 3 ~’-

2°containment " Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y i i 0 0
Pa~WashingJ Y ~ NI Y Y ~-Y N Y Indoorsorinacovercdarca Y
Cleaning O Contain wash-w~[~r Y NIA     !N/A Y Y Y Y N/A Y 3 0 N/O
SlY’ills/leaks* Y Y Y Y Y-Y Y Y Y Usc dr;ppan Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y "2 I 2 2

Maintain ad’cquate supply ofabsorbent Y Y Y Y Y Y y Y y 0 0 3 2
Vehiclestoragc Y Y Y ,Y Y-IY Y Y Y Closchood~rcovervchicleswith Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y ’Y 0 2 2 2 [N/O

engine or oily parts
Remove all oily/greasy parts from Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y ’ 2
vehic|e (¢sp. engine, transmission, etc.)

Erosion Potential Y N N N N-N N N Y"Pavcentircsite N ¥ Y Y ¥ Y Y Y N 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 "" (--~-"
Usc erosion control such as bales ofhay NN!A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Y 0 N/A NIA N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
or betas (or gravel)

Wastc fluid Y ~" Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Usc appropriatedisposal mcthod Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N/O N/O N/O NIO N/O N/O N/O N/O
handling I, ,
A~tocompaction N N N N ’N N N Y’ N Dcsignatcdarca/pre-drainfluids ’NIA N/A NIA N/A NIA NIA NIA "N N/A;NIA N/A NIA NIA NIA N/AIN/A .I ~J-~"
General 0se er(~sion control such as bales ofhayN N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Y 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 2-

or benns (or gravel)

General Good housekeeping practices Y Y Y Y Y Y [’ Y Y Y I I 2 2 2 3 0 2 3

:;O
General Employee training (documented) Y Y Y Y Y " Y Y Y Y 0 0 0 0 2 2 ’0 3 I

C:) ~©ncral ~ Inspection (documented) Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 2 2 2 2 2 2 I 3 2
¯ -~ General Recordkeeping Y Y Y Y Y Y "Y Y Y 1 I 2 I " ~ 3 I .1 I
~ Gclzcra] Storm Water trcatmcnt N N N N Y N ~1 Y "N 0 0 O 0 2 0 0 2 O

Y- yes, N-, no; NIA,- not q)pliczble.z Fo~ BMP impten~’matlon rating, 0-No~ implemented; I- Poorly implemented; 2= Somewhat poorly implemented; 3: adequately implemenicd, N/A:- not applicable, N/O= Not observed during silc inspcc{ion.



Appendix C. Best Management Practices for Auto Dismantling Industry

ACTIVITY PURPOSE BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (BMPs)

Vehicle
DismantlinR Eliminate * Roof or cover m eliminate ram-in. Berm a~ea to eliminate storm water run-on. Conduct dismantling work

Dismantling
exposure in this designated area.

Activities * Place a mat, plastic, or tarpaulin on the ground prior to placing parts on the ground. (Also, if no roof or
cover provided over dismantling area, conduct dismanding activities on top of plastic or tarpaulin, which
can be readily cleaned or replaced, and removed during storm events).

¯ Drain all fluids (antifreeze/coolant, brake fluid, gasoline/diesel, motor oil, transmission oil) from vehicle

prior to dismanding and parts removal.

¯ Use drip pans to drain fluids. Do not overfill.

¯ Drain oil filters before disposal/recycling.

¯ Remove refrigerant prior to dismantling and parts removal.

¯ Deploy airbags per guidelines or remove intact airhags for reuse and store under cover.

¯ Dispose of greasy rags, air filters, spem coolant, and degreasers.

¯ Remove batteries promptly after vehicle arrival,

¯ Remove oil-bearing components prior.to storage.

Fired draining Eliminate * Roof or cover to eliminate rain-in. Berm area to eliminate storm water run.on. Remove fluids in this
exposure designated area.

¯ Use drip pans for draining vehicular fluid.

¯ Use funnels, and stoppers for the containers.

¯ Avoid discharge of vehicular fluid (as in drips or leaks) on the ground.

Parts Repair/ Eliminate ¯ Designate contained areas for repairs and washing (curb, berm or dike area, if necessary. If not feasible, ~’~"":.~.~

Wash exposure use oleophilic (oil- absorbing) boom bags to prevent washwater from running to the street / curb or other ":’:’:": "

areas of facility.)

¯ Wash parts in a wash- tray provided with secondary containment.

¯ If area not otherwise contained, divert runoff from repair and wash areas with hydrophobic boom bags.

¯ Transfer spent solvent or washwater into designated drums.

¯ Recycle and reuse or release washwaters to samtary sewer.

¯ Use minimum amounts of solvents or detergents for parts cleaning.

¯ Use water-based cleaning solvents and biodegradable (non-phosphate) detergents.

¯ Wipe and sweep area regularly after activity. Dispose of greasy rags. air filters, spem coolant, and
degreasers in apprupriat~ containers.

Vehicles
Eliminate ¯ Keep vehicle engines covered with hoods or with plastic sheets secured in place.
exposure ¯ Store vehicles on an imperious (e.g. concrete) surface (if possible).

¯ Use drip pans under stored vehicles.

¯ Minimize inventory during wet season.

.̄.. Reduce holding time for scrap disposal.
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Appendix C. Best Management Practices for Auto Dismantling Industry
(Cont’d)

ACTIVITY PURPOSE BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (BMPs)

Separated Eliminate * Confine u3 designated area.

components exposure ,, Store indoors or under temporary or permanent cover (ihat sufficiently shields rainfall).

¯ Curb, herin, or dike the area. (Ifnot feasible, then: I) store parts off-ground, for example on storage racks, with
drip pans underneath to collect residual fluids; or 2) store parts in leak-free truck beds or plastic containers; or
3) place parts in auto bodies (intact), especially large-sized vans, which also provide an excellent storage places
for parts; 4) divert runoff from scrap storage area with hydrophobic (water resistant) boom bags)

¯ Place tires in semi-trailers, indoors, or covered area. Sell or recycle.

¯ Store scrap paxlMmetals under cover and dispose otto scrap collector promptly

¯ Divert runoff from scrap storage area with hydrophobic (water resistar~t) boom bags.

Batteries Eliminate ¯ Store balletic¯ in covered storage area, on a paved surface that is bermcd, or in plastic �ontainers with lids.

exposure

Fluid Eliminate ¯ Store fluid containers (e.g. drums) on an impervious surface and under a roofed shed.
exposure ¯ Provide secondary containment for the fluid-containing drums.

¯ Keep separate (solvents, oils and fuel) and label accordingly.
Improve materials

management

Others
Waste             ¯ Recycle (or resell if possible) anti-freeze, fuel, waste oil, windshield washer and solvents,

Recycling minimization ¯ Recycle usable recyclable parts.

~, Recycle tires and corrJ scrap metals,

Spill Prevention & Minimize ¯ Employee training (prepare for and clean up spills.)
Clean-up exposure ¯ Prepare a spill clean-up kit (absorbent sand, rags, adsorbent snakes, broom, etc.) and place in convenient readily

accessible location.

Waste ¯ Drain vehicular fluids at designated removal area.
Minimization ¯ Use the provided spill- kit to contain leaks or spills immediately. Dispose of properly. (Use oleophilic sands to

absorb/contain small leaks, and boom bags for large spills.)

Contain/cleanup
pollutants

Employee Waste ¯ Train employees regularly in proper and environmentally safe practices.
Training minimization

Customer Waste ¯ Inform and require customers who remove parts to do so properly and appropriately dispose of waste (for
Education minimization example, posting signs that require the use of drip pans for parts removal and prohibit waste-generating

activities in parking lot can ,he helpful).

Site Inspection Good maintenance ¯ Inspect site regularly to ensure all appropriate BMPs are being implemented.

Preventative Prevent pollution/ * Inspect to ensure integrity of tanks, containers, pipings and valves. Install safeguards against accidental release.
maintenance accidents
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Appendix C. Best Management Practices for Auto Dismantling Industry
(Cont’d)

ACTIVITY PURPOSE BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (BMPs)

Site Maintenance Minimize * Keep site clear of trash and debris.
exposure ¯ Regularly remove and sweep sand (used to contain spills), trash or dirt froin site.

¯ Collect corrosion/metal panicles with magnet (survey the site with a forklilt or small vehicle with magnet

attached behind.)

Materials Good management¯ Maintain proper inventories of vehicles processed, materials stored, and wastes recycled or disposed of.

Inventory

.. Site grading Minimize ¯ Ri’pa’/e area to direct flows to a low point (away from storage and waste areas) where leaking fluids can be
exposure collected, -

Recordskeeping Good management . Maintain records of inspections, monitoring (including storm water sampling), Annual Reports, and training.

Storm Water

Treatment

Flow dissipation Remove Pollutants ¯ Direct flow ~lischarge over coarse gravel or cobblestones to facilitate settling out of particulates and sediment.

Vegetative belts Remove Pollutants¯ Direct flow discharge over vegetative belts or biofilters to enhance pollutant removal.

Sand/gravel filters Remove Pollutants ¯ Allow storm water from open pans storage areas to pass through sand-gravel filter with drain holes. Sand

layer must b¢ periodically replaced.

Detention ponds Remove Pollutants ¯ Capture storm water runoff from high activity areas. Skim offsufface oil and remove bottom sediment,̄  ;’::-’.

Reuse or evaporate runoffwater.

Oil-grit/oil-water Remove Pollutants . Direct flows from high activity areas through OW separators. Off-line separators to bypass large storms arc

separator preferable. Maintain rcgulaHy.

Flotation/ Remove Pollutants ¯ Store runoff flows, equalize, and provide flotation/coagulation. High operation and maintenance costs.
coagulation Inappropriate if used only intermit1~mly.

Industrial sewer Remove Pollutants ¯ Pretreat as required and pipe to sanitary sewer if allowed (permit likely required).
piping offsite

Oil/grease - Remove Pollutants ¯ Provide oleophilic booms or excelsior near runoff exit, Replace as needed, Dispose of properly.
absorbents

References:
1. ARA 1997
2. LADPW 1998
3. MPCA 1994.
4. Swamikannu 1994
5. USEPA 1995
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COMPARISON OF BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

~ ~.    Ability to Control:

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING

General Practices
Develop a storm water management pohcy statement for your
employees. Management can provide d~rection and support
for pollution prevention by reviewing this policy with employees
and keeping it posted. ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ * ~ *
An m-Corn=rig vehicle inspection =nventory program should
include a check for flu=d leaks and for unwanted matenal that
could have been placed in the vehicles. ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ * * *
Clean up debris and trash on a regular bas~s. ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ * ¯ *
Construct fences or other physical barriers to act as wsual and
noise barriers, help to control dust, help prevent theft, and control
the d,rection of runoff. ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
Mamtmn an c,gamzed ~nventory of matenals used at the tac,hry, v" ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ~

Consider indoor storage of vehicles, parts, and equipment, and the
use of berms and/or dikes to control storm water runoff.1 ,/ ¯ * * ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

Vehicle Dismantling Fluid Management
Remove fluids from vehicles brought into the facihty for processing

Keep used oil separate from part cleaning solvents, antifreeze, and
fuel. Engine oil, transmission fluid, brake fluid, and power steering
fluid can be combined and stored together. ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ * *
Label storage containers of all fluids and waste materials, v’ ¯ ¯ B ¯ * * ~

Drain all parts of fluids prior to disposal, v’ ¯ ~ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ *
Confine the storage of vehicles, parts, and equipment to
designated areas. ,,’ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

COMMENTS
1 May interfere with operation and access. Indoor storage o~

vehicles is not appropriate or practical for an automo’,~,~
recycling facility.

KEY TO THE TABLE

Ability to Cont~o~ Polk,ttion no significant removal s~ht (<25%) removal moderate to high (25%) removal
Initial Cost >$5,000 $1.000 - $5,000 <$1,000
Operation and Maintenance Cost > $1,0001 year $500 - $1.000 / year <$500 / year

Practicality usually not practical sometimes practical pra’ctical for most facilities

~ KES 2000
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Appendix C. Best Management Practices for Auto Dismantling Industry (Cont’d)

COMPARISON OF BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

=i I~.    &bili’ty to Control:

BEST NANAGENENT P~CTICES ¯ o ~ ~ ~

Use canvas or sheets of plastic to temporarily cover storage areas.2

Transmission and engine cores may be stored in
~lastic storage boxes with leak proof tops; lugger boxes having
solid botloms and covered by a permanent roof, lugger boxes
without a solid boHom stored under a permanent roof on a concrete
~ad with curbing: or an enclosed traitor with a steel floor to contain
fluid runoff and a drain in the floor to properly remove waste fluids,
Engine oil shoutd be d,a~ned and stored in labeled. ’~oubled.walled.
above ground tanks, Used oil can either be recycled for on-site use
fn a waste o~1 heater, or sent off-stte for re.refining or fuel blending.
Ant,freeze shou~ Ibe reclaimed and reused or properly d;sposed of.3
Dra,n w,ndow washer flu;d for re~se,
Remove batterl.es as soon as possible after veh,cle enters the yard.
Store good batleries inside for resale. Store dead batteries
reside on pallets (ff your floor iS gravel or dirt. put a layer of absorb-
ent material below the pallet) or in storage containers, or store dead
batteries outside in a leak proof, covered container.

P~rform all parts cleaning operat=ons tndoors or cover and berm
outside cleaning areas.4

Clean parts by using’minimal amounts of solvents or detergents.
Rec);cle and’ reuse cleanir;’g fluids ~vhere p’~’a~’tical.
Spent cleaning solutions should be removed by a waste hauler or

Use phosphate-free biodegradable detergents, consider using
detergent-based or water-based cleaning systems in place of
organic solvent degreas.ers.
Vehicle Crushlng ,4ctlvif/e$
Consider providing a containment systen’P-such as a concrete pad
with berms---for vehicle crushers. Fluids and storm water runoff from
such harmed areas could be discharged inlo a sump, oil/water
separator, sanilary sewer, or other appropr~te drainage system that
~revents storm water contamination.

COMMENTS
2 May intedere with o~:)eralion ~r~d ~ess.
3 May need to check w~h the state to see if additional require-

ments are required.
4 May not be feasible or practical for all facilities.

i KES 2000
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AppenolX, t... t~est ~stanagement r racttces lot ~uto ~smanlllng lnOusto.,

COMPARISON OF BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

BEST MANAGEMENT P~C~CES = o m ~ w

If a gravel/oeote~ile fabric fou~atio~ is p~vi~e~ u~er a cr~s~er.
i~st~ll a flui~ collecbo~ system to capture fl~i~s t~at ~re release~
during the crushing operation. ¯ ~ ¯
Capture crusher fluids to prevent spillage. Collect this mi~ure of
fluids in a spill-pr~f covered container, test the fluid, and Uispose of
it pro~rly. It shoul~ not be all~ed to drain onto ~e ground. Keep
the ~rain within the crusher clear so [hat the flu=~s do not collect and
ove~low from the crusher onto the ground. ¯ ~ ¯

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
Develop a preventive maintenance program that =nvolves t=mely in:
spections and/or maintenance of the crusher and facili~ equipment
and vehicles. The program ma~ include:
¯ Se~ice checklists and ma=ntenance logs ;or each piece of

e~uipment
= Employee education and instruction ~terial; and
= Review of manufacturer-recommended pa~s r~placement and

maintenance activities and frequencies. ¯ ¯ ¯
Keep ~e crusher an~ other equipment clean by frequentl~ wiping
off accumulated oil and grease that may ~ exposed to storm water
(except where needed for pro~r o~ration of the equipment) or that
~ay hide equipment treble s~s. = ¯ ¯
~nduct ~heduled ~intenance of facili~ equipment and vehicles
~n a covered or ~rmed area, where practicable. = ¯ =
Schedule peri~ic inspections of equip~nt f~ leaks, spills and ~l-
functi~ing, w~n, ~ c~r~ed pa~s. Regular~ insect ~n~, va~es,
hoses, and containers. L~ f~ signs of wear ~ ~a~ess. I ¯ I
On seconda~ contain~nt structures, regularly insect ~ va~e,
s~Is around the ~tlet pi~, the outlet pi~ itself, ~d t~ di~ f~

~en se~da~ ~i~nt r~e~s require ~mping ~ rele~,
a ~te oi ~ ~ter s~ ~ visual~ i~cted ~ tested
for pollutan~. If ~ll~nt ~vels am sign~ ~ ~ b

Repair ma~unctioning equip~nt that is ms~sible f~ any leak ~
spill as s~n as possible. ~ ~ B

] KES 2000
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Appendix C. Best Management Practices for Auto Dismantling IndustD’,

COMPARISON OF BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

~ I~. Ability to Contmh

BEST MANAGEMENT P~C~CES

Secure and lock above ground tank storage areas. ~anks, pumps,
f~ings, pipes, and conta{ners should be inspected routinely for
integri~ and leaks.
Perform maintenance activities ind~rs.5

Valves ~n secondary contain~n/structures Should be kept in the
"off" position at all time, except when collected water is being
removed.

SPILL PREVENTION AND RESPONSE
Make avadable MSDS sheets and other safety materials that identify
types of fluids that have the potential to spill, indicate whether these
fluids are hazardous or toxic, hst appropriate safety equipment to be
worn, and specify correct materials and procedures to use to clean

Prov=de sp=ll clean-up equ=pment at Iocahons where sp=lls are most

Identify clean-up procedures, including the use of dry absorbent
materials or other clean-up methods to collect, dispose of, or re-
cycle spilled or leaked fluids. Maintain an adequate supply of dry
absorbent material on-site. Properly dispose of used absorbent

~ontain oil or other fluids spilled’during parts removal.
Never pour liquids or dry materials down a storm drain.
Place drip pans, plastic sheets, or canvas tarps beneath vehicles,
:arts, and equipment during maintenance and dismantling activities.
If any parts are removed, they should be placed in a drip pan. Drip
pans should not be lef~ unattended.
When. refueling vehicle’s and equipment, park as close to the pump
as possible. Keep fuel nozzle upright when not in use, and replace
nozzle securely in the pump.
Pave refueling areas to prevent ¢~tarnination of the soil if a spill
occurs.
Equip fuel pumps and tanks with overflow preventior~ and automatic
shut-off devices.
Control any spills that may occur around fueling areas,

COMMENTS
5 May not be appropriate for certain scheduled maintenance

procedures.
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COMPARISON OF BEST MANAGEMENT P~CTiCES

~ Abil~ to ~nt~l:            ~

Containers and tanks should be stored on a concrete or imperme-
able surface, and if feasible, under cover. All containers should be
labeled according to content and hazard character=stics. Keep
drums containing chemicals away from sumps and drains,6
Observed spills and leaks should’be capiured and cleaned up
using dry absorbents, drip pans. towels, mops. pads, and booms.
Mmntam good integrity of all storage containers.
Install safeguards (such as d~king or berming) against accidental
releases at dtsmanthng and storage areas.7

EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL
Implement appropriate vegetative, structural,, or stabd~at~on
measures to limit soif erosion.
Regularly sweep and clean pave~’ suffac~ to reduce sediment
Duild-up. Sediment should be swept up and placed into a covered.
,vatertight dumpster for proper disposal.8

Install filtering or d=version practices, such as filter fabr=c fences,
sediment filter booms, earthen or gravel berms, curbing, or
equivalen’~ measures.9

Install sediment traps, vegetative buffer strips, silt fencing, or equi-
valent measures to remove sediment prio~" to discharge through an
inlet or catch basin,t0

~ hot use vehicle fluids, oils, or fuels for dust control or weed

Esta’blish and maintain a vegetative cover in areas not used for
vehicle salvage activities.

RUNOFF MANAGEMENT
Use vegetated swales and buffer strips, catch basin filters, and/or
other similar measures to facilitate settling or filtering of pollutants in

COMMEN’rS
6 Secondary storage inside a building is only recommended 9 ,=i@~’ing measures may not be practical for facilities with

when there is a po~entiaJ for a spi//ed liquid to flow outside t.mpaved surfaces with large sediment Ioadings. Filters
and reach a u,~erway, would become clogged, possibly causing flooding. May be

7 This may r~ be feasible or practical for some facilities, damaged by heavy equipment.
8 May be labor intensive for some facilities. 10 May not be practical in many industrial facilities that are

storm sewered. May be damaged by heavy’ equipment.
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~ppenu~x L. tsest ~,lanagement rract~ces for Auto Dismantling Industry

COMPARISON OF BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

~ ~. Ability to Control;

BEST ~NAGEMENT P~C~CES

Construct ~rasse~ sw~les, ~er~s, a~d ~iversio~s to ~irect water
flow to a central point tot beret control and management.
Properly mmnta;n grassed swales by keeping swales free of ~ebris

late~ se~=ment. ~ not place material or waste in swales or in the
runoff paths. ~ ¯ ¯ ¯
Divert runoff away from material storage areas through such prac-
t=ces as d=kes, berms, containment trenches, culverts, elevated con-
crete pads, and/or su~ace grading.11

Consider mstalhng a Oetent=on pond Monitor accumulat=on of
sediments in the boRom of detention ponds. Remove
accumulated metals and other mater=als from the bosom of
detention ponds as needed.12
Constoerm~’~nstalhng oil-water separators~educe the
of petroleum-based oils in storm water runoff. Test and clean
out sediments and oily deposits that have accumulated in the
o~l-water separator. Sediments should be tested for metals and
other ~llutants ~ich may be expected to be present.

NON-STORM WATER DISCHARGES
Disco~nec’t or seal off all existing floor drains and sin~ t~t am’
connected to the sto[~ drainage system.
Wash veh~s and equip~nt in a ~ntained area.
Do not ste~ clean pans outside w=tho’~t proper wastewater ¢~-
~in~nL ¯ ¯
~ ~ot ~iSc~arge stea~ ~leane~ wastewater to a septic ~nk s~tem
~cause the oils ~y not be treated ~ rem~ed in ~ ~tem.
~ not pour liquid waste ~ p~s w~h water d~ st~ drain ~te~,
~ not hose d~ the shop fl~r ~f water ~uld ~ c~veyed ~ a
storm drain.

COMMENTS
11 Practices can be readily damaged by heavy equipment.

practical in many paved facilities.
¯ 12 This BMP is not re~luired by the U.S. EPA Multi.T~tor Pem~

The use of detention I:x~ds and d~..s may’
need for a ~ wateT permit it all morro w~ter ~ the
ity is detained and no water is discharged from the facility

l KES 2000 66""    ::
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Appendix D. Comparison of Conventional and Toxic Pollutant Concentrations in Storm Water        .
from Auto Dismantling Facilities in Los Angeles Region ~

EPA L.A. Regional Board~ L.A. Regional Board~ L.A. Regional Board~ L.A. Regional Board~
Constituents

Bench- N=8; 1998-1999 N=24; 1997- 1998 N=49; 1996- 1997      1995- 1996

mark2 Mean Median 95ile Mean Median 95ile Mean Median 95ile Mean Median 95ile

pH 6-9 6.2 7.3 8.5 6.15 7 8.74 1.81 6.8 8.9 5.7 6.8 7.8

(min) (max) (rain) (max) (min) (max) (min) (max)

TSS 100 116 85 210    99 69 304    196 51 479 148 - 168 294

SC 200 204 243 355 196 135 518 415 170 1530 262 160 623

(umho/cm)

O&G 15 28 18 67 N=20 6.7 20.1 11 7.7 30 39 15 92

8.7                        (N=3)

TOC 110 N/A N/A N}A N=7 110 138 N/A N/A N/A 45 32 122

78 (N= 12

) ,:~" ..%

A1 0.75 1.06 0.668 2.53 N=2 1.19 1.65 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

1.19

Cu 0.0636 0.142 0.132 0.236 0.09 0.093 0.17 0.170 0.17 .245 N/A N/A N/A

Fe I 1.36 1.22 2.71 N=2 2.19 3 19 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

2.36

Pb 0.0816 0.103 0.083 0.210 0.06 0.035 0.2 0.304 0.267 0.682 0.1740.15 0.34

(N =7)

Zn 0.117 0.509 0.483 0.725 0.56 0.34 1.9 1.07 0.40 2.75 N/A N/A N/A

~ Data represent grab samples of storm water from auto dismantling facilities collected by facility operators as part of the annual monitoring and reporting
requirement or by the Regtonal Board staffas part of this study.
2 The benchmark values are from the 1995 USEPA Multi-sector Permit (USPEA 1995).
a Represent samples collected by staff from the tight case study facilities.
4 Represent samples collected by facility operators.

~ Represent samples collected by group monitoring participants.
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Appendix E. Description of Load Estimate Parameters

Each of the parameters in the EPA Simple Method equation were estimated as
described below:

Average pollutant concentration, C: Ideally, Flow-weighted composites should be
used to estimate load. Given the lack of flow-weighted composite storm water data on
the auto dismantling industry reflective of the climatic and precipitation patterns of
S6uthem California, grab sample data generated by staff sampling at the eight case
study facilities were used. At this time, the approximate margin of error or uncertainty
from using grab sample data instead of flow-weighted composite data is not known.

The total site area, A: For area, A, area occupied per watershed by auto dismantling
establishments were estimated by multiplying the following three factors: a) the total
number of auto dismantlers in Los Angeles County (404) estimated earlier in this study;
b) the proportion of auto dismantling facilities located in each watershed area,
determined based on zipcodes of all dismantlers with an active NOI; and c) the average
size of auto dismantling facilities located in each watershed. It was assumed that, on
average, non-fliers are similar to NOI fliers in size and in spatial distribution.

Annual rainfall depth, .P: Rainfall records for certain parts of Los Angeles County
were available from the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works, Hydrology
Division (the County). This study chose reference monitoring sites chosen for each
watershed with a significant number of auto dismantter establishments. Rainfall pattern
could vary substantially even within a watershed. Therefore, it is important to use
rainfall data as specific or closest to the source area as possible. The annual rairtfall
depth was calculated by adding daily rainfall (in inches) reported from October 1998 to
September 1999.

Fraction of rainfall events that produce a runoff, Pi: This study used 0.1 inches as the
threshold volume required to generate runoff. Pj was calculated by dividing the sum of
the adjusted individual rainfall volume (i.e. minus the first 0.1 inches) for the 1998/99
wet season by the annual total rainfall volume. If’Pj is known for a given geographical
area for a certain wet season or for an extended period (for example 100 years), one
could reasonably estimate the total annual runoff (by multiplying P*Pj) without the
individual rain records as long as the annual total precipitation is known. Since the
daily rainfall data were available from the County, we calculated the product P*Pj by
simply adding the individual rainfall depth after subtracting 0.1 inch from each rainfall
datum.

Site Impe .ryiousness, I: The GISP defines percent imperviousness as the portion of a
facility property that is paved, roofed (including buildings), or covered. A single value
for imperviousness was derived by normalizing based on area, i.e. by dividing the sum
of impervious areas calculated for each facility by the sum of facility size. An average
site imperviousness of 43 % was estimated for the auto dismantling facilities in Los
Angeles County using the self-reported information in the NOI database (This value is
significantly less than the 76% imperviousness estimated for light industrial land use in
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the Los Angeles County’s Annual Monitoring Report submitted as a requirement under
the municipal storm water program.) A source of uncertainty in this estimate is that
facility operators could have misinterpreted the term "imperviousness."
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A Citizen’s Guide to Planning

INTRODUCTION

~ his is a citizen’s guide to land use planning as itCities and counties. "plan" in order to identify
issues asimportant community (such new| is practiced in California. !,ts purpose is to growth,

~ explain, in general terms, how local communi-housing needs, and environmental protection), project
ties regulate land use and to define some commonlyfuture demand for services (such as sewer, water,
used planning terms. The booklet covers the follow-roads, etc.), anticipate potential problems (such as
ing topics: overloaded sewer facilities or crowded roads), and

establish goals and policies for directing and manag-
¯State Law and Local Planning ing growth. Local governments use a variety of tools

¯ The General Plan in the planning process including the general plan,
specific plans, zoning, and the subdivision ordinance.

¯Zoning The examples discussed here represent common

¯ Subdivisions procedures or methods, but are by no means the only
way of doing things. State law establishes a frame-

- Other Ordinances and Regulations work for local planning procedures, but cities and
counties adopt their own unique responses to the¯Annexation and Incorporation issues they face. The reader is encouraged to consult

¯ The California Environmental Quality Act the bibliography for more information on planning in
general and to contact your local planning department¯A Glossary of Planning Terms for information on planning in your community.

¯ Bibliography
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A Citizen’s Guide to Planning

STATE LAW AND LOCAL PLANNING

State law is the foundation for local planning in Cahfomia.the more common types of hearing bodies and their usual
"l-he California Government Code (Sections 65000 etresponsibilities:
seq.) contains many of the laws pertaining to the regula-̄ The Planning Commission: considers general plan and

tion of land uses by local governments including: the general specific plan amendments, zone changes, and major subdivi-
plan requirement, specific plans, subdivisions, and zoning, sions.

However, the State is seldom involved in local land use and- The Zoning Adjustment Board: considers conditional use
development decisions; these have been delegated to the city permits, variances, and other minor permits.
councils and boards of supervisors of the individual cities and̄ Architectural Review or Design Review Board: reviews
counties. Local decisionmakers adopt their own sets of land use projects to ensure that they meet community aesthetic stan-
policies and regulations based upon the state laws. dards.

In some cities and counties, these bodies simply advise the
Plan and Ordinances legislative body on the proposals that come before them, leaving

There are currently 533 incorporated cities and counties in,actual approval to the council or board of supervisors. More
California. State law requires that each of these jurisdictionscommonly, these bodies have the power to approve proposals,
adopt"a comprehensive, long-term general plan for [its] physicalsubject to appeal to the council or board of supervisors. These
development." This general plan is the official city or countyhearing bodies, however, do not have final say on matters of
policy regarding the location of housing, business, industry,policy such as zone changes and general or specific plan amend-
roads, parks, and other land uses, protection of the public fromments.
noise and other environmental hazards, and conservation of
natural resources. The legislative body of each city (the cityHearings
council) and each county (the board of supervisors) adopts State law requires that local governments h6ld public hear-
zoning, subdivision and other ordinances to regulate land uses ings prior to most planning actions. At the heanng, the council,
and to carry out the policies of its general plan. board, or advisory commission will explain the proposal, con-

There is no requirement that adjoining cities or cities andsider it in light of local regulations andenvironmental effects, and
counties have identical, or even similar, plans and ordinances,listen to testimony from interested parties. The council, board, or
Cities and counties are distinct and independent political units,commission will vote on the proposal at the conclusion of the
Each city, through its council and each county, through itshearing.
supervisors, adopts its own general plan and development regu- Depending upon each jurisdiction’s local ordinance, public
lations. In turn, each of these governments is responsible for thehearings are not always required for minor land subdivisions,
planning decisions made within its jurisdiction, architectural or design review or ordinance interpretations. The

method of advertising hearings may vary. At a minimum, coun-
Hearing Bodies ties and cities must publish notice of general plan adoption and

In most communities, the city council or board of supervisorsamendment in the newspaper. Notice of a proposed general plan
has appointed one or more hearing bodies to assist them withamendment affecting allowable land uses, zone change, condi-
planning matters. The titles and responsibilities of these groupstional use permit, variance, and subdivision tract is published in
vary from place-to-place, so check with your local planningthe newpaper and mailed to nearby property owners.
department regarding regulations in your area. Here are some of

THE GENERAL PLAN

The Blueprint Long.range Emphasis
The local general plan can be described as the city’s or The general plan is not the same as zoning. Although both

county’s "blueprint" for future development. It represents the designate how land may be developed, they do so in different
community’s view of its future; a constitution made up of theways. The general plan and its diagrams have a long-term
goals and policies upon which the city council, board of superb’i-outlook, identifying the types of development that will be al-
sors, and planning commission will base their land use decisions,lowed, the spatial relationships among land uses, and the general
To illustrate its importance, all subdivisions, public workspattern offuturedevelopment.Zoningregulatespresentdevelop-
projects, and zoning decisions (except in charter cities other thanment through specific standards such as lot size, building set-
Los Angeles) must be consistent with the general plan. If incon-back, and a list of allowable uses. In counties and general law
sistent, they must not be approved, cities, the land uses shown on the general plan diagrams will
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A Clt=zen’s Guide to Planning

usually be reflected in the l,~cal ,’~,mr:g m,lp, a, t~ell [)c~ch,p-¯Ttle housingelementisacomprehensiveassessmentofcurrent
ment must not only meet the spec~ti, rcqum.’ments of the zoningand projected housing needs for all economic segments of the
ordinance, but also the broader p~l+,~es ~et fl~r~h in tile I~calcommunity, ltsetsforthlocalhousingpoliciesandprogramsto
general plan. implement those policies.

Contents ¯ The conservation element addresses the conservation, devel-
State law requires that each city and each count), adopt aopment, and use of natural resources including water, forests,

general plan containing the following seven components or soils, rivers, and mineral deposits."
"elements": land use, circulation, housing, conservation, open-
space, noise, and safety (Government Code Sections 65300 et¯ The open-space element details plans and measures for pre-
seq.). At the same time, each jurisdiction is free to adopt a wideserving open-space for natural resources, the managed produc-
variety of additional elements covering subjects of particular tion of resources, outdoor recreation, public health and safety,
interest to that jurisdiction such as recreation, urban design, orand the identification of agricultural land.
public facilities.

Mostgeneralplansconsistof:(1)awrittentextdiscussingthē  The noise element identifies and appraises noise problems
community’s goals, objectives, policies, and programs for thewithinthe community and forms the basis for distributing new
distribution of land use; and, (,2) one or more diagrams or mapsnoise-sensitive land uses.
illustrating the gene. ral location of existing and future land uses.
Figure 1 is an example of a general plan diagram. ,The safetyelement establishespoliciesandprograms toprotect

Each local government chooses its own general plan format,the community from risks associated with seismic, geologic,
The plan may be relatively short or long, one volume or tenflood, and wildfire hazards.
volumes, depending upon local needs. Some communities, such
as the City of San Jose, have combined the required elements into~p~ro~in~ the Plan
one document and most communities have adopted plans which The process of adopting or amending a general plan requires
consolidate the elements to some extent, public participation. Cities and counties must hold public hear-

State law requires that loca! governments make copies of theirings for such proposals. Advance notice of the place and time of
plans available to the punic for reference. Copies can be sold tothe hearing must be published in the newspaper or posted in the
the public for the cost of reproduction, vicinity of the site proposed for change. Prior to approval,

hearings will be held by the advisory body such as the planning
Planning Issues commission. The general plan must be adopted by resolution by

Although state law establishes a set of basic issues forthe legislative body of each city or county.
consideration in local general plans, each city and county deter-
mines the relative importance of each issue to local planning andCommunity and Speeili¢ Plans
decides how they are to be addressed in the general plan. As a "’Communi .ty plans" and "specific plans" are often used by
result, no two cities or counties have plans which are exactly alikecities and counties to plan the future of a particular area at a finer
in form or content. Here is a summary of the basic issues, bylevel of detail than that provided by the general Plan. A commu-
element: nity plan is a portion of the local general plan focusing on the

issues pertinent to a particular area or community within the city
¯ The land use element designates the general location andor county. It supplements the policies of the general plan.

intensityofhousing, business, industry,openspace, education, Specific plans describe allowable land uses, identify open
public buildings and grounds, waste disposal facilities, andspace, and detail the availability of facilities and financing for a
other land uses. portion of the community. Specific plans must be consistent with

the local general plan. A specific plan implements but is not
¯ The circulation element identifies the general location and technically a part of the general plan. In some jurisdictions,

extent of existing and proposed major roads, transportationspecific plans take the place of zoning. Zoning, subdivision, and
routes, terminals, and public utilities and facilities. It must bepublic works decisions must be consistent with any applicable
correlated with the land use element, specific plan.
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Figure 1
A typical general plan map. The general distribution of land
uses and major roads are illustrated on this map frgm a city
land use element.
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ZONING

The general plan is a long-range policy document that looksis within a single-family residential zone and also subject to a
at the future of the community. A zoning ordinance is the localsteep-slope overlay zone, must meet the development require-
law that spells out the immediate, allowable uses for each piecements of both zones when it is developed.
of property within the community. In all counties, general law
cities, and the city of Los Angeles, zoning must comply with thePrezonin0
general plan. This rule does not apply to charter cities. Cities may "prezone" lands located within the surrounding

The purpose of zoning is to implement the policies of thecounty in the same way that they approve zoning within the city.
general plan. Prezoning is done before annexation of the land to the city in

order to facilitate its transition into the city boundaries. Prezoning
Zones does not change the allowable uses of the land nor the develop-

Under the concept of zoning, various kinds of land uses arement standards until such time as the site is officially annexed to
grouped into general categories or"zones" such as single-familythe city. Likewise, land that has been prezoned continues to be
residential, multi-family residential, neighborhood commercial,subject to county zoning regulations until annexation is corn-
light industrial, agricultural, etc. A typical zoning ordinancepleted.
describes 20 or more different zones which may be applied to
land within the community. Each piece of property in the corn-Variances
munity is assigned a zone listing the kinds of uses that will be A variance is a limited waiver of development standards for
allowed on that land and setting standards such as minimum lot a use that is otherwise permitted in that zone. The city or county
size, maximum building height, and minimum front yard depth,may grant a variance in special cases where: (1) application of the
The distribution of residential, commercial, industrial, and otherzoning regulations would deprive property ofthe uses enjoyed by
zones will be based on the pattern of land uses established in thenearby, similarly zoned lands; and (2) restrictions have been
community’s general plan. Maps are used to keep track of theimposed to ensure that the variance will not be a grant of special
zoning for each piece of land (an example of a zoning map isprivilege. A city or county may not grant a variance that would
shown in Figure 2). permit a use that is not otherwise allowed in that zone (for

Zoning is adopted by ordinance and carries the weight of localexample, a commercial use could not be approved in a residential
law. Land may be put only to those uses allowed by the applicablezone by variance). Typically, variances are considered when the
zoningclassification.Forexample, ifa commercial zone does notphysical characteristics of the property make it difficult to
allow five-story office buildings, then no such building could bedevelop. For instance, in a situation where the rear halfofa lot is
built on the lands which have been assigned that zone. A zoninga steep slope, a variance might be approved to allow a house to
ordinancehastwoparts:(1)aprecisemapormapsillustratingthebe built closer to the street than usually allowed. Variance
distribution of zones within the community; and, (2)a text whichrequests require a public hearing and neighbors are given the
identifies the specific land uses and development standardsopportunity to testify. The local hearing body then decides
allowed in each zone. whether to approve or deny the variance.

Rezoning Conditional Use Permits
The particular zone determines the uses to which land may be Most zoning ordinances identify certain land uses which do

put. Ifa landowner proposes a use that is not allowed in the zone,not precisely fit into existing zones, but which may be allowed
the city or county could approve a rezoning (change in zone) toupon approval of a conditional use permit (sometimes called a
allow that development. The local planning commission and thespecial use permit or a CUP). These might include community
city council or county board of supervisors must hold publicfacilities (such as hospitals or schools), public buildings or
hearings before property may be rezoned. The hearings must begrounds (such as fire stations or parks); temporary or hard-to-
advertised in advance and notice mailed directly to surroundingclassifyuses (suchas Christmas tree sales orsmall engine repair),
propertyowners.Thecouncilorboardis notobligatedtoapproveor land uses with potentially significant environmental impacts
requests for rezoning and, except in charter cities, must deny such(hazardous chemical storage or a house in a floodplain). The local
requests when the proposed zone conflicts with the general planzoning ordinance specifies those uses for which a conditional use

permit may be requested, which zones they may be requested in,
Overlay Zones and the public hearing procedure.

In addition to the zoning applied to each parcel of land, many As with rezoning and variances, a public hearing must be held
cities and counties use "overlay Zones" to further regulate devel-to consider a CUP. If the local planning commission or zoning
opment in areas of special concern. Lands in historic districts,board approves the use, it will usually do so subject to certain
downtowns, floodplai,ns, near earthquake faults or on steepconditions being met by the permit applicant. Alternatively, it
slopes are often subject to having additional regulations "over-may deny uses which do not meet local standards.
lain" upon the basid zoning requirements. For example, a lot that
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CITY OF POWAY

LAND USE AND ZONING I~LAN

Figure 2
A typical zoning map. The lePer/number codes identi~ the
zone classification for each prope~.
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SUBDIVISIONS

In general, land cannot be divided in Cahfornia without localProcessing
government approval. Dividing land for sale, lease or financing upon receiving an application for a subdivision map. the city
’is regulated by local ordinances based on the State Subdivisionor county staff will examine the design of the subdivision to
Map Act (commencing with Government Code Section 66410).ensure that it meets the requirements of the general plan, the
The local general plan, zoning, subdivision, and other ordinanceszoning ordinance, and the local subdivision ordinance. A public
govern the design of the subdivision, the size of its lots, and thehearing must be held prior to approval of a tentative tract map.
types of improvements (street construction, sewer lines, drainageParcel maps may also be subject to a public hearing, depending
facilities, etc.). In addition, the city or county may impose aupon the requirements of the local subdivision ordinance.
variety of fees upon the subdivision, depending upon local and
regional needs, such as school impact fees, park fee, etc. ContactFinal Approval
your local planning department for information on local require- Approval of a tentative tract map or parcel map generally
merits and procedures, means that the subdivider will be responsible for installing

improvements such as streets, drainage facilities or sewer lines to
Subdivision Types serve the subdivision. These improvements must be installed or

There are basically two types of subdivisions: parcel maps,securedbybondbeforethecityorcountywillgrantfinalapproval
which are limited to divisions resulting in fewer than five lotsof the map and allow the subdivision to be recorded in thecounty
(with certain exceptions), and subdivision maps (also called tract recorder’s office. Lots within the subdivision cannot be sold until
maps), which apply to divisions resulting in five or more lots.the map has been officially recorded. The subdivider has at least
Applications for both types of land divisions must be submitted two years (and depending upon local ordinance, usually more) in
to the local government for consideration in accordance with thewhich to comply with the improvement requirement.s, gain final
local subdivision ordinance and the Subdivision Map Act. administrative approval, and record the final map. Parcel map

requirements may vary dependent upon local ordinance require-
ments. Figure 3 illustrates a typical subdivision map.

OTHER ORDINANCES AND REGULATIONS

Cities and counties often adopt other ordinances besides Local ordinances may also be adopted in response to state
zoning and subdivision to protect the general health, safety, andrequirements. Examples include: Local Coastal Programs (Call-
welfare of their inhabitants. Contact your local planning depart-fomia Coastal Act); surface mining regulations (Surface Mining
ment for information on the particular ordinances in effect in yourand Reclamation Act); earthquake hazard standards (Alquist-
area. Common types include: flood protection, historic preserva-Priolo Special Studies Zone Act); and hazardous material disclo-
tion, design review, hillside development control, growth man-sure requirements. These regulations are generally based on the
agement, impact fees, traffic management, and sign control, applicable state law.

ANNEXATION AND INCORPORATION

The LAFCO annexations; and, studying and approving proposals for city
Annexation (the addition of territory to an existing city) andincorporations. Below is a very general discussion of annexation

incorporation (creation of a new city) are controlled by the Localand incorporation procedures. For detailed information on this
Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO) established in eachcomplex subject, contact your county LAFCO.
county by the state’s Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Act (commencing
with Government Code Section 56000). The commission is madeAnnexation
up of elected officials from the county, cities, and, in some cases, When the LAFCO receives an annexation request, it will
special districts. LAFCO duties include: establishing theconvene a hearing.to determine the worthiness of the proposal
"spheres of influence" that designate the service areas of citiesand may deny or conditionally approve the request based on the
and special districts; studying and approving requests for citypolicies of the LAFCO and state law. Annexation requests which
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receive tentati\e LAFCO appro\,d mc delegated to the afti.’cled pubhc services. A new city must be shown to be "’revenue
city for hearings and, if necessar?, an clecnon. Annexationsneutral" with regard to the tax revenues lost by the county as a
which have been passed by vote oftb.e mhaNtants or Much hax eresult of incorporation and the cost of current services to the
not been defeated by protest (in cases where no election wasproposed city. If the feasibility of the proposed city cannot be
required) must be certified by the LAFCO as to meeting all its shown, the LAFCO can terminate the proceedings. If the pro-
conditions before they become final. It is the LAFCO, not theposed city appears to be feasible, LAFCO will refer the proposal
city, that is ultimately.responsible for the annexation process,to the County board of supervisors for hearing along with a set of

conditions to be met upon incorporation. If the supervisors do not
Incorporation receive protests from a majority of the involved voters, an

When the formation of a new city is proposed, the LAFCO election will be held among the voters within the proposed city
studies the economic feasibility of the proposed city, its impactboundaries to create the city. The voters elect the first council at
on the county and special districts, and its ability to providethe same election.

THE CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL

QUALITY ACT (CEQA)

The California Environmental Quality Act (commencing When a project is subject to review under CEQA, the lead
with Public Resources Code Section 21000) requires local andagency prepares an"initial study" to assess the potential adverse
state governments to consider the potential environmental effectsphysical impacts of the proposal.
of a project before deciding whether to approve it. CEQA’s
purpose is to disclose the potential impacts of a project, suggestNegative Declarations and EIRs
methods to minimize those impacts, and discuss alternatives to If the initial study shows that the project will not cause a
the project so that decision makers will have full information"significant" impact on the environment or when it has been
upon which to base their decision. The term "project" is definedrevised to eliminate all such impacts, a "negative declaration" is
broadly in CEQA. It includes all of the actions discussed in thisprepared. The negative declaration describes why the project will
paper--from annexations to zoning, not have a significant impact and may require that the project

CEQA is a complex law with a great deal ofsubtlety and localincorporate a number of measures (called ’~mitigation mea-
variation. The following discussion is extremely general. Thesures") ensuring that there will be no such impact.
basic requirements and administrative framework for local gov- If significant environmental effects are identified, then an
emments’ CEQA responsibilities are described in the CaliforniaEnvironmental Impact Report (EIR) must be written before the
Environmental Quality Act: Statutes and Guidelines. For moreproject can be considered by decision makers. An EIR discusses
information, readers should contact their local planning depart-the proposed project, its environmental setting, its probable
merit or refer to the CEQA listings in the bibliography, impacts, realistic means of reducing or eliminating those im-

pacts, its cumulative effects, and altematives to the project.
Lead Agency CEQA requires that draft Negative Declarations and EIRs be

The "lead agency" is responsible for seeing that environ-made available for review by the public and other agencies prior
mental review is done in accordance with CEQA and thatto consideration of the project. The review period allows con-
environmental analyses are prepared when necessary. Thecerned citizens and agencies to comment on the completeness
agency with the principal responsibility for issuing permits to aand adequacy of the environmental review prior to its comple-
project (or for carrying out the project) is deemed to be the "leadtion.
agency." As lead agency, it may prepare the environmental When the decision making body (the city council, board of
analysis itself or it may contract for the work to be done under itssupe~’isors, or other board or commission) approves a project, it
direction. In practically all local planning matters (such asmust certify the adequacy of the environmental review. If its
rezoning, conditional use permits, and specific plans) the plan-decision to approve a project will result in unavoidable signifi-
ning department is the lead agency, cant impacts, the decision making body must not only certify the

EIR, but also state, in writing, its overriding reasons for granting
Preliminary Review the approval and how the impacts are to be addressed.

Analyzing a project’s potential environmental effect is a A Negative Declaration or an EIR is an informational docu-
multistep process. Many minor projects are exempt from thement. It.does not, in itself, approve or deny a project. Environ-

’ CEQA requirements. Typically, these include single-familymental analysis must be done as early as possible in the process
homes, remodeling, accessory structures, and minorlotdivisionsof considering a project and must address the entire project.
(l~r a complete list refer to California Environmental QualityThere are several different types of EIRs that may be prepared,
Act: Stat,aes and Guidelines). No environmental review is re-depending upon the project. They are described in the California
quired when a project is exempt from CEQA. Environmental Quality Act: Statutes and Guidelines.
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GLOSSARY

These aresome commonly usedplanning terms. This list includesDensity Bonus
several terms that are not discussed in this booklet. An increase in the allowable number of dwelling units granted by

the city or county in return for the project’s providing low- or
Board of Supervisors moderate-income housing (see Government Code Section
A county’s legislative body. Board members are elected by65915).
popular vote and are responsible for enacting ordinances, impos-Design Review Committee
ing taxes, making appropriations, and establishing county policy.A group appointed by the city council to consider the design and
The board adopts the general plan, zoning, and subdivision
regulations,

aesthetics of development within design review zoning districts.

Development FeesThe"Brown Act"
Fees charged to developers or builders as a prerequisite toThe Ralph M. Brown Open Meeting Act (commencing withconstruction or development approval. The most common are:

Government Code Section 54950) requires cities and counties to
provide advance public notice of hearings and meetings of their( 1 ) impact fees (such as parkland acquisition fees, school facili-

ties fees, or street construction fees) related to funding publiccouncils, boards, and other bodies. Meetings and hearings withimprovements which are necessitated in part or in whole by the
some exceptions must be open to the public, development; (2) connection fees (such as water line fees) to
C EQA cover the cost ofin~talling public services to the development; (3)
The California Environmental Quality Act (commencing withpermit fees (such as building permits, grading permits, sign
Public Resources Code Section 21000). In general, CEQA re-permits) for the administrative costs of processing development
quires that all private and public projects be reviewed prior toplans; and, (4) application fees (rezoning, CUP, variance, etc.)
approval for their potential adverse effects upon the environ- for the administrative costs of reviewing and hearing develop-
ment. ment proposals.

Charter CitT Downzone
A city which has been incorporated under its own charter ratherThis term refers to the rezoning of land to a more restrictive or less
than under the general laws of the state. Charter cities haveintensive zone (for example, from multi-family residential to
broader powers to enact land use regulations than do general lawsingle-family residential or from residential to agricultural).
cities. All of California’s largest cities are charter cities.

EIR
City Council Environmental Impact Report. A detailed review of a proposed
A city’s legislative body. The popularly elected city, council isproject, its potential adverse impacts upon the environment,
responsible for enacting ordinances, imposing taxes, makingmeasures that may avoid or reduce those impacts, and alterna-
appropriations, establishing policy, and hiring some city offi-tives to the project.
cials. The council adopts the local general plan, zoning, and
subdivision ordinance.

Final Map Subdivision
Final map subdivisions (also called tract maps or major subdivi-

COG sions) are land divisions which create five or more lots. They
Council of Governments. There are 25 COGs in California mademust be consistent with the general plan and are generally subject
up of elected officials from member cities and counties. COGsto stricter requirements than parcel maps. Such requirements
are regional agencies concerned primarily with transportation may include installing road improvements, the construction of
planning and housing; they do not directly regulate land use. drainage and sewer facilities, parkland dedications, and more.

Community Plan Floor Area Ratio
A portion of the local general plan that focuses on a particularAbbreviated as FAR, this is a measure 0fdevelopment intensity.
area or community within the city or county. Community plansFAR is the ratio of the amount of floor area of a building to the
supplement the policies of the general plan. amount of area of its site. For instance, a one-story building that

Conditional Use Permit covers an entire lot has an FAR of I. Similarly, a one-story

Pursuant to the zoning ordinance, a conditional use permit (C U P)building that covers 1/2 of a lot has an FAR of 0.5.

may authorize uses not routinely allowed on a particular s~te.General Law City
CUPs require a public hearing and if approval is granted, areA city incorporated under and administered in accordance with
usually subject to the fulfillment of certain conditions by thethe general laws of the state.
developer. Approval of a CUP is not a change in zoning.
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General Plan earthquake faults). Development of land subject to overlay
A statement of policies, including text and dtagrams setting Ibrthzoning requires compliance with the regulations of both the base
objectives, principles, standards," and plan proposals, for theand overlay zones.
future phymcal development of the city or county (see Govern-Parcel Map
ment Code Sections 65300 et seq.). A minor subdivision resulting in fewer than five lots. The city or
"Gi’anny" Housing county may approve a parcel map when it meets the requirements
Typically, this refers to a second dwelling attached to or separateof the general plan and all applicable ordinances. The regulations
from the main residence that houses one or more e~derly persons,governing the filing and processing of parcel maps are found in
CalifomiaGovemmentCode65852.1 enablescitiesandcountiesthe state Subdivision Map Act and the local subdivision ordi-
to approve such units in single-family neighborhoods, nance.

Impact Fees Planned Unit Development (PUD)
See Development Fees. Land use zoning which allows the adoption of a set of develop-

Infrastructure
ment standards that are specific to the particular project being
proposed. PUD zones usually do not contain detailed develop-

A general term describing public and quasi-public utilities andment standards; these are established during the process of
facilities such as roads, bridges, sewers and sewer plants, waterconsidering the proposals and adopted by ordinance if the project
lines, power lines, fire stations, etc. is approved.
Initial Study Planning Commission
Pursuant to CEQA, an analysis of a project’s potential environ-A group of residents appointed by the city council or board of
mental effects and their relative significance. An initial study issupervisors to consider land use planning matters. The
preliminary to deciding whether to prepare a negative declarationcommission’s duties and powers are established by the local
or an EIR. legislative body and might include hearing proposals to amend
Initiative the general plan or rezone land, initiating planning studies (road
A legislative measure which has been placed on the electionalignments, identification of seismic hazards, etc.), and taking
ballot as a result of voter signatures. At the local level, initiativesaction on proposed subdivisions.
usually propose changes or additions to the general plan andReferendum
zoning ordinance. The right to initiative is guaranteed by theA ballot measure challenging a legislative action by the cit3,California Constitution.

council or county board of supervisors. When sufficient voter
LAFCO signatures are filed before the council or board action becomes
Local Agency Formation Commission. The Cortese-Knox Actfinal, the council or board must either set aside its action or call
(commencing with Government Code Section 56000) estab-an election on the matter. Use permits, variances, and subdivi-
fishes a LAFCO made up of elected officials of the county, cities,stuns cannot be challenged by referendum.
and, in some cases, special districts in each county. The 57

School Impact FeesLAFCOs establish spheres of influence for all the cities and
special districts within the county. They also consider incorpora-Proposition 13 put a limit on property taxes and thereby limited

the main source of funding for new school facilities: Califomia
tion and annexation proposals, law allows school districts to impose fees on new developments
Mitigation Measure to offset their impacts on area schools.
The California Environmental Quality Act requires that when an    Setback
adverse environmental impact or potential impact is identified,A minimum distance required by zoning to be maintained be-
measures must be proposed that will eliminate, avoid, rectify.

tween two structures or between a structure and property lines.compensate for or reduce those environmental effects.

Negative Declaration ~,pccific Plan
\ plan addressing land use distribution, open space availability,When a project is not exempt from CEQA and will not have a
., ~.~. tructure, and infrastructure financing for a portion of thesignificant adverse effect upon the environment a negative de,.~. ,nmunity. Specific plans putthe provisions ofthe local generaltaration must be prepared. The negative declaration is an inft~r

m, ational document that describes the reasons why the pro.It, ~
;~1 .. into action (see Government Code Sections 65450 et seq.).

will not have a significant effect and proposes measures t,,I t, mative Map
completely mitigate or avoid any possible effects. I hc map or drawing illustrating a subdivision proposal. The city

Overlay Zone
~,r county will approve or deny the proposed subdivision based

A set of zoning requirements that is superimposed upon a baseupon the design depicted by the tentative map. A subdivision is
not complete until the conditions of approval imposed upon thezone. Overlay zones are generally used when a particular area
tentative map have been satisfied and a final map has beenrequires special protection (as in a historic preservation district)
certified by the city or county and recorded with the countyor has a special problem (such as steep slopes, flooding or
recorder.
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Tract Map Zoning Adjustment Board
See.final map suhdz~’ision. A group appointed by the local legislative body to consider minor

zoning adjustments such as conditional use permits and vari-
Variance ~
A limited waiver from the property de\’elopement standards of

ances. It is empowered to conduct public hearings and to impose

the zoning ordinance. Variance requests are subject to public
conditions of approval. Its decisions may be appealed to the local

hearing, usually before a zoning administrator or board of zoning
legislative body.

adjustment. Variances do not allow a change in land use. Zoning Administrator
A planning department staff member responsible for hearing

Zoning minor zoning permits. Typically, the zoning administrator con-
Local codes regulating the use and development of property. Thesiders variances and conditional use permits and may interpret
zoning ordinance divides the city or county into land use districts
or"zones", represented on zoning maps, and specities the allow- the provisions of the zoning ordinance when questions arise. His/
able uses within each of those zones. It establishes development her decision may be appealed to the local legislative body.

standards for each zone, such as minimum lot size, maximum
height of structures, building setbacks, and yard size.
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Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination

Presentation at the EPA .\,~:,’,,md Str~rm If at~,r (°, ~orclmatr)r’s .~[ddtt~g. Orlando. FL. May 1-3. 2001

Robert Pitt
Department of C~x’~l and Fnv~ronmental Engineering

The L’nivcrs~ty of Alabama at Blrrmngham

Abstract
This paper describes procedures that have been used to identif.’, sources of inappropriate ("illicit") discharges in
storm drainage systems. Also included is a review of emerging techmques that may also be useful, especially m
future years as they become more accessible and become proven technologies. This paper also describes a series of
tests where the original methods developed previously for EPA ~Pitt. et aL 1993), along with selected new
procedures, were examined ~asing almost 700 stormwater samples collected from telecommunication manholes from
throughout the U.S. About ten percent of the samples were estimated to be contarrunated with sanita~, sewage using
these methods, similar to what ~s expected for most stormwater systems. The original methods are still
recommended as the most useful procedure for identifying contamination of stoma drainage systems, with the
possible addition of specific tests tbr E coli and enterococci and Lrv absorbance at 228 am. Most newly emerging
methods require exotic equipment and unusual expertise and are therefore not very available, especially at Iov,’ cost
and with fast turn-around times for the analyses. These emerging methods may therefore be more useful for specml
research projects than for routine screening of storm drainage systems.

The Center for Watershed Protection (CWP) and Dr. Robert Pitt with the University of Alabama are currently being
funded by EPA to complete a technical assessment of techniques and methods for identifying and correcting illicit
and inappropriate discharges geared towards NPDES Phase II cornmumnes. The project has a two year duration. In
the first year, most of our effort ~vill be directed to collecting data. The most cost effective and efficient techniques
will also be identified during this initial project period. In the second project year, the prqiect team will develop
draft guidance on methods and techniques to identify and correct illicit connections, test the efficacy of the draft
guidance in four communities, complete a final "User’s Manual for Identifying and Correcting Illicit and
Inappropriate Discharges," and conduct training and dissemination. This project is expected to start in the summer
of 2001,

Introduction
Urban stormwater runoff includes waters from many other sources which find their way into storm drainage
systems, besides from precipitation. There are cases where pollutant levels in storm drainage are much higher than
they would otherwise be because of excessive amounts of contaminants that are introduced into the storm drainage
system by various non-stormwater discharges. Additionally. baseflows (during dry weather) are also common m
storm drainage systems. Dry-weather flows and wet-weather flows have been monitored during numerous urban
nmoffstudies. These studies have found that discharges observed at ouffa!ls during dry weather were significantly
different from wet-weather discharges and may account for the majority of the annual discharges for some pollutants
of concern from the storm drainage system,

There have been numerous methods used to investigate ~nappropriate discharges to storm drainage systems. Pitt. et
al, (1993) and Lalor (1994) reviewed many of these procedures and developed a system that municipalities could
use for screening outfalls in residential and commercial areas. In these areas, sewage contamination, along with low
rate discharges from small businesses (especially laundries, vehicle repair shops, plating shops, etc.) are of primary
concern. One of the earliest methods used to identify sewage contarmnation utilized the ratio of fecal coliform to
fecal strep, bacteria. This method is still in use. but unfortunately has proven inaccurate in most urban stormwater
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Use of Tracers to Identify Sourccs of (’ontamination in Urban Drainage Systems
]ItX estlgatlons designed to determine the: contr~butum ol urban stonm~ater ~moft’to recelvmg x~.’ater quahty
prt~blen~ have led to a commumg mlerest m mapproprmte connectmns to storm drainage systems. LTrban
stormxvater nmoff is traditmnally defined as that port,on ofprecip~tatmn xxhich drains l~om c~y surfaces and t]ows
~ la llatural or man-made dranlage systems into recelx tug waters, In thct. urban stormwater nln~ff also Includes
~ at~rs t}om many other sources x~ Inch find thmr xx a} into smnn drainage systems. Sources of some Of this water
can be ~dent~fied and accounted for by exannnmg ct~enl Nanonal Pollutant Discharge Ehmtnauon System
I NPDES~ pemait records Ik~r permuted industrial x~ astex~ aters that can be legally d~scharged to the storm drainage
system, tloxs ex er. most of the water comes fr,ma other sources, including illicit and’or inappropriate entrms to the
slorm drainage system. Thebe enn~es can account l))r a sigmficant amount of the pollutants discharged from storm
sewerage systems (Pitt and blcLean 1986).

Pen~uts for municipal separate storm sewers include a requirement to effectively prohibit proble~tic non-
stomaxvater discharges, thereby placing emphasis on the ehminatlon of inappropriate commctions to ~ban storm
drams. Section 122.26 (d)( 1)( ~v ~{ I)} of ~e ride specifically reqmres an initml screening program to provide means
tbr detecting high levels of pollutants ~n dW weather flows which should se~’e as indicators ofillimt co~ections to
the stom~ se~ers. To facilitate the application of this rule, the EPA’s Office of Research and Development’s Storm
and Combined Sewer Pollution Con~ol Program and the Enviro~ental Engineering & Tec~ology Demonstratmn
Branch, along with the Office of XVater’s Nonpoint Source Branch, supposed research for the investigation of
inappropriate envies to sto~ drainage systems (Pitt. et al. 1993). The approach presented in this research was based
on the identification and quantification of clean baseflow and ~e conta~nated components d~ng dW weather. If
the relative amounts of potennal components are tmo~=, then the impo~ance of the dry weather discharge can be
dete~ned.

The ideal ~acer to identify, major flow so~ces should have the following characteristics:
¯Sig~ficant difference in concentrations between possible pollutant so~ces;
¯S~ll variatmns in concen~ations within each likely pollutant so~ce categow;
¯A consen’ative behavior (Le., no significant concen~ation change due to physical, che~cal or

biological processes); and,
¯Ease of meas~ement with adequate detection li~ts, good sensitiviu and repeatabiliU.

In order to identify ~acers meeung the above criteria, literature characterizing potential inappropriate envies into
sto~ drainage syste~ was exangned. Several case studies which identified procedures used by individual
municipalities or regional agencies were also exa~ed.

Selection of Parameters for Identi#ing Inappropriate Discharge Sources. Table 1 is an assessment of the
useNlness of candidate field sm, ey parameters in identifying different potential non-sto~water flow so~ces.
Na~al and domestic waters should be unconta~nated (except in the presence of conta~nated groundwaters
enter~g the &ainage syste~ for example). SanitaW sewage, septage, and indus~al waters can produce toxic or
pathogenic conditions. ~e other so~ce flows (wash and rinse waters and ~gation re~ flows) may cause
nuisance conditions, or degrade the ecosystem. The parameters ~rked with a plus sign can probably be used to
identify the specific so~ce’flows by their presence. Negative signs indicate ~at ~e potential source flow probably
does not contain the listed parameter in adverse or obvious amounts, and ~y help conf~ ~e presence of the
source by its absence. Parameters with both positive and negative signs for a specific so~ce category would not
likely be veW helpN1 due to likely wide variations expected.
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TABLE 1 Candidate ~,~,~d bur,,eyParameters and AssociatedNon-StormwaterFIowSources

Parameter °, ,’ ,’=r ~’3table S,3;~lta~’~, Sep~age I h~dt, s ~’.asb I Rli,<e imQ ’
I ~,’.at~’" ’.’.ate~ Sewag,~ Water I       Water Water I     Water Wa~er

Fluoride + + + +/- + } + +
Hardness change +,.- + + ÷i- + ÷
Surfactants + + I +
Florescence - "* + I

+ t + "Potassium + +
Ammonia + 4- _ l" " ÷;-
Odor + + + +~-
Color

.~ I

clarity + + + +
Floatables ÷ + +!- +.-
Deposits and stains + + +~-
Vegetation change " + + +/ 11

+

Structural damage + I , -
Conductivity + + + +/- } ÷ +
Temperature change +I- + ÷/-

I ’ +/-pH + -

Note: implies relatively low concentration
+ implies relatively high concentration
+/- implies variable conditions

Parameters Suitable for Indicators of Contamination by Sanitary Sewage
Tracer Characteristics of Local Source Flows. Table 2 is a summary of tracer parameter measurements for
Birmingham, AL. This table is a summary of the "librar3."’ that describes the tracer conditions for each potential
source category. The important reformation shown on this table includes the median and coefficient of variation
(COV) values for each tracer parameter for each source category. Appropriate tracers are characterized by having
significantly different concentrations in flow categories that need to be distinguished. In addition, effective tracers
also need low COV values within each flow category. The study indicated that the COV values were quite low for
each category, with the exception of chlorine, which had much greater COX,’ values. Chlorine is therefore not
recommended as a quantitative tracer to estimate the flow components. Similar data must be collected in each
community, where these procedures are to be used. Recommended field observations include color, odor, clarity,
presence of floatables and deposits, and rate of flow, in addition to the selected chemical measurements.

Simple Data Evaluation Methods to Indic, ate Sources of Contamination
Negative Indicators Implying Contamination. Indicators of contamination (negative indicators) are clearly apparent
visual or physical parameters indicating obvious problems and are readily observable at the outfall during the field
screening activities. These observations are very important during the field sur~’ey because they are the simplest
method of identifying grossly contaminated dry-weather outfall flows. The direct examination of outfall
characteristics for unusual conditions of flow, odor, color, turbidity, floatables, deposits/stains, vegetation
conditions, and damage to drainage structures is therefore an important part of these investigations. Table 3 presents
a summary of these indicators, along with narratives of the descriptors to be selected in the field.

Correlation tests were conducted to identify relationships between outfalls that were known to have severe
contamination problems and the negative indicators (Lalor 1994). Pearson correlation tests indicated that high
turbidity and obvious odors appeared to be the most useful physical indicators of contamination when contamination
was defined by toxicity and the presence of detergents. High turbidity was noted in 74% of the contaminated source
flow samples. This represented a 26% false negative rate (indication of no contamination when contamination
actually exists), if one relied on turbidity alone as an indicator of contamination. High turbidity was noted in only
5% of the uncontarmnated source flow samples. This represents the rate of false positives (indication of
contamination when none actually exists) when relying on turbidity alone. Noticeable odor was indicated in 67% of
flow samples from contaminated sources, but in none of the flow samples from uncontaminated sources. This.
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x~ ould bc discarded after I[iriher lnx C-IITdllOn } lo~t e~ c’l. a l,ilb¢ I17~8{1~ o during a screelllng lllVOStlUallt)ll rc~tllls 111

the dismissal era problem outl:all l’t~r at least the neai ltl[urc 5Ilsb~d contributors to stream contamination may resuh
m unsanslhctory in-stream results Ik~llo~ mg the apphcat:on el costly correcnve measures else~here.

The method of using phys:cal charactenst:cs to rod:care contammatmn m outfall flows does not allo~ quantifiable
estimates of the flea components and. if used alone, x~ ~I1 hkclv result in many inco:ect determinations, especmlly
Ik:lse negatives. These simple characterisncs arc most u>eful li>r Mentffy~ng gross contamination, only the most
s:gnificanlty contam:nated outthlls and drainage arcab ~ould therefo:e be recognized using tb:s method

Detergents as Indicator,q of Contamination. Results from the Mann-Whlmey U tests (Lalor 1994) indicated that
samples t’rom any of the dry-~eather flow sources could be conectly classified as clean or contan~nated based onl.’,
on the measured value of any one of the lMlowing pararneter~ detergents, color, or conducUvity. Color and h~gh
conductivity ~ere present in samples from clean sources as ~elt as contaminated sources, but their levels of
occurrence were significantly d~fferent between the t~ o groups. If samples from only one source were expected to
make up outfall flmvs, the level of color or conductivity could be used to distinguish contaminated outfalls from
clean outfalls, ttowever, since mulu-source flows occur, measured le’,’els of color or conductivity could fail ~thm
acceptable levels because of diluuon, e~ en though a contamananng source was contributing to the flow. Detergents.
on the other hand, can be used to d~stingmsh between clean and contaminated outfalls simply by their presence or
absence, using a detection limit of 0.06 mg, L. All samples analyzed from contaminated sources contained detergents
in excess of this amount (with the exception of tb_ree septage samples collected from homes discharging only toilet
flustung water). No clean source samples were found to contain detergents. Contam.inated sources would be detected
in mixtures with uncontaminated waters if they made up at least 10% of the mixture.

Flow Chart for Most Significant Flow Component Identification. A further refinement is the flow chart shown on
Figure i. This flow chart describes an analysis strategy which may be used to identify the major component of dry-
weather flow samples in residential and commercial areas. This method does not attempt to distinguish among all
potential sources of dry-weather flows identified earlier, but rather the following four major groups of flow are
identified: (1) tap waters {inclui:ling domestic tap water, irrigation water and rinse water), (2) natural waters fspring
water and shallow ground water), (3) sanitary wastewaters (sanitar7 sewage and septic tank discharge), and
wash waters (commercial laundry, waters, commercial car wash waters, radiator flushing wastes, and plating bath
wastewaters). The use of this method would not only allow outfall flows to be categorized as contaminated or
uncontaminated, but would allow outfalls carrying sanitary wastewaters to be identified. These outfalls could then
receive highest priority for further investigation leading to source control. This flow chart (Lalor 1994) was designed
for use in residential and/or commercial areas only.
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Table 2, Tracer Concentrations found in t3irmmgham, AL, Waters (mean, standard deviation, and
coefficient of Var~ahon, COV) (Pitt, et al. 1993 and Lalor 1994)

Spring "Treated Laundry Sanitary Septic Car wash Radiator
water potable wastewater wastewater tank water flush

water effluent water

Fluorescence 6,8 4 6 1020 2,50 430 1200 22 000
(% scale) 2.9 0.35 125 50 100 130 950

0.43 0.08 0 12 020 023 0,11 004

Potassium 0,73 1.6 3 5 6 0 20 43 2800
(mg,L) 0,070 0 059 0 38 1 4 9,5 16 375

0,10 0.0,.4, 0.11 023 047 0,37 013

Ammonia 0.009 0.028 0.82 10 90 0.24 0.03
(mg,’L) 0.016 0 006 0.12 3 3 40 0.066 0.01

1.7 0.23 0.14 0 34 0 44 0.28 03

Ammonia/Potassium 0.011 0.018 0.24 1 7 5.2 0.006 0.011
(ratio) 0.022 0,006 0.050 0.52 3,7 0.005 0.011

2.0 0.35 0.21 0 31 0.71 0.86 1.0

Fluoride 0.031 0 97 33 0 77 099 12 150
(mg/L) 0.027 0,014 13 0 17 0.33 2.4 24

0.87 0.02 0.38 0.23 0.33 0.20 0.!6

Toxicity <5 47 99.9 43 99.9 99.9 99.9
(% ~ight decrease after 25 n/a 20 <1 26 <1 <1 <1
minutes, 125 ) n/a 0,44 n/a 0,59 n/a n/a n/a

Surfactants <0.5 <0.5 27 1.5 3.1 49 15
(mg/L as MBAS) n/a n/a 6.7 1,2 4.8 5.1 1.6

n/a n/a 0.25 0.82 1.5 0.11 0.11

Hardness 240 49 14 140 235 160 50
(rag/L) 7,8 1.4 8.0 15 150 9.2 1,5

0.03 0.03 0.57 0.11 0.64 0.06 0.03

pH 7.0 6.9 9.1 7.1 6.8 6.7 7.0
(pH units) 0.05 0.29 0.35 0.13 0.34 0.22 0.39

0.01 0.04 0.04 0,02 0 05 0,03 0.06

Color <1 <1 47 38 59 220 3000
(color units) n/a n/a 12 21 25 78 44

n/a n/a 0.27 0.55 0.41 0.35 0.02

Chlorine 0,003 0,88 0,40 0,014 0.013 0.070 0.03
(mg/L) 0.005 0.60 0,10 0,020 0.013 0.080 0.016

1.6 0.68 0.26 1.4 1.0 1.1 0.52

Specific conductivity 300 110 560 420 430 485 3300
(p,S/cm) 12 1.1 120 55 311 29 700

0.04 0.01 0.21 0 13 0.72 0.06 0.22

Number of samples !0 10 10 ’-; 9 10 10
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Table 3, Interpretations of Phy~ca~ Observation Parameters and Likely’ Associated Flow Sources (Pitt. et al.

1993)

Odor -Mcst strong odor’.,, especially, gasohne o;Is. and so~,.,=nls are h~,ely associated with h~gh responses on the :ox~c~ty screemqg
test T.,,p~cal obvious odors include: gasohne, od, san~taer waslm,,ater, mdustnal chemicals, decomposing orgamc wasles, etc

sewage smell associated w~tn stale san~lar’:,, wastewaler, especially ~n pools near ouffall.
sulfur i’ rotten eggs’) ~ndustnes that d~scharge sulfide compounds or organics lineal packers, canneries, dairies, etc.}

o~l.and gas petroleum refineries or many facdd.es associated w~th vehicle maintenance or petroleum product
storage

rancid-sour food preparalion facd~hes (restaurants, hotels, etc.).

Color - Important ~ndlcator of ~nappropnate industrial sources Industrial dry-weather discharges may be of any color, but dark
colors such as brown, gray, or black, are most common

yellow, chemical plants, textile and tanmng plants
brown: meat packers, printing plants, metal works stone and concrete, fertilizers, and petroleum refining fac~lihes.
green: chem;cal plants, textile facihbes.
red: meat packers.
gray: daines, sewage.

Turbidity - Often affected by the degree of gross contamination Dry-weather industrial flows with moderate turbidity can be cloudy,
while h~ghly turbid flows can be opaque, High turbidity is often a charactenstic of undiluted dry-weather industrial d~scharges.

cloudy: sanitary wastewater, concrete or stone operations, fertihzer facilities, automotive dealers.
opaque: food processors, lumber mills, metal operations, pigment plants.

Floatable Matter - A contaminated flow may contain floating solids or liquids directly related to industrial or samtary wastewater
pollution, Floatables of industnal ongm may include ammal fats, spoiled food, oils, solvents, sawdust, foams, packing materials, or
fuel.

off sheen: petroleum refineries or storage facilities and vehicle service facilities.
sewage: sanitary wastewater.

Deposits and Stains - Refers to any type of coating near the outfall and are usually of a dark color. Deposits and stains often will
contain fragments of floatable substances. These situations are illustrated by the grayish-black deposits that contain fragments of
animal flesh and hair which often are produced by leather tannenes, or the white crystalline powder which commonly coats outfalls
due to nitrogenous fertilizer wastes.

sediment: construction site erosion.
oily: petroleum refineries or storage facilities and vehicle service facilities.

Vegetation - Vegetation surrounding an outfall may show the effects of industrial pollutants. Decaying organic materials coming
from various food product wastes would cause an ~ncrease in plant hfe, while the discharge of chemical dyes and inorganic
pigments from textile mills could noticeably decrease vegetation. It is important not to confuse the adverse effects of high
stormwater flows on vegetation with highly toxic dry-weather intermittent flows.

excessive growth: food product facilities.
inhibited growth: high stormwater flows, beverage facilities, printing plants, metal product facilities, drug manufacturing,

petroleum facilities, vehicle service facilities and automobile dealers.

Damage to Outfall Structures - Another readily visible indication of industrial contamination. Cracking, deterioration, and spalling
of concrete or peeling of surface paint, occurring at an outfall are usually caused by severely contaminated discharges, usually of
industrial origin. These contaminants are usually very acidic or basic in nature, Pdmary metal industries have a strong potential for
causing outfall structural damage because their batch dumps are highly acidic. Poor construction, hydraulic scour, and old age may
also adversely affect the condition of the outfall structure.

concrete cracking: industrial flows
concrete spalling: industrial flows
peehng paint: industrial flows
metal corrosion: industrial flows
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F~gure 1 S,mlote f~o,’, charlmethodto~denhfys~gnificant cont3minating sources(Lator 1994).

,, Start

Raaldantlalor ~’~1 Land~j~Uee J~’~ Induetrialor
Commsrcla~ In Area Industrial/

Commercial

Check for Industrial/
Flow Commercial

Checklist

Yes Sanitary
Flow Detergent

> 0.06 mglL Waatewater or
Waehwater

No

Racheck
Later

Likely
~. Potassium Sanitary

Flow ~ ~ Ratio Wastawater
Yea

~.~
Source

~l Likely
Wastswater

Source

Not a Fluoride..     yes Tip
WaterContaminated > 0.13 mg/LJ

Non-Stormwatersource

/ I NaturaIS°Urce
Water
Source
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(~x’e~ Iollg tm~e periods, or the use ol (~l)lc~ monltoru~g tcchmqucb, may be needed to confirm that only storm~ater
flow ~ occur. If intermittent flou ~s not rod)cared, then the out/hll probably doeb nol have a conmn~ua)ed non-
slorll?gater source. "[he other points on It~e flow charl be~’e it) md~cate ff a rim.lot con)ammating source is present.
if the x~ ater is uncontaminated Component contribut)ons canno~ be quantified using th,s melhod, and on)x the "’most
contaminated" tSpe of source present x~ dl be identified.

If(hs-aeafl~er floxx exists at an t)utfall, then the flo~ sht~uld be san@ed and tested for detergents. If detergents are
not present, the floa ~s proba.bly [rom a non-contaminated non-b~ormaale~ source, the lower hm~l of detection
detergent should be about 0.00 mg L.

If detergenls are not present, fluoride levels can be used ~o d)sungmsh betx~een flows with t~ea~ed water sources and
flo~ s with natural sources m con~uniues x~ here water supphes are fluoridated and namrM fluoride levels are lox~.
In the absence of detergents, high fluoride levels would rod)care a potable water hne leak. irrigation water, or
wask rinse water. Low fluoride levels would md~cate waters originating t?om springs or shallow groundwater. Based
on the flow source samples 1ested ~n th~s research (Table 2). fluoride levels above 0.13 mgiL would most likely
indicate that a tap water source xvas contribtmng to the dry-ueather floxv in the Bi~ngham. Alabama. s~dy area.

If detergents are present, the flow is probably from a comaminated non-slo~water source, as indicated on Table 2.
The rauo of ammoma Io potassium can be used ~o indicate whether or not 1he source is sanitaD, wastewater.
A~oma, potassmm ratios greater than 0.60 would indicate likely samtaw wastewater conta~nation.
A~oma.’potassium ratios were above 0.9 for all septage and sexvage samples collected in B~ngham (values
ranged from 0.97 to 15.37, averaging 2.55). A~oma<potassium ratios for all other samples conta~mng detergents
were below 0.7, ranging ~om 0.00 to 0.65. averaging 0.11. One radiator waste sample had an a~oNa/potassium
ratio of 0.65.

Non-contaminated samples collected in Bi~ngham had ammomaipotassium ratios ranging ~om 0.00 to 0.41, with
a mean value of 0.06 and a median value of 0.03. Using the mean values for non-conta~nated samples (0.06) and
sanitaD’ wastewaters (2.55), flows comprised of~x~es containing at least 25% samtaW wastes with the reminder
of the flow from uncontaminated sources would likely be identified as sanita~ wastewaters using this method.
Flows containing smaller percent con~ibutions from samtaD’ wastewaters ~ght be identified as having a wash
water source, but would not be identified as unconta~nated.

General ~latrix Algebra Methods to Indicate Sources of Conta~nation Through Fingerprinting
Other approaches can also be used to calculate the source components of ~xed outfall flows. One approach is the
use of marx algebra to simultaneously solve a series of ch~cal mass balance equations. ~is method can be used
to predict the most likely flow source, or so~ces, ~king up an outfa]l sample. It is possible to estimate the outfall
so~ce flow components using a set of simultaneous equations. The number of~o~s should equal the number
of equations available, resulting in a square ~x. If there are seven likely so~ce categories, ~en ~ere should be
seven ~acer parameters used. If there are only fo~ possible sources, then only the fo~ most efficient ~acer
parameters should be used. Only uacers that are linearly related to ~x~e components can be used. As an example,
pH cabot be used in these equations, because it is not additive.

This method estimates flow contributions from various sources using a "receptor model", based on a set of chemical
mass balance equations. Such models, which assess the contributions from various sources based on obser’.,atmns at
sampling sites (the receptors), have been applied to the investigation of air pollutant sources for many years (Scheff
and Wadden 1993; Cooper and Watson 1980). The characteristic "signatures" of the different t?,.,pes of sources, as
identified in the hbrary qf source flow data, allows the development of a set of mass balance equatmns. These
equations describe the measured concentrations in an outfall’s flow as a linear combination of the contributions from
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pattern,~ I l~ll~Cl~lllit’,} l’,q t!,.. p.~t.t:~l,’ICl- ttl tHh.’!’,.’-t t,, ~’,C c.,tabll’,ht.’d lr’t~r each type oI.~tmrce Xllt:o;Cth.’,all.’,,. |; t]/c>.c

CO!lCelltI3[lOll p.~ltl~2llls I’lOIl’l [tie dti’lelCll’~ ~’OlllpOl’~elll ~.oilr~.t.’~,. ~’ac]l \’,tit,bled ’pv a source streI>,lh telIll ( t?l ) I’hls

source stren,,tha term v, ould indlcnte the tractioll uf outlalI 1]o:,, OIlalllatlll~ .... from each hkelv source. Bv measuring a
number of parameters equal to. or greater thaI’L the’ number of potenna] source types, the source strength term could
he obtained by solving a sel of chemical ma% balan,_e equatlo~ls of the t.vpe:

where ("~ is the concentration of parameter p in the outfall flov, and x~,,, ~s the concentranon of parameter [~ in
source t,vpe n.

As an example of this method, consider 8 possflqe flo,a sources and S parameters, as presented in Table 4. The
number of parameters evaluated tbr each outfall must equal the number of probable dry-weather flow sources in the
drainage area, Mathernatical methods are available wtuch provide for the solution of over specified sets of equations
(more equations than unknowns) but these are not addiessed here.

The selectmn of parameters for measurement should reflect evaluated parameter usefulness. Evaluation of the
Marm-V’,’h~tney U Test results I Lalor 1994~ suggested the follov,,ang groupings of parameters, ranked by their
usefulness for distinguishing betv,’een all the t.,,~es of flow sources sampled in Birmingham, AL:

¯First set (most useful): potassium and hardness
¯Second set: fluorescen~ce, conductivity, fluoride, ammoma, detergents, and color
¯Third set (least useful): chlorine
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TABLE 4. Set of Chemical Mass Balance Equations

Source 1 Source 2 Source 3 Source 4 Source 5 Source 6 Source 7 Source 8 Outfall

Parameter 1: (ml)(xl 1) + (m2)(x12) + (m3)(x13) + (m4)(x14) + (m5)(x15} + (m61(xl 6) +(m7)(x17) + (rn8)(~18) = C1

Parameter 2: (m1)(x21) + (m2)(x22) + (m3)(x23) + (m4)(x24) ÷ (mS)(x25) ÷ (m6)(x26) +(mT)(x27) + (mS)(x28) = C2

Parameter 3: (m1).(x31) + (m2)(x32) + (m3)(x33) + (rn4)(x34) + (m5)(x35) + (m6)(x36) +(mT)(x37) + (mS)(x38) = C3

Parameter 4: (m1)(x41) + (m2)(x42) + (m3)(x43) + (m4)(x44) + (mS)(x45) + (m6)(x46) +(mT)(x47) + (mS)(x48) = C4

Parameter 5: (m1)(x51) + (m2)(x52) + (m3)(x53) + (m4).(x54) + (m5)(x55) + (m6)(×56) +(m7}(x57} + (m8)(×58) = C5

Parameter 6: (ml)(x61) + (m2)(x62) + (rn3)(x63) + (m4)(x64) + (m5)(x65) + (m6)(x66) +(m7)(x67) + (mS)(x68) = C6

Parameter 7 (m1)(x71) 4. (m2)(x72) + (m3)(x73) + (m4)(x74) + (m5)(x75) + (m6)(x76} +(m7)(x77) + (mS)(x78) = C7

F~. , .... , {m1)(x81) + (m2)(x82) + (m3)(x83) + (m4)(x84) + (m5)(x85) + (m6)(x86) +(mT)(x87) + (m8~(~88)

Equations of the Form Cp =

where: C/~ = the concentration of parameter ,p in the outfall flow

llZ. = the fraction of flow from source type

Xm~ = the mean concentration of parameter



more hket~ md~cahu ol hum,m ~ a~l~’~ lhan f~,cal oqHorm~ and o~her "’indicator’" bacteria ma~ be ~he u~ of c~nain
m~fiecul,u ma~k~’r~, ~p~.c~l]c~ll~ fl~’ lec,~[ ~’~oI~ ~u~ h a~ copros~anol and eplo~pmstanol (Ea~anhouse, ~ ~l. 19~
lto~eveL lhe~’ compmmds arc also d~char~ed h’, ~th~’~ carmvores m a drama~~ ~espec~ally dogs), A number of
re’search pr~l~ClS ha~ e used these compmlnds to mx ~’sl~g:~le the pr¢’senc~" of samtary sewage contan~nat~on. The
most successlkfl apphcation may be a~s~)c~ated wnh sethment analys~s instead of water analyses. As an example.
water aualyses of coprostanol are difficull due to the lyp~cally xery low concen~at~ons found, although the
concentranons m many sediments are qune h~gh an~ much eas~er ~o quantify. Untbrmnately, the long persistence of
fl~e~e compound~ m the ~’nv~ronment ¢’asfly confuses recent conlammation w~th h~storical or lntern~ttem
conlam~nal~on,

Pamcula~es and sedunents collected from coastal areas m Spare and Cuba receiving municipal sewage loads were
analyzed by Grimalt. t’t ~1, ( 1090~ to detem~me the utiht} of coprostanol as a chemical marker of sewage
contamination. Coprostanol can not by ~tselfbe attributed to fecal matter inputs. However, relative contributions ot’
steroid components can be a useful indicator, When the relative concentrauons of coprostanol and coprostanone are
h~gher than their 5~ epm~ers, or more reahst~caIly, other sterol components of background or natural occu~ence,
can prox~de uselk~l mformat~on

Sediment cores ~om Santa Monica Basra. CA. and effluent from ~xvo local municipal wasIewater discharges were
analyzed by Venkalesan and Kaplan (1900) tbr coprostanol ~o dete~ne the de~ee of sewage addition to sediment.
Coprostanols were dts~buted t~oughout the basin sediments in association with fine particles. Some stations
contained elevated levels, enher due to their proximity to outfalls or because of preferential advection of fine-
grained sediments, A noted decline of coprostanols relative to total sterols from outfalls seaward indicated dilunon
of sewage by biogemc sterols.

Other chen~cal compo~ds have been util~ed for sewage ~acer work. Sa~ated hy~ocarbons with 16-18 carbons,
and saturated hy&ocarbons wiIh 16-21 carbons, in addition to coprostanoL were chosen as markers for sewage
wate~, pamculate, and sediment samples near the Cocoa, FL, domestic was~ewater ~ea~ent plant (Holm. et
1990). The concen~ation of the markers was h~ghest at points close to the outfall pipe and di~nished with distance.
However the concentranon of C! 6-C2 t compounds was high at a s~te 800 m from the outfall indicating that these
compounds were ~suitable markers for locating areas exposed to the sewage plume. The concen~afions for the
other markers were very low at this station.

The range ofconcen~ations ofcoprostanol found in sediments and mussels of Venice, Italy, were reported by
Sherwin, et al. (1993). Raw sewage is still discharged directly into the Venice lagoon. Coprostanol concen~ations
were detem~ned in sediment and mussel samples from the lagoon using gas c~o~tographyimass spec~oscopy.
Samples were collected in interior canals and compared to open-bay concen~ations. Sediment concen~ations ranged
from 0.2-41.0 ~g!g (~y weight). Interior canal sediment samples averaged 16 pg,’g co,areal to 2 ~g/g found m
open bay sediment samples. Total coprostanol concen~ations in mussels ranged from 80 to 620 n~g (wet weight).
No mussels were found in the four most polluted interior canal sites.

Nichols. et al, (1996) also exa~ned coprostanol in sto~water and the sea-surface ~crolayer to distinguish human
versus no~uman sources of conta~nation. Other steroid compounds ~ sewage effluent were investigated by
Routledge, et al, (1998) and Desbrow, et al, (1998) who both exa~ned es~ogenic che~cals. The most co--on
found were 17~-Estradiol and es~one which were detected at concen~ations in the tens of nanograms per liter
range. These were identified as es~ogenic t~ough a toxic~U identification and evaluation approach, where
sequential separations and analyses idemified the sample fractions causing es~ogenic activi~ using a yeast-based
es~ogen screen. GC:MS was then used to identify the specific compounds.

Estimating Potential Sanit~O’ £e~age Discharges i~to ,~torm Drainage and Ret’ei~,ing ~tgrs using Detergent
Tracer Ompounds. As described above, detergent measurements (using methylene blue active substance, MBAS,
test methods) were the most successful individual ~acer ~o indicate conta~nated water in sto~ sewerage
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,.tclergcnl c(m~p~menI.~, c.!,,’. ~.~ii’, hnc,u a!k\ lhcn.’,:nc -,:lph(ma!e,, ( LA5 ) and hncar .dky!bcnz~:nes ( k
been tried to indicate se;~.k_’c d~,,pcl.~al pattcrn,~ m rc<c~ my \~aters. Boron. a Illa.tL~[ h~stoncaI mgred~tmt of laundr\
chcmical~, can also polentl.dt~, be uxcd P,,~ron ha- the yrcat advantage of bern3 relanxeI.,, easy to analyze using
portable field lest kits. while LAS requires ckromalog~aph~c eqmpment. LAS can be measured using IIPLC w~th
fluorescent detecuon, after sohd phase: extracuon, to very low levels. Fu.l~ta. c~ al. (1998) developed an efficient
enzyme-linked m~rnunosorbent assay (ELISA) for de~ec[mg LAS at levels from 20 to 500

LAS from synthetic surfactants (Terzic and Abel 1993I u hich degrade rapidly, as well as nonionic detergents
ITerzm and Ahel 1993) which do not degrade rapidly, have been utihzed as sanitary sewage markers, LAS was
quickly dispersed from wastewater outfalls except in areas where wind was calm. In these areas LAS concentranons
increased in freshv, ater but were unaffected in sahne water. After nine. the lower alkyl groups ’,’,’ere mostly found.
possibly as a result of degradation or setthng of longer alkyl chmn compounds ~vith sediments. Chung,
also describe the distribution and free of LAS m an mban stream m Korea. They examined different LAS
compounds hav~ng carbon ranos of C!2 and C!3 compared to C I0 and C1 l, plus ratios of phosphates to M BAS and
the internal to e.~temal isomer ratio (l~E) as part of their research. Gon~ilez-Mazo, er al.. (1998) examined LAS m the
Ba~ ofCfidiz offthe southwest of Spain. They found that LAS degrades rapidly (Fujita. et al., t998, found that
complete biodegradation of I-AS reqmres several days), and ~s also strongly sorbed to particulates. In areas close to
shore and near the untreated wastewater &scharges, there as significant vertical stratification of LAS: the top 3 to 5
mm of water had LAS concentranons about 100 nines greater than found at 0.5 m.

Zeng and Vista (1997) and Zeng. er al. (1997) describe a study off of San Diego where LAB was measured, along
with polycychc aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and aIiphatic hydrocarbons (AHs) to indicate the relative pollutant
contributions .of wastewater from sanitary sewage, nonpoint sources, and hydrocarbon combustion sources. They
developed and tested several indicator ratms (alkyl homologue distributions and parent compound distributions)~and
examined the ratio of various PAHs (such as phenanthi’ene to anthracene, methylphenanthrene to phenanthrene,
fluoranthene to pyrene, and benzo(a)anthracene to chrysene) as tools for distinguishing these sources. They
concluded that LABs are useful tracers of domestic waste inputs to the environment due to their limited sources.
They also describe the use of the internal to external isomer ratio (I/E) to indicate the amount ofbiodegradation that
may have occurred to the I,ABs. They observed concentrations of tot!! LABs in sewage effluent of about 3 p.g/i,,
although previous researchers have seen concentrations of about 150 la~L in sewage effluent from the same area.

The fluorescent properties of detergents have also been used as a tracer by investigating the fluorescent whitening
agents (FWAs), as described by Poiger, et al. (1996) and Kramer, et al. (1996). HPLC with fluorescence detection
was used in these studies to quantify very low concentrations of FWAs. The two most frequently used FWAs in
household detergents (DSBP and DAS 1) were found at 7 to 21 p.g¢i, in primary sewage effluent and at 3 to 9
in secondary effluent. Raw s~wage contains about l0 to 20 gg/L FWAs. The removal mechanisms in sewage
treatment processes is by adsorption to activated sludge. The type of PWAs varies from laundry applications to
textile finishing and paper production, making it possible to identify sewage sources. The FWAs were found in river
water at 0.04 to 0.6 gg/L. The FWAs are not easily biodegradable but they are readily photodegraded.
Photodegradation rates have been reported to be about 7% for DSBP and 71% for DAS 1 in river water exposed to
natural sunlight, after one hour exposure. Subsequent photodegradation is quite slow.

Other Compounds Found in Sanitary Sewage that may be used for Identifying Contamination by Sewage.
Halling-Serensen, et al. (I 998) detected numerous pharmaceutical substances in sewage effluents and in receiving
waters. Their work addressed human health concerns of these low level compounds that can enter downstream
drinking water supplies. However, the information can also be possibly used to help identify sewage contamination.
Most of the research has focused on clofibric acid, a chemical used in cholesterol lowering drags. It has been found
in concentrations ranging from 10 to 165 ng/L in Berlin drinking water sampler. Other drugs commonly found
include aspirin, caffeine, and ibuprofen. Current FDA guidance mandates that the maximum concentration of a
substance or its active metabolites at the point of entry into the aquatic environment be less than 1 gg/L (Hun 1998).

Caffeine has been used as an indicator of sewage contamination by several investigators (Shuman and Strand 1996).
The King County, WA, Water Quality Assessment Project is examining the impacts of CSOs on the Duwamish
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help determine the ~..nt~bu~ ,~ ,.I t -~ ~, i~ the r~’.c~ [ hc caff,.’mc ~, umque to se\,,age, x\h~le coprostanol ~s from
bolh htlmalls alld ~.drlll\ ~It~l- ,ll:lll’~,tl- ,lll,I tS their’lore aiso Ill storlll\\ater. The.,, sampled upstream of all (’SOs. but
v, lth some slormwatt’r influence,,. I, ~ m tlpbtream ol It,c l:’rm~aty CSO d~scharge {but downstream of other CS(.)b).

~ ithm the pnmar.~ (’SO d~scharge hnc. and 1 (10 m dr,\\ nm ct of the CSO &scharge locatmn. "I he relatmnshlp
betv, een caffeine and coptobtanol \~a~ la~l\ cons~s~en! lot the four s~tes tcoprostanol was about 0.5 to 1.5 gg L
higher thau caffemel Singular patterns u ere [\rand bet\\ een ~he thxee metals, cltronnum was always the lowest and
z~nc was the h~ghest. King Co. ~s also using clean tranapor~ed mussels placed ~n the Duwamish River to measure the
b~oconcentration potential of metal and orgamc toxicants and the effects of the CSOs on mussel growth rates latter 6
\~,eek exposure permdsl. Pmred reference locations a~e a\ adable near the areas of deployment, but outside the areas
of mm~ed~ate CSO influence. [ ’S II’ater .\ews { 1998) albo described a study in Boston Harbor that found caffeine at
levels ofabout 7 ~.~g L in the harbor v, ater. The caffeine conteut of regular coffee is about 700 mg k. in contrast.

D.~ Profiling to Measure Impacts on Receiving !t’ater Organisms and to Identify Sources of Microorganisrns bt
Stormwater. This rapidly emerging technique seems to have great prornase in addressing a number ofnonpoint
source water pollutmn issues. K.ratch (1997) summarized several ~nvest~gations on cataloging the DNA orE. colt to
identify their source in water. "l-his rapidly emerging techmque seems to have great promise in addressing a number
ofnonpoint source water pollution issues. The procedure, developed at the Virginia Polytechnic Insntute and State
l.;nivers~ty, has been used m Chesapeake Bay. In one example, it was possible to identify a large wdd animal
population as the source of fecal coliform contamination of a shellfish bed. instead of suspected faihng septic tanks.
DNA patterns in fecal cohforrns vary among animals and birds, and it is relatively easy to distinguish between
human and non-human sources of the bacteria. However, some wild animals have DNA patterns that are not easily
d~stinguishable. Some researchers question the value ore coli DNA fingerprinting believing that there is little dtrect
relationslnp bev, veen E. coli and human pathogens. However, this method should be useful to identify the presence
of sewage contarmnation in stonnwater or in a receiving ~vater.

One application of the technique, as described by Krane, et al. (I 999) of Wright State University, used randomly
amplified polymorphic DNA polymerase chain reaction (RAPD-PCR) generated profiles of naturally occurring
crayfish. They found that changes in the underlying genetic diversity of these populations were significantly
correlated with the extent to which they have been exposed to anthropogenic stressors. They concluded that this
rapid and relatively simple technique can be used to develop a sensitive means of directly assessing the impact of
stressors upon ecosystems. These Wright State University researchers have also used the RAPD-PCR techniques on
populations of snails, pill bugs, violets, spiders, earthworms, herring, and some benthic macroinvertebrates, finding
relatively few obstacles in its use for different organisms. As noted above, other researchers have used DNA
profiling techniques to ~dentify sources orE. coli bacteria found in coastal waterways. It is possible that these
techniques can be expanded to enable rapid detection of many different types of pathogens in receiving waters, and
the most likely sources of these pathogens.

Stable Isotope Met.hods for Identifying Sources of Water. Stable isotopes had been recommended as an efficient
method to identify illicit connectionsto storm sewerage. A demonstration was conducted in Detroit as part of the
Rouge River project to identify sources of dry weather flows in storm sewerage (Sangal, et al. 1996). Naturally
occurring stable isotopes of oxygen and hydrogen can be used to identify waters originating from different
geographical sources (especially along a north-south gradient). Ma and Spalding (I 996) discuss this approach by
using stable isotopes to investigate recharge of groundwaters by surface waters. During water vapor transport from
equatorial source regions to higher latitudes, depletion of heavy isotopes occurs with rain. Deviation from a standard
relationship between deuterium and ~80 for a specific area indicates that the water has undergone additional
evaporation. The ratio is also affected by seasonal changes. As discussed by Ma and Spalding (1996), the Platte
River water is normally derived in part from snowmelt from the Rocky Mountains, while the groundwater in parts of
Nebraska is mainly contributed from the Gulf air stream. The origins of these waters are sufficiently different and
allow good measurements of the recharge rate of the surface water to the groundwater. In Detroit, Sangal, et al.
(1996) used differences in origin between the domestic water supply, local surface waters, and the local groundwater
to identify potential sanit.ary sewage contributions to the separate storm sewerage. Rieley, et aL (1997) used stable
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S~able ~sot~pe analyses ~ todd n,~I hc able to d~tm~u>h bern con samtar~ s~’wage, mdustrml d~schar~e~, ~ash~ at~s.
and domestic water, a~ they all hax e the same onsm, nor would ~t be possible to dlstmgmsh sewage from local
gr~mndwa~ers ffthe domesnc x~aler suppl~ was tom the same local aquit~r. This method works best for s~tuat~on~
x~ here the ~ ater supply ~s from a d~smm source and wt~ere separation of waters into,separate flow components ~s not
needed. It may be an excellent tool Io study the effecls of deep ~ell i~lection of stom~water on deep aquifers having
d~s~ant recharge sources Isuch as in the Phoenix areal !:e~ laboratories can analyze for these stable isotopes,
reqtnring shipping and a long wait for the analytlcal results, Sangal, eta/. (1995) used Geochron Laboratories, m
(’ambridge. Massachusetts.

Dating of sediments using ~rCs was described by Ma and Spalding ~ 1996). Arsenic contaminated sedm~ents m the
Hylebos Water~ay m Tacoma, WA, could have originated from numerous sources, including a pesticide
manuthcmring facility’, a rock-wool plant, steel slags, powdered metal plant, shipbuilding facihlies, mannas and
arsenic boat paints, and the Tacoma Smeher. Dating the sedm~ents, combined w~th ~owmg the history of potentml
d~scharges and conducting optical and elec~on m~croscopic studies of the sediments, xvas found to be a power~l
tool to differentiate between the different metal so~ces ~o the se&ments.

Conclusions
In almost al! cases, a state of analyses is most suitable for effective identification of inappropriate discharges. A
recent example was reported by Standley, et al. (2000), ~here fecal steroids (including coprostanol), caffeine,
consumer product fragrance materials, and petroleum and combustion byproducts ,,’,’ere used to identify wastevcater
treatment plant effluent, agricultural and feedlot rnnoff, urban runoff, and wildlife sources. They studied numerous
individual sources of these wastes from throughout the US. A research grade mass sperctrophotometer was used for
the nkajority of the analyses in order to achieve the needed sensitivities, although much variability was found when
using the methods in actual receiving waters affected by wastev,’ater effluent. This sophisticated suite of analyses did
yield much useful reformation, but the analyses are difficult to conduct and costly and may be suitable for special
situations, but not for routine survey work.

Another recent series of tests examined several of these potential emerging tracer parameters, in conjunction with
the previously identified parameters, during a project characterzzing stormwater that had collected in
telecommunication man.holes, funded by Tecordia (.previously Bellcore), AT&T, and eight regional telephone
companies throughout the country (Pi.tt and Clark 1999). Numerous conventional constituents, plus major ions, and
toxicants were measured, along with candidate tracers to indicate sewage contamination of this water. Boron,
caffeine, coprostanol. E. coli, enterococci, fluorescence (using specific wavelengths for detergents), and a simpler
test for detergents were evaluated, along with the use of fluoride, ammonia, potassium, and obvious odors and color.
About 700 water samples were evaluated for all of these parameters, with the exception of bacteria and boron (about
250 samples), and only infrequent samples were analyzed for fluorescence. Coprostanol was found in about 25
percent of the water samples (and in about 75% of the 350 sediment samples analyzed). Caffeine was only found in
very few samples, while elevated E. colt and enterococci (using IDEXX tests) were observed in about 10% of the
samples. Strong sewage odors in water and sediment samples were also detected in about 10% of the samples.
Detergents and fluoride (at >0.3 rag/L) were found in about 40% of the samples and are expected to have been
contaminated with industrial activities (lubricants and cleansersl and not sewerage. Overall, about 10% of the
samples were therefore expected to have been contarmnated ,, ~h sanitary sewage, about the same rate previously
estimated for stormwater systems.

Additional related laboratory’ tests, funded by the Uniter,,, ,,1 New Orleans and the EPA (Barbe’, et aI. 2000),
were conducted using many sewage and laundry deterg~m~ .amples and found that the boron test was a poor
indicator of sewage, possibly due to changes in fornmla~,,,,~, m modern laundry detergents. Laboratory tests did find
that fluorescence was an excellent indicator of sewage, c, pc, la[b. when using specialized "detergent whitener" filter
sets, but was not very repeatable. We also examined se~, r al ~ V absorbance wavelengths as sewage indicators and
found excellent correlations with 228 nm, a wavelength hav,ng very little background absorbance in local spring
waters, but with a strong response factor with increasing strengths of sewage.
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developed and teqed t-,~b~.,, ~- ~.’p~,tlcd bv t)m , l ~,’ ~ I’~)31..:till be used a.; the most efficient routine indicator t~i
sewage COlltartllnatlOll of sl~lIll\\ ah.’! dlalp.age S}-lClll’~, \\ ith the p~s~lhle addltlOll ofspecl[~C ~. toll and ellterococv’l
measurements and UV absorbancc a! 22,, nm The rnlll~c~o~.t.- exotic tests reqmrmg speciahzed mstnm~entatmn and
expertise do not appear to warrant thou expense and long anal.vn~al :urn-around hines, except m specialized
research s~tuations, or when specml conlSrmat~on ts economically .lusl~fied Isuch as when examining se’,~.er
replacement or major repair optmns).
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Table 5. Comparison of Measurement Parameters used for Identifying Inappropriate Discharges into Storm
Drainage

Parameter Group Comments I Recommendation
,~Fecal coNorm bacteria and/or Commonly, used to ~pd~cate     Not very useful as many other sources of fecal col~forms are

use of fecal coliform to fecal presence of sanitary sewage, present, and rabo not accurate for old or mixed wastes.
strep, ratio
Physical observations (odor, Commonly used to ~nd~cate Recommended due to easy public understanding and easy to
color, turbidity, flpatables, presence of sanitary and evaluate, but only indicative of gross contaminahon, with
deposits, stains, vegetation industrial wastewater, excessive false negatives (and some false positwes). Use in
changes, damage to outfalls) conlunction with chemical tracers for greater sensitivity and

accuracy,
Detergents presence (anionic Used to indicate presence of Recommended, but care needed dunng hazardous analyses
surfactant extractions) wash waters and samtary (only for well-trained personnel). Accurate indicator of

sewage, I contamination during field tests.
Fi~0ride, ammonia and Used to identify and

I           Recommended, especially in conjunction with detergent
potassium measurements distinguish between wash analyses. Accurate indicator of major contamination sources ano

waters and sanitary sewage, their relative contributions.
TV surveys and source Used to identify specific Recommended after outfall surveys indicate c~ntamination ~n
investigations locations of inappropriale drainage system.

discharges, especially in
industrial areas,

Coprostanol and other fecal Used to indicate presence of Possibly useful. Expensive analysis with GCIMSD. Not specific to’
sterol compounds sanitary sewage, human wastes or recent contamination. Most useful when

analyzing particulate fractions of wastewaters or sediments.
Specific detergent Used to indicate presence of Possibly useful. Expensive analyses with HPLC. A good’"and
compounds (LAS, fabric sanitary sewage, sensitive confirmatory method.
whiteners, and perfumes)
Fluorescence Used to indicate presence of Likely useful, but expensive instrumentation. Rapid and easy

sanitary sewage and wash analysis. Very sensitive.
waters.

Boron Used to indicate presence of Not very useful. Easy and inexpensive analysis, but recent
sanitary sewage and wash laundry formulations in US have minimal boron components.
waters.

~harrnaceuticalS (colfibric Used to indicate presence of Possibly’ useful. Expensive analys~s with HPL~. A good and
acid, aspirin, ibuprofen, sanitary sewage, sensitive confirmatory method.
steroids, illegal drugs, etc.)
Caffeine Used to indicate presence of Not very useful. Expensive analyses with GC/MSD. Numerous

sanitary sewage, false negatives, as typical analytical methods not suitably
sensitive.

DNA profiling of Used to identify sources of Likely useful, but cufTently’requires extensive background
microorganisms microorganisms information on likely sources in drainage. Could be very useful if

method can be simplified, but with less specific results.
UV absorbance at 228 nm Used to identify presence of Possibly useful, if UV spectrophotometer available. Simple and’

sanitary sewage, direct analyses. Sensitive to varying levels of sanitary sewage,
but may not be useful with dilute solutions, Further testing needed
to investigate sensitivity in field trials.

Stable isotopes of oxygen Used to identify major May be useful in area having distant domestic water sources and
sources of water, distant groundwater recharge areas. Expensive and time

consuming procedure. Can not distinguish between wastewaters
if all have common source.

E, coil and entero¢occi More specific indicators o{ Recommended in conjunction with chemical tests. Relatively
bacteria sanitary sewage than coliform inexpensive and easy analyses, especially if using the simple

tests, IDEXX methods.
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION

Urban storm water is considered as one of the largest sources of pollution to the coastal
waters of the United States. Storm drains convey runoff from street~, urban centers,
industrial sites, and open spaces into streams, creeks, rivers, beaches, and the ocean.
Industrial operations represent one contributor to storm water pollution, but they are
known to be a major source of heavy metals, oily waste, and other substances. Many
industrial operations involve manufacturing, storage, and shipping activities which,
when conducted outside and are exposed to storm water, can be sources of pollutants in
storm water.

Federal regulations issued pursuant to the 1987 amendments to the Clean Water Act
mandate the regulation of point source discharges of storm water from industry and
from municipal separate storm sewer systems serving 100,000 or more people.
California, one of 44 states with delegated authority from the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), implements itsown storm water program.
The State Water Resources Control Board (State Board) and the nine Regional Water
Quality Control Boards (I~,WQCBs) are the state agencies charged with the prtmary
responsibility for overseeing the implementation of storm water regulations in
California. In 1991, State Board issued the Industrial Activities Storm Water General
Permit (General Permit No. CAS000001; hereafter, GISP), subsequently reissued in
1997, to control pollutants associated with storm water runoff from industrial sources
(GISP 1997). As of August 2000, approximately 9,200 industrial facilities in
California were covered under the GISP, with nearly one-third of the facilities located
in the Los Angeles region.

The overall goal of this study was to assess the effectiveness of the GISP program for
one industrial sector, as implemented in the Los Angeles region, in reducing water
quality impacts due to storm water pollution. This executive summary is divided into
five sections: introduction, background, methodology, key findings, and conclusions.
The background provides a general description of the objectives of the study. The
methodology summarizes the approaches used in the study to fulfill the objectives. The
key findings present highlights on important results. And the conclusions provide
synthesis and recommendations based on the key findings.

BACKGROUND

The Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board (the Los Angeles RWQCB)
initiated this compliance assessment project in 1998, recognizing the need to adequately
characterize the effectiveness of its industrial storm water program, as implemented at
the facility level. The specific objectives of this study were: 1) to evaluate the state of
compliance of one industrial sector, the auto dismantling industry, with the GISP
requirements and associated water quality implications; 2) to identify limitations of the
GISP program in effectively controlling pollutants in storm water runoff; and 3) to
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provide specific recommendations and regulatory alternatives to help guide management
actions to improve water quality. This study is one of the few comprehensive
assessments investigating the state of compliance of a particular industrial sector with
storm water regulatory requirements.

This study chose to focus on the auto dismantling industry because the typical
operational and material handling practices conducted by the facilities of this industry
represent a potential significant source of conventional and toxic pollutants, including
heavy metals and certain hydrocarbons, iv/storm water. Also, the industry represents a
significant portion (about 15 percent) of the facilities covered in the Los Angeles
RWQCB’s GISP program.

For the purpose of evaluating compliance, this study categorized the GISP requirements
into the following three tiers:

Initiation flier 1)
Facilities subject to coverage under the GISP, based on their standard industrial
classification (SIC) codes or other specific conditions stated in the GISP, must file a
Notice of Intent (NOI) with the State Board. (The auto dismantling industry with SIC
code of 5015 has been mandated for coverage);

Documentation/Reporting (Tier 2)
Facilities must report their self-monitoring activities and results by submitting an
Annual Monitoring Report by July 15t of each year. In addition, facilities must prepare
an appropriate storm water document, known as Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
(SWPPP), along with a written monitoring program to help guide their efforts in
implementing appropriate storm water control measures and monitoring the quality of
storm water runoff from their facilities.

On-site Implementation (Tier 3)
Facilities must implement appropriate storm water control measures known as Best
Management Practices (BMPs) described in their SWPPPs and perform the required
monitoring activities.

METHODOLOGY

The methods used to conduct thIs .t,,cs,ment include database analysis, in-depth
document review, and onsite ca~c .,I’Jd~, investigations.

Non-filer Identification
Auto dismantling facilities in Los o\ngeles County that have failed to apply for coverage
under the GISP program by filing ~’ NQI, also known as "non-flier", were
characterized using the following s,.,urces of information: 1) a list obtained from the
California Department of Motor Vehicles, Occupational Licensing Division (DMV) of
auto dismantling facilities in Los Angeles County that maintain a current dismantling
license issued from the DMV, and 2) results from the door-to-door site visits conducted
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by the City of Los Angeles inspectors from January 1999 to May 2000, specifically
aimed at identifying non-tilers in parts of Los Angeles city. Facility names and
addresses were screened using the Los Angeles RWQCB’s NOI database to verify their
status of coverage under the GISP.

Document review
A detailed review of SWPPPs and written Monitoring Programs was completed for a
study pool of 52 auto dismantling facilities. The purpose of the review was to assess
the effectiveness of these storm water documents in guiding facility operators into
compliance. The 52 facilities were selected randomly from the~NOI database using a
systematic, replicable process and are considered to be representative of the industry.

Case study investigations
Site inspections and storm water sampling were performed on the nine selected auto
dismantling facilities located in San Gabriel River and Los Angeles River watersheds.
The nine facilities were selected out of the study pool of 52 facilities, based on their
proximity to the San Gabriel River watershed, the Los Angeles RWQCB’s priority
watershed for the 1999/00 fiscal year.

The purpose of these site-specific investigations was to take a hard look at the onsite
component of compliance that may not be readily observable from document review
alone. Storm water analytical data were used to evaluate the quality of storm water
runoff generated, impact of the BMPs implemented on water quality, and a simple load
calculation for the industry. The EPA Simple Method was used to estimate load.

KEY FINDINGS

The following highlights the important findings of this study:

Initiation (Tier 1)

Non-filer Identification
The problem of non-fliers among auto dismantling facilities is significant. An
assessment based on the DMV list revealed that one out of every five facilities with a
valid DMV license was operating as a non-filer. The site visit results indicated a more
serious degree of non-compliance for certain parts of Los Angeles city, with more than
one-third (37%) of the auto dismantling establishments visited operating without a NOI.

A possible explanation for such a high ratio of non-fliers observed from the site visit
results- almost twice as that predicted by the DMV analysis- is that some areas of Los
Angeles County, including the locations targeted by the City inspedtors, potentially
have a disproportionately high percentage of non-fliers. Also, site visits can account
for non-fliers that may be operating without a valid dismantling license, thus not
included in the DMV database. The actual number of non-fliers in Los Angeles County
could be somewhat or considerably higher than that predicted by the DMV/NOI
analysis (perhaps somewhere between 19% and 37%), considering an unknown number
of delinquent facilities operating with neither a dismantling license nor a NOI.
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Documentation/Reporting (Tier 2)                                                   . .~..

Annual (Monitoring) Reports
Since the 1995/96 permit year, the proportion of the 52 selected facilities submitting
Annual Reports has been steadily rising, with a peak submittal rate of 96% observed
for the two most recent years considered by this study- 1997/98 and 1998/99. This is a
significant increase in compliance, considering that less than half complied with the
annual reporting requirement in some of the earlier years. Accelerated efforts
expended by the Los Angeles RWQCB in outreach and enforcement activities, fueled
by legislation such as Assembly Bill 2019 that mandates timely enforcement actions
against violators of the GISP requirements, appear to have significantly contributed to
an increased compliance.

SWPPPs/Written Monitoring Program
Initially when the Los Angeles RWQCB issued letters requesting for SWPPPs, nearly a
quarter of the facility operators responded with phone calls, displaying little or no
knowledge of the SWPPP requirement. Following the initial responses, most facilities
(50 out of the 52 requested) did submit their SWPPPs and their written monitoring
programs to the RWQCB (Formal enforcement actions were taken against the two
delinquent facilities for their failure to submit the requested SWPPPs and past Annual
Reports.)

This study found nearly all of the SWPPPs to be deficient in more than one area. The
majority were boiler-plate documents prepared by consultants that lacked sufficient site-       .-.:~
specific and/or procedural details crucial for proper implementation of BMPs. Many
SWPPPs provided sets of"ideal" or "proposed" BMPs but were vague about specifying
the measures that were chosen for implementation by the facilit-y operator. BMPs
considered universally applicable and important for pollution prevention, such as
employee training, site inspection, and good housekeeping programs, were missing from
a considerable number of the SWPPPs reviewed.

The majority of the written monitoring programs were prepared by consultants and
contained many of the deficiencies found in the SWPPPs. Most documents failed to
provide sufficient procedural details necessary to ensure proper quality assurance and
quality control (QA/QC), especially regarding sample collection, storage, handling, and
transport procedures.

On-site Implementation

BMPs
Staff inspections of the nine case study facilities revealed that the facilities were not fully
implementing the BMPs outlined in their SWPPPs, especially measures that are more
cost- and!or effort-intensive. Judging from the extent of spills and leaks observed on
facility ground, it was evident that the existing BMPs, at the level implemented at most
of the facilities, were not adequately controlling the pollutant sources present onsite.
Some BMPs such as providing an overhead coverage for dismantling areas or storing
motor parts in an enclosed area were limited in their effectiveness because dismantling
and storing activities were commonly conducted outside of the designated areas due to
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inadequate ~ork,N~ace or other ph5 sical constraints, One facility eliminated the exposure
of~ehicle pans tu storm water b3 storing them in large autobodies. An example of an
innovative, cost-~ffective BMP that was implemented unsuccessfully at many of the
selected facilities was using truckbeds to store vehicle parts. The facilities that used
truckbeds for parts storage had failed to seal the cracks in the truckbeds to prevent
potential leaks,

One factor that could potentially obscure a facility operator’s assessment of compliance is
the lack of a clear standard of compliance in the permit; GISP specifies neither a specific
set of required BMPs nor a quantifiable performance or pollutant level to be achieved.
(Many of the RWQCBs’ staff members use and encourage the permittees to use a set of
parameter benchmark values from the USEPA’s "Final National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System Storm Water Multi-Sector General Permit for Industrial Activities"
(most recently reissued in 2000) for the purpose of gauging potential harm or impact on
water quality. However, these benctmaarks are not specified in the GISP and are
typically not used for gauging compliance or for enforcement purposes.)

Facility Self-monitoring
Review of the Annual Reports submitted by 50 of the 52 selected facilities indicated that
the degree of compliance with the monitoring requirements did not match the success
observed with submitting the monitoring reports. Based on our review of the 1997/98
Annual Reports, less than 20% of those required successfully completed the sampling &
analysis requirement. Not all facilities that collected samples analyzed for the required
toxic constituents (lead, zinc, and copper). Less than half conducted the monthly
visual observation of storm water runoff. Despite the deficiencies in their monitoring
activities, many facility operators still self-certified their Annual Reports for
compliance.

Water Quality Impacts

Storm Water Sampling and Analysi.s.
There was a wide range in the concentrations of pollutants in storm water samples
obtained from the eight (out of the nine) case study facilities. The majority of the storm
water analytical data exceeded the USEPA benchmark levels, in particular, for metals
and oil & grease. The general trend identified in this study is that facilities that
diligently implemented BMPs, especially good housekeeping practices, and had an
overall neat and organized site appearance generally had lower pollutant concentrations
in their storm water samples, as expected.

Loa_.__~d
A simple load calculation for 1998/99 suggested the following rang~ for pollutant loads
in storm water runoff from the auto dismantling industry in Los Angeles County:
30,570 lbs. of total suspended solids, 7,460 lbs. ofoil & grease, 40 lbs. of copper, 30
lbs. of lead, and 130 lbs. of zinc.
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CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS

There is still a substantial number of auto dismantling facilities that need to be
identified and permitted under the GISP program. A combined approach using
currently available databases supplemented by site visits appears to be an effective
method for capturing non-fliers. The existing agreement betwema DMV and the
State Board offers a good example of interagency cooperation that helps to elucidate
the non-flier identification process-- a model that could be applied to other
industrial sectors, including but not limited to the transportation and recycling
industries. At this time, additional information is needed to evaluate if the quality
of storm water from the non-fliers is significantly different, on average, from the
permitted facilities.

¯ In general, the level of understanding among the auto dismantling facility operators
of the intent and the significance of the GISP program and its requirements
appeared to be low when this study was conducted.

¯ Compliance among many auto dismantling facilities was achieved mostly on paper,
primarily reflected in the quantity of the required documents or reports submitted to
the agency and perhaps less in terms of the quality. Site inspections revealed that
the degree of field compliance achieved through proper implementation of
appropriate BMPs is low and trails behind paper compliance.

¯ In light of the fact that it is only the field implementation component that
substantively contributes to pollution reduction and given the high levels ofoil &
grease and metals found in storm ~vater runoff from auto dismantling facilities, it may’~
be concluded that the GISP program, as currently implemented by many auto
dismantling facilities, does not appear effective in controlling storm water pollution.

¯ Despite an increase in compliance with the annual reporting requirement,
incomplete monitoring results, especially the analytical data, limit the usefulness of
the Annual Reports in developing a comprehensive data inventory needed to: fully
assess the quality of runoff from regulated facilities; measure progress in pollution
prevention efforts over the years; assess water quality impacts from industrial
storm water runoff based on load estimates; and develop water quality standards,
including total daily maximum loads (TMDLs). To improve both the compliance
with monitoring requirements and the quality of the Annual Reports being
submitted, the RWQCB must step up its efforts to provide timely responses, for
compliance assistance and enforcement purposes, when deficiencies are noted.

¯ Many of the storm water documents - SWPPPs and written monitoring programs-
failed to serve as useful guides for facility operators in the selection and
implementation of appropriate BMPs and in monitoring activities due to the absence
of sufficient procedural and site-specific details. A time-efficient solution
recommended by this study is to target those the consultants (who work closely
with’the industry as a group monitoring leader or prepare storm water documents
on behalf of the facilities) for regular training, education, and certification to
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ensure that SWPPPs and written monitoring programs prepared by third parties are
up to par with the GISP requirements.

One factor that potentially obscures the efforts of facility operators and regulators
in assessing compliance is the lack of explicit, quantifiable standards that facilities
must attain in order to demonstrate compliance with the GSIP requirements.and
with applicable w.ater quality standards. Determination of compliance should not be
left up to the subjective interpretation of uninformed permittees or regulators.
Thus, the GISP program needs a more clear-cut standard of compliance based on a
combination of a minimum set of specific BMPs and/or numerical effluent
limitations. The following tiered approach is recommended for the auto
dismantling industry: 1) a mandatory set of specific, baseline structural (excluding
treatment) and non-structural BMPs for facilities with annual vehicle throughput
less than 500 (which includes morn-and-pop and medium-sized facilities); and 2)
mandatory treatment of storm water for facilities with annual vehicle throughput
greater than 500. (Note: The annual volume of vehicles processed at many of the
morn-and-pop facilities, which make up over three-quarters of the industry in the Los
Angeles Region, is less than 300 vehicles. The threshold of 500 vehicles was chosen
to include typical morn-and-pop and medium-sized facilities in the Region). Also, in
lieu of requiring treatment, numerical effluent limitations could be applied to the
latter group as a standard of compliance. A compliance schedule could help phase
facilities into compliance over a certain specified timeframe. Facilities with less than
500 annual vehicle throughput that persistently demonstrate problems with meeting a
certain water quality standard, e.g. the USEPA benchmark levels, should also be
considered for inclusion in the mandatory storm water treatment category.

The lack of sufficient resources was identified as the primary reason for the limited
compliance assurance and enforcement activities performed by the RWQCB in the
past and when this study was being conducted. One way to reduce the workload
associated with assessing compliance of industries subject to the GISP requirements
is to employ a semi-privatized certification program, such as that implemented in
the State of Wisconsin, that relies on licensed, private inspectors to oversee the
compliance activities of a group of facilities that voluntarily choose to participate
and help fund the program. The aim of such a program is to help reduce some of
the workload of the regulators and to allow facilities that diligently work toward
and maintain a specified level of compliance to be certified for compliance by
professional inspectors. Such certification could (partially) exempt them from
certain regulatory responsibilities, such as monitoring activities, and indirectly
shield them from third-party lav, su,ts by reducing the degree of their environmental
liability. (Essential to the impk’m~antation of this type of program is regular
training and (re-)certification t,I ,n,pectors by the regulating agency to ensure
quality assurance and qualit.~
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II. BACKGROUND

Storm water pollution has received steadily increasing attention from regulating
agencies as well as environmental groups in the past decades. In California, effor(s to
better contro~ industrial storm water pollution have resulted in legislation specifically
aimed to improve the efficacy of the GISP program. Examples include Assembly Bill
2019, which mandates aggressive, mandatory enforcement actions to increase
compliance with the NOI and annual reporting requirements, and Assembly Bill 1186,
designed to substantially increase the funding available for the GISP program (AB
2019; AB 1186)o Third-party lawsuits triggered by non-profit environmental
organizations have contributed to raising the public’s awareness of storm water
pollution and of the importance of pollution prevention (P2).

There exist several known evaluations or reports, which have assessed the effectiveness
of industrial storm water program, on both the regional and national levels. The
Water Environment Federation, under a cooperative agreement with the EPA in 1994.,
conducted a nationwide assessment of the federal industrial storm water program
implemented by USEPA (WEF 1996). The study presented the permittees’ perceptions
of how effective they thought the individual components of the federal industrial storm
water program were in controlling and reducing .storm water pollution. Two of the key
findings from the study were that 1) of those companies regulated by the storm water
permit program, 12.5 % appeared to be out of compliance with the requirement to
develop and maintain a SWPPP onsite; and that 2) small businesses spend less money
on compliance and are more likely to be out of compliance because they lack
environmental staff and a clear understanding of the requirements.

On a regional level, a 1998 report by Heal the Bay, a non-profit environmental
organization with a primary focus on the protection of Santa Monica Bay in Southern
California, criticized the lack of accomplishments of the industrial storm water program
implemented by the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board (Los Angeles
RWQCB), in areas of compliance assurance and enforcement activities conducted since
the adoption of the GISP in 1991 (HTB 1998). In 1998 a Los Angeles RWQCB staff
generated and submitted a draft report to the State Board titled, "Analysis of the
Sampling Results: 1996-1997 Annual Report for Storm Water Industrial Activities
General Permit". The draft document showed that a substantial fraction of the storm
water data submitted for the 1992/93 and 1996/97 ye~.rs exceeded the USEPA
benchmark levels (RWQCB 1998). In February 2000, the National Resources Defense
Council, a non-profit organization of attorneys working for environmental causes,
submitted a formal written petition to EPA asking it to correct deficiencies or to
withdraw from the State of California the delegated authority to implement its own
storm water program, specifically in the Los Angeles Region. The petition documented
the failure of the Los Angeles RWQCB to fully implement its storm water programs
and cited the lack of sufficient funding and resources as the primary reason for the
noted deficiencies (NRDC 2000). USEPA also cited similar findings in several of its
annual audit summaries of the Los Angeles RWQCB’s storm water programs and
strongly recommended a significant augmentation in the available funding to provide
the resources needed to fully implement the program (USEPA 1998; USEPA 2000a).
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USEPA recogmzed that the RWQCB staff had achieved significant accomplishments
given severely constrained resources (USEPA 1998).

Whereas many of the cited studies and analyses primarily focused on the deficiencies in
the overall programmatic implementation at the RWQCB level, this study shifts the
focus of its evaluation to the facility level where pollution control occurs. And by
assessing the permittees’ performances and compliance with the GISP requirements,
this study attempts to shed light on the drawbacks and the barriers associated with the
GISP program that must be addressed in order to improve the program’s efficacy in
controlling industrial storm water pollution. In addition, this study takes a hard look at
whether the GISP requirements and its terms of compliance have been defined in such a
way as to ensure adequate protection of water quality and beneficial uses of receiving
waterbodies. Lastly, this study provides specific recommendations to remedy the
deficiencies noted in its evaluation. To fully characterize the state of compliance
achieved by the target industry, this study employed a multi-tiered assessment approach
looking at the full spectrum of requirements, from initiation of coverage to field
implementation.

AUTO DISMANTLING INDUSTRY

Auto dismantling industry was targeted for compliance assessment for the following
reasons:

¯ Auto dismantling facilities, also known as auto salvage yards or auto recycling
facilities, represent a significant portion (about 15 %) of facilities covered in the Los
Angeles RWQCB’s GISP program;

¯ Many of the typical operational and material handling practices conducted at auto
dismantling facilities are performed outside and thus are exposed to storm water.
Typical activities include dismantling vehicles and automotive parts; draining
automotive fluids; storing auto parts, auto bodies and waste fluids, washing and
rinsing of parts, and shipping and receiving activities;

,, Spills and leaks of waste fluids and waste oil, which are common occurrences at
auto dismantling facilities, contribute conventional and toxic pollutants, in
particular, heavy metals and certain hydrocarbons, to storm water runoff
(Swamikannu 1994); and

¯ The auto dismantling industry is difficult to regulate because the majority of
businesses are small, morn-and-pop facilities that tend to change ownership rather
quickly, posing a special challenge in outreach and compliance assurance activities
for the regulating agency (approximately 70% of all auto dism~.ntling facilities in
Los Angeles County covered under the GISP are 1 acre or smaller). Economic and
personnel constraints impact the ability of smaller facilities to fully comply with the
GISP requirements.
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~|LL’FI-TIERED ANALYSIS

For purposes of evaluation, compliance was " File a Notice of Intent (NOI)

divided into three tiers:
Tier 2

Prepare SWPPP and written Monitoring Program
Tier 1 (Initiation) Submit Annual Monitoring Report by July I
Facilities classified under certain standard
industrial classification (SIC) codes Tier 3
specified in the GISP for coverage ;I.mplement Best Managemeat Practie~
(including the auto dismantling indtistry ’~
whose SIC code is 5015) must file a NOI to ..............................................
apply for permit coverage. Facilities that are required but fail to file a NOI are referred
to as ’non-fliers’.

Tier 2 (Reporting/Documentation)

After submitting a NOI, facilities must submit an Annual Monitoring Report by July
of each year that summarizes both the qualitative and quantitative results from their
monitoring activities. In addition to the annual reporting requirement, facilities must
prepare appropriate storm water documents known as a Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and a written Monitoring Program (MP) necessary to guide
them in their P2 efforts. The purpose of a SWPPP is to serve as a "blueprint" for
achieving compliance by specifying specific BMPs and a schedule of BMP
implementation. Written monitoring programs must contain adequate procedural details
to ensure that proper monitoring of facility condition and its storm water is provided.

Tier 3 (Implementation):

Facilities must implement BMPs provided in their SWPPP and conduct monitoring
activities required by the GISP. BMPs include both non-structural and structural
controls that can reduce the level of pollutants in storm water. Monitoring
requirements may be broadly grouped into visual observations, storm water sampling
and analysis, site inspection, and SWPPP review and update. Storm water sampling
and analysis, along with the other monitoring activities, help evaluate the quality of the
s~orm water runoff generated from the facilities and gauge the effectiveness of the
facility’s efforts to control storm water pollution.

The state of compliance achieved by the permittees is a reflection of how diligently
facilities have been implementing the GISP requirements. Knowledge of the current
state of compliance achieved and an estimate of associated load can serve many useful
purposes. For example, such an understanding could help gauge if an existing
program, such as the GISP, has the potential to attain further pollutant load reduction if
required, for example, as part of the implementation of a Total Maximum Daily Load
(TMDL). TMDL is the "amount of a specific pollutant that a waterbody can receive
and still maintain water quality standard" (TWA 2000). If the majority of dischargers
permitted under a given regulatory program are shown to be at the high end of a
compliance curve, this implies that the program has nearly reached its maximum
attainable pollutant reduction. Under such a scenario, opportunities for significant
additional reduction in load would be slim. Conversely, if most dischargers are found
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to be at the bottom of a compliance curve, then there may be opportunities for
substantial pollution reduction to be achieved through increased compliance activities.

If the GISP requirements are implemented to their maximum at the facility level, and
facilities are still unable to attain the assigned load, then perhaps the standard of
compliance defined in the GISP or the existing approach used to implement the GISP
program may need to be re-evaluated. California has yet to allocate’load associated
with industrial storm water pollution. Nevertheless, an understanding of the current
state of compliance under the GISP program and getting a good sense of the magnitude
of load generated by industrial sectors will no doubt be useful for making critical
management decisions. Also, this type of assessment will help to identify priority or
high-risk industrial sectors - e.g. those with low compliance and high load contribution
- to direct limited resources to the most critical areas.

LACK OF NUMERICAL EFFLUENT LI3,1ITATIONS IN GISP

Standards for compliance can be expressed in various ways. NPDES permits may
contain both qualitative and quantitative effluent limitations with which permittees must
comply. Numerical effluent limitations may consist of technology- and water quality-
based limits. The GISP, which falls under the NPDES framework, does not contain
numerical effluent limitations for the majority of dischargers permitted under the
program (Facilities among the ten industrial categories listed in USEPA regulations (40
CFR Subchapter N) must comply with the technology-based limits established by
USEPA for specific pollutants. These Subchapter N facilities represent only a small
portion of the facilities under the RWQCB’s GISP program.)

¯ -::’ In the absence of numerical effluent limitations, BMPs form the pillar of the GISP
program. This is consistent with the "Interim Permitting Approach for Water Quality-
based Effluent Limitations in Storm Water Permits" (USEPA 1996). The interim
permitting approach uses BMPs in first-round storm water permits, and expanded or
better-tailored BMPs in subsequent permits, where necessary, to provide for the
attainment of water quality standards. While it is recognized that numeric water
quality-based effluent limitations could potentially provide a greater degree of
confidence that a discharger will not cause or contribute to an exceedance of the water
quality standards, the variable nature of storm water discharges and the lack of
information on which to base numeric water quality-based effluent limitations are the
main reasons that EPA developed the interim permitting approach.

There are several standards or conditions specified in the GISP that dischargers must
attain including the Best Available Technology Economically Achievable (BAT) and
Best Conventional Pollutant Control Technology (BCT) levels. In addition, one of the
prohibitions in the GISP states that storm water discharge shall not’cause or contribute
to a violation of applicable water quality standards. Specifically, the achievement of
BAT and BCT levels must be demonstrated by fulfilling the requirements of the GISP,
which states "compliance with the terms and conditions of this General Permit
constitutes compliance with BAT/BCT requirements and with requirements to achieve
water quality standards." However, as discussed in the preceding section, determining
compliance based on BMP implementation and performance is complicated by the
absence of clear, uniform standards for measuring compliance, and because each
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assessment requires site-specific considerations. Prerequisites for successful attainment
or measurement of progress toward desired goals are clear and adequate definitions of
expectations or goals to be achieved. The lack of quantitative or numerical targets in
the GISP inevitably generates questions and confusion as to whether a facility has
indeed successfully achieved compliance. And herein lies one of the major handicaps¯
of the GISP program.

A comparison of analytical monitoring data between facilities could shed light on the
relative overall effectiveness of BMPs implemented at different sites. However, the
bottom-line question is "how effective is effective?" Therefore, quantitative standards
of some sort must be provided in order to determine the adequacy of storm water
measures provided by facilities. One set of standards that has been used by RWQCBs
in California and USEPA for its national storm water program is the USEPA
benchmark values provided in the Final National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System Storm Water Multi-sector General Permit for Industrial Activities (hereafter
USEPA Multi-sector Permit; USEPA 1995, USEPA 2000b). The benchmarks are
indicators of potential impact of discharge but are not enforceable as numerical effluent
criteria through the GISP program. These benchmark values are based on several
sources of information, including fresh water criteria based on the effects on aquatic
species, median concentrations from the National Urban Runoff Program, and
minimum levels based on detection limit. However, for these numeric water quality
standards to become enforceable through the NPDES framework, they must be
translated into appropriate (numeric) effluent limitations that typically must be m~t
"end-of-pipe". The Discussions section, under "Case study investigations: storm
water analysis," explores the situation in greater depth and recommends some specific
meansto compliancecan adequatelyaddress this issue of whether be defined to protect
water quality in the absence of numeric effluent limitations.
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III. METHODS

This study used database analysis, document review, and case study evaluations
consisting of site inspections and storm water sampling and analysis to assess
compliance of the selected auto dismantling facilities with the requirements of the GISP
program. A mathematical equation, known as the EPA Simple Method, was used to
quantify pollutant load in storm water runoff from the auto dismantling industry.

NON-FILER IDENTIFICATION (TIER 1 ANALYSIS)

To assess the non-filer situation, this study used two sources of data as presented in
Table 1. First, to perform a county-wide evaluation, staff enlisted the cooperation of
the California Department of Motor Vehicles, Occupational Lice~ase Division (DMV) to
obtain a list of auto dismantlers in Los Angeles County who had applied for and
maintain a current dismantling license (DMV 1999). Each facility name and address on
the DMV list was queried and checked using the RWQCB’s NOI database to determine
if the facility had filed a NOI. Facilities on the DMV listmissing from the NOI
database were contacted by phone to verify their operating status and the accuracy of
the facility-specific information.

The second analysis focused on a four square-mile area within the County known to
have high population of auto dismantling facilities. The data used in this study has been
compiled by the City of Los Angeles inspectors who conducted door-to-door site visits
between December 1998 and May 2000, specifically to identify non-fliers in areas
within the City of Los Angeles. The site visits were conducted as a Supplemental
Environmental Project (SEP) that the City undertook, as part of its penalty under an
Administrative Civil Liability issued by the RWQCB for City’s past sewage spill
incidents. A group of University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) professor and
students led the efforts to provide data QA/QC and data analysis.

TABLE 1. Data Source and Analytical Procedures for Non-filer Assessment

Analysis I Analysis II

Type Auto Dismantling License InformationDoor-to-door Site-visits

Source California DMV Occupational License RWQCB (City of Los Angeles’
Division Supplemental Environmental Project)

Target Los Angeles County City of Los Angeles (four square-mile
area area)
Analytical 1. Cross-check information on DMV 1. Query site visit results for auto
Procedures list with NOI database dismantling facilities (conducted by

2. Perform over-the-phone UCLA)
verification of operating status and2. Confirm NOI status (City of LA/
other information UCLA)

3. Compile and analyze data 3. Analyze results by area (UCLA)
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DETAILED STORM WATER DOCUMENT REVIEW (TIER 2 ANALYSIS)

The next level of evaluation focused on the facilities’ compliance with the reporting and.i’!
documentation requirement. To obtain a smaller pool of facilities for an in-depth
review of storm water documents, this study selected 52 facilities from a total of 349
auto dismantling facilities from the NOI database. To ensure a representative pool, the
facilities were chosen by first alphabetically sorting the 349 facilities by business name
and choosing every sixth facility (A small n~mber of the chosen facilities were located
in Ventura County. These facilities were eliminated to limit the focus to Los Angeles
County.)

To evaluate permittee compliance with the annual reporting requirement, this study
chose to concentrate on trends observed in Annual Report submittal rates over times,
based on the 52 selected auto dismantling facilities and on the quality of the Annual
Reports submitted for the 1997/98 permit year. The proportion of facilities submitting
the Annual Reports, among the 52 selected facilities, was determined by electronically
querying the Annual Report databases maintained at the RWQCB. Similarly, the
1997/98 Annual Report database was queried for summaries of monitoring activities
conducted by facilities. In addition, Annual Reports were reviewed for more detailed
information not electronically available.

SWPPPs and written Monitoring Programs were requested from the selected 52
facilities through a formal letter issued by the RWQCB to each facility operator. An in-
depth review of the SWPPPs and the written Monitoring Programs was provided using
a checklist (see Appendix A) outlining the requirements specified in Sections A and B
of the GISP.                                                                      .~’z.:

CASE STUDY INVESTIGATIONS (TIER 3 ANALYSIS)

To investigate the onsite component of compliance, this study selected nine out of the
52 facilities for site-specific evaluation. These nine facilities were clustered in the San
Gabriel River and Los Angeles River watersheds. Staff inspected all nine sites and
collected storm water samples from the eight sites that produced sufficient volume of
runoff to enable sample collection. Storm water samples were collected from primary
discharge locations that conveyed runoff from the areas where principal industrial
activities were conducted. The purpose was to assess the extent to which facilities
implemented the BMPs indicated in their SWPPPs and to study the overall effect of the
BMPs implemented based on the storm water analytical data. Storm water sampling
activity and analysis were carried out under conditions consistent with the requirements
in the GISP. Only fully-trained staff and interns participated in the storm water sample
collection, handling, storage, and transport activities to ensure adequate QA/QC.
Chain of custody forms were completed for all samples. Samples .were analyzed by the
California Department of Health Services laboratory.
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WATER QUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

EPA Simple Method

To provide a perspective on the potential water quality impact(s) associated with storm
water runoff generated from the auto dismantling industry, pollutant load was estimated
using storm water analytical data from the case study investigations. This study used
the EPA Simple Method equation for load assessment:

L = 0.227*P*Pj*A*C(0.05 + 0.009"I)
where

L = pollutant load (pounds/per year);
C = average flow-weighted concentration of the pollutant in runoff (mg/L or
ppm);

Pj = fraction of rainfall events that produce runoff;
P = annual precipitation in inches per year (inches per year);
A = area of the site (acres);
I = the percent of the site’s imperviousness; and,
0.227 = conversion factor (inches/foot)* (acre-feet-ppm/pounds).
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IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
This chapter presents key findings on the degree of compliance achieved by auto
dismantling facilities; evaluates the quality of storm water runoff generated from
selected facilities; estimates the load contributed by the industry in the form of storm
water pollution; and discusses water quality implications associated with the key
findings of this study.

NON-FILERS

Applying for coverage under the GISP does not guarantee that a facility will actually
.achieve pollution abatement, but it is an important first step. Also, from the
perspective of "leveling the playing field," it is necessary for regulators to characterize
the extent of non-compliance with the NOI requirement and take aggressive, timely
actions once non-fliers are identified to bring them into compliance. Auto dismantling
facilities, due to the nature of the industrial activities conducted onsite, are subject to
the GISP requirements. Facilities of this industry are informed about the GISP
requirements through two main channels. First, auto dismantling facilities are notified
about the NOI requirement by the California DMV when they apply for a dismantling
license from the DMV’~ Occupational License Division. The DMV auto dismantling
license application includes a questionnaire about whether the facility operator has filed
a NOI with the State Board. (The DMV forwards a copy of the completed application
to the State Board per pre-established interagency agreement/cooperation between the
two state agencies.) The second channel of information regarding the industry’s duty to
comply is the mass-mailing that the State Board periodically conducts as part of its
effort to reach potential non-fliers.

Table 2 describes the results of non-filer identification using the DMV dismantling
license list. Of the 463 facilities on the list that were checked against the RWQCB’s
NOI database, 147 were identified as potential non-filets. Phone verification identified
77 of the 147 facilities to be actually operating without a NOI. In other words,
approximately one-fifth of the facilities on the DMV list comprised of non-fliers. The
rest of the 147 facilities had either terminated operation or could not be reached after
multiple phone attempts.

Essential to obtaining an accurate estimate of non-fliers is an understanding of the total
universe of facilities regulated. In screening the DMV list against the NOI database for
non-fliers, this study assumed that the DMV list represented a relatively thorough
estimate.of the total universe of auto dismantlers in Los Angeles County. To test this
assumption, staff screened to see whether the auto dismantlers in the NOI database
appeared on the DMV list. This screening effort yielded 72 facilities that could
potentially be operating without a dismantling license. Phone verifications confirmed
35 of these to be in operation. This effort yielded a conservative estimate of 404 for
the total universe of auto dismantling facilities operating in Los Angeles County, as of
August 1999, when this analysis was conducted. This estimate includes facilities
operating with either or both a NOI or a dismantling license. The number of facilities
operating with neither a NOI nor a dismantling license is unknown and is needed to
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TABLE 2. Nou-filers Among Auto Dismantling Facilities, Los Angeles County: DMV Licenses

vs. NOls Filed~

NOI STATUSz

Active Suspended Terminated No NOI5.(Potential Non-fliers = 147)
DMV COVERAGEa         NOI4 NOI NOI Verified Out of Unverifiable

Non-fliers Operation
DMV Licensed 292 I 23 77 25 45 (21) ~

No DMV License (72)

Verified Non-licensed-~ 35 _7 Unknown
Out of Operation 34
Unverifiable 3 -

The proportion of non-fliers among auto dismantling facilities operating in Los Angeles County is estimated at
19% (77 out of 404). The total universe of auto dismantlers in Los Angeles County exceeds 400, based on the
number of active NOIs and verified non-fliers. For a more accurate characterization, those operating with neither
a NOI nor a DMV license need to be accounted for in the total universe of facilities.

~ Table 2 originally appeared in a doctoral dissertation (Chang 2001).
~ A RWQCB’s NOI database contains information on facilities with NOls.
~ In California, auto dismantlers are required to obtain a dismantling license from the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV), Occupational
Licensing Department prmr to operation, The list of facilities in Los Angeles County wtth auto d~smanthng Izcense was obtained from the
California DMV in August 1999.
4 Note that the total number of auto dismantlers in the NOI database with active status Js 364, slightly higher than the total number (349) that
was used to select the study pool of 52 facilities. The pool of facdities with active NOIs changes over time as facilities begin and terminate
coverage.
~ Facilities that did not appear on both the DMV hst and the NOI database were contacted by phone to confirm their operating status. The
facilities were categorized as: "verified" non-licensed (DMV); non-filets; out of operation; and unverifiable if they could not be reached by
phone after numerous attempts.
6 Of the 45 facilities in the unverifiable category, 21 did not have phone numbers hsted on the DMV list nor with directory assistance.
Therefore. the operating status of these facdities could not be verified. The rest dtd have phone numbers listed but could not be reached.
~ Dashes mean not apphcable.

accurately characterize the total universe of facilities, is not known at this time. This
estimate lies outside the realm of the objectives and methodology of this study.
However, considering the potential severe consequences of violations under both
regulatory requirements, the actual number of facilities in this category is probably a
small percentage of the total number of auto dismantling facilities in operation.

This study further investigated the 11~% (35 of the 364) of auto dismantling facilities
with an active NOI that were vertI:ed t~ be operating without a dismantling license.
The purpose was to shed some ht:ht ,,r: reasons that some facilities have apparently
chosen to comply with one type ~,r t,:g~t!atory requirement over another. Each of these
facilities were contacted by pht,n.-" ~,,~ e~planations as to why the facility appeared to be
in violation with a regulatory requ,ret~ent so essential to its operational activities (a
valid dismantling license is requtrt.d fi~r transactions at used auto auctions). It turned
out that a small fraction of these la~ ~lltles (less than 10% of those contacted) actually
had a dismantling license, either under a slightly different address or business name, or
under the name of the facility’s headquarters. Facilities that knew they were in
compliance cooperatively shared their dismantling license information with the
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RWQCB staff. The remaining facilities, however, refrained from revealing their
dismantling license number or from discussing possible reasons why the facility is not         :"
represented in the DMV dismantling license database, even after repeated assurances
from staff that the information was for research purposes only and not for enforcement
activities. It is highly likely that these facilities were operating without a valid
dismantling license.

Figure 1 illustrates the outcome of the two non-filer analyses, showing the percentages
of non-fliers for the overall County and at the sub-city level. Presented to the left of
the dotted line is DMV/NOI analysis, and to the right are the site visit results. The site

visits performed by the City inspectors
targeted three areas within the City of

Figure 1. Non-fliers Among Auto Dismantling Facilities in Los
Angeles County, CA,: Identified from Database Analysis and Site.visit LOS Angeles bou.ndai’y-- Wilmington,

Resultst Sun Valley, and Pacoima-- with the first

,~0o’ DMVINOI anal, sis 19%
[ INon-filer tWO areasaccounting for over 40% of all

35~ I

(771404)
[. GNOI F,[er auto dismantlers in Los Angeles County

with an active NOI. A total of six auto
~ 3~0 [

City of Los Angeles Site-visit Results

~ ~t~u~e et.,t 20007 dismantling facilities were identified and¯ ~. 2501
visited in Pacoima. Overall, non-fliers

200 ["~ accounted for 37 % of the auto~ ,5~ ~o~ dismantling facilities identified in the
~00 (26/58) 26%

three areas. The area with the highest
ratio of non-filers was Wilmington

0
Los Angles    ~hlm,e.gton Sun Valley Paco,ma ~,~.~ ÷s~, (45 %), followed by Pacoima (33 %) and
co~y v÷~,~o~,,,~, Sun Valley (26%). Only six auto

¯ o~at~o, dismantling facilities were identified in -:.~!:.~
Pacoima. "~’0".~ ~’.~

Figure l originally appeared in Chang 2001,

Because the site visits did not cover all of Los Angeles County, the results obtained
from the site visits cannot be directly compared with the findings from the DMV
license analysis. The site visit results, though, indicate that the proportion of non-tilers
among auto. dismantling facilities in some areas of Los Angeles County could be twice
as high as the average estimated by the DMV/NOI analysis for the entire County.
Three reasons potentially account for the substantial difference between the ratio of
non-fliers estimated for the County and at the Sub-County levels. First, Wilmington
and Pacoima may have disproportionately high percentages of non-fliers compared to
the rest of Los Angeles County (Sun Valley had a similar percentage of non-fliers as
estimated by the DMV/NOI analysis). Second, the number of facilities delinquent with
both the NOI and the dismantling license requirements could be significant. These
facilities may be reflected in the site visit results but not in the DMV database. Another
possible explanation is that the areas visited by the inspectors had both
disproportionately high percentages of non-fliers and non-DMV-lic.ensed facilities.
(Note: The RWQCB has started to follow up with facilities, across all industries,
which were identified as potential non-fliers by the City inspectors. Out of about 430
facilities fully inspected, approximately 200 facilities were identified as potential non-
filets and are subject to follow-up activities, including a letter notifying their potential
to file a NOI and an inspection, if necessary.)
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As demonstrated by the statistics, the non-filer problem is significant for the auto
dismantling industry. However, to place the non-filer situation in the context of other
industries, this study also looked at the City’s site visit results, for two other major
industries mandated for coverage under the GISP- recycling and transportation sectors.
Of the three sectors, the auto dismantling industry had the highest compliance rate with
the NOI requirement of 63 %, followed by transportation with 38 %, and recycling with
13 % (Duke et al 2000). The higher compliance by the auto dismantling industry could
be attributed to the successful interagency coordination between the State Board and
the DMV. As a way to effe6tively identify and reach out to potential non-f’ders, this
study recommends that the State Board actively solicit the cooperation of other
state/local agencies to enhance information sharing and to incorporate the NOI
requirement by reference into other regulatory requirements, similar to the DMV
dismantling application procedures. Auto dismantling licenses and construction grading
permits (under the Municipal storm water requirements) are two examples where filing
a stoma water NOI has become a pre-requisite for license/permit issuance.

In conclusion, full compliance with the NOI requirement has not been attained by the
auto dismantling industry. The DMV dismantling license analysis, which probably
underestimates the number of non-fliers for reasons explained revealed that, at minimum,
one out of every five auto dismantling facilities in Los Angeles County is a non-filer. In
some areas of Los Angeles County, such as Wilmington, the non-filer problern appears
exacerbated, with approximately one out of every two facilities operating without a NOI.
The recommended approach for identifying non-fliers is to utilize interagency
coordination and employ available databases, such as the DMV dismantling license and
NOI information supplemented by site visits. Agency-generated data probably offers a
higher degree of accuracy than commercially available databases. At this time, it is
difficult to draw any quantifiable conclusions about the water quality implications
associated with "non-filer" sites, including whether the quality of runoff from non-filers,
on average, is expected to differ significantly from runoff from permitted facilities.
because there are no known studies or data that specifically target the quality of storm
xvater runoff from non-filer sites.

ANNUAL REPORTS

This sub-section describes the trend in compliance achieved by the 52 selected auto
dismantling facilities with the requirement to submit Annual Reports by July 1st of each
year. Also characterized are the facilities’ performances in implementing the required
monitoring activities for the 97-98 permit year. Both qualitative and quantitative
monitoring data serve as an indicator of each facility’s overall performance with BMP
implementation, help build a comprehensive inventory of essential water quality data,
assist in developing water quality standards, and more. For instance, analytical
monitoring data provided in the Annual Reports present a potential source of
information necessary to support the quantification of loads associated with storm water
runoff from industrial sources, a step necessary to develop TMDLs. The types of
monitoring summaries contained in the Annual Reports, if completed properly by
facility operators, could reveal important facility-specific and compliance-related
information such as how diligently a facility implemented the required monitoring
activities, the quality of the storm water runoff generated from the facility, and whether
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the faciht.~ t~perator has reviewed and updated the facility’s SWPPP, and reassessed the
adequacy of existing BMPs in controlling storm water pollution.

Figure 2 illustrates the trend in facilities’ submittal
Figur~ Z Compliancewith A.nu.IReporfl.O Requirement of Annual Reports from 1992 to 1999. The overall
among Selected Auto Dismantlers In Los Angeles County

height of a bar indicates the total percentage of
[ =~ L.,o~.~.., Annual Reports submitted for a given permit year.

= ~-,,,~, s~,,,=, The lower, lighter portion of bar indicates the
pr6portion of facilities that submitted Annual
Reports on or before July 1st. The upper, darker
portion represents late submittals. Compliance is

i represented in percentages rather than actual
number of reports submitted because the number of
facilities required to submit Annual Reports varied
over time because the facilities’ coverage under the

............ ~ ........ GISP program was initiated at different times (by
1996, all of the 52 selected facilities had filed a
NOI).

Figure 2 originally appeared in Chang 2001,

As illustrated in Figure 2, compliance was low in the early years, with the majority of
the facilities failing to submit the required Annual Reports for the 1993/94 and 1994/95
permit years, and with the majority of the reports arriving late. The lack of sound
monitoring data, as a result of deficient reporting, would leave both the regulators and
the dischargers in the dark about critical questions such as how successful an individual
or a group of facilities’ efforts have been in controlling storm water pollution at their          ::.,-.~.
site and their progress over the years. In addition, not having adequate analytical data-~..:’-.~¢,
substantially limits regulatory efforts to characterize the quantity of load associated with
the storm water runoff from regulated communities. Without the data necessary to self-
diagnose their facility’s performance and a chance to address the deficiencies in a
timely manner, facility operators are really placing themselves in jeopardy of increasing
their environmental liability and the chances of regulatory enforcement actions and
third-party lawsuits. Therefore, both the dischargers and the regulators are negatively
impacted when facilities fail to monitor and report their monitoring results to the
appropriate regulating agency.

Observations based on the 52 selected auto dismantling facilities revealed that starting
in 1995/96, two-thirds or more of the required facilities submitted their Annual
Reports. The highest Annual Report submittal rate (96%) achieved in 1997/98 and
1998/99 is an outcome of increased enforcement activities launched by the RWQCB in
recent years and demonstrate the importance of and the need for aggressive, timely
regulatory follow-up activities.

Several hundred enforcement letters were issued in 1997/98 to facilities across all
industrial sectors that failed to submit Annual Reports on time. As apparent from
Figure 2, the majority of the 1997/98 Annual Reports were received late, with most of
them pi-obably in response to the enforcement letters. The subsequent permit year had
even greater success. While maintaining the Annual Report submittal rate at 96%,
t̄here was a substantial increase in the number of reports being submitted on time.
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Evidently. the large-scale enforcement activities, including the issuance of formal
violation letters and mandatory penalties for recalcitrant
violators, ha~e resulted in tangible results and have demonstrated to be an effective tool
for communicating to the regulated community the potential severe consequences of
violating storm water regulations.

The usefulness of the Annual Reports to regulators and dischargers alike depends on the
accuracy and the completeness of the reports being submitted. In the Los Angeles
Region, much of the agency’s limited resources have been dedicated in the past to
identifying and following up with facilities that have failed to submit Annual Reports.
Constrained by resources, limited regulatory attention was focused on the quality of the
Annual Reports received or the monitoring results reported in the Annual Reports.
This study conducted detailed reviews of the 1997/98 A.nnual Reports submitted by 50
of the 52 selected facilities to contribute to an increased understanding of the quality of
Annual Reports and the monitoring data submitted by auto dismantling facilities.

Figure 3 illustrates how successfully
Figure 3. Storm Water Monitoring Activities Conducted by 52 the 50 facilities that had submittedSelected Auto Dismantling Facilities (1997/98 Annual Reports)

the Annual Reports fulfilled their
120 1

I= ~ P,,,~,yco~,~,~d I required monitoring activities (two
,0o

r~ ~ c,,,,p~t,~ I of the 52 facilities did not submit
I their Annual Reports). Res~alts are
I presented in the order of low toso

high compliance, in terms of
i ~o facilities that fully satisfied a
~z monitoring requirement, as

indicated by the bottom, lighter
portion of a bar. The upper, darker
portion represents facilities that
partially completed a required

0 ~
,,,,,,,,, s,~,,: ~.z..~ sw.,,~ ~..rss.sc ~sw,,~,,^csc~ c~,,,~ sw~ monitoring activity. Bars to the left

..... c, ao~o ...... of the dashed line indicate
MonitoriagRcquir~mcnt

monitoring activities and to the right
are administrative requirements
associated with the monitoring

program. Monitoring requirements include: visual observations of storm water and
non-storm water runoff, storm water sampling and analysis, and an annual
comprehensive site evaluation that includes a full-scale site inspection and a SWPPP
review and update. Table 3 augments the findings on the monitoring activities with
detailed narrative description.

None of the individual categories of monitoring activities were completed by all 50
selected facilities. Overall, facilities were less likely to perform monitoring activities
that are more cost- and effort-intensive, such as storm water sampling and analysis,
than activities that are simple to perform and involve little or no cost, such as visual
observations. This trend was observed even among activities such as visual
observations that require minimal resources to perform. Approximately 80% of the
facilities fully complied with the quarterly observation of non-storm water (a total of
four observations required to be conducted under dry weather conditions). A
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Table 3. Summary of Monitoring Activities Reported by for 50 Selected Auto Dismantling Facilities

(1997/98 Annual Reports)

!MONITORING FACILITY COMPLIANCE COMMENTS

i REQUIREMENT .....
Completed Partially Did Not

Completed Attempt

I. Submit Annual 31 62% 19 38% N/A N/A ¯ "Completed" means facility submitted the Annual Report before or on 7/1/98.

Report by July P~ ¯ "Partially Completed" means facility submitted Annual Report after 7/1/98.
deadline ¯ "Did Not Attempt" means facility did not submit Annual Report.

2. Sample from 7 18% 16 42% 15 40% ° "Completed" means facility collected and analyzed sample(s) from.two qualifying storm

two storm events events.

¯ "Partially Completed" means facility collected and analyzed sample(s) from one storm events.

¯ "Did Not Attempt" means facility did not collect or analyze any sample.

¯ Twelve out of the 50 facilities belonged to a Group Monitoring Program and were exempt
from sampling during the 97-98 year. Therefore, statistics for Requirements #2-#4 reflect
results for 38 facilities.

¯ Most facilities that failed to collect samples from two storm events did not have adequate
explanations. The 97-98 wet year is marked by unusually plentiful rainfall due to the El Nifio
phenomena.

3. Sample from the0 0% N/A N/A 38 100% ¯ The first flush occurred on a weekend. GISP does not mandate facility operators to collect

first storm storm water samples outside of their typical operating hours or under hazardous conditions.

¯ 19 out of the 38 facilities provided inadequate reasons for not sampling from first storm; four
out of the 38 facilities that failed to sample from first storm did not pro~iide any explanation.

4. Analyze samples 23 61% 0 10% 15 39% ¯ About 39% of the facilities failed to collect any samples

for pH, TSS, SC, ’ ¯ All 23 who sampled from at least one storm tested for these basic constituents.
and O&G

N/A N/A 215. Analyze 17 45 % 55 % ¯ Seventeen facilities tested at least one set of samples for Pb, Cu, and Zn.

samples for Cu,
¯ About 55% of the facilities either failed to sample at all or sampled from at least one storm

Pb, and Zn
but failed to analyze for metal.



Table 3. Summary of Monitoring Activities Reported by for 50 Selected Auto Dismantling Facilities

in 1997/98 Annual Reports

(Continued)

MONITORING FACILITY COMPLIANCE COMMENTS
REQUI~qEMENT

Completed Partially Did Not
Completed Attempt

6. Conduct 40 80% 6 12% 4 8% ¯ "Completed" means facility conducted four quarterly observations.
quarterly non-storm ¯ "Partially Completed" means facility conducted at least one but less than four quarterly
water visual observations.
observations ¯ Two facilities attached a narrative description of the type of authorized non-storm water

discharges observed from their site. However, when asked in the Annual Report whether the
facility ever had authorized non-storm water discharges, both facility operators answered
negative.

7. Conduct monthly24 48% 24 48% 2 4% ¯ "Completed" means facility conducted eight monthly observations during the wet season
storm water visual (October to May).
observations during ¯ "Partially Completed" means facility conducted at least one but less than eight monthly
the wet season observations during the wet season.
(Oct. 1"- May
30th) ¯ If a month had no storm, the facility operator must report so.

8. Conduct 46 92% N/A N/A 4 8% ¯ Four facilities that failed to conduct Annual Comprehensive Site Compliance Evaluation
annual site (ACSCE) provided no explanation.
evaluation

9. Review SWPPP 42 84% N/A N/A 8 16% ¯ Eight facilities that failed to review SWPPP provided no explanation.
for BMPs and
compliance

10. Certify for 33 66% N/A N/A 17 34% ¯ Of the 17 facilities that did not certify for compliance, 16 facilities cited their failure to meet
compliance one or more of the monitoring requirements as the reason for not certifying.

¯ One facility did not provide any explanation for not certifying for compliance.



substantially smaller proportion of facilities (less than halt) completed the storm water         ~.:
runoff observations (a total of eight monthly observations activities during rain event).

None of the facilities were able to collect samples from the first storm event because the
’ first storm event of the 1997/98 wet season occurred on a Sunday for most of the Los

Angeles region (Facilities are not required to sample outside of their normal business
hours or under dangerous conditions). Some facilities did not provide a valid
explanation for their failure to sample from the first storm event. Less than 20% of
those required actually sampled from two storms events, as required by the GISP (note:
Some facilities that belong to a group monitoring program are subject to less frequent
sampling. This study appropriately accounted for those facilities in its analysis). The
1997/98 wet season was impacted by El Nifio and had unusually frequent and intense
storm events, therefore ruling out the lack of sufficient rain as one of the valid excuses
for not sampling. Less than half of those required actually analyzed for copper, lead,
and zinc. And among the facilities that sampled from at least one storm, about a
quarter did not analyze for the required metals. Failure of facilities to analyze for the
designated constituents --i.e. specific pollutants determined by regulators to be of
concern for a particular industry -- really hinders efforts to quantitatively evaluate a
facility’s performance and to gauge potential water quality impact.

Inherent to self-reported information without QA/QC procedures is the uncertainty in
the accuracy of the data provided. Annual Reports are subject to similar deficiencies.
Each Annual Report must contain a self-certification of compliance signed by the
facility operator or equivalent. Whether self-certifications are a reliable gauge for
measuring facility compliance depends on several factors including a facility operators’
level of understanding and informed interpretation of the GISP requirements and their
ability to appropriately assess and accurately report the facility’s compliance status. To
evaluate how accurately the Annual Reports reflect facility compliance, this study
compared the number of Annual Reports self-certified for compliance against the
number of facilities reported to have successfully complied with a particular category of
monitoring requirement. We considered a monitoring activity that is required of all
facilities- monthly visual observation of storm water discharges. According to Table 4,
less than half, 48%, completed all eight monthly visual observations of storm water,
which implies that an equal or smaller number should have certified for compliance,
considering the fact that a facility must also satisfy all the other GISP requirements
before certifying for compliance. About two-thirds of the Annual Reports were self-
certified, pointing to a discrepancy of at least about 20% between those certifying for
compliance and those actually complying. It should be noted that only one monitoring
activity was considered here. In reality, the actua! gap between the number that self-
certified and the number that fully completed all required monitoring activities or all
GISP requirements is expected to be considerably larger.

Whether this discrepancy is due to a flawed interpretation of compliance criteria, mere
carelessness on the part of the facility operator, or unwillingness to openly expose or
admit one’s deficiency for fear of potential enforcement, one conclusion that can be
drawn is that self-certification is not a perfect indicator of facility compliance and
should be used with caution when used to estimate permittee compliance.
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STORM ~A",VI ER POLLUTION PREVE.Nq"ION PLAN

A hallmark of the P2 approach, which drives the GISP program, is the reliance on the
facility operators to identify potential pollutant sources and appropriate site-specific
BMPs to achieve P2 at their facility. The underlying assumption is that facility
operators are the ones most familiar with the facility operations and other site-specific
conditions. Therefore, facility operators are considered the ideal candidates for
identifying site-specific solutions for their facility.

The GISP requires each facility operator to develop a SWPPP, which is a site-specific
document that lays out exactly how a facility will control storm water pollution
associated with its industrial activities. Compliance with the SWPPP requirement has
not been well characterized because, unlike Annual Reports, SWPPPs are not required
to be submitted to the RWQCB. An in-depth review of SWPPPs that considers the site-
specific nature of each facility requires a substantial amount of time. This study is one
of the first attempts in California and perhaps in the nation to characterize, on a large
scale, the quality of the SWPPPs prepared by and for a specific industrial sector. A
detailed review was provided for the 50 SWPPPs received based on specific SWPPP-
related requirements outlined in Section A of the GISP. A summary of the deficiencies
found in the SWPPPs are described in Table 4.

One major deficiency noted in many of the SWPPPs was that they were boiler-plate
documents that lacked specific details on the actual BMPs chosen for implementation by
the facility operator. Also missing were procedural details about how the BMPs would
be implemented. About 90% of the SWPPPs reviewed were prepared by one of four
consulting companies. Many of the SWPPPs were written in a vague manner that made
it difficult to determine exactly which measure, among a set of "ideal" or "proposed"
BMPs described in the document, was chosen for implementation by the facility
operator.

As indicated in italics in Table 4, these SWPPPs provided no or limited information on:
1) the name(s) of individual(s) responsible for the implementation of various monitoring
activities; 2) a detailed, comprehensive site map that describes the locations of pollutant
gources and where industrial activities are conducted; and 3) BMPs that are
fundamental to the P2 efforts, such as employee training, site inspection, and good
housekeeping programs. In essence, a SWPPP is a "blue-print" that describes specific
measures and a schedule of implementation a facility will employ to achieve P2 and
regulatory compliance. The SWPPP should be a "living" document that is regularly
updated and reflects the actual site conditions. Given their generally poor quality, the
majority of the SWPPPs reviewed fail to effectively guide facility operators in the field
implementation phase. From verbal communication with facility operators, it appeared
that many SWPPPs were being developed by a third party with little involvement or
input from the facility operators or key personnel. About a quarter of the 52 facility
operators who had called after receiving the RWQCB’s formal request for SWPPPs
demonstrated little or no knowledge of the SWPPP requirement, indicating
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Table 4. Rexie~ of S\\’PPPs and Written Monitoring Programs Submitted by aboutt 50
Selected Auto I)ismantling Facility Operators (Los Angeles County, 1999)

Inadequate ¯ ¯~"
Element Specified in General Permit Missing Description

A. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
Pollution Prevention Team 0 31

Site map 2 35

List of significant materials handled or stored on site (describe type, location, 5 26
and quantity)

Description of industrial activities and potential pollutant sources 2 16

Assessment of potential pollutant sources, pollutants and locations. 2 9

Spill history 5 0

Investigation of Non-storm water discharges 12 2

Non-structural Best Management Practices 0 18

Good housekeeping program 13 3

Preventive maintenance program 8 6

Spill prevention and response program 8 6

Material handling and storage procedures 8 3

Waste handling & recycling 9 5

Erosion and sediment control 9 1

Employee training program 9 I0

Site inspection program 6 3

Recordkeeping and internal reporting 6 6

Quality assurance 5 0

Structural BMPs 2 N/A2

Annual Comprehensive Site Compliance Evaluation 2 18

B. Storm Water Monitoring Program

Quarterly non-storm water visual observations 3 5

Storm water visual observations (monthly from October and May) 0 27

Field sampling procedures 0 12

Sampling program specifying locations and times 0 5

Sample preservation procedures 0 34

Analysis methods 7 I 1

Specification of constituents mandated for sample analysis 0 37

Retention of all records for at least 5 years 0 11

Submission of Annual Report by July 1’t of each year - 5 0

C. Standard Provisions

Certification and signature of facility operator 3 0

t swpPPs and written monitoring programs were received from 50 and 47 of the 52 selected facilities, respectively.
2 GISP encourages facility operdtors to consider structural BMPs ~ the non-structural BMPs chosen are considered insufficient to adequately

address the pollutants present. Therefore, the review of structural BMPs was limited to evaluating whether the facility had considered any of
the five categories of structural BMPs described in the GISP. For example, it was considered adequate for the put’pose of this study if a
SWPPP cited that structural BMPs were reviewed and considered but not chosen for implementation because the non-structural BMPs were
considered sufficient.                                                                                                        ..

¯ .. ::::
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how closely they’ were involved with preparing their facility’s SWPPP. Also,
discussions with facility operators during the case study investigations indicated that the
facility operators were either unfamiliar or unsure about many BMPs described in their
SWPPP. Some facility operators admitted to not fully understanding all aspects of the
SWPPP, including the BMPs described, and expressed reservations about their ability
to implement certain structural BMPs described in the SWPPP, when it was explained
to them what those measures were and the potential consequences for failing to fully
implement the SWPPP which they had certified to implement. The lack of or limited
facility operator involvement in preparing the facility’s SWPPP and in selecting the
appropriate BMPs for the facility appears to be one of the main reasons for the
disconnect observed between the descriptions provided in a facility’s SWPPP and what
is actually being implemented in the field.

WRnq’EN MONITORING I’*ROGRAMS

How does a facility measure its performance or progress in P2 efforts or gauge the
effectiveness of the BMPs implemented? By monitoring. As a requirement of the
GISP, facilities must prepare a written monitoring program. The purpose of a written
monitoring program is to ensure that proper methods are provided so that facility
operators may employ these methods consistently in monitoring their site conditions and
the storm water runoff generated from their site. In turn, this would generate
monitoring results - both qualitative and quantitative - that are representative of the
facility’s site conditions and which could provide useful information on a facility’s
progress over the years.

Out of the 52 requested, 47 auto dismantling facilities submitted their written
monitoring programs. The majority of the monitoring programs were prepared by
consultants, and had characteristically similar problems as the SWPPPs. Table 4
summarizes some of the deficiencies found in the written monitoring programs per
requirements outlined in Section B of the GISP. The documents generally lacked in
procedural details explaining how each monitoring activity would be performed. For
example, sections on sampling and analysis requirements did not describe the type of
sampling equipment to be used, QA/QC procedures, or special precautions needed to
provide a well-controlled environment for collecting, storing, and transporting the
samples to certified laboratories for analysis. The lack of sufficient procedural details
in the written monitoring programs raises questions about the QA/QC procedures used
by facilities for their monitoring activities, especially during sample collection, storage,
and transport. And this deficiency limits the reliability and the credibility of the storm
water analytical data reported in the Annual Reports. Thus, regulators should use the
monitoring results provided in the Annual Reports with caution, keeping in mind some
of the limitations discussed above. Another flaw observed in a significant number of
the monitoring programs is outdated information that fails to retied the changes
included in the 1997 reissued permit. For example, the minimum period required for
retaining records increased from 3 years to 5 years in the 1997 permit. However,
many monitoring programs still specified 3 years for the minimum required record
retention period. Also, many still used the old definitioh of a wet season (September to
April) instead of October through May, as defined in the 1997 permit. Failure to
update the SWPPP per new permit conditions affects a facility’s ability to comply with
the regulatory requirements.
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Many of the nine case study facilities that hired consultants to prepare their storm water
documents also depended entirely on them to conduct many, if not all, of their
monitoring activities. It appears, from discussions with facility operators, that some
consultants perform the required monitoring activities alone, unaccompanied by any
facility personnel, and provide a written report, surrunarizing qualitative and/or
quantitative monitoring results, to the facility operator at a later time. Although this
type of monitoring may technically meet certain regulatory requirement(s), it tends to
remove from the facility operator or other key facility personnel the opportunity to fully
assess and understand the site conditions first-hand and to seek out the additional steps
that may be necessary to make further progress.

Increased compliance assurance activities by regulators, including random audits and
formal request of SWPPPs and monitoring programs for review, as well as timely
follow-up responses, are some ways to enhance the quality of these storm water
documents. In addition, since some of the major problems, including the lack of site-
specificity of the documents, are due to the consultants working on these documents,
a time-efficient and effective approach would be for the regulating agency to target
those few consultants who prepare the documents for the majority in the industry for
regular education and training them so that the SWPPPs and the monitoring programs
they prepare are up to speed with the GISP requirements. Another recommendation is
for the regulating agency to consider the option of requiring all SWPPPs prepared by a
third party to be certified to ensure that the details of the monitoring programs selected
for implementation have been fully discussed, understood, and agreed upon by facility
operators, and that a key facility personnel will conduct or personally accompany the
consultant(s) on all of the monitoring activities.

CASE STUDY INVESTIGATIONS: SITE INSPECTIONS

The first and second tiers of compliance establish the foundation for achieving pollution
reduction and/or prevention. However, it is only the compliance with the third tier
requirements, the onsite implementation, that results in actual pollution abatement and
directly impacts water quality. Staff conducted field investigations of nine selected auto
dismantling facilities to study their onsite performance.

The field compliance component of the industrial storm water program has generally
not been well characterized for the Los Angeles region due to lack of resources
available for the GISP program in the past and other competing priorities. However,
the general perception is that field compliance is low especially among small facilities.
Substantial staff time is required to complete a comprehensive site inspection, which
includes, pre-inspection preparation, the actual inspection, and post-inspection follow-up
activities including completing an inspection report.

Table 5 summarizes some characteristics of the nine case study facilities, including their
property size, percent of imperviousness, and the estimated annual vehicle throughput
or the number of vehicles processed yearly. Percent imperviousness refers to the
portion of a facility property that is paved, roofed (including buildings), or covered.
As shown in Table 5, the case study facilities span a wide spectrum in terms of their
annual vehicle throughput, property size, and percent imperviousness. One facility
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Table 5. Characterization of Nine Case Study Auto Dismantling Facilities (F:a~:ility H) offered "self-service"- i.e. it
allows customers to dismantle desired parts

Facility Property Size Percent Imperviousness Annual Vehicle directly from the vehicles. The rest of the
{Acres) (% Paved, Roofed or Throughput

Inside Building) Facilities, A through G and I, offered retail,
A 2 60 ~75- 250 "over-the-counter" service and sold already
B 0.7 ~00 so- ~20 dismantled parts to customers.
C 2 100 180

D l ~00 50 Table 6 summarizes some key findings on
E 1.5 100 75-200 (trucks) facility BMP implementation based on staff
F 0.7 100 120 site inspections. A more complete
G         1.5                100              150 (trucks) assessment is presented in Table 7, which
H 13 100 16,800

t 0.6 32 tl0 provides numerical ratings (from 0 to 3) on
how well individual case study facilities
implemented the BMPs described in the

facility’s SWPPPs and other BMPs considered either universally applicable or
especially effective for the auto dismantling industry. A facility’s overall BMP
implementation score -- the sum of individual BMP ratings -- was used to evaluate a
possible correlation between a facility’s performance and water quality impacts, which
is presented in a subsequent section (Appendix B augments Table 7 with the
information on the kinds of pollutant sources or activities conducted at each facility and
the BMPs that were cited in the facility’s SWPPP). The SWPPPs prepared for the nine

case study facilities included very similar,
Table 6. Evaluation of BMPs Implemented at the Nine Case Study Auto overlapping BMPs, primarily consisting of

Dismantling Facilities
non-structural measures. In general, the

BMP Types              FuU~v    i’a~ianr    findings of this study concur with the trend
Overhead cover for dismantling area 0 3 analyzed ira a previous study on the ..::.---~
Cover parts 1 7 transportation industry by Duke and Chung
2° Containment for fluid-storing container 3 2 (1996) that concluded that storm water
Overhead cover for fluid storage 4 3 control measures described similarly in
Pave entire site 7 l SWPPPs at a number of case study facilities
...Conduct dismantlin~g on ~mpe~,ious area 8 0 were not uniformly implemented and

unequally effective at managing storm water
pollutants. As shown in "Fable 6, some
BMPs were more frequently implemented
than others.

This study also found that BMPs that are more resource-intensive or pose physical
constraints on daily operational activities are less likely to be implemented. The
structural BMPs cited in the case study facilities’ SWPPPs were often missing or if
provided at all, were not fully implemented. The first four BMPs that appear in Table
6 (overhead coverage for dismantling and fluid storage areas, coverage for stored part,
and secondary containment for fluid storage area) are examples of haeasures specifically
designed to help eliminate or reduce the exposure of pollutant sources to storm water,
but yield little apparent tangible benefits for daily operational activities. Only a few
facilities successfully implemented these BMPs. More often than not, dismantling
activities were conducted outside in an open space, even when a designated roofed area
(with three-sided walls) was provided. Staff noticed that one deterrent was the
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Table 7. BMP Performance Observed at the Nine Case Study Auto Dismantling Facilities

Activity/Pollutant BMP Rating"
Source Applicable BMPs A B C D . E F G H I

Dismantling (includes ’Conduct Activity on Impervious area 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0
fluid draining)

Provide overhead cover 1 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0
Use drip pan 2 2 3 N/O N/O 3 1 0 N/O

Parts storage (batteries Provide permanent or temporary cover 1 0 2 1 1 2 0 0 3
excluded)

Drain most fluids prior to storage 1 2 2 2 2 3 1 1 3
Store parts off-ground 1 1 2 2 2 3 1 2 3

Batter)’ storage Remove from vehicle 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Provide 2°containment and cover 2 l 3 3 3 2 0 3 3

Fluid management Under cover; 1 2’ 3 3 2 0 0 3 3
2°containment 1 1 0 0 0 0 3 3 3

Parts Washing/Cleaning Indoorsor in a covered area 3 0 N/O 0 2 3 2 N/A 2
Contain wash-water 3 0 N/O 2 2 3 2 N/A 3

Spills/leaks Use drip pan 2 1 2 2 2 3 1 1 3
Maintain adequate supply of absorbent 0 0 3 2 2 3 3 2 3

Vehicle storage Close hood or cover vehicles with engine or 0 2 2 2 N/O 3 N/O 0 3
oily parts
Remove all oily/greasy parts from vehicle (esp.2 3 2 3 3 3 2 0 3
engine, transmission, etc.)

Erosion Potential Pave entire site 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0
Use erosion control such as bales of hay or 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 2
berms (or gravel)

Waste fluid handling Use appropriate disposal method N/O N/O N/O N/O N/O N/O N/O N/O N/O
Auto compaction Designated area/pre-drain fluids N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 3 N/A
General Good housekeeping practices 1 1 2 2 2 3 0 2 3

General Employee training (documented) 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 3 1
General Inspection (documented) 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 3 2
General Recordkeeping (copy of GISP, SWPPP, MP, 1 1 2 1 3 3 1 3 1

Annual Reports, monitoring records)
General Storm water treatment 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0

Overall BMPScore 31 27 39 35 38 48 26 34 46

" For BMP implementation rating, 0=Not implemented; 1= Poorly implemented; 2= Somewhat poorly implemented; 3= adequately implemented,
N/A= not applicable, N/O= Not observed during site inspection.
b An overall BMP score is the sum of individual BMP ratings. Two BMPs that were excluded when calculating an overall BMP rating scores.
The two BMPs are related to auto compaction activities and recordkeeping activities. Auto compaction-related BMP was left out because eight
out of the nine case study facilities did not perform auto compaction and to consider this BMP would necessarily bias the results against the eight
facilities. Recordkeeping has a definite indirect contribution toward the successful implementation of a facility’s storm water program, but was
not included because it is an administrative procedure and in itself does not result in pollution prevention.
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insufficient overhead and work space that restricted the movement or the maneuvering
of employees during dismantling activities or imposed limitations in forklift-aided
transfer of vehicles to and from the designated area. These limitations could have been         --
avoided with a more careful strategic planning of the BMP, that considers adequate
work space.

Some BMPs were not implemented by many facilities because of the effort involved in
consistently implementing the BMP and other factors. These BMPs include covering
parts during storm events and the use of absorbents to control spills. For example,
most facilities cited in their SWPPPs that plastic sheets, tarpaulins, or other types of
temporary covers would be used to shield vehicle parts from rain. The use of plastic
sheets or tarpaulins involves minimal cost for material acquisition but is beset by the
following difficulties: (1) unless secured appropriately, tarps or plastic sheets tend to be
blown away by wind and provide minimal protection from rain, if any; (2) providing
temporary covers depends entirely on the effort of facility employees and are less likely
to be implemented consistently and completely, especially under severe storm
conditions or if a storm event starts before or after normal business hours; and (3) some
facility operators cited other factors, such as tarps placed over the parts storage .areas
disappearing over night, most likely claimed by itinerant individuals or children in the
neighborhood. Given these limitations associated with using temporary covers, facility
operators should be strongly encouraged to install permanent roofs or an overhead
coverage to effectively reduce exposure of stored parts to precipitation. Another BMP
shown to be inconsistently implemented is the use of absorbents to control spills and
leaks. Supply maintenance and timely responses are especially crucial for spill-related
BMPs. Many case study facilities were deficient in implementing their spill control
measures, judging by the degree of spills, leaks, and stains from past spills present on
the facility ground. Failure to maintain an adequate supply of spill absorbents on site,         " """
the diligent effort required to address small frequent spills, and the lack of urgency that
small spills pose compared to large-scale spills are some reasons cited by facility
employees for their failure to provide spill control and response measures mentioned in
the facility’s SWPPPs. Instead of providing inunediate attention, many facility
employees delayed spill clean-up activities until the end of the business day.

Several major sources contributing oil and grease in storm water runoff were visually
identified during the site inspections. Qualitatively judging from the rainbow-colored
sheen floating on top of the storm water runoff, failing secondary containment, such as
leaky truckbeds used to store incompletely drained parts, fluid-storage areas missing
adequate secondary containment or overhead covers, unprotected dismantling areas,
and auto compaction location appeared to be the principal sources introducing high
levels of oil and grease into storm ~ ater from the case study facilities. All of these
sources represent areas associated ,~ ,Th principal industrial activities.

A recommendation based on these s~te inspection observations is to provide both an
overhead coverage and an adequate ~s~:condary) containment for areas associated with
principal industrial activities. Conducting all activities inside a building or roofed,
bermed (or curbed) areas would really help minimize or eliminate the introduction of
pollutants into storm water runoff. To maximize the usefulness of these structural
BMPs, adequate working space and overhead room are two critical factors that need to
be considered in the planning stage of these BMPs. There are BMPs such as storing
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well-drained parts m large autobodies (as observed at Facility I) that allows facility
operators to use materials readily available onsite and does not necessitate building a
structure. However, this type of BMP, to be effectively implemented, requires extra
effort and vigilance on the part of the facility staff (and are thus less likely to be
implemented successfully) since parts must be thoroughly drained prior to being placed
inside the autobodies, as opposed to parts stored in bermed areas which prevent runoff
of residual fluids. Some specific measures to protect the fluid storage areas that have
been shown to be effective in the field include a combination of providing an overhead
roof or a clean solid board (placed on top of fluid-storing drums) along with the use of
sealed, flat-bottom truckbeds, berms, or a secondary drum large enough to fit another
drum inside. Secondary drums should preferably be filled with sand or other spill
absorbent material, and sufficiently large and low enough so that the inner fluid-
containing drum could easily be transported in and out using a forklift.,

The primary cause of significant spills observed during auto compaction is incomplete
draining of fluids from parts that remain on the vehicles. Facility H, the only case
study facility that conducted auto compaction activities, removed most cores (unwanted
parts) prior to vehicle compaction after customers had a chance to claim the desired
parts. Based on the substantial spills observed during its auto compaction process, the
facility apparently had neglected to completely drain residual fluids from the parts
remaining on the vehicles, causing fluids to jet out well beyond the surrounding betm
during the compaction process. Complete fluid draining upon vehicle arrival is crucial
to preventing spills generated during vehicle staging or compaction process.

Many BMPs must be implemented in combination with other BMPs to be effective. A
set of BMPs that appears to be especially effective when implemented together is
secondary containment and overhead coverage as mentioned above. Overhead coverage
helps to eliminate the exposure of pollutants to storm water runoff but not for spills
traveling away from, for example, a roofed fluid-storage area. Similarly, severe storms
could flood uncovered, bermed areas and introduce pollutants to storm water runoff.
When combined, these BMPs could effectively reduce pollutant contact with storm
water. Few facilities provided both of these BMPs for the same source area.

Other BMPs implemented by the case study facilities (storing parts off-ground or
removing greasy parts from vehicles) by themselves offer minimal or limited pollution
control. For example, mounting partially-drained parts or fluid-storing drums on
wooden pallets could appear to reduce contact with storm water runoff; however, spills
and leaks generated during parts or fluid transfer typically flow over the pallets and
contaminate the site ground and make contact with storm water. Mounting fluid-storing
drums on top of pallets does not help contain spills and leaks and is not a secondary ¯
containment measure, contrary to the claims of some facility operators. Even when
parts are fully drained before being placed on pallets, they must be’provided with
adequate cover to minimize exposure to storm water. Site pavement, which is
considered as a stand-alone solution to controlling sediment in storm water, could only
offer some degree of control of solids in storm water when facilities have poor
housekeeping practices. Facility B had the entire site paved, but the level of total
suspended solids (TSS) in its storm water samples substantially exceeded the USEPA
benchmark for this constituent. In fact, the facility’s TSS level was comparable to¯
other case study facilities with partial or almost no site pavement. A potential source of
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sedmle~t m ,+~tm water generated from completely paved sites is soil from vehicle tires
or cu::;tt)rn~.’r~" slloes,

Several factors were considered in identifying potential reasons for the varying degree
of BMP implementation observe’d at the nine case study facilities. The number of
employees, facility size, and annual vehicle throughput did not appear to correlate well
with a facility’s ability to effectively imple~nent BMPs for facilities with five or less
personnel, of two acres or less, or with yearly vehicle throughput of less than 300. The
eight facilities that fell within this category demonstrated significant differences in their
BMP implementation efforts. Facility H, with 16,800 annual vehicle throughput and a
13-acre site, provided several environmentally-trained personnel onsite, maintained
efficient recordkeeping, offered regular training for all its employees, and provided
storm water treatment, including an oil and water separator for a portion of the site’s
storm water runoff and an adequate supply of excelsior in the primary discharge
location. However, because of the small study pool, with only one facility of this
caliber, it is difficult to arrive at a conclusion as to whether facilities with greater
resources are more likely to fully implement their BMPs and other storm water
program requirements. The performance of this facility could very well have been
compelled by an aggressive third-party lawsuit launched by a local non-profit
environmental organization against the facility in the recent past.

Cultural or language barriers and the lack of public outreach were identified as two
potential reasons for the deficient BMP implementation..The different ethnic
backgrounds represented among auto dismantlers in Los Angeles County include
Armenian, Mexican, Korean, Persian, and Caucasian, with the first two groups
representing the dominant ethnic groups in some areas. From phone conversations and      ,....~:~.,
discussions from the site inspections, it became apparent that many of the ethnic            - ~5¢;
minorities did not fully understand the GISP instructions and some had trouble
following the verbal instructions of staff. This may partially explain the apparent
disconnect between the consultant-prepared SWPPPs and the actual implementation of
BMPs onsite. Many of the case study facility operators displayed complete ignorance
and a sense of apathy about the significance of storm water pollution, and complained
about having to pay for the discharge of naturally-occurring storm water, clearly
missing the key point that it is the pollution iv the storm water runoff that they are
responsible for.

One of the key findings of this present study based on the staff’s site-inspection
experiences is that determining onsite compliance can be rather challenging and not
very straightforward for both dischargers and regulators. This is especially true for
facilities that are not grossly deficient or sloppy in their housekeeping or operational
practices. More accurately, if compliance is to be defined to ensure protection of
waterbodies and to prohibit contributing to possible excursion of all applicable water
quality standards, as is stated in the GISP, the task of accurately assessing compliance
becomes even more daunting because of the following three reasons.

First, the GISP does not specify a mandatory, minimum set of BMPs that must be
implemented by all permittees or by each industry. The GISP basically states that
facility operators should consider the different categories of BMPs outlined in the
permit and then select and implement appropriate BMPs to attain the Best Available
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Technulogy IBAT) level, I-I~ever, the permit does not define what the BAT level is
or how to demonstrate that the BAT level has been ascertained. Therefore, facility
operators belonging to the same industry may choose from a range of different BMPs -
either a single, highly effective BMP, such as treatment, or a combination of multiple
BMPs whose cumulative impact may be equally effective. The P2 approach with its
¯ primary reliance on facility operators to identify and implement site-specific solutions
offers flexibility and room for economic considerations. However, it also presents
difficulties for those charged with the responsibility of assessing whether the BMPs
provided and as implemented are sufficiently adequate to ensure that the facility’s storm
water discharges are not contributing to or causing exceedances of water quality
standards. There is still limited information on the effectiveness of specific BMPs or
the cumulative effects of combined BMPs. And to leave this task of compliance
determination up to the individual operator’s judgement seems to be questionable
regulatory policy.

Secondly, there are no numerical effluent limitations in the GISP, with the exception of
a small group of facilities specified under USEPA regulations (40 CFR Subchapter N),
that could provide a clear, objective standard for compliance for all regulated facilities
across industries. In the absence of a quantifiable measure of compliance, site
inspections can, at most, point out whether certain BMPs in a facility’s SWPPP are
being implemented and identify evidence of pollution, including spills and leaks, that
could visually indicate a facility’s overall BMP effectiveness. However, to be able to
link (visual) compliance with water quality impacts, one must come up with a
quantifiable or numeric compliance standard based on water quality criteria.

Thirdly, not all BMPs are readily observable, in particular th~ non-structural ones when
the activities targeted are not being performed. Thus, the implementation status of
certain BMPs can be difficult to determine for individuals not part of the facility since
site inspections provide only a snapshot in time of the facility’s performance. Examples
of such BMPs include preventative maintenance of equipment (unless records are
maintained on file) or if special caution is employed for certain operating procedures.

Clearly, the overall success of a facility’s BMP implementation efforts could
qualitatively be judged based on the evidence of pollution, such as spills and stains.
However, such qualitative assessment necessarily introduces the subjectivity of the
observer and is prone to different interpretations about how well the facilities may be
complying with the intent and the requirements of the GISP. As the saying goes, "how
clean is clean?" Should facilities feel "safe" as long as they provide reasonably
adequate housekeeping (but according to whose standard?) and maintain an overall neat
appearance, or do they need to make sure their site is meticulous? Are facilities
considered to be in compliance as long as the BMPs provided in the SWPPP are beir~g
implemented, or would they be penalized for choosing BMPs inadequate for their
activities? Of course, the use of a "’common sense" approach and close interaction with
the regulating agency could help facilities to move forward. However, for all these
efforts of the regulators and permittees to pay off or result in substantially improved
water quality, there must be some type of clear quantifiable standards of compliance
that could be enforced.
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In conclusion, BMPs indicated in the SWPPPs were not fully implemented at the nine
case study facilities. Some facilities performed their storm water control measures
more diligently than others. Individual BMPs are unequally effective in controlling
storm water pollution. As expected, areas associated with principal industrial activities
appear to be the major contributors of oil and grease, and probably other pollutants as
well, and should be provided with appropriate overhead coverage and secondary
containment. Structural BMPs must be planned strategically-- taking into account the
need for adequate work space and other conditions that would facilitate the daily
operational activities-- to be utilized effectively by employees. Awareness of the
significance of storm water pollution and the need for pollution controls appeared to be
low among many of the facility operators. Language barriers and the lack of field
presence of regulators and of timely enforcement actions in the past are some reasons
for the lack of compliance observed among auto dismantling facilities. From a
regulatory perspective, because each SWPPP is required to be certified by the facility
operators under perjury of law, failure to implement the BMPs described in a facility’s
SWPPP automatically places a facility in violation of the GISP requirements;
consequently, all nine facilities were out of compliance since they did not fully
implement all the BMPs indicated in their SWPPP.

However, what is troubling is that, in addition to BMPs not being fully implemented,
the list of BMPs drawn up by consultants or facility operators may not be sufficient to
control the type and the level of pollutants generated from a site. Therefore, the need
to provide a clear, verifiable standard for compliance in the permit, either in the form
of (or a combination of) a set of minimum or baseline BMPs or numerical effluent
limitations, is incumbent upon the regulators to make the compliance assessment
process more understandable to both the regulating agency and the regulated
community. Lastly, BMPs applicable to the auto dismantling industry that may be
considered effective in the field, and BMPs cited in other storm water manuals, are
summarized in Appendix C.

So far, we have focused on the compliance status of selected auto dismantling facilities.
The next section explores the water quality implications associated with these findings.

CASE STUDY INVESTIGATIONS: STOI~! WATER SAMPLING & ANALYSIS

This section focuses on the quantitative measurement of P2 efforts - i.e. storm water
analytical data. Storm water samples were collected from eight case study facilities
between November 1998 and April 1999. (Due to storm water infiltration into the
unpaved facility ground, Facility I did not generate any visible runoff during the several
storm events that staff visited the site). Except for Facilities A and B where staff
obtained samples from two separate storm events, one set of grab samples was collected
from each facility. The goal of collecting samples from the case study facilities was to
provide a small, well-controlled sampling program to evaluate the following: a) the
range of pollutant concentrations in storm water runoff generated from the industry; b)
the overall effect of BMPs implemented by different case study facilities; and c)
comparison of the agency-monitored data with the self-reported data provided in the
Annual R.eport for some facilities. Using the USEPA benchmark values as a reference,
this study evaluated the levels of pollutants in storm water runoff from eight of the nine
case study facilities. This section also provides a trend analysis of pollutant levels in
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storm ,.rater run,fir reported over several .,,ears by one facility. The storm water
analytical data for the eight case study facilities are presented in Table 8. The first
column of Table 8 lists the constituents analyzed (auto dismantling facilities in the Los
Angeles region must analyze for all constituents listed, except for iron and aluminum;
facilities in most other regions in California are required to analyze for iron and
aluminum and not copper and zinc.). The last column provides the USEPA benchmark
v~.lues for the corresponding constituents for reference purp6ses.

Table 8. Storm Water Analytical Results for Eight Case Study Auto Dismantling Facilitiest

(Los Angeles County, 1998199)

CONSTITUENT EPA Reporting FACILITY USEPA

Method Limit AIz Az BIz B2z C D E F G H 8cnchm~

2/9/99"~ 4/11/99 2/9/99 4/11/99 2/9/994/6/99 2/9199 3/25199 4/6/99 3/25/99 rkLevel

pH 150.1 0.I 7.7 7.6 9 7.9 7.4 7.2 7.3 6.8 6.2 8.0 ~-9

Total Suspended Solids 160.2 10 81 292 210 183 86 83 38 40 70 202

(rag/L)

Specific Conductance 120.1 211 248 271 334 217 264 226 39 79 89 395 20!!
(p.mho/cm)

Otl & Grease (mg/L) 413.1 1 62 73 22 11 25 I1 12 18 11 65 15

Copper (lag/L) G/P 10/50 259 204 134 67 157 128 106 . 79 92 238 63.6

Lead (~g/L) G/F 10/200 70 51 284 187 104 153 96 62 35 69 81.6
Zinc (gg/L) F 50 400 507 754 766 456 659 362 539 509 330 117

.. :~. Aluminum ling/L) G!F 10/1000 812 < 1000 2032 < 1000 867 < 11300 837 < 1000 < 1000 3090 750

". Iron (mg/L) F 1130 1170 1140 3440 1100 1320 899 1285 320 590 2800 1000

Grab samples of storm water runoff were collected from eight auto dismantling facilittes in the San Gabriel River and the Los Angeles River
watersheds

For Facihties A and B, staff collected samples from two storm events,
The Parameter Benchmark Values are from the USEPA Multi-sector Permit (USEPA 1995)
G= graphite method, F= flame method,
Indicates sample collection date.

None of the facilities successfully met the USEPA benchmarks for all constituents
analyzed. This is not surprising since the median and the mean pollutant concentrations
estimated based on past monitoring data submitted by auto dismantling facilities in their
Annual Reports (from 1995/96 to 19~7, 98) generally exceeded the benchmark values
(Appendix D). Shading in Table 8 represent excursions of the benchmark levels.
Except for pH, benchmark values l,,r .ill lhe other constituents analyzed were exceeded
by at least one case study facilit.,, I .... ~.tmstituents that appeared ~o present the most
challenge for the case study facil~’,:c, ,,,.’re copper and zinc, as demonstrated by the fact
that none of the facilities were abk’ ~,, .ichieve the benchmark levels specified for those
constituents. Benchmark levels l,,r ,pcctfic conductance, oil & grease, aluminum, and
iron were exceeded by five (not nc,.c,,arlly the same) facilities (aluminum and iron are
not required to be monitored by th~s industry). Three and four excursions of the
benchmark levels were noted for TSS and lead, respectively. Facilities, E and F,
whose analytical data indicated relatively lower pollutant concentrations overall, are
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two facIImes ~,hich appeared more organized and had signs of good housekeeping
practices~                                                                              .:..

Storm water analytical monitoring data demonstrated a substantial degree of variability
between facilities, storm events, and sampling events. For the eight case study
facilities, pollutant concentrations or measurements varied by more than a factor of
seven for TSS, ten for specific conductance (SC), six for oil & grease (O&G), four for
copper (Cu), ten for iron (Fe), eight for lead (Pb), and two for zinc (Zn). The lows
and highs in the pollutant concentration range were: 6.8 and 9.0 for pH, 38 and 292
(rag/L) for TSS, 39 and 395 (gmholcom) for specific conductance, 11 and 73 (rag/L)
for oil & grease, 812 and 3090 (~.g/L) for aluminum, 67 and 259 (!ag/L) for copper,
320 and 1170 (lag/L) for iron, 35 and 284 (gglL) for lead, and 330 and 766 (gg/L) for
zinc (some results for aluminum reported as < I000 gg/L could be less than 812.).

Some interesting trends were observed in the self-monitored storm water analytical data
(reported by the case study facilities) for samples collected over multiple years, for a
given wet season, and on the same day. Figures 4 through 10, which evaluated the data
reported by Facility H for the period between 1993 to 1999, clearly demonstrate the
stochastic nature of storm water runoff. No clear increasing or decreasing trend in
pollutant concentrations over time is recognized.

An analysis involving five sets of data generated by Facility H for the 1998/99 wet
season demonstrated that the highs and the lows in pollutant concentrations of storm
water from one facility could vary substantially for a given wet season: by more than a

factor of seven for TSS, two for specific
Table 9. Comparison of Pollutant Concentrations in Storm Water Samples conductance, five for oil & grease, three

Collected on Same Day by Different Individuals for Two Case for lead, twelve for aluminum, four for
Study Auto Dismantling Facilities. iron, and two for chemical oxygen

demand (Facility H had submitted five
Facility B Facility H sets of data for the wet year 1998/99).

Constituents (sampled on 2/9199) (sampled on 3/25/99) Again, no consistent trend of increase or
Facility Staff Facility Staff decrease was observed in the data set

pH 9 9 7.42 8 spanning one wet season.
TSS (rag/L) 100 210 183 202

SC (~amho!cm) 160 334 487 395 We evaluated two sites (Facilities B andO&G (m~/L) 9 22 17 65
H) where the facility operator and our

Pb (rag/L) 0.085 0.284 0.1 0.069
staff collected the storm water samples

Cu (mg/L) ,, 0.44 0.134 0.21 0.238

Zn (mg/L) 0.3 0.754 0.28 0.33 on the same day to determine the extent
AI (rag/L) N/A N/A 0.21 3.09 of variation in pollutant concentrations
Fe (mg/L) N/A N/A 4.8 2.8 for samples collected on the same day.

Table 9 compares the analytical data
reported by the facility versus agency staff. Analytical results on Facilities B and H
demonstrated that storm water samples taken on the same day by different individuals,
in this case by RWQCB staff and by facility personnel, can display quite different
results. Facility H’s data (where staff collected samples immediately after a facility
employees completed his sampling for the facility) indicated that the reported
concentration for the following five constituents (TSS, specific conductance, oil &
grease, lead,
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Figure 4. Total Suspended Solids in Storm Water Figure 5. Specific Conductance in Storm Water Runoff
Runoff from an Auto Dismantling Facility from an Auto Dismantling Facility

{Case Study Facility H; Monterey Park, CA; Self-reported data for 1993 - (Case Study Facility it; Monterey Park; Sell’-reported data for 1993 ~ 19991
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Figure 6. Oil & Grease in Storm Water Runoff from an Figure 7. Lead in Storm Water Runoff from an Auto
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Figure 8. Copper in Storm Water Runofffrom an Auto
Dismantling Facility Figure 9. Zinc in Storm Water Runoff from an Auto

(Case Study Facility !t; Monterey Park, CA; Self-reported data for 1996 - Dismantling Facility "
0 25 1999)

(Case Study Facility H; Monterey Park, CA; Self-reported data for 1996 -
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Figure 10. Nickel in Storm Water Runoff from an Auto

Dismantling Facility
(Case Study Facility H; Monterey Park, CA; Self-reported data for 1993 -

35 1999)
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copper, and zincl differed by at least 20% and up to 1400% between the two sets of
data, wah the most significant differences observed for oi! & grease (280%), and for
aluminum (1400%). An interesting trend observed with Facility B’s data was that for
five out of the six constituents (TSS, specific conductance, oil & grease, lead, and zinc)
agency-generated data were higher than the facility’s self-reported data by at least
100% and up to 230%. This suggests that perhaps different sampling Strategies --
agency staff attempted to capture storm water runoff with a visible oily sheen -- could
produce substantially different results, even for a same-day sampling.

One of the goals of storm water sampling at the case study facilities was to provide a
well-controlled sampling environment with an adequate QA/QC necessary to generate
reliable data that could be used to relate meaningfully the effects of BMPs on water
quality. Two methods were used to relate BMP implementation to pollutant
concentrations in storm water runoff. The first method attempted to evaluate the
overall BMP implementation scores of each facility, derived based on a systematic
rating system, in the context of storm water concentrations. The second method used
the overall site appearance or impression as a qualitative indicator of the relative
concentration of pollutants in storm water runoff.

With the first method, we tested for both linearity (r) and causality (r’2) between BMP
implementation and storm water concentration by plotting for each constituent the
pollutant concentration against the overall BMP score of each facility (The overall BMP
scores are presented in Table 7.) The r and r’2 values were all less than 0.5 and 0.25,
respectively. This implies that a mathematical relationship of the type employed in this
study may not be a suitable method for relating the effects of BMPs with the runoff
quality, based on the results of our case study. Possible reasons that a clear
relationship between overall BMP score and the pollutant concentrations were not
observed include:

) the chosen method does not take into account the degree of effectiveness of
individual BMPs (this study rated the BMPs only on how completely or
satisfactorily each BMP was implemented at the facilities, and summed the ratings
to obtain an overall BMP score. This is essentially equivalent to assuming that all
BMPs are equally effective and assigining them equal weights);

site-specific factors, such as annual vehicle throughput; when the last batch of
vehicles arrived and were dismantled; how many storm events preceded the
sampling activity; and the time lapsed between the start of a rain and a sampling
event, and rainfall intensity, are not considered by the above method.

It should be noted that due to the short duration of storm events and the lack of staff to
cover all eight case study facilities at the same time, sampling was collected over three
separate events between February and April of 1999. The inspections were performed
between November of 1998 and April of 1999.

The overall site appearance or evidence of diligent implementation of good
housekeeping practices seems to be a useful indicator of the relative pollutant levels
between sites with similar facility size, annual throughput, and operational activities.
Generally, case study facilities that were organized and clean showed relatively lower
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Table 10. Geographical Distribution and Aserage Size of Auto Figure 11. Size Distribution of Auto Dismantler Facilities in
Dismantling Facilities in Individual Watersheds in Los Angeles County, Los Angeles County

50Watershed      Estimated number    Average     Estimated
of auto facility size total source 45

dismantling (acres) area (acres) 40 25% of facilities < 0.23 Acres Average size = 1.19 Acres

facilities 35
~" 30 50% of facilities < 0.59 Acres

Los Angeles River 234 (57.8%) 1.215 284 (63%)
Dominguez 103 (25.4%) 0937 96 (21%)

~             25
75% of facilities < 1.24 Acres

Channel 20

San Gabriel River 63 t’15.6%) 1.06 67 (15%) 15 95% of facilities < 3.1 Acres

Santa Clara River 2 (0.6%) 1.31 3.2 (0.7%) 10
5Santa Monica Bay       2 (0.6%)          0.2         0.4

(0.08%) o

Total Source Area 404 I. 12" 450 0 50 100 150 200 250 300

*county average FaciLities

San Gabriel watershed; and 0.6% each in the Santa Clara River watershed and the
Santa Monica Bay watershed. Figure I 1 shows the size distribution of auto dismantling
facilities in Los Angeles County. The County average is 1.2 acres, with 90% of the
facilities under 3 acres.

Pollutant loads from the auto dismantling industry were estimated for the 1998 - 1999
storm year for the three watersheds with the highest number of auto dismantling
facilities - Los Angeles River, San Gabriel River, and Dominguez Channel. Loads
were calculated for TSS, oil & grease, copper, lead, and zinc. Table 11 presents the         :-~ :’~.~

load estimates and                :~: ....
Table 11. Pollutant Load per Watershed Contributed by Auto Dismantling Industry in Los Angelesinformation on parameters

County based on the 1998/99 Wet Year (potmds/acrelyear) ~ used to arrive at the

Watershed P~    Pj~ TSS O&G Cu Pb Zn estimates, such as average

(in) I l&3 mg/L~ 28.4 mg/L 142 ug/L 103 ug/’L 508 ug/L pollutant concentration,
annual precipitation and

"i, os Angeles River 9.72~ 0.72 22,950 5,600 30 20 100 runoff, and area within each
(284 Acres) watershed occupied by auto

Dominguez Channel4.716 0.67 3,480 850 4 3 15 dismantling facilities. The
(96 Acres) total approximate loads for

San Gabriel River 7.487 0.72 4,140 1.010 5 4 18 all of Los Angeles County
(67 Acres) contributed by the auto

Total 30,570 7,460 40 30 130 dismantling industry are:

22,400 lbs. of TSS, 4,650
lbs. of oil & grease, 35 lbs.Based on average site imperviousness value of 43%. Rainfall data for the 1998/99 wet year (Oct. -

Oct.) was obtained for specific reference sites within each watershed from the Los Angeles County, of copper, 22 Ibs. of lead,
Department of Public Works, Hydrology Division. and 130 lbs. of zinc. These

P is annual precipitation in inches per year,
Pj is fraction of rainfall events that produce pollutants in runoff. Pj was calculated using an assumptionestimates may be slightly

that the threshold rainfall greater than 0A inches is needed to produce runoff, lower than for a typical wet
~ Average pollutant concentrations were estimated based on the storm water analyticai data on the grabseason because the 1998/99samples collected by RWQCB staff from the eight case study auto dismantling facihties.
~ Rainfall data from the monitoring stations near Downtown Los Angeles and Snn Valley. wet season was impacted by
6 Rainfall data from the monitoring station near Wilmington. the La Nifia phenomenon and7 Rainfall data from the monitoring station near Duarte.

had less-than-average
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precipitat~n On a watershed level, the Los Angeles River was the single most
impacted \~ aterbody, receiving the majority of the load. The San Gabriel River
watershed, which has a smaller total "source" area than Dominguez Channel
watershed, was characterized with a higher load due to the greater total precipitation
and runoff experienced in the San Gabriel watershed area. Although not presented in
Table 10, the loads from the auto dismantling facilities in the Santa Monica Bay
watershed and the Santa Clara River watersheds are negligible given the fact that each
watershed only had two known auto dismantling businesses within its respective area.

The load introduced by the auto dismantling industry to surface waters is significant.
On a weight basis, the pollutant associated with the highest load by weight is TSS,
followed by oil & grease, zinc, lead and copper. The estimates presented in this study
may be improved by using flow-weighted composite data for pollutant concentration,
accounting for the variability in the rainfall patterns within specific watersheds, and by
using a more accurate estimate of the total universe of facilities that accounts for
facilities that both the RWQCB and DMV failed to capture. For a more meaningful
load analysis, the estimates should be evaluated in the context of loads generated from
other major industrial sources, a task that lies outside the scope of this study.

CONSIDERATION OF OTHER APPROACHES TO STORM WATER POLLUTION CONTROL

The question of how compliance should be defined to protect water quality and
beneficial uses of the receiving waterbody is an important one. The pollution
prevention approach, as currently designed, lacks a clear, uniform standard for
measuring compliance, and may require more resources than traditional (individual)
NPDES to adequately monitor for compliance. An objective quantitative or measurable
standard of compliance is also necessary for equitable and consistent enforcement.
Two alternatives other than the current P2 approach are considered in this section. One
alternative is to define compliance in terms of numerical effluent limitations. This
approach is consistent with the traditional or individual NPDES permitting approach.
Establishing numerical effluent limitations would help facility operators to determine
whether the facility is indeed achieving the limits, and if not, how much the facility
needs to ratchet down its pollutant levels to return to compliance. This simplifies
compliance assessment for both regulators and the regulated conu’nunity and provides a
clear basis for enforcement actions. If feasible, numerical effluent limitations should be
developed based on water quality criteria that are protective of beneficial uses. This
would ensure that facilities, by meeting the established limitations, are not contributing
to or causing exceedances of applicable water quality standards.

Another alternative is to prescribe a set of minimum, mandatory baseline BMPs for
each industry. Compl’iance would be determined primarily by the effective and diligent
implementation of these selected BMPs. To facilitate the compliance determination
process, a minimum set of BMPs should consist of measures that are readily
observable. This option limits the flexibility offered by the P2 approach that allows
facility .operators the freedom to choose from a wide range of BMPs and to tailor the
BMPs to the facility’s site and economic conditions. In addition to Appendix C and the
sources cited for Appendix C, the list of BMPs compiled for the cooperative
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compliance program of Wisconsin is another comprehensive source of information on
BMPs for the auto dismantling industry (KES 1999; CCP/DNR t999)

This study recommends the following tiered approach for the auto dismantling industry
that combines the core of the two alternatives outlined above: 1) a mandatory set of
specific, baseline structural and non-structural BMPs for facilities with annual vehicle
throughput of less than 500 (.which represent "morn-and-pop" facilities); and 2)
mandatory treatment of storm water for facilities with annual vehicle throughput greater
than 500. Also, in lieu of requiring treatment, numerical effluent limitations could be
applied to the latter group as a standard of compliance. A compliance schedule could
help phase facilities into compliance over a certain specified time frame. Facilities with
less than 500 annual vehicle throughput that persistently demonstrate problems in
meeting certain water quality standards, for example the USEPA benchmark levels,
should also be considered for mandatory storm water treatment.

Lack of sufficient resources has been identified as the primary reason for the limited
compliance assurance and enforcement activities by the RWQCB. One way to help
effectively implement the above recommended strategy and at the same time, reduce the
workload associated with compliance assessment and assurance activities is to employ a
semi-privatized certification program, such as that implemented in the State of
Wisconsin, which relies’on licensed, private inspectors to oversee the compliance
activities of a group of facilities that voluntarily choose to participate and help fund the
program. The aim of such a program is to help reduce some of the workload of the
regulators and to allow facilities that diligently work toward and maintain a specified
level of compliance to be certified for compliance by professional inspectors. Such
certification could potentially shield them from certain regulatory responsibilities, such
as monitoring activities, and indirectly from third-party lawsuits by reducing the degree
of their environmental liability. (Essential to the implementation:of this type of
program is regular training and (re-)certification of inspectors by the regulating agency
to maintain high QA/QC for the inspection procedures.)
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V. CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS
Several conclusions can be drawn from the findings of this study. Compliance, in
general, appears to be limited or low among the auto dismantling facilities in Los
Angeles County, for all three tiers of the GISP requirementS. Analyses based on site
visits results and DMV dismantling license information showed that about one out of
every five auto dismantling facilities operating in Los Angeles County are non-tilers.
Compliance with the annual reporting and SWPPP and written monitoring program
requirements is also limited. Review of the 1997/98 Annual Reports revealed that
many of the required facilities failed to conduct the key monitoring activities, such as
storm water sampling and analysis, limiting the usefulness of the Annual Reports as a
tool to gauge overall permittee performance. SWPPPs and written monitoring
programs, due to their generally poor quality, fail to effectively guide facility operators
in their P2 efforts and in proper monitoring procedures. Accelerated enforcement
activities have proven to be effective for increasing the Annual Report submittal rate.
Outreach to consultants is strongly recommended to upgrade or improve the quality of
SWPPPs and written monitoring programs being prepared by third parties.

The GISP program has not effectively penetrated the auto dismantling industry in terms
of compelling the kinds of behavioral changes needed to effectively control storm water
pollution and to improve water quality. Case study investigations indicated that the
selected facilities failed to select and implement appropriate BMPs to attain the USEPA
benchmark levels. Pollutant load estimates based on this industry show that the
magnitude of the load could be substantial. These findings imply that the current
approach based on P2 and the primary reliance on facility operators to identifyarid

implement appropriate BMPs, without establishing enforceable numerical effluent
limitations, has not been shown to be effective, at least at the level currently
implemented, in controlling storm water runoff from the auto dismantling industry.
Past studies on other industries, including the metal plating and transportation sectors,
support some of the findings and conclusions of this study (Duke and. Shaver 1999;
Duke et al 1999a; Duke et al 1999b; Duke et al 1998; Duke and Bauersachs 1998;
Duke et al 1998; Duke and Beswick 1997; and Duke and Chung 1996).

The lack of a clear, objective standard for compliance could pose a special challenge to
dischargers when trying to determine if the existing BMPs are sufficient or need to be
upgraded or supplemented with additional BMPs. The majority of the storm water
analytical data from the eight case study facilities and the self-reported data provided by
auto dismantling facilities in the Fa,.t ,ubstantially exceeded the USEPA benchmark
values. The GISP program, as ~urr~’l~ti> implemented and enforced, appears to be not
attaining the potential pollution rc,l .... ~,,,~ achievable as envisioned.. For this reason,
this study considered different r...~.t:,a~, ,r~, alternatives to control industrial storm water
pollution. This study recommends a tiered approach that offers different combinations
of options -- including implementa’,on of a set of mintmum required BMPs, mandatory
storm water treatment, or applying numerical effluent limitations -- based on each
facility’s annual vehicle throughput quantity.
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Until now, the GISP program at the Los Angeles RWQCB has exhausted most of its
resources for determining and enforcing against violators of the first and second tier "
compliance. In reality, it is the onsite implementation that actually achieves pollution .~
prevention or reduction. Therefore, more resources should be allocated to assess and
verify field compliance. Increase in compliance assurance activities and timely
comprehensive enforcement activities would improve overall compliance. This stui:ly
suggests a possible solution -- a semi-privatized compliance certification program -- that
could substantially reduce regulators’ workload and allow them to focus on high-risk
sectors or facilities to more effectively regulate and control storm water pollution
associated with industrial activities.
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Appendix A (cont’d)
MONITORING PROGRAM             Not I           Not

Applicable[ Included Included Incomplete     Comments
Quarterly Non-Storm Water Discharge
Visual Observations (B_3)

Observations to be conducted (B.3.c)
(Jan-March April-June, July-September, October-December)
All drainage areas (B.3.a)
Look for presence of unauthorized NSWDs (B.3.a)
Observe authorized NSWDs (B.3.b)
Maintain observation records (B.3.d)

Storm Water Discharge Visual Observations (B.4)

Once per month during wet season (B.4.a)
(October l-May 31)
Observe during first hour of discharge (B.4.a)
All drainage areas (B.4.a)
Observe stored or contained (B.4.a)
storm water at time of discharge
Preceded by three working days dry weather (B.4.c)
Document discharge characteristics (B.4.c)

Sampling and Analysis

Samples to be collected during first hour ofdischarge(B.5.a)
Sample from first storm of the wet season         (B.5.a)
Sample from one additional storm during wet season (B.5.a)
Samples collected from all discharge locations (B.5.a) "--’"::
Sampling of contained storm water (B.5.a) "’/~?=’
at time of discharge
Sampling preceded by at least (B.5.b)
three working days without storm water discharges
Sampling for pH, TSS, SC, TOC or O&G         (B.5.c.i)
Sampling for toxic chemicals and other pollutants .....
likely present in storm water discharges in significant
quantities (B.5.c.ii)
Other analytical parameters listed in Table D (B.5.c.iii)
Storm Water Effluent Limitation
Guidelines parameters (B.6)
Description of sampling locations (B.7)
Description of sampling methods (B. 10)
Identification of analytical methods (B. i 0.b)
and method detection limits ~
Retention of all records for at least five years (B. 13)
Annual Report to be submitted by July 1 each year (B.14)

General Comments:
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Appendix B. Summary of Site Inspection Results : Verification of Facility-specific Activities and BMPs

Type of Activityl Activity or pollutant sources Applicable BMPs BMP Indicated in FaciliOJ’s SWPPP? Level at Which BblP Implemented at
Pollutant source ~resent on$1te?~ Facilit3,2

A B C D E F G H 1 A ’B C D E

Dl’smantling ~’ y y y Y ~; Y Y Y Conduct Activity0n Impervious area
(includes fluid Provid~ overhead �over N N Y N N Y Y N N I 0 2 0 0 2 0 0
draining) Use drip pan Y "Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 2 2 3 N/O N/O 3 I 0 ~J/()
Parts storage Y Y IY Y Y Y Y Y Y Provide permanent or temporary covcr Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y I 0 2 I I 2 0 0 -~--
(batteries Drain most fluids’prior to storage Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 1 ’2 2 2 2
excluded) Store parts ofl’-gro~nd Y Y Y Y Y Y Y "Y Y I i 2 2 2
Battery storagc Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Rcmove fromvehicle Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 2 3

Provide 2°containment and cover Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 2 I 3 3 3 2 0 3 --5 -
iFluidmanagement Y Y IY Y Y Y Y Y Y Undercover; Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y I 2 3 3 2 0

2°coniainment Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y I I 0 0 0 0 3 3 -~-"
Parts Washing/ Y Y N/ Y Y Y Y N Y Indoors or in a covered area Y N N y y y Y N/A Y 3 0 N/O 0 2 3 2
Cleaning O Containwash-wa~er Y NIA NIA Y Y Y Y NIA Y 3 0 NIO 2" 2 3 2 N~A --~

Spills/leaks* Y Y i~i Y Y Y Y Y Y Usedrippan Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 2 I 2 2 2 3 l l --3--
Vlaintain adequat¢’~pply of absorbent Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 0 0 3 2 2 3 3 2 -.~ -

Vchicle storage Y Y Y Y Y-Y Y Y Y CIose hoodorcovervchicleswi(h Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 0 2 2 2 N/O 3 N/O 0
engine or oily parts
Remove all oily/greasy parts from Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 2 :3 2 :) 3 3 2 0 3
vehicle (esp. engine, transmission, etc.)

Erosion PotentialY bl N hi N-hi hi hi Y Pave entiresite
Use erosion control such as bales of hayN bl/A bi/A bl/A hi/A N/A N/A N/A Y 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A :2
or bet-ms (or gravel)

Waste fluid Y Y Y Y Y" Y Y Y Y Use appropriate disposal method Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y’ Y N/O bl/O N/O N/O N/O N/O N/O N/O
handling

Auto compaction N N N N N N N Y N Designatedarea/pre-drain fluids N/A N/A N/A N~A N/A N/A N/A N N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 3 N/A
IGcneral Use erosion control such as bales of hay N NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA Y 0 NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA N/AiN/A 2

or berms (or gravel)
General Good housekeeping practices Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y ! ! 2 2 2 3 0 2
General Employee training (documcntcd) Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 3 I

O General Inspection (documented) Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 2 2 2 2 2 2 I .] 2

..~ General Recordkecping Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y I I 2 I 3 3 I 3
I,O General Storm water treatment N N N N Y N N Y N 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0

..a.O’) ~ ¥- yes, N= no; N/A,- not ~plicable.
2 For BMP implememati~n ~ting, O-Not implemented; l- Poorly implemented; 2~- Somewhat paorly implemented; 3,. adequately implemented, NIA= not applicable, N/O TM NOt abscrved during $i~e inspection.



Appendix C. Best Management Practices for Auto Dismantling Industry

ACTIVITY PURPOSE BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (BMPs)

Vehicle
Dismantline Eliminate ,, Roof or cover to eliminate rain-in. Berm area to eliminate storm water ran-on. Conduct dismantling work

Dismantling exposure in this designated area.

Activities * Place a mat, plastic, or tarpaulin on the ground prior to placing pans on the ground. (Also, if no roof or
cover provided over dismantling area, conduct dismantling activities on top of plastic or tarpaulin, which
can be readily cleaned or replaced, and removed during storm events).

¯ Drain all fluids (antifreeze/coolant. brake fluid, gasoline/diesel, motor oil, transmission oil) from vehicle
prior to dismantling and pans removal.

¯ Use drip pans to drain fluids. Do not overfill.
¯ Drain oil filt~rs before disposal/recycling.
¯ Remove refrigerant prior to dismantling and pans removal.
¯ Deploy airbags per guidelines or remove intact airhags for reuse and store under cover.
¯ Dispose of greasy rags, air filters, spent coolant, and degreasers.
¯ Remove batteries promptly after vehicle arrival.
¯ Remove oil-bearing components prior to storage.

Fluid draining Eliminate ¯ Roof or cover to eliminate rain-in. Berm area to eliminate storm water run-on. Remove fluids in this
exposure design,~ted area.

¯ Use drip pans for draining vehicular fluid.
¯ Use funnels, and stoppers for the containers.
¯ Avoid discharge of vehicular fluid (as in drips or leaks) on the ground.

Pans Repair/ Eliminate ¯ Designale contained areas for repairs and washing (curb, berm or dike area, if necessary. If not feasible,’i~’-’~-
Wash exposure use oleophilic (oil- absorbing) boom bags to prevent washwater from running to the street / curb or other

areas of facility.)
¯ Wash pans in a wash- ~’ay provided with secondary containment.
¯ If area not otherwise contained, diver~ runoff from repair and wash areas with hydrophobic boom bags.
¯ Transfer spent solvent or washwater into designated drums.
¯ Recycle and reuse or release washwaters to sanitary sewer.
¯ Use minimum amounts of solvents or detergents for pans cleaning.
¯ Use water-based cleaning solvents and biodegradable (non-phosphate) detergents.
¯ Wipe and sweep area regularly afmr activi[y. Dispose of greasy rags, air filters, spent coolant, and

degreasers in appropriate containers.

Vehicles
Eliminate ¯ Keep vehicle engines covered with hoods or with plastic sheets secured in place.
exposure ¯ Store vehicles on an impervious (e.g. concrete) surface (if possible).

¯ Use drip pans under stored vehicles.
¯ Minimize inventory during wet season.
¯ Reduce holding., time for scrap disposal.
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Appendix C. Best Management Practices for Auto Dismantling Industry
(Cont’d)

ACTIVITY PURPOSE BEST MANAGEM~ENT PRACTICES (BMPs)

Separated Eliminate ¯ Confine to designated area.

components exposure * Store indoors or under temporary or permanent cover (that sufficiently shields rainfall).

¯ Curb, bcrrn, or dikethe ar,’a. (Ifnot feasible, then: I) store partsoff..ground, forexample on storage racks, with
drip pans underneath to collect residual fluids; or 2) store parts in leak-free truck beds or plastic containers; or

3) place parts in auto bodies (intact), especially large-sized vans, which also provide an excellent storage places
for parts; 4) divert runoff from scrap storage area with hydrophobic (water resistant) boom bags)

¯ Place tires in semi-trailers, indoors, or covered area. Sell or recycle.

¯ Store scrap parts/metals under cover and dispose ofto scrap collector promptly

¯ Divert runoff from scrap storage area with hydrophobic (water r~sistant) boom bags.

Batteries Eliminate ¯ Store batleries in covered storage area, on a paved surface that is bermed, or in plastic containers with lids.
exposure

Fluid Eliminate ¯ Store fluid containers (e.g. drums) on an impervious surface and under a roofed shed.
exposure * Provide secondary containment for the fluid-containing drums.

¯ Keep separate (solvents, oils aad fuel) and label accordingly.

Improve materials
management

Others
Waste              ¯    Recycle (or resell if possible) anti-freeze, fuel, waste oil, windshield washer and solvents.

Recycling minimization ¯ Recycle usable recyclable pa~ls.

¯ Recycle tires and core/scrap metals.

Spill Prevention & Minimize ¯ Employee training (prepare for and clean up spills.)
Clean-up exposure ¯ Prepare a spill clean-up kit (absorbent sand, rags, adso~rbent snakes, broom, etc.) and place in convenient readily

accessible location.

Waste * Drain vehicular fluids at designated removal area,
Minimization * Use rite provided spill- kit to contain leaks or spills immediately. Dispose ofproperly. (Use oleophilic sands to

absorb/contain small leaks, and boom bags for large spills.)

Contain/cleanup
pollutants

Employee Waste ¯ Train employees regularly in proper and environmentally safe practices.
Training minimization

Customer Waste * Inform and require custonw~ * he r~move parts to do so properly and appropriately dispose of waste (for
Education minimization example, posting signs th~ n-qu:n ~.he use of drip pans for parts removal and prohibit waste-generating

activities in parking Io!

Sit~ Inspection Good maintenance ¯ lnspoct site rcgnlarly to ~nsu~ ~I appropriate BMPs arc being implemented.

Preventative Prevent pollution/ * Inspect to ensure integnt), of t~nl~s, containers, pipings and valves, Install safeguards against accidental ~lcasc.
maintenance accidents
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Appendix C. Best Management Practices for Auto Dismantling Industry
(Cont’d)

ACTIYITY PURPOSE BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (BMPs)

Site Maintenance Minimize ¯ Keep site cleax oftrash and debris.
exposure ¯ Regularly remove and swap sand (used to contain spills), trash or dirt from site.

¯ Collect corrosion/metal particles with magnet (survey the site with a forklift or small vehicle with magnet
attached b¢hind.)

Materials Good management ¯ Maintain proper inventories of vehicles processed, materials stored, and wastes recycled or disposed of.
Inventory

Site grading Minimize ¯ R~pave area to direct flows to a low point (away from storage and waste areas) where leaking fluids can be

exposure collected.

Recordskeeping Good management , Maintain records of inspections, monitoring (including storm water sampling), Annual Reports, and training.

Storm Water

Treatment

Flow dissipation Remove Pollutants ¯ Direct flow discharge over coarse gravel or cobblestones to facilitate settling out of particulates and sediment.

Vegetative belts Remove Pollutants¯ Direct flow discharge over vegetative belts or biofilters to enhance pollutant r~moval.

Sand! gravel filters Remove Pollutants ¯ Allow storm water from open parts storage areas to pass through sand-gravel filter with drain holes. Sand

layer must bc periodically replaced.

Detention ponds Remove Pollutants , Capture storm water runoff from high activity areas. Skim offsufface oil and remove bottom sediment. "-~

Reuse or evaporate runoff water.

Oil-grit/oil-water Remove Pollutants ¯ Direct flows from high activity areas through OW separators. Off-line separators to bypass large storms are
separator preferable. Maintain r~gularly.

Flotation/ Remove Pollutants ¯ Store runoff flows, equalize, and provide flotation/coagulation. High operation and maintenance costs.
coagulation Inappropriate if used only intermittently.

Indusuial sewer Remove Pollutants ¯ Pretrcat as required and pipe to sanitar~ sewer if allowed (permit likely r~quired).
piping offsitc

Oil/grease - Remove Pollutants , Provide oleophilic booms or excelsior near runoff exit. Replace as needed. Dispose of properly.

absorbents

References:
1. ARA 1997
2. LADPW 1998
3. MPCA 1994.
4. Swamikannu 1994
5. USEPA 1995
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COMPARISON OF BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

~ ~. Ability to Control:

BEST ~ANAGE~EHT P~C~CES ¯ ~ m ~ m _m O~ ~

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING

General Pracfices

Develop a storm water management pohcy statement for your
employees. Management can provide direction and support
for pollution prevention by rewewing this policy with employees
and keeping it posted. ¯ I’ ¯ ¯
An ~n-com~ng vehicle inspecbon inventory program should
include a check for fluid leaks and for unwanted mater~al that
could have been ptaced in the vehicles. ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
Clean up debr=s and trash on a regular bas~s. ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ~r I
Construct fences or other phys=cal barriers to act as wsual and
noise barriers, help 1o control dust. help prevent theft, end control
the d~rection of runoff. ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
Maintain an c,gamzed inventory of mater=als used at the tamhbi, v" ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
Consider indoor storage of vehicles, parts, and equipment, and the
use of berms and/or dikes to control storm water runoff.1 v," ¯ "/r W t ¯ ¯ ¯

¯. Vehicle Dismantling Fluid Management
Remove fluids from vehicles brought into the facihty for processing
or dismantling.

Keep used oil separate from part cleaning solvents, antifreeze, and
fuel. Engine oil, transmission fluid, brake fluid, and power steering
fluid can be combined and stored together. ¯
Label storage containers of all fluids and waste materials.
Drain all parts of fluids prior to disposal, v’ ¯ ,k. ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ,Jr
Confine the stOrage of vehicles, parts, and equipment to
designated areas, v ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

COMMENTS
1 May interfere with operation and access. Indoor storage of

vehicles is not appropriate or practical for an automotive
recycling facility.

KEY TO THE TABLE

Ability to Control Po~,~t~,~        no significant removal slight (<25%) removaJ moderate to high (25%) removal
Initial Cost >$5,000 $1,000- $5,000 <$1,000
Operation and Maintenance Cost >$1,000 / year $.500 - $1,000 / year <$5001 year
Practicality usually not practical sometimes practical practical for most facilities

’ KES 2000
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Appendix C. Best Manao.ement Practices for Auto Dismantling IndustD" (Cont’d)

COMPARISON OF BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

~ ~. Ability to Control:

BEST MANAGEMENT P~CTICES ¯ 0 m ~ w

Use canvas or sheets of plastic to temporarily cover storage areas.2

"l"ransmission and engine cores may be stored in
~lastic storage boxes with leak proof tops; lugger boxes having
solid botloms and covered by a permanent roof, lugger boxes
without a solid bosom stored under a permanent roof on a concrete
3ad with curbing; or an enclosed trailer with a steel floor to contain
fluid runoff and a drain in the floor to properly remove waste fluids.
Engine oll should be drained and stored in labeled, doubled-walled.
above ground tanks. Used oil can either be recycled for on.sde use
in a waste oil heater, or sent off-s,te for re-refining or fue! blending.
Ant,f~ze shoul~ be reclaimed and reused or properly d~sposed ’of.3

Dram w,ndow washer fiu~d fo’~’"reuse.
Remove batteri.es as soon as possible after vehicle enters the yard.
Store good batteries inside for resale. Store dead batteries
=nside on pallets (if your floor is gravel or dirt, put a layer of absorb-
ent material below the pallet) or in storage containers, or store dead
batteries outside in a leak proof, covered container.
Parts Cleaning
Perform all parts cleamng operations indoors or cover and berm
outside cleaning areas.4

Clean parts by using minimal amounts of solvents or detergents.
Recycle and reuse cleaning fluids where practical.
Spent cleaning solutions should be removed by a waste hauler or
recycler.
Use phosphate-f~’ee b!odegra’~labl~ detergents. Consider using
detergent-based or water-based cleaning systems in place of
organic solvent d..egreas.ers.
Vehicle Crushing Activities
Consider providing a containment system---such as a concmie Pad
with berms----lor vehicle crushers. Fluids and storm water runoff from
such bermed areas could be discharged ir~to a sump, oil/water
separator, san~lary sewer, or other appropriate drainage system that
~revents storm water contamination.

COMMENTS
2 May interfere with operation ~r~d access.
3 May need to check ~ the state to see if additional require-

merits are required.
4 May not be feasible or practical for all facilities.
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Appendix C. Best Management Practices for Auto Dismat~tling Industry(Cont’d)

COMPARISON OF BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

~ Al~i;ffy to Control:

BEST MANAGEMENT P~C~CES

If a gravel/geote~le fabric foundation is p~vided under a crusher,
install a fluid collection system to capture fluids that are released
during the crushing operation.
Capture crusher fluids to prevent spillage. Collect this m~ure of
fluids in a spill.pr~f covered container, test the fluid, and dispose of
it pro~rly It should not be all~ed to dram onto ~e ground. Keep
the drain within the crusher clear SO that the fluids do not collect and
overflow from the crusher Onto the ground.

PREVENTIVE M~INTEN~NCE

Develop a preventive maintenance program that involves timely in:
spections and/or maintenance of the crusher and facili~ equipment
and vehicles. The program may include
* Semite checklists and maintenance logs for each piece of

equipment;
, Employee edocation and instruction ~terial; and
, Review of manufacturer-recommended pa~s r~placement and

maintenance activities and frequencies.

Keep ~e crusher and other equipment clean by frequently wiping
off accumulated oil and grease that may ~ exposed to storm water
(except where needed for proof o~ration of the equipment) or that
may hide equipment treble s~s.
~nduct ~heduled ~intenance of fa¢ili~ equipment and vehicles
m a covered or ~rmed area, where practicable.
~¢hedule peri~i¢ inspections of equip~nt f~ Iba~, spills and ~l-
functioning, worn, ~ ¢~r~ed pa~s. Regular~ insect ~n~, va~es
hoses, and containers. L~ f~ signs of ~ar
On ~conda~ c~tain~nt structures, regular~ insect ~ va~e,
s~Is around the ~let pi~. the o~let pi~ itself, ~d t~ di~ f~

~e~ sec~da~ ~i~nt r~e~s require ~mping ~ mien.
a ~1e of ~1~ ~ter ~ld ~ visual~ i~cted ~ ~sted
for pollutant. If ~ll~nt ~vels am sign~

Re~ ~ mp~ce pa~ ~f~e ~y wear ~.
Repair ~ffunctioning equip~nt that is ms~sible f~ any leak
spiel as s~n as possible,

] KES 2000
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Appendix C. Best Management Practices for Auto Dismantling Industry.

COMPARISON OF BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

~.    Ability to Contmh
~~."

BEST ~K~GEMENT P~C~CES

Secure and lock above ground tank storage areas. Ta~ks. pumps.
fi~mgs, pipes, an~ COntainers should be.inspected routinely for
integri~ and leaks.
Perform maintenance activities ind~rs5

Valves Gn secondary contain~nt structures should be kept in the
"off" position at all time, except when collected water is being
removed.

SPILL PREVENTION AND RESPONSE
Make avadable MSDS sheets and other safety materials that idenbfy
types of fluids that have the potent=al to spill, indicate whether these
fluids are hazardous or toxic, list appropriate safety equipment to be
worn, and specify correct materials and procedures to use to clean
up the spill. ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ "* *
Prowde Spill clean-up equipment at locations where spd~s are most
likely to occur. ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ *
identify clean-up procedures, including the use of dry absorbent

.~::materials or other clean-up methods to collect, dispose of, or re-
~.~:.~:.’..~:

cycle spilled or leaked fluids. Maintain an adequate supply of dry
absorbent material on-site. Properly dispose of used absorbent
materials. ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ * *
Contain oil or other fluids spilled during parts removal, v" ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ * * *
Never pour liquids or dry materials down a storm drain. ¯ * ¯ * * * *"’
Place drip pans, plastic sheets, or canvas tarps beneath vehicles,
:)arts, and equipment during maintenance and dismantling activities.
If any parts are removed, they should be placed in a drip pan. Drip
pans should not be left unattended, v’ ¯ * ¯ ¯ * * *
When.refueling vehicles and equipment, park as close to the pump
as possible. Keep fuel nozzle upright when not in use, and replace
nozzle securely in the pump. I ¯ ¯ I * * *
Pave refueling areas to prevent contamination of the soil if a spdl

Equip fuel pumps and tanks with overflow prevemion an(~
sh~-off devices. ¯ . ¯ ¯ ¯ . .
Control any spills that may occur around fueling, areas. ¯ . ¯ ¯ . ¯ *

COUMENTS
S May not be appropriate for certain scheduled maintenance

procedures.

I KES 2000 64 -.:.
’
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Appendix C. t~est 51anagement Practices for Auto Dismantling Industry

COMPARISON OF BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

Ability to

Containers and tanks Should be stored on a concrete or imperme-
able surface, and il +easible, under cover. All containers should ~
ladled according to content and h~ard characteristics Keep
drums containing chemicals away from sumps and drains.6 ¯ ~
Observed sp=lls and leaks ShOuld ~ captured and cleaned up
using dry absorbents, drip pans, t~els, mops, pads. and b~ms+ ~ ¯ ~
Maintain good mtegr~ of all storage cont~ers. ¯ ~

Install safeguards (such as d~king or berming) against acc=dental
releases at d=smantling and storage areas.7 ~ ¯ ~

EROSION ~N~ SEDIMENT CONTROL
Implement appropriate vegetative, structural, 0r stabilmation
measures to limit soil erosion. + ¯
Reguiar~ sweep and clean paved surfaces to reduce sediment
build-up+ Sediment should be swept up and placed into a covered,
watertight dumpster for proper dis~sal.8 ~ ~
Install filtering or d~version practices, such as lilt++ tabr=c fences,
sediment filter booms, ea~hen or gravel berms, curbing, or
e~uivalent measures.9 ~ ~
Install sediment ~aps, vegetative buffer strips, silt fencing, or equi-
valent measures to remove sedi~nt pr~ to disc~rge through an
inlet ~ catch ~sin.10 ~ ¯

~ not use v~ fluids, oils, or +uels +or dust co~tml or

Establish and maintain a vegetative cover in areas ~t used f~
vehicle ~age actMties. ~ ¯

RUNOFF
Use vegetated swales and b~er sVips, catch ~sin fi~er~, and/~
other similar ~asures to facilitate seffiing or filtering of ~ll~n= in
runoff.10 ~ ~

COMMENTS
6 Secondary storage inside a building is o~ly recommended 9 F~lering measures may not be practical for facilities with

when there is a potential for a .spilled liquid to flow outside tmpaved surfaces with large sediment Ioadings. Filters
and reach a u~alerway, would become clogged, possibly causing flooding. May be

7 This may not be feasible or practical for sor~e facilities, damaged by heavy equipment.
B May be labor intensive for some facilities. 10 May t"~ot be practical in many industrial facilities that 8re

storm sewered. May be damaged by heavy equipment.

1. KES 2000
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Appendix D. Comparison of Conventional and Toxic Pollutant Concentrations in Storm Water    .~ ’ -~

from Auto Dismantling Facilities in Los Angeles Region !

EPA L.A. Regional Boards L.A. Regional Board~ L.A. Regional Board~ L.A. Regional Board~
Constituents

Bench- N=8; 1998 -1999 N=24; 1997 - 1998    N=49; 1996- 1997 1995 - 1996

mark2 Mean Median 95ile Mean Median 95ile Mean Median 95ile Mean Median 95ile

pH 6-9    6.2 7.3 8.5 6.15 7 8.74 1.81 6.8 8.9 5.7 6.8 7.8

(min) (max) (rain) (max) (min) (max) (min) (max)

TSS 100 116 85 210 99 69 304 196 51 479 148 168 294

SC 200 204 243 355 196 135 518 415 170 1530 262 160 623

(umho/cm)

O&G 15 28 18 67 N=20 6.7 20.1 11 7.7 30 39 15 92

8.7                        (N=3)

TOC 110 N/A N/A N~A N=7 110 138 N/A N/A N/A 45 32 122

78 (N = 12

AI 0.75 1.06 0.668 2.53 N=2 1.19 1.65 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

1.19

Cu 0.0636 0.142 0.132 0.236 0.09 0.093 0.17 0.170 0.17 .245 N/A N/A N/A

Fe 1 1.36 1.22 2.71 N=2 2.19 3.19 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

2.36

Pb 0.0816 0.103 0.083 0.210 0.06 0.035 0.2 0.304 0.267 0.682 0.1740.15 0.34

(N =7)

Zn 0.117 0.509 0.4830.725 0.56 0.34 1.9 1.07 0.40 2.75 N/A N/A N/A

~ Data represent grab samples of storm water from auto dismantling facilities collected by facility operators as part of the annual monitoring and reporting
requirement or by the Regional Board staff as part of this study.
2 The benchmark values are from the 1995 USEPA Multi-sector Permit (USPEA 1995).
a Represent samples collected by staff from the eight case study facilities.
~ Represent samples collected by facility operators.
~ Represent samples collected by group monitoring participants.
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Appendix E. Description of Load Estimate Parameters

Each of the parameters in the EPA Simple Method equation were estimated as
described below:

Average pollutant concentration, C: Ideally, Flow-weighted composites should be
used to estimate load. Given the lack of flow-weighted composite storm water~ data on
the auto dismantling industry reflective of the climatic and precipitation patterns of
Southern California, grab sample data generated by staff sampling at the eight case
study facilities were used. At this time, the approximate margin of error or uncertainty
from using grab sample data instead of flow-weighted composit.e data is not known.

.The total site area,..A: For area, A, area occupied per watershed by auto dismantling
establishments were estimated by multiplying the following three factors: a) the total
number of auto dismantlers in Los Angeles County (404) estimated earlier in this study;
b) the proportion of auto dismantling facilities located in each watershed area,
determined based on zipcodes of all dismantlers with an active NOI; and c) the average
size of auto dismantling facilities located in each watershed. It was assumed that, on
average, non-fliers are similar to NOI fliers in size and in spatial distribution.

Annual rainfall depth, P: Rainfall records for certain parts of Los Angeles County
were available from the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works, Hydrology
Division (the County). This study chose reference monitoring sites chosen for each

.~:¯~-. ¯ watershed with a significant number of auto dismantler establishments. Rainfall pattern
~" could vary substantially even within a watershed¯ Therefore, it is important to use

rainfall data as specific or closest to the source area as possible. The annual rainfall
depth was calculated by adding daily rainfall (in inches) reported from October 1998 to
September 1999.

Fraction of rainfall events that produce a runoff, Pi: This study used 0.1 inches as the
threshold volume required to generate runoff. Pj was calculated by dividing the sum of
the adjusted individual rainfall volume (i.e. minus the first 0.1 inches) for the 1998/99
wet season by the annual total rainfall volume. If Pj is known for a given geographical
area for a certain wet season or for an extended period (for example 100 years), one
could reasonably estimate the total annual runoff (by multiplying P*Pj) without the
individual rain records as long as the annual total precipitation is known. Since the
daily rainfall data were available from the County, we calculated the product P*Pj by
simply adding the individual rainfal! depth after subtracting 0.1 inch from each rainfall
datum.

Site Imperviousness, I: The GISP defines percent imperviousness as the portion of a
facility property that is paved, r~,fed (including buildings), or covered. A single value
for imperviousness was derived b~ normalizing based on area, i.e. by dividing the sum
of impervious areas calculated for each facility by the sum of facility size. An average
site imperviousness of 43% was estimated for the auto dismantling facilities in Los
Angeles County using the self-reported information in the NOI database (This value is
significantly less than the 76 % imperviousness estimated for light industrial land use in
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the Los Angeles County’s Annual Monitoring Report submitted as a requirement under
the municipal storm water program.) A source of uncertainty in this estimate is that
facility operators could have misinterpreted the term "imperviousness."
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Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination

Presentatmn at the EPA .\,,tt,,nal St,,rm ll~!t,r ("¢;r,rd.’tha,/or ’,." ,’t[~’t’tt~t,~. Orlando, FL. May I-3, 2001

Robert Pitt
Department of CIvil and Fnv~ronmentat Engineering

The Umvers~ty of Alabama at B~rrrungham

Abstract
This paper describes procedures that ha~e becn used to identi~ sources of inappropriate ("illicit") discharges in
storm drainage systems. Also included is a review of emerging techmques that may also be useful, especially in
furore years as they’ become more accessible and become proven technologies. This paper also describes a series of
tests where the original methods developed previously for EPA (P~rt, et al 1993), along with selected new
procedures, were examined using almost 700 stormwater samples collected from telecommunication manholes from
ttu’oughout the U.S.. About ten percent of the samples were estimated to be contaminated with sanitary sewage using
these methods, similar to what is expected for most stormwater systems. The original methods are still
recommended as the most useful procedure for ident,fying contamination of ston’n drainage systems, with the
possible addition of specific tests for E coil and enterococc~ and U%~ absorbance at 228 nm. Most newly emerging
methods require exotic equipment and unusual expertise and are therefore not very available, especially at low cost
and w~th fast turn-around times for the analyses. These emerging methods may therefore be more useful for special
research projects than for ,routine screening of storm drainage systems.

The Center for Watershed Protection (CWP) and Dr. Robert Pitt with the University of Alabama are currently being
funded by EPA to complete a technical assessment of techniques and methods for identifying and correcting illicit
and inappropriate discharges geared towards NPDES Phase II communities. The project has a two year duration. In
the first year, most of our effort will be directed to collecting data. The most cost effective and efficient techniques
will also be identified during this initial project period. In the second project year, the project team will develop
draft guidance on methods and techniques to identify and correct illicit connections, test the efficacy of the draft
guidance in four communities, complete a final "’User’s Manual for Identi~ing and Correcting Illicit and
Inappropriate Discharges." and conduct training and dissemination. This project is expected to start in the summer
of 2001.

Introduction
Urban stormwater runoff includes waters from man.y other sources which find their way into storm drainage
systems, besides from precipitation. There are cases where pollutant levels in storm drainage are much higher than
they would otherwise be because of excessive amounts of contaminants that are introduced into the storm drainage
system by various non-stormwater discharges. Additionally, baseflows (during dry weather) are also common in
storm drainage systems. Dry-weather flows and wet-weather flows have been monitored during numerous urban
runoff studies. These studies have found that discharges observed at out-falls during dry weather were significantly
different from wet-weather discharges and may account for the majority of the annual discharges for some pollutants
of concern from the storm drainage system.

There have been numerous methods used to investigate ~nappropriate discharges to storm drainage systems. Pitt, et
al. (!993) and Lalor (1994) reviewed many of these procedures and developed a system that municipalities could
use for screening outfalls in residential and commercml areas. In these areas, sewage contamination, along with low
rate discharges from small businesses (especially laundries, vehicle repair shops, plating shops, etc.) are of primary
concern. One of the earliest methods used to ~dentify sewage contamination utihzed the ratio of fecal coliform to
fecal strep, bacteria. This method is still in use, but untbrrunately has proven inaccurate in most urban stormwater
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Use of Tracers to Identify Sources of Coutamination in Urban Drainage Systems
]n~ estigatlons dc:siguc’d to dctcrmmc the contribution of urban storm\’¢ater runoff to receiving water quality
problems have led to a continuing lnierest m inappropriate ¢oru~ectlons to storm drainage systems. Urban
~torlnv.ater runoff is tradilitmali.’, defined as that portion of preclpltation \,, hich drains from cl~y stlrfaces and flows
\ia natural or man-made drainage systems rote recel~ mg waters. In fact, urban stormwater runoffalso includes
\~ atL’rs from manv other sources which find their ~a) into storm drainage systems. Sources of some of this water
can be identified and accounted for bv examinm$ current National Pc, lhltant Discharge Elimination System
tNPDES) permit records for permitted u~dustrlal ,.,.astev, aters that can be legally discharged to the storm drainage
system, lto\~ever, most of the \~atei comes from other sources, including illicit and.’or inappropriate entries to the
storm drai,iage s.vstem. "rhe~c euu les can account f-r a significant amouiit of the pollutants discharged trom storm
sewerage systems (Pitt and McLean 19861.

Permits for municipal separate storm sewers include a requirement to effectively prohibit problematic non-
stormwater discharges, thereby placing emphasis on the elmunation of inappropriate cormections to urban storm
drains. Section 122.26 (dl( 1 )llv II I) l of the rule specifically requires an initia! screening program to provide means
for detecting high levels of pollutants m dry weather flows which should serve as indicators ofilhcit connections to
the storm sewers. To facilitate the application of this rule. the EPA’s Office of Research and Development’s Storm
and Combined Sev,’er Pollution Control Program and the Environ_mental Engineering & Technology Demonstration
Branch, along with the Office of Water’s Nonpoint Source Branch, supported research for the investigation of
inappropriate entries to storm drainage systems (Pitt, et al. 1993). The approach presented in this research was based
on the identification and quantification ofclean baseflow and the contarmnated components during dry weather. If
the relative amounts of potential components are "known, then the importance of the dry weather discharge can be
detertmned.

The ideal tracer to identify major flow sources should have the following characteristics:
* Significant difference in concentrations between possible pollutant sources;
¯ Small variations in concentrations within each likely pollutant source category;
¯ A censer’alive behavior (i.e., no significant concentration change due to physical, chemical or

biological processes); and,
¯ Ease of measurement with adequate detection limits, good sensitivity and repeatability.

In order to identify tracers meeting the above criteria, literature characterizing potential inappropriate entries into
stoma drainage systems was examined. Several case studies which identified procedures used by individual
municipalities or regional agencies were also examined.

Selection of Parameters for Identi.#j,ing Inappropriate Discharge Sources. Table 1 is an assessment of the
usefulness of candidate field survey parameters in identifying different potential non-stormwater flow sources.
Natural and domestic waters should be uncontaminated (except in the presence of contaminated groundwaters
entering the drainage system, for example). Sanitary sewage, septage, and industxial waters can produce toxic or
pathogenic conditions. The other source flows (wash and rinse waters and irrigation return flows) may cause
nuisance conditions, or degrade the ecosystem. The parameters marked with a plus sign can probably be used to
identify the specific source" flows by their presence. Negative signs indicate that the potential source flow probably
does not contain the listed parameter in adverse or obvious amounts, and may help confirm the presence of the
source by its absence. Parameters with both positive and negative signs for a specific source category would not
likely be very helpful due to likely wide variations expected.
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TABLE 1, Candidate Fseld Survey Parameters and Associated Non-Stormwater Flow Sources

Parameter Nalural J Potable San~lar~ Septage indus Wash Rinse trng
Water I      Wate~ Sewage Water Water Water Water Water

Fluoride + + ÷ ÷/- + + +
Hardness change +,’- + + */o + +
Surfactants + ÷ +
Florescence ! + ÷ + +
Potassium - + ÷

Ammonia +
Odor + + + +t-
Color
Clarity + + + + ÷~-
Floatables + ÷ ÷/- +;-
Deposits and stains ÷
Vegetation change ÷ + ÷ +/. +
Structural damage +
Conductivity + + + ’+/- + +
Temperature change +/- + +/- +/-

Note: ~- implies relatively low concentrahon
+ implies relatively high concentration
+/- implies variable conditions

Parameters Suitable for Indicators of Contamination by Sanitary Sewage
Tracer Characteristics of Local Sou.rce Flows. Table 2 is a surrmmry of tracer parameter measurements for
Birmingham, AL. This table is a summary of the "libra,"’ that describes the water conditions for each potential
source category. The important information showna on this table includes the median and coefficient of variation
(COV) values for each tracer parameter for each source category. Appropriate tracers are characterized by having
significantly different concentrations in flow categories that need to be distinguished. In addition, effective tracers

:+. also need low COV values within each flow category, The study indicated that the COV values were quite low for
+= :: each category, with the exception of chlorine, which had much greater COV values. Chlorine is therefore not

recommended as a quantitative tracer to estimate the flow components. Similar data must be collected in each
community where these procedures are to be used. Recommended field observations include color, odor, clarity,
presence of floatables and deposits, and rate of flow, in addition to the selected chemical measurements.

Simple Data Evaluation Methods to Indicate Sources of Contamination
Negative Indicators Implying Contamination. Indicators of contamination (negative indicators) are clearly apparent
visual or physical parameters indicating obvious problems and are readily observable at the outfall during the field
screening activities. These observations are very important during the field survey because they are the simplest
method of identifying grossly contaminated dry-weather outfall flows. The direct examination of outfall
characteristics for unusual conditions of flow, odor, color, turbidity, floatables, deposits/stains, vegetation
conditions, and damage to drainage structures is therefore an important part of these investigations. Table 3 presents
a summary of these indicators, along with narratives of the descriptors to be selected in the field.

Correlation tests were conducted to identify relationships betah’een outfalls that were known to have severe
contamination problems and the negative indicators (Lalor 1994): Pearson correlation tests indicated that high
turbidity and obvious odors appeared to be the most useful physical indicators of contamination when contamination
was defined by toxicity and the presence of detergents. High turbidity was noted in 74% of the contaminated source
flow samples. Thls represented a 26% false negative rate (indication of no contamination when contamination
actually exists), if one relied on turbidity alone as an indicator of contarmnation. High turbidity was noted in only
5% of the uncontaminated source flow samples. This represents the rate of false positives (indication of
contanxination when none actually exists) when relying on turbidity alone. Noticeable odor was indicated in 67% of
flow samples from contaminated sources, but in none of the flow samples from uncontaminated sources. This.
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Illcthod~+lt~gy. Screening nl+tht)dolt~+¢, are used to d~tcct furthut, more detaded mvest+gattons False posmx es
t~ ould be d~scarded alie~ iktrther mx est,+arran. Hm~ ever. a lalge llCga[l~’e during a screening investigation resuhs ~n
the d~snussal of a problem outlall lk~r at least the neat Iuturc. Nhssed contributors to streatn contamination may result
m unsatlslSctory m-stream r¢snlts lk+llt)x~ mg the apphcat+on of costly correcttve measures elsexvhere.

The method of using phys+cal characten~ncs to md~cate contammatmn m outlSI! floxvs does not alJoa quantifiable
estitnates of the flow components and. ff used alone, a dl hkely result m many incorrect detemunations+ especmlty
thlse negatix es. These sm~ple characteristics are the>st u+efi+l Ii~r identi!~’mg gross contaminatton: only the most
s~gmficantly ct+ntammated t+utfalls and drainage mcas aould thereli~t¢ be recogmzed using thts method

Deter,+ents as Indicators of Contamination. Results from the Mann-Whitney U tests (I.alor 1994) mdtcated that
samples from any of the dr.,,-x~eather flow sources could be correctly classified as clean or contarmnated based only
on the measured value of any one of the following parameters, detergents, color, or conducm’ity. Color and high
conducttvity x+ere present in samples from clean sources as \~ell as contaminated sources, but their levels of
occurrence were significantly different between the two groups If samples from only one source were expected to
make tip outfall flows, the level of color or conductivity could be used to distinguish contaminated outfalls, from
clean outfalls, ttowever, since multt-source flows occur, measured levels of color or conductivity could fall w~thm
acceptable levels because of dilution, even though a contanunatmg source was contributing to the llow. Detergents.
on the other hand, can be used to distinguish between clean and contarmnated outfalls simply by their presence or
absence, using a detection hmit of 0.06 rag. L. All samples analyzed from contaminated sources contained detergents
in excess of this amount (,X, ith the exception of three septage samples collected from homes discharging only toilet
flusbang watert. No clean source samples were found to contain detergents. Contaminated sources would be detected
in mixtures with tmcontaminated waters if they made up at least 10% of the mixture.

Flow Chart for Most Significant Flow Component Identification. A further refinement is the flow chart shown on
Figure I. This flow chart describes an analysis strategy which may be used to identify the major component of dry-
weather flow samples in residential and commercial areas. This method does not attempt to distinguish among all
potential sources of dry-weather flows identified earlier, but rather the following four major groups of flow are
identified: ( 1 ) tap waters (including domestic tap water, irrigatmn water and rinse water), (2) natural waters (spring
water and shallow ~ound water), (3) sanitary wastewaters (sanitary sewage and septic tank discharge), and (4)
wash waters (commercial laundry, waters, commercial car wash waters, radiator flushing wastes, and plating bath
wastewaters). The use of this method would not only allow outfall flows to be categorized as contamanated or
uncontaminated, but would allow outfalls carrying sanitary wastewaters to be identified. These outfalls could then
receive highest priority for further investigation leading to source control. This flow chart (Lalor 1994) was designed
for use in residential and!or commercial areas only.
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Table 2. Tracer Concentrations found in Bmrmingham, AL, Waters (mean, standard deviation, and
coefficient of Variation, COV) (Pitt, et al. 1993 and Lalor 1994)

Spring Treated Laundry Sanitary Septic Car wash Radiator
water potable wastewater wastewater tank water flush

water effluent water

Fluorescence 6.8 4 6 1020 250 430 1200 22.000
(% scale) 2,9 0.35 125 50 100 130 950

0.43 0.08 0 12 0.20 0 23 0.11 0.04

Poiass~um 0,73 1 ~6 3.5 8 0 20 43 2800
(mg~L) 0 070 0 059 0 38 1 4 9 5 16 375

0 10 0.0,4 0,11 0.23 0.47 0.37 0.13

Ammonia 0 009 0.028 0.82 10 90 0.24 0.03
(mg/L) 0,016 0 008 0,12 3 3 ,~0 0,086 0.01

1,7 0,23 0.14 0,34 0 44 0.28 0.3

Ammonia/Potassium 0,011 0.018 0.24 1 7 5.2 0,006 0.011
(ratio) 0,022 0.006 0,050 0.52 3.7 0.005 0.011

2,0 0.35 0.21 0.31 0.71 0.86 1.0

Fluonde 0.031 0,97 33 077 0 99 12 150
(mg/L) 0,027 Q014 13 0.17 0,33 2.4 24

0.87 0 02 0.38 0.23 0.33 0.20 0.!6

Toxicity <5 47 99.9 43 99.9 99.9 99.9
(% light decrease after 25 n/a 20 <1 26 <1 <1 <1
minutes, 125 ) n!a 0 44 n/a 0 59 nla n.~a n/a

Suffactants <0.5 <0.5 27 1.5 3.1 49 15
(mg/L as MBAS) n/a n/a 6.7 1.2 4.8 5.1 1.6

n/a n/a 0.25 0.82 1,5 0.11 0.11

~":: :’~" Hardness 240 49 14 140 235 160 50
(mg/L) 7,8 1.4 8.0 15 150 9.2 1.5

0.03 0.03 0.57 0.11 0,64 0.06 0.03

pH 7.0 6.9 9.1 7,1 6.8 .6.7 7.0
(pH units) 0.05 0,29 0.35 0.13 0.34 0.22 0.39

0,01 0.04 0.04 0,02 0,05 0.03 0.06

Color <1 <1 47 38 59 220 3000
(color units) n/a n/a 12 21 25 78 44

n/a n/a 0.27 0~55 0.41 0.35 0.02

Chlorine 0.003 0.88 0.40 0.014 0.013 0.070 0.03
{rag/L) 0.005 0.60 0.10 0,020 0.013 0.080 0.016

1.6 0.68 0.26 1 4 1.0 1.1 0.52

Specific conductivity 300 110 560 420 430 485 3300
(~S/cm) 12 1.1 120 55 311 29 700

0.04 0.01 0.21 0 13 0.72 0.06 0.22

Number of samples ! 0 10 10 ~,; 9 10 10
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Table 3. Interpretations of Physical Observation Parameters and Likely Associated Flow Sources (Pitt, etal.

1993)

Odor - Mcst strong odor.~, esi)ec~a!b’ gasol,ne o~ls and solvents, are hkel/associated w~th h~gh responses on the toxicity screening
test T~,plcal obwous odors ~nclude gasohne o~l. samtar~ wastewater. ~ndustnal chemicals, decomposing organic wastes, etc

sewage smell associated w,tn stale sanitary wastewaler, especially ~n pools near out/all,
sulfur (’ rotten eggs") industnes that d~scharge sulfide compounds or organics tmeat packers, canneries, da~nes, etc.)

o~1 and gas petroleum refineries or many faoht es associated w~th vehicle maintenance or petroleum product
storage.

ranctd-sout- food preparation facd~t~es (restaurants, hotels, etc,).

Color - Important mdtcator of ~nappropnate industrial sources lndustna! dry-weather discharges may be of any color, but dark
colors such as brown, gray. or black, are most common

yellow chemical plants, textile and tanning plants
brown’ meat packers, pnntmg plants, metal works stone and concrete, fertd~zers, and petroleum refimng faolities.
green: chemical plants, textde faciht~es,
red: meat packers
gray: dairies, sewage.

Turbidity - Often affected by the degree of gross contamination Dry-weather mdustria! flows with moderate turbidity can be cloudy,
while h~ghly turbid flows can be opaque High turbidity is often a characteristic of undiluted dry-weather industnal d~scharges

cloudy: sanitary wastewater, concrete or stone operations, fertilizer facilities, automotive dealers.
opaque" food processors, lumber mills, metal operations, p~gment plants,

Floatable Matter - A contaminated flow may contain floating solids or liquids directly related to industrial or sanitary wastewater
pollution. Floatables of industrial ongin may include ammal fats, spoiled food, ods, solvents, sawdust, foams, packing materials, or
fuel.

oil sheen" petroleum refineries or storage facilities and v~h~cle service, facilities
sewage: sanitary wastewater.

Deposits and Stains - Refers to any type of coating near the out/all and are usually of a dark color. Deposits and stains often will
contain fragments of floatable substances, These s~tuat~ons are illustrated by the grayish-black deposits that contain fragments of
animal flesh and hair which often are produced by leather tannenes, or the white crystalline powder which commonly coats outfalls
due to nitrogenous fertilizer wastes.

sediment: construction site erosion.
o~ly: petroleum refineries or sto~age facilities and vehicle service facilities.

Vegetation - Vegetation surrounding an outfall may show the effects of industrial pollutants. Decaying organic materials coming
from vanous food product wastes would cause an ~ncrease in plant hfe, wh~le the discharge of chemical dyes and inorganic
pigments from textile mills could noticeably decrease vegetation. It is important not to confuse the adverse effects of high
storrnwater flows on vegetation with highly toxic dry-weather intermittent flows.

excessive growth: food product facilities.
inhibited growth: high stormwater flows, beverage facilities, pdnting plants, metal product facilities, drug manufacturing,

petroleum facilities, vehicle service facilities and automobile dealers.

Damage to Ouffall Structures - Another readily visible indication of industrial contamination. Cracking, deterioration, and spalling
of concrete or peeling of surface paint, occurring at an ouffall are usually caused by severely contaminated discharges, usually of
industrial origin. These contaminants are usually very acidic or basic in nature. Primary metal industries have a strong potential for
causing out/all structural damage because their batch dumps are h~ghly acidic. Poor construction, hydraulic scour, and old age may
also adversely affect the condition of the ouffall structure.

concrete cracking: industrial flows
concrete spa/ring: industrial flows
peeling paint: industnal flows
metal corrosion: industrial flows
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F~gure 1 ,S~mple flow chal-t method to ~denhfy significant contaminating sources (Lalor 1994).
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damage I~ outt~I] strUClUreS c~ll all md~cate llllorlnlllcll[ noli-SlOlln~lOr l]~ws }]o~v¢l-. freq~t¢lll VlSll~ IO

o~ e~ long tune periods, ol the use of ~thu.r mumtt)ru3g tcchmquc~, may be needed to confirm that only stortm~ater
floxx s occur If illtermltlent flow Is not indicated, lhen the oullhll probably does nm have a comammaled non-
btornl~aler source. The other polills tin Ih~ I]ow chart se~’e to indicate ira major conIamlIlatlng source Is present, or
if the ~ atcr is u,contaminat~d. ColnponenI contributions cannol be quantified using this method, and onl) the "’most
contaminated" type of source presenl ~ ill be identified,

If dr)-x~ ealber fl~x~ exists at an outlh[l, then the flm~ should be sampled and tcgted lk~r detergents. If detergents are
not present the t]o~x is probably fiom a non-contaminated non-slorm~ aler sot, ce lhe lower hum of detection lbr
detergent should be about 0.00 mg k

If delergenls are nol present, fluoride lex els can be u~ed m dlslnlgulsh belxveen flox~s with l~emed xxaler sources and
flo~ s ~ ith natural sources m con~unines ~ here water supphes are fluoridated and natural fluoride levels are low.
In the absence of delergents, high fluoride levels wou]d md~ca~e a potable water line leak. imgatmn water, or
wasknnse x~alel. Low fluoride levels ~ould indicate waters ong~nanng from spnngs or shallow groundwaler. Based
on the llow source samples lesled m thin research (Table 2 }. fluoride levels above 0.13 mg,’L would most likely
ind~cale thai a tap water source was contribmlng to the dw-~ eather flow in the B.~m~gham, Alabama. study area.

If detergents are present, the flow is probably from a contaminated non-sto~water source, as indicated on Table 2.
The rano of ammoma to potassium can be used Io indicate whether or not the source ~s samtaW waslewater.
A~onimpotassium farms greater than 0.60 would indicate likely samtaW wastewaler conta~nation.
A~onm,potassmm ranos were above 0.9 t0r all sepmge and sewage samples collected in B~ngham {.values
ranged from 0.97 to 15.37, averaging 2.55). A~omaipotassium ratios for all other samples containing detergents
were below 0.7, ranging ~om 0.00 to 0.65, averag~g 0.1 I. One radiator waste sample had an a~oma~potassium
ratio of 0.65.

Non-contam~ated samples collected in Bi~ngham had a~onia/potassium ratios ranging ~om 0.00 to 0.41, with
a mean value of 0.06 and a median value of 0.03. Using the mean values for non-conta~nated samples (0.06) and
sanitaW wastewaIers (2.55), flows comprised of mix~es containing at least 25% samta~’ wastes w~th ~he reminder
of the flow from unconta~na~ed sources would l~ely be identified as sani~aW waslewaters using this me~hod.
Flows containing smaller percent con~ibutions ~om samlaW wastewaters ~ght be identified as having a wash
water source, but would not be identified as unconm~nated.

G~ral blalrix Algebra M~thod~ to l~dieate So~r~e~ of Co~ta~atio~ Through Firg~rpri.ti~g
Other approaches can also be used to calculate the source components of n~xed outfall flo~vs. One approach is ~e
use of marx algebra to simultaneously solve a series of che~cal mass balance equations. This method can be used
to predict the most likely flow source, or so~ces, ~king up an ouffall sample. It is possible to estimate the outfall
so~ce flow components using a set of simultaneous equations. The number of ~o~s should equal.the number
of equations available, resulting in a ~quare ~x. If there are seven likely so~ee categories, ~en ~ere should be
seven uacer parameters used. If~ere are only fo~ possible sources, then only the fo~ most efficient ~acer
parameters should be used. Only ~acers that are linearly related to ~x~e components can be used. As an example,
pH ca~oI be used m these equations, because it is not additive. ’

This method estimates flow contributions from various sources using a "receptor model", based on a set of chemical
mass balance equations. Such models, which assess the contributions from various sources based on observatmns at
sampling sites (the receptors), have been applied to the investigation of air pollutant sources for many years (Scheff
and Wadden 1993; Cooper and Watson 1980). The characteristic "’signatures" of the different types of sources, as
identified in the hbrary of source flow data, allows the development of a set of mass balance equanons. These
equations describe the measured concentrations in an outfall’s flow as a linear combination of the contributior~s from
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patterns (l]ngc~rllllsl Itil ltic p,li,lllit, lt, l~ ill" Illt~lesl I() be, esi’,lblished It~i each t)pe of Sotlrce, Theoreiicallv. if these

concentration pallerns t’lon~ the dllfereni ctilllpollelll Sotlrces. each xxeighted by a ~ource strenglh term ( #n, ). This
source strength lerm would mchcatc lhe fraction ofou~th!l flow originating f7om each likely source. By measuring a
number of parameiers equal to. or greater than. lhe number of potential source t)~es, the source strength term could
be obtained by solving a sel ofchen~cal mas~ balance equations oflhe t)pe:

where (’~, is tile concentration of parameter p in tile ouffall t’1o~ and .’t’;,,, is the concentration of parameter p in
source ~.’pe #t.

As an example of this melhod, consider ~ possible flo~ sonrces and 8 parameters, as presented in Table 4. The
number of parameters evaluated for each outi’all must equal the number of probable dry-weather flow sources in the
drainage area. Mathematical methods are available which provide for the solution of over specified sets of equations
(more equations than unknowns) but these are not addressed here.

The selection of parameters for measurement should reflect evaluated parameter usefulness. Evaluation of.the
IVlann-Whimey U Test results l Lalor !994i suggested the tbllo’,ving groupings ofparameters, ranked by their
usefulness for distinguishing between all the t)-pes of flow sources sampled in Birrmngham, AL:

¯ First set Imost ~useful): potassium and hardness
¯ Second set: fluorescence, conductlvil],’, fluoride, ammonia, detergents, and color
¯ "l’hird set (least useful): chlorine
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TABLE 4o Set of Chemical Mass Balance Equations

Source 1 Source 2 Source 3 Source 4 Source 5 Source 6 Source 7 Source 8 Outfall

Parameter 1: (m1)(x11) + (m2)(x12) + (m3)(x13) + (m4)(x14) + (m5)(x15) ~- (m6)(x16) +(m7)(×17) + (m8)(x18) = C1

Parameter 2: (ml)(x21) + (m2)(x22) + (m3)(x23) + (m4)(x24) + (m5)(x25) + (m6)(x26) +(m7)(x27) + (mS)(x28) = C2

Parameter 3: (ml)(x31) + (m2)(x32) + (m3)(x33) + (m4)(x34) + (m5)(x35) + (m6)(x36) +(m7)(x37) + (m8)(x38) = C3

Parameter 4: (m1)(x41) + (m2)(x42) + (m3)(x43) + (m4)(x44) + (m5)(x45) + (m6)(x46) +(mT)(x47) + (mS)(x48) = C4

Parameler 5: (n~1)(x51) + (m2)(x52) + (m3)(x53) + (m4)(x54) + (m5)(x55) + (m6)(x56) +(m7)(x57) + (m8)(x58} = C5

Parameter 6: (ml)(x61) + (m2)(x62) + (m3)(x63) + (m4)(x64) + (m5)(x65) + (m6)(x66) +(mT)(x67) + (mS)(x68) = C6

Parameter 7 (m1)(x71) + (m2)(x72) + (m3)(x73) + (m4)(x74) + (m5](x75) + (m6)(x76) +(m7)(x77) + (m8)(x78) = C7

F j , o,. (ml)(x81) ~ (m2)(×82) + (m3)(x83) + (m4)(x84) + (m5)(x85) + (m6)(x86) ÷(m7)(×87) + (m81(;,88) : C8

Equations of the Form

where: ~’~, = the concentration of parameter J’) in the oulfall flow

I1~, = lhe fraction of flow from source type I!

X/,, = the mean concentration of parameter



( opro.~tanol and Other I c, al .%t~’t ol ("Oml)OUtld~ I ~ilizcd ~1~ Tracers qf’(’ontanlinatio~1 ~" SanitaO" Sewa,~e. A
lnole hkcl~ Illdl~ator Ol htH~,H~ ~,l,lt’~ th,m l~’cal ct~hh,rm~ and other "’indicator" bacteria ma~ be the use of certain
mt,lect)la) ma)kc)>. Cpcc)l~call} Iht Icc,)l ~tcrols. ~t)ch as ~t)prostanol and ep~coptostanol (Eaganhouse. et al. 1988).
I h~e~ or. lhc~e ct~mp~mnds a~ c al~t~ d~char~cd b~ tqhc~ carni~ t~rcs m a drainage (especially dogs). A number of
lc~carch pro.lect~ hax c used lhcse compt~unds 1o mx t’sHgatc the presence of samtary sewage conta~nation. The
lno51 successlifl apphcatmn may be a~soc~atcd x~ ~th sethmcnt analyses instead of ~ater analyses. As an example,
x~ alc~ anal3 sos of coprt~slanol arc difficult due m the. ~?3~cally x’ery low concen~at~ons found, although the
concentrantms m many ~ed~ments are qtntc tngh and much easier to quantify, k:ntbramately, the long persistence of
the~e compounds ~iI the dnvirollmt’lll easdy confube~ ~c~’cnt contanunat~on w~th Instoncal or mtern~ttent
cOnldllnnallon

Particulates and sedm~cnts collected l?om coastal arca~ m Spa~n and Cuba receiving municipal sewage loads were
anal3zed by Grmaah. ct aLI 199[!) Io ttc~cmame the utihl? of coprostanol as a chemical marker of sewage
contamination Coprostanol can nm by ~tsclf be attributed 1o lecal manet ~nputs. However, relative con~ibutions of
steroid components can be a uscfi~l ~n(hcator. When the relatt~e concentrations ofcoprostanol and coprostanone are
h~gher than their 5u epmaers, or more rcahst~cally, other stcrol components of background or natural occu~ence, it
can pro~ ~de usel~l mtormatmn.

Sedm~em cores t?om Santa Momca Basra. CA. and effluent from two local municipal waslewater discharges were
analyzed by Venkatesan and Kaplan (1990) lb~ coprostanol to dete~ine the de~ee of sewage addition to sediment.
(’oprostanols were d~stnbutcd t~ought~ut the basra sediments in association ~vith fine particles. Some stations
conlained elevated levels, either dne to lhe~r proxma~ty to oulfalls or because of preferential advect~on of fine-
grained sediments. A noted decline of copr6stanols relative to total sterols ~om outfalls seaward indicated dilution
of sewage by biogemc sterols.

Other chenucal compo~ds have been utilized for selvage tracer work. Sa~ated hy&ocarbons with 16-18 carbons,
and saturated hydrocarbons with 16-21 carbons, in addition to coprostanol, were chosen as markers for sewage m
water, pamculate, and sediment samples near the Cocoa, FL, domestic wastewater ~ea~ent plant (Holm, et al,
1990). The concen~ation of the markers was highest at points close to the outfall pipe and di~ished with distance.
However the concen~ation of C16-C2 ! compounds was high at a s~te 800 m flora the outfall ~dicating that these
compounds were unsuitable markers for locating areas exposed to the sewage plume. ~e concen~ations for the
other markers were very 1o~ at this station,

The range of concenvations of coprostanol found in sediments and mussels of Venice, Italy, were reported by
Sherwin, et al. (t993), Raw selvage ~s stdl discharged dxrectly into the Venice lagoon. Coprostanol concengations
were dete~ned in sediment and mussel samples from the lagoon using gas c~o~tography/mass spec~oscopy.
Samples were collected in interior canals and compared to open-bay concen~at~ons. Sediment concenuations ranged
from 0,2-41,0 pg!g (dry ~veight). Interior canal sediment samples averaged 16 pgig compared to 2 pg/g found ~n
open bay sediment samples. Total coprostano! concen~ations in mussels ranged from 80 to 620 ng/g (wet weight).
No mussels were found in the four most polluted interior canal sites.

Nichols, et al, (1996) also examined coprostanol in sto~water and the sea-surface ~crolayer to distinguish human
versus nonhuman sources of conta~nation. Other stermd compounds in sewage effluent were investigated by
Routledge, et al (1998) and Desbrow, et al, (1998) who both exa~ned esuogenic che~cals. ~e most co--on
found were 17B-Estradiol and es~one which were detected at concen~ations in the tens ofnanograms per liter
range. These were identified as estrogenic t~ough a toxicity ~dentification and evaluation approach, where
sequential separations and analyses identified the sample ~actions causing esvogenic activi~ using a yeast-based
estrogen screen, GC/MS was then used to ~dentit~ the specific compounds.

Estimating Potential SanitaO, Sewage Discharges htto Storm Drainage and Receiving ~ters using Detergent
Tracer Compoands. As described above, detergent measurements (using methylene blue active substance, MBAS,
test methods) were the most successful individual ~acer ~o indicate conta~naled water in sto~ sewerage &y-
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chenucalg, can :tls~ pt~tent~all) be u,cd lt~ron has the great adx antage of being relauvely easy to analyze using
p~rtabl~" field test k~ls. while LAg reqturcs chromatographic eqtupment. LAg can be measured using HPLC w~th
fluorescent detection, after sohd phase extraction, to x err low levels. Frusta. t’t al. (1998) developed an efficient
e~yme-hnked ~mmunosorbent assay ~ EI.IS:k} t~r detecting LAS at levels from 20 to 500 WZ L.

I,AS fiom syntheuc surfactants (Terz~c and Abel 1903~ which degrade rapidly, as well as nonion~c detergents
( Ferz~c and Abel 1993) ~htch do not degrade rapidly, have been utihzed as sanitary sewage markers. LAS was
qmckly d~spersed from wastewater outfalls except in areas where wind was calm. In these areas LAg concen~ations
increased m freshwater but were unat’i~cted m sahne water. Alier ume. the lower a]kyl groups were mostly found,
pos,~bl) as a result ofdegradauon or serthng of longer alkyl chain compounds w~th sedm~ents Chung. et al. (1995~
also describe the d~stribution and thte of L..kS m an tuban ~t~eam m Korea. They examined different LAg
compounds having carbon ratios ofCl 2 and CI 3 compared to CI0 and C11. plus ratios of phosphates to MBAS and
the internal to e~ternal isomer ratio (1 ’E) as pan of their research Gonfilez-Mazo, et al (1998) examined LAS in ~e
Ba~ of Cadiz offthe south~est of Spain. They found that LAS degrades rapidly (Fujita. et al., 199g, fo~d that
complete biodegradatiou of LAS reqmret; several daysl, and ~s also strongly sorbed to pa~iculates. In areas close to
shore and near the un~eated wastewater dtscharges, there as s~gnificant vertical s~atification of LAS: the top 3 to 5
nm~ of water had LAS concentrations about 100 times greater than tbund at 0.5 m.

Zeng and Vista (1997) and Zeng, et al. (1997) describe a study off of San Diego where LAB was measured, atong
with polycychc arot~uc hydrocarbons (PAHs) and aliphauc hy~ocarbons (AHs} to indicate the relative pollutant
con~ibutions of wastewater from sanitary sewage, nonpomt sources, and hydrocarbon combustion sources. They
developed and tested several indicator ratios (alkyl homologue dis~ibutions and parent compound dis~ibutions) and
examined the ratio of various PAHs [such as phenant~ene to ant~-ace~, methylphenant~ene to phenanthrene,
fluoranthene to p~ene, and be~o[a)ant~acene to c~,sene) as tools for d~st~nguis~ng these sources. They
concluded that L~s are useful ~acers of domestic waste inputs to ~e env~o~ent due to thek li~ted sources.
~ey also describe the use of the internal to external isomer ratio (~) to indicate ~e amour ofbiode~adation ~at
may have occ~ed to ~e LABs. ~ey obsen’ed concen~ations of total L~s in sewage effluent of about 3 ~g/L,
although previous researchers have seen concen=atio~ of about 150 ~L in sewage effluent ~om the same area.

~e fluorescent prope~es of detergents have also been used as a ~acer by ~vesfigafing the fluorescent whiten~g
agents (FWAs), as described by Poiger, et al. (1996) and ~amer. et al, (1996). ~LC with fluorescence detection
was used in these s~dies to quantify ve~ low concen~ations of FWAs. The ~o most ~equently used FWAs in
household detergents (DSBP and DAS 1) were found at 7 to 21 ~g/L in pri~ sewage effluent and at 3 to 9 ~L
m seconda~ effluent. Raw sewage contains about 10 to 20 ~g/L FWAs. The removal mecha~sms in sewage
trea~ent processes is by adso~tion to activated sludge. The ~pe of FWAs varies ~om laun~ applications to
textile fi~shing and paper production, ~king it possible to identify sewage sources. ~e FWAs were found ~ river
water at 0.04 to 0.6 ~. ~e FWAs are not easily biodegradable but they are readily photode~aded.
Photode~adafion rates have been reposed to be about 7% for DSBP and 71% for DAS 1 in river water exposed to
na~al sunlight, a~er one hour expos~e. Subsequent photodegradation is quite slow.

Other Compounds Found in Sanitaq Sewage that may be used for ldenti~ing Contamination by Sewage,
Hall~g-S~rensen, et aL (1998) detected numerous pha~ceutical substances in sewage effluents and in receiving
waters. ~e~ work ad~essed human health concerns of these low level compounds ~at can enter do~s~eam "
~i~ing water supplies. However, the info~ation can also be possibly used to help identify sewage contamination.
Most of~e research has focused on clofibric acid, a che~cal used in cholesterol lowering d~gs. It has been found
~ concencations ranging from 10 to 165 n~L in Berlin drying water sampler. O~er d~gs co--only found
include aspic, caffeine, and ibuprofen. Cu~ent FDA guidance ~ndates that the ~ximum concencation of a
substance or its active metabolites at the point of envy into the aquatic enviro~ent be ]ess than 1 pg’E (Hun 1998).

Caffeine has been used as an indicator of sewage conta~nation by several investigators (Shuman and S¢and 1996).
~e King County, WA, Water Quali~ Assessment Project is exa~ning the impacts of CSOs on the Duwa~sh
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l’~.l, ,I ,lll~l l’ilI~’~l lql, l l~’, ¯ al. u.:r,." l’,,lU ,.~!l’.’i:~.’~".’pI’..’.’nlV,~ d>,,,l’,cd ( ’:’~(~ ~WlhUIllCllt>l ,lll’.l

hell, dclerllllllC lhc ~Olll[lhllll~ql ~iI ~ ~ }, IO lh~ n~ ~’~ I ~I~ ~.if~elll~ I> Ulllqll~ Io s~’~. ~ii~ ~op[o,~l~llO] is

bc, fl~ humans aud canm~ou, atom,d, and ~ lhe~cli,~e aiho Ii1 ~lOllll~aler ]hey sampled upstream of all CS()s. but
~ ~lh sonde slormwale~ influence.,. 1~1 m upstream ol the primary CSO d~schargc Ibul downs~eam of other
~t ~flun the pnmar> CSO d~scharge hnc. and 1 O0 m dm~ nn~ e[ of the (’SO d~scha~ge localmn. The relatmnship
bct~een caffem~ and coprostanol ~a~ ta~ly COllSisleIlI for the t~ur slles {coprostanol was about 0.~ to 1.5
h~gher than cafl}~ne) Sm~fla~ patlerns were tbund bet~een the three metals, chrommm was always lhe lowest and
zinc ~as lhe Inghest. King fro. ~s also using clean Iran~poned mussels placed m the Duwamish R~ver to measure the
bmconcentratmn polenlml of metal and o~gamc fox,cants and the efl~cts of the CSOs on mussel growth rates (after
xxeek exposure pmmds), Prated ~fcrence Iocalmns a~a a~ adable nea~ the areas of deployment, but outside the areas
of mm~ed~ate (’SO influence. { ’S ll~,to" At,ms (I ¢19g) als~ described a study m Boston Harbor thai tbund caffeine at
lex els of about 7 ~g L m lhe harbor ~s a~er The caflkme comem of regular cufl~e is about 700 mg [.. in contrast.

DNA Projilit~.~ to :lleasurt" In,pacts ~m Receit,i~g tl~ter Orgat~isms a,a ~o ldet~tify ~ourees ~YMMroor~anisms it~
5~ormu’ater. Ttus rapidly emerging lechmque seen5 to have great promise in addressing a number of nonpoint
source water pollution ~ssues. Kratch ( 1997} sum~rtzed several investigations on catalbging the DNA orE, coh to
~denlify lhmr source m ~ ater. This rapidly emerging techmque seems to have great pro~se ~n addressing a number
of nonpoint source water pollutmn ~ssues. The procedure, developed at the V~rg~ma Polytechmc Institute and State
Um~ers~ty. has been used ~n Chesapeake Bay. In one example. ~t was possible Io identify a large wild animal
populatmn as the source of l~cal colifoma contaminatmn of a shellfish bed. msteod of suspected fading septic la~s.
DNA panems in t~cal colifo~s vaW among ammals and b~rds, and ~t ~s relatively easy to d~st~nguish between
human and non-human sources of the bacteria. Hoxvever. some wild animals have DNA patlems that are not easily
d~stmgmshable. Some researchers questmn the value of E. coli DNA finge~rinting believing that there is liRle d~ect
relationslnp begveen k" coli and h~mn pathogens. However, this method should be uselhl to ~dentify the presence
of sewage contamination in sto~water or in a recmving ~ ater.

One application of the techmque, as described by ~ane, eta!. (1999) of Wright State U~versib’, used rando~y
amplified polymo~hic DNA pol}~erase chain reaction (~D-PCR) generated profiles of nasally occumng
crayfish. They found that changes in the underlying genetic diversi~’ of these populations were sigmfic~tly
co,elated ~dth the extent to w~ch they have been exposed to ant~opoge~c s~essors. They concluded that this
rapid and relatively simple tecM~que can be used to develop a sensitive means of directly assessing the i~act of
s~essors upon ecosystem. These Wright State University researchers have also used the ~D-PCR tec~ques on
populations of snarls, pil! bugs. violets, spiders, eanhwo~, hemng, and some benthic ~croinvenebrates, finding
relatively few obstacles m ~ts use for different organisms. As noted above, other researchers have used DNA
profiling ~ecMiques to ~dennfy so~ces orE. coli bacteria found in coastal wate~ays. It is possible that ~ese
tecMiques can be expanded to enable rapid detection of n~ny different ty~es of pathogens in receiwng waters, and
the most likely sources of these pathogens.

&able Isotope Metho&for Identi~,ing Sources of Water. Stable isotopes had been reco~ended as an efficient
method to identify illicit co~ections to sto~ sewerage. A demons~ation was conducted in De~oit as pa~ of~e
Rouge River project to ~dentify sources of dry wea~er flows in sto~ sewerage (Sangal, et aL 1996). Nasally
occu~mg stable isotopes of oxygen and hy&ogen can be used to identify waters originating ~om different
geo~ap~cal sources (especially along a no~-south ~adient). Ma and Spalding (1996) discuss this approach by
using stable isotopes to investigate recharge of grouudwaters by surface waters. During water vapor ~anspon ~om
equatorial source regions to higher latitudes, depletion of heavy i~otopes occurs with rain. Deviation from a stan~rd
relationship be~veen deuterium and ~O for a specific area indicates that the water has undergone additional
evaporation. The ratio is also affected by seasonal changes. As d~scussed by Ma and Spalding (1996), the Pla~e
River water is nosily derived in pa~ from sno~elt from the Rocky Mountains, w~le the groundwater in pa~s of
Nebraska is mainly con~ibuted ~om the Gulf air s~eam The origins of these waters are sufficiently different and
allow good measurements of the recharge rate of the surtbce water to the ~o~dwater. In De,oil, Sangal, et al.
(1996) used differences in origin be~veen the domesnc water supply, local surface waters, and the local groundwater
to identity potential sanitory sewage con~ibutions to the ~eparate sto~ sewerage. Rieley, et al. (1997) used stable
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,’Stable ~sompe analvges ~ou]d n~l he able Io d~slmgm~h hctx~een samtary sc~age, tndusmal discharges, washwalers.
and domestic water, as ~hey all haxe ~l~c same o[~gm, nor would ~t be possible m d~stmgmsh sewage from local
groundwaters ffthe domesl~c water supply ~as from the same local aqmfer. Ttus method works best lbr s~tuatlons
~ here the water st~pply ~s l}om a d~slant source and where separalion of waters into.separate flow components is
needed. I~ may be an excellem tool to study the el’t~c~s of deep well rejection of sto~wamr on deep aquifers having
d~slant recharge sources tsuch as m lhe Phoemx a~ea~ l’e~ laboratories can analyze t~r these smbJe isotopes,
rcqumng sh~pping and a long wa~t tbr the analyucal resuhs, Sangat. er al. (1995) used Geoc~on Laboratories. in
Cambridge, Massachusetls

Dating of sedm~ents using ~rCs was described by Ma and Spalding { 1~96). Arsemc contanunamd sediments m the
It> lebos Waterway m Tacoma. WA, could have originated flora numerous sources, including a pesl~cide
manuthcmring facd~ty, a rock-wool plant, steel slags, poked)red metal plant, shipbuilding facihties, marinas and
arsenic boat paints, and the Tacoma Smelter. Dating the sedm~ents, combined w~th Mmwmg lhe history of potential
d~scharges and conducting optical and electron m~croscopic studms of the sediments, was found to be a power~l
Iool Io dffferentmte between the d~fferent metal sources to Ihe sediments.

Conclusions
In almost al! cases, a state of analyses is most suitable for effective identification of inappropriate discharges. A
recent example was reported by Standley, et al (2000). ~ here fecal steroids (including coprostanol), caffeine,
consumer product fragrance materials, and petroleum and combustion byproducts were used to identify wastewater
treatment plant effluent, agricultural and feedlot runoff, urban mnoft~ and wildlife sources. They studmd numerous
individual sources of these wastes from throughout the US. A research grade mass sperctrophotometer was used for
the nrajority of the analyses m order to achieve the needed sensitiv~nes, although much vanabd~ty was found when
using the methods in actual receiving waters affected by wastewater eftluent. This sophisticated suite of analyses did
yield much useful information, but the analyses are difficult to conduct and costly and may be suitable for special
situations, but not tbr routine survey work.

Another recent series of tests examined several of these potential emerging tracer parameters, in conjunction with
the previously identified parameters, during a project charactertz~ng stormwater that had collected in
telecommunication manholes, funded by Tecordia (previously B.ellcore), AT&T, and eight regional telephone
companies throughout the country (P~tt and Clark 1999). Numerous conventional constituents, plus major ions, and
toxicants were measured, along with candidate tracers to ,ndmate sewage contamination of this water. Boron,
caffeine, coprostanol, E coli, enterococci, fluorescence (using specific wavelengths for detergents), and a simpler
test for detergents were evaluated, along with the use of fluoride, ammonia, potassium, and obvious odors and color.
About 700 water samples were evaluated for all of these parameters, with the exception of bacteria and boron (about
250 samples), and only infrequent samples were analyzed for fluorescence. Coprostanol was found in about 25
percent of the water samples (and in about 75% of the 350 sediment samples analyzed). Caffeine was only found in
v.ery few samples, while elevated E. coli and enterococci (using IDEXX tests) were observed in about 10% of the
samples. Strong sewage odors in water and sediment samples were also detected in about 10% of the samples.
Detergents and fluoride (at >0.3 mg/L) were found in abot,t 40% of the samples and are expected to have been
contaminated with industrial activities (lubricants and clcar,.,ers! and not sexverage. Overall, about 10% of the
samples were therefore expected to have been contammawd ~,th sanitary sewage, about the same rate previously
estimated for stormwater systems.

Additional related laboratory tests, funded by the Uni, .,. ..... t New Orleans and the EPA (Barbe’, et al. 2000),
were conducted using many sewage and laundry deter,,_’~’~,; ,,topics and found that the boron test was a poor
indicator of sewage, possibly due to changes in formul,,u...~, tn modern laundry detergents. Laboratory tests did find
that fluorescence was an excellent indicator of sewage. ~ ; ..., ,.dl.~ when using specialized "’detergent whitener" filter
sets, but was not very repeatable. We also examined s~’~ t’r.l! I \’ absorbance wavelengths as sewage indicators and
found excellent correlations with 228 nm, a wavelength having very httle background absorbance in local spring
waters, but with a strong response factor with increasing ,rrengths of sewage.
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1 able 5 ~un~r~lar;ze~ Ill’,." OHlt.’~,:I’,! tllt.’a’-tllelllel’tl parLtnaetcr’, tltseus~ed abt~ve \\ e reconm]end that otlr originally
devch~ped and te~ted i~rt t~ct~l ~ rcpt~rtcd by P~tt, et a/ ! I Qt)31, st~ll bc used as the most efficient routine indicator of

¯ ., .- sewage co~ltanalnz~l~on of stt~rn~atc~ drainage systems. ~ lth the possible addmon of specific E. colt and enterococc~
measurements and UV abst~rbance ’ ~ ~ ’ rim, numerotts _at __S The ex~t~c tests reqtnrin~ specmlized ins~mentat~on and
expertise do not appear to warrant their expense and long analytical ~urn-around ttmes, except in specialized
research s~tuat~ons, or when spectal confirmation ~s econo~mcally ,lUStd]ed <such as when exa~nmg se~er
replacement or m~lor repair options).
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Table 5. Comparison of Measurement Parameters used for Identifying Inappropriate Discharges into Storm
Drainage

- -~ a-r-,~ 1"~-~ e r"-~l: ~ ~1-~- ........ Comm~nn~s Recommendation
" ( Fecal cohform bacteria and (~r t C, ommonl~, Hsed Io md~ca~e Not very useful as many other sources of fecal cohforms are

fuse of fecal cohform to fecal I presence ol samtary sewage present, and ratio not accurate for old or mixed wastes
strep ratio I~
Physical observabons (odor, Commonly used to md~cate Recommended due to easy pubhc understanding and easy to
color, turbidity, floatables, presence of samtary and evaluate, but only indicative of gross contamination, with
deposits, stains, vegetahon industrial wastewaler excessive false negatives (and some false positives). Use in
changes, damage to out-falls) conjunction with chemical tracers for greater sensitiwty and

accuracy
Detergents presence (amonic Used to indicate presence of Recommended, but care needed during hazardous analyses
sudactant extractions) wash waters and samtary (only for well-trained personnel). Accurate indicator of

1 sewage contaminabon during field tests.

! Fluonde, ammoma and Used to ~dentffy and ’ ’ Recommended, especially in conjunction with detergenl
potasmum measurements d~sbnguish between wash analyses. Accurate ~ndicator of major contaminahon sources aria

waters and san)tab/sewage their relative contribubons.
TV surveys and source Used to identify specific Recommended alter ouffall surveys indicate contamination ~n
invest~gabons locations of inappropriate drainage system.

d~scharges, especially ~n
industrial areas.

Coprostanol and other fecal Used to ~ndicate presence of Possibly useful. Expensive analysis w~th GC/MSD. Not specific to
sterol compounds sanitary sewage human wastes or recent contamination. Most useful when

analyzing) particulate fractions of wastewaters or sediments.
Specific detergent Used to indicate presence of Possibly useful, Expensive analyses with HPLC. A goo~l and
compounds (LAS, fabric sanitary sewage, sensitive confirmatory method.
whiteners, and perfumes)
Fluorescence Used to indicate presence of Likely useful, but expensive instrumentatio’r~. Rap~d and easy

sanitary sewage, and wash analysis. Very sensitive.
waters.

~" Boron Used to indicate presence, of Not very useful. Easy and inexpensive analysis, but recent
sanitary sewage and wash laundry formulations in US have minimal boron components.
waters.

Pharmaceubcals (colfibric Used to indicate presence of Possibly useful. Expensive analyses with HPLC. A good and
acid, aspinn, ibuprofen, sanitary sewage sensitive confirmatory method.

’~: steroids, illegal drugs, etc.)
">~ii~:"~ Caffeine Used to indicate presence of Not very useful. Expensive analyse~ with GC/MSD. Numerous

:-t .. sanitary sewage, false negatives, as typical analytical methods not suitably
sensitive.

DNA profiling of Used to identify sources of Likely useful, but currently requires ~xtensive background
m~croorganisms microorganisms information on likely sources in drainage. Could be very useful if

method can be simplified, but with less specific results.
UV absoibance at 228 nm Used to identify presence of Possibly useful, if UV SpectroPhotometer available. Simple and

sanitary sewage, direct analyses. Sensitive to varying levels of sanitary sewage,
but may not be useful with dilute solutions. Further testing needed
to investigate sensit~vib/in field trials.

Stable isotopes of oxygen Used to identify major May be useful in area having distant domestic water sources and
sources of water, distant groundwater recharge areas. Expensive and bme

consuming procedure. Can not d~s~inguish between wastewaters
if all have common source.

E. coil and enterococc~ More specific indicator~ of Recommended in conjunction with chemical tests. Relal~vely
bacteria sanitary sewage than coliform inexpensive and easy analyses, especially if using the simple

~_. tests. IDF__.XX methods,
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l’l.~limalinR BiRht-s~ ide .~ia.ss Emissions from Url)~n Runoff

ABST~.~CT

Urban runoff is perceived as a large source of pollutant inputs to the ocean, but II~ mass emission
monitoring programs have been established to assess this discharge. Recently, however, National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System pernaits for urban runoff discharges were issued to stormwater management
agencies on a regional (county-wide) basis and the 1994-95 water year represents the first period in which
urban runoff water quality measurements have been monitored bight-wide. The goal of this study was to
use the data generated by these monitoring programs to estimate mass emissions of pollutants to the
Southern Call fornia Bight from urban runoff. After documenting the sampling design of each stormwater
monitoring program, then collating information on rainfall, watershed area, runoff volume, and water
quality measurements, we estimated time mass emissions of total suspended solids, nutrients (ammonia,
nitrate, phosphorous), and five trace metals (chromium, copper, nickel, lead, zinc). Although the mass
emissions of these constituents appeared substantial relative to other sources, there was tremendous
uncertainty in the load estimates. Less than 5% of the watershed areas and less than 2% of the annual
runoff volumes were actually mo,~itored during 1994-95 water year. Extrapolation of water quality data to
these unmonitored channels and flows, xvhich is necessary to develop bight-wide emission estimates, are
hampered hv the tremendous vaiabilitv in contaminant concentrations among the different watersheds and
sterna events. This variability in water quality measurements from urban runoff are not well understood.
This lack of understanding adds to ou," uncertainty in the load estimates we provide.

Rivers in southern California are amongst the most extensively modified channels in the world (Brownlie
and Taylor 1981 ). These storm drain systems, which ultimately discharge directly to the ocean, were
designed ~o remove stomlwater from streets and low-lying areas as efficiently as possible, thus reducing
flooding and minimizing property damage. Most of the modification to these channels occurred prior to an
era of interest or knowledge about urban runoffwater quality. As a result, accumulated debris, pollutants,
and pathogens from the largest metropolitan centers on the west coast are discharged along with this urban
runoff. Moreover, many urban runoff discharges are augmented by inland municipal/industrial treated
wastewater discharges, potentially contaminated groundwater discharges, and at times, inputs from illegal
discharges and illicit connections. There is little in the way of retention and virtually no treatment of runoff
from southern California urbanized watersheds. Only relatively recently has concern regarding water
quality of these urban runoff discharges been examined (SMBtLP 1996, Schiffand Stevenson 1996, Bay et
al. 1996, Suffer et al. 1993, Gold et al. 1992; SCCWRP 1980).

Although urban runoff is currently perceived as a potentially large source of contaminants to our near
coastal environment (Eganhouse and Kaplan 1987, RWQCB-LA 1988, USEPA 1995), there has been little
monitoring for estimating contaminant mass emissions to the Southern California Bight (SCB). One reason
for the lack of quantified loadings is because sampling and characterizing runoffdischarges is extremely
difficult. Unlike many other point sources of pollutants to the ocean, such as treated municipal or industrial
wastewaters, the ubi~uitou.s nature of urban runoff-prohibits characterization from a single location or at
infrequent intervals. The unpredictable rainfall in southern California further complicates runoff
monitoring since time resulting flows are discontinuous and highly variable. Historically, most runoff
naeasurements for estimating contaminant mass loadings to the ocean have been the result of special studies
(SCCWRP 1973; 1990; 1992). Re-authorization of the Clean Water Act in 1987 and associated litigation
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Estimation ~.!/Runo[).\Lt~ ~ Emt~.s~ms By Co/iatnt,~ Monitoring Data
A simplistic, ~vaterslaed-bascd approach was used to calculate mass emissions of contaminants from urban
runoff to the SCB in 1994-95 illustrated by the l~llowing equation ( 1 ):

(1) L ....~ =~ (EMC,,~,=,* Volume,)

i = 1 Where,

La~mual = A3mual pollutant load;

i = Watershed listed in the NPDES permit;

Volume = Annual volume ofwatershedi; and

EMCmedian = Bightwide median event mean concentration.

A~mual runoff volume for each watershed was obtained from either the ADMR’s, the United States
Geological Su~,ey (USGS 1995), LA Co. - Engineering Section, Orange Co. Environmental Management
Agency, San Diego Co. Flood Control District, or the International Boundary Water Commission (IBWC).
Rainlhll data, summarized from the National Weather Service (Nationwide Climatic Data Center, Ashville,
NC), was used to complement flow data, demonstrate part of the variability responsible in flow among
regions, and assess the relative discharges this water year cornpared to "normal" years as determined from
long-term rainfall records. Additional information collated from these sources included 15 min. average
flow during storm events and total volume discharged during storm events to assess volumes
representatively sarnpled versus discharged.

Bight-wide median event mean concentrations (EMC) were calculated from the midpoint in the
distribution of all the water quality data for a particular constituent reported in the 1994-95 ADMR’s. The
EMC is equivalent to the concentration designated as representative of each storm event by each
monitoring agency. It is defined as the sum of all volume-weighted concentrations divided by the total
storm volume (USEPA 1983). The only water quality data we collated for median EMC calculations were
channel sites ,,,,’here an entire watershed was sampled. No sub-watershed, land use sites were used to
calculate median EMC’s. We also compared water quality results for the different region-wide permits by
calculating 1994-95 rnedian EMC’s for individual SCB watersheds where the data were available.

Our watershed-based approach required pooling data to estimate water quality for channels not sampled.
Because we had to extrapolate concentrations to unsampled watersheds, which adds sorne uncertainty to
our estimates of mass emissions, we also calculated rnass emissions based npon the 10th and 90 th
percentile concentrations observed among watersheds. Our intention in the calculations was to capture the
uncertainty in the extrapolations we have made.

Evaluation of Monitoring Data for Calculating Bightwide Mass Emissions fi’om Runoff
The ability to calculate bightwide mass emissions from urban runoff based upon the monitoring data from
1994-95 was judged by two factors: (1) An assessment of monitoring coverage, and (2) The commonality
of methods among monitoring programs. Monitoring coverage was assessed in terms of the percent of the
area monitored and the percent of runoff volume representatively sampled. Commonality among programs
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o~ganic constituenls such a, chlo~aled and pet~oleum hydrocarbons, toxicity tests w{th invertebrates or
vertebrates, and l~cal indica~m b~cteria {T~blc~). Since not all constituents are measured during eyeD’
stom~ or at every station, onlx those analy~es and detection limits routinely listed in their respective
ADblR’s were reported. Thirteen analy~es were measured in common between the four region-xvide
stom~water pemfits in the SCB. Some individual pennittees, however, measured as many as 183 analy~es
for a given sample.

Collating Monitoring Data and Estimation of Mass Emissions
Rait~dl. Annual rainfall varied from 44 to 73 cm throughout the coastal SCB (Figure 2). As expected,
precipitation patterns across the SCB were highest in the noah and steadily declined moving south. Oxnard
received 66% more rainfall compared to San Diego. In 1994-95, the annual rainfall was approximately
double the long-tenn average. Although precipitation was recorded between 9 and 10 months of the year,
the majority of rain fell in the months of January and March. These two months represented 69 to 80% of
the rainfall for the entire year, depending upon the gage site.

Watershed Area and Runoff ~lume.
The total ~vatershed area of the rivers and creeks named in Southern California ~DES sto~water pewits
was roughly 26,000 ~a2 (Table 5). Approximately 90% of this area was gaged for urban runoff flows by a
variety of agencies; 2.9 x 1012 L were measured during the 1994-95 water year (Table 5). T~ee rivers
discharged over half of the gaged vohnne to the SCB. ~ual disch~ges from the Los Angeles River,
Santa Clara River, and Santa Ana River cumulatively exceeded 1.7 x 1012 L, but their watersheds
represented only 41% of the SCB area.

When examined on a region-by-region basis, the San Diego Co. ~DES permit (10,800 kin2) encompassed
nearly double the watershed area of the other three pemaits (4,900 to 5,500 kin2). Annual discharge volume
in the Los Angeles region (1.13 x 1012 g), however, was between 175% and 230% geater than the other
three regions (0.49 to 0.65 x 1012 L).

Water Quality.
Suspended solids, nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorous), and five trace metals (Cr, Cu, Pb, Ni, and Zn)
were consistently analyzed and reposed among the various NPDES sto~water monitoring progams of the
SCB that sampled channel sites (Table 6). Other water quality parameters were measured frequently by
indMdual agencies; but not consistently among all pewits or at all sites within a pem~it. Organic
constituents such as PAil’s, DDT’s, and PCB’s were frequently measured, but vigually all measurements
for these compounds were below reported detection limits.

No single region had all the highest or all. the lowest median EMC’s at chapel sampling sites during
1994-95 (Table~). The range of EMC’s between regions differed by a factor of 2 to 20 among the general
constituents and by a factor of 1 to 15 among the trace metals. This ma~itude of variability was also
obse~ed between sites within a single region (Zabl~). For example, the range of median EMC’s among
SCB regional pewits for suspended solids was 175 to 330 m~L. The range of EMC’s between different
monitoring sites within the San Diego region was 148 to 485 mg/L while the EMC’s from various sites
xvithin the Orange County region ranged from 41 to 2,148 mglL.

Mass Emission Estimates fi’om Urban Runoff to the SCB.
Bight-wide median EMC’s and mass emissions from urban runoff were estimated for the 1994-95 water
year (Table~).’ The total load of suspended solids was estimated to be 598 x 103 metric tons (mt). Using
the 10th and 90th percentile of the distribution of EMC’s within the SCB, low and high load estimates
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trelrieildol.ts \ arhiblllt; ,!illnllg w,lt,.’r.sllcds, i:or example, suspended su!ids l]o~-\vciuhtod
coildoi’itr:ltloils rarigcd l’roill ]:53 t<~ 4.3 13 illg 1. alllOilg the eight largest rivers and crooks i:l sotithorri
Calit’ornia during 1986-88. In 1994-95. only one of these eight channels was actually monitored by the
stonnwater naanagement agencies. Since the corresponding data were not available f’rom all channels, we
are unable to assess the bias associated with our extrapolation to unmonitored watersheds.

A second assumption we used \vas that the temporal periods sampled within a watershed were
representative of other periods which were not sampled. Assumptions based upon extrapola.tions to
unsampled sternis introduces uncertainty because of flow-related variability. Studies on the Los Angeles
River and other channels of the SCB observed significant correlations between flow and pollutant
concentrations (SCCWRP 1990). Consequently, mass emission estimates for specific runoff events differ
between large and small storms as a result of changing constituent concentrations as well as discharge
volumes. Therefore, missing or capturing significant events can result in potential bias depending upon the
magnitude of the storm size. Capturing the largest ston-n of the year may result in the largest EMC’s and
will likely overestimate the unsampled, but smaller-sized storms. Alternatively, capturing the smallest
storms may underestimate the true annual discharge (if substantially large storms are not sampled).
Moreover, 1994-95 was a very wet year. Rainfall was approximately double the long-term annual average
which generated some of the largest peak flows in recent history (USGS 1995). The magnitude of bias
associated with unsampled storm events cannot be assessed because none of the SCB monitoring programs
have sufficient temporal sampling regimes to address this question.

Other temporal assumptions relative to this stud)’ that can introduce uncertainty are eveti less understood
than flow-related correlations. Assumptions which are not ~’~’ell understood for southern California
watersheds include relationships of water quality to antecedent dry periods (pollutant build-up) and rainfall
intensity or duration (pollutant transport). Examples of the interactions between these two important
parameters include concepts such as "first flush" (initial stoma flows) or "seasonal flushing" (initial stonns
of the water year). Although several investigators have demonstrated portions of these concepts in other
regions (Herricks 1995), they are not well-quantified in southern California. In some cases they appear
significant (OCEMA 1996, RWQCB-LA 1988); in others, they do riot (SCCWRP 1989).

Temporal variability within and among runoffevents is compounded in the SCB by the different sampling
strategies utilized by stormwater monitoring agencies. Our data set was comprised of individual grab,
single and inultiple weighted-composite samples. Grab and coinposite samples however, represent very
different portions era storm event. Grab samples represent a single snapshot of water quality during a
storm event and, for the most part in 1994-95, were taken independently of flow regime or time since start
of flow. Composite samples were actually multiple grab samples which, when combined together, were
used to represent the mean water quality for an entire storm event. Composite samples, however, were
weighted differently among the agencies. Some ,.~ crc v, eighted by stoma flow (e.g., sampling every set
volume interval); others were weighted by time I c :, ~’, err hour, every 15 minutes, etc.). Flow-weighted
composites sample more frequently during high !~,,.,, !lun low flows, while time-weighted samples are
distributed evenly throughout the ston-n event. N l..o. .... ~, the number of samples per composite varied
substantially among agencies (4 to 40+), or even., ".~: .m agency (12 to 40+). The degree to which
"sampling strategies influence water quality resul~, ..~, n,~t been quantified in’terms of bias to the true EMC
or the relative effect on seasonal loading estimalc-.

One reason we needed to rely on so many assumplioi,.~ is that the monitoring programs are not entirely
designed to estimate mass emissions to the ocean. Xl,~s~ moriitoring programs have multiple purposes, all
of which are important. Multiple information needs lrom urban runoff monitoring include regulatory
compliance, identifying sources of pollutants and developing runoff models, as well as evaluating
management actions such as effectiveness of best management practices (Dixon and Ct:liswell 1996). Even
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Figure 3. ~I(~ial ~atershed area and ~ olume discharged during the 1994-95 water year from rivers
and creek~ listed in NPDES storm~ a~er permits t~f Southern California relative to the quantity
actually monitored or estimated by permittee~ using stormwater management models.
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The Southern California Bight Pilot Project: Sampling Design     ~

Ma~y Bergen

A general description of the Southern California Bight Pilot Project (SCBPP) is provided in the Southern
California Bight Pilot Project: An Overview (in this annual report). It describes the justification for the
Project, the basic elements of the sampling design, and the project management used to implement the
program. This paper will provide a detailed description of the sampling design used for the SCBPP.

SAMPLING DESIGN
The Steering Committee used the conceptual framework of the United States Environmental Protection
Agency’s (USEPA) Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Program (EMAP) (Overton et al. 1990,
Stevens 1994) to design the SCBPP survey. EMAP sampling is based on a randomly-placed, triangular grid
of points covering the contiguous United States and associated coastal waters. The interpoint distance for
the EMAP grid is approximately 27 km (White et al. 1992); however, the grid spacing can be adjusted as
needed for a particular sampling design. Use of the triangular grid ensures that sample points are
well-distributed over the study area. Moreover, the explicit spatial basis of the design ensures that each
sampling point represents a known area, so that it is possible to estimate the amount of area with a
particular characteristic, e.g., the area with total organic carbon (TOC) greater than 2%. Random placement
of the grid and random selection of sampling points provides randomness needed for statistical inference.

To assure a sufficient sample size, the Southern California Bight (SCB) was divided into subpopulations of
interest (~, Table I), including three geographic Zolles; three depth zones; the areas around the four
largest municipal wastewater outfalls, treated cumulatively; the areas within 3 km of the 11 largest rivers
(excluding the Los Angeles River which discharges into Long Beach Harbor) and stom~drains, treated
cumulatively; Santa Monica Bay; and the area around the Hyperion Treatment Plant (HTP) outfall. The
goal was to have at least 40 samples per subpopulation.

The areas around the municipal wastewater outfalls and the rivers and stoma drains were chosen as
subpopulations to allow assessment of ecological changes near point and nonpoint discharges, respectively.
The geographic and depth subpopulations were chosen because nonpoint sources are more likely to affect
shallow areas and point sources are more likely to affect deeper areas in the central Bight. In addition, the
Steering Committee expected benthic infaunal and demersal fish assemblages to vary with latitude and
depth. Santa Monica Bay and the area around the HTP 5-mile outfall were chosen to enhance sampling
density so that data from the SCBPP could be compared to data collected by the City of Los Angeles in
their fixed-station monitoring.

The dividing lines for the geographic and depth zones were chosen using the Committee’s collective
knowledge of invertebrate and fish distributions in the SCB. The circles around the rivers and stoma drains
were drawn using a 3-km radius. Since there is no information about the impacts ofnonpoint discharges on
demersal fish or benthic infaunal asssemblages in Southern California, this distance was chosen arbitrarily.

Except for the HTP outfall, the areas around the outfalls were delineated by drawing a line around the
sampling grid that is currently used to monitor each outfall. Since the monitoring program includes all of
Santa Monica Bay, the HTP sampling grid was not used to delineate the HTP outfall area. This was because
ttie Steering Committee wanted to distinguish between the outfall area and the rest of Santa Monica Bay. In
addition they wanted to enhance the sampling effort around the outfall to allow for a comparison between
the SCBPP data and HTP monitoring data. Therefore, monitoring data was used to delineate an area that
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included stat~on~ thal ,a ~: c ~,i~ .’., ~: I,~ !-c m~i’.actcd b\ the !tTP outl’all in th~ winter oI" 19~9 (LL.\EMD
1990).

For the assessment, the Comrnlltee chose 12 indicators ofecological health, including tour measures of
water quality (dissolved oxygen, tempera, lure, salinity, and transmissivity), benthic infatala, epibenthic
macroinvertebrate and demersal fish assemblages, sediment characteristics, including contamination,
sediment toxicity, external fish pathology and bioaccumulation, and marine debris.

The assessment period was targeted tbr summer (July-August) since populations of demersal fish and
benthic infauna are expected to be more stable in summer than in winter or spring, and sampling is less
likely to be interrupted by bad weather. In addition summer sampling con’esponds to the "index period"
used in the EMAP program.

Due to financial and logistical constraints, it was not possible to collect enough samples to characterize all
indicators in all subpopulations. Given available resources, it was possible to take enough trawls to
characterize fish assemblages, fish pathology, and marine debris in the three geographic zones, three depth
zones, and cumulative outfall areas. Sediment toxicity and fish tissue contamination were characterized for
the cumulative outfall areas and for the SCB as a whole. Water quality, sediment characteristics and benthic
invertebrate assemblages were characterized for all subpopulations.

STATION SELECTION
The stations to be sampled were chosen u.sing a modification of the sampling protocol used by EMAP for
estuaries in the Louisianan province (Summers et al. 1993). First, to have enough grid points to produce
approximately 40 stations per subpopulation, the EMAP grid was enhanced 7x7x7 fold. Then, stations were
selected by a process that involved (1) randomization of the grid points, (2) random selection of grid points,
and (3) random placement of a sampling point around each grid point. The grid points were randomized
using a process that produced an optimum spatial spread of samples, while retaining the randonmess
needed for statistical evaluation. To do this, each point in the grid was given a number and spatial address.
The spatial address preserved information about the original location of the point. The numbering was in
groups of seven and of powers of seven. Grid points were then completely randomized within the smallest
group, and the groups were randomized within the next larger group. In this way the order of points was
randomized but geographically adjacent points remained close to each other during randomization.

To select grid points for benthic and water quality sampling from the total population of grid points, each
grid point (in random order) was assigned an inclusion probability based on the number of samples needed
in the area in which the point was located. For instance, grid points in the river discharge areas were given
larger inclusion probabilities than points in nondischarge areas because more samples per unit area were
needed. To choose the first grid point, the inclusion probabilities were sequentially summed, starting with
the first point, until the cumulative probability was greater than or equal to one. Then a point was randomly
chosen from the group of points with a cumulative probability of one or less. Subsequent grid points were
chosen by adding 1 to the first randomly chosen probability (-- r) and the number of points selected (i.e.,
grid points were selected at r + 1, r + 2, etc.).

To select grid points for the trawl sampling, which would only be analyzed for depth, geographic, and
outfall subpopulations, the same procedure was used; however, the selection process included only the grid
points selected for benthic and water quality sampling. Finally, the stations to be sampled for sediment
toxicity and tissue analysis were selected from the grid points chosen for trawling.

SAMPLING LOGISTICS
Five organizati.ons were responsible for collecting samples: City of Los Angeles, Environmental
Monitoring Division; City of San Diego, Metropolitan Wastewater Department, County Sanitation Districts
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[:or.toxicity, the threshold can be set at the point \~ here there is a statistically’ significant change in an
experimental endpoint. For some sedmaent contaminants (,e.g.. silver), the thresholds can be chosen from
estimates of the concentration of the compound expected to cause toxicity (Long and Morgan 1990).
However, for a compound such as TOC, there is no definitive method to detemaine a threshold between
natural and unnatural values. Regression analysis can be used to identify stations with higher than expected
concentrations (Bergen et al. 1995, Daskalakis and O’Connor 1995). Then the sediment chemistry data
along with data from other sources can be used to detem~ine if increased concentrations are associated with
anthropogenic activities. For demersal fish and benthic infaunal assemblages, the threshold will be based
on an index (one for fish and one for infauna) that summarizes changes in community parameters, such as
number of species and number of individuals. If the absolute value of the threshold is not clear, the Steering
Conmdttee will use all the available information to select a threshold.

SUMMARY
The SCBPP is a cooperative satnpling effort intended to provide synoptic information about the ecological
condition of the mainland shelf of Southern California.

The sampling design was based on a design developed by USEPA EMAP. Samplingpoints were chosen by
random placement of a grid of points over the sampling area, followed by random selection of grid points
and random placement of stations around the grid points. The grid ensured that the sampling effort was well
distributed over the study area while the random placement of the grid and random selection of sampling
stations provided randomness needed for statistical inference. Moreover, since the interpoint distance of the
grid was known, each sampling point represents a known area so that the amount of area with a particular
characteristic, e.g., the area with total organic carbon greater than 2%, can be estimated.

The sampling was designed for assessing ecological conditions in three geographic zones, three depth
zones, the areas around the four largest municipal wastewater outfalls (treated cumulatively), the areas
within 3 km of 11 rivers and stormdrains (treated cumulatively), Santa Monica Bay, and the area around the
HTP outfall. The assessment of ecological condition will be based on measures of water quality, demersal
fish and benthic infaunal assemblages, sediment characteristics, sediment toxicity, fish pathology and
bioaccumulation, and marine debris.

The extent and magnitude of change between subpopulations will be measured by (1) developing a
cumulative distribution function for a parameter and (2) selecting a threshold value to divide natural from
changed. Then the percent area that has been changed will be estimated.

Analysis of data is in progress. Survey results will be presented in a series of reports, including an
assessment of ecological conditions on the Southern California mainland shelf and an evaluation of the
SCBPP survey design.

Return to lable of Contents
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the percent of thc area of" ti~,c bL t:~ o~ of one of the subpopulations lbr the category of the variable: for
instance, it is the percent olmea ~ ~th DDE of I0 ppb, 20 ppb, ... up to the maximum measured. The CDF
shows the percent of area ~ ~th DDE equal to or less than 10 ppb, 20 ppb, etc. In the SCBPP survey,
because some areas (e.g.. around the HTP outfall) were more intensively sampled than others, the number
of points per unit area and the amount of area that the points represent varies. Therefore, the area weight,
(i.e., the amount of area represented by the point) must be used to calculate the CDF. The CDF for
parameter value x (e.g., DDE = 30 ppb) is the sum of the area weights for observations with values equal to
or less than x divided by the sum of all the area weights in the population or:

cdfx=Total x (areawti)/Total (n) areawti)

where: cdfx = estimate of CDF for parameter value x
(e.g., DDE = 40 ppb)
areawti = area weight for parameter value x
n = total number of observations
x = parameter value

Return to Table of Contents
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.~ t:~A OFFICE OF WASTEWATER
MANAGEMENT

©ffic 

Identi~’ing Illicit Connections

Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination

Description

Illicit connections are defined as
"illegal and/or improper connections
to storm drainage systems and
receiving waters" (CWP, 1998). A
discharge of industrial ~vastewater to
a storm sewer is "illicit" because it
would ordinarily require a permit
under the Clean Water Act. Many
building owners or operators are not
aware that improper connections
exist in their facilities. Identifying
and removing illicit connections is a .....̄
measure for reducing stom~ water

One of the ~s to identi~ Hiicitpollution. In extreme cases of illicitconnections is by inspectino storm
dumping, legal action is necessary,drain s~stem using video equipment

[(Source: Drain Patrol, no date)

From 1987 to 1998, Wayne County, Michigan, investigated 3,851
businesses and industries for illicit connections to the county’s storm
sewer system. Of those investigated, about 8 percent had illicit
colmections, and where one illicit comaection was found, there was an
average of 2.4 improper connects at that business. To prioritize the
investigation, the county relied on Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
codes of the businesses. The prioritization system, was found to be
successful in locating illicit discharges (Johnson and Tu6mari, no date;
Tuomari, no date). The City of Hialeah, Florida, uses its storm water
management plan to emphasize illicit discharge detection and removal as
part of its overall monitoring activities. There are at least 252 outfalls in
the city, 72 of which drain into city rights-of-way. After considering the
costs associated with removing illicit discharges, the city chose a proactive
field screening program approach to remove these discharges (City of
Hialeah, 1999).

Applicability

Identifying illicit and improper connections are necessary for all sewer
systems, especially in areas where pollutants with unknown sources have
been detected in receiving waters. The level and types of industrial
activities and the surrounding land uses and ordinances will affect the
methods used to identify illicit connections.

http:i/www.epa.gov/npdes/menuo fbmps/illi_2.htm R0011302 12/7/01



Implementation

Some practices used 1o discover and prevent illicit connections are

¯ Instituting building and plumbing codes to prevent connections of
potentially hazardous pollutants to storm drains.

¯ Organizing structures to be inspected by building age, with older
buildings identified as priorities. Buildings whose processes have
the potential to affect water quality also should be given priority.

¯ Mapping each area to be surveyed and indicating the route of the
sewer system and the locations of storm drains on the map. This
enables planners to estimate the likely locations of illicit
connections. A Geographic Information System (GIS) is an
appropriate tool for identifying illicit discharges. The location of
illicit discharges can be maintained by a geo-coded address. The
attributes for illicit discharges are SIC code, owner/occupant          --
information, inspection schedule, inspection dates, and comments
(Huey, 2000).

To help municipalities detect illicit connections to storm sewers, the North
Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG) used GIS to develop a
1!4-mile grid cell overlay for the entire 16-county NCTCOG region. The
initial report suggested that illicit connections were not as prevalent in the
North Central Texas area, and sewage material was observed in about 10
percent of the sites (NCTCOG, 2000).

The City of Greensboro, North Carolina, is using GIS technology as part
of its storm water management program. This GIS system is used to in
conjunction with the program’s monitoring aspect to identify illicit
connections. More information on this program can be found at
~.~.’3~: ¢Lgreensboro nc us/stormwater/dy!!a~__nic%.5_~watershed%5F
!~.It.~.~_ag£~.tce..tIj°.,:~_5.F.p~ro._l_~_t~_n (Bryant et al., 1999 and City of Greensboro,
2000).

¯ Survey individual buildings to discover where connections to storm
drains exist.

¯ Inspect sewer lines with television equipment to visually identify all
physical connections.

¯ Compare the results of the field tests and the video inspection with
the known connections on the map. Suspicious areas should be
further investigated.

¯ Institute mandatory inspections for new developments or
remodeling to identify illicit connections to the storm sewer system.

¯ Remove and test sediment from the catch basins or equivalent
structures.

¯ Inspect connections in question to determine whether they should be
connected to the stoma drain system or to the sanitary sewer. Use
methods of identification such as dye testing, visual inspection,
smoke testing, or flow monitoring, as described below.

o Dye Testing. Flushing fluorometric dye into suspicious
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do’.,, napouts can be usctul to identit\ i!liclt connections. Once
the dse has been introduced into the stoma system via the
connection in question, the water in the collection system is
monitored to determine whether an illicit connection is
present.

o Visual b~spection. Remotely guiding television cameras
through sewer lines is another way to identify physical
connections.

o Smoke Testi~g. Smoke testing is another method used to
discover illicit connections. Zinc chloride smoke is injected
into the sewer line and emerges via vents on connected
buildings or through cracks or leaks in the sewer line.
Monitoring and recording where the smoke emerges, crews
can identify all connections, legal and illegal, to the sewer
system. Mechanisms on drains should prevent the smoke from
entering buildings; however, in some instances, this will        -
occur. It is important to notify the public that the smoke is
non-toxic, though it should be avoided as it can cause
irritation of the nose and throat for some people.

o Flow Monitoring. Monitoring increases in storm sewer flows
during dry periods can also lead investigators to sources of
infiltration due to improper connections.

o Infi’ared, Aerial, and Thermal Photography. Researchers are
experimenting with the use of aeri!l, infrared, and thermal
photography to locate dischargers by studying the temperature
of the stream water in areas where algae might be

¯ --. concentrated and in soils. It also examines land surface
; -:": moisture and vegetative growth. This technique assumes that

a failing OSDS, for example, would have more moisture in
the surface soil, the area would be warmer, and the vegetation
would grow faster than in the surrounding area (Johnson and
Tuomari, no date).

On November 17 and 30, 1999, the Arkansas Department of Health used
infrared technology to identify illicit discharges from septic systems into
Lake Conway, Arkansas. Lake Conway, located in Faulkner County,
Arkansas, is a man-made lake used mostly for recreational fishing.
Approximately 90 percent of the residents within 1 mile of the lakefront
have onsite wastewater treatment systems. Of the 2,500 to 3,500 residents
who living within 300 feet of the shoreline, only 250 are connected to the
public sewer system. Most of these systems are more than 30 years old
and were installed before state regulations. The inspector used a state
policy helicopter that was equipped with a Forward Looking Infrared
imaging system, video equipment, and a global positioning system. The
results of this two-day survey indicated that there are approximately 380
malfunctioning and improperly constructed septic systems within 300 feet
of the lakefront (Eddie, 2000). Facility owners should be required to
correct the problem by eliminating the discharge and connecting to the
sanitary sewer system
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Some a;,:’~:c,c, t,.,~ a imorit5 s\stcm for identi~’ing illicit discharges.
According to lhe Southeast Michigan Council of Governments (1987,
cited in Tuomari. no date), a priority scherne for detecting illicit
discharges from businesses should be as follows:

1. Automobile-related businesses/facilities and heavy manufacturing
2. Printers, dry cleaners/laundries, photo processors, utilities, paint

stores, water conditioners, chemical laboratories, construction
companies, and medium light manufacturing

3. Institutional facilities, private service agencies, retail
establishments, and schools

Limitations

There are several limitations to programs to detect illicit connections.__
First, a local ordinance is necessary to provide investigators with access to
private property in order to perform field tests (Ferguson et al. t997).
Second, rain fall can hamper efforts to monitor flows and visual
inspections. In additi.on, smoke testing and dye testing may become more
difficult, depending on the severity of the storm event. Smoke testing has
roughly the same efficiency as door-to-door investigation, and both smoke
and dye testing are more accurate than visual inspection.

Despite the difficulty in identifying these connections due to budget and
staffrestraints, it is important to understand that these connections are
illegal and should be identified and reported regardless of cost.
Jurisdictions can offset some of these costs by encouraging the reporting                 ’:’:<::’>’

~5."-’~:"
of illicit discharges by employees, thereby saving expense on inspectors
and directing resources more efficiently.

Maintenance Considerations

Identif,ving illicit discharges requires teams of at least two people
(volunteers can be used), plus administrative personnel, depending on the
complexity of the storm sewer systern. To help identify illicit discharges,
the City of Raleigh, North Carolina, has illicit discharge regulations and
dry weather screening for illicit discharges and connections. By taking
baseline samples throughout the city, pollution control efforts can be
better established for future identification of illicit discharges. This
inventory’, combined with the city’s mapping effort, will be added to the
city’s GIS to allow for improved tracking of illicit discharges and spills
(City of Raleigh, 1998).

Effectiveness An illicit discharge detection program can be an effective
method to reduce the quantity of industrial or commercial pollutants that
enter the. storm drain system. For example, the Department of
Environmental Protection in Montgomery’ County, Maryland, has an illicit
discharge detection and elimination program called "Pipe Detectives,"
~’,hich uses volunteer monitoring and community hotlines to identify

¯suspicious discharges (MCDEP, 1997). When discharges are reported,
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additional m~m~tor~ng Io narro\v the search for the illicit connection. In one
instance, a "m~lk~ white" discharge was reported in an area with many
small businesses and large apartment buildings. Businesses were sent
informational letters advising them of the illegal discharge and requesting
their assistance in identifying it by allowing DEP to survey the properties.
Through this cooperative effort, t~ee illicit connections were detected and
removed, including a sink that was used to wash paintbrushes (the source
of the milky white discharge).

The City of Denver Urban Drainage and Flood Control District (UDFCD)
in an independent agency whose functions include master planning, design
and construction, maintenance, floodplain management, and management
of the South Platte River. The master planning aspect includes major
drainageway master planning, outfall systems planning, preparation of
drainage criteria manuals for local governments and the district, support of
special projects, and wetland projects. The City of Denver has a, Storm
Drainage Master Plan, which identified $100 million in necessary drainage
improvements. The district uses pollutants and education materials to limit
illicit discharges to storm drains (City of Indianapolis and Marion County,
2000).

As part of the Rogue River National Wet Weather Demonstration Project,
Wayne County, Michigan, offers training for illicit discharge elimination.
Four training courses are offered: Overview, Basic Investigations,
Advanced Investigations, and Prevention of Construction-Related Illicit
Discharges. More information on these training opportunities can be found

! ~ , / /at t~ttp.’/~ ~ w~,. wcdoe.org/ro__Q~eriver/teehtop, index, html.

EPA’s Surf Your Watershed (t_z_tLt~:_/./Lv.~y_k~:;_e.~a_.g_ov/surj) can help citizens
and business/industry owners identify into which watershed their storm
drains flow.

The Conservation Technology Information Center (CTIC), a non-profit
data.and technology information transfer center, has created Know Your
Watershed (www.ctic.purdue.edu!KYg’). This web site allows individuals
to learn their watershed address by entering their city, county, or river
name, or their ZIP code.

Cost Considerations

The cost of smoke testing, dye testing, visual inspection, and flow
monitoring can be significant and time-consuming. Site-specific factors,
such as the level of impervious area, the density and ages of buildings, and
type of land use will determine the level of investigation necessary. Case
studies in Michigan have estimated the cost of two field staff and required
support at $182,000 to $187,000 annually (Ferguson et al., 1997). Wayne
C.ounty’s budget for illicit detection investigations was $735,151 from
1996 to 1997 and $599,041 for 1997 through 1998 (Johnson and Tuomari,
no date).
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Many I~rogramb ol’t~et some of their costby encouraging the reporting of
illicit discharges by employees, thereby saving expense on inspectors and
directing resources more efficiently. Programs have also saved money by
using student totems to locate and map dry weather flows from outfalls, or
by contracting with academic institutions to perform outfall monitoring.

Some programs have used funds available from "environmental fees" or
special assessment districts to fund their illicit connection elimination
programs. The Huron’ River Pollution Abatement Project used annual
assessments of the city of Ann Arbor and a per parcel basis for the rest of
the district to fund the costs of illicit connection removal efforts. The
project provided Washtenaw County with a total of $1.7 million over the
life of the program to finance their efforts. Fort Worth, Texas, charges an
"environmental fee" to local residents and businesses to fund storm water-
related efforts, including illicit connection detection. Approximately $2.5
million dollars a year is raised through these fees.                        --
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I,tc\ ic++ .i l~\istin~ Stm’m+~ ater 31onitoring Programs for
EstimatinR Bi~ht-~s ide 3la+s Emissions from Urban Runoff

By Kcm~eth

ABST~,kCT

Urban runoff is perceived as a large source of pollutant inputs to the ocean, but no mass emission
monitoring programs have been established to assess this discharge. Recently, however, National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System permits for urban runoff discharges were issued .to stormwater management
agencies on a regional (county-wide) basis and the 1994-95 water year represents the first period in which
urban runoff water quality measurements have been monitored bight-wide. The goal of this study was to
use the data generated by these monitoring programs to estimate mass emissions of pollutants to the
Southern California Bight from urban runoff. After documenting the ’sampling design of each stormwater
monitoring program, then collating infomaation on rainfall, ~vatershed area, runoff volume, and water
quality measurements, we estimated the mass emissions of total suspended solids, nutrients (ammonia,
nitrate, phosphorous), and five trace naetals (clLromium, copper, nickel, lead, zinc). Although the mass
eraissions of these constituents appeared substantial relative to other sources, there was tremendous
uncertainty in the load estimates. Less than 5% of the watershed areas and less than 2% of the annual
runoff volumes were actually monitored during 1994-95 water year. Extrapolation of~vater quality data to
these unmonitored chmmels and flows, which is necessary to develop bight-wide emission estimates, are
hampered by the tremendous vaiability in contaminant concentrations among the different watersheds and
stoma events. This variability in water quality measurements from urban runoff are not well understood.
This lack of understanding adds to our uncertainty in the load estimates we provide.

INTRODUCTION

Rivers in southem California are amongst the most extensively modified channels in the world (Brownlie
and Taylor 1981). These stoma drain systems, which ultimately discharge directly to the ocean, were
designed to remove stomawater from streets and low-lying areas as efficiently as possible, thus reducing
flooding and nainimizing property damage. Most of the modification to these channels occurred prior to an
era of interest or knowledge about urban runoff water quality. As a result, accumulated debris, pollutants,
and pathogens from the largest metropolitan centers on the west coast are discharged along with this urban
runoff. Moreover, many urban runoff discharges are augmented by inland municipal/industrial treated
wastewater discharges, potentially contaminated groundwater discharges, and at times, inputs from illegal
discharges and illicit connections. There is little in the way of retention and virtually no treatment of runoff
from southern California urbanized watersheds. Only relatively recently has concern regarding water
quality of these urban runoffdischarges been examined (SMBRP 1996, Schiffand Stevenson 1996, Bay et
al. 1996, Suffet et al. 1993, Gold et al. 1992; SCCWRP 1980).

Although urban runoff is currently perceived as a potentially large source of contaminants to our near
coastal environment (Eganhouse and Kaplan 1987. RWQCB-LA 1988, USEPA 1995), there has been little
monitoring for estimating contaminant mass emissions to the Southern California Bight (SCB). One reason
for the lack of quantified loadings is because sampling and characterizing runoff discharges is extremely
difficult. Unlike many other point sources of pollutants to the ocean, such as treated municipal or industrial
wastewaters, the ubiquitous nature of urban runoff prohibits characterization from a single location or at
infrequent interv~.ls. The unpredictable rainfall in southern California further complicates runoff
monitoring sin, ce the resulting flows are discontinuous and highly variable. Historically, most runoff
measurements for estimating contaminant mass loadings to the ocean have been the result of special studies
(SCCWRP 1973; 1990; 1992). Re-authorization of the Clean Water Act in 1987 and associated litigation
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~cat. h,~ J~c.’~: i,L~kcd to the storm~ atcr management a~encics, whose mission has
traditionally been btHIdmg and maintaining our llood control channels.

The State of California, through it’s Regional Water Quality Control Boards, issued £bur region-wide
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Pemfits between 1990 and 1993 for urban
stom~water discharges to the SCB (Table~; Figure. 1 ). Each pemait has many co-pemfittees including
counties, incoooratcd cities within the counties, and special districts (e.g., Po~ District). The principal
pe~ittees are the Ventura County Flood Control District (Ventura Co.) for the Ventura County
Region-wide Pemait, Los Angeles County Department of Public Works (LA Co.) for the Los ~gel~s
County Region-wide Pennit, Orange County Flood Control District (Orange Co.) for the Orange County
Region-wide Pemait, and the City of San Diego (San Diego Co.) for the San Diego Region-wide Pe~it.
All pe~ittees are mandated to create a store]water management plan (SWMP), pa~ of which is water
quality monitoring. Although monitoring pro~ams are mandated by each ~DES Pe~it, they have not
been standardized within the SCB.

The objectives of this study were three-fold. For each of the urban runoff water.quality monitoring
programs in the SCB during the 1994-95 water year, we attempted to:

1) Document the sampling designs of each water quality monitoring program;

2) Collate rainfall, watershed area, runoff volume, and water quality information from each of the
monitoring programs and use this information to estimate bightwide mass emissions; and

3) Evaluate our ability to calculate mass emission estimates based upon the current monitoring programs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Each stomawater management agency’s Annual Discharge Monitoring Report (ADMR) was reviewed to
document sampling designs, collate data for water quality and flow measurements, and evaluate monitoring
programs for estimating bight-wide mass emissions from urban runoff(VCFCD 1995; LACDPW 1996;
OCEMA 1996; KLI 1995). The most recent year tbr whicla an ADMR was available for all permittees was
the 1994-95 water ?,,ear (October 1994 through September 1995). Each ADMR was obtained from the
RWQCB files or from the permittee.

For the purposes of this article, several assumptions ~vere required. First, only watersheds listed in the
NPDES permits were considered, including areas beyond the urban limit line. Where watersheds were split
between permits (i.e., Santa Clara, Santa Aria, and Santa Margarita Rivers), the region for which the
discharge entered the ocean was chosen as the area encompassed in permitted discharge. Significant
impoundments exist on most rivers of the SCB, but no attempt ,,,,’as made to remove upstream portions of
watersheds from the estimated discharge area. However, only flows downstream of dams were considered
for discharges to the ocean. No runoff factors were used to estimate unmonitored flows; only gaged flows
to the SCB were utilized. It was assumed that flow and analytical chemistry measurements were conducted
(and recorded) without error.

Documentation of Existing Monitoring Programs
Documentation of the existing monitoring programs focused on three areas: (1) Station selection, (2) Storm
sampling criteria, and (3) Target analytes and detection limits. For station selection, the general strategy for
site selection, the number of sites sampled, and the watershed area encompassed by that site were
identified. For storm sampling criteria, the minimum stoma size, total number of storms sampled, and        :’"



Estimation of Rtmof/’Mu,~s Em~.s’.won~ By Colhttmg Monitoring Data
A simplistic, watershed-based approach was used to calculate mass emissions of contaminants from urban
runoff to the SCB in 1994-95 illustrated by the follox~ ing equation (1):

(1) L~,,~ =~ (EMC,,~,~* Volume,)

i = 1 Where,

La~ua1 = ~nual pollutant load;

i = Watershed listed in the ~DES pe~it;

Volume = ~ual volume ofwatershedi; and

EMCmedian = Bightwide median event mean concentration.

~nual mnoffvolume for each watershed was obtained from either the ~MR’s, the United States
Geological Su~,ey (USGS 1995), EA Co. - Engineering Section, Orange Co. Environmental Management
Agency, San Diego Co. Flood Control District, or the International Bounda~’ Water Commission (~WC).
Rainfall data, summarized from the National Weather Senice (Nationwide Climatic Data Center, Ashville,
NC), was used to complement flow data, demonstrate part of the variability responsible in flow among
regions, and assess the relative discharges this water year compared to "nom~al" years as dete~ined from
long-term rainfall records. Additional information collated from these sources included 15 min. average
flow during stoma events and total volume discharged during sto~ events to assess volumes
representatively sampled versus discharged.

Bight-wide median event mean concentrations (EMC) were calculated from the midpoint in the
distribution of all the water quality data for a pamicular constituent repomed in the 1994-95 A.DMR’s. The
EMC is equivalent to the concentration designated as representative of each stoma event by each
monitoring agency. It is defined as the sum of all volume-weighted concentrations divided by the total
sto~ volume (USEPA 1983). The only water quality data we collated for median EMC calculations were
chapel sites where an entire watershed was sampled. No sub-xvatershed, land use sites ~vere used to
calculate median EMC’s. We also compared water quality results for the different region-wide pewits by
calculating 1994-95 median EMC’s for individual S( t~ watersheds where the data were available.

Our watershed-based approach required pooling d,r.~ ~,~ estimate water quality for channels not sampled.
Because we had to extrapolate concentrations I,~ ~’,,..,mplcd watersheds, which adds some unce~ainty to
our estimates of mass emissions, we also calcul.~,l ,,ass emissions based upon the 10th and 90 th
percentile concentrations obsen, ed among watcr-h..’,t. Our intention in the calculations was to capture the
unce~ainty in the extrapolations we have made,

Evaluation of Monitoring Data for Calculating Bt,k’ht~ ide Mass Emissions fi’om Runoff
The ability to calculate bightwide mass emissions from urban runoffbased upon the monitoring data from
1994-95 was judged by two factors: (1) An assessment of monitoring coverage, and (2) The commonality
of methods among monitoring progams. Monitoring coverage was assessed in terms of the percent of the
area monitored and the percent ofmnoffvolume representatively sampled. Commonality among progr~s
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RESULTS

Documentation of -E.ri,~tiltg Mot~itorbtg Programs
Two general types of monitoring sites are currently being used by the stormwater management agencies in
the SCB. The first type of monitoring site samples an entire watershed composed of large areas (101 to 103
km2) and a diverse mix of land use types by sampling water quality at or near the end of a river or creek.
The goal of this monitoring design is to characterize the curnulative discharges from all sources within the
entire watershed, We refer to these as "chamael sites";. The second type of monitoring site samples
sub-watersheds composed of small areas (10-2 to 100 km2) and a single homogeneous land use. The goal of
this monitoring design is to characterize particular runoff sources (e.g. residential, cornmercial, industrial,
etc.). We refer to these as "land use sites".

Fifteen of the 36 sites monitored by stormwater management agencies in 1994-95 were channel sites (Table
2). Orange Co. sampled channel sites exclusively (eight total, including the only unlined earthen channels).
In contrast, Ventura Co. sampled only land use sites (seven total, including the only agricultural land use
monitored). San Diego Co. sampled more sites in 1994-95 than any other stormwater management agency
in the SCB (nine land use and three channel sites).

All of the stormwater monitoring programs in the SCB used stonn mobilization criteria to trigger crews
into action (Table 3). The first criterion ’,’,’as minimum stoma size, as estimated from predicted raint~all
quantities, which ranged from 0.10 to 0.25 inches among monitoring pro~ams. The second criterion was
antecedent dry period between storms, which ranged from three to four days among monitoring programs.
Only the San Diego Co. NPDES permit specified the individual storms that must be captured, including the.~::;~;.,
first two significant stomas of the season and one late season storm (after February 1). Except for Los
Angeles Co., monitoring programs in the SCB were required to sample a minimum of three storms per site
each year; Los Angeles Co. was required to sample five storms per site each year.

Two types of samples were collected by the monitoring agencies (Table 3). The first type was a grab
sample consisting of a bottle or bucket lowered into the channel or manhole. The second type was a
composite sample, typically collected using a peristaltic pump with an intake strainer mounted in the
bottom of channels or pipes. Composite samples, however, were weighted differently among agencies
(Table 3). Ventura Co., Los Angeles Co., and San Diego Co. used a single composite sample per event
weighted by storm flow (e.g., sampling every set volume interval). In contrast, Orange Co. measured two to
th.ree composite samples per.event, each weighted by time (e.g. every hour, every 15 minutes, etc.).
Although sampling frequency within a composite can vary as a result of stoma duration or volume,
automated samplers were progranamed differently anmng monitoring agencies. Actual sampling
frequencies varied from fotir to over 40 per storm event (Table~3).

Minimum flow requirements were defined by each monitoring agency to identify when to end sampling
and evaluate the acceptability of a stoma event (_Tab!e____~). Typically two trigger levels were used to
conclude sampling. First, peak flows needed to recede to 120%, or less, of baseline pre-stonn flow.
Alternatively, the time since rainfall concluded needed to exceed a minimum interval (typically 96 hr.).
Three of the four agencies reported the storm capture percentage which is equivalent to the volume
representatively sampled compared to the total storm volume discharged. For those agencies that reported
stoma capture criteria, most events were greater than 75%.

Each of the stonnwater management agencies analyzed a variety of constituents for the(r water quality>""
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assessments of urban runoff including general characteristics, inorganic analytes such as trace metals, and
organic constituents such as chlorinated and petroleum hydrocarbons, toxicity tests with invertebrates or
vertebrates, and fecal indicator bacteria (Table 4). Since not all constituents are measured during every
stoma or at every station, only those analytes and detection limits routinely listed in their respective
ADMR’s were reported. Thirteen analytes were measured in common between the four region-wide
stormvcater pernfits in the SCB. Some individual permittees, however, measured as many as 183 analytes
for a given sample.

Collating Monitoring Data and Estimation of Mass Emissions
Rainfall. Armual rainfall varied from 44 to 73 cm throughout the coastal SCB (Figure 2). As expected,
precipitation patterns across the SCB were highest in the north and steadily declined moving south. Oxnard
received 66% more rainfall compared to San Diego. In 1994-95, the annual rainfall was approximately
double the long-term average. Although precipitation was recorded between 9 and 10 months of the year,
the majority of rain fell in the months of January and March. These two months represented 69 to 80% of
the rainfall for the entire year, depending upon the gage site.                             _

Watershed Area and Runoff Volume.
The total watershed area of the rivers and creeks named in Southern Ca|ifomia NPDES stormwater permits
was roughly 26,000 km2 (Table 5). Approximately 90% of this area was gaged for urban runoff flows by a
variety of agencies; 2.9 x 1012 L were measured during the 1994-95 water year (Table 5). Three rivers
discharged over half of the gaged volume to the SCB. Annual discharges from the Los Angeles River,
Santa Clara River, and Santa Ana River cumulatively exceeded 1.7 x 1012 L, but their watersheds
represented only 41% of the SCB area.

When examined on a region-by-region basis, the San Diego Co. NPDES permit (10,800 kin2) encompassed

nearly double the \vatershed area of the other three permits (4,900 to 5,500 km2). Annual discharge volume
in the Los Angeles region (1.13 x 1012 L), however, was between 175% and 230% greater than the other
three regions (0.49 to 0.65 x 1012 L).

Water Quality.
Suspended solids, nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorous), and five trace metals (Cr, Cu, Pb, Ni, and Zn)
were consistently analyzed and reported among the various N~DES stormwater monitoring programs of the
SCB that sampled channel sites (Table~6). Other water quality parameters were measured frequently by
individual agencies, but not consistently among all permits or at all sites within a permit. Organic
constituents such as PAH’s, DDT’s, and PCB’s were frequently measured, but virtually all measurements
for these compounds were below reported detection limits.

No single region had all the highest or all the lowest median EMC’s at channel sampling sites during
1994-95 (Table____f!6). The range of EMC’s between regions differed by a factor of 2 to 20 among the general
constituents and by a factor of l to 15 among the trace metals. This magnitude of variability was also
observed between sites within a single region (Table 6). For example, the range of median EMC’s among
SCB regional pernaits for suspended solids was 175 to 330 mg/L. The range of EMC’s between different
monitoring sites ~vithin the San Diego region was 148 to 485 mg/L while the EMC’s from various sites
within the Orange County region ranged from 41 to 2,148 mg/L.

Mass Emission Estimates from Urban Runoff to the SCB.
Bight-wide median EMC’s and mass emissions from urban runoff were estimated for the 1994-95 water
year (Table 7). The total load of suspended solids was estimated to be 598 x 103 metric tons (m~). Using
the 10th and 90th percentile of the distribution of EMC’s within the SCB, low and high load estimates
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lead, nickel, alld 7111c ) v,,t< c>lllllaled to be 531 mr, aithough estimates varied l~om _,~6 to 1,807 mr.

Evaluation qi’Mom:,)rmg l),~ta.lhr (Ulculati~g Bightwide Mass Emissions fi’om Runoff
Calculating mass emissions fiom urban ~moffto the SCB from the cun-ent monitoring data was
constrained by missing data from unmonitored watersheds (i.e., unsampled channels) and tmmonitored
flows (i.e., unsampled storms) (Fivure 3). The w6tershed area sampled by stonnwater monitoring agencies
during the 1994-95 water year was approximately 1,162 ~2 or 4.5% of the entire area discharging to the
SCB which are listed in NPDES pewits. Likewise, a veu low percentage of the a~ual discharge volume
was monitored. Approximately 0.06 x 1012 L was representatively sampled for analysis during the
1994-95 water year; Less than 2% of the a~ual volume. Of the SCB’s largest watersheds (Los ~geles,
San Gabriel, and Santa Clara Rivers), only 0.5 km2 and 0.15 x 109 L was sampled.

Although the four stormwater monitoring progams targeted similar numbers, sizes, and t~es of sto~s,
each sampled its storms differently. The data set used for this study consisted of gab, single a~d
multiple-weighted composite samples. Fu~he~ore, some agencies used time-weighted and others
flow-weighted composites. Finally the sampling frequency within composites varied from 4 to 40+. Not all
agencies used stoma capture criteria, but those that did met expectations ore 75% or more of the sto~
volume representatively sampled.

Each of the stomawater monitoring agencies analyzed at least nine constituents in common for which
bight-wide mass emissions could be calculated (TSS, nutrients, and five trace metals). One agency
measured as many as 183 constituents per sample. The methods cited in each of the ~MR’s were
comparable to Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) protocols. However, many organic compounds
were non-detectable using these methods. Detection limits for trace metals were generally not problematic
(i.e., usually detected), except for those agencies attempting to measure dissolved fractions.

DISCUSSION

Two approaches are generally used to calculate mass emissions from runoff to the SCB. There is a
watershed-based approach which is empirical; concentrations and volumes are measured directly at the
temainus of a channel prior to entering the receiving waters. The other approach employs a land use model
which estimates runoff volumes based upon quantity of rainfall (from rain gages), watershed area, and
coefficients of runoff (based upon imperviouseness). Typically, runoff models also rely Upon representative
land use sites for water quality data. The watershed-based approach was chosen for this study because
channel sites required fewer assumptions to estimate mass emissions to receiving waters. A land use model
was not applied because the ADMR’s we reviewed lacked the water quality data for some land uses that
may contribute substantial quantities of constituents to the SCB. Moreover, we lacked the necessary data to
sufficiently calibrate and validate a land use model which would require a combination of both land use
and channel site monitoring.

Although the watershed-based approach requires fewer assumptions than the land use model, it was not
completely empirical. The watershed-based approach is most effective on a channel-by-channel and
stoma-by-storm basis. However, the stonnwater monitoring agencies are not mandated by the RWQCB to
monitor every channel or every storm. As a result, the data set was incomplete and a number of
assumptions were required that introduced considerable uncertainty in the quality of our mass emissions
estimates. First, it was necessary to assume that water quality measurements in monitored channels were
equivalent to those from unmonitored channels. Based upon water quality results from monitored channels,
1994-95 median EMC’s for channels within a county and between counties fluctuated widely, often ranging
an order of magnitude or more for most constituents. Studies by SCCWRP (1992) also demonstrated
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tremendous variability am,rag x\ atersheds. For example, suspended solids floxv-weighted mean
_ha to 4,013 mg L among the eight largest rivers and creeks in southernconcentrations ranged l)om

California during 1986-88. In 1994-95, only one of these eight channels was actually monitored by the
stonnwater naanagernent agencies. Since the corresponding data were not available from all channels, we
are unable to assess the bias associated with our extrapolation to umnonitored watersheds.

A second assumption we used was that the temporal periods sampled within a watershed were
representative of other periods which were not sampled. Assumptions based upon extrapolations to
unsan’tpled storms introduces uncertainty because of flow-related variability. Studies on the Los Angeles
River and other channels of the SCB observed significant correlations between flow and pollutant
concentrations (SCCWRP 1990). Consequently, mass emission estimates for specific runoff events differ
between large and small storms as a result of changing constituent concentrations as well as discharge
volumes. Therefore, missing or capturing significant events can result in potential bias depending upon the
magnitude of the storm size. Capturing the largest storm of the year may result in the largest EMC’s and
will likely overestinaate the unsampled, but smaller-sized storms. Alternatively, capturing the s_rnallest
storms may underestinaate the true annual discharge (if substantially large storms are not sampled).
Moreover, 1994-95 was a very wet year. Rainfall was approximately double the long-term annual average
which generated some of the largest peak flows in recent history (USGS 1995). The magnitude of bias
associated with unsampled storm events cannot be assessed because none of the SCB monitoring programs
have sufficient temporal sampling regimes to address this question.

Other temporal assumptions relative to this study that can introduce uncertainty are even less understood
than flow-related correlations. Assumptions which are not well understood for southern Califbmia
watersheds include relationships of water quality to antecedent dry periods (pollutant build-up) and rainfall
intensity or duration (pollutant transport). Examples of the interactions between these two important
parameters include concepts such as "first flush" (initial storm flows) or "seasonal flushing" (initial storms
of the water year). Although several investigators have demonstrated portions of these concepts in other
regions (Herricks 1995), they are not well-quantified in southern California. In some cases they appear
significant (OCEMA 1996, RWQCB-LA 1988); in others, they do not (SCCWRP 1989).

Temporal variability, within and among runoff events is compounded in the SCB by the different sampling
strategies utilized by stormwater monitoring agencies. Our data set was comprised of individual grab,
single and multiple weighted-composite samples. Grab and composite samples however, represent very
different portions of a storm event. Grab samples represent a single snapshot of water quality during a
storm event and, for the most part in 1994-95, were taken independently of flow regime or time since start
of flow. Composite samples were actually multiple grab samples which, when combined together, were
used to represent the mean water quality for an entire stom~ event. Composite samples, however, were
weighted differently among the agencies. Some were weighted by storm flow (e.g., sampling every set
volume interval); others were weighted by time (e.g. every hour, every 15 minutes, etc.). Flow-weighted
composites sample more frequently during high flows than low flows, while time-weighted samples are
distributed evenly throughout the stoma event. Moreover, the number of samples per composite varied
substantially among agencies (4 to 40+), or even within an agency (12 to 40+). The degree to which
sampling strategies influence water quality results has not been quantified in ternas of bias to the true EMC
or the relative effect on seasonal loading estimates.

One reason we needed to rely on so many assumptions is that the monitoring programs are not entirely
designed to estimate mass emissions to the ocean. Most monitoring programs have multiple purposes, all
of which are important. Multiple information needs from urban runoff monitoring include regulatory
compliance, identifying sources of pollutants and developing runoffmodels, as well as evaluating
management actions such as effectiveness of best management practices (Dixon and Chiswell 1996). Even
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monitoring. \~e sug.gc~t tlmt ~h,.’ >ame assumptions \~ e had to make will also inhibit the use of current
monitoring data lbr other purposc~, For e×ample, evaluating the effectiveness of a specific management
action, would be very difficult ~ iih tile degree of variation obserned. Ira load reduction of 30% is targeted
but variability in mass emission estimates are only accurate to within a factor of five to 10, true load
reductions will be obscured and may not be detected. The effect of large variability would also hinder
attempts to assess differences between sources and the variance added to a mass emissions computer
modeling program would limit its utility as a management tool.

Estimating pollutant mass emissions from urban runoff discharges is the only way to gain perspective
relative to the magnitude of inputs from other sources. Even when using the lower end of the mass
emission estimates provided in this article, based upon monitoring data compiled from the 1994-95
NPDES permitted stormwater programs, inputs from urban runoff are substantial relative to other sources
(See Characteristics of Effluents from Power Generating Stations in 1995 and Characteristics of Effluents
6"om Large Municipal Wastewater Treatment Facilities in 1995 in this volume). Mass-based c_omparisons
among various sources are preferred because large temporal and/or spatial changes in concentrations or
flow can mislead scientists and resource managers when assessing the extent of potential impact. Of
course, mass emission estimates are just one factor in the overalt impact assessment process. Other
important elements need to be considered including pollutant transport, contaminant fate, and biological
impairment (See bnpaets of Stormwater Discharges on Santa Monica Bay and Toxicity of Stormwater
Discharges fi’om Ballona and Malibu Creeks in this volume).

We suggest that estimating mass emissions is one of the greatest reasons to monitor because this is the only
way in which stormwater management agencies can assess their relative contribution of pollutants to the
marine environment. In southern California, marine environments are habitats of great concern since little
freshwater habitat exists in our ephemeral streams and most channels are already highly modified..
Currently, urban runoff is estimated to be a substantial source of pollutant inputs; However, this study has ......,.
shown that mass emission calculations required numerous assumptions and the quality of load estimates
are uncertain. If urban runoff is in fact a large source of pollutants, then quality load estimates will be
required so that storn~water managers can leverage appropriate funding from their respective legislative,,
bodies for controllirtg these inputs. If urban runoff is not a significant source o f pollutant inputs, then
quality load estimates will serve to alleviate the regulatory pressure and public perception that this source
of inputs represents an m~resolved environmental problem. At this point in time, the "true load" from
creeks and rivers of the SCB is unknown. Furthermore, without adequate mass emission estimates and
reliable confidence limits we will be unable to quantify with certainty whether mass emissions from urban
runoff are increasing, decreasing, or staying the same with time, or whether they are changing as a result of
management action.
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FIGURES

Figure 1. Map of major ,vatercourses named in the four County-~vide NPDES Municipal
Stormwater Permits which discharge to the Southern California Bight. (See Table 1 for the names of
individual rivers and creeks). ,~.o.
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Figure 2. Annual rainfall at four locations in the Southern California Bight. (Data from the National .,
Climatic Data Ceuter, Ashville, NC).                                                               :.
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Figure 3. Total watershed area and volume discharged during the 1994-95 water year from rivers
and creeks listed in NPDES stormwater permits of Southern California relative to the quantity
actually monitored or estimated by permittees Using stormwater management models.
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The Southcrn California Bight Pilot Project: Sampling Design

Ma!y Bergen

A general description of the Southen~ California Bight Pilot Project (SCBPP) is provided in the Southern
California Bight Pilot Project: An Overview (in this annual report). It describes the justification for the
Project, the basic elements of the sampling design, and the project management used to implement the
program. This paper ’,,,’ill provide a detailed description of the sampling design used for the SCBPP.

SAMPLING DESIGN
The Steering Committee used the conceptual framework of the United States Environmental Protection
Agency’s (USEPA) Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Program (EMAP) (Overton et al. 1990,
Stevens 1994) to design the SCBPP survey. EMAP sampling is based on a randomly~placed, triangular grid
of points covering the contiguous United States and associated coastal waters. The interpoint distance for
the EMAP grid is approximately 27 km (White et al. 1992); however, the grid spacing can be adjusted as
needed for a particular sampling design. Use of the triangular grid ensures that sample points are
well-distributed over the study area. Moreover, the explicit spatial basis of the design ensures that each
sampling point represents a kno~vn area, so that it is possible to estimate the amount of area with a
particular characteristic, e.g., the area with total organic carbon (TOC) greater than 2%. Random placement
of the grid and random selection of sampling points provides randotrmess needed for statistical inference.

To assure a sufficient sample size, the Southern California Bight (SCB) was divided into subpopulations of
interest (Fi_mtre l, Table____.~l), including three geographic zones; three depth zones; the areas around the four
largest municipal wastewater outfalls, treated cumulatively; the areas within 3 km of the l 1 largest rivers
(excluding the Los Angeles River which discharges into Long Beach Harbor) and stormdrains, treated
cumulatively; Santa Monica Bay; and the area around the Hyperion Treatment Plant (HTP) outfall. The
goal was to have at least 40 samples per subpopulation.

The areas around the municipal wastewater outfalls and the rivers and stom,t drains were chosen as
subpopulations to allow assessment of ecological changes near point and nonpoint discharges, respectively.
The geographic and depth subpopulations were chosen because nonpoint sources are more likely to affect
shallo\v areas and point sources are more likely to affect deeper areas in the central Bight. In addition, the
Steering Conmaittee expected benthic infaunal and demersal fish assemblages to vary with latitude and
depth. Santa Monica Bay and the area around the HTP 5-mile outfall were chosen to enhance sampling
density so that data from the SCBPP could be compared to data collected by the City of Los Angeles in
their fixed-station monitoring.

The dividing lines for the geographic and depth zones were chosen using the Committee’s collective
"knowledge of invertebrate and fish distributions in thc SCB. The circles around the rivers and storm drains
were drawn using a 3-kin radius. Since there is no infomaation about the impacts ofnonpoint discharges on
demersal fish or benthic infaunal asssemblages in Southern California, this distance was chosen arbitrarily.

Except for the HTP outfall, the areas around the outfalls were delineated by drawing a line around the
sampling grid that is currently used to monitor each outfall. Since the monitoring program includes all of
Santa Monica Bay, the HTP sampling gn’id was not used to delineate the HTP outfall area. This was because
the Steering Committee wanted to distinguish between the outfall area and the rest of Santa Monica Bay. In
addition they wanted to enhance the sampling effort around the outfall to allow for a comparison bet~veen
the SCBPP data and HTP monitoring data. Therefore, monitoring data was used to delineate an area that
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Project 31anagement

More than 100 people flom thirteen different organizations were involved in the management of the 1994
Pilot Project. Effective management was a critical component of the success of the project since it required
coordinating the efforts of many groups to produce data that are reliable and comparable. Management was
based on a three-tier structure, with each tier performing a different function.

At the center of the naanagernent structure was the Steering Committee, composed of scientist/managers
from each of the participating agencies. The Steering Conunittee was responsible for the overall Planning of
regional monitoring activities, focusing largely on program design. During the design process, the Steering
Conm’tittee identified the questions to be addressed in the su~’ey, selected sample sites to achieve these
objectives and identified the indicators to be measured.

The Steering Conunittee was also responsible for project coordination among the different organizations
involved. To achieve this, selected members of the Steering Conmaittee were appointed as Quality
Assurance (QA) Officer (who directed the QA components of the project), Field Coordinator (who directed
the administrative and technical components of field operations), Laboratory Coordinator (who directed the
administrative and technical components of laboratory analyses), and Information Management Officer
(who coordinated data reporting and management).

The Steering Conmaittee was supported by five technical subcorrunittees, xvhich were responsible for
addressing the technical details associated with each indicator group. These groups prepared sections of the
metlaods and QA manuals specific to their areas of expertise. They also conducted data analysis of their
indicators, with their reports subject to Steering Conunittee review.

The Steering Committee reported to the SCCWRP Commission, which is composed of the highest level of
management from each of the largest municipal dischargers to Southern California Bight and from each of :-
the agencies responsible for regulating discharge to the Bight. The Conmaission, which meets on a quarterly
basis, ensured that the questions we were addressing stayed relevant to current management issues.
Reporting to the Cotmnission also ensured that the results would be used for management action.

Stcer~n~ Committee Mcml,ers
SCCWRP Commission
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For the assessment, the Conumttee chose 12 indicators of ecological health, including tour measures of
water quality (dissolved oxygen, temperature, salinity, and transmissivity), benthic infauna, epibenthic
macroinvertebrate and demersal fish assemblages, sediment characteristics, including contamination,
sediment toxicity, external fish pathology and bioaccumulation, and marine debris.

The assessment period was targeted for summer (July-August) since populations ofdemersal fish and
benthic infauna are expected to be more stable in summer than in winter or spring, and sampling is less
likely to be interrupted by bad weather. In addition summer sampling corresponds to the "index period"
used in the EMAP program.

Due to financial and logistical constraints, it \vas not possible to collect enough samples to characterize all
indicators in all subpopulations. Given available resources, it was possible to take enough trawls to
characterize fish assemblages, fish pathology, and marine debris in the three geographic zones, three depth
zones, and cumulative outfall areas. Sediment toxicity and fish tissue contamination were characterized for
the cumulative outfall areas and for the SCB as a whole. Water quality, sediment characteristics and benthic
invertebrate assemblages were characterized for all subpopulations.

STATION SELECTION
The stations to be sampled were chosen using a modification of the sampling protocol used by EMAP for
estuaries in the Louisianan province (Sunmaers et al. 1993). First, to have enough grid points to produce
approximately 40 stations per subpopulation, the EMAP grid was enhanced 7x7x7 fold. Then, stations were
selected by a process that involved (1) randomization of the grid points, (2) random selection of grid points,
and (3) random placement of a sampling point around each grid point. The grid points were randomized
using a process that produced an optimum spatial spread of samples, while retaining the randomness
needed tbr statistical evaluation. To do this, each point in the grid was given a number and spatial address.
The spatial address preserved information about the original location of the point. The numbering was in
groups of seven and of powers of seven. Grid points were then completely randomized within the smallest
group, and the groups were randomized within the next larger group. In this way the order of points was
randomized but geographically adjacent points remained dose to each other during randomization.

To select grid points for benthic and water quality sampling from the total population of grid points, each
g~d point (in random order) was assigned an inclusion probability based on the number of samples needed
in the area in which the point was located. For instance, grid points in the river discharge areas were given
larger inclusion probabilities than points in nondischarge areas because more samples per unit area were
needed. To choose the first grid point, the inclusion probabilities xvere sequentially summed, starting with
the first point, until the cumulative probability was greater than or equal to one. Then a point was randomly
chosen from the group of points with a cumulative probability of one or less. Subsequent grid points were
chosen by adding 1 to the first randomly chosen probability (= r) and the number of points selected (i.e.,
grid points were selected at r + 1, r + 2, etc.).

To select grid points for the trawl sampling, which would only be analyzed for depth, geographic, and
outfall subpopulations, the same procedure was used; ho~vever, the selection process included only the grid
points selected for benthic and water quality sampling. Finally, the stations to be sampled for sediment
toxicity and tissue analysis were selected from the grid points chosen for trawling.

SAMPLING LOGISTICS
Five organizations were responsible for collecting samples: City of Los Angeles, Environmental
Monitoring Division; City of San Diego, Metropolitan Wastewater Department, County Sanitation Districts
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,~f Los Angeles (.’o~mt.’.. (.’,,urn.’, Saturation I)~smc:s ofOrange Count;: and the Southern California Coastal
Water Research ProJect IS(’C\\’R.P). The number of samples was based on the number of samples each
agency collects in the summer quarter. Due to institutional restraints, such as insurance and travel
restrictions, it was necessary to divide the sampling effort geographically. South of Point Dume, lines were
drawn to divide the area into sample areas, Each agency sampled the geographic area that included their
monitoring grid. SCCWRP, through contracts to MEC Analytical Systems, Inc., and MBC Applied
Environmental Sciences, sampled the area north of Point Dume.

Between July 1 l and August 22, 1994, water quality profiles were taken at 261 stations, benthic grab
samples were taken at 2~2 stations, and trawls were taken at 114 stations. Since the participating
organizations have separate field crews for each type of sampling, each station was sampled three times:
once with a conductivity-temperature-depth profiler (CTD), once with a Van Veen grab sampler, and once
with a otter trawl.

QUALITY ASSURANCE AND QUALITY CONTROL
Since five agencies were involved with sample collection and analysis, procedures for intercalib~’ation and
quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) were of paramount importance. A field coordination team
agreed on standard methods for collecting field samples and prepared a field operations manual for the
survey (SCBPP, FCT 1994). The manual provided detailed descriptions of all procedures for sample
collection and field analyses, including detailed QAJQC procedures and criteria.

Because methodologies (including instrumentation) differ widely anaong laboratories, the Committee opted
to undertake a performance-based approach for sediment chetnistry. The Committee envisioned a two-step
process for implementing performance-based standards for laboratory analyses. In the first step, the
laboratory would demonstrate the ability to perform the analyses by providing documentation about the
procedure to be used, including documentation of the method detection limits and calibration curves, and
by blind analysis of a known sample. Following successful performance in the first phase, the laboratory    ..i:.,~.~
would continue to demonstrate performance by participation in interlaboratory intercalibration exercises,
repeated analyses of Certified Reference Materials, calibration checks, and analyses of laboratory reagent
blanks and fortified samples.

Intercalibration procedures for sorting and identification of specimens for benthic samples were developed
by the specialty group for benthic sampling. Measurement Quality Objectives (MQOs), procedures for
redressing problems, and standard reporting requirements were established for each stage of processing.
Considerable effort was taken to ensure taxonomic consistency between the laboratories. Workshops under
the auspices of the Southern California Association of Marine Invertebrate Taxonomists (SCAMIT) were
held every two to four weeks to examine infaunal specimens and discuss taxonomic problems.

DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
The sampling design is structured so that the extent and magnitude of change can be compared across
subpopulations; that is, the areal extent of some parameter (e.g., toxicity) can be compared in the north,
central, and southern zones or in outfall and nonoutfall areas. It is also possible to compare parameters,
e.g., the spatial extent of toxicity and sediment with DDT higher than 3 ppb.

Determining the areal extent is a two-step process. First, the Horvitz -Thompson estimation (Cochran 1977)
is used to develop a cumulative distribution function (CDF) from the area-weighted data (Appendix 1 ). The
CDF shows the range of indicator values of an indicator as well as information about central tend.ency and
extreme values. Then a threshold value is selected. The threshold value divides natural and changed values.
B.ased on the threshold value, the percent area exceeding the threshold can be estimated.

The process of selecting a threshold value will be simple for some indicators and more difficult for others.
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experimental endpomt, t:or ~olnc bcdiment contaminants ~c.g., silver), the thresholds can be chosen
estimates of the concentration o1" the compound expected to cause toxicity (Eong and Morgan 1990).
However, for a compound such as TOC, there is no definitive method to detennine a threshold between
natural and unnatural values. Regression analysis can be used to identify stations with higher than expected
concentrations (Bergen et al. 1995, Daskalakis and O’Connor 1995). Then the sediment chemistry data
along with data from other sources can be used to determine if increased concentrations are associated with
anthropogenic activities. For demersal fish and benthic infaunal assemblages, the threshold will b~ based
on an index (one for fish and one for infauna) that summarizes changes in community parameters, such as
number of species and number of individuals. If the absolute value of the threshold is not clear, the Steering
Committee will use all the available information to select a threshold.

SUMMARY
The SCBPP is a cooperative sampling effort intended to provide synoptic information about the ecological
condition of the mainland shelf of Southern California.

The sampling design was based on a design developed by USEPA EMAP. Sampling points were chosen by
random placement of a grid of points over the sampling area, followed by random selection of grid points
and random placement of stations around the grid points. The grid ensured that the sampling effort was well
distributed over the study area while the random placement of the grid and random selection of sampling
statioas provided randomness needed for statistical inference. Moreover, since the interpoint distance of tl~e
grid was known, each sampling point represents a known area so that the amount of area with a particular
characteristic, e.g., the area with total organic carbon greater than 2%, can be estimated.

The sampling was designed for assessing ecological conditions in three geographic zones, three depth
zones, the areas around the four largest municipal wastewater outfalls (treated cumulatively), the areas
within 3 kna of 11 rivers and stormdrains (treated cumulatively), Santa Monica Bay, and the area around the
HTP outfall. The assessment of ecological condition will be based on measures of water quality, demersal
fish and benthic infaunal assemblages, sediment characteristics, sediment toxicity, fish pathology and
bioaccumulation, and marine debris.

The extent and magnitude of change between subpopulations will be measured by (l) developing a
cumulative distribution function for a parameter and (2) selecting a threshold value to divide natural from
changed. "rhea the percent area that has been changed will be esti.mated.

Analysis of data is in progress. Survey results will be presented in a series of reports, including an
assessment of ecological conditions on the Southern California mainland shelf and an evaluation of the
SCBPP survey design.

Return to Table of Contents
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FIGURES

FIGURE 1.
River and outfall subpopulation areas for the Southern California Bight Pilot Project survey, July - August
1994.
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TABLE 1.
Subpopulations of interest in the SCBPP. Subpopulations are defined in detail in the text.

Return to Sampling Desi.t.,n

¯ . 1. Geographic zones:
Northern - Point Conception to Point Dume

rCentral - Point Dume to Dana Point

’;Southern- Dana Point to the U.S.-Mexico border
2. Depth zones:

Shallow (Inner shelf) - 10-25m

iMid-depth (Middle shelf) - 26-100m

iDeep (Outer shelf) - 101-200m

3. The areas around the outfalls of the four largest municipal
wastewater outfalls treated cumulatively.

i4. The areas within 3 km of the following 11 largest riversa and storm drains treated cumulatively:

IVentura River

iSanta Clara River
;Calleguas Creel<

iMalibu Creek
Ballona Creek                                                                                     ’ :’:

’Santa Ana River
,Santa Margarita River

~San Luis Rey River
San Diego River

Tijuana River

5. Santa Monica Bay
6. The area around City of Los Angeles Hyperion Treatment plant 5-mile outfall.

a Los Angeles River (the largest river) was excluded because it discharged into Long Beach Harbor.

APPENDIX 1.

Return t,, ~ L,!.I ~nalysis
The Cumulative Distribution Function A cumulat~, c ,hstribution function (CDF) is the progressive
summation of a distribution function. A distribution function presents the amount (e.g., frequency, percent
of population, percent of area) for each category of a variable. The CDF presents the cumulative total (e.g.,
total percent area) for each category of a variable. Th ~s allows the determination of the anaount of the
distribution equal to or less than the category. Sokal and Rohlf (1995) describe the distribution function
and cumulative distribution function for a normal distribution. For the SCBPP, the distribution function is
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the percent of the area of’the SCB or of one of the subpopulations for the categoo~ of the variablc: for
ins’tance~ it is the percent of area w~th DDE of 10 ppb, 20 ppb .... up to the maximum measured. The CDF
shows the percent of area with DDE equal to or less than 10 ppb, 20 ppb, etc. In the SCBPP survey,
because some areas (e.g., around the HTP outfall) were more intensively sampled than others, the number
of points per unit area and the amount of area that the points represent varies. Therefore, the area weight,
(i.e., the amount of area represented by the point) must be used to calculate the CDF. The CDF for
parameter value x (e.g., DDE = 30 ppb) is the sum of the area weights for observations with values equal to
or less than x divided by the sum of all the area ,,,,,eights in the population Or:

cdJk=Total x (areawti)/Total (n) areawti)

where: edfx = estimate of CDF for parameter value x
(e.g., DDE = 40 ppb)
areawti = area weight for parameter value x

n = total number of observations
x = parameter value

Return to Table of Contents
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i tnll~l,,’l,, t~l .kllil-lnv, att’r l)i,+cqi:ir~i.++ on the Nt~al-+iiill+t? EII~, ilOliniolil
of .’q+ilila .’%loliil2tl Bay

ABSTRACT

Ykis report describes the first-year results ofa tkree-year study to investigate the receiving water effects
of ston~a~vater discharges from Ballona and Malibu Creeks. Surface water and sediment samples were
collected for analysis %llowing four storm events in Janua~ and Februau, 1996. Surface water toxicity
was present offshore of Bal!ona Creek and was proportional to the concentration of runoff in the plume.
Deposition of ~noff particulates offshore of both Ballona and Malibu Creeks was indicated by spatial
changes in sediment characteristics, such as grain size and total organic carbon (TOC). Similar spatial
patterns were present in samples collected after stomps and during d~ weather, indicating that the
changes were persistent. Sediment contaminants, such as lead, total polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB), and
total polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (P~), were elevated at stations located nearest the mouth of
Ballona Creek. Sediment contamination was less offshore of Malibu Creek and did not show ~ pattern
related to sto~water discharge. The first-year results have not detected sto~water-related changes in
benthic in faunal community assemblages or sediment toxicity near th~ discharges.

INTRODUCTION

Urban runoffhas been shown to discharge large quantities of contaminants (Schiffand Stevenson 1996;
SCCX~ 1990, 1993a) and can be toxic to marine organisms (Bay eta!. 1996). Unlike municipal
wastewater, sto~water runoff enters the nearshore nzari~e environment, often through estuades or
wetlatads, x~,holly untreated. New regulations and increased monitoring efficiency are e~ancing
in-channel measurements, more accurately characterizing wet weather inputs and the effectiveness of
best management practices (LACDPW 1996). However, visually no information exists on contaminant
fates and their biological effects once wet weather discharges enter the marine environment.

The fates and effects of contaminants on the receiving environment cannot be predicted from in-chamael
measurements alone. The mixing of the freshwater plunae xvith seawater alters the chemical state and
solubility of some contaminants; particle aggregation and settling are also affected in complex ways.
The nearshore environment is ve~’ dynamic, with waves and CUtTents having strong influences on the
deposition and distribution of stom~water contaminants. Much o f what is known about the benthic
eli?ors of contaminants has been learned from studies of offshore ocean wastewater outfaIls. These
systems differ markedly fiom stomawater discharges in te~s of discharge composition, variability, and
receiving environment ckaracteristics. Directed studies of stone, water discharge are needed to identify
the contaminants of concern and their biological effects.

The research described in this report represents the initial results of a tDee-year program to investigate
the co,elation between stotaa~water discharge at~d environmental effects. This study, conducted in
collaboration with the University of Southern California (USC), USC/SeaGrant, and the University of
California at Santa Barbara (UCSB), has three principal objectives. The first objective is to measure the
dispersion and mixing of stonaawater plumes in Santa Monica Bay (this work was conducted by our
collaborators and is not presented herein). The second objective is to examine the magnitude and
characteristics of water column and sediment toxicity near sto~water discharges. This work element
examines potential contaminant effects and provides an impo~ant link with similar data obtained from
upstream measurements. The final objective of tkis project is to measure the impacts to benthic
communities in tke immediate vicinity of the disckarge. This repo~ presents the results of toxicity and
benthic impact testing during the first wet season o f sampling. Upon completion of the tt~ee-year study,
an integration of these results with data obtained fiom our joint investigators will appear in a future issue
of the Southern California Coastal Water Resea~ch Project (SCC~Z~) ~nual Repol¢.

MATE~ALS AND METHODS

The Ballona Creek and Malibu Creek watersheds were selected for evaluation in this’study. Both
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Santa Monica Bav dr,un,i~c a: c,l )Slci>t)om ’,rod Str,..’ckcr i993). The ~3allona (..’reck drainage basin is
highly urbanized; $a.,, ol~lhc ~ mcM~cd is de\ eloped and comprised of predominantly rcside~.tial land
use. Almost the entire chan))cl )s concrete-lined. (’onvcrsely, Malibu Creek is predominantly
undeveloped; 88% of the ~ atcrshed is open land and the creek is in a natural state. These differences in
watershed characteristics, combined with localized diversity in rainfall, lead to large variations in flow
and pollutant loading to the ocean, even for the same storm event (LACDPW 1996). By comparing
impacts associated with each watershed, we hope to distinguish between effects arising from urban and
nonurban stormwater runoff.

Sampling and Sample Handling

The sampling program consisted of two phases. In the first phase, sediment samples were collected in
November 1995 and January 1996 (Table 1) to examine the spatial extent of runoff-affected sediment
offshore of each creek. These data were used to select sediment sampling stations for the second phase,
consisting of sediment and water sampling during or soon after storms (wet season sampling). Wet
season sampling was also coordinated with plume dispersion studies conducted by USC and UCSB.
Sample dates (Table 1) and methods varied throughout the study because of the unpredictable_nature of
storm events, the limitations of ship availability, and the objectives of different study components. Water
samples for toxicity were collected as soon as possible following a storm (8 to.48 h), while sediment
samples were collected 7 to 12 d following target stomas in order to allow suspended particles to settle.

The spatial survey consisted of two grids (13 to 15 stations each) surrounding the mouths of Ballona and
Malibu Creeks (Figure 1). Stations ,.’,’ere separated by approximately 2 km and extended 2 to 4 km
upcoast or downcoast from each creek mouth. Sampling depths were approximately 10, 25, and 40 m.
The spatial survey was cornpleted priorto significant flow fi’om either creek during the 1995 to 1996 wet
season.

Wet season sampling was accomplished after four stoma events during the 1995 to 1996 wet season
(Table 1). Based upon the results of the spatial survey, four stations offshore ofeach creek mouth were
targeted for post-stonn sediment chemistry and infaunal sampling (Figure 1). Samples were taken at
approximately 25 m at all eight stations to reduce any depth-related bias. One additional sediment
sample was collected at each site on February 28 for sediment toxicity and chemistry testing.
Continuous profiles of water column temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, and transmissivity were
also taken at each sediment collection station (these data are not presented in this report).

Sediments ,,,,’ere collected using a 0.1 m2 modified Van Veen grab from either the R/V LaMer or R/V
Sea World. For contaminant analysis, only surficial sediments (the top 2 cm) from undisturbed grabs
were collected. Sediment samples were placed in separate containers for grain size, TOC/tota!
nitrogen(TN), trace organics, and trace metals analysis These samples were taken from the same grab
but were not homogenized prior to splitting. Sarrtp~es were either stored under refrigeration (grain size)
or frozen until analyzed. Samples for sediment toxicity tests ,.,,’ere taken from replicate grabs and stored
under refrigeration.

For benthic invertebrate community (infaunal) ¢,n.~:,-~<, entire sediment grab samples were gently
washed through a 1 mm mesh stainless steel scrc.-~’ ’~ tl~e boat. The organisms retained on the screen
were "relaxed" using MgSO4 (Epsom salts) in ’-<.,., .’. ). After 30 rain, the sample was fixed with 10%
borax-buffered formalin and returned to the lab,..’ ¯:\l’ter 24 h, samples were rinsed with freshwater

¯ to remove formalin and preserved in 70% ethm;,,!

¯ Surface water samples (upper meter) were, .~’., <),..’d during each of the four storm events (Table
I). Five water samples were obtained fiom t~,. [3,tllona Creek area during each event. Fewer
samples were collected offMalibu Creek. duc )t~ difficulties in accessing the study area and the
relatively small volume of runoff found in lhc surface water. Water sampling methods varied
because of the necessity to use different boats !’or sampling operations. Surface water samples for
January 31 and February 1 were collected by dipping into the water a glass jar attached to the end     ,,.
of an aluminum pole. Water samples for other stomps were obtained with a submersible pump       +’.::
deployed off the side of the boat. Both sampling techniques may have captured portions of the sea    "
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Sainpk., ,.,. crc .~,..i ~ ~uldcr rclhgcl,~ion a~ SCL’~VRP ai~d ~es~ed ~vilhin 48 h.
~ Locations O[’I}10 ~ ’,llel" sampling stations were determined during each cruise and varied between

events. Salinity measurements were used to select locations that represented a gradient of runoff
concentration, usually aligned along a transect running between the creek mouth and a reference
station (no apparent runofl) located up to 6 km of~ghore. Deviations from the general sampling
plan occurred in response to available ship time, weather conditions, and the extent of the runoff
plume.

Analylieal Chemistry

Grain Size Analysis

Sediment grain size was measured using a Horiba Model LA-900 laser-scattering panicle size
distribution analyzer. The sediment sample was first homogenized, then a representative aliquot xvas
passed t~ough the instrument and the panicle sizes were detem~ined by detection of scattered (refracted
and reflected) laser light.

Total Organic Carbon, Total Nitroge~ and Total Volatile Soli& Anab’sis

The TOC/TN measurements were conducted using a Carlo Erba 1108 CHN elemental analyzer,
according to methods developed by SCCg~ (t 993b). Sediment samples were homogenized, dried, and
then digested with acid to remove inorganic carbon. Samples were then oxidized by combustion in the
analyzer, and lhe evolved carbon and nitrogen were quantified using a them~al conductivity detector.

Total volatile solids (TVS) was measured using a Then~olyne Model 62700 muffle furnace. Sediments
were dried at 60 C overnight, combusted at 500C, and then weighed after cooling. The TVS was
detem~ined from the net loss in weight after combustion. While not as specific a measure as TOC, TVS
has been shown to be significantly co,elated with TOC measurements in reference areas of the Southern
California Bight (SCB) (Thompson at al. 1993).

Melals Analysis

Samples were prepared tBr metals analysis in accordance with Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Method 3051 (EPA 1996). Dried sediment samples were digested using a nitric acid:hydrochloric acid
mixture. Concentrations of aluminum, arsenic, bewllium, cadmium, chromium, copper, iron, lead,
mercuu, nickel, selenium, sih, er, and zinc were detem~ined using a Hewlett Packard Model 4500
inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrommer (ICP-MS) according to EPA Method 200.8 (EPA 1991).

Pesticides and Po{vchlorinated Biphe~o’ls

Analytical methods for chlorinated pesticides (DDTs) and PCBs followed EPA protocols (EPA 1986 or
EPA 1983). Six DDT isomers and metabolites (o,p’-DDT, p,p’-DDT, o,p’-DDE, p,p’-DDE, o,p’-DDD,
p,p’-DDD) and 27 indivigual PCB congeners (Congeners 8, 18, 28, 29, 44, 50, 52, 66, 77, 87, 101, 104,
105, 118, 126, 128, 138, 153, 15~, 170, 180, 187, 188, 195,201,206, and 209)were quantified. Samples
were also examined for 12 additional chlorinated pesticides (isomers of chlordane and lindane,
hexachlorobenzene, and derivatives of endosulfan), but none of these compounds were detected for any
sample in this study.

Specific methodological details for the sediment analyses can be found in SCCWRP (1994) or Zeng and
~an (1995), but a general description of lhe procedure follows. Samples for DDT and PCB analysis
were homogenized and then centrifuged ~o remove pore water. Following extraction by methylene
chloride, samples were cleaned of interfering compounds using activated copper addition and
preparative columns of alumina and silica. Extracts ~vere concentrated to 1 mL and injected into a
Hewlett Packard Model 5890 II gas chromatograph equipped with a 60m by 0.25 mm in diameter (0.25
m film thickness) DB-5 fused silica capillary column and a 63Ni electron capture detector (GC-ECD) for
analyte measurement.
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The PAH analyses were conducted using EPA protocols (EPA 1986 or EPA 1983), which quantify 28
different PAHs. Specific methodological details can be found in Zeng and Khan (1995) or SCCWRP
(1995a). Analysis was accomplished by injecting a portion of the same solvent extract used for the
chlorinated hydrocarbon measurements into a Hewlett Packard Mode! 5890 II gas chromatograph
equipped with a DB-5 colunm (60m by 0.25 mm in diameter by 0.25 m film thickness) and a Hewlett
Packard Model 5870 mass selective detector in electron impact ionization mode.

Quality Assurance

Each batch of samples for metals or organics analysis included blanks, spiked samples, and standard
reference materials to monitor method performance and recovery. Instrument calibration was verified
prior to analyzing each batch of samples, and internal standards were added to each solvent extract to
correct for variations in instrument perfomaance.

In faunal CommuniO, Analysis                                                     -

Each infaunal sample was sorted into six different taxonomic groups: ~nnelids~ molluscs, arthropods,
ophiuroids, miscellaneous echinoderms, and "other phyla." A minimum of 10% of each sample was
re-sorted by another person to detect missed organisms. If sorting efficiency was less than 95%, then the
entire sample was re-sorted. Biomass measurements were obtained by weighing each group of
organisms to the nearest 0.01 g (wet weight).

Each organism was identified to the lowest taxon possible, using standardized nomenclature developed
for the SCB (SCAMIT 1996). Species-level identifications were assigned by scientists who were experts
in their respective taxonomic group and were active members of the Southern California Association of
Marine Invertebrate Taxonomists (an interagency quality assurance group). Ten percent of all samples
were re-identified and enumerated by a second taxonomist for quality assurance. All new species        :. -:-~-~
encountered were maintained in a voucher collection located at SCCWRP.                            ":"’:"

To.viciO, Measurement

Three types of enviromnental samples were tested for toxicity: surface water, sediment interstitial water,
and whole sediment. Surface water samples were not filtered or centrifuged before testing. Brine
(prepared by the partial freezing of seawater) was added to samples with a salinity below 30 g/kg to
adjust the salinity to 34 g/kg. Each water sample was tested at a single concentration; i.e., 100% sample
or the maximum concentration after salinity adjustment. Four replicates of each sample were tested. The
percentage of runoff present in each toxicity test sample was calculated from the initial salinity value
and included dilution resulting from salinity adjustment. This calculation assumed that the percent of
runoff present in the original sample was inversely proportional to the relative salinity, expressed as a
percentage of the background value (outside of plume).

Interstitial water was extracted from the sediment samples by centrifugation twice at 3,000 x g for 30
rain. Laboratory seawater was added to the samples to produce three test concentrations containing 100,
50, and 25% interstitial water. Three replicates of each concentration were tested.

Water quality measurements conducted during each toxicity test consisted of salinity, dissolved oxygen,
pH, and total anamonia content. Measurements were made using electrodes that were calibrated daily.
Measurements were made at the start of each test and at the end of the 10-d anaphipod survival test.
Electronic thermometers were used to measure water temperature continuously throughout the duration
of each experiment.

~ Sea Urchin Fertilization

All samples of surface water and interstitial water ~ere tested for toxicity using a sea urchin fertilization      :
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cx,maincd later with ;~ m~cr,},~,~pe to assess the percent IL’rtilized. Ioxic eI’t~cts are expressed as a

Purple sea urchins (,S’trongvlo¢’entrotus t~t~7)ttrdtus) used in the tests were collected from inte~idal areas
in northet~ Santa Monica Bay. The tests were conducted in glass vials containing 10 mL of solution.

* A negative control (0.45 na and activated carbon filtered natural seawater from Redondo Beach)
and a brine control (distilled water containing 50% brine) were included in each test series %r
quality assurance purposes. A reference toxicant test (copper in seawater) was conducted with
each batch of samples to document sea urchin health.

* Amphipod Su~,ival

The toxicity of sediment samples was assessed by measuring the su~ival ofamphipods following a 10-d
exposure period. Test methods followed standard guidelines (ASTM 1991). A one-liter sediment sample
was removed from storage and manually homogenized with a large plastic spoon. A 2 cm layer of
sediment was added to five replicate one-qua~ glass canning jars for each station. Approximately 750
mL of lab seawater, adjusted to a salinity of 30 g/kg, was added to each j at. The jars were fitted with
aeration tubes and allowed to equilibrate overnight before the addition of the amphipods.

Twenty amphipods (Rhepoxynius abronius) were added to each jar. The test animals were collected from
Puget Sound, Washington. A sample of collection site sediment was also included in the test, as a
negative control. The test was conducted at 15C, under constant illumination. Su~iving animals were
removed from the sediment at the end of the exposure by sieving and were counted to detemfine the
percent suB, ival. Reburial success was not detem~ined. A concu~ent reference toxicant test consisting of
a four-d exposure to cadmium in seawater was conducted to document anaphipod health.

Data AnaO,sis

The sea urchin fe~ilization test results were no~aIized to the control (lab seawater) response in order to
compensate for variations in response between experinaents. Nomaalization was accomplished by
dividing the mean fe~ilization for each sample by the control fe~ilization percentage, then expressing
the resulting fraction as a percentage.

Sediment characteristics and infaunal community parameters at the 25 m stations were summarized by
calculating the mean and 95% confidence inte~al of all wet weather samples for each station (n = 3 or 4
for Malibu or Ballona, respectively).

RESULTS

Sm~tee Water Effects

ToxiciO,

Toxicity was present in surface water samples collected near the mouth of Ballona Creek during three of
the four sampling events. No Table 2toxicity was detected in water samples collected on Janua~ 22.
Samples from this event contained little runoff (<4%), whereas water samples from later sto~ events
contained up to 44% runoff (Table 2). Toxicity was always detected in water samples containing greater
than 10% runoff, with samples containing the most ~noffhaving the greatest toxicity (Table 2). The
relatively small volume ofmnoffpresent in the JanuaU 22 samples was probably due to a delay in
collection following the stoma.

’Toxicity was u~ually present in water samples collected nearest the mouth of Ballona Creek (Figure 2).
Toxic water samples were restricted to a relatively small zone (<2 ~ offshore of Ballona Creek) on
Janua~ 31 and March 5. A greater area of toxicity was present on Feb~a~ 2 l, with toxic water present
up to 4 ~ from the mouth of Ballona Creek. Too few samples were collected to examine the longshore
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No toxicity \\as dci,.’cicd ii~ v, ,ll,:~ .-,,unplcs collected near tile mouth of Ma!ibu Lagoon:during three        ...
storm events. Tox~citx’ v, ,~ not expected to be l~ulld ill the Malibu samples, since they contained less
than 2qi~ runoff(l’able

Sedimen¢ Effi,ccs

£})atial Patterns

Sediments from the spatial sun’ey were analyzed for indicators of grain size (percent fines) and organic
material (percent TVS). These parameters were examined to identify deviations in general sediment
characteristics caused by stonmvater panicle deposition near each creek. Since most runoff contaminants
associate with stom~water organic material or silt/clay panicles, stations having elevated sediment fines
or TVS (relative to nearby areas) were assumed to represent locations most likely to contain the highest
concentrations of stonnwater-derived contaminants.

At 25 m depth, sediments directly offshore of the mouth of Ballona Creek showed a distinct ~ncrease in
percent of fine-grained materia!, relative to sediments collected at similar depths to the noah or south
(Figure 3). The propoaion of sediment fines doubled offshore of Ballona Creek (40%) relative to the
fines measured in sediments 4 Mn upcoast (22% fines, Table 3). Although less pronounced, this
longshore spatial pattern also reached to 40 m depth, but was not evident at a depth of 10 m. Similarly, a
spatial pattern in the sediment TVS content was associated with Ballona Creek discharges. At 25 m
depth, TVS was approximately 75% greater in sediments sampled directly offshore of the creek (2.5%)
compared to sediments 4 km upcoast (1.4%, Figure 3).

The spatial pattena in grain size or TVS at Malibu Creek was less distinct than at Ballona Creek.
Background levels of TVS and fines in the Malibu study site were higher than offBallona Creek,
potentially obscuring patterns of sediment deposition from Malibu Creek. TVS provided the strongest
indication of a spatial pattern produced by Malibu Creek discharges; TVS at 25 and 40 m depth directly .-<.:~
offshore of the creek mouth was greater than in sediments collected at similar depths to the east or west
(Table 3). The spatial pattern extended 2 to 4 km upcoast and downcoast. Similar to the Ballona Creek
site, data for the 10 m samples showed little evidence of discharge-related changes.

Since the spatial patterns in sediment characteristics (TVS or fine-grained sediment) were greatest at a
depth of 25 m offshore of Ballona Creek, benthic sampling stations xvere established at this depth for the
xvet season (Figure 1). All stations, including Malibu Creek sites, were established at the same depth to
eliminate any depth-related bias among or between creek sites.

Sedimettt Concentrations

Ballona amt Malihu Creeks

The analytical results lbr the four sets of post-storm sediment samples were used to detemaine the wet
season average concentrations of sediment characteristics and contaminants directly offshore of the
mouths of Ballona and Malibu Creeks. Sediments sampled at Malibu Creek contained twice the fines,
50% more TOC, and 25% more TN than Ballona Creek (Table 4). Of the 14 different inorganic/metal
constituents, 7 were substantially greater in sediments offshore of Malibu Creek (AI, Be, Cd, Cr, Fe, Ni,
Se); 3 constituents were substantially greater in sediments offshore of Ballona Creek (Pb, Hg, Ag); and
the remaining 3 constituents were roughly similar in the sediments offshore of the two drainages (As,
Cu, Zn). Ballona Creek had significantly higher sediment concentrations of total DDT, total PCB, and
total P~ than Malibu Creek.

The differences in general sediment characteristics between the two drainage areas is of fundamental
impo~ance. The sediments offshore of Malibu Creek were significantly finer than sediments offshore of
Ballona Creek. Concentrations of common marine inorganic constituents such as aluminum and iron"
were also highest offshore of Malibu Creek. Concentrations of these metals are typically high (in the"
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and clays).

Inorganic contaminants offshore oi" Ballona Creek IBllowed a pattern across the gradient ofstormwater
influence that was similar to ll~e pauem observed in the spatial surx, ey. Concentrations of
storn~water-associated metals such as lead, copper, and zinc were signi ficantly higher in sediments
sampled directly offshore of the creek mouth, and decreased upcoast and downcoast (Figure 4). Wet
season averages at distant stations 4 km upcoast were between 41% (for copper) and 70% (for zinc) of
average concentrations directly offshore of the Ballona Creek mouth.

Organic contaminants offshore of Ballona Creek also followed a similar pattern across the gradient of
stormwater influence (Figure 4). Total DDT, total PCB, and total PAH were highest in sediments
.sampled directly offshore of the creek mouth and concentrations decreased upcoast and downcoast. Wet
season averages at distant stations 4 km upcoast were between 6% (for total PAH) and 41.% (for total
DDT) of average concentrations directly offshore of the Ballona Creek mouth.

Inorganic contaminants offshore of Malibu Creek follmved a pattern across the gradient of stormwater
influence similar to the pattern described for general sediment characteristics. Figure 4 show~ the pattern
for copper and lead. Wet season averages at distant stations 4 "kin upcoast were between 58% (for
copper) and 80% (for zinc) of values measured directly offshore of the Malibu Creek mouth. Except for
lead, metals were highest in sediments sampled 2 -kin downcoast from the Malibu Creek mouth. For
lead, sediment concentrations were similar between stations within 2 "km of the Malibu Creek mouth.
The distribution of sediment contaminants offshore of Malibu Creek was less clear than at Ballona
Creek.

Organic contaminants offshore of Malibu Creek generally did not follow a pattern across the gradient of
stormwater influence (Figure 4). No consistent trend was established for the data, and organic
contaminant concentrations were very low overall. The highest xvet season concentrations of total PCB
and total PAH were not found directly offshore of Malibu Creek, but 4 "kin downcoast. However, the
lowest values for all three organic compound classes were regularly observed 4 "kin upcoast fi’om the
Malibu Creek mouth.

Identification of Enriched Contaminants

Unlike synthetic organic pollutants such as DDT or PCB, which are strictly anthropogenic in origin,
trace metals are naturally occurring elements that are part of the earth’s crustal matrix. Most metals,
including prominent stormwater constituents like copper, lead, and zinc, have native concentrations
within the detectable range of measurements for this project. Natural variations in sediment metal
concentrations must be accounted for before anthropogenic, enrichment can be identified. To compensate
for these naturally occurring concentrations, iron was used as a reference element to establish baseline
conditions and to evaluate anthropogenic enriclmaent of sediments (see h’on as a Reference Element for
Determining Trace Metal Em’iehment in Cal!fornia Coastal Shelf Sediments, this report). When the
1995to 1996 wet season lead data were normalized to iron, many Ballona Creek samples contained
higher-than-expected concentrations (Figure 5), indicating enrichment. Interestingly, the most enriched
concentrations (between 24 and 30 g/dry g) all occurred at the site directly offshore of the Ballona Creek
mouth. All lead concentrations in Malibu Creek samples fell within the expected relationship with iron,
indicating that these values were probably due to natural variations in sediment composition. Copper and
zinc concentrations for Malibu Creek and Ballona Creek offshore sediments fell within the baseline
relationship (data not shown), indicating that anthropogenic enrichment of these metals was not present.

Toxicity

Amphipod survival was high (89 to 98%). which indicated an absence of toxicity in all sediment
samples (Table.5). The concentration of ammonia in the water overlying the sediment was slightly
higher for sta, tions within 2 km of either creek, possibly reflecting the organic enrichment identified by
chemical analysis. These ammonia concentrations were not toxic and were within the range typically
found in sediment toxicity tests.
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inte~sutial v. ate~ san:pl,.d ::,,:,1 ,,,!~,.’ >lation I l, t,,m) upcoast of Bai!ona U!-cek \~ ,is toxic, reducing
iertilization by about ~){~",, Irclat~\ e to the control sample).

In faunal CommuniO’ Structure

A total of 30 samples were sieved, sorted, weighed, and identified for infaunal community struoture
analysis. A total of 8,531 individuals were identified, comprising 389 different taxa. About 90% of the
total abundance at each creek represented species common to both sites. The dominant species recorded
at each creek site included the polychaetes, Spiophanes missionensis and Paraprionospio pinnata; the
mollusc, Tellina modesta; and the amphipods, Amphideutopus oculatus and Ampelisca brevisimulata.
Interestingly, the Malibu Creek site also contained some organisms (e.g., Amphiodia urtica), which are
typical of fine-grained habitats common in deeper water (Bergen 1995).

For the entire wet season, stations directly offshore of Ballona Creek and Malibu Creek at 25 m depth
had similar diversity (Sharmon-Wiener H’), evenness (Pielou’s J), and species richness (Table 6).
Abundance was slightly reduced offshore of Ballona Creek compared to Malibu Creek.

Examination of trends across the gradient of stormwater influence did not reveal any significant
relationships to stormwater discharges (Table 6). Instead, mean abundance decreased moving upcoast of
both creeks. Similarly, species ricl’mess was highest downcoast and lowest upcoast of the Ballona Creek
mouth. Species richness was fairly constant across the gradient of stormwater influence at Malibu Creek;
however, the station 2 km downcoast showed high variability. Diversity and evemaess measures showed
no strong trends between stations.

DISCUSSION

Results from the first year of this study, though preliminary, provide sufficient data to address several
important questions regarding runoff effects in receiving waters.

Do storm water discharge plumes contain toxic materials?

Study results indicate that surface water toxicity in the Ballona Creek area is present when runoff
concentrations are greater than 10%. This finding correlates well with the level of toxicity measured in
samples of Ballona Creek stomawater collected during the same stonns (see Toxicity of Stormwaterfrom
Ballona and Malibu Creeks, this report). The average EC50 (concentration causing 50% reduction in
fertilization) of Ballona Creek stormwater samples was 16%. Stomawater composition is highly variable,
hmvever, so future results may modify estimates of in-channel and receiving water toxicity.

The area offshore of Ballona Creek receives contaminant inputs from other sources (e.g., industrial and
municipal effluents, marinas, and aerial fallout) that could contribute to water column toxicity in the
area. However, the spatial pattern and magnitude of toxicity between the two sites, are consistent with
Ballona Creek being the dominant source of toxicity. A further correlation between receiving water and
Ballona Creek stormwater toxicity has been provided by studies conducted to characterize the toxicants.
Preliminary toxicity identification studies indicate that the primary toxicants in both types of samples are
similar (possibly divalent trace metals).

We were unable to obtain surface water samples from the Malibu area with runoff concentrations similar
to those measured near Ballona Creek. Consequently, a direct comparison of the results bet~veen study
areas cannot be accomplished at this time. It is not known whether the low runoff concentrations
measured are representative of the area or reflect a deficiency in sampling methodology(e.g., delays in
reaching the study site after a storm). It is anticipated that this issue will be clarified during the second
year of sampling. Malibu Creek stormwater appears to be less toxic that Ballona Creek stormwater, with
concentrations of 25% usually needed to produce toxic effects (see Toxicity ofStormwater Runofffi’om
Ballona and Malibu Creeks, this report). Extending these results to surface waters, it is likely that less
toxicity will be present offshore of Malibu Creek.                                                     :
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Doe.~ stormwater dischar.~e produce Iong-lastiltg alteratiott.s in Sattta .llonica BtO’ ,seditttt,ttt
charactet’istics ?

Discharges from Ballona Creek appeared to altcr offshore sediment characteristics, as shown by spatial
patterns in grain size and TVS. This pattern was persistent (present in dr), weather) and could be
observed at least 2 km upcoast and at 40 m depth. The spatial patterns at Malibu Creek were more
Complicated than at Ballona Creek, probably due to differences in oceanographic processes that modify
particle fate, additional sources of fine-grained and organic-rich particles, and differences in background
conditions.

Enhanced local deposition of silt/clay particles may be a common feature of stormwater discharges.
Increases in sediment fines were obsewed at distances _> 2 km offshore of the Santa Clara River
following large winter storms (Kolpack and Drake 1985). More research is under~,ay at SCCWRP,
USC, and UCSB to define the range of influence and deposition of storm discharged particles in Santa
Monica Bay.

Are sediment contaminants elevated?

Sediments offshore of Ballona Creek were higher in concentrations of organic.contaminants such as total
DDT, total PCB, and total PAH as well as lead, a stormwater-associated metal. This contamination
covaried with sediment characteristics across the gradient of Ballona Creek stonnwater influence.
Sediment concentrations of organic and inorganic pollutants were highest offshore of the Ballona Creek
mouth and then decreased upcoast and downcoast.

Sediments offshore of the mouth of Malibu Creek were finer, contained more organic carbon and
nitrogen, and had higher concentrations of some naturally occurring inorganic constituents. No evidence
was found of enrichment of inorganic or organic contaminants from Malibu Creek stormwater.

Is sediment toxicity affected by stormwater runoff)
;.

The results available to date show no evidence of sediment or interstitial water toxicity that can be
attributed to discharges from Ballona or Malibu Creeks.

Amphipod sur~,ival was not reduced by exposure to sediments from any station. These results are similar
to sedirnent toxicity data from the Southern Cali fornia Bight Pilot Project (SCBPP), a regional study of
coastal sediment quality conducted in 1994 (SCCWRP 1996). Sediment from 72 stations in southern
California (in depths of 10 to 200 meters), including 13 sites in Santa Monica Bay, were collected and
tested for toxicity using a similar amphipod survival test. No significant amphipod mortality was found
at any of the SCBPP stations.

Amphipod survival tests do not provide a sensitive measure of sediment toxicity. Recent amphipod
survival tests on highly contaminated sediments located near southern California wastewater outfalls
failed to detect toxicity in samples that caused suhtctha! effects on other toxicity test species (SCCWR_P
1995b) or contained altered benthic communitic~ ~’~ ~ "WRP 1993c). The 10-d amphipod survival test
was used in this program because it is a reliable ~,,:..:!~,,d commonly used in sediment quality studies, and
toxic effects observed with this test are often a., .... ::cd with adverse benthic community changes.

¯ Interstitial water toxicity measurements were in, 1.,,~. d m this program to provide a more sensitive
measure of sediment quality. Previous studies h,. : ,!erected interstitial water toxicity in sediments from
southern California. Sea urchin fertilization wa.~ r ,!m:cd in interstitial water samples from the Palos
Verdes Shelf, with the magnitude of effects corrc~p,,nding to sediment contamination level (SCCWRP
1995b). Toxic effects on sea urchin embryo de~ ch~pment was produced by interstitial water from 15 of
72 samples tested during the SCBPP (SCCWRP 1’)% I. The sea urchin embryo development test is
usually more sensitive than the fertilization test when applied to interstitial water (Carr and Chapman
1995).

The sea urchin fertilization test of interstitial water did detect toxicity in one sample off Ballona Creek.
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llldic<,,Io tills sl,.iti,.~I’l is .... ;,,,!, l,~<’ ,,’,,:,~ l’,:,.~-’, i~!lilldnc,.’d b’,. the (’rock It:igurc 4)...\.-, increased i’nlerstilial
water toxicity did licit di~ccil) ~.o)rc~l)ond to \azicilioils in sediment colltaillillatiozl, it is unlikely that the :.
toxicity at this station is dHectl\ ~clated to storliiwater from Ballona Creek..411 r’ileastlred interstitial:
water quality parameters liar th~s station (pH, dissolved oxygen, hydrogen sull]de, salinity, and
ammonia) were within nontoxic ranges, although total ammonia concentration was higher than all other
samples.

A cause for the interstitial water toxicity cannot yet be identified. This toxicity may indicate the presence
of unidentified contaminants from an unknown source, or it may reflect temporary variations in
sediment quality caused by natural factors or sediment storage. Additional research is needed to clarify
the significance of the results. Additional toxicity tests of sediments from the Baltona Creek study area
are in progress to assess the sublethal effects and bioavailability of the sediment-associated
contaminants.

Are in faunal communities impaired?

No dramatic biological effects in the benthic community structure were evident from the first~vet season
of sampling. No indications of a strongly degraded enviro~ent were found. Differences in community
composition between sites offshore of the two creeks most likely resulted from variations in sediment
characteristics (e.g., grain size) rather than differences in sediment-associated contaminants.

Due to relatively small sample sizes (n ~ 4), it is premature to reach conclusions regarding community
disturbance at this time. However, these preliminary results are similar to previous reference su~eys,
which repoaed 273 to 358 individuals and 78 to 91 species per grab at depths of 30 m during the
summer months (Thompson et al. 1987, 1993). Completion of the second year of infaunal analysis will
provide a greater ability to detect subtle differences in communities across gradients of sto~water
influence and detem~ine whether the results are consistent over time.
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FIGURE 1. Watershed characteristics and sediment sampling sites for the two study locations. All
stations except for the toxicity station near Ball.ua Creek were sampled during the spatial survey.
Stations aloug the 25 m isobath, indicated by d.,cd symbols 0, were also sampled for post-storm
toxicity, chemistry, and infaunal communit~ a~.d~ ~cs.
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FIGURE 3. Sediment characteristics o[ samples collected duriag the dry season spatial sarvey
Ballona Creek. Station locations are shown in Figure 1. Distance refers to the upcoast (positive
values) or downcoast (negative) direction, relative to the creek mouth.
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FIGURE 5. Iron normalization technique applied to sediment lead data for Ballona and Malibu
Creek samples. Baseline relationship was derived using data from shallow water reference
sediments throughout the Southern California Bight (see Iron as a Reference Element for
Determining Trace Metal Enrichment in California Coastal Shelf Sediments, this report). Samples
plotted above the baseline prediction interval (95% confidence limit) are enriched in lead content.
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off~hm’e of Balhma (’re~k ~B),m No~cmber 15 and oflMmre of Ma~ibu (*reek (M)on Januar~ 22
and 30~ all od~er sample~ ~ ere collecled to c, xamine conditions tDIIo~ ing storm~vater ruuoft~

Sampling f " " Water , Sediment Sedii{i~nt,: Se~{hneni .........~fgi~i~ai
’ Toxicity Characteristics ~Contamination CommunitiesDate (days) t(in) Toxicity i

~ 15-Nov-95 15 B

~ 22-Jan-96 1 [0.6 B,M M

[ 30-Jan-96 ~ -[ 0.6 B,M B B

; 0  0.2[
1-Feb-96 ~

....

aNumber of days since most recent rainfall and amount as recorded at the Los ~geles Civic Center.

TABLE 2 Sea urchin fertilization test results for surface water samples. Shaded regions indicate
samples from reference areas located relatively far from the creek mouth.                        {~’:~:-~

,i Date .~ Location ~ Salinitya Flowb
;~ Fe~ilizedc

Batlona ~ 33.5 0 [ 991

Malibu [ 33.5 ’ 0        96
1/31-2/I/96

~’Ball°na’ 21.2 [ 28.5 ~ 8
i Ballona 28.8 12.4 [ 13
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Ballona 33.2 0.0 i 07

. N~a:libu i 32.8 , 1.8 i~7-

~ Malib, [ 33.4 .[ 0 107

2/21/96
.B~II~.~[’ 1_~.5

{ 37.6 8

Ballonad~ 28.8 11.2 52

0
3/5/96

Ballona [ 24.4{ 21.6 20

26 6 27Bai}~.~.~. ......: ...........
16.7

Ballona [ 2.~79l 8.6 95

Bailona ~[ 33 ~
0 [t 99

Malibu [ 32.7 [ 0.9 99

aInitial value; salinity adjusted to 33 to 34 g/kg for toxicity test.
bEstimated amount of runoff in water sample during toxicity test; calculated
from salinity and sample test concentration.
CPercent of control (laboratou seawater or brine control) fe~ilization.
dSample from Marina del Key Chapel.

TABLE 3 Results of dry weather spatial survey. Distance refers to the upcoast (positive values) or
downcoast (negative) direction, relative to the creek mouth.
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Crcck (kin) Ballona ~, ’tcck ~lalibu Urcck

Depth (ml Pcrccn[ TVS Pcrccm Fines Percent TVS Percent Fines

-4 l 0 NS~ NS 1.95 32.2

-2 10 1.48 22.6 1.86 44

~ 0 l0 ~ 1.39 21.5 1.6~ 9.8

’ 2 ~ I0 1.66 23,5 1.4 29.5

~ 4 lO 1.28 21.5 1.49 15.6

~ -4 ~ 25 NS ~ NS 2.56 61.9

[............~~ ........[ 25 .......................1.65 2! .8 4.14

~ " I 25 2.5 ~ 39.9 3.29 63.3

~ 2 [ 25 1.79 ~ ........~"~ ....... 3.81 63

~ 4 ~ 25 .1.44 ~ 22.5 2.31 67.4
1 I

~ -4 40 NS ~ NS 3.36 87.8

-2 40 2.83 [51.2 14.14 92.3

~ 0 40 2.08 [ 54 [5.16 90.1

;    2 40 2 44.1

.~...............................4 40 ,         1.91 I 42.6 [ .......~7~ ..... 85.9

TABLE 4 Summary of sediment c>

Transfer interr.uptedt
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INTRODUCTION

The Sacramento NPDES Stormwater Permittees include the County of Sacramento and the Cities

of Folsom, Galt, and Sacramento. Under the terms of their NPDES permit, the Permittees

operate a Comprehensive Stonnwater Management Program, with the overall goal of reducing

discharges of stormwater pollutants to the maximum extent practicable. The Comprehensive

Program includes a New Development Management Program (NDMP) element, intended to

improve the quality of stormwater runoff from areas of new development.

Under this program element, the Permittee agencies are responsible for approving the installation

of stormwater controls in new developments within their respective jurisdictions. To help guide

this approval process, the Permit-tees require additional information regarding specific structural

control devices, especially with respect to the applicability and effectiveness of such devices for

treatment of stormwater runoff in the Sacramento area. This report contains the results of

research into the performance of selected on-site structural controls. Funding for this

investigation was included within the 1998-99 Sacramento Stormwater Monitoring Program

consultant contract.

Structural controls for improvement of stormwater quality can be considered to fall into two

groups: proprietary, devices that are manufactured off site and may be purchased for installation

according to the manufacturer’s specifications, and non-proprietary controls that can be designed

and installed using information available in the public domain. The Permittees selected 14

proprietary devices and four public domain controls for this evaluation, each of which can be

incorporated within a site development plan and installed on site. (Off-site or regional controls,

such as detention basins, were not included in this investigation). Information was gathered for

this report principally through available studies on the performance of public domain controls,

and through a questionnaire requesting specific information about each product that was sent to

manufacturers of proprietary devices. The information was then compiled and evaluated using a

common format.

1 11/30/99
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The Permittees plan to use the results of this investigation to identify stormwater controls

considered acceptable for installation in new developments in Sacramento, and to identify areas

where additional information is needed.
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METHODS

The investigation was carried out under the direction of a working group involving
representatives from the Permittee agencies and their consultants. The working group met

initially in November 1998 to develop a working strategy and identify a preliminary list of

controls for the investigation. In December a two-page questionnaire was prepared and mailed

to manufacturers or distributors of the selected proprietary devices. The questionnaire requested

specific information about applicability of the controls to the Sacramento area, existing

installations, available sizes and capacities, and performance data and costs (see Appendix C for

the questionnaire and cover letter). The questionnaire responses were compiled during January

and February, 1999.

The investigation was originally intended to cover only proprietary structural controls thought to

have potential for successful application in Sacramento. However, the working group

determined that inclusion of several of the most commonly-used public domain controls would

provide opportunities for appropriate comparisons of the leading available alternatives. The final

list of controls established by the working group includes 16 proprietary devices and four public

domain controls: grassy swales and three versions of media (sand) filtration technology.

Meanwhile, available information on the performance of the selected public domain controls was

also compiled. Key sources of information (especially performance studies) on these controls

included the NDMP Stormwater Control Measure Study Literature Review Update (LWA,

1998a), and other municipal and state agencies involved in stormwater management.

Working group members met briefly in February, 1999 to discuss the format to be used in
evaluating the accumulated performance and cost data. The consultants then compiled the

information in this format, and presented the preliminary results to a meeting of the full working

group in March, 1999. Key issues addressed by the working group at this meeting included:

3 ! 1/29/99
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1. How to screen the results of the various available studies to determine whether there are

sufficient data to demonstrate the effectiveness of the control, including whether the data

should be considered to be technically valid?

2. How to "normalize" performance and cost data assembled from various disparate sources

for direct comparisons of the various controls studied?

3. How to distill the normalized performance data into a "bottom line" judgement of the

acceptability of each type of control for application in new developments in the

Sacramento area?

The first issue, having to do with assessing data adequacy, proved to be somewhat complex.

Several questions needed to be addressed in making this assessment:

* Do the study data represent hydrological conditions typical of the Sacramento area (in

terms of typical storm depth, duration, etc.)?
¯ Does the influent quality used in the study represent typical new development runoff": .....

quality (and not, say, construction site runoff quality)?

¯ Were the data collected using appropriate techniques (e.g., using flow-weighted

composite sampling instead of grabs, with proper attention to QA/QC issues) so as to

accurately characterize influent and effluent quality?
¯ Are there enough data to permit conclusions to be drawn regarding performance and

acceptability?
¯ Do the data indicate acceptable treatment performance in terms of pollutant removals?

To provide a protocol for screening data acceptability, criteria were developed to describe

minimum acceptable data requirements, as follows:

¯ Studies to represent a minimum of two different sites, preferably a retail commercial site,

a non-retail commercial site, and/or a residential site.

¯ Stadies to represent typical new development runoff quality.

R0011356



¯ Number of storms sampled at each site: 10

¯ Storm depth ranging from 0.15 to 1.5 inches

¯ Runoff duration ranging from 2 to 24 hours

¯ Average storm intensity ranging from 0.02 to 0.25 inches/hour

¯ Flow weight or time weight composite samples

¯ Analysis by a certified laboratory

¯ Removal efficiency with respect to TSS and zinc is reasonably equivalent to what is

obtained with grass swales and sand filters. (TSS was chosen b~cause of the

preponderance of data. It is the most frequent constituent measured in all studies of

stormwater treatment control measures, and serves as a surrogate for the pollutants that

in stormwater tend to be primarily in the particulate form, like petroleum products,

pesticides, lead, chromium, and phosphorus. Zinc was selected to represent the more

soluble constituents, including itself as well as copper, cadmium, and the various nitrogen

forms. Also, of the metals, zinc is typically present in runoff in concentrations

sufficiently above the detection limit to allow meaningful evaluations of removal

efficiency. However, the comparison of performance was limited to TSS at this time,

because available data on zinc removal was limited.

The criteria for storm depth, duration, and intensity were selected by bracketing the values

resulting from a first-flush design event established by the City and County for on-site control

measures. The design event is a 2 year / 6 hour storm, having an intensity of 0.18 inches/hour.

This protocol was then used to assess the adequacy of the available performance data for the

selected controls. Most of the manufacturers of proprietary devices were able to provide some

studies purporting to document the effectiveness of their products, but there were great

discrepancies in the number and quality of these studies. Generally speaking, sufficient numbers

of studies have been done for the public domain controls, typically by other local stormwater

agencies, although the public record of studies for grassy swales is somewhat lacking.

5 11/29/99
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The second issue, involving how to directly compare disparate performance and cost data for the
various devices, was addressed by providing the means to "normalize" these data. Performance

was assessed graphically, using a variable range of acceptable performance for TSS removal,

with higher removal percentages expected at higher influent TSS concentrations. The acceptable
range of TSS removal performance was derived principally from performance data produced by

studies of properly functioning public domain controls. Cost was normalized to cost per unit

flow treated (at approximately 0.1 cfs, 1 cfs, and 10 cfs) for each device where appropriate data

were available. However, cost data were not used to assess acceptability of the products, only to

provide a general comparison.

The bottom line issue of grading the products according to overall acceptability was addressed

by determinin~ the adequacy of the performance data, using the screening protocol described

above, and then evaluating the valid data using the performance graph for TSS.

6 11/29/99 .,.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF CONTROL MEASURES EVALUATED

Brief descriptions of the physical features, operation, application and limitations of the various

proprietary and public domain control measures evaluated in this report are presented below.

Summaries of product descriptions and target constituents for removal are presented in Table 1.

Illustrations of each device, as available, are presented in Appendix B. For purposes of

description, control measures are categorized based on principle of operation and design as

follows:

¯ Wet Vaults

¯ Swirl Concentrators

¯ Deflection Screen

¯ Media Filters

¯ Drain Inlet Inserts

¯ Combined Systems

¯ Grass Swales

¯ Sand Filters (public domain)

WET VAULTS

Products in this category include the Jensen and Teichert Interceptors, Stormceptor, and Bay

Saver.

Jensen and Teichert Interceptors

These two products are very similar in design, consisting ofprecast, rectangular concrete vaults.

The units are typically multi-chambered with interior chambers separated by baffle walls. The

number of v~ults or vault units are increased to increase the flow capacity. The elevation of the

outlet is such as to cause standing water in the vault, in the range of 4 to 4.5 feet. Total depth of

the vaults, exclusive of risers, are in the range of 6 feet. Widths are on the order of 4 to 6 feet.

These interceptors are essentially wet vaults or API (American Petroleum Institute) gravity

separators. Hence., the units should be sized using criteria for either the settling of particles or

flotation of petroleum products. Unless sized to treat the full design flow, these units require

7 11/29/99
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separate bypass piping to divert flows in excess of the unit flow capacity to avoid washout of

material retained in the vault chambers. Oil adsorption pillows and coalescing plates can be

added to the units to enhance capture of oils and grease. Both manufacturers produce several

models with a range of flow capacities. Available flow capacities are listed in Table 7 in the

Results section.

BaySaver and Stormceptor

Like the Jensen and Teichert Interceptors, these two products are essentially wet vaults designed

to remove particulates and foatables, but they are round rather than rectangular. BaySaver and

Stormceptor differ from each other in that the Stormceptor consists of one round manhol~like

structure, and the BaySaver consists of two structures. The Stormceptor improves the removal of

settleable solids over that of a conventional manhole by the use of a flow diverter. Up to a

defined flow rate, the stormwater is diverted down and then laterally around the manhole. High

flows are bypassed directly across the top of the diverter to the outlet. The diversion of high

flows prevents the resuspension of previously settled material. There is some capacity, at the top

beneath the diverter for the accumulation of floatables.

In the BaySaver, gross settleable solids are removed in the first manhole. Like the Stormceptor,

the Baysaver has a diverter, but it passes water into the second manhole where floatables are

retained. Fine solids settle in both manholes. High flows are diverted through the second

manhole. The purpose of the second manhole is to prevent the loss of previously accumulated
floatables and fine sediments. Removal efficiency is highly affected by flow rate.

Both systems are sized for the peak of the specified design event with consideration for the total

volume of the manhole or manholes. According to Stormceptor the volume also must be

considered when determining efficiency. Both manufacturers produce several models with a

range of flow capacities. Available flow capacities are listed in Table 7 in the Results section.

The hydraulic capacity, of each model offered b’. both manufacturers is greater than the treatment

flow capacity.

1/29/99
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Table 1. Summary of ProductDescriptions

Product Company Product Description Target Constituentst

"Jensen Jensen Precast A wet vault consisting of multiple chambers in series separated by baffles. Contains standing water, or dead storage. Settleabl¢ and floatable solids, oil/grca.,.c

Interceptor ,
which enhances treatment, and particulate pollutants

Teichert Teichert A wet vault consisting of multiple chambers in series separated by baffles. Contains standing water, or dead storage. Settleable and floatable solids, odlgrca-.,:

Interceptor Precast "which enhances treatment, and particulate pollutants

BaySaver BaySaver, Inc. Consists oftwo standard manholes. The first is for removal of sediment and separation offloatables which are diverted Settleable and floatable solids, od~grca, c
by a special device into the second manhole for storage. Diversion device passes extreme flows through the unit. and particolate pollutants

Stormceptor CSR Hydro A weir insert is placed in a round manhole vault to improve hydraulics thereby improving removal efficiency and Setlleable and floatable solids, od;grca,c

Conduit retention ofsediment. During low flows the insert directs the flow downward and then laterally towards the walls of and particulate pollutants
the sump. Above the treatment flow rate, the excess flow above the design flow rate flows directly across the insert
device towards the outlet.

Downstream H.I.L. Uses vortex separation with device installed in a round single manhole vault. Settleabte and floatable solids, od/gtea’,c

Defender Technology, and particulate pollutants

Inc.
Vortechs Mot’technics Vortex separation with the swirl device placed in a rectangular, shallow vault. Comes in nine standard sizes. Settleable and floatable solids, otl/grca,,c

__ and particulate pollutants
V2B 1 K t,~tncr I ’~,n manholes in series. Vortex separation removes particulates and fioatables in first manhole. Floatablcs move to a Settleable and floatable sohds, od/glca,,~"

, (. otl~ t~’~c
~.hamber in second manhole for storage. Diverter in first manhole bypasses high flows from first to second manhole, and particulate pollutants

CDS (~[.)~ ( ir,:ular device; flow is directed to create circular flow like a vortex, but removal occurs as the water passes through a Settleable and floatable solids, od/grea~e
screen around the outer perimeter. Removal induced by countercurrent flows on opposite sides oftbe screen which also and paniculate pollutantsTechnologm,,
prevents cloggin~ of the screen.

StormFilter Stormwater Vertical cylinder with media of various types placed in the cylinder. Water enters laterally through the filter, enters a Varies with media. All reduce scttleabl~’

Management vertical center well which exits to an underdrain system. One standard size cylinder (15 gpm). Number ofeylinders is solids. Some remove dissolved P. or
a function of design ltmak flow. Pretreatment desirable under circumstances as defined by the manufaetarer, dissolved metals.

Envirodrain Envirodrain Insert device: Rectangular unit consisting of one to three trays. Media include Absorbent W, activated carbon. Petroleum hydroearl~ns, sediment, hncr

Fossil Filter KriStar Insert device: Rectangular, square or circular body with an upper rentovable tray. Tray is trough extended around the Petroleum hydrocarbons and other

Enterprises cireuraferenee of the drain inlet. Open in the center for high flows. Activated alumina media placed in tray. constituents that are not water soluble

HydroKleen Weaver Two types: box and tapering cylinder. Box: water directed to vertical chamber on one side for sediment. Water Hydrocarbons, organically bound metals,
overflows to second chamber where it falls through media. Tapering unit collects sediment in perimeter trough; water PCBs, many pesticides, VOCs, sulfidesManufacturing
overflows to center to pass downward through media.

, LLC
Ultra-Urban Abtech Insert device: Rectangular box for side curb inlet drain inlets. Media in bags attached to two sides and bottom through Petroleum hydrocarbons, debris,

Filter Industries which water passes. Sorbont polymer for media, suspended solids

StormTreat Storm Treat Circular device with two concentric chambers: closed inner chamber for settlcables\floatables; open outer chamber with Settleable and dissolved solids, oil/great, e,

Systems, Inc. wetland plants in gravel. One size, about 9.5 diameter, off-line with live volume of 1400 gallons. Fills each storm, particulate pollutants, and bacteria
slowly drains in 5 to 10 days. Requires detention system to retain treatment volume plus several units placed together
with flow manifold to match design volume. Pretreat to remove gross solids~debris.

I. As stated by each manufacturer.



SWIRL CONCENTRATORS

Products employing the swirl concentrator or vortex separation mechanism include Vortechs,

V2B 1, and Downstream Defender. All products are designed to remove settleable and floatable

solids, oil and grease, and particulate pollutants.

Downstream Defender, Vortechs, and V2B1

The flow entry into these devices is designed so as to cause a swirling motion "around" the

removal chamber. The three devices differ with regard to shape, number of units in the basic

configuration, and inlet and outlet designs. Downstream Defender consists of one round Aianhole

like structure. Water enters and passes around the outside of a circular chamber placed within

the manhole. Settleable solids move to the bottom of the chamber.. The Downstream Defender

and the Vortechs have storage chambers below the vortex separation area. The Vortechs is

rectangular, although the removal chamber that rests within the box is circular. The V2B 1

consists of two manholes. The entry manhole is the vortex separator and the second,

downstream manhole stores fioatables within an inner chamber. Floatable pass from the first to

the second chamber through a connecting pipe. High flows are bypassed through the entry~.;..:%~:"~’

manhole to the second manhole but past, rather than through, the storage chamber. Removal

efficiency is highly effected by flow rate.

Each product is available in several flow capacities as reported in Table 7 in the Results section.

The products are typically not sized based on flow capacity; rather-they are sized to achieve an

average of 80 percent removal of TSS over time. The resulting treatment flow capacity to

achieve 80 percent TSS removal is approximately one quarter the maximum hydraulic flow

capacity listed for the units, which the peak flow that can be safely passed through the unit. The

estimated treiatment flow capacities are used as the basis for comparison of these products.

10 11/29/99
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DEFLECTION SCREEN

The deflection screen mechansim is employed in the CDS Continuous Deflective Separation

device.

CDS

The CDS device is similar to the above swirl concentrators in two respects. The device has a

circular removal chamber and flow moves in a circular motion. However, vortex separation is

not induced. Rather, removal is accomplished with a screen located around the outer perimeter

of the removal chamber. Water moves through the screen. The relatively high velocity of the

water in the entry chamber is reduced to a very low level by the fact that the water in the buter

chamber, around the screen, moves counter current to the outlet. The settleable solids "drop"

down at the interface of the screen; the floatables pass upward. This hydraulic action also

prevents clogging of the screen. The device, originally developed in Australia, was design to

retain floatables, which has been of greater concern in Australia than the United States. The

screen sizes currently offered (2400 and 4700 micron openings) are too large to effectively

remove settleable solids less than 100 to 200 urn, which are of concern in the United States.

However, research has demonstrated that the screens are capable of removing solids much

smaller than the screen opening. While the 2400 screen is still too large to effectively remove

the smaller particles of interest, it is not necessary to have, for example, a screen with openings

equal to the size of the particle of interest. CDS is currently experimenting with a 1200 micron

screen which may prove sufficiently small to remove the particle sizes of interest.

The peak flow of the prescribed design event is used to size the unit. The manufacturer offers

models having a wide range of flow capacities as indicated in Table 7 in the Results section.

According to the manufacturer, performance is not affected by flow rate.

MEDIA FILTERS

Filtration through proprietary media is employed in the StormFilter device.

StormFilter

StormFilter is a vertical filter cylinder or cartridge with a unit capacity of 15 gpm. The desired

total system capacity, based on the peak of the prescribed design event, is achieved by using a

11 11/29/99
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multiple cartridges. The cartridges are placed in a precast or cast-in-place vault. The cartridges

are placed in a line. The number of lines depend on the vault capacity. Water enters radially

(horizontally) through the filter media into an inner cylinder. The filtered water passes downward

to an underdrain system that is contained in the bottom slab. A uniqueness of the system is the

hydraulic control. To maximize the flow-through rate, each cartridge contains a simple, non-

mechanical vacuum device that prevents water from flowing through the cylinder until the water

has risen to the top of the cartridge. When this occurs the vacuum within the inner chamber is

broken and water passes through until the water level reaches the bottom of the cartridge at

which time the vacuum is reestablished. This action also apparently causes solids that have

accumulated on the outer surface of the media to be released from the media to settle to t-fie

bottom of the vault, thereby extending the maintenance cycle. Several different media are

offered, singly or in combination, depending on the treatment objective. Primary constituents

targeted for removal include dissolved metals and nutrients. Pretreatment, which is typically

provided to remove gross solids, extends the maintenance cycle period. Some pretreatment

occurs in the cartridge vault, but pretreatment may also be provided in a separate smaller vault

or manhole located upstream of the cartridge vault. If included, a detention facility located

<̄.’~.~upstream of the StormFilter may be sufficient to provide the desired pretreatment depending on

the sizing criteria for the detention facility.

DRAIN INLET INSERTS

Products installed as inserts into drain inlets or catch basins include Fossil Filter, Ultra-Urban

Filter, Hydro-Kleen, and Envirodrain. The other products reviewed are considered end-of-pipe ¯

devices because they are applied after stormwater has been collected in a piped stormwater

conveyance system.

Envirodrain, HydroKleen, Fossil Filter, and Ultra-Urban Filter

These four systems actually function as media filtration devices, but are grouped together

because they are installed by insertion into standard drain inlet configurations. Each product is

described in Table 1. They differ as to their basic configuration, boxes or trays, and the types of

media. Different constituents may be targeted for removal by selecting different types of

proprietary media. Each offers several different models, differing by shape, capacity, and

therefore size. The issue is whether inserts can provide treatment levels equivalent to either the

12 11/29/99
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manufactured products presented above or the public-domain systems that are currently allowed

by the Sacramento jurisdictions.

COMBINED SYSTEMS

A treatment-train approach, in which treatment processes are combined in series, is employed in

the StormTreat system.

StormTreat

The StormTreat system is an off-line system consisting of two prefabricated concentric

cylinders. The outer chamber has a diameter of about 9.5 feet and a height of 4 feet. Wgter

flows directly into and around the inner chamber from either a detention facility or a

pretreatment vault or manhole. Further settling of finer material occurs in this chamber. The

water passes to the outer chamber, which is filled with gravel to support the growth of wetland

plants. This outer chamber removers fine solids and dissolved pollutants. The capacity of the

inner chamber is 1,400 gallons. This chamber fills during the storm. The release rate from the

outer chamber is controlled at about 1 to 2 gpm. This slow withdrawal is necessary to obtain

high leveIs of removal. The unit takes on the order of five to ten days to drain. Hence, to

¯ .. :: achieve treatment of the desired volume of water, detention storage must be located upstream of

the StormTreat unit. This stored volume gradually flows though the unit over a period of five to

ten days. Hence, it is important to recognize the inter-event time between storms when sizing the

system, If the inter-event time for the Sacramento area is less than ten days, the potential exists

for the unit to have residual volume of water when the next storm arrives. To avoid this

problem, the volume of the detentionYStormTreat system must be greater than the specified

treatment volume. This can only be accomplished by incorporating the statistical nature of

storms into the design process.

PUBLIC DOMAIN SYSTEMS

Grass swaIes and sand filters are the two public-domain treatment systems that are most

commonly used at this time in the Sacramento region. The term "public-domain" is used to

distinguish them from the manufactured or proprietary control measures that are evaluated in this

report. Theses publ!c domain systems are used as the basis of comparing the performances of

the proprietary devices.
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Grass Swales

Grass swales are gently-sloped grass-lined channels to which runoff is directed and which is used      -:

to convey runoff to a storm-drain piping system. Treatment takes place through a variety of

physical, chemical and biological mechanisms as the runoff flows to and along the grass s~,ale.

Treatment efficiency is largely a function of depth of flow relative to grass height and velocity of

flow.

Sand Filters

Sand filters are media filtration devices, but use sand as the filter media as opposed to a
proprietary media product. With sand filters there are three configurations of interest: lir~eal

boxes, open surface basins, and closed vaults. The three configurations ai’e illustrated in Figure

1.
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Figure lc. Closed Vault Sand Filter
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RESULTS

The results of this investigation include the following information and data:

¯ Summary of questionnaire responses

¯ Summary of performance data for proprietary control measures

¯ Summary of performance data for public domain control measures

¯ Summary of cost data for proprietary control measures

¯ Evaluation of proprietary control measures

QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES AND OTHER SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Questionnaire responses were received from manufactures or representatives of all the

proprietary control measures of interest. The types of response data and information received

about each product are summarized in Table 2. The information materials provided by p~:oduct

companies included a completed questionnaire, product brochures and technical literature, copies

of available study reports, separate performance data, cost data, and design criteria. The number

of product installations in California were extracted from the completed questionnaire and are

listed in Table 2. Products that are no longer manufactured (Ecostar Oil/Water Separator) or are

not appropriate as a stormwater control measures (Romag Stormwater Screen) were not further

evaluated in this study.

In addition to the information provided by the product manufacturers, information and data from

the recent literature review prepared for the Permittees (Larry Walker, 1998a) and the

professional literature were used in compiling information about the various controls,

particularly the public domain stormwater controls discussed latter in this section.

PERFORMANCE DATA SUMMARY -- PROPRIETARY CONTROL MEASURES

Performance data supplied by the manufacturers and extracted from study reports and the

professional literature are summarized in Table 3 for proprietary control measures.

Performances are ~:eported in terms of percent removal of total suspended solids (TSS), copper

17                            ~ ~/29/99
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(Cu), lead (Pb), zinc (Zn), and oil and grease (O&G). These constituents are typically of concern

in stormwater runoff and are most often monitored. Other notable removal data are also

18 11/29/99
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Table 2. Summary of Questionnaire Responses

Company Name Product Response Performance Cost Design California Comments
Quest. Brochure Studies Data Data Criteria Installations

Jensen Precast Precast Slormwaler Interceptor Y Y Y Y (Y) Y 300+
Telchert Precast Precast InterCeptor Y Y N N Y (Y) 54
E.costar Oil/Water Separalor N N N N N N 0 Out of business
.B.~y Saver, Inc. Bay Saver Separation System Y Y 1 Y Y Y 0
CSR Hydro Conduit Stormceptor Y Y Y Y Y Y 52 Many studies
H.I.L. Technol .ogy, Inc. Downstream Defender Y Y Y Y Y Y 0
Vodechnlcs Vortechs Stor~. water Treatment System Y Y Y Y Y (Y) 3
Klstner Concrete V2B1 Y Y 1 ongoln.q (Y) Y (Y) 0
CDS Technologies Continuous Deflective Separation Y Y Y Y Y Y 7 ’Detailed inforrnatior
Stormwater Management StormFilter/CSF Treatment System Y Y Y Y Y (Y) 8 Independ. studies
Envlrodraln Envirodrain (Insert) Y Y N (Y) Y (Y) 25+
KdStar Enterprfses F~,;’;~! ~tter ~lnsed) Y Y Y Y Y (Y) 5000
Weaver Manufactunnq Hy~f,, v’~e_e_n {Inserl} Y Y 1 ongoing (Y) Y Y 15
Abtech Industde.s Ultra Urban F,’lter (Inse.,1) Y Y Y Y Y (Y) (on order)
StormTreat Systems, Inc.. Ston’nTreat Y Y 1 Y Y Y 0

Combined sewerWatedlnk - I--lycore        Romag Stormwater Screen                Y        Y        1         (Y)          Y          Y           0
device - N/A

Y = Reponse received
(Y) = Umlled reponse received
N = No reponse received
N/A = Not applicable



Table 3. Performance Comparison Summary for Proprietary Stormwater Structural Control Products (continued)

Product Performance Data (% Removals) Data Source/ Notes
TSS Cu "    Pb Zn O&G Other Reference

Enviro-Drain TRPH - 95 Lab summary sheets only - no report
(25gpm)

TRPH - 82
¯ . (60gpm)

Fossil Filter 55 Diesel (98.6i Enetch, 1996 Lab test of absorbent exposure study
Motor Oil (94.8)

Eagle, 1998 Hydraulic capacity tests confirmed rating of 12 gpm/LF
Sandine, 1996

41 N&P increased Ambient, 1997 1 storm event w/composite samples
slightly

32/38 18 46 24/26 Diazinon (34/+4) Larry Walker, Results from 2 storm events
Clorpyrifos (69/ 1998b

Hydro-Kleen Manufacturers field study indicates non-detect levels - no report.
Study in progress by CSUC

Ultra-Urban Filter 83 AbTech, Note 1 Lab test with simulated stormwater

91 AbTech, Note 2 Lab test repeated with unit after 2 months in field

AbTech, Note 3 lab leaching test indicated no sheen in leachate with average
concentration of 1.6 mgJL oil

StormTreat 95 65 90 TPH -90 Allard, 1999 4 s!orms, sampled. Types of samples or storm characteristics not
TP - 89 indicated

TDN - 44

COD - 75

FC- 83

99 77 90 TPH -90 Horsely, 1995 5 storms sampled. Types of samples or storm characteristics not
TP - 89 indicated

TDN - 44

COD - 82 I

FC - 97



Table 3. Performance Comparison Summary for Proprietary Stormwater Structural Control Products

Product Performance Data (% Removals) Data Source/ Notes
TSS Cu Pb Zn O&G Other        Reference

Jensen Intemeptor 24 ! 2 13 29 38 Diesel (+16) Piner, 1994 1 storm w/in/out grab samples. (+) = increase in concentration
Motor Oil (+33)

63/50 33/25 47/33 26/18 Non- TOC (+19/+15) Kinnetic, 1996 6 storms monitored w/in/out flow-weighted composite samples.
detect samples for O&G for 2 storms. Removals for intercepted flow/tot;ll

Teichert Intemeptor No Studies

Bay Saver Separation! 80 est. BaySav~r, Field study of 3 storms w/auto samplers. EMC not computed. EIIII
System 1998 TSS at irreducible levels. Field study planned at U. of Maryland

Stormceptor 80 TKN (41) Service, 1998 4 storms for TSS; 5 storms for TKN. No significant inlet conc. for othe.r~

26 21 PAH (36) Greb, 1998 45 storms monitored. Removals based on EMC and total mass

93 TPH (82) Environ. 3 storm events for TSS; 1 event for TPH. Removals ba~ed on EMC
Sampling, 1997

53 21 51 39 43 Labatiuk, 1997 4 storm events. Removals based On EMC

Downstream Only reliable data are for sediment analysis. 90% removal of parlicles
Defender 150p. Field study planned

Vortechs 80 Votechnics Lab test at design operating rate of 24 gpm/ft2

84 Vortechnics, 7 storm events. Removals based on EMC
1998

V2B1 Only lab data on sediment removal. Field studies planned

CDS 84 Schwarz, 1999 Lab test. Percent mass capture of sand particles at 125 gpm .

70 Walker, 1999 ;4700 micron screen not effective for TSS < 75 mg/L

StormFilter 92 65 82 83 81 COD (70) Stomwater, 7 storm e~,ents. Removals based on EMC
;;~ TPH(84) 1994

c) 43 33 50 29 Lief, 1998 8 st~)rm events

~.~ 74/69 Woodward, Lab tests with compost and Perlite filter media
¯ ~1 1998



summarized in the respective tables along with notes of interest regarding the studies from

which the data were obtained. For sand filters there are no performance data for closed vaults.

Nonetheless, as closed vaults are essentially underground basins, the data from open basins

should represent the expected performance of closed vaults.

PERFORMANCE DATA SUMMARY M PUBLIC DOMAIN CONTROL MEASURES

Performance of public domain control measures, sand filters and grass swales, is of interest, as

their performance is used as a basis for comparing the performances of the proprietary devices.

Performance data for public domain control measures extracted from the professional literature

are summarized in Table 4. The performances of grass swales and sand filters were evaluated

with respect to TSS and zinc. TSS was chosen because of the preponderance of data. It is the

most frequent constituent measured in all studies of stormwater treatment control measures, and

serves as a surrogate for the pollutants that in stormwater tend to be primarily in the particulate

form, like petroleum products, pesticides, lead, chromium, and phosphorus. Zinc was selected

to represent the more soluble constituents, including itself as well as copper, cadmium, and the

various nitrogen forms. Also, of the metals, zinc is typically present in runoff in concentrations

sufficiently above the detection limit to allow meaningful evaluations of removal efficiency.

Plotted in Figures 2 and 3 are the TSS and zinc removal data for grass swales, respectively.

Plotted in Figures 4 and 5 are the TSS and zinc removal data for sand filters, respectively.

Efficiency is plotted as a function of influent concentration. This general relationship has

recently been recognized (Bell, 1995) for sand filters but appears to exist for other treatment

BMPs as well, like grass swales and wet ponds. Figures 2 through 5 clearly establish this fact.

Presented in each. of Figures 2 through 5 are two types of data points: individual storms and the

overall calculated average efficiency in each study.

Shown in Figures 2 and 4 is a line c~lled the "Line of Comparative Performance©", developed

by Dr. Gary Minton of Resource Planning Associates. The line is a reasonable first

approximation of the expected performance of public domain control measures with respect to

the removal of TSS. The expectation is that data points must fall above and to the left of the

line: this is loosely defined as acceptable performance. The line was developed from an

evaluation of the performance data of several treatment systems studied in western Washington:
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Table 4. Performance Comparison Summary for Selected Public Domain Stormwater Structural Controls

Data Source/
Product " Performance Data (% Removals) Reference Notes

TSS    Cu    Pb    Zn O&G      Other
Grass swale 83 46 67 63 75 TP-29;FC-(70)Khan, i 992 200’ swale, 6 storms, flow weight composite, aggregate removal

72 10 25 15 49 TP-50; FC-64Khan~ 1992 I00’ swale, 6 storms, flow weight composite, ag~egate removal.
68 42 62 TN-31 ; TP 4.5Goldberg, 8 storms, flow weight composite, aggregate removal, (dissolved).

(ii) 1993
67 -35 6 -3 TP-39 King, 1995 15 storms, flow weight composite, aveages of storms, wetland vc._q

87,85 17,41 91,75 TOC-5 i,53 Barrett, 1998 Two areas, not a swale but vegetated area between freeway lanes.
FC-neg infiltration significant factor.

81 56 50 69 TN-52;TP-17 Schueler, 11 storms, swale had standing water pool
Cr-37 1994(a)

87 89 90 90 TN-84; TP-83 Schueler, 16 storms
Cr-88 1994(a)

65 28 41-55 49 TKN-17; TP- Sehueler, Swale 1 (Virginia), 9 storms
41 1994(b)

Cry 12-16
to -85 14 18-92 47 TKN-9; TP-12 Schueler, Swale 2 (Maryland), 4 storms
t~ Cry 22-72 1994(b)

98 62-67 67-94 81 TKN-48; TP- Schueler, Swale 3 (Florida), 8 storms, high removals may be due to
18 1994(b) infiltration

Cr, 51-6 l
60 66 (0) 62 94(82 TP-40 Evans, 1994 2 storms, filter swale with lime included and underdrain, (dissolved)

)
Sand filter basin 95 76 73 96 TN-23; TP-67Shapiro, 18 storms, data for 1997 wet season, composite samples, diverted

(38) (77) 1998 flow only; dissolved metals in patens, efficiencies are of treated flow
excluding bypass. Including bypass reduced TSS removal to 84%

97 66 80 94 Shapiro, Data for 1996 season
1998

42 TP-55 King Co. 3 storms, 2 quite small, grab samples, filter follows swale instead Of
sed basin

~ 81 TP-95 Harper, 1993 6 storms
O 89 72 79 76 TN-17; TP-59Austin, 1996 7 storms
-~ BOD-51 ;TOC-
�,~ 44) FC- ne~;.



Table 4. Performance Comparison Summary for Selected Public Domain Stormwater Structural Controls (Continued)

Data Source/
Product Performance Data (% Removals) Reference Notes

TSS     Cu     Pb     Zn    O&G        Other
Sand filter basin 88 29 71 50 TOC-52; TN-37 Austin, 1996 Highwood unit; efficiencies of all four units exclude overflows

TP-21 ; FC-45
79 44 90 79 TOC-49; TN-34 Austin, 1990 BCSM unit

TP-60; FC-40
87 60 81 80 TOC-62; TN-32 Austin, 1990 Jollyville unit

TP-61; FC-37
92 80 89 91 TOC-93; TN-71 Austin, 1990 Brodie Oaks unit

TP-80; FC-83
Sand vaults No studies
Lineal sand filter 79 25 91 TOC-66; TN-47Bell, 1995 20 storms for most constituents, found filters can at times become
(Delaware) TP-63 anaerobic.

83 22 33 84 TP-33 Homer~ 1995 Filter 1~ 14 storms
8 31 69 69 TP-20 Homer, 1995 Filter 2, 6 storms, much lower influent TSS than Filter I
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FIGURE 3 GRASS SWALES
Zinc Removal
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FIGURE 4 SAND FILTERS
TSS Removal
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FIGURE 5 SAND FILTERS
Zinc Removal
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grass swales, wet ponds\wetlands, and sand filters. These lines are usefu! in evaluating the

performance of proprietary control measures.

The results of the analysis of data from western Washington are considered applicable to the

Sacramento area because of similarities in rainfall characteristics bet(veen the two regions, in

particular average rainfall intensity (0.04"/hour in Seattle; 0.05"/hour in Sacramento), which

appears to be a significant determinant of the TSS concentration in untreated stormwater

(Roundtree, .1995). This general observation can be seen in the comparison of data from three

regions: Seattle, Los Angeles and Austin. In a recent analysis of data collected for Caltrans

District 7, the mean TSS concentration was determined to be 97 mgiL (Brown and Caldw_e_ll,

1997). A similar study in the Seattle area (Merrill, et al., 1989) determined a mean concentration

of 71 mg/L from highways. In contrast, stormwater from a freeway in the Austin area had a

median concentration of 202 mg/L (Barrett, et. al., 1998 and pers. comm.) where the average

rainfall intensity is 0.12"/hour. Median values are usually lower than mean values.

Unfortunately, there are no data in California on control measure performance to compare to the

data that have been generated in western Washington.
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Grass swales

Data were obtained for eight swales from six studies as listed in Table 5. However, only the

swales studied by Khan (1992) were specifically designed for the treatment of stormwater. Four

swales treated stormwater from retail commercial or residential areas; two treated stormwater

from an urban freeway, and the drainage areas of two swales was not identified. TSS data are

plotted in Figure 2 and zinc data in Figure 3.

Table 5. Performance Studies of Grass Swales

STUDY LOCATION TYPE OF SWALE LAND USE STUDY PERIOD
Barrett (1995) Austin, Texas Wide grassed area Urban freeway ~994

(two) between
freeway lanes

Goldberg Seattle, Designed grass Residential 1992
(1993) Washington swale, 570 ft. length

Khan (1992) Mountlake Designed grass Residential 1991
Terrace, swale, 200 ft length.
Washington

King County Issaquah, Designed wetland Residential 1994
(1995) Washington swale, 350 ft. length.

Durham, New Designed grass Supermarket 1982 ~i~:i~’~Oakland
(1983) Hampshire swale, 200 ft length. ".-;~ ....

Schueler Central Florida Two swales of 210 ft. Not provided 1987
(1994) length, one with wet

pool, one with high
infiltrative bottom.

Figures 2 and 3 suggest that the performance of grass swales is less consistent than sand filters

(see Figures 4 and 5). A greater percentage of the data points fall to the right of the line in

Figure 2, in comparison to Figure 4. There is considerably more scatter in zinc removals in

Figure 3 in comparison to Figure 5. It is likely that the greater scatter is due to the variation in

the designs of the swales that were evaluated, and the condition of the vegetation. Fr.equ£ntly,

the design procedure does not take into consideration the need to have a wide swale with a flat

bottom (rather than curved). A Manning’s "’n" on the order of 0.20 to 0.25 should be used rather

than 0.05 to 0.07, the value typically used to size grass channels (Khan, et al., 1992). Swales that

are too narrow result in channelized flow with water depths that exceed the height of the grass.

To be effective at pollutant removal, the depth of the stormwat~r must not exceed the height of
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the grass. These conditions were likely present with the swale that was studied by Welbom et al.

(1987). The authors evaluated a large swale, in terms of both length and width, treating

stormwater from a medium density residential development. Essentially no pollutant removal

occurred in 19 storms. The authors provided no insights as to the reason(s) for the poor

performance. However, pictures were provided in the report, which show a swale with a

pronounced curved or sloped, rather than flat, bottom and grass that is closely cropped although

apparently thick and in good health.

Sand Filters

Data have been obtained of 11 filters from six studies as listed in Table 6. Eight filters w-ere of

the open basin type and three were lineal filters. Nine filters treated stormwater from retail

commercial or residential areas; two treated stormwater from an industrial site. TSS data are

plotted in Figure 4 and zinc data in Figure 5.

The data in Figure 4 indicate that sand filters are effective in the removal of TSS and are

generally consistent in their performance from storm to storm, as the vast majority of data points

tend to fall on or to the left of the Line of Comparative Performance. There does not appear to

be differences in performance between the three regions represented by the data (western

Washington, Austin, and Washington, D.C.). However, negative efficiencies have been

observed in individual storms as noted in Figure 4 (from Homer et al., 1995 and Welbom, et al.,

1987). In Washington. D.C., anecdotal observations of vault filters suggests that sediments

previously deposited on the filter surface are scoured during large storms (Karikari, pers.

comm.). Vaults, however, do not have bypasses, nor do lineal sand filters, except io the extent

that inflow is limited by the capacity of the grate. However, the sand basins in Austin are off-

line, suggesting that scour should not be an issue. However, negative removals were observed

by Welbom, et al. (1987) in large storms.

The pattern of removal efficiency ofziric shown in Figure 5 is similar to TSS. More scatter in

the data points might be expected given that a significant fraction of zinc is in the soluble form,

which presumably would not be removed by sand. However, in two studies it was found that

sand does remove dissolved zinc (Shapiro, 1998; Welbom, et al, 1987). The one significant

outlier in Figure 4 (study average of 31% at influent concentration of 267 gg/L) was from the
study by Homer et al. (1995) of lineal filters at an industrial site. The rather low efficiency is the
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result of the mathematica! effect of one high-flow incidentwith a negative efficiency. Were this

one incident excluded, the zinc removal would have been 87% over the test period.

Table 6. Performance Studies of Sand Filters

STUDY LOCATION TYPE OF FILTER LAND USE STUDY PERIOD

Austin (1990) Austin, Texas Open filter basin Residential - 2 filters
preceded by dry pond. Shopping mall- 1 filter 1984-1989

Roadway - 1 filter

Austin (1996) Austin, Texas Open filter basin Shopping mall 1993-1995
preceded by dry pond.

Welborn Austin, Texas Open filter basin Shopping mall 1982-1984
(1987) preceded by dry pond. -

Bell (1995) Alexandria, Lineal filter which Rental car parking lot 1994
Virginia contains a lineal wet

vault.

Shapiro (1998) Seattle, Open filter basin Residential 1995-1997
Washington preceded by wet vault

Homer (1995) Seattle, Lineal filter which Waterfront bulk cargo 1994
Washington contains a lineal wet yard.

vault.

King County Seattle, Open sand filter basin Shopping mall 1993
(undated) Washington preceded by grass

swale.                                                                             , ": :’~

COST DATA SUMMARY FOR PROPRIETARY CONTROLS

Cost data provided by manufacturers of proprietary control measures, including purchase,

installation and annual operation and maintenance costs are summarized in Table 7. The

products are listed alphabetically by type. Many of the control measures are available in several

sizes and unit flow capacities. The costs of the various sized units and their associated flow

capacities are listed in Table 7. To provide a means 0fcomparing costs, a normalized, or unit

cost, in terms of dollars (pflrchase plus installation) per cfs of rated capacity was computed for

each control measure in three flow capacity ranges (approximately 0.1, 1.0, and 10 cfs). The

normalized costs are reported in Table 7. A review of these unit costs reveals that, in general,
drain inlet inserts cost in the range of $3,000 to $5,000 per cfs flow capacity, while the other

end-of-pipe devices, with the exception of media filters, cost in the range of $10,000 to $20,000

per cfs flow capacity. Media filters cost in the range of $40,000 to $75,000 per cfs flow

capacity, but these devices target removal of dissolved.constituents and provide a higher level of

..,
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treatment. The unit cost ~cre developed only for the purpose of gener!! comparison and were

not used as a basis for determining acceptance of the products. It is recognized that product

performance is not a linear function of flow. A more comprehensive cost comparison may

consider cost per annual flow volume treated. Such an analysis is beyond the scope of this

report.

Costs of public domain control measures were not evaluated as part of this report. In most cases

the cost of grass swales will be incorporated into the cost of landscaping a particular site. Some

additional engineering costs may be incurred to properly size the swales for the design flow

conditions. Sand filters are installed treatment devices, similar in this respect to the proprietary

devices. The cost of sand filters wilt vary with size and complexity of construction.
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Table 7. Cost Comparison Summary for Proprietary Stormwater Structural Control Products

PRODUCT COMPANY NAME TYPE OF APPLICATION/ UNIT FLOW COSTS, $ UNIT
DEVICE LIMITATIONS CAPACITIES COST

Purchase Install O&M/yr $/cfs

Jensen Inierceptor Jensen Precast Gravity separator Removes 0.17 - 0.22 cfs $2000 - 2750 $11,80.0
3articulates and 0.26 - 0.33 cfs i $330.0 - 4100
floatables. Separate

0.44 - 0.55 cfs $55 00 - 69,00bypass required for
flow > capacity 0.67 - 0.89 cfs $8300 - 11,000 $12,400

1.1 cfs $13,7500

Teichert Interceptor Teichert Precast Gravity separator Removes 0.54 cfs $30.00 85% $500 -
~articulates and 0.85 cfs $4000 85% $300.0 $8,70Ofloatables. Separate

1.28 cfs $500.0 85%bypass required for
flow > capacity

Bay Saver Bay Saver, Inc. Gravity separator Removes 2.4 cfs $6,500 25-40% $500+ $3,70.0
Separation System )articulates and 7.2 cfs $10,500

floatables.
11.0 cfs $14,000 $1,750

Stormceptor CSR Hydro Conduit Gravity separator Removes 0.17 cfs $4500 25% $500 - $33,100
)articulates and 0.635 cfs $7830 - 11,130 25% 1000
floatables 1.06 cfs $14,390o17,200 25% $16,700

1.78 cfs $22,700-26,600 25%
2.47 cfs $34,570 25%



Table 7. Cost Comparison Summary for Proprietary Stormwater Structural Control Products (continued)

PRODUCT COMPANY NAME TYPE OF APPLICATION/ UNIT FLOW COSTS, $ UNIT COS]
DEVICE LIMITATIONS CAPACITIES

Purchase Install O&Mlyr $/cfs

Downstream H.I.L. Technology, Swirl concentrator Removes 3.0 (0.8) cfs~ $10,300 25% $500+ $16,100
Defender Inc. ~articulates and 8.0 (2.0) cfs~ $13,300 (assumed)

floatables. 15.0 (3.8) cfs~i $20,00.0
25.0 (6.2) cfs~ $26,00.0 $5,200

Vortechs Stormwater Vortechnics Swid concentrator Removes 1.6 (0.4) cfs~ $10,50.0 25-50% $400+ $36,750
Treatment System )articulates and 2.8 (0.7) cfs~ $12,000

floatables 4.5 (1.1) cfs~ $14,000 $17,500~

6,0 (1.5) cfs~ $16,0.00
8.5 (2.1) cfs~ $18,000

11.0 (2.8) cfs~ $20,000
14.0 (3.5) cfs~ $24,000
17.5 (4.4) cfs~ $30,000
25.0 (6.2) cfs~ $40,000 $9,00.02

V2B1 K=stnP.r ~..f~:rot~ Swid concentrator Removes 2.8 (0.7) cfs~ $8,000-11,000 25% Variable $17,000~
~articulates and 4.3 (1.1) cfs~ $9,000-12,000 $11,9002
floatables. Head 6.2 (1.5) cfs~ $11,000-14,000loss limitation

8.5 (2.1) cfs~ $14,000-18,000
11.1 (2.8) cfs~ $19,000-23,000
17.4 (4.4) cfs~ $25,0,00-30,000
25.2 (6.3) cfs~ $30,000-40,000 $6,9002

1. Capacities in parentheses indicate recommended design capacity for 80 percent TSS removal
2. Based on recommended design capacity for 80 percent TSS removal



Table 7. Cost Comparison Summary for Proprietary Stormwater Structural Control Products (continued)

PRODUCT COMPANY NAME TYPE OF APPLICATION/ UNIT FLOW COSTS, $ UNIT COST
DEVICE LIMITATIONS CAPACITIES

Purchase Install O&M/yr $/cfs

Continuous CDS Technologies Deflection screen Removes trash, 1.1 cfs $9,600 $3,400 $400+ $11,800
Deflective ~articulates and 3 cfs $15,700 $7,300 $400+
Separation (CDS) floatables 9-11 cfs $34,500 $40,500 $400+ $7,500

26 cfs $61,800 $63,200 $525+
62 cfs $121,80.0 $128,200 $675+

148 cfs $202,60,0 $217,40.0 $1200-
270 cfs $303,750 $293,250 1450

300 cfs $332,50,0 $297,50,0 $1200-
1450

$1200-
1450

StormFilter/CSF Stormwater Cartridge Media Removes 0.13 cfs $8,000 15-20% $500- $73,800
Treatment System Management filter )articulates, O&G, 0.17 cfs $11,500 4500

and dissolved o. o ds $15, oo i
constituents.
Pretreatmentment 0.60 cfs $24,600 :

recommended 0.84 cfs $28,000
1.0 cfs $33,000 $39,600

Envirodrain Envirodrain. Drain inlet insert Removes petroleum 0.4 cfs $1,800 No Charge $3/unit $4,500
media filter hydrocarbons. 0.6 cfs $2,100 1 filter

0.75 cfs $2,300 replace
$3,100

Other sizes
available

Fossil Filter KriStar Enterprises Drain inlet insert Removes petroleum 12 gpm/LF of filter $50 - $65 $600 -
media filter hydrocarbons. Circular units - 18" $450 - 500 /unit $720

;;0
Unsuitable for large to 36" diam

o amounts of
0 sediment or debris Square units- 24"~ $425 - 700 $3,100
¯ -~ and snow areas x 24" to 48" x 48"



Table 7. Cost Comparison Summary for Proprietary Stormwater Structural Control Products (continued)

PRODUCT COMPANY NAME TYPE OF APPL/CATION/ UNIT FLOW COSTS, $ UNIT COST
DEVICE LIMITATIONS CAPACITIES

Purchase Install O&M/yr $/cfs

Hydro-Kleen Weaver Drain inlet insert Removes 0.10 cfs $960 Drop-in $9,600
Manufacturing, LLC dual-media filter hydrocarbons, 0.17 cfs $1120 installation

organics and 0.40 cfs $1520complexed metals.
0.50 cfs $1920
0.62 cfs $240,0 $3,900
0.9 cfs $350,0

High Sediment Unit

0.2 cfs $2280 $11,400
0.24 cfs $2880
0.31 cfs $3600
0.44 cfs $4200 $9,550

Ultra-Urban Filter    Abtech Industries Drain inlet insert Removes trash, 35 gpm/module $250/module $100+ $400+ $4,500
media filter )articulates and Module size: based on

floatables. Drain 13.75"x14"x23" multiple
inlet must be larger installation
hart module size

StormTreat StormTreat Systems, Gravity separator Removes 14,000 gal/unit $5,600/unit $750-1,500 not
Inc. +wetland plant ~articulates, O&G, per unit comparable

and dissolved
constituents.
Equalization                                    ~.
required upstream



EVALUATION OF PROPRIETARY CONTROL MEASURES

The relevant questions are whether the available performance data for each of the proprietary

control measures are acceptable, in terms of collection and analytical protocols and whether the

products perform as well as sand filters and grass swales, the two public domain control

measures that are most commonly used at this time in the Sacramento region. Each of the

proprietary control measures considered in the report was evaluated using the screening process

described below. Those products that pass the screening process (i.e. provide acceptable data

and are reasonably equivalent in performance to the public domain control measures) are-

considered acceptable for implementation as a stormwater control measure without condition and

are recommended as devices to be accepted by the Permit-tees. Those products that do not pass

the screening process are recommended as either "conditionally acceptable" or "not acceptable",

depending on the deficiencies in the. performance data.

Screening Criteria

Screening criteria, including sample collection and analysis protocols and data reporting

protocols, were developed to determine the acceptability of each of the proprietary control .... .,..

measures. This comprehensive set of protocols is presented in Appendix A. These protocols are

recommended as requirements to be adopted by the Permittees for acceptance of any future

performance evaluation reports submitted by manufacturers of proprietary control measures

seeking approval of their products for use in the Sacramento jurisdiction. Review of the studies

currently available for the proprietary control measures considered in this report revealed that

none of the products provided all of the requisite information listed in these comprehensive

protocols. Because of the lack of this information, none of the technologies is considered

acceptable at this lime for placement on an "Acceptable" !ist. Consequently, a less-stringent set

of criteria, as described in the Methods sectmn and in Appendix A of this report, was developed

to determine whether a product should be rect, mmended as "conditionally acceptable" or "not

acceptable" at this time.

The selection of the screening criteria was judgmental, based on what is reasonable given the

number of studies and information about sand filters and grass swales. A review of Tables 5
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and 6 suggest that the specification of tv,’o sites with 10 storms at each site is reasonable. "I’he

storm specifications outlined above are to ensure that the storms that were monitored are

comparable to typical storms of the Sacramento region and that the range of storms brackets the

City and County design storm for on-site control measures (2-year/6 hour storm).

Screening Results and Discussion

The available performance evaluation studies ibr each of the proprietary control measures were

evaluated using the screening criteria described in preceding subsection. Results of this screening

process are summarized in Table 8. Discussions of each of the control measures are presented

below including recommendations regarding the products’ "current acceptability as stormwater

control measures for Sacramento Stormwater Permittees. A summary of recommendations for

product acceptance and follow-up is presented in Table 9.
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Table 8. Summary Evaluation of Products

Storm Storm Storm
Product Data TS~ Land Use No. of Sample Depth Duration Intensity Comments

Source/ Removal Storms Type Range Range Range
Reference % (inches) (hours) (in/hour)

Screening See 10 Flow wt. 0.15 to 2 to 24 0.05 to 0.25 See Appendix A
Criteria Figure 2 composites !.50

and 4
Jensen Piner, 1994 24 !
Interceptor

Kinnetie, 50 Employee 6 Flow wt. 0.63 to 5 to 31 0.02 to 0.21 Construction impacts
1996 parking lot composites 1.47

Teichert No field studies have been done
Interceptor
BaySav.er BaySaver, 80 School 3 Multiple 0.I0 to 4 to 5 0.06 to 0.10 Two storms were very small

1998 parking lot grabs 1.25
Stormceptor Service, 80 Parking lot in 6 Composites 0.05 to g to 14 0.01 to 0.22 Requisite number of studies have been done,

1998 a park 0.77" although the required number of storms has
been met in only one study.

Greb, 1998       26     Maintenance     45      Flow wt    0.02 to     Meets    Meets
shop yard composites 1.31" criteria criteria

Envimnmen 93 Industrial 3 Composites 0.18 to 3 to 7 0.03 to 0.06
tal, 1997 parking lot 0.25
Labatiuk, 53 Shopping 5 Composites Not in Not in Not in report
1997 mall report report

Downstream No field studies have been done
Defender
Vortechs Vorteehnies 84 Office 7 Time Only one study has been conducted

1998 parking lot composites
V2BI No field studies have been done
CDS Walker, 70 Mixed 15 Multiple Not in Not in Not in report CDS model had 4700 um screen that was not

1999 grabs report report effective at influent TSS<75 mg/L.
StormFilter Stormwater 92 Arterial & 15 Flow wt 0.17 to 5 to 24 Meets Study was of a flat bed system, not the cartridge.

1994 residential composites 1.47 criteria
Lief, 1998 43 . Roadway 10 Flow wt Not in Not in Not in report Study was of a fiat bed system, not the cartridge.

" composites report report ’ Efficiency is just the filter;, excludes pretreat
unit.



Table 8. Summary Evaluation of Products (continued)

Storm Storm Storm
Product Data TSS Land Use No. of Sample Depth Duration Intensity Comments

Source/ Removal Storms Type Range Range Range
Reference % (inches) (hours) (in/hour)

Envirodrain No field studies have been done
Fossil filter Ambient, 0 Street 1 Composites Not in Not in Not in report Influent TSS was only 9 mg/L.

1997 report report
Larry 18 Mall 2 Flow wt. 0.04 to 2 to 7 0.02 to 0.06
Walker, composites 0.40
1998

Hydm-Kleen No field studies have been done
UltmUrban One field study did not include TSS test
Filter
StormTreat Horsely, 99 Parking lot 5 Single in- Not in Not in Not in report Only one study has been conducted.

1995 fluent grab, report report
multiple
effluent
grabs



Jensen Interceptor

This system is essentially a wet vault, where sedimentation is the dominant pollutant removal

mechanism. This type of device, therefore, should be able to provide the desired level of

performance, if it is sized and configured properly. Using the manufacturer’s sizing

guidelines, this devise is generally designed to achieve only course pollutant removal.

Of the two studies of this product reported by the manufacturer, the Piner (1994) study did

not provide sufficient data to draw any conclusions. The study by Kinnetic Laboratories

(1996) provided data from six storm events, but the influent TSS concentrations may have

been influenced by upstream construction activities during one or more storm events.

Further, the study authors reported that "bypasses of the interceptor were common during

most storm events". To account for the untreated bypass flow, the overall TSS removal

efficiency was adjusted from 63 to 50 percent. The relatively low observed removal

efficiency (compared to the public domain control measures) and the high frequency of

bypassing suggests that this device may be undersized.

An issue with the use of wet vaults is their inability to remove dissolved pollutants; further,

Kinnetic (1996) found that dissolved cadmium increased significantly between the influent     ..~.....,..:

and the effluent. Dissolved zinc increased in five of the six storms sampled, although the

differences between the influent and effluent were not found to be statistically significant.

The increase in concentrations of dissolved metals may be due to release of soluble metal

species under anaerobic conditions in the pooled water. This hypothesis should be studied

further.

The reported studies do not meet the established criteria (see Appendix A) in terms of

s .ampling .and documentation protocols.

Recommendation: Not acceptable.

Deficiencies:

1. Insufficient number of storms studied with proper protocol.

2. Insufficient number of sites studied with proper protocol.

3. Sizing criteria questionable.
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Teichert [nterceplor

The above observations for the Jensen Interceptor are applicable to the Teichert Interceptor.

Recommendation: Not acceptable.

Deficiencies:

1. Insufficient number of storms studied with proper protocol

2. Insufficient number of sites studied with proper protocol.

3. Sizing criteria questionable

BaySaver

Only one field study has been conducted and only three storms were sampled. Further, two.

of the storms were extremely small.

Recommendation: Not acceptable.

Deficiencies:

1. Insufficient number of storms studied with proper protocol

2. Insufficient number of sites studied with proper protocol.

Stormceptor

The manufacturer has conducted several other field studies not listed in Table 3. However,

the sampling was limited to a few grab samples during each event, and therefore are not

reported in Table 3. The minimum criteria are nearly met (four studies, but meeting the 10

storm criterion at only one site). However, performance is highly variable as indicated in

Table 3. Two observations of significant note: in the study by Greb et al. (1998) in which 45

storms were sampled, the aggregate removal efficiency for TSS over the 45 storms was only26%, as reported in Table 3. However, the study has been criticized by Stormceptor because.

it was found that salt from a salted sand pile (used for road deicing) was entering the

Stormceptor, causing a dense layer of water in the lower half of the device. It therefore

could be argued that this caused the low efficiency. However, at least 14 storm events

occurred prior to the outset of the dense lower layer and for these 14 events the overall TSS

removal efficiency was still only about 35%.
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Recommendation: Not acceptable.

Deficiencies:

1. Insufficient number of storms studied with proper protocol
2. inadequate performance

Downstream Defender

No field studies have been conducted. Performance evaluation is limited to a laboratory

study in which sediment was added to potable water.

Recommendation: Not acceptable.

Deficiencies:

1. Insufficient number of storms studied with proper protocol                    .

2. Insufficient number of sites studied with proper protocol.

Vortechs

Only one study has been conducted. Although the observed performance is promising, the

study does not meet the 10 storm requirement.                                          ..":!:.:..,-:~.

Recommendation: Not acceptable.

Deficiencies:

1. Insufficient number of storms studied with proper protocol

2. Insufficient number of sites studied with proper protocol.

V2B1

No field studies have been conducted. Performance evaluation is limited to a laboratory

study in which sediment was added to potable water.

Recommendation: Not acceptable.

Deficiencies:

1. Insufficient number of storms studied with proper protocol

2. Insufficient number of sites studied with proper protocol.
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CDS

As previously indicated, CDS needs to offer a screen with much smaller openings. CDS is

currently experimenting with a 1200 micron screen. CDS has conducted many studies but

these hav~ focused on the removal of gross solids. Only the study cited in Table 8 focused

on the removal ofpollutantg, specifically TSS, phosphorus and nitrogen. Evaluation of 15

storms found that about 70% of the TSS was removed over all storms monitored. However,

the CDS model, which employed a 4700 micron screen, was relatively ineffective at reducing

the TSS when the influent concentration was less than 75 mg/L. Given the relatively mild

storms occurring in Sacramento, and the relationship between TSS concentration and runoff

rate, it is possible that for Sacramento, the TSS concentration of untreated stormwater will be

frequently less than 75 mg/L.

Recommendation: Not acceptable.

Deficiencies:

1. Inadequate performance

StormFilter

Two studies are reported in Table 8, both of which meet the criteria, although not all o£the

rainfall information is available. Figure 6 presents a plot of the data from the two studies.

The data from Stormwater Management (1994) shows satisfactory performance. The data

points from Leif(1998) fall to the right side of the Line of Comparative Performance©.

However, Leif(1998) evaluated the performance of only the filter unit, that is, the influent

sample was taken at the entrance of the filter rather than the vault in which the filter was

placed. Hence, the pretreatment efficiency of the forebay was not included. Taking this

aspect into consideration, it is likely the data points would have fallen to the left of the

comparative performance line.                                                    :

A more significant consideration is that ’~hc ,~x~..~ cited studies are of the fiat bed system, rather

than the cartridge system, which is nov,’ u~cd. It therefore may not be appropriate to apply

the findings from fiat bed systems to the ca.,-tridge system as the unit flow rates (gprrdft2 of

filter surface) may differ. The flat bed systems have 18" of media where as the thickness of

media in the cartridge systems is only 7 to 9".
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Stormwater Management, Inc has conducted several studies of the cartridge system, with

several types of media: leaf compost, perlite, and either of these two media with-a fabric.

However, only grab samples, typically only one of the influent and one of the effluent, have

been taken during these studies. While the two comprehensive studies have been of the flat-

bed type system rather than the current cartridge system, the performance and studies are

satisfactory.

Recommendation: Conditionally acceptable.

Deficiencies:

1. Insufficient number of sites studied with proper protocol using cartridge system
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FIGURE 6 STORMFILTER
TSS Removal- Flatbed System
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Envirodrain

No field studies of performance have been conducted.

Recommendation: Not acceptable.

Deficiencies:

1. Insufficient number of storms studied with proper protocol

2. Insufficient number of sites studied with proper protocol.

Fossil Filter

Two studies have been conducted that included consideration of the removal of TSS. With

one study the removal efficiency was 0%. However, the influent TSS was only 9 mg/L and

therefore further reduction would not be expected. Regardless, only one storm was sampled.

Recommendation: Not acceptable.

Deficiencies:

1. Insufficient number of siorms studied with proper protocol

2. Insufficient number of sites studied with proper protocol.

Hydro-Kleen                                                                         .
,’~ :..~.,~

No field studies of performance have been conducted.

Recommendation: Not acceptable.

Deficiencies:

1. Insufficient number of storms studied with proper protocol

2. Insufficient number of sites studied with proper protocol.

UltraUrban Filter

An extensive field study carried out in Santa Monica demonstrated that the filter removes

litter and sediment from stormwater. Ho~e~ er, as the influent and effluent were not sampled

it is not possible to calculate efficiency. I he manufacturer has conducted laboratory tests to

evaluate the performance with respect to the removal of petroleum. However, the artificial

stormwater that was created for the tests was not representative because sediment was not

included in the stormwater. This is important because motor and diesel oil sorbs to

sediment. The removal efficiency with regard to sediments is therefore important to
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evaluate, ~ hether in a laboratory or field test, even if the pollutant of interest is petroleum

products.

Recommendation: Not acceptable.

Deficiencies:

1. Insufficient number of storms studied with proper protocol

2. Insufficient number of sites studied with proper protocol.

StormTreat

Only one field study has been conducted. Further, in this field study only one grab sample

was taken of the influent during each storm. Thus, efficiency cannot be properly dete}Trnined.

However, effluent concentrations of TSS and other pollutants were very low, indicating high

efficiencies are achievable with this system. The TSS concentration in the effluent was

typically less than 3 mg/L, with a high of 11.9 mg/L. It is important to note that StormTreat

gradually treats the water for several days after the storm has passed. Hence, to use

StormTreat, a detention system must also be included to retain the specified volume of water

that is to be treated. This need suggests that before approving or conditionally approving

this product, the manufacturer should be required to provide a sizing proceedure specific to

the climatic conditions of California.

Recommendation: Not acceptable.

Deficiencies:

1. Insufficient number of storms studied with proper protocol

2. Insufficient number of sites studied with proper protocol.

3. Inadequate sizing procedure
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Table 9. Summary of Product Recommendations

Date of Most Approval
Product Company Recent Study Recommendation Follow-up Recommendation

Jensen Jensen Precast 1996 Not Acceptable Studies at 2 sites w/10 storms each. Follow
Interceptor recommended protocol. Review sizing

guidelines

Teichert Teichert Precast none Not Acceptable Studies at 2 sites w/10 storms each. Follow
Interceptor recommended protocol.. Review sizing

guidelines

BaySaver BaySaver, Inc. 1998 Not Acceptable Studies at 2 sites w/10 storms each. Follow
recommended protocol

Stormceptor CSR Hydro 1998 Not Acceptable Studies ~t 2 sites w/10 storms each. Follow
Conduit recommended protocol

Downstream H.I.L. none Not Acceptable Studies at 2 sites w/10 storms each. Follow
Defender Technology, Inc. recommended protocol

Vortechs Vortechnics 1998 Not Acceptable Studies at 2 sites w/10 storms each. Follow
recommended protocol

V2B 1 Kistner Concrete Not Acceptable Studies at 2 sites ~v/10 storms each. Follow
recommended protocol

CDS CDS 1999 Not Acceptable Studies at 2 sites w/I0 storms each. Follow
Technologies recommended protocol. Use smaller screen ~"!’:~:-:’-~

StormFilter Stormwater 1998 Conditionally Studies at 1 site w/10 storms each. Follow
Management Acceptable recommended protocol w/cartridge system

Envirodrain Envirodrain none Not Acceptable Studies at 2 sites w/10 storms each. Follow
recommended protocol

Fossil Filter KriStar 1998 Not Acceptable Studies at 2 sites w/10 storms each. Follow
Enterprises recommended protocol

HydroKleen Weaver none Not Acceptable Studies at 2 sites w/10 storms each. Follow
Manufacturing, recommended protocol
LLC

Ultra-Urban Abtecfi Industries none ¯ Not Acceptable ~ Studies at 2 sites w/I0 storms each. Follow
Filter recommended protocol

StormTreat Storm Treat 1995 Not Acceptable Studies at 2 sites w/I0 storms each. Follow
Systems, Inc. recommended protocol. Provide sizing

procedure
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CONCLUSIONS

This study has compiled the available performance data for 18 stormwater treatment control

technologies (14 proprietary devices and four treatment technologies available within the public

domain) and evaluated the potential of these controls to improve the quality of stormwater runoff

from new developments in Sacramento, California. Cost data for the 14 proprietary devices were

also compiled.

To be acceptable or conditionally acceptable by local stormwater agencies, a treatment

technology should have demonstrated performance under conditions similar to those typically
observed in the intended area of application. This means that adequate study data should be

available to clearly demonstrate effective pollutant removals with the technology under typical

Sacramento-area storm conditions, using influent quality representative of that typically found in

runoff from Sacramento-area commercial and residential developments. Effective pollutant

removal is considered equivalent to that provided by public domain controls - grassy swales and

sand filters. The studies should be scientifically defensible and well-documented. A screening

protocol was developed to evaluate whether adequate data had been produced for each of the

devices studied.

The four public domain controls studied - grassy swales and three types of sand filters - have

been documented to produce treatment effectiveness adequate to warrant continued

recommendation for application in the Sacramento area. Furthermore, the demonstrated

treatment performance of these technologies can be used as a relative measure against which to

assess the acceptability of performance data from other (proprietary) treatment technologies.

Of the fourteen proprietary device.~ evaluated, none have ad(quate data at this time to

recommend outright acceptance, using the screening protocol developed for this investigation.

Only one device (StormFilter) is recommended as conditionally acceptable.

The inability to remove dissolved pollutants is a common problem with all of the products.

reviewed in this report with the possible exceptions of StormTreat and StormFilter.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FOLLOW-UP

1. Manufacturers of proprietary controls that are recommended as "not acceptable" at this time

should be encouraged to conduct studies that can be used to demonstrate the effectiveness of

their products for application in Sacramento-area new developments. A ~:ecommended data

collection and documentation protocol is provided in Appendix A to this report. In general,

studies that follow the recommended guidelines would be applicable to most of the western

United States.

2. Product manufacturers capable of producing a report that meets the criteria for condit[bnal

acceptance should submit such reports. Conditional acceptance of a product should be
determined on a case-by-case basis by the various Permittee agencies. It is further suggested

that manufacturers must be required to produce a subsequent report that meets all the

protocols listed in Appendix A. Failure to submit such a report in a time!y manner would

results in the product being removed from the "Conditionally Acceptable" list.

3. The manufacturers of the Jensen and Teichert Vrecast units should be encouraged to review

their sizing guidelines and make corrections as needed to resolve any unnecessary treatment

deficiencies.

52 11/3o/99
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APPI’:NDIX A

COMPREHENSIVE PROTOCOL
FOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF

PROPRIETARY STORMWATER CONTROL PRODUCTS

A manufacturer who wishes to have its technology considered for placement on the
"Acceptable" list must submit a report that contains performance data from studies following the
requirements outlined in this protocol. A technology may be "Conditionally Acceptable" if it is
demonstrated to provide effective performance but does not meet all of the Comprehensive
Protocol requirements, as described below.

While it is preferred that the field studies be conducted in the Sacramento region, this is not a
requirement.

NUMBER AND TYPES OF SITES EVALUATED

¯ Studies are to be conducted at a minimum of two sites

¯ Land uses: more than one of the following - retail commercial, non-retail commercial,
medium density residential, high density or multi-density residential.

SAMPLING REQUIREMENTS

¯ Number of storms per site: 10 (may occur in two consecutive years)

..... - ¯ Storm depth: from 0.15 to 1.50 inches
¯ Runoff duration: from 2 to 24 hours
¯ Average storm intensity: 0.05 to 0.25 inches/hour
¯ Type of samples: flow-weight composite samples, except where grab sampling is required

by protocol. With data collected prior to July 1, 1999, time-paced samples are satisfactory
for consideration for placement of the product on the "Conditionally Acceptable" list,

¯ Sampling procedure: To the extent possible, sampling, is to occur throughthe entire period
of nmoff. Sampling is to occur for a period that represents at least 60% of the volume of
each storm with an overall average of all storms of at least 75%. A minimum of ten aliquots
must be taken during each sampled storm.

¯ Analytes: Influent and effluent TSS, pH, total recoverable zinc, copper, cadmium,
oil/grease, TPH and, TP and TKN. If the device is also intended to remove dissolved
constituents, the analytes shall include the dissolved species of the targeted constituents.
Chemical samples are to be preserved following analytical procedures specified by USEPA.
protocols and are to be analyzed using USEPA protocols. Analytical analysis is to be done
by a certified laboratory. To be considered for placement on the "Conditionally
Acceptable" list, only TSS data need to submitted.

¯ At the end of the test period, the sediment shall be removed, quantified, and analyzed. The
sediment will be evaluated for the following: moisture content, particle size distribution,
organic content, oil/grease, and zinc. To analyze particle size distribution, both the wet and

A- 1 12/I/99
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dry sieve test procedures will be used, following ASTM. These data are not necessary for
placement on the "Conditionally Acceptable" list.

DOCUMENTATION PROTOCOL

1. A description of the test site including total acreage, total impervious acreage, a description
of landscaping if relevant, t.he acreage draining to the device if it differs from total acreage.
Include a description of the drainage system. (Not required for "Conditionally Acceptable"
list).

2. A description of the treatment device including the design peak capacity. (Not required for
"Conditionally Acceptable" list).

3. Complete drainage calculations showing the calculations to size the t.reatment device for the
test site.

4. All raw data including laboratory reports. All data is to be reported including rejected data
with an explanation for the rejection.

5. Statement from the analytical laboratory certifying the specified analytical procedures were
followed in the analysis of the samples and that the appropriate preservation methods were
followed.

6. Calculation of efficiency of each storm by comparing the influent and effluent concentrations
of each storm. (Not required for "Conditionally Acceptable" list).

7. Calculation of the efficiency for all storms by comparing the total aggregate inflow loading
of all storms to the total aggregate outflow loading for all storms.

8. Present a plot ofinfluent concentration versus efficiency for TSS for each storm sampled. ".
All data is to be plotted including rejected data with an explanation for the rejection. (Not
required for "Conditionally Acceptable" list).

9. Start and end times of the precipitation period. (Not required for "Conditionally Acceptable"
list).

10. Start and end times of the runoff period of each sampled storm. (Not required for
"Conditionally Acceptable" list).

11. Start and end times of the sampling period of each sampled storm. (Not required for
"Conditionally Acceptable" list).

12. Total rainfall depth. (Not required for "’t.¢.nditionally Acceptable" list).

13. Rainfall depth during the sampling period. (Not required for "Conditionally Acceptable"
list).

14. Total runoff volume

15. Runoff volume that occurred during the sampling period’

, A-2 12/1/99
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16. Statement ot’ccmlicat~on signed by an ot’tScer of the manufacturer of the product that the
protocol was follo~ ed.

A-3                                                  11/29/99
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Appendix B

PRODUCT ILLUSTRATIONS
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STC 900 Precast Concrete Stormccpto7"®
(900 US Gallon Capacity)

SEE NOTE #I-7

SUIT3RADEFINISHEDADJUSTERS TO    [----"

I VENT
8" PIPE

-Ii
VARIE.~                                           ~--

\
¯ I )ROP TEE ,

INLET PIPE
ZRUBBER

~ 8" ~ ~ ’ ~ ~ GASKET PER
I    ’ ~ . ASTM C 443

’" I" " . ".. .. .’ . ,I               CONNECTION DETAIL
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,ion
Plan View Grit Chamber

,~1~.~.~ .......
,, The swirling motion created by the

.~. ~ ~.~ ¯ tangential inlet directs settleable

’/~" ~"~"~’~’~ \~!~ ~)V/      t
solids toward the center of this

.--~ . ~’~ chamber. Sediment is caught in
, the swirling flow path and setrJes

back onto the pile after the storm
’~.         _,.~./ ~ event is over.

Grit Chamber Oil Chamber/ Flew Co.~ol Oil Chamber & Baffle Wall
Baffle Wall Chamber The center baffle traps floatables in

the oil chamber, even during clean-
out. Highly resistant to flow surges.

Flow Control Chamber
The weir and orifice flow controls:
1) Raise level and volume in the

j system as flow rate increases; and
2) gradually drain the system as

Elevation View: Dry-Weather flow rate subsides.

1) Initial Wet Weather Phase 2) Transition Phase
During a two-month storm event the water level begins to As the inflow rate increases above the controlled outflow
rise above the top of the inlet pipe. This influent control rate, the tank fills and the floating contaminant layer accu-
feature reduces turbulence and avoids resuspension mulatsd from past storms rises. Swirling action increases
of pollutants, at this stage, while sediment pile remains stable.

3) Full Capacity Phase 4) Storm Subsidence Phase/Cleaning
When the high-flow outlet approaches full disdnarge, storm Treated runoff is decanted at a controlfed rate, restoring t~e
drains are tiowing at peak capacity. The Vortechs ~em is water level to a low dryweather volume and revealing a conical
designed to match your design storm flow and provide treat- pile of sediment, The low water level facilitates inspection and
ment throughout the range of storm events without bypass- cleaning, and significantly reduces maintenance costs. The
ing, To accommodate very high flow ra~es, Vortechnics can system’s cenl~al baffle preven~ u’ansfer of fioatables to the
assist designers with configuring a peak-flow I~ypass. outlet during cleaning or during the next storm.
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V2BI
H),dro-Dynamic

Stormwater Treatment ¯ "
System ~,~..._.,,,.~ __

80% Net T.S.S. Removal Efficiencies
3 to 25 cfs Trratment Capabilities
Isolates Floating Pollutants Fr~m Peak Storm Surges

Low Maintenance Co~t’~
Cost Competitis e

ENVIRONMENT XX
¯P.O. B~x 21S, Eatst Pembroke. Ne~ ~brk
¯ Phone ~) 809-2801 Fax 1716) 762.8315
¯ ~ ~ ~.kist ne r.com/en ~’ x \b’
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SEPARATION
SCREEN

CDS Capacity & Physical Features

Model C,ipac~ty Screen O~a (SD) ~creen He,ght Sump Design Headlo~

~ (cls) Ft (Ft D~a, ~ Depth (Fti ~Ft!

j PSW~.7 ~X 2 7 3 0 2 E 4 5 x 2.5 0 43

~
5ale L~tter Removal PSW~.’ xk ~ T, ~.. : " 4 0 X 4 0 0 05
h’,.nh,~ ~.I I,’(, , ,~,.,;t t:,v(~Z3’,

f’S~ ~             ’           ¯           " ’

"    ’ ’ ~ ’ ’ ’" ,,’,,    ’’ ’" !2~ X HO ,’"
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The Stormifilter

protects our

environment

by remo ring

pollutants from

stormwater runoff

before they

enter receiving

waterways.

The cartridge, shown with the hood removed. From loft: Zeolite. CSF leaf media, perlite, and
employs a siphon mechanism to efficiently draw 1abric |,~serts can be used individually or in

polluted runoff through the media, combination to add to the system’s versatility.

The StormFt:Ler mcorporate~ Flow Spreader Energy Dissipater -,~::

recl~argeaDle cartridges Access D~rs Mounted
housed ~ns~de vauR s that into Tra~c-bearing Lid

are typically ordered as

precast ut~[s,

{;at tndges con[a~n

various ty~s of

media. ~r~clud~ng p~rhte,

zeohte, fabric u~sertt

and the patento~ CSF

leaf med~a £%’~tl~

cl;~ra~te;~sucs, ,t~ w(,ll Siphon~riven
Filter

land use ch~nl~e~                  Underdraln Manifold

Outlet
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ENVIRO.DR/ IN ", Specifications

Flow Rate’ 0-60 gpnl Fitter Malcrials ................................ Filter Fabric,
Nonunal FIm~ ........................................... 3-8 gpm Absorbent WTM and Activated Carbon
Electrical ....................................................... None Mechamsm .......................Gravity Feed Capable
Dimensions: Standard/Custom Sizes of All Types of Filter Medium

Dry Weight .....~ ............................................50 lbs. Construction ........................I00% Stainless Steel

When Enviro-Drain stormwater filter is installed in catch basins, contaminated water enters through the grate and the
water is divcrted to enter Enviro-Drain, I’ilwcring out scditnenu’~, cigarette butts, rocks, leaves, and grass clippings in the
top tray. The second tray is filled with Absorbent W’m, a natural cellulose fiber that retains up to 7 times its weight in
oil. The third filter is filled with activated carbonmncutralizc fertilizers and pesticides. Each tray has its own
characteristics and are properly spaced to eliminate clogging while providing aeration to the water which is needed to
break down organic compounds and provide fish with adcquate oxygen. By allowing you to use any variety or
combination of filter medium Enviro-Drain stormwater filter is much rnorc versatile and cost effective than other types
of filters. Test results of Enviro-Drain s|ormwatcr filter proved to be vcry successfu! with up to 96% removal of
efficiencies.*                   ":’Test results can he provided upon request.

(;rate

DESCRIPTION ......................................PART #
Storm Water Pollution Filter r,,,,.~,.~. ~

24" x !4"d Insert .................................... 100 --"---~8" x 24" x 14"d Insert ....................................
5006" x 24" x    d Bar Rack
11013"          . .............................8" x 24" x lY’d Bar Rack ..............................
5 l0 ~/^ 2.,,.~ ,7.~’,~ Medium6"x 24"

//’~L~"~/c/c~ ~,nri,t~r . ,8" x x 3" d Tray (Empty) ........................101 ~’,~/,.z- ... :..~-/ ~,,-i,- Barrack ’
(Carbon) ....................... 102

~

~ I
(Wood Fiber) ................ 103 I I

16" x 24" x 3" d Tray (Empty) ........................ 501                                             ’
(Carbon) ....................... 502
(Woqd Fiber) ................503

18" x 24" x .25" d Rack Screen ........................ 120
16" x 24" x .25" d Rack Screen ........................520 rittc,-rn,:
18"x 24" Diverter ............................................200 In~crt
16"x 24" Diverter ............................................600

DESCRIPTION ......................................PART # ~
Storm Water Sediment Filter
Use same inserts, bar racks, rack screens and
diverters as in I00 & 500 series filters
18" x 24" x 15" d .......................................300-3()3 Catch Basin

WARRANTY AND I.IMITATION OF REME[)II’~;
I. Explc~s Wurrunlv ENVIRO-I)RAIN. IN(’. cM~re’~.,,ly ’~,arrant,. tlu~ pr~luct Io he h’cc Iltllll del~clx Ill material. ~orklllallshil~ and lille
2. D~sclaime; {~1 Imi~hcd aml Other Wm’rm;I;cn TIlE FORI.;(;OIN(; WARRANTY IS EX(YI,IISIVE AND IN LIEU O1: AI,I, OTHER’WARRANTIF,~

WHETHER WRITTEN, IMPI,II’~I) (INCI,UDIN(; wITnOUI" I,IMITATION A WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR
PARTICUI,AR Pt~POSEk

3. hi the event Ihat any pn~uct is Iiitllld Ill ~ detective m wt~rknlallsh~p or material. I~NVIRO.I)RAIN. INC’. agrees to ~palr fir replace ~t~ch p,’~ucl at its option.
If Ihe product is m ~, igpml~d. Buyer ~.dl I~ar rc~lXm~bdity
~uch repal~ tn ~eplaccnlcnl ~ltlun 30 day~ Iwhlch Im~e
ENVIRO-DRAIN. IN(’. liw a lull rclund o~ ihc purchase irate. ’I’HI~E REMEI)I~S ARE EX(~I,IlSIVE, AND BUYER A(;RE~k~ THIS SHAI,I, lie TIlE
I,IMIT OF ANY I,IABII,II"Y ON THE PART OF

4 Conseoucnt~at and Inode~lM Da;t~a~cs Excluded. Btl)’CF firstlings all rc~lllMblllly liar the �~m~tlU¢~c~ ol U~ ol the prt~ttcl. ENVIRO-I)RAIN. IN(’. a~sun~s
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STANDARD
GRATE INLET

FOSSIL FILTER FLANGE RESTS
ON GRATE BEARING LEDGE

c:~...Vfdr’lwS.wps
Q KdStar Enterpr~e= 6/1195
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Hydr -Kleeh
FILTER     SYSTEMS

12"-15" 45 135 N/A N/A
16"-20" 76 196 N/A N/A
21"-25" 180 360 90 180
26"-30" 225 420 110 210
31"-35" 281 491 140 280
36"-40" 405 675 200 400
Cus~m To be Determined To be Determined To be Determ~nea Tobe De~rmined

¯ Flow rates are determined by the square STORM DRAIN INSET
footage of the net drain area. 2 Built-in Overflow Devices

inlet size, Internal
Overflow

¯ Maximum flow rate is flow rate with
straight-thru flow and media in place. .

¯ Maximum flbw rate is 60 gpm per square
foot of top media as determined by actual
testing.

External
Overflow

Patented

hydro-kleen, Bey. 12/9/98
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UL’FP 4- URBAN" FILTER
with OARS OnBoard

Narrative Description

The Ultra-Urban’" Filter with. OARS® Ortl]oard, developed and manufactured
by AbTech Industries, is an innovative low-cost BMP to help meet NPDES
requirements. The Ultra-UrbanTM Filter removes oil, grease, trash and sediment
from stormwater runoff before it enters the storm drain system. The Ultra-LlrbanTM

Filter is ideal for municipal, industrial and construction applications.

The Ultra-UrbanTM Filter is designed for use in storm drains that experience oil
and grease pollution accompanied by low concentrations of sediment and debris.
The modular design of the filters will accommodate most storm drains. Trash
and sediment accumulates in the internal basket while water is tittered through
the unit to remove oil and grease. The proprietary OARS® Smart Sponge’~
polymer filtration media will remove up to 80°4 of the oil and grease in
stormwater runoff -- from low concentrations typical of residential areas to high
levels associated with illegal dumping of used motor oil. Oil is permanently
bonded within the polymer eliminating the possibilities of leaching.

Sketch of System

Series C02000 for Curb-Opening Storm Drains

OARS~ Insert Module C02000-R Side view of OARS~ Ultra-UrbanTM

Filter in catch basin.
Lateral by-pass to

acent modules 4" _" !" " "

T ~’~- Front mounting
plate

23 00

Sediment and
debris basket

OARS® Smart SpongeTM

hydrocarbon filtration
media

All (.’l’l\’il’(>lllllellt;tl s()luti(m fr(>lll Ab’l’ech Industries
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IStormTreat" Systems Tank

lotted I’VC pipes infiltrate ---~
,rtially-treated storm water\
f~om last chamber into
constructed wetland

gravel substrate

Water flows t.hrough
Infiltration pipe root zone of wetlands

discharges treated water where microbes metabolize
into adjacent fill & soils petroleum hvdrocarbons.

nitrogen, and other pollutant~

Inflow from catch basin -~ P|ants uptake metals, and

~

Grit-filter bag
gravel soils filter bacteria.

phosphorus and metals

.
utlet contro~ valve regulates dbcharge rate
rmatly set at 0.25 gal/mtn) and can be dosed

Series of (~,) skimmers whichin the event of a hazardous materials spill Slotted PVC pipe Inverted elbow for transfer clarified water from 3-6 inches
~ exfi’ltrates treated tzapldng otl and below the surface of water.to next chamber

water to
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SACRAMENTO

STO R MWATE R
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

December 22, 1998
980747:SH:sc

SUBJECT: PROPRIETARY STORMWATER CONTROL DEVICES, INFORMATION REQUEST

Dear Mr. ¯

The Sacramento NPDES Stormwater Permittees include the City and County of Sacramento and the Cities of Folsom
and Gait. The Permittees are responsible for approving the use o[ stormwater controls in new developments within
their respective jurisdictions, with the overriding goal of reducing discharges of stormwater pollutants to the maximum
extent practicable. To help meet this goal, the Permittees are in need of additional information regarding specific

~-. proprietary structural control devices, especially with respect to the applicability and effectiveness of such devices
¯ ;:- for treatment of stormwater runoff in the Sacramento area. Your company was among those identified as a

manufacturer or supplier of a proprietary device with potential application in Sacramento. The specific deyice
identified is the Precast Interceptor.

Enclosed please find a brief questionnaire requesting specific information about your product. Please fill out the
questionnaire to the best of your ability, using additional information and materials as appropriate. The information
will be used to evaluate the potential usefulness of the specific device for achieving stormwater pollutant reductions
in the Sacramento area.

The Permittees would greatly appreciate your timely response to this request. Please send your responses by
January 11= to our consultant: LarTy Walker Associates, 509 Fourth St., Davis, CA 95616, Attention: Armand Ruby.
You may also contact Sherill Huun, City of Sacramento, Department of Utilities at (916) 264-1455 orTom Garcia,
County of Sacramento, Water Resources Division, (916) 874-6457 with any questions or comments you may have.
Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

La r~;~~a s~~’~h,’’7~~~’~ Tom W. Garcia,
City of Sacramento County of Sacramento

cc: Bob Blaser, City of Folsom
Scott Alman, City of Gait
Armand Ruby, Larrry Walker Associates

Sacramento Cmmt,i ;,.d Ct’,;us of ¯ Folsom ¯ Gait ¯ Sa,:ramentc

¯
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PROPRIETARY STRUCTURAL CONTROLS QUESTIONNAIRE
Sacramento Stormwater Monitoring Program

Please fill in all blanks as applicable and attach additional pages as necessary.
Use one form for each product.

Product name:

Manufacturer (company name/location):
Manufacturer’s rep for Sacramento area (name/company):
Address:
Telephone:                  Fax:               e-mail address

Year of first commercial application of the technology:
Year of first commercial application in California:

Number installed in the United States and Canada:
Number installed in California: in the Sacramento area:

Land uses in which the technology is currently being used:

Number of standard unit sizes:
(For each standard unit size please fill out the following. Costs may be approximate.)

Unit Size Flow Capacity Capital Cost Installation Cost

* Installation cost can be shown as a % range of capital cost.

Applicability/Limitations
Product description - Briefly describe components/operation (how" does it work?):

Target pollutants - What pollutant(s) is this device designed to remove?

Product applicability - Describe the situations for which this technology is best suited:

Product limitations - Describe situations for which this technology may be unsuitable:
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Sacramet~to St¢~rtrl~: t~tcr Monitoritzg Progratr7
Proprietar3, Strttcturo! Cot~trols Questionnaire Page 2

Performance
Are treatment effectiveness data available for this product? (summarize):

Have performance studies been conducted, or are any planned?
(If yes, please characterize those studies by filling out the chart below.)

Study A        Study B        Study C
1. Stud), Conducted By:

Manufacturer
Independent party

2. Study Location (specify):
Laboratory
In-field in California
In-field elsewhere

3. Study Date/Period: ,
4. Report Available?
Please enclose copies of all completed study reports, lnclude relevant it Formation about
the study, including location, size of unit tested, catchment area size, land use, testing
protocols, characteristics of storms sampled (flow depth, duration, antecedent period),
and influent and effluent concentrations.

Product Maintenance
Recommended maintenance frequency:

Is the recommended maintenance frequency based on experience or "best
professional judgment"?

Recommended maintenance procedure (summarize):

Estimated maintenance costs:

Product brochure available? (please enclose if yes): ~
Name of person filling out form: Date:
Address: Telephone:

Please.mail completed form to:
Larry Walker Associates (Attn: Armand Ruby)
509 Fourth St.
Davis, CA 95616
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CATCHMENT HYDROLOGY

EFFECTIVENESS OF STREET SWEEPING FOR
STORMWATER POLLUTION CONTROL

TECHNICAL REPORT
Report 99/8
December 1999

T.A. Walker and T.H.F. Wong

CATCHMENT HYDROLOGY                                                                                              ~
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"2~ERAT’VE R~S~ARC~ CENTR~ FOR CATCHMENT HYDROLOGY

Effectiveness of Preface

Street SweeDina
sweeping as a stormwater pollution source control

fo~ St~mw~t~ ineasure. The Cooperative Research Centre for
Catchment Hydrology (CRCCH) Project U1 (Gross

Pollution Control pollutant management and urban pollution control

ponds) focuses on ways to improve the quality of
stormwater runoff. The project covered means to
reduce gross pollutants both before and after they
entered the piped stormwater drainage system. This
report describes a scoping study to assess the

T.A. Walker and T.H.F. Wong efficiency of Australian street sweeping practices in

Cooperative Research Centre for Catchment Hydrology the removal of pollutants from street surfaces. This
study has provided information on the effectiveness
of street sweeping, currently practiced, in the

December, 1999 collection of pollutants across the range of particle
sizes representative of a street surface load.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the contribution of
Tracey Walker and Tony Wong to the Urban
Hydrology Program. This work has provided
important insights into the limited role street
sweeping plays in improving stormwater quality.

Tom McMahon
Program Leader, Urban Hydrology
Cooperative Research Centre for Catchment Hydrology
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Executive Summary An earlier CRCCH study, involving analysis of gross
pollutant loads from a 50 hectare urban catchment of

mixed residential, commercial and industrial land-
Street cleansing is a common (and expensive)use, found a clear relationship between the gross
practice undertaken by most urban municipalitiespollutant load in the stormwater system and the
with annual expenditure by a municipality oftenmagnitude of the storm event. The shapes of the
exceeding one million dollars. Street sweeping,curves relating gross pollutant load to event rainfall
essentially the operation of large trucks for cleaningand runoff were found to be monotonically increasing
street surfaces, is primarily performed for aestheticand representable by a logarithmic function. The
purposes. It is, often perceived to lead toshape of these curves suggests that the limiting
improvements in the environmental conditions ofmechanism affecting the amount of gross pollutants
urban waterways by preventing pollutants depositedentering the stormwater system is rainfall dependent
on street surfaces from reaching the stormwater(ie. the available energy to re-mobilise and transport
system. There is, however, little available evidence todeposited gross pollutants on street surfaces) rather
quantify the extent to which street sweeping canthan being source [imiting (ie. the amount of available
improve stormwater quality. This report investigatesgross pollutants deposited on street surfaces).
the effectiveness of street sweeping for stormwater
quality improvement.

Overseas studies indicate that street sweeping is

relatively ineffective at reducing the street surface
The effectiveness of street sweeping for stor~nwaterload of fine particles (below 125 gin). The particle
pollution control is examined for two types ofsize distribution of suspended solids conveyed in
pollutants, gross pollutants (> 5 mm) and sedimentstormwater in Australian conditions typically range
(including associated pollutants). The researchfrom 1 ~am to 400 gm with approximately 70% of the
literature on street cleaning indicates a general dearthparticles smaller than 125 gm. Therefore, street
of studies that address the issues of gross pollutantsweeping as it is currently practiced cannot be
management. Most studies predominantly examineexpected to be effective in the reduction of suspended
the effectiveness of street sweeping for sediment andsolids and associated trace metals and nutrient
associated contaminant removal. This study looks atconcentrations in stormwater.
the effectiveness of street sweeping for gross
pollutants using the results of Australian field studies,The study concludes that the performance of street

while sediment and other suspended solid removal issweeping for stormwater pollutant control is limited

investigated with interpretation of results fromand must be accompanied by structural pollutant

overseas studies, treatment measures to effectively reduce the
discharge of gross and sediment associated pollutants

Experimental studies overseas found street sweepingin stormwater. The incremental benefits in increasing
to be highly effective in the removal of large solidsthe frequency of street sweeping beyond what is
greater than 2 millimetres under test conditions,required to meet street aesthetic criterion is expected
However, field conditions are expected toto be small in relation to water quality improvements.
significantly reduce the efficiency of solid removalAs a result, there seems little benefit in conducting an
because of limitations with sweeper access to sourcein-depth field-based study into the effectiveness of
areas (mainly due to street design and car parking),street sweeping for stormwater pollution control.
sweeping mechanisms used and operator skills. Field
studies undertaken by the Cooperative Research
Centre for Catchment Hydrology (CRCCH) in
Australia found significant stormwater gross pollutant
loads generated from source areas in spite of a daily
street sweeping regime.
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1 Introduction at-source method for reducing the amount of street
borne pollutants entering the stormwater system. The
actual contribution of street sweeping to the

This report presents the findings of an investigationabatement of stormwater pollution is however not
on the effectiveness of current Australian streetwell understood. The objectives of street sweeping
sweeping practices in the collection of pollutantsfor street aesthetics and stormwater pollution control
across the typical range of particle sizes found onare very different, with the former placing particular
street surfaces. The study was initiated to defing andemphasis on the visual impact of environmental
scope a further more-detailed field-based study topollution while the latter encompasses a much wider
quantify the effectiveness of current street sweepingrange of pollutant types and sizeS. Despite street
practices as an at-source stormwater pollutionsweeping being widely considered an at-source
management measure. The term street sweeping isstormwater pollution control method its effectiveness
used here to describe essentially the operation of largeis unknown.
tracks to remove deposited litter and debris from the
’kerb and channel of major roadways, streets, andThis report undertakes an interpretation of relevant

carparks. The study examines the effectiveness ofstreet sweeping literature, research and survey results.
The background to street sweeping operations,street sweeping practices to remove pollutants of two

types:- (i) gross pollutant and litter removal and (ii)focusing on the effectiveness of sweeping for removal

sediment and associated contaminant removal, of street surface pollutants, is established in Section 2.
The methodology undertaken for this investigation is

Over the past decade there has been an increase in thediscussed in Section 3. Results from a survey of 21
management of urban stormwater to protect urbanMelbourne Metropolitan councils on street sweeping
waterways and receiving waters. These initiativespractices are assessed in Section 4, to establish an
have, in part, resulted from community awareness ofunderstanding of current operations, target pollutants
environmental impacts of urban stormwater pollutionand sweeping frequencies. The different types of
and their expectation that urban aquatic ecosystemsstreet sweeping mechanisms and their measured
should be protected from further environmentaleffectiveness are examined in Section 5. Pollutant
degradation, types found on street surfaces are reviewed in Section
Pollutants generated from urban land-use activities6, including an analysis of Australian sediment
are transported by stormwater to urban receivingcharacteristics to assess the influence of street

waters. Pollutants washed off street surfaces includesweeping practices on fine particulates and associated
gross pollutants, sediment and associated metals,contaminants.
nutrients, hydrocarbons and dissolved pollutants.Inter-event dry periods can influence street sweeping
Increased volumes of stormwater runoff andeffectiveness and these are determined using
discharge rates resulting from increased imperviousAustralian rainfall statistics in Section 7, and
surface areas and hydraulically efficient drainagecompared with current sweeping frequency and
infrastructure throughout urban catchments ha~ et~ming information. Section 8 examines field data to
meant that the transport of urban pollutant, ~,,determine gross pollutant load generation and the
receiving waters is particularly efficient. ~nfluence of catchment land-use and associated
Most urban metropolitan councils perform clcav,,:,,csweeping frequency on pollutant load. The impact

of streets and similar impervious surfaces. "I’h~, ~,street sweeping has on gross pollutant loads entering
commonly for the purpose of controlling gr,,,~the stormwater drainage system is discussed in
pollutants, particularly litter, to maintain a level olSection 9, highlighting important issues affecting
street cleanliness and aesthetic quality. The focus oncurrent sweeping efficiencies. Section 10 concludes
environmental issues is growing and local authormes with a summary of specific observations from each of
are now considering street sweeping as a beneficialthe sections of the report from which the effectiveness

of street sweeping as a stormwater pollution control
method is assessed.
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2 Background sweeping can significantly reduce pollutant washoff
from urban streets due to the improved efficiencies of
newer technologies now employed to conduct street

2.1 Street Sweeping Pollutant Removal sweeping in some American states. Their

Monitoring investigations showed that when street sweeping
mechanisms and programs are designed to remove

The role and usefulness of street sweepers to control
finer particles (ie. small-micron surface cleaners or

street surface pollutants was first investigated in the
tandem sweeping) it can benefit stormwater runoff

late 1950’s and early 1960’s by the United States
quality.

Environmental Protection Agency (US-EPA) and its
associated researchers, Many of the US-EPA’s
National Urban Runoff Program (NURP) studies2.2 Modelling Sweeper Pollutant Removal

Efficienciesmeasured the efficiency of street sweeping as a

stormwater pollution control method with particularSweeping technologies with the ability to effectively

emphasis placed on sediment and sediment-boundremove accumulated sediments, including fine

contaminants, particles, may significantly increase the efficiency of
sweeping for the removal of a variety of stormwater

Since the late 70’s studies have measured street
sweeping effectiveness in terms of the reduction in

pollutants. Sutherland and Jelen (1993) described the
use of a calibrated version of the Simplified Particle

end-of-pipe runoff pollution concentrations and loads
rather than assessing the effectiveness of specific

Transport Model (SIMPTM) as being "able to

equipment. Sartor and Boyd (1972) found sweeping
accurately simulate the complicated interaction of
accumulation, washoff, and street sweeper removal

schedules based on a seven day cycle to be almost
that occurs over a time period. For varying street

totally ineffective while daily sweeping was shown to
potentially have a high level of pollutant removal forsweeping operations Sutherland and Jelen (1997)

larger sized pollutants typical of street surfaceemployed the SIMPTM to predict the average annual

material (Sartor and Gaboury, 1984). Pitt and
expected reduction in total suspended solids (TSS) at
two sites in Portland, Oregon. Sweepers used in their

Shawley (1982) and Bannerrnan et al. (1983)
simulations included the NURP era broom sweeper, aconcluded that only minor benefits to stormwater
mechanical broom sweeper, a tandem operationquality are provided by street sweeping practices.

However, Terstrierp et al. (1982) and Pitt and
involving a mechanical broom followed by a vacuum

Bissonette, (1984) demonstrated that street sweepingsweeper and a newer technology, the small-micron

collects significant amounts of particles, for selectsweeper. The predicted reductions in TSS showed
that all of the newer street sweeping technologies are

particle size ranges, from street surfaces. The overall
conclusion reached by the US-EPA, was that, as a

significantly more effective than the NURP era broom
sweeper. It was further concluded that new street

water quality best management practice, street
sweeping did not appear to be effective at reducing

sweeping technologies designed for effective removal
of fine particles, are capable of removing significant

end-of-pipe urban runoff pollutant loads.
sediment loads and associated pollutants from urban

Subsequent investigations into the effectiveness ofstreet surfaces.
street sweeper mechanisms for water quality

In a further study Sutherland and Jelen (1998)
improvement report findings that vary to those
presented in the conclusions of the earlier NURPcompared the new small-micron street sweeping

studies. Alter (1995) and Sutherland and Jelentechnology to wet vaults, a widely used stormwater

(1996b) assert that the NURP studies concluded that
quality treatment method. The ability of the small-
micron street sweeper to achieve significantstreet sweeping is largely ineffective, because the
reductions in urban pollutant washoff led Sutherlandsweepers used at the time of these studies were not
and Jelen to consider it an effective Best Managementable to effectively remove very fine accumulated

sediments which are often highly contaminated. Practice (BMP)for stormwater pollution control.

Sutherland and Jelen (1996a) suggest that street
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2.3. Factors Influencing Street Sweeping
Effectiveness

The pollutant reduction effectiveness of any street
sweeping operation is dependent on the equipment
used and the environmental and geographic
conditions (eg. wind and presence of parked

vehicles). Unless other influential factors (such as
street parking) are addressed, the efficiency of
individual sweeping mechanisms can be a relatively
insignificant factor in the overall effectiveness of
street sweeping operations. It is anticipated that the
effectiveness of street sweeping programs depend
more on factors such as land-use activities, the inter-
event dry period, street sweeping frequency and
timing, access to source areas and sweeper operation
than the actual street sweeping mechanism. These
factors all influence the deposition, accumulation and
removal rates of pollutants on street surfaces.
Physical features such as the degree of’catchment
imperviousness and the hydraulic characteristics of
street surfaces can also influence the effectiveness of
street sweeping. These factors require consideration
before a thorough assessment of street sweeping
efficiency for stormwater pollution control can be
achieved,
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3 Methodology other major capital cities in Australia. Melbourne
inter-event periods were compared to the surveyed
results of typical sweeping frequency and timing to

This study assesses the effectiveness of streetinvestigate likely sweeper performance. This

sweeping f6r stormwater pollution control by: information facilitates a "hydrological basis" for
selecting a street sweeping frequency that would

reviewing previous studies on sweeper
perfom~ances and street pollutant characteristics,

optimise gross pollutant remova!.

¯ reviewing objectives for street sweeping The study also examines data obtained from field

operations (eg. aesthetic), studies previously undertaken by the CRC for
Catchment Hydrology and others to investigate the

¯ considering rainfall distributions with street
effectiveness of street sweeping on litter and gross

sweeping frequency and timing to investigate
pollutant removal. Gross pollutant load data gathered

likely sweeper performance,
at !92 side entry pit traps (SEPTs - baskets fitted into

¯ examining field data from an earlier CRC studyroadside stormwater entry pits) in the suburb of
and others on gross pollutants, Coburg in Melbourne by Allison et al. (1998) were

¯ investigating the potential effects of changing grouped according to the street sweeping frequencies
street sweeping regimes on the gross pollutant in their respective streets. Similar data are available
loads in stormwater, at two further study catchments in the suburbs of

This study interprets available Australian andCarnegie and McKinnon in Melbourne (Hall and

overseas field data on the measured efficiencies ofPhillips, 1997). The load data captured by the SEPTs
street sweeping and street surface sediments. Variousduring a typical street sweeping program are used to
studies describing the particle size distribution ofevaluate the amount of gross pollutants typically
sediment loads were also collated to provide anentering the stormwater system under normal
insight into the particle size distribution pattern ofMelbourne street sweeping frequencies and
suspended solids typical of street surface runoff,conditions. While it was not possible to compute a
Some significant overseas studies on the partitioningmeasure of pollutant removal efficiency owing to an
of sediment sizes and the contaminant associationsinability to account for pollutants by-passing the
(eg. metals and nutrients) with each particle sizeSFPTs, the data nevertheless provided an insight on
partition were used to assess the pollutants likely towhat might be the expected gross pollutant export
be discharged into the stonnwater system from streetload from streets that are swept at regular intervals.
surfaces. Information regarding street sweeping
efficiencies ahd sediment contaminant associations
from these studies are combined with data on
Australian stormwater suspended solids
characteristics to enable an assessment of street
sweeping practices on removal of fine particulate
associated pollutants.

A survey of street sweeping practices amongst
municipalities in Melbourne was carried out to
exan’fine current sweeping objectives, procedures and
mechanisms in these municipalities. This survey was
also used to determine the perceived effectiveness of
street sweeping in maintaining a certain standard of
street aesthetics. Australian rainfall distributions
were then" examined and used to assess typical
statistic.~ of inter-event dry periods tbr Melbourne and
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4 Melbourne Street Sweeping 4.3 Contracts and Sweeping Frequency

Practices Under new competitive tendering legislation, the
bidding process for street cleansing contracts
establishes a requirement for operators to become

4.1 Street Sweeping Operations very competitive. Contractor performance is
measured against output based specifications set byThe responsibility of keeping urban streets clean,
the council. This means the council stipulates a set ofcommonly by sweeping road surfaces with large
cleanliness requirements they wish to achieve with avacuum trucks is an operation carried out by local
street cleansing program but not the frequency or

government. A survey of 21 Melboume metropolitan
councils was performed to determine the motivation

operation methods used. Street sweeping practices
therefore differ considerably between Melbourne

for the large expenditure on street cleaning. The
results indicated that street sweeping is primarily

metropolitan councils. Street sweeping frequencies

undertaken for aesthetic purposes in response to
can range from every two weeks to every six weeks in

community expectations. Table 4.1 summarises the
residential areas and from daily to every two weeks in
commercial areas. Shopping centres and commercialstreet sweeping practices of 21 municipalities in

Melbourne.
areas are swept more frequently, typically ranging
from once or twice a day in busy areas and once or

twice a week in less popular areas. Street sweeping
4.2 Target Pollutants                            frequencies for residential areas range from once a

Street cleansing programs are generally designed to week for highly populated areas to every six weeks in
concentrate on collecting human derived litter toless populated areas.

address the obvious visual impacts. However, during
autumn, organic matter becomes a focus and the
sweeping frequency is altered to reduce the safety
hazard associated with decomposing leaf litter on
street surfaces and to reduce drain blockages. Street
surface sediment collection was not identified as a
major issue when designing street sweeping
programs.

Street cleansing programs involve what is often
termed ’building line to building line’ cleansing,
incorporating footpath cleaning, and the standard kerb
and channel street sweeping where it is apparent a
large proportion of litter accumulates. This requires a
combination of cleansing methods and equipment for
the successful removal of such pollutants. Australian
streets are cleaned customarily with large truck
mechanical broom and vacuum systems. However, it
is becoming common practice to operate smaller
broom and vacuum sweepers designed for cleansing
areas inaccessible to the traditional larger plants. The
most commonly used sweepers are the regenerative
air model, for both large truck and small plant
systems.

7       %
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Table 4.1 Street Sweeping Practices for Melbourne Municipalities

COUNCIL PURPOSE TARGET CONTRACT FREQUENCY SWEEPING COUNCIl,
POLLUTANT Commercial Residential MECHANISM PERSPECTIVE

Bayside:
Hobsons Bay Aesthetic Litter / Leaves Internal (3-Eyrs) 1 day 4 weeks Regenerative Effective

Port Phillip R&S / SW / CD Litter / Leaves Internal (3-5yrs) 1 day 2 weeks Regenerative Effective

Bayside SW / aesthetics. Litter / Leaves Internal (3-Eyrs) 1 day 3 weeks Regenerative Effective

Kingston SW / aesthetics Litter / Leaves External (3-Eyrs) 1 day 5 weeks Regenerative Effective

Inner City:
Banyule Amenity / SW Litter / Leaves Internal (3-Eyrs) 2 weeks 5 weeks Regenerative Effective

Boroondara Aesthetics / H&S / SW Litter / Leaves Internal (3-Eyrs) 3-7 days 4 weeks Regenerative Effective

Glen Eira CD Litter / Leaves External (3-5yrs) 1-3 days 4 weeks Regenerative Not Effective
Manningham Amenity / SW / CD Litter / Leaves Internal (3-5yrs) 1 day 6 weeks Regenerative Effective

Whiteh.orse Aesthetics / SW Litter / Leaves Internal (3-Eyrs) 1 day 3 weeks Regenerative Effective

Stonnington Amenity / Aesthetics Litter / Leaves Internal (3-5yrs) 1 day 1-2 weeks Regenerative Effective

Moonee Valley SW Litter ! Leaves Intemal (3-Eyrs) 1 day 6 weeks Regenerative Effective

Melbourne City CD / amenity Litter / Leaves External (3yrs) 1 day 2 weeks Regenerative Effective

Maryibynong CD / aesthetics Litter / Leaves Internal (3-5yrs) 1 day 2 weeks Regenerative Effective

Monash Aesthetic / CD / SW Litter Internal (3-Eyrs) 1 day 6 weeks Regen,erative Not Effective

Moreland CD / aesthetics / SW Litter / Leaves Internal (3-Eyrs) 1 day 2 weeks Regen,erative Effective

Outer City: ,
Brirnbank SW / CO Litter / Leaves Internal (3-Eyrs) 1 day 5 weeks Regenerative Effective

Hume Amenity / SW Litter Internal (3-Eyrs) 1 day 4 weeks Regenerative Effective

Greater Dandenong CO ! amenity Litter ! Leaves Internal (3yrs) 1 day 17 days Regenerative Effective

Knox City SW / CD Litter / Leaves Internal (3-5yrs) 2 days 5 weeks Regenerative Effective

Moroondah CD / amenity / SW Litter Internal (3-Eyrs) 1 day 21 days Regenerative Effective

Nillumbik Aesthetic / SW Litter / Leaves Internal (3yrs) t-2 weeks 4 weeks Regenerative Effective.

_~ Note: Councils not listed were conducting tender negotiations for street sweeping practices during the time of the survey.
¯ 1~ H & S = Health and Safety
tO SW = Stonnwater Quality

CD = Community Demand
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4.4 Council Perspective of Effectiveness

All but two councils indicated that street sweeping as
it is currently practiced was an effective way of
collecting litter. Numerous councils stated that street

sweeping aided in the prevention of litter entering the
stormwater system and therefore reduced the

occurrence of stormwater pollution and drain
blockage but had no data to validate these
observations. Several councils regarded street

sweeping as effective only when practiced in
conjunction with other source pollution control
methods such as bins, side entry pit traps and other
gross pollutant traps.

Overall the survey indicated a general satisfaction

with the effectiveness of street sweeping in collecting
human derived litter and organic matter (gross
pollutants) for aesthetic objectives. However, there is
little quantitative information for councils to assess
the effectiveness of street sweeping practices on
stormwater pollution reduction. Throughout the

literature there are many suggestions that street
sweeping can have an effect on stormwater quality
although the degree to which this practice is effective
is unknown.

The assessment of the effectiveness of street
sweeping in stormwater pollution control rather than
just aesthetic requirements will need a detailed
analysis of the following major influencing factors.

¯ street sweeping mechanism

¯ pollutant types (from sediment and associated
contaminants to gross pollutants)

¯ sweeping frequency & timing

~, pollutant load wash-offcharacteristics

Each one of these factors is examined in detail in the
following sections of this report.
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5 Street Sweeping Mechanisms ~ 5.2 Sweeper Effectiveness

Pitt and Bissonnette (1984) found following a period
of street sweeping trials that street sweeping

5.1 Types ~f Sweeping Mechanisms equipment was unabl~ to remove particles from the
street surface unless the loadings were greater than a

Types of street sweeping mechat~isms commonly
certain threshold amount. This value was found to beutilised in Australian practice include:
three times higher for a mechanical broom cleaner,

1. Mechanical broom sweepers involving a numbermost referred to in the US-FPA’s NURP studies,
of rotating brushes sweeping litter into a compared to the regenerative air street sweeper trialed
collection chamber; for a comparison in a study by Pitt and Bissonnette

2. Mechanical broom and vacuum systems involving(1984). The study found the regenerative air vacuum
the combination of rotating brushes and a vacuumsweeper to exhibit a sub;tantially better performance

to remove street litter; than the regular mechanical street sweeper, especially

3. Regenerative air sweepers which are like for the smaller particle sizes. Such findings have

mechanical vacuum sweepers but use recirculatedprogressively led to the mechanical broom method

air to blast the pavement, dislodging litter before being replaced by the vacuum system method for

it is swept by rotating brushes towards a vacuum street sweeping practices. The removal effectiveness

for pick-up. This sweeper also uses water spraysdata for the smallest particle sizes (less than 125 [am)

for dust suppression, between the two methods of street sweeping was

4. Small-micron surface sweepers which combinehowever found to be inconclusive.

rotating brooms enclosed in a powerful vacuum The regenerative air vacuum sweeper (Figure 5.1) is a
head in a single unit, performing a dr)’ common mechanism used for street sweeping in
sweeping/vacuuming operation. A powerful fan Australia. The recirculating air cycle tends to
pulls debris and air into a containment chamber improve the effectiveness of sweepers for the removal
before the air is finally passed through a series ofof heavy debris but is less effective for removing fine
filters to capture small micron material, sediment. The air blast is able to dislodge heavier

Figure 5.1 Australian streets are cleaned with large truck vacuum sweepers
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materials and propel them into ~he vacuum airflowDespite there being new street sweeping technologies
however finer materials often remain uncollected (Pittreported to be more efficient, most municipalities and

and Bisonnette,1984). Fine particles may becomeprivate street sweeping companies in Australia

airborne as a result of the air blast and take some timecontinue to use the mechanical broom and
to settle back onto the road surface or may be leftregenerative air vacuum street sweepers. This is
behind onthestreetsurface, because of the high capital costs of newer

The most recent technology to be employed for streettechnologies and their limited availability on the
Australian market.sweeping is a highly effective, vacuum-assisted dry

sweeper (the small-micron surface sweeper)
originally developed and manufactured by Enviro
Whirl Technologies Inc in the United States of
America. The sweeper was originally developed for
the containment of spilled coal dust along railway
tracks. This system is reported to be extremely
effective in removing fine street surface sediments
and preventing their escape into the air by filtering air
emissions down to sizes as small as 4 gm. Sutherland
and Jelen (1997) described this system as having an
advanced ability, when compared to other sweeping
mechanisms, to remove a broad range of particles
from road surfaces down to sub micron particulates.
The small-micron surface cleaning technology has
been shown by Sutherland and Jelen (1997) to have
total removal efficiencies ranging from 70% for
particles less than 63 gm up to 96% for street surface
pollutants larger than 6370 lam.

Street Sweeping Mechanism:

¯ Mecha~cal and regenerative air street sweeping equipment requires a minimum threshold load of
sediment on the street surface before they become effective.

¯ The threshold load can be three times higher for the mechanical sweeper compared to the regenerative air
system.

¯ Overall the regenerative air sweeper exhibits a substantially better performance than the regular
mechanical sweeper.

¯ Street sweeping technology is developing and improving to remove finer street surface particles for a
variety of street surface loads,
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6 Pollutant Types pollutants transported by stormwater to include litter
(predominantb,; paper and plastics) and vegetation
(leaves and twigs) as shown in Figure 6.1. Organic

The effectiveness of street sweeping to removematter comprised the largest proportion by mass of

pollutants, across the typical range of particle sizesthe collected gross pollutants and therefore should be

found on street surfaces, has not yet been successfullya major consideration in street cleaning programs.
quantified for Australian conditions. The examinationThe data was based on field monitoring of gross

of street sweeping effectiveness in the present studypollutants retained in a Continuous Deflective
focuses on two pollutant types:- (i) gross pollutantsSeparation (CDS) unit treating a catchment area of 50
and litter and (ii) sediment and associatedhectares in Coburg, an inner city suburb of

contaminants. Gross pollutants have been defined asMelbourne.
any solids that are retained by a 5 mm mesh screen byOnly a small number of investigations have examined
Allison et al. {1998) and this definition is adoptedstreet sweeping effectiveness on gross pollutant
here. Solids washed off street surfaces which areremoval. Nilson et al. (1997) conducted an
smaller than 5 mm and not considered to be grossinvestigation into source control of gross pollutants in
pollutants include a proportion of litter and organicAdelaide and attempted to assess the efficiency of
matter but are predominantly sediment particles,street sweeping for gross pollutant removal in
typically between the course sand to fine silt range,stormwater. This study sought to quantify the amount
and sediment associated contaminants, of gross pollutants entering the drainage network in

three similar streets swept at different intervals.
6.1 Grass Pallutants Catch baskets in side entry pits were used to collect

Allison et al. (1997a) undertook an investigation into gross pollutants which were not otherwise collected
the types of gross pollutants derived from an urban by the sweeper for a street swept every day, once a

week, and not at all. Trapped pollutants in thesecatchment. The study found typical urban gross

Commercial Metals Others
Plastic

Personal
Paper

Personal
Plastic

Figure 6.1 Composition of Gross Pollutants by Mass (Allison et al., 1998)
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baskets were removed and quannfied weekly duringBroad-based investigations into street sweeping
the study, conducted by the US-EPA suggest that street

The results of the study by Nilson et al. (1997) showsweeping efficiency increases with particle size.
Sartor and Boyd (1972) found sweeper efficiency tolittle correlation between the frequency of sweeping,
be nearly 80% for the collection of particles greater

rainfall or wind-run in the catchment with the gross
than 2 millimetres under "test’ conditions (ie.pollutant load collected in the catch baskets. The

study provided little conclusive information on the
sweeping more frequently than the occurrence of
rainfall events and effective use of parking

effectiveness of street sweeping with respect to gross
pollutants. The study found that typically, a

restrictions). Ideal street cleaning conditions are

significant amount of gross pollutants were mobilisedunlikely to occur during normal street sweeping

into the stormwater system from the street duringoperations, and sweeper efficiencies for collecting

bursts of rain, wind or both, irrespective of the naturegross pollutants would be expected to be considerably
lower than the recorded 80% despite anyof the street sweeping program implemented, These

results suggest the anaount of gross pollutants or streetimprovements gained through refinements of

surface load does not limit the amount transportedequipment since the study. In practice, the
effectiveness of street sweeping for gross pollutantinto the stormwater system regardless of the street

sweeping frequency, removal is influenced by a number of factors
including: access to the street load, operator skills and

The observed composition of the gross pollutant sweeping speed, sweeping mechanism, time of day
material collected by Nilson et al. (1997) wassweeping is conducted and weather conditions.
consistent with other studies conducted by Sartor and
Boyd (1972), O’Brien (1994) and Allison and Chiew
(1995), where gross pollutant loads measured in dry
mass comprised approximately 70-90% organic
matter, and 10-30% litter,

Gross Pollutants:

4, Typical urban gross pollutants transported by stormwater include litter (predominantly paper and plastics)
and vegetation (leaves and twigs).

¯ Significant amounts of gross pollutants are mobilised into the stormwater system during bursts of rain,
wind or both.

¯ There is little correlation between the frequency of sweeping and the transport of gross pollutants into the
stormwater system.

¯ Street sweeping efficiency increases with particle size.

¯ Sweeper efficiency can be up to nearly 80% for particles greater than 2 millimetres under ’test’ conditions
(ie. Sweeping more frequently than the occurrence of rainfall events and effective use of parking
restrictions).
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6.2 Sediment and Other Suspended Solids Problems are encountered with water-based dust
suppression methods as they tend to resuspend theStreet sweeping performance for smaller street
small micron particles and their associated attachedsurface particles depends considerably on the type of

street sweeper used and also conditions such as thepollutants, forming a slurry which either fills the
cracks in the pavement or is discharged into thecharacter of the street surface (texture, condition and
stormwater system. Similarly, fine particles can

type), street dirt characteristics (loadings and particle
sizes), and other environmental factors (Pitt and easily escape collection when they are re-mobilised
Bissonnette, 1984).                                into the air by the pavement blast used by the

regenerative air sweeper to dislodge larger materials.
Sartor and Boyd (1972) found the removal

Studies by Pitt and Sutherland (1982) indicated that a
efficiencies of sediment by conventional street

~ significant proportion of the larger dirt particle sizes
sweepers to be dependent upon the particle size range
of the street surface loads as shown in Figure 6.2.

picked up by street sweepers are not easily

Mechanical sweeper efficiency was found to betransported by rain and that removal of these particles
tends to expose the smaller sheltered particles. Thesegenerally low for fine material. This finding was

supported by two further studies conducted by Bendersmaller particles exposed by street sweeping are then

and Terstriep (1984) and Pitt and Bissonnette (1984),
more readily mobilised and transported into the
stormwater drainage system during rainfall events.

who reported that the proportion of the total street
The small-micron surface sweeper sweeps dry, withload smaller than 300 lam was less affected by street
no water being used, and thus overcomes problemssweeping. Pitt and Bissonnette (1984) also
associated with resuspension of fine particulates anddemonstrated that no effective removal was evident

for street dirt particles smaller than about 125 gtm forassociated pollutants by dust suppression sprays.
These machines utilise strong vacuums inthe regenerative air sweeper.
combination with uniquely-designed main and gutter

Mechanical broom sweepers are found to be effectivebrooms. The air filtration system, enables smaller
at collecting larger particles but less effective thanparticles to be removed from the street surface with
regenerative-air vacuum sweepers in removing thethe return of clean air to the atmosphere (ie. filters
smaller particles (Pitt and Shawley, 1982). Theparticles down to 2.9 microns). This relatively new
regenerative air vacuum sweeper, although regardedtechnology is regarded to be a high-efficiency
as more effective at collecting smaller particle sizessweeper (Sutherland et al., 1998).
does not successfully control or remove fine particles.

100                t
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20

0     500 1000 1500 2000 2500
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Figure 6.2 Street sweeping efficiency as a function of particle size (Sartor and Boyd, 1972)
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The removal performance of street sweepers forsmall-micron sweeper demonstrated an ability to
sediment has been often determined from samplingefficiently remove particles without any threshold
accumulated street dirt before and after sweeping haslevel unlike the other sweepers tested. The
been conducted.. Initial street surface conditions areregenerative air sweeper .was shown to be the second
established and the street swept at a specified speedmost efficient with overall removal efficiencies
of 7-8 kilometres per hour before it’is sampled tocalculated to range from 32% for less than 63 gm
establish the residual condition. The differencerange to 100% for larger particles between 600 and
between initial and residual loadings by specific2000 p.m. However, the removal efficiency of the
particle size defines the removal performance ofregenerative air sweeper for particles between 250
street sweeping operations. It was concluded fromand 2000 gm can drop to zero, due to the necessity of
this method that sweeping removes little, if any,large threshold loads for particles within this size
material below a certain threshold. This thresholdrange. The tandem operation and mechanical broom
load was found to vary by particle size range. Asweeper were found to be the least efficient despite
series’ of mathematical equations developed by Pitt some recorded high efficiencies. This can be mainly
(1979) to describe this removal performance have attributed to the high threshold loads required by
been recently calibrated and employed by Sutherlandthese operations before any significant sediment
and Jelen (1996a and 1997) to evaluate and compareremoval is recorded.
the removal performance of numerous street
sweeping technologies. 6.3 Contaminants Associated with Sediment
Sutherland and Jelen (1997), using their SimplifiedIt is well recognised that a significant amount of
Particle Transport Model, tested the removalmetals and nutrients are transported as sediment-
performance of the small-micron sweeper, along withbound contaminants. Many investigations have found
a regenerative air vacuum sweeper, a mechanicalthe concentration of sediment-bound contaminants to
broom sweeper, and a tandem operation that involvedvary with particle size, with high concentrations of
a single pass by a mechanical broom followed by acontaminants attached to the finer particles (Sartor &
vacuum sweeper. The small-micron sweeper wasGaboury 1984, Sartor & Boyd 1972). Hvitved-
shown to be the most efficient, with average totalJacobsen et al. (1991, 1994) investigated road runoff
removal efficiencies of 70% for particles less than 63pollutant characteristics and found 60-80% of
!am and between 77% and 96% for particle sizesphosphorous, 30-40% of zinc, 70-80% of lead, 30-
ranging from 125 gm to larger than 6370 gin. The40% copper and about 55% of total nitrogen in road

Sediment and Other Suspended Solids:

The removal efficiency of sediment and other fine ~,rganic particles by conventional street sweepers was
found to be dependent upon a threshold leve! of l,,ad ,,n the surface and the particle size range of the
surface loads.

* Material smaller than 300 gm was less affected b~ .~reet sweeping.

* No effective removal (>50% removal efficienc.~ ~ ,, .,, e~ ~dent for particle sizes smaller than 125 um for
conventional street sweepers (excluding the hey. ,mall-micron surface cleaning technology).
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runoff to be associated ~t tth pamculates. While mostshow the highest recorded concentrations of Cu, Zn

particulate matter found on street surfaces is in theand TP to be associated with sand particles between

fractions of sand and gravel. Approximately 6"0 of74 and 250 gm in size.
particles are in the silt and clay soil size and theyColwill et al. (1984) found 70% of oil and
were found to contain over half the phosphorous andapproximately 85% of polycyclic aromatic
some 25 percent of other pollutants, as indicated inhydrocarbon (PAH) to be associated with solids in the
Table 6.1, adapted by Shaver (1996) from results ofstormwater. That study demonstrated that over a
Sartor et al. (1974).                                  period of dry weather conditions, increasing

Many other investigations have found theproportions of oil become solid associated where the

concentrations of sediment-bound contaminants inhighest oil content was found in sediments of 200 to

street dirt to be associated with the fine particle size400 ~tm in size.
fraction. Pitt & Amy (1973), NCDNRCD (1993) andSansalone et al. (1997), Fergusson and Ryan (1984),
Woodward-Clyde (1994) have all shown that higher Baker (1980) and Wilber and Hunter (1979) all
concentrations of pollutants such as heavy metals arereported that heavy metal concentrations increase
associated with the smallest particle size fractions ofwith decreasing particle size. Results presented by
urban dust and dirt. These data indicate that almostSansalone et al. (1997) from particle size distribution
half of the heavy metals (repres.ented by copper, leadand metal analysis indicate that zinc, copper and lead
and zinc) found on street sediments are associatedconcentrations increase with decreasing particle size
with particles of 60 to 200 gm in size and 75°/; areor, equivalently, increasing specific surface area. The
associated with particles finer than 500 gm in size.absorption of contaminants to particles is often
Dempsey et al. (1993) undertook an analysis of

regarded as being directly related to the surface area
particle size distributions for urban dust and dirt, andper unit mass available for ion absorption. Measured
partitioning of contaminants into a number of sizespecific surface area results presented by Sansalone et
fractions to determine the concentrations ofal. (1997) indicated that the assumption of smooth
contaminants in each panicle size range. Results spherical particles to estimate available surface area

Table 6.1 Percentage of Street Pollutants in Various Particle Size Ranges

Particle Size (gm)

Pollutant <43 43 - 104 104 - 246 246 - 840 840 - 2000 >2000

Total Solids 5.9 9.7 27.8 24,6 7,6 24.4

Volmle Solids 25.6 17.9 16,1 12.0 17.4 I 1.0
COD 22.7 45.0 12.4 13.0 4.5 2.4
;BOD 24.3 17,3 15,2 15.7 20.1 7.4
, TKN | 8.7 19.6 20.2 20.0 1 t.6 9.9
Phosphates 56.2 29.6 6.4 6.9 0.9 0.0

All Toxic Metals 27.8 23.5 14.9 17.5 16.3

(Source: Shaver; 1990; adapted from Sartor, Bey,t, and Agardy, 1974)
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CATCHMENT HYDROLOGY

grossly underestimated the actual available surl5cereactivity and mobility of contaminants, has resulted
area of particulates transported m stormwater,from data collected by a number of US-EPA studies.
Specific surface area values were found to deviateHowever, to date only limited information regarding

from the monotonic pattern expected for sphericalthe physical and chemical characteristics of urban
particles. Particles in the mid-range to coarser endstormwater runoff are availabl’e for Australian
(100 to 1000 gin) of the distribution were shown toconditions. Results from an investigation by Mann
contribute a larger surface area than would normallyand Hammerschrnid (1989) on urban runoff from two
be expected, catchments in the Hawkesbury/Nepean basin

indicated the existence of high correlations betweenThe sediment binding behaviour of other toxicants
total suspended solids (TSS) with total phosphorussuch as polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB’s) and

potycyclic aromatic hyrdrocarbons (PAH’s) is(TP), total kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN) and chemical

different to that of heavy metals. Schorer (1997)oxygen demand (COD). Ball et at. (.1995) found that
TSS and TP show similar characteristics andreported PCB’s and PAH’s to have no correlation with
correlations to other overseas studies.particle size distribution or surface area but rather

with the abundance of organic material. ResultsIn relation to street sweeper effectiveness, the
indicated that the organic material content in differentassociation of pollutants with sediment, particularly
particle size fractions was bimodally distributed withthe finer fractions, would suggest street sweeping
maximum rneasurements recorded for fine silt (2 - 6.3needs to remove these particles in order to provide
~.m) and fine sand fractions (63 - 200 gm).effective stormwater pollution control. How+ver,
Concentrations of PAH’s would therefore be expectedstreet sweeping has to date been found to be generally
to be attached to these particle size fractions, effective only for material larger than 300 ~.m (see

A substantial database, identifying particle sizesection 6.2).

distributions and other parameters that relate to

Contaminants Associated with Sediment:

4~ Significant amounts of metals and nutrients are transported as sediment-bound contaminants.

Most of the total mass of contaminants is associated with the fine particles.

4~ Conventional street sweeping is generally ineffective at removing particles smaller than 300 gm and
therefore will not effectively reduce the export of sediment-bound contaminants such as nutrients, metals
and PAHs.

18
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6.4 Australian Conditions and analysis techniques, However, it should be noted

that the particle size distributions derived from
Various studies undertaken by the US-EPA found the

overseas catchments were based on a ’,’ariety o[
major constituents in street dirt to be consistently
inorganic, mineral-like matter, similar to commonsampling and analysis techniques. The upper pa.rticle

size limit can influence the position of the derived
sand and silt. This could be due to the fact that many
of the US-EPA studies were conducted in cities where

particle size distribution curve. Adjustments (Lloyd
and Wong, 1999) to the overseas data to eliminate

applications of screened sands are made to road
surfaces. Street surface particulate matter has been

particles larger than 600/am, to allow a common basis
for comparison of these curves, still showed the

described as having particle sizes ranging from about
Australian data sets to exhibit finer particle size

3000 to 74 gm and less (Sartor and Gaboury, 1984).
characteristics. The significantly different particle

A collation of reported particle size distributionsize distribution of the Australian catchments may
curves for solids found on street surfaces and in streetindicate fundamental differences in catchment
surface and highway runoff is shown in Figure 6.3.characteristics.
The collection of 20 particle size distribution curves

The Australian sampled road runoff data displays apresented in Figure 6.3 are derived from sampling
solids from street surfaces and suspended sedimentsignificantly finer particle size distribution, with a

collected in road runoff from a number of overseas
greater percentage of particles less than 125 iam (up

and Australian catclunents, to 70°,/o). Although only based on sampling at two
sites, the inefficiencies of street sweeping in

It is evident fl’om Figure 6.3 that despite the overseasremoving particles less than 125 gm would result in
data being collected from a variety of sources,little reduction of up to 70% of the particles found in
locations and by various methods, they show arunoff in these Australian catchments. The difficulty
consistent distribution ranging from approximately 10for Australian street sweeping is the fine nature of the
gin to approximately 10,000 gm. The particle sizesediment found on roads. Up to 70% of particles
distributions derived from sampled road runoff fromfound on street surfaces are less than 125 gm
two Australian sites, one as part of an ongoing CRCcompared to 20% for overseas road runoff data. The
project and the other by Ball and Abustan (1995), areinefficiencies of street sweeping in the reduction oI
also presented and appear to fall outside the range ofsediment-bound pollutants entering the stormwater
the particle size distribution curves of the overseassystem is therefore expected to have more severe
catchments. The Australian data range from 2 gm toimplications under typical Australian conditions.
approximately 500 p.m, There may be a number of
possible explanations for this observed finer particle
size distribution including differences in sampling

Removal of Sediment and Associated Contaminant:

~ Limited sampling of sediment in street runoff in Australia indicates that 70% of particles are less than
125 gm compared to 20% for overseas data.

¯ The fine sediments found on Australian streets would suggest that conventional street sweeping will have

a minimal effect on sediments and associated contaminants reaching stormwater systems.
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7 Street Sweeping Frequency And characteristics and the daily activities in the

Timing catchment. Fine particulates and associated
contaminants are often mobilised with even the
smallest amount of runoff while gross pollutants often

7.1 Sweeping Frequency and Rainfall Patterns
require a minimum runoff rate to be reached before
they are mobilised. In areas which are not swept

Sartor and Gaboury {1984) concluded that thedaily, the selected street sweeping frequency should
dominant influence on the effectiveness of streetideally reflect the relationship with the inter-event dry
sweeping appears to be time intervals, ie. theperiod (time between storm events) typical of the
relationship between the average interval betweencatchment. For those catchments currently on a daily
storm events (a function of local meteorologicalstreet sweeping regime, the time of day when street
conditions) and the frequency at which streets aresweeping is conducted should be selected to limit the
swept. Street sweeping operations are typicallyperiod in which the pollutants deposited on street
programmed for a fixed interval {eg. swept once persurfaces are exposed to the risk or likelihood of wash-
week). If the average time between rainfall events isoff associated with a storm event.
much less than the sweeping interval, then much of
the street surface load could be washed away by

7.2 Inter-Event Dry Period
storm runoff, hence, making street sweeping
relatively ineffective. In this context, analysis ofIt can be assumed that the majority of pollutants

rainfall statistics is important in the design of streettransported into the stormwater system occur during

sweeping programs to ensure street sweeping israinfall event periods. Therefore if the street cleaning

compatible with the frequency of storm events andfrequency is longer than the average inter-event dry

therefore optimise the effectiveness of streetperiod it can be expected that the accumulated

sweeping for removal ofstormwater pollutants, pollutants, on road surfaces, will have a higher
likelihood of being washed into the stormwater

Generally street sweeping frequencies are determined
system before being collected by the street sweeper.

according to land-use. Street sweeping frequencies,
practiced by Melbourne metropolitan municipalities,Melbourne rainfall was characterised from analysis of

generally range between daily sweeping for busyrainfall over a 105 year period by Wong (1996). The

commercial areas and every six weeks for residentialanalysis identified storm events as having a thirty

areas. The sweeping frequency in the CBD ofminute minimum storm duration. A six hour

Melbourne could however involve numerous sweepsminimum period of no rainfall to define the

throughout the day. Councils ordinarily stipulateconclusion of a rainfall event. Using this definition

sweeping specifications for the purpose of meetingfor a storm event, the analysis found the mean period

community demands for aesthetic quality and amemtybetween storms in Melbourne to be 62.4 hours (2.6

improvement. The inter-event dry period betweendays) with a standard deviation of 76.8 hours (3.2

storms is not often a factor considered when strcc!days). There is an apparent trend in Melbourne of

sweeping programs are formulated. Howe~er. ~longer periods between storms in summer months,

municipalities are willing to incorporate storm~ .~cr~ ~th a maximum mean period of 108 hours (4.5 days)

management objectives into street sweep,:, ,:n gebmary and a minimum mean period of 45 hours

programs, the occurrence of rainfall events sb.,~m!i l.9 days) in August as shown in Figure 7.1. Wong

become a significant design factor. ~ 1996) also carried out an analysis of the rainfall data
for a number of major cities in Australia, and the

The minimisation of pollutant washoff, particuk~!.~
statistics according to their respective months are

fine particulates and associated contaminants, from
presented in Table 7.1. The influence of seasonality

street surfaces requires compatibility of stree~
on the period between storms for the cities is shown

sweeping frequency and timing with taint’all
in Figure 7.2.
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CATCHMENT HYDROLOGY

120

Figure 7.1 Melbourne Mean Monthly Inter-Event Dry Period

Table 7.1 Mean Inter-Event dry Periods (Hours),

CITIES JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE

Adelaide 165.93 189.42 156.52 94.81 61.07 5 l. 16

Brisbane 65.39 57.28 58.08 74.48 93.68 111.03

Darwin 33.02 32.10 41.40 116.14 130.32 561.14

Hobart 72.33 83.26 74.79 60.86 56.24 50.69

Melbourne 97.38 107.55 89.56 66.68 55.21 49.46

Perth 250.70 238.29 200.54 89.21 58.02 39.91

Sydney 70.30 64.68 66.58 69.27 70.19 73.36

CITIES JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER

Adelaide 44.02 44.45 54.94 69.63 93.96 128.95

Brisbane 133.87 141.20 126.21 90.91 81.9! 72.38

Darwin 416.95 240.36 217.41 120.79 62.21 58.72

Hobart 47.94 46.93 50.47 47.26 49.03 59.92

Melbourne 49.57 45.01 50.63 53.39 65.32 75.32

Perth 39.96 53.79 62.20 88.16 ~ 141.96 193.17

Sydney 91.48 98.50 97.78 77.87 68.92 76.31
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Figure 7.2 Mean Inter-Event Periods for Australian Cities

Of the cities analysed, Darwin shows the most inter-designed for aesthetic objectives, is significantly

event dry period variability between seasons, ranginglower than the frequency of storm events. If streets

between 32 hours (1.3 days) and 561 hours (23.4are only swept every six weeks then it is likely that

days), with the longer periods, unlike Melbourne,storm events occurring within this period will flush a

occurring during the winter months. The variablelarge proportion of the accumulated pollutants into

nature of inter-event dry periods, both betweenstormwater drains before sweeping has the

seasons and capital cities highlights the importance ofopportunity to collect it. In the case of gross

street sweeping program design being specific topollutants, Allison et al. (1998) suggested a minimum

location and flexible to accommodate for seasonrainfall amount before there is sufficient runoff to re-

variability, mobilise these larger size pollutants. As a gross
pollutant export control, sweeping frequency

Based on consideration of typical inter-event dry
periods, one would question the effectiveness oI

equivalent to approximately three times the mean
inter-event period appears to be appropriate (see

current Australian street sweeping practices in
Section 8.1).effectively preventing pollutants entering the

stonnwater system if the street sweeping frequency,

Sweeping Frequency and Rainfall Patterns:

~, The variable nature of inter-event dry periods, both in terms of seasonal variation and dependence on
climatic locations, highlights the importance of street sweeping program designs which are specific to
location and flexible to accommodate the local meteorological conditions and seasonal variability.

¯ It is anticipated that if street sweeping occurs at a longer interval than the inter-event dry period of the
catchment, street surface pollutants will have a much higher likelihood of being flushed into the
stormwater systein before being collected by the street sweeper.
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Figure 7.3 Daily Litter Generation (Hall and Phillips., 1997)

7.3 Street Sweeping Timing processes. Street sweeping is most commonly

Analysis of street and footpath litter accumulationconducted in the early morning leaving the

along a 280 m section of strip shopping c~ntre in theaccumulated pollutants, especially litter from the day

Melbourne suburb of Carnegie dunng a typicalbefore, to a longer exposure period and the likelihood

business day was conducted by Hall and Phillipsof over night rainfall events capable of flushing them

(1997). This commercial land-use area is subject tointo the stormwater system.

typical street sweeping operations carried out daily byThe study by Hal! and Phillips (1997) also involved
the Glen Eira municipality. Detailed recording of thecomparing accumulated litter items from street
gross pollutant load generated over a day from 5:15 tosurfaces and side entry pit traps (SEPTs) in drains
18:30 commenced immediately after street sweepingfollowing rainfall events. The Carnegie urban
and footpath cleaning and concluded when trade hadcatchment was monitored over a seven day period,
effectively ended. The data indicates that the rate ofand litter material was measured from bins, footpaths,
accunmlation of litter is highest between the times ofstreet surfaces and SEPTs located in stormwater drain
8:00 and 17:00 with litter accumulation effectivelyinlets. Footpath litter items were not considered
ending around 17:00 hours in the evening (see Figurewhen determining the effect of rainfall due to their
7.3). surfaces being sheltered from rainfall and associated

The data plotted in Figure 7.3 suggest that the time ofwashoff mechanisms. When only street material is

day a rainfall event occurs can alter the amount ofconsidered, up to 77% of the calculated street items

litter available for re-mobilisation to the stormwaterentered the stormwater system during rainfall events.

system. The time of day at which street sweeping isThese data suggest that street washoff is the principal

practiced is expected to have an effect on the amountmechanism for transport of gross pollutants into the

of litter entering the stormwater system due to thestormwater system.

exposure time of deposited pollutants to wash-off

Street Sweeping Timing:

¯ ’ Recorded gross pollutant load generation over a typical day indicates that the accumulation of litter in a"
shopping strip begins at 8:00 and effectively ends around 17:00 hours.

¯ Early m~ming street sweeping allows the exposure of deposited street surface litter items to a higher

likelihood of being transported into the stormwater drainage system.
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8 Gross PoJJutant Wash-Off between gross pollutant wet load and event rainfall

Characteristics depth or runoff show a trend of increasing gross
pollutant load with increasing rainfall or runoff.
Although the curves are monotonically increasing, the
rate of increase in gross pollutant loads decreases

8.1 Gross Pollutant Load Generation
with rainfall and runoff indicating a possible upper

The study by Allison et al. (1998) showed thatlimit of gross pollutant load transported into the
stormwater runoff is the principal means by whichstormwater system during large rainfall or runoff
gross pollutants are transported to the stormwaterevents. The fitted curves in Figure 8.1 and 8.2 may
system. Ten storm events (larger than 3 mm ofbe interpreted as indicating that the limiting
rainfall) and their transported gross pollutant loads inmechanism for stormwater gross pollutant transport,
the Melbourne suburb of Coburg were monitoredin the majority of cases, is not the supply of gross
using the CDS unit from May to August 1996pollutants but rather the processes tie. the stormwater
(Allison et al., 1998). Monitoring was carried out in arunoff rates and velocitie;) influencing the
50 hectare catchment and the amount of grossmobilisation and transport of these pollutants.
pollutants transported during each of the l0 events

If the mobilisation and transportation of gross
was found to be correlated with the event rainfall
depth as shown in Figure 8.1. A similarly highpollutants from the street surface depends on a

correlation between the gross pollutant load retained
rainfall depth greater than 3.7 mm, it is likely that tlae
inter-event dry period for gross pollutant transporting

in the CDS unit and event runoff was also obtained as
shown in Figure 8.2.

storm events, in Melbourne will be longer than the
calculated 2.6 days for all recorded storm events.

According to the fitted relationship between the wetAnalysis of the cumulative frequency distribution of
gross pollutant load generated and the depth ofevent rainfall depth for Melbourne over a 105 year
rainfall (see Figure 8.1), events of less than 3.7 mmrecord is presented in Figure 8.3. The analysis shows
may be considered to be insufficient for re-that approximately, 35% of all recorded rainfall events
mobilisation and transport of deposited street surfaceare greater than 3.7 mm giving an average inter-event
loads. The corresponding threshold for runoff (seedry period of 178 hours (7.4 days) for gross pollutant
Figure 8.2) is 0.70 mm. The fitted relationshipstransporting storm events.
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Figure 8.1 Gross Pollutant Wet Loads v’s Rainfall (after Allison et al., 1998)
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The Coburg gross pollutant wet load data havedry days numerous gross pollutant items are
incorporated the effect of Moreland City Council’stransported into the stormwater system by factors
street sweeping practices which range from daily toother than stormwater runoff (eg. wind or direct
fortnightly, depending on land-use. How exactly anydumping). That study focused on measuring the
alterations made to the street sweeping frequencynumber of litter items as well as materi!l composition
would affect the gross pollutant load in stormwatercollected daily over seven days, from identified
(see Figure 8.2) is not known and cannot becatchment pollutant sources. SEPTs were placed in
ascertained from the data collected. However, it isdra.in entry pits located in the study area to determine
possible for some inference of the effectiveness ofthe number of litter items reaching the stormwater
street sweeping in limiting the export of grosssystem from the identified catchment pollutant
pollutants from street surfaces to the stormwatersources (including bins, footpaths and street surfaces).
system to be made, and this will be discussed inThe results showed that up to 78 items of litter in total
Section 9.2. (per day) were collected in SEPTs during periods

.Despite rainfall wash-off being the dominant factorwithout rainfall. A substantial amount of the material

transporting gross pollutants from street surfaces,trapped during re~orded dry days were lighter items

litter can also reach the stormwater system during dry(polystyrene) although numerous heavier items were
also found, indicating possible direct littering ratherweather periods. The litter monitoring study,
than wind blown transportation of street surfaceconducted by Hall and Phillips (1997), in the

Carnegie cormnercial catchment indicated that during pollutants.

Gross Pollutant Load Generation:

¯ Data collected in the Coburg catchment indicated washoff of gross pollutants becomes significant for
storm events greater than 3.7 mm of rainfall depth or 0.70 mm of runoffo

¯ The limiting mechanism affecting the transport of gross pollutants in the majority of cases appears to be
re-mobilisation and transport processes (ie. stormwater runoff rates and velocities) and not the supply of

gross pollutants.

¯ Approximately 35% of all recorded rainfall events in Melbourne are greater than 3.7 mm giving an
average inter-event dry period of 178 hours (7.4 days) for gross pollutant transporting storm events.
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8.2 Influence of Catchment Land-use East (SE) commercial sub-catchment (13ha), the

As part of the same project, Allison et al. (1997b)
fortnightly swept North West (NW) & South West

(SW) residential sub-catchments (24.5ha) and theinvestigated the effectiveness of side entry pit traps
(SEPT’s) by monitoring 192 SEPTs installed in alldaily ! fortnightly swept North East (NE) mixed land-

publicly owned side entry pits of the 50 hectareuse sub-catchment (12.5ha).

Coburg catchment as shown in Figure 8.4. The stud)’The total SEPT gross pollutant wet loads were
aimed to assess the effectiveness of SEPTs by using acalculated and categorised according to street

CDS unit located at the outlet of the catchment tosweeping regime, defined by the three sub-catchment

collect any gross pollutants which may pass theland-use types and are presented in Table 8.1. The
SEPTs. The SEPTs were monitored from 2 August 96days between clean outs, total rainfall between clean
to 15 November 96. During these four months, theouts and the number of storm events, are also
traps were cleaned out on four separate occasions,presented in Table 8.1, For the purpose of this
For each of these clean-outs the total SEPT load (wetanalysis a storm event was identified as a storm that
& dr),) for each trap was calculated. Gross pollutanthad the potential to re-mobilise deposited solids from
load data from that study are used for further analysisthe road surfaces and is described as a gross pollutant
in this study, transporting event (ie. greater than 3.7 mm after

Allison et al., 1997b). The SEPT wet loads have beenSEPT gross pollutant wet load data were grouped
normalised into a load (g) per unit catchment areaaccording to the practiced street sweeping regime

defined by catchment land-use. Figure 8.5 displays(ha) to enable gross pollutant loads from the sub-
catchments to be compared.the three identified land-use sub-catchments in the

Coburg catchment (50ha) as the daily swept South

~. Coburg, Victoria

" ":’ " ’"
" ~" .....

" i[~̄ ~ ~ Drainage net\\ ork

Drain ~lltrollC~s

Figure 8.4 SEPT installations in the experimental 50ha Coburg Catchment (source Allison, 1998)
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Table 8, t E\ent Rainfall and Related SEPT Total Gross Pollutant Wet Loads

ResidentialClean-out    Days     Total    Storm        Single Event       Event Commercial             Mixed
Date between Rainfall Events Rainfall Rainfall Wet Load Wet Load Wet Load

clean.outs (ram) (>3.Tmm) :         (ram) (ram) (g/ha) (g/ha) (g/ha)

29-Aug-96 27 55 5 (6,4) (10) (5)(15) (12) 48 5000 2408 1760

30-Sep-96 32 74 6 (11) (12.3)(16,4) (4.4) (9,4)(11,5) 65 20154 10041 6880

15.Ocbg5 15 25 2 {8,2) {14) 22 6462 3143 1840

16-Nov-96 31 47 "2 17) (35.4) 42 6538 5878 1920

As indicated in Table 8.1, calculated total SEPT wetaverage distance along roadside kerbs and the extent

loads ranged from 1.8 kg/ha for the mixed land-useof supplementary areas influence the required energy.

sub-catchment to as much as 20.2 kg/ha for theto re-mobilise and convey deposited gross pollutants

con’tmercial sub-catchment. Figure 8.6 displays theto the stormwater system. The fraction

comparison between land-use and total SEPT wetimperviousness of the catchment influences the

load, indicating commercial land-use contributesmagnitude of the runoff from the catchment which in

larger loads of gross pollutants per hectare comparedturn determines the energy available for re-

to residential and mixed land-use catchments. This ismobilisation and transport of deposited gross

in spite of daily street sweeping in the commercialpollutants in the catchment.

sub-catchment compared to once every two weeks inThe results presented in Figure 8.6 are consistent with
residential and mixed land-use areas. Three of theresults from a separate study by Allison undertaken
four clean outs showed the ratio of gross pollutantduring 1995 to investigate the transport of gross
load generation between the commercial andpollutants from different land-uses within a 150
residential areas to be approximately 2.0. There washectare catchment in Coburg. Gross pollutant loads ~,
however, one clean out, that of the 15 November 96from two storm events (27 January 95 and 31 May
which gave a significantly lower ratio of 1.1. It is95) were monitored at three locations representing
interesting to note that the gross pollutant loadmixed commercial/residential, residential and light
generated from the mixed land-use was the lowest inindustrial land-uses as shown in Figure 8.7 (Allison et
all the four clean~uts, al., 1998). On commencement of storm runoff,
Many factors other than land-use contribute to thespecifically designed gross pollutant samplers

differences observed in the amount of gross pollutants(Essery, 1994) were lowered, at varying time

exported from the different areas, including wind,intervals, into the flow and used for gross pollutant

traffic volume, topography, population density,sampling as illustrated in Figure 8.8.

community, awareness and importantly the hydrologicGross pollutant loads from the two storm events
conveyance system. Hydrologic conveyance factorsmonitored for each land-use area are presented as dry
which can influence gross pollutant export include themass per hectare of catchment area in Table 8.2. The
number of side entry pits in the stormwater systemcomputed unit area dry loads for the different land-
(ie. the average distance to entry pits from within theuses were compared against the weighted average dry
catchment), the degree of catchment areaload for the three combined sub-catchments. These
imperviousness and the extent of "supplementarydata indicate that commercial land-use catchments
areas" (defined as pervious areas over which runoffgenerate approximately twice the amount of gross
from impervious areas needs to traverse whenpollutants compared to residential land-use and as
discharging towards the stormwater drainage system)much as three times the amount generated from light
in these sub-catchments. Catchment topography,industrial land-use catchments.
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_ Commercial Catchment -
Swept Daily

¯ Residenbal Catchment -
Swept Fortnightly
(24.5ha)

[] Mi×~ Catchment -
Swept Daily / Fortnightly
(125ha)

29-Aug-96 30-Sep-96 15-Oct-96 15-Nov-96

Clean Date

Figure 8.6 SEPT Wet Loads for Different Land use Catchment in Coburg.

LEGEND                                Catchment Outlet
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-- Boundary
-- Drainage Rain

Mixed I                 Gauge
~ i Commerical/o =o =on
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/~~

~__ /.~TLight Industr!al/
~ -’-I I #-----._ I Melbourne CBD

Figure 8.7 Coburg Land-use Monitoring Areas in the 150 ha Coburg Catchment
(source Allison et al, 1998)
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Table 8.2 Gross Pollutant Dr?’ Mass Loads and Weighted Averages (after Allison et al., 1998)

Total dry load per unit area
Land Use Area

(ha) 27-Jan-95 3 l-May-95 Value / Weighted
(g~a) (g/ha) Average

Commercial 9.5 423 747 1.6
Residential 26.5 292 308 0.8

Light Industrial 2.5 242 63 0.5
Total 38.5

Weighted Average 321 400

Allison (1997b) noted that material often blinded the
SEPT basket pores, leading to overflows from the
baskets and thus a reduction in trapping efficiencies.
The field study into the efficiency of SEPTs, found
the trapping efficiency of SEPTs to be between 60%

and 70% (Allison et al. 1998). The SEPT total wet
loads given in Table 8.1 can thus be assumed to be an
under estimation of gross pollutant loads generated
from the respective sub-catchments.

The gross pollutant loads for three of the four SEPT
clean-outs (see Figure 8.6) show similar relative
contributions from the different land-use catchments
as that derived from the study by Allison (1998) and

summarised in Table 8.2. The commercial catchment
was found to have generated the most load of gross
pollutants on each of the clean out dates in spite of
daily street sweeping. As noted earlier, the ratio of
commercial to residential land-use gross pollutant Figure 8.8 Sampling Gross Pollutants from Different
load from three of the four clean out dates is Land-use Sub-catchments in Coburg
approximately 2.0 except for the data from the clean (source Allison et al, 1998)

out of 15 November 96. The gross pollutant load
transported from the commercial area preceding the
clean out of the 15 November 96 was found to beThe lower than expected gross pollutant load from the
significantly lower than expected when compared tocommercial area in this clean-out may be related to a
corresponding data from the residential area. possible "supply limiting condition" during the large

The gross pollutant load from the clean-out of 1535.4 mm storm event (a trend not apparent in the

November 1996 was transported by two grossfortnightly swept, residential catchment). This notion

pollutant transporting storm events (ie.<3.7 ram), oneis explored in Section 9.3.

with an event rainfall of 6.8 rmn and the other 35.4 mm.
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Influence of Catchment Land-use:

# The fraction imperviousness of a catchment influences the runoff during storm events which influence the
available energ3, for mobilisation of deposited gross pollutants.

¯ Commercial land-uses contribute larger loads of gross pollutants despite more intensive street sweeping
frequencies.

¯ Relative gross pollutant loads generated from different land-uses show that commercial areas produce
approximately twice the amount of gross pollutants than residential and three times as much as light
industrial, despite a daily street sweeping regime in the commercial area compared to fortnightly in the

residential and industrial areas.

¯ A number of transport factors are thought to also influence gross pollutant loads from different land-uses.

Some of these factors include:-

¯ Number of entrances to the stormwater system,

¯ Fraction of catcbal~ent imperviousness,

¯ Extent of pervious area over which runoff needs to traverse towards the stormwater drainage system.
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9 Discussion stormwater system, A modification of the street
sweeping frequency could potentially adjust this
upper limit value, thereby altering the shape of the

9.1 Gross Pollutant Load and Rainfall Depth gross pollutant export curve as conceptualised in

Relationship Figure 9.1.

The relationships between the gross pollutant load
and rainfall depth (Figure 8.1) and runoff (Figure 8.2)9.2 Impact of Street Sweeping on Gross

Pollutant Loads
derived from the Coburg data incorporate the effect of
a typical Melbourne municipal street sweepingIt is not known how exactly any further alterations

program, ranging in frequency from daily tomade to the street sweeping frequency will affect the

fortnightly sweeping depending on catchment land-gross pollutant export curve. Nevertheless the

use. The relationships clearly show a trend ofillustration in Figure 9.1 postulates that if street

increasing gross pollutant load to the stormwatersweeping effort were reduced it.can be expected that

system with increasing rainfall or runoff, indicatingthe gross pollutant load will increase, initially for

that the limiting mechanism for stormwater grossthose events with large rainfall depths. Further

pollutant transport in the majority of cases isreduction in street sweeping frequency will ultimately

stormwater runoff rates and velocities. While thelead to the increase of gross pollutants in stormwater

curves are monotonically increasing, the rate ofsystems becoming evident for even smaller storm

increase in gross pollutant loads entering theevents. Similarly, by increasing street sweeping

storn~water system decreases with rainfall and runoffeffort, the reduction in gross pollutant load would

indicating a possible upper limit of gross pollutantessentially be confined to events of large rainfall

load transported into the stormwater system atdepths. Figure 9.1 postulates that in most gross

relatively high rainfall depths or runoff. This possiblepollutant export events, the export load is defined by

upper limit of gross pollutant load may reflect thethe size of the storm event rather than the available

gross pollutant load deposited on street surfacespollutant surface load.

which is available for re-mobilisation into the

8000

7000 ..................
Rvdm r So ~’~ ,bu r~Tm~~ [ IIo~ ~ .......

6000,

5000,

,lO00

3000’

I000,

0 .
~ IU ~O 3U 4U ~U 6U IU 8U ~U IUU

Rz|nt~lllmm)

Figure 9.1 Hypothetical Gross Pollutant Load and Street Sweeping Effort
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9.3 Supply Limiting Condition transporting events. Also, conducting street s~veeping
at a time of day which enables the collection ofThe lower than expected gross pollutant load from the

commercial area for the clean-out of the 15pollutants when the rate of load acummulation of

November 96 n~ted in Table 8.1 of the previousstreet surface has reached.its highest would reduce the
time pollutants are potentially exposed to thesection of this report may be explained by a possible

"supply limiting condition" occurring during the largelikelihood of rainfall events.

35.4 mm storm event. It is possible that during thisFactors contributing to inefficiencies in street
large event the available gross pollutants in thesweeping are not confined to rainfall patterns
catchment have been substantially removed from the(affecting the build-up and wash-off processes),
street surface and mobilised into the stormwaterfrequency and timing of sweeping, size of pollutants
system, a trend not apparent in the fortnightly swept,and the sweeper mechanism. Street sweeping
residential catchment, inefficiencies are further e£acerbated by everyday

Based on the results of this investigation, it ispractice limitations. Significant practice limitations

associated with street sweeping include the inabilitypostulated that a source limiting storm condition may
have occurred during the 35 mm storm event. Stormof sweepers to access the street surface load due to

events greater than 35 mm occur less than 3% of theparked vehicles (see Figure 9.2), inappropriate street

time in Melbourne (see Figure 8.3) indicating that thedesign, poor road surface conditions and operator

occurrence of such a gross pollutant supply limitingspeed. Street sweeping program specifications must
address these influencing factors as well as improvingcondition would be very rare. This may have

important implications for assessing the effectivenesssweeper mechanisms before stormwater quality

of street sweeping. The incremental benefits ofimprovements may be realised from street sweeping

increasing the present street sweeping effort in thepractices.

Coburg catchment (from the daily frequency of theThe principle objective of street sweeping in meeting
commercial areas and fortnightly frequency in thecommunity demand for a standard of street
residential areas) are expected to be low. The limitingcleanliness, and the perceived success of sweeping to
factor affecting the transport of gross pollutants in thefulfil this objective makes street sweeping an
majority of cases appears not to be the supply of grossimportant municipal operation. However, there is
pollutants but instead the pollutant mobilisation andlittle evidence to suggest significant incremental
transport processes (ie. rainfall patterns and depths,benefits in stormwater quality, particularly the
runoff rates and velocities), removal of contaminants associated with the fine

particulates, can be gained with increased street

9.4 Street Sweeping Efficiency Issues sweeping frequency.

The use of new street sweeping equipment may leadThe use of new street sweeping technologies ma~.
contribute to reducing pollutant loads in theto increased effectiveness particularly for gross

stormwater system as advocated by Sutherland andpollutants and coarse to medium sized sediment.

Jelen (1997). Taking into account influencing factor,lhere are however other operational limitations

such as the inter-event dry period and catchmem~h~ch will reduce the actual effectiveness of street

characteristics may enable the frequency and timing,~ceping from that determined under controlled test

of street sweeping operations to be redesigned to met’~conditions. Furthermore, the use of new equipment

specified stormwater improvement objectives for~fll need to be associated with a street sweeping

specific conditions. Street sweeping frequencies thaifrequency that matches the catchment meteorologica!

are equivalent to three times the mean inter-eventcharacteristics. Their cost effectiveness will need to

period (approximately 8 days for Melbourne) ~sbe evaluated against the cost of installing and

considered to be appropriate as approximately 35% ofmaintaining end-of-pipe or in-transit gross pollutant

storm events are considered to be gross pollutanttraps.
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Figure 9.2 Street sweeping pollutant removal effectiveness is limited by parked cars
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10 Conclusions ¯ The threshold load can be three times higher for
the mechanical sweeper compared to the
regenerative air system.

This study has investigated the effectiveness of street
¯ Overall the regenerative air sweeper exhibits.a

sweeping for stormwater quality improvement. A
substantially better performance than the regular

number of factors are identified as influencing the
mechanical sweeper.

effectiveness of street sweeping for the collection of
street surface pollutants for stormwater pollution̄ Street sweeping technology is developing and

control rather than just aesthetic requirements. These improving to remove finer street surface panicles

factors include street sweeping mechanism, pollutant for a variety of street surface loads.

type, sweeping frequency and timing and alsoGross Pollutants

pollutant wash-off characteristics. ¯ Significant amounts of gross pollutants are
mobilised into the stormwater system duringThe most important conclusion from this study is that
bursts of rain, wind or both.current Australian street sweeping practices are

generally ineffective as an at source stormwater¯ There is little correlation between the frequency

pollution control measure. Current street sweeping of sweeping and the transport of gross pollutants

practices are found to be not only ineffective for the into the stormwater system.

reduction of fine sediment and sediment-bound̄ Street sweeping efficiency increases with particle
contaminants but also for larger gross pollutants size.
capable of entering the stormwater system. Current¯ Sweeper efficiency can be up to nearly 80% for
Australian street sweeping mechanisms and practices particles greater than 2 millimetres under ’test’
are therefore regarded as providing very little benefit conditions (ie. sweeping more frequently than the
for stormwater quality improvements, due to occurrence ofrainfal! events and effective use of
inefficiencies at reducing a variet3, of pollutants from parking restrictions).
entering the stormwater system over a range ofSediment and Other Suspended Solids
conditions. Street sweeping should be therefore

¯ The removal eff~ciency of sediment and other fine
accompanied by structural pollutant treatment

organic panicles by conventional street sweepers
measures to effectively reduce the discharge of gross

was found to be dependent upon a threshold level
and sediment associated pollutants in stormwater.

of load on the surface and the particle size range
Increasing the frequency of current street sweeping of the surface loads.
practices beyond what is required to meet aesthetic¯ Material smaller than 300 gm was less affected by
objectives is not expected to yield substantial street sweeping.
incremental benefits in relation to receiving water

¯ No effective removal (>50% removal efficiency)
quality improvements. There seems little benefit in

was evident for particle sizes smaller than 125 p.m
conducting detailed field monitoring investigations

for conventional street sweepers (excluding the
into quantifying the effectiveness of street sweeping

new small-micron surface cleaning technology).
as a stormwater pollution control measure for current
Australian street sweeping mechanisms or operations.Contaminants Associated with Sediment

Other specific observations from this study are listed̄ Significant amounts of metals and nutrients are

below, transported as sediment-bound contaminants.

Sweeping Mechanisms ¯ Most of the total mass of contaminants is
associated with the fine particles.¯ Mechanical and regenerative air street sweeping

equipment requires a minium threshold load of ¯ Conventional street sweeping is generally

sedime.nt on the street surface before they become ineffective at removing particles smaller that

effective. 300 gm and therefore will not effectively reduce
the export of sediment-bound contaminants such

as nutrients, metals and PAHs.
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Removal of Sediment and Associated Contaminant Influence of Catchment Land-use

¯ Linfited sampling of sediment in street runoffin ¯ The fraction imperviousness of a catchment
Australia indicates that 70% of particles are less influences the runoff during storm events which
than 125gm compared to 20% for overseas data. influence the available energy for mobilisation of

¯ The fine s~diments found on Australian streets deposited gross pollutants.

would suggest that conventional street sweeping ¯ Commercial land-uses contribute larger loads of

will have a minimal effect on sediments and gross pollutants despite more intensive street

associated contaminants react~ing stormwater sweeping frequencies.

systems. ¯ Relative gross pollutant loads generated from
Street Sweeping Frequency different land-uses show that commercial areas

¯ The variable nature of inter-event dry periods, produce approximately twice the amount of gross

both in terms of seasonal variation and pollutants than residential and three times as

dependence on climatic locations, highlights the much as light industrial, despite a daily street

importance of street sweeping program design sweeping regime in the commercial area

which are specific to location and flexible to compared to fortnightly in the residential and

accommodate the local meteorological conditions industrial areas.

and seasonal variability. ¯ A number of transport factors are thought to also
¯ It is anticipated that if street sweeping occurs at a influence gross pollutant loads from different

longer interval than the inter-event dry period of land-uses. Some of these factors include:-

the catchment, street surface pollutants will have ¯ number of entrances to the stormwater
a much higher likelihood of being flushed into the system,
stormwater system before being collected by the ¯ fraction of catchment imperviousness,
street sweeper. ¯ extent of pervious area over which runoff

Street Sweeping Timing needs to traverse towards the stormwater
¯ Recorded gross pollutant load generation over a drainage system.

typical day indicates that the accumulation of
litter in a shopping strip begins at 8:00 am and
effectively ends around 5:00 pro.

¯ Early morning street sweeping allows the
exposure of deposited street surface litter items to
a higher likelihood of being transported into the
stormwater drainage system.

Gross Pollutant Load Generation
¯ Data collected in the Coburg catchment indicated

washoff of gross pollutants becomes significant
for storm events greater than 3.7 mm of rainfall
depth and 0.70 mm of runoff.

¯ The limiting mechanism affecting the transport of
gross pollutants in the majority of cases appears
to be re-mobilisation and transport processes (ie.

stormwater runoff rates and velocities) and not the
¯ supply of gross pollutants.

¯ Approximately 35% of all recorded rainfall events
in Melbourne are greater than 3.7 mm giving an
average inter-event dry period of 178 hours (7.4
days) for gross pollutant transporting storm
events.
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National Pollutant Removal Performance Database for STPs: 2 nd Edition

The Center recently completed the second edition of the Stormwater Treatment Practice (STP) Pollutant Removal
Performance Database (the "Database") which modifies, clarifies, and expands upon the original National Database
ofBMP Pollutant.Removal Performance (the First Edition) by Brown and Schueler (1997).

The First Edition included 129 studies and spanned a 19-year period; the minimum storm sampling criteria was four
sampling events, and little effluent concentration data was included. Major changes to the First Edition include the
following:

o, Addition of 24 studies
oo Elimination of studies that did not meet the new minimum storm sample criteria of five
o° Update of existing entries to include effluent concentration and other data where available
¯ * Addition of new fields

Eight of the studies included in the First Edition were deleted because of insufficient storm sample size. In addition,
concentration data were added to existing studies to make the database a more powerful analysis tool. More than
half of the original studies included both influent and effluent concentration data, and these data were not
consistently included in the First Edition. Finally, several fields were added since the First Edition, includingAge of
the Facility, Drainage Class (based on drainage area), Land Use Quantification (e.g., percent com, mercial,
residential, etc.), and storage in Watershed and Impervious Inches. Unfortunately, many studies did not report these
data explicitly. Consequently, the database does not currently have sufficient data to develop relationships between
specific site or design characteristics and performance. One exception is the Drainage Class field, which classifies
ponds and wetlands as Pocket, Regular, or Regional. Although the results are not conclusive, sufficient data are
available to characterize each data class.
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TSS TP Sol P TN NOx Cu Zn

Stormwater Dry    47 19 -6.0 25 4,0 26’ 26
Ponds

Stormwater    80 (67) 51 (48) 66 (52) 33 (31) 43 (2.4) 57 (57) 66
Wet Ponds
Stormwater 76 (78) 49 (51) 35 (39) 30 (21) 67 (67)    40 (39) 44 (54)
Wetlands
Filtering ~ ~,~ o~ ~o,~ ~ vo,~ ~o (4~ -.. v,~ ,~ ~o~

Practices2
Infiltration uo, 70 85’ 51 82’ N/A 99’
Practices

Water Quality ~, ~o,~ ~ ~,u~ ~o ~,4~ °4, 31 5! (51) 71 (71)
Swales3

1. Data based on fewer than five data points
2. Excludes vertical sand filters and filter strips ¯

3. Refers to open channel practices designed for water quality
NOTES:

- Data in parentheses represent values from the First Edition (Schueler, 1997; Appendix D).
- Shaded regions indicate a difference of at least _+ 5% from the First Edition.

- N/A indicates that the data are not available.
- TSS = Total Suspended Solids; TP = Total Phosphorus; Sol P= Soluble Phosphorus;

TN = Total Nitrogen; NOx = Nitrate and Nitrite Nitrogen; Cu = Copper; Zn = Zinc

The statistical reanalysis of the First Edition revealed some changes in the pollutant removal efficiencics of STPs
(Table 1). These changes can be attributed to the addition of new studies and revisions to the older studies. Most of
the shaded regions represent a pollutant removal increase of at least 5%. Three exceptions are nitrogen removal for
filtering practices, which decreased by 16%; and zinc and soluble phosphorus removal ofstormwater wetlands,
which decreased by 18% and 10% respectively. The STP group with the greatest change over original data is
filtering practices. This result is not surprising, since a significant number of changes were made to this group (five
studies were added to the original 14). In particular, the negative soluble phosphorus in the original was caused by a
few values from organic filters, and from one perimeter filter that had become submerged, releasing soluble
phosphorus.
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TSS TP

Stormwater Dry Ponds 28L 0.18~ 0.13~ 0.86~ N/A° 9.0~ 98=

Stormwater Wet Ponds 17 0.11 0.03 1.3 0.26 5.0 :~)

Stormwater Wetlands 22 0.20 0.09 1.7 0.36 7.0 31

Filtering Practices~ ,, u.lu u.~ ’~ ~ 0.55L 10 21

Infiltration Practices 17~ 0.05z 0.003z 3.8~ 0.09~ 4.8~ 39~

Water Quality Swales~ ~ u,,~ 0~u~ "~L 0.35 10 53

1. Units for Zn and Cu are micrograms per liter
2. Data based on fewer than five data points

3. Excludes vertical sand filters and filter strips
4. Refers to open channel practices designed for water quality

NOTES:
- N/A indicates that the data is not available.

- TSS = Total Suspended Solids; TP = Total Phosphorus; OP = Ortho-Phosphorus;
TN = Total Nitrogen; NOx = Nitrate and Nitrite Nitrogen; Cu = Copper; Zn = Zinc

Median effluent concentrations by STP groups are summarized in Table 2. Effluent concentration data were added
to the Database as a supplement to the pollutant removal capability of STPs. In some instances, pollutant removal
percentage may not be a good indicator of the overall removal capability ofa STP. Pollutant removal percentages
can be strongly influenced by the variability of the pollutant concentrations in incoming stormwater. If the
concentration is near the "irreducible level" (Schueler, T. 2000. "Irreducible Pollutant Concentrations Discharged
from Urban BMPs," Article 65 in The Practice of Watershed Protection. Center for Watershed Protection. Ellicott
City, MD.), a low or negative removal percentage can be recorded even though outflow concentrations discharged
from the STP were relatively low. Although these data represent a median, unlike the group mean reported in
Schueler (1996), the data suggest that the typical concentration data reported in this initial study and are high
compared with the results from the Database.

The data presented in this study support the contention that most STP designs can remove significant amounts of
sediment and total phosphorus in urban runoff. Most STP groups, on the other hand, showed a lower ability to
remove nitrogen. This result suggests that non-structural nutrient reduction methods, in addition to stormwater
STPs, may be needed to meet nutrient reduction targets.

Significant gaps do exist in our knowledge of the removal capability of certain STP designs and stormwater
parameters. Filling these gaps should be the major focus of future STP monitoring research. The more well-studied
STP groups (ponds, wetlands, and filters) should be re-directed to investigate internal factors (i.e., geometry and
sediment/water column interactions) that may create the wide variability in pollutant removal that is characteristic
of STP monitoring. Finally, more research is needed with respect to bacteria, dissolved metals, and hydrocarbons;
all of these are pollutants associated with human health impacts. Such research could be of great value in
developing better designs and reducing po!lutant removal variability, allowing for more reliable pollutant reduction
at the watershed scale.

The full report, "National Pollutant Removal Performance Database for Stormwater Treatment Practices: 2nd

Edition," is available from the Center for $25. Please access our web site at www.cwp.org for ordering information.
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Metals Removal usi.ng StormFilterTM Technology (Field Studies)

September 11, 2000

Overview: Data collected from several StormFilters are presented below. The data pertain to both
total and dissolved zinc (Zn), copper (Cu) and lead (Pb) removal using various field sites and the
CSF® leaf media or surface modified zeolite (SMZ) mixed with perlite.

Site Descriptions: Several sites are presented within the Results section below. The following list
helps describe each site, site use and sampling protocol used for evaluation.

Giles (Olympia, Washington) - 200-acre watershed comprised of mature commercial and
residential developments, 12’ x 37’ StormFilter with 80 cartridges. Samples were taken using
flow pacing and grab sampling.

Lake Stevens (Snohomish County, Washington) -- roadway runoff prior to bridge, 30,000 ft-’ of
impervious, 8’ x 14’ StormFilter with 9 cartridges. Sampling was flow weighted and composite.

Caltrans Maintenance (California Department of Transportation maintenance facility, San
Diego, California) - storage and repair of equipment, 3) 8’ x 18’ StormFilters with 79 cartridges.
Samples were composite and flow paced over the entire storm.

Straley’s BP (Bremerton, Washington) - gas station, 8’ x 16’ StormFilter with 23 cartridges.
Samples were taken using flow pacing. Samples were also composite to obtain a first flush
sample (first 1 hour of runoff).

Results: Tables One, Two, Three, Four and Five present the acquired metals removal observed at
the sites listed above. The tables are organized according to the filtration media and metal. Table
One and Two pertain to the CSF leaf media and zinc and copper removal. Tables Three, Four and
Five present the use of SMZ surrounded by perlite for the removal of zinc, copper and lead,
respectively.

Calculations pertaining to percent removal were calculated using Equation 1 below:

% Re moved (Influent Concentration - E,tlh,ent Cocentration.... --:------- ¯ xlO0 (Equation l)
Influent Concentration

2035 NE Columbia Blvd. Portland, OR 97211

0 503.240.3393 (~ 503.240.9553 ~) stormwaterm~t.com
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Table One: Zinc Removal [CSF® Leaf media
Site      Influent      Effluent      Influent      Effluent    Sample Type/Date

Total-Zn Total-Zn Dissolved- Dissolved-Zn
(mga) (mgn)/ Zn (mga)/

Percent (rag/l) Percent
Removed Removed

Giles 0.045 0.033 NT NT Flow
26.7% Paced/September

25, 1997
Giles 0.2 0.16 0.15 0.12 Grab samples/July

20% 20°/0 23, 1998
Giles 0.106 0.071 NT NT Flow Paced/August

33% 26, 1997
Lake 0.121 0.086 NT NT Flo~v

Stevens 28.9% Weighted/October
4, 1996

Straley’ 0.3 0.086 0.27 0.076 Flow Paced First
BP 71.3% 71.9% Flush/April 25,

2000
Straley’s 0.27 0.12 0.24 0ol 1 Flow Paced/April

BP 55.6% 54.2% 25, 2000
straley’s 0.39 0.11 0.23 0.11 Flow Paced First

BP 71.8% 52.2% Flush/June 6, 2000
Straley’s 0.18 0.11 0.13 0.085 Flow Paced / June

BP 38.8% 34.6% 6, 2000
NT = Not Tested

Table Two: Copper Removal [CSF® Leaf Media
Site       Influent     Effluent     Influent      Effluent    Sample Type/Date

Total-Cu Total-Cu Dissolved- Dissolved-
(mg/l) (mg/l)/ Cu Cu (mgh)/

Percent (mgh) Percent
Removed Removed

Giles 0.0072 0.0078 NT NT Flow
-8.3% Paced/September

25, 1997
Giles 0.014 0.008 0.011 0.008 Grab samples/July

42.9% 27.3% 23, 1998
Giles 0.0208 0.0137 NT NT Flow Paced/August

34.1% 26. 1997
Lake 0.013 0.01 NT NT Flow

Stevens 23.1% Weighted/October
4, 1996

File:Metals Removal - StormFilter 2 ~
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Table Three: Zinc Removal [Surface Modified Zeolite (SMZ) and Perlite]
Site        Influent      Effluent      Influent      Effluent       Sample

Total-Zn Total-Zn Dissolved-Zn Dissolved-Zn Type/Date
(mg/l) (rag/l)/ (rag/l) (mg/l)/

Percent Percent
Removed Removed

D.O.T. 0.34 0.27 0.17 0.13 Flow Paced /
Maintenance 20.6% 23.5% March 25,

1999
D.O.T. 0.23 0.19 0.15 0.14 Flow Paced /

Maintenance 17.4% 6.7% April 7, 1999
D.O.T. 0.18 0.084 0.10 0.08 Flow Paced

Maintenance 53.3% 13.7% April 11,
1999

D.O.T. 0.58 0.31 0.37 0.09 Flow Paced
Maintenance 46.6% ~ 75.1% January 25,

2000
D.O.T. 0.60 0.32 0.22 0.13 Flow Paced

Maintenance 46.7% 40.9% February 16,
2000

D.O.T. 1.0 0.41 0.11 0.07 Flow Paced’~
Maintenance 59% 38.2% February 20,

2000
D.O.T. 1.9 0.18 0.12 0.08 Flow Paced

Maintenance 90.5°/0 35% March 5,
2000

D.O.T. 1.3 0.41 0.17 0.16 Flow Paced
Maintenance 59% 5.9% March 8,

2000

Table Four: Copper Removal [Surface Modified Zeolite (SMZ) and Perlite]
Site        Influent      Effluent      Influent      Effluent       Sample

Total-Cu Total-Cu Dissolved-Cu Dissolved-Cu Type/Date
(mgh) (mg/l)/ (mg/l) (mg/l)/

Percent Percent
Removed Removed

D.O.T. 0.059 0.053 0.025 0.024 Flow Paced /
Maintenance 10.2% 4% March 25,

1999
D.O.T. 0.051 0.035 0.032 0.022 Flow Paced /

Maintenance 31.4% 31.3% April 7, 1999

D.O.T. 0.067 0.029 0.02 0.019 Flow Paced
Maintenance 56.7% 5% April 11,

1999
D.O.T. ¯ 0.14 0.062 0.10 0.017 Flow Paced

Maintenance 55.7% 83% January 25,
2000

File: Metals Removal- StormFilter 3
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Site lnfluent Effluent Influent Effluent Sample
TotaI-Cu Total-Cu Dissolved-Cu Dissolved-Cu Type/Date

(rag/i) (mg/l)/ (mgh) (mgh)/
Percent Percent

Removed Removed
D.O.T. 0.14 0.058 0.04 0.03 Flow Paced

Maintenance 58.6% 25% February 16,
2000

D.O.T: 0.3 0.072 0.02 0.012 Flow Paced /
Maintenance 76% 40% February 20,

2000
D.O.T. 0.34 0.032 0.023 0.013 Flow Paced

Maintenance 90.6% 43.5% March 5,
2000

D.O.T. 1.4 0.064 0.025 0.023 Flow Paced
Maintenance 95.4% 8% March 8,

2000

Table Five: Lead Removal [Surface Modified Zeolite (SMZ) and Perlite] ~
Site        Influent      Effluent      Influent      Effluent       Sample

Total-Pb Total-Pb Dissoived-Pb Dissolved-Pb Type/Date
(mg/l) (mg/l)! (mg/l) (mg/l)/

Percent Percent
Removed Removed

D.O.T. 0.04 0.0034 0.0027 0.0037 Flow Paced /
Maintenance 15% -37% March 25,

1999
D.O.T. 0.019 0.016 0.021 0.023 Flow Paced /

Maintenance 15.8% -9.5% April 7, 1999
D.O.T. 0.028 0.011 <0.001 <0.001 Flow Paced

Maintenance 60.7% April 11,
1999

D.O.T. 0~034 0.028 0.0095 0.0014 Flow Paced
Maintenance 17.6% 85.3% January 25,

2000
D.O.T. 0.056 0.028 0.0053 0.0046 Flow Paced

Maintenance 50% 13.2% February 16,
2000

D.O.T. 0.14 0.044 0.0016 0.0017 Flow Paced /
Maintenance 68.6% -6.2% February 20,

2000
D.O.T. 0.055 0.016 0.0032 0.001 Flow Paced

Maintenance 70.9°/6 68.8% March 5,
2000

D.O.T. 0.14 0.059 0.0067 0.0054 Flow Paced
Maintenance 57.9% 19.4% March 8,

2000

Discussion: As presented, metals removal varies with influent concentration and with respect to
the dissolved fraction of the metal entering the StorrnFilter. Most observations show that high

File: Metals Removal - StormFilter 4 "~
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influent concentrations produce a higher percent removal. The dissolved fraction also influences
percent removal in that the higher the dissolved fraction, the more difficult the metal is to remove.

Removal of the dissolved fraction of metal is primarily associated with cation exchange where a
calcium or magnesium atom is displaced by a zinc, copper or lead atom. This occurs within the
media’s lattice and requires that the dissolved metal carry a positive charge. However, stormwater
is a complex mixture of nutrients, organic compounds and suspended solids. Metals such as
copper and zinc can also travel with small dissolved organic compounds (colloids) and do not
have the positive charge needed for removal through cation exchange. In a sense, these metals are
inert due to charge association with the organic molecules. However, analysis of the colloidal
fraction is detected when analyzing for dissolved metals although the metal is not ’purely’
dissolved and carrying a positive charge. (Note: Colloids can pass through a 0.45-micron filter
when filtering for dissolved metal analysis.) Removal of the colloid bound metal is difficult due
to the lack of a positive charge and the extremely small size of the associated organic molecule.

Removal of the solid bound metal (actually attached to the suspended solids) is promoted through
the process of stormwater filtration. The process is a physical straining of the suspended solids
that, in turn, removes the associated solid bound metal. (Note: The removal of this fraction of
metal is associated with total metals analysis due to all particles being larger than 0.45 microns.)

File: Metals Removal- StormFilter 5 ~
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Catch basin inserts to reduce pollution from stormwater
D A B ¢ D

S-L. Lau ", E. Khan’* and M.K. Stenstrom"Storm water storage tank
"Civil and Environmenta~ Engineering Department, University of California, Los Angeles, 4173 Engr. I,

ank for case 1 Los Angeles, 90095-1593 Calitornla, USA
¯ "Civil and Environmental Engineering Department, Polytechnic University, Six Metro Center, E~rooklyn, NY,

11201, USA

from separate sewer syso Abstract Stormwater contamination represents the largest source of contaminants to many receiving
e tnnk divided into three waters in the United States, such as Santa Monica Bay in Los Angeles, Qalifornia. Point sources to these
led at the end pipe. Some same waters generally receive secondary or betler treatment before they are re,eased, and they are usuatly

discharged through outfalls that diffuse the wastewater plume to prevent it from contacting the shoreline.t Jn a typical study area.
Stormwaters receive no treatment and reach the receiving waters through a variety of ways, but most enter:1 the behavior of water
through catch basins or inserts to storm drains that terminate at the beach or in shallow coastal areas. Under

f ralnfa||. As a result, the these cond=tions, the stormwater discharge may have greater impact on the quality and utility of the receiving
water than the treated wastewater discharges. One method of reducing pollution is to equip catch basins

~ater storage tank. w~h an insert that can capture pollutants. A number of commercially available devices exist but few have

patteTns of rainfall, been evatuated by independent parties in full-scale applications. A series of tests using bench and full-scale
devices under both laboratory and field conditions were conducted to evaluate their ability to remove trash
and debris, suspended sohds and oil and grease in stormwaters. The resu~s presented in the paper should
prov=de a basis for future insert development and application.

RTH Co. Ltd.                       Keywords Best management practice; catch basins; li~ter; stormwater; urban runoff

Introduction
". Wor~s Assoc,, 33~404). ]VIost industries and municipalities i~ the United States have full secondary wastewater treat-

ment, and some have nutrient removal and filtration. As a consequence of these reductions in~n a trunk sewer.
water pollution, stormwater now represents the greatest ttveat to aquatic habitants in the
United States. Stormwater quality has been largely ignored in many areas, although there ismbined sewer system.
usually concern for flood control and flood damage prevention. As a result, we have storm-

cal approach, water management systems that prevent floods at the expense of environmental protection.
Los Angeles is a good example of an area that has emphasized flood control at the

~ storm-water reservoir expense of environmental protection. In this highly urbanized area there is little opportuni-
ty to reduce stormwater pollution through traditional means. The average imperviousness

le with rain water
is more than 60% in many cases. Land values are such that it is prohibitively expensive to

or combined se~,.er retro-fit storage basins or infiltration zones. This paper addresses a potential best manage-
ment practice for such urbanized areas. The stormwater system has been constructed with

~ts discharged from catch basins, which may be several cubic meters in volume. These catch basins can be retro-
ciery of Civil fit with devices, called "inserts", to capture pollutants. A number of commercially avail-

able devices exist, but few have been evaluated by independent parties in full-scale
applications. The authors conducted a series of tests using bench and full-scale devices to
remove trash and debris, suspended solids (TSS) and oil and grease (O&G). Field tests were
also performed with boards, screens and baskets to observe their ability to remove or pre-
vent debris from entering storm drains. The results are sufficiently promising to suggest
additional testing with a variety of devices.

Background
Santa Monica Bay is the receiving water for a major portion of the City of Los Angeles



metropolitan area. The watershed is 1072 km2, and is largely urbanized, serving a propor-
tion of the three million people in Los Angeles and more than 11 million people in the met-
ropolitan area. Only two wastewater treatment plants discharge directly into the bay; the
largest is the Hyperion Treatment Plant (-1.3 x 106 m3/day). This plant has recently
achieved full secondary treatment, and discharges secondary treated wastewater via an 11
km outfall. The second source is a petroleum refinery that has advffnced wastewater treat-
ment. Another source is Los Angeles County’s Joint Water Pollution Control Plant (~1.3 ×
106 m3/day, -.60% secondary), which discharges outside of the bay, and is upgrading to sec-
ondary treatment. Currents carry the partially treated wastewater into the bay.

The improved treatment has decreased pollutant discharge to the bay by more than an
order of magnitude during the past 20 years. As a result, non-point sources now contribute
an increased fraction of the total pollutant mass to the Bay (Wong et al., 1997). The non-
point contribution is already the major source for many pollu.tants, e.g. heavy metals, and
will become the major source for many more pollutants as full secondary treatment is
achieved. Reclamation and water conservation will further reduce point source
contamination to the bay.

Various agencies, cities and environmental advocacy groups have proposed structural
methods for reducing stormwater pollution. These methods are all difficult to employ
because they are small-scale solutions that must be applied to a very broad area, across
many jurisdictions with varying interests in controlling stormwater pollution. One
proposed method for controlling discharges is .to use catch basin inserts.

Catch basin inserts are devices that can be placed into a catch basin or stormwater insert,
which will in some way reduce pollutant discharge to the receiving water. A variety of
devices have been proposed and marketed, but very few have been evaluated by independ-
ent sources, or have been used long enough to create a record of performance. In order to
establish creditable performance of insert devices, a consortium composed of the Santa
Monica Bay Restoration Project and 14 other Santa Monica area jurisdictions funded a
two-year study to determine if inserts are a viable method for controlling stormwater pollu-
tion. The results of this initial study (WCC, 1998) were sufficiently promising to warrant
additional laboratory testing and a field study.

Objectives were established for testing and insert development. These were based in
pan upon environmental impact of the pollutants, but in greater pan upon the ability of a
hypothetical device to remove the pollutant in the constrained volume of a catch basin (gen-
erally only a few cubic meters). Litter (trash, debris, etc.), particulates and oil and grease
were selected as pollutants of concern, Litter was selected because of its interest to regula-
tors and its high visibility with the public. Total Daily Maximum Discharge Limits
(TMDLs) will soon be applied to the Santa Monica Bay Watershed, and litter will be among
the first. Particulates, as measured by total suspended solids (TSS) are especially important
because a large fraction of the heavy metals in stormwater are adsorbed to their surfaces.
Oil and grease, especially oil and grease from vehicular areas, is important because it may
~:ontain many anthropogenic compounds that may be toxic to aquatic life.

The approach was divided into two parts: dry and wet weather. This was required
because of the seasonal rainfall and the desire to collect litter during the long dry period
(generally April to November). It was envisioned that controls would be used in dry weath-
er that would be removed in the wet season. Additionally, public agencies were adamant
not to increase flood risks. The approximate cost of installation should be no more than
US$ 500; cleaning should be infrequently required. A survey of the member cities suggest-
ed that, on average, catch basin cleaning occurred no more frequently than once every t~,’o
months for beach communities, and approximately once per year for Los Angeles County,
as a whole. A problem-solving, practical approach was required. The inserts should not
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*-,d, serving a propor- increase flood risk and should only marginally change the way stormwater is removed from

n people in the met- streets, without increasing the accumulation on streets. Safety considerations such as

tly into the bay; the avoiding confined space entries were important. The public agencies responsible for man-
plant has recently aging the inserts would soon tire of them if they could not be conveniently, economically

~astewater via an 1 ] and safely maintained.

".d wastewater treat- A sampling program was conducted and differed from previous programs in that sam-

~ntrol Plant (~ 1.3 x pies were collected directly from stormwater on street surfaces, just prior to entry into catch
is upgrading to sec- basins. Litter was not measured in the water quality program but was measured during the

e bay. dry periods as accumulation in the catch basins.

~y by more than an
ces now contribute Sampling program

’., 1997). The non- Four locations were selected and sampled during the storm events of the 1997-1998 wet
heavy metals, and season. This was significant in that it is an El Nino year, and rainfall was at least 200%
|dary treatment is greater than normal. Table I shows the sites and information about them. They were all in
ice point source the City of Santa Monica and within 4 km of each other.

Samples were taken by scooping 100 to 200 ml at a time until 81 samples were collected.
oposed structural For short storms only one such sample was collected. For longer storms, three samples were
fficuh to employ collected and averaged. The oil and grease concentrations were measured by solid phase.

road area, across extraction (Lau and Stenstrom, 1995) and do not include the oil adsorbed to suspended
pollution. One solids. Table 2 shows the mean and standard deviation of conventional water quality

parameters for 14 storm events between October 1997 and February 1998. Generally, water
ormwater insert, quality is worse for Site l, although the variability tends to make statistical significance
:er. A variety of
ed by independ- Table 1 Site description

race. In order to
ed of the Santa Siteeumber ~,..du~etype Ama(m

’tions funded a 1 Commercial (parking lot) t4,000
~rmwater pollu- 9 Commercial (streets with small businesses, shops, restaurants, etc.) 7,000
¯ sing to warrant 3 Single and mulfifamily residential 23,000

4 Single and muitifamily residential 18,000
were based in
the ability of a Table 2 Stormwater quality (mean followed by standard deviation)
tch basin (gen-
oil and grease
,rest to regula-
:harge Limits
will be among

TSS (mg/I) 55.1 71.6 38.6 32.3 32,7 33.0 34.1 38.2ally important
VSS (mg/I) 38.5 60.5 21.6 14.7 18.5 18.2 18.1 17.7heir surfaces.
Turbid~ (NTU) 21.2 24.4 t4.4 11.3 11.4 8.2 12.0 10.4

.~cause it may Conductivity(mmho/cm) 153,3 199.4 155,2 163,3 180.3 144.2 151.4 146,0
pH 6.4 0.4 6.’7 0.4 6.6 0.5 6.9 0.6

~,as required Alkalinily(mg/lasCaCO3) 19.1 13.2 22.5 13.0 27.8 16.7 26.0 15.6
g dry period Hardness (rngll as CaCO3) 38.8 42,4 37.8 33.8 41.3 31.1 44.9 41.2
n dry weath- COD (rag/l) 171.? 205.0 100.9 119,3 106.0 102.5 111.3 116.3
ere adamant SPE oil and grease (mg!l) 7.4 10.3 5.5 5.7 5.3 5.2 5.6 8.0

o more than Ammonia (mgll as NHa--N) 1.3 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.6 1.3 0.9 0.8

ies suggest- CI- (rag/I) 26.6 36.0 25.6 28.8 24.7 20.9 20.7 19.2

e every two NO~ (mg/I as NOa--N) 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.2
DOG (rag/I) 40.1 57.1 31.4 44.9 26.8 29.1 26.3 28.8les County,

should not Av,=average; Sld, dev.=s~ndarfl deviation
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Table 3 Selected totsl metals and peroent adsorbed to suspended solids

Aiurninium 2235 96 1141 91 1335 91 678 76
Copper 103 53 42 6 52 B 40 11
Lead 45 93 4 33 ? 46 11 17
Nickel ?5 83 24 61 38 56 39 71
Zinc 2601 70 2062 63 2377 ?4 1321 70

%=percantage of parfic’ulate phase                                                                       Fi

Table 4 Size fraction of TSS from site 1

Size dl~db~Jon (pro) Dlzt~tbut~m (%)

> 150 26 cat
150-75 13 TO(
75 - 45 11 pr~
< 45 50 |en

pa~
testing difficult. Trash and debris were not quantified, but trash and debris from the corn- use
mercial sites was obviously greater. Table 3 shows the results for selected metals (only four prit
storm events), as a total concentration and the distribution that was adsorbed onto the
suspended solids. These results tended to confirm that metals were associated with the wot
suspended solids, mot

Toward the end of the sampling period, various insert devices had been evaluated, and it tha~
became apparent that the devices could remove larger particles. Therefore additional sam- wen
piing was performed to determine the size of the panicles that compose the TSS. Site 1 was re~t
monitored for three storms and the TSS was determined by bailing several hundred litres of notd
water through sieves. Panicle sizes are shown in Table 4. These results suggest, for exam- T,
pie, that a device that could remove panicles larger than 75 lain could remove 39% of the were
TSS. and fie.

of the s
Insert evaluation cia]ly a’
A survey of all commercially available inserts was performed. At the time of the survey to rerP, c
(1997-1998), no devices were found that met all the criteria. A number of promising tech- Stenstrc
nologies were found that could treat stormwater, but not for the most common catch basin Te
geometry used in greater Los Angeles. After some review, a concept was developed for a tures (
basket that could be inserted and removed through the opening of the catch basin, as shown and ta
in Figure 1. Several manufacturers offered prototypes featuring this general concept. This genen
device has the advantage of being useful for both dry and wet weather applications. This to con~
design has the advantage of easy installation. An insert that is flexible, or is no greater in 1984;
width than the opening in the curb, can ~e inserted and removed from the street. Two chains with 1
or cables to the curb support the insert. Workers do not need to enter the catch basin, which pump¢
in some places is considered a confined space. Alternatively, if worker entry to the catch syring=
basin is permissible, the inserts can be installed by bolting to the interior wall, Additionally, flow w.
high flows are directed around the insert, and flood risk is not increased. Additional Tab:
material including photographs is available elsewhere (WCC, 1998). sorbent

The climate in Southern California presents a special opportunity for dry weather con- decline
trol, The litter that accumulates during the spring and summer, if not removed from catch for aev



Side walk

!
--~---/ ~ bYPasses

{ Catch ~sin inse~

~ simple S~een)
~low exit

Elevation view of the m~el ~tch basin in~ ~velo~ in

~his study. T~i~l minimum b~indimensions ~re I m ~i by O. 75 m d~p by I m wide. ~e minimum ~ning is ~i~iy O, 15 m

basins, is sw¢p~ into ~ b~y by ~ ~rs~ ~ s~o~ o~ ~ s¢ason. To mitJgaT~ This ~ob]¢m,
Th¢ basins ~= c]~d ~ S~[~mber or Oc~o~r. On~ co~uni~y has rou[~=}y cov~r=d
catch basins (curbsjd= inl~[ only) in [h~ d~ s~ason [o pr~vCnl Jitter bui}d up, inset ~d
r~ent problems. Street swee~rs then remove the liner, ~d s~eet sweeping is rout~ely
practiced in these locations. ~e cover consisted of a plywood bo~d, extending the entire
length of catch basin with a gap of 1-2 cm ~tween the bottom of ~e ~d ~d ~e

rom the corn- pavement to allow tbr nuis~ce water to enter the basin. The covers or "bo~dovers" ~e

als (only four used only for catch basins in sensitive or high litter-producing ~eas, ~d must ~ removed

bed onto the prior to the rainy season.

To better understand the utility of this practice, two catch basins were covered with ply-~ted with the
wood ~d two with wire screens with 2.5 cm squ~e openings. Trash accumulation was

~uated, ~d it monitored. ~e screens ~d ~ds provided roughly equal Peffo~ce, preventing more

than 95% of~e build-up in the catch basin, as comp~ed to controls with no covers. Teststional sam-
were conducted with conventional street swee~rs to show that they were capable of~. Site I was
removing mateHal that accumulated at ~e bottom of the covers, ~d that the sweeper didtred/itres of
not destroy the covers. ~e covers ~e es~cially useful in ~eas with high ~des~ ~affic.t, for ex~-

Tests to evaluate the inserts’ ability to remove contamin~ts from flowing sto~water39% of the
were conducted in phases at different scales. Bench scale tests, full-scale laborato~ tests
and field tests were conducted. Field tests were conducted primely du~ng the second ye~
of ~e study. ~e majority of the testing evaluated oil ~d grease remove. Many co~er-

the su~ey cially av~lable inserts or sto~water ~eatment devices c]~med ~at sor~nts could ~ used

ising tech- to remove ~e oil ~d grease from sto~water. ~evious tests by ~e au~ors (~u ~d
Stenstrom, 1995) also suggested ~at this might be promising.atch basin

Tests were F~t conducted ~ colu~s with 5 cm di~eter ~d height of 5 era, with mix-oped for a
tures ofused motoroil (to "          ¯          .. as shown s~mulate the od ~d grease m sto~water from co~erci~ ~eas)

cept. ~is md tap water using mmy different ty~s of sor~nts. ~e oil md grease concen~at~n was

~ons. ~is generally set to approximately 25 m~, which ts higher ~ found ~ ~is study, but closer

to concen~ations of oil ~d grease found m e~her studies by ~e au~or (Stens~om et aL,greater in
1984; F~ et aL, 1987). Emulsified oil was pr~uced by intensely blending used motor oilvo chains
with 1 1 of tap water to pr~uce a "st~k’" m~ ~ure, which was ~en further dilut~ when

in, W~ch,
pureed to ~e column. Free oil ~d ~e~e ~ a ~ pr~uced by pumping oil ~d grebe using athe catch
s~nge pump into a mixing "tee" which ~s then applied to ~e colu~s. ~e comb~ed~tionally,

Jditional flow was allowed to "~ckle" t~ough the l~sely packed colu~.

Table 5 shows some of the results. ~e re~ned efficiencies ~e for ~e ~fi~ when ~e
sor~nt rereads "flesh" or unexhausted. As the sor~nt is saturated, its efficiency willher con-
decline. ~e mass of adsorbed material per unit mass of sor~nt, malogous to "Q" or "~’m catch
for activat~ c~n isomers, is ~ im~nmt p~eter’ for ove~ll o~ration. It
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Table 5 Removal efficlencies of various sorbents

OARS ~l~r Emuls~ed 3 tor

Activat~ ~n Emuls~ed 11 a ca
Alumlnium sili~te (e,g., ~rlffe, Xsorb) Emuls~ed -0
Straw Emuls~ed -0
Com~st Emuls~ -0
OARS po~r Fr~ 88, 91
Aluminium sili~te (e.g.. ~rlffe, Xso~) Fr~ 88, 91, 94.89
~m~st Fr~ 28, 49 ~ easi~
Polypropy~ne (~ 1) Fr~ 86.92
Polypropylene (~pe ~) Free ’ 78, 85

top,
~able ~ Summa~ of OARS inse~ device tests

~ 0.22
TI=I P~ ~nt O I~nt ~G Re.vii Flnm)~ ~t

A 1 New 56 20.7 ~ ~ 1 high

B 2 New 56 14,1 74 6
1 2 Used ~n t~ field" 56 B,4 73 40 tio~

2 2 Used from test 1 56 24,7 79 172 ClO~

3 2 Used from test 2 132 10.7 62 275 by
4 3 New 132 19.0 78 233 goot¢
5 3 Used from test 4 132 14,0 65 374
6 3 Used from test 5 132 10.9 46 452

Inf. TSS (rag/I) Mesh size Ta~

@ 3 From test 6 66 99 40
66 06 60
66 78 1 ~

2~ 91 Average repast
PAHs ( nomina~
~nc. 50 pg/I)

g 3 New A~napthene ~ TSS,
Fl~orene 31 ~S O~ S
~nanthrene ~
A~hracene 61
Fluoranthene ~ ing

~rene 42 tOt~
Ch~ne 26
Benzo(a}p~ene 16

]a~rab
¯ does not include oil snd grea~ remov~ in the
"M = total ross M O&G absor~ (g)

Field t,

dete~ines the sor~nt replacement frequency ~d ~erefore the economics of operation. Field te
Fu~h~r work in our la~to~ is ongoing to dete~in¢ these p~eters. ~e sor~nts sites.

shown in Table 3 ~e simg~, or ve~ simile, to co~ercJally m~ket~ pr~ucts. ~e co~=
~lypropylene materials ~� used in oil spill control pads ~d ~oms. ~e s~aw is also used in a co~
for oil spill clean-up, denti~

None of the sor~nts w~ effective in removMg the emulsifi~ oil ~d ~¢ase ~ ~is t~              ~at=t

of ex~fiment. ~e po]~ropylene sor~nts we~ evaluated ~ other tests with 8 to 12 ho~              a~ut
contact times ~d we~ able to remove 40% to 60% of the oil ~d ~�. If tightly pack~
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into columns, they will remove emulsified oil and grease from waters pumped through under
high pressure, but this filtration procedure is not economically feasible for stormwater.

A new series of tests was performed in the full-scale catch basin simulator. This simula-
tor is composed of a stilling chamber, a 0.6 m wide flume that simulates street surface, and
a catch basin with a 0.9 m wide opening. Contaminants are released into the flume at con-
trolled rates to produce the desired concentrations. Tap water is used for stormwater. This
size is the same as the smallest catch basin routinely constructed by the "Los Angeles
County Department of Public Works. It was constructed of plywood and cement and built
above grade to allow easy access. The 0.9 m opening could accommodate a variety of types
of inserts. The inserts were temporarily clamped to the walls of the catchbasin and were
easily changed and refitted, as needed.

Two prototype designs were extensively tested. The first used OARS sorbent, which
was placed in metal boxes with open tops and screened bottoms. Stormwater flows from the
top, through the OARS sorbent, which has a particle size from 5-30 ~m with a density of
0.22 g/ml (our measurements, not the manufacturer’s specifications). The internal arrange-
ment of the box traps suspended solids and trash. This allows the box to perform as oil and
grease, suspended solids, and trash removal device. It also means that in installations where
high trash and suspended solids are present, the box may clog before the oil sorption capac-
ity is reached. The second insert extensively tested used polypropylene cloth as a sorp-
tion/filtration media. The cloth is supported by a geotextile used for stabilizing soils. The
cloth is available in different weights. The geotextile has openings of approximately I cm
by 8 cm. The prototype inserts have a metal collar at the top, which forms the support for the
geotextile. The insert is flexible and can be compressed for insertion though an opening
smaller than its height. This design has all the previously cited advantages, and can also be
easily constructed in custom sizes.

size Tables 6 and 7 show the results for both sorbents. The oil and grease removal efficiency
ranged from 40% to more than 90%. depending upon sorbent condition and influent con-
centration. Removal efficiency was generally’ higher with higher influent concentrations.
The media used in tests 1 and 2 for OARS had been used in the field for four months and
represented partially used sorbent. Several tests (Figures 2 and 3) were conducted using the
same media, in an attempt to exhaust the media.

Also shown in Tables 6 and 7 are test results for TSS and PAH removal. For the case of
TSS, sand particles were sieved and recombined to produce an evenly divided mixture, by
mass of sand with US standard meshes of 40, 60, and I00 (approximately 400 to 120 I.tm).
The box removed 99% of the large particles and 78% of the smallest particles. PAH
removal was measured by spiking tap water with known masses of PAHs and then measur-
ing effluent concentrations. The removal efficiency ranged from 16% to 61%. Again, the
total ~apacity of the insert was not determined, so the mass of solids or PAHs that can be
removed before maintenance is not known. This is the subject of further testing in our
laboratory, and should be evaluated in the field as well.

Field tests
s of operation. Field tests were conducted in the second year of the project at commercial and residential
¯ The sorbents sites. Six sites were initially selected. Three used the polypropylene style insert (two in
products. The commercial areas) with double thickness liners, two used the OARS containing .insert (one
aw is also used in a commercial area), and one used a simple wire mesh basket (~1 cm opening, in a resi-

dential area) with no sorbent or filter media. The inserts were observed to bypass flow at the
~se in this type greatest runoffcondition and gradually bypassed more flow as they became clogged. Afler
h 8 to 12 hour about two months of active rainfall, the bypassing became more frequent and the
tightly packed polypropylene sorbents were replaced with medium screens (see test 14 in Table 7).
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Table 7 Summary of a polypropylene insert de~ice tests

1 12oz New 473 13.5 65 121
2 12 oz New 283 28.8 82 200

8 12 oz New 56 3?.0 86 54
4 12 oz New 720 12.7 53 145
5 12 oz used from test no. 2 283 26.3 ?8 569
6 12 oz used from test no. 5 283 21.4 ?9 714
? 12 oz used from test no. 6 283 343.2 ?0 1400
8 12 oz used from test no. ? 283 23.9 58 2058
g 12 oz New 283 8.1 56 15?
10 12oz New 283 17,6 63 366
11 12 oz New 283 30.5 59 578
12 8oz New 283 8,1 4g 133

F|g=
13 Double bag New              283     11.0         74          274

TSS (rag/L) Mesh size

14 Screen New 283 66 34 40
66 2 60
86 0 100

200 12 Average
15 12 oz New 283 66 98 40

66 96 60

66 95 100
200 96 Average

PAHs (50 ug/l)

16 Double bag used from test 13 Acenapthene 55
Fluorene 51
Phenanthrene 58
Anthracene 88
Fluoranthene 61
F~rene 56 Flgt

Chrysene 82
Benzo(a)pyrene 69

avera~"M =total mass of O&G absorbed (g)
aged"

Testing ended for the OARS type sorbents. When stormwater bypassed the insert, there was preclt
no change in street runoff rate or increased accumulation on the street surface; the clogged war"
insert had no impact on stormwater removal rate from the street. Sampling was performed in a
as before, except that effluent samples were also collected, sidt

Each residential site was -12,000 m2 in area, and the three commercial sites had areas par
-5000 ms each. Table 8 shows the average water quality for the second year of the study.
The values are similar to those shown in Table 2. The standard deviations are high, which is
typical for stormwater. Site 2 in Table 2 is similar to the commercial sites used in the second tent
year. The residential sites in the two studies are similar in~ land use and housing density. The and
high standard deviations mask water quality comparisons; however, turbidity, COD, DeC, tw¢
chloride, SPE oil and grease and are higher in the commercial sites (one-tailed test at. sec,
ct=0.15).

The water quality data shown in Table g serves as the influent for an efficiency test of the
inserts. Effluent samples were collected from the insert using a cup on a stick. Samples ma~
were collected when the inserts were not bypassing. Removals for the polypropylene insert the
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Figure 2 OH and g~ease removai e~en~y versu~ time tot an ;nse~ ~sing OARS sor~nt
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Figure 3 OH ~nd grease removal e~ciency versus time for ~n inse~ using ~l~ropyiene sor~nt

~ averaged 21,36 and 34% for TSS, VS S and turbidity, respectively. The OARS device aver- 1
aged 2 I, 9 and 12 % for the same parameters. The variability in oil and grease removal rates !sen, there was precludes making any conclusion. Table 4 suggested that 26% of the sediment in storm-

e; the clogged water might be removed by a filter that captures solids greater than 150 ~m. The removals
~as performed in actual field test are below this prediction, but are not too much different, especially con-

sidering the highly variable nature of stormwater. The TSS procedure captures 100% of all
ites had areas particles greater than 0.8 lain; the majority of the material that composes suspended solids is
r of the study, less than the size that can be removed by insert filters.
high, which is At the end of the study, the polypropylene bags and screens were removed and the con-
~ in the second tents were air dried. The material smaller than 12,700 l.tm (0.5 in) was weighted, screened
; density.The and reweighed. Table 9 shows the results from the first part of the study. The inserts at the
¯ COD, DOC, two commercial sites tended to recover smaller panicles. Table 10 shows the results for the
-tailed test at second part of the study. This study used a much coarser mesh screen, but still recovered

many small particles. Again, there is much more finer material at the commercial sites.
~cy test of the The final data reduction was to calculate an equivalent concentration of captured
ick. Samples material per unit of runoff volume. This is similar to an event mean concentration, in that
,pylene insert ihe total runoff volume can be multiplied by the coefficients to produce an expected mass of ,,1
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Table8 Water qualrty parameters for the second year. Numberofobservat~ns= 16 for commercial si~es
end 14 for residential srtes

,, ~ " ~1 ,l~l~e~t]~l

~"’:"~’ +" "~": "" -- TSS (mg.~) 54.9 41.? 43.2 39.4
i~ ’ .+’~’,~ .+ ~ VSS (mall) 23,5 18.4 20.0 15.’/

.r" Turbid~ (NTU) 32.5 23.? 15.6 10.0
~ Conductivity (mmho/cm)     136.5 95.1 118.8 81.8

~ pH 6+9 1.1 7.1 0.5

~ Alkalin~ (mg/las CaCO3) 27.4 22.0 28.7 16,?
Hardness (mall as CaCO3) 37.9 29.5 35.9 17+5
COD (rag/i) 147.6 113.5 103.6 66.7
DOC (mall) 36.4 33.0 22.9 11.5
SPE Oil and Grease (rag/I) 16+6 21.? 5.4 3.5
Ammonia (mg/I as NH3-N) 1,1 2.1 0.5 0.6
C~- (mall) 13.7 10.4 7.2 6.0
NOj (mg/I as NO2-N) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0
NO~ (mall as NO3-N)

0+7 0.6 0.7 0.4
SO~- (malt) 9.3 9.6 7.3 4.7

Table 9 Sieve results for the first part of the study

~nlng (pro) ~m~ctll 1 ~m~l 2 Res~entlll

12.7~ 1 ~t0 1 ~.0 1 ~.0
6.350 56.6 69.0 93.4
3,175 38.2 57.1 ~2.6
1 .g99 24.1 40.5 64.3
841 23.5 39.8 60.5
419 15.5 24.9 32.8
249 10.8 14.6 14.8
150 ?.6 8.9 5.5
74 4.8 4.4 1.9
Pan 2.2 1.2 0.6

Table I0 Sieve resutts for the second part of the study

P~*centalle finer than baled on total simple
S~ewl
opentn9 (l~m) Commerc~i~, 1 Rmside~$ I

1 ~ $      4 I      ’l      2

12,700 100.0 100 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
6,350 49.7 4:2 4 339 79.6 65.9 97.0 49.1 29.8
3,175 38.5 3:2 8 2.5.5 66.7 55.1 89.5 31.1 19.1
1,999 25.1 24 3 19.1 53.4 44.9 76.0 20.8 11.0
841 24.1 :23 3 18.9 51.0 37.3 ./2.3 19.’/ 10.6
419 13.3 21 3 14.7 30.3 20.1 43.6 9.4 7.1
249 7.2 17 5 10.4 14.2 15.6 1./.8 3.3 3.9
178 3.7 12 4 7.4 5.8 9../ 6.3 1.2 1.8
150 2.2 8.5 5.9 3.2 6.3 2.8 0.5 1.0

74 1.6 6.5 5.0 2.3 4.? 1.6 0.3 0.7
Pan 0.5 2,1 2.6 0.8 1.3 0.3 0.1 0.2
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or commercial sites Table 11 Unit loading rates of collected material (kg/m3 of runoff)

> 12,700 0.92 1.24 2.06 0.68 0.62 0.62 0.17 0.11
12,7000- 6,360 0.20 0.21 0.26 0.43 0.26 0.22 0.03 0.28
6,350-3,175 0.25 0.16 0.20 0.44 0.24 0.13 0.02 0.50
< 3,?50 0.46 0.52 0.60 1.79 1.08 0.25 0.03 2.84
Total 1.83 2.15 3.12 3.34 2.40 1.22 0.25 3.73

captured lit.ter and particles. Table l I shows these results. The coefficients are shown in
units of kgim3. Note that the solids larger than 12,700 I~m are included. These coefficients
were calculated using the catchment area for each site, rainfal] observed during the study,
and ~noff coef‘ficients of’0.39 f‘or residential and 0.6-0.7 for commercial sites. These totals
inciude material swept or blown into the catch basin du~Jng non-rainy periods, which in
$outhe~ California is the majority of‘the time. The coefi3ciems in Table ] l wil] have two
systematic e~’ors. The coef‘fcients will be lower than the actua] load, since the insert
devices are imperfect and bypass at high flow. The coefficients are higher than the actual
load carried by stormwater, due to the flux of material Jn dry weather. The coefficients can
be used as a first-order approximation of the litter and debris to be expected from
commercial and residential sites in urban areas in climates similar to Los Angeles.

Conclusions
This manuscript has briefly described the results of laboratory and field tests to determine the
opportunities for using catch basin inserts to remove specific pollutants (oil and grease, litter
and suspended solids). The inserts have the advantage of using the existing urban infrastrac-
ture to remove stormwater pollutants al low cost. The estimated cost of each insert is less than
US$ 500. An insert design has been proposed that is easy to install and does not require work-
ers to enter the catch basin. Observations during storms showed that they do not create flood-
ing problems, even when they are clogged. Laboratory testing has showed that free oil and
grease (simulated by used automobile crankcase oil) can be removed by a variety of sorbents
in simple flow-through contacters. Emulsified oil can generally not be removed. Oil and
grease removal in field tests was inconclusive. Laboratory testing showed that particles can
be removed down to a size of 100 I.tm, and field results showed that much smaller particles
can also be trapped. Laboratory testing showed that the sorbents can remove dissolved PAHs
with efficiencies ranging from 16 to 88%. Additional testing is needed to further demonstrate
the utility of these inserts. The removal capacities for oil and grease and suspended solids,
which will dictate maintenance frequency and cost, need to be determined. The results pre-
sented in this paper are preliminary and should be applied with caution. The authors hope that
they will stimulate others to develop catch basin insert t~hnology.
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Technical Note #104from Watershed Protection Techniques, 3(1)." 605-608

,Performance of a Proprietary Stormwater
Treatment’Device: The Stormceptor

T he Stormceptor* is a popularproprietarystorm Waschbusch (USGS) that provides the most compre-
water treatment device that has been widely hensive and independent performance evaluation of
applied across the U.S. and Canada in recent Stormceptor todate.Theyinstalleda Stormceptor~unit

years. Its primary application is on small, highly imper-as a retrofit at the Badger Road public works mainte-
vious sites.Aschematicofthedevice is showninFigure nance yard in Madison, Wisconsin in mid-1996. The
1. The device is popular because it is relatively easy tomaintenance yard was about 4.3 acres in area and almost
design, can be easily installed in a wide variety ofcompletely impervious. The yard was used for refuel-
applications, and can be installed in small sites withouting, maintenance and parking of heavy vehicles, and
sacrificing land area. The typical device incorporates aalso for storage of road salt, sand, yard wastes, and
circular holding tank that receives runoff from a flowothermaterials.
diversion structure. Storms that exceed the capacity of Maintenance yards often rank among the"dirtiest"
the off-line device are diverted to the downstreampollutant source areas in the urban landscape, and the
drainage network. Unlike other stormwater practices,Badger Road yard was no exception. The median total
theSt°rmcept°t~isdesignedandsizedprimarity°nthesuspended solid (TSS) concentration was reported to
rate ofstormflow rather than its volume. Consequently,be 251 rag/l, which slightly higher than the Wisconsin
the Stormceptor® provides treatment within a much commercial street median concentrations of 232 mg/[
smaller area than is possible with most other stormwater(Bannerman et al., 1996). The medianchloride and total
practices, dissolved solids (TDS) runoffconcentrations were 560

A much anticipated monitoring study was recently and 3,860 mg/l respectively, suggesting that stockpiled
completed by Steve Greb (Wisconsin DNR) andRobertsalt and other organic materials at the yard were a key

pollutant source area.

The Stormceptor~ unit selected for the retrofit at the
............ I

/; f
Madisonyardwas the STC 6000 modelwith a sediment

’ ° ........... storage capacity of 610 fP. According to Stormceptor~’sg ,

] ~ .............. ’~/x" J " ~ sizing guidance, this unit has a sediment storage capac-
-== ~. ,0’° //~, ;i ity of 142 ft3/ac and is projected to have a suspended

!i,0 ~-....,~.,’, /...~-~/ x=
. ~..:-~..~

solidsremovalrateofapproximately75%(Stormceptor~’

~ ~ 1997).

; Greb and his colleagues had to develop sophisti-
cated monitoring techniques to measure the perfor-
manc~ of such a small treatment unit. They installed
flow-integrated storm samplers at the inflow and out-
flow locations of the Stormceptor* treatment ta.nk, as

,0, well as at the bypass weir (see Figure I for locations).

"° i ~"
This sampling arrangement was needed to determine

" how much runoff volume bypassed the unit and was
therefore not treated. If the bypass volume is high, then

]~ ’*~.l ~,"~
i

the treatment efficiency for the device would need to be
~

~ ~- "/~"~x"~ ’ adjusted downward. Although 24% ofmonit0red storm
"~ ~0 ~ events experienced some flow bypass around the

J* j Stormceptor® treatment tank, the team computed that
° [ . .    . ’ only 10% of the total run0ffvolume during the study

~*"’~ ......." ~’""" ..........~ actually bypassed the device during the sampling pe-
riod.

Flow was measured directly using a flow meter
which was connected to a data-logger to initiate sam-
piing during storm eventS. One composite sample was

, .,.,., ~i,~:~ :, . : ’ ’

¯ :,: ,, .,’. ’,-, ,::,,1.., R0011495



collected at the inflow and outlcl l;~t each ,~torm event Closer examination of Table 1 indicates that
containing between five and 40 st, b,amples that ,.’,’asStormceptor~ had a low to moderate ability to remove
used to compute event-mean concentrations for theparticulatepollutants(e.g.,solids, PAHandmetalsl,but
various pollutant constituents, virtually no ability to remove soluble pollutants (with

Thesamplingteamevaluatedtheperfonnanceofthethe exception of dissolved phosphorus). This is not

Stom~ceptor~ during 45 precipitation events over asurprisingsincethedevicereliesonparticulatesettling

n ine-month period that ranged in size from .02 inches tofor pollutant removal. Total PAHs had among the high-

1.31 inches. The monitoring study extended from Au-est overallremoval rate at 37% .Although oilandgrease

gust, 1996 to May, 1997 and included snowmelt events,were not directly monitored, the team found that about

During 15 storm events, the team evaluated 37 different120 gallons of oily material had accumulated in the tank

pollutants, including a variety of solids, nutrients, met-during the nine-month study. The sizeable volume of

als, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). Foroily material was likely generated from diesel fuel from

the remaining 30 storms, the team measured only threea nearby refueling station.

parameters: total suspended solids, total dissolved Another key finding of the Madison study was that
solids, and total phosphorus. Stormceptor*’sabilitytoremovesuspendedsolidswas

So how well did the Madison Stormceptor~ work?dependent on the depth of rainfall in each storm event

Generally, the observed removal rates were lower than(see Figure 2). The Stormceptor* achieved fairly high

the manufacturer’s expectations. The computed re-rates of TSS removal (40 to 80%) when rainfall depths

moral rates for the Madison unit are provided in Tablewere less than 0.2 inches, but removal rates dropped

1. The Stormceptor* performed about as well as conven-sharply as rainfal! depths increased. Winter storm events

tional catch basin inlets (Pitt, 1998) and certainly betterwere excluded from Figure 2(a) because imported stock-

than the traditional oil/grit separator. Note that thepiled snow at the yard contributed snowmelt that could

removal rates in Table 1 indicate both the actual removalnot be related to specific measured rainfall depths.

efficiency of the tank, and an overall efficiency that Several factors could have affected the overall
accounts for untreated bypass flow. For example, theperformance of the Madison Stormceptora. First, the
TSS removal rates drops from 25 to 21% when stormflowsampling effort included storm events during the late
bypass is considered. The team conducted a particlewinter and spring of 1997. Cold temperatures and the
size analysis and found less than 5% of the trappedhigh salinity of the water could have degraded particle
sediment in the tank was of the silt or clay sized particlesettling conditions within the Stormceptor* tank during
size. Nearly all of the trapped sediment were larger sandthese events. Pitt (1998) found that winter settling
sized particles, velocities were about half of the settling velocity ex-

pected during the summer months for the same-sized

.................. Tank Efficiency ...........................Overall Efficiency Including Bypass ......
Total Total Overall

Total Total Removal upstream downstream removal
Pollutant load in load out efficiency (%) load load efficiency (%)

TSS (kg) 1,257 943 25 1,506 1,192 21

TDS (kg) 29,743 36,022 -21 30,051 36,330 -21

TP (k9) 1.43 1.16 19 1.60 1.33 17

Dissolved P (kg) 0.39 0.31 21 0.49 0.40 17

Total Lead (kg) 0.104 0.075 28 0.120 0.096 24

Total Zinc (kg) 0.590 0.465 21 0.728 0.603 17

Total PAH (kg) 0.058 0.036 37 0.066 0.045 32

CI (kg) 6,066 7,685 -27 6,147 8,036 -25

NO2 +NO~ (kg) 0.270 0.254 6 0.297 0.281 5
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Sample retakes were located abox e the bottom of the
(a) TSS Removal Etficiency for Sic-’, s t~’ar ,’r’ae,’~ced W S::oa’~;e:t or Snow inflow pipe and therefore could ha~ e failed to sample
Storage larger sand sized particles moving along the bottom or"

the pipe. The sampling team was able to calculate the
’~ [ ....... missing bedload by measuring the amount o fsediment

¯ actually trapped in the tank at the end of the study. They’
’~ estimated that the unsampled bedload was about 8% of

the total sediment load, and the maximum solids removal
efficiency would increase to about 29 to 33% if the
bedload was included.

Stormceptor Field Tested in Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada

~ ~ I o __. A second and more limited independent evaluation

l 0~ ~,    " ~ 0~ , ,~ ¯ ,, of Stormceptor~wasperformedbytheCityofEdmonton,
.~ _- ........ .~ __ ~ , - o= .............. Alberta, Canada (Labatiuk, 1997). The City, monitored

nine storms at a 9.9 acre commercial shopping center.
The monitoring protocol required that three consecu-
tive dry days occur before the storm sampler was
triggered, in an effort to test the capability ors tormceptor
to remove pollutants from "first flush" storms. Table 2
illustrates the pollutant removal rates for several pollut-

(by TSS Removal forAII Storms ants, based on an analysis of four storm events durifig
the secondyear of monitoring. Mean TSS removal was

’® ¯

, it

about 50%.

,~ ..... During the first year of monitoring, equipment
difficulties and improper installation of some plumbing
severelylimitedthevalidityofthesamplingresults.The

¯̄  ¯ ~’. 0 ~a results for the first year included five storms with a mean
TSS removal rate of 6.9% and a standard deviation of

~-I
o

~
!1.1%, but these results should be viewed with some

I i£.~,~’,~°_ skepticismgiventhemonitoringdifficultiesandthefact
that the Edmonton unit may have been undersized.

~ ~’

~..

~ ¯ ’ ’~ " ’ Given the limited number ofstorms and the lack ofon-
site rainfall data, it was not possible to determine how
pollutant removal rates were related to rainfall depths at
the Edmonton site.

While the Madison monitoring effort was certainly
comprehensive, more questions need to be answered to
fully assess Stormceptor~ technology. For example,
how well would the Sto~rnceptor~ work in a more typical
urban installation? Clearly, the Madison maintenance
yard was a stormwater hotspot, and the salt and snow
storage at the yard may have influenced the perfor-

particles. Further, snowmett from stockpiled snow at themance evaluation. For example, the settling character-
yard increased the inflow to the unit in the winter and istics at the Madison site may have been unusual due
spring. By contrast, summer and fall stoma events wereto extremely high levels of chlorides in the runoff.
not influenced by high chloride levels but experiencedSecond, the Madison tank may have been too deep. A
the greatest rainfall intensity and, consequently, theshallowertankwouldallowparticlestoreachthebottom
most st6rm bypasses, ofthesetttingchamberfaster, possiblyincreasingsolid

Second, the sampling methods for measuring TSSremoval.
could have slightly underestimated the actual removal Interestingly, the Edmonton unit, with a smaller
since it did not fully measure the transport of sand.storage capacity, a shallower tank, and larger drainage

6                                                                                                                                           %
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area, out perforated the Madison umL al leasl for the
limited number of events sampled. Th~s may have been
due to the shallow depth of the Edmonton tank, or
simply a reflection of the small sample size of the
Edmonton study. Clearly, more monitoring data are
needed, since the Stormceptors has been tested in a few Removal Standard
locations and a relative handful of storms events. Ad-Pollutant efficiency (%) * deviation (%)
ditional Stormcepto~~ performance tests are currently
unde~,ay in Colorado, Texas, and the Pacifi~ North- Total suspended solids 51.5 20.5

west that will expand our understanding of its perfor- Oil and grease 43.2 24.1
mance. Based on what is known now, it is not clear

Total organic carbon                31.4             5.0whether the Stormceptor~ has sufficient sediment and
pollutant removal capability to serve as a"stand alone" Lead 51.2 17.9
stormwater management practice in most development
situations. Zinc 39.1 7.9

Another perspective on the Madison Stormcepto: Copper 21.5 7.5
can be obtained by comparing its performance to that
ofthemulti-chambertreatmenttrain(MCTT)developed * Mean of four storm events monitored in 1996
by Robert Pitt. One of the MCTT units also served a
maintenance yard in Wisconsin, and sediment removal
rates from between 83 to 98% were reported. Removal
of other pollutants was on the order of 65 to 95%. The
MCTT retains a much larger runoff volume per unit areaLabatiuk, C., V. Nataly, and V. Bhardwaj. 1997. "Field
than the Stormcepto:, and employed advanced tech- Evaluation of a Pollution Abatement Device for
niques for inlet screens, sedimentation and filtration. By Stormwater Quality Improvement." Proceedings
way of comparison, the MCTT had about 30 times more of the 1997 CSCE-ASCE Environmenta! Engi-
runoff storage volume per unit drainage area than the neeringConference. July 22-26, Edmonton, Alberta.
Stormceptor~ yet also costs about 20 to 30 times as
much as a Stormceptor~. Pitt, R. 1998. Personal Communication. Professor,

Department of Civil and Environmental Engineer-
This initial round of Stormcepto: monitoring indi- ing. University of Alabama at Birmingham. Bir-

cates that it can be reasonably effective at trapping mingham, Alabama.
sand, oil and grease if regular tank clean out occurs. This
suggests that it may be useful for pro-treatment for otherStormceptor Canada, Inc. 1997. Stormceptor®- Techni-

stormwater practices, particularly those that can easily cal Manual. Etobicoke, Ontario, Canada.

clog with sediment, and at ultra urban hotspot situa-USEPA. 1983.ResultsofthoNationwide UrbanRunoff
tions where space is at a premium and designers must Program. Vol. 1. FinalReport. U.S. Environmental
go underground. Protection Agency, Office of Water, Washington,

~RAC      D,C.
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Feature article fi’om Wate~’ahe,t l~,~tc~ m,: Te~ /miques. 3~ 2~" 64"-656

The Benefits of Better Site Design
in Commercial Development

M -odem commercial development is domi- In this article, we examine some of the benefits of
hated by the parking lot. Indeed, as much asemploying better site design as they apply to commer-

.half of the entire surface area of a typicalcialdevelopment. Aswiththeresidentialredesign, this
office park or shopping center is devoted to parking. Noanalysis also uses the Simplified Urban Nutrient Output
one has ever stepped up to claim that they invented theModel (SUNOM) to compare actual commercial devel-
parking lot, and their reluctance is understandable: theopment sites constructed in the 1990s with the same
parking lot is a prime habitat for the car and not muchsites redesigned utilizing better site design techniques.
else. The two commercial developments analyzed include a

From an environmental standpoint, parking lotsretail shopping center and a commercial office park.
rank among the most harmful land uses in any water- Our fairly conservative approach to parking lot
shed. Parking lots not only collect pollutants that areredesign is intended to reflect realistic opportunities in
deposited from the atmosphere, but also accumulatea suburban setting. For example, we did not utilize
pollutants that leak, drip or wear off cars. Researchersshared parking, porous pavement, or structured park-
have found that parking lot runoff can have extremelying in any of the redesigns, although each of these
high concentrations of nutrients, trace metals and hy-techniques is very effective.Nordidwe reducethebasic
drocarbons.Parkinglotsalsoinfluencethelocalairandtbotprint or size of the buildings in either scenario,
stream temperatures. In the summer months, pavementalthough smaller "boxes" may well have been more
temperatures can exceed 120 degrees Fahrenheit, whichappropriate for the zoning;. ~I.ns~tead, our basic approach
intumincreaseslocalairtemperatures fiveto 10degreeswas to make a series of relatively modest changes in
compared to a shaded forest. Parking lots can alsoparking lot design to shrink parking lot area, and then
exacerbate smog problems, as parked cars emit greaterimplement better landscaping and stormwater treat-
levels of smog precursors under extreme heat islandment measures within the saved space.
conditions (Scott et al., 1999). This article reports on the potential benefits of

Perhaps the greatest environmental impact of park-parking lot redesign in terms of reduced runoff, pollut-
ing lots is hydrological in nature. Simplyput, there is noant export and development costs. It also reviews the
other kind ofsur face in a watershed that produces moreinitial experience of communities that are experimenting
mnoffand delivers it faster than aparking lot. When thiswith new and innovative parking lot designs, and con-
runoffis discharged into a headwater stream, its greatcludeswith some implications forboththe engineerand
erosive power steadily degrades the quality of down-watershed manager.
stream habitats, unless exceptionally sophisticated
stormwater practices are installed.

Is it possible to design a better parking lot? At first
glance, there seems to be little opportunity to incorpo-
rate better site design into parking lots. However, the
better site design techniques described earlier in this
issue suggest a key design strategy: work to incremen-
tall), shrink the surface area of the parking lots and
then use the space saved to integrate functional land-
scaping and better stormwater treatment within the
parking lot. Through a series of relatively minor design
adjustments, it is possible to reduce the surface area of
parking lots by five to 20%. These design adjustments
include curbing excess parking, incrementally reducing
parking demand ratios, providing credits for mass tran-
sit, shrinking stall sizes, narrowing drive aisles, and
using grid pavers for spillover parking areas.
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Redesign of the Old Farm Shopping Center The stormwater treatment system at Old Farm con-

The undeveloped Old Farm shopping center, 1o-sisted of an infiltration basin located near the rear of the
cared in the City of Frederick, Maryland, was primarilyshopping center that captured runoff from about a third
meadow, withsomeshrubby forestanda fewfarm build-of the site, and three oil grit separators that provide
ings. Bordered by two major arterial roads and served bysome treatment for the remaining two-thirds of the site.

existing public water and sewer, the site was a primeAfter discharging from the oil/grit separators, runoff
candidate for commercial development (Figure 1)~ traveled through a series of storm drains that extended

along the road and eventually discharged to the stream
Construction of the shopping center site parcel(albeit without detention of any kind). It should be

¢ommencedin 1992. The9.3 acresiteisatypicalsuburbannoted that recent performance monitoring has shown"strip" shopping center with two large retail stores, otherthat oil grit separators have little orno pollutant removal
retail space, a gas station and a drive-in bank (Figure 2).capability (see articles 119 and 120).
In terms of surface cover, the shopping center devoted
50% of its total area for parking, as compared to 16% for
the actual footprint of the retail buildings. Another 24%The Redesigned Old Farm Shopping Center

of the surface area was devoted to landscaping or storm- The Old Farm shopping center was redesigned
water treatment. Less than 10% natural cover was re-using a "U-shaped" layout that maintained the same
tained on the site, and part of the project encroached onamount of gross floor area, but sharply reduced the site
the 100-year floodplain and the stream buffer. The entirearea devoted to parking (Figure 3). The new design
site was mass graded during construction. The basicreduced walkingdistances, encouragedpedestrianuse,
layout was designed to accommodate the car, with gen- and created a more intimate shopping experience. Park-
erous parking located in front of the stores. The parkinging dropped from 50% of the total site area to 38%,
lot design provided 5.2 full-size stalls per 1,000 squareprimarily because the parking demand ratio was re-
feet (sf) of retail space, which exceeded the alreadyducedfromS.2spacesto4.4spacesper 1,000sfofretail
generous local parking requirement of five spaces perarea.
1,000 sf. According to the most recent national parking The rationale for the lower parking demand was
research, only 4.0 to 4.5 spaces are needed to servejustifiedintwoways.First, noextraparkingspaceswere
shopping centers (ULI, 1999). allowed beyondthose required by the locality. Second,
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Pre- Conventional Parking Innovative Parking LotDeveloped Lot

Runoff        no practice                         24.5                  20.62.6(inches/yr) practices 18.1 15.1

Infiltration     no practice                         2.7                   3.411.8(inches/yr) Practices 9.1 8.9

the existing parking demand ratio was reduced by aboutComparative Nutrient Output frotn the Old Farm Shop-
15% to reflect actual parking demand more accurately,ping Center
As a result, the total number of parking spaces dropped The conversion of the meadow into a shopping
from 343 to 291. In addition, 17% of the parking stallscenter greatly increased nutrient export from the site;
were designed for compact cars, which require slightlythe SUNOM model indicated that annual phosphorus
smaller stalls than standard full-sized spaces. Takenand nitrogen export would increase tenfold as a result
together, these changes eliminated slightly more thanof the development (see Figure4). Nutrientexport from
one acre of parking area, which provided enough spacethe shopping center was dominated by stormwater
to design a more effective landscaping and stormwaterrunoff, as the model indicated that stormwater runoff
treatment system, contributed about 95% of the annual nutrient export

Several parking lot islands were increased in sizefrom the site. Nutrient loads were notgreadyreduced by
and converted into bioretention areas to treat stormwa-the infiltration basin or oil/grit separators that were
ter. Other elements of the stormwater treatment systeminstalled at the conventional parking lot. Nutrient export
included a sand filter, an infiltration trench, and a filterwas stillprojectedto beeight to 10 times higher than pre-
strip. Furthermore, 25% of the entire parking area wasdevelopment conditions, even after these stormwater
designated for "spillover parking," and grid paverstreatment practices were installed.
wereusedratherthannormalpavingmaterials.Thegrid In contrast, the redesigned parking lot sharply
pavers helped store the first few tenths of an inch ofreduced nutrient export (Figure 4). In fact, the rede-
rainfallthatwouldhaveotherwiserunofftheparkinglotsigned parking lot without stormwater practices pro-
(ICPI, 2000). Lastly, the redesign enabled reforestationduced about the same nutrient load as the conventional
and greater protection of the buffer along the streamparking lot with stormwater practices. This reduction
that runs along the edge of the property. As a result, thewas a direct result of the lower impervious cover asso-
proportion of natural cover at the site climbed from 7%ciated with the redesigned parking lot. When the rede-
to 19% as a result of the parking lot redesign, signed parking tot was combined with more sophisti-

cated stormwater practices (i.e., bioretention, sand ill-
Comparative Hydrology at the Old Farm Shopping ter, infiltration trench and filter strip), the total nutrient
Center export was half that of the conventional parking lot with

As expected, the construction of the original shop-stormwater practices. It is interesting to note, however,
ping center dramatically changed the hydrology of thethat this load was still about five times higher than that
site(Table 1).Theincreaseinimperviouscover from 1%produced by the meadow prior to development.
to more than 70% increased annual runoffvolume by a
factorofnine.Theinfiltrationbasinusedinthe originalComparative Cost to Develop the Old Farm
design helped put some runoffback into the ground, butShopping Center
even so, annual runoffwas seven times greater than the The cost to develop the redesigned parking lot was
pre-development condition. The redesigned parkingmarginally lower than the cost for the conventional
Iot, byvirmeofitslowerimperviouscoverandimpmvedparking lot -- about 5%. Considerable cost savings
stormwater practices, produced about 20% less runoffwere realized due to less paving, shorter sidewalks, and
than the original design. Nevertheless, the stormwaterfewer curbs and gutters, but these savings were largely
practices at the redesigned parking lot were not able tooffset by added costs for improved stormwater prac-
match the pre-development hydrology, rices, landscaping and grid pavers. Overall, the esti-

mated cost to build the conventional parking lot was
$782,500, compared to $746,270 for the redesignedpark-
ing lot. The extent of potential cost savings depends
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Figure 5 summarizes the redesign analysis of the Old.~ -~ 0
Fa~ Shopping Center. The redesigned parking lot re-~ -20
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5- Open Space Design (with practices)
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Redesigning the 270 Corporate Office Park As with many suburban office parks, the location

The second case study involved the redesign of aof the building and parking were primarily oriented

typical suburban office park. The 12.8 acre parcel istowardthecar.Theparkinglotwassizedusingaparking

located in Germantown, Maryland in the mildly slopingdemand ratio of 3.1 spaces per t ,000 sfofbuilding, which

terrain of the Piedmont (Figure 6). The existing cover atslightly exceeded the minimum parking requirements of

the site was almost entirely meadow, except for a fewthe locality. As a result, the parking lot created room for

trees and an old farm pond that bisected the property745 standard stalls, along with 33 larger stalls for vans

boundary. No wetlands or other sensitive natural fen-and disabled access. The parking bays also featured

tures were evident on the site. The site was zoned forroomy aisles between the stalls (24 feet wide). The

office development, arid existing infrastructure made itdesign was intended to provide some amenities for the
an attractive candidate for development. An existingoffice workers, including a short path system between

network of public water and sewer, electric, gas, andbuildings, an ornamental stormwater pond, and some

other utilities ran along the frontage of a large arteriallandscaping in required setbacks and parking islands.

road. The conventional design featured the classic "pipe
The layout of the conventional s~i~t~rb,m ,,fficeandpond"approachtostormwatermanagement. Park-

park design is depicted in Figure 7. The pr,,~¢,, ’n,!udeding lot runoffwas initially collected by a curb and gutter

apairoffive-storyoffice buildings, surr~,~.~,.’~’,t ~,; a seasystem that sent runoff into underground storm drain

of parking. Over half(52%) of the surfa: c ,,~ er at thepipes that, in turn, discharged into two very small wet

office park was devoted to parking, as corn pared to onlyponds. Each pond served roughly half of the site and

11% for actual footprint of the office buddm~ Most ofwas expected to have a reasonably good capability to

the remainder of the site was utilized for l~n,:l.~caping,remove nutrients.
stormwater treatment or turf. Only 2% of the natural
coverwas retainedon the site, and nearl), all o fthe parcel
was mass graded during construction.
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"~/~c R~I~ ,l.,..’,,, .; 2 "’. ~ ",~r/~,~’~l~, Olli~ ~’ P~r~ Comparative ltydroloD.’for t/~e 270 Co~o~~t~’ Cenl~o,’’

The rede,~gn~d ,~le employed a number of tech- Office Park
niques to rain m~ze ~m~r\ ~ous cover and improve stom~- The hydrological story was much the same for the
water treatment ~Figure 8 ~. The office park featured the270 Corporate Center as for the shopping center. Con-
same amount of office space, but the two office towersstruction of the conventional design sharply increased
were situated closer to the road to shorten utility exten-annualrunoffvolumesanddecreasedinfiltration (Table
sions, and pedestrian access to a bus stop was provided2). Runoff did not increase as much in the redesigned
to encourage the use of public transportation, parking lot, primarily because its impervious cover was

The key strategy employed in the redesign was tomuchlower.Annualmnoffvolumeswere21%lowerin

incrementally reduce the size of the parking lot, and thisthe redesigned parking lot compared to the conven-

was achieved in five ways. First, no excess parking spacestional design, and infiltration volumes were 42% higher.

were allowed over those required by the local parkingDespite these improvements, the redesigned parking

demand ratio. Second, the local parking demand ratio waslot wasunable to mimic the hydrologic conditions prior

reduced by 8% to reflect actual parking demand. Third,to development.

the parking demand ratio was reduced by another 10% to
reflect the proximity to the bus stop. Fourth, the size ofNutrient Output at the 270 Corporate Center Office
approximately 20% o fall parking stalls was downsized toPark
accommodate compact cars. Lastly, drive aisles in many As expected, the conversion of the meadow into
parking bays were reduced from 24 feet in widthto 20 feet.an officepark greatly increasednutrient export. Annual
Combined, these measures reduced the total parking lotphosphorus and nitrogen export increased roughly ten-
area by nearly 30%, or about two acres. Once again, thefold, accordingtotheSUNOMmodel(Figure9). Aswith
savings in paving gave the designer more room to inte-the shopping center, stormwater runoff was found to
grate landscaping with more effective stormwater treat-generate about 95% of the annual nutrient export from
merit, the site. The two wet ponds were reasonably effective

For example, larger landscaping islands were in-in removing nutrients at the conventional office park,
stalled in the parking lot to plant shade trees, and somebut still resulted in nutrient export that was seven to
of these areas were also converted into bioretention areaseight times higher than pre-development conditions. In
to treat stormwater. A dry swale was used to treat storm-contrast, the redesigned parking lot sharply reduced
water within a landscaped setback area in another part ofnutrient export (Figure 9). The combination of lower
the site. About 15% of the lot was designated for spil!overimpervious cover and more effective stormwater prac-
parking, and grid pavers were used to attenuate runoffintices reduced nutrient export by about 40 to 50%, when
this area. The basic stormwater management goal was tocompared to the conventional parking lot design with
attenuate, treat, or recharge as much runoff from smallerstormwater practices.
storms as possible in the parking lot itself. Runoff from
larger storms was treated in a wet detention pond near the
outlet of the property.

As a result of the redesign, roughly 14% of the office
park was either retained in natural land cover or reforested
(compared to 2% under the conventional design). This
green space, combined with the water features and a
walking path, created a more tranquil environment for
office workers. Overall, the total impervious area associ-
ated with the redesigned office park dropped from 68% to
53%.

Pro- ConventionalHydrologic Factor Developed Parking Lot Redesigned Parking Lot

R unoff (inches/yr) 2.7 23.9 18.9

Infiltration (in~hes/yr) 11.8 2.6 3.7

N ote: no change in the annual volume of runoff or infiltration was calculated as a result of the stormwater
practices installed at either the conventional or redesigned parking lot.
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O.i.lice Park ~ 160 144
The cost to develop the redesigned office park -~ 140~ 112 114

was approximately the same as the cost to develop ~ 120
the conventiona~ office park, although the compo- ~ 100
nent costs were somewhat different. Less was spent ~ 80

t30on paving, sidewalks and utility pipes, but these
savings were largely offset by higher costs for ~ 40

20improved stormwater treatment practices, landscap-
ing, grid pavers and curiously, curbs and gutters
(the higher cost for this last item was due to the wider 1 2 3 4 5

parking islands used for bioretention areas). Over- ~ Scenario
all, the estimated cost to build the conventional -~ 25
parking lot was $948,900, compared to $921,200 for
the redesigned parking lot, ~" 20 18

o~ 15 11
Overall Summary: Office Park Redesign

0
The redesigned parking lot at the 270 Corporate

Office Park resulted in less impervious cover, storm-
~a.~

5
water runoff, and nutrient export for about the same ~ 0development cost as the conventional design. The ,-
results are summarized in Figure 10. ~ 1 2 3 4 5

Scenario
The Limits and Potential ofP~ rking Lot Redesign

To our knowledge, no one has yet tried to 1-Pre-Developed

quantify the potential economic and environmental 2 - Conventional (no practices)
3- Conventional (practices)benefits of better parking lot design at new commer-
4 - Open Space Design (no practices)cial developments. This initial analysis provides 5-Open :~ace

compelling evidence that better site design is an
important, if not indispensable, tool for managing
the quantity, and quality ofstormwater runofffrom
parking lots.

In each of the case studies, the redesigned
parking lot resulted in less impervious cover, storm- 130
water runoff, and nutrient export forabout the same~ 50 +42
or even slightly lower cost than the conventional"~t~ 40
design, Taken together, better site design tech-55 30
niques reduced impervious cover by at least 15% in~ 20
each case. While this is an impressive reduction,._~ 10
about half of each site remained impervious after theo~ 0

-̄ -10redesign. Perhaps the most critical benefit of each    ~
-20redesign was that it created more room to locate more
-30effective stormwater treatment practices. When

smaller parking lots were combinedwith betterstorm- ~
-.40
-50                   -45

water practices, the resulting nutrient export was ~ -60
almost half that of a conventional parking lot.

In each case study, the critical ingredient was .~o ~.,~
an incremental reduction in the local parking de-
mand ratio. Without this capability to shrink the
surface area devoted to parking, designers have
little ability to devise the more sophisticated storm-
.water treatment and landscaping systems that can
.help mitigate the impact of the parking lot. Therefore,
the first and most iinportant step in implementing
better site design for commercial developments is to
reduce localparking demand ratios, even if only by

33
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I~V~.’ ~1!" lt’l~ /’t ~ ~ ~’" I ~r 1"1131~} ~.’k~l"llrl~urlllleS. Ilowever. i References
this mode.~I ,~tep ma3 .~eem hke a ~en-~%ng leap, possi- Center for Watershed Protection. 1~98a.
bly offa ch I’I Design: A Handbook for Changing Developing, hi

Developers, bankers, retailers and drivers all have Rules in Your Community. Site Planning Round-
a shared interest in abundant and convenient parking, table. Ellicott City, MD. 176 pp.
and it is hard to convince them that an3 attempt toCenterforWatershedProtection. 1998b.NutrientLoad-
downsize parking lots, however modest, will not work ing From Conventional and Innovative Site De-
against this goal. This kind of thinking is quite under- velopment. Chesapeake Research Consortium.
standable. Most people can easily recall the rare situ- Ellicott City, MD. 56pp,
ation where parking was hard to find, but the more
common situation where parking is plentiful generallyInterlocking Concrete Pavement Institute. 2000. Perme-

escapes our everyday notice, able Interlocking Concrete Pavements: Selec-
tion, Design, Construction and l~,[aintenance.

Small wonder, then, that so many communities Washington, DC.
are prone to inertia when it comes to changing parking
codes. Perhaps the only way watershed advocates canScott, Klaus I., James R. Simpson, and E. Gregory

overcome this inertia is to document the existence of McPherson. 1999. "Effects of Tree Cover on Park-

excess parking capacity in each community. Indeed, it ing Lot Microclimate and Vehicle Emissions,"

is a rather simple step for volunteers to count cars and JournalofArboriculture 25(3): 129-142.

photograph empty stalls during peak times at similarUrban Land Institute. 1999. Parking Requiren,ents for
commercial land uses to demonstrate how generous Shopping Centers: Summary Recommendations
local parking requirements actually are. and Research Study Reports. 2nd Edition. Wash-

A small but growing list of communities are now      ington, DC. 81 pp.
experimenting with theirparking standards and parking
lot designs, including cities like Scarborough, Ontario;
Oakland, CA; Olympia, WA; Sacramento, CA; Bellevue,
WA; Davis, CA and Prince George’s County, MD. Each
community has worked in different ways to redesign
their parking lots, and many of their successful experi-
ences are recounted in Better Site Design: A Handbook
for Changing Development Rules in Your Community
(CWP, 1998a).

Given the prevalence of parking lots in our urban
landscape and the environmental harm they cause, we
need to fundamentally change the way that parking lots
are sized and designed. The modest ideas presented in
this article are merely an initial step in this direction. A
wide range of professions collectively influence the
form and function of parking lots, including engineers,
hs, drologists, landscape architects, urban foresters,
soil scientists, developers, leasing agents, plan review-
ers, transportation researchers and many, many others.
Working together, these groups can move us closer
toward the goal of a truly sustainable parking lot, i.e.,
one that not only provides car habitat, but also prevents
damage to other habitats, as well. - JAZ
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 EPA Urban Runoff Impacts to
Receiving Waters

Introduction

IT
t~e 1SPA-sponsored Naticnal Urban Runoff Program (NURP)
identified the potential of storrnwater to adversely affect
receiving waters and aquatic blot~ thro~jgl~ in~re~.Sed frequency
and duration of pe~k f~ow rates, erosioWsedimentafion,
eutrophical~on, or to×[c impact. Assessments completed under
state c~ean lakes and nonpolnt source programs have identified
the extent to which urban runoff is impairing water use.

Stormwater Contami nants

he slate assesstnen~s i~len~ilied
~,~ovotal c=~tegori~ of ~tenti~ u~a~
s~ater ~l~n~:
~ll~s, nu~nls,
oil~gre~, to~ organic, ~ to~

p~l~ were ~enllf~d b~ (1)
frequency of ~~ witch ~ho stormier
da~sB, a~ ~) hl~ ¢on~ntra~ns rel~e
tha EPAwater ~aliW ~ia, An ~i~on~
con~era~ion ~as ~e ~ee Io ~i~ ur~niz~
st~m~w hydrol~ ~ imp~l~ bi~a in
nalurat stream ~ses. Pot~ i~ r~lfing
fr~ ~e We~o~e of ~e a~ pollulsn~s
(t) phy~ imprint or h~i~t dl~uptt~
hick, (2) enfichme~ ~ subs~ue~
eulro~i~ion of r~ivi~ watem, and
~osure s~ ~ysi~o~al respo~e to =oxic
s~s~n~ by a~at~ bi~a. The presen~ of su~
i~a=s a~e ¢onsider~ an ~irmen~ ~
rsc~i~ war= re~ur¢a.
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High Flows/Erosion! pro~:luction and fish spawning. Erosi~’V
s~iment~on impacts ~ be

Suspended  lids rem~l ~ de~sll~ ~t~i~s ~ re~o~ ~er

Vad~s u~ m~ffstudl~ hav~ ~e~ly s~p~ ~r~e, ~ ~ttol. ~i~ and

demo~V~d ~e Im~ ~ hig~ ~, e~si~, mcms~n~ ~neli=s ~ ~d

a~ ~s~lon on u~an =~ams snd o~
~nsiti~ ~c~ing wa~rs, t~a~d heque~ Nufrle~
a~ ~rat~n of ~gh i~s result In
emsi0n-mla~d tmp~ ~ (I) crowd s~ tnc~as~ n~de~ (phlox, n~en)
(2)~ ~~e ~ indud~g ~ea~, ~d ~=~Va~ns ~ ~tormw~ler ~ ~en ~own to

~lated to ~ st~amb~k er~ during associ=ed a~al pr~u=~
hi~ flo~ I~d t~d~ ~d sus~ emb~ymen~, ~d ~ q~e~t receiving
sdlds c0ncenWal[ons, s~dng habit~, ~nd wa~rs. ~n crea~ng und~t~e
dow~stm~ depo~!o~l ~cLs that ~ gm~h ~s. Phosphors
~b~m ~nd ~Ou~ h~d~li~ ~n~ ~~ ¢mph~d as ~he nulr~n~

~idl~ In s~e~s c~ ~ ~elrl~n~l b ~=� ~ h~ ~en ~mi~d ~ ~ ~ree to se~n
Ilia (pri~w ~r~m, benlNc i~ralss, ~d times ~ ~an u~~ woodland.
~mh) by in!~=rl~ ~ p~o~nthe~, t~ir~n, H~, a ~po~erance ~ s~rm~ inflow
g~h, a~ reproOu~ion, ~e dead!on of has ~ de~nslra~d ~ inhibit ~al grow~ ~ a
r~ive~ ~e.gral~ s~ In sV~m ~s ~lt of lhs presen~ ot
~ 0r~ati~l~ red~e ~eir va!~ f~ t~ect et~e~ n~m ~n~o~,
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Uncertainties of Toxic Impacts

~
hile .~lormwater impao~ rela~ed Io

¯ a~slhelic~, hydrologic ~&~ to 2. Crileda am ~d ~ ~tlnuous biases
~ream habitat, el~at~ I~al br Ihe defined ex~s~e ~ti~. in ~i~,
~I~ ~omts, and e~P~afian st~mw~er Ioxlc exp~e ~ ~t~m~ent
hsva ~en ~u~lely ~d of sho~ ~r~ti~, whe~upon r~ving
dam~tra~ed, Iho advo~ eff~ of ~te~ r~over to t~a~aly
10xf~ts ha~e b~n m~e d~ic~R to qu~i~, ~e ~e ~n~ byEPA un~r

~la~lsh. ~h~ some w=er q~y ~e t~m"~m~ Effe¢t L~ f~
~grad~ may ~ ~l~, s~ ~=lon InterniSt £xpo~re~
has genem~V not been ~i~d ~o r~lt In

3. Bio~ys and water quality crlte~ aresigni~cant ~pakm~t ~ aquatic ~. F~
~ up~ end.of~peexample, ~ o~r 10,~ fish ~v~@t~ ~
con~n=. Cri~ th~mdo notEPA durt~ I~ ~d~ 19Z~ 1979, .1~ ~. 150 ,:" .-- ’ ~"? ~ ~u~ion capa~l~ ~ the receivingwere a~n~u=~ to u~an ~’n~, If ~es~N,

po~n~l ~xi; imga~ have b~n m~e subfl~ ~d
~re easiy ove~o~d bv I~et, definite

4. Pol~nl f~ ~d ~n~a~si~ts ss~c~t~ ~lh s~r ~ a~im~ta~ion.
O~ sou~ of u~nty regaling tox~ d~mi¢ re,We to p~u~ and use

F~ ex~. ~ad ~en~o~ in

1. Wst~ quali~m~ cd~ a~ most wi=h~e ~re~Neconvem~ ~ the ~tor
s~umwat= ana~s are b~d ~ total ~higle ~e= to ~fr~
c~ntr~ns, wh~eas on~ [~ ~ ~ln~. ~m~rly, ~ gestl¢lde
disso~ ~=i~ Is dir~ misted to are ~g r~irad in f~ ~
toxici~. ~itefia are t~refore ~s~!~o ~ing inkodu~ to the

papillate
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Foreword

D espite the gains achieved by Clean Water Act requirements and the installation of
municipal sewage treatment s.vstems in most communities, water pollution still remains
a problem. Although industries and municipal treatment systems continue to affect

water quality, states estimate that nonpoint source pollution causes one- to two-thirds of the
impairment or threats to waterbodles.

N’onpoint source pollution results from land runoff, precipitation, atmospheric deposition,
drainage, seepage, and hydrologic modifications. In urban areas nonpoint source pollution is
created when sediment, toxic substances, nutrients, pathogens, and even garbage wash off
fields, lawns, and impervious surfaces into our nation’s waterbodies.

This guide is intended to help decisionmakers, such as local government officials and
planners, understand the causes of nonpoint source pollution and design and implement a
program to control this pollution. The guide provides a framework for developing a nonpoint
source program tailored to an individual communiD’. It includes examples of successful runoff
management programs that illustrate the varieD" of strategies state and local governments have
adopted.

Technical guidance and expertise, however, are essential components in this process.
Urba)~izatio~ a~d Water Quality lists a number of sources for such expertise: publications,
contacts, and summaries of several federal programs mandated by the Clean Water Act and
Coastal Zone Management Act. Applied within the communit3"s structure, this in.formation can
help improve and protect the quality of nearby waterbodies.

.
I,~RJANIZATION AND WATER QUALI1



Chapter 1

How Urban Runoff Affects
Your Community: The Problem

The thirsty earth soaks up the rain,
And drinks, and gapes for drink again.

Abraham Cowley (1618-1667)

hile centuries of poets have praised ¯ Trees that once intercepted rainfall are
the virtuous qualities of rain, urban gone.
decisionmakers are forced to face

the harsh reality -- rain and its close relative, snow, * Natural dips or depressions that had formed
are the major carriers of nonpoint source pollution, temporary ponds for rainwater storage are
Such pollution occurs in developed areas when lost by grading and filling for development.
water runs off the land and streets -- gathering pol-
lutants in its path and depositing them in nearby ¯ Thick, absorbent layers of natural vegetation
waterbodies, and soils are replaced by paved (impervious)

surfaces such as roads and roofs.
Urban runoff carries pollutants from man),

sources and activities -- automobiles, oil and salt on ¯ Eroded paths such as streambanks become
roads, atmospheric deposition, processing and sal- channels, increasing the amount of sediment
vage facilities, chemical spills, pet wastes, industrial carried by runoff.
plants, construction site erosion, and the disposal of As asphalt and concrete replace vegetation, run-chemicals used in homes and offices. In fact, poilu-

off increases and reaches waterbodies faster andrant levels in urban waterbodies are generally much
with ~eater force. And when the land loses its ca-greater than in forested watersheds, pacify to absorb "and store rainwater, the ground-

Runoff water qualitS.’ worsens as urbanization in- water table drops and stream flows decrease during
creases: dry weather.



The Symptoms ¯ Nutrients. Nutrients -- excessive levels of phos-
phorus and nitrogen D pose a severe problem as

Local governments must be alert to the obvious syrup-urban development intensifies. Nutrients encourage
toms of water pollution. They include undesirable algal blooms and excessive aquatic weed

* scum and algal mats floating near lake shores, growth. This nutrient-rich process, called eutrophica.
tion, greatly decreases the water’s quality,

¯excessive plant growth choking waters used In lares, for example, decomposing pla~ts can
by boaters and swimmers, cause surface scums and unpleasant odors, discolor

¯ sedlment-clogged drainage ditches and water, and decrease oxygen. This breakdown limits

sewers, swimming, boating, fishing, and other recreational
uses; reduces fish and wildlife habitat; and contami.

¯decreasing depth of a lake, nares water supplies. The water-holding capacity of
¯ fewer fish and wildlife, lakes and reservoirs may also decrease.

Urban runoff carries nutrients from roads, side-
* contaminated water supply for drinking, walks, and parking lots, and from lawns, golf courses,

recreation, or industry, parks, cemeteries, homes, and commercial sites. In
f̄ish kills that may destroy sport fisheries or some areas, improperly maintained household septic
close beaches, systems add to the problem.

¯fish advisories caused by bacteria or toxic ¯ Bacteria. Urban runoff often contains high levels
substances found in fish, and of harmful bacteria and viral strains, including fecal

¯extreme flooding or streambank erosion, su’eptococcus and fecal col~orm from human and ani-
mal wastes. When these levels exceed public health
standards, as they often do, water is unsafe to drink,The Sources beaches are closed, and harvesting shell.fish beds is

Pollution from urban runoffcan affect water in various res~cted.
ways, depending on the pollutant. The impacts and Older, more intensively developed areas produce
sources of pollutants have been researched by manythe most bacteria from organic wastes and sanitary
organizations, including the Metropolitan Washingtonsewer overflows. In addition, pet and bird wastes in-
. Council of Governments, from which much of this in- crease the nuu’-ient and bacteria content of runoff.
formation was extracted (see Table I).

¯ Oil and grease. Oil, grease, and other petroleum-
¯ Sediment. Sediment-- organic and inorganic ma-based substances contain hydrocarbons, some of
terial suspended and settling in water-- clogs stormwhich are harmful to sensitive animal species and
drains: fills river channels, lakes, wetlands, and reset-aquatic life. Hydrocarbons attracted to sediment set-volts; and increases the potential for flooding down.fie in the bottom of waterbodies, where they mays~’eam. Sediment may fill in water supply reservoirs,harm bottom-dwelling organisms and be transferred
eventually requiring costly dredging or new waterthrough the food chain.sources.

Hydrocarbons also degrade fisheries habitats andThese suspended solids make the water appeardamage the appearance of the water’s surface. Theymuddy, decreasing its value for fishing and recre-lower dissolved oxygen by limiting the interaction ofation. As sediment settles to the bottom, phytoplank-
water and air. Oil and grease problems are highest inton, fish, and invertebrates have difficulty feedingthe runoff from parking lots, roads, and service sta-and reproducing. Other aquatic life may be smoth-tions. 0ii held in the soil can eventually seep throughered or deprived of essential sunlight. Sediment canto the groundwater and be carried to the streams.also carry other materials -- such as nutrients, pesti-

cides, and trace metals -- that can harm both aquatic
life and human health. ¯ Heavy metals. Heavy metals -- including lead,

copper, cadmium, zinc, mercury, and chromium ~
Sediment and erosion are at their peak when the soilcan be toxic to aquatic life and c.ontaminatedrinkingis disturbed along with the vegetation that stabilizes it.water supplies. Heavy metals affect sensitive animalAnd once sedh’nent enters a stream, it can take manyspecies, plants, and fisheries and enter the food chainyears to travel through the waterway. As silt, clay, and through animal tissue ingested by humans and othersand move downstream, they erode the srreambank, af-

animals.fecring fish and ~ildlife habitat along the way.

Page 2 , U~SaNIZA ~’ION ~,ND W~ I’EI~ QUaLII"Y
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Table 1,--Pollu(snts typically found In urban runoff.°

URBAN
RUNOFF ! AVERAGE

POL.LUTANTS SOURCE CONCENTRATIONS NONPOINT SOURCE IMPACTS

SeK:~imenl Urban.’ , average Fdls in ponds and rese~oirs with mud; contributes to decline of sub-
Suburban 80 mg’L. merged aqual~c vegetation (SAV’) by increasing turbidity and reducing the

light available for photosynthesis. Acts aS a sink for nutrients and toxi-I cants and as e source when disturbed and resuspanded

Total Urban 108 mg.’L A �ontribuling factor cited in eutrophication (nutrient over.enrichment) in
Phosphorus Suburban 0.26 mg’L. receiving waterbod~es and subsequent algal blooms. Algal blooms con-

tribute to the decline of SAV by reducing light available for photosynthesis,
further degrade water quality by decreasing the level of dissolved oxygen
(DO), and may cause manges in the composition of plankton and fish
species

Total ~ Urban 13.6 mg I. Like total phosphorus, contributes to eutrophication and algal blooms.
N~trogen ; Suburban 2 00 mg ’L

Chemic~ ; Urban 163 0 mg’L Decreases the concentrahon of dissolved oxygen. Low DO concentrahon
Oxygen Suburban 35 6 mg’L and anaerobic conditions (complete absence of DO) can lead to fish kills
Deman~ and unpleasant odors Primarily released as organic matter in the "first

I flush" or urban runoff after a storm,

Bacteria Urban average -- 200 to H~gh concentrations can lead to closure of shellfish harvesting areas and
Subarban 240 000 MPN ’L prevent sw=mm=ng, boating, or other recreational activities.

Z=nc Urban 0 397 rng’L Mos! commonly found toxic meta} in the mid-Atlantic coastal region
Sulo~rban 0037 mg L chronica’ly exceeds EPA water quality criteria Primary cultural source ~s

the weather=rig and abrasion of galvanized iron and steel

Copper Urban 0 105 ~,; L Chronically exceeds EPA water quahty criteria. Primary’ cultura~ source is
(Nat~onw~cie Sub,,rban 0 047 mg L aS a component of antdouhng paint for boat hulls and, in urban runoP.
Urban RJno~ from the lea:~,ng and abrasion of copper pipes and brass lit’tings. An ira-
Program portent trace nutr~e~*,. ~t can be bioaccumulated and, thereby, create toxic
avers;e) hea~tt~ haza,:s w,t~ the food chain and increase long-term ecosyste"r,,

¯ stress

Lead Urba,’, 0 389 r~g L Lea¢ from gascJ~ne burn,ng in automobiles is less of a problem toqay be-
Suburba~ 0 018 mg L cause of unleaded gasohne use However, lead from scraping and paint-

ing brtdges and overpasses rema, ns Chronically exceeds EPA water
qua!=:y cr=ter~a Attaches readily tO fine particulates that ca~ be
bioaccumulated by bacteria and benthic organisms (eg., oysters and
musse[s’, wh’,le feeding Lead has adverse health impacts when con-
sumed by humans

: Oil anc~ Urban’ average Toxicity contributes 10 the decline of zooplankton and benthic organisms
Grease ’ Suburban 2.10 mg’L Accumulates in t~ssues of benthic organisms, a threat tohumans when

consumed d~rectly or when passed through the food chin. Primary cut-
tura~ source is auIomobile oil and lubricants.

Arsenic i Urban/ average An essentla~ trace nutrient Can be bioaccumulated, creates toxic health
! Suburban 6 0 I~g’L hazards within the food chain and increases long-term stress for the entire
; ecosy~em Accumulates within tidal, freshwater areas, incre~ing the
~ tOXiCity for spawning and juvenile fish. Primary cultural source is fossil fuel
i combustion,

Cadmium Urban’ average Urban runoff contributes a major portion to the mid-Atlantic coastaJ region.
Suburban 1.0 pg’L Primary cultura~ source is metal electroplating and pigments in paints.

Can be Oioaccumulated; creates toxic health hazards within the food
chain end increases long-term toxic stress for the entire ecosystem.

Chromium t Urban/ average Primary cultural source is metal plating and as a component of paint pig-
Suburban 50 pg’L marts An essential trace nutrient, it can be bioaccumulated, creating

i 1’ toxic health hazards within the food chain and increasing long-term toxic
stress for the entire ecosystem.

Pesticides I Urban/ average Primary urban source is runoff from home gardens ar~ lawns Can ,
! Suburban <0.1 pg/L bioaccumulate in organisms and create toxic health hazards within the ,

food chain Observed levels currently/below standards

"BiSld on mid.Atlantic Coast data. Source: Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments, 1993.
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Most meta!s found tn urban runoff come from cot-creases in paved surfaces can be directly linked to the
roding, decaying surfaces, often accelerated byaccelerated loss of aquatic habitat. Heavier sediment

¯ acidic rain, and from dissolving or leaching materials,loads clog streambeds with sand and silt, destro)-ing
Among the sources of metals are roofing materials,habitat. Pool and riffle stream areas also become se-
downspouts, leaded gasoline, galvanized pipes, meta!verely degraded, leaving poor conditions for both the
plating, paints, wood preservatives, catalytic convert-fish community and the macroinvertebrate insect
ers, brake linings, and tires. Maintenance of bridgescommunity on which fish depend for food.
and other structures can also contribute paint scrap-
ings and abrasives. ¯ Disturbance of $~’earn habltat~. Development

inevitably requh’es .that roads and pipelines cross
¯ Toxic substances, Toxic chemicals, Including pes-streams, rivers, and wetlands. Construction a~vities
ticides and po]ychlorinated biphenyls (’PCBs), can sefi-can upset ecosystems and habitats; permanent struc-
ously impslr wa~er quality and threaten human and an-tures such as culverts can block the movement of fish,
imal health. In addition to pesticides, toxic wastes arepreventing recolonization.
found in fertilizers, herbicides, and household sub- Wildlife habitat may also be affected by the re-
stances such as paints and cleaning materials. Properplacement of vegetation by roads and structures. In-
use and disposal of these substances are mandatory, stallation of concrete.lined storm drainage channels,

for example, often requires removing tree canopies
¯ Chlorides, Chlorides or salts are toxic to manyand results in a loss of riparian and aquatic habitats.
freshwater aquatic organisms, which can tolerate only
a certain level of salinity. Increased levels of sodium Open spaces play an important role in controlling
and chloride in surface and groundwater can also af-nonpoint source pollution in most urban areas.
fect soil structure, stressing plant respiration and les-Therefore, the whole watershed should be consid.
seningviability, ered in making conservation decisions. Maryland,

The main source of chlorides is road salting to re-for example, has a Forest Conservation Act that pro-
move ice and snow. Chlorides run off roads, parking tects existing forests while allowing continued devel-
lots, and sidewalks, and find their way into wet.lands,opment. It requires a developer to map existing for-
strea.ms, lakes, and groundwater. Because of theirests and submit a forest conservation plan. This type
high mobility, chlorides can have a major impact onof program can serve as a reference for urban com-
groundwater, munities facing similar decisions.

¯ Temperature. Even a slight rise in water tempera- In the past, communities have treated pollution cri-

ture can adversely affect some aquatic ~e and insectsses as the)" arose. They have built treatment plants to
control point sources of pollution, and used variousin ~nd around a waterbody, including stoneflies, may-

flies, and trout. This is particularly true of streams that best management practices (BMPs) to address urban

alternate between cold and warm water, runoff (see Chapter 4). But today, communities are

Runoff can raise stream temperatures as a result of reaiizing that the hydrolo~" and ecolo~" of their en-.
tire watershed influence water quality (see Fig. 1).passing over an urban landscape warmed by sta’uctures

and paved surfaces. Less shade because of fewer trees Communities are aiso recognizing that the greatest

also raises stream temperature. Runoff stored in shal-loss from water pollution is that people can no longer
use and enjoy the natural resource. They can’t sv, im,low ponds and heated by the sun between storms, espe.

cially pollution conb’ols that hold runoff for extendedboat, fish, picnic, or just enjoy a lake or river. As a re-
periods, can also harm aquatic life. sult, the economic impact on the community is sign~-

cant -- people must go elsewhere for recreation, tak.
¯ Trash and debris, Floatable wastes collect at kn-ing with them dollars that could be spent on gas, food,
passes in streams and lakes, disturbing water flow andlodging, and entertainment. Pollution may also cause
impairing the aesthetic quality of the environment,property values to fail, eroding the ~ base.
This debris, from street litter and careless dispos~ With this increased awareness and knowledge, corn-
practices, washes into waterbodies both over land andmunities of all sizes are building two-pronged water
through the storm drain system, quail .ty programs: (i) they are identif)ing and correct-

ing existing problems, and (2) they are focusing on pre-
¯ Impervious surfaces, Paved surfaces absorb le$~venting future problems. Communities ale finding that
raini’all, thus directly increasing water velocity. More a comprehensive nonpoint source management pro-
sediment ~ill be deposited downstream; and ,.,hegram v, ill help them avoid many of the problems caused
rapid, forceful flow may drasfically erode stream- by urban pollutants before they occur.
banks, malting the area vulnerable to flooding. In-
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How Urban Runoff Affects Your Community: The Proo,em

Runoff

Natural                    UrbanlSuburban

/

~ ~o~e ~u~oW vo’u~e

I l I I I
TiME

Summer Low Flow Leve!

Figure 1,--Changes In watershed hydrology as a result of urbanization. Source: Metropolitan Washington
Council of Governments, 1987.
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Chapter 2

Controlling Urban Runoff"
Designing a Nonpoint Source

Management Progra   

W ith url~anizal.ion inevitably comes non- tion, Subsequent zhapter~ contain int’ormation on the
point source pollution. This pollution pollution prevention and control methods that can be
stems from the basic processes of applied ~o managing urban runoff.

urbanization and the individual lifes~’les of citizens. Figure 2 charts some of the elements of a success-
A nonpoint source management program is one el. ful nonpoint source management program. While

ement within a community’s, overall managementmost programs begin with defining the problem, a
plan, just as the effects of urban runoff are one con- program requires continued revisiting, reevaluating,
cern. But each piece connects within the communit)." and adjusting. A central element in all phases of pro-
puzzle, ff only within the budge.t. Therefore, the task gram development and implementation is educating
of controlling nonpoint source pollution must be ac-and involving the public. In fact, the program’s suc-
complished by the entire community, planning andcess depends on public support and buy in. Chapter 5
working logether, discusses techniques to be incorporated at every

Conservation techniques on undeveloped land --phase of the program to keep the public aware and
floodplains, wetlands, stabilized streambanks, andsupportive.
slopes ~ go far in assuring water quality. "l’~ese natu- The following is a step.by-step guide to construct-
ral features play important roles in managing non-ing a successful nonpoint source management pro-
point source pollution in local communities andgram:
should be included in any comprehensive manage-
ment approach. Step 1: Define the current or potentia] problem.

This chapter describes a step-by-slep approach to Step 2: Evaluate existing programs and resources.
. designing a nonpoint source management program, a
¯ process that a community can adapt to its own situa- Step 3: Build program infrastructure.
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~
A Nonpoint Source
Management Program

Step 1: Define the current or

I
i

potentia! problem.
~cl~catin~ a~d Whether you are reacting to citizen complaints or
Involvin~ the
~blic planning ahead to prevent potential problems, you will

need substantive, reliable data to define your com-
munity’s current or future problems.

~ng Enlist staff, interns, and/or volunteers to deter-Succes~ ~nd Ir~olememing
,Making Co~tml$ mine what ira’ormation is needed, why it is important,
~ju~= and how to obtain it. Emphasize accuracy in collect-

ing data and keep meticulous records on when,
where, and how the data were collected.

Organhze and store data for ease of use and acces-
Figure 2.--Elements of s successful watershed sibility, preferably in a computer database, complete
project. Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, with backup copies.
The Watershed Protection Approach: A Project Focua, Your most important task is to first get to know1994. your entire community to evaluate it for actual and

potential nonpoint source pollution problems..~I
tors are important -- from the people who live thereStep 4: IdentLb’potential options. to the commum~"s physical position wi~ihin its water-

Step 5: Eva~uate options and alternative strategies, shed.
Research and inventory your resource area andStep 6: Set programgoals, community to completely understand the commun-

Step 7: Selec~ a final stretch’, it3"s strengths and weaknesses in relationship to the
watershed. You’ll find most of this information at )’our

Step 8: Develop a work plan. local soil and water conservation district or.your state
water qualib" authority’. The U. S. Geological Survey,

Step 9: Adopt and implement the work plan. )’our regional planning commission, and local univer-
sities can a!so he!p. Table 2 lists further sources ofStep 10: Monitor, evaluate, and revise the program.
various data.

Table 2.--Sources for natural resource assessment, inventories, and other data.

TYPE OF
INFORMATION

NEEDED CONTACTS

Water Quality Data U.S. Geological Survey, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, U,S. Army Corps of Engineers, U S
F=sh and W0~life Service: state water quality ’agencies, fish anO game clepanments, 0apartments of
hea~th; and tnbal environmental offices

Lancl Use Data U S. Department of Agriculture’s Soil Conservation Service anti Agricultural Stabilization an0 Conser-
vation Service. U S. Forest Se~ce. Bureau of Indian Affairs, U S Bureau of Reclamahon, U.S Bureau
of Lan0 Management’, state cooperative extension services, lancl off,ce’, it=bat environmental or agncul-
tbraJ off, ces, local government offices suc~ as city planners an~ county commissioners

E:onom=c Data Counly extension service, councds of government, economic research services, chambers of corn-’
merce; state 0apartment of commerce’, tribal c0uncils; real estate a;ents, priva*,e consultants

Demographic Data Councils of governments, census reports, chambers of ccmmerce, state sta’,ishcs bureaus, almanacs

Source: Terrena Institute, Clean Water in Your Watershed: A Citizens Gui~le to Watershed Protection, 1~J3.
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Controlling Urban Runoff

Af, important resource for communib’ programs is
secdon 3]9 of the Clean Water Act. T’ms provision re.
quires each state to assess and design a management
program to control potential nonpoint source pollu-
tion problems. Contact the responsible state agency
to pinpoint local problems and determine i.f resources
have been allotted.

¯ Idenr~.’ and map your ~ershed. Include
smaller watersheds within its jurisdiction an’d specific                                -s
sites needing attention because of development or
other special circumstances (see Fig. 3).

¯Locate wetlands and other critica] areas.

¯ Identi~" vegetation strips and other areas that
can conu’ol pollution or urban runoff,

¯Map)’our communi~"s drainage pattern
do~’nsu’eam and the location ofgroundwa’,er Figure 3.--Watersheds nest within each other; a site
aqu~’ers and those used for drinking water within a small watershed lies within the community
(see Fig. 4). and is part of the larger watershed.

~ Identify the land uses within the watershed. .---~.. ..
Map and calculate the number of acres ~ithin the -. -~_- ,------..
watershed for each b’pe of use. Check with .,,’our zon- --.
ins commission first, and if you need more det2Al, go ."- "’f    " .
to

¯land ownership and variance zoning records,

¯ site approvals, - - ~ - ’~’ -..--

¯building permits, and even
..

¯ aerial photos, " ~"""""~-~) ..---"-~
You ma.v not be able to obtain comprehensive, ab-

solute!v accurate and precise land use information --~,~e, mou:,. . __ . .-o
but the more details you gather now, the better your
communib" will understand the land use in and
around its watershed. Figure 4.~A watershed Qraphically depicted. $ouroe:

Categories can be defined broadly ~ residential,p.~et so.ha water O~ity Authority.
commercial, industrial, agricultural, and open space
-- and further subdivided as necessary.

For example, Iow-densib, residential has a differ- ¯ How rapidly are the urban areas developing?
ent impact on water quality than high-densib" resi- * How are urban areas divided for developmentdential. Among industrial uses, a mining company

(commercial, residential, industrial, othermay cause more nonpoint source pollution than a
uses)?,~ugar processing plant. And forests differ fi’om wet-

lands.
Some questions to ask: ¯ Investigate environmental factors. Assess geo]-

o.%’, topography, soil characteristics, vegetation,
¯How much of the agriculture is dairy, groundwater recharge areas, flood-prone sites, and

soybeans, pasture, rangeland, or other? hydrologic and biological characteristics,
Get help in determining what principles of geol-

¯Are open spaces forest, meadow, oz" wetlands? o~..’, topograph.v, soil, and vegetation are important in
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CHAPTER 2

understanding water quai~%’. Study USDA Soil Con- ¯ obtaining data related to flood control or
servation Service (SCS) soil maps, Federal Emer- stormwaterbest management practices;
gency Management Agency (FEMA) floodplain
maps, and U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps. * obtaining inIormation from local resource man-
You can ~ind assistance locally from the USDA Exten. agers familiar with water resources; and
sion Service, soil and water conservation district, and
university and high school science departments. ¯ checking sections 319 and 314 (Clean Lakes)

.. assessments and 305(5) reports made by your
¯ Determine cutrentwaterbody quality. Obtain state water quality agency on impaired
basic information on your waterbodies -- pollutant waterbodies (EPA requires these reports from
concent~tions, vegetative cover, and aquatic life -- each state).
and determine ~f the state has monitored or desig-
nated them by classes, Water quality standards spec-̄  Research the Io~l economy, An accurate picture
ify the concentrations of various pollut,xnts allowableof the local economy is important to make growt.h pro-
according to how the waterbody is used. Water qualityjections and to assess what funds might be available to
designated uses include fishing, boating, water supprotect water quality.
ply, priority wetlands or floodplains, and productive or
open shellfish beds. * Determine what portion of the watershed’s

The state water quality, agency should be able to population is rural and what portion is urban.
provide current data, including documentation of any * Describe factors specific to the area, such as a
known water quality problems, If the state has ingot- large plant opening or a long-time employermation for your waterbody, a baseline database on its closing.water quality, may exist. If not, determine how to es-
tablish baseline data: perhaps )’our local college or * Assess the gro~’th trends in the communib’ and
university can help. in the watershed. Development is a major :ause

"Investigate ongoing efforts to collect data, such as of both short- and long-term nonpoint source pol-
those obtained from citizen monhoring groups (see ]uLion. Understanding population and growth
Chapter 5). u~ends also helps determine the areas most vul-

nerable so water qualib’ deterioration.
¯ Determine actual threats to surface and
groundwater. Is an industrial park being developed ¯ Assess income levels compared to national and

with the potential for consb-uctJon runoff and, later, regional averages and calculate the local tax

operational discharges from high traffic parking and base and revenues available from government
grants and other sources. Current and pro-maintenance lots? Is land use changing significantly jected tax revenues and other income sources-- or at a rapid rate? Is there a known trouble spot?
will determine the amount of resources avail-Threats to groundwater include high water tables, able to manage water quality.uncapped abandoned wellheads, discharges associ-

ated with industrial development, and failing and in-
appropriately located septic systems. ¯ Evaluate industry and infrastructure. Are in-

dustria] plants and irff’rastructure, such as sewage and
stormwater systems, potential nonpoint source pollut-¯ Identify other problem areas. Identify specific ers? Assess age, state of environmental technologysites that need attention, using land use maps to de-and practices, and other features. Seek guidance fromfine areas of greatest imperviousness. Additional ac-

tions can include experts in this assessment.
Assess the condition of roads, bridges, airports,

¯researching water quality and biological re- marinas, and other parts of the transportation net-
sources; work.

¯walking along streams to visually assess exces- ¯ Note needed or ongoing repairs or new con-
sive erosion, lack of riparian cover, water qual- struction, and specify possible nonpoint source
ity conditions, and physical stream conditions; pollution hazards.

¯identifying point sources by obtaining copies of * Observe current road and ditch maintenance
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination Sys- practices and note opportunities for improve-
tern (NPDES) permits for discharge levels; ment.
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DETERMINING FINANCING STORMWATER UTILITY FINANCING
STRATEGIES

The stormwater utility is a creative approach to
Communities must answer several questions funding that also addresses pofitica! and institu.

before selecting the best financing option for the tional queshons One of the most important bene-
situation: fits of a stormwater utility is that it can provide a

steady stream of funds to develop, operate, and
* Are funds sustainable? Will they last maintain a. comprehensive stormwater manage.

over the long term or are they only a merit system, This, in turn, permits the develop-
short.term band-aid approach ? rnent of integrated, long-range planning from one

~ Are funds easy to obtain? Is the source.
application complicated? Does it require Establishing a stormwater utility can be corn-
multiple approvals? p/icated. /t requires collecting water and ana/yz-

ing its quali~, assembling land use and economic
= Are funds difficult to administer? Will you information, and establishing an equitable biffing

need additiona/ staff to track and system. Moreover, establishing the utility can
prepare reports or.assess and collect prove expensive because of costs for engineer-
fees? ing. legal, and financial studies; new staff, and in.

formahon management systems. Local offlcia/s¯ Does a correlation exist between the must educate citizens to overcome public resis.
funding and the problem? W~II those who tance to a new utihty charge.pay for the benefits receive them?

Mar, y cities have such programs, includi,~g
¯ Will the funding be useda#~ro#riate/~,,~ Bellevue, Washington, and Billings, Montana

Wit it tie a quick f~x or will it have (see A~pend~x C for contact information).
secondary benehts ~

¯ Have legal restrictions bee’, p:aced cn
the use of the funds ? Federal sources

¯Federal Cons~uctJon Grant~, Progra.m --
States provide seed money loans to local

Step 2: Evaluate existing progran’ls governments for water quaiJ5" projects to
and resources, be rep~Jd ~rom loc£ fees or ~xes.’This

pro~’a.rn, however, is beb~g gradually
¯ Idenfi.fy existing ordinances and enforcement rep’,aced by the State Revolving Loan Fand.
authorities. Identif)’ state and local laws tha~ author-
ize government to proceed with control methods. For ¯ State Revolvhag Loan Fund ~

example, zoning ordinances might authorize setbacks Administered by a state agency, loans can

or buffer strips, limit development on impervious be used to fund projects to con~’ol

areas, or establish erosion and sediment controls. Ex- nonpoint pollution and be repaid ~om
isting programs and authorities should be used ~ and local revenue.

s~’engthened -- to benefit water qualib’. * EPA Clean Lakes Program Grants --
Determine if your governmental unit has the legal .Publicly owned lakes may qualify’ for

authoriw to protect its floodplains and enforce ordi- federal grants available through state
nances using fines, permits, inspections, stop work environmental agencies.
orders, or other methods to make a nonpoint source
program work. Communities often set fines for septic * Section 319, Clean Water Act ~ EPA

violations, for example, provides grants to specific nonpoint
source projects that demonstrate

¯ Investigate funding options, Review funding of> progress in controlling and abating

tions and select those that best suit your community, nonpoint source pollution.

For an overview of traditional and innovative funding State and local sources
mechanisms, refer to EPA’s "A State and Local Gov-
ernment Guide to Environmental Program Funding ¯ Special use taxes ~ State or communib"

Alternatives" (Appendix B). levies, fees, or taxes on cigarettes, boat
licenses, hotel rooms, or permits.
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CALIFORNIA NONPOINT SOURCE TYPES OF NONPOINT SOURCE
STATE REVOLVING FUND LOANS PROGRAM FINANCING

California was one of the first states to use A number of creative strategies for financing
state revolving funds for nonpoint source proj. water quality programs have t~een implemented in
ects, Projects included demonstration projects, recent years. Examples of the most successful are
retention/cJetention basins, wetlands for storm-
water treatment, and a variety of best manage- ¯ Real estate transfer fee: Nantucket,
ment practices. Eligible programs also include Massachusetts, has funded a land
training, public education, technology transfer, purchase program through a 2 percent
and development of ordinance and management transfer fee on all property sold on the
practices, island. From the land bank’s beginning in

1984 until June 1993, the fee hasLoans can cover 100 percent of the project collected nearly $27 million.
cost. Repayment, which can take as.long as 20
years, begins one year after the program begins. ¯ License fees:/n iowa, the Groundwater
interest rates are determined by the state’s gem Protection Fund includes revenue from
era/obligation bond rate, increases in pesi~cide dealer license fees.

The loan request beg;ns with an eight-page Chemical manufacturers are also
application and background information. The assessed a 75 cent per ton tax on
local government passes a resolution establish, nttrogen-based fertilizers.
ing repayment arrangements. The State Water
Board places the project m the SRF Intended Use ¯ Impact fees: In Florida local governments
Plan approved through a public hearing process, can assess development impact fees

when ~ssu,’ng permits to cover
infrastructure costs associated with new
development.

¯B~IP tax credits -- Used for instating
best management practicesor .-]m;,ar-’ ", ¯ Sales tax: Washington increased state

con~’ols, sales tax on cigarettes by 8 cents a pack
to finance water pollution control

¯Drainage fees -- Used to compensate for programs. 50 percent for marine, 10
excessive runoff from a site. percent for nonpoint source, 10 percent

for freshwater, 10 percent for
¯Bonds-- Paid for b.v fees from groundwater, and 10 percent for

developers or users, discretionary programs.
¯Special assessments --Levied through ¯ Stormwater utility fees: Some

utilit3.’ disu-icLs estab, fished by governments have created a stormwater
communities, utility service to achieve multijurisdictional

solutions, Charges are based on the
Step 3: Build program infrastructure, amount of a property owners’impervious

surface and generally range from $1 to $4
J ]denti~ aL! participants and determine their a month.
objectives. Participants with a vested interest might
include state and local agencies, governing bodies ¯ Environmental trusts: Minnesota
such as legislatures and city/county councils, loca! or established a trust with proceeds from the
national public environmental groups, trade associa- state lottery; half of the net proceeds will

remain in the fund for five years.tions, citizens, and business leaders. Establishing a
worldng relationship with the lead state nonpoint * State revolving funds (SRF): These
source pollution agency is particularly important for funds were authorized by the Water
information, resources, and support. Quality Act of 1987 specifically to improve

water quality. The SRF money is loaned to
J .~Iatch the resources with the prob|eras, Deter- local governments, who repay it with
mine what governmental units fit into .’,’our proposed revenue raised from local fees or ta~,es.
plan .and which methods of funding ~iI1 work best. SRFfunds recycle a set amount of mo.ney
You mat" not n.eed a staff as much as you need the ab~1- to finance numerous projects over an
i~" to coordinate the available resources, extended period.
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Controlling Urban Runoff

Local goternmer.ts, lden:i~" t~.e units within your I
communi~" with the authon~, knowledge, and re- VIRGINIA STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
sources to coordinate a nonpotnt source control
program n for example, departments of public Virginia’s stormwater management ordinance
works, punic heaJth, or the environment. In sma~ is an example of state.enabling legislation (Code
communities, the conservation commission, plan- of the Commonwealth of Virginia; Title 10 1,
ning board, or code enforcement office might Chapter 6, Article 1.1). Municipal ordinances can
have the authorib’. Other relevant government.a] be established by reference to the state law or tai-
units might J.nc]ude regional planning commis- Iored to Iodal needs. Specifically, the components
sions or the departments of park maintenance, of Virginia’s legislation are
road maintenance, waste disposal, or health. ¯ statement of purpose,"

Existing municipal programs can be modLfied ¯ definition of terms;
to address urban runoff concerns. For example,
a pretreatment inspection program for a publlc].v ¯ authorization for local programs;
owned treatment works (POTW) can be ex- ¯ guidelines for developing technical
panded to look at runoff at each in,dustria] facili~’, criteria and administrative procecJures;
Similarly, fire and safer3.’ programs can be ex-
panded to inspect runoff collection points. This * statement on the status of state projects

and lands;coordination should be high prior~’ since it can
be much more cost effective to use exisdng pro- * specification of the state’s oversight
gram resources than to start a new program, responsib,iities;

Find out what acdons neighbori.ng cities and * authorization for estabhshing more
counties, particularly in your watershed, are ~k- stringent local requirements;
Jng to conLroI nonpoJnt source pollution. W~nj]e * procedures for submitting plans and
you cannot control other jurisdictions, even approving and exempting land uses;
though their actions might affect your water
qua]in’, .vou should be well informed of their ¯ authorization for collectingpefformance
problems and methods of contro]iing them. sureties, recovering administrative costs,

and assessing service charges,

State ~gtncies. Determine agencie.� responsible ¯ descriptio~ of the appeals process,
for nonpoint source management, groundwater. * specification of civil penalties and
~̄’ater qua]ib’ standards, ~oodp]ains, wetlands, enlorcementopt~ons;
coas~] zone management, land conservation,

¯ authorization for cooperation with federalland planning, endangered or threatened spe.
and state agencies; andcies: and scenic and wild river protection.

Find out what, help the lead nonpoint source ¯ statement exempting the legislation from
agency can offer and fit this resource into .your limiting the authority of other agencies.
control strate~..’. State nonpoint source coordina-
tors may not be able to help w~th all problems ~ The Virginia legislation includes all minimum
the.v have their own agendas, determined by critical elements and provides the legal authority

state and federa~ priorities, With the diversit3, of for local governments to adopt their own storm.
water management ordinances. The Virginia lawfunding sources for nonpoint source control, the places ~he primary burden on new development

communib" ma.v need to enlist the support of sev- by defining existing runoff levels and the corm.
eral different agencies, spending level of water quality effects, erosion,

and flooding as a point of reference. Local gov.
Federal r~ourc~. U.S. EPA and USDA can pro- ernments can require performance bonds or
vide technical advice and materials. In addition, escrow accounts for development. If proper
the Azmy Corps of Engineers can provide techni- stormwater controls are not installed, resources
cal guidance, information, and perm’;ts. The U.S. will be available to complete required activities
Fish and Wildlife Service is a source for biologi- without burdening taxpayers.
ca] information, and the National Park Service Cognizant of EPA’S municipa~ stormwater re-
and U.S. Geological Survey can provide water- quirements, the Virginia law also authorizes local
shed informatidn, governments to cooperate with federal agencies.
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Appendix C lists these and other irfformation icy decisions. Collecting in.formation, ~ring view-
sources, including some interstate programs or c~m-points in group discussions, and analyzing the prob-
pacts, such as the Chesapeake Bay Program, the Gul!lems and solutlons lead to acceptable compromises.
of Mexico Program, EPA’s National Estuary Pro- The consensus process fi’equently produces a more
gram, FEM.A’s National Flood Insurance Program, creative and binding outcome, important when a
and NOAA programs, community commits to a long-term project.

In exploring the merits of each option for control-
¯ Determlne .public attitudes and perceptions, ling nonpoint source pollution, carefully consider the
Alert citizens can be your best ailies and in.formants, follo~qng issues:
Use ciO.en complaints about water ~lUal~ty to spot cur-
rent problems. Citizens oRen express such complaints ¯ benefits and costs to the community.;

in phone calls or letters to council members or the * feasibility of implementation;
local newspaper editor. Look for newspaper articles
on local lake or river problems. * public support and/or opposition;

If necessary, use a survey to assess public atti-
tudes and perceptions regarding water quality issues ¯ funding sources;
and to determine the level of support and cooperation
the program might elicit. Formal ci~zen monitoring * sta!f to administer, enforce, and monitor;

projects are extremely successful components of ¯ potential for problems and adverse reactions;
many state and area water quality.’ programs.

¯technical support; and

Step 4: Identify potential options. * long-term maintenance abiliw.
The following chapters wiI.l help you think about your
options for controlling urban runoff. Add to them the ¯ Models. Computer models can be used as a design
information you have garnered through )’our explora-tool to project possib]e scenarios for pollution control
tion of the agencies and organizations already’ work.programs, but they’ should be used with care and ex-
ing in the nonpo~t source pollution arena. Your stateperfise. Modeling can be an expensive exercise that
nonpoint source coordinator can point to techniquesdoes not always relate to the real world. Models now
that will work in )’our area. in use include several versions of S~A.’MM, a Storm-

water .Management Model developed by EPA. and its
¯IAst each option to be considered for your p!an companion, RECEI~,: and AG.NPS, the .Agricultural

(and)’our specific problems). .X’onpoint Source Model. Many states and regional
governmental units are using GIS (Geographic Irkfor-

¯For each option, list reasons favoring its use marion System), another computerized tool, to predict
and those in opposition, erosion and other factors. Local governments can

¯Estimate the cost, including maintenance and adapt GIS to their own needs.

longevity, for each option.
Step 6: Set program goals.

Step 5: Evaluate options and After analyzing the information collected, determine
alternative strategies, the focus of your program. This step takes you back to

the original premise: Does your community have an
By now, you should have mechanisms in place toimmediate problem, or has it simply recognized the
share information and thoughts about the processwisdom of preventing future nonpoint source prob-
with many groups and indMduals -- both thoselems?
knowledgeable in the t]eld and interested citizens .~ Thus, your program goals will be driven either by
this point, you certainly need to know how your com- the need (1) to take immediate action, or (2) tomunity is thinking. In addition to local stakeholdem,achieve community support for a long-term preven-
make sure to include federal and state landownerstire program. Of course, you may have to balance
and other groups such as the Department of Defenseboth concerns.
and the Conservation District The basic steps in setting realistic goals, however,

Some jurisdictions use the consensus method, re-are based on setting priorities and matching them
quiring support from all members, to make water pol-with available resources:
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Controll~r~g Urban Runoff

¯Ident~.’ and lis~ your com.’,,,’..ff,~ ’s most ’
serious problems, I"ARGETING

¯List all other problems, both immediate and Implement a comprehensive management
potential program by stages based on water quality prob-

lems m particularly when resources are limited,
¯]~nk all problems for immediate, By ranking problems according to your specific

medium.range, and long-term action, area neec/s and targeting them for control, you
can realize the greatest water quality benefits

¯Establish a series of objectives and a timeline for resources expended. See Chapter 4 for dis-
for achieving each goal. cussion of best management control practices.

Visible progress is important to build communib,
support. As you set program goals, try to ident.i.fy at
least one objective that can be accomplished quickly
to assure }’our communi~’ that progress is being
made.

Step 7: Select a final strategy. P~ForcE
The strateg’:,.’ selected should meet several objectives.
At a minimum, it should

¯ Establish the legal, financial, and admirdsrra-
tire framework for the nonpoint source manage- ~J
ment program. ~o~tor

¯ Develop a comprehensive public educa.
don/participatlon program that ensures commu- p
ni~’ buy.in to the nonpoint source management

EDUCATE

process. Far from being an isolated element, public
education, understanding, invoh’ement, and support Figure 5.mComprehensive public educatlon~are ~ital elements in each stage of a project--from de- participation program. Source: Terrene Institute, Clean
fining a problem, to developing workable solutions, to Water In Your Watershed: .4 Citizens Guide to Watershed
adjusting and monitoring the progress (see Fig. 5). Protection, 1993.

¯ Restrict construction/development in highly"one method of achieving goals (see Chapter 4 forerodible areas -- steep slopes and erodible soils.cussion of BMPs). However, BMPs change with timeSome slopes are not amenable to runoff control and
and conditions and should be monitored and modifiedsome soils are impermeable -- unable to absorb run-as necessary. Retrofitting includes constructing newoff. These areas should be identified and convenl.ionalBMPs or modiiying existing practices in developedground-disturbing construction prohibited. areas. Control practice effectiveness should con-
stanfly be reevaluated considering new technolo~’,

¯ Reproduce predevelopment hydrological con.maintenance, repair, or upgrading needs.dirions. In addition to conl~’o].ling runoff, a nonpoint
source control program should, to the extent possible, ¯ Use s~rategles appropriate to the ~tershed
diminish the hydrological changes brought about by and the site. Many control methods do not work be-
development. Success~l planning requires recogniz- cause they are unsuited to the geographic area or site.
ing and addressing the serious implications of such Inappropriate methods can cause maintenance prob-
changes, terns or nuisance conditions; in some cases, inappro-

priately located methods may not function at all.
¯ Reduce or remove pollutants. Because control Decisionmakers need to understand a site’s special
methods differ markedly in removal mechanisms, characteristics. For example, plans may need to be
their performance in removing pollutants can vary modified after field reviews of the site’s physical condi-
significanfly. Applying best management practices is tion.
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CHAPTER 2

¯ Protect and preserve vegetative treatment sys-
¯ comprehensive land use plan

terns with nonpoint source benefits, Buffers and
natural systems filter out many pollutants in urban ¯ stormwater management plan
runoff before they become a problem. Communities
should identify and preserve these natural vegetative ¯ roadway/transportation plan

treatment systems, because once they are altered, * zoning map
they cannot be easily replaced.

* water and sewer network
¯ Protect critical aquatic habitats and natural * open space conservation plan
wetlands. Determine the aquatic species most threat-
ened by nonpoint source pollution in the watershed. * preservation of critical areas
What can be done to protect their habitats? Is the pre-
ferred technique compatible with other uses of the Also consider
water? Should more than one control method be used? * legal authorities

¯ Be responsible for maintenance of controls, * local/state agencies
Controls are effective only if regularly maintained, * existing land use patterns and zoning
and maintenance costs can be signhficant. Over 20
years, structural BMPs can exceed their initial con- The following is an outline for developing a non-
struction costs, passing on costs to future residentspoint source pollution control work plan:
or taxpayers. W’hile some effective B.",IPs require sig- I. Formulate goals, objectives, assumptions.nificant maintenance, others m particularly some
nonstructural BMPs m are not expensive to main- II. Describe the size and scope of plan.
rain. Anticipate future mainteiaance needs and con-
sider the cost factor compared to other needs and re- Ill. Identi~’ iegal authority.
sources. Iv’. List the responsible agency or agencies.

¯ Positiveb’ affect the envLronment. Control meth- V. Describe staff and training needs.
ods significantly affect the natural emhronment and
adjacent community., either positively or negatively. ~,’i. Describe existing conditions and resources,
Small investments in design, landscaping, and mainte- using data relating to the community, in-

nance can make a control method an attractive, or at ctuding water quality problems and oppor-
least an unob~’usive, feature in a community.. Without tunides for improvement.
such effort, consols can become unsightly nuisances. \’ii. Describe demand pattern for water..-Lnal.vze
If that occurs, public support for nonpoint source con- how water use patterns relate to demo-
trol is jeopardized, graphic and economic groups; measure im-

pact on residents, nonresidents, and tour-
Step 8: Develop a work plan. ists; assess impact of fees and other charges

on demand parterns; analyze why existing
After defining the goals and the strategy, develop a opportunities (i.e., recreation, fishing) are
specific work plan. The work plan should express the not being used.
community’s goals in definitive terms, yet be broad ¯"viii. Provide needs analysis. Analyze supply andand flexible in their execution. It should ultimately be

demand relationship; develop programa practical, easy-to-use guide to decisionmaking over
the long term. " standards; describe water quality needs,

state need for a plan/program, and local gov-
The work plan should also include specific meas- ernment’s ability to meet program needs.urable objectives to meet community goals (e.g., ni-

trogen concentration will drop 10 percent by 2000 IX. Analyze present policies and programs as
from 1990 levels) and fit into the existing irffrastruc- they relate to program goals and outcomes.
ture. The plan should complement existing plans, Recommend and justiJ’y the option selected.
translating local goals, priorities, and resources into X. Appendix. Include background studies
action.. (pertinent irdormation collected), data and

Consider other plans in developing a work plan for methods, bibliography (sources), and ac-
your community: knowledgments and credits.
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Step 9. Adopt and implement the ¯ idenLLfyLng pfforiB" sources (for examp’,e, gas
work plan. stations or malfunctioning sep~cs):

The work plan must be adopted by the communit3."s ¯ validating resuks against other studies or
governing bod): In.formation gained in developing the models; andwork plan should be used to further the eft’on to edu-
cate and involve the public and communir,.’ decision- * complying with applicable regulations,
makers, ~Vnether a public referendum is required to including local requirements.
pass the plan and financing mechanism or a commit-
tee or civ,." council will make the final decision, inevita-

ComplianCe may be a good area in which to in.

ble differences of opinion can be resoh, ed through avolve citizens. Citizens have made valuable contribu.

continued program of public information, education,tions to local monitoring programs. However, volun-
teer monitors must be well trained, supervised, andand political sav~3",
motivated to ensure that the data is accurate and use-
fvl. The local government should carefully supervise¯ Implementation. After local adoption, follow an program activities and conduct the analyses (seeimplementation plan that describes the necessary ac-

tions and who is responsible. Schedule actions by timeChapter 5).

.period, group, and responsible agency, Relate costs to A monitoring program should consider, at a mini.
the genera] budgeL Describe needs for training, legi~mum, the following parameters:

lation, public participation, and state approval process, ¯ beneficial uses that need protection;
if necessary.

¯expected impacts on water resources and
¯ Training. A successfu! water qua]i~’ program re- assorted habitat; and
quires a high degree of s~f involvemenl. A program
must have technical staff to develop specific con~’ols, ¯ an approach to measuring impacts.
administ-ative staff to oversee the project, c]erica: Prepare an annual report of your progress for the
staff to maintain records, and volunteers to carry out counD’ or ciD" council and other governing bodies.
citizen education and monitoring functions; Stuff and"Fr, is serves not only as a program evaluation too] but
volunteers should help develop the plan and beginalso keeps the communiv,." in.formed. In addition, the
training soon after its adoption, sta~e government may be able to include the report

Workshops sponsored b.v federal, state, regional,as part of its annual report required by the Clean
and counv,." agencies and by private environmentalWaterAct.
groups are good ways to gain expertise. In addition,
local universit3.’ extension curricula may offer
courses that relate to the program. On-the-job train.
ing can also be effective if super.vised by professional
water quaY, iv,.’ specialists (see Appendix C).

Step 10: Monitor, evaluate, and
revise the program.
Wkile some revisions ~ occur earl)’ in ~e planning
process, evaluation and mod~cation should continue
definitely. Incorporate a monitoring and evaluation plan
into the work plan and see that stuff or volunteer pro-
grams are in place to carry out this ongohng process.

To make sure the control method is worldng, de-
velop a monitoring program that relates results to ini-
tial goals set early in the planning process, The moni-
toring program must have clear goals, such as

¯evaluating BMP efflciency;

¯speci~’ing problems with receiving water
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Chapter 3

Planning to Prevent
Urban Runoff

A successful nonpoin’,sourcemanagement cording to communiD" needs. Local government
plan begins by identihiing general con. should provide the broad legal authori~’ to deve]op
cep~s and goals in the total communin.’ comprehensive plans and programs.

development or comprehensive plan. Specific con- Land use planning can prevent pollution problems
trols (see Chapter 4) to prevent pollution should beb.v protecting water qualiD’, open spaces, stream va!.
part of each site plan. le.vs, and floodplains. At the same time, planning

Damage that occurs as part of the development should support local economic needs. Through com.
process is, a~ worst, irreparable and. at best, costly toprehensive planning, communities can address water
clean up. Therefore, urban runoff pollution preven- qualiS" issues by setting development goals-- for en-
tion should be part of the overall plans for roads,vironmental quali~’, a sustainable economy, viable
parks, utilities, and other public facilities as well ascommercial areas, population density, housing pat-
for each site. terns, recreational facilities, tourism, and property

Such plans should consider the larger drainagevalues -- that work together to ensure the overall
basin, the immediate watershed, the municipality,"quality of life."
and, finally, the specific site. Water qualit?,., plans must Land use planning reduces pollutant loads in two
work in harmony with local legislation and programs
of other political jurisdictions. * by controlling the type, size, and location of

development in a given area, and
Developing a Land Use Plan ¯ by reducing pollution generated at specific
Land use planning begins with the local government, levels of development.

but it must also adhere to slate mandates and compre- W’nile comprehensive planning provides general
hensive planning. A good nonpoint source programguidance in managing nonpoint source pollution, spe-
coordinates federal and state laws with local programsci.fic practices are put in place through zoning laws
in a plan that improves and protects water qualir~’ ac- that regulate development.
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GH,~PT£H 3

Figure 6..--Cluster versus traditional development preserves open space and reduces land �~isturbances.
Source: Metropol/ten Washington Counci/ of Governments, 1993.

¯ Zonin~ proce~. Zoning specifies ’,he densiB’ and the site. This leaves substantial area for ameni-
~’pe of land use that can occur in a given area. I~ is the ties such as p!aygrounds, parks, and woods (see
working arm of a comprehensive plan that controls Fig. 6).
overall local development and considers water quality Preserving open space and the e.~isting tree
and other environmental goals along with a m.vriad of canopy reduces impervious surfaces and the
community, concerns. Zoning ordinances apply only resulting runoff. Further, following the land’s
to uses that begin after the ordinance is enacted, and natura! contours reduces disturbances that cause
therefore affect only future practices, erosion, improves aesthetics, and preserves sen-

Because zoning ordinances also regulate author- sit!re habitats.
ized uses (e.g., building, lot sizes, designs), they can Keeping the same population densiB’, deve]oI>
be structured to control nonpoint source pollution, ers can save on necessary facilities such as roads
This control is particularly relevant on highly erod- and utility lines, since cluster development re.
ible steep slopes and shores or in high-density areas duces the lengths of paved roadways and utilities
where developers must provide adequate drainage needed.
systems for their projects. Cluster development minimizes the need to

Several types of zoning apply to water quality is- convert agricultural land to residential use. It
sues: also allows development to match actual site ca-

pacity. Homeowners and the public can enjoy
Cluster development. Clustering preserves the ex- many of the amenities of rural living within an
!sting topography and provides the community urban environment. Cluster development also
with more open ~een space by concenu’ating helps maintain proper .ty values, one of zoning’s
residential development on a limited portion of bas{c goals.
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Planning to Prevent Urban Runoff

P;ar,:,~’~ ~’t desc.,,.,~,~’~.,; .... :,~L~s, ~rou6h com. of common managemem :o achieve water qua~7i
prehensive development p;a~. Pt’Ds provife ~oa~s ~ese may include reducin~ the quan~U
a m~ ofzonin~ class~cat’,ons i~cludin~ compati- and impact of septic system ]eachate to a wa:er
ble co~ercia], residen~aL ~nd even light ind~ supply, buildin~ stormwater desertion basins, or
~ia] development. PL’Ds. which some~mes in- preservin~ open ]and to facili~te aquifer
dude clustered development, r~ge in s~ze ~om recharge.
a few acres to over 1,000.

PL’Ds harmoniously blend varyin~ uses to Co~d:’hon~l zo~i~. ~ondidona] zonin~ ¢~ be
create an a~¢tive, interrelate~ unit that pre- used in ~ s~n8ard zone or w~ere zones ~e
serves both proper~" values and aes~he~cs. As clearly delineated. It ¢are~lly monitors and lim-
~th cluster development, a PL’D’s ~oa’, is to its potentially harm~] activities by permi~ng
m~n~in ~ensi~’ w~ile m~mizin¢ open space, cer~n ac~vities only under special
~e ideal PL’D locates residences and offices For example, a conditional zonin¢ micht allow

within walkin¢ dis~nce of each other, drama~i, mu’,tiunh apartments in a sin~le-f~ily housing
�ally re~u¢in¢ ~fic. zone only if no septic ~nks were used.

A PL’D’s main water qu~,~ bene~ is lar~e-
scale urban runoff management planning ~(~,: F,~c..~.~ z. ~,~ A flo~t~n~ zone is defined by char-

a~er~sti¢~ ra;~:er than ~eo~aphica] location.~o~’ernments contro: Pt’Ds through
be~een the developer, the pu~:ic, and ~:ne ~u~:~ ~r~ ~.:,~d use mu~: be compatible whh uhe sur-

review autho~D’, PL’Ds must ma~ntaln op~.;: r,,~ndinf uses and conform to the zone’s ex-

space to fac~’,i~te stormwater drainage and son~- pressed pu~oses.
,    �. Under a roaring zone. for example, mult~am-5rues require deve,oper. ~o prov~d~ -

turestohand~eruno~f ~::, d~:in~s that conform to spec~c code
qu’.ren:en~s re~ardin~ septic ~nks, fradinf, and

]nccn:h ¢ or bon~ zo~:h:~, ~n~ me:ho~ i~ u~-~ :~, ¢;~-r. s~:e ~reservagon could be accep~b~e
promo:e ciu~ler development h pe.rm:.:s i:n~- d~-. ~r~-a zoned for �’~ ’

-~�; ¯ ,.,a,, n~ma. ~n r~;~rn " r ~" -" £,:,a:~n~ zone might restrict cer~n ~e-ve]oper hi~her d~ ....~ ,~ - "
m~mizin~ open and ’or pub’.~c use s~.’~ ~r x~-.,.;~::~r,, m a ~’c.t:and or around awe’,] or aqz~-
other amenhies~ fr~ rcc~:z,~e zone A deve]oper would need

D~u,:z:,~:,:~ Do~zor,~g cha~g~-~ at. e~::,~:- ~’:’ ’~ ::~: :~e ~-’, "’ does not fa]] within the area. , ~s~’:~: :~. ,,~,~....~ zozes or rake adequate steps
fished zone to a lower den~:v ;e’,’~: or ,t-~ M.

~,..,~.. the zone.lense use. Typica~.~y. md,~m~, zoning
the most intense ]and use. go:towed by };,~h: ~r,-

O: ,’,:c: z,.:,:i,:; .~ overlay zone is a mapped
dus:ria:, commercial and residem~a: ~rJc: tha: prates resIfctJons or requirements

Downzonlng is used on st~ps of’ -~,a,,~ a£[acem       add~:~cn to those of the underlying zone. Ove£ay
to waterways to provide a buffer b~een zur, e~ a~e ust-d ~o meet a spec~a~ public
wia] sites and the streambank or on a ~ho:e ar~:, tha: is no~ reel b~" the e~sdng zone or by rezon-
surrounding a waterbod) to reverse or pr~-vem ins For example, these zones can protect spe-
pollution, cl:~c wa:~.r s~urces such as ponds, wells, or wet-

Ph~e.in zo~:i~:g, Phase-in zoning is used when lanhs l~ing within residential, commercial, or
ind::s:~a: zones. In Figure 7, the stream va::eypresent development is incompagb:e with wa~er

quali~’ goals but abrupt change would be too dls- corridor buffer overlay zones provide special pro-

ruptive to the economy ~nd the commuMb’. For section for water resources located within the ex-

example, to protect a lake surrounded b~’ hoax5’
isting zones, reducing the impact of uses on

industrial development, the communi~" m~ght water and naturalhabimt,

close ~d decontaminate plants when their useful In another example, Maryland coundes use
I~e is finished, rather than allowing them to be overlay zoning ~thin the Chesapeake Bay
sold or leased to another industry, and prohibit ca] .~-ea -- a 1,00@foot land buffer surrounding
new pl~ts ~om opening, the tidal portion of Mar}’land’s ba~’ ffibu~-ies

to prole~’l land and water resources, ~e
~rg~.lot zoning. ~rge.lol zoning applies to large area overlay zone is designed to foster more sen-
residential developments, generally 5 to 20 acres, shire developmem acdvi~’ for shoreline areas
Re.Barons call for designs that rake advantage wh~ie m}nim~zing the adverse impacts of deve]o~
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Figure 7.~ Overlay zoning Idd$ snother maasure of protection to critical resources. Source: Mefropolltan
Washington Council of Governments, 1993.

merit on water quality and natural habitats. Zones Open space preservation, q2ais zoning protects
are known as intensely developed areas (’IDAs), community open spaces by creating public parks
limited development areas (LDAs),and resource or undeveloped strips of land adjacent to
conservation areas (RCAs). waterbodies. This important zoning provides

open space to allow urban runoff to seep into the
Floodplain zoning. Building in floodplains -- ground and recharge the water table. Open spaceareas subject to periodic inundation by runoff-- preservation also protects critical aquatic habi-
is considered unsafe. Except for roads or other tats such as wetlands, reduces flooding, and en-
transportation facilities, development is gener- hances aesthetics.ally restricted. Local governments or FE3IA can

Not all open space uses benefit water quality.provide floodplain maps. A zoo, for example, requires high maintenance to
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Planning to Prevent Urban ~iunor;

dispose of maJ~ure, care for par~r.g
clean up l~r~er. In add;uo~, o~ space should be ZONING + SITE PLAN REVIEW
used differently depending o~ hs ~o¢~Uon within
¯ e watershed. A small, ~rimarily rural Ma~lanff communi~

is devising a plan to prote~ the water supply of
Aesthetic zoning. Aes~e~c ~ning places design its rapidly growing town.
res~ctons on new or historic bui]dinss, prevent. Subdivision regulations have ~en
~8 development or renova~on ~om blighfin~ amen~e# to give the town council authori~ to
~e ¢ommun~B’ or des~oy~ng i~ sWle or sca]e regulate the densi~ of development based on
confinuiW. Aes~etic zonin~ ¢~ also protect anticipated demands and effects on the water
water qualib’ by requiHn8 open space or 5miring supply and quali~ Aquifer recharge areas
development size and ~e pressure it places on have been identified and an overlay zoning
¯ e watershed. For ex~ple, resections can pr~ district established.
tect a~acfive shores and swimmins, boafin¢, A site plan for a development must be pre.
~shins, ~d other recreational uses. pared by a professional hydrogeologist for re.

view and approval by the town council and the
Per[o~a~¢e zo~i~, Perform~ce ~nin8 ~mits planning commission. The planmust #efineate
development to the resources of the spec~c the ~evelopment within the recharge area and
properB’. ~le the overall intens~" of ~se meets project water ~emand and its effecton a~uifer
zoning requirements, th# gross densiD" can vary, recharge If the council determines that the de-
depending on ~e properb"s characteristics. Per- velopment does not lie within any recharge
form~nce zoning can set a m~mum use ~nten- area, the development plan may proceed
sib’ (densib’ factor) on the bu~ldable portion of through normalprocessing,
~e site, ~is avoids many small zoning d~stficts The council or planning commission may
providing different levels of protection. ~e envi- reject any plans that
ronment is protected ~om d~sturbance of uns~- = impose adverse effects upon the
ble or rare resources, but fle~biIib’ is allowed in aquifer recharge rate or water quality
less sen~hJve areas, (the developer ma~ resubmit modified

plans),
In using zoning as part of an envlronmen~] pro-

¯ wo~Id create a water demand on the~am, planners should consider all options to ensure
¯ at the zoning so]udon is appropriate and feasible, site greater than the groundwater

recharge rate, or
For example, downzonin£ a he~v~b’ developed area
protect a waterbody m~;ht not be economical])" feast- ¯ cause more than a 10 percent
b]e, but incentive zoning could be applied to future decrease in a site’s recharge rate
development or ~ overlay zone used to augment ex- (immediate rejection),
isfin£ zonins.

Other economic and water quali~ con~ider-
Zoning re.Jargons promote ]eCa] issues and cha]- ations may also be grounds for rejechon,

]enCes, Courts often s~ke down unnecessarily re-
s~ctive or discriminatory ordinances. In addition,
zoning is a political issue, often requiring a referen-
dum or other formal adoption mechanism. ~ere- ~ese requirements include building lots, s~eets,
fore, ~nlng plans must be care~lly structured to ad-sewers, ~ading, and relationships to other proper-
dress ~ v~e~’ of needs ~nd consfituencles, ties md the comprehensive plm. ~e renew can also

= SubdNtsion r~tew. ~nd use is re.fated by include runoff con~ol, drainage, md erosion con~ol

many zoning categories. However, before separatelyrequirements, and provisions for parks, buffer ~eas,

o~ed ~rcels of land can ac~ally be developed, ~eyopen spaces, and maintenance responsibill~. ~ese

~e subjea to subdivision renew, features are often phased in as ~e project pr~

~e su~dMsion review process includes several ~esses, ~5th completion required by ~e time ~e

s=ges in which vwious government entities md lots aresold.
Before subdMslon review was p~t of the norm~agencies review developmefll plans to ensure that the

~]~g pr~ess, develo~ offea ~]d lots ~thoutdeveloper has met all the standards and require.
ments placed on the land and has obtained all nece~such baslc des~ fea~res as roads, parks, md o~n

~ry permits ~n~ approvals, spaces. ~e commu~b’ had ~ pay for ~r~er ~prov~
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ments, Reviews g’.’a=a~",:ee ’~,at develope~ meet
qu~rement~ before cons~ucfion c~ ~ or pr~ WISCONSIN STEWARDSHIP
ceed. PROGRAM

SubdMsion review is a ~ood ~me to renew the de-
si~ of perm~ent urban runoff m~agement struc- The Stewardship ~rogram, create~in 1989,
tures. ~is allows ~e entre parcel to be reviewed as i~ #aft of Wisconsin’s centu~-old histo~ ofac-
a whole rather than in small separate parcels that quifing and protecting environmentally sensi.
may not individually require comprehensive ~eat- rive land~.
mont. ~rough t~e program ~ ~treambank protec.

Site pl~ review is a s~ge in the subdivision proc- ~n catego~, the Wisconsin Bepa~ment of
Natural Resources (~NR) or nonprofit con~er-ess. It enables government to revie~ ~e technical a~
vation organizations protect water quali~ and~cts of a proposed development. ~ile not always fisheries from urban and rural runoff through

required, site pl~ review ensures that new deve]o~ land purchases and easement~ along
merit or expiring current uses comply ~ zoning, ~treams.
environmen~], health, and s~e~ requirements. A In 1992, for example, the repayment put.
site p]~ shows ~e proposed development in context chased a 43-acre corridor easement for
~d provides a good picture of how it will fit in with $39,500. The corridor included a 7,O00-foot
the surrounding areas. It shows existing topography, frontage along the Milwaukee River and 27
natural features, wetlands, an~ runoff faci]ities. The acres of wetland and lowland woods. The
detailed project site includes internal roads and park- easement prctects water quah~ and fish habi-
ing areas, building placement, recreational areas, and tat and assures public access to the shorefine.
]anti,aping. While lan#¢wner resistance has resulted

only a modest number of easements, DNR
~ ~d acq~sidon. To protect water qu~ib" and has repo~ed a renewed interest in the pro.
the environment, jufisdlcfions can purchase proper~ gram, with some 40 landownet~ giving permis.

uniquely valuable to the communib’. ~nd purchases ~ion for easement appraisals. The addition of
a fee acquis.~ti~n authority by the legislatureprotect we~ls, wetlands, and strips border~g water- sho~,l~ a[so enhance lanoowner acceptance.

ways. ~blic]y owned land is used for parks and recre
ation &qd preserved as o~n space to recharge

XX~ile acquiring land to gain contro] of c~ical
areas can be an effective technique, it is costly, Ac-
qui~ng conti~ous pieces of properW often takes
m~y yem-s. Converting private ’,ands to public own-
ership also removes them from the ~ roils-- and re- m~imum measure of con~ol over land uses.

~e communiD" can benefit b)’ establishingquires ongoing management and maintenance ex-
parks, recreaton facilities, or a conservation di~pense,
trict.In addition, land purchase is a divisive issue be-

cause of the cost and the frequent resistance to ink-
Partial i~zterests. More limited interests can be

ing ]and out of development. Communities should tailored to specific public objectives, including
priofidze ~tenfial land purchases and care~lly oval- environmental protection. Partial interests gen-
uate each parcel’s importance, such as abilib’ to era]ly~ke several forms:
recharge groundwater, exisdng land uses, and de,el-
opment ~ends. Communities can then plan to fully ~ Consert’ation e~emen~ and restrictions. ~e
purchase lands most critical to preserving water qual- easement holder can prohibit actions on the
i~, and u~ partial purchase arrangements for less properb’, such as res~icting certain high-
cridcal l~d, densi~ development or prohibiting h~ard-

~ver~ D~es of purchase arrangements and
hunting mechanisms are possible, merits apply to all subsequent lando~e~

for the ~1] term, which might be specked,
F~t simple interest. ~e most expensive b’~ of or in perpetui~. Proper~ owners gain ben~
acquisition is outright purchase, where the juri~ fits because easements rake land off the
dicdon gains full or "’fee simple" fide and the roles or assess it at sharply reduced levels.
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Planning to Prevent Urban Runoff

Conservation easements -- such as the
Mar.viand Environmenta! Trust, Eastern FINANCING LAND ACQUISITION
Shore Conservan~’, Western Maryland
Conserv~cT, and Wj~onsin’s Stew~dshJp Through a land bank program, Nantucket
~o~am-- ~e becomin~ more prevalent. Islan~ ~ off the coast of Massach~se~s ~

has acquired 1,105 acres from purchase or
~ Purchase ofder,~lopment Hght$. In this case, as of June 1993. This represents 3.5 percent

~e right to develop ~e properb’ is put- of the is/and~ total acreage (see page 17,
chased, while o~ership remains wi~ the Nonpoint Source Program Financing). The
l~downer. ~e l~downer c~not develop lang bank has targeted ~o coastal prese~es
~e proper~’, based on ~e res~c~ons in wffh a large amount of shore frontage for ac-
¯ e deed. ~uisition as open space public lan~s. The Orb-

gra~, funded by a 2 percent real estate trans-
~ RestHcti~’ecovenan~. ,~res~c~ve covenant fer fee, receives favorable su¢po~

a~ches to the proper~" ~d applies to ~- residents.
ture landowner. However, unlike ~ ease-

force res~ictions, a res~cfive covenant can ~ Purc/~asc ~" conservation: £rou~s. Encourage
be enforced on]b’ b~" other properb’ o~=ers private conservation ~oups to purchase the
similar]~" res=ficted. ]and.

To protect water qualib’, a loca’,
~ h~crcascd u’at¢r a~d seu’cr .~em. Dedicateboard m~ght require a res~cdve covenant

limiting paved surfaces as a condition to "user fees" added to utilib" b;l!s to land pur-
posing site plan approval for a proposed chase.
subdivision. Or, a governmezat m~g’,’~t pur- ~ b~creased local Fopert)" or propert)" trgv~ferchase a parcel oun~gh~, place rest~cth’e

taxes. ~" fees on real estate ~ansfers andcoven~ts on the tit]e lim~n~ future devel- trust ~nds set up to acquire l~d with theopment rights, and sell the deed.restricted proceeds, plating the burden on develo~properb’ back t~ a private parD’, Such re-
sections can be used to prohibit
land uses, densities, or acth’ities that pose a ~ Mu~:ici~a! bo~:ds. Issue bonds to raise

. threat to wa~er qua]ih’, mone3" for land acquishion, depending
state ]a~’ and federal limitations

~}e partial interests do not provide govern-
ments ~th to~] control the~" have cer~in advan-
~ges:  rot ¢tin  critical

m ~e commun~" is not burdened ~th main-
~ining the proper~’;

~ ~oodpI~ns. ~oodplains provide flood storage,
~ ~e pro~rb’ remains on the ~ rolls; and runoff ~Itra~on, vege~tive flitch, and protection for

wildlife ~d s~eambanks. Naturally vege~ted flood.
~ lower costs allow ~e commun~b’ to ob~in plans are a valuable habitat for plan~ and ~51d~e and

interests in more parcels, allow stre~s to find their natural coupes.
Generally’, state and local governments work

Fi.a.ci~, Since ~ull or partial purchase of land is through FEMA’s National Flood Insurance ~o~am
cost!y’, ~e communib" should c~efully consider to preserve national floodpl~ns. States have passed
¯ e ahernadves. A number of s~ategies c~ be enabling legislation providing v~ious levels of assi~
used to finance purchases, including tho~ listed~nce and coordination to local governments, which
in Chapter 2. adopt measures to reduce or eliminate flood d~age

~ ~o~atio~ or ~ar~ai. sales." Motivate indi- in return for flood insurance. ~en enforced, these

viduals by allowing a chafib’ or ~ deduc- measures prevent and/or limit development in flood.

fion to donate or rake a loss on properb" sold plains, a]lo~ng them to continue Io provide Bood

to the local government, storage, runoff infil~ation, and erosion protec~on.
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CHAPTER 3

Section 404 of the Clean Water Act protects
NATIONAL FLOOD IHSURAHCE nation’s wet.lands by requiring permits to fi’,l and

PROGRAM dredge them.

Although wetland protection and use are critical to
NFIP was created by Congress in 1968 to any comprehensive plan to reduce nonpoint source

reduce the Io~ of life and property and the pollution, using wet.lands to filter pollutants has draw-
cost of rising disaster relief from flooding, backs. Wetlands can easily become sinks, allowing
These goals are achieved by trapped toxic pollutants to seep into groundwater. A

* requiring that new and sut~stantially
nonpoint source management plan should, therefore,

improved buildings be constructed to consider wetlands in the ~ontext of the entire drain-

resist flood damages; age system.

¯ guiding future deve/opment away
from flood hazard areas; and ¯ Stream buffers, These undeveloped zones at the

edge of waterbodies preserve vegetation to reduce
¯ transferring the costs of flood losses erosion and trap sediment, nutrients, and other poilu-

from the taxpayer to floodplain tants before they reach the water. Buffers can also
property owners through flood shade streams to reduce temperature, improving fish
insurance premiums, and ~i!dlh’e habitat. LocaJ jurisdictions usua’Jy pass

The courts have consistently upheld the laws to establish these buffers.
land use management cr, teria of the NFIP and
over 18,000 communities partic;pate m the
program. ¯ StabLH~d hillsides a~d steep slopes. Vegetative

The floodway, w,hich maintains the flood, or structural con~’ols secure banks by retaining soil,
carrying capacity of rivers and streams, is the hold~g back runoff, and maximizing infiltration. To
most important provision of the NFIP. The protect slopes, local governments have purchased the
floodway is the area of the watercourse plus land, used a site plap review process, or passed special
adjacent floodplain land that must be pre. ord;,nances.
served to allow the base flooO (lO0.year flood)
discharge without increasing flood heights
more thanades~gnatedamount. Commc, nit~es ¯ .-tquU’ers or wellheads, A valuable water re-

must prohib~t any development w~thin a flood- source, these structures require protection to pro-

way that wo~ldincrease f/ood helghts, serve water qu.~iib’. Sources as diverse as toxic

A floodway ~ a de facto preservat;on tool wastes, manure, pesticides, road salt, and oil can

~ also protects cr;ticat riparian hab, ta;s, min~. cause contamination.
mizes degradation of surface water quahty, EPA has estimated, for example, that 20 percent of
and providesforgrcun~waterrecharge, the one million underground petroleum storage

tanks may be leaking and could contaminate water
supplies. Since municipal pumping systems draw
substances discharged toward the well, areas sur-

A community that preserves and manages itsrounding wells are particularly vulnerable. Toxins

floodplains also preserves a natural control for non-can easily enter an aquU’er through an open, unsealed

point source pollution and a no-cost alternative to de-
wellhead, malting wellheads a chief source of ground-

tention basins and other structural controls (see
water contamination. Therefore, many counD’ health
departments are identifying abandoned wellheadsChapter 4). As an added benefit, homeowners may

also enjoy lower flood insurance rates, without adequate caps or seals.
,Many jurisdictions protect areas around wells,

ranging from a few hundred feet to several miles,
¯ Wet.land~. Once considered wastelands, wetlandswith special ordinances, permits, and prohibitions
are now highly valued for a multitude of benefits. In against specific types of development and activities.
some cases, wetlands are even being constructed toIn some cases, communities have purchased the land
control nonpoint source runoff. Wetlands support surrounding a well to assure protection. The Well-
plants that remove suspended sediment and dis-head Protection Program, part of the 1986 Sate
solved nuLdents ~’om runoff and provide a habitat for Drinking Water Act .~.mendments, provides technical
a variety of wildlife. They also store excess runoff andassistance to communities to protect wellheads.
absorb destructive waves that can erode shorelines.
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Planning to Prevent Urben Runoff

Intensely Developed Area Limited Development Area Resource Conservation Area

Characteristics Characteristics Characteristics
I DenSe res~clenha~ mshluhonal. ¯ 1 clwelhng un~! Der .5 acres up to ¯ Housing clensfly of less than 1

commerc=al o~ mdus~r=al uses & ~ acre Owelhng unit ~r bye acres
I 4 o~ mole ~welhn~ un~fs De, acre = &teas wah public sewer or wa,er or ~th I Nc pubhc sewe~ or water
B Publ=c se~e~ an~ wa~e, sewm~ 3 or I M=xture of lane usage--not dominate0 ¯ Primarily ope~’hel0s wetlands forest.

more housing u~=lS ~, acre by ag,,cullure wetlanOs forest, or and

~licable Cfileria o~e~ space A~licable Cdteria
I R~uce ~lu~anl Ioa~n;s ~ a~ ~east ~plicable C~teria = L~t res~0ent~a~ 0eve’o~me~t to an

I Re0uce nO~Demt ~Dacls to st,ea~s ac,e for ac,e bas’s 0wel~,~ un,’ De’ 20 acres

Io co~se%e na~u,a~

Figure 8.--Characteristics of land classifications in Maryland’s critical areas, and criteria for management.
Sourer: U,S. Envlronrnenta/ Protection ,dgency, M=ryland’$ Crltica/ Area Program.

Successful Land Use ¯ intensely developed -- four or more dwelling
Programs units per acre;

While land use controls vary according to location, a ¯ limited development -- one to four
number of communities have successfully used these dwelling units per 5 acres; or
stratel~es to curtail nonpoint source pollution.

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, Maryland’s ¯ resource conservation -- less than one
Chesapeake Bay Critical Areas Program is one way dwelling unit per 5 acres.
local communities can implement state programs de-
si~ned to protect water qualit}: The Critical Areas These definitions also include other characteris-
Commission, which established criteria to classifytics, such as land usage and sewerage. Development
and protect lands in a 1,000-foot strip surrounding therequirements have been specified for all three care.
tidal portions of the bay’s tributaries, requires juris-gories. For example, only 5 percent of the land in a
dictions to write and adopt local programs. Theylimited development or resource conservation area
must include both state and local comprehensivemay be reclassified to more intense use.
plan requirements for zonin=, site planning, subdivi- Dade Count},, Florida, has developed a Wellgeld
sion review, and other activities. The Critical Areas Protection Ordinance that prohibits underground
program addresses development, resource use, andstorage tanks and other potentially polluting activities
resource protection, in the recharge zone of public wells. The ordinance is

. Local jurisdictions must assign their lands in thebased on a mathematical groundwater flow model
critical area to one of the following development care- that predicts the speed that groundwater travels in
=oNes (see Fig. 8):" recharge areas. In Massachusetts, the Cape Cod
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Planning and Economic De~e’,oprr,,ent Commisslon isthrough grants from the state Deparu’nent of Ecol-
using a similar principle to protect its well fields, ogy. Under the regulation, a watershed management

Ir~ 1988, Washington state de,~eloped a Local Plan-committee prepares plans and addresses all major
ning and Management of Nonpoint Source Pollutionwatershed nonpoint sources. Unlike traditional citJ-
administrative code (chapter 400-12) that outlineszen advisory committees, these local bodies have sig-
procedures for state watershed management. TheniJ’icant decisionmaking responsibility. They operate
state code was originally developed by the Pugetunder the general aegis of a lead agency D usually a
Sound Water Quality Authority. that monitors an envi- county -- responsible for convening the committee
ronmentally sensitive area encompassing 12 water-and oversee~.ng plan development. The planning corn-
sheds, mittee, government emities affected by the plan, and

The Washington program stipulates local wa:er,the Department of Ecology must approve each plan.
shed plan development, to be funded primarily
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Chapter 4
[I

Urban Nonpoint Source
Control Methods

C onstruction and development activkies A number of conh"o! practices can be used to re-
cm,~ be one of the worst sources of urban duce the impact of development or redevelopment.
nonpoint source pollution, Improper con- Local conditions will determine what practices are ap-

sl.ruc’don erosion and sediment control can causepropriate for a given situation. In most cases, stan-
large volumes of sediment to impair sewers, streams,dard erosion and sediment control practices can be
lakes, and stormwater control devices. When this ex-used, although they may need to be adiusted for
cessive sediment enters small streams, wetlands, andareas ~th steep slopes, intense rain.fall, or highly ero-
lakes, it can damage or destroy wildlife habitat bysire soils. Management strategies for postconstruc-
smothering stream and lake bottoms, filling ira.tion runoff controls are generally site specific-- they
poundments with sediment, increasing dredgingmust be specifically designed to fit the individual de-
costs, and impeding navigation, velopment site and local conditions. Often a combina-

After construction is complete, many changes in tion of techniques offers the most protection.
land use and site drainage characteristics can cause a Practices used to control sediment and erosion
host of additional problems. Changes include in-during construction, when the soil is not stabilized,
creased impervious surfaces and pollutant loadings,are different from practices used for long-term runoff
as well as different runoff patterns and increased vo]- control gter construction. During the site develop
umes and temperature. Cold water fisheries may bement process -- before construction begins -- an
desu’oyed, streambank erosion and fiooding may beerosion and sediment control plan should be devel-
increased, and beneficial uses ofwaterbodies -- suchoped for each activity during construction. This plan
as swimming, fishing, and boating- may be ira-should be developed in conjunction with a storm-
paired. To avoid or reduce these problems, a dual~ater management plan to address the runoff from
focus on proper construction site erosion and sedi-the newly completed project or development.
ment control and postdevelopment runoff control is Tools of the wade are usually referred to as best
necessary, management practices (BMPs). The term BMP is

used to describe the most effective practice or combi-
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nation of prac~Jces to ¢ontro! runoff ~,nd nonpoint ¯ Restrict or prohibit development in sensitive
source pollution. A BMP may be a system that re- areas identified in the comprehensive plan.
duces the pollut~ants that enter urban runoff or a
method that reduces the amount of pollutants in the ¯ Limit density of development.
runoff before it enters a waterbody. BMPs are gener- ¯ Limit percentage of lot that can be disturbed.ally grouped into categories ~ structural or non-
structural m depending on bhe operating principle or ¯ Limit percent of impervious cover.
physical mechanism used to reduce nonpoint source
pollution. Nonstructural controls decrease erosion ¯ Preserve natural ~.00-yeaz floodplain (area that

potential, while structural controls prevent and mid- -.will receive a flood at least once within 100
years); allow no modification o~" the naturalgate erosion and sediment movement, floodplain; and ensure that development is

Nonstructural BMPs are a cost-effective way to consistent with the comprehensive plan.manage stormwater runoff and prevent nonpoint
source pollution. These controls take advantage of ¯ Prohibit clearing or grading on steep slopes
the land’s natural features and use, relying on plan- (more than .25 percent recommended) and
ning, design, maintenance, education, economic in- limit road grades (equal to or less than 7
centives, and even regulation to prevent runoff con- percent recommended).
tamination (see Chapter 3). ¯ Prohibit development in nontidal wetlands

A variety of urban BMPs can be used to mitigate and require a buffer zone for these areas.
some of the adverse impacts caused by development.
More detailed information on selecting and using ¯ Retain upland and riparian trees as a certain
BMPs can be found in the resources listed in Appen- percentage of predevelopment tree cover.
dix B. ¯ Require waterway disturbance permits for

structures such as roads and utilities so they
Preconstruction Planning do not restrict fish migration or riparian areas.

¯ Basic development practices. Land use strate- ¯ Reserve a minimum percent of open space on
gies for local government to plm’~ an overall nonpoi~,t each new development site.
source control program were discussed i~ Chapter 3. ¯ Designate the percent of the !and that can be
But requirements for developers before construction exposed at one time during construction;
begins, partic~’larly at the site p!an review stage, can spec;h.’ the duration of exposure and the
help prevent problems from occurring on ~ndividual deve!oper’s revegetationistabilization
sites. A developer can be required to submit a detailed responsibilities.plan for managhng runofi and for returning the si~e to
a predetermined h.vdrologica! condition after complet- ¯ Impose time restrictions on construction --
ihg construction, eg., prohibit disturbances during spawning

Since few control methods can handle the large season.
loads o[ sediment that erode during construction, a ¯ Revegetate immediate’,y or as soon as possiblecombination of control systems should be planned for ~ol]owing construction.and put in place. In some cases, the measures used
during construction can be modified to control runoff ¯ Provide for stormwater collection or
over the long term. treatment, such as use of sediment conu’ol

basins, wetlands, or wet ponds, toUse the following check list, singly or in combina-
accommodate large storms.tions, to develop an urban runoff’management plan.

¯ Respect contours and natural features of the ¯ Route clean water around the site.
landscape -- for example, avoid stream ¯ Maintain infiltration capaci~’, using natural
valleys and steep slopes, drainage conditions where possible. This may

¯Use downzoning to restrain development, mean limiting impervious area to a fixed
percentage of lot size and limiting runoff to

’ Specht’y minimum lot sizes, predevelopment rates and characteristics.

¯ Limit development by soil ~’pe or proximi~, to ¯ Control erosion and sedimen~ through the
~,’aterbody. watershed protection ordinance.
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¯ Limitthe grade of constructe5 slopes~ BMP Activities that have a significant impact on
groundwater should be controlled by desjg’n s.’~.n-

¯ Stabilize existing steep slopes by sodding and dards, For example, a sumdard could require runoff
l~gging to establish grass cover, building co~ection systems for roads and parking lots to con-
retaining waiIs, and planting woody vegetation trol at least the first flush -- the first 1/2 inch of rain-
on the most extreme slope, fall that 5"pically contains most contaminants -- dur.

ing any storm,
¯ Dispose of construction wastes such as oil,

cement, and debris. Controlling Development
¯ Require inspection during and after

construction.
L~ca] governments should consider the total environ-
merit in selecting a nonpoint source pollution strategy.’

* Require long-term maintenance and review of that will provide the maximum benefit to the env~ron-

plans foradjacentparcels, ment and w consumers. These benefits usualb"
depend not only on the me/hod itself but also on its de-

* Ensure that development plan meets all sign, maintenance, and congruence with the sur-
existing ordinances, rounding landscape.

A communit:,."s success in preventing pollution de-
¯ Groundwater considera~ons. When consideringpend s largel.v on how well it has planned for controls
options for postdevelopment stormwater cont.rol, during and after the development process (see Fig.
groundwater should be considered in choosing a9).

Figure 9.--Comparison of nonpoint source control methods In benefitin9 the surroundin~ environment and
community. Source: Melropolltan Washington C~uncl! of G~vernments, 1~93.
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BMP

¯ ¯ 0 ¯ 0

o, ¯ Io ¯ ¯
OMay Pre¢luIe The Use Gf ¯ ;MP
~ Can Be Overcome With Careful 8iCe Design
~ Generally Not A Restr=¢t~on

Figure lO,~¢reening technlque~ for urban BMP=. $o~r=~; Metropo/it=n W=~hfngton ~o~// of G@~rnment=, 1993.

¯ Site conditions. In developing a comprehensive work unless the watershed area is greater than
nonpoint source water quaJib’ protection plan, the first 10 acres..&Iternately, imqhrafion and vegetative
step is to assess the site’s geographic elements and conLrols are most successful in areas less than 10
morphologs" (see Fig, 10), acres (see Fig 12).

Soil. Permeabilits’ -- the abilits’ of the soil to ab- ll~ter table. A high water table can reduce the ef-
sorb runoff-- is crucial in selecting an appropri- fectiveness of an infiltration basin. If a seasonally
ate control method. This characteristic particu- high water table extends to within 4 feet of the
larly affects in.filtration methods, which can bottom of an infiltration basin, the site generally
affect groundwater quality (see Fig. 11). is not considered suitable. The depth of infiltra-

tion and pond controls are limited by their prox-
Slopes. Steep slopes preclude the use of several imity to the water table.
types of control methods and certain types of de-
velopment. For example, porous pavement and Distance to bedrock. As with a high water table, a
grassed swales must be situated on sites with bedrock layer too close to the surface (2 to 4 feet
slopes of 5 percent or less, whereas infiltration from the bottom of an infiltration basin) v’ill pre-
trenches are not practical when slopes exceed 20 vent the infiltration basin from draining properly.
percent. Similarly, controls that use ponds generally will

not work Lf the bedrock lies within, an area that
Size of the watershed area. The success of some must be excavated to provide stormwater stor-
contr91 methods depends on the watershed size. age.
For example, detention ponds normally do not
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SOIL TYPE

Sane L~am~ Sandy Loam Sdt Sandy Clay Silty Sandy Sdty Clay
San~ Loam Loam Clay. loam Clay- Clay Clay

Loam loam
minimum infiltration rate (inches per hour)

B~ 8.27 2.41 1.o2 0,52 0.27 o,!~ o,og 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.02

Wet pond

Infiltration trench

Infiltration basin

Porous pavement       ..

.....
Grassed swale

Filter str=p ..................... , ,,,

Legend: ~ = Feasit31e range for apphcat=on ~ = Marginal range for application

Source Schueler (!987~

Figure 11.--Restrictions for BMP application based on soil permeability. Source: Schueler, 1fiB?.

WATERSHED AREA (ACRES~

BMP 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 100

Extended detention                                                                         ,,~
pond

Wet pond

Infiltration trenc~ ’

infiltration basin ..... 1 ,

Porous pavement | , ,J

Grassed swale "~

Filter strip

Legend: E~= Feasible range for application r’----I= Marginal range for application

Source: Schu.eler (1987)

Figure 12.--Feasible BMPs for different watershed sizes. Source: $chueler, 1987.
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Prozimi¢)’ to foundati~,ra a~d ~elL~. Ivd~ltration ha- water lost because of development; however, this
sins should be at least 100 feet away fi’or,n drink- benefit must be weighed against the potential for
ing water wells to prevent groundwater contami- groundwater contamination.
nation. Wellhead protect.ion areas may :equire
even greater distances to properly protect public Streambank erosion control. While some nonpoint
water supplies. To prevent seepage, they should source pollution methods control streambank
be installed at a reasonable distance (100 feet) erosion to some extent during a rwo-year storm if
from a build.ingfoundation, properly designed, installed, and maintained,

more severe storms require large extended de-
Land use. A very small or intensively deveIoped t~ntion ponds and ir~Itration controls to prevent
site may preclude the use of ~pace-consuming downstream erosion.
controls such as detention ponds and porous
pavement. In addition, some controls are appro-¯ Pollutant removal. The third step is to determine
priate only to particular types of land uses. For which control method will remove the greatest vol-
example, sand filters are suitable for parldng lots,ume of pollutants. Important interrelated factors are
while grassed swales are effective only in low the removal mechanisms, types and percentage of
density residential areas, runoff to be treated (first flush versus total runoff),
Effects of temperature. Shal!ow marshes and wet and the type of pollutant being removed.
ponds heat up rapidly during the summer, and The nature of the pollutant is the most important
their runoff into colder streams can harm aquatic factor in a control method’s effectiveness. For exam-
life. ple, most control methods are extremely effective in

removing sediment and h-ace metals, which are usu-
¯ Predevelopment status, The second step in se-ally adsorbed into sediment surfaces. However, vege-
lecting a control method is to determine which optiontative systems are more effective in removing soluble
comes closest to duplicating the site’s hydrology priorpollutants such as phosphorus, nitroge~n, and chlo-
to development. Consideration invoIves a number ofride. S:,’s~ems that combine nonvegetative and vege.
factors: tative features are generally highly effective.

Control of peak flows. Some local regutations re- ¯ Cost. A f’mal step in selecting a control method is
quire that a nonpoint source control method beestima~ng the cost by taking into account all factors
able to control the peak flow from a two-year associated with the method. Construction and both
storm -- a storm expected to produce a flood short, and long-term maintenance are, of course, the
every two years. Some jurisdictions require con. maior cost components. Costs may include
tro] of even larger storms. Ponds are an excellent ¯ Iabor,method for achieving this goal; infiltration basins
are somewhat less effective. * materials,

Control of first flush. First flush is the dis- * land purchase,

proportionately large amount of pollutants usu- * loss of tax revenue on acquired lands, and
ally found in runoff during the early part of a
high intensity or large volume storm, caused by * downstream mitigation.

the rapid runoff of accumulated pollutants. First-
flush control -- the first 1/2 inch of rainfall --

F|ood Con|to| arldcan also be required for a runoff area. Howe,er,
if storms in an area are frequent, the first flush Retrofitting
may not be significant and further monitorin~
may be needed. In the past, flood control efforts have focused primar.

ily on decreasing the volume of water that abrupfl.v en-
Volume control. Infiltration basins can reduce the ters waterbodies. Traditional methods to reduce flood-
runoff volumes of smaller storms by diverung ing include using dry detention basins that

much of the runoff back into the soil. temporarily store excess runoff, constructing chan-
nels, streambank hardening, and floodplain restric.

Groundwater replenishment. Infiltration basins tions that limit development along or in flood-prone
provide an excellent way to replenish ground-stream areas.
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These flood control measures ~ere not
designed to control pollution caused b.v increased ur- URBAN RUNOFF CONTROL PROGRAMS

b~i~on. ~e historical ~ocus w~s on quanta" con-
~ol- not quali~’ con~ol, Urban pl~ne~ ~d water 8everal states ~ng Iocalitie~ 8gve mage signifi-
quali~’ professionals now recogn~e ~at ~e~ issues ~nt a~vances in ~eveloping an~ implementing
must be inco~omted into ~ overall s~ate~ that a~ runoff controls. Two pa~icularly notewo~hy exam.
ses~s bo~ flooding and pol]u~t removal. E~sdng pies are in Mawland and Florida
flood con~o] BMPs are now being redesi~ed or ret-
rofitted to protect ~ter qualib’. New flood con~ol ¯ Ma~l~nd ~egan #~ ~tormwater management

BMPs ~e a~ost universal]}, being built wi~ ~is #rogram ~ith the passage ofg 1982state law
requiring each county and municipality to

dual focus, ~#opt a stormwater management orginance
A comprehens]ve watershed protecdon s~te~’, ~ased on state criteria. Criteria call for

which uses nons~uctura] and s~uctu~ BMPs, w~ll maintaining predeve/opment hydrological
reduce ~e long-term costs of bo~ con~olling floods ~ondition$ an# reducing ero~ion an# poflution.
~d protecting water qualib’. The state Sediment and $tormwater

]den~’ing and preserving buffe~ ~d natural Administration reviews and~pproves local
systems is ~ important component of a watershed ordinances and develops stormwater
management plan. ~ese areas serve as nons~uctu- management programs for state and federal
ra] consols, 5]tefing out many pollutants in urban construction projects. The ordinances must

runoff that might reach the waterbodies. However, in include an approve# stormwater m~nagement
plan, criteria an~ #roce#ures for stormwater

e~sdng developments, they have o~en been altered, management, proper implementation of the
%~en nons~uctura] controls are impossible or ira- plan (including design criteria for s~ecific
pracdca] because of e~st~ng development, a commu- proposed controls), maintenance and
ni~" may turn to structural practices ~ constructing inspection procedures, an#penalties for
new runoff ~eatment structures or retrofitt]ng.e~st- noncompliance. The ordinances are required
lng runoff manacement systems, for any new construction projects, with a few

Re~ofinlnf requires modi~’ing runoff con~o] exceptions for single-family homes on small

s~uctures or conveyance systems, oHg~na]]y de- parcels of land.

si~ed to conh-o] flooding, to also control water qua].
iw. Mod~cations might include enlarging structures,

¯ Florida’s stormwater management program
. apphes to all new development. Administered

changing the ~nflow and ou~ow Ra~erns, and in- through a stormwaterrule that sewesas a
creasing detention times, performance standard, Florida’s program

Re~ofitting costs are a ma~or hindrance in ~mprov- ensures that runoff volume, speed, timing.
ing water qualiB" in developed areas. ~erefore, com- andpollutabt loads are close to
mun~des may need to identi~" the most insidious po]- predeve/opment levels.

]u~ts ~d then select the most cost-efficient and The standard requires that a stormwater
effective solutions to dea] with them, thus improving management system remove at least 80 to 95
water qu~ib’ in urban runoff, percent of the annual pollutant load of

sediments, nutrients, ang many hea~ meta!s~
If permit applicants show that they can meet

Urban Best Management the standard, the state assumes that water

Practices qua/ity requirements wi// not be vio/ated, But
violations occur, the state can impose more

~MPs ~ou]d be ~]ected as p~t o~ ~ e~osio~ a.d stringent requirements, even if the basic
~d~me.t co.Vo] p]a. du~g the she development pedormance standard has been met.

process, with ]o~£-te~ ~u.of~ ma.a£eme~t p~t
¯ e obje~ve, ~e best system of p~c~ces to co.Vo]
.o~im souTce ~]u~o. ~er co.sVucdo. ~s corn- ¯ ~e site’s physical co.dido, a.d development
p]eted may be a mod~ca~o~ of~e p~cdces u~d du~- s~tus;
~g the cons~ucdo~ pr~ess.

~]ec~.g ~e p~opeT ~M~ system is cHdca]
ach~evi.g the u]~mate Eoa] -- reducing ~e ~]]u. option;

=~ts i~ urSa. runoff, 1. se]ectin~ the most appropH- ¯ the po]]u=~t ~emova] capaS;]i~’ of each ~MP
ate ~MPs fo~ a s~c~c she, co~sider the fo]]ow~£: opdo. u.de~ several desig~ sce.aT~os;
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¯ the environmental and human advantages of E~ended detention dry ponds. These ponds catch
each BMP option; and stormwater and retain it for 24 to 40 hours, re-

maining dry at other times. They remove poilu-
* the long-term ma~.ntenarlce cost of the BMP. rants by trapping sediment particles and allowing

them to settle.
Table 3 compares the effectiveness of a number of

currently used urban best management practices.¯ Retention/infiltration devices. Retention or infil-
Urban BMPs are generally grouped into four catego-tration devices allow runoff to percolate into the
ties based on the operating principle or physicalground, reducing the amount of pollutants released
mechanism iased to reduce the amount of runoff pol-into the receiving water. The filtrat.ion and adsorption
lutants m detention basins, retention/infiltration de-mechanism traps many pollutants m particularly su~-
vices, vegetative controls, and source controls, pended solids, bacteria, heavy metals, and phospho-

rus m in the upper soil layers and prevents them from
¯ Detention basins, Detention basins are most pop-reaching the groundwater.
ular and effective in reducing suspended solids andInfiltration devices can remove up to 99 percent of
particles by temporarily holding the runoff and allow-runoff pollutants, depending on the percolation rate
ing the sediment to settle, and area, soil type, pollutants present, and available

In addition to reducing the pollutionin runoff, de-storage volume. Success also depends on the rairu’all.
Not only do infiltration devices have high pollutiontention basins also delay the amount of runoff re-

leased into receiving waters, thus reducing floodingremoval rates, but they can also be built in developed
areas and effectively reduce the volume of runoff.and streambank erosion and lessening the stress on

the physical habitat. The slow release also dilutes theHowever, poor site conditions such as imperme-
runoff, thereby reducing the concentration of poilu-able soils, a high water table, and bedrock can lessen
rants entering the stream, the effectiveness or cause failure of retention/infiltra-

With proven success in controlling runoff, deten-tion devices. These devices must also be installed
tion basins can reduce suspended solid concentra,carefully to prevent soil compaction from heavy ma-
tions by 50 to 95 percent. These basins can be usedchinery, and they require such pretreatment devices
for large drainage areas, be incorporated into new de-as grass filter strips to remove coarse sediment from
velopment site plans, and enhance the value of thethe inW, tration surface. Operation and maintenance
surrounding property, are also crStical. Many infiltration BMPs have failed

Often, however, finding suitable land for a deten-from lack of maintenance. Devices must be designed
tion basin is difficult and constructing basins in de-for ease of access, maintenance, and operation.

Retention devices fall into the following categories:veloped areas may not be possible. One solution may
be to convert dry ponds previously installed for flow. Infiltration basins..&n infiltration basin is a naturalcontrol: they can usually be economically retrofittedor excavated large open depression. It temporar-
to detentionbasins, fly stores runoff until the water percolates

Routine maintenance is required for detention ba- through the bottom or sides. Excess runoff can
sins. Solids should be removed regularly, because re-overflow through elevated oudets to maximize
moving accumulated solids after 10 to 20 years can be the storage volume. Because runoff usually per.
expensive, colates in a day or two, these basins can be dry.

Detention basins are generally of three types: Infiltration trenches and dry wells. Similar in de-
sign, infiltration trenches and dry wells are exca-Dry ponds. Used for flood and erosion control, vated holes filled ~Sth coarse stones and thendry ponds remain dry and available to catch covered. Dry wells are used primarily for roofwater following large storms. While intended to drainage: trenches are used on larger areas suchcontrol water quantity, they can be retrofitted to

improve water quality, as streets and commercial parking lots. In both
designs, runoff infiltrates the surrounding soil or

Wet ponds. Designed to hold water permanently, is collected by perforated underdrain pipes and

wet ponds can be highly efficient in removing routed to an ou~ow., Infiltration trenches pre.
serve the natural hydrology of an area and can fitsediment and in reducing nutrients through bio-

logical activity such as algal gro~’th if properly on small sites. However, they require consider-

constructed,
able maintenance and can contaminate ground-
water under certain conditions.

UIIBANIZA "I’IOI¢ AND WA I"EFI QUALI’rY
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RELIABILITY APPLICABLE WILl)LIFE
URBAN BMP FOR POLLUTANT TO MOST H^FJITAT ENVIRONMENTAL COMPARATIVE SPECIAL
OPTIONS" REMOVAL LONGEVITY~ DEVELOPMENTS POTENTIAL CONCERNS COST CONSIOERAll~N°J

STORMWATER Moderate to hk:jh. 204 years Apph~ahle to mr~;t HLqh .%lroam warming, natural Margmagy hiqher Ihan Recommended ~mlh de~qn
WEll.ANDS dependi.n.g on sdes ~f land e3 wetland altPfahon wel ponds improvemenls and the use of

de~.n avadab!o mi.cropoofs and wetlands _

EXTENOEO Mediate. but not 20÷ y~ars, but WMely appl,icable. Moderate Possib~ stream warmincJ Lowest cost Recommended wdh de~jn
DETENTION always reliable freq~enl clogcjincj L,d requires at tea~l and hab~lat de~lruci=on alternative in size improvements and Ihe use of
PONOS and shod t0 acre,; of dramaqe rar~e microf~ools and wetlands

delenlion area

_.c0’mm~___
Moderate 20,~ appl~bleo Mr~ferate Possil)le stream Moderate to high Recommended. web carPf.IWETPONDS tohigh years

but rP.qu|rP.s draina_qe Io h~lh warmznq, lrophlc shills, compared to site evaluation
area el qreater Ihan habilal convenlio~al
~ acrP.s

MULI~PLE        Mediate lo hkjh; 20~- years WKfely appli~ble Moderate Seloclmn of appropriate Most e~peflsi~ pond Recommended
POND SYSteMS redundancy to h~qh pond oplion mm=mires oplio~

increases overall environmental
reliability =mpacl

INFILTRATION Pressed 50~ failure tale H~jhly reslricled Low Slighl ,sk of Cost.elfe~ive on Recommended with
TRENCHES moderate wilhin live years (sods. qroundwaler, groundwale~ smalk~ sites; rehab pretrealmenl and

slop~.0 area. ronlnminal~o~ costs can be geolechnical evaluation
sediment inpul) considerable

iNFILTRATION ~estm~ed 60 - f 00% failure H .~qhly reshicled (~.~e Low to Sfiqhl risk of Co~slruclion cor,! Not w~dely recommended
BASINS moderate, i~ wdhin 5 years infitlratmn trench) moderate qroundwater mediate, bul rehab until lon(jev~f ~ improved

working conlaminahon cost hio~

POROUS High (if wod(ing) 75% lai~re within Extremely reslricled Low Posseb~ grmmdwater Cost-effective Recommended in highly
PAVEMENT 5 years (Irafftc. soils, conlalnmat~on compared to reslrk:led appkcations with

.qroundwater. slope., conventional a~hall careful co~stru~:lion and
area. sediment input) when working I~Opedy effecliv~ mainienarw;e

SANe FILI"ER~ Moderate to high 20÷ years Applicable for Low Minor - Comparatively high Recommended. with lo(:al
smaller dovelopmenls constm~lion costs and demooslration

frequenl mainlenance

GRASSEO Low to moderale. 20~ years Low-density Low Minor Low compared to curb Recommended. wilh
SWALES bul unreliable developmenl and and gutter checkdams as one elemenl

roads el a BMP system

FILTER STRI~ Unreliable in Unknown. bul Reslricled Io Moderate il Minor Low Recommended as one

urban sellin~ may be limiled Iow-d~msity areas forested element el a BMP system

WATER I~esumed low 20~ years Small. highly Low Resuspension of High, compared to Not currenlly recemmended
QUALITY imperv~x~s hydroca~oon Ioedings; Irenches and sand as a pnmary BMP option
INLETS catchmenls d .P’,po~at of hydrnca~bon fi|fe~s

(<2 acre,;) and Ioxm rPs~d~lal~;

Based on current designs and prevailing maintenance practices. Source: Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments, 1992.



Sand filter. Sound f,’,:ers, used to preu-eat runoff ’

before it enters aaother sto.,-’mwater st~-ucture. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF
are suitable for small sites i,n highly impervious URB.4N BMP$
areas and can be tel.refitted into existing urban
areas. To use sand filters, drainage areas must be Proper operation and maintenance of
stabilized against erosion. Designed mainly to urban BMPs are critical to their success. A
enhance water quality, sand filters are also used 1990 study of four Maryland counties silowed
to control first-flush water quantity in smaller that in 434 wet and dry detention ponds, 70
drainage areas, percent were not operating properly. Poor

m~intenance was the most frequently cited

Porous pavement, Most practically used for park- reason.

ing lots, porous pavements increase in.filtration of To ensure that stormwater management fa-

water into t.he soil, maintaining the water balance cilities are an asset to the community, not a lid.

at nearly the same level as before the la~d was bili~ maintenance must include

paved. Runoff rapidly permeates the pores of sev. ¯ periodic inspections;
eral layers of different permeable materials and ¯ debris and sediment removal from
filters the pollutants into the underlying subsoil basins and channels;
or perforated drain pipes, The rate of pollutant
movai depends on the amount of filtered runoff ¯ pipes, pumps, and structure

and underlying soil type. maintenance;

A study by the Metropolitan Washington ¯ general housekeeping, such as grass
Council of Governments found that porous pave. cutting and repairs;
merit removes as much or more suspended sedi. ¯ mosquito control;
ment and other pollutants -- phosphorus, nitro-
gen, bacteria, lead, and zinc -- as detention/ ¯ f~sh StOCk~rng,"and

retention basins. Porous pavements can also ¯ vegetation controL
moderate runoff rate and volume so that drain.
age patterns and surrounding vegetation remain Be�ore adopting a nonpoint source program
normal, improving erosion control and enhanc- us,ng urt~an BMFS. include sufficient funding
ing water quality, for regular maintenance to ensure proper func.

Operation and maintenance must be consid, tion~ng.

ered in the use of porous pavements, however. Ma;ntenance can be performed by private

They do eventuai]y clog and should be routinely corporal, one, individuals, or local government

vacuumed, staff. While homeowners’ associations and in.
dividual property owners can do some mainte.
nonce, ¢lepending on private citizens to main-Oil/grit separators. Also "]~nown as water quality tain urban BMt~s is risky. Legal maintenance

inlets, oil/grit separators are designed to remove and monitoring agreements can be negotiated
sediment and hydrocarbons from runoff before it between a cleveloper and the local public
is released tq the storm drain net~’ork or infiltra- works department. When maintenance is
lion system. Runoff passes through long, rectan- clearly its responsibility, local government may
gular concrete chambers -- modified to remove choose to contract with a private company.
sediment, grit, and oil -- before exiting through A realistic cost estimate is vital to making
a storm drain pipe. the community aware of its responsibility for

Oil/grit separators are used irffrequently be- nonpoint source pollution. Maintenance re-
cause of their limited ability to remove pollutants quires staff time to record and assess routine
caused by low average detention times and the maintenance checks and on.site visits to per-

form the routine checks.possibility that pollutants removed during one
storm could reenter runoff from later storms.
However, oil/grit separators can remove coarse-
grained sediments f~om urban runoff and treat
runoff before it enters underground filtration ¯ Vegetative conU’ols, "~getative BMPs decrease
systems. They are unobtrusive, compatible with the velo¢i~ of stormwater runoff, promoting ir~Itra.
storm drain networks, and easily ac(essed, lion and settling of suspended solids and preventing

erosion (see Fig. 13). For maximum effectiveness,
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~ * ’ .Vegetated
, ¯ ~ Filter Strip

Basin
Llnd$ceping

Shallow Mersh

Figure 13.mVegetative BMPs take many forms and are used for various purposes. Adepte~ from $chueler, 19a7.

vegetative controls must be used in combination with Grassed swales, Grassed swa]es are depressions,
other BMPs as a :first line of defense in removing su~ such as gullies, that infiltrate and transport run-
pended solids before more intensive treatments take off water. They are often used in residential de-
over. Vegetative BMPs also remove organic material, velopments and on highway medians as an alter-
nutrients, and trace metals, native to curb and gutter drainage systems.

Less costly than other control practices, vegetative Swa!es control peak discharges by reducing
controls enhance the attractiveness and value of sites, runoff velocit3.’. The swale allows some runoff to
Using vegetative controls to pretreat runoff improves infiltrate the soil, thus diminishing the volume of
the operation and maJnlenance of other B.MPs. water passing downstream. Swales are easy to

The ultimate performance and practicality ofvege- construct, attractive, and a potential habitat for
tative controls depend on the site’s physical features, wildlife. However, effectiveness varies consider-
Plant material must be selected careful]), and regu. ably from site to site; swales may encourage mos-
larly maintained. Because the:)’ have limited ability to quitos, ragweed, dumping, and erosion.
control runoff, and effectiveness varies according to
the season, vegetative controls should not be a site’s ,Filter strips. W’hile similar to grass swales, filter
only controlpractice, strips are shallower and distribute runoff

across a wider area. Their efficiency depends
Several types of vegetative controls are as follows: on strip length, slope, and size; soil porosity;

normal runoff velocity; and vegetation type.Basin landscaping, l~ndscaping can improve a
stormwater basin’s effectiveness in removing Grassy strips supplemented with shrubs and
pollutants, landscaping around a basin reduces small trees increase the ability to absorb and
the amount of impervious surface area, provides retain nutrients.
an attractive, green buffer along streambanks,
and protects and enhances the use of existing Riparian reforestation. Trees planted near
wetlands. Proper landscaping can route storm- streambanks can stabilize soil, cool water, and
water runoff through green areas and away from benefit many forms of aquatic life.
erosion-prone steep slopes and other areas.
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¯ Pollution prevention. Loca’, governments shou’,d * educate the public about the hazards of
estaolish ongoing programs to reduce the generation fertilizers and pesticides used in commercial
and exposure of pollutants that accumu!ate on streets lawn care and grounds maintenance
and other surfaces, and eventually wash into lakes operations and the alternative organic
and streams. These source reduction programs are treatments;usually called pollution prevention programs.

In most cases, pollution prevention is more cost el- * start remedial erosion control programs;
fective than structural BMPs in reducing pollutant ¯ educate the public on how to reduce litter andloadings. However, a combination of source reduc- 15roperly dispose of petwastes and householdtion efforts and structural BMPs is generally needed
to fully control the effects of urbanization,

pollutants;

Pollution prevention controls -- also known as * remove illegal and improper industrial and
nonstructural controls -- include land use planning commercial connections to storm drains that
and zoning strategies, as well as public education el- discharge directly into receiving waters
forts. Storm drain painting, recycling, and household without prior treatment; and
hazardous waste collection offer high value for the * plug or seal abandoned wells and cisterns that
initial investment. Incentives to use public transpor ta- are conduits for nonpoint source groundwater
tion or otherwise lower emissions that generate pol- pollution.
lutants are also considered source controls. (See
Clean Water in Your Watershed: A Citizens Guide to Other administrative strategies may include haz-

ardous waste restrictions or contingency plans.Watershed Protection for more information on source
reduction controls and areas to target for communitySource prohibitions -- barring storage or use of dan-

participation.) gerous materials in a defined area -- are common
ways to protect health and the environment. ManyPollution prevention controls can generate a senserisdictions, for example, now prohibit handling orof community; in addition, they have aes’thetic or eco-

nomic benefits. To be effective, source reduction storing toxic chemicals where a spill could threaten

practices require a combination of education, regula-groundwater supplies. Jurisdictions also offer hazard-

tion, and guidance. Chapter 5 more fully discussesous waste amnesty days, which provide residents the

these issues relating to citizen involvement and edu-opportunity to properly dispose of hazardous waste.

cation. Many commercial and industrial users produce
,~ . hazardous wastes that threaten water qualit2,.’. They

Listed below are common po,uuon preventioninclude dry cleaners, auto service stations, industrialcontrols communities can consider Local govern,
plants, trucking and railroad facilities, and airports.ments can Other activities -- such as agriculture, junk yards,

¯ collect and recycle crankcase oil; machine shops, landfills, and septic systems -- also
use hazardous materials.¯begin leaf and other yard waste collection

programs; Most of these activities are controlled by NPDES
industrial or municipal stormwater permits, but local

¯establish catch basin drainage programs; governments should check with their permitting au-
thorities to determine the degree to which permit re-* redesign road salting programs to minimize
quirements are being met and controls inspected.the salt quantity and, where feasible, use an

alternative deicer;
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Chapter 5

Community Education and
Citizen Involvernent

E ven the best planned nonpoint sourcein your immediate communh’) will help you get Io
pollution program cannot succeed with- know the communi~" and give you a basis for mea.~ur-
out communi,’).’ participation and coop- ing public opinion.

eration. Citizen monitoring groups and solid public
information and education programs are invaluablē  Public awareness. Public information and educa-
tools to be planned for and nurtured, tion are important ways to curb nonpoint source po’.lu-

Because nonpoim source pollution is a continuingtion. since the solution lies largely in changing individ.
issue related to developmen~ and individual lifeual behaviors and lifes~’les. An informational program
s~’les, a water quali~" program must be establishedmust educate citizens about the problem and make
and embraced Io succeed. Organization and ordi-citizen ~n\’olvemenl part of the solution.
nances mean nothing without community support.
The communiV,.’ must buy in and accept the pro-¯ Framing the message. An initia! step in develop-
gram, just as it does a sewage treatment system, ing a public awareness program is to frame your rues-

To gain support, you mus.t understand )’our com-sage. Determine what information about nonpohat
munity. Is your community small or large? Are resi- source pollution you wish to convey, and stress this
dents ~rimarily retired or parents with young chil. message at every opportunity. The tone and level of
dren? Are residents commuters or do they earn theircomplexity of your message depend on the commun-
living in the community? Do most residents stay inity’s composition and sophistication. The program
the community all year or seasonally? How much do should include concrete information about using and
residents know about nonpoint source pollution? disposing of toxic substances in homes, yards, farms,
How w~ll they be affected by a nonpoint source man- and work places.

agement plan? How can the)’, be expected to react to
the proposed plan? ¯ Targeting the audience. Nonpo~nt source pollu-

A public opinion survey or series of well-publi-    don affects everyone in the communir,.’. On the issue

cized public hearings throughout the watershed and    of control, business people, developers, and home-
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owners each have an ind;~idual agenda, Make surē  Usingavarieb’ofinformatJon/educatlon tnols.
your public awareness prognam considers these indi.The numerous techniques available to make your
vidual needs and interest, community aware of the nonpoint source problem and

Tailor your messages and presentations to spechficits solutions are limited only by your h’naginarion and
groups -- for example, college faculty, city employ- budget. See the following list and Table 4 for ideas to
ees, developers, civic organizations, or youth groups,ensure support from your community:
Involve environmental groups such as the Izaak Wal.
ton League, state associations of conservation dis- * Publicize your program in all possible

tricts, and other public or private organizations, ways -- use fact sheets inserted into
utility, statements, flyers, radio, TV,
newspapers, public hearings, group

¯ Reaching your audience. A targeted public meetings; develop personal contacts ~ith
awareness campaign uses a variety of tools to convey reporters-- offer story and photo
your message and at~in your goals. Some of the tools opportunities.
include

¯Tailor your message to various levels of
¯Media. Techniques include press knowledge -- from those who

releases, articles, photos with captions, understand the concept of nonpoint
talk shows, news programs, public source pollution to those who have never
service announcements, newsletters, heard of it.
and public notices to publicize your
message. * Form committees to work on specific

aspects of the program: include
¯¢omrnu~zity eL’e~t.s, l~ver/lake festivals, representatives from all interest

county/city fairs, and other special groups.
events are educational and public
awareness opportunities to make your ¯ Offer field trips to groups. Seeing the
message known to a variet)." of audiences, watershed’s problem has much more

impact than reading about it.
¯Awards. Broaden your visibility,

recognize good work, and gain a variety * Distribute drafts of the plan to interested
of adC~ocates for your program through groups for review.
conservation awards for young people,
public service awards, and participation * Set up meetings’using existing
and sponsorship awards, organizations such as 4-H or Extension

Service and organize community
¯Meeti~g~. Use public gatherings, club informational watershed workshops.

meetings, special conferences, and
workshops to explain your program; * Involve schools -- make presentations to
customize your message to the needs classes or conduct field trips.
and interests of your audience.

¯ Set up nonpoint source pollution displays
¯Speaker,’bureau. Face-to-face at every opportunity-- county fairs,

communication to a specialized audience local Earth Day events, conferences,
provides a powerful opportunity to school events.
deliver your message, answer questions,
and clarify ambiguities. ¯ Citizen monitoring. Environmentally conscious

citizens have made great conl~-ibutions to local pro-
* Educational rnaterial~. Brochures and grams nationwide. Groups such as the Chesapeake

posters obtained from EPA, the state Bay Watch and the Srreamwalk Committee in Seattle,
water authority, or other groups can be Washington, have become integral parts of the water
distributed to schools, civic groups, and quality program. Citizen groups can collect valuable
businesses to further support your information on basic parameters ~ they can monitor
message, and identiS.." problems, collect surface water samples,

and measure turbidity.
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Community Educafion and Citizen Involvement

Table 4,---Community education and citizen Involvement methods.

METHOD MOST EFFECTIVE USE RESULTS

Newsletters Announce meeting 1~me and dates, uDdate mformat~on on ’ Public awareness
actions already taken, hst issues to be cl,scussed at upcoming
meeting

Newspaper Same as newsletter -- provide add=t=ona! detail abo~ local Public awareness
articles success stories, photos of cit=zen ac~wt,es, feature articles

prowde informa~,~on aboul problems a’~d sol~,ons

Demonstration sites Exhibit innovative technology -- should be accompanied by Pubhc awareness, knowledge,
signs, brochureS, or permanent on-site interpretive staff understanding

Pr=nted and taped Explain new technology, ~escribe case studies, provide training Public awareness, knowledge,
matermal (e g. inform&tlon for new employees, outhne facts to stakeholders understanchn@
fac’~shee~,s,

S~gns Mark ware’shed bounOari~s, identify critical areas, promote PubhC awareness, knowledge.
spec~.,c behaviors in spec’.~c p’.aces. ~Oent~ cooperalors m uncle,standing
project, exp,a.n adiacent projecl and ~ts BMPs. prowde
interpret,re natJrat resources mformaDOn

Mee: nQs Sha,e m.~orma:,~n, p~an a~’3’~s eva’~a~e p-og,ess Pubhc awareness, knowleO;]e
understanding Oesire/abihty to

F=eld tr~ps Observe reso.~’ces it. be orotectec wew ins:ailed BM, Ps, learn Pubhc awareness, knowledge
how BMPs opera:e, mon,to. (assessme’~’, Or compha"~;e type) understand,rig desire’ability to
BMPs act

On.s~te msDec1~o~s Iden’,,,’y pocb;e"~.s, re:¢",mer.::l co,reef.re act,ons eva!ua*,e ACt,on
effec1’veness cf po!~,-,",,cn Controls ~oe’%"y noncomphant
stakeho’,oe,s eCacate

Tram=ng ProviOe new sk.l!s 1o s:akeho,de.s Act=on

Techn=ca: ass,stance Ident,fy prob:ems, recommend solutions, ass.st w!th insta~lahon Undersland,ng, desire/ablhty to
of Bt~Ps, e~Jcate md,wdJa’.s, evaluate effectiveness of act, act=on
solulions

~outee: Tertene Institute, Clean Water in Your Watershed: ,4 Cffizen$ Guide to Watershed Protection, 1~3.

Local officials see two advantages to citizen moni- Consider the following recommendations con.
toting. First, these activities are an economical way to cerning volunteer monitoring programs:
Itather high quality data. Second, citizen monitoring
is a valuable too] to build grassroots interest in water * Citizen monitoring’projects should not
qualit3’ issues. In addition to helping officials identifi,.’ stand alone but should be integrated into a
and avert potential water problems, citizen groups totaJ water quality management program.
build public support for nonpoint source programs
and remedial actions, when necessary: * A qua]kfied water quality specialist should

Despite these benefits, a volunteer program needs develop the sampling design, analyze the
careful haadling. Everyone is not suited to be a volun- data, and prepare the final report.
teer monitor. Groups and individuals may have diffi- ¯ A qualified water quality specialistculty staying motivated throughout an entire sam-
piing project, Inappropriate training or procedures should 1.rain and super,,ise volunteers in

the field, review data frequent]}’, andcan result in useless dat~. ~mpling also involves a ¯
slight risk of injury; local governments must have work closely with the state water qualit3’

sufficient liability insurance to cover such situations, agency.

~ ~MIDE TO .I~ROTECTiNG TI’IE UReAN ~NVIRONMENT ~)~e 4~
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TVA RESERVOIR LANDS PLANNING PROGRAM*

The Tennessee Valley Authority manages some amount of resource data on which the team bases
300,000 acres of public reservoir lands, spanning and updates its recommendations.
seven states and including 23 multipurpose reset. As part of its planning process, TVA developed
volts with more than 11,000 miles of shore/ine, a three-step public participation plan. First, TVA

When he .established TVA in 1933, President identified why and how the public should be in-
Franklin D. Roosevelt charged it with "the broadest vo/ved; next, it identified its audience; and finally, it
duty of planning for the proper use, conservation, planned how to involve the public. During public
and development of the natural resources of the meetings, for example, private citizens and local,
Tennessee River drainage basin." state, and federal agencies identify regional con.

"EVA uses the land for activities ranging from ceres and local land use issues. This information is
generating electrical power to managing recto- incorporated into the G/S data and used to make
ation, forestry, and wildlife areas. Communities social cultural, and environmental planning deck
and the public use 7"VA’s reservoir lands for indus, sions.
trial and navigation facilities, agriculture, commu. TVA’s land planning process provides a contin-

nit]/parks, and recreation, uing opportunity for local governments and cltizens
Since it receives more than 1,500 requests for to offer their views on how pubfic reservoir lands

land use each year, TVA considers planning a land should be used, with public acceptance an added
benefit. This objective assessment of regionalmanagement priority. To accommodate the grow.

ing demand for development on its lands, TVA init~- needs guides TVA in handfing a multitude of land
ated a planning process to balance competing c~e- use request.
mands for public and private uses with Constant pubfic involvement and reevaluation
environmental needs and national, regional, and give TVA an insight into early problems, avo~oing
local values, later crisis management. In addition, local govern-

TVA uses planning teams to determine how the merits ~nd interest groups have a clear under-
land should be used. The team considers put~h’c standing of TVA’s land use and development inten-
comment, compatibility with existing and adjacent tions. Finally, this process provides warnings of
land uses, and legal requirements in making its de- potential detrimental impacts to water quahty from
c~sion. Plans approved by the TVA Board are con. proposed uses.
tinually revised to keep up with growth pressures,
economic trends, pubfic, needs, environmental °A~a~te¢~ {r¢m TVA Reservoir Lan~s F,’a~.,~ing a~l La,~d

Management Plan~ng A~plicahons of a Gecgra;’. ~,cconditions, and changing laws. A Geographic Infor. Informa;:on System fact sheets.mation System (GIS) keeps track of an endless

¯The sample design should be relatively The Missing Link m
simple and not dependent on precise Community Partnership
measurement.

The optimum situation -- informed watershed plan-
* Volunteers should be carefully recruited n~g to ident.E3, and correct existing problems and pre-

and trained; periodic training may be vent future problems -- will achieve the best em~ron-
necessary toreplacedrop-outsand ment possible. But all planr~ng, no matter how
refresh monitoring skills of current complete, must be done ~’ith your communit).: not/or
volunteers, it.

The advantages of the prevention/restoration¯ The water quality specialist should ethic are impressive and would tempt any communib’
encourage frequent reports, personal -- dean, usable waterbodies attract business and rec-
presentations at group meetings, and reationai dollars and measurably improve the eco-
media coverage to keep the group nomic health of the community.. Remedial measures,
motivated, designed to address current environmental condi-

tions, can return water resources to an acceptable pu-
rib" level.
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Community Education and Citizen Involvement

However, billions of doilm°s ate lost on public hating the cause of pollution may not be enough --
works projects, declining propert).’ values, andthe waterbody will stiIl ne.~d rehabilitation. In other
missed revenues from tourism, recreation, and othercases, communities must restore the qualiiy of a
uses because of the missing link -- communib" part-waterbody even as they prevent further harm.
nerships. Without communiv,.’ buy-ins by educated So plan for the optimum, seeking guidance and co-
citizens who understand their individual responsibil-operation from your community along the way. When
ity and the communi~"s needs, remediation will needthe commun!ty agrees to implement the plan you
to be repeated in each generation, if not more often, know will work, you will have served them m and the

Planning and prevention whhin the total commu-environment m well.
nit3’ and watershed area comprise a vital permanent
solution to water quali~’ issues. In some cases, elimi-

A GUIDE 1"0 PRO1"EC1"INO 1"HE URJAN ENVlRONMEN1" Page 4S
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Appendix A

Federal Water Quality
Program Summary

Coastal Zone Management Act of state nonpoint source programs, to address nonpoint
1972 (CZMA) source pollution affecting coastal water qualit’y.

This act established a program to encourage states
and territories to develop comprehensive programs toCoastal Zone Act Reauthorization
protect and manage coastal resources, including theAmendments of 1990 (CZARA)
Great I.a.kes. To receive federal approval and imple- In these amendments, Congress recognized that non.
mentation funding, states and territories had to dem-point pollution is a key factor in the continuing degra.
onstrate programs and enforceable policies suffi-dation of many coastal waters and established a new
cienfly comprehensive and specific to regulate landprogram to address this pollution. Congress further
and water uses and coastal developmenl and to re-recognized that the solution to nonpoint pollution lies
~olve conflicts between competing uses. They alsoin state and local action. In enacting CZARA, Con-
needed authority to implement the enforceable poll.gress called upon states to develop and implement
cies. state coastal nonpoint pollution contro! programs.

Under federally approved state and territorial pro- EPA developed the technical guidance to help
grams, the program must protect and manage impor-states develop control programs. The guidance speci-
tant coastal resources, including wetlands, estuaries,ties management measures for sources of nonpoint
beaches, dunes, barrier islands, coral reefs, and fishpollution in coastal waters -- agriculture, silviculture,
and wildlife and their habitats. Resource manage-urban, marinas, and hydromodification. Manage-
ment and protection are accomplished through statement measures are economically achievable meas-
laws, regulations, permits, and local plans and zoningures to control the addition of pollutants to coastal
ordinances, waters; that is, they reflect the greatest degree of pol-

Water quali~’ protection was not specifically cited lutant reduction achievable through the application
as a purpose or policy of the original statutes. Theof the best available nonpoint pollution control prac.
Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments ofrices, technologies, processes, siting criteria, operat-
1990 specifically charged state coastal programs, anding methods, or other alternatives.
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National Pollutant Discharge ~ds becau~ of nonpoint source po!:ut~on a~nd a man-

pollu~o~.
Tra~on~ ~t ~urces of water ~11u~on ~e re~- to s~tes to assist ~em ~n imp]emen~n~ m~agement
la~d by EPA ~d ~e ~di~du~ sm~s under ~epro~s or ~rdons of m~agement pro~s ~at
NPD~ ~t pro~ es~b~shed by s~fion 402 of have been approved by EP~~e Cle~ Water ~ which es~b~shes ~r~t r~
quiremen~ for cer~n mu~cip~ ~d indus~ s~-
waterdisch~ges. National Estuary Program

U.der Phase I, NPDES ~r~ts ~e required for ~.~stered by EPA u.der sec~o~ 320 of ~e Clam
munidp~ sep~ate sto~ sewe~ ~r~ng l~ge or Water ~t, ~is pro~ f~uses on poi.t md non-
medium-sized ~pula~o.s ~eater ~an 250,~ or po~t pollu~on ~. ~eo~phically ~e~d, hi.h-prior.
1~,~ ~ople, res~c~vel~) md for stormwater
ch~;es assodated ~ ~ndus~ ac~. Pe~ state, re~on~, md l~l governments ~ develop~n~
~e also ~ssued, case ~y case, ~ EPA or ~ state deter- comprehe.s~ve conse~on md management pla~s
~nes ~at a stormwater d;sch~ge conV~butes to a ~- ~at r~o~end pdod~ correc~ve ac~ons to restore
ola~o, of a water qual~ s~d~d or s~c~y estuaHne water qu~, fish ~pula~ons, ~d other
co.~butes pollu~ts to U. S. water, desolated u~s of ~e water.

Under ~ase II, EPA ~s to prep~e
Confess ~at (1) as~ss ~e rema~nin~ stormwater quest of a state, to conve.e a ma.a~ement confer-
d~schar~es, (2) determine, to the m~mum extent ence to address water pollution problems in estu~-
prac~icable, the nature and extent of pollutants ~ ies. ~is conference must iden~ the causes of
such dl~harges, ~d (3) es~bl;sh procedures and environmental problems wkh;. the estu~ine zone
methods to con~ol stormwater d~har~es to ~e ex- and develop a comprehensive conserva~o, and m~-
tent necessary to mitigate ~mpacts on water quall~’, agement pIa~ for the estuary that recommends cor-
~en EPA ~s to desolate stormwater dl~h~es ~n rec~ve ac~ons and compliance schedules for control-
addison to ~ose addressed i. Phase I that must be l~ng point and nonpo~nt sources of pollu~on.
radiated to protect water qual~ and establish a
comprehensive proem to re.late those des@ Pesticides Program
n~ted sources.

Administered by ~P.& ~;s pro~ conVols some

Section 3 19 of the Clean Water Act forms ofno.po~t pollution under the Federal I~sec~-
ride, Fungicide, and Rodent~dde Act ~IF~). h au-

~s s~tute es~b~shes a nafion~ pro~am to convol thoHzes EPA to control ~s~c~des that may ~reaten
no~i~t sources d wate~ ~11u~o~ and to ~rot~ct " ~ro~ndwater a~d surface water. FIF~ ~rovid~s f~r
~oundwater. Under sec~on 319, states address ~on- the reg~s~a~on of pesticides
po~t pollution by assessing the problems md causes qu;rements, which may include m~um
whh~n the state, adopfin~ ma.agement pro~s to plica~on, resections on us~ practices, ~d class~ca-
con~ol the pollution, md ~mplement~ the ma.a~ ~o~ of~s~cides as "respected use" pesticides, which
merit pro~s, would !~mit ~e~r use to cert~ed applicators ~a1~ed

States ~e required to submh ~ assessment of ha.die to~c chemlc~s.
s~te waters not exacted to meet water quali~ s~d-

Source: Adapted from U.S, Environmental Protection Agency, Guidance Specifying Management Maesuree from S~urces of
Nonpolnt Pollution In Coaatal Waters, 1993.
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Appendix B

Information and Publications

Dynamac Corporation. 1991, Regional Stormwa:er .’dan- ,1990. Stormwater Control Benefits of Managed
agement Planning Fact sheet. Prep. by Terrene Ins:.i- Floodplains and Wetlands. Fact sheet- Prep. by Ter-
tute in coop. with Regior 5, U.S, Environ. Prot. rene Institute in coop, with Region 5, U.S. Environ
Agency, Chicago, It. Prof. Agent’, Chicago, IL

Entmnco En#neers, Inc, 1991, InvJtutiona] Support for ,1990, Stormwater Management Ordinances for
Stormwater Management Programs, Fact sheet. Local Governments. Fact sheet, Prep. byTerrene In-
Prep, by Terrene Institute in coop wi’d-. Region 5, stitute in coop. with Region 5, U.S. Environ. Prot=
U.S. Environ, Prot. Agenc.v, Chicago, IL. Agency, Chicago, IL.

~. ’1991. Urban Runoff Impacts to ReceMng Wa.Greenfield, J., L Herson, N, Karouna, and G. Bernstein.
ters. Fact sheet- Prep. b.v Terrene Institute in coop. 1991, Forest Conservation Manual: Guidance for the
with Region 5, U.S, EnvLron. Prof. Agency, Chicago, Conservation of Maryland’s Forests during Land Use
IL, Changes, under the 1991 Forest Conservation Act,

Metro, Wash. Counc. Gov., Washington, DC.
FTN Associates, 1990, Impacts of Changes in Hydrolo~’

Due to Urbanization, Fact sheet. Prep. by Terrene In-Hornet, R., E. Livingston, E. Shaver, J. Skupien. In prep.
stitute in coop, with Region 5, U.S. Environ. Prot. Fundamentals of Urban Runoff Management. Prep,
Agency, Chicago, IL by Terrene Institute in coop, with Region 5, U.S. En-

viron. Prof. Agency, Chicago, IL.1990. Integrated S~’eam Management Pro-
grams Reduce Impacts to Aquatic Habitat. FactKelb’, M.H. In prep. New Development, Habitat, and
~heet. Prep. byTerrene Institute in coop, with Region Water Quality: Drafting a Local Ordinance. Prep. b.v
5, U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency, Chicago, IL, Terrene Institute in coop. with Region 5, U.S. Envi-

-’-~. 1990, Uses of Wetlands in Stormwater Manage. ton, Prof. Agency, Chicago, IL

ment. Fact sheet, Prep. by Terrene In.~titute in coop.Kendig, L, S, Connor, C. Byrd, and J. Heyman. Perform-
with Region 5, U.S. Environ. Prof. Agency, Chicago, ante Zoning. Am, Plann. Ass. Press, Washing’ton, DC.
IL. ,Ma~ne Department of Environmental Protection. 1992.

GKY & Associates, Inc. 1990, Financing Mechanisms Environmental Management: A Guide for Town Offi-
for BMPs, Fact sheet. Prep, by Terrene Institute in cials -- Best Management Practices to Control Non-
coop. with Region 5, U.S. Environ. Prof. Agency, Chi- point Source Pollution, Dep. Environ. Prof., Augusta,
cago, IL ME.
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Mm-yland Depar~en: of Na’,u~ Resources. 1985.TennesseeVaIleyAu’,.hor~ty. 19~. Com~nd~um of O:~.
Guide m ~e Che~e Bay C~cal ~ea C~te~a.n~ces for Groundwater ~otecfion. ~’~%~’
Chesa~e Bay Cnfic~ .~e~ Co~. ~/9. Cha~ooga. ~.

Mon~omery Counb" ~n~ Bo~d. 1991. Ever)xh~g ~. ~d M~agement ~ning Applica~ons of
You ~ys W~ted ~ ~ow about Planing, Zon~g, Geo~aphic ~ormafion System. Fact sheet. Norms,
~d SubdMsion in Mon~omery Count, M~yl~d.
MD-Nafl, Cap. P~k P~n. Div., Silver Spring. ~. Reservo~ ~ds ~mn~g. Fact shee~ Norris,

Nor~ern V~ia ~nlng Dis~ct Co~ission ~d
Engineers ~d Surveyors ~sfi~te. 1992. NorthernTerre6e Institute. I~. Urbm R~off md Sto~water
Vlr~la BMP Hmdbook: A Guide to Pl~ning ~d Mmagement H~dbook. ~ep. ~ coop. ~ith Reglon
Desi~g Best Mmagement ~ac~ces ~ Northern 5, U.S. En~on. ~ot ~en~, Chicago, IL.
Virg~ia. N. Va. ~n. Dis~, Comm.,~n~dale.

~. 1993. Clem Water in %ur Wate~hed: A
Phillips, N. 1992. Decisionm~er’s Stormwater H~d- zens Guide to Watershed Protec~on. ~ep. in coop

book. Terrene Inst, Washin~on, DC. ~ Region 6, U.S. En~ron. ~ot ~en~’,

~hueler, T. 1987. Con~oH~g Urbm Runof~ A ~acfical ton, DC.

M~ual for Plmn~g ~d Design~g Urbm BMPs.Te~a %ch, Inc. 1993. De~aded Urbm Detention
Memo. Wash. Counc. Gov., Washin~on, DC. Ponds: Recognizing Problems and Find~g ~lu~ons

Fact sheet. Prep. by Terrene Institute ~ coop.~. 1992. Design of Sto~water Wetland Systems:
Re,on 5, U.S. Env~on. ProL ~en~, Washin~on.GuideUnes for Crea~g Diver~ and Effective
DC.Stormwater ~fl~d Systems in the Mid-Atlan~c Re-

gion. Metro. Wash. Counc. Gov.,Washin~on, DC. ~. 1993. Delinea~ng ~te~heds: A Fi~t Step
wards Effective M~agement Fact sheet. Prep by

~hueler, ~ ~d M. Bley. 1987. A Framework for Evalu- Terrene Instate in coop. wi~ Region 5, U.S.
afing Compliance ~th ~e 10 Percent Rule in ~e ton. Prof. Agency, Washin~on, DC.
Chesapeake Bay. Memo. ~sh. Counc. Gov., Wash-
in~on, DC. U.S. Environmental Protec~on ~ency. 1990. Rural

Clean Water Pro~am EPA 440/4-9~12. Off Water.
~hueler,~ ~d N. ~rouna. 1991. A Co~itment to Re- ~shin~on, DC.

store our Home ~ver: A Six-Point Ac~on Plan to Re-
store ~e.~acosfia ~ver. Me~o. Wash. Counc. Gov., . 1992. State ~d ~cal Fund~g of Nonpo~r.t

Washin~on, DC. ~urce Control Progr~s. EPA 841-R.92-C~3. Off.
Water, Washin~on, DC.

~hueler, T. ~d J. ~gbi~. 1990. Performance of Cur-
rent ~diment Control Measures at Maryland Con- .1993. Guidance Specking Management Mea~

swuc~on Sites. Me~o. Wash. Counc. Gov., Washing- ures for Sources of Nonpo~t Pollution in Coas~ Wa.

ton, DC. ters. EPA 84~B-92~02. Off. Water, Washin~on. DC

~hueler, ~, M. HeraW, ~d E Kumble. 1992. A Current
. 1994. A State and ~cal Government Guide

.~sessment of Urban Best Management Prac~ces: Emironmental Program Funding .~terna~ves. EPA

Techniques for Reducing Nonpoint Source Pollution 84 I.K-94-001. Off. ~ter, ~sh~on, DC.

in ~e Coas~ Zone. Metro. Wash. Counc. Gov., . 1994. ~tershed Protection Approach: A Proj-
Washin~on, DC. ect Focus. Off. ~ter, ~shin~on, DC.

Shaver, E, 1992. Delaware’s Sediment Control andWanielis~, M. 1990. Fac~ About Sto~water Manag~
Stormwater Mmagement Pro~am. Fact sheet. Prep. ment ~ the State of ~orida. Fact sheet Prep. by" Ter-
by Terrene ~s~mte in coop. with Region 5, U.S. En. rene ~sfi~te in coop. wi~ Re,on 5, U.S. Env~on.
viron. ~ot ~en~, Chicago, IL Prot ~en~, Chicago, IL

~. 1992, Stud Fiker Desi~ for ~ter QuaUWWisconsin Department of Na~ral Resources. 1993.
Treatment Fact sheet. Prep. by Terrene Institute in cons~ Stewardship Proem Pro~ess ReporL Madi-
coop, ~i~ Region 5, U.S, Environ. Prof. ~en~, Chi- son.
cago, IL Woodw~d-Clyde Consultants. 1990. Urbm Target.r,g

Stuck, W.E 1989. Rewofit~g Stormwater Management md BMP ~lec~on. Re~ion 5, ~ter Div.; Off Wa:er
Basins for Phosphorus Conwol. Fact sheet. Prep. by Reg. Stand.; Off. Water Enforce. Per~ts, U.S En~i-

Terrene Insfi~te in coop, wi~ Region 3, U.S. End- ton. ~ot. ~en~ and Terrene Inst, Washin~on.

ron. Prot ~ency, Washin~on, DC. DC.

S~ecker, E., J. Kersn~, E. DHsco~, ~d ~ Hornet. 1992.
~e U~ of ~nds for Contro~g Stormwater Pol-
lution, Terrene Ins~, Washin~on, DC.
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Appendix C

Contacts

State Water Quality Agencies and Other Contacts

ALABAMA ARKANSAS
DEPARTMENT OF E.g.’IRON MENT.~L SOIL A.’~D WATER CONSERVATION COMMISSION

~L~NAGE.MENT 101 E, Capitol. Suke 350
RO. Box 301463 Lhge Rock. AR 72201
Montgomery, AL 3610.°-1463 Tel: (501) 682-1611
Tel: (205) 271-7700 DEPARTMENT OF POLLUTION CONTROL

PER.\HTSICOMPLLA.NCE SECTION AND ECOLOGY
1751 Dicldnson Drive Permits Section
Montgomery, AL 36130 8091 Nationa! Drive
Te!: (205) 271.7801 RO, Box 8913

Little Rock, AR 72219-8913
ALASKA Tel: (501) 562-7444

DEPARTMENT OF E.",~’IR O N M ENT.,kL
CONSERVATION CALIFORNIA
RO. Box 0 STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD
410 Willoughb.v Avenue, Suite 105 RO. Box 100
Juneau, AK 99801-1795 Sacramento, CA 95812-0100
Tel: (907) 46D5000 Tel: (916) 657-2390

¯ DEPARTMENT OF E~WIRONMEh’TAL QUALITY SENIOR STAFF COUNCIL
Tel: (907) 465-5260 Te!: (916) 657-2421

ARIZONA COLORADO
DEPARTMEh~f OF ENVIRONMENTAl QUA!ATY WATER QUALITY AGENCY

3033 N. Central Avenue, 3rd Floor Water Quality Control Division
Phoenix, AZ 85012 4300 Cherry Creek Drive South
Tel: (602) 207-4512 Denver, CO 80222-1530

¯ WATER PERMITS UNI’I" Tel: (303) 692-3500
Stormwater Coordinator PERMITS AND ENFORCEMENT
Tel: (602) 2074574 Tel: (303) 692-3590

"Indicates atatea that do not have ~ele~ated NPDE$ programs.
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CONI~[CTIOI~T HAWAii

D EP.~RTMENT OF EN%]RONME NT.~ PRO~ON D~]SION OF EN%ZRONMENT.~ P~+{N!NG
EO. Box ~ 5 ~ter~ont ~a
H~dord, ~ ~I02-5~ Sui~ 25D
Teh (203) 5~7~9 ~ ~a Mo~ Bou]ev~d

%~R ~NAGEMENT BU~U Honolulu, HI ~01-99~
Stormwater Coor~ator Tel: (808) ~37

Tel: (203) 5~7167 DEP~TMEN~ OF HE~
CIem ~ter Brmch

DEP~TMEN~ OF NA~’~ ~OURCES ~ND 5 W~ter~ont
E~%~RONMENT~ CON~OL Suite 250A
PO. Box 1401 Honolulu, HI 96813
Dover, D~ 1990~ Tel: (BOB)
%1: (302) 73~8~

D~SION OF WA~R ~SOL~CES/PO~ION l~

CO~OL B~CH D~$1ON OF E~%~RONM~NT~
89 ~n~s Highly Water Quali~ Bureau
Dover, DE 19903 1410 N. Hilton
%1: (302) 73~5~31 Boise. ID 83~06

~lST~l~T ~ ~OL~MBI~ %1: (208) 334-5860

" PE~MI~ .~%’D K~ORCEMKN~
D~P.~TMENT OF CONSUMER & ~GU~TORY Teh (208) 334,589~

.~RS
5010 ~erlook Ave., SW ILLl~Ol$
Washin~on, DC 2~32
Teh (202) 404.1120 DS~SION OF WATER ~LL~ION COntROL

Box 19276"WATER ~OURCE ~AGEMENT D~SIO~ Spdn~eld, IL 62~94-9276
21~ M~n Luther ~n~, ~r. Avenue, SE Tel: (217) 7~2-3362Wash~n~on, DC 20020
Tel: (202) 404.1120 ext. 3040 ~RO~MK~T.~ PRO~IO~ AGenCY

Stormwater Management
~L~l~ 2200 Churchill Road
DKP.~IE~W OF K~%~RO~M~.~ ~GUL~TION Spr~n~eld, IL 62794-9276

2~ Blair Stone Road Teh (217) 7~2-0610
Taiiahassee, FL 3239~2400
%1: (904) 4~4805

" ~RONME~.~MI~I~TOR DEP.~TM~T OF EN~RONMENT~
Teh t904) 48~782 ~O. Box ~15

Indianapolis, IN 4620@6015

~R QUa’ ~%’AGEMENT PROG~M ~O~M~TER COO~INATOR
7 M~n Lurer ~ Drive, S~te ~3 Teh (31~) 233~725
Atlan~. GA 30334
Tel: (4~) 65~988

DEP.~TM~NT OF NA~ ~OURCES DEP~TMEN~ OF NA~’~ ~OURCES
E~v~onmenml ~otec~on DMs~on - Mun~cipal W~ter Qu~l~ ~nn~n~
4244 International Par~y, Suite 110

. E~st 9th and Gr~d AvenueAtlanta, GA 30354 Des Mo~nes, ~ 5031~34
%1: (404) 362.2~0 %1: (515) 281-5145

E~%~RONMENT~ PRO~ON AGEN~ Stormw~ter Coor~nator

~&E H~mon ~, Unit D.I07 Tel: (515) 281-7017

130 Rojas S~eet
H~mon, Gu~ 96911
Teh (6~I) ~863

¯ In~Icat~# ~tat~ th#t do not h~
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KANSAS " OFFICE OF WATERSHED
DEF.~RT.~dZNT OF H E~)LTH A.’< 7~ Zx’,ZE?NMENT NPDES Coorir.ator

Burea~ of Wa’,er 40 Ins~tu~e Road
Forbes Fie~d, B;dg 740 PO Box 116
Topeka, KS 66620 N. Grin%n, N~ 01536
Tel’ (913) 2965500 Tel: (508) 792-7470

INDU~
Tel: (913) 2965547 ~i~NI~N

DEP~TMENT OF NA~ ~OURCES
KENTUCKY Surface ~ter Qua]ib" Division

D~SION OF WATER -- SONPOI~ SOURCE PO. Box 30273

14 Reil]y Road ~nsing, M148909

Fran~ort. ~" 4060l Tel: (517) 373-2867

Te]: (502) 5~.3410 ~O~X~WA~R
Tel: (517) 373.1982

LOUISIANA
DEP~TMENT OF EN~RONMENT.~ QUa’ MINNESOTA

PO. Box $22~3 PO~UTION CONTROLAGENCY
Ba~on Rouge, L~ ~0~$4-2263 520 ~ayeu~ Road
Te!, (504) 76~074~ St. Paul, MN 55155

"P~OG~&X] ~L~k’AGER Tel: (612) 29~6300

RO, Box 82215 ENGINEE~SUPERX~SOR
Baton Rouge, LA 70664-22]5 TeL (’6]2)
Tel: (504) 76~0525

¯ EN~URONMENT.~. CO0~]NATOR-ML’N]CIP.~ MISSISSIPPI
Tel: (504) 765.0534 DEP.~TMENT OF EN%qRONMENT.~ QU.~"

RO. Box 103~5
MAINE Jackson, MS 39289-0385
BL’EAU OF WA~R QU,~" CON~OL Te~ (60~) 961-5171

Departmem of Em~ronmen~] ~otecfion .~ency OFFICE OF POLLUTION CONTROL
S~e House * 17 ]ndustria] Wastewater Branch
A~s~, ME 04333 Tel: (601) 961-5073
Tel: (207) 269.3901

" DB~S]ON OF Eh%~RONMENT.~ E~L’A~ON MISSOURI
Nonpo~nt ~o~am Coordinator DEP.~TMENT OF NA~ ESOURCES
Tel: (207) 267-3971 RO. Box 176

JeHerson Cib’, MO 65102
MARYLAND Teh (314) 7514610
DEP.~TMENT OF THE Eh~RONMENT ENX~RONMENT.~ SPECL~I~

Water Management Ad~inistra~on %1: (314) 5262925
25~ Broe~ng Highway
Baltimore, MD 21224 MONTANA
%1: O~0) 631.3543 DEP~TMENT OF H~ ~D EN~RONMENT~

PROG~&M ~X~EW D~SION SCIENCES
%h (410) 631.3543 Water Quali~" Bureau

RO. Box 2~901
M~SS~OM~$ ~TT$ Helena, N~ 5962@~01
DEP~TMENT OF E~%3RONMENT~ PRO~ION %1: (406) 444-2406

I Winter Street WA~R QU~ PE~M~
Boston, MA 02108 14~ Broadway
%1: (617) 292-5968 Helena, MT 5962~0901

Tel: (406) 444-2406

¯ Indicates lt~te~ fhat do not hBve delegtted NPD£S programs.
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NEBRASKA NEW YORK

¯ DEPART~E,N’F OF E.~%~RON MEh-fAL CON’FROL DEP,~RTMENT OF E,~%~RONMENTAL
RO. Box 98922 CONSERVATION
Lincoln, NE 68509 50 ;=,’oh" Road
Tel: (402) 471-4220 Room 306

DEPARTMENT OF EN’%URONMENTAL QUAI!FY Albany, N’Y 12233-3500

NPDES Permits Tel: (518) 457-6674
1200 N Street, .The At.Hum
Suite 400 NORTH CAROLINA
Lincoln, NE 68509-8922 DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND NATURAL
Tel: (402) 471-4239 RESOURCES

Division of Environmental Management
NEVADA RO. Box 27687

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND NATURAL Raleigh. NC 27611
RESOURCES Tel: (919) 7334064

Capitol Complex ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEER
333 W. Nye Irene 512 N. Salisbury Street
Carson City, .’qV 89710 RO. Box 29535
Tel: (702) 687-4670 Raleigh, NC 2762~-0535

DF<ISION OF EhU, qRONMENTAL PROTECTION Tel: (919) 733-5083 ext. 571
Tel: (702) 687-5870

NORTH DAKOTA
NEW HAMPSHIRE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH A.",’D CONSOLIDATED
DEPARTMENT OF E.NW’IRONMENTAL SERVICES LABS

6 Hazen Drive 1200 Missouri Avenue

PO. Box 95 P.O. Box 5520
Concord, NH 03302-0095 Bismarck. ND 58502-5520

Tel: (603) 271-3503 Tel: (701) 221-5210

" INDUSTRIAL PERMITS SECTION DIVISION OF WATER QUALITY

Tel: (603) 271-2457 Stormwater Coordinator
Tel: (701) 221-5210

NEW JERSEY
OHIO

BUREAU OF ~,=,:~,.TE R QUALIT%" PL-kNNING
401 East State Street ENVIRONMENT.AL PROTECTION AGENCY

CN 423 1800 Watermark Drive
Trenton, NJ 08625--0423 Columbus. OH 43215
Tel: (609) 633-7021 TeI: (614) 644-3020

WASTEWATER PLANNING .-iND STOR.\P, VATER STORM\=,:A.TER UNIT

PEP,.VIITTING Tel: (614) 644-2259
Tel: (609) 633-7021

OKLAHOMA
NEW MEXICO CONSERVATION COMMISSION
EN%,qRONMENTAL DEPARTMENT Water Quality Division

Purchase Water Quality Bureau 2800 N. Lincoln Blvd.

P.O. Box 26110 Suite 160

Santa Fe, NM 87502 Oklahoma City. OK 73105

Tel: (505) 827-0187 Tel: (405) 521-2384

"SURFACE WATER QUALITY BUREAU "DEPARTMENT OF E~Z,qRONMEN-f’.AL QUA.LITY
Health Program Manager, Surface Water Section Customer Assistance Program

1190 St. Francis Drive I000 N.E. 10r.h Street

Santa Fe, NM 87502 Oklahoma City, OK 73117-1212

Tel: (505) 827.2798 Tel: (405) 271-1400

Īndlcatea atataa that do not have delegated NPDES progr#n~l.
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OREGOH TENNESSEE
DEP.~j~T.MENT OF E.k’~RO.N:dE.X’TAL ~L’AL~ ,--Y DEP.~TMENT OF CONSERVATION

811 ~" 6th Avenue ENVIRONMENT
Portland, OR 97204 401 Church Su-eet. 6~h Floor, L & C Ammex
Tel: (503) 229-5630 Nashville, "IN 37243-1534

WAT£R QUAI-r~’ DW’ISION Tel: (615) 532-0625
Stormwater Coordinator
Tel: (503) 229-5256 TEXAS

STATE SOIL AND WATER �ONSER’v~ATION BOARD
PENNSYLVANIA RO. Box 658
DEPARTMENT OF ENV’IRONMENTAL RESOURCES Temple, TX 76503

Wa~r Quali~’ Management Tel: (817) 773-2250
RO. Box 2063 "WATER COMMISSION
Hm-risburg, PA 17105-2063 Permitting Section, Watershed Management Division
Tel: (717) 783-8303 1700 N. Congress Avenue, Steven F. Austin Buildin~

PERMITS AND COMPLIANCE PO. Box 13087
400 Market Street State Office Building, 10th Floor Austin, TX 78711-3087
Harrisburg, PA 17101-2702 Tel: (512) 463.7748
Tel: (717) 787-3481

PUERTO RICO UTAH

ENVIRONMENTAL QL’ALWY BOARD DW]SION OF WATER QL’ALITY
1413 Fernandez Juncos Avenue RO. Box 144570

Sanrurce, PR 00909 Salt Lake CiD’. UT 841144870

Tel: (809) 729-6920 Tel. (SOD 53~6146

¯ PERMITS A.ND ENGINEEPJNG DW’ISION STORMWATER COORDINATOR

431 Ponce de Leon Avenue, 5th Floor, Of~ce 527 22~ .North 1460 West

RO, Box 11488 Sah Lake Cib’, UT 841144870

Hato Re)’, PR 00910 Tel, (831) 535-6146

Tel: (809) 767-8731
VERMONT

RHODE ISLAND DEPA.RTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
DEPARTMENT OF E.k’V] RO N MENTAl. ~L-LNAGEM ENT CONSER\:~TI ON

Division of Water Resources Agency of Natural Resources
29l Promenade Street Building ~10 North
Providence, PJ 02908 103 South Main Street
Tel: (401) 277.3961 2nd Floor

~A.NITARY ENGINEER Waterbury, VT 05671-0408

Tel: (401) 277-6519 Tel: (802) 241-3770

%\’A..~I’EWATER .~LA.’<AGEMENT DD;ISION
SOUTH CAROLINA Permits Section
BUREAL’ OF WATER POLLUTION CONTROL Tel: (802) 241-3822

2600 Bull Street
Columbia, SC 29201 VIRGIN ISLANDS
Tel: (803) 734.5228 DP, qSION OF EN~,qRONMENTAL PROTECTION

STOR.M’WATER .MANAGER 45A Estate Nisky Center
Tel: (803) 734-5300 Suite 231

SOUTH DAKOTA St. Thomas, V] 00802
Tel: (809) 774-3320

DD,’]SION OF WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
523 E. Capitol                                EN\qRONMENTAL SPECIALIST

1118 Watergut Homes, ChristianstedPierre, SD 57501-3181
St. Croix, VI 0082@5065Tel: (605) 7734216
Tel: (809) 773-0565

DEPARTMENT OF ES’VIRONMEN’f AND NATURAL
RESOURCES
Point Source Con~’ol Division
Tel: (605) 773-3546

¯ inclicat~ stat~$ that �/o not h~v~ d~l~ut~d NPDES pro~ram~.
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APPENDIX C

VIRG IN IA OFFICE OF WATER P-.ESOURCES
DI’VISION OF SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION Stormwater Coordinator

203 Governor Su’eet, Suite 206 Tel: (304) 558.-~55
P,.ichmon d, VA 23219
Tel: (804) 786-2064 WISCONSIN

DEPARTMENT OF ENV’IRONMENTAL QUALITY DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
4900 COX Road P.O. Box 7921
P.O. Box 11143 Madison. WI 53707
Glen Alien, VA 23060 Tel: (608) 287-7610
Tel: (804) 527.5083 STOR.’vF~VATERADMINISTRATI~’E ASSISTA.\’T

WASHINGTON Tel: (608) 266-2779

STATE D EPAR’D,~ENq" OF ECOLOGY WYOM INO
Water Quality Pro&ram
RO. Box 47600 WATER DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
Olympia, ~,~A 98504-7600 Herschler Building, 4th Floor

Tel: (206) 407-6427 Cheyenne, %%%’ 82002
Tel: (307) 777-7626URBAN NONPOINT .’vZA.NAGEMENT UNIT-

MUNICIPAL DEPARTMENT OF E.~%’IRONMENTAL Q U.-LLITY-
Tel: (206) 438-7076 WATER

Tel: (307) 777-7082
WEST VIRGINIA
DEPA.RTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

1201 Greenbrier Street
Charleston, %%’3,, 25311
Tel: (304) 558-2107

EPA Regional Nonpoint Source Coordinators

U.S. EPA REGION t CT, ME, HA, .VH, RI, I,’T U.S. EPA REGION S AN, L4, .~:~. OK..~."
Bob Morehouse Brad Lamb
John F Kennedy Federal Building 1445 Ross Avenue
Boston. NtA 02203 Dallas, T X 75202
Tel: (61,’D 565-3513 Tel: (214) 655-6683

u.s. £PA REGION 2 ,\7, >"3~ PR, ~7 U.$. EPA REGION 7 1,4. AS, M0..V£
.%fack Henning Julie E~’inf~
26 l:’ederal Plaza. Room 813 726 Minnesota Avenue
NewYork, XY 10278 Kansas City, KS 66101
Teh(212) 264-2059 Tel: (913) 551-7475

U.$. El~k REGION a DE, De, MD, PA, VA, ;T"v’ ~.$. ePA REGION $ CO, .’,IT, .\’D, $C, L’T.
Hank S. Zygmunt, Jr. David Rathke/Caro] Russell
841 Chest_nut Building One Denver Place, 999 18th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19107 Denver. CO 80202
Tel: (215) 597.3429 Tel: (303) 293-1449

U.S. EPA REGION 4 Af.,FL, GA, I~,M$,NC, SC, TN U.$. [PA REGION 9 A$,AZ, CA, GU, HI, MP,.V~77"
Maryann Gerber Jovita Pajarillo
345 Court!and Street. NE 75 Hawthorne Street
Atlanta. GA 30365 San Francisco. CA 94105
Teh (404) 347-2126 Tel: (415) 744-2011

U.$. EP~ I:tEGION $ ]L, IN, M],M.’�, OH, l&7 U.$. EPA REGION ~0 AK, 1D. OR.
Tom Davenport ~Elbert Moore
77 West Jackson Boulvard(’WQW-16J) 1200 6uh Avenue
Chica~o. IL 60604 Seatfle.WA 98101
Tel: (312) 8860209 Tel: (20~) 553-4181
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Additional Contacts

CHESAPEAKE BAY PROGRAM U.$. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
U.S. Environment~1 Protection Agency 401 M Street, SW
410 ~vern Avenue, Suite 109 Washin~on, DC 20460
~napolis, MD 21403
Tel: (410) 26~61 Ofhce of W~ste~ter Enforcement ~nd

Permi~ Di~s~on
F£~ER~L EMERGENcY M~N~GEMEN~ ~GENCY NPD£S ~o~ Branch

Of~ce of M~d~adon Tel: (202) 2~9541
~ C S~eet SW
Was~in~on, DC ~0472 O~ce ofWaste~te~ E~orcemen% ~ CompIi~ce
Tel: (202) 56~1600 Permi~Di~sion

~ULF OF MEXICO PROGRAM Water QuaIib’ ~d ]ndus~a] PermiB Broth
U.S. Environment] ~otecdon ~ency Tel: (202) 2~9537
Bui}~ng 1103, Room 202
Ste~is Space Center, MS 39529 Of~ce of ~dands, Oce~s ~d ~tersheds
Te]: (601) ~3726 ~sessmem and ~tershed Protection Division

~onpoint ~urce Control Branch
NAN~UCKE~ LAND BANK Tel: (202) 26~T100

22 Broad S~eet
~an~cket, Massachuse~ 02554 Of~ce of ~t]a~ds, Oceans and ~tersheds
Tel: (50~) 22~T241 Assessment and Watershed Protection

Watershed Branch ’
NATIONAL OOEANI¢ AND ATMOSPHERI¢ Tel: (202) 26~074

ADMINI$~RAYION
OI5ce of Ocean and Coast] Resource Managemem Ofhce of~flands. Oceans and Watersheds
1825 Connec~cul Avenue, ~%V National Es~ary ~oFam
Washin~on, DC 20235 Tel: (202) 26G6502
Tel: (202)

NATIONAL O¢~&NI¢ &NO
~INIST~ATION
Office of Ocean Resources Conservation and U.$. O{~A~V~NV OF

So~l Conservation ~rviceAssessment
P. O, Box 2890Pollu5on ~urces Charactefiza:ion Branch

6~1 £xecuUve Boulevard, Room 220 Washin~on, DC 2~13

Rock~i]le, MD 20852 Basin and ~ea Planning Division
Tel: (301) 443-0454

Tel: (202) 72G2847
$10~WA~{R U~ILIVY FINAN¢!N~

Depar~ent of £colo~’ ~nd Trea~ent Division
Mu~cipal Stormwater Unit Tel: (202) 72G1870
£O. Box 47696
Olympia, WA 9850~7696
Teh (206) 407~

~bfc ~%brks A~inis~adon
510 North Broadway, 4th ~oor
Billings, MT 59101
Tel: (406)657.8230

Ill
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Appendix D

Watershed Restoration and
Pollution Control Programs

AGENCY AND PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS AND RESOURCES AVAILABLE AND
PROGRAM AGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES POSSIBLE ROLES

U.S. Environmental Ac~min~slers e~uca;,~na’ and regu;a~ory programs designec~ Staff, information and data.
Protection Agency to prote~ the’environmen~ (prevent a~c~ control p0tlu~ion}, laboratories and research facihties,
(EPA) Prow~es enwronmen:a; assessme’~ts, water qua’,~ty monitor- grants and loans for pollulion

ing, regu~a’,ions anc~ regulatory oversight, education, plan. ’ control, educational materials.
n=ng, technical assistance, grants, anc~ loans for pollul,on con- ’ moniloring equipmeat.
trcl Works mainly w=th slate, federal, reg~onat, and local Ioca~ea in 10reglonal centers and
agencies on poliut,on controt effo,":,s : Washington, DC

EPA Wster Quality     Overall ware" qua1=ty planning and management:            ; Staff for technical assistance to
state ancf Ioca~ agencies: review

¯Nonpoint Source Control program oversees and approves ’ and approva( of state programs,
state ~evelopmenl of water Quality assessments and I research, anc~ special studies.
implementation of management programs designed to I
control nonpoint source pollution; directs funds to high I Provides grants to states for most

water quality protection activities,priority watersheds or projects.                        ! educational materials,

¯ Clean Lakes program provides funds to restore or enhance ! programs’, funds for special studies
publicly owned lakes I or projects.

¯ Water Ouality Standards Program pro~des technical
assistance in developing numeric, rt~,,a’,,~,e art~ biologlca~
limits (standards) to protect water c~,~l,.’.y anO =is use.

¯ Coastal programs oversee a number o~ dmerent
programs and initiatives designec~ ~o =t, sess coastat
resources anti study ways to prote~ cc~as~lJ walers.
Includes the National Estuary program, a0ministers new    :
CZARA
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AGENCY AND PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS AND RESOURCES AVAILABLE AND
PROGRAM AGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES POSSIBLE ROLES

U.$. Envlronment=l Protection Agen¢,v (continued)

EPA Permits NPDES perm=ts for industries, c~ties, and confined animal Staff for technical assistance
feed=ng operat=ons, provides enforcement for noncompliance, modeling and permit drafl;ng s,te

inspections, and comphance
mon=toring; funds foe special
studies or wojects.

EPA Pesticide= ~, Regulates pesticide labellng and registration, intluding appli. Staff to review research results,
i cation rates, allowaPte crops and pests, environmental and assist with strategic planning,
: human health cautions, disposal procedures; licenses re- education and training, oversee
! stricted.use pesticide apphcators, enforcement procedures of states:
,, funds for Special projects and
~ studies.

EPA Groundwster Administers the Sole Source Aquifer Protection Program; pro- Staff for technical ass~stance~
vide= technica/ and programmatic assistance to state well- , funds for special studies~

’ head protection programs.

EPAWstlmndI Cooperatively admTnisters wetlands dredge and felt permits Staff to oversee and en(orce
with the Corps of Engineers, enforces act=on= for =llegal wet- activities, =on=toting wetland
lands filling; techn=cal supporl for wetlands delineations; re. status, hea~th, and trends, funds
search and education about wetiand values and funcl,on, for special stud,e=, educat=ona.~

materials, and programs: data

EPA Monitoring =rid Prowdes enwronmental assessment, data ana!ysts, oversight Staff for teohnical assistance to
$urvelll=ncs of state mon=tor=ng programs, spec’al studies and agency re. states and citizens on mon=tor~r~g

search. EPA lab and Office of Resea,ch and Development co- programs and projects; spec:al
oral=nat,on, studies and data analysis upon

request; water quaJ~ty mon.to~,r.g
at select

EPA Drinking Weter Regulates p~bhc dr,nk~ng water S~pphes and supphers’, spe- Staff for techn=cal assistance :3 set
c,al stud=e= on human health and r~sk; develops drinking drinking water stanclards
water Criterla and m~,xtmum COntaminant levels (MCLs). Ad- studies, overstght, an3 CO.’n;’ arc=
ministers special program for watershed treatment to de- mcn=t0ring of pubhc water s~cl:’ es
crease polluhon loads to dr=nk~ng water supplies =f =nsta~lahon and suppliers.
of BMPs is cheaper than the water treatment ~..e:hod neededr

EPA N=ttone~ Re’news and corn, raSheS on other re,era! agencies’ environ- Staff for technical ass.sta~:e to
Envlronmentml mental ==pact statements (EISs)’, prepares ElSs for EPA- prepare NEPAdocur’n.ents
Policy Act (NEPA) sponsored projects= rewew pcllul~On c0ntro~ tech~,�~es

required as part of federal

EPA Office of Conducts basic and apphed research to support EPA’s =is- Provides reports, data. maps.
RlSlmrCh and ==on. includ,ng biological and physical stud,es on fate and mon,tor=ng equipment, s:udy
Development (ORD) transport of env,ronmental contaminants’, stuches ecosystems demonstration s~tes, staff for

at large, technical ass,stance ~n interpre’,.rg
research results Laboratories.and
research stations Iocate~

. throughout the �ountry~

U.S. Dep=rtmsnt of Stabilizes and supports efficient production, marketing, and Staff, technical assistance,
Agriculture (USDA) distribution of food and fiber. In add~tion to commodity and information anO data, educa;~ona’.

public welfare programs, administers a number of ¢onserva- materials, cost-share fundS.
tion programs tO assist private and federal land owners or engineering equipment. F,eI~
managers in natural resource conservation and multiple-use Offices located in nearly every
management. Works mainly with private indiviOuals on ira- county, state, and Washington.
proving resource management.
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AGENCY AND PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS AND RESOURCES AVAILABLE AND
¯ PROGRAM AGENCY RESPONSIBILIT~ES POSSIBLE ROLES

U.S. Dspe~’tment of Agrlcul~.urs (�ontinued)

USDA ~ Multiple agency administration of the 1985 an~ 1990 Farm Bill program=:

Conservation Conse~es and protects highly erodible or other envir~men- In most cases,
Relewe Program tally sensi~,ve I~ ~om pro0u==on with permanent ~geta- within progr~s are

live co~r t~ough l~year easements an~ annual rental pay- ~een v~ious USDA
merits. ~nmems:

SCS -- Te~n~�~ assi=ance
Wetlands Rese~e Ava~la~e only in pi[~ =ales to return Ur~ned wet~an~ to w~- planning, ~signing, and
Program land slatus an~ protect existing wetlanOs Uses same ease. implementing BMPs.

menVpayment metho~ = CRP.
ASCS -- ~mini=rative oversight
of pr~ram ~d c~-Sh~e fundingSustainable A practical research and e~ucation an~ grant program to pro- Ois~ursement.Agricultural mote lower input me~ho0s of farming

Research end
CES -- Education an~ informationEducation Program
a~out the variety ~ con~wat~on
an~ economic c~oices syllable

Conger=lion Cros= A ~uasi-regula~o~ program tha~ 0en;es subsidy payments ~o
Compll=nae farmers w~o ~low h~ghly ero0~D~e lan~ or ~ra=n wet=an0s. CSRS -- Research, ~ata, and ~he
~odbu=ter end results of ~emon~ration f~el0 vials
Sw=mpbu=ter) of new technologies.

Water Gustily A watershed treatment p,og,am designed to improve or pro-
Incentives Program~ tact soil ant: water resources ~n waters~et:s =mpactet: or

threatenecl by NPS

USDA Soil Technical assistance on pla.nn~n; s~te-spe:=f~c t:es~gn, and in. Staff an0 equipment in fielt: off=�as
Con=ervation stallat;on and managemen’~ of SO~l and range conservat=on, forlechnicaJ assistance including
Service (SCS) animal was’,e, and wa;er QuaI~ty management syste~ns, spe- engineering designs, survey work

cial land and wa~e, resource assessments and inventories and planning for water resource
Cos~,.share funds to ~ns=al~ BMPs on pr~va:e lar~t:s available protection.

¯ from some programs

USDA SCS -- Small Evaluates arid treats smal; agricultura~ watersheds with multi- Staff for technical assistance to
Watershed Program pie resources to prote= Targets resources for both technical landowners ant: decisionmakers
(PL-S66) and f=nancia~ assistance and educations: programs, the watershed; funds for

t:emonstration projects

USDA SCS -- Great Intensive conservation treatment for ~ncl=vidual farms located Technical assistance
Plains Con=srvatlon with=n the Great P;a~ns ecoregion through long.term agree- cost-share fun�Is up to 75 percent
Program (GPCP) ments (3 to 10-year contracts) with farmers Of the average cost of selected

high priority conservation practices

USDA SCS-- Helps local governments in authorized areas plan and use Planning assistance for small
Resource natural resources ant: solve local problems, communities for resource
Conservation & protection; financial assistance up
Development tO 25 percent of a project
Program (RC&D) exceed aS0,000,

USDA SCS--River Assists state and local governments identify water and re- Staff for technical assistance to
Basin Program lated land resource problems, evaluate alternative solutions, decisionmakers for inventory and

Ind develop lheir implementation program planning activities.

USDA SCS ~ Various programs to map and assess t~ condition of natural Maps, reports, c~ata information,
Natural Resource resources (soil, water, vegetation, and wilc~life) ant: conserva- statistical analysis.
A=sessmant tion treatments.
Programs: Soil
Survey, Natural
Resources Inventory
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AGENCY AND , PROGRAM DESCF~IPTIONS AND RESOURCES AVAILABLE AND
PROGRAM , AGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES POSSIBLE ROLES

U.S. I:)tpartmant of Agriculture (continued)

USDA Agricultural Provides administrative oversight and COSt-sharing programs Financial assistance (i,e,, cost
Stabilization and for approved conservation practices from ASCS and other shying)’, ma~ and Conservat~o~
Conservation USDA administered programs, tracks crop production and practice information.
Service (ASCS) other statistics; distributes crop Subsidy arid deficiency pay-

ments,

USDA ASCS ~ Annual cost.sharing for a number of soil conserving, produc- Funding for cost.share programs
Agricultural tion improving, and water quality practices, generally limited to $3,500 per
Conservation farm per yea~.
Progrlm (ACP)

USDAASCS-- Annual cost-sharing to replace conservation treatments Cost-share funds for high priority
Emergency (mainly structural) clestroye0 in areas designated as natural conservation practices.
Conservation disaster areas.
Program (ECP)

USDAASCS~ Designed to improve and restore wetland areas through Funding for easement
Water Bank Program financial compensation for 10-year easements on private compensation on eligible lands in

property, partic=pat~ng states,

USDA ASCS -- F=namcial assistance on farm projects that seek to control sa- Funds, reports, da~a on level of
Colorldo River lin=ty leve~s delivered to the has=n, prlmar=ly ~rrigat=on water conservation treatment and
Salinity Control management. 0emonstration sates; cost-sharing,
Program (CRSCP) monitoring, a~d education.

USD,~ ASCS-- Cost-share to revegetate and improve timber stands on pri. Cost-share funds,
Forestry Incentives vate lands
Progrlm (FIP)

USDA Cooperative Educational programs and ~nformatJon to a~d ~nd~vidua~s ~n se- Staff to offer educational programs
Extension Service lect=ng, operating, and ma;nta=n;ng the most benef,c=al con- and technical assistance and
(CES) servat~on treatments, Economic analys~s and data for each personalized economic analysis;

farm or ranch, technical ass~s:ance =n ~ntegrated pest man- coordinates small-scale
agement and landscape ~ss~es, Programs generally carried demonstrat=ons on local farms;
out in cooperat=on w~th state land-grant un~vers=t~es, educational materials,

US[:)=, Cooperative Applied research, usually at state exper:ment sta~,~ns, on ag- Prov=des reports, data, equipment;
State Research r=cultural production and soil and water conservat=on, gener- occasionally has funds for joint or
Service (CSRS) ally using Uemonstration plots= Conducts ~.he Sus:ainable Ag- special pro,~ects outside the normal

r=culture Research and Education (SARE) program Many research agenc~al grams for
projects =n cooperation w=th state land grant un;vers=ties Agriculture in Concert w=th the

Env=ronment (ACE) program,

USDA Forest Manages nat=onal forests a~d grasslands for sustarned pro- Staff, maps, reports, equipment for
Service (FS) -- duction and multiple use, Works w~th in0~wduals, ~nCustr~es, construction and monitoring,
National Forest and other agencies, educational materials; occasionally
System (NFS) funds for special projects, Field

offices located in each national
forest; regional offices located i~ 9
areas and Washington, DC.

USDA NFS -- Oversees timber sales and harvest contracts, grazing leases, Staff for technical assistance and
Permit Program and minerals developed on FS prope~y; prowdes technical compliance monitoring.

assistance to permit’tee in proper resource use,

USDA NFS Air and Overall environmental planning and technical support for for- Funds for special studies and
Watershed Programs est management decisions; special studies and watershed watershed demonstration projects;

demonstration projects in certain areas, natural resource inventories and
reports, water qu~|i~ or hat~t~t
monitoring; environmental anaJysis
of resource trends and conditions.

USDA NFS w Basic and applied research on range and forest lands. Technical I~apers on effects of
Research management on water ~luality
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Watershed Restoration and Pollution C~ntrol Programs

AGENCY AND PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS AND RESOURCES AVAILABLE AND
PROGRAM AGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES POSSIBLE ROLES

U.S. Depertment of Agriculture (continued)

USDA NFS ~ State Techmcal ass:stance and cost share to inhoid=ng or privately Funds for a~c~ tec~nicaJ ass=stance
and Private Forestry owned l~,nds adjacent to nat~onaJ forest la~ds for instathng to ind~wdua~s
~Foreet BMPs,
Stewardship
Inltl|tive

USDA Farmers Loans and loan guarantees to ei;g;ble producers for operating Funds and loans for property
Home expenses, land purchase, and conservation measures improvement and conservation,
Admin|etretlon treatment instaltation, and water
(FmHA) conservation practices, Located in

counties, states, and national
offices=

USDAAgrlcultursl Basic end appl=ed r~search on agricultural product=on and Reports on BMP effectiveness and
Reseerch Service conservation measures, including fertil,zers, pest.cides, and environmental fate and transport
(ARe) BMP effectiveness ’. data, demonstration sites;

occasionally provides funds for
joint sponsored projects Research
stat=ons, located throughout eac~
state, speciahze in part=cular types
of investigations

U.S, Depertment of. Adm=nisters progoams ~n coopera’,.on with sta~.es to inventory Funds Io state coastal programs:
Commerce-- and manage coaslal resources, fun0s and pe~orms basso re- staff for technical ass=stance, data
Natlonel Oceanic search and assessments relat=ng t~ coas’,a~ e~;rop~=cation, reports, and educational mater~a’s
and Atmospheric ma,n:a’ns 0a;abase for agr~c~Jttura’ pest,c,des a~’.3 nutrient occasionally adm=nisters funds for
Admlnletretlon Ioa¢~ngs spec,al demonstration projects

NOAA -- Coastal Administers a q~as;-re;u:a:ory coasts’ p,ote~,on program, in Staff for technical assistance,
Zone Management coopers:ion w=t~ EPA the’, sets peffcrmance.base:l manage- fun0s for plan 0evelopment
Act Programs ment measures for conlrc; and prevention of nonpo~nt source
(CZMA) polio’.on in coasts~ areas for a:l lan~ use

U.S. Depertment of Oversees C0nstruct~on and operat;on of large flooO control Maps, special studies, water
Defense (DOD) Army and pubhc water supply reservoirs, conducts water quality qua,~ity monitoring data. staff ancl
Corps of Engineers mort|toting on lakes within its jur=sd, ct~on, regula’,es in-lake funds for improvement Of existing
(COE) activit=es end shoreline development Cooperat=vely admin=s- projects, staff to review and

ters wetlands dre0ge a~d f=tl perm,t program with EPA and oversee 404 (wetlands) permits
F=sh and W.Idl=fe Services; can enforce permit requirements F=eld offices located in various

’" for wetland BMPs or other mit=gation measures �listricls throughoul states and
; Washington. DC.

U.S. Depertment of Oversees, manages, or monitors national natural resources, Staff, maps, reports,
the interior (DOI) , including land, water, end wildhfe, demonstration sites, educational

materials, monitoring equipment.
Offices located in regional centers,
management areas, and
Washington, DC,
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APPENDIX D

AGENCY AND PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS AND RESOURCES AVAILABLE
PROGRAM I AGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES POSSIBLE ROLES

U.S. Department of the Interior (�ontinued)

DOI Fish and Oversees and regulates the nation’s wildlife resources: man- Staff" to enforce Endangered
Wildlife Service ages national wildlife reserves; enforces federal game and Species Act and other laws On

fish laws; �ooperalively administers national wetlands pro- public and private land; research
gram w~th the Corps of Engineers and EPA. Cooperative pro- reports and data on habitat,
jects to enhance wildlife habitat; speciaJ studies, especially .populations, and management of
fisheries investigations, wilcllife. Funds for cooperative

projects. Educational materials,
teacher training, curricula, and
maps.

OOI Bureau of Land Administers and manages federal lands; oversees grazing" Staff for environmental analysis
Management (BLM) leases, mineral exploration, and extra=ion bi~s and leases and trend evaluation on BLM land,

on BLM lands; technical assistance to permiTteas on BLM technical assistance, and
land in proper resource use; oversees recreational users of oversight. Funds for special
BLM land. studies and cost-share for

permit’tees for certain conservation
practices (generally grazing/range
management); funds for range
improvement, riper(an area
management, and recreat=onaJ
area development projects Maps

DOI Bureau of Indian Technical assistance to tribes on tnbal lands ma,nly for social Maps; natural resource inventories
~,ffelra (BIA) serv,cesl some asslstanCe for conserver,on work and educe- of Indian and tr,bal lands: funds for

tiona~ programs, natural resource ~nventories and monitoring special projects; staff for
surface and groundwater, assistance to tribes.

DOI Bureau of A0m~nJste,s. constructs..and oversees wa!er supply facihties Staff to oversee projects and
Reclamation in western sta~es; reg~,!ates discharges from these fat:hides; manage federal property and

jo=nlly aCministers the Colora~, Raver Salinity Control Pro. fac~l,t~es: assesses water q~;ahty
gram w~th many agendas to se’, cons~steP.t sal~n=ty standards around reservoirs as part of the
and manage pu~hc and pnva’,e tends w~th~n the t~as=n: new nattonal irngat~On water Quality
~n,t~at,ve to recla,m lands damaged by federal ~rngat~on pro. program, maps, reports, anti some
tecta

DOI National Perk Adm~n,s~e,s and manages na:ional parks for preserved=on of Staff to oversee ard a~m,n=ster:
Service natural resources funds for special studies and

occas,onal cooperattve projec*,s on .
land a0jo=ning park t~oundaries

DOI Office of Regulates the removal and recla"~atton of surface re,ned mln. Staff tO oversee and provide
Surface Minas (OSM) erals, mostly coal on private !an0s technical assistance in re,rang

operations, reclamation efforts,
and engineering
vegetative site inspections and
monitoring resources; e~ucati~na;
materials, data. and reporls.

DO! U.S. Geological Long.term baseline monitoring of water resources (Quantity, Maps, data. and information on
Survey (USGS) flow, and quality), hydrologic a~o geologic ~nvest~galions and hydrology and water quality status

data, special intensive ShOrt.lerm Studies, and trends; staff for technical
assistance in designing a
monitoring plan.

State Water Quality    Administer many programs (s,m~l~’ to EPA) to prote= water Staff for technic~ assistance to
Agencies qua}ely in surface and grouno’water=, ~ncluding the NPDES local governments and

permit program, water quaJity $~lnclards regulations, the non. implementing BMPs: water guahty
’ point source program, and arab=ant statew~de monitoring pro. monitoring, data, and reports,

grams, funds for pollution control projects,
educational materials, and
programs.
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AGENCY AND PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS AND RESOURCES AVAILABLE AND
PROGRAM AGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES POSSIBLE ROLES

State Agencies (continued)

State Natural Aclm~n~ste, p~ograms for wetlan0s and coasta~ pro=eel=on. Staff for technical assistance to
Resource Agencies IOC~ governments; monitor nature=

resource trends, reports, and
educational materials and
p~ograms

State Departments Regulate pesticide regrstration and use and admen=stall ma~- Staff to oversee pesticide
of Agriculture keting end rural development programs, sorest=rues issue applicalors and other regulatory

permits for fe~lli=zer or feedlots fun=i0ns

Stats Forestry Oversee activit=es on state forest lands, administer forest Staff for site inspections, technics!
Commissions or practice laws or BMP regulations, assistance, and educ~t=on for
Departments priv~e landowners and state

forests; information on forest
resources.

Stats Cooperative Natural resource, family hea!t~, and agricultural production Staff, reports, educational
Extension Services educed=on and tra~n=ng programs for cit=zens materials, technic~ assistance.

F=eld off=ces located =n each county
or state office connected w~th
la~ci-grant universities

State Parks and AO~=nister programs to promote tounsm an~ the use of state Maps, s~gns, educations~
1’oudem Departments pa;ks for recrea’~on matenals, occasional small grants
or Bureaus for historic presarvatlon or Ioca~

development

Stats Natural A~r~niste; prog’amS tO e0ucate people an0 p,ese,’ve hiStOr,c Maps signs, educational mater,ale
Heritage anti cultural resou;ces
Commissions or
Boards

Stets Highway or Oversee des,gn, const;uCl;on, and maintenance of stale and Maps, signs, educational
Transportation feoe,a’ ~ghways prorate assistance to Ioca! governments on mater=sis, maintenance
Departments roa0-re’,a:ed issues, responsible for eros,0~ anc~ pollut,on ec~uipment, and flower and grass

COn~;OI along highway right-of-ways and during construction seeds, technics! assistance for
and maintenance act=wt,es Ioca! governments; somet=me~

provide funcls for spec=al studies or
beau=if=cation projects

Stets Public Lands Oversee a0ministrat=on of state lan~s, generate revenues for Natural resource information
Commissions or state treasury, maps.
Boards

State Natural and Oversee use and protect=on of state designate~ scenic ravers; Staff for river protection and
Scenic Rivers may levy taxes and take enforcement act=ons to protect the (sometimes) assessments;
Commie=Ions river, occasionally provide funds for

special protection or improvement
projects.

Stets Livestock and Regulate health=, welfare, and safety of livestock, pOultry pro- Staff for site inspeotions, technical
Poultry Boards or duo=ion, and products, assistance, and enforcement
Commissions actions; sometimes special studies

and reports.

State Water Well Regulate the drilhng of new wells and the sealing of old ones. Staff for site inspections, technica~
Boards assistance, anal enforcement;

educational materials anti training
for drillers.

State OII, Gas, and Oversee the leasing, production, and administration of st=e Staff for oversight and inspection
Minerals anti privately owrtecl natural resources, responsible for spills in�lulling site-specific
Departments or and environmental programs related to petroleum, environmental audits and spill
Commie=Ions prevention and clean-up
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&PPEHDIX D

AGENCY AND = PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS AND RESOURCES AVAILABLE AND
PROGRAM AGENCY RESPONSiBiLITIES POSSIBLE ROLES

State AglnClel (continued)

Stets Plsnt Boerds Administer programs that ev,~uate mainly agricultural plants Staff for technJcaJ assistance;
’ and conservation plantings, special studies a~d reports,

State Health , Administer septic tank and public drinking water regulatory Staff for technical assistance to
Departments programs; monitor water supplies; provide technical Basis- toca~ governments, monitoring,

lance to local governments, and educatJona~ programs; data,
reports, and educational materials,

stere Soil end Weter Administer cooperative programs with the USDA/SCS to con- Staff for technicaJ assistance to
Coneervatlon serve soil and water resources on private lands; provide tech- individuals; engineering or
Commlselons nicaJ assistance to individuals, construction equipment, services,

and supplies thai support BMP
~implementation. Some states have

COSt-Share funds for BMPs.

State Fish and Geme * Regulate the harvest of fish and wildhfe resources by individ. Staff for enforcement of state fish
Agenclea uals and commercial operations; responsible for state cost re- and game laws and for technical

cove,’y of lost fish a~ wil0hfe affecle0 by environmental con- assistance in wildhfe and fisheries
lamination, management for private

individuals; educat~ona) materials;
natural resource inventory data,

State Water Rights A~locate water ngl~ts (mostly in western s:ates); reg,,late con- Staff for permit writing and
Agencies sump1=ve use of water resources oversight; ~ata and reports on

water flow.

Locel Planning end Specify lan~ use zoning and l~ounCary ~ete,m~na’,ions’, pen- Maps. long-range plans, inventory
Zoning Boarda, City era~ community ptann=ng oversee program operal,on, of local resources, special reports.
Planning budget =nformat=On. staff for
Commissions, technical ~s~s~ce.
Coun~ Pllnnlng
Boar~l

Local County M~r~ge. construe. ~0 m~t~n county rc~s B~0 ~r~ges~ InformatiOn on county conditions.
Judge=, oversee an~ approve c;~nty Du0gets for a’,l :ounty programs, equipment for construction anO
Commlsslone~l T~tng authority, ma~menance. ~u~ge~ reports;
Coup, or P=rlsh occasional funds for spec=al
Poll�= Ju~ projects.

L~=I SWCDI Lo~l fielQ office of state agency. See State Soil and W~ter
Conse~at~on Comm=ss~on.

L~al Erosion and Oversee act0v=ties that could cause erosion and se~imenta- Staff for on.site inspections,
Sediment Control t~on, technical ~sist~ce, ~
Olltrl¢= sometimes enforcement actions,

L~al Irrlgltlon or Regulate Io~l water use an0 m~ntain public or jointly owne~ Maintenance workers.
Acequta Districts irrigation projects; responsible for ~ntrolling poll~ion an~

erosion from proje=s.

L~=I FI~¢ Control, Re~glate water an~ land use and management to prevent Staff ~r on.site assessments
Water Management, subsidence or fl~ding, ins~ctions; maps, repots,
or Subsidence use ~ata; zoning information.

L~=I School Oversee public education within jurisdi~ional boundaries; Information ~ status of current
Boards Ind School can set ~o~l cumcula r~ui~ements and priorities. T~ing a~ e~ational programs; ~sist~ce
Admlnlltratlonl bO~ issuing a~hori~, in 0eveloping new initiatives.

L~=I Municipal Oversee ~nstru~ion and maintsnan~ of public wor~ prO- Information ~ s~cial repots on
Utilities Dlltd¢~ ject~ for water, sewer, ~d occasionally energy T~ing anO water issu~: fun~s for

bond issuing a=honty, projects to enhance system
opera~o~ ~ reduce costs.
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AGENCY AND PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS AND RESOURCES AVAIL, ABLE AND
PROGRAM AGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES POSSIBLE ROLES

Regional River Manage a.nd coordinate achv=ties within the=r basin for flood Data, reports, maps, water
Authorltlee contro!, wa~er (::luality protect=on, energy clevelopment Taxing monitoring, staff for technic=’

authority, assistance to local government
and other agencies or groups,
Fun(~s for special projecls

Regional Planning Assisl in coordinating acl~vities of all governments Witl~in the = Staff for technical assi~lance
Commission= en{~ area~ provide technica~ assistance an� information’, promote Ioc~ governments’, occasiona~
Council= of special projects of benefit to air water quality monitoring, reports,

i funcls for special projecls

Others-- Various groups usually formecl to improve marketing and lob. Staff for data gathering anti
Commodity Group= hying capabilities for specific crops or livestock interests, ’ ana/ysis, public education

Nearly every major crop has at least one such group        ~ campaigns, technical support to
growers, legislative and market
analysis; funds from members for
special projects

Environmental Various g,oups forme0 to protect, conserve, or preserve the Staff anti volunteers asses*, w~th
Organizetione environmenl in genera’, or to address a specific ~ssue: lobby Ioca~ proje~s~ eCucational

for environmental laws and programs as well as funding materials and programs, rep:"ts
Many pe,’l, orm voluntee, services SuCh as waler (~ualily mon~: an0 data on environmenta~
toting, natural resojrce re~abil=tat,on work, COS~,-share, or con0=bOnS and trends’, occas,ona
prowce othe, tunOs ~o, spe:,a~. Dro~e:ts funchng for cooperative work

SO�Ill Ind Service Forme~ for reasons o~her than resou’ce pro1ecl~on, most Volunteers for special pro~e::s
Clubs have Idea’ project~ that enhance or bea,~’~,~ commun~ly Pro-

vide labor, s,,Pp:,es, and e,’~,~,pme~I o~ mjt=a:’,y, benef,c,al
projects as we:; as ansi;w,: ~nto the

¯ $~urce: Adepted from Terrene Institute, Cleen Weterln Your Watershed: A �Itizens Guide to Watershed Protection, 19~3.
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A Health Effects Study of
~ Swimmers in Santa Monica Bay~

BAY
.

PROJ[CT

In the summer of 1995, lahe Santa Mortica Bay Restoration Project (SMBRP)

conducted the first large-scale epidemiologic study in the nation to investigate

possible adverse health effects associated with s~,imming in ocean waters

contaminated by urban runoff. The overall objective of this study was to

answer the public’s most frequently asked question, ."Haw safe is it to swim in
101 C~n~re Plaza Dnv~

.~o,,e,~..p=,~.c~ Santa Monica Bay?" by investigating swimmers’ reports of illness and
2~ .,6~ -~6 determining whether the risks of contracting these illnesses were associated

F~ 213 266 "600
with exposure to pathogens in urban runoff.

BACKGROUND

Since the genesis of the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project (SMBRP), a
A Partnership To

R~,o,e Ha Pro,~ primary focus of energy has been to find the answer to a fundamental human
s=n~, .~to,,.. s~ health question: "Haw safe is it to swim in Santa Monica Bay?" Nearly fifty

million tourists and local residents come to Santa Monica Bay’s public

beaches each. year to enjoy its recreational resources, but there has been wide

public perception and some scientific evidence that there may be health risks
~,.~ed b~, ~’S EP.~ associated with swimming in beach areas contaminated by runoff.

and the S~at¢ %g~a*rr
Control Board m coopcrat,on
with the pubhc, loca~ agenoes.    In previous investigations conducted by the SMBRP, human pathogens were

and mdu~tiT,’.
detected in summer runoff, an unexpected result since sewer and storm drain
systems in Los Angeles are completely separate. Possible sources of pathogen
contamination into the storm drain system include illegal sewer connections,

leaking sewer lines, malfunctioning septic systems, illegal dumping from
recreational vehicles, or direct human sources such as campers or transients.

Other potential sources of human pathogens in near shore areas include
sewage spills into storm drains, small boat waste discharges and swimmers

themselves.

1,,An Epidemiological Study of Possible Adverse Health Effects of Swimming in Santa
Monica Bay."

Prin~ed on rt~.’ded paper O~o~..r, 1996 , Pag6 4 "~
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The members of the SMBRP therefore decided that the definitive step necessary to answer

this question of swimming-related health risks was an epidemiological study. Through this

study, we would finally know if risks exist and whether they differ according to where one

swims, and we would have the basis for revising recreational water quality standards and
monitoring programs so that they are based on risks to human health.

STUDY OVERVIEW

During the course of the study (June to September 1995), 15,492 beachgoers who swam at
three santa Monica Bay beaches located near flowing storm drain outlets (Santa Monica

Beach near Ashland Avenue, Will Rogers Beach at Santa Mordca Canyon, and Surfrider

Beach near Malibu Creek), were interviewed. Nine to 14 days after the beach interviews,

13;278 follow-up telephone interviews were conducted to ascertain the occurrence of

symptoms-fever, chilis, eye discharge, earache, ear discharge, skin rash, infected cut,

nausea, vomiting, diarrhea,, diarrhea with blood, stomach pain, coughing, coughing with
phlegm, nasal congestion, sore throat and a group of symptoms indicative of "highly

credible gast~’ointestinal illness" (HCGI)2 and "significant respiratory disease" (SRD)3.

Water samples were collected daily in ankle depth water at various distances from the

drains (0, 100, yards north and south, and at 400 yards) (Figure 1) and analyzed for total and

Figure 1. Beach survey and water sampling locations.

2 Two definitions of HCGI were used in this study and grouped as HCGI-1 (vomiting, diarrhea and
fever, stomach pain and fever) or HCGI-2 (vomiting and fever).
3 Symptoms including fever and nasal congestion, fever and sore throat, and cough with sputum.

October, 1996 Page 2 "~
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fecal coliforms, enterococci, and E. coll. In addition, water samples were collected at storm

drain sites every Friday, Saturday and Sunday and analyzed for enteric viruses.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The analyses conducted in this study addressed two questions: a) What are the risks of

illness relative to the distance one swims from a flowing storm drain?; and b) Are the risks

of illness associated with measures of water quality? The major fincl~gs resulting from

these analyses are as follows:

1. There is an increased risk of illness associated with swimming near flowing storm
drain outlets in Santa Monica Bay. Statistically significant increases in risks for a

broad range of adverse health effects (fever, chills, ear discharge, vomiting, coughing
with phlegm, HCGI-24 and SRD) were found for subjects that swam in front of storm

drains (at 0 yards) in comparison to those who swam over 400 yards away5 (Table 1).

For example, there was a 57 percent greater incidence of fever for swimmers at the
drain than at 400 yards away. These increases in risk appeared to be limited to the 0

yards distance, as a significant drop-off in effects were observed at other distances

upcoast or downcoast from the drain (Figure 2).

Table 1. Comparative health outcomes for swimming in front of drains versus 400+
~,ards awa~,-_

Estimated No. of
Relative Risk Excess Cases per

Health Outcome (0 vs. 400+ Yds.) !0~000 Persons

Fever 57% 259

Chi~s 58% 138
Ear Discharge 127% 88

VornitJng 61% 115
Coug~ng with phlegm ¯ 59% 175

Any of the above lymp(oms 44% 373

HCGI-2 111% 95

,SRD 66% 303
HCGI-2 o~ SRD ~ 53% 314

4 See footnote 2.
5 Indicator bacteria levels at 400 yards are low, therefore compaxisons could be made between rates of
illness in sw~nmers at this distance and at 0 yards.
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The estimated number of excess cases of illness attributable to swimming at the drain

reached into the 100’s per.10,000 exposed subjects (greater than 1 percent) suggesting
that significant numbers of beachgoers swimming near storm drain outlets are
subject to increased health risks

Fil~;ure 2. Reports of HCGI-2 and SRD relative to distance fro.m .drains. ,

4

IISRDSympt°m:° [] HCGI-2

100 yds 0 100 yds 400 yds
Downcoast Upcoast

Distsnce from Storm Drain Outlet
(in yards)

The results did not change when adjusted for age, beach, gender, race, California

versus out-of-state resident, socioeconomic status, or worry about potential health

hazards at the beach. Distance results also did not change substantially when

controlled for each bacterial indicator.

2. There is an increased risk of illness associated with swimming in areas with high
densities of bacterial indicators. Researchers used "cutoff points" to determine

whether there were differences in the incidence of illness for those who swam in

waters with bacterial densities "greater than" versus "lessthan" certain cutoff levels.

Symptoms were found to be associated with swimming in areas where bacterial
indicator counts were "greater than" the cutoff points that are used as part of federal

and state water quality standards. (Cutoffs vary by type of bacterial indicator.)

Table 2 shows the various outcomes that were found to be associated with these high

densities of indicator bacteria. For E. coli, associations were seen for earache and
nasal congestion. Only skin rash was ass0dated with total coliforms and fecal

coliforms. For enterococci, effects were noted for diarrhea with blood and HCGI-1.

October, 1996                         Page 4
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Table 2. Health outcomes associated with swimming in areas with high bacterial
indicator counts.

( i’eiI
per 10,000

Indicator (cutoff) Health Outcomes Increased Risk Persons

E, coil" Earache .~ 46% 149
(> 320 cfu*) Nasal Congestion 24% 211

Enterococcus Diarrhea w/blood 323% 27
(>106 cfu) HCGI-1 44% 130

Total coliform Skin rash 200% 165
(>10,000 cfu)

Feca~ coliform Skin rash 88% 74

"colony forming units

3. The total coliform to fecal coliform ratio was found to be one of the better indicators

for predicting health risl~. In addition to investigating single bacterial indicators,

associations between adverse health effects and the ratio of total to fecal col/forms

were investigated. Significant associations were observed, with incidence of i/Iness

generally increasing as the ratio of densities of total col/forms to fecal col/forms
decreased (Figure 3). When analyses were restricted to times when total coliforms

exceeded 1,000 cfu, the strongest effects were generally observed when the ratio of 2:1

was used for comparison.

None of the bacterial restflts changed when adjusted for age; beach, gender, race,

California vs. out-of-state resident, socioeconomic status or worry about potential

health hazards at the beach.

Figure 3. Relationship of excess cases of illness and total-to-fecal coliform ratios.
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4. Illnesses were reported more often on days when the samples were positive for

enteric viruses. Seventeen water samples (taken in the storm drain) were positive

for enteric viruses. Although based on small numbers, a comparison of subjects

who were swimming within 50 yards of the drain on days when samples were tested
for viruses indicates that a number of outcomes’were reported more often on days

when the samples were positive for viruses versus days when samples were

negative. Symptoms for which increased risks were noted include: fever (53 percent

increase), vomiting (89 percent increase), HCGI-I (74 percent increase) and HCGI-2
(126 percent increase). Results remained essentially unchanged when adjusted for

covariates or for each bacterial indicator. Research with gene probes is ongoing and
will be presented in a future addendum to this report.

5. High densities of bacterial indicators were measured on a significant number of
survey days, particularly in front of drains. A great deal of day-to-day variability in

bacterial indicator counts was recorded, however high bacterial densities in water

samples were detected most frequently directly in front of drains (at 0 yards) (see

Table 4). High densities of E. coli, fecal coliforms, and enterococcus occurred on over
25 percent of survey days. Total coliform levels were exceeded less frequently (8.6

percent of days). Total-to-fecal co~orm ratios of less than 5 occurred on 12 percent of
survey days.

Table 4. Percentage of survey days when bacterial indicator cutoff levels were
exceeded in Santa Monica

Percent of Sur~ey Days Bacterial Cutoffs Exceeded

Distance from Drain Outlets
Bscterlal Indl¢ator 1.100 yards 1-100 yards 400+ yards
Icutoffs) 0 yards upcoast downcoast upcoast

E. coli 25.0% 3.5% 6.7% 0.6%
(>320 cfu)

Total coltforms 8.6% 0.4% 0.9% 0.0%
(>I0,000 cfu)

Fecal co,forms 29.7% 3.0% 8.6% 0.9%
(>4oo cfu)

Entaroceccus 28.7% 6.0% 9.6% 1.3%
(>106 cfu)
Total/fecal ratio ~ 12.0% 0.5% 3,9% 0.4%
(total coliforrns>lO00 cfu)
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High counts were recorded more frequently downcoast (versus upcoast) from storm

drain outlets due to the general pattern of water flow along the Bay’s shoreline. At
400 yards away, high counts occurred on generally less than one percent of days.

5. Characteristics of the survey population. Per~dns who bathed and immersed their

heads in the ocean water were potential subjects for this study. There were no

restrictions based on age, sex or race. Persons who had bathed at the study beaches

within seven days of the survey date (before and after) were excluded, as were

subjects who bathed on multiple days. Since a primary research question was

whether the risk of illness was associated with levels of particular indicator
organisms in the water, it would have been impossible to link subjects’ experiences

with. specific counts on a given day if they were in the water on numerous days.

Fifty-five percent of the subjects surveyed were male, 45 percent female. Forty-eight

percent of the subjects were children (under 12 years of age); 13-to-25 year-olds
comprised 26 percent of the survey population and the remaining 26 percent were

aged 26 and over. The ethnicity of the survey population was 45 percent white, 43

percent Latino, 3 percent black, 3 percent Asian, 3 percent multi-ethnic, and 2 percent
"other." Children and Latino subjects tended to swim closer to the drain. Sixty-three

percent of subjects swimming at the drain were children under 12. Eighty-eight

percent of the surveyed subjects were residents of California.

THE EPI STUDY ACTION AGENDA

The results of this health risk investigation provide both good news and cause for concern.
The good news is that, of the Bay’s SO-plus mile coastline, less than 2 miles are problematic.

However, the study has also confirmed that there is a risk of illness associated with

swimming immediately adjacent to flowing storm drains. Although it is not yet known

what specific pathogens cause illness, the study confirms that the bacterial indicators that

are being monitored, do help to predict risk. In addition, a new tool, the total-to-fecal
coliform ratio, has been found to be a useful predictor of illness. With the scientific

findings now documented through this study, we have laid the foundation to develop new

policies and actions that will improve our ability to protect the public’s health.

As a first step, the members of the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project have identified a
preliminary "Epi Study Action Agenda" to respond to the findings of this study and because

of the need to "act now." Some of these actions have already begun, but many more steps

October, 1996 Page 7 *~
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are yet to be taken. Like the broader issue of urban runoff and storm water pollution,

however, prevention and elimination of pathogen contamination in recreational waters

requires a long-term, comprehensive approach. There is, however, much that can begin

immediately.

Educating and advising the public about the health risks of swimming near storm drain

outlets, ensuring that pathogen sources are identified and controlled, and preventing

contamination of runoff into the drainage system are among the governmental actions that

have been initiated. The gener .al public also has a role to play - taking action to prevent

urban runoff pollution at home, at the work site and at play.

EDUCATE AND ADVISE THE PUBLIC

1; Improve warnings to swimmers by posting new signs and flags near flowing storm
drains. The Los Angeles County Department of Health Services (LACDHS) will
revise the Beach Regulatory Protocol to ensure that beaches are well posted and/or

dosed as necessary. These revisions include:

a. Strengthen the wording on warning signs posted near flowing storm drain

outlets to read as follows: ~ARNING! STORM DRAIN WATER MAY CAUSE

¯ ILLNESS. NO SWIMMING." This warning will be posted in both English and

Spanish.

b. Post warning signs on both sides of all flowing storm drains in Los Angeles

County .and place crossed flags adjacent to the signs.

The remaining procedures contained in the Protocol (regarding incidents such as
beach closure requirements in cases of sewage spills, etc.) will continue to be

implemented as appropriate.

Warn swimmers to stay away from storm drain outlets. Los Angeles County
Lifeguards will attempt ~o warn and advise swimmers to stay away from areas

directly in front of storm drain outlets, especially in ponded areas.

3. Strengthen messages about human health risks associated with contaminated urbano

runoff into current storm water education campaigns based on the results of this
stud.y. Integrate new messages into the educational campaigns if necessary.
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IMPLEMENT SOURCE CONTROL MEASURES

4. Prevent and control sources of pathogens to urban runoff. Controlling pathogen
sources is but one part of a comprehensive strategy to address the problem of urban

runoff pollution. The Los Angeles County Dephrtment of Public Works (LAC-DPW)

and the cities in the Santa Monica Bay watershed will therefore continue to

implement urban runoff source control measures (including Best Management

Practices such as catch basin stenciling, storm drain inspection, illegal discharge
reporting, enforcement of "pooper-scooper" laws) and where needed, will expand or

accelerate these programs.

Divert dry-weather flows from problem storm drains. The LAC-DPW and titles will

continue to work with munidpal wastewater agendes and the Los Angeles Regional

Water Quality Control Board (LARWQCB) to complete the assessments of projects to

divert dry-weather flows from problem storm drains to sewage treatment facilities.

Projec~ that are feasible and cost-effective and for which funding is available will be

implemented in a timely manner.

6. Construct a pilot dry-weather flow treatment facility at the Pico-Kenter drain. The

cities of LOs Angeles and Santa Monica have been investigating construction of a

pilot ozonation fadlity to treat dry-weather flows from the Pico-Kenter drainage area.

7. Investigate and correct malfunctioning septic systems. Cities and the Los Angeles

County Department of Health Services will enhance programs to investigate and

correct malfunctioning septic systems, espedally in the watersheds along the

northef~t Santa Monica Bay coastline;

8. Maximize the ability to respond to and control sewage spills. Mimic/pal wastewater

treatment facility operators will review sewage spill reporting and response

procedures and develop/modify procedures where necessary to block, capture and re-
direct spills to storm drains back into the sewer system.

IDENTIFY AND PREVENT PATHOGEN SOURCES
Identify and eliminate illici~ connections and illicit discharges to the storm drain

system..The municipal storm water/urban runoff pollution control permit issued
by Lbs Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board (LARWQCB) requires
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implementation of programs to identify and eliminate illidt connections and
discharges to the storm drain system. To accelerate the implementation of these

programs, the LAC-DPW will develop a model program which includes

standardized storm drain inspection procedures, illicit connection and discharge
identification and elimination procedures, and..enforcem~nt procedures to terminate

illidt connectibns and ’discharges.

10. Assess the impacts of street and sidewalk washing and develop methods to eliminate
or minimize impacts. The City of Los Angeles will, in the next year, investigate the

impact of street and sidewalk washing on pathogen loadings to storm drain systems

and will develop appropriate Best Management Practices to minimize impacts on

water quality.

Develop standardized procedures for locating sources of pathogens. The LAC-DPW

will lead efforts, with the assistance of SMBRP, to develop a standardized sanitary
survey protocol (procedures) for locating sources of pathogens and based in the

results of this study, develop criteria for initiation of a sanitary survey.

INCORPORATE FINDINGS INTO STANDARDS AND MONITORING PROGRAMS

12. Provide periodic reports to the public on .beach water quality. Shoreline bacterial

monitoring programs are currently conducted by the City of Los Angeles, the County

Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County and the Los Angeles County Department

of Health Services. These programs currently report individual bacterial indicator
counts. It is recommended that the total-to-fecal coliform ratio also be added and

incorporated into the regional water quality data base maintained by the LARWQCB.

Both the individual indicator counts and total/fecal ratio should be used as the basis
for development of periodic reports to the public on beach water quality prepared by

. the LARWQCB, SMBRP, Heal the Bay or other organizations.

13. Review and revise recreational water quality standards or criteria. Recreational use
of coastal waters occurs near urbaruzed regions throughout California and the U.S.

Current standards/criteria for bacteri~ indicators are not based on epidemiological
studies of swimmers in marine waters contaminated by urban runoff. Given the

results of this study, it is recommended that the U.S. Environmental Protection

. Agency, the California State Department of Health Services and the State Water
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Resources Control Board review existing recreational water quality standards/criteria

for marine waters and revise them as appropriate.

Review water quality data trends in Santa Monica Bay. The SMBRP will spearhead
a team to review existing water quality data ut~izing analytical methodologies

identified through this study, so that additional results can be incorporated into

modifications of the beach warning protocol and water quality monitoring and

reporting activities.

15. Support additional research projects that help answer additional questions about
potential health risks. Examples of such studies may include an assessment of

health risks to persons who frequently swim in the Bay.(e.g. surfers and lifeguards)
or research efforts necessary to improve our ability to more quickly detect human

pathogens in urban runoff.

FINANCE SOURCE CONTROL MEASURES

16. Seek financing at local, state and federal levels for implementation of source control

measures. The members of the SMBRP will investigate financing mechanisms to

support implementation of local efforts to control storm water and urban runoff
pollution.

ACTIONS THE PUBLIC CAN TAKE

In addition to governmental action, the general public can take steps to help reduce urban

runoff pollution. Urban runoff pollution includes bacteria, trash and chemicals which are

washed into the storm drain system from streets, neighborhoods, business locations,

parking lots, construction sites, etc. This type of pollution is a problem because, unlike the

sewer system, which includes treatment plants, the storm drain system carries water and
whatever else is put into it-without treatment-to our streams and the ocean. Urban runoff

pollution can be minimized by following these suggestions:

1. Practice "good housekeeping" in and around the home.
¯ ’ Clean up after your pet. Dispose of wastes in trash cans.
¯ Make sure that septic tanks are properly maintained.
¯ Properly dispose of disposable diapers.
¯ Use a broom rather than a hose to clean up garden clippings. Deposit leaves and

grass clippings in a ~trash can or start a compost pile.
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¯ Take leftover household hazardous materials to a Countywide Household

Hazardous Waste collection event or other local collection program.
¯ Take used motor oil and antifreeze to a participating gas station or other recycling

center.

Have your car inspected and maintained regularly to reduce leakage of oil,
antifreeze’ and other fluids.

¯ Recycle reuseable materials.

Practice "good housekeeping" at your worksite and where you play.
¯ Clean up spills of materials such as vehicle fluids, paints and solvents properly.
¯ Control runoff and prevent erosion at construction sites.
¯ Cover and maintain dumpsters.
¯ Properly dispose of kitchen wastes. Wash down floor mats in areas that drain to

the sewer system.
¯ Compost or haul away manure from horses or other livestock.
¯ Use pumpout and dump stations to dispose of sewage from boats and

recreational vehicles.

3. Promote pollution prevention and awareness in your community.
¯ Participate in programs such as storm drain stenciling and Coastal Cleanup Day.
¯ Support your municipality by reporting any dumping of inappropriate materials

into storm drains (such as oil and antifreeze) to 1-800-303-0003.

STUDY PARTICIPANTS

The SMBRP assembled a unique team to carry out the various elements of this study. Dr.
Robert Haile, USC School of Medicine, Department of Preventive Medicine, was the

Principal Investigator. Dr. Halle led the research team that conducted the beach and follow-

up telephone interviews and conducted the health risk analyses utilizing water quality and
survey data. The City of Los Angeles Environmental Monitoring Division (LA-EMD)

analyzed daily water samples for total coliform, fecal coliform and enterococcus. Heal the

Bay volunteers collected the daily bacterial indicator samples and their Executive Director,

Dr. Mark Gold served as a principal.study advisor. The County Sanitation District of Orange
County (CSDOC) collected and analyzed water samples for enteric viruses. The University

of Southern California, Department of Biology conducted enteric virus analysis u~ing
polymerase chain reaL’tion (PCR)/gene probe technique. The Santa Monica Bay Restoration
Project and Foundation served as principal project organizer and was responsible for project
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management, coordination of financing and contracts, and for providing technical and

policy oversight.

FUNDING FOR THIS STUDY

Many public and private entities provided the financial and human resources for this study.

The Santa Mordca Bay Restoration Project and Foundation thanks the following

organizations for their support and commitment to this important scientific undertaking:

the State Water Resources Control Board, City of Los Angeles, Beach Cities Health District,
City of Santa Monica, Los Angeles County Department of Public Works, Los Angeles
Regional Wa~er Quality Control Board, Chevron Companies, Las Virgenes Municipal

Water District, Milken Families Foundation, Heal the Bay, and the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency.

ABOUT THE SANTA MONICA BAY RESTORATION PROJECT AND FOUNDATION

The Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project (SMBRP) is a coalition of government,

erwironmentalists, scientists, industry and the public charged with finding solutions to the

Bay’s problems. The SMBRP, established in 1988 as part of the Clean Water Act National

Estuary Program, completed a comprehensive "Bay Restoration Plan" in 1994 that outlines

a wide range of actions necessary to restore and protect the Bay. Implementing this health

effects study was one of "the Plan’s highest priorities.

The Santa Monica Bay Restoration Foundation is a non-profit, 501(c)(3) community
foundation of the SMBRP. The Foundation is an independent fun&raising vehicle created

to attract research, planning and implementation funds for activities, such as this
epidemiological study, that lead to the restoration and enhancement of Santa Monica Bay.
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Water quality of first flush runoff from
20 industrial sites

D. E. Line, J. Wu, J. A. Arnold, G. D. Jennings, A. R. Rubin

ABSTRACT: A samphng program was conducted to assess the qual- son with sampling results submitted by industries as part of
it) of firsl flush storm water runoff from lO mdusmal groups b’p~.al of their storm water permit requirements.
many’ bu~inesse~ located in North (’arohna. Analysis of sample~ col-
lemed dunng the first 30 rain of runoff ~first flushl intimated that zinc Procedure
and copper v.ere the most common of the e~gh, metals measured in Ten industrial groups representing common indusmes in
runoff from the 20 industrial sites monitored. Ten volatile organic, North Carolina were chosen (Table. 1). After obtaining permis-
sem~;olatile organic, or pesticide compounds ~ere found at eight differ- sion from responsible parties, two businesses, from each ofent s~tes, with the most common being methylene chloride tthree sites). the 10 groups except chemical repackagers, were selected forConventmnal pollutants such as nutrients and sohds u, ere measured at

inclusion in the study. Only one chemical repackager was in-varying levels at ever) site, but were generally the h~ghest where a
cluded because businesses engaged in just repackaging weresigmficant amount of biological waste or exposed soil was present.

Water Environ Rea.. 69, 305 11997). relatively rare; therefore, a scrap and recycler (SR III) was
substituted. Selection criteria included willingness to partici-

KEYWORDS: metals, monitoring, runoff, stormwater, water quality pate. representativeness of the plant!site for the industrial group,
availability of suitable sampling locations, and hydrology of the

The quality of storm water runoff is a major concern in the site. VChile the two sites in each industrial group are similar in

Ureter States. In the National Water, Quality Inventory,, 1990 their activities, replication was not a criterion.

Report to Congress, states estimated that ~ 30% of identified After selection, each site was visited and characterized. All

cases of water quality impairment are attributable to storm water data in Table I are based on a site plan or survey, when avail-

discharges ~’U.S. EPA, 1992). This assessment has prompted an able, but were often obtained from observation, communication

effort, in,tiated by the U,S. EPA through the National Pollutant with plant operators, and, in several cases, estimations. The

Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) storm water permitting business size (column 3) is a cursor3,’ estimate of how the busi-
ness or plant compares in production with other North Carolinaprogram, to characterize storm water discharges and develop
businesses in the same industrial, group. Data on drainage area,pollution prevention plans and best management practices to percent of impervious area, slope, and exposed material allcontrol these discharges. While a considerable amount of moni-
pertain only to the area draining to the sampling station. Thetoring data exists for runoff from urban areas (U.S. EPA, 1983b; exposed material indicates the presence of a significant amountMarsalek and Schroter, 1984; Bannerman et al., 1993; Marsh,
of exposed production or waste materials in the sampled drain-1993; Thomas and Greene, 1993) similar to those subject to

NPDES storm water permits, a very limited amount of data has age area.
An automatic sampler and a runoff-depth sensing device werebeen published on ranoff from individual industrial sites installed at a storm water outfallor conveyance channel on each

(Amick, 1994; Smith et al., 1995). The Natio0wide Urban Run- site. When sites had more than one outfall, the sampling station
off Program (NURP) included monitoring data from selected was located such that activities most representative-of the busi-
industrial areas; however, these areas included a combination ness occurred within the sampled drainage area. Sampling loca-
of several facilities, streets, and other source areas, tions were always upstream of storm water controls, if any were

As part of the NPDES permit program, each state that has present. The sampler was programmed to collect a single grab
obtained authority must issue permits for storm water discharges sample within 5 rain of being actuated by a flow meter or flow
from certain individual industrial fiicilities and municipalities, actuator. This actuation occurred as soon as the runoff water at
Many of the permits require the industrial facility to monitor the sampling point was deep enough to sample (--25 mm),
storm water discharges for certain pollutants. However, the wide which usually occurred within the first 15 rain of runoff. The
range of industries involved and a lack of information about first flush grab sample is one of the sampling requirements for
the types and concentrations of storm water pollutants that char- storm water permit applications, When possible, a manual grab
acteristically come from an industrial group or sector make it sample was collected in place of, or in addition to, the automatic
very difficult to identify pollutants that should be monitored, samples; ’however, because of the unpredictability of runoff,

Faced with issuing thousands of storm water discharge per- FM I and PM I were the only sites sampled manually.
mits to industrial facilities in the next few years, the states and Only first flush runoff samples collected from storm events
U.S. EPA need more information on ~torm water contaminants that met the U.S. EPA NPDES storm water permit sampling
from industrial sites. Results of this study’ will provide some of criteria of rainfall accumulation >2.54 mm after a 72-hr dry
the background data needed in issuing permits for industrial period were analyzed. When feasible, events with an accumula-
storm water discharges. These data may also serve as a compari- tion of precipitation within 50% of the mid-Atlantic rain zone’s
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Table 1--Characterization of the 20 study sites.

Site Business Area of Drainage Impervious Slope, Exposed Sampling
Industrial group ID Size" Site, ha Area, ha Area, % % Material Data

Ct~em~.’a’ P-,epa=kager CR I medium 6 5 6 5 98 1 - 2 No 12 14:93
Furniture Ma,.ufaclu’e~ FM I med..,m 4 9 1 6 25 2-4 No 12.14 ’93
Furn~tu,e Mor~ufa~turer FM tl large 6 9 1 2 100 0-1 No .5:15’94
Junkyard JY I medium 4 0 0 8 25 4-6 Yes 11 i05,’93
Junk’,, ard JY II small 4.0 1 6 20 3- 5 Yes 2’24,’94
Landfill LF I medium 40 8.1 0 3-25 Yes 1,
Landfill LF ~1 large 120 2 4 0 4-6 Yes 2/24 94
Metal Fabricator MFI small 2.4 1 6 50 i-3 Yes 1/12/94
Metal Fabncator MF II medium 0.8 0.4 95 0-t No 3/24/94
Paint Mar’,ufacturer PM I small 1.2 1.2 25 3-5 No 12/04!93
Paint Manufacturer PM II medium 1.6 1.2 70 0-1 NO 11/05.93
Scrap arid Recycler SR I medium 45 2.4 10 1-3 Yes 2!10,94
Scrap aqd Recycler SR II medium 4.0 1.6 50 2 - 5 Yes 1 f 12, 94
Scrap and Recycler SR III small 2 4 1 ¯2 10(} 0--’1 Yes 4/27/94
Textile Manufaclurer TM large 8.1 0.8 100 0-1 No 12/29/93
Textile Manufacturer TM medium 2,4 0,4 100 0-1 No 3/01/94
Vehicle Maintenance VM medium 2.4 1.6 20 2- 3 Yes 11,’05/93
VehiOe Maintenance VM large 2.4 2.4 100 0-1 No 9/16/93
Wood Preserver WP medium 2.0 0.4 10 0-1 Yes 11/27/93
Wood Preserver WP medium 4.9 3.2 30 1-2 Yes 5z03/94

a Cursory estimate of how faol~ty compares ~n production to other North Carolina businesses in the same industrial group.

average depth (16.3 ram) and a duration of between 5.1 andstandard, and spiked samples for ~-10% of the field samples.
15.2 hr were sampled (U.S. EPA, 1992). The’se accumulalion To investigate the possibility of cross-contamination between
and duration guidelines v,.ere set by U.S. EPA to help ensuresites, distilled water was obtained and pumped through the sam-
that storms representative of the region were sampled¯ Becausepier into a set of 12 clean sample jars. These sampler blanks
of the time constraints of this study, some storms that did not were then prepared and delivered to the lab for analysis. Analy-
meet the guidelines were sampled, sis of the blanks did not include pesticides and PCBs as these

Eleven sites had rain gauges installed at the sampling stationcompounds were rarely detected during sampling. The first
while for the other sites rainfall was recorded by a nearbyblank containeddetectableconcentrationsofonly total phospho-
rain gauge. The rainfall amounts in Table 2 are for the entirems (0.06 rag/L) and dissolved solids (13 rag/L), which resulted
precipitation event. Rainfall accumulation at all sites exceededfrom a small amount of floating organic matter that washed off
the 2.54 mm minimum (U.S. EPA, 1992). and rainfall at 12the sampler intake strainer. The intake strainer was rinsed before
sites fell ~ithin the 50% optimum (8.1-24.4 ram) for the mid- installation at the next site. The second blank, obtained from
Atlantic rain zone. Storm duration wag not considered an ira-another sampler after completing SR l, contained no detectable
portant criteria because only first flush samples were collected, levels of any compound in the list of analytes. These blanks

A 11.32-L (3-gal) first flush runoffsample was collected from indicated that cross-contamination between sites and contami-
ever3’ site and iced as soon after collection as possible. Becausen~tion due to handling and transportation were negligible.
some sites were inaccessible after business hours, some samples
remained in the sampler for several hours before being iced;Results and Oiscussion
however, because most of the sampling was conducted during As stated above, all sampling stations were located upstream
the winter months, samples were often cooled by the sur- of storm water controls; therefore, the results reflect the quality
rounding air until being removed from the sampler. Samplesof runoff directly from the pollutant sources. Several sites, in-
were then transported to an U.S. EPA-certified laboratory on ice cluding’ SR I, LF II, and SR rl, had wet detention ponds con-
and preserved and analyzed using standard, U.S. EPA-approvedstructed on the site downstream of the sampling point, which
procedures for storm water analysis (40 CFR. Part 136; U.S.probably reduced first flush pollutant concentrations in runoff
EPA. 1983a; Standard Methods, 1989). Samples were analyzedleaving the site. This observation is included to emphasize that
for many of the conventional pollutants and all but two (p- most of the businesses in this study are concerned about the
chloro-M-cresol and 1,2-diphenylhydrazine) of the 112 toxic quality of runoffand have taken steps such as removing unnec-
pollutants listed in the NPDES storm water sampling guidanceessary debris, revegetating denuded areas, replacing the cover
document (U.S. EPA, 1992). The two compounds were omitted on stacks of treated wood, and cleaning spilled chemicals to
because as a cresol, the p-chloro-M-cresol is often included inreduce pollutant export. However, these improvements are not
the ’total phenol analysis and the laboratory did not analyze forreflected in the data presented because the worst-looking drain-
1,2:diphenylhydrazine.. age areas were sampled.

The contract laborator3,, maintained a rigorous quality control" The results are discussed with the realization that this was
program during the project making and analyzing duplicate,a characterization study primarily focused on identifying the
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Table 2--Concentrations of metals and other analytes in first flush runoff sample and storrn rainfallL

Method¢ 206.2 213.2 218.2 220.2 239.1 245.1 249.2 289.1 Other Rainfall
Site As Cd Cr Cu Pb Hg Ni Zn compounds~

CR I -’, 10 -’,2 4.: 3,.1 22 <0.2 38 220 ND !4 5
FMI I -: 10 5 1~, 25 20 <0.2 6 220 m 14
FM II 410 <.2 6" 29 12 <02 1! 473 ND 81
JV I < 10 <2 25 27 67 <0.2 <10 398 m 102
JY II < !0 4 23 9T 330 0 4 34 678 ND 40 6
LFI <10 <2 7 45 25 <0~2 <10 84 NO 64
LF !1 < 10 <2 12 16 12 0.2 20 792 a. b, p 35 6
MF I < 10 <2 73 57 100 <0,2 49 1051 NO 16 3
MF II <10 6 15 29 ,41 < 0.2 17 805 ND 19 8
PM I .-~10 <2 10 11 7 <0.2 <10 60 ND 330
PM II <’10 <2 <5 5 <5 "-~ 0.2 <10 154 ND 22.9
SR ~ <10 <2 <5 110 37 <0.2 28 190 t2, at 10 2
SR II < 10 10 170 530 660 3 78 2689 an. m 16 3
SR Ill < 10 5 28 99 59 < 0.2 28 1797 a 13 7
TM I <10 <2 <5 6 <5 0.3 <10 120 ND 7.6
TM 11 <10 6 <5 7 24. <0.2 12 895 t, tl, t2 33,0
VM I <10 <2 <5 5 <5 <0.2 <10 154 ND 10.2
VM II <10 <2 16 120 34 <0.2 <10 2!9 e 8.1
WP I 330 <2 610 280 48 <0.2 <10 260 ND " 33 0
WP II 140 <2 1700. 780 150 <0.2 200 592 ND 33.0

Mean~ 24 _ 77 2 = 3 141 _- 382 116 _- 194 82 _.* 151 0.2 = 0.7 26 ~- 45 593 ___ 638 19.3 _* 10.9
Standardse 50 2 50 7 (A) 25 0.012 88 50
NURP EMC~ 34 144 160

a Metal concentrations in ppb raiNall ~n ram; "<" ~ndicates concentration below specified detection limit; ND incJ,cates none measured above

detection limits.
~ Other compounds are: a. acetone: an, acrolein: al, aldnn; b, benzoic acid; e, endrin; m, methylene chloride: r3, phenol; t. tetrachloroethylene;
t l, 1,1,1-tnchloroetl~ane; t2, trichloroethylene

"- U S, EPA, 1983a.
-~ Means _* SD.
e Nodh Carohna standards or action levels (A) for all fresh water,
’ Median event mean concentrations from the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (U.S. EPA 1983b).

presence of pollutants and approximate concentrations in first 22% of the textile sector’s samples reported by Amick (1994)
flush runoff. For this reason and because discharge measure- and 75% of the sites included in this study,
ments were not performed at many sites, the interpretation of To lend additional perspective to the copper, lead. and zinc
the results was limited, data, the median event mean concentrations (EMC) for sites in

Toxic pollutants. Concentrations of toxic pollutants (U.S, the Nationwide Urban l~unoff Program (NURP) were 34, 144,
EPA, 1992) measured in first flush runoff samples from each and 160 ppb for copper, lead. and zinc, respectively (U.S. EPA,
of the 20study sites are shown in Table 2. Ofthe metals shown, 1983b). Thus, the first flush runoff from 9, 3, and 15 of the
zinc and copper were the most prevalent, being found at e~,ery sites in this study contained higher concentrations of copper.
site, and arsenic was the least prevalent. Concentrations of zinc lead, and zinc than NURP sites (Table 2). While first flush
were greater than all other metals for every industrial group samples usually have higher concentrations of contaminants
except wood preservers. Samples were also analyzed for anti- than EMCs, the NURP data provide a benchmark for simple
mony, beryllium, selenium, silver, and thallium, none of which comparison purposes.
was measured in any of the samples. Method detection limit.,, Generally. higher levels of metals were found at sites that
(MDLs) for the metals varied from 0.2 ppb for mercut3’ to 50 had expe,,ed metal stored on site, except for wood preser’,’ers,
ppb for antimony, which had exposed wood treated with compounds containing

Zinc and copper were also found to be prevalent in storm the metals arsenic, copper, and chromium, However, runoff
water runoff from textile and food sector facilities nationv.ide, from the junkyards (JY I & JY II), even though the) probably
Amick (1994) analyzed stoma water monitoring permit data for had the most exposed metal on-site,, did not contain the highest
>110 facilities in the above two sectors and found that 38 levels of metals indicating, that total amount of exposed material
and 31~ of the run.off samples submitted by textile facilities is not the only factor important in determining concentrations
contained zinc and copper in concentrations greater than the of metals in runoff, Other factors, such as rust, amount of cut
detection limit. 17or food sector facilities, 48% had detectable metal surfaces, and hydrologic transport efficiency, can also
levels of zinc~ Chromium was also prevalent being detected in effect concentrations of metals in runoff.
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~[e~. comparisons ~lth receiving ~azc~ ,[,md,~rd, ,~r action !e~- SR I. SR II. and MF II.
el, provide some basis for a~e~m~ the quah[) ol runoff. State Although no one site or industhal ~roup had the ~reate~t
standards and action levels for all fresh,water ~n Noah C~l~nac~nccntrafion~ of all nutrients, o~erall, runoff" from SR Ill and
are shown at the bouom of Table 2. All 20 samples collec~edLF II contained the highest concentrations of nitrogen t~rms
had concentrations of zinc greater than the state ~’tion level t)[and WP II the highest concentrations of phosphors I’o~ns. Both
50 ~pb while for nickel, only one sample ~as greater than theSR 111 and LF 1I had waste food and other consumer products
state standard of 88 ppb. Because the method detection hm~ton-~ile, which probably con~ribuled to elevated nitr6gen levels.
for mercuo was much greater than the stale standard, delermin-whereas all other sites had primarily inorganic industhal prod-
ing the exacl number of samples with concentrations exceedingucts and associated wastes. The relatively high level of phospho-
the standard was impossible: however, first flush samples from ~s at WP II may be attributed to factors other than industrial
at least four sites were > 16 times the standard. Concentrationsactivity, such as soil erosion or possibly animal waste deposited
of As and Cr were high ( > mean+standard deviauon) comparednear ~he sampler. Factors other than business activib can affect
wi~h other industrial groups and the state standards for both ofmany of the conventional parameters. This is especiall} the case
the ~ood prese~’er sites indicating a relativel~ high potentialfor the elevated levels of TKN and NO~*NO2 a~ MF I! which
for contamination of surface waters. ~e data sho~ that metalsdo not have an apparent source.
are present in the sto~ water runoff of industrial sites. How ~e solids concentrations in ~noff from scrap and recycling,
easily Ihe metals are transposed off-site and to receiving ~aterswood prese~’ing, and junky~d sites ~ere generally greater than
will dete~ine the potential threat to designated uses. other industrial groups, while ~noff from textile manufac~unng

Relatively few volatile and semivolatile organics or pesticides and vehicle maintenance sites had the lowest levels of solids.
and PCBs (column labeled "Other") were found at concentra-~e sites in the three industrial groups with the highest solids
tions greater than the MDLs which ranged from 5 to 50 ppb concentrations each had a significant amount ofexposed, unsta-
for all compounds, excepl acelone, acrolein, acDIonitfile, andbilized soil in the sampled drainage area. The groups with the
2-butanone, which had an MDL of 100 ppb. None of these lowest concentrations of solids had veu little pe~qous area
compounds was measured al either of the metal fabricators.(Table 1) or, in the case of VM I. had all the pe~ious area

paint manufacturers, or wood prese~’ers. Meth}lene chloridestabilized with grass.
was the most frequently detected (>5 ppb) compound, found Comparing the 20 study sites to the NURP data, 8, 5, 10, 13,
at three sites, with a maximum concentration of only 51 ppb. and 13 stud}’ sites exceeded median EMC for COD, NO3+NO2.

Acetone was detecled in the first flush sample from nine sites,T~. TP, and TSS. respectively (Table 3). Only one site (TM
but was at concentrations below the MDL (< 100 ppb) in seven II) had runoff with concentrations of pollutants lower than all

of the nine ~noff samples. Detection of acetone was indicatedfive co~espondin~ NURP EMCs. Using the NURP EMC as a

by the method of analysis but ~as a~ a concentration less thanbenchmark, these data indicate that most industries evaluated
in this study should focus on reducing TP and TSS, which canthe MDL; therefore, the concentration could not be reposed

with any certainty and thus, was not included in Table 2. probably be accomplished by improved erosion control. Sites
with consumer wastes such as SR lII and LF lI probably needConventional water quality parameter.
to focus more on reducing organic nitrogen fo~s and oxygenTable 3 lists concentrations of 10 conventional water quality
demanding substances.p~ameters measured in the first flush samples from the 20 study

~e NC Division of Environmental Management (DEM) hassites. ~ese parameters ~e divided into aggregate organics (bio-
reposed a set of "’problem concentrations" that are designedchemical oxygen demand, BODs; chemical oxygen demand,
to indicate nutdent levels which could cause problems inCOD; and oil and grease), nu~ents (ammonia nitrogen, NH~;
streams or rivers ~at enter impoundments or estuaries (NCnitrate plus nitrite nitrogen, NO3+NO2; total Kjeld~l nitrogen, DEM, 1983). Comparing those concentrations to the sampleT~; total phosphors, TP; and dissolved phosphors), and
analysis data in Table 3, shows that 11. 15, 18, ands20 samplessolids (dissolved and suspended, TSS).
contain concentrations of NH3 NO3+NO~, TKN, and TPComparing concentrations of aggregate organics, runoff from~reater than the co~esponding problem concentration. Compafi-

scrap and recycling, landfill, metal fab~cating, and vehiclesons with problem concentrations must be made with the real-
maintenance sites contained the highest concentrations, while~;al~t)n that the first flush probably contains the highest concert-
runoff from textile manufacturing, che~cal repackaging, and~ra:~ons of pollutants in ~noff from the entire sto~ and that
w~d prese~’ing sites had the lowest. Runoff from eight sitesthe l,~lal volume of runoff and peak runoff rates from these sites
exceeded the NURP median EMC for COD of 65 mg~ (Table are relatively small compared to the discharge of nearly all
3). While most ~noff samples contained <5 mg~ (detection~r,~utafies.
limit) of oil and grease, ~noff from sites VM II, SR I, and SR Sampling method effec~ on r~ults.
III exceeded the sto~ water effluent limit of 15.0 mg~ for oil ~e hydrology of the site and the sampling method can affect
and grease (Amick, 1994). ,n,,mtofing results, especially first flush pollutant concentra-

Runoff from several sites with relatively high (> mean + ht~n~. For example, because the sampling location at LF I was
smnd~d deviation) COD levels (LF II and SR III) also had ~360 m down slope of the largest active area of the landfill
elevated concentrations of NH~, TKN, and BODs indicating and the time-of-travel to the sampling ~int was probably >30
that a significant potion of the COD may have originated from mm, the sample was probably collected before most pollutants
readily biodegradable compounds. Conversely, reduced metals,amved. However, at nearly all the other sites, the runoff peaked
oil and grease, an~or ce~ain ~sticides and halogenated corn-within the first 30 min of ~noff, indicating that the time-of-
pounds probably contributed more to the elevated COD levels trzvel was <30 min. Most of the sampled drainage areas were
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Table 3--Concentrations (rngfL) of conventional water quality parameters in first flush runoff samples.

Nitrogen Forms Phosphorus Solids

Method" 5210B 410.4 5520B 4500 353.1 351.2 365.4 365.4 25400 254OD
Oil &

Site BODs COD Grease NH3 NO2 + NO3 TKN Total Dissolved Dissolved Suspend

CR I NA 76,0 <5 < .04 1,29 2.0 0.55 0 31 170 362
FM I 2,7 56 <5 0 04 0,37 0.4 0.24 0.14 50 105
FMII 143 130.0 <5 015 0.52 1.7 0.18 0.14 102 76
JY I NA 56,0 6 0 08 3.23 1.4 0.49 0 28 108 198
JY II 5 5 41,4 <5 0 08 3,15 1,2 0.26 <.05 208 2770
LFI 13,0 23,9 <5 072 0.94 1.6 0.32 0,09 85 310
LF II 520 0 870.0 <5 640 0.44 7.0 0.87 0.31 1570 228
MF I 9,9 22 2 <5 0 23 0.65 1.0 0.70 0.24 166 668
MF II 52 6 260~0 <5 0 89 2 28 5.8 0.69 0.62 166 128
PM I 4,9 35.3 <5 <.04 0.22 0.8 0,35 0.13 121 143
~M II NA 28,9 <5 0.12 0.42 0.5 0.39 0.27 48 24
SR I 28,9 230.0 31 0.50 0.20 3.8 0.18 <.05 434 88
SR II 43 5 510.0 <5 0.05 0,40 2.6 1.31 0.61 454 627
SR III 130,0 530,0 28 2.30 0.13 15.6 , 2.88 1.01 322 402
TM NA 20 4 <5 0 20 0,77 0.7 0.22 0,12 46 < 1
TM NA 11,3 < 5 0.04 0,30 0.4 0.29 0.06 72 6
VM NA 64.0 6 < .04 0.58 1.4 0,40 0.33 65 38
VM 28.9 130,0 51 0.04 0,56 1.1 0.41 0,28 36 93
WP NA 42 9 <5 0.04 0.55 1.8 1.06 0.55 138 912
WP 14,6 42.9 <5 <.04 0.29 3.5 4.21 2.17 150 3260

Mean~" 156,6 _ 221.8 6 0.6 0.9 2.7 0.8 0.4 225.6 521.9
*_14 __.1.4 *-0.9 -*3.4 +_.1.0 -*0,5 -*329.8 -*868.2

NC Problem Concentrations 0,05 0.30 0.5 0,05
NURP EMC~ 65 0.68 1.5 0.33 100

a U,S EPA, 1983a and APHA et al., 1989.
L-Means *_

~ Median event mean concentration from the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (U.S. EPA, 1983b).

relatively flat and small in area and were monitored during light-any of the 20 samples. Volatile and semivolatile organics and
to moderate-intensity rainfall to be as consistent as possible, pesticides were found in the runoff from eight sites with methyl-

The use of automatic samplers makes collecting samples in ene chloride the most frequently detected compound. Conven-
wide channels during low flow difficult because runoff is often tional pollutants such as nutrients and solids were found in
not deep enough to submerge the sampler intake. Conversely,runoff from every site, many at concentrations greater than the
when runoff is much deeper than the sampler intake, floating corresponding median EMC measured from the NURP sites
pollutants such as oil and grease may be collected in less than (U.S. EPA, 1983b).
representative amounts and pollutants that move along or closer Because only one sample was collected per site, generaliza-
to the channel may be collected in greater than representative tions drawn for the data should be limited; however, several
amounts. These difficulties were also encountered during man- observations seem appropriate. First, industrial groups with a
ual sampling, especially when collecting samples in ditcheslot of exposed metal on site (JY, SR, and MF) tended to have
and natural channels. Additionally, other variability such as higher concentrations of the metals Cu, Pb, and Zn than all
vaporization of volatile organics from the open sampler contain- other groups except wood preservers. First flush runoff from
ers before the sample is put into sealed containers was possible,wood preservers had high concentrations of As, Cr, and Cu
These conditions were minimized by temporarily altering the probably due to the use of these metals in the preser,,’ing process.
sampled channel, programming the sampler to begin at the mini- Finally, sites with consumer products stored or processed on
mum depth, and capping the sampler jars as soon as possible, site (LF I1 and SR III) tend to have higher BOD:, COD, and

nitrogen concentrations in runoff.
Summary

A first flush runoff (<30 min) sample was collected from Acknowledgements
each of 20 industrial sites located in North Carolina. Sample Credits. This study was funded, in part, by the North Caro-
analysis results showed that the metals zinc and copper v, ere lina Department of Environment, Health, and Natural Re-
the mosl common toxic contaminants being found in the runoff sources, Division of Environmental Management. The authors
from all sites at concentrations ranging from 60 to 2 689 and greatly appreciate the help of William Harrnan, Amy Brown,
5 to 780 ppb, respectively. In contrast, the metals antimony, John Arnall, the Mecklenburg Environmental Protection Labo-
beryllium, selenium, silver, and thallium were not detected in ratory, and participating businesses.
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Introduction

As requested hy the P, egional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), we
performed an analysis of pollutant loading from San Pedro Bay tributary areas for 4
constituents. The tributary watersheds in this study include the Los Angeles River
watershed management area (WMA), the San Gabriel River WMA, and the Dominguez
Channel/L.A. Harbor WMA. We made a loading comparison among the cities in Los
Angeles County that lie in these tributaries.

It is our understanding that the RWQCB may use the analysis as a tool to allocate
the share of the cost of a possible San Pedro Bay receiving water study. The cost would
be proportioned according to the total loading contributed by each city. Two scenarios
were examined, one in which the U.S. Forest Service area was included and one in which
it was excluded.

Analysis

The pollutant loading was determined using the GIS Pollutant Loading Model
developed by the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works (LACDPW). The
model utilizes precipitation recorded throughout the county and imperviousness values
assigned to land use categories to calculate a runoff flow volume. An event mean
concentration (EMC) is obtained through the LACDPW water quality sampling program
which collects stormwater runoff samples from eight different land use monitoring
stations. The product of the runoff volume and the EMC produces an estimated pollutant
loading.

As requested by the RWWCB, the analysis examined loading from four
constituents: total suspended solids, total phosphorus, cMmical oxygen demand (COD),
and dissolved copper. Tha 1997-1998 seasonal EMC’s of these constituents with an
average mmual rainfall amount were used to determine the total loading from each city
and the U.S. Forest Service area. The list of cities was derived from the membership lists
of each WMA. For the City and County of L.A., only those areas geographically within
the WMA boundaries were included. Also note that because Rolling Hills and Rolling
Hills Estates are geographically in the Dominguez Channel/L.A. Harbor ~,’IA, they|
were included in the analysis, even though they administratively belong to ihe Ballona
Creek WMA. Areas in Orange and Ventura Counties, although tributary, were not
included.

The total pollutant loading was calculated by suraming the loading from the
individual constituents. The cities were then ranked according to the percentage of total
load. The attached pages include a map of the study area, tables of the loadings for each
jurisdiction along with their rank, a rainfall isohyet for the average annual rainfall, and a
table of the 1997-1998 seasonal EMC’s of the l’our constituents used for analysis.
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liesulls

There arc 72 individual jurisdictions involved in this analysis, including the U.’S.
Forest Sen, ice and unincorporated Los Angeles County. Based on this study, the greatest
percentage of the total loading is generated by the City of Los Angeles (26.5% with U.S.
Forest Ser~,ice, 29.5% without) followed by the U.S. Forest Sea, ice (10.3%), where
included, or unincorporated areas of Los Angeles County (9.33% with U.S. Forest
Service, 10.4% without). The balance of the jurisdictions contribute less than 4% each.
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SAN PEDRO BAY TRIBUTARY AREAS
"AVERAGe" LOADINGS WITH U.S. FOREST SERVICE LAND

LAR/SGR/
Los Angeles -City       DCLAH 22,200 56.4 14,300 2.51 36,600 26.5 1

U.S Forest Service LAR/SGR 12,300 165 1,920 O151 14,200 10.3 2

LAR/SGR/
Los Angeles County DCLAH 7,990 19.2 4,910 0.765 12,g00 9.33 3

Long Beach LAR 2,590 7~ 19 1,740 0.334 4,340 3.14 4

Carson DCLAH 2,520 4.18 1,010 0.233 3,530 2 55 5

Industry SGR 2,480 3.77 840 0.223 3,320 2.40 6

Pomona SGR 1,930 5.28 1,290 0.239 3,230 2.34 7

Glendale LAR 1,590 4.28 1,100 0.173 2,690 1.95 8

Santa Fe Spnngs SGR 1,940 2 92 680 0.175 2,620 1 ~90 9

Torrance DCLAH 1,590 3.83 953 0.179 2,550 1.84 10

I rwindale SGR 1,850 2.65 555 0.141 2,410 1.74 11

Pasadena LAR 1,310 ’ 4.36 1,070 0.176 2,390 1.73 12

Burbank LAR 1,300 3.15 775 0,150 2,080 1.50 13

Commerce LAR 1,520 2.38 535 0.148 2,060 1.49 14

Vernon LAR 1,520 2.04 473 0.132 2,000 1.45 15

West Covina SGR 888 2.86 776 0.111 1,670 1.21 16

/kzusa SGR 1,100 2.14 485 0.097 1,590 ~ 1.15 .... 17

El Monte LAR 923 2.43 609 0.110 1,530 1.11 18

}lendora SGR 816 2.44 605 0.080 1,420 ~ 1.03 19

Downey SGR 823 2.26 585 0.096 1,410 1.02 20

Compton LAR 919 1.99 481 0.100 1,400 1.01 21

vlonrovia SGR 875 1.92 460 0.075 1,340 0.97 22

Arcadia LAR 720 2.30 605 0.084 1,330 i 0.96 23

Montebello LAR 834 1.75 428 0.086 1,260 i 0.91 24

Whittier SGR 631 2.04 543 0.075 1,180 0.85 25

Pico Rivera SGR 753 !.69 407 0.068 1,160 0.84 26

Claremont SGR 674 1.84 450 0.064 1,130 0.82 27

San Dimas SGR 680 1.75 408 0.065 1,090 0.79 28

[Cerritos SGR 672 1.63 392 0.077 1,070 0.77 29



SAN PEDRO BA I" TRIBUTARY AREAS
"AVERAGE" LOADINGS WITH U.So FOREST SERVICE LAND

Baldwin Park SGR 600 1 63 420 0.069 1,020 0.74 30

South Gate LAR 653 1.43 357 0.069 1,010 0.73 31

La Verne SGR 589 1.64 415 0.069 1.010 0.73 31

Inglewood DCLAH 553 1.72 415 0.072 970 0.70 33

La Mirada SGR 599 1.34 352 0.061 952 0.69 34

Norwalk SGR 511 1_73 435 0.072 948 0.69 35

La Canada Flintridge LAR 582 1.42 354 0.053 937 0.68 36

Hawthorne DCLAH 603 1.33 318 0.070 922 0.67 37

Covina SGR 486 1.64 415 0.064 902 0.65 38

Alhambra LAR 515 1.42 380 0.062 896 065 39

Diamond Bar SGR 460 1.59 409 0.061 871 0.63 40

South El Monte SGR 599 0.950 235 0.053 835 0.60 41

Gardena DCLAH 524 1_15 297 0.055 821 0.59 42

Paramount L,~R 554 1.07 261 0.055 816 0.59 43

Monterey Park L~.R 430 1.28 334 0.053 765 0.55 44

Lakewood SGR 378 i.29 356 &046 735 0.53 45

Duarte SGR 449 1.05 254 0.043 704 0.51 46

Lynwood LAR 370 -- 0.901 232 0.042 603 0.44 47

Rosemead LAR 320 I     1.06 275 0.041 596 0.43 48

Walnut SGR 327 0.914 249 0.029 577 0.42 49

0.537 130 0.033 500 0.36 50
Signal Hill LAR 369
Bellflower SGR 243 0.961 245 0.038 489 0.35 51

!Temple City LAR 204 0.717 217 0.024 421 0.30 52

San Fernando LAR 246 0.663 169 0.027 416 0.30 53

San Gabriel LAR 209 0.724 197 0.027 407 0.29 54

-4untington Park LAR 255 0.610 145 0.030 401 0.29 55

Bell LAR 267 0.547 120 0.029 387 0.28 56

La Puente SGR 178 0.699 185 0.025 364 0.26 57

Rolling Hills Estates DCLAH 179 0.420 111 0~018 291 0.21 58
Q20 59

Sierra Madre LAR 141 0.442 130 0.013 272

San Marino SGR 145 0A62 124 0.015 269 0.19 60

p \EPPUB\WATER\GIS\PROJECTS~CITY LOADING CONTRIBUTIONS\C~b’Load~ngs xls            2 of 3



SAN PEDRO BAY TRIBUTARY AREAS
"AVERAGE" LOADINGS WITH U.S. FOREST SERVICE LAND

-~outh Pasadena LAR 124 0.490 135 0.019 . 260 .... 0.19 61

iBell Gardens LAR 137 0,361 78.2 0.017 216 0.16 62

~ Habra Heights SGR 146 0.’220 29.2 0.003 176 0.13 63

awndale DCLAH 84 " 0.338 81 0.015 i65 0,12 64

Artesia SGR ’" 70 0.277 69.3 0.011’ 140’ 0,10 65

Lomita DCLAH 61 0.252 69.7 0.009 131 0.09 66

Vl~ywood LAR 69 0.198 53.2 0’.008’ i 2:3 0.09 67

,Su~ahy LAR 72 0.157 4~3.8 0.009 113 0.08 68

~ SGR 70 "0.11’i 1’4.9 0 , 85 ,0.06 69

Hawaiian Gardens SGR 42 0.158 39.6 0.006 81 0.06 70 ....

4idden Hills LAR 54 0.077 10.2 0 64’ ’0.05 71

Rolling Hills DCLAH 51 0.077 9.37 0 60 0104 ’ 72

*LAR = Los Angeles River Watershed Management Area           .,
*SGR = San Gabriel River Watershed Management Area
*DCLAH = Dominguez Channel/L.A. Harbor Watershed Management Area

** Parameters for the loading calculations:
Storm Event: Average Annual Rainfall
Event Mean Concentration (EMC): 1997-1998 Seasonal EMC’s

")NTRIBUTIONS\C



SAN PEDRO BAY TRIBUTARY AREAS
"AVERAGE" LOADINGS WITHOUT U.S. FOREST SERVICE LAND

LAR/SGR/
Los Angeles Ci~ DCLAH 22,200 564 14.,300 ..... 2:51 36,600 29.5 1

LAR/SGR/
Los Angeles Coun~ DCL&H 7,986 19.2 ... 4,910 0.~6.5 .... 12,900 10.4 2 .
Long Beach LAR 2,590 7.19 ! 740 0.334 . 4,340 3.50 3

}arson DCLAH 2,520 4.18 1,010 0.233 3,530 2.85 ..... 4

Indust~ SGR 2,480 377 840 0.223 3,~20 2 68 5

Pomona SGR 1,930 5.~8 1,290 0.239 3,230 2.60 6

Glendale LAR !,590 4~28 1,100 0~173 2,6~0 2.17 7 ’

Santa Fe Springs SGR 1,940 2.92 680 0.175 2,620 2.11 8

Torrance DCLAH 1,59b 3.83 953 0.179 2,550 2.06 ....... 9 " ’

I~indale SGR 1,850 ~ 2.65 555 0.141 2,410 1.94 10

Pasadena LAR 1,310 4 36 ’1,070 ’ ’ 0.176 ’2,390 1~9~ 11

Burbank LAR 1,300 3.15 775 0.150 2,080 168 12

Commerce LAR ~,520 "’ 238 " 535 .... 0.~48 2,060 1.66 13

Vernon LAR 1,520 2.~4 .... 473 0.132 ’ 2,000 1.61 ’1’4

West Covina SGR 888 2.86 776 ...... 0.111 1,67,0 ........ 1.35 15

~usa SGR 1,~0~ 2.14’ 485 .... ~.~97 1,590 1.28 16

El Monte LAR 923 _ 2.43 609 0.~’10 1,530 , ’1.23 ’ ’1�’ ’

Glendora SGR 816 2.44 605 0.080 1,420 1.14 18

Downey SGR 8~3 2.26 585 0,096 1,410 ... 1.14 19

Compton LAR 919 1.99 481 0.100 1,400 ...       1.13 20 ..

Monrovia SGR 875 1.92 460 0.075 1,340 1.08 21

Arcadia LAR 720 2.30 ....... 605 0.084" 1,330 ’1.0} 22

Montebello LAR ’ 834 1.75 ...... 428.. 0.086 ... 1,260 1’ 0~ ’ 23

~i~ier SGR 631 2.04 543 0.075 1,180 0.95 24

Pico Rivera SGR 753 1.69 " 407 0.068 1,160 ~ 0.94 25

Claremont SGR 674 ’ 1.84 450 0.064 1,~30 " 0.91 26

San Dimas SGR 680 ’1.75 408 0.065 1,090 0.88 27

Cerritos SGR 672 ~ .63 392’ 0.077 ~ 1,070 0.’86 28

~win Park SGR 600 1.63 .... 420 0.06~ 1,020 0.82 29
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SAN PEDRO BAY TRIBUTARY AREAS
"AVERAGE" LOADINGS WITHOUT U.S. FOREST SERVICE LAND

South Gate LAR 653 1.43 357 0.069 1,010 0.81 30

La Veme SGR 589 ’ 1.64 415 ’" 0.069 1,’010 0.81’ 30 ,.,

Inglewood DCLAH 553 1.7~ 415 0.072 970 0 78 32

La Mirada SGR 599 1.34 ’ ~52 0.061 952 b.77 33

No~alk SGR ’511 ’ 1.73 "435 0.072 948 0.76 ....... 34

La Canada ~lintridg~. LAR 582 1.42 ’~54 ,’ 0.053 937 0.7~" 35

Hawthorne ~CLAH 603 "1.33 318 0.070 922 ,, 0,74 36

Covina SGR 486 "1,64 415 0.064 902 0, ? 3 37

Alhambra LAR 515 1’.42 " 380 ’0.062 ..... 8’96 0.72 38

Diamond Bar SGR 460 1’.59 ’ "’ 409 0.061 871 0.70 39 .....

South El Monte " SGR ’ ’ 599 0.950 235 0.053 835 0.67

Garde~ .... DCLAH 524 .... 1’,15 297 0.055 821 ’~.66 ’~ ’ "

~aramount LAR 554 1.07 ’26i 0.055 816 0,66 42

Monterey Park LAR 430 128 334 0.053 " ~5 " 0.62 ’ ’4~

Lakewood SGR 378 1.29 .. 356 ...... 0,046 735 ’ ’0.’59 " " 44

Dua~e SGR 4~9 1.05 254 0.043 704 0,57 45

Lynwood LAR 3~0 .... 0.901 232 0,042 603 .... 0,49 46

Rosemead ’ LAR 320 1.06 275 0.041 596 0.~8 47

Walnut ’SGR "~27 0.914 2~9 0.029 57? 0.46 48

Signal Hill E~R ’ 369 0.537 130 0.033 500 0.40 49

Bellflower SGR 243 0.961 245 0.038 489 0.39 50 .....

Temple Ci~ LAR 204 " 0,’717 ’" 217 "" 0,024 421 ’ ’ "0,34 " 51

San Fernando LAR 246 0.663 169 0.027 416 ’ ’ 0.’~4 .... 52

San Gabriel LAR ’209 0.724 "’ 197 ...... 0.027 407 0.33 53
" 401 ..... 0,32, 54

Huntington Park LAR 255 0.610 145 0.030
’ " 120 "’ 0.029 387 0.31 55

~ell LAR 267 0.5~7

La Puente SGR 178 0.699 185 0.025 364 0.2~’ 56

Rolling HiI~S Estates DCLAH 179 0.420 1il 0.018 29i ....... 0.23 57 , .

g~erra Madre LAR 141 ’ 0.442 130 0.013 272 0.22 58

San Marino "SGR 1~ 5 0.462 124 0.015 269 0~22 59

ISouth Pasadena ...... LAR 124 0.490 135 0,019 260 0.21 60 , .



SAN PEDRO BA~" TRIBUTARY AREAS
"AVERAGE" LOADINGS WITHOUT U.S. FOREST SERVICE LAND

~1~1~ ..... ~OADING~(,T.ONS)

Bell Gardens LAR 137 0.361 78.2 0.017 216 0.17 61

La Habra Heights SGR 146 0.220 ~.2 0.003 176 ~. 14 62

Lawndale DCLAH 84 ~.338 81 0.015 465 0.13, 63

Adesia SGR 70 0.277 69.3 ’0.011 140 , ,0.11 64 .,

Lomita DC~H 61 0.252 69.7 ’0.009 13~ ,. 0.I~

Maywood ~R 69 0.198 ’ "’ 53.2 0.008 123 0.10       66

Cudahy LAR 72 ~ 0."157 40~8 0.009 113 0.09 67

~ SGR 70 0.111 14.9 0 85 , 007

4awsiian Gardens S~R 4’2 0.158’ 39.6 0.006 81 0.07 69

4idden Hills LAR 54 0.077 10.2 0 64 0.05 70

Rolling Hills DC~H 51 0.077 9.37 0 60 0.05 71

~ ~i..,. , .... ......; .......... ..,..~ . ... ,. , , ,
*LAR = Los Angeles River Watershed Management Area
*SGR = San Gabriel River Watershed Management Area
*DC~H = Dominguez Channel/LA Harbor Watershed Management Area

** Parameters for the loading calculations:
Storm Event: Average Annual Rainfall
Event Mean Concentration (EMC): 1997-1998 Seasonal EMC’s
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1997-1998 SEASONAL E~NT MEAN CONCENTRATIONS

High,,Den_s.!ty Single #amily Residential ’ 0.28 .... 81.5 ...... 8.16 977
Light, Industrial 0.50 404 32.2 , , , 1.22
Vacant ’0~ 13 96.9 12.3
Commercial 0.40 48.8 14.2 749
,.~lti’-Fami,ly Resider~tial 0.13 .... 30.9 " 8.52" 45 9

(~.42 "’ 56.5 ....... 33.3 ’"54 5iT,ransporta, tio.n , , ,
Education 0.31 81 0 14.3 38.0
Mixed Re’s’i’Sentia! -0.25 65.2 11.6 ...... 88 0

NOTE Blank cel! indicates no’, enough statistically valid data to compule seasonal emc
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INTRODUCTION

U rban stormwater runoff is now regarded asone of Stor’mwater‘ r‘unoff is widely
the largest sources of pollution to the coastal
waters of the United States. In Southern believed to be one of the lar‘gest

California, point source control and advanced sewage SOUr‘CeS of contaminarlts to
treatment have greatly reduced the emissions of coastal water‘s.
contaminants from sewage treatment plant and industrial
discharges into the ocean. As a consequence, mass emissions from
stormwater runoff now constitute a much larger portion of the
constituent inputs to receiving waters and may represent the dominant
source of some contaminants such as lead and zinc.

While stormwater runoff can produce impacts in both freshwater and
seawater environments, effects on the ocean are of greatest concern in
urban Southern California. Our coastal waters provide many beneficial
uses, including recreation, aesthetic enjoyment, fishing, marine habitat, fish
reproduction, industrial water supply, and navigation. Ocean-dependent
activities contribute approximately $9 billion annually to the economies of
coastal communities in Southern California.

Substantial resources are spent monitoring the chemical
constituents in stormwater runoff, yet little is known about Cur’~ent water’ quality monitoring
the effects of these inputs once they enter the ocean. Of pr‘ogr‘ams do not assess the
greatest concern to the public are whether impairments are effects of stoPmwater‘ r’unoff on the
occurring to the beneficial uses that relate to human health enviPonment,
(safetY of swimming and seafood consumption) or
ecosystem health (presence of a natural balance of species). Stormwater
discharge has the potential to impair these beneficial uses through:
1) contamination of recreational waters or seafood with disease-causing
microbes, 2) aesthetic degradat!on from trash and reduced water clarity,
and 3) ecosystem degradation from contaminants or other stormwater
constituents.

Understanding the effects of stormwater on beneficial uses is essential.
Information about the extent and type of adverse impacts is useful to guide
and refine management actions to improve water quality. The monitoring
programs of various agencies collect information that is useful for assessing
some beneficial use impairments, primarily those related to human health.
For example, public health and sanitation agencies regularly conduct
shoreline microbiological monitoring near storm drain discharges, which
indicates impacts to swimming and shellfish consumption. However, very
little information is available to assess the impacts of urban stormwater on
ecosystem health. Studies of impacts to freshwater systems (particularly in
the west) are rare; impacts to the coastal ocean have never been assessed.

This report summarizes a three-year study funded by the Los This study is one of the first to assessAngeles County Department of Public Works, Southern
Ca.lifornia Coastal Water Research Project (SCCWRP), and stoPmwater" impacts on the marine
University of Southern California (USC) Sea Grant Program. ecosystem,
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This study examined plume The purpose of the study was to assess the impacts of urban

char’acter’istics, water’ column stormwater runoff to the receiving waters of Santa Monica Bay.
The goal of this study was to examine impacts that were relevant

and sea floor’ i~iUIU.f.Jy, to ecosystem health, rather than impacts related to human health
or recreation issues. This effort was conducted by an

interdisciplinary team of scientists from SCCWRP, the University of
Southern California, and the University of California at Santa Barbara.

The Santa Monica Bay Receiving Waters Study incorporated four design
elements. The first element used physical and optical oceanographic
instruments to characterize the size, composition, and mixing of
stormwater plumes, providing information on the impacts to beneficial uses
that are associated with water clarity. The second element used toxicity

tests to assess the biological effects of runoff on water
Comparisons between Ballona and column biota and to identify the responsible toxicants. The

Malibu Creeks evaluated effects of third element examined seafioor biota and chemistry in order
to assess the long-term effects of storm-discharged particlesdifferent water’shed t]/IJ~’ with their associated contaminants.

The fourth element of the study design was a comparison of stormwater
impacts from different watershed types. Land use patterns and
development within a watershed are thought to influence the composition
and quantity of stormwater runoff. The influence of watershed type was

FIGURE 1 investigated by comparing stormwater impacts in the receiving water
’ offshore of the highly urbanized Bailona Creek

Watershed with impacts in the receiving water
offshore of the less-urbanized Malibu Creek

S
watershed (Figure 1).

Sampling and analysis were conducted over three
wet seasons (1995/96 to 1997/98). This document
provides a summary of the study and focuses on
major concepts and important findings. For the
detailed results and raw data, we encourage readers

,I - SANTA o’X~_~,,.~
//’~

. to consult the Annual Progress Reports, available

! MONICA o°.~- ~
through USC Sea Grant.

E ED U )
I

i Residential 64 9 ~"

i C°mmercial 8 1
’~ Industrial 4 1
I Other Urban 8 2
I

I Open 17 88 0 10 20

Kilometers

Locations of Ba//ona Creek and Ma/ibu Creek
sub-watersheds and the offshore samp/ing
stations for sediment measurement. Other
portions of the Santa M, onica Bay watershed
are shown in white.
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STORMWATER PLUME CHARACTERIZATION

he impact of stormwater on the coastal ocean is determined by
the composition of the stormw.ater and the dynamics (mixing,
transport, and persistence) of the stormwater plume once it

enters the coastal ocean. These dynamics influence the location, duration,
and magnitude of impacts from stormwater.

The research team mapped the three-dimensional The low salinity and high turt3idity of
distribution of the stormwater plumes resulting from several stor’mwater" provide maPke ’s that
winter storm events during 1996-1998. Mapping was
performed using a towyo system, which carried sensors to allow plumes to be mapped in the
measure temperature, salinity, light transmission (turbidity), ocean,
chlorophyll fluorescence (plant biomass), and ambient visible
light. The towyo was towed through the water in a vertical zigzag pattern
that enabled us to map the horizontal and vertical distributions of the
measured parameters. In addition, surface water was pumped to similar
sensors on the boat so that the distribution of these parameters at the
water’s surface could be mapped. Maps were constructed for two regions
of Santa Monica Bay, the receiving waters offshore of Bailona Creek and
those offshore of Malibu Creek.

The characteristics of stormwater discharged into Santa Monica Bay from
the two watersheds were similar in several respects. The most obvious and
important physical characteristic was that the stormwater, being primarily
composed of freshwater, had very little salinity. This low salinity enabled us
to trace the stormwater plume in the ocean and differentiate it from the
ambient seawater, which was not directly influenced by stormwater
discharge. The stormwater also contained high concentrations of
suspended particulate material, derived from various sources such as land
erosion, street dust, aerial deposition, and litter. Suspended particulate
material increased the turbidity of water by
scattering and absorbing light. The turbidity Surface Runoff
and salinity together allowed the differentiation
of seawater influenced by stormwater
discharge from seawater containing freshwater
from direct rainfall input.

FIGURE 2 Resuspended
Sediments

Schematic of coastal ocean with severa! sources
of suspended particulate matter. Sources include POTW Effluent plume

surface runoff, Publicly Owned Treatment Works
(POTW) discharge, bottom resuspension, and Phytoplankton and Aggregates
naturally occurring phytoplankton and detiritus ....
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The stormwater’ plume was most
concentr’ated in the suHace layer’. Understanding the dispersion and fate of stormwater plumes

is a complex task. The distribution of dissolved components
such as nutrients and small particles is dependent upon the anqount of
rainfall, the coastal currents, and the winds, which can drive currents and
cause vertical mixing (Figure 2). Large stormwater particles often have a
different fate; they settle out of the low salinity plume, become incorporated
into bottom sediments, and may be redistributed later by wave

FIGURE 3                              resuspension and transport. As the plume disperses, the components of

stormwater mix with other sources of
February 21, 1996, Towyo 1 suspended particles, nutrients, and

o 0 freshwater in the receiving water.
These sources include bottom’ -lo.~.! resuspension, phytoplankton growth,

~ and wastewater discharge.

~ Stormwater plumes usually formed
relatively thin layers at the surface of
the ocean that are 2-10 m deep
(Figure 3). The depth of penetration

-5 .4 -.3 -2 -1 0 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 increased with time as winds mixed
the upper layer vertically. ’The
horizontal scales of the plumes
studied in Santa Monica Bay were
variable, with plumes extending from 1
to 6 miles cross-shelf (offshore) for
storms of 1- to 2-year frequencies (0.8
to 4 in. of rainfall). During the February

.4o 19-21,1996 storm (4 in. of rainfall), the

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 o -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 o plume spread approximately 4 miles
offshore of Ballona Creek (Figure 4).

Distance Offshore (kin) Distance Offshore (km)

........ The speed and direction of coastal
Vertica/cross-she/f sections of the Ba//ona currents determine the cross-shelf scale of the plume. The Coriolis force
Creek discharge plume following a storm (an apparent force that acts on oceans and lakes) also has an influence on
event in February, 1996. The maps shown the distribution of stormwater plumes. This force is due to the rotation of
were generated using a towyo system, the earth and its motion through space, resulting in a tendency for
which .carried sensors for temperature, currents to turn toward the right in the Northern Hemisphere. If the
salinity, turbidity (beam attenuation), and plume is carried to the north when it enters the ocean, it will be more
plant biomass (chlorophyll fluorescence), likely to remain near the coast due to the influence of the Coriolis force.
The zigzag pattern on the temperature
section indicates the path of the towyo. The distribution of stormwater plumes along the coast depended upon the
The stormwater plume is indicated by tidal variations in the currents, the presence of additional runoff sources,
water with a salinity less than 33.0practical and the amount of runoff. Longshore distances of up to 6 miles were
salinity units (psu). measured for plumes within Santa Monica Bay.
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Spatial gradients in the dissolved and particulate components of the Stor’mwaler" plumes r’educed
plume occurred as it was diluted through mixing with the receiving sur~face wa|eP clar’ity and
water. Although larger stormwater particles tended to settle out
from the plume rapidly, smaller, lighter particles remained in per’sisted for’ sever’al days after,
suspension near the surface (Figures 3 and 4), where they can a storm.
reduce the amount of light available for photosynthesis by marine
plants. Measures of primary production were not part of this study, so
adverse effects on phytoplankton in Santa Monica Bay resulting from
turbid stormwater plumes were not determined.

The duration of stormwater plumes depends upon the rate of plume
dispersion and particle sinking. Stormwater plumes were observed to
persist in Santa Monica Bay for at least three days, even for the smallest
storm sampled (0.8 in. rainfall). The maximum duration of stormwater
plumes could not be assessed in this study because measurements did
not extend more than three days after a storm. FIGURE 4

High concentrations of the plant February21, 1996- Nearsurface (2-3 m) Maps
pigment chlorophyll were present in -118..~ -118,54 -118.50 -118.46 -118.58 -118.54 -118.50 -118.46

the surface layer during some storm
events, indicating the presence of
increased phytoplankton populations.
Phytoplankton growth may have
been stimulated by stormwater ~
discharge due to the addition of ~ 33.94t
nutrients to the surface layer, |
where light is readily available. 33.92t
Dense patches of phytoplankton !Temperature(°C Salinity

33.90 ! ,were observed off of Malibu Creek ~4.oo-..
on the boundary of stormwater
plumes 1-2 days after rain events. 33.98~
Off of Ballona Creek, we observed
increased phytoplankton in the z
plume even while a large proportion ==
of suspended particulate material ~ 33.94-{

was still present in the surface ,
Turbiditywater. The ecological effects of |c ...... ,~=,

these changes in phytoplankton
33.90’"~ ......~density were not determined in this -1~8.58 -1~8.54 -118.50 -118.46 -1~8.5~ ~1~.s4 -118.50 -1~8.4~

st u d y. Longitude (°C) Longitude (°C)

Near surface map of the February, 1996
stormwater plume from a 2-year storm off of
Ballona Creek. The plume (surface water
with a salinity less than 33.0 psu) extended
approximately 4 miles offshore.
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WATER COLUMN BIOLOGY

T he initial and most concentrated exposure to stormwater occurs
in the upper few meters of the water column. A diversity of
organisms occupies this habitat, ranging from mobile fish and

mammals to drifting microscopic plants and animals (plankton). Plankton
have a relatively high potential to be affected by stormwater toxicants
because they have a limited ability to avoid the plume and are often more
sensitive to contaminants than larger animals. Changes in the abundance
and type of plankton present can have important consequences for the
marine ecosystem. This group of orga.nisms constitutes the base of the
food chain for most marine life, so changes in plankton numbers may affect
populations of other species. The larvae of many fish and other animals
such as sea urchins, clams, and shrimp occur in the plankton, providing the
potential for diminished reproductive success if their survival is reduced by
water column toxicity.

Toxicity tests were used to determine whether stormwater plumes
Water‘ column effects were contained harmful concentrations of dissolved constituents. Surface
measured using toxicity tests, water samples were collected offshore of the two study sites in

conjunction with measurements of the plume characteristics so that
the data could be related to the concentration of the stormwater discharge
plume. Samples of stormwater collected from Ballona Creek were also
measured for comparison. The toxicity tests used sensitive stages of
marine species that occur in Southern California. Most samples were
measured using the sea urchin fertilization test, in which the effect of the
sample on the ability of sea urchin sperm to fertilize eggs is measured. Sea
urchin sperm are highly sensitive to some types of dissolved metals. The
fertilization test is appropriate for stormwater monitoring because it is rapid
(40 min exposure) and uses an organism which spends a portion of its life
cycle in the water column of Santa Monica Bay. All tests were adjusted to
the appropriate salinity prior to exposure so only the effect of chemical
constituents were evaluated.

Vir‘tually ever‘y sample of Ballona Undiluted samples of urban stormwater collected from

Creek stor’mwater‘tested was toxic, drainage channels (before discharge into the ocean) usually
contained toxic concentrations of constituents. Toxicity was
detected in virtually every sample obtained from Ballona

Creek and this toxicity was often present even after the sample was diluted
10-fold in the labo.ratory. The results indicated that even though a large
portion of the constituents present in stormwater may be bound to
particles, the dissolved concentrations of some materials are high enough
to cause toxicity. Prior research by SCCWRP and others has detected
toxicity in stormwater from other watersheds in Los Angeles, Orange, and
San Diego Counties.

The lit’st stor‘ms of the year‘ The results showed that time of year was an important variable
’ influencing stormwater toxicity (Figure 5). Samples of Ballona Creekpr‘oduced the most toxic stormwater, obtained from the first storm of the season, were between

stor~Tiwatel~, two and ten times more toxic than samples from later storms. These
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FIGURE 5

data indicated that the first storms of the year
--- Cumulative Rainprovide the most concentrated ~nputs of 41.

toxicants to the environment. ’~ Toxic Units - 30

Toxicity was frequently detected in surface      3o
water within the stormwater plume offshore of 20
Ballona Creek, indicating that the initial dilution ~
of stormwater discharge from this watershed ~ 20
was not sufficient to reduce the concentrations
of stormwater toxicants below leve~s that are /
harmful to marine organisms. The magnitude lc __ ~-"
of toxicity was greatest in the portion of the

~,’~ , ~ I ..~‘~- _.___~-~1 ~ --5~__LLL~

plume nearest the mouth of Ballona Creek
(Figure 6), where the highest concentrations of 0 4 ~, ~ ~ ;--?, " 0
stormwater were present. Within the plumes s~, oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Jul AugSeptOct NovDec Jan FebMar AprMa~

studied, toxicity was usually present whenever 1996 1997 1998
stormwater concentrations above 10% were Date
present. The duration of toxicity in surface
waters was not specifically addressed in this study, but can be Seasonal changes in the toxicityofBallona Creek

expected to be determined by the rate of plume dispersion. In this
stormwater over two storm seasons. Toxicity was
measured using the sea urchin fertilization test.

study, toxicity was detected in surface water near the mouth of The greatest toxicity was observed in stormwater
Ballona Creek two days after a storm event,

obtained from the first storm of each year.

Toxic por’tions of lhe The spatial extent of
s|or’mwateP plume wer’e surface water toxicity

varied between storms,vaPiable in size, extending and was influenced by
fr’om 1/4 to miles offshore the amount of storm flow, FIGURE 6of Ballona Cr’eek, the degree of toxicity of

the stormwater, and the
amount of mixing that occurred upon discharge. The greatest offshore SurfaceBecember 10,laYer Texi¢ity1996
extent of toxicity was measured following a storm on February 21,
1996, a two-year event, when toxicity was detected 2 miles offshore of 34.02

Ballona Creek. For other storms, the toxic portion of the plume
extended ¼-1 mile offshore. The distribution of toxicity along the 34.00. .,
shoreline was not determined in this study. The boundaries of
stormwater plumes can be described using a number of parameters
(i.e., salinity, turbidity, and toxicity) each with different thresholds of 33.981
detection. Because a r~latively high concentration of stormwater is ,_. 80

Map of surface layer toxicity (effect on sea urchin fertilization) 60
from Ballona Creek stormwater discharge following a 2-year
storm in December, 1996 (3.1 in. rainfall). Expected toxicity
was calculated from measurements of salinity (indicates 40
concentration of stormwater) and the concentration dose- 33.92
response curve for the effects of stormwater on sea urchin 30
fertilization. The greatest toxicity (lower fertilization
percentage) was present closest to the point of discharge. The 33.90

area of toxicity was smaller than the physical extent of the
plume, as indicated by the sofid line showing a salinity of 33 33.88
psu. This figure illustrates the relative size of the toxic portion -118.52 -118.50 -11.8.48 -118.46 -118.44
of the plume for a single storm, but does not represent the Longitude (°E)
largest pluine offshore for other storms. ,
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Sur’faoe wate " toxicity caused by needed to produce toxicity, the area of potential biological

unidentified sources was lrequently impact within a plume will be smaller than the region defined
by physical characteristics such as salinity (Figure 6).

encountered during dPy weathe -.
An unexpected result of this study was the detection of

FIGURE 7 toxicity in receiving waters that appeared to be due to
_ ..so#rces other than urban runoff. An average of 53% of the

surface water samples Collected offshore of Ballona and
10o -]    Ballona Creek at Beloit St. (1/31/96)               Malibu Creeks during periods of dry weather were found to be

80~ ~ toxic. The location of the toxic samples was variable and

6o~
I ]

there was no relationship between toxicity and the amount of
freshwater in the samples, indicating that dry weather urban

40

L/----L/

runoff was not the cause. Additional sources of receiving
20 water toxicity were also indicated during the wet weather
0 _ , , _ sampling, as some water samples were more toxic than could

be accounted for by the amount of stormwater present.
100 ~ Surface Water (1/31/96)

~ The dry weather toxicity results suggest that factors other
_N,8O

~
than stormwater discharge have a major influence on surface

~ 6o water quality in Santa Monica Bay. While the cause of dry

~z 40 weather toxicity was not determined, its frequent detection

~~_~[~j indicates that impaired surface water quality in Santa Monica
~ 20 Bay extends beyond the spatial and seasonal boundaries

0 ~--- associated with stormwater discharge. Potential sources of

100 Surface water (1125197) dry weather toxicity include the deposition of contaminants
from the atmosphere, biological events such as red tides, and

80
~

inputs from boating activities.

60~~1__7
Dissolved metals in stormwater were identified as important

40
I I

~___

contributors to impaired water quality in Ballona Creek
stormwater plumes. This conclusion was the result of

20 -- -- Basehne experiments that combined chemical treatments designed to
0 " remove specific types of constituents in water samples with

Particle Particle & Metals sea urchin toxicity tests, a process known as Toxicity
Removal Organics Complexation Identification Evaluation (TIE). The toxicity of Ballona CreekRemoval

stormwater and receiving water samples was usually
.... eliminated when treatments were applied that neutralized

Effect of toxicity identification evaluation toxic trace metals by complexation (Figure 7). Chemical analysis
treatments on the toxicity of Ballona Creek confirmed that dissolved concentrations of zinc, and occasionally
stormwater and two samples of surface water copper, were at toxic levels in undiluted stormwater. The dissolved
collected within the Ballona Creek discharge concentrahons of other metals were below toxic levels for the sea
plume. Complexation of metals by addition of urchin test. Measurements of receiving water also detected elevated
EDTA usually eliminated toxicity, as shown by concentrations of zinc (but not copper) in the stormwater plume
the large increase in sea urchin fertilization offsr, :,’e of Ballona Creek.
above the untreated (baseline) value. Other
treatments, removal of particles by filtration and Cn,~m,. al analysis were unable to attribute all of the toxicity
,removal of organic compounds, were of limited meah,~red to zinc and copper, indicating that additional constituents
effectiveness. Similar results were found for ma.~ ,-o,qtnbute to the toxicity of stormwater discharged into Santa
other samples of stormwater and surface water. Momca Bay. The measured concentrations of zinc and copper in

Bal;ona Creek stormwater were estimated to account for only 5-44%
of the observed toxicity. Zinc concentrations in the toxic portion of
the d~scharge plume were usually below levels shown to cause toxicity
in the laboratory. The unaccounted-for toxicity may be due to
synergistic interactions between toxic metals, variability in the
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chemical analysis, or the influence of other toxic chemicals, Zinc was the most important toxic
such as pesticides. Additional research is needed before constituent identified in stor’mwater’.
these alternatives can be evaluated. TIE studies have not
been completed for other stormwater discharges into the Bay, Copper’ and other" unidentified
so we do not know if the pattern demonstrated for Baltona constituents may also be
Creek is representative of other sites, responsible for" some of the toxicity

measured,

SEAFLOOR BIOLOGY

M uch of the natural diversity and many of the The deposition of stor’mwater"
commercially important species in the ocean occur
on the seafloor. Clams and shrimp live in this particles influences the physical

environment, as well as worms and starfish, all of which serve and chemical char’acter,istios of
as food for fish. This is also the location where stormwater the seafloor’.
particles, and associated contaminants, eventually settle.
Unlike the water column, where a stormwater plume eventually
mixes and disperses, the sediments on the seafloor can accumulate runoff
inputs over an entire storm, over several storms, or over several seasons.
These inputs can alter the seafloor biology by either changing the habitat,
such as altering sediment grain size, or by the build-up of pollutants. The
potential for impacts to seafloor organisms is great because they are not
mobile and are therefore subjected to the accumulated stormwater inputs
for long periods of time. Typically, these seafloor organisms are relatively
sensitive and changes to the number or types of organisms may result in
changes to fish populations.

We estimated impacts of stormwater runoff discharges on the seafloor by
collecting samples from the ocean bottom between one and two weeks
following large storm events, after the stormwater plumes had dispersed
and particles had time to settle, and then again during dry weather.
Seafloor samples were collected directly offshore of Ballona and Malibu
Creeks at 75 ft. depth in the heart of the stormwater plumes, along
intervals upcoast and downcoast representing gradients of plume impact,
and then outside the area of the plume. The top 2 cm (< 1 inch) of these
seafloor samples, which represented the most recent seafloor
accumulations, were collected for contaminant analysis and toxicity
testing. Sediment samples were analyzed for contaminants including
trace metals, chlorinated hydrocarbons (DDTs and PCBs), and petroleum
hydrocarbons (PAHs). The toxicity tests included survival of crustaceans
(an amphipod) and sea urchins, fertilization success and
development of sea urchin embryos, and bioaccumulation of An inor’ease in sediment
contaminants from seafloor mud in adult sea urchins. A second constituents was pr’esent on
sediment sample was collected, sieved through a fine mesh
screen, and the organisms were enumerated to determine the the seafloor" offshore Ballona
abundance and diversity of the native seafloor fauna. Creek,
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TABLE 1 Alterations to the seaf[oor habitat and sediment constituent
concentrations had occurred offshore ~of the Ballona Creek

,, watershed (Table 1). The sediments offshore of Malibu Creek
Sediment Concentration gen_erally had higher concentrations of naturally abundant

Ballona Ck Malibu Ck constituents including fine-grained particles, organic carbon, and
(n=8) (n=7) trace metals such as chromium. In contrast, the sediments

offshore of Ballona Creek generally, had higher concentrations of
Fines % dry 31.6 urban contaminants including common stormwater constituents

TOC % dry 0.594 such as lead and zinc, as well as other rarely detected constituents
in routine stormwater monitoring programs, such as DDTs, PCBs,
and PAHs. Moreover, sediments offshore of Ballona Creek

Aluminum #g/dryg 11492 showed evidence of stormwater impacts over a large area.
Arsenic #g/dry g 5.1 5.6 Concentrations of copper, lead, zinc, DDTs, PCBs, and PAHs were
Cadmium #g/dry g 0.5 0.7 highest directly offshore of the creek mouth and then decreased in
Chromium #g/dry g 40.7 both the upcoast and downcoast directions at distances up to 3
Copper ~tg/dry g 12 13 miles away (Figure 8). The increased sediment contamination was

Iron ptg/dry g 14997 also observed more than 1 mile offshore, where water depths
reached over 100 feet.Lead !~g/dry g 10.3

Mercury #g/dry g 0.08 Biological communities offshore of Ballona Creek were similar
Nickel p.g/dry g 14.29 to those offshore of Malibu Creek (Table 2). Both areas had
Silver !~g/dryg 0.31 comparable abundance and similar species composition.
Zinc #g/dry g 54 56 Seventeen of the 19 most commonly found taxa offshore of

Ballona Creek were present offshore of Malibu Creek, and
Total DDTs ng/dryg 15.5 both watersheds had a low abundance of so-called

Total PCBs hg/dryg 3.0 "pollution indicator" organisms. Both areas had healthy
benthic communities, as measured by the Benthic

Total PAHs ng/dry g 56.2
Response Index, which is a tool for assessing the relative

..... importance of pollution indicator species at a site. Species
richness and diversity were statistically higher near Malibu

Average concentrations of sediment Creek than Ballona Creek.
constituents offshore (75 ft. depth) of creek
mouths in Santa Monica Bay following Biological communities offshore of Ballona and Malibu Creeks were also
storm events between 1995 and 1997. similar to background reference conditions established in previous studies of
Boxed numbers indicate significantly Southern California (Table 2). The mean abundance, mean number of taxa
higher concentrations. Sediment offshore per sample, and mean diversity at the creek sites were comparable to
of the less urbanized watershed (Malibu reference sites located in waters of similar depth, but distant from river and
Creek) had higher levels of naturally creek mouths. The present study was limited to the area offshore of the
occurring constituents such as aluminum Ballona Creek jetty; previous studies by other scientists have shown impacts
and iron. Higher concentrations of to benthic communities and the presence of pollution indicator organisms
anthropogenic constituents such as lead inside of the jetty (adjaeent to Marina del Rey).
and PAHs were present offshore of the
more urbanized watershed (Ballona The seafloor biology results were consistent with the results from sediment
Creek). toxicity tests. Seafloor sediments offshore of Ballona Creek did not kill

amphipods or impair the fertilization success or normal embryo
development of sea urchins. However, seafloor sediments were found
to be a potential source of contaminants that bioaccumulate in seafloor
organisms such as adult sea urchins. Concentrations of lead, DDTs,
and PCBs were three to ten times higher in sea urchins exposed to
sediments collected.offshore of Ballona Creek than in sea urchins living on
sediments from our reference location. While the effect of this

The fate of most stor’mwateP bioaccumulation on the sea urchin is not known, it does represent
a mechanism by which sediment- associated pollutants can enterconstituents is unknown, the food chain and biomagnify within fish.
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TABLE 2

One significant finding of this study was that the fate of .............
most stormwater constituents discharged to Santa Ballona Malibu Reference
Monica Bay is unknown. Although we documented the (n=8) (n=7) (n=29)
accumulation of contaminants on the seafloor offshore of
Ballona Creek, these amounts were not permanent and Abundance 238 (+51) 316 (_+55) 276 (_+61)

(No. 0rganisms/0.1 m~)
represent only a fraction of the total mass emissions
discharged. Further, reductions in constituent

No. Species 75 (+6) 91 (+8) 71 (+9)concentrations were observed at some locations that may (No. taxa/0,1 m~-)
have resulted from the resuspension and transport of
sediments by waves and currents. Until the location where
this material eventually settles is known, we cannot be Diversity 1.65 1.73 1.55

(Shann0n-Wiener H’) (-+0.02) (-+0.04) (-+0. t5)
certain that we have examined the seafloor areas having
the greatest influence from stormwater or dry weather

Benthic Response 24.0 (_+1.7) 1.65 (_+0.7) 3.0 - 30.6discharges. An additional concern is that constituents Index (BRI units)
from other sources may have similar transport and fate
mechanisms, producing enhanced impacts from the
cumulative effects of multiple sources. Biological community parameters offshore

of a highly urbanized watershed (Ballona
FIGURE 8 Creek), a less urbanized watershed (Malibu

Creek), and other reference areas in near-
coastal waters of Southern Cafifomia at

~’~ 30 similar depths (30 to 75 feet). Values are~=
the mean (±95% confidence fimits).~ 2o

400

~ 300

"r Grain size and contaminant concentrations in surface
--n< 100 sediments across the gradient of stormwater influence
~ offshore of Ballona Creek. Sampfing stations were
~ 0 located 1.5 miles offshore (75 ft. depth) and at vadous

2.4 1.2 0.0 1.2 2.4 3.6 distances upcoast or downcoast of the creek. Each value
represents the mean (±95% confidence interval) of eight

Miles Directly Miles samples, each collected after a storm event. The
Downcoast Offshore Upcoast influence of stormwater particle deposition is shown by

the elevated values directly offshore of Ballona Creek.
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EFFECTS OF WATERSHED TYPE

T he comparison of receiving water impacts from different
watersheds is a powerful tool to distinguish between
natural and man-made effects. Although the Ballona

Creek and Malibu Creek watersheds are similar in size and
discharge into the same body of water (Santa Monica Bay), they
differ in their degree of urbanization (Figure 1). The measurement

of similar parameters in each receiving water area
Different impacts to Santa Monica provides the information needed to distinguish between
Bay wer’e pr’oduoed by an natural processes and impairment due to man-made

ur’banized and an unur’banized factors. This approach also identifies which monitoring
methods are most useful for detecting man-madewatePshed, impacts.

The characteristics and impacts of stormwater
from the Ballona Creek and Malibu Creek
watersheds were found to differ in a number of
respects (Table 3). The impacts observed were
the result of the interaction of three key factors:
land use, flow characteristics, and receiving
water conditions. Receiving water impacts were
less near Malibu Creek and were related to the
discharge of less toxic stormwater and lower
peak flows.

Ballona Creek watershed is highly
urbanized. Stormwater entering the
concrete channel is rapidly
transported to the ocean, with little
opportunity for dilution.

Malibu Creek drains a mostly undeveloped
watershed. Stormwater flow and particle inputs
into the ocean are rno. derated by the presence of a
natural creekbed and coastal lagoon.
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TABLE 3

Water’shed The largest watershed draining to Similar in size to Ba!lona Creek (110
Char’acteristics Santa Monica Bay, 83% of its 130 square miles), 88% of this watershed

square miles is developed. The is undeveloped.
principal land use is residential.

Flow The largely impermeable surface area More permeable surface area (96%
Char’acteristics (41% overall) and concrete channel overall) absorbs early season rainfall

drainage system results in rapid and increases lag time between
changes in flow following rainfall, rainfall and peak flow. Discharges
Peak flows are relatively high and of have relatively lower peak flows but
shorter duration compared to other duration can be days longer than
areas, concrete channelized systems.

Discharge into Malibu Lagoon may
reduce flows and particle loads to
ocean.

Plume The stormwater plume in both areas consisted of a thin buoyant layer of low salinity
Char’acteristics water floating at the surface. The dissolved and particulate components of stormwater

were most concentrated in the upper 2 m of the water column. Plumes extended up to
6 miles offshore and were widely distributed along the shore.

Higher flows and less mixing Lower flows, more mixing, and
produced well-defined plumes that discharges from adjacent canyons
contained higher concentrations of resulted in more complex and ill-
stormwater near Ballona Creek. defined plume boundaries near

Malibu Creek.

Debris Floating debris was often concentrated Floating debris was dominated by
near the margins of the plume and organic materials of natural origin,
contained rnany items of man-made such as twigs and charred wood.
origin, such as plastic.

Water’Clarity Less mixing of stormwater usually Stormwater inputs were often more
produced larger areas of reduced turbid, but lower flows and greater
water clarity, dilution near the mouth resulted in

better clarity.

StoPr’nwater" Samples from the creek .,~re always Samples were less toxic than Ballona
Toxicity toxic to sea urchins. C,~,~ce,qtrations Creek stormwater and occasionally

higher than 10% storr~;’,~,~ter usually nontoxic. High concentrations
produced adverse effect> ,,1 ~zboratory (>25%) usually needed to produce
tests, toxicity.

Characteristics of a highly urbanized watershed (Ballona Creek) and a less urbanized watershed (Malibu Creek) adjacent to
Santa Monica Bay, Cafifomia.

13
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TABLE 3 Continued

Receivin~lV~atePSurlace water in most concentratedToxicity in water column was rarely
Toxic[ly portion of plume was often toxic topresent and was not related to plume

sea urchins. Toxicity was detected inconcentration.
receiving waters up to 2 miles from
discharge.

Cause o|Toxicity Zinc is responsible for a portion of Metals are implicated but have not

the stormwater toxicity. The been confirmed as important

influence of pesticides and other toxicants.
organics is uncertain.

SeaflooPHabitat Sediments were higher in urban Higher concentrations of

stormwater associated contaminants, constituents were derived from
such as lead and zinc. natural sources, such as fine

sediments and organic carbon.

Sediment Toxicity Changes in sediment toxicity were minor and not related to stormwater discharges:

Seafloor" Biological co~nmunities were similar among Malibu Creek, Ballona Creek, and
Biological background reference sites.

Communities
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES

T he Santa Monica Bay Receiving Waters Study produced the first
integrated assessment of impacts from stormwater discharges
into the Bay. The presence of well-developed plumes containing

toxic materials demonstrates the need for continued studies of the impacts
from urban stormwater runoff in Santa Monica Bay and elsewhere.
Additional information regarding the sources, characteristics, and extent of
the receiving water impacts should be determined in order to refine
management actions.

A high priority should be placed upon locating sources of toxicity and
contamination within the Ballona Creek watershed. Identification of the
land uses or regions of the watershed that contribute most to the impacts
will enable management actions to be targeted where they will have the
greatest beneficial impact. Source identification studies should include
sampling of systems tributary to Ballona Creek for measurement of toxicity
and chemical constituents.

Additional receiving water studies are recommended for Information onthe dur’ation, size, and
Santa Monica Bay to provide a more complete understanding cause of adverse impacts isneededof the nature and magnitude of stormwater impacts. Future
studies should include constituents of concern that were not to identify appPopr’iate stormwater’
emphasized in this study, such as bacteria, nutrients, management actions.
pesticides, and trash. These constituents should be
incorporated into studies of plume persistence, cause of
toxicity, and constituent fate.

Plume persistence information is needed to estimate the duration of
exposure of: 1) swimmers to bacteria and 2) marine life to stormwater
toxicants and nutrients. Improved information on plume persistence can be
obtained by the use of moored sensors in the discharge area in combination
with data from remote sensing instruments (e.g., satellites). A goal of these
studies should be to develop plume dilution and/or tracking models of
plume duration and magnitude. This information is valuable because
different management responses may be appropriate for stormwater
discharges that produce short- versus long-lived impacts.

Toxicity testing using multiple marine species is also needed A suite of species should be used to
to provide a more complete assessment of the causes of
toxicity in stormwater discharged into Santa Monica Bay. identify toxicants in stormwateP,
Identification of zinc and copper as contaminants of concern
was based primarily on studies with a single species (sea urchin). Because
different species vary in their sensitivity to contaminants, tests with multiple
species are needed to detei’mine if other contaminants are present at toxic
concentrations. Tests with crustaceans (e.g., shrimp) are especially
recommended as they are likely to be sensitive to pesticides Such as
diazinon and chlorpyrifos, which have been found to be important factors
in the toxicity of stormwater from other watersheds. These tests should
include toxicity identification procedures so that potential constituents of
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concern (e.g., metals and pesticides) can be confirmed and others can be
discounted. Toxicant identification is heeded to prioritize chemical-specific
management actions.

~"-’’"~" -~"="H"qee
Chemical and oceanographic studies are needed toThe fate of stoPmwateP determine the fate of stormwater particles discharged into

must be deter’mined in oPdeP to Santa Monica Bay. Although some of the particles in Santa

assess seafloor’ impacts. Monica Bay stormwater plumes may be deposited near the
mouth of an urban watershed, they do not necessarily persist

there for long periods of time. Since the spatial extent of particle dispersal
in Santa Monica Bay was not determined, there may be areas of significant
accumulation that were not investigated. Studies of currents, sediment
resuspension, and sediment transport, coupled with chemical source
identification methods, should be conducted to determine whether
stormwater discharge is a significant source of adverse sediment
contamination within Santa Monica Bay. This information is needed to
identify areas of the seafloor with the greatest potential for biological
impacts from stormwater discharge.

Additional r’eceMng water’ systems The impacts of stormwater runoff on other receiving water
systems should also be studied. This is becauseshould be studied to identify differences in watershed size and land use patterns will

impair’meats from other’ water’sheds, likely result in different levels of risk to the receiving water
beneficial uses. For example, changes in land use may

contribute different toxicants, and changes in watershed size will influence
the magnitude of the toxicant input. The nature of the receiving water
environment is also important. Semi-enclosed water bodies, such as most
bays and harbors, do not have the mixing and dilution capacity of the open
coastal environment studied in Santa Monica Bay. The potential for
impairment will be greater in these areas because organisms will have an
increased exposure to the stormwater plume and more stormwater
particles will settle nearby and influence sediment quality. Until the effects
of variations in watershed or receiving water characteristics can be
accurately predicted, additional integrated studies will be necessary to
assess impacts to receiving waters in other areas.
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Introduction
Twenty-one sites, including tributary drains and the main creek bed, were sampled for
bedload sediment quality along Ballona Creek. The sediment sampling stations were
designed to trace the upstream sources of contaminants of concern associated with sediment
depositi6n at the mouth of Ballona Creek and the entrance to Marina del Rey Harbor.
Deposited sediments were sampled from sediment accumulation areas representative of a
variety of storm drain inputs into Ballona Creek. This report is a summary and evaluation
of the chemistry results of the Ballona Creek sediment sampling program.

Sediment samples were collected from the channel bottom of 17 drainages at their mouths,
immediately upstream of their confluence with Ballona Creek. In addition, sediments were
sampled from the main channel of Ballona Creek at 4 locations. Samples were collected
towards the end of the annual low-flow period, on October 5 and 6, 1999 (Table 1). Tills list
varies from that presented in the Sampling and Analysis Plan (CH2M HILL 1999) in that
Overland North and the Jefferson area drains were not sampled due to a lack of sediment
accumulation. In addition, two new drains were added, from the Holly Hills drains
entering below Dauphin Ave. and from the main drains entering under Higuera Street.
Sampling locations are shown on the map in the Sampling and Analysis Plan and
summarized in Table 1.

TABLE 1
Samplin~i Locations for Deposited Sediment Quality Samplin~j in the Bailona Creek Drainage.

Approximate miles upstream L.A. County Drain
Mouth of Drain Location from mouth of Ballona Creek Number :3"~?...-’:’~~,; .. -.~:~.~

Centinela Channel 2.6 NA

Centinela Avenue 3.2 51

Inglewood Boulevard 3.5 50~

Sepulveda Channel 3.8 NA

Ba!lona Creek at Sawtelle 4.3 All upstream drains
Boulevard

Sepulveda Boulevard 4.5 NA

Westwood/Kingston 4.6 RDD 208

Saint Nicholas Avenue 4.7 2901

Overland (south side) 5.0 RDD 208

Ballona Creek below Madison 5.7 All upstream drains

Madison Avenue 5.7 Benedict Canyon Channel

Ince Boulevard 6.0 Ince Boulevard Drain

Higuera 6.5 NA

National Boulevard 7.0 84

S. La Cienega Boulevard 7.5 9408

C:\WlNDOWS\TEMP~SSR_BALLONA.DOC 2 -,
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TABLE 1
Sampling Locations for Deposited Sediment Quality Samplin~j in the Ballona Creek Drainage.

Approximate miles upstream L.A. County Drain
Mouth of Drain Location from mouth of Ballona Creek Number

Dauphin Ave. 7.6 9408/Holly Hills Drain

Ballona Creek below Fairfax 8.0 All upstream drains

Fairfax 8.0 Holly Hills Drain

Marvin Avenue 8.5 494

Pickford Street 9.0 648

Ballona Creek at Pickford 9.0 All upstream drains

NA = Not applicable or not available. -

Methods
Field Sampling Methods
Deposited sediments were collected from drainage channel mouths and the main channel of
Ballona Creek from areas visually determined to be sediment accumulation areas. The
sediment was scooped from the channel bottoms with stainless steel hand trowels. Three
separate equal-volume samples were collected within an approximate 1-meter radius and
mixed thoroughly by hand in a stainless steel bowl. The resulting composite sample was
packed with no head space into chemically clean glass jars. Samples were chilled in the
field, held chilled, and transported to the laboratory within two days of collection.

Sampling equipment was chemically decontaminated between sites. A single
decontamination rinsate sample (water sample) was collected for each day of sediment
samplh~g.

Sediment Quality Constituents of Concern
The sediments were analyzed for those constituents listed in the Sampling and Analysis
Plan and shown in the Results Section, below. Major contaminant groups investigated
incIuded metals, PAHs, organoch.lorine compounds, and pesticides. Grain size analysis and
total organic carbon analysis was performed on all samples. All samples were collected in
chemically clean glass jars, kept in the dark, and refrigerated prior to analysis.

Normalization of Results
The raw, wet chemistry results expressed in concentration units per weight of wet sediment
would not offer a particularly effective means of comparison among sites. In contrast,
several types of standardizations were created to provide insights into the differences in
contamination among sites. The teclu~iques used were:

¯ Dry weight normalization; all results were presented as concentration.units per dry
weight (DW) of sediment.

C:\WINDOWS\TEMP\SSR_BALLONA.DOC 3 ~"
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¯ TOC normalIzation; all results were presented as dry weight concentrations per weight
of total organic carbon (TOC) in the sample. :

° Silt/clay normalization; all results were presented as dry weight concentrations per
proportion of silt and clay in the sample.

Sediment chemistry results are presented in the Appendix for all samples and analytes on a
wet and dry weight basis. Sediment chemistry results are presented using the three
normalization techniques in Tables 2 - 5 for all sampling locations. Sediment toxicity
guidelines, presented as Effect Range Low (ERL) values, are shown in the first column of
Table 2 as a basis of comparison to known toxic levels of individual contaminants as
assessed on a dry weight basis. TaMes 3 - 5 shows the ordering of sites by level of
contamination in sediment based on selected Table 2 results. Table 6 shows the average
ranks for each site by analyte class.

C.\WlNDOWS\TEMP~SSR_BALLONA,DOC 4 ~
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TABLE 3
Ranked Sites and Sediment Chemical Concentratlone (Dr./’ Weight Basis)
Concentrations are as Chemical (mg)/Sedlmenl(kg) for" metele and uglkg for orger|lcl

Total
Recoverable Fluoranth Indeno{1,2.3- Phenentl’

Site Rink Hydrocarbons Site Rank Copper Site Rank Lead Site Rank Nickel Site Rank Zinc Site Rank ene Site Rink c,d)Pyrene Site Rink r~ne Sttl Rank ~ne Site Rank Total

Ingl~ 19~ Ingtewood B62 lnglew~d 385

Pt~foCd 12~ LaC~enega 401 aad~s~ 3~

In~ 1010 ~* ~ H,gue~a 278 S~ N,~o,as 248 ~adl,o. 3~

Bal~o.a @

~

~ ~

Sepulve6a
P~ord ~2 ~

~ Fa,dax

249 B~d 2~ LaConia 287 ~uera
Cent~nela Ballona @ Sepufv~a

Ave 7~ In~ 1~ Madison 193 ~lvd 272 LaC~enega 2335
Ba~]ona @ Se~a

Fa~dax 724 Mad=son 138 National 167 Farffax 221 H~guera 2~ Bird 1803
Sepulveda Cen~nela Sepulv~a

Btvd 673 Up 138 Higuera 146 3han~l 142 In~ 1~ Fa=~ax

St Sepu~veda

N~olas 632 Channel 128 :a~Hax 138 Cenlinela Up 92 Fa=~ax 193 In~
~~ BaU~ona @ Sepul~d~ ~a;lone @ Ballona

H~g .... 573~

~

~~    St Nicholas 19 ~ Fa~ax

80 Channel 126 ~adiso~ ~adlSOR 16~ Faldax 1303
~ Cen(inela 3ent~nela Ballona

Ma0~ 413 ~~~ ~

~

= ~ . Pt~ford Up 123 St NiColas ~p 136 Pic~ord 974
~. ;~ Se~v~a Se~lveda Cent,nela

Nahonal 353 ~ . ~ Ma~n LaCien~a 1~ ~d Channel 95 Up 630
BallonR @ ~arlo~a @ ~a[Iona @

Overla~ 258 = .
~ Ovedan~

>=ckford 70 ~ad~son =a=~ MaC=son

~~ Sepulveda
Ba,,~a @ Sepu~eda

LaC~enega 225 Nat,oriel 33 LaC=enega 28 I~e Bird Fm~ax 66 National St NiColas Channel 615
lallona @ Ballona @

Dauphin 224 H=guera 29 Inca 27 LaC=enega 8 Fai~ax 150 St NiColas Inca P~kford ~atfonal SL N=~ofls 537
Ballona @ Sepulveda Cent=hale Ballona @ Sepulveda ~al{~a @ Ballona
Madison 201 Channe~ ~ Up 25 Sa~ette 6 Charmer 120 Madison =t~lotd P~o~d Pi~otd Madison 4~
Batlona @ :entinela Sepulveda 8aflona @ Cenlinela
Fa~ax 2~ Up 22 Channel 17 Fai~ax 6 Up 86 National ~a~in ~awin ~Ma~in Nahonal 350

Cenl=nela Ballona @ Bailona @ Ballona @ Ballona @

Up 171 Pic~ord 15 Faidax 13 Dauphin 4 Sawtelle 78 Sa~el[e Overland 0varied Overland Overla~

Sep~veda Bst~na @ Cen~ine~a Batlona @ 9mllona @ Ba~lone @ Bal~na
Cha~l 139 Dauphin 9 Sa~eile 11 Up 4 Dauphin 67 Dau~in ~a~elle Sa~elle Sa~elle S~elfe

Ballona @ Ballona @ Ballona @ Bal~ @ Bai[ona @
Sa~elle 74 Sa~elle 8 Dauphin 4 Pi~f~d 3 Pi~ford ~ Pi~ord Oau~in Dau~in Dauphin Da~hm

Westw~ ~ Wes~o~ 4 Westwo~ ~ 1 Wes~o~ 1 Westw~d ~ Wes~ Westw~d Nes~o~ Wes~ Wes~d

Bold. s~ values ~i~te sde= ~e sediment values ex~d~ NO~ ERL values (wesented in Table 2)
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TABLE 4
Ranked Sites and Sediment Chemical Concentrations Normalized to the Proportion of Silt and Clay in the Sample
Concentrations are as Chemical (mg)/silt-clay(kg) for metals and ug/kg for organics (Dry Weight Basis)

Total
i

Recoverable Total
Site Rank Hydrocarbons ;ite Rank Copper Site Rank Lead Site Rank Nickel Site Rank Zinc Site Rank PAHS

Centinela
Marvin 2510 Pickford 91684 Pickford 33092 Pickford 33475 Pickford 273134 Ave. 954090

Inglewood t954 Marvin 8788 Ince 3900 Ince 1331 Marvin 36261 Pickford 7675~.,I
Ballona @

Pickford 1200 Ince 7176 Marvin 3024 Sawte!le 1050 Ince 34172 Ince 223120
Ballona @ Centinela Centinela Ballona @

Ince 1010 Fairfax 1868 Ave. 2571 Marvin 954 Ave. 22011 Fairfax 1934
Ballona @ Ballona @ Ballona @
Pickford 942 La Cienega 1817 National 2377 Fairfax 864 Fairfax 20815 Marvin 16187,*.

Centinela Centinela Centinela Ballona @
Ave, 786 Up 535 Higuera 2155 Ave. 468 Sawtelle 12790 La Cienega 10811

Sepulveda Ballona @
Fairfax 724 Blvd. 529 Sawtelle 1824 Dauphin 372 La Cienega 8689 Higuera 23998
Sepulveda Ba~lona @
Blvd. 673 Inglewood 387 Fairfax 1767 La Cienega 353 National 6831 Fairfax 21718

Centinela

St. Nicholas 632 Madison 346 Fairfax 1757 National 307 Fairfax 6668 Up 15551
Sepulveda .

Higuera 573 Channel 322 !La Cienega 1293 Fairfax 301 Dauph!n 5834 National 11475
Ballona @ Centinela Sepulveda Centinela

Madison 413 Madison 318 IUp 622 Channel 116 Up 2132 Inglewood 9768
Centinela Sepulveda

National .353 Ave. 295 iDauphin 342 Higuera 112 Overland 2095 Channel 7054
’St. Centinela Sepulveda

Overland 258 Higuera 234 Nicholas 284 Up 101 St. N!cholas 2088 Blvd. 3365

La Cienega 225 National 177 Inglewood 230 St. Nicholas 81 Higuera 1479 St. Nicholas 2262



Sepulveda Sepulveda
Dauphin 224 Fairfax 152 Overland 197 Blvd. 65 Channel 1375 Madison 999
Ballona @ Ballona @ Sepulveda Ballona @
Madison 201 Sawtelle 138 Channel 197 Inglewood 56 lnglewood 1355 Madison 911
Ballona @ Sepulveda Sepulveda Ballona @
Fairfax 200 St. Nicholas 98 Blvd. 187 Overland 54 Blvd. 1200 Sawtelle 0

Ballona @
Centinela Up 171 Dauphin 82 Madison 142 Madison 49 Madison 755 Dauphin 0
Sepulveda Ballona @
Channel 139 Overland 18 Madison 99 Madison 49 Westwood 721 Overland 0
Ballona @ Ballona @
Sawtelle 74 Westv~ood 1 Westwood 26 Westwood 36 Madison 658 Westwood 0

Ballona @ Ballona @ Ballona @ Ballona @
Westwood 36 Pick ford Pick ford Pickford Pickford



Ranked Sites and Sediment Chemical Concentrations Normalized to Totll Organic Cat’bon [TOC) content
Concentrations ere as Chemical (mg|KO.C(kg| for metals ind ugtkg for organics (Dry Weight Basis)

Indeno

Site Rank Copper Site Rank Laid Site Rank Nickel Site Rank Zinc Site Rank Fluoranthene Site Rank c,d) Pyren.e Site Rank Phenanthrene Site Rink Pyrene Site Rink Total PAH.~

Bailona @ Sepulvecla Ballona @ ~ailona @ Ballona @ E~allona
Felrfax 274419 ~guera 330946 81vd 26410 Fa=rfax 525581 La C=enega 351317 -’alrfax 232558 Falrfax 883721 ilnce 393258. Fa~rfax 4883721

Sepu~veda Sallona @ Baltona @ Sepu~veda SapuIveda ~enUnelfa

Bl~,d 213846 ~ck’fon:l 121785 :a~llax 21814 Bird 484615 Higuera 339893 .";hannal 224090 Inc~ 533708 :Ave 320856 Higuera
~ent=nelfa

Madison        122838 :a~rfax          89515    I~lce            18596    !nee           477528 I,nce            337079    -~uera        178891 H~ers         600~94     -~era        285226
~epulveda Sepulveda Cenlmella I Sepulveda

f,"K:e 100281 31’4d 75385 ;hannel 18011 alrfax 3398r~ Ave 320856 i    Madison 177384 Channel 252101 La Cmnega 250941
Ballone @ :gaflona @ Sepu~veda ~allona @

SI N=ct~olas 70.544 ~,ca 54494 Madison 17450 Madison 268293 Fa¢fax 279070 IP=ckfo~’d 157480 La Clenega 238394 !Bird 205128 P~ckfotd

9allona @ 3arlene @ Sepulveda iSepu~veda CenbnaIla

Mad=son 58241 iFa=rfax 44605 H=guera 17174 Higuera 227191 Channel 224090 BIvd 163846 Ave. 200535 Madison 177384
~apulved~ Sapulveda

Emrfax 53592 ~ad=son 35255 Ca=flax 15320 ;bannel 212885 fnglewood 177215 ICenI~ne]~a Up 103226 Falffax 155340 Ii~jlewood -174051 Slvd 13~9-4
Sepulveda

Overland 52909 Inglewood 30949 Pic}dord 10013 InglewOOd 182595 Fa=rfax 174757 =a~rfax 97087 Inglewood 151899 Ch 168067 nglewood 131~.45~

~eoutveda 3ant=helle

Inglewood 52215 3hannel 30532 Dauphin 9767 La C~enega 164366 Cenl~nella Up 116129 =.v~, 95257 Cenlinella Up 77419 Feirfax 135922 ;e~rf~x 110679~

Sepulvoda 8athena @ Bellona @ Sepulveda

!ga o~a ~ Saputveda iBatlona @

Be[lena (~ t~=, --’~a ~ Salle,la ~; ~ep,ulvada ~ellona @
p,c.t<for~ ~,.4. . . . , ..- ~,° ".1 6745 Plcldord 123097 Madison 0 S{ Nicholas 75853 ]ivd 0 ’,~adlso~l 55556 Madison 3547~-.7

SaIlona @ ~allona @ ~allona @

La C=eneqa ~437 * ~ ¯ . ~ ¯ ".." .~ ~.or, ega 6675 M~3d~scn 120370 Dauphin 0 ~qad=son 64815 !St Nicholas 0 :mrfax 0 Pickford 22959;~
;3~.[ona @ Saltona @ Sat~ona L~ Bal}ona @

P,ck’ford 27423 St N~cnola~ 2~07 ;awlPJle 6331 0vedand 110000 St Nicholas 0 ~qat~onal 61728 ~ad~son 0 Pic~ford 0 Madison

8al=ona @ Ballona @
Dau~ll=n 21312 Sawtelle 10993 ;t Nicholas 5666 Pickfo;d 81696 Pickfotd 0 m’a 0 ~at~onal 0 St N~chotss 0 St N~chotss 164349

Cen~nella Up 18194 Ovedand S 10364 ~at~onal 3463 Natior~al 77160 Ovedarld 0 ~au~h=~l 0 Dauphin 0 National 0 National
Sallona @

Na~onel 12160 ~tckim’d 9896 CeP, t~ne~, Up 3419 Sawtel~a 77086 ~icklo~d 0 ~vedan(~ 0 Dvedand 0 Dauphin 0 Merwn 32~47

CentJnella
Ave. 9545 Dauphin 8980 }veitand S 2855 Cantlnella Up 72516 National 0 Picklord 0 =icldord 0 ~erland 0 Dauphin 0

Ballona @ 3enhnella Centinella :enlinella Ballona @ Sallona @ 3sllona @ Sallone @

Sawtalle 7881 =,re 8449 Ave 1537 Ave. 72326 iSawte,lle 0 Sswtella 0 Sawielle 0 Sawtella 0 . Oveda~:l 0

Westwood 3241 Nestwood 829 Weatwood 1176 ~Vestwood 23307 Westwood 0 ~Vastwood 0 Na$twoo~ 0 ~VeafwooO 0 Sawt~tle 0

Ma~n 1745 ~ar’~n 600 ,~aw~n 189 Man, in 7201 Marvin 0 Ma~n 0 Marvin 0 MePAn 0 Westwood 0



TABLE 6
Average Ranks of Sites as Measured by Contaminant Group

Average Ranks
Sites by Metals by PAHs
Ballona @
Pickford 17.75 13
Pickford 1.5 6.5
Marvin 4.5
Fairfax 8.25 7.5
Ballona @
Fairfax 15 10
Dauphin 19
LaCienega 13.75 6 -=
National 12.25 7
Higuera 10.25 5.5
Ince 13 6.33
Madison 9 3.5
Ballona @
Madison 9 7.667
Overland 4.5
St. Nicholas 8.75 4
Westwood 21
Sepulveda
Bivd, 5.5 5.5
Ballona @
Sawtelle 18.25
Sepulveda
Channel 15.25 9.75
Inglewood 4.25 2.25
Centinela
Ave. 3 1
Centinela
Channel 17.25 9.75
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Results

Comparisons Among Sites
The results are presented in several different ways as a means of elucidating differences
among .sites and to correct for biases in sediment chemistry, associated with sediment
deposition characteristics. Comparative toxicity information is available for sediment as
assessed on a dry weight basis. Thus, dry weight results in Table 2 are presented in
comparison to toxicity guidelines. The two additional normalization techniques (TOC and
silt/clay) are useful in ranking sites by relative levels of contamination. In general, toxic
constituents in sediments tend to be associated with fine particles and with organic
compounds and the normalized results shown in Tables 3 and 4 provide a method of
standardizing for variability in silt/clay and organic fractions in the samples. Depositing
sediment is highly variable with respect to grain size and associated organic content that is
associated with the physical process of site-specific deposition rather .than sources of
contaminants. Thus the normalized values, although not directly comparable to toxicity
guidelines, were useful in ranking sites on the basis of the chemistry of the fine, organic
fraction of the sediment.

The samples ranged from less than 1% silt plus clay, fraction (Ballona Creek at Pickford) to
66% silt/clay (Inglewood Blvd.)(Table 2). Total organic carbon content ranged from 442
mg/kg (Ballona Creek at Pickford) to 17% of total sediment dry weight (Marvin Ave. drain).
In general, many of the drains had only, fine deposited sediment dominated by living and
dead algal mats while the mah~ Ballona Creek channel had relatively much more sand and
gravel in the sediment. Locations with noticeable oil in the discharge were Ballona Creek        . -:"-
below Pickford, Marvin Ave. (with tar included, as well), Ballona Creek below Fairfax, and      :::" :.~:’-"
DaupKin Ave (particularly, heavy oLI flow). In addition, the flow from Overland Ave. drain
(north side, drain 9404) had no accumulated sediment to sample and appeared to be
chzonicaIly toxic; no algae or plants occupied the area within the drainage flow or for
several hundred feet downstream in Ballona Creek.

Only 4 of the 21 sites were without any chemical concentrations exceeding toxicity
guidelh~es (ERLs); Daupl’d_n Ave., Westwood St., Ballona Creek at Sawtelie, and Centinela
Channel. The other sites most often exceeded ERLs for copper, lead, nickel, zinc, and
anthracene. Four sites exceeded ERLs for total PAHs or total DDT compounds. With the
exception of dieldrin, most pesticides and all PCBs were undetected in the samples (Table
2).

Site Rankings
The sites can be ranked on the basis of dry weight chemistry as presented in Table 2 and
shown h~ rank order for selected constituents of concern. Table 3 shows that Pickford,
Centinela Ave., Marvin, and lnglewood m~st consistently rank as the most contaminated
sites with respect to metals and PAHs. The two areas of the mah~ Ballona Channel ranked
as most contaminated and exceeding ER[,s were sites just downstream of Madison and
Fairfax. Other main creek sites appeared relatively clean, probably as a result of dilution of
the toxic fraction by gravel and sand.
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Rankings based on silt/clay normalized results revealed that Ince Blvd. and Ballona Creek
locations at Pickford and Sawtelle could be added to the list of more contaminated sites
(Table 4). Marvin, Inglewood, Pickford, and Centinela Ave. remained in the ranks of more
contaminated drains in this analysis.

When viewed as TOC normalized values, Ballona Creek sites at Pickford and Fairfax and
Higuera, Centinela Ave., Sepulveda Blvd., and Ince drains appeared most contaminated
(Table 5). These TOC-based rankings are particularly important in the case of organic
contaminants (PAHs).

The summary of average ranks based on the dry weight values as shown in Tables 2 and 3 is
shown in Table 6 for major groups of contaminants. For combined metals the 5 most
contaminated sites (in order of most contaminated to least) were Pickford, Centinela Ave.,
Inglewood, and Marvin/Overland (tie). For combined PAHs, the 6 most contaminated sites
(same ordering) were Centinela Ave., Inglewood, Madison, St. Nicholas, and
Higuera/Sepulveda BIvd (tie). Centinela Ave and Pickford drains consistently rank as
containing the most contaminated sediments for either metals or PAHs. The main Ballona
Creek sites, Sepulveda Channel, and Centinela Channel consistently rank as among the
cleanest sites.

Conclusions
The deposited sediment in the Ballona Creek drains, as sampled toward the end of the
seasonal dry period in 1999, represented baseflow conditions incorporating an unknown
degree of contaminant accumulation since the last stormwater flows. To the extent that the
samples analyzed in this report represent an averaging of upstream sediment quality,
results can be compared for relative sediment toxicity and overall levels of contamination.
Presumably, the sediments analyzed here were washed out and replaced with storrnfIow
bedload as part of the first rainfall flows in the fall of 1999. It is assumed that the relative
contamination associated with suspended sediment in stormflows can be generally related
to the sediment quality results as presented in this report.

As shown in Tables 3- 6, many drains into Ballona Creek possess sediments with
ipotentially toxic concentrations of contaminants. The most upstream locations (Pickford

¯ and Ballon’a Creek below Pickford) rank among the most contaminated locations. Many of
the drains,.~long the length of ~allona Creek also contribute contaminated sediment. The
rankings ahd compatisons.to ERL values shown above point out those most contaminated
sites. It is notable that the bedload sediment in the major tributary drains of Sepulveda and
Centinela Channels are among the least contaminated samples. Upstream control measures
focused on those most contaminated drainages would be likely to improve the quality of
Ballona Creek bedload and suspended sediment, including sediment deposited at the
mouth of Marina del Rey.
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Introduction
Twenty-one sites, including tributary’ drains and the main creek bed, were sampled .for
bedload sediment quality along BaLlona Creel<. The sediment sampling stations were
designed to trace the upstream sources of contaminants of concern associated with sediment
deposition at the mouth of Ballona Creek and the entrance to Marina del Rey Harbor.
Deposited sediments were sampled from sediment accumulation areas representative of a
variety of storm drain inputs into Ballona Creek. This report is a surnrnary and evaluation
of the chemistry results of the Ballona Creel< sediment sampling program.

Sediment samples were collected from the channel bottom of 17 drainages at their mouths,
immediately upstream of their confluence with Ballona Creek. In addition, sediments were
sampled from the main channel of Ballona Creek at 4 locations. Samples were collected
towards the end of the annual low-flow period, on October 5 and 6, 1999 (Table 1). This list
varies from that presented in the Sampling and Analysis Plan (CH2M HILL 1999) in that
Overland North and the Jefferson area drains were not sampled due to a lack of sediment
accumulation. In addition, two new drains were added, from the HOlly Hills drains
entering below Dauphin Ave. and from the main drains entering under Higuera Street.
Sampling locations are shown on the map in the Sampling and Analysis Plan and
sunm~arized in Table 1.

TABLE 1                                                                                                                                ~- "
Sampling Locations for Deposited Sediment Quality Sampling in the Ballona Creek Drainage.                                  ~-"

Approximate miles upstream     L.A. County Drain                      ._._...~.
Mouth of Drain Location from mouth of Ballona Creek Number

Centinela Channel 2.6 NA

Centinela Avenue 3,2 51

Ingtewood Boutevard 3.5 503

Sepulveda Channel 3.8 NA

Ballona Creek at Sawtelle 4.3 All upstream drains
Boulevard

Sepulveda Boulevard 4.5 NA

Westwood/Kingston 4.6 RDD 208

Saint Nicholas Avenue 4,7 2901

Overland (south side) 5,0 RDD 208

Ballona Creek below Madison 5,7 All upstream drains

Madison Avenue 5.7 Benedict Canyon Channel

Ince Boulevard 6.0 Ince Boulevard Drain ’

Higuera 6,5 NA ,’

National Boulevard 7.0 84 .:i

S. La Cienega Boulevard 7,5 9408
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TABLE I
Sampling Locations for Deposited Sediment Quality Sarnpl~ng in the Ballona Creek Drainage.

Approximate miles upstream     L.A. County Drain
Mouth of Drain Location from mouth of Ballona Creek Number

Dauphin Ave. 7.6 9408/Nolly Hills Drain

Ballona Oreek below Fairfax 8.0 All upstream drains

Fairfax 8.0 Holly Hills Drain

Marvin Avenue 8.5 494

Pickford Street 9.0 648

Ballona Creek at Pickford 9.0 All upstream drains

NA = Not applicable or not available.

Methods

Field Sampling Methods
Deposited sediments were collected from drainage channel mouths and the main channel of
Ballona Creek from areas visually determined to be sediment accumulation areas. The
sediment was scooped from the channel bottoms with stainless steel hand trowels. Three
separate equal-volume samples were collected within an approximate 1-meter radius and
mixed thoroughly by hand in a stainless steel bowl. The resulting composite sample was
packed with no head space into chemically clean glass jars. Samples were chilled in the
field, held chilled, and transported to the laboratory within two days of collection.

SampLing equipment was chemically decontaminated between sites. A single
decontamination rinsate sample (water sample) was collected for each day of sediment
sampling.

Sediment Quality Constituents of Concern
The sediments were analyzed for those ~onst~tuents listed in the Samplh~g and Analysis
Plan and shown in the Results Section, below. Major contaminant groups investigated
included metals, PAHs, organochlorine compounds, and pesticides. Grain size analysis and
total organic carbon analysis was performed on all samples. All samples were collected in
chemically clean glass jars, kept in the dark. and refrigerated prior to analysis.

Normalization of Results
The raw, wet chemistry results expres.~, ,~i t~, ,,ncentration units per weight of wet sediment
would not offer a particularly effective m,’,,:,, ,,f comparison among sites. In contrast,
several types of standardizations were c~, .~,,d to provide insights into the differences in
contamination among sites. The technique,., us,,d were:

¯ Dry weight normalization; all results were presented as concentration units per dry
weight (DW) of sediment.
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¯ TOC normalization; all results were presented as dry weight concentrations per weight
of total organic carbon (TOC) in the sample.

* Silt/clay normalization; all results were presented as dr), weight concentrations per
proportion of silt and clay in the sample.

Sediment chemistry results are presented in the Appendix for all samples and anaIytes on a
wet and dry weight basis. Sediment chemistry results are presented using the three
normalization techniques in Tables 2 -5 for all sampling locations. Sediment toxicity
guidelines, presented as Effect Range Low (ERL) values, are shown in the first column of
Table 2 as a basLs of comparison to known toxic levels of individual contaminants as
assessed on a dry weight basis. Tables 3 - 5 shows the ordering of sites by level of
contamination in sediment based on selected Table 2 results. Table 6 shows the average
ranks for each site by analyte class.

’- ;~ :,:.=:: .
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TABLE 3
Ranked Slice and Sediment Chemical Concentration= (Dry Weight B=sls)
Concentrations are as Chemical (mg)/Sedlment(kg| for metals and ug,tkg for organlca

Total i
PhenanthRecoverable Fluoranth Indeno(1,2,3-

Site Rank Hydrocarbons Site Rank Copper Site Rank Lead Site Rank Nickel Site Rank Zinc    Site Rank ene Site Rank c,d)Pyrene Site Rank tone
I Site Rank

Pyrene Site Rank Total pA~r

P~[ot6 12~ LaC~nega 401 Madison 309

In= 1010
i~~~

= H,g .... 278 St, N,~otas 248 ~adison ~

P~or~ ~2 Fa~x 249 Blvd 2~ L~C~nega 287 ;t,guota

Bird 673 ~ ~ Up 13~ H~gueta 146 rn~ 1~ :a~a~ ’ ’

St
~~ ¯

Sepulveda

N~las 632 Channel 12~ Fa~ax 138 Cent=hera Gp 92 Fm~ax 193 Ince
~ Ballona @ Seoulveda ~allcn. @ ~allo’~a ~

Mad,son 413 " ~ H~uera t4 P~ford Up 123 St N~cholas Up 138 P~ ford

S,~lveda ~ ’~ Sepulveda Sepulveda Cent,nela
Narwhal 353 Channel 10 ~ ~8 ~’ Matin LaC=enega 1~ Bird Channel 95 Up

~ Ballona @ 8allona @ Bal~na @

Overland 258 National 9 )vetland P~ckford 70 Mad=son Fa=ffax Mac,son

~ Sepulveda
Ballona @ I Se~lveda

LaC~enega 225 Nahonal 33 LaC~enega 28 Ince 9 Bird Fm#ax ~ National St N=~olas Channel
~allona @ Be[lone @

Dauphin 224 H~guera 29 Ince 27 LaC=enega 8 =si#ax !50 St Nicholas In~ P~fotd Nat{anal St. N~olas 537

8allona @ Sepulveda Centmela Ballona @ Sepulveda Bal~na @ Bal~a @

Mad=s~ ~1 Channet 28 Up 25 S~elte 6 Chalet 120 Madison Pickfotd ~ford Pi~ord Madison

Batlona @ Cenli~la Sepulveda Ballona @ Centinela

Fa~ax 2~ Up 22 Channel 17 Fa~ax 6 ~p 86 National Matin ~a~in Ma~in Nahonal 350

Cem~aela Baflona @ Ballona @ Ballona @ Ballade @

Up 171 P=ckford 15 Fai#ax 13 Dauph=n 4 Sawtelfe 78 Sa~elle Overla~d 3verla~ Overla~ 0vefland

Sepu~veda Ba~ona @ iCentmeta Ballona @ Battona @ Ba~lona @ Ball~ @

Channel 139 Dauphin 9 Sa~elle 11 ~Up 4 Dau~in 67 De.in Sa~elte Sa~elle Sa~elle S~elle

Ballona @ Baflona @ Bal~na @ Bal~na @ Ballo~ @

~a~elle 74 Sa~elle 8 Dau~in 4 Pi~fotd 3 P~f~d
~

Pi~f~d Dauphin 3auXin Dauph~ Dauph~

~ Wes~ 4 Weslw~ 1 Westw~ 1 ~estwood Wes~o~ Westw~d Nes~ Wes~ ~es~

Bard. shaded vatues ~nd=~te sdes where sedimen~ val~s exuded NO~ ERL values (wesented ~ Table 2)



TABLE 4
Ranked Sites and Sediment Chemical Concentrations Normalized to the Proportion of Silt and Clay in the Sample
Concentrations are as Chemical (mg)/silt-clay(kg) for metals and ug/kg for organics (Dry Weight Basis)

Total
Recoverable Total

Site Rank Hydrocarbons Site Rank Copper Site Rank Lead Site Rank Nickel    Site Rank Zinc Site Rank PAHS
Centinela

Marvin 2510 Pickford 91684 Pickford 33092 Pickford 33475 Pickford 273134 Ave. 954090
Inglewood 1954 Marvin 8788 Ince 3900 Ince 1331 Marvin 36261 Pickford 767591

Ballona @
Pickford 1200 lnce 7176 Marvin 3024 Sawtelle 1050 Ince 34172 Ince 223120

Ballona @ Centinela Centinela Ballona @
Ince 1010 Fairfax 1868 Ave. 2571 Marvin 954 Ave. 22011 Fairfax 193413
Ballona @ Ballona @ Ballona @
Pickford ~42 La C~enega 1817 National 2377 Fairfax 864 Fairfax 20815 Marvin 161878
Centinela ~.ent=nela Centinela Ballona @
Ave. 75~ Up 535 Higuera 2155 Ave. 468 Sawtelle 12790 La Cienega 108113

Sepulveda Ballona @
Fairfax 724 Blvd. 529 Sawtelle 1824 Dauphin 372 La Cienega 8689 Higuera 23998
Sepulveda Ballona @
Blvd. 673 Inglewood 387 Fairfax 1767 La Cienega ~353 Natior~al 6831 Fairfax 21718

Centinela
St: Nicholas 632 Madison 346 Fairfax 1757 National 307 Fairfax 6668 Up 15551

iSepulveda
Higuera 573 Channel 322 La Cienega 1293 Fairfax 301 Dauphin 5834 National 11475

Ballona @ Centinela Sepulveda Centinela
Madison 413- !Madison 318 Up 622 Channel 116 Up 2132 Inglewood 9768

Centinela Sepulveda
National 353 Ave. 295 ~ Dauphin 342 Higuera 112 Overland 2095 Channel 7054

St. Centinela Sepulveda
Overland 258 Higuera 234 Nicholas 284 Up 101 St. Nicholas 2088 B Iv.d.. 3365

La Cienega 225 National~ 177 Inglewood 230 St. Nicholas 81 Higuera 1479 St. Nicholas 2262



Sepulveda ’Sepulveda

Dauphin 224 Fairfax 152 Overland 197 Blvd. 65 Channel 1375 Madison 999

Ballona @ Ballona @ Sepulveda Ballona @
Madison 201 Sawtelle 138 Channel 197 Inglewood 56 Inglewood 1355 Madison 911

Ballolla @ Sepulveda Sepulveda Ballona @
Fairfax 200 St. Nicholas 98 Blvd. 187 Overland 54 Blvd. 1200 Sawtelle 0

Ballona @
Centinela Up 171 Dauphin 82 Madison 142 Madison 49 Madison 755 Dauphin 0
Sepulveda Ballona @
Channel 139 Overland 18 Madison 99 Madison 49 Westwood 721 Overland 0
Ballona @ Ballona @
Sawtelle 74 Westwood 1 Westwood 26 Westwood 36 Madison 658 Westwood 0

Ballona @ Ballona @ Ballona @ Ballona @
Westwood 36 Pickford Pickford Pickford Pickford



Table 8
Ranked Sites and Sediment Chemical Con.centratlone Normalized to Total Organic Carbon (TOC) content
Con.centratlon$ are ae CI]emlcal (mgJ/TOC(kg) for metals and ugikg fo,r organics (Dry Weight Baste)

Indeno (1,2,.~

Site Rank Copper Site Rank Lead Site Rank Nickel Site Rank Zinc Site Rank Fluoranthene Site Rank .cad) Pyrene Site Rank Phenanthrene Site Rank Pyrene StteRank Total PAHS
Baflona @ Sepu%veda 9allor, a @ BaIIo~a @ Baltona @ Ball~’~a @
Fsirlax 274419 H=gue~’a 330948 Blvd. 26410 Fai,’fax 525581 La C=enega 351317 Fa=liax 232558 Fa~rfax 883721 Inca 393258 Fail/ax 4863721
Sepulveda Ballona @ I~allona @ Sepulveda Sep~Jlveda Ce~tineIla
Blvd. 213846 Pickford 121788 :airfax 21814 Bl’~ 484615 -~igue,’a 339893 Chan~el 2240~30 IP.ce 533708 Ave. 320~56 ~igu.e~, 36851 ~2

Cent~ella
Ma0~son 122538 Faiffax 69515 Inca 18595 Inca 477528 ,~:e 337079- Higuera 178891 Higuera 500894 Hlgueta 286225 ~ve. 3135027

9epulveda Sepu~veda 3entmella Sapu~veda
trice 100281 Bird 75385 C~’~n,el 18011 Faiffax 339806 =,re 320856 ~tadison 177384 Cha~nel 252101 L= Cienega 250941 Inca 3117978

~allone @ Ballona @ Sepulvecla ~allona @
St Nicholas 70544 ;nca 54494 Madison 17450 Mad=son 268293 -’aidax 279070 Pickford 157480 La Clenega 238394 Sl,~:l. 205128 =ickford 22P,4724
BalloP.a @ Ballona @ ~epulve~a Sepulveda Cantioella
Mad=son 58241 Fa~t/ax 44605 Higuera 17174 H=guera 227191 3hannel 224090 BIvd 153846 Ave. 200535 Mldtson 177384 La Cienega 2045169

Sepulvada ~.apulve~a
Fa~ffax 53592 Mad~sorl 35255 F’aiffax 15320 Ct~annol 212885 ’lngfewood 177215 Cenlinelta Up 103226 Fa=r1’ax 155340 Inglewood 174051 !Bird. 1358974

Sspu~veda
Ovedand 52909 ln~iewoc<l 30949 Pickfor¢ 10013 Inglswood 182595 ~airf~x 174757 ~aiffax 97087 Inglewood 181899 C~ 188~17 nglewood 1316456

Sepulvada Cent~nella
Ingtewood 522t5 3harmer 30532 3auph~rt 9767 La Cie, nege, 164366 ~Ce.nllne~a Up 116129 Ave= ~6257 Centi=lolla Up 77419 Faitfax 135922 Fslrfax 1106796
Sepulveda ~allona @ ’Ballona @ Sepulveda
Channel 49860 INal~onal 26852 ~ad=son 6991 Dauphin 153353 Madison 46296 La Cienega 87829 Madison 0 Cast, nails Up 116129 Cllannal 1092,~37

Ballona @ Sepulvada Ballona @
H~gue,-a 35957 MadisOn 26019 !nglewoo~ 7532 St~ Nicholas 151707 Bird 0 Ingfewoo~ 79114 PicJ4ord 0 Pickfo,’d 89286 CentJnella Up 529032
Ballona @ ~]allo~a @ E]allona @ Sepulveda Ballona @
P=ckford 34646 !La C=anoga 24467 ~ic~o~ 6745 Pickfotd 123097 Madison 0 St. Nicholas 75853 ~lvd. 0 Madison 55556 Madison 354767

. Bsllona @ B~flo~a @ Ballona @
La Clenega 34379 ICentmella Up 21161 ILa Cieneg~ 6675 Madison 120370 :Daupr~in 0 Madison 64815 SL Nicholas 0 Faltl’~x 0 Pick’ford 229592

Batlona @ Ba~lona @ Bellona @ 8allona @
Pickford 27423 :St. Nicholas 20607 =Sawte Io 6331 3vedand 110000 ~t. Nicholas 0 N~ti~al 61728 Madison 0 P|c,k’lord 0 Vladi|on 166667

~allona @ :Ballona @
Dauphin 21312 Sawlella 10993 ~t. Nicholas 5866 Pickford 81696 Pickford 0 inca 0 Nalional 0 SL Nicholas 0 St. Nicholas 164349

Cen~ns~ls Up 161~4 3vefl~,n~ S 10364 ~,lat~o~a~ 3463 Hat, anal 77180 ;Overland 0 Dauphin 0 Dauphin 0 National 0 ~atio~al 129630
~allo~a @

National 12160 ~=ckfotd 9898 .3entine~la Up 3419 Sawlelle 77086 Pickford 0 Ove~la~l 0 Ovedalld 0 Daupllill 0 Marvin 32147

Ave. 9545 Dauphin 8980 3verland S 2855 Can~nella Up 72516 NalJonal 0 Pickford 0 P~ck/~d 0 Ovedand 0 IDaup~n 0
Ballona @ " 3ent~nella :entinella ;entinella 8a]tona @ Ballona @ B=llorm @ Satio~a @
Sawtelle 7881 ~ve. 8449 ~ve, 1537 ~,ve. 72326 :Sawtells " 0 Sawtefle 0 " Sawtetio 0 Sm,~telle 0 Overland 0.

’~,~$1w0Od " 3241 " INeslwooa 829 ~eslwo0d 1176 W=stw0od 23307 Neslwood 0 W~two~d 0 Wes~woo(I 0 Wastwood 0 S~d~la 0
Ma~n 1745 Ma~n 600 ~a~n 189 Ma~n 7201 ’M~rvin 0 Marvin 0 M=~n 0 Matin 0 Weatwood 0



TABLE 6
Average Ranks of Sites as Measured by Contaminant Group

Average Ranks
Sites by Metals by PAHs
Ballona @
Pickford 17.75 13
Pickford 1,5 6.5
Marvin 4.5
Fairfax 8.25 7.5
Ballona @
Fairfax 15 10
Dauphin 19
LaCienega 13.75 6
National 12.25 7
Higuera 10.25 5.5
Ince 13 6.33
Madison 9 3,5
Ballona @
Madison 9 7.667
Overland 4,5
St. Nicholas 8.75 4
Westwood 21
Sepulveda
Blvd. 5.5 5.5
Ballona @
Sawtelle 18,25
Sepulveda
Channel 15.25 9.75
Inglewood 4,25 2.25
Centinela
Ave, 3 1
Centinela
Channel 17,25 9,75
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Results

Comparisons A.mong Sites
The results are presented in several different ways as a means of elucidating differences
among sites and to correct for biases in sediment chemistry associated with sediment
deposition characteristics. Comparative toxicity information is available for sediment as
assessed on a dry weight basis. Thus, dry weight results in Table 2 are presented in
comparison to toxicity guidelines. The two additional normalization techniques (TOC and
silt/clay) are useful in ranking sites by relative levels of contamination. In general, toxic
constituents in sediments tend to be associated with fine particles and with Organic
compounds and the normalized results shown in Tables 3 and 4 provide a method of
standardizing for variability in silt/clay and organic fractions in the samples. Depositing
sediment is highly variable with respect to grain size and associated organic content that is.
associated with the physical process of site-specific deposition rather than sources of
contaminants. Thus the normalized values, although not directly comparable to toxicity
guidelines, were useful.in ranking sites on tl~e basis of the chemistry of the fine, organic
fraction of the sediment.

The samples ranged from less than 1% silt plus clay fraction (Ballona Creek at Pickford) to
66% silt/day ([nglewood Blvd.)(Table 2). Total organic carbon content ranged from 442
mg/kg (Ballona ,Creek at Pickford) to 17% of total sediment dry weight (Marvin Ave~ drain).
In general, manF; of the drains had only fine deposited sediment dominated by living and
dead algal mats while the main Ballona Creek channel had relatively much more sand and
gravel in the sediment. Locations with noticeable oil in the discharge were Ballona Creek       :~
below Pickford, Marvin Ave. (with tar included, as well), Ballona Creek below Fairfax, and
Dauptfin Ave (particularly heavy oil flow). In addition, the flow from Overland Ave. drain
(north side, drain 9404) had no accumulated sediment to sample and appeared to be
chronically toxic; no algae or plants occupied the area within the drainage flow or for
several hundred feet downstream in Ballona Creek.

Only 4 of the 21 sites were without any chemical concentrations exceeding toxicity
guidelines (ERLs); Dauphin Ave., Westwood St., BaLlona Creek at Sawtelle, and Centinela
Channel. The other sites most often exceeded ERLs for copper, lead, nickel, zinc, and
anthracene. Four sites exceeded ERLs for total PAHs or total DDT compounds. With the
exception of dieldrin, most pesticides and all PCBs were undetected in the samples (Table
2).

Site Rankings
The sites can be ranked on the basis of dry weight chemistry as presented in Table 2 and
shown in rank order for selected constit~aents of concern. Table 3 shows that Pickford,
Centinela Ave., Marvin, and [nglewood most consistently rank as the most contaminated
sites with respect to metals and PAHs. The two areas of the main Ballona Channel ranked
as most contaminated and exceeding ERLs were sites just downstream of Madison and
Fairfax. Other main creek sites appeared relatively clean, probably as a result of dilution of
the toxic fraction by gravel and sand.
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Rankings based on slit/clay normahzed results revealed that Ince Blvd. and Ballona Creek
locations at Pickford and Sawtelle could be added to the list of more contaminated sites
(Table .4). Marvin, lnglewood, Pickford, and Centinela Ave. remained in the ranks of more
contaminated drains in this analysis.

When viewed as TOC normalized values, Ba!lona Creek sites at Pickford and Fairfax and
Higuera, Centinela Ave., Se.pulveda Blvd., and Ince drains appeared most contaminated
(Table 5). These TOC-based rankings are particular!y important in the case of organic
contaminants (PAHs).

The summary of average ranks based on the dry weight values as shown in Tables 2 and 3 is
shown in Table 6 for major groups of contaminants. For combined metals the 5 most
contaminated sites (in order of most contaminated to least) were Pickford, Centinela Ave.,
Inglewood, and Marvin/Overland (tie). For combined PAHs, the 6 most contaminated sites
(same ordering) were Centinela Ave., Inglewood, Madison, St. Nicholas, and
Higuera/Sepulveda Blvd (tie). Centinela Ave and Pickford drains consistently rank as
containh~g the most contaminated sediments for either metals or PAHs. The main Ballona
Creek sites, Sepulveda Channel, and Centinela Channel consistently rank as among the
cleanest sites.

Conclusions
The deposited sediment m the Baltona Creek drams, as sampled toward the end of the
seasonal dry period m 1999, represented baseflow conditions incorporating an unknown
degree of contaminant accumulation since the last stormwater flows. To the extent that the
samples analyzed in this report represent an averaging of upstream sediment quali ,ty,
results can be compared for relative sediment toxicity and overall levels of contamination.
Presumably, the sediments analyzed here were washed out and replaced with stormflow
bedload as part of the first rainfall flows in the fal! of 1999. It is assumed that the relative
contamination associated with suspended sediment in stormflows can be generally related
to the sediment quality results as presented in this report.

As shown in Tables 3 - 6, man), drains into Ballona Creek possess sediments with
potentially toxic concentrations of contaminants. The most upstream locations (Pickford
and Ballona Creek below Pickford) rank among the most contaminated locations. Many of
the drains along the length of Ballona Creek also contribute contaminated sediment. The
rankings and comparisons to ERL values sh~wn above point out those most contaminated
sites. It is flotable that the bedload sedim,,nt m the major tributary drains of Sepulveda and
Centinela Channels are among the leasl ~’,,ntaminated samples. Upstream control measures
focused on those most contaminated dra,~.,v,,., would be likely to improve the quality of
Ballona Creek bedload and suspended ,,. 1,, ~,.nt, including sediment deposited at the
mouth of Marina del Rey.
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SUMMARY

This report examines the health risks of swimming (and water-contact recreation more
generally) at the beaches in Los Angeles County and the policies and programs in place to
reduce these risks. Health risks are of concern first because of the negative effects on the
swimmers who contract illnesses. They are also of concern because the perception or reality that
beach waters are not safe for swimming has negative effects on the economies of beach
communities and perhaps even on the economy of the county as a whole. Finally, health risks
are of concern because they limit an important recreational opportunity and reduce the well-
being of the citizens of L.A. County.

Based on the findings of our investigation, we believe there are important areas where
policies and programs to clean up beach waters can be improved. Therefore, we make
recommendations to the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors, various departments in the
County and in the cities within the County, that address:

¯ the process for monitoring water quality at the beaches, assessing swimming risks, and
communicating these risks to the public.

¯ efforts to improve the water quality during dry weather at seven problem beaches.
¯ policies and procedures for improving the quality of rivers, creeks and storm drains

that flow into the ocean.

The objectives of our recommendations are to reduce the health risks of swimming at
beaches in L.A. County and to ensure that the programs in place to reduce risks are sensible in
terms of cost. Our recommendations also aim to establish programs that accurately
communicate the health risks of swimming at L.A. beaches to the citizens of the County. Many
of our recommendations are addressed to government entities other than the Board of
Supervisors or County departments. However, in the interests of the residents of L.A. County,
the Board of Supervisors should take an aggressive leadership role to ensure that all these
recommendations are carried out.

In the remainder of this summary, we present our key findings and recommendations on
(1) water quality at Los Angeles County beaches; (2) health risks of swimming at the beach; (3)
improving the public understanding of beach water quality; (4) improving water quality at seven
problem beachesin L.A. Count?,; and (5) improving the water quality in the rivers, creeks, and
storm drains that flow into the ocean. We conclude with a table listing the govermnent agencies
responsible for key recommendations.

WATER QUALITY AT LOS ANGELES COUNTY BEACHES
DURING DRY AND WET WEATHER

Most of the beaches in L.A. County meet health standards during dry weather. Heal the
Bay, an environmental group based in Santa Monica, grades beaches based on water quality data
provided by city and count?., agencies. Over the last five years, slightly over two-thirds of the
beaches monitored received annual grades of A or better during dry. weather. Roughly speaking,
an A grade means that water quality meets health standards in more than 90 percent of the
samples taken during the year. Even during dry weather, however, there are a number of
beaches in the Counu, with persistent pollution problems. The water at Cabrillo Beach,
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considered the dinie.q ~n th~ (’oun’~’.. exceeded health standards in more than ~wo-thirds or’d.,",-
weather samples over the las~ \’ear.

Water quality is poor at almost all L.A. County beaches during wet weather--defined as
periods during and for the three days following rain. It rains more than 0.01 inches an average of
36 days per year in Los Angeles. Over the last 2 years, less than 20 percent of beaches on
average received grades of A or better during wet weather.

HEALTH RISKS OF SWIMMING AT THE BEACH

Studies have shown higher rates of fever, chills, ear discharge, vomiting, phlegm, highly
credible gastroenteritis, and significant respiratory disease among those swimming in beach
waters that do not meet health standards. The increases in illness rates are not large, however,
rising to roughly 4 percent in people swimming in water with elevated pollutant levels from 2
percent in those swimming in clean water.

Severity of these illnesses has not been well studied, either in L.A. County or marine
water elsewhere, but there have not been reports of life threatening illness associated with
swimming in the County, despite the large number of beachgoers. There has also been little
study of long-term health effects of repeated exposure to elevated pollution levels in beach
waters. But again, the lack of reports of chronic effects suggests that such risks are not
substantial.

Even though demonstrated health effects of swimming in L.A. County beach water do
not appear substantial, uncertainties remain both about health effects and how well current
water-quality monitoring techniques protect the public. We thus recommend additional research
on health risks and on the most effective way to detect water quality problems (see Section 3.1).

IMPROVING THE PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING OF BEACH WATER QU.~LITY

We are concerned that the public has an inaccurate and overly negative impression of
beach water quality. Beach attendance fell by 32 percent between 1983 and 1997. This decline
could have been due to many factors, but increasing concern about water quality may have
played a role.. Ongoing research on perceptions about L.A. County beaches suggests that people
think that some beaches are dirtier than others but are confused about which ones have the worst
water quality. We also suspect that the public has very little understanding of the types of
i!lnesses that are associated with swimming in polluted water.

We make two recommendations aimed at improving the public’s understanding of water
quality at County beaches. (The recommendation numbers correspond to section numbers in the
full report.)

Recommendations

3.2-A The L.A. County Department of Health Services should develop a grading system
for beaches similar to that used at L.A. County restaurants and post these grades at
sampling locations and in other highly visible locations at the beaches.
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3.2-B The L.A. County Department of Health Services should initiate a public
information campaign to accurately communicate to L.A. Count3., residents the
health risks of swimmin~o at L.A. County beaches. The message should be that:

¯ Beaches in L.A. County are among the best monitored in the nation.
¯ ’Swimming is safe during dry weather at the vast majority of beaches,

although a few problem areas remain.
¯ Water quality standards are typically exceeded during rainstorms and

beachgoers should not swim during or in the three days following significant
rain (i.e. greater than 0.1 inch).

The campaign should also provide accurate information on the types of illnesses
and the chances of contracting them from swimming at beaches that violate health
standards.

IMPROVING WATER QUALITY AT SEVEN PROBLEM BEACHES IN L.A. COUNTY

We examined the specific problems at seven beaches: Surfrider, Topanga Canyon, Santa
Monica Canyon, Santa Monica Pier, Pico-Kenter, Mother’s Beach in Marina del Rey, and
Cabrillo Beach (See Figure 4.1 for a map of their locations). The beaches were chosen based on
their consistently poor water quality. With only a few exceptions, these beaches are the only
beaches in the County with consistent dry-weather problems.

Our investigation of these seven beaches uncovered two majoi- issues. The first is what
should be done about the septic systems in Matibu. The second is how to handle conflicting uses
at some beaches.

Septic Systems in Malibu

Most of the stakeholders we interviewed outside the City of Malibu think that septic
systems are a major source of pollution in the Malibu Lagoon and Surfrider Beach and think that
a sewer system should be installed. Most in Malibu think that there is not clear evidence that
septic tanks are a problem and vigorously resist sewers. We see the need for independent,
objective information on the scope of the problem and, given the power of vested interests,
believe that Malibu can_not be left to resolve this issue on its own. We thus recommend that the
Regional Board take the lead to resolve this issue.

Recommendations

4.1-A Commercial and multi-family re.qd~.ntial septic system owners in Malibu should
obtain waste discharge permits from ~ht" R~-gional Board and comply with the terms
of those permits.
This U’pe of permit is required of an’,,~nc discharging waste that could affect the quality

of water resources in the State of Califorma ’,optic system owners in Malibu should not be
exempted from this requirement. The groundv.::tcr monitoring information collected under the
terms of these permits is needed to resolve the issue of whether or not septic systems are a
problem.
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4.1-B Ground~ater levels in residential areas with a high water table, especially
residential properties near the Malibu lagoon, should be monitored.

The Cit-y of Malibu has found it difficult to access private residential properties for
monitoring.

Competing Uses

The second major issue we found is the existence of competing uses at three of the seven
problem beaches investigated. The minimal success of the City of Santa Monica’s substantial
efforts to improve water quality south of Santa Monica Pier raises the concern that a heavily-
visited pier and an adjacent swimming area are not compatible uses. Similarly, swimming may
not be an appropriate use at Mother’s Beach, a beach that has limited water circulation, is
populated by birds, and that is located adjacent to a marina. Cabrillo has limited circulation, is
located adjacent to a wildlife refuge, and is heavily populated with birds. The competing uses at
Cabrillo Beach are swimming and bird habitat.

Society’s resources are scarce, and there is no point in spending money to try to meet
iaealth standards for swimming when the efforts will be frustrated by other uses. At each of
these three beaches, we thus recommend that the responsible authorities (the City of Santa
Monica for the Santa Monica Pier, the County of Los Angeles for Mother’s Beach, and the City
of Los Angeles for Cabrillo Beach) regularly reassess their water quality goals for these beaches.
It may not m~ke sense to spend large amounts of money to meet the swimming standards at
these beaches.

Recommendations

4.4-E,4.6-C, 4.7-C The responsible authorities at Santa Monica Pier, Mother’s Beach, and
Cabrillo Beach should continue with some of the modest programs that are in place
or planned to improve water quality. However, before moving on to ve~’ expensive
solutions they should reconsider the water quality goals for these beaches.

Given the relatively modest health risks of swimming at these beaches, we do not believe
that they should be closed if water quality does not improve. Rather we make the following
recommendations:

Recommendations

4.4-D, 4.6-B, 4.7-B Until water quality improves, the responsible authorities should
permanently post signs at Santa Monica Pier, Mother’s Beach and Cabrillo Beach
that warn beachgoers of consistently poor water quality and briefly describe the
health risks associated with swimming in polluted waters.

IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF URBAN RUNOFF

The water in the rivers, creeks, and storm drains that flow into the ocean carries pollution
that causes a large majority of beaches to exceed health standards during wet weather and that
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causes violations at some beaches during d.w weather. The Regional Board has ambitious plans
to improve the water qualib’ of these watercourses in L.A. County. However, we are concerned
that the institutions, programs, and resources in place may not be up to the job. We make
recommendations for improving the system in seven different areas (numbered according to
where they appear in the full report):

:5.1 - Setting goals for the uses of rivers, creeks, estuaries, and beabh waters.
5.2 - Identify.ing pollution sources.
5.4 - Enhancing incentives to improve water quality.
5.5 - Matching authority with responsibility.
5.6 - Policies for diverting urban runoff into the sewer system.
5.7 - Monitoring and enforcement.
5.8 - F.unding for water quality programs.

Here we discuss the four most important.

Setting Goals for the Uses of Rivers, Creeks, Estuaries, and Beach Waters

The Regional Board has designated beneficial uses for specific water bodies in L.A.
Count),. These designated beneficial uses drive the water quality goals for these water bodies
and thus the cleanup costs. There is a great deal of controversy over these beneficial uses.
Several important stakeholders feel that some of the designated beneficial uses are inappropriate
and that the process through which beneficial uses were designated (mainly in the 1970s) was
inadequate. Their lack of support stops many of them from fully supporting and contributing to
efforts to improve the quality of urban runoff and may lead to lawsuits that can further slow the
process.

Our examination of the beneficial uses in L.A. County also suggests that there are
conflicts among the beneficial uses that have been designated for some water bodies. Examples
include the three beaches discussed above. The inconsistencies between some beneficial uses
and the lack of support for others lead us to the following recommendation.

Recommendation

5.1 A meaningful process to prioritize the beneficial uses for the water.bodies in L.A.
County should be created. Near-term water quality programs should attempt to
achieve the high-priority beneficial uses.Programs required to achieve lower
priority beneficial uses should be deferred.

Matching Authority with Responsibility.

There are several important sources of pollution in urban runoff that neither the Regional
Board nor the cities, County, and businesses it regulates have the power to reduce at the source.
!:or example, automobile and truck brake pads are thought to be a significant source of the
copper that winds up in urban runoff, but neither the Board nor the regulated entities can require
that brake pads contain less copper. Current institutiona! boundaries also restrict the types of
remediation strategies that can be considered. Natural attenuation of some pollutants in stream
beds and wetlands may make a lot of sense and create multiple benefits, but the Regional Board
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and regulated entities often do not have the authori~’ to restore stream channels that are encased
in concrete to more natural states or to build or restore wetlands.

The lack of authority over important sources of pollution or the ability to implement
certain treatment strategies means that certain types of solutions are not even considered, and
even if considered, are quickly taken off the table. As a consequence, cities and others .may be
forced into expensive end-of-the-pipe treatment when other approaches are more sensible. This
is not a desirable outcome. We as a society should not let institutional boundaries get in the way
of the best solutions.

Recommendation

5.5 The County should lead an effort to identify what additional powers are needed by
the Regional Board, the cities, and the County pertaining to water quality control,
determine who should have these powers, and then obtain them.

Monitoring and Enforcement

No matter how good they may look on paper, efforts to clean up the rivers, creeks, and
ocean in L.A. County are only effective to the extent that the responsible organizations translate
the words into action. To make sure that our pollution control system is more than a paper tiger,
additional resources need to be spent on auditing the activities that actually reduce pollution. In
addition, our investigation found overlap and lack of coordination between enforcement efforts
of the Regional Board and the county and the cities in the County. We also found that current
requirements in most jurisdictions to prosecute violations of urban runoff ordinances as criminal
violations hinders the enforcement process.These findings led us to the following
recommendations.

Recommendations

5.7-A Programmatic audits of city and County storm water programs should be
conducted. These audits should verify whether programs outlined in the permits
are being implemented and assess their adequacy and effectiveness.

5.7-B The cities and County should coordinate and consolidate as appropriate their
inspection programs of industrial and construction sites, with the Regional Board.
This program should increasingly focus on the adequacy of the storm water
management plans and the extent to which they are being implemented.

5.7-C More gene,rally, the cities and County should clarify the division of enforcement
responsibilities between them and the Regional Board. Enforcement should be
delegated to the cities and County, whenever possible.

5.7-D The County of Los Angeles Department of Public Works should investigate the
advantages and disadvantages of ticketing authority for runoff violations. Based on
a review of experiences in the City of Los Angeles and other jurisdictions that have
the ability to issue tickets for infractions, the Department should make a
recommendation to the Board of Supervisors on whether the County code should be
amended to allow such ticketing.
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Funding for \vater-Quality Programs

To be effective, there must have adequate resources to carry out the permitting,
monitoring, and enforcement responsibilities. Recommending additional funding for a public
agency is often not popular, but we believe that the benefits from potential improvements in
programs and enforcement are likely to outweigh the costs.

Recommendation

5.8 The Board of Supervisors should lead an effort to increase funding for the Regional
Board.

Potential funding sources include increased permit fees from the municipalities and
businesses in=L.A. County and the State General Fund. The Supervisors should appeal to the
governor and the State Water Resources Control Board directly as well as enlist the support of
the L.A. delegation to the State legislature.

AGENCIES RESPONSIBLE FOR KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

Table S.1 stmamarizes the most important recommendations by the government entity
responsible for implementation.

Table S.1
Agencies Responsible for Key Recommendations

Number Recommendation to:
Los Angeles Count3’

3.2-A Department of Health Services should develop a grading system for beaches.

3.2-B Department of Health Services should initiate a public information campaign~
to communicate health risks of swimming.

4.6-B,C Department of Beaches and Harbors should continue modest programs to
improve water quality at Mother’s Beach, but reconsider water quality goals
before moving on to expensive solutions. Permanently post Mother’s Beach
until water quality improves.

5.7-D Department of Public Works should investigate advantages and disadvantages
of ticketing authority for runoff violations.

5.8 Board of Supervisors should lead an effort to increase funding for the Regional
Board.

City of Los Angeles
4.7-B,C Continue with modest programs to improve water qualit3, at Cabrillo Beach,

but reconsider water quality, goals before moving on to expensive solutions.
Permanently post Cabrillo Beach until water quality improves.
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City of Santa Monica
4.4-D,E Continue with modest programs to improve water quality at Santa Monica

Pier, but reconsider water quality, goals before moving on to expensive
solutions. Permanently post Santa Monica Pier until water quality improves.

Regional Water Quality Control Board -
As a State agency, the Board is beyond the purview of the Grand Jury; however, it is an
integral part of waste water control in Los Angeles County, and may want to consider the
following.:

4.1-A Issue waste discharge permits for commercial and multi-family residential
septic systems in Malibu.

4.1-B Require monitoring of groundwater levels in residential areas in Malibu.

5.1 Create a meaningful process to prioritize beneficial uses and defer programs
required to achieve lower priority uses.

5.3 Focus more on setting limits on contaminants than on requiring
implementation of prescribed programs.

5.5 Lead efforts to identify what additional powers are needed by the Regional
Board, the cities, and the County and to obtain them.

5.7-A Conduct programmatic audit of city and County storm-water programs.

5.7-B Coordinate and consolidate inspection programs with the County and cities;
increasingly focus inspections on adequacy of storm-water management plans.

5.7-C Clarify division of enforcement responsibilities between Regional Board,
cities, and County.
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SECTION I. INTRODUCTION

This report examines the health risks of swimming (and ~vater-contact recreation more
generally) at the beaches in kos Angeles County and examines the policies and programs in
place to reduce these risks. Health risks are of concern first because of the negative effects on
the swimmers who contract illnesses. They are also of concern because the perception or reality
that beach waters are not safe for swimming has negative effects on the economies of beach
communities and perhaps even on the economy of the county as a whole. And finally, health
risks are of concern because they limit an important recreational opportunity and reduce the
well-being of the citizens of L.A. County.

Improving water quality at L.A. beaches is part of a larger effort to clean up the rivers,
creeks, grounclwater basins, and ocean in the region. Substantial resources have been spent on
this effort, and significantly greater amounts would be required by some additional programs
under consideration. The scope of this effort has been likened to .the long-running campaign to
clean up the region’s air. We in the county need to make sure that the resources spent on this
effort are spent wisely, both because society’s resources are limited and because there are many
benefits to be gained by cleaning up the county’s beaches and waters.

1.1 scoPE OF THIS REPORT
We examine the policies and procedures in place for monitoring water quality at beaches

in L.A. County and assessing the health risks of swimming. We also assess programs to
communicate these risks to the punic. We examine the sources of and efforts to reduce
pollution at seven of the beaches in the county with the worst pollution problems. As will be
discussed below, one of the major sources of beach water pollution is polluted discharge from
the rivers, creeks and storm drains that flow into the ocean. We thus also examine policies and
programs to improve the quality of waters that discharge to the ocean.

We investigate efforts to improve water quality both during dry weather and during wet
weather. Water quality and health risks are of primary concern during the dry, summer months
when beach attendance is highest. However, even though beach attendance is lower during wet
weather, there are still some who swim at the beach (e.g., surfers). Water quality during wet
weather may also affect overall perceptions about the attractiveness of the beaches and their use
during dry weather. Investigation of policies to improve water quality during wet weather is also
important because of the large amount of resources that will potentially be required by the
programs currently under consideration.

We use the information gathered in our investigation to make recommendations on:
¯ The process for monitoring water quality at beaches, assessing swimming risks,

and communicating these risks to the public;
¯ Efforts to improve water quality during dD’ weather at seven problem beaches;
¯ Policies and procedures for improving the quali~, of rivers, creeks and storm drains

flowing to the beach.

The objectives of our recommendations are to reduce ’the health risks of swimming at
beaches in L.A. County and to ensure that the programs in place to reduce risks are sensible in
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terms of cost. (’~ur rc,:omn]endat~ons also aim [o put in place programs to accurately
communicate the healtt: risks of switruning at the beaches to the citizens of tl~e count).,.

1.2 EVALUATION APPROACH

Our evaluation and recommendations are based on a review of relevant literature and
interviews with 26 experts on water quality programs and policies in L.A. County. The experts
interviewed spanned the many agencies and organizations involved in water quality issues in
L.A. County. Appendix A lists the organizational affiliations of those interviewed.

Most of the interviews were conducted in person, although a few were done over the
telephone. Interviews typically lasted two to three hours and were usually done at the
interviewee’s place of employment. The interviews were conducted between October and
December 1999. To encourage candor, interviews were conducted on a confidential basis.
Thus, we do hot identify the people interviewed nor attribute statements to them in this report. A
semi-structured interview format was used. Questions were prepared in advance, but both the
interviewers and interviewees were free to pursue topics not on the list.

1.3 ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

Section 2 sets the stage for our review of beach water pollution issues. It provides
background on water quality at the beaches in L.A. County, the health risks of swimming, and
the potential sources of pollution, it also provides an overview of the roles and responsibilities
of the agencies and organizations involved in beach water quality issues. Sections 3, 4, and 5
each examine a different set of issues surrounding beach water quality. For each issue area, we
first define the issue and why it is important. We then present the findings of our investigation
of the issue and conclude with recommendations to improve policies in the issue area. Section 3
examines the policies and procedures in place to assess the risks of swimming at the beaches in
L.A. County and the procedures for communicating these risks to the public. Section 4 assesses
efforts to reduce pollution at seven of the most polluted beaches in the county and makes
suggestions for improvements. Section 5 evaluates and makes recommendations about efforts to
improve the water quality of the rivers, creeks and storm drains that flow into the ocean. A
review of the literature on the health risks of swimming in marine water is contained in
Appendix B.
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SECTION 2. BACKGROUND

Most beaches in L.A. County are considered safe for swimming and other forms of water
recreation when the weather is dry. Unfortunately, there are several beaches with persis.tent
pollution problems even when the weather is dr3,, and almost all beaches have high pollution
levels when it rains. In this section we characterize the water quality at L.A. County beaches and
review the health risks of swimming. We also provide brief overviews of the potential sources
of pollution and of the agencies and organizations involved in beach water quality issues.

2.1 WATER QUALITY AT LOS ANGELES COUNTY BEACHES

The California Department of Health Ser~,ices has established water quality standards for
swimming at public beaches. The standards are based on three indicator bacteria: total coliform,
a group of bacteria that can originate from soil, plants, and human and animal waste; fecal
coliform, a group of bacteria found in the intestinal tracts of humans, mammals, and birds; and
Enterococcus, a bacterium that is part of the normal flora found in human and animal waste.
These bacteria do not necessarily cause illness in humans themselves, but are thought to be good
indicators of the presence of human pathogens (see Section 3.1 for a discussion of their
effectiveness as indicators). The single-sample water quality standards for bacteria established
by state are:

¯. 10,000 ~or fewer total coliforms per 100 ml.
¯ 400 or fewer fecal coliforms per 100 ml.
¯ 104 or fewer enterococci per 100 ml.
¯ 1,000 total coliforms per 100 ml, if the ratio of feca! to total coliforms exceeds 0.1.

Heal the Bay, an environmental group based in Santa Monica, provides readily accessible
information on beach water quality. It develops annual grades for 61 beaches throughout the
count), based on weekly or daily water quality monitoring data provided by the Los Angeles
County Department of Health Services (DHS), the City of Los Angeles, and the County
Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County] Grades run from A+ through F. A grade of A or
better means that (1) Enterococcus exceeded 104 per 100 ml in less than 10 percent of samples
taken during the year, (2) total coliform exceeded 10,000 per 100 ml in less than 1 percent of
samples, and (3) the ratio of fecal to total coliform exceeded 0.1 (when total coliform were
greater than 1,000 per 100 ml) in less than 5 percent of samples. The beaches monitored by the
City and County of Los Angeles are not randomly selected along the coast and, if anything, are
more likely to be in areas with the greatest pollution problems. Factors including beach
attendance, distance from storm drains or sewage outfalls, and the existence of known pollution
problems were used to select the beaches monitored. (See the Heal the Bay website for the
locations of the 61 beaches in L.A. County for which it issues grades.)

Most of the beaches in L.A. County meet health standards during dry weather. Over the last
five years, slightly over two-thirds of the 61 beaches monitored received grades of A or better
during dry weather. In contrast, water quality is poorduring wet weather which is defined as

~More detailed information regarding California’s sampling requirements can be found in Title 17 of the
California Code" of Regulations, Group 10, Sanitation, Healthfulness, and Safety of Ocean Water-Contact Sports
Areas.
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periods during and for the three da\s following rain. Over the last five years, iess than 20
p~rcent of beaches on average received grades of A or better during wet weather.

Even during do’ weather there are a number of beaches throughout the county with persistent
pollution problems. Figure 2.1 shows the percent of sampling days during which three water-
quality thresholds were exceeded during the !998-!999 monitoring year at seven problem
beaches (a map with the location of these beaches is included in Section 4). At least one of the
bacteria! indicators was exceeded in more than 10 percent of the dry-weather samples at each of
the beaches, and the Enterococcus standard was exceeded over two-thirds of the time at Cabrillo
Beach.

lOO
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Figure 2. l--Percent Sampling Days That Water Quality Standards Were Exceeded At Seven
Problem Beaches During Dry Weather in 1998-1999

The State Water Resources Control Board has established water quality requirements for
discharges to the ocean for a number of contaminants other then bacteria. Many of the
requirements are aimed at protecting human health and include restrictions on heavy metals and
organic chemicals. Public health officials have paid the most attention to bacteria levels,
however, in part because their main concerns historically have been about the spread of
infectious diseases in waters contaminated with human sewage. Monitoring data on bacteria are
much more extensive for bacteria than other contaminants, and we focus our characterization of
beach water quality in L.A. County on them. We discuss the health risks imposed by
contaminants other than bacteria below.
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"~ "~ EXTENT OF HEALTH RISKS OF ~\\ IMMING AT THE BEACH

A large number of people are exposed to the waters at L.A. County beaches ever), ),ear
(see Figure 2.2 for annual beach attendance). The most extensive study of the health risks of
swimming in the beach waters of L.A. County was released by .the Santa Monica Bay
Restoration Project (SMBR_P) in 1996. The study compared the incidence of illness among
people who swam at various distances from three flowing storm drains and correlated illness
rates with bacteria levels. It found that illness was higher among people who swam right in front
of storm drains (where the pollution levels are the highest) than among people who swam 400
yards away. They also found that illness rates were correlated with bacteria levels in the water.
This study provided the first scientifically-documented evidence that swimming at L.A. County
beaches increases illness rates when bacteria levels are high.

Figure 2.2--Annual Attendance at Beaches in Los Angeles County, 1983-1997
Source: Compiled by Linwood Pendelton and Miwa Tamanaha, Department of Economics, USC,
based on data provided by Los Angeles County Lifeguards.

The SMBRP study found higher rates of Dyer, chills, ear discharge, vomiting, phlegm,
highly credible gastroenteritis, and significant respiratory disease among those swimming in
front of storm drains than those swimming 4~ "..:rds away.2 Even though the differences were
statistically significant, the increase in illness r.:t~., ~as not large. Illness rates were generally
one to two percentage points higher among th~,-c ~, h,~ swam in front of the drain than those who

¯ swam 400 yards away. Rates for the individual ,!Inesses named above ranged from one to five
percent for those farthest from the drain versus r..,.,, t,, seven percent for those swimming in front
of the drain.

: Highly credible gastroenteritis is defined in the SMBR_P study as (1) vomiting, (2) diarrhea and fever, or
(3) stomach pain and fever. Significant respiratory disease is defined as a complex of symptoms that include (1)
fever and nasal congestion, (2) fever and sore throat, and 131 cough with sputum.
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The SMBRP also f~und higher rates for some illnesses when bacteria !evels exceeded the
standards listed above than when bacterial levels met the standards. Again, the increases were
not large, ranging from one to t~vo percentage points from the same low baseline levels.

The SMBRP stud5, is part of a larger literature on the health effects of swimming in
beach waters. Our review of this literature (see Appendix B) reveals that a great deal of
uncertainty about the health effects of swimming remains. But given what is known, we make
the following observations. First, the acute iIlnesses (those coming on quickly and lasting a
short time) associated with swimming in beach waters contaminated at the levels found in L.A.
County do not appear very severe (see list of illnesses found by SMBRP study above). We did
not hear of or find studies reporting life threatening or other serious illnesses from swimming at
L.A. County beaches. Given the large number of beachgoers, one would expect some such
reports if serious illnesses were occurring.

Second, most of the studies on risks of swimming in marine waters focus on acute
illnesses. The SMBRP study focused on illnesses coming -within one or two weeks of
swimming. It also restricted its attention to one-time exposure to water, and did not examine the
effects of repeated exposure. This opens up the possibility that there may be chronic effects of
repeated exposure to the heavy metals and organic chemicals sometimes found in ocean water.
However the lack of reports again suggests that these risks are not substantial.

Finally, while there is evidence that exposure to human sewage causes illnesses, there is
little information on whether exposure to water contaminated with the feces of other animals
(such as birds) causes problems. Most studies that have found increased illness rates have
supposed human fecal contamination. The storm drains in the SMBRP study were found to
contain human viruses (indicating the presence of human sewage). It is unknown whether there
are similar health effects at other beaches where the source of contamination in not human
sewage but, say, bird feces.

2.3 CAUSES OF BEACH ~VATER POLLUTION

This section provides an overview of the many potential sources of bacteria and other
pollutants that sometimes contaminate the beaches in L.A. County. As we will see in subsequent
sections, there is a great deal of controversy over which of these sources are most important.

Point Sources

Twenty years ago, discharges from municipal sewage treatment plants and industrial
facilities were the largest sources of water pollution in the beaches and ocean off L.A. Countf,.’.
Much progress has been made since then in reducing pollutants from these so-called point
sources, although occasional problems crop up. Now that emissions from these point sources
have been reduced greatly, pollutant loads from diffuse, non-point sources have become the
focus of attention.

Non-Point Sources

Urban runoff. Urban runoff refers to the water that collects on hard, impermeable
surfaces, such as streets and rooftops and flow into the county’s storm drain system. Runoff is
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caused by rain and d~-,-~ eathcr sources such as over-irrigating landscaping. As runoff flows
through urban areas l~ ?~cks up pollutants and becomes contaminated with high levels of
bacteria, metals and chemicals. Pet waste ~inc]uding cats, dogs, and horses) and the homeless
are potential sources of bacteria, as are restaurants that wash floor mats covered with food into
the gutter. Oil and grease from trucks and cars, copper from brake pads, and the components of
tail-pipe exhaust that have settled to the ground can be picked up by rain and other flows.
Sediment may erode from construction sites, and fertilizers and other nutrients can be carried
from residential yards, parks and commercial landscaping. Section 5.2 discusses the sources of
pollution in urban runoff in greater detail.

Sewage spills and leaks. Blockages in sewers or reD’ high flow levels can cause sewage
to rise up through manhole covers and then flow into the storm drain system and out to the
ocean.3 Som~ also believe that leaks in the sewer pipes allow sewage to migrate underground
into the storm drain system.

Illegal connections and discharges to the storm drain system. Sewage lines can be
mistakenly hooked up to the storm drain system or pollutants can be illegally discharged to the
storm drain system. Discharges of recreational vehicle sewage tanks or used engine oil into the
storm drain system are examples of illegal discharges.

Septic systems. Septic systems that are not properly functioning may be the source of
bacteria and high nutrient levels in groundwater, rivers, creeks, and the ocean.

Direct sources of beach pollution. F_xcrement from birds and other wildlife at beaches
can cause high bacteria levels. Litter can create a medium for the growth of bacteria and can
attract birds and other wildlife that leave droppings. High nutrient levels near storm drain
outfalls can attract aquatic wildlife, which can also at-tract birds. Bathers may also use the ocean
as a toilet (sometimes referred to as bather loading).

Natural sources. Runoff from undeveloped land can also contain substantial levels of
bacteria (from the wildlife that live there), nutrients, and other contaminants.

2.4 OVERVIEW OF THE MAJOR AGENCIES AND ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED
IN WATER QUALITY ISSUES

A complex web of agencies and organizations is involved in water quality issues in L.A.
Count-y. Brief descriptions of the most important local agencies and organizations follow.

The California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Region
(Regional Board). The Regional Board develops and implements water quality control plans
that specify beneficial uses for the water bodies (which include the oceans, rivers, creeks, lakes,
and groundwater) in the Los Angeles region, the water quality objectives that must be achieved
to protect the beneficial uses, and describe implementation programs to protect all waters in the

~ The sewer and storm drain systems are separate in L.A. County. Sewers flow to sewage treatment plants
that then discharge trea~ed effluent to the ocean (or in s6me cases to rivers). The storm drain system discharges to
the ocean without treatment. Rainwater is not supposed to enter the se~er system, and sewage is not supposed to
enter the storm drain system.
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Region. The Regior~al Board is the regulator %r water quali~° issues in the region with broad
powers to achieve its goals.

The Regional Board is governed by nine board members who are appointed by the
governor and confirmed by the State Senate. Members serve part-time for staggered four-year
terms and represent the following interest groups: water quality (two members); irrigated
agriculture; industrial water use; public; county government; municipal government; recreation,
fish and wildlife; and water supply. Currently, one of the water quality positions and the
industrial water use position are vacant. As of October 1999, the Regional Board staff included
112 positions - 92 technical, 5 administrative support, and 14 clerical. The technical staff
consists primarily of engineers, geologists and biologists.

The primary mechanism used by the Regional board to regulate water quality is the
National Poll.utant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit. NPDES permits are issued
to both point and non-point dischargers. Point discharges, such as the City of Los Angeles
Hyperion wastewater treatment plan, are issued NPDES permits that set effluent standards and
require monitoring. Non-point dischargers, such as the County of Los Angeles, are issued
municipal storm water NPDES permits that require the permittee to implement various programs
designed to improve water quality.

Los Angeles County and the Cities in Los Angeles County. The Regional Board
regulates local government agencies in Los Angeles County in a number of different ways. The
sewage treatment plants of the City of Los Angeles and the County Sanitation Districts of L.A.
County are regulated by point-source permits. Both these agencies are required under the terms
of their permits to monitor water quality at many different locations in San Pedro and Santa
Monica Bays.

The county and the cities in Los Angeles County are responsible for the urban rnnoffthat
originates in their jurisdictions and are subject to Regional Board regulations on storm water
quality. Responsibility for urban runoff usually falls in public works departments, which, in the
case of the County and the City of Los Angeles, also have responsibility for parts of the sewer
system.

Independent of Regional Board requirements, the Los Angeles County Department of
Health Services collects water quality data, sets health standards for swimming in beach waters
and issues beach closures and warnings when pollution levels are high.

There are four cities in L.A. County whose jurisdiction abut the coast: Los Angeles, Long
Beach, Malibu, and Santa Monica. These four, in addition to L.A. County which also controls
areas that abut the coast, have particular interest in and enhanced roles in beach pollution issues.

Businesses. Businesses are required to have permits from the Regional Board to
discharge "process water" (water from manufacturing or other business activity) into the waters
of L.A. County. Certain types of industrial facilities and construction sites must also have storm
water permits. Several business groups are involved in the policy debate over water quality in
Southern California. Examples include the Southern California Coalition for Pollution
Prevention.and the Western States Petroleum Association.
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Environmental Groups. A number of environmental groups are active in water quality
issues in the region. Located in Santa Monica, Heal the Bay has been a strong advocate of
efforts to clean up Santa Monica Bay. The Natural Resources Defense Council and Santa
Monica Baykeeper have also been veD’ involved in the policy debates and have initiated, and
won, several lawsuits against the Regional Board, the county, cities, and businesses to
implement clean water programs.

Joint Powers Research and Planning Organizations. The Santa Monica Bay
Restoration Project was formed in 1988 under the National Estuary Program and charged with
assessing the Bay’s problems, developing solutions and putting them into action. It is funded by
the state and federal governments and views itself as a partnership of governments,
environmentalists, scientists, industry, and the general public. The Southern California Coastal
Water Research Program is a joint powers agency focused on conducting research and gathering
information necessary to protect the Southern California marine environment. Its commission
includes representatives of city, county, state and federal agencies with authority over and
~responsibility for coastal waters.

Universi~’ Researchers. There are several researchers at UCLA and USC who have
worked on water quality issues and been involved in the policy debate to varying degrees.
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SECTION 3. 1311’RO\ING WATER QUALITY *IONITORING AND RISK
COMMUNICATION

In this section we first evaluate and make recommendations about policies and
procedures in place to assess the risks of swimming at the beaches in L.A. County. We then turn
to the policies and procedures for communicating these risks to the public.

3.1 BEACH MONITORING AND RISK ASSESSMENT

Issue

As discussed in Section 2, the levels of three different types of bacteria are used to
indicate the health risks of swimming at L.A. County Beaches. These bacteria are not
necessarily harmful to humans in themselves but are presumed to indicate the presenc: c:
pathogens that are harmful to humans. How effectively do the current bacterial tests indicate
human health risks? How might monitoring procedures be improved?

Findings

Water quality standards for swimming at the beach are based on the levels of three
indicator bacteria (total coliform," fecal coliform, and Enterococcus) because it is too difficult,
time-consuming, and expensive to test for the huge array of potential pathogens themselves.
Although numerous studies have shown various degrees of correlation between these bacterial
indicators and illnesses such as gastroenteritis, use of such indicators immediately raises the
question of how closely associated the indicators are with the actual health risks of swimming.
(See Appendix B for a review of studies that address the correlation between indicator bacteria
and illness.)

High bacteria levels may overstate health risks to humans in some cases. As discussed in
Section 2.2, the health effects of fecal contamination from non-human sources are unknown.
The bacteria tests used to monitor beach water do not distinguish between bacteria from different
types of animals. Thus, high bacteria levels may be due to birds, for example,, but not cause
increased illness in humans.

The bacterial indicators may also miss some important human pathogens. There is a
~eat deal of uncertainty in the scientific community over how well the indicators predict the
presence of human viruses and illness due ~o vinJses. Several studies have shown that certain
types of viruses are not well correlated with bacterial indicators, and what is more, no studies
show that bacterial indicators are well c~,~e!ated with particular viruses. This raises the
possibility that harmful viruses may be in the x~ a~er even when bacterial levels are low.

Of course, the possibility that virusc- may be present when bacterial indicators are low
does not mean that viruses are actually a problem. For example, viruses may not be present or
the viruses that are present may be dead. More information is needed to determine whether the
bacterial indicators fail to capture an important human health risk.
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Also, the bac~’r~al indicators may not be well correlated wi~h hea~3’ nietals and organic
compounds that could possibly result in chronic illness. As discussed in Section 2.2, there is
currently no evidence of such effects, but more information is needed to make sure the risks are
small and to better understand how bacterial indicators are correlated with any risks should they
exist.

The lag between taking a water sample and the availability of test results raises some
public health concerns. At present, testing for the bacterial indicators takes about 24 hours. The
turnaround time from water sampling to reporting a violation to health officials and notifying the
public is about 30 hours. The process in L.A. County is smooth and as timely as possible given
existing monitoring technology. However, it means that the public cannot be assured at any
given moment that the water at a given beach meets health standards. Public health officials and
researchers are interested in finding testing methods that would drastically reduce the turnaround
time for results. Some promising methods are being tried in other parts of the country and the
world, but their usefulness in Southern California waters is yet to be determined.

Water quality monitoring along the beaches is done by three different agencies: the
County Department of Health Services (DHS), the County Sanitation Districts of L.A. County,
and the City of Los Angeles. The latter two agencies are required to do monitoring as part of
their permits to discharge from waste sewage treatment plants into the Bay. Different laboratory
procedures for measuring bacteria levels are used by these agencies, and results from the
different procedures are not wel! correlated in wef weather (in dry weather the correlation is
strong). Several of the experts we interviewed thought it important to understand the
discrepancies between the two procedures and to understand which procedure, or combination of
procedures, gives the most accurate count of bacterial levels.

Uncertainties in how well the current bacterial tests measure the risks of swimming at
L.A. County beaches lead us to the following recommendations.

Recommendation

3.1 The Board of Supervisors should direct the L.A. County Department of Health
Services to assemble a panel of experts to evaluate the efficacy of current
procedures for assessing the health risks of swimming at L.A. County beaches.
The panel should include representatives of the L.A. County Department of
Health Services, the City of Los Angeles, the Regional Board, the Southern
California Coastal Water Research Project, the Santa Monica Bay Restoration
Project, and experts within the academic and environmental communities.

The panel should be charged to assess and recommend research to better
understand the effectiveness of current bacterial tests and to ultimately suggest,
as appropriate, changes in tests and testing procedures. In particular, the panel
should examine:

¯ The extent to which viruses pose a threat to swimmers.
¯ The extent to which bacterial indicators can be used to indicate the

presence or absence of viruses.
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¯ "lhe threat of non-human bacteria, viruses and other organisms to
humans.

¯ The long-term health risks of regular swimming or surfing at L.A.
County beaches and the relationship of near term-indicators to chronic
diseases, if any.

¯ The availability of tests that more rapidly indicate the presence of
pathogens in beach waters.

¯ Inconsistencies between the different bacterial measurement procedures
currently used.

The panel should leverage ongoing work by the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project on
several of these topics.

3.2 RISKCOMMUNICATION

Issue

The citizens of L.A. County and the region more broadly will be best served if they can
make informed decisions about whether or not to swim at the beach. To make informed
decisions, they need to have an accurate picture of the water quality and health risks of beach
water’s. They need to know if the water is contaminated and where it is contaminated. If water
quality is indeed good, they need to know it is good.

How effective are current programs and policies for communicating the health risks of
swimming at L.A. County beaches to the public? How might risk communication be improved?

Findings

Currently there are two main sources of information on water quality at the beaches. As
discussed in Section 2.1, Heal the Bay issues grades that are posted on its web site as well as at
some surf shops. Grades are updated weekly, are up-to-date, and are based on samples taken
during the most recent four-week period. A history of weekly grades, in some cases going back
over a year, is available for each beach. The Heal the Bay web site and grading system is a
useful resource, but does not reach people who do not have internet access or who do not
frequent the participating surf shops. Some of the public may also distrust or discount Heal the
Bay grades because they are not government sanctioned.

The DHS is the second main source of information available to the public. DHS alerts
the public of beach warnings and closure,s through warning signs posted at affected beaches,
news releases to the media, and a telephone information hotline (800.525.5662). DHS posts
warnings when bacterial levels exceed state health standards and closes beaches if there is a
sewage spill that is known to have reached beach waters. The DHS is a useful and important
source of information, but its public notification protocols have some shortcomings. First, the
presence, or absence, of warnings may not provide an accurate picture of current water quality.
People wil! have swum at a beach for one or two days (or longer if the beach is sampled weekly)
before a test sample comes back from the lab showing that the bacterial levels are high. And,
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by’ the time the sample comes back, water quality’ may have improved. Second, the information
hotline has not been adequately publicized so that it is well known by’ all potential beach-goers.
Third, it is not clear how much attention people pay to posted warning signs, or really
understand w, hat they, mean.

We are concerned that the public has an inaccurate and overly negative impression of
beach water quality. Beach attendance felt by 32 percent between 1983 and 1997 (see Figure
2.2). This decline could have been due to many factors, including increasing traffic congestion,
more limited or expensive parking, or growing concern about skin cancer, but increasing concern
about water quality may have also played a role. The Los Angeles Times ran a series of articles
on beach and ocean pollution last November that focused on beaches where there are pollution
problems. Missing from the article was the message that the water quality at most beaches in
L.A. County js good the vast majority of the time. One of the experts we interviewed who is
doing work on public perceptions of water quality in Southern California said that his research
shows that people generally think that water quality, is poor and getting worse. (No studies have
shown that water quality is in fact getting worse in recent years.) People think that some
beaches are dirtier than others, but most are confused about which ones have the worst water
quality. For example, most think the water in Malibu is clean, even though some beaches in
Malibu (e.g., Surfrider) have poor water quality.

We also suspect that the public has very little understanding of the types of illnesses that
are associated with the high bacterial levels found at some beaches (refer to Section 2.2 and
Appendix By. Before our inquiry began, we at the Grand Jury had little idea of what types of
illnesses are associated with swimming at the most polluted beaches in L.A. County. The public
likely does not know that demonstrated risks are not life-threatening diseases, but rather an
increase in earaches, runny noses, and gastrointestinal problems from a background rate of 2
percent when swimming in clean water to 4 percent.

We make two recommendations aimed at improving the public’s understanding of water
quality at County beaches. The first attempts to create a more accurate, visible method for
communicating water quality conditions at individual beaches. The second is aimed at better
informing the public about water quality at L.A. County beaches more generally.

Recommendations

3.2-A The L.A. County Department of Health Services should develgp a grading system
for beaches similar to that used at L.A. County restaurants and post these grades at
sampling locations and in other highly visible locations at the beaches.

The current Heal the Bay grading system provides a good model for the new program.
The new grading system would be most effective if groups such as Heal the Bay participate in
developing it and endorse it.

Because of uncontrollable delays in the testing.process, the best such grades can do is
measure the likelihood, or probability,, that the water is clean. Accordingly, the grades should be
based on average water quality over the past several months to one year, although a second grade
based on the’most recent weekly sample might also be posted.
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Grades should be posted at locations where sampling occurred (e.g.., near storm drain
outlets) and beach entrance points as well as on a county web site and telephone information line
(the current County environmental phone line might be expanded to include the beach grades).
The grading system and the ~pe of health risks associated with each grade should also be posted
and clearly explained.

3.2-B The L.A. County Department of Health Services should initiate a public
information campaign to accurately communicate to L.A. County residents the
health risks of swimming at L.A. Count~’ Beaches. The message should be that:

¯ Beaches in L.A. County are among the best monitored in the nation.
¯ Swimming is safe during dry weather at the vast majority of beaches,

although a few problem areas remain.
¯ Water quality standards are typically exceeded during rainstorms and

beachgoers should not swim during or in the three days following significant
rain (i.e. greater than 0.1 inch).

The campaign should also provide accurate information on the types of illnesses and
the chances of contracting them from swimming at beaches that violate health
standards.

An effective way to engage the public in water quality issues might be to develop and
publicize an overall measure of beach water quality. A weekly report on the percent of beaches
meeting water quality standards is one possible method.

The media should be used to convey the message as appropriate, and the information
should be available in written form and on a county web site. The campaign will be most
effective if it is developed in partnership with and endorsed by local environmental groups.
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SECTIOn" 4. RE(’OM.MENDATIONS. FOR IMPROVING WATER
QUALITY DURING DRY WEATHER AT SEVEN PROBLEM BEACHES

In addition to looking at regional issues related to water quality in Los Angeles Count?,,
we examined the specific problems at seven beaches: Surfrider, Topanga Canyon, Santa Monica
Canyon, Santa Monica Pier, Pico-Kenter, Mother’s Beach in Marina del Rey, and Cabrillo
Beach. (see Figure 4.1) The beaches were chosen based on their consistently poor water quality,
according to the Heal the Bay grading system.

Figure 4.1 Location of theSeven Problem Beaches Chosen for Individual Examination

With only a few exceptions, these seven beaches are the only beaches in the county with
consistent dry-weather problems. The except~:,n~ include other beaches that face similar
problems as the ones selected, but which have .~,:ncrally better water quality. For example, the
beach in front of the Ashland Avenue storm dia!l~ in Santa Monica has had water quality
problems similar to, but not as extensive as. ttl,,~e experienced at the beach in front of Pieo-
Kenter.

Some of the beaches have unique problems, such as low tidal circulation, and some have
problems similar to beaches throughout the county, such as receiving urban runoff. In this
section we focus on the specific problems at these beaches and examine local solutions.
’Solutions to the regional urban runoff problem are discussed in the following section. This
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approach allows us to get away from generalities and better understand the real-world problems
and potential solutions. Studying individual beaches provides tt{e opporruttity to see which
pollution-reduction strategies have worked, and which have not.

The issue addressed in this section is what progress has been made in making these
beaches safer for swimming and what further should be done. We focus on bacterial indicators
only in this section. We do not consider metals or toxic substances or other materials that might
be harmful to the ecosystem, but not acutely harmful to humans. Clean water in this context
thus means low levels of bacterial indicators. In this section, we also focus only on attempts to
improve water quality during dry weather. In addition to being much more difficult to address,
wet weather causes problems at most beaches in the county, not just the seven studied here. Wet
weather problems are primarily caused by contaminated urban runoff, which we consider in
Section 5.

4.1 SURFRIDER

Findings

Surfrider is a popular surfing beach located in front of Malibu Lagoon in the City of
Malibu. Malibu Lagoon is an estuary at the bottom of Malibu Creek, the second, largest
watershed draining to Santa Monica ]3ay, after Ballona Creek The watershed drained by Malibu
Creek is 1 i0 square miles, 88 percent of which is undeveloped.

Malibu Lagoon is usually separated from Surfrider Beadh during dry weather by a sand
berm. Ho~vever, when water levels in the lagoon rise, either due to increased flows from Malibu
Creek or other sources, the berm can breach. When the lagoon is closed, the water quality at
Surfrider is very good. But when the lagoon is breached, the water quality at Surfrider quickly
degrades as polluted lagoon water spills out into the ocean. As shown in Table 4.1, the water
quality’ grades at Surfrider have been consistently Ds and Fs over the last 6 years.

There are numerous potential sources of pollution to Malibu Creek and lagoon. Wildlife,
including birds, and urban runoff, including runoff from areas inhabited by horses, are ~o
important sources. The most contentious potential sources of pollution to the lagoon are the
city’s commercial and residential septic systems.

In the late 1980s, before Malibu was incorporated, the County of Los Angeles decided
that the area should be connected to a regional sewer because of septic system failures observed
during county surveys. Locals disagreed and fought to keep the regional sewer out of Malibu.
The residents finally won when they incorporated in 1991 and gained control over their
wastewater systems. A consent decree between the City of Malibu and the County Board of
Supervisors was signed in 1993. This document required that the County "stop work towards
constructing a regional sewer system and to relinquish jurisdiction of wastewater disposal and
management to the City of Malibu" (Los Angeles Count)’ Department of Public Works, !993).
The consent decree required that Malibu assume responsibility for the city’s wastewater disposal
practices. Thus the city took over the problem and the county stepped out of the picture.



Table 4.1
Heal the Bay Annual Grades

for Seven L.A. Count)’ Problem Beaches
Beach        Weather 1994    1995    1996    1997    1998     1999

Surfrider - breach Dry D F F F D F
location Wet F F F F F F

Topanga Canyon
Dry A B F C C C
Wet F F F F F F

Santa Monica Dry C F C B D D
Canyon Wet D F D F D F

Santa Monica Pier.
Dry B F F F F F
Wet D F F F F F

Santa Monica Dr3’ B F D C D C
Pico-Kenter Wet F F F F F F
Mother’s Beach, Dry A A A C C F
Marina del Rey Wet A F F F F F
Cabrillo -harborsideDry * F D F F F
at lifeguard tower Wet * F F F F F
Source: Heal the Bay’s Ninth Annual Beach.Report Card, May 26, 1999, Tables 6 and 6a.
¯ Data not available

Since the City took over responsibility for the management of septic systems, a number
of studies and reports have been prepared which address, in various ways, the pollution in the
lagoon, possible causes of pollution, and the possible contamination from septic systems. Most
of the stakeholders we interviewed outside the City of Malibu think that the studies have not
provided convincing evidence that septic systems are not a source of pollution in the lagoon.
Most in Malibu think that the studies have provided no solid evidence that septic systems are a
problem.

In June of 1998, the Regional Water Quality Control Board (Regional Board) ordered the
City of Malibu to develop a plan to assess whether the septic systems were contributing to
contamination of the groundwater and/or lagoon. After a year of extended deadlines, lack of
a~eement on strategy, and issued and subsequently rescinded fines, the city and the Regional
Board agreed upon a comprehensive monitoring investigation that was begun in the latter part of
1999. Although the results of this study have not yet been released, some stakeholders in the
county are already skeptical about the reliability of the results.

The concern sterris from the way the monitoring locations were chosen, especially those
in front of the Malibu Colony. The city monitored at eleven locations, at evew sixth lot along
the coast (resulting in monitoring locations separated by distances of 300 to 800 feet). Because
the city was not able to access public property in front of the Colony, the monitoring was
conducted along the beach at the mean high tide line, on public property,. Distances from the
monitoring locations to homes ranged from 40 feet to 200 feet.

Critics of the study think that the monitoring locations should have been placed closer to
individual leach fields, thus providing a better indication of whether individual septic systems
are contaminating groundwater. Not having access to the study or the results, we cannot assess
whether or not the monitoring locations were appropriate. This disagreement, however,
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illustrates the ong,~m~ b~:uic su~-roun&ng the septic svstem issue in Matibu, and the dit’ficul~- o£
coming to a consensus about wha~ should be done. The dispute also ~ouches on another relevant
item: the cib’ cannot moni[or in many important locations because it carmot gain access to
private property.

Groundwater levels are a critical issue in Malibu. A report prepared in 1999 indicated
that when the groundwater level in the Malibu lagoon area is at least two feet below the bottom
of a septic tank’s leach field, pathogen transport to the Creek or lagoon is unlikely. However,
when the ~oundwater rises closer to the leach field, pathogen transport is possible, though it is
not known how far the pathogens can travel. One study found that groundwater levels in the
Cross Creek Plaza commercial area, located adjacent to the lagoon, were 1.5 to 4 feet below the
bottom of the leach fields, suggesting there may be problems in portions of this area.
Groundwater levels in most residential areas of the City are not known; it is known, however,
that the groundwater level in the Malibu Colony area is very shallow during periods of extended
lagoon closure.

The Regional Board is responsible for regulating septic systems (Single family
residences are specifically excluded from Regional Board septic system regulations). Owners of
commercial and multi-family residences are required to apply for coverage under either an
individual permit or the Regional Board’s general Waste Discharge Requirement (WDR) for
Domestic Wastewater Treatment Systems. Single family residences are excluded from the
general WDRs. However, according to the Basin Plan, "the Regional Board retains jurisdiction
over ... any situation where septic systems are creating or have the potential to create a water
quality problem."

In 1999, the Regional Board began sending letters to commercia! and multi-family
residential septic system owners in Malibu requiring them to file for coverage under either an
individual permit or a general .WDR for septic systems. Coverage under both an individual
permit and a general WDR would require complying with numerous requirements relating to
proper maintenance and operation of the septic system, including groundwater monitoring
requirements.

A confounding element in the Malibu lagoon pollution problem is the Tapia wastewater
treatment plant. Tapia discharges tertiary-treated water to Malibu Creek. A 1999 UCLA study
found Giardia and Cryptosporidium in Tapia effluent, but not at levels which are considered
hazardous. More importantly, Tapia’s effluent affects the water level of the lagoon, causing it to
breach more frequently than under natural conditions. Last year the Regional Water Quality
Control Board prohibited Tapia from discharging to the Creek during the summer. Without the
Tapia effluent (and without rain) the lagoon did not breach ~his summer, and the water quality at
Surfrider was good. The City of Malibu has been very active in pursuing strategies to reduce
pollution in the lagoon that do not involve eliminating septic systems or monitoring existing
septic systems. In addition, when failing septic systems are brought to its attention, the city takes
action to ensure that the problems are remedied. A handful of the city’s proposed solutions to the
pollution problem include the following:

¯ Pumping water from Malibu Creek to a constructed wetlands to provide dry-weather
flows with biological treatment.

¯ Cons~uction of a spillway to control lagoon water levels in dry weather.
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¯ insmllmion oi’ d!:inI~c~ion equipment at s~orm drains discharging into the lagoon.
¯ Requiring that new developments and remodels have advanced treatment septic

svsterlls arid maintel~iarlce contracts.

The septic system issue is enmeshed in politics. T’ne Regional Board has been accused of
backing down from issuing fines to Malibu in the face of strong political and financial support
for the city. The predominant response the Regional Board has received to letters requesting
application for WDRs has been letters from attorneys asking for extensions, although some
commercial dischargers have been cooperating and are supportive of the Regional Board’s
efforts. The mixed response to the Regional Board’s action foreshadows the fight that lies ahead
if the Board pursues requiring these permits. A by-product of the struggle between the county
and Malibu is the deterioration of the relationship between the city and c.ounty. Because Malibu
does not have its own health department, the Count), Department of Health Services (DHS) is
responsible for protecting the health of the citizens of Malibu. Therefore, residents reporting
septic system failures in Malibu might cal! either th~ DHS or an agency within the city.
Currently, the city notifies the county when it responds to a septic .system complaint, but the city
does not hear about problems attended to by the count),.

Given the contentious nature of the septic system problem in Malibu and given that the
cit), is pursuing several strategies to curtail pollution from other sources, the following
recommendations focus only on reducing contamination from septic systems.

Recommendations

4.I-A Commercial and multi-family residential septic system owners in Malibu should
obtain waste discharge permits from the Regional Board and comply with the terms
of those permits.

This type of permit is required of anyone discharging waste that could affect the quality
of water resources in the State of California. Septic systems operators in Malibu should not be
exempted from this requirement. The monitoring information is needed to resolve the issue of
whether or not septic systems are a problem.

4.1-B Groundwater levels in residential areas with a high water table, especially
residential properties near the Malibu lagoon, should be monitored.

Evei).,one agrees that in order for septic systems to function properly, there needs to be
adequate distance between the bottom of the leach field and the water table. Therefore,
establishing the height of the water table is the first step in determining whether or not there may
be septic system problems. Because of the difficulty the City of Malibu has gaining access to
residential properties, the Regional Board should be requested to take the lead in this effort.

Although single family residences are generally exempted from Regional Board
regulation, the unique situation in Malibu deseta’es a unique response. If problems are found
with single-family septic systems, the Regional Board should be asked to re-examine this
exemption. Los Angeles Count3,’ should assist this effort. The County could provide technical
and laboratory .assistance to the Regional Board such as help with groundwater sampling and
laboratory analysis of water samples.
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4.1-C The Los Angcle.~ (_ountv Department of Health Services should inform the City of
Malibu when it responds to a septic system complaint.

In addition to allowing :\lalibu to keep better track of septic system problems within the
city, such notification would facilitate coordination and communication between the two
agencies.

4.2 TOPANGA CANYON BEACH

Findings

Topanga Beach is at the foot of Topanga Creek, which drains=a watershed covering
approximately. 18 square miles. The Topanga watershed consists of predominantly undeveloped
lands, much of which is held by state and federal park agencies as part of the Santa Monica
Mountains National Recreation Area.

Water quality at the Topanga Canyon Beach is generally mediocre in dry weather and
poor in wet weather, earning Fs in wet weather for the last six years in a row. Recent annual dry
weather grades have been mixed, ranging A to F in the past six years (See Table 4.1).

Possible sources of pollutants within the Topanga watershed include wildlife, horses,
urban runoff and septic systems. However, a lack of baseline data prevents further speculation
about the extent of the contributions of each.

The water quality at Topanga Beach and sources of contamination have not received
much scrutiny from enviromnental groups and government agencies. A group called the
Topanga Watershed Committee (TWC) is taking the lead at addressing the problem. The TWC
is an all-volunteer, community-based, coordinated resource management and planning group,
established through a grant from the California Department of Conservation. Participants in the
TWC include community, members, landowners, government agencies, environmental groups,
and other interested parties.

One of the goals of the TWC is to improve water quality in Topanga Canyon. To achieve
that goal, TWC has developed the following actions designed to identify the degree and extent of
the water quality problem:

¯ Monitor sites, identify existing regulations and possible solutions.
¯ Assess septic system function and impacts.
¯ Assess livestock waste/corral impact.,
¯ Assess homeless encampment
,, Assess graywater disposal impact-
,, Determine water quality in drinking ’* ater wells.
¯ Assess impacts due to use offeml:.-c:,:, pesticides, herbicides, etc.
¯ Assess source standards.
Another group with a role in the Topanga watershed is the Santa Monica Mountains

Resource Conservation District (RCD), which oversees natural resource conservation within the
Santa Monica Mountains, and is closely linked with the TWC. The RCD received a grant from
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the State Water Resot:r, es Control Board to i~nd a ra’o-vear stud) desig-ned to examine the
relationship bet~’een ~aLer quaiib’ and land use in the Topanga watershed. Working with the
TWC, the RCD began work on the study in ]uly 1999. The stud)’ involves water quality
sampling at various locations along the creek in order to establish baseline water quality data.
Results of the study will be used by the TWC and RCD to identify strategies for pollution
reduction in the creek and at the beach. For example, data collected during the study could help
identify where along the stream pollutants are introduced. This information would be used to
narrow down the possible sources ofpollmants to the water body.

Recommendation

4.2 The County Board of Supervisors should ensure that the county continues to
participate in and have an active voice in the Topanga Watershed Committee. The
Board of Supervisors should require that representatives of appropriate
departments (e.g., Department of Beaches and Harbors, Department of Health
Services, Department of Public Works) regularly attend TWC meetings and
facilitate TWC’s goal of improving water quality in the canyon. The county should
continue to make available to the TWC the skills, expertise and experience of its
staff to provide, as appropriate and as requested by the T\VC, technical assistance,
advice and guidance.

4.3 SANTA 51ONICA CANYON

Findings

The Los Angeles County-owned storm drain at Santa Monica Canyon discharges at Will
Rogers Beach in the City of Los Angeles. The watershed contributing to this storm drain
includes primarily residential and open space land uses. Roughly half of the watershed is open
space owned by the state. The armual dry weather grades at Santa Monica Canyon for the last
six years have been poor (see Table 4.1).

The City of Los Angeles, County and Heal the Bay conducted a study to determine the
sources of pollution in the Santa Monica Canyon storm drain. The study identified no primary
source. Instead, the study pointed to many different sources, including horses and septic
systems. Other potential sources include wildlife and pet droppings. A study conducted in 1991
found live viruses in Santa Monica Canyon, indicating that other possible sources of pollution in
this drain are leaks or spills from the sewage system, private septic systems, or homeless
populations.

A plan for diverting low flows at Santa Monica Canyon into the sewer system between
April and September is currently under consideration by the Los Angeles City Council. This
would solve the summer pollution problem at the Santa Monica Canyon beach. A year-round
diversion is not under consideration at this time because the receiving wastewater treatment plant
could not accommodate flows resulting from hea~3, rains, and the problem of ensuring that the
diversion would be by-passed during storms has not yet been resolved. Most people we
interviewed believe that this project will go forward, but a decision has not yet been finalized.
Many issues have arisen in the debate over whether to proceed:
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¯ The pr,~, :rod c,,r;., oI d~x ersi,.,n as compared with source reduction.
¯ Liability ass,~cia[ed with flows directed to the Hyperion ;vastewater treatment plant.
¯ Cost sharing.
¯ Prioritizing which flows to divert.

The City and Count3, of Los Angeles would share the costs of the diversion. Funds from
Proposition A in the amount of one million dollars have been can-harked for this project.

Recommendation

4.3 The County and City of Los Angeles should proceed with the planned construction
of a seasonal diversion project.

Although there are some unresolved issues related to diversion policy more generally, we
believe that it makes sense to go ahead with the diversion at this beach. It is a popular beach and
the dry-weather urban runoff is substantial. A source investigation has been done, and no
particular sources stood out. It is almost certain that efforts to reduce pollution sources will not
yield results any time soon. Small-scale, local treatment is a conceivable alternative to
diversion, but the rea!-world feasibility and cost-effectiveness of these systems has yet to be
demonstrated. Diversion is the only way to ensure that water quality at this beach will be good
in the near future. Issues relating to low-flow diversions are discussed in more detail in Section
5.6 of this report.

4.4 SANTA MONICA PIER

Findings

Santa Monica Pier is a recreational destination attracting large numbers of tourists with
its amusement park rides, games and food, as well as nearby parking and hotels. It is also a
popular destination for recreational fishermen.

A storm draih located under Santa Monica Pier discharges runoff from a small drainage
area of 0.13 square miles. The predominant land uses are commercial and retail; other land uses
include restaurants, hotels and high-density apartments. The Los Angeles County Department of
Public Works monitors the water quality in the Santa Monica Pier storm drain as part of its
Municipal Stormwater Permit. Monitoring data reveal that water in this drain contains minerals,
solids, metals, and pesticides. Tests were not done for hydrocarbons or bacteria.

The beach monitoring station is located 50 yards south of the pier. Both dry and wet
weather annual grades at the pier have been almost exclusively Fs over the past 6 years, with the
exception of 1994, when the location received a B in dry weather and a D in wet weather (See
Table 4.1). Fortunately, the water quality problems at Santa Monica Pier are not characteristic
of the other piers in L.A. County. Water quality near these other piers is not consistently poor.

The pollution pr.oblem at this location has received much attention over the past several
years. Attempts at eliminating sources of pollution have thus far been unsuccessful. The first
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attempt at reducing pollution was when the City of Santa Monica diverted low. flows from the
storm drain under the pier to the Hyperion treatment plant during summer months. Flow from
the pier storm drain was periodically diverted to Hyperion in 1996. In 1997, a permanent
diversion system was installed.

The Cib’ of Santa Monica, with funding from the City of Los Angeles and Proposition A,
is constructing the Santa Monica Urban Runoff Recycling Facility (SMURR.F) just south of the
pier and north of the Pico-Kenter storm drain. When the SMURRF is operational, flows from
both the pier and the Pico-Kenter storm drains will be diverted to this treatment facility. Low
flows from both storm drains will be treated year round. During storm events, flows over the
facility’s capacity will be discharged to the ocean.

Roughly a year ago, a City of Santa Monica investigation of the sewer lines running
underneath the pier resulted in the discovery of several leaks that were subsequently repaired.
Birds were also suspected to be a large part of the problem, so a bird entrapment program was
launched by the city, resulting in a perceived decrease of the bird population. None of these
actions has significantly improved grades south of the pier.

The most recent strategy to reduce pollution has been the placement of signs along the
pier warning visitors to avoid littering and improperly disposing of food waste. Mostly by
process of elimination, it is thought that littering by pier visitors (including improper disposal of
fishing waste), is the primary source of pollution - both the litter itself, and waste from the birds
it attracts.

The attempt to track down and eliminate sources of pollution at the pier is ongoing.
Recent strategies have focused on ensuring that garbage cans are not leaking polluted water into
the ocean.

A Continuous Deflective Separation (CDS) unit was recently installed in the pier storm
drain. This device filters out trash and sediment thereby reducing the amount of pollution
reaching the beach (when the drain is not diverted). Visual inspections of the unit have revealed
that it is operating properly and has been effective at removing most trash and sediment from the
storm drain flow.

Recommendation

4.4-A The City of Santa Monica should regularly inspect the sewer lines under the pier.

4.4-B The City of Santa Monica should continue to educate pier visitors about the
harmful effects of littering, feeding the birds, and improper disposal of fishing
waste.

4.4-C The City of Santa lMonica should continue to scrutinize the water quality
monitoring data at this location.

~I.4-D Until water qualitT improves, the City of Santa Monica should place permanent
warning signs along the beach within 50 yards south of the pier. The signs should
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~arn s~immt~r~ that this beach has consistently poor ~ater quality and they should
briefly describe the health risks associated with swimming in polluted water.

4.4-E Before moving on to very expensive solutions, the City of Santa Monica should
reconsider the ~vater quality goals for this beach.

The minimal success of the ci~,’s substantial efforts to improve water quality south of the
pier raises the concern that a heavily-visited pier and an adjacent swimming area are not
compatible uses. Therefore, if the recent educational efforts do not result in improved water
quality, the City of Santa Monica should reconsider its water quality goals for this beach and
evaluate whether further efforts to meet the bacteria standards make sense. If the city does
decide to relax its water quality goals at this beach, it should make sure that the public is
adequately warned about the poor quality of the water and associated health risks. Issues
relating to conflicting uses are further discussed in Section 5. I.

A more cautious alternative to posting warning signs would be to close the beach
immediately south of the pier altogether. We do not think this is warranted. As discussed in
Section 2.2, the demonstrated health risks of swimming in water contaminated at the levels
observed are not severe (incidence rates of gastrointestinal problems, earaches, etc. rose from
two to four percent), and the risks of swimming in water contaminated with bacteria coming
from birds rather than human sewage may be even less. We do think, however, that the
persistent nature of the problem south of the pier and the lag time between monitoring and
posting discussed in Section 3.1 does warrant permanent posting.

There are a number of strategies that could be considered by the city if current efforts fail
and it decides to make further efforts to improve water quality south of the pier. One suggestion
is to eliminate bird roosting nests under the pier. Another strategy would be to hire personnel to
walk the pier and enforce anti-littering policies. However these approaches are costly, and there
is no guarantee that they will work.

4.5 PICO-KENTER

Findings

The Pico-Kenter storm drain is located in the City of Santa Monica, one half mile south
of the Santa Monica Pier. This facility drains portions of Santa Monica and Los Angeles. This
drain has been diverted in summer months to the Hyperion wastewater treatment facility since
the early 1990s. Instances of problems with the diversion system, including leaks and breaks,
have prevented this beach from receiving good grades even when the diversion has been in
place.

The beach at the foot of this storm drain has received Fs for the past six years during wet
weather. During dry weather, the annual grades for the past six years have been poor (see Table
4.1). It is important to remember that the d~’ weather annual grade takes into account months in
the winter when the drain is not being diverted, as well as summer low flows that are diverted.
A closer look at the Pico-Kenter monitoring data reveals that when the diversion is in place and
functionin~ properly, the water quality at this.beach is very good.
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Human emetic \in~.vs h:~.\e been I\~und in the r~noff from Pico-Keflter storm drain,
indicating that sewage ha~ mfihrated the s~onn drain system. Other potential sources of
pollution include those t?-pical of most stom~ drains such as illicit connections, homeless and pet
droppings. The City of Santa Monica and the City of Los Angeles share ownership of and

’ maintenance responsibilities for the stornl drain.

As discussed above, the C~ty of Santa Monica is constructing ~ water treatment facility
(SMURRF) .just south of the pier and north of the Pico-Kenter storm drain. When the SMURRF
is operational, flows from the Pico-Kenter storm drain will be diverted to this treatment facility
year round. A CDS unit is being installed at Pico-Kenter; flows from the storm drain will be
routed through the CDS before being diverted to the SMURRF. Once the SMURRF is
operational, dry weather water quality is expected to be good year round.

Recommendation

4.5 No recommendation is required. This storm drain is currently being diverted in the
summer and will be diverted year round (low flows only) to the SMUR.RF.

4.6 MOTHER’S BEACH, MARINA DEL REY

Findings

Mother’s Beach is a popular family beach located at the end of one of Marina del Rey’s
eight basins. Marina del Rey is a man-made marina, housing 6,000 boat slips, numerous
restaurants and over 10,000 residents. It is maintained by the Los Angeles County Department of
Beaches and Harbors (DBH).

Water quality at Mother’s Beach is inconsistent and often very poor. Wet weather grades
at the playground monitoring station have been poor during the past six years while annual dry
weather grades have been mixed (See Table 4.1).

A major cause of poor water quality at this beach is limited tidal circulation. The
breakwater that protects the marina from potentially damaging waves also inhibits tidal flushing
in the entire marina. The far reaches of the marina, such as the end of Basin D, are subject to
very little flushing action at all. Therefore, ~hen pollutants are introduced into the water at
Mother’s Beach, they are likely to remain.

Speculation about and investigation int~, th~ .~ ,trces of pollution at Mother’s Beach have
been ongoing since the 1970s. In the past fe~ ~c.,r,. attention has been directed towards the
large bird population that frequents Mother’s B~.~. h The DBH has made several improvements

¯ aimed at reducing the bird population. A grid ,,t thin braided nylon lines (often inaccurately
referred to as mono-filament lines) has been sir,::.: .:bore the beach and is thought to interfere
with the birds’ flight patterns, thus deterring them ~,~,,rn landing at the beach.

.~nother improvement directed towards b~rd reduction was the installation of roost-proof
buoys. The previous buoys proved an attracuve roosting location for birds as they are
adequately sized (roughly 36 inches in diameter) and constructed from a black neoprene which
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absorbs the sun’s heat :r:d i~.’comcs enticingly warm. The birds would roost and pollute the buoy
and surrounding water with bird feces. The new buoys are small on the top m~d lighter weight
and tip over when birds land on them.

The new buoys were installed in the beginning of last summer and the braided nylon grid
was upgraded in the spring. The grades at Mother’s Beach last summer were much better than in
the previous summer, suggesting that the recent strategies may be working. Grades at the beach
from April through early November of 1999 were As and A+s. However, the beach has received
Fs since the end of November, so it is not clear that the problem has been solved.

Other possible sources of pollution at Mother’s Beach are the Oxford Creek storm drain,
which discharges to the basin adjacent to Basin D, pollution from the boats in the marina, and
improper urban runoff practices by restaurants in the marina. It is not known to what degree
these sources contribute to the pollution problem at Mother’s Beach.

The DBH has considered other options for Mother’s Beach which have been put on the
back burner both in light of the recently improved grades and due to cost and technological
constraints. One such option is the installation of a filter technology at Mother’s Beach to
reduce pathogen flow from sources outside the beach. The filter allows water to flow through,
but prevents panicles larger than 20 microns from passing. Pathogens attached to larger
particles could not pass through the screen. The filter would be installed in the water, between
Mother’s Beach and the remainder of Basin D. The drawbacks of the filter technology are that:
I) it is expensive; 2) it would further hinder circulation; 3) whether the pollution is coming from
the marina as opposed to the shore is unknown; and 4) even if the pollution is coming from the
marina, its effectiveness is uncertain.

Another option that has been considered but is not currently being pursued is the
construction of a swimming-pool-like structure, ~imilar to the plunge in Redondo Beach. The
facility would be carved out of the beach, enclosed with a sand bottom and filled with salt water.
Construction of a bathing pool would allow control of the water quality, thus reducing health
risks to swimmers.

Recommendations

4.6-A The County Department of Health Services (DHS) and Count), Department of
Beaches and Harbors (DBH) should continue monitoring to determine whether the
recent improvements (additional braided nylon lines, roost-proof bu~oys) are
effective at reducing pollution at Mother’s Beach.

4.6-B Until water quality improves, the DBH should place permanent warning signs along
this limited-circulation beach. The signs should warn swimmers that this beach has
inconsistent and often poor water quality and they should briefly describe the health
risks associated with swimming in polluted water

4.6-C Before moving on to very expensive solutions, the DBH should reconsider the water
quality goals for this beach.
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This beach n,.:, b~’ another e~.arnFio of inconsistent land uses. Perhaps a limited
circulation beach locat~d ~dlaccnt to a marina is not an appropriate s~vimming beach. The issues
at this beach are similar to those discussed under Recommendation 4.4 (Santa Monica Pier).
Again, the responsible agency, in this case. Los Angeles Count, needs to decide how much
money it wants to spend to ensure low bacterial indicator levels at this beach.

If the DBH decides that getting high grades at Mother’s Beach is a fiscal priority, options
that have been put on the back burner because they are prohibitively expensive or because of
technological barriers could be reconsidered. In addition to the options mentioned above, the
DBH could consider engineering solutions to improve tidal circulation, such as pumping water
into the beach from other, cleaner areas of the marina or ocean. Such enormous expenditures
would require a strong mandate that safe swimming at Mother’s Beach is a priority to be
achieved at even high cost.

4.7 CABRILLO BEACH

Findings

Cabrillo Beach is located on the east side of the Palos Verdes Peninsula, within the San
Pedro Breakwater. This is a limit+d circulation beach, protected from ocean currents by the
break~vater and bordered by two jetties. Circulation is also inhibited by eelgrass growing in the
water in front of the beach. A portion of the beach is marked by buoys as a swimming beach.
Cabrillo Beach is heavily used by an economically diverse population.

Cabrillo Beach is considered the most polluted beach in the county. It has received
annual grades of Fs for both dry and wet weather for the past five years (with one exception - it
received a dr, weather grade of D in 1996).

In November of last year, the Cit3, of Los Angeles launched an intensive investigation at
Cabrillo Beach to determine the source of the pollution. Possible sources considered were leaks
from the sewer lines running to the restrooms on the beach, storm drains, the adjacent marina
and pier, the Dominguez Channel, bather loading, and birds.

The study allowed the city to eliminate several possible sources and come to the
conclusion that the problem is the birds. Off-shore sources (such as pollution from the marina)
were eliminated because bacteria levels were higher at ankle depth than at knee and chest depths.
Leaks from the restroom were ruled out by groundwater sampling between the shore and the
facilities. Storm drains were eliminated because they do not flow unless it rains, and the
problem persists in dr?, weather. Also, groundwater sampling along a line between the beach
and the storm drain outlet did not reveal that the storm drain was a source of contamination. The
Dominguez Channel was excluded because bacterial levels were not high in water samples taken
at the mouth of the Doming-uez Channel.

Humans are not thought to be the primaw cause of the problem because bacteria levels
are higher in the winter; when there are fewer people and more birds. That is not to say that
humans do not contribute to the problem. People leave trash and even diapers along the beach.
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To ensure that human: .,.re not the source ,.,f the problem, hc..man virus testing ~vill be done by the
City of Los Angeles on low-use and highouse days.

The eelgrass contributes to the problem both because it inhibits tidal circulation and
because it washes up on the beach and captures organic matter such as bird feces.

The city’s options at this beach are limited. They sweep the beach daily to remove
eelgrass and all the ensnared organic matter. They are planning on replacing the buoys marking
the swim area with a roost-proof model. Installation of a braided ny!on grid, such as that the one
at Mother’s Beach in Marina del Rey, is not an attractive option because this beach is considered
a bird habitat.

One option suggested in the city’s review is to install a fence between the area where the
birds tend to sit and the swimming area. Some believe this might inhibit the birds’ movement
into the bathing area, reducing pollution in this area.

This issue is currently under consideration by the Los Angeles City Council.

Recommendations

4.7-A The City of Los Angeles should take the measures to limit seagull use of the beach in
front of the swimming area (including the fence solution) identified in their recent
investigation of Cabrillo Beach.

4.7-B Until water quality improves, the City of Los Angeles should place permanent
warning signs along this limited-circulation beach. The signs should warn
swimmers that this beach has consistently poor water quality and they should
briefly describe the health risks associated with swimming in polluted water.

4.7-C Before moving on to very expensive solutions, the City of Los Angeles should
reconsider the water quality goals for this beach.

This beach, again, brings up the question of having two competing uses at one beach - in
this case, bird habitat and swimming. Therefore, if measures to limit seagull use of the beach are
ineffective, the City of Los Angeles should reconsider its water quality goals for this beach and
evaluate whether further efforts to me~t the bacteria standards make sense. If the city does
decide to relax its water quality goals at this beach, it should post permanent warning signs about
the poor water quality and the risks of swimming. Again, the issues discussed for Santa Monica
Pier (see Section 4.4) apply also at this beach. How important is it to us as a sgciety to ensure
low bacteria levels at this beach? A costly solution could include running a pipe from outer
CabrilIo Beach (outside of the breakwater) to inner Cabrillo Beach to improve tidal circulation.

Cabrillo is one of the few beaches in L.A. County in close proximity to lower income
neighborhoods. It thus provides an easily accessible recreation opportunity for low-income
families. This feature should be kept in mind when determining how much to spend to reduce
bacteria levels at this beach.
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SECTION 5. RECO31,XlENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING THE QUALITY
OF URBAN RUNOFF

This section evaluates and makes recommendations about efforts in Los Angeles Count5,
to improve the water in the rivers, creeks, and storm drains that flow into the ocean. Urban
runoff and other non-point sources cause bacteria levels to exceed health standards at almost all
L.A. County beaches during wet weather (defined as the period during and the 3 days following
rain). Urban runoff also causes high bacteria levels at some beaches during dry weather. In
addition, urban runoff contains other contaminants such as metals and organic chemicals (e.g.,
pesticides) that may pose health risks to swimmers.

As pre.viously mentioned, the Grand Jury cannot investigate nor.make recommendations
to the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board; however, recommendations to Los
Angeles cities and Los Angeles County must be viewed within the context of Regional Board
public programs and policies.

The Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board is responsible for setting water
quality standards and issuing permits aimed at reducing pollution in L.A. County’s rivers,
creeks, and beach waters. Thus, this section is largely about the Regional Board’s programs and
policies. It also addresses the policies and programs of the County and the cities in L.A. County.

The Regional Board, prodded by several lawsuits by environmental groups, has
ambitious plans to improve the water quality of urban runoff in L.A. County. However, we are
concerned that the institutions, programs, and resources in place may not be up to the job.
Below we make several recommendations for improving the system and urge the Board of
Supervisors and cit-y governments to take steps necessary to implement them. At stake is both
the speed with which the benefits of cleaner rivers, creeks, and beach waters will be realized and
the effectiveness of the billions of dollars that may well be spent by public and private
organizations in the cleanup effort.

The following issue areas are examined in this section:
5.1 Setting goals for the uses of rivers, creeks, estuaries, and beach waters.
5.2 Identifying pollution sources.
5.3 The Regional Board’s role in designing programs.
5.4 Enhancing incentives to improve water quality.
5.5 Matching authority with responsibility.
5.6 Policies for diverting urban runoff into the sewer system.
5.7 Monitoring and enforcement.
5.8 Funding for water quality programs.
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5.1 SETTING GOAI.S i:OR ~IttE USES OF RIVERS, (_REEKS, ESTUARIES. AND
OCEAN

Issue
The R~gional Board specifies beneficial uses for the rivers, creeks, estuaries, and beach

waters in L.A. County. Different beneficial uses imply vew different water quality objectives
and potentially very different compliance costs. What should these beneficial uses be? Are the
currently listed beneficial uses appropriate?

Findings
The Regional Board has designated beneficial uses for specific water bodies in L.A.

County. Thes.e water bodies include rivers, creeks, estuaries, lakes, and beach waters. There are
24 possible beneficial uses, ranging from water-contact recreation, shellfish harvesting, and
freshwater habitat to uses of water for municipal drinking water systems. Varying combinations
of the 24 beneficial uses have been designated for each of the water bodies in the county.

Many experts we talked to feel that some of the designated beneficial uses are
inappropriate. For example, contact recreation is listed as a beneficial use in many of the
charmelized sections of the L.A. River, even though access to the concrete-lined channels is
prohibited. Cleaning water up in Ballona Creek so that shellfish at the mouth of Ballona Creek
are safe for human consumption does not seem like a sensible goal to many. And many feel that
reducing pollution in the L.A. River so that it can be used in domestic water systems (after "
standard treatment) is a poor use of society’s resources when it is not clear that the State
Department of Health Services would ever allow flow in many reaches of the L.A. River to be
used directly for drinking water.

Some stakeholders feel that the process through which beneficial uses were designated
(mainly in the 1970s) was inadequate. They think that the designations were done haphazardly,
without proper quality control on the data and analysis. We have not been able to assess whether
the process was really lacking, but regardless of the answer, it is clear that t~aere is not
widespread support among the experts we interviewed for many of the beneficial uses. This lack
of support stops many from fully supporting and contributing to efforts to improve the quality of
urban runoff and may lead to lawsuits that can further slow the process.

Others, mainly from environmental groups, that we talked to feel that most beneficial
uses are appropriate. They criticized effort~ bx the County. Sanitation Districts of L.A. County
that used taxpayer dollars to try to "delist’" ,Ir~::k:ng water as a beneficial use in several rivers
and creeks. Even those that supported mo:,t ~,,:~cficial uses, however, think there are probably
some situations where the designated uses d,, n, ,t make sense.

It is very difficult to delist a benefici..: u,c once it has been listed. By design, the barriers
are high to discourage backsliding on ware: quality goals. Supporting the Count3,’ Sanitation
Districts’ efforts, the Regional Board subm:tted a petition to delist drinking water on several
reaches, but the petition was denied by CaliIomia’s Office of Administrative Law (the agency
responsible for ensuring that proposed regulations comply with required formats and legal
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standardsl in the summer ~,f l.~% as insufI~cieml~ documented. We observe that while it
make a great deal of sense to create high barriers to detisting thoughtfully listed beneficial uses,
it may not make sense to impose such high barriers if the original listing process was flawed.

Our examination of the beneficial uses in L.A. County also suggests that there may be
conflicts among the beneficial uses that have been designated for some water bodies. For
example, both water-contact recreation and wildlife are designated as beneficial uses in Malibu
Lagoon, but the presence of birds may make it very difficult to meet the bacteria standards for
swimming. Similarly, contact recreation and wildlife are listed at Cabrillo Beach, and we have
seen how these two uses may not be compatible.

Recommendation

5.1 A meaningful process to prioritize the beneficial uses for the water bodies in L.A.
County should be created. Near-term water quality programs should attempt to
achieve the high-priority beneficial uses.Programs required to achieve lower
priority beneficial uses should be deferred.

The resource costs of the process itself and likely legal challenges make delisting an
unattractive way at this point to resolve the inconsistencies be~,een some listed beneficial uses
and the lack of support for others. A phased approach leaves the beneficial uses in place, but
focuses attention on the most important beneficial uses first. It means that instead of installing
treatment technologies or developing pollution prevention strategies that meet the most stringent
water quality objectives all at once, goals would at least initially be less ambitious. Decisions to
pursue lower-priority beneficial uses would be made once there is more real-world experience
with the costs and effectiveness of different pollution reduction technologies and when spending
on the high-priorit-y beneficial uses begins to wind down. It may ultimately make sense to delist
some beneficial uses if certain water quality objectives are unattainable or attainable only at very
high cost. However, we do not need to make the decision to delist now.

When prioritizing, it may make sense to consider beneficial uses separately during wet
and dry weather. For example, water-contact recreation may be sensible in dry weather when
flows in rivers and creeks are low, but not in the relatively few days of wet weather in Southern
California. High flows during wet weather are dangerous, and it will likely be very expensive to
reduce the contaminant levels in such large runoff volumes.

The Regional Board is beginning to issue so-cailed Total Maximum Daily Loads
(TMDLs). TMDLs allocate pollutant loads to the different sources on a particular water body
and provide the basis for pollution reduction requirements from the various sources. Leaving all
beneficial uses on the books will likely mean that Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs) will
have to satisfy all beneficial uses, but the decisions to implement the load reductions can still be
phased.

A meaningful process to prioritize beneficial uses would involve the participation of the
various stakeholders--the county, the cities, industry, and environmental groups--and would
create a process and decision-making criteria that all can support and abide by.
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ISSUe

An effective and cost-conscious program for reducing pollution in urban runoff must be
based on a solid understanding of the sources of pollution. Without this understanding, the right
activities may not be targeted and resources may not be spent in the most effective manner. For
example, if leaking sewers are the main source of the bacteria in urban runoff, resources should
focus on detecting and fixing leaks. If sewers were not a major problem, investing resources on
leak detection would not yield many payoffs. Do we have a good understanding of the sources
of pollution in urban runoff?.

Findings
Meastirements show that urban runoff contains high levels of bacteria and other

contaminants both in wet and dry weather. But there is little agreement on the relative
importance of the potential sources of pollutants (see Section 2.3 for discussion of possible
sources).

There is particular controversy over the source of bacteria. Some (often the people
responsible for the city and county .storm water programs) put the majority of the blame on the
sewer system. Noting that much of the sewer system in the City of Los Angeles is over 50 years
old and, in their view, poorly maintained, they believe that blockages or capacity limits
frequently cause sewage to come up through manhole covers and then flow into storm drains.
Some also believe that leaks in the sewer pipes allow sewage to migrate underground into the
storm drain system.

Others (usually people responsible for the sewer system) put the blame for high bacteria
levels on contaminants picked up by water running over the surface on its way to storm drains
and on illegal discharges and connections to the storm drain system. In their minds, sewers are
not the main problem, and resources should be spent reducing these other sources of pollution.
Sources of bacteria in surface runoff include pet and bird droppings, the homeless, and food
waste washed off restaurant mats. Fertilizers and food from restaurant mats in surface runoff
can also provide nutrients that allow the bacteria to multiply.

’ The lack of agreement reflects a lack of solid information on pollution sources. Even
basic characteristics of the system are not well understood. For example, many experts think
that there is a "first-flush" effect, that is, that pollution is highest during the first rainfall of the
season. However, recent monitoring data suggest that the first-flush effect does not apply to
bacteria: bacteria densities observed during the first storm of each rainy season were not
necessarily higher than during consecutive storms.

While the beaches and Bay are extensively monitored, there has not been much
monitoring inland. L.A. County is required by its storm water permit to collect water quality
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data at a number of inland sites, but the scope of this effort is ]imited.~ Several cities in L.A.
Count’, researchers at UCLA and other organizations, and some environmental groups have
analyzed inland water samples, but the efforts are scattered.

There does not appear to be much communication or coordination among the
organizations that are doing sampling. There is no well-thought-out division of responsibilities
or allocation of costs. Indeed, some organizations are not aware of the sampling other
organizations are doing. Sampling procedures and test protocols are not always consistent,
making it difficult to compare results (see Section B.1). There is no central inventory or
repository of existing data, making it difficult to know what has been done or learn from the
experience of others either in L.A. County or in other parts of the state.

The importance of solid information in designing cost-effective pollution control
strategies leads us to recommend that inland monitoring efforts be expanded and coordinated.

Recommendation

5.2 Efforts to identify the sources of the pollution in urban runoff should be
coordinated and expanded. In particular:

¯ An inventory and assessment of the comprehensiveness and quality of
existing water quality data should be compiled.

¯ Water quality monitoring should be expanded to l~dl gaps in our
understanding of pollution sources.

¯ Monitoring efforts should be coordinated and sampling procedures and
testing protocols standardized.

¯ A rational formula for sharing costs between the county the cities in the
county, and other involved parties should be developed.

Because human sewage is thought to pose the greatest threat to swimmers, particular
attention should be paid to the contribution of the sewer system, the homeless, and illegal
connections and discharges to the high bacteria levels in urban runoff. A joint powers authority
whose mission is to collect standardized monitoring data both inland and along the shore should
be considered. The mission of the Southern California Coastal Water Research Project
(SCCWRP), which has been involved in evaluating shoreline monitoring procedures, might be
expanded to take on these responsibilities.

4 During the 1998-99 storm season, L.A. Count?’ collected wet weather data at 5 "mass"-monitoring
stations, 8 land-use sites, and 9 critical source sites (along with 9 control sites). The mass-monitoring stations
sample water that drains from large, or massive, drainage areas; the land-use sites are chosen to be representative of
particular land uses; and the critical source sites are chosen to test the effectiveness of BMP implementation at
industrial sites thought to generate substantial pollution. Some dry-weather sampling is also done at the mass-
monitoring sites.
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5.3 Tile REGIO.",.kl. BOARD’S ROI.E IN DESIGNING PROG[L4MS

Issue

The Regional Board can take two ~undamentally different approaches to reducing the
pollution in urban runoff. It can specify performance standards, say in terms of the
concentrations of bacteria and other contaminants in discharges to surface waters, and then leave
it to the cities, county, and businesses responsible to figure out how to meet them. Or it can
require the cities, counties, and businesses to adopt particular pollution reduction programs, the
implementation of which will satis£y their responsibilities to reduce pollution. What mix of
approaches should L.A. County support?

Findings

As ~’ar as urban runoff is concerned, the Regional Board is very much in the business of
requiting permittees to develop programs to reduce pollution, approving them and then requiting
that they be implemented. It does not write permits in terms of the concentrations or pollutant
loads that permit-tees are allowed to discharge to the storm water system? The Board requires
the county and cities to develop storm water management programs and submit them to the
Board for approval. The Board reviews and may modify the proposed programs. Once
approved by the Board, the programs are then incorporated into NPDES permits.

The current urban runoff permit for the county and cities requires them to develop and
implement programs to:

¯ Eliminate illicit connections and illicit discharges to the storm drain system.
¯ Control pollution both during and after construction from new development.
¯ Reduce the impact of public agency activities on urban runoffquality.
¯ Raise public awareness of urban runoff quality issues.

In all but a few instances, the county and cities are not held directly accountable for the
quality of the urban runoff that flows from their jurisdictions into the rivers, creeks, and ocean of
L.A. County. Rather, implementation of the Board-approved programs satisfies their
responsibilities.

The recently adopted requirement to restrict runoff from new development is an example
of a program developed to control pollution. As principal permittee for the municipal urban
runoff permit, L.A. County developed (and has implemented in its own jurisdiction) a program
that requires certain categories of new development to retain or treat runoff from the first three-
quarters of an inch of rainfall on their properties. Tl~e county developed the requirement as part
of a legal settlement with environmental groups, and the program is very contentious. Even
though the county considered a wide range of input in developing the program, many cities and
developers think it much too costly. The Regional Board approved the rule with some

~ The L.A. County urban runoff permit sa.~ s "’Timely and complete implementation by a Permittee of the
storm water management programs prescribed in this Order shall satisfy the requirements of this section and
constitute compliance with receiving water limitations." If the programs are inadequate to achieve water quality.
objectives, the permittees "shall submit revised storm water management programs ... that will increase the
likelihood of preventing future exceedances of water quality.’ objectives".
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modifications, and the program is now mandatoo’ for all the cities and unincorporated areas of
the count’.

Requiring programs has some advantages. It creates an even playing field across the
county and coiasistency of regulations. It also eliminates the need f6r water-quality monitoring
to measure compliance with a performance-based permit.

The Board’s focus on requiring programs rather than setting performance standards raises
several concerns, however. First, because the cities, county, and industrial sources do not have
direct responsibility for meeting water quality standards, their focus becomes designing and
implementing approvable programs, whether or not they are effective. While some agencies and
businesses will undoubtedly take their responsibilities very seriously, others will likely try to get
by with the least effort possible. Second, the structure and condition of the economy, the types
of pollution sources, and geography vary a great deal across the county, and region-wide
programs are unlikely to work equally well in all areas. For example, it may be that treatment
makes much more sense in some areas, while prevention is the best approach in another. Third,
as discussed more below, the Regional Board is very resource constrained. Reviewing,
modifying as necessary, and then approving these programs is staff-intensive, as is monitoring
whether the programs are actually being implemented as designed.6 Finally, we are concerned
with the focus on programs rather than standards because there seems to be little attention being
paid among the regulated as to how well the programs that are approved and implemented really
work. This does not bode well for a cost-effective pollution reduction strategy.

These concerns motivate our recommendation that the cities and County agencies focus
more on setting limits on the contaminants in effluent and fixing responsibility for meeting them
rather than designing programs.

Recommendation

5.3 Los Angeles cities and the County should, focus more on setting limits on the
contaminants in discharges to surface waters and fix responsibility for meeting
them.

Holding cities, the county, and certain t3"pes of businesses responsible for numerical
water quality objectives will make them very much interested in the design and implementation
of water quality programs in their areas. Setting goals will allow regulated entities to design the
programs that best fit their situation and encourage them to carefully evaluate the programs’
effectiveness.

~ U.S. EPA has criticized the Regional Board I, ,: ,:t l.’,’.,’s in reviewing the model programs submitted under
the L.A. County municipal storm water report. EPA has r,,,ted th.at there was a significant lack of overall progress in
implementing the terms and conditions of this storm u atcr p~:rmit. The Board had not reviewed and approved the
model program components submitted by Los Angeles ~ ",,unt2,., the lead permittee. Five major model programs had
been submitted by the county but had not been reviewed and or approved by the Board. EPA’s concern was so
great that it recommended that neither it nor the Regional Board issue permits which rely on actions by a regulatory
agency before requirements can go into effect.
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As discussed at.,~ c. requiring progr:~ms has certain advantages, but: par~icutar!.v in the
coming world of TMDLs. we believe that defining compliance in ~erms of effluent limits is the
bener approach.

A focus on meeting water quality objectives requires comprehensive monitoring of the
water that leaves each regulated entity. (the cities, the county and regulated businesses). The
intermittent and variable nature of urban runoff creates some difficulties in monitoring, but we
are confident that modem automated sampling equipment can be effectively used. Increased
monitoring will mean increased costs, but savings from a more efficient program will offset
these increased costs.

Because of uncertainties in the sources of pollution and in the cost and effectiveness of
different control strategies, some cities will undoubtedly prefer that compliance be defined in
terms of implementation of a set of programs rather then in terms of meeting water quality
objectives. However, the Regional Board can set or phase in water quality objectives taking into
account these uncertainties] There is a movement away from centralized, command-and-control
regulations in the United States and toward policies with more flexibility and dispersed
responsibility. While some may be comfortable with the old system, the new system promises
better results at lower costs.

5.4 ENHANCING iNCENTIVES TO IMPROVE WATER QUALITY

Issue

The previous section urged the responsible agencies broad discretion in designing
programs to achieve objectives. This section addresses the character of these programs. In
particular, it examines the role of incentives for voluntary actions to improve water quality.
What mix of incentives versus required programs makes sense in L.A. Count’5’?

Findings

The current system relies very little on financial, market, or other incentives to improve
water quality. Programs adopted by the cities, county, and Regional Board are in the form of
regulatory programs with penalties (at least in principle) for noncompliance. Programs that rely
on voluntary response to individual or organizational incentives are being used to address many
other resource and environmental problems and could be applied here.

Some incentives that have been used are financial: for example, financial incentives to
install low-flow toilets or energy-efficient refrigerators. Sometimes the incentives are
reputational. EPA’s Green Star program, for example, ac’knowledges businesses with model
environ.mental programs. These awards can help improve perceptions of the companies in the
communities in which they operate or with regulators or consumers. Market incentives have
also been used in several areas. The South Coast Air Quality Management District’s RECLAIM

v By determining what sets of programs are adequate to meet water quality’ responsibilities, the Regional
Board in effect sets interim water quality objectives in the current system.’
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program assigms rights t,,~ emil certain amounts of pollutants which can then b~ bought and sold
on the open market. Such markets provide incentives for firms to reduce emissions beyond their
assigned limit (by allowing them to sell their unused emission rights) and encourage the firms
that can reduce emissions most cheaply to make the greatest emissions reductions. Incentive-
based programs have been successful in other areas and may well make sense in the water-
quality area.

Recommendations

5.4-A The L.A. Count), Department of Public Works and the appropriate city
departments should explore programs that rely on incentives for voluntary actions
that improve the quality of urban runoff. Approaches that should be explored
include:

Financial incentives for businesses and homeowners to reduce runoff flows
or improve runoff quality. The cities and county should consider imposing
storm water fees that could fund such programs.
A county-wide awards program that ac "knowledges business or government
agencies that have adopted exemplary programs to improve urban runoff.

The City of Los Angeles already has a storm water fee in place that could be used to fund
¯ incentive programs. This fee system should serve as a starting point for discussions in other

cities and the county for adopting storm water fees.

5.4-B The setting up a market for water quality pollutants should be explored.
Dischargers would be assigned pollution limits and could buy rights to emit
pollutants if it were too difficult to reduce their own pollutants or sell rights if they
reduced pollutants below their cap.

The participants in a market for pollutants would include the cities and county
responsible for controlling discharges of urban runoff into the rivers, creeks, and oceans.
Businesses with point-source discharge permits or general industrial storm water permits and
publicly o~ned treatment plants would also be included.

There are several important issues that need to be investigated before setting up a market
for water pollutants. First, trading raises the concern that pollutants ,*,ill be concentrated in
certain areas. Trading may thus have to be restricted to certain zones (e.g., within defined
drainage basins). Second, systematic monitoring will be required to verify that emissions do not
exceed the rights to discharge held by the firm. Highly variable urban runoff flows make this a
challenge. It is not obvious that a market system will work in the water quality area, but the
potential benefits of such a system warrant its consideration.

5.5 MATCHING AUTHORITY WITH RESPONSIBILITY

Issue

The Regional Board is embarking on an ambitious effort ~o clean up urban runoff. It is
unclear, however, that it or the cities, county, and businesses that it regulates have the authority
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to control some significant pollution sources or adopt some of the more innovative bpes or
treatment tec}mologies, such as in-stream bio-remediation. The result may be reliance on end-
of-the-pipe treatment solutions that are more expensive than necessary. Are the authorities of
the Regional Board and the entities it regulates properly matched with their responsibilities? A_re
additional authorities needed? Who should have them?

Findings

There are several important sources of pollution in urban runoff that neither the Regional
Board nor the cities, county, and businesses it regulates have the power to reduce at the source.
For example, automobile and truck brake pads are thought to be a significant source of the
copper that winds up in urban runoff, but neither the Board nor the regulated entities can require
that brake pads contain less copper. Likewise, oil leaks and grease drippings from cars and
trucks are likely a significant source of the oil and grease that ends up in urban runoff, but the
Board, cities~ County, or Caltrans (which has its own urban runoff permit) do not have the power
to require that oil systems be checked for leaks during vehicle inspection programs or to set
standards for the formulation and application of grease on tractor-trailer bearings. Pollutants
from vehicle exhaust (which then settle out of the atmosphere) are another example of a
potentially important source of pollution over which the water-quality regulators and regulated
have no direct control. Chain link fences may be the major source of the zinc that shows up in
urban runoff, but controlling the zinc-content of chain link fences is out of reach of the agencies
responsible for pollution reduction programs.

Current institutional boundaries restrict the types of remediation strategies that can be
considered. Natural attenuation of some pollutants in stream beds and wetlands may make a lot
of sense and create multiple benefits, but the RegionaI Board and regulated entities often do not
have the authority to restore to more natural states stream channels that are encased in concrete
or to build or restore wetlands.

The lack of authority over important sources of pollution or the ability to implement
certain treatment strategies means that certain types of solutions are not even considered, and
even if considered, are quickly taken off the table because of the inability to implement them.
As a consequence, cities and others may be forced into expensive end-of-the-pipe treatment
when other approaches are more sensible) This is not a desirable outcome. We as a society
should not let institutional boundaries get in the way of [’fie’be~t solutions.

Recommendation

5.5 The County should lead an effort to identify what additional powers are needed by
the Regional Board, the cities, and the County pertaining to water quality control,
determine who should have these powers, and thdn obtain them.

It may make sense for the Regional Board to be the lead agency for regulations on
consumer products such as brake pads or chain link fences. The South Coast Air Quality

8 The Regional Board acknowledges that certain pollutants present in storm water and/or urban runoff may

be contributed by activities which the Permittees cannot control but Permittees can implement measures to
minimize enwa, of these pollutants into storm water.
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..’,lanagement District ,St AQNIDI might pro\’ide a model to follow. SCAQMD regulates many
consumer products sold in ItS jurisdiction (..paint and barbecue lighter fluid, for example) in an
effort to reduce air pollution.

The authorities that result from such a process should be well atigned with the
responsibility for reducing particular pollution sources. For example, if the Regional Board has
authority and takes responsibility for the copper in brake pads and the zinc in chain-link fences,
then removing the pollutants from these sources should not be the responsibility of the cities, the
count3,, or Caltrans. Such exemptions are analogous to current exemptions for runoff from
agricultural lands or exemptions for runoff from public schools and universities, which are
outside the jurisdiction of cities and the county.

5.6 POLICIES FOR DIVERTING URBAN RUNOFF INTO THE SE’~VER SYSTEM

Issue

Diversion of low volumes of urban runoff into the sewer system is one of the many
policy options being considered as a solution to the beach water pollution problem. Many of
those involved in water quality issues consider diversions to be the best way to guarantee clean
water in the short term. Others have reservations about the costs and potential liability for
failure of sewage treatment plants. Does the current dii,,ersion policy in the county make sense.’?
What improvements might be made.’?

Findings

We first present some background on the advantages and disadvantages of diversions.
We then describe current diversion programs in the City of Los Angeles, where the debate over
diversions is perhaps the most intense, and in Los Angeles County. We conclude by describing
the issues that remain unresolved in developing a sensible diversion policy for the county.

Background. Diversions send polluted urban runoff into the municipal sewer system.
Sewer system capacity constraints limit the amount of runoff that can be diverted to the sewers.
The chief benefit of diversions is that they immediately eliminate p-dlluted urban runoff from
beaches, at least when flows are sufficiently low.

Source reduction is an alternative to diversions, but as we have seen (see discussion of
Santa Monica Canyon in Section 4.3), eliminating the causes of the pollution in urban runoff is
difficult. Source identification is costly and often unsuccessful. There is not much evidence so
far that regulations (Best Management Practices) to reduce pollution in urban runoff are very
effective. Public education campaigns that focus on changing people’s behavior may ultimately
have an effect, but it is likely that this is a long-term solution that may take a generation to yield
tangible results.

Small treatment devices are also an alternative to diversions in some locations. We have
not been able to compare their costs with those of diversions, but the innovative approaches that
have recently been developed are still largely untested iu the real world. Siting such facilities
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The Count.~ and the (’~t\ of Los Angeles should continue their efforts to develop a cost-
sharing formula that considers both the area of origin of the runoff and the incidence of the
benefits from the diversion. The state and other cities that contribute to flows in the drains
subject to diversion should be also be pulled into the discussions.

Efforts’ should be made to reduce the possible impacts of the diversion on sewage
treatment plants and to clearly .assign (and share as appropriate) liability for violations that do
occur. One approach that should be considered is to install automatic monitoring stations just
upstream of diversions. Readings from the stations could be used when treatment plant permit
limits are exceeded to determine the appropriate fine and its allocation.

5.7 MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT

Issue

No matter how good they may look on paper, efforts to clean up the rivers, creeks, and
oceans in L.A. County are only effective to the extent that the responsible organizations translate
the words into action. Many of the experts we interviewed are concerned that the Regional
Board is not adequately monitoring whether the cities, county, and industries that contribute to
pollution in urban runoff are complying with their permit requirements and that the Regional
Board does not issue strong enough penalties when the), fail to comply. Many are similarly
concerned about efforts by the cities and county to enforce municipal ordinances related to urban
runoff. How effective are the compliance monitoring and enforcement programs in the county?
How might they be improved?

Findings

The L.A. Regional Board regulates urban runoff in L.A. County through a municipal
storm water permit (L.A. County is the principal permit-tee with 86 cities as co-permittees) and
approximately 2,600 industrial and 600 construction permits. Regional Board enforcement
programs are in four areas: the industrial storm water program, the municipal storm water
program, spills, and point source permits. We then examine the monitoring and enforcement
programs in the City and County of Los Angeles and their coordination with Regional Board
programs.                                                          "~-: .......

Industrial Storm "~Vater Program. Some analysts believe that there are many industrial
facilities that are required to obtain storm water permits but have failed to do so. For example,
based on its own research and that done by UCLA, a report by Hea! the Bay concludes that there
are 5,000 to I0,000 facilities in the region thai have failed to obtain the required permits. While
recognizing that increased efforts are undem~a’:. U.S. EPA also believes that non-filing is an
important issue.

In response to this concern, the Regional Board has mounted an intensive effort to
identify non-filing facilities. Preliminar3’ results shoxv that there are fewer non-filing facilities
than previous, estimates suggested and that the non-filing issue is well on its way to being
resolved.
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Monitoring for COmFliance with existing industrial storm water permit~ consists, first, of
checking whether the required annual reports have been submitted and, second, of conducting
about 100 or so inspections per year.~° Compliance with the reporting requirement is not very
good. One report states that 29 percent of the firms required to submit annual reports under the
terms of their storm water permit failed to do so in 1995/96 and that roughly three-quarters of
these were more than one year late. The results of inspections also do not suggest a very
effective program. There is evidence that many firms are not doing what is in their storm water
plan. Also, at this point, there has been very little assessment of the efficacy and appropriateness
of the storm water management plans themselves.

Municipal Storm Water Program. As principal permittee, L.A. County coordinates the
annual reporting required of the county and the 86 cities that are co-permittees. Problems with
reporting did not come up during our im, estigation. There is, however, ’little in-field monitoring
of compliance with the terms of the permit or the efficacy and appropriateness of the programs
in the various cities. There have been no substantive audits of city programs, and that the review
that does exist focuses on reporting and procedural requirements. Programmatic audits of the
city and count}, programs are necessary to ensure that the municipal storm water program is
more than a paper program.

Spills. Every day in L.A. County there are several sewage spills. Most of these are small
and probably do not reach the storm drain system. A system of permits and reporting
requirements enables the Regional Board to monitor the performance of the system at a basic
level and provides incentives for system maintenance through fines. It also allows the Count},
Department of Health Services to issue swimming health advisories as appropriate. There is an
important gap in this system, however. The county and the cities that have permits with the
Board to operate sewage treatment facilities or that hire the county to run their sewage collection
systems are required to report spi!ls to the Regional Board, the County Department of Health
Services, and the State Office of Emergency Services. The cities that run their own sewage
collection systems~ are required by their municipal storm water permits to report spills to the
Count5, DHS, but DHS receives no such reports. There is thus a general lack of information on
the performance of these systems and no mechanism in place to issue beach closures if the spills
are a threat to public health.

Enviromnental and public interest groups have raised concerns that the Regional Board is
not tough enough on the cities, county, and businesses that spill sewage or water tainted with
other contaminants. CalPirg reports that of the 1,857 spills in the L.A. Region in 1997 and 1998,
only 46 triggered formal action and only 10 resulted in fines.

According to Heal the Bay, only 4 of the 2,194 spills between !992 and 1997 resulted in
penalties or referrals to the attorney general. Many of these spills do not reach waterways and the
Board has a progressive enforcement policy that starts with warnings and culminates with fines
for repeat violators. Over the last rwo years or so the frequency and size of fines for spills,

~0 EPA reports that 50 sites were inspected in 1996/97. Regional Board staff confirmed that inspections
were currently running about 100 a year.

~ About one-half of the cities in L.A. Counb’ are not members of the county’s consolidated maintenance
district and either run their own sewage collection systems or hire private vendors to maintain their sewage
collection systems.
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particularly on munic~p,:l ~e’,~uye s.vstem~, have increased. This may have been in par~ due to
increased spills duriny ’,~e[ K1 .N’ifio winters, but i~ also suggests tha: the Board decided tha~ its
past enforcement policies were ~oo lax and is moving ~o remedy the situation.

A state law that took effect on January 1 indicates more general dissatisfaction with the
enforcement policies of water quality regulations across the state. SB709 requires mandatory
penalties for serious and chronic violations. For better or worse, it severely limits discretion in
imposing fines.

Point Sources. We have focused on monitoring and enforcement for urban runoff
policies in this section, but one issue of concern arose during our investigation of the water
quality monitoring associated with point source permits~permits that regulate discharges from
municipal sewage and industrial process-water treatment plants. There is general satisfaction
among those we interviewed with the frequency of inspections of the 44 major dischargers and
260 minor dischargers throughout the region. However there is concern that the water samples
used to monitor compliance with the permit are not representative of the flows from the
facilities. Dischargers are required to collect samples and report results of lab analyses to the
Board. Some we interviewed felt that dischargers "game" the system, taking samPles during
periods when the treatment plant is knowna to be working well or when inflows into the plant are
low or have low pollution levels.

Enforcement in the City and County of Los Angeles. The County visits all restaurants
and other businesses in selected Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes to inform them of
their responsibilities related to urban runoff under municipal codes and the county’s municipal
storm water permit. Under the terms of the county permit, two such educational visits per site
are required between 1996 and 2001. The County has responsibility for businesses in
unincorporated areas and in cities that have contracted with the county for this service.
Consistent with the education mission, not a large number of citations for runoff-related
violations have been issued since the program began.

The City of Los Angeles is also conducting educational visits at approximately 15,000
businesses under its jurisdiction. The city is currently finishing up the second round of visits. In
recent months, it has been issuing 10 to 15 notices to comply with urban runoff regulations a
month and is gearing up for a greater emphasis on enforcement .......

Several issues arose in our investigation of city and county enforcement programs. First,
we found little coordination between county and city programs and the Regional Board’s
industrial storm water permit enforcement program (see above). The county or city staff also
separately visits most finns visited by Regional Board staff. There is also an overlap at
construction sites. The City and County of Los Angeles inspect construction sites for
compliance with runoff requirements. There do not appear to be plans to coordinate visits by the
city and county with the Regional Board. Duplication between the cities and county and state
programs increases the regulatory burden on the businesses in the county and wastes scarce
enforcement resources.

Second, we found that there is an ongoing debate over the division of enforcement
responsibilities between the Regional Board and the cities and the county. Negotiations during
the last renewal of the municipal storm water permit (which went into effect in 1996), illustrate
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this tension. The Regional Board wanted the local agencies to enforce the runoff provisions.
The cities balked, and the requirement for educational visits, without inspection and enforcement
responsibilities, was the compromise. The allocation of enforcement responsibilities will
undoubtedly be a topic of debate during the 2001 permit renewal negotiations.

The third issue that arose in our investigation of the enforcement programs of L.A. City
and County, is whether local agencies should have the power to issue non-criminal infractions or
tickets, with associated fines, for urban runoff violations. The city and county have the power to
issue notices of noncompliance and notices of violation but have to submit these to the district or
city attorney for enforcement. The violations fall under criminal codes and are usually
prosecuted as misdemeanors, but can be felonies. The City of Los Angeles has recently
approved non-criminal fines for runoff violations. The details are currently being worked out,
but plans are for fines to start at $50 for the first violation, increase to $100 for the second, and
rise to $250 for the third, along with a notice to comply. Failure to comply can lead to criminal
referral to the city attorney at any step of the process. The city plans to start issuing tickets
within the next six months. Los Angeles County currently does not have ticketing authority.

Some we interviewed thought that ticketing authority is an important addition to the
enforcement tool chest. City and district attorneys are very busy and usually do not view runoff
violations as a high priority. Evidentiary requirements for criminal prosecutions ar~ high,
increasing the cost of enforcement. Criminal prose~:ution also seems inappropriate for all but the
most flagrant violations. The result, advocates for ticketing authority argue, is not much
enforcement. Others we inte~’iewed were leery of ticketing authority. They worry that it would
be abused as a way to generate revenue and that it would turn inspections into a much more
adversarial process. They worry that the educational element of inspections would be
compromised and that voluntary compliance with runoff regulations will decline.

Recommendations

5.7-A Programmatic audits of city and Count3¯ storm water programs should be
conducted. These audits should verify whether programs outlined in the permits
are being implemented and assess their adequacy and effectiveness.

5.7-B The cities and County should coordinate and consolidate as appropriate their
inspection programs of industrial and construction sites, with the Regional Board.
This program should increasingly focus on the adequacy of the storm water
management plans and the extent to which they are being implemented.

5.7-C More generally, the cities and County should clarify the division of enforcement
responsibilities between them and the Regional Board. Enforcement should be
delegated to the cities and County, whenever possible.

5.7-D The Count3.’ of Los Angeles Department of Public Works should investigate the
advantages and disadvantages of ticketing authority for runoff violations. Based on
a review of experiences in the City of Los Angeles and other jurisdictions that have
the a.bility to issue tickets for infractions, the Department should make a
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recommendation tt=~ the Board of Supervisors on whether the count’," code should be
amended to alhm such ticketing.

5.7-E The Board of Supervisors should insist that cities that operate their own sewage
collection facilities should report spills to the Regional Board and the County
Department of Health Services.

To make sure that our pollution control system is more than a paper tiger, additional
resources need to be spent on auditing the activities that actually reduce pollution.

5.8 FUNDING FOR WATER QUALITY PROGRAMS

Issue

Many believe that the Regional Board is severely underbudgeted and, as a result,
progress in cleaning up the waters in the County has lagged.

Recommendation

5.8 The Board of Supervisors should lead aa effort to increase funding for the Regional
Board.

Potential funding sources include increased permit fees from the municipalities and
businesses in L.A. County and the State General Fund. The Supervisors should appeal to the
governor and the State Water Resources Control Board directly as well as enlist the support of
the L.A. delegation to the state legislature. While increased funding for the Regional Board
means more outlays for a public agency, the savings from better-designed and more effective
water quality programs will far outweigh the costs.
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RAND

September 25, 2000                                        . .

Mr. Xavier Swamikannu
California Regional Water Quality Board
Los Angeles Region
320 W. 4th Street, Suite 200
Los Angeles, CA 90013

,Dear Xavier:

Attached is the copy of the L.A. Country Grand Jury report on reducing the health risks
of swimming at L.A. County beaches.

The Grand Jury report closely follows the draft report we provided them except in one
important area--recommendations concerning the Regional Wat.er Quality Control
Board. Toward the end of the Grand Jury’s term, L.A. County counsel ruled that,
because the Board is a state agency, it is beyond the purview of the Grand Jury. Thus,
recommendations that were initially directed at the Board were modified to omit
reference to the Board (see for example Recommendations 5.3). The Grand Jury report
still does ask the Board to consider several recommendations, however (see p. 200). The
report also still recommends that funding for the Board be increased, but the discussion in
the draft report on what areas are most in need of funding was dropped.

Thank you again for generously contributing your time and expertise to this project. We
hope this report’ has assembled useful information on some of the critical water quality
issues in Los Ang.~e..les County and has helped move the debate forward. Please feel free
~)’~d~ill.-if you bg~ues~-ion~r comments about the report.

Sincerely,

Aimee Bower
310-393-0411, x7480 x6675
dixon @rand.org Aimee_Bower@rand.org
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Ul~ited States Office of Water (4,503F) EPA84 l -S-00-001

~EPA EnvironmentalAgency Protection
Washington, DC 20460 June 2000

The Quality of
Our Nation’s Waters
A Summary of the National Water Quality
Inventory: 1998 Report to Congress

States, territories, tribes, and interstate commissions assessed 23% of the nation’s

3.6 million miles of rivers and streams for their 1998 water quality assessment

reports to EPA. Of the assessed stream miles, 55% are rated as good, 10% good

but threatened, and 35% impaired. States and otherjurisdictions assessed 42%

of the nation’s 41.6 million acres of lakes, reservoirs, and ponds and reported

that 46% of assessed lake acres are rated as good, 9% good but threatened,

and 45% impaired. States and otherjurisdictions assessed 32% of the nation’s

90,500 square miles of estuaries and reported that 47% of assessed estuary

square miles are rated as good, 9% as good but threatened, and 44% as

impaired. Principal pollutants causing water quality problems include nutrients,

siltation, metals, and pathogens.



Why Do States
and Other
Jurisdictions
Assess Water
Quality?
Section 305(b) of the Clean Water Act ~ (
requires states, territories, tribes, and
interstate commissions to assess the
health of their waters and the extent
to which their waters support state
water quality standards and the basic

goals of the Clean Water Act. The .goals ~
of the Clean Water Act are to achieve
and maintain water quality that provides
for healthy communities of fish and States’ Section 305(b) assessments are
shellfish and that allows for recreation an important component of their water
in and on the water. States collect data
and information that allow them to resource management programs. These
characterize whether water quality assessments help states:
meets these and other uses for their

waters which are expressed in standards ~/’ Implement their water quality standards by
that each state sets. identifying healthy waters that need to be maintained

States and other jurisdictions such and impaired waters that need to be restored

as territories, tribes; and interstate
commissions submit their water quality ~ Prepare their lists of impaired waters under Section

assessments to the U.S. Environmental 303(d) of the Clean Water Act
Protection Agency (EPA) every 2 years.

a ~ Identify priority watersheds for protection andEPA summarizes this information in
biennial report to Congress. The restoration using their Watershed Restoration Action
National Water Quality Inventory: 1998 Strategies, total maximum daily loads, and pollutant
Report to Congress is the twelfth biennial source controls
report to Congress and the public
about the quality of our’nation’s rivers, ~/’ Evaluate the effectiveness of activities undertaken
streams, lakes, ponds, reservoirs, to restore impaired waters and protect healthy waters.
wetlands, estuaries, coastal waters,
and ground v~ater.
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The Under Section 303(d), the Clean Water Act includes a second reporting

305(b)/ requirement--that states provide a prioritized list of all their impaired
waters. Current requirements are that states submit these 303(d) lists

303(d) tO EPA every 2 years. The most recent set of 303(d) lists were submitted

to EPA in April 1998.

Connection These lists of impaired waters are then used to prioritize state restoration

activities. One of the most important restoration tools is the development
of Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs)--calculations of the amount

of a pollutant that a waterbody can receive and still meet water quality
standards. A TMDL is the sum of all available loads of a single pollutant from

all contributing point and nonpoint sources. It includes reductions needed
to meet water quality standards and allocates these reductions among

sources in the watershed.

The 305(b) and 303(d) reporting processes are connected. State

305(b) data is used to assist in the identification and priority ran.king of
303(d) waters, although for their 303(d) listings, states may supplement
the 305(b) information with other assessments or choose only that data

in which they have the highest confidence. As a result, the findings on
impaired waters reported by the states in their 303(d) lists build on, and
are, in general, consistent with their 305(b) reports to EPA. Both sources

find similar amounts of impaired waters and conclude that siltation,
nutrients, bacteria, and metals are among the top pollutants causing

impairments.

EPA and the states continue to work to improve and harmonize both these

assessments through better and more extensive monitoring. Our goal is
comprehensive monitoring of all waters for all applicable water quality

standardsma challenging task given the demands placed on limited state,
tribal, and federal resources, but a particularly vital one because of the

important and costly water resource management decisions that depend
on high quality water data.

This National Water Quality Inventory report reflects incremental
progress toward the goal of comprehensive assessment. It includes

information submitted by all 50 states, the District of Columbia, and 5
territories, 4 interstate commissions, and 9 Indian tribes. In addition, the
amount of waters assessed for this report has increased slightly since the
previous report. States assessed 150,000 more river and stream miles and

600,000 more lake acres in 1998 than in 1996.

3
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How Do States After setting water quality standards, states then assess their
waters to delLermine the degree to which these standards are

and Other- -Juris- ~o~n~ met and report this information in their 305(b)reports.

dictions Assess Currently states use two categories of data to assess water

quality. The first and most desirable category is monitored data.

Water- "’--L ual tyt ~,,, refers to field measurements, not more than5 years old, of
biological, habitat, toxicity, and physical/chemical conditions in

Water quality assessment begins with
water, sediments, and fish tissue. The second category, frequentl~

setting goals through water quality
used to fill information gaps, is evaluated data. Evaluated data

standards adopted by states, tribes, and includes field measurements that are more than 5 years old and
other jurisdictions such as territories.

estimates generated using land use and source information,
These standards must then be approved

predictive models, and surveys of fish and game biologists. This
by EPA before they become effective

type of data provides an indicator of potential water quality.
under the Clean Water Act.

Because evaluated data varies in quality and confidence, it is
Water quality standards have

used for different purposes by different states. Most states use
three elements: evaluated data to supplement monitoring data for their 305(b)

] Designated uses. The repots. This information helps states identify waters that need

Clean Water Act envisions that additional monitoring.

all waters be able to provide for A~er comparing water quality data to standards,
recreation and the protection states, tribes, and jurisdictions classify their
and propagation of aquatic life.

waters into the following general categories:
Additional uses described in the Act
that can be adopted in standards by Attaining Water Quality Standards
states and tribes include drinking ¯ Good/Fully SuppoRing: These waters meet applicable
water suppl~ and fish consumption, water quality standards, both criteria and designated uses.

~ Criteria. Criteria help protect ¯ Good/Threatened: These waters currently meet water

designated uses. For example, quality standards, but water quality may degrade in the
criteria include chemical-specific near future.
thresholds that protect fish and Not Attaining Water Quality Standards/Impaired
humans from exposure to levels that

Fair/Partially Supporting: These waters meet watermay cause adverse effects. They may

also include descriptions of the best quality standards most of the time but exhibit occasional
exceedances.possible biological condition of

aquatic communities such as fish ¯ Poor/Not SuppoSing: These waters do not meet water

and insects, quality standards.

3 Antidegradation policy. This Water Quality Standards Not Attainable
policy is intended to prevent waters = Not Attainable: The state has performed a use-
that do meet standards from attainability analysis and demonstrated that suppo~ of one
deteriorating from their current or more designated uses is not attainable due to specific
condition, biological, chemical, physical, or economic/social conditions.
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How Many
of Our Waters
Were Assessed Percentage of Waters Assessed

for 1998? for the 1998 Report

Rivers and Streams ~I, 842,426 miles = 23% assessed
This report does not describe the health Total miles: 3,662,255 (of which 35% are perennial,

of all U.S. waters because states and excluding Alaska)

other~urisdictions have not ye~ achieved VII///IIII

comprehensive assessment of all their Lakes, Ponds. fl, 17,390,370 acres = 42% assessed
waters (see Figure 1). Therefore, this and Reservoirs Total acres: 41,593,748
report summarizes the health of only ,dllllllllll////i,
the subset of waters that states assessed

Estuaries II, 28,687 square miles = 32% assessed
in their individual 1998 water quality Total square miles: 90,465
inventories: 23% of river and stream

.//11111111%miles, 42% of lake acres, 32% of estuary
square miles, 5% of ocean shoreline Ocean Shoreline t/, 3,130 miles = 5% assessed

Waters Total miles: 66,645, including Alaska’s 44,000 miles
miles, and 90% of Great Lakes of shoreline
shoreline miles.

Oceans, coral reefs, wetlands, and Great Lakes II, 4,950 miles = 90% assessed
ground water quality are poorly Shoreline Total miles: 5,521

represented in state monitoring ,dill/lib. ./I/llllllh.
"qlllllll’     ’qlllll/I~"

programs. In part, this is due to the
Source: 1998 Section 305(b) reports submitted by states, tribes, territories,

fact that few states have adopted water and commissions.

quality standards for these resources.
EPA°s wetlands and ground water
protection programs continue

to work with states to develop
assessment methods and water quality
standards and to improve monitoring
coverage. EPA is initiating a coastal

monitoring program, Coastal 2000,
that will provide a national baseline
characterization of coastal waters and

data needed to assist in development
of water quality standards (particularly
biological and nutrient criteria) for
these waters.
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What Is the Status summary of State Assessments

of Our Assessed
of Rivers and Streams

Total Rivers and Streams ASSESSED Rivers and Streams

Waters? 3,002,2. miles 840,402" miles

10%
but

Rivers and Streams Threatened
85,544 miles

55%
Good 35%The United States has a total of 77% 463,441! MPAIREDNot miles3,662,255 miles of rivers and streams. Assessed 291,263 miles

States and otherjurisdictions assessed

23% of these river and stream miles,
focusing primarily on perennial streams
(i.e., those that flow year round). *Includes miles assessed as not a~tainable.
Altogether, the states and other States assessed 23% of river and
jurisdictions reported that of the 23% of stream miles for the 1998 305(b)
assessed stream miles, 65% fully support report. For the subset of assessed

waters, 55% are rated as good,
designated uses and 35% are impaired’. 10% as good but threatened,
They also report that 10% of the and 35% as impaired.

assessed rivers and streams are fully

supporting but are threatened for one or
more uses (Figure 2). Aquatic life use is
the most frequently impaired individual

use in assessed rivers and streams Individual Use Support in Rivers and Streams
(Figure 3).

Good Good Fair Poor Not
Designated Mil~s (Fully (Tl~eat~ned) (Partially (Not Attainable

According to the states and other u~ A.t~e~sedS~pponJng) Suppo~Jng) Suppo~ng)

Aquatic Life Supportjurisdictions, siltation and bacteria are ~---~ I
the most common pollutants affecting

~,-~assessed rivers and streams (Figure 4). r~,,c ..... p ....
Siltation alters aquatic habitat and
suffocates fish eggs and other bottom-

Pnrnary Contac~ -
dwelling organisms. Excessive siltation s ....~.g

can also interfere with drinking water
435,807 3 11 13 5

treatment processes and recreational use               ¯
Secondary Contact 76

possible fecal contamination that may 2~.7o7 2 ~4 7

cause waters to be unsafe for swimming D.~o~ogW0~So~

and other recreational activities. Both
pollutants raise the costs of drinking I J-~Fr~A~,oolt~o

water treatment to remove them.
I ~3 i I336,69__0            <I        2         I         0

States and otheijurisdictions reported
This figure presents a tally of the river and stream miles for eachagriculture as the most widespread key designated use. For each use, the figure presents the
percentage of assessed waters in each water quality category. ..
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source of pollution in assessed r,vers Leading Pollutants and Sources
and streams. Agricultural actiwues may Impairing Assessed Rivers and Streams
introduce siltation, nutrients, pesticides,

Leading Pollutants/Stressors                                       Milesand organic matter that deplete oxygen
Percent of IMPAIRED River Milesin surface water. Nutrients and pesticides 0 10    20    30    40    60    60

can also leach into and contaminate .......
;iltat~on                                              I 111,228

ground water. While the impact of Pathogens (Bacteria) 1103,616

agricultural activities is significant, it N~tr,ents i 84,071
Oxygen, Depleting Substances i 67,662

should be considered in context of the Metals 60.070
amount of land supporting agricultural Pest,cities ~ 44.791

Habitat Alterations                                                                 43,483
activities. According to the 1997 Census Thermal Modifications ~ ! 37.298

of Agriculture, 41% of the continental 0 5 10 15 20
United States, about 900 million acres, Percent of ASSESSED River Miles

is used for agricultural production.
Leading Sources                                                 Miles

Other leading sources of pollution in Percent of IMPAIRED River Miles
assessed rivers and streams include 0 10 20 30 40 so 60 70

hydromodifications such as flow Agriculture 170,750

Hydromodification 57,763
regulation and modification, Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers ~ ~/" i 32,310
channelization, dredging, and Municipa~ Point Sources ~ ! 29,087

construction of dams--which may
Resource Extraction ~ 25,231
Forestry m 20,020

alter a river’s habitat in such a way Land Disposal m
1 19,928

that it becomes less suitable for aquatic Habitat Modification ~ 18,451

life--and urban area runoff and storm 0 s 10 15 20 26
Percent of ASSESSED River Miles

sewer discharges.
These bar charts present the leading pollutants and sources reported by the

Lakes, Reservoirs, states. The percent scale on the lower axis compares the miles impacted to
the total ASSESSED miles. The upper axis compares the miles impacted to

and Ponds the total IMPAIRED miles.

There are a total of 41 ,’593,748 acres I~:~|~1"

of lakes, reservoirs and ponds in the Summary of State Assessments
United States. In 1998, states and other Of Lakes, Reservoirs, and Ponds
jurisdictions assessed 42%, or about Tota, Lakes ASSESSED Lakes

41.6 million acres 17.4 million" acres
17.4 million acres. Altogether, states __ 9%

~
Good, but Threatened

andjurisdictions reported that of the /" 1.6 miltion acres

/42% of lake acres assessed, 55% fully 46%
Good { - 45%Not

support all of their uses and 45% are Assessed 7.9 acres~
7.9 million acresmillion\ IMPAIRED

impaired. They also reported that 9%
of the assessed acres are full~, supporting
but threatened for one or more uses "Includes acres assessed as not attainable.
(Figure 5).

States assessed 42% of lake, reservoir, and pond acres for the 1998
305(b) report. For the subset of assessed waters, 45% are rated as
good, 9% as good but threatened, and 45% as impaired.
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More lake, reservoir, and pond acres were
reported as impaired for aquatic life use

support than any other assessed use (Figure
6). However, where fish consumption use
Was assessed, it was.responsible for a higher
percentage of impaired acres. (Many states

did not evaluate fish consumption use
support in lakes because they have not Individual Use Support in Lakes, Reservoirs, and Ponds
included this use in their water quality

Good Good Fair Poor     Not
standards.) Through separate tracking of D.~g..tod A~re~ (Fully (Threatened) (Partially (Not Attainable

Use          Assessed Supporting)               Supporting) Supporting)

state fish consumption advisories, EPA
Aquatic L~fe Support

estimates that about 6.5 million lake acres
were under fish consumption advisories in ~~ 12,245,274 13 23 6 <1
1998.

According to the states and other
Pnm~ry Contactjurisdictions, nutrients are the most

69common pollutant affecting assessed lakes,
15

reservoirs, and ponds (Figure 7). While 14,413,872~ 5 <1

healthy lake ecosystems contain nutrients
iecondaryC ...... I

78

in small quantities from natural sources, |[

too many nutrients disrupt the balance
of lake ecosystems. Nutrient overenrichment

can initiate a chain of impacts that includes 8,4~,z8~ ~ ~ ~ o
algal blooms, low dissolved oxygen

conditions, fish kills, foul odors, and 4,7os,~z~ 1 , , , 0
excessive aquatic weed growth that can
interfere with recreational activities. This figure presents a tally of the lake, pond, and reservoir acres

assessed for each key designated use. For each use, the figure
Metals are the second most common presents the percentage of assessed waters in each water quality

category.
pollutants in assessed lake acres, mainly due
to the widespread detection of mercury in
fish tissue samples. The mercury problem is

especially complex because it often includes
atmospheric transport from power-generating

,facilities, waste incinerators, and other sources.

The most widespread source of pollution
reported for assessed lakes is agriculture,
followed by hydrologic modification, urban

runoff and storm sewers, municipal point
sources, and atmospheric deposition
(Figure 7).
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Coastal Resources--
Leading Pollutants and Sources Impairing Estuaries, The Great Lakes, OceanAssessed Lakes, Reservoirs, and Ponds Shoreline Waters, and Coral Reefs

Leading Pollutants/Stressors                                       Acres
The United States’ extensive coastal

Percent of IMPAIRED Lake Acres
resources include nearly 67,000 miles of0 10 20 30 40 50

’ ’ ’ ’ 3.454,361Nutrients I
ocean shoreline, more than 5,500 miles

Metals | 2,111.056 of Great Lakes shoreline, about 90,500
s~tat~on ~ 1.172.738 square miles of tidal estuaries, and
Oxygen-Depleting Substances 1,101,936
Suspended Solids ~ 802,270 extensive coral reef areas.
Noxious Aquatic Plants ~ 665,575
Excess Algal Growth ~ 626,514 Estuaries

0         5         10        15        20        25
There are 90,465 square miles of

Percent of ASSESSED Lake Acres

estuaries in the United States. Estuaries
Leading Sources Acres are where rivers meet oceans, and they

Percent of IMPAIRED Lake Acres inchJde bays and tidal rivers. They serve
0 10 20 30 40 50, ~ i , , ’ I as nursery areas for many commercial

Agricultur~ II 2,417.801 fish and most shellfish populations,
Hydromod~ficat~on ~ 1,179,344
Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers ~ l ~_/" 931,567 including shrimp, oysters, crabs, and
Municipal Point Sources ~ 866,116 scallops. States and other jurisdictions
Atmospheric Depos,t,on / 616.7Ol assessed 32% of the total square miles ofIndustrial Point Sources ~ 502.760
Habitat Modif, cat~on m 417.662 estuaries in the country (Figure 8).
Land Disposal m 381,073~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Altogether, states and otherjurisdictions

o 8 lo 15 2o 28 reported that of the 32% of estuarinePercent of ASSESSED Lake Acres

square miles .assessed, 56% fully support
These bar charts present the leading pollutants and sources reported by the designated uses and 44% are impaired.states. The percent scale on the lower axis compares the acres impacted to
the total ASSESSED acres. The upper axis compares the acres impacted to They reported that 9% of the assessed
the total IMPAIRED acres, square miles are fully supporting but

threatened for one or more uses. Aquatic

life use is the most frequently impaired
Summary of State Assessments of Estuaries

individual use in assessed estuaries
Total Estuaries ASSESSED Estuaries (Figure 9).90,465 square miles 28,687 square miles

9%

ThreatenedGood, butStates reported that bacteria (pathogens)
2.766 square
miles are the most common pollutants

47%
Good 44% affecting assessed estuaries. Most states

13,439 IMPAIRED
12,482 square monitor indicator bacteria, such as
miles

Esherichia coli, which provide evidence
that an estuary is contaminated with

~sewage that may contain numerous
viruses and bacteria that cause illness inStates assessed 32% of estuary square miles for the 1998 305(b) report.

For the subset of assessed waters, 56% are rated as good, 9% as good people. Humans can become exposed to
but threatened, and 44% as impaired.
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¯-~ "-- these pathogens by consuming contaminated
Good wa

fish and shellfish or contacting or ingestingsupports sh~
contaminated water during swimming.

In addition to pathogens, the states also reported

that oxygen depletion from organic wastes, metals,
nutrients, thermal modifk~ations, PCBs, and priority

Individual Use Support in Estuaries toxic chemicals impacts more square miles of
Percent

Square Good Good Fair Poor Not estuarine waters than other pollutants and
Designated Miles (Fully (Threatened) (Partially (Not    Attainable

Use Assessed Supporting) Supporting) Supporting) stressors.

~ 29 storm sewers are cited as the most widespread
22,447 11 5 0

,,,, c .....p,,oo sources of pollution in assessed estuaries

~ 6a (Figure 10). These urban sources are significant34
ls,2~o 2 1 0 contributors to the degradation of estuarine waters

18,212 3 14 .~3 o estuaries.

,......g

8i
The Great Lakes

~ 21,214 3 S 4 0
There are 5,521miles of Great Lakes shoreline in the

I &]

8m United States. The Great Lakes contain nearly one-

lo,8o3 4 ~ 1s 1 o fifth of the fresh surface water on earth. Despite
their large size, the Great Lakes are sensitive to the

This figure presents a tally of the estuary square miles
assessed for each key designated use. For each use, the effects of a broad range of contaminants that ente~
figure presents the percentage of assessed waters in each the Lakes from polluted air, ground water, surface
water quality category, water, wastewater discharges, and overland runoff.

For the 1998 report, five of the eight Great Lakes

states assessed conditions of 90% of the nation’s
total Great Lakes shoreline miles (Figure 11). The

states reported that of the 90% of assessed
shoreline miles, 4% fully support designated uses

and 96% are impaired. They also report that 2%
of the assessed.waters are fully supporting but
threatened for one more uses.

The reporting states indicated that the greatest
impacts to Great Lakes shoreline are on fishing
activities (Figure 12). The states bordering the

Great Lakes have issued advisories to restrict
consumption of fish caught along their entire

shorelines. Depending upon the location, mercury,
PCBs, pesticides, or dioxins are found in fish tissues

10
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Leading Pollutants and Sources
Impairing Estuaries

Leading Pollutants/Stressors Miles

Percent of IMPAIRED Estuarine Square Miles
0     10     20     30     40     50     60

Pathogens (Bacteria) I 5,919

Oxygen-Depleting Substances 5.185

Metals 3.431

Nu0"ients 2,880

Thermal Modifications 2,222

PCBs 1.315

Priority Toxic Organic Chemicals ! 806

0 5 10 15 20 25
Percent of ASSESSED Estuarine Square Miles

Leading Sources Miles

Percent of IMPAIRED Estuarine Square Miles
0 10 20 30 40 50

Municipal Point Sources 3,528

Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers ~ ~,~o1" 3,482

Atmospheric Deposition 2,922

Industrial Discharges 1,926

Agriculture 1,827

Land Disposal of Wastes 1,508

Combined Sewer Overflow 1,451

0    5     10    15    2O    25
Percent of ASSESSED Estuarine Square Miles

These bar charts present the leading
pollutants and sources reported by the states.
The percent scale on the lower axis compares
the square miles impacted to the total
ASSESSED square miles. The upper axis Summary of State Assessments
compares the square miles impacted of Great Lakes Shoreline
to the total IMPAIRED square miles.

Total Great Lakes Shoreline ASSESSED Great Lakes Shoreline
5,521 miles 4,950 miles

2% Good
96%

MPA RED
4,762 m~les

Threatened
. 103 miles

States assessed 90% of Great Lake shoreline miles for the 1998 305(b)
report. For the subset of assessed waters, 2% are rated as good, 2% as
good but threatened, and 96% as impaired.

11
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at levels that exceed standards set to protect
human health. Goo(~ Water quality

SUpPorts SWimming
Priority organic chemicals, pesticides, and and drinking Water
nonpriority organic chemicals are the most supplies in 98% of the

common pollutants affecting the waters
along the Great Lakes shoreline, according

to the three states that reported on
pollutants and sources (Figure 13). These Individual Use Support in the Great Lakes

Percent
states reported that atmospheric deposition, Good Good Fair    Poor    Not

Designated Miles (Fully (Threatened) (Partially (Not Attainablediscontinued discharges from factories that u,~ Assessed~JppertJng) Supl~rdng) ~ppor~Jng)

no longer operate, and contaminated Aqua,,~L,foSoppo,,
sediments are the primary sources of these

36
pollutants.                                                  1,7oo       __

FIsh Consump!ion

Ocean Shoreline Waters
4,950     4       0                     0

There are 66,645 miles of ocean shoreline
Swimming 97

in the United States, including Alaska.

~ 1Our ocean shoreline waters provide ~ 3,933 1 2 <1 0
critical habitat for various life stages of Se~ondaryContacL 99

commercial fish and shellfish (such as
A l /shrimp), provide habitat for endangered 3,827 <1 1 o o

D~’lnking Water $uppt,j 98

species (such as sea turtles), and support

~ Ipopular recreational activities, including 3,827 0 0 2 0

sport fishing and swimming. Despite their A~.0u~,o~ lOO

vast size and volume, oceans are vulnerable
~ I

/to impacts from pollutants, especially in 3,250 0 0 0 0

nearshore waters that receive inputs from This figure presents a tally of the Great Lakes shoreline miles
assessed for each key designated use. For each use, the figureadJoining surface wa.ters, ground water, presents the percentage of assessed waters in each water quality

wastewater discharges, and nonpoint category.
source runoff.

Fifteen of the 27 coastal states and territories
assessed conditions in 5% of the nation’s
total ocean shoreline miles (Figure 14).

The states and territories reported that of
the 5% assessed, 88% of ocean shoreline

miles fully support designated uses and 12%
are impaired. They reportthat 8% of the

assessed miles are threatened for one or
more uses.
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Leading Pollutants and Sources
Impairing Great Lakes Shoreline

Leading Pollutants/Stressors Miles

Percent of IMPAIRED Great Lakes Shoreline Miles
0 5 10 15 20 25 30

Priority Toxic Organic Chemicals 1,391

Pesticides 1 ,O17

Nonpriority Organic Chemicals 1,017

Nutrients 234

Pathogens (Bacteria) 186

Oxygen.Depleting Substances 175

Metals ! 143

0 5 10 15 20 25 30
Percent of ASSESSED Great Lakes Shoreline Miles

Leading Sources Miles

Percent of IMPAIRED Great Lakes Shoreline Miles
0 5 10 15 20 25

Atmospheric Deposition 1,017

Discontinued Discharges from 1,017Pipes" i
Contaminated Sediments 684

Industrial Discharges ! 140

Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers I 134

Agriculture 133

Municipal Point Sources ! 120

0 5 10 15 20 25

Percent of ASSESSED Great Lakes Shoreline Miles

These bar charts present the leading
pollutants and sources reported by the
states. The percent scale on the lower Summary of State Assessments
axis compares the miles impacted to the of Ocean Shorelinetotal ASSESSED miles. The upper axis
compares the miles impacted to the tot,~ Ocean Shoreline ASSESSED Ocean Shoreline
total IMPAIRED miles, s6.r~s miles 3,130° miles

8%
but

Threatened
257 miles

States assessed 5% of ocean ,12%
shoreline miles for the 1998 ’IMPAIRED
305(b) report. For the subset 377miles

of assessed waters, 80% are
rated as good, 8% as good
but threatened, and 12% as
impaired. *Includes miles assessed as not attainable.
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Swimming was the most frequently

assessed use in ocean shorehne waters
(Figure 15).

Bacteria (pathogens), turbidity, and excess

nutrients are the most common pollutants
affecting the assessed ocean shoreline.
The primary sources of pollution to

assessed shoreline miles include urban Individual Use Support in Ocean Shoreline Waters
runoff and storm sewers and land disposal ~,t

Good Good Fair Poor    Not
of wastes (Figure 16). Designated Mil~ (Fully O’hreatened) (Partially (Not Attainable

Use A&~sed Supporting) Supporting) S~pporting)

Coral Reefs e7

Coral reefs are among the most /~ ,,70~ ~ , , z o
productive ecosystems in the ocean. ~F"’c .....~,,oo "~4

They are inhabited by a wide variety
~ ~eo z lo 4 oof fish, invertebrates, and plant species s,e,r,,h,ng

and provide importent economic

~1 elopportunities, primarily in terms of fishing 1,141 0 11 <1 O
and tourism. Coral reefs are found in three        ~ ..... ~Co~,~:~-

Swlmrnlng

states--Hawaii, Florida, and Texas, and [ ..~
eo

five U.S. territories~American Samoa, ~ 2,138 9 8 Z 0

Guam, Northern Mariana Islands, Puerto s~o,~coo,~, 93

Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands ~
(Figure 17). ~ . 1,o~e 1 I s 1 0

This figure presents a tally of the ocean shoreline miles assessed
Recent evidence indicates that coral reefs for each key designated use. For each use, the figure presents the
are deteriorating worldwide. To prevent percentage of assessed waters in each water quality catego~

further deterioration of coral ecosystems,
President Clinton signed Executive Order

13089 on Coral Reef Protection. This
order created the U.S. Coral Reef Task

Force, composed of representatives from
the states and territories with coral
resources. In response, these areas have

initiated or increased efforts to identify
the causes of coral reef degradation and
approaches to prevent further loss.

Efforts are under way in Hawaii, Florida,

and American Samoa to assess the status
of coral reefs and identify pollutants
and stressors to coral reef ecosystems.
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Leading Pollutants and Sources
Impairing Ocean Shoreline

Leading Pollutants/Stressors Miles

Percent of IMPAIRED Shoreline Miles
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Pathogens (bacteria) 290

Turbidity 176

Nutrients 167

Suspended solids 108

Siltation 105

pH 51

Metals 44

0 5 10
Percent of ASSESSED Shoreline Miles

Leading Sources Miles

Percent of IMPAIRED Shoreline Miles
0     10     20     30     40     50     60 70

Urban Runoff/Storm ~ L~.~\’ :~36Sewers
Land Disposal 117

Municipal Point Sources ; 96

Spills 65

Industrial Point Sources ! 52

Agriculture 48
Recreation and 40Tourism Activities
Construction 34

0 5 10
Percent of ASSESSED Shoreline Miles

These bar charts present the leading pollutants and
sources reported by the states. The percent scale on
the lower axis compares the miles impacted to the United States Coral Reef Areas
total ASSESSED miles. The upper axis compares the
miles impacted to the total IMPAIRED miles.

,Texas <1%
Islands 1%

Guam 1%
Florida Keys 2%
~,merican Samoa 2%

Puerto Rico 3%

4%

N. Mariana Islands 3%
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The findings will be used to develop management Eleven states and tribes listed sources of recent

actions to protect coral reefs in these areas. Coral wetlands loss in their 1998 305(b) reports. Eight states
reef stressors identified to date include invasive cited agriculture as a leading source of current losses.

species, marine debris,, petroleum spills, nutrient Other losses were due to construction of roads,
runoff, and septic discharges, highways, and bridges; residential growth and urban

development; filling and/or draining; construction;
Wetlands industrial development; commercial development; and

Wetlands are intermittently or permanently flooded channelization.

areas that are the link between land and water. The The states and tribes are making progress in
functions and values of healthy wetlands include the incorporating wetlands into water quality standards
following:                                       and developing designated uses and criteria specifically

for wetlands. But many states and tribes still lack.¯ Storage of water - Wetlands help prevent

flooding by storing and slowing the flow of wetland-specific designated uses, criteria, and

water through a watershed, monitoring programs for wetlands. Without criteria
and monitoring data, most states and tribes cannot

¯ Storage of sediment and nutrients -
evaluate use support.

Wetlands act like filters that purify water in a
watershed. Ground Water

¯ Growth and reproduction of plants and
Ground water--water found in natural underground

animals - Wetlands produce a wealth of natural
formations called aquifers--is an important component

products, including fish and shellfish, wildlife,
of our nation’s fresh water resources. About 77,500

timber, and wild rice.
million gallons of the nation’s ground water are

¯ Diversity of plants and animals - Wetlands withdrawn daily for use in drinking and bathing,
are critical to the survival of a wide variety of irrigation of crop lands, livestock watering, mining,
plants and animals, including numerous rare or industrial and commercial uses, and thermoelectric
endangered species as we!l as many species of cooling applications (Figure 18). Unfortunately, this
great commercial value to man. valuable resource is vulnerable to contamination,

and ground water contaminant problems are beingIt is estimated that over 200 million acres of

wetlands existed in the lower 48 states at the time of
reported throughout the country. Ground water

contamination can occur through relatively wellEuropean settlement. Since then, extensive wetlands
defined, localized pollution plumes emanating fromacreage has been lost, with many of the original

wetlands drained and converted to farmland and
spec.ific sources such as leaking underground storage

tanks, or it can occur as a general deterioration ofurban areas. Today, less than half of our nation’s
original wetlands remain. Recent federal studies ground water quality over a wide area due to diffuse

estimate an average net loss of wetlands around nonpoint sources such as agricultural fertilizer
and pesticide applications, septic systems, and100,000 acres per year in the contiguous United
urban runoff.States. Although losses continue to decline, we still

have to make progress toward our Administration’s Based on results reported by states in their 1998
goal of an annuaJ net gain of 100,000 wetland acres 305(b) reports, ground water quality in the nation is
per year by the year 2005 and every year thereafter, good and can support the many different uses of this
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resource. However, despite these pos,t,ve results, How Does Impaired
measurable negative impacts to aquifers across the
nation have been detected, and they are usually traced Water Quality Impact
back to human activities.

Public Health and
States identified leaking underground storage tanks as
an important potential threat to our nation’sground-- -’/ quat c Life?
water resources. This was based on the sheer number

Water pollution threatens both public health and
of underground storage tanks and the risk posed to

aquatic life. Public health may be threatened directly
human health and the environment from releases.

through the consumption of contaminated food or
States also report that the organic chemicals found in

drinking water or indirectly through skin exposure to
petroleum products such as gasoline are common

contaminants present in recreational and boating
ground water contaminants. Other potential sources of

waters. Aquatic organisms can be affected by the
ground water contamination include septic systems,

presence of toxic chemicals in their environment and
landfills, industrial facilities, fertilizer and pesticide

are also particularly susceptible to changes in the
applications, accidental spills, surface impoundments,

physical quality of their environments, such as changes
and animal feedlots. Contaminants occur in the form

in pH, temperature, dissolved oxygen, and habitat.
of organic compounds, metals, and nitrate.

Public Health Concerns
Assessing the quality of our nation’s ground water
resources is no easy task. An accurate and The 1998 EPA Listing of Fish and Wildlife Advisories

representative assessment of ambient ground water listed 2,506 advisories in effect in 47 states, the District

quality requires a well-planned and well-executed of Columbia, and American Samoa (Figure 19).

monitoring plan. Although the 305(b) ground water Mercury, PCBs, chlordane, dioxins, and DDT (with its

program is improving, there is still much to be done. byproducts) caused 99% of all the fish consumption

States need to increase their monitoring coverage and advisories in effect in 1998.

focus on collecting ground water data that are most In their 1998 305(b) reports, 11 of the 27 coastal
representative of the resource,                        states and jurisdictions reported shellfish harvesting

restrictions in over 2,300 square miles of estuarine

waters. These areas are monitored for bacteria as part
of the National Shellfish Sanitation Program.National Ground Water Use

Irrigation 63% Advisories were also issued to warn the public about
commercial 1% health risks from water-based recreation. Sixteen states

I Thermoelectric 1% and tribes identified 240 sites where recreation was
-- Livestock Watering 3%

restricted at least once during the reporting cycle.
-- Domestic Supply 4%

-- Mining 3% The states and tribes identified sewage treatment plant

-- Industrial 5% bypasses and malfunctions, urban runoff and storm

sewers, and faulty septic systems as the most common
sources of elevated bacteria concentrations in bathing

~ Public Supply 20% areas.

Source: Estimated Use of Water in the United States in 1995,
U.S. Geological Survey Circular 1200, 1998.
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Thirty-eight states, tribes, and other

jurisdictions provided information about Fish and Wildlife Consumption Advisories
the degree to which drinking water use is in the United States
met. Of the 23% of river and stream miles

assessed, only 3% do not support drinking
water where it is a designated use; of the

42% of lake and reservoir acres assessed,
-12o

5% do not support drinking water use.’                                                     48.
14

Increasingly, states are coordinating
their efforts under the Safe Drinking
Water Act (SDWA) and the Clean Water
Act (CWA) to assess sources of drinking
water. SDWA requires states to determine

the susceptibility to contamination of
Virgin Islandsdrinking water sources, while the CWA ~ Number of Advisories in Effect

calls for them to assess the ability of ,~ ,~rnencan Samoa (December 1998)
~ owaters to support drinking water use. ~ 1.1o
~ 11-20Assessments under both laws will provide ~- 21-30
~ 31-50the information necessary for states to

develop tailored monitoring programs ¯Statewide Advisory

and for water systems to work with states Note: States that perform routine fish tissue analysis (such as the Great Lakes
and local governments to protect drinking states) will detect more cases of fish contamination and issue more

water sources, advisories than states with less rigorous fish sampling programs. In many
cases, the states with the most fish advisories support the best monitor-
ing programs for measuring toxic contamination in fish, and their water
quality may be no worse than the water quality in other states.

Aquatic Ecosystem Concerns

A fish kill is one of the most obvious
effects of pollution on aquatic life. This community to another. An example is the shift of a cold

phenomenon is normally attributed to water trout stream to a warm water carp-dominated stream.

exceptionally low dissolved oxygen Changes in aquatic community structure and function may

levels--usually due to excessive nutrients occur due to a variety of reasons, but the most common are
in the water--or to the discharge of toxic an elevation of temperature, a lowering of available
contaminants to the water column. A dissolved oxygen, and an increase in sedimentation due to
more insidious impact of pollution on land use practices within the watershed.
aquatic organisms is the development of

The persistence of chemicals in bottom sediment poses risks
growths, lesions, and eroded fins, or

to both aquatic life and humans. These chemicals may be
increased body burden of toxic chemicals.

toxic to bottom-dwelling aquatic organisms. Some of these

The most common impact of pollution on chemicals, like mercury and PCBs, bioaccumulate in fish

aquatic life is the shift of a waterbody’s tissue and pose a potential threat to humans and other

naturally occurring and self-sustaining organisms that consume the fish. In their 1998 305(b)
population from one type of aquatic reports, 11 states and tribes listed 115 separate sites with

contaminated sediments. These states and tribes most
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frequently listed metals, PCBs. pesticides, PAHs, and sources, implementing permitting programs to address

other priority organic chemicals as the source of point sources, and developing and implementing best

contamination. They identified industrial and municipal management practices to control nonpoint source

discharges (both past and present), landfills, resource pollution.

extraction, and abandoned hazardous waste disposal Significant resources are dedicated to restoring and
sites as the primary sources of contamination. maintaining water quality. Water quality monitoring

and assessment is a critical tool to help ensure that
What Is Being these resourcesareusedeffectivelytoachievewater
Done to Restore ~u~i~ goals. EPA and state environmental agencies

recognize that water quality monitoring and

and Maintain assessment programs need continued strengthening

to be able to evaluate the effectiveness .of water quality
Water Quality? protection and restoration efforts.

Public polls consistently document that Americans EPA continues to .work with states and other partners
value water quality. In addition to its economic to increase the quality and comprehensiveness of water
benefits, clean water provides recreational and quality monitoring and assessment programs. This is
aesthetic benefits. As a result, local, state, and federal achieved through data sharing and development of
agencies, the private sector, and other organizations consistent monitoring designs and assessment criteria.
are working to improve water quality. According to EPA provides technical assistance, guidance, and
President Clinton’s Clean WaterAct Initiative: Analysis resources for monitoring design and implementation.
of Costs and Benefits, these partners spend between EPA and its partners including states, tribes, other
$63 billion and $65 billion dollars each year to federal agencies, and other public and private
improve and protect water quality, monitoring organizations are developing a

Consolidated Assessment and Listing MethodologyThis study estimated that private sources spend a
(CALM) that will provide a consistent approach forcombined total of about $30 billion per year on

pollution prevention and control efforts. Agriculture characterizing water quality under both Sections

spends another $500 million per year on activities 305(b) and 303(d) of the Clean Water Act.

that reduce its impact on water quality, including
implementation of best management practices to For more information on CALM, visit EPA’s website at
control the effects of nonpoint source runoff, www.epa.gov/owow/monitoring/wqreport.html.
Municipalities spend a total of $23 billion per year,
primarily on wastewater treatment plants, drinking

water treatment, and storm water pollution control.

State governments dedicate almost $500 million and

federal governments dedicate almost $10 billion to
water resource protection and restoration efforts each
year. These efforts include developing and revising

water quality standards, monitoring and assessing
water quality, characterizing causes and sources of
impairment, developing total maximum daily loads

and allocating these loads to point and nonpoint
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For More Information
For more information about the National Water Quality Inventory:
1998 Report to Congress, visit EPA’s Office of Water 305(b) website
at http://www.epa.gov/305b, call EPA’s Assessment and Watershed
Protection Division at (202) 260-7040, or contact:

U.S. EPA (4503F)
Assessment and Watershed Protection Division
401 M Street, SW
Washington, DC 20460

For a copy of the National Water Quality Inventory: !998 Report to
Congress (EPA-841-R-00-001) or related materials, call 1-800-490-
9198, fax your order to EPA’s National Service Center for
Environmental Publications at (513) 489-8695 (include EPA number
and document title), or send your order to:

National Service Center for Environmental Publications
11029 Kenwood Road, Building 5
Cincinnati, OH 45242

[3 National Water Quality Inventory: 1998 Report to Congress
(434 pages) (EPA841-R-00-001)

53 National Water Quality Inventory: 1998 Report to Congress
Appendixes (diskette) (EPA841 -C-00-001)

El Water Quality Conditions in the United States: A Profile from the
NatiOnal Water Quality Inventory: 1998 Report to Congress
(2 pages) (EPA841-F-O0-006)
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United States Office of Water (4503F) EPA-84 I-F-00-006
Environmental Protection Washington, DC 20460 June 2000
Agency

Water Quality Conditions in the United States: A Profile from the 1998
National Water Quality Inventory Report to Congress

States, tribes, territories and interstate commissions report that, in ]998, about 40% of U.S.
streams, lakes and estuaries that were assessed were not clean enough to support uses such
as fishing and swimming. About 32% of U.S. waters were assessed for this national inventory
of water quality. Leading pollutants in impaired waters include siltation, bacteria, nutrients
and metals. Runoff from agricultural lands and urban areas are the primary sources of these
pollutants. Although the U.S. has made significant progress in cleaning up polluted waters
over the past 30years, much remains to be done to restore and proteet the Nation’s waters.

Findings

Recent water quality data finds that more than 291,000 miles of assessed rivers and streams
do not meet water quality standards. Across all types ofwaterbodies, states, territories, tribes
and other jurisdictions report that poor water quality affects aquatic life, fish consumption,
swimming, and drinking water. In their 1998 reports, states assessed 840,000 miles of rivers
and 17.4 million acres of lakes, including 150,000 more river miles and 600,000 more lake
acres than in their previous reports in 1996.

Summary of Quality of Assessed Rivers, Lakes, and Estuaries

Amount Good but
Total Asa~ed" Good 1]~eatened Polluted

Waterbody Type Size (% of Tofai) (% of Assessed) (% of Assessed) (% of Assessed)

~ Rivers 3,662,255 842,426 463,441 85,544 291,264
(miles) (23%) (55%) (10%) (35%)

Lakes 41,593,748 1’7,390,370 7,927,486 1.565,175 7,897,110
(acres) (42%) (46%) (9%) (45%)

~ Estuaries 90,465 28,68~ 13,439 2,766 12,482
(sq. miles) (32%) (47%) (10%) (44%)

"Includes waterbodies assessed as not attainable for one or more uses.

Note: percentages may not add up to 100% due to roundir~j.

Of the assessed ocean shoreline miles, 12% are impaired, primarily because of bacteria,
turbidity and excess nutrients. Primary sources of pollution include urban runoff, storm
se~ers and land disposal of wastes. States assessed only 5% of the Nation’s ocean shoreline
miles.
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States also l’ound that 96",, of’assessed Great Lakes shoreline miles are impaired, primarily
due to pollutants m fish tissue at lex els that exceed standards to protect human health. States
assessed 90% of Great Lakes shoreline miles.

Leading Pollutants and Sources" Causing Impairment in Assessed R~ve~s, Lakes, and Estuaries

Rive~ and Streams Lakes, Ponds, and Reservoirs Es~

Siltation Nut~m-nts Patlmcjens (1]a~tena)

Pathogens {Bacteria} Metals Organic Enr~chmentl
Low D~ssolved Oxygen

Nutrients S~ltation Metals

Agriculture Agr=cuRure Mun=c,pal Po,nt Sources

Hydrom~x:lifw.ation Hydromod~/icat~on L.~an Rur~l’ftStorm Sewers

Urban Runoff/Stcxm S~ers Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers Atmospt~eri¢ Deposition

"Ex¢lud=r}g urlkrvowtl, r’~aR=ral, arid "o{hgr’ saxlr¢os

Wetlands are being lost in the United States at a rate of about 100,000 acres per. year in the
contiguous United States. Eleven states and tribes listed sources of recent wetland loss;
conversion for agricultural uses, road construction, and residential development are leading
reasons for loss.

The states found that ground water quality is good and can support many different uses.
However, measurable negative impacts have been detected and are commonly traced back to
sources such as leaking underground storage tanks, septic systems, and landfills.

Reporting Under the Clean Water Act

This National Water Quality Inventory is the twelfth biennial report to Congress prepared
under Section 305(b) of the Clean Water Act. It contains information from each state on the
quality of our nation’s rivers, lakes, wetlands, estuaries, coastal waters, and ground water,
along with information on public health and aquatic life eoncems. It serves as a snapshot of
water quality conditions across the country.

To assess water quality, states and other jurisdictions compare their monitoring results to the
water quality standards they have set for their waters. These standards consist of designated
uses (such as drinking, swimming, or fishing), criteria to protect those uses (such as
chemical-specific thresholds that should not be exceeded), and an antidegradation policy
intended to keep waters that do meet standards from deteriorating from their current-
condition.

Under Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act, there is a second reporting requirement -- that
states provide lists of all of their impaired waters. These lists are then used to prioritize state
restoration activities. This is accomplished through the development of Total Maximum Daib
Loads (TMDLs), calculations of the amount of a pollutant that a waterbody can receive and
still meet water quality standards. A TMDL is the sum of all allowable loads of a single
pollutant from all contributing point and nonpoint sources. It includes reductions needed to
n)eet water quality standards and allocates those reductions among sources in the watershed.

Information reported by the states under the two Clean Water Act reporting requirements is



generally con.~stcnt, although the 303(d) lists often include specific information from more
targeted mollilorlr~g activities. This inf’onnation clearly points to the need to restore polluted
waters and maintain the quality of xvaters that currently meet. standards. In August 1999, EPA
announced a new proposal for a strengthened TMDL program. Since August, EPA has worke¢
to incorporate comments from stakeholders and to refine the proposal to be an effective,
common-sense approach to water restoration led by states, territories, and tribes in partnershil:
with federal and local governments, and local communities.

For Further Information

For a copy of the National Water Qualio’ Inventory: 1998 Report to Congress (EPA
841-R-00-001), visit www.epa.gov/305b/or call the EPA’s National Service Center for
Environmental Publications at 800-490-9198.

National Water Qualit’r’ Inventor: 1998 Report Home

EPA HOMEPAGE / OFFICE OF WATER ! OWOW HOMEPAGE / HOTLINES / COMMENTS / SEARCH
Environmental Protection Agency’s Office of Water

Email: OW-Generalffbeoamail.eoa,aov

This page was updated Thursday, June 29, 2000 05:25:31
http:Hwww.epa.gov/305b/98report/98summao’.html
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 EPA Water Quality Conditions in the United States
A Profile from the 1998 National Water Quality Inventory
Report to Congress

States, tribes, territories, and interstate commissions report that, in 1998, about 40% of U.S. streams, lakes, and
estuaries that were assessed were not clean enough to support uses such as fishing and swimming. About 32% of U.&
waters were assessed for this national inventory of water quality. Leading pollutants in impaired waters include siltation,
bacteria, nutrients, and metals. Runoff from agricultural lands and urban areas are the primary sources of these pollu-
tants. Although the United States has made significant progress in cleaning up polluted waters over the past 30 years,
much remains to be done to restore and protect the nation’s waters.

Findings States also found that 96% of assessed Great Lakes
shoreline miles are impaired, primarily due to pollut-Recent water quality data find that more than
ants in fish tissue at levels that exceed standards to

291,000 miles of assessed rivers and streams do not
meet water quality standards. Across all types of water-

protect human health. States.assessed 90% of Great
Lakes shoreline miles.bodies, states, territories, tribes, and other jurisdictions

report that poor water quality affects aquatic life, fish Wetlands are being lost in the contiguous United
consumption, swimming, and drinking water. In their States at a rate of about 100,000 acres per year. Eleven
1998 reports, states assessed 840,000 miles of rivers states and tribes listed sources of recent wetland loss;
and 17.4 million acres of lakes, including 150,000 conversion for agricultural uses, road construction, and
more river miles and 600,000 more lake acres than residential development are leading reasons for loss.
in their previous reports in 1996.

The states found that ground water quality is good
Of the assessed ocean shoreline miles, 12% are and can support many different uses. However,
impaired, primarily because of bacteria, turbidity, measurable negative impacts have been detected
and excess nutrients. Primary sources of pollution and are commonly traced back to sources such as
include urban runoff, storm sewers, and land disposal leaking underground storage tanks, septic systems,
of wastes. States assessed only 5% of the nation’s and landfills.
ocean shoreline miles.

Summary of Quality of Assessed Rivers, Lakes, and Estuaries

Amount Good but
Total Assessed* Good Threatened Polluted

Waterbody Type Size (% of Total) (% of Assessed) (% of Assessed) ¯(% of Assessed)

~ Rivers 3,662,255 842,426 463,441 85,544 291,264
(miles) (23%) (55%) (10%) (35%)

~-~=~ Lakes 41,593,748 17,390,370 7,927,486 1,565,175 7,897,110
(acres) (42%) (46%) (9%) (45%)

~ Estuaries 90,465 28,687 13,439 2,766 12,482
(sq. miles) (32%) (47%) (10%) (44%)

*Includes waterbodies assessed as not attainable for one or more uses.

Note: percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
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Leading Pollutants and Sources* Causing Impairment in Assessed Rivers, Lakes, and Estuaries

Rivers and Streams Lakes, Ponds, and Reservoirs Estuaries

Siltation Nutrients Pathogens (Bacteria)

~ Pathogens (Bacteria) Metals Organic Enrichment/
-~ Low Dissolved Oxygen

Nutrients Siltation Metals

~
Agriculture Agriculture Municipal Point Sources

= Hydromodification Hydromodification Urb.an Runoff/Storm Sewers

Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers Atmospheric Deposition

*Excluding unknown, natural, and "other" sources.

Reporting Under the Clean Water Act able loads of a single pollutant from all contributing

This National Water Quality Inventory is the twelfth point and nonpoint sources. It includes reductions

biennial report to Congress prepared under Section needed to meet water quality standards and allocates
these reductions among sources in the watershed.

305(b) of the Clean Water Act. It contains information
from each state on the quality of our nation’s rivers, Information reported by the states under the two
lakes, wetlands, estuaries, coastal waters, and ground Clean Water Act reporting requirements is generally
water, along with inl~ormation on public health and consistent, although the 303(d) lists often include
aquatic life concerns. It serves as a snapshot of water specific information from more targeted monitoring
quality conditions across the country, activities. This information clearly points to the need

To assess water quality, states and other jurisdictions to restore polluted waters and maintain the quality of
waters that currently meet standards. In August 1999,

compare their monitoring results to the water quality
EPA announced a new proposal for a strengthenedstandards they have set for their waters. These stand-
TMDL program. Since August, EPA has worked toards consist of designated uses (such as drinking, swim-
incorporate comments from stakeholders and toming, or fishing), criteria to protect those uses (such as
refine the proposal to be an effective, common-sensechemical-specific thresholds that should not be exceed-
approach to water restoration led by states, territories,ed), and an antidegradation policy intended to keep
and tribes in partnership with federal and local gov-

waters that do meet standards from deteriorating from
their current condition, ernments and local communities.

Under Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act, there is a For Further Information
second reporting requirement--that states provide lists
of all of their impaired waters. These lists are then used For a copy of the National Water Quality Inventory:
to prioritize state restoration activities. This is accom- 1998 Report to Congress (EPA841-R-O0-OO1), visit
plished through the development of Total Maximum wwvv.epa.gov/305b or call EPA’s National Service
Daily Loads (TMDLs), calculations of the amount of a Center for Environmental Publications at 1-800-
pollutant that a waterbody can receive and still meet 490-9198.
water quality standards. A TMDL is the sum of all avail-
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The Quality of Our Nation’s Water

Background , states include drinking water and
fish consumption. Second are the

The National Water Quafity criteria. Criteria help protect desig-
Inventory Report to Congress is the ~ nated uses. For example, criteria
twelfth biennial report to Congress ~ include chemical-specific thresholds
and the public about the quality of that protect fish and humans from
our nation’s rivers, streams, lakes, -~ ~ exposure to levels that may cause
ponds, reservoirs, wetlands, estuar- ~ adverse effects. The third element is
ies, coastal waters, and ground ~ called the antidegradation policy.
water, This report is prepared under This policy is intended to prevent
Section 305(b) of the Clean Water waters from deteriorating from their
Act. Section 305(b) requires states current condition.
and other jurisdictions to assess the After setting standards, states
health of their waters and the extent assess their waters to determine the
to which water quality supports demands placed on limited state degree to which these standards are
state water quality standards and and federal resources. However, this being met. Currently, states use two
the basic goals of the Clean Water is a vital goal given the important, categories of data to asse~s water
Act. This information is submitted to and costly, water resource manage- quality. The first and most desirable
the U.S. Environmental Protection ment decisions based on state water category is monitored data. These
Agency (EPA) every 2 years and quality monitoring data. This report data are field measurements that are
summarized in the biennial report reflects incremental progress toward not more than 5 years old. They
to Congress. the goal of comprehensive assess- include field measurements of bio-

States’ Section 305(b) assess- ment. It includes information sub- logical, habitat, toxicity, and/or
ments are an important component mitred by all 50 states and the physical/chemical conditions in
of their water resource management District of Columbia and 5 territo- waterbodies, sediments, and fish tis-
programs. These assessments help ries, 4 interstate commissions, and sue. The other category frequently
states 9 Indian tribes, used to fill information gaps is eval-

¯ Implement their water quality uated data. Evaluated data include

standards by identifying healthy HOW DO States and field measurements that are more

waters that need to be maintained Other Jurisdictions than 5 years old and estimates gen-

and impaired waters that need to Assess Water Quality?
erated using land use and source

be restored information, predictive models, and
Water quality assessment begins surveys of fish and game biologists.

¯ Prepare their Section 303(d) lists with water quality standards. States
of impaired waters and otherjurisdictions adopt water HOW Many of Our
¯ Develop restoration strategies quality standards for their waters. Waters Were Assessed
such as total maximum daily loads These standards must then be [or 1998?
and source controls approved by EPA before they

become effective under the Clean This report does not describe
¯ Evaluate the effectiveness of activ- Water Act. the health of all waters of the United
ities undertaken to restore impaired Water quality standards have States because states have not yet
waters and protect healthy waters. three elements. First are the desig- achieved comprehensive assessment

EPA and the states continue to nated uses assigned to waters. The of all their waters. States assessed
work to improve these assessments Clean Water Act envisions that all almost 25% of the nation’s total
through better and more extensive waters be able to provide for swim- river and stream miles; 40% of its
monitoring. Our goal is comprehen- ming and the protection and propa- lake, pond, and reservoir acres; and
sive monitoring of all waters. This is gation of aquatic life. Additional uses 30% of its estuarine square miles for
a challenging task’given the described in the Act and adopted by this edition of the biennial report.

ES-2                                                                                                                                        ¯
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Therefore, this report summarizes the water quality standards states across all waterbody types, states
the health of only that portion of evaluated. The remaining assessed and otherjurisdictions reported that
waters that states reported on in waters are impaired to varying
their individual 1998 water quality degrees. The amount of assessed ¯ Aquatic life, swimming, and fish

inventories, waters identified as impaired consumption are among the top

States reported fairly significant changed somewhat between 1996 impaired uses.

increases in the amount of rivers and 1998. However, states indicated ¯ Siltation, nutrients, bacteria, and
and streams assessed between that these differences more likely metals are among the top pollutants
1996 and 1998. Assessed river and reflect changes in monitoring causing impairment.
stream miles increased by 21% from design, assessment methodology,
694,000 to over 842,000 miles. This and water quality standards than

¯ Pollution from urban and agri-

is considerable when you realize that actual water quality changes,
cultural land that is transported by

only 1.3 million river and stream The states bordering the Great precipitation and runoff (called

miles are perennial waters that flow Lakes report on almost 90% of their nonpoint source pollution) is the

year round. The remaining 2.3 mil- Great Lake shoreline. The assess- leading source of impairment.

lion miles or so are intermittent or ments indicate that one or more It is important to understand
ephemeral, which means they are usesis impaired for about 4,700 the difficulties in identifying causes
dry for some or most of the year. shoreline miles. Much of this impair- and, in particular, sources of pollu-

EPA and states recognize that, ment is due to historic contamina- tion in impaired waters. For many
in spite of the progress made tion by persistent pollutants that still waters, states and otherjurisdictions
toward comprehensive assessment, impact fish consumption, classify the causes and sources as
we still have a long way to go. States assessed very small unknown. EPA and states are work-
Oceans, wetlands, and ground amounts of ocean and marine ing to develop methodologies for
water quality are poorly represented resources, wetlands, and ground both determining the causes and
in state monitoring programs. EPA’s water. This is due in part to a lack sources of impairment and describ-
wetland and ground water protec- of water quality standards and other ing the level of confidence in the
tion programs continue to work assessment tools for these resources, classification.
with states to develop assessment EPA and states are working to devel-
methods and improve monitoring op water quality standards and HOW Does Impaired
coverage. EPA is initiating a coastal improve characterization of these Water Quality Impactmonitoring program, Coastal 2000, resources.
that will provide a baseline charac- Public Health and
terization of coastal waters and data What Do States Identify Aquatic Life?
needed to develop water quality as the Leading Causes Water quality standards are
standards for these waters. and Sources Affecting adopted to protect public health

What Is the Status of Impaired Waters? and aquatic life. Specifically, water
quality standards establish condi-

Our Assessed Waters? For the sub~:t of assessed tions designed to ensure that
States focused the majority of waters identified a~ ~mpmred, the ¯ Water quality supports a balanced

their assessment activities on rivers report presems the leading pollut-
ants and soufce~ ot pollution population of fish, shellfish, and

¯ and streams; lakes, ponds, and reported by states temtories, com- wildlife
reservoirs; and estuaries. States missions, and tr,.bes ~n terms of the    ¯ Water is safe to use for drinkingreported that 65% of assessed river

nature of impairment, the bottom     water, fish consumption, swimmingand stream miles, 55% of assessed line did not change significantly       and recreation, and other beneficial
lake acres, and 56% of assessed from 1996 to 1998. For example,      uses.
estuarine square miles fully support

ES-3
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When waters do not meet water result, local, state, and federal agen- $10 billion, respectively, to water
quality standards, one or more of cies; the private sector; and other resource protection and restoration
these uses are impaired. Depending organizations are working to efforts each year. These efforts
on the nature of the impairment, improve water quality, According include developing and revising
this may mean that certain public to President Clinton’s Clean Water water quality standards, monitoring
uses must be restricted. For exam- Act Initiative: Analysis of Costs and and assessing water quality, char-
pie, fish consumption may be pro- Benefits (EPA800-S-94-001, 1994), acterizing causes and sources of
hibited or restricted, beaches may these partners spend between $63 impairment, developing total maxi-
be closed to swimming, and drink- billion and $65 billion dollars each mum daily loads and allocating
ing water utilities may have to install year to improve and protect water these loads to point and nonpoint
more costly treatment devices. Toxic quality. . sources, implementing permitting
chemicals, as well as viruses and This study estimated that private programs to address point sources,
bacteria, threaten human health sources spend a combined total of and developing and implementing
through the consumption of con- about $30 billion per year on poilu- best management practices to
taminated fish and shellfish or tion prevention and control efforts, control nonpoint source pollution.
through contact with contaminated Agriculture spends another $500 Significant resources are dedi-
waters, million per year on activities that cared to restoring and maintaining

Toxic chemicals, bacteria, and reduce its impact on water quality water quality. Water quality monitor-
viruses may also impact aquatic life. including implementation of best ing and assessment is a critical tool
In fact, aquatic organisms are more management practices to control to help ensure that these resources
sensitive than humans are to some the effects of nonpoint source are used effectively to achieve water
chemicals. In severe cases, exposure runoff. Municipalities spend a total quality goals. EPA and state environ-
can kill aquatic organisms. Lower of $23 billion per year, primarily on mental agencies recognize that
levels of exposure can cause deform- wastewater treatment plants, drink- water quality monitoring and assess-
ities and sores and can reduce the ing water treatment, and storm merit programs need continued
reproductive success of organisms, water pollution control, strengthening to be able to evaluate
Aquatic life is often impaired by loss State and federal governments the effectiveness of water quality
of in-stream habitat for organisms dedicate almost $500 million and protection and restoration efforts.
and by conventional problems such
as low dissolved oxygen, siltation,
and excess nutrients. While extreme-
ly low dissolved oxygen can result in
fish kills, these problems usually
exhibit less dramatic, but more long-
term, impacts on aquatic life. These
stressors result in alteration or loss of
the biological integrity of aquatic ~
communities. ~

What Is Being Done
To Restore and Maintain ~
Water Quality?

Public polls consistently docu-
ment that Americans value water
quality. In addition to its economic
benefits, clean water provides recre- "~=
ational and aesthetic benefits. As a    -~

ES-4                                                                                                                                        ~
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282 Chapter Twelve State and Terntory Summanes

California Metals, pesticides, PCBs, and
priority organics are the most
frequently identified pollutants in
estuaries, harbors, and bays. Urban
runoff and storm sewers are the
leading source of pollution in
California’s coastal waters, followed
by spills, agriculture, resource
extraction, and septage disposal.

Ground Water Quality
Salinity, total dissolved solids,

and chlorides are the most
frequently identified pollutants

’ impairing use of ground water in
California, followed by priority
organic chemicals, nutrients, non-
priority organic chemicals, and
pesticides. Leading sources are
septage disposal, agriculture, and

Percent of Assessed R~vers, Lakes, and dairies. Potential sources of ground
Estuaries Meeting All Designated Uses ,,~,. water contamination include leaking
~ 80%- 100% Meeting All Uses underground storage tanks, septage50% - 79% Meeting All Uses o ~

20%- 49% Meeting All Uses disposal, agriculture, and industrial
~ 0%- 19% Meeting All Uses % point sources.

Insufficient Assessment Coverage
~ Basin Boundaries

(USGS 8.D g , H d,o,og c Uo ,)                                              Programs to Restore
Water Quality

For a copy of the California 1998 Surface Water Quality Through California’s stormwater
305(b) report, contact: permit program, two statewide

Siltation, metals, nutrients,        general permits have been adopted
Nancy Richard bacteria, and pesticides impair the
California State Water Resources addressing stormwater discharges

Control Board, M&A
most river miles in California. The associated with industrial activities.
leading sources of degradation in Dischargers are required to elimi-Division of Water Quality California’s rivers and streams areP.O. Box 944213 hate most nonstormwater dis-

Sacramento, CA 94244-2130
agriculture, forestry activities, urban charges, develop a stormwater

(916) 657-0642
runoff and storm sewers, and pollution prevention plan to identify
municipal point sources. In lakes, and implement control measurese-mail: RICHN@dwq.swrcb.ca’.gov siltation, metals, and nutrients are to minimize pollutants in storm-
the most common pollutants, water runoff, and monitor their
Hydrologic and habitat modifica- discharges.
tions, along with urban runoff/ The State Water Resources
storm sewers, construction, highway Control Board and Regional Water
maintenance and runoff, and Quality Control Boards are imple-
atmospheric deposition pose the menting a Watershed Management
greatest threat to lake water quality. Initiative to better coordinate and
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Chapter Twetv, e State and Territory Summaries 283

focus limited public and private
resources to address both point Individual Use Support in California
and nonpoint source water quality ~ ..... t
problems especially in high-priority Good Good Fair Poor    Not

(Ful/y (Threat=ned) (Partially (Not Attainabletargeted watersheds. D,,Ignated Use’ Supl~rling)

Rivers and Streams (Total Miles = 211,S13)b

Programs to Assess ,o,.,
Water Quality "12,28,°

California has developed a
number of programs to monitor

~water quality in fresh, estuarine, 8,07s
and marine waters of the state.
These include a Toxic Substances
Monitoring Program that focuses
on areas with known or suspected Lakes (TotalAcres = 1,672,684)
impairment; the Toxicity Testing
Program for the identification of A.o.oa 48high-risk areas as well as the spatial
and temporal extent of water qual-
ity problems and their causes and

~ 2o 38sources; an underground storage
~ ~rF/_!/_L) ~’

490,343 12 26

tank program to study the cleanup
of leaking tanks; and volunteer

46
monitoring,

Programs that focus on salt-
water monitoring include the Call- Estuaries (Total Square Miles = 1,008)=

f0rnia State Mussel Watch Program ~ Tot,~ sq ....
to detect toxic substances in bays, j~? ~ I~,o,A,,,,,o~

27
harbors, and estuaries and the Bay I k.~,~l~! ~
Protection and Toxic Cleanup P~o- I~
gram to identify toxic hot spots in

~
30

enclosed bays and estuaries, Call- 680 ~ ~ 3
fornia is also developing a compre-

60hensive program for monitoring 3o
and reducing pollution in Califor- ~48
nia’s coastal zone.

~
<1 1

- Not reported in a quantifiable format or
unknown. Wetlands (TotalAcres = 27~,812)

aA subset of California’s designated uses i ~ i TotalAcr°°
appear in this figure. Refer to the state’s

t~’~1 ~’°=°==°~305(b) report for a full description of the 43
state’s uses, ~ 27,117 I <1

blncludes nonperennial streams that dry up
and do not flow all year,

~

51 49c Includes bays and harbors.
338 o o

Note: Figures may not add to 100% due
to rounding. 61

24,869
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 USGS
science for a changing world

Selected Findings and Current Perspectives on Urban and Agricultural
¯ Water Qualiff by the National Water-Quali  Assessment Program
Studies by the USGS National Wat’er-Quality Assessment (NAWQA) program in the last decade describe water-

quality conditions in nearly 120 agricultural and 35 urban watersheds ("urban" primarily refers to residential
and commercial development over the last 50 years).The findings show that for both urban and agricultural
areas, nonpoint chemical contamination is an issue. Much work still needs to be done in urban areas with
point source contamination as well, including infrastructure improvements. Appreciable improvements in overall
water quality, however, will depend upon effective management of point and nonpoint sources.The findings also
show that water-quality conditions and aquatic health reflect a complex combination of land and chemical use,
land-management practices, population density and watershed development, and natural features, such as soils,
geology, hydrology, and climate. Contaminant concentrations vary from season to season and from watershed to
watershed. Even among seemingly similar land uses and sources of contamination, different areas can have yew
different degrees of vulnerability and, therefore, have different rates at which improved treatment or management
can lead to water-quality improvements,

Water Qualily in Agricultural Watersheds

¯ Nitrogen and phosphorus in surface water commonly exceed̄ Pesticides are widespread, At least one pesticide was detected
levels that contribute to excessive algae. For example, averagein more than 95 percent of stream samples. Pesticides were

¯annual concentrations of phosphorus in nearly 80 percent detected in more than 60 percent of shallow wells sampled in
of streams sampled in agricultural areas were greater than agricultural areas.
the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) desired̄ Pesticides commonly occur in mixtures. Two-thirds of stream
goal for preventing nuisance plant growth in streams. Exces- samples collected in agricultural areas contained 5 or more
sive plant growth can lead to low dissolved oxygen, which can pesticides, and more than one-quarter of the samples con-
be harmful to fish and other aquatic life. tained I0 or more. Ground water contained fewer pesticides;

¯ Nitrate is often elevated above backgroundlevels in shallow about 30 percent of the wells sampled contained 2 or more¯
ground water underlyirig farmland. Concentrations in about ¯ Concentrations of pesticides generally are low and below
20 percent of shallow wells sampled in agricultural areas drinking-water standards. However, the risk to humans and
exceeded the USEPA drinking water standard. This result is a the environment from present-day low levels of contaminant
concern in rural areas where shallow ground water is used for exposure remains unclear. For example, current standards and
domestic supply; these domestic wells are not regulated and guidelines do not yet account for exposure to mixtures, and
owners often do not know the quality of their well water or many pesticides and their breakdown products do not have
whether their wells are vulnerable to contamination. Nitrate standards or guidelines.
is most often elevated in karst (carbonate) areas or where
soils and aquifers consist of sand and gravel. These natural ¯ Herbicides--most commonly atrazine and its breakdown
features enable rapid infiltration and downward movement product desethylatrazine, and metolachlor, cyanazine, and ala-
of water and chemicals. Some of the more vulnerable areas chlor--occur more frequently and usually at higher concentra-
are the Central Valley of Calitbrnia, and parts of the Pacific tions in agricultural streams and ground water than in urban
Northwest, the Great Plains, and the Mid-Atlantic region, waters. Their occurrence is linked to their use; they rank in the
In contrast, ground-water contaminants underlying farmland top five in national herbicide use for agriculture.
in parts of the upper Midwest are barely detectable, despite ¯ Insecticides that were used in the past still persist in agricul-
similar high rates of chemical use. In these areas ground- tural streams and sediment. DDT was the most commonly
water contamination may be limited because of relatively detected organochlorine compound, followed by dieldrin and
impermeable, poorly drained soils and glacial till that cover chlordane. Their uses were restricted in the 1970s and 1980s
much of the region, and because tile drains provide quick and, yet, mote than 20 years later, one or more sediment-pathways for runoff to streams,

quality guidelines were exceeded at more than 20 percent of
agricultural sites.

U.S. Geological Survey FS-O47-QI
U.S. Department of the Interior April, 2001
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Wa(er Quality in Urban Watersheds

¯ Concentrations of fecal cohI\~rm bac~en,a cummonl) e\cced¯ Concentrations of selected trace elements, such as cadmium.
recommended standards for water-contact recreation, lead, zinc, and mercury, are elevated above background levels

¯ Concentrations of total phosphorus are generally as high m
in populated urban settings, most likely caused by emissions

" from industrial and municipal activities and motor v~hicles.
urban streams as in agricultural streams. More than 70 percent Sediment cores from streambeds and reservoirs, which can be
of sampled urban streams exceeded the USEPA desired goal used to track changes over long time periods, indicate that
for preventing nuisance plant growth, lead increased from 1940s to the 1970s, and began to decrease

¯ Insecticides, such as diazinon, carbaryl, chlorpyrifos, and after it was removed from gasoline. Concentrations are not yet
malathion, occur more frequently, and usually at higher con- down to background levels. Decreases also are noted for DDT
centrations in urban streams than in agricultural streams. Con-and chlordane.
centrations are low in urban streams, rarely exceeding USEPA¯ In contrast to lead, DDT, and chlordane, seAim~tdrinking-water standards. However, effects on aquatic life cam that zinc and polycyclic aromatic hydroearbotm
may be more of a concern. Concentrations of insecticides which r~sult from fossil fuel combustion)
exceeded at least one guideline established to protect aquatic These tncreases most hkely relat~ to mer~a~n~
life in every sampled urban stream, traffic in watersheds. Sediment-quality guiderm~ foi PM-~ ........

¯ Herbicides are widespread in surface water (detected in 99 were exceeds! atmor~ tlania 40
percent of urban stream samples) and ground water (detected ......’-"~ ~’+:+~:~¯ Toxic compounds in streambe.d sediment in urbaa areas, suchin more than 50 percent of sampled wells). Most common are as DDT, chlordane, dieldrin, ~and PCBs, also were found in
those applied to lawns, golf courses, and road right-of-ways, fish tissue, often at higher concentrations than in the sediment.such as atrazine, simazine, and prometon.

One or more organochlorine compounds were detected in
¯ Similar to agricultural areas, pesticides in urban waters corn- 97 percent of whole fish samples collected at urban sites,

monly occur in mixtures; nearly 80 percent of stream samples and PCBs were detected in more than 80 percent of whole
contained 5 or more pesticides. Two of the most commonly fish samples. Concentrations of organochlorine compounds
detected insecticides in mixtures were diazinon and chlorpy- exceeded guidelines to protect wildlife at more than 10
rifos; common herbicides detected were simazine and prome-percent of urban sites; wildlife guidefines for PCBs were
ton. exceeded at nearly 70 percent of urban sites. These fi~dings

have contributed to decisions by some states to issue fish-
. Sediment in urban streams is associated with higher frequen- consumption advisories.

cies of occurrence of DDT, chlordane, and dieldrin and higher
concentrations of chlordane and dieldrin than sediment in ¯ Deteriorated water quality and ,,~liment, ~ well as habitat    ~:.:~. ::+~
agricultural streams. Sediment-quality guidelines for organo- distu~anees, contribute to degraded biological eommtmities
chlorine pesticides were exceeded at 36 percent of sampled in urban stmaras. The great~st effects are s~n in
urban sites, the highest human population densities and watt’shod d~�~l-,

¯ Volatile organic compounds, which are used in plastics, clean- opment. Pollution-tolerant algae and aquatic inv~tebrates

ing solvents, gasoline, and industrial operations, occur widely (such as worm~ and midges), as well as omniw~’ous fish corn-

in shallow urban ~’round water. Some of the most frequently
munities, prevail at the affected sites.

detected of the 60 analyzed compounds were the commercial
and industrial solvents trichloroethene (TCE), tetrachloroeth-
ene (PCE), and methylene chloride; the gasoline additive
methyl tea-butyl ether (MTBE); and the solvent and disinfec-
tion by-product of water treatment, trichloromethane (also
known as chloroform).

Contacts ior additional information or questions:

Tim Miller (703 ~ ~,-:’ ~ ,~ (tlmiller@usgs.gov)
Pixie Hamilton (804.~ 2,~ 1-2602 (pahamilt@usgs.gov)

For Internet access to NAWO.A publications, data, and maps:

http://water.usgs.gov/nawqa
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Abstract

Direct discharges of pollutants into the       of many kinds of pollutants than the more

ocean and coastal ~,~aters from sewage treat-thoroughly regulated direct discharges.

ment plants, industrial facilities, ships, and
Toxic pollutants, including pesticides.

the at-sea dumping of sev, age sludge and
industrial organic chemicals and trace met-

other wastes have been greatl.,, reduced over
als. are widespread contaminants of the

the past 30 .years as a result of the Clean
marine environment, But the,~ produce dis-

Water Act and other federal statutes.
cernible adverse effects on ecosystems only

Advances in waste treatment have kept
in limited areas around population centers

ahead of increases in the volume of wastes,
and ports. Some of these chemicals are

and that trend is likely to continue. Some
known through experimental studies to

persistent toxic pollutants, such as DDT
affect the reproductive, immune, or

and PCBs, were banned for manufacture or
endocrine systems of marine organisms at

use tn the United States. and ambient levels
low concentrations, and may have subtle

of these pollutants have been decreasing in
effects on marine organisms and popula-

most U.S. marine environments. On the
tions over a broader area. While some of

other hand, pollution fl’om land runoff
the most toxic substances have been banned

went largely unabated during this period; in
for manufacture and use. material previ-

some cases it has increased. As a resull, dif-
ously released may remain in the environ-

fuse sources now contribute a ~,arger portion
rnent for decades to centuries. High

Nutrient Overenrichment lt,e growth of phytoplankton from animals that eat the algae--

~; ~ual~y bruited by the availability sink to the ocean bottom, and
The dominant form of plant life in

of nufr,ents. N~trogen is the nutri-     decompose.
the world’s oceans is free-floating,

.hi treat ~ usually in the shortest
single-celled algae known as                                            Through the process of decom-

",upper [~ut 1~ nitrogen becomes
phytoplankton. Like all plants,                                      position, the dissolved oxygen levels

abundanL the growth of phyto-
phytoplankton need nutrients--                                     in the water near the bottom can

p~ankton can increase dramatically.
nitrogen, phosphorus, and other                                    decrease substantially.

An explosive Increase in the popu-
minerals--and light to grow and

lat=on of phytoplankton is known        The long-term increase in the
reproduce. Most of the needed

as an algal bloom. A bloom often supply of organic matter to an
nutrients either wash into the

contains more phytoplankton than ecosystem--often as a result of
ocean from the land or move

can be eaten by marine animals, excess nutrients, or nutrient overen-
from the deeper waters to the

The uneaten algae--and wastes richment--is called eutrophication.
surface through upwelling.
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concen[ra~io,ls of persistent contaminants inland from d~e coastal environmem.

in bottom sediments require careful c~m- Feasible measures include advanced treat-

side~ation when removed by dredging or ment of municipal wastewa~ers, reduction

managed irl place, of ~fitrogen oxide emissions h’om prover

plants and vehicles, comrol of ammonia
Overerlrichmerlt of coastal ecosystems

emissions from animal feedIots, more elf i-
by nutrients, particularly nitrogen, has

cient use of fertilizers and manure, and
emerged as the most widespread and meas-

restoration of wetlands and floodplains
urable effect of pollution on living marine

that act as nutrient traps.
resources and biodiversity in U.S. coastal

waters. Excessive nutrient levels (overen-

richment or eutrophication: see sidebar on

these pages) may result in serious depletion

of the dissolved oxygen supplies needed by

marine animals, loss of habitat (e.g., sea-.

grasses and coral reefs), and algal blooms.

Two-thirds of the surface area of estuaries

and bays in the conterminous U.S. sufDrs

one or more symptoms of overenl’ichmerlt.

Because a majority of the nutrients in most

regions nmv come from diffuse sources

rather than direct discharges, reversing

coastal euti’opbicatior~ will require manage-

ment strategies for watersheds reaching far

Eutrophmation creates two harm. migrate out of hypoxic areas, and in groundwater from the land

ful effects: oxygen depletmn and Other animals--such as oysters and can be attributed to human activity.

reduced water clarity. When marine snails--that lack mobihty Major sources of nitrogen, phospho-

dissolved oxygen levels drop to or cannot move quickly enough to rus, and other nutrients delivered to

levels that equal two milligrams escape hypoxia may suffocate, the oceans include discharges from

per liter or less, a condition called When water clarity is reduced by wastewater-treatment plants, runoff

hypoxia occurs, greater concentrations of algae, and groundwater from cropland,

Anoxia refers to a complete less light can penetrate to the urban and suburban stormwater

ocean bottom where seagrasses (runoff from paved surfaces), farm
absence of dissolved oxygen in

and seaweeds live. As a result,       animal wastes, and even nutrients
the water.

these plants may sicken and die,     found in airborne emissions from

More mobile marine animals,                                     power plants, automobile exhaust,
Increased nutrient levels in

like fish and crabs, can often                                         and industrial smokestacks.
surface water (rivers and streams)
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I. Introducti )n

This report provides background on the that can exhaust the available oxygen sup-

effects of pollution on life in the ocean ply. Inputs of nutrients (particularly forms

and coastal waters of the United States forof nitrogen and phosphorus), while respon-

the Pew Oceans Commission, xxbich is sible for the rich biological productivit5 of

conducting a national dialogue on policiesrnany coastal waters, can stimulate the pro-

needed to restore and protect lixing marineduction of more organic matter than an

resources. Pollution occurs when a sub- ecoss, stem can assimilate. Turbid waters.

stance, an organism, or energy (e.g., sounddepletion of oxygen, and blooms of nox-
"Pollution occurs

or heat) is released into the emironment byious aJgae may result. Sediments from land
when a substance, runoff or frorn dredging can decrease water
an organism, or hurnart activities and produ(’e~ an adverse

ener~ (e.g., sound effect on organisms or the environmental clarity and smother sensitive bottom habi-

or heat) is released processes on which they depend, tats such as reefs and seagrass beds.

into the environ-
Pollution emanates from either direct

ment b~ human Marine pollution comes in many fro’ms
activities and pro- and from man3 sources (Table 1). Some discharges or diffuse sources. [.and-based
duces an adverse

pollutants in sufficient concentrations are industrial and municipal outfalls discharge
effe¢t on organisms wastewater into coastal waters or rivers that
or the environmen- toxic to marine organisms. These include

drain to the coast. Other direct discharges
tal pro¢esses on            both naturally occurring chemicals present

include those from vessel operatkms and at-~hich the~ depend." in much higher concentrations as a result
sea waste disposal. Pollutants from diffuseof human activities (e.g., trace m4tals and
sources include those released into theoil) as well as compounds that did not exist

in nature until manufactured by humans atmosphere by fossil-fuel and waste combus-

(e.g., pesticides such as DDT). tion; and land runoff of pesticides, toxic-

waste products, nutrients, and sediments.
Other pollutants are harrnful not Although chemical contaminants--released

because they are toxic but because they as a result of human activities~can now be
stimulate biological activity or alter habi= found throughout the world’s oceans, most
tats. The addition of large amounts o{ demonstrable effects on living resources
organic matter in the form of sewage or occur in coastal waters and are the result of
fish-processing wastes, for example, sup- pollution from land.
ports the growth of decomposer microbes

I
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Table 1

Forms of Marine Pollution

Form Sources Effects and Trends

Toxins (e.g., Industrial and municipa~ wastewaters; Poison and cause disease and reproductive failure;
biocides, PCt~s, runoff from farms, forests, urban areas and fat.soluble toKins may bio<:encantrate, particularly in
trace metals) landfills; erosion of contaminated sods and birds and mammals, and pose human health risks.

sediments: vessels; atmospheric deposition inputs =nto U.S. waters have declined, but remaining
inputs and contaminated sediments in urban and
industrial areas pose threats to living resources.

Bmstimulants Sewage and industrial wastes; runoff from Organic wastes overload bottom habitats and deplete
(o~’9anic wastes, farms and urban areas; airborne nitrogen oxygen; nutrient, inputs stimulate algal blooms (some
plant nutrients) from combustion of fossil fuets harmful), which reduce water clarity, cause loss of

seagrasses and coral reefs, and atter food chains
supporting fisheries. While organic waste Ioadings
have decreased, nutrient toadmgs have increased
(NRC, 1993a, 2000a).

Oil Runoff and atmospheric deposition from Peb’oleum hydrocarbons can affect bottom organisms
land activities; shipping and tanker opera- and larvae; spills affect birds, mammals and
tions; accidental spills; coastal and off- nearshore marine life. While oil pollution from sh~ps.
shore oil and gas product=on activities; accidental spills, and production activities has
natural seepage decreased, diffuse inputs from land.based activities

have not (NRC, 1985).

Radmactive Atmospher=c fallout, industrial and Few known effects on marine life; bioaccumulation
isotopes military activities may pose human health risks where contamination is

heavy.

Sediments Emsiea from farming, forestry, mining, and Reduce water clarity and change bottom habitats;
development; river diversions; coastal carry toxins and nutrients. Sediment delivery by many
dredging and mining rivers has decreased, but sedimentation poses prob-

lems in some areas; erosion from coastal
development and sea-lever rise is a future concern.

Plastics and Ships, fishing nets, containers Entangles marine life or is ingested; degrades beach-
other debris es, wetlands and nearshore habitats

Thermal Cooting water from power plants and Kills some temperature.sensitive species; displaces
industry others. Generally, less a risk to marine life than

thought 20 years ago.

Noise Vessel propulsion, sonar, seismic prospect- May disturb marine mammals and other organisms
ins, low.frequency sound used that use sound for communication.
in defense and research

Human pathogens Sewage, urban runoff, livestock, wildlife Pose health risks to swimmers and consumers of
seafood. Sani~tion has improved, but standards have
been raised (NRC, 1999a).

Alien species Ships and ballast water, fishery stocking, Displace native species, introduce new diseases;
aquarists growing worldwide problem (NRC, 1996).

2
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The report ftt,,t reviews ~ccomplishmentsneeded to restore and protect, living marine

in reducing marine polltnion, and then resources, the reporu describes the forms.

highlights the need for further reduclions sources, movements, anti effects of poilu-

in the effects of toxic substances nnd nutri-rants: assesses past and future trends of pol-

ents as remaining major challenges. Diffuselution in the U.S.; considers additional

sources of pollution via land runoff and steps that coulcl reduce pollution: anc!

atmospheric deposition are particularly places pollution threats into a broader con-

important and have proved difficult to text of other threats to living resources.

control. To provide grounding for policies

3
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II. Reductions of Pollution

Municipal and Industrial Discharges Consequently, it significantly reduces the

biological oxygen demand (BOD) of waste-
In 1972, Congress passed the landmark

water effluent. The CWA provided substan-
Federal Water Pollution Control Act, which

tial amounts of money to help pay for the
was reauthorized in 1977. 1981, and 1987 a~

required POTW improvements. About 125
the Clean Water Act (CWA). The goa! of the

billion dollars have been spent in construct-
law is to eliminate pollution in the nation’sing or expanding POTWs, mainly between
waters. It imposes uniform minimum 1972 and 1992 when federal grants provided
federal standards for municipal and

three-quarters of the costs (NRC, 1993a).
industrial wastewater treatment babed on Waivers to this requirement were allo{ved for
best available technology. Facilities

several deep ocean outfalls where it could be
discharging wastes at discernible points aredemonstrated that the organic wastes would
required to obtain permits from the U.S. not harm the environment. Additional waste
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

treatment, such as reduction of suspended
or from state pollution-control agencies.

solids, was often required.
Permits include enforceable limits on

pollutants in the discharges, and require Technology-based standards and the

dischargers to conduct monitoring and toNational Pollutant Discharge Elimination

file reports when limits are violated. System (NPDES) have resulted in a dramatic

reduction in the amount of pollutants
Most publicly owned treatment works

entering U.S. waters, including coastal
(POTWs) handle industrial wa~te~ as well waters. Reductions in clischarges of organic
as domestic sewage. Because discha~

matter improved conditions in the
untreated organic wastes had d,,~ Delaware River estuary near Philadelphia to
many rivers, lakes, arid coastal ~.~t,

the point that low oxygen levels no longer
depleting dissolved oxygen arm .....

prevent the upriver migration of juvenile
kills, the Clean Water Act req~,~, striped bass and American shad (Weisberg
to achieve at least "secondary" t,.

et al., 1996). Oxygen levels in New ~brk
Secondary treatment adds biotl,..,~ ,,

Harbor are approximately 50 percent higher
or the organic matter in the ~ast,...,.,m.r to (NRC, 1993a). The most thoroughly docu-
the solids (sludge) removal and th~inb,ction

mented example of the benefits of
included in "primary" treatment.
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improved tremment ran\’ be the Soulhern Another long-term effort to restore

California Bight, off Los Angeles and San water quality.has recently come to fruition

Diego (Box 1). ~here inputs of many pollu- with the completion in September 2000 of a

rants have been reduced 90 percent or morenew deep~vater outfall for treated effluents

over a 25-year period. Kelp bed~. fish and from the Boston region. The ofghore dis-

invertebrate com]~tH~ities, and (ertait~ charge into Massachusetts Bay will result in

seabird populations have greatly, if not improvements in environmental quality in

completely, recovered. These improvementsBoston Harbor beyond those already

have been accomplished despite a steady achieved as a result of the cessation of

increase in population and in the volume o[ sludge disposal, reductions in combined

wastewater discharged, sewer overflow, and secondary treatment of

Box 1

Southern California Bight Ocean Discharges

Wastes from the nation’s largest metropolitan center The extent of degraded bottom communities has con-

(17 million people) are discharged into a bight of the tracted by about two-thirds; and the incidence of
Pacific Ocean via deepwater (about 200 feeL) outfalls, tumors and other maladies in bottom fish has

Pollution from publicly owned treatment works returned to background levels.
(POTWs) has been reduced significantly since the A unique problem for the bight is the fact that,large
1970s even though the population served and waste- quantities of the pesticide DDT were previously dis-
water volumes grew steadily (Schiffet al., 2000,

charged, particularly through the Los Angeles County’s
Figure 1), This reduction was accomplished through POTW. This facility received wastes from the world’s
source cor~trol, pretreatment of industrial wastes,

largest DDT manufacturer. In 1971 an estimated
reclamation, and treatment.plant upgrades, including

440,000 pounds of DDT were discharged via an outfall
secondary or other advanced treatment (concentrating off Palos Verdes. Today, only 3 pounds of DDT are dis-
on chemical removal of suspended solids.’), Capital charged from all Southern California POI-Ws combined
improvements to POTWs throughout the Southern (Schiff et al., 2000). Concentrations of DDT and its
California Bight cost more than five billion dollars.

degradation products have declined greatly in fish and
Discharges from POTWs of most pollutants into the marine mammals. Populations of brown pelicans,

b~ght have decreased: 50 percent for suspended which were decimated by the eggshell thinning induced
solids and biological oxygen demand, 90 percent for by DDT contamination, have rebounded. However,
combined trace metals, and more than 99 percent for brown pelicans, bald eagles, and peregrine falcons are
chlorinated hydrocarbons. Bight sediments show e. still being affected by the residual DDT contamination
record of decreasing contamination. Concentrations of in the bottom sediments of the bight. Although this
contaminants in fish and marine mammals have "legacy" contamination is slowly being buried, some
declined, Kelp beds near the POTWs have returned DDT ~s still remobilized into the food chain.
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Figure 1

~astes. Ahhough recovm’y is far from corn-Flow Volume and Pollutant Emissions fYom Four

plete, liver tumors in flounder are le~s corn-Largest Publicly Owned Treatment Works in the
Southern Calitbrnia Bight, 1971 through 1996.

nloll, mussels accumulate lox~er levels el

organic contaminants, and bottom inverte-

brate C()llllllkl~itiPS aFo recovering in the 3so      Average Flow ...- .... "’’F""

harbor (Rex, 2000). Field studies and com-
~_~ ~oo~~k

9oo~

purer models predict that moving the dis- ~
aso

’N 200 ~O~¢enDem                                            ~
Bi~emical 600

charge offshore to deeper waters will not .~
~...C~_... ~<.....

increase concentrations of pollutants, N .... "
~ 1OO 300

Suspend~ Sol
including nutrients, in Massachusetts Bay. so

o                                                 o
Although secondary treatment of

municipal sewage removes at teas~ 85 percent aoo

of the organic material and suspended solids ~oo

600in waste~sater, only one-third of the nitrogen ~ see
",..,/’"-,,

and phosphorus is eliminated (NRC, 1993a;
’N 400

NRC, 2000a). These two nutrients are the ’~ .-,

principal causes of eutrophicatkm of receiv-

ing waters (see Section IV) Advanced treat- ~oo

ment technologies, capable of elimina0ng up o ~ ~ .......
~ -’" .........: ........

to 97 percent of the nitrogen and 99 percent __ Chromium .............~icke~ ....Cadmium
..... Cop~r ....... Lead

of tt~e phosphorus (NRC, 2000a). are being
25

implemenmd in regions susceptible to nutri-

ent overenrichnwnt from direct discharges.        ~o

Pollutant levels have also been reduced~

in discharges from industries, including oil ’~ ~o ’

and gas production, refineries, chemical
~

manufacturing, electric-power generation,

and food processing. Although regionally

important, industrial discharges contribute ~ ~a ~ ~ ~ ~ aa ~s ~ ~ ~ ~a ~s ~s
Year
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loadings on a national scale. Industrial         aquatic life and tile human uses assigned

discharges often have ~pecific waste-reduction to the water body receiving the discharge.

requirements lha~ necessitate pollution pre- Standards for designated uses are not

vention (elimination or reduction of d~e currently met for one-third of U.S. waters

source in the industrial process), recycling(EPA 2000a). In such cases, [he Clean Wa~er

and reuse, and advanced waste treatment.Act specifies d~at total maximum daily

loads (TMDLs) be demrrnined and alloca~-
Pollution from aquacutture--eft]uents

ed among poinl and nonpoint sources.
from ponds or holding tanks on land and

Second, ever-closer scrutiny is given to the
materials released from net pens and shellfish

inputs of chemicals that induce toxicity at
racks or rafts~is receiving new regulatory

very low concentrations, persist in the
attention wRh the expansion of aquaculture

environmem for long periods, and reach
in coastal waters. Pollutants include uneaten

high levels of accumulation in the tissues
food, fecal and excretory material, and

of fish and wildlife.
releases of antibiotics, pesticides, hormones.

anesthetics, pigments, vitamins, and miner-ge~sel Di~R~rges

als. Organic deposits under net pens and Pollutants are discharged to the ocean from
shellfish rafts often alter the bo[tom habitatthe routine operations of ships and boats
and affect seabed communities in the (including discharges of sewage and industrial-
immediate vicinity,. Extensive aquaculture processing wastes and the release of petroleum
operations can constitute a major source hydrocarbons from engine exhausts and
of nutrient inputs to the smaller bays bilge and ballast waters). Vessel-related pol-
and estuaries in which they are located, lution may also occur as a result of accidental
Antibiotic, pesticide, and hormone releasesspills and solid-waste disposals.
can also affect wild organisms in the region
(Goldburg and Triplett, 1997). At-sea release oEoily water has been an

international issue over the past 30 years and
Additional reductions of pollution fromis regulated under the International

direct discharges will undoubtedly be Convention for the Prevention of Pollution
required and more effective source controlsfrom Ships. Compartments of oil tankers
and treatment technologies developed m are typically filled with seawater for ballast
meet those requirements. Two forces are when emptied of their cargo. Some ports,
driving these reductions. First, the Clean such as Port ~ldez, Alaska. have ballast-water
Water Act requires dischargers to implementtreatment facilities. Although ballast-water
advanced pollution controls where conven-discharges may cause problems along.some
tional technology is not sufficient to protecttanker routes and are responsible for tar
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halls that contaminate the surface ~1’ high 1970s (CEQ, 1970). The Comemion on the

seas, they comprise a relatively small per- Prevemion ~3f’ Marine Pollution by Dumping

ten[age of oil pollution in the marine envi-of Wastes and Other Matters. or the London

ronmem (NRC, [985). Exhaust emissionsDumping Convention. came into l~rce in

into the water from smaller vessels may be a1975, acknowledging through its regulatory

significant source of petroleum hydrocarbonsframework that different materials have

in more confined coastal waters, vastl) different impacts on the marine envi-

ronment. Nationally. ocean disposal in U.S.
Atmospheric emissions from ships are

wa~ers has been regulated under the Marine
being recognized as a significant source of

Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act of
global air pollution (Corbett and Fischbeck,

1972 (MPRSA) by a permit procedure that
1997). yet they are not sut~ject to the same

prohibits dumping of some materials.
restrictions for protection of air quality as

establishes criteria to authorize dumping of
are land-based power plants and manufac-

others, and identifies sites for disposal. The
turers. Seagoing vessels are responsible

Clean Water Act also regulates discharges
an estimated !4 percent of emissions of

into the territorial sea and navigable waters
nitrogen from fossil fuels and 16 percent

or the United States, In the ten years fol-
of the emissions of sulfur t?om petroleum

lowing passage of the MPRSA, dumping
uses into the atmosphere (Corbett and

of industrial waste, construction debris,
Fischbeck, 1997).

solid waste, arm incineration of chemicals

Cruise ships, although not a major remained lo~. but dumping of sewage
source of pollution to U.S, coastal waters assludge doubled (Burroughs. 1988).

a whole, can cause problems in areas suchAlthough the amount of dredged sediment

as Caribbean island harbors, which accom-disposed in coastal waters remained con-

modate intense ~ruise-ship activity, or stant, it was approximately an order of
relatively pristine areas such as the inland magnitude greater in volume than the

passages of Alaska. Cruise ships generate sludge dumped (Figure 2).

sewage, gray water, solid wastes, oily wastes,
During the 1980s, public apprehension

and waste from photo processors, swim-
about ocean dumping grew. Sewage sludge

ruing pools and dry cleaners. (EPA. 2000b).
dumped in the New York Bight was blamed

Ocean Dumping for an apparent decline in water quality and

The practice of lransporting wastes for h~,ahh risks to bathers. Controversy also

disposal in the ocean became a cause for erupted over ocean incineration of chemical

national and imernational concern in the wastes in the Gulf of Mexico. In 1988.
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Figure 2 impacts, including pollution of the marine

Amounts of Dredged Material and Other Wastes
environrnent via land runoff and atmos-

Dumped in U.S. Waters, 197a t~rough 1998 pheric deposition.

Voices of U.S. Ocean.Dumped Dredged Material 1973-1998 Today, virtually all the material dumped

140
illLO coastal azld marine waters is bottom

~ao sediment removed by dredging (Figure 2).

~oo Under the Clean Water Act, the U.S. Army

~ Corps of Engineers issues permits for
~ ~o
~ ~ ~

disposal of dredged material, suqect to
*~ ~o

~

~ v ~ guidelines established by EPA. Protocols
~

~ have been developed to determine whether

=o dredged sediments are suitable for placement

in the ocean or coastal environment. These
o~a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~a ~s a~ a~ ~ ~a ~s ~ ~ protocols involve an assessment base’d on

Year
the sediment characteristics, contaminant

Masses of Sewage Sludge and Other Wastes levels the toxicity of contamillants present.

and the potential for the contaminants to

~
accumulate in the tissues of organisms

s (EPA, 1991}. Based on these criteria, dredging
~ ma}’ not be permitted at all or the dredged
~ s~wag~ sediments may be deemed unacceptable for
~ ~ ~ludge

~ ~ overboard disposal. Placement in a landfill,

’,,,,i’""’X,,--j otuer in a confined disposal facility, or in a con-
a

,,,,,,w,~e~ rained underwater disposal site is then
required. Approximately five to ten percent

73 75 77 79 81 83 85 87 89 91 93 95 97 99

ve~r of the sediments dredged require managemem
s,.,,,,,, v s ,~,.,., C,,r..,,rt:..~ ........*~9~ r~’.~ .~ as contaminated sediments (NRC. 1997).

Although the federal laws governing

Congress enacted the Ocean 1-~,~i ’~’ Bandredged material disposal have eliminated

Act that prohibited ocean dumt,, the practice of discarding l’ma\’ily contami-

sewage sludge and industrial ~ h, ’. :, ,;~ nated harbor sediments in the marine

Sewage sludge must now be im m, ,,~,.d. environment, they have not eliminated con-

disposed of on land, or reused--,d~,,rnativestroversies. Despite the protections afforded

that have their own set of en\’ir~mmental by regulatory requirements and testing
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protocols, significant controversies suf roundimpasses in selecting and permitting alter-

the overboard disposal of dredged sedimentsnatives [’or dredged sediment placement

that are deemed acceptably "clean." Thos~, (Box 2). On one side, there is an aversion to

controversies are related in part to the placing ~astes of auv kind into the ocean

physical impacts of dredged sediment and coastal x~.ate,’s; on the other, there are

placement, including increased turbidity, constraints related to costs, limits in the

siltation, burial of bottom organisms, andfeasibility of beneficial uses, and opposition

permanent changes in the quality of bottomto disposal alternatives outside of the

habitat. In addition, the public, resource mmine environment.

users, and environmental rnanagers are
Tile volume of commerce moving

concerned that contaminants in the dredged
through U.S. ports is increasing and will

sediment will be mobilized and made morecontinue to do so because of increased
bioavailable by overboard disposal. As a

world trade and dependence on foreign
result, many portb struggled to resolve

Box 2

San Francisco Bay: Long-Term Strategy for Dredged Material

Nawgat~on channels and berths in San Francisco Bay the ocean. Subsequently, EPA designated an ocean

tend to fill in rapidly because of the large amount of disposal site to receive sandy sediments dredged by

mobile sediments in the bay--a legacy of placer min- federally funded projects.
ing following the California Gold Rush--and strong

In 1990, federal, state, and regional agencies
tidal currents. Dredged sediments were typically joined with navigation interest groups, fishing groups,
placed back into the bay, mostly at a site near environmental organizations, and the public to develop
Alcatraz Island, where strong tidal currents dispersed

a Long-Term Management Strategy for Bay Area
them. However, disposal of large quantities of sedi.

dredged material (U.S, Army Corps of Engineers,
ments generated from channel deepening changed the

!998). The strategy emphasizes a balance between
current patterns at the Alcatraz site so that sediments ocean disposal and beneficial reuse at upland/wet-
placed there no longer dispersed, land sites with limited ~n-bay disposal. During a transi-

The limitations of this s~te, the lack of readily avail, tional period, the amount of dredged material

able alternatives, public concerns, lawsuits, and frag. deposited at in-bay sites would be reduced from 80

mented agency management coalesced to create an percent to 20 percent, while upland sites, reuses, and
impasse, or so-called mudlock, that halted most wetland restoration are developed. Toxicity testing and
dredging. This caused significant problems for both monitoring would be bolstered. Nonetheless, enwron-

commercial and military shipping. The U,S. Navy, c~tmg me~]tal interest groups are calling for the elimination
national security requirements, broke the impasse by of in-bay disposal altogether,
dumping dredged sediments at a deepwater s~te in
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Figure 3

Sources of Loadings of Trace Metals to the energy resources (Bureau of Transportation

Southern California Bight Statistics, 2000). This is driving a trend

Southern California Bight ~oward larger ships wi~h deeper drafts and,

I Although there has been an effort to devel-
,~o%

op a national policy for screening dredged

~ material arid evaluating disposal options
0~ 60%~ (Maritime Administration, 1994). the U.S.

~ lacks a coherent port development policyO~ 40%

~. that is compatible with the envi,’onrnental

ao% quality objectives articulated in federal

environmental statutes.
0%

,~ ._ ~ ~ Diffuse Sources of Pollution

In most U,S, coastal regions, diffuse sources ot
Oil Pl=tforms [] Power and IndustPj    ¯ POTWs        Runoff

pollution--including land runoff and atmos-

pheric deposition--are now responsible for

most serious water-quality problems (EPA
Chesapeake Bay

~oo% and USDA, 1998). Because of the reduced¯ =li!i loadings of many corltaminants achieved by

point-source controls, land runoff is currently

the dolninant source of many contaminants in
o 60%~ both the Southern California Bight and

~ Chesapeake Bay (Fixture 3).

~"
Except where the rnanufacture or use

of a contaminant has ceased or changed

o%                                                     dramatically--such as for DDT and some

~" gasoline--the conu’ibution of diffuse sources

Atmosphere ¯ Poi.t Sources ¯ Ut, ba. Runoff RiYe,s of pollution in coastal and ocean waters has

grams implemented over the last 30 years.

Moreover, loadings of some pollutants from

diffuse sources, such as nitrogen (Howarth

et al., 1996; Gootsby et al., 2000) and mercury

I1                                                                                                                                   ..
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(S\~ain et al.. 1992). appear to ba~e increased (’ontamir~ants and nutrients in runoff

during that time period, are influenced by: (1) land uses. i.e..

whether the land is forested, agricultural.
The importance of diffuse sources of

industrial or urban: (2) human activities
pollutants has long been recognized. There are

that involve the purposeful or unintended
provisions in the Clean Water Act and Coastal

placement of t>rtitizers, pesticides, atmos-
Zone Management Act intended to achieve

pheric contaminants, and wastes on the land
reductions in pollution of coastal waters fl’om

surface; and (3) natural phenomena and
diffuse sources. Nonetheless. improvements

land-use decisions that affect water ihfiltra-
have been slow and difficult. This is due to the

tion. retention, groundwater movement.
diversity of diffuse sources, resistance to regu-

runoff, and transport in streams and rivers.
lutor5 solutions, and the multiple pathways

through which the pollutants m~y reach Sediments that erode from the land and

coastal and ocean environments, reach the coast in runoff carry various con-

taminants bound to sediment particles,
Fallout from the atmosphere is an

including trace metals, organic compounds,
important and previously under-appreciated

and phosphorus. The sediments themselves
source of a number of important pollutants.

can constitute a serious form of pollution,
including nitrogen, lead. mercury, and

silting up shallow water environments,organochlorine compounds such as DDT
increasing the need for dredging, alteringand PCBs (Box 3). Some of these pollutants
benthic habitats, and decreasing water clarity.

can be transported over long distances
Alternatively. improved soil conservation

before falling onto the ocean or on water-
practices and tile entrapment of riverine

sheds draining to the coast.. Atmospheric
sediments behind dams have resulted intranspo~’t is the primary mechanism for
decreased delivery of sediments to many

contamination of oceanic regions remote
U.S. coastal enviromnents over the last half

t?’om human activities, such as polar seas
century (Meade, 1982). For some coastaland the open ocean. In a recent report to
environments, this has improved the condi-Congress, the EPA (2000c) indicated that
tions for living resources by increasing water

atmospheric deposition of PCBs, banned
clarity and decreasing sedimentation; how-

and restricted pesticides, and lead has
ever, other coastal ecosystems, such as sandybeen declining in recent years for the Great
beaches and subsiding deltas (Milliman,

Lakes and some coastal waters, but that
1997), are experiencing problems because adeposition of other pollutants such as
continued supply of sediments is needed tonitrogen has not fallen off.
sustain them. (Co,~tir, ut’d on page 14)
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Box 3

The Atmosphere: An Important Pathwa~y for Some Pollutants

Atmospheric deposition of pollutants involves a vanety of Atmospheric deposition is an important source of

physical processes that transport chemicals to the nitrogen, some trace metals (e.g., lead and mercury),

Earth’s surface (Baker, 1997; Figure 4). Wet deposition and organochlorine compounds (e.g., DDT and PCBs}

involves processes by which gases and airborne particles to coastal and ocean environments:

are washed from the atmosphere during precipitation. Dry ¯ Lead emissions to the atmosphere in the U.S. and
deposition results from tile impact of fine particles Europe are now orders of magnitude lower than in
(aerosols) on surfaces and on gas exchange at terrestrial tile early 1970s due to ending the use of leaded
and aquatic surfaces. The magnitude of atmospheric dep-

additives to gasoline. The impact can be seen in
’ osition depends directly on the concentration of poilu- the reduction of lead concentrations in surface
rants ~n the atmosphere, the form of each chemical (gas

waters of the open ocean (Wu and Boyle, 1997),
or particulate), the size of the aerosol particles, and the

coastal sediments (Bricker, 1993; Cochran et al.,
extent of precipitation and physical mixing.

1998; Hornberger et al., 1999), and shellfish tis-
Pollutants are introduced into the atmosphere from sues (Lauenstein and Daskalakis, 1998).

a variety of sources, travel through several pathways, ¯ The global reservoir of atmospheric mercury has
and reach various fates. Materials such as soot, NOx,

increased by a factor of two to five since the begin-
and S02, are released from natural sources (forests, ning of industrialization (Boening, 2000) and ~s dom-
volcanoes, and fires) as well as from human activities

inated by anthropogenic emissions (Mason et al.,
(anthropogenic sources) However, many atmospheric

1994). Principal sources (>80 percent) are combus-
pollutants (e.g., PCBs, CFCs) are only derived from

tion processes, primarily coal burning and municipal
anthropogenic soLlrces, Sources of air pollutants are

and medical-waste incineration (EPA, 1997). Higher
commonly categorized as stationary (e.g., power

mercury concentrations in wet deposition are found
plants, refineries, and incinerators), mobile (vehicles,

in urban areas, reflecting local power plant and
aircraft, locomotives, and ships), or area (e.g.,

incinerator sources (Mason et al., 2000). Surface
volatilization of ammonia from manure).

waters of the North Atlantic have higher mercury
Tile lifetime of a pollutant in the atmosphere is concentrations compared to the equatorial Pacific

dependent on its chemical reactivity and its partition- (Mason and Fitzgerald, 1996), probably as a result
ing among gas, liquid, and solid phases. In general, of long.distance transport of gaseous forms of mer-
chemicals on particles or in liquid water have a shorter cury from sources in North America.
lifetime in the atmosphere and are not transported far ¯ The discovery of organochlorine pes.ticides such as
from their source, while gaseous chemicals may

DDT and industrial chemicals such as PCBs in the
remain in the atmosphere a long time and travel great

waters and biota of the Arctic .and Antarctic
distances. Persistent chemicals that are revolat~hzed

ecosystems fundamentally altered our view of the
after being deposited can travel like a grasshopper

role of the atmosphere in distributing pollutants on
over great distances. Because these chemicals are

a global scale (Wania and Mackay, 1996).
more prone to evappration under warmer tempera.
tures, they tend to be redistributed to higher latitudes
(Wania and Mackay, 1996).
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Conversion of lands to urban and sub-    balance in bays and estuaries during both

urban uses has b.een proceeding at a rate far wet and city weather periods.

greater than the rate of population growth
While direct discharges still contribute

in many coastal communities as a result of
signi[’icanc toxic contaminants ancl nutri-

the U.S. tendency for low-density residen-
ents to coastal waters, it is clear that pro-

tial development (sprawl). The conversion
tecting the marine environment from the

of previously undisturbed land surfaces
many adverse effects o[’ pollution will

that allowed the infiltration and slow release
require more effective controI of land

of water to impervious surfaces such as
runoff and atmospheric depositioninow

roofs, driveways, roads, and parking lots
the principal sources of the most damaging

results in higi~er peak runoff, which carries
pollutants in many coastal ecosystems.

greater pollution loads and alters the salinity

Figure 4

Atmospheric Release, Transport, and Deposition Processes

Particulate Local or
Matter Long.Distance /~///////~////~ ~

Transport Deposition
SOURCES OF POLLUTANTS

~-~.,,~---,,~_

Changes in ~ Dry Particle
Chemical/Physica,

1]//,///]//,//,//~/~,/~,

Deposition
Anthropogenic Natural Sources Forms ,// Air/Water

Sources ’.:ZI,].?:/.,,.I,;,:7/’ Gas Exchange

Deposition

Surface Water
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III. The Challenge of
Toxic Contaminants

Nature of Toxic Contaminants marine environment, other contaminants

are still being released and do not show a
Toxic pollutants include trace metals (e.g.,

clear downward trend. Some may even be
cadmium, copper, lead, and mercuw), a

increasing. For example, analyses of lake
variety of biocides (e.g., DDT, tributyl tin)

and reservoir sediments show increasing
and their by-products, industrial organic

levels of PAHs associated with suburban
chemicals (e.g., PCBs and tetracbloroben-

development (Van Metre et el., 2000). PAHs
zene), and by-products of industrial

come from multiple sources, including
processes and combustion (e.g., polycyclic

’~he historic use of                                                     petroleum and the combustion of fossil fuels
aromatic hydrocarborts, or PAHs, and dioxins).

some compounds no and biomass, some of which have been
longer manufactured Those polltlta~Is meriting greatest attention

reduced (e.g., coal coMng) and some of
or used in the United       are widespread and persistent in the envi-

which continue (e.g., urban runoff andStates--like DDT, ronrnent, have a propensity to accumulate
PCBs, and lead addi- atmospheric deposition of combustion

in biological tissues, or induce biologicaltires in gasoline~ by-products).
has left a legacy of effects at extremely low concentrations.

contamination." Humankind will be dealing with legacy
The historic use of some compounds

contaminants of the marine environment
no longer manufactured or used in the

we{~ into the future. Repositories of persistent
United States--like DDT, PCBs, and lead

contaminants in marine sediments can be
additives in gasoline--has left a legacy of

sources of long-term exposure to marine life
contamination. Generally, legacy contami-

welt after the inputs of these contaminants
nants in U.S. coastal envirormmnts have

have largely ceased. Examples of this include
declined. However, these compounds are

DDT in the Southern California Bight (Box i)
stiII in use in other countries and they con-

and PCBs in San Francisco Bay (San Francisco
tinue to run off the land. For example, it

Estuary Institute. 1996). The deep sea may be
has been estimated that less than t0 percent

the final sink for some persistent organic pol-
of the total lead deposited from the a~mos-

lutants (Looser et al., 2000).
phere onto the Sacrament() and Nan Joaquin

rivet’ basins has yet been delivered to San Biological Effects

Francisco Bay (Steding et el,, 2000) As theToxic effects, both lethal and sublethal, have
concentrations of some heavy metals and been extensively documented in laboratory

organochlorine compounds decrease in theexperiments, but concrete examples of con-
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taminant effects on populations of marine metals are also subject to bioaccumulation,

~)rganisms are limited (Mc’Dowell e~ al.. but except for metal-containing organic

1999). Key issues considered here include c:ompounds (e.g., methyl merc:ury) do not

the potential for hLouccumulation of toxicantsbiomagnify in marine organisrns.

by marine life; Lhe effects of disruptions of
Bioconcentration and biomagnification

organisms’ immune, endocrine, and repro-
of toxicants pose particular risks to predators

ductive systems on their populations: and
of fish, including birds, marine mammals,

the effects on marine communities of
and humans. High concentrations of toxi-

chronic exposure to the high concentrations
cants, soch as PCBs and mercury, necessitate

of contarnirmnts found [n coastal sedirnents.
health advisories for frequent consumers of

Organisms may accumulate contaminantsfish in some regions (EPA, 1999). Perhaps

from water, sedtntents, or food in their tis- the most widely recognized effect of persist-

sues. This can result in concentrations of ent contaminants on marine populations is

the contaminant many times higher than the decline of populations of bald eagles

those found in the environment. The degreeand brown pelicans during the 1960s and

of bioaccumulation depends on the level of1970s. DDT and its breakdown products

exposure and the mechanisms by which theaccumulated in adult birds from their prey,

organism expels, stores, or metabottcally leading to changes in calcium metabolism in

breaks down the contaminant. Compoundsbreeding females. The birds produced

such as organochlorine pesticides and abnormally thin eggshells and ultimately

PCBs tend to accumulate in fatty tissues experienced reproductive thilures (Hickey

(lipophilic compounds), ~.here they may and Anderson, 1968: Blus et aI., 1971).

remain for long periods of time. Animals in
Extensive evidence demonstrates that

~he upper levels of the food web may accu-
toxicants can disrupt the metabolic, regula-

mulate these cornpounds from prey until
tory, or disease defense systems of an

lipid storage sites are saturated, Their
organism, eventually compromising its sur-

metabolism is then challenged to degrade
viral or reproduction. For exarnple, genettc

and excrete the contaminants or their rneta-
damage, malformations, and reduced

bolic by-products, some of which are much
gro~ th and mobility were observed in

more toxic than the original form. in this
Pacific herring embryos exposed to PAH

way, highly persistent and bioaccumulative
(from ~eathered oil) levels as low as 0.7

compounds can magnify through the food
ppb (Cat’ls et al.. 1999). Mollusks exposed

web, having little noticeable toxic effect
to PCBs in New Bedford Harbor,

except at the highest trophic levels. Trace
Massachusetts. experienced both a loss of
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reproductive output and increased suscepli- various animals, including mollusks, fish.

bility to disease (McDo~\ell et al., [999). reptiles, birds, and mammals (NRC, [999b:
Accumulation of PCBs and PAHs in Puget Royal Society, 2000). For example, endocrine-

Sound rock sole has been correlated with disrupting chemicals have been implicated

reductions in spawning success (Johnson etin the incidence of hermaphroditism in

al., [998). Bioconcentration of PCBs has Norwegian polar bears and St. La~rence

also been linked with impaired immurm beluga whales (De Guise et al., 1994),

defenses that lead to disease and death in
Toxic substances in sediments appear to

marine n~ammals, including seals and have localized effects in U.S. bays and estu-
dolphins (Kuehi and Haebler, 1995).

aries and in certain offshore regions that
Particular attention is currently being received wastes, such as the New York and

devoted to the disruption of endocrine Southern California Bights. In Lhe past
systems by toxic contaminants. Some decade, EPA’s Environmental Monitoring
organochlorine pesticides, PCBs. dioxins, and Assessment Program (EMAP) and
and other compounds functionally mimic National Sediment Quality Survey and
or alter the production of hormones (NRC,NOAA’s National Status and Trends

1999b). Tributyl tin (TBT), a biocide used Program have extensively measured the

in antifouling paints, has been shown to conc~mtrations of contaminants in bottom

disrupt hormones controlling sexual devel-sediments in the nation’s bays and estuaries,
opment in z{mllusks exposed to concentra-collected collateral data on the communities

tions as low as [0 parts per trillion, leadingof benthic organisms living in those sedi-
to irreversible reproductive abnormalities merits, and assayed toxicity of sediments to
(e,g., females developing male sex organs)sensitive amphipod crustaceans. Using these

and reproductive failures (NRC, 1999b). three components--contaminant concen-

Significant declines in marine snail popula-trations (and their probable effects based

tions have been documented in regions ofon an extensive database), the health of the

North America and Europe where use of communities living in the sediments, and

TBT was intense (Matthiessen and Gibbs, experimental toxicity--Long (2000) con-

1998: Nehring, 2000). Most uses of TBT cluded that biologically significant chemical
paints in the U.S. were discontinued as a contamination and toxic responses occurred

result of these findings. Feminization of throughout the nation’s coastal waters,
males due to exposure to estrogen mimicsespecially in the most urbanized and indus-

and masculini~ation of Dmales exposed to trialized regions. Chemical concentrations

estrogen blockers have been observed in exceeding guidelines for probable effects
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occurred in 26 percent of samples, repre- line oF defense. Improved knm~ledge

senting 7.5 percent of the ba}s and estuaries fa~e and effects of various classes of tom-

surveyed. Generally, secliments proved toxicpounds and screening processes R)r new

to the crustaceans ~ here contaminam con-chemical products have reduced, but not

centrations were high and benthic commu-totally eliminated, the risk of "surprises"
nities degraded, such as DDT, PCBs. and TBT.

This three-pronged approach involving Legacy comaminants must be managed

field studies does not fully resolve which for decades to centuries into the future.
contaminants and other factors are actuaIlvOptions include control of losses from

responsible for the toxicity and community waste sites and contaminated soils on land,

degradation. The synergistic, addirix e, or treatment of urban stormwater, and reme-

antagonistic interactions among contarni- diation or contaminated sediments.

nants are poorly understood and challengingContaminated sediments exist in many ports,

to assess, thus making it difficult to predict where they pose a risk of reintroduction

biological responses simply based on knowl-toxicants imo the water column by physical
edge of the types and concentrations of con-disturbance of sediments or transferal

taminants present in a given area (~ng. I998).through the food chain. Options for man-

agirtg cor~tarnirmted sediments include:
Pollutio. Rbate~e~t and Re~ediatio.

leaving them in place to allow recovery to
The most effective way to reduce the proceed through degradation and burial.
harmful impacts of toxic contaminants      capping them with clean sediments, treat-

on marine ecosystems is to eliminate or ing them in place, and removing them for
restrict their use or production. The experi-containment or treatment (NRC. 1997).
ences with lead additives in gasoline, DDT,
and PCBs show that in the long term this In the case or the pesticide kepone in

approach can reduce environmental con- the James River estuary, Virginia, the

centrations an~ exposure for marine organ-decision was to !cave the contaminated sed-

isms. In addition to discontinuing the useiments in place, and subsequent reductions

or production of these substances, source of contaminants levels in the ecosystem and

controls, recycling and reuse, and other <~rganisms were observed (NRC, 1997).

forms of "pollution prevention" provide theHm~,~,,r, when contaminaot levels are high

first line of defense (NRC, 1993a). Treatmentand the risks of reintroduction are great.

and removal of pollutants from effluents capping may speed recovery of the ecosys-

and atmospheric emissions provide a secondtern The EPA has proposed placing clean ¯
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sediments atop portions of the DDT depositsed sediment below the surface (Whitaker,

off Palos Verdes. California, in order to test2000). A similar controversy surrounds pro-

the feasibility and effectiveness of this posals Io cap ~he dredged sediment clisposal

remediatiun method. Representatives of thesite in the apex of the New York Bight.

DDT manufacturer have criticized this These cases exemplify the dilemma faced in

method because DDT concentrations in making decisions regarding remediation of

surface sediments have been declining andcontaminated sediments.

the process ma5 expose heavily contaminat-
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IV. The Challenge of
Nutrient Pollution

Nutrient Overenrichment research has demonstrated that nutrient

overenrichment was a major contributor to
An increase in the supply of organic matter

the extensive changes observed in coastal
in a water body is termed eutrophication

ecosystems during that period. Three recent
(Nixon, I995; see sidebar in Abstract). Over

scientific assessments addressed nutrient
the last 30 years the discharge of organic

pollution .in U.S. coastal waters.
wastes from municipal and industrial

sources declined as a result of improved The National Oceanic and Atmospheric

treatment. At the same time. eutrophicationAdministration characterized the symptoms

in marly areas became more extensive due of eutrophication for 138 bays and estuaries

to increased loadings of mineral nutrients,around the U.S. coast based on data review

particularly nitrogen and phosphorus, and expert consultations (Bricker et al..

which stimulate the production of organic 1999). Approximately one-third of the

matter within the marine ecosystem. Therewater bodies had high expressions of

are many consequences of this increased eutrophic conditions (Figure 5). Altogether,

organic production, both beneficial arid 82 water bodies, representing 67 percent of

harmful. The latter include tlypoxia, or the combined surface area of these bays and

stressfully low dissolved oxygen, reductionsestuaries exhibited moderate to high

of seagrass beds and corals, and, potentially,degrees of depleted dissolved oxygen, loss

noxious or toxic blooms of algae, of seagrasses, or harmful algal blooms.

Moreover. it was predicted that eutrophic
Nutrient pollution has been increasingly

conditions would become more severe in 86
recognized as a key threat to coasta[ environ-

of these ecosystems by 2020. Systems having
ments over the past 20 years because of both

low inflow, poor flushing, or strong stratifi-
new scientific understandhlg and declining

cation are particularly susceptible to
trends in water quality (Nixon. 1995).

eutrophication. While this assessment was
Loadings of nitrogen flo~ ing in ri~ers to the

limited to estuaries and bays in the conter-
Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the l.°rmed States

ruinous states, nutrient pollution has also
have increased foul’ to eight fold flora kite

resulted in loss of coral reef habitat and
time of European colonization (Ho,aarth et

seagrasses in U.S. tropical regions (Bell, 1992:
al.. 1996). Most of that increase came in the

Lapointe, 1999). (Contim~ed on page 22)
last half of the 20th century. Scierllific

2O
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Figure 5

Areas of Significant Eutrophication in U.S. Coastal Waters

A recent National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) study examined 138 estuaries
along the coasts of the conterminous United States, A group of expert~ identified 44 estuaries

and coastal areas (labeled on the map below) with high levels of eutrophication and found an
additional 40 estuaries (not shown) with moderate symptoms of eutrophication.

The h~ghest percentage of estuaries with high levels of eutrophica-
tion occurs in waters along the coasts of the Middle

¯ Atlantic and the Gulf regions,Hood CanalSouth Puget Sound /

Pacific Ocean
I

San Francisco CANADA :"_ Hudson

Tomales~ l " - -
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Upper ~guna Madre ¯ V Pontcha~rain ~ I ~ ~ ~ / / v......... Mississippi-- ~ ~ ~ REGION ~ ~PungolPamlico ..........
Lower ~guna ~aare ;~ River Plume ~ ~ [ Rivers TangierlP~omoke
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I~ Florida Bay
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Eutrophication

ecosystem, often as a resuLt of ~xc,,~ t,u,rk’,,ts. S,gns ~~",~,, ,,,.. /
of eutrophication in coastal waters mdu,le increased phytoplankton ....~..i~:~..~

growth, increased gro~ th of macroalgae and epiphytes (plants that overgrow other
plants), low dissolved oxygen, harmful alga( h[ooms, and loss of seagrasses. "Dpically one or more of
these syv~ptoms i~ seen over large areas and, ur persislenfly wid~tn Ihe estuary. The "Dead Zone" in the Gulf of
Mexico refers to an extensive area of seasonal hypoxia, or depletion of dissolved oxygen, in the bottom waters.
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Box 4

Gulf of Mexico’s "Dead Zone"

In a large region of the tuner continental she!f off 4, about 90 percent of the n~trate load comes from

the coast of Louisiana and Texas, the bottom water diffuse sources, particularly from agricultural lands
oxygen levels fall too low (<2 mg/L) to support fish, along the upper Mississippi and Ohio rivers, nearly

crustaceans, and many other invertebrates during the 1000 miles upstream from the river’s mouth; and

warmer months of April to September. This hypoxic
5. Gulf ecosystems and fisheries are affected by hypox.

zone, or Dead Zone, has been as large as 12,000
ia, but economic impacts are difficult to quantify.

square m~les (20,000 km2) but vanes in dimensions

from year to year and w~thin years, depending on river Models predicted significant reductions in hypoxia

runoff, and meteorological and oceanographic factors, would occur with a 20 to 30 percent nitrogen load

A recently completod integrated assessment conducted reduction. Two approaches are required to achieve

under the auspices of the President’s National Science that level of reduction: (1) improved agronomic prac.

and Technology Council (CENR, 2000) concluded that: rices that reduce nitrogen losses from farm fields and

(2) trapping nitrogen lost from fields in restored wet-
1. the hypoxia is caused primarily by excoss nutrient lands, vegetated buffers, reconnected floodplains, and

runoff (particularly of nitrogen) from the
coastal wetlands. These recommendations have been

Mississippi.Atchafalaya River Basin in combination
met with considerable controversy regarding both the

with stratification of Gulf waters;
certainty of the science and the costs and impacts on

2, landscape alterations and river channelization food production among midwestern states and agricul.
during the late 19th century and first half of the tural interests. In October 2000, a task force including

20th century reduced the river basin’s hydrologic senior policymakers from eight federal agencies, nine
buffering capacity; states, and two tribal governments set a general goal

to reduce the average area experiencing hypoxia Lo3. eutrophication and hypoxia increased during time lab
less thad 5,000 km2 (1,930 square miles or about 40ter half of the 20th cent.ury during which the flux of

nitrate-nitrogen almost tripled (between 1955-1970 percent of its average dimensions during the 1990s),
which the task force recognized would probably

and 1980-1996), concomitant with the rapid
~ncrease in the use of chemical fertilizers; require the reduction of nitrogen inputs by 30 percent.

The President’s National Scle’nce and continental shelf, since the [950s. It identi-

Technology Council produced an integrated fied more efficient use of fertilizers and

assessment of large-scale hypoxia irl the restoration of wetlands in the river basin as

northern Gulf of Mexico (CENR, 2000) effective means to reduce the extent and

(Box 4), The assessment concluded that dif-severir.y of hypoxia in the Gulf,

fuse sources of nutrient pollution have
Finally, the National Research Council

caused more extensive hypoxia, covering tip
(2000a) recently published an in-depth

to 1.’2,000 square miles of the northern Gulf
evaluation of the causes and effects of
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overenrichment in coastal ~aters and of reduction of plant hiodiversit~ are other

abatement strategies, including monitoringconsequences of the increasing flow of bio-

and modeling, goat sett!ng, and source logically available nitrogen in the biosphere.

reduction and control. Noting the substanl.ial
Consequences for Living Marine Resources

adverse impacts o[" nutrient pollution and
Nutrients are generally in short supply inthe likelihood that nutrient loads will
most ecosystems and microscopic andincrease as human populations grow. the

NRC calls for a natiom.~.ide strategy for macroscopic plants have adapted mecha-

nisms to assimilate them and grow whenreducing impairment by nutrient pollution
and protecting unimpaired waters. One they are available. The addition of nutrients

to an ecosystem affects not only how fastgoal suggests a 10 percent reduction by the
year 2010 in the number of coastal water plants grow but also which plants grow

most rapidly. These responses are affectedbodies demonstrating severe impacts and a

25 percent reduction hy 2020. by many factors, including light, tempera-

ture, mixing and stratification of the water
Large-scale eutrophication has also column, the ratio of the various nutrients,

occurred in seas around other developed and grazing by animals. In marine ecosys-
nations, including the Baltic Sea, eastern terns, the rate at which plants create new
North Sea, northern Adriatic Sea, north- organic matter (primary production) is
western Black Sea, and Japan’s Seto Inlandclosely related to nitrogen inputs (NRC,
Sea. As in the U.S., these p,’oblems a!so 2000a). Prirnary production doubled frorn
developed during ~l~e last half of t.h~ 20th the beginning of the I960s to 1990 in the
century with expanded use of chemical southern Kattegat betxveen Denmark and
fertilizers and combustion of fossil fuels. Sweden (Richardson and Heihnan, 1995),
Coastal eutrophication is but one dimen- one of the few areas where primary produc-
sion of the significant modification of the lion has been consistently measured.
nitrogen cycle (Vitousek et al.. 1997). Similar dramatic increases in primary pro-
Globally, the amount of biologkally avail-duction in the Chesapeake Bay (Cooper.
able nitrogen added to the biosphere each1995) and the northern Gulf of Mexico
year has more tllatl doubled the anlourlt (Rabalais et al., 1996) have been inferred
made available by the natural sources of based on chemicals and fossils laid down in
plant fixation and lightning. In ,~ddition to bottom sediments.

impacts oi1 marine ecosystems, acid rain,

loss of forest soil fertility, emissmns of Although much of the increased organ-

ic matter is consumed by zooplankton, bac-nitrous oxide (a greenhouse gas). and
teria, and bottom filter feeders, the amount
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(ff organi(’ rnallt’r (hut Fails to the b(~ttoin in Cruslaceans, echinoderms, and mollusks are

(h~, form of (le~(I plant (’ells and [ecal matu~r parlicuIarl} sensitive to ~he Lack o[ oxygen

from grazing organisms is also increased, and the h~drogen sulfide that emanates

Thi~ change~ the food regtme of o[’g~nisms[~’om putreE’ing sediments. Consequently,

Itving on the bottom or within bottom sed- benthic communities experiencing eutroph-

iments, initially increasing the abundance i(:ati(~n and hypoxic stress are altered and

of animals and microorganisms tha~ con- have [e~s ~pecies diversity. Substantial

sume the rich organic deposits. However, .changes in the production and composition

the respi[’ation of these decomposer organ- of bemhic communities may be evident well

[sms COIlSLlmeS oxygen. At first oxygen is bet~e severe hypoxic conditions occm’ in

depleted in bottom sediments and. if overlying ~aters (Diaz and Rosenberg. 1995).

organic loading is heavy enough, the deficit
H~poxic conditions [n ~vaters above the

of ox.ygen reaches into the water column
seabed force fish and swimming invertebrates

above the seabed. The severity and persist-
to avoid the stressful conditions. Catches of

ence of resulting hypoxia depend on the
fish and ~hrirnp Ln bottom trawls in the

stratification of the water colunm. Le~s
Gulf of Mexico are dramatically lower or

dense (warmer or fresher) surface waters
nonexistent ~ here bottom dissolved oxygen

overlying more dense (colder or saltier)
level~ fall below 2 mg/L (CENR, 2000). Fish

bottom waters, with little mixing between
and crustaceans often move up in the water

the la~ers, prevent~ ~upplies of oxygen from
column, ~here they are more susceptible to

stu’~ace waters from replenishing the ox~’gen
pl’edation. Hypoxia can also block normal

consumed by decomposers.
on~hore-of[’~l~ore migration. Despite these

Severe hypoxia near the bottom has apparent obstacles to survival, large-scale

hecome a more regular and extensive h~l)()xh~ has no~ decimated the important

seasonal phenomenon in ecosystems suchshrimp fisheries o[" the northern Gulf of

as the Louisiana continental shelf (Rabalaisklexi(~ (CENR. 2000), although it may

e[ al., t996), Chesapeake Bay (Boesch et al.,h~. ~, ~1~:� ¢,d the catch o[ brown shrimp

in pres~), the western’ basin of Long Island (7~ :r ,~ ~,m and Nance, in p~’ess). Many

Sound (Long Island Sound Study, 1998). ~,:~ .... ~ tdTect shrimp populations,

and many other parts of the world (Diaz ~,. : ~ ,.~-than-catastrophtc effects due

and Rosenberg, L995). t,. , , ddfi(’ult to detect. Bottom hypoxia

., -,I in declines in the catches in
As bottom oxygen [s depleted, many

d,.:, . , ,~i~ingnear the bottom) Fisheries
organisms unable Lo swim away succumb.

iu [:~.~ ’l’" ~md Japan (Caddy, 1993, 2000).
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Nmrients are necessary Io support the of the t’ood chains supporting the fisheries,

produ(:tivit~ of ma~’ine food x~el)s. Across Other factors can affect ~’isheries yield,

t, he full range of marine ecosystems, the however, including climatic w~riation and

supp[~ o[ nutrients~[)articularly nitrogen~ the effects o~ fishing itself on the food chain.

is positively correlated with ~isheries ~ield There is a strong global trend of "Fishing

(Nixon et al., I986). Although the general down the food chah~," wherein ~ishing is

relationship i~ undeniable. ~he strength o[ targeted on smaller species once s~ocks o[

coupling between nutrients and t.he pro- higher predators are depleted (Pau[y et al.,

duction of animals wid~in a given ecosystem 1998). Under these conditions ~here is less

has been called into question (Micheli. [999). predation on rnid-trophic level species,

Nonetheless, increases in the catch o~ some allowing them to become more abundant.

~isheries have been observed in d~e North These factors may result in increased yields

and Baltic Seas and Seto Inland Sea in measured as biomass, but the economic

Japan. concurrent with increases in nutrient value of the ~ishery is typically smaller.

loading (Caddy, 1993). While some increases
Eutrophication combined with

are attributable to increased fishing pressure
increased Fishing intensity, results in higher

or more efficient ~ish[ng paralleling increased
yields of sma~ll pelagic (living in the water

nutrient loadings, greater ~ ie[ds appear to
column) species and reduced )[elds og top

be at least in part due to nutrient stimulation

Figure 6

imultaneous Effects of Eutrophication and Fishery Harvest on Marine Food Chains

Top ¯

I I~
- ’--T’-- Prod’t°r Small .~,~, ,

HARVEST, Top Predator HARVEST Pelagi~ -[
~ ~

--
Small Pelagic

~,~ ....Small Pelagic
~ ~ Jellies

Jellies

Zooplankton
~

Zooplankton ~ Zooplankton

, ,, , ’,, , .~ ~,~= Increased Hypoxia
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predators and (lemer.sa[ (li~ing near the hot- and shelter for a rich diversit) o~ marine

~m~) species (Figure [~). in the extreme (a~e. organisms, hut are very sensitive to nutrien~

~e~re h,vp(~xia and high[> enriched i?u~d pollution. High nutrient levels in the wa~er

chains l’~t~ or gelatinous predators (jelly t’ish colu[llrl can stimulate luxuriant grm~th of

and comb jellies) and result in the ~ir~ual seagrass leaves, but there is insufficient rhi-

elimination o[’ demersal resources and zome growth to tide the plants over during

reduction irl small pelagic fish stocks (e.g., periods of reduced photosynthesis. Reductions

anchovies in the Black Sea). European seas in available light caused by increased phy-

can be ordered based on relative harvests of topiankton density’ and the proliferation of

demersal and pelagic fisheries from the irish microscopic and macroscopic algae growing

Sea. with low nutrient inputs and pt’opor- on seagrass blades also adversely affect the

tio~al[> greater demm’sal fisheries, tt~ the plants (Duarte. 1995). Seagrasses some-

Adriatic and Black Seas, with high nutrient times give way to fast growing macroalgae.

inputs ~md predominantly pelagic fisheries Ultimately, conditions may become too tur-

(Cadd5. 2000). in the U.S., enriched systems bid to support any macroscopic plants. As

such as the Chesapeake Bu5 and northern seagrass beds are lost, sediments are more

Gull" of Mexico exhibit high ~ ields of a small easily eroded, causing the pace of loss to

pelagic Fish (menhaden). These systems ha~e accelerate. Significant seagrass losses caused

also experienced oxerharw~sting of top prt~d- b5 excessive nutrient Ioadings have been

ators such us striped bass. red suapper, and observed in bays and coastal lagoons

red drum and face current management New England, the rntd-iMIantic region,

problems R~r demm-sal crustaceans zuch as Florida, Texas. and California (Bricker

bIhe crabs and penaeid shrimp. The interac- et al,, I999). as well as in Europe, Australia,

t[ons bet~.een [’ishing pressure and eutroph- and Japan (Duarte, I9~5). On the other

ication require that fisheries resources be hand, partial recovery of seagrass beds in

managed not only in a multispecies context Sarasota. Tampa. and Chesapeake Bays has

but it]so k~ ithin an ecosystem framework, bee[1 observed as a result of ef[~rts to abate

That framework ma5 need to tak4 into nutrient pollution.

account human activities and
]u the Baltic Sea, shallow rocky areas

processes extending even into the water-
on{e covered ~ith brown seaweeds that

sheds that deliver fresh water and nutrienb
prm ide important spawning sites for fishes

to the sea (Caddy’, 2000).
changed to a plant community dominated

Seagrasses, seaweeds, and coral reefs b~ t apidly growing green algae of little

create important habitats that provide food halntat ~alue (Jansson and Dahlberg, 1999).
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[n the rlorth\~,estern Black ~ea, an ~×tensb, e ~onlribu[e to erwironmenlal ~H’e~e~ lhal

meadow of red algae co~eriug 4.000 squaremake corals susceptible to disease~ that

miles in Ihe 1950s was reduced to 200 appear to be increasing in distribution and

square mile~ by the [990s. causing a toss ofvirulence (Har~ell et al., [999). Finally. a

a harvested resource, the disappearance of a recent study in Barbados found d~at boring

unique fauna, and reduction in an important sponges, which ~eaken cora[ structures,

source of oxygen (Zaitse~, [999). were more common in reefs experiencing

euwophicacion (Holmes, 2000).
Reef-building corals bare a symbiotic

relationship with algae (zooxanthellae) that Probably no effect o~ nutrient pollution

live in coral [issue and efficiently recycle has captured more public attention than

available nutrients. This relationship allows harmful algal blooms, ~bough, in Fact, the

corals to build reel’s in clear waters with low causes o~ these blooms are complex and

nutriem levels. Even small increases in nutrient incompletely understood. Harmful blooms

loads can stimulate phytoplankton and tnvotve a variety of unicellular organisms

reduce [igh~ availability lot" zuoxamhellae in ~ha~ create nuisance conditions in high con-

the deeper parts o[" the reel Elevated nuwi- centrations, cause mass mortalities of

ent levels or reduced light avai[abilit~ may marine organisms, or i[Iness~or e~en deafl~

make ah’eady temperature-stressed corals ~in humans (Smayda, t997). [nclucled are

more prone ~o expelling ~ooxanthe[iae, pro- microscopic organisms 0ncluding red tides.

ducing a "bleaching" effect (Brown, 2000). brown tides, and the notorious phantom

dinoflagella~e, Pfiesleria piscicida) that
increased availability of nu~riems can

result in shellfish poisoning of humans.
shif~ an,ecosystem clominated by corals and"

cause Fish kills, and jeopardize aquaculture
coraIIine algae Lowal’d dominance by algal

operations. The distribution, inciclence, and
turf and macroalgae (Bell, 1992; Lapointe,

severity of harmful algal blooms bare been
1999). Nutrient stimulation due ~o sewage

risin8 in recent decades, not only in the
additions was responsible ~or overgrowth of

United States but also in Europe, Japan. and
coral ree~s by macroalgae in Kaneohe Bay.

China (Hallegraeff, [993). While nutrient
Hawaii, durin8 the 1960s. Redirecting

pollution is clearly not the cause of some
sewage out of the bay reversed [his situa~

blooms, in other cases there is evidence that
tion (Smith et al., 1981). Grazing animals

changes in nutrient supplies and ratios are
normally prevent alsal overgro~ th. so when

a contributing factor (NRC, 2000a).
overfishing reduces grazers, reefs may be

particularly susceptible to nutriem pollution The chemical form and relative ~attos

(Lapointe, 1999). Overenvichment ma~ alsooE available plant nutrients can cause shifts
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in ph3toplankttm composition and unusual affect tht~ genetic ~o~ within the regional

algal blooms. Organic nitrogen seems to pnpulation (NRC. 1995).

.~uvor the or~unistn causing brown tide~
Eutrophication can atso adversely affect

possibly Pfi~swria h~ nfid-Adant~c bays. A
the services provided by marine ecosystems.

shortage o1" silicon, a nutrient needed for
Nutrient removal by denitrification and

diatom~rowfl~ relaHve ~o the supplies of
burial in bottom sediments may be one of

n~tro~en ~md phosphorus favors the ~rowth
~he most important services provided by

of flagellated phytoplankton, some species
coastal ecosystems (Costanza et al., 1997).

of ~’hich are toxic (N[~C. 2000a), Even if
~o~ever. when severe seasonal hypoxia

the species favored are t~ot toxic, changes
occurs, both phosphorus and ammonia are

in the proportions of vurious nutriems
released rrom bottom sediments, turning an

delivered ~o coastal waters could change the
important sink ~or nutrient pollution h~to

type as well as the amoum of phytoplan~ton
source~thereby Fueling more hypoxia

theft grows, wRh s~gnfficant consequences
(Boesch et al., in press). Through ~his and

throughoul ~h~ rood web. Inputs of silicon
other ~eedb~ck mechanisms, eutrophic

from land have declined in many regions a~
ecos)stems appear to be less resilient, i,e.,

a resul~ of ~edimen~ enH’apmen~ behi~d
~hey have less capacity ro buffer changes

dams, ~hile phosphorus inputs ha~e
and recover from d~sturbances more slowly.

rem~fined ~Leady ~md nitrogen inputs have

increased (Justin: et al,, t995: CENR, 2000).9o~s a~a

Hum~m activities have increased ~he flow of
Eutrophication usually results in reduc-

tions in species diversRy o[ ~he affected phosphorus to the world’s ocean by a factor

o~ d~ree over natural rates and the flow ofecosystems and, if extensive and severe, can

impact biodiversi~y on a regional scale. In
nitrogen to U.S. coas~.al waters by Ibm" to

the northwestern ~helf of the Black Sea, for
eight times (NRC, 2000a). The largest

human-controlled addi~ion of nitrogen ~o
example, only one-third as many benthic

environment ~s ~he manufacture of inorganic
~mimal species could be found within a given

depth zune in the 1980s a~ were ~ound in the
nitrogen fertilizer. However, other activities,

[960s (Diaz and Rosenberg, 19~5). There is
in,lusting the combustion of fossil ~uels and

cub ~ atk~n of nitrogen-fixing crops, also
at rids point no evidence that eutrophication

is threatenh~g ~l~e global extinction of any
~or~,~ ~ atmospheric nitrogen imo reduced,

~xid~/ed, or organic ~orms that are more
species. However, by isolating distinct sub-

populations, local extinction of a species in Io~ ~11~ available ~han the gaseous nitrogen

fl~at ~ ~nnprises most of the air we breathe.
one or two esLuaries along a coast could

Ahuul 20 percent of the fertilizer nitrogen
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applied in North America leaches into watersteristics o[’ theh’ drainage basins, human

and 65 percen~ is returned in crops (NRC, populadons, in~en~i~y of agricukural acdvi-

2000a). Most of the crops (70 percent) are ties. and amount of atmospheric del)osidon,

fed to animals rather than humans; ~hus theThe percentages in Figure ? are based on

amount of nitrogen reaching water bodies relating source estimates to [luxes measuced

from animal wastes probably exceeds tha~ Dorathrough stream monitoring. Other statisti-

Drtilizer runoff, Arnmonht released into the aircat analyses across many watersheds (NRC,

from animal wastes can be an important path-2000a) suggest that atmospheric sources are

way though which nitrogen reaches coastal a somewhat more significant contributor to
waters (Box S). Hurnan sewage is also an diffuse source inputs than shown here. but

important avenue for nitrogen originally con-the interregtonal differences depicted are in

rained in crops or mea~ to reach coastal waters,any case similar. Direct discharges of

sewage dominate nitrogen inputs in nord~-
The relative importance of lhe sources

eastern bays; otherwise diffuse sources pre-
of nutrients varies gready among U.S.

dominate. Agricultural sources generally are
coastul regions, depending on the charac-

Box 5

Ammonia Emissions: An Emerging Issue

Atmospheric deposition of nitrogen has been consid- wet deposition was observed on the Delmarva
ered primarily in terms of the nitrogen oxides (NOx) Peninsula during the past two decades when this
produced by fossil-fuel combustion. However. recent region experienced a 20-fold increase in poultry pro-
ewdence shows that ammonia emissions from agncub duction (Scudlark and Church, 1999). tn eastern North
rural operations can be a significant pathway for n~tro. Carolina, ammonia wet deposition more than doubled
gen inputs to coastal waters, accounting for as much over the same time period (Paerl and Whitall, 1999) in

as half of the total nitrogen deposition in reg,on.~ :...u a region in which swine production tripled during the
extensive livestoc.k production (Walker et al., 20(]~h last ten years (Mallin, 2000).

In the Chesapeake Bay watershed, agricukb:. Ammonia emissions also occur from various urban
stock contribute an estimated 81 percent of tb~, . ,uurces, including combustion, POTWs, and chemical

al atmospheric burden o1: ammonia (Chimka e~ ;,,ants. Recent modifications to gasoline-powered vehi-

1997). Ammonia volatilizes from animal waste-, :les designed to reduce NOx emissions (i.e., three-way

feeding operations, waste.storage facilities, am! .ataiytic converters running rich air.fuel conditions)
application of manure, Increases in deposition ot actually increase ammonia emission rates (Fraser and

ammonia have occurred with expanding animal p: ~,;,,~ Cass, 1998).
tion, For exarnple, a 60 percent increase in
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Figure 7

most imporlant from the Chesapeake Bay    Esti~nated Nitrogen Loadings to Selected Atlantic

south, while an~ospheric sources are greamr and Gulf Coast Bays and Estuaries and Their Sources

than agricultural sources in the Northeast.

Akhough global additions of nitrogen
¯ 80%

to the biosphere are eofltJrluin~ to

rapidly (Vhousek et al., 1997), current

waters are in aggregate generally stable or

of phosphorus are stable or declining.

AIthough the worldwide use of chemical

expanding world population and increased

meat consumptior~ (Forsberg, I998), the

use of chemical %rtilizers in the U.S. nearly

plateaued in the 1~80s (NRC, 2000a).

However, increased inputs of both nRrogen p~.t Sources Urban Runoff

and phosphorus have occun’ed in regions of

the country experiencing an expansion and

intensification of m~imal-feeding operations However, where eutrophication is a recog-

or human population growth. Future nized proMem, implementation of advanced

consumption of Fertilizers and generation nitrogen removal technologies in POTWs

of m~imal was~es in the U.S. could increase, can keep pace with poputatton increases.

depending on global rnarket forces, many coastal regions of the U.S.. however,

Atmospheric deposition of nitrogen from tim raw ,~t v~ hich land that produces relatively

combustion of ~ssil fuels in vehicles and lii~h, :m,rient runoff is converted into sub-

power plants has stabilized over much of u~ ~,,,’~, b ~.lopment. roads, and parking

the country as u result o~ pollution controls I,,. ..’ ,, h increase water and nutrient

imposed under the Clean Air Act, and ~ ~’ ,,,~. been progressing much faster

future eftbrts to improve air quality, should :1, . ,, ,,t population growth.

result in reductions (EPA, 2000c). .. ",{ )AA national eutrophication

Population growth increases the a~,, , =,,.nt estimated that eutrophic

amount of sewage generated~a problem for(’o;uh:t,~t~q are likely to worsen in two-

llu~l,. ~,[ the bays and estuaries examinedrapidly growing parts of the country.
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(Bricker et al., 1999). However. the prospec~produced substantial improvemer~ts in

that emerges from {l~e preceding analysis iswater quality and living resources (Jaworski,

not one of t’unaway increases in nutrient I990). Significant nitrogen removal has

loading such as the nation experienced been achieved in Chesapeake, Tampa, and

between [960 and 1990. but one of stabilitySarasota Bays by biological nutrient

or slower growth. This o~’fers the real removal~a process in which one group

potential for substantial reductions with microorganisms convert wastewater amino-

aggressive application of technologies. Thisnix to nitrate and another converts nitrate

outlook varies, o{’ course, among regions, to nitrogen gas (NRC, t993a, 2000a),

and coastal populatiot~ gro~ tb near presently
Reductions in nitrogen oxide (NOx)unafDcted but susceptible bays and estuariesemissions to the atmosphere have been driven

could greatly increase nutrient pollmion in
by air quality considerations generally out-

those n~eas. One should not inDr fl’om this
side the influence of water quality or coastal

that nutrient pollution is no longer a serious
ecosystem managers. For example, in 1987

problem. The efDcts of eutrophication on
the Chesapeake Bay Program established a

coastal ecosystems are severe and widespread,
goal to reduce the controllable nitrogen

maMng its abatement worthx~ bile, while at
inputs by 40 percent, but specifically exclud-

the same time challenging. ed atmospheric deposition from the sources

Pollution Abatement considered "controllable." Nitrogen oxide

Significant reduction ht nou’ient pollutionemissions Dora power plants and vehicles

may be achieved by approaches that: ([) are regulated under the Clean Air Act

reduce the use of the nutrients in the first a key goal of the [990 amendments of the

place; (2) control losses to the environmentact is to reduce ground-level ozone that

at the point of release (e.g., farm field, poses human health risks and stresses forests

animal feeding operation, lawn o~" subdivi-and crops. Significant reductions in NOx

sion, vehicle, power plant, or POTW}: and emissions Dom stationary and mobile

(3) sequester or remove polIutCmts as they sources are in the offing to meet CAA

are transported to the sea. requirements. The EPA estimates that a 40

percent reduction in NOx emissions can ulti-
Phosphorus can be almost completely mately be achieved as a result of new stan-

removecl [’rom wastewaters b~ additinnal dards, technologies, and efficiencies being
chemical and biological treatment. pursued under the Clean Air Act. Atmospheric
Phosphorus removal from dis~ h,uges into deposition of nitrogen may be far more
the Potomac estuary below ~shington. D.C .... controllable" than previously thought.
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.\basement of agricultural sources of tilizer ~pp[ic~][ions to crop nulrilional

nulrien~ pollution may prove to l)e a more needs (many farmers s{ill o~erapply [o

di{’(’icu[I ch~.fllen~e. "E) be practical, aba{ementensure maximum crop yields): (2) apply[nil

o[" a~riculItu’~fl sources of nutrients must fertilizer onl~ at the time the crop needs it:

Focus not only on ~’educing Fertilizer use but(3) crop rotation: (4) planting cover crops

also on plugging the many leaks in agricul- in the fall; (5) usin~ soil and manure

turat nutrient %ties. Efficiencies in ~ert[lizm’ amendnwnts; and (6) specialized methods

use in U.S. agriculture, measured by the ratioof application (NRC, 1993b, 2000a).

of nitrogen in harvested crops to ni{rogen inLandscape practices such as maintaining

fertilizer applied, have been slowly but buffer strip5 between cultivated f~elds and

steadil) increasing since 0~e mid-1970s nearby ~treams, moderating excessive

(Frtnk et al,, I999), Nevertheless, about one-drainage by ditches and tile lines, and

third of the nitrogen applied is not recoveredmaintaining wooded riparian areas can

in harvested crops (NRC, 2000a). Not at[ of further reduce the leakage of agricultural

the missing nitrogen contributes to eutmphi-nmrients to surface waters. By combining

cation of coastal waters. Much is denitrified these approaches a significant portion of

in soils or aquatic systems en route [o the ~eathe edge-of-field nitrogen losses can be

or is stored in soils or ground~ater, in addi- reduced (Boesch and Brinsfield, 2000).

tion to h~creasing the efficiency of nitrogen
Often, aoirna[ wastes are the most sig-

uptake by crops, lhe return of 11il rogei~ gas to
nificant source of nutrient pollution from

the at mosphet’e carl be enhanced through
agriculture. Although the total production

m~magenlent practices.
of livestock tn the U,S. has not dramatically

Variotls agricultural practices afDct increased in recent years, the number and

nitrogen and phosphorus runoff and lossessize of concentrated animal Deding opera-

to groundwater (xx hich ultimately seeps irons have. Enclosures or trapping devices

into surface waters), Practices employed tomay eventuall5 be required to stem amino-

reduce soil erosion, such as contour plow- nia emissions from animal wastes. Manure

ing, timing of cultivation, conservation management also presents a risk of pollution

~tIluge (little or no tillir~g), strea~n-.bank if holding facilities fail or do not function

protection, grazing management, and grassed p~ ~,perly (Mallin. 2000). Finally, frequently

waterways also reduce nutrient pollution, to~ much manure is produced within a

Other practices are more specifica[ly targetedgt,~graphic t~rea for it to be applied to near-

to the efficient use and retention of nutri- b~ 1,rod ~ ithout overloading soils with

ents: (1) soil testing to precisely match {~r-nutrients (NRC, 2000a).
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Urbar~ rurtal’f can ~lso be an important    agricLlltLilal ~ Onversion aitd no lO~/ge~’

diffuse source of nu[rienls. Reduction and as nutrient sinks.

conErol of urban and suburban diffuse
Reducing and comrolling di(Tuse sources

sources can he achieved through: (l) reduc-
of land runoff must involve large-scale

tions in the use o[ Fertilizers; (2) eFFecLive
landscape managemenL including res{oration

and wall-maintained ~lorm~a[er collection
o~ riparian zones and wetlands (NRC, [999c).

systems (retention ponds can renlove 30 to
The integrated assessment of hypoxia in the

40 percent of the total nitrogen and ~0 to Gulf or Mexico estimated that 5 million
60 percent of the total phosphorus): and

acres of restored ~.etlands in the Mississippi
(3) improved septic systems that promote

River Basin would reduce nitrogen loading
denitrification (NRC. 2000a), Preservation

to the Gulf by 20 percent. Coupled with
and restoration of riparian zones and

feasible controls in agriculture, this would
streams within urban and suburban areas is

achieve a nearly 40 percent reduction in
also an important aspect of effective nutri- nitrogen delivered to the Gulf. Similarly, the
ent control. However, the abilit~ of streams

Chesapeake BW Program ts striving to
to {~nctiOll efDctivel5, in nutrient removal is

reforest 2,000 miles of riparian zones and
cornpt’omised ~xhen a significant pot’tion ofrestore 25,000 acres of wetlands by 2010 in
their watersheds is covered by impervious

order to achieve nutrient-reduction goals
sur~hces and the amplified runoff s(ours the

(Boesch et al.. in press).
streambeds (Booth and Jackson, 1997).

Geographically targeting riparian and
Removing or sequestering pollutants as

wetland restoration is critical to its efDctive-
they at’e transported do~ nsu’eam can also

rless in nutrient control. Statistical models
abate nt~trient pollution. Many American

based on water quality nleasurements
watersheds were once sponge-like, containing

throughout the Mississippi River Basin show
extensive floodplains and wetlands that

that the percentage of nitrogen leached
slowed the flow of water and served as sinks

a field that reaches the Gulf of Mexico
for dissolved and suspended nutrients.

depends greatly on its proximity to larger
However, well over half of the wetlands pres-

streams and rivers (Alexander et al..
ent in the conterminous United States at the

Biological uptake and denitrification are
time of European settlement have been con-

already effective in small watercourses:
vetted to other land uses and the percentage

therefore restoration of riparian and wetland
of inland swamps and riparian ~etlands lost

habitats along moderate to large streams
is even greater (Mitsch and Gossetink, 2000).

should be more cost-effective. However,
Many floodplains have been disconnected

because of equity considerations, both
from their rivers by flood-control projects or
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incenti,.es (sul)sidies and co’,,t sharing, lech-[’rorn r’tumerous sources: thus an integraled"

nkat assistance, and insurance) and disin- strategy for effective abatement o[ nutrient

centives (regulatory controls, taxes, and tees)pollution is required. Because of the impor-

for abatetltettL tend to be applied urtifortntv, tance of diffuse ~ources, the strategy should

Watershed Approaches
et~cotnpass the catchment basin, or water-

shed. draining into the coastal waters.
l~ given body of cousLa[ water (buy. esLuaz’,y, Moreover, it may huve to consider nutrients

or continenlal shelf region) receives uuttqenLs
originating outside the ~atershed but

Box 6

Nonpoint Sources: Acts and Actions

Provisions of both the Clean Water Act (CWA) and monitoring clearly hmited the effectiveness of the 319

Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) address dif- efforts (RUN, 2000; Anderson, 1999).

fuse, or nonpoint, sotlrces of nutrient pollution; howev- In 1990 the reauthorized CZMA included Section
er, neither law has been very effective in controlling

6217, under which states were required to implement
these sources. The implementation of provisions has enforceable policies to control nonpoint sources
been poorly funded, and arguably too much discretion affecting coastal waters. Plans were originally required
is granted to states and local authoritms (Adler. 1995;

by 1995, but difficulties in implementation and coordi.
Johnson, 1999) A central programmatic shortcoming nation arose. Greater flexibility in plans was allowed
is the fundamental difficulty of influencing local land and the period of implementation was extended to 15
uses in order to obtain water-quality objectives. Under years (NOAA, 2000).
Section 208 of the 1972 CWA amendments, states

were provided support and wide latitude m developing Section 303 of the CWA requires the determination

regional plans that identified point and nonpoint of a total maximum daily load (TMDL) of pollutants,

sources of pollution and methods, including land-use including those from nonpoint sources, that can be

requirements, to control the ,~ources (Anderson, accommodated by an impaired water body in order for

1999). However, the plans developed proved difficult it to meet water-quality standards for its.designated

to m~plement (Adler, 1995). use (Healy, 1997). A waste-load allocation then appor-

tions the TMDL among the sources. This provis~on was
Section 319 of th.e 1987 CWA amendraen[s not applied until lawsuits in the 1990s mandated EPA

requires the states to report on waters where nonpomt to establish TMDLs. Technical difficulties m determin-
sources are problematic and identify best management

mg TMDLs, legal issues regarding allocating loads
practices and programs for source control. Secbon among the sources, and the weak authority to regulate
319 moved toward, if not fully embraced, a watershed nonpoint sources remain serious barriers (Ruhl, 2000).
approach. State participation remained voluntary aml Meanwhile, Congress prohibited EPA expenditures on
EPA d~d not require states to penahze nonpoint-sourcu further implementation of TMDLs during Fiscal Year

polluters failing to adopt best management practices 2OO1 (Copeland, 2000).
(Johnson, 1999). Lack of authority, en’forcement, and
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transported into it through the atmosphere.M’aryland. Virginia, the District o[’ Golumbia.

These are nonconventional units [’~r oceanand the federal government committed to a

and coastal resource management and pose40 percent reduction in the "conm~llable"
numerous challenges, inputs of both nitrogen and phosphorus

into the Chesapeake Bay by the year 2000.
Recognition of the intporlance of diffuse-

At about that same time, commitments
source pollution within a watershed is not

~vere also being made for reductions of 50
new. Federal water-quality and coastal-mar>

percent of nutrient inputs into the North
agement statutes include provisions for the

and Baltic Seas (Boesch and Brinsfield,
assessment and control of nonpoint source

2000). Current estimates for the Chesapeake
pollution (Box 6). but to date they have been

are that a 34 percent reduction in control-
largely tnefDctive in limiting or rexerstrtg

lable phosphorus and a 28 percent reduction
nutrient pollution of coastal ~aters. Their

in controllable nitrogen will have been
implementation has been long on planning

achieved by the end of 2000 (equivalent to
and short on actions needed to control dif-

at and 1~ percent of the total loads, respec-
fuse sources. In addition to the difficulties

lively; Blankenship, 2000). These are model
in determining management goals, accept-

simulations, but significant reductions in
able nutrient loads, and efficient and equi-

nutrient concentrations in rivers flowing
table allocations among sources, substantial

into the Chesapeake Bay and in point-
reliance on voluntary rather than mandatory

source discharges have been documenled
reductions of diffuse sources has constrained

(Boesch et al., in press). These gains for the
the effectiveness of source-reducti~m efforts

(NRC. 2000a).
Chesapeake and European waters indicate

that a watershed approach to reducing
These shortcomings are evidenced by nutr[ent pollution can work, but so far

the fact that 44 percent of the estuarine areasuccesses have relied disproportionately
assessed in 1998 did not fully meet the start-on point-source controls, Under a new
dards to support the designated t,~,.~ IEPA. Chesapeake BW agreement, more significant
2000a). Pathogens. organic emi, h’~:. r~t. lowload reductions necessary to attain water-
dissolved oxygen, municipal p,.      ~), ,,s.quality goals are being determined through
urban runoff, and atmosphe~ ,. ,, . m a TMDL process (Box 6). Achieving these
were the primary reasons, atal : reductions will require a more rigorous
source pollution was a comm,,’. ; ,’~ effort to control diffuse sources.

Concerted efforts to revt,~ ~,. ~ ,,.at Nitrogen inputs ~o Tampa Bay have
pollution have been undertake~ .:~ ,,,:ue also been reduced, again largely as a result
watersheds. In 1987 Pennsyl~mi,~. of advanced treatment of sewage. Seagrass
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beds sho~d some recover) as a result boo, ever. regulalor~’ approaches are becom~

~Lex~is et al., i998). A decrease in anflu’o- ing more necessary, pareicutarty as a resul~ o[

pogenic nitrogen inputs of 58.5 percent is ~he TMDL process (NRC. 2000a).

the managemen~ goal [’or Long island Sound
Watershed appt’oaches place a premium

([.ong Island Sound Smd~, 1998). Direct
on environmental modeling and monitor-

discharges dominate nutrient sources ~here. ing (NRC, 2000a) in an adaptive manage-
~hus biological nutrient removal at

ment framework (Lee, 1993: CENR, 2000).
POTWs~at an estimated capital cost o[

Models are needed to ~rack sources [hrough
more than 300 million doliars~is being

the watershed, target abatement, and relate
counted on ~or most o~ this reduction.

pollutant inputs to marine ecosystem

Watershed approaches are being pursuedresponses. Monitoring is critical in deter-

in controlling diffuse sources o[" nutrients mining the effectiveness or abatement

and other poilu[ants in many o~her U.S. baysstrategies, evaluating responses of the

and estuaries, in most, voluntary approaches ecosystem, and pIacing these responses

to the pollution aba[ement are preYerred: in the context of ecosystem variabilky.
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V. Implications for
National Ocean Policy

Pollution in Context activities (exploitation of target species,

"bycatch," and effects of trawling), habitat
Determining the degree to ~hi(’h pollutio~l

moclification from coastal development, and
a[~ects marine li~ing resources, biodiversity,

climate chan~e, as well as by poilutmn, The
and ecosystem services and comparin~

relative i~portance o[ pollution as a ~hreat
these effects ~o those due to ~ishin~. habita~

m [ivin~ resources clepends on the re~ion.
moclffica~ion, and ~lobal climate chan~e are

Pollution is a [undamentaI concern in areas
extremely difficult. EFi’ec~s o~ pollution

such as Boston ~arbor, the northern Guff o[
must be separated [’rom those clue to natural

Mexico cominenta] shall or ~he Chesapeakevariability and other human activities.
Bay. [t is difficult to imagine environmental

Furthermore, ~he broader cqnsequences o[
restoration and adequate resource manage-

sublethal or localized effects For populations
men~ without controlling pollution. [n other

and coos)stems are seldom dear. The rami-
areas, pollution is much less a factor ancl

Fica(ions ~or biodi~ersi~ and li~ ing resource
habitat modification or fishing e~[~c~s are far

proclucth)n ()~ localized ~oxic elTec~s or even
more irripol’LanL

the more extensive e~[’ects o[" nutrient poilu-

Lion are difficult to quanti(v. Most coastal ecoss.stems, in fact. experi-

ence n~u~tiple stresses. These stresses interact
For the most part, the effects oF pollution .

and, consequently, require integrated man-
are reversible and respond to pollution

agement solutions. Many coastal bws, for
abatement, The excepticm may be ~hen

example, have been made less resilient to
marirte mammals and birds are endangered

nutrient pollution because their oyster pop-
by mass mortalities or Feproductive fai~t~res

ulations, which can filter out substantial
resulting from toxic contaminants. Recovery

amounts of organic matter, have been
carl, however, be problematic and recovery

depleted. Furthermore. eutrophication will
times long,, particularly, with reg~u’d to per-

be influenced by the effects of climate
sistent contaminatlts alld per~lh~r~tq~t

change on fl’eshwater runoIf and water
scape changes that affect the (hqiw,r~ of

stratification (Justid et a1.,1996: Na~ar
pollutants from the watershed,

et al.. 2000). And, overfishing of grazers

The nation’s ocean and coastal c(’osvstemsmakes coral reefs more susceptible to nLttri-

are being simultaneously aFDcwd b~ hshingent pollution (Lapointe, I999). Multiple
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,~tresses cat1 ii~[’hlence biodi,,ersit~, r,m many coastal eco~sstems. AbaLing ~hese

regRmal scales, ~or examp[e, of 3 [ species sources wilt require major commitments

of mammals, birds, and ~ish ~hat have dis~ and innovative approaches.

~ppeared along the coas~ of ~he Netherlands
We now realize ~ha~ nutt~ien[s leaking

o~er the pas~ ].000 years. [8 ~o 22 were as a
from our land-based econom~rorn agri-

resul~ of overexploRa~ion. 9 to [2 due m
cctlt tire. transportat inn, po~ er generation,

physical destruction o[" bal0ttat, and ~ to 5
and peopte~are ha~ ing proR~und effects on

attributable to pollution (Wolff. 2000).
coastal marine ecosystems over larger scales

Prioritie~ than imagined 30 5ears ago. The National

Considerable strides ha~e been made in Research Council (2000a) recommended

reducing "conventional" [’orms of pollution that reducing nutrient pollution should be

over the last 30 years by implementation o[ a national priority. Our society has just

the Clean Water ,kct and other federal, state,barely begun to accept and address this

and local programs, Although further problem. Significant challenges lie ahead,

improvements are undoubtedly needed, particularly itl ameliorating nitrogen poilu-

tecbno[ogy-drixen requirements and dischargetion from diffuse sources.

permitting have been successful in greatly S~ale~ of Pollutio~ R~ateme~t
lowering the inputs of many contaminants

Meeting environmental quality objectives
into U.S. coastal waters, The dumping of

for the coastal ocean will require pollution
sewage sludge and other ~astes in the ocean

abatement efforts at several scales. At the
~as eliminated, The adverse efDcts of several

largest scale, managing anthropogenic alter-
manufactured dmrnicals (DDT, PCBs. and

ations of the atmosphere and landscape well
TBT~ were uncovered and their use was dis-

beyond the traditional "coastal zone" is
continued or severely restricted.

required. Abating diffuse sources of poilu-

This is not to say that protection of living tion necessitates national laws and programs

marine resources from toxic wastes is no that harmonize agriculture, water resource.

longer an important consideration for oceanair quality, transportation, and land conser-

polio5. Decisions about rnanaging legacy ~ ation policies with coastal envtrom~mntul

contamination and allowing the use of newquality objectives. For example, the next

chemicals still confront us. Atmospheric reauthorization of the Farm Act should

deposition and runoff from urban, suburban,contribute to the reduction of nutrient pof

and agricultural lands are now predominanttution of coastal waters by targeting incen-

pathways for toxic contaminants entering tires, subsidies, and assistance while also
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ensuri~ econon~icallv and socia[b, ~i~ib[e nolo~ical inno~aLions that ar~ e~entual[~

a~riculture fo~" the nalio~. ~pp[ied more broadly.

At the programmatic scale, controlling Marine Ecosystem Management and Science

diffuse ~ources is clearly ~he prin~ ipal Effective ocean resource policies and man-
challenge [~r marine pollution abatement.agement regimes must be integra[ed. Not
The missing link for the next level of envi-only must they manage the fish. habitats,
ronmental advance is the design and imple-and pollution of the coastal ocean more
mentatton of austained programs and compatibly, but they must also consider
institutions that address these diffuse and coordinate with land-based activities.
sources and provide s~lutions that are Existing regional programs that link activi-
acceptable to American society. Watershed ties in the watershed wikh coastal ecosystem
approaches provide a framework but are management represent an important start.
constrained by weak authorities and the but much more remains to be accomplished
preeminence of tradilional governance at to achieve full integration.
state and local levels. The National Research

Council (2000a) noted that effective control
Recognizing inherent uncertainties,

policies, and management regimes must
of multiple sources o[’ ntttrienls and contain-

also be precautionary and adaptive. As statedinants on wut.ecshed scales would require a
in the United Nations’ Rio Declaration,mix of voluntary and mandator3 approaches
the precautionary principle requires that:and hybrids of these two extremes, incentives
"where there are threats of serious or irre-and disincentives included in statutes and

management practices can be very important
versible damage, lack of full scientific

in promoting and shaping voluntary actionscertainty shall dot be used as a reason for

involving agriculture and land uses. At the postponing cost-efDctive measures m

same ti~ile, tIlore effective compliance with
prevent environmental degradation."

Environmental decision-making in the
mandates, such as those already applicable to

United States has increasingly adopted aurban stormwater runoff, should he required.
more precautionary approach~for example,

At the individual scale, mare discrete in the testing of new pesticides and other
gains may be realized. More demanding chemicals before their retease in the envi-
treatment standards than tho>’ ae~u’rally ronment. While application of the precau-
applicable can be required ~ hv~,, ~ aler tionary principle rnW be straightforward in
quality is seriously impaired. 5t:~ h ~ase- the screening of new chemicals or deter-
spet’ific requirements generally h~rce itch- mining the suitability of dredged material
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for ocean disposal, it is harder ~hert the ecos)stem functioning, climate variability.

ec¢)s~stems are 01ready degraded or dec’i- hydrologic~fl forcing, land-use dsnamics.
sh.ms concern which of many pollutant and reinventing the use of materials.
sources to reduce. ~kdaptive management

Traclitional environmental monito’ring
involves periodic reevaluation and a(0ust-

programs ha~e emphasized relatively static
merit of the abatement approach based onparameters (e.g.. contaminant concentrations
careful observation of outcomes.

in sediments or shellfish) rather than the
Integration. precaution, and adaptationdynamic paranmters (e.g., primary produc-

in em’iromnental policies and managementtion and dissolved oxygen) associated with

all rely heavily on science. Scientific researchthe effects of nutrient pollution. Observing

and assessment must not only integrate and understanding the effects of pollution

across scientific disciplines but also addressshould be an important objective of the sus-

the interactions among the atmosphere, rained, integrated coastal ocean-observing

watersheds, and the ocean and relate poilu-system that is being deveIoped for the
tion and other stresses to living marine nation (Nowlin and Malone. I999). New
resources and ecosystem services The pre-sen~or technologies, satellite measurements.

cautionary principle challenges science to and vast data storage ancl computational

quanti(y risk and determine the level of capabiitties provide breakthrough opportu-

potential harm required to trigger its appli-n[ties to observe the environment on the

cation. Adaptive management depends appropriate space and time scales needed to

heavily on careful observations and compar-address phenomena, such as eutrophication
ison of outcomes to predictions, and harmful algal blooms, which occur over

large areas hut are high.ly variable in time.
Research. monitoring, and assessment

relevant to marine pollution need improved Obsecvations and research must be

strategic focus, organization, and commit- br~ugbt together in assessments that address

ment in order to fulfill these roles. The fun-key r~:.u~agement questions and make useful

damental underpinnings of knowledge of p~,.,l,, ,,,r~., of probable outcomes. Predictions

complex environmental processes must be,,’,.’ ,, ~ ~ations must continually interact

bolstered. The National Research Council t,,, : , ,,: ,ulaptive management. This will
(2000b) has identified grand challenges for~. , .a iustitutional arrangements and

environmental sciences, several of which are... . ~ ~mmitments that support scien-

appropriate m marine pollution issues: bio-~’ ’, 2~,uion and applied predictions.

geochemical cycles, biological diversity and
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Significant accorrlplishmems were realized Persistent and bioaccurnulative ~oxicants

during the las~ 30 years in reducing the pol~remain in the ocean and coastal en~ironmem

lution of’ U.S. ocean and coastal waters by fbr long periods after d~eir sources have

improving the (reatment of waste discharges,been eliminated or substantially reduced, hi

ceasing mos~ ocean dumping, and eliminatingmany c~ses little can be done until the sub-

or restricting the u~e of certain persistent stances are gradually degraded or removed

toxicants, Substantial reductions were real-from the ecosystem. However, isolated sites

"Overenrichment ized in the inputs of a number o[" po~entiallyhave extremely high concentra/ion~ of toxi-

by plant nutrients, toxic contaminants and organic wastes, cants in bottom sediments, From which
particularly nitro- Pollutant Lnputs from regulated discharges    they can be reintroduced to the ecosystem.
9en, has emerged

~.il[ likely continue to decline in order to     Capping and removal options should beas the most perva-
siee pollution risk attain water-quality standards. However, thoroughly evaIuated by carefully weighing

for livin9 resources except ~or the banned and restricted chemi-risks of alternative options.
and biodiversity in caIs, inputs o£ pollutants ~rom diffuse
coastal ocean Overenrichment by plant nutrients,

ecosystems," sources--including land runoFf--were
particularly nRrogen, has emerged as ~he

largely unaba{ed or actually increased dur-
most pervasive pollution risk for living

ing the same 30 years. Diffuse sources now
~’esources and b[odiversiLy in coastal ocean

contrfl)ute more than direct discharges for
ecosystems. Many of the nation’s coastal

many poilu{ares.
environments exhibit symptoms of overen-

AlO]ough it is difficult to extrapolate richment, including algal blooms (some o~

effects observed in laboratory experhx~ents,which may be toxic), loss of seagrasses and

i{ is clear tha~ toxic contaminants chronicallycoral reefs, and serious oxygen depletion.

affect marine organisms at least o~er limited,Consequences include reduced production

but widely distributed areas in U.S. coastal of valuable fisheries, O~reats to biodiversity

waters near heavily populated areas, on regional scales, diminished ecosystem

Toxicants can also affect rnarim, mammalsservices, and less resilient ecosystems.

and birds {ha{ concentrate o~ganit corn-
Hard-to-control, diffuse sources--oi’ten

pounds in fatty tissues, sometirnvs [’ar {’tom
from far inland--dominate nutrient inputs

the pollution source.
into most overenriched ecosystems. These
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sources ~rew dramt]ticall3 in the lust half o[ beginning m have ~m effect. ~ combination

the ~0th ~:entut’y as a result o[’ inct’eases in theof voluntary and mandatory actions ~ill be

use o[" chemical fertilizer’s, more intensive required, assisted by governmental incen-

animal ag~’iculture, and the combustior~ of ti~es such as tax benefits amd subsidies and

fossil Cuets that release nitrogen oxides into disincentives. To be most effective, these

the air. Only recently has nutrient removal incentives and disincentives should be

been incorporated in advanced tre~ttment of tat’geted geogt’aphically. From the broadest

point sources of was~es. New emission stan- policy perspective, effective ocean policy

clards to meet air-quality o[~jectives, if fully must extend well bes, ond the ocean ancl

implemented, could t’ectuce atmosphet’ic dep-coastal zone to influence agricultural, ener-

osition of nitrogen by 40 percent. Reduction gy. transpot’tation, w~ter resources, and

of agricultural sources of nutrients has been land-use policies.

more recalcitrant but it is feasible through
Science i~lust play a key role in advancing

improved practices and x~atm’shed t’estot’ation.
marine ecosystem management that is inte-

Rexers~ng and controlling diffuse gruted, precautionary, and adaptive. Sustained

sources of pollution, including nutrients, observations of changes related to pollution

requires an integrated approach on the should be a key part of the nation’s integrated

scale of an entire drainage basin. The Ieg~locean-observing system. These results should

anct institutional mechanisms available forbe coupled with strategic research and models

reducing diffuse=source pollution haxe thusto imprme pt’eclictions needed for adaptive

far been only moclestly successful, hut ecosystem ma~agement..

watershed management appt’oaches are
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Sources of Urban Stormwater
Pollutants Defined in Wisconsin

F or the past two decades, mt)~t urban rum~l’f¢otl~cl~drm~ol’l’t~om lawns, driwways, rooftops (both
monitoring activit), has been tbcus~datthe ~ndresidential and iadus~r[a[), commercial and indus~ia[
of a pipe or storm drain. Consequently, curparking lots. and a scri¢~ t)t" street surtktz~ (l~cd~r.

kno~Icdge ahouL the concentration of pollu~an~ in collector and arterial).
urban runoff has been cbnfined to broad land use Up to nine smnples were collected at each
categories, such as residential, commemial, industrial, m icrt:-sites over a lwo month period, characterized by
or combinations thereof, small and moderate s[~d rainfall events. Geometric

W i(ll N~ent advances in runoff" micr~mon~loring means of pollutm~t concentrations wer~ calculated
Dioneered by Roger Bannerman antl his colleagues, we each ol’li~ micro-situs (see "l’ublu I ). Runoff volumes
are sta~hlg to gel a hetter rcsolmion oI" the varieus were obtained by hydrologic simulation models that
source areas in th~ urbm) landscape that collectively wer~ calibrated for ea¢h subwatemhed.
con~ibul¢ to the poll~lanl levels measurcd at the end of" "rh~ monitoring re waled that sl~ets w,re the single
thepipc. Urbun sourc~ areas include lawns, driveways, most important so~)rce area l~r urban ~)llutan~
rooftops, parking leE% and streets, residential, commeNial, ~d industrial areas. Not only

Using specialized sampling devices, Bannerman et did streets produce some of the highest concentrations
~wL ~ 1993) collected over 300 runoff samples l?om 46 of phosphorus, suspended solids, bacteria, and several
m~cro-sil~sintwowatcrsh¢ds(Figur~ I},’[31esample~ metals, but they also generated a dispropo~ionate

Shoolftow from
urban source area Concave PVC cap

/ ~ with .63" hole

¯
¯

¯
¯1 quarl ¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

6" cored hole
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/ Total P Solids E. colt 7inc Cadmium Copper
Source Area (mgfl) (mgtl) {C/100ml }

Residential Feeder Street 1.31 ~62 92,000 220 0.8 46
Residentta! Collector Street 1.07 :326 56,0~0 339 1.4 56
Commercial Arterial Street 0.47 232 9,600 508 1.8 46
Industrial Collector Street 1.50 763 8,380 479 3.3 76
Industrial Arterial Street 0.94 690 4,600 575 2.5 74
Residential Roofs 0.15 27 29,0 149 ND 15
Commercial Roofs 0.20 15 1,117 330 ND 9
Industnal Roof~ 0.11 41 144 1,155 ND
Residential Lawns 2.67 397 42,000 59 ND 13
Driveways 1 16 173 34,00,0 107 0.5 17
Commercial Padding 0.19 58 1,758 178 0.6 15
Industrial Parking 0.39 312 2,705 304 1.0 41

~mount of the total runofTwflume from the watershed,residential streets. Parking lot source areas had moder-
Consequen’tly,streets typically contributed feurtoeightately high concentrations ofall pollutants, but did not
times the pollutant load that would ha~e been expectedexhibit the "hotspot" levels that have been noted in
iralL source areas contributed equally, other regions of the countq,’.

The importance of street runofftbr urban pollutant As more runoffmicro-monitoriz~g data is gathered,

Loadin..u is due tt~a numberoffactors. F[rst, asstreets areit may soon be possible to select and size ,;tormwater
directly cotmected to the drainage system, they possesstreatment practices to control the rtmot’f~tnd pt~ltutants
aver), high runoff c¢,et’f’teient. Second, the curb andfi.~r specific source areas in the urban landscape. See
gutter system along streets is very effective at trappingalso nrtiele i 5.
and retaining fine particles that blow into them. In ~TRS
;~ddition. as most uther source areas are "upstream"
frotll ,,Ireets and their gutters, pollutants delivered t’romReference
sidewalks, driveways, rooftops, and lawns ultimatelyBanncrman, R.. 13. Owens, R. Dodds,and N. t lornewer.
pass through street gutters on their way to the st~rm lgt}3."Sourcesot" F’ollutants in Wi,;ctmsin Stearin.
drain, water." tf’~t~,r&:iet~’e & Techmdo,Kv. (28):3-5 pp.

Lastly, streets are strongly influenced by local 241-259.

emissions and leaks from vehicular tral’l~c. Meuxls that
are strongly linked to cars, such as copper and cad-
return, reached their highest levels on streets and park-
ing lots. The same pollutants were t"arel,,,, encountered
[n feel’and lawn runoff’.

Rooftop runolTtended to be relatively clean. I,ow
concentrations of phosphorus, solids, ~:t~li~.Jrms, and
metals were ~)hserved. A m~.jor e.xcepl~on ,.,,’as zinc,
which was t’ound at higher cuncenlrati~rv, in runtfff
frt~m ro~ff’tt~p,~ than any other source areas, l’his was
presumably due to leaching from gal,,ani;,,ed rooting
trlaterial, particularly on flat industrial roel’:~itc,~.

Runoffl’rom lawn areas yielded the highest overall
"phosphorus concentrations, which ma~ be attributed to
excessive lawn fertilization. Lawns typically were a
very important source area Ibr fecal col il:t)rm~, as were

The Pr~a’fice ~!f W~tcr.~’hed Protection. Arttc/t~ 7
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Sources of Urban Stormwater
Pollutants Defined in Wisconsin
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Total P Solids E. coli Zinc Cadmium Copper
Source Area (rag11) (mgtl) ICil00ml ) (~Jg11)

Residential Feeder Street 1.31 6~2 92,000 220 0.8 46

Residential Collector Street 1.07 326 56,000 339 1.4 56
Commercial Artenal Street 0.47 232 9,600 508 1.8 46
Industrial Collector Street 1.50 763 8,380 479 3.3 76
Industrial Arterial Street 0.94 690 4,600 575 2.5 74
Resident,al Roofs 0.15 27 290 149 NO 15

Commercial Roofs 0.20 15 1,117 330 ND 9

Ir~dustnal Roofs 0.11 41 144. 1,155 N[3 6
Resident=al Lawns 2.67 397 42,000 59 ND 13

Driveways 1 16 173 34,600 107 0.5 17
Commercial Parking 0.19 58 1,758 178 0.6 15

Industrial Parking 0,39 312 2,705 304 1.0 41

;[[tlOUtlt ofthc tt~tal runoll"volume fronl the watershed, residential streets. Parking lot source areas had rood�r-
Consequently.streets typically contributed tburloeightatety niglt co~tcentrat~ons of all poilut~, but did not
timcsthepollutantloadlhatwould ha~ebeenex~’ctede~hibit the "hotsp~t" levels that have been noted in
il’all x~t~rce areas contributed equally, other regions ofth~

The im ~ance o fstreet ~noff tbr urban pollutant As more runoffmicro-monitoring data is gathered,
lt>adin~ ~ductoa numberofl~ctors, Fi~t, as streets are it may S~rl be possible to select and size st~wa~r
directly c~=mected to the drainage system, they possesstreatment practice~ to control the runotTand poltut~ts
a ver~. high runoff c~2c~ent. Second, the curb ~dfi~r specific source are~ in the urbm~ I~ndsca~. See
gutter s~stem along streets is ~e~ ctlbctive at trappingalso article 15.
and retain=rig fine p~icles that blow into them, in
addition, as n~ost t)ther ~ource areas are "upstream"
frum streets and their gutters, pollutztntsdclis.ered t?om
sidewalks, dcivcways, roo!~ops, and lawns ultimatelyBannc~an, R.. l), Owens, R. De,rids.and N. [ Iomewer.
pass through street gutters on their way to the storm I tJ93. "Souccesof Pollutm~ts in Wisconsin Sto~-
drain, water." tVct/~’rS=-t~’�~’~" & 7~’t’hnoh~.g~’. (28):3-5

Lastly, streets a~ strongly mf]uet~ced by I~al 241-250,

emissions and leaks t~om vehicut~ traffic. Me~ls that
are strtmgly linked to cars, such as copper ~d cad-
m ium, reached Iheir highest levels on sleets aad
ing lots. The same pollutan~ were rarely encountered
in roofand fawn

I{ooftop runoff tended to be relatively clean. I,ow
concentratmns of phosphorus, solids, colil~]~ls, and
metals were obs~d, A n~ajor exception was zinc,
which ~.as Ibtlnd at higher cuncentrutions in rtmol’f
t~om rootlopr than ~y other source areas, ’[l~is was
presumably due to leaching I~om galvanizzd roofing
material, paaicularly on t]at industrial roof ~itcs.

Runoffffom lawn areas yielded the highest overall
phosphorus cmxcentrations, which may be attributed to
excessive taws fe~ilization. Lawns typically were a
very imporranl source area Ibr/~cal colit~m~, as were

The Prta’t~’t" o/" tf~dt’rxhed Pr(~tt’ction ,4 rttt’lt~ 7
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Technical ,Vote #105 f!’om II2ttershed Protection Techniques. 3(l): 609-612

Stormwater Pollution Source Areas
Isolated in Marquette, Michigan

M uch of our knowledge about the source of
stormwater pollutants in urban watersheds
is confined to broad land use categories,

such as residential, commercial, or industrial. O~’ten,
engineers need much more detailed information on theDrainage Area 289 acres
individual source areas of pollutants to design more Land Use
effective stormwater management practices or to craft Residential 55 %
better pollution prevention plans. For example, residen- Open Space 29 %
tial land use is actually a mosaic of streets, driveways, Commercial 9 %
rooftops and lawns. Each of these individual source Institutional 7 %
areas can contribute vastly different runoffvolumes or Pervious Area 63 %
pollutant concentrations. Consequently, engineers are Impervious Area 37 %
interested in discovering precisely which source areas Soil Type Sandy, HSG "A"
in the urban landscape contribute the bulk of the pollut-
ant loads measured at the end of the stormwater pipe,Runoff Coefficient 0.14

particularly for those pollutants that are potentially Age of Development 50 to 100 years
toxic. Average Annual

Urban source area monitoring methods were first Precipitation 31.9 inches

pioneered by Roger Bannerman and his colleagues at Total Rainfall During
the Wisconsin DNR (see article 7). They typically Source Sampling 13.2 inches

involve the installation of very small and specialized
sampling devices that collect stormwater runoff from a
few thousand square feet of each source area. Several
hundred samples are collected, and then geometricresidential rooftops; residential driveways and lawns.
mean concentrations are computed. The first majorMore than 40 different pollutants were measured in the
source area monitoring study was conducted in astudy, including sediment, nutrients, total and dis-
subwatershed located in Madison, Wisconsinsolved metals and a wide range ofpolycyclic aromatic
(Barmermanetal., 1993). hydrocarbons (PAHs). The study team also sampled

A second major source area monitoring study waspollutant levels at the bottom of the entire subwater-

recently completed in Marquette, Michigan by Jeffshed. This enabled them to calibrate the Source Load

Steuer and his colleagues (1997). They investigated aand Management Model (SLAMM). The SLAMM

289 acresubwatershedthatdrainsto LakeSuperior.Themodel simulates subwatershed hydrology and source

subwatershed is primarily residential with most of thearea pollutant concentrations to relate the how pollut-

development built 50 to 100 years ago (Table 1 ). AI-ant loads fi’om individual source areas comparedto the

though the subwatershed had 37% impe~ ~ous cover,subwatershed as a whole (Pitt and Voorhees, 1989).
its sandy soils generated relatively little sur!hc,.’ r,anoff The SLAMM modeldid anexcellentjob of predict-
(runoff coefficient of 0.14 during the c,mr,,,, of theing pollutant loads from for the subwatershed. Typi-
study), cally, the pollutant load computed from component

Steuer and his team deployed 34 dtftk’rcnt ,,~urcesource areas was within 90 to 110% of the total

area monitoring devices in the subwatershed and col-subwatershed pollutant load measured over the 12
storm events.lected more than 550 source samples durmg 12 ~torm

events. The source area monitoring was per~brmed
during the growing season (i.e., snowmelt and winterSourceAreas: RunoffProduetion
runoffwere not sampled). Eight key source areas were The load ofa stormwater pollutant from any source
targetedinthe sampling effort: commercial parking lots;area is a product of its pollutant concentration and its
low, medium and high traffic streets; commerc,al andrunoff volume. Thus, it is of considerable interest to
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discover ho~ much runoff volume a particular source
area actually generates. The team employed the SLAM M
model to assess the relative runo ffcontribution from the
eight primary source areas within the Marquette ..
subwatershed (Table 2). The "effective runoff coeffi- Effective
cient"wasdramaticallydifferent formanysourceareas, Source area Percent of Percent of runoff"
ranging from 0.01 to 0.58. As might be expected, thesampled total area runoff coefficient
sandy soils of the residential lawns had the lowest Commercial Parking Lot 4.6 19.1 0.58runo ffcoefficient observed during the monitoring study.
Despitethe factthat.lawnscomprisedmorethan60% ofHigh Traffic Street 1.4 4.5 0.45
subwatershed area, they generated only 6% ofMed. Traffic Street 1.8 5.5 0.43
subwatershed runoff. The highest runoff coefficient Low Traffic Street 8.9 26.9 0.42
was recorded for commercial parking lots, followed byCommercial Rooftop 3.5 10.2 0.41
streets. In contrast, residential rooftops and driveways

Residential Driveway 4.2 9.8 0.32had relatively low runoff coefficients, suggesting thal~
these source areas were only partially connected to theResidential Rooftops 9.8 12.8 0.18
storm drain system. Residential Lawns 62.4 5.8 0.01

Sidewalks 3.0 n s n s
Nutrients and Oxygen Demand Basin Outlet 100.0 95.0 0.14

One of the clear trends in the Marquette source area
monitoring was that pervious areas had higher nutrient" Effective runoff is defined as the relative contribution of the source area to the

total runoff volume produced in the basin over the 12 storm events.
concentrations than impervious ones (Table 3). In par-ns = not sampled
ticular, nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations in
residential lawn runo ffwere five to 10 times higher than
any other source area. Rooftop runoff, on the otherHydrocarbonsandMetals
hand, had the lowest nutrient concentration of any TheMarquettestudyalsoprovidedourfirstglimpse
source area, which is not surprising given that atmo-about hydrocarbon source areas in the urban landscape
spheric deposition is probably the only pollutant path-(Table 4). One might suspect that source areas domi-
way. The study also confirmed the strong relationshipnated by vehicles would have the highest hydrocarbon
between greater street traffic and higher nutrient andlevels, and this indeed was found to be the case. The
organic matter concentrations first observed byhighest PAH levels were recorded at the commercial
Bannerman etaL (1983). The Marquette team found thatparking lots (75 gg/l) and the high traffic streets (15 gg/
nutrient and organic matter concentrations in runoff1). In contrast, PAH levels at rooftops, driveways and
from high traffic streets were two to three times higherlow traffic streets were generally less than 2 gg/l. The
than runoff from low traffic streets, team also monitored individual hydrocarbon compounds

that comprise PAHs, some of which are known or
suspected carcinogens, such as Pyrene. In general, the

Total
Source area Total Total Kjeldahl
sampled phosphorus nitrogen nitrogen BODs

Commercial Parking Lot 0.20 1.94 1.6 10.5
High Traffic Street 0.31 2.95 2.5 14.9
Med. Traffic Street 0.23 1.62 1.3 11.6
Low Traffic Street 0.14 1.17 0.9 5.8
Commercial Rooftop 0.09 2.09 1.6 17.5
Residential Rooftop 0.06 1.46 1.0 9.0
Residential Driveway 0.35 2.10 1.8 13.0
Residential Lawns 2.33 9.70 9.3 22.6
Basin Outlet 0.29 1.87 1.5 15.4
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Polycyclic
Source area aromatic Soluble Soluble
sampled hydrocarbons Pyrene zinc Copper

Commercial Parking Lot 75.6 12.2 64. 10.7
High Traffic Street 15.2 2.37 73 11.2
Med. Traffic Street 11.4 1.75 44 7.3
Low Traffic Street 1.72 0.27 24 7.5
Commercial Rooftop 2.1 0.33 263 17.8
Residential Rooftop 0.6 0.10 188 6.6
Residential Driveway 1.8 0.34 27 11.8

Residential Lawns na na na na

Basin Outlet 21.0 3.36 23 7.0

Notes: Pyrene is one component of PAH’s./All measured in units of micrograms/liter (= ppb)
na = not analyzed at the source area

greatest concentrations of these compounds were alsoof the total copper load, despite the fact they comprised
detected at commercial parking lots and high trafficless than 5% ofsubwatershed area. Similarly, medium
roads, and high traffic streets each generated about six to 10%

The team also investigated source area concentra-of the subwatershed PAH, zinc and copper load even

tions of total and soluble metals. While no clear trendsthough each source area comprised less than 2% of

were observed in total metal levels among most sourcesubwatershed area. Surprisingly, residential driveways

areas, shatpdifferenceswerefrequentlynotedforsolubleproduced from 14 to 18% of the total phosphorus,

metals. This is significant as soluble metals are muchcopper and zinc load, despite the fact that driveways

more likely to exert a toxic effect on aquatic life. Interest-comprised less than 5% of subwatershed area.

ingly, the key source areas for soluble zinc were roof- Although residential lawns comprised 62% of
tops. Commercial and residential rooftops typically hadsubwatershed area, they were not believed to contrib-
soluble zinc concentrations that were threeto four timesute to total load of many pollutants, such as PAH and
higher than other source areas, which is consistent withmetals. Lawns were the greatest source of phosphorus
other research on rooftop runoff, in the subwatershed (26%), which reflected the fact that

Moderate levels of soluble zinc were also associ-while the sandy soils produced very little runoff, lawn

atedwith commercial parkinglots andhigh traffic street,runoff still had a very high phosphorus concentration.

Source areas for soluble copper, ontheother hand, wereIt is worth noting that if the study site had less perme-

distributed rather evenly across the subwatershed,able soils, lawns probably would have emerged as an

with the highest concentrations recorded at commercialeven more important source area for nutrients and

roofs and parking lots, high traffic streets, and residen-organic matter.

tial driveways. A strong relationship between greater
street traffic and higher hydrocarbon and metal concert-Summary
trations was also found. The Marquette source area monitoring study gen-

erally reinforced the findings of an earlier source moni-
ContributionsofIndividualSoureeAreasto toring study conducted in Madison, Wisconsin
Subwatershed Pollutant Loads (Barmermanetal., 1993). While the pollutant concentra-

Using the SLAMM model, the team was able totions foreach source area were not always the same, the

analyze which source areas contributed most of therelative rank among the source areas was basically the

stormwaterpo.llutant loads for the subwatershed(Tablesame in each study. This finding supports the notion

5). The team discovered that some source areas deliv-that stormwater managers should seriously consider

ered a disproportionate share of the total load. Mostpollutant source areas when designing stormwater

notable were commercial parking lots, which producedmanagementpractices ordevising pollution prevention

64% of the PAH load, 30% of the total zinc load and 22%plans.

62
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% ........... Percent of Total Subwatershed Load ........
Source area Watershed Total
sampled area Copper PAH Zinc phosphorus

Commercial Parking Lot 4.6 22 64 30 8
High Traffic Street 1.4 6 7 10 2
Med. Traffic Street 1.8 8 6 8 5
Low Traffic Street 8.9 17 5 19 15
Commercial Rooftop 3.5 11 3 16 5
Residential Rooftop 9.8 5 1 15 3
Residential Driveway 4.2 18 3 18 14

Residential Lawns 62.4 ns ns ns 26
Basin Outlet 97% 87% 89% 116% 77%

ns = not sampled, as early monitoring indicated non-detection

Ofparticular concern are parkinglots, whichemergedReferences
as the dominant pollutant source for commercial areasBaanerman, R., D. Owens, R.. Dodd and N. Homewer.
in both studies. Parking lots produced a disproportion- 1993. "Sources of Pollutants in Wisconsin Storm-
ately high load of hydrocarbons and metals compared water." Water Science Technology. 28(3-5): 241-
to all other source areas. As such, watershed managers 259.
can justifiably classify many parking lots as stormwater
"hotspots." It may make sense to treat the quality ofPitt, R. andL Voorhees. 1989. Source Load and Man-

parking lot runoffdirectly at the source, using filtering agement model (SLAMM)--An Urban Nonpoint
Source Water Quality Management Model. Wis-practices such as sand, compost and bioretention fil-

ters. In any event, designers should probably avoid consin Dept. of Natural Resources. PUBL-WR-

infiltrating stormwater runofffrom parking lots. 218-89.

Wate.rshed managers should also take note of theSteuer, L, W. Selbig, N. Homewer and .[. Prey. 1997.

strong relationship between pollutant concentrations Sources of Contamination in an Urban Basin in

and higher traffic streets. Runoff from more heavily Marquette, Michigan andan Analys~s of Concert-

traveled roads may require greater treatment volumes to trations, Loads, andData Quality. U.S.G.S. Water

control this important source area. Infiltration of road- Resources Investigations Report 97-4242. Wis-
consin DNR and EPA. 25 pp.way runo ffshould also be avoided, unless effective and

reliable pretreatment can be assured.

The Marquette study also provides strong support
for focusing the message of residential pollution pre-
vention programs. Lawns and driveways were both
implicated as key source areas for nutrients, organic
matter and bacteria. Clearly, homeowners have an im-
portant role to play in residential source control. Less
lawn fertilizer, more pet cleanups, safer car washing and
more frequent driveway sweeping could collectively
reduce the importance of residential areas as a source
of stormwater pollution.     --TRS
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water-sediment mixture to the volume of the mixture. Assection. If the containers are filled at centroids of e~ua~
indicated by Table 1, the two ratios differ except at concen-discharge in a cross scion, they are r~ferred to as ED]
lrations less than 8000 mg/L. samples. Deta~ on s~apting are given in Guide D 4411.

3.2.4 supernaze--clear, overlying liquid in a sediment
sample. 6. Sample Handling

3.2.5 suspendedsedimentmsediment suppor~d by turbu-6.1 When samples arrive at the laboratory, group the~z
lent currents in flowing water or by Brownian movement,according to gaging stations and then arrange each group

3.2.6 tare--weights of empty containers used in analysischronological order according to times of sample collection.
procedure. -.Separate the samples to be analyzed for concentration from

those to be analyzed for particle-size distribution or othe~4. Significance and Use properties. A data sheet should then be completed for each
4.1 Suspended-sediment samples contain particles with aconcentration sample. Examples of three commonly used

wide variety of physical characteristics. By presenting alter-forms are shown on Fig. 1. Expanded not~ can be written on
hate approaches, these test methods allow latitude in se-the front of the forms in spaces reserved for other bottles or,
leering analysis methods that work best with the particularif even more space is needed, remarks can be written on the
samples under study, back of the forms along with reference numbers keyed to the

4.2 Sediment-concentration data are used for many pur-appropriate bottles.
poses that include: (1) computing suspended-sediment dis-6.2 Check each sample for:. (1) loss of water caused by
charges of streams or sediment yields of watersheds, (2)leakage or evaporation, (2) loss of sediment which is some-
scheduling treatments of industrial and domestic watertimes revealed by the pr~ence of particles on the outside of
supplies, and (3) estimating discharges of pesticides, plantthe sample bottle, (3) accuracy of sample-identification
nutrien~ and heavy metals transported on surfaces or insidenotes, and (4) a container tare which is usually etched on the
sediment particles, bottle. Enter all appropriate notes, observations, and data on

the laboratory form. Be particularly careful to enter the5. Sampling etched tare reading on the form under the heading Weight of
5.1 Flows and concentrations in fiver cross sections areSample--Tare.

usually unsteady; consequently, in a strict sense, samples6.3 Remove the bottle caps then weigh each container
represent conditions only at the time and location of samplealong with its water-sediment mixture to the nearer 0.5 g.
collection. Record each reading on the corresponding botffe and on the

5.2 A sample may consist of a single container of alaboratory form under the heading Weight of Samplem
water-sediment mixtures collected at (1) a specific point in aGross.
river cross section, (2) a specific vertical in a cross section (a6.4 Replace the caps then store the samples in a cool, dark
depth-integrated sample), or (3) several verticals in a cross-place to minimize microbiological and algal growth. Inspect
section. If the yerticals are equally spaced and the sample isthe bottles frequently; if the sediment does not settle within
collected at equal transit rates, it is referred to as an EWIabout 14 days, use Test Method B (fil~-ation procedure) for
sample. The acronym EWI (equal-width-increment) is syn-the analysis. If settling proceeds at an acceptably rapid rate,
onymous with ETR (equal-transit-rate) which appears inuse Test Methods A, B, or C.
many older reports. A sample may also consist of several
containers filled at different points or verticals in a cross-"/. Re~gents and M~terb~

7.1 Purity of Water--Unless otherwise indicated, refer-
TABLE 1 F~’tors for Conversion of Sediment Concenf~,a~Jon in ences to water shah be understood to mean r~gent water as

P=m ~ mw~n (~n) to Or~m= ~ Cubic ~ (g/ntDA 0� defined by Type nI of Specification D I 193.
gi.~mms ~ ~ (m0/L) 7.1.1 Requirements can usually be met by passing lap

~ ~ . ,~oe o~ ~ o~ water through a mixed cation-anion exchange resin or by

lOOO pm~ lOOO pm~ Sy lOOO pprn

8.0-23.7 1.01 166-178 1.12 381..-3~8 1.32
23.8.-3~.1 1.02 179-191 1.13 399-416 1.34 ~..~"o pe
39.2-54.3 ~ .03 192-209 1.14 417--434 1.36
54.,~.692 1.0~ 2~0-23~ ~.16 ~-4Sl ~.3e 8. l ~ test method can be used only with sediments that
ee.3.-e3.7 1.0~ 234-2se 1.1a 4s2-,~7 1Ao settle under the iZL,’tuence ot" gravity. This test method is
83.8-97.9 1.06 257-278 1~,0 468-483
9e.o-~ 1.07 ~9--300 1~ ,m~-49e 1.~ applicable to samples ranging ~om 0.2 to 20 L in volume,
~=-~2s 1.0e 301-,~ 1~ ~99-s;3 1.~e ~’om ~ to .~50 000 ml~/L in sediment concentration, and
1~-13o 1.oo ~..~1 1.~ Sl~-S,~ 1.48 having less than 35 000 mg/L in dissolved-solid concentra-
140-152 1.~0 ~42-361 ~.28 529-542 1.50 tion.

~’~" 9. Summary of Test Method
¢, - c/(1.0 - c or~ × 10~ 9. l After the sediment has settled, most of the supernatant

~: water is poured or siphoned away. The volume of water-
~ - ~ oo~e~o~, ma~ ~ sediment mixture remaining is measured so that a dissolved-
¢ - ~ ~o~c~o~. ~. solids correction can be applied later. The sediment is then
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11.7 ~e the dissolved-sollds correction factor byPractice D 2777.
using a volum~ric pipet to transfer an aliquot (mvasur~ 13.2 Samples for collaborative testing were prepared by
volume) of supernate into an evaporating dish. R~.ord thedispersing a specially prepared dry powder in approximately
aliquot volume in ~tres on the laboratory form. 350 mL of distilled water. Mixtures were shipped in sealed

I 1.8 Set the oven temperature slightly below the boilingglass containers to the nine partidpating laboratories where
point of water and evaporate the supernate to visible dryness,three Youden pairs at each of three concentrations were
Then raise and maintain the oven temperature at 105"C fortested.
at least 2 h. After this, cool the dish in a desiccator. Then.. 13.3 Bias was influenced not only by analytical proce-
weigh the dish and its contents to the nearest 0.000! g,dures such as dcx~nting, drying, and wdghing but also by
Record this gross weight and also the tare weight of the dishfailure to remove all sediment from the containers and by
on the form. Subtract the tare from the gross and record the losing particles through dissolution.
net weight of �fissolved solids in grams. 13.4 The following table shows the precision and bias for

Test Method A:
12. Calculation Sm~d

12.1 Determine the dissolved-soliC~s correction accordingconc~u.~io. Cooc~usrio~l:~.vis~o~

mg~L ms/L Mr, hod (St) Opemor (So)
D~ ,~ (D$/Va) × ;~ (1) lo 9.4 ?-~ ?-3 -6

where: 1000 ~76 36.s 15.9
DSc = dissolved-sofids correction, ~ 10o o0o !oo ~ ~3~ ~6o 0.3
D$ = net weight of dissolved solids determined in 11.7, g~
Va = afiquot volume taken for dissolved solids in 11.7, mL, TEST METHOD B--FILTRATION

and
Vs = volume of supernate remaining with the sediment in14. Scope

11.2, mL. 14.1 Test Method B can be usedonly on samples con-
In Eq I, DS/Va i~ the concentration of dissolved solids in theraining sand concentrations less than about 10 000 ppm and
supernate (see 11.7). This concentration is multiplied by V$clay concentrations less than about 200 ppm. The sediment
to obtain the dissolved-solids weight in the dry sediment (seeneed not be settleable because filters are used to separate
11.5). Enter the value of DSc on the laboratory form underwater from the sediment. Correction factors for dissolved
the heading D. S. Corr. solids are not required.

12.2 Subtra~ the value of DSc in 12.1 from the net weight14.2 Even though a high-concentration sample may filter
determined in 11.5. Record the difference on the laboratoryslowly, users should not divide the sample and use two or
form under the second heading labeled Weight of Sedi-more filters. Instead, the entre sample should be filtered
mentmNet. Notice each laboratory form has two rows withthrough one disk.
this heading.

12.3 Divide the Net Weight of Sediment (second entry. ) by15. Summary of Test Method
the Net Weight of Sample. Both weights must be in the same15.1 The sample consisting of river water, sediment, andunits, preferably grams. Multiply the quotient by one rail-dissolved solids is weighed and then filtered through alion, then enter the result under the heading Conc. (ppm) onglass-fiber disk. The disk and sediment are dried andthe laboratory form. weighed, then the sediment concenwation is calculated in12.4 Modern practice calls for reporting sediment concert-accordance with Se~don 18.trations in milligrams per litre instead of ppm as determined
in 12.3. Conversion can be made with the aid of Table L For
example, consider a sediment concentration of 41 000 ppm.16. Apparatus
The multiplier obtained from Table I is 1.03; therefore, the16.1 Gooch Crucibles--Porce~n or borosilicate glass cru-
concentration is 41 000 × 1.03 ffi 42 400 mg/L. Thecibles with flirted glass bases are required for holding the
equations immediately following Table I can be nsed insleadfilters. Capacities ofthe crucibles are optional; sizes in the 25
of the multipfier~ Equation I is easier to use in computerto 130-mL range work best with I-L samples. Small crucibles
programs and is applicable to concentrations beyond thehave the advantage of requiring less oven space during
range in the table, drying and absorbing less moisture during weighing; large

crucibles are needed ff filtering proceeds slowly.
16.2 Gla~s-fiber Filter Dis~--Fflter diameter and filter13. Precision and Bias for Test Method A (Evaporation)retention rating~ sometimes referred to as filter pore size, are

13.1 These precision and bias data meet requi~’ements Ofcritical to this analysis. The sediment that accumulates on a
filter traps some particles that are smaller than the filter’s
retention ra~ing. As filtration proceeds and the sediment

, w~ D. T~ "The ~eo~-~p or ~ P~r L~ ~, ~ p~rlayer thickens, the retention rating of the sediment and filterIvfilfion," ,.qedimem Tra~pon Modeling, Ed. by Sam S. Y. Wang, Proceeding~ of
~/mernationa/Symposium, xmerkan Society of ~ Enginee~ Augu~ 19~9,acting as a unit gradually decreases. Users should use filters
p~. a2~33, with retention ratings of 1.5 I~m to agree with practices in
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many sediment |aboratodes.9 Filter diameters should equal failure to remove all sediment from the containers and by
or exceed 24 ram. Filters as large as 42 mm may be requiredlosing particles through dissolution.
to avoid filter plugging at high concentrations. Record filter 19.4 The following table shows precision and bias for Test
retention rating in micrometres and filter diameter inMethod B:
millimetres at a convenient place on the laboratory form.

16.3 Vacuum System--See 10.2. st~t~ smxl~
16.4 Drying Oven--Sce 10.3. concentration "Co~-mmion r~,,ia~o~ t~’~atioa

Ad~l, P.~o~d, of T~ of Single Bi~16.5 Desiccator--See 10.4. mtJL m~/L M~ao~ (st) Ove~tor (so) ~
16.6 Laboratory Balances--See 10.5 and 10.6. z0 s 2.~ 2 -2o

100 9~ ~.3 s.~ -9
17. Proo~lnre 1000 961 2o.4 ~4.~ -3.9

17.1 Wash the filter with water to remove soluble com-
pounds; then dry the filter and its crucible at I05"C for at ~ METHOD C--V,~-’r-SlEVING-I~I,TRAT~ON
least 1 h.

17.2 Transfer the crucible and filter to the desiccator,20. Sco~
then, after the parts have cooled to room temperature, weigh20.1 This test method covers concentration measure-
them to the nearest 0.0001 g and record the reading on the merits of two particle-size fractions. The term fine fraction
laboratory form under the heading Weight of Sediment--refers to pm-tieles small enough to pass tha-ough a sieve with.
Tare. 62 or 63~m apertures; coarse fraction refers to particles large

17.3 While a vacuum is being a~plied to the bottom of theenough to be retained on the sieve. The fine fraction need
crucible, decant supernate from the sample into the crucible,not be settleable. This test method is useful when large
Hush the inner surfaces of the sample bottle with water tosamples must be collected in the field but only small
complete the tranffer, subsamples, typically 300 to 500 mL, can be shipped back to

17.4 As filtering proceeds, inspect the filtrate. If it isthe laboratory.
turbid, pour the filtrate back through the filter a second and
possibly a third time. If the filtrat~ is still turbid, the filter21. Snnmmry of Test Method
may be leaking. In this ease, substitute a new filter and repe~t2 I. 1 The sample is poured onto a sieve with 62 or 63-pro
the process. If the filtrate is transparent but discolored, aopenings. Analysis includes the entire coarse fraction but
natural dye is present; refiltration is not necessary, only a small, measured aliquot of the fine fraction. Sieving

17.5 When filtration is complete, place the crucible andand aliquot extraction can be performed Other at the
its contents in the drying oven set for 105"C. sampling site or in the laboratory.

17.6 When the crucible and its contents are dry, transfer
to a desiccator. After the crucible has cooled, weigh to the22. Aplmratus
nearest 0.0001 g and record the reading on the laboratory
form under the heading Weight of Sediment---Gross. 22.1 Sieve, fitted with a screen fabric having 62 or 63-1~m

square apertures. An 8-in. diameter sieve is recommended
17.7 Refer to 11.6 for a discussion of multiple drying andfor samples larger than 3L; a 3-in. diameter sieve is recom-weighing cycles, mended for all other samples. (See Specification E 11.)

22.2 Splitter, for extracting an aliquot of the fines.|°18. Olcal~tJon 22.3 Additional apparatus are ~ in Section 16.
18.1 Subtract Weight of S~liment~Tare from Weight of

Sediment---Gross and record the difference under the23. Procedure
heading Weight of Sediment~Net. No dissolved-solids cot-23.1 Measur~ the gross and tare weight of each samplereetion is required, and record the readings on the laboratory form. (See 6.2 and18.2 Refer to 12.3 and 12.4 for computations. 6.3.) Hold the sieve over a beaker or large, shallow dish while

19. Precision and Bits for Test Method B (Filtrttion) pouring the sample through the sieve. Some sediments
require vigorous rinsing with warn" to disaggre~le clumps

19.1 These precision and bias data meet reqttir~ments ofretained on the sieve. Use a minimum amount of water, and
Practice D 2777. retain in the dish along with the fine fraction.

19.2 Samples for collaboratlve testing were prepared by23.2 Wash the coarse fraction from the sieve into a
dispersing a specially prepared dry powder in approximatelypreweighed evaporating dish. Dry, desiccate, and wrqgh the
350 mL of water. Mixtures were shipped in sealed glasssediment in accordance with 11.3 through 11.5. Record the
containers to the nine participating laboratories where threenet weight of the coarse fraction on the laboratory form.
Youden pairs at each of thr~ concentrations were tested. 23.3 If possible, the sample received at the laboratory

19.3 Bias was intluenced not only by analytical proce-should be aaalyz~ in its entirety, but if the sample volume is
dures such as filtering, drying, and w~,hing but also byunwieldy, it may be reduced by ~litting, Mix the fine

fraction by vigorously flanking and stirring then, without
pausing, pour the mixture through the splitter and into a

re~VomiI~ m:hnk~ tmmmitt~t ~ ~a~ ,,my a~L                        h~ ~ fottad w be ma.~cla~.
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clean tray. Several splitting passes are required if the afiquot 25. Precision and Bias for Test Method C (Wet-Sieving-
is to consist of only a small fraction, typically 300 to 500 mL,Filtration)
of the original mixture. 2S. 1 These precision and bias data meet requirements of

23.4 Determine the net weight of the aliquot to thePractice D 2777.
nearest 0. I g and record the reading on the Laboratory form. 25.2 Samples for collaborative testing were prrpamd by

23.5 The aliquot is usually analyzed by the filtration dispersing a specially prepared dry powder in approximately
method, but it can be analyzed by the evaporation method. 350 mL of distilled water. Mixtures were shipped in sealed
If filtration is ~ follow the procedure in 17.1 through glass containers to the nine participating Laboratories where
17.6; if evaporation is used, follow the procedure in I l,l three Youden pairs at each of three concentrations were
through 12.4. tested.

25.3 Bias was influenced not only by analytical proce-
dures such as sieving, filtering, drying, and weighing but also
by failure to remove all sediment from the containers and by

24, Calculation losing particles through dissolution.
24.1 Calculate the coarse-fraction concentration as: 25.4 The following table shows precision and bias for Test

Method C:c~f - c x zo~/s
where: Stamlanl Standard

Cohos- Conoe~- D~iagonC~ = coarse fraction concentration, ppm,
Pa~ s~ ~on ~-~on ofr~C -- mass of sediment in the coarse R-action, g, and Mixtu~ Dimmest, Ad~d, Secov~rd, Mt’,hod

S ffi mass of entire sample, g, Numt~ tun mz/L mg/L (St) (So)
24.2 CalcuLate the fine-fraction concentration as: ~ >~2 (~d) ~ ~.4 ~S ~.~

C~r ffi F x I0~/W (3) ~ <~ (f~=) ~0 s.7 4.3 ~.9 -~
2 >62 (sand) 9 ~ 5.9 1.9

where: ~ <62 (fine~) 91 79 15.2 II
C~ -- fine-fraction concentration, ppm, 3 >6~ (~) 9~ ~07 :2.3 ~.9
F = mass of sediment in the aliquot, g, and 3 <62 (~n,.~) 9O9 832 s~.2 6t

W = mass of the aliquot, g,
24.3 Convert C~r and C~ from ppm to mg/L in a~or-26. Keywords

dance with 12.4. 26.1 fluvial sediment; sediment; sediment concentration

and shou~ be addressed to ASTM Heeclquaners. Your comments will receive careful consi~r~ion at a meeting o~ t~e
technical committee, which you nmy attend. If you feel ~ your commetn’s ~ not received ¯ ~ir hea~ng you shouM make your
views known to the ASTM Committee on ~anOa,’~s, 100 l~zrr H~-lxpr Drive, West Conshotx~.ken, PA 79428.
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SECTIONON E Critical Source Selection

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Los Angeles County (the County) is required to conduct a stormwater Critical Source Study.
The objective of the study is to identify five industrial and/or commercial critical source types,
and then monitor each source type for 2 years, the first year without controls, and the second year
with controls. This report describes the methodology and results of the critical source selection
process (Section I) and describes the monitoring plan for testing the effectiveness of critical
source BMPs (Section 2).

The County has previously conducted similar studies aimed at identifying critical sources of
industrial stormwater pollution within the County as part of compliance with its National

. Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Municipal Stormwater Permit (Permit No.
CA0061654). A planning study was conducted between March and December 1995 to identify
the most common facility types and to select several key sites for conducting sampling. As a
result of this work, three facilities (a trucking facility, a fabricated metal products facility, and a
municipal corporation yard) were selected for study. The municipal yard has been monitored
since the 1994-95 wet-weather season; the others were monitored in the 1995-95 wet-weather
season. The work performed by the County provided considerable useful information for
developing this Critical Source/BMP Monitoring Program.

A series of steps to be taken in conducting the Critical Source/BMP Monitoring Program has
been outlined. These steps are as follows:

Step 1: The County first will develop an initial list of candidate critical sources, including
industrial and commercial sources that are regulated under the General Industrial Activities
Stormwater Permit (General Industrial Permit) and those which are not.

Step 2: The County next will develop a list of criteria for prioritizing the candidate critical
sources developed pursuant to Step 1, including the following: runoff pollutants associated with
each critical source; the impact of non-stormwater discharges associated with each source;
whether or not the source is regulated under the General Industrial Permit; and ease of
implementation of monitoring and BMPs.

Step 3: The County next will prioritize the candidate critical sources based on the selection
criteria developed under Step 2.

Step 4: The County next will conduct a literature review and contact other municipal stormwater
programs in California to identify what critical sources have been (or are plarmed in the next 5
years to be) studied elsewhere. Where studies have been conducted or are planned to be
conducted elsewhere, such studies will be reviewed to assess whether the hydrologic conditions
in the study area are representative of those in Los Angeles County, the quality of the study and
any conclusions from already-conducted studies. This evaluation will be coordinated with the
Stormwater Quality Task Force.

BAK \H \LACDPW~TASK2~FCRTSRCE OOC\\30-Aug-96~954P245-211Q~SNA 1 - I           ~.
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SECTIONONE ~ critical source selection

Step 5: The County next will take the list developed in Step 3 and refine and finalize it based
upon the review conducted pursuant to Step 4.

As of July 1, 1996, the County has completed Steps I through 5. The following sections
describe the County’s approach and results from conducting each of these steps.

1.2 STEP 1 ¯ DEVELOP INITIAL LIST OF CANDIDATE CRITICAL SOURCES

. As part of their initial work on source monitoring, the County developed a list of candidate
critical sources. These sources were selected based on prevalence in the County, regulation
under the General Industrial Permit, and!or runoff pollutant potential. This initial list of candidate
critical sources was deemed appropriate for the Critical Source/BMP Monitoring Program and is
presented in Table 1-1.

1.3 STEP 2- DEVELOP A LIST OF CRITERIA FOR RANKING INDUSTRIAL
SOURCES

A ranking process was developed to prioritize the candidate critical sources in terms of the
pollution potential of their stormwater runoff. The ranking scheme was based on five factors: Q
(measure of pollutant unit loading, based on factors such as the type and number of industrial
activities and the potential for non-stormwater discharges), R (measure of volume of runoff
based on typical facility impervious area), T (additional measure affecting loading, based on
types/toxicity of pollutants used at the facility), E (exposure factor, to account for the degree to
which materials and adtivities are exposed to storm water), and N (number of facilities within
Los Angeles County). The two factors affecting pollutant load, Q and T, were calculated using
subfactors. Q was determined as a product of s (number of individual pollutant sources at a
given facility, including various types of industrial activities and non-stormwater discharges) and
I (likelihood of release). T was calculated as the product of n (amount of toxic pollutants) and I
(inherent toxicity of the pollutants types present). Tn considering potential types of toxic
pollutants, human viral contamination was not specifically considered. Such contamination is
generally associated with feedlots, ranching, and cross-connections with sanitary sewers rather
than with runoff from the industrial/commercial types of sites considered here. Each key factor
and subfactor was assigned a value between 1 and 10, with the higher values representing a
greater degree of significance. The pollutant potential, P, was then calculated as the product of
the key factors:

P=QxRxTxExN

The data were normalized such that the value of P ~vould fall between 0 and 100. The ranking
scheme (along with instructions on how to use it) is presented in Table 1-2.
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SECTIONONE Critical Source Selection

TABLE 1-1

INITIAL LIST OF CANDIDATE CRITICAL SOURCES

Rank I’ndustrial Category SIC - - No.

(No. Code Facilities

Facilities)

1 Automotive Repair/Parking 75 6,067
2 Machinery Manufacturing 35 4,223
3 Fabricated Metal Products 34 3,283
4 Automotive Dealers/Gas Stations 55 2,744
5 Personal Services (laundries) 72 2,515
6 Printing & Publishing 27 2,432
7 Electric/Gas/Sanitary 49 2,001
8 Apparel 23 1,900
9 Transportation Equipment 37 1,838
10 Electric/Electronic 36 1,636
11 Furniture & Fixtures 25 1,368
12 Food & Kindred Products (not including restaurant)20 1,249
13 Miscellaneous Manufacturing 39 I, 1 44
14 Chemicals/Allied Products 28 1,069
15 Rubbers/Miscellaneous Plastics 30 1,034
16 Instruments 38 1,029
17 Lumber/Wood Products 24 905
18 Motor Freight 42 872
19 Stone, Clay, Glass, Concrete 32 733
20 Primary Metals Products 33 703
21 Wholesale Trade 50 587
22 Paper & Allied Products 26 451
23 Textile Mills Products 22 440
24 Air Transportation 45 431
25 Local/Suburban Transit 41 336
26 Oil & Gas Extraction 13 327
27 Railroad Transportation 40 319
28 Petroleum Refining 29 231
29 Leather/Leather Products 31 163
30 Mining of Nonmetallic Minerals 14 39
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SECTIOHONE Critical Source Selection

Table 1-2
CRITICAL SOURCE RANKING SCHEME

P=QxRxTxExN
P = Pollution Potential T = Toxicity of Pollutants at the Source
Q = Quantity of Pollutant E = Exposure Factor (Extent of Contact with Rain)
R = Amount of Runoff N = Number of Facilities in Los Angeles County

Q Q=sxl
Guidelines: s = number of sources

"I0" = > I0 sources
"5" = 5 sources
"l" = <3 sougces

1 = likelihood of release
"10" = extremely likely to be released ( > 75 % of the tir~e)
"5" = tikely to be released about 50% of the time
"1" = likely to be released < 10% of the time

R R = relative size of paved area on a scale of 1-I0, the higher the value, the more runoff
Guidelines:     "I0" = > I00 acres

"8" = about 10 acres
"6" = about 5 acres
"I" = less than I/2 acre

T T=nxi
Guidelines: n = number of toxic pollutants

"10" = if > 5 types of toxic pollutants are usually present
"7" = if about 3 toxic pollutants are usually present
"5" = if about 2 types of toxic pollutants are usually present
"I" = if no toxic pollutants are usually present

i = inherent toxicity of the mix of pollutants that is generally present at the facility
"10" = extremely toxic
"7" = somewhat toxic
"1" = non-toxic

E      E = Exposure factor
Guidelines:     "10" = if all industrial activities take place outdoors with significant exposure

"8" = if significant activities take place outdoors or are exposed to rainfall
"5" = if some activities take place outdoors or are exposed to rainfall
"1" = if most or all industrial activities take place indoors or are not exposed

N     N = Number of Facilities in Los Angeles County
Guidelines:     "10" = >5,000 facilities       "5" = 300-400 facilities

"9" = 2-5,000 facilities "4" = 200-300 facilities
"8" = 1-2,000 facilities "3" = 100-200 facilities
"7" = 500-1,000 facilities "2" = 50-100 facilities
"6" = 400-500 facilities "1" = < 50 facilities
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SECTIONONE Critical Source Selection

1.4 STEP 3- PRIORITIZE THE CANDIDATE CRITICAL SOURCES

Industrial and commercial facilities were evaluated based on their two-digit Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) Codes. There are over 50,000 industrial and commercial facilities within Los
Angeles County. The study considered 36 different SIC code categories. Golf courses were not
evaluated because they are not considered traditional industrial/commercial facilities, but rather,=a
type of recreational facility or land use type. Golf courses are being reviewed by the County as a
land use type under the land use monitoring selection process. Thirty of these SIC code categories
were analyzed for the purpose of this study (Table 1-1). Construction was excluded because it is
transitory in nature, is covered by a separate General P~rmit, and has been extensively studied by
others. Health Services (SIC 80) were excluded based on the assumption that most sites are
probably storefront clinics and offices rather than large medical complexes. Agriculture was
excluded from consideration, as it is currently exempt from the stormwater regulations and is not
currently significant within the Los Angeles County. Metal mining and tobacco were excluded,
based on the fact that there are very few facilities within the County. In addition, Water
Transportation (SIC Code 44) was also excluded. The rationale for this exclusion is that the Port of
Long Beach is currently conducting an extensive stormwater monitoring program at 21 locations at
the Port. This monitoring effort began in wet-weather season 1995-96 and will be ongoing.
Results from the first year of the monitoring effort will become part of the public record effective
July 1, 1996 when the Port of Long Beach submits its Annual Report to the Regional Board. Given
the extensive local effort underway at the Port of Long Beach. additional expenditure of effort to
characterize storm water discharge from water transportation facilities appears unwarranted.

Values of the key factors and subfactors were determined on the basis of published data and the
professional judgment of west coast stormwater experts. An Excel spreadsheet was then used to
calculate the P value for each SIC code category to prioritize the candidate critical sources. The
results of the ranking process are presented in Table I-3.

The County is required to conduct the Critical Source/BMP Monitoring Program at five high
priority industry types. The five highest ranked facility types from Table 1-3 are:

I) Wholesale Trade (including scrap yards and auto dismantlers)

2) Automotive Repair/Parking

3) Fabricated Metal Products (including electroplating)

4) Motor Freight (including trucking)

5) Chemicals and Allied Products

In order to conduct the monitoring, the County will need to identify six facilities from each of the
five industrial categories to. participate in the stud,v. These six facilities should be as similar in
terms of size, practices, materials, and activities as is possible so as to ensure consistency within the
monitoring study. Given that six participating facilities are required from each category, it is
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1.4 STEP 3- PRIORITIZE THE CANDIDATE CRITICAL SOURCES

Industrial and commercial facilities were evaluated based on their two-digit Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) Codes. There are over 50,000 industrial and commercial facilities within L6s
Angeles County. The study considered 36 different SIC code categories. Golf courses were not
evaluated because they are not considered traditional industrial]commercial facilities, but rather,-a
type of recreational facility or land use type. Golf courses are being reviewed by the County as a
land use type under the land use monitoring selection process. Thirty of these SIC code categories
were analyzed for the purpose of this study (Table I-1). Construction was excluded because it is
transitory in nature, is covered by a separate General Permit, and has been extensively studied by
others. Health Services (SIC 80) were excluded based on the assumption that most sites are

¯ probably storefront clinics and offices rather than large medical complexes. Agriculture was
excluded from consideration, as it is currently exempt from the storm~vater regulations and is not
currently significant within the Los Angeles County. Metal mining and tobacco were excluded,
based on the fact that there are very few facilities within the County. In addition, Water
Transportation (SIC Code 44) was also excluded. The rationale for this exclusion is that the Port of
Long Beach is currently conducting an extensive stormwater monitoring program at 21 locations at
the Port. This monitoring effort began in ~vet-weather season 1995-96 and will be ongoing.
Results from the first year of the monitoring effort will become part of the public record effective
July 1, 1996 when the Port of Long Beach submits its Annual Report to the Regional Board. Given
the extensive local effort under~vay at the Port of Long Beach. additional expenditure of effort to
characterize storm water discharge from water transportation facilities appears unwarranted.

Values of the key factors and subfactors were determined on the basis of published data and the
professional judgment of west coast stormwater experts. An Excel spreadsheet was then used to
calculate the P value for each SIC code category to prioritize the candidate critical sources. The
results of the ranking process are presented in Table 1-3.

The County is required to Conduct the Critical Source/BMP Monitoring Program at five high
priority industry types. The five highest ranked facility types from Table 1-3 are:

l) Wholesale Trade (including scrap yards and auto dismantters)

2) Automotive Repair/Parking

3) Fabricated Metal Products (including electroplating)

4) Motor Freight (including trucking)

5) Chemicals and Allied Products

In order to conduct the monitoring, the County will need to identify six facilities from each of the
five industrial categories to participate in the study. These six facilities should be as similar in
terms of size, practices, materials, and activities as is possible so as to ensure consistency within the
monitoring stud~r. Given that six participating facilities are required from each category, it is
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TABLE 1-3

RESULTS OF RANKING OF CANDIDATE CRITICAL SOURCES

Rank Rank Industrial Category SLC Code No.
(Pollution (No. Facilities) Facilities

Potential)
1 21 Wholesale Trade (scrap, auto 50 587

dismantling)
2 1 Automotive Repair/Parking 75 6,067
3 3 Fabricated Metal Products 34 3,283
4 18 Motor Freight 42 872
5 14 Chemicals/Allied Products 28 1,069
6 4 Automotive Dealers/Gas Stations 55 2,744
7 20 Primary Metals Products 33 703
8 7 Electric/Gas/Sanitary 49 2,001
9 24 Air Transportation 45 431
10 15 Rubbers/Miscellaneous Plastics 30 1,034
11 25 Local/Suburban Transit 41 336
12 27 Railroad Transportation 40 319
13 26 Oil & Gas Extraction 13 327
14 17 Lumber/Wood Products 24 905
15 2 Machinery Manufacturing 35 4,223
16 9 Transportation Equipment 37 1,838
17 19 Stone, Clay, Glass, Concrete 32 733
18 29 Leather/Leather Products 31 163
19 13 Miscellaneous Manufacturing 39 1,144
20 12 Food & Kindred Products 20 1,249
21 28 Petroleum Refining 29 231
22 30 Mining of Nonmetallic Minerals 14 39
23 fi Printing & Publishing 27 2,432
24 10 Electric/Electronic 36 1,636
25 22 Paper & Allied Products 26 451
26 11 Furniture & Fixtures 25 1,368
27 ,5 Personal Services (laundries) 72 2,515
28 16 Instruments 38 1,029
29 23 Textile Mills Products 22 440
30 8 Apparel 23 t ,900
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SECTIONONE Critical Source Selection

possible that practical, non-technical considerations (e.g., lack of enough willing participants,
inability to secure 24-hour/7-day access for sampling, etc.) may prevent the County from ensuring
the participation of.enough facilities from a given SIC category. As such, it may be necessary to
select the next highest-ranking facility type for the study. In the event that ibis becomes necessary,
the County will select facilities from the next highest ranking industrial categories. The next five
highest-ranking facility categories are as follows:

6) Automotive Dealers/Gas Stations

7) Primary Metals

8) ELectric/Gas/Sanitary Services

9) Air Transportation

10)Rubber/Miscellaneous Plastics

It is important to note that a numerical ranking scheme such as described above is designed as a
semi-quantitative screening tool for a relative evaluation of critical sources. The values developed
using the ranking scheme are not meant to be interpreted in any absolute sense.

1,5 STEP 4 - CONDUCT LITERATURE REVIEW

The objective of the literature review was to identify what critical sources have been (or are planned
in the next five years to be) studied elsewhere (under conditions that are representative of Los
Angeles County) so as not to duplicate efforts in the course of this study. Los Angeles County
conducted an initial literature review and contacted various California municipal stormwater
programs in order to identify which critical sources have been studied elsewhere. This search was
conducted through a telephone survey and Intemet data search. The survey was supplemented by
conducting a computerized library search using DIALOG and Cambridge Scientific Abstracts
Services to access specific data bases (e.g., Water Resources Abstracts, Water Net, NPIS,
Enviroline, Pollution Abstracts, Aquatic Sciences and Fisheries Abstracts), as well as the EPA
National Bibliographic Catalog. The focus of the computer data base searches was toidentify
published studies in technical and scientific journals conducted by universities, research groups,
and practitioners (which were not targeted by the County’s search). A summary of the studies that
are pertinent to the Critical Source/BMP Monitoring Program is presented in Table 1-4.

The results of these searches indicated that much ~ ork on the runoff quality from specific industrial
rites has yet to be done. Most of the studies, particularly those conducted by municipal stormwater
management programs (e.g., Santa Clara Valle.v and Alameda County, California), monitored
runoff from "industrial source areas’" or "’commercial catchments," rather than from specific
industrial facilities. However, several studies were more specific. Pitt etal. (1995) looked at toxic
pollutants in runoff from several industrial activity areas in Birmingham, AL, including parking lots
and vehicle service areas. Stormwater samples from parking lots and vehicle service areas
frequently contained organics and certain metals (notably. Ni in parking lots and Cd and Pb in
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possible that practical, non-technical considerations (e.g., lack of enough willing participants,
inability to secure 24-hour/7-day access for sampling, etc.) may prevent the County from ensuring
the participation of enough facilities from a given SIC category. As such, it may be necessary to
select the next highest-ranking facility type for the study. In the event that this becomes necessary,
the County will select facilities from the next highest ranking industrial categories. The next five
highest-ranking facility categories are as follows:

6) Automotive Dealers/Gas Stations

7) Primary Metals

8) Electric/Gas/Sanitary Services

9) Air Transportation

10)Rubber/Miscellaneous Plastics

It is important to note that a numerical ranking scheme such as described above is designed as a
semi-quantitative screening tool for a relative evaluation of critical sources. The values developed
using the ranking scheme are not meant to be interpreted in any absolute sense.

1.5 STEP 4- CONDUCT LITERATURE REVIEW

The objective of the literature review was to identify what critical sources have been (or are planned
in the next five years to be) studied elsewhere (under conditions that are representative of Los
Angeles County) so as not to duplicate efforts in the course of this study. Los Angeles County
conducted an initial literature review and contacted various California municipal stormwater
programs in order to identify which critical sources have been studied elsewhere. This search was
coiaducted through a telephone survey and Intemet data search. The survey was supplemented by
conducting a computerized library search using DIALOG and Cambridge Scientific Abstracts
Services to access specific data bases (e.g., Water Resources Abstracts, Water Net, NPIS,
Enviroiine, Pollution Abstracts, Aquatic Sciences and Fisheries Abstracts), as well as the EPA
National Bibliographic Catalog. The focus of the computer data base searches was to identify
published studies in technical and scientific journals conducted by universities, research groups,
and practitioners (which were not targeted by the County’s search). A summary of the studies that
are pertinent to the Critical Source/BMP Monitoring Program is presented in Table 1-4.

The results of these searches indicated that much work on the runoff quality from specific industrial
sites has yet to be done. Most of the studies, particularly those conducted by municipal stormwater
management programs (e.g., Santa Clara Valley and Alameda County, California), monitored
runoff from "industrial source areas" or "commercial catchments," rather than from specific
industrial facilities. However, several studies were more specific. Pitt etal. (1995) looked at toxic
pollutants in runoff from several industrial activity areas in Birmingham, AL, including parking lots
and vehicle service areas. Stormwater samples from parking lots and vehicle service areas
frequently contained organics and certain metals (notably, Ni in parking lots and Cd and Pb in
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TABLE 1- 4

SUMMARY OF PERTINENT STUDIES FROM LITERATURE SEARCH

Authors Name of Report Publication Subject of Study

M.A. Collins, K. Roller, G. Walton "Managing Toxic Pollutants in StormwaterWater Environment and Technology, Monitored metals aud ammonia in runol f
Runoff" May 1992, p. 60-64 from wood preserver, fertilizer

mixer/packager, marine cargo handler, log
home treating/packaging facility, and
particle board manufacturer

E. Hoffman, J. Latimer, G. Mills, J. Quinn"Petroleum Hydrocarbons in Urban Journal of the Water Pollution Control Measured suspended solids and petroleum
Runoff from a Commercial Land Area" Federation, v. 54, no. 11, November 1982,hydrocarbons in runoff from a conunercial

p. ! 517-25 shopping mall

R. Pitt, R. Field, M. Lalor, M Brown "Urban Storm Water To~,ic Pollutants: Water Environment Research, v. 67, no. 3,Monitored runoff quality from vehicle
Assessment, Sources, and Treatability" May-June 1995, p. 260-275 service areas and parking lots

Sacramento County Special Study on Gas Station Runoff Sacramento County Conducted field screening monitoriug at
gasoline stations (the stations did not
conduct vehicle repair)

Sacramento County "Action Plan Demonstration Project at a Sacramento County Conducted wet and dry-weather
Gas Station" monitoring at gas stations

Western States Petroleum Association "Storm Water Best Management PracticesWestern States Petroleum Association Stanmarized runoffcharacterization
lbr Retail Gasoline Outlets" (WSPA) studies conducted by WSPA and the

American Petroleum Institute and
described Best Management Practices for
retail gasoline stations

Conducted water quality monitoring and
Woodward-Clyde Consultants I. Parking Lot Monitoring Report Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source tested effectiveness of storm drain inlet

2. Parking Lot Best Management Control Program inserts
Practices Manual
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vehicle service areas). The study indicated that organics were associated mainly with unfiltered
samples, suggesting an association with particulates; metals were elevated in both the filtered and
unfiltered samples, indicating that they are also present in the dissolved phase.

Hoffman ~ (1982) conducted a study to determine the relationship of hydrocarbon load to total
rainfall and land use at a commercial shopping mall in Warwick, RI. Runoff was monitored for
suspended solids and petroleum hydrocarbons only. Results suggested that suspended solids and
hydrocarbons are present at elevated levels in the runoff (flow-weighted concentrations ranged
from 20.5 to 112.7 mg/l for suspended solids, and from 0.69 to 2.15 mg/l petroleum hydrocarbons).
The study did not differentiate between different types of hydrocarbons in the runoff, although gas
chromatograms of the runoff samples from the site were similar to those for used crankcase oil,
suggesting a probable source.

Collins etal. (1992) reported monitoring information for five industrial facilities for compliance
with the Virginia Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (VPDES) stormwater permits. The
facilities included a wood preserver, fertilizer mixing/packaging plant, marine cargo handling
facility, log home treating/packaging facility, and a particle board manufacturer. Stormwater
monitoring conducted at all five facilities indicated elevated metals and ammonia concentrations.
Toxicity testing also revealed that the stormwater runoff was toxic for most of the samples.
However, while this article contained some interesting information, the information presented was
not adequate to justify exclusion of any of the facility types from the County’s Critical Source/BMP
Monitoring Program.

Sacramento County and the Western States Petroleum Association (WSPA) have conducted runoff
characterization and control measure evaluations for retail gasoline service stations (SIC code 55).
Since the studies were conducted in California, they may be considered representative of the
conditions in Los Angeles County. However, SIC code 55 also includes motor vehicle dealerships
and auto supply stores, both of which are common in Los Angeles County. Since neither of the
studies addressed auto dealerships or supply stores, they do not appear to have adequately
addressed runoff quality and control from this category of industry. Therefore, SIC code 55 should
not be eliminated from consideration as a critical source.

Based on this review, the top five industry types developed through the ranking process are still
good candidates for conducting the critical source monitoring program in Los Angeles County, as
they do not appear to have been studied in detail in other areas, based on available published
information.
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1.6 STEP 5- FINALIZE LIST OF FACILITY TYPES TO PARTICIPATE IN THE
CRITICAL SOURCE/BMP MONITORING PROGRAM

Based on the prioritization developed in Step 3 and the literature review conducted in Step 4, the
County has determined the top five facility categories to monitor in the Critical Source/BMP
Monitoring Program. These categories are as follows:

1) Wholesale Trade (focusing specifically on scrap yards and auto dismantlers)

2) Automotive Repair/Parking (focusing on automotive repair service stations)

3) Fabricated Metal Products (including electroplating)

4) Motor Freight (including trucking)

5) Chemicals and Allied Products

As stated above, in the event that the County can not secure the participation of enough facilities
within a given category, it may be necessary to select facility types from further down the list of
priority industrial sites. Further, since critical source monitoring has already been initiated at a
motor freight facility and a fabricated metals facility (beginning in wet-weather season 1995-96),
the County may opt to continue monitoring at these facilities in future years to fulfill the
requirements of the Critical Source/BMP Monitoring Program.
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SECTIONTWO Critical Source Monitoring Plan

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Los Angeles Coma. ty (County), is required to conduct a Critical Source/Best Management
Practices (BMP) Stormwater Monitoring Program. The overall objectix;e of the Program is to
identify five industrial and/or commercial critical source types, and then monitor each source
type for two years. The first year of monitoring will be performed without BMPs, and the second
year with BMPs.

The following plan for the Critical Source/BMP Stormwater Monitoring Program presents the
criteria for selection of stormwater monitoring methods, identifies the analytical methods to be
used to detect pollutants in stormwater, describes the sampling methods, sampling locations, and
frequency of monitoring, presents a quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) program to
ensure that all required elements of the monitoring program are conducted and that all
monitoring is performed by trained personnel, and provides procedures and schedules for
reviewing and evaluating the effectiveness of the monitoring program. This plan has been
prepared as part of compliance with the Los Angeles County areawide National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Municipal Stormwater Permit (Permit No.
CAS614001).

As described in Section I, the County tentatively plans to examine the following five critical
source types over six rainy seasons, beginning during the 1996/97 rainy season.

1. Wholesale Trade (including scrap yards and auto dismantlers)

2. Automotive Repair/Parking

3. Fabricated Metal Products (including electroplating)

4. Motor Freight (including trucking)

5. Chemicals and Allied Products

During the 1996/97 rainy season, stormwater runoff from one of the top-ranking critical source
types will be characterized. The County will make a good faith effort to obtain the participation
of six facilities with similar characteristics (three control sites and three test sites) within each
critical source type, so as to reduce the amount ot" variability inherent in sampling only a single
facility. Selection of the six participating facilities ~1tl be based upon the following criteria:

Willingness of the facility to participate in the program, including implementing
BMPs, and provide written authorization attesting to such;

¯ 7-day, 24-hour access to the sampling pomtts);

¯ Location within close proximity to other facilities within the test or control group (see
below); and
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SECTIONTWO Critical Source Monitoring Plan

No confined space entry required.

Also, the number of sites may be less than three apiece if sites cannot be found in close enough
proximity to be sampled by a single crew.

During the first year, storrnwater runoff from all six sites will be sampled and analyzed during
five targeted storm events. Stormwater runoff from the six sites will be split into two pools,
reflecting the three control and the three test sites. Stormwater runoff from each pool will then be
composited into a single sample for each storm event (compositing will be performed in the
field). These samples will be neither time nor flow-weighted composite samples. The samples
will be analyzed for those pollutants anticipated to be found in the critical source stormwater
runoff, and such analytes will be partitioned, as appropriate, to measure the dissolved and
undissolved portions (lists of analytical suites for each critical source type are provided in Table
2-1).

Based upon the first year of characterization data, appropriate BMPs will be selected and applied
at the three test sites. (The same BMPs will be used at each site.) In the second year, ten storm
events will be sampled and stormwater runoff quality from the control sources will be
composited and analyzed, and the results compared to composited and analyzed samples from
the test sites at which BMPs have been applied.

The process will be repeated, adding the second critical source in the second rainy season and so
on, with the intent to complete two years of monitoring at each critical source type (with BMPs
added during the second year each time) by the end of the sixth rainy season, which will be the
rainy season of 2001/02.

Because of the semi-arid climate of Southern California and the inherent variability between
storm events (both in terms of intensity/duration and geographic occurrence), it may not be
possible to capture all of the targeted storm events at all stations within a given year. In
particular, it may be difficult to capture ten storms in a given year, as there needs to be sufficient
rainfall volume and intensity in order to collect the samples. The Critical Source/BMP
Monitoring Program was designed to monitor each critical source type for two years only.
Assuming the Program is conducted in good faith, sampling of a given critical source type will
not extend beyond two years even if fewer than the targeted number of storm events are sampled.

2.2 PURPOSE OF CRITICAL SOURCE BMP MONITORING PLAN

The purpose of the Critical Source/BMP Monitoring Plan is as follows:

1. To provide procedures for conducting visual observations and collection of stormwater
grab samples to ensure consistency over the six-year duration of the Critical
Source/BMP Monitoring Plan.
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TABLE 2-1
EXAMPLE ANALYTICAL SUITES FOR CRITICAL SOURCE MONITORING

Critical Source Type
1. WT 2~ ARP 3. FMP 4. MF 5. CAP Constituent Sample EPA Detection Units Holding Container Sample

Type Method Limit Time Type Volume

X X X X X pH grab for comp 150.1 N/A pH immediate plastic 25 ml __

X X X X X Electrical Conductivity grab for comp 120_1 N/A umhos/cm 28 days plastic 100 ml

X X X X O&G grab 418.1 1 mg/I 28 days, glass 1000 ml ___

X X X X X Semivolatile organics grab 8270 var v.g/I 7 days glass 1000 ml

X X TPH (diesel& gasoline) grab 8015M vat i~g/I 28 days glass 1000 ml

X X X X X TSS composite 160.2 10 mgll 7 days plastic 200 ml

X X X X X TDS composite 1601 10 mg/I 7 days plastic 200 ml.__.

X X X X X TOC composite 4152 1 m91~ 7 days plastic 25 m~

X MBAS (detergents) composite 425.1 1 mg/I 48 hours plastic 250 ml

X X Other*

Metals (total and dissolved)
X X X X Cadmium composite 2132 1 ugll 48h/6 months** plastic

X X X X Chromium composite 2182 1 ug/I 48h/6 months plastic 300 ml for Total

X X X X Copper composite 219~2 1 ug/I 48h/6 months plastic and Dissolved

X X X X Lead composite 239.2 1 ug/I 48h/6 months plastic Metals

X X X X Nickel composite 249 2 1 ugll 48h/6 months plastic

X X X X Zinc composite 289~2 10 ug/I 48h/6 months plastic

¯ Add=l=onal organic or inorganic constituents may be added after facility selection, to test for specific chemicals handled in the selected facihties
°¯ Samples should be filtered and ~reserved in nitric acid within 48 hours, and subsequently held for up to six months.

1. W-I Wholesale Trade
2. ARP Automotive RepaidParking
3. FMP Fabricated Metal Products
4. MF Motor Freight
5. CAP Chemicals and Allied Pro,ducts~
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2..To ensure that appropriate BMPs for implementation at the test facilities are selected
and evaluated in a timely and consistent manner.

3. To evaluate the effectiveness of the BMPs in reducing or removing pollutants in
stormwater runoff by comparing the control and test facilities.

4. To ensure that data is obtained with field and laboratory QA/QC procedures that will
result in a stormwater quality database adequate for characterizing stormwater runoff,
selecting BMPs, and evaluating the effectiveness of BMPs.

2.3 PROGRAM DESIGN AND EQUIPMENT

¯ Monitoring Program Design

During the 1996/97 rainy season, stormwater runoff from one of the five critical source types
will be characterized. The Critical Source/BMP Monitoring Program requires collection of
composite and grab samples of stormwater runoff. One set of samples shall be collected from
each discharge point (also referred to as an outfall) of each facility beginning in 1996/97 during
each of five storm events in the first year, and ten storm events in the second year of testing for
each critical source.

A total of six similar facilities from each critical source type will be selected within a limited
geographic area. Initially, the County will conduct reconnaissance visits to numerous sites within
a given critical source type and apply site selection criteria to identify the six most suitable sites.
Site selection criteria will include: representativeness of facility type (within the critical source
category), accessibility of discharge points or outfalls, feasibility of installing a device that would
enable stormwater sample collection in the absence of operators (e.g., sample collection bucket
installed within a drop inlet, or other pre-fabricated passive stormwater collection device), and
health and safety. The County will then seek permission from the facility operators to conduct
the Critical Source/BMP Monitoring Program at their facilities. In the event that a given facility
declines to participate, the next most suitable facility will be considered.

After the six most suitable sites have been selected, the County will perform secondary selection
to divide the sites into two triads (groups of three facilities) for control and testing purposes.
Samples from each triad will be composited together for analysis. The criteria for dividing the
sites will include: feasibility of implementing BMPs during the summer following the first year
of monitoring, and location within close proximity to the other two sites (preferably within
approximately 15 minutes driving time, assuming typical local traffic patterns during a rain
event).

Logistics

A minimum of two teams of two persons each will be needed to sample the six ~acilities for each
critical source type. Each crew will be responsible for a composite triad of three adjacent sites
(either from the control or test group). Starting in the second year (1997/98) when a second
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critical source type is added, a minimum of four teams of two persons will be required. Two
complete sets of sampling equipment (described below) will be needed in rainy season 1996/97,
and four sets will be needed beginning in 1997/98.

Prior to sampling, County personnel will visit each facility to identify the outfalls or sampling
points to be monitored. In some cases, special or modified sampling equipment may be needed
(such as a sampling bucket on a pole to access an outfall located within a manhole). At sites with
difficult access or sites that would be difficult to get to in time to capture the first flush
(concentrated pollutants in runoff from the early part of the storm event), a simple, low-cost
sample device such as a passive stormwater collector may be useful. Such samplers have a
container installed just below ground with the opening flush with the ground surface such that
they can fill up with runoff even if sampling personnel are not present. The County may consider
using such a device on a case-by-case basis, if certain criteria regarding their use are met. Criteria
for determining whether such devices are appropriate tbr use at a given facility include:

Outfalls or stormwater sampling points at which runoff consists of sheetflow;

Outfalls or stormwater sampling points at locations that would preclude collection of
the first flush (e.g., due to difficult access);

~ Facilities that have more than two outfalls; and

o Facilities that grant permission to the County to install such device(s).

At facilities where automatic collection devices are determined to be feasible, County personnel
shall install the samplers prior to the onset of the rainy season. If the County determines that such
devices are not appropriate or feasible for use at the selected facilities, labor (e.g., additional
sampling crews) may be substituted for automatic collection equipment in order to achieve the
same results.

When rainfall is forecast, every effort will be made to collect the first flush at each site. The
crew will collect a sample of sufficient volume to satisf~v the analyses to be conducted (see Table
2-1 for test possibilities), fill out the observations sheet, and drive to the next site in the triad,
performing the same actions there, and moving on again to the next site.

Once the first round is completed the crew will immediately begin a second round (i.e., drive to
the first site, collect one sample, perform observations and measurements, etc.). The crew will
keep moving between the three sites as long as the rain continues and flows are strong enough to
fill the water collection devices between visits. For purposes of this monitoring program, a viable
storm event is defined as a storm that is of sufficient volume and duration to enable collection of
a minimum of three rounds of samples (the initial composite and grab samples and two
additional rounds for co.mposite samples) at all stations within each triad. However, sampling
crews should collect as many samples as possible over the course of the entire storm event. The
end of the storm event is defined by a break of at least three hours in rainfall. This means that the
crews will have ~o remain near their sampling sites for three hours after the rain stops to ensure
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that the event is actually over. In the event that a given storm is of very long duration, sampling
will be terminated 12 hours after the start of the rain event.

Sample Collection

In the first round each crew will riced to collect several bottles of runoff for the initial grab
sample, plus the first sample to be composited . The grab will consist of three or four liters,
depending on what is being analyzed (see Table 2-1 ). In subsequent rounds, a smaller amount of
sample volume will be needed in order to create a composite sample that is representative of the
entire storm event at each group of 3 stations. The County may consider purchasing and
installing several low-cost automatic sample collection devices (with a volume of 3-4 liters), or
may examine the feasibility of installing sample collection buckets of a similar volume inside
selected drop inlets.

Some water quality parameters such as oil and grease, total petroleum hydrocarbons, and
semivolatile organics must be collected in glass jars and analyzed separately (cannot be
composited), either because they stick to the container walls or because they are volatile. Grab
samples for these parameters will be collected only once during the event, during the first round,
and analyzed separately. For the other constituents, the crew will collect several samples in
plastic bottles during the course of the event and they will be composited in the field to create
one composite sample representative of the three facilities within each triM.

Equipment needed for proper collection of samples include the following items:

¯ Communication devices

¯ Site maps

¯ Sample bottles with proper labels (provided by the contract laboratory);

¯ Collection vessel or scoop;

¯ ~ Paper towels;

¯ Tool to retrieve passive sample collector, i t’needed;

¯ Clipboard with pencils; waterproof ;,cns. observation forms; and data collection
forms;

¯ Watch;

¯ Latex gloves;

¯ Rain gear;
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¯ Hard hat (as needed):

¯ Flashlight (and spare .batteries);

* Distilled water (supermarket grade; to rinse hands, collection equipment, etc.);

¯ Chain-of-custody forms;

¯ Sample cooler, packing tape, bubble wrap, ice, plastic bags to wrap samples in and
pack for proper transport to the contract laboratory;

¯ Health and Safety Plan; and

¯ Traffic cones (if applicable).

In most cases, there will be no equipment to calibrate. If the County decides to use a portable pH
and/or conductivity meter, the meters will need to be calibrated. However, use of field meters is
not recommended, because field pH meters take a relatively long time to stabilize, and because
both pH and conductivity will be measured at the laboratory.

Recordkeeping is an important part of this monitoring program. The Critical Source/BMP
Monitoring Program requires that records be kept of all site inspections, visual observations, and
analytical monitoring efforts.

There are several forms which may be used to record this information. The forms include:

¯ Form 1: Wet-Weather Visual Inspections Recording Form

¯ Form 2: Chain-of-Custody Form

Copies of these recording forms are included in Appendix A.

2.4 SAMPLING GUIDANCE

The following section provides step-by-step guidance for each sampling team in collecting
stormwater samples.

PRE-SEASON PREPARATION

Step 1: Conduct pre-season preparation

Prepare for sampling before the rainy season:

1. Prior to the rainy season, call the laboratory and request that materials be sent for
stormwater sampling.
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2. Work with the laboratory to develop a simple labeling system to ensure that grab
samples and discrete (composite) samples are collected and handled properly.

PRE-STORM PREPARATION

Step 2: Contact the laboratory.

Immediately before the storm event, call the contract laboratory and tell them you will be
delivering samples for analysis.

1. State your name and explain that you are conducting critical source stormwater
monitoring.

2. Depending on the critical source type being monitored, you will need to sample for a
different suite of parameters. A list of example parameters for each critical source
type is provided in Table 2-1. Based on the table, tell the laboratory what you will be
sampling for, and when to expect the samples.

3. Request that the laboratory send a cooler with pre-labeled sampling bottles and blue
ice for stormwater sampling.

Step 3: Prepare equipment

Use the sampling equipment checklist (Table 2-2) to select the equipment.

Prepare your equipment:

1. Familiarize yourself with the sampling bottles provided by the laboratory and make
sure you have the correct type an~t nurnber of bottles for the critical source type you
will be sampling.

2. Check equipment that could fail to make sure it is ready for use (for example,
flashlights, pens, etc.).

3. Place all the equipment in a container to carry to the sampling site.

Step 4: Pre-label the sample bottles

This section explains how to fill-in the right information on the bottle labels.

Label the sample bottles before you go out into the field.

1, Sample Identification. Record the critical source type, and whether sample is from
the "control" or "test" group. List site location, identification number, and type of
sample (either grab or composite).

2. Sampler. Record the name of the person who did the sampling.
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TABLE 2-2

SAMPLING EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST

EQUIPMENT FOR OBTAINING WATER SAMPLES

CHECK ITEM COMMENTS

Latex (?loves To protect your hands against acid preservative.

Collection Vessel Recommend clean glass when feasible.

Waterproof Ink Pens Santbrd’s "Sharpie" recommended.

Recordkeeping Forms Included in the Appendix of Monitoring Program.

Paper Towels For wiping off water from labels and your hands.

Tape Electrical, fiber, or duct tape for shipping.

Watch Ordinary wristwatch.

Plastic and Glass BottlespH, oil and grease (glass bottle), specific conductance,
and total suspended solids.

Ziploc Plastic Bags For keeping forms and sheets dry during transport.

Chain-of-Custody Forms For recording the time, place, and your company
name.

Packing Materia| Plastic bubble ~ap, vermiculite or similar.

Blue Ice To be kept frozen until sampling begins.
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3. Sampling Date .and Time. Record the date and time you collected the samples on the
chain-of-custody form. Include AM or PM to denote what time of day.

Step 5: Determine if a storm is acceptable for sampling

Storms to be considered for sampling should generate at least 0.25 inches of rain and should be
preceded by at least 48 hours of dry weather.

1. Designate a Sampling Coordinator to monitor storm forecasts (radio, TV, weather
channel, etc.) and make formal go/no go decisions as to whether to sample.

2. Be prepared when a storm is forecast (sampling equipment ~nd sample personnel are
ready).

3. Every effort will be made by the sampling crew to collect the storm’s first flush.

4. Drive to the first designated sampling location.

5. Once water is flowing enough to collect a sample, begin timing the storm event.

6. Begin to sample.

7. If, at arriving at a site, there is not enough water flowing to take samples, then wait
until stormwater runoff increases.

8. If the storm is not acceptable, then you must sample the next time a storm occurs.

Step 6: Collect the sample

This section explains how to collect stormwater samples.

1. Put on clean latex gloves and open a sample bottle from cooler.

2. If using a passive sample collector, remove the sample collection container. Shake
vigorously to remove any material on the sides or bottom of the container, being
careful not to spill sampler contents. [f using a collection scoop or bucket, dip clean
sampler, into the center of flow. If there is adequate flow, wash the sampler three
times in the flow prior to collecting the sample. Keep sample free from
uncharacteristic floating debris and bottom sediments.

3. Carefully pour sample from the container or collection pitcher into sample bottle to
the appropriate level.

4. Cap sample bottle tightly and place in cooler.

5. Rinse sampling equipment with distilled water to prevent cross-contamination with
the. following sample. For every tenth sample, rinse the sampling container once and
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discard the rinsate. Then wash the container a second time and pour the rinsate into a
clean sample bottle. This will constitute an equipment blank for field QA/QC
purposes.

6. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for the remaining sample bottles. Note that you will have three
or four sample bottles fdr the first round of sampling and one or two bottles for
subsequent rounds.

7. At one of the stations within each of the test and control triads, collect one additional
complete set of grab samples during the first round of sampling. These samples will
be analyzed as duplicates for the purpose of field QA/QC.

8. Make visual observations at the outfall and record them on the proper form
(Appendix A). Visual observations should be recorded in detail during the first round
of sampling and updated during subsequent rounds to document any observed
changes.

9. Find a relatively dry area and fill in the chain of-custody forms.

10. Proceed to the next facility and continue sampling.

Step 7: Prepare forms and pack the samples for the laboratory.

This section explains how you will package your sample bottles, complete the forms, and
transport the bottles and completed forms to the laborato~,.

Complete the Chain-of-custody form as follows:

1. Facility Location, Record the name and address of the facility.

2. Sample Description. Record the sample identification number, what the sample is to
be analyzed for, the type of sample (grab or composite), and the number of the sample
(i.e., first, second, third, etc.).

3. Sampling Date and Time. Record the date and time that you collected the sample.
Include AM or PM to denote what time o I" da,v.

Pack the sample bottles and forms as follows:

1. Place a plastic liner bag in the sample c,

2, Place blue ice (frozen) or regular ice m the cooler. If regular ice is used, place in
zipper bags.

3. Wrap glass sample bottle in bubble wrap or similar protective material. Plastic bottles
do not need to be wrapped. Make sure all bottle caps are tightened.
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4. Place all sample bottles in the chests and tie offthe plastic liners.

5. Keep one copy of all your forms for your files.

Transport the sample chest to the contract laboratory as follows:

1. Before sealing the cooler, make sure you have completed all steps, and have included
everything in the cooler.

2. Seal the cooler with strong tape (fiber, package sealing or the like) making sure the
top and the handle are secured to the bottom portion of the cooler.

3. Call the contract laboratory to tell them that your samples are on the way, and the
anticipated time of arrival.

4. Take samples to the laboratory per sampling protocol.

2.5 QUALITY ASSURANCE / QUALITY CONTROL

Field Sampling Procedures. All County personnel responsible for collecting stormwater
samples will be familiar with proper sample handling methods, field QA/QC, and reporting
requirements.

Field QA/QC Procedures. County staff conducting the sampling will perform field QA/QC by
collecting duplicate samples and through the use of blanks. One complete set of grab sample
bottles collected during the first round of sampling at one station from each triad will be analyzed
as a duplicate sample. In addition, equipment blanks will be collected for 10% of the samples and
analyzed to check for cross-contamination introduced during the sampling process. Trip blanks
will not be needed because volatile organic compounds (VOCs) will not be analyzed.

Chain-of-Custody. Chain-of-Custody forms track the handling of samples from the point where
they are collected through the completion of laboratory analysis. Chain-of-Custody forms will be
completed for every stormwater sample that is collected.

Laboratory QA/QC Procedures. Stormwater samples will be analyzed by the contract
laboratory. When feasible (i.e.,~ when there is adequate sample volume), the laboratory will split
the composite sample in half and analyze both halves separately as a check on the consistency of
laboratory analyses. In addition, the laboratory will assure internal quality of its data using
commonly accepted methods approved by the State.

2.6 EVALUATION OF EFFECTIVENESS

General. The effectiveness of the Critical Source Monitoring Program will be assessed
annually, based on the results of the visual inspections and analytical monitoring. In addition,
this evaluation will assist in the evaluation of BMPs.
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Use of Wet Season Visual Observations. Visual observations ~vill be included in the
determination of the effectiveness of implemented BMPs.

Use of Analytical Monitoring Data. Since chemical concentrations may vary widely during a
given storm and between storms, it is unclear whether statistically signiflcatlt data can be
collected using this protocol. Consequently, levels of constituents observed in water quality
should be used as indicators rather than definitive data on chemical loading.

2.7 HEALTH AND SAFETY

Stormwater sampling activities may occur when the sampling environment and/or stormwater
discharges create hazardous conditions. Although the OSHA 40-hour HAZWOPER training is
not required for individuals performing stormwater sampling, it is important that you know that
hazards do exist when sampling. This section outlines general health and safety issues and
concems.

Safety Guidelines

¯ Watch out for traffic when sampling or making observations.

¯ Do NOT remain in open areas or stand under trees if lightning is occurring in the
vicinity.

¯ Be alert to high water or flash flooding conditions.

¯ Always wear clean latex rubber gloves when sampling.

¯ Be extremely careful of the acid preservative in the sample bottles (if present); protect
your eyes and skin against contact.

Safety Equipment

The following safety equipment is recommended for use during stormwater sampling:

¯ Wet weather clothing

¯ Safety glasses"

¯ Latex gloves

¯ Waterproof flashlight

Hazardous Weather Conditions

Use common sense when deciding whether you should sample during adverse weather
conditions. Do not sample during dangerous conditions such as high winds, lightning storms, or
flooding conditions which might be unsafe.
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SECTIONTWO Critical Source Monitoring Plan

Chemical Hazards

You can also be at risk of exposure to hazardous chemicals that have been placed in the sample
collection bottles for sample preservation.

A preservative is included in the sample for oil and grease. The preservative is sulfuric acid. If
contact is made with the skin and/or eyes burning and blindness may result. If the eye comes in
contact with the acid, wash immediately with running tap water for at least 15 minutes. Have
someone contact a doctor immediately and follow his/her instructions. If direct skin contact is
made, also flush with tap water and remove any clothing that may be soaked with the acid.

Physical Hazards

Other hazards you might encounter are traffic hazards, sharp edges, falling objects and, slippery
surfaces.
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APPEHDIX A Recording Forms
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SAMPLE FORM 1
WET WEATHER VISUAL OBSERVATIONS

LOS ANGELES COUNTY CRITICAL SOURCE/BMP MONITORING PROGRAM

Note: Record detailed information at each outfall during the first round of sampling. During subsequent
rounds, complete additional forms as needed to document changing conditions observed at each outfall over

the course of the storm event.

Facility Name:

Inspector:

Date:

1. Time Storm Event Started:

Time Storm Event Ended:

2. Time Of Visual Observations:

3. Sampling Round Number:

4. Active Worksite? Yes £3 No C!

5. Visual Observations:

Observation for: Not Description ~otential So~urce
OUTFALL ~ Observed , (Include Location)

Floating/Suspended

Material

Oil and Grease

Discoloration

Turbidity

Odor

Other Abnormal
Conditions
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FORM 2
CHAIN-OF-CUSTODY FORM

LOS ANGELES COUNTY CRITICAL SOURCE MONITORING PROGRAM

(to be provided by the County)
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Executive Summary & Situation Analysis

Purpose of Report

As the first step in the development of the County’s Five-Year Stormwater/Urban Runoff
Public Education Plan mandated by the NPDES Permit (see "Regulations’ Role" section) and
passed by the California Regional Water Quality Control Board/Los Angeles Region on
July 15, 1996, the following Issues, Pollutants and Materials Report focuses on:

¯ The many and complex issues surrounding stormwater/urban runoff prevention efforts

¯ The prioritization of pollutants of concern, land uses and associated target audiences so that
the education campaign is a focused, targeted effort and results in the highest pollutant
reduction per-unit cost

¯ The specific materials and programs being implemented by municipalities, government
agencies and environmental organizations throughout the country and abroad to reduce
stormwater/urban runoff pollution .

¯ Overall recommendations on how to proceed in developing the Five-Year Plan based on the
information and research conducted by our team and insights provided by the 125 entities
nationwide that are actively involved in stormwater/urban runoffpollution prevention
programs -- including 58 stormwater managers within the County of Los Angeles

This report will serve as a resource for reviewing and assessing the individual and
collective efforts of Los Angeles County, 85 Co-pemaittees and some of the nation’s leading
stormwater/urban runoffprevention programs. This analysis will be valuable in the development
of the Five-Year Publie Education Plan for a number of reasons:

¯ It will help identify those programs that may have applications in a broad, countywide effort
, ,~’-:~,

¯ It will present information and programs that can be used as springboards to new programs
designed for countywide use

¯ It will provide valuable lessons on what to do and what not to do
,!

It will maximize resources by reducing the risk of"reinventing the wheel" or duplicating
existing efforts

Los Angeles County                                                                                     I
Stormwat~r/Urban Runoff Public Education
Research Report on Issues, Pollutants and Materials
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Background: Why Stormwater/Urban Runoff Is A Problem

Every day, millions of gallons of untreated water flow into the County’s lakes, rivers and
the Pacific Ocean from storm drains. On rainy days, up to lO billion gallons make it through the
drains. Because the County’s storm drain system does not filter or treat any kind of contaminates
or debris, stormwater/urban runoff has become the most significant source of water pollution in
California.

Stormwater/urban runoff pollution is a year-round, continually threatening problem.
While the enormous litter problem associated with stormwater and urban runoff pollution is
highly visible in the County’s communities and waterways -- polluted runoff is even more
harmful in a number of other ways:

¯ It kills marine life
¯ It contaminates fish and seafood
¯ It causes illness in swimmers
¯ It causes storm drains to back up, contributing to flood conditions
¯ It harms the freshwater habitat
¯ It reduces residents’ quality of life
¯ It affects the region’s $2 billion annual tourism economy

Addressing the issue -- and significantly improving water quality -- poses great
challenges because the activities most likely to cause pollution are conducted hundreds of times
day by millions of individuals and thousands of commercial businesses. Fertilizers, herbicides
and pesticides, automobile exhaust and oil drips, improper clean-up after house maintenance
projects, dumped restaurant grease and other waste, construction debris and runoff, litter, even
yard trimmings swept into the street -- all contaminate runoff.

Regulation’s Role in Stormwater/Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention

Stormwater/urban runoffwas first actively addressed when the Clean Water Act of 1987
established requirements for stormwater discharges under the National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) program. To ensure compliance, the California Regional Water
Quality Control Board in 1990 issued a five-year permit to the County of Los Angeles for
municipal stormwater discharges. Since the permit was very general, compliance varied from
city to city. Thus, the level of compliance and any resuking reduction in stormwater/urban
runoff pollution was difficult, if not impossible, to track.

Stormwater/Urban Runoff Public Education R001186 ~Research Report on Issues, PolIuttmts and Materials



To create a more specific standard of Target Audiences Defined
compliance., a new NPDES permit was issued by by thethe Water Quality Control Board/Los Angeles

NPDES PermitRegion on July 15, 1996. The Board approved a
permit that relies on public education as the
dominant m~ans of reducing pollutants to coastal Commercial/Industrial Businesses
and inland waterways and communities. The New Development/Construction
Permit advocates a well-targeted program designed Residential/General Public
to reach those audiences most likely to be the School Children
biggest polluters and/or those audiences most likelyPublic Agencies and Employees
to adopt behavioral changes that will prevent or
reduce pollution.

In addition, the permit promotes a "Watershed Management Approach" to protect a~d
enhance water resources. By working together, regulatory agencies, Co-permittees,
environmental groups and other stakeholders can combine resources and efforts to achieve the
greatest environmental improvements within their watershed. The County’s six Watershed
Management Areas (W’MAs) are:

, Malibu Creek and Rural Santa Monica Bay
, Ballona Creek and Urban Santa Monica Bay
¯ Dominguez Channel/Los Angeles Harbor Drainage
¯ Los Angeles Rb,~.
, San Cmbriel River
¯ Santa Clara River

The c.-    --m,,tants of concern r% "~41y detected in the watersheds of Los
County in~: ~,.~         ~l¥cyclic aro.    ""drocarbons (PAH.~ -           ~ .....
and vinme~ ~xtir~t. V~er antt ,. hiocnemic~u ,~.-~ea demand (b,_ ~/, ..,, and gease,
nutrients and other to:L~ - .~als i: ..toduated bi~b,~,~,,~- ¢~CB~ -~" ~-butvl tin

Sediments can sw ..~ools, while litter and debris are a blight on our water ~:~

Public Education’s Role in Preventing Stormwater/Urban Runoff Pollution

Public education campaigns have been implemented as part of the NPDES permit enacted
in 1990 and have shown success in increasing awareness about stormwater/urban runoff
pollution. For example, after a year-long advertising campaign sponsored by the County of Los
Angeles and the City of Los Angeles, research showed a 50 percent increase in the number of
County residents who knew that stormwater and urban runoff leads directly to the ocean -- a
change from 48 percent in 1995 to 76 percent in 1996.



Under the.new permit, the Principal Permittee and Co-permit’tees are required to develop
and implement a’stormwater/urban runoff public education strategy that will raise the awareness
level of even more of the County’s 9 million residents about stormwater/urban runoff pollution --
and motivate them to stop polluting.

In fact, one of the goals of the County and many of the Co-permit’tees is to measure and
demonstrate actual behavioral change that leads to pollution reduction. While behavioral change
does not happen immediately, there is enough evidence from other environmental and social
marketing carapalgns -- such as recycling, seat belts, AIDS prevention, etc. -- that people can and
will change their behaviors if they understand the need and are given convincing reasons and a
"reward" to do so. Thus, the challenges will be to:

# educate target audiences about the problems and solutions;                     _
# discover what will influence behavioral change in the target audiences; and

document and prove that the education outreach effort resulted in a behavioral change that
reduced pollution.

As the Principal Permittee, the County of Los Angeles is ultimately responsible for
developing a Five-Year Public Education Program that serves the needs of the County and the
"85 Co-permit-tee municipalities. This umbrella program will be developed in consultation with
the Co-permittees and will address education outreach strategies countywide -- by pollutants,
land use, watershed and targeted audiences outlined ir~ the NPDES Permit. In addition, the
Program will identify the Co-permittees’ responsibilities for implementation, including specific
objectives for changing knowledge and behavior.

¯ General Public

It is necessary to review and evaluate the most effective communication approaches the
County can use as part of a broad-based campaign that can influence as many residents as
possible. In that light, the following points must be considered:

¯ * In surveys conducted by the County and throughout the country, the general public rates
mass media (television, radio, print) as the number one source of information and education
about environmental issuesJ Mass media -- especially television and radio -- is a top-down
approach and has the greatest potential to reach the largest number ofpeople with broad-
brush overarching messages.

¯ Using mass media in a countywide campaign is supported by interviews with managers of
other stormwater public education programs in California. These managers stated that, given
their experience, they would use the mass media and advertising much more heavily in the
County program than they do in their own programs which are designed for smaller
communities. Most of these smaller programs depend on grassroots programs (bottom-up
approach), targeted outreach, school programs, brochures, flyers, posters and other collateral
materials for their outreach.

t The Sierra Group (April 1995)~ Godbe Research and Analysis (1996)                             .
Los Angeles County                                                ’
Stotmwater/Urban Runoff Public-Education
Research Report on Issues, Pollutant~ and Materials
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¯ The County program must address the issues of diversity -- ethnic, cultural and socio-
economic -- to have any broad effect. For example, surveys conducted by the County of Los
Angeles and the City of Los Angeles confn’med that foreign language media -- particularly
radio and nev~spapers -- is a highly effective tool in reaching ethnic populations. Other
studies indicate that low-income people who are struggling with daily economic survival put
the health and well-being of their families over concerns for the environment -- a fact that
needs to be considered when developing messages targeted to that audience.

¯ Given the varying financial resources of the 85 Co-permittees, the countywide program must
be cost-effective and practical to implement.

¯ Business

For the business community, many of the salient points for the general public apply~-
However, there are some distinct considerations that must be incorporated in the development of
Best Management Practice (BMP) education outreach programs:

¯ BMP information must provide very specific guidelines on how to execute tasks to ensure
compliance_-- there should be no room for misinterpretation.

¯ BMPs must not only improve the conditions in the storm drains, but must have a bottornline,
cost-effectiveness benefit for businesses to comply. This is of critical importance to
businesses in lower income or blighted areas that are in a "survival" mode of operation and
are more apt to comply if it improves their profitability.

¯ More research must be done within business audiences to identify who should receive
’ stormwater/urban runoff prevention information to ensure that education and retraining

reaches those people who are doing the polluting. In a restaurant, for example, who should
receive the pollution prevention training to make sure that busboys, cooks and janitorial
staff comply with BMPs every day, all day long? The general manager? The head cook?
Someone else?

.’

¯ Attention must be paid to developing materials in several languages depending on the type of
" businesses and workers most likely to have polluting behaviors. In the restaurant example,

management may learn BMPs if they are in English, but busboys may not. BMP information
needs to be understood by both types of employees.

¯ Many small businesses -- particularly in the ethnic communities -- operate with very slim
profit margins and have very little extra capital for improvements. An understanding of the
economies of implementing BMPs must be paramount, as well as the cultural business values
inherent in each ethnicity.

Stormwater/Urban Runoff Public Education
Research Report on Issues, Pollutant~ and Materials
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¯ Other Audiences ¯

In addition to the general public and businesses, the NPDES Permit identifies school
children and public agencies and employees as key audiences of the public education campaign.
Based on discussions with Co-permit-tees, these targets are considered secondary to the general
public and businesses in terms of broad campaign outreach. However, employee training is
recognized by the Co-permit-tees as a highly important element of the Permit.

Generally, this is due to:
¯ the relatively lower levels of pollutants they generate;
¯ the fact that mass media efforts will reach them; and,
¯ because targeting them With specific messages can be cosily and time consuming.

_ Having noted these issues, Co-permit-tees did agree that some level of targeted
communications to these audiences should be developed and implemented at some point during
the Five-Year Program.

Challenges and Opportunities That Lie Ahead

Although significant strides have been made in raising public awareness about storm
drain pollution, the County and the 85 Co-permittees are embarking on uncharted waters in many
ways;

¯ Never has a coordinated and comprehensive effort of this magnitude that is founded on
research and evaluation, been developed and implemented between a Principal Permittee and
so many Co-permit-tees.

¯ Of all the stormwater and urban runoff pollution prevention programs examined for this
report, the largest was the Chesapeake Bay Program with more than 14 million people. The
City of Los Angeles was next with half as many residents as Los Angeles County (9 million
people). Other major West Coast stormwater public education programs have audiences
between 750,000 and 1.5 million people -- between eight and 16 percent of the County’s
population.

For the Five-Year Public Education Plan to be cost-effective and successful, an
overarching theme must be developed that can:

¯ Be used throughout the County while still being adaptable for very loe~lized use by Co-permit-tees

¯ Cross most regional, cultural and language barriers in the County

¯ Educate the public on how to prevent the problems ofstormwater/urban runoffpollution in a
succinct and memorable way, as "Reduce, Reuse, Recycle" does for the recycling movement

¯ Motivat~ the public and business to change their behaviors

Los A~ageles Cou~ F~’
Stormwate~/Urban Runoff Public F.xluca~on
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Section 2: Issues & Program Considerations

Challenges to the Public Education Campaign

There are many challenges to producing a successful countymide stormwater pollution
public education program, but challenge very often generates opportunity. Based on evaluation
of materiais and interviews with more than 100 cities and counties across the country2, the
County, in partnership with the Co-permittees, has the opportunity to produce the f’Lrst
coordinated, comprehensive program that can demonstrate it has changed behavior and reduced
pollutants to the stormwater system.

This campaign also has the opportunity to address the largest audience to date of an~
stormwater program on the West Coast. While most other programs address smaller, largely
homogeneous communities or cities/counties with approximately 1 million to 4 million in
population, Los Angeles County’s unincorporated areas and the Co-permittee cities encompass
nearly 9 million people whose socio-economic levels vary from great wealth to welfare, and who
"collectively speak more than 50 languages/dialects.

While $5 million is a substantial commitment ~o fund a public education campaign, whe.n
it is spread over five years and needs to reach 9 million people, each dollar must be effectively
spent and, whenever possible, leveraged to create additional resources.

Reaching these diverse audiences is a challenge. Reaching them successfully with a well-
targeted, effective campaign has the potential to make our countywide program a national model
for other large geographical areas. Achieving success is a challenge -- and a great opportunity.
Achieving success requires a unified effort by the County, Co-Permit-tees and the consulting team
and a creative, strategic plan of action.

Social Marketing -- Selling Behavioral Change3

Social marketing is the use of corporate marketing "technologies" (strategies and tactics)
to influence a voluntary behavioral change in a target audience. While corporate marketing’s
bottomline is to influence the customer to "buy the product," social marketing’s bottomline is to
influence the customer to "buy-in to a behavioral change" that may be good for society, the
environment and/or the individual.

z See Appendices for complete listing of cities.

~ See Appendices for a social marketing program model.
LOs Angles Co,,~ty 8
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The definition and purpose of social marketing is quite different from that of traditional
public education ~ampalgns. In the past, public education programs were designed to raise
awareness among the masses about a social issue or problem, with the ultimate hope that this
awareness would encourage people to analyze their behavior and change it.

Social marketing takes a more strategic,
aggressive and scientific approach. Using research, By using research ...
it identifies target audiences, appropriate messages,social marketing identifies
and the best vehicles to deliver those messages. In
targeting audiences, social marketing strives to target audiences, appropriate
reach those segments of the population most messages, and the
affected by/or most likely to affect a certain best vehicles to deliver
situation. And by using behavioral and attitudinal those messages. -
research, social marketing programs look to reach
these targeted audiences in a way that is highly personal and offer specific sfiggestions for
behavioral changes. Given this highly personal approach, social marketing can motivate
individuals to take action, if executed with sensitivity and care.

Communicating the Message

Communicating effectively to the program’s diverse target audiences is one of the            "£2::).
program’s major challenges. As a first step in the research process and to obtain a thorough
understanding of the programs already in place, interviews were conducted with 58 stormwater
program managers in Co-permittee cities.

Need for an Overarching Theme/Look

A majority of the stormwater program managers interviewed expressed a need for
simplified concepts and "everyday" terminology to bring the stormwater/urban runoff issue
home to the public. Communications research shows that the most memorable and effective
themes or "sayings" are simple and relate to everyday life. Co-permit-tees are aware of and
understand their demographics, and toward that end, have asked for concise, memorable "reader-
friendly" messages that can be understood by all.

The initial step in the campaign process should be to develop an umbrella theme - such
as "Buckle Up" or "Reduce, Reuse, Recycle" -- to tie the campaign together. These themes have
produced positive results because they do more than describe an issue, they tell people what they
can do to solve it in simple, easy-to-remember language.

Los Angeles County 9
Stormwater/Urban Runoff Public Education
Research Report on Issues, PolIuta~ts and Materials
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Developing an overall campaign theme will address another concern expressed by the
cities: the need for unifie.d messages and uniform quality of materials. While there is at least
some degree of stormwater/urban runoff public education in every Co-permittee city, there is
great variation in audiences targeted, materials used and the level of effort expended. In
addition, city stormwater managers have expressed concern that their materials are not being
picked up or noticed by the punic, defeating their public education purpose.

In addressing this concern, one of the campaign’s strategies is to produce materials that
are uniform in look, with an identifiable theme and logo and messages that apply countywide.
The cities must also be able to customize, produce and distribute these materials cost effectively.

For example, one Co-permittee suggested supplying copy and format for collateral
materials on computer disk, allowing cities to communicate under the "countywide umbrella,"
and still customize the materials with their phone numbers and relevant city information.
Another direction that has been discussed is to produce countywide materials centrally, listing
the names and phone numbers of all 85 Co-Permittees -- a proposal with obvious cost advantages
for the cities.

, Addressing Diversity

City stormwater program managers expressed opinions and insights on appropriate ways
to address the County’s cultural, ethnic and socio-eeonomic issues to effectively reach the
County’s diverse population. Interviews with various cities and counties nationwide revealed
that while many programs are written for non-English speaking audiences, most are simply
translations from English and do not address differing cultural issues. The cities of Los Angeles
and San Francisco are two of the few that have materials specifically tailored to various cultures.
Producing such materials is another oppormrtity for Los Angeles County and the Co-Permittees
to develop effective communication materials that fulfill a specialized and often overlooked need
-- and more importantly, motivate the targe.t audiences.

Approaching certain materials from a cultural point of view rather tlian a simple
translation from the English language is important. Research shows that messages that ethnic
audiences value most differ significantly by places of origin, and from traditional English-
speaking audiences. For example, some cultures are highly influenced by role modeIs and will
change behavior based on what these models say; others are very family-oriented and will make
changes to protect their family’s welfare -- protecting the environment will not rank as high in
their priorities.

Stormwate~/Urban Runoff ~b~c Educa~on
Re~ R~o~ on Issues, Po~u~ts ~d Mat~s
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*~ Broadening the Messages

In addition to cultural issues, there is the challenge of geography: While organizations
such as Heal the Bay and the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project have initiated highly
effective education campaigns in beachside communities, messages and efforts now need to be
broadened to include the Co-permit-tee cities whose watersheds drain into harbors and waterways
other than the Santa Monica Bay, and inland 6ities whose watersheds drain into rivers, creeks
and other waterways and who may have little or no physical or psychological connection to the
ocean. In addition, care must be given to target messages to inland communities with a priority
to clean up their own city that supersedes, but is complementary to, the mandated effort to reduce
ocean pollution from the storm drain system. For countywide public education materials to be
applicable to all communities, reference will be made to "oceans, waterways and communities"
rather than to the ocean or Santa Monica Bay alone.                                --

By the same token, the program needs to broaden its base of spokespeople beyond those
known primarily for their association with the Santa Monica Bay. Program spokespeople also
need to reflect the diversity of the County’s geography as well as the target audiences and
include the leadership models that research has identified as most believable: professors, doctors
and environmental organizations.4

Finally, whenever possible, the communications program should work in conjunction
with other relevant environmental public education programs in the region, including household
hazardous waste and recycling efforts.

Co-permit-tee City Concerns

Given the regulatory environment under which the Permit was formulated, it is
understandable that several cities have expressed concerns during the process. The Permit
focuses on public education as a means of accomplishing a reduction in stormwater/urban runoff
pollution. Final terms were negotiated and approval was reached after 18 months of negotiation,
with the resulting permit a product of compromise between the Regional Water Board, the
County, the Co-permittee cities, environmental groups and the trade associations of targeted
industries.

A major sticking point in the negotiations was the original Permit provision that the
targeted industries should be subjected to formal inspections. To reach consensus, educational
site visits -- with no penalties for noncompliance -- were substituted for these inspections.
Because the Permit went from a compliance-based approach to an educational approach, it is
even more critical that educational site visit materials and tools be persuasive in order to achieve
the desired results.

~ TheSierra Grou A ril 1995 StorrawaterFdrban Runoff Public O ini no Poll. Coun of Los An des.
Los Angeles County ]. 1
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Despite the challenges in reaching agreement on the Permit, most cities interviewed want
to have a successful program. In general, the cities support a unified countywide effort as the
most viable way to achieve success, but have expressed a need to have materials allowing them
to retain their autonomy.

The cities vary in size and financial resources and have varying levels of financial support
available for the countywide public education effort. In fact, the very diversity that makes the
countywide program unique also poses the challenge of developing a Plan that accounts for the
resources of all Co-Permittees. In developing the Five-Year Plan, individual cities’ financial
resources will be considered with an eye to producing a program that is both easy to implement
and affordable.

Regional Considerations

With many issues being regional in nature, the Permit defines six Watershed
Management Areas (WMA)5 and calls for the cities within these WMAs to work collaboratively
to implement a public information program within their watershed. Currently, many cities are
looking only to their own jurisdictions rather than the entire watershed, a point that was
highlighted during the Co-permittee interviews by the few program managers who discussed -
issues regional in nature.

In addition, stormwater public education program managers in other parts of California
have stated that it has been extremely challenging to forge the cooperative partnerships that are
necessary for Co-permittees to work beyond their jurisdictions for the benefit of the entire
watershed. A similarly challenging situation is anticipated in Los Angeles County with 85
Co-permittees, the County as the Principal Permittee and six W’M.As.

During the research phases of the Public Education Program, it will be determined how
and when communications-by-watershed will be specifically addressed. While it is clear that the
public needs to understand how and what they are contributing to stormwater pollution, other
public education efforts -- including the State of California AIDS Prevention Campaign -- have
learned that using technical terms usually leads to confusion and lack of understanding. The
term "Watershed Management Area" is not part of the general public vocabulary and the team
needs to ask the question -- Is it important to spend money educating about WMAs, or is it more
important to motivate them to change their actions like not throwing litter in the gutters?

Given the need to change specific behaviors in order to improve water quality, it is likely
that initial materials will not address watersheds per se, but that messages will be targeted to
address pollution concerns and actions within the WMAs. This strategy is based on other social
marketing campaigns where the value of first educating the public with simple, overarching
messages that are relevant to their lives has been demonstrated.

s See Section 3 for a listin~ of cities within each WMA.
Los angeaes County 12
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¯ Land Use Issues Within the Region
o

The difference in land use within the region must be understood to maximize the
effectiveness of the campaign.

Areas with expanses of open land are particularly sensitive to erosion and pollution by
sediment loads. Land where development is taking place on a large scale, where f’Lres have
removed protective vegetation from slopes, or other things have occurred to expose dirt to
rainwater will require a concentrated educational effort with developers, builders, architects, and
engineers.

To help target and track the outreach to this audience and as part of the research effort, a
database of all construction projects in Los Angeles with current building permits has been --
acquired. The database includes not only the location of the proposed or ongoing project, but
also the builders and designers involved.

Areas with a higher concentration of septic tanks are more sensitive to pollution by
pathogens released from leaking tanks. In Los Angeles County, the highest concentration of
~septic tanks is in the Malibu area and in foothill communities. Maps of areas with varying
concentrations of septic tanks have been produced by the City of Los Angeles Department of
Public Works for a septage-related environmental impact study.                          "

Groundwater quality is a major concern in areas that have suffered contamination from
past business and agricultural practices. This includes the San Gabriel Valley which has had
communitywide involvement in Superfund projects for more than a decade. Residents and
business leaders in this Valley have a heightened awareness of the relationship between regional
economic well-being and water quality. Education about pollution prevention to benefit drinking
water supplies, local economics and regional surface water resources is both timely and relevant.

Economic revival is clearly evident in the Long Beach area with the massive Gateway
Project. Sediment and trash flowing into the harbor from the Los Angeles River are consistent
and serious problems for the Cities of Long Beach and Los Angeles, which have invested
substantially in coastal resources. Targeting litter and erosion control upstream is essential not
only for the quality of coastal waters, but also to help coastal communities’that have to dredge
accumulated sediments to unblock shipping channels and remove floatables that blight the surf.
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Program Development Considerations

In developing the Five-Year Public Education Program, there are components that must
be included, and a second tier of strong recommendations that should be included based on
information collected thus far:

The program must:

¯ Provide an umbrella concept for Countywide stormwater outreach
¯ Gain participation by all Co-permittees
¯ Maintain Co-permirtee involvement and allow for tailoring to Co-permittee specific needs;

and be easily implemented and economically feasible

The program should:

¯ Build upon strong stormwater programs already underway in Los Angeles County and what
other regions have done well

¯ Develop simple concepts that motivate behavioral change
¯ Focus on individual responsibility and actions to achieve results
¯ Educate the public that household and small business waste are now the major sources of

pollutants to the storm drain system rather than waste treatment plants and large industries
¯ Target major sources ofstormwater/urban nmoffpollution within each WMA
¯ Provide efficient, cost-effective communication materials
¯ Coordinate and integrate with other existing programs countywide, including household

hazardous waste, used oil recycling, solid waste recycling, and environmentally-oriented
school programs

Summary -- The Five-Year Public Education Program Should Be:

¯ Broad-based, with an overarching theme
!" ¯ Appropriately targeted

¯ Flexible
’i,. ¯ Cohesive

¯ Results-oriented
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Program Evalt~ation

The NPDES Permit (Section VII.C. 1) requires the Principal Permittee to evaluate the
general success of the Five-Year Public Education Plan. While it may take years of water
quality monitoring to see measurable changes resulting from public education efforts, this public
education program must plan for and be able to show research indicating attitudinal change, shifts in
behavioral intent and actual behavioral changes after the program is implemented.

This type of public education research can be conducted in a formalized, scientific
manner (e.g., focus groups, telephone or intercept surveys) or through informal data collection
(e.g., number of incoming phone calls). Regardless of the method utilized, the goal of research is
to validate and fine-tune program components and outreach efforts; and, to adjust and enhata~ce
the Five-Year Plan on a regular basis in relation to what is working and what isn’t in the various
communities and target audiences.

¯ The Role of Evaluation

Marketing experts agree that research plays a vital role in both the development and
measurement of any public education campaign. To ensure that campaign messages are focused:
in a manner that is meaningful and compelling to the target audiences, research during the
development phase of the process should seek answers to key questions, such as:

, What messages are most likely to draw attention, be
understood and resonate with residents and business Steps Involved in
owners? Changing Behavior

¯ What messages carry a sense of importance and
urgency? * Build Awareness

¯ Change Attitudes/
¯ What information delivery medium, amount of Generate Concern

repetition and combination of resources will produce ¯ Change Intentions
the greatest influence on intended behavioral change? ¯ Change Behavior

¯ Countywide, what combination of messages and
information will a_fleet the greatest level of behavioral
change?

¯ Laddering -- Putting Effort Where it Counts

Understanding where the messages will have the greatest impact and where they will have
little or no impact is also critical to creating a cost-effective campaign. This can be achieved by
conducting segmentation -- or laddering -- research. This type of research assesses the degree to
which various groups of people are part of the problem, their susceptibility and suitability to
different messages, and their willingness or lack of willingness to try new behaviors.

Los Angeles County
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This type of knowledge paints a clearer and more concise picture of the audiences who are
the most realistic ~argets for changing behavior. Those groups of people who test as "not willing to
try" should not be targeted, as the expense involved would not be justified or results realized.

Baseline Research

There are two existing pieces of comprehensive research that address measurement of
stormwater education.

County of Los Angeles Stormwater/Urban RunoffQuality Management Program
Initial Public Opinion Poll (April 1995), The Sierra Group

¯ City of Los Angeles Storm Drain Public Education Program Knowledge and
Awareness Survey (October 1993, February 1996), Fairbank, Maslin: Maullin &
Associates

The County of Los Angeles research was a point-in-time assessment of awareness of the
storm drain system, attitudes about environmental pollution and awareness of previous
stormwater education efforts. It encompassed the County’s English- and Spanish-speaking
residents who were 18 years old and older, and had a sampling error of 2 percent.

The City research contained pre- and post-methodology and was designed to measure
changes in public knowledge of basic storm drain facts. It included English- and Spanish-
speaking residents who were 16 years and older and who lived within the Los Angeles City
limits. This research has a sampling error of 4.4 percent.

Overview of Findings - Existing County and City of Los Angeles Research

Overall, the two studies are similar in their approaches and in the questions used to assess
levels of awareness and concern about stormwater issues.

The City study provides an interesting benchmark in that it includes 16 and 17 year olds
-- a potentially important segment -- however, the sample is limited to residents within the City
limits, not countywide. The County research also provides a good benchmark because, although
it does not include the 16 and 17 year olds, it draws its sample from residents countywide.

Taken together, the surveys include many questions that can serve as benchmarks for
tracking the progress of the Five-Year Plan. They also serve as a springboard for further research
necessary for the Plan.
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We recommend the following issues be formed as questions and be added to the mix:

- Perceived importance of issues facing the community                                  :
- Belief that the waterways in Los Angeles County are polluted
- Awareness and recall of information about the storm drain system
- Sources of information on storm drains
- Stencil awareness
- Do-itoyourself activities
- Awareness ofstormwater slogan
- Willingness to change behaviors
- Attitudes toward various pollutants

Recommendations Based on Existing County and City Research

We recommend that the following modifications be made to the existing surveys and
implemented with respect to the Five-Year Plan evaluation:

- A meaningful baseline meas~e of behaviors targeted for change is absent from both
studies. Neither of these studies ask direct questions about the actual behaviors we want
changed. This team recommends future survey questions not be focused on awareness, but
on actions that will be a measure levels of activities that threaten the quality of the County’s
stormwater.                                                             ...~!~

- The idea of asking a question about whose responsibility it is to clean up pollution is a
good one (City of Los Angeles); however, for the purposes of the Five-Year Plan, the
question should focus on whose responsibility it is to make sure that trash and other
materials don’t go down the storm drains -- instead of whose responsibility residents think it
is to clean up pollution in Santa Monica Bay or the Los Angeles River.

- Media (radio, television, newspapers) usage questions are better addressed through MRI
data (standard advertising/advertiser data) rather than tracking survey data.

- Many of the questions included in both surveys deal with behaviors which some
participants will likely not want to admit. The order in which questions are asked in this
type of survey is critical to collecting accurate data. We recommend organizing the
questiouuaire so that the content of previous questions do not "clue" the interviewee as to
bad or good answers o.n preceding questions or "lead" them into answering a certain way.

- For open-ended questions we would "group" responses into meaningful categories of
information instead of reporting only individual responses.

- Additionally, information will be more meaningful if the data is segmented into groups of
respondents who are more and less important to the campaign efforts (e.g., weekly beach
goers -- those most likely to change their behavior -- as opposed to non-beach goers). These
breakouts can be determined through the laddering research.
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- The coding needs to be consistent between wave one and wave two. If the County uses
one of the two previous studies as a benchmark, the team needs to obtain the coding
structure in order for data to be comparable.

- During the City survey, participants were told the following facts: "In the City of Los
Angeles, the storm drain system is separate from the sewer system. The storm drain system
empties into the Santa Monica and San Pedro Bays. The water, which carries other
substances through the storm drain system, is not treated or filtered before it reaches the
bays. What flows through the storm drains can pollute the beaches and the ocean." The
County may wish to give respondents this information at the end of the survey as education.
However we do not recommend giving them this information prior to asking survey
questions because it would clearly influence responses. Costs associated with reading the
statement would be minimal.

- Business owners are an important target group for the upcoming campaign and need to be
addressed in the evaluation research.

-, Formalized, Scientific Methods of Evaluation

Marketers and educators know that the best laid plans are useless if they do not "speak
to" those whose behavior they are intended to change. Using focus groups and/or one-on-one
interview techniques give the target audiences an opportunity to react to preliminary ideas in
terms of their motivational power. To the extent that some of the ideas are found to be
ineffective, the reason for their ineffectiveness can be identified by the research and alternative
approaches can be developed.

Methods of measuring the effectiveness of the campaign will also be tied to assumptions
about the steps involved in behavioral change efforts:

¯ Are residents and business owners more aware of the problems related to
stormwater/urban runoff after the campaign, e.g., four or five years following the
launch in early 1997?

* Do residents and business owners believe that certain pollution-causing practices are
improper after exposure to the campaign?

¯ Are residents and business owners implementing stormwater-safe behaviors/best
management practices that will ultimately improve the water quality in the County’s
storm drain system?
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Measurement Tools What Is Measured ’"
Focus Groups Concept testing

Strategy exploration
In-Depth Interviews Materials assessment
Laddering Values exploration

Target audience segmentation
Shopping Mall Intercepts/One-on-One Copy testing
Interviews Communications refinement
Public opinion surveys Campaign awareness

Changes in attitudes and levels of concern with key issues
Intention to change behavior
Behavioral change

¯ Informal Methods of Evaluation

During the interviews with stormwater education program managers in other areas, it was
found that several informal methods of evaluation have been used. While these interviews do not
provide in-depth information, and in many cases, may not have a high degree of accuracy, they .
do provide some valuable insight.

The following summarizes the evaluation methods discussed:

¯ Tracking and counting the number of incoming phone calls on a published telephone number;
noting differences in call volume after the phone number has been advertised or printed in a
brochure

¯ Changes in the number of participants in community household hazardous waste round-ups

¯ Results of citizen volunteer water quality monitoring (typically a creek or local waterway)

¯ Citizen participation in stewardship grant efforts; requiring grant recipients to provide an
evaluation of effectiveness at the conclusion of the grant work

¯ Documenting the attendance at events

¯ Changes in the results of inspections of businesses (a reduction in the number of violations
would indicate better implementation of pollution prevention BMPs)

¯ Teacher’s evaluations of school programs and results of students’ tests or activities after
participating in an education program

¯ Results of examinations taken by contractors and trade professionals that have taken BMP
training
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The County and Co-permittees must create a measurement and evaluation insU’ument that
can demonstratethat the education program meets a requirement far beyond public awareness --
actual behavioral change.

While the challenges are formidable, the County and Co-permittees show great promise
in having what it takes to develop and implement a public education campaign that not only
achieves its goal of behavioral change, but can serve as a national model for successful public
education programs in large geographic areas.
First, everyone understands and believes in theThe Five-Year Public Education
need for public education; and second, the Program Should Be:
County and a number of municipalities,
including the City of Los Angeles have already Broad-based
executed award-winning public education with an overarching theme
campaigns that have heightened awareness Flexible
among media, influential business and political Coordinated
leaders, and segments of the general public. Results-oriented

All these reasons and resources provide the information and the incentive needed to build
a public education program that is based on a solid communications strategy. But, ultimately, it
will take the County’s leadership and a strong partnership with the Co-permittees to create and
implement a campaign that has enough impact to change human behavior so stormwater/urbar~
runoff pollution can be reduced.

The key to developing a Five-Year Plan for a
coordinated, comprehensive stormwater public education program is

an understanding of the big picture in Los Angeles County --

its large and diverse population,
its history of water and land use issues,

the issues within and across the boundaries of
Watershed Management Areas,

and the NPDES Permit requirements.
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Assessing the value of"in-kind" or financial donations received from grants and/or corporate
sponsors

The number of businesses that participate in "Ocean Safe Coalitions" or take training to get
involved in other BMP-related programs

� Number of positive stories placed in newspapers, television, radio           -.

¯ The number of ordinances sponsored by the public to require stormwater/urban runoff
pollution prevention measures (i.e., picking up dog waste)
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Section 3: Summary of Pollutants by Watershed
Management Area Within Los Angeles County

A well-targeted stormwater/urban runoff public education campaign prioritizes pollutants
of concern, land uses and associated target audiences so that the education program results in the
highest pollutant reduction per unit cost. According to the 1996 NPDES Permit issued by the
California Regional Water Quality Control Board/Los Angeles Region, pollutants of concern in
stormwater/urban runoff vary considerably throughout the County, depending upon hydrology,
geology, land uses, weather patterns, and storm events. Chapter V of the Permit recommends
that the Five-Year Public Education Plan target pollutants and the audiences that typically create
them. Therefore, this report examines the many sources of information about pollutants in
Los Angeles County stormwater/urban runoff including the following:

Pollutants Most Frequendy Pollutants Found in Every Pollutants Found in the County’s
Associated With Stormwater County WMA Water Bodies

(Source: 1993 California Stortnwater (Source: L.A. County Dept. Of Public (Source: RWQCB,
Best Management Practices Handbook) Works water monitoring records) 1996 Draft Findings of Assessment)
¯ sediment * heavy metals ¯ heavy metals
¯ nutrients ¯ polycyclicaromatic ¯ coliform
¯ bacteria hydrocarbons (PAHs) ¯ enteric viruses
¯ oxygen demandingsubstances, * bacteria/coliform ¯ pesticides
. oil andgrease * sediment ¯ nutrients
¯ heavy metals ¯ litter/debris ¯ PAHs
¯ other toxic chemicals ¯ biochemical oxygen demand ¯ polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)
¯ floatables including litter and (BOD) ¯ organic solvents

debris ¯ oil and grease ¯ sediments
¯ nutrients ¯ trash and debris
¯ other toxic materials ¯ algae and scum

(pesticides, chlorine, etc.) ¯ odor

Several studies have been conducted locally and nationally to identify potential sources of the
pollutants detailed above. The following table describes the activities that typically generate the
stormwater pollutants discussed above.

Residential Activities Commercial/industrial New Development/Construction
Businesses Activities

¯ automobile use and maintenancē automobile services ¯ construction trades: painting,
¯ do-it-yourself home ¯ food service industry plumbing, electrical, etc.

improvements and maintenance¯ fabricators and manufacturing¯ operation/maintenance of fuel
¯ landscaping and gardening ¯ building maintenance burning equipment
¯ pet waste ¯ landscaping/landscape ¯ clearing/grubbing, earthwork, and
¯ septic tanks or sewer leaking maintenance grading
¯ littering ¯ operation/maintenance of fuel¯ landscaping/landscape maintenance

burning equipment ¯ portable toilets and dumpsters
¯ dumpster ¯ storage of materials
¯ littering ¯ littering
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Pollutants by Watershed Management Area (WMA)

The 1996 NPDES Permit approved by the Regional Water Quality Control Board/Los
Angeles Region promotes a "Watershed Management Approach" to protect and enhance water
resources. By working together, regulatory agencies, Co-permit-tees, environmental groups, and
other stakeholders may achieve the greatest environmental improvements within each watershed
and the entire County with the resources available to all participants.

Los Angeles County Watershed Management Areas (WMA)

Mallbu Creek Bailona Creek Los Angeles Dominguez San Gabriel Santa’~lara
River Channel/Los River River

Angeles
Harbor

Agoura Hills Beverly Hills Alhambra Carson Artesia Santa Clarita
Calabasas Culver City Arcadia Gardena Azusa Los Angeles
Malibu El Segundo Bell Hawthorne Baldwin Park County

"Westlake Village Hermosa Beach Bell Gardens Inglewood Bellflower
Los Angeles Los Angeles Burbank Lawndale Bradbury

CerritosCounty Manhattan Commerce ~omita Claremont
Beach Compton Torrance Covina

Palos Verdes Cudahy Los Angeles Diamond Bar
Estates El Monte County Downey

Rancho Palos Glendale Duarte
Verdes Hidden Hills Glendora

Redondo Beach Huntington Park Hawaiian Gardens
Rolling Hills La Canada- Industry.

[rwindaleRolling Hills Flintridge La Habra HeightsEstates Long Beach La Mimda
Santa Monica Lynwood La Puente

West Hollywood Maywood La Vem¢
Los Angeles Monrovia Lakewood

County Montebello Norwalk
Monterey Park Pomona

Paramount Pico Rivem
Pasadena San Dimas

Santa Fe Springs
Rosemead Walnut

San Femando West Covina
San Gabriel Whittier
San Marino Los Angeles
Sierra Madre County
Signal Hill

South El Monte
South Gate

South Pasadena
Temple City

Vernon
Los Angeles

County
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Based On the Water Quality Assessment, combined with the County’s historic monitoring
record and past wbrk conducted by Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project, specific groups of
pollutants in each WMA can be targeted for focused public education and outreach.

The table below indicates in broad terms pollutants ofconcem for each of the WMAs and
is based on the 1996 Draft Water Quality Assessment by the RWQCB. The data that currently
exists only tells if a particular pollutant has been detected -- not how much or how little of it is
present, or if the quantity of that pollutant is harmful to the environment. Monitoring data that
will be available in approximately two years will enable pollutant loads to be calculated for each
WMA. The pollutant load projections will allow for a more accurate method of identifying and
quantifying the most problematic pollutants.

Overview: Pollutants of Concern Found in Water Bodies
in Each Watershed Management Area6

Malibu Creek Ballona Los San Dominguez Santa
WMA Creek Angeles Gabriel Channel Clara

WMA River River WMA River
- WMA WMA WMA

Heavy Metals x x x x x x "
PAHs x x x x
Bacteria/Pathogens x x x x x x
sedimenrdTSS, TDS x x x x x x
BOD x x x x x x
Nu~ents x x x x
Oil and Grease x x

Litter/debris x x x x
Other Toxic Material x x x x x

Listed on the following pages are the pollutants of concern historically detected in the
watersheds of Los Angeles County. This information was published in the Report of Stormwater
Monitoring- Winter 1994 - 1995 (Los Angeles County Department of Public Works,
Environmental Programs Division, March 1996). AIso listed are the pollutants of concern that
were detected in major bodies of water in Los Angeles County. The Regional Water Quality
Control Board/Los Angeles Region included this information in the draft Water Quality
Assessment 1996 which was prepared for the Basin Plan.

SamPles in the County’s earlier monitodng program were not analyzed for the presence
of pesticides; therefore, they are not included in the historic record. However, as a result of the
July 1996 NPDES Permit, monitoring and laboratory work have been expanded substantially,
and it is anticipated that additional pollutants, including pesticides, will be detected in the future.

’ Dra Water uali Assessment Re ional Water ualitv Control Board/Los An des Re ion 1996,      ,
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Watershed Management Areas Detected Pollutants of    Detected Pollutants of Concern
. Concern -- Storm drains7 -- Water Bodies8

Santa Monica Bay WMA ¯ PAHs/volatiles In Santa Monica Bay
(combined the Ballona Creek and Heavy metals: cadmium, * Metals
Malibu Creek WMAs) chromium, copper, lead, * Debris

nickel, and zinc ¯ Toxic materials
¯ Bacteria ¯ Pesticides
¯ Total suspended solids * Coliform
¯ Chlorides ¯ PCBs
¯ BOD ¯ PAHs
¯ Oil and grease In Ballona Creek/Wetlands
¯ Phosphorus                ¯ Metals
¯ Nitrogen compounds         ¯ Debris
¯ Total dissolved solids ¯ Toxic materials -- ":
¯ Sulfates ¯ Pesticides
¯ Ammonium ¯ Coliform
¯ Nitrate-nitrogen ¯ PCBs
¯ Nitrite-nitrogen ¯ PAHs

¯ Pesticides
In Marina del Rey
¯ Coliform
� Metals
¯ Pesticides
¯ TBT
In Malibu Creek
¯ Sediment

~)¯ Ammonia
¯ Debris
¯ Nutrients
¯ Metals
¯ Coliform
In Malibn Lagoon
¯ Coliform and enteric viruses
¯ Metals

Dominguez Channel/Los Angeles ¯ PAHs/volatiles            In Dominguez Channel
Harbor Drainage Area             ¯ Heavy metals: chromium,     ¯ Metals

lead, nickel, copper, zinc ¯ Pesticides
¯ Bacteria ¯ PAHs
¯ Total suspended solids ¯ PCBs
¯ Chlorides ¯ Ammonia
¯ BOD ¯ Coliform
¯ Oil and grease ¯ Toxic materials
¯ Phosphorus In Lo.~ Angeles Harbor (Inner)
¯ Nitrogen eompounds ¯ Sediment
¯ Total dissolved solids ¯ PCBs
¯ Sulfates ¯ TBT
¯ Ammonium-nitrogen ¯ PAH~
¯ Nitrite-nitrogen ¯ Pesticides

Toxic materials
¯ Metals

7 Los Angeles County Department of Public Works, Report of Stormwater Monitoring - Winter 1994 - 1995

.* California Regional Water Quality,,Control Board/Los Angeles Region, Draft Water Ouality Assessment 1996
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Watershed Management Areas Detected Pollutants of Detected Pollutants of Concern
Concern -- Storm drains -- Water Bodies

Los Angeles River ¯ PAHs/Volatiles In Los Angeles River
¯ Heavy metals, including ¯ Oil and grease

chromium, lead, nickel, ¯ Ammonia
copper, zinc ¯ Total dissolved solids

¯ Bacteria ¯ Coliform
¯ Total suspended solids ¯ Debris
¯ Chlorides ¯ Metals
¯ BOD ¯ Toxic materials
¯ Oil and grease * Pesticides
¯ Phosphorus ¯ Nutrients
¯ Nitrogen compounds In Long Beach Harbor (Inner)
¯ Total dissolved solids PCBs
¯ Sulfates ¯ PAHs
¯ Ammonium-nitrogen ¯ Pesticides
¯ Nitrite-nitrogan ¯ Toxie materials

In Rio Hondo
¯ Metals
¯ Toxic materials
¯ Debris
¯ Sediments
¯ Coliform

San Gabriel River WMA          ¯ PAHs/volatiles            In San Gabriel River
¯ Heavy metals, including       ¯ Metals

chromium, lead, nickel, ¯ Toxic materials
copper, zinc ¯ Nutrients

¯ Bacteria ¯ Coliform
¯ Total suspended solids
¯ Chlorides
¯ BOD
¯ Oil and grease
¯ Phosphorus
¯ Nitrogen compounds

Total dissolved solids
¯ Sulfates
¯ Ammonium-nitrogen
¯ Nitrite-nitrogen

Santa Clara River                ¯ PAHs/volatiles             In Santa Clara River
Heavy metals, including       ¯ Metals
chromium, lead, nickel, ¯ Total dissolved solids
copper, zinc ¯ Toxic materials

¯ Bacteria , Nutrients
¯ Total suspended solids * Coliform
¯ Chlorides
¯ BOD
¯ Oil and grease
¯ Phosphorus
¯ Nitrogen compounds
¯ Total dissolved solids
¯ Sulfates
¯ Ammonium-nitrogen
¯ Nitrite-nilrogen
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Typical Sources of Pollutants

There are certain everyday activities that residents, business people and the construction
industry do that generate the types of pollutants detected in the County’s stormwater and urban
runoff. The following table indicates the activities and commonly used products and materials
that contain the pollutants that enter the storm drain system.

Residential Commercial/ New Development/ Other
Industrial Construction

Chromium , Exterior paints # Paint * Cleaning products
and stains ¯ Metal corrosion ¯ Exterior paints and

¯ Auto use stains
Copper ¯ Gardening ¯ Auto services ¯ Cleaning products ¯ Water supply

products ¯ Metal fabricators ¯ Plumbing materials
¯ Root killers ¯ Anti-fouling ¯ Electrical wiring
# Auto use paints materials

¯ Manufacturing ¯ Wood preservatives
(e.g.,
electroplating)

¯ Fertilizers
Lead ¯ Paint ¯ Auto Services ¯ Plumbing materials ¯ Water suppl;

¯ Batteries ¯ Paint ¯ Electrical wiring
¯ Auto use materials

¯ Paint
Nickel ¯ Auto use ¯ Metal plating ¯ Water supply

¯ Industrial uses
Zinc ¯ Roofrtmoff ¯ Galvanizing ¯ Plumbing materials ¯ Water supply

(galvanized) ¯ Auto repair ¯ Galvanized metals
¯ Paint ¯ Paint ¯ Venting systems
¯ Auto use ¯ Metal corrosion ¯ Paint and pigments

¯ Wood preservatives

PAl:Is ¯ Motor oil ¯ Oil leaks and ¯ Oil leaks and spills ¯ Natural oil
dumping spills ¯ Fuel and oil seeps

¯ Oil leaks and ¯ Fuel and oil combustion ¯ Brush fires
spills combustion

¯ Auto use

Bacteria ¯ Pet waste ¯ Food waste ¯ Portable toilets ¯ Wildlife
¯ Septic tank or ¯ Organic waste

sewer leaks
¯ Illegal"

connections
¯ Organic waste

(1~om
landscaping, etc.)
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Residential Commercial/ New Development/ Other
Industrial Construction

Sediment/Total ¯ Erosion, * Dust and dirt , Grading, earth work ¯ Natural
Suspended landscaping , Materials storage erosion
Solids * Pavement wear

Biochemical * Landscaping, * Landscaping, * Clearing and * Natural
Oxygen plant debris plant debris grubbing Vegetation
Demand (BOD) ¯ Pet waste * Litter * Landscaping, plant
Debris . Litter ¯ Dumpsters debris

¯ Other organic ¯ Litter
~ matter ¯ Portable toilets
~ ~, ¯ Dumpsters

: Nutrients ¯ Detergents ¯ Detergents ¯ Landscaping graded ¯ Natural
¯ Fertilizers ¯ Facility cleaning areas, fertilizing erosion

Organic matter,    ¯ Fertilizers                              ¯ Air depletion
lawn clippings
and leaves

¯ Auto exhaust
¯ Manure

Oil and Grease ¯ Waste oil ¯ Auto services ¯ Vehicle and
dumping ¯ Restaurants machinery

¯ Vehicle and maintenance, oil
..-...~. machinery leaks and spills
-. maintenance, oil ¯ Exposed materials

leaks and spills storage

: Other Toxics ¯ Household toxic ¯ Manufacturing ¯ Adhesives
products ¯ Landscape ¯ Paint

¯ Auto use and maintenance ¯ Fuels, equipment use
~ maintenance (pesticides and and maintenance

¯ Paint herbicides) ¯ Materials storage
¯ Gardening and ¯ Landscaping

landscaping (pesticides and
~ (pesticides and herbicides)

herbicides)
..~

Sources:
¯ California Stormwater ~est Management Practice~ Handbook~, Municipal, Industrial, Co~truction,

March 1993
¯ Summary of the ~ay Re~toration Plan, Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project, December 1994
¯ ~esidentia! and Commercial Source Control Assessment (draft), prepared for: Water Environment

Research Foundation, Larry Walker & Associates, Harris & Company, San Francisco Area Pollution
Program Prevention Group, August 1996

¯ UrbanTargetingand~ge~tManagementPracticesSe~ection, Woodward-Clyde, November1990
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Conclusions "

There is not enough monitoring data cu~ently available to nan’ow the list of pollutants for a
public education program that targets specific contaminants by watershed management area.
However, the recent work of the County, Regional Water Quality Control Board and Santa Monica
Bay Restoration Project indicates that the following pollutant groups should be included in targeted
public education:

¯ Heavy metals
¯ Oil and GreaseiPAHs
¯ Sediment
¯ Oxygen Demanding Substances
¯ Litter/Trash!Debris
¯ Nutrients
¯ Other Toxic Materials, such as pesticides

Additionally, the activities that generate these pollutants should be the focus of targeted public
education. Until more detailed monitoring data is available, and stormwater pollutant loads can be
calculated for each watershed management area, the following everyday activities should be targeted.

Residential Activities Commercial/Industrial New Development/
Businesses Construction Activities

¯ autom~)bile use and maintenance* automobile services * construction trades: painting,
¯ do-it-yourself home ¯ food service industry plumbing, electrical, etc.

improvements and maintenance ¯ fabricators and manufacturing * operation/maintenance of fuel
¯ landscaping and gardening ¯ building maintenance burning equipment
¯ pet waste ¯ landscaping/landscape ¯ clearing/grubbing, earthwork and
¯ septic tanks or sewer leaking maintenance grading
¯ littering ¯ operation/maintenance of fuel ¯ landscaping/landscape

burning equipment                maintenance
¯ dumpster                   ¯ portable toilets and dumpsters
¯ littering                      ¯ storage of materials

¯ littering

School education should emphasize stormwater/urban runoffpublic education in ways
that facilitate students’ passing along better habits to their parents/caregivers and that provide the
foundation for nonpolluting habits as children grow into adulthood. Student education should
focus primarily on BMPs associated with residential activities.

Lastly, municipal employees should incorporate BMPs associated with both
commercial/industrial and new development/construction activities to their everyday work
habits. This enables the County and Co-permit-tees to:
¯ reduce their own contributions to stormwater/urban runoff pollution;
¯ serve as role models for others in the county; and,
¯ empower municipal employees to pass along their own experiences/successes with BMPs to

the public they encounter during work.
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Section 4: Analysis of Co-permittee Programs

Interviews With Co-permittees

Telephone interviews were conducted in July, August and September 1996 with 58 of the
85 Co-permit-tees to solicit the following information:

¯ What individual cities have been doing to date to educate constituents about
stormwater/urban runoff issues

¯ The unique needs of the cities as they apply to stormwater public education (e.g., multiple
language materials)

, Local issues and insights for the Five-Year Plan

Each interviewee was asked the same six questions. These questions formed the core of.
the interview and were used as a starting point for an open dialogue. Interviewees were
encouraged to elaborate on their responses to the questions and to freely offer all information
they felt important to share. The core six questions were:

1) Who are the appropriate target audiences for stormwater/urban runoff public
education in your city?

2) What stormwater pollution prevention public education resources/materials
and programs are already available and being used in your city? How are they
distributed/implemented? How long have they been out? Do you consider
them effective?

3) Are there existing city newsletters, local access TV, or other methods of
communications that could include stormwater messages?

4) What materials/programs would you like to see developed in the Five-Year
Plan that would be particularly helpful to your city?

5) With respect to the public education element of the NPDES Permit, what will
pose the most difficult challenge(s) to you as the stormwater program
manager?

6) Are there any specific stormwater:related issues in your city that you would
like the County and the stormwater team to keep in mind as the Five-Year
Public Education Plan is developed?
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Overall there is strong support among the Co-permittees for the public education
component of the NPDES Permit. In addition, there is interest in unifying the public education
messages and materials on a countywide basis to ensure continual and consistent reinforcement
of positive pollution prevention behaviors regardless of the recipient’s geographic location. In
varying degrees of concern and importance, the public education managers discussed (1) lack of
funding; (2) limited staff resources; (3) ethni~ diversity of residents; (4) community geographic
location and its bearing on the receptivity to messages; (5) success or lack of success of existing
programs; (6) "wish list" programs; and, (7) and evaluation methods.

The following findings and comments came from the interviews and are applicable to
current situations within each city and hold implications for the Five-Year Plan.

¯ Target Audiences

Target audiences cannot always be contained within a specific city or Watershed
Management Area. On a daily basis, people travel from area to area, city to city, even county to
county, for business, recreation and home.

Eighty-one percent (81%) of the Co-permittees identified the generalpublic among their
most important target audiences because they are the largest contributors to the countywide
pollution problem. Eighty-three percent (83%) said that commercial businesses/industries were
equally important. There is a strong interest in protecting the interests of businesses; making
certain that stormwater pollution management does not cause loss of business or jobs, or weaken
an already tenuous business climate.

School children were identified by 55 percent (55%) of the Co-permit-tees as important
targets because of the ability to incorporate messages into existing school curriculums, children’s
natural interest in their surroundings, and the fact that children are a source of education when
they carry information and questions home to their parents.

Schools are overwhelmed with requests for teachers to educate students about many
different environmental and social issues. In order to compete with other programs trying to get
into schools, stormwater school education materials and activities must be what teachers really
need -- broad environmental information without agendas or partisan approaches, application to
specific age groups, integration into several subjects, strong supporting activities and easy
resources for additional information.

Countywide, Co-permit-tees indicated little interest in municipal employees and new
development/construction target audiences for stormwater public education despite the fact that the
Permit requires targeting these audiences. However, some Co-permittees recognized that municipal
employee training was key to "having our house in order" and providing a model for the rest of the
County’s population. It should be noted that when the Alameda County public education program
was kicked off, it did not have a municipal employee BMP training program. This omission created.:
an initial negative impression that had to later be corrected in order to regain credibility.
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With regard to the new development/construction target audiences, some Co-permit-tees
were more concerned about their smaller remodeling and in-fill projects than about the larger
construction jobs planned for the communities. The primary reason is that BMPs are
well-developed for the larger jobs, and stormwater pollution prevention design measures are
available for projects that have ample acreage. But smaller projects, which are often com~ed to

~ sites as small as a single city lot, have significantly fewer BMPs and fewer design options to help
~ them comply with stormwater/urban runoffprevention regulations. BMP development fori.

..,. situations such as this should be addressed with Co-permittees, contractors and the development
~ field countywide.

Special needs audiences witlfin some of the broader categories that have unique needs
include landscape maintenance businesses, low-income and illiterate residents, and livestock
owners. Co-perrnittees expressed an interest in having programs that target these special l~oups
and other small businesses.

, Unified, "Corporate" Look

There also was consistent support for developing public education materials with a
unified, corporate appearance. Approximately one-third of all Co-permittees interviewed
mentioned their interest in this component of the Five-Year Plan.

A unified look will identify any stormwater/urban runoff materials and their own special
entity and will set the tone and feel for the entire communications program. Once established,
the unified look will become the way all targeted audiences instantly can identify the program
and know that the information contained within relates specifically to solutions for stormwater
pollution. Many of the Co-permittees also commented stormwater/urban runoff messages would
be reinforced if the public saw a unified program on a countywide basis.

¯ Cost-Effective, Easy Production and Implementation

There is strong interest in a program that is "turn-key," considering limited staffing and
funds available to many Co-permittees. There should be opportunities for cities to individualize
materials that are prepared and distributed on a countywide partnership basis. For example,
computer disks of artwork could be provided so that Co-permit’tees can incorporate their own
contact names and telephone numbers.

Co-permit’tees discussed the viability of pooling information, vendor and funding
resources to produce professional videos and advertising to get their umbrella theme and
messages across to the public. Collaboration between existing stormwater public education
programs is necessary to avoid duplication of efforts and to take advantage of good, existing
materials while working jointly on future materials.
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Integration of stormwater public education with other environmental and pollution
prevention programs that already are in place (e.g., solid waste and waste oil recycling programs)
is a logical step and an eeonornical use of cities’ resources in several departments.

In some communities, the Chambers of Commerce have joined efforts to help.
Specifically, one chamber facilitated input from local businesses (e.g., architects and developers)
as stormwater public education materials targeted to those businesses were being developed. In
another, the Chamber hosted presentations given by the County Department of Public Works.
Many opportunities exist throughout the County to utilize more organizations (e.g., business and
trade associations, networking groups) as avenues of distribution with systems and audiences
already in place.

¯ Information Distribution Methods

Sixty percent (60%) of the interviewed Co-permit-tees currently distribute brochures
and/or posters originally prepared by the County or City of Los Angeles. Most distribution is
accomplished by placing materials on public counters for easy pick up. However, as noted in
Section 2, concern was expressed that the materials generally were not being picked up and when
they were, there was no way to know if they were read or used.

Several Co-permittees felt that too many different brochures are being printed, utilizing
too many natural resources for the return in public education value. Further discussion should be
held on whether collateral materials are the best means of communications, or whether other,
more efficient methods should be used to reach the Los Angeles County audiences.

More than 75 percent (75%) of the cities have newsletters and a cable access television
channel, but an average of less than half have used either of these media for stormwater public
education.

Co-permittees believe the obstacle with cable access television is that it is viewed by a
¯ very small portion of the overall community population and therefore is not an efficient use of
limited funds. However, several interviewees suggested running a scrolled, message about
stormwater pollution on all the community cable stations across the County -- the same message,
simple graphics, no video pictures, no/low production cost, wide distribution.

Several Co-permittees expressed an interest in a catchy Internet homepage that would be
applicable to school children in the classroom and the growing portion of residents who "surf the
Internet." According to a national report published in the September 23, 1996 Los Angeles
Business Journal, the greater Los Angeles area is one of the most active users of the Internet.
"Los Angeles is an Internet city. It’s on the information superhighway," said Sky Dayton,
chairman and chief executive officer of EarthLink Network, Inc.
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Co-permittees in some cities have recruited students and Eagle Scouts to distribute
materials with varying degrees of success. They found that high school students are good peer

_ educators because they find meaning in the work and, as their peers, other students are more
willing to listen to and believe them.

Other methods of distribution utilized by the Co-permitees in varying degrees and with
varyi~..g successes include school programs, community and environmental events, media
relations and advertising.

Finally, the Co-permittees wanted the telephone hotline number to be restructured so that
the countywide punic need only to call one phone number.

¯ Cultural Diversity and Languages

There was a consistent recognition of the need for public education materials and
strategies that accommodate non-English speaking audiences. Approximately one-third of all of
the Co-permittees mentioned that their constituents spoke languages other than English.

While Eos Angeles County has a widely diverse population, public education materials
and strategies should avoid using cultural stereotypes that may not be appropriate or appreciated
by the ethnic community9.

¯ Best Management Practices

Best Management Practices brochures should be developed that can be used countywide.
These need to be industry-specific and give enough information for audiences to implement
changes that are logical and simple, yet significant. The specific targets of BMP materials
should be carefully assessed. For example, in a restaurant, who actually has the greatest potential
to dump oil and grease improperly? Is the appropriate target the kitchen workers, their
supervisors, the restaurant manager or owner, or the property owner?

When talking about targeting and distribution of BMPs for "do-it-yourself" oil chauges, an
example of a weak target is residents of financially upscale communities who generally do not change
their own oil. This is a function performed by automobile service businesses and these businesses, not
the residents, should be the primary target of this type of education in certain communities.

In most cases, businesses need fmancial incentives to comply with Stormwater Best
Management Practices. A possible incentive is to offer reduced business license fees for
implementation of BMPs. While there currently are few working models of this incentive
program, it has been discussed by severn cities in California and other states. One example is
Santa Clara County, which has reduced industrial permit fees for attending workshops conducted
by the County, and then conducting self-audits.

’ See Section 5~ Cultural Issues.
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In another example, Manhattan Beach businesses are rewarded for their "Ocean Safe"
plans with recognition by the City Council and identification stickers for their store windows.

Landscape workers were noted as an important group to include in Best Management
Practices training. However, their clients should also be included in the training to ensure that
they understand the workers’ efforts and that environmental practices are correct and according
to appropriate policy; and not mistaken as doing the job wrong.

¯ Inland Communities

Inland communities said that the Five-Year Public Education Plan and the primed --
materials should reflect not only the County’s bays and beaches, but also rivers and creeks
upstream. In fact, some of these communities said that materials that focusrd only on beaches
and bays would alienate their constituents who rarely go to the beach. One of the messages used
in the inland communities is neighborhood or city beautification.

By the same token, the Five-Year Plan should take into consideration the fact that
stormwater pollution occurring upstream adds to the challenges for communities downstream.
These communities not only have to provide public education related to the stormwater
pollutants that are generated in their city limits, but also have to deal with the problems that flow
from sources upstream.

Art example of upstream pollution floating down is the City of Long Beach which
continually deals with litter and sediments that blight the shipping channel from up-river
pollution.

Public education materials need to be universal in consideration of the other water bodies
involved. In Los Angeles County, there are rivers, creeks, lakes, harbors, beaches and bays -- not
just beaches and bays.
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¯ Needs and.issues by Watershed Management Areas

During the interviews, Co-permit’tees provided many insights based on personal
experience with the target audiences, needs and issues within Watershed Management Areas.

~ WMA Target Audience~ Needs Issues
Malibu Creek .~3% said materials in 33% needed technical 33% concerned about

languages other than assistance related to being able to measure

[
English are needed training effectiveness
33% said there were

¯ " special needs in the city 33% short on staff’mg and
~-i:~’! (e.g., landscape want easy _.

maintenance services) implementation

33% many restaurants 66% stressed interest in
[ and/or automobile-related school programs

businesses
Ballona Creek 11% ethnieity is important 1 I% needed technical 44% concerned about

consideration assistance re: BMPs measuring effectiveness

11% materials in other 22% needed technical

languages are needed assistance re: training 33% short on staffing and
want easy

11% want to combine implementation
44% special needs (e.g., environmental issues (e.g.,

’ horse owners, low income,recycling, waste oil) 1 I% short on funding:- illiteracy, landscape
maintenance) 33 % unified countywide

approach 11% worried about
alienating local

11% want polished businesses
looking materials

11% want easy-to-
understand and to practice
materials

22% need more
information re:
educational visits

Note: Percentages reflect the frequency that select comments were received. They do not necessarily add
up to 100%.
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WMA Target Audiences Needs Issues
Los Angeles River 38% etlmicity is important 19% beach/ocean focus in I0% concemed about

consideration materials will turn-off being able to measure
residents effectiveness

24% materials in
languages other than 5% need technical

English are needed assistance re: BMPs 19% short on staflSng and
want easy implementation

14% need technical
24% special needs (e.g., assistance re: training 14% short on funding
horse owners, low income,
illiteracy, landscape 14% want to combine

maintenance)
environmental issues (e.g.,
recycling, waste oil)

:5% unified countywide
approach

5% want ability to insert
city’s name/logo on
materials

5% want polished looking
materials

10% want videos

14% want easy-to-
understand and to practice
materials

San Gabriel River 3o% ethnicity is important 20% beach/ocean focus in I0% concerned about
consideration materials will ram-off being able to measure

residents effectiveness
40% materials in
languages other than I0% need technical

English are needed assistance re: B[VfPs I0% short on staffing and
want easy implementation

20% need technical
I0% special needs (e.g., assistance re: training 20% short on funding
gangs)

30% want to combine 30% worried aboutenvironmental issues (e.g.,
recycling, waste oil) alienating local businesses

40% unified countywide 10% suggested pursuing
approach funding grants for the

[0~ want ability to insert Five-Year Plan
city’s name/logu on

I 0°~ expressed strong
materials

interest in school programs
20% want polished
looking materials

oI0 ~ want videos

20% need more
information about
educational visits

10% want a business
incentive program
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WWIA - Target Audiences Needs Issues
Santa Clara River Beach/ocean focus in Concerned about being

campaign materials will able to raeasure
turn-off residents effectiveness

Need technical assistance Is short on staffing and
re: training want easy implementation

Domirlgtlez I0% need technical i0% concerned about
Channel/Los Allge[es assistance re: BIVfPs measuring effectiveness

Harbor
I0% need technical
assistance re: training

I0% want to combine
environmental issues (e.g.,
recycling, waste oil)

Program Evaluation

While most Co-permittees do not have an effective method for measuring the results of
their public education campaigns, they are interested in knowing what can be done to measure
their success or lack of success. Of the 58 Co-permittees interviewed, 18 felt--without being
able to conclusively prove -- that their programs were effective. They based these "feelings" on
informal information like the number of brochures/information picked up, the increased number
of telephone calls to a specific number and increased participation in household hazardous waste
roundups. One program tried a more formalized method to evaluate success and distributed
materials to residents with tear-off response cards to complete and mail back. The number of

~ cards returned has been very low -- 25 completed cards from a mailing of 1000. This represents
!" a two percent (2%) response rate which is considered by direct mail experts as the lowest

acceptable response level This may not, however, reflect the effectiveness of the
. communications effort.
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Target Audiences by Watershed Management Area

The following table details the level of interest expressed by the Co-perrnittees in each WMA~°
for information by target audience.

Co-permittee Priorities For Materials By Targe’c Audience

Malibu Creek Ballona Creek Los Angeles Dominguez San Gabriel Santa Clara
River Channel/Los River River

Angeles
Harbor

100% Gem Pub. 89% Gen. Pub. 86% Gem Pub. 100% Gem Pub. 70% Gem Pub. General Public

66% Comm. 78% Comm. 95% Comm. 33% Comm. 70% Comm. Commercial
Bus./Industries Bus;Industries Bus./Industdes Bus./Industdes Bus./Industries Businesses/

Industries
0% New Dev./ 22% New Dev./ 38% New Dev./ 0% New Dev./ 0% New Dev./
Construct. Construct. Construct. Construct. Construct. Schools

33% Schools 33% Schools 57% Schools 33% Schools 50% Schools

33% Municipal 22% Municipal 19% Municipal 0% Municipal 10% Municipal
Employees Employees Employees Employees Employees ~i:!"i:~

Gen. Pub. = General Public
Com. Bus./Industries = Commercial Business/Industries
New Dev./Construct. = New Development/Construction

,0 See Section 3 for complete listinl~ of cities within each WMA
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Materials, Distribution Methods and Effectiveness by WMA

The following table represents a summary of responses from the Co-permit-tees regarding
their methods and successes with materials and information distribution avenues. The numbers
in parenthesis are the number of Co-permittees in the Watershed. When reviewing the
percentages reflected in this table, please note the total cities counted. For example, 25% of a
watershed with four cities equals only (1) one city.

Malibu Ballona Los San Dominguez Santa Clara
Creek (4) Creek Angeles Gabriel Channel/ River

(13) River River LA Harbor ( 1 )
(28) (7)

Use Co./City materials 50% 56% 33% 70% 67% No
Use other prog. materials 25% 44% 10% rarely rarely No
Produce own materials 25% 56% 10% 50% 33% Yes
Dist. at kiosks/counters 25% 44% 33% 80% 67% Yes
Mail to public rarely 11% rarely 30% rarely Yes
Mail to business rarely 22% 5% 20% rarely Yes
Dist. by field personnel N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes

Have city newsletter 50% 67% 76% 70% 100%
Use city newsletter 25% 33% 33% 40% 33%
Have local cable TV 75% 78% 62% 70% 100%
Use local cable TV rarely 11% 10% 10% 33 %
Use newspaper articles rarely 22% 10% 10% rarely Yes

Use events rarely 1 I% 14% 30% 33% Yes

Conduct public seminars rarely 1 I% 5% rarely rarely No
Employee BMP training rarely rarely 5% rarely rarely No
Business BMP training rarely 11% rarely rarely rarely No

Use school education few 22% few 10% few Yes

Use business incentives rarely 11% rarely rarely rarely

Have Website / interested few 22% few 10% few Has Page

Cannot measure 50% 33% , 33% 80% 33% True
Believe efforts effective 25% 22% 10% 20% 33%
Efforts not effective few 11% few 10% 33%
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Section 5: Cultural Issues

Defining the Populations

Los Angeles County’s population i~ evolving at a rapid pace, with a marked pattern of
increased racial and cultural diversity that will continue through the next five years -- and into
the next century. For example, the County’s Latino population, already well past 2 million, is
growing rapidly as evidenced by the school population: currently, more than 65 percent of Los
Angeles County kindergarmers and 58 percent of all County school children are Latino. And
according to the latest U.S. Census, Latinos and Asian/Pacific Islanders (APIs) are the fastest-
growing populations in the County, with the growth rate in each group increasing at a rate of
50 to 100 percent per year.

Clearly, these diverse populations will be on the receiving end of stormwater/urban
runoff education. Their increasing population alone, and their participation in target businesses
such as restaurants, automotive services and landscaping validates further research into cultural
nuances and possible messages that may need to be communicated these groups.

¯ County DemOgraphics ( 18 years and older)

According to the 1990 U.S. Census, the adult population of Los Angeles County is:

African American 677,767
Latino 2,346,893

~ White 2,864,306
i Other 88.075

Total 5,977,041

Note: the above numbers reflect the vast tmdercount of Asian Pacific Islanders ha the Census. This is
largely attributed to lack of participation because of language and cultural barriers, and lack of understanding of the
importance of Census participation. The U.S. Census was used instead of the California Department of Finance
because, until I996, the Department of Finance did not include Asian Pacific Islanders in their projections.

The 1990 U.S. Census shows the County’s total API population (all ages) at nearly more
1 million people, or 10 percent of the total population. Subgroupstl of the larger API population
include: ’

Chinese 25.7% Japanese 13.6%
Filipino 23.0% Vietnamese 6.6%
Korean 15.2%

tt These percentages reflect only the lar~er API subgroups , -
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Communicatifig to Ethnic Audiences

The following section summarizes existing issues and conditions in Los Angeles County
that are crucial to public education and outreach to diverse ethnic groups. Specifically, this
section:

Identifies issues that are important to the County’s various ethnic communities

¯ Identifies key community leadership/messenger positions that must play a major role in any
public education and outreach efforts to ethnic groups

¯ Identifies L.A. economic conditions that have affected minority residents and have caused a
strong emphasis on survival issues among the County’s minority comm .unities. These
conditions make it even harder for businesses to be concerned with environmental issues

¯ Contains information about the importance of interpretation and adaptation -- rather than
mere translation -- to non-English speaking groups, and the importance of messages that are
relevant t6 specific cultures

¯ Summarizes public awareness surveys conducted for the Los Angeles County Department of
Public Works in 1995 and 1996 that relate how en;cironmental information is received by
various ethnic groups and preferred methods for outreach

Developing Program Messages

¯ Key Messages, Communication Vehicles & Special Issues

Stormwater public education messages will be effective to the degree that research is
conducted and baseline information is used to identify key messages and messengers. To be

¯ successful, any messages targeting these groups need the endorsement and active involvement of
local ethnic leaders who are critical models for Latino, African American and Asian/Pacific
Islanders individuals and businesses. Our focus should include:

¯ Local business and community leaders
¯ Community-based organizations
¯ Local news media, including foreign language media
¯ Local elected and appointed officials
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Moreover, :further research is warranted regarding the way messages are delivered so they
are meaningful to these target audiences. For example, program messages may include
"neighborhood pride" for residents, "good-for-business/better business environment" for small
businesses and "stewardship of resources" for church-based organizations. These messages may
be better received in Latino, African American and Asian/Pacific Islander communities than
traditional environmental approaches.

Some studies show that recent Latino and API immigrants tend to bring a weak
environmental ethic from their former homes and may require education that is properly aimed at
their needs and values. Conversely, acculturated immigrants and first and second generation
populations may gain as much or more from a general public campaign than one targeted to their
ethnic community.

Non-English language research is necessary to ensure that non-English lar~guage
messages are received as they are intended and are most appropriate for the audiences. From all
indications, clear, concise messages that consider idiomatic differences in language may also be
crucial for ethnic groups. For example, when Kentucky Fried Chicken tried to translate its
slogan "Finger Lickin’ Good" for advertising in Taiwan, it came out "Bite Your Fingers Off."

In another example, the term "environment" for many minority communities may be
understood as "environmental justice" -- a highly sensitive connotation to these audiences. Vice"
President AI Gore discussed environmental justice as follows: "...environmental burdens are
disproportionately placed on disadvantaged and minority communities." For this reason,
environmental issues will need to be positioned with sensitivity to communities that have been or
will be the focus of construction-oriented outreach. For example, communities that have become
sensitized regarding "environmental justice" are those affected by the construction of the Blue
Line Light Karl, Pacific Pipeline, the Alameda Corridor Project, and in the San Gabriel Valley,
the presence of Superfund groundwater sites.

In all materials, words and visuals must be culturally sensitive. During interviews with
Co-permittee stormwater managers conducted for this study, one Co-permit’tee commented that,
even though research has shown many Latinos are "do-it-yourselfers," presenting this scenario in
public education materials has often been interpreted by the Latino community as a negative.

In addition, for APIs, the campaign must consider the language and cultural differences
among the various subgroups if multiple language materials and outreach are to be developed --
this is not a homogenous group.
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¯ Businesses

Minority-owned small business and their operational practices represent a full range of
environmental protection measures -- from the best to the less than successful. Because the
County and City of Los Angeles consistently rank first in the number of small businesses owned
by Latinos, African Americans and Asian Pacific Islanders, these business owners are important
targets to receive stormwater/urban runoff campaign messages.

In many cases, employment -- and sheer survival -- are the urgent issues for these
businesses. These businesses may be poorly capitalized and their profit margins quite slim. This
and other data indicates that environmental messages will be best received when they are
directed at the positive affects on the economy of individual businesses.                -~

Current Level of Stormwater/Urban Runoff Awareness

The Sierra Group conducted a public awareness survey of stormwater/urban runoff issues
for the County of Los Angeles. The research included the ways various groups receive
information.

Overall Asian/ African Latino White Other
Pacific American

Islanders
Newspapers 63 % 6

Broadcast T.V. 63% 66% 65% 72% 55% 61%

Radio 24% 23% 18% 27% 22% 24%

Cable T.V. 15% 14% 18% 13% 15% 19%

Magazines 12% 11% 10% 10% 14% 12%

Brochures .6% 5% 9% 6%

Newsletters 6% 5% 6% 5% 6% 6%

. Billboards 5%

School Child 4% 2% 4% 4% 3% 5%

Other 4% 7% 4% 3% 5% 5%

Don’t 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
know/NA
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Ethnic language newspapers, television and radio are key to reaching large culturally and
linguistically isolated segments of the County’s population. The City of Los Angeles has a
recent experience to prove the point -- recent success in a public service announcement program
prepared for Spanish-language radio stations was a significant success.

Spanish radio stations also have been shown to be an effective medium to communicate
information related to BMPs on automobile maintenance to this population segment. For
example, the Marketing Research Survey of"’Do-it-Yourselfers" conducted by The Sierra Group
with Godbe Research and Analysis indicates that almost 75 percent of Spanish-speaking males in
the survey changed their own oil. It also concluded that this audience listens to Spanish radio
stations.
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Section~6: Review of Public Education Materials and
Programs Conducted in Other Parts of The Country

Background

Stormwater and pollution prevention public education materials were requested for this
research report from agencies and organizations located throughout the United States. Nearly
500 brochures, flyers, door-hangers, videotapes, school programs, posters, bumper stickers, and
various guides and manuals were received from 25 states. Discussions in this section focus on
materials received from the San Francisco Bay, Puget Sound, the Great Lakes, Massachuset~
Bay, Narragansett Bay, Chesapeake Bay, the Florida coastline, and the Gulf of Mexico.

i. Materials were also received from non-coastal communities in Arizona, Colorado, Iowa, and
~ Texas. More detailed information about programs within the Southern California region is

included in Section 4.

The audiences for the major programs that were examined varied between 500,000 and
14.2 million. Only Chesapeake Bay’s program involves more people than the County of Los
Angeles’ 9 million residents.

Population

¯ Chesapeake Bay Area 14,200,000
¯ Los Angeles County 9,000,000
¯ Los Angeles, California 3,500,000
¯ Dade County, Florida 2,000,000+
¯ Santa Clara County, California1,700,000
¯ King County, Washington 1,600,000
¯ Alameda County, California 1,350,000
¯ ¯ Seattle, Washington 500,000
¯ San Francisco, California 750,000
¯ Milwaukee County, Wisconsin650,000
¯ Greenville, Texas 18,000

Sources: Rand McNally Commercial Atla~ a~l Marketing Guide, 1996;
"Pollution Prevention in our Cities and Counties," Fall 1995
Interact, Chesapeake Bay Progrmu
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Summary ofObservations: Overall Programs

There is an abundance of materials being disseminated by programs throughout the
United States, some of which are outstanding and will be very useful to the Los Angeles County
program. However, many of the materials are too regionally oriented or too technical to fit the
countywide program. Additionally, this team’s evaluation found the programs and strategies
from other programs extremely interesting; but the individual materials were not as strong as
some of those we found in California. Specifically, we felt the graphics and text could have been
stronger for the adult populations. Our exception to this observation was the materials for
children, which were very good. Following are specific observations:

¯ Multiple jurisdictions are involved in most major stormwater programs and while the --
Chesapeake Bay program targets a larger population, none have as many. Co-permittees or
partnerships as the Los Angeles County program. For example: The Chesapeake Bay
program involves three states, Washington D.C. and four agencies; the Milwaukee (Great
Lakes) program targets 27 cities; the Alameda Countywide program has 14 Co-permittees;
the Puget Sound is the focus of at least five public education programs conducted by King
County, the Puget Sound Water Quality Authority, and the Cities of Seattle, Bellevue and
Olympia.

¯ No stormwater/urban runoff program has yet to discover the message/concept that is
equivalent to the "3Rs of Recycling -- Reduce, Reuse, Recycle."

¯ Several programs are producing quality products being adapted for use by others. Among
them are: City and County of Los Angeles; Heal the Bay; Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint
Source Pollution Prevention Program; Alameda County Urban Runoff Clean Water Program;
San Francisco Pollution Prevention Program; Bellevue Washington; and Milwaukee.

¯ There is much "reinventing the wheel." The apparent reasons are:

Education materials produced by most programs are designed for specific audiences and
use text and graphics that highlight local characteristics (e.g., the creeks of Northern
California vs. the Great Lakes). While there will always be a need to customize
materials, consistent themes can uni.fy the overall campaign.

Few regions coordinate their education efforts. The statewide California Storrawater
Task Force, Public Information and Involvement Program subcommittee is an exception
to this, as it is also a vehicle for coordination. Yet materials being produced throughout
the State have widely varying appearances and programs that are tailored to their local
audiences, because the task force coordination is meant to assist the various programs
rather than unify them under a common look or strategy.
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¯ The messages conveyed in the educational materials reviewed have focused on raising
awareness and. .understanding -- that the public, as individuals, are the nonpoint sources
contributing everyday ~o the most significant water pollution problem still persisting in the
United States. As a motivator to change behavior, the materials stressed the fact that the
protection and future enjoyment of bodies of water depend upon each individual’s efforts to
make the changes necessary to reduce their portion of the pollutant load. Most of the
materials included lists of activities that people could do to reduce pollution, to give concrete
examples of individual actions that can be taken.

¯ Early stormwater public education programs focused on grassroots strategies, such as
community participation in events, use of advisory committees, demonstration projects,
workshops, and distribution of educational materials. Some of these programs have been in
place for more than a decade -- and cleaner water quality has been measured as a result. One
example is the Puget Sound, where, according to the public education manager for the Phget
Sound Water Quality Authority, improvements in water quality have been accomplished.
The manager attributed this measurable success to a comprehensive stormwater management
plan, of which public education is a significant part.

Summary of Observations: Print Materials

¯ Most materials do not have a unif’ted appearance and no stormwater/urban runoffprogram
has yet created a representative graphic symbol on how to prevent stormwater pollution (e.g.,
"R.educe, Reuse, Recycle" or the chasing arrows O of recycling.)

¯ The best materials were concise, used good illustrations and provided information that is
practical and easy for the average person to understand and incorporate into his/her daily life.
Materials that have been adapted for use by other programs tend to be very strong in both
graphics and text.

¯ As it is relevant to Los Angeles County, preliminary research shows that California audiences
respond best to materials aimed at specific target audiences, by ethnicity as well as age, and
at common activities that produce pollutants. Examplest2 of stormwater programs that have
effectively used these aspects of a targeted approach for large populations include: City of
Los Angeles, Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Program; Alameda County Urban Runoff
Clean Water Program; and San Francisco Pollution Prevention Program.

t, D~n all inclusive list.
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Summary of Observations: Media Programs and Advertising

When publicity reinforces public education/outreach activities, greater success has been
measured.

In Greenville, Texas, a public education program was launched to reduce the levels of
pesticides being detected in wastewater treatment plant effluent (after-treatment) and
violations were issued by regulators on a regular basis. No treatment methods were available
to reduce the specific pesticide, diazinon. The only option to achieve regulatory compliance
was for the public to reduce diazinon usage. Greenville’s public education program
employed a wide range of grassroots strategies, but most important, it publicized every
activity in local newspapers, magazines and radio. The end result was overwhelming pu__blic
cooperation; levels of diazinon in effluent dropped and the regularly issued violations
stopped.

¯ In the Puget Sound area, water quality is measurably better today than a decade ago, when
several stormwater/urban runoff education programs were just getting underway. One
element of the program has been broad print media coverage, and most recently, television
advertising.

¯
¯ In Los Angeles County, Heal the Bay has worked extremely well with the media to

effectively gain awareness of stormwater issues, including the 1996 NPDES Permit. Annual
media coverage is given to Heal the Bay’s annual beach report card. As noted in Section 7,
the organization was the number one source for technical information in newspaper articles.

Advertising, particularly billboards, has successfully raised awareness in several
programs, including:

¯ The County and City of Los Angeles partnered to produce a billboard and bus shelter
campaign in 1996. These messages are highly visual, and by joining forces, the City and
County were able to reinforce stormwater messages over a broad region. This campaign was
nominated for the 1995-96 Productivity Award, given annually by the County Productivity
Commission.

¯ A billboard and bus shelter advertising campaign is underway in San Mateo County with the
theme message, "A drop of oil goes a long way." The graphic that accompanies this
message is a stylized upside-down fish.

¯ According to its "Pure Water" newsletter, the Alameda Countywide Urban Kunoff Clean
Water Program conducted surveys that documented a 34 percent increase in awareness of
stormwater issues that resulted from a billboard campaign in 1994. The survey determined
that 29 percent of the population had changed their behaviors as a result of this campaign.
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Summary of Observations: Storm Drain Stenciling

Nearly every community surveyed in the United States has some kind of storm drain
stenciling program. In fact, public awareness polls in Santa Clara County determined that
storm drain stencils are the number one medium for the public to become aware of
stormwater pollution issues.

The City of Oakland has not only recognized the effectiveness of storm drain stenciling, but
also tried to reach more of its diverse population by stenciling in English, Spanish and
Chinese.

Summary of Observations: Partnerships With Businesses

¯ Point-of-purchase campaigns have not been used to their full potential, but the oil recycling
campaign conducted jointly by San Mateo County and Pennzoil demonstrates how effective
they can be. Highly attractive stormwater/waste oil educational materials, a free oil furmel,
and a display stand were distributed in automotive shops that carry Pennzoil products. The
campaign resulted in a 12 percent increase in waste oil received at San Marco’s recycling
centers.

.~.~:..-:.~:. ¯ Clean business recognitions -- such as the Ocean Safe Coalition -- have been developed in
several areas, including Southern California. Case studies in the area of pollution prevention
have shown that businesses have actually saved money by following pollution prevention
practices (many of which are similar to stormwater/urban runoff BMPs). This financial
aspect will be crucially important to many of the County’s smaller businesses. Businesses
that have participated in these types of programs have received recognition and publicity for
their efforts.

¯ Donated services by businesses are common in many stormwater programs. The City of Los
Angeles reports that it has received more than $1 million in donated billboard advertising
space, and more than $1 million in television, radio and theater advertising time for its public
service announcement (PSA) and $250,000 in donated services related to making the PSA.
These donations equaled more than the City’s total budget for two years of stormwater public
education.
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Summary of Observations: School Outreach

¯ Some of the printed materials for children were excellent; others were not age-appropriate.
The latter group used illustrations for grade-school children but the text was so technical that
it would be more appropriate for junior or senior high school students. Literacy levels must
be taken into consideration for school-aged audiences and adults.

¯ Most school education programs placed higher emphasis on activities associated with
stormwater education than on printed materials. The school programs that appear to be most
successful feature activities such as field trips, classroom experiments, creek monitoring and
interactive theatrical presentations.

Summary of Observations: Collective and Cooperative Efforts

The following are summaries of the best education materials from cities/communities
most applicable to the Los Angeles County program. In general, they meet the following
"criteria: (1) contain good information; (2) visually interesting; and, (3) easy to understand.

The materials described below originated outside Los Angeles County. The team
searched for good materials being used elsewhere in order to borrow their best ideas that are
applicable for the County. It is important to note that there are many excellent materials being
produced within Los Angeles County. These are not included here because they already are
familiar to stormwater public information managers countywide.

¯ Alameda Countywide Urban Runoff Clean Water Program and the Santa Clara Valley
Nonpoint Source Program

- These two programs have shared in the development of many of the publications
described below. The materials were prepared in a way that only one printed panel needed
to be customized for each of the separate programs -- all other parts of the brochures were
identical.

- These programs found that the cooperative efforts saved money in terms of design,
production and printing, and unified the messages regionwide.
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¯ San Francisco :Bay Area Programs Collectively

The appearance of the Alameda, Santa Clara and other San Francisco Bay Area programs
is uniform and corporate in appearance. Water-color graphics illustrate most materials
for general public audiences. Illustrations show people of different ethnicities.

General public materials -- many in English and Spanish include:

The Bay Begins at Your Front Door! -- general information. This brochure has been
adapted for use by Los Angeles County.

Home Maintenance Tips for a Cleaner Bay -- focuses on main activities that the
residential public can do to prevent stormwater pollution.

Bugged and Pests Bugging You? -- safer pest control strategies and pt~oducts.

Keeping It All in Tune -- car repair and pollution prevention tips.

Materials for businesses are thorough, and target the automotive industry, and industrial
companies/construction and restaurants.

Guidelines for Vehicle Service Facilities is a series of BMPs prepared and produced by
Bay Area wastewater treatment plants and stormwater management agencies including
the counties of Santa Clara, Alameda, San Marco and San Francisco.

Good Cleaning Practices to Protect Our Creeks and Bay is a restaurant package for the
food industry that includes a thorough brochure (somewhat similar to a menu in
appearance) of BMPs; a four-color, two-sided poster of good illustrations of BMPs (can
be displayed vertically or horizontally, depending upon the space available); and wipes
clean, multi-language ehecldists of BMPs to hand out to employees.

Blue Print for a Clean Bay. Best Management Practices to Prevent Stormwater Pollution
from Construction-relatedActivities is a BMP booklet for all construction activities.
Research of existing materials found that this booklet has been adapted by several other
programs. The booklet refers to additional resources for more detailed design
information, and includes guidance in complying with the Construction General Permit.
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Summary of Observations: San Francisco Bay Pollution Prevention
Programs

¯ San Francisco’s materials have been targeted at specific activities; and research has tested
whether or not the campaigns using these materials have been effective. Two types of
surveys were used in 1996 to measure effectiveness -- written and telephone questionnaires.
The telephone survey indicated that 15 percent of city residents were aware of a home
maintenance-targeted campaign called Clean It!. Results are still being determined from the
written survey.

¯ Clean It! includes a wheel/fan of home maintenance BMPs for the residential target audience.
This piece is highly visual, practical to use, includes numerous important telephone numbers
and references to recycling centers, offers safe alternatives to toxic products, and succinctly
explains how certain activities harm the San Francisco Bay. This has been translated to
Spanish and Chinese. Similar wheel/fans are available for gardening and automobile
maintenance.

� Shop Information Package of Automotive Repair Businesses is a good ready-reference
package of BMPs for small auto businesses. It provides not only the applicable BMPs, the
binder also includes a case study of a local success story and a list of vendors that provide
supplies and services needed to comply with stormwater and pollution prevention
requirements.

-.;

¯ The San Francisco Water Pollution Prevention Program prepared a binder of materials for
automotive repair facilities. These materials included a Green Wrench Guide which has
pollution prevention tips for auto repair and body shops; a checklist to help these businesses
document hazardous materials and wastes; locations and phone numbers for recycling centers
that take solvents, paint thinners, some solid wastes, and other auto services products; a case
study of a business that saved money following the suggested BMPs; and a guide to vendors
and services related to the industry. The materials also include a Regulatory Agency Matrix
for Automotive Repair Facilities. The purpose of the binder of is to give enough in.formation
to overcome hurdles that might prevent auto shop managers and owners from following
through with measures that prevent pollution.

¯ Tips for Painting Contractors is a comprehensive guide that describes BMPs for proper
handling and disposing of paint waste. Options and phone numbers for more information are
provided. The layout of the BMP brochure is attractive and easy for painters to follow.
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¯ The city of San Francisco, which has a population of approximately 750,000, conducts one of
the more multifaceted programs for targeting ethnic communities. This program has tried
innovative ways of reaching the ethnic population. One of these was a series of workshops
for Latina housecleaners that focused on messages that were secondary to the stormwater
program but primary to the target audience. Because pre-workshop research showed that
Latina housecleaners were more concerned about their health than the environment, the
workshop taught stormwater BMPs in the. framework of protecting the workers’ health and
well-being. The Los Angeles County Five-Year Public Education Plan may also need to
present stormwater BMPs in terms of issues of primary importance to target audiences, such
as protection of the health of families, neighborhood beautification, and cost savings.

The San Francisco program created fan-style brochures for the Do-It-Yourselfers in the areas
of pest control, home cleaning and maintenance, and automobile maintenance. These are
extremely attractive and handy for users in the process of any of these activities.

¯ This program has also done a good job of documenting before and after public awareness.
Public awareness surveys have been conducted to confirm the effectiveness of campaigns
targeted at home and car BMPs.

Summary of Observations -- Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies
Association (BASMAA)

¯ Pollution From Surface Cleaning, produced in 1996 for mobile cleaners (steam and high
pressure cleaners/wash the outsides of buildings, parking lots and sidewalks). This is an eye-
catching brochure that first explains the pollutants of concern to mobile surface cleaners and
the effects of improper disposal of wash water. The remainder of the brochure uses tables
and easy to read bulleted summaries to demonstrate proper cleaning and disposal methods.
The brochure was used in combination with training workshops that included a self-graded
examination. Approximately 125 mobile cleaners were trained and certified in the fncst
workshop.

¯ Vehicle Service brochure provides a set of comprehensive BMPs for vehicle service and
maintenance facilities. It includes referral phone numbers for local agencies and an
explanation of why pollutants from vehicle service facilities are a problem. This attractive
brochure is easy to follow.
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Summary of observations -- Riverside County Flood Control and Water
Conservation District

Several materials including giveaways have been prepared by the District. Of particular
interest is a videotape targeting new development and construction, which is suitable for
most Southern California cities.

¯ This is the only video received for the research task that targeted a specific business; it is
very good in that it is thorough and clearly communicates new development issues,
construction BMPs, and long-term maintenance. It mentions Riverside, but subtly enough
that the video could be used by other stormwater public education programs.__

Summary of Observations -- Sacramento Stormwater Management Program

¯ Overall, there were excellent materials and interactive displays for children.

¯ Posters are in Spanish and English.

¯ The program has a portable game that allows children to toss a ball into a "storm drain," it
.:rolls through pipes and lands in clean water. This builds the connection between storm

drains and nearby rivers. One potential drawback of the game is that children may think it is
fun to drop balls down the storm drains and do it "for real."

Southern California Programs13

The City of Los Angeles began its stormwater public education program in 1993. It
represented a departure from the earlier grassroots programs because of "unparalleled diversity of
the population [that] creates a unique environment that poses as many challenges as it does

),14opportunities. According to the Public Information Director, the City has achieved its greatest
successes with educational methods that reach large numbers of people with each effort -- such          ’
as radio programs for Spanish-speaking residents, a co-op outdoor advertising campaign with
Los Angeles County which used billboards and bus shelter posters, and a bilingual school
program that reaches hund~ds of children at a time. The cost-effectiveness of each educational
effort is essential in a market the size of Los Angeles.

t~ See Section 4 for a detailed discussion of Southern California/Co-permittee programs.                           ;
t~ .Ciw of Los Angeles) 1996 EPA Excellence Awards, application ,,
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Managersis of other stormwater public education programs in California stated in
interviews that, if ~hey had to develop a program for Los Angeles County, they would use the
media and advertising much more than they do in their own programs designed for smaller
populations. Reasons cited were the size of the population and that, because Los Angeles
County is a world center for the entertainment and advertising industries, residents are already
conditioned to receiving messages via the media.

Heal the Bay, a major environmental organization in Los Angeles County, has an 11-year
history of activism and accomplishment in cleaning up Santa Monica Bay. Its active
stormwater/urban runoff public education program has:

� Effectively used the media to increase public awareness of the issue
, Established the organization as a credible source for the news media about stormwater issues
¯ Recruited visible spokespersons to communicate stormwater issues to the public and the

media
¯ Effectively used political pressure to build support for regulatory decisions
¯ Produced creative, recognizable print and PSA materials
¯ Conducted a successful storm drain stenciling program, called the "Gutter Patrol"
-, Provided authoritative technical expertise on scientific issues
¯ Effectively used the "carrot and stick" approach with agencies to promote water quality

improvements

The Los Angeles County Department of Public Works has joined resources with both the
City of Los Angeles and Heal the Bay in advertising, public education materials, and storm drain
stenciling programs. While these united efforts were short-term (In.sting up to six months) their
positive results reinforce what can be achieved with messages delivered on a large scale.

~SMana~ers of the Alameda County and Santa Clara Valley stormwater progrrams~ August 1996.
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Summary of Observations: State and National Programs

Chesapeake Bay (Maryland, Vlrginia, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Delaware,
Washington DC)

¯ Multi-jurisdictional, grassroots, highly targeted public education program for stormwater and
pollution prevention issues.

¯ Materials were received from several agencies that focus on improving water quality of the
Chesapeake Bay. The materials focused primarily on erosion control, nutrients and toxics as
these are the three primary pollutants of concem. Some of the materials borrowed imag_es
created by the stormwater public education programs in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and
Bellevue, Washington.

¯ In addition to the print materials distributed by the Chesapeake Bay Trust and the four states
in the watershed, public education has a strong grassroots emphasis. Storm drain stenciling,
stream cleanups, and volunteer monitoring are major elements of the Chesapeake Bay
program.

¯ Storm drain stenciling is similar to the programs in Los Angeles County.

¯ Stream cleanups organized and conducted by volunteers include education about urban
stream ecology to emphasize ownership and understanding of the watershed.

¯ Volunteer waterway monitoring involves sampling specific water bodies for a range of
characteristics. This program involves students, primarily in middle and high schools, but
also elementm’y- and college-age volunteers.

¯ School outreach materials emphasize understanding of watersheds and are targeted to middle
school students. Activities include interpreting topographic maps, building models and
testing drainage under various conditions, solving a watershed puzzle, holding watershed
races, planning and conducting a volunteer monitoring program, field trips and actual
monitoring.

¯ The Bay is cleaner and marine life is rejuvenating; however, much public awareness must
still be accomplished in the Chesapeake Bay area. A public awareness survey conducted in
1994 by the University of Maryland indicated that only seven percent of the population was
aware that individuals caused’water pollution.

¯ The state of Maryland has "Treasure the Bay" slogan on its license plates.
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Southern Florida; Dade County

¯ Dade County, Florida’has a strong pollution prevention program that includes stormwater
public education. The program is driven by the fact that Southeast Florida’s only source of
drinking water is the Biscayne Aquifer which lies three to 10 feet below the ground surface.

¯ . The program combines several environmental issues: solid waste, wastewater, air pollution,
energy conservation, household hazardous wastes, and stormwater/urban runoff. Support is
provided to local businesses and industries because enforcement alone was not solving local
pollution problems.

¯ Pollution prevention and BMPs were initiated at county facilities, which sent the message to
~.:. the community that these actions were important to protect local environmental resourqes.

¯ Key elements of the overall strategy were workshops, printed educational materials, on-site
technical assistance for county employees and local businesses, and integrating pollution
prevention into enforcement agreements. One example of the outreach program is a "Solvent
Alternatives Exposition" that brought together government and industry experts for a full day
of workshops and featured vendor table-top displays.

¯ Success for this program is measured by participation in events. The program was reviewed,
by the National Association of Counties and was considered very successful in meeting its
goals. The problems encountered by the pr~o6gram were related to availability of staff and the
public’s reluctance to make major changes.

l~Preventin~ Pollution in our cities and Countiesr" National Association of Countiesr Fall 1995.
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Great Lakes, M.ilwaukee, Wisconsin

¯ Wisconsin spent billions of dollars in the 1970s and 1980s on treatment plants and industries
to clean up flows discharged to Lake Michigan and the Milwaukee River. To clean up
stormwater runoff, a five-year public education strategy was prepared in 1994 by the
University of Wisconsin with funding from the U.S. EPA.

¯ The public education program targets urban residents, local governments, and
businesses/industry, and was well-documented in "Spreading the Word on Storm Water -- A
Strategy for the Milwaukee Area ,,17

¯ Pollutant loads were calculated for the urban Milwaukee area. The calculations focused on :.:...
sediments, nutrients, oxygen demanding material, bacteria, toxic pollutants, metals, - !~.
pesticides, and other chemicals (e.g., PAl-Is, PCBs). While this technical information was
documented, the report did not disclose how the information was ultimately used in the
public education program.

¯ Research of existing pollution prevention practices and sources of information on water
quality clearly helped shape the five-year public education strategy. A public awareness
survey conducted in 1989 indicated a strong willingness to recycle oil, separate household
hazardous wastes fi:om trash, limit use of chemical fertilizers and weed killers, support    "
ordinances requiring dog owners to clean up pet waste, and to route roof water to lawns
rather than driveways. :~-:..::~

¯ Elements of Milwaukee’s five-year public education strategy buiIt upon the willingness to
implement these BMPs. The report stated that the public education strategy is intended to
guide activities but should also be flexible in order to respond to new information and
conditions.

¯ Evaluation of effectiveness is one of the major elements of the five-year plan. Evaluation
methods include telephone surveys, focus groups, teacher evaluation forms, student test
results, interviews with advisory committees, and business programs needs assessments.

t7 Southwest Area Water uali Education UniversitZ of Wisconsin -- Extension March 1994.
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Puget Sound Water Quality Authority and King County, Washington

¯ The K~g County Su~ace Water Management Progr~-~ has used many diferent strategies to
build awareness and cooperation to protect local water resources, which include Puget Sound,
local creeks and lakes. The Puget Sound Water Quality Authority implements a number of
grassroots programs, including a Public Involvement and Education Grants Program that
builds public stewardship of water quality.

¯ The King County Surface Water Management Program conducts a well-known stormwater
public education program that focuses on one of the counties that borders Puget Sound.. The
theme message is "Everyone lives downstream." The public education program follows the
philosophy of empowering the public to act in the stewardship of water resources. The
materials and outreach program targets a wide range of public interests and needs.

¯ The King County program includes:

- Community Stewardship Grant-funded projects
- Volunteer projects, including storm drain stenciling and volunteer monitoring
- Citizen advisory committees
- Public meetings
- Student education for K-12 and college presentations
- Public education using workshops and presentations
- Targeted mailings
- Stream signage
- Public event displays
- Media outreach

¯ The materials provided by King County included information about a business outreach
program, encouraging the implementation of BMPs. They also included a newsletter that
indicated an even broader public education program.

¯ The Community Stewardship program, active since 1988, has funded 88 projects and
involved more than 2,700 citizens. In 1996, grant projects will remove invasive weeds from
local creeks; create and install interpretive signage along one creek; create a Web page; create
a volunteer monitoring program; distribute a watershed bike tour pamphlet and develop new
educational watershed bike tour routes; coordinate monitoring an.d teacher training; create a
watershed atlas; create and distribute a student-made brochure on community watershed
stewardship; plant natiye species in a meadow; recruit and train urban youth in restoration
projects; create a video on wetland birds; and build and maintain a native plant nursery.

¯ A local youth career center participated a "Businesses for Clean Water Program." The
students’ various language skills helped in promoting the program in the community: among
them they spoke Cambodian, Vietnamese, Spanish, Samoan, and Russian. Businesses for
Clean Water provides free publicity, window decals, and other incentives to businesses that
implement BMPs related to stormwater and urban runoff.
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The King Co.unty program produced the best videotape for students of any reviewed in this
research, project. It was reinforced with an excellent teachers guide. The school materials
support an activities-oriented program, rather than introduce new curriculum to the area’s
classrooms.

¯ A variety of teachers workshops are offered by the North Cascades Institute. Session titles
include Watershed.Week for Educators, Where the Forest Meets the Stream, Aquatic Insects:
Riparian Habitats andStream Ecology. The Interact is among the ways that teachers can
find out about these workshops.

¯ Television advertising showed a man walking a fertilizer dispenser along the water’s edge of
a lake. The caption read: "When you’re fertilizing the lawn, remember you’re not just
fertilizing the lawn." This advertising campaign was reinforced by programs sponsored-by
park rangers at the lakes targeted for protection.

¯ Developers and organizations such as the Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts joined forces to salvage
native plants that would have been destroyed at sites slated for construction. Plants were
replanted to stream banks and lakeshores that needed additional vegetative protection.

¯ Volunteers who monitor local water resources are trained in wetlands characteristics,
hydrology, soils, wildlife, vegetation and the impdcts of various land uses.

¯ Videotapes prepared for the general public combine groundwater protection and
stormwater/urban runoff education.

¯ Puget Sound Water Quality Authority also has a diverse public education program, but the
most outstanding effort is the Public Information and Education (PIE) Grants program that
strives to involve community-based organizations, businesses, local and tribal governments,
and schools:

The program has been an overwhelming success -- in the last nine years, the Authority
provided more than $4 million in funding for 230 projects. The projects spread the word
about clean water to at least 2 million people.

All applications for project funding must include a method of measuring success. The
intent of this requirement is two-fold: there must be some tangible measurement of
effectiveness for public funding and support for the program to continue; and by
including this task along with the implementation of the project, the applicant learns
important project management skills. In this way, the grants program gains from the
community and gives back to the community.

The Authority found early in its creation that a variety of organizations and groups were
asking for funding for their special projects. The Authority saw that many good ideas
were being suggested by the public, and wanted to provide the funding. The grants
program enabled this process to become formalized and well-organized.
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The PIE Grants program has evolved so that partnerships and alliances among groups
with different missions are becoming commonplace. Projects aimed at involving a
variety of ethnic groups, particularly non-English speaking people, have grown, and as a
result language and cultural barriers are being bridged.

The criteria for a PIE project are:
Move beyond "us versus them" attitudes and emphasize that good water quality is fin
everyone’s best interest.
Emphasize interesting, innovative activities that involve people; put them in charge of
decisions that lead to local action.
Be well-designed and clearly articulate effective methods for reaching identified

~i-~ target audiences.
~: Support cleanup and protection of Puget Sound waters.
¯. Be carried out by groups which have demonstrated their abilities to implement ~e

project they propose.
Clearly justify the expenditures.
Be guided by an advisory group that includes a cross-section of affected people (for
example, a mixture of business people, local and government staff, citizen group
representatives, and technical experts) as needed for the particular projects.

San Francisco Bay
Alameda Countywide Urban Runoff Clean Water Program

¯ The Alameda Countywide program has three main objectives: (1) to educate the public about
non-point source pollution to eliminate illicit discharges, (2) monitor the quality of water in
the storm drain system, and (3) to reduce urban rtmoffpollution by promoting BMPs.

¯ The program has developed partnerships among Co-permittees. In its newsletter, the County
includes "City Spotlight," a regular feature that focuses on the efforts of local cities.

¯ Storm drain stenciling in Oakland, one of the participants in this countywide program, has
been done in Chinese, Spanish and English.

¯ The countywide program manager suggests that first outreach efforts focus on those who
most readily support stormwater/urban runoff pollution prevention: teachers who are
enthusiastic about environmental issues and business leaders who are similarly positive about
environmental responsibility. These people will carry the educational messages to many
others and give the program momentum.

¯ The county program began by teaching basic BMPs, but has lately included a watershed
focus. Groups are being formed to focus on the watershed of particular local creeks -- such
as "Friends of San Leandro Creek." This aspect of watershed emphasis is highly localized
and of a manageable scale; it is not equivalent to creating a WMA fin Los Angeles County
such as "Friends of the Entire Malibu Creek Watershed Management Area."
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The Alameda.program received a second place award from the EPA for outstanding
municipal stormwater.program in 1994 for public education -- depth, creativity and
effectiveness of the efforts were the judging criteria.

San Francisco Bay
Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Pollution Control Program

¯ The Santa Clara Valley program has produced attractive, well-targeted public education
materials that are used by many other stormwater public education programs. Research has
shown that the most effective tool for communicating awareness of stormwater/urban runoff
pollution prevention has been storm drain stenciling.                            -

¯ The Santa Clara Valley program prepared focused pieces that explained BMPs for inspectors
to use during visits to local businesses. As more public employees became aware of needs in
the community for education about stormwater BMPs, they informed the Santa Clara Valley
program manager and the necessary materials were developed.

¯ There are certain umbrella activities that are undertaken by the Santa Clara Valley program.
Others that are more localized and hands-on are managed by the Co-permittees, such as    "
taking an active role in school education programs in their individual communities.

¯ The program is restructuring its committee hierarchy. Since there were more subcommittees
than were manageable, the organization is moving toward being staff-driven with a
managementcommittee that oversees decision-making.

¯ A community stewardship grants program will start up in Fall 1996. The budget will be
$60,000.

¯ Measurement of effectiveness has not been easy. Surveys have been used to indicate public
awareness, along with embedding a telephone number in newsletters monitoring response
and tracking the number of people who sign in at events.

¯ This program is undertaking large scale advertising. Little advertising has been done
to date, but advertising is considered important for the future to reach the large general punic
audience.

¯ Watershed educational materials are being created. Among the initial tools will be
watershed maps.

¯ A fresh, crisp, unified corporate appearance is used in most Santa Clara Valley program
materials. This clean overall "look" helps people remember the messages.
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 Section 7: Survey of Newspaper Coverage
of L.A. County Stormwater/Urban Runoff Pollution

and Related Environmental Issues

"All I know is ~h~t I see in the newspaper." That observation, made many years ago by
humorist Will Rogers, could have been said today about stormwater/urban runoff pollution. In
fact, surveys conducted in Los Angeles County and nationwide confirm that the media --
television, radio, advertising, magazines and newspapers -- are rated highest of all sources for the
general public to learn about environmental issues (see Section 2). Because of their complexity,
the deeper issues surrounding stormwater pollution have largely been covered by the press
metropolitan, regional and local newspapers.

Los Angeles County-based newspapers -- especially the Los Angeles Times -- have
reported on stormwater pollution for more than a decade. Press coverage increased in the 1980s,
when organizations such as the Santa Monica Restoration Project (SMBRP) and Heal the Bay
were formed and began drawing attention to the dangers of stormwater/urban runoff in the Santa
Monica Bay. More recently, efforts such as Heal the Bay’s annual water quality-based beach
safety report card; annual Coastal Cleanup Day (September); and Gutter Patrol stenciling
program have been featured on local television and covered in greater depth in the metropolitan
and local press.

A review of recent newspaper coverage of stormwater/urban runoff pollution provides a
baseline of the type and level of information County residents have akeady received. For the
Five-Year Public Education Plan, this information will help form the basis of research and
program strategies such as the direction of County resident and business-owner focus groups, the
best times of the year to release information, and the development of key messages for collateral
materials, advertising and general media outreach.

As a ftrst step, a review of more than 200 articles covering stormwater/urban runoff in
L.A. County-based newspapers18 from 1994 to 1996 has been conducted. Preliminary results
show approximately how many people have received information via newspapers; where they
live and the papers they read; how much they may already know about stormwater pollution;
reporters who write about the environment and/or who have shown continued interest in
stormwater/urban runoff; authorities quoted or cited; and the general attitude of the press toward
stormwater/urban runoff pollution.

t, Articles from files of the Los An des Coun De artment of Public Works and Heal the Ba .
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Newspapers SUrveyed: June 1994 -- September 1996

More than 20 newspapers carried stormwater/environmental articles in Los Angeles
County communities from the far-northwest San Fernando Valley, to the Inland Empire, to the
South Bay from June 1994 to December 1996. As anticipated, the greatest concentration was in
the Los Angeles metropolitan area and coastal cities.

Following is a breakdown of the percentage of stormwater-related stories by each
newspaper, each paper’s average 1994-96 circulation and the number of impressions, which
accounts for subscribers and "pass-along" newspaper readers such as subscriber-family members,
business-subscriber employees and customers, and news-stand readers.

Newspaper City/Area Percentage Circulation Impressions

Los Angeles L.A. Metro 50% I. 1 million 2.7 million (M-F)
Times 1.5 million 3.7 million (Sun.)
The Outlook Santa Monica 18% 26 thousand 65 thousand

Daily Breeze Torrance/S. Bay 10% 82 thousand 200 thousand (M-F)
122 thousand 300 thousand (Sun.)

Daily News S.F. Valley 5% 207 thousand 518 thousand (M-F)
223 thousand 559 thousand (Sun.)

S. Gabriel Valley S. Gabriel Valley 3% 60 thousand 158 thousand (M-F)
Tribune 115 thousand 288 thousand (San.)

Long Beach Press Long Beach 2% 124 thousand 309 thousand (M-F)
Telegram 138 thousand 345 thousand (Sun.)

Misc. Los Angeles County 12% 50 thousand or
Newspapers 19 less2O

t, See listing on next page " :’""
,o Except for L.A. Weekly] L.A. Reader~ and La Opinion.
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¯ Misceilaneou.s Newspapers Covering Stormwater/Urban Runoff 1994-96:

The Acom/Calabasas The Observer
The Argonaut/Marina del Rey The Palisadian Post
The Beach Reporter The Santa Clara Signal
Easy Reader The Santa Monica Business Journal
L.A. Reader La Opinion
L.A. Weekly San Pedro News Pilot
Malibu Surfside South Pasadena Review

~ The Malibu Times Thousand Oaks News
The Metropolitan News Enterprise Wilshire Independent

The Whole Life Times

Stormwater/Urban Runoff Issues Identified in the Press

The following summarizes the people, pollutants and issues that have been identified in
Lhe media over the past two years. While the public is somewhat familiar with this information,
it is useful in identifying advocates and possible spoke.speople and in formulating program
messages for the Five-Year Plan.

¯ Major Focus and Most Coverage: Swimmer Health

By far, the major focus and greatest amount of coverage was given to Santa Monica Bay
storm drain pollution and to Heal the Bay’s cleanup efforts. The greatest concentration of
articles2~ was the May-July 1996 announcement of Heal the Bay’s monthly beach report card
which gives grades "A-F" to County beaches for water quality/swimmer safety, alerts the public
to unsafe beaches and highlights major stormwater/urban runoff issues. Typically, report card
r̄esults are published near the end of May, to coincide with Memorial Day -- and the beginning of
swimming season.

= This year, these articles also tied in with the May 1996 release of the Santa Monica Bay
Restoration Project’s (SMBRP) landmark study which for the first time scientifically links storm
drain runoffto illness. Several articles also combined this information with reporting on the
July NPDES Permit hearings by the Regional Water Quality Control Board. It is noteworthy,
however, that stormwater/urban runoff was identified as the number one pollutant fouling
beaches and threatening marine life in only one of the articles reviewed, an editorial in the San
Gabriel Valley Tribune.



Concentration was in the Los Angeles Times, The Outlook and the Daily Breeze with
additional articles, editorials and letters to the editor in the Daily News, L.A. ggeekly, La Opinion,
San Gabriel Valley Tribune, Long Beach Post Telegram, Malibu Times, San Pedro News Pilot,
Beach Reporter, Palisadian Post and The Argonaut.

~ lllnesses Identified:

Newspapers have published that storm drain-polluted seawater leads to a variety of
symptoms and illnesses including:

¯ Sore throat
¯ Skin rashes -- "
¯ Fever
¯ Chilis
¯ Stomach flu
¯ Nausea
¯ Headache
¯ Viruses
. Bacterial infections

Importantly, several articles noted that swimming less than 1 O0 yards from a storm drain
poses the greatest health risk -- and in fact makes people sick -- and that risks are dramatically        "-".".:?-:~
reduced the farther away swimmers are from storm drains. This is critical information -- and the
first time anecdotal swimmer reports spanning more than a decade have been scientifically
validated.

In a vital implication for the Five-Year Plan, it was also noted that swimmers tend to have
cavalier attitudes about "dirty water" and often swim/surf in spite of the County’s posted "No
Swimming" signs. Given this attitude, it is possible that publishing the idea that swimming more
than 100 yards from a storm drain is "OK" could possibly lead to reduced caution among
swimmers, who generally lose distance perception while in the ocean. In addition, several
articles quoted County Lifeguards as saying swimmers are more concerned about riptides than
they are about the chances of getting sick.                                                   ’

As this applies to the Five-Year Plan, it would seem that health risks should be a
component of messages to the public, particularly those in beach communities, despite the
relatively widespread newspaper exposure given the link between storm drain runoff and illness.
To determine the extent of the need for health risk-related messages, public awareness and
attitudes will be further explored in focus groups and other research as the Five-Year Plan is
developed.
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¯ Stormwater/Urban Runoff as Distinct From Sewage

Stormwater/urban ~tmoff as a pollution source separate and apart from sewage was a
running thread throughout the newspaper articles reviewed. Yet in proportion to other issues,
this information was scanty, with approximately two percent of the articles covering it as a major
issue. Most of the articles defining storm drains -- and their intended use as flood control -- were
not directed at public education about the risks associated with pollution. In these articles, issues
such as public health, community beautification and/or behavioral change were generally not
mentioned or oniy mentioned as an aside.

Typical among these was a series of articles in July 1996 detailing L.A. Mayor Richard
Riordan’s $15 million plan to divert runoff from 14 storm drains to the Hyperion treatment plant
to demonstrate support of the Permit. Rather than the risks to public health and communities,
these stories focused on the City Council debates triggered by the Mayor’s proposal.

There were also articles published in’ 1995 that covered the County’s construction of the
Hollyhills Storm drain. In fact, this latter article -- which focused on the inconvenience to nearby
residents caused by the storm drain’s construction -- was the only negative storm drain-related
story of all the articles reviewed. Storm drains as flood-control mechanisms were also defined in
articles written in 1995-96 which report on the debate over the County Department of Public
Works’ proposal to construct cement flood-control barriers adjacent to the Los Angeles River. -

Given the relatively small amount of published information defining storm drains, it is
likely that segments of the County population -- especially in inland communities -- are unaware
that what goes into storm drains comes out untreated at the other end. As with the health issue, it
is likely that measuring the level of public awareness will be part of the countywide baseline
research that will ’be conducted during development of the Five-Year Plan.

Regional Economic Concerns

Several sources, most notably those from the American Oceans Campaign, cited threats
to the region’s economy, to our $2 billion a year tourist business and more than 600,000
tourist-related jobs as a reason to address stormwater/urban runoff pollution. In one article, a
County lifeguard is quoted as asking, "What messages do closed beaches give tourists?" In most
articles, however, this concern was either ignored or not mentioned as a major focus. Again,
research will tell us the extent of the larger business community’s concern and resulting
messages that need to be developed.
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Level of Public and Business-Community Awareness

As reported in the media, the level of public awareness of stormwater/urban runoff
pollution is low. In general, the public remains ignorant about the issues and indifferent about
cleanup. A possible reason lies in the concentration of many efforts and outreach materials to
beachside communities. The same observation holds true for small businesses, where it was
noted several times that businesses responded only when organizations such as Heal the Bay and
the watchdog group BayWatch contacted individuals, pointed out violations and compelled
corrective action. Businesses identified in the press are restaurants, auto repair shops, gas
stations, transportation facilities, freeways, streets, parking lots and construction sites, which are
already targeted as major education campaign audiences. Overall, cost of corrective action was
cited as a major concern of small business owners.                                   _-

Advantages to the Program Generated by Media Coverage

There are several reporters, most notably James Rainey of the Los Angeles Times and The
Outlook’s Susan Woodward, who have covered the issue for several year.s and demonstrated
extensive knowledge. These and other reporters have a generally positive attitude regarding the
need to "clean up the act" cotmtywide, their information is scientifically accurate and their
articles strongly support corrective action.

That health risks of stormwater pollution have been reported in the media -- and that
results of the SMB1LP study have been published -- will add credibility to the campaign’s
messages. Again, determining how much information the public has read and/or retairied will be
explored during the program’s developmental research phase. The same observation is true for
the several examples of cleanup methods that appeared in the press and are listed below. How
much information does the public know and retain?

Challenges to the Program Generated by Media Coverage

While newspaper exposure could raise public awareness of stormwater pollution as an
issue, its concentration on beaehfront areas could pose a challenge in developing the Five-Year
Plan. As noted earlier in this report, inland residents and businesses have received far less
information than those adjacent to the Pacific Ocean. The majority of articles reviewed focused
on -- or emanated from -- eommurtities adjacent to the Santa Moniea Bay and other oeeanside
cities, with little or no attention to the inland rivers and creeks that have the same levels of
pollution and that bring those pollutants downstream to the beaches and bays. Further research
will determine how much people outside the communities near the ocean know about stormwater
pollution, and in turn the level and type of education they will need.
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And while .newspaper stories make the public aware of the problem and the danger to
health and the environment, these same stories indicate general apathy toward cleanup on a
day-to-day basis. In fact, the most recent articles stressed one of the program’s greatest
challenges: solving the stormwater pollution problem depends on the everyday actions of
hundreds of thousands of individuals.22 To succeed, the public education program must reach
the source of many people’s motivations to change behavior -- and elicit that change. Following
is a summary of the stormwater/urban runoff information published in the press that will be
useful in achieving program goals:

¯ Local, California, Regional Authorities, Environmental and Political Figures Cited

James Alamillo, Heal the Bay Executive Assistant                                  -.
L.A City Councilmember Richard Alarcon
L.A. City Couneilmember Richard Alatorre
Ed Begley, Jr.
Ted Danson, American Oceans Campaign Founder
Julia Louis-Dreyfuss
Chuck Ellis, City of Los Angeles Stormwater Education Program Manager
L.A. City Couneilmember Mike Feuer
L.A. City Councilmember Ruth Galanter
Mark Gold, Heal the Bay Executive Director
Nancy Golden, American Oceans Campaign
Roger Gorke, Heal the Bay Science Analyst
Dorothy Green, Heal the Bay founder
Robert Halle, USC School of Medicine (SMBRP Study)
Joan Hartmarm, American Oceans Campaign (AOC)
State Senator Tom Hayden
Assemblyman Wally Knox (D-Los Angeles)
Maribel Marin, NKDC senior research associate
Bob Miele, L.A. County Sanitation District
Redondo Beach City Cotmeilmember Bob Pinzler
L.A. City Mayor Richard R Jordan
Gail Ruderman-Feuer, St. Attorney, N1LDC
Robert Sulniek, American Oceans Campaign Executive Director
Terry Tamminen, BayKeeper
L.A. County Supervisor Zev Yaroslovsky

zz Los Angeles Times editorial, "Individuals and Clean Water" July 17, 1996; Los Angeles Times feature
story, "A Sea Change in Behavior Sought" by James Rainey, July 17, 1996; and the San Gabriel Valley
Tribune editorial "CIean Oceans Start at Home~" .July 2~ 1996.
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¯ National Figures Cited

Baker, Undersecretary, National Oceanic and Atmospheric AdministrationJames
Ross Baker, Rutgers University political scientist
Senator Barbara Boxer (D-Calif.)
Carol Browner, EPA Administrator
Senator John Chafee (R-RI) Chair, Senate and Environmental and Public Works Committee
Representative Jane Harmon (D-Palos Verdes)
Robin Roberts, Clean Water Network, Wash., D.C.
3ohn Shanahan, environmental analyst for the Heritage Foundation
Representative Sherwood Rohlert (R-NY)

¯ Pollutants Identified

Restaurant food waste, grease and litter
Auto shops: Motor oil, radiator coolant & grease
Santa Monica Canyon horse corrals
Chemicals
Golf courses
Residential septic tanks
Fertilizer
Pesticides
Construction debris
Manufacturing solvents
Human and animal waste
Yard trimmings
Solvents
Metals, with lead and copper specified

¯ Cleanup Methods Cked

"Good housekeeping" practices in general
Restaurants constructing special drainage systems leading to treatment plants
Autoshops using solvents to neutralize oil-saturated runoff
Periodic Street sweeping
Watering lawns less often
Not dumping septic tanks into the storm drain system
Properly maintaining septic tanks
Heal the Bay Gutter Patrol
Catch basin stenciling
Controlling litter
Cleaning up oil leaks in driveways
Recycling used motor oil
Repairing broken sprinklers
Cleaning up after pets
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Conclusions & Implications For The Five-Year Plan

The breadth of knowledge gathered in the "Issues, Pollutants and Materials" Report
illustrates how much the stormwater/urban runoff prevention education movement has grown in
the past several years..In addition, analysis of the information leads to some important
conclusions that will serve as guideposts during the development of the County’s Five-Year
StormwateriUrban Runoff Public Education Plan.

The County and the Co-permittees have discussed and acknowledge that a coordinated
countywide education program must be implemented because of:

¯ The synergy the coordinated campaign will create -- and the potentially greater impact it will
have on the region’s highly mobile residents

¯ The need for simplified messages/concepts that tell people HOW to prevent stormwater
pollution and influence them to act

¯ The research-based approach that should help the program to be strategic -- and increase its
effectiveness and results

The high-quality materials that can be created for a lower unit cost than if done individually
by each Co-permittee

¯ Its flexibility in providing an overarching, consistent theme while allowing Co-permittees to
retain their identity

¯ The limited resources (time, staff and funds) of most ¢o-permittees

Additionally, other stormwater pollution program managers interviewed f~om across the
country recognize that stormwater/urban runoff pollution prevention campaigns are evolving
beyond their grassroots outreach "roots." Program managers are looking for more in-depth
research on target audiences to help ascertain motivational factors that will encourage behavioral
change. And they.know that not everyone can be convened to non-polluter status. They want to
narrow the field so they can focus on those who can be converted -- and they want to reach those
audiences in ways most likely to trigger response.

To this end, managers are wanting to implement more strategic social marketing
programs, expanding beyond the traditional brochures and collateral matedais to encompass
mass media tools such as TV and radio advertising. For example, the Puget Sound, San
Francisco Bay, Alameda County and the City of Los Angeles have all built research-based
programs that utilize new and innovative media outreach approaches while still retaining
important grassroots outreach efforts like brochures, "adopt-a-creek" programs and displays at
community fairs.
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Research shows, and managers agree, that stormwater public education has increased
awareness. In fac£, a recen_t study by the City of Los Angeles indicates that people recognize the
difference between stormwater and sewage systems - but they don’t necessarily realize that
stormwater is untreated when it reaches receiving waters. Therefore, it is time to expand and
bolster the movement toward not only increasing awareness, but teaching people how to prevent
pollution. For example, the stormwater/urban runoff prevention movement needs a meaningful
and concise slogan or call-to-action that everyone can use with most any audience and get
results. A slogan that does for the storrnwater pollution prevention movement what "reduce,
reuse, recycle" did for the recycling movement.

Moreover, as education outreach efforts are coordinated and expanded, it is necessary to
clearly identify for the general public why stonnwater/urban runoff pollution is so harmful - so it
becomes relevant, important and worth doing something about.

To better identify why storrnwater pollution is harmful, more conclusive information
about stormwater/urban runoff pollution must be obtained. This data will not only make the case
to media, lawmakers and other infiuentials, but can be compelling to certain segments of the
population just as concern for the rapid filling of landfills made a salable case for recycling with
the general public.

For example, Santa Monica Bay Restoration For the countywide Pul lic
Project’s highly publicized, landmark research study Education Program tooffered the first conclusive evidence that there was a ~ii~:~direct link between stormwater pollution and illness in succeed, it will take:
swimmers. In addition, public agencies have continually Researchmonitored affected receiving waters and Heal the Bay has
interpreted and publicized the meaning of the data to Strategy
protect public health. However, additional research must Creativity
be done to indicate not only which pollutants are found in Leadership
receiving waters, but at what levels these pollutants are Teamwork
dangerous, and the specific ill affects they cause so that Vision
the public can be better educated. Commitment

In closing, while significant strides have been made in educating the public, the County
and Co-permittees are taking on a challenging program - the nation’s second largest
metropolitan area conducting a research-based, targeted outreach program to change the
behaviors of a richly diverse population, and parmedng with the largest number of Co-permittees
known to ever be. involved in a stormwater/urban runoff public education effort.

Aside from the expected program challenges of addressing ethnic, cultural, geographical
and socio-economic diversity, there will be three greater challenges:

¯ discovering exactly what will influence behavioral change in the target audiences;
¯ measuring and documenting behavioral change; and
¯ demonstrating that the education outreach effort has indeed helped to reduce

stormwater/urban runoff pollution.
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Appendices: Glossary of Terms

Ammonium - Ionized ammonia found in human and animal wastes. Ammonium may be toxic
to aquatic life depending upon pH, temperature and ionic strength of the water.

AP! - Asian Pacific Islander; representing Chinese, Vietnamese, Japanese, Korean and others
who have come from countries in Asia and the Pacific Islands.

Best Management Practice (BMP) - The most effective and practical ways to control nonpoint
sources of pollution from stormwater/urban runoff. Guidelines are usually provided to
businesses to incorporate into their facility operation protocol.

Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) - The amount of oxygen consumed in the biological
process that breaks down organic matter in water. The greater the degree of pollution by organic
matter, the higher the BOD. This pollutant depletes available oxygen in water for marine life.

Bottom-up approach - In public relations, this approach relies upon working with many groups
of people to build support from "the bottom up." Also referred to as grassroots outreach.

Chlorides - Compounds of chlorine with another element or chemical group. The level of
chlorides can affect the amount of dissolved solids/salts in water.

Circulation - Related to newspapers, magazines and other publications, this is the number of
people who receive the paper directly through subscriptions..

Collateral - The variety of materials produced to support a marketing, outreach or public
education program, such as videos, give-aways, brochures, newsletters, etc.

Community beautification - Cleaning up a community, especially litter control.

Corporate sponsorship - Funding provided by a corporate business to support a public education
effort, usually in return for publicity.

Enteric virus - Disease-causing organisms that poses potential health risk to swimmers and
waders exposed to polluted stormwater/urban runoff. Sources include leaking septic tanks, sewer
lines, outdoor campers.

Environmental ethic - The willingness to protect the environment.

Environmental justice - The disproportionate burden of environmental impact on one group
within a large community or region.
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Evaluation instrument - The research tool used to evaluate, or measure, effectiveness or
awareness; e.g., a survey or questionnaire.

Focus groups - A research method whereby small groups of people who have been pre-selected
for specific characteristics such as where they live, their age or ethnicity, are convened to answer
caref-ully focused questions. Their answers usually provide information on attitudes and
behaviors to help guide a public education campaign.

Gatekeeper - Leadership role or allowing or disallowing information to pass from one group to
another.

Heavy metals - This is a group of metals typically used in a variety of industrial applications,
and associated with fuel combustion and automobile use. They are potentially toxic in high
concentrations.

Impressions - Related to newspapers, this is the number of people who read the paper; it includes
not only those who subscribe and purchase it, but also those who share the copies.

Interpretation - Translating not only the words written in English to another language, but also
adapting materials to reflect cultural differences to ensure that the translation reflects what was
actually meant. Not all words and phrases translate directly to another language without some
means of interpretive correction.                                              ~.:.~

Laddertng - A research method designed to reveal a more complete and personal view of the
public than is possible through traditional qualitative and quantitative techniques.

Land use - Activities that dominate an area, such as residential housing, commercial businesses,
etc.

I~tR! data - Demographic collection of people who utilize a certain brand or product (e.g.,
fertilizer users or who buy Permzoil motor oil). This demographic data group is then cross-
referenced with the type of mass media that they normally use - newspaper, TV, radio, etc.
In this manner, if a campaign is targeting homeowners who normally change their own oil, the
type of people who buy motor oil can be categorized and then a media buy can be specifically
targeted to the publications, TV, radio most likely to reach them.

New development - Planning and design of developing raw land into a new land use.

Nltrate - A form of nitrogen used by algae. Excessive concentrations result in nutrient
enrichment and algae blooms.

Nitrite - A form of nitrogen that is toxic to aquatic life. Nitrites and nitrates are common by-
products; bacterial breakdowns of organic matter. This process is called mineralization.

Nitrogen - Typical nutrient.
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Nutrient - Includes fertilizers, runoff from livestock (e.g., horse corrals), detergents, etc.
Excessive nutrients can cause algae growth. Algae can compete with other marine life for
oxygen.

Organic solvents - Products used for heavy, industrial-strength cleaning. These can impair the
health of aquatic habitat.

Overarching theme - A major theme that provides the "look," slogan graphics, etc. for a public
education campaign.

Oxygen demanding substances - Materials that consume oxygen in water and will deplete
oxygen content of receiving waters. They typically come from plant debris, animal waste, street
litter and organic matter. These substances reduce the amount of oxygen available to aqtuitic life.

Pathogenic bacteria - Disease-causing organisms that pose potential health risks to swimmers
and waders exposed to polluted stormwater/urban runoff. Sources include leaking sewer lines,
illegal sewer connections or dumping, malfunctioning septic tanks, outdoor campers. Carried to
beaches via storm drain runoff.

Phosphorus - A typical nutrient. Commonly found in.fertilizers and detergents. It can cause
excessive vegetation or algae growth, resulting in impaired use of water.

Pollutant load - A calculation of the volume of specific types of pollutants on an area of land.

Pollutant of concern - A pollutant that is known or believed to cause environmental harm.

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) - A group of 209 compounds, commonly used in electrical
insulation and heating/cooling equipment. PCBs have been banned since 1979. Among the most
persistent and toxic of organic compounds; biomagnifies. Accumulated in sediments, the most
persistent and toxic of organic compounds; causes contamination of seafood.

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) - Results from incomplete combustion of organic
compounds because of insufficient oxygen. PAHs are associated with oil and grease and other
petroleum products, and are potent carcinogens and mutagens.

Sediment - Results from erosion, land grading activities. Soil particles suspended in and carded
by water. Sediments can smother tidepools and artificial reefs, resulting in sedimentation of
coastal lagoons. Can be a problem in some areas with limited circulation.

Segmentation research - Understanding where the messages will have the greatest impact and
where they will have little or no impact can be achieved by conducting segmentation -- or
laddefing -- research. This type of research assesses the degree to which various groups of
people are part of the problem, their susceptibility and suitability to different messages, and their
willingness or lack of willingness to try new behaviors.
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Social markedng -The use of corporate marketing strategies and tactics to influence voluntary
behavioral changes in target audiences.

Stakeholder - Ferson who have a vested interest in something, such as a watershed. A
stakeholder can be a land owner, resident, business interest, public agency, environmental
organization, etc.

Stewardship - The act of taking responsibility for something, such as trying to improve the water
quality in a creek, watershed, or storm drain system.

Sulfates = A salt of sulfuric acid.

Survival issue - Refers to status of a business, particularly one that is struggling to keep its doors
open.

Target audience - The group of people targeted for public education, e.g., residents, small
business owners.

TBT (Tri-butyi tin) - Very toxic pollutant found in anti-fouling paint; restricted in 1987.
Bioaccumulates in all organisms.                                                   "

Top-down approach - In marketing/communications, this involves using a mass-media strategy
(TV, radio, outdoor advertising, print) for public education.

Total dissolved solids (TDS) - The volume of solids that are dissolved in water and carried
through the storm drain system. The source is both erosion and organic matter; excessive TDS
can interfere with aquatic life functions.

Total suspended solids (TSS) - The volume of solids that are suspended (not necessarily
dissolved) in water and carried through the storm drain system. The source is erosion, organic
matter and litter/debts. Excessive TSS can impair natural aquatic life functions.

Toxic matertal- Pollutants that can poison the environment.

Voladles = Substances that evaporate at low temperatures. Examples are solvents and dry
cleaning fluids. Some can cause toxicity in the environment.

W~A - Watershed Management Area.

Water Quality Assessment - An assessment of the condition of water bodies, including an
identification of the particular pollutants of concern measured in them. This is a requirement of
the Basin Plan.

Watershed -’The land area that drains into a river, lake, or ocean.                                ,
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.,    Appendices: Databases

Comprehensive databases of(l) events, (2) VIPs, and (3) media are being developed in
conjunction with the Five-Year Plan. The databases will enable continual tracking and response
to implementation of scheduled events, outreach to key opinion leaders and media coverage.

¯ Event Database

This database will provide a complete listing of Los Angeles County events, from the
L.A. County Fair to community grassroots festivals, and from trade shows to symposiums and
seminars. This database will be coded by target audience/industry, attendance, geographic
locale, date and frequency, with an emphasis on annual events. Utilization of existing events will
provide maximum cost-effectiveness while bringing the stormwater pollution prevention
message to a great number of people at one time.

The event database will be updated throughout the program, making it a "living
document" that will enable strategic targeting of events for Program outreach and materials     "
distribution. In addition, the database is structured so it facilitates tracking/monitoring of
attendance, materials and benchmark Program response.

Event database sample categories:
Art festivals
Auto shows and races
Boating shows and races
Commercial construction
Craft shows
Dog shows and races
Engineering/architectural shows
Entertainment/performances
Environmental expos
Fairs, carnivals
Health and fitness
Home and garden, decorating and remodeling
Parades
Restaurant trade shows
Sporting events
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¯ VIP Database -

The VIP database will identify key environmental authorities, researchers, scientists,
national, state and local political leaders, and key city staff/managers of the Co-permit-tees and
other cities with notable stormwater programs. The database will be designed to sort by title,
category (e.g., politician, expert, city staff) geographical location, and field of expertise.

These types of detailed lists will facilitate tracking and continuing relationships with
spokespeople, movers/shakers and potential public/private partners. It will also allow
near-immediate action on key events, breaking news, crises and emerging issues.

VIP database sample categories: __
Local, state and national elected officials
Key city employees (mayors, city councilmembers, city managers, directors of public works,
stormwater program managers)
Environmental experts, scientists, marine biologists and researchers
Construction/developers, restaurant, automotive and other industry leaders
Trade associations
Community activists
Special interest group leaders
Celebrities

¯ Media Database

The media database will be a comprehensive listing of Southern California electronic and
print media outlets and the key media reporting on the environment, business and economy as it
relates to the environment and lifestyle.

The media list will facilitate tracking coverage and County .responses in the form of
letters to the editor and opinion pieces. It will be sortable by reporter name and
publication/outer, geographic location, and reporter interest/expertise.

Media database sample categories:
Major Los Angeles County daily newspapers
Weekly community newspapers
Trade and special interest publications
Network and independent television stations
Cable television stations
Radio stations and specific talk shows/hosts
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Appendices: Cities with Public Education Materials and
BMPs Related to Stormwater

Public education materials and BMPs related to stormwater/urban runoff issues and
pollution prevention were collected from 125 jufisdictions~ agencies, organizations and
individuals in the United States and Australia:

Alameda Co. Urban Runoff Clean Water Prog.East Bay Municipal Utility District
Albuquerque, New Mexico EPA -- California
Ashville, North Carolina EPA -- U.S.
Assoc. for Environmental & Outdoor EducationGardena
Bay Area Stormwater Mgmt. Agencies Assoc.Glendale
Bellevue, Washington Greenville, Texas
Bellflower Gold Ridge Resource Cons. Dist.
Benieia Sen. Tom Hayden
Boulder, Colorado Hermosa Beach
Calabasas Highlands, New Jersey
California Chamber of Commerce Hydrosphere Ocean Opportunities
California Coastal Commission Inland Empire West Resource Cons. Dist.
California Coastal Conservancy King County (Seattle) Washington
California Conservation Corps Lake Michigan Federation
California Dept. Of Toxic Substances ControlLee Co. Div. Of Natural Resources
California Dept. Of Water Resources Lindsay Museum
California Integrated Waste Management BoardLivermore
California Lifeguard Program Long Beach
California Museum of Science and Industry Los Angeles, City of
Caltrans Los Angeles, County Public Works
Carson Los Angeles Conservation Corps
Cedar Falls, Iowa Louisiana Dept. of Env. Quality
Center for Environmental Education Lower Colorado River Authority
Center for Marine Conservation Madison, Wisconsin
Center for Marine Studies Malibu
Center for Urban Ed. About Sustainable Agric.Manhattan Beach
Central Contra Costa Sanitary District Mendoeino County Resource Cons.
Central Marin Sanitation Agency Metropolitan Washington COG
Chesapeake Bay, Maryland Metropolitan Water District of So. Calif.
Common Ground for Environment Miami, Florida
Concrete Products Industriex Mississippi River Basin Alliance
Covina Montana Watercourse
Culver City National Park Service
Davis National Project Water Ed. For Teachers
Earthspirit
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National Oceanic & Atmosph. Admin. Santa Catalina Island Conservancy
New Bedford, Massachusetts Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Pollution
New York State Control Program
Northeastern Illinois Planning Comm. Santa Monica
Olympia, Washington Sarasota, Florida
Seattle, Washington Sierra Club
Sunnyvale Surfers’ Environmental Alliance
Surfrider Foundation Sydney, Australia - Clean Up the World
Orange County Tallahassee, Florida
Pale Alto Terrene Institute, Virginia
Phoenix, Arizona TreePeople
Portland, Oregon Trenton, New Jersey
Providence, Rhode Island U.C. Santa Barbara
Puget Sound Water Quality Auth.; WashingtonU.S. Coastal Guardian Campaign --
Pomona U.S. Navy
Rancho Cucamonga Vallejo
Redondo Beach Ventura County
Renew America Video Project, The (Oakland)
Reynolds Metals Co. Washington Environmental Council
River Voices/River Network Washington Toxics Coalition
Riverside Co. Flood Control & Water Censer. Water Education Foundation
Sacramento, City & County Water Environment Federation
San Bernardino WestHollywood
San Diego Western Lake Superior San. District
San Francisco Wisconsin Dept. of Natural Resources
San Francisco Estuary Institute Worchester, Massachusetts
San
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¯ ,Appendices: Social Marketing

Selling Behavioral Change

One of the best ways of explaining the difference between traditional public education
and social marketing can be found in the article "Selling Good Behavior" from the November
1995 issue of American Demographics magazine. In i,t, Fred Kroger, a communications
specialist at the Centers for Disease Control, explains a problem with some public health
outreach efforts: "We pass out the truth and expect everyone to recognize it."

He goes on to illustrate his point by highlighting the publicity efforts surrounding the-
Surgeon General’s 1964 report on the ill effects of smoking. Publicizing that report did persuade
millions of Americans to quit smoking. However, today, one in four adults still smokes. Now,
social marketing programs are in place throughout the country to target segments of the smoking
population with messages that will influence them to quit. In addition, highly-focused
campaigns are being executed to persuade segments of the youth population most at risk of
smoking to ne’~er start.

¯ Conducting Social Marketing Programs

A good model for creating a social marketing program comes f~om an article in the
Journal of Public Policy & Marketing, April 1994.

¯ Program managers understand the target audience’s needs, wants, perceptions, and present
behavior patterns before acting, in many cases through the use of specific formative research.
Managers do not make assumptions about these characteristics.

¯ Program managers segment target markets wherever politically feasible and devise budgets
and strategies that are specifically adapted to the characteristics of each defined segment.

¯ Whenever economically feasible, all major elements of program strategy and tactics are
pre-tested with members of the target audience.

¯ Program managers conceive of the decision process by which target consumers come to
undertake a target behavior as comprising the following steps.

1) ,Acquire the necessary knowledge to be aware of the option

2) Embrace the values that permit the behavior to be considered for adoption

3) Perceive the behavior as potentially relevant to their own circumstances, those of a
member of their family or those of the broader society
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4) Conclude that.the positive consequences ~)fthe behavior exceed the negative
consequences to a degree that is superior to realistic alternatives

5) Believe that they have the ability to carry out the action

6) Believe that others who are important to them support their action

¯ The program explicitly recognizes that it faces direct or indirect competition for the target
consumer’s behavioral choices.

¯ Strategies designed to effect behavioral change always comprise all four elements of the
marketing mix (The Four Ps = Product, Place, Price, and Promotion)                             .,!

Product -- Design era product (i.e., the behavior to be promoted) that is fully responsive to
the target consumers’ needs and wants, in other words, that is easy and satisfying

Place -- Making the place at which the behavior can be carried out convenient and accessible

Price -- Minimizing to the extent possible the economic, social and psychological price of
the behavioral change                                                        .

Promotion -- Seeking to promote the behavior with messages through personal or               .....,::,
impersonal media appropriate to the target audiences lifestyle patterns and preferences           ’.i~i~.-.i’~
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